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PEEFACE
1894

The Preface to the original issue of this Dictionary, which will be found

at page vii of the present volume, contains a statement of the motive

which originally induced the Editor to enter on the preparation of the

work. Briefly, that motive was supphed by a desire to place in the hands

of the practitioner, the teacher, and the student, a means of ready reference

to the accumulated knowledge which we possessed of scientific and prac-

tical Medicine, rapid as was its progress, and difficult of access as were its

scattered records.

That the object in view was successfully attained, has been rendered

abundantly evident by the reception accorded to the Dictionary. Since

its appearance in 1882 more than 38,000 copies have been issued in this

country and America, whilst the Editor personally has received most

gratifying assurances of the value and utihty of the work.

Having made this reference to the past, he has now to say that the

motive which then influenced him is felt with greatly increased force at the

present time. Never in the history of Medicine has progress been so

rapid as during the last twelve years. Not only has our knowledge of

old and familiar facts been improved, but an entirely new development of

our science has occurred, more especially with reference to the causation

of disease and, it may be added, the preservation of health. It had there-

fore become necessary to make a complete revision of the work. In the

performance of this duty, it has been the aim of the Editor to combine

what was good in the original, amended as experience suggested, with such

new matter as proved to be acceptable after full consideration.

In order to accomplish these objects, the several articles have been

revised by the original writers, so far as this has been practicable. When

death unhappily prevented such revision, the task was committed to other

not less competent writers. The services of equally competent contributors
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were secured for the preparation of new articles. To these gentlemen,

friends and colleagues, the Editor offers his grateful thanks for the ability

and zeal with which they have discharged the duties undertaken by them.

He has the gratification of feeling that the contributors to the Dictionary

may regard with great satisfaction the result of their labours.

The Editor has also to speak with sincere thanks of the valuable services

which have been rendered him by his fellow-labourers, Dr. Frederick T.

EoBERTS and Dr. J. Mitchell Bruce. la the Preface to the former Edition

he stated that without the help afforded by them he would have found it

impossible to accomplish the undertaking. He appreciated then the marked

ability by which their assistance had been characterised, and he desires

now to repeat the expression of his appreciation, recognising that their

services have been rendered of much greater value by their increased

experience. He has on these grounds felt it a pleasing duty to place the

names of these gentlemen on the title-page as his Assistant-Editors. At

the same time he feels it right to say that he is personally responsible

for the work, of which no portion has been issued without being carefully

revised by him. He has also heartily to thank his friend Mr. John

Harold, Medical Registrar to Charing Cross Hospital, not only for his

contributions to the Dictionary, and for the assistance which he has ren-

dered in revising the proof-sheets and passing the work through the press,

but also for the pains which he has bestowed upon the conduct of the

necessary correspondence with various writers, and in collecting the

materials.

It only remains to state that the work, consisting now of two volumes,

has been entirely reprinted in larger type, that the number of pages has

been increased from 1,834 to 2,518, and that 43 new illustrations have been

added to those in the former Edition, so that the illustrations now amount

to 181.

London: May ISM.



PEEFACE
1882

The vast number of facts and observations, by which the recent progress

of scientific and practical medicine has been marked, is diffusely recorded

in the Transactions of learned societies, in journals, in monogi'aphs, and in

systematic treatises. With progress so rapid, and information so diffused,

it is extremely difficult alike for the practitioner, the teacher, and the

student to keep pace. It was the perception of this difficulty which induced

the Editor, when invited to undertake the production of a new Medical

Dictionary, to engage in a task which, he was fully conscious, must be one

of great labour and of great responsibility. He felt, however, that he

would be rendering useful service to his Profession if he could bring

together the latest and most complete information in a form which would

allow of ready and easy reference. Accordingly, he invited the co-operation

of certain of his colleagues and professional friends, both in this country

and abroad ; and evidence of the readiness with which this invitation has

been accepted, is afforded by the list of contributors. Each contributor

volunteered or was invited to write on a subject with which he was specially

familiar. The present work, which is the result of these combined efforts,

may therefore be regarded not only as a dictionary, but also as a treatise

on systematic medicine, in which the articles on the more important sub-

jects constitute monographs in themselves, whilst definitions and descrip-

tions of matters having less claim to extended notice are given as fully as

is required. Thus an endeavour has been made to supply, in a clear, con-

densed, and readily accessible form, all the information that is at present

available for the use of the practitioner of medicine.

As indicated on the title-page, the work is primarily a dictionary of

Medicine, in which the several diseases are fully discussed in alphabetical

order. The description of each includes an account of its aetiology and

anatomical characters ; its symptoms, course, duration, and terminations

;

its diagnosis, prognosis, and, lastly, its treatment. General Pathology

comprehends articles on the origin, characters, and nature of disease, and
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the many considerations which these topics suggest. General Therapeutics

will be found to include articles on the several classes of remedies—medi-

cinal or otherwise—which are available for the purpose of treatment ; on

the modes of action of such remedies ; and on the methods of their use.

The articles devoted to the subject of Hygiene will be found to treat of the

causes of disease, of its prevention, of the agencies and laws affecting

public health, of the means of preserving the health of the individual, of

the construction and management of hospitals, and of the nursing the sick.

Lastly, the diseases peculiar to Women and Children are discussed under

their respective headings, both in aggregate and in detail.

It may be well to explain that, although it has been found necessary to

include some notice of diseases which fall more generally under the care of

the surgeon, the work does not pretend to be a dictionary of Surgery ; and

also that, although certain drugs are enumerated in discussing subjects of

general therapeutics, and of poisons and their actions, there has been no

intention to invade the domain of Materia Medica.

It is right to observe that all the articles have been edited and revised

with great care, so as to ensure a completeness and unity in the work,

which it is not always possible to obtain in books composed by a number

of writers.

The Editor desires also to state that, although the work has occupied

several years in preparation, arrangements were made with the printers

which have enabled him to revise every article which required revision, up

to the time of going to press. Further, by the addition of an Appendix,

it has been possible to incorporate the latest contributions to medical

knowledge.

Having thus set forth the aims and objects of his undertaking, and how

far they have been carried out, the Editor has the great satisfaction of

offering his thanks to his friends and colleagues, for the valuable assistance

which he has received from them. He is fully conscious of the trouble

which must often have been necessary in order to condense extended know-

ledge of a familiar subject within the limited space which the nature of this

work could afford.

The Editor has further the pleasing duty of offering his special thanks

to Dr. Eeederiok T. Egberts and to Dr. J. Mitchell Bruce, who from the
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first have been his Assistant- Editors and fellow-labourers. Without the

help which they have afiforded him, it would have been impossible for him

to have fulfilled the duties which he undertook. He is well aware of the

time and labour which their assistance has involved ; and he appreciates

most fully the marked ability by which it has been characterised.

The Editor cannot conclude without a reference to some of those who

were his friends and colleagues when this work was commenced, but who

have since been taken away by death. He would sijecially mention the

names of Edmund Pakkks, Charles Murchison, George Callender, Thomas

Bevill Peacock, John Rose Cormack, Lookhart Clarke, Tilbury Fox,

Thomas Hayden, Harry Leach, Alexander Silver. The loss of these

eminent men, many of them dear and valued friends, and all of them taken

too soon from their unfinished labours, is to him a source of personal

sorrow. The articles written by them for these pages were in most

instances their last contributions to medical literature, and will be valued

accordingly.

London : September 1882.



NOTE OF

EDITOR OF AMERICAN APPENDIX.

The thoroxigh character of the revision that has been made in this work

left but little for the aiathor of the appendix to do save introduce some

recent medical terms, make a fevv cross references, give more definite

information regarding American mineral springs, and add one or two arti-

cles on particularly American topics. It is hoped that these may serve

to increase the usefulness of the volumes.

It is necessary to acknowledge indebtedness to Foster's EncyclopoBdic

Medical Dictionary, to Dr. A. C. Peale's Lists and Analyses of the Mineral

Springs of the United States, and to Von Jaksch's Clinical Diagnosis.

,
Samuel Tkeat Armstrong.

166 West Fifty-fourth Street, New York.
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DICTIONARY
OP

MEDICINE

ABDOMEN, Diseases of the.—Before
entering mion the stndy of the particular

diseases which are liable to be met with in

connexion with each of the principal rejiions

of the body, it is expedient to regard them
from a general point of view, as such a course

helps materially in clearing the way for their

clinical investigation. This general survey
is particularly advantageous in the case of

abdominal diseases, which are necessarily

verj' numerous and varied, both as regards
the structures affected and the natiu-e of the

morbid changes they present ; they are con-

sequently dithcult to recognise with certainty

in many instances, and are occasionally

involved in much obscurity.

Excluding a few pecxiliar affections, the
diseases of the abdomen may be arranged
under the following groups :

—

I. Diseases of the anterior abdominal
walls.

II. Diseases of the peritoneum and its

folds.

III. Diseases of the organs contained
within the abdominal cavity, namely :—
1. Stomach and Intestines ; 2. Hepatic organs,
including the liver, gall-bladder, and gall-

ducts ; 3. Spleen ; 4. Pancreas ; 5. Supra-
renal ca])sules ; 6. Urinary apparatus, viz.,

the kidneys and their ducts, and the bladder

;

7. Female generative organs, including the
uterus and its broad ligaments, the Fallopian
tubes, and the ovaries ; 8. Absorbent glands.

IV. Diseases of the abdominal vessels,

especially the aorta and the iliac arteries

V. Diseases of the sympathetic or other
nerves contained within tlie abdomen.

VI. Diseases originating in connexion with
the cellular tissue, such as inflammation or
abscess.

VII. Diseases springing from the posterior

boundary of the abdomen ; from the pelvis

cr the structures lining it ; or from tlie

diaphragm, and invading the abdominal
cavity.

VIII. Diseases encroaching upon the ab-
domen from other p;u-t8, especially from the
thorax.

It must he borne in mind that the groups
of diseases above mentioned may be pre-

sented in various combinations, two or more
structures being not imcommoulj- implicated
at the same time.

The special nature and mode of origin of
the diseases thus summarised will be dis-

cussed under their appropriate headings, but
a few general observations on this subject

may prove ser\'iceable. Several of the ab-

dominal organs are very liable to so-called

functional disorders, being much exposed
to the repeated action of various disturbing

influences, and these disorders often give
rise to prominent and troublesome symptoms,
wliich are urgently complained of by the
patient. Definite organic diseases are also

of common occurrence, many of them being
of a very serious character. Some of the
organs contained within the abdomen are

liable to tnalposiiionor displacement, as well
as to malformations, these being either con-
genital or acquired ; while the hollow viscera

maj^ be the seat of obsi ruction or accumti-
lations of different kinds. Each of these

conditions may become clinically important.
Abdominal lesions are frequently purely

local in their origin, but several of them are

but local manifestations of some general
condition, being associated either with cer-

tain acute febrilediseases,e._<7.typhoidfevcr; or

with some constitutional cachexia, such as

cancer. Again, symptoms coimected with the

abdomen may depend upon disease in some
remote part of the body ; or some of its organs
may become the seat of morbid changes as a
consequence of disease in other structures.

For instance, vomiting is fi-equenth- associated

with cerebral disorders ; while affections of

the heart are liable to lead to troublesome
sj'mptoms, as well as to serious lesions, in

connexion with many of the abdominal
viscera. Lastly, a morbid condition of one
organ within the abdomen may be the direct

means of originating secondary mischief in

other structures.

Clixicvl Ixvf.stigatiov.—The clinical ex-

amination of cases in which tlie symptoma
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point to the abdomen as the seat of mischief
should always be conducted with particular
care and thoroughness, as well as in a sys-

tematic manner, otherwise serious mistakes
are liable to be made. It is also very
desu-able to avoid forming any definite con-
clusion as to the nature of the complaint
hastily or on insufficient data, but rather to

wait and observe the course of events in any
doubtful case, repeating the investigation

from time to time, when any obscurity which
may exist will often be cleared away. The
past and family history of the patient, with
the course and progress of the symptoms,
are often of material assistance in diagnosis,

and demand due attention in every instance.

The chief clmical jihenomena which may be
associated with abdominal affections, and
with reference to which it is requisite to

inquire, may be thus indicated. First, there

ai'e usually symptomfj directly connected
with the structure imjjlicated, such as pain
and other morbid sensations, disorders of

secretory or other functions, or excited action.

Secondly, several of the organs mutually affect

each other, either from being anatomically
or physiologically related, or from a morbid
condition of one part causing pi-essure- upon
or irritation of some neighbouring structure.

In this way numerous symptoms are liable

to arise, sometimes in remote parts, and
often of material significance. Thirdly,

sympathetic or reflex phenomena in con-

nexion with organs in other regions of the

body are frequently excited by many ab-

dominal disorders, such as jjalpitation of the
heart, convulsions, and other nervous dis-

turbances. Fourthly, the general system
often siiffers seriously, and in various ways.
For instance, pyrexia may be excited ; the

blood may become impoverished or impreg-
nated with noxious materials ; or more or

less general wasting and debility may be in-

duced. Where an abdominal disease is but
a local manifestation of some constitutional

condition, it commonly agjiravatcs materially

the general symptoms ; while in connexion
with lesions of certain of the abdominal
viscera these general symptoms constitute in

many cases the most prominent clinical

featnres. Fifthlj', morbid conditions within
the abdomen not unfrequently interfere

directly with the diaphragm and the thoracic

organs ; occasionally also they encroach upon
the chest, or actually make then- way into

this cavity through the diaphragm. In rare

instances morbid products, such as pus, may
find their way to distant parts of the body.
In these different ways a variety of symptoms
may be caused, sometimes of a curious

nature and difficult to exjjlain. Lastly, ab-

dominal diseases are frequently attended
v.ith abnormal physical or objective signs,

which are revealed on physical examination,

and these are of such importance that they
demand separate consideration.

Physical Examination.—The neglect of
submitting patients to a satisfactory physical
examination is a frequent source of error iu
diagnosis in cases of abdominal disease, and
there ought to be no hesitation or delay in
resorting to this method of clinical investiga-
tion whenever it seems called for. The precise
course to be pursued must vary ficcording to

circumstances, but the following outline will

serve to indicate the plan of procedm'e ordi-

narily required.

First, there are certain modes of examina-
tion which are applied to the abdomen ex-

ternally, including Inspection ; Palpation or
Manipulation ; Mensuration or Measure-
ment ; Percussion ; and Auscultation [see

Physical Examination). Of these, inspec-

tion, palpation, and percussion are by far

the most important, and have, in the large

majority of cases, to be relied upon for the
information required. In exceptional in-

stances Succussion, or shaking the patient,

proves serviceable, by bringing out certain

sensations or sounds. In order to carry out
these methods properly, it is necessary to ex-

pose the abdomen sufficiently, due regard
being paid to decency in the examination of

females ; to place the patient in a suitable

jiosition ; and to see that the muscles of the

abdominal walls are duly relaxed. The best

position usually is for the patient to lie on
the back, in a half-reclining attitude, with the

head and shoulders well raised, and the thighs

and knees more or less flexed. This j)ostui'e

serves to relax the abdominal muscles, which
may be further aided by taking off the

fiatient's attention by conversation or in

other ways, as well as by directing him to

breathe deeply. The position, however, has
often to be varied in the investigation of

particular cases, and much information is

frequently gained by noticing the effects of

altering the posture.

The objective conditions which may be re-

vealed by the modes of examination thus far

considered are as follows :—1. The state of

the superficial structures. 2. The size and
shape of the abdomen, generally and locally,

as indicating an alteration in the volume of

the ordinary contents of the abdomen, or the

presence of some new or fresh element, such

as dropsical fluid or a tumour. 3. The cha-

racters of the abdominal respiratory move-
ments ; and the presence of any unusual
sensations during the act of breathing, such

as friction-fr-emitus. 4. The sensations ex-

perienced on palpation and percussion over

the abdomen, either as a whole, or in any
particular part of it, such as its mobility,

degree of resistance, regularity, consistence,

&c. ; as well as the presence of certain

peculiar sensations, e.g., fluctuation, or

hydatid-fremitus. 5. The presence and cha-

racters of any pulsation. 6. The occurrence

of abnormal movements within tlie abdomen,
as those of a foetus. 7. The sounds elicited.
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generally and locally, on percussion. 8. The
presence of certain sounds within the abdo-

men, heard on auscultation, such as friction-

sounds; luurmurs connected with aneurysm or

due to pressure on an arterj* ; or murmurs and
sounds associated with the prc^jnant uterus.

Secondly, it not imcomnionly happens that

special modes of examination liave to bo ap-

plied to particular orjjans within the abdomen,
in order to arrive at a diagnosis witii any
certainty. And here it may be remarked
that it is highly important in all cases to see

tliat no accumulalion of feces exists w-ithin

the bowel, and that the bladder is properly

emptied, otherwise verj' serious mistakes are

liable to bo made. Purgatives and enemata
are needed in order to remove any fipcal col-

lection. The urine should also be properly

tested in every instance ; and much informa-

tion may often be gained in the investigation

of atTections of the alimentary canal, from a
personal inspection or more complete exami-
nation of f;eces or vomited matters. The
abdominal organs to which special modes of

examination ai'e chiefly api)licable are the

female generative organs, which are investi-

gated per vaginam {see Womb, Diseases of)

;

the bladder, by means of the catheter, the
sound, and other surgical instruments ; the

stomach, by the use of the stomach-pump,
probang, &c. ; and the int( stines, bj' examin-
ing with the finger, hand, or surgical instru-

ments per rectum, or by injecting water or

air through the anus into the bowel. The
ordinary modes of examination already men-
tioned may afford assistance when employed
along with some of the special methods just

indicated.

Thirdly, occasionally it is requisite to have
recourse to exceptional modes of investiga-

tion, such as the use of the exploring trocar

or aspirator ; or to the administration of

chloroform. The latter may afford direct

information in certain abdominal conditions,

and it may also materially assist in carrying
out other mctliods of exploration. Now and
then more serious operative procedures have
to be adopted for diagnostic purposes.

The abnormal conditions discoverable by
physical examination may involve the entire

abdomen, giving rise, for instance, to general
enlargement or retraction; or they may be
limited to some particular region, as exem-
plified by enlarged organs, tumours, or
abscesses. This part of the body has been
artificially divided by anatomists into regions,

and the seat of anj' local morbid condition
can thus be defined and described. The
diseases pecidiar to the several regions will be
considered under their respective headings.

Frederick T. Egberts.

ABDOMINAL ANEURYSM.—Ab-
dommal aneurysm includes aneurj-sm of the
aorta, and of auj of its branches within the
abdomen.
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Aneurysm of the Abdominal Aorta
is essentially a disease of miildle age. Of

59 cases collected by Dr. Crisp, S'A were
under the age of fortj'. It is more common
in the male than in the female sex, in the

proportion of about 8 to 1 ; and is usually

traceable to strain, or to a blow upon the

abdomen or back. The aneurysm is most
frequently located in that portion of the

vessel included between the aortic opening in

the diajihragm and the origin of the superior

mesenteric artery, being seldom met with
below this point. In this situation the

tumour is deejily seated ; liable to tension

from the crura of the diaphragm ; and likely

to involve the great splanchnic nerves, the

semilunar ganglia, and the solar plexus.

Hence the occasional diflicidty of diagnosis

;

and the frequency of boring pain in the back
from erosion of the vertebrm, and of pa-

roxysms of radiating pain in the abdominal
viscera from stretching of the adjacent nerves.

M'hen situated lower down in the course of

the aorta, the disease is less obscure, and the

symptoms are less urgent. Aneurysm of the

abdominal aorta is usually of tho false varietj-

;

and, as contrasted with thoracic aneurysm, it

is less often associated with extensive athe-

roma of the aorta, and with fatty or other

structural disease of the heart. The symptoms
referable to excentric pressure are also fewer,

and, with the exception of pain, are less

urgent than in the thoracic variet}'.

Symptoms and Signs.—Of the symptoms,
pain is the most characteristic and the most
lu'gent ; it is of two kinds, which are not,

however, necessarily associated. In its usual

form the \)a.in of abdominal aneurysm is essen-

tially neuralgic; it is intermittent, lancinating,

and paroxysmal,—encircling the body ID-ce

a gii'dle, or railiating through the abdomen,
back, pelvis, and base of the thorax, and not
infrequently into either groin or testicle. The
accession is sudden, and usually attributable

to some definite cause of vascular excitement.

The duration extends over a period varying
from one to three hours, rarely longer ; and
the cessation is equally abrupt, leading the

patient in a state of exhaustion, but quite

free from actual suffering. Tlie second kind
of pain referred to is continuous and boring

;

fixed at a particular point of the vertebral

column ; aggravated by pressure at this point,

by active movement or stamping, and by
gently turning the patient half round upon
his axis in the standing posture ; but relieved

by assuming the prone position or by leaning
forward. Pain so characterised is pathogno-
monic of erosion of the vertebroe. Pressure
of an aneurysm may affect the functions of

several organs within the abdomen. Thus
jaundice may result from pressure upon
the hepatic or common bOiary duct : it is,

however, more frejpiently due to an aneurysm
' of the hepatic or of the superior mesen-

,
teric artery. Interference with the urinai-y
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secretion, &ndi the consequences thereof, from
pressure upon the renal vessels ; dysphagia,
from pressure upon the oesophagus ; voiniting,

from obstruction of the pylorus ; displace-

ment of the liver forwards, or of the heart

ujJwards—though rare symptoms—may be

lilcewise due to the same cause. The radial

pulse is not often affected. Symptoms of con-

stitutional irritation and impaired nutrition

are rarely exhibited, and appear only at the

termination of protracted and painfid cases,

associated with great suffering and want of

sleep.

lAie physical signs are those discoverable

by inspection, palpation, perciission, and aus-

cultation. The tumour usually projects to

the left of the mesial line, and tends to de-

scend ; it is smooth and elastic ; cormmmi-
cating to the hand alternate movements of

lifting and expansion with increasing ten-

sion, and of subsidence with relaxation. The
pulsation is all but invariably single, and
synchronous with the radial pulse ; it is

limited to the tumour, and occasionally ac-

companied by thrill. Pressiu-e upon the

aorta below the tumour will increase the

force of impulse, diminish or abolish the

thrill, and arrest the collapse. In a few re-

corded examples the tumour was hard and
uneven on the surface, and non-expansile

;

and in a still smaller number no pulsation

was perceptible, the aperture of commimica-
tion with the artery having been blocked, or

the vessel compressed on the proximal side

by the growth of the aneurysm itself. Owing
to the position of the hollow viscera in front,

and the mass of lumbar muscles behind, the
evidence from percussion is less conclusive

in regard to abdominal than thoracic aneu-
rysm. If, however, the abdominal muscles
be relaxed, and the stomach and bowels free

from flatus, absolute dulness to the extent of

the tumour may be detected. A sound, single

or double, as distinguished from murmur, is

rarely heard in front in connexion with
abdommal aneurysm ; \\-hereas the existence

of somid without murmur, and usually double,

at a point of the posterior wall of the abdomen
correspondmg to the tumour, is the rule, and,

when detected, is of the utmost diagnostic

value. Murmur in the recumbent posture is

rarely absent in front ; it is single, blowing,

prolonged, post-systolic, and not transmitted

into the vessel beyond. It may, however, be
musical, or it may present both these charac-

ters, but at different points of the tumour;
in one mstance it was of a buzzing quality.

Should the aneurysm have taken an exclu-

sively backward course, which is the excep-

tion, a single murmur, not audible ill front,

may be heard in the bade. In a few recorded
cases a double murmur has been heard over
the aneurysm in front. In the erect posture

the murmiur is usually suspended ; but in a
few published cases it was audible in both
ihe erect and the recimibent posture, and in

one at least in the erect posture only. These
peculiarities depend upon the various con-
ditions of the sac, its orifice, and its contents.

A small aneurysm engaging the posterior wall
of the vessel only, and eroding the vertebrae,

may be latent as to physical signs, though
attended with severe fixed pain in the
back. In some cases a shght retardation of

the pulse in the femoral arteries has been
noted.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of abdominal
aneurysm has reference mainly to its physical
signs. Strong pulsation of the aorta, simu-
lating that of aneurysm, may exist in con-
nexion with hysteria, uterine or intestinal

irritation, dyspepsia, or marked antemia.
But in all these cases, frrespiective of the
positiv e and specific evidence presented by
each, throbbing exists throughout the aorta,

and is jiropagated into the main arteries of

the lower limbs, whereas it is localised and
expansile in aneurysm ; and a careful explo-

ration of the aorta—if necessary, under the
influence of chloroform—will show that its

dimensions are at aU points normal. In these

cases, too, although a mm-mur may be pro-

duced by strong pressure with the stetho-

scope, it does not exist when pressure is

withdrawn. A cancerous or other tumour
pressing upon the aorta may Ulcewise produce
murmur, and may exhibit pulsation com-
municated from the aorta ; but in most cases

both these phenomena are promptly arrested

by placing the body in the prone position

;

the tumour, in that position, gravitating/row
the vessel. The fixed local pain in the back,

aggravated by pressure and motion, may be
simulated by ordinary lumbago ; and the

paroxysmal visceral pain by biliary colic.

The differential diagnosis must rest upon the

specific evidence in each case, and upon the
absence of the signs of aneurysm.
Aneuxysm of the Branches of the

Abdominal Aorta.—The branches most
liable to aneurysm are the common iliacs

and their divisions ; the coeliac axis and its

branches ; the renal, and the superior mesen-
teric. Aneurysm of the Iliac Arteries belongs
to the domain of surgery, and will not be
further referred to here. Aneurysm of the

Coeliac Axis and of its branches of division,

and of the Superior Mesenteric Artery, are,

in addition to the ordinary signs, equally

characterised by mobility of the tumour ; and
the first two varieties by the occm-rence of

jaundice, haematemesis, and melaena, fr-om

pressure. Eenal anem-ysm may cause ob-

struction in the kidney, or renal colic, by
pressure on the structures in the hilus.

Duration and Terminations.—The dura-

tion of life in abdominal aneurysm in a number
of cases observed, varied from fifteen days to

eleven years. Death occurs usually : (1) by
rupture of the sac mto (a) the retro-peritoneal

tissues
;

{b) the cavity of the peritoneum
;

(c)

the left pleura or lung; (d) the intestinal
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canal ;
(c) the inferior cava ; (/) the psoas

uiusclo
; (g) the pelvis of the kidney ; {h) the

spinal canal ; or (/) the ureter, biliary' pas-

safjes, or a'sopha^us ; the order given repre-

sents the relative frecpicncy of the fatal result

;

or (2) by exhaustion or syncope. The dura-

tion of life after the rupture of the aneurysm
has ranged from a few minutes to several

weeks. A consecutive false aneurysm, retro-

peritoneal in site, is specially characterised

by feeble pulsation of the tumour, and
diminished or arrested circulation in the

femoral artery of one or both sides.

Titr.ATMKNT.—The curative treatment of

abdominal aneurysm may be considered under
tiu'ee heads

—

avcrativc, postural and die-

tetic, and medicinal. Operative treatment
consists in pressure applied to the aorta on
the proximal side of the sac, or siauiltaneously

on its proximal and distal sides, by means
of totu'iiiiiuets, so as completely to stop the

circulation. The bowels should be first \vell

moved and freed from tlatus ; and during the

continuance of pressure the patient should

be kept under the induence of chloroform or

ether. As a rule, compression should not be
employed above the level of the duodenum.
Five cases, if not more, in whicli a cure Mas
etlectcd by these means have been reported.

The object sought to be attained being that

of effecting rapid coagulation in the sac, the

period dm-iiig which pressure needs to be
continued in these cases varies from three

(piarters of an hour to ten hours and a half.

AVhere space for the application of proximal
pressure does not exist, distal pressure alone
may be tried. Under all circumstances,
pressure must be used with care, as inflam-

mation of the peritoneum or of the bowels
has been known to result from it. Galvano-
}umcture, and the introduction of iron wire
into the anem-ysmal sac (Mooi'e's treatment),
have also been employed. In a small pro-

portion of cases the latter method has been
attended with a favourable result.

Bellingham introduced the plan of treat-

ment hy posture and restricted diet. Under
this plan perfect repose of mind and body is,

as far as practicable, to be maintained ; the
bowels being kept moderately free, and the
dietary restricted to 10 oz. of solids and G oz.

of li(puds daily. According to the method of
the late ^Ir. Tufnell, which is based upon the
same principle, but is more rigid, the patient is

strictly confined to the horizontal posture for

a period varying from eight to thirteen weeks,
as determined by the etVect upon the aneu-
rysm, movement in bed being effected with
caution ; whilst, by a special arrangement,
the bowels and the bladder may be evacuated
without disturbance of the bo(ly. For break-
fast, 2 oz. of white bread and butter, with
'2 oz. of cocoa or milk, are allowed ; for
dumer, 3 oz. of meat, with B oz. of potatoes
or bread, and 4 bz. of water or claret ; and
for sujiper, 2 oz. of bread and butter, and
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2 oz. of milk or tea. The total amoimt in

the twenty-four hours would be : solids 10 oz.,

li(juids 8 oz. This system might be in some
degree relaxed if the patient proved restive.

Mild laxatives and opiates as retjuired are

the only medicines used. Ten cases of the

successful treatment of aortic ancurj'sm by
this method have been reported by Mr.
Tufnell. Abdominal aneurysm was solidified

in two instances, after treatment extending
over thu'ty-seven and twenty-one days re-

spectively.

Of the various medicinal agents used with
a view to favouring or effecting a deposit of

laminated fibiin in the sac, acetate of lead,

iodide of potassium, aconite, and ergotin (ad-

ministered hypodermically). alone claim at-

tention. Iodide of potassiiun may be given
with advantage in doses of 10 to 20 grs.

thrice daily, with a view to reducing vascular

tension, and thereby relieving pain and pro-

moting deposition in the sac, whilst perfect

rest in the recumbent posture and a restricted

dietary are observed. The latter are, how-
ever, the more important factors in the treat-

ment. Dr. G. W. Balfour has reported
several cases successfully treated by means of

iodide of potassium ; and an example of a
similar kind was subsequently published by-

Sir Dyco Duckworth. Dr. Grimshaw has
recorded an example of cure mainly through
the use of aconite. In all cases the allowance
of liquids must be reduced to the lowest pos-

sible standard, whilst excretion is promoted.
Alcoholic stimulants maj' be given in small
quantity and at long intervals, if the pulse

exhibit debility and the patient complain of a

sensation of sinking; otherwise they should

be i)rohibited.

The ^;rt//irth've treatment as applied to

abdominal aneurysm will be found described

in the article Aouta, Diseases of (Aneurysm).
The application of a few leeches, followed
by a warm poultice, is very efficacious in

relieving pain. The hyjiodermic use of

morphine is still more rapidly effective.

TuoMAs Haydkn. C. J. Nixon.

ABDOMINAL TYPHUS. — A
synonj-m lor typhoid fever. See Typhoii*
Fkveu.

ABDOMINAL WALLS, Diseases
of.—But little more will be needed in this

article than to give a brief outline of the

nature of the affections to which the abdo-
minal walls are liable, as most of these are

but local forms of diseases which are fully

described in other parts of this work. The
parietal peritoneum will bo excluded from
consideration, as its morbid conditions are
treated of separately.

1. SuPEKFiciAL /Vffections.— a. The skin

covering the abdomen may be the seat of

various eruptions. The rash of typhoid
fever is chiefly obpsrved over this region.
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b. When the abdomen is greatly enlarged,
its cutaneous covering becomes stretched and
thinned, often presenting a sliining appear-
ance ; or it may even give way, so that it ex-

hibits superficial cracks or fissures. If it has
been distended for a considerable time or on
several occasions, as after repeated pregnan-
cies, the skin becomes impaired in its nutri-

tion, and is often the seat of permanent white
lines or furrows

—

linece alhicantcs. In this

connexion allusion may be made to the
umbilicus, which, in certain forms of disten-

sion of the abdomen, maj' become pouched
out, everted, or actually obliterated, c. The
veins of the skin frequently become enlarged

and tortuous, when the return of the blood

which is normally conve.yed through them is

in any way impeded. The particular vessels

which are distended will necessarily depend
iipon the seat of the obstruction, d. The
cutaneous sensibility over the abdomen is

sometimes materially altered. In certain

nervous diseases it may become more or less

impaired or lost ; but the most important
deviation is a marked increase of sensibility
—hypcrasthesia—which is occasionally ob-

served in hysterical females, and which may
simulate more serioijs atfections, particularly

peritonitis, especially if it is aecomjjanied
with symptoms of much depression. This
condition is characterised by extreme super-

ficial sensibility or tenderness of the abdo-
men, the slightest touch being resented ; but
if the patient's attention can be taken off, and
deep pressm'e be then made, this is borne
with little or no indication of distress. The
aspect of the patient, the jjresence of other
symptoms mdicative of hysteria, and the
absence of pv-rexia usually serve to dis-

tinguish this affection from others of a graver
nature. The surface of the abdomen may
also be affected with neuralgia, which is

sometimes very severe.

2. Subcutaneous Accumul.itions.—a. The
chief morbid condition coming under this

head is cedi'ma or dropsy of the subcutaneous
tissue. This generally follows anasarca of

the legs, and ma}' be associated with ascites.

The fluid tends to collect especially in the
lower part of the abdominal walls and to-

wards the flanks. The skin often presents a
white pasty aspect ; the abdomen may be
more or less enlarged ; the umbilicus a^jpears

depressed and sunken, if the oedema extends
up to this level ; the superficial structures

pit on pressure, and yield the peculiar sensa-

tion of dropsical tissues ; and the percussion
note is frequently mulHed. h. The abdominal
subcutaneous tissue is, in many persons, the
seat of an abundant collection of fat, which
may be important from causing apparent
enlargement, and sinuilating or obscuring
other more serious morbid conditions which
enlarge the abdomen, c. In rare instances

gas accumulates under the skin in this region,

constituting subcutaneous emph i/sema. The

abdomen then appears to be enlarged, but
the condition is readily recognised by the
peculiar crackling or crepitant sensation felt

on digital pressure ; the resonant or tjnn-

panitic soimd elicited by percussion ; and the
dry crepitant sound heard when pressure is

made with the stethoscope.

3. Affections of the Muscles and Apo.
NEUROSES.

—

a. The abdominal walls may bo
the seat of muscular rheumatism, which ia

particularly likely to follow undue straining,

such as that caused by violent coughmg or
vomiting. It is characterised by pain, some-
times severe, evidentl}' located in the mus-
cular and tendinous structures, accompanied
with much soreness and tenderness. The
affected parts are kept as much at rest as
possible, and any action which disturbs them
materially aggravates the pain. b. As the
result of violent strain, the muscular or
aponeurotic tissues may be more or less

torn or ruptiu'ed, or the normal openings en-

larged. As a consequence a protrusion of
.some internal structure is likely to take j)lace,

forming a hernia, c. The abdominal muscles
are liable to be the seat of spasmodic contrac-
tion, cramp, or rigidity. These disorders ai'e

not uncommonly excited in sympathy with
grave disturbance of the alimentary canal, as
in cholera. In certam painful internal affec-

tions, also, some of the abdominal muscles are

occasionally kept in a state of more or les3

rigid tension, as if they were involuntarily

contracted in order to protect the diseased

parts underneath from injury. The spas-

modic contractions in tetanus not infre-

quently cause great suffering over the abdo-
men, d. On the other hand, the abdommal
muscles are occasionally paralysed, as the

result of centric nervous disease. The move-
ments of respiration are then altered in

character ; while the expulsi^•e acts in which
the abdominal muscles naturally take part
are much interfered with.

4. Relaxed Abdominal Walls.—All the
structitres formmg tlie walls of the abdomen
are often in a relaxed and flabby state, yield-

ing to any pressure from within, so that the
abdomen becomes enlarged and prominent,
especially if, as is frequently the case, this

condition is associated with much flatulence.

It materially weakens the act of defaecatiou,

and promotes constipation.

5. Inflasimat^ion and Abscess.—Local in-

flammation may be set up in any of the ab-

dominal structures, and this may terminate
in suppuration and the formation of an ab-

scess. Purulent accumulations from within,

as in cases of pelvic abscess, as well as certain

abscesses originating in diseases of bones or

joints, may likewise extend among the tissues

of the abdominal walls, causing thickening

and induration, or maj' make their way
outwards, directly or through a smus. Sub-
sequently permanent sinuses or fistulie mt^y

be left.
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6. The abdominal wall may bo the scat of

ertravasalion of hlond ; anil various kinds of

tumour or new groirth may form in its struc-

tures. I'KKDERICK T. KOBERTS.

ABERRATION.— A divergence or

wandLTiug from the usual course or con-

dition ; applied in medicine chiefly to

certain disorders of the mental faculties.

Hcc Ins.\.mty.

ABORTION.— The act of abortion

eifinilies the expulsion of the contents of the

prej,'nant uterus before the seventh month
of gestation. An abortion is a designation

given to a foetus prematurely expelled. See
Miscarriage.

ABSCESS (aftsccfio, I depart). Stnon,:
Vr.ahrcs; (Jh:t. Eitcrbeitle ; Geschwiir.

Dekin'ition.—A collection of purulent

matter, one of the residts of inflrtmmation.

See Inflammation.
Pathology.—-If the material which collects

in a tissue as the conseijuence of inflamma-
tion softens and becomes liquid (suppuration),

it does so either rapidly or slowly : if the

former, the result is an acute abscess ; if the

latter, the abscess is termed chronic or cold.

If the material thus softened and fonning
pus, often mingled with fi-agments of dead
tissue, is limited by the condensation of the

parts around, which are usually consolidated

by the products of inflammation, the abscess

is said to be circumscribed ; but if the sur-

rounding parts in their turn soften, so as

practically to otter no barrier to the pus,

then the abscess spreads and is said to be

diffused. The term ' diffused suppuration

'

is, however, in this case, more usually em-
ployed. In an acute circumscribed abscess

the lymph which collects around it as the
result of inflammation becomes organised
and forms a sac (pyogenic membrane) ; and
this, with the compressed tissue about it,

constitutes the wall ; the entire abscess con-

sisting therefore of contents (pus), of a limiting

sac, and of condensed tissue around. The
resistance offered to the extension of the

suppuration is greatest when the parts ad-
jacent are dense and tough, such as bones
and fascia

; yet, as the pus in an abscess
increases in (piantity, probably by breaking
down of the pyogenic layer, sufficient pres-

sure is exerted to cause the most dense
structures ultunately to yield, and an abscess
will thus make its way even through osseous
tissue. As might be expected, an abscess
always advances in the direction of least re-

sistance, and this extension is spoken of as
its pointing. This pointing may be towards
the surface of the body, but an abscess may
direct itself towards a serous cavity, such
as the peritoneum ; or along a track of cel-

lular tissue, as when pus beneath the deep

ABSCESS

cervical fascia points into the mediastinum.
On the side at which the abscess is pointing,

its wall, as tlie resistance lessens, projects

;

and bj- ulcerative absorption the parts cover-

ing it become quickly thinner, until they
and the abscess-wall give way and the pus
escapes. In by far the greater number of

cases this absorption of tissue before the
pointing abscess is towards tlie surface, and
it is by ulceration of the skin that the open-

ing for the discharge of the matter is effected.

The wall of the abscess then contracts, pua
continuing for a time to be discharged; and
in the end, aided by the resilience of the

tissues around, the sac of the abscess is

obliterated, and the orifice through which its

contents were discharged he;ils by granula-

tion process. To ensure this result tlie walls

must be left at rest, or the gi'anulations which
cover them may fail to unite, and tlie oblitera-

tion of the sac will not then take place. This
happens, for example, in tlie case of an abscess

situated between the movable rectum on the

one side and the ischium on the other, where
the opposite abscess-walls are |)rcveiited from
joining by muscular movements on the side

of the bowel, and will only unite after such

;

movements have been stopped by cutting

across the muscular fibres which occasion

them. The track which results from such
failure of the healing of an abscess is called a
sinus or fistula.

i In a diff'uscd abscess the inflammation of

the parts around does not limit the suppur-
ation by organisation of the effused lymph,
but such lymph, itself degenerating, forms
more pus, and so the abscess extends rapidly

and widely, unless checked by some barrier

of dense tissue. In this way matter often
I spreads along tracts of cellular tissue, as

along the course of veins, and in the sub-

cutaneous structures. An abscess when
formed between bone and ])oriosteum, or

otherwise hindered from reacliingthe surfaco

by pointing, also tends to diffuse itself by

I

following the course of least resistance. In
1 most of thesa cases, bj* direct pressure np.in

the resisting tissue, or by cutting ofi' the blood-

supply (as of the skin when its subcutaneous
tissue is infiltrated with pus), sloughing of

the parts covering in the abscess ensues,

oftentimes to a considerable extent, and so

the pus eventually makes its way to the

surface.

j

A chronic abscess begins in some local in-
' flammation without active symptoms, such
as results in the deposit of aplastic lymjih

and subsorpicnt ulcerative changes, as caries

of bone, the irritation leading to suppuration.

The formation of matter or ' pus ' proceeds in

a languid manner, so that it is onlj* by slow

,
degrees that it collects in any considerable

j

quantity, although eventiiallj' these chronio
abscesses may acquire great size. They
slowly point, and in their tardy advance occa-

sionally traverse even serous cavities, which
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have been first obliterated in the line of

transit by adhesive inriammation of their

opposed siu'faces : m this way an abscess

formed in the liver (and this holds good also

for those of a more acute cliaracter) may
travel through the layers of the peritoneum,
and may point through the anterior wall of

the abdomen.
When an abscess discharges, its contents

are seen to be either a thick yellow (laudable)

pus, or pus stained with blood, or otherwise

coloured, such as black or bluish-gi'een; or

the pus may be thin, almost watery, mingled
with flakes of lymph ; it may be inodorous

or foetid, or irritating to the skin {ichoroas).

Abscesses may also contain sloughs of tissue,

foreign bodies, masses of inspissated pus as

hard occasionally as calculi, fragments of

dead bone, or calculi of various kinds. Some-
times a chronic abscess ceases to enlarge

;

and if the irritation which occasioned it

comes to an end, it may diminish by absorp-

tion of the fluid part of its contents, the solid

part drying up into a shrunken putty-like

mass. It may remain in this state without
giving rise to further trouble, or it may become
again the seat of suppuration by the formation
of what under such circumstances has been
termed by Sir James Paget a residual abscess

;

this term ' residual ' being also applied to an
abscess which has formed at the site of old

inflammatory processes, altliough these may
never have advanced previously to actual

suppuration.

The progress of any abscess is largely in-

fliTcnced by the state of the general health.

In persons otherwise robust an abscess com-
monly runs an acute course ; in those

weakened by acute illness, such as scarlet

fever or typhus, they form quickly, but are

slowly recovered from, and severely tax, by
an exhausting discharge, the powers of the

patient. Persons in feeble health, hereditary

or acquired, usually suffer from the chronic
and diffused forms ; and chronic affections of

internal organs, as of the liver or kidneys,
ai'e not infi-equently associated with the de-

velopment of such abscesses.

iExiOLOGY.—The cause of an acute abscess

may be an injury, such as a blow or pressm'e,

as often happens in persons weakened by
continued fever ; exposure ; or the irritation

of a foreign body, or that of a poison intro-

duced from without. In the last case the

abscess is often ditfused. Abscess running
an acute course may also be due to a foreign

body or to an irritant from within, as when
it follows necrosis of a portion of bone, or

the escape of urine into the tissues of the
perineum. It also arises in connexion with
bldod-poisoning, as in various fevers, and
affections distinguished as septic. The cause
of a chronic abscess is usually found in

changes which go with deposits of a tuber-

culous character ; or it is found in the changes
which slowly occur aromid an irritating

body, such as a renal calculus ; or chronij
inflammaticm may culminate in one of

these collections of matter. They may also

form in parts which are long congested in

connexion with obstructed venous circulation
[varix) ; and they may follow, or conditions
closely allied may follow, the occlusion of
a main artery and the consequent cutting
off of the sujjply of blood to a particular
region.

Symptoms.—The symptoms of an acute
abscess are those of a local inflammation,
with constitutional disturbance if the abscess
is of any size ; followed by a sense of cold or
actiial shivering, with increase of pain and
swelling, tenderness, and throbbing. The
tenderness can be recognised in the case of
most abscesses ; and, if jms is formed any-
where near the surface, the presence of the
fluid is detected by its fluctuation. The
severity of the pain is much influenced by
the site of the abscess, as when the pus is

held down and hindered from pointing by
dense structures, such as fasciae. Special

symptoms may also arise in connexion with
the situation of the suppuration, as when
urgent dyspnfea is caused by the pressure
on the larynx of an abscess deeply seated at

the base of the tongue. A diffused abscess,

if subcutaneous, is recognised by its rapid
spreading, and may be suspected if other
signs point to a part as the site of the abscess
in which diffusion is the rule.

Of chronic abscess there is seldom any evi-

dence in its earl}' stage. The sj'mptoms, if

any, are those of fiiiling health, and for the
rest are marked by those of other changes
from which the abscess is an outcome. Thus
in disease of the hip-joint or of the spine,

imless an attack of shivering chances to

attract attention, an abscess is not, as a rule,

suspected until it has broken through its first

Hinits, and has attained considerable size.

Our Limits do not permit an examination of

the symptoms which serve to distinguish

between chronic abscess and other swellings,

such as extravasated blood or soft tumours,
especially malignant tumours ; but this is

the less requisite, for if a doubt in any ease

arises, it can be at once solved by the intro-

duction of a grooved needle or of a fine

trocar into the swelling. The true pulsation

of an aneurysm sufficiently tells its nature,

and is not easily mistaken for the impulse
sometimes given to an abscess by an adjacent
artery.

Varieties.—The chief local varieties of

abscesses which are likely to be met with in

medical practice may be thus arranged :

—

1. Subcutaneous or more deeply seated

abscesses in the limbs, in connexion with low
fevers, erysipelas, pyicmia, &c. 2. A.bscesses

of local origin in the walls of the abdomen
or chest. 3. Abscesses originating in serous

membranes. 4. Certain special abscesses

associated with diseased bone, e.g. psoas and
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lumbar abscess. 5. Abscesses formed in the

cellular tissue iiroiiiul organs, e.g. peri-nophri-

tic. pcri-cii'ciil, &c. 0. Abscesses originating

in intlaniination of organs, the chief of which
inchuk' hepatic, renal, pyelitic, pulmonary,

mammary, cerebral, splenic, pancreatic.

7. Obscure abscesses formed in the deep

celluhir tissue, e.g. retro-phar3-ngeal, ischio-

rectal, nieiliiistinal. 8. Glandular abscesses,

wliich are usually chronic, and of a scrofu-

lous nature. 9. Suppurating hydatid cysts.

Tkeatmest.—The treatment of an acuie

abscess consists in rest ; soothing local appli-

cations, of which poppy or plain water fomen-

tations, and warm poultices, as of boric

wool or hnseed-meal, are usually the best;

and the use of remedies to allay pain and
constitutional disturbance, if required. As
soon as the presence of jius is recognised

the abscess must be opened, if possible where
the matter is most dependent ; and as soon
as its contents have escaped, all troublesome
symptoms will usually disaj)pear. The open-

ing is needed to relieve pain, in some cases

to prevent diffusion of pus, and sometimes to

relieve urgent distress, as when dysi)n(ea is

caused by the pressure of an abscess upon the

air-passages. It is also desirable to open an
abscess to avoid the considerable scar which
must result if the matter is left to escape by
ulceration or sloughing of the superficial

tissues. In most cases it is necessary to open
an abscess hy an incision. A narrow knife

should bo used ; and if the matter is deeply
seated, the superficial parts only need be cut,

the deeper being torn through, as the lato

Mr. Hilton recommended, by a steel dii'ector

and by dressing-forceps, the risk of dividing

important structures, as in the neck, being
thus avoided. After the abscess has been
punctured, it should be left to contract by the
resiliency of its own walls, all squeezing and
haiuUing being carefully refrained fi-om, as
harmfid and unnecessary, and giving the
patient needless pain. The woimd should be
kept open, if necessary, bj' means ofadrainage-
tube, or a slip of thin gutta-percha tissue or
of oU-silk, and should be covered with absor-

bent carbolic gauze, iodoform wool, or some
other of the numerous antiseptic dry dressings
now employed for this purpose ; or, where
moist applications are needed, by wet boric

lint or wool, or by a linseed-meal poultice.

In some cases it is necessary to protect the
wound, whilst operating, by means of the
carbolic spray, or by a piece of linen steeped
in carbolic lotion (1 in 20), or by taking some
other antiseptic precautions. The drainage-
tube shoidd be withdrawn after the first day
if the abscess is superficial, but if the pus has
been deeply seated it should be only gradu-
ally withdrawn, portions being cut off as the
abscess contracts. If a foreign body has
caused the formation of the abscess, it must
be sought for and removed before the sup-
piuratiou can be expected to cease. Occa-

sionally the vascular wall of an abscess bleeds

freely, or a vessel is opened in its progress.

The ha>morrhage usually ceases on laying

the abscess freely open ; but if this docs not

suffice, it may bo permanently controlled by
pressure, and cases are rare in which further

oiierative interference is called for. In-

flammation of the sac used formerly not
infrequently to follow the discharge of its

contents, but under the treatment now em-
ployed such an occurrence is unknown.
During the healing of any considerable

abscess the general health should be attended
to, and tonics and change of air may bo useful

to expedite recovery.

Diffused abscesses, whether subcutaneous
or more deeply seated, require fi'ee incisions

as soon as suppuration is even suspected, so

as to avoid the damage which results from
their spreading, and from the sloughing of

tissue, as of the skin, which wiU otherwise

occur ; and this treatment is especially caUed
for in the case of those due to poison
introduced into the system, and those caused
by infiltration of urine. These abscesses
sometimes lead to fatal results.

A clironic abscess may have its contents
drawn off by the aspirator ; or it may, when
it has come near the surface, be opened,
drained, and dressed as above, but its ulti-

mate closing will depend upon the removal
of the cause ; if, for example, it is due to

disease of a joint, it cannot be cured until the
disease in which it has originated has in some
way ended. In some cases of suppurating
lymphatic glands it is well to scrape out
their interior, after making a clean incision

into them, and to apply iodofonn or some
other antiseptic to the cavity which is left.

Sinus.—An abscess after being opened
may contract until it forms a narrow track,

simts or fistula, leading to the site of primary
irritation. Such a track has a dense fibrous

wall from which purulent fluid escapes. It

niaj' also convey secretions, as from the liver

(licpatic fintula) or stomach {gastric fistula),

or excretion, as from the kidneys ; or it may
simply carry out the pus which forms around
some iiTitant at the deep extremity, such as

a foreign body, or a portion of carious or

necrosed bone. Some such tistulfc are due to

the movements of adjacent muscles prevent-
ing union of the abscess-walls. Unless the
cause of the sinus can be removed, as by ex-

tracting necrosed bone, these fistulous tracks

are difficult to manage, requiring special

treatment according to their situation. Other
fistulce are those forming communications
between mucous canals {recto-vcsical, vesico-

vaginalfistuhe) ; and these need siiecisil treat-

ment, sucli as plastic operations, and opera-

tions diverting the course of e.xcreta escaping
through unnatural channels.
The tissue about healed abscesses, scar-

tissue generally, and tissue spoiled by inflam-

mation, are apt on slight provocation to in-
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flame and suppurate, and to these collections

of matter the term 'residual' has been
applied. The ti'eatment of such abscesses in

no way differs from that of others, and they
usually heal in the ordinary manner.

G. W. C.\LLENDER. W. MoKEAKT BaKER.

ABSINTHISM. — Definition. — The
condition induced by an excessive consump-
tion of absinthe.

From the mode in which absinthe is taken,

we should expect that the symptoms in-

duced by its excessive consumption would be
generally obscured by, and intermixed with,

those of alcohol (see Alcoholism). That it

has a special effect on the organism, and that

this may be diagnosed from alcoholism, has
been pointed out by Motet, Magnan, and other

French physicians ; and i\Iagnan has clearly

exemplified its action by numerous experi-

ments on dogs. In persistent absinthe-

diinkers, vertigo and epileptiform convulsions

are marked symptoms, and come on much
earlier than when alcohol, in other forms, is

habitually drunk. Hallucinations occur also

without any other symptom of delirium
tremens ; and, when tremors coexist, these

are limited more particularly to the muscles
of the arms, hands, and shoulders. Absinthe
acts chiefly on the cervical portion of the
spinal cord, and this readily explains the
special symptoms arising from its regular use
in excessive quantities. John Cuknow.

ABSORBENT AGENTS.— In sur-

gery, absorbents are substances used to ab-

sorb fluids, as sjionges, charpie, or tow ; in

medicine, drugs which neutralise excessive

acidity in the stomach—a synonym for alkalis

(see Alkalis). The term is sometimes also

made use of to designate remedies, such as

the preparations of mercurj' and iodine,

which are believed to possess the property
of promoting the absorption of morbid pro-

ducts.

ABSORBENT VESSELS and
GLANDS, Diseases of.

—

See Lymphatic
System, Diseases of ; Bronchial Glands,
Diseases of ; and Mesenteric Glands,
Diseases of.

ACARUS.—Acari or mites constitute an
order of the class Arachnida, several species

of which are parasitic. The Acarus scabiei

or Sarcoptes hominis, and the Acarus
folUculorum, or more properly the Steatozoon
foUiculorum, are the only human parasites

belonging to this family.

Description.—1. The Acarus scabiei is a
small roundish animal, just visible to the
naked eye. Examined under the microscope
it is seen to be flattened, and to resemble a

tortoise in shape ; when fully developed it

has eight legs, and on its under surface are

scattered filaments and short spines, which
are for the most part directed backwards.
The female is larger than the male, and is

provided with terminal suckers on the four
anterior legs, while filament" occupy a similar

position on the posterior ones ; in the male,
however, the two extreme hind legs have
suckers like those on its fore hmbs. The
yoimg acarus has only six legs, the two hind-
most ones, which are distinctive of the sex,

being wanting ; it acquires these after shed-
ding its first skin. The male acarus lives

near the surface of the skin, while the female
burrows within the cuticle, and deposits from
ten to fifteen eggs m the cuniculus or
burrow; these eggs hatch in about a fort-

night. The young acari escape from the
burrow, but the parent does not leave it, and
dies when she has finished laying eggs. The
acarus scabiei is the cause of the skin-afl'ec-

tion termed Scabies or Itch. See Scabies.
2. The Acarus foluculorum is a very

mmute parasite commonly found in the

sebaceous and hair-follicles of the face, but
its presence can hardly be regarded as indi-

cating disease. In this animal the head is

contmuous with the thorax, and to the latter

are attached eight very short legs, each armed
with three strong claws. On each side of the

head are short jointed palpi. The abdomen
varies in length from twice to three or four

times that of the thorax ; it is pointed at its

distal extremity. The presence of this para-

site in the follicles of the skin is quite un-
important. Egbert Liveing.

ACCOMMODATION, Disorders of.

See Vision, Disorders of.

ACEPHALOCYST (<'<, priv.; /cfc^aA^,

a head; and Kvans, a bag).—A headless

cystolar hydatid ; a sterile hydatid. See
Entozoa—Hydatids.

ACHOLIA (d, priv. ; and xo^'i> bile).—

Absence or deficiency of bile. See Bile,

Disorders of.

ACHOR.—A small follicular pustule of

the scalp. Willan's definition is as follows :

—

' A small acuminated pustule containing a

straw-coloured matter, which has the appear-

ance and nearly the consistence of strained

honey, and is succeeded by a thin brown or

yellowish scab.'Both the pustule and the scab

are constituents of the disease porrigo. The
word has fallen into disuse, but is preserved

by Schonlein in the name ' achorion

'

assigned by him to one of the varieties of

parasitic cutaneous fungi. The Greek word
'ax<i>p signifies scurf, or dandruff; axvpov
meaning chaff. Erasmus Wilson.

ACHORION (a-x^fi scurf) is the name
given to one of the three principal dermo-
phytes or epiphytes of the skin. It is the
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constituent of the crnst of favus (ftchor),

and belongs to the group of fungoid plants

denominated O'idiiim. It consists of spores,

sporidia or tubes filled with spores, and
empty branched tubes or mycelium.

Achorio7i was the first discovered of the

epiphytes of the skin, and in compliment to

one of its early observers, Schonlein, has been
named Achorion Schonleinii. It is supposed
to be the a^eut of contagion in favus ; it has
also been found in the loose cell-structure

beneath the nail in onychogryphosis.
Erasmus Wilson.

ACHROMA (a, priv. ; and xp!i>tiu, colour).

Absence of colour; an nchromatous or

colourless state of an usuallj' colom-ed tissue,

due to absence of pigment. In reference to

the skin, achroma is sjTionymoxis with
leucodcrma, albinism, and alphosis. See
I'lGMENT-VKY SiaN-DlSEASES.

ACHROMATOPSIA, (a priv.; x'"'^f"'.

colour ; and &5\//, sight).—More or less com-
plete inability to distinguish colours fi-om

each other. See Vision, Disorders of.

ACIDITY.—Acids are constantly pass-

ing out of the body by the lungs, the skin,

and the kicbieys. These acids, if we except

the small quantity introduced from without
in the form of acid salts of certain articles

of food, are formed within the body by the
disintegi-ation and oxidation of the tissues

and food. If the oxidation of organic sub-

stances in the system were complete, the
sole products of their combustion would bo
carbonic acid, water, and urea ; but as this

oxidation is never actually complete, other
products, as lactic acid, oxalic acid, uric

acid, &c., are foi'med ; and the increased or
diininished production of these intermediary
products may be regarded as the measure of

the completeness with which the oxidation
processes are bemg performed in the body.
The quantity of acid matter passing tlurough
the blood on its way to the lungs, the skin,

and the kidneys is considerable ; since it has
been shown approximately, that a healthy
man of eleven stone weight, mider ordinary
circumstances, passes by the first two chan-
nels an average of 890 grammes (about 28
ounces) of carbonic acid daily, and that the
acid excreted by the kidneys in the same
period is ecpiivalent to two gi'ammes (about
31 grains) of crystallised oxalic acid ; whilst
the volatile fatty acids passing off with the
sweat have not yet been satisfactorily calcu-
lated. It is evident that if the regular elimi-
nation of acids, bj- any of these channels, be
interfered with, they will tend to accumu-
late in the system. Acidity, or excess of
acid in the body, thei'efore depends on two
causes :—1. excoisiv- formation, the result
of incomplete oxi^lation of the elements of
the tissues and the food; 2. deficient elimi-

ACIDITY U
"nation of acid formed either in normal or
abnormal quantities. 13oth tlieso causes,

however, are generally found acting in con-

junction. Oxidation is imperfectly performed
when an insufHcient quantity of oxj-gen is

introduced into the body, owing to insutii-

ciency of the respiratory act, the result of

disease or sedentary habits ; or when the

blood is poor in red corpuscles, the carriers

of oxygen, as in leukirmia; or from func-

tional derangement of some large gland, such
as the liver, where oxidising processes are

extensively carried on. Again, the materials

submitted to the influence of the oxygen
within the body may bo so increased, as is

the case in febrile conditions, or in general

plethora induced bj' over-feeding and insutii-

ciont exercise, that the supply of oxygen
may prove insufficient for their complete
combustion. Defective elimination of the

acids formed within the body is due either

to diseased conditions which prevent the

lungs, skin, and kidneys from exercising their

respective functions properly, or to want of the

physiological stimulus which excites them. It

will be seen, therefore, that acidity may arise

in consequence of the disturbing influence

of disease ; or may bo acquired or inherited

as the penalty of transgression of certain

laws of health—as the result of unfavourable
hygienic conditions. In the former case,

acidity is only secondary, and is generally

subordinate to the disease producing it, and
has rarely to be considered apart from it

;

whilst in the latter instance acidity is usually

at first the only trouble, leading, however,
if disregarded to secondary mischief.

Effects.—The mucous membranes and
skin chiefly sutfer in acidity. The former
become subject to catarrh, produced, no
doubt, by the ii-ritating presence of the acid.

Acidity may thus cause bronchitis, gastro-

intcf.tinal catarrh, and catarrh of the genito-

minary tract. Sometimes the acid is poured
out ill such quantities from the mucous mem-
brane of the stomach as to be ejected from
the mouth. In these cases digestion is con-

siderably interfered with hy the too acid
condition of the gastric juice. Sometimes,
however, this acidity of the stomach is pro-

duced by an opposite condition—the defi-

ciency of the digestive fluid, and conseeiuent

acid fermentation of the food. Abnormal
acidity of tlie urine not only produces catarrh

of the urinary passages, but by decomposing
the salts of mic acid causes a deposit of

Insoluble uric acid in the passages, thus
giving rise to attacks of gravel, or leading to

the formation of a calculus. Acidity mani-
fests itself in the skin by attacks of erythema,
herpes, eczema, and urticaria. Eheuraatism,
too, may be considered as a disease resulting

from the formation of acid, affecting chiefly

fibrous and serous membranes ; no one can
^\•itnes8 the enomious quantities of acid

sweat poured out, and the highly acid mine.
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in the acute form of this disease, withoiit

acknowledging that an increased formation
of acid is taking pkace soiuewhere in the

body; though perhaps unwilhng to commit
oneself to accept any of the views hitherto

advanced as to the nature of the acid.

Estimation of Acid.—For clinical pur-

poses an estimation of the acidity of the

urine furnishes the phj'sician with an approx-

imate clue as to the amount of acid formed
in and passing out of the body. This is done
by collecting the urine for twenty-four hoiurs,

placing 100 c.c. of this in a beaker, and then
adding a solution of sodium hydrate (stan-

dardised so that 1 c.c. = '01 gramme of crys-

tallised oxalic acid) from a Mohr's burette,

till the fluid is neutralised. The number of

c.c.'s of the standard solution required to

effect this is to be multiplied by -Ol, which
gives the percentage acidity in terms of oxalic

acid. To ascertain from this the total amount
of acid in the twenty-four hours' tirine is only

a matter of calculation. Too much depend-
ence must not, however, be placed on the

urine as a means of estimating excess or

deficiency of acid in the system ; it some-
times happens that m highly acid conditions

the urine is alkaline. This, as Dr. Bence
Jones has shown, may occur when large

quantities of acid fluid are poured out of the

stomach ; and Prout long ago observed, that

in the eczema of gouty persons, the urine, so

long as the disease persisted, was either of

low acidity or alkaline, but that the subsi-

dence of the eczema was frecjuently followed

by an over-acid condition of the urine, ac-

companied with renal and vesical catarrh.

Treatment.—The general indications for

the treatment of acidity consist in the pro-

motion of oxidation, and the elimination of

the acids formed. Active habits, which pro-

mote the pulmonary and cutaneous functions,

should be encouraged. The diet should be
just sufficient to meet the physiological re-

quirements of the body ; it should consist

chiefly of fish, fowl, game, and eggs ; sac-

charine and farinaceous articles being ex-

cluded. Sweet and cheap wines should be
avoided ; for those who cannot afford to

purchase good wine, pure spirits and water
is the best substitute. Carlsbad salts or

Friedrichschall water may be given if there is

much abdominal plethora ; the habit of taking
mercurials as a relief for this condition is to

be deprecated. Alkaline medicines are fre-

quently administered with a view of neutra-
lising the effects of acid ; their employment
for this purpose seems, however, questionable.

The late Dr. Parkes stated that the adminis-
tration of bicarbonate of potassium (a favourite

remedy in acid diseases), though rendering
the urine alkaline, in reality increases very
largely the excretion of the organic acids.

This is not to be wondered at when we con-
sider that the bicarbonate, although alkaline

in reaction, is in constitution an acid salt.

Dilute nitric and hydrochloric acids, given
in moderate doses about one hour before

meals, certainly have a powerful osidismg
effect, and diminish the quantity of in-ic acid

excreted in the urine. In cases where the

acidity is manifestly due to defective oxida-

tion, consequent on poverty of blood from
diminution of the red corpuscles, iron and food

must be freely given. C. H. Ralfe.

ACIDS.—Definition.—Substances which
combine with alkalis, and destroy their power
of turning red litmus-paper blue. Most of

the acids also redden blue litmus, and have
a sour taste ; but some—for example, carbolic

acid—possess neither of these properties.

Enumeration.—Acids may be divided into

inorganic or mineral, and organic. The
mineral acids used in medicine are Boric,

Carbonic, Chromic, Hydrochloric, Hydrobro-
mic, Nitric, Nitro-hydrochloric, Phosphoric,
Sulphuric and Sulphurous acids. The organic

acids thus employed include Acetic, Benzoic,
Carbolic, Carbonic, Chrysophanic, Citric,

GaUic, Hydrocyanic, Lactic, Oleic, Sahcylic,

Tannic, Tartaric, and Valerianic.

Action.—The stronger acids—sulphuric,

nitric, hydrochloric, chromic, glacial acetic

and lactic acids—destroy animal tissues, and
act as caustics when applied to the surface.

Wlien swallowed they produce the symptoms
of irritant poisoning [see Poisons). An
antidote for these poisons which is always at

hand is carbonate of lime, in the form either

of whiting or of plaster chipped from the

nearest wall. Other antidotes are alkaline

carbonates and bicarbonates, milk, oil and
soap. Diluted acids, taken into the mouth,
increase the secretion of saliva ; and hydro-
chloric acid forms an important constituent

of the gastric juice, without which digestion

does not go on. When absorbed into

the blood, dilute acids act on the heart
generally, slowing its pulsations and reducing
the temperature. They are excreted in the
urine and milk.

Uses.—Nitric acid is employed as a caustic

application to piles, to poisoned wounds, and
to spreading or unhealthy sores. Glacial

acetic acid is used to destroy corns or warts.

Diluted acetic acid or vinegar is applied as a
lotion to relieve headache ; to allay the
itching of prurigo, lichen, and psoriasis ; to

check perspiration ; and sometimes to hasten
the appearance of exanthematous eruptions.

Diluted acids, especially citric, tartaric, and
hydi'ochloric, as well as acid tartrate of

potassium, are administered in fevers as re-

fi-igerants, because they relieve the dryness
of the mouth, and dimmish the thirst by
increasing the secretion of saliva, as well as

lower the temperature and pulse-rate. Under
the like circumstances, the organic acids,

acetic, citric, and tartaric, when combined
with alkaline carbonates in a state of effer-

vescence or otherwise, form compomids which
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act on tlie skin ami kidneys. In fobrile con-

ditions, aiia'niia, and some forms of dyspepsia,

the proportion of acid in tlie fjastric juice is

insiitlicient for the proper digestion of food,

and the adiniiiistratu)n of dihite hydrochloric

acid, imnit-diatcly before or after meals, is

useful both by aiding digestion and bv
preventing the formation of butyric and
other acids, which give rise to sour eructa-

tions. Nitro-hydrochloric acid, before meals,

is likewise beneficial in preventing acidity.

It appears to have some action on the liver

;

and is used, both internally, and externally

as a lotion or footbath, in jaundice and
biliousness. It generally relieves the frontal

headache common in young women, which
is felt just above the eyebrows, and not
accompanied bj' constipation. Dilute acids,

especially aromatic sulphuric acid, are useful

in checking diarrlma, colliijuative sweats,

hi^morrhages, and mucous discharges. By
lessening the alkalinity of the urine, they
tend to prevent the formation of phosphatic
calculi ; phosphoric, nitric, and lactic acids

being most frequently employed for this

purpose. Care must be exercised in their

administration to nursing mothers, as they
are excreted in the milk, and sometimes
cause griping and diarrlui-a in infants at the

breast. Several acids have a special action

of their own, and are considered under their

respective groups, such as hydrocyanic and
hj'drobromic acids, wliich are sedative; boric

and carbolic, antiseptic ; chrysophanic, para-
siticide ; salicyHc, antipyretic : gallic and
tannic, astringent.

T. Lauder Bednton.

ACINESIA.—Sec Akinesia.

ACIREALE, in Sicily.—Cold sulphur
waters, and climatic health-resort. See
Mineral Waters.

ACNE.—Synon. : Acne vulgaris; Acne
adulcsccntium ; Acne disseminata; Fr.
Acme ; acne ; Ger. Acne.

Definition.—A chronic disease of the skin,

confined to the face, back, shoulders, and
chest. The eruption is met with in j'oung
adults, and consists of pimples, which are
caused by an inflammation of the sebaceous
glands and hair-follicles. The disease leaves
small depressed scars.

/Etiology.—The wtiology of acne is

obscure. It is seldom met witli before
puberty, and is usually fully developed at
about the age of eighteen or twenty, and then
gradually disappears before the age of thirty.

There are, however, many exceptions to this
rule, especially in men, who are liable to a
severe form of acne of the shoulders and
back, which may continue until middle life.

Acne appears to be equally common in males
and females, and is especially met with in
those who liave what is called a slow circu-
lation in the extremities—that is, who sufler
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from cold hands and feet, and perhaps chil-

blains. In accordance with this, the disease

often improves, or even disa])pears, during
warm summer weather, to return again in

the following winter.

SYMfTOMs.—Common acne is a pimply
eruption, met with chiefly on the fice and
shoulders, less often on the back and chest.

Many of the pimples are of a pale colour

with a small dark centre, and consist simjily

of follicles, over-distended with sebum, the
black centres marking the orifices of the

follicles. These pale little papules, called

comedones, are apt to become red and in-

flamed, thus forming tlie ordinary acne
pimple, which ultimately' suppurates, and
discharges a minute quantity of pus ; the
spot then heals, leaving a small scar. In all

severe cases of acne we find, in addition to

the ordinarj' acne spots, larger i>imples,

resembling blind boils, which suppurate
slowly, and often leave very ugly scars.

Acne develops in successive crops, so that,

as one set of pimples dies out, others appear,
and thus the disease becomes chronic. Acne
is almost always distributed symmetrically,
so that both sides of the face and back ai-e

pretty equally aficcted. The exceptions to

this rule are very rare.

Diagnosis.—The differential diagnosis of

acne is usually easy when the symmetrical
distribution of the eruption, and its period of

development, are taken into consideration.

The two eruptions with which it is most
likely to be confounded are : (1) certain fonns
of acne rosacea (gutta rosea), and (2) acne-
like dermato- syphilis. Acne may best be
distinguished from acne rosacea by the
fact that this latter disease is chiefly met
with in middle life, and is always attended
with more or less general congestion of the
face, and the subjective sensations of burning
or tingling— chai-acters which are absent in

common acne. Acne rosacea is exclusively

confined to the fiT.ce, while common acne
attacks also the shoulders and back.

Acne-like syphilitic eruptions are best dis-

tinguished by the absence of comedones ; and
by the tendency the pimples have to form
into groups, which are not alwa}-s sym-
metrical, and not strictly confined to the
acne regions. Some other syphilitic symp-
toms would probably be also present.

Varieties.—There is an interesting enip-
tion, commonly called acne varioliformis,
which requires a very brief notice. In
general appearance the pimples resemble
those of acne, but are not especially asso-

icated with comedones. The eruption is

usually confined to the scalp and upper part
of the forehead. The scars formed by this

disease fire much deeper than those of com-
mon acne, and very closely resemble the

l)its left by small-pox. The region affected

and the character of the scars are a sufficient

guide to diagnosis.
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Treatment.—As acne arises, for the most
part, from the formation of comedones and
plugging of the follicles, the treatment should
be directed to stimulating the sebaceous
glands of the skin to action. For this

purpose the ai:)pli cation of sulphur is most
useful. The sulphiu" may be applied in the
form of an ointment or lotion. The objection

to a lotion is, that during the night the

powdered sulphur is apt to get into and
inflame the ej'es a little. There is not, how-
ever, the same objection to the use of a
sulphur lotion during the day-time. A good
plan is to apply a mild sulphur ointment or

Wilson's hypochlorite of sulphur ointment
every night, and wash it off in the morning
with hot water, soap, and a soft flesh-brush.

The daily use of a soft flesh brush with hot

water and soap is especially beneficial, as it

prevents the formation of comedones.
When sulphur does not produce the desired

effect, the linimentum saponis should bo
applied everj' night and allowed to dry on,

and be washed otf in the morning with warm
water. In very severe cases of acne, there

are always a certain number of boil-like

spots, which suppurate very slowly, and some-
times last for months without coming to

a head. These boils should be carefully

touched with a small piece of wood dipped
in pure carbolic acid, or a saturated solution

of potassa fusa in water ; or the acid nitrate

of mercury solution may be used, great care

being taken that only the top of the boH
is touched with the caustic. Cod-liver oil

is the most generally useful tonic in cases

of acne, but other tonics are occasionally

beneficial. Egbert Liveing.

ACNE ROSACEA.— Synon.: Gutta
rosea ; Fr. Couperosc ; Ger. Das hupfrige
Gcsicht.

Definition.—A chronic congestion of the

face, attended with sensations of burning or

stinging, and leading to a permanent enlarge-

ment of vessels and the formation ofpimples.
Symptoms.—There are two varieties of

acne rosacea. The more severe form is

met with chiefly in men, and is often the
result of over-indulgence in alcohol. It es-

pecially attacks the nose, and leads to con-
siderable enlargement of the vessels, and
also, if of long standing, to hypertrophy of

other parts of the skin, especially the seba-

ceous glands. The milder form of gutta
rosea is very common in women after the
age of thirty. In the first instance it may
consist of a simple flushing of the face,

coming on at certain periods of the day, as,

for example, after meals or in the evening.
This congestion has, however, a tendency to

become more persistent ; and then the vessels

being permanently dilated, the redness does
not entirely disaj^pear, although it varies in

degree from time to time. Gutta rosea in

women is not confined to the neighbourhood
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of the nose, but usually extends in a butter-

fly-shaped patch to both cheeks, and some-
times to the forehead and chin. It is always
attended with subjective sensations, which
are generally those of burning, and less fre-

quently of stinging or itching. Acne-like

pimples are only occasionally met with, and
when present are due to follicular inflam-

mation.
iETiOLOGY.—Gutta rosea in women is for

the most part associated with cold hands
and feet, and not uncommonly with dyspepsia
and constijiation, or irregiUarity in menstrua-
tion. In men, as before stated, the hyper-
trophic variety is sometimes, but by no means
always, caused by over-indulgence in alcohol.

Treatment.—The severer form of gutta

rosea, in men, is best dealt with by : (1) absti-

nence from alcohol; (2) the longitudinal divi-

sion of the enlarged veins with a lancet ; and
(3) the subsequent daily use of sulphur oint-

ment, which should be well rubbed on every
night. Greathypertrophy of the nose (lipoma

nasi) can only be removed hy means of the

knife. In treating gutta rosea, as it is com-
monly met with in women, the following

points require special attention. (1) The diet

should be carefully regulated, and medicines
ordered to remove, as far as possible, any
dyspepsia or any menstrual irregularity that

may exist, and also to regulate the bowels,

which are often constipated. (2) A very
mild sulphur (or hypochlorite of sulphur)

ointment should be applied in a small quan-
tity every night, and washed off in the

morning with warm, soft, oatmeal-water. In
the daytime, a calamine and oxide of zmc
lotion should be applied, and a little allowed
to dry on. Gutta rosea is difficult to cure,

but a steady perseverance in a rational plan
of treatment will always produce a marked
improvement in the disease, and sometimes
quite remove it. Egbert LiveinGi

ACONITE, Poisoning by.-SYNCN.

:

Fr. EmpoisonncmeTit par I'Aconit ; Ger.

Eisenhutvergiftung.—The common garden-

plant, Aconitum napcllus, known also as
' wolfsbane ' or ' blue-rocket,' as well as other

species of aconitum, are poisonous, and owe
their poisonous properties to the presence of

an alkaloid, aconitine or aconitia, or perhaiis

to a mixture of alkaloids passing under ihis

name. The same or similar alkaloids have
been obtained from the Indian aconite, A.

ferox, and from Japanese aconite roots. All

parts oi A. napcllus are poisonous. Aconitine

is perhaps the most poisonous alkaloid known.
All parts of the aconite plant when chewed,
and aconitine when placed upon the lips or

tongue, produce, after a few minutes, a dis-

agi'eeable acrid burning sensation, followed

by numbness, loss of sensibility of the part,

salivation, and an after-sensation of seared-

ness. These sensations may last for several

hours.
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The fresh root of aconite has fre<iiicntly

been eaten in mistake for horse-radish, to

wliich it bears a remote resenjblance. The
root of horse-ratUsli is whitish on the exterior,

is long and of fairly uniform diameter, has a

pinif^cnt odour \v)ie;i scraped, and the scraped

surface retains its white api)earance ; whereas
aconite root is brown and conical, is destitute

of punjjent odour, and speedily acquires a

pink colour when scraped and exposed to the

air. Mistakes more frecpiently occur from
liniments containing aconite being swallowed

in error. In two cases the root has been
administered with homicidal intent ; and in

one case a young man was killed bj' the ad-

ministration of, as it is supposed, two grains

of English aconitme. Accidents have also

arisen from the administration of the potent

English aconitino in mistake for the impure
inert exotic or German alkaloid, or mixture
of alkaloids passing under that name.
Anatomical Characters.—After poisoning

by aconite there may be gastric congestion

or intlannnation ; but these may be absent.

Symptoms.—^Vhen aconite, or any of its

prejiarations, is taken by the mouth, the first

sensation, transitory and mainly due to the

action of the solvent, is followed in about
three minutes by an intolerable burning and
numbing pain, extending from the jilace of

application to all the surrounding parts of

the mucous membrane. There is salivation

;

and the burning sensation extends down the

gullet to the stomach. Occasionally, when
the poison has been rapidly swallowed, no
marked symptoms may supervene for half
an hour. The general symptoms are very
varied, but may all be referred to weakening
of the heart's action, disturbances of respira-

tion, and panilysis of sensation on the sm-face
of the body. This last may be described as
' numbness ' or ' drawing of the skin,' or by
some etjuivalent term. There is pain in the
epigastrium, violent vomiting, occasionally
purging ; the pulse, at first rapid, quickly
diminishes in frequency and force till it is

imperceptible ; the skin is cold, clammy, and
livid ; respiration is laboured. The pupils,

at first contracted, afterwards dUate; and
this dilatation sometimes occurs suddenl}' and
transit<irily, and is accompanied by blindness.

Convulsions are not common ; but vomiting
is often due to spasmodic contraction of the
diaphragm, causing frothing at the mouth.
Consciousness is retained till near the end of
life.

Diagnosis.—The peculiar sensation in the
mouth—burning, feeling of searedness. numb-
ness, &c., the gi'eat cardiac depression, and
the difficulty of respiration, will generally
serve to determine the nature of the case.

rROGNOsis.—Death usually occurs within
four or five hours. If the patient survi\e
twelve hom-s, recovery is usually rapid and
complete.

Fatal dose.— Oi the root, sixty grains

—
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probably much less might suffice. Of the

l>harmacoi)aMal tinctitra aconili (1 in 8), two
or three Huid drachms. Fleming's tincture

is about six times as strong as the official

tincture, and twenty-five minims have proved
fatal. Four grains of the alcoholic extract

have proved a fatal dose. English aeon itine

or aconiiia (the alkaloid) is terriblj' potent

:

l-2000th grain will produce a very decided
sensation on the tongue, and it is probably as

poisonous as the crystallised French aconi-

tine-nitrate, one-sixteenth of a grain of which
has kiUed an adult within five hours.

Treatment.—In proceeding to treat a case

of poisoning by aconite we must, first, wash
out the stomach by means of the stomach-
pump, and promote vomiting by wai-m
emetics, of which^carbonato of ammonium is

the best. Stimulants must be freely ad-

ministered ; also strong black cofl'ee or tea.

Brandy and ether may be injected subcu-

taneously. Digitalis is a counter-poison, and
may be administered with effect subcuta-

iieously, in doses of twenty minims of the
tincture, repeated in an hour or so if neces-

sary. Inhalations of nitrite of amyl may
afford some reUef. The patient must be kept

strictly in the recumbent position, warmth
being api^lied to the surface ; and, as a last

resort, artificial respiration must be used. See
Poisons. Thomas Stevenson.

ACQUI, in the Province of Alessan-
dria, Italy.— Thermal sulphur waters. See
Mineral Waters.

ACQUIRED DISEASES.—Diseases
which originate independently of hereditary

transmission. See DisE.\SE, Causes of.

ACROCHORDON An outgrowth of

the integument in the form of a slender

cjlinder, which maj' be compared to the

loose end of a piece of string or cord

—

ii<pou

signifying a point or end, and X"P^''i * string.

Such outgrowths are iisually met with in a
feeble state of the skin, and particidarly in

elderly persons, their common seat being the

neck or trunk. They are at first sessile, but

become elongated ; and are sometimes bulbous
at the extremity, and more or less pedun-
culated. Microscopically, an acnjchoru-on is

composed of loose areolar tissue, firmer at the

surface than within, and of a fine artery and
vein, connected by a capillary loop or plexus,

and sometimes a little ramified. It is popu-
larly regarded as a wart, and in medical
works is termed verruca acrochordon, but it

difi'ers from a wart very widely in structure.

Treatment.—This consists in snipping otf

the outgi'owths with scissors, or touching them
with a strong solution of potassa fusa (equal

parts). When numerous and minute, they
admit of being shrivelled up and removed by
means of li(iuor plumbi subacetatis,or a lotion

of perchloride of mercmy, two grains to the
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oxince. The latter, possibly by its stimulating

property, also arrests their formation.

Erasmus "Wilson.

ACRODYNIA {uKpos, extreme ; and obvvr),

pain).—This disease was epidemic in Paris in

1828, and was described by Alibert as a der-

matitis affecting the hands and feet, particu-

larly the palms and soles, accompanied with
burning heat, stinging and smarting pains,

and numbness. The pains sometimes extend
to the whole system, and there is more or less

disorder of the digestive and assimilative

functions. The redness is at first bright,

then deeper tinted and brown, with con-

siderable pigmentation of the rete mucosum.
Occasionally there are pimples, pustules, and
blisters; the cuticle destyiamates, and is

sometimes cast in a single piece ; the disease

nmning on for several weeks.
Treatment.—This should be directed to

the regulation of the digestive and assimila-

tive organs ; and to the relief of local inflam-

mation by means of water-dressing, followed

by the application of zinc ointment and a

bandage. Erasmus Wilson.

ACROMEG-ALY {aKpov,a.n extremity;

and fif'yay, large).

—

Synon. : Fr. Acromegalie.
Definition.—A remarkable dyscrasia, the

striking characteristic of which is an enlarge-

ment of the bones, and most obviously of the

bones of the hands and feet. Hence the name
applied to it by Marie, who first described

the disease in 1880, though other cases had
been noted previously under different titles.

Pathology.— Acromegaly occm-s most
frequently, but not exclusively, in females

between the ages of thirty and forty, but has
been observed as early as fifteen and as late

as forty-eight. It is very clironic ; and though
probably often fatal, it sometimes appears
to become arrested after advancing for some
years. In females it is usually preceded

by early stoppage of the menses. Its relation

to rheumatism is very doubtful.

Acromegaly is generally associated with
enlargement or atrophy of the thyroid body

;

and enlargement of the thymus gland has
been observed. In three post-mortem ex-

aminations tumoiurs of the pituitary body
have been met with.

Description.—In this disease the bones
of the hands and feet are very greatly

enlarged, but the long bones do not escape,

the natural prominences and elevations

being exaggerated sometimes to the di-

mensions of exostoses. The scapulae, clavi-

cles, and the sternal ends of the ribs become
quite massive ; the lower jaw also assumes
vast proportions, the lower teeth spreading

out and projecting far in front of those of

the upper jaw. This gives a characteristic

appearance to the face, which is that of an
egg with the large end downwards, as opposed

no the oval of myxoedema, and the inverted
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egg shape of osteitis deformans, with both
which diseases acromegaly may be con-

founded. The upper jaw and the cranial

bones occasionally participate in the change.
The bones, though enlarged, do not become
curved; but the spine is often bent, so that

the patient loses considerably in stature.

The cartilages of the nose, ears, eyelids,

and larynx may be thickened ; the last

change probably accounting for an occasional

great alteration in the voice.

The subcutaneous tissues are not obviously
altered. The skin may be unchanged, but
on the face it is apt to become coarse, and to

show clearly the orifices of the sweat-glands.
The hair does not become thin, as in myx-
oedema. Profuse perspiration and thirst are

generally present.

The tongue is enlarged, and taste may be
much impaired. Blindness is not uncommon,
from atrophy of the optic nerve, possibly

connected with a pituitary tumour. The sense

of smell is often impaired; that of hearing
does not appear to be modified, nor does that

of touch.

There may be shortness of breathing, de-

pending upon asthmatic attacks, and the

heart may be hypertrophied. The m'ine is not
usually abnormal. The temperature is not
raised. The intellect remains perfect.

Diagnosis.—It is not necessary to indicate

the difference between this disease and
osteitis deformans or myxoedema—practically

the only two with which it can be confused,

because, though there is certainly a superficial

resemblance to each, the pomts of divergence

are wide. The symptoms have been stated

somewhat dogmatically for the sake of

brevity ; and, as only a few cases have as yet

been accurately observed, it is probable that

some of those here set down may be found to

be incorrect or not characteristic.

Treatment. — None of the numerous
methods of treatment hitherto applied in

acromegaly have proved of the slightest use.

EiCKMAN J. GODLEE.

ACTINOMYCOSIS {^ktU, a ray ; and
fivKj]s, a fungus).

—

-Definition.—A chronic

disease, attended by the formation of ab-

scesses, chronic interstitial inflammations,

or tumour-like growths of granulation-tissue,

due to infection by a fungus known as Acti-

nomyces bovis.

History.—This disease, which especially

affects horned cattle and swine, and has long

been known under various names as occur-

ring m them, has during the last few years

been proved to be not infrequent in man.
Its parasitic nature was discovered in 1876

by Bollinger, who named the parasite ^ciiwo-

myces, the ray-fmigus. In 1877 J. Israel,

and in 1879 Ponfick, described cases in the

human subject, and showed their identity

with the animal disease. Since that time

numerous instances of the disease have been

V
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observed ; with chronic abscesses, especially in

tlio liver, lungs, bones anil periosteum, intes-

tinal canal— especialh' the large intestine—
and more rarely in other positions, e.g. in

the brain, as in recent cases recorded bj'

Dr. Delepine and others.

General CuADACTERs of the Disease.—In
the lower animals actinomycosis frequently

produces indurated masses of connective-

tissue growth, which tend to become calci-

fied ; hence the name ' woody tongue ' applied

to the affection in cows. In man there is a

tendency rather to the formation of chronic
abscesses. Infection usually ai)pears to occur
by the alimentary canal or air-passages, the

virus entering through carious teeth, the

crypts of the tonsils, pharynx, &c., or more
rarely by direct aspiration into the lungs.

Most commonly it tends first to produce de-

structive changes, for example, in the jaws
(upper and lower), the wall of the pharynx, or

the mucous membrane of the alunentary canal.

In the jaws a process of gi-adual necrosis may
occur. From the upper jaw it is apt to spread
to the periosteum in tront of the vertebrne, or

to the base of the skull, leading to chronic

periosteal abscesses, followed by caries, some-
times with retro-pharyngeal abscess. It may
next invade the tissues of the neck, forming
deep-seated abscesses. Not infrequently in

man, however, the liver is the first organ ob-

viously attacked. It has been showii that a

pruuary infection of the mucous membrane of

the intestines, especially the bu'ge intestine,

may occur, and not improbably the infection

of the liver is secondary to this. Affection of

the lungs may take place by direct aspiration

of the virus, or possibly tkrough infection ex-

tending from the mediastinmu, Mhich has been
reached tlirough the oesophagus. Infection of

tne brain and otlier parts may take place

either through the lymphatics or through the

blood.

Anatomical Characters. —Four varieties

of the chronic inflammatorj' process have
been determined in actinomycosis :

—

First, when upon a free surface, as the

mucous membranes, the formation of masses
of epithelium containing the fungus has been
observed, together with subjacent idceration.

Second, when occm'ring upon a free surface,

as in serous cavities or within the periosteum,

turaour-gi-owths may occur, formerly mis-
taken (when periosteal) for osteo-sarcomas.

Third, the formation of masses of dense
granulation-tissue or sarcoma-like tumom-s,
which may become fibroid or cak-ilied, but re-

main indurated. Allied with this there may
be an infiltration with linn granulation-tissue.

Fourth, the production of clu-onic abscesses,

which soften slowly, causing widespread
mfiltration and necrosis of the tissues, but
are not usually accompanied by marked in-

flammatory reaction. In the pus from these

abscesses, which is usually thick, yellow, and
somewhat lumpy, may be found miiuue

3

yellowish granules or masses, varj'ing in si?,e

from the most minute particles visible with
the naked eye, to the size of about 5V inch
in diameter, of yellowish colour, ovoid cr

rouiuled, and of slightly greasy feel. Under
the microscope these are found to consist of

masses of the ray-fungus.

On microscojjical examination of prepared
sections, especially in the firmer nodules,

the characters can be better seen. Various
modes of staining may be employed, for which
the reader is referred to special technical

works, gentian-violet, fuchsin, and methylene

{
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Fig. 1.—The wood-cut shows die characters of a

minute centre of growth in an actinomycosiH

nodule from the tonjjue of a cow. Tlie upper
portion is suflkiently descrilwd in the text. The
nuiss of fungus is represented as much less dense
than in reality, othei-wise no detail could be shown.
(IMagnilied about 800 diameters.)

Tlie lower four small figures show the charac-

ters seen in the same growth under a somewhat
higher power. (1) A group of cells (? one cell in

a state of division) containing a, cluster of th<i

clubbed filaments. (2) A single cell with acti-

noniyces growing in it. (!!) A group of clubbed

hypliK) much larger than the others. (4) Fila-

ments from centre of mass, showing bacillus-

like characters, and false branching ; resembling
cladothri.x.

blue being amongst the most stiitable re-

agents. The structure is composed of granu-

lation-tissue, either small or large-celled,

frequently with branching and spindle cells,

resembling spindle-celled sarcoma. Scattere<l

through the granulation-tissue ai-e deeply

stained masses, which form the centre of

more typically arranged masses of cells. The
fungus itself, when seen in the smaller

nodules, is usually composed of a central
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(lortion containing coccus-lilie bodies, and
delicate, branching, bacillus-like filaments.

At the periphery of the mass the filaments

are arranged side by side and radially, theu'

outer extremities being swollen and bulbous-

looking or club-like. Immediately surroimd-

ing these a zone of large epithelioid granu-

lation-cells may be observed, the cells some-
times being arranged radially and resembhng
columnar ejiithelium. Still further out are

epithelioid cells in layers ; and beyond
these are smaller cells, gradually merging
into the siu'rounding granulation-tissue.

Considerable varieties of structure are, how-
ever, observed, which need not be detailed

here. The epithelioitl cells may be scanty,

or irregularly arranged, and of small size.

In general arrangement these centres recall

somewhat that of an elementary tubercle-

foUicle. The masses of fimgi also present

varieties. When of large size they h-etjuently

show zones of calcification. Club-shaped
bodies may also be found scattered more ir-

regularly through the mass. The branching,

delicate threads may be munerous or scanty

;

and masses of coccus-like bodies may be

observed.

Much discussion, which it would here be

undesirable to detail, has taken place as to

the natm-e of the fungus, and the exact

relations of its different forms. The general

belief now is that it belongs, or is closely

allied, to the cladothriccce, and that the

several forms are various stages of its growth,
the coccus-like bodies being spores, the fila-

ments the earlier stages of its gi-owth, and
the club-like bodies swollen filaments or

hyphce—swollen in consequence of defective

nutriment ; some regard them, however, as

possibly' asci. The fungus has been suc-

cessfully cultivated by Bostrom, and in its

general characters appears closely to resemble
the cladothriccce.

For further details reference may be made
to special works.

Mode of Infection.—The general evidence

at the present time renders it probable that the

infection of actinomycosis is introduced by
food, and especially by some varieties of grain

on which the fungus grows. Grain grown on
freshly cultivated ground has in some cases

apparently led to an outbreak amongst cattle.

In one case in the human subject, recorded

by Soltmann, a child swallowed a head of

wall-barley [hordcum murinum), which stuck

in the oesophagus and was followed by the

development of an actinomycotic abscess

(lUebs, AUg. Path. 1887, p. 280). Direct
transmission by contagion has been observed

by Johne and Pontick ; and by inoculation of

material from abscesses (F\em.in<^, Actinomy-
cosis, 1888; alsoCrookshank, il/e(i. Clii. Travis.

vol. Ixxii. p. 207). Organisms similar to the

actinomyces grow on \arious kinds of grass.

General Couuse. — Actinomycosis is

usually extremely chronic. When primarily

affecting the lungs, it tends to spread locally

and involve the plem'a, the periosteum of

the ribs, and the tissues of the thoracic wall,

formmg sinuses which ojjen externally. In
some cases the fungus has been found in

the sputum without definite phj'sical signs

in the Imigs. In the liver the abscesses may
also reach a considerable size, and tend to .

form adliesions and fistulous tracks through
the abdominal wall. In the neck, as has
been stated, a slow process of extension may
take place to the base of the skull, the ver-

tebrae and their periosteum, and the deeper
tissues of the part, forming m some cases

very large chronic abscesses, which when
opened show little tendency to heal. Direct

spread of the infection by the lymphatics has
been observed, but the production of abscesses

in the brain can scarcely be accounted for

except by carriage tln'ough the blood-stream.

The fungus, like other organisms, is ire-

quently found, especially in the coccus and
rod forms, within granulation-tissue cells and
leucocyte-like cells in the local affection; and
it is not improbable that these simpler forms
may be carried throughout the body by
wandering cells and leucocytes. The ab
scesses are sometimes imattended by fever,

but abscesses in the lungs and liver have some-
times been accompanied by recurrent rigors.

Diagnosis.—This in many cases can only

be determined by microscopical examination

of the discharges or the i^us. A very chronic

slowly-spreading abscess-formation of un-

determined cause should lead to suspicion of

actinojnycosis. The absence of fever cannot

be relied upon. In the microscopical examina-
tion of the sputum care must be taken not to

confound the fungus with very similar or-

ganisms which may occur in carious teeth, &c.

Treatment.—Little can be said on this

subject. Complete evacuation of abscesses,

and (where possible) irrigation with dilute

antiseptic solutions, would no doubt be in-

dicated. From our present knowledge it is

improbable that any internal remedy could

be safely given in sufticient doses to destroy

the fungus. The general treatment must
rather be directed to the nutrition and support

of the vital powers of the patient.

W. S. Greenfield.

ACUPUNCTURE [actis, a. needle ; and
punctum, a prick).

—

Svnon. : Fr. acupuncture ;

Ger. Nadelstich.

Description.—Acupuncture is an ancient

mode of treatment for the relief of painful

affections, now but little used, consisting in

the introduction of tine round needles through

the skin, to a varying depth. It is said to

have been introduced into this country from
China or Japan, about 200 years ago. The
needles used arc about two inches in length,

and are set in round handles, so that they

can be introduced with a gentle, rotatory

movement. Acupuncture is now employed
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chiefly in lumbnfifo and sciatica, in which
art'ectious it undoubtedly may give rehef.

The operation is thus performed. The
j)aticnt being laid upon his face, tender spots

are sought for—in hnubago over the erector

spinip, in sciatica along the course of the

sciatic nerve. The needles are then pushed
in vertically for a depth of from one and a-

half to two inches, and allowed to remain
for from half an hour to two hours. The
number of needles employed may var^' from
one to six. In sciatica it is recommended, if

possible, to make the needle actually pene-

trate the nerve. This result is known by the

patient complaining of sudden pain shooting

down the back of the leg. The mode of

action is uncertain, but in sciatica it has been
supposed that the puncture of the nerve-

sheath allows the escape of fluid. Acupunc-
ture has also been employed in painful

neuritis following injiu'j', but without

effect. In a modification invented by
Baunscbeidt, forty punctures, about half-

aninch in depth, were made in an
area of the size of a crown-piece, by an
instrument working by a spring. Oil of

mustard, diluted with olive oil, was then
painted on, which gave rise to an eruption

like herpes. The term acupuncture is also

apjiliod by some to the uitroduction of

needles into a cyst, in order to allow the

fluid contents to escape, as in the treatment
of ganglion, of hydrocele in infants, or of

hydatid cyst of the liver. Pmicture of the

skm for the relief of a>dema is sometimes
called by the same name. P^or this purpose
the ordinary three - cornered acupressure-

needle is more convenient than a round
acupuncture-needle, as the pimcturo resulting

from it allows fluid to escape more readilj-.

The nmnber and situation of the piuictures

being determined upon, they should be made in

rapid succession and of suflicient depth to allow
a fiee escape of the fluid. Marcus Beck.

ACUTE.—This word, when associated

with a disease, signifies that such disease

runs a more or less rapid course, and is

generally attended with urgent sj-mptoms.
It is also employed to express intensity of a
particular symptom, as, for example, paui.

ADDISON'S DISEASE. — Synon. :

Morbus AddUonii ; Bronzed Skin Disease.
Fr. Maladie d'Addison; Ger. Addisonsche
Krankhcit.

Definition.—In his original memoir on
this subject, Dr. Addison wrote: 'The lead-

ing and characteristic features of the morbid
state to which I would direct attention are
ana?mia, general languor and debility, re-

markable feebleness of the heart's action,

irritability of the stomach, and a peculiar
change of colour in the skin, occurring in

connexion with a diseased condition of the
suprarenal capsules.'

Ill reality, the general symptoms of the

disease, as given above, outweigh in im-
portance anj' pigmentary change whatever ;

and it is quite possible for the disease to run
its course without anj' unusual deposit of

pigment in anj' part of tlie body.
Addison's disease mignt, however, be

defined as a constitutional malady, charac-

terised by great weakness and anaemia, with
deposit of pigment in the skin and some
other parts of the bod}', depending on chronic
tuberculosis of the suprarenal capsules, and
the extension of fibrous thickening to the

adjacent nerve-ganglia and plexuses, causing
their compression and atrophy.

Etiology.— The constitutional or general

nature of Addison's disease must ever be
borne in mind, though some of its factors are

strictly local ; but, though constitutional, it is

not transmissible either (a) by contagion or

infection, or (b) by inheritance. If, however,
Addison's disease itself is never an inherited

malady, it is in very many cases associated

with a higldy hereditary constitution, that of

the tubercular or scrofulous type ; and in

such individuals accidents, like falls or

blows, which would fail to make an impres-
sion on stronger men or women, may
suffice to set the morbid process in motion.
In not a few instances the bodies of the
subjects of this disease have been found
perfectly healthy apart from the morbid
change in the suprarenal capsules charac-
teristic of the malady ; and, in a certain

number of cases, local abscesses seem to

have been the starting point of the specific

changes in the capsules themselves. Adilison's
disease is, moreover, essentially one of early
adult life, the great majority of cases occiu-ring

between fifteen and forty. It is much more
frequent in men than in women ; and seems
to be in a great measure confined to the
working classes.

Symptoms.— The earlier symptoms of
Addison's disease are often so indefinite and
so insidious, that it may not be until the
disease is fully developed that the patient
seeks medical aid, and by that time they are
usually unmistakable. It is different when
the malady apparently originates in a fall

or a blow ; but even such a starting-point as
this may only be sought for late in the
history of the disease.

Tlie mischief may be said to commence in

most cases with a feeling of general weakness
and of being unwell ; the discolouration of
the skin usually appears later, but may be
the first prominent symptom. In a small
number of cases the onset may be acute, with
loss of appetite, sickness, headache, pain in

the epigastrium, sometimes also vomiting
and diarrhff-a. "WHien the disease has at-

tained its full development, tlie characteristics

of the malady are most striking. Then the
downcast, moumlul look, the drooping
shoulders and stooping gait, the arms hajig-

ing helplessly by the sides, and the slow'
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and listless movements of the patient are ex-

ceedingly impressive. If to this be added the
darkening of the skin, the clear and pearly
conjunctiva, and the treathlessness on exer-
tion, we have almost all that meets the eye
when such a patient presents himself. But
to these, on inquiry, other important symp-
toms are easily added. The breathlessness

will be found to be partly due to anaemia,
partly to impaired innervation. From the
same causes in part, but not entirely, we find

a quick feeble action of the heart, readily

giving place to palpitation. With these are

usually associated pain and tenderness in

the epigastrium and hypochondria, irritability

of the stomach and nausea—giving rise to

retching, and frequently obstinate vomiting.

Such modifications of breathing as sighing,

yawning, or hiccup, are frequent. Again,
from the anaemia, there is a strong tendency
to giddiness and syncope, which last

increases as the disease wears on, and in

many cases carries off the patient when
raising himself or being raised in bed, for

the piirpose of taking food or performing
other necessary functions. This is not the

invariable mode of death, for nervous
symptoms, such as coma or convulsions,

may usher in the final scene. When the

prostration is great, the patient may be for

some time before death apparently un-
conscious, but this is simply due to unwilling-

ness to make the slightest exertion, owing to

his profound weakness.
Throughout the whole disease the bodily

temperature is diminished (97°-98° Fah.)

rather than increased ; and this is often

markedly the case towards the close of the

disease, though then it has been noted as

high as 100-8° Fah.
From the above sketch it is plain that the

two most prominent factors in the disease, as

presented during life, are :
—

1. General weakness and ansemia.

2. Abnormal deposit of pigment in various

parts of the body.
1. To the former of these is to be referred

(a) the loss of muscular power, as evidenced

by diminished muscular energy and force,

both in the voluntary and involuntary
muscles, for the heart's action is feeble and
imperfect, and the bowels are usually con-

fined, (b) At once a cause and consequence
of the weakness and anaemia are loss of

appetite, sickness and vomiting, though
these, too, depend in part on other morbid
changes; whilst, lastly (f), imperfect nutrition

of the nervous system results, notably of the

brain itself, whence arise vertigo, numbness,
dimness of sight, deafness, tremors, and the

like. The pain in the epigastric and hypochon-
driac I'egions is probably due to local causes.

2. The deposit of pigment is peculiar and
characteristic. It is not uniform in disposi-

tion, and varies greatly in tint. It may only

amount to a light brown or smoky discolom-a-

tion in certain parts, or it may assume the
appearance of a dark olive-green hue,
approaching to black in some situations,

especially over the genitals and nipples.

Elsewhere it is most abundant on the face

(where it often seems to begin), on the neck,
the backs of the hands, the folds of the legs,

and along either side of the linea alba. A
striking peculiarity is that the conjunctivae

are clear and pearly, and that the nails are

never discoloured. On the other hand, there

is a great tendency to the deposit of pigment
where the skin has been irritated or the
epidermis removed, as by a mustard poultice

or blister ; but the skin is always smooth
and supple. In a typical case under the
writer's care, blisters had been applied to the

chest for the uneasy feeling experienced there

;

and the pigmentary tint was deeper* here
than in any other part of the body, save the
genitals. Cicatrices affecting the whole
depth of the skin do not seem to be so pig-

mented. The mucous membrane of the

mouth not infrequently becomes the site of

pigmentary deposits. These are not diffuse ;

but, when the lips ai'e affected, they usually

take the shape of smears or lines. On the

insides of the cheeks blotches or irregularly-

defined spots are most common, as well as on
the sides and root of the tongue. The latter

spots are commonly better defined than are

the others, and somewhat resemble the small
well-marked black spots occasionally observed
in parts already pigmented.
The site of this pigmentary deposit is in

the growing laj'er of the epidermis, the usual

site of colour in all races of mankind, and
which is usually known as the rete inucosuni;

but occasionally i)igmentary granules are to be
found deeper, in the cells of the true skin.

An interesting clinical fact was brought out

by the late Dr. Greenhow, which will, pro-

bably, be noted in a considerable proportion of

cases. This is the mode in which the disease

progresses. Often it presents periods of

remission, only to be followed by a more
marked advance ; but, notwithstanding these

remissions, the progress is invariably towards
a fatal termination. The time occupied in

this progress varies much : it may be weeks
or months, or it may be years. But in all

well-defined cases the result is the same.
Pathology.—From the earliest description

of the morbid state known as Addison's
disease, the malady has been associated with
disease of the suprarenal capsules. At first

it was supposed that any form of disease

affecting these organs must give rise to a
similar train of symptoms, and some of the
investigations carried on with a view to

sustam this position sound absurd enough by
the light of subsequent experience. Gradu-
ally it has been made clear that only one
kind of lesion is accompanied by the specific

symptoms just detailed. Briefly, the morbid
changes are as follows :
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The suprarenal capsules normally consist

of two pjirts, a cortical and niediillary, dilTer-

iiiix greatly in their structure. In Addison's

disease both arc superseded by a new struc-

ture, which is to be seen in various stages. In
the earliest of these the capsules arc invaded
bj- a kind of translucent material, which is

sometimes almost cartilaginous in its hard-

ness, and which, when examined under the

microscope, resolves itself into a kind of very
finely librillated or trabecular connective

tissue, with corj)uscles like leucocytes freely

congregated in the interstices of the meshwork
or between the fibres. This material, when
seen in bulk, is grey or greenish-gi-ey, after-

wards becoming red on exposure. With it is

mixed up an opaque yellow substance, vary-

ing in amomit. and apparentlj- more abundant
the WDte advanced the disease. In the earlier

stages it presents the appearance of nodules

embedded in thetransluccntmaterial,butlater

almost the whole of this material may have
disappeared, aud the yellow opaque matter
become converted into a thick creamj- fluid,

a putty-like substance, or even one or more
cretaceous masses. This opaque material,

then, is evidently, from its first appearance,
indicative of fatty degeneration, and closelj'

resembles in every respect v.hat used to be

known as yellow or crude tubercle. Tlie

more recent discovery of the tubercle-bacillus

in several cases confirms Vuxhow's original

view as to the essentially tubercular nature of

the affection.

The exterior of the capsules presents certain

important features. Tlie capsules themselves
may be large or small, accordmg to the stage

of the disease and the nature of their con-

tents, but, even when they are small, it may
be safely assumed that at one time they were
enlarged. In all cases thej' will be found
closelj' and strongly adherent to neighbouring

structures. Some of these structures are of

great importance: for example, the semi-

lunar ganglia, and the vast plexus of nerves

associated therewith, in which important
changes have been found. These patlio-

logical conditions have been so often observed
and so carefully noted, that they cannot be

looked upon as accidental concomitants of the

diseased process, but rather part and parcel

of it, and in all probability as giving a clue

to some of the most marked phenomena of

the malady. Broadly it may be said that

these changes consist in a great thickening
of the cormective tissue suiToundmg the
nerve-fibres and the ganglion-cells, giving
rise to something like compression and idti-

mate destruction of these elements. This
occurs both in the cerebro-spinal nerve-fibres,

and in those more intimately connected
with the ganglionic system. The nerve-cells,

moreover, are not infrequently deeply pig-

mented.
The view commonly held as to the actual

pathology of Addison's disease is that its

phenomena arc due to the nerve-lesions just

described, and not to the destruction of the

suprarenal capsules, though the exact mode
in which they produce these effects is at

present a mere mailer of speculation. Ac-
cording to another view the destruction of

the suprarenal bodies is the cause of the
prominent symptoms, and this is supported
by Dr. MacMunn, as the result of his spectro-

scopic observations on tiie blood and urine.

He believes that the function of these bodies
is to separate elTete pigments aud their

accompanying proteids. Wlien they are

diseased, these elements are not removed,
but circulate in the blood, the pigments or

their incomplete metabolites producing pig-

mentation of the skin and mucous mem-
branes, and appearing often in the urine as

uro-hoemato-porphyrin ; the proteids setting

up toxic effects, and leading to further de-

terioration of the blood, with its conse-

quences.

In making the section of the body after

death from Addison's disease, one cannot
help being struck with the amount of sub-

cutaneous fat, especially over the abdomen,
as contrasted with the difficulties of nutrition

' under which the patient suffered
;
yet a con-

I

sidcrable quantity is almost always found.

I

But more closely connected with this mal-
nutrition are certain changes in the absorbent
system along the digestive tract. These
consist in enlargement of the solitary and
agglomerated glands constituting Beyer's

patclies, and of the mesenteric glands ; as well

as in lymphoid growths in the mucous mem-
brane of the stomach, wliich give rise to httle

projections, termed mammillations, on tlie

walls of that organ, especially near the

pylorus. Small ecchymoses are also not im-
usually found in the same situation. Of other

organs it may be noted that the liver and
spleen are often enlarged and hypentmic, and
the heart small and light in weight.

Diagnosis.—There would have been less

difficidtyor doubt in the diagnosis of Addison's

disease, had it been clearly enunciated from
the first that a bronzed skin did not alone

constitute the malady. The disease rests on
a threefold basis—(/c/icraZ weakness, diseased

suprarenal capsules, and bronzed skin, the

last being the least important of the three.

There may be darkening of the skin from a
great variety of causes, viz.: (a) exposure,

and attacks of vermin {morbus crronum,
Greenhow; Vagantenkrankheit, Vogt);
(b) wasting diseases, as chronic phthisis;

(c) syphilis
;

(d) malaria ; (e) liver disease or

jaundice if long-conthiued ; &c.; but in none
of these cases should there be any difhculty

if the preceding dictum is borne in mind.
Beognosis.—This is always unfavourable,

but it is impossible to assign any definite

period for the termination of the disease, since

it often progi-esses irregularly, with periods

of improvement followed by relapse.
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Treatment.—From what has just been
said, it is plain that not much is to be effected
by treatment as regards the cure of Addison's
disease ; but much may be done by careful

management to retard its progress and com-
fort the patient. As soon as the disease is

discovered, the sooner the patient makes up
his mind to an invahd life the better. Best
and careful dieting are the basis of the treat-^

ment. As regard= diet, it may be briefly said
that what the patient can take best suits best.

As the stomach is so irritable, anything likely

to upset it should be avoided. Hence, as a
rule, it is better to give concentrated nourish-
ment, as essence of meat (not the extract) or
chicken, or raw pounded meat, when other
things cannot be taken. It is also important
to bear in mind tiiat the stomach will often
tolerate food cold or even frozen, when hot
substances would be promptly rejected. In
certain stages of this malady it may well be
said that the i)hysician's success will depend
more on his knowledge of the cookery book
than of the Pharmacopoeia—not, however,
that our pharmaceutical gifts are to be de-
spised. For the profound depression stimu-
lants will be necessary, but tliese may take
the shape of ether, or spirit of chloroform, as
well as of wine or brandy. For the irritable

.stomach, alkalis, with nux vomica and ipe-

cacuanha, or calumba, are of great service.

So, too, in another way, are light tonics and
neutral salts of iron ; but the stomach should
not be clogged with too much medicine. The
bowels should not be much distiubed, but, if

an aperient be required, a mild one, as a small
dose of castor oil, or the compound liquorice
powder of the Pharmacopoeia, will suit. If
the stomach rebel against these, a wine-glassful
of Hunyadi Janos water the first thing in
the morning, followed by a cup of warm
milk, may better agi-ee with the irritable

organ, "\\lien there is diarrhuea, a totally
different line of treatment will be necessary.
But in all things, and at all times, the
grand rule is to save the patient's strength, to
add to it if possible, and to resist the inroads
of the disease, whatever shape these may as-

sume. Alexander Silver. W. Cayley.

^ ADENALGIA («S^v, a gland; and
a\yos, pain).—Pain in a gland.

ADENITIS.—Inflammation of a gland.
See the several glands.

ADENOCELE {<kh^v, a gland ; and k^Xt^, a
tumour).—A tumour- connected with a gland.

^
ADENODYNIA {cihr,v, a gland; and

dSvur], pain).—Pain in a gland.

ADENOID {a8f,v, a gland; and (i?>;,s,

form).—Glandular : resembling the structure
of a gland, whether secreting or lymphatic.

ADENOMA (dS^iu, a gland, and the

ADHERENT. ADHESIONS

termination oma, adopted to indicate a
tumotu-).—A morbid growth, the structure of

which is of glandular nature. Sec Tumours.

ADHERENT. \ -Structures are saidADHESIONS.
to be adherent when they become abnormally
united together, the morbid formations by
which this union is effected being termed
ad/iesK.v.'. These are most frequently met
with in connexion with serous surfaces,

being usuallv the result of an inflammatory
process, but they may be observed in other
structures. The adhesions vary considerably
in extent, number, mode of arrangement,
firmness, and other characters : they may
merely consist of a few loose, slender, and
delicate bands ; or these bands may be thick

and strong ; or the contiguous surfaces may be
blended and matted together to a greater or

less extent, so that they cannot be separated
without tearing or cutting them asunder,
this last condition coustitutmg agglutination.

In structure adhesions consist mainly of con-

nective or fibrous tissue, more or less perfectly

developed, with a few new vessels.

Effects.—Adhesions are often found at

post-inortem examinations, which have been
of little or no consequence durmg life, as, for

instance, many of those which form in con-

nexion with the pleural surfaces. If, how-
ever, they are extensive and firm, or if they
occupy certain regions of the body, they may
prove of serious moment. The principal e^'ils

which are liable to result from adhesions may
be thus indicated :— 1. They often bind parts

together, and interfere with the movements
of important organs, such as the lungs, heart,

stomach, or intestines ; in this way prevent-

ing the due performance of their functions.

2. When an organ is displaced in any way,
as, for example, the heart by pleuritic effusion,

it may become fixed in its new position by
the formation of adhesions, its functions being

thus distui-bed. 3. It is highly probable that

agglutination may lead to hypertrophy of an
organ, e.g. the heart, by embarrassing its

movements, and hence affecting its action.

4. On the other hand, atrophy or degeneration

of structure may ensue, in consequence of

the adhesions interfering with the due supply
of blood by pressing upon the vessels, so

that the nutrition of the tissues becomes
impaired. In the young, also, their develop-

ment may be checked. 5. Adhesions may
involve important structures, such as nerves

or vessels, pressing upon or destroying them,
thus giving rise to symptoms of a serious

nature. 6. Tubes or canals for the passage

of secretions or other materials are some-
times narrowed or obliterated by adhesions.

7. When formed within the abdominal cavity,

especially when they take the form of bands,

adhesions may prove highly dangerous by
compressing, constricting, exerting traction

upon, or strangulating some portion of the
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intestine, in either of these ways leading to

intestinal obstruction.

It is frequently ilillicult or impossible to

determine the existence of adhesions bj'

clmicul investigation during life ; but tho

history of some past illness during which
tliey were likely to be formed, the results of

physical examination, especially in connexion
with the heart and lungs, and tiie symptoms
present, not uncommonly enable them to be

iliscovereil. Fredekiok T. Koberts.

ADIPOCERE (ade2is, fat; and cera,

wax;.— bvNON. : i'r. AUt^JOcirc ; Ger. Felt-

wachs.
Defisitiox.—A substance formed by a

spontaneous change iu the dead tissues of

animals.
Description.—As seen generally in a dried

state in museums, adipocerc somewhat re-

sembles spermaceti in consistence, but it is

less crystalline in fractiu-e, and is of a dull

white or buff colour, the surface being some-
times marked by the outlines of blood-vessels

or of other textmes. Adijiocere in tiie earlier

stages of its formation, or when formed in a

damp situation, is soft, and if rubbed between
the lingers communicates a greasy feeling.

Tho odour is peculiar and rather disagree-

able.

Chemical Composition. — Adipocere dis-

solves iu ether, and leaves a dehcate fila-

mentous web ; it biu-us with a blue riame, and
yields a white ash. It is properly described

as a soap, composed of margaric and oleic

acids in combination with ammonium, the

fixed alkalis, and alkaline earths; the rela-

tive proportion of the latter ingredients varies

with the age of the specimen (the ammonia
disappearing), and with tho composition of

the duids in contact with which the adipocere

has been formed. It is said that oleic acid

predominates in adipocere formed fiom dead
tish.

Microscopical Appear-ucces.—When the

flesh of animals iu which tliis transformation
liaa recently commenced is examined with
the microscope, it is found to be composed of

broken-down or disintegrated tissues, fatty

granides or particles, together with a fe>v

acicular scales or crystals. Tlie granules
may be seen in what had been muscular
tissue to assume somewhat the arrangement
of the muscular librilhc, thus presenting an
appearance resembling an early stage of tatty

degeneration. In old and dry specimens of

adipocere the crystaUine scales form the great

portion of the mass, and they may be observed
preserving the outlines of the muscidar fibres.

Origin.—Adipocere has long been known.
It is formed readily from the flesh of animals
exposed to moisture, or placed in running
water, in very dilute nitric acid, or in alcohol

and water in the proporiion of 1 to G. It ia

often met with in inconvenient abundance in

tlio speciuaen jars of the anatomist. The

bodies of men and other animals buried in

peat moss have fiecpicntly been found com-
pletely converted into adipocere. Lord Bacon
mentions it in the Sijlva Sijlvariun (cent. vii.

§ 078), and so also does Sir Thomas Brown
in the Hijdriotaphia ; but attention was
especially called to its presence when a vast

number of bodies were removed (in 178G-87)

from the Cimctiire dcs Innocents at Paris to

tho Catacombs. Fourcroy found many of

these bodies converted into what he named
adipocirc, a name since retained.' Gibbes
(as did others) suggested the possibilitj' of

applying adii)ocere formed from the waste
flesh of animals to some useful purposes, but

the tenacity of the disagreeable odour and
the presence of other difhculties have pre-

vented these suggestions from being carried

out (PJiilosoph. Tratis. 17'J4, p. 9.3). With
respect to the immediate changes which give

origin to adipocere, chemists liave differed in

opinion. One class believes, with Gay-Lussac
and Berzelius, that the compound results

from the fat originally present iu the tissues,

and that the other components are completely
destroyed by putrefaction. Another class

wdiich includes the names of Thomas Thom-
son and Brande, maintains ' that tlie fatty

matter is an actual product of the decay, and
not nierelj' an educt or residue.' These opinions
may, the present writer thinks, be reconciled

by the better knowledge we now possess of

the elementary composition of tissues. We
know that the combination of fat and albu-

min constituting one ol the earliest steps in

the process of nutrition is traceable in the

further development and formation of nearly

every texture. When that combination is

destroyed b}' a cessation cf the processes of

life, the tissues are, as it were, resolved into

their j)rimary elements. We inaj' thus have
adipocere derived not only from free fat, but

from the elements of fat existing in and
obtained from the decomposition of other

tissues. Adipocere maj' thus be described

as both an educt and a product. This
opinion is couflrmed by the researches of

Bauer and Voit, who showed that fatty

matter was derived from the metamorphosis
of all)uniin in starved animals, to which
phosphorus had been administered.^

Pathological Relations.—The medical
jurist has studied this substance with the

view of determining the time and progress

of its formation, and of thus ascertaining the

' A curious illustration of this process is inci-

dentally mentioned by Mr. L. Field. Tho Illinois

limestone, he says, proves to be composed of coral,

in each cell of which a particle of oil is found
sealed up— ' the result of the decomposition of the

animalcula.'

—

Journal of the Society of Arts, 1883.

p. 8C)!).

' The writer would desire to refer here to the

remarkable analogy which exists between the chancre

of animal matter into adipocere, and that which
occurs in vegetable matter by its conversion into

peat and coal.
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probable period at which death had occurred.

But hitherto uo decided or satisfactory in-

formation has been obtained, owing to the

varied circumstances' which influence the

progress of the change, in connexion not

only with the condition of the body itself,

but also with the character of its surround-
ings. The formation of adipocere has a
further and a special interest for the {jatholo-

gist. It was the study of this process which
led the present writer to discover the analogy
which exists between it and fatty degenera-
tion in the living body, and thus to establish

the pathological doctrine that fatty degenera-
tion is the result of a retrograde metamor-
pliosis, not a form of perverted nutrition.

(See Medical and Chirurgical Transactions,
vol. xxxiii.) KiCHARD Quain.

ADIPOSIS.—A term which properly
signifies either general corpulency, or
accumulation of adipose tissue in or upon an
organ. See Fatty Growth ; and Obesity.

ADIRONDACK MOUNTAINS, in
New York State.—A series of ranges rising

from a plateau 2,000 feet above the sea, with
picturesque lakes between them. Highest
altitude, Marcy, 5,337 feet. Commodious
hotels on the shores of the lakes. Much
frequented as a summer climatic resort.

Recommended in phthisis. See Climate,
Treatment of Disease by.

ADYNAMIA 1 ,, , .,

ADYNAMIC J
^"' P'^^"^"* '

^ ovmiiis,

power).—Terms indicating serious depression
of the vital powers. The noun is employed as
synonjTiious with the ' typhoid condition.''

The adjective is ajj^jlied to diseases in wliich
the phenomena of this condition are promi-
nent. See Typhoid Condition.

iEGOPHONY (at^, a goat ; and <^a)v^,

voice).—A peculiar alteration of the reson-
ance of the voice, as heard on auscultation
of the chest, compared to the bleatmg of a
goat. See Physical Examination.

ETIOLOGY {atrict, cause ; and Xo'yor,

word).—That branch of pathological science
which deals with the causation of disease.
See Disease, Causes of.

AFFINITY.—This term is the designa-
tion of a property by wliich elementary and
compound substances imite with one another
and form new compounds. It is, therefore,
a property with which chemists are princi-
pally concerned. But the ideas suggested to
the chemist by the term affinity are also,
though less exi^licitly, excited m the mind of
the pathologist and of the therapeutist by
certain classes of facts frequently falling
under their observation. The pathologist,
for instance, knows that saline or earthy
matter is very prone to accumulate in the
midst of degenerated tissue in the walls of an

AFRICA, SOUTH

artery or of a cardiac valve, so as to give rise

to a patch of ' calcification ' ; he knows that

m a gouty patient urate of soditun is most apt

to accumulate and form ' chalk stones ' in the
tissues around affected joints ; he knows that,

however it may be admmistered, arsenic in

poisonous doses tends to produce inflamma-
tion of the alimentary canal, that strychnine
acts with preference upon the nervous system,
and that in ordinary cases of lead-poisoning

this metal interferes especially with the

nutrition of the extensor muscles of the
forearm. Applications of the same notion in

the department of therapeutics are equally
familiar in respect to the action of many
drugs. It may be regarded as an ascertained

fact that iodide of potassium tends especially

to influence the nutrition of the fibrous

structures in the body, and that bromide of

potassium has a no less certain action in

modifying the nutrition of the nervous centres

in many unhealthy states. Again, there is a
whole class of substances which when taken
into the system have, whatever their other

actions may be, an undoubted effect in

modifying the frinctional activity of the
kidney. We have in nitrite of amyl and in

nitroglycerine remedies j)ossessing a remark-
able intiuence over the unstriped muscular
fibres of the arteries and bronchi, or else over
the nerve-centres by which they are con-

trolled. AVe have in woorara an agent which
acts especially upon the motor side of the

nervous system ; and we have in digitalis an
important remedy wliich, amidst its other

effects, seems to have a decided power of

improving the activity of the cardiac gangha.
The recent progress of therapeutics encour-

ages us to hope that more and more of these

specific effects of drugs will be accurately

determined, so that the notion implied by
the term affinity may, after a time, have
a deeper meaning than at present for the

practitioner of medicine.' See Antagonism.
H. Charlton Bastian.

AFFUSION.—A method of treatment
which consists in pouring a fluid, usually

water, either cold or warm, upon the patient.

See Water, Therapeutics of ; and Baths.

AFRICA, SOUTH.—The portion of

this continent lying between 22° and 85° south
latitude, and 18° and 32° east longitude, and
including Cape Colony, Natal, Bechuanaland,

1 Dr. James Blake states that we must look else-

where than to chemistry for the natui'e of the re-

actions between Hving matter and the reagents

with which we may bring them in contact ; and that

this problem will be solved when the spectroscopic

chai'acters of the elements are better known. He
holds that not only are toxic actions not chemical
actions, but also that the whole direct action (of

metallic salts) on the most important functions of

living matter is a physical molecular action deter-

mined by the number and character of the harmonio
vibrations of which the reagents are the seat.

[Comptes Bendus de la Soc. de Biologic, 1890.)
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the Oraiifje Free State, and the Transvaal,

thus embracing the region at jjresent avail-

able for healtii-resorts, and excluding the

recently aoquiied British a?id German terri-

tories.

The physical features of this tract of

countrj- consist of: (1) a low-lying coast of

varying extent, characterised generally by a

warm and moist climate, and being in many
parts swampy and malarious ; and ('2) an
inland region, rising in terraces to G,000 feet

and upwards. This more or less elevated

district, ascending in plateaux as the interior

is approadicd, and varying in altitude from
1,200 to 0,000 feet, affords excellent sites

for health-resorts. The climate of tracts at

between 1.900 and 3,000 feet is warm and
dry ; but the most suitable one for invalids is

to be found at the altitude of 4,000 to 5,000

feet, on the vast rolling grassy plain, or veldt,

of which the Orange Free State, tiie Trans-

vaal, and the Karoo District of the Cape
are the best examples. Here the climate is

characterised by gi-eat sunniness, dryness,

and liability to extremes of temperature,

though the niglit record seldom falls below
the trcezing-point.

Cape Colony.— Cape Colony consists

of eastern and western provinces, presenting

varieties of climate according to elevation,

of which the inliuid portions are far prefer-

able. As the rainy season occurs in the winter

in the west, and in summer in the eastern

province, the wet season may be avoided by
travelling fi-om one to the other. The general

meteorological features of the colony ai-e

great dryness ; moderate heat ; small rainfall,

precipitated in heavy showers on a small
number of days ; and a variable amomit of

wind.
None of the coast towns are suitable for

invahds, but in the neighbourhood of Cape
Town, liondebosch, Claremont, and Wi/tihcrg,

situated on the wooded slopes of Table
Mountain, can be recommended for tem-
porary sojourn.

Graham's Town (1,000 feet), in the eastern

province, 100 miles from the sea, has an
equable and genial climate, with a summer
heat which is tempered by rain, the larger

proportion of which falls at tliat season,

^lean annual temperatiu-e, 60^ Fah., the

summer mean being G3° and the winter 53°
;

the mean range, 15°. EaJinfall 2G inches,

distributed over 84 days.

Ceres (1,700 feet), in the western province,

85 miles by rail from Cape Town, has a

somewhat moister climate than Graham's
Town, and possesses an excellent sanatorium
with many social advantages.

The higher plateau of the colony contains
the following suitable stations :

—
Aliwal North (4,348 feet), 280 miles by

rail from the port- of East London, with a
fine, clear, dry climate, which in the writer's

experience has proved useful to many cases

of phtliisis. The rainfall is 18 inches, dis-

tributed over 01 days, but occurring chiefly in

fiuimier, and sharp frost is occasionally

recorded in the winter nights.

Tarkastad (4,280 feet), Dordrecht (5,200
feet), and Burghersdorp (4,G50) have similar

climates, the last place being connected by rail

with Aliwal North, and within easy access

of several stations higlier and lower in eleva-

tion. The rainfall is 11'39 inches, and the
nmuber of rainy days 41.

Cradock (2,850 feet) and Beaufort West
(2,792 feet) are both accessible by rail, and,
though at lower altiuides, enjoy very fine cU-

mates. At the former the humidity is 62p.c.,

the average summer maximum 91" Fah., the
rainfall 9-18 inches in 45 rainy days, showing
great drvTiess of climate.

Orange Free State. — Bloemfontein
(4,540 feet) is to be recommended, and un-
doubtedly the Orange Free State offers

many advantages in its vast veldt and dry
climate, but it stiU lacks railway communi-
cation, thongh this is projected. A draw-
back, too, is the occurrence of dust-storms to

which it is liable. At Bloemfontein the
average maximum for the six hottest months
of the year is 82" Fah., the average mini-
mum 55°, the himiidity 55 p.c, the rain-

fall 16"97 inches, and the number of rainy
days 70. Patients are able to sleep in the
open air, except during a small part of the
w^inter, when night frosts occur, and in

the rainy season ; and by day the outdoor
hfe can be thoroughly carried out, either on
the trek or while residing at a farm.
The Transvaal.—The Transvaal is at

much tlie same elevation as the Orange
Free State, but is said to have a moister
climate. Pretoria (4.007 feet), the capital,

and Heidelberg have been recommended as
suitable stations for invalids.

Natal.—The colony of Natal, situated

to the N.E. of the Cape Colony, has a tropical

climate, and is distinguished for its lusm-iant
vegetation and moister climate. As in the Cape
Colony, the coast district, including Dm-ban,
is not suitable for invalids, but the slopes of

the Drakensberg Mountains, which separate
Natal from the Orange Free State, are cooler

and more salubrious.

Here Howick (3,400 feet), Estcourt (3,5G2

feet), and Ladi/smith— all connected with
Durban by rail—offer the invalid many
advantages, in a dry climate, wanner than
that of the Orange Free State, and fairly

protected fi'om cold winds ; and they have
proved of great benefit in bronchitis and
asthma.
The mean annual temperature of Pieter-

maritzhurg, the capital of Natal (2,090 feet),

71 miles from the sea, is 64*7° Fah., the
winter being GO" and the summer G9°, wliilst

the rainfall is 30 inches, occmTing chiefly in

October and March.
C. Theodore \Villums.
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AGETJSTIA (<:, priv.; and yfiVir, taste).—
Iioss of taste. See Taste. Disorders of.

AGONY {ayiov, 'strife or struggle).

—

Agony implies bodily pain or mental suffer-

ing so intense that it cannot be endured, but
excites a struggle against it. It is also

applied to the final struggle that often pre-

cedes death. See Death, Modes of.

AGORAPHOBIA {ayi>,m, a market-
place; and (l>u,i<,s, fear).

—

Syxon. : Fr. La
2}eur des cspaccs.—By these names a peculiar

nervous complaint has been recognised,

characterised by a feeling of alarm and
terror, associated with a gi'oup of nervous
symptoms, which some individuals experience
when they are in a certain space. The con-
dition may be developed rapidly or gradually,

and the chief phenomena observed are as

follows :—A sudden sensation is experienced,

as if the heart were being grasped, while
this organ palintates violently; the face be-

comes Hushed ; the legs feel weak, tremble,

and seem as if they would give way under
the body. Ihere niay be sensations of itch-

ing, coldness, or numbness ; or profuse

sweating may occur. There is no true

vertigo; the special senses are unaffected;

and consciousness is not at all impaired. A
curious impression is sometimes experienced,

as if space were elongating itself out inde-

finitely. Persons who are thus affected are
quite sensible of the foolishness of their fear,

but cannot be reasoned out of it. Durmg the
attacks they feel a strong inclination to cry
out, but hesitate to do so. They think that

their di'ead is known to others, and many
of them endeavour to conceal their feelings,

lest they should be considered insane.

The circumstances under which the symp-
toms just described may be experienced are
various. They may be felt, for instance, in

the street, especially if the shops are shut

;

in public buildings, such as churches, concert-

rooms, or theatres ; in omnibuses, cabs, or
other conveyances ; on a bridge ; or in look-

ing at an extended facade or flj'ing per-

spective. Most i^ersons who suffer thus in

the street feel better when with some one,

or when near some object, such as a carriage,

or even when carrying an umbrella or a
stick. Occasionally, however, they shun
other people, especially acquaintances.

But little is known as to the origin and
nature of agoraphobia. The complaint is

not regarded as idiopathic, but as sequential

to some other condition. It occurs in males
and females, and the individuals affected may
be strong and-iu good bodily health, while
they are often intelligent and well-educated.

A history of hereditary nervous disorder can
be traced in some cases, indicated by the oc-

currence of msanity or epilepsy in members
of the familj' ; and the patients themselves
may present indications of a nervous tem-
perament. Their emotions are often easLlv
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excited; and they may be subject to nervous
symptoms, such as headache, a feeling of

heat in the toj) of the head, sparks before the
eyes, occasional faintness, or motor disorders.

Treatment.—Special attention should be
directed to maintain the general health in its

widest sense, and particularly to give strength
to the nervous system. Active mental oc-

cupation, and pleasing social and moral sur-

roundmgs, will generally succeed in relie\'ing

and ultimately curing the maladj'.

Frederick T. Roberts.

AGRAPHIA (a, neg. ; and ypn'^o), I

write.)—This term is applied to defects of

intellectual expression by writing rather than
by speech. These defects may occur alone, or

in association with defects of speech, accordmg
to the extent and situation of the lesion or

nutritional defect in different cases. See
Aphasia.

AGRIA (nypais, wild).—This term signi-

fies angry and severe. Willau describes a
Lichen agrius, which is likewise termed
agria. It is a circumscribed inflammatory
eczema, situated on the back of the hands.
The qualities implied by agria are excessive

pruritus, bm-ningpain, thickening, fission, and
copious exudation. See Lichen.

AGUE.—A popular synonym for inter-

mittent fever. Sec Intermittent Fever.

AGUE-CAKE. -A form of enlargement
of the spleen, resulting from the action of

malaria on the system. Sec Spleen, Diseases

of; and Malaria.

AIKIN, in south-west division of
South Carolina.—A mild, bracing, dry
clunate, said to resemble that of Mentone in

warmth and dryness, but with larger monthly
temperature range. SoO., sandy. Kecom-
mended for pulmonary affections. See
Climate, Treatment of Disease by.

AINHUM (Nat., to saw).—This disease

was first described by Dr. da Silva Lima of

Bahia in 1B67. It is peculiar to the African

race, being found not only amongst the in-

habitants of the West Coast of Africa, but

also amongst the Hindoos of African descent,

as well as amongst the slave j)opulation of

South America. At its commencement, a

gi'oove or furrow is seen at the base of the

little toe (the part almost invariably attacked),

situated on its inner and inferior aspect, and
corresponding to the digito-plantarfold. The
furrow soon extends to the entire circumfer-

ence of the toe ; and, as it becomes gradually

deeper, the latter is left hanging by a slender

l^edicle, which can only be brought into view
by separating the walls of the furrow. The
distal portion swells into an ovoid mass, about
twice its natural size ; finally some accident

snaps the pedicle, and the toe drops off, in

fi'om four to ten years from the commence-
ment of the disease.

The furrow is caused by a constricting band
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of hardened and contracted skin—a local

sclcrodenua, which leads to faulty nutrition

and degenerative chanfjes in the parts heyond.
Ainhuui is not a painful allcctiou in itself,

but the extreme niohility of the little toe

causes trouble and inconvenience, for which
patients often seek relief in amputation.

Occasionally the sides and bottom of the

furrow ulcerate. Not infrequentlj- both little

toes are attacked by the disease. Males are

more subject to it than females. The micro-

scope reveals only atrophic and degenerative

changes. The cause of ainhum is entirclj'

obscure. It has been cured by the early

division of the constricting band.

A. Sangster.

AIR, iEtiology of. — See Disease,
Causes of.

AIR, Therapeutics of.— Air is em-
ployed in tlie treatment of disease in many
ways and for many purposes. It is used,

firstly, as the atmos2>here, a gaseous mixture
of definite composition and with a variable

pressm'e. Secondly, advantage is taken of

air as a vehicle for other substances m the
gaseous or finely divided state. And. thirdly,

it is selected as a mcdmni by which the

temperature of the body may be readily and
effeetively influenced. In the first of these

relations only—as pure air—will its thera-

peutics require to be considered in this article.

The application to the body generally of air

that has been warmed, or warmed and loaded
with moisture, will be found described in the
article on Baths ; whilst its administration
to the respiratory organs, either in this form
or as a vehicle for such substances as creasote,

carbolic acid, alkaloids, and sulphurous acid,

will be discussed under Inhalations.
PniNciPLES.—The dual relation in which

the air stands to the economy— as a definite

compound of certain gases, and as an atmo-
sphere with a certain pressure—is very fre-

quently disturbed ; and this disturbance
accounts for some of the most familiar

phenomena of disease. Alteration in the
quality or quantity of the respired au-,

whether from the state of the atmosphere
itself, or from derangement of the complex
apparatus of respiration and circulation, is

the cause of some of the most serious and
distressing symptoms attending diseases of

the chest. It might be predicted by the
physiologist that under these circumstances
reliefwould be afforded, at least to symptoms,
hy suitable alteration of the composition or
volume of the air. The method of treatment
thus rationally indicated proves to be readily

practicable : the supply of air is unlimited
;

its composition may be altered at pleasure ;

its pressure may be increased or diminished
;

and such alteration will alter its chemical
properties. We find accordingly that, ever
since the discovery of the composition of the
atmosphere, frequent trials have been made
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of its value therapeuticallj-. Oxygen wa.i

early recognised as its active constituent, and
came to be administered, as it still is, in the

form of inhalation. From time immemorial,
indeed, advantage has been taken of the

purity and certain other unknown qualities

of the air for the prevention and treatment
of disease ; and the character of the atmo-
sphere is naturally reckoned one of the most
important elements of climate {see Climate).

Jlore lately, use has been made of the

powerful properties that air possesses when
physicalhj changed. Within recent years

remarkable advances have been made, on the

one hand, in the physiology of respiration and
the relation of the circulation to the atmo-
spheric pressure, and, on the other hand, in

the pathology of diseases of the chest. Clearer

views have been reached on the signification

of various symptoms, and esi)ecially of

dyspncea in its different fonns. At the same
time observations upon the effects of coin-

I pressed and rarefied air have been becoming
more exact. Pursuing the ])h3'siological track,

j
xnodern therapeutists have availed them-
selves of this knowledge, and revived the use

' of air physically altered in the treatment of

diseases of the lungs, heart, and other parts
' of the body. This api)lication they are now
i
able to make with accuracy, and the success

I

of the reformed sj-stem of aerotherapeutics

j

appears clear.

The physiological effects of compressed or
' of rarefied air will manifestly be different

' according as it is admitted to the body as

a whole, or only to a part of it. Familiar ex-

amples of the former condition are afforded

by descent in the diving-bell, or ascent in the

balloon ; and of the latter by the action of

the cupping-glass, and the effects of inter-

rupted or frequently repeated respirations

upon the pulse and system generally. Under
the first circumstances the alteration of

pressure is absolute ; under the second it

is relative, and capable of producing most
important disturbances in the distribution

of the vital fluids. The two methods of

application must accordingly be separately

discussed.

General Aerotherapeutics.—The effects

of comjiremicd air on the body as a whole
have been studied in the air-lath. This is a

mechanical arrangement in the form of an
iron chamber, which can be filled with air

at any pressure, whether above or below the

normal, by means of steam-power.
The principal physiological effects of air

condensed by three-seventlis of an atmosphere
were ascertained by von Vivonot to be :

—

Pallor of the skin and mucous membranes; a
sensation of pressure in the ears ; diminished

fixquency of respiration, the act becoming
easier; enlargement of the lungs, and in-

crease of the vital capacity ; depression of

the cardiac force, and diminution of the size

and strength of the pulse ; rise of tempera-
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ture ; increased vigour of muscular action,

secretion, and nutrition generally ; compres-
sion of the gaseous contents of the intestines

;

and, perhaps, increased absorption of oxygen
and excretion of carbonic acid. "\Mien the
pressure is excessive, dangerous or even fatal

symptoms may supervene. Frequent expo-
sure to condensed air will induce consider-

able increase of the vital capacity ; and most
of the other efiects, both physical and chemi-
cal, will tend to persist. In a word, it may
probably be said that the air-bath acts on
the system, first, by increasing the general
mechanical pi-essure ; and, secondly, by ad-

mitting an increased amount of oxygen. In
employing the air-bath, the patient is kept
in it for a period of two hours, at first daily,

but after some weeks less fre([uently. The
pressure, which is employed in different cases

at one-fifth to one-half of an atmosphere
above the normal, must be slowly raised on
admission, and reduced on removal of the

patient.

Uses.—The number of diseases in which the

air-bath may be given with success is limited :•

(1) In certiiin forms of dyspna3a. It gives

great relief ia spasmodic asthma, and may
also afford tempor<ary relief in emphysema

;

but its prolonged use appears to be positively

mjurious, as it increases the pulmonary dis-

tension. (2) In hypera^mia and catarrh of

the air-passages, including pertussis. (3) In
imperfect expansion or threatened retraction

of the chest, as in the subjects of phthisis

and chronic pleurisy. 'Compressed air has
also been extolled in some forms of cardiac

disease, and in general malnutrition.

The effects of rarefied air admitted to the

body as a whole do not demand description

in this place, either in their physiological or

in their therapeutical aspect. Artificially

rarefied air is never employed in the form of

the bath ; and the natural supply in elevated

regions, which has found favour as a means
of treatment in phthisis, is a subject that

belongs to Climate and Phthisis.

Local Akrotherapeutics.—When it is

desired to bring compressed or rarefied air

into contact with the respiratory surface

only, other apparatus must be employed.
Different forms have been in use for some
years, respecting which it will be sufficient to

state that the air contained in a portable gas-

holder is compressed or rarefied by simple

mechanical means, and thereafter brought
into relation witli the air-passages by SJi

arrangement of tubes and valves. There
are four possible methods of application

:

(1) inspiration of condensed air ; (2) expira-

tion into condensed air
; (3) inspiration of

rarefied air ; and (4) expiration into rarefied

air.

Another apparatus, called the pneumatic
cabinet, has been introduced more recently.

It consists of an air-bath, built of steel and
glass, to accommodate both the patient and

the administrator. The disturbance of pres-

sm-e within the chest is effected by rarefjdng
the air in the cabmet by means of a bellows,
and then allowing the patient to inspne from
the external atmosphere through a tube from
without. This procedure is in effect mainly
inspiration of a relatively condensed air.

The physiological effects of the several

methods of application may now be briefly

stated.

Inspiration ofcondensed air.—Inspiration

of air that has been condensed by one-sixtieth

to one-fortieth of an atmosphere produces a
sensation of extreme distension of the chest,

accompanied by an actual expansion of the
thorax and lungs, and an increased admis-
sion of an, so that inspiratory dyspnoea, if

present, is relieved. At the same time the
other thoracic contents are compressed, the

systemic vessels fill, the arterial pressure

rises, and the jugulars become distended. The
lungs and heart will be comparatively anaemic.
If the ai^plication of condensed air be fre-

quently repeated, the vital capacity, the size

of the chest, and the respiratory force may
all be inci'eased, and partial relief may be
permanently afforded to dyspncea.

Expiration into condensed air is most
difficult of accomplishment, and the effect

on the cu-culation does not differ essentially

from that just described.

hispiration of rarefied air.—Inspiration

of air that has been rarefied by one two-

hundred-and-fortieth to one one-hundred-and-
twentieth—or even, after a time, by one-

sixtieth—of an atmosphere, immediately
causes the phenomena of inspiratory dyspncea

;

the thoracic viscera are congested, and haemo-
ptysis may result, for the effect may be re-

garded as that of dry-cupping the pulmonary
alveoli. The heart at the same time becomes
fiill, and the jugulars collapse.

Expiration into air that has been rarefied

by one-sixtieth of an atmosphere is attended
with a sense of extreme compression of the

thorax ; at the same time there is actually a
partial retraction of the hmgs, an increase in

the volume of expired air, and a correspond-

ing diminvition in the amount of residual air

in the chest. Expu-atory dj'spnoea, if present,

is relieved. While the hmgs tlras diminish

in size, the other thoracic viscera are dilated

—the heart and the pulmonary and other

vessels within the chest being filled at the

expense of those external to it, both arteries

and veins. If the expiration into rarefied

air be frequently repealed, the circumference

of the chest will be diminished, while the

vital capacity will be actually increased,

along with increase of the insph-atory and
expii'atory force.

Uses.—The method of inspiring condensed
air is obviously indicated in diseases where
inspiratory dyspnoea is an urgent symptom.
Spasmodic asthma, stenosis of the air-pas-

sages from anatomical causes, acute and
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chronic bronchitis, nnd atelectasis, havo nil

been successt'ully troalod by this method.

In croup, where urj;ciitly indicated, it is

most dithciilt or even impossible to employ

it. In threatened plitliisis it is used propiiy-

lactically, and in chronic phthisis it may
usefully" develop the healthy jiortions of

hmg ; but it is contra-iiulicated in pyrexial

cases, and may prove dangerous by inducinj^

hiemoptysis. In chronic picm-isy it may pre-

vent or remove the effects of collapse and

retraction of the ciiost-wall. The inhalation

of condensed air sho'.ild also be of use in

certain forms of cardiac dilatation, especially

thatdiie to mitral incompetence. Impi-oving,

as it does, the general nutrition, it may be

combined with other remedies for anaemia.

In the administration of condensed air, a
' sitting ' should last from ten to thirty

minutes, once a daj-— seldom twice.

Expiration into condensed air is not used
therapeutically.

Inspiration of rarefied air may be re-

garded as a means of exercising the inspira-

tory muscles. Like the atmosphere of great

altitudes, it may therefore be employed in

persons with badly developed chests ; and
even in phthisis it may, by increasing the

amoimt of blood in the lungs, prevent casea-

tion and promote absorption of the products.

In disease of the right side of the heart, it

would assist the How of blood from the veins

into the lungs, but it is not likely to be

employed for this purpose.

Expiration into rarefied air promises to

be the most successful and most extensively

employed of all the methods. In it, accord-

ing to Waldenburg, we have the physical

antidote for empliysema, and in his hands the

majority of such patients are said to have
been either cured or radically benefited. It

has also afforded great relief in some cases

of bronchitis, where it increases expectora-

tion.

Other local applications of the physical

properties of the air, as seen in aspiration,

cupping, Junod's boot, and inflation, are

described elsewhere in this work.
.1. Mitchell Beuck.

AIR IN CELLULAR TISSUE.—
See Emphysema. Sldcutaneous.

AIR IN VEINS.—5re Veins, Air in.

AIR-PASSAGES, Diseases of.—Sre
Respiratory Oui;ans. Diseases of; also

Larynx, Trachea, and Bronchi, Diseases of.

AIX-LA-CHAPELLE, Waters of.—
Thermal sulphur ^\atcr^j. Sec ^Ijneu.vx,

^VATEHS.

AIX-LES-BAINS, Waters of.—Ther-
mal suljihur waters. See Mineral Waters.

AKINESIA (o, priv.;and Ki'njo-jy, motion).
A synonym for paralj-sis of motion, whether
partial or general. Sec Pak.\lysis, Motor.

ALBINISM 29

ALASSIO.—In Italy on the Meditor-

ranean coast, between San Remo and Genoa.

A mild, bracing, winter resort, sheltered by

hills except on the south and east. Com-
paratively free from wind and dust. See

Climate, Treatment of Disease by.

ALBINISM {albns, white).—Defini-
tion.—.\ stale of whiteness or absence of

colour of the integument and certain other

tissues, consequent on defect of pigment-

formation. The want of colour may be

complete or incomplete ;
partial or universal;

congenital or accidental. Partial albinism

may be limited to a spot of small dimensions ;

or there may be many such spots of variable

extent, dispersed over the surface of the body,

and giving rise to the appearance which is

denominated j:)jCfZ orpiebald ; whereas in uni-

versal albinism the defect of pigment is not

restricted to the integument, but is especially

remarkable in the ii-is and choroid membrane
of the eyeball.

Gener.u, Ch.\racters.—Persons and ani-

mals affected with albinism are called al-

binocs. It would seem more correct to limit

the term albino to those in whom the absence

or defect of pigment is universal, and demon-
strable not only in the integument but like-

wise in the eyeball. In the true albino,

therefore, the skin is white and pink and
more or less transparent, and this both in the

fairer and in the darker races of mankind ;

but in certain of the latter, where the pig-

mentary function is simply defective and not

totally wanting, the colour of the skin may
be gi-ey or tawny, and more or less variegated

and freckled. The hair, sometimes of a pure

silvei-y or opaque white, may be diversely

tinged with yellow or red ; occasionally it is

flaxen or possesses a greyish hue ; and in

some mstances the whole bodj- is covered

with a white dowTi. The iris is grey or pink,

in accordance with the density of its fibrous

stnicture, and the consequent facility of pene-

tration of the colour of its vascular layer ; or,

as generally happens in the negro, it is blue.

The pupil is contracted and brightly red, from

the absence of the screen of protection usually

afforded to the choroid membrane by its pig-

mentary layer ; and for the same reason the

rays of light penetrating the sclerotic and iris

give a brilliancy of appearance to the fundus

of the eyebaU. The absence of pigment in

the ejeball is productive of several pecu-

liarities of character in the albino. In the

first place the excess of luminous rays pene-

trating the coats of the eyeball interferes with

the correctness of his vision ; his retime are

intolerant of light ; he stoops his head, or

droops his eyelids, to shelter his eyes; he

sees with more comfort in the dimness of

evening than in the light of the sun ; he is

near-sighted ; and there is in many cases an
oscillation of the eyeballs.

^Etiology.—Albmism is met with among
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all races of manliind and in every country,
but is most common amongst those who are

subjected to insalubrious conditions of climate

and hygiene. For these reasons it is not
iincommon among the natives of the marshy
coast of Africa ; among negroes who are

transferred to mihealthy districts in South
America and the West Indies ; among the
inhabitants of the western coast of South
America and Mexico ; in certain of the islands

of the Indian Ocean ; and even in the

northern regions of Em-ope. When albinism
is congenital, it has been assmned to be due
to an arrest of development ; but when acci-

dental, its existence must be refen-ed to ex-

haustion of chromatogenous or pigment-pro-
ducing function. Arrest of development has
been inferred from the occasional persistence

in albinoes of the membrana pupillaris, and
of the foetal down of the skin ; from the

more frequent occurrence of the condition in

females than in males ; and from the observa-

tion that albinoes are sometimes misshapen
and feeble intellectually as well as phj'sically-

On the other hand it is well known that

albinism is often associated with perfect

physical strength and remarkable intellectual

vigour. Among other causes to which it has
been assigned are heredity, and debiUty,

howe\er mduced.

Treatment.—The treatment of congenital

albinism must consist in the application of

those agencies which tend to strengthen and
improve the general health. With regard to

the special inconvenience resulting from the

absence of pigment in the eyes, it has been
observed that the difficulty felt in reading is

greatly lessened by using screens or goggles

made of some opaque material, such as alu-

minium, each perfoi'ated by a small opening,

admitting only the rays of hght from the

object looked at. The treatment of accidental

albinism will be considered elsewhere. /See

Pigmentary Skin-Diseases.
Erasmus Wilson.

ALBUMINOID DISEASE.—Synon.:

Waxy, Lardaceous, and Amyloid Degenera-
tion ; Fr. Degeneration amyloide ; Ger.

Spechartige JDcgcncration (Rokitansky)

;

Amyloide Entartung (Virchow).

Definition.—A peculiar form of degenera-

tion, affecting certain organs, and constituting

in its effects a distinct and general disease.

JiTiOLOGY.—In the majority of cases al-

buminoid disease is preceded by long-con-

tinued suppuration, most frequently m the

form of bone- or joint-disease ; or else of

destructive pulmonary phthisis, empyema,
pyelitis, cystitis, and other aflections, where
there has been a constant drain of pus. In

the absence of obvious suppuration, there is

usually present an exhausting disease, as

syphilis, ague, or some more obscure cachexia.

It has been o])served as a consequence of

iniierited sypliilis. These antecedent con-

ditions must be regarded as the cause of the

malady, and it is only in the rarest instances

that no such cause can be traced. It is not
easy to recognise the connexion, but it may
be pointed out that a drain of pus invoh'es

not only a loss of highly organised proto-

plasmic material, but also of potassium salts,

which are contained in large proportion in

the solid elements of pus, and which salts,

as we shall see, are deficient in the affected

tissues.

Anatomic.u, Characters.— The organs
affected are usually much enlarged, but
sometimes they ultimately decrease in size.

They are pale, bemg evidently anoemic,

dense, dry, sometimes hard, and either gene-

rally or in certain spots translucent. In an
advanced stage of the disease the parts appear
as if soaked in wax, or other translucent

material. If iodine, in alcoholic or aqueous
solution, be applied to the affected pans, they

are stained yellow, orange, or a deep maho-
gany brown, according to the degi'ee of the

morbid change. If the portions thus coloured

be further treated with dihite sulphuric acid,

a p)urplish black colour is produced. In fine

sections stained with the aniluie dye, methyl
violet, the affected elements are coloured

pmk, while the rest of the tissue is blue.

The contrast of colour thus produced is the

best means of recognising the degeneration

mider the microscope. These characters

depend upon the presence in the tissue-

elements of a peculiar substance, allied to the

albuminates, and containing, when approxi-

mately pure, about 15 per cent, of nitrogen.

It is soluble in alkalis, not digested by pep-

sm, and not readily' altered by putrefaction

;

it yields with iodine the characteristic colour

just noted, which gave rise to Vu'chow's
erroneous supposition of its being allied to

starch, whence thename

—

aviyloid. Oiiinions

have differed as to whether this change
should be regarded as an infiltration or a

degeneration. The albuminoid material,

however, being contained in the tissue-

elements themselves, and not infiltrated be-

tween them, is probably not poured out by
the vessels as such, but results from a trans-

formation of the materials of the tissues.

Moreover, minute analysis has never detected

any trace of this substance in the blood itself.

Chemical analysis of the affected organs

shows a remarkable change m their mineral
constituents, the potassium and phosphoric
acid being very greatly diminished, as com-
pared with healthy organs ; while the sodium
and chlorine remain normal, or are propor-

tionately mcreased.
Albuminoid disease affects most frequently

the liver, spleen, and kidneys. Next in order

of frequency come the lymphatic glands, and
the intestinal mucous membrane, especially

its villi ; more rarely the suprarenal bodies,

the pancreas, the urinary mucous membrane,
or the omentum are involved ; and, quite
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excoptioniiUy, other parts, such as the thyroid

body, the generative organs, the heart, and
the hmgs. In most organs tlio small arteries

and their a{>i)endages (glomeruli of the kid-

neys, Malpighian corpuscles of the spleen)

are the seat of the morbid change ; but iu

some, such as the kidney, secreting cells niaj'

also he aflected. Iu the liver the hepatic

cells have been thought to bo involved, but

the change is really m the swollen and de-

generated capillaries, especially those of the

middle zone of each lobule. The diseased

elements are enlarged, translucent, and
structureless.

Symptoms, Diagnosis, and Prognosis.—
The general symptoms of albuminoid disease

ai'e anaemia, debility, a cachectic appearance,
and sometimes capillarj' hiemorrhage. The
local symptoms are chietly important in the

caseof the liver, spleen, and kidneys. Uniform
smooth enlargement of the liver and spleen,

which can be referred to no other cause, may
be due to the albuminoid change. Where
the kidnej- is affected, albuminuria, di'opsj-,

lU'icmia, and a train of symptoms arise,

which, regarded as a whole, differ from those
of other kidney diseases. Diarrluea is a
frequent symptom, probably referable to the

degeneration affecting the intestinal mucous
membrane. The diagnosis is gi'eatly con-
firmed bj' (1) the simultaneous occurrence of
disease in several organs

;
("2) a history of

suppuration, or of some cachectic disease,

especially syi)hilis. The prognosis is ex-
tremely unfavourable, and, when the disease
is far advanced, it is hopeless.

Treatment.—Though in advanced cases
treatment can avail but little, there is reason
to think that were the occurrence of the disease
anticipated, or its presence earlier recognised,
prevention, or even cure, might be possible.

The only real means of prevention is to

check suppuration ; and there is no doubt
that since the adoption of antiseptic methods
in surgery, and of more radical treatment of
diseased bones and joints, albuminoid disease
has become less common, at all events in
London. In all such complaints as chronic
joint-disease, psoas abscess, syjihilitic dis-

ease of bone, or prolonged empyema, the
probability of this frequently fatal nequehi
should be borne in mind, and guarded against
by a suitable regimen. The diet should not
only be generally nutritious, but should
include more especially abundance of nitro-
genous food (albuminates), as well as the
potassium salts, which the atTected tissues
lack. These are, indeed, largely contained
in the juices of fresh meat, and also in the
green parts of vegetables. Among drugs,
nutrient tonics, of which iron and cod-liver
oil are the type, must hold the first place

;

but the administration of potassium salts, as
proposed by Dr. Dickinson, is also indicated.
Of these we should be induced, on <i priori
groimds, to select those of which the local

action is least violent, and which cause little

vascular depression, such as the bicarbonate

or the citrate, or other organic salts.

J. F. Payne.

ALBUMINS.—Definition.— Albumins
are substances closelj' reseml)ling egg-albu-

min, the chief constituent of Mliite of egg or

albiunen. To distinguish between the white
of egi^ and its chief constituent, the former
is sjielt albumrn, and the latter albimim.
Albumins constitute a subdivision of the

class of albuminous bodies, which includes

all substances having a general resemblance
to albumen. See Albumose ; and Globulin.

Enumeration.—The subclass properly con-

tains only two members, egg-albumin and
serum-albumin ; but the name Brnre-Joncs's

albumin has been given to an albuminous
body differing very considerably m its pro-

perties from the other two.

Characters.— Egg-albumin and serum-
albumin are semi-transparent, yellowish,

and structureless when dried. They are

soluble in water ; and this solution is coagu-

lated b3- boiling. From the same solution

they are precipitated bj' : (a) nitric acid

;

(6) salts of the heavy metals, for example,
copper-sulphate

;
(c) acetic acid with potas-

sium-ferrocyanide ;
(d) boiling with acetic

acid and a neutral salt, for example, potas-

sium-sulphate ; (e) alcohol. Egg-albumin is

distinguished from serum-albumin by the

coagulum which it forms with nitric acid

being insoluble in excess, while that of serum-
albumin is soluble. Bence-Joncs's albumin
gives no precipitate with excess of nitric acid

unless left to stand, or unless heated and left

to cool, when it forms a solid coagulum.
This coagulum redissolvcs on heating, and
again forms on coolmg. It is therefore an
albumose {see Albumose). It may be sepa-

rated from ordinary albumin by adding
nitric acid, boiling, and filtering when hot.

The ordinary albumin will remain on the

filter while 13ence-Jones"s albumin will pass

through, and will coagulate when the filtrate

cools.

MonincATioNS.—By the action of acids

and alkalis albumin may be converted into

acid-albumin- and alkali-albumin respec-

tively, neither of which is coagulated by
boiling.

Acid-alhitmin may be formed in two ways :

First, by dissolving solid albumin in con-

centrated nitric or other mineral acid with
the aid of heat. Secondly, by heating an
aqueous solution of albumin with one of these

acids very much diluted (1 in SCO). Although
soluble in very concentrated or very dilute

acids, acid-albumin is insoluble in moderately
dilute acids. Therefore, when the solution

in concentrated nitric acid is diluted with

water, a precipitate is formed, which redis-

solves when much water is added. And,
conversely, when acid-albumin is made by
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boiling a solution of albiimin in water with
very dilute nitric acid, the addition of

more acid will tlirojv down a precipitate,

which redissolves if a very large excess of

the concentrated acid be added, and especially

if it be heated at the same time. . On
neutralising a solution of acid-albumin, a

precipitate is thrown down, which dissolves

very readily in excess of alkali.

Alkali-albii min, ov alkali-albuminate as it

is also called, is formed by dissolving albumin
in caustic potash or soda ; or by adding either

of these to its atj^ueous solution and allowing

this to stand, or heating it. This modifica-

tion is not precipitated by heat, but is

precipitated by neutralisation ; the precipitate

dissolving very readily in slight excess of acid.

If alkaline plios2)hates are present in the

solution, as they are in urine, alkali-albumin

requires a slight excess of acid to throw it

down, and is not precipitated by exact

neutralisation, as acid-albumin would be
under similar circumstances.

T. Lauder Brunton.

ALBXTMINURIA. — Definition. — A
condition characterised by the presence of

albumin in the urine. Other albuminous
bodies, not albumins, may be present in

hemoglobinuria, haematm'ia, pj'uria, and
spermatorrhoea.

Symptoms.—Albumin may occur in the
urine without any symptoms whatever, but
its continuous loss leads to aniemia and
changes ia the circulation, which usually
originate a series of symptoms. These are :

a pallid pasty complexion, dry skin, and
tendency to cedema of the cellular tissue,

noticeable on the eyelids and ankles ; de-

rangement of digestion, flatulence, occa-
sional nausea, and irregularity of the bowels

;

nervous disorder, shown by muscular weak-
ness, languor, lassitude, vague pains about
the loins, and headache ; calls to make water
diu-ing the night ; attacks of difficult breath-

ing
; palpitation, and frequently accentuation

of the second soimd of the heart over the
aortic cartilage, and reduplication of the first

sound over the septum ventriculorum.

Tests for Albumin.—The two tests usually

employed to detect albumin in the urine are—
first, boiling; and, secondly, tlie addition of

nitric acid ; both of which produce a cloud or
precipitate. If the urine is turbid, the albu-

minous cloud may not be noticed ; and there-

fore such urine should be filtered before the
application of either test, unless the turbidity,

being dependent on the presence of urates, is

removed by heat cautiously ajjplied.

Method of employing the test by
boiling.—^Yith the object of saving time the

urine is often boiled at once, but the results

thus obtained are liable to several fallacies,

which will be subsequently described. In
order to avoid such fallacies the following

method should be pursued :—Ascertaia the

ALBUMINURIA

reaction of the urine ; and, if it be alkaline or
very strongly acid, add acetic acid in the one
case, or liquor potassa; in the other, until its

reaction is only slightly acid. Fill a test-tube

to about one-third of its capacity with the
urine, and hold it obliquely in the flame of a
spirit-lamp, in such a manner as to heat the
upper part of the fluid only, until it boils.

If it be turbid from urates, it should be first

warmed throughout until it becomes clear,

and then the upper part only should be boiled.

Finally, add a th-op or two of acetic or nitric

acid.

If albumin be present, it wiU form a cloud
or a coagulum, more or less dense according
to its amount. When there is much albumin,
its quantity may be roughly estimated by
allowmg the lu'ine to stand for a definite

number of hours, so that the coagulum may
subside, and then observing whether it forms
a fourth, a third, or a half of the whole length
of urine in the test-tube. A small quantity
causes a cloud, but no distinct coagulum

;

and, if merely a trace be present, a faint haze
only will be observed, which is best seen
by looking through the test-tube at a dark
object. The advantage of heating the upper
part only of the urme is, that the lower
portion, which remams clear, affords a

standard by comparison with which a faint

cloud in the heated part may be more readily-

detected.

Fallacies of the test hy hoiling.—The first

fallacy is that albumin may be present, and
yet no cloud or coagulmn be produced on
boiling. This may occur if the urine be
alkalijie or very strongly acid, because alkali-

albumin or acid-albumin, which are soluble in

water, may be formed. It is to prevent the

formation of alkali-albumin that acetic or

nitric acid should be added to allialme urine

before boiling. This addition of acid also

causes the coagulum to separate more readily

;

and it should therefore be made when the

urine is neutral. On the other hand, urine

rarely or never contains sufficient acid to

form acid-albumin, unless the patient has
been taking mineral acids ; and therefore the

addition of liquor potassae is not necessary
except under these circumstances. The second
fallacy of the test by boiling is, that a cloud

resembling that of albumin may be produced,

although the urine is free from this substance.

This occurs when the acidity of the urine is

too slight to hold the earthy phosphates in

solution, the heat probably affecting the re-

lation between the basic and acid phosphates
which are normally in solution, whereby
deijosition of insoluble phosphate results,

forming a cloud like that of albumin. The
two clouds are readily distinguished by the

addition of a drop or two of acetic acid,

when if due to phosphates the cloud wUl dis-

appear by solntion, but if caused by albumin
it will remain. If an excessive quantity of

nitric acid be added, an albiuuinous cloud
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may also clear up ; for nlhiimin conj^ilated

by hcnt is soluble in strong iicid, though only

to ii sli^'ht extent.

Application of the nitric acid test.

—

Pour sonio lu-ine into a test-tube, and then
allow about one-fourth of its bulk of strong

colourltss nitric acid to trickle slowly down tlie

side of tlic tube, so as to form a layer below
the urine without mixing. Or tlic acid may
be i)ut in the test-tube tirst, and tlie urnie

poured on it. Both processes give tlie same
result. If albumin be present, a haze or

cloud will form close to the line where the

liquids meet.
Fallacies of tlie nitric acid test.—1. Al-

bumin may be present and yet escape detec-

tion, if the nitric acid is simplj- poured into

the urine and mixed with it, as is sometimes
done. For if there be too much or too little

acid, acid-albumin is formed and dissolved
;

whereas, if the liquids form two distinct

layers, as in the process already described,

the acid gradually mixes with and shades off

into the urine, so that, at a greater or less

distance from the Hne where they join, it is

certain to be of the proper strength to pre-

cipitate the albumin. 2. Albumin maj' be
supposed to be present when it is not, from
the formation of a cloud by the precipita-

tion of acid urates. This cloud disappears

on the application of heat ; and another
specimen of the urine tested by boiling

gives no cloud. To avoid this fallacy, it

is common to emploj' the test by boiling,

in addition to that by nitric acid. 3. The
third fallacy is not of common occm-rence.

It is due to the presence of fat or saponified

fats in the urine. Urine containing these

when simply boiled gives no cloud ; but if

nitric acid is added to it in the cold, or ace-

tic acid when it is hot, the fatty acids are

precipitated and form a cloud resembling
albumin. This is distinguished by not being
formed if along with dilute acetic acid some
ether is added to the urine before boiling;

the ether retaining the ftitty acids in solu-

tion. If the precipitate produced hy nitric

acid be collected on a filter, and treated with
ether, it will be dissolved, while an albumi-
nous precipitate will not. Copaiba, which
can be recognised by its odour, sometimes
causes an opalescence in the urine, which is in-

creased by nitric acid, but is removed by Jieat.

Additional tests for albumin.—^^Tien

urine contains mucus, which would render
the presence of an albmninous cloud obscure,

a solution of fcrrocjanide of potassium fol-

lowed by acetic acid should be added : this

will produce a cloud if albumin be present,

whilst it rather clears up a turbidity duo
to mucus. A solr.tion of pyro-phosphate of

sodium also precipitates albumin. If a few
drops of albuminous urine be poured into a
test-tube containing "one or two drachms of
a saturated solution of picric acid, a precipi-

tate is formed which does not dissolve on

boiling, and thus differs from that due to

ftlhunioses. A strong solution of trichloracetic

acid also gives a precipitate with albumin.
These tests are sometimes useful m deter-

mining the presence of albumin in the urine

in doubtful cases.

Quantitative Estimation of .\lbumin.—
There are three methods in common use for

this purpose. The first is easy but inexact.

It consists in boiling the urine with dilute

acetic acid in a test-tube, allowing the coagu-

lum to subside for a definite number of

hours, and tlicn estimating the proportion it

bears to the quantity of urine boiled—for

example, a fourth, a third, &c. The second
is the most exact, but is troublesome. It

is like the first ; but the urine is carefully

measured before boiling, and the amount of

coagulum is ascertained by collecting it on a
weighed filter, washing, drying, and again

weighing it. The third method is easy and
tolerably exact. A tube of known length is

filled with urine and placed in a polarising

apparatus. From the amount of rotation

which the polarised ray undergoes in passing

through the urine, the amount of albumin it

contains may be calculated. A fourth method
has been recommended by Sir William
Eoberts. It consists in diluting the \irine

with water until it gives a haze on the ad-

dition of nitric acid, which does not become
visible until between one-half and three-

quarters of a minute after the acid has been
added. This dilute urine contains 0-0034

])er cent., or 00148 grain of albumin per
fluid ounce ; and from the degree of dilution

required the amount contained in the urine

may be calculated. A fifth method is that of

Esbach. It is less accurate than Koberts's,

but is convenient. It consists in precipitating

the albumin from urine in a graduated tube

by means of picric acid, and reading off the

quantity of albumin precipitated after the

tube has stood for twenty-four hours. The
precipitant consists of 1 part of pure picric

acid and 2 parts of citric acid in 100 parts

of water. The tube is filled up to a mark
with the urine, and .about t\vo-thirds of its

bulk of the precipitant is then added ; the

exact amoimt necessary' being indicated by
another mark on the tube. The lower part

of the tube is graduated with lines num-
bered ^ up to 7, and these indicate the parts

by weight of albumin in 1,000 parts of the

urine by measure. Thus, if the upper level

of the precipitate after twenty-four hours
stood at 2, the proportion of albumin would
be 2 in 1.000, or | of a grain of dry
albumin to the ounce of urine. The residts

given are rather too low, and the method
gives the best results when the proportion of

albumin is small, so that urines containing

much oiight to be diluted before the test is

applied. It is unsuitable if quinine, anti-

pyrin, or thallin is likely to be present in the

m-ine.
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Pathology.—Albuminuria has been said

to occur in consequence of various condi-

tions : e.g. changes in the blood, changes m
the circulation, changes in the kidney. Thus
abstinence from salt, or a diet of eggs alone,

is said to produce albuminuria by altering the
constitution of the blood ; and an alteration

in this fluid is supposed to be partly the

cause of the albuminuria observed in high
fevers, scarlatina, diphtheria, and osteo-ma-
lacia. The albuminuria of heart-disease de-

pends on changes in the circulation ; and that

of nephritis on alterations in the kidney. In
order to distinguisli more clearly between the

ditYerent kinds of albuminuria we may divide

them into— (1) false albuminuria, in which
some other albuminous body than serum-
albumin is present

; (2) true albuminuria, in

which serum - albumin, frequently accom-
panied by globulin, appears in the urine.

In true albuminuria there is always some
change either in the circidation through the

kidney, or in the structure of the kidney
itself. In false albuminuria the albuminous
body passes out through the kidney, without
there being any alteration either in its cir-

culation or structure.

(1) False albuminuria.—The chief albu-

minous bodies occurring in false albuminuria
are haemoglobin, egg-albumin, globulin, and
Bence-Jones's all)nmin (albiimose). Haemo-
globin occurs in the urine whenever blood is

present in it (see Hematuria), in which case

it is contained in the corpuscles ; or it may
occur fi-ee (see H.ejioglobinukia), the blood-

corpuscles, while still circulating in the
vessels, having undergone solution. This
may result fi'ora the inlialation of arseniu-

retted hydrogen, or from the introduction
of bile -acids or of a large quantity of water
into the veins. Haemoglobin is also found
in the urine in paroxysmal haemoglobinuria,
but the cause of the solution of blood-

corpuscles in this disease is tmknown. Egg-
albumin is excreted by the kidnej's, and
appears in the urine, whenever it is injected

directly into the circulation or under the
skin, or when it is absorbed unchanged from
the stomach or rectum. When taken into

the stomach it is usually completely digested
before it undergoes absorjition ; but when
taken in such large quantities that the whole
of it cannot be digested, part of it is absorbed
imchanged and is excreted inthexmne. Thus
a diet consisting exclusively of eggs, especially

when continued for several days, produces
false albuminuria, and large enemata of eggs
have a similar effect in animals, and probably
also m man. Bence-Jones's albumin is of

very rare occurrence. It is foimd in osteo-

malacia. Like egg-albumin, it is excreted
by the kidneys when it is injected into the
circulation, or in large quantities into the
intestine. It is almost if not quite identical

with the hetero-albumose which Ktihne
finds to be one of the products of imperfect

digestion. It seems probable that those cases

of albuminuria which appear to depend on
imperfect digestion, are due to the j'assage

into the systemic circulation of albuminous
bodies, which have not undergone the proper
transformation in the alimentary canal or

liver. See Albumoses ; and Albumosuria.
{'2,) True albuminuria.— In true albu-

minuria there must be some change, either

in the circulation or structure of the kidney,

for serum-albumin differs from the other

albuminous bodies just mentioned in not

being excreted by the healthy kidney. Some
regard the alterations in the circulation which
produce albuminuria as of two kinds :

—
(a) increased pressure of blood in the renal

arteries; (6) increased pressure in the renal

veins. Increased pressure in the arteries

may depend either on general high arterial

tension, or upon an increased local supply of

blood to the kidney, owing to dilatation of the

renal arteries, such as follows division of their

vaso-motor nerves. Experiments seem to

show, however, that increased tension in the

renal arteries does not produce albuminuria,

and that the only change in circulation which
will cause it is increased pressure in the renal

veins. Congestion of the renal veins may be

produced by ligature of the renal arteries

;

and when the flow of blood through the

kithiey is temporarily arrested by ligature of

the artery, the urine secreted after the re-

moval of the ligatm-e is albuminous. Venous
congestion of the kidney also occurs when-
ever the onward flow of venous blood is

obstructed, either by a ligature on the renal

veins ; by the pressure of a tumour or of the

pregnant uterus upon them or the vena cava

;

by disease of the liver obstructing the vena
cava ; or by disease of the heart or lungs,

such as tricuspid or mitral regurgitation, or

chronic bronchitis and emphysema. The
temporary albuminuria sometimes observed

after cold bathing may also be due to venous
congestion ; and it is probable that albumin-
m'ia consequent upon lesions of the nervous

system, is due rather to the changes which
these produce in the circulation, than to any
direct action of the nerves upon the tissues

of the kidney itself. The albuminuria ob-

served after varnishing the skin is probably

due to the retention of some substance which
acts as a poison. The structural changes in

the kidney which cause albuminuria are acute

and chronic iTiflammation, waxy degenera-

tion, and cirrhosis. Sec Bright's Disease.
Treatment.— (1) In false albuminuria,

where ha?moglobin appears in the urine, the

treatment indicated is to counteract the solu-

tion of blood-corpuscles ; and for this purpose
quinine is very often useful. When other

kinds of albumin appear in the urine, and
are probably due to imperfect digestion, the

treatment is to give some artificial digestive

fluid. Arsenic is also useful. Regarding those

cases of osteo-malacia in which Bence-Jones's
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albumin occurs, we unfortunately know very

little.

(2) In irne albuminuria, dcjiondinfj on
venous congestion, the olistnclo to fn e cir-

culation sliould be removed, if possible ; and
tlio congestion lessened, both by drawing
tlie blood from the interior to the surface

of the bod}', and by causinj; contraction of

tiie renal vessels. The blood may be drawn
from the interior to tlio surface by means
of warm baths ; but in some cases these

prove injurious rather tlian uspful, and the

employment of a wet pack, which has a

similar effect on the distribution of blood

without exciting the heart, is to be pre-

ferred. Cupping over the loins is service-

able : it probably acts by causing reHex
contraction of the renal vessels rather than
by actually draining blood away from them.
The tone of the renal vessels may be
increased by the employment of digitalis

(ace Diuretics); and this drug is useful even
when no cardiac disease is present, although
its good effects are still more marked when
the congestion is dependent on disease of the

heart. The constant drain of albumin from
the body occasions ana'inia, which not only

produces many impleasant symptoms, but

tends to cause fatty degeneration of various

organs, from which there is no reason to be-

lieve that the kidneys are exempt. The ad-

ministration of iron, therefore, is the chief

medicinal remedy in structural disease of

the kidneys. It is useful by diminishing or

removing the symptoms of aniemia, and the

tendency to fatty degeneration consequeut
thereon ; and also by increasing the tone of

the vessels, thus diminishing the loss of

albumin. T. L.\uder Bruntox.

ALBUMOSES. — Definition. — .\lbu.

nioses are protcid bodies derived by the

action of digestive ferments (pepsin cliietly)

upon albumms and globulins, and in their

properties may be classed as intermediate

between these proteids and the final j)roduct

of digestion (peptone). They are formed
durmg natural digestion in the stomach, and
also in artificial digestion.

Enumeration.—Many varieties of albu-

moses have been described, collectively termed
proteoses. The individual bodies differ some-
what, according as they are formed from
albumins (albumoses) or globulins (globu-

loses) : for all practical purposes the term
albumose is the best to use. The forms of

albmnose important in medicine are hctero-

albiimose, p)x>to-an)utno.'ie, and deitfero-

albumose, the last being closely allied to

peptone.

Ch.\racters.—1. Hetero-albumose ('Bence-
Jones"s albumin ') is insoluble in water, but
soluble in dilute valine solutions, from which
it is precipitated by heat if no free acid
is present. In sgme cases it is precipitated
at a temperature of 43° to 50' C, and re-

dissolves on licating the litjuid to the boil-

ing point. Artificially prejyared hetero-albu-

mose is rendered partly insoluble by heating

;

but the coagulum is soluble in dilute acids

and alkalis, thus distiiiguishing it from the
coagidum formed on heating a solution of

serum-albumm or serum-globulin. Hetero-
albumose is also ju'ecipitated from solution

by saturation with magnesium sidphate or

sodium cldoride.

2. Proto-alhumosc and deiitcro-albitmose

are soluble in water, are not precipitated

by heat, and are thus sharply distinguished

from hetero-albiuuose.

These three albumoses have one reaction in

common (besides those given by all proteids),

viz., that with a trace of copper sulphate

and an excess of liquor potassa; they give a
pink-red colour (biuret reaction), the colour

given by hetero-albumose being the least

marked. They all behave in a peculiar way
to nitric acid : if added drop by drop to a

solution of hetcro- or proto-albuinose, nitric

acid causes a precipitate, which is soluble in

excess of the acid, but is also soluble on
heating, re-appearmg on coohng, and so on.

With deutero-albumose, however, nitric acid

causes no precipitate, unless common salt be

added until the liquid is nearly satiu-ated

with it : the i^recipitate which is then pro-

duced by the acid behaves like the nitric acid

precipitates of proto- and hetero-albumose.
(For other distinctive reactions sec Albu-
mosuria.) Albumoses are distinguished fr-om

peptones by the nitric acid reaction ; as well

as by their precipitation with acetic acid and
potassium ferro-cyanide, and with neutral

ammonium sulphate added to saturation. The
characters of true peptones are that thej- are

not precipitated by heat, by nitric acid under
any condition, bj- acetic acid and potassium
ferro-cyanide, or by saturation with neutral

ammonium sxilphate. This last test is the

most distinctive. In the presence of ammo-
nium sulphate to saturation they give the
biiu-et reaction, and are thrown do^\n by
tannin. Sidney Martin.

ALBUMOSURIA. — Synon. : Propep-
tomu'ia.

Definition.—A condition in u'hich albu-

moses are present in the urine. The condi-

tion where peptones are present (peptonuria)

is not at present distinguishable from albu-

mosuria. Peptonuria will therefore be con-
sidered under this heading.

Tests for Albumose or Peptone in

Urine.—Urine containing albumoses or pep-
tones sho^ws ordinarily no special character-

istics indicating their presence ; unless, in

some cases, frothing when shaken. It may
be dark- or light-coloured, of high or low
specific gravity, and with or without deposit.

In one case Kiihne found a whitish deposit,

consisting partly of albumose ; and in a simi-

lar case Bence-Jones fomul casts, ordinary
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albumin being absent. As a rule, however,
alLnmose and iieptone are present in solution

in the urine. In searching for these, coagu-
lable albumin must be absent, or if present

removed by filtration after coagulation. The
following methods are, therefore, to be used :

—

Heat the top of the column of urine m a test-

tube in the usual way, but without the addi-

tion of acid. If a cloudiness appears, it is

due to the precipitation of coagulable albu-

min, of phosphates, or of hetero-albumose
(Bence-Jones's albumin). Continue the heat-

ing to the boiling-point ; the cloudiness, if

due to hetero-albumose, will clear up, that

due to phosphates and albumin will remain.
Add a drop of acetic acid ; the phosphates
will be dissolved up, the coagulated albu-

min will remain insoluble. A precipi-

tate in urine, then, caused by a moderate
heat and redissolving on boiling is hetero-

albumose. This may be verified by deter-

mining the exact temperature at which the

precipitation occurs : hetero-albumose is pre-

cipitated between 43° and 50° C. (109-4° and
122° Fah.), serum-albumin or globuhn at

73°-7o° C. (163-4° and 107° Fah.), and phos-
phates only when near the boiling-point ; this

last precipitate also redissolves on coolmg.
If the iirine contains albumin or globulin, it

must be boiled after the addition of a drop of

acetic acid, and filtered. The filtered urine

must then be tested for albumose in the way
to be described. The i)rescnce of hetero-

albumose is indicated by the last test just

mentioned ; in addition, it gives a character-

istic nitric acid test. If to the cold urine
nitric acid be added drop by drop, a precipi-

tate forms which dissolves on heating, re-

appears on cooling, redissolves on heating,

and so on : this is perfectly characteristic of

the body, since the smiilar precipitate of

albumin or globulin does not redissolve on
I

heating. By neither of these reactions is

deutero-albumose or peptone indicated, and
urines containing these two bodies (one or

both of them) are those usually classed as

examples of ' peptonuria.' Their presence is

shown by the following tests, which must
be applied after hetero-albumose has been I

shown to be absent, and after coagulable
j

albumin has been removed :— (a) A drop of

dilute solution of copper sulphate added to

the urine, followed by an excess of hquor
potassae, causes a pinkish-red colouration

(biuret reaction) ; or a drop of diluted Feh-
ling's solution may be added to the urine,

and then an excess of liquor potassEB if ne-

cessarj'. If the deutero-albimiose and pep-

tone are present in small quantity, this re-

action is not obtained, (b) The urine is added
drop by drop to a saturated solution of picric

acid ; both deutero-albumose and peptone are

precipitated, and are redissolved on heating,

thus distinguishing them from mucin and
from albumin.
The only acciu-ate waj of distinguishing

deutero-albumose from peptone is to shaie
the clear urine in a test-tube with solid

neutral ammonimn sulphate. If the urine
gives the two tests just described, and gives a
precipitate with ammonium sulphate, it con-
tains deutero-albumose. If it gives the tests

and no precipitate with the salt, it contains
peptone, and the case is one of true pep-
tonima. It is best, in applying these tests, to

evaporate the urine to a small bulk.

Proto-albumose has not as yet been found
in urine.

Quantitative Estimation.—This is of but
little clinical valiie. It may be done by pre-

cipitating a measured quantity of urine with a
large excess (ten times its bulk) of alcohol, col-

lecting, drying, and weighing the precipitate.

Pathology.—The presence of albumoses
and peptones in the urine is a pathological,

not a physiological, phenomenon. These
bodies are formed during normal digestion by
pejisin and hydrochloric acid in the stomach,
and peptones are also formed in pancreatic

digestion. But although they are thus formed
in the gastro-intestinal canal, they are not
found in the absorbent vessels of the stomach
and intestine in any appreciable quantity

;

neither in the veins nor in the chyle -vessels.

In the general systemic veins and lymphatics
they are not present ; and their occurrence in

arterial blood in small quantities is extremely
doubtful. Lastly, they are not present in the

living tissues, nor in the fluids which bathe
them. If they are found in the urine, they
are therefore either derived from the gastro-

intestinal canal, or are formed from some
pathological condition in the tissues, or per-

haps in the blood. With regard to their first

soiirce, it is quite reasonable to suppose that

the metamorphosis (probably into serum-
albiunin) wliich albumoses and peptones
normally undergo when passing through the
intestinal wall, may not take place in certain

diseases where absorjition is deficient, and that

they may thus pass into the circulation, and
be excreted by the kidneys in the urine. This,

however, is a mere conjectmre, to explain the

occurrence of ' peptonuria ' (albumosuria) in

some cases of chronic dyspepsia with dilated

stomach. The second source of the origin of

albiunoses and peptones in the body is a com-
plicated one. If these bodies are formed in

any organ, tissue, or fluid of the body, they
are absorbed into the blood, and then find

their way into the urine. It is known that

if albumoses or peptones are injected into

the blood of an animal they are excreted in

the urine ; that hetero- and proto-albumose
pass out in the iirine mainly as deutero-

albmnose ; that deutero-albumose passes out

chiefly as peptone ; and that peptone is

unchanged as it passes from the blood into

the urine. The same facts probably hold

good for the human organism.
Benee-Jones's albumin (hetero-albumose)

was first found in the urine of a case of
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ostoo-malacia ; and Virchow found a similar

body ill the diseased bones. This, then, is a

dear case of excretion of the ulbumose
from the diseased part, the excretion of a

proteid whidi is outside the normal protcid

nii'tabolism of tlie body. A similar albumose
has also boon found in a case, not of osteo-

malacia, but of glycosuria (Gowers). In
the case of all abscesses, whether acute or

chronic, in einpj'ema and purulent peritonitis,

ulbimioscs (or peptones) are found in the

urine. Here the explanation is simj)lc,

since the pus contains albumoses, and these

are simply excreted by the urine after ab-

sorption into the blood. In the case of

abscesses and of osteo-malacia there are col-

lections of cells which undergo disintegration;

the proteids the cells contain (eonsistmg

almost solely of coagulable albumin and
globulin) becoming partly transformed into

albumoses. ^Vhether this transformation

takes place by the agencj- of bacteria present

in the pus, or of a digestive ferment set free by
the dying cell, is not at present known. This
disintegration and gradual death of exuded
cells, with the foruuvtion of albumoses, pro-

bably exjjlains the occurrence of albumosuria
and peptonuria in phthisis, in pneumonia, in

epidemic cerebro-spinal meningitis, in cases

of cancer and other malignant gi'owths, in

the puerperal state, in typhoid fever, and in

organic liver-disease. In phosphorus-poison-
ing there is also great dismtegration of

many tissues and organs, and albumosuria
(peptoniiria) occurs ; in scurvy and acute in-

fectious diseases (especially measles) also it

is sometimes present.

One form of peptonuria has been ascribed

to an origin in the kidney-cells in cases of

chronic nephritis, where some of the co-

agulable albumin which is being continually

excreted is changed into albmnose or pep-

tone. Peptonuria may indeed alternate with
albiuninuria in these cases, and peptone may
be present as well as albumin. Peptonuria
with albuminuria is not uncommon in ad-

vanced chronic phthisis.

Albimiose and peptone are also foimd in

the urine in many other conditions, in which
no explanation of their presence is evident

;

such as in many forms of inflammatory
eruptions of the skin, in pemphigus, in urti-

caria, and in nervous diseases—cerebral hemi-
plegia, or psychoses.

Symptoms.—From the account given of the
pathology of albumosuria and peptonuria, it

will be seen that they are only to be regarded
as sjinptoniatic of other graver pathological

conditions ; and no symptoms can be very
directly ascribed to the presence of albimioses
and peptones in the body, as associated with
the diseases wiiich have been already enu-
merated. But there are certain physiological
effects of these i)rot6ids which are important
to recollect. When injected into the circula-

tion of a dog, albumoses (and peptones to a
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less extent) markedly reduce the blood-

I)ressure, and produce coma and death, while
the blood remains uncoagulated for a long
time after death. These effects are not
necessarily associated with, or threatened by,

the presence of albumosuria in man
; possibly

because the amount of albumose present in

the blood at one time is never sufficient to

produce them. And when such appearances
as coma and imcoagulated blood after death
are observed in the diseases already enu-
merated, they are ascribed either to the
result of the grave lesion on the bodj' gene-
rally, or the brain in particular, or to the
retained chemical products of the waste of

morbid tissues. It may be that albumoses
and peptones form one group of these waste
products, aiding the production of coma and
of post-mortem fluidity of the blood.

Another physiological effect of albumoses
is that of producing fever when injected into

the circulatory system. The fever is to some
extent proportional to the dose, and is pro-

duced even when the dose is insufficient to

cause coma and fall of blood-pressure, and in

animals (such as rabbits) whose circulation

and cerebrum are not affected by the poison.

"Whether the fever of chronic phthisis is

partly due to the absorption of these albu-

moses is not yet settled ; this is simply a
suggestion based on the facts mentioned.

According to our present knowledge, it

may be said that the chief clinical signiftcance

of a large amount of peptone or albumose
in the urine is an extensive ceD- (and pro-

teid) disintegration in the body ; in many
cases indicating pus-formation.

Sidney Martin.

ALCOHOL.— Synon. : Ethyl-Alcohol

;

Vinic Alcohol ; Spirit of Wine. (C.HoO).
Alcohol is the product of a process of fermen-

tation induced by the action of a microscopic
timgus, ijeast, upon certain kinds of sugar,

especially p^rape sugar, but iilso upon that

derived from the different varieties of starch

and, in the .same maimer, upon milk sugar.

In this process a peculiar metamorjihosis
takes place, by which alcohol and carbonic

acid are produced in considerable amount,
together witli very minute quantities of

succinic acid, glycerine, and other bodies.

Alcohol may also be produced syntheti-

cally fiom its elements—carbon, hydi-ogen,

and oxygen.
As alcohol is very volatile, boiling at 172°

Fah. (78° C), it may be separated by distil-

lation from the water with w hich it is at first

combined. Other means must be resorted to,

however, in order to separate the ultimate

parts of this water, as a strong attraction

exists between the two licjuids.

Alcohol, diluted with about 95 per cent, of

water, and subjected to the action of another
microscopic fungus, is oxidised into aldehyde
and acetic acid.
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Physiological Effects.—Applied to the
skin, alcohol produces a sensation of cool-

ness, due to its rapid evaijoration ; but, if the
application be continued sufficiently long,

irritation is excited. The latter effect ensues
immediately if alcohol is brought into con-
tact with a mucous membrane. Its strong
attraction for water seems to be the chief
cause of this action.

Alcohol is a powerful antiseptic, probably
from the fact that it is capable, even when
diluted, of preventing the development of

septic germs, such as vibrios and bacteria, as
well as of paralysing the activity of those
already formed.
There is scarcely any other therapeutical

agent the ititernal action of which varies so

much according to the dose given. In small
quantity, and slightly dihited with water,
alcohol promotes the functional activity of

the stomach, the heart, and the brain ; whilst

a like quantity, largely diluted, exerts but a
limited influence upon these organs : if, how-
ever, the dose of alcohol be often repeated,

it is readily assimilated, and, becoming
diffused throughout the sj'stem, undergoes
combustion within the tissues of the body,
imparts warmth to them, and yields vital

force for the performance of their various

functions. Simultaneously with this con-

siuuption of alcohol, the body of the consumer
is often observed to gain in fat— a circum-
stance due to simple accumulation, the fat

furnished by the food remaining unburned
in the tissues, because the more combustible
alcohol furnishes the warmth required, leav-

ing no necessity for the adipose hydi-ocarbon

to be used for that purpose. A quantity of

100 cubic centimetres of alcohol j)cr diem
(about three and a-half fluid ounces)—equi-

valent to about one litre of Rhine wine of

medium strength—is sufficient to sujiply

between one-third and one-quarter the whole
amount of warmth }'equisite for the human
body during the twenty-four hours. The
warmth so supjjlied cannot be measured by
a thermometer, however, any more than can
that furnished by the internal combustion of

other hydrocarbons, such as the oils and
sugars. The subjective impression of in-

creased warmth usually experienced after

taking a dose of any alcoholic liquid is de-

ceptive, and is only due to an irritation of the

nerves of the stomach, and to the increased

circulation of blood through the cutaneous
vessels, particularly those of the head.

The increase of the action of the heart after

taking alcohol is well known, and has often

been expressed in figures. Eecent expieri-

ments have also established this fact with
regard to the respiration. The quantity of

the inhaled and exhaled air in healthy men
was ini'reased by 7 to 9 per cent. ; in one

instance, after taking champagne, by 15 per

cent.

Doses somewhat larger,hnt still sufficiently

moderate not to cause intoxication, act, for

the most part, in the same way ; but, as an
additional effect, they produce a distinct de-

crease of temperature in the blood, lasting

half-an-hour or more. As far as the matter
has hitherto been explained, this latter effect

depends upon a dkectly depressing influence

exertedby alcohol upon the working cells of the

body, and upon a temporary paralysis of the
vaso-motor nerves. The latter is followed, of

course, by dilatation of the superficial vessels,

particularly those of the head, in consequence
of which a larger surface of blood is exposed,

and the loss of heat by radiation into the
air is increased, the temperature of the cir-

culating fluid being thus lowered ; whilst the
combustion carried on by the cells being
retarded, the generation of heat from this

source is diminished. The quantity of car-

bonic acid eliminated is thus diminished, as

is also the amount of urea excreted. After

the organism has become nuu'ed to the
action of alcohol, these effects ujion the tem-
perature of the blood are less distinctlj', or

in some cases not at all, marked.
The agreeable excitement at first caused

by such doses of alcohol is succeeded by a re-

action, characterised by lassitude and drowsi-
ness, the latter condition usually lasting longer

than the previous one of exhilaration.

The symptoms of intoxication produced by
larger doses of alcohol are sufficiently well

known. When the abnormal condition of

excitement in the brain induced by this

stimulant has been kept up, almost without
intermission, for a length of time ; or wlien

it is suddenly withdrawn after the organ has
been long subjected to it ; the disturbance

brought about is so great and persistent as to

result m a complete overthrow of the reason-

ing faculties, and the condition known as
delirium tremens ensues. At the same time
that this i^ernicious influence is being exerted
upon the cells of the brain, fatty accumula-
tions may take j)lace in other organs, par-

ticularly in the liver, heart, and connective
tissues ; the blood-vessels become diseased

;

and, in many instances, cirrhosis of the liver,

kidneys, and meninges makes its appearance,
as part of the general disorder of nutrition.

The shrinking of connective tissue, character-

istic of this last-mentioned complication,

seems to depend upon the direct UTitation

caused by the presence of un-oxidised alcohol.

Under ordinary circumstances, and after

the consumption of moderate quantities of

alcohol, only slight traces of it are to be
detected in the urine, and still less in the

breath and perspiration. A long series of

experiments, made by the writer's assistant.

Dr. Bodlaender, on healthy men and animals,

proved that altogether at the most 3 per cent,

reappears. The ficces do not contain any
alcohol at all. As regards the breath, pure
alcohol imparts no taint to the exhalations

of the body ; the ethers and fusel oil, on the
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other hand, do so by reason of their being

less readily combustible. It is very likely

that alcohol is c()ni]>lete]y oxidised into car-

bonic acid and water durin<; the process of

assimilation ; at least, no other secondary
prodncts resnltin}? from its disintegration

have as yet been detected.

Mucii importance is sometimes still at-

tached to the experiments of Lallemand,
I'ernn, and Dm-oy in discussions on alcohol.

They asserted just the contrary to the above.

Anstie and Dupre in En^dand had already
proved their conclusions to be erroneous ; the

new experiments which Bodlaender caiTicd

out with great minuteness have removed
every doubt on the subject.

Therapkutioal Applications.—There can
be no doubt that a healthj- oi-ganisra, sup-
plied witii suthcient food, is capable of per-

forming all its regular functions without
requiring any sj)ecially combustible material
for the generation of heat and tlie develop-

ment of vital force. But the case assumes
a different aspect when, in sickness, while
the metamorphosis of tissue goes on
with its usual activity, or with increased
energy, as happens in many diseases, the

stomach, refusing to accept or to digest

ordinary food, fails to snpi)ly material to

compensate for this waste. Here it is, then,

that a material which can be most readily

assimilated by the system, and which, by its

superior combustibility, spares the sacrifice

of ammal tissue, is especially called for; and
such a material we have in alcohol. Small
but oft-rcpratcd doses of alcohol, largely

diluted with water, are generally well tolerated

by the weakest stomach ; and, tlnis given,

the absorption and oxidation of the spirit goes
on without ditliculty or effort on the part of
the patient's system.
According to the experiments of Dr. Frank-

land and others, the burning of I'O gramme
of alcohol yields sufficient heat to raise the
temperature of seven litres of water I'^C; and
the burning of 1-0 gramme of cod-liver oil

snthces for nme litres. Now. in taking three
tablespoonfuls of the oil daily, we yield

[

ibout the same amount of warmth to the
body as is given by four tablespoonfids of

[

absolute alcohol—the quantity contained in '

a bottle of light claret or hock. The oil,

however, is digested and oxidised by the
organs of the body with difficulty, while, for

the assimilation of the alcohol, scarcely any
exertion of the working cells is required.
Thus, it can be demonstrated by calculation,

as above mentioned, that heat-producing
material, sufficient to supply nearly one-
third the whole amount of wamitli required
by the bodj' within twenty-four hours, is

offered in a quantity of 100 gi-ammes (about
three-and-a-half Huid oimcesl of alcohol. In
this sense alcohol js a food ; for we must
regard as food not only the building material,
but all substances which, by their combustion

in its tissues, afford warmth to the animal
organism, and, by so doing, contribute

towards the production of vital force, and
keep up the powers of endurance. Alcohol,

therefore, diluted with at least 90 per cent, of

water (in any convenient lorm of beverage),

may be given with advantage, in small but

oft-repeated doses, in most of the acute and
clu'onic diseases where it is desired to sustain

the strength of the patient, but where at the

same time tlie digestive organs, from any
cause, refuse to tolerate a more substantial

form ofnourishment, at least in quantities that

would answer the necessities of the case. In
such cases it is certainly not STifficient to call

alcohol merely a stimulatit. If alcohol served

here only in the quality of a stinuilant, its

effect would soon pass away, leaving the

patient more exhausted than ever; for the

human organism is so constituted that it

cannot be driven to perfonn its functions

by the application of measures that simply
stimulate, without supplying some new force

to take the place of that put forth by the

organs of the body imder the impulse of

excitement. To take a familiar illustration,

alcohol thus given stinnilates no more than
does the readily combustible coal which we
put in small quantities upon a languid tire, to

prevent its going entirely out.

Eecent experiments in the writer's labora-

tory (Geppert) have contributed the following

facts to this part of the question. Twenty to

75 cubic centimetres of absolute alcohol,

taken in water or in the form of port, brandy,
or sparkling hock by healthy adults, who
were accustomed to take no alcohol or only
a moderate quantity, hardly altered the
quantity of the consumed oxygen, and like-

wise left unaltered or very slightly decreased
the excretion of the carbonic acid.

The principal pomt in this result is the
imchanged standard of the consumption of
oxj'gen. We know that the consumed alcohol
is biu-nt in the organism, a minute quantity
excepted. The alcohol was thus unable to

increase oxidation, as its adversaries liave

still continued to assert; it had not contributed
to a more rapid wasting of the organism ; nor
had it made the regidar equal march of this

wasting irregidar and slow. On the contrary,

it had substituted itself simply as fuel in

order to sustain the nonnal temporatm-e of
life, the existence of which is necessary to

keep the whole machine in motion. Alcohol
acts here, generally speaking, as if we had
given the person experimented upon oil or
sugar. A part of the disposable oxygen which
woidd serve for oxidising other substances,

serves for the combustion of the alcohol, and
keeps them intact for the organism.
Medium doses of alcohol act powerfully

upon the brain and heart, and are therefore

serviceable as real stimulants in cases where
it is desirable to excite the cerebral and circu-

latorj- systems to greater activity. We must
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not forget, however, that while exciting tliis

increased activity, such doses do not elevate

the temperature of the body ; on the contrary,

where the effect can 15e measured, it is found
that they depress it a little. Hy continuing
to exhibit such doses, we can sometimes (in

erysipelas, puerperal peritonitis, and similar

diseases) lower febrile heat by alcohol where
even quinine proves ineffectual. The con-

sequences of this decline of fever-heat are

an immediate restoration to consciousness, if

delirium or stupor has been present ; and, in

any case, a general improvement in the feel-

ings of the patient. Todd and his school,

before the application of the thermometer,
called this the effect of stimulus, while 'in

reality the improvement is, to a gi'eat extent,

due to the diminution of febrile disturbance.

As fever patients can tolerate large quantities

of alcohol without shovving any sign of intoxi-

cation, it is allowable, and sometimes even
necessary, to rise in the scale of doses beyond
the limits ordmarily prescribed.

Of late years alcohol has been given during
the night to hectic phthisical patients as a
preventive against copious and exliausting

attacks of sweatmg, and with a gratifymg
amomit of success. Such patients certainly

tolerate the remedy much better than has
hitherto been generally supposed. It need
hai'dly be said that, in cases of cardiac excite-

ment, not resulting from fever, alcohol is at

least to be used with caution.

Mode of Administration.— One of the

most important, but at the same time most
difficult, points for decision is the exact na-

ture and quality of the alcoholic drink to be
prescribed or allowed to a patient who may
requu'e alcohol in some form. For general
use, a pure claret, hock, or Moselle wine are

the forms of alcohol most to be recommended.
Cognac, champagne, old gin or whisky, and
the heavier Southern wines, may also be
used according to circumstances. I3ut what-
ever drink may be selected, it must at least

be free from fusel oil to such an extent that

a healthy man, even after imbibing a consider-

able quantity, will not feel any other effects

than those of a pure stimulus ; that is to saj',

an agreeable exhilaration of spirits, neither
accompanied by a sense of weight in the head,

nor followed by that persistent overfilling of

the cerebral vessels and dulness of ideas

characteristic of the physiological effects of

fusel oil.

The fusel oils (so called from their oily

qualities) consist chiefly of propyl, butyl, and
amyl alcohols, of which the last-named forms
the largest proportion. In order to examine
any specimen of alcohol with reference to its

purity from these objectionable constituents,

it is only necessary to rub a few dro23s between
the palms of the hands for half a minute, by
which rapid evaporation is caused, and then
to smell the moist sjiot left on either palm.
If the alcohol be pure, no odour whatever

should remain, as ethyl alcohol evaporates
very quickly ; amyl alcohol, on the contrary,

is much less volatile, and, if present in the
liquid, will not have evaporated, so that its

peculiar and unmistakable odour will remain
to attest its presence as an impm-ity in the
specimen examined.

This test is not applicable to the more
comi^licated liqueurs and wmes, as these all

contain certain odoriferous organic principles

of their own, which might disguise the smell of

the fusel oil. The inoffensive quality of any
given preparation, as a wine or spirit, can
only be relied upon when one knows by
experience that it is pure ; and then it should
always be obtained, if possible, frora the same
source, so as to ensure uniform purity.

To facilitate the process of estimating the
quantity of any ijarticular beverage necessary
to be administered in order to produce a given
effect, a table is subjoined showing the per-

centage of absolute alcohol contained in aver-
age specimens of the different kinds of wine,
beer, &c., in common use.

Absolute Alcohol contained in—
Kumiss (a fermented liquor made from milk or whey)

.

from 1 to 3 vol. per cent. Kefir is tlie same, but
derived from tlie millt or wliey of the cow, wliilst

kumiss comes from tlie milk or whey of the mare.
Both contain much carbonic acid, which renders
them easily digestible.

German beer '
: from 3 to 5 vol. per cent.

Hock or claret : from 8 to 11 vol. per cent.

Champagne : from 10 to 13 vol. per cent.

Southern cvines (port, sherry, madeira, &c.) : from
14 to 17 vol. i)er cent.

Brandy and the stronger liqueurs : from 30 to 50 vol
per cent.

For antipyretic purposes one will need to

give an adult daily not less than the equiva-
lent of fifty cubic centimetres (about two
fluid ounces) of absolute alcohol, in divided
doses within an hour or two. Taking this

as a starting-point, the dose suitable for each
individual case can be estimated accordingly.

The great qtiantity of carbonic acid con-
tained in certain ' sparkling ' wines acts upon
the temperature of a fever patient much in

the same favourable manner as the alcohol

itself; and when alcohol is to be taken as a
food, it would seem that the impregnation
with carbonic acid facilitates its absorption.

All that has been stated thus far with regard
to the use of alcohol in sickness applies to

children as well as to adults. Of course no
reasonable person would accustom healthy
children to the use of alcoholic beverages

;

but, in cases of disease, really good and pure
wine or brandy can be advantageously
emjjloyed, even for infants, either as a stimu-
lant, an aiitipi/retic, or an article of food,
according to circumstances.

For external use, alcohol has been super-

' English beer will contain a little more, but the
writer has made no personal examination as to

exactly how much.
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sodcd by %-arious more moilera agents, of

wliich carbolic and salicylic acids may bo

mentioned as the most important.

As regards the copious ex])erimental litera-

ture on alcohol and its medicinal properties,

the writer would refer to his Vorlcsungen
iibcr Pliarmakologic, Berlin, 1886, pp. 354--

392, and to Professor v. Jaksch's and his own
papers in the Transactions of the Congress for

Internal Medicine, Wiesbaden, 1888, pp. 70-

133. The two jiajjcrs have also been rejirinted

in the same volume. C. Binz (Bonn).

ALCOHOLIC INSANITY. — See
Alcouolism ; and Insanity.

ALCOHOLISM. — Definition-. — This
term is applied to the diverse pathological

processes and attendant symptoms caused
by the excessive ingestion of alcoholic bever-

ages. These are very different according as

a large quantity is consumed at once or at

short intervals, or smaller quantities are

taken habitually ; hence they are subdivided
into those due to (a) acute, and (b) chronic
alcoholism. To the acute fonus of alcoholic

poisoning belong acute catarrh of the ali-

mentary mucous membrane, rapid coma,
some cases of delLrinm tremens, and certain

special forms of acute insanity ; whilst to

the chronic class are refeiTed the prolonged
congestions, the fatty and connective-tissue

degenerations of the various organs and
tissues, most cases of delirium tremens, ner-

vous affections of slow onset and course, and
the cachexiie, which, in varying combinations,
attend a continuously immoderate consump-
tion of alcohol.

Etiology.—That ordinary ^•inic or ethyl

alcohol, in any and every shajie, is a suf-

ficient exciting cause ofsuch chronic affections

is beyond a doubt ; moreover, we find that

the more concentrated the form in wliich it

is taken, the more surely and rapidly are
thej- induced, and that, although some bever-

ages give a greater liability to certain forms
of disease than to others, yet the ultimate
tissue-changes produced by aU are practically

similar, and of a markedly degenerative cha-
racter. The purest alcoholic fluids will also

induce the acute forms; but some of the
phenomena observed in the worst cases of
alcoholic poisoning have been referred, with
some probability, to admixture with fusel oil,

essential oil of wormwood, cocculus indicus,

and other substances, more deleterious even
than ordinarj' alcohol itself. Sec Alcohol

;

and Absinthism.

The predisposing causes of a sudden de-
bauch, such as festive gatherings, example of
companions, desire of relief from anxiety and
melancholy, &c., scarcely require mention.
Acute alcoholic coma is generallj' due to the
rapid consumi)tion .of a large quantity, but
occasionally it is caused bv taking a smaller
quantity in the presence of some special
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condition, such as starvation, prolonged ex-

posure to cold, or debilitating disease.

Chronic habitual drinking is undoubtedly
hereditary in many cases ; not that the an-

cestors have necessarily been drunkards, but

that the family is of imstable nervous or-

ganisation, and that the neurotic taint which
shows itself in some members in such affec-

tions as epilepsy, hysteria, or insanity, is

manifested in others by an intense craving

for alcohol, yometiines a pernicious educa-

tion, by fostering habits of indulgence in early

youth, has led to subsequent excess ; and the

prescribing of stimulants has occasionally

been productive of similar harm. In the

experience of the writer the exhibition of

large doses in fevers and acute affections has
never done this—indeed, in several instances,

a great dislike to stimulants has been pro-

duced ; but the custom of recommending
small quantities to young people and women,
as a remedy in hysteria, hypochondriasis,

neuralgia, and allied disorders, or to relievo

dehiVity ])ost partum, or the fatigues incident

to their daily life, cannot be too strongly

protested against. The effect of occupation

is very marked. Brewers, publicans, potmen,
and others who trade in alcohol are, as a

class, very intemperate ; and so frequently

are commercial travellers, owing to pecu-

liarities in their mode of transacting busi-

ness. Sedentary employments, being more
monotonous, are more baneful than out-

door occupations. Mechanics di'ink more
freely than agricultural labourers ; whilst

night-labourers, cabmen, sailors when on
shore, brewers' draj-men, navvies, pitmen,

and puddlers, consume an enormous amount
of alcoholic fluids. Social influences, such
as domestic unhappiness, rate of wages, im-

healthy dweUings, bad drinking water, or an
intermittent supply, are important factors in

the causation of drunkenness. Under some
circumstances, alcoholic excesses do less

injury than usual, for example, in persons

W'iiose emploj'inent leads to copious sweating,

or necessitates abundant exercise in a keen
air ; and some constitutions resist the baneful

influence of alcohol to a remarkable extent.

Pathology.—A large amount of ardent

spirits acts on the nerve-centres as a narcotic

poison, and causes rapid death by coma.
Smaller quantities produce intoxication, ac-

companied with or followed by an acute con-

gestion and catarrh of the alimentary canal,

especially of the stomach and duodenum.
Habitual dram-drinking, by altermg the

chemical composition of the blood, and
checking the normal changes of its coi-puscles,

exerts an injurious influence on the nutrition

of the tissues. This is increased by the

lessened consumption of food, and by the

alterations in the calibre of the blood-vessels,

set up at first by a special action on tJieir

vaso-motor nerves, and afterwards main-
tained by degeneration of their coats, and fre-
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quently of the heart itself. Moreover, alcohol

jirobably interferes directly with the nutrition

of the cell-elements of the various organs as

it circulates through • them ; and it retards

the elimination of etfete materials—carbonic

acid, uric acid, and urea.

Anatomical Characters.— {a) Acute Alco-

holism.—Dr. Beaumont thus describes the

appearances which he observed in the stomach
of Alexis St. Martin, after an excess of

alcoholic stimulants :
—

' Inner membrane
morbid ; considerable erythema, and some
aphthous patches on the exposed surface

;

secretions vitiated.' On anotlier occasion,
' Small drops of grumous blood exuded from
the surface, the mucous covering was thicker

than common, and the gastric juices were
mixed with a large proportion of thick ropy

mucus and muco-purulent matter slightly

tinged with blood.' The post-mortem ap-

pearances in a case of rapid coma in a patient

at King's College Hosjiital, after taking three

pints of raw whisky, were :—Intense injec-

tion of the vessels of the jiyloric end of the

stomach and duodenum, with a peculiar

blanching of the mucous membrane between
them, giving rise to a vivid scarlet arborescent

appearance on a white ground ; two ounces
of bloody serum in the pericardial sac, and
about sixteen ounces in the right pleural

cavity (the left being obliterated by old ad-

hesions) ; double pneumonia of the low'er

lobes ; extreme congestion of the kidneys; and
engorgement of the large vems over the

posterior part of the brain. Contrary to the

usual statements, no alcoholic odour could be
detected in the brain, and there was no in-

crease of fluid in its ventricles. The heart,

liver, and kidneys were fatty ; but these

changes were probably of older date. In
similar cases Deverjie has noticed a bright

red colouring of the pulmonary tissue ; whilst

Tardieu found puhuonary apoplexies in two
cases, and meningeal hamorrhages in live

others. Death from acute delirium tremens
leaves no marked characters : meningitis and
coarse brain-lesions are extremely rare, whilst

pneumonia is much more common. After

repeated attacks, as well as in old drimkards,
ftxtty degeneration of the viscera and various

other chronic changes are found.

(6) Chronic Alcoholism.—The amount of

fat in the blood is increased, or it becomes
more visible. Chronic congestion and catarrh

of the stomach, leading to atrophy of the

gland-cells and an increase in the submucous
connective-tissue, is very constant, but chronic

ulcer is not frequent. The liver is at first

enlarged from congestion, and may continue

so from a subsequent infiltration with fat

;

but more frequently it shrinks, owing to

cirrhosis. Lobar emphysema, chronic bron-

chitis, and hypostatic ijneumonia are com-
mon. The heart is flabbj% dilated, and
presents fatty infiltration or even degenera-

tion of its muscular tissue ; but it may be

hypertrophied, probably as a result of co-

existent disease of the kidneys. The arteries

and endocardium are studded with athero-
matous deposits ; the capillaries are con-
gested, and the vems varicose. The kidneys
exhibit the fatty, or, more commonly, the
granular form of Bright's disease. The
muscles are pale and flabby, and even in the
bones formation of fat takes jilace at the
expense of the bony texture. The nervous
centres are atrophied and tough ; the con-
volutions are shrunken ; the nerve-cells and
nerve-fibres are wasted ; and an increased
amount of serous fluid exists in the ventricles
and subarachnoid space. The abnormal ad-
hesion of the dura mater to the cranium,
the large Pacchionian bodies, the opaque
arachnoid, and the thickened pia mater, aU
testify to an exaggerated development of

fibrous tissue. Occasionally haemorrhage
into, or softening of, the brain, consequent
on the diseased state of its blood-vessels, is

met with. The increase of connective tissue

is especially marked in spi.rit-drinkers, and
explains the emaciated appearance, prema-
turely aged look, sunken cheeks, and wrinkled
countenance which they generally present.

The hecr- and ivi7ie- drinkers, on tlie contrary,
are loaded with fat, not only in the viscera,

but in the subcutaneous tissue and the
omentum ; and hence these subjects are cor-

pulent, witli oily skins and prominent abdo-
mens, even when the face and extremities
are wasted. Gouty deposits are also frequent.

These differences, however, are not nearly so

absolute as is maintained by many writers.

Alcoholic paralysis is due to a multiple
peripheral neuritis, leading to atrophy of the

muscles supplied by the affected nerves. Tlie

presence ot a variable amoimt of droj)sy,

a congested pharynx, chronically inflamed
conjunctivsE, turgid capillaries, and occasion-

ally papules of acne rosacea on the face, com-
plete the morbid anatomy of the confirmed
toper. The necropsy in alcoholic ijisanity

discloses no specific characters.

Symptoms.—1. Acute Intoxication.— In
this state the successive and varying mental
phenomena, the disorders of common and
special sense, and of the motor apjiaratus, are

well known. These are followed by uneasy
sensations and tenderness in the epigastrimn,

vomiting or retching, headache and vertigo,

with dimness and occasionally yellowness of

vision on stoofiing and rising again. The
tongue is furred, the appetite is lost, and
there is a constant feeling of thirst. The
urine is copious and pale, but afterwards
becomes scanty and loaded with lithates.

The countenance is sallow, and the general
lassitude and depression are very marked.

2. Acute Alcoholic Coma.— In slight eases

of this condition, prolonged drowsiness is

the chief symptom : but in the more severe

forms the patient is quite insensible ; the

power of motion is in complete abeyance ;
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the lireiitliiiig is stertorous; the face is

iisuiilly \n\\v, the features remaiuiiif? syin-

luctrical ; the pupils are <!;enenilly (hhxted,

thouf^h they may be contracted or unocpial
;

the pulse is slow and laboured ; the skin

feels cold and clanmiy ; and the tempera-

ture is low—in one case it fell to U'i" Fall.

There may be albuminuria ; and occa-

sionally the urine aiid faeces are passed in-

voluntarily.

3. Chronic Alcoholism. —The earliest

symptoms of this form are muscular tre-

mors, especially on wakinrj ; disturbed sleep ;

noises in the ears ; dull headache ; occasional

vertip;o ; and disorders of vision. If there

be also a foul breath, slightly-jnuiuliced con-

junctivie, watery eyes, and flabby features,

with or without papules of acne rosacea

around the nose and mouth, the combination
is very characteristic. Irritative dyspeptic

symptoms—the vomitus mat utinus of Hufe-
land, and the sij^s of commencing or

actual cirrhosis, of Bright's disease, or of

fatty heart, frequently co-exist.

Alcoholic imraliisis in its milder forms is

marked by distressing pains iu the extremities,

especially iu the legs, increased on deep pres-

sure, redness and adema of the feet and
hands, restlessness, insomnia, and a gradually

increasing loss of power, beginning in the
lower limbs and afterwards extending to

the forearm and arms. The gait is peculiar

and uncertain, witii the legs wide apart ; and
su])port by sticks or by an attendant is often

re(|uired whilst walking. The hands are

irregular and jerky in their movements; and
the reflexes, especially the patellar-tendon

reflex, are diminished or lost. The peronei
and extensors of the leg. the extensor muscles
of the thigli, and subseijuently the extensors
of the forearm and the triceps, are markedly
atrophied, and exhibit the ' reactions of de-

generation.' Sec Paralysis, Toxic.
In its most severe forms ansesthesia suc-

ceeds to hypera'sthcsia,and complete paralysis
of the above muscles, leading to a condition
of talipes equino-varus of the feet, and wrist-

drop of the hands, may come on ; and
gangrene has occasionally been noticed.

IjOss of memory and other psychical distur-

bances arc common. Death is generally due
to some cerebral complication, or to apnoea
from paralysis of the respiratory muscles.

4. Delirium Tremens. — This form of
alcoholism occasionally supervenes on a
single debauch, but it much more frequently
affects the chronic drinker. It generally
comes on during a drinking-bout, but this

may have terminated before the attack com-
mences. In some cases it is undoubtedly
determined by prolonged abstinence from
food, mental distress, surgical operation or
injury, or the onset of an acute disease, along
with the ingestion of alcohol ; in other cases
no cause but the last can he traced. The first

Stage is indicated by inability to take food

;

marked anxiety and restlessness ; tremor of

the voluntary muscles; furred and tremulous
tongue ; cool skin, which is frequently bathed
in perspiration ; cold hands and feet ; and a
soft weak pulse. There is complete insomnia,
or short periods of sleep are interrupted by
terrifying dreams, and the patient's nights

are tormented by visions of horrid insects,

reptiles, and other objects pursuing him and
eluding liis attempts to escape from them or

to seize them. Illusions of hearing are not

uncommonly added ; but the sense of smell

is much more rarely involved. If there is no
imi)rovement, these troubles not only haunt
his nights, but persist in the day-time ; he
becomes more incoherent, his mental aliena-

tion increases, and attempts at suicide are

common. The pupils are now greatly con-

tracted, but there is no intolerance of light.

The pulse quickens, and is very feeble or

even dicrotic ; and the general symptoms
become more marked. A prolonged sleep

may occur in tliis stage, and the disease thus
terminate. If it continue, the strength fails

;

the jnilse becomes small, weak, and thready

;

the tremor increases ; the tongue gets dry
and brown in the centre

;
persistent coma-

vigil and subsultus tendinuin come on ; the

patient talks incessantly, and ])icks at the

bed-clothes ; finally death is ushered in by a
delusive calm, or takes place in a paroxysm
of violence. The writer has known cases in

which an attack of delirium tremens always
began by several severe epileptiform fits.

5. Alcoholic Insaniftj.—The forms of in-

sanity caused by alcoholism are acute mania
and melancholia, chrojvic ilementia, and
oinomania. In the first, homicidal impulses,

and in the second, strong suicidal tendencies,

due to actual delusions and not to mere
2)assive terrors, are added to the other signs

of delirium tremens. Oinomania is a pecidiar

form of insanity, in which the patient breaks
out into paroxysms of alcoholic excess,

attended with violent, strange, or even in-

decent acts, due to apparently uncontrollable

impulses. The attack lasts a few days, and
is succeeded by a long interval of sobriety

and chastity. These patients have generally
some hereditary taint ; and not infrequently

evidences, though often slight, of a morbid
mental state may be detected in the intervals,

if very- carefully looked for. See Insanity,
Varieties of.

Complications.—Most of these have been
already described, but chronic drinkers are
especially liable to pneumonia of a low type,

and to acute phthisis. Delirium tremens is

vcrij rarcli/ complicated with meningitis;
acute alcoholic gastric catarrh may be
followed by jaundice ; and cerebral haemor-

rhage may come on in a drimken fit.

Temporary albuminuria is occasionally

caused by the ingestion of large quantities of

spirits, and even of beer.

Di.\GNosis.—The diagnosis of acute alco-
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holic gastric catarrh, of insanity from alcohol,

and of oinomania depends on obtaining a true

history. Acute alcoholic coma can only be
diagnosed with certainty by emptying the

stomach, and examining its contents. Mere
odour of the breath is quite fallacious ; and
the writer attaches but little importance to

the state of the pupils, or to the general

featui-es of the coma. Convulsions some-
times usher in the condition ; and apoplexy
may arise from the accidental rupture of a

blood-vessel whilst a person is drunk. Oijium-
poisoning can only be satisfactorily elimi-

nated by examining the contents of the

stomach. Uraemic poisoning may be dia-

gnosed by testing the urine, though here an
element of uncertainty is introduced by the

occasional occurrence of albumimu-ia in

alcoholic cases ; the presence of hypertrophy
of the heart, of dropsy, of casts in the m'ine,

or other changes typical of Bright's disease,

must decide the question. Dehrium tremens
is occasionally separated with ditiicidty from
some forms of insanity not caused by drink

;

but in the latter cases delusions, not mere
terrors or hallucinations, are of primary
importance. The delirium of acute fevers

and pneumonia may be mistaken for delirium
tremens ; but the pyrexia, history of the case,

and physical condition of the patient will

guide to a correct diagnosis if the possibility

of error be remembered. Chronic alcoholism
has been mistaken for some chronic nervous
affections, such as locomotor ataxy, chronic
softening and multiple sclerosis of the nerve-

centres, paralysis agitans, chronic tremors
from metallic poisons, senile dementia, and
commencing general paralysis. The correct

history, and a careful examination of the
patient, are especially important in diagnosing
alcoholic paralysis from other nervous affec-

tions, especially from locomotor ataxy and
lead-paralysis. In all these maladies, special

s}-mptoms are present, besides those common
to them and to chronic alcoholism.

Prognosis.—In the acute forms of alcohol-

ism the prognosis is favourable so far as the
immediate attack is in question. In acute
coma, the patient generally, but by no
means invariably, rallies from the state of

insensibility ; but he may die from the super-
vention of a very rapid pneumonia. The
prognosis in delirium tremens is favourable
in young subjects ; but its gravity increases

with every attack, and with the co-existence

of disease of the viscera, especially of
the heart, liver, or kidneys. Patients with
marked symptoms of fatty heart, or in whom
pneumonia sets in, but rarely recover.

Chronic alcoholism may be temporarily
arrested ; but the ultimate issue is unfor-

tunately, as a rule, only too certain, for the

habit is in most cases too strong to be
broken off, or even to be checked for any
lengthened period. Mental impairment, per-

Eistent tremors, ataxy, and signs of coarse

brain-lesions, are especially significant of a
speedy termination.
Treatment.—The acute gastric catarrh

due to alcohol is most rapidly subdued by
washing out the stomach with copious
draughts of tepid water, and then giving a
saline purge. All forms of alcohol should be
rigidly abstained from ; and the diet must be
simple, and taken in a fluid form for a day or
two. Passive exercise in the oj)en air, or, if

the patient be vigorous, a brisk ride on horse-

back, is very beneficial.

In cases of acute coma the stomach should
be at once emptied by means of the stomach-
pump. Cold affusion, followed by energetic
friction and the application of bottles filled

with warm water, so as to keep up the tem-
perature, win generally revive the patient.

Galvanism, in the form of the interrupted
current, may often be employed with advan-
tage. If the patient be strong, a smart
piurge, or, if weak, a milder one, will be all

the after-treatment that is necessary.

Delirium tremens must be treated differ-

ently in the young and in the old. In first

attacks in young, strong subjects, after a
sudden debauch, complete abstention from al-

cohol, light and easily assimilated food (milk
diet), moderate purgation, and occasionally

tartarated antimony in doses of from one-

twelfth to one-eighth of a grain, carefully

watched, have been most efficacious in the
writer's hands. If the patient has two or three
restless nights in succession, bromide of

potassium (thirty grains), or chloral hydrate
(twenty grains), may be given, separately,

or better in combination, at intervals of four

hours, until sleep is procured, or sulphonal
(thirty grams) ; but as the disease is spon-
taneously curable, sedatives must not be
pushed. An experienced attendant should
be always present, but no form of mecha-
nical restraint is permissible. In older cases,

a mild purge should begin the treatment

;

and light but very nourishing food should
be administered at shi)rt intervals. Milk,
beef-tea, raw eggs beaten up with milk,

strong soups, and such articles are to be
given freely ; when, by careful management
and good nursing, a very severe attack

may be tided over, and natural sleep will

retui-n in from three to five days. The early

administration of sedatives is to be depre-

cated ; but should the restlessness persist, in

spite of careful and assiduous feeding, a full

dose of laudanum (u^xxx.—xl.) at bed-time
is of gi'eat value. In the absence of albu-

minuria, lung-complications, or any sign of

failm-e of the heart's action, the writer pre-

fers this drug to other hypnotics. If the

opium alone foil, its combination with an
alcoholic stimulant (brandy, whisky, or stout)

often succeeds. If there be any tendency to

syncope, or if pneumonia should come on,

as well as in cases complicated with shock,

e.g. surgical injui-ies, a free use of stimulants
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h imperative. Hypodermic injections of

morphine, and lar;;o doses of ditcitiilis, are

recommended by many authorities ; but
the writer has seen great harm attend their

free exhibition. Tlie cautious inhalation of

chloroform vapour lias occasionally cut short

an attack by inducing sleep, but it much
more frequently fails. Mechanical restraint

is seldom, if ever, necessary, if the patient

be properly nursed and attended to. AIL
methods of self-destruction must be carefully

guarded against. A padded room, when
required and available, is of the utmost
benefit.

The great desideratum in chronic alco-

holism is to substitute an easily-digested

and nourishing diet for the alcoholic stimu-
lants, which can then bo safely dispensed
with altogether. The practitioner's judg-
ment, and his knowledge of the cuisine, are

very important in the management of these
cases. Strong meat-soups, and good speci-

mens of the concenti'ated preparations of
meat, are of great value. The strictly medi-
cinal treatment will consist in the adminis-
tration of bitter tonics, such as nux vomica,
quinine in small doses, calumba, or gentian

;

with carminatives, such as spirit of chloro-

form, armoracia, and capsicum. Alkalis,

eflfervescent mixtures, and hydrocyanic acid
are peculirirly useful if the stomach be irrit-

able. The cond tion of the liver and bowels
shovild be carefully regulated. Bromide of
potassium is in general the best sedative to

employ against the insomnia, though chloral

hydrate is more certain ; but the latter

should only be given occasionally, lest the
patient acquire the habit of frequently re-

sorting to it. In long-standing cases, cod-
liver oil, arsenic in small doses, and oxide of
zinc have all done good, but thej- require a
long and protracted administration. Phos-
phorus has been of no use whatever in the
cases in which the writer lias tried it ; but
small doses of the more easily assimilaljle

preparations of iron are occasionally well
borne, and are then most useful. The crav-
ing for drink, if urgent, may be checked by
small doses of oj)ium, but this drug must be
exhibited with extreme caution. Judicious
supervision, and, in inveterate cases, a re-

sidence in a proper asylum, are the only
means from which any permanent benefit
can be expected. Absolute abstention from
alcohol cures almost every case of alcoholic
paralysis, unless it has become quite hope-
less

; and massage and mild currents of elec-
tricity are of service in restoring the atro-
phied muscles. The treatment of insanity
induced by alcoholism will not differ from
that recommended in other forms, except in
an enforced abstinence from its cause.

John Curnow.

ALEPPO EVIIi.—Sfc Delhi Boil.

ALEXANDERSBAD, in Bavaria.—

Chalybeate waters and hydropathic estab-

lishment. See MiN'EUAL ^VATE^iS.

AXjGID {al(/i(lus, cold).—A word imply-
ing extreme coldness of the body, used only
when it arises in connexion with an interniJ

morbid state, such as cholera, or a special

form of malignant remittent fever.

ALGIERS. — Warm winter climate.

Mean winter temperature Gl° Fah., liable to

rapid changes. Heavy rains not infrequent.

Sjc Climate, Treatment of Disease by.

ALIMENT.—Food or aliment furnishes

the elements required for the growth and
maintenance of the organism ; and, through
its action with the other li'e factor—air,

forms the source of the power manifested.

The aliment of organisms belonging to the
vegetable class is derived from the inorganic

kingdom. Under the influence of the sun's

rays the elements of inorganic principles nre

appropriated in such a manner as to lead to

the construction of organic compounds and
meet the requirements of growth. This con-

stitutes the main operation of vegetable life,

and in it we have the source of the aliment
of animals, which can only appropriate or-

ganic compounds, and which, either directly

or indirectly, derive these compoimds from
the vegetable kingdom. As the solar energy
employed in the construction of organic
compounds, through the agency of the vege-

table organism, becomes locked up in the
compound formed, such compound represents

matter combined with a definite amount of

latent force. In the cmplojinent, therefore,

of organic matter as aliment bj^ animals, we
have to look uposi it not only as yioldiug the

material required for the construction and
maintenance of the body, but as containing
and supplying the force which is evolved
under various forms by the operations of

animal life.

Aliment constituting the source from which
the several elements belonging to the body
are derived, it follows that, to satisfy the
requirements of life, it must contain all the

elements that are encountered. It is not,

however, with the elements in a separate

state that we have to deal, but with the pro-

ducts of nature in which they are variously

combined.
The alimentary products as supplied

by nature are resolvable by analysis into a
variety of definite chemical compounds.
These constitute the alimcnfary principles.

Some are common to botii animal and vege-

table food, as, for instance, albumin, casein,

fats, &c. ; others are peculiar to either the

animal or vegetable kingdom. Starch, for

example, is met with only in vegetable, and
gelatine only in animal products.

With reference to the alimentarj- principles,

it must be understood that in no case do they
exist in natural products in an isolated form,

and no single alimcntai-y principle is capable
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of sup]'ortirg life. Although, however, it is

with the alimentary products as a whole
that we are practically concerned, yet, re-

garded from a scientific point of view, a

knowledge of their constituent principles is

requhed, to enable us to assign to them theh
I)roper value as alimentary articles ; and for

the jjurpose of systematic consideration some
kind of classification is needed.

Classification.—Prout classified the con-

stituent principles of food into four groups,

which he named (1) the aqueous
; ('2) the

saccharine; (8) the olearj i7was ; and (4) the

idhuinlnuus. This classification is defective,

inasmuch as it omits from consideration

saline matter, which is equally as essential

to nutrition as any other part of an ah-

mentary product. The saceharme and olea-

ginous groups also stand as primary and
independent divisions, whilst physiologically

they are related, and may be conveniently

considered imder a combined headmg.
Liebig proposed a classification based

on physiological grounds ; and, taking into

accoimt only the organic constituents of

food, grouped them under the heads of (1)

lAastic elements of nutrition ; and (2) ele-

ments of respiration. His plastic elements

of nutrition comprise the nitrogenous prin-

ciples ; and to these he assigned the office of

administering not only to the growth and
renovation of the tissues, but also to the

production of muscular and nervous power.
Believing that the source of these powers
sprang fi-om the oxidation of the resjiective

tissues, he held that the exercise of muscular
and nervous action created a corresponding

demand for nitrogenous alimentary matter,

which thus became invested with an im-
portance that led it to be regarded as afford-

ing a measure of the value of an ahmentary
article. By recent experimental research

this view has been found to be untenable.

The nervo-muscular organs are now looked

upon as holding the position of instruments,

by whose agency the force liberated by
chemical action is made to manifest itself

imder certain other forms ; and what is

wanted for the purpose is simply oxidisable

organic material, which may be derived

from non-nitrogenous as well as nitrogenous

food. The elements of respiration, or, as

they were afterwards more approj)riately

styled, the calorifacient principles, repre-

sent the organic non-nitrogenous constituents

of food. Their destination, according to

Liebig, was heat-production. It is now
maintained, however, as stated above, that

they play a part in connexion with nervo-

muscular action ; and it may be also said

that they are to some extent concerned in

tissue -development. From the considerations

set forth, Liebig's classification loses the

scientific value it was at one time supposed

to possess.

The following grouping of the alimentary

principles, based on chemistry, furnishes a
classification which uivolves no theoretical

proposition, and is practically convenient :--

Food is primarily divisible into inorganic
and organic principles.

The inorganic principles consist of water,

and the various saline matters required by
the system. They are as much needed for the
support of life as the organic portion of food.

The organic principles are sub-divisible

into nitrogenous and non-nitrogenous ; and
the non-nitrogenous are again ftirther sub-

divisible vciio fats and carbo-hydrates.
The nitrogenous principles contribute to

the growth and nutrition of the various bodily

textures, and furnish the acti^'e constituents

of the secretions. They also imdergo reso-

lution in the system into urea, which is ex-

creted ; and a complimentary portion, which is

susceptible of application to force-production.

They are thus capable of administermg to all

the purjioses fulfilled by the organic portion

of an ahment.
The fats are applied to the production of

heat and other forms of force. They seem
also to be essential to tissue-development
generally, besides yielchng the basis of the

adipose tissue.

The carho-hydrates (starch, sugar, gum,
&c.) contribute to the formation of fat, and
are also applied indirectly, if not directly, to

force-production.

There are a few princiijles, such as alcohol,

the vegetable acids, and pectin or vegetable

jelly, which do not strictly fall within either

of the preceding groups. Alcohol occupies a
chemical position intermediate between the

fats and carbo-hydrates ; whilst the others

are more highly oxidised compounds than
the carbo-hydrates.

All alimentary products in the form sup-

plied by nature contain organic and inorganic

principles, and the organic i>rinciples com-
prise more or less of the nitrogenous and non-
nitrogenous divisions. The non-nitrogenous
division, however, is not always represented,

looked at broadly, by both fat and carbo-

hydrate. Milk, which may be regarded,

from the position it holds in nature, as fiir-

nisliing a typical representation of an alimen-

tary article, contains principles from each of

the groups specified in the preceding classi-

fication. See Diet. F. W. Pavy.

ALIMENTARY CANAL, Diseases
of.— See Digestive Organs, Diseases of;

and the several organs.

ALIWAL NORTH, in Cape
Colony.— See Africa, South.

ALKALINITY.-The reaction of hu-

man blood is always aUiahne ; and, though
the normal degree of alkalescence has not

yet been determuicd, it is probable that, like

the temperature of the body, it is tolerably

constant. In disease considerable variation,
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no doubt, occurs, but still the blood is always
found nikitlino. retlenkofer and \'()it found
the scrum of Mood acid in a case of Icukinuia
some few hours after doith, but not durin<^

life ; and Sir Alfred Garrod states that in

chronic }?out the serum may become some-
what neutralised, but never acid. F. Hoti-

nian has also found that the blood retains

its alkalinity with preat obstinacy : he fed

pigeons for a considerable length of time on
food yielding only acid ash, but the animals
sulTered from blood-poisoning before the

alkalinity of the serum was neutralised.

The alkalinity of the blood is maintained by
the constant passage into it of the alkaline

salts of the food, and of alkaline carbonates
derived from the oxidation of the lactic,

oxalic, and uric acids furnished by the dis-

integration of the tissues. The blood is pro-

bably prevented from becoming too alkaline

by the withdrawal of its aUiahue salts by
the alkaline secretions, namely, the saliva,

the bile, and the pancreatic fluid ; whilst the

acid salts, which, if accumulated, would tend
to depress its normal alkalinity, are removed
by the acid secretions, namely, the sweat,

the gastric juice, and the unne, and by the

exhalation of carbonic acid from the lungs.

It has been shown that the withdrawal of

acid by one secretion has a decided effect on
the reaction of other secretions : thus the
saliva becomes more alkaline during diges-

tion, when the stomach is pouring out the
acid gastric juice ; and Dr. Bence Jones has
shown that during digestion the acidity of

the urine is lessened. A similar relation-

ship is also shown to exist between the eli-

mination of carbonic acid by the lungs and
the acidity of the urine, the latter falling as
the former is increased, and vice versa. The
importance of a projier degree of alkalescence
for the blood is obvious, when we consider
that this condition increases the absorption-
power of its serum for gases, and is neces-

sarj' to maintain its albumin in the li(piid

state, whilst oxidation is always more per-
fectly performed in alkaline solutions.

C. H. Halfe.

ALKALIS. — Definition. — Inorganic
eubstancts, which turn sjTup of violets green,
and turmeric brown ; and restore the bhie
colour to litmus which has been reddened
by acids ; they combine with acids to form
salts ; and their carbonates are soluble in
water.

ExcMERATiON.—The only substances which
correspond with the above definition are

—

Potash, Soda. Lithia, and Ammonia. The
alkaline earths—Lime, JIagnesia, Baryta,
and Strontia— and the alkaloids, have a
similar action on vegetable blues and yel-

lows ; but the carbonates of the former group
are almost insoluble in water; whilst the
latter contain carbon, and arc therefore classed
with organic substances.

Properties.—.Ammonia is distinguished

from the other alkalis by its volatility. The
non-volatile alkalis are readily recognised by
their sjiectra ; and by the colour they impart
to the blowpipe Haine, potassium giving it a
violet, sodium a yellow, and lithium a carmine
colour. Potassium and sodium are present

as constituents of the body in considerable

quantities ; ammoniiun exists to a smaller

amount ; and lithium probably in traces.

Sodium is found chiefly in the blood, potas-

sium in the muscles.

Action.—When applied to the skin, dilute

alkalis and their carbonates act as rubefaci-

ents. Pure ammonia is a vesicant, and potash

and soda have a caustic action. Both caustic

potash and caustic soda absorb water from
the tissues, and form a corrosive fluid, which
destroys the parts around, as well as that to

which the caustic has actually been applied.

To prevent this effect they are sometimes
mixed with Hme, which absorbs the water.

A mixture of potash and lime forms the

Vienna paste. \Vhen inhaled, ammonia
causes irritation of the respiratory jiassages,

and increased secretion of nnicus. This ir-

ritation excites reflex contraction of the blood-

vessels and consequent rise of blood-pressure.

When swallowed in quantity, the caustic

alkalis and their carbonates produce symp-
toms of irritant poisoning. In tlie case of

ammonia these symptoms may be accom-
panied by those of inflammation of the air-

passages, caused by the irritant vapour. The
best antidote is dilute acid, such as vinegar. In
small quantities and diluted, alkalis increase

the secretion of gastric juice before meals.

After absorption into the blood thej' render

this fluid more allvaline ; while potash appears

especially to accelerate tissue-change, and is

accordingly classed among the alteratives.

"When injected directly into the blood, potash

acts specially on the muscles, which it para-

Ij'ses. Ammonia stimulates the motor centres

in the brain and spuial cord, the respiratory

centre in the medulla oblongata, and the

accelerating nerves of the heart. When
injected into the veins it therefore causes
convulsions like those of strychnine, and
quickening of the respiration and pulse.

Alkalis are chiefly excreted by the iiriue

;

and potash, soda, and lithia lessen its acidity,

or render it alkaline. Ammonia is partly

excreted unchanged, but a portion passes out

in the form of urea and uric acid ; and it does

not render the urine alkaline like the others.

Potash and lithia act as diuretics ; soda to a

less extent ; and ammonia least of all. The
diuretic action does not depend on any change
in the blood-pressure. Potash and ammonin
are diaphoretic. Potash lessens the tenacity

of mucus.
Uses.—Dilute solutions of potash and soda

relieve itching in skin diseases. Caustic

potash or soda is used to destroy warts;

to cauterise poisoned wounds and ulcers

;
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to open hydatid cysts in the liver; and to

establish issues. Ammonia neutraUses the
formic acid which renders venomous the
stings of bees, ants, and mosquitoes, and is

therefore apphed to reUeve the pain which
they cause. The intravenous injection of

ammonia has been recommended as an anti-

dote in snake-poisoning ; but tlie vakie of the

remedy is not established. Mixed with oil,

so as to form a liniment, ammonia is used
as a rubefacient in sore throats, bronchitis,

rheumatic pains, and neuralgia. It is inhaled
to relieve headache ; as a restorative in sj'n-

cope and shock, when it raises the blood-

pressmre ; and to facilitate expectoration in

chronic bronchitis. Alkalis administered
after meals act as antacids, and relieve heart-

burn. "When given before meals they in-

crease the secretion of gastric juice, quicken
digestion, and relieve weight at tlie epigas-

trium, pain between the shoulders, and
flatulence. Bicarbonate of sodium is usually
given for this pm-pose, but when the stomach
is very irritable, liquor potassie is preferred,

as it is considered to have a sedative action
on the mucous membrane. Alkalis appear to

lessen the transformation of glj^cogen into

sugar, and they are iised on this account m
diabetes. Liquor potassse sometimes helps
to reduce obesity. Alkalis are used in the

treatment of scrofula, rheumatism, gout,

and lithiasis ; but in the two last-mentioned
diseases lithia is considered the most valu-

able, whOst potash is preferred to soda,

as the urate of lithium is most soluble, and
the urate of sodium least so. The salts of

certain organic acids, such as the acetate
or citrate, may be employed as remote
antacids to render the urine aUialine, as they
undergo combustion, and are converted into

carbonates in the blood. Alkalis are given
to lessen the acidity of the urine in inflamma-
tion of the bladder or xirethra, and potash is

employed as a diuretic in dropsies. On ac-

cotmt of its stimulating acticm on the heart
and respiration, ammonia is administered in

adynamic conditions and in chronic bron-
chitis. T. Laudee Beunton.

ALKALOIDS and other ACTIVE
PRINCIPLES.— Definition.—An alka-
loid is a substance formed in the tissues of a
plant or of an animal, having a definite com-
position as regards the proportions of the
chemical elements of which it is composed,
and capable of combinincr, like an alkali, with
acids to form salts. All alkaloids contain
nitrogen ; and all, except conine, nicotine, and
sparteine, contain oxygen.

Besides alkaloids there are other active
principles found in j)lants, which have also a
powerful influence on the animal economy,
but do not possess aU the chemical properties
just stated.

Chemical Composition and Eej.ations.—
These are briefly expressed in the above de-

finition. Thus morphine, for example, one
of the alkaloids of opium, has always the
chemical composition represented by the
formula Ci-H|„N03,H.^0, and it may unite

with acetic acid to form acetate of morphine,
just as potash may unite with the same acid
to produce acetate of potassium. But the
empirical formula C,-H,r|N03 represents only
the percentage composition of the substance
in the simplest numbers, and does not express
how the atoms of the different elements are

related to each other. For, just as ethylic

alcohol, with the composition C.H^O, is be-

lieved by the chemist, from its beha\'iour to-

wards other bodies, to contain a ' radicle,' or
group of atoms, C.^Hj, having certain chemical
properties resembling those of a base, such as

potassium, K; and just as this radicle, CiH.,,

may replace one of the hydrogens of water, so

as to form alcohol (C.Hj + H^O = ^j^^O -t- H)

;

so chemists have good reason for believing

that alkaloids belong to the group known as

amines or amides, which are really ammonia,
NH^, in which one or more of the atoms of

hydrogen are rejilaced by a radicle ; in other

words, they are ammonia bases, combining
with HCl without elimination of H.^O. Most
alkaloids are derivatives of pyridine.

It is obvious that two or more alkaloids

may resemble each other in percentage com-
position, and still be very different, both in

their chemical strxicture, and, necessarily, in

their physiological action. Thus strychnine
(C,,H,,N,0,), quinine (C,oH,,N,,0,), and cin-

chonine (C^Ho^N^O), differ only in a few atoms
of carbon or of oxygen, more or less ; but they
have different physiological actions, showing
that their chemical structiu'e, which is not
indicated in these formulie, must also be
different. The physiological action of an
alkaloid may also be modified by combining
it with another substance. Thus, as was
pointed out by Crum-Brown and Fraser, com-
poimds of strychnine with methyl, ethyl, and
amyl, do not present the well-known phy-
siological action of that substance, but one
analogous to that of woorara.
Enumeration.—The alkaloids and other ac-

tive principles most familiar to the physician
are : — Morphme, Apomorphine, Narcein,
Codeine, Thebaine, Narcotine, Papaverine ;

Atropine, Hyoscyamine, Hyoscine, Dattirine;

Nicotine; Conine; Physostigraineor Eserme;
Strychnine, Brucine

;
Quinine, Cinchonine,

Cinchonidine ; Beberine ; Caffeine; Cocaine;
Theobromine; Aconitine ; Veratrine; Digi-

talin ; Curarine ; Muscarine ; Santonin ; Ergo-
tin ; Emetine ; Pilocarpine ; Salicin ; and
Strophanthin. For the alkaloidal substances
formed in dead bodies and in animal tissues,

see Ptomaines.'

' Names of alkaloids are now made to end in ina
(Latin) or ine—thus : morpliina or morphine. The
names of ?iO(i-alljaloidal active principles terminate
in inutn (Latin) or in—tlius ; digitalinum or digitahn.
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Sources.—Tlio majority of alkaloi Is are

farmed by plants. Tlie function which they

subserve in the economy of the plant is not

known. Some i)lants j)ro(liiee only one al-

kaloid, while ill others two or more are

formed. A few of the alkaloids have been
produced synthetically by the chemist.

Physiological Action.—Alkaloids have
various dcfjrees of physiolofjical activity when
introduced into the animal body. Jlany are

slow in their action, and a larf^e dose is re-

(juired to produce any observable effect; while

others act more rapidly, and are so potent

that even a niiiuite dose may destroy life.

Compare, for example, narcotine, one of the

alkaloids of opium, with nicotine, the alka-

loid of tobacco. Twenty to thirty grains of

the former have been taken by the human
subject without producing any marked symp-
toms, while the twentieth part of a grain of

the latter may induce symptoms so severe as

to thi'eaten death. It is also well known that

alkaloids may have a different kind of action

on different animals. Thus one-fourth of a

groin of atropine will produce serious symp-
toms of a complex character in a dog, while

three or even four grams may be given to a

rabbit without causing any more marked
effect than dilatation of the pupil. In con-

sidering the physiological actions of these

substances, the following generalisations

may, in the present state of science, be made
tentatively:— 1. As a general rule, the more
complex the organic molecule, and the

greater the sum of its atomic weight, the

more intense will be the action of the sub-

stance. 2. Substances which split np quickly

into simpler bodies produce rapid but
transient physiological effects; whereas sub-

stances which resist decomposition in the
blood or tissues may produce no appreciable

results for a time, but when they do begin
to break up, the effects are sudden and vio-

lent, and usually last for a considerable time.

3. Alkaloids have frequently a double action

on different parts of a great physiological sj-s-

tem; and their action in a particular group of

animals will depend on the relative degree of

development of the j)arts of the sj-stem in

that gi-oup. Thus most of the alkaloids of

opium have such a double action—a convul-
sive action resembling that of strychnine, due
to their intluence on the spinal cord or on
the motor centres in the brain ; and a nar-
cotic or soporific action resembling that of
aniEsthetics, due to their intluence on sensory
centres in the brain. Hence, in animals
where the spinal sj'stem predominates, as in

frogs, these alkaloids act as convulsants

;

while in the higher mammals their principal
action is apparently on the encephalic centres,
which have now become largely developed.

Passing to the consideration of the action of
the individual substancfes, we cannot do more
than give, by way of example, a hriei resume
af our knowledge regarding a few of them.

1. Morphine (C|.H,.,NO,)—an alkaloid

of Oiiium. In the frog this substance has
an action resembling that of strychnine. At
first there is a state of agitation, fcdlowed by
tetanic spasms; finally, all reflex actions, in-

cluding those of the heart and of resjiiration,

are paralysed. Pigeons have been found to

possess a remarkable jjower of withstanding
the influence of this drug—an ordinary sized

bird requiring about two grains to kill it.

llabbits become partially somnolent, show a
tendency to reflex spasms, and tolerate a

large dose—say about one-half to one grain

per pound weight of the animal. In the dog
the intravenous injection of even one-tenth

of a grain (for a small animal) causes agita-

tion followed by sleep ; the pulse and respi-

ratory movements are slowed ; the smaller

arteries become (at least during one stage)

contracted, so as to cause an augmentation
of general blood-pressure ; the pupil is con-

tracted ; and, if the dose be large, death may
be preceded by convulsions. In the higher
mammals morphine acts chiefly on the sensory
apparatus, both peripheral and central.

2. Other alkaloids of opium have also been
investigated :—{a) Narcein (C.^3Ho;,N0,j) is a
pure hypnotic, causing profound sleep. Even
in large doses it does not produce convulsions.

(b) Codeine (Ci^H.^jNOj) has an action

mainly like that of morphine, (r) The-
baine(C,,,H.,,N03) causes tetanic convulsions,

thus resembling strychnine, (d) Narco-
tine (C.^H.^jNO-) is slightly narcotic, but
strongly convulsant. (c) Papaverin (C,^

H,,,MO,) causes a somniferous action like that

of narcein. It is evident, therefore, that
opium, which may contain more or less of all

of these substances, must have an action ou
the body of a very complicated character.

Apomorphine (C,,H,;>.'Oo), a derivative

of morphine, has none of the characteristic

actions of that substance, but acts chiefly as
a vascular depressant and as an emetic.

3. Strychnine (C,,H,,N,0,)—the alka-

loid of Strychnos mix vomica. In the frog

very minute doses cause convulsions of all

the voluntary muscles, excited by peripheral

irritation. These convulsions are due to the
action of the poison on the spinal cord, as
they persist after decapitation. In warm-
blooded animals the reflex character of the
convulsions is less evident ; they have more
of a tonic character, and chiefly affect the
extensors. The exact moduH operandi of the
poison on the cord is unknown, but in some
way or other it heightens its reflex sensibility.

Death is usually the result of asphyxia from
arrest in spasm of the respiratory mechanism,
but it may residt from exhaustion. Brucine
(CosHLjeNoO,), another substance found in nux
vomica, appears to have an action like that

of strychnine, but more feeble.

4. Atropine (C,.H...,NO,)—the chief alka-

loid ofAtropa belladonna. In the frog it causes
tetanic reflex spasms. Herbivorous animals,
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as a rule, have a tolerance of this poison, so

that its effects are best studied in carnivora.

Even in these the -action is somewhat un-
certain. Kespiration may be paralysed
without general convulsions ; the pulse is

quickened, from paralysis of the inhibitory

action of the pneumogastric nerve on the
heart ; and the arterial pressure is increased.

After very large doses the arterial pressure

may be diminished, with jjaralysis of all parts

containing mvoluntary muscular fibre. Se-

cretion is diminished. The pupil is dilated

—

apparently by a direct influence of the poison

on the centres or nervous arrangements in

the iris itself, as the effect may be observed
even in an eye removed from the head.

Hyoscyanaine, and Hyoscine, the alka-

loids of Hyoscyamus niger, and Daturine,
the alkaloid of Datura stramonium, have
actions allied to the action of atropine.

5. Digitalin (C.-H^fiy,)—the so-called ac-

tive principle of Digitalis purpurea, jirobably

a mixture of several bodies. A large dose
causes slowing of the heart. If the dose be
increased, the heart is arrested in diastole, and
will not respond to direct excitation. With
medium doses there is a period of acceleration

of the heart, but this period maj' rapidly pass

into that of slowness just mentioned. This
effect on the heart has not yet been clearly

accounted for, and it reinains to be decided
whether it be due to the influence of the

drug on the terminations of the pneumo-
gastric, or of the sympathetic, or on the

intracardiac ganglia themselves. Coincident
with the action on the heart, the smaller
arteries are contracted, and the arterial ten-

sion is increased. Digitalis would appear to

have little effect on involuntary muscle, but it

exerts a potent action on voluntary muscle,
which, after small doses, becomes feeble in

contractile power, while large doses may
abolish contractility altogether.

6. Physostigmine, or Eserine, (C.^H.,;

N3O,)—the active substance of Physostigma
venenosum, or Calabar bean. As has been
pointed out by Professor Fraser, this alkaloid

has an action antagonistic to that of atropine.

Sensibility and consciousness remain until

death ; the voluntary muscles are paralysed

;

involuntary muscles are said to show tetanic

contractions ; respiration is at first acceler-

ated, and afterwards slowed ; the vessels

become alternately dilated and contracted

;

secretion, esiiecially that from the lachrymal
and salivai'v glands, is increased ; and the
pupil is contracted. Physostigmine appears
to paralj'se the anterior cornua of the spinal

cord.

7. Curare — a resinous substance, con-

taining an alkaloid. Curarine, of the com-
position C|,,H,jN, obtained from certain parts

of South America, and used by the natives

of these regions as an arrow-poison. It is

probably obtained from certain plants belong-

ing to the genera Strychnos and Paullinia.

Its distinctive physiological action is abolition

of the power o'f all voluntary movement, in

consequence of its action, as was proved by
Claude Bernard, upon the peripheral ter-

minations of motor nerves—the ' terminal
plates ' of muscle. Respiratory movements
are arrested as the result of paralysis of the

muscles of respiration, but the heart may
continue to beat for a considerable time. If

artificial respiration be established, the circu-

lation may be maintained for several hours,

while the animal is completely under the

influence of the substance. All the secretions

are increased, and the mean temperature falls.

8. Muscarine —the alkaloid of Agaricus
muscarius. It causes arrest of the heart's

action in diastole, an effect which may be
removed by the influence of atropine, thus

affording an instance of physiological an-

tagonism. In warm-blooded animals mus-
carine slows the heart's action ; the blood-

pressure falls; respiration is first embarrassed,
and may be completely arrested ; parts con-

taining involuntary muscle are in a state of

tetanic spasm ; the pupil is contracted ; and
secretion is increased.

9. Santonin (C,=,H,80.,)—the neutral crys-

talline prmciple of Artemisia maritima. This
drug may cause nausea, vomiting, halluci-

nations, vertigo, and a peculiar state of visual

sensation—the field of vision usually appear-

ing yellow, but sometimes violet. It is said

that the stage of violet rapidly passes into

that of yellow, and therefore it is probable

that santonin may first excite the retinal

fibres sensitive to violet (according to Thomas
Young's theory of colour-perception), and
afterwards paralyse them. In large doses,

santonin causes loss of consciousness, tetanic

convulsions, and death.

10. Ergotin—the so-called active prin-

ciple of Ergot. It causes contraction of

the smaller blood-vessels, contractions of the

uterus, and slowing of the pulse ; and the

animal may die in consequence of arrest of

the action of the heart.

11. Quinine (C,(,H.;,N.,Oj)—one of the al-

kaloids of Cinchona. In small doses quinine

accelerates the heart in the warm-blooded
animal ; in moderate doses it slows it ; and in

large doses it may an-est it, and cause con-

vulsions and death. Research shows that its

action is essentially upon the central nervous
system. It destroys all microscopic animal
organisms, apparently killing vibrios, bacteria,

and amoebae ; but it seems to be without
action on humble organisms belonging to the

vegetable kingdom. It arrests the move-
ments of all kinds of protoplasm, including

those of the colourless corpuscles of the

blood. It arrests fermentative processes

which depend on the i^resence of animal or

vegetable organisms, but it does not interfere

with the action of digestive fluids.

12. Nicotine (C,oH,^N„)—the alkaloid of

Tobacco. It stimulates and then paralyses
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the secretory nerves of glands, and also the

nerv'es of involuntary nuisdos. It causes

cold sweats, a feeble circulation, and faint-

ing ; a large dose causes death by failure of

respiration, attended by severe convulsions.

The blood-prcssme falls at first, but it may
then rise, and the pulse-rate is rapid. Nico-

tine first stimulates and tlien paralyses the

ends of the va^'i in the heart.

13. Cocaine (G,;H.,,NO,)— from Ery-
throxylon coca. This is a local ana-sthetic,

acting on the terminations of the nerves of

the skin and of mucous mcnd)rancs. Its

general action resembles that of caffeine, in

small doses lessening fatigue, in larger doses

causing weariness, deafness, and inability to

think clearly. Its action is first on the cere-

brum, then on the medulla, and lastly on
the spinal cord. Very large doses may cause

convulsions, of cerebral origin, or due to

paralysis of the respiratory centre ; the

sensoi'y columns of the cord are paralysed,

while the motor are unaffected. Small doses

raise the blood-pressure and quicken the

pulse ; large doses have the reverse effect.

The secretions are generally diminished.

1-t. Pilocarpine (C,,H,,N,0,,)- fi-om Pilo-

carpus pennatifolius or Jaborandi. Pilocar-

pine stimulates the secretory nerves of glands,

causing especially copious secretion from the

saHvary and sweat-glands. It also increases

the secretion from the bronchial maicous

membrane, from the glands of the stomach
and intestines, and from the kidneys. It

does not increase the secretion of bile, and
its action on the mammary gland is uncertain.

In large doses it may cause unsteadiness of

movement, with a tendency to rotate, twitch-

ings of muscles, shivering, and dyspncea,

showing an action on nerve-centres. In
these circumstances the pupil is contracted.

and there is indistinct vision, from spasm of

the ciliary muscle. Large doses paralj'se

the vagus endings in the heart, and there

may also be spasmodic contractions of the

muscular walls of the stomach, intestmes,

and bladder. During profuse sweating the
temperature rises. There may be death from
sudden collapse.

15. Strophanthin (C„.,H,„0« ?) — the ac-

the princij'le of Strophanthus hispidns. It

resembles digitalin in its general action : it

stimulates all striated muscles; in large doses,

it may arrest the heart in systole ; and it

also acts as a diuretic.

John G. McKendrick.

ALLANTIASIS (aXXaf, forced meat).—
Sausage-poisoning. Sec roisoNOUS Food.

ALLEGHANY SPRINGS, in Mont-
gomery county, Virginia, U.S.A.—
Calcic or earthy waters. See Mineral
Waters.

ALLEVAUD, in France (Isere).—
Sulphxir waters. See Mineral Waters.
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ALLOCHIRIA (.IXUt, another ; and
Xf'ti'^ till- hand I. -A peculiar disturbance of
cutaneous sensibility in which a tactile

sensation is referred to another part of the
body than the seat of actual impression ; or
to a corresponding part of the opposite side of
the body. S'-c Sensation, Disorders of.

ALOPECIA— .SVc Baldness.

ALOPECIA AREATA (aA^nr,^, a fox).

Synon. : Area; Alopecia circiimscripta

;

Porrigo decalvans. Fr. Alopecic ; Ger.
Fuchstditde,

Definition.— .\ non-contagious atrophic
disease of the hair, distinguished by the
rapid development of more or less circular

bald jiatches ; in rare cases the baldness is

general.

Symptoms.—Alopecia areata is most com-
mon on the scalp, and is generally limited to

that region, the occiput being the part most
frequently affected. In some instances the
beard and eyebrows suffer, and in very
rare cases the whole of the hair is lost.

Alopecia areata is usually confined either

to a single round, perfectly bald spot, or to

several spots irregularly scattered about the

scalp ; when, however, the disease attacks

the occiput, it is often rouglily sj-mmetrical.

The same remark applies to the ej-ebrows
and eyelashes, and to all very severe cases,

which have a strong tendency to become
symmetrical. A characteristic feature of the

disease is the ra])idity with which the hair

falls otT over a limited area, leaving very few,

if any, stumps on the bald patch, which is

bomided by hair of apparently natural growth.

When, however, the hair round the area

comes out very easily, it may safely be pre-

dicted that the spot wdll increase in size.

The part affected is sometimes pinker than
the surrounding akin, but much more com-
monly it is of the same colour, or jialer.

There is sometimes a slight atrophy of the

skin, as well as of the hair, so that the area

has a shallow, cupped character ; this is com-
paratively rare, and therefore cannot be due
simply to the loss of hair.

^Etiology and Pathology.—The causes

of alopecia areata are not known. The im-
mediate origin of the disease is probably
some nerve-disturbance, leading to atrojihy of

the roots of the hair and sometimes of the

skin. This view is confirmed by the fact that

there is occasionally, though rarely, a tem-
porary loss of sensibility over the area ; and
even when this is not the case, the skin is less

sensitive to irritants than is normal. Some-
times the loss of iiair is preceded by neuralgic

pains, or tenderness on pressure, but more
commonly there arc no subjective sensations.

The disease is rather more common in child-

hood and youth than in middle life, while

it is seldom seen in old age ; the writer

has, however, met with one case in a man
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over seventy years of age, who completely re-

covered. Alopecia is probably equally common
in males and females, though on this point
there is some difference of opinion. The old

idea that the disease was due to a parasitic

fungus has now been given up, in consequence
of the complete failure of all attempts to

demonstrate the fungus ; moreover many of

the clinical features of the disease, especially

its great liability to recur after complete
absence for perhaps years, is not at all in

accordance with a parasitic origin. There is

certainly sometimes a family tendency to

alopecia. In extreme cases of alopecia areata,

in which all the hair is lost, the nervous origin

of the disease is geiierally admitted.
With regard to its morbid anatomy, it may

be said that it is often ditheult to tind stumps,
but when present they are very charac-

teristic. They are also sometimes valuable

for the purpose of differential diagnosis, since

they are unlike the stumps of ringworm,
being straight and thicker at the free end
than at the point of insertion, which is con-
tracted into a sort of neck, ending in a small,

rounded, atrophied root. A very slight

amount of traction removes them entire ; in

this resjject they differ much from ordinary
ringworm stumps.

Diagnosis.—Ringworm is the only disease

which is liable to be mistaken for alopecia

areata. The difficulty arises thus : in com-
mon ringwoi'm, either from treatment or

from some other unknown cause, the hair
sometimes falls rapidly off instead of breaking
as it usually does. When the hair comes
out in this way, with root attached, a smooth
bald spot is left, exactly like alopecia areata

;

under these circumstances, unless a stump
can be obtained for examination, the diagno-
sis is very difficult. The presence of other
cases of ringworm in the same house, and
the history of the patient, may be a guide to

diagnosis.

Dr. Crocker mentions a very interesting

and instructive series of cases of ' eight

children in one family, who, while at the sea-

side, had each a few small jierfectly bald
spots on their heads ; they were quite bare
from the first, and never larger than half-an-

inch in diameter.' After a time the governess
contracted the disease, which was believed by
her doctor to be alopecia areata, and not con-
tagious ; she, however, slept with her sister,

who afterwards showed similar spots. Dr.
Crocker says : 'The hairs round were loose :

there were no short hairs, but one pulled out
of the border showed distinct fungus-elements,
indistinguishable from tinea tonsurans. In
no case were there more than three spots,

and they were all small. In one child there

was a history of a red ring on the side of

the cheek.' The writer has himself met with
three similar examples. The first was in a
school of about forty-five girls, where there
were upwards of twenty girls affected with

small bald spots on the head, mostly free from
stumps ; there were, however, in a few cases

a sutiicient number of stumps fuU of ring-

worm fungus to make the diagnosis certain.

The medical officer to the school correctly

diagnosed ringworm, although the appearance
of most of the children would have deceived

anyone had the cases occurred singlij. The
second instance was m a boys' school, in

which sixteen or seventeen cases of bale?

spots on the head occurred. The writer saw
in the first instance only two boys, who were
sent to him before it was known that any
others in the school were affected. Both
boys had small bald spots like area, but on
one of the spots were ringworm stumps.
The writer recommended that all the boys in

the school should have their heads examined

;

this was done, and then many others were
found to have bald spots. He subsequently

saw one or two other boys from the same
school with bald spots, which he had no
doubt, under the circmnstances, were ring-

worm. In this instance the disease had been
called alopecia areata, and pronounced not

contagious. The third case was in a family
of children.

There is one point especially worthy of

notice in all these curious outbreaks of hald
ringworm: the spots were for the most part

small, and by no means always circular at

the margin, like area. On the contrary, some
of the spots were angular, and others narrow
and long like scars ; indeed the shapes of the

bald spots were in most cases not like those

of typical area, although in every other

respect there was a very close resemblance,

so that it would be almost impossible to

diagnose an isolated case as tinea tonsurans,

unless some of the affected hairs remained. A
favourable point in these cases is that when
the hairs have all been shed, the risk of

further contagion is much diminished ; on the

other hand, the disease spreads very rapidly

at first, for every hair that is shed is a centre

of infection.

Treatment.—The prognosis in most cases

of alopecia areata is favourable, but the

disease is very tedious. The treatment is

partly local and partly general ; the local

treatment consists in the application of stimu-

lating remedies to the bald patch, of which
the best is cantharides. The acetum can-

tharidis, diluted with one or two parts of

sjiirit, and painted on daily with a camel's-

hair brush, answers very well. The lotion

used should not be strong enough to blister,

because its daily use cannot then be con-

tinued. Of ointments, the chrysophanic acid

is the most useful, but it is disagreeable. The
general treatment should consist of suitable

tonics, and wine or beer, with plenty of rest

and change of air. Continued physical

fatigue appears in many cases to favour the

development of alopecia areata.

Egbert Liveing.
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ALPHOS and ALPHOIDES (.iXt^ir,

whiti'l.—TiTiiis siL;iut'\ iiij,' wliitc tuul whitc-

lookiuf^, associati'd with the whiteness of

the (Uses of coiiuiion })S()riasis : hence lepra

alphas and lepra alphoidcs. See Psoriasis.

ALPHOSIS (<iX0of, white).— Wiiteness,

or the process of turning white. See
ACHROMA.

ALTERATIVES.—Definition.—Medi-
cinis which gradually restore the nutrition of

the body to a healthy condition, without pro-

ducing evacuations, or immediately exerting

any verj' evident action upon the nervous
system.

Enumeration.—The principal alteratives

ftre— Nitric and Nitro-hydrochloric acids;

Chlorine and Chlorides ; Iodine and Iodides
;

Sulphur and Sulphides; Potassium and its

salts ; Mercury and its salts ; Phosphorus
and Hypophosphites; Antimony; Arsenic;

Taraxacum ; Sarsaparilla ; Hemidesmus
;

Guaiacum ; Colchicum ; and IMezereon.

Action.—Healthy nutrition depends on the

digestion of the food, its assimilation by the
tissues, the decomposition of the tissues

during the exercise of their fnnctions, and
the removal of their waste products being
performed in a proper manner—in due pro-

portion one to another. If the food is not
properly digested, as in dyspepsia ; or is not
properly assimilated, as in diabetes ; if the
tissues break up too rapidly, as in fever ; or

if the waste products are not properly re-

moved, as in some cases of kidney-disease,

nutrition suffers. Digestion and excretion

may be improved by tonics, purgatives, and
diuretics ; but alteratives seem to exert their

action upon assimilation and tissue-change.

The digestion of food is effected by means of

ferments, such as those of the salivary glands,

stomach, pancreas, &c. Some also of the
changes, such as the conversion of glycogen
into sugar, which the food xmdergoes after

absorption in the liver, and even certain so-

called vital actions— such as the coagulation
of the blood— are produced by a similar

agency. It is not improbable that the histo-

lytic changes in the tissues are also effected

by ferments. They do not depend upon oxi-

dation, for although during health the pro-

ducts of tissue-decomposition are oxidised as
fast as they are formed, yet under certain

circumstances the tissues are split up so
rapidly that the products which they yield
are only partially oxidised. This is seen in

poisoning by antimony, arsenic, and still

more markedly by phosphorus, where such
tissues as the nniscles become decomposed,
yielding nitrogenous substances, such as
leucin, tyrosin, or urea, and fat. The former
are excreted in the urine ; while the last,

instead of imdergoing combustion, accunm-
lates in the place formerly occupied by the
muscidar tissue, which is accordingly said
to be m a state of fatty degeneration. It is

possible then, although by no means certain,

that alteratives intlucnce nutrition, either

by modifying the activity of ferments, or by
altering the susceptibility of the tissues to

their action.

Mercurials in purgative doses, taraxacum,
nitric and nitro-hydrochloric acids, probably
act by modifying the digestion of the food

in the upper part of the small intestine, or

by affecting the changes which it imdergoes
in the liver after absorption. Potash has pro-

bably an action on the muscles. Antimony,
arsenic, and phosphorus es])ecially affect the

nervous and cutaneous systems. Mercury
has a peculiar power of breaking up newly-
formed fibrinous deposits, and particularly

syphilitic growths. Iodine, iodides, and
probably chlorides, act upon the lymphatic
system and promote absorption.

Uses.— Purgative doses of mercurials,

taraxacum, nitric and nitro-hydrochloric

acids are useful in cases of frontal headache,

general malaise, and depression of spirits,

associated witli s\-mptoms of so-called bilious-

ness, or with the appearance of lu'ates or of

oxalates in the urine. Potash and colchicum
are employed in the treatment of gout.

Phosphorus and arsenic are used in cases of

nervous debility, as well as in nervous dis-

eases, such as neuralgia and chorea, in which
antimony is also serviceable. Arsenic is also

given in diseases of the skin; and antimony
in inflammatioi: of the mucous membrane of

the bronchi. Mercury in alterative (that is.

small) doses, which are absorbed into the

circulation without purging, is used to break
up newly-deposited fibrinous masses, as in

iritis, pericarditis, &c., and to coimteract the

effect of syphilitic virus upon the soft tissues

in the secondary- stage of this disease. Iodine

and iodides act on the lymphatic system, and
are useful in removing glandular swellings.

By stimulating the absorbent system they
may also assist in the removal of the fibrinous

deposits and syphilitic growths disintegrated

by merciu'v. The iodides are sometimes
given in the secondary, but are still more
valuable in the tertiary, stage of syphilis.

T. Laudkk Pulnton.

ALVENEU, in Switzerland. — Sul-

phur waters, and chalybeate water, with iodine

and couuuon salt. See Mineral ^VATERS.

ALVEOLAR —A word used in path-

ology as descriptive of any morbid growth
which consists of small cavities or spaces

(alveoli), usually occupied by contents, and
bounded by walls formed of cells or fibres.

Alveolar cancer is the most familiar applica-

tion of the term, being a synonj-m for

colloid cancer. Sec Cancer.

AMAUROSIS (dfjLtwpuxrii, a darkening

or dulling of the sight.)—1)EFIXITI0N.—This

term cannot be strictly defined. Literally, it

means an obscurity of vision, a state of blind'
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ness, in the popular sense of the term, whereby
nothing more is learnt than that the patient

cannot see well enoilgh for practical purposes,

and is thereby unfitted for the usual occupa-

tions of life. Besides this, it is always tacitly

understood that an external observation of

the organ of vision, during the life of the

patient, does not reveal any ostensible cause

of blindness. It is further understood that

the use of glasses is no remedy in amaiu-otic

cases. It is rather the kind, than the degree,

of blindness that is called amaurotic ; but it

must be observed that lesser degrees of blind-

ness, of the amaurotic type, are generally,

vaguely and indefinitely, called amhh/ojnc.
Etiology.—The causes of amaurosis have

been more recently specifically attributed to

morbid conditions of the percij)ient nervous
apparatus of the eye. All cases are excluded
in which, in the present state of science, and
iising the ophthalmoscope, we can see any
morbid condition. But very few cases are

now, in the statistical tables of the chief eye-

hospitals, included under the head amau-
rosis. Some few cases seem likely, at least

for some time to come, to be called by this

term. The ophthalmoscope has enabled us
more acciu-ately to classify a large majority of

the cases formerly called amaurotic. Many
new names are tlius emploj'ed whereby we
gain more definite information. If only, as in

some of them {e.g. ' white atrophy '), we have
substituted the name of a particular ophthal-

moscopic sign for an indefinite symptom, at

least we can speak more accurately of the

part that is or has been diseased—of the

retina, or of the ocular end of the optic nerve.

In a large majority of the cases commonly
classed as those of amaurosis, it is foimd
ophthalmosco])ically that there is ' white
atrophy ' of the optic nerves. The ' discs

'

are nearly or quite bloodless—white, not
pinky-white ; and the nerve-fibres going to

the retinae, being more or less wasted, there

is some excavation of the discs, perhaps
so much that the lamina cribrosa, in one or

both, is exposed to view, while the retinal

vessels are somewhat diminished in size.

The causes of this condition are, most com-
monly, intracranial tumours or other diseases

which uiduce pressure upon the optic nerve,

or lead to an extension of inflammation,
followed by cedema or double optic neuritis

(descending), these terminating in the atro-

phy and amaurosis. The nerve-disease is

often due to syijhilis. But some eases of

white atrophy occur in which there has
been no precedent neuritis. Of such ' tobacco
amaurosis ' is an example, in which, unless

smoking be given uj), by an idiosyncrasy of

the patient, he soon becomes blind. But
nerve-atrophy or inflammation should be no
longer called amaurosis—they have obtained
a better nomenclature. The preceding stages

of the diseases causing them, if, as is rarely

the case, vmaccompanicd bj' any definite

ophthalmoscopiic signs, and yet producing a

considerable amount of blindness, may, for

want of better knowledge, at present bo
called amaurotic. Other such cases include
those reported as snow-blindness ; those in

which blindness has been produced by a light-

ning-flash near the eye or by a blow on the
eye without other mischief resulting ; disuse
of an eye in children, as in some neglected
squmt cases ; irritation from some branches
of the fifth nerve (dental caries, &c.) ; anaemia
after excessive losses of blood; suppression
of menses ; blood-poisoning by tobacco, lead,

quinine ; uraemia ; and some cases of cere-

bral apoplexy. Embolism of the central

artery of the retina occurs, but it is easy of
diagnosis with the ophthalmoscope, and
therefore should not be called amaurotic.
The writer does not think there are any
cases of long-standing blindness that show
no ophthalmoscopic changes
Symptoms and Diagnosis.—There is one

symptom of amaurotic blindness, affecting

both eyes, which is noteworthy, as consti-

tuting, prima facie, a general distinction

between it and the other cases of blindness
not of nervous origin : the gait and general
aspect of the patient are peculiar—he is hesi-

tating and hopeless-looking. He no more
tries to see objects. He holds up his head ; the
eyes are open and turned upwards. He feels

his way with his feet, and his hands are ex-

tended before him. He does not look to-

wards you, or at anything in particular. But
amaurosis does not by any means imply a
similar state of vision in both eyes, nor that

the blindness is to be taken m the ophthal-

mological sense, i.e. wanting perception of

light. It would be well if any less degree
of imperfection of vision, without evident

cause, might be called amblyopic, but the

two eyes must be considered separately.

To diagnose the absence or presence of a

power of perception of light, the patient should

be placed opposite to a bright light, such as

a gas-lamp, and near to it, but not so near
that he can feel the heat of it; the light is

then turned up and down, and it is fully ex-

posed and obscured, and the patient is asked
many times, in quick succession, if he sees

light or not. Any other blindness than this

of absolute amaurosis, or originating in any
other diseases than those of the percipient

nervous apparatus of the eye, is never so great

as to prevent the perception of light. If the

patient can distinguish hght from darkness, we
next test whether he can see shadows of some
small objects—of the hand, or of one finger

only, passed between him and the burning
light, or the light of the window only. If

he can see to count fingers, his blindness

is insufficient to indicate what is called

amaurosis. Another pomt in the diagnosis

of amaurosis is that, oi^hthalmoscopicaUy,

the appearance of the fundus of the eye is

normal, or such as, independent of errors of
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refraction, we find in other cases conipatilile

with standard vision, or at least with a lair

auioinit of useful vision. This will allow of

a considerable latitude, and will not include

any slijjht or inia<;inarv liyjierR'niia or an-

aemia of the optic disc, any i)liysiolo>^ical ex-

cavations of the same, or confjenital opacities

of the retina. The pupil of the att'ected

eye is, if the other be perfectly excluded
from light or vision, nearly always dilated to

almost the jjreatest extent, though atropine

dilates it yet more fully ; and it is tixed, being
insensible to light.

Prognosis.—After a due consideration of

the cases thus classed together—and they
are very nnlUie in fact, and often very ob-

scure—we may say generally, that if the

blindness bo of one eye only, sudden and
recent, the prognosis is hopeful ; but if both
eyes are affected, and the disease, whatever
it may be, is of steadj' progress and of long
standing, it is very serious. The cases of

amaurosis are very rare indeed in which
vision is perfectly restored; most of them
end fatally to vision, or would so end but
that the disease is sooner fatal to life.

Treatment. — This must necessarily be
varied according to the cause of the amau-
rotic condition. For instance, if there is

intracranial disease, treatment directed there-

to must be followed out ; and should there
be indications of syphilis, iodide of potas-

sium and small doses of mercury must
be given for some time. When amaurosis
depends on any injurious habit, such as

smoking, this must be relinquished. Large
doses of strychnine and iron are useful m
advanced white atrophy.

J. F. Streatfeild.

AMBLYOPIA («^.3Xua)7r<'a, dim-sighted-
ness).— C)liscurity of vision. See Amaurosis.

AMBULANCE {ambulo, I move about).

Synon. : Vr. Ambulance ; Gcr. Fcldlazareth.
Definition.—A term adopted from the

French word, which signifies the movable
hosyiital of an army.
The use of an ambulance is to convey from

place to place those who are sick, wounded,
or otherwise incapable of moving.

Description.^—An ambulance consists of a
vehicle or caravan, upon or within which one
or more stretchers can be laid or fixed.

Stretchers.— It is important that stretchers

should be of uniform pattern, so as to admit
of easy transference from one carriage to

another. Each stretcher consists of two
poles kept apart by metal traverses, support-
ing a canvas stretched between. The length
of a stretcher (7 ft. 9 in.) is often inconvenient
when conveying a patient through passages or
up staircases. To obviate this ditiiculty, the
poles of stretchers used for civil ambulances
shoidd be made of metal tube capable of
being telescoi)ed.

The vehicles or carriage-frames are of two
kinds: (1) those for hand ambulances; and
(2) those for horse ambulances.

1. Hand ambulances, or litters, of which
there are several varieties, consist of a
skeleton carriage, firmly supported on easy
springs, ami provided with two, three, or four
wheels.

Upon a framework thus formed, the
stretcher fits, and is immovably fixed by
straps or bolts. The carriage is made with a
view to convenience of size and lightness of
structure, consistently with strength. Facility

in turning should be secured. A complete
covering or hood protects the patient from
exposure. In all ambulances special caro
should be taken, by springs and other con-
trivances, to prevent the suffering caused by
jolting.

2. Horse ambulances are used for (a) civil,

and (i) militar}' purposes.

(a) The first of these, as used in towns, are
drawn by one horse. They usually consist

of coaches which are unliued, so as to allow of

washing and complete disinfection. One or

two doors are placed behind, through which
a stretcher or bed may slide on to a shelf,

occupying about one lateral half of the interior

of the coach. A seat for an attendant com-
pletes the fittings.

Ambulances for civil purposes should be
easily obtainable at hospitals, police-stations,

and other recognised centres.

{b) i'.lilitarii ambulances, more commonly
termed ambulance waggons, consist of a wood-
framed body provided with a cover, curtains,

and hood of canvas extended on a skeleton-

framed roof. They carry likewise a reservoir

for water. These ambulances are drawn by
two or more horses. In the English army
they are arranged to carry two patients on
stretchers, and live others less seriously

injured, two in fi'ont and three behind. In
the German army they accommodate four

stretchers—two on the floor of the waggon,
and two on a plane above—besides five other
persons slightly woimded.

Ambulance Field Hospital. — Captain
Tomkins, of the Victoria IJitles, and the

WTiter have designed an ambulance waggon
which supports on its exterior a folding

double tent 35 x 22 feet. Twenty folded

stretchers, each convertible into a bedstead,

one foot high by two feet two inches wide,

line the sides of the waggon. There are

also provided the requisites for twenty beds,

surgical instruments and api)liances, a fur-

nace for cooking and for warming the tent

in winter, together with rations for three

daj's. This arrangement obviates the neces-

sity for assistance from the main army.
For this Hospital the Empress Augusta

Prize and Gold Medal for prompt assistance

to the wounded on the field of battle were
awarded. A. T. Norton.
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AMBULANT (amhulo, I move about).

Moving, unfixed, shifting. Applied to dis-

eases that shift from one part to another,
such as erysipelas'; in connexion with
blisters applied in succession to different

parts of the body, also called ' flying

blisters
' ; and to moving or ' field

'

hospitals, as distinguished from fixed or
' base ' hospitals.

AMBULATORY {amhulo, I move
about).—A term used in connexion with mild
or latent cases of acute diseases, in which the
patient continues to walk about, or woi-k, up
to a late period of the attack, as in typhoid
fever

—

typhus amhulans s. ambulator ius.

See Typhoid Fevee.

AMELIE-LES-BAINS, in France
(Pyrenees).—Thermal sulphur waters and
climatic health-resort. See Mineral Waters,
and Climate, Treatment of Disease by.

AMENORRHCEA (a, priv.
; fi^f, a

month ; and peo, 1 flow).—Absence of the

menstrual flow during any portion of the
period of life when it ought to be present.

See Menstruation, Disorders of.

AMENORRHCEAL INSANITY.—
See Insanity.

AMENTIA (a, priv. ; and /xfi'oy, the
mind).— An obsolete term for dementia.
See Dementia.

AMNESIA (<'ifjivr](Tia, forgetfulness ; Fr.

Amnesie ; Ger. Gediiclitnisswache).—A gene-

ral term signifying loss or defect of memory

;

commonly, however, used in reference to one
particular class of defect of memory, viz., that

for words {amnesia verbalis). Sometimes
there is a mere forgetfulness of proper names

;

sometimes a substitution of wrong words ; at

other times the pronunciation of a meaning-
less jargon, not at all representing words. The
production of these defects is due to disease

in different parts of the brain, owing to the

memories of words being threefold—auditory,

^ isual, and kiniEsthetic. See Aphasia.

AMCEBA COLI.—A species of amoeba,
found in connexion with ulceration of the

colon and with tropical abscess of the liver.

Sec Entozoa.

AMPHORIC.—A peculiar hollow metal-
lic sound, elicited occasionally by percussion,

but more commonly heard in auscultation.

Amphoric breath-soimd resembles that pro-

duced by blowing into an empty glass or

metallic vessel with a narrow neck {ani-

phora). See Physical Examination.

AMYGDALITIS {amijgdalce., the ton-

sils).—A synonym for inflammation of the

tonsils. See Tonsils, Diseases of.

AMYLOID DISEASE {a,xv\ov, starch).

The name given by Virchow to albuminoid
disease, from the belief that the material
characteristic of this morbid condition is of

the nature of starch or cellulose. See
Albuminoid Disease.

AMYOTROPHIC {h, priv.; fivs, a
muscle ; and rpo^ij, nutrition).—Associated
with muscular wasting. See Spinal Cord,
Diseases of.

ANEMIA (a, priv, ; and alfia, blood).

—

Synon. : Spanaemia ; Hydroemia ; Oligaemia ;

Aglobulism. Fr. Anemie ; Ger. Andmie

;

Blutarmuth.
Definition. — Deficiency of blood in

quantity, either general or local ; also,

deficiency of the most important constituents

of the blood, particularly albuminous sub-
stances and red corpuscles.

This definition is purely pathological, and
the condition thus expressed jjresents many
varieties, anaemia in the widest sense of the

term including oligaemia, oligocythaemia,

hydrsemia, and spanaemia, as well as

chlorosis {see Chlorosis, Hydr-emia,
Spanaemia, Oligocythemia; and Blood,
Morbid Conditions of). From the clinical

point of view, anaemia is a condition of

system in which impoverishment of the
blood, whether from want or from waste, is

associated with symptoms of imperfect dis-

charge of the vital functions.

Etiology.—The causes of anaemia are
generally multiple and complex. First, the
sup2Jly of blood to the body may be insuf-

ficient, and that from a variety of causes,

of which the chief are :—derangements of

alimentation, including insufficient food,

constipation, and morbid states of the

lymj)hatic and blood-glands ; such defective

hygienic conditions affecting tlie formation
and nutrition of the blood as want of light,

air, and muscular exercise
; prolonged

exposure to the influence of certain poisons,

as lead, mercury, and malaria ; and, lastly,

interference with the free circulation of the
blood by cardiac or vascular disease;.such as

valvular disease or dilatation of the heart and
aneurysm of the aorta. Secondly, the con-

sumption of blood may be increased by
haemorrhage ; by profuse discharges, such as

suppuration, catarrh, and albuminuria ; by
rapid growth and development ; by frequent

pregnancy and superlactation ; by excessive

muscular exertion ; and by the presence of

pyrexia, or of new growths, which rob the

system of nutritive material. In a third

group of cases of anaemia both the supply
and the consumption are at fault. Thus
derangement of the organs and of the

whole process of sanguification is frequently

associated with profuse discharges from
various parts ; and in acute febrile diseases,

malignant diseases, and the ' chronic consti-

tutional diseases,' such as syphilis, tuber-

culosis, Bright's disease, albuminoid disease,

Addison's disease, and others, the cause of

the anaemia is extremely complex. But the

majority of the cases of ansmia that aro
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rejianlcd and treated as such, fall into the

class to which the name of idinpathic has

been applied. In such cases the aniPmic

condition is duo, not to any disease so called,

but to disturbance of nutrition trenerally

—

that is, of the healthy relation between the

demands of the system and the supplj' of

nutrient material. This condition occurs

chiefly in children and younjj women, at the

period of bodily growth and of the develop-

ment and early activity of the sexual

functions ; and when, as so frequently and
imfortunateh' happens, the air, light, food,

occupation, and nervous relations of the

individual are all more or less unhealthy.
|

Anatomical Characters.—The blood suf-

fers tliree principal chanjjes in declared

anxmia, namely: (I) deficiency in amount
(oligiemia) ; (2) deficiency in red corpuscles

or haemoglobin (oligocythsemia, aglobulism) ; i

and (8) deficiency in albuminous constituents

(hypalbuminosis). Of these oligaemia is the

simplest, and pei'haps never occurs alone
;

it is speedily complicated with aglobulism,

which is a very early and common, as well

as the most obstinate, change in the blood.

Hj'palbuminosis is the most advanced and
perhaps the most serious alteration of the

three (see Blood, Jlorbid Conditions of).

The blood is scanty and pale ; has a

diminished specific gi-avity ; and coagulates

slowly and loosely, or in aggravated cases

not at all, settling into tliree layers—consist-

ing respectively of red corpuscles, white
corpuscles, and plasma. The body presents

certain changes directly due to the state of

the blood. Whether the anemia be local or

general, the corresponding parts are blanched
and ' bloodless.' The cells of the tissues

become atrophied and degenerate, in con-

sequence of, and in proportion to, the inter-

ference with their plastic and functional

activity resjiectively ; and the so-called
' ana?mic ' form of fiitty heart, liver, kidneys,

and other organs, is the result. If death
occur suddenly from acute ansemia, the heart

is found empty and contracted.

Pathology.—When the volume of blood
in the body has been reduced by repeated
small ha'morrhages, the phenomena that

supervene, whilst they express the want of

blood as a whole, and of its several con-
stituents, are chiefly referable to the loss of

two of these constituents—the albuminous
substances and the red corpuscles or hsemo-
globin, that is, of the oxidisable and the
oxidising materials. The pathology of h\-p-

albuminosis and aglobulism is fully discussed
in the article on the morbid conditions of

the blood, to which the reader is referred.

The same effects will be produced by a drain
of the liquid part only of the blood, or by
poverty of the blood from any of the causes
enumerated above, .whether of the nature of
waste or of want ; inasmuch as loss of plasma
speedily affects the nutrition of the red cor-

puscles. These phenomena constitute the

symptoms of the ana>mic condition whatever
may be its cause ; their relative prominence
naturally var^-ing according to an immense
number of circumstances.

Symptoms.—The subjects of annemia are

usually girls and young women. Their
general appearance, wliicli is striking, is one
of pallor, debility, and variable loss of

feminine fulness. The visible parts of the

surface are pallid, often with a tinge of dusky
brown on the eyelids and the backs of the

hands ; the clearness of the complexion
varies with the normal pigmentation of the

body; the skin is soft, satiny, and rather

loose. The mucous surfaces also are blanched ;

the sclerotic is pearh' blue. The loss of flesh

may be moderate, or it may be considerable.

The extremities are cold, and the legs and
lower eyelids are often cedematous. PjTexia

is occasionally present, the temperature rising

as high as 10"2^ Fah. or even more. Bodily

strength is reduced ; muscular force is dimin-

ished, while myalgia is common ; an air of

languor and want of vigour pervades the

whole demeanom- ; and the patient is sleepy,

dull, and depressed. The subject ofanwmia
generally complains of weakness, various

pains about the body and head, and marked
shortness of breath on the least exertion. The
last symptom is unaccompanied bj' other

evidence of respiratory derangement ; in

character the breathing is regidar, and short

or even panting. The symptoms referable to

the circulation consist chiefly of palpitation

on exertion ; a tendency to faint ; and pain

or distress over the cardiac region. The
physical signs indicate cardiac enlargement of

variable degree. A rough systolic murmur is

usually heard over the pulmonary artery

;

a soft systolic murmur at the aortic base, in

the mitral area, possibly over the whole prie-

cordia, and even at the scapular apex; the

second sound is often universally accentuated.

Over the cervical vessels a systolic murmur
is commonly audible, followed by a sharp

sound ; in the neck a loud venous hum. The
cervical vessels may throb ; the radial pulse

is small, weak, and of variable but usually

increased frequency and suddenness. There
is a tendency to haemorrhages, especially

epistaxis ; and petechiie are occasionally ob-

served. The digestive system is markedly
affected, as shown by loss or perversion of

appetite ; an anaemic, often bare, but variable

tongue ; dyspepsia, nausea, and sickness

j

after meals or on rising; and constipation,

1
which is present in the majority of cases,

i

and is frequently prolonged and severe. The
1 menstrual functions are almost always de-

i
ranged : amenorrh(*a is common, in some

[

form ; menorrhagia is rare (except as a

cause of annemia) ; dysmenonhoea is fre-

quently associated ; and leucorrha^a is the

rule. The mine varies greatly. Headache,

tinnitus aurium, and other cerebral symiitouift
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are common. There may be swelling of the
optic disc. Blood drawn from the finger

presents aglobulism. See Hemacytometer.
Course and Terminations.—The course

of anaemia in this form is essentially slow and
progressive, unless it is checked; the duration
is perfectly indefinite. The course of the
symptomatic form will naturally vary with its

cause. Idiopathic anaemia rarely terminates
fatally ; and, when it does so, the event
maybe referred, with few exceptions, to some
complication. Occasionally, however, it pro-

gresses steadilj' to death. See Anemia, Per-
nicious.

Intercurrent diseases may be expected to

be severe in an anaemic condition, in propor-
tion to its degree.

Diagnosis.—Ansemia is generally recog-

nised with the greatest ease, and the chief

(|uestion of diagnosis relates to its cause.
Tlie first point to be determined, therefore, is

whether it is not symptomatic of soine more
grave state, such as tuberculosis, syphilis,

albuminoid disease, or some other of the
many possible causes of poverty of blood.

Having settled that the anaemia is idiopathic,
we must next exclude two diseases with
which it may be confounded, namely chlorosis
and leukaemia. Clilorosis, in which the
plasma is not considered to be altered, and
which possesses otherwise a special pathology,
is expressed by the yellow tint of skin, by
the absence of wasting and of dropsy, as well

as by other featm-es [see Chlorosis). The
diagnosis of pernicious anoemia is fully given
in the article on that subject. Leukaemia is

recognised by examination of the blood and
spleen. The starting-point of the blood-
change in idiopathic anaemia can only be
discovered by investigation of all the facts of

the case.

Prognosis.—Tlie prognosis of anaemia is

favourable as regards life. In simple anaemia
from loss of blood, the patient may be assured
of sjieedy and complete recovery. In idio-

pathic anaemia, however, this promise can be
given only when the cause can be removed
or avoided. Under favourable circumstances
and judicious treatment, improvement will

begin almost immediately; and health should
be restored after a few weeks or months.
Treatment.— The treatment of antemia,

when it is symj^tomatic of some more grave
condition, such as Bright's disease or phthisis,

does not require notice here. When blood has
been lost in serious quantity, without other
injury of consequence, it will be naturally
restored if but sufficient time be given, and
mterference otherwise avoided. Atteirtion

to the ordinary rules of health, abundance
of food and air, and moderate exercise, will

sm-ely, if slowly, restore the patient, without
(he administration of a single drug. Even
in this case, however, treatment may be of
great service, by arresting, if necessary, the
cause of the anjemia, such as menorrhagia or

epistaxis ; and by assisting nature, if the con-

dition should threaten at any time to become
intensified by its own effects.

But before the blood can be restored in the
large and ill-defined group of cases known as

idiopathic anaemia, the unhealthy influences

under which the patient is placed, and the
functional and other derangeinents, which
are visually accountable for the imperfect
sanguification, must be discovered and cor-

rected. Each case must be treated on its

own merits, routine being avoided. Where
the aetiology is complex, treatment must be
equally general, and the whole system of

life will have to be reformed. On the other

hand, in the I'apidly growing child and youth,

and still more in girls at puberty, the great

demand for nutritive material must be duly
considered, and every obstacle to its supply

removed. When other than direct discharges

are draining the blood they must be checked.

Lactation may have to be forbidden ; and
leucorrhoea and spermatorrhoea will some-
times demand local treatment.

The removal of the cause being thus made
the first element in treatment, means must
next be adopted for the restoration of the

blood. To accomplish this, it will be neces-

sary to bring the alimentary tract and the

organs of sanguification into a healthy state.

Dyspepsia and constipation require imme-
diate treatment. The best plan is to begin

with a brisk purge, and to follow this up
with a course of iron and aloes (in various

combinations) every night, the pill form being

generally preferred, so as to secure one, and
only one, daily evacuation of the bowels.

Therewith a bitter and alkaline stomachic
mixture may be given before meals for a few
weeks. The food must be carefully ordered,

so that it shall not only supply the albu-

minous elements that are specially deficient

in the blood, but be retained, digested, and
absorbed.

The pi'ocess of sanguification may be suc-

cessfully assisted by means of drugs. Iron

is the sovereign remedy for aglobulism ; and,

practically speaking, it speedily becomes a

question in the medicinal treatment of a case

of anaemia in what form iron is to be given.

The compound ii'on mixture of the pharma-
copoeia, perhaps, answers more frequently

than any other ; but, on the one hand, when
there is constipation, as is so often the case,

combinations of aloes and iron in pill, or a

mixture containing the protosulphate with
purgative saline sulphates, will be more suit-

able for a time ; on the other hand, when
there is a tendency to discharges, the per-

salts with bitters, combined, if necessary,

with sulphate of magnesium, will answer the

purpose better. Compounds of iron with

quinine or strychnine should be given in cases

where less marked anaemia occurs in older

subjects, with nervous depression and general

want of vigour. In special cases the ferrum
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redactum.snccharatctl carbonate, or the vinum
ferri (witli compound decoction of aloes in

coustii>at(Hl subjects), animoiiio-citrato of

iron, or lihiud's pill inaj' bo ordered. Some
patients cannot take iron except in tlio etler-

vcscinfj form ; others only if it is presented

to them highly diluted—for instance, as a few
drops of the tincture of the perchloride in a

{jlass of water. To meet tliis ditliculty, as

well as to secure the benefit of many other

recuperative influences, a course of chalybeate

waters may be the best means that can be

devised {sec Mineral Waters). The addi-

tion of arsenic to the iron is invaluable in

many cases ; in other instances arsenic alone,

siven as Fowler's solution, proves eminently
successful after iron has failed. According
to some authorities, manganese assists the

action of iron. Cod-liver oil is sometimes pre-

scribed with success. Other symptoms must
be treated on ordinary princiiiles. Uterine
complaints demand special attention ; and
bromides, ergot, opium, and other sedatives

and astringents are indicated where excite-

ment and excessive discharge are present.

Whilst these dietetic and medicinal mea-
sures are being carried out, it is impossible

to insist too strongly upon attention to bodily

and mental hygiene : the use of the tepid

morning bath ; the proper disposal of time in

relation to exercise, education, and amuse-
ment ; healthy clothing, or rather 'dress';

the avoidance of unwliolesome excitement

;

early hours, and suflicient sleep. In a large

number of cases change of air fulfils many
of these conditions. On the other hand, in

acute anaemia, as well as in severe cases of

every kind, rest in bed is imperative for a few
days. Time is an essential element in the

cure. A frequent cliange in the form of the
medicinal remedies is also advisable.

J. Mitchell Bruce.

ANiEMIA, LYMPHATIC—A form
of auainia which is associated with a pecu-
liar attection of the lymphatic system. See
Lymphadexoma.

ANEMIA, PERNICIOUS.—Synon.:
Fr. AncDuc jjovaruuse ^;(•0(7/^'6i^l'e ; Ger.
Progressive jJerniciose Andinie.

Definition. — A progressive hsemolytic
jirocess affecting both sexes, especially in

middle life, characterised by fatty degenera-
tion of the heart and retinal ha;morrhages,
and in nearly all cases terminating fatally.

Pernicious anaemia includes two varieties :

the primary, essential, or 'idiopathic aniemia'
of Addison ; and the denteropathic, SJ^nptom-
atic, or secondary antcmia of German authors.
The clinical svinptoms in the two varieties
are, on the whole, alike. Whilst it is possible
that pernicious anwmia is really not a dis-

ease jier se, but a group of symptoms, j-et for

clinical purposes these svTnptoms are con-
stant enough to constitute a distinct disease.

^Etiology. — Pernicious ansmia occurs
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about equally in men and women, unless we
include all cases of fatal or severe ana:'inia

secondary to uterine ha;morrhage. In women
the disease is most frequently met with
between the ages of '20 and 40 (the period of

chOd-bearing), whereas in men it occurs most
frequently between 40 and GO. The youngest
age on record is 7, the oldest is GB. Although
the disease is more common among country
peojilo than town-dwellers, this cannot be
ascribed to their respective occupations.

Among the better classes the disease is

uncommon ; when it does occur, no cause
can be ascertained, excepting, in a few in-

stances, mental w-orry, grief, or fright. It

occurs with especial frequency in countries

the inhabitants of which are poor and in-

sufiiciently supplied with food, particularly

nitrogenous food, and who live in small,

overcrowded, badly lighted, and dl-ventLlated

houses. On this account a great number of

cases have been recorded by Swiss observers

—Biermer, Quincke, and others. Repeated
pregnancies, especially in women who are

badl\- nourished or sutler from ordinary blood-

lessness, are also a cause of pernicious anae-

mia. It seldom affects primi])ar!E. Excessive
lactation, severe puerperal or other hiemor-
rhages, dyspepsia, and the uncontrollable

vomiting frequently met with during preg-

nancy, are considered by many authors among
the causes of the secondary form of this

disease. Some German authorities include

parasites, such as the Ankylostoma duode-
nale and the Botliriocej)halus latus. Malaria
and yellow fever have also been antecedent to

this form of ana>mia; and Miiller has lately

called attention to the connexion of constitu-

tional syphilis with this disease.

Anatomical Ch.^racters. — The appear-
ances of the organs after death from this

disease are the result of the anipmia. The
skin may be pale, or presents a lemon-yellow
colour. As a rule the body is not emaciated ;

and on section a thick layer of subcutaneous
fat, of canary-yellow colour, is usually found.

The muscles are of good colour. The heart and
the great vessels contain but little blood, and
that of a pale colour and often uncoagidated.

The heart itself presents well-marked fatty

degeneration, having the characteristic ' tabby
cat ' appearance. The fatty degeneration
affects the ventricles more than the auricles,

the left ventricle more than the right, and
the musculi papUlares more than any other

part. This is the most constant of the morbid
anatomical conditions. The cavities are some-
times dilated ; the valves normal. Flecks of

fatty degeneration arp commonly seen affect-

ing the intima of the large arteries, and the

same change probably occurs in the caj)illarv

vessels, explaining perhaps the occurrence of

petechiffi and retinal haemorrhages. Small
eccl\\inoses occur in the brain, serous mem-
branes, and elsewhere. Passive effusions into

the serous cavities are not uncommon.
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All the organs of the body, with the excep-
tion of the spleen, look very pale, as if their

vessels had been washed out with water.
The liver is generally fatty ; not much
enlarged. The spleen may be normal, small,

or somewhat eidarged, but never attains

great dimensions, as in leukaemia. The
kidneys are pale, often showing slight fatty

change. The mucous membrane of the
stomach and intestines often exhibits hoemor-
rhagic erosions ; and atrophy of the tubular
glands of the former has been described.

The marrow of the bones has been found
normal in the majority of cases, but in some
tlie yellow marrow has been replaced by
red—jjrobably a result of the disease rather
than the cause of it. This indicates per-

haps an effort on the part of this blood-

elaborating tissue to take an unusually
active part in the formation of red cor-

puscles, to compensate for their excessive

disintegration.

Symptoms.—The following are the symp-
toms which are, as a rule, present in most of
the well-marked cases of pernicious anoemia.
The patient suffers from weariness, lassitude,

headache, vertigo, and dizziness, with faint-

ness, palpitation, and breathlessness on exer-

tion. These symptoms make their approach
in so slow and insidious a manner that the
patient is imable to fix the date of their onset,

and probably will not seek medical advice
untU he is incapacitated for mental or bodily

work.
The aspect of the patient is characteristic :

the mucous membranes are pale ; the skin is

usually of a light lemon-yellow colour, ' like

white wax changed by age.' The conjimc-
tivae are white, though the presence of yellow
fat beneath might lead a careless observer to

believe there was slight jaundice. The patient

is seldom emaciated ; indeed the subcu-
taneous fat may be in considerable quantity.

There is often slight cedema of the lower
eyelids and of the feet, but these sjniiptoms

are generally late in appearing. The in-

tellect is usually tmimijaired, but answers
to questions are slow, apathetic, and delivered
in a low tone of voice, sometimes interrupted
by long-drawn sighs. Sleep is occasionally,

but not usually, heavy, insomnia being a
more constant sjTiiptom. The tongue is pale,

smooth, and dry ; the breath offensive, with
a cadaveric odour in severe eases. Stomatitis

and bleeding gums are sometimes met with.

In many cases dyspepsia, flatulent eructa-

tions, vomiting, and a painful sinking feeling

at the epigastrium are prominent symptoms.
These gastric disturbances are attributed by
certain authorities to irritation of the cerebral

centres by anaemia, by others to atrophy of

the gastric glands. Usually there is anorexia
and nausea, but some patients eat well or

even to excess. Constipation or diarrhoea

may occur, but usually the stools are of

normal coloiur. Dyspnoea is sometimes the

first symptom complained of. The breath-
ing is generally accelerated, and, in advanced
cases, is deep and noisy. The laboured
breathing increases with the diminution of
haemoglobin, but not so rapidly as other
symptoms, and is often absent as long as
the patient is at rest. The action of the
heart is regular and quick. Sometimes there
is visible evidence of dilatation, the impulse
being diffused, and the area of precordial
dulness being increased laterally. Systolic

murmurs are heard over the cardiac region,

sometimes loudest at the base, sometimes
at the apex. A venous bruit in the neck is

generally present. The j)ulse ranges between
100 and 120, and is regular, compressible,
not smaD, often jerky, and possibly dicrotic.

One of the most striking clinical features

of pernicious anaemia is the supervention of
haemorrhages. Ej)istaxis, menorrhagia, some-
times cerebral haemoiThage, and towards
the close of life petechial haemorrhages and
purjiuric erujitions, may occur ; but by far

the most important are retinal haemorrhages,
because they serve as a diagnostic symptom
of the greatest value.

The condition of the optic disc is shown
in the accompanying figure (fig. 2). The

Fio. 2.—Retinal hceraorrhage. After Quincke.

fundus is pale, the arteries are narrow, the

veins broad ; the haemorrhages are generally

multiple, and tlame-shaped, from their situa-

tion in the layer of nerve-fibres. They appear
as linear striae, rounded spots, or patches,

clustered around the optic disc, and may
have whitish or yellowish centres, due in

part to leucocytes, in part to degeneration.

These haemorrhages may be quickly absorbed,

often lasting only a few weeks. There may
be no disturbance of vision, unless the hae-

morrhage is situated in the maculae luteae.

In aU the six cases observed by the writer

retinal haemorrhages have been present.
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Afore or less pyrexia is the rule in per-

nicious anffiniia. It uiiiy be continuous lV)r

months, the evening temperature reaching
100°-101° Fah. ; or it may he intermittent

witii sudden exacerbations. Occasionally tlie

temperature may rise to 10")° or 10G° Fah.

On the otlier hand, it may fall even as much
as 10° below normal previous to death.

The state of the urine re(]uires careful

consideration. The quantity may be normal,

except at the close of life, when it is often

considerably diminished. It seldi m contains

albumin and never sugar. It is often of a

deep colour, containing excess of urobilin,

and thero' may bo a direct association be-

tween the depth of colour and the hiemolytic

process. In other instances, however, it is

quite pale. The amount of nitrogen excreted

2)er diem may be less than normal ; but, as

a rule, it is more than can be accounted for

by the nitrogenous ingesta. Consequently
it must be derived from the excessive waste
of blood and tissue ; but an incomplete oxi-

dation of the nitrogenous substances leads

to an excretion of urea and a deposition of

fat. Uric acid often occurs in considerable

quantities ; indican, pathological lu-obilin,

and pentamethylene-diamine have also been
found in tlie urine, suggesting a morbid pro-

cess in the gastro-intestmal tract. Free iron

has been discovered in the urine by Dr.
^Villiam Hunter.

Blood.—Notwithstanding its name, the

blood in pernicious an;emia presents no
changes absolutely characteristic of the dis-

ease. When drawn, it appears pale and
watery, and the specific gravity is often gi'eatly

reduced. Examined microscopically, it in-

variably shows a considerable diminution in

the number of red corpuscles, which may be

reduced to 500.000 i)er c.mm.— y'^ of the

normal or even less—in the last stages of the

disease. Generally there is a striking varia-

tion in the form and size of many of the red

corpuscles, as shown in the accompanying
figure (tig. 3). It will be seen that some are

much larger than normal (macrocytes) ; these

are nucleated. Many, again, are pear-shaped

or have an irregular contour (poikilocj-tes).

And, finally, there are to be seen numbers
of small, imperfectly developed corpuscles

(microcytes). The corpuscles are usually of

good colour. There is no leukiemia, but gra-

nular masses are common. Hayem holds that

the presence of nucleated red corpuscles is a

grave omen. There is a great dilumution of

hiemoglobin in the blood—sometnues in

proportion to the falling-off in numbers of

the corpuscles ; but, owing to many of the
corpuscles being more highly charged with
colouring matter than normal, the h;emo-
globin value of the blood may be excessive in

relation to the number of the corpuscles.

The spleen and. liver are in some cases

enlarged, especially the former. Tiicre is

also evidence of atlection of another impor-

tant structure connected with the elabora-
tion of the blood—namely, the bones. These

^
«5?"

Fio. 3.—Microscopical appeanvnces of tlio i-ed

coiijuscles in pernicious ameinia. After Qu
Magnified 750 diameters.

blood-

INCKE.

may be tender, and the sternum is especially

liable to be so affected.

Course, Duration, Terminations, and
Prognosis.—Of 110 cases collected by Dr.

Sidnej' Coupland, the total duration of the

symptoms in 52 was from 1 to 6 months

;

in '24 from 6 to 12 months; in 25 fi-om 1 to 2

years; in the remaining 12 cases they lasted

for periods of over 2 years. Of 130 cases of

primary idiopathic aniemia collected by Dr.

Pj'e-Smith, 30 are said to have recovered.

Death is usually the result simply of aniemia,

and special complications are exceptional.

The prostration and weakness increase ; the

headache, vertigo, and vomiting become more
distressing; the breathing becomes hurried,

laboured, and deep (' air hunger ') ; the car-

diac palpitation is more marked ; and the

patient usually falls into a deep, drowsy,

lethargic state, either lying impassive, or

tossing about in restless delirium, but ceasing

to take interest in anything. Occasionally

the patient remains conscious to the last,

imable to sleep, and feeling utterly miserable

and dejected, in consecpience of the distress-

ing headache and vomiting. Death may
occasionally occur suddenly from syncope.

Some authors dispute the possibility of

true pernicious anrcmia being cured, and urge

that those cases which recover cannot be

considered ' pernicious.' Tiio prognosis is

always grave, if not absolutely bad ; and
even when a patient improves under treat-

ment, and the condition of the blood would
give hoi)es of a cure, a guarded opinion

should always be given ; for a fresh exacer-

bation of pyrexia, with Inemolysis, and a

return of the symptoms in an aggravated

form, generally occur without any apparent
cause.

Pathology.—The term 'idiopathic anicmia'

in our medical nomenclature is an indication

that our pathological knowledge of this

disease is still involved in obscurity. The
examination of the blood and urine durini;
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life, taken in conjunction with changes found
in certain oi-gans and tissues after death,

has thrown some light upon the disease. In
health there is a constant equilibration be-

tween haemogenesis and huemclysis. The
pigment of the urine— xu'obilin, and the

pigment of the faeces— stercobilin, are both

iron-free derivatives of hiemoglobin. It was
first shown by various observers that the urine

of pernicious anremia contains an excess of

urobilin, and the writer has been able to

conlirni this in two cases. Quincke has
shown that there is an excess of free iron in

the liver, and to a less degree in the pancreas

and kidney. These organs sometimes ap-

pear slaty-black at the necropsy, from the

action of sulphuretted hydrogen upon the

free iron. If sections are placed in solution

of ferrocyanide of potassium acidulated

with hydrochloric acid, they turn blue, owing
to the formation of Prussian blue. The
following is an analysis made for the writer

by Mr. Vasey, F.C.S., showing the amount
of free iron contained in the organs.
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It has been said that this is merely the

iron which has been administered medicinally,

but the accompanying wood-cut (fig. 4) re-

FlG. 4.—Section of the liver after treatment with
ferrocyanide of potassium solution and hydro-
cliloric acid. The dark shading indicates the
deposit of iron in the portal zone. Magnified 75
diameters.

presents a section of the liver from a patient

who had not taken iron for six months.
Although no specific organisms have been

found in the blood or organs in this disease,

yet many of the sj-mptoms—viz. the gastro-

mtestinal disturbances, the peculiar cadaveric
odour of the breath, the irregular attacks of

pyrexia, and tlie presence of indican and other
bodies in the urine—suggest the absorption by
the portal circulation ofsomepoison connected
perhaps with the growth of micro-organisms.
It has been shown that the blood in per-

nicious auEEmia, as in many sejitic diseases,

after being drawn, allows haemoglobin crystals

to form spontaneously. AVhen arsenic is ad-

ministered, the blood is said to lose this pro-

perty, suggesting an explanation of the value
of the drug in the treatment of the disease.

Again, if putrid serum be added to healthy
blood, crystals of hiemoglobin form. It is

possible therefore that some septic poison
sets up a hoemolytic iwocess in the portal cir

culation, and that the hapmoglobin is broken
up in the liver—into urobilin, which escapes
by the urine, and free iron, which remains
in the cells and capillaries of the portal zone.

The urobilin, which passes from the hepatic

veins into the general circulation, gives rise

before its excretion to the lemon-yellow colour

of the skin and fat (urobilin jaundice).

Dr. Delepine considers that the liver

possesses a ferrogenic function, and suggests

that in pernicious anaemia there may be an
exaggeration of this physiological process.

It would thus be analogo>is to diabetes in

relation to the glycogenic function of the

same organ.

It is necessary to add that some authors

do not believe this to be a disease ^jer se, but

only a grave form of chlorosis or a pseudo-

leukaemia of the mj'elogenic variety.

Diagnosis.—The prhicipal diagnostic fea-

tures of pernicious anaemia are the following :

(1) the patient is middle-aged ; and, excej^t

in the case of women, there is nothing to

account for the onset of the disease
; (2) the

absence of any organic disease ; (3) the severe

and progressive anaemia
; (4) the great dimi-

nution of the corpuscles and colouring matter

of the blood : (5) alteration in the shape

and size of the corpuscles ; (6) signs of fatty

degeneration of the heart, without arterial

degeneration or valvular disease
; (7) retinal

hasmorrhages
; (8) irregular and occasional

pyrexia
; (9) no emaciation, but frequently

rather an excess of subcutaneous fat
; (10)

lemon - yellow coloured skin and high-

coloured urine.

The diseases for which pernicious anaemia

has been mistaken are Bright's disease,

ulcerative endocarditis, tuberculosis, Addi-

son's disease, cirrhosis of the liver, cancer of

the stomach and malignant disease of other

internal organs, chronic ulcer of the stomach,

parasitic affections, such as ankylostoma duo-

denale, and pseudo-leukaemia myelogenica.

It ought not to be confused with simple

idiopathic anaemia or chlorosis, as it occurs

at an age when these diseases are less likely

to be met with.
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Tkkatmf.nt.—Iron preparations are abso-

lutely useless in pernicious nnirniia, and
cases have been recorded in which they have
l)roved injurious. Dr. Byrom 13rainwell

introduced the employment of arsenic, and
most of the recorded cases of recovery ha\e
been treated with this drup;. Althouijh it is

not a specific, it does good in nearly all cases,

for if it does not cure the patient it generally

l)rolongs life. Liquor arsenicalis should be

given in 3-miniin doses, rapidly increased to

10 minims, three times a day ; and if it

cannot be tolerated, on account of gastric

disturbances, it may (according to Hayem)
be administered subcutaneously. Hayem
also recommends the inhalation of 15 litres

of oxygen a quarter of an hour before the

two ])rincipal meals: and after meals a one
per cent, solution of hydrocliloric acid. It is

necessary to give a nutritious diet, very easy
of digestion, such as milk, beef-tea, eggs,

scraped raw beef and meat-juice. If vomit-
ing bo very severe, nutrient encmata may
be used. Transfusion has been tried in some
cases, but it is doubtful whether it has ever

done more tium prolong life for a short time.

Defibrinated human blood should be used, and
not more than half a pint should be injected

at once. Frederick W. Mott.

ANESTHESIA (<'t,priv., and <W<9a'i'o^a£,

I feel).—Anaesthesia literally means absence
or loss of sensation, which may be general or

local. The word is, however, more especially

employed to signify loss of tactile sensi-

bility, as distinguished from insensibihty to

pain, or analgesia. It is further used to

indicate the condition induced by the action

of anesthetics upon the system. See
An.esthetics ; and Sensation, Disorders of.

AN.S!STHETICS.— Definition.— The
name given to a series of agents which are

employed for the prevention of pain, but
more especially applied to those used in

surgical practice.

History.—The idea of annulling pain in

surgical operations is a very old one. Com-
pression of the nerves and blood-vessels,

and the inhalation of the vapour of carbonic
anhydride and mixtures containing it, were
practised at an early date. In the sixteenth
century ether was probably the active ingi-e-

dient of a volatile anaesthetic described by
Porta. The use of anirsthetics was, however,
little imderstood and rarely practised. Even
the suggestion of Sir Humphry Davy, that
nitrous oxide should be used in minor opera-
tions not attended with loss of blood, was of
little practical value, on account of the in-

efHcient apparatus then available. In 1840
Horace \Vells inhaled laughing-gas so suc-
cessfully that he may be said to have intro-

duced the practice ; but he appears to have
BO often failed to produce the desired cfl'ect

that this agent fell into disuse on the intro-

duction of ether in 1846 by Morton, after
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some comnnmications on its properties from
a chemist named .Jackson. In 1847 chloro-
form was used by Simpson, and quickly
superseded ether almost all over Europe.
At the present time the comparative safety

of ether has caused this ana'sthetic again
to bo prcfeiTcd by many surgeons in this

country.

Enumer.vtion.— The three agents just
mentioned — namely, nitrous oxide, ether,

and chloroform— are those chiefly in use, and
they have each advantages in particular cases.

Experiments made with otlier agents, such
as amylene, tetrachloride of carbon, ethidene-
dichlorido, and bichloride of methylene, have
not shown that they possess suthcient ad-
vantages to counterbalance the defect of re-

quiring special management in their adminis-
tration. This list of ana>sthetics might be
still further increased, for in order to produce
insensibility it is only necessary to reduce
the supply of arterialised blood to the ner-
vous centres, or to introduce into the blood
a substance which deprives it of its power of
oxygenating the tissues.

Modes ok Use.—Ana-sthesia may be
produced for siu'gical purposes :— (1) by be-
numbing the part to be operated on by
means of cold

; (2) by interccjjting its nervous
communication; (3) by arresting the activity

of the nervous centres concerned in sen-
sation. Thus ansrsthetics may be local or
general in their action.

Local Anaesthesia may bo induced by
cold. The most convenient plan is to blow
a jet of anhydrous ether spray upon the part,

as suggested by Dr. Kichardson, and thus to

freeze it. The surface to be frozen should
be dry, and hence the difhculty of fi-eezing

the giuu of the lower jaw, on account of the
saliva. A mixtiu'e of equal parts of pounded
ice and common salt contained in a bag of

muslin is etl'ective, but less easily applied.

This plan is adapted for opening abscesses
and boils, and for the extraction of a few
teeth ; but the process both of congelation and
of thaw is painful. Chloroform applied locally

is said to cause numbness, but it is very-

little used except inside the mouth, and then
it owes its soothing etlects to the quantity of

cliloroform vapour which is inhaled. Com-
pression of nerve-trunks for inducing ana-s-

thesia is never practised at the present day.
Hydrochlorate of cocaine in a 4 per cent,

solution, applied either by pipette, camel's-
hair brush, or spray, is largel3- used in opera-
tions on the eye, naso-pharynx, and other
mucous membranes. Its use hypodermically
i-c(juiies great caution, as its constitutional

action is still imperfectly known. In neuralgia
it should be applied in the vicinity of the
nerve affected.

General Anaesthesia is at present rarely

ol tained in any other way than by inhalation,

although successful attempts have been made
to induce the condition bv subcutaneoiLS
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and intravenous injection of chloral or

morphine.
Subjects for An-esthetics.—We may

say generally that any person fit for a severe

operation is a fit subject for an ansesthetic

;

but no one is so free from danger that care

in watching its effects can be dispensed with.

The cases requiring the greatest vigilance

are not the young and delicate, for whom a

small dose suffices, but the strong, who inhale

deeply and struggle much. Ether is pro-

bably better adapted than chloroform for

those suspected to suffer from fatty degenera-

tion of the heart. Many of the deaths under
chloroform have occurred in intemperate
drinkers, and the presence of alcohol in the

system undoubtedly intensifies its effect.

Precautions.—Before commencing inha-

lation the following particulars shoidd be

attended to. The patient must not have re-

cently taken a full meal ; he should lie comfort-

ably, in a horizontal position if possible, unless

when gas or ether is given for a short opera-

tion ; and the dress should not be tight.

When the administration is begun, he should
be encouraged to breathe regularly and
freely. The pulse as well as the respira-

tion must be watched. If the vapour excites

either swallowing or coughing, it is more
pungent than is requisite, and its strength

should be diminished. Most patients are at

first afraid of breathing, and some hold their

breath for half a minute. The vapour should
not be removed on this account, but care

should be taken, by holding the inhaling

apparatus farther off, to prevent the vapour
becoming too strong in the interval. After

volition has been abolished, any pause in

the breathing should be noted, and more or

less fresh air given. Further directions

will be given in describmg the anaesthetics

specially.

Special An.esthetics.—Nitrous Oxide.
Protoxide of nitrogen, nitrous oxide, or

laughing gas is now prepared wholesale, and
sold condensed into a liquid in strong iron

bottles. The gas, whether supplied thus or

from a gasometer, should be inhaled from a
bag having such free communication with
the face that it will readily be supplied even
in panting respiration. A long tube, how-
ever large, is objectionable, as the gas is less

inobde than common air.

The special aim in giving gas should at

first be to exclude air, and to exchange the

atmosphere within tlie air-passages and lungs

for one of pure gas. The patient should not
merely be told to breathe slowly and deeply,

but be shown how to do so, about fifteen times
in a minute. The inspiration should not be
jei'king, and the expiration should be complete.

It is a special merit of laughing gas that no
harm can come of inhaling too freely at first.

The gas-bag must be kept filled either by
pressure on the gasometer, or by turning the

screw tap of the gas-bottle. This may be

done by the hand of an assistant, or more
conveniently with the foot of the adminis-
trator. The writers' plan is to fix the bottle

vertically and turn the screw by pressing

the foot against an iron plate with spikes on
its upper surface, and a square hole fitting

the tap on its lower surface. It is imperative
that the face-piece or mouth-piecB should fit

accurately, and the air-pad is almost essential

to effect this in a great many cases. It should
be warmed if the india-rubber is stiff'. After

five or six good respirations there is no need
to supply fresh gas with each inspiration.

The expiratory valve should be kept closed,

and the inspiratory valve opened. Care must
always be taken that the supply of gas is

sufficient to replace any that is lost by ab-

sorption into the blood or by leakage. This
is more easilj' effected if the gas-bag is made
of thin india-rubber, so as to distend easily

and contract gently with the movement of

breathing. It should be sufficiently filled, so

that if the mouth-piece does not fit, the gas

wovdd escape instead of air entering and be-

coming mixed with it.

Lividity of the skin wiU not help us to know
when the patient is ftiUy under the influence

of the gas, neither will insensibility of the

eyelids, nor yet the state of the pupils. The
breathing should become stertorous or inter-

rupted, or the pulse very feeble, or convulsive

twitchings should occur, before the face-piece

is removed. A little air may be admitted by
raising the face-piece, if the operation is not
upon the face, and by doing so every fourth

or fifth respiration anaesthesia may be kept
up for several minutes. The effect of a single

full inspiration may be to bring the patient

into a state of excitement, and the continuance
of the gas witJiout air brings on convulsive

movements, so that it is not well adapted
for any operation lasting as much as five

minutes, and requiring steadmess.
Patients are sometimes so unsteady that it

is found to be almost impossible to make the

face-piece fit. In such cases the best plan is

to cover the patient's eyes and let him breathe

air, merely preventing him from rising from
the chair or bed, and not speaking till he is

conscious, and as soon as he becomes so to

recommence the inhaling as if nothing had
happened. A violent patient often becomes
perfectly rational in less than two minutes.

Sickness and headache ought not to result

Irom the inhalation of gas ; but if the use of

it is prolonged, or if the jjatient is kept for

several nainutes in a semi-conscious state,

breathing a little air with the gas, both these

symptoms may occur. The recumbent pos-

ture, quiet, and warmth to the feet, constitute

all that is likely to be required in the way of

treatment.

Ether.—Ether, sulphuric ether, ethylic

ether, vinic ether, or oxide of ethyl, was first

used for anaesthetic purposes in 1846. Before

its use was well understood in England,
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chlorofonn was broiifjht forward as a more
convenient iifjent, and nnich less uiiiileasiuit

to the patient. Ether is less liable to become
dangerous to life, as it does not, under
ordinary circumstances, depress the action

of the heart. The best kind is the Aither
Funis of the Piiarmacopa'ia, of sp. fjr. 'T'iO.

Althoufih it is not ditlicult to destroy dogs

suddenly with ether, it is believed by many
writers on the subject that in man it can
only prove fatal by causing asphyxia, and
that the signs of this condition are so easily

seen and remedied that practically this an-

esthetic is quite safe. The wi-iters are not of

this oj)inion, believing that sometimes when
narcosis is far advanced, the glottis will allow

ether vapour to pass of sutRcient strength

to stop the heart. Such cases, however, are

very rare indeed. Ether is extensively ad-

ministered by pouring an oimce at a time
upon a verj- large cup-shaped sponge, which,
if cold from previous use, is dipped into hot

water and squeezed as dry as possible. It is

to be expected that the patient will resist

breathing when this is held over his face,

but after a minute's struggling he becomes
unconscious, and easily managed. Compared
with the method of giving ether timidly, so

as to let the patient remain delirious for

several minutes, this may be a good plan

;

but there is no necessity for giving the ether

so strongly if we diminish the access of
fresh air. The administration of nitrous

oxide from which air is at first excluded,

and to which it is afterwards admitted
very sparingly, has taught us how slight

the after-effects are from the asphyxia so

induced. Cones of leather or pasteboard
lined with felt, and having a small opening
at the apes, are better than sponges ; but
the}- should be larger. They may be made
more effective and economical by placing a
thin india-rubber bag over the apex of the
cone, so that more of the expired atmosphere
may be breathed again.

Morgan's inhaler is very efficient. The
ether is poured into a tin chamber as large as

a hat, containing sponge. This is covered by
a sort of diaphragm, which rises and falls witli

respiration as the patient breathes into and
out of it by means of a tube and face-piece.

There are no valves. AnEPsthesia results

partly fi'om asphyxia, and partly from the
action of the ether. The amount breathed
depends on its temperature, and on the free-

dom of respiration. If the respiratory move-
ments ai"e slight, as in young chUJren or
in persons suffering from emphysema, the
amount of ether supplied is apt to be too
small. Ormsby's inhaler is an improvement
upon Morgan's. The sponge for ether is con-
tained in a cage near the face-piece.

With the view of regulating the strength
of the ether vapour. tl>e late Mr. Clover con-
trived the following apparatus, which is made
by Mayer and Meltzer. It consists of an oval

6

india-rubber bag fifteen inches long, at the
one end connected with the face-i)iece, at the

other witli the ether-vessel. Within the bag
is a flexible tube also leading from the face-

piece to the ether-vessel. By turning a regu-

lator the patient is made to breathe into the

bag either directly or indirectly through the
tube and ether-vessel, or parti}- one way and
partly the other. The more the regulator is

turned towards the letter E, the more ether-

vapour he takes. By turning it back again
the amount of vapour is diminislied. Tlie

ether-vessel contains a reservoir of water,

which prevents the ether becoming too cold

from evaporation. When in use, it may be
conveniently suspended by a strap from the

neck of the administrator.

At first the regulator allows the passage
from the face-piece into the bag to remain
open, and the bag should be filled by pressing

the face-piece more firmly against the face

during expiration than inspiration. By
degi'ees the regulator is turned towards the
letter E, and thus the passage to the inner tube
is opened, and the air breathed through it

carries etiier vapour from the vessel into the
distal end of the bag. W'hen the regulator

allows half the in.spired air to pass through
the ether, the vapour is strong enough to in-

duce sleep in two minutes, usually without
exciting cough. As the act of swallowing is

excited by a smaller quantity of ether than
that of coughing, it should be watched for,

and the regulator very slightly turned back
should it occur.

This same apparatus may be used for

giving laughing-gas, all communication with
the ether-vessel being cut off by turning a
stopcock, and by attaching the tube leading
from the gas-bottle to a momit near the bag.

By far the least unpleasant and the (juickest

way of preparing a patient for a surgical

operation is to use gas and ether combined;
the change from gas to ether being made by
t'.irning the regulator above described as soon
as the ])atient is sufficiently under the in-

fluence of the gas to disregard the flavour of

ether. The supply of gas should be stopped

as soon as the elher is introduced ; but if

subsepiently the patient is allowed to become
conscious, the gas may be given freely as at

first, in order to cause him to sleep again.

The writers have found less sickness and more
ra[iid recovery from the unpleasant taste of
etlier than when the latter is given alone. The
chief difliculty is to prevent the unsteadiness
of the patient, which results from the panting
character of the breathing. To lessen this,

the ether must be given as strong as possible

without producing irritation of the throat,

and the ojierator should wait until the in-

fluence of the ether has increased to the pro-

duction of deep stertor. Air being then ad-

mitted with every fourth or fifth inspiration,

the breathing soon becomes as regular as it is

under ether when given in any other way.
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On recovering from the inhalation of ether,

patients are often in a state of intoxication

for a period corresponding to the time and
extent of the etlierisation. The eyes should
be covered, but the mouth and nose left free

;

and the room should be kept quiet, with a
brisk fire, and the window more or less open.

Chloroform.—Chloroform was brought
forward by Simpson in 1847. It shoidd not
be made from methylated spirit ; and, when
a dracliin is potired upon blotting-paper, it

should evaporate without leaving an un-

pleasant odour. It is the most convenient
of all anaesthetics, and the most easy to ad
minister. Unfortunately, when given beyond
a certain strength, it has a tendency to pro-

duce cardiac syncope or asphyxia, and it is

not improbable that some persons are par-

ticularly liable to be affected.

Some authorities think it desirable to give

alcoholic stimulants before administering
chloroform ; others partially narcotise the

patient with morphine or chloral. No doubt
these agents assist the action of the chloro-

form, but if from any accident an excess of

chloroform should be given, they interfere

with the means of recovery, and for this

reason are not to be recommended. There
is less objection to the hihalation of a mixture
of chloroform and ether, or of these agents
with alcohol ; but such mixtures, if kept for

some length of time, alter their relative pro-

portions, owing to the escape of the more
volatile ingi'edieuts. Even the change from
the administration of chloroform to that of

ether, if made suddenly, is not free from
danger, for, when a person is partially under
the influence of chloroform, the glottis allows

a hijjh percentage of ether to pass ; and, if

the lung-circulation be slow, as is likely to be
the case, the blood may be so highly charged
with ether as to depress rather than stimulate

the heart.

Chloroform, therefore, should be given
gradually. Tlie object should be to keep
down the proportion of chloroform-vapour
ratlier than to give abundance of fi'esh air.

In preparing for an operation requiring per-

fect stillness, six to eight minutes should be
allowed for the process. Sponges or lint

saturated with chloroform, and held close to

the mouth, are dangerous, from the possi-

bility of liquid chloroform falling on the lips

or into tlie mouth. In midwifery practice a
piece of linen or blotting-paper, sprmkled
with chloroform and placed at the bottom of

a tumbler, is a conveniimt 2)lan of administra-

tion, care being taken to prevent anj' liquid

chloroform from settling at the bottom. In
general surgery a handlierchief or towel may
be folded into a small cone, open at the ajjex,

into which not more than a drachm should
be poured at first, and fifteen mmLms at a
time afterwards. A better plan is to roll and
tie a piece of lint mto a compress the size of

a walnut. A diachm to a drachm and a-half

of chloroform should be poured upon this,

which is to be held about an inch in front of

the patient's upper lip, the hand and com-
press being covered with a towel, which
should gradually be drawn over the patient's

face. This plan gives considerable command
over the supply of chloroform, for, when the

chloroform, having cooled by evaporation, is

given oif too slowly, the vapour can be in-

creased by warming the compress in the

palm of the hand. When it is becoming dry
it ceases to feel cold, and warning is thus

given that fresh chloroform is needed. This
should be supplied half a drachm at a time.

In doing this the towel should still be left

over the face of the patient, in order to keep
him breathing a slightly chloroformed atmo-
sphere. The movement of swallowing should
be looked for, and regarded as evidence that

the vapour is stronger than is necessary. If

any sound like hiccough indicates laryngeal

obstruction, the chloroform and towel should

be removed, and, if the sound continue, the

chin should be raised as much as possible

from the sternum. Laryngeal obstruction

arises from two mam causes, viz., spasm of

the glottis, and falling down of the epiglottis.

The first is excited by the pungency of the

vapom-, and also by reflex action when cer-

tain nerves are iujm'ed, notably when a

ligature is tightened ujion a pile. The epi-

glottis covers the larynx every time we
swallow, but the muscles coming from the

chin raise it again directly. In deep narcosis

these muscles are sluggish, and cannot act

thus if the position of the chin places them
at a disadvantage. If raising the chin fail

to open the air-passage, the tongue must be

pulled forward. In doing this the head
should be kept back. Depressmg the chin

renders a partial obstruction complete. A
laryngeal sound indicating obstruction is of

little consequence if the pulse is good, since,

although the breathing be imperfect, suffi-

cient fresh air continues to be breathed ; but

if the pulse flags, or if it appears that the

amount of chloroform in the air-passages is

excessive, not a moment should be lost in

seizing the tongue with forceps.

When a patient is delirious and struggling,

extra care must be taken that the chloroform

be not too strong, because he inliales deeply,

carrying the vapour almost to the air-cells of

the lungs, and, when he next closes the glottis

and strains, the pressure of the air and
vapour within the lungs is increased, and the

chloroform enters the blood very quickly.

The compress should be held at least two
inches off the mouth, although the towel

may still cover the face. Directly any ster-

torous noise is heard, a breath or two of fresh

air should be allowed, and no more chloro-

form given till the pulse beats well and the

respiration is free.

Skinner's apparatus—a cap of ' domette
flannel stretched over a frame—is a much
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lietter npparatns thnn a towel ; but its virtno

is sin)i)licity. and it lins little pretension to

exivctitiule. Snow'a appnrfitus is very etli-

ciont, portable, and economical. The addi-

tion of a water-jacket to equalise the tem-

peratiu'e was a f^reat improvement ; but it

should be provided with a thermometer.
The safest and least unjileasant mode of

giving chloroform is by menus of the ap-

paratus tilted with a large luig of air contain-

ing not more than thirty-three minims of

chloroform in a thousand inches of air. The
apparatus is, however, too complex to be

generally adopted. The advantage of more
jtrocise measurement of the strength of

cliloroforiu vapour than is afforded by towels

or napkins will appear when we consider the

several circumstances that alter it when so

given.

The strcngfh of x-apour given off from a

known quantity of cidoroform is influenced

by :—
1. The extent of surface of chloroform.

2. The temperature of the cliJoroform,

which is constantly changing.

3. The temperature of the air of the room,
of the patient's face, and of the administra-

tor's hand.
4. The distance at which the chloroform is

held from the patient's face.

5. The rapidity of the current of air.

(). The height of the barometer.
.Moreover, when the chloroform mixture is

of known strength, its etTect is increased by
high barometrical pressure ; bj* low tempera-
ture of the blood ; by deep or quick respira-

tion, and especially by muscular efforts when
the glottis is closed ; and by slow movement
of the blood through the lungs.

On the other hand, it is lessened by low
barometrical jjressure ; bj* high temperature
of blood ; by superficial or slow respiration

;

and by rapid circulation through the lungs.

Under ordinary circumstances danger from
these causes is easily averted with moderate
care, for they do not often concur to produce
the same etTect. But if a patient, fatigued

with struggling, takes a very deep breath just

as fi'esh chloroform has been poured upon the

towel, and then closes his glottis and makes
another stniggle—the barometer being high
at the same time— ic is evident that blood
unduly charged with chloroform will gain
access into the coi-onary arteries, and depress
the cardiac ganglia. Death has occurred so

rapidly imder these circumstances, that it

has been thought to be the result of shock
from tiie operation.

Chloroform lessens, if it does not entirely

prevent, the shock of an operation ; but it is

to be feared that, if chloroform be given freely

for this purpose, a dangerous amount of it

may be administered.
If a severe operation is about to be per-

formed, the chloroform should be given in

the same gradual manner as in a slighter

one, but continued to the point of fixing the

pupils and producing stertorous breathing;

and, when the chief shock is exjiccted, two or

three breaths of pure air should be admitted,

so that, if the pulse fail,t]iere may not bo an
excessive amount of chloroform-vapour in the

lungs.

Compounds of Chloroform.— Under this

head comes Methylene {Bichloride of Methij-

Iciie), which contams a varial)le quantity of

chloroform. Its chemical characters and
physiologiciil effects are similar to those of

a mixture of chloroform, ether, and alcohol.

It narcotises quickly, but not safely; and, as

the amount of chloroform in it is not alwaj-s

uniform, it is better to mix, in small quantities

at a time, one pai-t of alcohol, two of chloro-

form, and three of ether, and to keep the
bottle 80 well corked that the ether is not
likely to evaporate and leave chloroform in

excess. The word ACE tixes the j)roportions

in one's memory.
A'mixture of one part of chloroform with

four of ether is convenient for a brief opera-
tion, as this produces much less excitement
than ether alone. On the whole the writers
object to keeping mixtures of this kind
ready-made; and it is probable that the plan
of giving at the outset sullicient chioroCorra

to abolish consciousness, and subsequently
administering ether, will be found safer

tlian mixing them together in the hquid
state.

Bromide of Ethyl (C„H,Br).—This sub-
stance has been recommended and moderately
used as an ansesthetic. Its merits are that it

exhilarates and produces rapid anaesthesia.

Its ertects pass ofi quickly, without any ten-

dency to dejjress the action of the heart.

The objections to the use of bromide of ethyl
are that it is liable to decompose, leaves a
strong smell and taste of bromine, and some-
times produces headache and sickness. Two
deaths from it in America have been reported.

Its use has been abandoned in England.
Bichloride of Ethidene (G.H.Cl,).—

This substance is obtained by distilling

aldehyde and pentachloride of phosphorus.
The effects of this agent are intermediate
between those of chloroform and ether. Its

odour is usually preferred to that of either

of the former. The writers have used it very
extensively ; and in minor cases, in which
the operation has lasted only five minutes,
the recovery is rarely attended by sickness or
excitement. In the more prolonged cases it

was found to cause vomiting, but this ceased
much more rapidly than when chloroform
had been given. Its effect upon the heart
when given in large doses is depressing, and
the pulse should be carefully watched dm-ing
Its administration.

Aftkk-tkkatmext.—Quietude, or conver-
sation of an encouraging or soc^thingcharacter,

is desirable during the half-minute of recoveiT
from gas. The eyes should be covered, miless
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the view is tranquil as well as pleasant. If

gas be given until there are intermissions in

the breathing, or its administration continued
for several minutes with a small allowance
of air, there may be headache and even
vomiting : still no other treatment than
repose is needed.

After the inhalation of ether a taste will

remain. This may be got rid of by washing
out the montli, and gargling with warm
fluids; while the vapour remaining about the

patient and in the room may be removed
by heating the surface by means of hot
bottles, and making a bright fire.

"When the system has been long or pro-

foimdly under the influence of chloroform or

ether, nausea and vomiting are likely to ensue.

The writers have found warmth, fresh air,

and abstinence from food efficient in relieving

these symptoms. Hot tea and coffee, taken
from a feeder without raising the head, and
afterwards beef-tea and jelly, are sufficient for

twenty-four hovu's, unless the patient wishes
for something solid. The rule then should
be to give little, or less than asked for. Ice

relieves thirst, and serves to postpone the

necessity for giving solids.

Treatment of Dangerous Symptoms.—
Anesthetics in excess destroy life by stopping
the action of the hcai't, or the respiration

;

generally both are affected.' When laughing-
gas is given to animals till the breathing has
ceased, the heart continues to beat long after-

wards, and artificial respiration rapidly re-

stores them. Ether-vapour, given almost
pure through a tracheal tube, will arrest the
action of a dog's heart in sixteen seconds

;

but if it be administered as rapidly as possible

with a cloth, without opening the trachea,

the breathing fails before the heart, and the
hsemadynamometer shows adequate pressure
in the vessels whilst the breath is gasping,

and for several seconds after it has ceased.

With chloroform the hsemadynamometer
indicates diminished pressure directly the

animal ceases to struggle, and the heart
sometimes stops before the breathing. In
case alarming symptoms should arise, the
first effort should bo directed to lessening
the amount of the angesthetic in the lungs,

by pressing the trinik with both hands, and
squeezing out as much air as possible without
causing a shock. If, after this has been done
two or three times, the air does not readily

re-enter the chest, tlie obstruction is to be

overcome either by lifting the chin or draw-
ing out the tongue ; and other artificial move-
ments of the chest must be carried on
{see Artificial Respiration). If pallor be
noticed whilst breathing is going on, the

recumbent posture and elevation of the feet

' On this subject reference should be made to

'An Address on fxperimenta on Aiisesthetics,' by
Dr. Lauder Brunton, Trans. Medical Soc. of Lon-
don, vol. xiii. p. 261, and Brit. Med. Joiirn., 18'JO, ii.

p. 531, for report of experiments by Dr. BlacWilliam.

are immediately required {see Resuscita-
tion). Nekton's plan of invertmg the body
has often been followed by recovery ; but,

considering the impediment to inspira-

tion from the weight of the abdominal
viscera, the writers are of opinion that the
pelvis should never be many inches higher
than the head. Nitrite of amyl—by reason
of its effect in dilating the vessels of the
skin—has been recommended, but without
cai'eful physiological inquiry, and upon very
small clinical experience. Hypodermic in-

jection of ether is also useful.

Electricity might be expected to prove the
best agent to assist the action of a feeble

heart. Mr. Clover's experimental observa-
tions were not favourable to its employment

;

and certainly artificial resf)iration should
not be delayed one moment in order to apply
electricity.

InsufHation is not to be depended on. The
condition would be rendered worse by dis-

tension of the stomach, which cannot always
be prevented by pressing the larynx against

the spine.

Laryngotomy may be required in cases

where air cannot be made to enter the chest,

in spite of throwing the head backward, and
removing the chin away from the sternum.

Hot-water injections may be of use, but
there can be no necessity for brandy wliilst

artificial breathing is being carried on.

Afterwards, if swallowing is difficult, brandy
may be added to the enema.

Friction of the limbs in the direction of

the heart is unnecessary, provided the feet

are slightly raised. Where there has been
great loss of blood, the limbs should be
bandaged firmly, from the fingers and toes

upward, as in Esniarch's plan for saving the

blood of a limb about to be amputated. In
warm weather, or if the body is warm, a
towel dipped in cold water may be flapped

against the chest, but harm would result

from cooling the body generally. Bottles of

hot water and hot blankets should be apjilied

as soon as the breathing is restored, and a
brisk fire should be kept up, in order to

favour the ventilation of the chamber.
J. T. Clover. G. H. Bailey.

ANALGESIA (a, priv. ; and <'l\yns,

pain).—Absence of sensibility to painful

impressions. See Sensation, Disorders of.

ANAPHRODISIA («, priv. ; and
'Acppodirr], Venus). — Absence of sexual

appetite. Sometimes used to express im-
potence. See Impotence ; and Sexual
Functions in the Female, Disorders of.

ANAPHRODISIACS.—Definition.—
Medicines which diminish the sexual passion.

Enumeration.—The agents employed as

anaphrodisiacs are :—Ice, Cold Baths—local

and general ; Bromide of Potassium and
Ammonium ; Iodide of Potassium ; Coniuin ;
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Crtiniihor ; Digitalis ; Purp;atives ; Nauseants ;

and IJleediHf,'.

Action.—The erection which occurs in

the genital organs clm-ing functional activity

is duo to dihilation of the arteries in the

erectile tissues, and is regulated by a nervous

centre situated in the lumbar portion of the

spmal cord. From this centre vaso-iuhibitory

nerves pass to these arteries, and cause them
to dihite whenever it is called into action. It

may be excited reHexly by stiuuilatiou of the

sensory nerves of the genital organs and ad-

joining parts, or by stinuili from the alimentary

canal. It may ivlso be excited b^' psychical

stimuli passing to it from the brain. Some
anaphrodisiacs may act by lessening the ex-

citability cf the nerves of the genital organs,

as the continuous ai)j)lication of cold, and
probably, also, bionnde of ])i)tassinm ; some
by diminishing the excitability of the genital

centres in the spinal cord and brain, as bro-

mide and iodide of potassium, and coninni
;

others by influencing the circulation, as digi-

talis. There are also adjuvant measures, of a
hygienic and moral character, which greatly

assist and may even replace anaphrodisiac

medicines, such as a meagre diet, especially

of a vegetable nature, the avoidance of stimu-

lants, and the pursuit of active mental and
bodily exercise. Lverythuig tending to stimu-

late tlie genital organs, or to increase the

riow of blood to them or to the lumbar por-

tion of the spinal cord, should be avoided,

such as warm and heavy clothing, or pads
about the hips or loins ; and a hard mattress
should be used in place of a feather-bed.

Everything likely to arouse the passions,

such as certain novels, pictures, theatrical

representations, iltc, should also be shunned.
Uses.—.\naphrodisiacs are employed to

lessen the sexual, passions when these, are

abnormally excited in satyriasis, nympho-
mania, and allied conditions. As such ex-

citement may sometimes depend on local

irritation of the genitals, in consequence ol

prurigo of the external organs, excoiiations

of the OS uteri, or balanitis ; or on the
pi'esence of worms in the rectum or vagina

;

these sources of excitement should be looked
for, and, if present, should be subjected to

appropriate treatment.

T. Lauder Bkcnton.

ANAHTHBIA {av, neg. ; and I'pdpa. the
limbs).—SvNON. : Vv. Anarthric; Ger. Glicd-
likigkcit).—A tcnn applied to those defects
of speech (not strictly aphasic) which consist in

a merely blurred, or more or less unintelligible

articulation. The patient does not suffer from
forgetfulness of words, but from a difficulty

in their utterance. See Aphasia.

ANASARCA (dva, through ; and adp^,
the tleslii.—An effusion of serous fluid into
the subcutaneous connective tissues, not
limited to a particular locality, but becoming
more or less diffused. Sec Dropsy.

ANEURYSM (JiffvpCfu,, I dilate).—
Dekimtion. —Aneurysm is a local dilatation

of an artery, leading to the formation of a
' tumour which contains blood, and the walla

of w hich are composed either of the tissues

of the vessel, or those which fi>rm its sheath,

or immediately surround it. Therefore every
aneury.sm, properlj- so called, consists of two
parts—a sac and its contents.

Classific.\tion.—Aneurysms are usually
divided, according to the varying composi-
tion of the sac, into the following varieties :

—

1. True aneurysm, in which all the three

coats of the artery form the sac or a portion

of the sac. This variety is rare : at least it

I is so rarely possible to trace all the coats of

the artery over any part of tlie sac beyond
its orifice, that some pathologists deny the

existence of this so-called ' true ' form of

aneurysm, and most admit its existence in

,
the aorta onlj'.

2. False aneurysm, in which the sac is

formed by one only of the coats of the arterj-.

Tliis IS almost always the external coat ; but
a sub-varietj' has been proved to exist as a

j

consequence of wound of the outer part of

j

the vessel, and is believed by some to take

place spontaneously, in which the inner coat,

or the inner and part of the middle coat, is

I

dilated, pushed through the outer coat, and
forms the sac. This is called hernial false

j

aneurysm.
\

3. Diffused or consecutive aneurj'sm.

Here the sac is formed of the sheath, cellular

tissue, or other structures around the artery,

I

which are matted together into the form of a
membrane. The name ' diffused ' is applied

to this form of aneurysm to express the fact

that the blood is at first diffused amongst
the tissues, in conseijuence of the rupture or

division, whether from injury or disease, of

all the coats of the vessel, either in a pai-t or

the whole of its circumference ; but it is not

a good cerm, since, as soon is the aneurysmal
sac is formed, the blood is diffused no longer,

but, on the contrary, is encysted m the

newly formed sac. So that the other term,

'consecutive,' seems a better one; expressing,

as it does, the important fact that the forma-
tion of .such aneurysms is always consecutive

on a rupture, partial or entire, of the artery.

4. Dissecting aneurysm is seen only within

the trunk of the body, and always involving

the aorta—although it may spread from the

mam artery down to its branches. In this

form the internal and middle coats have given

way, or cracked ; and the blood has forced

its way, usually into the substance of the

middle coat, sometimes perhaps between
*he middle and outer coats, distending the

external portion of the vessel into a kind of

aneurysm.
This is the nomenclature still in common

use ; but as the first and second varieties are

practically indistinguishable during life, and
the first, though called the ' true ' form of
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aneiirj-sm, is verj' rare, it would be better to

include both under the common name 'true
'

aneurysm, and apply the term ' false ' to the

third or ' consecutive ' form.

5. Besides these, which are all fornas of

pvu'e arterial aneurysm, there are aneurysms
in which the vein and artery are simul-

taneously involved, and which are therefore

caUed arterio-venous, wliicli will be after-

wards spoken of; and tumours haN-ing a

certain analogy to aneurysm, which are

formed of dilated and tortuous arteries

—

cirsoid and anastomotic aneurysms.
Other classifications of great importance

are, according to the cause of the disease,

into spontaneous and traumatic; or, ac-

cording to the shape of the tumour, into

fusiform and sacculated. In fusiform
aneurysm there is a dilated tract of artery,

often of considerable length, from either end
of which Sf)rinj4-: the vessel of its natural

calibre. Sacculated aneurj'sm springs like

a bud from one side of the vessel, and the

artery is often buried for some distance in the

wall of the aneurj'sm ; but there are many
sacculated aneurysms which approach in

shape to the fusiform, the vessel being dilated

for some part of its extent, so that its two
openings lie at different parts, and sometimes
on dili'erent aspects of the sac.

.33TIOLOGY AND PATHOLOGY.— The proxi-

mate cause of spontaneous aneurysm ajipears

to be usually a loss of the elasticity of the

wall of the artery, whereby it loses its power
of resilience after having been dilated by the

force of the circulation. The loss of elasticity

is commonly caused by atheroma, or else by
partial calcification of the wall of the artery.

In the latter case the blood often forces its

way through the entire arterial wall, and an
aneurysm of the consecutive variety forms,'

or the external j)art of the artery is dissected

off, and a dissecting aneurysm results. In-

flammatory softening of the artery, without
the presence of any definite atheromatous
deposit, is looked upon by many writers of

credit, such as "Willjs and Moxon, as a com-
mon cause of aneurysm. Such low inflam-

mation may have its origin possibly in rheu-
matism—and, as a matter of fact, aneurj'sm
is often preceded by acute rheumatism ; more
certainly in violent strain, or in mechanical
violence. Anything else which weakens the
arterial wall, such as the exposure of the
vessel in an abscess, is looked on as a caixse

of anevu-ysm. The yielding of a weakened
arterial wall is doubtless accelerated by
irregularities of the circulation. The in-

fluence of syphilis and of intemperance in

causing aneurysm is widely believed, though
perhaps as yet neither fact is absolutely

established : the latter, at any rate, is ren-

dered very probable from the consideration

' Sometimes, however, the bleeding will go on
without the formation of any aneurysmal sac, and
lead to the loss of life or lirab.

that chronic alcoholism tends to impair the
nutrition of all the tissues, including the
arteries, and is accompanied by a constantly
irritable condition of the circulation. That
syphilis may cause a fibroid degeneration of

the vessels must also be allowed to be at least

possible, and that it does so is the opinion of
many eminent pathologists. If so, the trans-

ition to aneurysm is natural, if not inevitable.

Another proved cause of aneurysm is em-
bolism, or the obstruction of a diseased
artery by a fibrinous plug, which has been
known to be followed by the dilatation of the
artery immediately above the plug, just as
in very rare cases the ligature of a healthy
vessel has given rise to the formation of

aneui-ysm above the tied part.' Violence is

a very frequent cause of aneurysm, even in

cases which are not technically denominated
' traumatic' The latter term is generallj'

restricted to cases in which the vessel is

woimded by a cut, or is known to be ruptured,
and the aneurysm makes its appearance at

once ; and in these cases the aneurysm is of
the ' diffused ' or ' consecutive ' variety. But
there are, no doubt, many cases in which the

artery is partially torn, and the walls, being
thus weakened, afterwards slowly yield at

the injured spot. This fact is illustrated by
the well-known experiment of Kicherand,
designed to explain the frequency of popliteal

aneiu-ysm. The experiment consists in hyper-
extension of the knee in the dead subject. If

this be carried on forcibly till the Ugaments
are heard to crack, it will usually be found
that the two imier coats of the popliteal

artery are torn.

All these causes of aneurysm act much
more powerfully in later life than in child-

hood, and many are unknown in early years.

Aneurysm, therefore, is very rare in children.

In cases where the arterial system is exten-

sively affected with atheroma, a great num-
ber of aneurysms may be found in the same
person, or another may form after the cure of

the first. To such cases the term ' aneurysmal
diathesis ' has been applied. This fact shows
the great importance, in all cases of sjjon-

taneous aneurysm, of examining the whole
body, to detect disease of the heart or any
S3cond aneuiysm which may exist.

Almost all aneurysms contain more or less

clot, and much of this clot is usually of the

laminated variety, consisting almost entirely

of fibrin mixed with more or less of the

blood-corpuscles. These laminated coagula

adhere very firmly to the interior of the sac ;

they are arranged concentrically like the

coats of an onion ; and usually lose their

colour in proportion to their remoteness from
the blood which still cfrculates through the

sac. Then' deposition depends in a great

measure on the jsresence of rough projections

from the wall or mouth of the sac, and on the

' For cases of this nature see System of Surgery
8rd edit. vol. iii. p. 29.
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shape of the aneurvsm. WTion the latter is

purely cylindrical, much less coaguluin, pos-

sibly none, will be found in it. AVhcn the

tumour stands well away from the artery, so

that the force of the circulation is much
broken, the formation of coagula is greatlj'

favoured. The deposition of such firm co-

agula must be looked on as the commence-
ment of spontaneous cure, and at any rate

defends the patient from the risks of rupture,

or of renewed growth of the tumour at the

parts which are so lined.

Symptoms.—The symptoms of arterial aneu-
rj'sm are as follows :—There is a pulsating

tumour, which is situated in the course of one
of the arteries, and which cannot be drawn
away from the vessel. The pulsation is

equable and expansile, that is, it not only
causes an up-and-down movement of the

tiunour, for such a movement may be com-
mimicated to any tumour by a large vessel

lying in contact with it. but also expands the

tumour laterally and in all other directions.

The pulsation is in most cases accompanied
by a bruit or blowing sound, heard on auscul-

tation, which can be tolerably well imitated

by the lips, and which is synchronous with
the pulsation. Pressure on the arterj- above
suspends both the pulsation and the bruit.

Sometimes it may be noticed that the pulse

below is retarded, that is, that it reaches the

finger later than in the corresponding vessel

on the other side. Besides these, which are

the main signs of aneiurysm, there are others,

which are of less constant occurrence or of
subordinate importance. Thus, on compres-
sion of the artery above, the tumour will

empty itself more or less completely, and the

greater or less change of size imder these
conditions is a useful test of the proportion
of Huid and solid in the sac. Sometimes
pressui-e on the artery beyond the tumour
may cause an increase in its size. The
pulse below the tumour is often found to

differ strikingly from that on the sound side.

There are many and various symptoms due
to the pressure of the aneurysm on neigh-
bouring veins, nerves, hones, and viscera—
symptoms which are of subordinate import-
ance in a diagnostic point of view in the case
of external aneurysm, but are often of the
greatest value in thoracic and abdominal
aneiu-ysms. Thus dyspnuea and ringing cough
from pressure on the trachea, spasm or
paralysis of the vocal cords from pressure on
the recurrent laryngeal nerve, pain in the
back from pressure on the vertebra?, or neu-
ralgic pains from pressure on the nerves at

the root of the neck, are well-known symp-
toms of aortic aneurysm ; and. similarlj-. pain
in the leg from pressure on the popliteal

nerve, and cedemn from compression of the
vein, are frequent symptoms of popliteal
aneurysm.

Diagnosis.—The affections which are usu-
ally coufoimded with aneurysm are tumours

of various kinds lying upon arteries, ah-

scesses, and cancerous tumours which have
large vascular spaces in their interior, and
therefore pulsate. The tumours which re-

ceive pulsation from arteries against which
they lie are of various kinds ; cj'sts and en-

larged glands in the popliteal space, and
enlargements of the thyroid body pressing
on the carotid or innominate artery, are the
most familiar examples. The diagnosis is

usually easy. They have commonly little or

no bruit, though in some cases a dull thud
is produced by their pressure on the artery ;

the}' have not the expansile pulsation of

aneurysm ; they present no change in size

or form when the circtilation is stopped; and
they can usually he drawn awaj- from the
arterj' sufficiently far to lose their pulsation.

An abscess has often been mistaken for aneu-
rysm, but the mistake has generally proceeded
from a neglect of auscultation.' There are a
ver\' few cases in which aneurysms have lost

their pulsation in consequence of the ruptvu-e

of the sac. and in which no bruit may be
audible,'^ and such tumours can hardly be
diagnosed from abscess except by an explo-

ratory puncture, which tinder these circum-
stances is justifiable : these cases are, however,
extremely rare. The disease most commonlj'
mistaken for aneurysm is pulsating cancer,

and the resemblance has been sometimes so

striking as to deceive the best surgeons, even
after the fullest possible investigation of the
case. These pulsatmg cancers almost always
grow from the bones ;

^ and the neighbouring
bone can generally be felt to be enlarged,
which is rare in aneurysm. They have not
usually the well-marked bruit of an aneurysm,
nor is the bruit usually audible over the whole
tumour; the pulsation also is more indistinct,

and not so expansile as in aneurysm ; and the
growth of the tumour is more rapid.

Course and Terminations.—Aneurysm is

generalh' a fatal disease if left to itself. The
sac enlarges

; parts of it give wa}-, either

by a process of intlaminatory softening or

by rupture ; or it produces fatal pressure

on the surrounding j>arts ; or the whole
tumour suppurates, and the patient dies of
fever, of pyipinia, or of hipinorrhage. But
to this general statement, independent al-

together of what the effects of any special

treatment maj' be, there are numerous ex-

ceptions. In some cases, and especially in

the fusiform kind of aneurysm, tlie tumour,
after having attained a certain size, remains
stationary, and this stationary condition is

sometimes produced by a deposit of coagulum

' See a paper by the author in St. George's
Hospital heports, vol. vii. pp. 17.5 et seq.

^ See a case under the cure of the writer, re-

ported in the siinie paper, p. 190.
^ In one case under the care of the writer the dis-

ease was unconnected with the bones, and affected

the kidney only.

—

Pathological Transactions,
vol. xxiv. p. 149.
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lining the sac, and leaving a canal through
which the blood-stream passes, as through the

normal artery.' In these cases, however, the

symptoms persist, but there are others in which
a complete spontaneous cure is obtained ; and
this may happen in various ways.
Spontaneous Cure.—The first, and probably

the most usual, method of spontaneous cure is

by the gradual diminution of tlie circulation

through the tumour, and the gradual fillmg

of the sac by successive layers of fibrinous

coagulum. The second is by impaction of

clot in the mouth of the aneurysm, whereby
in some cases possibly the sac of the aneurysm
is cut off fi-om the blood-stream, and its

contents brought to coagulate. In other cases,

where more than one artery opens out of tbe

sac, the impaction of clot in one of the distal

arteries leads to consolidation of all that

part of the tumour through which the circu-

lation used to pass into the obstructed vessel,

and thus a practical cure is sometimes
effected,- i.e. the symptoms are cured and the

disease arrested, though the whole sac is

not consolidated. The third method of

spontaneous cure is by inflammation of the

tumour. This is usually accompanied by
suppuration of the sac and evacuation of all

the contents of the aneurysm, the accompany-
ing inflammation closmg the mouths of the

arteries which open out of it. If the arteries

are not so closed, death fi-om haemorrhage will

occur. It seems possible that inflammation of

the sac and the cellular membrane around it

may sometimes produce coagulation witliin

the aneurysm without any suppuration. A
fourth way in which coagulation of an aneu-

rysm has been known to be caused is by re-

tardation of the circulation or impaction of

clot, caused by another aneurysm above

;

and there is an old idea, which can hardly yet

be said to be exploded, that an aneurysmal
sac may by its growth compress the artery,

and so lead to its own coagulation. This,

however, if it ever happens, is purely ex-

ceptional.

Rujyture.—The rupture of an aneurysm
may take place either through the skin, in

which case the hiBinorrhage is usually, but

not always, fatal at once ;
' or into one of the

cavities of the body, when death generally

occurs immediately, if the rupture is into a

serous cavity, and after one or two attacks of

haemorrhage if a mucous membrane has been
involved ; or lastly into the cellular tissue of

;i. part. This event is marked by the cessa-

tion of the pulsation ; by sudden swelling,

' See the representation of a case of this kind in

System of Surgerij, 3rd ed., vol. iii. p. 25.

^ See a case of innominate aneurysm with re-

marks in TJie Lancet, June 15, 1872, p. 818.
^ Instances of successful ligature of the artery

above bleeding from ruptured aneurysm are on
record. See a case in The Lancet, 1851, vol. ii. p. 30,

in which the femoral artery was successfully tied

after the bursting of a femoral aneurysm through

the skin.

accompanied with ecchymosis if the blood is

effused subcutaneously ; and the abrupt fall

of temperature below the aneurysm. A sen-

sation of pain, or of ' something giving way,'
is often experienced. Stethoscopic examina-
tion wiU probably detect a bruit.

Treatment.—a. Medical.—The methods
of treatment of aneurysm are very numerous,
and it would be impossible in a summary of

this kind to discuss fully all the indications

for each. In the first place, those aneurysms
which are inaccessible to any local treatment,

or in which local treatment would involve

great danger, are treated medically, that is

by regimen, diet, and medicine, by which it

is hoped that gradual coagulation will be
promoted in the contents of the tumour, and
thus a complete or a partial cure will be
brought about, as in the natural process

above spoken of. The method of Valsalva,

of which the main features were starving

and excessive bleeding, and which therefore

produced considerable and often dangerous
irregularity of the heart's action, is now
given up in favour of anotlier plan intro-

duced by BeUingham and modified by the late

Mr. Jolhffe Tufnell,' in which, by complete
rest and restricted but nutritious diet, the

absolute regularity of the heart's action is

secured, and at a rate below that of health,

both as to rapidity and force. Mr. Tufnell

has given some interesting and conclusive

examples of the complete cure of abdominal
aneurysms thus accomplished, verified by
dissection ; and one, at least, in which an
aneurysm of the ai'ch of the aorta was in all

probabihty entirely consolidated, though this

fact was not verified by dissection. At any
rate the patient was permanently restored

to health. In this method of treatment
drugs are only employed when necessary (as

narcotics, laxatives, and tonics often are) to

ensure the regularity of the functions, to

control irritabihty, or to support the general

health. The drugs winch have been recom-
mended as producing a direct effect on
aneurysm by promoting the coagulation of

blood in the sac, such as acetate of lead and
iodide of potassium, do not, in the writer's

opinion, produce any such effect, nor in fact

any specific effect on the disease whatever.

He has often seen a certain amount of im-
provement under the use of these drugs, but
not, he thinks, more than the regimen and
diet used at the same time would account for.

Other drugs, as aconite and digitalis, are

recommended in order to steady and reduce
the heart's action, and the latter especially

is sometimes a useful adjuvant, if employed
with caution, to the treatment by restricted

diet and rest. The rest is total, the patient

never leaving his bed, nor ever rising from
it or changing his position more than by
occasionally turning on his side ; the bowels

' The Svccessful Treatment of Internal Aneu-
rysm, 2nd edit. 1875.
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nre so regulated as to avoid both constipation

and li)C)Sones8 ; and tlie diet is restricted to

about 10 oz. of solid food, of which one half

is meat or tish, and 8 oz. of Huid (comprisiiif^

2 or 3 oz. of li^'lit wine if necessary), per

diem. The period ma_v be extended in-

definitely, so-long as improvement continues ;

but in all cases the patient and his friends

should bo prepared for a confinement of not

less than three months. Sec Abpominal
Aneurysm ; and Aokta, Diseases of: Ancu-
rysm.

b. Surgical.—Most aneurysms which oc-

cupj' an external position, and are therefore

amenable to sm'gical treatment, are curable,

when the degeneration of the vascular system
is not too extensive, by mechanical means.
Of these the chief and by far the most suc-

cessful are either the U<jalure of the artery,

whether in the sac, above it, or in some
special cases below ; or compression, applied

either to the artery above the aneurj'sm, or to

the tumour itself, or simultaneously in both
situations, and either by the pressure of an
instnuuent, of the fingers, or of Esmarch's
bandage. But as these methods of treatment
belong exclusively to the province of surgery,

it is thought better in a work of this kind
merely to name them, and to refer the
reader to the standard works on surgery for

their description.

The other methods of surgical treatment
are far less successful than the above, and
have the great drawback of being addressed
exclusively to the contents of the sac ; while
in the treatment by the ligature and by com-
pression the resilient power of the sac, and
its consequent reaction on the blood which
it contains, no doubt play a great part in the

cure. The methods now to be mentioned,
on the contrary, as far as they act on-the sac

at all, rather tend to contuse or to inflame
it.

Galvanopuncturc.—The first is galvano-
puncture, in which a current of electricity of

low tension, long continued, is passed through
the blood in the sac, decomposing it, and
causing its coagulation. Needles are plunged
into the sac, and are then connected with the

battery ; and the action is continued until the
reduction in the pulsation and the flattening

of the tumour show that the blood has been
partly coagulated. Authorities differ as to

the details of the method. Some apply first

the positive and then the negative pole [o

each needle ; others the negative pole only,

the positive being brought in contact witii

the neighbouring skin ; while some, on the
contrary, use the positive pole only. It will

be found on experiment that a certain amount
of coagulation takes place around both poles,

the clotroimd the positive pole being smaller
but tinner than that round the negative. The
object of the operation is to fill the sac as
much as possible with coagulum, which shall

gradually haiden, and shall attract to itself

fresh coagula. The dangers of the proceeding
are those of intlammation of the sac, or of

the cellular tissue ai'ound it ; of suppuration
within the tumour, or of sloughing of the

punctures and lucmorrhage ; and it must be
allowed that the effects of galvanopuncture
are very imcertain, both as to the amount
and firmness of the coagulum jiroduced.

Still there is satisfactory evidence of benefit

in many cases, and of a cure in a few. The
danger of intlaniiiig or cauterising the sac or

the tissues around may be in some measure
obviated by coating the needles with vul-

canite, as recommended by Dr. John Duncan
of Edinburgh. For a very clear exposition of

the details of tiiis method, as well as for

statements regarding the success wlucli has
attended electrolj'sis hitherto, the reader is

referred to the article on electrohsis by this

authority, in Heath's Dictionari/ of Prac-
tical Surgery. The writer thinks himself
justified in adding that electrolysis should be
restricted to cases of thoracic, subclavian, or

abdominal aneurysm, which cannot be cm"ed
by medical means, and in which rupture
seems to be imminent, while the situation

of the tumour forbids the application of
ligature or pressm'e.

Coagulating injections Another method
of producing coagulation of the blood in the
sac is by the use of coagulating injections.

Other fluids have been employed, but the
only onem general use now is the perchloride

of iron. The circulation is to be suspended
by pressure on the artery above, and also,

if possible, below the tumour, before the
injection is made and for some time after-

! wards. The method is a very dangerous one
I for large aneurysms, on account of the risk

of embolism, sloughing, and intlammation,
but it may be used with success in small
cirsoid and anastomotic aneurysms, and also

in varicose aneurysm.
Introduction of foreign bodies.—Aneur-

ysms have also been treated by the mtro-
duction of foreign bodies into the sac, with
the view of producing coagulation of the
blood upon the foi-eign substance, such as
fine wire, carbolised catgut, and horsehair

;

but no case of complete euro has hitherto

been reported, though in a celebrated case of
aneurysm of the abdominal aorta, operated
on by Signor Loreta, of liologna, the sac was
completely consolidated. Tliis was, however,
followed by the ruptm-e of the artery just
above the tumour.
Manipulation.—Finally, aneurysms may

be treated by manipulation. Tlie oi)ject of

this treatment is either to detach a portion

of coagulum from the wall of the aneurysm,
which may be carried into the mouth of the

sac or the distal artery, and so effect a cure

as in our second mode of spontaneous cure,

or at any rate so to disturb and break up the

clot, that its detached laiuiuie may form
nuclei for further coagulation. \Vith thi.s
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view the aneurj'smal tumour is grasped be-

tween the two hands to squeeze all the

fluid blood out of itv and one wall rubbed
agamst the other till a ' friction of surfaces

is felt within the flattened mass.' ' The pro-

ceeding is obviously a very dangerous and
uncertain one, but some indubitable cures

have been thus effected.

Arteriovenous Aneurysms. — A few
words niust be added with respect to the
rarer forms of aneurysm. Ai'teriovenous

aneurj'sms ai-e generally, but not always,
traumatic, and are divided into two chief

forms :—1. FaricosecfMCMr?/*^;, in which there

is a small aneurysmal tumour communicating
both with the artery and with a vem which
is always varicose ; and 2. Aneurysmal varix,

in which the opening between the two vessels

is direct without any tumour interposed ; the

vein pulsates as well as being varicose, and
the temperature of the limb and nutrition of

the skin and hair are increased. In all forms
of arteriovenous aneurysm the artery after a

time becomes thin and much dilated. The
signs of arteriovenous differ fiom those of

arterial aneurysm mainly in this—that be-

sides the intermittent blowingmurmur caused
by the arterial current, there is a continuous
purring or rasping bruit due to the venous
current ; and that besides the intermittent

pulsation there is a continuous thrill. Vari-

cose aneurysm may be cured by digital pres-

sure applied directly to the venous orifice,

and indirectly to the artery above at the

same time ; or the old operation may be
peiformed, the clots being turned oiit of the

sac and the artery tied above and below, the

vein being of course laid open and secured

either by ligature or pressure ; or the artery

maj' be tied above and below without open-

ing the sac. Electropuncture and coagulating

injections have also been used with success.

Aneurysmal varis does not usually require

or admit of surgical treatment. If it does,

the ligature of both parts of the artery is

the only measure that can be adopted, on the

failure of compression.

Cirsoid and Anastomotic Aneur-
ysms.—Cirsoid aneurysm, or arterial varix,

is a tumour formed by the coils of a single

dilated and elongated artery ;
'•' while aneur-

ysm by anastomosis is a tumour formed by
the coils of numerous dilated and elongated

arteries, with the dilated capillaries and veins

which communicate with those arteries. It

is often difficult to distinguish these two
forms of arterial disease fi-om each other.

Aneurysm by anastomosis frequently origi-

nates congenitally as one of the forms of

naevus. The usual situation of these tumours
is on the scalp. They have often a peculiar

continuous buzzing or rushing murmur,
which is propagated over the whole head,

' SirW. Fergusson, Jlfe(Z.-C/;ir-. Trans, xl. 8.

2 See the figure on p. 93, vol. iii., of the System

of Surgery, 3rd edition

and much disturbs the patient's rest ; while
they are liable to ulcerate and to become
the source of serious, and even fatal, haemor-
rhage. Some cases of spontaneous cure are

on record. Very numerous methods of treat-

mtnt have been emploj^ed, of which the
writer can only mention those which are
most generally useful. When feasible, the
total removal of tlie tumour with the knife

is certain to effect a radical cure, but this

operation is often too dangerous to be at-

tempted. The entire removal by ligature is

still more rarely practicable. The galvanic

cautery is often successful : incandescent
wire being drawn through the mass in various

directions divides it into portions, and obliter-

ates the vessels by producing cicatrices at the

parts cauterised. Setons have also been used
with success, when combined with the liga-

tm'e of the trunk- artery ; and the ligature of

the artery alone has been said to be followed

by success, but certainly is generally unsuc-
cessful. Finally, coagulating injections and
galvanopuncture have both effected a certain

number of cures. T. Holmes.

ANGEIECTASIA (hyy^'ioy, a vessel

;

and fxrarrif, extension).—Extension or hyper-

trojihy of the capillaries and minute vessels

of the surfaces of the body, especially the

skin ; hence angeiectasia capillaris, a term
applicable to several forms of vascular

naevus. See Tumouks : Angeioma.

ANGEIOLEUCITIS {hyydov, a vessel,

and XiVKoi, white).—Inflammation of lym-
phatic vessels. See Lymphatic System,
Diseases of.

ANGINA (iiyx'i>, I seize by the throat,

strangle, or choke).

—

Synon. : Fr. Angine
;

Ger. die Braune.
The ferm angina was originally applied by

Latin writers on Physic, and is still much
used on the Continent, to indicate a condition

in which difficulty of breathing and of

swallowing exist either together or separately,

caused by disease situated between the mouth
and the lungs, or between the mouth and the

stomach. By a special affix to the original

term, significative of the seat or the nature

of the disease, several morbid processes are

known and described, for example :

—

angina
parotidea, or mumps ; angina tonsillaris,

or quinsy ; angina laryngea, or laryngitis

;

angina pectoris, or breast-pang; angina
maligna, or malignant sore-throat ; angina
membranosa, or croup.

These and numerous other diseases, differ-

ing essentially in their nature and patho-

logical relations, and having nothing in

common but certain difficulties in breathing

or swallowing, are thus classed under the

word angina. Such a classification is open

10 several objections, and has nothing to

recommend it. With the exception, there-

fore, of angina pectoris, which has a special

and familiar signification, the various dis-
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eases ocrasionally rccof»nisecl by the term
angina will he found described under tlie

names by whicii they are generally known in

this country. IScc also Cysanchk.
ItliHAUD QUAIN'.

ANGINA PECTORIS.-Syxon.: Si/n-

co2>e Aiujinosa ; Angor Fecloris ; Sufloca-

ti\ e Breast-pang ; Fr. Angine de poitrine
;

Ger. Brttstbrdiine.

Definition.—A paroxysmal affection of

the chest, characterised by severe pain, faint-

ness, and anxiety ; coming on more or less

suddenly ; essentially connected with dis-

orders of the pneuniogastric, the sympathetic,

and spinal nen^es, and their branches ; and
frequently associated with structural disease

of the heart.

.Etiology.—In searching for the predis-

posing causes of angina pectoris, we frequently

notice : (1) A diseased state of the heart.

(2) Morbid changes in the nerve-tissues.

(3) The existence of a peculiar condition of

the nervous system, which may be described

as an undue susceptibihty to impressions.

It would seem to be often hei-editary, and to

be found ui those temperaments in which
there is a high development of the nervous
element. Thus it is that this disease has
caused the deaths of many who, by their

intellectual development, have left their

mark on the world's history. It will suffice

to mention, as instances in this country, the
names of Lord Clarendon, John Hunter, and
Dr. Arnold. (4) The influence of age in re-

lation to angina is conspicuous ; the disease

is rare before puberty ; and, in the writer's

experience, quite eighty per cent, of the cases

occur after forty years of age.' (5) Sex also

displays a marked iiiHuence amongst the
predisposing causes of this disease. True
angina pectoris is comparatively rare amongst
women, a statement by the late Sir John
Forbes showing that out of 49 fatal cases,

onh' 2 occurred in females, and 4 out of

15 non-fatal cases— facts which entirely cor-

respond with the writer's experience. In
the hysterical temperament a form of gpurious
or false angina is not uncommon. (0) It is

associated in many instances with certain

habits of life, such as sedentary emplo%Tiients
and indulgences at the table, and occasionally
with those states of the system termed hy-
sterical. (7) The peculiar diathesis which
gives rise to neuralgia in various parts of the
body, that in whicli lithic acid is in excess
in the system, would seem to be in many
cases an ethcient cause of the symptoms of
angina.

The exciting causes of the symptoms which

' Dr. J. W. Moore has directed attention (Dublin
Journal of Medicine, February, 1890) to symptoms
of angina pectoris in the acute infective diseases
of children, which appear, he says, to arise from
deficient innen-ation of ilie heart, granular or fatty
degeneration of that organ, or from sudden increase
of tension in the peripheral arteries.

constitute angina pectoris are : (1) Mental
emotion, especially anger or ner\-oua shock.

(2) Irritation propagated to the vaso-motor
contre,cansing a sudden rise of arterial tension,
which reacts upon the heart. Such irritation

may proceed from the periphery, through
the cerebral nerves, as the branches of
the fifth nerve in operations on the teeth

;

through the brachial plexus ; and through
the sympathetic and pneumogastric nerves
distributed to the abdominal viscera. (3) Cold
applied to the surface, especially by cold winds.

(4) Phj'sical exertion, or any other agency by
which the heart's action is excited and its

regularity disturbed. (5) Certain toxic agents,
more especially excessive tobacco-srnoking,

malaria, and the like. (G) Indigestion,
acidity, and flatulent distension.

Pathology.—For a better comprehension
of the s,^^Ilptoms comprised under the term
angina pectoris, a description of the innerva-
tion of the heart, with the relations of its

nerves to those of other organs and regions,

will be found practically useful.

1. Innervation of the Heart and its

nervous relations.—There are embedded in

the heart-substance, especially towards the
base of the ventricles, in the auriculo-ven-
tricular groove, and in the auricular wall
near the entrance of the great veins, minuto
ganglia, from which grey filaments are dis-

tributed to the muscle-tissue, whilst other
fibres form a fine network beneath the endo-
cardimn. Connected with these so-called

terminal ganglia is the cardiac plexus, and
situated behind and in the concavity of the
arch of the aorta, formed by the lUtunate
ramifications of branches from («) the pneu-
mogastric, and from [h) the si/tnpathetic.

(a) The fibres of the pneumogastric come
from the trunk, as well as from the superior
and recurrent larpigeal branches of that
nerve. Those fibres from the trunk and from
the recurrent branch are of the 'small mcdul-
lated or visceral ' variety, retaining their

white sheath as far as the terminal ganglia
in the heart. They leave the medulla ob-
longata and spinal cord as part of the upper
roots of the spinal accessory nerve, viz., those
which arise with the vagus and with the
first, second, and probably third cervical

nerves, thus forming what Dr. Gaskcll has
designated the cervico-cranial outflow of vis-

ceral nerves (Journ. of Physiology, vol. vii.).

(6) The fibres of the sympathetic which
enter the cardiac plexus are non-mcdullated.
Thej' are traceable thereto, with some differ-

ence in distribution on the two sides, from the
superior, middle, and inferior cervical ganglia,

as well as from the first thoracic ganglion
of the sympathetic, and from the annuhis of

Vienssens, a ring of fibres which encircles

the subclavian artery, and connects the
two last-mentioned ganglia. These ganglia
{lateral) are connected by communicating
branches with the anterior primary branches
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of the corresponding spinal nerves, but those

which join these gangha with the eighth

cervical and the first dorsal nerves are

formed of grey fibres only. The central

source of the cardiac sympathetic fibres is

probably situated in the upper part of the

spinal cord, from whence they pass out as fine

niedullated or visceral fibres in the rami
communicantes fi'om the second, third, fourth,

and fifth thoracic spinal nerves. Thence
passing upwards to the first thoracic ganghon,

in the amiulus of Vieussens, to the inferior

and superior cervical ganglia, they lose their

medulla, and issue forth as grey fibres, to

form the superior, middle, and inferior sym-
pathetic cardiac nerves, to the cardiac plexus

above mentioned. Numerous coimnunications

take place between the various branches of

the vagus and sj-mpathetic in thek course to

the cardiac plexus.

With reference to the functions of the

several nerve-structures just described, it is

probable that the mtrmsic cardiac ganglia

are mainly concerned in distributing the im-

pressions which reach them by the vagus and
sj-mpathetic nerves, . and in regulating the

nutrition of the muscular fibres of the heart's

walls, which, according to recent researches,

seem to possess from the cerebro-apinal cen-

tres independent automatic motor power.
The efferent impulses from the cerebro-

spinal centres are of two kinds. The one
accelerating (katabolic), which reaches the

heart by way of the sympathetic fibres from
the cervical and first thoracic ganglia ; the

other inhibitory (anabolic), transmitted by
those branches of the vagus derived from the

spinal accessory which pass to the cardiac

plexus from the trunk and recurrent laryngeal.

It should be remembered Jihat these accele-

rating impulses reach the heart by channels
which correspond to those taken by the vaso-

constrictor nerves of the body, that is from
the spinal cord by the rami visccrales of

the upper thoracic spinal nerves. The inhi-

bitory stimuli to the heart, on the other hand,
are carried by the like branches of the cervical

region through the spinal accessory.

The various afferent impressions, which
probably originate at the endocardial sur-

face, travel to the nerve-centres mainly, if

not entirely, by the branches of the pneumo-
gastric. Those special centripetal impulses,

which, by inhibiting the vaso-motor centre in

the medulla oblongata, cause paralysis of the

vessels of the splanchnic area, are known as
' depressor,' and reach the centre by those

branches which join the cardiac plexus from
the superior laryngeal and cervical cardiac

nerves. There is reason to believe that pain-

ful impressions also take this course.

Lastly, the connexions of this nervous
apparatus with other organs and regions

must be briefly mentioned, as the paths
by which cardiac disturbance may bo in-

duced. These connexions are numerous and

extensive. DLroctly or indirectly, most of
the cranial nerves communicate with the
vagus and sympathetic, such as the trifacial,

and, more remotely, the motores oculi ; the
facial, both with the sympathetic and posterior
auricular branch of the vagus; the glosso-

pharyngeal, with filamen'iS from the superior
cervical ganglion, as well as with the ganglion
of the root and posterior auricular branch of
the vagus; the sf)uial accessory, with a com-
municating strand from the ganglion of the
root of the vagus, and by incorporation in the
pneumogastric of the entire internal branch

;

the hypoglossal, with branches from the su-

perior cervical ganglion and gangUon of the
root of the vagus ; and lastly the cervical and
brachial plexuses. In this way the greater
part of the head and neck, the arms, dia-

phragm, and chest-walls, are brought into
indirect nerve -relationship with the heart.

The intimate association of the pneumo-
gastric and sympathetic in their distribution

to the pharynx, larynx, and lungs, to the
gullet, stomach, and intestines, as weU as the
hver and other abdominal viscera, accomits for

irritation in these organs reflexly affecting the
heart's action. That certain emotional states

influence the heart is well known, though
the paths taken cannot be clearly defined.

Seeing thus how widespread are the
relations existing in these various systems
of nerves, and seeing how complicated are

the causes which may, directly or mdirectly,
disturb their functions, and with them the
functions of the heart itself—we can recognise

the difficulty of identifying and establishing

the pathology of the class of cases known as
' angina pectoris.'

2. Anatomical Characters.—Vascular and
inflammatory changes in the nerves, such as

occur in the gouty diathesis, new growths
affecting the nerve-tissues, and atheromatous
patches on the cardiac vessels, involving the

fibres and ganglia of the cardiac plexus, and
the vagus and sympathetic, have been ob-

served and described in cases of angina
pectoris.

With reference to the condition of the

heart, angina may exist and lead to a fatal

result without any discoverable disease in

this organ or in its appendages. On the other

hand, in the great majority of cases various

forms of structural disease of the heart and
aorta have been observed—such as athero-

matous or calcareous degeneration at the

orifices of or in the coronary arteries, in

the valves, or in the aorta ; dilatation of the

cavities of the heart, or of the aorta ; fibroid

degeneration of the heart's walls, and ac-

cumulation of fat in their texture ; and
lastly, and probably the most unportant
change of all, fatty degeneration of the

muscular tissue, the nature of which was
first described by the present writer. This

lesion is constantly associated with the cal-

careous and atheromatous states just men-
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tioned, and which, beins more prominent,

alone attracted the notice of former ob-

servers. Nay more, this k-sion of the walls

of the heart is in itself a frequent and suf-

ficient cause of one of the most prominent
symptoms of anj::ina pectoris—faintinj?. This

condition has been elsewhere described by the

writer {Medical and Chirurgical Society's

Transactions, vol. xxxiii.), under the name of

Syncope IvthaUs, or fatal-faintness—a de-

signation analoj^ous to that given by Parry
to angina pectoris, which he called Syncope
anyinosa.
The cavities of the heart have been found

dilated and containing blood ; or contracted

and empty.
Intimately associated with the state of the

heart just described are some interesting ob-

servations by Professor MacWilliam of .\ber-

doen, as to that coniUtion of the cardiac muscle
which is known as ' deliriiuu cordis or fibrillar

contraction.' This consists in a rhythmic,

inco-ordinate, and rapidly repeated contrac-

tion of the varioTis muscular bundles, whereby,
the usual beat being abolished, the ventricles

are thrown into a tumultuous state of quick,

irregular, twitching action, with at the same
time a groat fall in blood-pressure. Such
action is (juite incompetent to empty the ven-

tricle, which becomes distended with blood,

and remains in a condition of diastole. This
state appears to be induced by very trifling

causes, frequently not recognisable. Such
mechanical disturbance as the presence of

a flatulent stomach or over-distended colon
would certainly appear a sufficient cause, and
this is a coimnon association of an attack of

angina or fatal syncope. It is probable that

recovery from this condition, possible in ex-

periments on lower anunals, is impossible in

man. The susceptibility of the muscle to

assume this state is doubtless due to some
malnutrition of a degenerative character.

3. Summary.— To summarise the pre-

ceding statements, it may be said that
whilst there is often in angina pectoris an
absence of any tangible or evident structural

disease, the morbid state producing the an-
ginous s,\nu{)toms may be situated in the
medulla oblongata ; in the com-se of the
nerves, or in their branches ; or in the car-

diac ganglia themselves. It may be the result

of congestion or inflammation of the nerves,

such as occurs in the lithic acid or gouty
diathesis ; or of other textural changes, such
as connective-tissue growth or other growths
involving the nerve-fibres and ganglia. An
attack may be produced by emotions acting
centrifugally ; or by irritation acting cen-
tripetally, reflected, as just said, through
the vaso-motor centre, from impressions
made on the peripheral extremities of nerves.
Thus acidity of the stomach, the result of
indigestion, often giVes rise to symptoms
which very closely resemble, if they do not
constitute, an attack of angina. It is by a

similar mechanism that anginal sjinptoms
have been produced by irritation reflected

from the fifth nerve, as in pivoting teeth ; by
such irritation of the surface of the skin as
results from severe herpes ; by cold, or by
exposure to wind. But the most frequent
source of the symptoms of true angina is to

be found in those structural atlections of the
heart already described.

Symptoms.—An attack of angina pectoris
commences suddenly with pain in the region
of the heart, generally on a level with the
lower end of the sternum ; occasionally it

maj' be traced from a remote point, following
the course of the nerves, even from the ends
of the fingers. The pain is severe, and of an
oppressive, grasping, crushing, or stabbing
character. It extends sometimes across the
chest, but more frequently backwards to the
scapula, and upwards to the left shoulder and
arm. The pain is accompanied by a distress-

ing sense of sinking, of faiutness, which causes
the patient to seek support, or of impending
death. The action of the heart is generallj'

irregular. The pulse at tlie wrist corresponds ;

but in many well-marked cases of angina it

is tense and resisting, yielding a sphygmo-
graphic tracing indicative of extremely liigh

tension, more especially in the .early stage of
the attack. A fear of aggi-avating the pain
prevents the patient from breathing deeply,

though the respiratory function may not be
reaUy interfered with. The expression is

anxious, the face is pallid, the lips are more
or less livid. The w^hole surface of the body
is pale, cold, and covered with a clammy
sweat. Flatulence is often present ; urine in

some cases is passed at short intervals, and
generally in abundance.
The attack, more or less severe, having

lasted a variable time—from a few minutes
to one or two hours—comes to an end, either

suddenly or by degrees. The pallor and
colfhiess of the surface are replaced by a
uniform glow—the face may even flush ; the
pidse becomes soft and full ; and there is a
general feeling of relief. A sense of numb-
ness or tingling occasionally remains along
the course of the nerves dei'ived from the
brachial and cervical i^lexuses of the affected

side.

CLI^^c.vL Varieties.—All the phenomena
of au anginal seizure as above described may
be more or less modified. The attack may
come ou when the patient is at rest, and
occasionally it sets in during sleep ; but it is

more commonly induced by emotion or by
physical exertion, especially by walking up
an ascent or bj' exposure to cold air or wind.
The pain may be comparatively slight, and
as such may recur with interruptions, it may
bo, during months or even years, representing
anginoid symptoms rather than true angina
pectoris. On the other hand it may be so

severe as to mark a first, a single, and a

fatal attack.
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The pain n^ay be almost limited to the

region of the heart, or the lower part of the
sternum; it may extend all over the chest

to both arms, or spread to the sides of the

head and neck and down one or both legs

;

and it may, in some cases, involve the

diaphragm. The action of the heart may
be slow, weak, and fluttering; or excited

and bounding— causing a distressing sense

of palpitation ; it may be regular or ir-

regular. Obstruction to the circulation from
spasm of the arterioles is amongst the most
constant phenomena of the seizure. The
breathing sometimes assmnes an asthmatic
character, with comparatively little pain.

There may be laryngeal spasm. The mental
functions are generally undisturbed ; but

there is sometimes slight wandering as the

attack passes off, and unconsciousness is said

to be occasionally observed. The sense of

danger of impending death is a character-

istic symptom of angina, and one not often

absent ; whilst a sensation of gasping or

choking, with difficulty in swallowing, is

occasionally present. The position of the

patient varies. Sometimes he stands, resting

his arms on any convenient object ; some-
times he stoops or leans forward, unwilling

to be disturbed, even to speak. As a ride the

attack passes off abruptly, as it commenced,
leaving the sufferer free from discomfort

;

in other cases its disappearance is slow. The
varieties in the symptoms of angina pectoris,

thus seen to be remarkably numerous, cha-

racterise a form of disease which may be
comparatively mild and of long duration, or

one of intense suffering, hastening to a fatal

termination.'

Complications. — Amongst the diseased

conditions with which angina pectoris may be
said to be associated, rather than complicated,
are disorders of the liver and of the digestive

organs, gout, renal disease, diabetes, and cer-

tain affections of the nervous system. Indeed,
so marked is the latter connexion , that Trous-
seau dwelt on the relation which he believed

to exist between epilepsy and angina— a re-

1 There may be mentioned here a case of a
gentleman accustomed to pass lithic acid, who, for

several years liable to pains over the right side of

the chest as low as the hypochondrium, was seized

at night with a severe aggravation of these pains,

with coldness of the surface, irregular action of the
heart, depression, and other symptoms, which, had
the attack commenced on the left side of the chest,

would have been recognised as tj^pical angina pec-
toris. Similar attacks recurred at intervals for some
weeks ; they were easily brought on even by walk-
ing on a level surface for a few hundred yards.
The most careful examination failed to elicit any
evidence of organic disease in the organs of circu-

lation or respiration. The patient is now alive after
several years and in fair health. Similar cases have
since fallen under the writer's notice. An inter-

esting case has been recorded by Dr. Alexander
Morison [Edin. Mrd. Journal, February 1879), in
which disease of the right side of the heart was
accompanied by symptoms of angina affecting the
corresponding side of the chest and arm.

lation which seems to depend on that suS'

ceptibihty to nervous maladies already noticed
as presented by some individuals, rather than
on any special pathological connexion between
these two diseases. More than one striking

instance of this apparent connexion has fallen

under the writer's notice. A marked example
might be mentioned in which this suscepti-

bility was such, that an oppressive meal of

indigestible food brought on a first and dis-

tressing anginal seizure, which was followed
by other attacks. Brain disease with epileptic

symptoms was subsequently developed.
Progress, Duration, and Terminations.—

The progress and duration of angina pectoris

wiU depend wholly upon the nature of its cause.

Many cases in which a first attack proved fatal

have been recorded. In four such cases which
have come under the writer's observation, a
post-mortem examination revealed the fact

that there was ur each slight partial haemor-
rhage into the walls of the heart, which had
been the seat of fatty degeneration, connected
with calcification of the coronary arteries.

The symptoms in these cases were those of

the most severe form of angina pectoris. On
the other hand, cases present themselves in

which symptoms may occur at intervals for

years. Thus in many instances individuals

present all the symptoms of marked angina,
accompanied by most of its distressing phe-
nomena, and by the anxieties and fears that

they beget ; yet these cases, having more a
neurotic or gouty origin, are controlled by
treatment, the sufferers being restored to

health, or continuing for years to enjoy com-
parative comfort. On the other hand, in the

cases in which angina is coimected with
structural disease of the heart or of the

nerves controlling cardiac action, the attacks

progress in frequency and severity, and
tend, with more or less certainty, to a fatal

termination—it may be within a few days or

weeks.
Diagnosis.—A typical case of angina pec-

toris, such as has been afready described, can
hardly be mistaken. But when the several

symptoms constituting an attack are variously
modified, some being lessened in severity and
others exaggerated ; or when these symptoms
depend on, so to speak, remote and remov-
able causes ; it is often difficult to say how
far the disease is what may be regarded as a
remediable neuralgia, or an attack of what is

commonly recognised as true angina pectoris.

So also it may be difficult to say, in cases of

true angina, whether the seizure is dependent
on structural lesions which admit of no im-
provement, or on some condition that may
be amenable to treatment. But it is with
tins affection, as with so many others, more
difficult to determine the nature of the cause

on which the symptoms dejiend, than merely
to recognise the presence of the disease itself.

With reference to the diagiiosis of the struc-

tural diseases of the heart above referred to,
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it is iinneccssarv to describe here that which
will 1)0 found I'lilly tri'iited of imder special

lieads. It reniftiiis but to say that in every

case the closest scrutiny must be made into

the condition of the heart and K'"eat blood-

vessels, with a \ iew to determine the presence

or absence of disease. The investigation

must further extend to other viscera, such

as the liver and stomadi, and to the diges-

tive organs generally, as well as to the

several other sources from which symptoms
;

of angina may be excited by the reflected :

irritation already described. Certain symp- i

toms resulting from the presence of other

diseases should not bo confomided with angina

—sudi, for example, as the pain and dyspneea
caused by pressure of aneurysms or of tumours
within the chest ; by rheumatic or gouty
neuralgia of the chest-walls ; by pleurodynia,

or acute pleurisy ; or by indigestion,- acidity,

and flatulence. Each and all of these several

conditions must be considered by way of

exehision in determining the nature and origin

of the disease.

1'kogxosis.—In anticipating the future of

an attack of angina pectoris, we must be

guided chiefly by a knowledge of its cause
;

in some respects also by its severity ; and by
the previous history of the case. Thus, if

we can ascertain that the attack has been
brought on by some clearly established and
removable cause, such as fatigue, a chill,

or indigestion, a favourable prognosis may
be fairly entertained. On the other hand, if

the history of the case tells that there have
been several previous attacks, each increasing

in severity and connected with heart-disease,

we can scarcely avoid being led to the con-

clusion that the complaint w'ill tend, w-ith

more or less rapidity, to a fatal termination.

Between these two classes of cases there

exist a large majority of instances in which
the sAnnptoms of angina, of greater or less

severity, depend on neurosis, on gouty dia-

thesis, or on other sources of nerve-disorder,

amenable to treatment ; and in which, there-

fore, a favourable prognosis may to some
extent be given. But in all cases great

caution should be exercised ; for many in-

stances occur in which, from slight and obscure
beginnings, severe and even fatal examples of

the disease have been developed.

Treatment.—The treatment of angina
pectoris must, first, have reference to relief of

the attack itself; and, secondly, during the
interval, to the removal, if practicable, of the
causes on which the attacks may depend.
During the attack, it is necessary first, if

possible, to lessen the patient's aiixiety and
fear. He should be allowed to retain the
position in which he feels most comfort, and an
attempt must innnediately be made to relieve

the suffering. If the exciting cause be one
that can be removedi tliis should be accom-
plished. For example, if the stomach be full

of undigested food, an emetic of unistard

might be given with advantage ; or if fla-

tulence be present, pei)i)ermint, ether, and
other antispasmodics will be useful. If

cold have jiroduced the seizure, tlie feet and
hands should be immersed in hot water, hot
bottles ajjplied to the surface of the body,
and poultices of linseed or mustard, or em-
brocations of chloroform or laudanum, should
be applied to the chest. For the more im-
mediate relief of pain some of the agents now
known to be etfectual for the purpose should
be administered. The nitrite of amyl, origin-

ally introduced by Dr. Lauder Brunton, has
been found a more efficient remedy than any
other hitherto recommended for the direct

relief of the distressing symptoms of the
disease. Five or six minims of this di'ug,

which is usually dispensed in capsules, should
be carefully inhaled from a handkerchief or

piece of lint, and, if necessary, the inhalation

may be repeated.

Nitrogljxerine, suggested by Dr. Murrell,

seems also to act efficient!}' in doses of
jj^g

grain, in the form of the official tabeUie or

1 per cent, aleoiiolic solution. The dose may
be repeated three or fom- times at short in-

tervals ; but these drugs must be used with
caution, as in many cases thcj' produce head-
ache and superficial congestion.

The action of these agents depends on the
power they possess of relaxing the arterioles,

thus diminishing the peripheral resistance,

fi-eeing the heart's action, and readjusting

the circulation. If the pain be of a more
persistent character, hj-iiodermic injection of

morphine may be used witli advantage.
In those cases in which debility and exhaus-

tion exist, the ordinary stimulants will be
required, and various antispasmodics, such as

ether, ammonia, &c., may be given with more
or less benefit. In cases of sudden cardiac

failure Professor I\IacWilliam recommends
faradic excitation of the heart, in the form of

a series of periochc single induction shocks,

at the normal rate approximately of cardiac

action. These should be sent through the

heart so as to affect the auricles as well as the
ventricles, one electrode being applied over
the seat of the cardiac impulse, the other over
the fourth dors;il vertebra. Large sponge-
electrodes should be used, thej- and the skin

being well moistened with salt solution. The
shocks emploj'ed should be strong— sufficient

to excite powerful contraction in the volun-

tary muscles.

During the intervals.— It is of course de-

sirable to avoid all causes likely to bring on
an attack of angina, such as mental excite-

ment, bodily exertion, exposure to cold, and
indulgence in indigestible food or heavy
meals. The leading principle in treatment
should, however, be to endeavour to deter-

mine and to remove, when possible, the cause
of the attacks. Whether they depend on or-

ganic disease of the heart, whether on simple

neuralgia, whether on gout or dyspepsia,
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whether on debiHty. or on fulness of habit

—

to each of such conditions must appropriate

treatment, as described in other parts of this

work, be persistently directed. A variety of

specific remedies has been recommended,
such as iodide of potassium or sodium in

diseased states of the arteries, arsenic, phos-

phorus, iron, zinc, and the different sedatives

and antispasmodics. Galvanism, in the form
of the continuous ciuTent from thirty cells,

has proved of use in some uncomplicated
cases, the positive pole being placed on the

sternum, and the negative on the lower
cervical vertebrae. Huchard, in his exhaus-
tive work on angina j^et-toris, discusses the

action of antipyrin and phenacetin, which
he regards as iiseful in false angina. He de-

scribes as useless, or even dangerous, the em-
ployment of chloral, sulphonal, atropine, and
certain other drugs. Excellent, however, as

many of the remedies above named may be
under special and suitable circumstances, the

result of treatment must entirely depend on
the cause of the disease, and how far it is

within reach of well-directed agencies. Some
cases of apparently severe angina will be
foimd to yield to treatment ; whilst, as might
be expected from the nature of the complaint,

others unhappily proceed to a fatal termina-
tion in spite of every effort directed to their

rehef. Eichard Quain.

ANHIDROSIS (a, priv. ; and IBpas,

sweat).—Absence or want of perspiration.

See Perspiration, Disorders of

ANHIDROTICS (n, priv.; and <Sp<iy,

sweat).—Agents which check perspiration.

See Perspiration, Disorders of.

ANILINE POISON—The anihne
dyes, which are a modern discovery, present
the most brilliant hues of yellow, blue, and
red ; as such they have been used for dyeing
stockings, gloves, &c. These articles when
worn are apt to produce an intense form of

inflammation and vesication of the skin,

which is rebellious against treatment, and
liable to relapse for many months after the
original attack has subsided. See Der-
matitis.

ANIMAL POISONS.—See Poisons.

ANKYLOSIS (ayxi'Xof, crooked).—
Marked stiffness or absolute fixation of a
joint. Ankylosis may be fibrous, bony, or
vital. Ankylosis is said to be ' vital ' when
it is due to the imjiairment of motility caused
by rigidity of the muscular apjiaratus sur-

rounding the joint. Sec Joints, Diseases of.

ANKYLOSTOMA (dyKuXoy, crooked;
and a-TOfia, a mouth).—A genus of nematoid
worms. See Entozoa.

ANODYNES (a, priv.; andoSv.'»),pain).—

Definition.— Medicines which relieve pain
by lessening the excitability of nerves or of

nerve-centres.

Enumeration.— Anodyne medicines in-

clude Opium and its alkaloids—Morphine and
Codeine ; Antipyrin, Antifebrin, Phenacetin,
and Exalgin ; Bromide of Potassium ; Can-
nabis Indica ; Belladonna and its alkaloid

—

Atropine ; Hj'oscyamus and Hyoscyamine
;

Stramonium ; Cocaine ; Aconite and Aconi-
tine ; Veratrum and Veratrine ; Conium and
Conine ; Lupulus and Lupulin ; Gelsemium

:

Chloroform, Ether, and their allies ; Chloral
Hydrate; Butj'l-chloral Hydrate ; and Cam-
I^hor.

Action.—Pain is diie to a violent stimula-

tion of a sensory nerve being conveyed to

some of the encephalic nerve-centres (prob-

ably the cei-ebral hemispheres), and perceived
there. The impression produced on all sen-

sory nerves, except the cephalic nerves, is

conveyed, for a part of its com'se, to the head
along the spinal cord. The primary impres-
sion which 18 felt as pain, is usually made
upon the peripheral ends of the sensory
nerves ; but it may also be made upon their

trunks, upon the spinal cord, or possibly

upon the encephalic centres directly, without
any affection of the nerves themselves, as,

for example, in hj-steria. Pain may there-

fore be reHeved, while the source of u-rita-

tion still remains, by lessenmg the excit-

ability of the ends of the sensory nerves
which receive the painful impression ; of
their tnmks ; of the spinal cord along
which the impression travels ; or of the en-

cephalic centre in which it is perceived.

Opium acts by lessening the excitability of

the sensory nerves, the spinal cord, and the
encephalic ganglia. Bromide of potassium
is also believed to act on all three, although
to a much less degree than opium. Antipyrin
and its allies probably affect the conduction
of painful stimuh through the spinal cord
or sensory tracts in the brain. Belladonna
and atropine affect the sensory nerves, aa

probably does hyoscyamus. Stramonium,
aconite and aconitine, veratrine, chloral and
butyl-chloral, lupulus and lupulin, and gel-

semium probably act on the encephalic

centres.

Uses.—As opium and morphine act upon
all the nervous structures concerned in the

production of pain, they may be used to

relieve pain whatever its cause. Cannabis
indica and bromide of potassium may be
employed under the same circumstances as

opium, but they have very much less power.
Antipyrin, antifebrin, phenacetin, and ex-

algin are powerful analgesics, and relieve

pain without disturbing the brain. They are

very useful in neuralgic paiiis, in headaches,
and in pain depending on some affections

of the spinal cord—for instance, to relieve

the lightning pains in locomotor ataxy.

Chloral seems to relieve pain only by in-

ducing sleep, and does not produce an an-

aesthetic effect unless it is given in dangerous
doses, Butyl-cliloral also induces sleep, but
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Bcems to have a special sotlative action on

tho fifth nerve ; as likewise has gelseinium

—and hence both these agents are used in

the ti-eatment of facial ueiu-algia. As the

action of belladonna is exerted cliiefly on tlie

peripheral ends of the sensory- nerves, this

remedy is usually applied du-ectly to the

painful part in the form of plaster, liniment,

or ointment. Aconite, veratrinc, cocaine, and
opium are also used as local applications in

several forms, for the reliif of pain. The
various anodj-nes may be administered not

only by tho mouth, but by other channels,

such as by inhalation, by enema or supposi-

tory, by hypodermic injection, or by endermic
application.

Several therapeutic measures are employed
as local anodynes, such as the application of

dry or moist heat ; cold ; electricity ; various

forms of counter-irritation; acupuncture; and
the abstraction of blood.

T. Lauder Brunton.

ANOREXIA (a, priv. ; and opf^a, appe-

tite).—Want or deficiency of ajipetite, not

accompanied with disgust for food. See

Appetite, Morbid Conditions of.

ANOSMIA (a, priv. ; and 0(7/^17, smell).

—

Loss of tlie sense of smell. See Smell,
Disorders of.

ANTACIDS.— Definition.— Medicines
used to coimleract acidity of the secretions.

Enumeration.—The antacids include Pot«

ash. Soda, Lithia, Ammonia, Lime, Magnesia,
and their Carbonates ; as -well as tho salts

which the alkalis form with vegetable acids,

such as Acetates, Citrates, and Tartrates.

Action. — Antacids are divided into :

(1) those which act dircctli/, lessening acidity

in the stomach ; and (2) those which act re-

motclij, diminishing acidity of the urine. The
alkalis and alkaline earths and their car-

bonates, with tho exception of ammonia,
have both a direct and remote influence

;

for when swallowed they act on the stomach,
and being absorbed fi-oin the intestinal canal,

tliey are exci-eted by the kidneys, thus lessen-

ing the acidity of the urine. Ammonia and
its carbonate are direct but not remote ant-

acids ; for, altiiough they neutrahse acidity

in the stomach, the}' are partly excreted in

the form of urea, and do not diminish the
acidity of the urine. The acetates, citrates,

and tartrates of the alkalis and alkaline
earths, on the other hand, are remote but
not direct antacids. They have no antacid
eflect in the stomach, but undergo combus-
tion in the blood, being converted into car-
bonates, in which form they are excreted in
the urine, and diminish its acidity.

Uses.—Excessive acidity of the contents
of the stomach gives rise to acid eructations
and heartburn. It may sometimes depend
on the secretion of a- too acid juice by the
stomach, but is generally caused by the for-

mation of acid from the decomposition of
7
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food when the process of digestion is slow
and imperfect. Antacids are given after

meals to lessen acidity in tho stomach, and
afford immediate relief to its attendant
symptoms. They may prove even more
efttcacious by preventing acidity when given
before meals (see Alkalis). If the action of

the bowels be regular, soda is preferable
;

but lime should be used if thej- are relaxed,

and magnesia if tliere is a tendency to con-
stipation. Eemoto antacids are given to

lessen tho acidity and irritating qualities of

the urine in cystitis and gonorrhoea ; and to

prevent the deposition of uric acid gravel or

calculus in goutj' persons. For this purpose
potash and lithia are preferable, as their

m'ates are more soluble than those of the

other bases. T. Lauder Brunton.

ANTAGONISM.— This term is em-
ploj-ed to express tho fact tliat the physio-

logical action of certain substances may be
affected, even to the extent of neutrahsation,
by the presence in the body, at the same
time, of other substances having an action

of an opposite character. It is important to

distmguish between antidotal action and
physiological antagonism. By an antidote

is meant a substance which so affects the
chemical or physical characters of a poison,

as to prevent its havuig any injurious action

on living animal tissues. Thus acids and
alkalis neutralise each other, so as to form
innocuous salts ; tannin may render tartar-

emetic and many vegetable alkaloids in-

soluble ; and the hydrated sesquioxide of

iron may be used to precipitate arsenions

acid. In these cases, the action is limited

chiefly to the alimentary canal ; and the
object of administering the antidote is to

form insoluble salts, or compounds which
will be physiologically inert. But thep/iysio-

logical antagonism of certain substances is

presumed to take place in the blood or in the

tissues. When such a substance as strj'ch-

nine, for example, is intreduccd into the

aliinentarj' canal, it is quickly absorbed, and
carried by the blood throughout tho body.
It does not, so fiir as observation has dis-

covered, influence all the tissues ; but it so

affects tho spinal cord, and possibly the

brain, as to give rise to severe tetanic con-
\-ulsions, chiefly of a reflex character. This
effect is, no doubt, due either to some inter-

ference in the nutritional changes between
the blood and the tissues composing the
nerve-centres, or to some specific action of

the poison on the nerve-centres themselves
{see Affinity). These changes, which are

termed physiological, and on which the
normal action of the nerve-centres depends,
are probably of a molecular or chemical
nature ; and it is possible to conceive that

they may be modified in different ways by
different substances. Thus has arisen the

idea of physiological antagonism ; and ex-
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periment has shown that, within certain

limits, which will no doubt vary in each
case, such an antagonism is possible. An-
tagonism may be either local, affecting one
organ, as is seen in the opposite effects upon
the pupil of opium or morphine \ipon the
one hand, and stramonium, hj^oscyamus, or

belladonna upon the other ; or it may extend
apparently to more important organs or

groups of organs, as in the case of the an-

tagonism between strychnine and the hydrate
of chloral. The most important mvestiga-
tions upon the subject of physiological an-

tagonism are the following :—

-

(1) Jr'hysostigniine and Atropine, by Pro-
fessor Fraser—an inquiry which showed that

the fatal effect of three and a half times the

minimum fatal dose of physostigmine may
be prevented by atropine. (2) Atropine and
Prussic Acid, a research by Preyer of Jena
—of a more doubtful character as regards

the point to be proved, but still sufficient to

show that, within certain limits not yet
indicated, it is possible to f)revent the fatal

action of prussic acid by atropine. (3) Atro-
pine and Muscarine (the active principle of

Agaricus rnuscarius) — which were found
by Schmiedeberg and Koppe to have entirely

antagonistic actions on the ganglia of the

heart—muscarine exciting the intracardiac

inhibitory centres, and stopping the heart in

diastole, while atropine has the contrary
effect. (4) Chloral and Strychnine— an
antagonism first pointed out by Oscar Lieb-
reich, who showed that minute doses of

strychnine might so rouse an animal from
the effects of an overdose of chloral as even
to save its life. And (5) Strychnine and
Chloral— with respect to which Hughes
Bennett demonstrated the converse (jf the

last-mentioned observation, namely, that in

the rabbit a fatal dose of strychnine might
be so antagonised by a doae of chloral as to

save life. Other examples of antagonism
are : chloroform and amyl-nitrite, cocaine
and morphine, atroijine and jaborandi, strych-

nine and hydrocyanic acid, thebaine and
chloral, and digitalin and aconitine.

Conclusions.— It has unfortunately to be
admitted that the practical results of the
preceding researches have not been very en-

couraging. In all of these investigations it

was quite apparent that the limits of physio-
logical antagonism were very narrow. Three
elements affect the chances of success in the

way of saving life :— (1) the age and strength
of the animal; (2) the amount of the doses
of the two active substances— so that if either

the one or the other active substance be given
slightly in excess, death will probably take
place ; and (3) the time between the adminis-
tration of the two active substances. If the
•stronger be introduced first, and be allowed
to manifest distinctly its physiological action,

it is almost impossible to counteract this

by that of another substance ; but if the two
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substances be introduced simultaneously, or

if the supposed antagonist to the more active

substance be introduced first, the chances of

success are much greater. It is apparent,

therefore, that the facts relating to physio-

logical antagonism at present known in

science do not hold out much hope of good
results from thefr application in practice

;

but still the physiological facts are so defi-

nite as to indicate a precise mode of treat-

ment. I'or example, no one acquainted with
the investigations mentioned above would
hesitate in attempting to relieve the tetanic

spasms of a case of poisoning by strj'chnine

by repeated doses of hydrate of cliloral, or

by the administration of chloroform. A
practical result of such researches is that the
principle of physiological antagonism may
serve as a guide to the application of remedies
in disease. Thus excessive secretion, say
from mucous membranes or fi'om salivary

glands, may be modified or arrested by the

use of sulphate of atropine, a striking experi-

mental demonstration of which may be seen
m the antagonism between bromal hydrate
and sulphate of atropine in the rabbit.

John G. McKendeick.

ANTEFLEXION.—A bending forwards
of any organ. The term is specially used in

relation to the uterus, when this organ is

bent forwards at the line of junction of its

body and cervix. Sec Womb, Diseases of.

ANTEVERSION.—A disjilacement for-

wards of any organ. The term is particu-

larly a^jplied to a change of position of the

uterus, in which this organ is bodily dis-

placed in the pelvic cavity, so that the

ftindus is directed against the bladder, and
the cervix towards the sacrum. See Womb,
Diseases of.

ANTHELMINTICS (oitI, against ; and
e'A/xuT, a worm).— Definition.— Medicines

which kill or expel intestinal worms.
Enumeration.—The principal anthelmin-

tics are:— Oil of Male Fern; Kamala;
Kousso ; Oil of Turpentine ; Pomegranate
Root ; Santonica (Worm-seed, so-called), and
its active principle. Santonin; Areca; Mu-
cima ; Eue ; and drastic pm-gatives. As
purgatives only expel the worms, they are

termed vermifuges ; while the other an-

thelmintics which kill the worms are called

vermicides.

Action.—The oil of male fern, kamala,

kousso, oil of turpentine, and bark of pome-
granate root, act as poisons to tape-worms.

Santonica and santonin remove round-

worms, and also thread-worms. They were

formerly supposed to kill the worms, but it

would appear that they only weaken or in-

toxicate them, so that they are more readily

expelled. Castor oil, jalap, scammony, and
other purgatives do not kill the worms, but

dislodge and expel them, by the increased

peristaltic action which they occasion.
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Uses.—Drastic purfjativcs niaj- be used

for worms of any sort ; areca for both tapc-

and round-worms ; and the other agents for

the worms on which they severally act as

poisons. Vermicides are generally given after

the patient has fasted for several Iiours, in

order that, the intestines being empty, the

drugs may act more readily on the worms.

A purgative is usually given some hoiurs

afterwards, in order to expel the dead worms.
As tluread-worms chictly inhabit the rectum,

they are most etTectually killed by cnemata,

which may consist of a strong infusion of

([uassia ; salt and water ; vinegar and water

;

solution of the sulphate or pcrchloride of

iron ; oil of turpentine : castor oil ; decoction

of aloes; or infusion of senna. As abmidance
of mucus in the intestines forms a con-

venient nidus for the growth of worms, any-

thing that diminishes this tends to prevent

their occurrence; and for this purpose pre-

parations of iron and bitter tonics are useful.

T. Lauder Brunton.

ANTHRACOSIS (<t.'^p«^, a coal).—

A deposit of black material in the tissues cr

organs. See Lungs, Inflammation of.

ANTHRAX {avGpa^, a coal). — A
synonym for carbuncle, and for malignant
pustule. See Carbuncle ; and Pustule,
Malignant.

ANTIDOTE {axn\, against, and ScSa)/ii,

I give).

—

Definition.—An antidote is any
remedy which, by its physical or its chemical
effect upon a poison, or in both wa3-s, is

capable of preventing or counteracting the

physiological effects of that substance {see

Ant.^gonism). Sometimes, however, the term
is used in a more comprehensive sense, so as

to include the general treatment of a person
affected by a particular poison. Thus, in

poisoning b}- opium, the use of the stomach-
piunp, enforced exertion, chafing the limbs,

and artificial respiration may be included in

the general antidotal treatment.

Modes of Action, and Application.—
Most antidotal substances form with the
poison insoluble or innocuous compounds.
Without attempting to give a complete list,

the following are examples of the more
common poisons and their respective anti-

dotes :— (1) arscnioux acid : solution of

dialysed ii-on administered freely, or light

magnesia
; (2) ijrussic acid : newly pre-

cipitated oxide of iron with an alkaline

carbonate ; hj-podermic injection of 2 to

4 m of liquor atropina; sulphatis every
half-hoiu:

; (3) oxalic acid : chalk, common
whiting, or magnesia suspended in water

;

(4) tartar emetic : tannin, catechu, or other
vegetable astringents; (5) acetate of lead:
sulphate of magnesium, or the phosphates of
sodium and magnesium ; (G) caustic potash :

dilute acetic acid, fixed oils, lemon juice

;

^7) corrosive sublimate : albumin, white of
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egg, flour, or milk
; (8) mineral acids : chalk,

common whiting, plaster from the walls or

ceiling, or carbonate of niagnesinm
; (!)) chlo-

ride of zinc : albumin, milk, or carbonate
of S(Klium.

Vegetable poisons cannot thus be counter-

acted. If thej' have been taken in the form
of seeds, leaves, or roots, the proper course

is to remove them from the stomach or

bowels as soon as possible by emetics and
purgatives, and at the same time to sustain

the flagging strength of the patient b}' the

administration of stimulants. On the other

hand, if the alkaloid has been taken, it is so

soon absorbed that emetics and purgatives

are of little avail, or may even be injurious.

In these circumstances we must rely on the

administration of the physiological antagonist

of the poison (sucli as chloral hydrat-e in the

case of strychnine-poisoning), and on support-

ing the strength of the patient. The following

are the best antidotes to the vegetable poisons

most frequently met with :— (1) aconite

root : emetic of sulphate of zinc and stimu-

lants
; (2) belladonna leaves, berries, or root

:

emetic of sulphate of zinc, ammonia, stimu-

lants, and after some time an active purga-

tive
; (3) digitalis : emetics, stimulants, and

the maintenance of the recumbent position ;

(4) hyoscijarnus leaves : emetics and stimu-

lants; (5) hydrochlorate or meconate of mor-
phine, or anrj of the preparations of opium :

hyjiodevmic injection of apomorphine; ex-

ternal stimulation by warmth, turi)ontine or

camphor liniments ; enforced exertion ; arti-

ficial respiration, and small repeated doses of

sulphate of atropine
; (6) chloral hydrate :

the same as for opium
; (7) strychnine or nux

vomica : animal charcoal suspended in water,

repeated large doses of chloral hydrate, or

chloroform
; (8) atropine : stimulants, sub-

cutaneous injection of caffeine, morphine, or

pilocai-pine, or of very minute doses of phy-
sostigmine ; (9) calabar bean : atropine, or

stimulants, artificial respiration; (10) mush-
rooms : subcutaneous injection of 2 to 4 \\\ of

liquor atrophia! sulphatis, stimulants, castor

oil; (11) tobacco or nicotine: stimulants,

subcutaneous injection of minute doses of

strychnine. See Poisons.
John G. M'Kendrick.

ANTIMONY, Poisoning by.—iSee

Tartar Emltic, I'oisouing by.

ANTIPERIODICS. — Definition. —
Medicines which prevent or relieve the par-

oxysms of certain diseases which exhibit a
periodic character.

Enumeration. — The chief antiperiodics

are : — Cinchona-bark and its alkaloids

—

Quinine, Cinehonine. Quinidine, and Cm-
chonidine ; Bebeeru l^ark and its active prin-

c\\Ae, Beberine ; Salicin, Salicylic Acid and
its salts ; Eucalyptus globulus ; and Arsenic.

Action.—The mode of action of antiperio-

dics is at present unknown.
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Uses.— Cinchona, and still more qtiinine,

is almost a specific in the treatment of inter-

mittent fevers, periorlic headaches, neural-

gias, and other affections caused by malaria.

Though less certain in its action than in in-

termittent fevers, quinine is also the best

remedy in the remittent fevers of the tropics,

in which, however, it must be given in very

large doses. Its action in these fevers appears
to be assisted by antipyrin or other antipyre-

tics, given so as to reduce the temperature to

the normal during the remission. The other

alkaloids of cinchona have a similar action

to that of quinine, but they are not so

powerful. Beberme is onl^' about one-third

as powerful, and is by no means so certain
;

and the same remark applies to the other

remedies enumerated. In some cases of

ague and other intermittent affections arsenic

proves successful when (juinine fails. Emetics
and purgatives are useful auxiliaries to qui-

nine in the treatment of ague, and are em-
ployed alone for the cure of this disease in

some parts of the world where quinine is not
available. T. Lauder Brunton.

ANTIPHLOGISTIC (nvri, against;

and 0Xf'ya), I burn).—A term for any method
of treatment that is intended to counteract

inflammation and its accom^^anying constitu-

tional disturbance.

ANTIPYRETICS (d"Ti, against; and
TTvptTos, a fever).

—

Definition.—Therapeutic
agents which reduce tlie temperature in fever.

Enumer.\tion.— The principal agents used
as antipyretics are—Cold Batlis, Cold Appli-

cations, Ice ; Diaphoretics; Alcohol; Chloral;
Quinine ; the Salicyl compounds ; Antijjyrin,

Antifebrin, Phenacetin, and allied bodies

;

Eucalyptol ; Essential Oils ; Aconite ; Digi-

talis ; Green Hellebore ; Purgatives ; and
Venesection.

Action.—The temperature of tiie body
may be reduced, either by increasing the

abstraction of heat, or bj' lessening its pro-

duction. The direct application of cold, by
means of baths, affusion, or sponging, or by
enveloping the body in sheets ^\Tung out of

cold water, is the most powerful and rapid
means of abstracting heat. But the loss of

heat which constantly occurs, even in health,

by evaporation of the sweat, and the radiation

and conduction of heat from the skin, may
be increased by the use of diaphoretics, such
as salts of potassium, preparations of anti-

mony, or acetate of ammonium ; or by such
medicines as dilate the cutaneous vessels, so

as to allow the heated blood to circulate freely

through them, and to become cooled by the ex-

ternal media suiTounding the skin. Alcohol,

in the form either of wine or spirits, and
chloral have an action of this sort, though
alcohol also influences the production of

heat. Alcohol, quinine, the salicyl com-
pounds, antipyrin, antifebrin, phenacetin,

pyrodin, and their aUies, eucalyiatol, and
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essential oils lessen the production of heat
within the body, probably by diminishing
oxidation of the tissues [see Alcohol).
Aconite, digitalis, and green hellebore reduce
the temperature, but their mode of action is

not precisely ascertained.

Uses. — Antipj'retics act much more
powerfully in reducing the temperature of
the body in fever than they do in health.
They may be used when the temperature has
risen either from exposure to a high external
temperature, as in thermic fever ; in conse-
quence of inflammation, as in pneumonia,
pericarditis, or phthisis; or in specific fevers,

as acute rheumatism, t3^phus, and scarlatina.

The most rapid and powerful antipyretic
remedies are cold baths ; next probably come
antifebrin, antipyrin, phenacetin, large doses
of salicylic acid or salicylate of sodium, and
quinine. In acute rheumatism the salicylates

are the most useful antipyretics. Quinine
seems to act very efficiently in thermic fever
when injected subcutaneously.

T. Lauder Brunton.

ANTISEPTICS (avTl, against ; and
(TtjTTTiKot, from o-nTTo), I make putrid).

—

Synon.:
Aiitiputrescents.

Definition.—An antiseptic is a substance
which prevents or retards putrefaction—that
is, the decomposition of animal or vegetable
bodies, accompanied by the evolution of

offensive gases. The putrefactive change
occurs only in dead matter, and requires the
presence of moisture, heat, and a ferment.
That there is no putrefaction in the absence of

moisture is obvious, for bodies, such as albu-

min and blood, which in the moist state are

highly susceptible of putrefaction, may be
kept for an indefinite time without change
if they be perfectly dry. Heat also has an
important influence on putrefaction. At very
low temperatm'es the putrefactive change
ceases, while elevated temperatures, such as

prevail in tropical climates, are favourable

to it. An additional element besides heat
and moistiu*e is, however, required, and the

opinion generally accepted is that this con-

sists of minute vital organisms, which excite

putrefactive decomposition.

Mode of Action.—The substances used
as antiseptics act either directly on the bodies

in which putrefaction is occurring or might
occur, forming with them combinations that

are not susceptible of the decomposing action

of a ferment ; or they act indirectly, by
destroying the vitality or otherwise prevent-

ing the development and propagation of the

organisms of which the ferment is composed.
In this respect antiseptics may be distin-

guished from disinfectants, the action of the

latter being directed only against the exciting

causes, and offensive or deleterious products,

of a class of changes which are themselves
more comprehensive than those implied by
the term putrefactive.
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Enumeration. — There are numerous
chemical ageuts possessing antiseptic proper-

ties, among the chief of which are:— Chlo-

rine, Sulphur Dioxide (Sulphurous Acid),

Nitric Oxide, and Peroxide of Nitrogen, as

gases ; Carbolic Acid, Aseptol, Creasote,

Benzol, Sulphites, Hyposulphites, and Hypo-
chlorites, which emit vapours at common
temperatures ; and Jlcrcuric Chloride (Cor-

rosive Subhmate), Mercuro-Zinc Cyanide,

Chloride of Zinc, Chromic, Boric, Tannic

and Salicylic Acids, Permanganate of Potas-

sium, Naphthol, Ilesorcin, and Chajrcoal,

from which no vapour is emitted.

L'sES.—1. In therapeutic practice anti-

septics are chiefly employed in the treatment

of surgical operations and of open wounds,
to prevent the occurrence of putrefactive

decomposition. See Antiseptic Treatment.
Those antiseptics are best suited for this

purpose which, acting efficiently on the fer-

ment, have no injurious effect on the parts

in which the healing process is going on.

Gases, except in solution, cannot be locally

used, as it would be necessary to enclose the

substance to bo preserved in an air-tight

vessel containing the gas. The volatile anti-

septics, which slowly emit a vapour, have
been prefen-ed to those which emit no vapour,

although among the latter sajicj-lic and boric

acids, when properly diluted, being devoid of

any irritating properties if applied to inflamed
surfaces, present on this account a marked
advantage. Latterly a cj^anide of mercury
and zinc, which is more powerfully antiseptic

than those last named, and equally devoid of

irritating properties, has been successfully

used and recommended by Sir Joseph Lister.

Corrosive sublimate, which appears to be one
of the most powerful of antiseptics, is also

now frequently used in the form of a weak
solution, one part in 2,000 parts of water
being efficient.

Carbolic acid, which was the first active

disinfectant used in surgical operations, still

retains its position as one of the most valuable

of this class of chemical agents. It is usually

employed in solution in water, one part of

the pure crystallised acid being dissolved in

from 20 to 100 parts of water, and applied

as a lotion, and sometimes m the form
of spray, diffused through the atmosphere
during a surgical operation or the dressing
of a wound. The solution may also be used
on lint or cotton-wool, for covering the

affected part. Antiseptic gauze for a similar

purpose may be made by adding one part

of crystallised carbolic acid to five parts of

common resin and seven parts of paraffin,

melted together and applied to coarse muslin,
80 as to form a thin coating, which, when it

has hardened, is used for covering the parts
to be protected.

Mercuric preparations, and especially the
cyanide of mercury atid zinc, have to some
extent taken, and will probably still fui-ther

take, the place of carbolic acid for the
purpose under notice. The cyanide, how-
ever, although having the advantage of its

non-irritating properties, has the defect of
insolubility.

Boric acid is prepared as a dressing for ro-

dent ulcers. This is composed of boric acidand
white wax, each one part, paratlin and almond
oil, each two parts. The boric acid and oil are

added to the melted wax and parattin, and the

whole is stirred in a mortar until it thickens,

and then set aside to cool and harden, after

which it is to be rubbed in the mortar until

it acquires the consistence of an omtment.
This is thinlj- spread on fine rag and applied

to the wound. The oil separates and is

absorbed by lint or rag placed over the

dressing, while a firm plaster, which is easily

removed when necessary, remains attached
to the skin.

Salicylic acid is sometimes substituted for

boric acid in the dressing last described

;

or the finely powdered acid may be merely
sprinkled over the part affected. Its very
slight solubility in water presents an obstacle

to its use in solution, unless something be
added to render it more soluble ; borax,

which is itself a good antiseptic, may be used
for this purpose. One drachm of salicylic

acid, two drachms of borax, and half an
ounce of glycerine, with throe ounces of

water, form, if aided with a little heat, a
clear solution which may be used as an
antiseptic lotion.

2. In medical pirnctice antiseptics are also

employed, either as local applications or as

internal remedies. Those which are chiefly

available include creasote, carbolic acid, the

sulphocarbolatcs, sulphurous acid, the sul-

phites or hyposulphites, chlorine water,

permanganate of potassium, borax or boric

acid, chlorate of potassium, charcoal, salicylic

acid, menthol, and thymol. The}' are prin-

cipally used for the prevention and treatment
of infectious fevers, and in low forms of

ulceration of the throat.

3. In using antiseptics for the preservation

of anatomical specimens, a wider range of

chemical ageuts may be taken, and a selection

made of substances that would be inapplic-

able in the treatment of the living subject.

Arsenious acid, corrosive sublimate, in other
than the weak solutions previouslj- noticed,

and chloride of zinc in solution, are of
service for this purpose ; and chromic acid,

even when diluted with from five hundred to

one thousand parts of water, possesses the

propertj' of preserving animal matter from
decomposition, as also does a solution of one
part of borax in forty parts of water. Alcohol
and glycerine are also emploj-ed for the pre-

servation of animal and vegetable substances
as specimens. For the like purpose, drying,

or drying and smoking are used, as in the
preparation of bacon, pemican, fish, &c.

4. Antiseptics of a milder nature, such as
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common salt, nitre, and sngar, are adopted

iov preserving articles offood.
T. Kedwood.

ANTISEPTIC TREATMENT. —
Principles:—The 'Antiseptic System' of

treatment, introduced by Sir Joseph Lister

about 1867, which has in great measare
revolutionised modern surgery, depends upon
certain postulates, the appreciation and ac-

ceptance of which are essential to its success-

ful application. They are :

—

I. Septic processes in a wound, and the

constitutional changes resulting from them,
are caused by the development in it of minute
living organisms.

II. These living organisms are (with some
few exceptions) always introduced from out-

side the body, either by the hands or instru-

ments of the operator, by floating particles

of dust, by lotions or dressings, or in some
similar way.

III. There are means at our disposal, such
as the employment of certain germicidal

agents, superheating, &c., by which the vi-

tality of these organisms may be destroyed,

and their entrance into a wound in an active

state effectually prevented, or their influence

combated if they be present.

Applications.—In order to carry out an
antiseptic ojieration it is necessary :

—

1. To purify the skin of the region to be
operated upon, for a considerable distance

beyond the part which will be occupied by
the wound.

2. To purify the hands of the operators,

the instruments, sponges, and everything
coming in contact with the wound ; and to

ensure against their defilement until the

operation is completed.

3. To prevent any living septic organisms
falling upon the wound during an operation,

or to destroy their vitality before the dress-

ing is put on.

4. To apply a dressing containing a store

of some antiseptic material ; and to change it

before this material has been so much washed
away by the discharges that a track is left

along which septic organisms may be able to

spread from the edge or stirface of the dress-

ing to the woimd.

Materials Employed.— In the present

work it is necessary to deal only with
generalities, because the details of the treat-

ment are numerous, somewhat complex, and
ever changing. Still, it is deemed advisable

to add a few words on the concrete side of

the question, particularly with respect to the

antiseptic substances at present commonly
in use, and their chief characteristics.

1. Carbolic Acid.—This is occasionally

used pure (liquefied by adding 6 to 10 per

cent, of water to the crj'stals) to purify some
already septic wounds ; or a 1 in 20 watery
solution is used for jiurifying the skin of the

part to be operated upon, the hands and
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instruments of the operator, or in the spray,
if that be ever employed. A 1 in 40 watery
solution may be used for the sponges, or for
bathing the wound during the operation and
at the changing of the dressing ; but it is less
trustworthy and less convenient than a weak
mercurial solution. Carbolic acid gauze is

not so much used as formerly, but in some
eases is still the best dressing at our disposal.
A solution of 1 in 10 in oil is useful for lubri-
cating catheters.

Carbolic acid has the advantages of being
very diffusible, and of having an attraction
for oily and greasy substances, and hence a
superiority over mercurial salts for application
to the skin ; it does not blacken steel or silver

instruments. It has the disadvantage of
being irritating, and hence causing more
efiiision of serum than do the mercurial
salts. Dressings containing carbolic acid
must be kept in airtight boxes.

2. Mercurial Salts.— (a) Bicldoride of
mercury is employed in solutions of 1 in

500, 1 in 2000, or still weaker. The 1 in 500
solution is used after the carbolic acid lotion,

for purifying the skin ; for purifying an already
septic woimd ; or as a final application to an
aseptic wound at the end of an ojDeratiou.

The 1 in 2000 solution is used for the sjjonges,

and for application to a wound during an
operation and at the changing of the dress-

ings. Mercuric chloride forms an insoluble

albuminate when mixed with blood ; hence
the solutions are practically much weakened
immediately they come into contact with a
bleeding surface. Its advantage is its high
germicidal quality ; its disadvantages are that

a 1 in 500 solution applied for some time to

the skin causes vesication, and that if mixed
with tap water a large proportion of the salt

is thrown down as insoluble chlorides. The
latter difficulty is overcome by adding a small
quantity of chloride of sodium ; or by sub-
stituting for the simple corrosive sublimate,
the very soluble but decidedly irritating sal

alcmhroth, a double chloride of ammonium
and mercury, which for a while was very
largely employed, but is now almost super-

seded. It is thus obvious that mercuric
chloride alone is not a ver^' suitable substance
for the active principle of a permanent dress-

ing. Weaker solutions - 1 in 10,000 and
1 in 40,000— are excellent for irrigating

abscess cavities, or wounds during the process
of suturing.

(6) Biniodide of mercury has many of the
characteristics of the bichloride ; but it does
not form so copious a deposit of insoluble

albuminates when added to blood. It is

more irritating, and not at present much used
in the pure state.

(«) Cyanide of mercury, in the form of a
kind of double salt with cyanide of zinc, is

the essential constituent of the latest anti-

septic dressing mtroduced by Lister. This
is very insoluble and very unirritating, but
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at the same time powerftilly antiseptic, and
at present pi-oniises to take the phice of all

other niatcriiils for a permanent dressing.

3. Boric Acid is a mild and not very

trustworthy antiseptic. It is, however, useful

either in the form of boric lint, boric ointment,

or boric lotion (a saturated watery solution)

for application to superficial granulating

surfaces. It is vcrv unirritating.

4. Salicylic Acid is not a very powerful
antiseptic. It is used in the form of

salicylic wool, of various strengths, as an
external dressing outside one containing

some more potent material.

5. Iodoform is a powerfnl deodorant, but
its antiseptic qualities are not great. It is

used with great benelit in the form of crystal

or powder to stinking wounds.
(i. Chloride of Zinc in solution—gr. xl

to y^—is invaluable as an application to sur-

faces which it is necessary to leave exposed
to the air, such as those of the mouth or

rectum, or for purifying septic cavities. It

usually prevents septic changes for two or

three days.

This list might be multiplied almost
indefinitely, and would have to include

various coal-tar products, such as creoline,

w'hich is good for application to idcers,

naphthaline, &c., oil of eucalyptus, thymol,
iodol, iodine, and countless others, but it is

impossible to mention in detail more than
those most connnonly in use.

Use.—(1) The steps of a simple operation,

where the skin is unbroken, such as the re-

moval of a tumour or the opening of an
abscess, will now be described as an illustra-

tion.

The skin of the part to be operated upon,
and the hands of the operator, are washed
first with soap and water, then with 1 in 20
carbolic acid solution, and then with 1 in 500
subhmate solution. The instruments should
have been placed some time previously in a
flat tray filled with carbolic acid solution

1 in 20 ; and a large supply of sublimate
solution. 1 in 2000, should be prepared, in

which the sponges arc to be washed out, and
the hands of the surgeon and his assistants

dipped from time to time. It is convenient
to surromid the part to be operated upon
with towels wrung out of one of the antiseptic

solutions, so that instruments may not be
thoughtlessly laid down upon an unpurified
surface. During the operation it is advisable
to irrigate the wound occasionally w'ith some
of the 1 in 2000 sublimate solution by means
of a sponge, and it is an additional safe-

guard, at the end of the operation, to sponge
it over with some of the 1 in 500 sublimate
solution. Finally during the application of
the sutures some of the 1 in 2000 soluticm

should be dropped oyer the wound from a
wet sponge or an irrigator ; and this is to be
kept up until the incision is covered by the
deep part of the dressing.
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Before changing an antiseptic dressing,

scissors and forceps, and a piece of rag or

wool should bo placed in a bowl of the anti-

septic solution preferred, and the fingers of

the surgeon should he purified. As soon as

the deep part of the di-essing is removed,
some of the solution should be dropped upon
the wound by means of the rag or wool, an<l

the process should be frequently repeated
until the deep part of the new dressing is iu

position.

Bj^ most surgeons the spray has now been
completely abandoned ; some still employ
it throughout their practice. The present

writer reserves its use for cases like those

of empyema, where large volumes of air,

possiblj' bearing particles of dust, are sucked
into an inaccessible cavity.

(2) If the skinhave been previously injured,

as in a compoimd fracture, or in abscesses

which have burst, the strongest antiseptic

solutions must be applied with gi-eat vigour

to the exposed surface, their influence being

often advantageously supplemented by the use

of the sharp spoon or the nail-brusii.

Besides these matters, thus briefly hinted

at, the acceptance of the antiseptic principle

has effected marvels in the improvement
of the hygiene of hospital wards, inas-

much as septic wounds are now dressed at

frequent intervals with the most suitable

antiseptic and deodorising dressings, the dis-

charges not being allowed to collect and
fester as in former times beneath putrid

poultices and water-dressings. And it should

effect stiU more wdien it is thoroughly carried

out in all the details of the sick-room, by
proper ventilation, by the methodical puri-

fication of bed-pans, catheters, urinals and
other utensils, and in a host of other ways
too numerous to mention.

ElCKMAN J. GODLEE.

ANTISPASMODICS (ai^:-, against, and
(rniKTtia, a spasm).

—

Definition.— Medicines
which prevent or allay spasm.

Enumeration.—Antispasmodics ma_v be

arranged in gj-oups as follows :—Valerian,

Valerianic Acid and its salts ; Musk, Castor,

Asafcetida, Sumbul and Galbanum ; Cam-
phor, Brominated Camphor, Oil of Amber

;

Ammonia and its Carbonate ; Alcohol, Ether,

Acetic Ether, Chloroform, Nitrite of Amyl

;

Bromide of Potassium, Bromide of Ammo-
nium ; Conium, Lobelia, Opium, Gelsemium,
Indian Hemp, Belladonna, Stramonium

;

and the Essential Oils. As adjuvants may
be mentioned—Cold Baths, moderate Exer-
cise, Friction, Heat, and Moisture ; and also

Quinine, Arsenic, Zinc, and Silver.

Action.— Certain nerves and nerve-centres,

when excited, produce contraction of volun-

tary or involuntary muscular fibres; other

nerves and centres arrest movements ; and
by the combined action of these two systems

the motions of the various contractile struc-
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tures in the body are regulated, and subor-

dinated to the requirements of the organism
as a whole. Excessive contraction or spasm
of one part of the body may therefore arise

either from excessive action of the motor, or

deficient action of the mhibitory centres.

Spasm may affect the involuntary muscular
fibres of the intestines—as in colic ; of the

vessels—as in some forms of headache, and
in vaso-motor neuroses of the uterus and
bladder; of the bronchi—as in spasmodic
asthma ; of single voluntary muscles, or

groups of muscles—as m various forms of

cramp ; or it may involve the muscular
system generally—as in tetanus, epilepsy,

and hysteria. Antispasmodics may act by
lessening the irritability of motor centres,

as, for example, bromide of potassium and
conium ; or by stimulating those portions of

the nervous sj'stem which restrain and co-

ordinate movements, as alcohol probably does.

There are no direct experiments to show the

action of antispasmodics on the inhibitory

centres ; but it seems probable that they have
such an action, although it may not be con-

fined to these parts alone. Thus small doses of

alcohol and ether, which stimulate the ner-

vous system generally, and usually increase

motor activity, will rewtrain and co-ordinate

excessive muscular action, as in colic, nervous
agitation, trembling, and hysteria. It is at

present impossible to localise the part of the

nervous system affected by valerian, asafoe-

tida, and other drugs of this class. As spasms
occur when the nervous system is deficient

ni power, nervine and general tonics, such

as quinine, zinc, and iron, are often fomid
to be useful adjuvants.

Uses.—In such convulsive diseases as epi-

lepsy, laryngismus stridulus, and mfautilc

convulsions, bromide of potassium is the

most powerful antispasmodic ; in hysteria

—

valerian, asafoetida, and the bromides ; in

chorea—arsenic, conium, copper, and zinc

;

in spasmodic asthma — lobelia and stramo-

nium ; m spasm of the blood-vessels—nitrite

of amyl. In all spasmodic affections, cold

baths or sponging, exposure to sunlight,

moderate exercise, and a plain but nutri-

tious diet should be employed ; and late

hours, a close atmosphere, exhausting emo-
tions, or excessive bodily or mental work
should be avoided.

T. Lauder Brunton.

ANTRUM, Diseases of.— «SVe Nose,
Diseases of.

ANURIA. — Absence of urination,

whether from suppression or retention of

urine. See Micturition, Disorders of; and
Urine, Suppression of.

ANUS, Diseases of.—The principal

affections of this part are :— 1. Congenital
Abnormalities ; 2. Epithelioma ; 3. Irritable

Sphincter Ani ; 4. Irritable Ulcer ; 5. Pro-

lapsus ; 6. Prurigo ; and 7. Tumours and Ex-

ANUS, DISEASES OF

crescences. For Fistula in Ano see Eectum,
Diseases of.

1. Congenital Abnormalities {atresia)

may be classed as follows :— 1. Imperforate
anus without deficiency of the rectum
2. Imperforate anus, the rectum being par-
tially or wholly deficient. 3. Anus opening
into a cul-de-sac, the rectum bemg partially

deficient. 4. Imperforate anus in the male,
the rectum being partially deficient, and
communicating with the urethra or neck of

the bladder. 5. Imperforate anus in the

female, the rectum being partially deficient,

and communicating with the vagina or uterus.

C. Imperforate anus, the rectum being par-

tially deficient and opening externally in

an abnormal situation by a narrow outlet.

7. Narrowness of the anus. These imper-
fections can be remedied, if at all, only by
operation.

2. Epithelioma.—The anus, like other

parts where a junction takes place between
the skin and mucous membrane, is liable to

epithelioma. It is easily recognised by the

orduiary characters of the sore. Warty
growths and fiaps of skin at this part are

subject to this form of degeneration. The
treatment applicable to this disease is to re-

move the gi'owth by excision,

3. Irritable Sphincter Ani.—In this

complaint the anus is strongly contracted

and (hawn in by the action of the sphincter.

Any attempt to examine the part produces
spasm, and the finger passed through it is

tightly grasped as if girt by a cord. In cases

of old standing the muscle becomes hyper-

trophied, and forms a mass encircling the

finger like a thick unyielding ring. This
slate is the source of serious trouble in

defecation, owing to the expulsive power
of the bowel being insufficient to overcome
the mipedinient caused by the muscle to

the passage of the faeces. Irritability of the
sphincter, independent of fissure or ulcer, oc-

curs generally in hysterical females, and is

relieved by mild laxatives, the local ajipli-

cation of cocame or an ojuate ointment, and
the occasional passage of a bougie coated
with a sedative ointment.

4. Irritable Ulcer.—This is a small
superficial sore, situated just within the

circle of the sphincter, usually at the back
part, commonly known as fissure, from its

appearance in the contracted state of the

part. The faeces passuig over the sore excite

spasm of the muscle, and cause a sharp
burning pain which lasts for two or three

hours. The distress often does not come on
till an interval of ten minutes or more has
elapsed after defecation. The pain is some-
times so acute that patients resist an action of

the bowels, and allow them to become costive.

The irritable ulcer occurs usually in middle
life, and is more firequent in women than in

men. It seldom gets well under the influence

of local applications, but an incision through
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the centre of the sore sets the muscle at rest,

mill allowsthfc part to heal. Forcible dilatation

of the sphincter with the finp;ers under an
anspsthetic is a very efl'ective mode of treat-

ment. "When the suffering is moderate, a

cure may bo attempted by giving a laxative

to ensure soft evacuations, by enjoining rest

iu the recmubent position, and by the appli-

cation of an ointment containing morphine,
belladonna, or cocaine.

5. Prolapsus.— Sec Rectum, Diseases of.

6. Prurigo.—Itching, though a conunon
symptom iu disorders of the lower bowel.

may occur as a distinct affection, a neurosis

liable to paroxysms. It is caused by worms
in the rectum, and by congestion of the
hemorrhoidal veins. Patients suffer more
after talcing stimulating drinks and when
heated in bed. The itching is extremely
teasing and annoying, especially at night,

keeping the sufferer awake for hours. Fric-

tion aggravates the mischief, excoriates the

skin at the margin of the anus, and causes it

to become dry, harsh, and leathery. As re-

gards treatment, stimulants and condiinents

are to be avoided. The bowels should be
regulated, and the part should be washed
with soap and water after each evacua-
tion. Every effort should be made to avoid
friction. Cotton-wool shotdd be used after

defecation in the place of paper. A piece of

cotton-wool soaked in oxide of zinc lotion

may be kept applied to the anus, or the part
may be smeared with some mercurial oint-

ment, such as one of calomel (5j) and vaseline

(\j). Lotions of cocaine and glycerine, of

borax and morphine, or of carbolic acid, are

often efheacious. In weak persons quinine
and arsenic help the cine.

7. Tumours and Excrescences.—Be-
sides the flaps and folds of integument con-

sequent on external piles, tumours of a
fibrous textui'e sometinies form in the sub-

cutaneous areolar tissue, which as they
increase become pedunculated. They ai"e i

usually small in size, lobulated, and have a :

firm feel. These growths may be easih' and
safely removed by excision. Papillomata

;

are Hable to be developed aroxnid the anus,
I

and sometimes grow so abundantly as to
,

constitute a large cauliflower-looking excres- ,

cence. They then form projecting processes
i

of various sizes, densely grouped together,
with their sunmiits isolated, expanded, and
elevated on narrow peduncles. They give

;

rise to a thin, offensive dischai-ge. Thej' \

probably originate in want of cleanhness. '

In some persons there is so strong a dis-

position to the formation of warts, that it ,

is difiicidt to prevent their growth. They
require to be remo^ed by excision, the
quickest and most effectual mode of treat-

ment. Flattened growths fi-om the skin,

commonly called mucous tubercles, a secon-
dary result of syphilis, are liable to ocem-
aromid the anus. They yield readily to the
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local application of mercury and general

specific treatment. See MucoDS Tubercles.
T. U. Cuiu.iNo. Fredekick Treves.

ANXIETAS. — Anxiety or distress,

whether subjectively felt, or expressed in the

features, attitude, or genend behaviour. The
term is also especially associated with a
peculiar sensation experienced in the region
of the heart. See PK.EcouDLiL Anxiety.

AORTA, Diseases of.—The diseases to

which the aorta is liable may be thus con-
sidered :—1. Aortitis, Acute and Chronic

;

2. Atheroma ; 3. Primary Fatty Degenera-
tion ; 4. Primary Calcification ; 5. Coarcta-
tion; 6. Simple Dilatation; and 7. Aneurysm.

1. Aortitis.

—

Acute Aortitis (Hyperplastic
Arteritis) is exceedingl}' rare. It may result

from the direct irritation of an atheromatous
aorta by a thrombus or an embolus, in per-

sons of gouty diathesis ; but has never been
observed as an extension of acute endocar-
ditis. The morbid changes consist in hyper-
ffimia, with thickening and softening of the
coats of the vessel, and deposit of fibrin upon
its internal surface. The ascending portion
of the arch is the part most frequently
affected. The symptoms are acute substernal

pain, with oppression, palpitation, (juick and
feeble pulse, and elevated temperature. With
these symptoms may be associated a harsh
systolic murmur, originating at the seat of

inflammation, and transmitted to a distant

part of the aorta.

Sub-acute and Chronic Aortitis {Endar-
teritis).—These are the usual forms of im-
flammation of the aorta. The disease may
be general, arising from a blood-dyscrasia

such as gout or syphilis, from pyaemia, or

from various septic agents ; but it is usually
limited to a definite portion of the vascular

surface, being the result of local irritation.

yEiioLOGY. — Excessive and continued
strain of the vascular walls is, according to

its dej^ree, the most frequent cause of sub-

acute and chronic aortitis. Hence, the
portion of the arterial system most directlj'

affected by the imi)ulse of the left ventricle,

namely, the arch of the aorta, is that in

which inflammatory irritation is first, and
often exclusively, exhibited. Labom- of any
kind requiring gi-eat and repeated muscular
effort whilst the breath is held, must neces-

sarily subject the aorta to extreme tension,

partly through the obstruction arising from
the pressure of the contracted muscles upon
the subjacent arteries, and partly from the

back-pressure in the distended vehis. Hence,
sledgers, rammers, ship-porters, ^c, are those

who most frequently suffer from the effects

of aortitis. As a necessary result of such
efforts the left ventricle soon becomes hy-
pertrophied, and the evils arising from vas-

cular tension are thereby proi)ortionately

increased. Furthermore, the free use of

alcoholic stimidauts, in which such labourers
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habitually incliilge, contributes to the same
result. The British soldier has been es-

pecially liable to the evils above sketched,
owing to a vicious system of forced drill with
a breathing-capacity diminished by faulty

construction of his dress and accoutrements.'
Anatomical Characters. — Sub-acute

aortitis occurs in disseminated patches, and
involves all the coats of the vessel. These
are infiltrated with leucocytes at an early

period ; become soft and tumid, assuming
a bluish-white tint ; and, owing to loss of

normal elasticity, project outwards, thus
causmg unevenness or pitting of the internal

surface. In the aorta the inflammation is

usually primary ; but exceptionally it may
be produced by the mechanical irritation of

an embolus derived fi'om an inflamed focus.

Inflammatory softening is a fre(iuent cause
of aneurysm at all periods of life ; and in

the young it is the ordinary precursor of that
disease.

In chronic aortitis, which is the most
common form of the difease, the internal

coat is alone involved. The outer portion of
the intima exhibits the result of irritation in

the abimdant production of new cells. These
cells occupy the fusiform spaces between its

lamellas, and, gradually distending them,
ultimately project the internal and unaffected
portion of the tunic into the lumen of the
vessel. The prominence so caused is com-
parativelj- solid, presents a faint bluish tint,

and constitutes the condition described as
sclei-osis. The thickened intima is prone to

undergo granular and fattj' disintegration,

and the consecutive change is called

atheroma. Dr. Mott has suggested that this

process may be partlj' accounted for by the
fact that the deeper laj'ers of the inner coat
of the larger arteries are probably nourished
by the vasa vasorum, through the fenestras

of the elastic lamina. "Where these nutrient
vessels are diseased, as iu Bright's disease

and syphilis, where the walls are often greatly
thickened—possibly almost oblitei-ated, the
parts indicated are imperfectly supplied with
blood and undergo degenerative changes.

2. Atheroma.—This morbid condition is

most common in the first portion of the
aorta.

Anatomical CHARACTERs.-Atheroma com-
mences with inflammatory ovei'growth by
multiplication of the cells of the outer portion
of the intima, as described in a preceding
paragraph. The neoplasts, fi-om their situa-

tion, readily undergo tatty change and casea-
tion ; the septa of unaltered tissue inter-

vening between them sooa lose their vitality

and are absorbed ; and the disease thus
sjjreads, while it advances by the same
process towards the internal surface of the

1 Also by the constrained and fixed position in
which the walls of the chest are placed when the
shoulders are forced backwards, with the view of
producing the appearance of an expanded chest.
—Ed.

vessel. Examined microscopically, athero-

matous matter is found to consist of fat-

granules, crystals of cholesterin, and tissue-

debris. At an early stage the disintegrating

process makes its way towards the lumen of

the vessel, and a rupture of the innermost
layers of the intima takes place, forming
what is termed an atheromatous ulcer.

From this may result a false aneurysm.
In the most advanced stage of athero-

matous change many patches undergo cal-

cification by deposit of Ume-salts in the
altered cells. The calcareous lamellae so

formed, bemg concentric with the vessel,

and contracting by loss of their liquid con-

stituents, may erode the intima by their

sharp edges. From the injury thus inflicted

aneurysm may arise, or interstitial throm-
bosis, by which the vessel may be entirely

blocked and gangrene of the extremities

produced. In consequence of the forego-

ing changes the vessel loses its elasticity

and becomes dilated ; its internal surface

is mottled with yellow or fxwn-coloitred

plaques and patches of various sizes, being

also rough, spiculated, and fissured ; and
thus the condition described by Virchow
tinder the name of endarteritis chronica
deformans is established.

The uric acid and oxalic acid diatheses

favour these changes, not only by stimu-

lating the minute arteries to contract, and so

raising the blood-pressure in the larger ves-

sels, but likewise by furnishing material for

cretification. The subjects of constitutional

sj'philis are liable to ' ulcerated steatoma-

tous ' (atheromatous) changes of the intima.

3. Primary Patty Degeneration.

—

Virchow has described, under the name of

fatty erosion, a form of fatty degeneration

of the cells of the internal coat, unpreceded
by mflammation, commencing on the free

surface, and gradually extending outwards.

The internal sttrface of the vessel is marbled
with minute yellow dots, which are groups
of fatty cells ; these undergo liquefaction ;

and disintegration of the mternal coat, fol-

lowed by aneurysm, is the usual restdt.

4. Primary Calcification. — Excep-
tionally, in the distant portions of the aorta

the muscular fibre-cells of the middle coat

are liable to calcification, as a remote result

of endarteritis. Owing to the transverse

arrangement of the calcified cells, Assuring

of the middle coat under the pressure of the

blood-current, and dissecting aneurysm, are

ordinary results of this change. Finally,

the entire middle coat, and even all three

coats of the artery, may be infiltrated with
lime-salts as a primary change. This is

most probably due to precipitation of these

salts fi'om the congested vasa vasorum, in

consequence of the escape of their ordinary
solvent, carbonic acid.

5. Coarctation or Stenosis.—This con-

dition may be either congenital or acquired.
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Congenital stenosis of the aorta is most
frequently located at the point of junc-

tion of the ductus arteriosus, and is of very

limited extent; in many cases presenting

the appearance of a linc;ir consti-iction, or of

a perforated diaphragm. In a few examples,

the vessel, at the seat of contraction, has
been entirely closed and converted into a

ligamentous cord. On the cardiac side of

the constriction the aorta is dilated, and
often thickened and atheromatous, whilst

on the ihstal side it is reduced in calibre as

far as the j miction of the collateral vessels.

Congenital stenosis of the aorta is compatible
with hfe of moderate diu-ation. In 24 out of

38 cases analysed by Dr. Peacock the age
attained varied fi-om twenty-one to fifty yeai-s.

The diagnosis of the condition rests mainly
on disproportionate pulsation of the arteries

arising from the aorta on the cardiac, as con-

trasted with those on the peripheral side of the

obstruction ; and on the enlargement of the
collateral vessels, namely, the transverse cer-

vical, internal mammary, and intercostals.

The ordinary consequences are exhibited in

dilated hj-pertrophy of the left venlricle, and
relative inadequacy of the aortic valves. Death
usually occurs from progressive debilitj' and
failiure of the left ventricle ; from pulmonary
congestion ; from ruptxu-e of the aorta or

one of its dilated branches ; or from acute
inflammatory change in the heart or aorta.

Congenital stenosis of the entire arch may
result from imperfection of the inter-ven-

tricular septum or patency of the foramen
ovale allowing the blood to take an excep-

tional course.

Congenital narrowing of the aorta through-
out its course was described by Hokitansky
and Yirchow. The latter pointed out its

existence in women who have tlirough life

presented the signs of persistent chlorosis

(see Chlorosis). In many of these cases

vah"ular disease of the heart, especially ste-

nosis of the mitral orifice, has been observed.

In the acquired form, stenosis of the aorta

at any portion of its course may result from
inflammatory thickenmg or calcareous change
of the coats of the vessel, followed by throm-
bosis ; or it may follow the natural cure of
an aneurysm. The aorta may be much re-

duced in calibre without being disproportion-

ately narrowed. Such will be its condition
in connexion with mitral inadequacy in
early childhood, shoidd the patient sur\'ive a
few years. In such cases the left ventricle
will have become dilated and hypertroi)hied,
and a marked disproportion will be observed
between the force of cardiac and that of
radial pulsation. This circumstance, taken
in conjimction with the age of the patient,

the existence of disease at the mitral orifice,

and hypertrophy of the left ventricle, would
warrant the positive diagnosis of narrowing
of the aorta.

6. Simple Dilatation.— This disease

consists in a uniform enlargement of the

vessel or a portion of it, from impairment or

loss of its normal elasticity ; and depends
primarily upon arterial obstruction or resist-

ance beyond its seat, and directly uj)on con-

secutive hypertrophy of the left; ventricle.

The continued tension, to which the walls

of the aorta are subjected between these two
opposing forces, necessarily leads to pro-

gressive impau-ment of nutrition and loss

of elasticity in its middle coat. The imme-
diate consequence of this change is exhibited

in further hypertrophy of the left ventricle

;

and its remote effects in still further impair-

ment of nutrition and deterioration of tissue

in the vascular tunics, through the increased

tension to which they are now exposed. No
elementary change of structmre is, however,
discoverable. Simple dilatation of the aorta

commences in the ascending portion of the

arch, and to this it is usually limited; but

it occasionally extends mto the transverse

portion. The other portions of the vessel

are never dilated, except in association with
atheromatous change. The condition under
notice is manifestly in close relationship with
inflammatory irritation of the vessel. It has,

however, a distinct pathological existence,

analogous to that of the early stage of vesi-

cular emphysema of the lung.

No morbid results, with a single exception,

are directly traceable to simple dilatation of the

aorta. But, should the dilatation extend into

the transverse portion of the arch, and engage
especially its superior wall, the primary
branches may become tortuous, and exhibit

abnormal pulsation in the neck, simulating

aneurysm. In a noteworthy example observed

by the late Dr. Hayden the existence of this

pulsation on both sides of the neck, and the

facility with which it was arrested by forcibly

extending the neck and shoulders, and so un-
bentling the vessels, sufficed to estabhsh the

diagnosis. Tortuosity of the cervical arteries,

dependent upon a local dilatation of the aorta,

may be confined to one side of the neck.

Simple dilatation of the aorta most fre-

quently occurs in connexion with the con-

tracted or granular form of chronic renal

disease. It may, however, likewise arise

from simple functional hypertrophy of the

left ventricle dependent upon habitual vas-

cular excitement ; or from dilated hyper-

trophy consecutive to inadequacy of the

aortic valves.

7. Aneurysm.

—

JStiology and Patho-
LOOY.—Aneurysm of the aorta is essentially a

disease of the middle period of life. Of 92 cases

observed or analysed by the late Dr. Hayden,
GO occurred between the ages of thirty and
fifty years ; 12 over fifty ; and 5 under thirty

years. Thus, whilst deterioration of the ar-

terial coats, as typified in atheroma, is most
common after the age of sixty, one of its or-

dinary consequences, aneurysm, belongs to an

earlierperiod of life. The apparent discrepancy
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may be explained by the more frequent em-
ployment of men under fifty in severe labour,

and their greater eajiacity for extreme mus-
cular effort earlier in life, the condition of the
arterial wall which favours aneurysm having
been already established. Aortic aneurysm is

more common amongst males than females
in the proportion of about 8 : 1—a difference

no doubt due to the more active and laborious
habits of the male sex. Soldier-s, mechanics,
and porters suffer from it in larger proportion
than persons of other callings; and in most
instances the first symptoms of aneur3'sm of

the aorta may be traced to a great muscular
effort, involving vascular strain, or to a severe

shock or blow, causing a du'ect contusion.

Aiaeurysm of the aorta is always consecu-
tive to disease of its coats. Inflammatory
softening, atheroma, and calcification are the
usual antecedent conditions, and in excep-
tional instances primary fatty or calcific

transformation of the internal and middle
i

coats ; whilst a definite overstrain or a direct
j

contusion of the vessel is freqiiently the im-
;

mediate cause of the disease. 1

Anatomical Characters.—Aortic aneur-
]

ysm may be presented under the following
forms, viz., (a) true ; (b) false {circumscribed,
and diffused or consecutive)

;
(c) dissecting ;

and {d) varicose.

a. True aneurysm of the aorta is rare ; it

may be either fusiform or saccular. It is

essentially transitional, leading to the false

variety ofthe disease ; and differs from simple
dilatation of the aorta only by its sharp
limitation, and by the existence of inflaxn-

matory products in its walls. True aneurysin
never contains clots, save by mcidental
thrombosis ; and rarely, as such, attains

dimensions capable of producing extrinsic

symptoms or signs. It may, however, unlilfe

simple dUatation, be the cause of valvular
inadequacy, and so give rise to a murmur of

reflux at the orifice of the aorta.

b. False aneurysm is either circumscribed
or diffused.- Circumscribed false aneurysin
(or, as it is also termed, false aneurysm) is

the most common form of the disease in

connexion with the aorta. It is necessarily

confined to a portion of the circumference
of the vessel, the yielding of which relieves

the remainder from extra tension. Hence, it

is usually saccular in general outline ; but,

owing to unequal resistance at different

points of its s^lrface, it rnay, and commonly
does, present one or more secondary jiromi-

nences. The internal and middle coats are

usually broken;—the adventitia supplemented
by the surrounding structures, more or less

condensed, forming the sac.

Disintegration of the inner coat, already in

a state ofatheromatous change by mechanical
strain or vascular tension, is ordinarily the
immediate cause of false aneurysm. Ulcera-
tion of the intima from fatty erosion may
also cause it, as weU as progressive arterio-

sclerosis. Rupture of the coats of the vessel

by mechanical strain is usually indicated by
definite symj^toms of the utmost significance,

namely, a feeling of something having given
way within the chest or abdomen ; followed
by faintness often amounting to syncope,
dyspnoea, palpitation, and occasionally hsemo-
ptysis. These symptoms of shock usually
subside within a period of one to two hom-s,

but the patient is thenceforward incapable of

his accustomed exertion, being easily put out
of breath, and distressed by excitement or

rapid movement, especially that of ascent

;

there is likewise a fixed pain at some point

of the chest, back, or abdomen. A fusiform

false aneurysm may become ' invaginating *

by abruptly expanding and ensheathing the
artery at its iiroximal or distal side, or in

both these situations.

Diffused false aneurysm (or, as it is other-

wise called, diffused aneurysm, or consecu-

tive aneurysm) is produced by escape of blood
from the artei-y, and its diffusion to a greater

or less extent amongst the surrounding
structures, according to their previous con-

dition or anatomical arrangement. It may
be the result of mechanical violence by strain

or shock to the artery in a pre^iously

diseased condition ; or of progressive disin-

tegration of the sac of a circumscribed
aneurysm. In the latter case the diffusion

of the extravasated blood is usually limited

by antecedent adliesive inflammation of the
siurrounding parts, where, as in the trans-

verse portion of the arch of the aorta, the
position of the aneurysm is favourable to

that process. Under ordinary circumstances
diffused false aneurysm of the aorta cannot
occur within the pericardium, owing to the

isolation of that portion of the vessel, and
the fragile structure of its serous investment.

Hence, a yielding of the sac proper in this

situation is, in most instances, followed by
instant death from hagmorrhage mto the peri-

cardium and paralysis of the heart. In a

few recorded cases, owing to pre\Tious adhesion
of the pericardium, the patients survived rup-

ture of the sac in this situation for several

days.

Diffused false aneurysm of the abdominal
aorta is frequently formed by irruption of

blood into the retro -peritoneal tissue, between
the layers of the transverse meso-colon or the

mesentery, or itito the fibrous envelope of the

psoas muscle, '\^'hen the aneiu-ysm grows
backwards the sac is quickly eroded by
pressvu-e against tlie vertebrae, the naked and
carious surface of which then forms its pos-

terior bovmdary. Diffusion in such cases

rarely occiurs mitU the vertebrae are entfrely

absorbed ; the blood may then escape into

the spinal canal, causing general paralysis

and immediate death. Diffusion may also

occur amongst the muscles and areolar tissue

of the loins, or behind the diaphragm into

either pleural cavity, usually the left. Any
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portion of the aorta outside the pericardium

may bo the seat of dift'used false aneurysm,

but the transverse portion of the arch and
the abdominal aorta are the parts most fre-

quently aflected.

Consecutive false aneurysm, consisting in

a primary bulging of all the coats of the

artery, the internal and middle coats having
Btibsequentlj' given way, constitutes the or-

dinary form in which ialse aneurysm origi-

nates : it therefore demands no further notice

here.

c. Dissecting aneurysm consists in a breach
of the internal and middle coats, and a sub-

sequent detacliment of these from the ex-

ternal tunic, by the force of the blood-

cm-rent, to a variable extent over the length

and circumference of the vessel ; or in a
splitting of the middle coat by the same
agency. This form of aneurj'sm is of two
kinds—that with a single aperture through
which the blood enters the abnormal channel
and returns to the artery; and that which
exhibits two openings, one by which the

blood escapes from, and anotlier through
which it re-enters the vessel. The former is

the more usual variety of dissecting aneurysm

;

and it is likewise the more grave, because
liable at any moment to terminate fatally by
ruptiure of the external coat.

Any portion of the aorta may be the seat

of dissecting aneurysm; the ascending part of

the arch is most frequently affected, and next

in order of frequency comes the abdommal
aorta. The primary lesion consists in a
transverse rent of the internal and middle
coats ; when this is close to the heart, the

!

outer or the anterior wall of the vessel is its

usiial site, and detaclunent of the tunics

rarely extends bej'ond the ascending portion I

of the arch, and seldom engages more than
a limited area of its circumference. In this

situation, too, an apertm-e of re-entrance is

rarely formed, the disease usually terminating
by rupture of the external coat within the
pericardiiun. When, on the contrary, the i

second curve of the arch, or anj' portion of
;

the aorta beyond this point, is the seat of

primary lesion, separation of the coats is

usually found to extend along the remainder
of the length of the vessel and over the whole
or greater part of its circumference, whilst

the blood has re-entered through an opening
in one or both common iliac arteries.

The establishment of a second aperture of
communication with the artery is an attempt
at ' natural cure ; ' and when this happens
the patient may survive for many years.

Amongst the eccentricities of dissecting

aneurysm may be mentioned detachment of
the laminated clot from the walls of the sac

proper, and subsequent escape of blood by
rupture of the latter ; and separation of the
mucous from the muscillar coat of the cesopha-
giis. with irruption of blood into the stomach.
Dissecting and ordinary false aneurysm may

coexist, the former being usually a consecu-
tive lesion, and the immediate cause of death.

d. Varicose or anastomosing aneurysm
consists in a direct communication between
an anemrysm of the aorta and (a) one of the
chambers of the heart

;
{b) the pulmonary

artery or one of its branches ; or (c) one of the
vense cavx' or innominate veins. This form
of the disease is necessarily consecutive, and
usually late as to the period of its develop-

ment. In the great majority of recorded ex-

amples the primary aneurysm was connected
with the ascending portion of the arch, and
in a large number it arose from one of the
sinuses of Valsalva. The communication,
with few exceptions, is formed with one of

the chambers of the heart, the pulmonary
arter}', or the descending vena cava. Of the

cavities of the heart, the right ventricle is

most often ijuplicated ; next in order is tlie

right auricle ; then the left ventricle ; and
lastly the left auricle. The pidmonary artery

and the descending cava have been frequently

involved, as might liave been inferred from
their close relationship to the ascending
aorta ; the innominate veins in fewer instances,

and only when the aneurysm engaged the

upper portion of the arch. An aneurysm of

the abdominal aorta has commimicated with
the inferior vena cava in a few cases. In the

process of formation of a varicose anem-ysm
of the aorta, the apposed surfaces are agglu-

tinated by adliesive inflammation ; and the

composite septum is subsequently eroded
by progressive absorjition, or suddenly rent

by the force of the arterial current. The
immediate effects of commimication are

engorgement and increased tension of the

receiving chamber or vessel ; diminished
blood-current and vascular tension in the

aorta and its branches ; and admixtiu^e of

arterial with venous blood when the right

side of the heart or one of the great veins is

the seat of discharge. The special symptoms
and signs by which the disease is characterised

have direct reference to these results. Death
has followed most rapidly in those cases in

which the aneurysm had estabhshed a com-
munication with the pulmonary artery or the

left auricle.

Effects upon the left ventricle.—Hj-per-

trophy of the left ventricle cannot be regarded
as a consequence of aneurysm of the aorta.

The association, when it exists, is accidental

;

hypertrophy depending upon antecedent or

consecutive disease or inadequacy of the

aortic or the mitral valves, chronic atheroma
of the aorta, granular degeneration of the

kidneys, or excessive functional activity.

Symptoms.—The symptoms of aortic aneu-
rysm may be discussed under the tlu'ee heads
of : (rt) Pain

;
(b) Excentric Pressure ; and

(c) Tumour.
Pain.—The pain of aneurysm is of two

kinds, intrinsic and extrinsic. Tlie former is

due to subacute inflammation and tension of
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the sac, and varies with intra-vascular pres-

sure. It is duU, aching, and localised, and
promptly alleviated by measures which de-

press the circulation or reduce local tension.

Extrinsic pain usually arises from pressiu'e

upon adjacent nerves, and may be direct or

reflex. This kind of pain has the characters
of a diffused and aggravated neuralgia, being
paroxysmal, and wandering to a gi-eater or

less extent over the back, chest, shoidders,

arms, abdomen, and thighs. In the abdomen,
when due to pressure upon the splanchnic
nerves or tension of the solar plexus, it is of

the mqst excruciating character. The ex-

trinsic pain of aneurysm may be fixed and
bormg. When of this character, it is usually
located in the back, and arises from progz'es-

sive absorption of the vertebrae.

Excentric Pressure.— The parts affected

by the pressure of an aneurysm, and the
symptoms thereby developed, varj' according
to its situation and the direction of its growth.
Parts which are exposed to counter-pressure,
or are otherwise fixed, suffer most ; whilst
those which are flexible or movable are less

ir-juriously affected. The symptoms have
reference to the respective functions of the
organs or structm-es pressed upon ; whilst
their severity is m direct proportion to the
importance of those functions, and the degree
of pressure exercised. Structures subjected

to the remittent pressure of an aneurysm are
slowly removed by absorption, but between
the sac and the resisting surface union has
been previously established by adhesive in-

flammation. Hence the sac itself is at the
same time absorbed, and escape of blood wUl
inevitably occur where further resistance is

not presented. When serous cavities are laid

open by this process, entrance is effected by
a rent ; and if the cavity be large, e.g. the
pleiura or the peritoneum, death by haemor-
rhage, almost instantaneous, is the result ; in

case of irruption into the pericardium or the
spinal canal, death occurs with equal rapidity

from compression and paralj'sis of the con-
tained organ. Commimication with a mucoTis
canal or with the cutaneous surface is effected

by a process of sloughing, and bleeding occurs
by ' leakage,' in variable quantity and at

uncertain mtervals, till the slough is finally

detached, when death by copious haemorrhage
immediately ensues. The irruption of an
aneurysm into a gland-duct, such as the ureter

or one of the biliary passages, may be fatal

by obstruction and suspended secretion, the
duct and its tributaries having been blocked
by coagulum. Pressure upon the thoracic

duct proves slowly fatal by inanition. 'Wlien

the aneurysm opens into a vein, a varicose
aneursym, characterised by special symptoms
and signs, and of greater or less gravity ac-

cording to its situation, will be the result.

The symptoms of nerve-pressure vary ac-

cording to the nerves affected. Thus, pres-

sure upon the roots or branches of sentient

nerves is attended with neuralgic twinges or

paroxysms referred to the seat of their peri-

pheral distribution, and, when the pressure

is extreme, with numbness in the same situa-

tion. Irritation of motor'nerves is indicated

by spasm or paralysis, according to the de-

gree of pressure, of the muscles supplied by
them. Irritation of the cervical sympathetic,
or of its cilio-motor roots, is revealed by
dilatation of the pupil on the corresponduig
side ; or, if the pressm-e be such as to cause
paresis, by contraction of the pupil with ptosis,

hypertemia, hypera;sthesia, and elevation of

temperatm-e in the eye and corresponding
side of the face. The effects of pressure upon
the pulmonic and cardiac plexuses have been
less precisely determined, owing to the diffi-

culty of distinguishing the symptoms due to

this cause from those which arise from dfrect

pressure upon the tracliea or bronchi, the

great vessels, or the heart, or fr'om structural

disease of the heart or the coronary arteries;

but that the paroxysms of bronchial spasm
and of angina, so often witnessed in connex-
ion with aneurysm of the arch of the aorta,

are in some degree dependent upon pressure

on the pulmonary and cardiac nerves, and
occasionally are due to it exclusively, there

can be no doubt. The symptoms arising from
the pressure of an aneurysm upon the pneu-
mogastric or recurrent nerve of either side

have reference to the larynx, and are emi-
nently characteristic. They are of two kinds,

according to the degree of pressure ; namely,
those due to spasm, and those to paralysis,

of the laryngeal muscles on one or both
sides. They are presented under the several

forms of dysphonia, aphonia, stridor, metallic
cough, and paroxysmal dyspnoea. The latter

is fr-equently of the most urgent character, and
sometimes is the immediate cause of death.

Adjacent organs, such as the heart, lungs,

Hver, and kidneys, are occasionally displaced

by an aneurysm, the direction being deter-

mined by that of the pressmre, and in part
also by the direction in which the organ is

movable. Obstruction or occlusion of adjacent
arteries, as indicated by diminished or sup-

pressed pulsation, may likewise result from
the pressure of an aneurj'sm. Pressure on a
vein is evidenced by venous stasis distal to

the seat of obstruction ; upon the pulmonary
artery, by engorgement of the right chambers
of the heart and general venous congestion.

Obstruction or occlusion of either bronchus
or of one of its primary branches is evi-

denced by distress m breathing or short-

ness of breath ; by bronchial breathing over
the seat of compression ; and by diminution
or su2)pression of respiratory soimd in the

corresponding portion of the hmg. Inasmuch
as the symiDtoms of excentric pressure may
be produced by a tumour of any kind, they
possess, in regard to aneurysm, a diagnostic

value only correlative to other and more
positive evidence of that disease.
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Tumour.—The tumoiir formed by n,n aneu-

nsiii of tlie aorta is tixcil, siiiootli, and com-
j)rt'ssible. It is nlternatoly tense and soft, in

unison with cardiac pulsation ; and is especi-

ally cliaracterised by a movement of general

and equal expansion, synchronous with the

imjjulse of the heart. It is further distin-

;,Miished by a remarkable liability to vary in

the rate and direction of its growth, retro-

cession at one point coinciding with enlarge-

ment at another ; a new set of symptoms
being at the same tnne developed by its

encroachment upon fresh territory. In the

j)rogress of cure the tuu)our may become
solid, incompressible, and uneven, by depo-

sition of laminated tibrin within the sac.

Physical Signs.—The physical signs of

aneurysm of the aorta are those which may
be ehcited by inspection, palpation, percus-
sion, and auscultation. They supply the

most valuable, and, indeed, the only positive

evidence of the disease.

Inspection. — Abnormal pulsation, and
sometimes the existence of tumour, may be
detected by inspection of the chest or abdo-

men ; the signs observed being confirmed by
those afforded by palpation.

Tactile signs.—The tactile signs of aneu-
rysm, iwi^x/Z-vf, /rem t<tts, and remittent ten-

sion, are contingent on the presence of a

tumour. The impulse may be single or double.

It is most frequently single, and is then always
svstolic in rhythm, coinciding approximately
with the impulse of the heart. In character

the systolic impulse is heaving and expansile

;

and it is diffused, in most instances equaUj',

over the entire tumour. It is due to sudden
expansion of the sac from active influx of

blood during ventricular systole : hence, in

those portions of the aorta which are close

to the heart, it is synchronous with the apex-
pnlsation ; but in the descending thoracic

and abdominal aorta perceptibly post-systolic

in time. The force of systolic impulse and
the expansion of the sac will be directly

as the contractile power of the left ventricle,

and inversely as the deposit of coagulum
within the sac. A second and more feeble

impulse of diastolic rhythm is occasionally,

but much less frequently, exhibited by an
aortic aneurysm. This is the ' back-stroke,'

or ' impulse of arrest ' of authors. It coincides

with the first period of ventricular diastole

and the second sound of the heart, and is

due to asynchronism of reaction between the
aorta and the sac—that of the latter being
notably later, owing to its defective elasticity.

The consequence is a sudden arrest to the
recoil of the sac by influx from the aorta.

Diastolic impulse is therefore eminently
characteristic of aneurysm.

Fremitus or thrill is of more frequent oc-

currence than diastolic impulse, and, when
not communicated from the heart, no less

distinctive of aneurysm. It accompanies the
systoUc impulse, and is due to the vibration

of a thin sac from an eddy in the current of

influx, produced either by a spicuiated con-

dition of the orifice, or by a pendent flake of

fibrin.

Percussion-sound.—The intrinsic percus-
sion-sound of aortic aiicurj-sm is absolutely

dull to the extent of the tumour. Posteriorly

the dulness is not sufficiently distinguishable

from that of the vertebral column and muscles
to be of positive diagnostic value ; whilst
laterally and in front, when the tumour is not
m actual contact with the walls of the thorax
or abdomen, it is modified or masked by t)ie

intervention of the lung or the intestinal

canal. Under any circumstances, dulness
per se cannot afford positive evidence of
aneurysm, inasnmch as it may bo due to a
tumour of any kuid, solid or liquid, in the
same situation; but, the presence of a tumour
having been determined, the shifting of per-

cussion-dulness from one point to another,
or its cessation where it had been previously

detected, would be in the highest degree sug-

gestive of aneurysm.
Acoustic signs.— These are tone or sound,

and murmur. Sound without murmur is of

frequent occuiTence in aneurysms of the arch,

but comparatively rare in those of the de-

scending thoracic and abdominal aorta. It

is usually double, corresponding in time to

the sounds of the heart, but exaggerated, the
second aneurysmal sound being especially

intensified. The first sound is occasionally
' splashing,' and both are not infrequently of

a ' booming ' quality,— characters no doubt
due to the density, rigidity, and great capacity

of the sac.

The murmur of aneurysm is most fre-

quently single, sj-stolic, and -blowing; it is

occasionally double (sj^stolic and diastolic)

;

and stiU more rarely single and diastohc.

As to quality, the systolic murmur may be
accompanied by a musical note, ' coomg,' or

shrill, and audible over the whole or only a
portion of the tumour. Lastly, it may be,

and usually is, of a ' buzzing ' character in

cases of varicose aneurysm. The essential

cause of the murmur of aneurysm consists in

friction of the blood against the orifice, and
the production of an eddy or a ' fluid vein

'

within the sac. A certain force of ventricular

contraction is, however, lUiewise necessary.

Hence the not infrequent coincidence of
cessation of murmur with failure of the left

ventricle for some time before death. A
strongly contracting ventricle, a relatively

small orifice, a capacious sac, and a liquid

state of its contents, supply the most favour-

able conditions for the production of murmur.
The orifice of entrance need not be absolutely

narrow ; a large fusiform aneurysm, even of

the true kind, with rough walls, and contain-

ing liquid blood, may yield a loud systolic

murnmr, as the writers have frequently ob-

served. A murmur may be absent in an
aneurysm lined by thick lamin£e of fibrin
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throTigh which there is a smooth channel, or

in a lateral aneurysm communicating by a

small orihce with the vessel.

Diagnosis.— The positive diagnosis of

aneurysm of the aoria may be made fi'om

the existence of a tumour, forming a second

centre of pulsation and of sound ; the pul-

sation being systolic, expansile, and equally

diffused over the turaoiu", accompanied by
thrill, and succeeded by a minor pulsation of

diastolic rhythm ; whilst the soimd, single or

double, and accompanied or not by mm-mur,
is always sharp and ringmg, and occasion-

ally of a ' booming ' quality. The foregoing

signs are rarely all associated m the same
case. Various other groupings of rational

symptoms and signs would be scarcely less

conclusi\e as to the existence of aneurysm of

the aorta. General systolic expansion, thrill,

diastolic impulse, and exaggerated sound, at a

point more or less distant from the heart, con-

stitute the most positive signs of the disease.

The existence of aneurysm ofthe aorta may
be inferred with greater or less confidence from
certain symptoms and signs, according to

their individual or correlative value. Even
negative signs, if associated with others in

themselves of minor significance, may be

scarcely' less conclusive than the most jjositive

evidence would be. Thus, for example, sup-

jjressed respiration with undiminished per-

cussion-resonance on the left side of the chest,

dyspnoea, hsemoptysis, fixed pain in the back,

and left mtercostal neuralgia—the entrance
of a foreign body into the left bronchus and
the existence of cancer of the posterior me-
diastinum having been excluded—would he
all but conclusive as to the existence of aneu-
rysm. A foreign body in the bronchus might
be diagnosed from the history of a misad-
venture in swallowing, followed immediately
by dyspnoea, hoEmojitysis, and the special

signs of bronchial obstruction, which, in nine
cases out of ten, would be on the right side

;

whilst the diagnosis of mediastinal cancer
would rest upon evidence eminently sugges-

tive, namely, the presence of cancerous en-

largements in the neck and axilla, and of

extreme dulness over the root of the lung,

without corresponding pulsation or sound.
Finally, aneurysm of the aorta may be, though
it very rarely is, strictly latent in regard to

both sj-mptoms and signs.

Prognosis, Duration, and Terminations.
The prognosis of aortic ajieiu-ysm is in the
highest degree unfavourable. Recovery is,

however, under favourable cfrcumstances
and appropriate treatment, quite within the
range of medicine. Numerous examj^les of

the cure of aortic aneurysm, both thoracic

and abdominal, have been lately recorded.
The dui-ation of life, in connexion with

aneurysm of the aorta, varies from ten days
to eleven years (Hayden), but it may be
much longer. The situation and relations of

the aneurysm ; its complications ; the con-

stitution of the sac, and the state of its con-

tents; the previous health and present habits

of the patient ; and the advantages enjoyed
in regard to rest and treatment—will all

materially influence the prognosis, whether
as to dm-ation of life or prospect of recovery.

Death in aneurysm of the aorta may result

from

—

{a} rupture of the sac
; (6) exhaustion

from pain, loss of sleep, or leakage of blood ;

(c) asphyxia
;

{d) syncope ;
(e) inanition ; or

(_/) intercurrent disease. The foregomg re-

presents the order of relative frequency of

the several causes mentioned. Rupture of

the sac is not, of necessity, imniediatelj'

fatal. Ha;morrhage may be stayed, and life

thus protracted for several days, by obstruc-

tion from the extravasated blood (itself ar-

rested and coagulated in the surrounding
tissues), or by its pressure upon the aorta on
the proximal side of the sac. Rupture mto
one of the chambers of the heart, the pul-

monary artery, either vena cava, or the inno-

minate vein, the portal vein, or the biliary

passages, is usually fatal within a very brief

period ; whilst ruptvu-e into one of the serous

cavities in the absence of previous adhesion,

into the trachea or bronchi, or into the alimen-
tary or the spinal canal, is mstantaneously
fatal.

Treatment.—The treatment of aneurysm
of the aorta is j^oUiativc and curative. Pain
from nerve -pressure is most effectually re-

lieved by hypodermic injections of morphine,
one quarter to half a grain in solution, re-

peated and increased in quantity according

to necessity ; cocaine administered hypoder-
mically may also be employed. The pain

and oppression due to congestion of the sac

and the surrounding structures is best treated

by local or general abstraction of blood, or

the use of an ice-bag over the tumour, com-

I

bined with the use of cardiac and vascular

depressants, especially iodide of potassium

(20 to 30 gi'ains every fourth hour), chloral

hydrate ('20 grains), veratrum viride, or

aconite (5 to 10 minims of the tinctiue every

third hour). Antipyrin (10 to 20 gi-ains

every third horn) has been found to give

relief. Mechanical supjaort by means of a

well-constructed shield is likewise useful

when the tumour projects externally. Fixed
pain in the back, due to erosion of the verte-

brae, is most effectually relieved by leeching,

or by the apiilicatiou of a seton or issue m
the vicinity of its seat.

The curative treatment of aneurysm of the

aorta may be classified under the heads of

—

(a) comjsression of the artery, proximal or

distal
; (6) distal ligature

;
(c) absolute rest

and regulated diet
;

(d) the use of medicinal

agents 23romoti^e of coagulation \\-ithin the

sac ; and (e) local measm-es—such as (1) the

application of the galvanic current, the posi-

tive pole, carefully insulated, being introduced

into the sac, the negative pole being placed

on an indifferent part in its neighbourhood

;
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(2) the passage of fine iron wire, horsehair,

or catgut into the sac, so as to cause coagula-

tion. For the details of these several modes
of treatment the reader is referred to the

articles in this volume respectively- entitled

Aneurysm; Abdomin^Uj Axkurysm; and Tho-
R.\cic Aneurysm.

TuoMAS Hayden. C. J. Nixon.

AORTIC VALVES, Diseases of.—
Sec IIkaut, Valvular Diseases of.

APEPSIA ((I, priv.; and TTfTrro), I digest).

Indigestion. Sec Digestion, Disorders of.

APERIENTS [apcrio, I open).—Medi-
cines which produce a gentle action of the

bowels. See Purgatives.

APHAGIA (fi, priv.; and <^(i-y&), I eat).

—

Inaliility to swallow. See Deglutition, Dis-

orders of.

APHASIA (fi, priv. ; and (ftr^fii or ^aa>,

I speak).— Synon. : Aphemia; Alaha ; Fr.

Aphaitie ; Ger. Sprachlosighcit.

Descrii'TION.—Aphasia is the name given

to a defect of speech from cerebral disease.

The patient is found to be unable to utter

any proposition, though his occasional dis-

tinct pronunciation of some one or two
words shows that his speechless condition

is not due to a mere dithculty in the more
mechanical act of articiJation. Moreover,
the patient's intelligent manner and gestures

may plainly show that he understands what
is said, and is capable of thinking, even
though he is quite unable to give expression

to his thoughts. This kind of powerlessness
as regards speech is most frequently encoim-
tered in persons suffering from right hemi-
plegia, though it is occasionally met with in

those who are paralysed on the left side, and
at other times in persons who are not hemi-
plegic at all.

The aphasic condition is not always, as it

ought to be, clearly distinguished from that

of another group of cases which may be
encoimtered in association with some amoimt
of hemiplegia or mdependently, and to which
the name amnesia is given. The essence of
this latter ~"deiect lies in the fact that the
patient's speech is defective because of liis

inability to recall the proper words for the
expression of his thoughts or wishes ; and he
very frequently substitutes WTong words or
names in the place of those he wishes to

employ, as when speaking of his ' hat,' he
calls it a ' brush ; ' or when seeking a ' pen,'

he asks for a ' knife.' In a bad case of this

kind the patient may be quite imable to
arrange words into a sentence capable of
conveying a definite meaning, so that his
speech iff rendered unhitoUigible. Where
this species of defect exists there seems to be
either a defective or an.ineo-ordinate action
of one or other of those higher cerebral
centres whose ftmction it is to translate
thought into the corresponding motor acts

8

of speech, so that we get hesitation in the
utterance of right words, or the substitution

occasionally of entirely wrong words or even
of a meaningless set of sounds. These
anmesic or inco-ordinate defects were not at

first recognised as being distinct in nature
from those of an aphasic type, in which
there is rather a loss than a misdirection of
power in one or other of the higher centres
whence the incitation to the motor acts of

speech proceed. The two kinds of defects,

indeed, not unfrequently coexist to some
extent in the same individual.

'When occurring in association with hemi-
plegia, aphasia varies much in intensity

according to the degree of general mental
impairment with which it may be combined.
During the first week or ten days after the
onset of such an attack the special defect

may be scarcely recognisable, owmg to the
masking influence of the general mental
uupairment. But after a time such a patient

may regain a considerable amoimt of general
mental power. He maj' be left more or less

hemiplegic, and may also present the aphasic
defect to a marked degree. He readily com-
prehends everjihing that is said to him, and
can often understand what he reads.

But at other times, though able fullj' to

understand when read to, he does not seem
to imderstand when he liimself attempts
to read—a disabUity now often spoken of

as ' word-bhndness.' Pie can, perhaps, play
draughts or chess well, and by means of

gestures and pantomime can make liis wants
and most of his wishes fairly well understood
by those accustomed to interpret them. Yet
he may only be able to articulate some one
or two words, or else combinations of mere
unmeaning sounds, such as ' poi, boi, bah,'
' sapon.' On rare occasions, under the in-

fluence of strong emotion, the patient may
blurt out some simple expletive or short

plirase, such as ' oh dear !
' He cannot be

made to repeat a word, or even the simplest
vowel-sound, which he has just heard uttered.

In a few cases the patient has seemed unable
to imderstacd what is said, as though from
some ditficultj- in realising the meaning of
words. AA'ords may have to be uttered very
slowly and repeated several times to such a
patient, and even then they may fail to

convey their meaning—a defect known as
' word-deafness.' Yet the language of gesture,

appealing as it does to the sense of sight,

may be at once understood.

The patient's power of writing is neces
sarily interfered with when aphasia, as is so

often the case, co-exists with riglit hemi-
plegia. Many such patients, however, learn

to write with the left hand to a variable

extent. The variations as regards the power
of writuig are, in fact, almost as marked
as the variations in power of speakuig,

though these two classes of defects by no
means run parallel with one another in the
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same individual. Tlie writer has known
patients who were quite Tuiable to express

themselves in spoken words, or even utter a

smgle articulate sound, write a good letter

with no, or very few, mistakes [aphcmia)
;

on the other hand, the performance of an
aphasic patient, without a copy before him,
may be, and most commonly is, limited to

writing his own name. At other times the

patient shows an amnesic defect in writing,

and writes much as an amnesic patient

speaks. Still more rarely it is found that an
aphasic patient is, though not from want of

manual power, unable to write even a single

letter (agraphia)—in attemptmg to do so he
makes mere unmeanmg strokes.

The disability spoken of above as
' aphemia ' may be complete, and then the

patient is absolutely speechless. But incom-
plete aphemia or aphemic defects exist in

many degrees of completeness. These
terms are now often apiplied to defects in the

power of articulation—the mere mechanical
part of sj)eech—in which difficulties exist

such as go with diseases in the bulb or the

pons, or the slighter defects in utterance,

constituting mere ' thickness of sjieech.'

This kind of defect differs from (and may
be easily distinguished from) aphasia, seeing

that the subjects of it will always attempt at

once to utter any word or simjjle sound,

when they are bidden to do so. The terta
' anarthria ' has been used by some writers

for what would be called bad aphemic defects

—such, for instance, as are met with in

bulbar diseases, where the articulatory motor
centres are themselves the seat of lesion.

Aphasia occasionally supervenes, inde-

pendently of paralysis or convulsions, m in-

dividuals who have been subjected to great

excitement or prolonged overwork, when it

may be due, perhaps, to mere functional

derangements. In other cases it presents

itself as a temporary condition, lasting

only for a few hours or a few days,

in a patient who has just had an attack of

right-sided miilateral convulsions ; or, lastly,

as has already been indicated, it occurs in

conjunction with a right-sided hemiplegia

produced either by brain-softening or by
cerebral hEemori-hage. Cases belonging to

the latter category vary very much amongst
themselves as regards the degree of co-exist-

ing hemiplegia. If the third left convolution

alone is damaged by softening, the hemi-
plegic condition may be absent, or transient

and incomplete— never, perhaps, affecting

the leg appreciably. This condition is often

induced by a small hasmorrhage, or by a

patch of softening produced by an embolism
of that branch of the middle cerebral artery

which supphes the third frontal convolution
;

but where the haemorrliage is larger, or

where the mam trimk of the middle cerebral

artery is obliterated, either by an embolus

or a thrombus, tiie aphasia, or aphasia with

amnesia, is combined with much graver and
more persistent hemiplegic symptoms.

Pathology.—The modern concentration of

attention upon these defects of speech was
started by the enmiciation of Broca's views as

to the dependence of the aphasic defects upon
lesions in or about the third left frontal convo-
lution. And all pathologists are now agreed
as to the fact that such lesions are much more
prone to give rise to aphasic symptoms than
are corresponding lesions on the right side of

the brain. It is commonly belie^•ed, more-
over, that amnesic defects of speech are most
commonly produced by superficial lesions

of the left hemisphere, though by lesions

situated farther back—that is, in the neigh-

bourhood of the posterior extremity of the

Sylvian fissure.

The third left frontal convolution is not
now supposed, as Broca put it, to be the

seat of any ' faculty of language,' though the

anatomical mvestigations of Mejnert and of

Broadbeut have shown that its relations with
other convolutions are exceptionaUy complex.
Whether certain higher ' motor ' centres for

sijeech are situated m tJiis part of the brain, as

is commonly believed, or whether such centres

are rather, as the writer believes, kinsesthetic

centres, it must at least be conceded that this

convolution is intimately concerned with the

lihysical expression given to thought in

articulate speech.

We know that the left hemisphere is the

one from which the volitional mcitations

proceed in the case of written language, and
it is presumed that the same half of the

brain also takes the lead in the production

of articulate speech. It is, therefore, a point

of nmch interest when we find that, in some
of the exceptional cases in which aphasia

has occurred in association with lesions on

the right side of the beam and left hemi-

plegia, the uidividuals had been left-handed

during life. Some of the other exceptional

cases, however, have not admitted of this

interpretation.

Different kinds of Word-memories.—For
the projjer imderstanding of these different

defects of speech and writing many de-

tails are essential. There are foiu- different

kinds of word-memory—three essentially

different types, but one of them existing in

two forms, so as to make four varieties in

aU. These varieties of verbal memory are

as follows : (1) Auditory memory — the

memory of the sounds of words, that is,

of the auditory impressions representative

of diflerent words
;

('2) Visual memory—the

memory of the visual ajypearances (printed

or written) of words, that is of the visual

impressions corresponding with different

words
; (3) Kinsesthetic memory— (a.) the

memory of the different groups of sensory

impressions resulting from the movemenis
of the vocal organs during the utterance of

words (impressions from muscles, mucous
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membranes, and skia)—these the writer has

proposed to speak of as ' glosso-Jiirursfhctic'

impressions; (b) the memory of the different

groups of sensory impressions emanating
from the museles, joints, and skin durinj;

the act of WTitiug individual letters and
words—these the writer has proposed to

speak of as ' cheiro-kinccsthetic' impressions.

The organic seat of each of these different

kinds of word-memory is in relation with its

own set of afferent fibres ; and the several

centres are also connected with one another

by commissm-al fibres, so tliat the recollection

of a word in one or other of these modes
doubtless involves some amount of simul-

taneously revived activity in one or two of

the other word-centres. The relative in-

tensity (in the process of recollection of

words for ordinary' speech) of the memorial
revival in each of these centres is probably

subject to more or less marked variation in

difrierent individuals. In the majority of

persons ^he revival of words in the auditory

centre is the most potential process, and
that of which such persons are most con-

scious. In a smaller pei'centage of persons

the revival of words in the visual centre

seems to bo the most essential process.

\Vhilo in a very much smaller percentage it

seems jiossible that revival in the kinassthetic

speech-centre may be the most conscious

process occurring dm-ing the recollection of

words.
Owing to the fact of the existence of this

multiple memory of words, it happens that

loss of speech by no means alwaj-s, or often,

implies the loss of the memory of words.
Many a patient who cannot speak can j-et

revive his auditory or his visual memory of

words, so as more or less perfectly to under-
stand what he hears, or what he sees (in

print or writing), or perhaps what he both
hears and sees.

It is also of importance to be borne in

mind that for ordinary persons (that is,

those who are neither congenitaUj- bhnd nor
congenitally deaf) the four memories of

words are mainly called uito play in de-

finite couples, namely, the auditory and the

glosso-kinffisthetic revivals taking place in

ordinary speech ; and the visual and the
cheiro-kinfEsthetic revivals taking place
during ordinary WTiting. So that iir express-

ing oneself in spoken words the memories of
such words are first principally revived in

the auditory centre, and then the nerve-
units thus called into activity rouse in im-
mediate succession the corresponding glosso-

kinaesthetic elements before the pronuncia-
tion of the word can be effected through the
aid of the motor centres in the medulla.
Similarly, when expressing our thoughts by
WTiting, though the memories of words are
probably first revived in the auditory word-
centre, like memories are ahnost simul-
taneously revived (through the intervention

of the audito-visual commissure) in related

parts of the visual word-centre ; and from
this region stimuli must pass through cor-

responding chciro-kinicsthetic elements, be-

fore the actual writing of the word can be
effected through the instrumentality of motor
centres in the cervical region of the cord.

There can be no doubt that the functional

association existing between the auditory
and the glosso-kimesthetic (centres is of the

closest kind. But the bond of association

between the auditory and tlio visual centres

is no less intimate. These latter centres are

often necessarily called into activity in im-
mediately successive units of time. This
happens, for instance, in two such common
processes as readmg aloud and writing from
dictation.

In reading aloud the primarily excited

visual word-centre must arouse (through the

visuo - auditory word-commissm-e) related

parts of the auditory word-centre, since this

is the part which ordinarily calls the glosso-

kina^sthetic centre into activity, and from it

properly co-ordinated incitatious issue to call

into play the motor centres in the medulla.
Again, in writing from dictation, the sounds

of words reach the auditory word-centre, and
the activity thus aroused becomes transmitted

(through tlie audito-visual commissure) to

related parts of the visual word-centre, this

being the part which usually arouses the

cheiro-kiniEsthetic centre into activity for

the production of writing movements.
In deaf-mutes, in the congenitally blind, and

also in certain cases of disease, as it would
seem, the relations between the centres are

rather those indicated by the dotted lines

(/ e) in fig. 5.

Concerning the Localisation of the dif-

ferent Word-centres.—Looking to the ex-

tremely important part that ' words,' either

spoken, WTitten, or jirinted, plaj* m oiu- in-

tellectual life, and to the manner in which
they are interwoven witli all O'lr thought-

processes, it becomes highly probable that

most important sections of the auditorj- and
visual perceptive centres are devoted to the

reception (and consequently to t!ie revival in

thought) of impressions of wor.ls ; so that,

for convenience of reference, we may speak
of these sections as auditory and visual 'word-

centres ' respectively. Similarly, there must
be kiniEsthetic word-centres of two kinds

—

the one in relation with speech movements,
and the other in relation with writing move-
ments. It is possible that the parts of the

general auditory and visual centres which are

in relation with word-impressions may be as

distinctly defined as are the analogous parts

of the general kinaesthetic centres that are in

relation with speech movements. Certain it

is that there are some varieties of amnesia
in which the jiart of the visual centre in

relation with words seems to be specially

at fault (causing ' word -blindness ')
;
just as
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there are other cases in which the part of

the auditory centre in relation with words
is either wholly or partially inactive (causing

'word-deafness'), in each case without evi-

dent defect in other parts of the general

auditory or visual word-centres.

In regard to the visual centre as a whole,

it seems to be now established that it is

more or less diffixsed through the occipital

lobe. As to the localisation of the general

auditory centre, there is some clinico-patho-

logical evidence to show that the auditory

word-centre may be in, or in the immediate
neighbourhood of, the upper temporal con-

volution.

The situation of the two kino'sthetic word-
centres can, however, be nnich more pre-

cisely localised. The writer holds the opinion

that the so-called cortical ' motor centres ' of

Terrier and others are really sensory centres

of kmaesthetic type, by means of which move-
ments are guided (see KinjESTHESIS). That
being so, Broca's region, or Ferrier's centre

for the movements of the mouth and tongue

(viz. the 2)osterior part of the third frontal

and the inferior part of the anterior ascend-

ing frontal convolution) is, in reality, the

part of the brain which we have been alluding

to as the glosso-kiniesthetic word-centre. The
situation of the cheiro-kinsesthetic word-
centre cannot be localised as yet with as

much confidence, though the tendency is to

follow Exner, who believes it to be situated in

the posterior part of the second fi'ontal con-

volution.

It must be supposed, therefore, that the

auditory and the visual word-centres are

situated, the one not far away from, and the

other actually within, some part of the cortex

of the occijntal lobe, and that they are con-

nected together by a double set of commis-
sural fibres (fig. 5, a, b). We must also

Cheiro-Kinuss. C. Vis. Word C.

^'fT^

Glosso-Kintes. C. Aud. Word C.

Fia. 5. Diagram showing the commissural con-

nections between the different word-centres.

a. The yisuo-auditory commissure.
h. The audito-visual commissure.
c. The audito-kinaesthetic commissure.
d. The visuo-kinaesfchetic commissure.

suppose that two other sets of commissural
fibres exist which are of much importance in

regard to speech and writing, viz., one set (c)

through which the auditory word-centre acts

upon the glosso-kinaesthetic centre, for the

production of articulate speech ; and the

other [d) by means of which the visual word'
centre acts upon the cheiro - kina;sthetic
centre, for the production of writing.

Thus, for speech we have the combined
auditory and glosso-kinaesthetic word-centres,
acting fi-om the cortex through internmicial
fibres, upon motor centres in the medulla

;

and for writing we have combined visual and
cheiro-kinaesthetic word-centres, acting from
the cortex through internuncial fibres, upon
motor centres in the cervical region of the
cord. In the study of speech-defects generally
it is, therefore, needful to consider the effects

of lesions : (1) in the different kinds of word-
centres

; (2) in the different commissures by
means of which the centres are connected

;

(3) in certain internuncial fibres ; and (4) in

certain motor centres.

Defects of Speech from Lesions in Word-
Centres.—According to the writer's views it

is not at all needful, as many authorities

have thought, to postulate the existence of a

separate ' centre for conceptions or ideas.'

The supposed theoretical necessity for as-

suming the existence of some such centre

may in most cases be obviated by a fiiDer

recognition of the different degrees of func-

tional excitability that may exist in the
auditory and the visual word-centres re-

spectively. It shoidd, in fact, be constantly

borne in mind by those who study these

defects of speech that each perceptive centre

is capable of being called into activity in

three modes : (a) by ' voluntary ' recall of

past impressions, as in an act of recollection

;

(b) by ' association,' that is by impulses com-
mimicated from another centre during some
act of perception or diiring some thought-

process ;
(c) by means of external im-

pressions. Now the excitability of these

centres is liable to vary much—as a result of

advanced age, or of different general or local

morbid states. The molecular mobility may
be so much lowered that they are only capable

of responding to powerful stimuli ; in such
cases either ' volitional ' recall alone, or ' as-

sociational ' recall as well, may be unpossible

or more or less diflScult, responses occurring

only to external impressions—that is, the

patients are only able to repeat words pro-

nounced, or to copy words written before them.
The effects of lesions of the different word-

centres are as follows : (1) A lesion of the

glosso-kinaesthetic centre produces simple

aphasia ; whilst (2) one of the cheiro-kin-

aesthetic centre produces simple agraphia.

In neither condition is the po\\er of thought
very appreciably interfered with. These are

commonly supposed to be motor defects, but
this the writer believes to be an erroneous
interpretation—smce they are defects due to

the loss of certain sensorial ajititudes (of the

kmaesthetic order) just as much as are the

other forms of aphasia now about to be men-
tioned, the existence of which were first

pointed out and explained by the writer in
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1809. tlioii^'h tlioy wore subsequently more
prominently oxpliiined in 1874 by ^^ ernicke

under the name of ' sensory aphasias.' One
of these has been known as 'word- deafness '

and the other as ' word-blindness.' But de-

fects in the activity of the auditory and of

the visual word-centres respectively give rise

to varied and complicated results, which can
only be very inadequately summarised by
these phrases. Tiuis imder the head of (3)

lesions of the auditory word-centre, we must
refer to totally ditl'erent defects according to

the degree of functional degradation of the

centre : (a) slight auditorj- anmesia from func-

tional defect of the centre, leading to impaired
spontaneous speech, owing to forgetfulness

of names or nouns ; {b) profound auditory

amnesia, in which, from similar causes, both
voluntary and associational speech are greatly

impaired, though imitative speech is retained,

and the almost speechless patient maj' be

able to read aloud correctly and fluently ;
(c)

word-deafness and aphasia owing to a de-

structive lesion of the auditory word-centre,

in which the patient is not only unable to

comprehend speech, but is himself speechless,

and may also be unable to write sponta-

neously. Lesions of (4) the visual word-
centre, whether functional or structural, re-

veal themselves in less varied modes ; when
severe they would residt in the production of

word-blindness together with agraphia.

Defects of Speech from Lesions of the

Commissures between Word-centres. — It

seems to the writer better to reserve the word
' commissure ' as an appellation for the fibres

that connect centres of the like kind, that is.

either sensory centres or motor centres ; and
to name ' intornimcial ' the fibres which con-

nect sensory with motor centres.

As already stated, double commissures
exist between the auditory and tlie visual

word-centres (fig. 5, <7, b) which are habitu-

ally called into play in certain mental opera-

tions, so tliat their destruction leads to very
definite defects. Thus, in naming objects

at sight, or in reading aloud, stinndi have to

pass from the visual to the auditory word-
centre (by tlie visuo-auditory connuissure)
before the naming or the reading aloud can
occur. Again, in writing from dictation, and
probably also in writing any spontaneous
effusion, stimuli require to pass between
these two centres in an opposite direction,

namely, from the auditory to the visual

centre, and through a dilTerent set of fibres

(the audito-visual commissure). In 1880 the
writer published {The Brain as an Organ
of Mind, p. G40) some details concerning a
man (who has ever since been under observa-
tion from time to time) who suffers from a
lesion destroying the commissures in question.
This man imderstands perfectly all that is

said to him and all that he reads, yet he
cannot read aloud a single word or even
name a single letter, though immediately

that he hears the word or letter pronounced
he can repeat it at once. Again, he cannot
write a single word, or even letter, from
dictation, though he can at once, with his

left hand, proceed to cop^' any such word or

letter that may have been written for him on
a sheet of pajier. Cases have been recorded
also in which the separate halves of the

commissure between the auditory and the
visual word-centres liave been dainaged ; so

that readmg from dictation or naming at

sight have been interfered with and not
writing from dictation, or vice versa.

The other commissures whose lesions have
to be considered are those (fig. 5, c, d) con-

necting the auditory with the glosso-kinies-

thetic, and the visual with the cheiro-kinses-

thetic word-centres. Defects in the course
of these commissures are of interest, more
especially from the point of view of a regional

diagnosis. The wi-iter some years ago
pointed out, for instance, that a lesion of any
part of the audito-kinasthetic commissure
(fig. 5, c) should produce an aphasia indis-

FlG. f>.—Diagrram sliowinf; the possible locition of

an aphasia-producing lesion, either in the f;lo*<so-

kintesthetic centre (a), in the audito-kinajsthetic

commissure (6), or, in association with word-deafnesB,

in the auditory word-centre (c).

tinguishable from that which would be pro-

duced by damage to Broca's convolution, that

is, to the glosso-kina-sthetic centre itself.

This is, of course, a very important point,

since it shows that it is an error to suppose
that typical aphasia can only be caused by a

lesion in liroca's region. A precisely similar

resiUt should also be produced by complete
destruction of the audito-kiniesthetic com-
missure, in any part of its course between
that region and the neighbourhood of tho

occipital lobe where the auditory word-
centre is sittiated. If the latter centre itself

be damaged, as before stated, we then get

tho aphasia complicated with word-deafness,

and thus have the means of arriving at an
accurate regional diagnosis. Once dear of

the centre, however, a lesion involving any
part of the audito-kinmsthetic centre should

produce a typical aphasia absolutely indis-

tinguishable clinically from that resulting

from a lesion in Broca's region itself. This

explains the occurrence of aphasia in associa-
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tion with lesions in the island of Eeil, anJ
other sites nearer the posterior extremity of

the Sj'lvian fissure, (see Brit. Med. Jour.,

Nov. 5, 1887, p. 98G).

This point, like the question of the exist-

ence and interpretation of apheniia, will be
found to be a touchstone for testmg the truth

of the doctrines here Set forth concerning
the pathogenesis of speech-defects, as com-
pared with those of Strieker and of Hugh-
lings Jackson. According to their views,

the commissural fibres now referred to pass
between the audit'Ty and a true ' motor

'

centre for articulation. Accordmg to Strieker

{Lc Langage et la Miisique, 1885, p. 73),

a damage occurring in the course of these

fibres would cause, not aphasia but word-
deathess. His view being that words are

realised mainly by memorial revival in motor
cortical centres, in the case assumed there

would be word-deafness because stinuxli could
not pass from the auditory to the assumed
motor centres in which the essential part of

the apiierceptive process is carried on. It

seems clear also that these doctrines necessi-

tate the view that an isolated lesion in Broca's
region only should also cause word-deafness

as well as ajihasia. This, however, is cer-

tainly not the case—a fact which is itself

sufficient to negative the truth of the views
of Hughlings Jackson and of Strieker.

Damage to any part of the visuo-kinaes-

thetic commissure (fig. 5, d) would also be
capable of producing agraphia of just as

complete and typical a kind as if the lesion had
been in the cheiro-kiniEsthetic centre itself.

Defects of Speech from. Lesions of Inter-

nuncial Fibres.—We have here to do with
a kind of defect known as aphemia. This
is a speech-defect, and there is no analogous
defect of writing, except that which is occa-

sioned by actual paralysis of the right hand.
In eomj)lete aphemia there is absolute loss

of articulate speech without any mental
impairment, and with the power of com-
mimicating the thoughts by UTiting preserved

absolutely intact. An excellent example has
been recorded by the writer in the Brit.

Med. Jour., Nov. 5, 1887.

Such a condition is produced when the

glosso-kinsesthetic centre is itself uninjured,
j

but where the whole of the internimcial fibres
,

emanating from it and proceeding to the

true motor articulatory centres in the bulb

are damaged in some part of their course

—whether just beneath the cortical centre,

in the internal capsule, in the peduncle, or in

the pons. Sometimes the defect may be of

a functional rather than of a structural type,

constituting Charcot's ' hysterical mutism in

the male.'

Incomplete aphemias, however, exist of

all degrees of severity, and they are about

the commonest of all speech-defects occurring

in association with hemiplegia. They are

due to partial damage to the group of inter-

nuncial fibres above referred to, and are
lepresented by defects of articulation, vary-
ing from almost complete unintelligibility to

the mere blurred utterance or thickness of
speech which is so common.
Aphemia is clearly not a sensory defect—

it is not a form of amnesia—because the
subjects of it can revive words in all possible

modes, and are, therefore, able to think and
express their thoughts with an unimpaired
freedom by writing. If the aphemia be in

any way incomplete, moreover, such a case
can be easily discrimmated from a case of
aphasia by the fact that the aphemic patient
will always at once make an attempt, when
bidden, to pronoimce some simple word or
syllable (however poor the attempt may be),

while the typical aphasic patient is unable
to make any such attempt—he will not try

even to repeat the simplest vowel-sound.
Defects of Speech due to Lesions in the

Bulbar Articulator!/ Centres. — In these

cases, as where the lesions occur in the

internuncial fibres, all the centres in which
the memory of words can be revived are

intact. There is consequently nothing what-
ever to interfere with the flow of thought,
and in incomplete cases nothing to prevent
attempts at articulation being made. These
two classes of cases are indeed less separable
clinically than they are from a theoretical br
scientific point of view.

It woiild be well to reserve the term
' anarthria,' as mtroduced by Kussmaul, for

the defects of speech caused by morbid states

of the bulbar articulatory nuclei—M-ith the full

understanding, however, that aphemia and
anarthria will often be indistinguishable from
one another bj' their own intrinsic characters,

though they will generally be quite capable

of being diagnosed from one another by
taking into consideration the mode of onset

and the particular grouping of other attendant
signs.

Diagnosis.—The means of distinguishing

the different aphasic and anniesic speech-

defects from one another has already been
fidly enough set forth in the preceding
sections. The diagiaosis of the exact nature

of the defeci is often exceedingly difficult,

unless the patient be thoroughly examined
in a systematic manner, and m accordance
with some definite jdan. Elsewhere [Para-
lyses ; Cerebral, Bulbar, and Spinal, 1886,

p. 125) the writer has given such a ' Schema
for the Examination of Aphasic and Amnesic
Persons,' which has been used with siiccess

for many years. The other side of the qxtes-

tion, viz., the pathological diagnosis, must be

made in accordance with the rules generally

applicable to tliis part of the diagnostic

problem in cases of brain-disease.

Treatment.—Where ajihasia occurs after

excitement or overwork, Avithout paralysis, it

is a warning of much importance, since it

may be the precm'sor of much graver symp-
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toiiis. Unilcr sucli circumstaiioes the patient

requires nn ubsohito cessation from work for a

time, and most careful watchinfj. Stimulants

may need to be diniinished ; aud bromulo

of potassium, with sumbul and other sedative

remedies, should be administered. Where
aphasia is a temporary condition in associa-

tion with rigiit-sided convulsions, or where
it is lasting and co-exists with right-sided

paralysis, the treatment of the aphasic con-

dition becomes merged in that of the asso-

ciated convidsive tendencj' or pai-alytic con-

dition, since, as a rule, an amelioration takes

place in tlie patient's power of speaJving co-

incidcntally with his unprovement in other

respects. This, however, is not always the

case where apha-sia has co-existed with a

jiartial hemiplegic condition : the paralysis

may bo recovered from, whilst the aphasic

defect may remain more or less as it was.

Where this is the case, an attempt should

be made to teach the patient to speak again,

especially if the defect be of the aphemic type.

Such efforts have occasionally been crowned
with success (see Trans, of Clin. Soc, vol. iii.

p. 92, and Brit. Med. Journ., Nov. 5, 1887,

p. 988), but much judgment and untiring

patience have to be called into play in order

to obtain satisfactory results.

H. Charlton Bastian.

APHEMIA {a, neg. ; and (pr]ui, I speak).

.\ term differently applied bj- different

writers, but commonlj' miderstood to be a
designation for certain articuJatory defects

(see Anartiiria) dependent upon injury,

direct or indirect, to the internuncial fibres

comiecting Broca's convolution with the

motor centres of the bulb. Where the aphe-
mia is incomplete the nature of the defect

is generally obvious ; where it is complete
the patient is absolutely speechless, and
is apt loosely to be described as aphasic,

though the fact that he can express himself
freely by writing shows that this is not a
correct designation of his condition. See
Aphasia.

APHONIA ((I, priv. ; and (/xon), the voice).

Absence of voice, that is, of intonated utter-

ance. See Voice, Disorders of.

APHRODISIACS {'A<t>,>nbiTq, Venus).—
Definition.— ^ledicines which increase the
sexual appetite and power.
Enumeration.— The du-ect aphrodisiacs

include : Kux Vomica and Strychnine,
I'hosphoi'us, Cantharides ; Urtication and
Flagellation ; Cannabis Indica, Damiana,
Opium, and Alcohol in small doses. Iron and
bitter tonics ; meat diet ; warm clothing,

especially around the hips and loins; and
abstinence from severe mental and bodily
work, act as indirect aphrodisiacs.

Action.—Aphrodisiacs may act by increas-

ing tlie excitaliility of the nerves passing to

or li-om the genital organs, or of the genital
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centre in the spinal cord («cf Anaphuodisiacs;,
as, lor example, strycimine, nux vomica, and
probably phosphorus ; by causing irritation

of the nerves of the genital or urinary organs

or of adjoining parts, as cantharides and
urtication ; or by stimulating the brain, as

Indian hemp or small doses of opium. Al-

cohol in large doses has a double action,

increasing the sexual desire by stimulating

the brain, while lessening the power of

erection, probably by weakening the nervous
mechanism through wliich erection is pro-

duced. As the sexual passion becomes dimin-
ished when the nervous system is weakened
with the rest of the body, and increases with

returning strength, iron with bitter tonics,

and generous diet act indirectly as aphro-

disiacs.

Uses.—When the sexual functions are ab-

normally depressi^d, strychnine and phos-

phortis are the most generally useful of the

direct aphrodisiacs. Cantharides, althotigh

sometimes valuable, must be employed with

caution. T. Lauder Brunton.

APHTH-E (arrrfo, I inflame).— Synon. :

Aphthous Stomatitis ; Fr. Muguet ; Ger.
Fasrh.

Definition.—A form of catan-h of the

buccal mucosa, characterised by the appear-

ance of one or more patches {aphthm) possess-

ing a peculiar structure.

Anatomical Characters.—.\phthic have at

first the appearance of vesicles ; but micro-
scopical sections show that they are due to

elevation of the epithelium by a solid, fibrinous

exudation, over which the epithelium usually

dies, soon separating with the fibrinous fiake.

By the time this is effected the mucosa is

again, as a rule, thinly covered by epithelium,

so that a true ulcer is never present ; but
slight suppuration may be established, with
the destruction of the superficial layer of the

mucosa.

Symptoms, Course, and Duration. —
AphtluE occur chiefly in children during
the first dentition, upon any part of the

buccal mucosa—most frequ'Mitly mside the
lower lip and on the tip of tlie tongue. At
first they look like small vesicles, but after

a few hours they resemble ulcers with ad-

herent grey or yellowish sloughs, each being
surrounded by a ring of injection. The
patches vary in size from that of a lentil

downwards ; they are single or multiple

;

grouped or scattered ; two or three niay
coalesce, but the patches never reach a large

size. Aphthie cause slight pam, and are

specially sensitive to substances like salt or

sugar. Dyspeptic troubles are usually pre-

sent, and the breath is often foul.

Each aphtha runs its coiu'se in three or

four days, and when multiple the patches
come out in a crop. This may be succeeded
by other cro])s, so that all stages of the lesion

may be present at one time. The trouble
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may thus continue for weeks. In other cases

patients are liable to crops of aphthae at

varying and sometimes long intervals.

Diagnosis.—Aphthae have chiefly been mis-

taken for patches of thrush. Absence of the

red areola, and presence of the characteristic

fungus, will distinguish thrush even when
no history or statement of symptoms can be
obtained.

Treatment.—The occasional application of

a little powdered borax to the aphthae causes

their speedy healing. In prolonged cases,

the health m general, and stomach and in-

testines in particular, must be attended to.

Stanley Boyd.

APHTHOUS.—A term apphed to dis-

eases in which a2)hthae are present.

APLASTIC.— (a, priv. ; and TrXiio-iro), I

mould).—Incapable of being organised or of

forming tissues ;
generally apphed to inflam-

matory exudation.

APNEUMATOSIS (/..priv., andTri/eiV",

respiration).—A synonym for atelectasis. See
Atelectasis.

APNCEA (a, priv. ; and nvia, I breathe).—
Apncea, literally signifymg breathlessness, is

used by some medical writers as synonymous
with asjjhyxia, the condition which super-

venes on suspension or obstruction of the

respiratory function. iS'ee Asphyxia.
By pliysiologists, and with more correct-

ness, the term is employed to signify the

cessation of respiratory movements which is

brought about by hyperoxygenation of the
blood ; as when an animal is made to inhale

oxygen, or to breathe more rapidly than the
needs of the economy require.

APOLLINARIS, Waters of.—Acidu-
lous alkalhie table-waters. See Mineral
Waters.
APOPLEXY.— Definition.—The word

apojjlexy means, by its etymology, a striking

fram (<mo, fiom, and tt'Kjj^is, a striking), and
was at first and is still chiefly used to signify

sudden abolition of consciousness and power
of motion, wliich, in common English, is also

called a stroke. The idea fossilised ^in the

term is that of an unseen actor, and brings to

our lips unconsciously the thoughts of an age
that is much less distant in the time that is

measured by centm-ies, than in that which is

estimated by the cycles of thought.

Cerebral hiemorrhage is the most frequent
cause of apoplexy ; thence ' haemorrhage into

the brain ' and ' apojilexy ' came to be used as

synonymous exjiressions. Subsequently the
effusion of blood itself was spoken of as the

aprijAexij, the word bemg used to designate
the pathological condition causing the symp-
toms which it at first epitomised. Ultimately
it was ajjplied to such spontaneous luemor-
rhage elsewhere ; and thus extravasations into

the substance of the lung, the sjjleen, or the
retina were, and still are, termed pulmonary,

APOPLEXY, CEREBRAL

splenic, or retinal ' apojilexies.' It would be
difficult to find a more strUving instance of

the looseness of the process of nomenclatiu'e,
or of the strange way in which precision in

words lagged behind the process of patho-
logical discovery.

The term cerebral apoplexy is sometimes
used to particidarise ha:morrhage into the
brain, but it is more commonly employed to

denote an apoplectic condition deiiending on
any cerebral lesion, and in that sense it will

be here employed. W. R. Gowers.

APOPLEXY, CEREBRAL.—Synon.:
a ' stroke ' ; Fr. Apoplexie ; Ger. Schlag.

Definition.—Loss of consciousness, of

sensation, and of voluntary motion, coming
on more or less suddenly, and due to a mor-
bid state of the brain.

The condition of coma is termed ' apoplectic'

when of sudden or rapid onset. Loss of con-
sciousness may be due to other causes acting

directly on the bram, such as defective or

excessive supply, or altered condition of

blood ; but it is customary to include among
the forms of apoplexy that only which is

due to cerebral congestion, and to consider

as apoplectic states those only which result

from distinct toxaemia. Unconsciousness
resulting from acute anaemia of the bram,
or such as succeeds an efjilejrtic fit, is not
termed apoplectic. The term has, of necessity,

become restricted, as increasing knowledge
has explained the nature of many conditions

previously confomaded with apoplexy. It

should be further observed that the term has
always been restricted to such conditions

as occur without conspicuous external cause.

The same state when due to an injury, is

not called by the name which is employed
if there is no injury. The exjilanation of the

inconsistency is to be found in the idea that

is to be traced alike in the native and the

foreign word. The ' stroke ' determines the

designation when the agent is imseen. It is

to the conception of an unseen striker that the

word is due.

The essential cause of apoplexy is a sudden
cerebral lesion, occm-rmg without external

injury. The sudden abohtion of function

seldom occurs except at the onset of a positive

and j)ermanent damage, and a sudden lesion

cannot occur except as a result of an alteration

in the physical conditions of the circulation,

no other element in the brain being capable

of thus suddenly producing a distmct lesion.

The great cause of apoplexy is the rupture of

a vessel, and hence the ' stroke ' became so

confused with the mechanism that the term
became synonymous with, a spontaneous
haemorrhage m any organ. The same state

may, however, be caused by obstruction of a

vessel by thrombosis or embolism. Profound

coma is rarely due to any otlier sjiontaneous

cerebral lesion. A very small haemorrhage

may cause apoplexy.
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Apoplectic sjinptoms maj-, however, occur

without obvious lesion of the brain. The
coma which is associated with congestion of

the head, is sometimes termed 'congestive

apoplexy,' and that which occurs in the

absence of auj- recognisable cause, has been
called ' siiuple apoplexy.'

I'atiiologv.—In all these cases the apo-

plexy is in relation chiefly to the extent

and suddenness of the lesion, and the in-

tensity of the damage. Houghlj' speaking,

its occurrence may be said to depend on the

suddenness, together with the intensity, of

the cerebral mischief; its degree on the extent

of the same. But the occurrence of apoplexy

depends sometimes on the size of the lesion ;

and the degree varies not oulj' directly with

the extent of the mischief, but with the ex-

tent of bram-tissiie which is exposed indirectly

to the irritative influence of the pruuai-y

lesion. Hence position of lesion has an
inriuence in determining the apojjlectic symp-
toms. For these several reasons apoplexy is

especially profound when the hajmorrhage

affects both liemispheres, either by smiul-

taneous extravasation on each side, or as the

result of hiemorrhage into the lateral ven-

tricles.

The precise condition on which the essen-

tial element in apoplexy—the arrest of all

manifestation of brain fimction—is imme-
diately dependent has been a matter of much
dispute. It was formerly asci-ibed to the

pressure exerted by the clot on the rest of

the brain, either influencing directly the

cerebral tissue, or pressing on and emptying
its capillaries (Niemeyer). That such pres-

siu-e is exerted by a large haemorrhage is

unquestionable. The convolutions on the

side of the exti'avasatiou are flattened, and
the falx is bidgod to the opposite side. It

cannot be doubted that the intensity of the

apoplexy in these cases is due in part to this

cause. But this wUl not explain the occur-

rence of the s\anptom in small hiemorrhages,
by which no genenil pressure is exerted, or

not more than is at once relieved by the
displacement of the mobile fluid which sur-

rounds the vessels. It will not explain
sj'mptoms in laceration of the brain, nor the
instant loss of consciousness at the very onset
of a severe h^tmorrhage, in which, as Jaccoud
insists, it shoidd, if merely due to pressure,

be a late rather than an early symptom.
There can be little doubt from these con-
siderations, and from the cases in which there

is no recognisable brain-lesion, that what
is called shock is an important element in

the causation of apoplexy. Thus in cerebnd
haemorrhage the ajioplectic symptoms are
due in part to the influence on the rest of the
brain of the iiTitation of the nerve-elements
by laceration. A hiemorrhage, for instance,
stops for a few hours all reflex action by the
irritative inhibition downwards, and it stops
also the cerebral action by the same process

acting ujjwards. We can thus understand
why vascular occlusion causes a slighter

degree of apoplexy, smce the immediate
irritation of the local anicmia is less than
that of laceration ; and also why lesions of

the pons produce, as they do, such deep and
long-continued coma, since the irritated

fibres are connected with a large part of the

cerebrmn, and thus mfluence it indirectly.

Simple apojjlexij was a term given by
Abercrombie to the cases, once thought to be
frequent, in which apoplexj' occm-s without
recognisable brain-mischief or blood-poison-

ing. Some of these cases were probably
instances of uriemic poisoning, and others

may have been due to undiscovered and
extensive embolism, causmg death before

there was tune for softening to occur.

But cases are not infrequent to which
neither of these explanations applies : in

which death occurs in an apoiilectiform

attack, all the organs are found healthy, and
the brain only exhibits, in common with the
other organs, that passive congestion which
residts fi-om an asphyxial mode of death.

The uatm-e of these cases is still mysterious,
but they may be grouped with those in

which fatal coma follows an epileptic attack,

and is apparently due to the brain-shock
produced.

Serous apojjiexy is a term sometimes ap-

phed to cases of fatal apoplexy in which no
lesion is discoverable except excess of serr.m
on the surface of the bram. It is now imder-
stood that such serous eft'usion is associated

merely with senile atrophy of the brain, and
that the name, as a pathological designation,

is no more than a refuge for a destitute dia-

gnosis. There is no reason for associating

its presence with the apoplectic symptoms.
The cases described under this term were
probably instances of itra;mia, or of ' simple
apoplexy ' in old persons with atrophied
brains.

Symptoms.—Apoplexy is itself a symptom,
and can only claim to be treated as a disease

on account of the frequency with which it

presents itself as the prominent element in a
patient's state. The striking feature of apo-

plexj' is loss of consciousness without obvious
failure of the heart's action. The onset is

often instantaneous, so that the suff'erer falls

to the gi-oimd. The face may be flushed or

pale— it is rareh^ very pale. The heart and
arteries vary in their state according to the
cause ; at first the piUse is often feeble from
shock, even in cases in which it soon becomes
full and tense, liespiration continues, but
is laboured and stertorous. The limbs are

motionless. In severe cases no reflex action

can at first be excited. The pupUs may be
dilated, contracted, or unchanged : in pro-

foiuid coma they are usually dilated ; and
the\' often vary m si/.e spontaneously, being
sluggish in their action to light. The patient

can usually swallow, althougli often with
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diffimilty. The sphincters permit the escape
of lu'ine and faeces, or the iirme may be re-

tained. In a case of moderate severity the
reflex action soon returns, the conjunctivae
become sensitive, the patient can be roused
to exhibit some sign of consciousness, and he
shows returning power of motion. At first

there is merely a half-piu-posive withdrawal
of a limb when it is pinched or pricked.
Afterwards more prolonged and vohmtary
movements are produced : he oj^ens his eyes
when spoken to, and tries, when told to do
so, to jirotrude his tongue. On the other
hand, the apoplexy may contmue or may
deepen in intensity ; the patient dying at the
end of a few hours or a few days. Death
rarely occurs in a shorter time than two or
three hoiu's. In very rare instances an ex-

tensive hiemorrhage into the pons or medulla,
or an effusion into the fourth ventricle, may
stop the respiration and kill the patient in a
few minutes.

It is not often, however, that there is this

simple loss of cerebral function, uniformly
distributed, and gradually deepening or pass-

ing away. Much more commonly the
symptoms of a local cerebral lesion are
added to those of apoplexy. Frequently such
symptoms precede the loss of consciousness

—

unilateral weakness, deviation of the mouth,
convulsion. These may be recognised during
the attack. The limbs on the one side exhibit

more complete muscular relaxation than
those on the other ; they fall more helplessly

when raised ; or there is unilateral rigidity

or clonic spasm, unvaried in its seat. Or in-

equahty of pupils may be observed, or rotation

of thehead and conjugate deviation ofthe eyes.

As a patient recovers, these local symptoms
become more and more distinct, the tongue
deviates on protrusion, speech and swallowing
are difficult, or the patient may have lost the
use of language.

In ingravescent apoplexy the commence-
ment of the cerebral mischief is marked by
sjTnptoms of general shock, without any, or

with merely transient, loss of consciousness.
There is commonly pain in the head, and
there may be other localising symptoms.
After some hours, during which the patient

may contmue his occupation, coma gradually
comes on and deepens into death. This form
of apoplexy, first described by Abercrombie,
is usuaDy due to a slowly increasing cerebral
haemorrhage.
The temperatiure in cerebral apoplexy is at

first lowered in most cases, but usually the
faU is small, and is succeeded, after twelve
to twenty-four hours, by a rise. In some
eases there is a considerable rise within the
first six hours, and the temperature then
commonly continues to rise, reaching 104°

or 106^ Fah., and even higher. Such a
symptom is a precursor of death.

Diagnosis.—The first diagnostic problem
is whether the patient's state comes imder the

general name of apoplexy ; or is one of the
morbid conditions in which there is a loss of
consciousness, similar in general characters

to apoplexy, but due to one of the causes
excluded in the definition given above. From
the unconsciousness due to cardiac syncope,
apoplexy is easily distinguished. In the
former the heart's action fails, the piilse is

weak and impercej^tible, the face is very pale,

the respiration is sighing and irregular, reflex

action is rarely abolished, and the sphincters

are seldom relaxed.

From the several forms of toxmmia the
diagnosis is often easy, sometimes extremely
difficult. It is easy when, on the one hand,
the symptoms of apoplexy are preceded or

accompanied by those of a local cerebral

lesion ; or when, on the other hand, the

direct or circumstantial evidence of poisoning
is clear, or the symptoms of toxaemia un-
mistakable. Where there are no local symp-
toms, and where no guiding history is to

be obtained, the diagnosis is difficult, but a

correct opinion may commonly be formed
by an attentive comparison of the symptoms
present.

There may be, as just observed, indirect

evidence of toxaemia : the breath may smeU
of opium or alcohol ; the urine may contain

albmnin. But albuminuria or a smeU of

spirit may mislead. Cerebral haemorrhage
often occiurs after drinking; spirit is con-

stantly given to a person in a fit. A smell of

spirit must therefore only be allowed weight
in the absence of any evidence of cerebral

mischief. So, too, albumin is always present

in the lu-ine in uraemia, but it is also very
frequently present in eases of cerebral haemor-
rhage. Alone, this evidence of Bright's dis-

ease is of httle value, except there be general

oedema and the patient be young ; then
m-aemia is more probable than vascular de-

generation and cerebral haemorrhage. The
urine should always be examined microscopi-

cally with reference to structural changes
in the kidneys. But with other symptoms
which indicate ursemic poisoning, albuminuria
is conclusive.

The age of the patient should be considered.

Late life is in favour of brain-disease. The
history of a fall or blow on the head adds

weight to other symptoms of cerebral mis-

chief.

The character of the coma will sometimes
guide us. In urEemia, and commonly in

alcoholism, it is less profound than in cere-

bral mischief, so that the patient can readily

be roused. In apoplexy, in opium-poisoning,

and in the most intense form of alcoholic

poisoning, the coma may be profoimd. On
the other hand, in cerebral haemorrhage the

patient may sometimes be roused to answer
questions. Violent struggling is strongly in

favour of drink.

The mode of onset of the coma is important.

In apoplexy it is sudden ; in m-aemia it id
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bIow. The nripmic patient becomes first

drowsy, then comatose. But with convul-

sions ura»mic comii may come on suddenly.

The onset of the coma of opium- and alcohol-

poisouinj; is also slow. Infji-avescent ajwplexy
is of deliberate onset, but a profound degree

of coma is (piickly reached.

General convulsions at the onset exclude
drunkenness, and usually opimn-poisoning,
while they favour the probability of unrmia,
especially if they are followed by rif:;idity that

changes its seat. When uriemic con^'llJsions

begin locally, tlie place at which they begin
often varies. Cerebral misdiief sometimes
commences with a convidsion, but the con-
vulsion is then commonly unilateral, at least

in onset, and the preponderant afl'ection of

one side at a time is indicated by the deviation
of the head. It is seldom that well-marked
de\'iation of the head and eyes occiurs, first

to one side and then to the other, as the fit

progresses, unless there is an organic lesion

of the brain, and one-sided sj'uiptoms are
almost always to be recognised afterwards.
Rigidity of Imibs or local muscular twitching
during the coma is, if constant in seat, in

favour of cerebral mischief; if variable in

position, it is in favour of uriemia (RejTiolds).

In diabetic coma, the odour of the breath,
and tlie result of an examination of the urine
(never to be omitted) will prevent mistake,
even in the absence of a history of diabetes.

But the absence of local cerebral symptoms
must be carefully noted, since the presence
of diabetes does not exclude a cerebral lesion.

rost-epUeptic coma is of course preceded
by a convulsion, and should be borne in
mind.
The state of the pupils alone is of little

importance. Great contraction occurs in and
suggests opium-poisoning, but it is present in
hemorrhage into the pons Varolii. The
pupils may be either normal or dilated in
uriemia, in alcoholic or in belladonna-poison-
ing, and in apoplexy. Inequality of pupils, a
unilateral symptom, points to brain-mischief.
The retina should be examined, since the
presence of .albuminuric retinitis points, in
the absence of the signs of a localised cerebral
lesion, strongly to urzemia.

Lastly, the tt-mperatiu:e should be noted.
In uritmia there is persistent uniform
depression ; in cerebral lesions the initial

depression is succeeded by a rise lo a point
above the normal.
The second problem in diagnosis is the

precise cause of the apoplexy, the existence
of which has been ascertained by the con-
siderations just reviewed. This element,
however, will be described more fully under
the heads of the chief lesions that produce
the state— cerebral congestion, hsemorrhage,
and softening. In may be here pointed out
that slight and transient apoplexy, without
local symptoms, with flushed face, and
coming on during eflFort, points to cerebral

congestion ; slight and transient apoplexy
with marked local symptoms points to

softening ; early and profound loss of con-

sciousness to cerebral hicmorrhage. Post-

epileptic coma may be distinguished by the

history of epileptic attacks ; or, if this be not
forthcoming, it may be suspected if symptoms
of a local cerebral lesion or indications of

toxaemia are absent, if the patient be under
40, and exhibits indications of speedy recovery,

and also if he has bitten his tongue and
passed urine. ' Simple apoplexy ' cannot be
diagnosed during life, since freedom from the

symptoms of a local lesion does not afford

ground for inferring that there is no such
lesion.

Prognosis.—The prognosis in cerebral

apoplexy depends in part upon the intensity

of the attack. As long as unconsciousness
is complete, and reflex action abolished, the

patient is in danger of speedy death. The
longer the apoplectic condition lasts without
imjirovement, the less prospect is there of

recovery. Persistent depression of tempera- .

ture, or a rise of several degrees above the

norma] either with or without an initial f.iU,

are both of grave significance ; such cases

rarely recover (Charcot, Bourneville).

The nature, extent, and position of the

cerebral lesion, when they can be inferred,

furnish other prognostic indications. In
hemorrhage the prognosis is more serious

than in softening. A sudden occurrence or

increase of apoplectic symptoms, a few hours
or days after a slighter attack, is always
grave, indicating a fresh extravasation. If

such apoplectic symptoms become profound
and uniform, the prognosis is fatal, rupture
into the ventricles or on the surface of the

brain having probably occurred. If the

localising sj-mptoms point to a lesion of the

medulla or pons, the prognosis is almost as

imfavourable. Early return of consciousness

and slight alteration in temperatiu-e are

favourable signs. Previous cerebral disease

renders the prognosis worse. Lastly, the
prognosis must be influenced unfavourably
by any impairment of the organic fimctions

of circulation and respiration, whether
independent of or due to the cerebral lesion.

Previous alcoholism, from its effect on the

nutrition of all tissues, is especially serious.

Trkatment.—The treatment of cerebriU

apoplexy must be guided by the indications

of its cause. Where none can be obtained,

it should be treated by a system that is a
compromise. Tlie chief causes are hsemor-

rhage and thrombotic softening of the brain.

Embolism seldom causes pronounced apo-

plexy. The measures therefore must be

snch as are suitable to both states, those

being excluded which, whUe they woidd do
good in one, would do harm in the other.

But such a compromise is seldom needed.

I)i' gnostic indications can usuallv be traced

with clearness, and as a rule also several
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coincide distinctly in this direction, whilst

those that do not point in this direction are

neutral. Hence, as a matter of fact, there
should seldom be the hesitation that interferes

with the profier energy of treatment, and the
statements often made in books are not true,

—at any rate in the present day they should
not be true. StUhiess is the most important
condition. The patient should be moved as

little as possible, but placed in the recumbent
posture with the head slightly raised. The
neck should be freed from constriction. If

the extremities are cold, warmth may be
applied to them ; and cold to the head if

tliere is local heat or flushing. Sinapisms
to the neck and extremities sometunes seem
to hasten the return of consciousness. The
administration of stimulants should be
regulated by the state of the heart. In
tlu-ombosis or embolism the heart shoiild

be kept up to the normal by very careful

administration of alcohol, ether, or ammonia.
In haBmorrhage it may be allowed to fall a
little below the normal, but indications of

failuig power should be watched for and
counteracted. Where no causal indications

exist, the latter is the wiser plan. Vene-
section and purgation are remedies of similar

effect, but different in degree, and are

indicated by high arterial tension and
cephalic congestion, shown by incompressi-
bility of the pulse and flushing of the face.

Venesection is usefid where the heart acts

strongly, and the pulse is full as well as

incomjiressible. Its effect is pro^iortioned to

the ra^jidity with which the blood is taken,

rather than to the quantity removed. Purga-
tives remove servim from the blood, and
lessen the amount of blood within the skull

by causing an aftlux to the capacious intes-

tinal vessels. The best purgative is croton
oil or calomel. With a failing heart and
pale surface they should be avoided. When
in doubt we should give a mild aperient that
acts quickly, such as seima or a little solid

extract of cascara rubbed up in water, and
the action should be ensured by a glycerme
enema. Diuretics may always be used to

relieve the vascular tension. As the apoplexy
clears, the nature of the case becomes
evident, and the treatment of the several

conditions is described elsewhere (see Brain,
Haemorrhage of, and Softening of;. For
treatment of the other causes of the apoplectic

state, see Alcoholism, Poisons, and Ue.f.mia.

W. E. GOWERS.

APPENDIX VERMIFOBMIS, In-
flammation, Ulceration, and Perfora-
tion of.

Definition. — Inflammation of the ap-

pendix vermiformis from lodgment of

hardened fieces or a foreign body ; leading to

ulceration, which frequently ends in perfora-

tion of its coats ; and to inflammation
(localised peritonitis) and suppuration (en-

APPENDIX VERMIFORMIS

cysted suppurative peritonitis) of the adjacent
tissues.

Etiology.—The usual caiise of this

affection is a faecal concretion, or a foreign
body (e.g., fi-uit-pips or -stones, a small bone,
pins, shot, small gall-stones, &c.) imprisoned
within the cavity of the vermiform appendix.
Congenital deformities, and also twisting of
the appendix on itself from contraction in its

mesentery or from adhesions, are hkewise
important factors in inducing attacks. Per-
foration has been recorded in typhoid fever
and tuberculous disease.

Anatomical Characters.—Before perfora-
tion takes place the appendix may be found

j

distended with pus or nnicus ; a foreign

,
body or concretion lodged within it ; and tho

1 mucous membrane ulcerated. The concre-
tion or concretions vary in size from a small
pea to a bean ; are usually brown and hard

;

and consist of layers of condensed faeces,

secretions, and phosphates, deposited around
a small nucleus, which may prove to be a
seed or other foreign body, or a piece of

unusually inspissated fifices. These concre-
tions greatly resemble, and are often mis-
taken for, fruit-stones. The appendix may,
however, be found perforated, and yet no
foreign body can be discovered. Ulceration
and perforation may occur at any part of the
appendix, usually, however, at the extremity
of the lower third. W'hen twisted on itself,

or when acutely bent by adhesions, the
appendix may be found gangrenous, or may
be so greatly distended by mucus (being

large, round, and hard) as to seem as if it

contained a concretion, with occlusion of its

lumen. The appendix may be adherent to

the caecum, ileum, rectum, bladder, mesen-
tery, or abdominal wall, with the signs of an
ordinary local peritonitis ; or there may be a
circumscribed peritoneal abscess.

Symptoms.—Pain, generally ill-defined, in

the right iliac region, may be the only
symptom to attract attention, but, as a rule,

it is not until local peritonitis or typhUtis is

set up that we suspect the nature of the dis-

order (see Typhlitis). Now and then, how-
ever, the course from the first is latent, and
the mischief is suddenly revealed by perfora-

tion into the peritoneima, followed by the
symptoms of general and rapidly fatal peri-

tonitis. Adhesions formed in front of the
slowly advancing ulceration tend to localise

the consecutive inflammation and abscess in

other instances.

The substance imprisoned within the
appendix may be dislodged (a) by an abscess
oppuing externally (such as through the an-

terior abdominal wall, thigh, or scrotum), or

into the abdominal cavity ; or {h) by the

perforated appendix establishing a communi-
cation with the ciEcum, bladder, rectum, dire.

The diseased and distended appendix—es-

I)ecially when its lumen is occluded, and
there is little or no consecutive peritonitis

—
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may be not iiifrequontly folt as a hard
elongated body dcpp in the risht iliac region,

and can often be discovered by rectal exami-
nation, especially in j'oimg subjects.

Diagnosis.—InHannnatory affections of the

appendix can rarely be clearly distinguished

from those of the ciecxnn. Pains radiating to

the testis or gi'oin are more common in the

form of ' typhlitis ' than in the other varieties.

The clinical and post-mortem oViservations of

late years liave clearly shown that jieritonitis

in the circal region—especially in its severe

and relapsing forms—is more commonly the

result of ulcerutive inflammation of the

appendix than of the csecum. See C^cum,
Diseases of; and Typhlitis.

PRoriXosis. — General peritonitis from
sudden perforation into the cavity of the
peritoneum is the great danger, recovery from
which is extremely rare. Inasmuch as this

may occur at any time during tiie course of
ulcerative inflammation of the appendix, a
guarded opinion should always be given
when there is suspicion of the existence of

this affection. Continued uneasiness in the
right iliac region withoiit indications of fiecal

accumulation, should not be regarded lightly.

Though this serious accident is less apt to

occur after the formation of adhesions around
the advancing ulcei-ation, we must not forget

that well-marked local mflammation of the
peritoneum does not always prevent it, in-

asmuch as the adhesions which are thus
foi'med may not be sufficiently strong to

withstand the pressure of i)us in the ap-

pendix.

Treatment.— \Mien there is suspicion of
trouble in the appendix the patient must be
kept at rest in bed, hot poultices ap])]ied,

and an unirritating, very restricted fluid diet

allowed. Opiates, for the purpose of con-
trolling pain, should be continuouslj' ad-
ministered ; and if irritability of the stomach
exist, they should be introduced by enema
or suppository, or by subcutaneous injection.

Perforation and peritonitis, or other compli-
cations, must be treated as they arise. See
Typhlitis.

liiulical Surqical Treatment.—It has
recently been shown ' that an offending
appendix may be removed, or a deformity of
it corrected, with the happiest results in
cases of relapsuig typhlitis. The operation,
performed in the quiescent period after
subsidence of inflammatory and other
symptoms, has prevented further relapses,
and possibly averted a fatal perforative
peritonitis. Sec Typhlitis.

George Oliver.

APPETITE, Disorders of,—In disease
the desire for food may be cither lessened or
increased ; or the appetite may be perverted,
and a longing for various substances unfitted

' See Treves, Med.-Chir. Trans., vol. lixi. p. 1G5,
and The Lancet, Feb. 9, 1889.

for or incapable of digestion maj' be dis-

plaj-ed.

Loss of appetite—Anorexia accompanies
fevers, almost all forms of congestion of the
mucous membrane, and acute or chronic gas-

tritis ; and as these affections constantly coexist

with other diseases, gi'eat variety as regards
the desire for food is manifested in various
complaints. In acute gastritis there is often

not merely a loss of desire for, but a positive

aversion to food, and the patient resolutely

resists any attempt at obliging him to take
either solid or litjuid nourishment. In the
more chronic forms of gastritis the distaste

for food may be only slight ; in some cases

the appetite is increased, but is quickly satis-

lied as soon as a small quantity of food is

taken. In chronic ulcer of the stomach the
appetite, as a nile, remains good, and the

patient is only prevented from indulging it

by the fear of the pain that will result from
so doing. ^Vhenever the secreting structure

of the organ is extensivelj' diseased the appe-
tite fails. Thus, in atrojihy of the stomach
the desire for food generally lessens along
with the diminishing strength of the invalid.

In cancer of the stomach there is always
an extensive destruction of the glandular
structure, and loss of appetite is a constant
and prominent symptom. It must be re-

membered that a loss of appetite maj' bo
more ajjparent than real. Tiie physician is

constantly consulted on account of this

symptom, when a little inquiry will show that
the patient is really digesting as much as his

system requires, but that by a habit of eating
without allowing a proper interval between
his meals, or by indulging in food of too
nutritious a nature, or m an undue amoimt of

alcohohc stnuulants, hunger is prevented.

For Anorexia nervosa see Neurasthenia.
Increase of ajjpetite— Bulimia usually

occurs where thei-e is a necessity for an in-

creased supply of food. Thus it is common
after all febrile diseases, where the stomach
has been long inactive. Again, in diabetes,

where a large portion of the food is passed
off' in the form of sugar instead of being con-
verted into the material required to keep up
the nutrition of the bodj-, there is an un-
usually large appetite. A craving sensation
is a connuon symptom in chronic catarrhal

gastritis. It probably arises from the irrita-

tion set up by the mucus and fermenting
substances long retained in tlie stomach, and
is temporarily relieved by eating. The best

treatment for such cases is to give alkalis

about half an hour before the craving usually
occurs, at the same time that the aflection

of the mucous membrane is combated by
appropriate diet and remedies. In some
persons the sensation of extreme hunger
appears to arise fi-om an irrital)le condition

of the stomach, by which the food is passed
into the duodenum before digestion is com-
pleted. The sensation is mostly complamed
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of at night, and the writer has fomid it a

good plan to let the patient have some beef-

tea or meat lozenges, for example, either

just before retiring to rest or during the

night. In children a craving for food is a

frequent symptom, and arises either from the

irritation of worms, or from chronic catarrh

of the mucous membrane of the small intes-

tmes.
Perversion of appetite— Pica is most

common in pregnant or hysterical females.

Articles, such as chalk, cinders, and slate-

pencil, are sometimes swallowed. In the

insane and in idiots articles of an indigestible

nature are not infrequently introduced into

the stomach, such as string, paper, cocoa-nut
fibre, &c.

It is a matter of gi'eat importance that all

persons, but esjiecially dyspeptics, should ac-

custom themselves to control their ajjpetites.

Whenever a larger amount of food is taken
than the stomach is capable of digesting, the

residue is apt to ferment and thereby to pro-

diice gastric catarrh. This is more especially

the case where the digestive powers have been
enfeebled by previous attacks of gastric in-

flammation. S. Fenwick.

APYRETICS.—S'ee Antipyretics.

APYREXIA ((J, priv. ; and Trvpiaau), I

am feverish.)—This word literally means
absence of fever. It is also used to denote

the interval between paroxysms of inter-

mittent fever. See Fever.

ARACHNITIS.—Inflammation of the

arachnoid membrane. See Meningitis.

ARCACHON, West Coast of Prance.
Summer and autumn resort. Sheltered by
pine-woods. Calm in w mter. /See Climate,
Treatment of Disease by.

ARCUS SENILIS.— Synon.: Geron-
toxon.

Description.—Arcus senilis is a crescentic

or amiular opacity just within the margin
of the cornea, often seen in old persons. It

usually begins as a greyish or whitish crescent

at the upper part of the cornea, and subse-

quently a similar crescent makes its appear-

ance in the lower part. These crescents

gradually increase in opacity, in width, and
in length, until their horns coalesce and
form an annulus or ring. A true arcus is

not quite continuous with the sclerotic, but is

separated from it by a narrow rim of trans-

parent cornea. The breadth of the crescent

or ring generally ranges from one-twentieth

to one-tenth of an inch. The opacity is more
pronounced at its outer border, but fades

insensibly towards the central portion of the

cornea, which is of normal transparency.

MiWLOGY AND Pathology.—The proxi-

mate causes of arcus are not known. Some
families are especially prone to it, and it

most frequently occurs in persons of fifty

years of age and upwards. The opacity is
|
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commonly believed to be due to fatty de-
generation of the corpuscles and fibrilhe

of the cornea, and to be indicative of de-

generative changes within the heart and
blood-vessels and other textures. There is,

however, a growing consensus of opinion
that both its pathological and clinical signifi-

cance have been overrated. Certainly it is,

in itself, no criterion of age, either as re-

gards years or constitution. On the one
hand it may occur in young persons, and on
the other hand it may be absent in extreme
old age. Again, it may exist in persons free

from any appreciable signs of arterial or
cardiac disease, and it may be absent from
those who have pronounced degeneration of
the heart and blood-vessels. It is, never-
theless, true that arcus senilis is due to

degenerative changes within the cornea, and
that it does sometimes co-exist with atheroma
or with fatty heart. According to some in-

vestigations made by the \vriter, in conjunc-
tion with Mr. E. T. Collins, in the laboratory
of Moorfields Eye Hospital, the change in

the cornea consists of the presence of fine,

highly refractive molecules, distributed along
the course of the lympliatic spaces and
channels of the superficial layers of the
periphery of the cornea near the loop-endings
of the capillaries of the conjunctival and
episcleral blood-vessels. The greater portion

of these molecules are not fatty, as is generally
supposed ; for, unlike fat, they are neither

blackened by osmic acid nor dissolved by
ether. They probably arise from mucoid
degeneration of the protoplasm within the
lymphatic channels and spaces of the cornea,

and to some extent of the fibrillae them-
selves. A few doubtful, blackened, fatty

molecules may be seen here and there in

sections stained by osmic acid. The fibrillae

are slightly wrinkled, and are more loosely

held together than natural, and the spaces

between the lanainae are wider. In support
of the non-fatty nature of arcus senilis it

may be stated that wounds of the cornea,

whether through the opacity, or to its inner
side, or to its outer, and whether surgical or

traumatic, heal in a natural way.
Treatment.—-The condition is incurable,

and is unaffected by any kind of treatment.

John Tweedy.

ARDOR (ardor, heat).—A sensation of

heat, burning, or scalding. It may be felt

either along the urethra during the passage
of urine [ardor urina) ; or in connexion with
the stomach {ardor ventricuU).

ARGYRIA {'ipyvpot, silver).—The slate-

coloured stain of the skin produced by the

internal use of the salts of silver. See
Pigmentary Affections.

ARKANSAS SPRINGS, in Ar-
kansas, United States. — Thermal
waters. Sec Mineral Waters.
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ARSENIC, Poisoning by.— Arsenic is

cliissi'il as a inetnllic irriliint poison, thougli

its action is by no means limited to that of

an irritant. It acts specitically on the gastro-

intestinal mucous membrane, whatever be

the channel by which the poison gains access

to the system. The most usual source of

acute arsenical poisoning is the administra-

tion of white arsenic or arsenious acid ; but

the sulphides, various arsenites, and impure
commercial articles, such as dyes, walJ-])apers,

ajid pigments, may be fertile sources of

arsenical ])i)is()ning. I'oisoning by arsenic

ma}' be either acute or chronic.

Anatomical Ciiaractkhs.— These are the

same by whatever channel the poison has

gained access to the system. There is marked
petechial iutlannnation of the stomach and
duodenum, usually of the small and large

intestines also ; but not imcommonlj' the

inflammation is limited to the stomach, duo-

denum, and rectum, the intervening alimen-

tary tract having escaped. If the poison has

been administered in a solid form, white
patches of the arsenical compound may be

found embedded in yellow or bloody mucus
and inflammatory exudation. Portions of the

white arsenic are also sometimes converted

by the sulphuretted hydrogen evolved during
decomposition into the yellow sulpliide.

Ulceration of the stomach is rare. Neuritis

ma}- be observed. An ecchymosed condition

of the heart is often observed ; and fatty

degeneration of the liver, as in poisoning by
phosphorus, has been described.

A. Acute Arsenical Poisoning.—This
is the usual form of poisoning ensuing on the

nefarious administration of any preparation

of arsenic, but usually the oxide {arsenious
acid) is emploj-ed.

Symptoms.—The symptoms do not, as in

the case of coxTosive poisoning, come on im-
mediately after the administration of the

poison. There is most commonly an interval

of half an hour or an hour between the

swallowing of the agent and the onset of

prominent symptoms. The quantity of the
noxious agent, and its state as regards solu-

bility, have also an obvious relation to the

commencement of symptoms. Most com-
monly, after a sense of faintness and depres-

sion, intense burning pain is felt in the
epigastric region, accompanied by tenderness
on pressure. Nausea and vomiting quickly
supervene, increased by every act of swallow-
ing. Unlike what occurs in an ordinary
bilious attack, with which arsenical poisoning
may be at first confounded, the pain and sick-

ness arc not relieved by the act of vomiting.
The vomited matters are extremely varied,

and present no characteristic appearances.
At first they usuallj- consist of the ordinary
contents of the stomach, but at a later stage
are largely charged with bile which has re-

gurgitated into the stomach in consequence
of the violence of prolonged emesis ; and they

may be tinged with blood. Ordiuarily vomit-
ing is spcedih' followed by violent purging,

and great straining at stool, the motions
being often streaked with blood. Purging
may, however, be entirely absent. Otlier

prominent symptoms are great thirst, a feeble

irregular pulse, and cold clammy skin. The
patient, as a rule, dies within eighteen to

seventy-two hours, in a state of collapse

;

but tetanic convulsions are not uncommon,
and even coma and paralysis may close the
scene.

DiAGXOSis.—From an ordinary bilious at-

tack, induced by improper diet or by decom-
posing food, arsenical poisoning is diagnosed
by the persistence of the synqitoms after the

removal of the apparent cause ; and not in-

frequently by the sj'mptoms remitting and
again supervening on the administration of

food or drink of a particular kind, or given by
a particular hand. From choleraic diarrhoea

it is distinguished by the sudden onset of
symptoms, thirty to sixtj' minutes after food

or drink has been taken ; by the absence of

rice-w ater stools, or of lividity of the skin

;

and by the symptoms not yielding to treat-

ment. Moreover, in poisoning by arsenic

there is usually greater tenderness over the
epigastrium ; the diarrhoea is less passive,

and accompanied with more tenesmus than
in choleraic diarrhoea ; the stools are more
often bloody ; and nervous sj-mptoms may
be more pronomiced. The diagnosis is, how-
evei% often very difficult, except when aided
by a chemical analysis of the matteis ejected

from the stomach or of the excreta, which
should always be made in doubtful cases.

Prognosis.—This must alwaj-s be un-
certain, since it is rarelj' possible to ascertain

the quantity taken, or to ensm'e its entii'e

evacuation from the stomach.
Treat-MENT.—Emetics, diluents, and de-

mulcents are the appropriate remedies. The
stomach-pump may also be usefidly em-
ployed. In administering emetics, tartar

emetic should be avoided, as it increases the
depression, and its presence conqdicates a
chemical analysis. Moreover, tartar emetic
sometimes contains traces of arsenic, and, iii

the event of an analysis being made, an un-

fotmded suspicion may be raised. No confi-

dence can be placed in the so-called antidote,

ferric lujdratc, but dialysed iron may be
freely given.

B. Chronic Arsenical Poisoning.

—

This form of poisoning is not uncommon,
and is, unlike the acute form, generally acci-

dental. The inhalation of arsenical vapours
in factories, or of arsenical dust, as from
green and other wall-papers, and in the

process of manufacturing artificial flowers,

is a common source of chronic arsenical

poisoning.

Those who are chiefly exposed to this form
of poisoning are persons employed in the

manufacture of pigments, esi)ecially gi'ecn
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pigments ; paperhangers and decorators
;

artificial-flower manufacturers ; milliners
;

persons exposed to the fumes of, heated
metals, particularly zinc and brass ; manu-
facturers of dyes ; and leather-dressers. In
the process of depilating sheep-skins, pre-

vious to the tanning or the tawing process, a
mixture of lime and orpiment {sulphide

of arsenic) is used; and serious ulceration of

the hands, scrotum, nose, and cheeks not in-

frequently results. Persons living in rooms
the walls of which are covered with arsenical

paper, especially bright-green papers contain-
ing arsenite of copper, are liable to suffer

from chronic arsenical poisoning. It is un-
certain whether this is entirely caused by the
mechanical transfer of pigmentary dust to

the air-passages, or is partly due to volatilisa-

tion of the arsenic, probably in the form of

arseniuretted hj-drogen. Many brown wall-

papers also contain arsenic, and arsenious
acid is sometimes added to the size ; such
papers have been known to produce the spe-

cific symptoms of arsenical poisoning.

That some persons can take arsenious acid

internally with impunity in relatively large

doses (arsenic-eating) is now a well-estab-

lished fact.

Symptoms.—The first symptoms of chronic
arsenical poisoning are usually loss of appe-
tite, praecordial pains, irritability of the bowels,

and occasionally headache. Suffusion of the

eyes, apecidiar and characteristic appearance
of the conjunctiva, often amounting to actual

conjunctivitis, and intolerance of light are
early manifested. The muscular power of

the limbs is impaired pretty constantly, and
actual paralysis, extending upwards from the

lower extremities, is occasionally observed
{see Paralysis, Toxic). A characteristic vesi-

cular eruption on the skin {eczema arsenicale)

is frequent, as well as irritation of the skin,

especially over the neck, scalp, hands, and
armpits. Males who handle arsenical pre-

parations are liable to ulcerations of the

scrotum and penis, obviously due to a me-
chanical transference of the poison to the

genitals when these are touched. If the

source of the disease be not removed, pro-

gressive emaciation, exfoliation of the cuticle,

and nervous prostration supervene ; and con-

vulsions may precede the fatal termination.

The effects of green arsenical pigments are

sometimes manifested by bleeding from the

nose.

Diagnosis.—"Wlien a patient suffers more
or less from the symptoms above described,

and is also known to be exposed to any of

the sources of danger from arsenical poisoning

enumerated above, the diagnosis is not

difficult.

Treatment.— The source of poisoning

should invariably be removed. It is found
that those who suffer from working in arsenic

make no progress towards recovery until

they are removed from contact with the
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poison. "Wall-papers which contain arsenic,

and are suspected to be the cause of symp-
toms, should be taken away. Quinine, or
other tonics, iron, and attention to the
digestive organs will be needed. Removal
to fresh country air is often productive of

marked benefit. Soothing lotions to the
skin, and careful attention to eroding ulcers,

especially of the cheek, may be necessary.
Shampooing and warm baths form the best

treatment for paralytic lesions.

T. Stevenson.

ARTERIES, Diseases of.—It is im-
portant to keep in mind the following
anatomical facts in studjdng the morbid pro-
cesses to which arteries are subject :—In
immediate contact with the blood-stream in

arteries lies the endothelium—a laj'er of

flattened cells ; outside this is the tunica
intima, composed of elastic tissue, in

longitudinal an-angement : together the
endothelium and tunica intima constitute

the internal coat of the older writers. Still

more external we find the tniddle coat, made
up of muscular fibre arranged transversely,

in the larger arteries mixed with elastic

tissue. And, most external of all, there is

the external coat, consisting of longitudinally

fibrillated connective tissue.

1. Acute Arteritis.— Acute arteritis,

affecting a very limited portion of a vessel,

and leading to ulceration, occasionall}' occtirs.

It is generally due to the propagation of an
inflammation from the tissues of the vicinity

to the external coat of the vessel, but in

some cases it arises from the u'ritation caused
by an embolus, which, becoming detached
fi'om a cardiac valve, blocks a distant artery.

The late Dr. Moxon has specially drawn
attention to its occurrence in the aoi'ta,

when the ascending portion of the vessel has
been exposed to the impact of a hard, freely

moving vegetation on one of the segments
of the aortic valve. Dr. Moxon has also

described, under the designation inflam-
matory mollities, the occurrence of softening

and swelling of the arterial tunics in cir-

cumscribed spots, which become flabby and
inelastic, and ultimately bulge outwards and
form aneurysms. He believed that this con-

dition depends on a peculiar general state,

and is the great cause of aneur3"sm in young,
hard-working men. Except such circum-

^scribed inflammatory lesions, we do not

meet with any condition of the arterial

tunics to which the desigaation acute

arteritis can be applied. A general inflam-

matorj' change has, indeed, been described,

and the writers have seen the lining mem-
brane of the ascending and transverse por-

tions of the aorta of a bright vermilion hue,

strongly suggestive of acute inflammation ;

but the best otiservers are agreed in believing

that this appearance arises from staining by
haematin.
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2. Endarteritis obliterans.— Tliis is an
ftflectioii of tlio small iutcries which causes

iiarrowint? of their calibre Lj' thickening of

the internal coat. It is not an independent

disease, and is most commonly found in the

cirrhotic kidney, where it is usually accom-

l)anied by periarteritis. See Gummatous
Disease, page 115.

y. Periarteritis.—Periarteritis is mostly

a chronic change, and consists in the pro-

duction of ditfuse orcircumscribed thickenings

of the arterial walls by a new formation of

connective tissue in the external coat. It is

to a periarteritis that Charcot and Bouchai'd

ascribe the lesions which, in their opinion,

eventuate in cerebral ha-morrliage. According

to these physicians, cerebral hicmorrliago is

not usually due to atheromatous decay of the

vessels of the brain; but, in the vast majority

of cases, to the rupture of miliary aneurysms,
\\ hich m their turn have been produced by a

morbid process beginning in the perivascular

sheath surromiding the cerebral vessels, and
which, proceeding from without inwards,

ultimately involves all the coats of the vessels.

Sec 15KAI.N", Hiemorrhagc into.

4. Atheromatous Disease.— This dis-

ease, the ciuhirtcritis deformans of Virchow,
is the arterial disease which is most fi-equently

met witii, and the one whose consequences are

most serious. It may be divided, for purposes
of description, into three tolerably well-defined

stages:

—

(a) In the first stage we notice,

when the vessel is slit open, greyish patches,

by which the lining membrane is irregularly

thickened ; these patches seem to lie on
the surface of the membrane, but this appear-
ance is deceptive ; the endothelium lies be-

tween them and the blood-stream, and is, at

least at the beginning of the morbid process,

unaffected. The material of which the patches
consist is situated in the tunica intima ; it

j

is gelatinous, or semi-cartilaginous, in con-
sistence; and is formed, according to Virchow,
by an abnormally rapid multiplication of the
deeper cells of the tunica intima,—the new
growth pushing up this tunic with its super-
imposed endothelium, and so causing a bulg- '

ing into the interior of the vessel. But, in

addition to these proliferated elements, round
cells, derived from the vasa vasorum, are often
present in all three coats ; and it would appear
that the process often begins as an inflamma-
tion, and perhaps less commonly as a hjqjer-

plasia, of the tunica intima. (?>) In the second
stage the ceUiUar elements of which the new
growth is composed midergo a process of
fatty degeneration ; and in consequence it

becomes yellowish in coloirr and pasty in

consistence : it was the paste-like appearance
of the mass in this stage which originally
gained for the process the designation
atheroma (d^i/nr; = meal).. It not infrequently
happens that the wh^le of the internal coat
with its endothehum is involved in the soft-

eunig, and gives way under the pressiu'c of

]
the blood, leaving an excavation, the floor of
which is formed by the middle and external
coats of the artery, (c) In other instances,
however, the pasty mass, instead of being
washed away, becomes the seat of calcific

deposit. This is the third stage in the pro-

cess. The appearance of a vessel in which
atheromatous- disease has reached this stage
is very striking: plates, which present to the
naked eye the appearance but do not show
the nimute structure of bone, are observed at
intervals in the walls of the vessel, atul their

sharp spicula project into its interior ; in the
aorta it is not uncommon to find such plates
an inch long and half an inch broad, and in

the smaller arteries the calcareous matter
sometimes forms a ring round the vessel. In
the latter the calcareous particles appear to be
deposited in the patch while it is still firm, so
that the second stage of the process is wanting.
The changes above der.cribed may be con-

fined to the internal tunic, but the two outer
coats are often implicated as well. In the
media we may have round-colled infiltration,

induration, fatty degeneration, and caloitica-

tion, while the external coat may be thickened
by newly formed connective tissue. Indeed
according to Thoma, the prim.arv change is a
lesion (weakening or atrophy) of the middle
coat. See Aorta, Diseases of. page 90.

Atheromatous disease sometimes invades
both the aorta and the small vessels, btit

the aorta may be extensively diseased and
the small arteries unaffected; or, on the other
hand, the cerebral, temporal, and coronary
arteries may be the seat of calcareous change
while the great vessels are healthy; occa-
sionally the disease is limited to a few vessels.

Next to the aorta, the cerebral, coronary,
and splenic vessels, and the arteries of the
lower extremities, are prone to this form of
arteritis.

Effkcts.—The dangers to which an athero-

matous state of vessels exposes the person in

whom it exists are varied. The stream of
blood is retarded by the projection of the new
growth into the vessel, and still more by the
destruction of the elasticity of its coats ; and
hence ensues a failure in the luUrition of the

organ, which depends for its supply of blood
on the diseased vessel—this is one cause of

cerebral softening. When the paste-like mass
is washed aw.ay it sometimes happens that

the blood insinuates itself between the coats

of the vessel, producing a dissecting aneu-
rysm ; or tlie portion of the vessel which has
been weikened by the removal of the internal

coat yields to the pressure of the current, and
a sacculated aneurysm is originated ; some-
times the diseased vessel bursts. Cerebral

vessels, probably on account of the thinness

of their walls, are specially liable to mptiu-e

when tliey are the seat of atheromatous
change ; and occasionally a diseased coronary
artery has given way, filling the pericardium

with blood. Arteries have been completely
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occluded by the deposition of fibrin on the
spiculated edges of calcareous plates : this is

one of the causes 'of senile gangrene ; and
embolic plugging of distant vessels at times
results fi'om the detachmentof such fibrinous

clots, and the washing away of atheromatous
debris. Rigidity of the larger arteries from
atheromatous change is likewise one of the
most frequent causes of hypertropliy of

the left ventricle of the heart, on which
increased work is imposed in consequence
of the destruction of the elasticity of the
vessels. Anasarca has not, so far as the
writers are aware, been mentioned by any
author among the consequences of dis-

eased arteries ; but some cases which have
come under their observation have led to

the conclusion that persistent anasarca, es-

pecially of the lower extremities in elderly

men, is sometimes mainly due to a diseased

condition of the arterial tunics. In the cases

observed there was likewise present dilata-

tion with hypertrophy and commencing fatty

change of the left ventricle, itself a conse-

quence of the arterial disease ; but this seemed
insufficient to account for the persistent

cedema of the lower extremities.

JiItiology.—The prmcipal cause of endar-
teritis deformans is now generally admitted
to be overstrain of the vessel. It was formerly
thought, and is still held by many, that

syphilitic impregnation of the sj'stem is a
powerful favouring condition ; but this opinion
rests chiefiy on observations made among
soldiei's, who, in addition to the syphilitic

taint, were subject to other influences now
known to be adequate in themselves to

develop the disease. Intemperate habits and
gout appear to be powerfully predisposing
causes. They probably render the blood
impure ; and its passage through the capillary

vessels being thereby retarded, the tension
of the arteriid system is increased. Besides
violent exertion, which imposes a strain on
the entire arterial tree, there are other in-

fluences whicli act upon certain vessels.

Thus the renal arteries are kept overfull in

the cirrhotic form of Bright's disease, owing
to the destruction of the capillary tufts, and
hence atheroma of these vessels is frequently
present in that form of renal mischief. One
of the writers has on two occasions foimd ex-

tensive calcareous formations in the cerebral

vessels of persons in whom cerebral degene-
ration had followed excessive anxiety and
mental effort. The pulmonary artery is very
rarely invaded by atheroma ; and only in

cases in which it has been kept in a state of

tension by hypertrophy of the right ventricle

or disease of the mitral orifice.

Diagnosis.— The diagnosis of atheroma-
tous inflammation of the aorta is discussed
in a separate article. The existence of the

disease in the arteries of particular organs
can only be a matter of reasonable presump-
tion when the patient is past middle hfe

;

when the ascertained causes of atheroma
have been in operation ; when symptoms of

impaired nutrition of the organ are present

;

and when the organ (the brain or heart) is

one the arteries of which are known to be
prone to the disease. Calcification of the
superficial arteries renders these vessels rigid

and tortuous. The temporals when so affected

attract the eye by then prominence, and may
be felt hard and rigid beneath the finger ; the
brachial may equally be made the subject

of examination ; and, although the presence
or absence of atheromatous change in such
superficial vessels does not necessarily prove
that the other arteries of the body are in

a similar condition, it renders it more than
probable that they are. Those who are not
familiar with the resisting feel of the radial

artery, when it is the seat of the change now
under consideration, are liable to foi'm a very
erroneous estimate of the strength of the

pulse : this may convej' to the inexperienced
finger an impression of a force which it does
not possess. The eiTor also is sometimes
committed of inferring the existence of aortic

regurgitation in these cases in consequence
of the tortuous course and visible pulsation

of the superficial vessels ; but they do not
collapse suddenly under the finger, as do the

vessels during the receding wave in aortic

patency. The sphygmographic tracing, more-
over, is essentially different ; in atheromatous
disease of the artery the upstroke is vertical,

and the summit of the tracing extended.

The existence of such evidences of vascular

mischief affords a fair subject for considera-

tion to those who are called upon to form
an opinion as to the ehgibihty of a life for

assurance.

Treatment.—The treatment of endarteritis

deformans is mainly preventive. It consists

in the avoidance of all those influences to

which we have adverted as causes of the

disease, namely : indulgence in alcohol ; causes
originating a gouty state of the blood ; exces-

sive muscular efforts, especially in constrained

positions ; and postures which involve the

long-continued contraction of muscles which
surround arteries. As far as the brain and
heart are concerned, all those states must be
forbidden which favour overfulness of their

respective arteries : in the case of the brain,

excessive mental application, deficient sleep,

and, the writers believe, prolonged periods of

sexual excitement ; in the case of the heart,

inter alia, efforts which involve holding the

breath, thus leading to distension of its right

cavities, and imposing an obstacle to the

return of blood from its walls.

5. Fatty Degeneration. — Fatty de-

generation, unconnected with the athero-

matous process, is sometimes found to affect

arteries. Circumscribed opaqiie and velvety

spots appear on the surface of the intima,

and erosion idtimately occurs. Once this

has taken place, the muscular coat, which
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may itself be fiittily degencratod, unable to

bear the pressure of the blood-stream, fissures

transversely; and the blood may rupture the

external coat, or, insinuating itself between
the middle and external coat, produce a

dissecting aneurysm. The fatty change is

met with in extreme anirmia and in senile

marasmus, but has also been found in the

arteries of persons who seemed otherwise

(juite healthy ; it is ' a morbid change which
is simply degenerative from the first, and of

wiiose immediate cause we know nothing

'

(Hindtleischi. Fatty degeneration of the

external coat of the smallest arteries has also

been noticed ; it aiipcai's to be a senile

alfection.

6. Calcification.— This disease of the

arterial tunics also occurs unconnected with
endarteritis, but more rarely than fatty de-

generation. When this is the case, it is most
frequently the middle coat of the medium-
sized vessels that is the seat of the deposit,

but all three tunics may be involved. The
process is usually limited to the vessels ia

which muscular tibre is abundant ; but these

it may affect extensively, the superficial

vessels and the arteries of the brain and of

the extremities being the favourite seat. It

is eminently a senile change.
7. Gummatous Disease.—In this con-

dition the vessels present nodose swellings,

and arc thickened sometimes to three times
their normal size by gummatous mateiual
infiltrating the outer coat. According to

Heubner, the disease begins in the intima
by a proliferation of the cells of the endo-
thelium, which may be so excessive as to

cause complete obliteration of the lumen of
the vessel. The middle and external coats
only subsequently become infiltrated with
round cells. The lesion described by him,
however, is common to all forms of end-
arteritis obliterans, and is not distinctively

syphilitic. ' A random succession of nervous
symptoms,' to use the words of Dr. Hughlings
.lackson, affords strong grounds for suspecting
sypliditic disease within the cranium; and
one of the writ<>rs has himself seen three cases
in whicli such sym])toms disappeared under
the use of perchloride of mercury and iodide

of potassium, and in which it seemed to him
that the supposition of arterial disease was
much more probable thr.n that of any other
form of intracranial syphilis.

8. Albuminoid JDisease.—This, when
it attacks an organ, very commonly appears
first in the walls of the small arteries, the
muscular coat being the part atTected.

9. Hyaline Degeneration.—This de-
generation may attack the smallest arteries,

and give rise to a continuous thickening of
their coats, with ultimate occlusion of the
vessel ; or it may result in the production of
isolated masses of hyaline material, which
lie principally between the tunica intima and
timica media.

10. Contraction.—Contraction and final

impermeability of an artery from atheroma-
tous calcification, from the accumulation of

fibrin on its rough inner surface, from pres-

sure, or from other causes, occasionally occurs,

leading to gangrene of the extremity which it

supplied.

11. Dilatation.—Dilatation of arteries is

in the majority of cases due to previous
disease of their coats ; but sometimes in the

aged the arteries are found dilated without
any degeneration of their tunics being
present,

—

a state of affairs which Rindfleisch

suggests may depend on atony of the mus-
cular coat, and in some cases may possibly

be connected with deficient innervation.

12. Aneurysm.—Aneurysm receives full

consideration in a separate article. Here it

is merely necessarj' to point out the ways in

which atheromatous inflammation and the
other morbid processes which have been de-

scribed contribute to the production of dilata-

tion and aneurj'sm. In some cases the course
of events consists in the washing away of

the diseased patch of the intima ; when the
middle coat either dilates, or, by separation

of its muscular bundles, undergoes rupture,

and the external coat yields before the pres-

sure of the blood-stream. In other cases

the dilatation occms, not at the point where
the endarteritis has invaded the vessel, but
nearer to the heart. At the affected point
there is naiTowing of the canal of the vessel,

and loss of elasticity in its coats ; and, as a
consequence, we have slowing of the cii'cnla-

tiou and deficiency in the supply of blood
bej-ond, and increased iirterial tension on the
proximal side of the affected spot. The effect

of this tension is more serious than would at

first sight appear. In health the blood, pro-

pelled by each ventricular systole, enters

contracted vessels, which, yielding before it,

are uninjured bj' its sudden impact; but a
vessel in a state of tension is exposed to the

full violence of the column of blood dis-

charged by the heart, and must gradually
dilate before it.

13. Arterial Disease in Insanity.

—

According to Dr. J. Batty Tuke, and other
physicians who have specially investigated

the morbid changes in the brains of the

insane, arterial disease is almost invariably

present. It consists in such alterations as

would result from obstruction in the ultimate
ramifications of the vessels : thickening of

the proper coats of the arteries, and of the

sheath of comiective tissue which surrounds
the cerebral vessels ; the deposition of fine

molecular matter and crystals of hicinatoidia

between the adventitia and the sheath; and
extreme tortuosity of the vessels.

14. Arterio- Capillary Fibrosis.—This
term was applied by the late Sir ^\ iliiam (iull

and Dr. Sutton to the hyi)ertroj)hy of the

walls of the small arteries found in the sub-

jects of the cirrhotic form of Dright's disease.
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It is admitted by all observers of repute that

the waUs of the blood-vessels of the kidney
are gi-eatly thickened in this malady ; but it

is by no means so universally admitted that

the small arteries tlaroughout the whole body
are in all such cases hypertrophied. That
they are hypertrophied in a certain propor-

tion of the cases admits of no doubt ; but

there is a difference of opinion as to the na-

ture of the thickeniug. Dr. George Johnson,
who early called attention to this condition,

considers that there is present a hypertrophy
of all the tunics of the small arteries, especi-

ally of the muscular coat—a consequence of

llie obstruction which impure blood invariably

meets with in the capillaries. Sir William
Gull and Dr. Sutton, on the other hand,
asserted that the thickening is due to a fibroid

growth, especially seated in the external coat

of the vessel ; and they believed that the co-

existing disease of the kidney is not the cause !

of the arterial change, but that both are parts

of a genei'al diseased process.

James Littlk. A. B. McKee.

ARTERIES, Examination of.—See
Physic.u. Examination ; and Pulse.

ARTHRALGIA (apOpov, a joint; and
aXyos, pain).—Pain in a joint. The term is

more jjarticularly applied to articular pain in

the absence of objective disease. See Joints, !

Diseases of.

ARTHRITIS {:i,,epn<', a joint). — A
term generically used to signify any disease

whatever involving a joint, but more correctly

confined to articular inflammation. It is

also employed to designate inflammation of

all the structures forming a joint, as dis-

tinguished from mere synovitis. See Joints,

Diseases of.

ARTHRODYNIA {ap6,,ov. a joint ; and
o8iji'i;,pain).—Pain in a joint. See Arthralgia,

ARTICULAR RHEUMATISM.—
Eheumatisin affecting joints. See ' Rheu-
matism, Acute;

ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION. —
The method of exciting and keeping up the

movements of the chest, so as to supply air

to the lungs, is a subject of the highest im-
portance, since the hopes of recovery depend
on its due performance in many cases of

narcotic poisoning, in the apparently drowned
or asphyxiated, and in the collapse of the

advanced stage of the condition induced by
anaesthetics.

Precautions.—For its effective employ-
ment it is essential to see that no foreign body
obstructs the air-passages. Children and
old people are liable to swallow large pieces

of meat or crust, which become impacted in

the pharynx or oesophagus. A clot of blood
may threaten life in operations about the

mouth. These should, if possible, be dragged
away with the finger or a spoon-handle, but

they may require the use of a probang.

ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION

Tracheotomy is rarely necessary. A knife-

handle held between the molar teeth is a
ready and useful gag to keep the mouth open.

A buttonhook, in the absence of pharyn-
geal forceps, is sometimes very serviceable.

Vomited matter should be quickly removed
with a sponge or cloth twisted round a piece

of wood. In treating the half-drowned the

body should be inverted for a few minutes
to favour the escape of water from the air-

passages, but artificial breathing should be
commenced even whUst the body is in this

position.

Methods.—In most cases the best method
of commencing artificial respiration is to

compress the chest and abdomen simul-

taneously, then remove pressure so as to

allow air to enter the chest, and again repeat

the pressure eveiy two or three seconds. If

the sound indicates that air is passing into

and out of the lungs, this method may be

continued for half a minute ; but if we are

not sure that the air is exchanged, and in all

cases if the patient's condition is not decidedly

improved in half a minute, we should resort

to one or other of tlie following methods :

—

1. Howard's method.—This method is so

important that it is considered separately

under Resuscitation.
2. Sylvester's nietlwd.—Place the patient

on his back on the floor, with a block or

pillow under his shoulders, and raise the arms
upwards above his head, by grasping them
above the elbow, and pulling firmly and
steadily as long as there is any sound of air

entering the chest. Some arrangement is

needed to prevent the body from being

dragged towards the operator. For this

purpose the plan of raising the chest on a

high cushion or box has been adopted, but as

a condition of cardiac anaemia is often present,

this is objectionable. It is better to effect the

object by placing a book in front of the thighs

while kneeling at the head of the patient. It

may be needful to draw forward the tongue

;

but generally if the head falls back over a

cushion placed behind the neck, this is not

required. An artery-forceps, or a noose of

string, or a handkerchief will enable an
assistant to keep the tongue well forward.

As soon as the sound produced by the

entrance of air into the chest ceases, the

arms should be brought down a little towards

the front of the chest, and pressed firmly and
steadily against it for about one second after

air is heard escaping. In cases of drowning
it is enough to repeat this operation every

four seconds, but in the collapse resulting

from chloroform or other anicsthetics, the

necessity for getting the vapour quickly out

of the chest justifies a more rapid perform-

ance of the movements during the first five

minutes. After this time the movements
should be carried on more slowly, but they

should be continued for half an hour at least,

and even longer if the warmth of the surface
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and diminution of lividity pvcs any reason

to hope that the heart has not entirely

ceased to act.

3. Marshall Hall's ready method.—This is

performed by placiiif^ the body on one side,

and alternately rolling it on its face to com-
press the chest, and on its back to allow the

elasticity- of the ribs free movement to draw
air into the lungs. The plan is not nearly so

effective as Sylvesteir's, but if no assistant is

at hand it is the best mode of artificial breath-

ing that can be adopted.

4. Month - to - mouth insufflation.— This

method is not to be depended upon, because

of the ditKculty both of keeping the larynx

open, and also of preventing the air going
j

down the gullet.

Of the instruments introduced for the

purpose of carrjlng on artificial respiration,

mention should be made of those invented

by Dr. Marcet, Dr. Richardson, and Dr.

Vanderbxirg ; but, excej)! in the hands of the

inventors or of those who had gained much
experience in their use by practising upon
animals, they would probably do as much
harm as good. The objection to them all

is that they interfere with the prompt imi-
[

tation of the movements of respiration just

described.
j

The administration of oxygen is indicated

in most cases of artiticial respiration, but the

results of its use have not been satisfactory

hitherto. Now that the gas can be had in a

compressed state, and can be given by means
of the laughing-gas inhaler, it is %vorthy of a

further trial ; but it is certain that in all

cases of impending asphyxia time is of so

much importance that anything which would
delay the supply of oxygen would not be

compensated for by giving it pure, instead of

in the form of common air. Tracheotomy is

not to be thought of in the first instance in any
case in which air can be made to pass, even

in very small quantity, through the trachea.

For supplemental and after treatment, see

Rescscitation.
J. T. Clover. G. H. B.uley.

ASCARIDES.—See Entozoa.

ASCITES {da-Kot, a leathern sac : a large

belly).— bvNOX. : Dropsy of the peritoneum
;

Hydrops peritonei vcl ahdominis ; Hydro-
peritoneum. Fr. Ascitc; Ger. Die Bauch-
icasscrsucht.

Definition.— An accimiulation of fluid

within the cavity of the peritoneum, more or

less serous in character ; the accumulation
being of the nature of a local dropsy, and not

originating in inflammation. The amount
of fluid varies much in different cases.

^ExioLodY .\ND Pathology. — The chief

matter relating to the causation of ascites is

to point out the morbid Qonditions by which
it maj' be produced, as it almost always
follows, and is a consequence of certam pre-

existiug organic diseases, of which it becomes
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a most important symptom and pathological

phenomenon. The causes to which it has

been attributed may be discussed according

to the following arrangement :

—

I. Direct mechanical obstruction affecting

the portal circulation.

1. Obstruction of the tnmk of the portal

vein before it enters the liver, either from
external pressure or an internal block.

2. Pressure upon or obliteration of the

branches of the vein within the liver.

3. Pressure upon the hepatic veins, or

upon the inferior vena cava after it receives

these veins.

II. Cardiac or pulmonary diseases obstruct-

ing the general venous circulation.

III. Disease of the kidneys.

IV. Morbid conditions of the peritoneum.
V. Miscellaneous.

I. Any direct obstruction interfering with
the portal circulation must necessarily lead
to congestion and over-distension of its tribu-

taries, one of the consequences of which is

excessive transudation of the fluid portion of

the blood into the peritoneal cavity, while
absorption is checked. The ascites is, under
such circumstances, in short, merely a local-

ised dropsy, resulting from mechanical con-
gestion. The impediment may alTect either

the portal trunk before it enters the liver;

its branches in the substance of this organ

;

or the hepatic veins or the inferior vena cava
near its termination.

1, The portal trunk may be pressed upon,
as it lies in the fissm-e, by prominences from
the liver itself, enlarged absorbent glands in

its vicinity, a neighbouring tumour (as cancer
of the pancreas, or a growth in the small
omentum), a hepatic aneurysm, or inflamma-
tory thickening resulting from peri-hepatitis.

The pressure may absolutely close up the
vessel, but it more commonly causes a local

clot to form, and thus its channel is blocked
up. A thrombus is also in exceptional in-

stances produced in connexion with a diseased
condition of the portal vein, such as inflam-
mation or calcification ; obstruction to the
circulation within the liver ; or feebleness of

the cii'culation, with an abnormal tendency
to coagulation of the blood.

2. Pressure upon, or obliteration of the
branches of the portal vein within the liver,

can only arise as a consequence of some
morbid condition involving the actual sub-
stance of tliis organ. The hepatic disease
which by far most commonly leads to this

result, and which is one of the most frecjuent

causes of ascites, is cirrhosis. Occasionally
it accompanies syphilitic and other forms of
contracted and indurated liver, or it may
be associated with infiltrated cancer. Tlie

extent of the obstruction thus set up will

necessarily vary with that of the morbid
changes in the organ. Occasionally a mivss
within the liver obstructs a considerable
branch of the portal vein.
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3. Obstruction of the hepatic veins, or the
upper end of the inferior vena cava, is a rare

event, but niay arise from the pressure of a
growth connected with the hver itself, or of

some neighbouring tumour.
II. Diseases of the lungs or heart which

impede the general venous circulation must
necessarily exercise a speedy and direct in-

fluence upon the hepatic circulation, and may
thus lead to ascites. Usually, however, in

cases of this kind the legs are the seat of

considerable anasarca before peritoneal drojjsy

is observed. In coiu-se of time the continued
venous congestion originates serious organic
changes in the livei', its vessels being more
or less obhterated. and consequently it is at

this period that ascites is particularly liable

to set in, and it may even become the most
prominent form of drops}'.

III. Ascites may constitute a part of

the dropsy which so often accompanies renal

disease. It is, however, of comparatively
infrequent occurrence to any great extent

under these circumstances, the amount of

fluid being not considerable as a rule, and
the ascites being but a subsidiary part of a
general dropsy.

IV. More or less serous effusion into the

peritoneal cavity is a pathological result of

peritonitis ; but, m accordance with the de-

finition of ascites given above, this does not
come strictly within the present article. Ex-
ceptional cases do occur, however, in which
a large effusion raj)idly collects in the peri-

toneum, and it is difficult to say whether it

is a mere dropsy or the product of an acute
inflammation. Moreover, true ascites is ob-

served occasionally as a sequel of peritonitis,

in consequence 9f the morbid conditions

which it leaves behind. Chronic peritonitis

may also occasion a simple local dropsy ; but
this is particularly liable to be set up in

connexion with morbid formations in the
peritoneum, such as cancer or tubercle. The
immediate causes of ascites associated with
diseases of the peritoneum may be active

congestion; imphcation of the capillaries or

minute veins, or even of the larger veins,

leading to mechanical congestion ; obstruction

of the lymphatic orifices, and consequent
impairment of absorption ; or undue activity

of the secreting structures.

It may be mentioned in this connexion
that ascites is sometimes associated with a
tumour which does not directly interfere with
the portal circulation ; probably it is then due
to irritation of the peritoneum.

V. Among the chief miscellaneous causes

to which ascites has been attributed may be
mentioned exposm-e to cold or wet ; the
sudden suppression of habitual discharges, or

the rapid cure of chronic cutaneous affections

;

and extreme anaemia and debility. These
causes are supposed to originate this symptom
either by inducing active mternal congestion

;

or by distui'bing the renal functions ; or in

consequence of the abnormal state of the

blood and tissues. It is very doubtful, how-
ever, whether either of them can actually of

itself occasion ascites, though they may help
in its production. Fluid may collect within
the peritoneum as the result of the rupture
of a cyst within the abdomen, especially an
ovarian cyst.

It must be remembered that ascites may
be due to a combination of two or more of
the causes which have been indicated in the
preceding remarks. For instance, there may
be obstruction affecting the portal circulation

within the liver and outside this organ at the
same time ; or the different organs may be
involved simultaneously.

Predisposing causes.—Whatever tends to

set up either of the morbid conditions which
originate ascites, may be regarded as a pre-

disjjosing cause. It may be met with at any
age, but is most common during middle life.

The hejiatic form is much more frequent in

males than females. An anaemic condition

of the blood and weakness of the tissues pre-

dispose to peritoneal dropsy, as they do to

di-opsj^ in other parts.

Anatomical Characters.—The essential

anatomical character of ascites is the accumu-
lation of a serous fluid within the peritoneal

sac. Its amount may range from a few
oimces to some gallons. As regards phy-
sical characters, the fluid is generally thin,

limpid, and watery in consistence ; colour-

less or slightly yellow ; clear and transparent

;

and of alkaline reaction. In exceptional in-

stances, however, it may be coloured by blood
or bile ; or more or less turbid and dirty-look-

ing or milky (chylous) ; or of unusually thick

and somewhat gelatinous consistence. Soft

fibrinous masses occasionally float in the fluid,

or these may form spontaneously when it is

allowed to stand. Very rarely the reaction

is neutral or acid. The specific gravity varies

considerably. Chemically the fluid consists

of water holding in solution albumen and the

usual salts which are foimd in dropsical fluids;

but their proportion is very variable, though
the albumen is generally in good quantity,

which is evidenced by the degree of coagula-

tion which takes place when the fluid is boiled.

Occasionally it contains fibrin, cholesterin,

bile-elements, or, ua cases of renal dropsy, urea.

The effects of the accumulation uj^on sur-

rounding structures are to distend and macer-
ate them more or less, or to compress them.
Of course along with the ascites there will be

the signs of any morbid condition upon which
it depends ; and there may also be indications

of anatomical changes resultmg from long-

continued pressure of the fluid upon certain

structures.

Symptoms and Signs.—Ascites usually sets

in very gradually, being chronic in its pro-

gress, but advancing steadily. Occasionally,

however, the fluid collects with considerable

rapidity. The clinical phenomena associated
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with tliis pfttholop:ical condition cliflfor in

dirt'erciit cases, both in their exact nature

and tlieir deijree, accoi-ding to its cause, the

amount of thiid collected, and other circum-

stances; but they may conveniently be con-

sidered midcr the following heads, namely:
1. Pln/sical signs. 2. Mechanical effects of
the dropsical accumulation, 3. General
symptom's.

1. Physical signs.—Physical examination
constitutes one of the most important parts

of the clinical investigation of cases of ascites,

and it will be requisite to discuss in some
detail the signs thus recognised.

(ft) If fluid collects in the peritoneum in

any quantity, the abdomen presents more or

less general enlargement. This is often the

first change which attracts the patient's

attention, and it may also have been noticed

that the increase in size commenced below.

The degree of enlargement depends upon the

amount of fluid, but it may become extreme,

so that the skin is tightly stretched and
thinned, presenting a smooth and shining

appearance, or sometimes white lines

—

linece

albicantes—due to laceration of its deeper

layers. The umbilicus becomes affected in

a characteristic manner, bemg more or less

stretched and everted, and finally obliterated,

or in some cases more or less pouched out,

when it may form a considerable prominence.
Should there happen to be a weak portion of

the abdominal walls, such as a hernial sac,

this will be miduly protruded. The impor-

tant characters of abdominal enlargement,
due to imcomplicated ascites, are that it is

of a rounded form, though tending to be
more prominent or to bulge towards the

hypogastric region or in the flanks, according

to the posture of the patient ; that it is quite

sjTnmetrical in shape, when the patient

stands or lies on his back, but that the form
alters considerably with a change of position,

the abdomen becoming then more prominent
in the dependent region, in consequence of

the gravitation of the fluid in this direction,

and it may actually be seen to move as the

posture is changed. In contrast with the

enlarged abdomen, the chest often looks small
and depressed, and the fluid may cause the

margin of the ribs to become everted, or it

may push forwards the xiphoid cartilage.

Mensuration is of service for giving more
accurate information as to the size of the
abdomen in cases of ascites, and for deter-

mining their progress.

(b) The abdomen feels perfectly smooth
and even over its entire surface. It usually
gives a sensation of tension of the walls,

without any hardness xmderneath. In some
instances an obscure feeling of fluctuation is

experienced on palpation with the fingers.

(c) The tendency of ascites is to interfere

with the abdominal respiratory movements,
if it is at all considerable, by preventing the
diaphragm from acting properly. At the

same time the writer has not tmcommonly
observed that, e\en in cases where the ac-

ciunulation of fluid has been very consider-

able, abdominal respiration did not seem to

be obviously impeded.
(d) Percussion atTords some of the most im-

portant signs of peritoneal dropsy ; and when
the fluid is present only in small quantity,

this is the only mode of examination that

can be relied upon for its detection. In the

first place, marked dulness is elicited over the

seat of the fluid; wiiile a tympanitic sound,

which is often abnormally clear and distinct,

is heard over the intestines. \Yhen there is

but little fluid, it may be impossible to detect

any abnormal dulness as the patient lies in

the recumbent posture ; but on placing him
on his hands and knees, the fluid gravitates

towards the front of the abdomen, and dul-

ness may then be noticed in the umbilical

region. In most cases, however, there is no
ditliculty in making out the dulness, and this

sign is observed in those regions towards
which the fluid natiu-ally gravitates. Hence,
when the patient lies on his back, the lower
part and sides of the abdomen are dull, while
its upper and front part is tympanitic. As
more and more fluid collects, so the dulness
increases in extent, gathering in, as it were,
from below and from the sides, until finally

the entire abdomen may be dull, except the

nmbUical region, which usually remains
tympanitic to the last. The botmdary line

between the dulness and tympanitic sound
is usually well-defined. As the posture is

changed, so will the site of the dulness vary,

the part which is undermost presentmg this

sign, while that which becomes highest is

tympanitic, and thus the relative situation of

these two sounds, as well as the shape of the
dulness, can be altered in a variety of ways.
When the patient sits up, the prominence
between the recti muscles gives a tympanitic
sound on percussion. In exceptional instances

a distended colon gives rise to a tympanitic
sound along each side of the abdomen, even
when there is abundant fluid present.

Another important sign brought out by a
form of percussion is the sensation specially

termed fluctuation, which is the jieculiar

wave-like movement realised on placing the
fingers of one liand over one side of the
abdomen, and fillii)ping or tapping the oppo-
site side with the fingers of tlio other hand.
This sensation is very easily brought out if

there is much fluid present, provided it is free

to move, and sometimes the motion is actually

visible. Change of posture will modify the

situation over which fluctuation can be pro-

duced.
(e) Auscultation yields negative results in

cases of ascites, there being no sound of any
kind heard over the abdomen,

(/) In the large majority of cases ascites

is dearly revealed by the physical signs

already described. In exceptional instances.
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however, when the diagnosis is obscure, it is

requisite to resort to a diijital examination
through the rectum, and in females through
the vagina. The tluid collects in the recto-

vesical pouch, and on examination per rectum
the finger detects the sensation yielded by this

tluid through its anterior wall. Tlie vagina is

usually felt to be shortened, while the uterus
is pushed down and Hexed. In extreme cases

of ascites the posterior wall of the vagina, or

even the uterus itself, may protrude through
the vulva.

(g) Now and then it is requisite to make
use of the aspirator or a small trocar, by
the aid of which not only can it be deter-

mined whether tiuid is present in the ab-

dominal cavity, but its natiure can also be
ascertained. This method of examination
is further useful when ascites is associated

with some other morbid condition within
the abdomen, which frequently cannot be
made out so long as the tiiud remains in the
peritoneum.

It must be borne in mind that the ordinary
physical signs of ascites will be materially

niochfied or obscured under certam circum-
stances. For example, the quantity of tluid

may be so small that most careful exami-
nation is required in order to detect its

presence ; on the other hand, it may be so

abundant that dulness is observed over the

entire abdomen, and fluctuation may be very
indistinct. The existence of peritoneal ad-

hesions—for instance, those which may be
formed as the result of repeated paracentesis

—also renders some of the most characteristic

signs of ascites very ill-defined. Again, the

association of peritoneal dropsy with some
other abdominal morbid condition, such as a
new growth, an enlarged hver or spleen, or

an ovarian tiunoixr, will also modify the signs

elicited. The mesentery may be abnormally
short, or the mtestines may be adherent, and
thus prevented from floating forwards, so that

the usual relative positions of dulness and
tympanitic sound are not observed.

2. Mechanical effects of the dropsical

accumulation.—The clinical phenomena re-

sulting from the mechanical effects of ascites

are both subjective and objective. The patient

often experiences a feeling of uneasiness and
discomfort in the abdomen, as well as more
or less tension and fulness, if there is much
flihd present ; while there may be a sense of

fatigue and aching about the loins or ab-

dominal walls. As a ride no particular pain

is felt, but colicky pains are liable to occur

from tune to time, and extreme distension

of the structiu-es constituting the abdominal
waO may also cause painful sensations. In
exceptional instances peritonitis is set up.

When the fluid is abundant, the patient is

conscious of its weight when he walks ; and
during progression he throws the head and
shoulders back, at the same time keeping the

legs apart. Symptoms connected with the

alimentary canal are of common occurrence,
but these are often to a great extent due to

the same cause which originates the ascites,

tliough the fluid must necessarily tend to

uiterfere with the functions of the stomach
and intestines. The bowels are usually con-

stipated, but in some instances diarrhcea or

dysenteric symptoms may arise. Flatulence
is very commonly complained of, even a
small amount of gaseous accumulation in

the intestines being felt undidy, producing
much discomfort, and increasing the enlarge-

ment of the abdomen temporarily. Occa-
sionally vomitmg occurs, in consequence of

interference with the stomach. When con-

siderable fluid has remained in the peritoneum
for some time, it presses upon the inferior

vena cava and prevents the return of blood

through this vessel, and may tlius lead to

anasarca of both lower extremities, with en-

largement of the superficial abdominal veins.

Exceptionally the anasarca attracts attention

at an early period. The flow of blood through
tlie renal veins may also be obstructed, in-

ducing mechanical congestion of the kidneys,

with consequent diminution in the quantity

of urine and sometimes albuminuria. In rare

instances the fluid has been known to ac-

cumulate to such an extent as to ruptiure some
part of the abdominal wall.

Ascites also frequently interferes with the

thoracic organs. The bases of the lungs are

more or less compressed, and the breathing

becomes chiefly upper-costal, while a sense

of dyspucea is experienced, especially in the

recumbent posture and after taking food, the

breath is short on exertion, and tlie respira-

tions are often hurried and shallow. The
heart is likewise liable to be disturbed in its

action, as evidenced by palpitation, irregu-

larity, or a tendency to faintness. This
organ may also be displaced, so that its

apex-beat is raised and too far towards the

left, and in rare instances a basic systohc

murmur has been originated as a result of

this displacement.

3. General symptoms.—The general system
is frequently seriously affected in cases in

which ascites is a promment symptom, but
this usually depends upon the cause or causes

which have originated the dropsy, though it

may itself induce more or less debility, wast-

ing, ana;mia, and other general effects. The
loss of fluid in this way has also been sup-

posed to lead to deficient perspiration, and
consequent dryness of the skin ; as well as

to diminution in the quantity of urine.

Diagnosis.—The first matter bearing upon
the diagnosis of ascites is to determine
whether this morbid condition actually exists.

The presence of fluid m the peritoneum, as

well as its amount, can only be positively

made out by physical examination, and in

the great majority of cases the signs thus
elicited are quite characteristic. When the

fluid is small in quantity, as well as under
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other circumstancos in which the physical

signs lire obscured or luodiliiMl, the (lia','no8is

maj" bo difliciilt and uncertain, but it may
then be aided by a knowledj^e of the existence

of some disease hkely to f^ive rise to ascites,

of which it is really but a sj-niiitom. That
the accumulation of thiid is of a dropsical

nature, and not due to acute or chronic peri-

tonitis, is usually sulliciently obvious from
the history of the case, and the collateral

sj'mptoms, while the local sifjns are also

of a different character {see I'kkitoxkum,

Diseases of). The remaining abdominjil

enlargements from which ascites has to be

more commonly distinguished are those due
to flabb^' relaxation of the walls of the ab-

domen, combined with tiatulenco ; accumu-
lation of fat in the subcutaneous tissue and
in the omentum ; abundant subcutaneous
cedema, which may be associated with and
obscure ascites; an ovarian cyst; or a preg-

nant uterus. Among the more rare con-

ditions with which ascites js liable to be
confounded may be mentioned a greatly

j

dilated stomach ; colloid disease of the omen-
tum ; distension of the uterus with fluid

;

great accumulation of m-ine in the bladder ;

a very large hydatid tumour, usually con-
|

nected with the liver ; extreme cystic en-
i

largement of the kidney ; and the so-called
' phantom tumour.' Most of these conditions

are described in other parts of this work, and
their several diagnostic characters need not
be discussed here ; but a consideration of

|

the history' and existing sjTuptoms of each
particular case, combined with the results of

|

an adequate physical examination, constitute
{

the data upon which tlie diagnosis is founded,
i

It must be remembered that ascites may
coexist with other morbid conditions in the

abdomen, their physical signs being com-
bined. Shoidd there be an enlarged organ
or other solid mass, it may often be recog-

nised by making sudden firm pressure with
the fingers over the corresponding part of

the abdomen, when the fluid is pushed aside,

and the underlying resistance can be felt ; or

paracentesis may be performed, and further

examination carried out after the evacuation
of the fluid.

Another most important point in the dia-

gnosis of ascites is to make out its cause. For
this purpose all the facts bearing upon the
ease nnist be taken into account and carefully

weighed, special attention being paid to the
liver and the structures in its vicinity, to the
heart, and to the kidneys. The amount of

the ascites, and its relation to otlier forms
of dropsy, aflbrd considerable aid in the
diagnosis. If it results from cardiac or renal
disease, ascites always follows dropsy in other
parts of the body, to which it is also generally
subordinate ; when it is due to hepatic disease
or some neighbouring -morbid condition, the
peritoneal dropsy appears first, and is, as a
rule, throughout most prominent. Shoidd the

vena cava inferior be obstructed at its upper
part, anasarca of the legs will be observed
simtdtaneously with, or even before, tha
ascites.

Prognosis.— The prognosis of ascites will

mainly depend upon its cause ; the amount
of fluid present ; the state of the patient

:

the condition of the principal organs; and
the results of treatment. In some cases this

symptom is in itself attended wiih urgent
danger, on account of the meclianical eflects

of the dropsical accumulation, especially

upon the thoracic organs, and still more if

these organs are in a diseased condition. In
other instances it tends to reduce the patient,

and thus to bring about a fatal termination.
When ascites is due to local interference

with the portal circulation, great relief can
unquestionably be afl'orded in a considerable

nvimber of cases, and life niay be prolonged
by appropriate treatment ; while, if the local

cause is not such as in itself to lead to a fatal

issue, the ascites may not inlix'queutly be
permanently ciu-ed.

Treatment.—The principles of treatment
applicable to cases of ascites are : (a) to treat

the conditions upon which the di'opsy de-

pends, and thus endeavour to get rid of its

cause or causes
;

(b) to promote absoii^tion of

the fluid; (c) to improve the constitutional

condition and the state of the blood, if neces-

sary ;
(d) to remove the fluid hy operation, if

absorption cannot be effected ; and (e) to treat

an
J-
symptoms needing special attention.

(a) As an imjiortant part of the treatment
directed to the causes of ascites, particular

attention must be paid to the state of those

organs which are most commonly accoimtable
for this s^Tiiptom, though imfortunately but
little effect can, as a rule, be produced on the

dropsy in this way.
(6) Absorjition of ascitic fluid is chiefly

promoted bj- acting freely upon the bowels,
skin, or kidneys. The class of remedies in-

dicated wiU vary in diff"erent cases, and must
be adapted to the state of the diflerent organs;
but, as a rule, active hydragogue purgatives
are most efficient in relieving ascites, espe-

cially when due to local causes. The most
useful are compound jalap powder, cream
of tartar, elaterimu or compoimd elaterin

powder ; but calomel, gamboge, resin of

podophyllmn, and saline purgatives may be
of service in particular cases. These agents
must, however, be administered with caution.

In certain mstances balsam or resin of

copaiba has proved usefid as a diuretic in the
treatment of peritoneal dropsy. Assistance
may be derived In certain forms of ascites

from acting upon the skin by means of various

diaphoretic baths. Digitalis and squtU may
be of service as diuretics ; the application of

poultices of digitalis leaves over the abdomeo
is occasionally attended with benefit. The
administration of iodide of potassimn also

seems to aid absorption in some cases, more
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especially if there be any tendency to sj-phi-

litic disease of the liver. It has been recom-
mended to treat ascites merely by a skim-
milk diet, without any medicine. Two
marked cases were thus treated by the writer

with complete success, the fluid being entirely

absorbed. In other cases, however, no effect

was produced. The employment of galvanism
in connexion with the abdominal walls has
been foimd efficacious in producing absorp-

tion of peritoneal dropsy in some instances.

(c) Treatment dhected to the general con-

dition of the patient, and to the state of the

blood, is essential in many cases of ascites.

Tonics are often of decided service, and pre-

parations of iron are specially indicated for

miproving the quahty of the blood, if there

is a tendencj' to ansemia. Not only do these

remedies sustain the patient, but they may
also have an influence in promotmg the pro-

cess of absorption. The diet must be adapted
to the circmnstances of the case, but usually

needs to be of a nutritious character.

(d) In a considerable proportion of cases,

however, no effect is produced upon the drop-

sical accmnulation by any of the measures
thus far considered. Then it becomes neces-

sary to determine w^hether it is desirable to

remove the fluid bj' operation. The fluid

may be taken away either by means of the

aspirator, by the ordinary trocar and cannula,

by Southey's trocars, or by a special appa-
ratus. The advisability of having recourse

to this plan of treatment must depend upon
circimistances. The ascites is frequently not
sufficiently abundant to justify paracentesis,

and when the condition is of cardiac or renal

origin, the operation can, in the majority of

cases, only afford temporary relief, so that

there is no object in resorting to it unless the

mechanical effects of the accumulation are

such as to cause troublesome or dangerous
symptoms, and it had better be delayed as long

as possible. When ascites is a local dropsy,

the fluid is often so considerable in amoimt
as to necessitate its removal for the mere
purpose of giving relief for the time. In
cases of ascites associated with malignant
disease, for instance, this is all that can be

hoped for, as the fluid will certainly collect

again. When, however, the condition is due
to some local disease which is not in itself

fatal, and especially to cirrhosis of the liver,

the writer has found signal benefit result

from the repeated performance of para-

centesis, and has for a long period advocated

this plan of treatment as a curative measure,

so far as the ascites is concerned. Rarely
does the operation give rise to any immediate
ill-effects, and it is frequently found that

remedies will act much more efficiently after

the removal of the pressure caused by the

fluid than they did previously. In the

writer's experience paracentesis, repeated as

often as the fluid re-accumulated, has ulti-

mately led to a complete cure in several

instances ; in others the cure was partial, a
certain quantity of fluid remaining in the
peritoneiun, limited by adhesions ; while m
others still, hfe has been greatly prolonged,

and much comfort afforded. The repeated
accunmlation does not seem to affect the

sj'stem materially by reason of the drain
upon it, and freqiiently not at all. Of course

due care must be exercised in the per-

formance of the operation, and in the sub-

sequent treatment. In a few days after the

removal of the fluid, the application of a
bandage firmly romid the abdomen, so as to

exert even pressure, may prove of service in

aiding the absorption of what remains, and
preventing the recurrence of the ascites ; and
this measure may also be useful when a

certain amoimt of fliiid continues after the

repeated performance of paracentesis. When
the ascites is not cured by repeated tapping,

advantage has been found m some mstances
from allowing the fluid to di'ain away con-

tinuoiisly, and this measure may be worthy
of trial.

(c) The symptoms resulting from ascites

which are Hkely to require attention are those

connected with the alunentary canal ; dys-

pnoea ; and carcUac disturbance, or a sj'ncopal

tendency. These should be treated on or-

dinary principles ; but it must be observed

that marked dyspnoea or cardiac disorder, if

evidently due to the fluid, is an indication for

the immediate performance of paracentesis.

Frederick T. Egberts.

ASHEVILLE, in North Carolina.—
Situated between the Blue Ridge and Alle-

ghany Mountams, in 35° 3G' N. lat., 2,250

feet above the sea. A mild winter and cool

summer climate ; of repute in the treatment

of phthisis. Temperatures : summer, 70"7°

;

winter, minimum has never fallen below
8° Fah. ; range 80°. Rainfall, 40 inches.

Possesses a sanatorium. See Climate, Treat-

ment of Disease by.

ASIATIC CHOLERA.—SceCHOLEKA,
Asiatic.

ASPHYXIA (a, priv.; and a</).'^ir,

pulse).

—

Synon. : Apnuea ; Fr. Asphyxie
;

Ger. Erstickung.

Definition.—The term asphyxia, though
literaDy signifying pulselessness, is generally

understood to mean the condition that su-

pervenes on interruption of the function

of respiration. The term apnoea, preferred

by many as a more exact one, has the dis-

advantage of being employed by physiologists

in a totally different sense, viz. the cessation

of the respiratory movements consequent

on artificial h^'peroxygenation of the blood.

There is therefore no advantage to be

gained by substituting the term apnoHa for

the weU-understood and older one, asphyxia.

J3TI0L0GY.—Asphyxia may result from

many causes which obstruct or interrupt the
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respiration. Thoy may be divided into two
categories, intorniil and external.

Internal.—These include paralysis of the

respiratory nerve-centres by disease or

injury of the medulla oblongata ; paralysis of

the nerves or muscles of respiration ; a rigid

fixation of the respiratory muscles ; collapse

or disease of the lungs ; occlusion of the air-

passages by organic disease or spasm of the

glottis, i)ressure of tumours, and the like.

External.—To this group belong occlusion

of the air-passages by foreign bodies

;

pressure on the chest not capable of being

overcome by the muscles of respiration

;

closure of, or external pressure on, the air-

passages, as in suffocation, strangulation, or

hanging. These are all cases of obstruction

of the respiratory movements in a mediutn
capable of supporting life. To these external

causes are to be added those conditions in

which, though the respiratory movements
are free, the surrounding medium is in-

capable of oxygenating the blood, viz., sub-

mersion in a liquid medium (drowning) ; or

being siu-roimded by a medium devoid of

oxygen, such as nitrogen or hydrogen.
These gases have a purely negative effect

;

but many other gases which are classed as

asphyxiants, such as carbonic oxide, sul-

phuretted hydrogen, chlorine, chloroform
vapour, Ac, liave positive poisonous effects,

and should therefore be called by some
special name, such as toxic asjjhijxiants,

to distinguish them from those which have
no such properties.

Phenomkna.—When an animal is placed
in an atmosphere devoid of oxygen, or not
containing a suHicient quantity of this gas
(under 10 per cent.) to maintain the respira-

tory process, or if the mechanism of respira-

tion is simply obstructed, it begins to show
signs of agitation, and to make powerful
inspiratory and expiratory efforts, in which
the accessory muscles of respiration are all

brought into action ; the arterial tension in-

creases ; and the superficial veins become
distended and livid.

After a variable period these dyspnoeic
efforts pass into general convulsions, in

which the muscles of expiration are more
especiallj' in action, during which the
sphincters are forced, and the excretions

voided. On these there follows a calm, dur-

ing which the animal lies msensible, with
dilated and immovable pupils, and with
reflex excitability abolished generally. At
the same time the pulse is small, feeble, and
almost imperceptible. All muscular move-
ments cease except those of inspiration, which
are repeated at intervals. As death ap-

proaches, the respn-atorj- movements become
shallower and less regular, and are succeeded
bj' stretching convulsions, during which the

back is straiglitened, tlie head is thrown back,

the mouth gapes, and the nostrils dilate.

The heart still continues to beat after ether

movements have ceased. The honrt ultimately

stops in the state of diastole. Death is then

complete and final.

Course and Termination.—The time
necessary to bring about a fatal termination
varies in different animals, and in the same
animal under different conditions. It has been
noted that the young of some animals resist

asphyxia longer than the adults. The late M.
Paul Bert has shown that these differences

are all explicable in accordance with the law
that the more active the vital combustion, the

greater the gaseous interchange, and there-

fore the more rapidly fatal the obstruction of

the respiratory process. Excluding special

considerations of this kind, it maj' be stated,

as the result of the experiments of the

Medical and Chirurgical Committee on
Suspended Animation {Mcd.-Chir. Trans.
vol. xlv. 1862), that when the respiration of a
warm-blooded animal is totally obstructed,

all external movements cease in from three

to five minutes, and the heart stops within

ten minutes. Certain modifications occur
according to the method in which asphj-xia

is produced. See Drowning.
Anatomical Characters.—The blood is of

a dark colour, owing to complete reduction

of the ha'moglobin, and the proportion of

carbonic acid is gi-eatlj- increased. Owing to

the excess of carbonic acid, the blood coagu-

lates slowlj- or imperfectly ; hence it remains
long fluid, or forms few and soft coagula.

The venous side of the heart, the great

venous trunks, and the pulmonary artery are

distended with dark blood ; whilst the left

side is empty, or contains only a small

quantity of dark blood.

The appearance of the lungs is not con-

stant. These organs are by no means
always congested, as is ver3' generally stated,

being more often pale and anfemic. The
posterior and dependent parts become
hN-postaticallj' congested post mortem. The
abdominal viscera are usually congested.

The appearance of the brain varies, this

organ being either ansemic or more or lesa

congested. Speci.al signs characterise special

modes of causation of as])hyxia.

Pathology.— Inasmuch as the cessation

of respiration means both oxygen -starvation
and accumulation of carbonic acid, the ques-

tion is whether the phenomena of asphyxia

depend on the one or the other, or on both.

Various opinions have been entertained on
this subject, but the experiments of

Kosenthol and Pfliiger would seem to show
that the deprivation of oxj-gen is the chief

factor. That the accumulation of carbonic

acid has no effect at all cannot, however, be

maintained, for it is demonstrable that

carbonic acid has a distinct toxic effect on
living tissues.

The circulation of non-oxygenated blood

through the lungs and the respiratory centre

in the medulla oblongata is the cause of the
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powerful respiratory efforts in the first stage

—directly, bj' stimiUation of the respiratory

nerve-centres ; indixectly, by peripheral

irritation of the j)ulmonarv branches of the

vagi. The respiratory movements increase

in force, and the irritation irradiates into the

centres of other movements besides those

directly concerned in respiration, giving rise

to the expiratory cou\-Tilsions which have
been ascribed by some to excitation of a

special 'convulsion-centre' (Krampfcentrum).
The respiratory centres ultimately become

paralysed, but subsequently to those of con-

scious activity—the brain ; and of reflex action

—the sjiinal cord.

The circulation of non-oxygenated blood
likewise causes contraction of the arterioles

from irritation of the vaso-motor centre.

Increased resistance is thus offered to the

heart, and this is intensified by the con-

vulsive muscular efforts. The arterial

tension rises. The resistance to the How
through the capillaries by contraction of the

minute blood-vessels occurs not only in the

systemic, but also in the pulmonary circu-

lation at an appreciable period after its

occurrence in the systemic vessels. The
ventricles become distended, and the heart's

action laboured. The heart becomes en-

feebled by the circulation of non-oxygenated
blood in its walls, the diastolic intervals be-

come longer, until the organ finally stops

in a state of diastole, with the right side fidl,

while the left may have succeeded in empty-
ing itself. Owing to the obstruction of the

pulmonary circulation from this cause, the

systemic blood-pressure falls, and the pulse

becomes small and feeble.

Treatment.—Resuscitation from piire as-

phj'xia is possible so long as the heart con-

tinues to beat. After cessation of the heart's

.action treatment is imavaUing, except in

cases of cessation from mere over-distension,

in which bleeding from the external jugular

vein may be resorted to with success. The
chief indication in the treatment of asphyxia
is to effect oxygenation of the blood by the

introduction of air into the lungs. If the

medium by which the patient is surroimded
is incapable of supporting respiration, he
must be immediately removed, or the at-

mosphere changed. If the air-passage is

obstructed by a foreign body, tliis must be
extracted; if this is impossible, or if the

obstruction result from disease, tracheotomy
or laryngotomy must be resorted to. Means
must be adopted of exciting the respiratory

centres or respiratory muscles to action ; or

if these are paralysed and non-excitable, the

natural movements of respiration must be

imitated artificially, or air introduced by
insufflation.

The respiratory centres, if not absolutely

paralysed, may be excited reflexly by stimula-

tion of cutaneous nerves, especially those of

the face and thorax. This may be effected

by the stimulus of sudden cold, or better by
alternate dashing of hot and cold water on
the face and chest, or by fiicking the skin
with a towel. These reflex stimuli are often

of themselves sutficient to excite respiratory

movements ; if not, they are powerful sub-

sidiarj' aids to artificial respiration. The
diaphragm may be stimulated to contraction

by galvanisation of the phrenic nerve, one
pole being placed on the nerve as it crosses

the scalenus anticus at the root of the neck,

the other on the epigastrium. Chief reliance,

however, is to be placed on the methods of

artificial respiration, which, after all, are

the most simple and the most effectual, and
possessed of the pre-eminent advantage
of being always available. See Artificial
Respiration.

Air may also be introduced into the lungs
directly by properly consXxxiciediinsufflatiun-

a2)j)aratus, either by the insertion of a tube
within the larynx (an operation requiring

dexterity, but without danger if skilfully per-

formed, though there is always risk of rup-

ture of the air-vesicles from over-distension)

;

or more easily by the insertion of the tube in

one nostril, the other nostril and the mouth
being closed (Richardson's apparatus). Mouth-
to-moutli-insuffi,ation is sometimes of advan-
tage, especially in infants. The operator

must close the nostrils of the patient, and,

applying his mouth directly to that of the

2)atient, inflate the lungs by his own expira-

tory efforts. The tendency to inflation of the

stomach is considerably counteracted by back-

ward pressure on the larynx.

D. Ferrier.

ASPHYXIA, Local.—A synonym for

Raynaud's Disease. See Raynaud's Disease.

ASPIRATOR.—Synon. : Yr.Aspirateur.

The operation of pneumatic aspiration was
introduced into practice by Dieulafoy in

1869. Before this period various instruments

had been used under the name of ' suction-

trocars,' but to Dieulafoy is due the credit

of fuDy appreciating their value.

Description and Mode of Employment.
The asjjirator consists of a glass syringe,

having at its lower end two openings pro-

vided with stopcocks. When the piston is

raised and the cocks are closed, a vacuum is

created in the syringe, which can be main-
tained by fixing the piston in the withdrawn
position. An india-rubber tube is fitted into

each of the two openings, and these must be
provided with coils of wire inside to prevent

them from collapsing. At the end of one tube is

fixed a fine hollow needle. The needle should

have only one opening, at the point, and not,

as is often seen, another at some distance

from it. The instrument is thus used :—

A

vacuum having been created in the syringe

by raising the j)iston whilst both stopcocks

are closed, the needle is mtroduced into the

part to be ojjerated upon. As soon as the
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opening of the needle is beneath the skin

the stopcock IciuUng to it must be opened.

The vacuum will then extend to the point of

the needle ; and conse(iuently, if it be gently

pushed onwards, the moment it encounters

tiuid this will jet up into the glass syringe,

when its nature may be ascertained. This

mode of operating with what Diculafoy calls

the ' previous vacuum ' is the essentisd dif-

ference between aspiration and suction.

In aspiration it is impossible to pass the

neetUe through a collection of tluid without

discovering it ; whereas without the ' previous

vacuum ' in the needle this might rcadilj' be

done. If the tluid is sufficient in amount to

fill the syringe, the stop-cock leading to the

needle is to be closed and the other opened,

by which the fluid may be discharged. The
vacuum may then be re-established, and the

operation repeated as often as is necessary'.

By opening both stopcocks at once and al-

lowing the discharge-tube to hang down, the

aspirator may be converted into a syphon. The
action of the instrument may also be reversed,

and it may be employed for injecting fluids, i

Other varieties of aspirator are in use besides
[

the one above described. In Weiss's the
\

receiver is a glass bottle, from which the air

is exhausted by means of a separate exhaust-

ing sjTinge. The objection to this is that if

the needle becomes choked, it camiot be

cleared by pushuig down the piston and
driving some of the fluid back through it.

Other kinds of aspirator cannot be converted
'

into syphons, and these are objectionable.
'

Weiss's has the advantage of being less

liable to get out of order, as the fluid does

not touch the exhaustmg syringe. The
needles employed vary in size. Dieulafoy

recommends that they should be about t^,

j'^, ^^, and ,'5 of an inch in diameter, and calls '

them Nos. 1, 2, 8, and 4 respectively. The
a.spirator may also be applied to trocars,

but then its distinctive feature is gone, and
it becomes but a ' suction trocar.'

The following rules must always be ob- >

served in using the aspirator :—1st. See that

the needle is pervious and clean and the

syringe in order before using it. It is ad-

visable to wash the needle and syringe well 1

in strong carbolic acid solution. 2nd. The
'

needle must be pushed straight on in one
direction only. Its course should not be

altered while the point is under the skin. If

no fluid is found, it may be withdi'awn and
reinserted. It must be held as steady as

]

possible during the aspiration. 3rd. If the

fluid will not flow with the pressure of the '

atmosphere, it is of no use squeezing and
pressing the part. This can oulj' do harm.
4th. Aspiration must cease at once when
blood comes in any quantity, especially in

abscesses. 5th. Keep up the vacuum during
the withdrawal of thd needle, lest some of

the morbid fluid he left in its track. Gth. If

the needle becomes choked, force a Uttle of

the fluid back through it in order to clear it.

7th. After use the whole apjjaratus must be
thoroughly cleaned with plain water to com-
pletely remove pus, blood, and other albumi-
nous fluids, which would be coagulated by
carbolic acid. After this is thoroughlj' done,
the needle, tubes, and syringe should be dis-

infected with carbolic lotion (1 in 20). The
leather of the piston may be greased with
carbolised oil or vaseline.

Uses.—Aspiration is used for purposes of

diagnosis and treatment. Dieulafoy asserts

that with the No. 1 needle it is possible to

search for fluid without danger, whatever
may be its seat or its nature ; and experi-

ence has proved this to be practically true.

In treatment it has been employed in the
following aft'ections:

—

Abscesses.— In acute abscesses simple as-

piration is usuaDy of little value, as the pus
soon re-accumulates. In chronic abscesses

connected with diseased bone it usually fails

;

and often it is impossible, from the presence
of cheesy matter in the pus. If performed
with proper antiseptic precautions, however,
it can do no harm, and may, if repeated,

diminish the size of the sac before other
means are adopted, or even effect a cure. A
modiflcation of simple aspiration has been
recently introduced by Billroth, which not
infrequently cm'es even chronic abscesses
imdoubtedly counectgd with diseased bone.
Instead of the small needle, a large trocar,

from i to f inch in diameter, is fitted to the
aspirator. If necessary a small incision is

made in the skin to facilitate the iiltroduc-

tion of the trocar. The abscess having been
emptied of its contents, the cavitj' is distended
with a solution of perchloride of mercury
(1 in 4,000) which is again withdrawn by the
aspirator. This must be repeated again and
agam, till the fluid returns perfectly clear.

Finally, an emulsion of iodoform and glyce-

rine (1 to 10) is injected, the trocar is with-

drawn, and the opening sealed with collodion.

Most commonly the abscess fills again in a
few days, after which the fluid maj' be gradu-
ally absorbed, but it is frequently necessary
to repeat the operation more than once.

There is no doubt that many chronic ab-

scesses have been cured in this waj-, but the

exact value of the treatment has yet to be
determined. Diseases of th'^ Liver.—H3-datid

cysts have been successfully treated by aspi-

ration. In many cases the fluid becomes
pui'ulent after one or two aspirations, and in

some the cyst has opened externally'. For
purposes of diagnosis the small needles may
always safely be introduced into the liver.

Abscess of the liver has been successfully

treated by the aspirator. Betention of Urine
may be safely relieved by using No. 2 needle

above the pubes. Ovarian cysts may be dia-

gnosed and treated in the same way. Hernia.—
It has been asserted that strangulated hernia

may be, in the great majority of cases, re-
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lieved by the use of the aspirator. The finest

needles only should be used. They remove
first the fluid from the sac, after which some
gas may be obtained fi-om the strangulated

gut, but fmcal matter rarely fails to choke

the tube. Experience has, however, shown
that this mode of treatment is botli dangerous

and inefficient. Diseases of Joints.—Aspira-

tion is occasionally useful in acute synovitis.

Great care must be taken not to scratch the

mside of the jomt with the needle, as this

has bef n said to lead to acute arthritis and
Buppm-ation. No. 1 or 2 needle should be

used. Hydrocephalus and Spina bifida may
be asjjirated with safety with No. 1 needle.

In hy(h-oceplialus it is to be passed through

the anterior fontaneUe. No case has hitherto

been cured by this treatment. In Pleurisy

and Aseites, except for purposes of diagnosis,

in the writer's opinion the aspirator presents

no advantages over a trocar properly con-

structed so as to exclude air {see Paracen-
tesis). Pericarditis.—The operation of as-

piration has irequently been successfully

performed for pericardial effusion. It is thus

carried out :—A spot is chosen 2 to 2^ in.

(5 or C centimetres) beyond the left edge of

the sternum, m the 4th or 5th interspace.

No. 2 needle is then passed obliquely upwards
and inwards, taking care to turn on the

vacuum as soon as the eye is covered. The
moment the fluid jets into the syringe the

needle must be held steadily tiU the flow

ceases. If this be done there is no danger
of wounding the heart. If there is any doubt
as to the existence of fluid. No. 1 needle must
be employed, with which the heart may be

pmictured without great danger.

Marcus Beck.

ASTHENIA ^,

ASTHENIC ;
((I, priv. ; and ade'vos,

strength).— Terms signifying want of

strength. As apjilied to the entire system,

they indicate considerable general debility
;

in connexion with particular diseases, they

imply that these are attended with marked
weakness. See Debility.

ASTHENOPIA (d, priv.; o-^fi/or,

etrength ; and wi/a, the eye).—Weakness of

sight. See Vision, Disorders of.

ASTHMA, SPASMODIC (3o-(9/xa ; from
aw, I blow).

—

Synon. : Bronchial Asthma
;

Fr. Asthtne ; Ger. Bronchial-Asthma.
Definition.— An affection characterised

by severe paroxysmal dyspnoea, recurring at

more or less well-marked periods, generally

in the night, the dysjjncBa being due to

spasmodic contraction of the bronchi, pro-

duced by a variety of causes.

/Etiology.—The causes that mduce an
attack of asthma are very various, and may
be roughly classed according to their action,

direct or indirect, on the resjiiratory organs.
In the former class the exciting cause im-

Direct "

ASTHMA, SPASMODIC

mediately affects the mucous membrane ; in

the latter it does so in a more circuitous

manner, as through the blood or the nervous
system generally :

—

Dust.

Vegetable ii-ritants.

Chemical vapours.
•"

Animal emanations.
Climatic influences.

Bronchial inflammation.
Through the ner- i Centric,

vous system j Excito-motor.

Indirect -^ Through the f r,
•>'^•

blood ^fp^^'^•
I

Skm-diseases.
Heredity. ( Eenal diseases.

Direct causes.—Common roadside dust;

fluff from woollen clothing ; the dust of mills,

threshing-floors, or bakehouses ; and any
mechanical particles when inspired, will pro-

duce in some persons an asthmatic seizure

;

dust of low specific gravity being more apt

to have this eftect than heavy particles like

coal, steel filings, &c., from which arise

lesions in the lung of a more permanent and
serious character.

The odour evolved by certain vegetables,

such as ipecacuanha ; the pollen of many
grasses and plants [see Hay-fever) ; certain

chemical vapours, as that of pitch, sulphurous
acid, and phosphorus fumes ; the peculiar

smell of some animals, as dogs, cats, horses,

and hares, may each pro\oke a spasm in

individual cases.

A still more powerful cause is climatic

influence, the action of which on different

patients cannot, unfortunately, be reduced
within the limits of a law, but depends
mainly on the idiosyncrasy of the individual.

Extremes of temperatm-e, or excessive dry-

ness or dampness, may produce an asthmatic
seizure, but in the largest number of cases

one of two elements appears as the chief

factor. One large class of sufferers trace the

attack to dampness, whether of soil or of

atmosphere, in combination with either heat

or cold ; another to closeness of atmosphere
and a want of proper circulation of air, such
as is found in deep valleys and thick forests,

and diuring thundery weather—this last class

experiencing great rehef when a breeze
springs up. Malaria plays an important
part occasionally in the causation of asthma.

Far more general and intelligible in its

action is bronchial inflammation, which is

the cause in 80 per cent, of asthinatic cases.

It frequently happens that after wliooping-

cougli, measles, or infantile bronchitis the

tendency towards asthma begins to appear.

These diseases, imijlicating as they do both

bronchial muscle and nerve supplying it,

leave their mark Ijehind, either in irritability

of the mucous membrane ; in induration of

some portion of the lung, generally at the

root ; or in enlargement of the bronchial

glands, causing pressure on the pneumo-
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pastries, or on some of the branches of the

puhiioiiary plexuses {sec Bronchial Glands,
Diseases of) ; and thus lav the foundation of

asthma in after-life. Asthma following on
arrested phthisis is not rare in adults, pro-

bably from enlargement of the bronchial

glands by absorption of tubercle and caseous

material. In other instances the indirect

cause may be found in morbid states of the

nose or throat.

Indirect causes. — This class of causes

includes those acting through the general

nervous system ; those acting through the

blood ; as well as the more or less structural

one of heredity.

The centric subdivision embraces attacks

arising from emotion, anger, or fright ; as

well as the curious alternations of asthma,
neuralgia, angina, and gastralgia due to

some centric irritation in the medulla, in-

volving the origins of the fifth and eighth

pairs of nerves, and manifesting itself by
affecting first one branch and then another
of these nerves.

Excito-motor causes may be illustrated by
indigestion or costive bowels giving rise to a

paroxysm of asthma. In the first case, irri-

tation of the medulla is induced through the

gastric branches of the pneumogastric, and
a motor etlect is reflected tlirough the pid-

monar3'' branches. These peptic attacks, as

they ai-e called, occur more ft'eqTiently after

suppers than dinners, probably because re-

flex irritability is always exalted by sleep, as

we know to be the case in epilepsy and the
teething convulsions of childhood.

Gout, towards old age, often takes the form
of asthmatic seizures, which alternate with
the articular affections. In like manner
attacks of the disease have been attributed to

syphilis, but here the poison generally acts

by enlarging the bronchial glands.

The connexion between asthma and various
kinds of skin-disease is intimate : the sub-
sidence of eczema, of urticaria, or of psoriasis,

has often been accompanied by fits of spas-

modic breathing, which have ceased on the
reappearance of the eruptions. Here, again,
the state of the blood is presumed to be the
origin of both maladies, as in disease of the
kidneys, which will be i^resently referred to.

Heredity can be traced in about 40 per
cent, of asthmatics, though the tendency
often does not show itself till late in life.

The characteristic form of chest is frequently
transmitted from parents to children ; and
even when this is not so, a disposition towards
spasmodic symptoms in catarrhal attacks is

often seen in the children of some asthmatics.
Symptoms. -The patient may retire to bed

with few or no premonitory symptoms, and
sleep for some hours, but is disturbed intlie late
night or early morning—2 a.m. is a common
time—by a feeling of o\ipression a])proaching
to suffocation, refcn-ed either to the throat,
sternum, or epigastrium, which obhges him

to sit up in order to breathe. Sometimes
the onset is more gradual : the patient,

ha\ ing fallen asleep in sj)ite of uneasy sensa-

tions, begins to wheeze during sleep, and is

only aroused when the dyspnoea becomes
severe. The breathing is accompanied by a
humming sound, which gradually develops
into a gi'eat variety of chscordant noises.

In order to increase the capacity of his

chest to the utmost, the asthmatic patient

sits up and fixes his shoulders, either by
placing his hands on either side of him, or

by supporting his elbows on his knees ; or

sometimes ho stands leaning over the back
of a chair or other support. In one or other

of these positions he remains immovable,
with chest, back, shoulders, and head fixed

;

unable to speak or even to move his head

;

the lips being parted ; the face pale, anxious,

and, if tiie dyspnoea continue, livid; and the
eyes prominent and watery. Every muscle
of respiration, ordinary and extraordinary, is

brought into requisition ; those passing from
the head to the shoulders, to the clavicles,

and to the ribs become rigid, and, in place of

moving the head and neck, act the reverse

way, being used from fixed points to raise and
dilate the thorax. The ti-apezii and levatores

anguli scapuliE by their contraction elevate

the shoulders, in order that the muscles
connecting these with the ribs may act as
elevators to the latter. Even the muscles of

the back are pressed into the service, and
they almost cease to support the back ; con-

sequently the patient stoops. At each in-

spiration the stemo-cleido-mastoids stand out
like cords, leaving a deep hollow between
their sternal attachments ; the diaphragm is

contracted, and hence the stomach, liver, and
heart are somewhat displaced. With all this

display of muscular force, the chest remains
almost motionless, being expanded to a
variable extent.

In spite of the great dyspnoea, respirations

are not proportionately frequent, seldom ex-

ceeding thirty, and sometimes falling to nine
a minute. The expiration is prolonged, being
generally two or three times as long as the
inspiration. The pulse is usually slow and
feeble ; the temperature rarely exceeds 99°

Fah., and is often below 98° Fah. Analj-sis

of the expired air shows the oxygen to be
almost entirely replaced by carbonic acid,

which may increase from the normal to as

much as 11 per cent., the nitrogen varying
from 89 to 93 per cent. The arrest of expira-

tion is probably the cause of the accumulated
carbonic acid, but the total disappearance of

the oxj-gen is hardly to be explained, for

that oxidation of the tissues does not pro-

ceed is shown by the pale urme passed after

the fit.

PiiYsicAii Signs.—These reveal less than
might be expected. The percussion-note is

somewhat raised over the whole chest, most
so in the posterior regions, where a drum-like
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sound occasionally prevails ; this hyper-reson-
ance is probably due to accumulation of air

induced by obstructed expiration, and in in-

cipient cases passes off with the attack. The
normal areas of cardiac and hepatic dulness
often disappear during the attack, owing to

the emphysema temporarily induced. When
the attack has passed off, careful examination
will sometimes detect dulness in the supra-

scapular or inter-scapular regions, on one or

both sides of the chest, indicating probable
enlargement of the bronchial glands.

Auscultation shows an entire abolition of

the normal breath-sounds, and tlie existence

of dry sibilant or sonorous rhonchi, every-

where varying in tone according to the

calibre of the bronchial tubes ; the smaller
tubes giving the high notes, and the larger

ones the deep notes. These sounds continu-

ally change their position, springing up under
the hstening ear, and as quickly vanishing
again, to give place to profound silence.

Progress and Duration.—A paroxysm of

asthma, when once established, lasts from
half an hour to several days, and generally

terminates with expectoi-ation— thin and
transparent if the seizure be short ; but
abmidant and more or less opaque if the fit

be prolonged, or if the case be chronic. The
sputmn has also been found to contain, in

greatest abundance at the close of the attack,

(1) the so-called Charcot-Leyden crystals,

which are minute octahedra of unluiown
composition, but soluble in warm water ; also

(2) Curschmann's spirals, which consist of
closely packed epithelial cells, arranged in a
spiral form surroimded by mucoid material.
These are not, however, pathognomonic of

asthma. The urine is hght-coloured and
plentiful ; the siirface is bathed with per-

spiration ; and flatus is often expelled from
the bowels. Little or no food is taken during
the attack, at the close of which the patient
falls asleep.

The recurrence of the attacks when once
they have been excited is generally periodic

;

but much depends on the presence or absence
of the excituig cause. In many cases the
patient is quite free from wheezing and dys-
pnoea in the intervals, and feels and acts like

other people ; but when the attacks follow
each other closely, a more or less wheezy
condition remains behind, and a few signs of
obstructed breathing are generally to be
detected in the interscapular regions.

Complications and Sequelae.—If the asth-

matic attacks become habitual, their effects

are seen on the patient's frame and on the
organs implicated. The shoulders become
raised, the head being buried between them

;

the muscles of the back, owing to their being
called on to act as extraordinarj- muscles of

respiration, are diverted from their use as
erectors of the spine, which, accordingly,
yields in the anterior direction, and the
patient stoops. The frequent occurrence of

spasmodic contraction of the bronchi causes
hypertrophy of their muscular coat ; and this,

with or without the congestion of the mucous
membrane accompanying it, leads in time to

thickening of the tubes and permanent nar-

rowing of their caUbre. The more common
result of asthma is emphysema, arising

from the difficulty of expiration. The emphy-
sema, at first temporary, becomes m chronic
cases permanent, and gives rise to displace-

ment of the adjoining organs {see Emphy-
sema). Contraction of the bronchi largely

influences the pulmonary vessels, and con-

siderable obstruction of the puliaonai'y cir-

culation is the result. The vessels become
gorged, and the lungs sometimes cedematous.
If the emphj'sema be extensive, we may in

time expect dilatation of the right side of the

heart and marked prominence of the veins of

the breast and neck, and the effects may be
carried so far as to cause oedema of the

lower extremities with albmninous urine, as

the writer witnessed in a case where these

symptoms disappeared on the subsidence of

the asthma.
Pathology.—Patients rarely, if ever, die of

spasmodic asthma, though death may ensue
from some of its complications and S(!quelie

;

and the disease, being a functional one,

camiot be said to have any morbid anatomj'.

The onset and dejiarture of the attack, and
the ever-changing physical signs, led Laennec
to think that, whatever obstruction in the

bronchial tubes caused the phenomena, must
be of a spasmodic and transitory nature. He
therefore concluded that asthma was due to

a spasm of the bronchial muscles which had
been described by Reisseissen. Laennec also

showed that an asthmatic sufferer could

sometimes, after holding his breath, actually

breathe naturally for one or two respirations,

thus clearly demonstrating that the spasm
was cajjable of momentary relaxation. Other
theories were put forward, and doubt was
thrown on the existence of muscular fibres

in the bronchi, until Dr. C. J. B. Williams
proved their existence bj^ his experiments on
the lungs of oxen, dogs, rabbits, and other

animals, when he caused contraction of the

trachea and bronchial tubes by the applica-

tion of electrical, chemical, and mechanical
stimuli. Tlie muscular coat was shown to

be more abundant in the smaller tubes than

in the larger, the former contracting suffi-

ciently to entirely obliterate theijr passages.

In asthma, excitation of the muscles pro-

bably takes i^lace through the anterior and
posterior pulmonary plexuses, which are made
up of branches from the pneumogastrics,

recurrent laryngeals, the spinal nerves, and
the ganglia of the sympathetic, thus giving

the bronchial tubes a very wide area of

connexions. The branches of the pulmonary
plexus form a network round the bronchial

tubes, and contain some minute ganglia.

When the cause is direct, as dust of any
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kind or climatic influence, the spasm may
bo induced by reHcx action through these

siiiiill ganKha, or through the puhnonary

ple.Mis, tliougli it soon extends deeper into

the nervous system, involving the pncumo-
pistrics, and causing a motor eti'ect on the

tlioracic muscles through the upper cervical,

phrenic, and dorsal nerves. Where emotion,

fright, or laughter starts the fit, the irritation

is ftentric, and causes a motor ellect on the

pulmonary plexus through the pneumo-
gastrics. \Vhere, again, indigestion excites

it, the sensation passes through the gastric

branches ot'the piununogastric, and is rctlected

by tlie motor lilamcnls of the pulmonary
plexus. Lastly, where gout, syphilis, albu-

minm-ia, skin-disease, and heredity are the

excitants, we may regard the blood itself

aa causing the local irritation. Spasmodic
asthma may, therefore, be considered as a

neurosis of the pulmonary branches of the

plexus of that name, similar to other neuroses,

as hemicrania and sciatica, and giving rise,

through tiie motor nerves of the plexus, to

spasm of the bronchial muscle.

Diagnosis.—Asthma is distinguished from
bronchitis by the fugitive physical signs ; by
the spasmodic character of the dyspnoea ; and
by the scant expectoration. The breathing in

l)ronchitis, when at all dithcult, is hurried ; in

asthma it is slow, wheezy, and prolonged
;

this feature also contrasting strongly with the

gasping, panting dyspnoea generally accom-
panying pneumonia, pleurisy, and some forms

of heart-disease. From croup it is recognised

partially, but not entirely, by the age of the

patient ; and partlj' by the chai-acter of the

dyspnoea, which in croup is inspiratory,

whereas in asthma it is mainly expiratory.

This characteristic also distinguishes asthma
from spasm of the glottis and the various

forms of laryngeal dyspnoea. The diagnosis

from emphysema, which is so often mixed up
with spasmodic asthma, is founded chiefly

on the paroxysmal character and violence

of the asthmatic dyspnoea, and on the com-
plete freedom of the intervals, the dyspnoea

of emphysema being more or less perma-
nent.

Aneurysm, of the aorta and other media-
etinal tumours often give rise to symptoms
so exactly simulating spasmodic asthma as to

make the diagnosis ditlicult, and this is to

be accounted for by these tumours pressing

on the pneumogastric and its branches, and
thus inducing an asthmatic spasm. These
cases are. as a rule, however, accompanied
by a certain amount of stridor arismg from
laryngeal spasm, not present in astinna, and
this symptom is often of great diagnostic

value in obscure cases. As the tumour
enlarges, it causes greater pressure on the

lungs, trachea, a-sophagus, sj-mpathetic

ganglia, or other structures, and produces
shrill cough, dysphagia, diiliculty of inspira-

tion, pain in the chest, impulse in the thoracic

1(J

wall, and other noted aneurysmal symptoms.
Jloreover, certain physical signs become evi-

dent, e.g. dulncss over the first portion of the

sternum or to the right of it, or between the

scai)ulae ; tubular sounds and bronchophony
close to the sternum, or above one or both

scapulie ; or some form of bruit or murmur
in the course of the aorta. These and other

symptoms and signs contrast suthciently

with those of spasmodic asthma, to make the

diagnosis from developed aneurysm compara-
tively easy.

In some cases of renal disease in which
albumin appears in the urine, a form of

dyspnoea ai)pears, which is occasionally

marked by paroxysmal features, and has

been mistaken for spasmodic asthma. Eenal
d3-spnoea dillcrs, however, as a rule, in being

more continuous ; and in havmg for its origin

a^dema of the lung rather than bronchial

spasm. See Rkspik-^tiox, Disorders of.

! Prognosis.—The question of recovery in

cases of asthma depefids, to a certain extent

:

first, on the possibility of the removal of the

exciting cause ; secondly, on the age of the

patient ; thirdly, on whether the attacks

increase or not in frequency ; fourthly, on
the condition of the lungs and the breathing

in the intervals.

If the patient be young (say, under fifteen),

the chest well-formed, the attacks teuding'to

diminish in frequency and intensity, and the

lungs free in the interval, a most hopeful

prognosis can be given. If, on the other

hand, the patient be middle-aged, the attacks

increasing in number and severity, and the

breathing more or less short in the intei-vals,

we may conclude that there exists a consider-

able amount of permanent emphysema, which
renders the prognosis of an unfavourable
character. In every instance the detection

and removal of the exciting cause or causes,

as the case may be, exercise a chief influence

o\ev the prognosis.

Treatment.—The principal difficulty in the

treatment of asthma lies in clearly ascertain-

ing the nature and origin of the exciting cause.

^Vhen this is discovered two great principles

should guide us, namely : first, to avoid or

remove the exciting cause ; secondlj', to allay

and prevent the spasm.
Many of the cases arising from direct

causes, as from dust and chemical vapours,

are cured by simple avoidance of the exciting

cause. Where bronchial intlammation in-

duces the spasm, the inflammation must be

subdued by salines and expectorants, com-
bined with some anti-spasmodic, as bella-

donna, henbane, or stramonium. In more
chronic instances, where some thickening of

the walls of the larger bronchi and enlarge-

ment of the bronchial glands exist, iodide

of potassiiun in doses of gi-s. v. to xv., or

iodide of sodium in doses of gr. v., or a
combination of both iodides, has been found

very beneficial when persisted in for long
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periods. Symptoms of sodism may be

generally averted by temporarily diminishing

the dose and diluting more largely with
water. In,nnction of preparations of iodine,

such as the linimentum potassii iodidi c.

sapone, or the miguentum potassii iodidi, or

painting the skin with iodine-tincture, have
not proved so successful in the writer's hands.

The waters of AVoodhall and Purton in

England, of Kreuznach in Germany, and
of Saxon in Switzerland, contain iodides

largely diluted, and may be beneficially ad-

ministered in asthma. Affections of the nose

or throat will reqiiire attention. "Where tlie

attacks depend on gout, syphilis, or renal

disease, or are connected with skin-dise;ise,

treatment must be directed to the condition

of the blood. Ai-senic proves of signal ser-

vice in asthma co-existing Avith eczema,
psoriasis, or other skin-alfeciions.

Where heredity is the predisjiosing cause,

the origin of the disease lies generally in

defective development of the frame or of the

limg-structure of the patient. For such per-

sons gymnastic exercises, carefully conducted
swinguig on the trapeze, and other means of

expanding the U])per jjart of the chest and
correcting the asthmatic stoop are to be em-
ployed, combined with tepid or cold sponging
and as much outdoor life as j)ossible, with
walking and riding without fatigue. The
tendency to catarrh is thus lessened, and the

frame of the patient developed and fortified.

In a large number of cases—as, for instance,

those arising from climatic influences—we
have to treat a simple neurosis, and to allay

the spasm either by climatic or by medicinal
means, of which the former is often the more
important, and, owing to the leading i^art

played by the idiosyncrasy of the patient,

generally the most difficult. In obstinate

cases the doctrine of contrasts appears the

only safe one. Where the disease has been
contracted in a moist climate, a dry one
must be tried ; if in an inland district, the

seaside must be resorted to ; but for by far

the majority of asthmatics the atmosjjhere of

large towns is suitable, and the smokier the

air and the closer the streets the more good
do the sufferers appear to receive. London,
Glasgow, Birmingham, and Bristol are all

favourable resorts for cases of neurotic

asthma ; and the points of difference between
their atmospheres and that of the country
consist, (1) in dryness

; (2) in deficiency of

oxygen ; and (3) in excess of carbonic acid

and carbon : all of which peculiarities appear
to exercise a sedative effect on the neurosis.

Damp, whether of soil or atmosphere, is

usually found to be hurtful, and is one of the

chief exciting causes of asthma. Nothing
exemphfies this more completely than the

excellent results in cases of asthma pro-

duced by climates of which the atmosphere
is dry.

The medicines most useful in asthma are

antispasmodics, either stimulant or sedative.

The former, including alcohol, strong coffee,

nitro-glycerine, ether, and niti'ite of amyl, will

prove more efficacious where emphysema is

present ; the sedative comprise stramonium,
belladonna, Indian hemp, lobelia, datura
tatula, tobacco, opiimi with its aUuxloids, and
drugs of a similar action. These may be
taken internally in tlie form of extracts or
tinctures; or smoked in pipes or as cigarettes;

or inhaled asvapour diffused through the room
by burning powders or pastilles containing
them. A popular and otten reliable remedy
is the vapour arising fi'om the combustion of

nitre-paper, and other useful forms of powder
may be devised; but these should be recom-
mended with caution, lest an unfortunate
habit of indulgence in fuming preparations be
acquired. In the severest attacks the j^atient

can neither smoke nor swaUow, and in this

difficulty of introducing medicmes into his

system we find the hypodermic injection of

atropine (gr. ^j^), morphine (gr. ^-3), and
chloral, or suppositories of morphine and
belladonna per rectum, prove effectual ; but
if albuminuria or emphysema be present, or

if the jnilse be weak, they must not be used.

Chloroform often acts hl<e a charm m the

worst case, and after inhaling 20 to 60 mmims
the patient will gain the sleep which has been
denied to him for hours, or even days ; but
as the effect is generally transitory, and the
use of the remedy not free from risk, it should
be given, if at all, in capsules containing a

measured dose. Iodide of ethyl (n\ v-x.) can
be inhaled with advantage. Ether is safer, but
not so effective. Chloral hydrate in doses of

15 to 20 grs., repeated every four hours until

the spasm subsides, has produced not only
temporary, but even permanent good in a

large number of asthmatic cases, and, if

watched, may be persisted in for some time.

In the writer's hands it has jn-oved a most
successful remedy. In the use of anti-

spasmodics we must avoid judging the effects

of one from the failure of another of the

same class ; but in difficult cases we must try

each in succession—for it often happens that

the successful remedy is only arrived at after

repeated trials.

The mineral waters of Mont Dore and
La Bomboule contain arsenic, and appear to

act favourably in the more purely neurotic

cases of asthma, while those of the Pyrenean
sulphur springs of Eaux Bonnes, Eaux
Chaudes, and Cauterets, are reputed to exer-

cise a beneficial influence over the malady,
but they have not been successful m the

writer's experience, and it is more j)robable

that they relieve by reducing the catarrhal

symptoms than that they either allay the

spasm or prevent its recurrence.

Compressed air baths at pressures varying

from half to two-thirds of an atmosphere, and
lasting two hours, are of the greatest benefit

to asthmatics, and appear to reduce the sen-
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Bitivcncss of tlio pulmonary plexus and to

iliinuiibh couj,'li and sjiasni, but they must bo
uikon in numbers varying from '21 to 50 to be
o( permanent value. Sec Aiu, Thcrapeutios of.

The dietetic treatment varies in mdi^ idual

cases, but as a ride asthmatics should dine

early, and for the rest of the day limit them-
^elve?to liquid food, such as beef-tea, soups,

and milk, combined with such an amount
of stiiiudant, in the form of a pure spirit, as

may be necessary, thus avoiiling any dis-

tension of the stomach and intestines before

retiring to rest. The diet should consist of

bro\vn bread, dry toast, and biscuits—excess

of starch in any form being studiously avoided,

a fair supply of plaiid}- cooked meat, fish or

poidtry, and a limited amoiuit of vegetables

and fruit, care being taken to select only the
most digestible of each class. Stimulants
may sometnnes be taken, but with discern-

ment. C. Theodore \Villlvms.

ASTIGMATISM («, priv.; and ariyfin,

a spot or point).

—

Syxo.v. : Astigmism.—Want
of symmetry in the anterior refracting sur-

faces of the eyeball, in consequence of ^\•hich

rays of light proceeding from a point are
not brought to a focus upon the retina as

a point, but only as a diffused syiot. See
Vision, Disorders of.

ASTRINGENTS.— Definition.— Me-
dicines which cause contraction of tissues.

Knvmeration.—The chief astringents are :

.Nitrate of Silver; Sulphate of Copper; Sul-

jihate of Zinc ; Acetate of Lead ; rerchlorido
of Iron ; Alum ; Tannic and Gallic Acids,
and vegetable substances containing them,
such as Oak Bark, Galls, Ivino, and Catechu

;

and Dilute Mineral Acids. Some authors
also include m this class of remedial agents
such articles as Ergot of Rye, which con-
tracts the blood-vessels and lessens hsemor-
rhage after it has been absorbed into the
blood, although it has no local astringent
action.

Action.—With the exception of gallic acid,
the substances already mentioned coagulate
or precipitate albumin. J)ilute mineral acids
do not coagulate albumin, but jirecipitate

many albuminous bodies from the alkaline
fluids by which they are held in solution.

When applied to a surface from \\hich the
epidermis has been removed, the other astrin-

gents combine with the albuminous juices
which moisten this surface, as well as with
the tissues themselves, and form a pellicle

more or less thick and dense, which in some
measure protects the structures beneath it

Irom external irritation, at the same time
that they cause the structures themselves
to become smaller and more dense. On a
mucous membrane they have a similar action,
and they lessen its secretion. It was for-

merly supposed that tlicir action was partly
due to their causing the blood-vessels going
to a part of the bodv to contract, thus lesseu-
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ing the supply of fluid to it; as well as lo

their effect on the tissues themselves. But
experiment has shown that, while nitrate of

silver and acetate of lead possess this power,
perchloride of iron and alum do not, and
that tannic and gallic acids actually dilate

the vessels. The astringent action of those
latter drugs must therefore be exerted upon
the tissues.

Uses.— Astringents may be employed
lonalhj in various forms. In the solid form,
as a jiowder, or in various preparations such
as lotions, ointments, jilastors, glycerines, kv.,

they aro applied, especially the metallic

astringents, to wounds and tdcers for the

purpose of reducing the size and increasing
the firmness of exuberant gi-anulations, as

well as of protecting the surface by forming
a pellicle over it. They are used to lessen

congestion and diminish the secretion of the

various mucous membranes : as a lotion to

the ej'e and mouth ; as a gargle or a spray
to the throat ; in the form of an injection to

the nose, m-ethra, and vagina ; and as a
suppository to the rectum. Administered
intfirnally, several astringents have a power-
ful eftect 111 checking diarrhoea, and certain

of them may have a local action upon the

stomach and intestines.

The remote action of such astringents as

acetate of lead and gallic acid, when absorbed
into the blood, in lessening ha:>morrhage, is

made available in the treatment of hsemc-
ptysis, Inematemesis, hsfmatm-ia, and loss of

blood fi-oin other parts of the body.

T. Lauder Brunton.

ASTURIAN ROSE.—The rose or ery
thema of the Asturias ; one of the mmierous
synonyms of pellagra— Mai de la rosa

;

Lcjira astiiriensis; I'llei^hantiasisasturiensis.

See Pellagra.

ASYSTOLE (a, neg.; and (rmrroXi), a
contraction).— SvNON. : Fr. Asystolie; Ger.
Mangelende Zusamnienziehinig.—The most
advanced stage of progressive failure of the

heart, in which the ventricular walls have
become so feeble that the systole is incom-
plete and highly irregular, and the cavities

are dilated from over-distension with undis-

charged blood. See Heart, Dilatation of.

ATAVISM (atavus, a grandfather).—

The inlieritancc of a disease or constitutional

peculiarity fi-om a generation antecedent to

that immediately preceding. See Disease,
Causes of.

ATAXIA 1

ATAXIC J
^''' ^"^'' '"^<i '''^'^' order).—

Terms which origjnally meant any irregu-

larity or disorder, but are now specially

a])i)lied to irregularity of associated or co-

iirilinated muscular movements. The noun
is Ireijuently used as sj-nonymous with the

disease known as locomotor aiaxv. See
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Co-OKDiNATioN, Disorders of; and Locomotor
Ataxy.

ATELECTASIS (arsX^s-, imperfect ; and
txrcicris-, expansion).—Absence or imperfec-

tion of the expansion of the pulmonary
alveoli which normally takes place at birth,

the lungs thus remaining more or less in their

foetal condition. See Lungs, Collapse of.

ATHEROMA.—See Arteries, Diseases
of; and Aorta, Diseases of.

ATHETOSIS (a^eror, without fixed po-

sition).— Definition.^A name given by Dr.
Hammond, of New York, to a condition in

which the hand and foot are in continual

slow, irregular movement, and cannot be re-

tained in any position in which they may
be placed.

Description.—The special character of

the movements in athetosis is that they are

slow and deliberate. They usually affect the

arm and leg on one side only. Voluntary
power is retained, but is interfered with by
the slow spasm. The fingers are irregularly

flexed and extended : at one moment they
spread wide apart, the thumb being over-

stretched ; thereafter, first one, then another,

is bent into the palm, and again extended.

The movement can be arrested for a moment
in certain positions by the will, but is re-

newed with increased force. The foot is

usually inverted; the toes being flexed or

extended, but in less constant movement.
The spasm may cause pain. The muscles
sometimes become hypertrophied. The move-
ments in some cases cease diu-ing sleep, in

others they do not. Sensation is often, but
not always impaired.

The onset of this condition has been
sudden in a few cases, but usually the move-
ments develop gradually after a unilateral

seizure, whether a slight, sudden hemiplegia,

or a convulsion. The subjects have been
generally in middle life.

Athetosis differs from the spastic contrac-

ture so common after hemiplegia in childj:en,

only in the slowness of the movements,
and in the fact that they are spontaneous
and not limited to voluntary movement.
But these distinctions are not absolute. The
disorder of movement afcer hemiplegia may
be identical in character with athetosis, and
both are essentially the same in relations.

In what is termed athetosis the cerebral

lesion is so placed as to cause no distinct

hcmijilegia in most cases ; but its occurrence
is indicated by the sudden symptoms which
precede tlie slow niovement. It cannot be
regarded as a distinct disease or even a dis-

tinct symptom. Typical athetosis may suc-

ceed hemiplegia.

Pathology.—It is probable that, as Dr.
Hammond suggests, the seat of the lesion m
athetosis is generally the optic thalamus or

its neighbotu-hood. The sudden onset of the
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disease and the slight affection of sensation

are in favour of this explanation of cases in

which there is no distinct hemiplegia. Char-

cot believes that all post-hemiiilegic chorea-

like movements depend on the implication of

fibres outside the optic thalamus. In a case

of simple ataxy after hemiplegia—an analo-

gous condition—the writer has found a cica-

tricial sclerosis extending across the optic

thalamus, and probably left by a patch of

softening. The symptoms, perhaps, may be

I^roduced in various ways, since the regula-

tion of the motor processes in the cortex is

complex. One cause of them may be a state

of perverted action of the motor cells of the

cortex, due to a deficiency of the upward
infltience from the cerebellum. Another may
even be partial damage to the motor centres

themselves.

Prognosis.—This is unfavourable ; but the

slighter cases improve and may even approxi-

mately recover.

Treatment.—Nervine tonics and sedatives

are the remedies chiefly indicated. Of the

former arsenic, and of the latter Indian

hemp and bromides, may be given. The
continuous current has been known to lessen

the spasm, but, as a rule, it fails. The posi-

tive pole may be placed on the spine or

brachial plexus, the negative on the muscles

involved. The action of the continuous

current is probably in part direct, in part

reflex, lessening by the peripheral impres-

sion the over-action of the centre.

W. R. Cowers.

( (,
priv. ; and tovos, tone).

ATONY
ATONIC

Terms implying want of tone, power, or

vigour, associated either with such a condi-

tion of the system generally, or of particular

organs, especially those which are contractUe.

See Tone, Want of.

ATRESIA [a, priv. ; and Tirpr^fxt, I pierce).

Absence of a natiural opening or passage,

whether congenital or caused by disease.

ATROPHY, GENERAL. — Synon. :

Marasmus.
Definition.—Atrophy means, etjanologi-

cally, simply want of nourishment (a, priv.

;

and rpocpij, noiurishment), but the term is

commonly applied to the condition resulting

from want of nourishment, namelj', wasting

or diminution in bulli and substance, even

though this may have been produced by some
other cause, and even though the supply of

nutritive material may have been abundant.

General atrojjhy is used to denote wasting in

which the whole body participates. Al L acute

diseases, if severe, are accompanied hy ema-
ciation, for at such times nutrition is tem-

porarily interfered with. Tlie use of the word
' atrophy ' is, however, confined, as a rule, to

cases where the interference with nutrition

has been gradual, and the loss of flesh conse-

quently slow.
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iEnoLOGY.—Atrophy is common enough
at iiil periods of life. In infants and children

it is due, in the majority of cases, to chronic

functional dcranfjoments which interfere with

tlio digestion and elahoratiou of food. Less
frequently it' is a consequence of organic

disease. In adults general atrophy seldom
residts from any other cause than organic

disease, and functional disorder as a cause of

serious wastuig is the exception. In old age

atrophy is a common consequence of the

degenerations of tissue which accompany the

decline of life. The interference with nu-
trition may, however, be aggravated by the

presence of disease.

In infants under twelve months old there

are four principal causes to which persistent

wasting can usually be referred, namely,
unsuitable food ; chronic vomiting (gastric

catarrh) ; chronic diarrhoea (intestinal catarrh)

;

and constitutional diseases, such as inherited

sypiiilis or tuberculosis. Bad feechng, by
setting up a clironic catarrhal condition of

the stomach and bowels, is a frequent cause
of both vomiting and diarrhoea, but it may
produce atrophy without either of these

symptoms. "NVhcn an infant is fed, for

instance, with large quantities of farinaceous

matter—a form of food which is alike indiges-

tible and innutritions—a very small part only
can enter as nutriment into the system. The
remainder passes down the ahmentarv canal,

and is ejected at rare intervals in an offensive

l)utty-likc mass or in hard rounilish lumps.
The child, therefore, although overloaded
with food, is really under-nourished, and
loses flesli as long as such a diet is persisted

in. If, as often happens, diarrhoea or vomit-
ing be set up by the irritation to which the
digestive organs are subjected, wasting is

more rapid and the danger of the case is

increased. Not only excess of faruiaceous

matter, but any form of bad feeding will pro-

duce this result. Wasting, indeed, will be
found in every case where the food selected

is imfitted for the child, and thus it is not
infrequently seen in infants who are fed

xipon milk and water alone. Tlie casein of

cow's milk is difiicult of digestion by many
infants on accomit of its tendency to coagulate
into a large firm clot like a lump of cheese.

In this respect it differs from the curd of
human mUlc, which forms light small tloc-

culent coagula, and is digested without
dilhculty. Special preparation is therefore
generally required to render cow's milk a
suitable diet for a joung child.

It is not only, however, unsuitable food
which is a cause of atrophy in infants.

Catarrh of the stomach and bowels may be
present, although the feeding is in all respects
satisfactory. Infants are excessively sensi-

tive to chills, and catarrh of their delicate

digestive organs is easily excited. Now,
catarrh of a mucous membrane is always
accompanied by an increased flow of nuieus.

and this alkaline secretion in excess acts as a
ferment, and sets up decomposition of food.

A subacute gastric catarrh Irom this cause
is not rarely seen in new-born infants, who
thus are rendered for the time incapable of

digesting even their mother's milk. In such
cases the faidt is usually attributed to the
milk, wliich is said to be unsuited to the
child ; and the mother is coinj)elled, much
against her will, to wean her baby and feed

it in a dilfercnt way. So long as the catarrh
continues, however, no food appears to agree,

and the child often after a time dies ex-

hausted.

Between the ages of one and three years
atrophy is commonly associated with rickets.

In these cases the wasting is noted chiefly

about the chest and limbs, for the belly is

large and swollen from Hatulent accumulation.
At this age children are still liable to waste
from catarrh of the stomach and bowels

;

indeed, rickets is itself often complicated
by such derangements. Sarcoma of the in-

ternal organs is also sometimes found at this

time of life, and is attended with extreme
emaciation.

After the age of three years caseous
enlargements of the mesenteric glands, if

extensive, vany become a cause of wasting.

After the fifth or sixth year chronic pul-

monary phthisis begins to appear. Cases of

heart-chscase as a result of acute rhemnatism
are also more frequently seen. Diabetes,

too, is sometimes met with. All these

diseases may produce much interference with
nutrition

From the time that the child l)egins to

take other food than that furnished by his

mother's breast, he is liable to worms in the
alimentary canal. The presence of worms is

frequently accompanied by loss of flesh, not,

perhaps, so much on account of the parasites

themselves, as on account of the derangement
of the digestive organs which is associated

with them. Emaciation due to this cause
may sometimes be extreme.
In the adult atroj)hy is rarely the result ol

mere functional derangement, but is almost
invariably a sign of serious organic disease.

All chronic aOincnts are not, however, ac-

companied by marked wasting. Purely local

diseases lead to little loss of flesh miless they
affect some part of the digestive apparatus, or

of the glandular sj-stem which is concerned
in the elaboration of nutritive material ; or

otherwise directly influence the processes of

nutrition. Thus, emaciation quickly results

from gastric idcer or chronic dysentery, but

chronic pneumonic phthisis may prodvice

little diminution in weight if there is no
pj'rexia, and if the case is not complicated by
diarrhcea or profuse expectoration. The
most marked atrophy is produced by thecon-
stitxitional diseases, such as cancer, ttiberde.

and syphilis in the third stage ; by those

which set up a persistent drain upon the
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system, such as severe albTiminnria, chronic
haemorrhages, and Ipng-contmued suppura-
tions ; or by those which directly impede the
passage of nutritive material into the blood

;

and in the latter class of diseases, influences
which act directly upon the thoracic duct,
such as obstruction to its passage from
pressure by aneurysm and other tvmaom-s,
must not be overlooked. There is a form of
atrophy sometimes seen in hysterical females,
depending upon disordered innervation, in
which the most extreme emaciation may be
reached. Such cases are marked by a dis-

lUie to food which may amount to absolute
loathing. See Neurasthenia.
Anatomical Characters. — The most

marked post-mortem aj)pearance in this con-
dition is diminution or loss of fat, especially
of the subcutaneous adipose tissue : and this

is accompanied by wasting of the tissues and
organs generally. The histological elements
are reduced in size without imdergoing, as a
rule, actual nimaerical diminution. "With the
atrophy is often associated a certam aniomit
of fatty degeneration.

Symptoms.—The symptoms of general
atrophy are loss of flesh, loss of colour, and
loss of strength, combined with other special

phenomena arising from the particidar dis-

order to which the impairment of nutrition
is due,

Treatment.^—The treatment of general
atrophy consists in removing, if possible, the
impediment to efficient nutrition. In the
case of a child the diet must be selected with
care. Excess of farinaceous food is to he
avoided, and cow's milk can be diluted, if

necessary, by admixture with barley water.
"Warm wooUen clothmg should be insisted

upon, and special attention should be paid to

the warmth of the feet. Any gastric or intes-

tinal derangement must be at once remedied,
plenty of fresh air should be obtained, and
perfect cleanliness strictly enjoined. In an
adult the disease which is the cause of the
malnutrition must be sought for and sub-
mitted to treatment. Efforts should be made,
on the one hand, to arrest any drain upon
the system ; and, on the other hand, by a
judicious arrangement of the dietary, and by
attention to the eliminatory organs, to remove
all obstacles to nourishment. Even in cases

of organic and incurable disease much benefit

may often be derived from due observance of

physiological laws. Eustace Smith.

ATROPHY, LOCAL.—This condition
signifies atrophy of a part of the body, which
may be apparently congenital, or may be
produced by various causes acting during
life. It will be convenient to consider local

atrophy according to the several forms which
are met with.

Congenital Atrophy.—Congenital atro-

phy is that condition in which some part of

the body never reaches its full standard

ATEOPHY, LOCAL

of size. It is more correctly denominated
arrested groiuth or congenital smallncss.

When the whole of one side of the body is

thus affected, a marked and permanent dis-

jiroportion between the two sides results.

This hemiatrophy is, in theory, difficult to

distinguish from hypertrophy of the opposite

side, but mostly the paralytic or enfeebled
state of the atrophic side shows it to be
abnormal. The limbs are most strilvuigly

implicated ; while the correspondhig side of

the face and head is sometimes similarly,

sometimes conversely, affected. In some cases

atrophy of the opposite half of the cerebrum
was found on post-mortem examination. The
same condition may be partial

—

hcmiatro-
phia partialis, and it then chiefly affects the

face, or some part of the territory of the fifth

cranial nerve. These conditions must be
ascribed to some perversion of innervation
occurring during development. Other con-

genital atrophies, local but not /icm-i-atrophic,

are more probably referred to obstruction

of blood-vessels diu'ing the same process.

The defective development of the brain m
cretinism has been attributed to the j)ressure

of an enlarged thyroid upon the carotid

arteries.

Physiological Atrophies.—These form
a distinct class, where atrophy of a part of
the body takes place m the ordinary course
of develojiment. Such are the wasting of

the thymus gland ui early hfe, of the

mammae and sexual organs after a certain

age. Most commonly the atrophy is here
closely connected either with the involution

or perhaps the development of some corre-

lated organ ; but it is not possible to say
what the nature of this connexion is, whether
one of nutrition or innervation.

Acquired Atrophies.—The conditions

thus distinguished jjossess most interest for

the practical physician. Wasting of any
part of the body during life, when not physio-

logical, usually depends either upon some
interference with the blood-supply, or some
distiu'bance of innervation ; but to these

must be added, in the case of organs which
have an active and continuous function,

disuse or over-stimulation. Deficient blood-

supply, which causes atrophy, may be pro-

duced by the obstruction of a nutrient

artery, especially if it be gradual, smce
sudden blockmg will ^jroduce more compli-

cated phenomena. Constant pressure is a
cause of atrophy, because it interferes both
with the blood-supply, and with the vital

actions of the tissue-elements. Intermittent

pressure, on the other hand, by causing
hypersemia, is more hkely to lead to hyper-

trophy. Moreover, madequate renewal of

blood—that is, filling of the vessels, even to

excess, %\'ithvenous blood—or venous engorge-

ment, though at first it niay cause enlarge-

ment, mostly leads to atrophy in the end ; as

is seen m the granular mduration of liver
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and kidnejs caused by disease of the heart

obstructing the circulation. Many forms of

atrophy in old »ge are clearly dependent

upon senile obstruction of the arteries, for

example, that of the skin, spleen, and kid-

neys. The instances of atrophy from dis-

turbed innen-ation are less easy to discrimi-

nate, except where there is actual paralysis.

In two distmct diseases, however,—progres-

sive muscular atrophy and infantile or essen-

tial paralysis, loss of power in the muscles is

followed by a remarkable wastin;,', far more
rapid than that which results from disuse

alone. Division of the nerve of a limb pro-

duces rapid wastmg of the muscles no longer

used, and this is accompanied in the end by
some diminution in the size of the bones and
accessory parts. Local atrophy of the skin

is sometimes seen in regions limited by the

distribution of a nerve, especially some
branch of the fifth ; and more extensive

atrophy of one side of the face or head,

equally marked out by nervous distribution,

and resemblmg some cases of congenital

atrophy, has also, though rarely, been ob-

served. In such cases the ^\Titer has foimd
anaesthesia of parts corresponding to branches
of the fifth nerve, but absence of muscular
paralysis, such as would be due to atfectiou

of the seventh nerve.

Disuse produces atrophy only in organs
whose functions are active and constant, such
as nerves and muscle. Nervous tissue wastes
constantly, and sometimes rapidlj-, when
ciurents cease to traverse it. This is seen
not only in the nerves of paralj-sed limbs,

but even in the nerve-centres, where any
interruption of the nervous chamiels, either

above in the cerebrum, or below in the nerve-
trunks, is followed by degeneration, . ending
in atrophy, of the whole nervous tract lead-

ing from the cerebral cortex to the peripheral

termination— so-called secondary degenera-
tion of the cord. In muscular tissue the
wasting is almost as constant, but hj-sterical

paralj'scs make an exception, the helpless

limbs preserving their nutrition in a siur-

prising manner. In organs whose functions

are intermittent or periodic, disuse does not
appear necessarily to produce atrophy, as is

seen in the testicles, ovaries, and mammse.
That excessive stimidation or over-work

may produce atrophy is seen in degenerative
diseases of the nerve-centres arising from
imdue mental activity ; and of the sexual
organs from excessive indulgence. Over-
work ofmuscles very rarely produces atrophy

;

but the writer has seen instances where
special muscles were exposed to strain while
the general nutrition was low. Atrophy of
iiniscles is said to occur in soldiers when
badly fed, after long exhausting marches.
Unexplained Atrophies. — Cases of

local atrophy occur of which it is impossible
to give any satisfactory explanation. Such
are the conditions known as linear atrophy
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of the skin ; some remarkable cases of atroph}'

of bone, especially of the skull (fragiUtaa
ossium), and of some parts of the cerebrum.
Atrophy of the thyroid gland appears to be
certainly the cause of the disease called myx-
uedema, but the cause of the original atrophy
is unlinown.

It is possible that deficiency of special

kinds of food may lead to atrophy of special

organs—thus deticiency of lime may make
the bones soft, and deficiency of iron arrest

the development of blood-corpuscles ; but

even these familiar instances must be ac-

cepted with a little resen-e. In the same
way it is stUl doubtful whether any special

drugs, such as iodine, can produce atrophy
of special glands.

Pathology.—Wasting may occur simply,

or as a consequence of change of substance,

or from the intrusion of some new material

;

in other words, there may be simple atrophy,
atrophy from degeneration, or atrophy by
substitution. The first is probably rare

;

generally some change of substance occiurs.

The most frequent degenerative process is

fatty degeneration ; the albuminous substance
being replaced by fatty matter, which, if

afterwards absorbed, leaves a void. Organs
thus affected may be apparently enlarged,

though the original substance is wasted.
Atrophy from substitution is seen when the
connective tissue of an organ, for instance,

increases, compressing and destroying the

other tissue-elements ; and these not being
renewed when the newly-formed connective

tissue contracts, the whole organ is diminished
in bulli. This is seen in all the changes
called cirrhosis or fibroid degeneration, as in

cirrhosis of the liver and kidneys.

Teeatment.—No general rules can be laid

down for treating all cases of local atrophy.

AMiere the blood-supply is deficient, we have
rarely any means of supplementing it ; where
innervation is at fault, it is seldom under our
control. In general, harm rather than good
results from any attempt to attract blood by
artificial irritation. In the case, however, of

atrophy from disuse of the nervo-muscular
sj'stem, a line of treatment, and more es-

pecially of prophylaxis, is Tery clearlj' indi-

cated ; this is, to keep the muscles in exercise

by artificial means, particularly by electricity,

or by the processes of friction and kneading
known as passive motion (see Massage). In
this way so much of the atrophy as is due
simply to disuse may be checked for the

future, and even the former loss reinstated.

We shall, moreover, never do harm by
attempting to supply some special elements
of food which appear to be deficient, as iron

for the blood and jihosphorus for the bones or

nervous system. J. F. P.4Y>rE.

AUDITORY NERVE, Diseases of.

See Ear, Diseases of; and IIkahing, Dis-

orders of.
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AURA ('i"/)fi, a breeze).— A peculiar

sensation, subjective in origin, immediately
preceding an epilepitic or hysterical convul-

sion, and named respectively aura- epilcp-

tica and aura hysterica. The word was
originally adopted because the sensation is

often described as that of the passage of cold

air or light vapour from the trunk or

extremities to the head; but it has been
extended so as to include any phenomenon,
whether sensory or motor, that ushers in a
fit of epilepsy or of hysteria.

AURAL
Diseases of.

DISEASES. — See Ear,

AUSCULTATION" {ausculto, I listen).

A method of physical examination, wliich

consists in listening over various parts of the

bodj', either by the direct application of the

ear (immediate auscultation), or by the aid

of special instruments (mediate ausculta-

tion), for the purpose of studying certain

.«iounds jiroduced in health and disease. See
Physical Examination.

AUSCULTATORY PERCUSSION.
A method of physical examination, in

which the sounds elicited by percussion are

studied by means of auscultation. See
Physical Examination.

AUSTRALASIA.—The portion of Poly-

nesia Iving between 10° and 50' S. latitude,

and 110° E. and 170° W. longitude, which
may be said to include Australia, Tasmania,
New Zealand, the Fiji Islands, the New
Hebrides, and some less important islands.

Australia.— The climate of the vast con-

tinent of Australia, which is partly temperate

and partly tropical, depends, first, on its lati-

tude, and, secondly, on its conformation, the

mountain ranges being distributed along the

coast lines, especially on the eastern sliores.

In the interior, which is comparatively flat,

and believed to be for the most part a sandy
desert, there is great heat and little rain.

The hot winds from the mterior are often

sutiicient, m the stunmer, to raise the ther-

mometer to 127° Fah., and on the amount of

protection fr-om these enjoyed by the various

towns depends their climate. There are

also sea winds from the N. and N.E. The
southerly winds, prevailing chiefly from No-
vember to February, blow from the Antartic

Circle, and are cold wmds of great velocity,

ending in heavy thunderstorms. In the

tropical region the rainfall is from November
to Aprd ; and in the temperate, which lies

to the east and south, it prevails only in the

winter season.

The following are among the principal

towns or centres to which invalids pro-

ceed :

—

Adelaide, the capital of South Australia,

lat. 35° S., long. 135^ E. It suffers from
great heat and drought. The mean tem-

perature is 65°, the maximum 115°, and the

mmimura, ?4° ; the range being 81°, and the
mean daily range 20°. The humidity is CO
per cent., and the rainfall 21 mches. The
soil is sandy.

Brisbane, the chief town of Queensland,
lat. 27^° S., long. 153° E. The chmate is

almost tropical. The mean temperature is

70°, the maximum is 108°, the miiiimum, 34°

;

the range 74°, witii a mean daily range of
21°. The rainfall is 51 inches, and the mean
humidity 76 per cent. Queensland is for the
most part elevated ; and the climate of the

Darling Downs, on an average 2,000 feet

above sea-level, is considered very fine. The
townships at Toowoomba and Warwick in

this region may be recommended.
Melbourne, the capital of Victoria, lat. 38°

S., long 145° E. It has the reputation of

being a healthy and agreeable residence ; the
climate being dry and temperate, and far

cooler in summer than that of Sydney.
Mean temperature 57°, maximum 111°, mini-
mum 27°, showing a range of 84° ; dady
range 18°. Mean humidity 72 per cent.

Eainfall, 26 inches.

Perth, in Western Australia, very healthj',

but as yet little suited to the requirements of

invalids. The temperature is 63° (mean),
and the rainfall 30 inches in 110 days.

Sydney, the capital of New Soutli Wales,
lat. 34° S. and long. 151° E. The climate of

New South Wales is clear and dry, the tem-
perature dependmg more on tlie altitude than
on the latitude. The plains in the interior,

swept by hot winds, are very dry, while the

coast districts have abundant rain. Mean
temperature 62*5°, maximum 107°, mmiinum
36° ; range 71° ; mean daily range 14°. Hu-
midity 72 per cent., and rainfall 50 inches.

Paramatta, on Port Jackson, is drier and
cooler than Sydney (Lindsay) ; and the lUa-

wara district, including the stations of

Eden and Twofold Bay, is suitable for

invalids ; but the finest climate in Australia

for pulmonary cases is to be found in the

Eiverina, a district lying between Queens-
land, the Blue Mountains, and the central

desert, consisting of roUuig prairie and un-

dulating downs, with a rainfall ranging from
5 to 24 inches, the average being 14 inches,

and a clear bright atmosphere, most exhila-

rating in its effect on invalids, who at the

settlements of Deniliquin, Menindee, and the

various sheep-farms, pursue an open-air hfe by
day, and often by night, with great advantage.

Tasmania. — Tasmania lies 150 mdes
south of Australia, between lat. 40° 40' and
43° 38', and is mountainous, with a deeply

indented coast-line. The climate is more
temperate and equable than that of the

south coast of Australia. In winter the

cold is sufficient to produce thin ice in the

low lands, and snow showers in tlie higher
ranges. The mean temperature of Hobart
Toum on the S.E. coast is 54°, the summer
mean being 62° and the winter 47°. The
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ramfall varios p-oAlly, from 100 iuclies at

Macquario Uarbour on the W. coast to 24

inches at Hobart Town, distributed over

145 days. The ])rovalont winds are from

the N.E. and SAV. The cHmato is favour-

able to infant life, and the country is re-

garded as a sanatoriiun for invahds.

Now Zealand."—New Zealand lies be-

tween 34^ ,W and 47'' 50' S. lat., and con-

sists of a North and a South besides smaller

Islands. The North Island is for the most
part volcanic, and abounds in hot springs,

which are extensively used, and active craters,

which impart an important iniluenco to its

climate. The South Island contains a lofty

range of snowclad mountains, whose lower

slopes form on the eastern shore a series of

terraces known as the Canterbury Plains,

and other fertile regions.

The climate is mild and bracing, but deci-

dedly of a windy character, and not suited

for all invalids : at Aucldand in 1876 no
calm day was recorded, the prevalent winds

being W.S.W. The mean temperature of

the North Island is SS", of the South 54°.

The maximum varies from 87°, at Christ

Church, to 75°, at Hokitika, and the mini-

mum from 25° to 34° in the South Island.

Cold is as a ndo unknown in the North
Island, v.hdo in the South there are a few

snowy days each year on tho coast. The
rainfall varies from 32 inches in 135 days
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at Christ Chinx-h, to 131 inches in 18G days
at Hokitika.

Fijilslands.—The Fiji Islands, partly of
volcanic and j)art]y of coraUne origin, have
a tropical cUmate, moderated by tho trade
winds, so that the mean temperature does
not exceed 80°, the minimum being given as
05°. Tho rainfall is chieHy from October to
April—the hot season, and varies from 124
to 215 inches in 170 days. See Climate,
Treatment of Disease by.

C. Theodore \Yilliams.

AUTOPHONIA («vr<if, himself; and
<j)a)i'i), the voice).—A physical sign obtained
by studying the modifications of the reson-
ance of the observer's own voice during
auscultation. See Physical Examination.

AUTOPSY. See Necropsy.

AX, in Ari6ge in France. -Thermal
waters. See Mineral Waters.

AZORES; St. Michael.—Warm, very
moist, eipiable climate. Mean winter tem-
perature 58° F. Prevailing whids N. and
E. See Clim.\te, Treatment of Disease by.

AZOTURIA.—A condition of the urine
in which tliere exists an absolute and relative

excess of urea, without accompanying
pjTexia. See Urine, Morbid Conditioud of.

B
BACILLI {barillum, a little rod or staff).

Syxox. : ¥r. Baeillcs; Ger. Bacillen.

The term hacillas was applied by Colm to

the longer rod-shaped bacteria, bacterium to

the shorter forms ; filaments being distin-

guished as ' Icptothrix,' ' vibrio,' Ac. But tho

great variety in length of tho individual ele-

ments of the same organism, and the varia-

tions under different contUtions and periods

of life, rendered such a distinction impossible.

Hence the term bacillus is now used for all

the species of schizomycetes which commonly
have the form of straight rods, although in

some conditions of growth they may form
filaments. By some mycologists the term is

used in a more restricted sense ; but it seems
well at present to use it in this somewhat
wide manner, until our knowledge allows of

more scientific classillcation. See Micro-
organisms.

BACTERIA {3aKT!,pi,n; a rod).—Synon. :

Fr. Biicti firs ; Cier. Bactcricn.

Originally applied to common rod-shaped
organisms of the class Schizomtjcctcc, and
especially to one stipposed variety called

Bacterium tcrmo, this name was later ex-

tended to include the whole of the clase of

schizomycetes or fission-fungi. Thus the
term bacteriology has been practicaUy ap-
plied to the whole science of the lower orders
of chlorophylless algic. But of late, owing
jjartly to the confusion involved in thu
double use of the term for the rod-shaped
oi-gaiiisms and for the entire class

;
partly to

the fact that fungi of other orders than schizo-

m3-cetes are related to parasitic disease ; and
perhaps still more to the dominant influence

of Pasteur and the French scliool, the term
microbes has largely replaced the names
' bacteria ' and ' micro-organisms ' ; and for

the particular species formerly named bac-
terium X, y, &c., tho more accurate terms
bacillus, sjnrillum, &c., are used. See Micro-
organisms.

BADEN-BADEN, in Germany.—
Thermal saline waters. Sec Mineral Waters.

BADEN, in Austria.—Thermal sulphur
waters. Sec ^Iineual Waters.

BADEN, in Switzerland.—Tlicrmal
sulphur waters. See Miner.u, Waters.

BADENWEILER, in Germany.
Simple thermal waters. See Mixeu.Ui
Waters.
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BAGKERES - DE - BIGORRE, in
France Simple thermal and earthy
wa ers. See Mineral Waters.

BAGNERES - DE - LUCHON, in
France.—Thermal sulphur waters. See
Mineral Waters.

BALANITIS — BALANOPOSTHI-
TIS (AiXni'oj, an acorn ; and TfoaOrj, the
foreskin).

—

Synon. : Bastard Clap; Blcnnor-
rliagia Balanl; Inflammatory Phimosis.

Definition.—Inflammation of the oppos-
ing surfaces of the glans and prepuce

;

sometimes acute—even gangrenous, and
sometimes chronic. A purely local affection

;

fi'equentlj-, but not necessarily, of venereal
origin.

.Etiology.—Balanitis is much less com-
mon than urethritis, being met with at the

Lock Hospital in the projjortion of one to

twenty-fom- of the latter. It may be either

primary ; or consecutive to chancres,

sypliilitic eruptions, warts, acciunulated

smegma, variolous pustules, or gonorrhoea.

When primary, the common predisjjosing

cause is a long, tight foreskm. Fournier
attributes two-thirds of the cases of balanitis

to a long prepuce with insuthcient cleansing

;

about one-third to irritation by chancres and
gonorrhoeal pus ; and a very few to other

causes.

Si'MPTOMS.—The symptoms of balanitis

dejiend on the intensity and extent of the
inflammation. In tlie simplest form there is

heat and itching of the furrow, slight redness
of that part, with a milky or yellowish secre-

tion. When the inflammation is more severe

and extended, swelling and pain are added,
the other symf)toms are more marked, and
characteristic excoriations appear. These
excoriations are irregular, shallow, never
extending deeply, but often coalescing into

large raw chatings. An abundant yellowish-

green matter of offensive odour bathes the
surface. When the m'ine trickles over these

excoriations there is severe smarting pain.

If stiU fm-ther irr'tated, the foreskin swells

enormously, is divided at the free border by
deep creases, and can no longer be turned
back. Aching, smarting, great tenderness,

and painful erection, often accompanied by
constitutional disturbance and fever, are

present.

Complications.—The cellular tissue and
the lymphatic ducts of the foreskin and
sheath, or the Ij-mphatic glands, may inflame

to su])puration, to ulceration, and, in persons
enfeebled by any cause, even to gangrene.
Sloughing begins on the inner surface of the

foreskin at the upper part ; seldom to much
extent, though the whole prepuce, except the

frienum, may be lost, and when cicatrisation

sets in the organ appears circumcised. Para-
phimosis is caused by imprudent retraction

of a swollen foreskin. Warts keep up clu^onic

posthitis of the furrow. Adhesions, usually

at the corona and the furrow, may attach the
prepuce completely to tlie glans. Thicken-
ing and phimosis are not uncommon after

repeated attacks.

Course.—The dm-ation of balanitis de-

pends on the anatomical condition of the
parts. When remedies can be easily apjilied,

it is not more than three or four days. With
phimosis, the course is severe, and tlie dura-
tion is indeflnite ; even when limited to the
furrow, posthitis is often obstinate.

Diagnosis.—This is easy when the parts
can be exposed. Herpes is distinguished
from balanitis by smaU round ulcers, grouped
on a red area, and limited to one or two
points of the mucous surface, without general
congestion. Simple chancre has well-deflned

undermined edges and a spongy surface.

The syphilitic sore has the indurated base
and enlarged lymphatic glands. When there
is phimosis, the discharge may come from
the urethra or from a chancre. If from the
urethra, it can usually be seen escaping
thence, and there is pain along the penis,

with other signs of urethritis. An ulcer

under the foreskin is betrayed by a hard and
tender swelling felt through the skin, and
after the lapse of a few days consecutive

sores usually appear at the orifice of the

prepuce.

Prognosis.—The prognosis of balanitis in

the simple form is always good. If the com-
plaint is secondary or symptomatic, gangrene
is not uncommon.
Treatment.—The chief indication is to

keep the inflamed surfaces separate. After

washing and thoroughly di-ying, the excoria-

tions should be touched with a 10-grain

solution of nitrate of silver, and a bit of dry
lint laid on the glans before the foreskin

is drawn forward. If there is phimosis,

frequent injections of tepid water, and twice

daOy of a 5-grain solution of nitrate of

sUver, must be thrown to the farthest part

of the foreskin with a long-nozzled syringe.

Leeches to the groins, and morphine in-

ternally, or hypodermically, relieves pain.

Acupunctures give vent to simple oedema, but

tend to accelerate gangrene with brawny
tension and erj'sipelatous redness. Incisions,

if needed, should be free ; one on each side,

carried quite back to the furrow. The upper
half of the foreskin can then be easily turned

back, and the subsequent deformity is less than

if the foreskin were divided at the dorsum.

In paraphimosis, before replacing the swollen

foreskin, the tension should be reheved by
acupuncture and astringent lotions, or by
incisions if needed. Chancres and inflamed

inguinal glands must be treated with the

balanoposthitis according to their needs.

When there is an ulcer, concealed by
phimosis, and the syringing with warm
water has cleared away the rhscharge, an
injection of 20 drops of the followmg emul-

sion (iodoform, 1 part ;
powdered tragacanth,
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1 part ;
glycerine, 3 parts ; water, 10 parts)

rapidly' subdues irritation and ulceration.

If the signs of syphilitic infection be

present ; i.e., the persistence of delined in-

duration when the general inllainniatory

swelling is subsiding, (juill-like thickening of

the dorsal lymphatic ducts of the penis, and
laultiplo enlargement of the lymphatic glands

in the groin, nieixury should be admniistored

without delay, in quantity suthciont to bring

on and maintain slight spougiiiess of the

gums.
Berkeley Hill.

BALDNESS.— Synon.: Alopecia; Fr.

Calvitie; Gcr. Kahlheit.
Description'.—Bakhiess or loss of hair

presents au extensive range of variation in

degree, from moderate thmness of the hair,

such as occurs in dcjiuvium capillorum,

to complete baldness

—

alojiecia calva or

calvitics, the latter not limited to the scalp

alone, but involving eyebrows, eyelashes,

beard, and every hair of the body. Instead,

however, of being general, baldness may be

partial, affecting more or less of the surface

of the scalp for example, the sunnuit and
forehead in men, and the sinumit and occiput

in women. One remarkable form of partial

baldness has hecn denominated alopecia

areata, or simply area, and as this was
described by Celsus, it has likewise been
called area Celsi. Area occurs suddenly,

and is a mere fallingoff of the hair over a

space of circular figiurc ; there may be one
or more of such area;, and sometimes sirea

is only the beginning of calvities. Area is like-

wise occasionally met with in the whiskers
and beard. Sec Alopecia Areata.

.Etiology.—The causes of alopecia are

exhausted nutritive power of the skin

;

nerve-paresis in the case of area ; syphilis

;

and local iujurj'. The alopecia of syphilis

follows the i)Lm of distribution of its

exauthem. Partial alopecia niay result

from a blow ; from tlie accidental tearing out
of a lock of hair ; from the sting of a bee ;

from nervous shock ; or from other causes.

Pathology.—The patliology of alopecia is

a loss of nutritive power of the skin, some-
thnes progressive, and conscciuent on
advancing age, as in general baldness ; and
sometimes limited to a nerve-district of

small extent, as in area. Tliis fact is very
evident in the latter form, inasmuch as, con-
joined with the sudden dropping-out of the

hair, the integument is pale and thm, poorly
nourished, somewhat ana?sthctic, and
thinner in the centre than at the circum-
ference ; while the hairs which remain at

the periphery are altered in structure,

clubbed and broken off.

Treatment.—This consists in the restora-

tion of nerve-power and nutritive power, and
in local stimulation. Tiie best applications
for the latter purpose are tlie stuuulating lini-
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ments of the British Phannacopa-ia ; e.g.

liniment of annnunia, compomid camphor
liniment, and the liniments of chloroform
and mustard ; or the acetum cantharidis
properly diluted for general alopecia, or
ajjplied with a brush in its concentrated
form for area. In the treatment of the
latter, ammonia, turpentine, and the coin-
pouni tincture of iodine are likewise useful;
while for syphilitic alopecia the white pre-

cii)itato ointment with camphor is the best
local apjjlication, conjoined witli anti-syphi-
litic constitutional ti'eatment. See Hair,
Diseases of. Eras.mus Wilson.

BALNEOLOGY {iaXavf'mv, a bath; and
Ao'yriy, a word).—A scientiiic exposition of all

that relates to baths and batliiug. See Baths
;

and IlvuuoTUEii.\.i'EUTics.

BALNEOTHERAPEUTICS (3<iXa-

ve'iov, a batli ; antl dfimirdM, I heal).—That
department of therapeutics which deals with
the application of baths in the treatment of

disease. See Baths ; and Hydrothera-
PEUTICS,

BARBADOES LEG.—A form of Ele-
phantiasis. Sec Elephantiasis.

BARBIERS.—A synonym for Beriberi.

Sec liEUiBEia.

BAREGES, in France. -Thermal sul-

phur waters. Sec AIineral AVaters.

BARTFELD, in Hungary.—Alkaline
saline chalybeate springs, with iodine. See
MixKHAL Waters.

BASEDOW'S DISEASE. -A syno-
nym for exophthalmic goitre. See Ex-
ophthalmic Goitre.

BATH, in Somersetshire.—Simple
thermal and eartliy waters. "Ace Mineral
Waters.

BATHS.— Baths may be regarded as

simple and composite, medicated, or arti-

ficial. They may be used in the form of

liquid, vapour, or air. AVe sliall consider

them under these heads in the following
description.

A. Simple Baths.— I. Simple Liquid
Baths.

1. The Cold Bath.—By a cold bath is

meant the immersion of the body in water
below the temperature of 70° Eh. Anything
below 50^ is considered a very cold bath.

Tlie tirst effect of the bath is a sensation of

cold amounting almost to shivering, with
slight gasping for breath. If the bath is con-
tinued for more than two or three minutes,
the temperature of the skin is diminished

;

and if it is protracted, the blood and the sub-

jacent tissues lose a little heat, but tiiis does
not generally occur till after quitting the

bath. If the cold is intense and prolonged,

there is a certain degree of numbness of

the skin ; while the pulse becomes small, and
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may fall from ten to twenty beats in the

minute. After a short time (the colder the

water the shorter), reaction takes x^lace,

bringing redness to the skin and increase of

temperature, with a certain amount of ex-

citemf nt ; but if the bath be continued, the

depression returns. The immediate action

of the cold bath is to cause the capillaries to

contract and repel the blood from the siu--

fiice, while by its operation on the peripheral

extremities of the nerves, it acts upon the
central nervous system. In its more remote
effects, the cold bath accelerates the trans-

niutation of tissues, augmenting the excretion

of carbonic acid and of virea from the system,

and, as a consequence, increasing the appetite.

The body is usually immersed at once in

cold water, but the shock of this may be
diminished by first using tepid water, and
then gradually adding cold to it.

The effect of a cold bath depends much on
its din~ation. Brief immersion, that is for

three or four minutes, makes both the de-

pressing and the exciting action less ; a

longer duration, say often to fifteen minutes,
increases both actions ; but if the bath be

very protracted, the contmued abstraction of

heat jiroduces depression only. The effects

of a cold bath are less intense if the bather

is able to keep himself in motion, and es-

pecially if he swims.
2. The Warm Bath.—X warm bath of 90°

to 104^ Fh. produces no shock to the system
;

it causes a moderately increased flow of the

circulating fluids to the surface, augmentmg
the frequency of the pulse ; and scarcely

affects the respiration. There is not the

depression or the excitement of a cold bath.

It rather retards the transmutation of tissues.

^Vitll a hot or very hot bath—from 104° to

114°, the central nervous and circulatory

systems are more aflected. Tlie frequency

of the pulse increases greatly. The resjiira-

tion becomes anxious and quickened. The
skin is in a hyperaemic condition, and a free

perspiration breaks out.

3. TJie Tejnd Bath.—Tepid baths of the

temperature of 85° to 95° Fh., are intermediate

between cold and warm. Their effects seem
to be confined to the perijiheral extremities

of the nerves, and they do not excite the

nervous centres or the ckculatory system.

Neither the pulse nor the excretions and
secretions are affected. As no heat is con-

fined in the sj'stem or taken from it, there

is no reaction, and the body temperature is

unaltered.

It need scarcely be said that drying and
rubbing after a bath materially assist its

action on the skin ; or that, according to

circumstances, it niay be convenient to

order a whole bath, a hip-bath, or a slipper-

bath. The foot-bath is a very useful and
convenient one, especially when some
stimulant substance is added to the simple

water. Wet packing and the various pro-

cesses of hydropatliT, and those powerful
agents liot and cold affusion, whether as

shower-baths or as douches, are described in

the article on Hydrctherapeutics.
The duration of a bath must depend on a

variety of circumstances—for instance, on the

age and constitution of the patient, on the
natm:e of his malady, and on the tempera-
ture of the bat)]. It uaay vary from a few
minutes to many hours. A very hot or a
very cold bath can be supported for a much
shorter time than a tepid one.

Action and Uses.— Cold baths are in-

dicated for the strong, for youth, and for

manhood ; warm baths for the delicate, for

women, for early childhood, and for old age.

Tepid baths are suitable for almost all con-

stitutions, sexes, and ages. Cold baths may,
in a general way, be considered tonic and
bracing; they are useful when judiciously

emjiloyed in many nervous affections, as in

chorea and hysteria, and they are the best of

all for general hygisnic purposes. Of late

years they have been specially employed in

the treatment of fever {see Temperature).
The great value of warm baths, besides

their hygienic employment, as better deter-

gents than cold ones, is in soothmg and
reducing excitement ; in relieving spasms,

such as colic and retention of urine ; in the

convulsions of children, combined with the

affusion of cold water on the head ; in cases

of gout and rheumatism ; and generally when
action on the skin is desired. Where pro-

longed immersion is wanted, tepid baths are

indicated, as in calming many chronic

nervous disturbances, and in many cuta-

neous affections.

As to contra-indications, all baths, and
especially prolonged and even tepid baths, are

not suited for the asthenic. Both hot and
cold batlis are to be avoided where there is a

weak, fatty heart, or any tendency to apoplexy.

No one should ever enter a cold bath when
exhausted, and such baths are also contra-

indicated when there is a tendency to con-

gestion of internal organs. Under such

circumstances a warm bath is usually both

safer and more refreshing. The too long

and too frequent use of hot baths is debili-

tating.

II. The Simple Vapour Bath.—

A

vapour bath is one in which the skin is

exjiosed to the action of hot water pi'esented

in the form of vapour. The vapour bath

may be taken in a box with the head included

or not ; or in the more common form of the

Turkish or Ilussian baths, where a large

room is filled with vapour, and where there-

fore the vapour is inhaled ; or by vapour
obtamed from a small and suitably constructed

apparatus, which vapour may be diffused over

the wliole body or directed to a particular

part. A very simple apparatus for the vapour

batb may bo prepared by placing under a

chair a shallow earthenware or metalhc pan.
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containinj^ boiling water to tlio ilcpth of

tlirce or lour inches, nnd Ironi wliicli abiuidant

vanour can be obtained by pbicing in it one
or two red-hot bricks. The patient sitting on
the chair, surrounded by blankets and other

suitable covering, will receive the full benetit

of a vapour bath. Vapour baths produce
profuse perspiration, and act in cleansing the

sKin much as hot-water baths do, oi\ly more
powerfully. \'apour being a slow conductor,

does not act so fast on the body a>3 water.

Vapour baths can bo borne hotter than warm-
water baths, but their use cannot be con-

tunied so long, as vapour interferes with
racUation of heat from the body. In sucli

batlis a heat of more than 12'2° Fh. is not
l)ornc comfortabl}'. The vapour bath, though
falUng considerably short in temperature of

the air bath, raises the heat of the blood some-
what more. The great virtue of these baths
lies in their sweat-producing properties. The
average loss of perspiration by the use of a
Eussian bath has been set down at from 5 lb.

to 3 lbs. In the Russian bath a slight degree
of stimulation of the skin is caused by switch-

ing it with twigs of birch, and the alternation

of depression and excitement of the cold bath
is obtained by placing the patient, when in a
state of profuse persjiiration, imdcr a douche
of cold water.

HI. The Simple Hot-Air Bath.—
There are two forms in which the hot-air

bath is administered : according as the patient

does or does not breathe the heated air. Tlio

action of the former closely resembles that of

a vapour bath, but difTers from it in not
impelling the respiration, as the latter does
by depositing moisture in the bronchial tubes.

The lungs, iiistead of requiruig to heat up the
inspired air, are subjected to a temperature
above their own. Hot-air baths favour the
highest degi-ee of perspiration, while the
moisture of vapour baths somewhat retards

it. If they are very hot, they raise tlic tem-
perature of the body by sevei'al degrees.

As the an-angements for vapoiu: and hot-

air baths are practically the same (except
that in the latter it is attempted to exclude
all vapour from the calidariiim or suda-
torium, the liottest room), the following
description of an ordinary hot-air bath, the
arrangements of which are closely copied
from the Konians, will answer for both.
The patient, after unclotliing, first goes into

the tejndariuiii, wliich has a temperature of
113° to 117'' Fh., in which he remains imtil

the perspiration bursts forth, which happens in
from twenty-five to forty minutes. He next
proceeds to the hottest room or calidarium
(in which the air is heated by hot-air pipes
which are inserted in tlie walls), of a tempera-
ture of 133" to 140° Fh., and remains there
untU the perspiration runs down his skin, in
twelve to eighteen minutes. An attendant
then rubs off the pers^jiration with a wooUen
glove, and kneads all the muscles for four or

five minutes. The patient next betakes him-
self to the lavacruin, where ho has water
poured over him of the temperature of 81° to

8G° Fh. ; next, tlie whole body is soaped over,

the suds are rubbed off, and the patient goes
to the frujidarium, where he laj's himself on
a couch and w'aits till liis skin is completely
dry. This may occupy twenty-five to thirty

minutes, when the patient dresses and loaves

the bath greatly reli'cshed.

Such is a brief account of these baths, the
revived use of which is at present so general.

Tlie arrangements vary in detail. For
ordinary purposes it is easy to furnish either

vapour or hot-air baths. A great variety of

apparatus have been invented for this pur-
pose, which resolve themselves into this, that
the patient should lie in bed or on a seat,

and have the bedclothes or other covering
secured from contact with him by the em-
ployment of a framework or cradle. Beneath
this hot air or vapour is introduced, either

directly or indirectly, from a suitable ap-

paratus.

The Sand Bath.—We may here mention
baths of sand, which are a very old reined}-.

Of late years establishments for supplying
them have sprung up in various towns.
They are a con'senient way of applying dry
heat either locally or generally, and are

employed in chronic rheumatism. Bags
filled with heated sand (or salt) are useful in

hospital and in domestic practice.

Uses.—Both hot-air and vapour baths are

indicated when increased action of the skin

is desired. They are used most for the cnre
of catarrhs, of neuralgic and rheumatic pains,

and sciatica. They have also been much
employed for reducing obesity. They are

uselul for general hygienic jnirposes, but arc

apt to be given too indiscriminately. Hot-air
and vapour baths are often locally applied

with great advantage to a hand, or leg, or

arm, in rheumatism or thickened joints.

B. CoMPOSiTK, ^Iedicated, or Aktificial
Baths.—A great variety of substances have
been used in baths at difl'erent j)eriods. We
must confine ourselves to such as are at

present in use and appear to be of real value,

omitting even some that are employed, such
as baths of iodine, of iodide of potassium, of

ii-on, of fermented grapes, and of whey.
I. Composite Liquid Baths.
1. Tlie Sea-Water Bath.— The average

amount of salts in sea-water may be set down
at 3 per cent. ; this may thei-efore be con-

sidered a suitable strength for ordinary salt

baths. The quantity connnonly used in

London hospitals is about 9 lbs. of salt to 30
gallons of water. Some use bay salt, others

Tidman's. Owning to the high price of sea-salt

in inland continental places, various natural

salts, some of them containing a compara-
tively small amount of chloride of sodium,
have been suggested as substitutes ; and also,

for economy's sake: 2- to 2") sallous have
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been set clown as a mliiunum amount of

water for the bath of an adult. The vahie of

these substitutes can only be determined by
observing the degree in which they stimulate

the skin. Apparently it does not matter
much what particidar salt is employed to

produce the stimulation. A salt bath can of

course be increased to any strength by the

addition of salt, or of the mother lye as it is

termed.
The chief uses of salt-water baths are as

ionic remedies, especially for the young,
when there is any tendency to scrofula or

chlorosis ; also in convalescence from many
diseases.

2. Alkaline Baths.—Alkaline baths may
be made by adding G ounces of crystallised

carbonate of sodium, or 3 ounces of carbonate
of potassium, to 25 or 30 gallons of water.

Alkaline batlis are of use in a great variety

of cutaneous affections.

3. The Corrosive Suhlimatc Bath.—Baths
of corrosive subhmate are occasionally em-
ployed. They are commonly made by adding
3 drachms of corrosive sublimate and 1

drachm of hydrochloric acid to 30 gallons of

water. They are employed in some skin-

affections, and in secondary syphilis.

4. Sulphuret of Fotassium Bath.—Baths
of sidphuret of potassium are made by dis-

solving from 4 to 8 oimces of that salt in 25

to 30 gallons of water. A little diluted sid-

phuric acid is sometimes added. These
baths have long been extensively employed
in the treatment of cases of skin-disease

in which the sulphur they contain is indi-

cated.

5. The Nitro -Muriatic Acid Bath.—The
nitric or rather nitro-muriatic acid bath is

made by adding nitro-miuriatic acid to water.

The ordinary proportion is one ounce of acid

to one gallon of water. The discolouring

action on clothing makes a full bath of this

kind inconvenient for domestic use, and it is

best to take it in a bathing establislunent.

For the ordinary purposes of a foot-bath at

home the old directions of Dr. Helenus Scott,

who introduced the use of the acid, are suf-

ficient. The vessel must of course be of wood
or earthenware. Dr. Scott added foiu: to six

ounces of the acid to three gallons of water.

This made a rather strong foot-bath. The
patient was to keep his feet immersed for

thirty minutes ; and tlie bath was to be re-

peated every other day for two or three weeks.

The axillse, the groin, and the region of the

liver were to be sponged with the acid solu-

tion. The bath causes slight tingling of the

skin and a taste in the mouth, and isbeheved
occasionally to produce salivation. This bath

has been used very extensively m India and
in England in liver affections. There is dif-

ference of opinion as to its value ; many have
great confidence in it.

G. The Bran Bath.—The bran bath is

made by boiling four pomids of bran in one

gallon of water, straining, and adding the

liquor to a quantity of water sutficient for

a bath. Such a bath is ixseful in aUaymg
irritability of the skin, and also in diminishmg
the stimulatiug effect of other baths.

7. The Fucus Bath.—This is made by
adding a decoction of sea-weed, or the sea-

weed chopped up, to an ordinary bath ; it will

become more or less gelatinous if enough be
added. Such baths go popiilarly by the name
of Ozone Baths ; and they contain a certaur

amoimt of chloride of sodium and a minute
projiortion of iodine. They are useful in the

same cases as sea-baths.

8. 27(6 Mustard Bath.— An extremely
useful stimulating bath is the well-known
mustard bath, which is made by adding a

handfid or two of mustard to the ordinary

hot-bath. The pedduviimi is its most usefnJ

form.

9. Pi7ie Baths.—Baths of the balsam of

pine-leaves may be pre2iared extempore by
making decoctions of the fresh leaflets at

certain seasons ; but the usual way is to add
about one pound of the extract, which is

prepared from the leaves, and is everywhere
for sale—at least in Germany. The extract

dissolves in the bath, which is then ready for

use ; but of late it has been usual to add a

small amount of an essence which is also

prepared from the leaflets. It floats to the

surface of the water, and attaches itself to

the person on leaving the bath, and its aroma
is grateful. Of course the quantity of the

extract to be employed depends on its

strength. These favourite baths are now
more and more largely employed at all

bathing estabhshments in every corner of

Europe. They are slightly stmiulant, and
are much used in hj'sterical, rheumatic, and
gouty affections, and also as an adjunct to

the internal use of mineral waters.

10. Baths of Conium, Lavender, dc.—
Aromatic or seda.tive baths are prepared by
adding a decoction of lavender, hyssop, or

conimn to an ordinary bath.

It is scarcely necessary to add that, as a

rale, all composite liquid baths should be of

a temperatiure a little above the tepid ; and
that their strength, and the time that the

patient is to remain in them, must be deter-

mined by the special circmustances of the

case.

11. Composite Vapour Baths. —
Vapour baths impregnated with fir balsam
are popular, and are considered to be more
powerful in their operation than pine baths.

The vapour winch rises in makmg the decoc-

tion of pine leaves is conveyed to a box in

which the patient is enclosed.

Aromatic vapour baths may be given by
making the steam of hot water pass through

bimches of fresh aromatics {conium, lavender,

&c.) before reaching the box in which the

patient is placed. Such baths may be usefid

in hysteria.
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III. Composite Air Baths.
1. Sulphurous Acid Jlutli. A MiliuiMo

luodo of iipplying suli)hiir in tliu form of a
l)iith is by using its fiiiues—inotlur words, sul-

liliurous unhydrido. The patient is seated on a

ciine-ljottonied cliair, and his body is encircled

witli a cratUc, over which oU-clotb is thrown,
llio head remaining luicovered. Sulphur is

I)Iaced on a metallic plate, to the lower surface

of which the llamo of a lamp is applied, when
sulphurous acid is disengaged. This bath is

less used in cutaneous affections than formerly.
'2. The Mercurial and Calomel Baths.—

Very similar is the mode of applying the fumes
of mercury. Under the chair are placed a

copper bath containing water, and a metallic

plate on wliicli are put from 60 to 180 grains

of the bisulphuret or of the grey or red oxide

of mercury. Si)irit-lamps are lighted under
the bath and under the plate. The patient

thus experiences the effects both of aqueous
and of mercurial vapour. At the end of five

or ten miiuites perspiration commences,
whicli becomes excessive in ten minutes or
a quarter of an hour. The lamps are then
to be extinguished, and when the patient

becomes moderately cool he is to be rubbed
dry. He should then drink some warm liquid

and remain quiet for a time. This has often

been a favom-ite mode of treating secondary
syphilis with some practitioners. Calomel,
in quantities of from 20 to 30 grains, is ad-

ministered in a similar manner, under the

name of the calomel bath. It may be given
locally by a suitable apparatus.

IV. Electrical Baths.— Electricity is

an extremely useful aid in the thermal treat-

ment of paralysis ; and Electro-Galvanic
Baths are often connected with other bathing
estabUskments, it being a very popular jirac-

tice to galvanise a patient in water-baths
j

between the poles of a battery. See Elec-
TiuciTV. John Macpherson.

BATHS, Natural.— See ^Mineral
Waters.

BATTAGLIA, in the province of
Venice in Italy.—Thermal muriated saline

waters, with sulphate of lime. Sec Mineral
Waters.

BEAUFORT WEST, in Cape
Colony.

—

See Africa, South.

BED-SORE.— .SVc Ulcer ; and Ulcera-
tion.

BELL-SOUND.— A peculiar physical
sign associated with pneiunothorax. See
PhVSICAL llXAMINATION.

BELL'S PARALYSIS (named after

Sir Charles Bell).—A s^iionym for paralysis
of the facial nerve. Sec F.\cial Par.\lysis.

BERIBERI.—Syson.: Barbiers; KalJce

;

and munerous other local names.
Definition. —A disease characterised by

anoemia, anasarca, degeneration of muscular
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tissues, effusion into the serous cavities;

debility ; ntnnbness, pain, and paralysis of
the extremities, esj)ecially the lower

; prie-

cordial anxiety, jtain, and dyspncca; scanty
and high-colom-ed lu-ine; and in some cases
drowsiness or slee])incss.

Beriberi occurs in a chronic and an acute
form ; in the latter often proving rapidly
fatal from exhaustion, synco))e, or tiio forma-
tion of cardiac or pulmonary coagula. There
are two forms, the wet (bcriberia hydrops),
in which there is a hydricmic condition of
the blood and distension of the areolar tissues

generally with serum, giving the body a
bloated appearance ; and the dry {bcriberia
atrophia), in which there is a notable de-
ficiency of fluid in the vessels and in the
areolar tissues, and early atrojjhy of the
muscles.
Etymology.—The et^^nology of the word

Beriberi is obscure. Bher-hheri, a Hindi
word, signifies a sore, a swelling. Some
persons believe that it is derived from a
Cingalese word bcri, meaning weakness ; beri-

beri signifying great weakness.
Geographical Distribution. — Beriberi

prevails endcmically in Ceylon ; and in India,
on the Malabar Coast, and in the Northern
Circars, between lo'^ and 20° N. latitude,

extending inland from forty to sixty miles.
It is known in otlier parts of India, probably
occasionally all over the peninsula ; in Bur-
mah, and the I\Ialayan peninsula ; amongst
the crews of ships trading to ports in the
Persian Gulf, lied Sea, coast of .\frica. Bay
of Bengal, Singapore, China, Siam, and the
islands of the Indian Archipelago, and in the
Australian seas. On the West Coast and other
p;u-ts of Afi-ica beriberi also occurs, and is

known as the sleeping sickness. In Europe
jiernicious anamia resembles the same dis-

ease. Beriberi is also met with in South
America, and probably wherever certain con-
ditions of food, water, soil, climate, and mode
of life coexist.

JiTioLOGY.—All observations tend to show
that beriberi occurs where causes of debility

have for some time operated, especially in

the climates and localities previously men-
tioned, such as certain conditions of soil, air,

and water ; exposure to great alternations of
temperature, especially when accompanied
by wet, fatigue, mental and physical depres-
sion ; food deficient in quantity and quality
or variety ; previous exhausting diseases

;

malaria, and other undefined atmospheric
and telluric influences— all, in fact, that
tends to depress the vital energies, impoverish
the blood, and starve the nerve-centres. As
regards a specific origin of the disease.

Ogata and de Lacerda claim to have found
baciUi in the blood in five out of seven cases

of the disease, and to have cultivated them.
They are said to be similar to, but somewhat
smaller than those of, anthrax ; and inocula-

tion of mice, rats, and monkeys is said to
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have been followed by symptoms character-
istic of beriberi. It would be premature, in

the present state of the investigation, to

regard their causal relations as established.

The symptoms, it is said, seldom begin to

appear within ten months or a year after first

exposm-e to the exciting causes. Beriberi has
been ascribed by Eaiiking to disease of the
kidney, but there is no evidence to prove that
it is due to this cause, or indeed to structural

changes of any of the viscera. Morehead
refers it rather to a scorbutic origin, and in

some respects it does resemble scurvy ; it

may, probably, also, be a consequence of

the cachexia that so often results from long
residence in a malarious climate, especially

when that has been accompanied by exposure,

privation, and excessive exhaustion of the
vital powers. In such, the most complete
anaemia, with debility, may occiu* indepen-
dently of the existence of organic visceral

disease, though natiu"ally the symptoms will

be intensified where such disease is present.

An important contribution to our knowledge
of beriberi has recently (January 1890) been
made by Surgeon Thomas of the Indian
Medical Service. He says that, in a very
large number of cases he met with, the
proximate cause was the presence of anky-
lostoma duodenale in the intestinal canal,

and that the severity of the disease was
in proportion to the number of parasites

present. He refers to the discovery by
Ogata, of Tokio, of a specific bacterium, and
to the statement of Drs. Pekelharing and
Winlder of Utrecht, that the cause of beriberi

is a micrococcus, so tliat it is an infections

disease.

Anatomical Characters.—Serous fluid is

effused generally—in the areolar tissue, in

the lungs, brain, heart, and abdominal vis-

cera. The cavities are, like the tissues,

soaked with watery effusion. The tissues are

soft and degenerate. Muscular fibre is fatty,

especially that of the heart, which is often

enlarged and dilated. The kidneys are

enlarged, anfemic, and softened.

Pathology.—The discovery, by the late Dr.

T. Lewis, in India, of the embryo of a nema-
tode worm in the blood of persons suffering

from chyhuria {see Chyluria), lymphorrhoea,
and elephantiasis, of which diseases it appears

to be, to some extent, the cause, suggests

the mquiry whether a similar hematozoon
may not also be in some way concerned in

inducing beriberi. Fonsagrives and Leroy
de Mericourt describe beriberi as general

dropsy with a rapid com-se, weakness and
loss of sensibility in the lower limbs, but no
albuminuria. Dropsy commences as anasarca,

and extends to the serous cavities. Though
hepatic, splenic, or renal complications may
exist, and intensify the severity and hasten

the progress of the general symptoms, they
are not essential concomitants of the disease,

but appear to originate in a spanaemic state

of the blood, and to be kept up by its pro-
gressive imperfect elaboration. The resulting
partial starvation of the cerebro-spinal nerve-
centres, and the serous effasion into and
amongst them, sufhciently account for the
paralysis which, in severe cases, characterises
this disease.'

Symptoms.—Beriberi presents itself under
a chronic and an acute aspect, rarely, it is

said, occurring in either form until after

an exposure of some months to the exciting

causes. The general symptoms may be said

to be those of amcmia and anasarca. Oedema
pervades the limbs and body generally, ac-

companied with numbness, pain, heavuiess,

and loss of power, amountmg in some cases
to paralysis. Along with these S3fmptoms
there occur praecordial anxiety, dyspnoea,
irregularity and palpitation of the heart,

pain at the ensiform cartilage, anaemic mur-
murs, debility, and a small quick piUse,

which at the outset may be rather hard and
full, accompanied by dryness and heat of

skin. The appetite is at first not impaired

' Since tl;e present article was written,

certain very recent advances in neuro-patho-
logy have made it possible to speak more
decidedly on the relation of the nervous sys-

tem to beriberi. The elaborate researches of

Baelz and Scheube in Japan, and of Pekel-
liaring and Winkler in Java, go far to elu-

cidate this matter. In the light of these

researches it may be said that, whatever
the exciting and jiredisposing causes may be,

the brunt of the disease falls in the first in-

stance, and mainly, on the peripheral nerve-

fibres. In beriberi the peripheral nerves are

invariably foiind in a state of well-marked
degeneration ; and the farther from the cord

the more pronounced the degeneration. That
the neuritis is of a peripheral character is

proved by the absence of degenerative or

other changes in the brain, cord, and anterior

nerve-roots ; and also by the arrest, for the

most part, of the degenerative changes at the
intervertebral ganglia, which shows that the

degeneration is an ascending not a descend-

ing one. Pekelharing and Wmkler have also

shown that the electrical signs of nerve-de-

generation can be elicited in cases of impend-
ing beriberi during the premonitory stage.

Thus beriberi may be defined as a specific

endemo-epidemic, mnltixile peripheral neu-
ritis ; and classed with the neurites associated

with lead, alcohol, diphtheria, &c., which it

so closely resembles. In this way the patho
gnomonic combination of symptoms may re-

ceive a satisfactory explanation : implication

of the sjjinal nerves causes the paresis and
anaesthesia ; implication of the vaso-motor
nerves causes the (pdema; and involvement of

the vagus, the cardiac plexus, and the phrenic

accomits for the laryngeal symptoms, the

palpitations, and the breathlessness.

—

Editor.
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Later there is coldness of the extremities;

torpor of the bowels; scanty, hi<(h-colourccl

urine, of sp. gr. 1020 to 1040, but no albu-

minuria as a rule. Accordin^j to Ilorton

and others, excessive drowsiness and stupor

attend some stajjes of certain cases of the

disease; also pale, flabby tonj^ue, and blanched

mucous membranes ; occasionally hiemor-

rhage from the stomach and bowels ; with

petechial eruptions; an anxious look; a puffj-,

swollen, and sometimes livid face ; and a

peculiar tottering gait. Death results rapidly

in some of the acuto cases, with symptoms
of effusion into the thoracic and abdominal
cavities, or withui the skull, by exhaustion,

syncope, or the fornuvtion of coagula, either

in tlie systemic or in the pulmonics circula-

tion. Beriberi freipiontly assumes a slight and
modified form, indicated by aniemia, numb-
ness, and a certain amount of pain in the limbs

;

an anxious expression ; disordered bowels

;

scanty urine ; cold skin ; a low, feeble, and
irregular pulse; pnecordial pain or uneasi-

ness, with palpitation; nervous depression;

an unsteady, almost tottering gait; and a puffy

face and neck. Dr. Paul says :
' I have met

with a numerous class of cases that are not
so serious (as the acute) or so often fatal,

where the chief symptom complamed of was
burning of the feet.' Malcolmson describes

this remarkable condition in connexion with
beriberi, to which, he says, it is allied— it is

found to aftect the soles of the feet and
calves of the legs, the back, and occasionally

the muscles of the legs. It occurs in recent
and slight examples of beriberi, and was
originally observed in the troops after the first

Burmese war—sometimes in men who had
not had beriberi. On the whole, Malcolmsou
thinks it is neither rheumatisua nor beriberi,

and may accompany or follow other diseases,

as an indication of nervous debility.

In the acute forms of beriberi the symp-
toms are very severe and often rapid ; and
the mortality would indicate it to be second
only to cholera in fatality. The chief symp-
toms are :—Rapid general aniemia and dropsy
of the cavities ; scanty, almost suppressed
m-ine ; constipation ; weak, irregular pulse

;

hitense pnucordial pain ; hurried, irregular,

and i>ainful breathing; occasional vomiting
—sometimes of blood ; swelling of the limbs,
with mimbness, pain, and paralysis, accom-
panied by a feeble, tottering gait"; and all the
symptoms of pleuritic and pericardial effu-

sion ; failing heart ; and death either fi-om
syncope, or perhaps almost suddenly from
embolism—in the most acute cases within
a few days. In this acute form the affection
is very fatal, but in the milder and more
chronic form recovery is frecjuent. Acute
symptoms often supervene in those who have
suffered from the milder disease, or in those
who are exhausted and anaemic from other
causes.

Thomas prefers, to the usual classification

11

of beriberi into the wet, dry, and the mixed,
the following: acute, nub-acute, and chronic.

The symptoms of the acute form are py-
rexia, rapid anffimia, and anasarca ; dyspnoea;
dulness on percussion ; cough and expectora-

tion ; scanty urine ; effusion into cavities,

pleural and pericardial
;
peripheral paralysis

well-marked, and great nervous depression.

The sub-acute form is characterised by
epigastric pain, loss of power in lower ex-

tremities, wasting of muscles, loss of irri-

tability, loss of patellar tendon reflex ; the

face is puffy and swollen ; the lower limbs
are oedematous ; there is tremor of lips and
hands; decubitus on back and right side;

dyspnoea, vomiting, and jaundice are present;

h:Bmic murmurs are he<ud over the heart

;

the apex-beat is indistinct, without signs of

hypertrophy or dilatation. Mental debility

is marked.
In chronic beriberi there is no rise of tem-

perature ; the face is puffy, swollen, and
livid ; there is tenderness of the adductors of

the thigh and the gastrocnemius ; anaemia,

jialpitation, and anorexia; the pulse is quick
and small ; aortic munnm-s may be heard

;

eudema is present in the lower limbs with
induration, pain, and numbness. The gait is

tottering; the heart is dilated or hyper-
trophied.

Trkatment.—Attention to diet, suitable

clothing, and protection against vicissitudes

of temperature, wet, and cold, are the best

preventive measures against beriberi. Bad
hygiene and exhausting habits of life tend to

promote the development of the constitutional

condition in which the disease commences.
When beriberi is established, these precau-

tions are still necessary, and attention must
be paid to the symptoms as they occur.
Diuretics and diaphoretics relieve the oedema
and dropsical effusions. Tonics and stunu-
lants give vigour to the weakened muscular
fibre ; while ajjpropriate remedies and diet

may improve the condition of the blood.

Acetate of potassiunj, digitalis, and squill,

and occasionally calomel, are said to favour
the removal of the fluid. It is needless to say
that the physiological action of mercury is to

be avoided. Salines, hot-air baths, diapho-
retics, and tur]>entine may at various stages

be found useful. The object being to remove
the fluid and strengthen the muscular fibre,

quinine, iron, and other tonics are an im-
portant element in the treatment. No reme-
dies, however, will be of much avail unless

the patient be placed in favom-able hygienic
conditions. Malcolmson speaks highly of two
remedies

—

triak farook, and uleuin nigrum,
which are considered to be very effective in

the treatment of the disease, especially in

relieving the dyspnoea and (edema, which
pi-oved very fatal until these drugs were in-

troduced. The composition of the treak is

apparently generally unknown—it seems to

be diuretic and stimulating, and probably
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not aperient unless combined with rhubarb,
in doses of four to fifteen grains. The oleum
nigrum is a stimulant and diaphoretic, given
thrice daily, and has been found by Indian
physicians to be very beneficial in some cases

of beriberi. Sir William Aitken says tha.t

turpentine is a useful remedy. Ergotin, iron,

and belladonna with zinc in the form of a pill,

accompanied with sea-bathing, were useful in

this disease as seen at Bahia. Nux vomica
has often been found serviceable in the later

stages of certain cases, as might be expected

;

and opium may be needed to allay pain and
irritability. Hepatic and splenic complica-
tions need their ajjpropriate remedies. Ob-
viously the chief indications are to regulate

the functions of the abdominal viscera; to

promote removal of the cedema ; to increase

the action of the skin ; and to give tone and
vigour to the muscular fibre. By such mea-
sures can we alone hoiie to deal successfully

with this profound form of cachexia.

Thomas believes that the first indication

of treatment is the expulsion of the parasites,

for which jjurpose he recommends frequently

repeated small doses of calomel, with the

administration of thymol to destroy the

entozoa ; the use of purgatives, also, such as

jalap, elaterium ; subsequently tonics—uon,
quinine, and strychnine. For mternal effu-

sion of serum paracentesis may be performed.

In some cases pericardial effusion has been
beneficially treated by removal of the fluid by
puncture with a small trocar and cannula.

Change of climate is of great importance,
as well as careful attention to diet and other

measures for maintaining or restoring the

general health. Joseph Fayker.

BETHESDA SPRINGS, in Wauke-
sha County, Wisconsin, U.S.A.—Calca-

reous waters. Se? Mineral Waters.

BEX, in Switzerland.—Strong mu-
riated salme waters, with some iodide and
bromide of magnesium. See Mineral
Waters.

BIARRITZ, in France, on the Bay of

Biscay.—A fashionable seaside resort. The
climate is considered to be bracing. See
Climate, Treatment of Disease by.

BILE, Disorders of.— Disorders of
the bile held a large place in the medicine of
antiquity, with the excej^tion of the theories

of Van Helmout and Paracelsus ; the latter

looking upon the bile as the balsam of life,

and therefore incapable of begettmg disease
;

the former regarding it as a mere excre-

mentitious fluid, and therefore equally incap-

able of begettmg disease. Disorders of the
bile have, nevertheless, held their own quite

into our time. It is common enough to

hear persons speak of a ' bilious attack,' or
' being troubled with the bile,' exj^ressions the

survivals of the hiunoral pathology. The
liver was formerly credited with most of the
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dyspeptic disorders of the stomach. But, as
Sir Thomas Watson says, it is an organ often
blamed most gratuitouslj' and unjustly, but
no educated or scientific physician would now
thuik of attributing a gastric catarrli, or con-
stipation, to an ' attack of the bile,' or to a
' sluggish liver.'

'

Physicians have arranged disorders affect-

ing the bile under tlu'ee heads— (1) diminished
secretion of bile

; (2) increased secretion of
bile ; and (3) secretion of morbid or altered

bile. This division may very well be
accepted as a convenient basis for the

fiurther discussion of biliary disorders, but it

is nothing more than an hypothesis. It is

likely enough that the bile, m certain

diseases, changes its character as regards
both its amount and constituent parts ; but
it caimot be denied that the means by which
phj'sicians are able to ascertain these

changes can scarcely be said to exist in

ordinary cases. A common saying is that

the patient must be making plenty of bile

because the stools are high in colour. No
reasoning can be more fallacious. The colour

of the stools may be high if the faices be
quickly swept through the intestinal canal,

because there has been no time for the bile-

pigment to be absorbed into the blood. Or
the fieces may be pale if they lie long in the

bowel and the colourmg matter is absorbed.

So that the colour of the stools is no sirre sign

of the poverty or abmidance of the secretion

of bile. In cases of pale-coloured faeces pur-

gatives often do good, not because they have
any special tendency to increase the flow of

bile, but because they hurry the faces out of

the intestine, and thus give no time for the

absorjjtion of the bile, which, if it lay long

in the bowel, would be absorbed, carried to

the liver, and again excreted into the gall-

ducts—the vicious circle of Schiff.

Nor is the analysis of the bile foimd after

death in the gall-bladder of much value.

Frerichs aimounced the presence of albumen
in the bile in cases of congestion of the

liver ; bxit it is now generally thought that

this appearance is due solely to a post-

mortem transudation. Ritter also has
described a colourless bile in which all the

constituents of bile are present except the

pigments. Most of his analyses were made
on bile taken from the gall-bladder after

death ; but if the cystic duct be obstructed

for any tune, it is well known that the bile

contained in the gall-bladder may become
colom-less without any real secretion of

colourless bile havmg taken place in the first

instance. It is impossible to be certain that

the changes, which are found in the bile

taken from the gall-bladder after death, have
taken jilace during life.

The only source of what may be called

knowledge of the disorders of the bOe is

1 The opinion of this eminent physician is never-

theless open to question.

—

Editor.
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observation of men or animals in whom
biliiiry tistulie have been formed either by
disease or by art. Unfortimately, the

majority of such observations have been
physiological or pharmacological ; and but

few are recorded of the changes which
the bile undergoes in disease. Altogether

contradictor^' experhueuts are recorded of

tlie intiuence of the nerves and of the

diabetic puncture of the fourth ventricle

upon the secretion of bile. It is an
admirable field for further research, but it

will be seen that our present knowledge very

closely ajjproaches to complete ignorance.

It is disputed still whether the presence of

bile in the stomach puts an end to the process

of digestion. By many it is thought that the

bile-acids throw down the albumen of the food,

and with the albumen the pepsin. It is well

known that in some disorders there is an
inverted action of the duodenum, and bile is

poured into the stomach, as in long-continued

vomiting, for mstance ; thus the dispute has a

practical bearing. The best treatment of this

state woiUd seem to be bj- saline purgatives.

Bile may also be taken up into the blood,

and when this occiu-s, jaundice results. See
Chol.kmia ; and Jaundice.

J. 'SVicKHAM Legg. Stephen Mackenzie.

BILHARZIA.—The name given (by

the late Dr. Col)l)old) to a genus of llukes,

discovered by Dr. 13ilharz, of Cairo. See
EXTOZOA.

BILIARY CALCULUS.—Sec Gall-
STONES.

BILIARY FISTULA. — There are

two kinds of biliary fistula :—one, in which
a communication exists between the gall-

bladder and the surface of the body ; the

other, in which there is a conuuunication
between the gall-bladder and other internal

organs. Neither kind is common, but the
first is less rare than the other.

In the first variety a tumour forms, some-
times in the place of the gall-bladder, at

otlier tunes near the umbilicus, in the linea

alba or to the left of this line, or in the
groin. The tumour, if opened spontaneously
or by the surgeon, discharges a quantity of

pus, bile, and gall-stones. If the cystic duct
be obliterated, no bile need escape. A
suppuration of the gall-bladder, caused by
the presence of gall-stones, is the common
cause of these fistulae. The prognosis is

good. The diagnosis, before the tumour
opens, is very ditficult. In a case which
came under the notice of one of the writers,

it was mistaken for an abscess of the liver.

In the second kind of biliary fistula, the
gall-bladder may communicate with the
duodenum or colon ; with an abscess of the
liver ; with the portal or other abdominal
vein, though it must be owned that cases of
this kmd seem somewhat dubious ; or with
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the urinary bladder, or at least with some
part of the urinary tract. Gall-stones are

in nearly every case the cause of the

fistulous opening.

J. WicKUAM Lego. Stephen Mackenzie.

BILIER, in Bohemia.—Cold acidu-

lated alkaline waters. Sec Mineral Wateus.

BILIOUS.—This term is used with
nnich vagueness, and in popular language is

often employed very incorrectly, though the

general notion is to associate it with condi-

tions in which an excessive formation of bile

is supposed to occur. The chief uses of the

word are as follows :—In the first place it is

employed to designate a peculiar tempera-
ment—the bilious temjjcrameyit. Again,

individuals are often said to be bilious when
they present a sallow or more or less yel-

lowish tint of skin, but especially if they are

distinctly jaundiced. Bilious vomiting and
diarrha'a signify respectivelj' the discharge

of a quantity of bile, mixed with vomited
matters or with loose stools. Certain

febrile diseases, attended with yellowness of

the skin, are sometimes designated bilious

fevers ; and under like circimistances pneu-
monia has been described as bilious 2'neu-

monia. Lastly, one of the most frequent

apjilications of the term is to certain so-

called bilious attacks or bilious7iess, which,
however, are commonly merely attacks of

acute dyspepsia or of migraine. The most
prominent symptoms of a supposed biliovs

attack are anorexia, furred ton<^ie, a bitter

ic^ste, sickness, constipation, and headache,
with a feeling of marked depression and
general malaise. Such attacks are most
effectually prevented by careful regulation of

diet, and the avoidance of exposm-e to cold,

fatifnie, and imdue mental exertion or

anxiety ; when they come on, abstmence from
food is desirable, with rest in the recumbent
postiu'e, and perfect quiet. Cholagogue ape-

rients and saline effervescents may be gi^en,

alcoholic stimulants being avoided as far as

possible. Frederick T. Egberts.

BIRTH PALSIES.— .See Paralysis.

BITTER ALMONDS, Poisoning
by.

—

Sec Prussio Acid, Poisoning bj-.

BLACK VOMIT. —Vomited matters
may be more or less black in different

diseases, but the peculiar black vomit is that

which occurs in yellow fever (see Yellow
Fever). The rejected matters are acid in

reaction, and a sediment is deposited of co-

agulated albiuuen and disintegrated blood-

corpuscles. Annnonia is also present. The
black colour of the vomit has been attributed

by some writers to altered bUe, but tliere can
be no doubt that it is due to its admixture
with blood which has undergone certain

changes.
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BLADDEK, Diseases of.—Synon.: Fr.
Maladies de la Vessie; Ger. Blaserihranh-
heiten.

The bladder may be the seat of the

following ruorbid conditions : — Inflamma-
tion, acute or chronic ; Abscess ; Neiu'algia

;

Atrophy or Hypertrophy ; Mechanical Dis-

tension, with chronic engorgement and re-

tention of m'ine, commonlj*, but erroneously,

termed ' Paraljsis '

; Sacculation ; Displace-

ments, such as hernia in the male, or, very
rarely, inversion and jirotrusion in the female

;

Tumours or Growths of various kinds, from
simple Mucous Polypi to Epithelioma, Sar-

coma, and Carcinoma ; Tubercular Disease ;

Ulceration, either simple or malignant ; and
Vesico-vaginal or Vesico-intestinal Fistula.

The bladder may also be the subject of true

paralysis, partial or complete, as the residt

of injury to the brain or spinal cord, or

following disease of those organs.

Only a brief statement respecting the most
important ofthis class ofaffections need be pre-

sented here, in order to faciUtate an acqxiain-

tance with their diagnosis, since the treat-

ment of almost all of tliem belongs to the

province of the surgeon, and so far only as it

consists of medicinal remedies will the sub-

ject be considered.

1. Acute Inflammation—Acute Cys-
titis.— The mucous lining of the bladder is

the part affected by inflammation ; and al-

though, after long and severe attacks, some
morbid action occurs by extension to the

muscular coat, or even to the peritoneal

covering, these structures are very rarely

affected. An acute inflammation of a very

severe kind occurs from injuries ; from the

presence of instnmients, foreign bodies, or

calculi ; and from unrelieved retention of

urine. A less severe, somewhat evanescent,

but very painful foi'm of cystitis arises from
irritants taken internally, as cantharides. A
still less severe but often troublesome form
originates by extension from gonorrha-a.

In the first class of cases there are not only

severe local symptoms referable to the

bladder, but the general system may be
gravely affected.

In the second class, of which cantharides-

poisoning is the type, the phenomena of very

frequent, painful, and spasmodic attempts to

eject small quantities of urine, which is often

bloody, occur within a very short time after

absorption of the poison. A common blister

is said to produce the affection in some per-

sons. In two cases—the only two the writer

has seen—it has followed the application of a

blister to a surface already jiartially denuded
of the scarf skin. In one of these a blister

was applied to a knee which had been fre-

quently painted with tincture of iodine, and
was still slightly sore. In three hours after

the application the patient was attacked with

exceedingly painful efforts to micturate, which
were at times intense. The attack lasted six

hours, gradually diminishing in force, and
leaving no iU-effects behind. In less than
twenty-foiur houi's no trace of the symptoms
remained.

In tlie third form of cystitis, which is the
most common, and of which that arising by
extension from gonorrhoea may be taken as
the tyjie, the usual symptoms are undue fre-

quency of micturition ; a necessity to perform
the act immediately the want has declared
itself, a condition conveniently expressed by
the single word ' urgency

'
; a desire to pass

more, accompanied by pain, when all the
m'ine has been voided ; and some dull aching
over the pubes ; together with a general febrile

state of the system, often very slight, but cor-

resi^onding for the most part with the degree
of local inflammation. The urine itself

is cloudy, and deposits some light mucus on
standing, but it is not otherwise apparently
altered. Under the microscope abundance
of epithelium is visible, as well as some pus-

cells ; and if the affection is severe, a few blood-
corpuscles are also present. It may be re-

marked here that the presence of a few pus-
cells in the urine—a fact to which so many
practitioners attribute considerableimportance
—by no means necessarily deserves to be so

regarded. The very slightest attack either

of this or of the preceding form of cystitis is

certain to be attended by the formation ofsome
quantity, however small, of fully-developed
pus-cells.

Very rarely a false memhrane may be pro-

duced on the surface of the mucous membrane
of the bladder, and may be thrown off almost
entire, leading to the belief that the inner
coat has itself been removed or, as it has been
termed, separated by ' exfoliation.' In women
this membrane has been xoideAper uretliram
in a condition for examination; in men this

cannot occur, because the urethra is too small
to admit of it. Now and then examples of

the former have been shown at the Patho-
logical Society of London ; and one of the

latter, discovered on operation, may be seen
in the museum of the Eoyal College of Sur-
geons, London. See Casts.

Treatment.—In the first form of cystitis,

the removal of the exciting cause, if possible,

is tlie chief indication.

The treatment of the second form should
consist of very hot bidets or hip-baths, the

former being sometimes preferable as capable

of being used at higher temperatures than
the latter ; together with large doses of the

tinctm-e of henbane, say a drachm, with 10 or

15 drops of liquor opii (Bat.) every foirr hours
while pain is severe ; 20 minims of liquor

potassas may be given either simultaneously

or alternately, in water or in any bland diluent.

The treatment of a well-marked case of the

third class consists in absolute rest in the re-

cumbent posture, roild diet, abstinence from
all alcoholic stimulants, gentle laxative action

of the bowels, and the administration of small
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doses of nlkali. Tlie WTiter prefers liquor

potassiB, freiiuentl}' rei)cated, to all others
;

and this may be comliineil with henbane, or,

if micturition is very frequent and painful,

with opium or morphine, or with belladonna in

small doses. Hot hip-baths or bidets, followed

by hot linseed-meal poultices or fomentations,

fjivo great relief. The patient may drink

freely of decoction of triticum repens, linseed-

tea, barley-water, or similar demulcents.

Kelief rapidly follows, but care is requisite to

avoid relapse, whicli easily occurs if exercise

be taken too soon, if injections for the gonor-

rlitea be resumed too readily, or if alcoholic

stinnilants be indulged in.

2. Chronic Inflammation -Chronic
Cystitis.— Chronic inflammation of the

bladder is separated fi"om the acute form by
very distinct characters. It is mostly the

re^ult of retained urine from stricture or en-

laiged prostate; but it niay arise from the

piesenco of calculi, or of growths in the

bla.lder; from over-distension, or atony of

its coats ; from paralysis after injurj- or disease

affecting a nervous centre ; from disease of

neighbouring organs ; and sometimes from
altered urine : it is also met with in certain

affections of the kidney. Sometunes this

condition is marked by the presence of a

large quantity of viscous mucus, often called
' catarrh

'
; but more commonlj- this sj-mptom

is absent, and the urine contains merely
ordinary mucus or muco-pus, rendering the

secretion more or less cloudy and opaque.
Perhaps there are some cases in which the
iiitlammation is mainly due to the existence

of gout.

Symptoms. — The symptoms of chronic
cystitis are increased frequency of micturi-

tion and pain, but the latter is by no means
necessarily present. The urine is always
cloudy, and contains some pus-cells. There
is often, but not always, some supra-pubic
imcasiness. The general health does not
suffer unless the affection is jirolonged or
severe. If important causes, as the presence
of stricture, calculus, &c., occasion the chronic
cystitis, their specific symptoms will pre-

dominate. It is not common to find chronic
cystitis as an idiopathic disease, although
undoubtedly it occasionally is so ; so that
the writer has always regarded it as a iiseful

maxim, ' When chronic cystitis is declared
to be idiopathic, we may be sure that we
have only not j'et discovered the real cause.'

As a general rule we may suspect that there
is inability to empty the bladder, or calculus,

stricture, or organic disease of some kind in
some part of the urinary tract, when the
group of symptoms are present which we
denote by the term ' chronic cystitis.' Ee-
specting the well-known glairy mucus, which
is deposited so abundantly from the iirine

in some cases, in elderly -people almost in-

variably, it should be said that it appears
only in those whose urine is abnormally re-

tained, tlirough atony of the vesical walls,

or in consequence of enlarged prostate, or as
the result of sacculation of the bladder, and
that medicine has little or no effect upon it.

Tre.\tment. — The regular and habitual
use of the catheter, and perhai)s also injec-

tions into the bladder, form the essential

mechanical treatment of chronic cystitis in
the cases just mentioned. In the few cases
in which chronic cystitis is present and no
organic cause, such as those named above,
can be discovered—and also as adjuncts to

mechanical treatment when those causes
do exist —certain medicinal agents are un-
doubtedly useful : these ai-e buchu, triticum
repens, uva ursi, alchemilla arvensis, pareira,

and the alkalis—potash and soda. Buchu
is more useful in subacute and recent chronic
cystitis than in cases aheady of long dura-
tion. The patient should take not less than
ten ounces of the infusion daily. After this,

in similar cases, the decoction of triticum
repens (made by boiling two to four ounces
of the prepared underground stem in water to

make a pint and a-half of decoction, of which
six ounces are taken three or four times
in the twenty-fom* hours) is highly useful.

For more clironic cases, where the urine
is alkaline and deposits much mucus, and
perhaps the triple phosphates also, alchemilla,

uva ursi, and pareira may be very valu-

able. The alchemilla is administered in

infusion, one ounce of the herb in one pmt of

boiling water, of which the dose is four to six

oimees three times daily ; the others to be
made according to the directions of the

Pharmacopoeia, but taken in quantities at

least two or tlu'ee times as great as those there
suggested. These may be taken alone or com-
bined with potash, which in moderate quan-
tities diminishes the natural acidity of the
m'ine before it enters the bladder ; the mucous
membrane of which, although accustomed to

that condition in health, is perhaps some-
times, when inflamed, irritated hy urine of

even the- ordinary acidity. Whether this be
so or not, there is no doubt that alkalis do
frequently tranquillise an Writable bladder.

Thej' ai-e often given in the form of Yichy
water, Vals water, or that of Evian—all strong
solutions of soda ; but on many grounds the

salts of potash are preferable. On the other
hand, the mineral acids have been largely

administered in cases where the urine is

alkaline ; although there is no reason to

believe that the acid has any direct action

through the kidneys, or that it is eliminated

by those organs. Alkalinity of the urine in

chronic cystitis is almost always due -to in-

ability of the bladder to empty itself, and the

remedy wanted is not medicine but a cathe-

ter, at all events to ascertain whether this be
the cause or not. A very small tpiantity of

m-ine retained in the bladder, saj' one or two
ounces, after every act of micturition, suflices

in Bome cases to niaii.tain an alkaUne and
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otherwise unhealthy state of the secretion

;

while it is equally true that some patients

may habitually, and during long periods of

time do, fail to empty the bbidder, always
leaving behind from half a pint to a pint,

without the urine losing its acidity. Of course

other signs, and notably gi'eat frequency of

micturition, are present when such is the

case.

3. Neuralgia.—It is impossible to deny
that the bladder may be subject, like other

parts of the body, to symptoms which are

described as neuralgia, although the occur-

rence is an extremely rare one. All the

writer can say is, that he has occasionally

met with cases in which he has not been
able to account, by the existence of any lesion,

for pain and frequency in micturition, or for

difficulty in performing that act, and where
these symptoms have been more or less

periodic in their appearance. In such in-

stances he has given quinine, and has oc-

casionally found great relief to follow a few
doses; more frequently this has not been the

case. But now and then the value of the

drug has been so marked as to corroborate a

belief in the existence of vesical neuralgia.

It must be repeated, however, that examples
of such phenomena are extremely rare. The
writer has also employed arsenic on the

same ground. It is invariably necessary to

investigate the general health, as Avell as the

habits and diet of the patient. This, perhaps,

may be the place for stating that in all

chronic and slight deviations from natural

and healthy function in the urinary organs,

it is essentially necessary to inquire into the

state of the digestive organs, and, if possible,

to correct by diet, and by medicine when ne-

cessary, any imperfect action on their part.

Constipation alone, when habitual, may pro-

duce considerable irritability of the bladder,

a slight affection of the organ already exist-

ing; so also may the unnecessary use of pur-

gatives. A gentle, easj', and daily action of

the bowels, a healthy condition of the primary
digestion, the absence of flatulence and dis-

tension after food, should be ensured as far

as possible in all patients complaining of

frequent, difficult, or uneasy micturition ; and
many such may be completely cured of so-

called urinary affections by strict attention

to these matters. The writer's strong con-

victions relative to this fact, grounded on in-

numerable experiences of its value as an aid

in practice, led him, upwards of twenty years

ago, to ascertain the great value, for such
patients, of the natural aperient waters of

Germany and Hungary, now so extensively

used ; and he now more than ever insists on
the use of a mild and laxative regimen and
careful diet in their management.

4. Where obstruction to the outflow of

urine exists (stricture of the urethra, most
forms of enlarged prostate, other tumours,

&c.), the muscular walls of the bladder be-

come the seat of Hypertrophy, which is a
condition of compensation, therefore, and not
of disease in or by itself. But such changes
in the interlacing muscular fibres existing.

Sacculation readily occurs, by protrusion
of the lining membrane between the bands
so produced. On the other hand, most com-
monly when the prostate is much enlarged,
the bladder becomes gradually distended, its

coats become expanded, thinned, and weak-
ened, and a certain degree ofAtrophy takes
place. The i^ower of the organ to expel urine
is lost or dimmished ; and micturition being
a function of a simply mechanical natme, the
circumstances of the case demand only a
mechanical remedy, viz. the catheter. No
medicine can restore power and exercise of
function imder these circmnstances. But
atrophy and loss of jjower may occur from
complete or partial loss of nervous influence

over the bladder, as in those who are the
subjects of paralytic states commencing in

the spinal cord or brain. When the paralytic

state follows an accident causing injury to a
nervous centre, the nature of the case is

obvious enough. But sometimes the onset
and progress of chronic disease in these organs
are very slow and insidious ; the urinary
troubles, as manifested bj' slowness or diffi-

culty in passing urine, or by urine clouded
through inability of the bladder to empty it-

self, may be the earliest signs of the nervous
lesion. On the other hand, impaired gait,

and other evidences of central mischief, may
be (and mostly are) earlier phenomena, the
derangement in the urinary function ajjpear-

ing at a later stage. For such patients, the
habitual use of the catheter is often necessary
(always of course when unable to empty the

bladder by the natural efforts) ; while such
constitutional treatment as is indicated by
the cerebral or cerebro-spinal lesion present

will comjirehend that which the bladder de-

mands. It is therefore unnecessary to allude

fui'ther to that subject in this article. The
same remark also applies to those few ex-

amples of Tubercular disease of the
urinary organs, which is always a local ex-

jiression of a general constitutional state suffi-

ciently considered under its proper head in

this work. All other treatment of this malady
is local and surgical.

5. Tumours.—Tumours of the bladder

have received much attention during the last

few years, and the classitication here offered

is founded to a great extent on the writer's

own experience, which has been considerable.

Besides examining in consultation not a few
cases, as well as taking the supervision of

others in which, for varying reasons, no
surgical procedure was admissible, he has
operated for the removal of vesical tumour
on upwards of forty patients. From these,

from a study of the numerous preparations

in the London museums, and from the

growing experience of others, the foUowing
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varieties may be eniimprated and classified,

coimiu'iicing witli the most simple.

(1) Mucous I'olijpus.— Mucous polypus is

not to be cont'oimdud with prostatic out-

{jrowtlis of the same form, these being inad-

missilile in any scheme comprising vesical

tumom'S. It resembles polypus of the nasal

cavity, but is more compact and solid in

struciure. Hitherto this product has been
found in young children only.

(•2) I'apilloinolous Tuiiioum.-These appear
in two forms. The essential character of each
is tliat it eloselj- resendilcs the natural papilhe

occurring in certain parts of the digestive

canal ; the structure consisting of a promi-
nence of simple membrane supported by a

little connective tissue, but contaming a largo

arterial twig as a central axis, the outer sur-

face of the membrane being closely covered
by a layer of cylindrical epithelium, or less

commonly by an ovate or rounded variety.

Formerly these growths were termed ' villous,'

to which it was not unusual to add the word
'cancer,' altliougli the imj)Iied allegation was
entirely without warrant. When slender,

long, and floating in the bladder, a papillo-

matous growth is termed 'fimbriated'; when
more fibrous tissue is present and the growth
is more solid, ' fibro-papilloma ' appears
to be the more appropriate term. These
growths form very slowly at first, but when
developed give rise to repeated attacks of

hiemorrhage, which in time becomes con-

tinuous and copious, thus terminating life.

They arc the most commonly met with of

all vesical growths, and their symptoms have
been often mistaken for those of renal disease.

Microscopic examination of the urine will

sooner or later (especially if the bladder is

washed out with water and the debris scruti-

nised) detect specimens of the growth which
are quite characteristic. Moreover, on care-

ful incjuiry it niay be ascertained that the
bleeding is found occasionally, sometimes
frequently, to appear in a manner wliich can
rarely or never be met with in renal haemor-
rhages. The patient commences an act of

micturition with clear or almost bloodless

urine, and at the end of the act, bright florid

blood is mixed with the stream or apjiears

alone at the close. This fact determined, tlie

bleeding is without doubt vesical, and if little

pain is complained of, as a rule the bleeding
is certainly not due to a sarcomatous or carci-

nomatous growth, and is therefore probably a
sign of papilloma.

The writer knows no styptics that bene-
ficially affect hitmorrhage from this source,
although he has seen all the known remedies
abundantly tried. Preparations of iron, es-

pecially the perchloride, have the best claim
perhaps to be employed. Treatment by local

injections is apt to provoke rather than check
the flow of blood.

(3) Simple Mi/omatous Tumoxtrs.—These
are not common, and are not accompanied

by any characteristic signs of their presence.
Nothing further remains to be said of them
here in relation to diagnosis.

(4) Tumours made up of Fibrous Tissue.
This kind of vesical tumour consists chiefly

of fibrous tissue, more or less associated with
small nuclei interspersed ; sometimes the
nuclei are in large quantity, a fact which
leads to a graver estimate of their character.

Both these and the preceding kind of

tumour involve the deep structures of the
organ, and cannot be removed entirely by
operative procedures; on the other hand, the
simpler forms of papilloma, especially when
growing from a pedicle, may be completely
removed, and often do not return.

(5) Epithelioma..—The nature and charac-
ters of ei)ithelioma of the bladder are the

same as those of tliis growth in other parts

of the body. This and the two following will

be considered together.

(G) Scirrhus.— ' Cancer,' properly so called,

not occuiring until after the middle term of

life has been reached, is occasionally met
! with in the bladder.

(7) Round- and Sp)indlc-celled Sarcomata.
' These were formerly known as ' encepha-
loid ' disease. They are most commonly met
with in children ; although occasionally in

the adult also.

I
Diagnosis.— The diagnosis of malignant

disease of the bladder is not diflicult. Exa-
mination of the rectum furnishes valuable

' information. Scirrhous growth is very hard,

irregular in form, and thus unlike any simple
prostatic enlargement occurring in elderly

men. The sarcomata are full and rounded
in form, uaore elastic to the touch than ' pro-

static enlargement,' and far more rapid in

their rate of increase. Epithelioma, slow
and restricted in its gi-owth, may exist some
years before presenting a tumour sufliciently

dense to be recognised by palpation or soiuid-

ing. In malignant disease pain is soon a
more or less constant .symptom, and some
lutmorrhage is liable to appear, increasing

at a later date ; contrasting with ])apilloma,

which latter is rarely recognisaldc by the

rectum, commences with hiemorrhage. and
is rarely painful. The progi'ess of epitbelioma

is slow, and without anj-very distinctive cha-

racters. In all these three forms of recurring

growth, microscopic observation may cor-

roborate a diagnosis based on the symptoms,
but cannot by itself establish one.

Trkatmknt.— In relation to surgical treat-

ment of the malignant diseases of the bladder,

nothing can be said in behalf of operative

measures for their removal. It is always
impossible to extirjiate the disease, which
largely involves the organ itself, and rapidly

reappears after the attempt has been made,
although large masses may have been taken

away, and an apparently almost empty cavity

has been left as the result of the procedure.

The palliative treatment for all patients
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thus affected consists in the avoidance of

habits, occupations, and any amoimt of ex-

ercise found, bj' the experience of each indi-

vidual case, to produce serious increase of

haemorrhage. Tlie maintenance of the diges-

tive power, and liealthy activity of the func-

tions which support life, ai'e as far as possible

to be ensured. Lastly, all means should be

adopted, especiallj' towards the closing stage

of a case which is certainly destined to be

fatal, to alleviate suffering, which is usually

severe and prolonged, unless dealt with un-

tUnchingly, as it ought to be, in such painful

circumstances. Ample use should be made
of morphine, usually most effective by sub-

cutaneous injection, so that, although unable

in any way to check the progress of the

malady, we may at least mitigate the most
terrible accompaniment of its distressing and
inevitable course.

AVith almost all affections of the bladder,

simple or malignant, ulcerative or associated

with fistula, cystitis to some extent and in

some form co-exists. It is this which gives

rise to the presence of an imdue quantity of

mucus in the urine; it is often tlie source of

})us, sometimes of blood in small (piantity.

Thus, in all the above-mentii<iied diseases,

some degree of cystitis appears sooner or

later. Henry Thompson.

BLADDER-WORMS.—A general term
embracing various parasitic entozoa, having
the character of cysts or vesicles. See
Entozoa.

BLANKENBERGHE, in Belgium.
A sea-bathmg resort. See Climate, Treat-

ment of Disease by.

BLEB.—A large vesicle or bulla, contain-

ing, for the most part, a serous fluid, as in

pemphigus, erysipelas, or burns and scalds.

See Blistee.

BLENORRHCE3A, BLENORRHA-
GIA [,i\ivvu, phlegm ; and pta, I flow.

ffKfvva, phlegm; and pi'iywixi, I burst out).

—

These terms are most correctly used to

express excessive flow of mucus from any
mucous surface. By means of an aftix, the
locality or nature of the discharge is ex-

pressed : e.g. blcnorrhcea oculi, vasalis,

urethralis. More commonly, however, and
less accurately, blenorrhoea is employed as

synonymous with gonorrhoea in the male or

female.

BLEPHARITIS (3Xf'(/)apo.', an eyelid).—
Inflammation of the eyelids. See Eye and
its Appendages, Diseases of.

BLEPHAROSPASM {i3\€<f)npou, an
eyelid; and a-nda-fia, a spasm).—Spasmodic
movement or contraction of the eyelids.

See Eye and its Appendages, Diseases of.

BLINDNESS.—Loss of sight.

AiiAUROSis; and Vision, Disorders of.

See

BLOOD, ABSTRACTION OF

BLISTER.—Synon.: Bleb; Blain ; Fr.

Bulla; Bulle; Ger. Blase.

Definition.—A vesicle of the skin, caused
by the separation of the horny cuticle from
the rete inucosuin by the transudation of

serous lymph beneath the former.

jICtiology.—Blisters may be idiopathic, as

in pemphigus ; or symptomatic, as in ery-

sipelas. They are met with under the in-

fluence of any cause which depresses the

vitality of the integument, as in some forms
of prurigo, in chilblain, and in cai'buncle ; in

scalds and burns ; and as an effect of powerful
irritants, such as cantharides or the aniline

salts.

Description.—A blister ranges in size from
that of a pea to a turkey's egg ; it is more or

less convex according to the amomit of exu-

dation ; and conforms in colour with that

of its contents, being sometimes yellow or

amber-coloured and transparent, like sermn,
sometimes opalescent from the presence of

pus, and sometimes red or jiurple from ad-

mixture with blood. The fluid of a blister,

generally limpid and free, is sometimes held

in the meshes of a delicate network, resulting

from the stretching of the connecting cells

of the rete mucosum and horny epidermis.

This is peculiarly the case in blisters de-

veloped under the influence of acute inflam-

mation, and especially in dermatitis anilina.

Blisters may be disijersed, or aggregated, or

even single, as in pemphigus or pompholyx
solitarius.

Treatment.—Blisters when idiopathic are

essentially asthenic in their nature, and
caU for corroborant theraijeutical treatment.

Locally they should be punctured so as to

admit of the gradual escape of their contents,

and then dusted over with some absorbent
powder, such as oxide of zinc, fuU-er's earth,

or cinchona. Erasmus Wilson.

BLISTERING.-A therapeutic measure,
which consists m the artificial production of

blisters on the skin. See Counter-irrita-
tion.

BLOEMFONTEIN, in the Orange
Free State.

—

See Africa, South.

BLOOD, Abstraction of. — Synon. :

Bleeding ; Blood-letting ; Fr. La Saignee
;

Ger. Der Aderlaas.

Definition.—The withdrawal of blood
from the body, either (a) from the general

circulation, by arteriotomy or phlebotomy

;

or (6) locally, by leeches, scarifications, or

wet-cupping.
It is to the first two of these methods of

abstracting blood that the term ' bleeding,'

or ' blood-letting,' has by common usage been
restricted.

The topical abstraction of blood by means
of leeches, scarifications, and cupping, though
often valuable, is of secondary importance.
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The present article will, therefore, chiefly be
devoted to general blcidin//.

General Bleeding.— This art, practised

for centuries more or li'ss luiiversally, has of

late years in this country fallen into dis-

favour. Much discussion has been raised

as to the Kroim^ls for so great a diflference.

It has been attributed—(1) to the type of

disease having undergone a change
; (2) to

mere fashion or capiuce
;

(iJ) to a better

knowledge of the nature of disease, teaching

us that its processes were of a lowering or

depressing character, which were to be over-

come by the more gtMieral use of drugs
which control the circulation, as well as of

stimulants and support. It is probable that

several causes have contributed to the un-
doubted change which has taken place. The
year 1830 and subsequent years were marked
by the epidemic visitation of cholera and
of intiuenza. These diseases were charac-

terised by extreme depression.' If anti-

phlogistic measures were adopted, they
proved failures, and taught the physician
that blood-letting was not the universal

panacea it was supposed to be. By degrees
it ceased to be practised as it used to be.

A new generation which knew not the past

has sprung up ; and, as in all reactioiuiry

movements, the practice has become at length
as limited as it formerly was imiversal. It

is almost certain that in either extreme there

is an evil, and that we may have recourse in

certain cases to abstraction of blood with
some degi'ee of that success which formerly
led to its extensive use, if not its abuse. It

will be well to consider the subject at some
little length, and under the following heads :

—

1. The elTects of moderate losses of blood
on the healtlij- economy.

2. The value of bleeding as a remedy in

disease, together with the indications for its

employment in various att'ections.

3. The method of performing the operations
of opening an artery -arteriotomy ; and open-
ing a vein—phlebotomy.

1. Effects.—We have first, then, to con-
sider the effects of moderate losses of blood
upon the healthy economy. Upon this point
we have abund;int evidence, for the custom
of regularly bleeding healthy people had
reached such a point during the earlier part
of this century, that in country districts it

became a habit for adults to be bled as
regularly as they went to market. No better
testimony regarding the eflects of this prac-
tice could be adduced than that of Sir James
Paget, who, when referring to these custo-
mary venesections, says :

' 1 can regard those
as a series of venesections fairly performed
for the determination of what is the influence

' Tliis state of dopression was especially remark-
able durinj; the influenza epidemic of 1800, even in
cases in which the ordinary Symptoms of the disease
were not severe; so too was the persistency of its

effects.

—

Editor.

of the removal of blood up to the point of
syncope upon a comparatively healtliy person.
I think I can say surel3that not one of these
persons suffered harm.' To this might be
added other and abundant testimony to the
harmlessness of moderate venesection on the
healthy economy.

2. Indications and Uses.—Concluding,
then, that the abstraction of a limited quan-
tity of blood has no deleterious effect upon
the healthy organism, we wiU next describe

the general indications for the use of bleed-

ing in disease, and briefly refer to the various
affections in which it may most suitably be
employed.

liroiuUy stated, it may be said that bleed-

ing is indicated when there is evidence of

marked over-distension either of the arterial

or of the venous system. In either case the
result will be cardiac distension—in the for-

mer case of the left, and in the latter of the
right chambers of the heart. In such condi-

tions general bleeding restores the lost equi-

librium of the vascular system, and relieves

the heart and the other parts concerned in

the circulation of the blood.

The arterial system may be in a state of

augmented tension fi-om two causes : (1)

contraction of the arteries (the smaller
vessels) themselves, with a diminished
amount of blood in tlie arterial system ; and
(2) engorgement or distension of the arteries

from spasm of the arterioles : both may be
regarded as vaso-constrictive neuroses. In
the first case there may be engorgement of

the venous system and embarrassnjent of the

right heart, calling for abstraction of blood by
venesection ; or visceral fluxion, the skin being
pale : in the second case, relative emptiness of

the veins with overfulness of the larger arteries,

calling for blood-letting by artcriotomij.

In the former condition there would be,

in bedside language, a small hard or wiry
pulse, and in the latter a full and hard or

bounding pulse. . In the former the surface

of the body may present one of the two fol-

lowing conditions : either the skin is injected

and perhaps dusky, and this appears to be

the case ordinarily ; or it is pale and cool,

the blood having receded inwards, chiefly

to the abdominal viscera. The second con-

dition obtains and is well seen in cases of

uricmic asthma, when the arterial system is

turgid almost to bursting, while the veins

are comparatively empty. ' Hardness ' of

the pulse is usually said to be an indication

for bleeding, and in certain associations it is

so ; but it is necessary to discriminate care-

fidly between the ' hardness' due to ' tension '

of the sound artery arising fi-om {a) exces-

sive contraction (the small, hard, v.iry pulse),

and {h) overfulness (the full, bounding pulse)

on the one hand ; and that due to arterial

degeneration with more or less hard deposit

in the walls of the vessels, on the other. In

doubtful cases inquiry should be made into
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the state of the brachial artery at the bend
of the elbow. This can readily be done by
flexing the limb, when, if calcareous dege-
neration have taken place, the vessel will be
thrown into serpentine folds, visible, except
in fat people, to the eye, and cord-like and
rigid to the touch. The temporal artery is a
less safe guide, but neither it nor an arcus
senilis should be overlooked in this connexion.
A visible and tortuous pulse in a young per-

son may indicate aortic regiu'gitant disease:

the age of the patient must therefore be
taken into consideration.

Dilatation of the arterioles would permit of

the rapid passage of arterial blood into the
veins : under such circumstances, therefore,

we should expect the blood issuing from a cut

vein to present a more florid appearance than
under ordinary conditions. Bleeding here
should be undertaken with considerable

circmnsjiection, and not be pushed very far,

for collapse out of proportion to the amount
of blood abstracted might ensue. On the
other hand, when there is spasm of the
arterioles, and the abstraction of blood is

deemed advisable, it would be well to resort

to arteriotomy rather than venesection. The
best guide here would be the sphygmograph,
biit, as this instrument may not be always
available, the fuU, hard, bounding pulse must
be relied on when found in association with
corroborative symptoms.
Whatever leads to over-engorgement of

either side of the heart maj' render bleeding
necessary. If the left side of the heart be
over-full arteriotomy is indicated ; if the right,

venesection. The object of the withdrawal
of blood from the general circulation is the
direct relief of the overburdened heart.

Whether the right or left chambers be
taxed, the immediate effect is the same ; they
are over-distended, and cannot exercise full

power upon their contents. It is with the
embarrassed heart as with other hollow
muscular organs—the bladder and uterus.

Over-distension paralyses them by removing
the ' point d'appui ' essential for the initiation

of muscular contraction ; the energy may
be there, but it cannot be exercised. It is

obvious that the amount of blood which it is

necessary to withdraw, in order to free the
embarrassed organ, must vary considerably

in different cases; but it maybe safely laid

down as a rule that it need rarely exceed a
few ounces. Excess in this respect is the evil

which formerly existed.

On this subject we may refer to the

eminently practical remarks of the late Sir

Thomas Watson, who says :
' I hold it, then,

to be certain, that for some sjjecial morbid
conditions, which inflammation may or may
not accompany, general blood-letting, and
especially venesection, is a potent and life-

preserving remedy ; that there are many exi-

gencies for which it is not only safe to employ,
but unsafe and unpardonable to withhold it.'

He also gives the following judicious ad-

vice :

—

' Always it is necessary to consider the age,

the sex, the general temperament and con-
dition of the sick person, when we are turn-

ing over in our minds the expediency of

abstracting blood. The very young, the old,

the feeble, the cachectic, do not bear well the

loss of much blood. This consideration is

not to deter you from bleeding such persons
topically when they are attacked by dangerous
inflammation, but it especially enforces, in

regard to them, the golden rule that no more
blood should be abstracted than seems abso-

lutely requisite to control the disease.'

The following are some of the affections

in which blood-letting would seem to be
more or less indicated :

—

Pneumonia.—Blood-letting in pneumonia,
as in many other inflammations, is moso
useful in the early stages. It is indicated in

healthy patients suffering from uncomplicated
acute sthenic pneumonia, ifthey hajipen to be
seen early enough. It relieves pain, abates

fever, and if it does not arrest the disease, it

certainly appears to lessen its duration. It

may also be called for when there is severe

pain and evidence of cardiac embarrassment.
It did good, and will still do good, in cases of

pneumonia attended by embarrassment of

the circulation, and that in truth is the indica-

tion for bleeding in this disease.

Apoplexy.—The same may be said with
reference to cerebral apoplexy. The old

belief in the importance of ' letting blood ' in

cases of apoplexy was, if possible, stronger

than in cases of pneumonia. But here again

more accurate clinical and more extended
pathological knowledge has taught us to

look upon ' apoplexy ' very differently to our

forefathers. Recognising the escape of blood

from the bursting of a brittle artery as a

common cause of ' apoplectic fits,' we see the

futility of venesection when the ' stroke ' or
' fit ' is due to a lesion of this kind. Nor
will bleeding unstop an artery when it is

plugged by an embolus, or carry nutriment
to the region tlius bereft of vital fluid. On the

other hand we have learnt to recognise the

value of bleeding in another class of cases of

so-called ' apoplexy '—those which are unac-

companied by effusion of blood or lesion of the

nervous tissue, but depend on rapidly occur-

ring compression of the nervous centres fi'oni

sudden or imequal increase in the volume of

any portion of the cranial contents ; or in cer-

tain cases of eclampsia from the circulation

of blood poisoned by uneliminated urinary

excreta. In cases of this description, when
the right heart and venous system are

engorged, phlebotomy acts beneficially : the

stertor ceases, the purple face resumes its

natural hue, the clouded mtelligence becomes
clear, and the unpending danger is for the

time averted. This has not cured the patient,

however ; it has only ' obviated the tendency
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to death :

' it has saved the patient's life,

though he may ultimately die of the disease

which atllicts him. ^Vhere we meet with

evidence of cerebral congestion, accompanied
by fuhiess of the veins, a dusky coimtenance,

and a slow full pulse, bleeding may most use-

fully be resorted to. In a word, altliough

bleeding will not remove the etTused blood

in eases of cerebral hieniorrhage, it may some-
times be usefully employed to prevent further

escape, when the heart is acting too f'orciblj'

;

but it is altogether forbidden wlien tliat organ
. is enfeebled. Tiie pulse at both wrists should

be attentively examined before bleeding, in

cases of cerebral hiemorrhnge, for as a rule it

is larger on the paralysed than on the soxmd
side. See Hums, Hyporn-mia of.

Echanpsia.— Indiscriminate bleeding in

eclamptic seizures would be a gi-ievous error.

It would not relieve, but rather wovdd pro-

bablj- intensify, convulsions of reflex origin,

as in certain cases of puerperal convulsions.

On the other hand, cases of puerperal con-

vulsions accompanied by great tui'gesccnce

of the vascular system, whether venous (as

is commonly the case) or arterial, would be
immensely benefited bj" the withdrawal of

blood from the general current, either by
venesection or by arteriotomy, according to

the indication. This treatment may serve

10 stop the convulsions, and though that may
lie far from curing the disease, it may, never-

theless, be of the utmost value, for in the

(irst phice the fits themselves may kill by
their violence or freipient repetition ; whilst,

secondly, time maybe gained for the employ-
ment of other meastires calculated to relieve

the oppressed system, as, for example, purg-

ing by hj'dragogue cathartics, vapour baths,

cupping the loins, &c. This gain maj' be
immense ; for bleeding may a^•ert impending
dissolution. Moreover, permanent good may
ensue, inasmuch as bleeding reduces tem-
perature, and in the eclampsia of pregnancy
the temperature is usually high. In this it

contrasts with pure uroemic con^-nlsions, in

which there is lowering of temperature.
Venous Engorgement. —Engorgement of

the venous system arising from chronic dis-

ease, such as pulmonary emphysema or heart-

disease, does not call for bleeding, unless the
condition be acutely intensified by some
intercurrent mischief, such as acute bron-
chitis ; for, as the derangement is slowly
produced, the organs and strtictures involved
learn to accommodate themselves more or
less to the altered conditions. It is only
when vascular engorgement suddenly occurs
m ajiparently healthy subjects, or, as just
stated, there is acute intensification of a
chronic condition, that bleeding is required.
Thus, in cases where mediastinal tumours
impede the return of blood from the head
and upper portion of tlie body, the condition
is ordinarily of such comparatively slow pro-

duction, that bleeding is seldom urgently

called for ; and, moreover, it would bo of but
small service, for the obstruction is irreme-
diable.

The lividity of the face which accompanies
all fits should not be confounded with the
duskiness due to engorgement of the venous
system generally.

Urccmia.— In pure uraemia bleeding is nse-

fid; thekidneysbeingespeciallyindefault. For
venesection answers a double purpose, b}' not
only relieving the engorged right heart and
venous system, but by removing from the body
a certain amount of poisoned blood—blood
that is charged with urinary excreta. Doubt-
less, it does good in both ways, but the former
is, quoad the fits, the more important because
more immediate mode of its action. The
second effect, that of ridding the body of
damaged blood, is obviously available for us
when we ha^•e to deal with unemia, occur-

ring in the non-pregnant ; and when coma
is deepening, the heart labouring, and the
vascular system turgid, no remedy is so swift

and sure as the lancet.

Plethora.—Blood-letting may be ca'led for

in cases of general plethora, whether sthenic

or asthenic. In the former condition the
vascular system generallj- seems to be over-

full, though the excess is most marked in the
arterial system. Arteriotomy, however, is

seldom called for, though it might at first

sight seem indicated, since venesection usually

answers every purpose.
In asthenic plethora, on the other hand,

the venous system only is overfilled ; the

right side of the heart is distended and its ac-

tion is laboured. Here venesection is some-
!
times called for, but it should be carefully

' employed. It is seldom necessary to with-

draw more than from G to 10 ounces of blood,

and often a smaller (juantity will suffice.

Peritonitis.—The relief obtained by bleed-

ing in acute peritonitis rendered venesection

a famous remedy in this affection in former
tunes. And there can be no doubt about its

efficacy in relieving the pain of peritonitis, as

of inflammation of other serous membranes.
It may be used when the patient is young
and strong, and in that stage of the disease

which is accompanied by a small, hard, and
wirj- pulse— the jmlse of a contracted artery,

of augmented tension from contraction, not
from overfulness. It is worse than useless

in the later stages of the disease, when ady-
namia has set in. But valuable as bleeding

naay be in certain cases of peritonitis, it rarely

happens that it is admissible, for in the great

majority of cases inflammation of the peri-

toneum is secondary to other diseases, such as

tuberculosis or disease of the kidneys. Where
peritonitis arises after delivery it is commonly
of septicaemic origin, and it is seldom indeed

that bleeding is of any avail under such
conditions. So that, practically, bleeding is

not a remedy which we can often em]>lov in

peritonitis. A very high temperature cannot
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alone be held to be indicative of its use, for

it so happens that such pyrexia is, as a rule,

present onlj' in septicajmic cases. Some
cases of peritonitis, even fatal ones, run their

coiu'se without any marked elevation of

temperatiu'e : or indeed without showing any
definite symptoms. Probably venesection is

most serviceable in traumatic peritonitis, or

it may be, when the inflammation is local-

ised, though in that case leeches are more
suitable.

Pleurisy.—When pleurisy attacks a young
and robust patient, and is accompanied by
severe pain, great relief follows blood-letting.

The blood should be taken from a vein, and
pleno rivo. But when, as so often happens,
pleurisy is, like peritonitis, secondary to

damaged blood-conditions — e.g. Bright's

disease — bleeding is often inadmissible.

When, as in plem-o-pneumonic cases, pleurisy

complicates pneumonia, bleeding may pos-

sibly be called for, if there be gi-eat pain
and oppression of the chest ; but it should be
most circumspectly used. Local blood-letting

is much to be preferred if bleeding be thought
necessary ; for general bleeding is usually
incompatible with the strength of the patient.

Urcemic Asthma.— In the affection known
as uriEmic asthma, in which there is spasm
of the systemic arterioles, with intense tur-

gidity of the arterial system and engorgement
of the left heart, bleeding, in the form of
arteriotomy, ajipears to be clearly indicated,

though probably the use of nitrite of amyl or

of nitroglycerme may render it less necessary.
Simsniodic Bronchial Asthma. — Pure

asthma is doubtless often a nervous malady,
and bleeding is not a remedy which should
ordinarily be employed for its rehef. It is

only admissible when spasm of the pul-

monary vessels, or obstruction to the flow of

blood through them from bronchiole-spasm,
leads to rapid engorgement of the right heart
and venous system. This is the exact con-
verse of uraemic asthma ; but the effect in

both is impediment to the aeration of the
blood. Here the abstraction of a few ounces
of blood from a vein may give immense and
very promi:)t relief.

Emphysema.—Bleeding may be used in the
so-called ' asthmatic attacks ' to which em-
physematous people are chronically prone.
Here venesection may be imperatively de-

manded when an acute attack of bronchitis
has, by adding to the already difficult passage
of blood through the lungs, excited rapid en-

gorgement of the dilated heart and previously
turgid venous system.
Puerperal Diseases.—Formerly bleeding

was much employed in midwifery practice,

and especially in inflammatory affections

after delivery. We now recognise that for

the most part post-partum affections arise

from septic mischief, and are of an adynamic
type. It is but seldom that we are called

upon to bleed in these cases. Nevertheless,

now and again, venesection may be called

for.

Disorders of Menstruation.—Bleeding is

a most valuable remedy in certain menstrual
disorders, and especially in the plethora of

women at the change of life. Many women
suffer distressingly from general vascular

distm'bance at this period. The flushings,

headaches, giddmess, feeling of oppression,

and other vaso-motor phenomena from which
they suffer, in association with the cessation

of the catamenial flow, are immensely re-

lieved by an occasional venesection. No
other measure will so quickly and so effec-

tually relieve these symptoms. Some robust,

plethoric young women with amenorrhcea re-

qviire periodical bleeding. One of the writers

has known the abstraction of a few ounces
of blood speedily followed by the occur-

rence of the menses, in cases of what may
be called congestive amenorrhea of many
months' or even years' duration. It may be

well to state in this connexion that in certain

pulmonary, intracranial, and other visceral

lesions, danger may arise from the augmented
arterial tension which for a few days precedes

the flow, and that the abstraction of blood

may avert haemorrhage into the damaged
organs.

After Operations.—Bleeding is less fre-

quently called for in surgical than in uaedicil

practice. It is indicated mainly in the after-

treatment of cases which present engorge-

ment of the right heart and venous system,

as in some cases of ovariotomy and other

operations involving the abdominal or

thoracic cavities. A turgid venous system,

with a small hard pulse, and a labouring
heart—a condition which is often associated

with scantiness, amounting almost to sup-

pression, of urine—indicates blood-letting

after operations of the kind above referred

to.

Shoclc,—In certain cases of shock the ab-

straction of a limited amount of blood may
be required. This point will be found dis-

cussed elsewhere. Sec Shock.
Fever.—That bleeding will lower the tem-

perature of fevered patients has been knovvn
from the earliest times. It is, however, not

a remedy to be resorted to for that purpose
alone, for, as the most pronotuiced hyper-

pyrexia occurs chiefly in association with
conditions leading to great depression, blood-

letting is under such circiunstances as useless

as it is dangerous.
Insolation.—There are few disorders in

which blood-letting is more successful, when
rightly emj^loyed, than in sunstroke. It is

seldom necessary to take more than a few
ounces of blood ; and excess should be par-

ticularly guarded against, for fear of subse-

quent collapse. The insensible patient with
turgid veins, a tight pulse, and a labouring

heart, will gain immense and prompt relief

from venesection. The extreme pulmonary
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congestion and over-distension of the rijjht

heiirt so olV^n found 2"^'"^ mortem might
jirobiibly he prevented by the timely abstrac-

tion of a httle blood from the venous system.

Bleeding is not to be thought of in the

syncopal form.

3. Methods of Blf.kdikg.—The following

are the methods of performing the operations

of arteriotoniy and jihlebotomy.

Artcriotomy.—This operation is best per-

formed on the temporal artery. The vessel

should be pai-tially cut through by a simple
transverse incision, and wlicn a sufficient

quantity of blood has been obtained it may
then be completely severed, so that, retraction

of both ends taking place, the hiemorrhage
may be arrested. A compress of dry lint

shoidd then be applied, and a tight roller-

bandage apphed over it.

Venesection.—The median basilic vein is

tlie one usually selected for the operation on
account of its being most readily fomid. The
brachiiJ artery lies immediately beneath it,

and care must be taken to avoid wounding
the latter vessel. The median cephalic vein

is preferable, but is not so easily fomid. A
vein on the dorsiuu of the foot or other part

of the body may be chosen, but, as a rule,

it is not desirable to open the jugular vein,

especially on account of the danger of the

entrance of air, and other risks.

The steps m the operation on the arm are

as follows :—First, the limb is to be firmly

bound above the elbow by a broad tape or
fillet. This should be applied with sufficient

tightness to compress, and prevent the retm-n
of blood by, the veins, but not so as to inter-

cept the current in the arter^', and to ex-

tinguish the pulse. An oblique slit is then
to be made in the vessel by means of a
small lancet, care being taken not to cut
too deeply. The spirting blood should be
caught in a vessel and measured.
When sufficient blood has been vrithdrawn,

the operator should firmly place a thumb or
a finger on the aperture, and then, on re-

moving compression, place upon the wound
a dossil of drj- lint, antiseptic dressing,

styptic-colloid, or such-like, over which a
roller-bandage should be twined a few times
like a figure of 8, the cross being over the
woimd.
Local Bleeding.—The object of local

bleeding is tlie relief of congested vessels,

and especially those of inflamed parts. Ar-
teries convey more blood to, and veins con-
vey more away from, inflamed parts ; so
that local bleeding maj- give great relief

and initiate resolution, since absorption does
not fully commence until inflainuiation has
ceased.

Methods of Local Bleedinct. — Blood
may be abstracted topically by leeches, by
scarifications, or by wet-cupping.

1. Leeching.—An average leech will ab-
stract nearly half an ounce of blood. Leeches

are extremely useful in a great variety of
afiTections, since a pretty definite amount of

blood can be withdi-awn from the affected or
adjacent parts, or from more distant parts,

through intitnaej- of the vascular connexion,
as in diseases of the eye and ear, and in

hej)atic diseases, accompanied by obstruction
to the flow of blood through the portal sys-

tem, when the application of leeches to the
anus is most valuable.

Care should be taken not to apply leeches
to parts over which sufficient compression
cannot be made so as to control the bleed-

ing, should any difficultj- arise in arresting it

otherwise. Thus, leeches should not be ap-
plied over the trachea, especially in children,

in whom the error of applying them over the
episternal notch is sometimes made. For
the same reason the fontanelles should be
avoided.

The skin of the part where the leeches are
to be applied should first be washed ; and
when they do not bite readily, the part may
be wetted with a little milk or sugar and milk.
A slight prick of a needle, sufficient to draw
a speck of blood, will often cause them to

bite when refractory.

Siiould the bleeding continue too long after

the leeches fall off, pressure or stj-ptics may
he applied. If it is desired to encourage
bleeding, fomentations of hot water or lin-

seed poultices are serviceable.

In applying leeches to the cervix uteri, the
precaution of closing the os by a plug of

wool should not be neglected. When they
are applied within the mouth, a leech-glass

should be \ised.

2. Scarifying.— Scarifications consist in

small cuts of a depth not exceeding the eighth
of an inch, or less, into the tissue whence it is

desired to take blood. This mode of topical

bleeding is mainly applied to the cervix uteri,

to the tongue in acute glossitis, and to the
palpebral conjunctiva in certain kinds of
conjunctivitis; in the last case onl5- slight

incisions are permissible. Deeper punctures
are made by some practitioners into the tis-

sue of the cervix uteri, but these are punc-
tures and not mere scarifications.

3. Wet-Cupping.—Cupping and the use
of the scarificator, constituting wet-cupping,

is an important method of topical blood-

abstraction ; and as a considerable amount
of blood can thus be withdrawn, the general

circulation ma}' be affected. It is ordinarily

employed, however, for its local effects.

The method of its performance is as fol-

lows:—Cupping-glasses being first put on for

a brief time, as for dry-cupping {see Cupping
—Dry-Cupping), the operator applies to the

part selected a spring scarificator so adjusted

as to cut only to the required depth—about
an eighth of an inch or less. The cupping-

glasses are then re-applied, and the desired

number of ounces of blood abstracted. If the

glasses be too tightly attached the blood will
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not flow readily, and unnecessary pain may
be caused. After their removal adhesive
plaster, or dry lint and a bandage, should be
applied to the part.

Cupping is extremely useful over the loins

in renal ischaemia; on the temple or behind
the ears in certain cerebral disorders ; down
the spinal column in inflammation of the

spinal cord or meninges ; and on the chest

in certain pulmonary and cardiac aflections.

Alfred Wiltshire. Richard Quain.

BLOOD-DISEASE.—The term blood-

disease was used by the humoral jiathologists

as synonymous with dijscrasis or anomalous
crasis of the blood, and expressed the idea

that the blood was the seat ' almost without
exception ' of aU general diseases. And,
further, since purely local disease was con-

sidered to be exceptional, the vast majority

of diseases were referred to dyscrases, and
were classed under the head of blood-diseases.

The condition of the blood was considered

by the humoralists to depend upon the crasis,

that is the mixture, of its constituents ; and
prominent among its constituents were
reckoned the hJastcniata, or germinal sub-

stances of the different tissues, which exuded
through the ca]iilLary walls in the process

of nutrition. When the blood-crasis was
disordered or diseased, a dyscrasis was said

to exist ; and dyscrases were held to be in

the majority of cases prunary, though it was
allowed that local anomalies of nutrition

might and did occasionally occur, and give

rise to secondary dyscrases. A blood-disease

or dyscrasis being established, all morbid
changes throughout the body were believed

to be but local manifestations of the same.
For the piu'pose, therefore, of a rational

classitication of disease, a previous classifica-

tion had to be made of the dyscrases. The
principal blood-erases were said to be :

—

1. The Jjhriu -crasis ; including the simple
fibrin-crasis, the croupous crasis, and the
tubercle-crasis. as varieties. The local exjires-

sion of the fibrin erases was inflammation in

some form.

2. The venous crasis, in which fibrin was
deficient. This included a vast number of

special erases, lying at the foundation of the

most diverse diseases

—

e.g. plethora, heart-

disease, the acute exanthemata, rickets, albu-

minous urine, cholera, acute tuberculosis,

lardaceous disease, cancer, acute convulsive

diseases, metallic poisoning, &c.

3. The serous crasis ; associated with
ansmia.

4. The putrid or septic crasis.

5. Anomalous erases ; such as .those of

syphilis, gout, &c.

The theory of dj'scrases may be said to

have declined since the appearance of Vir-

chow's Cellular Patlwlogy. Virchow showed
that the blood is, in every relation, not an
mdependent but a dependent fluid, and that

BLOOD, MORBID CONDITIONS OF

the sources from which it is sustained and
restored, and the exciting causes of the
changes that it may suffer, lie without it,

not within it. Substances may enter the
blood and affect the corpuscles injuriously

;

the blood may act as a medium in conveying
to the organs noxious substances that have
reached it from various sources ; or its ele-

ments may be imperfectly restored. But
never is any ' dyscrasis ' permanent, unless
new influences arise and act upon the blood
through some channel or through some
organ.

At the present time, whilst it cannot be
said that humoralism is professed by many
pathologists, the notion of blood-disease, as

generally entertained forty j-ears ago, still

clings to our nomenclature, and pervades some
of our pathological doctrines. Diseases that

affect the whole economy—syi^hilis, tubercu-

losis, gout, and cancer—are frequently de-

scribed as 'constitutional,' or 'blood-diseases,'

and this whether their general manifestations

are secondary to local disease, as in syphilis

and cancer, or are referable to inheritance.

While the morbid conditions of the blood are

real and numerous, ' blood diseases,' so called,

are but abstractions, and, as such, a fruitful

source of confusion and useless discussion.

It is desirable that the term blood-disease

should be al)andoned, and that the expression
morbid' conditions of the blood should be ap-

plied to those pathological states of the vital

flitid which can be distinctly demonstrated
by physical, chemical, or histological exami-
nation. J. Mitchell Bkuce.

BLOOD, Morbid Conditions of.—
The characters, composition, and functions

of the blood in health are sufficiently fami-

liar, and are fully described in text-books.

But certain facts connected with the physio-

logy of this fluid have a special bearing

upon its pathology, and must be briefly con-

sidered before its morbid states can be profit-

ably discussed.

A. Physiology of the Blood.—The red
corpuscles of the blood consist of two
portions— a colourless, sponge-like matrix

;

and a coloured substance of complex com-
position, which occupies the interstices ot

the former and accurately fills them. The
matrix is regarded as possessing chiefly

physical properties ; whilst its contents con-

stitute the active part of the corpuscle, and
consist of hsemoglobin. The source of the

red corpuscles is of the greatest pathological

imi)ortance. In the embryo the blood and
blood-vessels are developed from the same
elements, and thus the two structures in their

physiological aspect are essentially insepar-

able. In fully-developed blood the source of

the red corpuscle is obscure ; but there can
be no reasonable doubt that it originates in

the spleen and the medulla of bones ; and
that light is of the greatest importance in the
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formation of hinno^lobiii. With respect to

tlie properties and function of the red cor-

puscle, it is to be noted that tlio idtiniate

elements of hiPmoj^lobin are carbon, nitrogen,

hydrogen, oxyf^en, sulphur, and iron— the last

closely associated with the colouring matter.

Hifcuioglobin is soluble in water, forming a

lake-coloured litpiid from which fine crystals

may be obtained, and wliich may be variously

decomposed, gi\ ing rise to other ' blood

crystals.' Most important of all its proper-

ties, lia'moglobin combines with certain gases

to form definite cheniical compounds : with
to form oxyha!mogloi)in ; with CO to form

carbonic-oxide-hicmoglobiu ; and with NO to

form nitrie-oxide-luemoglobin. These com-
pounds are more or less unstable, especially

the oxyha'inoglobin, which is broken up even
under very feeble intluencos to oxygen and
reduced hiemoglobin. Alternate oxygenation
of hiemoglobin and deoxygenation of oxyhse-

moglobin are constantly going on within the

red corj)uscles of the circulating blood ; and
the two changes, occurring in the pulmonary
and systemic capillaries respectively, consti-

tute the first great function of the blood—its

oxygenating or respiratory function. The
volume of oxygen in arterial blood is 20
per cent. ; in venous b!ool 8 to 12 per cent.

It must be clearly understood that disorders

connected with the red corpuscles or respi-

ratory elements of the body, whether in

amount, composition, or circulation, directly

affect the oxidation -processes only. Besides
its origin and its function, there is a third

relation of the red corpuscle to the organism
—namely, the disposal of its products. These
are eliminated by the ordinary channels; the

[

salts, which are chiefly salts of potassium,
being excreted by the kidneys,andthe coloured
material furnishing the pigments of the bile

and urine.

The white or colourless corpuscles of the
blood, also called leucocytes, are chiefly

derived from the corpuscles of the lymph,
and the cells of the lymphatic glands and
allied organs, which tliej' closely resemble.
By escaping through the walls of the blood-
vessels, they become identical with the
wandering-cells of tissues and with pus-
corpuscles,—from which they are indistin-

guishable except by locality. Some authorities

regard them as phagocytes, attacking, and if

possible destroying, pathological organisms in

the blood and tissues. They may also influ-

ence the plasma by continually ingesting and
egesting certain of its constituents. It might,
therefore, be expected that morbid states of
the leucocytes would be associated with dis-

orders of the lymphatic structures, connec-
tive tissues, blood-plasma, and blood-vessels

;

and this will presently be shown to be the
case. The proportion of white corpuscles in
the blood is subject to physiological increase,

without becoming excessive

—

e.g. after meals,
during periods of growth and development,

and in menstruation and pregnancy. This
state is called physiological Iciicocytosis

(Virchow), and signifies lymi)h-glandnlar ex-

citement. The chemical products of the leu-

cocytes contain a large proportion of potaB-
sium and phosphoric acid.

The blood -plates, -platelets, or -tablets

{hematohla.ites of Hayem), minute bodies to

be seen in blood, both within the vessels and
after it has been di'awn, are of obsciure

nature, origin, and function. Possibly they
play some part in coagtdation.

Plasma

.

—The physiological relations of

the plasma to the organism are extremely
complex ; and disturbance of these relations

furnishes many of the symptoms of disorder

of the blood. Its matm-e function is essen-

tially one of nutrition : it supplies the
tissues with oxidisable material for develop-

ment, growth, support, secretion, and the
liberation of force. The source of the plasma
is equally extensive. It derives its principal

constituents from the alimentary canal
through the absorbent glands and liver

;

while other important albuminous substances
are being constantly supplied from the tissues

generally, through the lympliatic sj'stem.

Lastly, the products of the plasma, such as
carbonic acid, urea, and water, are discharged
by the regular excretory channels. Thus the
condition of the plasma is found to be most
intimately associated with that of the organs
and tissues generally, whether as regards its

origin, its mature fimction, or its products ;

and it is atTected by disorder or disease of every
organ, whether alimentary, sanguifacient,

dynamic, or excretory, and of every tissue.

Coagulation of the Blood: Fibrin.—Under
certain circumstances, especially after re-

moval from the body, the blood coagulates,

and a proteid substance, fibrin, separates

more or less completely from the other con-
stituents. This change is now believed to be
due to the interaction of two fibrin-factors

contained in the plasma, namely, a ferment
—fibrin-ferment, and fibrinogen ; and along
with these there must be present some
neutral salt. The amount of fibrin produced
varies not only with the amount of these

bodies, but with the amount of salts, with
the degree of alkalinity and of heat, and
with other influences ; and these variations

are subject to no law at present known.
The rapidity of the process depends upon
(1) the amount of ferment ; (2) its in-

creased activity by moderate elevation of

temperature ; and (3) agitation of the blood
and the increased number of points of con-

tact (so-called 'catalytic' action) -by the

presence of red corpuscles, haemoglobin, char-

coal, &c. It thus appears that the expres-

sions 'amount of fibrin' and 'rapidity of

coagulation,' however important as facta, do
not aflord any definite indication of the state

of the blood, as was formerly believed. Three
essential factors, and a large number of
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accidental influences, share in the process

;

they may do so in very various proportions
and degrees ; they do not vary together ; the

amoimt of fibrin is 'not in proportion to any
one of them ; and after coagulation is com-
plete, portions of all the factors probably re-

main uncombined. The part played by the

red corpuscles in coagulation is a double one
— (1) the corpuscles, ' as points of contact,'

greatly increase the rapidity of coagulation

;

and ("2) they supply oxygen, which appears
to be indispensable to the process. The
leucocytes probablj' produce the ferment ; but
it is doubtful whether it exists in the intact

blood-cells. The blood-plates may also share
in the jirocess.

B. Pathology of the Blood.—The mor-
bid states of the blood will now be considered

in the following order :—1. Changes in quan-
tity, and the effects of such changes upon
the composition of the vital fluid. 2. Morbid
conditions of the red corpiiscles. 3. Changes
in colour. 4. Melanaemia. 5. Morbid states

of the white corpuscles. 6. The pathology
of the blood-plasma ; and of the process of

coagulation. 7. The presence of foreign

materials in the blood, including j^oisons

and infective substances. 8. Organisms.
1. Changes in Quantity of the Blood.

Alterations in tlie total amount of blood in

the bodj' are perhaps never simple, but

always associated with alterations in ipiality.

(a) Polyceniia, or excess of blood in the body
generally, may be the result of excessive

ingestion of the elements of blood ; of the

accumulation of the same by the sujijiresnitin

of habitual haemorrhages or fluxes ; of the

loss or obsoleteness of a part of the bodj',

such as a limb or a lung ; or of insufficient

exercise. It cannot be said, however, that

polyoemia has ever been demonstrated by
exact investigation, inasmuch as the total

amount of blood in tlie body is still luicer-

tain, and the physiological limits in this re-

spect are very wide. Polj'iEmia is believed

to be present in plethora, along with relative

excess of the solids, particularly the red cor-

puscles.

(b) Olirjcemia, or deficiency of the total

amount of blood, is, on the contrary, an
exceedingly frequent change, and constitutes

the simplest form of anfemia. It is, how-
ever, probably never pure, inasmuch as

alterations in quality appear to be insepa-

rably associated with it ; and the terms
hydrmtnia and spancemia have accordingly
been used as synonymous with the preceding.

The manner in which diminution in quantity
gives rise to alteration in quality must be
considered here.

^Yhen hfemorrhage occurs to any amount,
and the whole quantity of blood in the ves-

sels is reduced, the pressure falls, and ab-

sorption of the parenchymatous plasma
rapidly follows, by which, along with vaso-

motor stimulation, the physical relations are

restored. If the loss of blood has been
moderate, the only change in its composition
may be considered to be oligocythcemia, or
diminution of the red corpuscles, which
alone of aU the constituents of the blood
cannot be rajjidly restored. If the hnemor-
rhage has been more serious, the fluid ab-
sorbed into the circulation from the tissues,

from the suppressed secretions, and from the
alimentary canal, consists of water in ever-

increasing excess, which carries with it an
amount of salts equal to one-ninth the loss

in albuminous substances. The morbid state

of the blood is now beyond oligocythsemia

;

there is deficiency of albuminous consti-

tuents, or hy2)albuminos is, and the condition
correctly called oligcemia vera or anamia is

the result. The total quantity of blood pro-

bably remains for some time below the nor-

raal. A similar impairment of the qiiantity,

and therewitli of the quality of the blood,

may be slowly developed by rejieated small
haemorrhages, or by any cause whatever that

impoverishes the blood, whether of the nature
of waste or of want. The condition which
results closely resembles that just described

in the acute form—oligitmia with oligocy-

thaemia and hypalbuminosis; the same is also

known clinicallj' as anaemia. See Anaemia.
As a therapeutic measure, oligaemia may

be desirable. It may be induced either

(1) by direct abstraction of blood, or (2) by
gradual impoverishment of the blood, and
reduction of the intra-vascular pressure. See
Blood, Abstraction of; and Aortic Aned«
EYSM ; Treatment,

2. Morbid Conditions of the Red
Corpuscles.—The pathology of the red

cori^uscles is still imperfectly understood.

The following comprise the most important
changes connected with them so far as they
are known.

(a) PolycythcBmia : plethora polycythce-

mica.—Increase in number of the red cor-

puscles is never considerable, being generally

transitory and within physiological limits—

•

for example, in the newly-born, and after

meals. It has already been mentioned as

associated with polyaemia in plethora. In

the algid stage of cholera the red corpuscles

are relatively in excess.

(b) Oliyocyt}i(einia.—'DiiLninntion m num-
ber of the red corpuscles is, on the other

hand, of very frequent occm-rence and great

pathological importance. Microscopically the

number of red corpuscles in a given visible

area of blood is diminished; and chemically

the amount of haemoglobin in a given volume
of blood may fall from fifteen even as low as

five per cent, (see Hemacytometer). The
principal circumstances under which oligocy-

thaemia occurs are— (1) in anaemia, or diminu-

tion in the amount of blood as a whole, from
any cai;se, whether rapid or protracted, espe-

cially as the result of fever, the red corpus-

cles suffering early, seriously, and persistently.
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as compared with tlie other constituents

;

(2) in leiikiiMiiiii the development of the red

corpuscles hein^j interrupted
;

(iJ) in hypulhu-

niinosis, where the red corpuscles, like other

elements, sutler i'roni want of albuminous
material

; (4) in chlorosis, from imperfect

growth ; and (")) in pernicious aniemia, from
excessive destruction (hiemolysis).

(c) Oliijochroniccinia.— Deliciency of the

red corpuscles in hiemoglohin has been de-

scribed by this name. It is a morbid condi-

tion of much interest, inasmuch as it is one

of the essential alterations of the blood in

chlorosis. \Vlien the individual ri'd cor])usclc

contains less lucmoglobin than normal, it is

said to present a pale appearance to the eye.

A more trustworthy method of determininj^

the richness of the red corpuscles in h;emo-

globin, is hy means of the luemoj,dobinoineter

(nee H.EMOGLonixo.MKTKR). Or we may com-
pare the amount of hn!mo<Tlobin in a fjiven

weight of blood with the number of red cor-

puscles in a ,'iven microscopical area. When
the former is small in proportion to the

latter, the defect must lie in the individual

corpuscle ; and this may be so great that the

proportion of hunuoglobin falls, as in some
cases of chlorosis, to twenty-five per cent, of

the normal. Sec Chlorosis.
{(I) AglohiiJisin.—The effei'ts ofthe two con-

ditions of blood just described, namely, oligo-

cythjemia and oligoehroma^mia, may be dis-

cussed together under the head of aglobulisni,

or dcticicncy ''f the blood in hitmoglobin.
Want of this, the oxygenating substance of the
organism, gi\es rise to symptoms at once ex-

tremely various amongst themselves, and of

serious import. Every vital process, whether
developmental, plastic, secretory, dynamic, or

j

nutritive, is absolutely dependent on a free

and immediate supply of oxygen. AU of
these processes, therefore, will suffer in aglo-

bulism. The respiratory and circulatorj'

movements are accelerated. The complex
processes of alimentation and secretion are
performed imperfectly, and the results are
dyspepsia, constipation, and disordered san-
guification —which intensity the abnormal
blood-state. Jluscnlar contraction is feeble,

and cannot be sustained. P.s\chical force is

weak ; and dulness, sleepiness, pains, and
other symptoms indicate imperfect oxidation
within the nervous system. Bodily growth
and development— of the sexual organs, for

exanii)le—remain incomplete, and puberty is

deferred. Nutrition everywhere sutlers, the
|

materials being insufHciently oxidised ; and
substances ' intermediate ' to albumin on the
one hand, and carbonic acid, water, and urea
on the other hand, are formed, especially
oils. Thus the orj,'ans and the connective
tissues become loaded with fat and eidarged,
mstead of suffering atrophy, as they do when
the blood-plasma is defitient. Finally the
excretions are disturbed, and the subject of
aglobulism presents derangement of the

12

colouring matters of the bile and urine, which
are derived from hiumoglobin. See Anaemia,
rKUNicious.

Histological changes.—Alterations in the
size, outline, and consintence of the red cor-

puscle have been fretpiently recorded, but such
accounts are incomplet(\ and no entirely suc-

cessful attempt has yet been made to connect
any of these changes with morbid processes
in the tissues. In severe fevers, such as
typhus, and in some rapid malignant dis-

eases, the red corpuscles appear i)eculiarly

soft, their outline being less resistant and
sharp, and the bodies runnmg together into

irregular heaps, instead of into rouleaux with
well-defined lines of contact between the
elements. In another class of cases the cor-

puscles appear small and crenated or like the
' thorn-apple.' Macrocijlhcemia and micro-
cythcemia have also been described as tem-
porary and variable conditions, in which the
red coi-puscles are abnormally large and ab-

normally small respectively. These changes,
as well as alterations in form, the corpuscles
being oval, tailed, pear-shaped, or irregular
{poikilnci/tefi), or provided with excess of
luemoglobin, occur in pernicious anasmia
(see fig. 3, page 61). Transitional cells

between the white and the red corpuscle
are imusually numerous in some cases of
leukiemia.

3. Changes in colour.—-The colour of
tlie blood is chiefly due to the red cor])usclea,

and alterations from the normal in this direc-

tion will be best considered in this ])lace,

althougli the white corpuscles and the plasma
may also aft'ect the colour, as will be pre-

sently shown.
(a) Thechiefdeterminingcauseof the colour

of the blood is the chemical condition of tlie

hipmoglobin. When this is united with
oxygen, in the arteries, the blood is scarlet

;

as deoxidation advances, this colour passes
into ajjurplc, and finally becomes black or
venous. The dark colour is directly due to

absence of oxygen. The purest example of
this change is seen in asphyxia, where oxygen
is excluded from the blood; but it also occurs
as the result of the action of certain injurious

influences upon the corpuscle itself, such as
extreme heat, or poisoning hy phosphorus,
prussic acid, and other toxic agents. If the
change proceed no farther, the scarlet colour
nuiy still bo restored by oxidation. This
blackness of the blood is generally associated
with imperfect coagidation or even a state of
fluidity. See Fibrin, page 1G4.

(6) Paleness of the blood is observed in

oligiemia and oligocythiemia, and is due to

deficiency of the hiemoglobin.
(c) The blood may not only be pale, but pre-

sent streaks somewhat resembling pus, even
as it flows from the living vessels, as in leu-

kffiuiia. The same blood will settle on stand-

ing into three layers—of plasma superiorly,

loosely coagulated or not; of white corpuscles
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in the middle—a puriform layer ; and of red
corpuscles at the bottom.

(d) The VI ilky appearance of chylous blood
will be presently described imder the head
of Blood-Plasma.

(c) Lake-coloured blood.— A remarkable
change of the blood, in which it becomes lalve-

coloured or transparent, is frequently ob-

served as a more advanced stage of that just

described under (a) ; but it may occur under
other circumstances than deo^ddatio^, and is

of grave significance, inasmuch as it indicates

complete and hopeless destruction of the red

corpuscles. Lake-coloiu"ed blood is no longer

opaque, but transparent ; the haemoglobin
his left the corpuscles and is dissolved in

the plasma. The change can be effected

experimentally by the addition to blood of

water, chloroform, the bile-acids, or other

solvents ; and it is probable that some of

the cases of rapid death after enormous
draughts of water, and the destruction of red

corpuscles which is believed to occur in jaun-

dice, may be accomited for in this way. But
the most important cause of ' solution ' of the

red corpuscles is complete deoxidation of the

haemoglobin, which is followed by its diffusion

in the plasma. Thus drawn blood is rendered
lake-coloured by tlie addition of sulphide of

ammonium, pliosphorus, phosphoric acid, or

iron-filings ; and the same effect is produced
by the intravenous injection of salts of the

bile-acids. Tliis being so, it might be ex-

pected that blood would assume the lake

appearance when exposed to the prolonged
action of the causes'tliat render it black; and
recent observations seem to indicate that

S'lch is the case. In a number of diseases

which are attended with an accumulation of

oxidisable substances in the circulation, the
blood has been described as ' fluid,' ' claret '-

or 'cherry-coloured,' 'clear,' and 'staining

the tissues,'—but apparently without more
exact observations on the colour of the living

plasma. Such morbid states are high fevers

(hyperpyrexia), insolation, and poisoning bj'

malaria, phosphorus, and perhaps other

agents. The effect of some of these influ-

ences is obviously to {jroduce an excessive

amount of oxidisable material in the blood,

while the others may lead to the same result

by reducing the oxygenating capacity of the

corpuscles. Persons dying imder such cir-

ciimstances present great lividity, from the
black or venous condition of their blood;
death occurs with symptoms indicative of

want of oxygen, as if so much of the haemo-
globin had been diff'used through the plasma

;

and 2^ost mortem the vessels are found
stained with the solution, the tissues are

soaked with fluid lake-coloured blood, and de-

composition is early and rapid. The ' fluidity
'

of such blood, or absence of clot in it, will be
presently accounted for under Fibrin. That
a similar solution or destruction of the red
corpuscle may occur in all cases of fever,

only in a much less degree, is supported by
several facts : (1) the increased discharge of

potassium-salts in fever; (2) a similar in-

crease of the coloiu'ing matter of the urine

;

and (3) the anaemia that is fotmd at the ter-

mination of the process.

(/) Other alterations in colour may occur
in the blood. Tlie blood is cherry-red after

poisoning by cai'bonic oxide, and remains so

after exposure. It is chocolate-coloured after

poisoning by the nitrites, such as nitrite of

amyl, giving the spectrum of methaemoglobin
—a more stable compound than haemoglobin;
and otlier hues have been recorded.

4. Melansemia.— In relation with the
pigment-bearing element of the blood there

may be mentioned a morbid condition which
has been described under the name of mel-
ansemia. In this disease the blood presents
black and brown pigment-particles and flakes,

free or contained in cells of various shapes.

These bodies arise from the disintegration of

the red corpuscles ; and are partly absorbed
by the leucocytes, partly deposited in the

spleen, liver, brain, and bone-maiTow. Mel-
anaemia is especially associated with two
other states, namely, malaria, and an en-

larged deeply-pigmented condition of the
spleen ; and one view of its origin is that the

red corptiscles are destroyed in the spleen

by the fever, and that the pigment-par-
ticles thus produced find their way from the

spleen into the blood. They are then de-

posited in the liver and other organs, and
give rise to symptoms of visceral disturbance

during life, and to the peculiar slaty or grey
discolouration that is foimd post mortem.
It has been said that in melanotic cancer
pigmented cells have been foimd in the living

blood.

5. Morbid Conditions of the White
Corpuscles.—The white corpuscles of the
blood may iindergo certain morbid changes
both in number and appearance.

(a) The most remarkable of these is increase

in number, which may rise from the normal
(1 to 350 red) imtil the white corjiuscles be-

come even the more numerous. This condi-

tion is known as leucocythcemia or leukcemia

{see Leukaemia). Short of this, however, the

proportion of white corpuscles in the blood

may be appreciably increased, and to this

minor condition the name of leucocytosis

has been apijlied. Leucocytosis, accoi-ding

to Virchow, accompanies, almost unexcep-
tionally, every case of lymphatic excitement,

such as inflammation, and tubercular, scrofu-

lous, or cancerous enlargement or SMeUing
of the glands and allied structures—Peyer's

glands, the solitary follicles, the spleen, and
the tonsils. Leucocytosis is distinguished

from leukaemia by its very moderate degree
;

by its evanescent course ; by the absence of

deficiency of the red corpuscles ; and by the

accompanying symptoms. Leucocytosis may
be appreciated even by the naked eye in the
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clot of (Irftwn blood, by the presence of an
irref:;iiliir ' lyiiiphutic layer ' —cnitita li/m-

li/iatifd, consisting of collections of white

corpuscles between the red clot and the

bufiy coat, which so frequent!}- occurs along
with it.

(l>) A diminution in the number of white
corpuscles occurs in chlorosis ; and, it is said,

in malaria, especially during the paroxysm of

fever.

(r) With regard to the structure of the

individual white cori)uscles, the proportion of

uninuclear or young cells, and the multinii*

clear or aged cells, may be disturbed both in

leucocytosis and leukiemia ; while corpuscles

may be found containing granules of various

kinds, especially pigment-particles, bacteria,

micrococci, and other structiU'es.

(>. Morbid Conditions of the Blood-
plasma.— (1) ^VATER.— The hmits of the
physiological variations in the amount of

water in the blood are very wide.

(«) Diminution of water in the blood is

observed in various degrees. It is nuiderate

and transitory as the result of stimulation of

the kidneys, skin, or bowels, for the normal
proportion is speedily restored by absorption.

This condition is also foimd after severe

purgation, sweating, diarrhoea, or dysentery ;

and its production is the rationale of several

of the methods adopted for the relief of

dropsy. If the drain of water continue, or if

the supply fail, the anhydric condition of
blood increases, so that the tluid appears
black, thick, and tarry. Such is the state of

the blood in the algid stage of cholera ; the
specific gravity of the blood rising from
1055° as high as 1080°, with a comparative
excess of salts, albumen, and urea. The chief

symptoms of great deficiency of water in

the blood are intense thirst ; a slirivelled,

shnmken aspect of the body generally ; cold-

ness and lividity of the extremities; muscu-
lar pains ; and suppression of the excretions

—

phenomena directly referable to loss of
water, retardation of the circulation, and
interference with the function of the red
corpuscles.

{b) Excess.— Hi/drfPtyiia.— Ileference has
been already made under the head of oligip-

mia to the an.emia or hydra-mia that follows
it. Excess of water in the blood {plethora
serosa s. aquosa) is perhaps never absolute,
and the change may therefore be regarded
with equal accuracy and greater convenience
as deficiency of solids.

(2) Albimixous Constituents.—On re-

%-iewing what has already been said under
the head of Coagulation and Fibrin, the
reader will observe that ' amount of fibrin,'

and other expressions connected with the
albuminous constituents, must be regarded
at present as comparatively meaningless, in
the light of our knowledge of the process of
coagulation. Inasmuch, therefore, as little

value can now be attached to the analyses of

fibrin that have been made in different

diseases, it follows that the estimates of the

albuminous substances left after coagiUation

—that is. of the albumins of the scrum,
must also bo rejected. But the total amount
of albumins in the blood may be easily

ascertained ; and this is subject to extensive

variations. The balance between the albumi-
nous substances which enter the blood from
the alimentary tract and the lymphatic
system, on the one hand, and the products of

their transformation by the tissues, on the

other liand, is represented hy the albumins of

the blood. These will increase accordingly

when the supply is excessive, or the con-

sumption small ; and will decrease under the
reverse circumstances.

(a) Plethora htipcralhuminosa is the name
given to excess of albumins in the plasma.
The amount has been found notably increased

when the activity of the tissues is abnormally
heightened, as, for example, in infiauunatory
diseases (acute rheumatism, tonsillitis, pneu-
monia, and pleurisy), and fibrinogen, which
is the product of this increased activity, is

poured abundantly into the blood. The
amount of albuminous fluid produced in an
inflamed part, whether it appear as a catarrh,

an infiltration, an exudation, or an effusion,

is very great, and may be enormous ; and,

imder favourable circiunstances, this and
much that cannot be so easily appreciateij

are carried into the blood, the lymphatic
structures swelling en route. Albuminous
plethora, as a result of diminished oxidation,

probably does not exist ; for the effect of an
insufficient supply of oxygen to the albumins
(from want of exercise or over-feeding) is

not tlie accumulation of those in the blood,

but the formation of ' lower ' products, such
as uric acid and its allies, and the deposit of

fat. Kelative hyperalbuminosis is a neces-

sary but transient eft'ect of cholera and other
severe watery fluxes.

(6) Oligccmia hifpalbuminosa, or dcficienci/

of albumins in the blood, occurs under exactly

opposite circumstances from the preceding,

—

whether the ingestion of albumins from the

alimentary tract and the tissues be compara-
tively small, or the consumption excessive.

Inanition, therefore, on the one hand, and its

multitude of causes, are associated with such
poverty of blood ; and so, on the other hand,
are loss of blood, prof\ise discharges of albu-

minous riuids, morbid growths, and other
sources of waste, as well as excessive

demands of growth and development. The
albumins of the plasma may fall under these

circumstances from .SO to 37 parts in 1.000.

Such hypallmminosis is, however, never
simple : tlie blood cannot be deficient in

albuminous substances and otherwise normal,
for, as we have already shown, loss of albu-

men is always followed by absorption of

water and salts from the tissues in definite

proportions, and ansemia is the result. The
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red corpuscles suffer at the same time, for

their nutrition speedily fails in hypalbumi-
nosis, and aglobulism ensues. Hypalbumi-
iiosis is a sei'ious disorder of the blood. The
relations of these conditions to each other

and to oligaemia are even more conijjlicated

clinically than they are pathologically ; and
in this relation the whole of them are most
conveniently discussed under the comprehen-
sive head of antemia. See An-EMIA.

(3) Clot ; Fibrin.—However uncei'tain as

a measure of any particular constituent in

the blood, the amount of clot or fibrin

demands a brief notice as a matter of

fact.

(a) Abundant clot has been considered as

indicating an excess of fibrin in the blood or

hyperinosis, the proportion being stated to

rise as high as I'O instead of 0"2 per cent.

Acute rheumatism, erysijselas, croupous
pneumonia, and plem-isy are the diseases in

which hyperinosis is most marked ; but it

also occurs in pregnancy. The two principal

conditions of its occurrence appear to be

—

(1) increased activity of the tissues, including

inflammation ; and (2) free and abundant
communication of these tissues with the

blood through the lymphatic system.
(h) Dcficiennj, looseness, or absence of clot ;

' Fluid blood.'—A small loose clot is fre-

quently observed, as for example in typhoid
gtates, or in chronic wasting diseases attended
with loss of blood ; and has been described as

indicating hijpinosis or deficiency of fibrin.

When the condition is extreme, the clot may
be absolutely wanting, as in certain cases of

anaemia. The blood then separates on stand-

ing into three layers—an upper, consisting of

clear liquid ; a middle, puriform, of white
corpuscles ; and a lower, red, of red cor-

puscles. In another and larger group of

cases, non-coagulating or fluid blood is at the

same time of an intensely dark or even lake

colour, and is commonly described as 'black.'

The circumstances under which this con-
dition of blood occurs, and the cause of the

remarkable colour, have been already noticed;

and it I'emains to account only for the fluidity.

The profound alteration of tlie red corpuscles,

the want of oxygen, the interference with the

production of the ferment, and the clianges in

the fibrinogen—one and all combine to pre-

vent coagulation.

(c) Buffy coat.—Another phenomenon con-

nected with coagulation, from which erro-

neous and even dangerous conclusions have
been drawn, is the so-called huffy coat. The
process of coagulation is generally sufficiently

slow to allow of the gravitation of some of

the red corpuscles from the surface of the

blood ; and the corresponding part of the

clot is accordingly paler. When the pale

layer is unusually large it is known as the

buffy coat or crrista ])lilogistica : it may be

seen in the blood in pregnancy, inflammatory
fevers, hydraemia, and oligoc^'thajmia. When

these cases are analysed, it is foimd that the
conditions favourable to the formation of the
buffy coat are probably all more or less

connected with the red corpuscles, namely

—

(1) increased sjiecific gi-avity of the red cor-

puscles, as in oligocytliiEinia and hydryemia

—

allowing more rapid sinking
; (2) interference

with the catalytic action of the hanuoglobin,
which is so powerful in determining {he
rapidity of coagulation, as in fevers and
oligocythaemia ; and (8) want of oxygen,
corresponding to the amount and condition
of the haemoglobin, as in the same diseases.

One and all of these states render the pro-

cess of coagulation slow compared with the

descent of the red corpuscles ; and the buffy

coat is the result. It thus appears that the
buffy coat is no indication whatever of excess

of fibrin-generators, or of the opposite ; and
that it is found under the most diverse con-
ditions of blood.

(4) Salts.—The amount of positive know-
ledge concerning morbid alterations of the
salts of the blood is but small. It is to be
observed that the salts of the plasma have
chiefly sodium for their base in the form of

chlorides, whilst potassium salts and j'lios-

phates mostly reside in the corpuscles.

(a) Diminution.—In febrile diseases there

is an increased discharge of compounds of

both bases, but at different j)eriods ; the
potassium salts appearing in excess in the

excretions until the crisis is past, and the

sodium salts during defervescence. At both
periods, it may be considered certain that

the blood is the chief source of the salts ex-

creted; and that it is accordingly deficient

in these constituents.

(b) Excess.—On the other hand, the salts of

the plasma are relatively in excess in hyp-
albuminosis, replacing, in the pro])ortion al-

ready stated, the lost albumins. The effect

on the salts of the blood of such drains as

occur in cholera has been variously stated

;

some authorities declaring that it is an in-

crease, others a diminution.

(c) Beaction.—The alkalinity of the blood

is said to be diminished in gout, cholera, and
osteomalacia.

(5) Fats.—The normal increase of fiits in

the plasma that occurs after meals may be
exaggerated by a diet rich in oil, and, it is

s;iid, in the subjects of diabetes, in chronic

drunkards, and in persons disposed to obesity
—lipccmia. When this increase is so great

that the serum presents a milky appearance
the blood has been called chylous. A cream-
like scum forms on the surface of the serum

;

and the milky ap|)earance is found micro-
scopically to be due to the jiresence of fine

granules and oil-globules. A marked in-

crease of fatty matters in the blood has been
said to occur in some cases of chyluria.

Fat may also appear in the blood as a foreign

body, by the escape of marrow into the

circulation in fractiu'e of bones—and that
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in such quantity as to cause fatal capillary

(inlH)lism. See Kmiiolism.

(ti) Carbonic Acid Gas, which exists in

arteriid blood in the proportion of S'J per cent.,

and in venous blood of ^>'l to 58 per cent.,

by volume, may accumulate witliin the cir-

culation either by increased formation or by
retention. Althou^'h associated with asphyxia,

this increase of carbonic acid jjas is probably

not the chief cause either of the symptoms of

that condition, or of the dark colour of the

blooO that accompanies it. See Asphyxia.

(7) Other Constituents.— Amongst the

most important of the other constituents of

the blood, the following are to be noticed :—

•

(a) Urea, which exists in normal blood to

the amount of 1'8 parts in 10,000, may in-

crease in unemia by two or three times.

There is still much uncertainty, however, on
this subject {see Ur.emia). Disease of the

urinary organs, which interferes with the

elimination of urea and allied products from
the blood, is the usual cause of ur»mia ; but

excessive tissue-change, as in fever and in-

ordinate muscular exercise, has also the same
effect.

(b) Uric acid, found in normal blood in

minute traces, is increased (as quadrnrate of

soda) in all cases of gout, and may amount,
according to Sir Alfred Garrod, even to 0"175

parts in 10,000. Its presence is easily de- '

moustrated by the thread-experiment (see

Gout). Uric acid is also increased in leu-

kiPmia and chlorosis—perhaps from the im-
perfect oxidation associated with the condi-

tion of the red corpuscles.

(r) Lciicin, tyroinn, hippiiric acid, sarcin,

and other allied complex compounds, have
been frecpiently found in the blood in small
quantities, and the same maj- be said of

oxalic and lactic acids, and oi acetone.

((f) Bile.—Certain of the constituents of

the bile may occur in the plasma. The most
obvious of these is the hilc-pigment— bili-

ruhin—which either by direct formation in

the blood from the hiemoglobin, or more fre-

([uently by absorption from the liver, ac-

cumulates W'ithin the circidation, and gives

rise to the colour of the tissues in jaundice.

The bile-acids—glijcocholic and taurocholic
acids— are also, under certain circumstances,
absorbed into the blood, where thev may be
detected with difficulty. They have a de-

structive effect upon the red corpuscles, and
act further as a powerful poison to the
tissues, possibly causing the severe s\-mptoms
wliich may occur in hepatogenous jaundice.
Cholesterin is credited by some pathologists

with being the cause of the same sj-mptoms,
and it has been found in the blood in in-

creased proportion in some cases of severe

jaundice. See Chol.emia ; and Jaundice.
{e) Sugar.—The sugar of the blood is in-

creased in diabetes, in some cases reaching
0"3 to 0*5 per cent.

—

meUttemia; also after

chloroform-inhalation, and the administration
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of amyl nitrite, clJoral hydrate, and certain
other drugs.

7. Extraneous Matters in the Blood.
Besides its iionnal constituents and their

products, the blood naaj- occasionally contain
certain matters entirely foreign to it, such
a-s the numerous poisons which act either

directly upon the corpuscles, or specifically

upon the organism. These, entering the cir-

culation before they exert their specific effect,

are in many instances readily discovered by
analysis. The acid compounds of hydrogen
with 8;ilpluir, phosphorus, arsenic, and anti-

mony, res])ectively, act as blood-poisons by
depriving the oxyhiemoglobin of its oxygen;
while carbonic oxide and nitric oxide uni e
with tlie hiemoglobin, and expel the oxygen
from the corpuscles. It is a matter of specu-

lation whether other so-called poisons, the
nature of which is still obscure, do not enter
the blood and there exert their primary
effect, such as the contaginm of acute specific

fevers and other infectious disorders. Similar
infective matters, produced in the tissues of
the bo;ly itself, are believed to be absorbed
in septicitmia. pysemia, and other allied dis-

eases, and numerous observations support
the furtJier belief that the presence of micro-
organisms is intimately associated therewith.

A I'omewhat similar infection may occur in

malignant disease, the juices being mixed
with the blood-plasma, but in some instances

the process may be different, namely, by
means of cells. We cannot expect to detect

these cells readily in the blood in transitu.

The same remark applies to embola, of what-
ever nature, and to blood-crystals.

8. Organisms.—The blood may contain
a variety of vegetable and animal organisms,
either foreign or peculiar to itself; the latter

being called 7(ff//ia<o2oa. See H.ematozoa ;

Chyluria; and Filaria Sanguinis-hominis ;

also Micro-organisms ; Malaria ; Kelaps-
ING Fever ; Spirillum ; and Zyme.

J. Mitchell Bruce.

BLOOD, Transfusion of.—-See Trans-
fusion.

BLOOD-WORMS.—This term is of

general ajjplication. It refers to all kinds of

entozoa li\iiig in the blood. See Entozoa.

BLUE DISEASE.— Synon. : Morbus
Cfrrnhus.—A condition in which the most
prominent symptom is a peculiar discoloura-

tion of the skin and mucous membranes, due
to the circulation of dark blood in the vessels.

See Cyanosis ; and Uj^art, Malformations of.

BOILS.—Synon. : Furuncles; Yr.Furon-
cles; Ger. Furunkeln.

Definition.—Gangrenous inflammation of

the skin, fonning small painful swellings, and
ending by expulsion of the necrosed centre or
' core.' The inflammation begins in the glan-

dular structure, hence involving not onlj- the

skin, but also the cellular tissue immediately
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beneath. The sebaceous pflands are most
commonly the seat of boils, but occasionally

the Meibomian glapds (stye), the ceriunin-

ons glands, and the sweat-glands of the
armpit are affected ; or, more rarely still, the

glands of the lips, vulva, or anus.

j5iTiOLOGY.

—

General j^^'cdi-^posing causes.

The general predisposing causes of boils

are :—the male sex ; youth and after middle
life ; a stout habit of body ; seasons of spring

and autumn ; a diet too fidl of Hesli, or

one suddenly changed, such as that adopted
during training for rowing, or in various

forms of the so-called ' water cure.' To
these miist be added the vitiation of the

blood during exhausting fevers and in certain

cases of saccharine urine, or that induced
by handling dissecting-room material ; and
by dirty occupations— for example, chimney-
sweeping or rag-picking. Lastly, boils are

sometimes epidemic.

Local predisposing causes.—The parts of

the skin most exposed to dirt or chafing—the

hands and face, the neck and back, the but-

tocks and knees—are favourite sites for boils

;

but they may form on any part except the

palms and soles. Blisters, poultices, and
stimiilating liniments occasionally cause them.
Determining causes. — Following these

predisposing causes is the specific contagion
of a pai-asitic microbe, which, by developing
in a gland-cell, or hair-bulb, causes limited

necrosis (the slough) of the tissue in which
it grows. This microbe is the staphylococcus
pyogenes, which can always be detected in

the discharge of a boil ; and boils have been
I)roduced by inoculation of this micrococcus,
artificially cultivated from the tissues of acute

necrosis of bones to free it from other possible

contagia.

Symptoms.— Boils appear either singly, in

succession, or several at once, forming then
an eruption on the skin. The solitary boil

begins with itching; soon a reddish pimple
forms at the itchy point ; sometimes the
pimple is tipped with a minute vesicle, in

the centre of which a hair may generally

be detected. The pimple grows larger and
harder, the red area increases and grows
darker, and pain begins, stinging at first,

then throbbing. In about five days the sum-
mit breaks, pus oozes forth, the pain abates,

and the hardness diminishes. A day or

two later the core, a shred of sphacelated
cellular tissue, escapes. The boil then sub-

sides and healing rapidly takes place ; the

scar is depressed, and for some time has a

violet colour. Occasionally the inflammation
affects chiefly the cellular tissue beneath the

skin ; the mass is then softer, more round and
clearly circumscribed, and fluctuates like an
abscess— this variety forms in the armpit.
Earely, the central slough extends rapidly

beneath the surface, and communicates with
the surface by several ^maU apertures (re-

sembling carbuncle). In other cases the

swelling is more diffuse ; no core appears at

the surface, but a hard, very painful, pimple
is formed, which is long in subsiding {blind

boil). The furuncular eruption, consisting of

groups of small boils, forms successive crops,

and thus the disease may continue a long
time. Boils are generally limited to a small
region, but this is not always the case ; and
the greater part, even the whole, of the body
may be attacked.

The constitutional disturbance is usually
nil or slight when the boil is due to local

irritation, though it may suflice to render
nervous, irritable persons unfit for work.
When the boils are in exhausted persons,

the general symptoms are severe and de-

note great depression. Prostration, agitation,

stupor, low delirium, dry brown tongue,
sordes, vomiting, and diarrhoea set in, and
the case often ends fatally : or recovery is very
slow, accomjianied by much suppuration.

Septic absorption and pyaemia ver^' rarely

take place.

Carbuncular Boil of the Face.—There is

a rare and generally fatal form of boil, the

determining cause of which is still uncertain.

Doubtless it is due to inoculation with a

specific contagium not yet determined. It is

met with only on the head and neck, notably
on the lip. Mild and trifling at first, like an
ordinary boil, it rapidly extends by inflam-

mation of the cellular tissue and veins or

lymphatics, and causes poisoning of the blood.

The earliest sign of this fatal change is the

occurrence of violent and repeated shivers.

The boil becomes a boggy swelling of blackish-

violet colour ; the surrounding tissues become
hard and brawny ; suppuration ceases

;

sloughing occurs ; the complexion grows
earthy ; the features, if the boil is on the

face, become everted ; the skin round the

eyes in some cases is puffed out, and the eyes

themselves project from the sockets ; anxiety

and laboured, gasping breathing set in ; and
a violent constricting pain in the head, chest,

or belly is frequently experienced. Delirium
and coma usually supervene, but sometimes
consciousness and teriible suffering remain to

the last. The duration from the first shiver

to the end is about four days, though death
may supervene in half that time. The veins

of the face first inflame, and the phlebitis

extends by the veins of the orbit to the sinuses

in the skull, to the diploe, &c. ; hence ab-

scesses form in the eyelid, the forehead, the

meninges, or the brain, and occasionally in

distant viscera.

Diagnosis.—A boil is distinguished by
the central cavity and slough—characters

peculiar to it. The boil of tlie face accom-
panied with phlebitis has been confounded
in this country with the ' malignant pustule '

of Continental surgeons. The former is still

a bnil with a central core. The 'pustule
maligne ' is said to have invariably a large

vesicle surrounding a brownish eschar, with
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a ring of smaller vesicles round the larger

one,—a condition never met with in hoils.

PuoGNOSis.—When due to local causes,

the prognosis is good, unless the patient be

exhausted by old age or fever ; under such
circumstiinces the extensive sloughing and
suppuration often lead to a fatal issue.

Tkkatmkxt. — General. — First remove
l)redisposing causes, and invigorate the

patient by change of air, outdoor exercise,

vapour and Tm-kish biulis. The sanitary

slate of the patient's dwelling nuist be tested, ,'

as sewer gas may cause boils. The diet

should be moderate and mixed. Alcohol,

unless the patient is greatly debilitated,

should be given in ver^- moderate quantity,

and the form of fermented licjuor most ha-

bitual to the patient is best ; much alcohol

taken before the core has loosened increases

the pain and throbbin;^. Occasionally a
saline purge should be given. Of empirical
remedies, j-east (a tablesi)oonful thrice daily)

is said to put an end to the rc])etition of

boils. Quinine and perchlori<le of iron are

also used. Quinine should be given to an
adult in five-grain doses every six hours, till

singing in the ears and headache begin ; it

should then be gradually lowered for three or

four days to three or four grains jter diem, and
finally left off. In obstinate cases the waters
of Vichy, Bareges, or Harrogate are believed

to remove the disposition to boils. In diabetes
omission of sugar-forming food and the free

administration of alkalis and oijinni are the
mostetfectual remedies. For the exhausting
boil of the face, large doses of brandy method-
ically prescribed, whether with or without
quinine, are recjuired, and copious nourish-
ment by beef-tea, with peptonised foods in

frequent doses.

Local.—When signalled by itching, a boil

may be stopped by plucking out the hair of
the inflamed follicle, and in a long succession
many boils may thus be prevented. When
the areola has formed, if the pain be slight a
drop of caustic solution applied to the centre
will sometimes check the progress of the boil.

.\ better plan at this stage is to cover the
boil with a galbanum and opium i)laster

(Erasmus Wilson'si spread on leather. Under
this treatment pain at once ceases, the in-

flammation gradually subsides, and the sepa-
ration of the core proceeds painlessly ; when
the boil discharges, a hole should be cut in
the centre of the plaster, for the escajje of
the products. When the pain is stinging,
and the areola wide, with restlessness and
headache, warm poultices are most soothing
—those of starch cause pustulation less than
linseed-meal poultices. Mixing lard with a
linseed poultice, or sprinkling it with the
dilute solution of acetate of lead, has a simi-
lar effect. Extract of belladonna and glycerine
in equal parts should be freely spread over
the boil before the poultices are applied.
Sponging with hot water also greatly allevi-
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ates the jiain of boils, and may be continued
for hours together. Poultices hasten the
expulsion of the slough, but should be dis-

continued as soon as the hardness changes
to doughinoss, as they tend to excite fresh

crops of boils in the skin near the first boil.

If the slough is large, the surface may be
dressed with lint sjiread with Peruvian balsam
or dusted with iodoform, and the boil care-

fiilly protected by means of pads and com-
presses of carbolised tow. Poultices are now
altogether abandoned by many sturgeons

;

moist heat being applied by means of layers

of boracic lint wrung out of hot water and
covered with oiled silk.

Incisions are now much less employed
than formerly. They increase rather than
lessen the loss of tissue in ordinary boils, and
do not shorten the duration of the infiam-

mation. They give relief to pain, however,
and check the spread of diffused boils. Inci-

sions are therefore useful to relieve tension

when severe. When made, incisions shonld
be free, crucial, or even star-like, and carried

beyond the boil. In the rapidly extending
boil of the face simple incisions are of little

avail : the free use of the actual cautery may
be beneficial if employed at an early jieriod

;

or if the boil be seen early, fi'ee excision of

the boil and the healthy tissue aronnd it may
be made. Otherwise, quinine in large doses
and local soothing applications give most
relief. See Pustule, Malignant.

Berkeley Hill.

BONE, Diseases of.—Synon. : Fr. Ma-
hulies dcs Os ; Ger. Kiwrheiihranliheiten.—
Under this head are included :—Acute and
Chronic Inflammations of bone and its mem-
branes, with the consequences thereof, such as

Necrosis, Caries, and Abscess; New Growths,
which arise both within and upon the bone

;

Malformations ; and ce-tain disorders of

nutrition, namely. Hypertrophy and Atrophy.
View^ed in another aspect, bone diseases

may be divided into two principal groups,

which somewhat overlap one another, namely,
(rt) those which are distinctly injlammatory
in type; and {h) those oi diaihcfic origin.

Bone-tissue should be regarded as being

similar to other connective tissues; but some
diseases affecting it are rendered obscure by
its structure, while others are materially

modified in their jirogress, by reason mostly

of its meshes being filled with lime-salts.

1. Inflammation.—Asa matterof clinical

convenience, it is usual to consider separately

inflammations of the ])eriosteum, of the bone
proper, and of the medulla; but it should not

be forgotten that these structures ai-e through-

out continuous and interdependent, and that

disease is rarely exclusively confined to any
one of them : it may originate or be chiefly

developed in one, but it cannot long exist

without involving the others to a greater or

less degree. Whilst inflammation of bone is
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esseatially the same as inflammation else-

where, its chai'acters are modified by the

tissue in which it takes place, accordin;^dy as

it affects the periosteum, the compact or the

cancellated tissue, The bones are most fre-

quently affected by disease during the period

of active growth, when the development is

jji-oceeding and the blood-supply abundant.
The i>eriosteum is esiiecially vascular at this

period ; and as the bone derives its chief

supply of blood through it, it powerfully reacts

when inflamed upon the bone, and inflam-

matory changes taking place in the perios-

teum are very seldom limited to this mem-
brane. Inflammation of the bone is very
painful, from the unyielding nature of the

tissue ; and, when the inflannaation has been
sutticiently intense, the vitality of the bone
is destroyed, and the dead portion is subse-

quently separated with some difficulty. So
also in bone-disease dependent upon some
general cause, such as syphilis, the charac-

ters of the disease may be modified or ob-

sciu-ed by the mechanical conditions which
obtain.

A. Periostitis.—Inflammation of the in-

vesting membrane of hone.—By periosteum
is usually meant the thin fibrous envelope

of the bone in which the vessels for the

supply of blood subdivide. But between
it and the bone is a layer of osteogenetic

cells lilie the cambium-layer of a growing
plant, and immediately external is a layer of

cellular tissue, contmnous with that of the

adjacent parts; these are integral portions of

the periosteum, and take an active share in

all its diseased processes. Periostitis may be
either acute or chronic.

(a) Acute Periostitis; Osteoperiostitis;

Acute Periosteal Abscess; Acute Necrosis.

This is a formidable, but fortunately com-
paratively rare, disease, at least in the adult.

It attacks the long bones almost exclusively,

usually those of delicate children or young
adults, in whom active bone-growth is still

going on, and the periosteum is highly vas-

cular. Acute periostitis probably never occurs

without coincident inflammation of bone, and
it is by far the most common cause ot necrosis.

It will be best to regard it as an acute osteitis

and periostitis combined, and to call it osteo-

periostitis, just as we call inflammation of

the bone and of the endostemn osteomyelitis.

The extent to which the bone and the perios-

teum are in the first instance respectively in-

volved is always difficult, and sometimes im-
possible, to determine—it may be inferred from
the extent of the necrosis. There are two ways
in which the disease may begin—either in

the fibrous investing sheath of the bone and
the cellular layers beneath and superficial to

it, from whence it spreads inwards to the

cortical bone-substance, or even to the me-
dulla ; or in the bone-tissue—the inflamma-
tion spreading outwards to the periosteian.

It is impossible in the living subject to dis-

tinguish acTite osteomyelitis and osteoperios-

titis arising from idiopathic causes. The dis-

ease is usually attributed to an injury, often

slight, or to exposure to extremes of cold or

heat. Frequently no cause is assignable. The
disease is in most cases associated with the
development of a pathogenic micro-organism,
the pus teeming with micrococci.

Pathology.—Rapid exudation takes place

in the layers of the periosteum, and between
it and the bone; also in the Haversian spaces
and canals of the bone, often to such an extent

as to obstruct the circulation, and probably to

cause by pressure the severe pain complained
of at the outset. The exudation beneath the

fibrous layer of periosteum is copious, and
soon becomes purulent ; the periostemn is

detached ; the vascular supply of the bone
is cut off; and necrosis results. Occasionally

the disease originates at the epiphysial junc-

tion, commonly between the diaphysis and
the epiphysial cartilage, less frequently in

the layer of cartilage itself. The extent of

the necrosis depends upon the extent to which
the periosteum is engaged, while the thick-

ness of the dead bone depends mainly on the

depth to which the inflammation in the os-

seous tissue extends, sometimes the entire

shaft perishing from one extremity to the
other. ITsually the diseased action is arrested

at the epiphysial junction; but in other cases

the extremity of the bone and the adjacent

joint become involved. Large accumulations
of pus, swarming with micrococci, are often

rapidly formed in these cases, the pus escap-

ing through openings in the fibrous envelope
into the circumjacent cellular tissue, and
finding its way to the surface. The shafts

of the tibia and femur are the parts most
frequently affected ; the disease occiu-s more
rarely in the bones of the upper extremities

and other parts of the skeleton.

Symptoms.—One of the earliest symptoms
of acute periostitis is sudden and severe pain
in the affected bone, which is soon followed

by rigor and intense fever. The temperature
niounts quickly to 104° or 105^ F. There
is sweating, rapid feeble pulse, and delirium,

aggravated at night. On the second or third

day deep-seated swelling may be felt, some-
what obscurely at first ; and the limb is

swollen, hot, tense, and tender. An obscure
sense of fluctuation may be distinguished at

an early period ; but when fluctuation becomes
distinct very extensive damage will usually

have taken place. After an interval varying
from three to five days, the inflammation
approaches the siu-face, the skin becomes
oedematoiis, pits on pressure, and finally red-

dens 'and inflames. The length of interval

depends on the thickness of muscles and soft

parts covering the affected bone. Other things

being alike in respect of pain and amount of

fever, the longer the delay in the appearance

of external swelling, the greater the proba-

bilitv that the bone is the first and chief
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tissue -eiifjaf^ed, the inHainmalioii liaving

readied tlio periosteum secouilarily ; while

the early appearance of swelliufj aud Huctua-

tiou externally su^'i,'ests that the inllaiuma-

tioH is chielly periosteal. JJlood-poisoninj,',

either septicieniie or pya-niic, is a coinnioii

conseciuence of acute iutlauimation of boue
and periosteum.

Diagnosis.—This disease may be obscuro

at the eonnncuccmcnt, and its nature over-

looked. It has often been mistaken for acute

rheumatism, on account of the swollen joints;

for phle^jnionous erysipelas; for acute cellu-

litis, or for typlK)id fever. The only malady
with which acute periostitis need be con-

founded is an idiopathic inflammation of the

deep-seated cellular tissue in a limb. This
disease is rare. When we observe the chain
of symptoms above described in a young
person, we may safely assume the presence
of an acute osteoperiostitis.

CouKSK AND Tkhminations.—Tlio disease

almost in\ ariably terminates in suppuration
and necrosis ; resolution happens rarely, but
necrosis is not inevitable, even after suppur-
ation. In a fe casesw, especially in young
children, if the matter be speedily evacuated,
the abscess collapses, the periosteum reunites

with the bone, and no necrosis takes place.

This result is unfortimately quite exceptional.

As the separation of the periosteum cuts off

the vascular supply from the bone, unless in-

cisions be very s})eedily made to permit the
escape of intiammatory products, more or less

extensive necrosis is the inevitable result.

If not evacuated, the pus confined beneath
the periosteum will presently escape through
one or more openings into the intermuscular
spaces, and iu this way reach the surface.

In favourable cases, after evacuation of the
matter, the acute symptoms subside ; new
bone is formed from the deeper layers of the
periosteum ; and the dead part, finally in-

vested with a sheath of new bone, becomes a
sequestrum.

ruocixosis.—This must be founded on the
extent of the necrosis ; whether blood-poison-
ing has taken place ; and whether the adjacent
joints are implicated in the disease. C\ire can-
not take place until the dead bone is cast off

or removed, and this is often long delayed.
The usefulness of a limb may be permanently
impaired by the disease, or it may require
amputation, or the patient may lose his life

from the exhaustion of the discharge or some
intercurrent malady. On the other hand, the
use of the limb, ancl the health of the patient,

may become completely re-established.

Treatmknt.—Early and energetic treat-

ment is of the greatest importance, as it

affords the best prospect of averting the
disastrous consequences of acute j)eriostitis,

but iu hospital practice the cases are rarely
seen sufliciently early. Jn the first stage the
limb should be elevated, and cold compresses
applied. As soon as the nature of the atl'ec-

tion is suspected free incisions down to the
bone, so as to divide the periosteum, are in-

dicated, even before there is clear evidence
that pus is formed. They relieve pain and
tension ; and, by permitting the timely
escape of pus as soon as it does form, the
amount of periosteal soj)aration, and conse-
quently of necrosis, is limited. It is the
more important to make an early incision,

because evidence of fluctuation is at first by
no means easy to make out ; and an incision

down to the bone should bo made iu the
centre of the inflamed area in all cases of

doubt. Antiseptic precautions should alway.s

be taken. Sonu times the abscess-ca^ity does
not readily collajjso, owing to its walls being
stiff and infiltrated, and its contents may
become septic, thus great!}' increasing the
patient's risks. If there be synovial etlusion

into a neighbouring joint, it should be kept

I

at rest by means of a splint or a fixed ban-

I

dage. As the acute symptoms subside, the

j

abscess-cavity contracts, one or more sinuses
I remain, and the dead bono begins to sepa-

i rate. See Necrosis, page 174.

Where an epiphysis is engaged in the
disease the case is more ursent : the fever

runs higher, the supi)uratioii is greater, and
the degree of joint-implication more intense,

proceeding in extreme cases to suppurative
inflammation and destruction of the articu-

lation. When the joint becomes tense and
swollen, the fluid may bo drawn off with a
trocar and cannula, or an incision may be
made into it. The affected limb should always
be supported on a splint. (I'jdema of the limb
often indicates a deep-seated phlebitis, the
precursor of sejitic poisoning. Under these

circumstances, amputation is often the only
resom'ce. It is imperative to amputate
where there is extensive bone-destruction,

and the symptoms indicate commencing
pyaemia; or where, with the death of a
large portion of the shaft, one or both of

the neighbouring joints may have become
gravely implicated, and great suffering and
loss of strength forbid us to temporise. It

is precisely in these cases, however, where
the diaphysis has become necrosed up to the
epiphysial junction, that good results are
attainable by the immediate extraction of

the dead bone. The part of the shaft \\ liich

joins the epiphysis becomes rapidly detached
and loose, and may be readily separated and
removed, while the portion beyond the limit

of the necrosis in the other direction can be
divided witii a chain saw. It is diHicult,

however, in the early stage to diagnose the
extent of the necrosis. Where the joints

I both above and below are involved, ampu-
tation is usually necessary.

A periostitis of a very acute form, almost
invariably suppurating, and accompanied
by necrosis, is very common in the fin<;ers,

where it chiefly affects the un^'ual phalanges.

The pain is very gi'eat, but may be relieved
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by an early and free incision down to the

Lone, which, nevertheless, does not usually

avert either suppuration or necrosis.

(b) Chronic j^eriostitis.—This disease is

usually due to some diathetic cause, but may
result from injury, or from some continuous
jtressure or source of irritation. It is most
frequent on the superficial parts of the skele-

ton, as the tibia, clavicle, skull, and ribs, but
may affect any bone ; and it is often observed
at the origin or insertion of muscles. When
the disease arises from a general cause, such
as syphilis, many parts of the skeleton are

affected ; when from a local one, usually

only one.

Symptoms.— Chronic periostitis often takes

the form of what is called a node— a tender,

more or less painful, rounded or oval swell-

ing ; at first tense and hard, afterwards softer

or even fluctuating. The pain is more severe

at the outset, from the tension of the parts

involved, and is generally worse at night.

Subsequently the swelling becomes indolent,

and painless, unless it be pressed upon

;

and the effused matter may become organised

first into fibrous tissue and then into bone.

Nodes are due to a localised inflammation.
The cambium-layer of the periosteum and
its external layer proliferate and become
filled with leucocj'tes, thus forming a well-

marked projection on the bone, which may
undergo resolution, suppurate, or ossify,

according to cfrcumstances.

Prognosis.—In chronic periostitis this is

usually favourable. Under the influence of

early and suitable treatment, the inflamma-
tory products are completely absorbed, and
the bone resumes its natural shape. If the

chronic inflammation of the periosteiun be
permitted to proceed unchecked, a deposit

of new osseous lamellffi usually takes place

on the sm'face of the affected bone, giving

rise to permanent thickenings, or even to

osteophytic growths. These are composed of

light porous bone, with a rough surface. The
skeleton of a syphilitic subject will often

present numerous thickenings of this nature.

On making a section of the bone, it is easy
to see that the new bone is superimposed
upon the old, and is formed by the perios-

teum.
Treatment.—Wlien due to a local cause,

the swelling will often spontaneously subside

with removal of the cause and rest to the part

;

but in obstinate cases iodide of potassium
internally, and iodine ointment or blistering

externally, may be required. If the subject

be unhealthy, or if the original injury be con-

siderable, suppuration may take place, when
the treatment will be that of an inflamma-
tory abscess. Syphilitic nodes, which are a
very common expression of chronic perios-

titis, yield rapidly to the influence of iodide

of potassium ; and this in some cases may
usefully be combined with a mercurial comrse.

Blistering or friction externally is hurtful in

such cases. Syphilitic nodes are not at first

pi one to suppuration, and even when they
become soft and fluctuating, and the skin
reddens over them, they should not be mis-
taken for abscesses, as they do not require
incision, and will readily be absorbed imder
suitable treatment.

(c) Periostitis after typhoid fever.—

A

peculiar form of chronic periostitis is occa-

sionally observed as a sequel of typhoid
fever. It occurs during convalescence, and
without general symptoms. It takes the
form of hot, jjainful, and tender nodes, fre-

quently symmetrical, and often placed on the
tibia ; the disease is also found on the ribs

and other bones. It may be associated with
necrosis, but if so the extent of the dead bone
is small in proportion to the inflamed area
of periosteum. The general health is not
seriously affected by the periostitis, and the

disease is amenable to treatment by iodide

of potassium, combined with iodide of iron.

(B) Osteitis.— Osteitis is an inflammation
chiefly affecting the bone-substance. It may
be either acute or chronic.

(a) Acute osteitis is neither clinically nor
pathologically to be distinguished fi-om acute
osteomyelitis or endosteitis. See (C) Osteo-
myelitis, p. 171.

{h) Chronic osteitis is a disease beginning
in the bone, in which from first to last the

chief changes occur, the periosteum being

secondarily engaged. This affection may re-

sult from injury, or be excited by exposure
to cold ; but it often depends on constitu-

tional predisijosition, such as the syphilitic,

the strumous, the gouty, or the rheumatic
diathesis, the first being the most frequent

cause. It may occur in any part of the

skeleton ; the chief changes, when produced
by sj'philis, occur in the shafts of the long

bones. They consist mainly of hypertrophy,

and the bone is ultimately increased in thick-

ness, in length, and generally in density : its

interior is often transformed into sclerosed

bone-tissue, and the medullary cavity is ob-

literated. Another form, associated with the

strumous diathesis, is generally seated in the

joint-ends of the long bones, and in the

spongy bones. It is prone to end in suppura-

tion, accompanied by either caries or necrosis,

or may terminate in the condition known as

osteojjorosis or rarefying osteitis. The gouty
and rheumatic forms are associated with
evidence of the presence of either of these

diatheses.

Pathology. — Increased vascularity first

takes place, the Haversian canals enlarge,

the canaliculi disappear, the canceili enlarge

to contain the inflammatory products, and
the earthy matter diminishes. Hence the

inflamed bone softens, and, if macerated at

this stage, will be found comparatively light

and porous. When the inflammation affects

the superficial lamiuse of the bone, the peri-

osteum becomes thick and vascular ; if the
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deeper parts are involved, similar changes

will occur in the entlosteum. Tlio poro\is

condition of the bone may become permanent,

when the condition is called ostcojwrosis, the

result of so-called rarefyinj^ osteitis; or the

),Tanulations become transformed into new
bone, and the cancellated structure is tilled

with osseous deposit, so that the whole of

the intlamed area becomes very dense, and is

then said to be sclerosed ; or the intlannna-

tory process may terminate in suppuration,

followed by caries or necrosis ; or an abscess

may form in the interior of the bone, and be

either ditTused or circumscribed.

Symptoms.—These are insidious, very ob-

sciure at the outset, and may be mistaken for

those of chronic rheumatism, or mere perios-

titis. They consist chiefly in achinj,', i^naw-

ing pain in the affected bone, with charac-

teristic remissions and nocturnal exacerba-

tions. The bone is tender on pressure, and
feels increased in bulk at first, from the in-

filtration of the innnediately sm-rounding soft

tissues ; subsequently the bone itself en-

larges. There is often increase of heat in the

limb. The progress is chronic. If uncliecked

by treatment, chronic osteitis may give rise

to considerable deformity.

Treatment.—Treatment should be directed

to the cause of the disease. If this be syphilis,

antisyi)liilitic treatment will be followed by
good results ; even in chronic bone-intlam-

mation not dependent on syphilis, iodide of

potassium is often of great service. Local
counter-irritation may also be employed.
Often the cause cannot be made out, and if

iodide of potassium fad in producing an effect

we must fidl back on general treatment. In
the early subacute stage, rest, with elevation

of the aifected part, is very desirable. ^Varm
fomentations, followed by iced compresses,
relieve the suffering. If there be much pain
and tension, leeches shoiild be applied.

Puncturing the tissues down to the intlamed
bone, with a tenotomy-knife or fine bistoury,

relieves the tense periosteum, and allows
extravasation beneath it to escape, so that

the pain promptly abates.

(c) Osteitis deformans.—A peculiar form
of chronic inflammation of bone has been de-

scribed by Sir James Paget under this title,

from the changes it produces, both in the
form and density of the affected bones. It is

a chronic osteitis of the most extensive kind.
The compact tissue is chiefly affected, be-

coming thickened, soft, spongy, and vascular
;

the Haversian canals are enlarged, and con-
tain granulation material. It begins after

middle age, and may ccmtinue for an indefinite

time without influence upon the general health
—a feature which distinguishes it clinically

from other bone-inflammations. It is usually
symmetrical, and affects chiefly the long bones
of the lower extremity nnd the skull. At flrst

the bones enlarge and soften, from excessive
production of imperfectly developed gramda-

tion-tissue and increased blood-supply ; and,
yielding to tiie weight of the body, they be-
come curved and misshapen. The femur, for

example, shows a marked anterior curvature,
and its neck becomes horizontal ; the spine
becomes curved ; the skull is enormously
thickened. The limbs, however, althougli
deformed, remain strong and fitted to sup-
port the body. In its early period, and
sometimes throughout its course, the disease
is attended with pains in the affected bones,
which vary much in severity, and are not
especially nocturnal or periodic. It is not
attended by fever, nor associated with any
constitutional disease. It differs from the
chronic osteitis dependent on simple inflam-
mation of bone, or that produced by gout or
syphilis, in affecting the whole length of the
bone ; whilst hyperostosis and osteoporosis
dependent on these latter causes rarely affect

the entu-e bone. No treatment appears to

produce any effect upon this disease.

(C) Osteomyelitis.—This is an inflam-
mation chiefly affecting the endostcum and
interior of the bone. Like osteitis, it may be
either acute or chronic.

(a) Acute osteomyelitis or endosteilis is a
suppurative inflammation of the medulla and
bone, which is very frequently associated
with septic poisoning and necrosis. \\&
must remember that the medidla of a long
bone is very vascidar ; it consists of fat and
numerous white corpuscles contained in a
delicate connective tissue. Near the cortical

part of the bone the connective tissue as-

sumes a very vascular membranous fonn,
which has been called the endosteum. The
disease nearly always arises in connexion
with bone-injury, and most freciuently hap-
pens after amputation, or gunshot fracture,

in which the cancellated structure is in-

jured ; a severe contusion of the bone, an
injury to the periosteiun, or exposure to

sudden extremes of heat and cold, is capable,

under some circumstances, of producing the
disease.

Symptoms.—The symptoms are obscure,

more especially if there be no opportunity of
inspecting the affected bone, as tiie changes
in the bone are often masked by inflamma-
tion of the superficial parts. They usually

make their appearance from five to ten days
after the injury to the bone ; in some cases

much earlier. The pain may not be exces-

sive ; there is fever and ])robably rigor. If

there be a wound, the secretion from it

diminishes in quantity, and becomes less

healthj" ; the medulla protrudes from the

central cavity ; the parts soon become sur-

rounded by putrescent fluid ; and the symp-
toms resemble those of more or less intense

septiciemia. The periosteum generally, but
not always, separates from tlie bone. In
yomig persons the disease is sometimes
arrested at the epiphysis ; but in the adult

the whole length of the bone is liable to be
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affecterl. The risk of septic poisoning is

infinitely greater in osteomyelitis than in

osteoperiostitis. Thrombosis of the bone-
veins is especially prone to happen, and by
the breaking down of the clot septic emboli
are carried into the circulation, and deposited

in the liver, lungs, and elsewhere. In this

disease, too, fatly embolism often takes place

—a condition associated with a very acute
and fatal form of blood-poisoning. The pro-

gnosis is generally bad. It may be impossible
at first to distinguish acute osteomyelitis

from acute osteoperiostitis, arising from
non-traumatic causes. In military hospitals,

in war time, acute osteomyelitis is often

epidemic, and probably of septic origin.

Treatment.—Where the symptoms lead

us to suspect osteomyelitis, although the
medullary cavity of the bone may not have
been exposed, it will be desirable to trephine

the bone, and if suppuration in its interior

be discovered, it becomes necessary to ampu-
tate as soon as the nature of the disease is

recognised, and this affords the best chance
of saving the patient's life. The chief diffi-

culty consists in arriving at a correct dia-

gnosis, and deciding when it becomes neces-

sary to interfere. This may best be done by
observing the general progress of the case

;

and locally by the introduction of a probe
into the medullary cavity when this is

exposed. Should it reach healthy bleeding

medulla near the surface we may temporise,

if the constitutional symptoms admit of this
;

but it is rare for the disease once commenced
to be limited—it has an extreme tendency
to become diffused. Experience shows that

nothing short of amjiutation at the next joint,

or even above it, is sufficient to arrest the

consequences of the malady ; and to be suc-

cessful this must be done before the systemic
poisoning has become marked. Amputation
in the continuity of the affected bone is worse
than iiseless.

{b) Chronic osteomyelitis is an obscure
affection, not to be distinguished, either

clinically or pathologically, from chronic

osteitis. It may terminate in sclerosis, or

in the formation of an abscess. Bee Chronic
Osteitis, p. 170.

2. Abscess.— This is a term usually

applied to a limited suppuration in the bone,

luiattended by necrosis. Young adults are

most prone to the disease, or boys about the

age of puberty ; it is very rare in women.
It is the result of a chronic inflammation of

bone, which may be associated with some
injury. This affection is most frequently

met with in the upper and lower extremities

of the tibia, just external to the epiphysial

cartilage, less frequently in the ends of the

femur, only occasionally in other bones, and
very seldom in the compact tissue anywhere.

Symptoms.—A circumscribed, slightly ele-

vated, very tender and jiainful swelling may
be discovered on the sui'face of the bone.

This is due to a local periostitis with new bone-
deposit. In old-standing cases the bone is

often half an inch or an inch longer than its

fellow, by reason of the chronic hypersemia
and consequent increase of activity of growth
at the epiphysis. The skin and superficia]

parts are unchanged at first, or there may be
but trifling subcutaneous oedema. There is

often slight local increase of temperature.
The pain, aggravated on deep pressure at

the central point, is often intolerable. It is

intermittent at first, but generally worse at

night. After a time it becomes continuous,
and deprives the patient of all rest, owing to

its severity. The abscess may persist with
little change for months or years. The
symptoms generally resemble those of

osteitis, from which at the outset it is diffi-

cult to distinguish this affection. When the
abscess tends to reach the periosteal surface,

the soft parts become engaged, and there will

be slight redness and oedema of the skin.

More rarely the pus makes its way into the

adjacent articulation, in which it sets up
destructive inflammation ; but usually the
joints are free from implication. The sub-

jects of the disorder have often suffered from
antecedent bone-disease. Evidence of this

should be looked for, as giving a clue to the
diagnosis.

Treatment.—Spontaneous cure cannot
occur : even if the abscess discharge itself,

a permanent fistula will usually remain. It

is necessary to lay the abscess-cavity freely

open. A crucial incision must be made
through the soft parts, down to the bone, at

the most tender and prominent point, and a

disc of bone removed by tlie bone-trephine—
an instrument without a shoulder, about
half-an-inch in diameter. The sudden loss

of resistance indicates the piercing of the

abscess-cavity. Tlie layer of granulation-

tissue lining its interior should not be inter-

fered with, but the cavity simply washed out.

The i)us is often foul, and greenish in colour.

The wound should be dressed antiseptically
;

granulations presently fill it, which are sub-

sequently transformed into a fibrous cicatrix.

Immediate and permanent relief follows the

operation. If the abscess is missed, the tre-

phine may be re-applied, or drill punctures

made in the most likely directions in the

adjacent bone, in order to discover the pus.

Sometimes an error of diagnosis is com-
mitted, and the symptoms are found to arise

from chronic osteitis, without suppuration.

The operation, nevertheless, affords relief in

these cases also. Where there is doubt, a

preliminary course of iodide of potassium
will often resolve it.

3. Caries.—Caries is a form of chronic

inflammation resulting in osteoporosis and
suppuration, with gradual disintegration of

bone, which has been likened to the process of

ulceration in the soft tissues. It is generally

found in the spongy bones, in any part of the
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skeleton, the vertcbrrp nnd tarsus bein;^ the

jiurts most coiiinionly atVected. Tliore are two
tonus of the disease : the one, siiiij)le caries,

resembleiiif^aniiulolcnt ulcer 6f the- soft parts,

is most common in the Hat or sliort bones,

but is sometimes met with in the compact
tissue of lou}^ bones ; the other, fiiiu/titinfj

caries, is often met with in tlie articular ends
of the lon<i bones, and usually terminates in

joint-disorttanisation. It has been called

subartictilar caries ; and is part of the

disorder known as tumor alhiis, a form of

tuberculous disease {see Joists, Diseases of).

The non-articular form of simple caries often

originates in a localised periostitis, and is

freciuently due either to syphilis or struma
— the latter is most frequent iu young per-

sons, the former iu adultg

Pathology.—In caries the bone gradually

disintegrates as the result of a clironic in-

tlaunuation of its cancellated tissue. The
trabeculie become invaded with leucocytes;

the Haversian canals, lacunar, and caiialiculi

enlarge from the same cause ; and granula-

tions form, which prove, on an exposed sur-

face, the source of purulent discharge, just

in a granulating surface of the soft parts.

The process is, however, interfered with and
delayed by the act of getting rid of the osseous

structure, between the trabecular of which
the cells remain shut up imtil the bone-tissiie

tinally breaks down, and comes away in the

discharges, being often distinguished in the

form of gritty particles. Until tins process

is completed the dead bone is soaked in pus,

which oltcn becomes putrid, and until it is

got rid of a healthy granulation-surface is

impossible. Caries is frequent in scrofulous

subjects, and is then due to a deposit of

tubercle in the cancellated tissue. Syphilis

is a frequent cause of caries, the bone being

infiltrated by gunnnatous material. Fun-
gating caries occurs in the epiphyses of the

long bones; the fungating granulation-tissue

perforates the cartilages and invades the

synovial membrane. The cancelli are rapidly

rilled up, and the granulations, on reaching
the jointsurlace, form fimgatiug projections.

Exposed to pressure, the softened bone-tissue

yields and wastes away. In some joints,

especially the shoulder, this may take place

without the occurrence of suppuration—

a

condition known as ' dry caries.' More fre-

quently pm'ulent disintegration of the granu-
lation-tissue occurs, and the disease presents

the form of ordinary suppurating caries, or

ulceration of bone. In other cases the in-

flammatory products undergo fatty degenera-
tion and caseate, and portions of the bone
necrose— ' necrotic caries,' which occurs in

connexion with both syphilis and tubercle.

When recovery takes place, the granula-

tion-tissue is in part absorbed, and partly

translormed into ribroiis material and new
bone. A carious bone is soft and porous

;

the cancelli are thinned or destroyed, the

spaces enlarged, and jiortions of necrosed Ixme
are often found in tlie midst—a coiulition

also known as necrotic caries. On section,

a pink, gelatmous granulation-material is

seen, often caseating towards the centre. In
dry caries the gramdation-tissue is pink and
gelatinous throughout. An abscess-cavity
may form in the interior, with portions ot

necrosed cancellous bone in its midst. The
cause of this chronic intlannnation of bone
is usually the deposit of tubercle in the can-
cellous tissue. Nodules of tubercle are to be
found in the granulation-tissue which has in-

vaded the bone, as well as in the surrounding
soft parts, containmg in their centre a giant-

cell with branching processes, surrounded by
lymphoid corpuscles. The spinal bones are
most frequently afl'ected ; next, the expanded
extremities of the long bones in the lower
limb and the bones of the foot ; lastly, those
of the upper extremity.

Symptoms.—Caries is very chronic in its

progress, and often causes extensive damage
to the bone, involving the destruction of a
joint, or loss of a limb. It is almost always
associated with an impaired condition of

general health. The adjacent .soft parts are

involved in the inflammation ; abscesses form
in them. generally connected with the diseased

bone ; tliesc burst or are opened: and sinuses

lined with gelatiniform granulations, and dis-

charging a thin pus, persist for an indefinite

time. On examination with the probe the
surface of the bone is felt bare, rough, and
much softened ; and outside the area of

carious bone periosteal dejiosits of newly-
formed osseous tissue are often found. The
diagnosis and prognosis depend tipon the age,

constitutional condition, and clinical history

of the patient, as much as on the local signs.

Treatment.—Tiiis must be directed to re-

lieve the constitutional taint, as well as the

local disease. Merely to excise or destroy

the diseased jtortion of bone is not always
sufficient to cure the patient. Local means
prove eflicient only when the general condi-

tion has been snfhciently ameliorated, espe-

cially in the imhealthy chronic inflammation
of bone frequently called strumous. Fresh
air, good food, and tonics are, therefore, of

great importance. If syphilis be present, an
anti-syphilitic treatment must be pursued.

The principle by which the local means act

is to facilitate the formation of a liealthy

granulating surface— to transform, in fact, an
indolent into a healing ulcer. The disinteg-

ration of the dead and diseased trabeculu?

must be assisted. For this purpose the ap-

plication of strong sulphuric acid diluted with

two or three parts of water, or some other

mineral acid, often proves useful. Partial

gouging out of the diseased bone seldom
succeeds, because of the injury done by the

instrument to the adjacent bone, weakened as

it is by inflammatory changes, and therefore

prone to set up fiesh disease. The complete
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evidement of the bone, leavinfr nothing
but its thin outer shell, is more successful

;

but when the disease begins to invade ad-

jacent joints, as in'the tarsus, excision of the

entire bone is best ; or when several bones
are involved, amputation of the whole part

involved becomes necessary. In children

operations of this kind are not so often re-

quired
;
general treatment frequently proves

sufficient. In the early stages the actual

cautery, applied over the most painful spot,

is a valuable counter-irritant. Wlien it is

undesirable to make early incisions into

strumous abscesses in connexion with diseased

bone, it is right to empty them by a small

trocar, so as to preserve the diseased area as

long as possible from atmospheric influence,

and meanwhile to improve the general health.

When they require to be opened, this should
be done under antiseptic precautions, and the

whole of the diseased tissues must be scraped
away with the sliarp spoon. Iodoform di'ess-

ing is the best. When the carious action is

arrested, the cavity fills with healthy granu-
lations, the sinuses close, the parts cicatrise,

and the gap in the bone-tissue is filled by
fibrous or sometimes by osseous material.

4. Necrosis. — The complete arrest of

nutrition in a portion of bone from any cause

is followed by the death or necrosis of the

bone, and by a series of intlammatory
changes in the adjacent parts, which result

in the complete separation of the dead from
the living tissue. It is a common result of

the aciite inflammation of bone which is

invariably connected with some septic or in-

fective cause.

Etiology.—Necrosis is most frequently

the result of acute bone-inflammation or

severe injury, as after amputation, compound
fracture, or contusion. It is especially prone
to happen in the compact tissue, but it also

occurs in the spongy structure, as the joint-

ends of the long bones, or the tarsus and
carpus, where it is usually associated with
more chronic forms of inflammation, and is

more limited, as in necrotic caries. The
peculiar nature of the blood-supply to bone,

and the facility with whicli it may be inter-

fered with or arrested under the pressiure of

inflammatory exudation, go far to explain

the frequency of necrosis as a result of

bone-inflammation. Acute suppurative osteo-

periostitis or osteomyelitis rarely terminates
without necrosis. Whether the dead bone
will be in the superficial or the deep lamelliB,

or include the whole thickness, depends
on the seat of the inflammation, and on
the extent to which the periostemn and
endosteum are respectively implicated. The
long-continued action of crude phosphorus,
as observed in match-makers, and also of

mercury, may induce necrosis. Syphilis is a
frequent cause of necrosis, through its ten-

dency to produce chronic osteoperiostitis, the
sclerosed bone thus originated being after-

wards prone to necrose. It is not an un-
common sequel during convalescence from
some eruptive and continued fevers. After
scarlatina, osteoperiostitis, followed by ne-
crosis, is by no means rare, although affec-

tions of the joints are more common. It is

probable that many cases of necrosis occur-
ring in childhood are connected with an
antecedent attack of scarlet fever. The
nasal bones may necrose as the result of
severe coryza, the vertebrJE after pharyn-
gitis, or the petrous portion of the temporal
bone as a consequence of otitis. Arterial

thrombosis and embolism are occasional
sequelae of typhus, and may produce a local

gangrene, not only of the soft parts, but of
bone. This is, however, more frequent in

connexion with typhoid fever. In endocar-
ditis the nutrient artery of a bone has been
observed to be obliterated by an embolus,
thus producing necrosis.

Pathology.—After the death of a portion
of bone, the living tissue, in immediate con-
tact with the dead, becomes inflamed. The
Haversian canals and canaliculi become dis-

tended with migratory cells ; the leucocytes
multiply, and by degrees consume the hard
substance of the bone ; the trabeculae are
absorbed or eaten away ; loops of capillaries

form from the pre-existing vessels : a granu-
lating surface, in fact, is formed in the layer
of living bone, surrounding or in contact
with the dead, in a manner precisely similar

to what takes place in the soft jiarcs when a

slough is being detached. The periosteum
separates from the bone, and becomes thick

and vascular,while the osseous surface beneath
is smooth and white, like macerated bone.
In cases of syphilitic necrosis, as well as in

that resulting from phosphorus, the surface

is rough from antecedent periosteal deposit,

and in the former the interior may also be
sclerosed. How the osseous trabeculae are dis-

solved or disintegrated at the surface of sepa-

ration, so as to loosen the dead bone, is not
certain. Probably the granulation-tissue that
forms from tlie ]i\ing bone possesses amoeboid
properties, and thus disposes of the calcai^eous

particles. The pus that is formed has a
mechanical influence, while according to one
theory lactic acid is produced, which trans-

forms the insoluble into soluble salts of lime.

While this loosening process is going on,

new bone, formed chiefly from the perios-

teum, wliich becomes thick and vascular, is

being deposited, constantly becoming thicker,

and with one or more openings in it for the

escape of jms, called cloacce, so that even-
tually the dead portion becomes completely
invaginated, and is named, from its position,

a sequestrum. This sequestration of the

dead bone is not invariable. For instance, in

the spongy bones, the bones of the skull, and
the upper jaw, or where fi-om any cause the

periosteum has been destroyed, no sheath of

new bone will be formed. Necrosis very
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rarely takes place without JUippuration ; when
this does happen tlie natiu'o of the case is

very oliscure. It has been aptly called ' quiet

'

necrosis. Occasionally nearly the whole

shaft of a lonf< hone has been foiinil necrosed,

and after an interval of months, or even

years, no sup]niration may have taken place.

Such forms of necrosis are usually central

and limited in extent. Tiiey may very closely

sinuilate inalif,'Mant disease, and often cannot

he relieved or even recoj^nised save after

amputation. A chronic osteitis, followed by
hypertrophy and sclerosis of the bone, is the

most common antecedent condition of this

form of necriJsis.

Trkatmknt.—The chanf^es already de-

scribed, which separate the dead bone from
the living, do not cause its expulsion from
the body. On the contrary, they shut it up,

like a kernel v ithm its shell, and nothing so

imperatively demands surgical interference

as the presence of necrosed bone. It acts as

a foreign body, is a constant soiu^ce of risk to

the patient, and should be removed as soon
as practicable. Its continued presence ex-

cites the periosteum to further formation
of bone, so that the invaginating sheath
becomes of great thickness in old-standing

cases. The period at which an operation is

usually undertaken is when the seciuestrum
has become loose, and the time required for

this purpose varies with the extent of the

necrosis. In the acti\ely growing bones of

the yoimg, esj)ecially when the sequestrum
involves the epiphysial junction, the process

of separation is accomplished more quickly
than in the adult. lloughly estimated, a
period of from three to six months might be
named as that within which loosening of the
sequestrum usually occurs. Beyond the
latter term an efl'ort to extract the dead bone
should not be delayed, even if it cannot be
felt to be loose. Among other risks involved
by delay may be that of amyloid degenera-
tion of the viscera, principally the liver,

kidneys, and spleen, which are subject to
this change as the consequence of long-con-
tinued discharge from bone-disease. In order
to remove a sequestrum, a director should
first be introduced through a cloaca as a
guide, and the soft parts sutheiently divided.
An adequately large opening unist now be
made in the encasing sheath of new bone
with the chisel, trephine, small saw, or
cutting-forceps, and the dead bone extracted,
either in one or several pieces, as may be the
more convenient. The operation may prove
difficult on account of great thickness of the
soft parts or of the setjuestral envelope, or
because the secjuestnnn itself is extensive.
After the removal of tlie dead bone the cavity
fills with granulations, which subsequently
ossify, and the soft parts cicatrise. When
the loss of bone-substance is very large the
reparative process has been much facilitated
by the implantation of small pieces of freshly

killed rabbit's bone. Finally the soquestral

envclojje of new bone is partly absorbed,

j)artly consoliiiated, just as the redundant
callus is after IVactm-e, and the bono tends

more or less to resume its normal size and
shape.

5. Tubercle.—An examination of some
cases of chronic bone-disease in scrofulous

subjects seems to prove their coimexion witii

the formation of tubercle in tlie bone. The
cancellated tissue in the joint-ends of the

long bones, and cancellated bone generally,are

chiefly aftected. Miliary tubercles, precisely

similar to those found m other parts, are

formed in the soft structure of the medulla.
These maj' become contluent, and tend to

caseate or undergo a fatty degeneration. The
caseous mass only differs from a similarly

produced mass elsewliere by reason of the

necrosed bony framework which retains it.

When macerated, the bone shows a rounded
cavity, li'om which the tubercle has been
discharged. The external appearances are

those of fungating caries ; but microscopical
examination discloses multitudes of round
cells like lvm])h-corpnscles, with protoplas-

mic matter, filling up the intersi)aces, anil

enclosmg one or two giant-cells. The cells

are found surrounding the soft, grey, non-vas-
cular patches, which are often seen on section

of an inflamed cancellated heme in strumous
individuals, and this central part rnay be
the subject of calcareous, liittj', or suppura-
tive changes. Tlio bone wlien so al!ected

imdcrgoes osteoporotic changes, and is never
sclerosed ; hence these arc not simply cases

of chronic inflammation.
Treatment.—In cases of this kind general

tonic treatment becomes of the greatest

importance. Ilest must be given to the
affected part, and exercise to the body
generally, combined with fresh air both day
and night, and simple nourishing food.

When the bone is extensively diseased, it

must either be excised, or the part ampu-
tated. The presence of the tuberculous dia-

thesis does not forbid an operation, the local

source of irritation and drain upon the

system being thus removed, and a healthy
traumatic surface substituted for one infil-

trated with inflammatory products. The
removal of the local disorder often proves a
comfort to the patient ; increases his chance
of regaining health and strength ; and
diminishes the liability to dissemination.

(). New Growths.—The bones are liable

to be the seat of most of the tumours found
elsewhere in the body. The most important,
and the most frequentlj- occurring, are the
sarcomata.

(a) Myeloid Sarcoma.—Some forms are

pecuhar to bone, as, for instance, the mj-eloid

sarcoma, so called from the many large nu-
cleated corpuscles contained in it, analogous
to those found in fcEtal marrow ; it is of

endosteal origin, causing an expansion of thn
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bone in which it grows. It is most common
in the inferior maxillary bone, and near the

epiphysial ends of the long bones. It is

generally observed'in young persons; requires

removal ; and extirpation, if complete, is not,

as a rule, followed by a return of the disease.

(b) Periosteal or Faseietdated Sar-
coma.—This tumour, springing from the

periosteum of a long bone, such as the femur,
is not uncommon. The shaft of the bone
may be seen on section passing through tlie

centre of the tuui'^ur. Numerous bands of

fibrous tissue, often ossified, radiate from the

periosteum through the growth, like an out-

spread fan. The cells are spindle-shaped or

round in form, of various sizes and in different

l^roportions. This form of sarcoma is malig-
nant. The best treatment is amputation of the

limb at the joint above, which does not, how-
ever, ensure against recurrence of the disease.

Carcinoma.—This does not occiu- as a
primai'v gi'owth in- bones.

(c) Exostosis.—This is a bony outgrowth
developed on any part of the skeleton. It is

difficult to distinguish cartilaginous from
osseous outgrowths. The two structures are

often mixed, and a tumour originally car-

tilaginous is often transformed into bone.

Cartilagmous outgrowths, called Ecchon-
droses, are met with on the costal carti-

lages of old persons, also on the interver-

tebral discs, near the synchondroses, and
arise also from the articular cartilages in

osteoarthritis. Cartilaginous tumours, grow-
ing either from the periosteum or the medulla,

have their favourite seat upon the phalan-

ges ; they are usually multiple, and from tbe

deformity and inconvenience they produce

often demand either enucleation of the

tumour, or, in extreme cases, amputation of

the finger. Chondromata also arise from
the scapula and the shafts of the long bones,

when they often become mixed with sarco-

matous tissue. The more special forms of

exostosis are of two kinds, the sjjonfjy and
the ivorij-UJie. Spongij exostosis is often

developed near the articular ends of the

long bones, where it forms a nodulated
outgrowth of cancellated bone of variable

size, encrusted with a thin layer of cartilage,

by means of which it grows, and having
generally a bursa superimposed. This kind
of exostosis is often met with near an epi-

physial cartilage, and ceases to grow when
the bone is fully developed. This fact, as

well as the proximity of the neighbouring

joint, renders surgical interference often un-

necessary, and it may be hazardous. Another
form of sj^ongy exostosis, sometimes called

osteojiliytc, dejjends on a local excessive

periosteal growth of bone. At first this out-

growth is porous, and but slightly connected

with the bone on which it is developed.

Afterwards it may become dense and hard
from interstitial deposit, or it may always

remain spongy. Such exostoses often depend

on some local exciting cause, such as a blow;
or they may be fovind at the insertion or
origin of a muscle, as in the so-called rider's

bone, at the origin of the adductor longus
muscle, or the exostosis fi-equently found at

the insertion of the adductor magnus, or the
' exercise bone ' of the German soldier. They
maj' be regarded as morbid exaggerations of
the normal tuberosities of the skeleton. Ivory
exostosis, so called from its dense, eburnated
character, is more rare. It is found on the
fiat bones, and especially the cranium. It

varies much in size, and may be peduncu-
lated or sessile. Hereditary influence ap-

pears to exist in some cases, in others a
predisposition to chronic periostitis, but there

may be no apparent cause. The development
is slow and painless.

Treatment.—Interference is seldom re-

quired in the spongy exostoses, except on
account of pain or loss of function. When
pedunculated, they can be broken off or

divided subcutaneously ; and although they

may reunite, it will probably be in a more
convenient and painless relation to adjacent

parts. Otherwise they should be excised.

Except on account of deformity, or of

pressing on imjiortant structures, an ivory

exostosis should not be meddled with. It

can often, however, when necessary, be enu-

cleated ; or where only a partial removal is

possible, the low vitality of the tumour often

leads to necrosis and subsequent exfoliation

of the remainder. Spontaneous necrosis also

occasionally occurs.

(fZ) Osteo-aneurysm. — Certain sarco-

mata and myeloid tumours, when verj- vas-

cular, pulsate, and have been mistaken for

aneurysm. There are, however, undoubted
cases of aneurysmal tumours dilating the

bone, which have been cured by ligatiure of

the main vessel of the limb. When the

tumour is small it may be excised, or the

actual cautery applied. Sometimes amputa-
tion is required. The causes and pathology

of the disease are obscure. It is probably
in some cases of a naevoid nature.

((') Bone-cysts.—These are tumours dis-

tending and thinning the bone, and filled with

serum or bloody fluid. In some rare cases they

contain hydatids. The origin of bone-cysts

is obscure ; some originate in the dentigerous

cavities of the maxillae, in which bone-cysts

are most fi-equent, but they are sometimes
found elsewhere. A very slow, painless in-

crease in size takes place. The bone becomes
gradually very thin, and often affords on
jjressure a peculiar and characteristic parch-

ment-like crackling. In obscure cases an ex-

ploratory puncture should be made.
Treatment.—This consists in freely laying

open the cyst-cavity, and providing for sub-

sequent di-ainage. The cavity gi-adually con-

tracts and becomes obliterated.

(/) Hydatids.—The formation of echino-

coccus-cysts is exceedingly rare in bone,
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oompaieil with other parts of tlio body. The
causes are unknown, and the symptoms very

obscure, resenibhng tliose of an ordinary

cyst. A cavity is formed, iisuully in the

sponfjy extremities of the long bones, to con-

tain the mother cyst. Hut it is also found

in the medullary canal. The affection is

grave. Serious inllammation often follows

interference with these entozoa. It is some-
times ditlicult to remove the whole disease ;

and unless this be effectually done, a relapse

will occur ; while in such parts as the pelvis

art is unavailing. The cavity should, if pos-

sible, be freely laid open, and all the cysts

carefully removed or destroj-cd. The actual

cautery may be sometimes employed with
advantage, or the surface of the adjacent bone
removed, as it may be invaded by the cysts.

An exploratory punctm-e can alone resolve

the diagnosis, by finding the hooks of the

acephalocyst in the fluid.

g. Actinomycosis.— This disease arises

from the transmission to man of a vegetable

parasite formed in the calf (see Actinomy-
cosis). Its development in bone mainly
occurs in the jaw^s (generally the lower),

in which it causes great swelling. The jaw
is distended by a mass of material chiefly

inflammatory— consisting of a fibrous basis

which is riddled with tracts occupied by
the fimgus. When suppuration occurs, tho

ttbsecsR-eavity presents the appearance of

nieshwork. The mode of infection may be
either through tho respiratory or digestive

tracts, or by the socket of a diseased tooth.

7. Malformations.—These consist in

any departure from the normal type of the
skeleton, by reason of excess, deficiency, or

irregularity, either congenital or acquired.
It is not necessary to more than allude to

the facts that the skeleton is often defective

in parts; that senile changes occur, especialh'

in certain bones ; and that supplementary
bones and processes are met with. Various
deformities occur in bones from fractures,

both intra-uterine and subsecjuent to birth,

and from curvatures due to rickets or soften-
ing. Treatment of curvature consists in
gradual straightening by sjihnts or other
apparatus, or immediate straightening imder
chloroform, methods which, in the soft grow-
ing bones of the j-oung, prove successful in
abating many deformities. The curvatures of
adult bones do not yield in this w ay. When
there is loss or impairment of function from
deformity, the bone may be safely divided
Bubcutaneously with the chisel or saw, and
the limb straightened—often with admirable
results. Forcible fracture is a clumsy and
somewhat dangerous method, as the force
employed cannot be regulated.

8. Hypertrophy.—Hypertrophy means
an excessive growth of bone-tissue, increasing
the bullc of the bono, the added bone com-
pletely reproducing the normal structure.
Apart from inflammation hypertrophy is raie

;
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but in museums specimens of excessive

growtli are met with, especially of the bones
of the face and skull. The causes of this rare

condition are luiknown, and no treatment
appears available. See Acromegaly.

t). Atrophy.—This disease consists in a
diminution of the size or compactness of u
bone. It i«ay bo the result of mflaminatory
changes, of senile degeneration, of disuse of a
limb, of continuous pressure, or of an injury
— such as a fracture—followed by non-union.
The bone-tissuo gradually wastes away, tho
cortical portion often becoming a thin parch-
ment-like layer of bone, filled with soft

medulla. This has been called excentric
atroj)hi/. The external appearance and size

I

of the bone remain unchanged. Concentric
atrophij, where the size of the bone diminishes
in all its dimensions, may occur in bones
which have been disused for lengthened
periods, as from paralysis of a limb, disease

of a joint, the bone in a stump, or un-united
fracture. Spontaneous fractures, or fractures

due to trifling causes, are very common under
these circumstances. The term fragilitas
ossium has been applied to this condition of

bone-tissue, which also frequently occurs in

cases of cancerous cachexia.

10. Softening.—This change occurs in

rickets and moUities ossium. See Eickets
;

and MoLLiTiES Ossium.
William Mac Cormac.

BORBORYGMI (3op^opy(m, I grumble).
Bumbling sounds produced in the abdomen
by the movements of gas within the bowels
or stomach. See Flatulence.

BORDIGHERA, in Italy, on the
Riviera.—A suitable winter residence for

])atients suffering from some forms of chest-

disease. The climate is warm and dry.

See Climate, Treatment of Disease by.

BORMIO, in Italy.—Thermal waters.

See Mineral Waters.

BOTHRIOCEPHALUS (aoOpiov, a
pit ; and K((f)<i\t). the head).—A genus of

cestode entozoa, characterised by the posses-

sion of tw'o pits or depressions, one on either

side of the head, in place of the foiu* sucking
discs usually present in tape-worms. See
Entozoa.

BOTS.—A term employed to designate
the larvae of certain dijiterous insects called

gadflies. They infest man more rarely than
animals. See Entozoa.

BOULIMIA.—5ee Bulimia.

BOTJRBONNE - LES - BAINS, in
France. — Coimnon s;dt waters. See
Mineral Waters.

BOTJRBOUIjE, liA, in France.—
Thermal alkaline and ai-senical waters. See
MiNER.vL Waters.
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BOURNEMOUTH, in Hampshire.—
Regarded as a suitable winter residence for

patients suffering from certain forms of

chest-disease. I'he climate is mild and
slightly humid. See Climate, Treatment of

Disease by.

BOWELS, Diseases of.—See Intes-
tines, Diseases of.

BRAIDISM. — Synon.: Hypnotism.—
Braidism is the name which, after its

inventor, James Braid, has been applied to

a therapeutic method destined to utilise the

undoubted jjowers of mind over body for

the cure of various diseases. In essence it

consists of a species of Mesmerism, the

patient being reduced to a partial or

complete trance-like condition, by being
made to look fixedly for a few seconds at a

bright object held by the operator at ' about
eight to fifteen inches above the eyes, at such

a distance above the forehead as may be
necessary to produce the greatest possible

strain upon the eyes and eyelids, and enable

the patient to maintain a steady fixed stare

at the object.' The patient must be made
to understand that he is to keep his eyes
steadily fixed on this object, and his mind
riveted upon the image of it. After so short

a time as ten or fifteen seconds some
patients niay be intensely affected ; and if

so. it will be found, on gently elevating the

arms and legs, that the patient has a dis-

position to retain them in the situation in

which they have been placed. ' If this is

not the case,' Mr. Braid writes, ' in a soft

tone of voice desire him to retain the limbs
in the extended position, and thus the pulse
will speedily become greatly accelerated, and
his limbs in process of thne will become
quite rigid and involuntarily fixed.' By
slightly prolonging this process a condition
of profound ' nervous sleep ' may be induced,
in which operations may be performed as

easily and in as painless a manner as if the
patient had been under the influence of

chloroform. All this has been abundantly
proved by Esdaile and others, wlio per-

formed numerous operations upon Hindoos,
with absence of all pain, whilst they were in

the hypnotic state. In his attempts to cure
morbid conditions, however. Braid only
rarely proceeded so far as to induce actual
unconsciousness. Whilst in a semi-cataleptic
condition the patient's attention is strongly
directed to the morbid part, and some very
marvellous instances of relief are recorded
by him, said to have been effected under the
influence of this faculty only, without the
aid of imagination, since some of the patients
operated nj^on were quite incredulous as to

any good being likelj' to result. In a recent
work on 'The Influence of the Mind upon
the Body,' Dr. Daniel H. Tuke remarks

:

' Braidism possesses this great advantage,
that while the Imagination, Faith or

Expectation of the patient may be benefici-

ally appealed to, this is not essential ; tha
mere concentration of the attention having
a remarkable influence, when skilfully

directed, in exciting the action of some parts,

and lowering that of others. The short

period of time required, also, compares
favourably with that consmned in some
other forms of mental therapeutics. . . .

The great i)rinciple which appears to be

involved in all is the remarkable influence

which the mind exerts ui)on any organ or

tissue to which the Attention is directed, to

the exclusion of other ideas, the mind
gradually passing into a state in which, at

the desire of the operator, portions of the

nervous system can be exalted in a remark-
able degree, and others proportionately

depressed; and thus the vascularity, inner-

vation, and function of an organ or tissue

can be regulated and modified according to

the locality and nature of the disorder.'

Braidism is a method very difficult of

adoption in ordinary practice, and which,

however legitimate may be its foundations,

would, unless the greatest care and vigilance

were exercised, be apt to descend perilously

near to the level of quackery. If, however,
only a small part of the results attributed to

Braidism would follow the systematic adop-

tion of this method for the alleviation of

many diseases, it is one which should com-
mend itself to the earnest attention of in-

quirers, who may be able to place the practice

upon a broader and firmer foundation than

that on which it rests. But unfortunately

the method has of late fallen somewhat into

disrepute. This has been due to two causes.

First, because of the facility with which it

may be practised by non-medical persons,

and the difficulty often experienced, even by
medical men, in rousing persons from the

state thus induced. And, secondly, because,

even when practised by medical men, dis-

agreeable consequences are apt to follow with

some patients : fits may be induced, or the

patient's moral and emotional control may
be for a long time greatly impaired. In con-

sequence of such results, a Government order

has been issued in France, forbidding sur-

geons in the army and navy to have recoiurse

to this method of treatment. Unquestion-

ably, however, the labours of many French
physicians have done much of late years to

render definite and precise our knowledge
of the various phases of hypnotism, of the

modes in which they are inter-related, as well

as concerning the best means of inducing or

terminating this or that particular phasis. A
revival of the practice has recently taken place

in this country—sometimes in the highly

objectionable form of public exhibitions. See

Mesmerism.' H. Charlton Bastian.

1 See also Mesmerism, Spiritualism,, d-c. His-

torically and Scientifically Considered. By W. B.

Carpenter, C.B., M.D., LL.D., F.K.S. 1877.
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BRAIN, Disoases of. — General
Observations. -Tlie mnj^e of unuatur.il

plieiioiaena whidi nuvuifest themselves as

the result of disturbed actions of the brain,

whetlier from functional perturbations or

structural disease, is wide and varied. This

result is due: (1) to the fact that the brain,

tliough spoken of as a single orf^au, is really

a congeries of many distinct but functionally

related parts; (2) to the fact tlnit this con-

geries of parts is continuous with the spinal

cord and intimately related to a scattered

network of ganglia— enteruig into the for-

mation of the nervous system of organic life
;

and (3) to the fact that these several centres

within and witliout the craniuna are brouglit

into comiexion, through the intervention of

nerves, with all otlier structures in the body,

whether entering into the composition of the

organs of relation, or into that of the visceral

system.

The action of particular parts of the brain

may be stimulated, depressed, or suppressed,

and either of such altered modes of activity

may entaU a stimulation, dejiression, or sup-

pression in the fimctions of one, two, or

more distant parts of the nervous system.
The first class of elTects are spoken of as

direct, and the second as indirect sj-mptoms.
It is often extremelj' ditlicult, if not im-
possible, for us to say wliich of the sj-mptoms
presented by a patient suffering from organic
disease of the brain should be ranged under
tile one head and which muler the other.

Our ability to make such distinctions is at

present hindered by our still incomplete
knowledge concerning the anatomical details

of the brain, the proper fimctions of its

several parts, and the jirecise modes m which
they co-operate with each other.

The effects of a shock, whether produced
by injury or disease, falling on such an
extensive assemblage of sensitive and
mutually related organs are, as may be well
imagined, subject to much variation ; and
as a matter of fact it happens that in

different cases of cerebral htemorrhage,
the symptoms produced are dependent
upon three factors, viz., the situation,
the extent, and the suddenness of the
lesion. Except in so far as the nature of
the lesion tends to entail variations in one
or otlier of the above-mentioned respects, it

is not of much significance horn a clinical

point of view {i.e. it docs not lead to much
difTerence in the sets of symptoms produced)
whether we have to do with a case of
hiBmorrhage into, or with a case of softening
of the brain. Thus the ' locality ' and extent
of the lesion, in the case of a local disease of
the brain, has always to be iniiuired into as
a problem altogether apart from that of the
nature of the pathological change in the
part aflfected. In other words, the problem
of diagnosis in brain-disease is twofold : it

must have reference to the region afifected

(regional diagnosis) and to the pathological

cause (pathological diagnosis). The causes

interfering with the progress of our know-
ledge in the former direction are both

numerous and balHing, so thit, until the last

few years, comparatively little i)rogress had
been made.

Symptoms.—The most fi-equent effects or

symptoms of functional or structural brain

disease may be tluis classified :
—

1. Perverted Sensation and Percep-
tion.— The special senses of snitll, sight,

hearing, toucli (fifth nerve), or taste may bo

interfered with by diseases of their respective

nerves or primary ganglia within the cranium.
Owing to the decussation of the optic nerves,

disease of the optic tract gives rise (most

frequently) to an affection of the sight of

the oi)posite eye. The sense of taste is suh-

scrved by two nerves proceeding to the same
nucleus. Thus, the glosso-pharyngeal has

to do with this special sensation in the back
part of the tongue, the palate, and fauces

;

whilst the taste-nerves for the front part of

the tongue, though they pass from these parts

with the luigual branch of the fifth, leave it

by the chorda tympani and then proceed to

the brain as the nerve of Wrisberg, which
terminates in the nucleus of the glosso-

pharyngeal. Disease of the intracranial por-

tion of the fifth nerve thus does not affect the

sense of taste, though it impau's the common
sensibility of the tongue.

Disease of the primary ganglia of these

nerves, whether they are separate (first and
fifth) or lodged in the brain-substance at its

point of connexion with the nerve, will

produce decided impairment of the several

special senses. But disease of portions

of the brain above these regions on one side

only, even though very extensive, often exists

without seeming to disturb the exercise of

the special senses on either side. This,

doubtless, depends in part upon the com-
paratively wide distribution of the several

sets of sensory fibres within the hemispheres,
and in part upon the liability of miUateral
sensory defects to escape observation. There
is, however, one limited region in each cere-

bral hemisjihcre where the several sensory
paths are brought into close relations with
one another, before they diverge to different

parts of the cerebral cortex. This region is

the posterior thu-d of the hinder segment of

the internal capsule, and it is now well

known that lesions which involve it give rise

to a complete hcmianccsthcsia of the oppo-
site side of the body, in which the special

senses as well as the common sensibility of

the one half of the body are affected. Some-
times this result seems to be due to functional

disorders, and at other times it is a con-
sequence of structural disease. Hemiana-s-
thesia varies widely in its degree of com-
pleteness, and also in its duration or per-

sistence, and that is the case where it is of
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functional origin as much as where it is due
to actual organic disease.

There may, however, be illusions, halluci-

nations, or delusions, in connexion with one
or other of the special senses, in many func-

tional and structural diseases of the brain,

where the morbid condition is situated in

parts higher up than the primary ganglia, or

where there is a functional exaltation of the

ganglia themselves. This latter functional ex-

altation seems sometimes to be favoured by
morbid states of some of the viscera -especi-

all}' of the stomach, or of the uterus and
ovaries.

Still, modern clinical as well as experimen-
tal evidence has done something towards
revealing the paths and special cortical

termini connected with different modes of

sensibility. The experimental observations

of Ferrier point to the convolutions about
the tip of the temporal lobe as the seats of

the senses of smell and taste. The same
observer locates the cortical terminus of the

sense of hearing in the upper temporal con-

volution. The more recent experiments of

Schiifer and Sanger-Brown seem, however, to

negative this conclusion, and to leave its site

altogether uncertain.

In regard to the A-isual sense, both experi-

ment and clinical observation now point to

the occipital lobe (and more especially to its

inner aspect) as the region most concerned
with this endowment. But the relation is a

peculiar one. Extensive disease of the inner

part of the right occipital lobe, for instance,

would not give rise to more or less complete
blindness of the opposite eye only— it would
produce rather a left-sided hemianopsia.
Similarly, the right halves of the visual fields

are represented in the left occiijital lobe, so

that destruction of it would give rise to right-

sided hemianopsia.
The coi-tical centre for touch and common

sensibility is now, since the experiments of

Horslej' and Schiifer, believed to be the hip-

pocampal convolution and the gyrus forni-

catus, that is the region of the brain named
by Broca the ' falciform lobe.' Under the

term ' common sensibility ' are included dif-

ferent modes of sensibility ; thus it comprises,

in addition to touch, the appreciation of dif-

ferences of pressure and of temperature, and
of painful impressions. Ferrier and some
others would also include the impressions

of the ' muscular sense ' under this head of
' common sensibility ' and would refer them to

the same cortical terminus. This, however,

IS a position which the writer contests. He
believes, with Hitzig and others, that Ferrier's

so-caUed 'motor centres' are in reality mus-
cular-sense centres, and that no real motor
centres exist in the cerebral cortex {Brain,

April, 1887). Others again, like Seguin,

without questioning Ferrier's general doctrine

as to the existence of motor centres in the

cerebral cortex, thuik there is evidence to

show that ' muscrdar sense ' impressions are

registered in the cortex apart from those of
common sensibility, and that their special

terminus is to be found in the inferior

parietal lobule. This subject, therefore, al-

though very important, is at present in a very
imsettled condition. See Kin.esthesis.

Besides diminutions of sensibility, we often

have to do with perversions of sensibility

—

that is, with disagreeable sensations of numb-
ness, tingling, or actual neuralgic pains in

parts. The seat of the two former may be
widely distributed, though neuralgia from
intracranial disease is jjrincipaUy limited to

some part of the territory of tlie tilth nerve.

2. Perverted Emotion and Ideation.
These manifestations vary, from the mere
increased tendency to emotional displays

Been in hysterical persons, or in persons

suffering from hemiplegia associated with
emotional weakness, to those more complex
aberrations met with in the various forms of

dehrium and insanity. See Insanity.

3. Perversions of Consciousness.

—

Under this head maybe included the compara-
tivelj' rare states known as somnambulism,
ecstasy, catalepsy, and lethargy ; as well as

the common conditions of drowsiness, stupor,

and coma. The former may be said in

almost all cases to be associated with func-

tional rather than with structural disease of

the brain ; at least, this is most in accordance

with our present knowledge. Drowsiness,

stupor, and coma are, however, among the

commonest results of organic disease of the

brain {see Consciousnf.ss, Disorders of),

though they are also common conditions in

blood-poisoning—whether arising fi-om fevers,

uraemia, or alcohol, poisonous doses of opium,

or other narcotic or narcotico-irritant drugs.

4. Perversions of Motility.—These
manifest themselves in many forms, which,

however distinct they may appear to be, are,

nevertheless, closely linked to each otlier.

Trejnors may be general or local, and in

the latter case they may be most marked in

the tongue and facial muscles—principally

those about the corners of the mouth or the

orbicidaris palj)ebrarum. General tremors

may arise from debility, over-exertion, 'ner-

vousness,' old age ; or they may be due

to alcoholic or mercurial poisoning, or to

degenerative disease about the pons and
medulla, and other regions of the brain.

Ticitchings may be characteristic of a

highly nervous habit of body, and are es-

pecially frequent in some epileptics in the

interval between their fits, either in some of

the facial muscles or in those of the neck

or limbs. They may also occur in acute

febrile affections, in which the functions ol

the cerebrum are involved, as shown by co-

existing delirium, &c., and also in the course

of many organic diseases of the brain. In

chorea the irregidar movements of different

parts of the body are often of this nature

;
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thoy may affect both sides of the body, or

only one (hcniichorea).

Spasms of a continuous or ' tonic ' char-

acter are encountered in various diseases of

tlie nervous system, such as laryn{i;ismus

striduhis, trismus, hydrophobia, tetanus,

hysteria, and some forms of hemiplegia and
paraplegia. Such tonic spasms produce a
muscular rigidity which has to be distin-

guished from that due to chronic changes in

joints and tendons, such as are apt to occur

in limbs long paralysed.

Clonic Spasms or Convulsions may be

either unilateral or general, and may be in-

duced by the most varied causes. When
well-marked they are mostly attended by
loss of consciousness, as in epilepsy and the

majority of epileptiform attacks. They are

often limited in their distribution, rather

than general, wliether the convulsions be of

unilateral or bilateral type.

Co-ordinated Sjiasms, or movements of a

struggling type, are met with in many epilep-

tiform and hysterical paroxysms. Spasms
of this type may be also limited to particular

groups of muscles, as in the conjugated de-

viation of the eyes and neck occurring in

hemiplegia, in wry-neck, in writer's cramp,
and other allied atfections,

Paraly.iis may be local and limited in

seat to some of the ocular muscles, the mus-
cles of mastication, the facial muscles, those

of the tongue, or to parts supplied by thesjjinal

accessory and pneumogastric nerves, in those
cases in which there is merely an implication

of the intracranial portion of one or more of
the motor-cranial nerves about the base of
the brain. In other cases it may take an
incomplete or a complete hemiplegic type,
when the lesions are limited to one half of
the brain, and involve directly or indirectly

certain regions thereof. Beginning at the
surface, these regions include the so-called
' cxeito-motor ' area, comprising the convolu-
tions bordering the fissure of Kolando and
the contiguous inner surface of the hemi-
sphere, from which a fan-like distribution of
white fibres converges to what is known as
the' internal capsule,' whence these efferent

fibres are continued through the pedmicle
ivnd pons to the bulb. Lesions at the part
of the surface mentioned, or directly or
indirectly involving any part of the tract

of fibres issuing therefrom, give rise to
a more or less complete hemiplegic form
of paralysis. ^Vhether these portions of
the cortex contain motor centres, or cen-
tres which register ' muscular sense ' im-
pressions, is a matter of interpretation
which is at present involved in doubt. What
seems certain is that these are the last por-
tions of the cortex called into activity in the
execution of movements, and that from them
issue the fibres which convey motor incita-
tions to centres throughout the bulb and
spinal cord (sec Kin.esthesis). In other

cases, where a large lesion exists in the pons
Varolii, or where the functions of both cere-

bral hemispheres, or their peduncles, are
gravely interfered with, the paralysis may be
general, involving both sides of the body. In
some of these cases, and e.'pe •ially with right-

sided pai'alj'sis, various dilticulties exist in

giving expression to thoughts by means of

speech or writing (sec Ai'Hasi.\). Deficient

action of the will (induced by lowered activity

in one or other of the cortical sensory centres,

though without obvious structural change)
may cause a temporary paralysis in hysteria

and allied states.

Defective Co-ordination of muscular acts

is met with, as in stammering and in some
hemiplegic defects of speech ; also in the
body generally in some cases of cerebellar

disease, producing a peculiar and unsteady
gait (titubation) closely resembling that which
may be met with in alcoholic intoxication.

Similar motor disturbances may be induced
by vertigo of well-marked degree. Vomiting,
again, is a reflex motor act due to impaired
co-ordination, which occurs in many forms
of brain-disease. More rarely the sphincter

ani and the sphincter vesicae become re-

laxed, or the bladder may be paralysed. But
incontinence of fa;ces or of urine, or inability

to void the urine, is comparatively rarely

met with as a result of brain -disease, except
in the comatose state, in patients who are

more or less demented, or in those in whom
lesions exist in both hemispheres of the brain.

o. Nutritive or Trophic Changes.

—

With lesions in the ' motor tract' of the brain,

in or below the liolandic area, a band of de-

generation occupies a part of the internal cap-

sule, crus cerebri, pons, and medulla on the

same side, and (below the decussation of the

I^yramids) the opposite lateral column of the
spinal cord. This is one of the most impor-
tant of the trophic changes occasioned bj'

brain-disease, because the degeneration in

the lateral colunm of the cord is apt to spread
to the contiguous gi'ey matter, and thus give

rise to some secondary trojihic changes not
infrequently met with in paralysed limbs.

Trophic changes in other organs (occasioned

by some severe lesions in the brain) appear as

low inflammations and congestions—for ex-

ample, of the lungs, or as haemorrhages into

these organs ; also as haemorrhages beneath
the pleura or endocardium, or even into the
substance of the suprarenal capsules or

kidneys.

Again, we ma^' have acute sloughing of

the integument in the gluteal region on the
paralysed side, dropsy of paralysed limbs, in-

dammations of joints and of the main nerves

of paralysed limbs, and, though more rarely,

marked atrophy of paralysed muscles. Re-
tardation or arrest of growth is also apt to

occur in paralysed limbs, when we have to do
with infants or young children suffering from
severe organic brain-disease.
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Blanching of the hair, or ahered pigmen-
tation of the skin, also occurs not infre-

quently in connexion with brain-disease or

violent mental emotions; whilst in the in-

sane the nutrition of bones, and of the pinna
of the ear, is apt to be interfered with.

G. Perverted Visceral Actions.—Ex-
alted activity of the uterus, bladder, intes-

tine, stomach, or heart may be occasioned

by functional brain-distiu'bance more es-

pecially ; whilst related brain-conditions

may give rise to dejjressed or exalted ac-

tivity of the liver or kidneys. "With other

functionally disturbed or emotional brain-

states there may be a lowered fiinctional

activity of the salivary glands, of the heart,

of the respiratory organs, of the organs of

deglutition, of tlie organs of digestion, or of

the sexual organs. These are only to be
taken as mere indications of the kinds of

modification that may be produced in vis-

ceral activity by brain-disease. Much doubt-

less remains to be learned in this direction.

It seems fitting here also to mention those

contractions and dilatations of vessels which
are apt to take place in different parts of the

surface of the body, or in mternal organs,

from stimulation or the reverse of vaso-

motor nerves, occasioned either by direct

or indirect influence exerted uj)on the princi-

pal vaso-motor centres m the region of the

medulla. These contractions or dilatations

produce correlated alterations in the tem-
perature, sensibility, and functional activity

of the parts or organs affected. The tem-
perature of paralysed parts, as well as the

general body temjjerature, is subject to great

variations in the apoplectic state, and these

are now beginning to be studied more atten-

tively. They are capable of yielding dia-

gnostic indications of great value.

General Eemarks.—Some general remarks
on the subject of structural and functional

diseases of the nervous system, showing how
intimately these two classes of disease are

related to one another, will be found in the

article Nervous System. Most of what is

said there is applicable to diseases of the

brain in particular ; here, however, it is

necessary to call attention to certain points

specially related to brain-disease.

When paralysis occurs from brain-disease

affecting one cerebral hemisphere, in the

great majority of cases it is situated on the

opposite side of the body, owing to the fact

that the fibres conveying the volitional im-
pulses to the muscles decussate in the medulla
oblongata. It is triie that many cases are on
record in which the paralysis either has, or

has been said to have been present on the

same side as the brain-lesion. A certain

number of these cases are j)robably due to

errors either in the clinical or in the i)Ost-

mortem records of the case. Others, how-
ever, may be diie to the fact that in the

individuals in question the customary decus-

sation, above referred to, did not exist. The
characters of the various forms of paralj'sis

due to brain-disease are briefly set forth in

the article on Paralysis.
Lesions of the left hemisphere, much more

freqviently than those of the right, are asso-

ciated with aphasic defects of sjieeeh ; whilst,

according to Brown- Sequard, lesions of the
right hemisphere are more frequently and
rapidly fatal than otherwise similar lesions

of the left hemisphere. They are also said

to be more apt to be associated with acute
sloughing of the skin on the 2>aralysed side.

Convvdsions at the onset, and subsequent
tonic spasms of the paralysed limbs, are also

said by the same authority to be more fre-

quently associated with left- than with right-

sided paralysis. These statements, however,
stand in need of confirmation.

Congenital atrojihy of one hemisphere, or

an atrophy or severe lesion occm-ring m
early mfancy, is mostly associated with an
arrest of growth and development in the

limbs on the opposite or paralysed side of

the body, or with a more or less spastic con-
dition of the limbs {' birth palsies ').

Very little isjiositivelyknown concerning the
diseases of the cerebellum. Of its functional

affections we may be said to know absolutely

nothing. That is, of the various functional dis-

eases of the nervous system with whose clini-

cal characters we are famihar, we are unable
to name even one which we can positively

say is a functional disease of the cerebelltun.

Whatever the precise mode of activity of the

cerebellum may be, there is a general con-

sensus of opinion that it is jirincipally, if

not exclusively, concerned with motility,

and that it has more especially to do with
the higher co-ordination of muscular acts.

Atrophy of one hemisphere of the cerebriun

is followed by atrophy of the opposite half of

the cerebellum, so that there is a strong pre-

sumption that the functional relationship of

either half of the cerebellum is with muscles
on the same side of the body. Clinically we
know that disease of the cerebellum is not
infrequently associated with more or less

marked paralysis on the opposite side of the

body ; but this effect is now generally attri-

buted to the pressure which structural dis-

eases of the cerebellum are apt to occasion

on the pons and medulla of the same side.

^Etiology.—The principal modes of cau-

sation of diseases of the brain, functional

as well as structural, may be thus summa-
rised :

—
1. Defective nutrition operates by modi-

fying the proper constitution of nerve-tissues

as well as the constitution of the blood, and
thereby interfering with the normal functional

relations of the several parts of the brain.

Anaemia, chlorosis, syphilis, ague, and all

lowered states of health, howsoever induced,

and whether acquired or inherited, become
predisposing or actual causes of brain -disease.
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To these stntes, fiivourablc to the nianifrsta-

tion of brain-diseiise, should be added the

various acute specitic diseases, urieniia, nie-

talHc poisoniiif^, poisoning by the narcotic

and narcotico-irritant poisons generally, and
also by the occasional qualities of certain

aiticles of food, such as mackerel, mussels,

mushrooms, Ac.

2. Emotional shockn cause cerebral dis-

order, especially in cliildren ; whilst prolonged

overwork, particularly when combined with

worry and anxiety, with sexual excesses, or

with protracted lactation, is apt to induce it

ill those who are older. lUdigious excitement,

again, in combination with lowered states of

health, not infrequently leads to insanity.

3. Physiolonical crises, such as the period

of the first dentition, tlie period of j)uberty,

pregnancy, and the climacteric period, all

iavour the manifestations of vaxious nervous
diseases.

4. Visceral diseases or S7irface-irritations

(especially in children or in persons having a

very sensitive and mobile nervous system)

may give rise to varied nervous diseases.

Thus we may have convulsions or delirium in

children from the presence of worms or other

irritants in the mtestines ; or convulsions in

adults during the passage of a renal calculus.

Again, we may have the phenomena classed

as liysteria, or we may have nymphomania,
in consequence of certain states of the sexual

organs. Cases of paralysis are said also to

have a reflex origin occasionally, though this

must be a very rare event. "With much
greater frequency we find surface-irritations

of variotis kinds leading, as in Dr. Brown-
Sequard's guinea-pigs, to epileptiform attacks.

5. Structural lesions of the brain itself

give rise to a very large proportion of its

diseases. The various kinds of change will

be found enumerated imder another lieading
{see Nervous System, Diseases of). Hiemor-
rhage, softening, and tumours are the most
common, and, therefore, the most im2)ortant
of these morbid conditions.

6. Brain-disease may be determined by
the action oi heat (t».so/(7^(o), especially when
combined with fatigue and deficient aeration
of blood. A somewhat similar brain-affec-

tion, however, is occasionally developed in
the course of rheumatic fever or in that of
one of tlie specific fevers, especially typhoid
or ty]>hus, when the temperature of the bodv
rapidly rises to a lethal extent (109°-lir F.j.

7. Concussions (whether from blows or
falls) may give rise to brain-disease, even
where no traumatic injuries or lacerations of
tile brain seem to have been produced.
Treatment.— The treatment of brain-

disease will be discussed imder the articles
Nervous System, Diseases of; Paralysis;
and Convulsions; and in those on the several
special diseases which will now be described
in alphabetical order.

H. Charlton Bastun.
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BRAIN, Abscess of.— This term is

applical)le wheiievcr a circumscribed collec-

tion of pus is formed in any part of the

cerebral mass.
Etiology and Pathology.—Amongst the

most frequent causes of cerebral abscess are

severe injuries to the skull, disease of the

temporal bone in connexion with the ear,

ligatiu-e or obstruction of a main artery, and
pyiemia. Under the three first-named con-

ditions the abscess is usually solitary, but

from pyff'mia multiple abscesses often result.

For practical purposes we may perhaps
conveniently discard the latter—since the

symptoms will usually be those of general

encephalitis— and confine ourselves to those

cases in which single, large-sized collections

of pus are met with. With this limitation,

abscess in the brain is by no means of frequent
occurrence.

The best marked, and also the more
common examples of large cerebral abscess

are met with in connexion with compound
fractiu-es of the skull, and by far the most
definite symptom which denotes them is

the formation of a fungus cerebri. Unless
in a compound fracture the brain be directly

injured and the dura mater torn, it is very
rare indeed for any suppuration in its sub-

stance to occiu". It is not to be denied, how-
ever, that now and then, after severe con-

cussion or laceration without external wound,
abscess may follow. In such cases we may
conjecture that usually some slight laceration

or extravasation occurred in the first instance,

which constituted a focus for the inflannna-

tion. Abscess after simple concussion with-

out lesion is probably a most rare event.

In the article Brain, Inflannnation of, we
shall have to define Encephalitis as a difl'use

change of a large part of the cerebral mass,
perhaps of a whole hemisphere, attended by
the infiltration of cells and tiuid. It is obvious
that the term abscess in the brain is ap-

phcable to one of the results of encephalitis,

but it seems clinically probable- that the two
classes of cases are for the most part distinct,

and that diffuse encephalitis has but little

tendency to result in abscess, and that abscess

is rarely preceded by a stage of encephalitis.

Both are usually the consequences of local

injury to the brain, or of extension from local

disease of its coverings ; but whilst encepha-
litis probably resembles the erysipelatous

type of inflammatorj' action, in localised

abscess this tendency is not present. Having
distinguished brain-abscess from encephalitis,

we must next say a word as to the risk of

conftising it with intra-cranial but extra-

cerebral collections of pus. Encysted col-

lections of matter may be met with either

between the dura mater and bone, or within

the arachnoid cavity ; and perhaps it ought
to be added, though with some hesitation,

beneath the arachnoid, in the pia mater. Not
infrequently inflammation of the membranes
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precedes and attends the formation of an
intra-cerebral abscess, and in these cases

the symptoms wilj be mixed. In dealing with
pubhshed cases it is also necessary to be on
our guard as to certain errors which have
crept in—cases of meningeal abscess being
spoken of as brain-abscess. Sir Prescott

Hewett has expressed his opinion that the
celebrated case of de la Peyronie's was an
examjile only of extra-cerebral abscess. It

is absolutely necessary to make these re-

strictions, if we would judge correctly as to

the symptoms which attend local collections

of matter in the brain, and the usual termina-
tions of such cases.

The contents of a cerebral abscess usually

consist to some extent of broken-up cerebral

tissue, and in some cases there are but very
few pus-cells. Especially is this likely to

occur when the so-called abscess follows on
ligature of the carotid or occlusion of a cere-

bral artery. In these cases, it is, in the first

instance at least, the result of a process of

softening ratlier than of true suppuration.

Symptoms.— The symptoms of local sup-

puration in the bram will vary with the

stage, the size of the collection, its precise

situation, and above all, with the presence
or otherwise of a fistula of relief. In many
of the cases which come tuider surgical care

a fistula exists from a very early period,

though not infrequently it is liable to occlu-

sion. Under the latter conditions the symp-
toms of a closed and an open cerebral abscess

may be alternately studied in the same case.

It will usually be observed that when the

exit is closed, and the abscess fills, the patient

complains more or less of headache, becomes
heavy and drowsj', and experiences twitchings

or spasms in the opposite side of the face and
limbs, with some tendency to hemiplegia.

Of this group the tendency to spasms is pro-

bably by far the most significant. The head-

ache may be but trilling, and the patient

may even be well enough to leave his bed,

when the occurrence of sj^asm followed by
paresis alone gives warning of what is going
on. Temperatures are m such cases very
misleading. Persistent elevation is a symp-
tom to be attended to, but its absence is no
safe ground for negative conclusions. The
cases now alluded to are chiefly those in

which abscess results from compound
fracture of the skull with laceration of the
brain-substance. In these the abscess often

gives way spontaneously, and a fistula forms,

around the orifice of which a mass of pouting
brain-granulations, known as fungus cerebri,

usually forms. In these cases the canal of

communication may be very tortuous, and
the liability to blocking considerable. Now
and then the same result may be met with
after syphilitic disease of the skull and
meninges. The writer had some years ago
a man under his care in whom he had opened
a cerebral abscess beneath a hole in one

parietal bone. The patient was able to walk
about, and ailed but little so long as the

fistula was freely open ; but spasms of the

face, or even convulsions of the limbs (on

the opposite side), always followed its occlu-

sion. The softening gradually extended, and
he at length died in consequence, perhaps,

of the impossibility of making a counter-

opening m a depending situation. Unless
the abscess be in the anterior lobe, there

will almost invariably be present some degree

of hemiplegia, but this will of course vary
with the size of the collection and the extent

of destruction of tissue. The formation of

an abscess after injury is sometimes very
insidious, the symptoms being very slight.

The cases in which violent headache and
pain, vomiting, delirium, and dry tongue,

are said to have been present in the early

stages are, it may be suspected, usually in-

stances of suppuration between the bone and
dura mater. These symptoms occur especially

when brain-abscess follows disease of the

internal ear, and in these there nearly always
is the complication of inflammation around
the petrous bone. Such symptoms are very
rarely present in traumatic abscesses, which
often develop very quietly until they attain

a considerable size. It is probable that

some degree of rigor, attended with rise of

temperature, usually occurs in the beginning
of cerebral abscess, but no very precise data
are extant on these points.

If a large abscess be permitted to develop

without relief, the symptoms of compression
will in time ensue : first spasm, then hemi-
plegia, then hebetude and coma, preceded
possibly by violent convulsions. There are

cases, however, in which the tendency to in-

crease ceases, and the abscess may pass into

a quiescent state and remain for indefinite

periods without symptoms.
Diagnosis.—The diagnosis between cere-

bral abscess and meningeal abscess is exceed-

ingly difficult, and often a guess is all that

can be made. The almost invariable occur-

rence of sj)asm or convulsions in the former,

and their frequent absence with the greater

degree of pain and headache in the latter, are

the most reliable signs. Sometimes—as, for

instance, when trephining has been practised,

and no inflammatory products are found be-

tween the bone and dura mater or under the

latter—the diagnosis may be helped by this

negative knowledge. In such cases, if hemi-
plegia, preceded by spasm, have been gra-

dually developed, the surgeon will be well

justified in making an incision or puncture
into the hemisphere. Optic neuritis may
equally be j)resent in both, and its presence

or absence will scarcely heljj the diagnosis.

Prognosis.—In addition to the danger of

death by compression, there is the risk that

the abscess may break into the ventricles

or into the subarachnoid space. Some cases

are on record in which spontaneous openings
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into the nose or into the oar occurred, and

profuse discharge followed, the patunit in

tlie end recovering. It may be doubted

whether these were not iustaucea of menin-

geal abscess.

Tkkatmknt.— It is needless to saj' that if

abscess be diagnosed with any degree of con-

fidence an opening is essential, and the case

must pass into the hands of the surgeon.

There is little or no room for medical treat-

ment. Of late years operations with the

trephine for the relief of cerebral abscess

have been attended with very encouraging

success. For the prevention of abscess, in

all eases m which injuries likely to prodvice

it have occurred, tlie utmost precautions

should be enforced. Mercury in snuiU doses,

fre(iui'ntly ivpeated, slioidd l)e given from tlio

first ; the injured region should be covered

with lint soaked in a strong spirit-of-wine

lotion, freciuently re-wetted ;
purgatives

should be administered ; and the patient

should be kept very quiet until long after the

healing of the wound.
Jonathan Hutchinson.

BRAIN, Ansemia of.— Definition.—
.\ condition in which the blood contained

within the brain, and especially within

the capillaries of the brain, is deficient in

quantity, or defective in nutritive quality, or

both.

The blood witliin the brain is contained in

arteries, cai>illaries, and veins. The func-

tional condition of the brain depends on the

quantity nnd quality of the blood circulating

in its capillaries, and it is to these that the

special syiuiitoms are related. Deficiency in

the quantity contained in the arteries or

veins can scarcely occur without the condi-

tion being shared by the capillary circulation.

Defect in the quality of the blood supplied

to the brain is always of gradual occurrence,

and atTects the whole brain ; deficiency in

quantity of blood may atTect the whole brain
or part only, and it may be sudden or gradual
in its production.

.Etiolooy.— General cerebraloneBmiamay
be due to the following causes :— (1) It may
be a part of systemic ana-mia—defect in

quantity or (juality of the whole blood, and
from causes which are considered elsewhere.
This is often seen in cases of ha>morrhage,
of exliausting discharges, or of defective

blood-nutrition, as in chlorosis. (2) The
supply of blood to the brain may be deficient,

the qiumtity of blood in the body being
nonnal. The cerebral anaemia is then part
of a cephalic amemia. In consequence of
posture in relation to gravitation the sui)ply
of blood to tiie head is that which is especially
interfered with l)y any diminished movement
of the blood. At the same time the closure
of the cavity in which tlie brain is situated,
and the unreadiness of the cerebro-spinal
'luid to undergo rapid change of distribution,
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preserve the blood in the head from the

extremely rapid diminution to which it woidd
probably otherwise be liable—possibly, in-

deed, to a degree incompatible with life.

Cephalic ana-mia may be due to cardiac

weakness, or to causes acting through the

nervous system on the heart, as in swooning.
In systemic ana'niia, the lessened cardiac

power increases the cerebral deficiency.

Whatever lessens the amount of blood dis-

charged from the heart at each systole, such

as aortic or mitral disease, may be a cause of

cerebral anicmia. Pressure on the vessels

conveying the blood to the head, as by an
aortic aneurysm, has a similar eflect. Un-
ecpial distribution of the systemic blood is

another cause. The intestinal vessels, if

dilated, are capable of containing a large

part of the blood of the body, and the effect

of their engorgement is often seen after

paracentesis abdominis. One theory of shock
ascribes its mechanism to vaso-motor dilata-

tion of these vessels, and consequent an:emia
of the rest of the system. Severe diarrhoea

or dysentery is an occasional cause of symp-
toms of a very pronoimccd and prolonged
ch,aractei\ (3) The capacity of the cerebral

vessels may be diminished by pressure on
the brain, exerted by effusions of fluid (hydro-

cephalus), of l)lood (in cerebral and meningeal
ha'morrhage), or b}' growths within the skull.

(4) General contraction of the arteries of the

brain is a rare cause, probalily confined to

some toxic states, such as that of Bright's

disease, in which such contraction can be

seen in the retina.

Partial cerebral ancemia is due to local

obstruction to the passage of the blood through

an artery. To be iiermanently efficient

such obstruction must be situated beyond
the circle of Willis. Ligature of one carotid

causes immediate sj'mptoms of cerebral

anaunia, but permanent symptoms are not

frequent. Pressure on, or disease of, one
carotid, for the same reason, rarely gives rise

to symptoms. Obstruction in certain arteries

of the brain may cause local ana;mia, sudden
or gradual, temporary or permanent, accord-

ing to its cause. Such obstruction may be

due to narrowing of the calibre of the vessel

by atheromatous changes in its wall, or by
spasm of its muscular coat, or may be due to

actual occlusion by embolism or throndjosis.

The pressure-effects of an intruding substance

within the skull (tumour, or clot) act most
intensely 'n one region of the brain, and may
influence it only. Arterial spasm is per-

haps an occasional cause of local anaemia.

Extensively as it has been invoked as a
mechanism to explain symptoms, its occur-

rence has not j'et received any definite proof.

It is obvious that of these causes some act

suddenly, others gradually, and the symptoms
produced will differ accordingly.

Anatomical Characters.—The principal

anatomical character of cerebral ana-mia is
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pallor of the brain, observable chiefly in the
paler tint of the cortical substance, and the
diminished number, of red spots in the white
centre. The pallor may be partial or general.

The membranes are usuallj' pale, but in some
cases of partial anamia they are hyperaemic.
Effusion of serum in the meshes of the pia

mater and between the convolutions may be
found in general anaemia.

Symptoms.—The symptoms of this condi-

tion vary according as the anaemia is sud-

denly or slowly produced, and as it is general
or partial.

(1) In sudden general anseinia of the brain

the sufferer feels drowsy ; the special senses

are dulled; noises in the ears and vertigo are

complained of; the pupils are at first con-

tracted ; sight may fail ; muscular power is

weakened ; respiration is sighing ; the skin

is pale, cold, and moist ; nausea is common

;

and headache is rare. If the anajmia is more
intense, consciousness is lost ; there is univer-

sal paralysis ; and general convulsions may
occur, epileptiform in character, these being
especially frequent in sudden extensive losses

of blood in strong subjects. The pupils dilate,

and the coma may deepen to death. The
loss of siglit may persist, in cases which
recover, but retinal changes are then found.

(2) When general auceiuia of the brain is

slowly produced, the state of the cerebral

functions is usually that of ' irritable weak-
news.' Their action is imperfect in degree,

and excited with undue facility. There is

inental dulness and drowsiness ; sometimes,
however, insomnia is troublesome. Delirium
is common in severe cases, and is conspicuous
in some forms of imperfect blood-nutrition,

as in the so-called 'inanition delirium.'

Headache, usually general, is a common
symptom. Sensory hypenesthesiae, tinnitus,

muscae volitantes, and vertigo are frequent.

Convulsions are rare, but muscular power is

generally deficient. All these phenomena
are more marked in the erect than in the

recumbent posture, especially when the erect

posture is suddenly assumed. It has been
remarked that some anaemic persons can
think well only when lying down. In young
children, after exhausting discharges, as

diarrhijea, symptoms referable to cerebral

anaemia are common, namely, somnolence
and pallor, with depressed fontanelle and
contracted pupils. The somnolence may
deepen to coma with insensitive conjunctiva,

and the coma increase to death. Such
s^-mptoms have been called hydrocephaloid,
from some resemblance to those of acute
hydrocephalus.

(3) Partial cerebral anaemia causes, if

complete, loss of function in the affected

area ; and if it be permanent, as in obstruc-

tion of a vessel beyond the circle of Willis,

necrosis of the cerebral tissue results {see

Brain, Softening of). If incomplete and
Budden, there is temporary arrest of function.

Ligature of one carotid, for instance, causes
transient weakness and nuinbness in the
opposite half of the body. There may be at

first an over-action of grey matter, causing,
in certain regions, unilateral convulsions.
The return of the blood-supply, as when a
plug shifts its position or is broken up, may
not immediately be followed by restoration
of function, which may be put in abeyance
for some time by the effect of the sudden
influence. The loss ofmemory is occasionally
of a remarkable character, involving only
the power of retaining new impressions. If

slowly developed, as in atheroma of arteries,

liain and vertigo are common, with recurring
local symptoms, such as numbness, tingling,

and weakness.
In all cases of long-continued cerebral

anaemia, prolonged damage to the nutrition

of the brain may result. In the child the

development of the brain may be arrested

;

in the adult, loss of memory and of general
mental power indicate the deterioration of

structm-e. These may last for many months,
but commonly pass away at last.

Pathology.—The sj^mptoms are, as already
stated, dependent mainly on the defective

quantity and quality of the blood circulating

in the brain. Some influence may probably
be ascribed to the diminution in the blood-

pressure to which the nerve-elements are

ordinarily exposed (Burrows). Nothnagel
has pointed out that the symptoms indicate

an eai'ly affection of the respiratory centre in

the medulla, and of the cortical grey matter.

The convulsions in acute anaemia have been
ascribed to irritation of the medulla or of

the pons Varolii, but our present knowledge
suggests that they are due to the altered

function of the motor region of the cortex.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis is not difficult.

It rests on the recognition, in a given case,

of the cause of cerebral anaemia ; and on
the exclusion of graver maladies, as organic

cerebral disease. With the latter, it should

be remembered, anaemia of the brain, local

or general, often co-exists. Some symptoms
of hyperaemia of the brain closely resemble
those of anaemia. A common pathological

state of imperfect blood-renewal probably
exists in both conditions.

Prognosis.—The extent to which the cause
of the ana-mia is amenable to treatment, and
is of transient character, must influence the

prognosis. As a rule this is favourable when
there is no organic disease of heart, vessels,

or brain. In the so-called ' pernicious an-

aemia,' the prognosis is, of course, unfavour-

able. Hydrocephaloid symptoms in infants,

if met by prompt and suitable treatment,

are ijsually recovered from.

Treatment.—The treatment necessarily

varies in the sevei'al forms of the affection,

but it is in the main causal. The beneficial

effect ofthe recumbent posture in affording im-

mediate relief to the sj-mptoms, and obviating
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ponuanout dainaKo to the cerebral nutrition,

imist be always reuiemberod. lu acute

aniL'iuia from loss of blood, the head must
be kept continuously low, stimulants freely

administered, and as a penultimate resort

bandaf^es applied to the limbs from below
upwards may increase the propoitionate

supply of blood to the brain. If this fails

transfusion must be had recourse to. In
chronic anicmia sudden change of posture

should be carefully avoided, and ferru}:^inous

tonics are needed. More important than any
other element is physical rest, permitting

more of the scanty- amount of oxygen that

can be convejed by the blood to be used for

the nutrition of the protoplasm, i.e. tissues

on which the vital functions depend. In
spasm of the cerebral vessels nitrite of amyl
or nitroglycerine should be employed ; and a
course of the latter, iu a small dose two or

three times a day, lessens any liabLhty to

irregular contraction that niay exist. In the
cerebral ananuia of syncope, the recumbent
posture, stimulants to the skin, cold water,

faradisation, sinapisms, and ammonia to the

nasal mucous membrane, assist the recovery
of cardiac action and the return of con-
sciousness. In all cases, carefully regulated
food and stimulants are needed ; beef-tea

should be given in small (juantities at ft'equent

intorvids. The group of symptoms called

hydroceplialoid requires similar treatment.

W. R. GOWEBS.

BRAIN, Aneurysm, of.— -Sec Brain,
Vessels of, Diseases of.

BRAIN, Atrophy of.—Atrophy of the
brain may be congenital, due to arrest of
development in very early ftftal life ; or the
constituents of the brain may have been
perfectly developed, and may subsequently
disappear from one of several causes. This
morbid state is regarded as primary when
there has been no pre-existing disease of the
brain or its membranes ; secondary, either
when there has been such pre-existing disease,

and the atrojjhy has occurred from absorption
of the part broken down bj- inflammation,
softening, hicmorrhage, &c., when atrophy
of some special cerebral organ follows ui)on
destruction of the particular nerve that
arises from it ; or when locahsed atrophy has
taken place in a very gradual mamier from
pressure of a tumour ; of ventricular effusion,

&c. To take these forms in order :

—

1. Conrjenital Atrophy.—This is usually
associated with weakness of intellect, even to
the extent of iiliocy. There is atrophy of
the body opposite to the side of the cerebral
lesion, and this atrophy involves all struc-
tures, even the bones. Paralyses of various
intensity supervene, often with contraction
ot the paralysed parts ; there being no par-
ticular sensitiveness of "the special senses,
possibly because of the mental hebetude.
Epileptic attacks are common ; vitality is
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low ; and the patient easily succumbs to

other diseases.

2. Primary atrophy.—In this variety there

is general diminution both of volume and of

weight, affecting most usually the cerebral
' hemispheres, and that in pretty equal degree.

It is most common as a conditioii of old age
—senile marasmus, atroj)hia cerebri senilis.

It sometimes in earlier life follows exhausting
diseases ; and maj- also be caused by ('eficient

or impure blood-supply to the brain. In
close connexion with this mode of causation
it is seen after repeated attacks of intoxica-

t on, especially after dehrumi tremens. In
this last condition the cerebral atrophy may
be acute and rapid.

3. Secondary atrophy. — This may be
general or ^;a/•^^aZ. 'UTien general, the con-

volutions have a shrmiken appearance, and
there is alwav's an increase of the subarach-
noid fluid. This condition foUows various

lesions of tlie brain, especially of the convex
surface, such as haemorrhage of the convexity,

encephalitis, or more accurately that form
of encephahtis which attacks only the grey
matter, or perhaps only one layer of tlie grey
matter, as in some mental diseases. ^Vhcn the
atrophy is partial, there are found depres-

sions iu an otherwise normal hemisphere, at

which point a localised hemorrhage or patch
of softening, inflammatory or depending on
thrombosis or embolism of vessels, has been
absorbed, leaving only a cavity of greater or

less extent, filled with fluid and sometimes
lined with a thin membrane. A certain

portion also of the brain may become atro-

phied by the gi adual pressure of a tumour or

any foreign body. Even the little sieve-like

depressions seen in various situations after

constantly repeated congestion of vessels may
be tlie result of atrophy from compression by

! the distended vessels. Fmictioual inactivity

and atroj)hy of the optic nerves have led to a
similar abnormality of the corpora quad-

I

rigemina, and of the higher centres of the
perception of vision.

Anatomical Characters.—The atrophied
brain, or portion of brain, will vary in appear-

ance on minute examination, according as

the lesion has, or has not, been preceded by
inflammation. When the atrophy is primary
and due to gradual interference with the blood-

supply, there is seen a shnmlien condition of

the ner\ e-tissue, especi.ally of the calibre of

the nerve-tubes. The cells are smaUer than
usual and pigmented ; the arteries are de-

creased in size or themselves diseased. If

the lesion ha."? had an inflammatory origin,

the process in order of sequence is, first,

inflammation, then softening with fatty de-

generation, then partial absorption, and so

atrophy ; the appearances differing according

to the stage of the lesion. Traces of fatty

degeneration of all the tissues— vessels,

nerve-tubes, and cells — may be found, with

the neuroglia either wanting or sclerosed.
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Dr. Rudolph Arndt has lately thro\Vn doubt
on the i)ossibility of determiniug atrophy of

the gangliouic bodies or nerve-tubes by their

size. The size of these bodies varies so

greatly, within the luiiits of health, that he
considers this test a very uncertain one.

Almost the only trustworthy sign of atrophy,

in his opinion, is the appearance in the sub-

stance of the ganglionic bodies and in the

uiedullai-y sheath of nerve-bundles, of black

shining globules, somewhat fatty-looking.

In process of time these globules increase in

number, and at last the whole of the bodies

appear permeated by them. These globules

are not fatty : they are certainly more or less

pigmental. Exactly similar bodies are fomid
in post-mortem examinations, and are a sign

of simple decomposition. The duration of this

condition, h'respective of pre-existing lesions,

is protracted.

Symptoms.—The symptoms of atrophy of

the brain necessarily vary according to the

seat, extent, and ajtiology of the lesion.

Primary atrophy of the cerebral hemispheres
and the first form of secondary atrophy will

most visually induce imbecility, or some lesser

degree of mental insufficiency, loss ofmemory,
slowness of thought, and other mental dis-

eases. Headache, giddiness, delirium, and
stupor are seldom met with. Interference

with ppeech is more common. Affections of

sight, and of the motor condition of the eye,

do not depend on general atrophy of the

bram ; they own a more local cause.

Convulsions, paralysis, stiffness of miiscles,

or contractions are often met with in con-

nexion with this general lesion, as well as

various irregularities of locomotion ; but it

must be remembered that general atrophy of

the brain is not seldom associated with atro-

phic or sclerotic lesions of the spinal cord,

and, even where this is not so, several of the

moi'bid j^henomena, and particularly convul-

sions and paralysis, may derive their origin,

not from the atro^jhy, but from the condition

pre-existent to the atrophy, such as haemor-

rhage of the convexity, meningitis, or peri-

encejihalitis.

In secondary atrophy of a more limited

extent, the symptoms are apt to be more
strictly localised, such as partial loss of

power in a single limb, slight imperfec-

tions of speech, or strabismus ; but here

again the positive diagnosis of atrophy is

hindered by the comjjlication of pre-existent

disease, the local congestions, hsemorrhages,

softenings, tumours, or other conditions of

which the atrophy is only the sequence.

StiU less characteristic are the phenomena
attending general or partial atrophy of

the cerebellum, the pons, and the medulla
oblongata.
Treatment.—Treatment is useless as to

the atrophy of the brain : it must be directed

to supporting the powers of the patient.

E. Long Fox.

BRAIN, Carcinoma of.

Tumours of.

See Brain,

BRAIN, Compression of.—The brain
is compressed in the pathological sense when-
ever its structiure is so squeezed that its

fimctions are in any degree interfered with.
This squeezing may be effected either by the
effusion of blood within the skull, the growth
of a tumour, the accumulation of pus or

serum, or lastly by the depression of some
large portion of the bony parietes. The
general belief that depressed fractures are

frequently the cause of compression is proba-
bly quite a mistake. In such cases the frag-

ment displaced is rarely of sufficient size to

cause serious compression of the contents of

the skuU, and the symptoms usually supposed
to indicate that state are really due in most
cases to laceration and contusion, or to sub-

sequent inllammation. This point is of great

importance in practice, for upon its recog-

nition depends much of the validity of the

reasoning by which the operation of primary
trephining in compound fractures is defended
or condemned. It also offers a most serious

fallacy as regards the interpretation of the

symptoms due to compression.

By far the best examples of uncomplicated
compression of brain are supplied to us by
the not very infrequent cases in which a

middle meningeal artery is injured, and a
large blood-clot is effused between the dura
mater and bone. It is fi'om observation of

cases of this kind that the assertion is jus-

tified, that a very considerable intrusion into

the skull may be permitted without the pro-

duction of any symptoms. No doubt the

suddenness or otherwise has much to do
with the results, biit there seems good reason

to believe that, as a rule, the brain will easily

accommodate itself to quantities not exceed-

ing an oimce or two, and that usually as

large a quantity as foiu: or five ounces is

required to cause death. It is very rarely

indeed that a depression of bone in the least

approaches such an extent of intrusion as

this, and the majority of such cases are, as

regards the amount ofpossible squeezing, quite

trivial. The manner in which the accommo-
dation is effected is by the removal of the

fluid contents of the skull—first the subarach-

noid fluid, and secondly the blood. Of the

blood-vessels the veins and venous sinuses

are probably emptied first, and lastly the ar-

teries and capillaries. A brain in a state of

strong compression is an exsanguined brain.

In this respect, the brain in the last stage of

compression differs very much from that in

cases of insensibility from concussion or con-

tusion. It by no means follows that because

the brain is pale, the face should be pale

also; but it is perhaps iisually the case that

extreme compression so much enfeebles the

heart's action that the pulse is weak or

flickering, the respiration shallow and irregu-
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lar, aiul the skin palo and cold. That eter-
j

torous brent hin-;, a labourod pulse, and a
BiitTuscd and dusky countenanco are (as

1

according to the classical description) synip- '

touis of compression, is probably for the

majority of cases a mistake. Such a ^oup
[

much more frequently denotes laceration,

contusion, or central extravasation. Nor is

it true that hemiplegia, excepting of the

most transitory kind, is often due to com-
pression. A clot of blood poured out over

one hemisphere may, if rapidly effused, pro-

duce for a while weakness of the opposite

limbs, but the brain-mass is soft enough to

allow of considerable yielding, and in the

course of a few hours the effects of the displace-

ment will have become general, and not local.

In a case recorded by the writer in which a

post-mortem examination, some weeks later,

proved the presence of a large blood-clot,

there had been partial hemiplegia without
unconsciousness at first, but on the next day
all trace of it had disappeared, and it never
returned. In many of the cases of bleeding

between the dura mater and bone, from the

meningeal artery, the hieraorrhage takes

place on several different occasions, with, it

may be, intervals of a day or two, much as

is often observed in wounds of arteries, such
as the palmar arch. Thus the observer is

able to appreciate the symptoms caused
by different dogi-ecs of compression, and
further proof is afforded that, if the intruded
quantity be but moderate, the brain bears

it without obvious inconvenience. Often
at the autopsy it is quite easy to distinguish

clots of very dilTerent dates, and to feel sure

that the original one was of considerable
size. It is clear then that in speaking of the
s>nnptoms of compression we must allow for

differences in amount of the compressing sub-
stance, and also for differences in the rapidity
or suddenness of its application.

'When compression is produced suddenly,
as bj' a large fi-agment of bone driven down,
the case is almost invariably complicated by
contusion. If paralysis or even insensibility

be present, it is usually impossible to say to

which lesion they are really due. We may,
however, hold it almost certain, fi-om what
we know of other cases, that the effects

in such would be a temporarj- hemiplegia,
with symptoms of shock, if the dejires-

sion were but moderate; and insensibility,

probably soon follow ed by death, if the de-
pression were very gi-eat. The cases in
which depression of bone has alone been
sufficient to pi-oduce long-continned com-
pression with insensibility are possibly some-
what apocr\-phal. It is possible that com-
pression tmder such circumstances might be
attended by stertor and laboured pulse, but
it is possible also that the pulse might be
extremely feeble, the countenance pale, and
inspiratory efforts weak and in-egular.
The depression of bone is perhaps the only

condition which can be supposed capable of

producing comjiression suddenly. When
blood is poured out from a ruptm-cd arterj',

the symptoms come on rather gradually.

The patient complains perhaps of headache,

and then becomes more or less confused

in manner, his gait is unsteady, and the

limbs on the side opjiosite to the injury show
special weakness. Vomiting may occur

and the weakened limbs may twitch, and
unless, as is often the case, tlie intracranial

bleeding stops, these symptoms are soon lost

in a state of complete insensibility, witii pale

face, feeble pulse, and symptoms of shock.

Convulsions may now occur, and death often

supervenes verj- quickly. In such a case the

whole coiu'se of the symptoms may occupy
less than an hour. The surgeon ought, of

course, to trephine and let out the blood, and
he must be prompt, or his patient luivy die

during his preparations. More commonly
this rapid termination occurs unexpectedly

after one or more previous attacks of tem-
porary head-symptoms, and the patient may
have appeared quite well in the intervals.

In cases in which the symptoms progress

without interruption, their rapidity, no doubt,

depends upon the size of the vessel ruptured.

Certain special s.unptoms will also depend
tipon the precise position taken up by the

clot which may chance to press upon special

nerve-trunks as well as tipon the brain-mass.

In ordinary cases the clot is beneath the

squamous bone and the lower part of the

parietal, and passes downwards into the

sphenoidal fossa. In the latter region it may
press upon the nerves going to the sphenoidal

fissure ; and it is of importance for the

surgeon to know that dilatation of the pupil

on the affected side is often produced. This

important s.^Tuptom is probably due to pressure

upon the third nerve.

There is yet another class of compression-

cases in which that condition is produced by
the slow acciunulation of the products of

inflammation within tlie skull. Much will

depend, as regards special symptoms, upon
the position of the abscess, either within or

without the brain. If in the substance of the

brain, it must more or less disorganise its

structure, and thus cause symptoms due to

laceration as well as compression. Under
such conditions some degree of hemiplegia,

with, probably, preceding spasms of limbs,

can scarcely fail to be present. Now and
then cases occur in which an irregular sinus

leads into an abscess-cavity in the brain, and
this sinus being sometimes free and some-
times blocked, the surgeon has repented

opportunity of estimating the effects of filling

of the cavity. In such cases, headache,

stupor, miilateral twitching of limbs, partial

hemiplegia, with pei'haps vomiting, and, it

may be, general convulsions, arc the symp-
toms to be expected. The position of the

abscess as regards different regions of the
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brain is also of much importance, but its

tliscussion caruiot be entered vipon in any
detail here, and it obviously concerns rather
disorganisation of structure than simple com-
pression.

When a large accumulation of pus takes
place between the bone and dura mater, the
symptoms produced are much the same as

those caused by blood-clot. We must make,
however, much allowance for the fact that

these cases are ahnost always attended by
meningitis, and thus the symptoms of com-
pression are masked by those due to inflam-

mation. Chronic abscess under the bone
without arachnitis may occur now and then
in syphilitic and other disease of the cranial

bones, but such cases are verj' rare. They
will differ from those of haemorrhage in that

the symptoms are always produced very
slowly. The writer once had the opportunity
of watching such a case, in which the patient

died of compression, very gradually produced
by an increasing collection of pus between
the bone and dura mater, and without any
complication. The chief symptom was con-

stant wearing headache, which prevented
sleep. The man was pale and feeble, but
not paralysed in any part, excepting that

both eyelids drooped. He was rational, but
spoke slowly, as if in a state ofpartial stupor.

During the last two or three daj's of life he
had convulsions ; and finally, for twenty-four
hours, he was in a state of increasing insen-

sibility.

Diagnosis.—It will be seen from what has
been said above that the diagnosis of com-
pression by sjTnptoms is exceedingly difficult,

and that the utmost use must in each case be
made of the history of the case. In those of

blood-compression after injiu-y to a menin-
geal ai'tery, there is almost always the fact

that the patient between the date of the
injvu-y and the supervention of symptoms
had an interval during which there appeared
to be little or nothing the matter. This
history is, if the SJ^nptoms have developed
rapidly and without the signs ofinflammation,
by itself conclusive for diagnosis. Under
such conditions trephining ought to be at

once resorted to, or possibly it might be yet
better practice to first tie the carotid artery.

The diagnosis of abscess in the brain-sub-

stance has already been discussed, and that
of inflammatory collections from meningitis
will be examined in its proper place. See
Meninges, Cerebral, Inflammation of.

Simple Traumatic.
Treatment.—The treatment of compres-

sion of the brain is almost whoUy surgical, and
consists in the use of the trephine and knife to

elevate depressed bone, or evacuate collections

of blood or pus. Jonathan Hutchinson.

BRAIN, Concussion of.—We class

under the head ' Concussion of Brain ' all

symptoms which result simply from the

BRAIN, CONCUSSION OF

shaking, more or less violently, of the con-
tents of the skull. It will be obvious, how-
ever, that most cases of severe shake of the
brain are likely to be complicated by visible

lesions. The skuU may be broken and the
brain may be contused, lacerated, or ecchy-
mosed. It is highly probable, however, that
well-marked and even serious symptoms may
be produced by shaking onlj', and without
the existence of any lesion discoverable either

by the unaided eye or the microscope. We
must further clearly understand that this

element of concussion {i.e. the results of

shake independent of lesion) enters into

almost every case of injury to the head.
\Miatever be the other lesions, it is usually
the fact that the brain has been more or less

severely shaken. Thus it may easily happen
in cases in which conspicuous lesions are

present, such as fracture of the base or local

contusion, that still the results of the shake
are the most important. It might be con-

venient if we were in the habit of speaking
of most cases of severe injury to the head as

Concussion plus othSr lesions, with the en-

deavour to assign to each added complication
its proper share in the general result. These
explanations are necessary before we put the

question—Can concussion alone cause death?
Although it is highly probable that we ought
to reply with a very confident affirmation,

and to assert that it is not uncommon for

concussion to be tlie chief cause of the fatal

event, yet it is very difficult to prove it, since

the cases are extremely rare in which severe

concussion is produced without some attend-

ing lesion. The symptoms caused by con-

cussion of the brain may be studied in very
numerous cases of very various degrees of

severity, which yet recover perfectly. From
what is observed in these, we may infer as

to the part which concussion takes in com-
plicated cases many of which prove fatal.

The results of concussion may be divided

into three stages. The first stage is that of

collapse ; the second, that of reaction, or of

vaso-motor paresis, or, if named from its

most prominent symptom, the sleepy stage

;

the third is that of convalescence, or recovery.

The symptoms of the first stage, or stage of

collapse, vary with the severity of the case

;

but if at all well-marked, consist in feebleness

of pulse, pallor of skin, coldness of extremi-

ties, and dilatation of pupils. They may
approach a condition which threatens imme-
diate death. There is no stertor, for the re-

spiration is too feebly performed. Although
the collapse may be very great, the insensi-

bility is rarely quite complete. It is of great

importance, in this stage, to establish the

negative as regards all forms of paralysis.

If any non-symmetrical symptoms are pre-

sent, the case is more than mere concussion.

Dui'ing this stage nothing should be done,

except placing the patient in a condition of

comfort, and preventing the cooling of the
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body. Stiiimlants, iinlosa the collapse is

extreme, slioiilil bo avoid"*!.

After the ci)llapso has lasted some little time

(lioll'-an-hour to two, three, or more hours), it

be},'ius to pass otY. The patient moans, mani-

fests discomfort, turns on his side, and draws
his knees up. Very often at this period sick-

ness occurs, and it is almost invariable if the

patient's stomach was full at the time of the

accident. Consciousness is now usually re-

stored, and, by rousinf;, the patient may be

induced to speak, and will toll his name, &c.

Gradually, durinfif a period of some ho\irs,

the case slides on into the sleepy stage. The
pulse is now relaxed and full, the skin is

warm or even hot, the face may be some-
wiiat flushed, and the pupils are contracted.

Tlie patient is overpowered with sleepiness,

and can only be awakened with ditficultj'.

It is, however, always within possibility to

awaken him, and he usually rouses himself

to the calls of nature. Vei\y commonly the

pulse is ii-re<,nilar, especially if the patient

be young. At this stage again care nuist be

taken to ascertain whether there are any
Don-synnnetrical symptoms—any weakness
of a limb, of one side of the face, or of any
single eye-muscle. If the patient passes his

urine or fieces in bed, or if there is long-con-

tinued retention of urine, it is very probable
that there is more than mere concussion

—

namely, laceration or contusion. The sleepy

stage may last for a day or for a week, and
it is ni severe cases so well-marked that the

patienfs eyelids may be held open, and
the pupils examined, without awaking him.
During this stage the measm'es of treatment
called for are spare diet, purgation, cold to

the head, and quiet.

^Yhen the sleepy stage passes ofif, the patient

is left weary, torpid, unlit for mental effort,

and often with distressing headache. These are
the symptoms of the convalescing stage, and
they uia\ last more or less for a considerable

time. The patient should still be kept cai-efuUy

quiet, no stimulants should be allowed, and
purgatives should occasionally be used. Some
of the sjinptoms present during the stage of

convalescence may persist so long that they
may rank rather as sequels. Thus there
may be for years nervousness, inaptitude for

business, liability to headache, and peculiar
susceptibihty to the influence of stimulants.
As a rule, however, even after very severe
concussion, no such ill-results are left, but
the patient regains, after a time, perfect cere-
bral health. This remark must, however,
not be held to apply to concussion when
received in railway accidents ; for in these
cases there is a prospect of pecuniary com-
pensation, and the sequelse are often severe,
prolonged, and very peculiar.

Jonathan Hutchinson.

BRAIN, Congestion of.— See Brain,
Hypera;mia of.
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J

BRAIN, HaemorrhagGinto.— Synon. :

Ceri'bral Apoplexy; Fr. Hemorrhage cerd-

. hralc intcrstitielle ; Ger. Hiritschlaf/.

I Dkfinition.—Escape of blood, by rupture

]

of a vessel, into the substance or cavities of

the brain. Hicmorrhage into the meninges is

j

separately described.

Cerebral hiemorrhage is commonly due to
' the riipture ofan artery, very rarely to the rup-

ture of a vein. Occasionally, minute extrava-

sations are caused by ruptm-e of capillaries,

j

and may constitute, by their number, an in-

j

filtration of the cerebral tissue with blood.

This is seen in cases of venous thrombosis.

IliEinorrhiige from arteries or veins may also

be due to their laceration by injury.

/Etiology. — Arterial hiemorrhage is

usually due to the coincidence of weakened
vascular wall and increased pressure within

the vessel. The causes of these states may
be regarded as the conditions predisposing

to cerebral ha>morrhage. Hereditary influence

is sometimes distinctly seen, as a tendency to

vascular degeneration, or to conditions which,

as renal disease, produce such degeneration.

Similarity of vascular distribution may also

be inherited, and may determine the locality

of strain, and, therefore, first of degeneration,

and ulthnately of rupture. Cerebral hiemor-

rhage is most frequent after fifty j-ears of

age, but occurs at any age, though rare during
the first half of life. It is nearly twice as

common in men as in women. It is said to

be more frequent in temperate than in

tropical climates, in winter thaji in summer,
and at high than at low elevations. Certain

acquired conditions act as predisposing

causes. Chronic Bright's disease leads to

early and extreme degeneration of vessels, as

well as directly to hypertrophy of the heart

and increased blood-pressure ; hence it pre-

disposes powerfully to cerebral hiemorrhage.
In purpura and scurvy, cerebral hicmorrhage
occasionally occurs, and also in pernicious

anueinia and leukicmia. In the latter it is

a not unconnnon cause of death. In these

blood-states the mechanism is doubtless im-

paired nutrition of the walls of the smaller

vessels, which permits them to,be bulged and
thinned by a blood-pressure that may even
be below the normal. The state of vascular

repletion known as ' plethora ' w^as formerly
thought to be a frequent cause of cerebral

hicmorrhage. It probably does aid other

causes, but rarely co-exists with the more
efficient, and so takes a subordinate position.

Chronic alcoholism and opium-eating are

said to promote vascular degeneration.

Among other remote causes must be

reckoned heart-disease and syphilis, both of

which connnonly act b^- causing an aneur-

ysm larger than those that are the special

mechanism of hemorrhage. Nevertheless,

such aneurysms often escape even the most
careful search. Each of these causes, so

,
different in nature, acts by altering the wall
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of the vessel—the one by a process of growth,
the other bj' inflammation excited by imper-
fect obstruction with a phig from an inflamed
cardiac valve.

The proximate causes of cerebral haemor-
rhage are the weakened state of the wall of

the vessel, and commonly some increase of

blood-pressm-e. The vessel-wall is weakened
by degeneration, and is often imperfectly

supported in an atrophied brain. The in-

crease of pressure within the vessels may
be permanent, as in peripheral obstruction,

with or without hypertrophy of the heart ; or

temporary, as in excited action of the heart,

or impeded cu'culation through the lungs
during effort. These causes ai'e considered

more fully in the article on Brain, Vessels
of. Diseases of.

Haemorrhage from a vein is rare, except as

the result of laceration by direct injury, or of

ulceration invading the vein from without.

Varicose veins in the pia mater may some-
times rupture (Andral).

Considerable capillary haemorrhage is

usually due to the venous obstruction already

mentioned. It may also result from cephalic

congestion due to any cause, from capillary

embolism, and from the blood- states which
cause larger vessels to give way. In all these

blood-states similar extravasations are often

seen in the retina from the same immediate
cause.

Anatomical Characters.—In intra-cere-

bral haemorrhage, the blood is extravasated

into the substance or into the ventricles of the

brain—into the ventricles usually by rupture

of a previous extravasation within the cerebral

substance. In the latter situation the blood

occupies a cavity formed by laceration of the

brain-tissue ; rarely, when very minute and
' capillary,' by merely separating the fibres.

In size, an extravasation varies from that of

a pea or even smaller, up to that of the fist.

The blood is foiind clotted, and reddish-black

in colour; fragments of brain-tissue are

mingled with it. The cavity containing it is

often very irregular in shape ; its walls are

uneven, present projecting shreds oflacerated

brain-substance, and are blood-stained and
softened— at first by imbibition of serum,
and later by inflammation. Many small

extravasations are often seen in the neigh-

bourhood of a larger clot. Usually there is

only one large extravasation ; sometimes,
however, there are two or three. The
extravasated blood exercises pressure : the

convoluti'jns are flattened ; the falx is bulged

to the opposite side (Hughlings Jackson,

Hutchinson) ; and the rest of the hemisphere
is anaemic. The effused blood may tear its

way into the lateral ventricle ; it then speedily

distends both lateral ventricles and the third

and fourth ventricles, and escapes by the

openings at the lower extremity of the fourth

ventricle, central and lateral, into the sub-

arachnoid space. Or the blood may escape

to the surface, infiltrate the i)ia mater, and
tear its way into the subarachnoid cavity,

often by a very small opening. It is rarely

that the artery from which the blood has
escaped can be detected. Occasionally the
extravasation can be traced to the rupture of

an aneurysm of some size. In other cases

miliary aneurysms naay be foimd on many
vessels. The larger arteries commonly
present atheromatous changes, but these are

only associated by being the result of some
of the causes, and especially of age.

After a time the extravasated blood under-
goes changes. The clot shrinks and gradu-
ally becomes, first chocolate, then brown, and
ultiiTjately a reddish-yellow ; and it then
contains chiefly fat-globules, pigment and
other granules, and haematoidin crj'stals.

The rapidity with which it undergoes this

change is doubtful, and certainly varies. It

is said that the distinctive blood-colour has
disappeared as early as the twentieth day.

Meanwhile the walls of the cavity undergo
changes. The inflammation, in rare cases

excessive and purulent, is usually conserva-

tive, and leads to the formation of connective

tissue. A firm wall is thus developed, the

inner surface of which becomes smooth by
the softening and removal of the loose frag-

ments of brain-substance ; by this means a

cyst is formed. It is said that connective

tissue may extend across its cavity, and that

in rare cases, the fluid being absorbed, the

cyst- walls may unite, and a cicatrix result.

Such cicatrices are, however, much more fre-

quently due to softening than to haemorrhage.

HiEmorrhage may occur in any part of the

brain, but is more frequent in some situa-

tions than in others. The most frequent seat

is the corpus striatum and the region just

outside it : nearly half the intra-cerebral

haemorrhages are in this situation. Other
primary seats, in the order of frequency, are

the centrum ovale, the cortex, the pons and
peduncles, the cerebellum, the o])tic thalamus
(often affected by an extension of the hsemor-

rhage from the corpus striatum), the posterior

portion and the anterior portion of the

hemisphere. The frequency of haemorrhage
in the cerebrum is twenty times greater than

into the cerebellum. The frequent extrava-

sation into and outside the corpus striatum,

is explained by the vascular supply. As the

rupture is often near the edge of the lenti-

cular nucleus the blood tears up the white

substance ; and this makes the frequency

of haemorrhage into the centrum ovale diffi-

cult to ascertain. See Brain, Vessels of.

Diseases of.

Traumatic haemorrhage occurs into and

from a lacerated portion of brain, and is

most frequently found on the surface, occu-

pying mainly the middle of the convex por-

tion of each convolution, and some other

regions much exposed to injury, as the sur-

face of the temporo-sphenoidal lobe, and the
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under surface of the frontal lobe. Ventri-

cular hii'inorrhajje soiiiotiiues results from
trauinatic rupture of a small vein on the

surface of the corpus striatum (Prcscott

Hewett).
Soft tumours (especially gliomata) are

sometimes the seat of luvmorrhage. The (lis-

tiiictiou from simple hiemorrhage (sometimes
(litVicult) rests on their position being com-
monly one in which cerebral lucmorrhage is

rare ; and on some Kelatinous-lookini^ tumour-
substance being found, into wliich hiemor-
rliage has not occurred, and which has
characteristic microscopic features.

Other organs may be healtliy, or present

the changes wliicli have been mentioned as

predisposing causes ; the lungs are usually

secondarily congested, often intensely.

Symptoms.—The occurrence of cerebral

hivinorrhage is iiulicated by cerebral symp-
toms of two classes, the one general and
more or less transient, the other local and
more or less permanent. In addition to

tliese there are sometimes premonitory
symptoms ; and commonly general symp-
toms, manifested by pulse, temperature, &c.,

which are secondary to the brain-lesion.

Fremonitonj symptoms, somewhat rare,

are those of altered cerebral function duo to

local vascular disease, headache, vertiginous

feelings, local weakness or numbness, sliglit

mental changes, and slight aft'ection of speech
[sen BuAiN', Vessels of, Diseases of; and
Brain, Anauuia of). But the disease causing
them is conunonly distinct from that causing
the haemorrhage. Tlio miliary aneurysms
cause no symptoms, and hence it is only in
the case of aneurysm of larger vessels that
there are true premonitory symptoms.
Hence they are less frequent than m cases
of softening.

The onset of hirmorrhage is usually ac-

companied with apoplexy, i.e. loss of con-
sciousness and of power of motion and of
sensation, often witli relaxation of the sphinc-
ters and loss of retlex action {sec Apoplexy,
Ceukbral). These symptoms are profound
and lasting according to the size of the
hiemorrhage and its position ; being espe-
cially marked in largo and double eiTusions,
in intra-ventricidar hii-morrhage, aiul in
hseraorrhage into the pons. In a case of
moderate severity they last only a few hours,
and gi-adually pass away. In severer cases
they may deepen until death occurs from
faihu-e of respiratory power. Death is rarely
very speedy, hfe being usually prolonged for
some hoiurs even in the most rapidly fatal
cases. In rare instances of ha-morrhage
into the medulla, and also in meningeal
hieraorrhage, death has occurred in live
minutes, probably in each case from the
rapid interference with the respiratory
centre.

The temperature is at first lowered one or
two degrees ; the pulse becomes less frequent

;

14

and the resj)! ration slow. The Cheyne-Stokes
respiratory rhytinn often precedes death.

After a few hours the temperature rises to

the normal and in mild cases stops there,

but in gi'aver cases it rises above the normal
two or three degi-ees. In some very grave
cases the initial fall or subse(}uent rise niay
be extreme and go on until death occurs,

sometimes reachmg '.)0° in the one case, and
107° or 108° in the other (Bourncville). The
urine is at first abundant, of low specific

gi'avity, and acid in reaction.

In slight cases of cerebral haemorrhage
there may be no loss of consciousness.
Vomiting in such cases is not infrequent.

In otlier rare cases of large haenuirrhage,

esi)ecially between the external capsule of

the corpus striatum and the island of Reil
(Broadbent), the loss of consciousness comes
on gradually, after other symptoms, as of

shock, for example, have lasted for an hour
or two. These cases have been termed
ingravescent.

Local symptoms, often permanent, and
alwaj's of longer duration than the loss of

consciousness, are present in all cases of cir-

cumscribed cerebral ha?morrhago, except in

the rare instances in which, by its central

position in the pons and medulla, it causes
directly bilateral effects only, which are
added to and intensify the general symptoms
caused indirectly. In a unilateral cerebral

lesion, the dii'ect symptoms are unilateral

loss of power of voluntary movement and
often of sensation, accompanied sometimes
with convulsion or rigidity. These local

symptoms may commence a few minutes or
longer before the loss of consciousness. They
coexist with the apoplectic condition, and
may often be recognised, even during coma,
by the flaccidity of the paralysed limbs,
which fall more helplessly than those of the
opposite side ; by inequality of the moutli
and of the pupils ; by conjugate deviation of

the head and eyes towards the side of the
brain injured ; by convulsive movements

;

and. as the apoplexy clears, by the detection
of unilatei'al defect of sensibility. The coma
passing away, these signs become moi'e dis-

tinct, and all the sj-mptoms of hemiplegia
remain, varying in intensity and extent ac-

cording to the position of tlie lesion. The
apoplectic state maj- recur after its disappear-
ance—a gi-ave symptom, usually indicating
that a fresh lurmorrhage has occuiTed in the
same or the other side of the brain, or more
frequently that the blood has escaped into

the ventricles. In the former case the tmi-
lateral symptoms, conjugate deviation of the
head and eyes, &c., are increased on the
same, or transferred to the opposite side ; in

the latter the unilateral symptoms disappear,
and general powerlessness and deep coma
supervene, with stcrtor, relaxation of the
spliincters, lowered temperature, and im-
peded respiration. Death always ensues.
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Convulsion may be a conspicuous s^inptoin

at the onset or subsetpently. It is usually-

unilateral in its eourse or comniencement,
beginning on the side paralysed, rarely ati'ect-

ing only the non-paralysed side. In cases in

which the blood escapes slowly, convulsions

may occur on one side, and in the course of

an hour or two may cease, the side at the

same time becomuag powerless. This is due
to the motor structures, commonly tliose of

the cortex, being at first irritated by the

haemorrhage, and afterwards interrupted or

compressed so as to be incapable of fimction.

Where con\'ulsion is not met with, muscular
twitching or rigidity may occur. General or

widely-spread rigidity or twitching points to

a bilateral lesion ; if with coma, to ventri-

cular haemorrhage.
After a day or two symptoms of u-ritation

about the cerebral lesion come on, such as

headache, delirium, and rigidity in the

paralysed limbs. During this period the

temperature rises above the normal, and
the pulse becomes quick. On their subsidence

these symptoms, if the lesion is shght, may
be scarce!}' recognisable, and a stationary

period ensues, at the enl of which recovery
of power over the paralysed limbs begins.

In slight cases power may be recovered very
speedily. Its retui'u depends upon the struc-

tural recovery of slightly- damaged tissue, and
on other parts taking on an increased func-

tion in compensation for that which is

destroj'ed. The electric irritability of the

muscles exhibits little change. Sometimes,
however, when there is great irritation at

tlip lesion propagated downwards to the cord,

a marked initial increase in the irritability

may precede a considerable depression,

coincident with rapid wasting. Recovery
of power is rarely complete except in those
cases m which tlie area of damage is very
small ; and when the damage is large and
affects an important motor region, there may
be no recovery, loss of power persisting,

commonly with more or less ' late rigidity

'

in the paralysed limbs. Slight permanent
mental change often remains, and as the
motor power is recovered, ataxic and other
disorders of movement may supervene in the
limbs which were paralysed, although much
less commonly than after softening.

Diagnosis. — The diagnosis of cerebral

hajmorrhage rests on the sjTnptoms of a
locaHsed cerebral lesion occurring suddenly.
The conditions from which it has most
commonly to be distinguished are—conges-
tion of the brain ; softening of the brain,

embolic and thrombic ; and sometimes
tumour. For the distinction from it of other
causes of apoplectic loss of consciousness,
Tiraemia. post-epileptic coma, &c. sec Apoplexy,
Cerebral.

I'rom congestion the chief distinction

of the cerebral haemorrhage lies in the
transient nature of the loss of conscious-

ness, and in the slightness and general
character of the symptoms which charac-
terise the former. Congestion generally,

haemorrhage only sometimes, comes on
during effort ; and the absence of history of

effort is in favour of the latter. Similarly,

the premonitory symptoms which are usually

present in congestion are generally absent in

haemorrhage. The loss of motor power, and
the s.>Tiiptoms of cerebral shock, are much
greater in haemorrhage than in congestion.

It must be remembered that the two states

frequently coexist. From softening conse-

quent on embolism cerebral haemorrhage has
also to be distinguished. The subjects of the
latter are usually of an earlier age than those

of haemorrhage ; their vessels are healthy,

but they have organic heart-disease, which
is often grave. There may be evidence of

embolism elsewhere, in spleen, kidney, or

retina. Loss of consciousness is often absent
in embolism, and the paralysis often comes
on deliberately, and is almost always brief

in duration. Deep apoplectic coma should
always lead to a suspicion that haemorrhage
is the lesion, and this especially in cases of

young persons with heart disease. It is

important not to let the presence of heart-

disease exclude the idea of haemorrhage,
because it is in such cases that the most
severe forms of haemorrhage are met with,

when there is an anem-ysm, due to embolism,
and tliis has ruptui-ed. From softening due
to thfomhosis the distinction is often difficult.

Age, and the state of the vessels, no longer

serve as guides. The presence of chronic

Bright's disease is slightly in favour of

haemorrhage ; atheroma, the cause of soften-

ing in late life, being also induced by it, but
only to a slight extent. Excitement at the

time of the onset suggests haemorrhage ; de-

pression, phj'sical or mental, suggests soften-

ing. The occurrence of previous hemiplegic
attacks points to softening. In the attack, loss

of consciousness is much more considerable,

in proportion to the subsequent paralysis,

in haemorrhage than in softening. But the

distinction on this ground is often very
difficult, since loss of consciousness may be
absent in slight hiemorrhage, and consider-

able in an extensive softening. A deliberate

onset is in favour of softening ; and so are

much mental change, and early rigidity. A
definite fall of temjierature is generally caused
by rupture of a vessel, and so also is a rise

within twelve hours. Paralysis of sudden
|

onset, in cases of tumour, may be ascribed
{

to hemorrhage, to which it is indeed some-
times, but not always, due. Usually, enquiry

elicits a history of gradual, long-continued

symptoms ; intense headache and optic

neuritis are strongly suggestive of a tumour
into which a haemorrhage may have occiu-red.

HfEmorrhage into the substance of the

brain is distinguished from tneningeal

hcemorrhage by the pain and mental excite-
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inent being less conspicuous, con^ulsion

r.irer, aiiu by the presence of symptoms of

a local lesion. Utcmorrluujc into the vcntri-

clrs, which resembles meningeal hajmoiTliage

ill tlio generality of its symptoms, is usually

(lietinguished by succeeding the s^iuptoms of

a circumscribed lesion.

Prognosis.—During the attack itself the

prognosis in hoemorrhage into the brain must
be guided by the intensity of the s\iuptoms,

and by the j)lace of the lesion, as far as that

can be ascertained. Death is probable if the

coma is profound, or has not begun to lessen

at the end of twenty-four hours, and if the

early depression, or the subsequent rise of

temperature and pulse-rate, is gi'eat. Most
cases are liopcless in which there is marked in-

terference witli rosi)iration—even hiccough is

a cause of anxiety. \Vheuthesj-mptoms indi-

cate ventricular hicmorrhage, or lueniorrhage

into the pons, there is little chance of survival.

In meningeal hiemorrliage with coma the

prognosis 'S exceedingly grave. Conscious-

ness being I'ecovered, and the danger of

immediate death over, the freedom from
much secondary pyrexia, from lung-conges-

tion, and from bedsores, is a favoiu-able

indication. The chance of recovery fi-om

the paralysis is estimated by evidence of

position of the lesion, and by any indications

of iiuprovemcut. Early contraction of the

flexors is unfavourable. The danger of re-

currence is in proportion to the extent of

vascular disease, and the existence of frre-

movable causes of increased artei'ial tension.

Hence the prognosis is rendered imfavourable
bj- advanced age, or chronic renal disease, and
by the evidence of general prematiire decay.
Tkeatmext.—During the attacti.—Rest

is the most important. The patient should
remain, as far as possible, where he is seized

;

stillness must be secured ; and all effort is to

be avoided. The postm-e should be recum-
bent, with the head raised, and flexion of

the neck should be avoided. Any cause of
passive cerebral congestion, such as a tight

collar, must be looked for and removed.
Venesection was foi-merly almost always
employed in such cases— certainly too univer-
sally, but is now quite discarded—perhaps
too absolutely. Loss of blood lessens the
force of the heart and vascular tension ; it

thus hastens the cessation of external bleed-

ing. Doubtless it acts in the same way in
internal hfpinorrhage. It may be used with
probable advantage if the arterial tension is

great (that is, if the pulse is incompressible),
the heart acting strongly, and there is reason
to believe that the intracranial hsemorrhage
is increasing. A small quantity of blood
should bo taken rajjidly. In ventricular
hitniorrhage, venesection is probablj- power-
less for good. "When this is the case, it may
not be equally incapable of doing harm in
other ways too obvious to be pointed out.
Fashion should neither determine treatment

nor be forgotten as influencing the estimate

formed by the friends of a sufferer. Venesec-

tion should not be employed where there is

any evidence of failing heart-power. Its in-

dications are drawn as much from the state of

the patient, as from the fact of hicmorrhage.
Bright's disease is no contra-indication.

If bleeding is not employed, the object to

be aimed at by other measures must be to

lower the arterial pressure within the skull,

by keeping down the heart's action, by re-

ducing the volume of the blood, and by
diverting the blood as far as possible from tlie

brain, by relaxing the systemic vessels, while
endeavouruig to obtain contraction of the

cerebral vessels. Warmth may be applied

to the limbs, aided by sinapisms. Dry-cup-
ping to the surface, and purgatives, as croton

oil or calomel, will divert the blood to the

surface, or to the capacious intestinal vessels.

Drugs which would cause contraction of the

vessels are to be avoided, since their influence

being on tiie smallest vessels and universal,

their tendency is to increase arterial tension

and hsemon-hage. To this, however, digitalis

is an exception, since its action seems to be

chiefly on arteries larger than those that

burst. Diuretics are of great value, and their

administration should never be neglected.

Contraction of encephalic vessels may be
furthered by cold to the head or sinapisms
to the neck, according as the head is hotter

or colder than normal. The heart should be
allowed to fall a little below the normal in

force, but faihure of power must be warded
off by stimulants given with great care.

Convulsion is more etfectually checked by
cold than by bromides ; the latter maj- be
given if the convulsion recurs.

After the attack.—During the stage of

UTitation, rest must be maintained, and all

sovu'ces of annoyance must be avoided. The
bowels should be kept gently open by laxa-

tives or by injections. Stimulants must be

avoided, and the diet should be light. Pain
may be relieved by cold to the head, a blister

to the neck, or by Indian hemp, bromide of

potassium, or a small dose of hyoscine.

During reparation the diet must be
nutritious, but carefully regulated ; and
constipation of the bowels must be avoided.

Rubbing of the limbs, and their gentle

exercise, will aid their recovery; and after

the symptoms of irritation have passvd,

faradisation will improve muscular nutrition,

and is especially indicated where rapid loss

of irritability indicates probable wasting.

Nervine tonics probably aid a little the

recovery of slightly damaged structures :

quinine and strychnine, or very small doses

of phosphorus if there is no kidney-disease.

In auffimia the syrup of the phosphate of

iron is good. Wai-nith, change of scene,

and clieerful mental surroundings are useful

adjuncts, especially in the later stages of

recovery. W. 11. Gowers.
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BBAIN, Hypersemia of. — Synon. :

Congestion of the Brain.
Definition.—Increase in the qiiantity of

blood within the capillaries of the brain, other

than that which is merely the early stage of

inflammation.
Since neither the arteries nor the veins

of the brain-siibstance can be over-distended
with blood without capillary hyperaemia, and
since it is to capillary hypertemia that the

functional disturbance of the brain is related,

this may be justly taken as the essential

pathological element in cerebral congestion.

The congestion may be active, when the

capillaries contain, in consequence of arterial

distension or dilatation, an increased amount
of oxygenated blood passing rapidly tlirough

them ; or it may be passive, when, fi-om

venous obstruction, the increased blood in

the capillaries is slowly moving, and is be-

coming, or is in great part alreadj', venous.
' Congestion of the brain ' is often alleged

because no other explanation of symptoms
occurs to the mind of the practitioner, al-

though there may be no real evidence of

such a state. Like ' congestion of the liver,'

it is often adopted merelj' because it is a

convenient refuge for a destitute diagnosis,

and pleases the patient as an explanation

which both satisfies and gratiiies him. But
it should never be assumed on purely nega-

tive evidence. Some descriptions of it have
been written entirely &'om cases of hj'po-

chondriacal dyssesthesia.

^Etiology.— (A) Active congestion of the

brain may be general or partial. Of the

general form the remote causes are as fol-

lows:—Men are said to be more liable to it

than women. Age increases its frequencj-,

chiefly from the greater frequency of its

causes ; yet children, from the sensitiveness

of their vaso-motor sj'stem, occasionally

suffer from active cerebral congestion. Here-
dity has only an indirect influence. The
plethoric condition, with its tendency to

general overfilling of the vessels, is a power-
ful predisponent. The immediate causes of

excessive flow through the arteries of the

brain may be thus stated : (1) Increase in

the blood-pressure—either ger^eral, from ex-

cessive action of the heart (as in extreme
hypertrophy or functional overaction) ; or

partial, from an obstruction elsewhere, throw-
ing an undue proportion of the pressure upon
the cerebral vessels. This is seen in con-

traction of the aorta beyond the origin of the

vessels to the head, and in sudden contrac-

tion of a large nmnber of the systemic

arterioles, as those of the surface, in exposure

to cold and in ague. In some states, as

Bright's disease, its influence on organs is

partially counteracted by the contraction of

the smaller arterioles. It results similarly

from all cardiac excitement, whether due to

mental or physical causes. (2) Active arterial

dilatation of vaso-motor origin may be excited

by prolonged mental work, severe emotion,
insolation, digestive disturbances, or from
the presence in the blood of various poisons,

such as alcohol, and amyl-nitrite or nitro-

glycerine. In these cases the vaso-motor
disturbance may precede and cause, or may
succeed and result from, the overaction ot

the brain-tissue, which is intensified by it.

It occurs in the second stage of many
attacks of migraine. This cause may be
conjoined with excited action of the heart, as

in exophthalmic goitre. In acute alcoholic

poisoning the cerebral congestion is, as

Niemeyer suggested, secondarj' to the dis-

turbance of brain-tissue, although the simul-

taneous flushing of the face makes this

doubtful ; in chronic alcoholism the conges-

tion may be primary. In pyrexia the head-
ache and delirium have been thought to be
due to congestion, but more likely result from
the blood-state. (3) Lessened atmospheric
l^ressure may cause congestion of the brain,

as in the ' Zenith ' balloon-catastrophe ; and
it probably occiu's when divers pass from the

increased to normal pressure. (4) Gravita-

tion in the recumbent posture may alone

cause cerebral hyperemia, or may powerfully

aid other causes in producing it.

Partial active congestion of brain-tissue

occurs chiefly from disease of the arteries,

which perverts the local distribution of the

blood-j^ressure ; in organic brain-diseases,

as tumour, haemorrhage, &c. ; after blows
on the head ; and probably also from local

overaction of special centres. It may also

be due to a slight degree and transient dura-

tion of the activity of the causes of local

inflammation.
(B) Passive congestion of the brain, when

general, is the result of impeded return of

blood from the head. It is intense in death
from all forms of suffocation or by hanging.

It may be due to pressure on the veins in the

neck, as by tumours or tight collars
;
pressure

on the innominate veins by tumours or aneur-

ysm ; or obstruction to the circulation from
violent respiratory efforts, as exertion, cough,

or blowing wind-instruments. It may be

caused by impediments within the circulation,

such as tricuspid insufficiency and its causes

in the lungs, or even by disease on the left

side of the heart. The recumbent postm-e

assists all these influences.

Partial passive congestion may occur from
pressure on a cerebral vein, from local venous
thrombosis, or from j)ressure by a growth on
one of the cerebral sinuses.

Anatomical Appearances.—The capilla-

ries are not visible to the naked eye even when
over-distended, but with the microscope they

are seen to be dilated, often to twice their

normal calibre. Their distension is indicated

by a deeper and reddish tint of the grey sub-

stance ; and the fuhiess of the small arteries

and veins shows itself in an increase, often

very great, in the number and size of the red
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points visible on section of the white matter.

In lu'tive congestion tlie arteries are said to

lie distinctly larj^er than nornial, and their

jjerivttscular spaces lessened in size ; the

minute vessels of the meninges are distended.

Indeed iu all forms of general congestion,

the state of the vessels is generally more
distinct in the ))ia mater than in the sub-

stance of the brain. Even in those, how-
ever, it is chietl^- the congestion that would
pass on to intlannnation, or is really its first

stage, that leaves distinct traces. In pas-

sive congestion the veins and sinuses are

gorged with blood. It must be remembered,
however, that such engorgement of the veins

occurs in all cases of death from interference

with the passage of the blood through the

thorax, and that the vessels of the most
dependent portion are always fullest. The
state of the cerel)ral vems must therefore be

carefully compju'ed with that of the vems of

other organs. Active congestion may some-
times leave no visible traces. After a time
blood-pigment collects outside the vessels

(Bastiau), and serous efiiision into the mem-
branes and ventricles may be found in all

forms. After a long-continued congestion,

the vessels amy be permanently distended

;

degenerative changes, consecpient perhaps
on the elfusion of serum, uiay lead to the
appearance of wide spaces aromid them

;

and the whole brain may have undergone
distinct wasting. It must, howe\er, be
pointed out that the absence or paucity of

post-mortem evidence is equally true of the
6kin, and does not estabhsh the absence of

congestion during life.

Symptoms. — It is probable that many
symptoms have been erroneously ascribed

to cerebral congestion ; some because hyper-
iemia, due to the mode of death, was found
^ost mortem ; others because an assumed
congestion was the readiest explanation.
The symptoms commonly referred to cere-

bral congestion may be grouped in two
classes—those of excitement, and those of
depression. Either of these may exist alone

;

those of excitement may precede those of
depression ; or they may partially co-exist.

They may be slight or severe; acute or
chronic. In all cases they are increased by
the recumbent posture or depressing the
head, by expiration, coughs, and efifort ; and
they are usually aggravated by constipation,
and by indulgence in alcohol.

] . General.—In general cerebral hyperae-
mia, among the symptoms of excitement may
be mentioned mental irritability ; headache

—

slight or violent, with feelings of fulness or
throbbing in the head, and vertiguious or
other unpleasant sensations ; increased or
perverted functions of the organs of special
sense, such as flashes of light and noises in
the ears ; contraction of. the pupils ; sleep-
lessness ; restlessness, startings, twitchhigs
or slight actual convulsions; and mental

excitement. The pulse is quick. There may
be vomiting. The face varies, participating

in the congestions of circulatory origin, and
in some of vaso-motor disturbance, such as

that wiiich may occur during digestion. In
other forms of supposed congestion of vaso-

motor mechanism, as in those which result

from excessive brain-work, the face may be

pale, but the nature of these cases is doubtful.

^Vmong the symptoms of depressed brain-

function, are dulness of the special senses;

motor weakness ; mental indifl'erence and
slowness ; somnolence, especially after meals

;

dilatation of the pupils ; and infrequency of

the heart's action. Consciousness may be

lost suddenly, and the loss, it is commonly
believed, may deepen into coma, but this is

seldom absolute. As a rule there is no fever,

but in children the temperature may be
raised a degree or so.

In the chronic forms of cerebral conges-

tion, these sj-mptoms, variously grouped and
moderate in degree, continue for days, weeks,

or months. Their course is marked by great

variability. Dm-and-Fardel has pointed out

that in these cases there is often much viscid

secretion of the conjmictiva.

In the more acute forms of cerebral con-

gestion, the symptoms of muscular spasm, of

mental disturbance, or of loss of conscious-

ness, may be so predominant as to give a

special character to the attack :

—

a. In the convulsive form pam or uneasi-

ness in the head commonly precedes the mus-
cular spasm. The latter is usually deliberate

in onset. It is said sometimes to be imilateral

at first, and afterwards general, but more
frequently it is general throughout. Tonic
may precede clonic spasm, and the attack

resemble an epileptic fit, or clonic spasm
only may be present, or slight general tonic

spasm. Consciousness may or may not be
lost ; if lost it is for a very short space of

time.

6. The delirious form is seen under two
aspects— (1) in old age, after emotional ex-

citement ; in this the wandering is slight,

and often related distinctly to the recumbent
posture, or to a low position of the head

;

('2.) a much more violent delirium, which is

apparently related to cerebrjil congestion, is

seen sometimes after mental work or emo-
tional excitement, or after alcoholic poisoning.

It often resembles and may end in mania,
but there is no pyrexia. Occasionally death
results.

c. The apoplectic form is marked by sudden
loss of consciousness, occurring commonly
during effort. The unconsciousness usually

lasts only a few minutes, and incomplete
general weakness remains for a day or two.
In rare cases the loss of consciousness
deepens into coma, with stertorous breath-

ing and relaxed sphincters, and death may
occur from the exttnsion of the cerebral

depression to the rcspiiatory centres.
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d. Vertiginous sens<ations sometimes give

a character to an attack.

In children congestion of the brain is said

to be a rare but occasional cause of con\'ul-

sion or delirium. Headache and contracted
pupils make iip a group of symf)toms resem-
bling meningitis, but fever is rarely present,

and if it exists it is slight, and the symptoms
usually come on suddenly and pass away in

a day or two. Death, however, sometimes
occurs soon after the onset of the attack,

especially in the convulsive form. Periodical

attacks of this character may change to those
of migraine in later life.

2. Partial.—Partial hypersemia leads to lo-

calised symptoms of excitement or de2)ression

of function. Local conviUsion or paralysis

may result. Headache is often intense and
localised. If nothing more than congestion

is present, the symptoms usually soon pass
off.

Pathology.—The possibility of the varia-

tions in the quantity of blood within the brain

has been denied on the ground that the
cerebro-spinal cu'culation is carried on within
a closed cavity. But the statement is imtrue
in the sense that is relevant to the problem
at issue, since the communication of the

venous sinuses of the skull, and especially of

the venous plexuses of the spinal canal within
the exterior, with external vessels, is free, and
affords a ready mechanism by which the

amount of blood, even in the distant cerebral

vessels, may be varied by the dis^^lacement

of the cerebro-spinal fluid. This, it wUl be
remembered, can pass into the perivascular

spaces, and can readily yield to increased
intravascular pressure, and thus make room
for an increase in the quantity of blood within
the arteries or vems.
The detailed pathology of cerebral con-

gestion is, however, still obsciure, since we
know little of the relative part played by
the blood-vessels and the nerve-elements
in determining the form which disturb-

ance of function shall take. An excessive

supply of arterial blood is, in all organs,

attended with fimctional activity, and it is

easy to imderstand that active congestion

should result in symptoms of excitement.

Subsequent dejiression of function has been
accounted for by inferring compression of

brain-tissue by effused serum. The reaction

of exhaustion may contribute. In passive

congestion the nerve-tissue is imperfectly

supplied with oxygenated blood, and com-
pressed by distended vessels, and its

functions are impaired by the presence of

effete products. Hence the predominance of

symptoms of depression over those of irrita-

tion.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis rests on the

discovery of circulatory and other causes of

cerebral congestion ; on the circumstances of

posture, effort, &c., under which the symp-
toms came on ; on the existence of concomi-

tant congestion in other parts supplied by
the carotids, as the face (by no means invari-

able) ; on the general character of the cerebral

symptoms ; on their speedy disappearance

;

and on the absence, in the adult at any rate,

of elevation of temperature. The diagnosis
of the special forms of cerebral congestion
from the diseases which they most resemble
is considered imder the head of those dis-

eases. It may, however, be mentioned that,

on the one hand, persistent focal symptoms
exclude mere congestion, and that, on the
other hand, the condition is likely to cause
an error in cases in which the various cepha-
lic sensations of jwessure, fulness, heat, &c.,

which seem to the hypochondriacal sufferer

suggestive of congestion, are generally

pseudo-neuralgic in nature. It is in these
cases that it is within the power of the doctor

to do great harm by increasing the ap})re-

hensions of the patient, by encouraging the

erroneous opinion and so increasing the

influence of attention in augmenting the

distress.

Prognosis.—The prognosis is generally
immediately favoiurable ; but in a severe

attack of any form, death may occiir. The
apoplectic form is most dangerous, the con-

vulsive least so. Degenerated vessels increase

the immediate risk to life. After many at-

tacks, permanent nutritional changes in the

bram often supervene.
Treatment.—The most important ele-

ments in the treatment of cerebral congestion

are posture, removal of blood, purgation,

cold to the head, and warm and stimulating

api^lications to the surface. Whatever be the

cause, it is important to raise the patient's

head, so that gravitation naay impede the

flow and aid the return of the blood. By
this means alone, insomnia from hyperaemia
may often be prevented. The removal of

blood is useful in extreme forms of conges-

tion, either active or passive, especially in

those forms of active congestion m which the

face participates. Venesection or leeching

may be employed, according to the severity

of the attack ; m active congestion the blood

which is taken should be removed quickly.

The relief which in such cases foUows an
epistaxis illustrates the value of this method
of treatment ; and we may take a lesson from
nature and, in some cases, apply a leech

behmd the ear, where there are communica-
tions between the circulation inside and out-

side the cranium. It is not advisable in

those cases in which, from overaction of

brain -tissue, or from cold • to the surface,

dilatation of the cerebral vessels results while

the surface remains pale. In aU forms of

congestion, purgation is useful. It removes
from the blood some of its serum, and it

affords immediate relief to the cerebral

circulation, by causing an afflux of blood to

the capacious intestinal vessels. In plethoric

states, diuresis is also most useful, and has
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Biiccecdcd where venesection and purgation

failed. Cold to the head is of most value

in reflex or secondary dil:itation of the cere-

bral vessels, as after mental work, insola-

tion, fatigue, and in some toxicinic states.

In the same class of cases, stimulation of

the pcrijiheral nerves by sinapisms, blisters,

itc , applied to the neek, will not only draw
blood to the surface, but also, by reflex influ-

ence, assist in obtaining arterial contraction.

Hot apphcations to the limbs act in afimilar

manner, causing local afilux of blood and thus

lessoning the tendency to encephalic engorge-

ment. Recourse may also be had to mechani-
cal appliances for increasing the quantity of

blood in the limbs. This element in treat-

ment is most useful in active congestion.

Alcohol and opium must be avoided in all

forms of active congestion, but in passive

congestion they may be of service. Bromide
of potassium is useful in those cases in which
the congestion is produced by vaso-motor
mechanism, excited either by stimulation of

brain-tissue or of distant nerves. In passive

congestion from heart-disease the treatment
is that of the cardiac condition, digitalis,

strophanthus, and diuretics being of especial

service. All persons liable to congestion of

the brain sliould live regularly, avoid hot

rooms, and attend careftilly to the stomach
and bowels, relieving the latter by freipient

moderate purgation. W. R. Gowers.

BRAIN, Hypertrophy of. — Hyper-
trophy of brain is a misnomer. True hyjier-

tropliy would consist of increase in numl)er
or in size of the nerve-cells, nerve-tubes, con-
nective stroma, and supplying vessels ; and
there might be expected, as a result of this

condition, some manifestation of a higher
intellectual development. Such a condition
IS never found. A so-called hypertrophied
brain is one that is larger and heavier than
normal. On removing the skull-cap. the
encephalon seems to expand, so as to render
it difficult to aflix the bone-covering in its

Elace ; the membranes are dry ; the sulci

ave nearly disappeared, and the whole organ
appears pale and bloodless. On section there
is a sensation of toughness, though less in
degree than in a case of general sclerosis.

There is no sign of pressure upon the orbital

plates, such as is met with in chronic hydro-
ce])halus. The lesion affects only the cerebral
hemispheres, especially on the convex surface,
and perhaps the posterior lobes in particular.
The base of the brain and the cerebellum are
unaffected except by pressure.
On minute examination, the nerve-cells and

nerve-fibres, far from being found augmented
m number or in size, may even be compressed
and diminished; and there is often also some
interference with the normal calibre of the
vessels. Gintrac, however, records a case in
which the calibre of the nerve-tubes was
almost double that of the normal. What in-
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crease there is affects the white matter of the

brain, and this structure is very pale and
of an elastic consistence. The real and sole

lesion is liNqierplasia of the connective tissue.

It dilfers from sclerosis in aff'ecting the cere-

bral hemispheres more universally than is

the case with sclerosis ; and also that in

sclerosis there is not only increase of the

connective tissue, but subsequent retraction,

and. as a frequent consequence of this, an
absolute destruction more or less of the nerve-

elements of the organ. When the disease is

far advanced it may possibly cause absorption

of the inner table of the skull, and thus pro-

duce a roughness or thinning of the bone, or,

in extreme cases, even perforation. The
sinuses are generally distended with blood.

Hypertrophy of smaller portions of the brain

is rare : still various cases are on record in

which, under the name of neuromata of the

nervous centres, white or grey matter has
been found in certain parts of the brain over

and above the normal constituents of this

organ. Hyperplasia of the pineal gland is

closely allied to glioma. It should be dis

tinguished from enc^'sted dropsy of that

organ.

In most cases of so-called hypertrophy of

a small part of the brain the lesion is an
infiltrating growth.
Etiology.—Hypertrophy of the brain has

been said to be sometimes secondar}', and
caused by the irritation of morbid growths.
This, however, is rare. It is generally

primary, and may be a disease of intra-

uterine life ; but it is generaUy developed
after birth, especially in rickety children.

Some forms of encephalocele, without hydro-
cephalus, seem to be due to the growth of

compact masses of cerebral substance in ex-

cess of what is normal. The conditions for

the production of this morbid state are in-

fancy ; bad diet ; repeated congestion of the
cerebral vessels, such as might be induced
by frequent cough ; and perhaps lead-

poisoning.

SY5IPT0MS.^ The symptoms of so-called

general hypertrophy vary according as the

sutures are closed or not. If, from insuf-

ficient occlusion of the sutures, the head ex-

pands in proportion to the increase in size

of the encephalon, the symptoms may be
very slight. Children thus affected show no
intellectual hebetude. In them, as long as

the abnormality is uncomplicated with local

inflammation of membranes or with hoemor-
rhages, there may be no headache, no affec-

tion of sight, no sensory or motor paralysis,

and no convidsions. Convulsions, however,
are common in cases in which the occlusion

of the sutures has prevented expansion of

the head proportionate to the internal in-

crease of tissue. In such cases also there is

gent rally more or less motor paralysis, often

some ana'sthesia of the limbs, headache,
vomiting, and mental hebetude—sy^nptoma,
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in fact, either of marked Laterferenee with
the intra-crania] circulation, or of irritation

from inflammatory complications. The pro-

gnosis is always bad, but in rachitic cases the
course may be chronic.

Treatment.— All treatment seems to be
ineffective in diminishing cerebral hyper-
trophy. E. Long Fox.

BRAIN, Inflammation of.

—

Synon.:
Encephalitis.—Encephalitis is a term which
ought perhaps to be strictly limited to inflam-

matory changes in the brain-substaace itself,

to the exclusion of all forms of meningitis.

It may be either diffuse or local, but for oiu-

present purpose we have chiefly to do with
the diffuse form. Local encephalitis will

generally result in abscess (see Brain, Abscess
of), and will usually be met with, if we put
aside the results of injuries, in association

either with disease of the ear, with tubercular

growths, or with pysemic deposits.

It may perhaps be doubted whether the

occurrence of diffuse inflammation of the

brain-substance as an acute disease has as

yet been proved, excepting as a result of

wounds. Even as a traumatic lesion, its

special features have by no means been ac-

curately studied. It is, however, highly pro-

bable that, after penetrating wounds of the

brain, its substance may inflame, just as the

cellular tissue of a limb may, the inflamma-
tory processes beginning at the site of the

wound and rapidly spreading through a large

part of the hemisphere. It is probably in

tlie perivascular spaces that the process

chiefly spreads, and it is in these that the

microscope will detect the most abundant
results. Such a condition of diffuse encepha-
litis may exist without there being any visible

changes in the brain. It niay perhaps be a
little softened or a little congested, but very
probably there is nothing about which the
most experienced pathologist could feel certain

until the microscope is resorted to.

Symptoms.— It is not possible in the present

state of our knowledge to speak with any cer-

tainty of the symptoms of diffuse encephalitis.

They will vary, of course, with the region af-

fected ; and disturbance of function, followed

by more or less complete loss, will be the
most frequent occurrence.

Treatment.—When the symptoms of en-

cephalitis are once recognised, it will iisually

be too late for treatment, and measures of

prevention are those of chief importance.
The early use of mercin"y, beginning in an-

ticipation of symptoms, rather than waiting
for them, is probably the most important ; and
next to it come cold to the head, purgatives,

and counter irritation.

Jonathan Hutchinson.

BRAIN, Laceration of.—In the more
strict sense of the word, the brain is but little

Uable to laceration from injury. Yet, in
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connexion with injuries, such as penetrating
wounds of the skull, fractures with great

depression of bone, and even with violent

concussions, the brain-substance is not
infrequently, to some extent, torn. In so

soft a structure, however, and under the

influence of modes of violence which are

usually rather of the nature of blows than of

anything hkely to cause stretching, we rarely

meet with results comparable to laceration

of any of the flrmer textures of the body.
Whenever the brain is ' lacerated ' it is also

contused, and the contusion often extends
widely around the rent, and is by far the
more important lesion. In the peripheral

parts of the brain-mass this is especially true,

and it is of little practical use to speak of

lacerations excepting as complications of very
severe contusions. In the central parts, the

crura especially, we meet now and then with
a laceration properly so called, and it is not
very infrequent to find the trunks of single

nerves torn across. The consideration of

those forms of laceration which are produced
by the effusion of blood from ruptured vessels

of size sufficient to supply a stream forcible

enough to break up the surrounding substance,

will be found in the articles Apoplexy,
Cerebral ; and Brain, Ha;morrhage into.

In the case of injuries to the head from
falls or blows without perforation, certain

definite parts are prone to suffer from contu-

sion and laceration. Usually some slight evi-

dence of injury is found immediately beneath
the part of the skull upon which the blow was
received, but by far the chief bruising will

be at the opposite point. If the occiput be

struck, the anterior lobes will be contused

;

and if one parietal eminence, the opposite

sphenoidal lobe. This law, however, is

greatly modified by the differing conditions

under which different parts of the brain-mass
are placed as regards their surroundings. In
the posterior half of the skull the brain-mass
is bulky, and between its hinder lobes and
the cerebellum is a strong flexible membrane,
well calculated to break vibrations gradually,

and thus to prevent contusion. Nor are there

in these regions any strongly marked bony
ridges against which the brain might be
dashed. These conditions are reversed as

regards the anterior lobes and the middle
lobes, and the consequence is that, whilst

severe contusions are often seen in the latter,

they are much more rare in the cerebellum
and posterior two-thirds of the brain-mass.

In cases of compound fracture, with tearing

of the dura mater, and deep depression of

bone, the brain-substance may, of course, be

injured at any part ; but even in respect to

this kind of violence the hinder regions of

the skull are specially protected.

Symptoms.—We know enough of surface-

laceration of the brain in parts other than the

anterior and middle lobes, to be able to assert

that, unless the lesion extend very widely or
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deeply, it iloes not reveal itself by ftny special

symptoms. If very extensive, weakness of

tiie opposite limbs and side of the face is

usually observi'd. Injury to the anterior

lobes, unless extensive, cannot be diagnosed,

but it may be guessed at in a few cases

where the sense of smell is lost in one or both

nostrils ; for it is very common for the ol-

factory bulbs to be danuiged at the ^ame
time. If the anterior lobes are severely

lacerated, the symptoms will be those of very

severe concussion, witli the diHerence that

insensibility is more nearly complete, and that

it increases instead of diminishing as the days

pass on. AVhen a sphenoidal lobe is contused

there is usually, according to the writer's

observation, incomplete hemiplegia of the

opposite side, involving sensation as well as

motion, and the face as well as the limbs.

From these symptoms the patient may, in

the course of months, wholly recover. It is

usually the apex of the sphenoidal lobe w'hich

is lacerated, but if the lesion extends higher,

and if it occurs on the left side, aphasia may
be present.

In connexion with recent research (Dr.

Hughlings Jackson, Dr. Ferrier, and others)

as to localised functions, we are now able

to diagnose with considerable accuracy the
precise regions injured.

Treatmknt and Progxosis.—In the treat-

ment and prognosis of lacerations and contu-

sions of the surface of the brain, much depends
upon whether or not the case is complicated
by compound fracture and the admission of

air. If air liave been admitted there is risk

of meningitis or encephalitis, denoted in

either case by the occurrence, w-ithin a few
days of the injury, of hemiplegia of the
opposite side. To prevent this must be the
object of treatment. The scalp should be
shaved, the w^ound closed with sutures as far

as practicable, and lint wetted in a spirit-and-

lead lotion sliould be laid over the part and
systematically re-wetted every hour. If the
case be treated in hospital it may be well,

in addition to this, to wash the wound with
the lotion before closing it, or to dress with
Lister's antiseptic precautions. In cases of
laceration without access of air, death may
ensue fi-om diffuse softening around the part.

If this happens the case will probably end
within a week or ten days. It is probable
that many cases of fractured base with more
or less severe laceration of brain recover

;

in some with permanent paralysis, but in
others without. It nnist be added that many
of the cases in which death occurs within
a few hours or a day or two after fracture
of the base are attended by laceration.
In these the symptoms are often difficult

to distinguish from tiiose of compression.
Profound insensibility, a bloated face, ster-

torous breathing, and a full pulse, are often
present ; but they may be substituted by
pallor and a feeble pulse in connexion with
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gre it depression of the heart's action. If any
deviation from symmetry as regards the
paridysis of the limbs can be proved, it is in

favour of laceration and against compression,
but the differential diagnosis is a matter of

extreme ditliculty.

Laceration of Cranial Nerves.

—

Lacerations of single nerves witliin the

cranial cavity are not by any means un-

common. This occurrence is to be suspected
whenever the parts supplied by a cranial

nerve are completely paralysed, witliout

accompanying symptoms indicative of severe

lesion of the brain-mass. Cases of laceration

of the brain itself may be complicated by
laceration of nerve-trunks, and thus the

symptoms may become difficult to interpret

with confidence.

Of single cranial nerves the olfactory-

bulbs are the most liable to suffer from
contusion ; and the tlurd, fourth, and sixth

nerve-trunks are those most fretjuently torn

through. J0NATU.A.X Hutchinson,

BRAIN, Malformations of.—The mal-
formations of the cranium and its contents
may be divided into two series :—A. Those
which are scarcely compatible with life ; and
B. Those in which life is possible, although
the intellectual power maj' be more or less

modified from a healthy condition.

A. The first series will include at least

seven forms, in all of which life is so rare

that it is impossible to speak of more than
the jiathological anatomj'.

1. Diccphalia—in which two heads are
foimd upon a single bod}', or ujjon two bodies

pretty extensively connected. In the first

variety, one head may be attached to the
vault of the palate of the other, or may be
united to the convexity of the skull. In the
second variety the heads may sometimes
spring from a single neck. This diceiihalons

condition is frequently accompanied by mal-
formation atl'ecting the spinal column and
spinal nerves, as weU as by some incomplete-

ness in the development of the brain.

2. Monocejjhalia—the union of two heads
into one, on two separate bodies. The two
cranial cavities are united into one. Dis-

section of the dura mater points to this

membrane having been formed out of two,
and in like manner the cranial contents are
either double, or appear to be single from the
union of double organs.

3. Accpkalia — the complete absence of

head. An acephalous monster is usually a

twin ; and when this is not the case, it is

associated witli the morbid condition of tlie

uterus of the mother known by the name
of uterine hydatids.

4. Faracrphalia— the head not entirely

wanting, but deprived of most of the cranimn
and of the face. A monster of this kind is

generally a twin.

5. Ancnccphalia.—The absolute meaning
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of this term would be the absence of all

cranial contents, but it is made to include

certain varieties, differing accordin<; to the

amount of the en.cephalon developed. The
aspect of the head, resembling that of a frog,

the considerable projection of the eyes, the

Hattening of the forehead, and the absence of

the cranial vault, are the chief characteristics

of this abnormality.
In the first degree, there is absence of cere-

brum, cerebellum, mesocephale, and spinal

cord. In cases of this kind the cranial vault is

generally absent, and the bones at the base of

the skull are convex and thickened.

In the second degree, the cerebrum, cere-

bellum, and mesocephale are absent, but a

portion of the spinal cord is fomid. This
portion of cord is most usually the lower
part.

In the third degree, the spinal cord is

pretty complete, but there is still an absence of

the cerebrum, cerebellum, and mesocephale.

A few cases have been recorded of the

fourth degree, in which no cerebrum or
'

cerebellum is found, but a normal spinal

cord, and a pretty complete mesocephale.
j

In the fifth degree, the cerebrum alone is i

entirely or almost entirely absent, whilst the

rest of the nervous centres are present,

though not always in a perfectly complete
condition. The seat of the absent cerebrum
is often filled by tiuid.

Lastly, one case has been recorded in

which the cerebrum was present., whilst the

cerebellum, mesocephale, and spinal cord

were wanting,
Anencephalia, like the other previously

mentioned malibrmations, is due to ai'rest of

development, such arrest depending either on
physical injuries to the uterus at a very early

period of pregnancy, or to some mental shock
experienced by the uiothei during the first

two months after conception. It differs from
acephalia, not only by the partial formation

of the head, but by the presence of the heart,

and other thoracic organs. The ganglia of the

sympathetic are usually well-developed,

G. Pseudenceplmlia.—In this malformation
there is anencephalia i^lus a very consider-

able thickening of the meninges, which take

the place and often imitate the aspect of the

brain. Its varieties exactly correspond to

those of anencephalia. The tumour forined

by the development of the membranes is of

variable size and position. It may be frontal,

tronto-2>arietal, or occipital. The real seat

of the lesion is the pia mater. The abnor-

mality consists in extreme hj'pertrophy of

this structure, with complete arrest in the

development of the encephalon, or of some
portion of it. Several observers have recog-

nised certain vesicles in the interior of the

membranous tumour, and these have been
supposed to be cerebral cells in process of

development. It is more in accordance with
observation to believe with Gintrac that they

are connected with the development of the
choroid plexus.

7. Cyclocephalia.—In this monstrosity
there is an approximation or actual fusion of

two eyes in a common orbit. It is connected
with certain abnormalities in the brain, that
militate against viability, or at least pro-

longation of life. The brain itself is generally
more or less deficient, especially in its anterior

and centra] portions, and in some cases the
nose and mouth are very iU-developed.

B. The second series of cases owe their

abnormal conditions to injury arising in the
course of foetal life : and some forms at least

may be due to lesion occurring at a later

period than in the first series.

8. Atelencephalia—incompleteness ofbrain

or of membranes—is the chief of these

forms. This incompleteness manifests itself

in seven varieties, according to the part of the

encephalon injured by the lesion.

In the first variety, the dura mater is

somewhat deficient, being altogethei absent
in certain situations at the base of the brain.

The falx cerebri may be wanting ; or from
incomplete development it may seem per-

forated with holes: oi the tentorium cerebelli

may be absent. There are no symptoms
which allow a positive diagnosis cf any of

these lesions during life

In the second variety, there is general

incompleteness of the brain, or imperfection

of several portions of it at one and the same
time, Whilst the cranial vault is thrown
back, and the lower jaw is short, the base of

the skull is large, the cerebral convcluticns

almost absent, and the cerebellum large. The
head is almost always small, and it may
present various irregular forms. This co-

incides witti certain internal lesions, partial

or general atrophy with consequent serous

effusion under the membranes, inflammatory
conditions, or thickening of the cranial bones
and of the meninges. The ineompieieness of

the brain varies exceedingly, from a condition

in which the whole brain is atrophied, tc

spots of deficiency, sucn as the absence of a

single convolution, of the septum, ci of the

pineal gland. The symptoms wiU necessarily

vary much according to the amoimt of cerebral

incompleteness, Where this is general, affect-

ing in some degree all the convolutions, the

intellectual powers, as in the microcephalous
Aztecs, wiD be very slightly developed, and
their language of the very simplest form.

With the brain still more imperfect, there is

generally complete idiocy, or a condition

closely allied to it. The special senses are

dulled, particularly sight and hearing. Speech
is in abeyance, or is limited to monosyllables.

There are various motor phenomena, such as

muscular debility, hemiplegia, paraplegia,

contraction, convulsion, loss of power over

sphincters, dysphagia, vomiting, or feebleness

of respiration.

The third variety includes incompleteness
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of the central parts of the brain. Tho corpus

cnllosum, the soptuui, the fornix, the corpora

striata, and the cornua ammonis may be

imperfectly developed. The cerebral hemi-

spheres may thus bo in some sort fused

tojjether, and the shape of the ventricles

altered. The sj'niptoms differ from those of

tho preceding variety, in that the special

senses are seldom involved ; and that,

although complete idiocy may accompany
these lesions, it is more usual for the brain to

be found capable of some slight intelligence,

though imeiiual to the conception of abstract

ideas.

In the fourth variety, the lateral portions

of the brain are incomplete. This lesion

generally occupies one side of the brain,

leaving the other hemisphere intact. Several

points in the hemisphere may be affected, or

the whole of a single lobe. Most usually

there is a depression occupying the seat of

one or more convolutions. Such a lesion

occasionally attacks the whole hemisphere,
giving it the appearance of a large pouch
tilled with tluid. Sometimes also the neigh-

bouring ventricle commimicates with it ; or

there may be much ventricular effusion,

with imperfect development of the corpus

striatum, the optic thalamus, the cornua
animonis, the raammillary tubercle, the cms
cerebri, and the otitic and olfactory nerves of

one side. In a considerable proportion of

patients so affected, the lesion is accompanied
by idiocy, and possibly the inabihty to speak
is connected with this mental condition.

Some few patients, however, possessed with
some intelligence, have yet been unable to

speak ; this has been the case even when tho
fesion has existed on the right side. Deaf-
ness is rare ; feebleness of sight, various forms
of strabismus, and nystagmus common.
Very frequent!}' there is hemiplegia of the
side opposite to the lesion, and certain other
affections of the limbs—emaciation, incom-
plete development, contraction, various de-

formities of the hands, &.c. Sensation even
in the paralysed limbs is normal ; convulsions
are not unconimon.
In the fifth variety, there is incomplete-

ness of the anterior portion of the brain.

Here both the anterior lobes are affected

together. Tliis condition may be associated
with some deliciency of the corpus callosnm,
fornix, and corpora striata. Idiocy is not
uncommon ; mutism is the rule, but in some
patients not idiotic a few words have been
possible. Other phenomena — amaurosis,
strabismus, and various motor abnormalities
—have occurred so irregularly in these pa-
tients that it is probable they were symptoms
not so much of this lesion as of certain fui-ther

complications.

Incompleteness of the cerebellum forms
the sixth variety. This is sometimes asso-
ciated with a similar condition of one side of
the brain. Usually one lateral lobe only is

affected. General hydrocephalus is an occa-

sional complication, and a collection of fluid

under tlio tentorium cerebelli is very com-
mon. The symptoms are ver_v negative. In
general terms it may be said that there is no
loss of muscular co-ordination, and no loss

of sexual power.
In the seventh variety, there is incomplete-

ness of the mesocephale and niidulla ob-

longata. This is not carried verj' far. Certain
modifications in form and volume arc alone
compatible with the preservation of life. It

is not a common lesion, and has generally
been associated with idiocy.

9. Congenital hydrocc2)halus.—One variety

of this congenital effusion of fluid is rare,

viz. when the fluid is outside the dura mater,
between this membrane and tlie pericranium,
and the cranial bones are found floating in

the midst of the fluid.

The second variety is that in which the

fluid hes outside the brain. The writer

believes that serous effusion in this position

is not the cause of the atrophy, flattening, or

induration of the subjacent cerebral organs,

but the effect : that where fluid is found in

this situation it is only the conseipience of

some one of the lesions already mentioned
notably atrophy of brain from whatever
cause, and of atelencephalia. This view is,

however, opposed to that of some authors.

The third variety is congenital hydro-
cephalus of the ventricles. In some such
cases the increase in the size of the head
occurs before birth ; in others, not until after.

The head increases rapitUy in size in the first

four weeks after birth. Tho sutures are

widely separated, the cranial bones very thin,

the integuments of the head injected, and
the hair deficient. The muscles are badly
developed, locomotion is imperfect, the in-

tellect is generally obtuse, but the special

senses are not particularly affected, unless it

be that sight is deficient.

10. Stjnencephalia is merely a matter of

pathological interest. The head of the foetus

is sometimes found adlierent to the mem-
branes or to the placenta, as a consequence
of intra-uterme inflammation. At the point

of adliesion the place of tho cranial bone is

taken by a tliin vascular membrane. This
condition is sometimes accompanied b}', and
indeed perhaps causes, encephalocele.

11. Erencephalia.—Here a large portioti

of the brain is situated outside the cavity of

the cranium. Practically it includes all the
other malformations of the braui that are

yet to be spoken of. Thus, if only a limited

portion of the brain finds its way outside the

skull by an abnormal opening, the displace-

ment is known by the name of enccpJialocc Ic,

or hernif^ cerehri; if this hernia coincide

with a hydrocephalic condition of the
ventricles, it is called hi/drencep7iaJocclc

;

and if the hernia is composed not of tlie

brain, but of the membranes, distended with
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fluid it may be, the lesion is called menin-
gocele or liijdromeningocele. Exencephalia
proper may be subdivided into frontal,
sincijntal, and occipital, according to the
direction taken by the extruded brain.

In encejilialocele only a portion of the

brain, more or less limited, is found outside

the skull. The exit takes place most fre-

quently at the occipital, and next in the

frontal region ; but the temporal and parietal

regions are occasionally the seat of this lesion.

The symptoms may be very negative. En-
cephalocele, miless jn-essed upon externally,

is not often attended by convulsions or

paralysis, by mtellectual feebleness, or by
difficulty of speech. This latter symptom
is sometimes foimd when the hernia includes

the cerebellum. Neither is this lesion in-

compatible with the prolongation of life.

The chief diagnostic difficulty is the possi-

bility of the tumour being cephalhiEmatoma,
but this is frequently situated over the

parietal bone.'!, an unusual position for

encephalocele : and external pressure of the

former tiunour causes none of the cerebral

phenomena — stupor, dilatation of pupils,

paralysis, convulsion, so constantly seen
from compression of an encephalocele.

E. Long Fox.

BRAIN, Malignant Diseases of.

—

See Braix, Tumours and New Growths of.

BRAIN, Membranes or Meninges of,

Diseases of.

—

See Meninges, Diseases of.

BRAIN, Morbid Growths of.—See
Brain, Tumours and New Growths of.

BRAIN, CEdema of.

—

Definition.—
Infiltration of the brain and pia mater with
serum.
.Etiology and Pathology.—In chronic

maladies attended with general cedema, es-

pecially Bright's disease, there is an increased

amount of fluid around the brain—in the

meshes of the pia mater and between the

convolutions—and also in the ventricles.

Occasionally the cerebral substance is infil-

trated ; but this is uncommon, and it probably
occurs only when there is some change in

the cerebral structure. The perivascular

canals normally afford a ready means of

escape for effused serum, and in Bright's

disease, at least, the substance of the brain

is often remarkably firm, so as to present a

contrast to the condition of other organs.

But apart from any general disease, all spaces

that result from a diminution in the volume
of the structui'es within the skull, are filled

by serum. Thus in senile atrophy of the

brain, the space between the shrunken con-

volutions is occupied by serum, and the

ventricles contain an excess of fluid. The
brain-tissue may also appear to contain more
fluid than usual, in consequence of the

presence of serum in the enlarged perivas-

cular canals. Such effusion is also met with

BRAIN, (EDEMA OF

in those forms of insanity in which there
are degenerative changes m the brain with
a diminution in its voliune. It is seen also

in cases of rapid coiu"se, in which fimctional

excitement is attended with some vascular
disturbance. Conditions of hyperaemia and
inflammation are attended with effiision of

serum in the brain, as in other organs, and it

is in cases of inflammation that the greatest
amount of oedema is met with, but this con-
dition is not included in the connnon use of

the name. In passive congestion, however,
such as results from heart-disease, enough
sermn may escape from the distended vessels

to give rise to a condition of oedema ; but it is

probable that when the excess is more than
trifling, room is made for it by wasting of the
nerve-elements, the result of the continued
pressure to which they are exposed.

^Vlien the degree of oedema is considerable,

the cerebral substance may be enlarged,

the convolutions being flattened ; and the

tissue is lessened in consistence owing to the
infiltration of the cerebral tissue by the liquid,

and the separation by it of the nerve-elements.
A microscopical section shows empty round
and oval sj^aces between the cells and fibres,

limited by delicate tracts of the separated
neuroglia] tissue. The same softening is

seen in the neighbom-hood of efflisions of

fluid into the ventricles ; the brain-tissue,

for a depth of some lines from the ependyma,
being softened to a pulpy consistence. Post-

mortem imbibition always increases the

apparent amoimt of the oedema and the

degree of the softening, because the nerve-

elements quickly begin to break up after

death. In simjjle cedema the tissue remains
pale, and the grey substance may be even
paler than usual.

Symptoms.—Little is known of the symp-
toms of oedema of the brain. The patho-

logical state is usually secondary to some
other condition, the symptoms of which mask
any that the oedema itself might possibly

cause. General oedema seems attended by
slow diminution of mental power and motor
force, which may be in part due to the

patient's state, but has many other possible

causes. The effusion of serum in cases of con-

gestion, and consequent pressure on the nerve-

elements, has been considered as the caitse of

the symptoms of depression common in that

condition. Cases occasionally occur in which
effusion of serum into the ventricles and the

pia mater is the only post-mortem condition

to be found after an apoplectiform seizure,

and such cases are often spoken of as in-

stances of serous apoplexy. In so far as

the efl'usion of serum is sometimes possibly

related to the apoplectic attack, it can be

nierety as the consequence of a cerebral

congestion which has left no recognisable

post-mortem hypercEmia. In point of fact

we know nothing of symptoms that can be
ascribed to the oedema itself, and it is not
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easy to conceive a mechanism by which
symptoms can result from it, so far as we
are acquainted with its intimate pathoh)f;y.

TuKATMKXT.—The treatment of cerebral

cedema is usually secondary to the condition,

commonly conspicuous enough, which is its

cause—Bright's disease, passive cerebrjil

congestion, i^c. If cedema be suspected

where no causal indication for treatment

exists, purpitives and diuretics, with iron if

there be debility, are the remedies most likely

to be of service. But where a diagnosis is

speculative, treatment necessarily lacks a
confident basis.

The effusion of fluid into the ventricles is

described under Hydrocephalus.
W. K. GOWERS.

BRAIN, Sclerosis of.— See Spinal
CoKB, Special Diseases of: Multiple Sclerosis.

BRAIN, Softening of.

—

Definition.—
A pathological state of brain-tissue, attended

with diminished consistence ; usually local

;

and indicated, during life, by mental, motor,

and sensory symptoms, which vary according

to the seat of the lesion. It is produced rapidly

in the vast majority of cases, and is then
usually dependent on vascular obstruction.

Very rarely it is chronic in development, and
the nature of the actual process is not

known. The following description applies

to the acute form.

/Etiology.— Acute softening of the brain,

occurring during life, and not due to trau-

matic cause, is referable to one of two condi-

tions, inflammation or vascular obstruction.

Most cases were formerly thought to be due
to inflammation ; but it is now known that

very few are. Inflammatory softening is

described in another article {see Brain, In-

flammation of). The vascular obstruction,

which is the usual cause of softening, may be

arterial or, rarely, capillary. Venous obstruc-

tion also causes softening, but the loss of

consistence does not involve the whole of the

tissue of the part, and enough remains to

permit an ultimate restoration of firm tissue

and even the production of induration. The
arterial obstruction may be due to a coaguhim
formed in situ (thrombosis), or to a plug of
fibrin conveyed to the spot by the blood-

current (endjolism). The chief predisposing
and exciting causes of softening of the brain
will therefore be the causes of these conditions
(see Brain, Vessels of. Diseases ol). The com-
mon concomitant conditions are—in throm-
bosis, vascular disease ; in embolism, valvular
disease of the heart ; and as predisposing con-
ditions we usually find— in cases of throm-
bosis, advanced age, Bright's disease, chronic
alcoholism, gout, or sj-philis;—in cases of em-
bolism, acute rheumatism, chorea, or scarlet
fever. Senile vascular degeneration is the
most common cause of so/tening, and hence
the disease is met with most frequently in
the old. In rare cases, thrombosis occurs
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without disease of the vessels, from a state

of the blood alone. It is probable that this

is sometimes a cause of hemiplegia coming
^on a few days after child-birth, when there

seems to be a physiological increase in the

coagulability of the blood. Embolism, due
to valvular disease of the heart, and throm-
bosis due to syphilitic disease, are the most
frequent causes of acute local softening in the

young and middle-aged. All these {etiological

conditions are considered in more detail in

the article on Diseases of the Vessels of the

Brain.
Anatomical Characters.—The character-

istic feature of cerebral softening is diminished
consistence. This may, however, arise from
either ante-mortem or post-mortem changes.

In each case the diminished consistence de-

pends on the breaking-up of the material, of

which the nerve-elements are composed, into

globules and granules, and the separation of

these by an increased quantity of fluid. Thus
the continuous structures of which the brain

consists are broken up into disconnected

fragments, and the consistence of the tissue

is accordingly diminished. In post-mortem
softening there is nothing more. The globules

of myelin are often large, and the separating

fluid abundant. The softened tissue has the

tint of the normal cerebral substance. The
process is the result of the imbibition of fluid

from some collection of serum, in the
' ventricles or elsewhere, and occurs in the

greatest degree in the immediate vicinity of

this. In ante-mortem softening there are,

in addition, certain changes in the tissue-

elements. The process of segmentation of

myelin results in the formation of finer

granules. These are in part aggregated into

'granule-corpuscles.' round or oval masses of

globules and granules, sometimes contained

within a distinct cell-wall. Some of these

bodies may arise by simple aggi'egation,

others by the degeneration of connective-

tissue cells, and some by the aggregation of

products of nerve-degeneration within cellular

elements of various kinds. The walls of

vessels in the softened area also present

fatty degeneration. No further change may
exist, and the area affected may present

simply a diminution of consistence, its colour

remaining unchanged. It is then called

white or grey softening. Very frequently,

however, in the part thus diseased, disten-

sion of capillaries with blood occurs, most
considerable in the periphery, and blood is

actually effused, chiefly by rupture of capil-

laries, in trifling degree perhaps by migi-ation

of corpuscles. In proportion to the amount
of blood mingled with the softened brain

-

tissue, the colour of the aflected area is

changed, and thus red softening is produced
when the amount of blood is considerable.

In the change which results from closure of a
' vein, the tissue is crammed with punctiform

extravasations, and a purplish colour results;
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but, as already stated, there is not the general

diminution of consistence that brings the alter-

ation into the category of ' softenings.' After

a time, the blood effused in red softening

degenerates, its tint becomes altered to yellow

or orange, and yellow softening is produced.

Ultimately, it is said, the colour, if at first

moderate, may be removed and white soften-

ing result, but the pigment that gives rise to

the 3'ellow tuit may remain for many years.

Bed softening is found chiefly in the grey

substance, where the vessels are numerous,
especially in the cortex and central ganglia.

The tint varies ; the red colour is usually

punctiform, or mingled with yellow and
white. If the extravasations are large and
numerous, ' capillary apoplexy ' results. Ac-
cording to the amount of effusion of serum
and blood there is swelling, and the diseased

area may project above the cut surface. In-

flammatory changes result from the vascular

distension, and in proportion to these, in-

crease in the nuclei of the neuroglia is foimd,

especially at the circumferential portions.

From this cause, and from the migration of

white corpuscles, pus-like cells appear among
the products of degeneration in varying quan-

tity. The vessels are dilated, and may present

a moniliform ai^pearance. Their perivascular

sheaths are often distended with blood.

Yelloiu softening results from red softening,

by degenerative changes in the blood effused

attended with a change in its pigment. It

has a similar seat, being fre(]uently met with
in the convolutions, whore it constitutes the

plaques jaunes of the French. Its consist-

ence is usually slight, its aspect gi-anular.

The colour depends on the presence of minute
pigment-granules, diffused colourmg matter,

and ha;matoidin crystals.

White softening has the tint of the normal
cerebral substance. Inconsistence it varies:

it may be only a little below that of the

cerebral substance, or it may be difHuent.

Its aspect is uniform, or white flakes are

scattered through it. The limits are usually

gradual. Under the microscope it presents

the detritus of nerve-eleinents, a few nuclei

from the connective tissue, gi-anule-corpuscles,

and, ultimately, corpora amylacea. White
softening is chiefly found in the white sub-

stance of the hemisi^heres. It occasionally

has a gangrenous odour, and then may be
found in the white or in the grey substance

;

probably this form results from the obstruc-

tion of capillaries by septic material. It is

theoretically probable that when softening is

white from the first, the capillaries are the

seat of the prunary obstruction. It occurs

also in the zone of cerebral tissue in which
meet the regions supplied by the arteries of

the cortex and of the central ganglia.

Ultimate clianges.—White and yellow

softening may remain for years unchanged.
Usually the products of disintegration of

the nerve-elements are gradually removed, so

that a cavity remains, across which bands
and trabeculse pass—the remains of vessels

and other structures that have escaped total

necrosis. Sometimes the changes in the
elements of the neuroglia and the extrava-

sated white corpuscles, &c., result in the

formation of a considerable quantity of con-

nective tissue, consisting of tine libre-cells

and fibres, most abundant in the margins of

the softened area, which become firm and
dense, whilst the trabeculte of the connective
tissue, crossing the cavity, are thickened in

like manner. After a time, when the amount
of this tissue is considerable, the fluid may
be absorbed, and a sort of cicatrix result from
the union, partial or complete, of the walls.

In other cases the walls alone are thus
altered, the solid particles are removed from
the softened tissue, and a cyst is formed.
The outer portion of the cyst or cicatrix may
be limited by a zone of dilated blood-vessels,

presenting, under the microscope, a pecuUar
and quite characteristic feature.

Scats of softening.—There is no part of

the brain in which softening has not been
found, but its most frequent seats are the

cortex, the corpus striatum, and the optic

thalamus. In the pons Varolii and medulla
it is also frequently found, but it is rare in the
cerebellum. Its frequency in the medulla is

underrated because only minute areas of

softening are comjiatible with a duration of

life sufficient to permit them to assume a
characteristic aspect. Its occurrence, posi-

tion, and characters depend on the distri-

bution of the vessels. The small arteries of

the corpus striatum and optic thalamus are
' terminal arteries,' having only capillary

communication with other vessels, insufd-

cient for a collateral circidation adequate to

maintain the vitality of the tissue. The
arteries to the cortex of the brain are some-
times terminal, but sometimes possess anas-
tomoses by arterioles with other branches.
Hence obstruction in the central arteries

leads invariably to softening, while obstruc-

tion in the superficial arteries may also cause
softening (which involves the grey substance
of the convolutions and some of the subjacent
white centre to which the vessels penetrate),

but often the anastomoses of the superficial

vessels are so free that softening does not
result. An obstruction of a main trunk (as

the middle cerebral) may lead to softening

of the central region (corpus striatum), while
the convolutions escape ; but usually both
suffer. For the same reason, the softening

of the cortex is apt to be irregular in dis-

tribution, and partial even within the region
of the obstructed artery, a feature considered
further in the article on Diseases of the
Vessels of the Brain.

Symptoms.—The premonitory symptoms of

softening of the brain depend upon its me-
chanism, and are considered in greater detail

in the articles describing its causes. In em-
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bolism other symiHouis than those of cardiac

disease are usually ahsiiit. Occasionally a

sli-^ht attack of loss of cerebral function, due

to a blight embolism, may precede a graver

attack. In softening due to arterial disease,

premonitory symptoms of local cerebral an-

ttiuia are frequently jiresent ; these may exist

for months before the onset, or only for a few

days, or even for a few hours. Tlicro is also,

in many cases, sufficient cUsease to impair the

nutrition of many parts of the brain, revealed

by symptoms of wide range—mental dete-

rioration, numbness, luul pains in the limbs,

pain in the head, or slight local weakness.

These symptoms are of especial significance

when associated with evidence of degener-

ation elsewhere in the arteries ; with the

conditions—as chronic Bright's disease, alco-

holism, and senility—in which atheroma of

the cerebral arteries is couimou ; or with
constitutional syphilis.

The symptoms oi actual softening are those

of loss of function in the damaged portion of

the brain. Strictlj-, indeed, tliese sj'mptoms
are those of the aniemia that causes the soft-

ening, and which, depriving the brain-tissue

of the material for its functional action, arrests

the latter with a rapidity which seems to

suggest that other influences may co-operate

in tlic arrest. The onset of the symptoms may
be actually sudden, as in embolism, and some-
times in thrombosis ; or it may be gradual,

as occasionally in thrombosis. In the former
case, the symptoms of initial shock arc added
to those due to the structures involved {see

COSVOLUTIOXS OF THE BllAIN AND CoRTEX
Cerebri, Lesions of ; &c.). llemiplegic symp-
toms and mental disorder are the most
common. Hemiplegia especiallj" occurs in

embolism, on account of the frequency with
which the middle cerebral artery is obstructed,

and of the important motor regions (corpus

striatum and motor parts of the convolutions)

to which that artery is distributed. From the
distribution of the artery to the lower frontal

convolutions and adjacent region, aphasia is

frecpieiuly present wlien the obstruction is on
the left side.

When the symptoms come on suddenly,
they often occur after some fatiguing exertion,

or during exhaustion from any cause. If

the area damaged be extensive, there is loss

of consciousness, and there may be all the
symptoms of an apoplectic seizure. The loss

of consciousness is rarely profound, and the
symptoms of apoplexj' soon pass off. In the
most severe cases, however, they may deepen
to fatal coma, especially when an important
artery is occluded in each hemisphere. Thus
the closure of both middle cerebrals causes
symptoms indistinguishable from those of
ventricular haemorrhage and equally fatal

in ultimate result. Symptoms of iiritation

commonly succeed those of apoplexy as the
collateral hypenemia sets in, or they may
be marked at the onset. Convulsions, often

unilateral, may occur and be repeated for

c^ays, chietly when the softening iiivoh es the

motor region of the cortex, and spares the
path from it through the central ganglia.

The patient may pass from the apoplectic

condition into one of delii-ium. In the old,

delirium may be the chief symptom of the

onset in cases in which the softened areas

are small, multijile, and cortical in situation.

According as these symiitoms are chiefly

marked at the onset three varieties have
been described, the apojjlcctic, convulsive,

and delirious forms.

Eecovery from the special symi)toms of the

attack is often incomplete; permanent weak-
ness may remain, as hemiplegia, and mental
poNyer is weakened, the patient passing into

the chronic state about to be described. The
persistent hemiplegia is often accomi)anied
bj" rigidity, or, when the loss of power is

incomplete, by mobile spasm, such as, in

its most marked form, has been described as

athclvsis. When the cause is arterial de-

generation, return or relapse is common, and
it is almost invariable where senile arterial

disease is widely spread.

Chronic softening of the brain is a term
applied to a group of sj-mptoms, of wide range,

indicative of failure of cerebral power. It is a
term that has become firmly rooted in popular
nosology, where it denotes chiefly general
paralysis of the msane, but includes also all

maladies attended by a similar mental failure,

profound in degree and permanent in dura-

tion and progressive in course. This use of

the word is a source of considerable incon-

venience, since it may be strictly accurate to

deny the application of a name to that which,
nevertheless, it perfectly coimotes ; and it is

generally wiser to explain the change which
has come over the use of the word, rather

than to give a simple answer to the question
in the form it commonly assumes. Is it

softening of the brain ? The symptoms in-

dicated by the term may supervene on more
acute symptoms of softening, or may be
gradual in their onset. There is mental
duluess, defective perception, drowsiness, loss

of memory (especially for recent events),

often slight wandering; emotional manifes-
tations are easily excited. Physical power
is defective—as a rule generally, sometimes
locally. The more delicate motor actions are

imperfectly adjusted: articulation becomes
indistinct, and the handwriting imperfect.

These symptoms may progi-css into actual
imbecility, or may be cut short by some
more profound cerebral seizure, or by some
intercurrent pulmonary affection, rendered
gi-ave by the deficient muscular respiratory

power. They are met with chiefly in the old,

and are probably due to concomitant degene-
ration of cerebral tissue and of the arteries

supplying it with blood— the two pathological

elements varying in relative degree and in

relation. Spots of softening, often widely
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spread, may be found, and are, indeed, the

cause of many of the symptoms. But the

state may also come on without any local

softening, and without the degenerated vessels

to wliich such softening is usually due. A
similar state often follows any grave local

lesion of the brain in advancing life.

Progressive symptoms, focal or general, or

both, sometimes of the character just de-

scribed, and sometimes such as are caused

by a cerebral tumour, have been met with in

a few cases in which extensive local softening

of the cerebral tissue has been found, without

vascular disease to explain it, and without
correspondence with arterial territories. Most
subjects have been old, and the disease has
not commonly been diagnosed during life.

Recorded cases are at present too few to per-

mit an adeijuate history of the disease to be

inferred. Altogether, not only is the term one
of loose usage, but the lesion is one of such

varied relations, and its symptoms of such
eipiivocal significance, that the subject is a

region of cerebral pathology in which very

much remains to be done to establish even a

firm outline of scientific knowledge.
Diagnosis.—The acute form of softening

has to be distinguished from acute congestive

apoplexj^ and from cerebral hiemorrhage. It

is distinguished from the former by the oc-

currence of the symjjtoms indicative of local

mischief, and by the absence of evidence of

cephalic hypcraemia. From ha;morrhage the

diagnosis is often difficult, except during the

first half of life, when hipmorrhage is so rare

that it should only be thought of when loss

of consciousness is profound and prolonged.

In softening from thrombosis, the initial apo-

plectic symptoms may be absent, or, if present,

slight and brief. They are more often pre-

ceded by sUght local cerebral symptoms, due
to the vascular disease, than is the onset of

cerebral hasmorrhage. In the latter such
sjT:nptoms are ixierely associated, and are not
due to the cause of the haemorrhage, except in

the rare cases in which there is an aneiu\ysm
of one of the larger intracranial arteries. In
these, however, preceding arterial symptoms
are often more considerable in degree and
duration than those which precede softening.

Most important is the indication afforded by
the state of the heart ; evidence of its hyper-

trophy is seldom absent in cerebral hfemor-
rhage, while it is feeble and often irregular

in the softening from atheroma, and presents

evidence of valvixlar disease in embolism.
Improvement occurs earlier than in cerebral

haemorrhage. The temperature rises soon after

the attack, but falls in a dav or two ; in

haemorrhage the rise occurs later (Bourne-
ville). There is more marked mental change
than in ha-morrhage, shown at first in excite-

ment, subsequently by depression and deterio-

ration of power. In the cases in which the
onset ia sudden and the apoplexy profound, a
diagnosis from haemorrhage is often impos-

sible. In embolism the onset of the attack is

commonlj' sudden, but the loss of conscious-
ness is less profound than in haemorrhage,
and is often absent. This is true also of soft-

ening from syphilitic disease, in which the
diagnosis is often aided by a history of the
causal malady. Too much weight must not
be laid on the absence of such a history in

patients in whom the disease is possible, and
especially little significance can be attached
to the absence of a history of constitutional

symptoms, while neither the thoroughness of

former treatment, nor a considerable period
of freedom fi-om symptoms, has any value
whatever as a contra-indication. But with
the lapse of time, it does become unlikely that

softening is due to this cause ; still, it is only
after twenty years, and in the absence of any
suspicion of a second infection, that the im-
probability has considerable weight. Optic

neuritis, developing after the lesion, occm's
in rare cases of softening from embolism, and
is practically absent in haemorrhage In all

cases the various indications must be com-
pared and balanced, and their relative weight
noted in the estimation, special caution being
taken to allow no weight to negative facts

in the presence of positive evidence of oppo-
site significance. In capillary emboUsm, if ex-

tensive, a distinction from haemorrhage often

cannot be made—the loss of consciousness is

profound and lasting. Bilateral softening,

such as sometimes results from disease of

both middle cerebral arteries, may also (as

already mentioned) cause symptoms in-

distinguishable fi'om those of ventricular

haemorrhage.
The distinction of softening from other

cerebral diseases is described in the accounts
of these.

Prognosis.—The immediate and ultimate
prognosis in an attack of softening of the

brain depends on the degree and extent of

the symptoms, as indicating the extent of the

lesion ; and on their character, as indicating

the region of the brain damaged. Both the

near and the remote prognosis is much graver
in damage to the medulla and pons Varolii

than when the corpus striatum or cerebral

hemispheres are affected. Locality is of

especial importance in regard to the progno-
sis in softening, because it is by far the most
frequent lesion of the medulla or pons that is

siu'vived. Hence the prognosis is of high
practical importance at the onset as well as

later on. The intensity of the coma indicates

a greater degree of gravity than does its

duration. Youth and general health favour
the rapidity and the degi-ee of recovery.

Where actual softening has occurred, the

damaged tissue never regains its functional

power. The congested periphery may re-

cover in proportion to the integrity of the

tissues, and to the freedom of the vessels

from disease. The chances of a recurrence

of softening in another situation depend on
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thp extent to which its causal corulition is

widely spread or can be removed. In vas-

cular defeneration recurrence is almost cer-

tain. In embolism it is rare. The profjnosis

in syphilitic disease of the vessels depends
upon the recognition and treatment of the

syphilitic influence so far as recurrence is con-

cerned; but the prognosis of developed symp-
toms is independent of the fact of this syphi-

litic cause, or of any treatment to which the

patient may be subjected. Treatment can
only influence the disease of the wall of the

vessel, and this can have no effect in restoring

the circulation, since the vessel beyond is

closed bj' clot, or in restoring the structure of

the dcstroj'ed tissue of the brain. As a matter
of fact, the coiu-se of hemiplegia due to this

cause is precisely the same as that of hemi-
plegia due to softening produced by any other

vascular mechanism ; improvement or re-

covery is determined by the position of the

lesion, and the extent to which the symptoms
are not due to the actual destructive soften-

ing, and to which they can be compensated.
Improvement or persistence of symptoms
may coincide with treatment, but the one is

not due to it, nor the other the result of its

absence.

Treatjient.—The treatment at the onset

of cerebral softening is of great importance,
because, although nothing can probably be
done to undo the mischief that has occurred,

much may be done to prevent its extension
or increase, and in many cases it is by such
preventable extension or increase, after the
patient comes under treatment, that the
degree of ultimate disability, or death itself,

is determined. It is essential that the atten-

tion of the practitioner should be fixed on
the pathological process and its mechanism ;

he should endeavour to picture to himself
clearly what is taking place and how it is

being brought about, and arrange his thera-

peutic measures so as to counteract the morbid
influences in the utmost practicable degi-ee.

The closure of a vessel by clot is the great
fact of what may be termed the therapeutic
pathology of these cases, and tlie measures
to obvia'e the increase in this process have
much in common in the various forms of
softening. The variations rendered necessary
by the differences in me''hanism are con-
sidered in the articles on the several vascu-
lar diseases. During the acute stage the
patient must be kept at perfect rest, with the
head moderately raised, flexion of the neck
being avoided. During the initial stage of
shock, warmth by hot-water bottles, &c.,

should be applied to the extremities, to
e(|Urthse the circulation. The bowels, if con-
fined, should be made to act gently ; but,
unless 4he evidence of encephalic congestion
be early and conspicuous, purgation should be
avoided. The determination of blood from
the brain to the intestines, involved in pur-
gation, and desirable in cerebral hiemorrhage,
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is to be carefully avoided in cerebral soften-

ing. It is imjiortant also to maintain the
circulation steady and uniform, avoiding alike

undue quickening or slowing of the blood-

current. Hence, digitalis is useful in all cases

in which there is cardiac weakness or irregu-

larity. In all senile cases, or when there is

n gouty diathesis, nitrous ether or other
diuretic drug is useful, and, in the latter case,

some lithia may be added. Thus the tendency
of the blood to clot is lessened, and the risk

of the extension of the lesion—always a
danger in the early stage of the affection— is

lessened or obviated. Stimulants must be
given or withheld according to the state of

the heart and circulation ; when there is

doubt whether they should be given or not, it

is better to give a small quantity in softening,

and to withhold them in hfemorrhage or if

the diagnosis from ha-morrhage is doubtful.

After the stage of depression has passed, the
irritation due to secondarj- inflammation, in-

dicated by headache and elevation of tempera-
ture, needs quietude, laxatives, and sometimes
cold to the head. When convulsions are an
early and recurrent symptom, mustard plas-

ters to the neck and extremities, and bromide
of potassium, are sometimes effective ; in

the early period, cold to the head may arrest

them. The fits that attend the actual onset
are seldom influenced by treatment ; they
cease because the tissue is destroyed that
is essential for their occurrence, ^^^len these
fail, hyoscine may be given cautiously, and
in small doses (jj^jj gr.).

After the attack has passed, recovery must
be aided by maintaining the general health in

the best possible condition. The secretions

should be kept free, the digestive organs in

good order, the habits strictly regulated, and
nervine tonics—cod-liver oil, hypophosphite
of sodimn, strychnine, quinine, and iron—
maj' be given with advantage. The symp-
toms of chronic softening, whether occuriiiig

after an acute attack or coming on gradually,
should be treated in a similar manner.

W. R. GOWERS.

BRAIN, Syphilitic Disease of. See
Brain, Tumours and New Growths of.

BRAIN, Tubercle of. See Brain,
Tumours and New Growths of.

BRAIN,Tumours andNew Growths
of.—The intimate connexion of the brain
with its membranes makes it impossible, ex-

cept in the most general terms, to draw anj'

marked distinction between tumours of the
cerebral substance and tumours arising from
its envelopes. A growth pressing inwards from
a membrane must impinge upon brain-tissue;

a growth originating in brain-tissue must in

many situations involve the membranes.
Anatomical Characters. — The tissues

from which tumours have their origin seem
to present the best ground for a scientific

classification of these lesions ; and it is not
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devoid of interest to mark that the absolute

nerve-elements of the brain are never pri-

marily the source of a morbid growth.
Cerebral tumours, then, may be roughly

separated into three series :

—

1. Tnose whose centre of origin is some one
or other of the membranes, external to the

brain, or dipping into the ventricles.

2. Those which spring from the blood-

vessels.

3. Those which own the neuroglia as their

starting-point.

Dr. Growers considers such a classification

of small practical value, and believes it is

more convenient to describe the various

growths in the order of their freqtiencj\

Tumours, therefore, may be grouped in six

categories :

—

(1) Diathetic: Tubercular and Syphilitic.

(2) Sarcomatous: Glioma, Sarcoma, Myx-
oma. (3) Carcinoma. (4) Osteo-fihroid

:

Fibroma, Osteoma, Osteo-fibroma. (5) Mis-
cellaneous : Cholesteatoma, Lipoma, Vascular
or Erectile Tumours, Psammoma, Nem-oma.
(6) Parasitic: Echinococcus and Cystieercus.

Taking, however, this original subdivision,

which is Eindfleisch's, the ttimours which
are placed in each series differ somewhat
from his arrangement. In the first series

five kmds of tumour are found, arising from
the membranes or from the free surface of

the ventricles. These are Pacchionian granu-
lations ; spindle-celled sarcoma; myxoma of

the membranes; psammoma; and lipoma.

The second series will include, first, aneur-

ysms, depending upon disease of one or more
of the arterial coats ; and, secondly, such
tumours as have their origin in the sheaths
of the vessels, comprising carcinoma cerebri

simplex ; fungus of the diura mater ; chole-

steatoma ; epithelioma myxomatodes psam-
mosum ;

papilloma of the pia mater and
vessels

; paijilloma myxomatodes ; and tu-

bercle. In the third series may be counted
ghoma ; myxoma of the nerve-substance

;

syphilitic gumma ; and fibroma. Included
under none of those headmgs, echinococci

and cysticerci cellulosie must be mentioned,
as they affect the brain.

Each of the growths enumerated will now
be briefly described.

1. Pacchionian granulations.—These are
granulations of the arachnoid, sometimes
met with in childhood, very constantly from
middle age onwards, and scarcely recognised
as morbid lesions. Their aetiology is un-
known. They do not give rise to any symp-
toms. They are chiefly situated along the
superior longitudinal sinus, which in rare
cases is perforated by them. They form
groups of papilliE, consisting of striped con-
nective tissue, poor in cells, and proceeding
directly from a thin but a continually re-

newed layer of sub-epithelial germinal tissue.

2. Sarcoma.—This sometimes has its origin

in the nervous tissue itself, but more fre-

quently arises from the dm-a mater, especially

at the base of the skull. From thefr situa-

tion sarcomata are especially apt to interfere

with one or more of the cerebral nerves.

They may attam the size of a pigeon's or
even of a hen's egg.

When sarcoma attacks the dura mater it

originates from its internal side. The most
usual situation is the membrane about the

sella turcica and the pars petrosa. It forms
a depression in the brain, while the bone
becomes atrophied behind it. The growth
is composed of fusiform cells, with tolerably

numerous and sometimes dilated vessels.

Sarcomatous growths are not freely developed
above the sui-face, but rather in the depths of

the tissue ; they distend the cerebral convo-
lutions, form deep depressions on the surface,

and even penetrate far into the brain. They
occur imder two forms

—

hard sarcoma with.

compact fibrous fundamental tissue and small
cells, often called fibrous tumour ; and soft

sarcoma, with a loose scanty intercellidar

substance, and numerous ceDs of compara-
tively large size. The cells are mostly fusi-

form, but sometimes round and multinuclear,

and the two latter may be surrounded by the

former. Sarcoma in this situation is generally

single. It may attain the size of a nut or

even of an apjole, and is fr-equently heemor-
rhagic.

In the cerebral tissue itself the hard sar-

coma attains a great degree of density : it is

sometimes fibrous, at other times cartilagi-

nous, of a deuse homogeneous structure,

whitish or bluish-white, with a yellow tinge

here and there, and with very few vessels.

It is tlistinguished from the brain that sur-

rounds it by a very vascular zone. It can
be easily separated fr'om the parenchyma,
and may thus be recognised after death from
simjjle sclerosis and hard glioma of the brain.

The softer form—fibro-cellular sarcoma—is

generally either a myxo- or a glio-sarcoma

:

but pure fuso-ceUular sarcoma is met with.

The tumour is a clear grey, almost like the

grey matter of the corpus striatum. It is

often vascular, with a reddish tinge. These
sarcomata are often almost spherical, and
easily detached from the surrounding brain-

substance. Others, however, seem to be con-

tinuous with the neighbouring substance, and
to be little more than simple hypertrophies

of the cerebral tissue. Especially is this the

case in tumours of the corpus striatum and
optic thalamus. The cells of cerebral sar-

coma are frequently the seat of fatty degene-

ration, and the whole tumour may be hsemor-

rhagic. Its most frequent situations in the

brain are the ganglia at the base.

3. Myxoma.—Myxoma of the membranes
is rare, and generally has its origin frftm the

convexity of the brain, being connected with

the inner smrface of the dm-a mater. It is a

small growth, soft, fragile, having a gelatinous

aspect.
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Myxomata are frociuentlj- mot with in the

cerebral liemispheros, aud then take their

origin from the neuroj^lia. Such j^owtlis are

probably niahgiiant, the proofs of tlieir niahg-

nancy bcinj; that they are often multiple

locally ; that they fi.-eqnontly recur when re-

moved from a peripheral nerve ; and that they

not seldom alTect internal orj^ans. Myxoma
possibly includes all that has been called

colloid cancer. When this lesion affects the

cerebral hemispheres it may be of large size.

The mucus is a constituent part of the tissue;

it is not a product of secretion, as in mucous
cysts, [t is most commonly a mucoid form
of glioma.

4. Psainmoma.—Psammomata have been
met with in the brain, spinal membranes, spi-

nal cord, and nerves; thej' are not inicommon
in the choroid plexus, but are most usually

found in the pineal gland. There are two kinds

of these growths. In the first, the sand oc-

cupies the interior of the meshes of the con-

nective tissue in very varied forms, as compact
cylinders, as pear-shaped masses, as spines,

or as globes, surrounded by connective tissue,

and connected by it with the other parts of

the tiunour. In the second form, the sand lies

without cohesion in the parts and between
them, so that the different grains of sand
may be easily isolated. In this latter form,

the psammoma is composed most generally

of round elliptical corpuscles, and sometimes
also of liirge complex conglomerations. These
little tumours have usually a concentric ar-

rangement internally.

5. Lipoma.—This is a rare tnmotu* in the
brain. It may be connected with the inner

surface of the dura mater, or with the epen-
djnna of the ventricles. The fatty matter is

contained in cells, and the cells are snrroimded
byan organised membrane. Lipoma is usually

single, seldom multiple ; of irregular shape
;

and varies in size from a small nut to a hen's
egg. Small pieces of carbonate of lime have
been foimd in these tumours.

G. Aneurysms.—The larger cerebral aneur-
y.sms have been observed from early times.

More recently Liouville has called special

attention to the subject of miliary aneurysms,
and has shown that they are common ; that
they are multiple ; that they frequently give
way in the brain or in the pia mater;
and that they often co-exist with aneiurysms
of the larger vessels in other parts of the
body. Aneurysm of the middle meningeal,
of the internal carotid within the cavernous
sinus and at its exit from it, of the anterior
cerebral, of the anterior communicating, of
the arteries of the corpus callosura, of the
middle cerebral, of the posterior communi-
cating, of the vertebral, of the basilar, of the
posterior cerebral, and of the arteries supply-
ing the cerebelhnn, are all met with not in-

fre(iuently. The middle • cerebral and the
basilar, however, are the vessels most usually
affected with tliis lesion.

The minute miliary aneurysms have been
observed in the pia mater, at the surface of

the convolutions or in their substance, in the

optic thalami, the pons, the corpora striata,

cerebellum, crura cerebri, and medulla
oblongata ; more rarely in the centrum
ovale. A large one was foimd by Dr. Bastian
in the lenticular nucleus. These miliary

aneurysms may be visible to the naked eye.

The smallest are seen under the microscope
as amp\ill;e of the vessels, containing coagu-
lated blood or granules of h eniatoidin. The
arterial walls have generally undergone some
form of degeneration. The vessel, dilated at

some parts, is constricted at others. The
lesion may be a consequence of atheroma
of the vessel, but far more commonly it

is the result of arterio-sclcrosis of the inner

coat of the vessels, cither at the seat or in

the immediate neighbourhood of the aneur-

ysm. Embolism is a frequent cause. See
Braik, Vessels of, Diseases of.

7. Carcinoma cerebri simplex.—Cancer,

excluding from this term sarcoma and glioma,

may originate in the cranial bones, the dura
mater, the pia mater, the cerebrum, tiie

cerebellum, the pons, and the medulla
oblongata. The medivlla oblongata, the fornix,

and the corpora quadrigemina are the regions

i

least often affected, whereas the cerebral

hemispheres are the most favourite localities.

• All forms of cancer are met with, in all cases

having their origin in the coats of the vessels.

Epithelial cancer has been generally believed

to have its starting point in the peripheral

layer of the arachnoid, the tissue that lines

!
the under siu-face of the dura mater. En-
cephaloid cancer is, however, the most com-
mon form met with in the brain.

8. Funijus of the dura mater can scarcely

be separated from the preceding form. It

arises from the outer surface of the dura
mater, penetrates with the vess?l from which
it springs into the compact tissue, destroys

the vitreous table, and spreads out in the

diploe: in its progress it may penetrate the

external table and lift up the integiunents of

the cranium. The internal table invarial)ly

sufl'ers more than the external. Sometimes
there is coincident passage of the tumour in-

wards, and the subjacent membranes become
glued to the dura mater and to the cerebral

substance. There may result simply the

depression of surface consequent upon pres-

sure from above, but more commonly cell-

growth similar to that of the original tumour
takes place, first from the vessels of the pia

mater, and afterwards from the vessels of the

cerebral convolutions.

9. Closely allied to the epithelial cancer
that has its origin in the dura mater is the

cholesteatoma, which is generally situated at

the base of the brain. Rindfleisch considers

it a squamous epithelioma, whose cellular

cylinders are wholly converted into a mass

j
of pearly nodnles with a silky lustre. It is
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covered bj- the arachnoid, and springs either

from the vessels of the pia mater, or more
rarely from the perivascular sheath of the

vessels in the substance of the brain.

10. Last of the cancers is a tumour that

has been found in the third ventricle

—

ejn-

thelioma mtixoniatodes psatnmoswm— con-

sisting of globes and cyhnders of epithelial

cells, embedded in a very bulky stroma of

naucous tissue.

11. Si^ringing also £i"om the vessels, two
forms of papilloma are met with—papilloma
of the pia mater and vessels ; and papilloma
myxomatodes. The former is composed of

a number of branching papilloe. each of

which contains a blood-vessel with a small

amount of connective tissue, and a double

coat of epithelium, of which the outer layer

is columnar. In the latter, which is probably
a mere varietj' of the former, the structm-e

of the tumour is the same, but the columnar
cells secrete a vast amoiant of viscid mucus.

12. Tubercle springs from the middle tunic

of the small arteries of the pia mater, or of

the nerve-substance. It rarely attacks the

membranes in the form of tumoirr, rarely

also the white matter of the brain, but prefers,

as its principal seat, the grey matter of the
convolutions and of the deeper parts.

Tubercle of the dura mater is, however,
sometimes met with, and it maj' induce
obliteration of sinuses. The cerebellum
is a frequent seat of tubercle, which exists

here in the form of superficial granulations.

The pons also is frequently affected with
tubercle, both in the form of small tumours
of its substance, and as polypous tubercles

of the fourth ventricle. Tubercle is separated

from the surrounding cerebral substance by
a very deUcate reddish envelope.

Tubercular tmnours of the cerebral sub-

stance are often multiple, and not infrequently

large ; they are of very slow growth
;
persist

long in the caseous state ; and may be found
cretified. Sometimes there is cerebral soften-

ing around them. Virchow states that the

increase of tubercles takes place by appo-
sition or juxtaposition, and that the apposition

takes place not by layers primarily caseous,

but by zones of new grey proliferation, usually

in the form of miliary tubercle. A very
delicate layer of connective tissue of new
formation, a species of encysting false mem-
brane, rejiresents the mother-tissue for the

subsequent generation of young-tubercles.

13. Glioma, called by Billroth tjranulated

sarcoma, or round-celled sarcoma, is practi-

cally a local hyperplasic development of the

neuroglia. It may appear in three forms,

either as soft glioma, rich in cells—the

most common kind ; as hard glioma, fibrous,

and, if the vessels are much developed,

telangiectasic ; or thirdly, as a myxoglioma,
a complex tumour, in which part of the

tumour takes the appearance of mucous
tissue. The nature of the tumour is partly

determined by the nature of the tissue from
which it springs ; thus glioma of the brain
is generally, but not always, soft, glioma of

the ependyma hard. The soft gliomata are
closely allied to myxomata. The intei'cellular

substance is found in moderate quantity. In
the more mucous gliomata the network is

regular and large, and the tissue has little

cohesion. If the meshes are larger still, and
the mucous element abundant, this variety

passes into a myxoma. If there be a eon-

s'derable increase of cells, whilst the trabeculse

become narrower, we get a medullary glioma,

which may be transformed into a medullary
sarcoma if the ceDs continue to grow and
multij)ly. These transitions are not im-
common even in the same tumour, especially

in the posterior lobes of the brain. If the

vessels are developed in great abundance we
get haemorrhages and a kind of fungus hffima-

todes. Hard gUoraa is closely allied to fibroma,

with which indeed it may be combined to

form a fibro-glioma. In hard glioma the

fibres are not arranged in a network, but in

parallel lines, like felt. The nervous ele-

ments, naturally contained in the neuroglia,

are absent in these tumours. The walls of

the vessels are frequently thickened.

The glioma of the ependyma is of little

importance ; it is seen as fine granulations on
the surface of the lateral ventricles in chronic

hydrocephalus ; on the floor of the fourth

ventricle it may grow to the size of a cherry.

In the cerebral substance, gliomata may
attain the size of a fist, or even of a child's

head ; and they are often mistaken for cancers

or sarcomata of the brain. 'Hard glioma
may be distinguished from sclerosis, in that

sclerosis encloses the normal nerve-elements.

In glioma, too, there is great proliferation of

neuroglia cells. There is no distmct limit

between glioma and the surrounding brain-

substance, but the tumour on section shows
greater vascularity, greater consistence, and

a more transparent constitution, as well as

often 8 bluish-white appearance compared
with the white brain-matter. The demar-

cation in grey matter is imperceptible to

the naked eye, especially ifthe glioma be soft.

Soft glioma is generally single ; hard is often

multiple. The membranes may adhere, but

form no part of the tumour.
Yirchow thinks that glioma is not malig-

nant ; that hard glioma has an inflammatory

origin ; and that the soft variety is set up by

local causes, such as injury. Gintrac, on the

other hand, unites gliomata and sarcomata

under the head of cancers.

Soft glioma is most fi-equently situated in

the posterior lobes,dess often in the upper and
lateral parts of the cerebral hemispheres. It

may be congenital. It gives rise to compli-

cations — namely, first, great congestion,

causing cerebral compression, irritation,

pain, excitement, or apoj)lexy ; and, secondly,

hyilrocephalus of the ventricles, which in
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protracted cases is seldom absent. The latter

occurs most rapidly in fjlioma of the optic

thahuni, or of" the posterior lobe, compressing

tlie choroid veins, the vente Galeui, or the

transverse sinus.

14. Myxoma of the nerve-substance.—This

is not common in the brain. It owns the

same origin as glioma, having the neuroglia

as its starting-i)oint.

lo. Sii2>hilitic gumma.—Gummy tumours
of the brain are generally found at the cir-

cumference, and especially at the base of the

brain. Their origin is either from the mem-
branes, from the vessels, or from the neuroglia

of the cerebral substance. They have infec-

tive properties, or at any rate they are

multiple, and may bo met with at the same
time affecting the dura mater, the pia mater,

the brain, nerves, and cranial bones. They
are often accompanied by inflammatory
phenomena, a point which distmguishes them
from large tubercles. Gumma is not the

usual form in which sj-philis attacks the dura
mater on its external surface. It may, how-
ever, affect the araclmoid surface of the dura
mater. In this situation the gummata may
vary in size from a hemp-seed to a nut.

They may be found just above the convexity
of the hemispheres, or at the anterior part

of the base of the brain, especially about the
sella turcica, or on the tentorium cerebcili.

They have been met with in the falx cerebri.

The inflammatory condition around these

tumours often unites them to the pia mater,
and the subjacent portion of brain is fi-e-

quently softened, either by the inflanimation,

or by arterial obliteration.

When the pia mater is united to the dura
mater, gmumata very small in size may form
m the former membrane. The subjacent
brain may be softened or sclerosed. Much
larger gummata, however —from the size of a
nut to that of a hen's egg— originate from the
pia mater, and are most usually situated in

the re,';ion between the optic chiasma and
the pons, or on the crura cerebelli. On the
convex surface they are much smaller. Gum-
mata of the cerebral substance occur in

situations most subject to traumatic in-

fluences. The chief seats are the cerebral
hemispheres, the large ganglia, especially the
optic thalami, and next in frequency the
jmns, and crura cerebi-i and cerebelli. The
tumours attain to a good size, but are not so
large as those of the pia mater. They may
be multiple, but often exist singly. See
Braix, Vessels of. Diseases of.

IG. Fibroma.— Tnie fibromata, distinct

from hard gliomata and sarcomata, probably
do not exist in the brain or its membranes.
Fibromata are essentially composed of con-
nective tissue. Such increase in this tissue
is sclerosis, and its arrangement is too in-

\

definite, its amount too small, to be considered !

a tumour. Rindfleisch is probably wrong in I

stating that there arc solitary tubercles of

the brain which deserve rather to be called

fibroid tumours ; although it uuiy be true

that in some cheesy nodules of the nervous
centres the growth of fibres and the conden-
sation predominate enormously over the

corpuscular structure. Practically, however,
both enchondromata and ostcoiuata are

fibrous tumoiurs. An enchondroma is a

heterologous tumour not developed from a
pre-existing cartilage, but produced by a

change in the type of formation by proceeding

from a uon-cartilaginous matrix. Although
osteoid enchomlromata may be malignant,

yet true osteomata are not so. These tiuuom-s

may attack the cerebral dura mater, and on
the convexity are multiple. If the tumour
attack the falx cerebri it is solitary. Its

starting-point is the internal surface of the

dura mater. It is distinguished from exos-

tosis of bone by having a fibrous layer

between it and the bone. It may set up
irritative pachymeningitis. Such tumours
are also found small in connexion with the

cerebral arachnoid, as simple united patches

or pointed prolongations. Their favourite

seat is the convex surface of the anterior

lobes. The nervous centres are very rarely

the seat of these tumours. Their matrix is

formed by connective tissue, not cartilage,

the product of irritation of the neurogha,
and so a consequence of circumscribed en-

cephalitis.

17. Hydatids are rare within the skull,

but are met with occasionally in all parts of

the brain, between the membranes, in the

ventricles, and lying free at the base of the

brain. They are more common in children

than in adults. The brain may sufi'er from
pressure either in the way of softening from
interference with the vessels, or from sclerosis.

Cysticerci are also met with in various

parts of the brain or its membranes. They
may be surrounded by connective-tissue cap-

sules ; or may lie free, arranged in a racemose
form. They may be single, or may attack

the same individual in several htmdred places

at once.

Symptoms.—Even in tumours of consider-

able size all symptoms may be latent. The
more tolerant portion of the brain will in-

clude the hemispheres and the white com-
missural regions, whilst the mesocephale, the

optic thalami, and the corpora striata are

amongst the least tolerant portions. It is

not unusual, moreover, to meet with decided

intermissions, especiallj' in the earl^' period

of the disease; such intermissions depending
on temporary lesions in the immediate neigh-

bourhood of the tmnour.
Even with these intermissions the diagnosis

of the presence or position of the cerebral

tumours would be comparatively easy, if the

symi)toms invariably depended upon direct

excitation. Manj- of the phenomena pass

the limits of the immediate sphere of the

tumour, and are the results of reflex action.
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Sometimes also the symptoms due to direct

and reflex excitation may coincide, and this

is particularly the case in tumours of the
base. The main difficulties lie in the possible

latency of all symptoms ; in their intermis-

sion ; in the distinction and combination of

direct and reflex excitation; and in the re-

missions following xohysical or psychical
excitement.
Symptoms, then, may depend on direct or

reflex excitation, and consist of exaltation

of functional activity, such as contractions,

partial or general convulsions, hyperaesthesia,

and hyperideation. Others are produced by
secondary lesions in the neighbourhood of

the tumour— congestion, haemorrhage, in-

flammation, &c.—and these may include not

only all in the previous division, but tempo-
rary or persistent paralysis, fever, and other

phenomena. Then there may be symptoms
of direct compression, definite paralyses, and
gradual enfeeblement of the sensorial and
intellectual faculties.

Taking some of the more common con-

ditions in order, and viewing them as de-

pendent on du-ect or reflex irritation, the

most frequent certainly is headache ; and
except in tumour of the cerebellum, when
the headache is almost invariably occipital,

there is no symptom less useful in determining
the position of the lesion. It is less frequently

due to direct excitation than to reflex. The
pain is very severe, indeed, more so than in

any other disease, excepting, perhaps, men-
ingitis ; it persists through the whole malady;
and is increased by vibration of all kinds,

light, sound, or movement of the head. It

may be confined to a single spot, or be diffused

over the whole head. Connected with head-
ache in many cases, and often equally the

effects of radiated influence, are tinnitus

aurium, morbid acuteness of hearing, or

pahiful sensitiveness to sound ; disturbances

of vision, diplopia, muscae volitantes, and
strabismus, which may be transient ; formica-

tion, and sometimes hyperaesthesise of greater

or less extent. In some cases there is an
agitated condition of the intellectual faculties,

and even delirium. Disturbances of sight

are very common. The retinal lesions will

be subsequently described. It is a remark-
able fact, as bearing ujion the decussating

arrangement of the optic nerves, that the

affections of sight usually implicate both ey&s,

even where the tumour has involved only one
optic nerve, and is not situated near the optic

chiasma or the corpora quadrigemina. Hear-
ing is far less often affected than vision.

Generally a slight diminution only of this

function is observed ; and, in the rare cases

in which complete deafness is met with, it is

imilateral. Taste and smell are seldom in-

terfered with. When these special senses are

morbidly affected, the tumour will probably
be situated in the uncus gyri hippocampi (the

hippocampal lobule) or its immediate vicinity.

The symptoms of compression maj' be in-

cluded in the expression ' lowering of fimction,'
comprising apathy, feebleness of memory,
want of attention, confusion, and a general
enfeeblement of ideas. These conditions are
often accompanied orjireceded by certain dif-

fused symptoms, such as vertigo.

Vertigo is the first symptom in many
cases : it is felt esj)ecially when the patient
is in the upright position. It often produces
uncertainty of gait, even where the tumour
is not in the cerebellum. Strange sensations
in the head are also complained of, a feeling

of liquid in the head, or of a mobile body

;

or the sensation may be that of a solid body
filling the head, or pressing upon some
portion of it.

Tbese phenomena often coincide with evi-

dences of irritation of the mesocephale,
whether due to direct compression or to

radiated irritation of the medulla .oblongata.

Chief amongst these symptoms is vomiting.
It is not accompanied by nausea or other
manifestations of dysj^epsia, and it will occur
when the stomach is empty. It can fre-

quently be checked only by keeping the

patient in a recumbent position. Constipation
also is often obstinate.

Epileptiform convulsion has an important
bearing on the diagnosis of these lesions.

Very frequently convulsion is preceded by
many of the phenomena already touched
upon, such as headache or vertigo. Fre-
quently, however, convulsion precedes all

other morbid phenomena, and the patient

may be in perfect healtli in the intervals of

the attacks. Given, therefore, convulsion as

the one factor in forming an opinion, it is

necessary to consider the liability of the

patient to convulsive attacks from causes

other than tumours ; to realise whether the

family history shows any suspicion of epi-

lepsy ; and to eliminate from the case the

230ssibility of saturnine, alcoholic, and m-a?mic

jioisoning. If tliis is done, and especially

if we find early convulsion associated with
headache and with vomiting, this symptom
will prove an important aid in the diagnosis

of tumour.
The phenomena depending on the presence

of tumour itself may be associated with

others due to complications, such as oedema,
congestion, encephalitis, or meningitis of the

surrounding parts. A high temperature, for

instance, will point to inflammation either of

the nervous substance or of the meninges
near the lesion ; and meningeal inflamma-
tion seems to be accompanied by the

highest temperature. Syj)hilitic gumma,
however,- may coincide with syphilitic

meningitis on some other portion of the

encephalon not directly connected with the

immediate surroundings of the tumour.
Passing for the moment the subject of

definite paralyses with the remark that the

sphincters are seldom affected, even in cases
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in which the pnralysis takes a paraple^io

form, it niiiy be mentioned that a, want of

equihbrium seems to be a not miusnal

evidence of the presence of tnmour in the

cerebellum. Apliasia may not only be due

to the special localisation of tumour in

liroca's region of the left anterior lobe, but

also to the presence of this lesion in any
part of the tract (corpus striatum, optic

thalamus, or crus cerebri) which unites this

portion of the hemisphere to the medulla

oblongata, the highway by which the centre

for the i)roductioii of articulate speech is

connected with the co-orthnaliiig centre for

this function, or to tumour atlecting those

centres lesion of which is associated with

word- blindness, or word-deafiiess. Anas-
thesia of the skin is seldom met with

as a symptom of cerebral tumour. When
present it is fotmd only in the limbs affected

with motor paralysis, and is scarcely ever

complete.

Syiiiptoiiis of special localities.— It

remains to take special regions of the

eneephalon separately, and to endeavour to

ditl'erentiate the position of the tumour by
the symptoms attending its presence.

Tumour in the medulla oblongata will be

accompanied by various distm-bances of

sensibilitj', especially headache, and some-
times by convulsions. The pressure of a

tumour is seldom limited to the medulla
oblongata, and the sj-mptoms therefore are

complex. In sever.il of the cases recorded there

has not only been amaurosis and deafiiess

of one side, but interference with taste and
smeU. Aneurysm of the basilar artery has
been known to cause temporary albuminuria
and convulsions coincident with each other.

Tumour of the fourth ventricle may
manifest itself by the presence of sugar or

inosite in the urine. Tumour here, as in

the medidla oblongata, frequently destroys

life quickly, before there has been time, so

to speak, for much local lesion to be set up.
Vomiting is a frequent symptom.
Tumour of the crura cerehelli and of the

corpora qiiadrigemina cannot be diagnosed
by any peculiar symptoms. In one case, in

which the corpora quadrigemina seemed
whollj- transformed into a tul)erculous mass,
the sight remained good, but there was
double ptosis.

In tumour of the cerebellum there is

httle disturbance of sensibility, except
occipital headache. There are various cUs-

turbances of motility, especiallj- convulsions
and irregularity of locomotion, but no true
paralysis. Amblyopia, amaurosis, and con-
vergent strabismus are common. There is

no interference with the psychical functions,
or with speech, as a general rule. Vomiting
is very common. In 7G cases collected by
Ladame, there was no abnormality in the
genital functions, except in 4 instances.

In tumoiu-s of the pons, the disturbances

of sensibility are general or partial anas-
thesia, and in some cases more or less head-
ache. Hemiplegia, of unecpial degree on the

two sides, and other forms of paralysis are

observed, but no convulsion. Various and
manifold disturbances of the special senses

;

phenomena of depression of mind ; frecjuent

alteration of speech ; and early disorders in

swallowing, occur.

Tumours of the crura cerebri follow the

example of the same lesion in the pons with
reference to disturbances ot sensibility.

Equilateral hemiplegia opposite to the lesion

is met with, and paralysis of the oculo-motor
nerve on the same side as the tumour, often

gradually extending itself to both oculo-

motors.
Tumours of the pituitary gland are ac-

companied by intense frontal hea<lache ; by
no definite disturbances of sensation or of

motion ; by double amblj-opia or amaurosis,

miequally developed ; and by no loss of

speech.

Tumours of the middle cavities of the

cranium seem to afl'ect maiiilj' the third and
the fifth nerves, anajsthesia or pains in the face

and ptosis being the prominent symptoms,
with some interference with the free action of

the other muscles of the eyeball supplied by
the third. In one case, in which a scirrhous

tumour of the left side was situated on the

inner surface of the sphenoid bone, extend-

ing laterally to the internal auditory meatus
and backwards to the pons, not only were the

third and fifth nerves jjaralysed, but colour-

bUudness supervened some time before

death.

In tumours of the corpora striata and
ojytic thalamic headache is less frequent than

in other regions. Hemiplegia and con-

vulsions are frequent, the former especially

so. Hardly any disturbance of the special

senses is observed. Intelligence and speech
are frequently disordered.

In tumour of the corpus callosum, there is

frequently some mental aberration, and
often con\iilsions ; but not rarely a total

absence of morbid symptoms.
In tumour of the middle cerebral lobes,

headache is frequently a prominent symptom,
but otherwise the sensory disorder is mainly
anaesthetic. Hemiplegia is common, as is

also convulsion of an epileptiform character.

These con%iilsive attacks are not rarely

unilateral, and sometimes affect at first one
limb only. In fact the position of a tumour
towards the anterior portion of the middle
lobe may be determined by symptoms with
tolerable accuracy. Various disturbances of

sight and of hearing are met with ; as well

as various psychical abnormalities, ranging
from mere confusion of ideas to absolute

imbecility.

In tumour of the anterior lobes there is

general headache, seldom of the frontal region

particularly. No other sensory disturbance
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occurs. Sight and smell are freqiiently

affected, speech seldom. Hemiplegia, convul-

sions, and psychical disturbance will occur,

much as in tumouVs of the middle lobes.

In tumour of the posterior lobes, there is

general headache, seldom localised in the oc-

ciput ; no other sensory disturbance. Slightly

marked hemiplegia occurs, and convulsive

attacks are very frequent. There is no dis-

turbance of the organs of special sense. The
mental faculties are greatly altered, par-

ticularly in the tendency to depression.

All three lobes may be affected with
tumour coincidently, and the headache is

then very intense ; the epileptiform convul-

sions exceed the paralytic phenomena; the

organs of special sense are little affected; and
there are various mental disturbances.

In tumour of the convexity, the headache
is generally limited either to the frontal

regions, to one side of the head, or to the

occiput. There is neither anaesthesia nor
paralysis, but intense convulsions occur. The
special senses are not disturbed. The mental
condition is one of n-ritation, evidenced by
delirium and excitement.

Lastly, very various regions of the brain

may be simultaneously the seat of tumour,
and the morbid phenomena vi'ill be necessarily

complex.
Retinal changes.— It has seemed more

convenient to speak of retinal changes de-

pendent on cerebral timaour separate fi'om

the other symptoms. Great variations in

the lesion occur—according to the position

of the tmnour ; its direct interference with
the optic centres ; its complication with
meningitis ; and its pressure on the optic

nerves and chiasma.
Taking choked disc, optic neuritis, and

atrophy of the optic nerve as the three chief

lesions, cerebral tumour may verj' frequently

induce choked disc, by interfering with the

venoiis ebb from the eye ; optic neuritis, if

meningitis is associated with the tumomr;
optic atrophy, by pressure of the tumour on
the optic nerve, or by this pressure of the

tumour or of hydrocephalus secondarily in-

duced by it on the optic centres or tracts, or

by softenmg around the tumom% such soften-

ing implicating the optic centres, or, lastly,

by the propagation of sclerosis. Any tumour
situated far back in the encei^halon may
interfere with the venous flow through the
venae Galeni, and so produce hydrocephalus
of the ventricles, and the retmal effects of
hydrocejihalus.

There are no retinal changes from tumour
in the corpus callosum, nor, as a rule, fi'om

tumour in the optic thalami. Tumoms of
the cerebral hemispheres all influence the
optic nerve, if they interfere with the base
of the brain.

Tumours of the cerebellum may cause pres-

sure on the lateral sinuses, the straight sinus,

the venae Galeni, or the torcular Heronhih

:

pressure in any of these situations may pro-

diice choked disc. Or the tumour may affect

the corpora quadi'igemina ; or softening

around it 'may spread to these organs, and
atrophy of the optic nerve be the result.

A fortiori, tumour of the corpora quadri-

gemina themselves will lead to atrophy of

nerve.

Tumour of the crura cerebelli causes
hydrocephalus, and its effects on the retina.

In a similar way tumours springing from
the bone or the membranes at the base of

the brain may produce choked disc or

atrophy, according to the position of the
pressure, optic neuritis by comi^lications

with meningitis, or neuro-retinitis by irrita-

tion of the connective elements of the nerves
(see Ophthalmoscope in Medicine). Hemi-
anopsia bitemporalis fugax has been shown
by Oppenheim to be a valuable diagnostic

symptom of syphihtic disease in the base of

the skull.

Course.—The clinical course of cerebral

tumours is intermittent and paroxysmal. In
many cases, such as those of glioma, it is

very slow. Two groups of phenomena may
complicate its ordinary course, namely, those

associated with meningitis and apoplexy.

Symptoms of Special Tumours.—Aneurys-
mal tumours may sometimes be distinguished

by the sense of throbbing in the head ; by
the patient bemg of adult age or young ; by
his being attacked in the midst of perfect

health ; by vomiting being rare, ajjoplexy

frequent, paralysis of cranial nerves early and
unilateral ; and by absence of mental pheno-

mena. Aneurysm situated in the cavernous
sinus produces exophthalmos. See Brain,
Vessels of. Diseases of.

The sj'inptoms of echinococci differ very
little from those of other slow tumours

:

headache, dizziness, vomiting, syncope, and
epileptiform attacks are most fi'equent. Dis-

turbances of the motor and sensory functions,

and also of the mind itself, are sometimes
met with, and vary according to tlie situation

of the lesion. The prognosis is unfavourable

;

the diagnosis impossible, unless echinococci

exist at the same time in the liver.

Cysticerci manifest their presence in the

brain by epileptic attacks, which augment
in number and severity ; the health of the

patient between the fits is at first good, then

apathy and torpor supervene ; hemiplegia is

rare, and never early ; cranial nerve paralyses

are exceptional ; the symptoms are diffuse

and bilateral, owing to the position of the

parasite in the grey convolutions, and in

many spots at a time. The age of the patient

is above fort3% Perhaps there may be evidence

of the presence of cysticerci elsewhere.

Syphilitic tumours coincide with actual or

previous syphilis. The headache attendmg
this form of tumour is generally intensified

at night.

In tubercle of the brain there is often a
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tuberculous fiuiiily history, or the presence

of tubercle elsewhere in the body. It seldom
compresses cranial nerves. Its clinical evo-

lution is often by paroxysms, and grave cases

are combined with tuberculous arachnitis and
hydrocephalus of the ventricles. Tubercle

in the cortical substance of the brain and
cerebellum may, however, be attended by no
special symptoms.

In cancer also there is frequently a family

history of this malady ; and the cancerous

cachexia may be present. Cancer seldom

exists elsewhere when it is cerebral. This

growth is much less often acconijjanied by
svnuptoms due to congestion and luemorrhage
than glioma or sarcoma, being less vascular.

Prognosis. — The prognosis of cerebral

tumour is always bad, except in s^-philitic

gumma, and perhaps aneurysm.
Treatmknt.—In syphilitic gumma and in

aneurysm large doses of iodide of potassium
may be used with more or less success. This

remedy is also useful in dispershig the results

of the meningitis which so often accompanies
tumour of the base. Beyond this there is

little to be done, except in the endeavour to

relieve pain and to support the strength of

the patient. In a few instances cerebral

timiours have been successfully removed by
operation. E. Long Fox.

BRAIN, Ventricles of, Diseases of.

See Ventricles of Br.un, Diseases of.

BRAIN, Vessels of. Diseases of.

1. Aneurysm.—The larger arteries of

the brain, and their minute branches in the
cerebral substance, are both liable to aneur-
ysmal dilatation.

(a) Aiu'itrysin of the larger cerebral arte-

ries is more common than that of vessels of
a similar size elsewhere. The large vessels

of the base, or their primary branches, may
be affected. The basilar and middle cerebral

arteries are those most frequently diseased,

aneurysms of these two vessels constituting

more than half the cases. Next in frequency
is the internal carotid. The vertebral, ante-
rior and posterior cerebrals, anterior and pos-
terior comnmnicating, and anterior cerebellar

arteries are occasionally, but less frequently,
affected. In one or two recorded eases the
aneurysm has been situated in the interior

of the pons Varolii or cerebellum. The dis-

ease is rather more frecpient on the left

side, but this is chiefly due to the greater
prochvity of the left middle cerebral com-
pared with the right, a fact which is ex-
plained by the ffitiology. There may be more
than one aneurysm, situated on different

arteries, or on different branches of the same
artery. The aneurysm is usually sacculated,
rarely dissecting. Its size usually varies from
that of a pea to that of a nut, but aneurysms
have been met with as large as a hen's egg.
When the size is considerable the brain-
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tissue is pressed upon and softened, as by
any other kind of tumour.

/Ktiolocjy and Pathology.—These aneur-
ysms are rather more common in men than
in women, after actual childhood, and are

far more frequent before the ordinary dege-

nerative period than aneurysms elsewhere.
Nearly half the recorded instances have oc-

curred between ten and forty years of age, and
about one-sixth between ten and twenty. The
change in the arterial wall resembles that

giving rise to aneiu'ysm elsewhere— a fibroid

degeneration, with loss of muscular and elas-

tic tissue. Distensible tissue, which yields

permanently before the blood-pressure, is

substituted for the resilient elements of the

wall, which, normally, bring back the vessel

to its previous size after each diastole. The
alteration is occasionally part of a widely-
spread arterial change, but more frequently

is local. It is then due to some local pro-

cess, usually one of three kinds : (1) syphi-

litic disease, which has altered the wall, but
has not obliterated or greatly reduced the
lumen of the vessel

; (2) injury—a blow
or fall on the head, which probably acts

by causing a local arteritis, whilst exten-

sive traces of old inflammation are some-
times found in the neighbourhood of the

aneurysm in such cases; (3) embolism,
imperfect occlusion of the vessel by a plug,

from a valve affected with active endocar-
ditis. Dr. Church first pointed out the asso-

ciation in yomig persons of cerebral aneurysm
with valvular disease of the heart ; and so

many facts have been published which sup-

jrort the opinion, that the relation must be
regarded as beyond question. It is an occa-

sional cause of aneurysm in other situations.

There is often evidence of inflannnatory and
degenerative changes (thickening, calcifica-

tion) in the arterial wall after embolic occlu-

sion, especially when the plug comes from
an inflamed endocardiimi. It then seems to

have the power of exciting a considerable
degree of inflammation in the tissue with
which it is in contact, and the elements of the
wall of the artery may be altered as by trau-

matic arteritis. If the obstruction is incom-
plete, the altered wall may yield to the
blood-pressure. This cause explains the
greater frequency of aneurysm in the left

than in the right middle cerebral, and also

the fact that those who suffer from cerebral

htemorrhage frequently have valvular disease

of the heart, and in a still larger proportion

in young persons. Whatever is the cause of

the alteration in the arterial wall, the efUcient

agent in the production of the aneurysm
is the high blood-pressure in the cerebral

arteries, coupled perhaps with a slighter ex-

ternal support than is possessed by the

vessels in other parts.

Iiii])ture has occurred in nioi-e than half

of the recorded cases of cerebral aneurysm.
The blood may escape rapidly or slowdy, and
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the hsemorrhage may take place into the sub-
arachnoid space, or into the adjacent cerebral

substance. In the former case, meningeal
haemorrhage is th6 result. Rupture into the
cerebral substance is not uncommon. An
aneurysm in the fissiu-e of Sylvius may cause
a hsemorrhage into the substance of the brain,

bursting into the lateral ventricle ; and an
aneurj-sm on the posterior cerebral artery

may burst into the substance of the pons.

Two causes may detei-mine this rupture
into the substance of the brain— first,

thickening of the subarachnoid tissue adja-

cent to the aneurysm, hindering its rup-

ture outwards ; secondly, the small size of

the openmg and consequent gradual escape
of the blood, producing a slow disintegration

of the brain-tissue, and thus preparing a
channel for the eflusion. In such cases only
a small quantity of blood may have trickled

into the ventricles or subarachnoid space.

In rare cases a communication with a venous
sinus forms, and constitutes an arterio-venous

aneiu'j'sm. This has occurred between an
aneurysm of the internal carotid and the
cavernous sinus.

Symptoms.—Symptoms of the existence of

an aneurysm may be entirely absent. When
present, they depend on the pressure which
the tumour exerts on neighbouring parts.

They vary widely according to its seat, and
they are rarely by themselves distinctive.

Mental disturbance is uncommon. Head-
ache is a very uniform symptom. It is often

intense, sometimes throbbing, and may be
localised, as in the occiput in basilar aneur-

ysm. Giddiness is not uncommon, and is

complained of in aneurysms in all situations.

Convulsions are not frequent except in cases

in which the aneurysm is in the neighbour-

hood of the motor region of the cortex, i.e. is

on the middle cerebral or its branches. Palsy
in some situation often occurs, and depends
on the pressure of the tumour; the most
common is that of the cranial nerves which
lie adjacent to the aneurysm, as ofthe nerves of

the orbit in aneurysm of the internal carotid.

Optic neuritis is occasionally present. The
symptoms are thus those of an intracranial

tumour, and they suggest an aneurysm when
they are such as to show that the tumour is

in the position of one of the arteries liable to

be affected ; and the probability is increased

if one of the known causes of aneurysm can
be traced. Aneurysms elsewhere would, of

coui'se, give great additional significance to

the symptoms, but the coincidence is too

rare, an instance being almost unique, to be
of practical importance. In some cases a
murmiu' can be heard by the patient, and in

still rarer cases (of aneurysm of the internal

carotid) it has been audible on auscultation.

But such an objective murmur alone can
not afford actual proof of the existence of an
aneurysm, sincepulsation, the chief sign of an
accessible aneurysm, can never be perceived.

Rupture of an intracranial aneurysm gives
rise to symptoms which vary according as
the blood escapes quickly or slowly. If
quickly, the blood usually escapes into the
meninges and causes sudden apoplexy with
general paralj'sis, rapidly deepening to a fatal

issue. If slowly, the symptoms are less sud-
den, and unilateral paralysis or convulsion
may occur. This is especially the case when
the blood escapes slowly into the cerebral
substance ; the imilateral symptoms com-
mence suddenly, and gradually increase
dm-ing a few hours or days, with or with-
out initial loss of consciousness, but ending
in fatal coma.
Treatment.—Little can be done in cases

where intracranial aneurysm is suspected.

Even when it is of syphilitic origm, drugs
are powerless to alter the damaged and dilated

vessel, since the change which has given rise

to it is of the nature of a cicatricial transfor-

mation of the syphilitic tissue, on which drugs
can no longer exert the influence thej' possess
over the earlier stages of the newly-formed
growth. Hy|)odermic injection of ergotin

(^-grain) has been recommended by Langen-
beck and advocated by Bartholow. Iodide
of potassium may also be given in the hope
of promoting coagulation within the sac, from
the undoubted evidence of the power it has
to effect this in aneurysms elsewhere. Rest
is important. All causes of increased intra-

vascular pressure, such as effort and low jiosi-

tions of the head, are to be avoided. The
bowels should be kept regular. In rare cases

where progressive paralysis of orbital nerves
suggests the probability of aneurysm of the

internal carotid, and a inurmur renders the

diagnosis certain, ligature of the common
carotid may be, and has been, resorted to

with success. It is, moreover, probable that

intracranial surgery may be. able to cope with
aneurysms on some other vessels, but on this

point experience has still to be gained.

(6) Minute ' miliari/ ' aneurysms occm' in

the small arteries of the pia mater and sub-

stance of the brain (Virchow, Charcot, and
Bouchard). They are met with almost ex-

clusively in the second half of life, and
increase in frequency with age up to about

seventy-five, the less frequency of cerebral

haemorrhage in extreme old age making it

probable that they are less common in very

late life. They may involve vessels not more
than the -^ inch in diameter, but are most
common on vessels a little larger than this.

The walls suffer fibroid degeneration of the

outer and middle coat, commencing, it is

said, as nuclear proliferation. The muscular
tissue of the naiddle coat disappears, and the

whole wall at the spot becomes dilated into

a sacculated aneurysm, varying in size from

the 25 to the j|^ of an mch. These dilata-

tions have been found in all parts, but most
frequently in the central ganglia, and next

most frequently in the pons Varolii, the con-
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volutions, the ccrobelluni, the medulla oblon-

gata, the cerebellar podiuieles, and the cen-

trum ovale (Bouchard). They are to be

found in most cases of cerebral lia>morrhage
;

and it is probable that such hinnorrhage is

usually duo to their rupture. Similar minute
aneurysms of the retinal arteries co-exist in

rare cases.

The rupture of a minute artery into its

perivascular sheath distends this with blood,

causing what has been termed a minute dis-

Bcctiug aneurysm. Such are fre(iuently met
with in cases in winch the vessels are ex-

posed to extreme pressure, as in death from
asphyxial conditions ; or in the increased

tension in collateral vessels when vascular

obstruction has occurred.

Symptoms.—No symptoms are known to

be associated with the existence of these

minute aneurysms, and this fact explains the

absence of indications of a liability to cerebral

hiemorrhage. The symptoms of rupture are

described under Brain, Haemorrhage into.

2. Degeneration.

—

(a) Of Arteries.—
The larger cerebral arteries are very common
seats of the thickening of the inner coat,

called by Yirchow ' endarteritis deformans,'

and which, when fattily degenerated, consti-

tutes ' atheroma.' In the cerebral vessels the

fatty change occurs quickly and fi'equently
;

and opaque yellow thickenings are the result.

Onlj' one or two of these may be present ; or

the change may involve the whole of the
larger vessels at the base and extend for a
considerable distance along the chief cerebral

branches. The distribution of the degenera-
tion may be symmetrical. It may coexist

with a similar change in arteries elsewhere,
or may be isolated. Degeneration of the
cerebral arteries is common after middle life,

being found in seven-tenths of the subjects

examined (Bichat). It occasionally occurs
much earlier, especially in cases of chronic
Bright's disease and alcoholism. The ex-

citing cause of this disease is probably the
strain to which the badly supported cerebral
vessels are exposed in consequence of their
early origin from large trunks, perhaps
rendered more effective by the deficient sup-
port from adjacent structures. The influence
of strain explains the relation of atheroma to
Bright's disease, in which the arterial tension
is so much increased. It is not easy to ex-
plain the occasional freedom of these vessels
from atheroma when this is abundant else-

where.

The degenerated tissue occasionally softens
and a cavity forms and opens uito the vessel,
so as to permit the formation of a dissecting
aneurysm. More commonly it undergoes
calcification. The result of these thickenings
of the wall is generally to lessen the calibre
of the vessel, sometimes to close it altogether,
to cause local ana-mia of the brain, and to
favoiu- the formation of a coagulum in the
imnarrowed part bej-ond, with the result that

softening occurs in the part suiiplicd by it.

Where the change in the wall is slight, the new
tissue may undergo fibroid change only, the

w^all remains thin, the artery may be dilated

at the spot, but the tisstie formed in this pro-

cess is seldom extensible enough to permit a

true aneurysm to result. Hence it is rare

for arteries affected with atheroma to give

waj', and permit hainorrhage to take place
;

the change in the wall ditfers from that wliich

j

permits the extension (into an ancurysnt)

j

which jirecedes rui)ture. The minute arteries

1
of the cerebral substance may undergo fatty

j

degeneration, but they do not sutler from the

change above described. There is not, in

them, the formation of a new tissue that

undei'goes fatty degeneration, although their
' elastic elements may be replaced by the

[

inelastic extensible tissue that permits the

formation of an aneurysm.
Symptoms.—Atheroma of the cerebral ves-

sels leads to the symptoms of local amemia
of the brain, and is a common cause of the

transient cerebral symptoms so frequent in

the old. Tingling in the limbs of one side,

and slight loss of power, may be due to this

cause, and are frequently the precursors of

an attack of hemiplegia from the closure of

the vessel. It is possible also that the loss

of memory and mental failure common in

the old may be the result of more general

interference with the supplj' of blood to the

bram in consequence of this arterial disease,

or of the deficient supply to certain parts sub-

serving more general psychical functions.

But caution should be observed in ascribing

such senile symptoms to this mechanism;
general symptoms are probably more fre-

qiiently due to senile failure in the nutrition

of the cells of the cortex.

Treatment.—Tonics, cardiac stimulants,

and substances which, as cod-liver oil, pro-

mote the nutrition of the tissues generally,

may be given with possible advantage. It

is not lUvely, however, that any treatment can
modify the state of the arterial wall, or that

;

its tissue ever resumes, in any degree, its

{

normal characters. The maintenance of the

I
general nutrition in a good state may lessen

the tendency to fatty degeneration and sub-

sequent calcification of the tissue, and thus
postpone or prevent the disastrous conse-

quences of occlusion of the vessels. In this,

however, we can only adjust our treatment
on rational grounds, since the nature of the

case precludes any possible evidence of bene-

ficial result. Of especial importance is it, in

any case in which there is reason to believe

or to suspect the presence or future develop-

ment of atheroma, to do all in our power to

keep the arterial tension within normal
limits, and to preserve the blood from the

presence of the products of imperfect diges-

tion and the accumulation of metabohc pro-

ducts, which favour thrombosis.

{I) Of Veins.—Degeneration of the walls
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of the veins is much less frequent than de-

generation of the arteries, perhaps on account
of the less degree of pressure to which they

are exposed. Disease of them is generally

the result of inflammation coinmunicated
from without. Occasionally the veins of the

pia mater may be found varicose in advanced
life, and in one case recorded by Andral
rupture of such a dilated vein was the cause
of meningeal haemorrhage.

3. Embolism.— Definition.—The ob-

struction of arteries or capillaries of the brain

by solid particles carried by the blood-current

from some other pan of the vascular system.

JilTiOLOGY. —The source ofthe embolic par-

ticles is almost invariably situated between
the pulmonary capillaries and the obstructed

vessels, i.e. in the pulmonary veins, the left

side of the heart, or the arteries. In arterial

embolism it is necessarily so, since no par-

ticles large enough to obstruct even a small

artery could pass through the capillaries of

the limgs. In aknost all cases the heart is

the source of the plugs, a particle of fibrin

being washed by the blood from a deposit on
a diseased valve or in some recess (as the

auricular appendix). Endocarditis, or chronic

valvular disease, therefore, usually coexists

with the embolism. Mitral stenosis is an
especially frequent source of emboh, probably
because the surface is commonly much
altered, and the blood-current is in part slow
(in diastole, allowing deposit), and in part

very rapid (in auricular systole, detaching
loose fibrin). Moreover the dilatation of the

left auricle, and the imperfect degree in which
the blood is expelled from it, frequently lead

to a coagiilum in the appendix. Disease of

the aorta—atheroma or aneurysm—is the next
most frequent source, and, less frequently,

disease of the carotid or vertebral arteries,

and coagulation in the pulmonary veins, large

or small—the latter in some rare cases of

inflammation and growths.
Particles obstructing capillaries may come

from some softened atheromatous patch or

fibrinous deposit, from pigmentary forma-
tions, or from deposits in ulcerative endocar-
ditis. In the last case the obstructing material

has a septic character, probably due to bac-

terial organisms, and the inflammation it

causes may be suppurative.

Embolism occurs with equal frequency in

both sexes, and at all periods of life, but most
frequently between later childhood and mid-
dle life. This is explained by the fact that

it occurs more readily from valvular disease

due to endocarditis, than from that which
results from the degeneration of age, but most
frequently when the lapse of time has led to

secondary changes in the valves damaged, or

during second attacks of endocarditis—in-

flammation of valves previously diseased

being especially prone to give rise to embo-
lism. Hence most subjects of embolism have
suffered or are suffeiing, from one of the

diseases known to cause endocarditis, and
especially from rheumatic fever.

Anatomical Characters.—Almost any of
the cerebral arteries may be obstructed ; but
the vessels most prone to suffer are the
middle cerebrals, in consequence of the more
dfrect circulation into them. Next in fre-

quency are the internal carotid and the
anterior cerebral. Embolism is less fre-

quent in the arteries to which the vertebrals

convey blood, but has been met with in most
of them ; even the basilar may be obstructed

by a clot small enough to pass tlii'ough the

vertebrals, but too large to enter the posterior

cerebral. The cerebellar arteries are those

least fr-equently affected. Obstruction of

several vessels is sometimes found, having
occurred at the same or different times.

Embolism is more common on the left side,

but the difference is not so great as is often

stated, being not greater than as foiu: to

three. It is due to the more direct origin of

the left carotid, into which a plug can there-

fore be more easily carried than into the

right ; hence it depends on the greater fre-

quency of the occlusion of the branches of

the internal carotid, and especially (because

it is the vessel most often affected) of the

middle cerebral. The left vertebral is also

rather more often plugged than is the right,

but embolism of this artery is too rare mate-
rially to influence the numerical relation

between the vessels of the two sides in their

liability to accident.

The plug is usually arrested at some spot

at which the vessel is narrowed by a branch
being given off. Here the fragment may be
found, usually decolourised, and commonly
closing altogether the lumen of the vessel.

On each side of this is a secondary clot : the

distal extends far into the contracted branches
of the vessel, the proximal as far as the next
large branch. The obstruction may lead to

inflammation of the wall of the vessel at the

spot, especially when the plug has been car-

ried from a place at which inflammation is

going on. The inflammation leads to change
of texture and degeneration, fibroid or fatty

;

the former may permit an aneurysm to be

formed, the latter may cause a thickened
patch, in which calcification may occur. The
inflammation may spread to the adjacent

tissue, leading to induration around the spot.

It is most intense when the plug comes from
a valve the seat of active endocarditis, and
may then determine a peculiar irritative

character in the secondary mflammation, as

is shown by the fact, that optic neuritis some-
times develops in such cases.

The effect of embolism is to arrest the

blood-supply to the part to which the artery

is distributed, unless the blood can reach it

by some other channel ; the cerebral tissue,

deprived of its circulation, undergoes necrosis

and the necrotic softening described in an-

other article. This result, however, is often
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prevented by tho anastomoses that exist,

and as these arc very ine','iihir in tho cortex

of the bruin, botli in dill'erent persons and

in ditlerent parts of tho same arterial area,

considerable variations exist in the extent

of sofieuin-,' that results from occlusion of

the same artery. But in the central gaiifjlia

anastomoses are absent, and softeninj,' uni-

formly follows. Thus embolism of tho middle

cerebral may cause softening of the corpus

striatum, and the cortex snjjplied may be

intact, softened in irrcfrular areas, or totally

destroyed. Capillary embolism also causes

Boftening, aiid when the obstruction is from

a septic source, ' metastatic abscess ' naay

result. Thus cerebral abscess results from
suppurative disease in the thorax and other

parts. One of the rare curiosities of patho-

logy is the production of such abscess by the

embolic obstruction of the vessels with frag-

ments oi oidiuin albicans. A plug of librin

sometimes (juickly breaks up, and is carried

into the capillaries, so that the artery is per-

vious, although the brain-tissue it supplies is

necrosed. Necessarily, when the capillaries

are obstructed, a coDateral blood-supply is of

no avail to prevent softening.

For the symptoms, diagnosis, and treat-
ment of cerebral embolism ace Brain, Soften-

ing of.

4. Rupture.— Euptnre of cerebral ar-

teries is common aud is the cause of cerebral

hirmorrhage ; and rupture of capillaries is not

infrequent. Rupture of veins is extremely
rare, except as the result of injury.

(a) Of Arteries.—The proximate causes of

rupture are W'eakening of the arterial wall,

and increased pressure within the vessel.

The conditions which give rise to these two
factors are the remote causes of ruptiu-e.

The actual rupture is commonly due to a
temporary sudden excess of intravascular
pressure.

^Etiology.—The -wall of the vessel is

weakened, especially by degenerative disease

—chronic periarteritis, or (rarely) simple
fatty degeneration. Aneurysmal dilatation

and thinning may have resulted from the
chronic change. In some diseases attended
with a tendency to extravasation (purpura,
ha-mophilia, &c.) it is probable that the vas-
cidar walls undergo rapid degeneration (in

the acquired), or are unusually thin (in the
congenital) maladies. Defective external
support, from atrophy of the brain, causing
mcreased size of the perivascular canals,
was formerly thought to be a potent cause,
and is now perhaps underrated. The mobile
perivascular fluid which surrounds the vessels
must att'ord a less etiicient support than
cerebral tissue, and sudden variations in the
size of these canals will expose the vessels to
sudden differences in the amount of tension
to which tbeir walls are exposed.

\\ lun vessels are much weakened, they
may rupture when the extravascular pressure

is at, or even below, the normal ; very com-
monly, however, there coexists increased

pressure. IjOSS of arterial elasticity leads to

a jerky pressure. Arterial degeneration, and
still more constantly, arterial contraction,

in Bright's disease, cause increased tension

by obstruction ; and the hypertrophy of the

heart, which develops to overcome the ob-

struction, adds materially to the pressure

within the arteries. Hypertrophy to over-

come an obstacle near the heart has probably

no influence in causmg ruptm-e of cerebral

vessels.

The immediate cause of rupture is gene-

rally some temporary increase of the blood-

pressure due to effort—as in cough, straining

at stool or vomiting ; excited action of the

heart ; suddenly developed heart- or lung-

disease obstructing the circulation ; local

obstruction to return of blood ; contraction

of the arterioles, general or local ; or the

action of gi-avitatiou in the recumbent pos-

ture. The last two causes, acting together,

probably determine the frequent occurrence

of rupture dm'ing sleep.

The conditions which produce these proxi-

mate causes are the remote causes of rupture.

The most efficient are those which determine
weakening of the vascular wall, aiul have
already been spoken of {sec Degeneration).

Age is an important element—rupture is

most common after fiftj', but maj'occm' from
local vascular disease at any age. Heredi-

tarj' predisposition is effective by a tendency
to eai'ly degeneration, and is often very con-

spicuous ; several members of tho same
family die at the same time of life from this

cause. Position of degeneration is probably

largely influenced by the distribution of the

vessels; and the latter may be hereditary, as

the retina sometimes strikingly shows us

:

the same distribution of the retinal artery

may be seen in parent and child. So, too,

correspondence in the w'ay in which the

cerebi'al arteries of the two sides divide and
are distributed may be observed to coincide

with a close correspondence in the position

of spots of visible degeneration, and doubtless

also determmes a like symmetry- in the in-

visihle degeneration of these aneurysms

;

hence rupture sometimes occurs at the same
place in each heuiisphere. Sex tells probably

by exiK)sure to the gi-eater i)rossure entailed

by nuiscular effort (men suffer from ruptiu'e

twice as frecjuently as women). Alcoholism

leads to early degeneration. But the most
eflicient predisponent is Bright's disease,

which leads to great intravascular pressure,

and w'oakens the cerebral vessels by causing

degeneration. It is probable that some acute

diathetic diseases in which ruptm-e is com-
mon act in a similar manner.
Some of the cerebral arteries give way

more frequently than others, especially the

arteries of the corpora striata and pons

Varohi. This seems due (1) to then- origin
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at right angles from vessels of very consider-

able size (basilar and middle cerebral), and
their consequent exposure to the full pres-

sure within the parent trunk. (2) To their
' terminal ' character, which precludes col-

lateral relief when a general increase of

intra-arterial pressure augments dispropor-

tionately that in an artery in winch it is

normally above the average for the size of

the vessel. One artery, which very frequently

gives way, passes from the middle cerebral

through the anterior perforated spot, out-

wards between the island of Keil and the

lenticular nucleus, the outer part of which it

perforates, and then passes through the white
' internal capsule,' between the lenticular and
caudate nuclei, to ramify in the anterior part

of the latter. The arterioles supplying the
convolutions on the surface of the brain are

not often ruptured, except from injin-y. They
are exposed much less directly to the blood-

pressure, and sometimes possess considerable

anastomoses.
Symptoms.—The consequence of rupture of

an artery is cerebral hiemorrhage, the symp-
toms and treatment of which are described
elsewhere {see Brain, HiEmorrhage into).

In traumatic laceration of the brain the

arteries are torn, and often cause much
hsemorrhage.

(b) Of Capillaries.—The minutest arteries,

and veins, and the capillaries rarely rupture,

except when exposed to sudden pi-essure by
venous thrombosis, when the obstruction in

the part from which the vein proceeds may
determine numerous capillary hismorrhages
into the cerebral substance. In general
venous congestion, as in asphyxial states,

such hsemorrhage may occur ; but a more
frequent result is rupture of a vessel within
its perivascular sheath, which thus becomes
distended with blood.

For SYMPTOMS see Brain, Hsemorrhage into.

5. Syphilitic Disease.—The arteries of
the brain are occasionally diseased in con-
stitutional syphilis, between the first and
twelfth year after infection, but occasionally

in the earlier or later stages of syphilis. The
large arteries at the base are those commonly
affected ; very rarely a similar change in-

vades the minute arteries of the central

substance. Usually more than one vessel is

affected. It is generally the result of the
acquired, but sometimes of the congenital
malady. The frequency of the lesion is not
known, since it is only recognised when the
affected artery becomes occluded or greatly
narrowed by the change. The disease may
occur without this consequence and probably
does so not rarely, and is removed by treat-

ment adopted on account of simultaneous
manifestations in other situations. The wall
is thickened at circumscribed areas by a
fibro-nuclear growth, which causes a nodular
projection on the exterior, and diminishes
also the caUbre of the vessel. The structure

of the growth resembles that of syphilomata
elsewhere. It begins by a nuclear prolifera-

tion between the inner coat and the elastic

lamina, and it attains its chief development
in this situation, the elastic lamina being
pushed outwards and the lumen of the vessel

obliterated. The middle coat may ultimately

disappear. Vessels may form in the sub-

stance of the growth, and may subsequently
be obliterated, leading to the irregular fatty

degeneration so charactei'istic of these for-

mations. The disease is sometimes sym-
metrical on the arteries of the two sides.

The growth or secondary thrombosis occlud-

ing the vessel, so'tening may result in the

area of brain-tissue supjjlied by it. Since the

symptoms due to the occlusion are usually

sudden, it is probable that the final arrests

of the diminished blood-supply is always
through the agency of thrombosis. As in

other forms of arterial narrowing, when a

certain degree of constriction is reached, the

condition of the circulation in the vessel

beyond must of necessity be such that clot

forms on the altered wall, and at last the

blood-flow suddenly ceases. The softening

resembles in its occurrence and characters

that which is produced by degenerative

changes in the arteries, but is more varied

in its seat, and it affects younger persons.

The diminished elasticity of the diseased

wall, when the thickening is slight, may
permit the dilatation of the vessel into an
aneurysm. Possibly the same result may
follow the fatty degeneration of the new
tissue.

Symptoms.—No symptoms are produced
by the arterial disease until it causes local

anaemia or softening, the symptoms of which
resemble those due to other causes.

Treatment.— This is that of the later stages

of syphilis. It must be remembered that the

removal of arterial disease may not restore

the damaged cerebral tissue.

6. Thrombosis.—Thrombosis—the coa-

gulation of the blood in sitit—maj^ occur in

the cerebral arteries ; or in the cerebral veins

and sinuses.

(a) In the Arteries.

J^TioLOGY.—The causes of arterial throm-
bosis are the following :

—

(1) An alteration in the wall of the artery,

by which the blood comes in contact with an

abnormal surface. The most common con-

dition is atheroma, and hence arterial throm-

bosis is most frequent when atheroma is most
common—in the old. Syphilitic disease of

the artery sometimes leads to it. Much more
rarely it is caused by an arteritis, spon-

taneous, or the result of adjacent inflamma-
tion or traumatic damage.

(2) Retardation of the blood-current. This

may result from weakened action of the

heart in debilitating diseases (as phthisis and

cancer), and in extreme fatigue. It may be

part of the effect of a convulsive fit ; or it
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niay he caiisotl looally by the arterial diseases

nientionoil already, which lead to narrowing
and loss of elasticity.

(3) An increased tendency of the blood to

coafjulnte. This is seen in many diseases,

esjjecially in marasniic states in younj^ and
old (such as are caused by phthisis and
cancer), in acnto rheumatism, and in the

puerperal condition. A sli),'lit cause then
suflices to produce coajjiilation.and the weak
heart, so common in many of those conditions,

may cause sutlicient retardation of the blood-

current.

(4) Lastly, thrombosis in an artery maybe
accoiidanj to its complete or partial obstruc-

tion by an embolus.
Anatomical Characters.—The arteries

occluded may be one or several, and large or

small. Thrombosis occurs most frequently

m the internal carotid, middle cerebral, verte-

bral, and basilar arteries, or their branches.

It is not uncommon for a clot to form in a
branch that comes off at a diseased spot,

while the main artery continues pervious.

The orifice of the branch is narrowed so

that enough blood does not enter to main-
tain the circulation in the part beyond.
The vascular wall may present any of the

local causal conditions already mentioned,
or it may be healthy. After a time thicken-

ing from secondary arteritis occurs. Within
the vessel is a coagulum which usually fills

its interior, and is adherent to the wall.

It may not fill the vessel, either because
originally imperfect, or because the clot has
shrunk. A recent quickly-formed coagulum
is red, but after a time it becomes pale and
yellow. A slowly-formed coagulum is pale,

and may be laminated. A secondary clot

usually forms far into the contracted distal

branches, and on the proximal side as far

as the nearest large branch. Ultimately
the clot may. rarely, soften, the channel
being sometimes re-established. More com-
monly it undergoes calcification, or, with
the artery, contracts and becomes atrophied.
The brain-tissue, in which the artery was
distributed, may be at first anaemic, but
quickly becomes congested. It ultimately
under^joes softening— red, yellow, or white,
according to the amount of vascular disten-
sion. If the collateral circulation is free, it

may remain unsoftened.
Symptoms.—Where chronic arterial disease

is the cause of thrombosis, it may be preceded
by the symptoms of local cerebral ansemia
{see Brain, Anaemia of). The thrombosis
itself leads to the symptoms of loss of fimc-
tion in the part to which the artery passed.
Tlic onset of these symptoms is slow or sud-
den, according to the rajiidity w-ith which
the coa},nilum forms> and their degree de-
pends on the size of the vessel occluded, its

position, and its relation 'to other vessels
which may supply blood to the area in-
volved. Thrombosis of a small vessel in the

cerebral substance usually leads to transient
brain-disturbance, headache, vertigo, ting-

ling, and temporary weakness in the limbs,

which soon pass away if a collateral circula-

tion is establislied ; more slowly, if softening
ensues, by compensatorj- action elsew'here.

The occlusion of a largo vessel causes com-
monly more marked symptoms. Complete
hemiplegia is freciuent, and its onset may be
marked by loss of consciousness. See Brain,
Softening of.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis rests on a com-
bination of the sj'mptoms of local cerebral

disease with the causal condition—vascular
mischief (indicated by probable age, degener-
ation elsewhere, or syphilis), and with con-
ditions leading to relaxation of the blood-

current, or increased coagulability of the
blood. The diagnosis is rendered more pro-

bable by the symptoms if slip;ht beii g tran-

sient, if severe being of gradual onset, and,
whether slight or severe, being j)rcceded by
the premonitory indications of local cerebral

aniemia.

The PROGNOSIS and treatment of throm-
bosis in arteries are considered under its

consequence, Brain, Softening of.

{b) In Cerebral Veins and Sinuses.

/Etiology.—Thrombosis in sinuses may
be primary, and due to changes in the con-
stitution or the circulation of the blood ; or

secondary, and due to local causes inducing
coagulation directly at the spot affected.

Secondary thrombosis is the more common.
The same conditions of retarded circulation

and altered blood-state which permit coagu-
lation in arteries, favour it also in veins, and
it is often seen in such conditions as phthisis

and cancer, and especially in marasmic states

in children. Hence the primary form is most
common in children, but the secondary form
occurs with nearlj- equal frequency through
life. Local retardation of the circulation

from narrowing of the sinus, or compression
of the jugular vein, occasionally assivsts. The
blood-current in the front part of the longi-

tudinal sinus is one of extreme slutrgishness,

on account of the physical conditions of the

circulation. Local change causing coagula-

tion is usually the extension to the sinus of

adjacent inflammation, or of a clot produced
in a tributary vein bj- such inflammation.
Caries of the bones of the skull, especially of

the temporal bone, and meningitis are com-
mon causes. Lastly, injuries of the skull

involving the sinuses sometimes cause co-

agulation in them.
Anatomical Characters.— Of primary

thrombosis the superior lonp^tudinal sinus

is the most common seat, and thence the

clot spreads into the veins on either side, and
often also into the lateral sinuses. When
secondary, the thrombosis occxu's in the sinus

nearest to the local mischief; in disease of

the petrous bone, tlie lateral sinus is usually

involved. The sinus is distended by firm
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clot, commonly (not invariably) adherent,

sometimes in concentric layers. The walls

of the vessel are .healthy when the throm-

bosis is primary or secondary by extension of

clot, but thickened and brittle when invaded

directly by adjacent inflammation. After a

time the clot may soften and break down.
The consequence of venous thrombosis is

local arrest of the blood-current, the tribu-

tary veins and capillaries becoming enor-

mously distended with blood and rupturing,

and the cerebral substance being crammed
with minute capillary extravasations which
often coalesce. The condition is frequently

seen in the convolutions. Blood is also

effused into the meshes of the pia mater,

and into the subarachnoid space. Into the

looser tissues and into the ventricles serum
may escape. Thrombosis of the veins of

Galen is one cause of ventricular effusion.

Ultimately the brain-tissue, the seat of the

ischiBmic congestion, undei'goes softening,

first red, and then yeUow or white. Occa-
sionally the softening of the clot leads to

pyaemia.
Symptoms.—The symptoms vary in their

character. Sometimes they are at first tho; e

of mental excitement, namely, intense head-

ache and muscular spasm, shown as con-

tractions in the limbs, or as convulsion,

often beginning locally, according to the

position of the congestion. These symp-
toms, after one or several days, are suc-

ceeded by those of depression; with coma,
and dilatation of pupils. In other cases the

coma maj' come on suddenly, and the stage

of excitement, above described, may be alisent

or little marked. Now and then hemiplegia
slowly comes on, without initial loss of con-

sciousness, and develops to a complete de-

gree in the course of a few hours or a few
days. Convulsions, when they occur, often

continue till death. When the superior

longitudinal sinus is plugged, epistaxis,

oedema of the forehead, and exophthalmos
have sometimes been observed. When the
lateral sinus is obstructed, there may be
painful oedema behind the ear, and the

jugular vein on that side has been noticed

to be less full than on the other.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis rests on the
occurrence of severe cerebral symptoms in

association with a causal condition, consti-

tutional or local.

Prognosis.—This is always serious, death
being, in most cases, speedy.

Treatment.-—The indications for treat-

ment are mostly causal. In primary throm-
bosis stimulants and nutritious diet are

necessary, and tonics if they can be taken.

The patient should lie with the head and
shoulders a little elevated, and care be taken
that the neck is not bent, and that there is no
constriction of it by tight clothes. In second-

ary thrombosis, occurring in robust indi-

viduals, leeching or cupping is recommended

;
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ptirgatives should be given ; and in the less

sevei'e cases a blister may be applied to the
neck, and the titmost care taken to afford

free exit for pent-up inflammatory products.

Pain and convulsion are relieved most effec-

tually by cold to the head.

W. E. GOWERS.

BRAIN FEVER.—A name popularly
applied to any kind of febrile state in which
symi^toms of cerebral excitement are promi-
nent ; as well as to cases of inflammatory
disease of the brain or its membranes.

BREAK-BONE FEVER. — A syno-

nym for dengue. See Dengue.

BREAST, Diseases of.—Rynon.: Fr.

Maladies de la Manielle ; Ger. Brustdrusen-
krankheiten. This subject will be treated

under the foUowmg divisions :

—

I. Diseases before puberty, in both sexes.

II. Diseases about the age of the establish-

ment ofpuberty ; and after that period, in

the female.—(A) in the active state of the

gland
;
(B) in the passive state. III. Dis-

eases affecting the rudimentary organ in the

male. IV. Diseases of the nipple.

The diseases of an organ composed essen-

tially of glandular structures have here to be

described. Tlie mammary gland is classed

with those termed racemose ; but it differs

from every other organ in the body of a

similar class, inasmuch as it only arrives at

maturity when its function is to be subser-

vient to the nourishment of the offspring. In
its perfection it appears, normally, only in

the female sex, and even then it does not

become developed until the mternal organs

of generation are capable of performing their

functions.

Hence, to describe systematically the dis-

eases of the breast, it is requisite to treat of

them not only in reference to sex, but also in

relation to the different periods of life at

which certain diseases appear. Briefly then,

from a histological point of view, they occur

:

(a) in the rudimentary state of the gland;

(6) in its mature state ;
(c) when it has

become a secreting organ
;

{d) dm-ing a state

of degeneration.

I. In the rudimentary period of the gland

the tissues composing it are rarely liable to

morbid derangement. Usually, soon after

birth, especially in male infants, the rudi-

mentary nipple and the skin of the region

within the zone of the areola become slightly

elevated and of a pink hue. In some infants

a secretion, slightly milk-like, oozes from the

ducts. Iia this state, the injudicious rubbing

practised by the attendant excites inflamma-

tion, which, if not arrested by desistanee

from that pernicious interference, may ad-

vance to suppuration. When that happens,

the abscess must be incised and treated on

ordinary principles.

II. About that age, in both sexes, when
the development of the generative organs
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advanrcs with fn"cator rapidity to maturity

than in early hie, tlie breast -jrland enhirges,

and may be painful, thus causing anxiety to

the individual. Development usually takes

place symmetrically iii tlie female ; but, when
the gland of the one side takes precedence

of that of the other, the circumstance need

only be regarded as a departure from the

ordinary rule, for no trouble will result, and
in duo time both will attain their normal
proportions. In the male, pain or uneasiness

soiiutimes occurs for a few days about this

period, verj- often excited by the pressure of

the dress. The removal of this cause is suffi-

cient to arrest further mischief.

7k thefemale the development of the breast

having reached maturity, the gland becomes
associated by sympathetic influences com-
municated through nervous stimuli with the

fimctions of the pelvic generative organs.

Tliis physiological fact should always be re-

membered when investigating the nature of

the morbid afl'ections of this organ.

From a clinical point of view, it is essential

to examine tlie diseases of the breast under
the two states before mentioned, namely—(A)

whilst the gland is undergoing metamorphosis
into a secreting organ, and during lactation;

(B) as a mature gland, but passive as regards
its function.

Glancing at the various morbid states of

the body of the gland as a whole, they may
be divided, primarily, into two groups :—the

functional derangements; and the structural

or histological diseases.

We will now proceed to discuss these affec-

tions, as they are presented at the different

periods mentioned above.

A. After conception the breasts soon begin
to enlarge, and minute pisiform indurations
may be felt at their borders and surface.

Occasionally, but very rarely, this normal
increase in bulk is attended with considerable
pain and irritation extending throughout the
nervous relations of the gland. The pain is

referred to the back, neck, inside of arms,
shoulders, and side of thorax — over, in fact,

the area of distribution of tlie l)ranches of
those intercostal nerves which send filaments
to the breasts. It atl'ords a good example of
reflected irritation. This state usually occurs
after the first conception, and in women of
excitable, nervous temperament. Attention
to ordinary hygienic measures during the
progress of the metamorphosis of the organ
into u secreting gland, with its accomplish-
ment, affords relief to the pain. In large,
lax, pendulous breasts, the separate lobes of
which each is composed may excite appre-
hension of the existence of a tumour. But
tumours composed of new tissue are so ex-
tremely rarely developed during pregnancy,
that the greatest caution nuist be exercised
in the diagnosis of their nature.
Agalactia.—Very rarely, no change what-

ever in the breasts accompanies pregnancy,
16

nnder which circumstances there is an absence
of the secretion of milk after parturition.

Inflammation ofthe Breast.

—

Synon. :

Mastitis.

.dlTioLOOT.—Before lactation, acute inflam-

mation of the breasts is very uncommon. After

lactation, on the contrary, it is very frequent.

This morbid state is often the result of care-

lessness or ignorance on the part of the nurse.

The slightest unusual fulness or 'knottLness'

discovered after the infant has been sucking,

and when the ducts and their terminal secret-

ing v(!sicles should be empty, retiuiies imme-
diate attention. Congestion of a lobule or

lobe with milk produces the nodule, and the

cause of the impediment to its escape should

be sought for. 1'he state of the nipple is

generally the origin of the difficulty. Either

the orifice of a duct may be obstructed by
epithelium, or a superficial ulceration exists

around it. The morbid or defective states

of the nipple are the most fruitful causes of

inflaimnation and its results in the breast.

Prophylactic measures should always be in-

stituted when there is reason to fear that a

defective development of tlie nipple will

interfere with the free flow of the milk.

Even with some mothers it would be ad-

visable to resign the duty of suckling, rather

than subject themselves to the almost certain

misery arising from persistent and ineffectual

attempts to do so. Inflammation, generally

passing on to suppuration and abscess, either

within the body of the breast or on its sur-

face, is most frequent in primiparre, and
within the first month after parturition.

Symptoms.— First, hardness is felt, ' a knot,'

in some part of the substance of the organ
;

this enlarges, and may attain to considerable

dimensions before causing pain or even un-
easiness. Next, pain is felt during sucklmg ;

this increases each time the infant sucks, and
' the draught ' is produced. The integuments
then become pink, and afterwards red, tense,

shining ; more or less of the breast feeling

very inelastic, firm, prominent, and heavy.
Pain is now often very severe, and great

constitutional disturbance is excited. In the

centre of the redness the skin becomes of a
purplish tint ; aroimd this it is edematous ;

and with tlie finger, at the centre of the purple
zone, a slight depression and softening spot

can be detected. An abscess now exists, and
fluctuation is more or less marked in pro-

portion to the quantity of pus. At the purple

centre the cuticle has probably by tliis time
separated from the cutis ; and a vesicle con-
taining serum, either yellow or slightly tinged

with blood, indicates that ulceration of the

cutis is proceeding, and that the pus will soon
escape. The above is a brief description of

the objective signs indicating the morbid
processes noticeable in all cases of local in-

flammation advancing to and terminating in

suppuration and abscess. It is not possible

to state with any degree of exactness the
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period of time required for the accomplish-

ment of these definite changes. It varies

according to so ma^iy local and constitutional

circumstances, that it would be idle to attempt

to predict any certain definite period or stage

for each phase. It will be more useful to

describe the treatment by which the progress

of the disease may be arrested or hmited, and
its painfiil course mitigated.

Treatment.—Great attention should al-

ways be given to the nipple of primiparse.

In many women, this important division of

the gland is very small and undeveloped,

perhaps only on one side, so that the infant,

especially if not very strong, has great diffi-

cidty in obtaining sufficient milk to appease
the appetite, and its efforts cause pain in the

part. Tliis circumstance induces the mother
to prefer suckling most with that breast the

nipple of which is perfect, and the infant soon
appreciates the advantage of that side. Con-
sequently the gland-tissiie of that breast

having the imperfect nipple becomes con-

gested. Every time the infant sucks it

becomes worse, more and more pain and
irritation are excited, the orifices of one or

more of the ducts in the nipple become
blocked, and perha2)S the infant refuses to

suck the breast. But the gland becomes
more and more distended, the nipple deeply

buried, until at last suckling is impracticable.

Probably none of these increasing troubles

have been stated to the attendant surgeon

;

and, when he is consulted, he finds the breast

to be in the state above described. The
perfect development of the nipple should be
always a subject of anxious solicitude on the

part of the obstetric practitioner. If this

organ be imperfect, precautions should be

taken to prevent the gland itself from be-

coming congested, and if the infant cannot
draw the milk sufficiently, some mechanical
means should be employed to effect this

object. The nipple itself should be examined.
If its end be more than usually coated with
secretion, or the openings of the ducts seem
to be obstructed with an excess of epithe-

limn, attempts may be made to remove it.

If abrasions, ulcers, 'cracks or chaps,' are

visible between the rugae, a soothing appli-

cation, or a weak solution of carbolic acid,

should be used. Ablution with warm water,

or the contact of a little moist cotton covered
with gutta-percha tissue, is preferable to the

dressing ; or, if there be much secretion

from the glands on the nipple, after cleansing

its surface, some dry powder is beneficial,

such as carbonate of magnesium, oxide of

zinc, or starch powder.
When actual congestion of the gland-tissue

exists, mechanical means should be used to

reduce it. Supporting the gland with strips

of plaster and a bandage is sometimes very
useful. When inflammation is excited, local

ajiplications of warmth and moisture are

indicated, and the constitutional condition of

the sufferer demands special attention. The
apphcation of glycerine of belladonna and a
suitable support of the breast are also of

greit service. When suppuration has taken
place, its relation to the adjacent parts and
the exact size of the abscess when formed
should be carefully ascertained. There is

great diversity in the progress, duration, and
sufferings of the patient, depending upon the
locality of the pus. It may be situated

over the body of the gland, within it, or

beneath it.

When overlying or superficial to the body of

the breast, the course of the disease is rapid.

In those cases the constitutional disturbance
is usually trifling.

Both the local and constitutional symptoms
are much more severe when inflammation
affects the body of the gland, and jhis collects

between its lobes. The progress of the disease

is tedious, pointing of the pus is slow, and the

exact spot at which it may reach the surface

is for a long time doubtful. In the majority
of cases it makes its way between the ducts,

and reaches the surface near the areola or

within its area ; usually to the sternal side

of the nipple, where the gland-tissue is

thinnest. In either case, as soon as the

presence of pus is ascertained, it should be
evacuated, by means of a short mcision
radiating from the nipple. This inust be

kept open by as large a drainage-tube as the

mcision will admit, and the strictest antiseptic

treatment should be employed. The omission
of the latter is very likely to lead to burrowing
of pus and the development of troublesome
sinuses.

When the abscess forms beneath the breast

the local appearances are (piite characteristic.

The gland itself seems little involved, but it

is pushed prominently forwards and seems to

rest upon a cushion of fluid. To the touch
the elasticity of the swelling is very striking,

and, without producing additional pain, a

slight bulging of the walls of the abscess may
sometimes be produced at the periphery of

the gland when, with the palm of the hand
and outspread fingers, compression is made
from the front backwards against the thorax.

The patient should be recumbent. The pus
in these cases often points somewhere around
the borders of the body of the gland, and must
be evacuated at the earliest possible date.

During the time occupied in the formation

of a mammary abscess and its local treat-

ment, the constitutional powers of the patient

must be well supported, and the general

health maintained by every means.
The scquelce of suppuration in an organ

composed of so much connective tissue, and
endowed with its peculiar function, some-
times cause great trouble ; they are, however,

much less frequently met with now than

before the introduction of the antiseptic

treatment. They are protracted indiu-ation,

sinuses, and fistulae, through which last the
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luilk persistently escapes. Imluration of the

whole or part of the breast subsides when
hu'tation ceases, and the organ in due time
resumes its heaUliy state. Sinuses and
tistuhe may require uicisions, but the ordinary

nitthods for their cure shouhl he adopted before

havint; recourse to a treatment often Luvolving

nnich siibsetiuent deformity.

At the time for weanmj? the infant inflam-

mation rarely occurs. Considerable milk-

congestion of the secreting structure uiay

sometimes produce irritation and incon-

venience, to be relieved by mechanically
drawing the milk in just sutficient quantity

only to diminish the fidness.

Galactocele.— An accumulation of milk,

to which the above term is given, forms a

tiunour in the connective tissue of the organ,

and results from the bursting of a lactiferous

tube. The swelling always appears first

diu'ing lactation. It may varj- in size from
time to time ; sometimes enlarging rapidly

as suckling goes on. Two varieties are met
with. In the one form there is a single

swelling near the nipple, quite superficial,

and quickly recognisable by its objective signs.

In the other there may be several swellings

distinguishable in the substance of the gland,

as well as on its surface, all of comparatively
small size, very firm and globular. In the

same gland they vary very much in size, and
in the degi-ee of resistance they offer to

manipulation. The discrimination between
these tumours and others in the breast is

easy, if the surgeon is able to ascertain w ith

exactness that the swelling appeared some-
what suddenly during suckling, and that

its size varied conformably with that func-

tion.

In cases of long standing, the contents of

the cyst become solid in proportion to the
quantity of the fluid constituents of the milk
absorbed, and the cyst-wall itself is very often
rigid and even may become gritty.

Trkatmest.—The treatment of this malady
consists in cutting into the cyst, removing its

contents, and drainage.

B. The diseases affecting the mature gland,
in its passive state, from the age of puberty
to that period of life tvhen the catamenia
cease, may be grouped as follows :—the
functional affections, or those which are
characterised by changes in the secreting
portion of the gland, accompanied by more
or less induration, inconvenience, .and pain

;

thes/ruc/ucrtZ, or those diseases characterised
by some new-giowth, which is altogether a
superaddition to the organ, and—growing
within its sphere of nutrition—often re-

sembles, more or less, the gland-structure in
composition ; and others the minute elements
of which are nucleated cells of various shapes,
definitely and diversely arranged.

In this state of the breast inflammation
rarely occurs. Nevertheless, both the acute
and chronic varieties of that morbid process

terminating in abscess are met with, and
careful discrimination is necessarj- to avoid
mistaking such diseases for new-gi-owths,
especially in patients above forty years old ;

for the amount of matter in a chronic abscess
is often small, while the surrounding inflam-

mation is often great and not infrequently
an enlargement of the axillary glands, and
some retraction of the nipple, make the
diagnosis from cancer very difficult. The
history of the case, tactile examination, and
the variations occurring during the progress
of the aftection, commonly suffice for the
detection of such cases. The treatment should
be the same as for abscess in general.

Functional Derangements. — The
functional derangements of the breast in its

passive state demand special attention. They
are characterised by a jjcculiar activity of its

secreting portion, which midergoes structural

changes of a specific kind. AVhen the tissues

composing a mature but perfectly passive

gland are examined with the microscope, the
ciecal terminations of the ducts are found to be
small, and little else than fibre-tissue is seen.

Here and there caeci may be detected contain-

ing minute aggregations of epithelium. But
when, under some sympathetic excitement,
•with derangement of the functions of the
pelvic generative organs, the secreting cells

of the gland become active and are distended
with epithelium, they induce more or less

enlargement of the breast. This condition

of things is called chronic lobular mastitis,

and should perhaps more properly be included
amongst the inflauuuatorj' diseases of the
organ. But of such affections there is tliis

important fact to be noticed. The whole
breast need not be necessarily involved. On
the contrary, one lobe only may be excited,

and when this occurs the existence of a
tumour is declared. "When, after excision,

such enlarged lobes are carefully examined
with the microscope, normal gland-tissue is

seen, the ca?cal ends of the ducts are readily

recognised, and their immediate association

with the excretory ducts may be observed.

The former are gorged with epithelium; and
true gland-tissue, less its peculiar secretion,

has been developed.

Symptoms.—Associated with this state of

the tissues of the breast, the patient com-
plains of pain, both locally and spread over

a very wide area. To express as briefly as

possible the superficial regions affected and
over which pain is felt, the reader must be
reminded of the distribution of the descending
cutaneous branches of the cervical plexus,

and of the lateral and anterior cutaneous
branches of the second, third, fourth, and
fifth intercostal nerves. From these, special

filaments are distributed to the breast ; and
to the site of exit of one or more of them
at the intercostal foramina, the source of the

pain is referred by the patient. The skin of

the peck, shoulder, side of thorax, and inside
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of arm receives filaments from the ssime

source. Hence an explanation of the widely-

diffused pain.

It is of the first importance to discriminate

between this state of the gland-tissue and
substantial new-growths, especially because

the latter cannot be removed by natural

processes, whOst the former most probably

will be. The objective signs are the follow-

ing : to the touch the excited gland-tissue is

nodular, irregular over its surface, much
identified and mingled with the body of the

organ. If the whole breast be large and
relaxed, the tips of the fingers may be

insinuated between the borders of the indu-

rated lobe and the lobes not affected. If

ihe entire body of the gland be morbidly
firm, it feels like a disc-shaped mass lymg
on the thorax, under the borders of which the

fingers can be pressed. Occasionally, at one
or more spots along the periphery of the

gland irregular nodules are perceptible, pro-

jecting into the connective tissue around
them. When one lobe is affected, the shape
of the induration may be detected correspond-

ing with that of a lobe, namely, broad at the

periphery and gradually narrowing towards
the areola. Pam as a subjective indication

is of great assistance in forming a diagnosis

of these cases; but the som-ce and course of

the pain must be carefully traced. Generally
manipulation of the induration produces
increased pain ; occasionally touching the
induration, even however gently, is intoler-

able, and persistence in or repetition of the

act is strongly opposed by the sufferer. Light
pressure should be made over the points of

exit of both the anterior and lateral branches
of the intercostal nerves, when the pain ex-

cited thereby will correspond with the nerve-
filaments of the affected lobe. Pressure
along the upper dorsal spinous processes

usu illy excites pain also. The morbid affec-

tions above described occur in single women,
married but sterile females, and young widows,
at ages between twenty years and forty. More
or less disturbance of the catamenia co-exists,

either in relation to the frequency or quantity
of the discharge. The patient complains of

languor and inability for bodily or mental
exertion ; and she is desponding and often
alarmed for the possible consequences of the
affection siiggested by sj-mi)athising friends.

She is irritable, restless at night, loses appe-
tite for food, as well as all desire for social

enjoyments, and becomes highly susceptible

and emotional.
Diagnosis.—An exact diagnosis of these

histological changes may be made if the
manipulator examines the organ methodi-
cally. He should, first, gently grasp the
induration between the thumb and fingers,

when it will be distinctly appreciable.
Afterwards, placing the palmar surface of
the fingers over the surface of the breast and
gently pressing backwards against the thorax,

the induration cannot be detected. Should
there still remain any doubt on the subject,

let the patient recline on her opposite side on
a sofa, and in this posture, if there exists a
substantial new-growth, the integument is

usually elevated by it.

Treatment.—The treatment of these cases

consists in attention to the general health.

Every hygienic direction should be enjomed,
and such medicines administered as conduce
to its improvement. Local soothing apf)li-

cations are usually futile, and, except in those

cases of extreme pain, are not advisable ; but
strapping with belladonna plaster may give

relief, and wiU serve to support the breast

and to prevent manipulation of the part, and
the consequent frequent recurrence of the

patient's thoughts to it. Should the gland
be heavy and pendulous, a suspensory band-
age, as thin as possible, may be adjusted.

New Formations.—We shall next de-

scribe the diseases of the mature gland
arising from the development of new for-

mations—either of tissues constituting new-
growths ; or of conditions causing collections

of fluid of distinct and specific kinds. AU
of these may be thus arranged in three

groups :—first, the fluid tumours ; second,

the solid; and, third, those composed of both
solid a.nA fluid.

A. Cysts.— The flioid tumotira, com-
monly termed cystic, consist of a mem-
branous sac with its contents. Now, calling

to mind the histological divisions of the

breast, and dwelling on the structural differ-

ences between its parts, the secreting appa-

ratus and the excretory, there is little diffi-

culty in assigning to the cysts their true

histological affinities. Thus there are cj'sts

associated with the secreting apparatus

;

others with the excretory, the ducts ; and
some due to the extravasation of the secretion

of the gland, the milk, into the connective

tissue. Efifiisions of blood also give rise to the

development of cysts, either independently

of other diseases or associated with them.
Another variety of cyst is produced by the

development of entozoa, notably of echino-

coccus homivis ; and it must not be forgotten

that cysts as well as abscesses may be

developed in connexion with various kinds

of tumours. An ordinary examination of

the fluid derived from these cysts at once

establishes the fact that heat and the admix-
ture of nitric acid produce coagulation in that

abstracted from some of them, whilst that

from other cysts remains imaffected by the

treatment. The cysts are thus divisible by
the nature of their contents into two distinctly

defined groups :

—

a. Those containing fluid without the ad-

mixtui'e of any coagulable element.

b. Those enclosing fluid which does contain

coagulable material. Other characteristics

of these two fluids are not less conspicuous.

From an objective point of view all cystic
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tximours of this gland may be classed in two
groups, tlius :— first, those associated with

its ducts, the eviileiico of which is afforded

by the escape of tluid at the nipi>le ; and
secondly, those not connected with the ducts

by any such evidence.

The followinj^ tabular arrangement will

place before the reader, at a glance, all the

varieties of cysts met with in the breast.

I. Cysts associated with the ducts, com-
municating and connected with them.

1. Containing milk.

2. Enclosing growths ; with serum,
coagidable ajid often tinged with
blood :

—

a. Adenoid growths.
b. Granidation cell-growths.

c. Cancer.

II. Cijsts not connected with the ducts.

1. Surrounduig effused blood.

2. Enclosing milk.

B. Simple cysts. T Fluid not co-

4. Entozoon cj'sts. / agulable.

5. Investing growths ; with serum co-

agulable, tinged with blood and
containing cholesterine :

—

a. Adenoid growths.
b. Granulation cell-growths.

c. Cancer.
1. We have already described, under the

name galactocele, a tumom* observed during
suckling and composed of mOk. But the

j

surgeon is occasionally consulted about a
swelling which, at first sight, would seem to

have no reference to that function. Never-
|

theless the milk, or all that remains of that
secretion, constitutes its entire bulk. If exact
inquiry be made, the patient states that a
tumour has existed, unaccompanied by pain,

from tlie period of the last weaning, perhaps
not having been observed until the gland
ceased to secrete, and that its size slowly
diminished until a certain period, since which
it has renuiined of unvarying bulk. This
decrease is due to the absorption of the serum
of the uiilk, whilst tlie solid parts remain.
The cyst should be incised, the contents re-

moved, and the wound should be drained.
Cysts containing the soUd parts of the milk

are sometimes associated with perfectly new
growths of the glandular type.

2. True sero-cysts—that is to say, collec-
tions of serum circimiscribed by a fibrous
membrane— are frequently met with, and are
most commonly associated with adenoid,
granulation, and cancerous growths. They
occiu- in the breasts of middle-aged women.
The fluid which these cysts contam is some-
times quite clear, and of a yeUow tint ; at other
tunes it is tinged with blood-colouring matter,
and is turbid. It always contains some con-
stituent coagidable by heat and the admixture
of nitric acid. These are-the exudation-cysts
of the mammarj- gland.

3. Other cysts containing a fluid like
serum, until its composition is carefuUy exa-

mined, are developed in the breast, and are
probably associated immediately with the
secreting part of the gland. For the sake of

identification the writer would designate them
mucous cysts. The contained fluid is not

coagulable by either heat or acid. Its colour
is brown, more or less inclining to a greenish
hue, and is probably really that of altered

milk ; it is opalescent, of variable specific

gravity—about 1020, rather greasy when
rubbed between the fingers, and exhibits an
alkaline reaction. Wieu sufficient quantity
is collected in a test-tube and allowed to cool,

in a few hours the lowermost stratum of the
fluid becomes clearer than the upper. The
uppermost always remains opalescent. If a
little of this last be examined with a micro-
scope, oil-globules are seen, together with the

bodies called colostrum cells. The greasy
nature of the fluid can be detected by smearing
a drop of it on a piece of glass.

The development of these cysts is not very
common. We may here remark that they
seem to have escaped the observation of

surgeons, as no special notice of them occurs
in the most recent monographs. Yet they
are so distmctly separated from all the other
cysts which are formed in the breast, in

respect of the composition of their fluid con-

tents, their pi-ogress, and their prognosis, that

they constitute a marked, distinct, and iso-

lated class. We meet with them in the
breasts of single women, in married but
sterile females, and in widows between forty

and fifty years of age. Usually they are

accidentally discovered in any quarter of the

gland when about an inch in diameter. Their
shape is globular or ovoid ; to the touch elas-

ticity is the main feature, and if sufficiently

large and superficial, fluctuation may be
detected. In some instances the tips of the

fingers may be msinuated into a sort of furrow
around them. Pain is rarely complained of.

The treatment consists in emptying the cyst

with a trocar and camiula. Aiter this the
fluid does not again form. These cysts

usuallj' appear singly and in one breast only,

but the writer has seen a patient in whom
they were multiple and on both sides. •

4. Cysts containing blood

—

htcmatomata—
are very rarely formed in the breast, except
in association with some new-growth from
which blood, or more often bloody serum,
oozes. They maj-, however, occasionally occur
independently of any new-growth.

5. True cntozoa-cysts are developed in the
breast. They are certainly rare, aiid cannot
be distinguished from other cysts mitil in-

cised. Extirpation by excision is the speediest

means of effecting a cure.

6. Sebaceous cysts are occasionally met
with in this region.

B. Solid Tumours.—We have next to

describe the solid tumours. These are es-

sentially new-gi-owths of tissue superadded
to the normal gland. Generally, therefore, a
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characteristic feature of the existence of such
gi'owths is an increased bulk of the affected

organ ; another, the firmness or resistance

to pressure with the fingers when contrasted

with the grouj) of tumours before described.

The sohd tumours have long been classed in

regard to then- local and constitutional effects,

and their results on the life of the individual

affected with them, into two gi-oups— the
innocent or harmless; and the malignant or

life-destroying.

1. Adenoma.—In the first class are placed
the growths more or less closely resembhng
in their tissues those composing the glandular

structure of the breast. Various terms have
been assigned to tliese tumours, namely,
Chronic Mammary Tumours, Pancreatic Sar-

coma, Tumeur adeno'idc, Corps fihreu.r. Hy-
pertrophic partielle, Mammary Glandular
Tumour, Fibroma, Adenocele. Their com-
position is chieflj' fibrous tissue *, the caeci or

acini of secreting structiu-es, with more or

less distinctly marked traces of ducts, being
interspersed throughout the mass. See Tu-
mours : Adenoma.
Adenomata are developed in the breasts of

young, unmarried women from the age of

puberty upwards ; rarely after thirty, but
very commonly before that age. They may
be intraglandular, occupying the substance

or body of the gland, and having the normal
gland-tissue investing them. In other in-

stances they seem to be attached by a kind
of pedicle either to its surface or margin. In
every instance they are placed within the

fascial investment of the orsan. When at-

tached, as just described, their remarkable
mobihty, slight lobulation of surface, and
firmness, coupled with the yoTith of the

patient, are sufficient indications of the

harmlessness of their nature. Usually they
occur singly and in one breast ; they may be
multiple and in both breasts. The only means
by wliich they can be removed is excision.

However large the tumour, its removal should

be always attempted without cutting away any
portion of the normal breast. In most cases

this can be done, especially if the patient be

youthful and the growth of medium size,

even should it be developed in the body of

the gland and extend through it to the

pectoral muscle. After thirty-five years of

age it is expedient to remove the breast as

well. For these timiours, especially those

which may be called soft adenoids, approach
very closely to the cancers {see Tumours).
A section shows a solid, uniform surface,

divided into lobes and lobules by fibrous septa,

sometimes shghtly broken up by fissures or

clefts in which there appears a little clear

tenacioiis fluid. The growth is often very
succulent, at other times only moist; its hue
may be greyish, yellow, or almost white.

Its vascularity is scarcely perceptible. The
prognosis of these cases is invariably favour-

able.

2. Fatty tumour.— Lipomata or masses
of adipose tissue are developed in the breast,

or rather in relation with it, to speak with
accuracy. They are characterised by the

usual indications, and requu'e no special

mention.
3. Ncevus.—It may be questioned whether

naevus, or a growth of true trabecular vas-

cular fibre-tissue, is ever developed in the
substance of the breast, that is to say, in the

gland-tissvie, althoiigh the integument around
the mammilla may certainly be so affected

in early Hfe before the development of the

gland, and a subcutaneous naevus may exist

at the site of the future organ.

4. Sarcoma.—Under this heading, as well

as that formerly employed of ' fibroplastic

timaour,' we include a group of new-growths
composed of more or less well developed
sarcoma tissue, in which are interspersed

somewhat modified acini and ducts of the

gland. They are developed in women of

middle age, increase rapidly, and after ex-

cision are hable to grow again. They
usually require complete removal of the

breast.

5. Colloid.—Colloid growths are occasion-

ally met with in the breast. They are true

cancers which have tmdergone the usual

colloid degeneration ; and they must be

treated on the same lines. They appear in

middle life, and are not distinguishable

from other solid tumours until after ex-

cision.

6. Carcinoma. — Carcinoma, commonly
called cancer, is developed in the breast in

two distinct forms. The first, and most
common, is that variety which is due to in-

filtration of the normal tissues of the gland

by the elementary cells of cancer. It consti-

tutes the scirrhous variety. The second is

that kind which is produced by the develop-

ment of a mass of soft, medullary or en-

ccphaloid cancer-growth. Both varieties are

met with in women after forty years of age,

but the first much the most frequently.

Previously to that age the disease is rare

;

from forty to fifty it is most commonly seen

;

and it becomes relatively less frequent as

age advances. A larger number of married
women are affected by it than single, and
prolific women who have suckled their

children are quite as prone to the disease

as the sterile or those who have not

suckled. For the histological structm-e see

Cancer.
Symptoms.—Scirrhous cancer commences

in any region of the mammary gland, al-

though most frequently perhaps in the axil-

lary segment. A small, firm nodule is

usually accidentally discovered, without the

attention of the patient having been attracted

to it by pain. Barely, the whole organ is

simultaneously mfiltrated, but most fre-

quently one lobe only is affected. The in-

filtration is often central in the body of the
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pland, especially when the orf;an is atrophied,

and the reverse occurs when the extreme

ed-^o of a lobe is affected at its periphery.

The intiltration may steadily increase until

the whole breast forms a rifjid, solid mass ;

but most fi-ecpiently the lar^'er part of the

orpin remains unaffected. The disease fjives

rise by its contraction to much deformit}' of

the region, to dimplin<;, corrugation, and
irregularities of the otherwise rotund integu-

niental surface. The nipple, just in propor-

tion to the effect of the growth ujjon the

ducts, becomes retracted or drawn towards
the tumour. Such are the ordinary ()l)jective

signs of intiltrating cancer in its early stage.

The progress made by the disease is subject

to very remarkable variations in different

individuals, and the stage above described

may be long delayed. In some cases many
months or even years may elapse before the

growth assumes any grave importance.

Sooner or later, however, the integument
over the growth becomes adlierent to it,

infiltrated, and red, and advances towards
ulceration. An ulcer now forms, the edges

of which are everted, ragged, and attached

to the growth beneath. A hole extending into

the tumoiu- becomes deeper and deeper

;

ichorous discharges, more or less profuse,

continue without much pain ; and the patient

becomes at last worn-out, or succumbs to

the ravages of a cancerous growth in a vital

organ.

Tlie encephaloid variety commences in a
small, circumscribed, globular nodule in the
body of the gland

;
grows rapidlj" ; separates

the lobes of the organ ; extends equally in

all directions ; and becomes adherent to the
skin, which commonly sloughs and allows of
a protruding, fungating mass.

In both varieties the axillary lymphatic
glands sooner or later become involved in

the disease, which may also spread to those in
tlie neck and within the thorax.

Treatmkxt.—Local applications exert little

if any intlucnce on the growth of cancer. The
vital powers of the patient should be sup-
ported as much as possible by hygienic
measures, and especially by ferruginous
tonics. The removal of the primarj' growth
before the contamination of>the lymphatic
system is of great importance ; and the
methodical removal of the axillary glands is

to be strongly recommended. If the case
have advanced too far for operative inter-

ference, and an open sore have formed,
suitable antiseptic remedies must be em-
ployed.

p. Mixed Tumours.—To the group of
mixed tmiiours belong :—1. Those composed
of cysts, intracystic growths, and solid inter-
spersed masses ofnew tissue. 2. Granulation
cysts—cysts with growths attached to their
walls, the elementary tissues of which re-

semble those of ordiiiiiry granulation-growths
—whence the term applied to them. 3. Cysts,
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so called, often formed upon the surface of

cancers, in consequence of the slow exudation
of senun from the growth itself.

1. Tumours of the first class belong patho-
logically to the group of adenoid formations,

and although they differ so remarkably in

their external objective appearances, they are,

when imaUoyod with other growths, perfectly

harmless. The sero-cystic disease of Brodie,

and the proliferous cysts of Paget belong to

this class.

2. The granulation-cystic growths consti-

tute a class of themselves. It is only of late

years that attention has been attracted to

them. They are rarely met with, and when
pure are unattended by untoward circimi-

stances.

3. To the third class belongs a group of

cases thoroughly cancerous in their nature,

and ditlering only from the ordinary forms
of that disease by the accidental formation
of cysts. See Tumours.

III. Diseases of the Male Breast.

—

The male has sometimes a weU-developed
mammary gland, and the part is subject to

the same diseases as the female. But the
simple enlargement of the organ is harmless,
and should not be interfered with. At the

age of puberty the mammary region often

becomes painful, owing in part to the pres-

sure of the dress upon the mammilla and the

rudimentary organ. Inflammation followed
by supjjuration has been observed at this

time.

IV. Diseases of the Nipple.—A (?c/i?c-

tive formation of the ni[)plu is of grave im-
portance, and when it exists measures should
be adopted to assist its elongation. This is

to be done by using an exhausting-glass, such
as those em^jloyed to empty the gland of
milk.

Injlammation and its effects produce much
suffering, and at the period of suckling fre-

quently excite deep-seated mischief. The
small ulcers, called ' cracks,' ' chaps,' &c.,

which form between the rugae on tlie apex
and sides of the nipple, may be cured with
an application of water-dressing, or by pow-
dering the part with carbonate of magnesium
or oxide of zinc, or with a weak solution of
carbolic acid. Sir James Paget has described

a chronic eczema of the nipple which may
assume a malignant character.

Pendulous cutaneous growths occur on
the nipple, and should be excised.

Cystic follicular tumours are sometimes
seen within the zone of the areola. See
Nipple, Diseases of.

John Birkett.

BREATH, The.—The expired air, or

what is familiarly termed the breath, is im-
portant both from an a>tiological and a
clinical point of view, and the object of the

present article is to present a brief summary
of the main facts relating to this subject,
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with which, for practical purposes, it is

necessarj' to be acquainted.

1. The setiological relations of the ex-

pired air will be more approf)riately discussed

in detail luider the general subject of aetio-

logy {see Disease, Causes of), but a few of the

more strikiiig examples of the manner in

which it affects the health may be given
here. It is well known that the expired air,

if re-breathed by the same individual with-

oiit having been purified by a jiroiier admix-
ture with atiuospheric air, will produce
serious effects upon the economy, and will

ultimately lead to death by asphyxia. Again,
the breath of a number of persons collected

together in an ill-ventilated place may prove
injurious to such individuals ; the impure
atmosphere thus generated tends to lower
the general health, to retard the development
of the young, to increase the virulence of

infectious diseases, and to predispose to pul-

monary affections. Indeed, some writers

regard re-breathed air as one of the most
prominent causes of pulmonary phthisis.

Fm'ther, undoubtedly the expired air is a
most important channel by which the poison

of certain infective diseases—for example,
that of measles, scarlatina, or diphtheria—is

conveyed from one individual to another. It

has been affirmed that phthisis can be trans-

mitted directly in this manner, but adequate
proof of this statement is entirely wanting.

2. From a clinical point of view, the

breath may afford useful information in

diagnosis ; or it may present characters

givmg important indications for prognosis
and treatment. It might be requisite in

different cases to submit the expired air to

a more or less systematic examination, and
the following outline wiU serve to suggest the

particulars to which attention should be
directed in this examination, and to pomt out
the practical uses which it may serve.

a. The breath has been made use of to

distinguish between real and aj)parent

death. For this purpose a delicate feather

or a light is held before the mouth or nos-

trils, and it is noted whether either of these

is disturbed ; or a cold mirror is placed
before the mouth, when, if breathing is going
on, its surface will be clouded by the mois-
ture condensed upon it. These tests are,

however, not considered very reliable.

h. The teinjierature of the expired air may
be important to notice. In some conditions

it becomes exceedingly cold, and this may
be readily perceptible to the hand, the breath
having a chill feel, or it may be visible in

consequence of the moisture in the expired
air being condensed, even when the sur-

rounding atmosphere is warm. The pheno-
menon is observed, for instance, in the col-

lapse-stage of cholera. On the other hand,
the temperature of the breath may be raised

more or less, as in febrile diseases.

c. Chemical examination of the breath

may prove of service, and it is probable that

this might afford useful information, if it

were resorted to more frequently than is the

custom at present. In the first place, this

examination may be employed to determine
the proportion of carbonic acid present. In
certain affections, as during an attack of

asthma, or in cases of extensive bronchitis,

the amount of carbonic acid in the expired
air is more or less increased ; in others,

such as in the collapse-stage of cholera, this

constituent may be ver}^ deficient. Again,
chemical examination of the breath may
reveal the presence of a poison in the system,
introduced from without, for example, hydro-
cyanic acid. It has also been employed to

show the existence of deleterious products
generated within the body, especially in

cases of renal disease. It is affirmed that

ammonia may be detected in the breatli in

some cases of this kind, by holding a glass

rod dipped in hydrochloric acid before the
mouth, the ammonia being a product of the
decomposition of urea.

d. Microscopical examination of the ex-

pired air has been attempted, but at present
no results of practical value have been ob-

tained, although it has been affirmed that

tubercle-bacilli have been found in it in cases

of pulmonary phthisis.

e. The odour of the breath is the most im-
portant character demanding attention from
a practical point of view. It is easily recog-

nised, and the practitioner should always be
on the alert to notice the smell of the breath
of a patient, as this often affords material
aid in diagnosis, and may even reveal certain

morbid conditions which otherwise are liable

to be entirely overlooked. Besides, patients

not uncommonly seek advice on account of
' foulness of breath,' as a symptom for which
they require special treatment. The follow-

ing summary wiU indicate the principal cir-

cumstances under which this clinical pheno-
menon may prove of service in diagnosis,

and in the course of the remarks it will be

pointed out in what conditions the breath is

partieularlj' offensive. At the outset it must
be observed that in some individuals the

breath seems to have naturally a more or

less disagreeable odour, which cannot be

referred to any particular cause, and this

amounts occasionaUj' to extreme foulness.

In females this may only be noticed at cer-

tain periods, and in some instances it seems
to pass off in course of time. Again, it must
be borne in mind that the breath is frequently

unj^leasant, either temporarily or constantly,

owing to persons eating certain articles of

food, or indulging in cei'tain habits, such as

excessive smoking, or chewing tobacco.

(i.) The odour of the expired air may aid

in recognising poisons m the system. The
smell of prussic acid or laudanum, for in-

stance, inay be revealed when either of these

is present in the stomach. Alcohol, however,
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chiefly demands attention in tliis relation-

Rhip. In cases of acute alcoholic poisoning,

the odour of the alcohol or of its products is

at once apparent ; and in persons who are

found in a state of unconsciousness, the cause

of which is not known, the smell of the

breath is made use of as one of the ilingnostic

siRns of (kunkemiess, thoujjh it must be taken

with <ji-eat caution. It is in the chronic forms

of alcoholism that the breath pives the most
valuable infi>nnation. In very marked cases

of chronic alcoholism it has an intensely foul

odour, which is quite cliaracteristic ; but it

gives extremely iniimrtant indications in less

confirmed cases, where the other symptoms
of alcoholism are not so apparent; and es-

pecially does it enable us to detect dram-
drinkers, and to explain the symptoms of

which they so frequently complain. These
persons, if their habits are inquired into,

generally give themselves an excellent cha-

racter for temperance, and seem entirely to

forget that those with whom they come into

contact are endowed with the sense of smell.

Again, the breath may reveal the presence

of certain metallic poisons in the sj'stem, of

which mercury is the most important ex-

ample, but lead may also afl'ect its odour.

The expired air presents the odour of ammo-
nia in exceptional instances of unrinia, due
to the exhalation of carbonate of ammonium,
derived from the decomposition of urea. In
cases of diabetes, and especially diabetic

coma, the breath may have a sweetish, frag-

rant, or ethereal odour, attributed to acetone,

(ii.) The breath has a peculiar, or more or

less disagreeable odour, in connexion with
several diseases. That which is associated

with the febrile condition is well known. In
various disorders of the digestive organs the

breath is often very offensive, but it is not
practicable to refer any particular odour to

particular diseases of either of these organs
;

it may, however, he aflirmed that an un-
pleasant smeU. is frequently associated with
habitual constipation. In cases of stercora-

ceous vomiting the breath may have a dis-

tinctly fsrcal odour. In this relation it may
be mentioned that in some cases of phthisis

the writer has noticed a sickly smell of the
breath which is quite characteristic, and
which seems to depend upon the state of the
stomach. In cases of cerebral disease also,

the breath often becomes exceedingly offen-

sive, on account of the condition of the ali-

mentary canal. Local morbid conditions
about the mouth, throat, or nasal cavities

constitute a most important class of affec-

tions wliich influence the odour of the breath

;

in many cases it becomes extremely foul, and
maybe (juite peculiar in its characters. Among
these conditions should be specially men-
tioned want of clcanlmess of the mouth and
teeth ; decayed teeth ; diseased bone in the
mouth or nose; ulceration or gangrene about
the month, especially cancrum oris, and gan-
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grenous ulceration along the gums ; suppu-
ration, ulceration, or gangrene in the throat,

either of local origin, or associated with
syphilis, scarlatina, diphtheria, or other

general diseases; ulceration of the nasal
mucous membrane, and chronic ozajua ; and
malignant disease. The smell of the breath

is of special value in drawing attention to

some of these conditions, for they may exist

without giving rise to any local symptoms
whatever, and the patient may be quite un-
conscious that there is anything wrong.
Several striking illustrations of this state-

ment have come tinder the writer's observa-

tion. Again, certain conditions of the respi-

ratory organs are liable to affect the odour
of the expired air, and may render it unljear-

ably fa'tid. Among these may be mentioned
sloughing ulceration about the larynx, pul-

monary gangrene in any form, and the de-

composition of retained morbid products in

dilated bronchial tubes or in certain cavities.

Here, again, the smell of the expired air may
reveal what otherwise is lialjle to be entirely

overlooked, and especially when the patient

coughs, so as to expel some of the retained

air out of the lungs. Lastly-, the breath may
have a peculiar odour in some special dis-

eases, such as pyaemia and its allies.

Treatment.—It is only intended here to

offer a few remarks as to the treatment of

foulness of breath. The first great indication

is, of course, to seek out the cause of this

symptom, and endeavour to remove or re-

medy this, by which in a large proportion

of cases a cure may bo readily effected. The
habits should be duly regulated; the mouth
and teeth properly cleansed ; the alimentary
canal maintained in good order ; and any
si^ecial affection requiring treatment attended
to. ^Yhen unpleasant breath depends on the

stomach, it may often be improved by taking
charcoal powder or biscuits, at the same time
remedies being employed suitable for the par-

ticular affection present, and calculated to

promote the functions of the alimentary canal,
the bowels being also kept fi'eely open. When
the bad smell depends on local causes, it may
be diminished by the use of antiseptic mouth-
washes, gargles, spraj's, or nasal douches, of

Condy's fluid, carbolic acid, or creasote. Anti-

septic inhalations are indicated in fittor from
the air-tubes. Frederick T. Egberts.

BRIDES-LES-BAINS, in Savoy.—
Thermal alkaline saline waters. See Mineral
Waters.

BRIGHT'S DISEASE.—Synon. : Fr.

Maladie dc Bright ; Ger. Die Bright'sche

Krankheit.
The term BrighVa Disease is now re-

cognised as generic, and as including several

diseases of the kidney. Many writers re-

cognise at least three varieties,' each of

1 Dr. Qiinin was the first to describe three forms
of Bright's disease : first, the grauular or atrophied
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which involves chiefly one of the mdividual
Btructural elements of the organ, and only
secondarily, or iu a minor degree, affects the
others. There are thus morbid processes
affecting mainly the uriniferous tubides, the
fibrous stroma, and the blood-vessels, par-

ticularly those of the Malpighian tufts. That
which originates in the tubules is always
inflammatory in its character, although the

inflammation may be acute or chronic, and
may to a greater or less extent affect the

stroma ; that which is proper to the stroma
is an extremely chronic process, supposed by
many to be inflammatory, but as it ajipears

to others, rather of an hypertrophic charac-

ter ; that which commences in the vessels

consists in a peculiar degenerative change,
the so-called waxy, lardaceous, albuminoid,
or amyloid degeneration. In the following

article are described :—
I. The ijiflammatory affection, affecting

the tubules, or the stroma, or both.

II. The cirrhotic or gouty affect ion, origi-

nating in the fibrous stroma.
III. The waxy or amyloid affection, origi-

nating in the vessels.

Definitions.—I. Inflammatory Bright'

s

disease is an acute or chronic affection of the
kidney ; caused by exjiosure to cold, and by
scarlatinal and other blood-poisons ; consist-

ing m inflammation of the elements, passing
through various stages of transformation,

viz. inflammatory enlargement, fatty de-

generation, and atrojihy ; characterised in

the earlier stages by diminution of urine,

albiuninm-ia, frequently lia?maturia, tube-

casts, and dropsy ; in the later stages by the

same symptouas, in a more or less marked
degree, with secondary changes in the heart,

blood-vessels, and other organs ; termmating
frequently in recovery in the early stage,

rarely in the later, often in death by dropsy,

UTiEniia, or intercurrent affections.

II. Cirrhotic Bright's disease is a chronic
affection of the kidney, caused generally by
the abuse of alcohol, sometimes by the
poison of gout, occasionally by plumbism,
and by unknown conditions ; consisting in

increase of the fibrous stroma, with thicken-

ing of the capsule, and ultimate atrophy of

the organ ; characterised by a very insidious

commencement, by the absence of the early

symptoms of either of the other forms, by
albuminuria, at first slight or only occasion-

ally present, afterwards more pronounced,
and by the ultimate appearance of enlarge-

ment of the heart, tension of pulse, sclerosis

of arteries, polyturia, albuminuric retinitis,

oedema of the limgs, and tu-iemia ; resulting

idtimately in death, from uraemia, oedema
of the lungs, or other intercurrent affections.

III. Waxy Bright's disease is a chronic

affection of the kidney, caused by phthisis,

syphihs, caries, suppiu-ation, and other ex-

kidney ; second, tlie enlarged, amyloid kidney ; and
third, the fatty kidney.

—

Lancet, November, 1846.

haustiag conditions ; consisting in waxy or
amyloid degeneration of the Malpighian
bodies, small arteries, and sometimes the
basement membrane, with, in many cases,

transudation into the tubules
; passing

tln'ough various stages of transformation,
viz. simple degeneration, enlargement from
transudation, and atrophy ; characterised
by a large flow of albuminous urine of low
specific gravity, and absence of dropsy ; often

attended by evidences of waxy disease of
other organs, particularly the liver, spleen,

and intestinal canal ; resulting probabl}' in

some cases in recovery, usually in death by
exhaustion, uraemia, or co-existing affections

of the kidneys and other organs.

^Etiology.—I. Of the inflammatory form,.
Cold is the commonest cause in the adult.

It acts especially on those who have been
exposed to its influence whilst perspiring.

It frequently contributes towards the pro-

duction of the disease in persons otherwise
predisjjosed. Various blood-diseases, while
they induce temporary albiuninuria along
with their more ordinary sjTnptoms, have
renal inflammation as a common sequela.

Among these scarlatina occupies the first

place, diphtheria stands next in order, fol-

lowed by erysipelas, measles, pyajmia, typhus,

ague, acute rheumatism, and pneiunonia.

Many of these maladies being most common
in childhood, it follows that in the earlier

years of life they are the chief causes of

inflammatory Bright's disease. Pregnancy,
heart-disease, gout, and malaria contribute

towards its production in some cases ; and
the undue use of eantharides, turpentine, or

alcohol may also be reckoned as causes.

II. Of the cirrhotic form. The com-
monest cause is the abuse of alcohol, par-

ticularly in the form of ardent sjiirits. After

this, though at a long interval, rank gout and
lead-poisoning. Congestion from cardiac

disease is also by many authorities, but

erroneously, held to be a cause [see Kid-

neys, Congestion of). As experience shows
that the disease is often met with in people

who have neither indulged m alcohol, been
exposed to lead, nor suffered from gout, it is

obvious that other efficient, though as yet

imdiscovered, causes must exist. Some au-

thorities believe that true cirrhosis is also

frequently a resitlt of acute interstitial in-

flammation, and that this process is thus

referable to cold, scarlatina, and other causes.

III. Of the waxy form. Constitutional

syphilis, phthisis, prolonged suppuration,

caries or necrosis of bone, and other exhaust-

ing diseases, such as cancer and chronic

rheumatism, induce this degeneration. There
is at present no satisfactory evidence as to

the precise connexion between these in-

fluences and the morbid process.

Anatomical Characters.—I. Of the in-

flammatory for-in. WTien a case of this

kind is prolonged, the renal disease passes
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thronsh several conditions, which, for con-

venience of description, may bo divided into

three stages, (a) Stat/e of active inflamma-
tion. In this stage the kidney is enlarged;

its capsule strips off readUy ; its surface

appears more or less red, sometimes of a

deep purple cokmr ; and occasionally extra-

vasations of blood are present in its sub-

stance. On section tlie cortical substance is

found to be relatively increased in bulk. Its

vessels, as well as those of the cones, are

congested. The structure appears somewhat
coarser than natural, while the convoluted
tubules often present a swollen, opaque ap-

pearance, and occasionally contain blood.

On microscopic examination the congestion

of the vessels becomes very apparent, and
the tubules are found to be dark and opaque,
their lumen being frequently occluded. The
individual epitlielial cells are granular, and
in a state of cloudy swelling. In some cases

almost all the tubules appear affected, in

others comjiaratively few. Tlie enlargement
of the organ is in part due to congestion, in

part to exudation into the tubules. As the
exudation increases the congestion becomes i

less marked, so that in the later period of

this stage the kidney appears paler and more
opaque. Unless recovery or death takes
place, this condition passes into {b) The
second stage, that oi fatty transformation.
In this stage the organ is still enlarged. Its

capside strips off readily ; the surface often
presents stellate veins, and its colour is

mottled. At this time extravasations are
very rarely observed, but there are alternat-

ing patches of j-eUowish opaque sebaceous-
looking material, mingled with more natural
structiu-e. On section the cortical substance
is seen to be relatively increased. There is

no congestion of the vessels, and the Mai-
j

pighian bodies are not prominent. The con-
;

voluted tubules are in many parts occupied
by the sebum-like material, and sometimes
the straight tubules present the same appear-
ance. On microscopic examination the
tubules alone are found afl'ected. Many of
them present under low powers a black
appearance, due to fatty degeneration of the
contents of the tubiUes. It is in the cells

alone that this change occurs, and not, so far
as the writer has seen, in the free exudation
which binds the cells together. Many of the
tubules are completely blocked up by this
material ; and sometimes in making the sec- i

lion of the recent kidney there is such an
amomit of oil set free that it permeates the
rthole structure of the organ, and is liable to
produce the impression that the fatty de-
generation is imiversal. This condition may
be developed within a week or two of tlie

commencement of the intlammation, and it

may continue for years. During the whole
course of the second stage it must be imder-

,

Btood that inHammatory action is going on,
although much less acutely than at first, and

less widely diffused. The disease is some-
times recovered from, but, more commonl}',
it persists; and if the patient survive long
enough, it passes into (c) The third stage,

tliat of atroj)liy. Tlie organ is then re-

duced to or even below the natural size.

Its capsule strips off with little difliculty,

and without tearing the surface. The sur-

face is imeven ; it rarely appears coarsely

gramdar, as m the cirrhotic form, but rather

presents a series of depressions, which give

it an uneven or finely granuhir character.

Its colour is very similar to that described

as occurring in the second stage, but there is

less of the sebaceous-looking material. On
section the cortical substance is found rela-

tively diminished. The Malpighian bodies

are not prominent. The tissue feels more
dense, and many of the tubules are occupied

by sebaceous-looking material. The blood-

vessels, and particularly the small arteries,

are sclerosed : the iutima and the adventitia

are frequentlj-, the middle coat almost in-

variably, thickened. The fibrous stroma is

relatively increased, especially towards the

sm-face of the organ, and the tubules may
be traced in different stages of atrophy. On
close inspection that atrophy is found to

result not so much from shrinking of the

fibrous stroma as from molecular absorption

of the contents of the tubules.

Besides the typical form of the inflamma-
tory affection just described, a very common
variety is the form of jiost-scarlatinal in-

flammation first accurately described by
Klebs, to which he has given the name
glomerulo-ncphritis, because the glomeruli

are especially affected. In this condition an
accumulation of round cells (leucocytes) takes

place in the glomeruli and neighbouring
connective tissue, while blood is fretiuently

extravasated witliin the glomeruli between
the tufts of vessels and the capsule, as well

as into the tubules. In the tubules also more
or less inflammatory action manifests itself

in the epithelium, and the corresponding

structures of the Malpighian bodies suflcr

in a greater degree. At times the accumula-
tion and sweUing of these structures is sufii-

cient to compress the vascular tuft. This
disease also may be described as passing

through three stages—in the first of which
there is some enlargement with minute extra-

vasations and the microscopic changes above
described ; in the second, where a fatty

transformation has occurred in the epithe-

lium and the fibrous tissues show thickening

;

in the third there is more or less atrophy,

with shrinking of tubules or morbid increase

of the fibrous stroma.

The anatomical changes met with in other

organs are described along with the com-
plications.

II. Of the cirrhotic form. The course of

this affection is very chronic. It consists

essentially in an increased growth of the
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fibrous stroma, with secondary changes in

the tubules and vessels. In an early stage

the organ maj' be. found of fully the natural

size. The capsule strips off less readily than
in health. The surface is somewhat uneven,
and may present cysts. On section the cor-

tical substance is relatively enlarged, and this

is due merely to an increase of the stroma,

not to any change in the vessels or in the

tubules. But it is in the more advanced
stages that the disease is commonly seen.

Then the organ is reduced in bulk, it may be
slightly, it may be to one-foiu:th of its normal
size. Its cajisule cannot be fjeeled off with-

out tearing the gland. The surface is uneven
and granular, and often of a reddish colour.

On section the cortical substance is found
relatively dunuiished, its structure being
dense and tibrous. The small arteries are

thickened and very prominent, all their coats,

but esjjecially the middle, being increased in

volmne. Many of the tubules are atrophied,

but the epithelium of such as are not involved

is for the most part natural. Cysts ai-e

numerous, and are foimd in connexion with
the tubules, the Malpighian bodies, and the

cells.

There are two points worthy of being
specially kept in view by those who desire to

attain to clear conceptions of Bright's disease

—viz. (1) That its different forms are very
frequently coiubmed—in particular that the

inflammatory affection is found associated

sometimes with the waxy disease, sometimes
with the cirrhotic ; but that the descriptions

hei"e given are derived from pure examples
of each process ; and (2) that atrophy results

in aU the forms if the disease lasts long
enough ; that is, that a small, uneven-surfaced
kidney may result from either the inflam-

matory disease of the tubules, or the waxy
disease of the vessels, as well as from the
increased growth and subsequent contraction

of the fibrous stroma in the cirrhotic form.
III. Of the waxy or amyloid form. This

chronic morbid process may also, for con-
venience of description, be divided into three

stages. Of these the first is (a) The stage

of degeneration proper, m which the organ
presents an almost normal appearance. The
size is natmral ; the ca2)sule strijjs off readily

;

and the colom" is not altered. On section all

appears normal, excepting that the Malpi-
ghian tufts, without being congested, are pro-

minent, and in certain hghts may be seen,

even by the naked eye, to present the dun
translucency characteristic of waxy degenera-
tion. On api)lymg a Httle aqueous solution

of iodine, the Malpighian tufts and the small
arteries assume a jieculiar mahogany hue.

On examination with the microscope, the
stroma and tubiiles are foimd to be healthy,

the vascular structures being alone affected.

The affection is often first seen and is most
distmct in the middle coat of the arteries,

the swollen transverse fibres taking on the

colour, and producing what has been described
as the ipecacuanha-root appearance. How
long this condition may last without the

tubules becoming affected it is impossible at

present to say, for it has only been met with
in patients who had died of one or other of

the causal comphcations while the renal
malady was still in an early stage. Sooner
or later it passes, however, into the condition
most commonly met with— (6) the second
stage, that of degeneration with secondary
changes in the tubules. In this condition

the organ is enlarged. Its capsule strips off

readily, the surface is smooth and pale,

presenting, in piure examples, little or no
mottling. On section the cortical substance
appears relatively increased, and looks much
paler than the cones. The structiure usually

is denser than natural. The vessels appear
prominent, and the Malpighian tufts resemble
minute grains of boiled sago. On the addition

of iodine the degenerated parts become
characteristically coloiu-ed, and stand out

prominently fi'om the tubular tissue, which
does not exhibit the characteristic reaction.

On microscopic examination the vessels are

found altered as in the earher stage, but the

change is more advanced. The stroma is

normal, but many of the tubules are altered.

Some are blocked up by a dimly translucent,

wax-like material, which however does not
assume the mahogany colour on the addition

of iodine. The epithelium in many of the

tubules presents a finely granular appearance,

and occasionally is somewhat fatty, but the

epithehum and the basement membrane very
rarely present the characteristic reaction.

This change in the tubules is thus secondary
to the degeneration proper, which is confined

to the vessels ; and these secondary changes
consist in some alteration of the nutrition of

the epithehmn, with exudation or transu-

dation of coagulable material into the liunen

of the tubes. This condition may last for

years, but should the patient live long enough
it passes into (c) the third stage, that of

atrojjhy. The organ is then below the nor-

mal size ; the capsule strips off readily ; the

surface presents an uneven granular appear-

ance, and is pale. On section the cortical

substance is found relatively diminished. Its

small arteries are prominent and thickened

;

its Malpighian bodies are very conspicuous,

and are grouped together in consequence of

the atrophy of the intervening structm-e. The
stroma is relatively increased, and many of

the tubules are destroyed, while of those

which remain not a few present the characters

above described as being met with in the

second stage. The organ may, in extreme
cases, be diminished to less than half its

natural size.

Symptoms.—1. Of the inflammatory form.
The leading clinical features of this variety,

in addition to the albuminuria which exists

in all the forms of Bright's disease, are dimi-
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nution in the quantity of urine, and the pre-

sence of dropsy.

The onset of the disease may be sudden
or gradual. Sometimes it is the diminution

and alteration of the urine that attracts

attention, sometimes the dropsy, sometimes
the gastric denmgement and general uneasi-

ness ; but whichever symptom may appear

first, the others usuidlj' speedily follow. The
urine is generally diminished in quantity,

often somewhat opaque, and smok}- or even
bloody. It contains much albumin and
numerous tube-casts. The casts are gi-anular,

being couq)Osed mostly of epithehimi in a
state of cloudj' swelling ; sometimes bloody ;

frequently hyaline or tibrinous. The urea is

diminished, it may be, to one-hsJf, one-fourth,

or even a less projiortion of the natural

amount. This leads to a corresponding re-

duction of the specific gravity, unless there be

a compensatory diminution of water, or m-
crease of albumin. The dropsy is generally

distinct in the face, and swelling of the eye-

lids is well-marked in the morning. Towards
evening, if the patient be out of bed, the legs

are chietly atlected. The scrotum and penis

are often swollen, and sometimes the abdo-
men is also dropsical. There is little quicken-
ing of pulse or elevation of temperature, but
a good deal of general uneasiness is ex-

perienced, with debility and pain in the loins

;

and dyspeptic sjiuptoms are often present,

due to gastric catarrh. Such is the usual
condition at the conanencement ofthe disease,

and during the period which has been already
described as the first stage. But sometimes
at this stage a much more serious condition
is developed—namely, suppression of m'ine,

followed by coma or convulsions leadmg to a
fatal resvdt ; or dropsy may increase to such
an extent asof itself to cause death. Or, again,
without or even with the most milavourable
symptoms, mider appropriate treatment the
kidneys may begin to act more freely, the
urine increasing in amoimt and improving
in characters, with consequent gradual dis-

appearance of the dropsy, and restoration of
health. Or, as often happens, the general
condition improves, but a chronic alburuiniu-ia
remains, and the disease passes into the
second stage. The urine is then no longer
bloody ; the quantity is greater, though still

below the normal ; the specific gravity is low

;

there is albumin, along with tube-casts, fatty,

hyaline, or mixed, partly fatty and partly
hyaline. The urea is below the normiil
standard. The dropsy may continue, and
may even gradually increase, or it may pass
off and oidy appear when the patient is

fatigued, or when he has caught cold. The
general symptoms remain unchanged, except
that anaemia comes on, and the patient's
debihty steadilj- increases. This course of
events may pass on to a fatal result ; or there
may be complete, or, as is more common,
merely partial recovery. In this condition

the patient may linger for many months,
occasionally sulTeriug exacerbatiyns, and he
may succumb to one of them, or to one of

the numerous complications to be presently

described. If the patient passes into the

third stage, he appears prematurely old. His
urine is of natural amount or even somewhat
increased in quantity, but of low specific

gi'avity. It contains albumin and a few casts,

mostly hyaline, with scattered fatty cells im-
bedded in them. The xu-ea is still dinainishcd.

There is dropsy of the feet and ankles in the

evenings, and slight exposure brings on more
general attacks. The face is pale and pasty,

and the ejelids are often aderaatous. The
pulse becomes hard and tense ; the arteries

gradually become thickened from sclerosis

and atheroma ; while the apex-beat of the

heart passes downwards and to the left side,

owing to hypertrophj', particularly of the

left ventricle. In this condition a fatal result

may be induced by an acute exacerbation

with general dropsy; by chronic, or, more
rarely, acute unemia; or by intercurrent

attacks of inflammatory or other affections

of various organs.

Glomerulo-nephi'itis is perhaps attended
with a gi'eater tendency to hiematuria, and
less tendency to dropsy, than other forms of

acute nephritis, but the clinical features are

not as yet capable of being definitely marked
off from those of other maladies. Dr. George
Johnson has drawn attention to a jieculiar

kind of cast, contauiing numerous leucocytes

which characterise this particular lesion.

2. Of the cirrhotic disease. The onset of
this affection is extremely insidious, and it

may exist for a long time without distinctly

manifesting itself by symptoms. Its exist-

ence may be suspected when a patient

suffers from renal inadequacy in respect

that the urea-discharge falls below the

normal standard, and albumin occasionally

appears in the urine, but one is. not entitled

to establish a diagnosis upon such grounds
alone. The condition is often discovered

only when dyspepsia, uriemic convulsions,

or blindness fi-om retinitis leads the patient

to consult a medical man. The earliest

symptoms are occasional slight albumimu'ia,

and fiequent calls to micturition dm'ing the

night, the lu-ine however not being excessive,

its specific gi'avity being low, and the urea
somewhat diminished. But when the disease

has existed for some time the complexion
becomes altered ; the eye assumes a peculiar

appearance, fi'om a-dema of the conjunctiva;

the patient is subject to dyspe])tic attacks

;

the heart becomes hj-pertrophied, and the

vessels sclerosed and degenerated; while
there is little or no dropsy. AVhen the dis-

ease is advanced, these changes in the cir-

culatory organs are well-marked, and the

cachectic condition becomes distinct. The
occuiTence of various compUcations, such
as severe gastric catarrh, diarrhcea, ana;mia.
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dyspnoea, bronchitis, cedema of the hmgs,
headache, urcemia, and the characteristic

retinal affection,.render the diagnosis easy.

Frequently towards the end there is an in-

creased flow of urine, of low specific gravity.

This is in some cases a very prominent
s;sTiiptom. The disease is never recovered
fi-om, and the fatal result occiu-s from nrae-

mia ; from some inflammatory complication,

such as pleiu'isy, pericarditis, bronchitis, or

pneumonia ; or from some result of degener-

ative change, as hiemorrhage from a mucous
surface or into the brain.

3. Of the waxy disease. The onset of

this affection is gradual and insidious. A
patient who has suffered from phthisis, sy-

l)hilis, or other wasting malady passes an
excessive quantity of m-ine, and finds himself

obliged to rise several times during the night

for micturition. The urine is pale, of low
specific gravity, containing at first no albu-

min, subsequently only a trace, ultimately

a considerable amount. The urea is little,

if at all, diminished ; the tube-casts are ex-

tremely few, and mostly hyaline. There is

no dropsy, but evidence of concomitant waxy
affections of other organs is frequently af-

forded. The liver is enlarged, its margin
being easily felt and sharph'-defined. The
spleen is also increased in size. The blood

is slightly' altered, the white corpuscles

being somewhat increased, and the red
bemg rather flabby and ill-defined. These
conditions gradually become more distinct,

and the strength of the patient diminishes,

partly from the disease of the kidneys and
other organs, partly from the wastmg dis-

eases which have induced the degenerative

changes. A case of the kind has been known
to go on for nearly ten years, during which
time the urine continued of the characters

just described, and dropsy never appeared.

At length the vital powers of the patient be-

came depressed, head symptoms gradually

supervened, and death ensued. It is not
often that such an uncompUcated case is

met with. More commonly the exhausting
disease which led to the degeneration causes

death before the waxy change has gone so

far. Sometimes also intercmrent complica-

tions induce the fatal result. Clinical obser-

vation renders it probable that the kidneys,

as well as the liver and S2deen, may recover

from their degeneration, m cases in which
the causal malady has been got rid of.

Complications.— (a) Complications con-
nected with the Alimentary System.

Gastric affections are met with in all the

forms of Bright's disease. Catarrh of the

stomach—acute, sub-acute, and chronic—is

common to them all, and is characterised by
an unusual tendency to naiisea and vomit-
ing. It is especially frequent during the

first stage and in acute exacerbations of

the inflammatory form, and is often a chief

source of suffering during the most advanced

stages. It is not uncommon during the
whole com'se of the waxy form, but is most
usually met with in the cirrhotic variety.

So close indeed is the relationship between
them, that in the management of cases of

cirrhosis regard should constantly be had to

the state of the stomach, and m no case of

chronic gastric catarrh shoidd the physician
neglect to inquire into the state of the inriae.

This affection, when complicating the early

stage of the inflammatory form, often owes
its origin to the same cause as the kidney-
affection itself. When comphcating the later

stages of the inflammatory, and any of the

stages of the cirrhotic disease, the catarrh

is probably a result of efforts at ehmination
of materials retained in the blood by the

faUiu-e of the action of the kidneys. "When
occurring in the waxy form, it is fr-equently

due in part to the existence of waxy degener-
ation of the vessels of the gastric mucous
membrane. In the waxy disease we some-
times find blood muagled with the vomited
matters, just as we find haemorrhage in

other organs when this degeneration exists.

Catarrh of the intestine also occasionally

occurs, sometimes producing an exhausting
diarrhoea, especially in advanced inflamma-
tory and cirrhotic cases ; but it is along with
the waxy disease that intestinal symptoms
are most common. These are due to waxy
degeneration, and consequent ulceration ; or

to ordinary tubercular disease of the intes-

tine. Both of these affections induce diar-

rhrea, but there is evidence that not only

may it thus occur, but that blood may also be

discharged, although there be no ulceration

recognisable by the naked eye.

Hepatic affections.—Functional derange-

ments of the liver occiur in the course of all

the forms of Bright's disease. The chief

organic changes are fatty degeneration, waxy
degeneration, . cirrhosis, and syphilitic affec-

tions. The first-named is not specially re-

lated to any of the forms. The waxy de-

generation and the syphilitic affections are

of course commonly met with as accompani-
ments of the waxy disease ; whilst cirrhosis

is occasionally associated with the cirrhotic

kidney, and sometimes with the other forms.

Ascites is often seen as a manifestation of

general dropsy in the inflammatory form of

Bright's disease ; and sometimes this is a

prominent symptom in mixed forms, when
waxy disease of the liver is associated with

a waxy and slightly inflammatory condition

of the kidneys.

Peritonitis, like inflammation of the other

serous membranes—one of the most impor-

tant classes of the complications of Bright's

disease, is occasionally the cause of death in

all the three forms. It may result from
local affections, or from the state of the

blood ; and may be acute, severe, and there-

fore obvious, or so insidious as scarcely to

attract attention.
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(3) Complications connected with
the Blood, or with the Lymphatic-
and Blood-glands.
The .ij)Uiii is usually unaffected in cases of

inriamniiitory Brifjht's disease, except such as

]iM)\e filial in the earliest stage, and in which
the spleen is affected in common with the kid-

ney. In the waxy and cirrhotic forms corre-

sponding lesions are frequent in this organ.

The hjtuphatic glands arc rarely altered

excepting in the waxy form, in which they

are sometimes the seat of the waxy de-

generation, sometimes of tubercular disease,

or of strumous intlaunnation.

The blood itself is altered in its chemical
composition. In the intlannnatory form its

density is diminished, the corpuscles and
albumen being deficient, whUe the water is

correspondingly increased. The quantity of

urea is above the normal. In long-standing
cases of waxy disease similar changes are

found; and not infrequently there is a slight

numerical increase of the white corpuscles,

and tiabbiness of the red blood-discs when
the spleen is affected. In the cirrhotic form
like alterations also occur.

Hamorrhar/c is apt to occur in advanced
stages, especially of the cirrhotic form. It

may take place from the kidneys, or from
the mucous membranes, particidarly that of
the nostrils. In the intlannnatory affection

ha'matm-ia is conunon in the early stage ; in

the waxy variety this smiptom occasionally
occurs, but rarely to a serious extent.

(>) Complications affecting the Cir-
culatory System.
Hypertrophy of the heart is almost always

present in cases of advanced cirrhotic disease,

and also in the advanced stages of the inflam-
matory atTection. One may trace in patients
tlie gradual development of this hypertrophy,
advancing pari passu with the progress of
the renal affection. It is comparatively rare
in the waxy form. Hydroperieardium is

met with in some cases, as a manifestation
of general dropsy. Pericarditis occurs as
an intercurrent affection in all the foi-ms, but
especially the inflammatory and the cirrhotic.

It is apt to be overlooked, owing to the
absence of local pain, or from the pain being
referred to the abdomen. Endocarditis is

also frequently associated with the various
forms of Bright's disease.

The arteries are sclerosed and athero-
matous in the advanced stages of the inflam-
matory and in the cirrhotic, and to a less
extent in the corresponding stage of the waxy
disease. In that affection the small vessels
in other parts are frequently the seat of waxy
degeneration. Thickening of the arteries
occurs constantly in the more advanced stages
of the inflammatory and cirrhotic diseases,
and is due in great part to hA-pertrophy of
their middle coat, in lesser degree to sclerosis
of the timica intima, the tunica adventitia, and
perhaps the perivascular lymphatic sheath.

The 2>ulse becomes tense and sustained in

clironic cases, partly from the hyjiertroidiy of

the heart, partly from the changes in the

capillaries and smaller arteries.

(n) Complications connected with
the Respiratory System.
Acute bronchitis is connnon, especiaUj' in

the advanced stages of Bright's disease, and
tends to pass into the chronic state. Bron-
chitis may originate also as a eub-acute or

chronic affection. Qidema of the lungs is

very common in advanced stages, and fre-

quently occurs as a mimifestatiou of general

di-opsy in the early, as well as in the later,

stages of Bright's disease. It may be very
suddenly developed in cirrhotic cases, and
may rapidly prove fatal. Fneumonia occurs

sometimes as a cause ofinflammatory Bright's

disease, sometimes as a consequence of ex-

posure to cold during the course of chronic

cases. Phthisis in its various forms is found
causally associated with these renal affec-

tions—frequently with the waxj', more rarely

with the inflanmiatory form. It usually

proves fatal while the renal malady is yet

in its early stage. Uydrothorax, acute or

chronic, is often seen in dropsical cases.

Pleurisy occasionally occurs with all the
forms of Bright's disease, and may be due to

the state of the blood ; or, as seems more
likelj% to increased susceptibility to inflam-

matory changes, which results from the

lowered vitality of the organism. Dyspnoea
is frequently met with in the inflammatory
and cirrhotic forms of the disease, and may be
independent of any local lesion, being pro-

bably a result of uraemic poisonijig. (Edema
glottidis is apt to occur in inflammatory
cases, when even a slight laryngitis has from
any cause been brought on.

(f) Complications affecting the Skin
and Subcutaneous Tissues.

Dropsy, in the form of anasarca, is almost
constantly present in the early stage, and
during exacerbations of the inflaunuatory

form. It can scarcely be said to occur in

uncomplicated waxy and cirrhotic cases.

Eczema is occasionally troublesome in

chronic cases. Erysipelas is met with now
and then, always constituting a serious

addition to the other malady.

(f) Complications affecting the
TJrinary Organs.
The chief of these is scrofulous disease of

the kidney, and more rarely of the bladder
and prostate. They occasionally occur along
with the waxy affection.

(rj) Complications affecting the Re-
productive System.
By far the most important complication

is pregnancy, which may coexist with any of

the forms of renal disease. Most frequently

it is the inflammatory variety that causes

danger, and in it dropsy is a prominent s\'mp-

tom, and uriemic convulsions and coma may
at any time occur. But in many cases of
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this kind the term of iitero-gestation is com-
lileted without the occurrence of m-aemia, and
often when uriemia does occur the patient

comes safely through the ordeal, the delivery

being effected, and the nervous symptoms
passing off. Cirrhosis may coexist with preg-

nancy, and a woman may have successive

satisfactory confinements during the con-

tinuance of this renal disease. It is rarer to

find pregnancy in women suffering from waxy
disease, but it may occasionally occiur.

Sometiines also there may be strumous
disease of the uterus, complicating waxy
degeneration of the kidney. Strumous or

s}"philitic disease of the testicle may be
similarly associated.

(6) Complications affecting the Ner-
vous System and Special Senses.

Urccmic blindness may occur, which is

sudden and usually temporary, being un-
accompanied by any lesion recognisable by
the ophthahnoscope. It is generally met with
in advanced cirrhotic and intiammatorj' cases.

Betinitis alhuniinurica is a peculiar and
characteristic inflammation of the connective

tissue of the retina, leading to the formation

of white patches and Imes, with fatty de-

generation. With it are also frequently

associated minute haemorrhages into the sub-

stance of the retina. This occurs by far the

most freqiiently in cirrhosis. It is often also

seen in the advanced stages of the inflamma-
tory form, and is rarely recovered from except

in the case of pregnant women, in whom it

seems apt to occur as a passing condition.

Urcsmia includes a group of the most
striking symptoms of Bright's disease. It

may occiu: at the commencement of the

acute inflammatory affection, or in its later

stages, or in the chronic forms. The con-

dition is, however, rare in the purely waxy
disease, but common in the cirrhotic. There
are several types of m-uemia, of which the

most important are :— (a) Sudden acute

convulsions, followed by coma and death;

(b) Gradually advancing torpor, passmg at

last into coma. The clinical features of

these and minor varieties are described, and
the hypotheses as to their origin discussed, in

the article Ur.emia.
Headache is frequently complained of by

patients suffering from Bright's disease.

Ajioplexy from hemorrhage mto the sub-

stance of the brain is common in the later

stages of the inflammatory and cirrhotic dis-

eases. It is due partly to the degenerated state

of the vessels, and partly to the increased

pressure residting from cardiac hyjjertrophy.

(t) Complications affecting the Loco-
motory System.
Of these the only ones of importance are

diseases of hones and joints, which may
occiur as causal or concomitant complications

in waxy cases ; and gouUj affections, which
have been already mentioned in connexion
with the cirrhotic disease.

Diagnosis.— (a) Of Bright's Disease
from other affections.—From /Mnc^iowa?
albuminuria the organic diseases of the kidney
are to be distinguished by comparison of the
clinical history of the respective contlitions.

The writer has sought to distinguish four
forms of functional albuminuria :— I. Parox-
ysmal albuminuria, a condition often asso-

ciated with paroxysmal haemoglobinuria, the
discharge of albumen sometimes preceding,
sometimes following, and sometimes re-

placing the haemoglobin discharge. The
attack comes on occasionally, is marked by
very distinct albiuninuria, and by the pre-

sence of numerous tube-casts, and often oxa-
lates, but the symptoms very rapidly again
disappear, and are not attended by dropsy.
II. Dietetic albuminuria, in which the
albumen appears only after the ingestion of
food, of some particular meal or some special

article of diet. III. Albuminuria from ex-

ertion, in which the discharge of albumen
follows muscular effort of a more or less

severe kind. In these two varieties (both
of which stand related to Pavy's ' cyclical

albuminuria ' and the ' albuminuria of adol-

escence ') a comparison of the secretion

passed at different times of the day and
night, enables one to mark the functional off

from the organic diseases, for at one time
there is no albumen, or almost none ; at

another it is abundant ; and one soon learns

to make out in the fimctional cases the pre-

cise conditions which induce its appearance.
Other urinary conditions which characterise

the functional cases are the normal discharge

of urea, the absence of casts, and the occa-

sional occurrence of phosphaturia, of oxalates,

of lurates or uric acid, ofsugar or other chemical
abnormahties. Much weight is also to be

attached to the absence of the characteristic

general features of Bright's disease. IV.
Simple persistent albuminuria, in which
patients continue to discharge albumen with
the urine for long periods without giving

evidence of organic disease. This is much
more difficult to distinguish. The diagnosis

depends mainly upon evidence excluding

Bright's disease, such as the complete, or

almost complete, absence of tube-casts, the

discharge of a normal or even excessive

proportion of urea, the absence of the com-
plications of Bright's disease, particularly of

the various causal, concomitant, and conse-

quent complications which are so generally

associated with it. Thus, for example, if

a patient has albuminuria for months, but

secretes abundance of urea, does not become
anaemic, has no increased tension of pulse

nor hypertrophy of heart, no tendency to

dropsy, or to retinal changes, or any other of

the well-known complications, we may con-

clude that he is suffering from fiinctional

disease. But diagnosis and prognosis must
always be cautiously expressed in cases of

this kind. From passive congestion of the
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Jcidnri/s due to onrdinc disoase these maladies

are distinguished by tlie general condition of

the patient ; tlio absence of cardiac disease,

and of congestion in other organs ; and the

characters of the urine. In heart-atTections

the urine is generally scanty, high-coloured,

not of low speeitic gravity. It may contain

albumin, and deposits urates, but rarely

blood, renal epithelium, or tube-casts. Hya-
line casts maj' be present, but never in any
large quantity. The presence of epithelial and
fatty casts, or marked diminution of the

amount of urea in any case, proves at least

the co-existence of actual intlamination of

the kidnej'. From paroxysmal hccmoglo-

hinuriii, Bright's disease is distinguished by
the abrupt commencement and brief duration

of this malady; by the marked nervous

symptoms, with gastric catarrh, and some-
times slight jaimdice ; and by the absence

of dropsy. In ha-moglobinuria also the con-

dition of the urine is very distinctive ; the

dark-red colour being due, not to blood-

corpuscles, but to gramdar pigment, the de-

posit consisting mostly of this material and
of tube-casts. Heematuria, with tendency
to suppression of urine, is distinguished from
Bright's disease by the small proportion of

epithelial tube-casts, and in some cases by the

complete absence of casts. There may be a
question whether the case is one of hsma-
turia or of commencing acute inflammatoiy
Bright's disease ; or, again, whether it is one
of a chronic affection, cirrhotic or cystic, in

which hsEmorrhage has come on. The cases in

which Bright's disease simulates hnematuria
are generally the seqnelse of scarlatina or
diphtheria ; and, therefore, even when these

diseases have been overlooked, the presence
of desquamation or of paralysis may afford a
clue ; but the peculiar reddish-brown deposit,

rich in cells and in epithelial tube-casts,

which occurs in Bright's disease, makes the
case clearer even when, as often happens,
there is no dropsy. Again, when the question
is between simple hiematuria and haematuria
with cirrhosis or cj'stie disease, the evidence
afforded by the tube-casts is not important,
but the hyi)ertrophy of the heart, the thicken-
ing of the arteries, the character of the pidse,

the albuminuric retinitis, the low specific

gravity of the urine and the small amount of
urea which it contains, as well as the ten-
dency to hoemorrhage from other sources,
afford evidence of the presence of the chronic
organic disease.

Slight pyelitis, with or without renal cal-
cidus or gravel, may simulate Bright's dis-
ease ; but the history of pain, the presence of i

mucus and pus-corpuscles in the urine, of oxa-
late of lime or uric acid, with the fuU pro-

\

portion of urea, and the absence of tube-casts, '

or their presence only in small quantities,
!

indicate the nature of the case. I

(3) Of the different forms of Bright's
disease from each other.—The discrimi-

I

17

nation presents in simple cases Utile or no
diftioulty. The points to be attended to are

the history of the patient ; the amount and
characters of the urine ; the presence or

absence of dropsy ; and the nature of the
complications. The previous occurrence of

exanthematic affections, of chronic wasting
disease, or of intemperance, gout, or plum-
bism, would afford some obvious indications.

The mode of origin and progress of the
malady is very important. Thus a case com-
mencing acutely with drojisy and diminution
of urine is intlannnatory ; one of less acute

character, with polyuria, is waxj' ; and one
commencing insidiously, with no marked
symptom until perhaps convulsions or dim-
ness of vision appeared, would be an exam-
ple of cirrhosis. The leading symptoms of
the infiammatary variety are diminution of

lu-ine ; an abundance of albumin and of epi-

thelial tube-casts, with diminution of urea
;

and marked dropsy. Other indications may
be gathered from the complications of each
form of Bright's disease. It must be remem-
bered that mixed forms frequently occur, and
that in these careful inquiry and patient in-

vestigation are essential to the establishing

of a correct diagnosis. Of the waxy kidney,

the prominent features are early and persis-

tent polyuria; waxy degeneration of other

organs: and absence of dropsy. In the cir-

rhotic form the insidious commencerafint ; the

gradual development of vascular and cardiac

changes ; with in the later stages, in many
eases, polym-ia, are the most important
phenomena.

Prognosis.—The prognosis, though always
grave, varies in the different forms of Bright's

disease. In the injlamviatory affection it is

least imfavourable, although this affection is

the most immediately dangerous. During
its first stage we may always hope for com-
plete recovery, especially in cases of post-

scarlatinal origin. Of forty-one successive

cases treated by the writer in the Royal
Infirmary, Edinburgh, twentj--two recovered

entirely, while tw'elve died, and seven passed

into the second stage. If this be the pro-

portion in hospital cases, which are generally

sent there on account of their severity, and
are rarely sent in the earliest stages of the

disease, it is obvious that the proportion of

recoveries must be much larger in private

practice. AVhen the disease reaches the

second stage, the prognosis is more grave,

complete recovery being rare, and death
sometimes taking place from sudden or

gi'adual increase of the symptoms, or from
intercurrent affections. But even in this

condition complete recovery may be brought
about, and in many eases tlie patient goes on
for long periods, presenting few symptoms
fitted to attract attention. Iia the tliird stage

the prognosis is entirely unfavourable, th(

system becoming steadily more deteriorated,

and death occurring, either from the direct
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efiects of the disease, or from complications.
Still, even such cases often go for long
periods, if placed imder favourable hygienic
and therapeutic conditions.

In the cirrhotic form the prognosis is

very unfavoiu-able, but the progress of the
disease is so slow that it is often unadvisable
to say anythmg about it to the patient, as

the fatal result may be long deferred. It

must, however, be kept in view that the

disease is commonly far advanced before its

existence is made out.

In the waxy form the prognosis must
almost always be unfavourable, although the

malady is never rapidly fatal. On the con-

trary, its course is always clironic, in some
cases extending over five or even ten years.

The fatal result is due to complications more
frequently than to the disease itself. Ee-
covery probably sometimes takes place, but
only when the cause of the degeneration is

removed, and the general surroundings of

the patient are favourable. It is certain that

the liver and spleen may to a large extent

recover from waxy disease, and recovery has
been witnessed in cases which presented all

the symptoms pointing to implication of the

kidneys.

Among the symptoms and complications

which are fitted to cause special alarm when
they occur in connexion with any of the

forms of Bright's disease, we must recognise

suppression or great diminution of urine, es-

pecially ifaccompanied by nervousj)henomena
or general dropsy; ur:Bmia, more particularly

its chronic form ; and acute inflammations
and haemorrhages. Eetinitis albuminurica is

always a very serious symptom, except wlien

it occurs in j)regnant women.
Treatment. — (1) Of the inflammatory

form. The objects to be kept in view are to

arrest the mflammatory action ; to remove the

inflammatory products from the kidneys ; to

supply the deficiency induced by the drain

upon the system ; a' id to obviate the dele-

terious effects upon the system generally

of the accumulation of effete materials. One
remedy or plan of treatment may meet inore

than one of these indications. The most
useful means of subduing the inflammatory
action, or at least the congestion which at-

tends it, are local blood-letting by means of

leeches or wet cuiss ; dry-cupping ; and the

application of hot fomentations, poultices,

and counter-irritants. Blood-letting is only
serviceable in the early stage of the disease,

or when severe exacerbations with suppres-

sion of urine occur. Poultices or hot fomen-
tations are of use in the same circumstances.

Counter-irritation is helpful in the more
chronic conditions. Iodine and croton oil

inunction are the best fitted for its induction,

while cantharides must be avoided on account
of its tendency to irritate the kidneys.

The removal of the inflammatory products

which block up the uriuiforous tubules is of

the utmost importance, and is in the great
majority of cases best effected by means of

diuretics. "Water and diluent drinks are the
safest, and are sometimes found sufficient.

The medicinal diuretics must be non-u-rita-

ting, and the best of aU is digitalis, which
may be given safely even when the mine is

bloody. It may be administered in the form
of infusion, tincture, or made up into a pill.

Of the infusion from a drachm to an oimce,
of the tincture from five to thirty minims, of

the iiowder fi-om half-a-grain to two grains,

should be given tliree times a day. The in-

fusion or the tincture may be combined with
spirit of nitrous ether, with acetate of potas-

sium, or with tincture of perchloride of iron.

Its action is often favoured by the addition of

squiU and carbonate of ammonium. Other
diuretics, such as caffeine or strophanthus,

occasionally act better than digitalis. Some-
times it happens that diuretics do not suit

the case, the urine becoming diminished and
more bloody under their use ; and in other

cases the symptoms become so urgent that

death might take place before there would be
time for diuretics to act. In either of these

conditions relief must be obtained by the

bowels or skin. The bowels are best acted

upon by means of from twenty grains to a

drachm of the compound jalap powder, or

one-twentieth to half-a-gi'ain of elaterium.

The action of the skin may be excited by the

use of acetate of ammonia or antimony ; but

pilocarpme, hot air, vai^our-baths, and the wet
pack are the most efficient agents. Through-
out the whole course of the disease constipa-

tion should be avoided, and the action of the

skin encouraged. When the disease has be-

come less acute, and certainly when dropsy

persists during the second stage, other diu-

retics are of the utmost value, jjarticularly the

acid tartrate of potassium, the oil of juniper,

and the decoction of broom. Iron must be

assiduously administered, to make up for the

waste of the materials of the blood. Gallic

acid, ergot, hydroehlorate of rosanilin, and
belladonna have all been praised as tending

to diminish the discharge of albumin resulting

from a persistent chronic inflammation of the

tubules. The treatment of special symptoms
and complications will be considered after

indicating the general management of the

other varieties of Bright's disease.

The diet during the earliest stages should

be easily assimilable, and not too rich in

nitrogenous elements. Milk is, as a rule, well

borne. Some practitioners laud skimmed
milk as an unfailing remedy in the disease. •

It is a good diuretic, and, when it suits the i

stomach, a good article of diet, but possesses '

no other therapeutical virtue. In the more
chronic stages the food should be of a more

,

nourishing kind, and a moderate allowance J

of stimulants may be needed. I

(2) In the cirrhotic form it is probable

that no remedy we at present possess can
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influence the pathological process, although

arsenic and alkaline remedies, and particu-

larly iodide of potassium, enjoy a certain

reputation. It is the duty of the skilful

physician to ward otT or minimise the results

of the morbid process. It is obviously of

great importance to avoid the causes of the

disease. Lead-poisoning should be avoided

;

the gout}' tendency kept in check ; ajid the

free use of alcohol forbidden.

(3) In the treatment of the waxy form,
the most important indication is to seek to

remove the cause of the degeneration, if still

existing. If there be disease of bone or

cluronic abscess it must, if possible, be cured ;

constitutional syphilis must be combated by
appropriate remedies. The tincture of per-

cliloride of iron, quinine, nux vomica, and
combinations of these in the form of phos-

phates, are useful. The patient must also

have good food, and should lead an easy life.

(4) In the management of the combined

forms of Bright's disease these plans of treat-

ment must be conjoined according to cir-

cumstances, but, on the whole, treatment is

much less successful than in the simple cases.

In the combined waxy and inflammatory
aflfection, for instance, it is not imcommon
for dropsy to persist, although the diuretics

bring the urine up to or above the natural

standard.

(5) With regard to the special symptoms
and complicntions of Bright's disease, the

gastric catarrh is often benefited by the use

of bismuth, soda, and rhubarb ; the sickness

and vomiting are best relieved by counter-

irritation over the stomach, and by giving

ice, milk, and hj'drocyanic acid interuallj'.

These s>Tnptoms are, however, often very

intractable. Diarrhoea must sometimes be

let alone ; at other times it must be treated

by means of astringents or sedatives, either

administered by the mouth or as enema or

suppository. Ascites must be treated as a
manifestation of dropsy, and occasionally the

abdomen requires tapping. Peritonitis must
be combated by hot fomentations and opium,
but the latter requires great care in its ad-

ministration. All through the disease in all

its fdrras hsematic tonics are demanded ; iron

in some form should be constantly adminis-
tered. For haemorrhages the pernitrate of

iron, local astringents, ergot and ergotin,

gallic acid, or acetate of lead must be tried

in various combinations. The best results

have followed the use of ergotin in 3- to

o-grain doses injected subcutaneously. The
irritating effects sometimes observed after

the subcutaneous injection of ergotin may
often be obviated by boiling the solution, or by
the addition of a minute quantity of salicylic

acid. Hydropericardiima and pericarditis

must be treated in the usual way. In the
latter the writer has repeatedly seen much
benefit follow the application of leeches, and
during the past few yeai* has witnessed a
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number of recoveries from this complaint.
The vascular and cardiac symptoms are often

relieved by the use of the nitrites, and par-

ticularly of nitroglycerine cautiously admin-
istered. Bronchial catarrh must be carefidly

attended to, by the avoidance of exposure to

cold, by the application of counter-irritation

externally, and hy the internal administra-

tion of expectorants. Qildema of the lungs
must be treated by counter-irritants, and by-

remedies fitted to reduce the general dropsy.

Pneumonia, phthisis, and pleurisy must be

treated on ordinary principles. Hydrothorax
may demand paracentesis. General dropsy
is one of the most unportant complications,

and should be combated by means of diiuretics,

purgatives, and diaphoretics ; in many cases

the introduction of Southey's tubes or puncture
of the (Edematous parts is demanded. When
these methods have been determined upon,
precautions must be taken to avoid inflam-

mation. Eczema and erysipelas, when they
occur, should be dealt with according to

ordinary principles. Headache is relieved

in different cases by iron, by hot or cold

applications to the head, by quinine, or by
inhalation of a few drops of nitrite of amyl.
W'lien uraemia occurs Ln acute inflammatory
conditions, or with suppression of urine, dry-

cupping or wet-cupping over the renal regions

should be tried, along with free purgation

and hot-air baths and, especially in puerperal

cases, general blood-letting. But, above all,

reliance must be placed in the use of pilo-

carpine. Generally it is best to inject it sub-

cutaneouslj', and thereby produce diaphoresis.

Bromide of potassium should be given in

drachm doses, and if convulsions be severe,

the patient must be kept imder the influence

of chloroform. In the more chronic and
gradually advancing form of unemia, counter-

irritation at the back of the neck and over

the scalp sometimes appears to be useful.

But treatment is not so often of advantage
in this as in the other form. In the eye-

affections, iodide of potassium enjoys some
reputation. HiBuiorrhagic apoplexy demands
no special discussion in this article.

T. Geainger Stewart.

BRINKENAU, in Bavaria.—Chaly-
beate waters. Hec Mineral Waters.

BROMIDROSIS (ipcS^or, a stench ; and
I'Spoiy, sweat).—A term for fetid perspiration.

Sec I'ERSPiRATioN, Disorders of.

BROMISM.

—

Defimtion.—Bromism is

the term applied to the morbid eflects pro-

duced by the administration of the salts of

bromine under certain circumstances.

Description.—The effect of the salts of
' bromine, when administered in medicinal

\

doses, is to reduce nervous activity ; and
! thus, with a certain amount of ana'sthetic

influence, to promote rest and sleep. When
\
such doses have been long continued, or in
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certain idiosyncrasies, or when excessive

doses are administered, results are produced
which constitute a state of disease, and to

this condition the term ' bromism ' is appUed.
These results are manifested on the brain

and spinal cord ; on the skin ; on the mucous
membranes and glandular structures ; and
on the organs of cii'culation and respiration.

1. On the Brain and Spinal Cord.—When
the therapeutic action intended to be obtained

from the use of a salt of bromine is exceeded,

the quiet or sleej] becomes more pronounced,
».ud there is more or less constant somno-
lence; the memory becomes impaired, words
being forgotten or misplaced, whilst written

and spoken language is confused, the tongue
is tremulous, and speech is difficult. The gait

becomes feeble and staggering, with inability

to control movement, and somewhat re-

sembles the condition observed in locomotor
ataxy. The special senses—sight, hearing,

taste, and touch—are impaired. Reflex ex-

citability is diminished. This impairment
is especially observed in the fauces, where
touching does not as usual cause sickness

;

indeed it may occasionally be present to such

a degree as to lead to difficulty in swallowing.
Sexual feelmgs are diminished or altogether

suppressed. The general aspect of a case of

well-marked bromism much resembles one
of senile imbecility.

2. On the Skin.—A very frequent result of

the internal use of the bromides is a follicular

eruption of the skin, closely resembling acne.

It is generally situated on the face, chest,

and shoulders. When the use of the drug is

persisted in, the acne becomes aggravated,

and boils appear. A more rare form of skin-

disease similarly caused has been described

by Dr. Cholmeley, Mr. Hutchinson, M. Voisin,

and others. This disease appears as vesicles,

which become aggregated into clusters or

patches. They proceed to suppuration, and
are soon followed by scabbing, their base

being slightly raised, hard, sometimes ulcer-

ated, and surrounded by a red areola. In a

later stage the eruption presents the appear-

ance of dusky red stains. It has been ob-

served more especially on the limbs and
head. Eruptions having more or less the

characters of erythema and of eczema have
also been described as following the use of

these agents.

3. On the Mucous Membranes and Glan-
dular Structures.—Drj'ness of the mouth
and tongue is often experienced in bromism

;

but in some cases there is said to be an in-

creased flow of saliva. Nausea, flatulence,

eructations having a saline taste, heat and
fulness at the epigastrium, and occasionally

gastric catarrh and diarrhoea, have been
observed ; it is said that acute enteritis and
even a typhoid condition have occurred.

4. On the Organs of Circulation and
Besjnration.—The salts of bromine are said

to produce contraction of the capillaries.

The skin may present a peculiar dusky hue
or pallor, and the extremities are cold. The
action of the heart is rendered slower and
weaker ; and may even cease altogether,

under the continued ojjeration of these drugs.

The action on the respiratory organs is simi-

lar to that upon the heart. It has been
observed that bromine—recognised by its

l^eculiar odour in the expired air—is elimi-

nated from the respiratory mucous mem-
brane. Bronchial catarrh oocms, and in-

stances are recorded in which pneumonia is

said to have followed and proved fatal.

It must be remembered that, although it

has been thought desirable to discuss sepa-

rately here the effects of the bromides on the
several systems, these effects are combined
in various degrees. In some cases the affec-

tion of the skin is alone noticeable ; in others,

that of the nervous system ; while in a third

class there is produced a combination more
or less of all the phenomena, constituting

what may be called a cachexia. In such cases

we find loss of flesh and strength, of colour

and mental power
; paralysis of the muscles

;

loss of reflex and general sensibility and of

the functions of the special senses ; complete
apathy and general prostration, the coun-
tenance having a semi-idiotic expression

;

coldness of the extremities ; and gradual
failure of the heart's action.

Pathology.—The condition just described

is but the extreme e:rect of the ordinary
physiological action of the salts of bromine.
This condition may be due either to idiosyn-

crasy—that is, to undue susceptibility on the

part of the individual—or to the administra-
tion of large quantities of the drug, either

in medicinal doses for a long period, or in

excessive doses administei'ed within a short

time. The individual susceptibility may
depend upon the want of capability to

eliminate the drug; on the general state

of health ; or on the presence of a disease

which resists its action. Under these cir-

cumstances, as weU as in the presence of

certain modifying influences, such as the

action of other remedial agents simultane-

ously administered, it is difficult to fix upon
the amount of a bromine salt capable of pro-

ducing morbid symptoms in any given indi-

vidual. The writer has seen a nightly dose

of ten grains of bromide of potassium, con-

tinued for some weeks, produce marked
somnolence during the day, and impau'ment
of memory ; whilst it has required the enor-

mous doses of 200 or 300 grains a day, which
seem to be administered on the Continent, to

produce the extreme effects above described.

The rapidity with which these effects are

produced, constituting the acute and chronic

forms of bromism, will depend on the amount
and frequency of the dose, and on the sus-

ceptibility of the individual. The effect of a

sudden considerable increase in the dose has

been observed by the writer in a case which
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first directed his attention to the subject of

broiiiism in 187'2. This case he saw in

(•(insuhiition witli Mr. Alfred Burton. Half-

dracluu doses of bromide of potassium had
been taken twice a day for several weeks,

when by mistake the qnantitj- of the dru;^

was doubled ; then, after three days, symp-
toms closely resembling senile imbecility

were rapidly developed.

Diagnosis.— Recognising the value of the

bromides,' and the frequency with which they

are used, it is extremely important that the

peculiar results which they are capable of

producing should bo borne in mind ; for if

they are not rocoj,'nised in time, and if the

use of the drugs be persisted in, disastrous

effects, which might otherwise be avoided,

will follow. Without going into details of

diagnosis, it will probably be sufficient to

point out the necessity for remembering that

the SNinptoms which have been described

above can be produced bj* the use of bromides

;

and that when such a combination of symp-
toms does occur during their use, it is highly

probable, in the absence of disease capable of

accounting for them, that the sjinptoms have
originated from the operation of these agents.

Treatment.—This consists in stopping the

use of the drug, and hastening its elimination

by promoting the action of the kidneys and
other excreting organs. It is found that

arsenic in combination with these salts acts

in some measure as a preventive of the
eruptions.

The above description refers more espe-

cially to the effects of bromide of potassium ;

but like effects are produced by other salts of

bromine, though to what extent by each has
not been so clearly ascertained.

Richard Quain.

BRONCHI, Diseases of.— Synon. : Fr.
Mahidirs dcs Bronches; Ger. Bronchien-
Kninkhcitcn.—The diseases of the bronchi
will be discussed in the following order :

—

1. Acute inflammation ; 2. Chronic inflam-
mation ; 3. Plastic inflammation ; 4. Di-
latation ; 5. Narrowing or obstruction

;

6. Cancer.

1. Acute Inflammation—Acute Bron-
chitis—Acute Bronchial Catarrh.

Definition.—An acute inflammation or
congestion, general or partial, of the bron-
chial tubes.

^Etiology.—The causes of acute bronchitis
may be classed as (a) predisposing, and (6)
excitinq.

(a) Predisposing causes.—Of these age is

one of the most important. The disease is

indeed confined to no period of life, but is

most frequently met with in the young and the

' It is of interest to record here that the use of
bromide of potnssinm in this country dates from
May 1857, when its value in the treatment of
hysteria was mentioned by Sir Charles Locock
at a meeting of the Royal Medical and Chirurgical
Society, of which he was then Prebident.
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old ; and in these subjects it assumes its most
serious characters. The imperfect develop-

ment of the infant, and the dimuiished

vitality of the aged, seem to render them
especially liable to attacks of bronchitis, and
to make the disease exceptionally fatal in

them. Sex appears to have no influence as

a predisposing cause. The habits of life have
an important influence in the causation of

bronchitis. The practice of living in heated

rooms, especially whore gas is largely' con-

sumed, and of breathing the vitiated atmo-
sphere produced by the assemblage of large

numbers of persons in apartments, is un-

doubtedly a fertile predisposing, as well as

exciting, cause of the comi'laint ; so also is

the practice of keeping children too much
within doors on the one hand, or, on the

other, of exposing them to inclement weather
when insufiiciently clad. Temperament can
scarcely be considered a predisposing cause,

but the state of the general health exercises

a powerful influence. A weakly constitution,

or one weakened by overwork, improper
food, &€., predisposes to bronchitis ; whilst

such affections as Bright's disease, gout, and
diseases of the heart, alike favoiu: its occm--

rence. Again, certain occupations are favour-

able to the development of bronchitis. Inde-
pendently of the fact that living or working
in heated and confined rooms predisposes to

the disease, such occupations as lead to the

inhalation of irritating particles, as those of

steel, cotton, &c., give rise to it. The climate

most favourable to the production of bron-

chitis is probably that which is at the same
time both cold and damp, and where sudden
variations of temiJerature occur. The seasons

of the year in which it prevails most are

the late autumn, the winter, and the early

spring.

(b) Exciting causes.—Although xindoubt-

edly cold directh' applied to the surface of

the body is in a large number of cases the

exciting cause of bronchial inflammation,
still the transition from cold to heat—passing

from a cold atmosphere to a heated one— is an
important fiictor of the disease. There can be

little doubt that bronchitis is often produced
directly by the effects of heated and vitiated

air on the bronchial membrane, and on the

system at large ; and that, in the latter in-

stance, the affection is merely a local mani-
festation of a general influence. Broncliitis

may also be caused by the direct action of

irritants contained in the air—as irritant

vapours, minute particles of steel, cotton, or

ipecacuanha, and the emanations (pollen)

from flowering plants. Again, morbid con-

ditions of the blood, the result of specific

febrile affections, act as exciting causes of

the disease ; as do also the poison of syphilis,

and the altered condition of the blood pro-

duced by gout. Bronchitis, moreover, must
be regarded as a constant accompaniment of

influenza.
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Anatomical Characters.— The mucous
membrane is mainly affected in acute bron-
chitis, but morbid changes may be produced
in the deeper structures. The mucous mem-
brane is red—the redness being arborescent,

streaked, or mottled, but not usually spread
uniformly over a large surface. The injected

condition of the membrane does not, as a

rule, extend into the finer bronchial tubes,

but in some cases where there have been
frequent attacks of inflammation, these tubes
have a red appearance. The membrane is

sometimes thickened and soft, but ulceration

is very rare. The tubes are generally found
more or less filled with secretion, either frothy

mucus, muco-i3us, or even actual pus. Some-
titnes the secretion is very abundant, filling

all the tubes. Fibrinous masses are oc-

casionally met with, which may form casts

of the tubes. Collapse of portions of lung-

substance—lobulettes or whole lobules of

the lungs—is not infrequently found, as are

also patches of lobular pneumonia. The
venous system and the right side of the

heart are overloaded, and the blood is dark.

In many cases fibrinous dei)osits are found
in the cavities and great vessels of the
heart.

In speakuig of the pathology of bronchitis,

it is necessary to refer to the distribution of

the bronchial blood-vessels. The bronchial
arteries when they have fairly entered the

lungs have no accompanying veins. The so-

called bronchial veins are some small vessels

which return the blood supplied to the struc-

tures about the roots of the lungs. The
blood which is supplied to the bronchial
tubes, when they have commenced their

divisions, passes into radicles of pulmonary
veins, and is returned directly to the left side

of the heart. The question whether there is

a commmiication between the bronchial

arteries and the pulmonary artery, is still

sub judice. If such communication exist, it

is only slight. The blood of the bronchial
arteries, after sujjplying the mucous mem-
brane and other structures of the tubes,

passes, either wholly or in a very large part,

to the left side of the heart, not having
circulated through the aerating portion of the

lungs. The circumstances of this anatomical
arrangeruent are most important in a j)rac-

tical point of view. Anything which em-
barrasses the circulation on the left side of

the heart—such as mitral regurgitation

—

must necessarily cause a very loaded con-

dition of the bronchial vessels; and all

physicians are familiar with the form of

bronchitis which is so common in these

cardiac affections. The congested mucous
membrane, and the profuse bronchial secre-

tion, are the result of the direct impediment
to its circulation which the blood meets with,

from passing at once into vessels which go
straight to the left side of the heart. The
relief often afforded in this form of bronchitis

by the exhibition of digitalis, is explained by
the circumstance above referred to.

Symptoms.—The symptoms of acute bron-
chitis vary according as the larger or smaller
tubes are affected. The disease attacks first,

the larger and medium-sized tubes ; and,
secondly, the smaller ones. To this latter

form of the affection the name of capillary
bronchitis has been given.

1. Acute bronchitis of the larger tubes.

The attack is usually ushered in by symp-
toms of catarrh—sneezing, lachrymation, a
sense of fulness about the nose and eyes,

with frontal headache ; the throat becomes
dry and sore, and then mcreased secretion

sets in ; the follicles at the back of the
l^harynx become enlarged ; the upper part
of the larynx is often involved, there being
slight hoarseness ; and the affection gradually
creeps down into the bronchial tubes. The
disease is not ushered in by decided rigors,

but chills and sometimes shiverings are ex-

perienced; the pulse is not much affected,

but its frequency is increased in some cases

;

there is a general sense of malaise, as well

as a want of energy. "When the disease has
set in fully certain local symptoms are found.

More or less pain is felt behind and above
the sternum ; the sensation is increased by a
deep inspiration ; the pain shoots at times
over the chest in the direction of the

larger bronchial tubes ; and there is a tickling

or unpleasant irritation felt behind the ster-

num, which gives rise to a cough. Dyspncea
is not a marked feature of this form of bron-

chitis ; it exists, however, sometimes ; and
in the most severe cases a sense of oppression,

weight, and tightness about the chest is ex-

perienced. Cough is one of the earliest and
most prominent symptoms ; it is at first dry,

and there is usually at this period some
hoarseness. The cough is paroxysmal, and
often very violent ; it becomes attended with

expectoration as the disease progresses.

This varies at different stages of the affection

;

at first watery and frothy, and almost trans-

parent, it becomes, as the disease progresses,

more consistent, viscid, and opaque, passing

through the stages of mucus to muco-
pus and pus; it is sometimes distinctly

nmnmulated. Small streaks of blood are

occasionally seen mixed with the sputa.

Examined under the microscope the sputa

are found in the early stages of the disease

to contain epithelial cells from the mucous
membrane ; and, later, many of the so-called

exudation-corpuscles, molecular and granular

matter, pus-cells, and occasionally blood-discs.

In the mUder cases of this form of bron-

chitis there is but little general disturbance

;

and even in the more severe cases the febrile

reaction is not usually very great. The
pulse rises a little, but does not become very

frequent ; the temperature rarely becomes
high ; there is in many cases but little mter-

fereuce with the appetite. A general feeling
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of depression, which in some cases is very

Miiirked, is usually experienced.

'2. Acute broiu-liitis of the smaller tubes—
CnpilUtrtj broncliitis. This is a very for-

niidnble disease. It attacks the finer bron-

chial tubes, and probably extends to their

smallest ramifications. Its symptoms are

very {^'fi^'e- Sonie of the worst cases of

capillary broncliitis are met with in con-

nexion with emi>hysema of the lungs. It

may be an extension of iiitlannnation from
the larger tubes; or the capillary tubes may
be attacked simultaneously with the larger

ones, or alone. The early symptoms are

more severe than those of ordinary bronchitis,

and rigors are more common. Dyspnoea is

marked; it may vary from mere rapid

respiration to constant or paroxysmal ortho-

pnoea. The respirations may rise to fifty in

a minute. Cough is almost continuous, at

times becoming very violent and most dis-

tressing. Exjiectoration is attended with

difficulty. The sputa soon become very

abundant, and rapidly assume a purulent

cliaracter ; or they are very viscid and ropy.

The general symptoms are very severe.

The fever is high— the temperature reaching

to 103^ Fahr. and upwards ; and the pulse is

frequent, rising to 120 or 140. The tempera-

ture rarely attains the height which charac-

terises acute tuberculosis or pneiunonia.

There are often profuse perspirations, and in

some cases excessive debility is felt. If the

disease progresses unfixvourably, symptoms
of very imperfect aeration of the blood come
on. The face becomes turgid and bloated,

the lips and ears get livid, the veins are dis-

tended, the temperature falls, cold clammy
perspirations break out, the pulse becomes
very small and rapid, delirium supervenes,

the respiration is sh:iJlow and catching, and
the patient dies of asphyxia, and from the

presence of fibrinous clots in the heart and
great blood-vessels.

Physical Sigxs.—The physical signs of

both forms of acute broncliitis may be re-

ferred to together. Inspection reveals little

of practical value in simple bronchitis. The
chest-form is not altered. In severe cases
the abdominal movements are in excess.

The costal movements are frecjuently those
of elevation rather than expansion. In ex-

treme cases the lower end of the sternum
and the connected cartilages sink with in-

spiration ; while the expiration-movements
are slow, laboured, and inefficient. If the
hand is ajiplied to the chest, rhonchal fie-

niitus may be often felt, sometimes over a
large area. The percussion-sound may be
somewhat exaggerated from over-distension
of the lungs, especially in children ; not ap-
preciably altered ; or deficient in resonance,
owing to the accumulation of secretion at
the bases of the lungs, to cedema or conges-
tion (as in tyiihoid fever)! or to pulmonary
collapse. In young children a sound re-

sembling the cracked-pot sound may be oc-

casionally jiroducod, variable in site. The
sounds heard in auscultation vary according
to the stage of the disease. The breath

-

sounds are loud when the tubes are free

;

when the latter are plugged by secretion,

they often become feeble or even totally sup-

pressed, from closure of a tube leading to a

portion of the lung. The adventitious sounds
of bronchitis include the various rhonchi,

dry or moist : the dry rhonchi are heard in

the early stages of the disease for the most
part, but when once secretion has set in, the

moist rhonchi or rales are more or less ex-

tensively heard, depending for their character

on the size of the tubes which are the seat of

inflammation. Thus they are called mucous
when produced in the large tubes, sab-mucous
and sub-crepitant when produced in the

finer ones ; the latter term being used to

characterise the rales of capillary bronchitis.

When the large bronchial tubes are filled

with a secretion which is not viscid, the

sounds may have a rattling character. The
various rhonchi may be heard over different

parts of the lungs at the same time, according

to the seat and stage of the bronchitis. In
capillary bronchitis sub-crepitant rales, ac-

companying insjiiration and expiration, are

abundantly heard towards the bases of

both lungs especially. As a rule there is

no displacement of organs in bronchitis,

hut the diaphragm is sometimes depressed
from great distension of the lungs, and
the heart is occasionally displaced towards
the right.

DiAtJNOSiS.—The diagnosis of acute bron-

chitis, except in a few instances, presents

no great difficulty. In the early stages of

whoojiing-cough it is impossible to decide

Avhether the case is one of simple bronchitis

or not, but subsequently the paroxysmal
character of the cough settles the point. In
some cases of bronchitis occurring in children

the breathing may resemble that of croup

;

but here the presence of catarrh, the wheez-
,

ing nature of the respiration, the absence of

much fever, the characters of the sputa

—

obtained by wiping the back of the tongue
—and their freedom from membranous
shreds, and the physical examuiation of the

chest indicating the presence of rhonchi, will

be suflicient to establish a diagnosis. From
larjTigitis the discrimination is not diflicult.

Pneumonia may generally be easily dia-

gnosed from capillary bronchitis, with which
form it can perhaps be alone confounded.
Capillary bronchitis is not ushered in, as

pneumonia usually is, by a well-marked and
prolonged rigor ; the general febrile distur-

bance is less, and the temperature not so

high ; moreover the absence of dulness on
percussion, and of increased vocal resonance
and fremitus will aid in the difi'erontiation.

From lobular pneumonia in children the

diagnosis is not always easy. In this
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disease there is often no dulness to be per-

ceived on percussion; whilst, on the other

hand, diibiess may exist in bronchitis from
pulmonary collapse.

The diagnosis of capillary bronchitis from
acute phthisis often presents difficulties. The
main points to be relied on, mdependently of

the family history, which may aid, are that

in capillary bronchitis the fever is less and
the temperature lower; signs of asphyxia
soon come on ; and there is free expectora-

tion of muco-jjuralent matter, from which
the tubercle-bacilli are absent. In one form
of acute phthisis there is evidence of pneu-
monic consohdation, followed by signs of the

formation of cavities. In the miliary tuber-

cular form there are in many cases scarcely

any physical signs except rales, most marked
at the apices of the lungs. Here, however,
the diagnosis may be aided by the examina-
tion of the sputa under the microscope, which
may reveal the presence of tubercle-bacilli.

Prognosis, Duration, Terminations, and
Mortality.—The prognosis in an ordinary

case of bronchitis is favoiu-able, but when
the disease occurs in the very young or the

aged the prognosis should always be guarded.

In the milder forms the affection may last

only a few days, or two or three weeks.
Severe cases are more protracted. The
disease may terminate in j)erfect recovery,

in death, or by passing into the chronic form.

It may be the starting-point of emphysema
of the lungs, or of certain forms of phthisis.

The mortality is much influenced: (1) by
age, being greatest in the very young and the

very old
; (2) by the previous state of health,

which, if lowered by any circumstances, will

render recovery more doubtful
; (3) by the

extent of the inflammation, especially when
the disease is of the capillary form ; (4) by
the existence or non-existence of any organic

disease of the heart, hmgs, or kidneys
; (5) by

the disease being epidemic in connexion with
influenza or otherwise ; and, lastly, by the

time the case has come imder treatment,

whether early or late.

Treatment.—In the treatment of bron-

chitis regard must be had to the constitu-

tional condition of the patient. Care must
be taken to ascertain whether the disease is

secondary to some organic affection, or the

residt of mechanical irritation, or of the

presence of gout or rheumatism in the

system, or of influenza; or whether it arises

idiopathically. The treatment of the disease

as a primary affection will be considered first.

In an ordinary case of acute bronchitis it

is very desirable to keep the patient con-

fined to his room, and, if the case is at all

severe, to his bed. The temperatiure of the

apartment should be maintained at from G0°

to 65"^ Fahr. A higher temperature than
this is generally not favourable to the pro-

gress of the case. In the early stages of the

attack it is well to allow the air of the room

to be more or less saturated with steam. A
free action of the skin should be promoted

;

and for this purpose warm drinks, with or
without some form of alcohol or some diapho-
retic medicine, may be given ; or a hot-air

bath may be used in bed. Great reUef is often

experienced from the application of a large

mustard or mustard and linseed-meal poul-

tice to the chest ; and it is well, if mustard
is applied first, to apply immediately after-

wards a large hot Imseed-meal poultice, to

be renewed every few hours. This constant
application of warmth and moisture to the

chest is often productive of very great reUef

to the symptoms.
Cases of acute bronchitis do not require

venesection, nor is the application of leeches

often, even if ever, called for. Severe coun-
ter-irritation is moreover to be prohibited.

It is generally desirable to act on the bowels,

and a mercurial, followed by a saline purga-
tive, will often be of great service. In the

old and debilitated, as also in the young,
all lowering treatment must, however, be
avoided. In the early stages of the affec-

tion, before secretion has commenced, and
when the mucous membrane is dry and the

cough hard, diaphoretics with ipecacuanha
may often be given with advantage ; but as
soon as secretion is fairly established, car-

bonate of ammonium, spirit of chloroform,
ether, cascariUa, senega, or such-like drugs
should be administered. Indeed in ahnost
every stage of bronchitis carbonate of am-
monium is one of the most valuable remedies
we j)ossess. Care should be exercised, es-

pecially with the aged, that nothing should
be given which will so nauseate as to prevent
food being taken. In the exhibition of medi-
cines to alleviate the cough, regard must be
had to the condition of the patient and the
stage of the disease. Opimu in all its forms
should be given with caution, especially in

the young and old. It no doubt often suc-

ceeds in checkmg cough, but m domg so it

also checks expectoration, and causes an ac-

cumulation m the bronchial tubes, which
sometimes becomes very dangerous to life.

Chloral hydrate in small doses is often ofgreat

use for relieving cough, and it may be com-
bined with oxyinel of squill. It has also a

good effect in allaying spasm of the tubes, if

this exist. In some cases of bronchitis the

question of procuring sleep becomes an im-
portant one. Opium in its various forms is

generally inadmissible, in consequence of its

tendency to increase the condition of as-

phyxia ; but chloral hydrate may be given

with safety, and the recovery of a patient

may sometimes be dated from the sleep

which this agent procures.

In reference to the exhibition of alcoholic

stimulants, except in the early stages, and in

certain cases dependent on a gouty or rheu-

matic condition, they should usually be given

in smaller or larger quantities. They increase
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expectoratinfj power, and ward off the ten-

doiicy to aspliyxia. In the old tlioy are

especially called for, and, toi^cther with
carbonate of annnonimn, should form the

main therapeutic aj^ents to be relied on. In
the treatment of capillary bronchitis, am-
monia and alcoholic stimulants should be

exhibited from the connnencemcnt, and the

quantity must depend on the symptoms of

each case. There is one source of danger in

capillary bronchitis which should always be

borne in mind, viz. the formation of fibrinous

clots in the heart and great blood-vessels.

These deposits become the proximate cause

of death in many cases, and they are especi-

ally liable to form when there is emphysema
of the lungs. Their presence may often be

diagnosed during life from the respiration

becoming very rapid, shallow, and laboured ;

from the pulse being quick, weak, and sniall,

although the heart may at the same time
be felt beating vigorously ; from the voice

becoming feeble, and the mental faculties

seriouslj' impaired. After death a large

portion of the cavities of the heart may be

found occupied by these deposits, the calibre

of the pulmonary artery and the aorta being
also materially diminished by them.

In many cases of bronchitis, when the

acute symptoms have passed off but the

secretion continues profuse, as well as in

those cases called bronchorrhcEa, the exhi-

bition of u'on is often of great service. It

seems to give tone to the relaxed capillaries

of the mucous membrane, and to diminish
the secretion. It may be given in combina-
tion with carbonate of ammonium, in the

form of the annnonio-citrate ; or the tincture

of the perchloride with ether or spirit of

chloroform may be employed, or the ethereal

tincture of the acetate (Ph. Ger.), which is a
very valuable preparation in some cases.

Inhalations are useful for allaying cough
in the earlier stages of the affection, or for

the relief of spasm. In some cases of severe
bronchitis where aspliyxia has been threat-

ened, recovery has followed the exhibition of
large doses—half an ounce—of oil of turpen-
tine. In this dose, however, it sometimes pro-

duces alarming symptoms, and it is perhaps
better to exhibit it in smaller quantities

tentatively. An emetic maj- be serviceable,

especially in children, if the tubes are much
loaded. Children sul'lering from severe
attacks of bronchitis should not be allowed
to sleep long, for fear of dangerous accumula-
tion in the tubes, and care should be taken
that the secretions do not collect about the
back of the mouth.

Patients should not be kept on a low diet

even at the beginning of an attack, and as the
disease progresses the quantity of food allowed
may be increased according to the appetite.
In the treatment of goyty bronchitis, or
bronchitis associated with a tendency to
the formation of uric acid in the system,

colchicimi and the alkalis must be given,

and the general measures used which are

api)licable to the constitutional condition.

If bronchitis depend on a gouty state, it will

not yield to the ordinary treatment, but when
its cause is recognised and the appropriate

remedies are administered, the symptoms
usually soon begin to improve.

In the cases of bronchitis which are con-

nected with heart disease, and esjiecially

with mitral regurgitation, digitalis is often of

great value, iiy steadying the action of the

heart it relieves the overloaded pulmonary
veins, and thus directly diminishes the con-

gestion of the mucous membrane, as men-
tioned ill the paragi'aph relating to the

pathology of the disease.

It is impossible in the scope of this article

to refer specially to the treatment of broncliitic

attacks arising from the various kinds of

mechanical irritation. There is, however,
one form of bronchitis which may be men-
tioned, viz. that connected with hay-fever,

arising either from the inhalation of pollen,

or caused by some peculiar atmospheric
influence acting on a pecidiar nervous
system. It is very ditlicult of cm-e. In the
writer's experience no remedies seem to have
any particular influence over it, and it is

usually only to be relieved by removing the

jjatient from the exciting cause of the affec-

tion. In the treatment of broncliitis depend-
ing on constitutional syphilis, the appropriate

measm-csfor that airection must be resorted to.

•2. Chronic Inflammation— Chronic
Bronchitis — Chronic Bronchial Ca-
tarrh.

Definition.—A chronic inflammation or

congestion, more or less extensive, of the

bronchial tubes.

jEtiology.—Clironic bronchitis very fre-

quently results from repeated attacks of the

acute disease, but it may be clironic from the
beginnmg. Emphysema of the lungs, dilated

bronchi, and phthisis are causes of the com-
plaint ; as are also various forms of heart-

disease, and some blood-affections, such as

gout. The inhalation of irritating particles

gives rise to chronic bronchitis; and it is also

met with in connexion with chronic alcohol-

ism. It is most common amongst the old.

Anatomical Characters.—Tlie bronchial

mucous membrane is discoloured, being of a
dull-rod tuit, gi'eyish, or brownish. The dis-

coloration is usually partial, but sometimes
general. There is swelling and increased
firmness of the mucous membrane, and the
sub-mucous tissue in old-standing cases

becomes infiltrated and indurated. The
fibrous and muscular tissues are hyjier-

trophied ; the cartilages in the larger tubes

are sometimes calcareous ; and there is

generally more or less emphysema of the

liuigs.

Symptoms.— The s.A-mptoms of chronio

bronchitis vary greatly iu different coses.
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They resemble in kind those of the acute

affection. There is cough, expectoration,

pain, soreness or uneasmess behind the

sternum, with more or less dyspnoea. The
constitutional symptoms may be very slight,

scarcely any eff"ect on the general health

being apparent ; or they miy be very severe.

Three forms of chronic bronchitis are recog-

nised clinically :— 1. That which includes the

ordinary cases of the disease, varying much
in severity : 2. That characterised by excessive

secretion — hronchorrhoea ; 3. That form
which is called dry catarrh.

1. In the first form of chronic bronchitis

the cough is at first slight, perhaps only

occurring durmg the winter, being altogether

absent in the summer. After a time the

attacks become more frequent, and at last

the patient is never free fi-om the affection,

which is aggravated at times. The cough in

such cases is more or less severe, but usually

most so in the morning. It is often

paroxysmal, and sometimes very violent.

The expectoration, in some cases being

scanty, viscid, and difficult to discharge, is

in others, especially old-standing cases,

copious and easy. The sputa vary much
both in appearance and quantity. They may
be yellowish- white, muco-parulent matter,

01 more decidedly purulent, of a greenish-

yellow or bright or dark green colour; they
are but little aerated, sometimes not at aU,

so that they sink in water; at times they
are nummulated and quite opaque. In some
cases the expectoration is foetid, constituting

the form of the disease denominated ' fcetid

bronchitis.' the odoui resulting either from
sloughs of minute portions of the mucous
membrane, or from chemical changes taking

place in the sputa. Occasionally streaks of

blood sjce met with. Microscopically the
sputa are found to consist of epithelium,

pus-ceUs, and granular matter, with at times
blood-corj)uscles.

The constitution does not suffer much in

mild attacks, but when chronic bronchitis is

permanent and general, the system at large

sympathises more or less severely : the appe-
tite fails, sleep is disturbed by the cough,
emaciation sets in and sometimes becomes
marked, but it does not proceed beyond a

certain point, unlike that of phthisis, which
is usually progressive. In all cases of chronic
bronchitis there is great risk of an acute
attack coming on, especially amongst the
aged. These attacks are very dangerous, in

consequence of the raj)id extension of the
disease throughout the lungs, and its as-

phyxiating character.

2. The second class of cases is characterised

by excessive secretion from the bi'onchial

tubes

—

hronchorrhoea. This form is often

met with in the old and feeble, and especially

in cases of valvular disease of the heart.

The cough is paroxysmal, and attended with
the expectoration of a large quantity of thin

watery glairy fluid, or of thick ropy gluey
matter, like white of egg. The quantity ex-

pectorated is sometimes very large. This
form of bronchitis may cause death somewhat
suddenly by asphyxia. During the paroxysms
of cough there is dyspnoea, but at other times
it is absent, except when heart-disease exists.

The constitution suffers httle, and the flux

seems sometimes to be beneficial in cases of
obstructive cardiac disease.

3. The third variety, or catarrhe sec, is

characterised by very troublesome cough,
oppression of breathing, tightness of the
chest, and sometimes severe dyspnoea. Ex-
pectoration is either absent or very scanty,

the sputa consisting of small masses of tough,
viscid, semi-transiiarent mucus. There is

usually no febrile disturbance. The disease

is met with in gouty peoj)le, and is often

associated with emphysema of the lungs.

Pathologically it seems to consist in a con-
gested condition of the bronchial tubes.

Physical Signs.—Inspection reveals no-

thing abnormal in the form or size of the

chest, unless emphj'sema of the hmgs is

present. The expansion in long-standing
cases is usually deficient ; the chest being
raised more than in health. Expiration is

often prolonged. Rhonchal fremitus may be
felt more or less, depending on the state of

the bronchial tubes. There is often increased

resonance, from the presence of emphysema.
The breath-sounds are more or less changed

:

they may be harsh and loud, and the expiration

is prolonged in cases that have existed for a

considerable period. The rhonchi vary : they
are dry, coarse, moist, or bubbling according
to the condition and contents of the tubes.

Vocal resonance varies : it may be broncho-
phonic, normal, or deficient.

Diagnosis.—There is usually but little

difficulty in the diagnosis of chronic bron-

chitis. The affection is most likely to be

confounded with phthisis, but the character

and degree of the wasting, and the absence
of increased temperature, of ha;moiitysis, of

tubercle-bacUli from the sjiuta, and of the

physical signs of consolidation, will generally

enable the practitioner to decide in favour

of the less serious disease. The main diffi-

culty lies in the diagnosis of cases where the

bronchi are dilated ; this will be referred to

hereafter.

Prognosis. — Although in itself not a

dangerous malady, chronic bronchitis be-

comes so in consequence of the liability

which exists to the occurrence of acute

symptoms ; when once established in middle
or advanced age it is almost incurable. The
complaint is further serious from its tendency
to produce emphysema and dilatation of the

bronchi. Per se it can scarcely ever be said

to kill.

Treatment.—No case of chronic bronchitis

can be successfully treated without due re-

gard to the constitutional condition of the
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patient. In some cases it is impossible to

ours the disease, and all eHbrts should be

directed towards preventing its extension;

alleviating the symptoms to wliicb it gives

rise ; and warding off acute attacks. Atten-

tion must be especially paid to the state of

the heart and kidneys ; the duration of the

affection ; the age of the patient ; the cha-

racters of the expectoration ; the state of the

lungs, as to the existence of emphysema or

other morbid conditions; and the presence

of gout or rheumatism. Speaking generally,

chronic bronchitis must be treated by the use

of a generous diet, with more or less stimu-

lants ; by the exhibition of expectorants and
tonics ; and by the avoidance of all depress-

ing measmres. The function of the liver

must be looked to ; and the administration of

a few doses of blue pill with a saline aperient

often gives great relief, and alters the cha-

racter of the bronchial secretion. If gout, or

a tendencj' to the formation of uric acid, is

present, colchicum with alkalis and other
remedies for gout, such as a course of Fried-

richshall or Hunj-adi or Carlsbad waters, will

prove of great service. If cai-diac disease

exist, whether in the form of valvular incom-
petence, or of weak, flabby, or dilated heart,

digitalis combined with iron frequently pro-

duces marked benelit.

In the treatment of ordinary cases of
chronic bronchitis, not dependent on any
orgimic disease or constitutional condition,

the patient's general health has to be looked
to. The affection has a tendency to lower
the health and to diminish strength, and
therefore the various tonics may often be
given with gi-eat benefit. Of these the most
useful are quinine, the preparations of iron,

and those of zinc. Cod-liver oil is also very
valuable in some cases where there is much
wasting. The cases of bronchitis marked by
excessive secretion are generally best treated
by tonics ; whilst those where the secretion
is slight— cases of ' dry catarrh '—being often
associated with a gouty condition of the
system, are more amenable to the use of
colchicum, the alkalis, iodide of potassium,
and mineral waters.

In what may be called the symptomatic
treatment of the affection, the various expec-
torants are useful— carbonate of ammonium,
ipecacuanha, squill, cascarilla, senega, chloro-
form, &c., and these maj' often bo beneficially
combined with some form of tonic. In
many cases of clironic bronchitis the expec-
torating power is diminished, and stimulat-
ing expectorants are of great service. Much
caution must be exercised in the administra-
tion of opiates and other narcotics or seda-
tives. When, however, the mucous mem-
brane is very irritable, and when there is but
little secretion, with a troublesome cough,
these remedies are indicated. Opium is of
great value, and chloral hydrate is also very
useful, as well as, in some cases, henbane

and hydrocyanic acid, or, whenever spasm is

present, stramonium, lobelia, the ethers, and
cannabis indica. Inhalations are sometimes
very beneficial, as of the vapour of warm
water, iodine, creasote, and other substances.

The inhalation of creasote is especially valu-

able if the expectoration is foetid.

Coimter-irritation is one of the most im-
portant means we possess of relieving chronic
bronchitis. The irritation should not be ex-

cessive, but should be long-continued. The
application of iodine over a large surface of

the chest, so as to keep up a constant slight

inflammation of the skin, is perhaps the best

that can be used ; but other irritants may
be tried, such as sinapisms, or the various
stimulating hniments.
The generiJ management of the patient

is most important. A mild climate should,

if possible, be chosen in the winter. The
patient should live as far as possible in an at-

mosphere which is mild and dry. Although
some cases are benefited by a moist and
warm atmosphere, the majority of cases of

chronic bronchitis do better in a drier one.

The skin must be carefully looked to, its

action should be well maintained, and warm
clothing always worn. A moderate amount
of some alcoholic stimulant is generally

desirable ; and the food should be nutritious

and of easy digestion. Relief wiU. often be

found from w-earing a respirator.

3. Plastic Bronchitis.—This is a rare

form of disease, and of its particular causes

nothing is known. It is perhajjs connected
with some peculiar diathesis. The late Sir

John Eose Cormack suggested that it may
be a variety of diphtheria. It may occur in

either sex, and at any period of life, but is

most frequent in those who are of a stru-

mous or phthisical constitution. It has been
known, however, to attack persons of appa-

rently healthy frame, and in the enjoyment
of robust health.

Anatomical Characters.—Plastic bron-

chitis is anatomically characterised by the

formation of concretions in the bronchial

tubes. These concretions consist of fibrinous

exudation from the mucous membrane

;

they form casts of the tubes, and are ex-

pectorated. These casts are either solid or

hollow, and on examination are always found
to consist of concentric laminie. They are,

for the most part, poured out into the finer

bronchial tubes, sometimes, however, into

the larger ones, but never into the trachea.

The casts are of a whitish colour, but tliey

are often stained with blood. Microscopic-

ally they consist of an amorphous or fibrillar

material, with exudation-corpuscles, granular
matter, and oil-globules.

Symptoms.—This disease is essentially

chronic, but it has been met with as an
acute affection in children. At the times
when the casts of the tubes are expelled, exa-

cerbations occur, the patient being attacked
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with pain and a sense of constriction across

the chest, dyspncea, and an irritating cough.
After a time, varying from some hours to a

few days, the dyspnoea becomes very urgent,

and the cough very severe ; then, after a

paroxysm of coughing, it is found that the

patient has expectorated some soHd mate-
rial, either with or without blood, usually

intermixed with ordinary bronchitic sputa.

The dyspnoea and cough now subside, to

recur after an interval of a few hours or

longer. This disease may last for weeks,
months, or even years, marked from time to

time by severe accessions, and relieved by
the expulsion of farther concretions. The
matter expelled is often in small masses,

but at times casts of bronchial tubes with
several ramifications are expectorated. The
disease may recur at nitervals for many years

;

the general health in such cases does not seem
to suffer, the breathing duruig the intervals

being unaffected. There is, in some in-

stances, an absence of febrQe symptoms
during the attack, whilst in others the fever

is more marked. With the general symptoms
are combined the physical signs. These are

somewhat peculiar. The bronchial tubes
being obstructed, portions of lung are de-

prived of afr ; the breath-sounds are there-

fore faint or absent. There may be dulness

more or less complete on percussion, from
coUapse of the lung-substance, or, as occurs

in some cases, from localised pneumonia.
Asphyxia may be threatened if a large tube
is blocked up.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of this affec-

tion turns on the peculiarity of the expec-

torated matters. Doubtless the disease may
be mistaken for ordinary bronchitis or pneu-
monia; but when once the fibrinous casts

of the tubes are observed in the sputa, the
nature of the case becomes clear.

Prognosis, Duration, Terminations, and
Mortality.—The prognosis, if the disease is

imcomplicated, is favourable ; but there is a
great liability to recm-rence. The complaint
may last for many years, and may ter-

minate in complete recovery. A fatal result

generally depends on the presence of some
other organic disease, such as phthisis or

pneumonia.
Treatment.—But little can be advanced

as to the value of any special treatment for

this affection. Iodide of potassium is said to

have been employed with success. The chief

object should be to maintain the general
health by hygienic measures, and the
exhibition of tonics, such as iron, quinine,

and cod-liver oil, especially if there be any
tubercular taint. During the exacerbations
the administration of ammonia and the use
of inhalations should be resorted to, and the
general priiicijiles on which ordmary bron-
chitis is treated should be carried out.

4. Dilatation—Bronchiectasis.—This
is a rare disease, which arises as a secondary

affection. It is often associated with serious

pulmonary mischief, and is at times difficult

of diagnosis. There are two forms of bronchi-

ectasis, namely, general or uniform dilata-

tion ; and saccular or ampullary dilatation.

(1) The general or uniform bronchiectasis

consists ia a cylindrical dilatation of one or

more of the tubes throughout a considerable
portion of their extent. The tubes are evenly
widened for the most part, and the dilatations

end abruptly.

(2) The saccular form of bronchiectasis

consists of a globular dilatation of a tube at

one point, or at several points. The dilata-

tions vary in size, being from half an inch to

an inch or more in diameter. On the tracheal

side they usually communicate with a slightly

enlarged bronchial tube, whilst on the peri-

pheral side the continuity of the tube is

almost or entirely lost from narrowing or

actual obliteration. Sometimes the cavities

communicate with one another.

The two forms of bronchiectasis often

coexist.

The walls of the dilatations undergo
changes in the course of the disease. The
mucous membrane becomes granular, swollen,

and congested ; while at a later stage it

presents a velvety or villous appearance, and
in some cases there is even ulceration with
superficial necrosis. The muscular and
elastic coats become atrophied, and, coinci-

dently with this, dilatation increases. At
times the wasting of these coats is partial

;

some portion of the walls retaining their

natural volume, and forming bands or ridges

elevated above the surrounding membrane.
The dilated tubes occasionally present an
appearance of hypertrophy ; the walls are

thickened, but the thickening depends on
changes which have taken place in the

mucous membrane. The cartilages resist

the destructive metamorphoses longer than
the other structures, but they sometimes
partake of them. The contents of the tubes

may be either muco-pus, or pus ; and casts

of the minute bronchi are met with. At
times the contents are very foetid. Crystals

of margarin are occasionally fomid, and
sometimes fragments of pulmonary tissue.

It is said that the contents may become
calcareous.

Dilatation of the bronchi may be un-

attended with any change in the surrounding

lung-tissue, but, generally speaking, conden-

sation of the latter takes place, as the result

either of pressure or of chronic pneumonia.
In some instances the tissue forms an abscess,

in the centre of which the walls of the

bronchus are found, whilst in others the

walls of the bronchi and the surrounding

tissue are destroyed by gangrenous inflam-

mation. It is generally not difficult to

distinguish between a phthisical cavity and a

dilated bronchus. The latter is not charac-

terised by the broken frregular surface which
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usually exists in the former; its shape is

gt-mTiiIly more rof^ular ; and it is usually

continuous with bronchial tubes. The sur-

rounding lung-tissue has uo tubercidar

infiltration.

The mechanism of bronchiectasis has oc-

cupied much attention. It is probable that

the elastic and muscular fibres lose their

elasticity and contractility as the result of

chronic inflammation, and thus yield to the

distending influence of coughing. When
once a dilatation is produced, accumulation
of the secretions takes place, which tends
fiirtlier to increase the dilatation.

Symptoms.—The symptoms of bronchiecta-

sis are those of chronic bronchitis aggravated

in some important respects. The cough is

frequent and paroxysmal. The expectoration

is very abmidant, very purulent, and, when
the disease has lasted some time, very foetid.

The breath also becomes f(Etid. Hiemoptysis
is occasionally met with, even to a consider-

able extent. There is more wasting than Ln

ordinary bronchitis, and the blood is more
imperfectly aerated. Night-sweats are not
uncomrnon. In fact, the general symptoms
approach those of phthisis. The digestive

functions are usually not much impaired.
Physical Signs.—The movement of ex-

pansion is diminished in bronchiectasis, while
that of expiration is prolonged. Over the
affected portions of the lung there may be
slight retraction. Vocal fremitus is increased,

and rhonchal fremitus is sometimes well
marked. The percussion note is altered. If

a ddated tube is surrounded by condensed
lung-tissue, or is full of secretion, there is

dulness on percussion ; but if it is situated
near the surface and empty, some degree of
tubidar resonance may exist. Cracked-pot
sound may be, at times, elicited. The respira-

tory sounds are harsh, or loudly bronchial
with a more or less blowing character, and
they may be distinctly cavernous. Vocal
resonance is often greatly increased. The
pulse becomes rapid in the later stages. The
temperature rarely if ever reaches the height
that it does in phthisis with cavities, and
the daily oscillations are not so marked.

Diagnosis.—The main difhculty as regards
diagnosis is in the differentiation of certain
cases of phthisis with cavities from bronchi-
ectasis with large globular dilatations. The
points to be relied on are that in the latter

disease the morbid physical signs are usually
met with at the middle and lower parts of
the lungs, whilst in ordinary phthisis they
are fomid at the apex ; that the temperature
diflfers in the two affections as mentioned
above ; that emaciation and night-sweats
are not so marked in bronchiectasis; and
that, if cases are watched, there is usually
observed a progressive advance of sjTiiptoms
in phthisis, whilst in bronchiectasis the
symptoms may remain stationary. In
phthisis signs of consohdation precede those

of cavities, whilst the5' follow them in bron-
chiectasis, and in the latter disease tubercle-

bacilli are absent from the sputa. Bronchial
dilatations and tubercidous cavities have
been found in the same lung. The fcptor of

the breath and sputa in bronchiect: sis may
cause a suspicion that gangrene of ine lung
is present ; but the general sj'mptoms will

usually enable the practitioner to ditl'erentiate

between the two affections.

Prognosis.—Bronchial dilatation is prob-

ably never cured. It may last for years.

Tre.atment.—The treatment of bronchiec-

tasis must be that of chronic bronchitis with
the use of such measures as are applicable

to wasting diseases in general. The factor of

the breath is best relieved by the inhalation

of creasote, or some other antiseptic. The
disease has, in some cases, been treated
successfully by incision and drainage.

5. Narrowing or Obstruction.—Nar-
rowing or obstruction of the bronchial tubes
is by no means uncommon, and may depend
on intrinsic or extrinsic causes. Complete
obliteration of a tube is sometimes fomid in

connexion with bronchiectasis, immediately
beyond a globular dilatation.

^Etiology.—The intrinsic causes of ob-

struction are a thickening of the mucous
membrane resulting from bronchitis ; the

retention of viscid secretions ; the exudation
of plastic material into the interior of the
tubes ; and the deposition therein of tubercle

or cancer.

Amongst the principal extrinsic causes

are the pressure of adjacent tuberculous or

cancerous deposits ; the contraction of plastic

matter exuded into the tissues sm-rounding
the tubes ; solid formations in the pleiura

;

enlarged bronchial glands ; and aneurysmal
and other thoracic tumours.

Obstruction is most frequently met with in

the smaller tubes, but the pressure of thoracic

tmuours not infrequently causes obstruction,

or even obliteration of a main bronchus,
W'hich occasionally—as in the case of aneur-
ysms—becomes perforated.

Symptoms.—If a large bronchial tube be-

come suddenly and gi-eatly obstructed, dys-

pnoea of an urgent character sets in, and
death from asphyxia may speedily result,

unless the obstruction be removed. When
the obstruction is on a smaller scale, being
confined to the smaller tubes, or when a large

tube suffers only from slow, gradually in-

creasing obstruction, the symptoms are by
no means urgent for a time, and .slight

dyspnoea, sometimes accompanied by stridor,

is the most marked feature.

Physical Signs.—Complete obstruction of

a bronchial tube invariably leads to collapse

of the portions of the lung to which the tube
is distributed, and thus an entire lung may
collapse if its main bronchus be obliterated.

Where partial collapse is produced, em-
physema of the neighboviring hmg-tissue
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commonly follows, and if one lung become
collapsed, the opposite Imig becomes enlarged

and emphysematous. The existence of col-

lapsed lung gives rise to duLness on percussion

over the aft'ected part, unless this be situated

away from the chest-waUs, or masked by the

presence of em^jhysema. Further, obstruc-

tion of the bronchi causes a weakness or

deficiency of the resjiiratory sounds, with a
prolonged expiratory murmur, attended at

times with sonorous and sibilant rhonchi.

Over the collapsed portion of the lung, or

over portions of the lung supphed by a tube

which has become completely obstructed,

the breath-sounds are absent. Deficiency or

absence of vocal vibration is another physical

sign of obstructed bronchial tubes.

Treatment.—The treatment of obstruction

of the bronchi must depend on the nature of

its cause. The chief interest of the affection

arises from the means of diagnosis of thoracic

tunaours which it may afford.

6. Cancer. — Cancer of the bronchial

tubes occurring independently of cancer in

the lungs, or mediastina, is probably never
seen ; but cancerous matter has been found
in the tubes : (1) in cases where the lungs
have been infiltrated with a similar deposit

;

(2) where a cancerous tumour connected
with the root of a lung has perforated a
tube ; and (3) in some cases of cancerous
disease of the lung, a tumour of a similar

natiure being foimd connected with the

mucous membrane of a tube. (4) Cancerous
matter has also been found in transitu in a
tube, having been detached from a cancerous
mass. A. T. H. "Waters.

BRONCHIAL GLANDS, Diseases
of. — Synon. : Fr. Adenoijathie Tracheo-
bronchique ; Ger. Krankheiten der Bron-
chialdriisen,

Definitiom.—Disease of those lymphatic
glands which are situated at the bifurcation

of the trachea, between the right and left

bronchus, or upon these tubes and their

primary divisions.

General Description.—A short reference

to the anatomical relation of these glands in

connexion with their pathological and clinical

history will be useful. Taking the bifurca-

tion of the trachea as a starting-point, we
find a group of glands in the space between
the right and left bronchus. They are from
ten to fifteen in number, and they vary in

size from that of a small pea to that of an
almond. The glands towards the right

bronchus are larger than those towards the
left. Glands are also situated upon the
tubes ; they are few in number and small.

The vascular supply of the glands, which is

free, is derived from the bronchial arteries,

and the blood is returned to the bronchial
veins. Afferent lymphatics reach the glands
from the lungs, from the pleura, from the
neck and other neighbouring parts. Besides

BEONCHIAL GLANDS

these groups of comparatively large glands,
numerous minute lymphatic glands are found
in connexion with the primary divisions of the
bronchi, chiefly at the back of these tubes,

at their bifm-cations, and at those of the
pulmonary artery. The central group of
glands is in relation in front with the
pericardium, the arch of the aorta, and the
pulmonary artery ; behind with the pul-

monary plexus of nerves, the cesophagus, the
aorta, the vena azygos, &c. The ganglia on
the upper, anterior, and posterior surfaces

of the right bronchus are four or five in

niunber and smaller than those of the central

group. Their situation brings them into

relation with the arch of the aorta, the
innominate and subclavian arteries, with
the brachio-cephalic vein, and with the
vena azygos, the pnemnogastric nerve, and
its recurrent branch. The ganglia on the
left bronchus are still smaller than those of

the right side. T'neir position gives them
relations with the arch of the aorta, the
origin of the left carotid and subclavian
arteries, the left branch of the pulmonary
arterj', with the large veins, with the left

pneumogastric nerve, and especially with its

recurrent branch. Lastly it should be stated,

as a guide in clinical examuiation, that the
bifurcation of the trachea takes place at the
back in front of the body of the fifth dorsal

vertebra, or between the fourth and fifth, and
in front behind the lower end of the first

bone of the sternum. The glands, except
when diseased, are proportionately larger in

children than in adult or aged persons.

Knowing that these glands, in common with
other lymphatic glands, are liable to such
diseases as enlargement, abscess, morbid
deposits, growths, and other textural changes,
and bearing in mind, as just mentioned,
their relations to siurrounding organs, we
can readily see how important is the study of

their diseased conditions. Not only is their

study important in reference to the diseased

glands themselves, but also by reason of their

modifying or masking the sjTmptoms of

disease in other organs, as the results of

pressure which, when enlarged, they cause

on nerves, air-passages, blood-vessels, &c.

Throughout English and foreign medical
literature numerous cases will be found
described, in which there existed, more or

lass conspicuously, striking disease of the

bronchial glands, little notice, however, being
taken of less marked, though far more
numerous, examples of disease. It is only

within a comparatively recent tune that the

subject has received special attention and
been discussed as a disease per se.

MM. Rilliet and Barthez, in their well-

known Traite des Maladies des Enfants,
have described the disease in infants, and
Dr. West, in his work on The Diseases of
Infancy and Cliildlwod, has fully and clearly

described—under the head of Bronchial
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Phthisis—the tubercular diseases of these

ghinds in young subjects. It is, liowever, to

the hite 'SI. Noel Gucneau de Mussy, follow-

ing up and widely extendinj,' the investigations

of his jirodocessors, that we arc especially

indebted for our knowledge of the effects of

tliese lesions, and to his ])ui)il M. Barcty,

who has published an e\liaustive memoir
iijion them, under the title L'Adenopathic
Trachco-bronchique. The subject of dis-

ease of the bronchial glands has attracted the

present writer's notice since (or even before)

the year 1853, and the notes of more than
sixty cases which have fallen luider his ob-

servation will form the basis of some of the

conclusions to be subsequently stated in this

article.

Morbid Anatomy and Pathology.—The
bronchial glands participate in the diseases

which affect Ijinphatic glands geuerallj', and
which will be foimd described in a sub-

secpient article (see Lymphatic System,
Diseases of). In this place it will suihce

to enumerate the principal morbid changes
to which they are liable, and the effects

which these changes produce.
a. The bronchial glands are liable to coji-

gestion with enliirgement, as are glands in

other situations. Hypertropluj will be the re-

sult of this last concUtion becoming chronic.

Tlie glands in this situation become after

childhood almost invariably studded with
black deposits, the quantity of which may be
80 considerable as to constitute melanoma.

b. These glands are liable to acute and
chronic inflammation. Acute inflammation
in this situation, terminating in abscess, is

rare, but several cases of the kind have been
recorded. A case of acute intlcmimation of
these glands associated with double hydro-
thorax will be found described by the writer's
friend the late Dr. Moxon in the Tratisac-
tions of the Pathological Society, vol. xix.

p. 572. Chronic inflammation of the glands
is by no means imcommon. It may lead to
permanent enlargement, to contraction and
induration of the glandular textures, with the
presence of ciilcareous particles, or to chronic
abscess. The contents of the abscess may
be more or less completely absorbed, leaving
a partiiUly filled sac or cyst, containing thick
pus, or cheesy or calcareous matter. But
these glands, wlien inflamed and enlarged,
may form adhesions with surrounding parts,
and the contents of an abscess, if it exist,

may be discharged, by an ulcerative pro-
cess, into the substance of a lung, into the
mediastinum, into the trachea or oesophagus,
or even into a blood-vessel. General emphy-
sema has occurred in some cases; whilst
the emptied sac has assumed in some in-
stances the character of a cavity connected
with the lungs. "When the matter is dis-
charged into the air-passages, purulent ex-
pectoration is the residt. Two or three
examples of the kind were noticed amongst

the writer's cases, and the possibility of

their being mistaken for the discharge from
a cavitj- in tlie lungs, or an enii)yema, was
remarked upon at the time. The abscess

may discharge by a sinus in the neck oi

into the mediastinum. A remarkable instance

of this kind is recorded in the case of the

late much-lamented Dr. Fuller. A chronic

abscess of the bronchial glands had opened
into the posterior mediastinum. This led to

pyaemia, to the formation of abscesses in tlio

brain, and to the loss of a valuable life.

Cases of great pathological interest illustrative

of these points will be found recorded in

the Pathological Transactions—in vol. xxv.,

p. 29, by Dr. Coupland ; in vol. xxx., p. 2.54,

by Dr. Ijarlow ; in vol. xxxv., by Mr. Makins.
In vol. xxxvi. Dr. Percy Kidd records two
remarkable cases, in one of which sudden
death was caused by the impaction of a
caseous gland in the trachea, and a second
case in which death resulted from profuse

haemorrhage caused by bronchial ulceration

perforating the pulmonary artery, due to the
pressure of a calcareous gland. In the same
volume is recorded a case of suppurating
bronchial gland by Mr. John Poland. Dr. Gee
has recorded several cases of interest in vol.

xiii. of The Bartholomew's Hospital Bcp)orts.

The pressure of enlarged glands may cause
dysphagia ; and a series of cases illustrative

of this point collected by Korne will be found
noticed in the Medical Chronicle, vol. iii.

J).
112. The pressure of enlarged glands on

the pneumogastric nerve may have marked
effects on the heart's action, causing great

rapidity of the pulse or the contrary. See a
Memoir by Dr. Marklen, Bulletin des Hopi-
taux de Paris, tome iii., annte 1887.

c. These glands are liable to suffer espe-

cially from tuberculous or scrofulous dis-

ease, from various forms of malignant dis-

ease, and in secondary or tertiary syphilis.

Of the latter form of disease, some strikuig

examjdes have fallen imder the notice of

the writer, in which symptoms closely

resembling phthisis existed, but which
yielded to treatment directed to the specific

disease.

Etiology.—The causes which give rise

to disease of the hanphatic glands being dis-

cussed in another article, reference wUl here
be made only to the special circumstances
which influence the parlicidar glands ; and
thus it will be sutticieut merely to allude,

amongst predisposing causes, to hereditary

predisposition, to general impairment of

health, and the hke. With regard to the

influence of age and sex, reference has al-

ready been made to the works of Killiet and
Barthez, of Dr. West, and of other authors

who described the frequency of the disease

in childliood. The writer's observations made
on yoimg persons and adults show that

of 58 cases (of whom 21 were males and
36 females—in one case the sex was not
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recorded) 2 were under 10 years of age, 9 were
between 10 and 20 years of age, 18 were be-

tween 20 and 30, and 26 were over 30 years

of age. In three cases the age was not

stated. If these observations justify any
inference, it is that females are more liable

to disease of the bronchial glands than
males, and that the disease occurs with in-

creasing frequency after the age of puberty.

Amongst the exciting causes of disease in the

glands we leave to be considered elsewhere

those general conditions which give rise to

disease in the lyinphatic glands generally,

such as scrofula, tubercle, malignant disease,

&c., and pass on to the consideration of the

more immediately local exciting causes. Cold
leads frequently to congestion and enlarge-

ment of the bronchial glands. But it is to

local irritation or inflammatory disease in

organs or tissues with which these glands

have a connexion that the source of disease

may be frequently traced. As we find the sub-

maxillary glands or cervical lymphatic glands

enlarged from irritation or disease in the

mouth or throat, or the axillary glands or

inguinal glands enlarged from irritation or

inflammation about the hands or feet, so we
may find the bronchial glands enlarged tem-
porarily or permanently from inflammatory
disease in parts the lymphatics of which
pass to these glands. They have also been
observed to be enlarged in the course of or

after certain acute sijecific diseases, such as

scarlet fever, measles, and typhoid fever. In
whooping-cough this enlargement has been so

frequently observed by the late M. Gueneau
de Mussy, that he believed this disease to

be an exanthem of the bronchial nuicous
membrane, and that this local condition

leads to enlargement of the glands, which,

again, by pressure on the pneumogastric and
recurrent nerves, gives rise to some of the

special phenomena, such as crowing cough,

and even to the vomiting so frequently ob-

served in this disease. It is right to remark
here that the late Dr. Hugh Ley speaks in-

terrogatively, in his work on Laryngismus
stridulus, of enlarged bronchial glands being

capable of producing a cough like that of

pertussis, and he further alludes to some
cases of whooping-cough in which the glands
by the side of the trachea were enlarged.

He asks, ' May it not be that an enlarge-

ment of these glands from a specific animal
poison, similar to that of the parotid gland
in mumps, is after all the cause of whooping-
cough ? ' (Note, p. 440.) The same author
gives several striking illustrations of dis-

eased bronchial glands pressing upon the
pneumogastric and other nerves producing
marked results. The black deposit so often

found in the glands is the result of the

absorption of carbonaceous or pigmentary
matter from the lungs.

Symptoms.— The symptoms which have
been recorded by the writer as more or less

characteristic of the presence of enlargement
of the bronchial glands are as follows :

—

1. Cough, which is noted as being a pro-

minent symptom in 39 cases. In 21 of these

cases it was stated to have been the most
troublesome of the symptoms present. In
6 cases it was described as harsh and laryn-

geal ; in 4 cases spasmodic, resembling
whooping-cough. In other cases, 5 in num-
ber, it was characterised as short and hack-
ing, constant, incessant, and in one case the

sound resembled that made by the peculiar

cough of a sheep.

2. Pain is, in regard to the frequency of

its occurrence, the next symptom recorded.

It was mentioned as being present in 22
cases. The seat of pain was almost con-

stantly referred to tlie situation of the fourth

and fifth dorsal vertebrae, at one or both
sides of the spinal column. The pain was
mentioned in a few cases as existing only in

front, beneath and at one or both sides of

the upper end of the sternum and below
the clavicles. The feeling was described in

some cases (5) as of distressing tightness,

and in one case as a ' spasm.' Tenderness
on pressure over the seat of pain was very
frequently observed. The persistence of the

pain was very varied.

3. Difficulty of breathing was a notice-

able symptom in several cases. In 13 it was
recorded as being sjiecially so ; in 4 it had
all the characters of spasmodic asthma, oc-

curring at intervals and especially during
the night.

4. Difficulty of sivalloiuing was noticed in

10 cases ; in one of these the difficulty was
remarked especially in swallowing liquids.

5. Hceinoptysis was present iu 10 cases.

The amount of blood varied in these cases

from marked streaks to copious expectora-

tion, lasting two or three days. No case was
recorded as presenting this symptom except

on tolerably clear proof that it depended on
bronchial gland enlargement, and on no
other cause

6. Congestion and puffiness of the face

have been mentioned as present in 3 cases.

7. Expectoration of mucus, such, as results

from bronchial catarrh, waf frequently pre-

sent. Coijioue expectoration of pus was
present in 3 cases. In each it resembled
the contents of an ordinary glandular abscess,

but mixed with air, In one of these the

discharge was intermittent. The frequent

occurrence of cough without any expectora-

tion was remarked in many cases. Cal-

careous particles are mentioned also as

having been expectorated.

8. Loss of voice (4 cases) and hoarseness

(2 cases) are recorded as striking symf)tomB.
9. Vomiting is mentioned as having been

present twice.

10. Lastly, the position assumed with least

discomfort by the patient when in bed was
noticed in 41 cases. Of these 23 rested on
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that side on which the glands were mentioned
us being chietly if not wlioll^' affected. In
15 cases an opposite condition was noticed.

In 2 cases the most comfortable position was
lying on the back. One patient, miable to

lie dowai, sat when in bed, and stooped for-

ward. One patient, a little boy, coidd only

rest on his face and knees. This case was
further remarkable in reference to the clear-

ness with which the disease was recognised,

and the successful result of subsequent treat-

ment.
It might be mentioned here incidentally

that the glands of the right side were noticed

as bemg chietly affected in 28 cases, and of

the kft in 22 cases, in 4 both sides seemed
equally affected, and in 4 no record was
made. The general or constitutional symp-
toms connected with the malady under no-

tice need not be discussed here. They are

in nowise peculiar, and will be found treated

of elsewhere. The symptoms described above
have special reference to the bronchial glands.

The cough and its pecidiar characteristics

are, no doubt, in a great measure dependent
on pressure or on irritation communicated to

the pneumogastric nerves and tlieir branches.
So likewise pain and ditliculty of breathing,

in a great degree, through direct pressure on
the air-passages, may also cause or aggravate
these symptoms. Aplioiiia especially seems
to have relation to the condition of the re-

current nerves. In one of the cases, which
the wTiter saw with Mr. Lennox Browne,
paralysis of the left chorda vocalis existed.

The diagnosis of glandidar disease was clear,

a conclusion confii-med by the results of treat-

ment. Vomiting is mentioned in two cases.

M. de Mussj- wrote that this is a more frequent
residt when the left pneumogastric nerve is

pressed upon. He saw a connexion between
the troublesome vomiting which occurs in
some cases of tubercular disease of the lungs
and like pressure upon nerves. The putBness
of the face and eyes noticed in these cases
is due to pressure on the venous trunks, a
condition which also accounts not only for
some cases of hicmoptysis, but for bleeding
from the nose, occasionally present. Copious
and sometimes persistent hiemoptysis (pro-
fuse, as in the instance previouslj' men-
tioned) has been traced to the perforation of
a vessel by ulceration in connexion with
disease of the glands.

Physical Signs.—The physical signsnoticed
in the 58 cases referred to were : 1. Diiluess.
This was present in 47 cases. It was found
between the margin of the scapula and the
spinal colmnn at one or both sides, on a level
with the fourth and fifth dorsal vertebrse. It
vai-ied in degree, and was more readily mani-
fested when the muscles of the back were
strained by folding the arms across the chest,
and was often strikinp;ly distinct when one
side was contrasted with the other. Dulness
was present in front in 8 cases (whether coinci-

18

dentally with dulness at the back or not is not

clearly stated), beneath the top of the sternum,
and at each side below the sterno-clavicular

junction. The dulness here was best eli'.-ited

by the patient expiring deeply and holding
the head backwards whilst percussion was
being made.

2. Flattening of the affected side in front

was mentioned in 3 cases. Diminished mo-
hilitij of the affected side, chiefly indepen-
dent of flattening, was recorded in 4 cases.

Prominence in front was not recorded in any
case, though, no doubt, it may occur.

3. The respiratory sounds were variously

modified. Marked tubular breathing was
recorded as being present over the seat of

disease in 14 cases. In 10 the expiratory

murmur was described as being very loud,

various modifications of the inspiratory mur-
mur being foimd at the same time. Feeble-
ness of the respiratory murmur as a whole
was noticed in 14 cases. In some this de-

ficiency extended over the whole limg ; in

others it existed over the upper or lower
portion of a lung, behind or in front. The
observations made on the voice by the writer

were few, but M. de Mussy and M. Lere-
boullet speak of a peculiar and increased re-

verberation of both the voice and the cough.
Dr. Eustace Smith has described in the cases

of childr.n a venous hum, heard at the root

of the neck when the head is thrown back,

caused by the pressure of the enlarged glands
on the venous trunks.

Di.\GN0Sis.—In the present article those

cases are not kept in view in which the
bronchial glands, becoming the seat of con-
stitutional disease in association with other
glands in the neighbom'hood, constitute large

and manifest tumours—such will be found
described under another head {see Medias-
tinum, Diseases of). Nor is it intended to

give prominent consideration to the state oi

the glands when they enlarge in acute disease

—where the state of the glands plays a
secondary part. The WTiter has been anxious
to describe and to assist in recognising the

presence of a condition in which the disease

of the bronchial glands constitutes to some
extent a disease per se, or gives rise to

complications which it is important to dis-

criminate. He believes the symptoms and
signs above described will suffice for the

purpose, always remembering that in the

present and in all similar instances it is

necessary to take means for excluding in

our investigations diseases which may pro-

duce like phenomena. Thus we may find

cough, pain, tenderness on pressure, and
aphonia in a case of hysteria without any
evident structural disease. On the other hand,
a small tumour— -say, a small aneur3-sm

—

may produce all the signs of pressure which
are above given as the signs of bronchial

gland-enlargement. It is the duty of the

physician to recognise these differences and
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distinctions, to trace them to their origin,
and thus estabhsh as far as may be a know-
ledge of the nature of the disease imder
investigation.

Prognosis.—Prognosis will, as in like in-

stances, so entirely depend on the natm-e of
the disease, on its amount and its condition,
on its relation to and etfects on sm-rouuding
organs and textures, that each case must be
regcirded independently. It would be im-
possible to discuss the subject fully here—aU
that can be said is that the simple enlarge-
ments, or those resulting from specific dis-

eases, generally yield to treatment, and witlnn
a reasonable period.

Treatment.—In several cases of morbid
gland-enlargement, treatment has proved
very etiective. These cases would seem to

be those of simiile chronic enlargement.
Many such cases have yielded to the use of
iodide of iron in the form of pills or syrup,
and to the external application between the
shoulders of a solution of iodine, composed
of equal parts of the tincture and the Imi-
luent of iodine. The same treatment has
likewise proved very effective in cases in

which a syphilitic origin for the disease

could be traced, yymptoms such as cough,
ditliculty of breathing, pam, and loss of

desh and strength, &,c., will all requhe
more or less suitable treatment. The cough
and difliculty of breathing may in some
cases be relieved by siiuple expectorants or

antispasmodics. A useful application when
pain IS a prominent symptom, is an embro-
cation composed of equal parts of chloroform,

belladonna liniment, laudanum, and spirit

of camphor. A couple of drachms of this

composition sprinkled on the surface of im-
permeable inline, and applied over the painful

part for a few minutes, often aflords relief.

Hypodermic injection of morphine may be
required when pain is very se\ere. Under
all circumstances it is necessary to improve
the general health by wholesome diet, jnire

air, and the other conditions which will

promote good digestion and a free elimi-

nation by the excreting organs.

KiCHARD QUAIN.

BRONCHOCELE {i3p(>yxos,the throat;

and Kii^Tj, a tumour).—A synonym for goitre.

See Goitre.

BRONCHOPHONY {dpoyxos, the
throat ; and (pcoi't), the voice).—The resonance
of the voice, as normally heard on auscultation

over those parts of the chest which corre-

spond with the main bronchi, and, in certain

morbid conditions, beyond these situations.

See Physical Examination.

BRONCHO-PNEUMONIA.— A sy-

nonym for catarrhal pneumonia. See Lungs,
Inflammation of.

BRONZED SKIN.—A peculiar dis-

coloration of the skin, frequently associated

BUBO, VENEEEAL
with Addison's disease. See Addison's
Disease.

BROW-AGUE.—A synonym for frontal
neuralgia, or tic-douloureux. See Malaria

;

Neuralgia; and Tic-Douloureux.

BWUIT [bruit, Fr. a noise).—A word
used to designate various abnormal soimds
heard on auscidtation, in connexion with the
heart or vascular system. See Physical
Examination.

BUBO {^nv&iov, the groin).— Synon. :

Aj)oistcmainguinis; dragoncelus; Fr. bubon;
Ger. Leistenbeule.—An inflammatory swell-

ing of a lymphatic gland in any part of the
body, whether caused by irritation or absorp-
tion, as in venereal disease ; or referable to
some constitutional affection, such as the
plague. See Bubo, Venereal ; and Plague.

BUBO, VENEREAL.—Definition.—
An affection mentioned in the most ancient
medical writings, but not properly distin-

guished in its several varieties until the pre-

sent century. The term bubo is almost exclu-

sively confined to swelling of the glands of

the gi'oin consequent on venereal irritation

of the genitals, and will be so employed here.

Varieties.—Buboes are divided into :

—

1. Simple bubo, known also as sympathetic
bubo, due to inflammation of a gland through
ordinary irritation from an inflamed surface.

2. Specific bubo, the chancrous or virulent

bubo, or an abscess inoculated with the pus
of a chancre. 3. The indolent enlargement
of the lymphatic glands accompanying the

development of the initial sore of syi)hilis

is, by some, called su2}hilitzc bubo, though its

formation is not due to active inflammation,
and is quite distinct from the two forms just

mentioned.
The glands first affected in the sympathetic

and in specific bubo are always those in most
direct communication with the sore. Further,

according to liicord, when chancrous matter
has reached a gland through the absorbent

ducts, it never passes beyond that gland into

another more remote in the series. On the

other hand, the effect of syphilitic absorption

is general, and affects the glands of the group
which are remote as completely as it does

those which are nearest to the inlet of the

poison.

Buboes occur most frequently on the side

of the body occupied by the source of irrita-

tion ; still they form not rarely on both sides,

and sometimes only on the side opposite to

the position of the exciting sore. "When bubo

forms in both groins, there is usually a sore

on each side or one at the mesial line. The
crossing of the irritant is due to anastomosiB

or interlacing of the lymphatic ducts at the

mesial line. And when the glandular affec-

tion forms on the side opposite to the sore,

there is want of communication with the

glands of the groin on that side. Bubo, in
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eluding simple and virulent, occurs in about

tliirty per cent, of chancres ; how often with

urethritis and other lesser venereal affections

is not known.
1. Simple Bubo.—Adenitis.

^Etiology.—Tliis variety may* be caused

by mechanical irritation of tlie surface, such

as erosions or fissures irritated by dirt or by
caustic applications ; by urethritis, balano-

posthitis, or by a chancre when that acts

only as a simple local irritant. Simple bubo
is also often excited by herpes, erysipelas,

boils, or other non-venereal irritants of the

genitals. Lastly, tlKuij;h nearly all buboes
can be traced to a lesiun of the part whore
their absorbents arise, there are occasionally

some observed for which such origin cannot
be found. Some are caused by excessive

sexual intercourse or excitement ; they are

met with generally among young lads and
girls. Sudi are analogous to the inflamma-
tion of the inguinal glands which sometimes
follows excessive straining of the muscles in

long walks or rides. But it is also believed

by one or two authorities that chancrous
poison in rare instances has been absorbed
along the lymphatic ducts without producing
a sore on the surface. This may be, though
extremely rarely, an actual occurrence. It

has received the names of idiopathic bubo
and biibon d'emhUe.
Symptoms.—There are two forms of simple

bubo:—1. Sliglit swelling and tenderness of

one or more glands, ending in a few days
by resolution. This occurs most frequently
in urethi-itis, balano-posthitis, or simple
chafings. In genuine chancre the next
and more serious form is most frequent.

2. Swelling, commonly of one, seldom of
several glands ; brawnj- thickening of the sur-

rounding tissues; redness of the integuments

;

great tenderness and pain, especially when
walking. In a few days this condition ter-

minates either by abscess, the most frequent
culmination, by gradual subsidence to the
normal state, or by chronic indm-ation of one
or more glands. AMien the bubo suppm-ates,
the matter, instead of pointing at once, may
biurrow in various directions among the
layers of cellular tissue before it breaks
through the skin. The pus of this form of
bubo is always the ordinary pus of inflam-
mation.

Some cases may terminate by gradual
conversion into chronic fistula; ; or the glands
may deijenerate by t\iberculisation with suc-
cessive formations of abscesses around tlie

tuberculous glands, with undermining of the
skin.

Prognosis.—This form of bubo is seldom
dangerous, but always serious when it causes
tuberculisation of tlie glands and burrowing

;

It is then often very tedious and exhausting
to the patient.

'f
Specific B-aho.— Virulent bubo. This

IS m reality an enormous chancre, identical

in all but size with the sore whence it was
inoculated. This form is never a consequence
of gonorrhoea or of constitutional syphilis,

but only of the local sore. It may be gene-
rated in two ways. 1. By touching the sur-

face of a simple open bubo witli chancrous
pus. 2. By the absorjition of chancrous pus
along the lympliatic ducts leading from the

chancre to tlie gland most directly connected
with the soie. Two pathological facts prove
the reality of this mode of origin. First, it

has been observed that occasionally small

circumscribed abscesses will form in the

course of the lymphatic ducts before they
reach the gland. When these little abscesses

are opened they present the peculiar cha-

racters of the chancre. Secondly, when an
efferent duct has brought chancrous pus into

a gland, the abscess around the gland retains

the ordinary phlegmonous character until the

necrosing action going on in the infected

gland lays open its interior, then contamina-
tion of the abscess takes place, and in a few
days the abscess-cavity assumes the aspect
of a huge chancre.

The conditions which assist or hinder the

conveyance of chancrous pus along the lym-
phatic vessels are wholly- unknown.
The proportional frequency of virulent

bubo to the number of chancres is not known.
It is far less frequent than simple bubo. It

is said that women are less prone to it than
men.
When not accidentally inoculated, virulent

buboes are almost wholly confined to the

groin, and originate in the gland which lies

commonly in the centre of the group over
the great blood-vessels. Occasionally, when
the chancre is on the finger, a gland of the
epitrochlear or axillary groups develops into

virulent bubo. Hiibbenet, of Kiew, experi-

mentally inoculated a soft chancre on the
cheek, which was followed by virulent bubo
of the gland in front of the tragus of the

ear. This bubo is generally unilateral

;

rarely are both sides of the body atl'ected

;

in such cases the chancre is at the mesial
line, or there are two chancres. Still more
rarely the bubo forms at the side of the

body opposite to that of the chancre. The
time for appearance is generally in the first

or second week of the existence of the
chancre ; but it may occur at any time while
the chancre is spreading.

Symptoms.— At first the symptoms of
specific bubo are those of acute abscess form-
ing rapidly round a single gland. Thus far

they differ nowise from those of simple
bubo. W'hen the contagious pus reaches the

abscess accidentally from without, or from
within the gland by ulceration or incision of

its capsule, the simple suppurating cavity

becomes a spreading ulcer, which rapidly

niakes itself widely open by destruction of

the integuments. The skui, tliin as tissue-

paper, gives way at several points, and lets
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out a large amount of matter, M-hich is thin,

yellowish-grey or yellowish-red, with shreda

of a chocolate colour floating in it. When
perforated, the skin breaks rapidly away
untU the cavity is widely exposed.

The further progress varies. In the least

severe variety the edges of the skin ixlcerate

irregularly for a short distance, then thicken

and begin to granulate ; the floor of the

ulcer loses its unevenness and rises \vp to the

level of the skin ; and cicatrisation follows.

But commonly a much gi-eater destruction

of tissue is effected. The skin is eaten away
into wide gaps ; the floor burrows under the

skin in long channels, or dives deeply among
the great vessels. In other cases the ulcera-

tion produces a large shallow sore. The
contagious condition of these buboes often

continues for weeks or months, so that con-

secutive inoculation of the skin is not infre-

quent. The characters of the fully formed
virulent bubo are those of the chancre. The
surface is greyish-brown, dug-out, ' worm-
eaten '

; the borders at some parts are

thickened, everted, and pared away, at others

sharply eroded or undermined and curled in.

The matter is thin, shreddy, plentiful, red-

dish in colour, and inoculable. Again like

the chancre, the virulent bubo passes through
periods of extension, stagnation, and repair.

The virulent, as well as the simple bubo,

is liable to erysipelas and inflammatory
sloughing.

The duration of virulent bubo for the

reason stated is wholly indefinite—in a few
cases ending in a week, in many cases lasting

for months.
Diagnosis.—The virulent bubo has in its

early stage no distinguishing mark from the
simple acute bubo. After it has become in-

oculated with the contagious matter it is dis-

tinguished from every other affection by the
characters already described. The earliest

signs of virulence are two : the matter which
escapes when the bubo is lanced is thin and
shreddy, and the edges of the cut become
in a day or two eroded and partly covered
by adherent sloughs. Subsequently other

characters develop and remove all doubt.

Neiertheless, in some cases the signs of

virulence are so feebly marked throughout
that the diagnosis remains uncertain. This
difficulty may be uicreased by the pi-imary

sore having healed before the suppiu-ation of

the bubo, or by its being hidden in some
unusual position (urethra, anus).

Prognosis.—This is not always grave.

Virulent buboes often reach cicatrisation in a
few weeks, and meanwhile cause no serious

inconvenience. On the other hand, they are

prone to inflammation ; or if the patient have
suffered from syjihilis some years previously,

the form of tertiary disease known as phage-
dieua may attack the ulcers, and thereby
permanently cripple the patient, or even
destroy life.

3. Syphilitic Bubo.—Indolent multiple
bilbo ; pleiade ganglionnaire.—This enlarge-

ment of the group of 15'mphatic glands in

nearest connexion with the initial sore is the
constant, or at least almost constant, sjTnptom
of early syphilitic infection. In this it differs

much from the bubo of chancre or gonorrhoea,

in wliich affections the bubo is more often

wanting than present. Four conditions have
been noted to exist in patients in whom the

enlargement of the glands could not be
detected, namely :—1. Phagedaena of the

sore. 2. Obesity ; in such persons the lym-
phatic system as a rule is small. 3. Second
infection ; i.e. a primary sore on a patient

who has had constitutional disease before.

4. Scantiness of the induration of the primary
sore, the sore itself being ill-developed. But
these exceptions are most rare. Foumier
gives five instances only of absence of indo-

lent multiple bubo in 265 cases of hard sore,

accompanied by well-marked general syphilis

;

or 2 per cent. In 176 similar cases noted by
the writer, three had no apparent inguinal

enlargement. One of the patients was a

very fat man, and in another the initial sore

was only slightly hardened.
The seat of this bubo is, in the great

majority of cases, the groin, whither, besides

the lymphatic ducts of the external genitals,

those of the anus, perinagum, buttocks, and
lower part of the abdomen are directed. But
the glands of other regions— epitrochlear,

axillary, sub-maxUlary, buccal, cervical, and
nuchal—are all occasionally found primarily

enlarged when the syphilitic poison enters

the body through the regions whence their

absorbent ducts are derived.

In the groin the bubo is generally double,

that is, the glands are enlarged in both groins,

those on the side of the sore being most
affected. In a few cases only the glands

situated on the same side of the body as

that of the sore enlarge, and in rare examples
only those of the side opposite to that of the

sore. This enlargement affects the group
widely, for when the deeply-placed glands

can be examined they are found to be simi-

larly enlarged along the iliac vessels and
lumbar vertebrae.

The enlargement of the glands is first per-

ceived about eleven days after the induration

of the sore, though probably the affection

commences at the end of the incubation of

the poison. In extremely rare instances

enlargement is delayed until the thnd or

fourth week after the induration of the sore.

Symptoms.—The distinguishing marks of

this bubo are swelling, not inflammatory,

and rarely surpassing an almond or a hazel

nut in size
;
gristly hardness ; ready isolation

and mobility ; insensibUity to pressure
;

natural hue and condition of the overlying

skin ; and absence of fulness of the cellular

tissue.

The gland in most direct commimicatioD
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with tho sore is most cnlart;ed ; in rare

exceptions only a single gland is enlarged.

Copious enlargement of tho glands does not

always attend copious induration of the sore,

nor is scanty induration of the sore always
accompanied hy small swelling of the glands,

though commonly this is tho ease. So also,

though absence of tciulerness is the rule, the

glands may be slightly i)ainful if pressed.

Agiian, though the glands remain distinct

in most cases, they have been known to

coalesce into a single mass, which becomes
fixed to the fascia. In many patients the

dorsal hini)hatic vessel of the penis becomes
indurated sutKciently to be easily distin-

guished under the skin.

This bubo reaches full development in one
or two weeks, and remains without apparent

change for several weeks, or even for two or

three months. Then it begins to diminish
slowly, but is generally still evident in the

fifth or sixth mouth after infection, and now
and then even for j'cars afterwards. In rare

cases the enlargement vanishes in two or

three weeks. 'J'lie long duration of enlarge-

ment renders this bubo a valuable sign of

constitutional syphilis when the primary sore

has disappeared. Again, the conspicuous
enlargement of a group of glands maj- m-
dicate the place of entry of the syphilitic

poison when that is hidden.
Terminations.—In most cases the glands

revert to their natural state. Sometimes they
degenerate into masses of fibrous tissue. Now
and then suppuration takes place, not from
the syphilitic change, but from ordinary irri-

tation, and then it produces a simple phleg-

monous abscess. A further change is apt to

occur in tuberculous persons. The glands
enlarge still more, grow soft, and coalesce

;

presently matter forms in the thickened cellu-

lar tissue around the glands, and the further

progress becomes that of tubercle.

Diagnosis.—This is generally easily drawn
from the character of the swelling, aided by
the presence of other syphilitic signs (hard
sore, rash on the skin, &c.). This bubo may
be confounded with chronic inflammatory
enlargement, but in such cases the history
and attendant symptoms remove doubt.
Prognosis.—Apart from its connexion with

sj-philis, the prognosis is good. The only
untoward termination is tuberculous degene-
ration.

Treatment.—1. Simple acute bubo, from
whatever cause it may arise, demands the
treatment of acute abscess. In the early
stages, antiphlogistics, rest in bed, the con-
stant application of a cream made of equal
parts of extract of belladonna and glycerine,
warm poultices, fomentations, and baths,
sometimes even leeches, are requisite. Cau-
tion must be observed in applying leeches
if chancre be present, lest the bites be
converted by inoculation into chancres.
The leeches should be applied at the cir-

cumference of the swelling, so that they
may be removed as far as possible from
the centi'e where pointing is most probable.

If suppuration arrive more speedily than
was expected, and the bubo prove a virulent

one, it is best to open it freely and trust to

antiseptics, such as iodoform, to prevent the
inoculation of the bites.

AVhen active congestion has ceased and
matter has not formed, the subsidence of the

glands may be aided by pressure with a pad
and spica bandage. Stimulating ointments
and plasters, iodine, and similar preparations

are of doubtful service, and may possibly re-

kindle the inflammation. \\'hen pus has
formed, it should be let out by a vertical

incision at once. The proper drainage of the

cavity should be ensured by making the in-

cision long (^ in. usually), and by placing a
bit of drainage-tube between the edges of the

incision during the first twenty-foiu: hours.

Early evacuation checks the undermining
of the skin and prevents burrowing. When
matter forms at several pohits, a small in-

cision should be made at each fluctuating

point. When free exit has been given to the
pus, the groins should be dressed with boracic

lint soaked in hot water ; and w'hen swelling

is gone, the surfaces may be covered with
boric acid ointment and overlaid by a thick

compress and spica bandage ; which, slackly

applied at first, may be tightened as the
swelling subsides.

2. The chancrous bubo, not being dis-

tinguishable from ordinary sympathetic bubo
during the inflammatory swelling and conse-

quent suppuration, requires the same treat-

ment—sedatives and an early single incision.

By early incision the cavit}' of the abscess,

subsequently the chancrous ulcer, is kept as

small as possible ; by a single incision the
number of chancres is restricted. Occasion-
ally, but only when the abscess has already
undermined the skin, more than one incision

is necessary. Caustics have no advantage
over the knife for opening the abscess, while
they make a larger gap. When the abscess

has been opened and the chancrous nature is

suspected, a free cut should be made, and
the cavitv should be well cleared at the time
by injections—of one part of carbolic acid to

sixty of water, for example, or of 5-10 grains

to the ounce of nitrate of silver, or of tar-

tarated iron, or of some other astringent and
disinfectant, and the interior well dusted with
iodoform. The injection may be repeated
three times in the first twenty-four hours

;

and constant drainage maintained by a
drainage-tube and a compress of Lister's

antiseptic gauze or boracic lint. Should these

precautions fail to prevent the conversion of

the abscess into a chancre, it must then be
dressed as a chancre. It must be sedulously
washed by injection twice daUy, dried by
careful mopping with bits of cotton-wool, and
well dusted and packed with iodoform in
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powder ; the whole cavity being loosely fiDed

with pellets of cotton-wool, and compressed
gently with a layer of boracic lint and a
bandage. Should this fail, as it sometimes
will, caustic may be applied. The caustics

most suitable are the strongest and most
penetrating, such as Vienna paste, acid

nitrate of mercury, Eicord's paste (powdered
charcoal and the strongest oil of vitriol). To
apply the caustic thoroughly the patient

should be anaesthetised. If the least part of

the surface is left undestroj'ed, that will re-

inoculate the whole. Before cauterising, it

is well to scrape the surface thoroughly with
Volkmann's sharp spoon. Complete cauter-

isation is practically very diiScult to accom-
plish, hence caustics should be reserved for

the cases where iodoform, which is painless,

fails. Overlapping bands of skin should
be divided, that the dressing may be fairly

applied.

Phagedena.—WTien the ulceration by its

obstinacy deserves this title, plan after plan

of treatment must be tried till the destruc-

tion of tissue is arrested—caustics being re-

served for the last. To the local treatment of

phageda;na that for syphOis should be added.

The patient should be brought under the in-

fluence of mercury as quickly as possible,

by giving two or even three grains of blue

pill thrice daily, or by the injection into the

thick muscles of the trunk of some suitable

mercurial solution, such as that of Raggaz-
zoni (bicliloride of mercury, 1 part ; iodide of

sodium, 1 part ; distilled water, 64 parts :

8 minims being a dose). When the patient's

general health is good, the ulceration seldom
fails to yield to iodoform, applied thoroughly

in the manner directed. While the nocturnal

gnawing pain continues, the patient should

be narcotised with opium or other narcotic.

The cessation of pain is a signal that the

eroding action has stopped. When iodoform
alone is insufficient, the continuous warm
hip-bath must be employed. By it pain is

at once arrested and healing soon set in

motion. As continual immersion in a bath
i

becomes extremely irksome in many cases, i

the ulceration may be arrested by keeping

the patient in water for sixteen hours every i

day, and allowing the night to be passed in

bed—in this interval the wound should be

carefully packed with iodoform. When the

ulceration is stopped, the bath may be dis-

continued and iodoform alone used. If the

water-bath fail (and such a result has not yet

happened during a considerable emi^loyment
of this method at the Male Lock Hospital),

caustics may then be used.

The strength of the patient, generally much
exhausted, should be restored by tonics, good
diet, stimulants, and otlier general means.

3. The syphilitic bubo usually causes no
trouble, and gets well dm-ing the course of

treatment which is carried out for the cure of

the general disease. If tenderness or aching

occur, rest and a few warm baths are sufficient.

If suppuration takes place the abscess must
be incised and poulticed. The tuberculous
degeneration is best met by remedies against

the diathesis—iodide of ammonium or of

iron, cod-hver oil, nutritious food, sea-air, and
other tonics. Mercury, in j\,-grain doses of

the bichloride, combined with the iodide of

sodium or with solution of perchloride of iron,

may be added to the treatment. Locally,

the abscesses and smuses must be emptied
as fast as they form and cleared by dissect-

ing the diseased glands away and scraping
their sites with the sharp spoon.

Abortive treatment of bubo.—This once
favourite method of treating buboes has fallen

into disuse as the varieties of bubo have been
better understood. The chronically enlarged
glands of syphilis have little or no tendency
to suppurate, but subside spontaneously if let

alone. Others only suppurate when freely

nritated, hence the best abortive treatment
is to guard against the increase of irritation,

and assuage that which exists by antiphlo-

gistics. In the bubo virulent by absorption

suppuration is inevitable. Thus, the sympa-
thetic bubo is the onlj' one which can be

acted on by abortive treatment. To anti-

phlogistics may be added coimter-nritants,

but these are uncertain in their effect. Those
least open to objection are vesicants, and
the form most beneficial is repeated ' flying'

blisters. By this means a series of small

blisters are produced round about, not over

the swelling. Any other plan is most un-

certain—painting the part with tincture of

iodine, or other mild irritant, is simply waste
of time.

Compression is of great value for reducing

indolent enlargement, or for removing the

boggy condition of the groin where several

abscesses have formed, with more or less

undermining of the skin. It is useless for

syphihtic bubo and mischievous for the viru-

lent bubo. The simplest and most effectual

method of applying compression is by a gra-

duated compress of Imt kept firmly in place

hy a spica bandage of calico, or of elastic

tape. For abscesses, careful packing may be

added to the compress. Each focus of pus

must be laid open, and bridges or tunnels

cut across, so that narrow strips of lint soaked

in liquor plumbi subacetatis and lightly

pressed between the fingers, to drive out the

dripping excess of fluid, may be laid into the

hollows and under overhanging borders of

skin. The strips must be renewed everyday

at first, and the cavities well cleared by

syringing with water. In a few days, when
the discharge is very small, the strips may
be left for three or four days unchanged.

The first application is painful, but verj' soon

an insensible crust is formed over the ulcer-

ating surface, and fresh applications cause no

discomfort. As soon as healtliy granulations

are formed the plugging should be laid aside.
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If the plnnds do not shrink in size after

a fair trial ot the methods ah-eady described,

the patient slioidd be ancesthetised, the

glands scraped away by the sharp spoon,

and the wound well spread with iodoform.

Berkeley Hill.

BULB.—A synonym for the globe of the

jye, and also for the medulla oblongata. Its

adjective, bulbar, is commonly restricted in

application to the latter, and has for a con-

siderable time been commonly thus employed,
as in the terms ' bulbar symptoms,' ' bulbar

nerves,' and the like. This use of the adjec-

tive has led to a more extensive employment
of • bulb ' for the medulla oblongata, because
the term ' medulla ' is also apidied to the

spinal cord, the 'medulla spinalis,' as well

as in its general sense of ' man-ow.'

BULBAB PAKALYSIS.—A svnonym
for labio-glosso-lai-yngeal paraljsis ; derived

from the pathological relation of the disease

with the bulb or medulla oblongata. See
L.ujio-Glosso-Laryngeal Par.\lysis.

BULIMIA {iiov, a prefix signifying

excess; and Xifxoi, himgerj.— Excessive or

voracious ajipetite. See Appetite, Dis-

orders of.

BULLA (bulla, a bubble).—See Blister.

BUEGHERSDOilP,in CapeColony.
See Africa, South.

BURNS.—The morbid local effects pro-

duced by the direct applicatiou of excessive
dry heat. See Heat, Etiects of Severe or
Extreme.

BURS-E MUCOSA, Diseases of.—
Bursse mucosie are spaces in the connective
tissue lubricated with a small amount of
serous fluid, and situated at points exposed
to repeated pressure or friction. Stracturally
they are composed of a layer of condensed
cellular tissue, fusing externally with the
areolar tissue of the part, and lined inter-

nally with an imperfect layer of Hatteued
endothehal cells, similar to those found in
the pleura or peritoneum. Some bursiE, as
that over the patella, that under the deltoid,

those about the great trochanter, and many
others, are constantlj- present ; but new biu'sa;,

equally perfect in their structure, may form
at any part exposed to abnormal pressure
and friction, as over the outer malleolus of a
tailor, imder an old corn, or over the head of
the metacarpal bone of the great toe (bunion).
Like the great serous cavities, bursae are in
direct communication with the Ij-mphatics,
and inflammatory products are consequently
absorbed from them with great readiness,
often giving rise locally to a diffuse inflamma-
tion of the surrounding cellular tissue, closely
resembling phlegmonous erysipelas in appear-
ance, and always accompanied by high fever.

Biu-siE are liable to four kinds of disease :

—

1. Acute inflammation and suppura-

BURS^ MUCOSAE 2G3

tion—Acute bursitis.—This is usually the

result of some more or less violent mechanical

injury. It may occur in auy bursa, but is

most common in the bursa patella;, those

about the hip and over the olecranon, and in

the small false bursa formed beneath an old

corn, or in a bunion. The symptoms are

those of acute inflammation generally, but

the redness and swelling often extend a

remarkable distance up and down the limb.

Thus, a di'op of pus beneath a corn may
cause oedema and redness to the knee. The
febrile disturbance is usually proportionately

severe. About the trochanter the abscess

may assume a chronic form.

'I'rkatment.—Hot fomentations, and the

ai)plication of glycerine and extract of bella-

domia (equal jjarts), may be of use. It is

very important that pus shall be let out early,

or it may burrow extensivelj', especially about

the knee. Antiseptic treatment will be fomid
especially useful in the treatment of sup-

pm-ating bursa.

I

2. Cnronic Bursitis—Dropsy of the
bursa.—Tins consists of an accumulation of

serous fluid distencUng a bursa more or less

tensely. The wall becomes somewhat tliick-

ened and opaque, but is otherwise unchanged.
The fluid is clear, straw-coloured, and al-

buminous in character. The cause of the

disease is usually repeated slight mechanical
injury, but in some cases it may be due to

some of those obscure conditions spoken of as
' rheumatism.' The symptoms are merely
those of a collection of flmd in the situation

of the bursa, jjerhaps accompanied by a feeling

of weakness in the neighbouring joint. There
is no pain or tenderness. The commonest
form of this disease is the so-called ' house-
maid's knee,' but it is not infrequent in the

bursa of the popliteal space.

Treatment.—Avoidance of the mechanical
injury, whatever it may be, which has caused
the disease, is most important. The swelling

may be painted with tincture of iodine twice

a day for some weeks, or a series of small
blisters applied over it. If this fails, an in-

cision may be made into the swelling under
antiseptic precautions, and a small drainage-

tube introduced for a week or ten days. But
before either of these means is adopted, care

must be taken to ascertam that the bursa
does not communicate with the neighbouring
joint. In the ham it is safer as a rule not to

operate, except by means of the aspirator.

B. Chronic enlargement of the bursa,
with fibroid thickening of its walls.

—

This afl'ection is most common in the bursa
pateUse, but maj* occur in that situated over
the tuberosity of the ischium. The bursa
becomes converted into a dense fibroid mass
of almost cartilaginous hardness. On section

it is found to be composed of concentric layers

of dense fibroid tissue. There is usually a

small central cavitj' containing a little fluid.

The cause of this change, as of simple dropsy,
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is repeated mechanical injury of a slight

nature. In some cases it seems to be con-
nected with syphihs. The only treatment is

removal by the knife.

4. Chronic enlargement ofthe bursa,
"With the presence in it of the so-called
melon-seed bodies.^In this form of dis-

ease, in addition to some thickening of the
wall and accumulation of fluid in the bursa,
small oval, flattish, smooth bodies of a white
colour are found floating freely in its interior.

These are similar in nature to those found in

some forms of ganglion {see Ganglion). This
condition is recognised by the peculiar soft

crackling feehng perceived on palpation, com-

C^CUM, DISEASES OF

bined with the ordinary symptoms of an
enlarged bursa.

Treatment.—The affected bursa may be
dissected out ; or it may be laid open,
emptied, and drained. The closure of the
cavity may be insm-ed by the application of
pure carbolic acid, so as to destroy the lining

membrane. Marcus Beck.

BUXTON, in Derbyshire.—Smiplo
thermal waters. See Mineral Waters.

BUZIAS, in Hungary.—Strong mu-
riated chalybeate springs. See Mineral
Waters.

CACHEXIA (kokos, bad; and t^n, a
habit or constitution of body).

—

Synon.: Fr.
Cachexie ; Ger. Kachexie.

Definition.—A chronic state of iU-health

associated with impoverished or depraved
blood, arising from malnutrition, persistent

loss of blood-elements, or the presence of a
morbific agent.

In such diseases as tabes mesenterica,
lymphadenoma, and the like, the patients be-

come cachectic from direct depravation of the
blood, in consequence of disease of organs
which are importantly concerned in its

nutrition and elaboration. In other diseases

persistent loss of blood-elements arising

from chronic suppuration or from repeated
haemorrhages (esjjecially observed in some
uterine conditions) induces a cachexia which
is well described by the term secondary
anainia. Again, certaui poisons introduced
from without, and nurtiu-ed within the body,
may produce marked cachexia. The
syphilitic and malarial poisons are good
examples of the first kind. Of cachexite

produced by the presence of morbific
agents which have been generated within the

body we niay instance those arising from
defective elimination, as the uraemic and
gouty cachexiae from inadequate functional

activity of the kidneys and liver. In the

latter connexion it should be noted that, as

has been hinted by Sir James Paget in

reference to cancer, the malignant cachexia
may arise from blood-contamination with
the waste products yielded by the morbid
growth in the process of its nutrition ; such
a growth not only abstracting material from
the blood for its nutrition, but also con-

tributuig effete material to it.

It must be farther observed that in the

opinion of some pathologists the term
cachexia implies much more than the

secondary anaemia consequent upon the

ravages of a given local or general disease

upon the system. It rather signifies the

morbid constitution which ts the disease,

and which may precede its local manifesta-
tion. Thus we may have the cancerous
cachexia, culruinatiug in scirrhus of the
breast, the tubercular cachexia in pulmonary
tuberculosis, and the like. It is thus
evident that with many observers the terms
cachexia and constitutional disease have the
same significance.

R. Douglas Powell.

CACOPLASTIC (KnKo's.bad; andTrXao-o-o),

I mould or form).—A term ai)plied to pro-

ducts of inflammation which are more or

less incapable of organisation.

CADAVERIC (cadaver, a dead body).—
This word signifies ' belonging to the dead
body ' ; and it is ayiplied to the aspect, colour,

odour, and other phenomena resembling
those of death, which are sometimes observed
in the livuig subject.

C-aiCUM, Diseases of.— Synon. : Fr.

Maladies du Ccecum ; Ger. Blinddarm-
krankhciten.— The structural peculiarities

and anatomical relations of the caecum are

specially favourable to the occurrence of

the diseases to which this f)art of the large

intestine is most liable, viz. (1) accumula-
tion of solids (faeces, foreign bodies, &c.) ; (2)

ulcerative inflammation, typhlitis, &c. ; and
(3) dilatation, contraction, oxiA perforation.

1. Accumulations.—Hardened faeces,

biliary and intestinal concretions, foreign

bodies, stones of fruit, baUs of worms, and
also gases resulting from decomposition,

are apt to collect in the caecum, and cause

varying degrees of local disturbance. Some-
times, as in elderly patients of torpid habit,

the caecum is found loaded with faeces, with-

out inducuig pain or other signs of inflam-

mation. The right iliac region may be full

and hard, and in it may be felt a well-defined,

almost j)ainless, doughy uneven mass, of the

shape of the cagcuin. As a rule, however,
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sooner or later the accumulation leads to one
or more of the following results :

—

(a) Obstruction of the bowels. This may
be partial, as in the various degrees of con-

stipation, or complete. AVhen comjilete, it

may even prove fatal

—

e.g. from perforation

or rupture, without the caecum or peritoneum
exhibiting signs of intlammation. On the

other hand, general peritonitis supervening,

obstruction in the cacum may be quickly

obsciu'ed ; still, however, the chief pain and
tenderness may be found in the right iliac

region, (b) Pressure on adjacent nerves,

vessels, or other structiu-es, producing numb-
ness and oedema of the right leg, retraction

of the right testicle and other symptoms.
(c) Injiainmation and Ulceration: stercoral

ulcer, cacitis, typhlitis, peritonitis.

It is of clinical importance to bear in mind
that the cajcum, when overloaded or en-

larged, may occupy an unusual jiosition, e.g.

a site between the right and left iliac regions,

or may descend somewhat into the pelvis

and press on the urinary bladder.

Tympanitic distension of the caecum is

generally associated with some faecal aceu-
midation or obstruction in the colon or other
part of the large intestine. See E^CES, Re-
tention of; and Flatulence.

2. Inflammation.— Synon. : Csecitis.

—

UntU recent years intlammation of the walls
of the CiPcum has been designated by the term,
Ti,i)hlitis ; but this is no longer appHcable,
for it has been shown that the sj^mptoms of
what is clinically recognised as typhlitis do
not depend on intlaumiation of the ca-eum,
but on inflammation of the peritoneum in-

vesting the Ciccum and vermiform appendix
{see Typhlitis). The mucous membrane
of the circum is liable to catarrhal inflam-
mation, from the lodgment of faeces, indi-
gestible matters, and foreign bodies ; but the
sj-mptoms induced by it are, as a rule, ill-

delincd, and generally resemble those of colitis

{see Colon, Diseases of). It may, however,
lead to idceration, which may ultimately in-
volve the outer wall of the caecum and the
peritoneum, and thus induce tj-plilitis.

3. Dilatation, Contraction, and Per-
foration.—The ca^ciun may be (1) dilated,
from aocumidation within it of solids and
gases, or from obstruction in the colon

;

(2) contracted, from growths (polj-pi, cystic
tiunour, cancer, &c.), or cicatrisation of ulcers
(tubercular, dysenteric) ; or ['A) perforated,
from idceration (stercoral, enteric, tubercular,
cancerous, dysenteric), from teai-ing of the
wall by over-distension, or from a typhlitic
abscess (originating in the appendix vermi-
forinis) opening into it.

George Oliver.

CALCAREOUS DEGENERATION.
A fonii of degeneration chnracterised by the
deposit in the tissues of earthy salts, especially
those of lime. See Degeneration.
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CALCULI {calx, chalk).—Definition.
The term calcidus is now applied to any
kind of concretion formed in the ducts or

passages of glandular organs ; though older

writers limited its employment to the desig-

nation of concretions met with in the kidneys
and urinary bladder.

Varieties. —The following is a concise
summary of the principal calculous concre-
tions met with in the human body, given
in their alphabetical order.

1. Biliary Calculi.— Biliary calculi vary
considerably in size, number, form, and com-
position. In size they range from minute
grains about the size of a pin's head to a mass
as large as a hen's egg. The smaller they are,

generally-, the larger is their number. Their
form is very various. When solitary they are
usuallj' round or oval ; when numerous they
are generally more or less irregular in shape,
their surfaces being flattened and faceted

' from compression. The colour is usually a

j

blackish-green or brown, less frequently

I

yellow or greyish-white. In consistence,
some are soft lilie wax ; others hard, dry,

and friable. On section they will be foimd
to differ widely—some beuig granular, and
made up of sub-moi-phous particles without
any apparent nucleus ; others crystalline,

the glistening white crystals (cholestcrin)

radiating from a central nucleus, which is

frequently found to consist of inspissated bile.

Bdiarj- calcidi consist oftwo kinds, (a) Those
of the one group are formed of cholesterin and
bile-pigments, mixed with a variable propor-
tion of insoluble organic matter, fatty matter,
stearate of lime, and traces of the earthy
phosphates. To separate the cholesterin,

finely powder the gall-stone and thoroughly
exhaust with ether ; the ethereal solution on
evaporation jaelds amorphous cholesterin.

To obtam it in the crystalline form, it must
be redissolved in boiling alcohol, which on
cooling deposits it in characteristic, glisten-

ing, rhombic plates. The pigment arj' matters
can be obtained by exhausting the residue
of the crushed gall-stone, from which the
cholesterin has been removed, successively

with water, alcohol, and dUute hydrochloric
acid. The dried residue is then boiled with
pure chloroform for some time, and the
chloroform extract is distilled to near dry-
ness, and several volmues of alcohol are
added, which throws down bilirubin. Bili-

rubin thus obtained is an orange-red powder,
insoluble in water and ether, slightly soluble
in alcohol, but very freely soluble in chloro-
form. On passing a cuiTcnt of air through
an alkaline solution of bilirubin the solution
acquires a green colour— biliverdin. Accord-
ing to Stiideler, bihverdiu is formed from
bUinibin by the addition of one atom of
water in the presence of oxygen. A brown
pigment, bilifuscin, can also be obtained by
acting on bilirubin with strong sulphuric acid.

(6) Calculi of the other group are composed
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solely of one substance : such are the small
white pearly calculi, frequently passed by
young children and very old persons, and
which consist entirely of cholesterin ; small
black masses like dried tar which consist of
pigment ; and brownish, irregular fragments
which are formed solely of stearate of lime.

2. Intestinal Calculi.—Intestinal cal-

culi are rare in man and carnivorous animals,
but are not uncommon in herbivorous
animals. They consist almost entirely of

ammonio - magnesium phosphate, calcium
phosphate, and calcium carbonate, deposited

round a nucleus, generally a fragment of

some indigestible material of the food, such
as stones of fruit, husks of grain, or portions

of bone. There is a kind of intestinal cal-

culus occasionally met with among Scottish

and Lancashire people, who use oatmeal
largely as food, which is chiefly composed
of the hairs and fragments of the envelopes
of the oat, encrusted with calcium phosphate
and carbonate. Magnesium carbonate when
taken habitually and in bulk is ajjt to accu-

mulate in the bowels and concrete there

;

there is now less risk of that danger since

the fluid forms of magnesia have come into

such general use.

3 Pancreatic Calculi.—Calculi in con-

nexion with the pancreas are the rarest of

all glandular concretions. "When found they
are generally mmierous, being met with in

the maiu duct, the accessory duct, and even
in the smaller radicles. The size varies

greatly, the largest that has come under the

writer's observation being quite one inch in

length. They are generally oval in shape, and
their surface has frequently a worm-eaten
appearance, of whitish colour, which when
rubbed acqufres an enamel-like lustre. When
broken, the fracture often presents a white,

glistening, porcelain appearance. One cal-

culus analysed by the writer gave a percent-

age composition of organic matter 24, fixed

inorganic salts 76. The bulk of the fixed

inorganic salts consisted of calciimi carbonate,

calcium phosphate being present in much
smaller proportion.

4. Prostatic Calculi.—Prostatic calculi

consist essentially of calciiun phosphate and
calcium carbonate, though incidentally traces

of uric acid, calcium oxalate, and ammonio-
magnesii;m phosphate may be found. They
occur in three forms, namely {a) small, rough
concretions, from the size of a pia's head to a
hazel-nut

;
{h) frregular masses with porce-

lainous appearance ; and (c) large regular con-

cretions. The quantity of earthy matter that

may be deposited in the prostate gland is

often enormous. When the calculi are of the
small variety, fifty or sixty may be present,

and a gland may feel hke a bag of nuts.

The Hunterian Museum contains a specimen
showing the enormous size these concretions

may attain. See Prostate, Diseases of.

5. Salivary Calculi.—These are gener-

ally rough externally, irregidar in shape, and
are usually found near the orifice of the duct,

which they obstruct. The nucleus frequently
consists of some foreign body which has
accidentally found its way into the duct, as
a splinter of wood or a fragment of bone.
Their chief component is calcium carbonate,
of which they contain more than any other
kind of concretion, and traces of earthy
phosphates.

6. Urinary Calculi.—Urinary calculi

vary considerably in size, form, colour, and
general appearance, according to thefr com-
position. The constituents that form these
stones are uric acid, m-ates, cystin, xanthin,
calcium oxalate, calcium phosphate, magne-
sium phosphate, ammonio-magnesium phos-
phate, calcium carbonate, and also concre-
tions of blood and fatty substances (urostea-

hth). Any of the above-named substances,

combined with a varying proportion of organic

matter, may constitute the sole ingredient of

a calculus ; more commonly, however, two
or more are associated together. To fully

ascertain the composition of the mass of the

calculus it must be sawn across, and if made
up of different layers, a portion of each layer

must be analysed. See the articles on the

several kinds of m-inary calculi ; and Ueine,
Morbid Conditions of.

Pathology.—The manner in which these

concretions are formed, especially renal and
urinary calculi, has long been a matter of

sjieculation with physicians, some regarding
them as of purely local origin, others en-

deavouring to show that they are the result

of some peculiar diathesis, wherein uric

acid, the phosphates, &c., are formed in the

body so profusely, and are eliminated in such
quantities as to be precipitated in the pas-

sages. The researches of Ord and Carter

have thrown much light on this obscure

subject. They have shown that the particles

constituting the bulk of the calculus are not

mere accretions, formed in the urinary

passages by a process of chemical precipita-

tion, in the presence of blood, mucus, &c.

;

but consist of structures, designated as ' sub-

morphous '—granules, spheroids, laminae, &c.
-—and which require considerable time for

their formation. They have shown that this

modification of form, i.e. the change from
the crystalline to the submorphous type, can

be artificially produced by allowing two
saline solutions to intermix slowly through

a colloid medium ; as gum, albumen, &c.

;

the more slowly the mixture is effected and
the denser the colloid, the more perfect is

the change to the subixiorphous condition.

On the other hand, if the colloid medium is

attenuated, and the admixture rapid, the

crystalline form is more or less retained.

The nature of this colloid medium has not

been clearly made out. The fact that calculus

rarely accompanies Bright's disease shows
that the ordinary effusion of blood or albumen
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into the ronal tubules does not furnish the

necessary medium. Indeed, if simple eflfu-

Bion of fibrin, or increased secretion ofmucus,
ftunished the colloid, calculus, instead of

being comparatively a rare disease, would be

extremely common. Some authors have re-

garded the 'entangling mucus' as the pro-

duct of a specific catarrh. Thus IMcckel

speaks of a stone-fonningcatarrh {sfcinhildcn-

douhr Katarrh) ; and the late Dr. Owen
Rees pointed out that among the evils

attendant ujion gout is ' a tendency of

mucous membranes to secrete a viscid mucus,
which modifies the ordinary crystalline

character of uric acid, causing it to appear
in agglutinated masses, which adhere to the

sides of the urinary passages.' In specula-

tions as to the origin of stone, too little

attention has as yet been paid to the condi-

tion of the renal cells. These cells normally
eliminate the urinary constituents ; and it is

not iifficult to imagine that under certain

coaditions of vital impairment these sub-

stances may be retained and deposited,

instead of being eliminated, the cell itself

furnishing the colloid medium. The objec-

tion urged against this view is that recent

observers have discovered no satisfactory

signs of cell-structure in the matrix ofcalculi

;

but this objection can hardly be considered
fatal, since the accretion of particles within
the cell would gradually destroy the cell-struc-

ture. Professor Quekett, however, figured

(Med. Times, vol. xxiv. p. 552, 1851) crystals

of calcium oxalate and triple phosphate
contained in cells taken from himian tubuh
uriniferi ; and though his observations have
not been confirmed by others, stiU the
accuracy of his work has never been ques-
tioned, and it may be ' when the tubuli

uriniferi of persons dying of calculous affec-

tions come to be more frequently examined
by pathologists, cells containing calculous con-
stituents at an early stage of deposition may
be observed— that is, before the ceU-wall is

destroyed. It is a remarkable fact that
calculous deposit commencing in the kidney
tubules is rarely met with in the convoluted
portion of the tubule, but invariably occurs
at the apices of the mammillary processes,
the extremities of the ducti papiUares. Now
less blood circulates through this portion of
the kidney than through any other part of it,

and moreover in the ducti papillares the
basement membrane (tunica jiropria) dis-

appears and the wall consists of epithelium
alone. May not these anatomical daflerences
render the cells of this part of the tubule
more liable to calculous deposit—in short, to
undergo calculous degeneration ?

C. H. Balfe.
CALIPERS.—An instrument employed

for measuring diameters, used more especi-
ally in clmical medicine -for measuring the
diameters of the chest. See Physical Ex-
AiUNATION.
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CALVITIES (calvits, bald).—Synon. :

Alopecia calva.—A synonym for baldness.

See Baldness.

CANARIES, The, in North-east
Atlantic Ocean ; Teneriffe.—M( an tem-
])erature in winter, 04° to 85°. Warmer,
di'ier, but more variable, than Madeira. East
winds from Africa. See Climate, Treatment
of Disease by.

CANCER {cancer, a crab).— Synon.:
Carcinoma ; Fr. Cancer ; Ger. Krcbs.

Definition.—The word cancer is without
histological meaning. We find it and its

synonym carcinoma used as long ago as the

time of Hippocrates, and the latter term was
then, as is the former at the present day by
the vulgar, applied to any new-growth of a

malignant character. The name originated

in the large ramifying veins and puckered
furrows which sjircad from a cicatrising

cancer that is involving the skin. When the

broad distinction between the epithelial and
connective -tissue tyjie of timiours was
established by Vii'chow and others, it was
decided to retam the word cancer as the

name for the more malignant or epithelial

growths ; while the equally meaningless but

less formidable word sarcoma has been, from
this time, confined to those tumours which
have connective tissue for their type. See
TUMODRS.
In this sense of the word the cancers

form a class which is, on the whole, easily

distinguished by definite microscopical and
clinical characters ; but at two points, at

least, the diflerence from suupler growths is

almost imperceptible. First, as a matter
of accident, one sarcoma (the alveolar) re-

sembles a cancer so closely in microscopical

structmre, that it is impossible to distinguish

between them without reference to clmical

facts ; and, in the second place, as cancers

are essentially depraved modifications of

epithelial, epidermic, or glandular structiu-es,

they may be found to ditler so slightly in

histological characters from simple hyper-

trophies, that the fact of ultimate malignjuicy

is often all that can decide between, say, a

papilloma and an epithelioma, a glandular

cancer of the rectum and a simjile polypus,

or a scirrhus of the breast and a clironic

mammary tunaour.

Histologic.u- Structure.—Histologically,

cancers are distinguished by consisting partly

of cells of an obviously epithelial origin and
partly of connective tissue. The connective

tissue forms alveolar spaces, and may vary in

structure from a loose fibro-cellular material

to strong and old fibrous tissue. The
alveolar spaces communicate with each
other and contain the epithelial cells. These
vary much in shai)e, size, and arrangement,
but are always easily separable from the

surrounduig connective tissue, while they
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are never separated from one another by a
stroma of any soit.

Clinical Characters.— Clinically, cancers

are distinguished by the structures in which
they originate ; by the method of their re-

currence and their mode of growth ; as well as

by a few characteristics apj)arent to the eye
and touch.

Seat.—As their nature would a priori
have rendered almost certain, cancers pro-

bably never originate except in connexion
with epithelial or epidermic structures

—

i.e.

in skin, mucous membrane, or secreting

glands ; biit as the epidermis and epithelium,

the original upi^er and lower layers of the

embryo, are widely diffused throughout the

body, and often intimately associated with
the descendants of the cells of the middle
layer, it is not surprising that primary
cancers have been described as occurring in

organs which have their origin from con-

nective tissue only. Such are the instances

of primary cancer of bone and lymphatic
glands, the possibility of the occurrence
of which may be at present considered
undecided.

Recurrence.—The first recurrence is almost
without exception in the Ij^nphatic glands,

which collect their supply of lymph from the

seat of the original tumour ; when this has
occurred the process may be repeated in the

next proximal lymphatic glands, or numerous
distinct tumours may appear in different parts

of the body ; but if a single growth occur in

another locality without previous glandular
enlargement, the case may probably be looked
upon as one of double primary development.
A soft cancer may break into the abdominal
cavity, where its small particles may stick

to various parts of the peritoneum and form
the starting-points of new-growths (dis-

seminated cancer of the peritoneum) ; it is

probable that a similar seeding may take
place into the hmgs when an ulcerated epi-

thelioma projects into the trachea. The re-

currence is usually of precisely the same
structure as the original growth.
Mode of growth.—C&ncern increase in size

by infiltration of the surrounding tissues, and
this gives rise to the very important clinical

facts that they are not enclosed by a capsule

like many simpler growths, and that they
have a great tendency to implicate the skin

and cause ulceration.

Nahed-eye ajypearances.—The contraction

of the connective tissue formmg the alveoh
in its advance towards fibrous tissue gives

rise to puckering of the surrounding skin

;

and the looseness of the connexion between
the epithelial and connective-tissue elements
causes a milky juice consisting of the former
to escape on scraping a recent section. This
characteristic was made much of by our pre-

decessors before the word cancer had lost its

inclusive meaning ; we know now that many
rapidly growing sarcomas yield a similar

juice, but in less abundance than cancers;
and thus it has come to pass that a milky
juice is now more diagnostic of the mahg-
nancy than of the genetic origin of the
growth.

This completes the Ust of the signs by
which cancers may be distinguished from
other tumours. Tables have been published
to show the relative fi-equency with which
cancer attacks different organs ; they are not,

upon the whole, trustworthy, and this question
will be best considered in discussing the sub-

divisions of the genus.
Classification. — The subdivisions of

cancers are as follows :

—

Hard cancer or Scirrhus. \ Glandular
Soft cancer or Encephaloid. j type.

l'

Epithelial
Lobular Epithelioma. J and
Cylindrical Epithelioma, i Epidermic

t TYPE.
Colloid.

Typical hard and soft cancers stand obviously
at opposite ends of one series which is buUt
upon the type of the secreting gland: between
the two are an infinitude of intermediate
stages. The two forms of epithelioma are,

quite as evidently, monstrous growths of

skin or mucous membrane. Colloid is pro-

bably the result of degeneration of any one
of the other forms. Besides these, other
varieties are often mentioned which do not
justify a more complicated classification

;

amongst these are tumours, which though of

nearly normal glandular structure are never-
theless malignant, and those which have
received the n&raes melanotic, telangiectatic,

osteocancer, &c.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis depends upon
the clinical characters of the several groups.

That of an advanced case of cancer is

generally easy ; in the early stages it is

mostly impossible.

Prognosis.—The prognosis is always bad,

especially in encephaloid cancer, but least

so in epithelioma; this suggests the much-
debated question of the constitutional nature
of the disease. If in its origin a cancer be
purely local, early removal ought to effect

a permanent cure ; but if there be at the

bottom a constitutional taint, a reprieve

should merely be granted until a suitable

fresh irritation arise. There is probably
some truth on both sides. The cancerous
cachexia is often spoken of; it depends
chiefly, if not altogether, on the weakening
effects of the discharge after ulceration has
taken place ; mental worry may have some
share in causing it ; but it must be remem-
bered that cancerous patients, who, before

they are attacked, are frequently amongst
the most robust, often retain their health for

a remarkably long space of time.

Course.—The course of a cancer depends
upon its seat, and the symptoms must ac-

cordingly be sought amongst the articles on
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diseases of special rcffions. If, however, life

be not shortened as a result of interference

with the functions of the organ attacked,

death is caused either by marasmus— the

result of prolouf^ed suppuration and pain—or

by estensivo or repeated hiemorrhiiges. The
rate of progress is more slow as age

advances.
Treatment.—The treatment of cancer in

the early stages belongs to the surgeon, the

practitioner giving such counsel as will iru-

prove the general health and supi)ort the

strength. In the later stages the physician

may be called upon to treat sj-mptoms;

but up to the present time all the specifics

introduced either by regular practitioners or

by charlatans have proved quite inefficient,

if not actually harmful.

We shall now discuss the varieties of

cancer.

I. Scirrhus.—Scirrhus, as its name im-
plies, is amongst the hardest of tumours, if

bony growths be excepted. Its hardness, as

compared with soft cancer, depends upon the

larger proportion which the alveolar stroma
bears to the contained cells ; and this is pro-

bably the consequence of the soil in which the

tumours originate, and the rapidity of their

growth, rather than of any specific difference

between tliem.

Scat.— The female breast is the most
common seat for scirrhus, but it also occurs

in the stomach, uterus, tongue, oesophagus,

and the liver and other glands, and it has
been described as primary in the prostate,

testicle, skin, and other structures.

Naked-eye appearances.—A section through
the centre of a matured hard cancer of the
breast presents to the naked eye well-marked
and constant appearances, which, with the
exception of siicli peculiarities as are due to

the situation, will serve as a description of
such a tumour occurring elsewhere. These
are clearly explained by the microscoiiical

arrangement, and when looked at by the
light which it atTords, fullj' accoimt for all

the chnical characters. The knife passes
through it with a creaking noise, and the
cut surfaces are at once hollowed in the
centre. There is not a sharp edge to the
growth, and the circumference is of a greyish
or pinkish-white tint, projecting a little above
the surrounding tissues, into which it sends
small lobidar prolongations; the hollow
centre is very hard and of a glistening white
coloiu:. Scirrhus is e\'idently fibrous in
structure, and receives from all quarters
fibrous bands, which often pass far out into
the fat of the breast or the skin, and some of
which can nearly alwa3's be traced to the
principal milk-ducts. Between the centre and
the edge the greater part of the timiour
is on the whole of a pinkish-yellow colour,
but notably pink and soft externally, and
yellow and hard internally. The surface
yields a milky juice on scraping, and may

show some of the following appearances,
which are, however, accidental : round the
circimiference little masses of healthy fat

may be included, though this but rarely

happens ; cysts contaming grumous grey or

red fluid may have formed by the breaking
down of the new-growtii or by hemorrhage

;

or such a haemorrhage may have resulted in

patches of yellow or even black pigmenta-
tion.

Microscopical appearances.—Without dis-

cussing the merits of the opposing theories

as to the origin of cancer-cells, the following
may be taken as the undoubted microscopical
appearances of scuThus. The grey outer layer

is made up of indefinite smallish round cells,

resembling white blood-coq'juscles, infiltrated

through the tissue into which the growth is

spreading, amongst which are scattered a few
which have the appearance of epithelial cells.

The next or pink layer represents full develoii-

ment and shows fibro-cellular stroma, enclos-

ing large epithehoid cells, and containing a
copious supply of vessels. In the third or

yellow layer the stroma has become fibrous,

and the cells are imdergoing fatty degenera-
tion; and in the inner white centre the
cells are replaced by indefinite masses of

gi-anular debris, and the stroma consists of

firm and old fibrous tissue. See Plate, figs.

14, 16, and 17.

Clinical features,—The relation of these

appearances to the clinical pecuharities of

scirrhus is as follows : the excessive hardness
is explained by the great development of

fibrous tissue ; the peculiar indetiniteness

of the edge, and the tendency to involve the
skin and ulcerate, by the manner of growth ;

while the puckering, retraction of the nipple,

and indirectly (from the manner in which
cutaneous nerves are involved) the pricking

and shooting pains, are due to the contraction

or cicatrisation of the stroma. To the latter

is also due a very important but not generally

recognised diagnostic character of an early

scirrhus, namely, that long before the skin is

involved it is seen to be dimpled when gently
moved to and fro over the gro\^'th.

A scirrhus which has involved the skin

forms a purplish-red, flattened, and shining

tumour, covered with small veins and tender

to the touch. The ulcer which results fi-om

its breaking down is ragged, with a hard base
and hard irregular undermined edges, and a
dirty siurface covered by knobby masses of

pseudo-granulations, which have a gi-eat

tendency to bleed, and often slough. After

removal it often returns in the scar. Wlien
occurring in the hver it is softer than else-

where, and the name of scirrho-encephaloid

is often given to it. See fig. 13.

II. Encephaloid.—Encephaloid, medul-
lary, or soft cancer, so named from its usually

brain-lUve appearance and consistence, is

softer and grows more rapidly, and is more
frequently observed in internal organs than
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seirrhns, often indeed forming enormous
intra-abdouiinal tmuours.

Seat.— It has Jiitherto been observed as

primary in the saUvary and mammary glands,

testicle, ovary, and prostate, the thyroid

body, and in the mucous membrane of tlie

nose, the liver, and the stomach. It has
with some degree of looseness been called

the cancer of childhood by those who consider

scirrhus as almost peculiar to mature age.

Naked-eye appearances.— To the naked
eye a fresh section usually jiresents a convex
surface ; it is whitish, but generally mottled
by coloiired patches, the result of old or re-

cent haemorrhages ; and yields very copiously

a milky juice on scraping.

Microscnpica I appearan res.—Encephaloid
cancer differs from scirrhu? only in the

relative proportion of the two chief factors.

The cells are more numerous and are con-

tained in larger spaces ; they are sometimes
small, but generally much larger than in

scirrhus; and the stroma is delicate and
fibro-cellnlar and very small in amount.
See fig. 15.

Its method of extension ie the same as

that of other members of the class. It is

by far the most malignant form of cancer,

because of its rate of growth and recurrence,

and the rajjidity with which it causes general

cachexia.

Ill, Lobular Epithelioma.—Lobular
epithelioma: epithelial cancer, or cancroid,

develoj^s in connexion with skin and mucous
membrane, and though consisting essentially

of squamous epithelium, may start from a
part which is covered by the eylmdrical
variety. It occurs near the natural orifices

of the mucous tracts—as, for exami^le, on the
mouth and tongue, anus, penis, or vulva

;

but also at other parts of the skin—as on
the scrotiun (chimney-sweep's cancer) and at

the upper end of the oesophagus. The his-

tory of a local irritation as its origin is often

obtainable, but more frequently nothing of

the kind can be discovered.

Nakcd-cye appearances.—The first appear-

ance is that of a pimple, which soon breaks
down in the centre, forming a small sore.

When ftilly developed there is an irregular

ulcer, with an extensive, hard and nodular,

generally inflamed base and circumference

;

the edges are abrupt or undermined, and
the floor grey or reddish, very uneven, dis-

charging a foul pus, and with a great tendency
to bleed. As a rule there is considerable

pain, and the proximal IjTnphatic glands
are very generally enlarged. A section to

the naked eye shows a number of minute
cylinders of yellowish-white colour, cut some-
times longitudinally, sometimes transversely,

fusing together into an indefinite mass super-

ficially, but more or less discrete below, and
infiltrating amongst the subjacent tissues.

On squeezing the section little nodules like

sebiun appear on the surface.

Microscopical appearances.—The cylinders
or lobes of epithelioma are found to be made
up of squamous epithelium, the cells of which
generally exhibit in parts a crenated margin
(Max Schultze's spine-cells). As in the skin,

the deeper—that is the circumferential—layer
of cells in each lobe, which are the youngest,
are roundish or oblong, with large nuclei
which stain readily ; further in, the cells

are larger and flatter, and in the centre are
found the well-known globes or nests. These
were at one time considered peculiar to epi-

thelioma, but are now known to occur in

warts and corns ; they consist of onion-Uke
arrangements ofepi'helial cells, varying much
in size and the number of concentric layers,

and containing in the centre sometimes an
amorphous mass, sometimes large and irre-

gular cells. The tissues beneath and between
the lobules are infiltrated with small cells,

and often contain in sections what appear to

be isolated masses of epithelium ; these are,

however, the ends of divided divergent
lobules. Opinions differ as to the exact
starting-pomt of an epithelioma, the share
which the sweat- and other glands take in it,

and also as to the rationale of the formation
of the globes. See fig. 8.

Epithelioma seems to be more local in its

nature than other cancers—that is, a com-
plete and early removal has not infrequently

given the patient a long lease of hfe. It

reciurs, as a rule, in the lymphatic glands
(which inflame and break down or suppurate)

or in the scar; and generally proves fatal

firom the constitutional disturbance which
these local manifestations give rise to. Later,

but more rarely, it may appear in the internal

viscera, bones, &c.

IV. Cylindrical Epithelioma. — The
cylindrical epithelioma—badly named ade-

noid or glandular cancer—is specially the

cancer of the alimentary mucous membrane,
but may occur in the bladder and else-

where.
Nal<ed-eye apipearanees.—To the naked

eye it forms at first a prominent tumour in

the interior of a viscus, which has a tendency,

like other cancers, to ulcerate and involve

surrounding tissues, so that the mass may
reach an enormous size, and may even make
its appearance tlurough the skin. To the

naked eye a section is generally whitish and
has a granular appearance, which is given

to it by the tubules of which it is made.
It frequently causes death by obstruction

of the bowel ; but if it last sufiiciently long, it

recurs in the lymphatic glands, and then in

the viscera and other parts of the body. It

is not unfrequent to find recurrences in the

liver with little if any implication of lym-
phatic glands. The recurrence reproduces

precisely the structure of the original

tumour.
Microscopical appearances.— Cylindrical

epitheUoma consists essentially of irregular
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tubules linoil with coliurmnr epithelium in

one or more layers, which are the much over-

grown crypts of Lieberkiihn, and cliflers in

microscopical structure from siiuple papil-

loma of the digestive tract only in the

gi-eatcr irregularity of the cells and iji the

larger proportion of connective-tissue stroma
between the tubes. Compare figs. 10 and 11.

V. Colloid.—Colloid, or alveolar cancer,

named from its jelly-like appearance, has
given rise to much discussion in reference

to the question whether it is developed

originally in its mature form, or whether it

results from the degeneration of one of tho

varieties of cancer already described. The
latter view is that most widelj' held, though
it must be allowed that epithehoma seldom
degenerates in this way, and also that the

colloid change usually takes place paripassu
with the growth of the tumour.

Scat.—Colloid cancer is found most fre-

quently in the abdominal viscera and peri-

toneum, but may occur elsewhere, as in

the breast. Its malignancy is great, but is

shown chiefly by tlie rapidity with which it

involves surrounding tissues ; it thus forms
primary tumours of enormous size, but as a
secondary growth is less common ; it does,

however, occur in lymphatic glands and
other parts. It causes death in most cases

by interference with the functions of the
organs attacked.

Nakcd-cye ajypearances.—Colloid cancer
consists to the naked ej-e of a mass of semi-
transparent jelly, varying slightly in colour,

but mostly pale yellow : this is intersected

by delicate white fibrous bands, forming
alveolar spaces of different sizes, visible to

the naked eye The consistence of the
gro«-th depends upon the relative proportions
of these two constituents.

Microscopical appearances.— The bands
are found to be actually fibrous ; the con-
tained jelly is arranged in concentric lammiB
between which are minute granules, and in
the centre of which is a granular mass,
sometimes quite indefinite, but often show-
ing clearly tliat it consists of the remains
of altered cells. These cells are seen in the
more recent parts of the gro\vth to be the
subjects of colloid degeneration. The source
of the colloid material must be considered
still undecided ; that some of it is formed by
the cells is certain, but it is not equally clear
whether the stroma takes any share in its

deposition. See fig. 12.

CoNCLrsiON.—Our knowledge of the patho-
logy of new-growths is undergoing a process
of evolution, not now, however, so rapid as
in recent years. Not much therefore has
required alteration since this article was
\\Titten nearly ten years ago, and it is hoped
that it will still be found fairly to represent
the opinions most widely -accepted at the
present day.

E. J. GODLEE.

CANCRUM ORIS (caficnnii, a sore;

and oris, of the mouth).

—

Syxon. : Gan-
grenous Stomatitis; Noma; Water-canker;
Fr. Nome; Ger. Wasserkrebs.

Definition.—A rapidly progressive gan-
grenous ulceration of the cheek, gimi, and lip.

.iEtiology.—Cancrum oris is usually seen
in ill-fed, ill-tended children, living under the

most faulty hygienic circmnstances. It fre-

quently ensues upon some acute depressing

illness, especially measles (110 times in 22(5

cases—Sannee). Occasionally two or three

cases occur together in a school, suggesting

the possibility of contagion. Lingard has
demonstrated long threads of small bacilli in

the spreading edge of noma in man, and in a
similar disease of calves ; and inoculation on
calves of a pure culture from man induced
the disease.

Symptoms.—Cancrum oris commences on
the inner surface of the cheek, often near the

angle of the mouth, or upon the gum ; and
at this stage some superficial ulceration will

usually be found here—that is, ulcerative

stomatitis. The disease rapidly advances.
The cheek becomes much swollen, brawny,
shining, and red ; a livid spot appears in the
centre, and here a spreading black slough
forms, while the surrounding parts become
purplish or mottled. If the patient can open
his mouth sufficiently, the gums wiU be seen
to be red and spongy, ulcerating, or destroyed

;

even the tongue may show some ulceration.

The cheek is lined with a tough, adherent,

greyish-yellow or soft purplish slough; the

jaw may be laid bare, the teeth loosened,

and portions of the alveolus necrosed. The
breath is very foul, and the flow of saliva is

excessive and foetid. Fever may be moderate
or high. Pain is slight or absent, and the
chUd, though lethargic, is conscious almost to

the end. Not more than one in twentj' cases

recovers, death being generally due to septic

broncho-pneumonia.
Diagnosis.—Formerly mercurial stomatitis

sometimes ran on to gangrene in debilitated

patients ; this inflammation was general, and
affected tho tongue markedly. No hard line

can be drawn between ulcerative stomatitis

and noma.
Treatment.—This consists in complete and

careful excision by knife and sharp spoon of

the diseased area, regardless of the deformity
which must residt. To parts which cannot
be excised, nitric or pure carbohc acid should
be freely applied. Iodoform gauze is the
best dressing. The mouth must be fi-equently

and carefully syringed and sponged out with
an antiseptic lotion, especially before food is

taken. As far as possible, the child should
lie so that foul saliva, &c. may dribble from the

mouth and not down the throat. Dr. Goodhart
thinks that even tracheotomy might be done
to prevent inhalation of septic material into

the lungs. Fluid food, especially pancrea-
tised beef-tea or milk-gruel, should be given
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regularly and frequently, by mouth, nasal

tube, or enemata. Ammonia and bark or

other tonics should be exhibited.

W. Fairlie Clarke. Stanley Boyd.

CANITIES {canus, hoary or greyhaired).

Whiteness or greyness of the hair. See Hair,
Diseases of.

CANNES, in France, on the Mediter-

ranean coast. A dry, bracing, fairly mild
winter climate. Exposed to N.W. Abun-
dant accommodation, both near and at some
distance from the sea. See Climate, Treat-

ment of Disease by.

CANTHARIDES, Poisoning by.—
Synon. : rFr. Ei.^poisonnement var la

Cantharide ; Ger. Cantliaridenvergiftung.

Cantharides, tlie so-called Spanish Fly,

owes its poisonous properties to the presence

of cantharidin, a non-alkaloidal body. All

the preparations of the di'ug are higlily

poisonous.

Symptoms.—Soon after taking a poisonous

dose of cantharides, tlie patient is seized with
burning pain in the pharj-nx, and a sense of

constriction in the oesophagus. The pain
soon extends to the abdomen, and vomiting
ensues ; the abdominal pain becomes
aggravated ; and usually purging sets in.

The stools are numerous, often scanty,

passed with great pain and straming ; they
are at first mucous, and finally bloody.

If carefully examined, little iridescent specks

—portions of the eh'tra of the beetle—may
be observed in the faces and vomited
matters. These are of course only observ-

able when the powdered insect has been
taken; and they frequently escape observa-

tion. Up to this period of the case, should
portions of the beetle not have been detected,

there is nothing to distinguish the case from
one of ordinary irritant poisoning ; except,

perhaps, that salivation and swelling of the
salivary glands are usually prominent
symptoms. The gastro-intestinal inflamma-
tion may be so intensely and rapidly

develoj^ed, that death may occur from
collapse before strangury, the diagnostic

s.^-mptom, is set up. Generally, however,
the course is somewhat different, genito-

urmary irritation and inflammation setting

in ; the symptoms of which are aching pains
in the lumbar region, frequent desire to

micturate, with violent tenesmus of the
bladder, till eventually a few drops of
albuminous or bloody urine only can be
passed, or none at all. Priapism, erotic

excitement, and swelling of the genitals

are of fi'equent, though not of constant,

occurrence. Delirium, tetanic convulsions,

or paraplegia, may be noted in some cases.

Eventually the intolerable agony gives way
to collapse, stupor, coma, and death. Abor-
tion not infrequently occurs in pregnant
women, the drug being formerly much used
as an abortifacient.

CAPILLARIES, DISEASES OF

Diagnosis.—The intense strangury, the

sw^.'lling of the genitals, and the bloody
stools, win leave little or no doubt as to the

nature of the case ; and the presence of

particles of the drug in the ejecla will be
conclusive.

Fatal dose.—Less than half a drachm of

the powder, and an ounce of the tiacture,

have alUce proved fatal.

Treatment.—Evacuation of the stomach
by the use of the stomach-pump, sjq)hon-tube,

or an emetic is the first indication in poison-

ing by cantharides. It is best to thoroughly
wash out the stomach. Mucilaginous drinks,

white of egg (not the yolk), and demulcents,
may be freely given ; but oil in any form is

to be avoided, as tending to dissolve cantha-

ridin. Opium by the mouth or rectimi, or

the hypodermic injection of one -third of a
grain of morphine, is advisable. Leeches
to the region of the bladder, warm fomenta-
tions, and warm sitz-baths may afford

relief. Chloral should also be given, or the

patient kept cautiously under the influence

of chloroform. Collapse may be met by
ammonia and other stimulants. The hypo-
dermic injection of a few drops of ether is

useful. There is no known antidote for

cantharidin. Thomas Stevenson.

CAPE COLONY, in South Africa.
Sec Africa, South.

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE.—A warm,
generally dry climate, but very variable, and
liable to sudden storms. See Africa, South

;

and Climate, Treatment of Disease by.

CAPILLARIES, Diseases of.—Synon. :

Fr. Maladies de Vaisseanx Cajpillaires; Ger.

KranJcheiten der Caiiillargefdssen.— The
morbid conditions of the capillaries may be
described in the following order:— !. Fatty
Degeneration. 2. Calcareous Degeneration.
3. Albiiminoid Degeneration. 4. Pigmenta-
tion. 5. Changes in Inflammation. 6. Dila-

tation. 7. Narrowing and Obliteration. 8.

Thrombosis. 9. Embolism. 10. Ruptme.
11. The New Formation of Capillaries.

12. Capillaries in New-Growths and Tu-
bercle. 13. Changes in the Perivascular

Space and Sheath. 14. Teleangiectasis.

1. Fatty Degeneration.—This is the

most common disease of the capillary-wall,

and is frequently associated with fatty de-

generation of the surroundirg tissues. The
cause of this change in the protoplasm of the

capillary is, as elsewhere, interference with

nutrition, and especially with oxidation. It is

accordingly found in morbid conditions ofthe

blood; in interference with the blood-supply;

and in lesions of the nervous system. The
microscopical characters of the early stages

of fatty degeneration when it affects the

capillaries are not peculiar ; in advanced
stages the diseased vessels may present the

appearance of opaque granular cords ; and
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the lyniphiitic shoaths of tlie cerebral capil-

liiries are simioliiiu's foiiiul, under such eir-

ciiiiistrtiices, tilled witli oil-fjlobules and Catty

cells. A tVciiucnt tcrniiiiation of the disease

is ruiiture and li;i'tiiorrhage. Fatty de<^enera-

tion of the capillaries occurs most frequently

in tlie nervous centres, where it can bo

readily demonstrated, in the kidneys, in

certain tumours, and in the products of in-

larclion and intlauimation.

•1. Calcareous Degeneration. — This

disease is rare in capillariis.

;!. Albuminoid Degeneration.— Albu-

minoid dei^emralion affects the INIalpi^^hian

•,'lonieruli in the early stage of tliis atfection

of the kidneys. In other pai-ts of the body
the ca|)illaries are less subject to albuminoid
chaMi,'e than the small arteries.

4. Pigmentation.—Pigmentary granules

may sometimes bo found in the walls of

capillaries, but they more freciuently occupy
I ho perivascular space. In either situation

pigmentation is the result of chronic conges-

tion or intlammation, or of luemorrliage.

5. Changes in Inflammation.—The
changes of the capillaries of an inflamed part

constitute an important factor of the process

of intlannnation. See Inflammation.
(J. Dilatation.—Dilatation of capillaries,

which is one of the changes in passive venous
congestion and intlammation, may become
permanent if the cause persist.

Changes in the nutrition of the capillary-

wall, combined with disturbances of the cir-

culation, svich as increased pressure, prodtice

local dilatation or Aneurysm of the vessels,

lud subsequent ruptiu'e. This is one form of

iiiiliart/ aiieiiri/sin as it occurs in the brain.

Sre Hkain, Vessels of Diseases of
7. Narrowing and Obliteration.

—

Narrowing of capillaries may be temporary,
as in intlannnation ; or permanent, from ex-

ternal pressure, or from interference with the
blood-supply. Narrowing may proceed to

complete obliteration.

8. Thrombosis.—Thrombosis rarely oc-

curs in capillaries. See Thrombosis.
9. Embolism.—The phenomena of ordin-

ary- embolism in a gi-eat measure affect the
capillaries corresponding w ith the obstructed
artery. But, besides this change, capillaries

are themselves subject to embolism, or im-
paction of particles within them. The pro-

ducts of intlammation or degeneration, pig-

ment-particles, oil or fat-drops from the
marrow of fractured liones, organisms, and
various substances artificially introduced into

the circulation, have been discovered obstruct-
ing the capillaries in different instances. All
the possible results of embolism in large
vessels may follow, according to circmn-
stances, but anastomosis being very free, they
are comparatively insignificant functionally,
unless the obstruction be extensive ; and in the
case of the cerebral vessels definite symiitoms
are believed by some to result, such as
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Seedelirium and choreic .movements.
C'lIOlIKA.

10. Rupture.—Three circumstances spe-

cially determine the occurrence of this lesion

of capillaries, namely, disease of the vessel-

wall, increase of the blood-pressure, and a
' terminal ' distribution of the branches of the
artery that supplies them. The most com-
mon diseases of the wall are fatty degenera-
tion and aneurysm. The blood-pressuro rises

within the capillaries of any jiart in ventri-

cular hypertrophy, in increased tension of the
arteries of other parts, and in venous obstruc-

tion. ^Vhen an artery is ' terminal,' that is,

unprovided with other anastomoses than
through its capillaries, no lateral relief can
be afforded in sudden and excessive rises in

the force of the circulation. P'or these
several reasons, rupture of capillaries is most
frequent when the vessel-walls have been
weakened in the fatty degeneration of senile

decaj', in septicicmia, intlannnation, purpura,
fever, and scurvy ; in chronic Dright's dis-

ease with increased blood-pressure ; and in

such organs as the corpus striatum, retina,

spleen, kidney, villi, and skin. Disturbances
in the pressure of the air within the chest
powerfull,\ influence the occurrence of capil-

lary-rupture in the respiratory tract. ^Vhen
a capillary-wall gives way, the blood is extra-

vasated cither on a free surface, constituting

hicmorrhage ; into the substance of the
tissues around ; or along the lymphatic
sheath of the ruptured vessel, where it gives

rise to the a])pearance that has been described
bj' some authorities as disnecting cajnllartj

aneurtj.sin.

11. New Formation of Capillaries.
Capillaries grow or develop in nearly all

forms of new-growths, whether inflamma-
tory or otherwise. The young capillaries are

derived either from cellular buds upon pre-

vious capillaries, which become hollowed by
the blood-pressui'e ; from anastomosing exu-
dation cells, or connective-tissue corpuscles;

or, in some cases, from the parallel disposition

of exudation-cells.

12. Capillaries in New-Growths and
Tubercle.—The capillary-walls are believed

to j)lay an important part in the production of

certain forms of new-growths. See TujiouRs;
and Tuukkci.k.

1:5. Changes in the Perivascular
Space and Sheath.— The perivascular or

lymphatic sheath, which probably envelops
all capillaries, is liable to certam morbid con-

ditions, which are chieHy secondary to changes
in the vessel within it. Thus the space may
become filled with blood from escape of the

Corpuscles by nipture or otherwise ; with
leucocytes in iuHannnation; with oil-globules

and fatty corpuscles in degeneration of the

wall ; with pigment-particles ; or witn serum
in disturbances of the circulation. The calibre

of the perivascular canal, which varies in-

I versely with that of the contained capillary.
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may thus be increased, and present uniform
or irregular dilatation.

Changes in th^ outer sheath, or wall of the

lymphatic space, have also been observed, in-

cluding fatty degeneration of the lining cells,

and hyahne thickening.

14. Teleangiectasis.—At least one form
of vascular tumour consists of a local over-

gi'owth of capillaries, which are both enlarged

and multiplied. See Tumours.
J. Mitchell Bruce.

CAPILLARY BRONCHITIS.—In-

flammation involving the minute bronchial

tubes. See Bronchi, Diseases of.

CARBOLIC ACID, Poisoning by.
.See Poisons.

CARBONIC ACID, Poisoning by.
The inhalation of carbonic acid causes inju-

rious or fatal results, according to the length

of time and degree of concentration. Carbonic
acid accumulates in large quantities, almost
undiluted, in pits, cellars, wells, mines (espe-

cially after explosions, constituting what is

called choke-daui})), volcanic grottoes, fer-

nientmg vats, limekilns, &c. A continuous
contamination of the atmospheric air with
carbonic acid goes on from the respiration of

animals and the combustion of fuel. The
generation of CO., by a human being averages
about 0'6 cubic foot per hour ; that of an or-

dinary gas-bmrner 2* cubic feet of COj for

every one of gas burnt ; that of an oil lamp
relatively more. The gradual exhaustion of

oxygen and proportionate accumulation ofcar-

bonic acid in ill-ventUated apartments is one
of the factors of the evil results of bad venti-

lation, but not the only one, as other animal
exhalations contribute largely to the result.

As a rule excess of carbonic acid means
corresponding deficiency of oxygen in the at-

)nosphere, and the proportion cannot exceed
10 per cent, without rapidly fatal results ensu-
ing ; but much less than this causes injurious,

and even fatal consequences if long inhaled

;

and less than 2 per cent, cannot be breathed
for any length of time with impunity.

If the amount of oxygen be not correspond-
ingly diminished, carbonic acid if present in

sufficient quantity in the atmosphere respired

will still act fatally. Thus Bernard found
that a bird died instantaneously in an atmo-
sphere of equal parts of oxygen and carbonic
acid ; and Snow found that 20 per cent, of car-

bonic acid in an atmosphere containing the
normal proportion of oxygen soon proved fatal

to small animals, and that even 12 per cent,

might cause death after a longer interval.

Symptoms.—Undiluted carbonic acid is not
readily inhaled, as it tends to induce spasm
of the glottis, but immersion in such an at-

mosphere is rapidly fatal. It seems to act as
a narcotic. The patient falls down prostrate
and insensible, and death occurs almost im-
mediately. This effect is seen occasionally
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when labourers incautiously descend an old

well, or when miners enter a region filled with
choke-damp. Not infi-equently several fall

victims, as one goes to see what has happened
to the other and meets the same fate.

When the carbonic acid is more diluted, the

symptoms are headache, giddiness, and sense

of oppression, followed by drowsiness, and
singing m the ears. Ultimately a condition

of msensibility ensues, with stertorous breath-

ing and muscular prostration ; death usually

occurring quietly and without convulsions.

If the excess of carbonic acid corresponds

with deficiency of oxygen, we have in addition

to the essentially narcotic effects of carbonic

acid, the dysjincea and other symptoms oi

asphyxia. See Asphyxia.
PosT-jjoRTEM Appearances.— These are

largely those of asphyxia, namely, a general

engorgement of the venous system. This is

generaUy seen in the brain more frequently

than in asphyxia pure and simijle. The blood

is dark and fluid. The haemoglobin is com-
pletely reduced. Animal heat is said to be

retained long after death, and rigidity is well-

marked and enduring.

Pathology.—As has been already said, car-

bonic acid does not act merely as a negative

asphyxiant by taking the place of oxygen, but

has a distinctly toxic narcotic effect. Very
frequently in cases of poisoning by carbonic

acid there is a combination of asphyxia, essen-

tially due to deficiency of oxygen, with the

narcotic symptoms due to carbonic acid.

Treatment.— 1. Prophylactic.— Caution

should be exercised in exploring wells, mines,

&c., where there is any likelihood of the accu-

mulation ofcarbonic acid. The introduction of

a lighted candle is a rough and ready test of

considerable value. The mere fact of a candle

continuing to burn in an atmosphere is no
test of its being respirable with impunity, for

a candle wiD burn in an atmosphere contain-

ing 10 per cent, of carbonic acid if the oxygen
is present in the normal amount, and the pre-

sence of an amount of carbonic oxide sufficient

to cause death will not materially affect the

flame. If carbonic acid reaches the propor-

tion of 16 per cent, the candle will, however,

be extinguished. If a candle is extinguished,

then certainly the atmosphere cannot be

breathed, and therefore the test is of sound

practical value. If carbonic acid is present.

It should be expelled by creating a draught of

some kind. Thus wells may be swept by

some such contrivance as an inverted um-
brella, and a stream of air or steam can be

directed into enclosed spaces.

2. Restorative.—Artificial respiration and

its various accessories are needed to restore a

person actually in a state of coma from car-

bonic acid. This treatment, of course, is subse-

quent to instant removal from the impure

atmosphere. Pure oxygen should also be ad-

mmistered if at hand. See Artificial Respi-

ration; and Resuscitation. D. Ferrier.
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CARBONIC OXIDE, Poisoning by.
Carbonic o\iilf is a iiuuli mure iliinf^iruiis

a^ent than carbonic acid, and to it are due
many of the ettccts sometimes ascribed to the

latter. Pure carbonic oxide is rarely generated

out of the chemical laboratory, but mixed
w ith other gases carbonic oxide is not uncom-
mon. This is especially the case in the fumes
of burning charcoal. The carbonic acid of

the burning charcoal while passing over the

heated embers loses an atom of oxygen, or

takes up an atom of carbon, and is converted

into carbonic oxide, whidi burns with a bluish

llame at the top. The toxic action of charcoal
vapours is essentially dependent on the car-

bonic oxide they contain. Usually charcoal

fumes contain from 2 to 3 per cent, of carbonic
oxide, to 2.") of carbonic acid, along with some
heavj- carburetted liydrogen. The vapours,

however, are still as effective after being
passed through lime-water, which fixes the
carbonic acid. Poisoning by charcoal vapour
is not an unconnnon form of suicide, more
l)articularly abroad, and many cases liave

(K'curred accidentally in this countrj', from
sleeping in rooms in which there was no flue

for the escape of the fumes of burning char-

coal, or into which there has been leakage
from stove i)ipes, &c. Carbonic oxide is

always found in the air of rooms where cast-

iron stoves are used, from some of the carbon
of the cast iron itself being formed into CO,
and the iron when heated allowing a large
qnantity to pass through the metal.
Carbonic oxide also exists in coal gas, and

in still larger quantities (44 per cent.) in

the new water-gas, constituting their main
danger. It is likewise found in the emana-
tions from brick-kilns.

Carbonic oxide is an extremely active poison.
Letheby found that •/) per cent, of carbonic
oxide in the respiratory medium killed small
birds in three minutes, and that 2 per cent.

killed a guinea-pig in two minutes. Many
similar experiments have been performed
with similar results. The animals soon be-

come insensible, and die generally without
exhibiting convnlsive phenomena beyond a
few tremors or flutterings.

Symptoms.— In man inhalation of carbonic
oxide for a short time, as Sir H. Davy and
others have proved on themselves, causes
headache, j)ulsation in the temples, giddiness,
nausea, and great prostration, tending to
drowsiness and insensibility. Continued
inhalation causes profound coma. Usually
death occurs quietly, but signs of vomiting
are frequently observed near those who have
been poisoned by charcoal fumes.
Post-mortem Appearances.—The specially

characteristic appearance of death from car-
bonic oxide is the cherry-red colour of the
blood and internal organs. The post-
mortem h>-postasis exhibits-a similar bright
red tint. Frequently in those poisoned with
carbonic oxide the face retains a ruddv hue.
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The red tint of the blood is due to the com-
pound which carbonic oxide forms with
haemoglobin. Carbonic oxide displaces the

oxygen and forms a very stable compound
with the hiemoglobin, not readily broken nj),

and hence the oxygen-carrying power of the
corpuscles is paralysed.

In the spectroscope carbonic-oxide blood

exhibits two absorption-bands very similar

to those of ordinary blood-colouring matter
or oxyhemoglobin, but a difference in tlie

exact breadth and position of the bands ca)i

be made out by means of the microspcctro-

scoi)e, when the two arc compared together.

Carbonic-oxide-hiPmoglobin resists reduction
in the usual manner, and here again differs

fi'om normal blood-colouring matter. Hoj)pe-

Seyler gives as an additional test the action

of caustic potash on carbonic-oxide- and
ordinary haemoglobin respectively. With
the latter it causes a green colour on a por-

celain plate, while with the former the colour

continues red.

Pathology.—Carbonic oxide acts by para-

lysing the blood-corpuscles, as Bernard ex-

presses it, and rendering them unable to take
up oxygen. Hence internal respiration is pre-

vented, and death ensues from asphyxia.
Treatment. — As carbonic-oxide-hffimo-

globin is a very stable compound, and offers

a very considerable resistance to displace-

ment by oxj-gen, though not absolute as was
at one time considered, artificial respiration

is not likely to be successful by itself. The
best treatment is venesection and transfiision

of fresh blood. This method of treatment
has proved successfid in one or two instancts

in which it has been employed.
1). Ferp.ier.

CARBUNCLE (carhinirulns, a small
coal—carbo).—Svxon. : Anthrax; Fr. An-
ihrox; Ger. Karbunkel.

Deeinition.—A specific local inflammation
of the subctitaneous areolar tissue, rapidly

leading to sloughing of the deeper and more
central parts, followed by destruction of the

skin ; the whole of the dead tissues finally

separating in the form of a slough.

^Etiology.—Carbuncle is a constitutional

affection, dependent upon conditions of

general debility or of plethora, and often as-

sociated with gouty or diabetic tendencies.

It is more commonly seen in men than in

women ; is rarely met with under the age of

twenty ; and it attacks all ranks of life.

Symptoms.—The most common seat of car-

buncle is the back of the trunk or neck, but

it may occasionally be fomid m other situa-

tions. The affection usually begins as a

painful, hard, sligh'ly elevated, and ill-defined

swelling, which gradually increases in extent

and assumes a dusky red tint. A vesicle

containing bloody serum soon forms over the

most prominent part, and on rupturing dis-

closes several small apertures in the sub-
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jacent skin, which give exit to a ghitinous

purulent discharge. This sieve-Uke condition

of the undermined integument often persists

throughout the course of the disease. Occa-
sionally, however, owing to the destruction

of the intervening skin, the several apertures

merge into a smgle, large, ragged oj^ening,

and thus expose the characteristic ash-grey,

slimy slough, which separates slowly by sup-

puration, leaving an irregular cavity with
deeply undermined edges. The cicatrix left

after healing is usually uneven and may be
permanently discoloured.

In the early stage of the disease, while the

inflammatory oedema is still extending, the
patient generally complains of a burning,

throbbing sensation in the part, which may
become intensely painful ; but on the full

exposure of the slough, the pain diminishes,

and m the later stages it may cease entirely.

When the carbuncle is large, or involves

a portion of the scalp, there is xisually con-

siderable constitutional disturbance of an
asthenic type. Death may then occur from
exhaustion, which is sometimes aggravated
by free haemorrhage resulting from incisions

;

but the most frequent cause of a fatal termi-

nation is pyitmia.

Diagnosis. — Carbuncle is distinguished

from boil by the size and extent of the swell-

ing, and by its tendency to s^jread ; by the
livid tint of the skin, and the early forma-
tion in it of more than one a^jerture ; by the

character of the slough, by the severity of

the pain, and the marked constitutional dis-

turbance ; and, finally, by the fact that car-

buncle, unlike boil, usually occurs singly.

Prognosis.—This will depend chiefly upon
the age of the patient, and upon the seat and
extent of the disease, which proves most
dangerous to life when situated or encroach-
ing on the scalp, especially in a person over
fifty. The coexistence of albuminuria or
chronic saccharine diabetes is always a grave
complication.

Treatment.—The constitutional treatment
and the management of patients with car-

buncle are best conducted on general prin-

ciples. In ordinary cases the diet should be
of good qiiality and sufficient in quantity,

with a moderate allowance of stimulants,

proportionate to previous habits. Should
the patient's strength and the situation of

the carbuncle allow him to move about, he
need not be confined to his room, and may
even be allowed exercise in the open air.

In the more severe forms of the disease,

the frequent administration of dietetic stimu-
lants and good nourishment in an easily

assimilable form is usually necessary. The
bowels, if they require it, should be cleared

out by some non-irritating aperient, and the

patient put on a course of quinine or bark
and the mineral acids. Opium or other
sedatives may be required in the earlier

stages to relieve the intense sufferings of

some patients ; while in the after-course of

the disease, it may be sometimes needed to

procure sleep.

For local treatment see Boils.
For carbuncle of the face, an affection dis-

tinct from the Malignant Pustule described
by Continental surgeons, see Pustule, Ma-
lignant ; and Boils.

William A. Meredith.

CARCINOMA. See Cancer.

CAE,DIAC DISEASES. See Heart,
Diseases of.

CAEDIALGIA {Kap?>ia, the heart ; and
fiXyi.T, pani).—A synonym for heartburn,

originating in a poj^ular impression that this

painful sensation, which starts from the epi-

gastrium, is connected with the heart. iSee

Heartburn.

CARDIOGRAPH, The (xapfim, the

heart; and ypdtjjw, I write).—This is an in-

strument for registering graphically the form
of the heart's movements. It reall}' records

a tracing of the cardiac impulse, the curves

of the trace representing the changes of

pressure exerted by the apex of the heart on

the chest-wall. We owe the invention of

the cardiograi)h to Marey, who, in his physi-

ological researches on the circulation of the

blood, obtained b3' the following means the

form of movement of each cavity of the

heart. He introduced into the auricles and
ventricles of a horse, hollow sounds terminat-

ing in elastic ampulbe filled with air. The
air commimicated through the sounds and

elastic tubes with terminal ampulliE, or

tjrmpana covered with elastic membrane,
on each of which rested a light lever. The
movements communicated by the heart to

the closed column of air were amplified by
the levers and recorded by them on a

revolving cylinder. In this way tracings

of the forms of movement of each cavity

were obtained, and by comparison with

a tracing taken simultaneously of the ex-

posed apex-movement, an explanation of

the comi)lex apex-tracing was rendered

possible. The cardiograph used for clinical

research is a modification of the above, and

consists of a hollow cup containing a small

spring which can be depressed by means of

a screw so as to rest firmly on the chest-wall

where the impulse is felt. The cup com-

municates by means of an elastic tube with

a tympanum covered with elastic membrane,
carrying on its surface a lever. When
applied to the chest the cup hermetically

seals the air column, which transmits as

waves the motion received by the spring to

the le\'er resting on the tympammi. The
movements are recorded by the end of the

lever, either on the plate of a sphygmograph
or on a revolving cylinder.

By means of this apparatus a very perfect

representation of the cardiac movements can
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be obtniiu-(l, the auricular and ventricular

elenients traced, and tiie duration of each
measured. The transniissiou of the motion
tiirough an elastic medium like air has been
objected to, as liable to niodify the tracing

by (1) the production of secondary oscilla-

tions in the air column ; and by ('i) gradual

change in the form of motion caused by the

elasticity of the nu'dium. I'ractically, how-
ever, these objections are not valid, as is

shown by the fact that tiie last of a series of

cardiac pulsations is often an exact repro-

duction of the first, and also by the close

resemblance between the tracings obtained '

in this way and those registered by the

sphygniogi'aph. or an enlarged modification

of it, such as Clalabin's cardiograiih, applied

over the apex-beat. I'ond's sphygmograph
may also be used as a cardiogi'aj)!!. !

A cardiogram collected on a healthy per-

son by the instrument described is here given.
}

One cardiac revolution is

figured. Tlie several waves
may be interjjreted as follows.

The wave a, in the line of

ascent, corresjionds witli the

early i)art of the ventricular

diastole. The wave b corre-

sponds with the true aiu-icu-

lar systole ; from b to d the

line marks the true impiilse

caused by the ventricular contraction, the
rounding of the heart, and its pressure

against the chest-wall. The wave c, at the ;

snnnnit of the curve, innnediately follows
j

the closure of the auriculo-ventricular valves,
'

which does not always form the sunnnit of
the curve, but occasionally in slower cardiac

contractions is marked by a wave below the '

summit. The waves between c and d are

oscillations produced by the closure of the
auricido-ventricular valves. The length of
the sunnnit c to d is important; it is long
and sustained in hypertrophy, narrow and
pointed in dilatation. Its length is a measure
of systolic strength. The closure of the aortic

valves is marked by d ; while e marks the
closure of the ])nhnonarv valves, separated
by an interval of -O.j to -09 second. If the
pressure in the aorta fiills and that in the
pulmonary artery rises (jiuhnonary secoiul
scimd accentuated), d and e approach and may
no longer be distinct. In the above cardio-
gram the jieriod of ventricular contraction
is measured by the space between the com-
mencement of the line of ascent after the
wave b, to the jioint d, which marks tlie

termination of the systole ; the rest of the
curve is diastolic. The wave d is prominent
in h>-])ertrophy of the left ventricle.

The clinical value of the cardiograph has
yet to be fully established. It has hitherto
been useful in showing the relation of pne-
systolic murmur and thrills to the ventricular
and auricular contractions ; in demonstrating
modifications of the form of impulse in ad-

herent pericardium ; in recordmg a con-
siderable increase in the wave a, and a sudden
rising of the trace after a to b, as signs of

aortic insufficiency ; and in the recognition
of the relation between reduplication of the
heart-sounds and respiratory influences. The
wave a is larger the more sudden the relaxa-

tion of the ventricle, and thus it is increased
by the influx of the blood in cases of aortic

and mitral regurgitation. Waves following a
usually indicate vibrations and thrill due to

mitral stenosis, while jnomiiuMice of wave b

indicates auricular hyperlrojjhy.

The cardiograph is also of great value in

registering the form of movement of pulsat-

ing tumours and aneurysms. In its ai)plica-

tion, it is sufficient to hold the instrument
firmly over the apex-beat, and to record the

pulsations at the end of expiration, the
breath being stopped for a brief interval.

When the influence of respiration is to be
observed, this precaution is of course un-
necessary ; but it must be borne in mind
that the movement of the chest-wall modifies
the tracing.

(Balthazar) Walter Foster.

CARDITIS (K(ii,bw, the heart).—Inflam-
mation of the substance of the heart. See
Heart, Inflamination of.

CARIES {caries, rottenness;. — A de-

structive inflammatory disease of bone, ana-
logous to ulceration of soft tissues. See Bone,
Diseases of.

CARLSBAD, in Bohemia. Thermal
alkaline sulphated waters. Sec Mineral
Waters.

CARMINATIVES (carmino, I card,

or cleanse).

Definition.— Substances that aid the ex-

pulsion of flatus fi-om the stomach and in-

testines, and relie\ e griping.

Enumeration.—The principal carminative
remedies are— the essential .\romatic Oils,

for example. Pei)pcrniint and Cloves ; Chloro-

form ; Charcoal ; Ethers ; and Camphors, and
substances containing them.

Uses.—The uses of carminatives are sutli-

ciently indicated in the preceding definition.

They are extensively administered in cases of

flatulent dyspepsia, especially when it is as-

sociated either with disease or disorder of

the heart, or with a nervous or hysterical

state of the system. A combination of

several different carminatives is usually

more successful than the exhibition of a
single drug, one of the best being a mixture
containing Spirit of P2ther, Aromatic S])irit

of Ammonia, and Tincture of Orange. Given
along with antaculs they are useful in cor-

recting acidity, as in the favourite Soda-
mints ; and they are freipientlj' prescribed

with purgatives to prevent pain— an apj)lica-

tion illustrated by the Com])ound Rhubarb
rill. T. Lauder Brunton.
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CARNIPICATION (cam, flesh; and
y?o, I become).—A condition of the lung in

which it resembles flesh. The term was
formerly a^jplied to the transformation of

any tissue into a flesh-like substance. See
Lungs, Collajjse of.

CARPHOLEGY]
, , ^ . ^ .

\
{Kap(poi, chari ; and

CARPHOLOGY) Xf'y". I collect).—The
movements of the hands and fingers observed
in certain delirious patients, as if they were
searching for or gathering imaginary ob-

jects. A familiar illustration of the act is

• picking of the bedclothes.' See Typhoid
Fever.

CARTILAGE, Diseases of.-SyNON.:
Fr. Maladies du Cartilage ; Ger. Knorpcl-
kranhheiten.— For a due appreciation of the
abnormal conditions to which cartilage is

subject, a brief description of this tissue in

its healthy state is necessary.

The temporary cartilage, which forms the

early skeleton, gradually undergoes conver-

sion into bone, leaving at the joint surfaces

a thin layer, the articular cartilage, which
never becomes ossified. Certain other por-

tions of the skeleton also retain their carti-

laginous condition throughout life; these are

known as the 2}er)nane7it cartilages, and as

examples the cartilages of the ribs, ears, and
nose may be named. Tlie extremities of the

long bones, or epiphyses, remain separate

from the shaft for a varymg period after

birth, and so long as the bone continues to

grow, they are attached to it by a thin but
important layer of cartilage, called the epi-

physial cartilage. There are also the fibro-
cartilages, in wliich the fibrous and carti-

laginous elements are found in varying pro-

portions, according as the tenacity of the one
or the elasticity of the other material is re-

quired.

Cartilage is altogether destitute of nerves,

and therefore of sensibility ; and it is equally
devoid of blood-vessels, being noiurished by
imbibition from the vessels of the neighbour-
ing parts. All cartilages, except the articular

and the fibro-cartilages, are covered by a

fibrous membrane, the perichondriuvi, v^hich.

is similar to, and subserves the same pur-

poses as the periosteum. When cartilage

has been destroyed, it may be replaced by
fibrous tissue or by bone, but it is never re-

produced.
Under the microscope a section of carti-

lage presents a transparent, structureless

matrix, studded with nucleated cells; these

celis are flattened and arranged parallel with
the free surface of the cartilage, whilst more
deeply they are elongated and grouped
vertically. The nutrient materials are ab-

sorbed from the neighbouring blood-vessels,

and transmitted throughout the cartilage by
means of these cells. In those cartilages

where tenacity or flexibility is needed, this

CARTILAGE, DISEASES OF

hyaline substance is denser and more dis«

tinctly fibrillated than in the others.

Summary of Diseases.— Cartilage being
non-vascular, its inflammation is of a modi-
fied type, and it may undergo degenerative
changes as the result of impaired nutrition.

In uncomplicated disease of cartilage there is

no inflammatory exudation, and when lymph
or pus is found in a joint, it is obvious that

other structures have become inflamed.
1. The ensilbrm and costal cartilages, with

those of the trachea and lai'ynx, show a

great tendency to ossification, as the result

of senile changes ; they are also liable to

necrosis. The articular cartilages never
ossify, but large or small portions of them
may perish and be detached, in consequence
of some interference with their supply of

nutriment from the subjacent bone. In

pyemic joint-effusions the cartilage softens,

and is rubbed off the most prominent portions

of the articular surfaces in a manner quite

characteristic. In osteo-artliritis, one of the

earliest of the pathological changes occiu-s in

the articular cartilage. The cells proliferate,

the primary capsules enlarge and fill with

secondary capsules. The matrix fibrillates

and softens, and by degrees the cartilage is

worn off the central part of the articulation,

exposmg the bone underneath ; laterally,

where the pressure and friction are less, the

cartilage cells proliferate and form a tuber-

culated margin, which subse(iuently ossifies.

2. The cartilages of the ejaglottis, ears,

nose, eyelids, and Eustachian tube have little

disposition to ossify, but they are liable to

ulceration, especially of the syphilitic variety;

in these cases the diseased action commences
in the skin or mucous membrane, and
spreads to the cartilage by contiguity.

3. The cartilage of the external ear is often

the seat of chalk-stones in gouty persons, and

similar deposits of urate of sodium are found

in the articular cartilages.

4. The epiphysial cartilage may be the

seat oi inflammatory changes, generally very

acute, which lead to separation of the shaft

from the epiphysis, a condition which,

whether the result of disease or accident, is

of great moment, inasmuch as the destruc-

tion of this layer of cartilage checks further

growth at this end of the bone.

Primary epii)hysitis is rare : the changes in

the epiphysis usually spread to it from the

extremity of the diaphysis. Syphilis, espe-

cially of the inherited form, is the most

common cause of this disease. Injury, par-

ticularly in strumous children, is also a factor

in its production. The acute form is often

associated with general septicaemia, and is

followed by destructive changes in the adja-

cent joint.

5. Cartilage is not primarily attacked .by

cancer, but it may become involved by the

spread of a malignant tumour. The epi-

thelial form of cancer not infrequently
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extends from the inueous or cutaneous sur-

face, in wliich it originated, to the subjacent

cartilage.

0. The articular cartilages are liable to

certain structural changes as the result of

disturbed nutrition ; and the tibro-cartilagcs

are also subject to the same abnormal con-

ditions.

Uk-eration, absorption, degeneration of
cartilage, are terms used to denote a series

of destructive changes which take place in

the substance of articular cartilage, and lead

to its partial or comi)lete removal. These

changes may originate in the cartilage itself,

or they may be secondary to disease of the

bone or synovial membrane ; however this

may be, the morbid action is the same, and
consists in increased cell-development, with

disint-egration of the hyaline substance.

According to the obs(T\ations of Goodsir

and Kedfern, the cartilas;e-collB become en-

larged, tilled with nucleated corpuscles, and
nrranued irregularly ; the distended cells

then burst, and set free their contents upon
the surface, or in the midst of the altered

hyaline substance. Whilst the cell-changes

are taking place, the matrix softens : in acute

cases it rapidly disintegrates and is dis-

charged ; but when the disease is more
chronic, it fiplits up into tibres wliich remain
attached by one end to the cartilage, and at

the other project loosely into the interior of

the joint, giving a villoas appearance to the

affected ejK)t. The remains of the matrix
and the granular contents of the cells

together form a fibro-nucleated membi-ane,
which ultimately is converted into fibrous

tissue, and constitutes the sole medium of

re])air when a cure is etlected. When this

membrane is recent it has an indistinct

granular appe.arajice, from the presence of

nuclei amongst the fibres, and according to

IJainey these nuclei are often converted into

fat-globules; when the membrane is of older

date it is distinctly fibrous ; and no doubt the

several appearances which the membrane
presents imder ditierent circumstances have
led to the several terms fibrous, fattij, and
granular degeneration being applied to this

disease, in the belief that they were really
distinct pathological conditions.

Changes of this kind may be primary, as
in osteoarthritis, but they are commonly
secondary to disease in the articular ends of
the bones, the result of syphilis, tubercle,
or injury. W. Mac Cormac.

CASEOUS DEGENERATION.—

A

form of degeneration in \\hi(h the pro-
ducts present the appearance of cheese. See
1>KGE.NEUATI0NS.

CASTS (derived from the Middle Eng-
lish word casten, which is adapted from the
Old Norse kasta, signifying <o c<i~st or throw).
Synon. : Fr. Ci/lindres; Ger. Cylindem.

Definition.—A term applied to moulds of
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I. Of tho Uriniforous
Tubules.

gland-tubules and hollow viscera, thrown off

in certain states of disease.

CLAssif'iCATioN.—Tho varieties of casts met
with may be thus grouped :

—

A.— Casts of Gland-Tubules.

/ Blood-casts.

I
Pus-casts.

Hyaline casts.

Granular casts.

I Ejjithelial casts.

\ Fatty casts.

II. Of the Seminal Tubules.
III. Of the Gastric Tubules.
IV. Of the Bile-ducts.
V. Of the Cutaneous Glands.

B.— C.\sTs OF Hollow Visceka and
Passages.

I. Of the Alimentary Canal.
II. Of the Urinary Bladder.

III. Of the Female Genital Pas-
sages.

IV. Of the Respiratory Passages.

K.—Casts of Gland-Tubules.

I. Of the Uriniferous Tubules.—Dr.

F. Simon, of Berlin, is usually credited with

having been the first to descrilie these bodies

in his work on Medical Chemistry, published

in 1842 ; but it appears that before then they

had been noticed and described by Vogla in

1837 and 18;i8, by Bayer in ISiis, and by
Nasse of Marburg in 1842. These observers.

however, do not seem to have entered on the

question of the ori^'iii, structure, or signifi-

cance of these bodies, and for years they

were looked upon rather as curiosities, and
by some writers were wholly disregarded.

Henle, in 1844, appears to have been

the first to refer their origin to the co-

agul.aMe matter of the blood, but it was
some time alter that date before their value

in the diagnosis and prognosis of renal dis-

eases came to be appreciated. This result

has been mainly effected in this country by

the labours of Basham, Lionel Beale, George
Johnson, "William Koberts, Dickinson, and
Grainger Stewart.

Casts ma
J'

be formed in any part of the

kidney. They ha^•e been found in the con-

voluted tubules even up to the Malpighiaii

capsules, and also in the straight tubules.

Various modifications in shajie and contour
probably occur in the course of their passage

along the tubes, even to the inclusion of a

small cast in one of larger size.

Characters.—The urinary casts are mostly
cylindrical in shape, frequently somewhat
coiled and bent, and occasionally forked.

Their length, depending very much on acci-

dental circumstances, varies considerably.

In sections of the kidney they may be oc-

casionallj' traced for some distance in the

tubules; but they become broken u]) into

smaller pieces after leaving the gland. In
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diameter casts range between xjiVxs ^^^ si^y of

an inch—the former being known as ' small,'

the latter as ' large ' casts. The greater

number are of a ' medium ' size of Y^rr of

an inch. The diameter of the casts is in

part determined by the calibre of the tubule

in which they are first formed, and in part

by any subsequent additions they may receive

in their passage oiitwards. I)r. Beale has
suggested that after their formation the

casts may probably shrmk. In tubules

that have become abnormally dilated or

contracted, casts beyond the limits above
mentioned may be found.

The appearance of renal casts varies con-

siderably, not only in diti'erent kidney-

diseases, but also in various stages of the

same affection. In all cases the cast consists

of a solid cylinder of a transparent or very

faintly granular substance, which is rarely

fibrillated. It was formerly accepted that

these bodies were produced by a coagulation

of fibrin due to an escape of blood-plasma

into the tubules, and hence they were known
as ' exudation-cylinders '—a term still often

employed. It is easy to understand the for-

mation of casts in this manner, and it is cer-

tain that such blood-casts do occur, whether
as shreds of fibrin with abundance of blood-

corpuscles in its meshes, or as casts consist-

ing of little more than pure fibrin with its

characteristic fibrillated appearance. In a

similar manner pus-casts, so-called, may be

produced.
In most cases of renal disease, however,

in which casts are found in the urine, these

bodies usually appear as transparent and

Fig. 24.—Blood-Casts.

faintly granular, tolerably uniform cylinders,

frequently somewhat rounded at the extremi-

ties, and often overlooked unless searched

for with care. In them no sign of fibrilla-

tion is to be discerned, and they do not cor-

FiG. 25.—Hyaline Casts.

respond in their chemical behaviour to fibrin.

These are the hyaline, transparent, or waxij
casts, which may be large, small, or medium
in diameter ; the largest and smallest casts

met with belong to this variety. Several
views, supported by experimental evidence,

prevail as to the nature and source of these
bodies ; and it is not improbable that, differ-

ing in their composition, they may originate

in either of the following ways :

—

{a) The coagulation of some proteid mate-
rial, which has transuded from the blood-

plasma into the tubules, the epithelial cells

bemg unaffected, and, so far as is known,
taking no share in the formation of the
cast. Such may be called ' transudation
cylinders,' and masses of the coagulated
substance az-e occasionally to be seen be-

tween the epithelial cells and the membrana
propria of the tubule. The exact nature of

the material is unknown ; as stated above,
it is not ordinary fibrin, but is probably some
proteid derivative which has been made to

coagulate—perhaps, as has been suggested,

by the acid in-ine, or by the gland-cells.

(6) In contrast to the foregoing, it has been
demonstrated that the living epithelium may,
under certain conditions of irritation, as from
cantharides, swell up, and, undergoing a form
of colloid or mucoid degeneration, become
transformed into clear transparent casts of

the tubes, sometimes exhibiting a partial

segmentation, indicative of their origin from
several coalesced portions, or involving the

remains of cells which have been only par-

tially metamorphosed. To these the term
'fusion cylinders ' has been applied. Or the

cells, without being entirely converted into

colloid matter, may appear to secrete di'ops

of such material, which are moulded in the

tubules into hyaline casts—the so-called
' secretion cylinders.' Here, again, the actual

nature of the cast-substance is unknown,
though described as mucoid or colloid ; and
from the great variability m its behaviotir to

staining fluids and other reagents, it most
probably differs much in composition. Oc-
casionally some of the large waxy casts will

give the characteristic reactions, with iodine

or with methyl-violet, of lardacein ; even, it

is asserted, when the kidney itself offers no
evidence of lardaceous change.
Whatever may be the true explanation of

their formation, they present themselves as

semi-solid and somewhat viscid cylinders,

readily entangling adjacent matter. Due to

this property is much of the variety they
offer ; thus, should the epithelium of the

tubules be loosened, as in nephritis, the

Fig. 26.—Epithelial Casts.

cells will adhere to the cast which has been

formed in the lumen of the tube, and an
epithelial cast will be voided. Such casts

may present but one or two cells on their
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Burfiioe, or may appear as if consisting only

of coherent t-pitlieliaJ cells. Should the cells

Fio. 27.—Fatty Casts.

have nndcrtrone fatty dcjjcneration. the cast

will be pervaded with oil-i,'I()bules of all sizes,

more or less escaped from ejntlielial cells,

accordmg to the extent of the degeneration ;

this constitutes & fatty cast. Very frequently

the casts are finely or coarsely .7;v(/n//«;-, this

appearance being produced by tlie involve-

Fig. 28.—Granular Casts.

mcnt in the base-substance ofgranulir matter

derived from broken-down epithelial cells or

blood-corpuscles, molecular fatty matter,

amorphous urinary salts, or micro-organisms.

Granular casts may exhibit a faint yellowish

Fio. 20.—Casts enclosinjj crystals ; and a smaller

cast; also of seminal tubule with spermatozoa.

or brownish tint depending on their constitu-

tion. In a similar waj' casts may be fomid
containing cri/ntals of oxalates, trij)le phos-
phates, hiematoidin, salts of fatty acids, Ac.

It is very commonly the case that more
than one variety of cast occurs in the same
urine— epithelial and hyaline, or granular and
fatty, often co-existing. Corresponding to

the casts in the urine, free epithelial cells,

blood - corpuscles, fat globules, and salts,

amorphous or crystalline, are always found,
and almost always albumin, though not of
necessity is there any correspondence in the
quantity of this substance and tlie number
of casts. The epithelial cells, whether free
or on the cast, are rarely quite normal in
appearance. The i)athological changes assor
ciated with their desquamation have at the
same time altered them more or less. Not
infrequently the cells of an epithelial cast
present all tlie microscopic characters of leu-

cocytes produced by an abnormal prolifera-

tion of the renal epithelium.

Method ofexamination.— Samples of urine

(three or four oimces) su8[)ected to contain

casts should be allowed to stand at least three

hours (and longer if the urine be of very low
specific gravity) in perfectly clean conical

glasses, and a few drops should be removed
from the bottom with a pipette, and covered

in the usual way on a glass slide. They may
be so abundant as to form a visible sediment
in the glass. For all practical purposes a

^'-in. objective, giving with the eye-piece a

magnifying power of about 350 diamete s,

is sufficient. The hyaline casts are often so

transparent as to escape any but the most
careful observation, and then a little dilute

staining fluid, introduced beneath the cover-

glass, much facilitates their detection ; cut-

ting off some of the transmitted light has a

similar effect. It is to be remembered tliat

casts retain their characteristics far better in

acid than in alkaline mine ; in the latter

they are very apt to break up and disappt-ar.

As a rule there is no mistaking a renal tube-

cast, but occasionally a transparent or granu-

lar streak may be noticed, the nature of

which cannot be positively stated ; shreds

of mucus, especially when mixed up with
granular matter, are the commonest objects

which simulate casts, and are not infrecpient

in disease of the bladder or prostate ; their

disappearance on the application of liquor

potassiE and a little heat to the slide deter-

mines their character.

Clinkal Significance.—Valuable as is

the evidence of the changes in the renal

epithelium afforded bv* the detection of these

bodies in the urine, their recognition and
comprehension is nevertheless but one of the

means to be employed in the study of kidney
diseases. Of themselves they afford infor-

mation, rarely, if ever, conclusive when taken
alone. Without doubt certain renal diseases

may exist, and may continue throughout their

coiu-se, eitlier to recovery or death, without
the occurrence of casts in the urine ; and, on
the contrary, casts may be found entirely

independent of renal disease. But for all

practical purposes it may be accepted that

when casts do occur, they generally indicate

the existence of a disease of the kidneys wliich

is possibly incurable, certainly serious. With
our present knowledge of the conditions

under which they are found, it would appear
that their presence in the urine does not
necessarUy imply the existence of an inflam-

matory state of the kidney, for they may
accompany simple congestion, tlie gland sub-

stance being intact; but doubtless in the

majority of cases they are evidence of r.

nephritis, acute or chronic, and the subse-

quent associated degeneration. Besides the

value of casts in determining the existence

of kidney-disease, they are further most im-

portant aids in helping to distinguish what
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variety or stage of disease it may be, and also

in rQaki)ig out the actual condition of the

kidney, thus furnishing valuable data on
which to form a prognosis, and to suggest a
plan of treatment. Little is to be concluded,

however, from one examination. This should

be performed frequently, as in that way alone

can the morbid progress in the kidjaey be
recognised.

From what has been said of the nature of

casts, it should be expected that several varie-

ties of these bodies occur at the same time in

the mine. It is rare for any variety to exist

singly, at least for any time. In such cases

their significance is ascertained by careful

study of comcident circiunstances, and es-

pecially by a frequent comparison, in order

to determine which variety is in excess.

The fact that casts are very abundant in

any sample of urine is not in itself of neces-

sity a serious sign. Thus in ' granular kid-

ney '—one of the most serious of all renal

affections—the casts may be, and usually are

very few, and require careful looking for

;

whilst in the convalescence from acute neph-
ritis they may be extremely numerous. In
chronic nephritis, however, the number be-

comes an important element in the con-

sideration.

Blood-casts are diagnostic of haemorrhage
into the tubides, whether that be due to

wounds of the organ, or to intense arterial

hypei-aemia or venous congestion—causing

escape of blood from the capillaries of the

glomeruli.

Pus-casts may indicate the bursting of a

renal abscess into the tubes, and coagulation

of the escaped pus ; or a diffuse suppuration

of the gland substance.

Hyaline casts.—The large forms of this

variety chiefly occur in chronic nephritis,

and are therefore usually a grave sign. Pro-

duced in tubules which have been denuded
of their epithelium, or in others that have
become dilated from contractions in the

intertubular substance, they indicate an ad-

vanced condition of disease. Exceptions to

this do occur, and large hyaline casts maybe
found in acute and curable cases.

Small hyaline casts are formed in both
acute and chronic forms of renal disease.

They therefore become valuable as means of

diagnosis only in conjunction with other signs,

such as the history of the case, the character

of the other urinary sediments, &c. They
are frequently seen in acute nephritis, par-

ticularly in the later stages of the disease,

and are then formed in tubes which have not

been stripped of their epithelial lining. In
simple congestion of the kidney they may be
formed from a coagulation of the fibrin of the

effused plasma. When associated with the

large variety they usually indicate a chronic

and advanced stage, being then found in

tubules that have become contracted. These
two varieties of hyaline casts are common in

the lardaceous kidney, and similar casts have
been met with in the tubules in cases of

diphtheria.

Granular casts.—The significance of these
is very variable. As has been said, the
granular casts differ much in nature, and no
positive diagnosis can be made upon them
alone. They may occur in conjunction with
blood-casts where the corpuscles have broken
down, and will then generally indicate a
commencing recovery from an acute stage.

A similar interpretation may sometimes be

put on casts whose granulation is due to fat-

molecules resulting from the degeneration of

inflammatory products. Large, dark, and
coarsely granular casts are more particularly

noticed in ' granular kidney,' where indeed
they may be the only casts found. In such
circumstances they become a very serious

sign. In the later stages o'i chronic nephritis

the epithelial cells disintegrate and produce
granular casts.

Casts consisting of micro-organisms en-

tangled in a basic substance have been met
with in septic affections of the kidney. They
are for the most part distinguishable from
other ' granular casts ' by then resistance to

such reagents as nitric acid and liquor

potassae, which dissolve up mineral granular

matter.

Epithelial casts.—These are more especi-

ally met with in the earlier stages of neph-
ritis during active proliferation, and their

significance much depends on the character

of the epithelium cells, which may differ but
slightly from the normal, or may be so

altered as to resemble leucocytes in appear-

ance, or they may be loaded with fat. They
may be very abundant at first ; later on,

when the hyaline variety appears in the

urine, becoming less numerous.
Fattij cas^s.— Probably no casts are so

general in their occurrence as the fatty. Their

presence may be of the gravest import, or

they may betoken commencing recovery, and
more than any, therefore, must they be con-

sidered in connexion with other cfrcum-

stances. The casts that are found in the

later stages of acute nephritis during con-

valescence are in part fatty. The inflamma-

tory products undergoing this degeneration

are those thrown off. Hyaline casts, both

large and small, frequently present a few oil-

globules on their surface. In certain forms

of chronic nephritis the casts may appear

as if made up of oil-globules only. In such

case an advanced stage of fatty degenera-

tion of the gland is distinctly indicated, and
the persistence of fatty casts is generally

taken to signify the same ; though such casts

have been known to continue in numbers
for some weeks, and to be followed by re-

covery.

Casts in non-albuminous urine.—The oc-

currence of renal tube-casts in such urine is

now well recognised, being chiefiy met with
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in cases of prolonged jftundicc, lithuria, oxal-

uria, dial)etcs, aiul more ran ly after very

severe exercise. They are of the liyaliiie

variety, and jirohahly owe their origin to the

epitlielial cells railicr than to the escape of

any material from the blood, but their patho-

genesis cannot be regarded as being under-

stood. Their entire independence of albu-

minuria should not be too readily assumed,
for, apart from the fact that this condition

may only exist to such a very slight degree

as might bo overlooked, it may be that the

presence of albumen is intermittent, the

casts being voided in the intervals.

Cylindrouls is a term given to certain

spurious casts of a long, flattened, filamentous

character which have been found in the urine

of scarlet fever and cholera patients, also, it

is said, more fre<piently in children. ^Vhether
they are renal in origm is very xmcertain,

ami albuminuria does not always accompany
them.

II. Of the Seminal Tubules.—Dr.
Ueale lias pointed out the occasional exist-

ence in urine of casts containing spermatozoa
(«('<• fig. 21)). The base-substance of these

bodies is a viscid tenacious mucus, and they
are usually nmch larger than the casts

derived from the urimferous tubules. They
have not been found associated with intlam-

niatory conditions of the testicle, and do not
correspond pathologically to the renal casts

just described.

III. Of the Gastric Tubules.—In in-

tiaunnation of the gastric mucous membrane,
especially in scarlet fever, a desijuamation of

the epithelial coat involving the glands has
been noticed. The casts of the follicles have
been found in the vomit, and more abundantly
in the contents of the stomach post mortem.
Their length is variable, and in w^idth they
range from '-\-^ to tcVit of an inch. The
base-substance is described as fibrinous, and
is covered more or less completely by altered
epithelial cells and granular drhris.

IV. Of the Biliary Ducts.—In the
centre of gall-stones there have been found
long, hair-like threads, often branched, and
generally under .^i;^ of an inch in diameter,
consisting of mucus, inspissated bile, and
e|)itlielium, which have been regarded as
casts of the smaller liiliary tubes.

V. Of the Cutaneous Glands.—In
the various skin-aFections which are asso-
ciated with destjuamation of the cuticle, casts
of varying length, coming from the sweat-
and sebaceous glands, are thrown ofT as part
of the general shedding of the epidermis.
Such bodies are hollow tubes, and bear no
resemblance to the renal casts in nephritis.

B.—C.\STS OF Hollow Viscera and
Passages.

From time to time, more or less perfect
casts of these organs are met with. The con-
ditions which determine their occurrence are

but imperfectly understood ; they are in most
cases associated with intlammation of the

surfaces from which they are thrown ofT,

especially with those forms of intliimmati'in

accompanied by the formation of false mem-
brane, croujious or diphtheritic. A mere
catarrhal inllammation, provided the result-

ing mucus be sulhciently viscid and coherent,

may entangle the proliferated epithelium, and
be detached as more or less complete casts of

the surface.

I. Of the Alimentary Canal.—Solid

casts of the tonsillar crypts and branches
consisting of inflammatory products, are oc-

casionally expectorated in follicular tonsillitis

and diphtheria.

Muco-cellular casts of several inches in

length, and more or less perfect, have been
met with from tlie oesophagus, and more
rarelj- pieces have been detected in vomit as

coming from the stomach. Casts of portions

of tlio gullet formed of dense masses of aphtlue

have also been described. More frecjuently

seen are intestinal casts— indeed, small floc-

culent pieces from the surface of the colon

are far from uncommon, esi)ccially in associa-

tion with chronic constipation. These also

consist of viscid mucus and epithelial cells,

matted into tough, coherent pseudo-mem-
branes, often forming complete hollow moulds
of the tube, large or small, and varying in

length from a few inches to several feet ; they
have been observed to be solid cylinders of

jelly-like mucus and embedded cells. Occa-
sionally they retain on their surface the im-
pression of the follicles, sacculations, and other
inequalities of the intestinal surface. See
Path. Soc. Traris., vols. ix. and xxiii. ; Brit.

Mtd. Jouni. 18S7, pp. (517 and So2.

II. Of the Urinary Bladder.—A com-
plete exfoliation of the mucous membrane of

the bladder has been occasionally observed in

puerperal women. It does not appc^ar to be

al'.vaystlie result of inflammation, and though
the detachment may be complete, perfect re-

covery may follow. In structure such bodies

consist of epithelial cells in varying stages of

degeneration, felted together by mucus and
fine granular material. The surface is fre-

(|ueiitly thickly coated with urinary salts.

The conditions giving rise to their formation
are quite unknown, though retention of urine

is associated with their occurrence.

III. Of the Female Genital Passages.
Casts of the uterus and vagina have been
frequently noticed. The latter occur as hollow
moulds of the canal, more or less complete,
and consisting oflayers of epithelium cohering

by a tough mucus. They have been known
to follow astringent injections. Partial casts

of the vagina formed of diphtheritic mem-
brane have also been seen.

Uterine casts are of commoner occurrence,

and are of various kinds. Exclusive of solid

moulds of the cavity formed of coagulated

blood, the states of pregnancy and menstrua-
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tion are each liable to give rise to the forma-
tion of membranous casts of the surface,

complete or partial, and usually accompanied
by much pain in their extrusion (mem-
branous dysmenorrhcea). The menstrual cast

is rarely entire, and is usually about one and
a-half inches long, and one-twelfth of an inch

thick, of a translucent appearance, and con-

sists of the decidua ordinarily shed at the

period, but of greater consistency than normal.
It may be that the cast passed at any one time
is the product of a previous menstrual period.

The cast expelled in extra-uterine pregnancy
is much larger and thicker, appearing as a
triangular bag with orifices at the angles cor-

responding to the openings of the Fallopian

tubes and cervix ; externally the bag is rough
and shaggy, but on the inside it is smooth,
and shows the orifices of the uterine glands.

IV. Of the Respiratory Passages.—
The mucous membrane of the respiratory

tract is remarkably prone to those forms of

inflammation which are distinguished by the
production of considerable quantities of new
material highly coagulable in character, to

which the terms croupous and diphtheritic

are applied. Of such material are the different

forms of casts of the air-passages composed,
the products of simple catarrhal inflammation
never being sufhciently coherent to retain the

shape of the sm-face from which they are de-

rived. In these conditions the epithelium of

the mucous membrane comes to be replaced
by a layer of material derived from the meta-
morphosed epithelial cells, with a variable

amount of coagulated fibrin formed from the

effused blood-plasma. Such false membrane
appears imder the microscope to be made up
of interlacing fibres of a clear homogeneous-
looking substance, felted together in all direc-

tions, and containing in the meshes leucocytes,

altered epithelial cells, blood-corpuscles, and
a small quantity of serum. It is easy to

understand that the extent to which the
materials constituting this membrane infil-

trate the deeper layers of the mucous mem-
brane must vary considerably ; yet on the
extent of infiltration, and consequent adher-
ence, depends in great part the distinction be-

tween croupous and diphtheritic exudation.
More important is the difference in the changes
which occur in the epithelial cells in these

two conditions. In the diphtheritic they are

far more profoundly altered, undergoing a
process of necrosis and fusion into a mass of

coagulated tissue, filaments of fibrin and leu-

cocytes infiltrating the subjacent parts. In
the croupous state the epithelium, though de-

generating, is far less changed, and the cells

desquamate more freely. False membranes
thus formed are loosened by the effusion of

serum beneath them, and subsequently ex-

pelled in shi-eds or as entire casts.

In the larynx and trachea, the new material
forms more or less complete layers, covering
the vocal cords, dipping into the ventricles,

and even blocking up the laryngeal cavity

completely. Occasionally a cast of the whole
length of the trachea, and part of a main
bronchus, may be expectorated.

When this inflammatory product originates

in the bronchial tubes, it forms the so-called

bronchial polypi, so characteristic of plastic

bronchitis. It is rare for more than very
limited areas of the air-passages to be so

affected, but within these areas perfect casts

of the entire extent from trachea to alveoli

may be obtained. Expectorated as irregular,

roUed-up, and twisted masses, tliey are cap-

able of being shaken out in water into rami-

fying whitish or pinky white moulds of the

tubes, varying in length from one and a half

to six or seven inches, and of a maximum dia-

meter of half an inch, often with swollen ends
corresponding to tlie infundibula. They are

either hollow and membranous, or solid, and
in the latter case frequently present indica-

tions of being made up of concentric layers.

Sometimes only one of these casts may be

expectorated, especially if a large one ; at

other times they may be re-formed again and
again, and large quantities may be coughed up
daily. Microscopically they consist of altered

epithelial cells, leucocytes, red corpuscles, fat-

glob^iles, and very rarely octahedral crystals,

entangled in a fibrillar or granular base-sub-

stance. Similar casts of the smallest tubes

are exceptionally found in the expectoration

of acute croupous pneumonia, but are com-
monly to be found in situ on post-mortem
examination. W. H. Allohin.

CATALEPSY {KaTokr^y^i^, a seizure).—

Synon. : Vx. CataJrpsie; Ger. Starrsitcht.

Definition.—A disease of the nervous sys-

tem, characterised by attacks of powerless-

ness, commonly with loss of consciousness,

and accompanied by a peculiar form of mus-
cular rigidity, in wliicli the limbs remain for

a time in the position in which they are

placed by passive movement. On accoimt of

the trance-like state which exists in the

attack, the name is sometimes applied to

simijle trance, but should be restricted to the

condition in which there is the peculiar state

of the muscular system. The origin of the

name is connected with the old spiritualistic

pathology, which referred such sudden states

to the action of an immaterial agency, and
recognised as such only some immaterial

agent of personal nature.

j^ilTioLOGY.—Catalepsy may occur at all

ages between six and sixty years, and in both

sexes, but it is incomparably ixiore frequent

m the female sex and in early adult life, at

or soon after puberty. It is, in the majority

of cases, associated with distinct evidence of

hysteria. In other cases, in which no hysteri-

cal symptoms have preceded it, the affection

may be traced to such exciting causes as give

rise to the hysterical paroxj'sm. Nervous

exhaustion is the common predisponent ; and
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omotioiml disturhanoe, especially rclifjious

pxfiteiiieiit, or sudden alarm, or lilows on
the head and back, are fi-equent inunediate

causes. It occasionally appears in the course

of mental atlections, especially melancholia,

and is said to occnr as an early symptom
of epilepsy, but it is much more likely that

the tits thouixht to be ei)ileptic were really

hysteroid. In an imperfect form it has ap-

peared to be due, in some cases, to paludal

poisoninjj or to other toxannic states, as

chlorofi>rm-narcosis. In a few instances men-
inj,'itis, and other orj;anic cerebral or spinal

diseases, have caused a cataleptoid condition;

but these cases are too rare and diverse to

allow of any inference from them.
Symptoms.— Catalepsy is usually paroxys-

mal, attacks lasting hours or days being
separated by periods of ireedom ; less com-
monly a single piolonged attack constitutes

the whole aflection. In some cases head-
ache, giddiness, or hiccough has preceded
the attack. The onset of the special sj-nip-

toms is usually sudden, commonly with loss

of consciousness. The whole or part of the
nuiscular system passes into a state of

rigidity. The limbs remain in the position

they occupied at the onset, as if petrified.

The muscular rigidity is at first considerable,

and movement is resisted ; but after a short

time the lindjs can be moved, and then re-

mam in the position in which they maj- be
l)laced. The resistance to passi\e movement
is peculiar : it is as if the limbs were made of

wax, and hence the condition has been termed
flcj-ihiUtas ccrea. The rigidity commonly
yields slowly to gravitation. The counte-
nance is usually exjjressionless. The respi-

ratory movements and heart's action are
weakened. Substances jdaced in the back
of the mouth are swallowed, but slowly.

The state of sensibility varies ; in profoimd
conditions of catalepsy it is lost to touch,
pain, and electricity, and no reflex move-
ments can be induced even by touching the
conjunctiva, a state of mental trance being
associated. In other cases partial sensibility

remains, and reflex phenomena may be ex-
cited. In rare instances hypenesthesia is

present. In induced catalepsy there is often
a peculiar local exaltation of reflex action,
so that stroking the skin over a superficial

inuscle causes an increased contraction of
it. This involves a change of posture, in
eonsecpience of a definite sensory impres-
sion, and an analogous effect may be pro-
duced through the special senses, especially
hearinj; ; if a ticking watch be brouglit near
the subject's ear, the posture is changed with
a start, the head turned towards the object,
and the eyes, it j)rcviously closed, may be
opened, although the cataleptic condition
continues as liefore. Consciousness, although
usually lost, may remain, but it is seldom
intact, lieing generally in an obscured condi-
tion. The temperature is commonly lowered

in a long seizure. The attack may last a
few minutes or several hours. Kecovery is

gradual or sudden ; sometimes the patient

at lirst is unable to speak. A sudden respira-

tory stimulus—sucii as blowing on the face

—

will often terminate an attack of induced
catalepsy. Sometimes a strange periodicity

may be observed in the occurrence of the
paroxysms. In the intervals between the
attacks, headache, giddiness, or hysterical

manifestations may be present, or the patient

maj' feel and seem perfectly well.

Pathology.—Concerning the nature of the

disease there has been much speculation, but

little definite knowledge. It may probably
be placed between epilepsy and hysteria in

the scale of maladies, but nearer the latter

than the former, and as regards the nature
of its cliief feature, it may be regarded as es-

sentially one of the motor. But there is also

distinct interference with the intellectual

processes, and interruption of the connexion
between the will and the motor centres.

To say this is only to express obvious
facts in general terms, and affords no expla-

nation of them. A careful consideration of

their nature may give us at least the mate-
rial for thought on the subject. The wax -like

rigidity is an excess of the action by which
muscles are constantly adapted to posture, i.e.

to the distance between their attachments,
and yet preserve the same degree of physio-

logical tone. This is eti'ected by a reflex

process, the aft'erent impulse for which pro-

bably comes from the aft'erent muscle nerves,

and is generated by the sum of the related

tension and compression of the interstitial

tissue ill which these nerves begin. The
motor cells (and therefore the muscular
fibres) are active in inverse proportion to

these impulses, and so the opponents of a

passive movement relax, the muscles shorten

that correspond to it in their action ; they are

thus adapted to posture, and, if this process

is in excess, the cataleptic rigiditj- must of

necessity ensue. But it is probable, on many
grounds, that the aflerent impulses from the

muscles have a double action—a lower on the

motor centres of tlie spinal cord, and a higher,

thi'ough the cerebellum, on the motor centres

of the cortex cerebri. The phenomena suggest

that the action is similar on each ; since the

cortical cells govern tlie spinal cells, their

functional states must be in related corre-

spondence. Thus the aflerent impulses that

regulate adaptation to posture must do this

through both cortical and spinal centres

simultaneously. The excessive action of

catalepsy may be in the cortical and not in

the spinal mechanism. This would enable

us to understand the otherwise strange fact,

that the cataleptic state may be induced by
influences acting on the brain, as in the

induced catalepsy of hysteria. The motor
cortical centres, whence the pyramidal fibres

proceed, are probably the lowest of the centres
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of the cortex ; the induction of catalepsy may
consist simply in the inhibition of higher
centres that act on and through them and
normally restrain them. The over-action of

these entails the over-action of the spinal

centres, and the wax -like rigidity results.

Thus, too, we can understand that conscious-

ness should be lost or strangely changed
during the attack, and its relation to emotion
as a cause. So, too, it is clear that every
forced change of posture will leave the con-
dition of the centres essentially unchanged,
although there will be a slightly different

distribution of activity. Arrest the inhibition

which prevents the higher cortical centre

from acting on the lower, and the resumed
control involves restraint of the over-action

of the latter and of the spinal centre, and
the cataleptic state is at an end.

Diagnosis.—The peculiar rigidity of cata-

lepsy is characteristic, invariable, and renders
the diagnosis a simple matter. Hysteria
with tonic spasm has been erroneously
termed catalepsy, but is distinguished by the

local position of the spasm, and the fact that

it does not yield to passive force. The malady
most likely to be confounded with catalepsy

is tetany, since in it there are attacks of tonic

spasm involving all the limbs. But in this

the rigidity is fixed ; it cannot be overcome,
and the posture of the limbs changed ; while
the hands are in a characteristic posture,

with the fingers straightened at the middle
joints, and their points and that of the thumb
brought together. The condition is some-
times simulated : in true catalepsy the rigid

limb slowly yields to the influence of gravi-

tation, and more rapidly if a weight be
attached to it ; in the feigned form the limb
and weight are held firm.

Prognosis.—The prognosis is favourable
in simple catalepsy, in proportion to the

freedom of the mtervals from affections of

sensibility or motion. In pronounced hysteria

and psychical affections the condition is

often obstinate ; and, by interfering with the
due nourishment of the system, may cause
grave inanition.

Treatment.—During the attack itself little

can be done save an attempt, which may be
repeated at intervals, to rouse consciousness
by external stimulation. The ordinary ap-

plications—ammonia to the nostrils, cold

douches, &c.—often fail in the spontaneous
form, but this does not hold true of most cases

of induced catalepsy, in which any stimulus
that excites a respiratory effort commonly
arouses the patient and cuts short the at-

tack. A pinch of snuff will, however, often

succeed in both varieties. Another effectual

stimulant is faradisation. It may be ap-

plied to a limb or to the cervical spine.

The current should be gentle at first, and
gradually mcreased. Emetics are also iise-

ful in arresting an attack. Injections of

tartar emetic into the veins have been used
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with success by Calvi, but can hardly be
recommended. The writer has found sub-
cutaneous injection of apomorphine, ,^ to

x"? of a grain, an efficient remedy for similar
paroxysmal conditions ; with the onset of
nausea, about five miniites after the injection,

consciousness is regained, and all spasm
ceases. In the intervals between the attacks
the treatment is that of hysteria. Iron,

antispasmodics, especially valerian, aloetic

aperients, and cold baths, are the most
effectual measures. Firm moral treatment
is also indispensable. Removal from home
influences is often necessary to effect a cure.

W. E. GOWERS.

CATAMENIA, Disorders of.—See
Menstruation, Disorders of.

CATAPLASM {Kara, down ; andTrXaao-o),

I mould or smear).—A synonym for a poul-

tice. See Poultice.

CATARACT.— Derivation and Syn-
onyms.—Earlier Greek : yXavKuxris (Hi2)poc.),

y\avKcj}fia (Aristot.) ; Later : vTroxvfia and
iiTToxvais ; Latin : Suffusio (Celsus) ; Arabic :

elmd enndzil (descended water or humour)
;

Mediaeval Latin translators. Aqua in oculiim
desccndens ; Descensus Aquw ; also Cataracta
(allied to Greek KarappiiKrr;?), used at first

in the sense of an obstruction or obstacle,

like a floodgate, a portcullis, an obscuration
such as that of the sun by a cloud. Fr.
Cataracte ; Ger. Staar.

Definition.—Cataract is an opacity, partial

or complete, of the substance of the crystal-

line lens, or of its capsule. The former is

called lenticular, the latter capsular. Either
may exist separately, or the two may occur
together, to form capsnlo-lenticular. From
a surgical point of view it is sometimes
necessary to embrace within the definition of

cataract some extra-capsular opacities, such
as inflammatory deposits, or the remains of

embryonic structures within the pupillary

area of the anterior or of the posterior layer

of the capsule. Such opacities are called

false cataracts.

Anatomy and Physiology.—The nature
and origin of cataract can only be made in-

telligible by reference to the anatomy, em-
bryology, and physiology of the crystalline

lens.

Anatomy.—The lens consists of three parts:

first, the substance of the lens, which is made
np of fine, flattened fibres ; second, a layer of

endothehum lining the anterior part of the

capsule ; and, third, the capsule, which,

as a bag, surrounds and encloses the lens-

substance and the endothelium. The fibrous

portion of the lens consists of a harder, cen-

tral part, or nucleus, and a softer external

portion, or cortex. The cortex is disposed

around the nucleus in thin, concentric layers,

each of which is subdivided into sectors.

AVithin the sectors the fibres lie with their
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ends at the edges of the sectors, and each

sector has two of its ed'jes towards tlie

anterior, and two towards the posterior sur-

faces of the lens. The apposition of the edges

of the adjoining sectors leaves fine radiat-

ing fissures, which make up the rays of the

stcllft existing at tlio anterior as well as at

the posterior surface of the lens. The fibres

of the lens are softest at their ends, where
they abut on the rays of the stelliE. The
endothelium consists of a single layer of

nucleated and nucleolated cells, and is usually

limited to the anterior capsule. Towards the

margin or equator of the lens these cells

accunnilate, elongate, and become gradually

transformed into lens-fibres. Fine channels,

occupied by lymph and other fluids, exist

between the endothelium and the capsule,

and between the endothelium and the an-

terior layers of the cortex, passing thence

through the rays of the stelliB into the sub-

stance of the lens and between its several

layers. The cajjsulo, which is clastic and
transparent, consists of two layers, a delicate

inner one and a stronger outer one, which is

further strengthened by prolongations of the

suspensory ligament—the zonula of Zinn.

Embryology.—The ancestry and mode of

origin of the several parts of the lens deter-

mine the peculiarities not only of the normal
nutrition of the lens, but also of its pathological

departures. The lens-fibres and the endothe-
lium are descended from the external layer of

the blastoderm—the epiblast, and are, there-

fore, immediately related to the cuticular tis-

sues, including the enamel of the teeth and the

epithelium of the sense-organs, and more re-

motely to the ccrebro-spinal system. As will

be seen later, this common origin from a jirimi-

tive stock of epiblastic elements throws light

upon many of the pathological associations

of congenital and other cataracts. According
to recent researches, the capsule of the lens

seems to have a double origin, the inner layer

being derived by a process of cuticularisation

from the lens-substance, while the outer is the
otfsjjring of the mesoblastic elements from
which the fuetal capsulo-pupillary sac, the
vitreous, choroid, and intra-ocular blood-
vessels are derived. Hereby the capsule is

in direct histogenic relations with the bones,
muscles, blood-vessels, and other fibro-vas-

cular tissues derived from the middle layer
of tlic blastoderm. These relations may also

determine pathologic.>l manifestations in the
capsule, and through its intermedium within
the lens-substance itself.

Growth.—The fietal crystalline lens is

somewhat globular in shape, and its fibres

have an antcro-posterior disposition. But
during later intra-uterine life, and still more
after birth, the lens alters its shape, beconjing
broader and relatively flatter. It grows by
the apposition of lens-fibres u)>on the nucleus,
chieHy about the ccjuator. The fibres them-
selves are derived from the endothelial cells

lining the anterior capsule. These cells

proliferate and gradually shift towards tiie

equator, where they accumulate, and, as
already stated, become transformed into

fibres. The fibres bend round the equator,

and spread out in front and behind, so as

gradually to encase and push towards the
centre the older underlying layers. The
growth of the lens contiiuies throughout life,

and does not, in hcaltli, cease with the at-

tainment of adult life. I'riestley Smith has
found that the volume of the lens increases

through life at the rate of about 1'5 cubic

mm. each year {Trans. Ophthal. 6'oc., vol. iii.

p. 79).

2\utrition.—The crystalline lens, being a

non-vascular body, is nourislied by imbibition

from surrounding fluids, which are chiolly

fiu-nished by the ciliary body, though this

source is supplemented by contributions from
the choroid, the iris, and perhaps the retina.

It is probable that these fluids are modified
by their passage through the vitreous. It

is not known exactly how or where these

fluids gain access to the lens-substance, but
it is evident that they pass through the

capsule, and that in the passage they undergo
some alteration ; for if the anterior or the pos-

terior capsule be ruptured, the lens becomes
opaque. Tlio surrounding fluids then come
into immediate contact with the fibres of tlie

lens, and being unmodified by the dialytic

properties of the capsule, or the elaborating

influences of the endothelium, they are un-
suited for the purposes of normal nutrition.

In health, after the nutritive fluids have
made their way through the capsTile, thcv

pass from the perijihory to the centre through
the stellate clefts and other channels which
exist throughout the lens. In this respect

the lens difi^rs from other cuticular struc-

tures, in which waste products are shed from
the surface ; while in the lens waste products
are apparently driven inwards to the centre,

to undergo elimination in a manner not yet
fully understood.

The nutritive activity of the lens, as mani-
fested by the number of nuclei, is appa-

rently greatest at the equator, and it is at

this point, between the layers of the sns])en-

sory ligament, that the capsule is in most
immediate contact w'ith the ambient fluids.

Many authorities believe that the nutritive

fluids enter the Ions chiefly, if not entirely, at

this place, and that this region is the principal

seat of cell-growth. There are, however,
reasons for thinking that neither endosmosis
nor cell-proliferation is most active here. In
some diseases of the choroid or of the retina

on the one hand, and of the iris or of the

cornea on the other, opacities of the lens

first manifest themselves not at the e(]uator,

but iit the posterior or the anterior surface

respectively, that is at that part of the lens

which is nearest to the diseased structures,

and which bears the brunt of the morbidly
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altered fluids. A typical example is the for-

mation of jiosterior polar or stellar cataract

in retinitis pigmentosa. Moreover, micro-

scopical examinations of cataractous lenses

often disclose proliferation and accmnulation
of nuclei behind the anterior capsule, and
even within the posterior capsule, without
correspondmg mcrease at the equator.

Beyond increasing m size, the lens does not,

in health, undergo much change tiU after

middle life. Thenceforth the fibres gradually

assiune a yellowish or brownish tint, and
the rate of formation of new libres diminishes.

As age advances the fibres become drier,

harder, and less elastic, and the capsule

thickens If a senile lens be ophthalmosco-
pically examined with a strong magnifying-
glass, semi-translucent lines, flaws, spaces,

and vacuoles, and fine, dusty films, may
often be discovered, even when there are no
coarse physical opacities. These phenomena
are due to shrinliing of the lens-fibres and
loosening of the lamelliE from one another,

with accumulation of fluid and lens-debris in

the spaces thus formed. StiU later, separation

of the cortex may take place, both from the

nucleus and from the capsule. Tlie separa-

tion from the capsule is, as Becker has shown,
especially li ible to occiu: at that part of the

capsule which is most acted upon by the

suspensory ligament during accommodation.
Increase and extension of the changes even-

tuate in opacity, and the occurrence of senile

cataract. These senile changes have their

analojjues in the skin and its appendages.
The skin of old people is wrinkled, the cuticle

becomes dry and harsh and shrivelled, and
the hair thin and white.

Pathology.—A lens of good ancestry and
of good constitution continues to be trans-

parent so long as the conditions and processes
of nutrition are normal ; bat any fault in the
original constitution of the lens, or any defect

in the embryonic process, or any alteration

in its nutrition at any subsequent period, will,

sooner or later, and in pi'oportion to the de-

gree of divergence from the healthj' standard,

induce opacity of some portion of the lens or

of its capsule.

The chief emhryonic abnormalities are

(1) inherent faults of the epiblastic cells

which constitute the rudimentary lens. The
fibro-cellular portions of the lens fail to

undergo proper evolution, and either do not
become transparent, or, if they do clear, their

potentiality is low, and they soon retro-

grade. The lens is often undergrown as well

as opaque, and is not infrequently malposed.
Sometimes the eyeball itself is small {vii-

crojMhalmia). Even if the lens do attain

its natural proportions, the new cortical sub-
stance is generally of inferior quality, because
the endothelium, which furnishes the cortical

substance, shares the same faults as the nu-
cleus itself. Hence the whole lens is either

opaque irom the beginning (congenital cata-

ract), or becomes opaque within a few
months or years (infantile or juvenile cata-

ract). (2) Owing to causes which may be
peculiar to the lens, or which may affect the

whole of the growing organism, or which
may operate indirectly through so-called

maternal influences, a temporary or perma-
nent disturbance may occur during intra-

uterine life to thwart the development of a
lens. If the interference be violent its effects

may be permanent, so that the whole of the
lens becomes opaque, even though it may
continue to increase in bulk. If tlie check
be of a temporary character, only a thin

layer of opacity may be produced : natural
development re-asserts itself, and transjiarent

cortical fibres are produced in the ordinary

way. The nucleus of the lens, though not
iinaltered, is usually translucent and the

cortex transparent; but the intermediate
layers— that is, the sub-cortical or peri-

nuclear- -are more or less opaque. This form
of opacity is called lamellar cataract, because
in sagittal section it is seen to be disposed in

layers around the nucleus ; or zonular cata-

ract, because theojiaque portions, whenlooked
at en face, are bordered by a transparent

zone of clear cortex. It would seem that

the layers which are opa(pie are either those

which were immediately sub-capsular at the

time when the disturbance took place, or

those which were produced by the endo-

thelial cells during the period of disturbance.

On this assumption the position of the opacity

may be regarded as indicating the time at

which the interruption took place. The
earlier the interference the nearer will the

opacity be to the nucleus of the lens, and
vice versa. In some rare cases there are two
or more concentric layers of opacity, with
intervening layers of clear substance, as if

there had been several disturbances at

different ej)ochs, followed by intervals of

normal growth. Lamellar cataracts may be

found in eyes otherwise healthy, but they are

sometimes associated with developmental de-

fects of the eye and of the general organism,

an almost invariable concomitant being defi-

ciency of enamel of the permanent teeth, espe-

cially the first molars, the incisors, and the

canines (Hutchinson), and not infrequently

there is a clinical history of ' fits,' or other

evidences of a neurosis. (3) As the result

of inflammation of the cornea, uveal tract, or

vitreous during intra -uterine life, single or

multiple opacities may form in the capsule

and sub-capsular layer. These are called

congenital capsular cataracts, and are most
common at the anterior pole. They may,
however, be scattered about the anterior sur-

face, or lie about the posterior pole of the

lens. These opacities consist of proliferation

of the endothelium and granular disintegra-

tion of the superficial cortical layers, similar

to those changes which produce capsular

and sub-capsular opacities after birth. It is,
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however, not improlmble that conKonital

anterior polar cataracts may soinoluues bo

due, not to intlaunnation, but to retai-ded

sepiu-atiou of tlie involuted Icns-veside from

the cornea, and delayed closure of the vesicle.

This retardation may permit of the intrusion

of mesoblastic elements within the vesicle, and
these would still further increase the opacity

about the capsule. This may conceivably

cause an axial opacity, the so-called spindle-

shaped cataract. (4) Congenital false cata-

racts may be due to the presence of extra-

capsular opacities upon the anterior or the

posterior pupillary areas These opacities may
be the resiilts of iiitlammatory exudations,

but more commonly they are due to an arrest

of development in its final stajje. The de-

velopment and growth of the lens may have
been normal up to the sta^e at which the

removal of the embryonic capsulo-pupillary

sac should have taken place, but, having
ceased immediately before the removal was
complete, portions of the fcetal structures

remain. "\Vhen these are on the anterior

surface, they arc connected with the edge of

the iris, or more frequently with its autcrior

surface ; when on the posterior surface of the

lens, the remnant may be connected with a

fine thread which is itself the remains of the

hyaloid blood-vessels. This state of incom-
pleteness may be designated by the Aristote-

lian term Atelcia {Physic, viii. ; De Animal.
Gen. iii. 9).

The alterations in nutrition which, after
hirlh, lead to the formation of cataract may
be classified as follows :

—

(1) Diminution in the quantity of the
nutrient elements, without material altera-

tion in their quality. This diminution may be
due to many causes : (n) mechanical obstacles

impeding dueaccess of the fluids; [h) damnge
to the secretory apparatus consequent upon
chronic atrophy of the ciliary body and
choroid; (c) general malnutrition, cachexia,

anemia, cardiac, renal, or other visceral

disease ; or {d) simple old age.

Mere diminution of the quantity of nutri-

tive elements operates slowly on the nutrition
of the lens, and the opacity which results

manifests itself in or about the nucleus— that
is to say, the parts most remote from the
sources of the nutrient fluids. The cortex
seems to receive enough pabulum to keep it

clear, but not enough to spare for the support
of the deeper layers.

(2) Alterations in the quality of the
nutrient elements. These may be due to

:

(a) congestion, inflammation, or any other
morbid state of the secret orj' organs of the
nutritive fluids—namely, the ciliary body,
iris, choroid, and retina

; (6) changes in the
vitreous or in the aqueous humour; (c)

morbid states of the blood and tissues, as in
many general and diathetic diseases—gout,
glycosuria, albuminuria, &c. ; {d) changes in
the physical, chemical, or vital properties of

20

the capsule or of its endothelium, in conse-

quence of which the fluids that [lass through
the capsule are not properly prepared lor

the due nutrition of the lens; or ic) impeded
elimination of waste products, whether fi-om

the lens itself or from the whole ej'eball.

Alterations in the qnalitj' of the nutrient

elements are more or less prompt—and if the
alteration be very great, as, say, in rupture
of the capsule— they are very prompt in pro-

ducing o]>acities. The opacities which result

atTect primarily the sub-capsular and the
cortical layers, more particularly at the ends
of the fibres adjoining the rays of the crj'stal-

line st'-llie where the endosmotic processes

are most active, and where the effect of the

altered quality of the fluids is first apparent.
The aftectod parts are those with which the
altered fluids first come into contact, and
which lie therefore nearest to the sources of

the altered fluid. If the alteration be intense,

but ofbrief duration, as in the case of perforat-

ing ulcer of the cornea in purulent ophthalmia
of children, the change may be limited to a
circumscribed area of the capsule and sub-

capsular layers, giving rise to an anterior
polar cataract, or, if this opacity assume a
conical nha^e, anterior pyramidal cataract.

In alterations of less intensity, but of con-

tinuous durrtion, due to chronic morbid
states in the posterior segment of the globe,

such as retinitis pigmentosa, slowly forming
opacities may occur in the posterior sub-

capsular layers of the lens, beginning at the

pole of the lens, and extending thence in a
radial direction along the rays of the pos-

terior Stella, giving rise to posterior polar or
stellar cataracts.

(3) Alterations of quantity and quality
combined. This co-operation obtains in

most of the cases of cataract ; diminution
of qiiantity being the chief factor in some,
alterations in quality predominating in

others. Where the departure from the
normal approaches most closely to mere
diminution in quantity, the onset and pro-

gress of the cataract is slower, and the opacity

tends to affect at first the parts nearer the

centre of the lens; but where the alteration

in quality is pronounced, the onset and jiro-

gress are more rapid, and the opacity begins

in the cortex. It will easily be understood
I
that the great majority of cataracts are cor-

tical, because there are comparatively very
few cases, even in apparently healthy eyes,

where the alteration in nutrition does not
exhibit some difference in the quality of the
nutrient elements, as well as falling ofif in

quantity.

MoKBiD AxATOsry.—The changes which
take place in cataract are not the same in all

cases. There is, for example, a great differ-

ence between the changes which produce
some embryonic cataracts and those which
give rise to acquired cataracts, and between
those which produce lenticular cdtaract and
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those which give rise to capsular cataract.

Indeed capsular opacities are often secondary
to lenticular. Even in true lenticular cataract

the morbid changes are many and various.

In senile cataracts, and in most slowly form-
ing cataracts, the opacity of the lens-fibres is

merely an extension of physiological senile

changes, and is usually preceded by the for-

mation of spaces and vacuoles between the

fibres and the lamellae due to shrinkage and
sclerosis, as already described. Priestley

Smith's investigations have shown that a
diminished rate of growth of the lens precedes

cataract {op. cit.). According to Otto Becker
the initial cause of senile cataract is the

drj-ing of the nucleus and its separation from
the cortex, the gap between them being filled

by a fluid which is probably derived from the

fibres. In more rapidly forming cortical

cataracts it may often be observed that the

opacity begins in the sub-eapsular layers and
about the borders of the rays of the anterior

Stella. Instead of shrinkage and sclerosis,

the fibres may swell and become softer. In
some cases the rays of the stella are broad-

ened, but whether they are or not, a hazy line

may often be traced along one or both of the

edges of the ray, in the ends of the cortical

fibres. From the ends of the fibres the

opacity extends along their lengths towards
the equator, until the whole of the cortex is

implicated. The endothelium also undergoes
changes, giving rise to triangular patches of

glistening opacities which may present a
mother-of-pearl appearance. When once the

opacifying process begins in any part of the

lens it tends to progress till the whole of the

lens is involved. The cataract is then said to

be ripe or mature.
If a ripe cataract be allowed to remain

within the eye indefinitely, it may undergo
further degenerative changes and become
what is called over-ripe. In some instances

the lens-substance shrinks and becomes hard
and calcareous, and the capsule thickens and
grows more opaque. In other cases the

cortex hquefies, allowing the harder nucleus
to move within it {Morgagnian cataract).

In calcification of the lens the process begins

in the external cortical layers, and it may
ultimately affect the entire thickness of the

lens. Calcification is more liable to occur in

cataracts due to gross disease of the eye, and
especially when there is an inflammatory
exudation upon the capsule. Short of general
calcification, minute white dots, lines, and
patches may appear in the capsular endothe-

lium ofmature cataracts. Over-ripe cataracts

may also become loosened, in consequence
of softening or ruptiu'e of the suspensory
ligament. Fluidity of the surrounding vitreous
may likewise occur, and then on slight pro-

vocation the loosened lens may fall into the

vitreous.

A peculiar form of degeneration sometimes
occiirs in the lens, producing what is called

hlach cataract. This is commonly thought
to be due to the stainmg of the lens by blood-

pigments, and in some cases this may be so

;

but, according to a careful spectroscopic ex-

amination by Dr. McMunn, no blood pig-

ments were found, but the lens was infiltiated

with a pigment analogous to melanin, which
is the pigment of hair and feathers {Trans.
Ophth. Son. vol. ii. p. 10).

^Etiology.—Besides the causes and con-

ditions already described, there are other

circumstances which may induce cataract, or

at least predispose to it. The most important
of these are as follows :—

Age.—Cataracts occur more frequently in

infancy and in old age than in early adult

and middle Ufe, except when due to disease

of the eye or to injiu'ies. Sex,—The two
sexes are about ecpially affected, except in

respect of trainnatic cataract, in which males
greatly preponderate. Heredity.—Hereditary
influences may determine the occurrence of

cataract in several ways. There may be the

inheritance of actual (congenital) cataract or

of a disposition to cataract. In either case

the descent seems to pass more tlu-ough the

male than the female line. Occupation.—
Certain occupations predispose to cataract,

especially such as necessitate close apjDlica-

tion of the eyes to near work, or involve

stooping positions or exposure to bright light,

more particularly if light be combined with
heat (as in the occupation of smiths, cooks,

stokers, &c.), and occupations in which the eyes

are exposed to irritating fumes and vapours.

Uncorrected errors of refraction and accom-
modation may favour the production of

cataract by overstraining the accommodation,
and by the frequent and successive changes
which the capsule has to undergo. These
strains not only increase the wear and tear

of the lens, but facihtate the loosening of the

cortex of the lens fi-om the capsule. Hyper-
metropia and astigmatism may predispose to

cataract in another way. The incessant strain

upon the ciliary muscle required to correct

hypermetropia involves constant congestion

of the ciliary body and the base of the iris.

The nutritive fluids secreted during this state

are not perfectly normal ; they are in some
measure altered in quality and will therefore

sooner or later make their influence felt on
the transparency of the lens. Injuries.—
"Wounds of the capsule are generally soon

followed by opacity, which occurs more
quickly in projjortion to the size of the rent

and the youth of the patient. Perforating

wounds of the cornea, especially when fol-

lowed by suppuration, may induce cataract

even though the capsule have not been per-

forated. Blows on the head, face, or brow,

shocks and jars of the body, may also be

followed by cataract, either from causing flaws

or cracks or rents in the capsule or by rup-

ture of the suspensory ligament. Other con-

ditions which accompany and apparently pre-
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di^ose to cataract are degenerative changes

in the blood-vessfls, especially of those of the

head and neck and of tlie eye ; diseases of the

orbit, or changes in the orbital vessels ; cardiac

disease, renal disease, gout, and diabetes. It

is probable, however, that the influence of

diabetes in the production of cataract has been
overrated. The number of diabetic persons

who get cataract is eoniparativelj- small, and
when catai-act coexists with glycosuria there

is no necessary causal relationship between
the two. It has been stated tliat ergotism
often leads to cataract (J. Meyer).

Classification. — Cataracts have been
classified in many ways, as (1) according to

age—congenital, juvenile, senile
; (2) to stage

—incipient, progressive, stationary, immature,
mature

; (3) consistency—fluid, soft, hard, and
mixed.

All these plans possess some clinical utility,

but they are not sufiicientlj' comprehensive.
FoUowing the indications afibrded by the

consideration of the pathology and causation

of lenticular opacities, cataracts may be
arranged into live main groups according

(1) as they are due to developmental abnor-
malities

—

embrijonic
; (2) as they occur in-

dependentlj' of obvious disease of the eye

—

idiopathic; (3) asthej' are associated with ob-

vious disease of tlie eye

—

sympathetic; (4) as

they follow wounds or injuries of the eye
—traumatic; and lastly (5) as they are due
to the opacification of lens-matter remaining
within or on the capsule at the time of opera-
tion for the removal of cataract, or of lens-

matter which may have grown subsequently
and then become OT^B.C[\ie—deuteropathic or
subsequent {^levrfponaOiay, I suffer later.

—

Galen, De Loc. Affect, i., iii. ed. Kiihn viii.

31). Within one or other of these groups
all the varieties of cataract may be arranged
according as they implicate (1) the nucleus

;

(2) the perinuclear region (lamellar)
; (3) the

axis (spindle-shaped)
; (4) the cortex, anterior

or posterior
; (5) the equator

; (6) the capsule,
anterior or posterior

; (7) the external surface
of the capsule—extra-capsular—which may
be congenital or acquired.
Symptoms.—The chief subjective symptom

of senile and other acquired cataracts is im-
pairment and ' fogginess ' of sight, especially
for distant objects. As the cataract advances,
tliis dimness increases, until the appreciation
of form and colour may be lost ; but, in eyes
otherwise healthy, the power of discerning
light always remains, even though the lens
be quite opaque. In ordinary daylight the
eye may still be able to ' count fingers ' at a
distance of six to twelve inches, or see the
movement of, say, a hand at a distance of
twelve to eighteen inches (hand-movement)

;

and in a darkened room the eye should be
able not only to see a lighted' candle at a
distance of ten to fifteen feet, but should be
able also quickly to indicate its position in
various parts of the field of vision without

movement of the eyes or head. Tliis would
indicate that there is good 2^crcc2jtion of

light, good projection, and a good field of
vision. In the early stages of cataract,

especially when the opacity occupies the

pupillary area, patients may see better

when the eyes are shaded, the pupil being
thereby made to dilate ; a bright light em-
barrasses and distresses them. Muscro voli-

tantes are also often seen ; these may be
due to the congestion of the ciliary body and
choroid which may have preceded cataract,

or they may be the results of the straining

efforts to see through a hazy lens. Another
common symptom is the multiplj'ing or

splitting of objects, especially of lights (uion-

ophthahnic polyopia). The amount of ini-

jiairment of sight is not always in proportion
to theamount of appreciable opacity; diffused

haziness about the nucleus or about the
pupillarj' area is more hampering than weLl-

delincd striie or sectors with clear interspaces.

There may be dense opacities at the equator
with perfect acuteness of vision. An oc-

casional earlj' symptom of cataract is a
change in the retraction of the eye, leading
to what some persons describe as getting
' the second sight.' Eyes that have required
strong convex glasses for near work prefer

weaker ones, or none at all ; and those who
have needed convex glasses for distance may
find that they see better without them, or

even with concave glasses. This is a passing
state, though it may last for weeks and even
for months; it is due either to the swelling

of the lens or to some change in its refractive

index. After a time this condition passes off

and is followed by jn-ogressive failure of sight.

Many children with zonular cataract are
thought to be merely short-sighted, and often

they are short-sighted, but the true cause of

the defect is frequently not discovered till the
' optician ' has failed to get good vision by
means of spectacles.

Diagnosis.—In all cases of failing sight,

whether opacities are to be seen or not by
means of direct light or by so-called focal

or oblique illumination, the media of the eye
should be examined with the ophthalmoscope.
Owing to thickening of the lens-capsule, the
pupils of old persons are sometimes grey
instead of black, and the lenses may seem
to be opaque when they are not resilly so

;

and ui glaucomatous eyes the change of

colour which takes place in the cornea and
in the lens not infrequently suggests cata-

ract even when the media are translucent.

Diagnosis of advanced cataract is easy, but
in slighter cases carefid examination of all

parts of the lens may be needed. The aims
of diagnosis are to recognise the presence
of the cataract, to ascertain its seat, extent,

consistence, and its relations or complica-
tions, and to discriminate it from other

morbid states which may be mistaken for

it. Examination of the anterior psu't of the
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lens, the capsule, anterior cortex, and the

nucleus may be made with ' focal illumina-

tion,' that is concentrating light upon the

eye by means of a magnifying-glass. The
equator of the lens and the posterior cortex

require the ophthalmoscope for their exami-
nation. Opacities which seem white or

greyish by focal illumination appear black

against the red ground of the fundus-retlex

when looked at with the ophthalmoscope.
The different parts of the lens should be
examined methodically, beginning with the

anterior capsule and passing through the

thickness of the lens to the posterior capside.

Anterior extra-capsular opacities, whether
inflammatory deposits or remains of the cap-

sulo-pupillary membrane, project beyond
the level of the capsule. The latter have
usually attachments to the anterior surface

of the iris {circulus ininor), whereby they are

distinguished from inflammatory adhesions
(posterior synechia)) which are connected
with the edge and posterior surface of the

iris. Capsular cataracts may be single or

multiple. Anterior polar cataract occurs as

a small circmnscribed dot in and behind
the centre of the capsule ; when viewed in

profile the dot can be seen to project sUghtly
bejond the general level of the capsule

;

occasionally it projects considerably and
is conical (pyramidal cataract). Both these

cataracts are generally associated with
nebula or leucoma of the cornea. Multiple
capsular opacities may be scattered irregu-

larly or arrayed in a circle. Cortical opacities

assimae many shapes— striee, wedges, or ir-

regular patches. "VVhen the opacities are in

the anterior cortex, they are convex in their

arrangement ; when in the posterior they are

concave. Equatorial opacities may be partial

or complete, continuous or interrupted, limited

as a corona to the periphery, or send tapering

offshoots towards the anterior and posterior

cortices. Perinuclear opacities may be cir-

cumscribed or diffused. The circumscribed
(lamellar or zonular cataracts) are best seen
with the ophthalmoscope when the pupil has
been dilated by a weak solution of atropine

or other mydriatic. Lamellar cataract appears
as a gi'eyish disk surrounded by a clear zone.

If the nucleus be translucent the disk is most
opaque at its edge ; but if the nucleus be itself

opaque, then the opacity is densest in the
centre. The edge of tlie disk may be sharply
defined, or indented or broken by centrifugal

striae. Nuclear opacities may be dense and
diffuse, as in some congenital cataracts, or they
may appear as a brownish or yellowish unde-
fined blur or cloud, as in early senile cataract.

Posterior polar cataract can be properly seen
only with the ophthalmoscope. It may assume
the form of a smaller or larger dot, or of

several dots, or of radiating streaks. The
position of the opacity is determined partly

by its remoteness from the pupil, and partly

by the small excursions it makes in the

various movements of the eye, the posterior

pole of the lens being immediately in front of

the centre of rotation of the globe. Posterior

polar cataract may be congenital, but more
commonly it is pathological and associated

with opacities in the vitreous or with disease

of the choroid or retina.

Whenever practicable, it is desirable m
all forms of cataract to examine the state of

the optic nerve and fundus of the eye. The
data thereby obtained may influence the pro-

gnosis and the later treatment. When the

cataract is mature the pupil is uniformly
white or greyish, and the opacity comes up
to and seems to touch the pupillary edge of

the iris, and no reflex can be obtained by means
of the ophthalmoscope. If the cortical layers

are not opaque, a shadow of the iris can be
thrown into the lens by means of oblique

illumination, giving the appearance of a gap
between the opacity and the edge of the iris.

For surgical purposes it is not necessary that

the whole of the lens-substance should be
opaque ; it is enough that the cortical layers

be opaque, for then the connexion between
the cortex and the capsule is broken, and
the endothelial cells have lost their power of

growing fresh lens-fibres. It is not always
possible to estimate the consistency of a cata-

ract ; but, as a rule, cataracts which begin in

the cortex, or occur in persons under the age
of thirty years, or are rapidly formed, are

usually ' soft ' ; such cataracts are generally

whiter and more opaque than harder ones,

and the opacity is often patchy or diffused.

Nuclear cataracts, and those which occur in

old persons, or are of slow formation, or

yellowish in colour, or in which the lenses are

small and shrmiken, or which have small,

well-defined opaque striae with clear inter-

spaces, are usually ' hard.'

The faihng sight of chronic glaucoma is

sometimes ascribed to cataract. This mis-

take is fostered by a superficial resemblance
between these two conditions. By the ophthal-

moscope and by palpation, the error may
easily be avoided. When the lens is not

opaque in glaucoma the diagnosis is simple,

mere absence of opacity excluding cataract

;

but when, in glaucoma, the lens is also

opaque, the diagnosis may present some difii-

culty. In chronic glaucoma the characteris-

tic symptom is increased hardness of the eye-

ball. Usually a history of haloes seen round
artificial light may be elicited, with perhaps
attacks of neuralgia and redness of the eye.

The pupils are semi-dilated and very sluggish,

if not immobile, and the anterior chamber is

shallow, and the sight is more impaired than
the cataract accounts for. In advanced (ab-

solute) glaucoma there is an entire abohtion

of the perception of light.

Prognosis.—Cataract may be considered,

as regards its prognosis, from two pouits of

view : first, when it is immature, as to its

probable course ; and, secondly, when it is
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mature, as to the prospects of recovery of

si{,'ht after operation. Some cataracts may
remain stationary thronj^liout a long life :

such are anterior polar, anterior pyramidal,

and zonular cataracts. Others progress

slowly, such as posterior polar cataracts.

Cortical cataracts, as a rule, advance more
rapidly than nuclear ones, and soft cataracts

more rapidly than hard. It is not possible

in all cases to decide whether a cataract is

likely to progress slowly or (juickly. Gener-
ally the progress is quicker the earlier the

cataract occurs, and the closer its association

with morbid states of the eye or with injury.

When cataracts are sharplj- defined, confined

to the equator of the lens, or present oulj' a

haze or blur in or about the nucleus, or when
the cortical striaj are few and fine and well-

defined, with clear interspaces, and the eyes
are otherwise healthy, and the sight good,

the progress will usually be slow; but when
the opacities are dense, irregular, ill-defined,

diffuse, especially where they extend far

along the anterior or posterior cortical layers,

with rapidl}' failing sight, or with sight bad
out of all proportion to the amount of actual

opacity, or when there is obvious irritative

or iufiiuumatory disease of the eye, or when
there is grave visceral or other constitutional

disease, such as gout, diabetes, nephritis, then
the progress will probably be rapid. But it

should be remembered that cataracts which
may have been very slowly progi-essing may
at any time take a sudden and rapid start

and progress quickly. The usual course, in

senile cataract, is from one to four years or
more.

As regards mature cataract, the prognosis
in reference to operation is good in proportion
as the eye is otherwise sound, and the general
health good. "VMiere there is a historj' of
attacks of pain or of redness in the eye, or
where there are signs of past disease, whether
iritis or choroiditis or retinitis, or where there
is a high degree of mj-opia, or where the iris

is discoloured and lustreless, and sluggish or
inunobile, or where it is tremulous, or where
the anterior chamber is much deeper than
natural or much shallower, or where there is

a chronic conjunctivitis, ciliary blephai-itis,

or catarrh of the lacrymiil sac, or where the
tension of the eye is too high or too low,
the prognosis is more or less unfavourable.
Nystagmus, squint—especially divergent
squint—are imfavourable concomitants ; and
the prognosis is, of com-se, less favourable
wiien it is known that there was antecedent
disease of the fundus, or when, failing this
knowledge, the perception of light is poor,
and the projection bad, and the field of vision
contracted or irregular. \Vhere there is no
perception of hght, the prognosis is hopeless.

Treatme.\t.—From a medical standpoint,
the treatment of cataract "is rather preven-
tive and palliative than operative.
Prevention.—From a consideration of the

causes and pathology of cataract, it is evident
that, while some cases are beyond the reach
of prophylactics, there ai"e others which do fall

within the category of preventible diseases.

In the present state of knowledge and thera-

peutical ai't, httle can be done, directly, to

prevent many of the embryonic forms of

cataract, and those other cataracts which are

due to simple diminution of the quantiti/ of

nutrition, of which pure senile cataract is the
type. Our control over the processes of

development and of senile decay is, at best,

slight and limited. On the other hand, it is

at least ideally possible to prevent the occur-

rence of many of those cataracts which are

due to alterations of quality of nutrition.

By the prevention or the avoidance of those

general and local conditions and morbid
states which induce these qualitative altera-

tions, or by their early and effectual treat-

ment, secundum artem, by obedience to the
laws of personal and pubhc hygiene, by con-

forming to the requirements of healthy sight,

by the scientific correction of errors of re-

fi-action and accommodation, bj' adequate pro-

tection of the eyes dm'ing those occupations
which entail risks of phsyical, thermic, or

chemical injuries, cataract may often be i)re-

vented, or its progress arrested, if perchance
initial changes have already begun. For the

prevention of cataract, as well as in its general

treatment, the twofold origin of the lens-

substance and its capsule should bo borne in

mind. The fibres and the endothelium of the

lens, and the inner layer of the capsule, being
epiblastic in origin, are in intimate relation-

ship with the central nervous system, the
cuticle, hair, naUs, enamel of the teeth, and
other tissues derived from the external layer

of the blastoderm, and are. therefore, apt to

participate in many of their pathological

states. SimLlai'ly, by its mesoblastic origin,

the external layer of the capsule is directly

related to the bones, muscles, blood-vessels,

and other fibro-vascular tissues, and is liable

to their affections. In these affections the

lens-fibres and the endothelimn may become
secondarily involved. Whatever promotes the

nutrition, or averts breakdown, or arrests or

cures disease, of one portion of these groups
of tissue-elements, will, prestimably, in some
degree influence other portions. Hence
general principles are capable of a particular

apphcatiou to the several parts of the lens

and its capside. It should, however, be
borne in mind that though the epiblastic and
the mesoblastic portions of the lens have
their proper constitution and peculiar modes
of activity', they are nourished by fluids

chied}-, if not exclusively, furnished by the

ciliary body and other parts of the uveal tract.

Palliation.—If opacity of the lens exists,

but not to an amount sufficient to materi-

ally impair sight, it is sometimes possible, by
general and local measures, to improve the

special nutrition of the lens, and thereby to
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retard the progress of the cataract. In some
cases, where slight endothelial and cortical

opacities occur during transitory inflamma-
tion of the cornea, iris, or choroid, or diu-ing

exacerbations of diabetes and other diathetic

diseases, the opacities may gradually dis-

appear on the resumption of normal nutrition

after the subsidence of the inflammation or

the mehoration of the general health. But,
except within these narrow limits, genuine
cataractous opacities are incurable and irre-

movable by any means known to positive

science other than operation. Notwithstand-
ing the advancement of medical knowledge
and the increased resources of surgical art,

the earliest dictuin recorded in medical litera-

ture respecting the curability of cataract still

holds good. Nearly nineteen hundred years
ago Celsus remarked :

' Cum [suffusio] recens
incidit, medicamentis quoque saepe discutitiu"

;

sed ubi vetustior facta est, manus curationem
desiderat ' {De Mcdicina, vii. 7, 13). Increased
knowledge of the nature of cataract lessens

rather than increases the hope and expecta-

tion of dispersing the opacity by local applica-

tions or internal medicaments ; indeed it tends
more and more to demonstrate the futihty of

such pretensions and attempts.

Nevertheless the inconveniences which
attend progressing cataract may be palliated

by alleviating local irritation, by the use of

tinted glasses, by shading the eyes from
bright light, by con-ection of optical errors,

or by the use of stenopeic glasses. When
the opacity, Mhether congenital or acquired, is

limited to the pupillary area of the lens, vision

may be improved by moderate dilatation ofthe
pupil, by means of weak solutions of atropine
(gr. 55 to gr. ^ in an omice of water), or

other mydriatic. In any case, if the eyes be
otherwise healthy, moderate use of the eyes
may be indulged in, short of discomfort and
fatigue.

Operations.—The operations for the cure
of cataract may, with some allowance made
for difl'erences of local conditions, be compared
with the three procedures employed for the
removal of vesical calculus—namely, simple
crushing, with escape of the fragments per
vias naturales—hthotrity; crushing with
instant removal of the fragments by aspira-

tion—litholapaxy ; and, lastly, extraction of

the calculus en masse—lithotomy. The corre-

sponding operations for cataract are : First,

discission, or heratonyxis{K(pai,hovn\corne^\
;

vv(T(TQ>, I prick), in which the anterior capsule
is torn by a fine needle passed through the
cornea. The lens-siibstance, being thereby
exposed to the disintegrating action of the
aqueous humour, gi-adually liquefies and is

ultimately eliminated by the absorbent
vessels. Secondly, discission with evacua-
tion. The capsule is torn as in discission,

but the lens is more freely broken up. The
fragments are then, or within a few days,
removed by a grooved cm-ette through a

narrow incision immediately within the
corneal margin (linear extraction), or with-

di'awn by aspiration through a fine tube
(suction). The third operation is extraction,

in which an incision is made at or near
the corneal margin, the capsule divided and
the lens extruded by gentle pressm-e. UntU
quite recently a portion of the iris was in the

modern operation removed (ii-idectomy) at

the time of the extraction-operation, or a few
weeks or months previously (preliminary

iridectomy). But some surgeons now try to

dispense with the iridectomy, or only do it

when the cataract cannot otherwise be safely

and efficiently removed. The first and second
of the operations above referred to are applic-

able to ' soft ' cataracts, while extraction is

usually reserved for ' hard ' cataracts. Soft

cataracts may be operated on almost at any
time and in any stage ; btit hard cataracts

are, as a rule, not extracted until thej' are
' mature,' though there are many circum-

stances which may suggest and justify de-

parture from this rule. An immature cataract

may be operated on whenever both eyes are

so affected that the patient is unable to read
ordinary print or to follow his occupation or

profession.

It may here be remarked that when zonular

cataract is slight, and does not cause appre-

ciable impairment of sight, operation may be

indefinitely deferred. If, on the other hand,

the opacity is more pronounced, and the

degree of impairment of vision is such that

education or occupation cannot be comfort-

ahlj pursued, operative interference is called

for. The precise procedure will depend upon
circumstances. If the cataract be small,

dense, with defined margins and suiTOunded
by a broad clear zone, a small iridectomy

downwards and inwards (artificial pupU)

may suffice to give useful vision ; but if it be

large, and not very opaque, or if its edges

be ill-defined and broken by projecting striae,

and the surrounding zone narrow and hazy,

then discission, with or without evacuation,

win be indicated.

When the ej-e has recovered from the effects

of the operation, spectacle-lenses are needed

to correct the error of refraction due to the

absence of the crystalline (aphaJiia chirtir-

gica). Except in very short-sighted eyes

convex lenses are reqmred. The strength of

the lens will depend upon the refraction of

the eye, but ordinarily for distance a lens

of about 10 dioptres (4-inch) is needed, and

for near work about 14 D. (23-inch). If

astigmatism {see Vision, Defects of) be

present, then cylindrical lenses must be added

to the sphericals. In any case, it is desirablo

that an eye which has been operated on

should not be used too soon, nor, at fii'st, for

too long a time.

Sometimes it happens after the removal of

a cataract that, owing to the presence of hazy

or opaque lens-capsule within the pupil, it ia
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not possible to obtain useful vision by the '

most accurate optical correction. It will then

be necessary to tear throufjh the membrane
with one or two tine needles, and thereby

elYict a clear opening opposite the pupil.

John Tweedy.

CATARRH {Knrd, down; and pim, I flow).

Synox. : Coryza ; Catarrhus (Cullen) ; Cat-

arrhus communis (Good); Hhcutua: Fr. Cat-

arrhe; Coryza; Ger. Katarrh; Schnupfcn.
Definition.—The term catarrh is applied

fjenerally to intlaramation or coufjestion of

the raucous membranes, attended with in-

creased secretion. Thus authors speak of

catarrh of the stomach, intestines, bladder,

dc. In the present article the term is limited

to the inHamraatory atTections of the upper
part of the air-passages, resultinf;; from cold,

and attended by discharge from the nostrils,

soreness of the throat, hoarseness, and cough.

The term coryza is, however, more especially

limited to the cases in which there is copious
!

discharge firom the na<5al passages, while
catarrh is applied to affections of the whole
mucous membrane, including the fauces and

[

larynx.

SvMPTOMS.—The attack generally com- I

mences, shortly after exposure to cold or

more particularly to cold and damp, with a
feeling of indisposition, sense of cold down
the back or general chilliness, weight in the

forehead, headache, especially frontal, and
dryness of the nares and throat. These
symptoms are succeeded by the discharge

from the nostrils of a thin acrid tluid, water-
ing of the eyes, pains in the face, soreness of

the throat and hoarseness, with aching in all

parts of the body, and disinclination to bodily t

and mental exertion.
|

At first the affection is often confined to

one nostril, and there is pain in the corre-
|

spending temple, eyebrow, eyeball, and side

of the face, and lacrymation on that side

;

but it soon appears in the other nostril, and
involves both eyes and all parts of the face

;

and there is great sense of weisjht and pain
in the forehead and eyebrows. The discharge,
also, loses the thin character and becomes
mucous, and is often very profuse ; there is

copious lacrymation, the throat becomes
decidedly sore, the hoarseness is greater, and
there is pain in speaking and sometimes
almost entire loss of voice. There are also

;

transient pains in the chest, with a sense of
tightness and some wheezing. The appetite
from the first is impaired, and there may be
entire distaste of food, and sometimes sick-
ness and vomiting; not infrequently there
is some sense of weight in the right hypo-
chondrium, and sallowness of the com-
plexion ; the bowels are usually confined,
but there may be diarrhnea. The tongue is

generally white, the pulse may be a little

(jnickened. the skin may be dry, the tempera-
ture is raised, and the urine is scanty and
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somewhat higti-colourcd, and deposits a little

sediment. The pains in the head and face

especially atTect the forehead, the eyebrows,
the root of the nose, the eyeballs, and the

course of the dental and other nerves ; they

generally increase towards night, and may
be so severe as entirely to prevent sleep.

Not inirequently there is more or less deaf-

ness, and usually loss of smell and taste.

Herpetic spots often appear about the mouth,
and the nostrils may become ulcerated from
the discharge ; the throat is more or less red

and swollen, and often there is stiffness and
pain of the neck, and tenderness on pressure

over the larynx.

After these symptoms have continued for

two or three days they generally gradually

subside ; but the cough may contiime trouble-

some, and the patient be able to take very
little food, and may still feel weak for a week
or more. In persons of delicate constitution,

also, the weakness is often very persistent

;

and, if care be not taken, more serious in-

flammation of the bronchial mucous mem-
brane or of the lungs may supervene, and
may lapse into phthisis.

Treatment.—In the slighter forms of com-
mon cold but little treatment is required, ex-

cept the use of the ordinary household reme-
dies : the feet may be placed in hot water,

some warm diluent beverage ma}- be taken,

and a light diet must be had recourse to for

a day or two. In the more serious cases

febrifuge medicines may be given, with an
anodyne to relieve the cough, if troublesome,

or to procm-e rest at night, if the neuralgic

pains be very severe.' When the attack has
continued for two or three days a more
stimulating diet may be given, and during
convalescence tonics and stimulants may be
required.

Dr. Ferrier recommends in catarrh the

local application to the nose of the follow-

ing powder in the form of a snuff': Hydro-
chlorate of morphine 2 grains, subnitrate of

bismuth 6 draclims, giun acacia in powder
2 drachms. From one-quarter to one-half of

this may be taken in the course of twenty-
four hom's.

It not infrequently happens that in delicate

persons a cold is very ditHcult to get rid of,

and the slightest exposure is followed by an
aggravation or renewal of the symptoms,
when this is the case the most effectual

remedy is change of air, and the patient after

leaving home often rapidly improves, and
soon gets well. Thomas B. Peacock.

CATARRHAL {Kara, down ; and pe<o, I

flow).—rcrtaining to catarrh, both in its

pathological and clinical significations^for

example, catai-rhal products, catarrhal pneu-
monia, catarrhal fever, catarrhal attack.

• From 20 to 60 minims of Spiritus Ammonia
Aroniaticus in a claret-glass of any effervescing
water inay be taken at bed-time or oftener with
marked benefit.

—

Editob.
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CATHARTICS (/cn^aiptd, I cleaaise).—

This word is sometimes used as a synonym
for piu-gatives ; but in a more limited signi-

fication it means purgatives of moderate
activity. See Purgatives.

CAUSES of Disease.

—

See Disease,

Causes of.

CAUSTICS (K«ia>, I burn).—Definition.
Substances or measures wliich destroy orga-

nic tissues with which they may be brought
in contact.

Enumeration.— The caustic substances

in most common use are Potash, Soda, and
Lime ; Nitric, Hydrochloric, Sulphuric,

Chromic, Lactic, and Glacial Acetic Acids

;

Eed Oxide, Acid Nitrate, and Perchloride of

Mercury ; Carbolic Acid ; Chloride of Zinc
;

Chloride of Antimony; and Arsenic. The
ordinary caustic measures are the galvano-

cautery; Paquelin's cautery ; the red-hot

iron ; and moxae. See also Poisons.

Uses.—Caustics are chiefly employed to

destroy unhealtliy, exuberant, or malignant
growths ; to establish issues for the purpose

of counter-irritation {see Counter-irrita-
tion) ; and to destroy poisons when intro-

duced into the body by breach of the external

surface. T. Lauder Brunton.

CAUTERETS, in the French
Pyrenees.—Sulphur waters. See Mineral
Waters.

CAVERNOUS.—A peculiar quality of

sounds heard on auscultation of the lungs,

indicative of the presence of a cavity. See
Physical Examination.

CAVITY, Pulmonary.—As the result

of certain morbid processes which terminate
in the destruction of portions of the pulmo-
nary tissues, abnormal spaces or excavations

are frequently formed in the lungs, which
are designated cavities or vnmicce. These are

usually associated with, and are by far most
important in that large class of cases which
are grouped under the term Phthisis. They
may, however, originate under other condi-

tions, namely, as the resiilt of abscess or

gangrene of the lung ; of the destruction of

morbid growths or hydatid cysts ; of dilata-

tion of the bronchi ; or of destruction of the

pulmonary tissue from without, in connexion
with glandular disease, empyema, and other

lesions. The most recent observations on
this subject are given in the article Vomica.
Pulmonary cavities present wide variations

in different cases as regards their number,
size, shape, condition of their walls, amount
and nature of their contents, and other par-

ticulars. Usually they begin to form in the

upper part of one lung, but subsequently
they are produced in other parts, frequently

both lungs becoming more or less involved,

and any portion may be excavated in the

first instance. A cavity frequently goes
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through certain stages, namely, those of for-

mation and extension ; of arrest ; and of

healing or contraction, which maj' terminate
in ultimate closure and obliteration of the

vomica. Enlargement of cavities is effected

either by progi'essive implication of then
walls, terminating in their disorganisation

and removal ; or by coalescence of adjacent
spaces, the intervening lung-tissue becoming
destroyed. During this process of destruc-

tion some of the tissues often escape more
or less, especially the vessels, which may not
uncommonly be seen traversing the spaces or

running along their walls, their channel being

obliterated. Wlien an excavation is arrested

in its progress, it becomes lined by a smooth
membrane, and a more or less purulent fluid

is secreted within it. This cessation of active

mischief may not take place until a whole
lobe, or even the greater part of the lung,

is involved, a huge cavity being formed,
which presents no tendency to contract. In
other instances the progress of destruction

is stayed, the formation of purulent matter
is checked and finally ceases, a fibroid tissue

forms, and the space imdergoes a process of

contraction or cicatrisation, which may end
in a complete cure, but more commonly
merely diminishes the size of the vomica
more or less. At a post-mortem examination
in cases of phthisis it is common to find

numerous cavities in the various conditions

and stages indicated above. Occasionallj' a

vomica gives way into the pleura, followed by
pneumothorax and its consequences.

Clinically, the existence of cavities in the

lungs can only be ascertained positively by
physical examination of the chest ; and as a

rule not only their presence, but their condi-

tions, may by this means be determined with
tolerable accuracy. The physical signs vary
considerably in different cases, and are

more conveniently described in other articles.

See Phthisis ; Physical Examination ; and
Vomica. Frederick T. Egberts.

CELIi {cella, a cell in a honeycomb ; a

closed chamber).—The term ' cell ' was for a

long time applied in anatomy to various spaces

in the body large enough to be recognisable by
the naked eye ; hence ' cellular ' tissue, a name
which is still often used to designate areolar

or connective tissue. But the word came after-

wards to be applied by botanists in an entirely

different sense, namely, to the hollow, bladder-

like particles of which many of the parts of

plants were shown by the microscope to be

composed ; and the name was extended so as

to apply to similar particles in the animal

bodj'. It has since been retained and used in

histology in that sense, although it has long

been recognised that these particles, whether

in plants or animals, but especially in the

latter, do not necessarily conform to the ori-

ginal definition of a cell, the principal factor in

which was the presence of a definite cell-walL
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Cells may be either free or fixed. Instances

of free cells are to be found in the white cor-

fiuscles or leucocytes which occur in blood, in

ymph, and pus, and which constitute the bulk

of lymphatic or lymphoid (adenoid) tissue.

As instances of fixed cells may be mentioned

the various kinds of epithelium cells; the

fixed cells of the connective tissue, including

cartilage and bone; the cells of nervous tissue;

auid those which constitute the several kinds

of muscular fibres. To these may be added
the cells of most tumours.

All the cells in the body can be shown to

have been ultimately derived from the ovum
or egg-cell, which, after impregnation by and
union with a spermatozoon or sperm-cell,

divides at first into two, these again into two,

and so on by a binary process of subdiWsion
until a small mass of cells is ultimately pro-

duced. As the cells continue to multiply, this

mass presently becomes hollowed out bj- the

accumulation of fluid in its interior, and is

converted into a vesicle the wall of which is

eventually found to show an arrangement of

its component cells in three layers, which
collectivel}' form the blastoderm. The three

layers are termed respectively, from without
in, the epiblast, mesoblast, and hypoblast, and
give origin in course of development to the

different tissues and organs of the body. The
epiblast produces the cuticle and nervous
tissues, and the essential parts of the sense

organs ; the mesoblast the muscular and con-

nective tissues, including the blood and blood-

vessels ; the hypoblast forms the epithehum
of the alimentary canal, and of the glands
which open into it, including the epitheliimi

of the pulmonary air-passages.

Cells vary very much in size, but few are

large enough to be visible to the naked eye.

Every cell in the body possesses one or more
nuclei, although in some cells, in conse-
quence of chemical alterations, the nucleus
may have disappeared completely. Such
cells are, however, invariably dead, and un-
dergo only passive changes ; of the li^•ing

cell the nucleus appears, at least in all the
higher animals and plants, to be an essential
part.

The main part of the cell, in which the nu-
cleus is embedded, is known as the cell-body
or cell-substance. In most cells it is chiefly

formed by a soft albuminous material, named
protoplasm. It is upon the presence of
this material that the so-called ' vital ' phe-
nomena which are manifested by the cell

obviously depend, such as the amoeba-like
movements or changes of shape which are
exhibited by free cells such as the white
blood-corpuscles ; the production, storage,
and eventual expulsion from the cell of
materials which are to take part in the
formation of the secretions, as in the fixed
cells of glands; and the internal changes,
molecular or molar, which result in the wave-
like transmission of impidses or movements,

as is seen in the manifestations of activity

which occur in muscle, nerve, and in cihated

cells. Most of these changes are or may b«

produced or modified by the incidence of ex-

ternal stimuli ; and the property by virtue of

which the protoplasm responds to these or

other (unknown) stimuli is termed its ' iiTita-

bility' or ' excitability.'

When protoplasm is examined chemically
in the dead state it is found to be mainly
comi)osed, besides water, of certain forms of

globulin and albumin, which do not mate-
riallj' differ from those which occur in fluids,

such as egg-albiunen and blood-serum, which
exhibit none of the phenomena of life. But
there is reason to believe that the molecular

constitution of the protoplasm is very difi'e-

rent during hfe from that which is found after

death, being in the former condition of an
especially unstable character and undergoing
changes with great readiness. It is indeed

in the highest degree probable that chemical
and phj-sical changes are continually pro-

ceeding during life, and that the chemical
changes are of two antagonistic kinds, the one
kind tending to produce a building up of fresh

protoplasmic substance from the proteid and
other material supplied by the blood and
lymph, and the other kind tending to produce
a breaking down of such substance, and a

formation of simpler products. To these two
hypothetical antagonistic processes which pro-

ceed during life, the terms anabolic and kata-

bolic have been applied, while to the whole
of the chemical changes which go on, both in

the individual cells and in the collective or-

ganism, the name metabolism is given.

The forms assumed by the cells are very
various ; thus they may be spherical, ovoidal,

spmdle-shaped, flattened or scale-like, co-

lumnar, stellate—in short, of any conceivable

shape. Fixed cells retain the same shape for

an indefinite time, or vmdergo only passive

alterations ; free cells are frequently observed

to alter their shape continually by the spon-

taneous protrusion and retraction of processes

of their protoplasm (jiseudopodia). These
spontaneous changes or amoeboid movements
may, mider certain cfrcumstances, produce an
actual locomotion of the cell, as is noticed to

occur in the process of diapedesis, or passage

of the white blood-corpuscles through the

walls of the capillaries and venules.

Cells may lie scattered and isolated in a
tissue, or they may be imited by their pro-

cesses into a network, as in the connective

tissues, or closely packed and joined edge to

edge to form either a membranous stratum
or a soUd mass of cells, which may constitute

the bulk of the tissue to which the cells be-

long, as in the epithelial tissues. Or the cells

of a tissue may undergo special development
and structural modification, associated with
the assumption of special properties of con-

duction and contractility, as in the nervous

and muscular tissues. In ciliated epithehum
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the protoplasm of the cell is prolonged at the
free border into minute hair-like projections,

which during life execute a spontaneous lash-

ing movement {vibratile cilia).

in spite of the numerous researches which
have been made of late into the structure of
cells, very little is known regarding the struc-

ture of the protoplasm. Until a comparatively
recent date it was described as entirely with-
out structure ; and in many cells, especially

those of the free type, it is difficult to make
out any definite appearance of structure,

especially in the living condition. It is true

that under the influence of certain hardening
re-agents, such as alcohol and chromic acid,

a reticular appearance is produced in proto-

plasm, but the same appearance can equally
well be produced in solutions of albumin and
mucin under similar circumstances, so that

the reaction in question by no means proves
that the apparent structure is preformed

;

and it is still the opinion of some histologists

that protoplasm is essentially structureless.

It is certain, however, that in many fixed cells

a network may be observed even in the living

condition, the nodes of the network causing
a characteristic finely granular appearance in

the protojilasm, and most cytologists accord-
ingly describe the living substance of a cell as

being composed of a spongework (sjjongio-

j)lasin reticulum), and interstitial matter or

matrix occupying the meshes of the sponge-
work (liyaloijlasm enchijlema). Whether the
vital phenomena exhibited by protoplasm de-

pend upon the spongioplasm or the hyaloplasm,
or belong to both these parts of the Hving
substance, is entirely imknown.
The protojilasm of a cell maj' contain other

materials embedded in its substance, which
may either have been formed by the proto-

plasm from materials obtained from the blood,

or in the case of ' free cells ' may have been
taken bodily into the cell-protoplasm by aid

of the amoeboid movements of which these
cells are capable (inception of pai-ticles). These
materials may be in the form of granules of

albuminous, fatty, or carbohydrate nature, or

of globules of watery fluid containing sub-
stances in solution (vacuoles). Such non-
protoplasmic ingredients of the cell-substance,

when occurring within the cell as ordinary
products of its nutrition, are collectively

termed deuteroplasm. This term also includes

such portions of protoplasm as may have be-

come converted within or at the surface of

the cell into non-living material, as when the

external layer of protoplasm becomes trans-

formed by physical and chemical alterations

into a firmer and more resisting covering to

the cell, which thus becomes invested with a
cell- wall. Pathological changes in cells are

usually due to chemical transformations of

the protoplasm, which in this case are usually

termed degenerations, such as the fatty,
mucous, and colloid.

Every cell in the body possesses at least one

nucleus, but some cells

—

e.g. the white blood-
corpuscles—may have two or three nuclei

;

and others, such as the giant-cells which are

met with in normal red marrow and in certain

pathological formations, may contain a large

number. The nucleus of a cell is usually
spherical ; it is situated near the centre of

the cell, and appears to possess the function
of pi'esiding over the nutritive changes of the
protoplasm, as well as that of initiating the
division of the cell.

Most nuclei have a well-marked reticular

structure, which is visible even in the living

cell unaltered by reagents. The filaments of

the network have the property of becoming
darkly stained bj' hsematoxylin and many
other staining reagents ; hence the substance
of which thej' are composed has been termed
chromatin, to distinguish it from the part of

the nucleus which remains unstained, and
which is termed in contradistinction acliro-

matin. The filaments are aggregated at the

surface of the nucleus into a closely reticu-

lated membrane, which serves to limit the

nucleus externally. The nodes of the network,

as seen in optical sections of the nucleus, give

the latter a coarsely granular appearance,

especially because the substance of the fila-

ments tends to become aggregated at the

nodes. Besides these aggregations there are

usually present in the nucleus one or two
larger masses of chromatin, staining some-
what differently from the rest, and not always
situated at a node of the nucleus network.

To these larger masses the term nucleoli is

applied. In some nuclei the usual network
is replaced by a sort of convoluted skein of

nuclear filaments, the latter being somewhat
thicker than usual, and exhibiting, when suffi-

ciently magnified, a peculiar transversely stri-

ated appearance. This condition is, however,
usually only met with in nuclei which are

about to undergo division.

The division of the nucleus was formerly

believed to occur by a simple process of fission,

preceded by the division of the nucleolus. It

is doubtful, however, if this simple process of

direct division occurs regularly in any cells.

In nearly every case of cell-division, both in

normal tissues and in pathological forma-

tions, the nucleus undergoes a complete series

of changes, which are collectively known
under the name kanjoMnesis or karyomi-

tosis, and which result in the division first

of the nucleus and ultimately of the cell

(so-called indirect division). The changes

which are thus undergone are as follows :

—

The whole of the chromatin, including the

substance of the nucleoli and the membrane
of the nucleus, first becomes collected into

one or more filaments, which have a convo-

luted skein-like arrangement, the skein being

at first closely wound, and its filament or fila-

ments fine, but becoming gi-adually more
open, and its filaments coarser. Next, it is

found that the skein has become subdivided
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into a definite number of sliort filaments,

which often assume a bent, V-shnped form,

with the apices of the V's directed towards

the centre of the nucleus (aster phase). The
V's then midergo an alteration in relative

position, becoming interlocked at tlie equator

of the now elongated nucleus, and having
their apices directed towards the two poles.

Usually at this equatorial 2)Jiasc of karyo-

kinesis the filaments undergo a process of

longitudinal cleavage, so that there are now
twice as many as before. The resulting finer

V-shaped filaments then begin to pass into

two groups, which gradually tend towards
either pole of the nucleus, assuming as they
pass thither a radiate arrangement, with
the apices of the V's towards the centre

of each group. This is the dyaster phase.
Finally, in each of the two gi-oups, the V-
shaped filaments unite end to end to form a
skein, which subsecjueutly becomes converted
into a network, and the formation of the
daughter-nuclei may now be regarded as com-
plete. Around each one the corresponding
half of the protoplasm of the cell becomes
aggregated, so that two daughter-cells have
become formed by diWsion of the parent-cell.

^Vhile these changes are going on in the

chromatin of the nucleus, others are proceed-

ing in the achromatin substance. ^Vithin this

a spindle-shaped system of the finest possible

fibrils makes its appearance, both the poles

and the equator of the spindle corresponding
with those of the nucleus. At each pole of

the spindle is a spherical particle ternaed the
polar particle, and from this pai-ticle other
tine fibrils radiate into the adjacent proto-

plasm, so that a system of achromatic fibres

penetrates not only through every part of the
nucleus, but throughout the greater part of
the protoplasm of the cell as well. The fibres

of the nuclear spindle appear to serve as
directing lines along which the above-de-
scribed movements of the chromatic filaments
towards the poles of the nucleus occur, and
the equator of the spindle determines the
plane of separation both of the nucleus and
of the ceD.' E. A. 1Sch.\feb.

CELLULITIS. — Defimtion.— Cellu-
litis is the term applied to inflammation of
the cellular or loose connective tissue, chiefly
the subcutaneous areolar tissue, but also that
interposed between muscles and viscera, or
surrounding various organs.
The areolar connective tissue is so univer-

sally distributed throughout the body, that it

is necessarily concerned in most inflanana-
tions—no matter of what structure ; and in

' It is difficult to make these changes in the cell
and cell-nucleus perfectly clear without the aid of
illustrations. The reader who desires a more com-
plete account of the subject is leferred to Qiiain's
A tiatow y, lOlh edition, vol. i., where also a list of
recent articles dealing with the question will be
found.
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it, in fact, the chief changes generally take
place.

To consider completely the pathology of
inflamed connective tissue would bo more or
less to review the whole series of the acute
diseases. We must limit our consideration
to cases in which the cellular tissue is the
chiefor only tissue involved, or where changes
in other parts are secondary to those prinaarily

affecting the cellular tissue.

Beneath the skin, over the whole surface

of the body, lies a layer of this tissue, con-
taining within its meshes more or less adipose
matter. It will be convenient to consider
the changes which occur in it w-hen inflamed,
as they are identical with those in cellular

tissue elsewhere.

Inflammation of the subcutaneous cellular

tissue maj'be either diffuse ov circumscrihcd,
which are varieties rather in degree than in

kind. The former is nearly always acute in

type ; the latter often, but not invariably so.

A chronic form of cellulitis causing thicken-
ings is observed in various regions, or it may
be a sequel to the acute disease. The acute
form of the disease is clinicallj' similar to

phlegmonous erysipelas, and is characterised
by a spreading inflammation without ten-

dency to arrest.

1. Circumscribed Cellulitis.

—

^Etio-
LOGY.—Any injury to a part, whether of the
nature of a wound or contusion ; an impacted
foreign body ; or a fragment of bone, may
cause cellulitis. Septic absorjjtion from any
decomposing secretion in a wound, altered

blood, or infiltrated urine is prone to pro-

duce marked inflammatory changes in the
connective tissue in different parts of the
body. The poison introduced in a dissection-

or post-mortem wound often occasions an
acute cellular inflammation. Frost-bite,

burns, inflammation of viscera, arteries, veins,

or periosteum may produce inflammation of

the adjacent cellular tissue ; thus, inflam-
mation of the kidneymay cause perinephritis

;

inriannnation of the uterus may lead to pelvic

cellulitis ; or some mischief in the greater
bowel or rectum may produce inflammation
and abscess in the loose cellular tissue around
them {perityphlitis or ischio-rectal abscess);

the poison also of scarlatina causes cellulitis

of the submucous areolar tissue of the throat

;

and angina Ludovici is the name given to

the cellulitis of the floor of the mouth and
neck which is often associated with symptoms
of intense septiciemia. A syvipathctic buho
is an irritated lymi)hatic gland causing inflam-

mation of the cellular tissue around it.

Pathology.— Pathological^, areolar con-
nective tissue is of the greatest importance
in the organism, being the most li-equent

seat of inflannnatorj' and other changes.
It mainly consists of loosely interlaced

bundles of fibrous tissue, with flattened con-

nective-tissue corpuscles adherent to them,
and leucocytes, or amoeboid corpuscles, in
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the areolae. The exact part played in in-

flammation by the cellular elements is not
quite settled. IJnder ordinary circumstances
the leucocytes doubtless proliferate, and the
fixed corpuscles probably do so also. Even
under the influence of a slight irritation the
flattened corpuscles in a few hours become
globular, and present many nuclei in their

interior—changes certainly pointing towards
proliferation ; while the very rapid increase
of cells which takes place points to their

derivation from cells pre-existing in the part,

although the immigration of leucocytes from
the blood into the inflamed part adds con-

siderably to their numbers. Whether the
j)erversion of nutrition which forms the start-

ing point of the disease first induces a local

cell-proliferation, or an immigration of leu-

cocytes, or what proportion these two pro-

cesses bear to each other, is difficult to deter-

mine.
The disease consists essentially in a very ac-

tive cell-proliferation and increase. Whether
the cellulitis be circumscribed or diffuse,

similar changes occur ; the difference be-

tween the varieties being that in the former
there is formed a limiting zone of vascular
tissue resembling granulation-material, which
is absent when the inflammation is diffuse.

There are otherwise no anatomical differ-

ences. When cellular tissue inflames, the

part swells from the sero-fibrinous exudation
poured out from the distended capillaries

;

its meshes are filled with young round cells,

partly by proliferation of the connective-

tissue corpuscles, in part by the accumulation
of migrating leucocytes ; and the circulation

is interfered with by the pressure of the effu-

sion, complete stasis sometimes taking place.

While the cell-increase is proceeding, the

fibrillar intercellular substance gradually

disappears, in part by necrosis, and in part

by becoming liquefied ; and the tissue is

finally transformed into pus. When this

has happened the deeper layers of the skin

disintegrate ; it becomes undermined and
gradually thinner; necrosis in one or more
jjlaces follows ; and the pus mingled with
shreds of dead cellular tissue escapes, the

latter resembling nothing so much as soaked
washleather. The pus, at first thin and
serous, subsequently becomes laudable. There
is always a gi'eat tendency to suppuration,

the vitality of areolar tissue being very low

;

but resolution sometimes takes place with-

out formation of pus. The consequences of

cicatrisation differ, according to the tissue or

organ involved and the extent of the disease

;

but essentially they are similar everywhere.
A gradual contraction sets in. In external

parts we can observe ati'ophic changes taking

place, followed sometimes by deformity or

loss of function, while in the viscera the
condition is known as cirrhosis. The special

tissue of an organ or of a muscle cannot be
reproduced ; it is replaced after an injury by

connective-tissue cicatrix. In such tissues

as bone, tendon, and nerve, however, the
cicatrix will usually be converted into the
normal tissue of the part.

Symptoms.—The amount of fever varies

with the extent of the disease and the nature
of the cause. When the cellulitis is quite

limited there may be little or none, but deep-
seated or extensive cellulitis produces con-

siderable constitutional disturbance. Painful
swelling of the inflamed part will first be
observed ; the skin soon becomes tense, red,

and cedematous, although at the outset it is

sometimes paler than normal. The redness
is gradually lost towards the periphery of the

swelling, and is darker, or of a bluish-red

tint in the centre, from the obstruction to

the exit of blood ; the swelling is doughy,
inelastic to the touch, and pits on pressure.

The inflamed region feels hard, the indura-

tion ceasing by no well-defined border. If

resolution occur all these symptoms subside.

A greater or less amoimt of thickening of

the tissue may, however, persist—often for a
lengthened period, the parts slowly return-

ing to their normal state. In the central

portion suppuration is, however, the rule.

When it occurs, the pain and tension dimin-
ish ; fluctuation is felt—obscure at first ; the

pus by degrees approaches the surface, and
escapes spontaneously, or by an artificial

outlet which may be provided. When the

inflammation is more deeply placed, espe-

cially when beneath strong fasciae, there wiU
at first be no well-marked redness or swelling

of the skin, or only a shght pinkish hue, with
some oedema, to indicate the changes taking

place beneath ; and fluctuation may be diffi-

cult or impossible to make out long after

pus has formed ; but the pain and fever are

considerable. This variety of the disease

may also terminate in resolution—especially

when early and appropriate treatment has

been adopted ; or in suppuration. It may
also become chronic ; or relapses may take

place after temporary amendment. If the

cause of irritation be a slight one, but re-

peatedly renewed, permanent thickenings or

atrophic changes in the tissue may result;

or the circumscribed may be converted into

diffuse cellulitis. A very intense irritant

sometimes induces gangrene. The same
event may happen if a previously diseased

tissue be attacked, as an anasarcous limb;

or pressure, associated with the cellulitis

accompanying the formation of bed-sores,

may be sufficient to cause it.

2. DiflFuse Cellulitis.—Synon. : Diffuse

phlegmon ; Pseudo-erysipelas ; Diphtheria of

the cellular tissue.—This is a severe disease,

attended by general symptoms of a marked
character, frequently associated with septi-

caemia, of which it may be both a cause and

an effect.

jEtiology.— The most frequent cause of

diffuse cellulitis is some form of septic in-
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fection. In the extremities tlie disease may
originate from some tritliiif^ cause, especially

in those whose constitution is imi)airod by

age, privation, or excess ; in the hand and
forearm of such persons it is especially

common after wounds on the finger or an
insignificant whitlow. In convalescence from

acute febrile diseases, especially typhus or

typhoid, a local phlegmon is sometimes
transformed into a diffuse cellulitis.

Symptoms.—The local symptoms of diffuse

cellulitis resemble those of the circumscribed

form, but are more intense : the disease is not

limited, and it is accompanied by severe

constitutional disturbance.

A sudden rigor with elevation of tempera-

ture often ushers in the attack ; the rigor

may recur at intervals, but sweating is

unusual, and vomiting infreipient. In the

atfected region the patient experiences a

great sense of weight and distension, with
severe dragging pain. ^Vhen the mtlamma-
tion is deep-seated the changes in the skin

may not be well-marked, even after a con-

siderable extent of the cellular tissue has

perished. This peculiarity is a very dan-

gerous one, because it leads to the nature of

the affection being for a time overlooked

and efl&cient aid postponed. When the skin

participates, the redness is duskier in hue,

less sharply defined, and less easily dispersed

by the pressure of the finger than in the

cutaneous inflammation of erysipelas, while it

soon becomes (Edematous. The affected area

feels brawny, hard, and swollen throughout,

and is extremely tender and painful ; sleep

is interfered with ; any movement causes

great suffering ; the fever is often very high ;

the secretions are diminished ; and the appe-
tite is lost. Eigor and sweating presently

announce the formation of matter. The
sweUing becomes less prominent and more
soft; the skin is mottled, thinned, and jneld-

ing in places ; and the fever and pain subside.

Convalescence may take place on the evacua-
tion of the pus ; or the rigor may be renewed,
the fever reappear or continue, and the patient

sink with symptoms of blood-poisoning. The
more deeply the inflammation extends the
more tedious is recovery, and the more liable

is the patient to relapse. The muscles,
tendons, and adjacent joints may become
involved in the suppuration ; or perforation
of a dangerous character of neighbouring
cavities or organs may take place. Suppura-
tion consequent upon diffuse cellular inflam-
mation will sometimes extend up the forearm
to the elbow, undermine the skin, dissect the
muscles, open into the finger- and wrist-
joints, cause necrosis of tendons, and ter-

minate in the loss of the limb by amputation,
or perhaps in loss of life from septic poisoning.
Should recovery ensue, the limb is often
permanently crippled from the matting to-

gether of muscles and tendons, the imp lired
mobility of the joints, and the adhesions that

take place between tissues which should
freely glide over one another. Suppuration
is the rule, but under favourable circum-
stances, and with early and suitable treatment,

it may occasionallj- be prevented. Usually
pus has already formed when the case comes
under observation, and the surgeon has only
to use his bistoury to evacuate the matter and
thus limit the spread of the disease.

The irregular cavities and sinuses left after

the evacuation of the dead tissue often sup-

purate for a long time, and this may lead to

amyloid degeneration of the viscera. The
thromboses which form of necessity in the
smaller veins implicated in the inflamed area

may break down and lead to septic embolism
and pyaemia. The risk of this complication is

a serious and ever-present one in these cases.

Diagnosis.—Cellulitis has chiefly to be
diagnosed from erysipelas. Erysifielas may
involve the subcutaneous tissues, and cause
inflammation and suppuration of the connec-
tive tissue, but it alwaj's begins in the skin,

which is more extensively affected. Inflam-
mation of the cellular tissue begins beneath
the skin, where the swelling and effusion

first take place ; the skin becomes involved
later, and usually to a less extent, while it

may remain, at least for some time, almost
entirely free ; the redness, too, is less bright,

and more diffused, not presenting the distinct

margins of er^-sipelas, but fading into the

surromiding parts. In the later stages the
two conditions are scarcely distinguishable.

At first it may be ditficult to decide whether
the case is one of inflammation of the sub-

cutaneous cellular tissue, of the intermuscular
areolar tissue, or of that connected with the
periosteum, or around a vein. The greater

the general swelling of the limb, the more
considerable the fever and the pain, and the

less the redness of the skin, the more probable
is it that the inflammation affects the more
deeply seated structures.

Prognosis.—The prognosis of cellulitis de-

pends on the extent and severity of the disease

and the constitution of the patient.

Treatment.—The local cause should be
removed, as far as practicable. If the wound
be in a foul condition it should be rendered
aseptic. Absolute rest to the inflamed parts

is of great importance. So long as suppura-

tion has not occurred, resolution is possible.

Graduated pressure can rarely be tolerated.

Blistering is not employed in the acute form,

but may be useful in removing more chronic

changes. Cold apidications and ice may
abate pain and inflammation, but in many
cases warm fomentations and poultices give

relief. In the more advanced stages, espe-

cialh' when they tend to become chronic, cold

is useless or even dangerous, from liabilitj' to

cause gangrene in debilitated subjects. Local

blood-letting does not prevent suppuration,

and is u.sually contra-indicated by the weak
state of the patient. When pus forms, or
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its presence is suspected, a sufficiently free

outlet should be provided for it as soon as

possible. Nothing so effectually checks the

further spread of the disease. The incision

should be made at the most prominent
point. It is often better to make a num-
ber of small incisions, from half an inch
to an inch in length, than one long one,

which is apt to be followed by serious bleed-

ing, and does not so efficiently relieve the

strangvdated tissues. When suppuration is

only suspected, incisions should nevertheless

be practised without delay, withoiit waiting
for fluctuation. Pus and shreds of dead
cellular tissue should be frequently washed
out of the wound with an irrigator. No
force should be used to remove portions of

dead tissue ; any dragging tends to rujiture

the small blood-vessels, and to destroy the

remaining connexions of the skin with the

deeper structm'es. Antiseptic precautions

must be zealously carried out.

"When a joint is involved, or when the pa-

tient is exhausted by the discharge, and the

tissues are spoiled, amputation is often neces-

sary. Excision may be practised if the con-

dition of the soft ijaits admits of it. But these

are points for the surgeon's consideration.

The general treatment consists in giving
nourishing food and stimulants, combined
with opiates to relieve pain, and iron,

quinLue, and other tonics.

William Mac Cormac.

CEPHALALGIA {Kf(f>a\^, the head;
and /lAyoy, pain).—Pain in the head. See
Headache.

CEPHALHEMATOMA {>c€(Pa\^, the

head; alfxa, blood; and oma, a formative suffix

indicating a tumour).
Definition.—An effusion ofblood occurring

in newly born infants, forming a tumour uj^on

the head ; situated beneath the pericranium,

upon the surface of the skull ; or more rarely

beneath the skull, between it and the dura
mater.

Description.—This disease is of very
rare occurrence, and must not be confounded
with the caput succcdaneum, which is an effu-

sion of serum external to the pericranium,

and of common occurrence. The blood is

generally extravasated immediately beneath
the 2'ericranium, over one of the parietal

bones, most frequently the right, but it may
occur over the fi'ontal or occipital. Com-
bmed with this, or arising independently,

but of extreme rarity, may be an effusion

beneath the cranium. The origin of cephal-

hai-matoma has been attributed to a variety

of causes, but is most probably due to the

constriction of the margin of the os uteri

during labour. It is generally observed

some hours or a day after birth, as a cir-

cumscribed swelling, slightly tense and fluc-

tuating ; and its peculiarity consists in a

bony circle surrounding and limiting it.

CEEEBELLUM, LESIONS OP

Diagnosis. — These tumonrs have been
mistaken for hernia cerebri ; but their situa-

tion over the bone away from thefontaneUes,
the absence of pulsation, and the existence
of fluctuation in cephalheematoma should
prevent this mistake.

Prognosis.—Generally the blood becomes
absorbed, but occasionally suppuration oc-

curs, or the bone may become necrosed ; if

beneath the skull, serious consequences, in-

cluding idiocy, may ensue.

Treatment.—As a rule, cephalhsematoma
is not to be mterfered with. If suppuration
take place the pus must be evacuated.

Clement Godson.

CEEEBELLUM, Lesions of.—The
cerebellum is liable to the same diseases as

the brain and nerve-centres generally, siich

as haemorrhage, abscess, various forms of de-

generation, tumours, &c. The nature of the

pathological condition is to be determined by
the symptoms peculiar to each, so far as this

is possible. Its locality in the cerebellum is

to be diagnosticated, first, by certain symp-
toms which are due to the cerebellar lesion

as such, which may be termed the direct

symptoms ; and, secondly, by those symp-
toms which depend more on the influence

exerted by the lesion on neighbouring or sub-

jacent centres and structures. These latter

may be termed the indirect symptoms.
It is by no means easy to separate these

symptoms from each other, and to say how
much is due to interference with the functions

of the cerebellum, and how much to inter-

ference with the functions of other parts.

There are few diseases which have a purely

local organic or functional Umitation. Hence,
in order to arrive at the symptoms pecuhar
to cerebellar lesions, it is necessary to

exclude all pathological affections which in

their very nature affect the whole of the

intracranial centres, such as tumours or men-
ingitis. The most satisfactory conclusions,

from a pathological point of view, are to be

drawn from cases of atrophy or degeneration

of the cerebellum, and, from a physiological

point of view, from the results of the experi-

mental lesions of this organ in the lower

animals.
The evidence from these two sources is

mutually supporting.

Direct Symptoms.— The characteristic

symptoms of cerebeUar disease are disorders

of equilibrium, shown, on attempts at loco-

motion, in a reeling or staggering gait (titu-

bation), and a continual tendencj- to stumble

or fall over the most trifling obstacle, or on

hurried movements.
These symptoms may be confounded with

locomotor ataxy, but careful observation will

show that in cerebellar disease there is no

true ataxy. The movements are quite co-

ordinated with each other, and are such ae

would instinctively be made to prevent fall-
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uij;. or to presprvo the equilibrium ; and have

none of the proi'ipitate, incf^ular, and sprawl-

ing character seen iii ataxy. They are not

spoeially intensihed on closure of the eyes,

which is such a marked feature in ataxy.

Nor are they accompanied by any of the

sensory afVections of ataxy, whether in the

form of pains or ana>sthesia.

There is no true motor paralysis in cere-

bellar disease as such, and the various

volitional movements of the lunbs can be

carried out perfectly weU in the recumbent
posture. Sensation, general and special, is

not directly atlected in cerebellar disease.

Nystagmus and strabisnnis luive been ob-

served, more particularly in connexion with

lesion of the cerebellar peduncles. Defects

of articulation liave been noticed, but it is

very doubtful whether they should be re-

garded as direct symptoms.
Lesions of the cerebellum may be entirely

latent, or not cause any very obvious symp-
toms during life. This has been observed

in cases of congenital atrophy, or when the

disease has been of a slowly progressive

character, or limited to one lobe. Affections

of the middle lobe arc specially calculated to

induce the characteristic symptoms.
IxDiRECT Symptoms.—I'ain in the head,

more particularly at the back, though not
constantly situated there, is frequently asso-

ciated with organic disease of the cerebellum.
Vomiting is also very frequently observed,

perhaps more constantly than in connexion
with diseases of other parts of the brain.

There is, however, no reason to regard this

as due to cerebellar disease as such. It is pro-

bably due to indirect effects on the medulla.
Afi a general rule, diseases tending to en-

croach on the sjiace of the posterior fossa,

or to increase the pressure in this region,

have a similar effect.

Hetnijylcgia is not tmcommon in con-
nexion with cerebellar disease, and more par-

ticidarly in cases of tumour or hicmorrhago
in the lateral lobe of the cerebellum. Tlie

hemiplegia is on the side opposite the lesion.

This does not prove that the hemiplegia is

due to the destruction of the cerebellar lobe,

or that the cerel)ellar lobes have cross rela-

tions with the limbs. Experimental physio-
logy and anatomical investigations tend to

show that the cerebellar lobes are function-
ally related to the motor tracts on the same
side. This is also borne out by the fact that
atrophy of the lateral lobe of the cerebellum
follows disease and degeneration of the o]ipo-

site cerebral hemisphere. The hemiplegia
from cerebellar disease is, therefore, in aU
probabihty, due to compression or some
aflfection of the subjacent motor tracts, which
decussate at the pyramids. The fact that it

occurs chiedy when the disease is limited to
the lateral lobe is what might be expected on
anatomical grounds.

Aj^cctions of sensation, common and

special, have been observed in cases of cere-

bellar disease. Diminution of tactile sensa-

tion on the opposite side of the body, when
the disease is situated in the lateral lobe, is

to be accounted for in the same way as the

motor paralysis. As regards the special

senses, atfections of sight have been most
frequently noted. Sight is certainly not
abolished by destruction of the cerebellum
in the lower animals, and when blindness

occurs in man in connexion with diseases of

this organ, it is due either to imi)lication of

the corpora quadrigemina, functionally or

organically, or to secondary degeneration in

the optic tracts, as the result of neuritis.

A special feature of tumours of the cere-

bellum, more especially of the middle lobe,

is a tonic rigidity* of the muscles of the back
of the neck, with retraction of the head, asso-

ciated frequently with flexion of tiie forearms,

and extension of the lower extremities and
pointing of the toes. In these cases also,

psychical affections, more particularly mental
hebetude or stupor, occur as the result of

secondary di-opsy of the ventricles, caused by
pressure on the veins of Galen. The symp-
toms then become those of hydi'ocephalus.

Hiemorrhage into the middle lobe of the
cerebellum, in addition to the ordinary symp-
toms of apoplexy, has been frequently found
to cause vascular excitement of the genital

organs—in the male marked priapism. This
symptom, of which several cases were first

reported by Serres, led this observer to

modify the view of Gall that the cerebelliim,

as a whole, was related to the sexual instinct,

and to regard the middle lobe only as having
any such function. The facts, however, are

susceptible of a totally different interpreta-

tion, and one more in harmony with other

data of physiology and pathology. It has
been found experimentally by Segalas and by
Eckhard that irritation of the posterior sur-

face of the medulla and pons gives rise to

vascular excitement of the generative organs,

and hence the symptoms in cases of ha!mor-
rhage into the middle lobe are to be ascribed

to irritation of this region. This also ex-

plains the absence of the symjjtoms when
the hffimoiThage occurs into the lateral lobes.

There is absolutely no evidence of the slightest

value in support of Gall's hypothesis. The
facts of clinical medicine go a considerable

way in diametrical opposition to it, if they
are not themselves sufficient entirely to over-

throw it.

Cerebellar Peduncles.—Respecting the

effects of disease of the restiform tracts or

inferior cerebellar pedimcles we have no
definite knowledge.

Cases, however, are on record in which
lesions have been found involving principally

either the superior or middle cerebellar

peduncles. The symptoms, in the main,
agree with those observed by Magendie on
section of the middle peduncle in the lower
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animals. The chief effect of this lesion was
to cause an irresistible tendency to roll over

towards the side of lesion. Together with
this rotatory disturbance of the equihbrium,

a pecuhar distortion of the optic axes was
observed, the eye on the side of lesion being

directed downwards and inwards, the other

looking upwards and outwards.

In a case described by Curschmann
{Deutsckes Archiv f. klin. Med. xii. 356),

along with appearances of basilar meningitis,

which somewhat complicated the case, there

was found a focus of softening, surrounded
by capillary haemorrhage, in the right

superior cerebellar peduncle. The symptoms
observed in this case were a rotatory distor-

tion to the right side, to which position the

patient invariably returned when resistance

to this movement was withdrawn. There
was no motor paralysis, nor was there any
distortion of the optic axes.

A case has been put on record by Nonat
{Comptes Bendus, 181) of apoplectic extrava-

sation into the right middle peduncle of the

cerebellum and right cerebellar hemisphere.
In this case the head and trunk were twisted

towards the right side, and the ocular symp-
toms were also present, the eyes being im-
movable in a position of skew deviation.

Other cases are on record in which the

cerebellar peduncles have been involved in

more extensive lesions ; but the symptoms,
though not opposed to those above related,

are incapable of differential analysis. The
special diagnostic symptoms, therefore, of

lesion of the cerebellar peduncles are what
are frequently termed ' forced movements

'

(Zwangsheivcgungen), or distortions of the

normal axis of the trunk. The exact direc-

tion of the distortion, in consequence of lesion

specially limited to one or other peduncle on
the right or left side respectively, is somewhat
doubtful, though as a rule it has been found
towards the side of lesion. Much, however,
wiU depend on whether the lesion is of an
irritative or inflammatory, or of a destructive

character. A lesion of an u-ritative nature,

though occupying the same position as a
destructive lesion, would exactly reverse the
du-ection of the distortion of the head and
trunk. D. Ferrier.

CEREBRAL ABSCESS.—-See Brain,
Abscess of.

CEREBRAL APOPLEXY. — See
Apoplexy, Cerebral.

CEREBRAL ARTERIES, Diseases
of.

—

See Brain, Vessels of, Diseases of.

CEREBRAL HEMORRHAGE.—
See Brain, Hemorrhage into.

CEREBRITIS.—Inflammation of the
brain-substance. See Brain, Inflammation
of.

CEREBRO-SPINAL FEVER

CEREBRO - SPINAL FEVER. —
Synon. : Epidemic Cerebro-spinal Meningitis;
the Black Sickness (popular, Dublin) ; Fr.

Meningite cerebro-spinale epidetnique
; Ger.

Cerebral-Typhus; Epidemisclie Meningitis.
Definition.—An acute epidemic febrile

disease, characterised by sudden invasion, with
extreme nervous shock, vomiting, excessive
pain referred to the back of the neck and
spine, spasmodic contraction of muscles, ex-

cessive sensibility of the skin, and frequently
delirium; accompanied by purpuric eruptions,

either circumscribed, raised, hard, and shotty

to the feel, or extensive purpuric spots or

patches, frequently accompanied by vesicular

eruptions, usually of herpetic but sometimes
of a pemphigoid character ; and often puru-
lent inflammation of the eyes. Post mortem
there are found : inflammation of the mem-
branes of the brain and spinal cord, especi-

ally of the arachnoid, with deposit of white,

yellow, or greenish-yellow lymph upon the

surface of the arachnoid, especially at the

base of the brain and anterior portion of

the medulla oblongata and spinal cord, and
effusion of serum into the ventricles and
sub-arachnoid spaces.

Etiology.—Age.—Cerebro-spinal fever is

more commonly met with among children

under ten years of age ; after childhood it

usually attacks those approaching the age of

puberty or in early adult life ; it is seldom
met with after the age of thirty-five years,

and is very rare after forty.

Sex.—The disease is much more frequent

in adult males than females—robust males
between the ages of fifteen and thirty are its

chief victims ; but among children it seems
to attack both sexes almost equally.

Occupation.—It seems specially to affect

young recruits in the army, as was the case

in the French epidemics. In Dublin it was
specially severe among the recruits of the

Royal Irish Constabulary stationed in the

police barracks in the Phcenix Park. There
does not appear to be any other occupation

which predisposes to cerebro-spinal fever.

Excessive fatigue seems to increase the

liability to the disease : it has arisen after a

hard day's hunting, foot-racing, long walks,

dancing, or in children exhausted from out-

door play.

In epidemics it occurs in isolated localities

far apart from one another : it does not seem
to extend from a district to adjacent districts

;

thus resembling affections connected with

marsh miasms, and evidently requiring some
very special local conditions to secure its

spread. Micro-organisms similar to those

described in pneumonia have been found in

connexion with this disease, but no microbe

has been discovered which can as yet be

specifically associated with it.

Season and Climate.—Cerebro-spinal fever

is widely distributed in the temperate zone.

It prevails more in cold than in hot weather

;
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in Ireland it has usually prevailed in winter

and early spring.

General Siinitary Conditions.—It seonis

to be less intlueiiced than most other epidemic

affections bj" general sanitary conditions.

Commiiiiicabilily.—It is generally believed

not to be contagious. A few doubtful cases

of contagion have been recorded ; except,

however, where it has appeared as an epi-

demic among recruits, there are compara-

tively few instances of more than one case

arising in any particular house or circum-

scribed locality.

Epidemic Influence.—The disease is un-

doubtedly epidemic in its character.

Unwholesome Food.—It has been suggested

that cerebro-spinal Fever owes its origin to

the use of breadstuffs made fi-om diseased

grain, but there is no proof of such being the

case.

Anatomic.vl Characters.—Cadaveric rigi-

dity is well-marked. Large purpuric patches

foirm after deatli, even in cases where there

were no purpuric symptoms dtrring life ; in

some cases the whole body has turned black.

On incision a large quantity of dark, tarrj'-

looking blood exudes ; tlie muscles are darker

than usual, and in prolonged cases much
weakened and wasted. There is increased vas-

cularity of the scalp ; the cerebral sinuses are

much distended with dark blood ; and scrum
is found in the sub-arachnoid si)aees and ven-

tricles. All the membranes of the brain may
be more or less congested, the arachnoid being
always extremely vascular and opaque from
deposits of lymph—this opacity varies from
slight milkiness to thick and dense deposits.

The most marked intracranial lesion is the
white-yellowish or yeUowish-green ' librino-

pundent' deposit found at the base of the
brain. This deposit varies somewhat with the
duration of the disease : in cases which die

early the deposit is usually slight, whitish,

Emd soft ; in those which live for a week
or so it is yellowish or greenish ; in pro-
longed cases the deposit is more white and
pure, the effused serum greater in quantity,
and tlie vascular fulness less. The origins of
the nerves seem to be biiried in and com-
pressed by the deposit. The brain-substance
itself is more vascular than normal, but not
otherwise altered. In the spinal cord the
lesions are similar to those foimd in the brain
and its membranes. In some cases ])urulent

infiltration of the eyeball, and effusion into
the joints have been met with. The lungs,
liver, and spleen have been found much con-
gested and softened in many cases.

Symptoms.—The patient is usually attacked
traddenly, when apparently in vigorous health,
by faintness, vomiting of greenish matter, and
intense pain referred especially to the back of
the head and neck ; the extremities become
cold ; the patient becomes . insensible and
sometimes convulsed; the limbs become rigid.

On recovering fi-om the collapse, the patient

21

complains of great pains in the head, back of

nock, and along the spine ; the head is drawn
back, 60 as to be almost at a right angle with
the spine ; the whole back is sometimes
arched, as in tetanus ; the muscles become
rigid, and the skin excessively sensitive ; neu-

ralgic pains are also complained of in all parts

of the body. In most of the severe cases

eruptions appear within the first twent^'-four

hours. The eruption usually appears first on
the legs, and is frequently confined to the

lower extremities. The spots are usually black,

raised, about a line in breadth, and foci like

a grain of shot under the skin. Sometimes
these raised s[)ot8 are surrounded by a dark
pm-jjlish areola ; in most cases large purpuric
patches of many inches in extent form on vari-

ous parts ; sometimes they coalesce and cover
the entire body. Vesicular eruptions are also

common ; these usually have the character

of herpes, and are most frequent on the face,

neck, and shoulders. The herpetic eruptions

are met with as frequently in mild as in

severe cases. Pemphigus sometimes appears
in the advanced stages of the disease. When
reaction sets in, the temperature is found to

have risen to from 100° to 103' or 104° F.,

and in some cases has reached 107° F. In
many cases the temperature never rises, and
the patient dies in the stage of collapse ; the

respiration becomes of a sigliing character ;

the pulse rises to about 120, and has a peculiar

jerking character, giving a sharp upstroke to

a sph3-gmogi'aphic tracing.

The foregoing symptoms are very variable
;

any one, or even a considerable number of

them, may be absent throughout the whole
course of the case.

CoMPLiCATioxs AND Sequel.^.—Complica-
tions connected with the nervous sj-stem are

the most often seen. Paralysis of one or more
limbs is common, of a hemiplegic character,

and most frequently attacking the arm.
Deafness is not very common, hut has been
met with in several cases, sometimes be-

coming permanent. The eye-complications

are among the most frequent and most
serious. The eye may be attacked with a
low form of inflammation, terminating in

purulent infiltration of the whole or part

of the organ ; the cornea is more frequently
mvolved than any other portion ; and this

sometimes giving waj', the whole contents
of the globe escape, causing hopeless loss of

the eye. The sight is also often permanently
impaired by iritis, or opacity of the cornea.

In many cases, however, the inflammation
completely subsides. It is remarkable that

it is the right eye which is usually attacked,

that both eyes are seldom affected, and
rarely the left eye alone. Acute inflamma-
tion of the larger jomts is a frequent com-
plication in some epidemics ; this often

terjiiinates in purident intra-articular efiti-

sion. HiBmorrhagcs are frequent in the

more malignant forms, and are almost
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always present iu cases where the puriniric

blotches are of large extent ; these haemor-
rhages have occurred from the nose, uterus,

bowels, kidneys, and ears in about the fore-

going order of frequency. Gangrene is occa-

sionally met with, and the cases in which it

occurs are usiially fatal ; although toes have
been lost, and yet the patient has recovered.

The purpuric patches have al.-o sloughed
without serious danger to the p itient's life.

Diagnosis.—Cerebro-spinal fever is liable

to be confoiinded with typhus fsver, on account
of the petechial rash, but is distinguished

from it by the eruption appearing suddenly,

without any previous mottling of the skin.

The nervous symptoms also distinguish it

from tjfihus, although in a case of typhus
complicated with cerebro-spinal meningitis

the diagnosis is extremely difficult, and may
be impossible. It is distinguished from pur-
pura hannorrhagica by the intensity of the

fever, and the localised nervous symptoms.
The malignant cases are more likely to be
mistakenfor malignant scarlatina than for any
other disease, and must be distinguished there-

from by the rash, sore-throat, and nervous
affections

;
yet in some cases the two dis-

eases have been indistinguishable from each
other, especially where death occurred within

twenty-four hours and both were epidemic

at the time. In other cases malignant small-

pox has been mistaken for this disease.

Prognosis, Duration, Terminations, and
Mortality.—The prognosis, duration, &c., of

cerebro-spinal fever depend much upon the

form the affection assumes, and for con-

venience we may divide it into the following

forms :

—

1st. Cases of a very mild form, terminating

in recovery ; the duration being usually from
one to three weeks.

2nd. Cases of a very severe form, setting

in suddenly ; the symptoms being very
violent and well-marked, accompanied by
purpuric spots and blotches, with a tendency
to haemorrhages, with deep collapse and
coma ; usually terminating fatally in from
a few hours to three days.

3rd. Cases of medium severity, where all

the nervous symptoms set in with less

suddenness than in the second class of

cases, purpuric blotches not being usually

present, and no haemorrhages. These usually

yield to treatment, and terminate in recovery

in from two to six weeks.
4th. Cases which set in either in a mild

or in a severe form, but in which, on the

subsidence of the fever, the strength does not

return, convalescence is retarded or arrested

altogether, and the patient falls into a

general atrophic condition, and usually dies,

in from three to six months, of marasmus.
By deciding to which of the above classes

the case belongs, the prognosis will be to a

great extent determined. The chief indica-

tion of danger is the early appearance of pur-
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puric and haemorrhagic conditions. Patients
who have for from ten days to a fortnight

escaped serious complications usually recover.

The mortality in cerebro-sjnnal fever is

very high—probably on an average about
CO per cent. In some of the American
epidemics it is placed as high as 75 per cent.

Among the Irish constabulary it reached 80
per cent. Like other epidemic diseases, the
mortality is highest at the commencement of

the epidemic. It is most fatal about the age
of twenty, and less so under fifteen years.

Treatment.—The treatment in the early

stage must be directed to recovering the

patient from the collapse. This is best done
by the application of heat, the administration
of small quantities of stimulants or stimu-

lating enemata, and the application of sina-

pisms over the chest and back. In the next
stage of the disease attention must be almost
altogether du-ected to allaying the spinal

irritation, and promoting the absorption of

the effused matters. Tlie extreme irritation

wiU be best diminished by the use of bella-

donna and bromide of potassium. Ergot
has also been found useful for this pur-

pose. The pain, which is extreme, will yield

best to frequent and considerable doses of

opium ; indeed, many physicians have relied

altogether on opium as the curative agent.

Chloral hydrate has proved beneficial, in

conjunction with bromides, in allaying rest-

lessness and procuring sleep. With a view
of promoting absorption of the effused mat-
ters, mercury and iodide of potassium have

been chiefly relied upon. In the more
sthenic cases calomel may be employed with

benefit in small and repeated doses. The
disease being usually of an asthenic type,

mercury will seldom be well borne, and
iodide of potassium should be preferred.

Leeches applied to the back of the neck,

behind the ears, or to the temples, produce

great relief of the excessive pam in the head

and upper part of the spine. The application

of ice to the head and spine temporarily allays

pain, but there is little evidence of permanent
benefit being derived therefrom. In pro-

longed cases blistei-s applied along the spine

have been favourably spoken of. The local

complications must be treated as they arise,

and according to general principles applicable

in each case. Stimulants are required in

considerable quantity in a very large number
of the cases which present adynamic symp-

toms. T. W. Grimshaw.

CEREBKUM, Diseases of. — See

Brain, Diseases of; also Convolutions of

THE Brain, Diseases of ; Corpus Striatum.

Diseases of; &c.

CERES, in Cape Colony. — See

Africa, South.

CHALAZION ixo-^aCa, hail).—A small

encysted tumour of the eyelids, colourless and

transparent, somewhat resembling a hailstone.
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CHALK-STONES.—This name is ap-

plieil to the deposits which are formed in

connexion with the gouty diathesis, especi-

ally in the joints. They are thus denomi-

nated from their appearance and physical

characters, in which they more or less

resemble chalk ; but in their chemical com-

position they are entirely different, consisting

mainl}' of urate of sodium. See Gout.

CHALYBEATE WATERS (chahjbs,

steel).—Mineral waters which contain iron.

See Mi.VERAL \\'ateks.

CHANCRE (Fr. chancre). — Hard
chancre is the initial manifestation of

syphilis. See Syphilis. For Soft chancre,

sec ViiSEUEAL Disease.

CHANGE OP LIFE.—Synon. : Cli-

macteric epoch ; Sexual involution ; Fr. Meno-
pause ; Ger. Menstruationscnde.

Definition.—The time of life in a woman
when the functions of the uterus and ovaries

cease, menstruation terminating—a period

when disease of these organs is especially

prone to occur, and when various constitu-

tional disturbances are ahnost certain to arise.

Anatomical Characters.—Great changes
occur in the sexual organs— the ovaries lose

their smooth outline, and after a while be-

come shrivelled up, occasionally ovt\y a trace

of them remaining ; the Fallopian tubes di-

minish in size, and sometimes become ob-

literated; the walls of the uterus atrophy,

its cavity becomes much smaller, and the

cervix disappears altogether.

Symptoms.—The term ' change of life ' is

nsed among women very widely to signify

ever\ihing which afifects them at this critical

time. It is so rare for the transition from
activity to inacti\-ity to take place without
some disturbance locally, or constitutionally,

that women are apt to neglect seeking advice
for symptoms which should demand careful

treatment, believing as they do that it is

natiural to suffer in such ways at ' the change.'
There is no fixed period for the climacteric
epoch, thoufjh roughly it may be said to

occur between the ages of forty-five and
fifty. Certain causes are apt to determine
the time—amongst these are parturition and
lactation, febrile attacks, such as tyi^hus
or acute rheumatism, profuse haemorrhages,
fright, &c.

The symptoms vary much. In some
women the change is abrupt, menstruation
ceasing all at once after perfect regularity

;

in others, and more frequently, the change
is prolonged, the catamenia being irregular
for manj- months, and varying as to periodi-
city and quantity. Frequently, after a long
interval, a profuse flow with clots occurs,
and this is very often attributed to a mis-
carriage. This loss is frequently beneficial,
and if it do not take place, and if relief be
not derived from vicarious discharges, such
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as bleeding from piles, the excess of blood

gives rise to headaches, flushes, vertigo, and
a host of other unj)leasant symptoms. The
balance between the nervous and circula-

tory system is upset ; irritability of temper,
h\-per-sensitiveness and all sorts of fancies

arise, or depression sometimes amounting to

melancholia ensues. If germs of disease

exist, the uterus is especially prone at such

times to develop them, so that carcinoma,

fibroid disease, and polypus frequently pre-

sent their first symptoms at this epoch.

The importance, therefore, of an early exa-

mination cannot be too forcibly dwelt on,

or the mischief of delay from considering the

abnormal condition as typical of ' the change
of life,' and as a natural consequence, which
^vill right itself. At these times pruri-

tus of the vulva, vascular growths at the

orifice of the urethra, and cutaneous eruptions

are especially liljely to occur. There is a

tendency to grow fat, and to become coarse ;

hairs frequently appear on the face. The
breasts often become very large and pen-

dulous, and this, with the increase in the

size of the abdomen from flatus, and the

deposition of fat in its walls, together

with the cessation of menstruation, not in-

frequently gives rise to the supposition of

pregnancy. To this imaginary state the

term pseudocyesis has been applied, and it

is often almost impossible to set aside the

opmion of the woman regarding her sup-

posed condition. The headaches, neuralgia,

loss of memory and nervous symptoms
appear to be due to disturbance in the gan-

glionic system of nerves, wath which the

uterus and ovaries are largely supphed. If

insanity arise, the most common form it as-

sumes is hypochondriasis or melancholia.

Treatment.—This must be directed to

regidating the secretions. Generally consti-

pation, previously troublesome, becomes ag-

gravated; and portal congestion frequently

occiu-s. Saline purgatives are especially

beneficial, and these may be administered
in the form of mineral waters, such as

Kubinat, Hunyadi Janos, or Friedrichshall.

Blue pill with aloes is often very useful. The
headaches and reflex nervous symptoms may
be best combated by the administration of

bromide of potassium, and this drug appears

to act as a direct sedative to the sexual

organs, besides diminishing the amoimt of

blood determined to them. Occasionally,

bleeding from the arm or cupping gives

great relief. Attention must above all be

paid to the diet. It should be plain and un-

stimulating : beer and sjjirits should be pro-

hibited, and only light wines, if any, allowed.

Tepid baths are useful. Late hours, heated

rooms, and excitement of all kinds should be

avoided. If local troubles arise, they must
be treated according to their indications ; as

a rule, abstracting blood from the utcnia

docs harm, but leeches to the anus are some-
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times beneficial. It is clearly impossible to

map out any empirical line of treatment for

a condition in which the symptoms are so

variable. Clement Godson.

CHAPPED NIPPLES.—See Breast,
Diseases of; and Nipple, Diseases of.

CHAPS.—Synon. : Rliagades.—Cracks or
fissures of the skin occur where the integu-

ment has become hardened by infiltration, as

in the erythema of the hands and wrists in

cold weather, in chronic eczema, psoriasis

and lepra vulgaris. The treatment for chaps
consists in protection from the atmosphere

;

careful drying after the hands have been
washed or wetted ; and the use of zinc oint-

ment and glycerine soap. Diluted glycerine,

vasehne, and cold cream are also popular
remedies. Erasmus Wilson.

CHELOID (x-jXi?, a claw).—Synon. : Che-
loma ; Fr. Cheloidc (Alibert) ; Ger. Keloid.

Definition.—A timiour of the skin re-

sulting from overgrowth of connective tissue

within the corium.
^Etiology.—Cheloma may be idiopathic

or accidental ; the former is, however, of very
rare occurrence ; and in both cases it is

referable to a diathesis. When of accidental

origin it is commonly associated with a cica-

trix, and is then developed in the midst of

the cicatrix-tissue. This form of the tumour
has been denominated cheloides spuria or

traumatica, and, as such, has been seen
scattered numerously over the chest and
shoulders as a sequel of acne.

The traumatic cheloid may follow a light

as well as a severe injury of the skin, such as

a boil, a blister, a leech-bite, or even the ir-

ritation of a stimulating liniment ; it is some-
times met with in the scars of strumous
abscesses or ulcers, but is most common in

the cicatrices of burns or scalds.

Anatomical Characters.—At its first de-

velopment cheloma occupies the fibrous por-

tion of the corium. As it increases in bulk,

it pushes the vascular layer outwards and
stretches the corpus pajiUlare, obliterating

the capillary network more or less com-
pletely. In its aggregate form, when it pre-

sents itself as a flat plate, raised for a quarter

of an inch above the level of the adjoinmg
skin and sinking to a similar extent into the

corium, it has the appearance of being tied

down by strong cords or roots at either end,

and frequently overlaps the healthy skin

along its borders. In this state it is seen

to be composed of strong fibrous bands en-

veloped by a smooth transparent pinlcish

layer, in which may be detected a scanty
vascular plexus converging to venules which
sink between the meshes of the fibrous struc-

ture. Around the circumference of some of

these lai'ger flattened tumours, such as are

commonly met with on the sternum, and
measuring se\eral inches in diameter, there
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will generally be observed a few scattered
knots. These are developed in the fibrous
sheath of the arteries at a short distance
from the mass, and, being thus linked to the
central growth, are subsequently drawn into

the focus of the tumour. And the develop-
ment of the so-called ' roots ' is explained by
the propagation of the proliferating process
by the coats and sheaths of the blood-vessels

communicating with the central tumour.
Fully-formed cheloid consists of dense white
glistenmg fibrous tissue, the fibres of which
are closely packed and arranged in more or

less parallel bands. Occasionally bands of

fibres are seen running obliquely, but they
follow a definite course, and present quite a
different appearance from the ii-regular mesh-
work of fibres seen in the scar tissue. The
cheloid grows up in the cicatricial tissue and
pushes the latter aside, so that it can be seen

surrounded by scar tissue. Cheloid also in-

vades the healthy corium in the neighbour-
hood, and in this respect differs altogether

from hypertrophied sear.

Description.— Cheloid has received its

name from its habit of throwing out spurs

from its circumference, these spurs having
been compared to crab's claws. It originates

in a round, oval, or oblong tubercle or knot
in the skin, and this may be followed by a
second in its inunediate neighbourhood, or

sometimes by a cluster ofthree or four. When
two of these knots are situated at a short dis-

tance apart they are apt to become connected

by a cord of the same structure as themselves,

and to give rise to what has been called a
cylindrical, cluh-sliapcd, or dumb-bell che-

loid. When three or four knots are grouped
near together they are disposed to become
blended by growth, and produce an oval or

square-shaped cheloid ; and when the growth
extends from these latter into the surrounding
integument the appearance denominated radi-

ciformis is established. Cheloma being due

to a tendency to overgrowth or hyperplasia

of connective tissue within the skin, it may
appear on several parts of the integument at

the same time, one of the most common seats

of its development being the sternum, which
it generally crosses transversely. It is often

soHtary ; is more commonly composed of five

or six tiunours, discrete or confluent; but

has been met with occasionally to the niunber

of fifty or sixty tubercles or more.
Course and Prognosis.— Cheloid rarely

gives rise to much inconvenience or attains

any considerable magnitude. When left to

itself, it progresses very slowly or remains

stationary for a number of years or for life

;

and it has been known to disappear spon-

taneously. Its subjective symptoms are of

no great severity, being limited to itching,

tingling, and smarting, and more or less un-

easiness in moving the limbs, or from pressure

when sitting or lying in bed. It has no ten-

dency to desquamation or ulceration.
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Treatment.—Cheloid which fonuB in scar

tissue should never be removed by the knifo

or caustics, as it almost idways returns quickly

after removal. It has a tendency to undergo

slow atrophic chiuiges if left to itself, and
these changes are favoured by the pressure

of a plaster. The mercurial plaster is a very

suitable one.

EuASMUs Wilson'. Eobeut Liveino.

CHELTENHAM, in Gloucester-
shire.—Common salt waters. See Mineral
Wati:us.

CHEMOSIS (xnfl^ a hole).— A swollen

conduion of the conjunctiva, caused by effu-

sion into its tissue around the cornea, which
thus appears as if placed in a hole or hollow.

See Eye and its Appendages, Diseases of.

CHEST, Diseases of the.—Following
the plan adopted in the general article on the

Abdomen, it is proposed in the first place to

give an outline of the diseases of the chest

;

and then to indicate the principal points

bearing on their clinical investigation.

General Summary.—The diseases of the

chest maj' be conveniently divided into cer-

tain groups, namely :—

•

I. l)iseases of the walls of the chest, or

extending inwards from the walls.

II. Diseases of the respiratory apparatus

contained witliin the chest- walls, namely :

—

1. Pleurae. 2. Trachea. 3. Main Bronchi.

4. Lungs.
III. Diseases connected with the circu-

latory system, including:— 1. Pericardium.
2. Heart. 3. Great vessels within the chest,

both arteries and veins.

IV. Diseases originating in the mediastinal
cellular tissue.

V. Diseases of the absorbent vessels or

glands within the chest ; of the thoracic duct

;

and of the thymus gland or its remains.
VI. Diseases of the oesophagus.

VII. Diseases of either of the important
nenes traversing the chest.

VIII. Diseases of the diaphragm.
IX. Diseases encroaching upon the thoracic

cavity from the abdomen or from the neck.
The particular diseases comprehended

within most of the groups just mentioned are
very numerous, and they will be found de-

scribed in their respective articles. AlTections

connected with the chest constitute a large

proportion of the cases which come under
observation in practice. This will be readdy
understood when we remember that the
thorax encloses organs essential to life, which
are never at rest, and which are constantly
more or less exposed to induences liable to
injure them. They may be mere fuiictional
diiorders, and to these the heart is especially
prone; but serious organic dixcnscs are also
exceedingly common, and rauk very high as
causes of death. Moreover, they may either
come under the category of local affections,
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though even then they frequently depend
upon some cause acting through the general
system, such as exposure to cold or wet ; or
they arise in the course of- some general
malady. For instance, pulmonary complica-
tions are of common occiuTence in connexion
with fevers and various other diseases ; the
heart is implicated in a liirge proportion of

cases of rheumatic fever ; and midignant dis-

ease is not infrequently manifested by a local

development of cancer in connexion W'ith

certain of the thoracic contents. The struc-

tures within the chest have an important
mutual influence upon each other ; and they
may also be affected, either directly or in-

directlj-, in connexion with local diseases in-

volving other parts of the body, such as the
abdomen or the central nervous system.

Clinical Investigation.— It may be con-

fident!j- affirmed, that the means which we
now possess for investigating diseases con-

nected with the chest are so adequate and
precise, that anj-one possessing the requisite

knowledge and skill, and who carries out the

clinical examination properly, can, in the very
large majority of cases, arrive at a diagnosis

with certainty and practical accuracy. At the

same time it must be remembered that every
complaint referred to this region, however
trivial it may appear to be, does require

systematic and thorough investigation, other-

wise very serious mistakes are constantly

liable to be made. Moreover, chest-cases do
come imder observation occasionally which
are obscure, and which may call for repeated
examination before a correct diagnosis can be

formed ; and exceptional instances occur in

which no satisfactorj' conclusion can be ar-

rived at. The previous general condition of

the patient, the hereditary history, and the

account given of the origin and progress of

the illness, often afford signal aid in the dia-

gnosis of chest-affections, and ought never to

be overlooked. The symptoms to which these

affections give rise are necessarUj' various.

Pain or other morbid sensations are very
commonly complained of, but only in a com-
paratively few instances are these at all sig-

nificant, and they can never be positively

relied upon in making a diagnosis, while

they are often absent in diseases o" the most
serious character. The important organs,

namely, the lungs and heart, usually present

more or less disturbance of their functions

when they are affected, but grave diseases

may exist without any such evidence. The
different structures within the chest have a

mutual influence upon each other, and thus

other symptoms besides those connected with
the part actually diseased are often apparent.

For instance, the lungs and heart are thus
very intimately associated ; while aneurysms
orgrowths often disturb these organs seriously,

or interfere with the air-tubes, nerves, veins,

and other structures. In consequence of

more or less interference with the circulation.
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various symptoms in parts remote from the

chest are frequently originated ; and distant

organs may become the seat of organic lesions

as the result of long-continued mechanical
congestion, a new train of symptoms being
thus set up. The general system may be in

this manner affected; whilst pyrexia, wast-

ing, and other general sjnnptoms are often

associated with chest-diseases. Lastly, mor-
bid conditions within the thorax may directly

affect the abdominal organs ; or may actually

make their way through the diaphragm into

the abdominal cavity.

Physical examination constitutes an es-

sential and most important part of the clinical

investigation of the chest and its contents.

Indeed, without such examination no certain

and exact diagnosis can ever be made. This
subject is fully discussed in other appropriate

articles, and here it need only be mentioned
that the methods of examination which are

usually required, and which should in every

case be practised, are :—1. Inspection. 2.

Palpation. 3. Percussion. 4. Auscultation.

Other modes which may be called for in-

clude :—5. Measurement (not iincommonly).
6. Succussion. 7. The use of special instru-

ments, directed to the investigation of par-

ticular organs, such as the si^irometer, the

stethometer, cardiograph, sphygmograph, as-

pirateur, oesophageal bougie, &c. See Physi-

cal Examination ; and the articles relating

to the several organs.

Frederick T. Egberts.

CHEST, Deformities of.—Under this

head are included all deviations in shape
from the normal chest.

Deviations from the shape of the typical

thorax are appreciable by careful physical

examination. Of the various methods em-
ploj'ed for this purpose, by far the most valu-

able are inspection and paljjation. Although
in some few cases it may be important to

determme the exact amount of deformity by
mensuration, there are very few deviations

in shape or size of the thorax, the degree

of which cannot be sufficiently estimated

for clinical purposes by the eye and hand,
without the aid of any special instruments
for measuring.

Deformities of the chest may be due either

to abnormity of the parietes, or to disease of

internal structures.

Description.—Deviations from the form
or size of the typical thorax may be either

general or ZocaZ—that is, the abnormity may
involve the whole thorax, or a part only.

I. General Deformities.—1. General
Diminution.—The chest may be too small—

•

that is, diminished in all its diameters with-

out being in other respects deformed. Dimi-
nution of the thorax simultaneously and
uniformly in its antero-posterior and lateral

diameters is effected mechanically by an
increase in the obliquity of the ribs. The
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smaller the chest (having regard to the
height of the person) the more obliquely are
the ribs arranged, and the more acute the
angle formed between each of the true ribs

(excepting the first) and its cartUage. The
intercostal spaces of the true ribs are widened
about the junction of the ribs with their

cartilages, and at the same time the ribs

posteriorly are approximated more closely to

each other, the closeness of the approxima-
tion being in proportion to the diminution in

the size of the thorax. The vertical diameter
of the thorax is lessened by an increase in

the height of the arch of the diaphragm.
The very oblique position of the false ribs,

and the height to which the diaphragm rises

into the chest, cause several of the false ribs

to lie in contact with the diaphragm, and
thus no portion of lung is under these ribs.

They are, practically speaking, no longer
part of the chest-walls. The costal angles
are diminished in proportion to the diminu-
tion of the size of the thorax— that is, to the
obliquity of the ribs. The obliquity of the
ribs also causes the shoulders and the sternal

ends of the clavicles to droop, and at the
same time to incline forwards ; the upper
part of the scapula is carried by the shoulder
forward, the inferior tilted backward.

General and symmetrical diminution in

the size of the thorax has one and only
one cause, namely, small size of the lungs.

Small lungs may be congenital, due to

original conformation ; or the consequence
of atrophic degenerative changes incident

to age. In both these cases the lungs

are, in relation to the length of the ribs,

disproportionately small, and, as a necessary
consequence, the relatively too long ribs are

arranged more obliquely than they are in a
well-formed chest, and the diaphragm is

pushed by the abdominal organs higher into

the thorax. When the small size of the

lungs is due to atrophy, the supra-clavicular

fossae are deepened and the vertical diameter
of the chest proportionately diminished. In
advanced life the congenitally small lungs

are frequently reduced still further in size by

the supervention of atrophous emphysema.
The congenitally small lungs with the conse-

quently small chest is one of the characteris-

tics of tuberculosis—that is, of that congenital

organisation in which tubercle is likely in

subsequent periods of life to occur. Atrophous
emphysema is especially common in those

who have either manifested symptoms of

tubercle in their youth, or belong to tuber-

cular families. It is the congenitally small

lungs of childhood which are prone to become
the seat of tubercle in youth, and the subjects

of atrophous emphysema in old age.

2. General Enlargement.—The thorax may
be too large, increased in all its diameters,

without being otherwise deformed. It is

sinjply bigger than it should be, having

regard to the height of the subject.
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Wlion the thorax is abnormally larj^e, the

ribs, insti'ad of bein;? more olili(iuelj' situated

than natural, as they are in the small thorax,

are j)laocd more horizontally than they are

in the normal thorax. The an^lo formed
between each rib and its cartilage is greater

than in health; while the intercostal spaces,

especially the lower, are widened, and the

ribs less closely approximated, the arch of

the diaphragm is lessened in depth, and a

considerable mass of lung lies under the

lower false ribs, between them and the dia

phragin. The chest is increased in all its

diameters. The shoulders are raised. The
costal angles are greater than natural.

Increase in the size of the whole thorax
has but one cause, namely, increase in the

size of the Innijs. Increase in the size of the

lungs generally, and pretty imiformly, is the

consequence of disease, and of one disease

only, namely, large-lunged or hypertrophous
emphysema. When the increase in size of

the thorax attending large-lunged or hyper-
trophous emphysema is moderate in degree,

this is effected by the altered position of the

ribs ; but when the hmg-disease is extreme,
then a certain amount of the enlargement is

caused by pressure on the inside of the chest

during the violent expiratory efforts of severe
cough.

3. Irregular General Deformities.— In
the deformities above described the antero-

posterior and the lateral diameters retain

more or less perfectly their normal propor-

tion—both are increased or both are dimin-
ished ; in the former case the chest is on
the whole more barrel-shaped than natural,

but the deviation fi-om the normal form is

not considerable. If, however, the chest-

walls are from any cause unduly soft or
tmduly rigid, then the actually or relatively

soft portions will recede during each mspi-
ratory act, and local deformity of the chest
follows. The diameter of the chest at tiie

part where the absolutely or relatively soft

portion of the parietes is placed will be
diminished. The special deformities of the
chest which result are due, therefore, prima-
rily to the state of the parietes. and are not,

as those previously described, secondary to

conditions of the lungs themselves.
a. Diminution in the antero -posterior

diameter of the thorax.—The antero-pos-
terior diameter of the thorax is frequently
less than that of the normal thorax, the
lateral diameter being proportionately in-

creased. The chest has an oval form—it is

flattened from before backwards.
The thorax flattened from before backwards

is usually associated with small lungs, but
the mechanical cause of the flattened form is

the want of fuU resisting power in the ribs
and considerable strength in the cartilages.

These conditions of thorax ^re common in
the subjects of tuberculosis.

The flatteimig of the thorax is increased by

all impediments to the free passage of air

through the air-tubes. In some children suf-

fering from even slight bronchial catarrh, the
flattening of the chest is seen to he increased

at each inspiration ; and if tlie impediment
to the entrance of the air to the pulmonary
tissue bo constant or extreme, not only is the
flattening increased at each inspiration, but
the sternum is also depressed, especially at

its lower half, below the level of the costal

cartilages, and thus the antero-posterior dia-

meter of the thorax is still further diminished
in the median line.

b. Increase in the antero-posterior dia-

meter of the thorax.—In rickets the carti-

lages of the ribs arc very firm, whilst the ribs

themselves are softer than natural, and es-

pecially so near to tlieir enlarged growing
ends—the softest part of the ribs ; that is to

saj', just outside the nodule formed at the
spot where cartilage is in the process of grow-
ing into bone. Tlie consequence of the ex-

treme softness of the ribs at this part is that

at each inspu-ation the weight of the atmo-
sphere i)rcsses inwards the softest part of the

ribs, while the sternum is borne forward by
the firm cartilages. The result is great in-

crease in the antero-posterior diameter of the

thorax, and diminution of the lateral dia-

meter at the parts corresponding to the softest

part of the ribs. The depression of the softest

part of each rib is increased by the want of
resilience of the softened structures.

A groove is thus formed in the thoracic

walls just posterior to the rickety nodules;
and this gi'oove being deepened at each in-

spiration, the part of the lung adjacent is com-
pressed in place of being expanded during the
inspiratory act. At the same time, in conse-

quence of the cartilages and sternum being
thrust forward at each inspiration, air enters

with undue force into the lung-tissue subjacent
to these parts. The consequence of the ex-

cessive expansion of the anterior part of the

Imig is vesicular emphysema, and the re-

cession during inspiration of the softened

and imperfectly resilient and therefore deeply
grooved part of the chest-wall leads to col-

lapse of the subjacent pulmonary tissue ; and,

as the effect of these two conditions, the lungs,

when the chest is opened, present a vertical

groove corresponding to the groove in the

chest-walls. The antero-posterior diameter
of the thorax in rickets is still further in-

creased by the cnrvation of the spine. The
muscles are weak, the child is unable to sit

upright, that is to say it is unable, in conse-

quence of the weakness of its muscles, to sup-

port the weight of the upper part of its body

;

the bones of the spine are, in common with
the other bones of the body, softened ; and
the result of the weakness of the muscles and
the softness of the vertybne is the dorsal bow.
When deformity of the chest is the result

of undue softness of the chest-walls, the

position of the solid organs subjacent to the
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parietes is frequently perceptible to the eye.

The hver supports the lower ribs on the right

side, the heart supports the ribs and cartilages

over it on^the left side, and thus these organs
cause local prominence of the chest-walls,

without being themselves in any way ab-

normal.
In the so-called pigeon-hreast, the antero-

posterior diameter of the thorax is increased
in the middle line, the lungs are small, the

ribs and cartilages are firm, the ribs are placed

obliquely and the chest-walls are flattened

laterally, and the sternum as a consequence
is thrust forwards ; thus the chest in the

pigeon-breasted has a triangular form, the

apex of the triangle being the sternum. Im-
pediment to the free entrance of air into the

lower lobes of the lungs will favour the pro-

duction of and increase the deformity. The
chests of children who suffer from repeated
attacks of bronchitis, but are otherwise

healthy, are commonly the subjects of this

deformity, while there is increased expansion

and subsequent enlargement of the upper part

of the chest, the lungs being more or less col-

lapsed below and emphysematous above.'

c. Transverse anterior constrict ion of the

lower 2}<i'>'t of the thorax is the consequence
of small size of the lungs, or of imperfect in-

spiratory expansion, permanent or frequently

recurring in youth. In these cases the lower
ribs are little used in respiration, while below
they are borne outwards or supported by the

liver, stomach, and spleen, and thus an im-

perfectly formed transverse depression is pro-

duced in the front of the chest on a level with
the base of the ensiform cartilage.

The deviations from the type of the normal
thorax hitherto described are bUateral, and
more or less symmetrical.

II. Local, Unsymmetrical, and
Unilateral Deformities.— 1. Fulness of
the supraclavicular region.— The supra-

clavicular region, corresponding to the por-

tion of the thoracic cavity above the clavicle,

may be fuller than natural. The causes of

this local biilging are

—

a. Development of

adipose and cellular tissue, h. Distension of

the deep-seated veins, c. Large-lunged em-
physema, in which disease there is occasion-

ally distension of that part of the cavity of

the thorax which lies above the level of the

clavicle. The distension is due to pressure on
the inside of this part of the thoracic cavity

;

air being forced violently into the correspond-

ing part of the lung during the powerful ex-

piratory effort of C(nigh.

2. Depression ofone sup)raclavicularfossa
is caused by any pathological condition of the

apex of the lung which produces diminution

of its bulk, for example, atrophous emphy-
sema, or chronic consolidation of the apex.

3. Elevation of one shoulder.—Occiapation

is a common cause of elevation ofone shoulder

;

' Nurses should be taught not to compress the

chest laterally when carrying a child.

—

Ebitob.

thus in clerks, who sit much at the desk, the
left shoulder is permanently a little higher
than the right, and the upper portion of the

spine is slightly curved, the convexity being

to the left ; so in those who carry heavy
weights on one arm, the opposite shoulder
is elevated and the spine curved. Whatever
necessitates an increase in the capacity of

one side of the thorax causes elevation of the

shoulder on the same side ; thus, considerable

dilatation of the heart, fluid in the pericar-

dium, fluid in the pleura, aneurysm of the arch

of the aorta or of the innominate, all lead to

elevation of the shoulder. The shoulder is

depressed and carried forward when, from
any cause, the whole or upper part of one
side of the chest is diminished in size, as

when the apex of the lung is the seat of

chronic pneumonia or chronic phthisis.

4. U)iiform dilatation of one side of the

thorax is due, with one exception, to fluid or

air in the pleura. The exception is those rare

cases of encephaloid cancer of the lung, in

which the formation of cancer is miiformly
diffused through the lung-tissue, and ia

amount so great that the lung ' infiltrated

'

with cancer very decidedly exceeds in bulk the

healthy lung inflated with air by inspiration.

In uniform dilatation of one side of the

thorax, the shoulder is raised, the ribs are

l^laced more horizontally than on the healthy

side, the intercostal spaces are widened, and
the s^jine is slightly curved. "When the en-

largement is moderate in amount, the in-

crease in capacity is effected by the altered

position of the ribs ; but when the increase

in size is very considerable, then it is due in

part to the pressure exercised by the air,

fluid, or cancer-loaded lung on the inner side

of the chest-wall.

5. Uniform contraction of one side oi ihe

thorax is the consequence of a,ny pathological

condition which leads to general and uniform

reduction in the size of the lung, such as

cirrhosis of the lung, infiltrated cancer of the

lung, chronic tubercular disease of the lung,

chronic pneumonia, or the change in the

texture of the lung which follows long-con-

tinued compression by fluid in the pleura.

When the whole of one side of the thorax is

reduced in size, the shoulder on that side is

depressed, the ribs are placed more obliquely

and are more closely approximated than on

the ojjposite side, the intercostal spaces are

narrowed, and the spine is curved, often con-

siderably, the concavity of the curve being

towards the contracted side.

C. Lateral curvature of the spine, instead

of being the consequence, may be the cause

of deformity of the thorax : the ribs are then

approximated on the side and at the part

where the concavity ofthe curvature is placed,

while they are separated and the shoulder

is raised on the side of the convexity.

7. In angular curvature of the spine the

deformity of the thorax varies with the seat
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and the extent of the vertebral disease ; but,

Bpenkiiifj generally, it may be said that in

angular ciirvaiure of the spine the antero-

posterior diameter of the thorax is increased

in proportion to the amount of destruction of

the bodies of the vertebra;, and that the ribs

are in a corresponding degi'ee approximated.

8. Extreme depression of the lower 2>"-rt

of the sternum is the consequence of softness

of the cartilages of the ribs, and impediment
to the free passage of tiie air to the pulmonary
tissue. This deformity is never congenital,

although the subjects of it often alhrm it to

be so ; it may, however, commence to be

formed directly after birth if tliere be a
congenital impediment to the entrance of air

into the lungs— for example, atelectasis.

This deformity may be the result of direct

pressure. In certiun occupations pressure

lias to be exerted on the lower part of the

sternum—thus, some shoemakers use a
wooden instrument which has to be kept in

its place by pressure against the lower part

of the sternum. For direct pressure to pro-

duce this deforniitj' it must have been applied

in early youth, while the parts are still

flexible, and have been exerted frequently

over a long period of time.

9. Congenital deformities of the thorax
are few in number and are due to arrest of

developiiient— for example, cleft sternum,
and defective formation of one or more ribs

or cartilages.

10. Uitsijmmetrical diminution in size of
a part of the thorax is produced by any
patiiological change which reduces the size

of the subjacent part of the lung. All chronic
intlaiumatory or congestive conditions of the

apex of the lung, whether primary or the
consequence or the concomitant of the for-

mation of tubercle, are attended by diminution
of the bulk of the 'part of the lung which is

the seat of the lesion. Considerable loss of

pulmonary tissue is usually accompanied by
falling inwards of the chest-wall over the
cavity.' The formation of a cavity is almost
invariably attended by chronic inflammatory
condensation, and this increases the local

depression of the chest-wall. In chronic
thickening of the pleura, the chest-wall at
tlie part is, by the contraction of the ribrin,

drawn inwards, and the lung subjacent to the
tiiickened pleura being condensed, the chest-
wall is also forced in during inspiration by
atmospheric pressure. Hence, after pleurisy
limited in extent it is common to hnd per-
manent Hatteiiing of the thoracic parietes at
the base of the chest on the side affected.

In cancerous infiltration of the lung, limited
in extent, the lung-tissue is sometimes so
much condensed that the bulk of the cancer
and lung are less than that of the healthy
lung, and the chest-walls hs a consequence
are Hattened over the seat of disease.

' It is sniil tliiit a very large air-containing cavity
may give rise to local biilging.

11. Unsi/mmetrical localised bulging.— If

the ribs are, in relation to the size of the

lungs, disproportionately long, and their

cartilages soft, then one or more of the

cartilages may be knuckled forw'ards; the

cartilage, being compressed between the end
of the rib and the sternum, bends in an angle

outwards. Although the prominence ia

trifling, it often causes anxiety to parents

and its subject. Local deformity of this kind

is occasionally the result of repeated lateral

compression of the chest-wall in the athletic

s^JOits of young boys, such as cricket.

All the diseases of the chest which are ac-

companied by general enlargement of both

or one side of the chest, wlien localised, are

attended by local bulging ; tlius, a common
cause of abnormal fiduess of the lower part

of the left side of the thorax, posteriorly, is

emphysema of the corresponding part of the

lung ; and a moderate amount of fluid in the

pleiu'a is attended by fulness of the lower

part of the chest on the same side. In both
these cases the ribs are raised into an abnor-

mally horizontal position ; the chest-walls are

not pushed outwards, but the ribs are raised,

and the intercostal spaces are to that extent

widened. The ribs are put into the position

which gives the greatest capacity to the

thoracic cavities containing the fluid or the

enlarged lung. Local bulging may be pro-

duced by anem-j^sm of the arch of the aorta

or of the innominate artery ; by gi-owths,

malignant or other, within the chest : by
chronic pleurisy with effusion circumscribed

by dense false membrane ; by hydatids ; or

by abscess ; and in all these cases the pro-

minence is due to direct pressure on the inner

side of the chest-wall, and to changes in the

chest -wall itself.

Hypertrophy and dilatation of the heart

and fluid in the pericardium are attended by
fulness of the prsecordial region. The bulging

fi'om these diseases is much gi'cater in the

child than in the adult. In these cases a
Uttle of the fulness is produced b^- a more hori-

zontal arrangement of the ribs ; but when the

prominence of the priECordial region is at all

considerable, it is the result of the pressure

exercised by the fluid or by the large and
powerfully acting heart on the inner surface

of the corresponding part of the chest-wall.

At the part corresponding to the jmiction

of the first and second bones of the sternum,

opposite the cartilage of the second ril), the

sternum projects forward. This prominence
is called the angle of Ludovicus. Any im-

pediment to the free entrance of air into tiie

lungs may cause depression of the lower part

of the sternum ; if the ossification of the

sternum is not complete at the junction of

the first and second bones, undue prominence
of this part is the result. Subsequently a

formation of bone takes place at this spot,

and increases the prominence.
William Jenner.
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CHEST, Examination of.—See Phy-
sical Examination.

CHEST-WALLS, Deformities of.—
See Chest, Deformities of.

CHEST-WALLS, Morbid Condi-
tions of.—The walls of the chest may be
the seat of various morbid conditions, and
the affections of this portion of the frame-
work of the body demand more attention

than they are accustomed to receive. All

that can be done within the limits of this

article is to indicate their nature ; to notice

briefly such of them as are not described in

other parts of these volumes ; and to point

out the principles of treatment. They may
be practically considered according to the
following arrangement :

—
L Superficial AfiTections.—Under this

group are included morbid conditions of the
skin and subcutaneous structures, (a) Cuta-
neous eruptions are of common occurrence
over the chest. Among these may be specially

mentioned the eruptions of some of the ex-

anthemata, herpes zoster, and chloasma.
(b) The superficial vessels are liable to become
enlarged under certain circumstances. This
enlargement is usually seen in the veins over
the front of the thorax, which may be dis-

tended on both sides, or only on one side, or

in some particular region. The larger divi-

sions may alone be involved ; or a more or

less extensive network of smaller veins is

visible, and occasionally even the capillaries

seem to be implicated. This condition gene-
rally arises from some obstruction interfering

with the circulation through one or other of

the principal veins which, either directly or
indirectly, receive the blood from the veins
of the thoracic wall. Thus the superior vena
cava, or either innominate, subclavian, or axil-

lary may be implicated, being, for example,
pressed upon by new-growths or enlarged
glands, the distribution and extent of the
venous distension varying accordingly. Oc-
casionaUy one of the smaller veins is thus
interfered with. The writer has met with
cases in which considerable enlargement of
the veins was visible over portions of the
thorax, where the cause was by no means
evident, the patients asserting that this con-
dition had existed ever since they could re-

member, and being regarded by them as per-

fectly normal. Probably it has resulted from
some local obstruction occurring diu-ing early
life. It must be remembered that women
who are suckling frequently present consider-
able enlargement of the superficial veins over
the front of the chest, which usually subsides
when the period of lactation is at an end, but
may become permanent after several children
have been nursed. Again, more or less venous
and capillary engorgement in this region may
occasionally be observed in cases of cardiac
or pulmonary disease. Sometimes a rmg of
enlarged veins and capillaries is seen round

the lower part of the chest. When the venous
distension is due to obstruction of the vena
cava suijerior, the skin presents a more or

less marked cyanotic tint ; and in cases of

general cyanosis, the chest, in common mth
other parts, may have a cyanotic appearance.
Occasionally one or other of the small arteries

which supply the thoracic walls is enlarged,

and it may attain a considerable size,

(c) Subcutaneoiis oedema is sometimes ob-

served over the chest. In most instances this

is a local condition, being the result of venous
obstruction ; but it may be a part of general
dropsy, particularly in connexion with renal

disease. This morbid state is evident on in-

spection and palpation, and the affected part

pits on pressure, {d) The thorax is one of the

most common seats of subcutaneous emphy-
sema, in which gas, consisting usually of air

which has escaped from the respiratory appa-

ratus, collects in the cellular tissue, and tra-

vels, to a greater or less extent, over the body.
The causes of this condition are described

elsewhere {see Emphysema, Subcutaneous).
Subcutaneous emphysema is attended with
evident swelling of the part, which usually de-

velops rapidly, and may be very great, all the

normal anatomical outUnes being obliterated.

It has an elastic feel, and pits readily on
pressure with the finger, but speedily rises

again ; the peculiar minutely crepitant sensa-

tion accompanying this condition is elicited

on palpation andpercussion; percussion yields

a curious, superficial, muffled, tympanitic

sound; and on auscultation a superficial

small, dry, crepitant sound is heard, (e) As
belonging to the superficial affections of the

chest may be just mentioned diseases of the

mammary gland or nipple, which of course

constitute a most important class of diseases

in females. See Breast, Diseases of.

2. Muscular and Tendinous AflFec-

tions.— (a.) The muscles of the chest or their

tendinous attachments may be the seat of

certain painful affections. These are of the

nature of so-called muscular rheumatism or

myalgia, of inflammation, or of more or less

injury or strain ; being induced by cold, con-

stitutional conditions such as gout, overwork,

straining, violent coughing, fatigue from pro-

longed sitting, and other causes. The pain-

ful condition is usually localised, but different

muscles are involved in different cases, some-
times those which are superficial being affected,

in others the deeper muscles, including the

intercostals : or the complaint may be con-

fined to a single muscle. Pleurodynia, dorso-

djTiia, and scapulodynia are the terms apphed
to muscular rheumatism affecting the side of

the chest, the upper part of the back, and the

scapular regions respectively. As the result

of severe coughing, muscular pains are very

common around the lower part of the chest.

The pain is usually more or less aching in

character, and not severe, but it may be very

intense, especially in acute cases. Whatever
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brings the affected muscles into play aggra-

vates the suffering, such as moving the arms
or shoulders when the superficial muscles are

affected, coughing, sneezing, and similar ac-

tions. In some instances the pain is not felt

when the affected structures are kept quite

at rest. There may be local tenderness on
pressure, or diffused pressure may give relief;

while posture often influences the sensations

experienced, such as whether the patient as-

siuues the recumbent or sitting posture, or

lies on one or other side. Fatigue generally

increases the pain. Muscular affections con-

nected with the chest are not necessarily ac-

companied with any other local symptoms

;

and physical examination reveals nothing,

except that perhaps the act of breathing is

voluntarily restrained, on account of the pain

thus induced. (6) The muscles of the chest

may be affected, on the one hand, with spasm
or cramp ; on the other, with paralysis. The
former is attended with more or less pain,

usually localised, which may be very severe
;

the latter is indicated by loss of power in the

muscles involved. These disorders generally

depend on some lesion of the central nervous
system, but m.ay result from local nerve-
dQsease. Muscular cramp may arise from a
sudden twist of the bodj-, and it is usually

supposed to be the cause of the ' stitch ' in the
side brought on by running, but this is doubt-
ful. In cases of hemiplegia from cerebral mis-
chief, the muscles of the thorax on the affected

side are often temporarily weakened, but
they usually subsequently soon regain their

power. \Vhen the upper part of the spinal

cord is injured or diseased at a certain point,

all the muscles of the chest become paralysed,
which is a very serious matter, as respiration

and the acts connected therewith cannot be
carried on, except by the diaphj-agm, and con-
sequently the blood is imperfectly aerated,

secretions accxmiulate in the lungs, respira-

tory paralysis follows, and the patient dies

of apnoea. (c) Atrophj- or degeneration may
involve more or less of the thoracic muscles.
In cases of pulmonary phthisis either the
whole of these muscles or certain of them are
not uncommonly wasted out of proportion to
the general emaciation. They may also be
implicated in progressive muscular atrophy

;

and occasionally a single muscle undergoes
marked wasting. The writer has seen a
striking example of this local atrophy in
connexion with the pectoralis major, but the
serratus magnus or other muscles may be
imphcated. The wasting is probably in most
cases due to disease of the nerves supplying
the affected muscles. It is quite evident on
examination, and the movements which are
usually performed by the involved structures
cannot be executed properly, (d) On the
other hand, the chest-muscles may become
hypertrophied. This may be a natural re-
sult of athletic exercises and training; or
it may occur in consequence of their being

called upon, either habitually or at intervals,

to act excessively, as in cases of emphysema
or asthma. In exceptional instances the con-

dition known as pseudo-hypertrophic nms-
cular paralysis has extended up to the chest.

(c) The thoracic muscles not imcommonly
present marked irritability under percussion
or friction. This has been regariled as an
important sign of phthisis ; but the writer

has often found it equally if not more evi-

dent in cases where tiie lungs were perfectly

healthy. (/) As the result of injury and other
causes, some portion of the muscular stinc-

tures of the chest may be lacerated, ruptured,

or perforated, either alone or along with other
structures. This condition will be further

alluded to presently.

3. Nervous Affections.— (a) Neuralgia
is very common in different parts of the
chest, especially in the side, and particularly

the left side

—

intercostal neui-ali/ia. The
pain is localised, being usually referred to a
point where a branch of nerve becomes super-

ficial. It is more or less constant, in some
cases being at times very severe. It often

precedes or follows an eruption of herpes. It

may be increased by deep breathing or cough-
ing, but is not, as a rule, so much affected by
these and simUar actions as are other painful

chest-affections. Shooting and darting sensa-

tions often radiate from the principal point,

and certain spots of tenderness

—

points dou-
loureux—maybe recognised (see Intercostal
Neuralgia). (6) Intercostal nem-itis is oc-

casionally met with, and this affection is

attended with great pain, localised and radiat-

ing, with much tenderness, the suffering being
aggravated by whatever causes any local dis-

turbance. It is probable that the severe pains
experienced in some instances where the
complaint is supposed to be muscular, are
due to branches of ner\'e being inflamed.
Severe pain often precedes or follows herpes
zoster, and this probably depends upon actual

nerve-changes. It may also be mentioned
here that pains around the sides may be
associated with disease of the spine, or of

the spinal cord, (c) Some individuals, es-

peciaUy females, exhibit a remarkable super-

ficial tenderness or hj'perjesthesia over the
thorax or in parts of this region, especially

the anterior and upper portions. The shghtest

touch is resented, and the most delicate per-

cussion . cannot be borne. This conchtion

may exist without any actual disease, or it

is sometimes observed in phthisical cases.

{d) Sensation may be more or less impaired
over the chest, or in limited portions, either in

connexion w-ith central or local nervous dis-

ease, or in hysterical and neurotic persons.
Various parsesthesiie are also frequently re-

ferred to this region by the class ofindividuals

just mentioned.
4. Diseases of the Bones or Carti-

lages.—The morbid conditions wliicli may
be referred to the bony and cartilaginous
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framework of the thorax are as follows

:

(a) The chest-walls are often unduly rigid and
firm, owing to an excessive deposit of cal-

careous matter in the sternum and ribs, with
ossification or petrifaction of the cartilages.

This is a normal condition in old people,

being one of the degenerative changes to

which they are Hable, but it also occurs not
imcommonly in younger mdividuals, as the

result of hard work, or excessive athletic

exercises, or in connexion with certain pul-

monary diseases. This state of rigidity in-

terferes more or less with the respiratory

movements, and not infrequently causes

serious embarrassment. (6) On the other

hand, the ribs and cartilages may be deficient

in firmness, and consequently too yielding

and elastic. This is observed in children and
young persons who are ill-nourished, but

especially in connexion with rickets, and it

becomes a condition of great moment when
any disease sets in which causes obstruction

to the entrance of air into the lungs, such as

bronchitis. The chest-walls are then liable

to fall in more or less during the act of

inspiration, and may become permanently
deformed, ' pigeon-breast,' ' ' rickety,' and
other abnormal forms being thus originated

(see Chest, Deformities of), (c) Acute or

chronic jjeriostitis or perichondritis is some-
times observed in connexion, respectively,

with the sternum or ribs, or with the car-

tilages. The acute affection gives rise to

limited pain and tenderness, which may be
accompanied with superficial redness and
swelling, and may simulate some more seri-

ous disease. The chronic complaint usually

assumes the form of a node, being the result

of syphilis. The writer has occasionally ob-

served a small swelling at the junction of one
of the ribs with its cartilage, painless, un-
accompanied with redness, but with fluctua-

tion, (d) The bony and cartilaginous struc-

tiures themselves may be the seat of disease

in some part of the chest, and here must be
included the portion of the spinal column
which limits this region posteriorly. Thus
there may be acute inflammation, caries,

necrosis, or so-called scrofulous disease.

Among the more important causes which
may originate these conditions are injury,

syphilis, scrofula, empyema opening exter-

nally, and thoracic tumours or aneurysms
growing outwards. They may lead to

serious consequences, both local and general,

and frequently cause more or less deformity

of the chest. (e) Permanent thickening

and distortion of portions of the ribs

occur after fractures which have united
improperly.

5. Inflammation and Abscess.—It is

expedient to make a sejDarate group of those

cases in which inflammation, resulting in the

formation of one or more abscesses, occurs in

' A condition often produced by pressure of the
nurse's hand in holding the child.

—

Editob.

some portion of the soft structures entering

into the construction of the chest-waUs.

This may be of local origin, arising from
injury, bone-disease, or other causes ; or it

may be due to the opening of an empyema
into the tissues ; to suppuration extending
and burrowing from the axilla or other
parts ; or to pyaemia. If deep-seated, an ab-

scess may be ditficult to detect with certainty,

but usually the signs of this condition be-

come sufficiently obvious. Sinuses or fistulae

may be left as a consequence of suppuration
in the chest-wall, especially when pus makes
its way outwards from within.

6. Tumours and New-Growths.

—

These morbid conditions also demand brief

notice. They may be connected with any of

the structures of the chest-walls, and are of

various kinds ; among those which have come
under the writer's notice may be mentioned
mollusciun, fatty growths, cystic tumours,
enlarged sebaceous glands, and infiltrated

carcinoma. Tumours may make their way
inwards from the chest-walls, encroaching
upon the cavity of the thorax ; or, on the

other hand, the walls may be involved by
growths extending from within. It need
scarcely be mentioned that mammary
tumours constitute a distmct, and by far the

most important group associated with the

structures covering the chest. See Breast,
Diseases of.

7. Perforations and Ruptures.—The
muscular structures of the thoracic wall may
be more or less destroyed in some part,

either by sudden rupture or gradually, allow-

ing a hernial protrusion of the lung to take

place between the ribs. As already noticed,

empyema may make its way externally

through the chest-wall. Aneurysms and
tumours extending outwards fi-om within the

thorax frequently cause serious destruction

of the tissues, including the bony and carti-

laginous, as well as the soft structiures. This

destructive process is often attended with

severe pain and suffering, and leads to grave

mischief. Congenital clefts or more exten-

sive deficiencies are sometimes met with in

the sternum or other parts of the thoracic

walls.

8. Variations in Form and Size.—
The chest often presents deviations fi-om the

normal shape and size, and these are so

important that they demand separate con-

sideration. See Chest, Deformities of.

Treatment.—In many cases where the

chest-waUs are in a morbid state, they either

do not need any special treatment, or no

treatment can be of any avail. The chief

circumstances under which the practitioner

may be called upon to interfere, and the

measures to be adopted, may be briefly in-

dicated as follows :

—

(a) Painful affections of the chest-walls,

depending upon conditions of the muscles or

nerves, frequently demand local applications
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for their relief. Thus in different cases it

may be reciuisite to eniploy hot fomentations,

dry heat, or cold aiiplications, in the form of

wet rags frequently changed, ice, or evaporat-

ing lotions ; or to xise anodyne applications

of various kinds, such as belladoiuia plaster

or liniment, opium plaster or liniment, oleate

of morphine, tincture or liniment of aconite,

or ointment of aconitine or of veratrine.

Anodynes may also sometimes be added to

fomentations with advantage. Friction is

often of much service, and at the same
tunc stimulating liniments may be cniplo\"ed,

such as one containing camjihor, chloroform,

or turpentine. For ill-defined muscular pains

about the chest, which are frequently com-
plained of, free douching with cold w'ater

every morning, followed by friction with a
rough towel, is often highly efhcacious. When
pain is localised and obstinate, much benefit

may in many cases be derived from the appli-

cation of a sinapism, mustard-leaf, or even a

small blister. In otiier instances the nae of

the ether-spray is serviceable, repeated more
or less fre(piently ; or sometimes much relief

may be obtained from apjilying over a pain-

ful spot a mixture of equal parts of chloro-

form and belladonna liniment. Galvanism
is another agent which may be of the greatest

service in relieving painful sensations about
the chest, whether connected with the muscles
or nerves. Subcutaneous injections of hot

water, morphine, or atropine may be demanded
in some cases, and constitute a most valuable

mode of treatment if paiu cannot otherwise
be assuaged.

In the treatment of many painful affections

of the chest-walls much assistance may be
derived from attention to posture, especially

in connexion with certain occupations ; from
the avoidance of undue fatigue, or of any
violent actions which are known to influence

this part, such as cough ; and from tlic

adoption of measures tending to support the
stnictures, or to keep them in a state of rest.

The writer has found great benefit in a large

mnnber of instances from strapping the side

more or less extensively, in the manner ad-
vocated by him for the ti-eatment of pleui-isy

;

and if there is any localised pain, some limited
anodjTie application, such as a piece of bella-

donna plaster, may be placed over this spot
mider the strapping.

(b) In many afTections of the chest-walls,

treatment directed to the general system, or
to some special constitutional condition, is

often of the gi-eatest service. Thus, in the
painful complaints already noticed, there are
frequently marked general debility and
ana>mia; and essential benefit is derived
from the administration of quinine, prepara-
tions of iron, stryclinine, cod-liver oil, pre-
parations of phosphorus, and other tonic
medicines, or such as improve nutrition.
Some of these are also most useful when
there is disease of bone and its consequences.
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Again, certain affections of the thoracic wall
may be associated with rlieumatism, gout, or
syphilis, and then the particular treatment
indicated for these several diseases is called

for.

(c) "When disorders of the muscles of the

chest-walls occur, such as paralysis or spasm,
associated with some disease of the central

nervous system, the treatment must usually
be directed to this disease, and but little can
be done for the local disturbance. In some
instances, however, electrical or other modes
of treatment may be of some service, by in-

fluencing the action of the muscles, but no
definite rules can be laid down.

(d) Local inflammation and its results in

connexion with the thoracic walls must be
treated as in other parts of the body, but it

is unnecessarj' to discuss this subject in the
present article.

(c) Surgical treatment may be called for

under certain circumstances. Of course this

will be the case if the chest-walls are injured
in any way. Among other conditions likely

to demand surgical interference may bo
specially mentioned siTbcutaneous emphy-
sema, abscesses, disease of the bones, and
tumours. Frkderick T. Egberts.

CHEYNE - STOKES RESPIRA-
TION.—A peculiar disturbance of breathing,

first described by the late Drs. Chej-ne and
Stokes, of Dublin. See IIespiration, Dis-

orders of.

CHICKEN-POX.—Synon. : VariceUa;
Fr. La Vartcelle ; Ger. Wasscrpoclxcn.

Definition.—An acute specific infectious

disease, characterised by the appearance, in

successive crops, of red sjiots, which in the

course of about a week pass tiirough the

stages of pimple, vesicle, and scab.

Etiology.—The origin of this disorder is

unknown. It is certain that it arises from
contagion, and that childhood is its predis-

jiosing cause. It occurs in children at the

breast, and is seen with increased frequency

lip to the fourth year, at which period it at-

tains its maximum. It is less often found
between four and twelve, and after twelve

it may be said to disappear, although it is

occasionally seen in adults.

Symptoms.—The illness commences with
out any, or with but slightly-marked, pre-

monitory symjjtoms. There is usually some
feehng of lassitude, and the patient goes to

bed earlier than usual. Within a few hom-s an
eruption appears, generally on some part of

the back or chest, but there are many excep-

tions to this rule. It may commence on the

face, neck, chest, abdomen, or extremities, or

upon several of these i)arts at the same time

The eruption consists of small, faintly papular
rose-spots, varying in munber from twenty to

one or two hundred. These, in the course of

eight, twelve, or, at the most, twenty-four

hoiu-s from their appearance, change into
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vesicles, which, at first small in size and
clear as to their contents, become quickly
large

;
globular, or semi-ovoid, in form

;

translucent, glistening, and opalescent in

appearance ; and surrounded with a faint

areola. Towards the end of the second day
of illness, the vesicles attain complete de-

velojiment, and about this time a few may
be seen on the sides of the tongue, on
the lij)S, cheek, or palate, and sometimes
upon the mucous membrane of the genitals.

About the third day a few of the vesicles

may have a pustular appearance, and some-
times a few pustules are seen ; but, regarding
the eruption as a whole, pustulation forms
an incident rather than an essential featiu-e

in its progress. On the fourth day the

vesicles begin to dry up, and by the sixth

complete scabs are formed. These fall off

in a few days, leaving in their place faintly

red spots, and sometimes a few pits. A
single crop of eruption may be said to com-
plete itself in five or six days ; and, as two
or three crops appear on as many successive

days, the illness will last rather more than a
week. In the event, however, of there being

four or five crops, it may be prolonged for

another week, but this is unusual. With the

appearance of the eruption, the temperature
rises two, three, or even more degrees, and
this rise recurs with each successive crop of

spots. The pulse is sometimes slightly in-

creased in frequency ; the tongue is moist,

and sometimes covered with a light fiu*. As
a rule, however, there is but little constitu-

tional disturbance, although it is occasionally

severe.

Pathology.—Chicken-pox is due to the

reception of a specific poison, which after an
incubation of about thirteen days, shows it-

self by an eruption upon the skin. What this

poison is, how it enters the body, and what,
if any, changes it produces upon the internal

organs, the present state of our knowledge
does not enable us to say. It affects the

same individual once only, and it is per-

fectly distinct from modified small-pox, as

the following considerations wiU show :

—

1. Chicken-pox is characterised hy therapidity
with which it runs through its stages

;

modified small-pox, on the contrary, is

characterised by an interruption in the

course of the disease at one or other of

three points—the papular, the vesicular, or

the pustular. 2. The chicken-pox eruption

attains complete development by the end of

the third day ; in modified small-pox, should
the eruption attain complete development,
this will not occur before the ninth day,

however much the disease may be modified.

3. In modified smaU-pox the premonitory
symptoms are usually well-marked, often quite

as severe as in the natural disease, and these

last forty-eight hours, after which there is an
eruption of snaall hard papules on the fore-

head, face, and wrists, followed by a fall of

temperature. In chicken-pox the prenioni-
tories are most often wanting, and when
present are slightly marked, and the eruption
is followed by a rise in the temperature. It

appears, moreover, upon any part of the body
indiscriminately, and less frequently on the
face than on other parts ; and within a few
hours—at the most within twenty-four—it

has become vesicular; whereas in modified
smaU-pox the vesicular stage is only reached
forty-eight hours after the appearance of

eruption. 4. The vesicles of chicken-pox are

globular or ovoid in form, without any central

dejjression
;
glistening or translucent in ap-

pearance ; and unicellular in structure. They
collapse on pricking ; and attain their maxi-
mmn development in from twelve to eighteen
hours. Modified and natural small -pox
vesicles are flat and circular in form, always
depressed in the centre, and sometimes um-
bilicated, of an opaque dirty white colour,

and multicellular in structure. They do not
collapse on pricking, and attain their maxi-
mima development at the end of the third

day from their origin. 5. Small-pox is an
inoculable affection ; chicken-pox, according
to reliable authority, is not. 6. When cases

arise which aU recognise to be modified smaU-
pox, they are always accompanied by others

which are more severe ; and in epidemics
these latter gradually become more numerous
up to a point of maximum intensity, when
they decline and the modified forms reappear.

In chicken-pox there is no such gradual in-

crease in the intensity of illness, and neither

serious nor fatal cases form part of its

epidemics, which prevail mdependently of

small-pox. 7. SmaU-pox and vaccinia are

often early foUowed, in the same individual,

say within two or three years, by chicken-

pox, and vice versa, 8. Chicken-pox, vac-

cinia, and smaU-pox have been known to

foUow in immediate succession in the same
individual.

Course and Termination. — Varicella

always runs a favourable course. It has no

sequelae.

Diagnosis.—It shovdd be borne in mind
that a sure diagnosis cannot be made in less

than forty-eight hours. The appearance,

however, of a crop of vesicles, foUowed on

the next day by a second crop, points almost

certainly to chicken-pox. Attention to this,

and to the points noted under the head of

Pathology, ought to make the diagnosis

easy.

Prognosis.—This is always favourable.

Treatment.—The patient should be con-

fined to his room, perhaps in the more
marked cases to his bed. His food should

be that which is easy of digestion; and

although no physician has recorded a fatal

case, a chUd whose temperature rose to three,

four, or six degrees above normal should be

examined with care.

Alex. Collie.
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CHIGOE.— Description.— Tlie Chigoe

is a minute parasitic insect, common in

the West Indies and northern parts of

South .\merica. It is also popularly known
as the Jigger or Suiuljlca. Thougli tbrmerly

regarded as an acarus or mite, it is now
frenerally recognised as a true flea, belonging

10 the genus Pulex (P. j)enetrans) ; but several

entomologists have advanced solid reasons

for separating it from the ordinary tieas.

Thus Westwood terms it the flesh-flea, or

Sarcopsglla penetrans, whilst Guerin formed
the genus Dermatophilus for its reception.

Practically, these distinctions axe of little

moment.
The Chigoe ordinarily lives in dry and

sandy situations, where it midtiplies to a pro-

digious extent. It attacks, however, the feet,

chiefly underneath the naUs and between the

toes ; the impregnated femides burjing them-
selves beneath the skin. Here the abdomen
of the parasite swells to the size of a pea

;

and, unless removed by operation, gives

rise to acute local inflammation, terminating
in suppuration and sometimes in extensive

ulceration, with even fatal results to the
patient. Dogs also suffer excruciating tor-

ment from the bites and immigration of the
Bicho do Cachorro, which, however, Pohl
and KoUar regard as distinct from the human
jigger {Bicho de pe). Be that view correct

or not, it would appear from the observations
of RodschUd and Westwood that the larvae

of the human chigoe are hatched in the open
wounds or ulcers, which sometimes extend
inwards so as to involve the bones themselves.
In bad cases amputation of the toes and ad-
jacent parts becomes necessary. Left to
themselves, the larva escape from their host,
and probably, after the manner of bots and
other parasitic insects, penetrate the soil for
the pm-pose of acqufring the pupal stage of
growth. In European practice cases of jigger
ire rarely seen; nevertheless the writer has
recorded an instance in which strong mental
delusions followed the torture produced by
these creatures. The patient, a middle-aged
married lady, had suffered severely during
her residence in the West Indies. Although
she had got rid of the parasites, she con-
stantly harpooned her own feet in the hope
of destroying the young jiggers which she felt

sure were still burrowing beneath the skin.
Treatment.—As reg.ords treatment, the in-

dications are simple. The parasite shoidd
be removed with the utmost care. Where
this has not been done, and where, as a con-
sequence, open sores exist, frequent washings
with tepid water, followed by the application
of carbolic acid lotions (twenty or thirty grains
to the ounce) or of ointments (one drachm
to one ounce of benzoated lard) will be found
most suitable. Or, again, the carbolic acid
putty, as sold in shops, or the application of
one part of the acid previously mixed with
ten or twelve parts of simjile ohve oil, will,

in all likelihood, be sufficient to cause the
destruction of any larvce that might remain.
Lastly, it seems almost needless to say
that residents and travellers in Guiana,
Brazil, and in the West Indies generally,

shoiUd have their feet properly protected.

T. S. COBBOLD.

CHILBLAIN.— Synon.: Kibe; Pernio;
Fr. Engelurc ; Ger. Frostbcule.

Definition.—A state of inflammation of a

part of the skin induced by cold.

/Etiology.—Chilblains are common in

children and young persons, and are more
frequent in girls than boys. They occur
chiefly in those of a lymphatic constitution,

and may be considered as an indication of

debility and deficient vital power. In adiUt

age they are rare, and are only met with
when the powers of the constitution are re-

duced. Their occuiTcnce is influenced more
by the strength of the individual than by
the degree of cold, and they continue in some
persons throughout the entire year. Their ten-

dency is to cease with the full development
of the system, and they reappear occasionally

in advanced life.

Description.—The regions of the body
usually affected with chilblains are the feet

and hands, to which are sometimes added
the ears and nose. A chilblain presents three

stages or degi'ees of severity, namely, erythe-

matous, bullous, and gangrenous; and it

may be arrested at the first or second stage

by the witlidrawal of the cause. The erythe-

matous stage is restricted to hypersemia,
swelling, and severe burning and itching, the

itching being increased by heat, as by that of

the fire or that induced by exercise. The
congested spot is circular in figure, somewhat
timaid, brightly red at first, but later on
roseate crimson, purple, or livid in colour.

The second or bullous stage exhibits the
blaia or blister resulting ft-om effusion of

serum beneath the cuticle ; the permanent
colour of the sw'elling is now purple or Uvid

;

and the contents of the blister a limpid serum,
generally reddened with blood—sometimes,
indeed, the fluid of the bhster may be semi-

purulent. In the gangrenous stage the
blister is broken, the surface of the derma is

in a state of gangi-ene, and the gangrenous
layer is subsequently removed as a slough by
ulceration.

Treatment.—The treatment of chilblain

requires to be modified to suit its different

degrees. In the first, the indication is to

restore normal circulation by gentle friction,

and, when the part is severely chilled, it is

usual to rub it with snow : then some sooth-

ing liniment may be employed ; and, finally,

a stimulating liniment, covering the part

afterwards with zinc ointment and cotton-

wool, or shielding it with lead or opium
plaster spread on washleather. The applica-

tions most in favour for this purpose are the
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soap liniment with chloroform and laadannm,
the compound camphor liniment, the tur-

pentine liniment, and the tincture of iodine.

In the bullous stage a similar treatment may
be used to the erythematous portions, whilst

the blister should be snipped and the broken
surface pencilled with the compound tincture

of benzoin, and afterwards dressed with
unguentum resinse or an ointment of Peruvian
balsam. In the third stage the erythematous
phenomena still require attention, and the

ulcer should be dressed with unguentum
resinse, either alone, or in combination with
antiseptics.

To obviate constitutional debility, the diet

should be nutritious and generous, and re-

course may be had to tonic remedies, such

as iron and quinine and good air.

Erasmus Wilson.

CHIIjIj.—A subjective sensation of cold-

ness, accompanied with shivering, and moit
frequently experienced in connexion with
febrile or inflammatory diseases, in nervous
individuals, and after exposure to cold and
wet. In pojjular language ' taking a chill ' is

used as synonymous with ' catcliing a cold,'

as fi'om some undue exposure. See Kigok.

CHIN-COUGH. — A synonym for

whooping cough. See Whooping Cough.

CHIRAGRA (xf'P. the band ; and tiypa,

a seizure).—Gout in the hand. See Gout.

CHLOASMA (xXon, a green herb).—
Synon. : Liverspot ; Fr, E;phelide ; Ger.

Lehcrflech.

A pigmentary discoloration of the skin,

of a yellowish-brown or liver-colour tint, oc-

curring in blotches, and due to constitutional

causes. Its synonjan, ephelis gravidarum,
indicates its occasional association with preg-

nancy. See Pigmentary Skin Diseases.

CHLORAL HYDRATE, Poisoning
by.

—

Synon. : Yv. Empoisonnement par VHy-
drate de Chloral ; Ger. Chloralhijdratver-

giftung.
Poisoning by chloral hydrate is a very

common occixrrence, this medicament being
frequently taken in fatal quantity by mis-
adventure. There is reason to think that it

is also largely used for suicidal purposes.

The so-called 'chloral habit' is a growing
evil. A syrup containing abo^it twenty-two
grains of this substance per fluid drachm is

largely and injudiciously sold in this country
mider a patent-medicine stamp.
Anatomical Characters.—There may be

an entire absence of any characteristic aji-

pearances after death by hydrate of chloral

;

and at most these consist in inore or less

modified signs of asiDhyxia—especially a dark
colour of the blood, and pulmonary and cere-

bral hy]ieriEmia.

Symptoms.—The most striking s^Tiiptoms

of poisoning by chloral hydrate is the rapid

supervention of quiet sleep, at first simu-
lating natural sleep. In this stage the patient

can be easily roused, but he speedily drops

off again. The pupils are contracted ; the

respirations are full, deep, and regular ; the

pulse is not much affected. This condition
rapidly deepens mto full coina. The respira-

tions slacken ; and the pulse is either weak
and slow, or, more commonly, rapid and
irregular. The temperature of the body is

reduced ; the muscular system is totally

relaxed. The pupils now dilate ; and with
feeble, thready pulse, the anaesthesia and
paralysis gradually end in death, preceded
by lividity and collapse. Exceptionally, in

fatal cases, burning pain in the mouth,
fauces, and throat, and symptoms of gastritis

have been observed. In one case of recovery
the patient became idiotic. The urine con-

tains an abundance of glycuronic acid.

Diagnosis.—The history of the case, or

the finding of a vessel containing the

medicine, coupled with the sj'mptoms, wUl
usuaUy set all doubts at rest. Otherwise the

case may be mistaken for jioisoning by
opium or other narcotic, for carbolic acid

poisoning, or for cerebral congestion. The
pupil is not so contracted as in opium
poisoning ; and, as the coma deepens, tlie

pupils dilate instead of undergoing further

contraction. There is an absence of the

olive-green or black uruae so commonly
noticed in carbolic acid poisoning, of the

peculiar odour of the breath, and of stains

about the mouth and lips.

Prognosis.—This will depend upon the

state in which the patient is found, and upon
the length of time which has elapsed since

the ingestion of the poison.

Treatment.—Evacuation of the stomach
by the aid of the stomach-pump is the first

step in the treatment of a case of poisoning by
chloral hydrate. Emetics, unless given early,

usually fail to excite vomiting. The patient

must be roused, if possible, as in opium poison-

ing (see Opium, Poisoning by). The tempera-

ture of the body must be kept up by warm
applications. Stimulants may be freely

given, and hot coffee injected into the rectum.

Strychnine Q-^ gr.) has been recommended
for use as a counter-poison, by subcutaneous
injection ; also picrotoxin. The former is a

dangerous remedy ; the latter also would not

perhaps be a safe antidote, if given in full

doses. Inhalations of amyl nitrite, and
artificial respiration are advisable.

Thomas Stevenson.

CHLOROFORM, Use of.—/See Anes-
thetics.

CHLOROSIS (jcXtopof, green or sallow).

Synon. : Green-sickness ; Fr. La chlorose ;

Ger. Chlorose; Bleichsucht.

Definition.—A variety of anaemia occur-

ring in a peculiar diathesis or habit of

body, which is characterised by defective
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growth of the blood-corpuscles and vascular

system.

The subjects of this diathesis are said to

be chlorotic. Tliej- ordinarily enjoy good
health, unless exposed to any of the causes

of ana?mia, when they readily sulTer from
aglobulism ; and this aglobulisin may proceed

to complete anwmia. The term chlorosis is

properly applied to the first and simpler form
of aneemia in these subjects ; the second and
more complex condition is designated chlor-

ance7nia; or, more commonly, ancemia.

See An.emia.

iExioLOGY.—Chlorosis occurs most com-
monly in youngwomen from the age ofpuberty

to twenty-one, but it may appear or reappear

np to the thirtieth year ; it is found occasion-

ally in children and older women ; it is very

rare in men. It is believed to be more com-
mon in the higher ranks of life. Beyond these

predisposing causes, the origin of the disease

lies in peculiar characters of the blood and
blood-vessels, to be presently described, which
are believed to bo congenital, and perhaps
hereditary. In such subjects, and under the

preceding circumstances, any of the nvmier-

ous causes of anaemia may be sufficient to ex-

cite the appearance of chlorotic symptoms

;

but those which do so most commonly are
bodily growth and development, the es-

tablishment of menstruation, disturbances
of alimentation— particularly constipation,

and an insulhcient enjojment of air, light,

and wholesome muscular exercise.

ANATO.MICAL AND CHEMICAL CHARACTERS.

—

The blood in chlorosis presents one essential

imperfection, as far as our present knowledge
extends. The individual red corpuscle con-
tains less than the normal amount of haemo-
globin, the total amount of hamoglobin in

the blood sometimes falling to less than one-
fourth. AVith this delect there may be
associated various other abnormalities. The
total (luantity of blood is below the normal,
though there may be an excess in relation to
the calibre of the vessels {plethora ad vasa).
Both red and white corpuscles are sometimes
deficient in numbers, and that proportion-
ately. In pure chlorosis the quality of the
liquor sanguinis is believed to be unchanged;
but It is possible that certain complex organic
substances exist in the blood which cannot
be discovered by our present methods of
examination.
With this condition of blood there are

associated certain remarkable abnoiTuaUties
of the aorta and arterial system generally.
The most striking of these is a hj-poplasia
or dwarfed condition of the aorta, represented
by small calibre, increased elasticity, anoma-
lous origin of the branches, and une(iual
thickness and fatty metamorphosis of the
mtima. The heart is, as a rule, small in early
life

; but full-sized or even hypertrophied at
a later period, with traces of endocarditis.
The blood-glauds and lymphatic structures

22

are not diseased. The condition of the

ovaries and uterus has been carefully

examined in chlorosis and found to vary
extremelj'. In sonje cases the generative

organs are described as 'infantile,' while in

otiiers thej' are either immoderately deve-

loped, or perfectly normal in every respect.

Corresponding with the aglobulism, the sub-

cutaneous fat is abmidant ; and the viscera

present various degrees of fatty metamor-
phosis. When the cardio-vascular changes
are marked and advanced, there may be

extensive secondary disease throughout the

body.
Symptoms.—The symptoms of simple

chlorosis are those of mild ansrmia, with
certain important differences which become
fewer and less marked, and finally disajipear,

as chlorosis advances to the more serious

disease. The present article will be chiefly

devoted to a description and discussion of

these.

The appearance of the chlorotic girl is

peculiar, inasmuch as the pallor of her
complexion is accompanied by natiu'al or

even increased fulness, from the excess of

subcutaneous fat. At the same time the

coloiu- of the skin is so remarkable as to have
given its name to the disease, the general

hue being a greenish-yellow. In blondes the
transparency of the skin is increased ; in

brunettes it is diminished, and a dull

yellowish -grey colour of skin is the result,

which, in contrast with the greyish-blue of

the eyelids, may appear of a sickly green.

The patient's usual complaint is of this

alteration of colour, menstrual disorder, de-

bilitj', gi'eat breathlessness, cardiac symptoms,
and various pains. She probably believes

that she has heart disease ; her mother fears

that she is consumptive. Various menstrual
disorders are present—namely, premature
menstruation, anienorrhcea (with respect both
to the period and the amount), occasionally
menorrhagia, and leucorrha-a. Breathless-

ness on exertion is one of the most striking

symptoms. The cardiac symptoms and the
cardiac and vascular signs closely resemble
those of anirmia. But there is this imiiortant

difference in tlie phenomena connected with
the heart, that in many cases of chlorosis

they indicate enlargement, and especially

hypertrophy of the left ventricle. Tlie cha-

racters of the blood already described are
readily discovered by the use of the ha-mo-
globinometer and luenuicytometer. Venous
thrombosis may be foimd in the legs. The
alimentary system is often seriously de-

ranged, constipation being an iirgent sj'mp-

tom. The urine is abundant, wattiy, and
pale. There is no dropsy in simple, imcom-
plicated chlorosis. Rheumatic symptoms are
occasionally associated. Pyrexia (99°-lC3°F.)
has been observed in some instances. Optic
neuritis may occur.

The chlorotic constitution or diathesis
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may be recognised by the following charac-
ters, which are variously associated in dif-

ferent cases :—Diminutive statm-e ; imper-
fect sexual development ; a history of pecu-
liar anaemia in childhood, of anajmia with
menstrual irregularity at puberty, and of pre-

vious attacks of symptoms of chlorosis ; evi-

dence of cardiac enlargement or mitral disease

in the absence of all the ordinary causes of

these ; the occurrence of endocarditis during
pregnancy or post partum ; and the presence
of any of the diseases which will be referred

to under the head of CompUcations.
Course, Duration, and Terminations.—

The commencement of chlorosis is generally

gradual, but may be sudden. Its ordinary
course is towards confirmed anaemia, in which
it may terminate, the liquor sanguinis becom-
ing affected, and wasting and (jedema being
added to the previous symptoms, which are

also aggravated. It is for this reason that
pure cldorosis is a rare disease, while an-

ffimia associated with the chlorotic diathesis

is comparatively common. The duration of

the disease is variable ; it rarely declines

until the determining circumstances have
been removed, and the patient subjected to

careful treatment. Chlorosis may reappear
in the subject of the diathesis, and that more
than once ; but the probability of its return

is small after the age of thirty, especially in

the married woman. Death from chloroyis

directly is excessively rare.

Complications and Sequels.—According
to Virchow, serious valvular disease and
cardiac enlargement may be traced in some
of the worst cases of chlorosis to the associ-

ated vascular condition ; and the mitral valve

is peculiarly liable to be attacked by endo-
carditis in rheumatic, puerperal, or septic

fever. Haemorrhages, gastric ulcer, and ex-

ophthalmic goitre are believed to occur with
comparative frequency in persons of the
chlorotic diathesis.

Pathology.— The deficiency of the indi-

vidual red corpiiscle in hcenioglobin, and the
deficiency of the blood in red and white
corijuscles, indicate an imperfect growth of
the red corpuscles and an imperfect produc-
tion of the cellidar elements of the blood.

With this blood-state there is undoubtedly
associated a hypoplastic or dwarfish condi-

tion of the blood-vessels. In the embryo
the blood and blood-vessels are developed
from the same elements, the former making
its appearance within the cells which produce
the latter. It is highly probable, therefore,

that the anomaly of blood and the anomaly
of vessels are to be considered as together

an expression of some congenital defect of the

blood-vascular system, leading to imperfect

growth both of blood and of vessels. Any
individual possessing a blood- vascular system
thus anomalous labours under a peculiar

diathesis, or debility of the corpuscles and
circulatory system, and is said to he a, chlorotic

subject, or to possess the chlorotic constitu-

tion or diathesis.

If the otlier systems of the body are full-

sized (which is not always the case), the

dwarfish condition of the arteries of the

chlorotic subject and the scanty supply oi

haemoglobin may have some difficiilty in

satisfying the ordinary demands for blood,

and especially for oxygen. This diflQculty

of the blood-vascular system will become
a breakdown when the processes of ah-

mentation are deranged from which the

blood derives the materials for its mainte-
nance, or when the blood is wasted by the

excessive demands of growth, development,
or haemorrhage. Such a result is more likely

to happen at periods of extraordinary de-

mand within the economy, of which the

establishment of menstruation is the chief.

It is in this way that exposure to the causes

referred to is sufficient to produce the symp-
toms of chlorosis, when they might not affect

the blood of an ordinary (non-chlorotic) in-

dividual.

The symptoms of uncomplicated chlorosis

are due to aglobulism or deficiency of oxygen
in the system {see Blood, Morbid Conditions

of). When chlorosis advances to complete
anaemia, by the implication of the plasma, a

new series of phenomena present themselves,

prominent among which are loss of flesh and
oedema of the extremities.

The cardiac enlargement and valvular dis-

ease are directly referable to the vascular

hypoplasia, that is, to the obstruction caused

by the narrow calibre of the aorta. The con-

nexion between the blood-vascular condition

and that of the generative organs is more
complex. On the one hand, the chlorotic

diathesis or actual chlorosis interferes with

the development and activity of the ovaries

and uterus ; on the other hand, disorders of

the sexual functions are occasionally exciting

causes of aglobulism.

A variety of suggestions have been offered

as to the manner in which derangement of

the alimentary processes in the bowels im-

poverishes the blood in chlorotic subjects.

Sir Andrew Clavk maintains that when the

bowels are inadequately relieved, ptomaines

and leucomaines are produced within the in-

testine and absorbed into the blood, ' where

they originate in girls of a nervous type of

organisation those alterations of the consti-

tution of the blood which constitute the true

pathogeny of this anaemia.' Another sugges-

tion is, that sulphuretted hydrogen generated

in the bowels destroys the organic compounds
of iron which go to form haemoglobin. Ac-

cording to a third suggestion, substances

containing animal gum, which are developed

in excess within the alimentary canal of

the girl or woman, being required for the

after-nourishment of the embryo, act in-

juriously on the haemoglobin molecule. Still

another theory is, that, from a deficiency of
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hydrochloric acid in tho system, iron enters

the blood in forms which cannot be assimi-

lated by the corpuscles.

Diagnosis.—Chlorosis has chiefly to be dis-

tinfniished from symptomatic and pernicious

aiiii'inia. The points by which the diagnosis

may be accomplished have been sufHciently

indicated. Leukstmia may be readily reeof^-
j

nised by a careful examination of the blood

and spleen. Sec also An.emia, Pernicious.

Prognosis.—The prognosis is highly fa-

vourable as regards life ; and a speedy cure

may be assured in uncomplicated cases sub-

jected to carefid treatment.

Trkatment.—The success of a particular

method of treatment of simple chlorosis is

one of the strongest arguments in favour of

the correctness of the preceding view of the

pathology of the disease. The condition

being one of aglobulism, the treatment em-
ployed will be so far simpler than that of

aniemia, that the red corpuscles alone have
to be restored. While the various measures
recommended in the more serious blood -dis-

order are therefore to be employed, if neces-

sary, it will generally be found that iron alone

will be suthcient to effect a cure in clilorosis,

and that rapidly. The particular form in

which the drug is to be presented must be
carefully selected according to circumstances.

These are fully set forth in the article

An.umia, and need not be repeated here. A
free supply of sunlight is essential, and must
be insisted upon ; and physiological rest of

the blood and of the organs of circulation is

equally necessary.

J. Mitchell Bruce.

CHOL^MI'A (xoX^.bile; andar/x«,blood).

Pf.kimtion. — This term literally denotes
that condition in which the blood contains
some or all of the bile constituents which
have been secreted by the hepatic cells, and
subsequently reabsorbed, either directly by
the capillaries or via, the lymphatics. It is

usual to include the symptoms which this

state induces under the expression 'jaundice,'

which is more properly only one of the mani-
festations of the circulation of a bile-contain-

ing blood ; and hence the word cliola.'mia has
come to have a more restricted application,
corresponding to the icterus gravis of older
writers, or even to have fallen into disuse.

Symptoms.—The symptoms of chola-mia
are very variable in their occurrence and
severity. Jaundice is certainly the most con-
stant, and is elsewhere fully treated of. The
derangements of digestion, which depend on
exclusion of bile from the alimentary canal,
are scarcely to be regarded as effects of viti-

ated blood. But the slow pulse, bitter taste
in the mouth, pruritus, cutaneous eruptions,
hinnorrhages, wakefidness, yellow vision, and
certain ner\ous phenomena, some or all of
which so constantly accompany jamidice, are
obviously attributable to this cause.
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The explanation of these symptoms is not
altogether clear, owing in great part to our
ignorance of the intimate nature of bile-

secretion, and of the exact share taken by
the liver in urea-formation and other meta-
bolic processes. In obstructive jaundice the

bile-pigments are soon absorbed from the

occluded biliary passages, and are obviously

the cause of the icteric discoloration of the

skin and tissues. Later the bile-salts are dif-

fused into the blood-current, and doubtless

they are responsible for the slow pulse so

commonly found in jaundice unassociated

with pyrexia, and also for the destruction of

blood-corpuscles and consequent petechiiE

and other hiL-morrhages, since these condi-

tions are well known to follow the artificial

injection of bile-salts into the blood. The
bitter taste, as also the pruritus, are probably
due to the same cause. Whether the various

cutaneous eruptions are the expression of the

local irritation of a bile-containing blood, or,

as is more probable, of some trophic dis-

turbance, determined by the toxic materials

acting through the nervous system, cannot bo

affirmed. The most interesting and impor-
tant symptoms of chola'mia,to which the term
has sometimes been limited, are the nervous
symptoms. It is well known that many cases

of bile-retention, even of considerable severity,

may run a prolonged course, and, except for

the jaundice, be almost unaccompanied by
other symptoms directly referable to the

vitiated blood ; but in some, even when the

jaundice is but slight or even quite absent,

nervous symptoms of a grave character super-

vene, often with considerable suddenness.

The general character of these manifestations

is an increasing drowsiness, which deepens
into coma, usually fatal. Preceding this, a
stage of excitement, with noisy violent de-

lirium, may occur, or sometimes convulsions

of varying severity. There is a noticeable

absence of headache, in the writer's ex-

perience, offering therein a marked con-

trast to uraemia, with which by some the

state now described has been considered

identical. The general condition of the pa-

tient is that of the ' typhoid state,' with vary-

ing degrees of coma or convulsion. With our
present knowledge it is extremely difficult to

suggest the cause for these symptoms : the

prevailing view is that they are toxic, the

poison being developed in the body as a con-

sequence of the perverted hepatic functions.

But whilst it may be said with certainty that

they are not due to accumulation of cholcs-

terin in the blood (cholestenemia), as was
formerly stated, it remains uncertain whether
the poisonous material is actually excess of

bile-salts, or, what is far more probable, of

nitrogenous derivatives of proteid digestion,

which, in the normal action of the hvor,

would be converted into bile-salts or urea.

The close relationship existing between the

bile-formmg and urea-forming functions of
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the liver should not be forgotten; nor also

the fact that the bile is normally one of the

most important channels whereby toxic sub-

Btances are eliminated from the organism,

whether these be poisons introduced from
without or developed in the liver or other

tissue as results of morbid metabolism. The
sujjpression of the biliary secretion or its

obstructed excretion readily explains how a

blood-poisoning may be engendered, though
the exact source and nature of the poison

may not as yet be accurately known. Another
explanation of these symptoms has been put
forward by Cohnheim, who, comparing them
to the delirium often seen at and after the

crisis of acute diseases, attributed them to

cerebral inanition, coupled with an excessive

albuminous disintegration in the tissues.

Treatment.—This usuallj' resolves itself

into removing the cause of the bile-retention;

when this is impossible, but little can be

done for the resulting symptoms. The itch-

ing of the skin may sometimes be consider-

ably allayed by alkaline baths, or by causing

profuse sweating by pilocarpine or hot-air

baths. It often subsides independently of

treatment, to recur again with increased seve-

rity, especially at night. The internal ad-

ministration of bicarbonate of potassium, a

method commonly adopted in jaundice from
most causes, also relieves the pruritus. Active

diaphoresis, with a brisk purge and blisters to

the nape of the neck, are indicated for the

cerebral symptoms. Very little benefit ap-

pears to follow such remedies as the bromides
if given for the convulsive seizures, but
leeches to the temples are of occasional ser-

vice if indicated. W. H. Allchin.

CHOLAGOGTJES (^oX^, bile; and aya,

I move).— Definition.— Substances which
lessen the amount of bile in the blood.

Enumeration.—The principal cholagogues
are Mercury and its preparations—especially

Calomel and Blue Pill ; Podophyllum and
Podophyllin ; Euonj'min, Iridin ; Ipecacu-
anha; Aloes; Ehubarb; Sodium Salicylate,

Sodium Phosphate, and Sodium Sulphate.

Action and Uses.—The liver has a two-
fold action—it forms bile, which is poured
into the duodenimi ; and it also excretes

the bile which has been re-absorbed from the
duodenum and carried back to the liver by
the portal circulation. Much bile thus cir-

culates continually between the liver and
duodeniun, while part is carried down the
intestine with the faeces, and its place sup-

plied by newly formed bile. When the
quantity circulating in this way is too great

to be completely excreted by the liver, it

enters the general circulation and produces
symptoms of biliousness. These are removed
by the so-called cholagogues, which probably
act by stimulating the duodenum, and thus
carrying the bile so far down the intestine

as to interfere with re- absorption. Amongst
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the best cholagogues are the preparations of
mercury, which, with the exception of the

perchloride, do not increase the secreting

power of the Uver, nor augment the quantity
of bile formed by it. Their utility is greatly

increased by combination with a saline

purgative, which still further clears out the

intestine, and completely prevents any re-

absorf)tion of bile. Other cholagogues, such
as podophyllin, rhubarb, and aloes, actually

increase the secretion of bile by the liver.

At the same time, they probably prevent its

re-absorption, in a similar way to mercurials
and salines. T. Lauder Brunton.

CHOLELITHIASIS (xoX,5, bile; and
'\i6oi, a stone).—The condition of system as-

sociated with gaU-stones. See Gall- Stones.

CHOLERA, ASIATIC. — Synon. :

Epidemic, Spasmodic, or Malignant Cholera

;

Fr. Cholera Asiatlque ; Ger. Asiatische

Cholera; Ital. Colera Asiatico.

Definition.—Asiatic cholera is a specific

disease, characterised by violent vomiting
and purging, with rice-water evacuations,

cramps, prostration, collapse, and tending to

run a rapidly fatal course. It is capable of

being communicated to persons otherwise in

sound health, through the dejecta of patients

suffering from the disease. These excreta are

most commonly disseminated among a com-
munity, and taken into the system, by means
of drinking-water, or in fact by anything
swallowed which contains the specific or-

ganisms passed from cholera patients. In
badly ventilated rooms, the atmosphere may
become so fully charged with the exhalations

from patients suffering from cholera as to

poison persons employed in nursing the sick.

In the same way, people engaged in carrying

the bodies of those who have died from
cholera for burial, or in washing their soiled

linen, may contract the malady. In a dried

condition the organisms contained in cholera

excreta may retain their dangerous proper-

ties for a considerable period.

Asiatic cholera is endemic in certain parts

of British India, where, from time to time, it

assumes an epidemic character, and is apt

then to spread, through the means above
indicated, along the chief lines of human
intercourse, and so to extend over the world.

History.— Since the days of Hippocrates,

medical practitioners residing in various parts

of Europe have described a disease which
they called cholera. The nosology of this

affection was hardly a matter of doubt with

them, and it is only in modern times that

the question has arisen, as to whether the

cholera commonly met with among us is

identical in its nature with Asiatic cholera.

Doubtless, if we compare isolated cases we
may find that the symptoms which these

affections induce are very similar ; but those

who have lived beyond the endemic area of
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Asiatic cholera, nnd watched the disease

spread from India over Europe and America,

can scarcely mistake this malignant malady
for simple cholera. Asiatic cholera was
unknown in Europe before the year 1829 30,

althoup;h it has existed in India for many
centuries. It is true we have no accounts of

cholera extending throughout the whole of

Hindustan prior to the year 1817, but this

arises from the circumstance that it was only

at the commencement of the present century
that the British Government began to bind

the heterogeneous principalities of India into

union, and thus render it possible for us to

gather together authentic details regarding

the disease, as it spread from one province

to another.

We cannot here fnlly consider the relations

which unquestionably exist between the

rapidity of the diffusion of cholera from the

East over Europe, and the increased facilities

of communication that have recently been
established between India and Persia and
Arabia, also from Hindustan to Russia and
the shores of the Mediterranean. For
instance, sixty years ago the passage from
Bombay, up the Arabian and Persian
Gulfs, could only be imdertakeu at certain

seasons of the year when the winds were
favourable, and even then the voj'age was
ditlicult to accomplish ; now large steamers
run every week from Bombay to Bassorah
and the intermediate ports along the Persian
Gulf, and others pass with equal rapidity to

the various towns bordering the Red Sea.
But although we cannot enter fiuther into

this subject, we must, in order to appreciate
the natiure of cholera, glance at the chrono-
logical order of some of the principal out-
bursts of the disease, which have been dis-

seminated from British India over the world.
In 1817 cholera spread rapidly throughout

Bengal, extending during the following
year over the greater part of Hindustan, and
from thence to Ceylon, Bumiah, and China.
The disease was communicated from Bombay
vt<i the Persian Gulf in 1820-21, and travelled
northward, but did not extend into Europe.
During the year 1826 cholera again broke

out over Bengal, and, passing through the
Punjaub, it entered Cabul in 1828, and from
thence extended to Persia, and so to Russia
during the years 182'J-30, and over the whole
of Europe and the greater part of America.

In 1840 41 cholera accompanied a British
force despatched from Calcutta to China ; it

broke out among our troops on their voyage
to that country, and, having spread through-
out the Chinese and Burmese empires, it

Eassed in 1843-44 through Kashgar to Bok-
ara, and so to Cabul. From Afghanistan the

disease extended south into Scinde, and west-
ward in 1845-46 through Persia to Russia
and Europe, reaching Amenica in 1848.

In 1849 cholera was very fatal over Bengal;
and during the season of 1851-52 it was com-

municated through the Punjaub and Bombay
respectively to Persia and .\rabia ; and in

1853-54 it spread via Russia and Egj-pt

with frightful vfrulence throughout Eiu'opo
and America.

During the years 1860-61-62 cholera pre-

vailed to an alarmmg extent throughout
Bengal and the Central Provinces, and in

18G4-G5 in Bombay and along the shores of

the Red Sea ; thence it passed with pilgrims

from Mecca to Egypt, and so to Europe, and
for the fourth time to America. It is well to

fix our attention on the lessons to be learnt

from a careful study of the history of these

early epidemics of Asiatic cholera ; because,

subsequently to 1865, the rapid and com-
plicated means of transit between India and
Europe has rendered it difficult, if not im-
possible, to trace the spread of the disease

westward through the Red Sea route.

These outbursts of epidemic cholera were
remarkably sudden in their advent, a con-

siderable number of people in the affected

locality being attacked by the disease within
a few days after it appeared among them.
The malady almost invariably died out from
among the inhabitants of a coimtry under
its influence during the cold seasons of the
year, to re-appear on the approach of summer.
As a general rule, the disease was most
deadly during the first j'ear of the epidemic

;

it <lecreased in violence the second season,

and then gradually disappeared, seldom
prevailing in any one locaHty for more than
three consecutive years.

^Etiology.—-The more we study the early

history of Asiatic cholera, the better shall we
understand, that every outburst of the disease

which occurred beyond the confines of India
might invariably be traced back through a
series of cases to that country. The disease

has never broken out spontaneously in any
part of the world—no amount of-filth, of bad
food, or climatic influences has up to the
present time induced a widespread epidemic
of cholera : it has invariably spread from its

endemic area over the world. The inhabi-

tants of countries far removed from Hin-
dustan, and having limited communication
with that empire, such as Australia, have not
experienced the disease ; whereas states in

proportion as they are brought into intimate
relation with India become subject to out-
breaks of cholera.

Many of the earliest Anglo-Indian authors
declared their conviction that the disease

was contagious ; others disputed this idea

;

but all agreed that cholera, when extending
over a country, often settled on the inhabi-

tants of low-lying, ill-di-ained, and over-

crowded localities, and that it frequently left

unharmed people residing beyond the af-

fected- area, although they might have been
employed in attending patients suffering from
the disease. It remained for Dr. Snow, in

1854, to explain this apparent mystery, and
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to demonstrate, as he did by means of the

Broad Street case,' that the poison which
causes cholera is contained in the excre-

ments of those suffering from the disease,

and ' that if by leakage, soakage from cess-

pools or drains, or through reckless casting

out of slops and wash-water, any taint, how-
ever small, of the infective material gets

access to wells, and other sources of drinking-

water, it imparts to enormous volumes of

water the power of propagating the disease '

(Simon). Cholera patients cannot, in fact,

communicate the affection to others, unless

by means of the discharges which they pass.

Persons attending them run no risk of con-

tracting the disease, provided they are pro-

tected from swallowing the organic matter
passed by the sick ; but in badly ventilated

rco;ns, this material, having been dissemi-

nated through the atmosjjhere, may be taken
into the system by attendants and so poison
them.

Sir William Aitken observes that the evi-

dence in favour of the communicability of

cholera by means of water or food, con-

taminated with cholera dejecta, has since

1854 become almost overwhelming. A re-

markable instance of the kind, reported by
the late Mr. Netten Radcliffe, took place in

East London durmg the year 18GG ; and
previous to this time, the circumstances of

a case came imder the writer's notice, in

which a small quantity of a fresh rice-water

Btool, passed by a patient suffering from
cholera, was accidentally mixed with some
four or five gallons of water, and the mix-
ture exposed to the rays of the tropical

sun for twelve hoiu-s. Early the following

morning nineteen people each swallowed
about an ounce of this contaminated water
—they only partook of it once—but within
thirty-six hours five of these nineteen persons
were seized with cholera. In this instance
the choleraic evacuation did not touch the
sod : as it was passed, so was it swallowed ;

but (and this is most important to remember)
it had been largely diluted with impure water,
and the mixture had been exposed to the light

and heat of a tropical sun for twelve hours.
Professor Pettenkofer holds, that if the

excreta from patients suffering from cholera
pass into the earth, they may there, under
pecuUar conditions of the soU, moisture, and
heat, undergo changes, and, having risen as
a miasma into the air, be absorbed, and
act as a poison on persons predisposed to

the disease. It appears certain that cholera
germs cannot multiply unless exposed to
a definite range of temperature ; they also

require moisture, containing certain chemical
substances, for their development and growth.
The evidence brought together by Professor

' By this discovery, the result of rigid scientific

investigation, Dr. Snow rendered an immense ser-

vice to mankind which has not been recognised as
fullj as it should be.

—

Editob.

R. Koch and G. Gaffky in their admirable
report on cholera in Egypt, and in India, in

1883, published in Berlin 1887, is sufficient

to convince the writer that the germs of Asi-
atic cholera consist of a specific bacillus.,-

This micro-organism is found in the contents
of the intestinal canal, and in the matter
passed by persons suffering from cholera.
We know that if such excreta gain access
through water or food to the intestinal canal
of persons predisposed to cholera, they maj'
become affected with the disease, and so we
conclude that the symptoms characteristic of

Asiatic cholera are in some way dependent
on the action of tlie cholera bacillus. From
the researches of Dr. Cartwright Wood, Pro-
fessor Hueppe, and other authorities, we
learn that infectious organisms are capable
of spHtting up the particles of living albu-

men at the temperature of the body, and
that these dissociated elements may combine
to form specific basic poisons : organisms,
constituting a definite species, produce the
poison of cholera, and exist at aU tunes in

the soil throughout the endemic area of the

disease ; but in this, its saprophytic form, the

microbe has but feeble action on living albu-

men ; it may, however, under certain condi-

tions of the soil, temperature, and so on,

become exceedingly vigorous, in fact, para-

sitic, and then it can break up living albu-

minoid elements into combinations possess-

ing toxic properties. We may thus form
some idea as to the relation that exists be-

tween endemic and epidemic Asiatic cholera,

and account for the manner in which the
disease develops in certain localities, and from
thence spreads at times over the world along
the lines of human intercourse. As Dr. C.

Wood remarks, it is possible that, as in the

case of Pasteur's vaccines, the cholera mi-
crobe, when in its saprophytic form, may pro-

tect human beings subject to its influence from
the more deadly action of the same organism
when it has burst forth into parasitic growth,
and if such be the case, may we not hope to

discover means whereby human beings can be
preserved from the effects of Asiatic cholera ?

Drs. Pye-Smith and Lauder Brunton, from
experiments made with choleraic discharges,

are inclined to think that the outpouring
of fluid from the glands of the intestinal

canal in this disease, is due to paralysis

of the mesenteric nerves in connexion with
ganglia derived from the solar plexus. It may
be that the poison produced by the cholera

bacillus has some such effect ; but it is a long
step from the fact that microbes are capable

of producing certain toxic compounds to the

proof that Asiatic cholera depends on the influ-

ence of this poison on the mesenteric nerves.

Predisposing Causes.—As far back as 18G9,

in a work published by the writer on h sialic

cholera, the following observations occur

(p. 420) :—
' With the exception of the specific

cholera-infectmg matter, I entirely ignore all
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other causes, or comhination of causes, as
i

capable of producinfj this disease. The cir-
|

onmstances under wliich people live may
predispose them to the action of the or-

ganism ; but neither air, water, nor any

other agency can induce an attack of cholera,

though many of them may serve as media
by which the infecting matter is conveyed

into the intestines.' P. 383 and p. 402 :

—

'From researches I have instituted into this

matter, there is reason to believe that the

acids of a healthy stomach destroy the

organic molecular matter in decomposing
choleraic dejecta, so that when swallowed in

a concentrated form they maj- be so acted on
by the gastric juice as to have their infecting

power destroyed ; but when swallowed di-

luted with water, a portion of the tluid pro-

bably passes at once through the stomach,

and reaching the alkaline contents of the

small intestines, begins its work of destruc-

tion upon the epithelium.' ' Persons in

bad health, whether suffering from actual

disease, or in the less-defined ill-health which
results from imperfect hygienic conditions,

are those most apt to be attacked by cholera.

This is the case with the poor of our large

towns, which are generally situated on allu-

vial soil. May not this be due to the want
of a healthy acid secretion from the walls of

the stomach, which their more vigorous

neiglibours are blessed with ? ' Pecent inves-

tigations have added little beyond this to

our knowledge of the predisposing causes of

Asiatic cholera.

Anatomical Characters.—The external

appearances of the bodies of those who have
died of cholera include the mottled skin,

shnmken and livid appearance of the limbs,

and other features hereafter described as

characteristic of the disease during the stage

of collapse. The temperature of the body
rises after death, and it remains warm for

some time. Rigor mortis sets in speedily,

and is sometimes accompanied with muscu-
lar contractions, which displace the limbs of
the corpse.

After death in the stage of collapse from
Asiatic cholera, the only alteration to be
discovered in the tissues and the blood is to

be accounted for by the rapid drain of water
into the intestinal canal which has occurred
during life. The mucous siu-face of the
stomach and small intestines is injected

and swollen, and its epithelium is shed dur-
ing life, and drops off from the mucous mem-
brane in large patches within an hour and
a half after death. Dr. Koch states that the
cholera bacillus in many cases is found
between the epithelium and the basement
membrane, and also within the tubular
glands ;

' it also settles in large numbers on
the surface of the villi of the intestines, and
often had penetrated into their tissue, and in

some instances had passed as far as the mus-
cular layers of the intestine.' The epithelial

cells lining the kidney-tubules, bladder, and
other organs are found detached from the

basement membrane, but they, like the blood,

do not contain the cholera bacillus.

Abnormalities of a specific nature, espe-

cially with reference to the amount of blood

contained in the right side of the heart

and lungs, have been described by patholo-

gists as being characteristic of Asiatic cholera

;

and in many instances after death from this

disease, if the post-mortem examination is

delayed for a few hours, the right side of the

heart will be found full of blood, together

with the pulmonary artery and its divisions,

while the lungs are collapsed and bloodless.

But there are numerous exceptions to this

state of the heart and lungs, and the condition

above described is not infrequently due to j90«<-

mortem changes ; for if the bodies of those

who have died of cholera be examined imme-
diately after death, the left side of the heart

wiU often be foimd as full of viscid blood

as the right side. A peculiar shrunken con-

dition of the lungs exists, depending on the

dry and empty state of the bronchi, which
allows the elasticity of the organs to drive the

air out of them more completely than usual

after the chest is opened.' On the other

hand, when death has occurred during reac-

tion, the smaller tubes are often found ftiU of

pus, and parts of the lungs may be oedema-

tous, or even in a state of broncho-pneu-

monia (Fagge, The Principles and Practice

of Medicine, p. 2871.

Symptoms.—Asiatic cholera is most deadly

at the commencement of an epidemic, and
then usually begins without premonitory
symptoms. The patient feels well up to

within a few hours of the attack, or, it may
be, goes to bed and sleeps soundly through

the night, and immediately on rising in the

morning is seized with violent purging and
vomiting. After the first outburst of the

disease, as a rule, cholera commences with

diarrhcea, the stools being copious and
watery, followed by great prostration of

strength, with a peculiar feeling of exhaus-

tion at the pit of the stomach ; the sick

person suffers from nausea, but seldom from
actual vomiting or pain at the outset of the

attack. If judiciously treated, many patients

recover from this, the first stage of cholera ;

but if neglected the tendency of the disease

is to grow rapidly worse. The stools be-

come very frequent, and resemble in appear-

ance and consistency the water in which
rice has been boiled. These liquid evacua-

tions flow away from the sick person with a

sense of relief rather than otherwise. But
the patient now commences to vomit, first

throwing up the contents of his stomach, and
subsequently all the water he drinks, mixed
with mucus and disintegrated epithelium.

* On this subject see the chapter on Epidi-mic

Cholera in Dr. Georpe Jolinson's Medical Lectures

and Essays.—Editob.
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The fluid is rejected from his mouth with
considerable force, and this adds to the in-

creasing prostration which is one of the most
urgent and marked features of the disease.

The patient complains of intense thirst, and
a burning heat at the pit of his stomach ; he
suffers also excruciating pain from cramps
in the muscles of the extremities ; he is

terribly restless ; and his urgent cry is for

water to quench his thirst, and that some
one might rub his limbs, and thus relieve the

muscular spasm. Although the temperature
of the sick person's body falls below the

normal standard, he complains of feeling

hot, and throws off the bed-clothes in order

that he may keep himself cool. The pulse

is rapid and very weak ; the respirations are

hurried ; and the patient's voice becomes
husky. His countenance is pinched, and
the integiunent of his body feels inelastic

and doughy, while the skin of his hands and
feet becomes wrinkled and purplish in colour.

The duration of this, the second stage of

cholera, is very uncertain. It may last for

two or three hours only, or may continue for

twelve or fifteen hours ; but so long as the

pulse can be felt at the wrist,, there are still

good hopes of the sick person's recovery.

The weaker the pulse becomes, the nearer

the patient is to the third, or collapse-stage

of cholera, from which probably not more
than thirty-five per cent, recover. The result,

however, depends much on the condition of

the patient's heart. It is quite possible,

although the cases must be rare, that a sud-

den outpouring of fluid into the intestinal

canal has been sufficient to cause syncope
and death in persons suffering from weak
heart, before the liquid contents of the

bowels have had time to be ejected through
the mouth or anus.

In the third stage of the disease the
vomiting and purging continue, although in

a mitigated form; and the skin is covered
with clammy perspiration, especially if the

cramps are still severe. We now cease to

be able to feel the pulse at the wrist, the

lividity of the extremities and surface of the

body increases, the patient cannot speak

above a low whisper, his breathing is very

rapid, his eyeballs are deeply sunk in their

sockets, and his features are marvellously

changed within a few hours. The urine

is suppressed. The temperature of his body
may fall as low as 94° F. The patient re-

mains terribly restless, longing only for sleep,

and that he may be supplied with water.

His intellect is clear, but he seldom ex-

presses any anxiety regarding worldly affairs,

although fully conscious of the dangerous
condition he is in ; sleep, and a plentiful

supply of drinking-water, are the sole desires

of a person passing through the collapse-stage

of cholera. This condition seldom lasts for

more than twenty -four hoiurs, and reaction

either commences within that period, or the

patient dies in collapse, or he passes on into

the tepid stage, which in ninety-nine cases

out of a hundred ends speedily in death. In
the tepid stage of the disease the sick person's

body feels cold to the touch, but the tempera-
ture, as shown by the thermometer, begins
to rise rapidly, sometimes marking 99° or
100° P. The purging and vomiting cease;

and the patient lies in a semi-comatose state,

his eyes half-open, the ocular conjunctiva
being deeply congested, the cornea hazy, and
the pupils fixed. The pulse can be felt at the

wrist, but the respirations are very hurried,

suppression of urine continues, the patient's

body is bathed in a cold clammy perspiration,

the skin becomes of a dusky red hue, and
death too frequently closes the scene within

a few hours.

On the other hand, the sick person having
been in the collapse-stage of cholera some
twenty-four hours (it may be a longer or

shorter period), the temperature of his body
may begin to rise, gradually creei^ing up to

the normal standard ; the respirations dimi-

nish in frequency ; the pulse returns ; the

patient can sleep, and after some thirty-six

hours may pass a little urine : in fact, the

functions of animal life are slowly restored,

and the sick person recovers his health.

This desirable result, however, is not infre-

quently thwarted by various complications

which arise during the stage of reaction. Of
these complications the following are the

most important : suppression of urine
;
gas-

tritis and enteritis; pulmonary' congestion;

meningitis : sloughing of the cornea ; ab-

scesses ever the body ; the formation of

coagula in the right side of the heart or

pulmonary arteries : haemorrhage from the

bowels ; and roseola choleraica.

Diagnosis.— The question of the diagnosis

of Asiatic cholera is discussed in the article

on Choleraic Diarrhcea.
Prognosis.—The means of forming a pro-

gnosis in cholera may best be gathered from
the preceding account of the disease. Speak-
ing generally, the prognosis depends largely

\XY>on the stage of the disease, and upon the

period in the epidemic at which the case

occurs—that is, according as the patient has

been seized at the outbreak, at the height, or

towards the end of an epidemic.
Treatment.—In the first stage of Asiatic

cholera we should endeavour to stop the

purging, and without doubt opium is the drug

upon which we may with the greatest con-

fidence rely for effecting this purpose. When
practising in the endemic area of cholera,

the writer was in the habit of carrying about

pills containing one grain of opium and four

of acetate of lead, so that, if called to see a

patient suffering from the disease in its early

stage, no time was lost in administering one

of these pills suspended in water. The next

thing done was to make a large mustard
poultice, and apply it over the whole surface
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of the patient's nbdomen. The sick person

was ordered to remain in bed, and to bo

allowed nothing in the shape of food or

water ; but he might suck as much ice as

he felt inclined for.

If the patient was again purged after the

first pill, a second was given, and a third (but

not more) after each loose motion. It often

happened that tlie first or second pill, to-

gether with the mustard poultice, ice, and
rest, sufficed to check the progress of the

disease, and the patient recovered. Suppos-

ing this treatment not to succeed, or that on
first seeing the patient it be found that he
has passed into the second stage of the

disease, we should still prescribe the pill, as

above directed, suspending it in water, because
in the solid form it niiglit be rejected entire,

and under any circumstances it would take

time to be dissolved by the fluid contained

in the stomach ; the mustard poultice also

should be applied, and the sick person kejit

warm and in bed. Ice is invaluable in tins

stage of the disease, and imless a person has
passed through an attack of cholera, it is

impossible to realise the immense relief it

aflbrds. It siiould be given in small lumps,
the sick person eating and swallowing as
much as he chooses. He will frequently de-

vour a pound or two of ice in the course of
an hour, and he cannot take too much of it.

In the treatment of cholera there can be no
question as to the value of ice. The patient
shoidd be prohibited from drinking water or
any other lluid beyond that which he gets

from the ice. The practitioner must be firm
on this point, turning a deaf ear to the
entreaties of the sick man or his friends that
he may be permitted to swallow even a small
quantity of water ; for if they once break
through this rule, it will be impossible to

hmit the amount of liquid the patient may
consiune. If this treatment does not check
the progress of the malady, we maj- prescribe
three grains of acetate of load and fifteen

drops of diluted acetic acid in water every
second hour, and fifteen drops of diluted
sidphuric acid in water every alternate hour,
BO that the patient should take a draught,
first of one mixture, then of the other,
every hour. Five di'ops of spirit of camphor
may be added to each dose of the medicine,
but this drug requires care in its acbninis-
tration, and should seldom be continued
beyond five or six doses of from five to ten
drops each. Should the vomiting be very
severe, in spite of the free administration of
ice, a second mustard poultice should be
apphed over the abdomen : all medicine must

[

then be omitted for an hour and a half, after
which time a scruple of calomel may be
Bprinkled on the patient's tongue, and he
Rhould be made to wasli it down with a little

iced water. The cramps are best relieved by
hand-friction, and if vei-y severe, ease may
from time to time be given by allowing the

patient to inhale some ether. Hot-water
bottles should be applied to the soles of

tlie patient's feet, and also to his legs and
abdomen.

Should the disease have reached the col-

lapse-stage there is but little we can do for

the patient. Ice must still be given, and,
if the purging is frequent, the sulphuric acid

draught (but no opium) may be adnainistered

every hour; heat and friction may with ad-

vantage be applied to the surface of the
body ; and the patient may now be permitted
to drink iced water in moderation, provided
it docs not increase the vomiting. Wine and
stimulants, if given by the mouth, do harm
in this stage of cholera ; but, if the purging
has abated, enemata of warm beef-tea and
brandy maj' bo administered by the rectum
every third hour. When reaction comes on,

we must guard against doing too much—it is

very rare indeed to see a patient in this con-

dition sink from exhaustion, but probably
many lives ai-e lost by endeavours erroneously
made, under the idea of keeping up the
patient's strength. Iced milk or arrowroot
is all that should be allowed to be given by
the mouth for some time after reaction has
set in ; but enemata such as those above-
mentioned, administered per rectum every
five or six hours, or nutrient suj)positories,

are often beneficial, especially if the stomach
remains irritable. Under tliese circumstances
we not infrequent!}' find that a small quan-
tity of solid food is digested, when soup and
liquids are rejected. In each case, however,
the dictates of common sense and experience

must guide the medical practitioner in his

treatment of the sick person through the
convalescent stage of the disease.

With reference to the treatment of sup-
pression of urine after cholera, we should get

the patient to drink about half a pint of water
every second hour, so as to add tluid to his

blood. Dry-cupping over the loins should be
employed; and ten drops of the tincture

of cantharides in water administered every
hour, until a drachm of the drug has been
given. It need hardly be remarked that

suppression of urine after cholera is a most
dangerous complication, and there is very
little that can be done to restore the sus-

pended functions of the kichieys.

Preventive Treatment.—Among persona
predisposed to its influence, the infecting

organisms of Asiatic cholera will manifest
their effects on the system within five days
of having been swallowed, but the germs of

the disease do not alwajs engender sjTnp-

toms of virulent cholera. Nevertheless, in

milder cases of the disease the evacuations
passed by the patient may . contain the
microbes of cholera, and mav' therefore, under
favourable conditions for its development,
produce a deadly type of the malady. Conse-
quently, the following remarks are applicable

to instances of so-called cholerine, as well aa
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to the severer forms of cholera. If the

disease has appeared within a neighboiir-

hood, a searching examination must be made
into the condition and source of the local

water-supply, not overlooking that of the

milk, which is too often diluted with water
before being sold. All surface and doubtful

wells or reservoirs (especially those in the

proximity of drains and cesspools) should be

innnediately closed ; and it is desirable that

the drinking-water, before being consumed,
should be carefully boiled and filtered. AH
accumidations of house refuse and filth must
be removed ; and dirty places, both within

and without uncleanly premises must be

freely disinfected and cleansed. There is no
necessity when the disease is prevalent for

making any alteration in the usual diet ; but

in times of cholera we cannot too strongly

insist on at once checking any tendency to

diarrhoea, especially if it be of a watery
nature. Many cases of incipient cholera have
been prevented from running on into danger-

ous disease, by the early administration of

pills containing four grains of acetate of lead

and one of opium, one pill to be taken after

each loose motion, to the extent of three pills.

If called to treat a case of Asiatic cholera,

care shovild be taken that the rice-water

stools, and the matters vomited, are dis-

infected by means of a solution of mercury
perchloride or some other germicide, which
should be poured over the bottom of the

vessel into which the evacuations are

received from the patient ; and directly the

dejecta are passed from the sick person, a

solution of one part of carbolic acid to

twenty of water should be sprinkled over

them, and they must be immediately taken
from the patient's room, and disposed of as

follows :—If the sewage of the locality is

conveyed away by means of a constant

water-supply, the disinfected cholera evacua-

tion should be thrown at once into the sewer.

Drains used for a purpose of this kind must,
however, be constantly flushed with a mix-
ture containing about an ounce of ferrous

sulphate to a pint of water. But if the

drainage of the place passes into a cesspool,

the disinfected cholera stools should be
buried in a deep hole in the ground, re-

moved from wells, and, if possible, from
human habitations. It is a most danger-

ous practice, however carefully cholera stools

have been disinfected, to allow them access

to a cesspool. The room in which the
patient has been treated must be freely

disinfected, and his bedding subsequently
burnt. If the sick person should die, the

corpse is at once to be placed in a coffin con-

taining a mixture of lime, charcoal, and car-

bolic acid : in fact, the body should imme-
diately be buried in a mixture of this kind,

and the coffin with its contents committed to

the grave, or, better, consumed by fire with-

in twenty- four hours of the patient's death.

CHOLERAIC DIARRH(EA

By far the most important preventive
measures to be adopted against cholera are
to provide a pure supply of drinking-water,
good drainage, ventilation, and cleanlmess;
for these means, if rightly enforced, must
prevent the cholera germ from spreading
among human beings.

The Vienna Cholera Conference has de-

cided that quarantine is inapplicable to the

cncumstances of cholera ; but this subject,

together with the duties incumbent on
sanitary and port authorities with reference

to the preventive treatment of the disease,

hardly falls within the scope of this article.

See QuAKANTiNE. C. N. Macnamaea.

CHOLERAIC DIARRHCEA. — St-
NON. : Cholerine; Sporadic Cholera; Fr. Cho-
lera sjwradique ; Ger. Sporadische Cholera.
Definition.—An acute catarrhal affection

of the mucous membrane of the stomach
and small intestines, attended with vomiting
and diarrhoea. The stools consist of a

serous fluid, containing a little albumen.
The whole system is implicated to a greater

or less extent, throiigh the rapid loss of water
from the body, and its imperfect absorption

through the intestinal canal during the active

stages of the disease.

jEtiology.—As remarked in the preceding
article, it is only of late years that the ques-

tion has arisen as to whether Asiatic cholera

and simple cholera are identical diseases;

but it seems probable that any obscurity

which may exist on the subject occurs from
the impression that similar symptoms are

necessarily produced by precisely the same
causes. It appears reasonable, however, to

believe that, if the infecting matter of

Asiatic cholera, when introduced into the

intestinal canal, induces changes such as

we have described, decomposing animal or

vegetable substances, under certain con-

ditions, may excite analogous changes in the

mucous membrane of the alimentary canal,

the consequence being that in both diseases

a drain of serous fluid takes place from the

bowels, followed by symptoms of cholera.

In the case of Asiatic cholera, however, we
believe that the discharges have the power,

under favouring conditions, of propagating the

disease, whereas the evacuations in simple

cholera are in this respect less pernicious.

Doubtless climatic and meteorological in-

fluences materially affect the susceptibility

of the human subject to disease, and conse-

quently we find that simple cholera, like the

malignant form of the malady, is apt to

prevail as an epidemic in moist or wet
seasons of the year, and especially among
people whose bodies are predisposed to pass

into a diseased condition, from their having

habitually breathed impure air and consumed
unwholesome food and water, or become
debilitated from other causes.

In a hot and moist climate like that ol
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Lower Bpiipn.!, choleraic diarrhaa is an
afTectiou which we meet with at all seasons

of the year, and it is espei-ially prevalent

among infants who are beinj^ reared on cow's

milk, or on other kinds of food prone to

undergo putrefaction. Among the fish-eating

Hindoos we frequently see several members
of the same family who have been seized

with symptoms of choleraic diarrha'a, attri-

butable to the patients having partaken of

fish which was shghtly tainted. In fact, there

are few more certain sources of this form of

diarrhci:a than stale fish ; and it is evident

that, whatever the deleterious influence miay

be which food of this description contains,

the mere fact of keeping it in boiling water
for some time does not destroy its poisonous
properties.

It occasionally happens that cases of

choleraic diarrluea occur among people re-

siding in malarious districts, the diarrhoea

taking the place of the cold stage of a fit of

ague
;

patients in these circumstances may
be seized with all the symptoms of severe

cholera, but they almost invariably recover

. from the attack.

I Symptoms.— Choleraic diarrhoea begins
' suddenly ; that is, the patient, whether an

infant or an adult, has probably up to the

I commencement of the attack been in good
health ; there are, in fact, seldom any pre-

monitory symptoms. A child maj' perhaps
look somewhat paler than usual, and has a
dark ring under his eyes, but beyond this

' appears to be perfectly well. Shortlj' after
I taking food, the infant vomits up a qTiantity
' of uncoagulated milk, the evacuation not

being curdled like that from an overloaded
I stomach, the gastric secretion no longer

having the power of coagulating the casein

of milk. Soon after vomiting, or it may be
before, the child commences to pass from
the bowels an acid grconish-yellow fluid, con-

taining tlakes and often lumps of undigested
food. The patient becomes very thirsty, is

restless, and evidently in considerable pain,

crying and drawing his legs up towards the
' abdomen. If these symptoms continue, the
: evacuations become colourless, resembling in

appearance the rice-water stools of Asiatic

cholera. The temperature of the body falls,

the face becomes of a dusky hue, the features
are pinched, and the eyeballs deeply sunk in

their sockets. The fontanelles are depressed

;

I the child is evidently terribly prostrated, his
pulse can no longer be felt at the wrist, and

< his cr\-ing passes into a weak whimpering

;

I
he eagerly drinks water when otfered him

;

' and, as the exhaustion increases, convidsions
• supervene, and the child dies within a few
' days or even hours. On the other hand, the
' symptoms may abate at any stage of the
' disease, and the little patient gradually re-
' cover his health.

In the adult the symptoms of choleraic
diarrha-a are much the same as those above

detailed. There are seldom any premonitory
symptoms, and the attack begins with nausea
and vomiting, together with a sensation of
exhaustion referable to the pit of the sto-

mach ; the vomiting is speedily followed, or
it may be preceded, by purging ; copious
watery discharges are thus passed out of the
body, and the larger and more rapid the
evacuations the more they come to resemble
the serum of the blood, which, in fact, drains
into the intestinal canal and passes away
from the stomacli and bowels. The patient

naturally complains imder the circumstances
of intense thirst. He is very restless ; and at

the commencement of the attack suft'ers from
colicky pains in the abdomen, and subse-
quently from spasms and cramps, which often

seize the muscles of the extremities. The
pulse becomes small and weak, the respira-

tions are hurried, the voice feeble, and the
countenance pale and shrunken. The urine
is scanty or suppressed ; and the temperature
of the body falls one or two degi'ees below
the normal standard. These symptoms, as

a rule, gradually subside, the purging and
vomiting cease, and the patient falls off to

sleep, waking more or less exhausted in

proportion to the severity of the attack, but
he usually recovers his healtli rapidly.

Diagnosis.—Tlie question naturally arises.

Are there any symptoms bj- which we can
distinguish a case of choleraic diarrhoea from
one of Asiatic cholera ? In reply it may
be affirmed that there is no characteristic

symptom by which these affections can be
diagnosed from one another. But, taking all

the circumstances of any jiarticular case into

consideration, it is ditlicult, except on paper,

to confound the two diseases ; for unless a
patient has recently imbibed the poison which
produces Asiatic cholera, he cannot be sufifer-

ing from that malady. Should the sick person
reside in a neigiibonrhood affected by Asiatic

cholera, we must, in forming an opinion as

to the nature of the affection, be guided by
the previous history of the case, the nature
of the food consumed, and so on, and above
all by the severity of the symptoms. Choleraic

diarrhoea, even in the tropics, rarely passes

on into collapse within a few hours from
the commencement of the attack, such as is

commonly seen in cases of Asiatic cholera

;

and, in the early stages of the former disease,

there is seldom that complete loss of voice

and pulse so characteristic of the malignant
form of this affection. An experienced medi-
cal practitioner, placed at the bedside of a
person sufiering from Asiatic cholera, even
in its earliest stages, feels no doubt whatever
as to the nature of the affection, and is at

once impressed with the gi-ave responsibility

of the charge which rests upon him : his

anxiety is infinitely less when he meets with

an instance of choleraic diarrhoea, although
he is unable to lay down any hard and fast

rules, by means of which he could define the
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difference that exists between the synaptoms
present and those occui-ring in a case of

Asiatic cholera.

Prognosis.—^Althouojh choleraic diarrhoea

in its more severe forms resembles mild cases

of Asiatic cholera, it is a comparatively harm-
less disease. Unless among young infants,

or old and sickly people with weak hearts,

no matter how threatening the symptoms
may be, however great the collapse and de-

pression of the patient may seem, a previ-

ously healthy adult seldom dies of choleraic

diarrhoea.

Treatment.—In cases of simple cholera

occurring in the child, the important point

we must enforce in our treatment is that

the affected part shall have rest. In prac-

tice, however, it is often difficult to per-

suade parents and nurses that an infant can
exist uninjured for ten or fourteen hours on
iced water ; nevertheless, we must insist on
a plan of this kind being carried out. The
little patient will eagerly swallow cold water,

either from a bottle or spoon, and the child

may be allowed to take as much cold water
as he requires, and to suck ice, which may be
wrapped up in the corner of a handkerchief
and put into his mouth. A poultice made of

equal parts of mustard and flour, applied over
the abdomen, is often very useful in this

form of disease. With reference to drugs,

should the treatment above indicated not
relieve the symptoms, or should the vomiting
be very constant, from two to four grains of

calomel may be given, and repeated if neces-

sary in an hour's time ; however, if the diar-

rhoea is the more prominent sjTnptom, calomel
is not required, but a teaspoonful of castor oil

should be administered. After the bowels
have been cleared out, if the serous discharge

continues, we should order astringents, in the

form of ^ of a grain of acetate of lead every
hour, or ^^ of a grain of nitrate of silver, until

the piirging subsides. Tannic acid, in com-
bination with diluted sulphuric acid and sugar,

is frequently a useful combination to ad-

minister to children in cases of this descrip-

tion. "With reference to opium, much as

we dislike prescribing it for infants, it may
be necessary in cases of simple cholera ; but

it shoiild hardly be given in a mixture to be
administered from time to time by a nurse.

Opium under these circumstances can only

be admissible when given by the medical at-

tendant himself, in doses of one, two, or three

minims of laudanum in a little weak brandy
and water, carefully watching its effects. If

the drug causes the child to sleep for a few
hours, it may act almost like a charm : the

infant awakes comparatively well. But if the

opium has no such effect, we may be tempted
to repeat the dose, but can scarcely give it a

third time, at any rate until some hours
have elapsed since the administration of the

second dose. The symptoms having subsided,

the child's diet must be strictly attended to,
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a good healthy wet nurse as a rule being an
urgent necessity in the case of infants. Lime-
water may with* advantage be mixed with
the child's food. The diet must be most
carefully ordered. See Diarrhcea.
With reference to the treatment of adults

suffering from choleraic diarrhoea, we must
bear in mind that, unless among old and
debilitated persons, the patient will, as a
rule, recover without medicine. If there-

fore called to prescribe for a case of this

complaint, we may order fifteen minims of

laudanum, or a drachm of the compound
tincture of camphor in water, to be taken

(supposing the patient is very sick) imme-
diately after vomiting ; half the above dose

may be given at the expiration of one hour

;

and again after another hour, unless the

symptoms have in the meantime subsided.

A large mustard poultice should be applied

over the abdomen, and the patient must be

confined to bed, and kept on ice and iced

water ; he should not, however, be permitted

to swallow too much liquid. If the vomit-

ing is severe, a scruple of calomel may be

given to an adult, or in the first instance

an effervescing mixture with hydrocyanic
acid may be employed to allay the sickness.

On the other hand, should the diarrhoea be

excessive, we may with advantage prescribe

four grains of acetate of lead and ten drops

of diluted acetic acid every second hour ; or

pills containing a drop of creasote, a quarter

of a grain of nitrate of silver, a grain of

camjihor, and two grains of Dover's powder,

to be repeated after each loose motion.

Among old or weakly persons, and also in

the case of infants, it is often necessary to

administer brandy and water from time to

time, according to the state of the patient's

pulse. C. N. Macnamara.

CHOLERINE.—A term applied to a

class of cases which occur during the pre-

valence of cholera, in which the milder

symptoms of the disease are present. It has

also been used to designate the poison on

which cholera is supposed to depend. See

Cholera, Asiatic ; and Choleraic Diab-

rhcea.

CHOLESTEATOMA (xo^, bile; and

(TTedrcoixa [Galen], a fatty tumour).—An en-

cysted tumour, consisting chiefly of-chole-

sterin. See Cysts.

CHOLESTERIN (x<->M, bUe ; and

a-Teppos, solid. The term cholestearin, occa-

sionally used, is derived from x"^V^ l*il6 ; and

(TTfap. suet).

—

Synon. : Fr. Cholesterine ; Ger.

Cholesterin ; Gallenfett.

Chemical and Physical Properties.—
Cholesterin is a monatomic .alcohol, repre-

sented by the empirical formula C,,|;H4jO,

first discovered, in 1755, by Conradi in ox-

bile, its exact composition being subsequently

ascertained by Chevreul. It is probable that
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there are several isomeric substances included

within the term, though one only is known
to occur in the human body. When pure it

occurs as white, tasteless, inodorous, glittering

Bcales, which form needles when crystallised

out from solution in chloroform, and as

rhombic plates, often deficient at one corner,

when derived from alcoholic and ethereal

solutions (see Microscope is Mkdicine). It

is insoluble in water, alkalis, and dilute

acids, but readily dissolves in ether, chloro-

form, boiling alcohol, benzol, turpentine, and
solutions of the bile-acids, and its solu-

tions are hwo-rotatory. It melts at 145° F.

The cr^'stals heated with strong sulphuric

acid give a carmine-red colour, or witli strong

nitric acid a yellow colour ; with the former
acid and tincture of iodine a violet which
becomes blue green.

Sources.—The exact physiological signifi-

cance of cholosterin is not known, but it is

generally regarded as a product of the meta-
boUsm of the nervous tissues, which should be
eliminated by the liver in the bile. It is a
normal constituent of certain of the tissues,

forming nearly 50 per cent, of the solids of

the white nervous matter, and 18i per cent,

of the solids of the grey matter, being pro-

bably combined therein with true fatty sub-

stances ; it is estimated to form "25 per cent.

of the red corpuscles of the blood ; '4 per
cent, of human bile ; and it occurs in minute
quantities in the spleen, urine, milk, and
serum, and as a constant though quantita-

tively variable ingredient of the fiEces, where
it has been erroneously supposed to be repre-

sented by stercorin, which substance is in

reality an impure form of cholesterin {see

F«CES, Examination of). It is also found
in the yolk of egg. A cholesterin is of wide-
spread occurrence among plants (such aa

peas and maize, also in almond and olive

oils), and may be regarded as a decomposi-
tion-product of some of the albuminous con-
stituents of the cells.

P.ATiioLOGicAL Kelations.—The patholo-
gical occurrence of cholesterin is varied and
of unknown import. It is liable to be much
increased in quantity in the normal places of
its occurrence ; thus in association with jaun-
dice, though apparently not always, the blood
has been known to contain 4 or 5 per cent.

;

in the bile it may be so abundant as to form
crystals or be deposited as gall-stones, of
which it forms the greater portion ; in the
faeces, when they are free from bile, a con-
siderable increase of cholesterin and fats

may be met with. In exceptional cases of
renal disease crystals have been deposited in
the urine. The tluid of cj-sts, especially
hydatid and ovarian, seems to be more liable
to contain cholesterin than effusions into
serous cavities; and this fact has been con-
sidered of some value in the diagnosis of
ascites from ovarian dropsy. But it some-
times occurs in considerable quantities in
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hydrocele fluids, and it has been met with
in old pleural and peritoneal elTiisions, where
it appears as glistening particles suspended
in the fluid. In the caseous degeneration of

pus and other inflammatory products crystals

of this substance are sometimes formed, and
in this way may be found in sputum and
other excreta.

The train of nervous and other symptoms
which often accompanies long-continued jaim-

dice has been attributed to the retention of

cholesterin in the blood, and hence the term
cholestercemia was employed to denote this

condition. It is certain, however, that cho-

lesterin as such is quite inert and harmless
to the tissues, and it is undesirable to per-

petuate the expression. See Chol.?;mia.

W. H. Allchin.

CHORDEE {x"P^, a harpstring).—
Definition.— Painful imperfect erection of

the penis diu-ing gonorrhcea.

..Etiology and Pathology.—Chordee is

most common in the second and third weeks
of gonorrhffa, and rarely attacks the patient

after the third week. In exceptional cases,

on the contrary, chordee, absent in the acute
stage, is violently developed after the in-

flammation has become chronic and very
sUght. The bulbous part of the lu-ethra is

generally intensely inflamed when chordee
happens; and, fiu-ther, chordee is very un-
common when the urethritis is limited to the
anterior or posterior portions of the canal.

The mechanism of chordee is imperfectly
understood. Two explanations have been
put forward:— (a) That the corpus spongio-

sum surrounding the urethra being affected

by inflammation through the effusion of

lymph into its substance, proper distension

of its spongy tissue and elongation during
erection cannot take place. Hence it is

drawn tight lilte a bowstring by the arch-

ing of the distended corpora cavernosa.

{b) That the inflammatory condition of the
mucous membrane and submucous tissue at

the bulbous part excites reflex spasm of the
muscles surrounding that part of the corpus
spongiosum. This prevents distension of the
parts compressed ; while the corpora caver-

nosa, being untranunelled, continue to expand
in the ordinary manner. The first exjjlana-

tion is insutTicient to account for some cases

where the inflannnatorv action is very slight,

and there is no evidence that lymph has
been effused into the erectile tissue ; for

example, after a plastic operation on the

penis. Again, natural erection has been
knowTi to take place very shortly after the

subsidence of gonorrhceal inflammation, and,

it is fair to suppose, before effused h-mph can
have been absorbed. The second exjdanation
is unsatisfactorj-, because spasm of other
muscles of the perinieum is often absent.

In our present imperfect knowledge of the

purposes ser^-ed by the nerv'i erigentes, these
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theories mtist be accepted with reserve.

Probably both methods may be active in pro-

ducing chordee.

The causes of chordee are indirect or

direct. The most common indirect cause is

urethritis or urethral congestion. Direct

causes are the reflex irritants which usually

produce erection during sleep, such as

stimulating food and drink, strongly acid

urine, great superficial warmth of the body,

or a distended bladder.

Symptoms.—The organ grows suddenly
turgid and assumes a bowed or crooked form,

causing acute pain, which is felt at the part

and towards the perinaeum. In severe cases

the strain causes rupture of the mucous
membrane and spongy tissue, with hicmor-
rhage. The loss of blood is usually limited

to a few drops, and gives relief to the pain.

Earely the hsemorrhage is rapid and pro-

longed.

Treatment.—Abstinence from stimulants
of aU kinds, and late suppers ; light clothing,

and a hard mattress at night, are the best

means of preventing chordee. Micturition

at short intervals during the night must be
enjoined. Of medicines the best is a sup-

pository, at bed-time, of one grain of crude
opium in ten grains of cacao-butter. The
subcutaneous injection into the perinaeum of

one-sixth grain of acetate of morphine is also

an effectual remedy. Both these applica-

tions should be followed by an aperient saline

draught the next morning. A drachm of

sj)irit of camphor thrown just before it is

swallowed into an ounce of water, and taken
on lying down at night, is also useful, and it

may be repeated once if chordee awaken the

patient ; but it is a very uncertain remedy.
More trustworthy are twenty or twenty-five

grains of chloral hydrate in syrup and water
at bed-time, and repeated in four or six

hours if needed. Bathing the genitals and
perinfeum with very hot water for ten

minutes before going to bed sometimes
proves successful. The application of a spiral

coil of narrow india-rubber tubing round the

penis and scrotum, through which a con-

tinuous current of ice-cold water flows, is

also an excellent preventive.

To subdue an attack of chordee the best

measures are voiding urine ; the application

of cold to the perinaexun, by sitting on a cold

seat, or applying an evaporating lotion or ice
;

and the upright posture.

Berkeley Hill.

CHOREA (xopeln, a dance).

—

Synon. :

Chorea Minor; St. Vitus's Dance ; Fr. Danse
de St.-Guy; Choree; Ger. Veitstanz.

Definition.—A disease of the nervous
system, characterised by a succession of

irregular, clonic, involuntary movements of

limited range, occurring in almost aU parts

of the body.

The distinctive features of the movements

CHOREA
are the entire absence of either rhythm or
method in their recurrence ; that not indi-

vidual muscles but co-ordinate groups are
affected ; and not one or more groups only,

but almost all the muscles in tm-n. There
is not actual loss of command over the
muscles, but voluntary movements are
interfered with by superaddition of involun-
tary movements. As a rule the movements
cease during sleep.

Etiology.— Chorea is a disease of child-

hood : it is most common between the ages
of eight and twelve, very rare before six,

and rare after sixteen. It is more than twice
as frequent in girls as in boys, especially after

the age of nine. It occurs more fi'equently

in families in which nervous diseases are

hereditai-y than in others. It is more common
in large towns than in the country ; and far

more frequent among the poor than among
those in comfortable circumstances. Want
of proper food, neglect, ill-usage, with the

weakness and anaemia induced by these

means, are very common antecedents, or

chorea may follow measles or other febrile

disease of childhood. Children well-nourished
and with a good colour, exposed to none of

these causes, may however suffer. An inti-

mate association between chorea and rheu-
matism has long been recognised. A large

proportion of the children suffering from
chorea are found to have had acute or

subacute rheumatism, and some of the most
terrible cases met with, especially after the

age of puberty, are those in which the chorea
comes on during or just after acute rheuma-
tism. Whether traceable to rheumatism or

not, there is verj' frequently found in chorea

a cardiac murmur, usually mitral systolic,

sometimes aortic. This may or may not

disappear after recovery. In almost aU the

fatal cases of chorea which have been
examined after death, endocarditis with
fibrinous vegetations on the valves has been
present. In adults, pregnancy divides with

rheumatism the causation of this affection;

recovery generally speedily follows delivery,

and can rarely be brought about till this has

taken place. Bad habits, and disorders of

menstruation, are also undoubtedly capable,

of inducing chorea. Intestinal worms again

have appeared to set up the disease, and
instances are on record in which the expulsion

of worms has been followed at once by
cessation of the movements, but this must
be extremely rare. Fright or some powerful

emotion is very Irequently assigned as the

cause ; and it is seldom that parents are not

prepared with the instance required. But,

making allowance for this, and notwithstand-

ing the fact that endocarditis may be present

in cases said to have originated in fright, it

does not seem possible to exclude fright as a

cause of chorea. The influence of imitation

is less certain. The disease is said to be far

less common in negroes.
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Anatomical Characters and Pathology.
The studj' of chorea, as of epilepsy and many
other aflfections of the nervous system, has

been hampered hy its being ref^iirded as a
morbid unity. The view liere maintained is

tliat it is a symptom rather than a disease,

and tliat the characteristic movements are

in rebition not with the nature of the morbid
change, but with its scat. The seat of the dis-

turbance is the corpus striatum, its cliaracter

probably ditTeront in difierent cases ; but
tlie anatomical condition caimot amount to

actual breach of structure, since that is

known to give rise to hemiplegia, while it

must obviously be of a kind to impair the

functional vigour of the ganglia. Chorea has
been called ' insanity of the muscles

' ; a
better phrase (as the writer has said else-

where) would be 'delirium of the sensori-

motor ganglia.' In delirium there is loss of

control over the mental processes, with rapid

succession of incoherent and imperfect ideas ;

in chorea loss of control over the motor
apparatus, with movements excessive in point

of number and extent, but wanting in vigour
and precision.

In some cases of chorea nothing abnormal
has been detected after death, but usually the
minute methods of investigation now pursued
yield positive results. The largest series of
examinations published is contained in a com-
mimication to the Royal Medical and Chirur-
gical Society, in the session of 1875-6, by Dr.
Dickinson. He describes dilatations of the
minute arteries as existing throughout the
brain and cord, more especially, however, in
the corpus striatum and optic thalamus, with
small hsemorrhages ; and considers the dis-

ease to be due to a widely spread hypenemia
of the nerve-centres. He did not find capil-

lary embolisms, but does not appear to have
drawn out the arterioles to look for them.
The appearances he describes are very much
those producible by impaction of microscopic
particles of fibrin in the minute vessels.

Capillary embolisms have been found by
Dr. Tuckwell and other observers, predomi-
nantly in the central ganglia, but also in tho
central convolutions and spinal cord, accom-
panied by patches of softening and minute
htemorrhages. In almost all fatal cases of
chorea there is endocarditis with deposits of
beads of lymph on the mitral or aortic valves,
or both, whether a murmur have been audible
during life or not.

The^os<-mor<cw appearances consequently
do not indicate any localisation of the morbid
change in the central ganglia. But it is to be
remembered that the fatal cases are those in
which there is not only extreme violence in
the choreic movements, but usually also deli-
rium and other symptoms. There are in fact
multiple sjTuptoms just as there are multiple
lesions, and we are called upon to distribute
the SNTuptoms, and assign them to their re-
spective soiu-ces, by such knowledge of the

functions of the diflforont nerve-centres as

physiology affords us. The delirium or com-
parative dementia is thus attributed to the
lesions in the convolutions; the loss of speech
to lesions in convolutions or in lower centres,

according to its character ; the impairment or

sensation to lesions in the thalami ; the chorea
to lesions in the corpora striata. The grounds
upon which this last localisation—that in

which we are immediatolj' concerned—is de-

cided, are as follows. We exclude the cerebral

hemispheres and cerebellum, rather arbitrarily

perhaps, since there is much to be said in

favour of their contributing to excite the

movement, now especially that convolutional

motor areas have been demonstrated by
Hitzig and Ferrier. The important point to

be made clear, however, is that chorea has

not its seat in the cord. The arguments and
evidences against this are : (1) that tonic and
not clonic spasm is characteristic of persis-

tent spinal irritation ; (2) the degree of con-

trol over the movements retained by the will

;

(3) their increase under emotion ; (4) their

cessation during sleep. To those, which were
originally advanced by Dr. Russell Reynolds,
may be added : (5) the diminished reflex

action on tickling ; and (6) the phenomena of

hemichorea and its relations with hemiplegia.

The evidence afforded by hemichorea is so

conclusive that other considerations have
been merely alluded to. It cannot be sup-

posed, for example, that one lateral half of

the entire length of pons, medulla, and cord
can be affected without implication of the

other half, which would be the case with
hemichorea of si)inal origin ; and still more
conclusive is the fact that when in hemichorea
there is impairment of sensation it is on the

same side with the movements, and not, as

in hemiparaplegia (due to the division of one
half of the cord), on the opposite side to the

motor paralysis. The parallelism between
hemichorea and hemiplegia is so perfect as

to suggest at once that the two affections

represent different conditions of the same
nerve-centres, and is made more complete by
the very discrepancies, as they may at first

sight appear, which have been considered to

be objections. In hemiplegia there are cer-

tain muscles which more or less completely
escape paralysis : the motores oculorum,
orbiculares palpebrarum, and other facial

muscles, the muscles of the neck, chest, back,

and abdomen. In hemichorea the irregular

movements cross the median line and invade
the opposite side in these same muscles.
This has been explained (rightly or WTongly)
by the hypothesis that aU these muscles act-

ing in compulsory concert with the corre-

sponding (or other) muscles of the opposite

side, the ner%-e-nuclei of the bilaterally asso-

ciated muscles wtU be commissurally asso-

ciated in the cord, so as to become in effect

a single nucleus, and this single nucleus for

muscles on each side of the body, being
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connected with both corpora striata, is thro%vn

into action by the sound corpus striatum

when its fellow of the opposite side is

damaged, as in bemiplegia, thus preventing

paralysis ; and, on the other hand, is reached

by the irregular impulses from the corpus

striatum affected in hemichorea, thus causing

bilateral chorea in the parts enumerated.
In addition to the correspondence between

hemichorea and hemiplegia just described,

there are transitions from one to the other,

and combinations of the two to be mentioned
below, under the head of Complications.

Hemiplegia may be succeeded by hemichorea
(the post-hemiplegic chorea of various ob-

ser^'ers) ; or chorea may deepen into paralysis

;

or, as in a case reported by the writer, there

may be with chorea of the Hmbs on one side,

first chorea, then paralysis (hemiplegiform),

and then again chorea of the same side of

the face. The conclusion is obvious, that

hemiplegia and hemichorea in these cases

are indicative of different degi-ees of damage
in the same centre. Hemichorea and hemi-
anaesthesia have been found very constantly

associated with structural lesions in the white
fibres just outside the posterior extremity of

the thalamus, usually involving also the gan-

glion itself at this part.

The well-known embolic theory of chorea
originated by Kirkes, and improved and ably

maintained by Dr. Huglilings Jackson, at

once finds its place here. Capillary embolism
is of all others the condition which might be
expected to induce the instability without
abolition of function which exists in chorea,

and in ahnost all cases a fertile source of

fibrinous shreds is present, in the form of

vegetations on the valves of the heart ; the

fact of embolism, again, has repeatedly been
demonstrated. While, however, giving to

capillary embolism a prominent place among
the causes of chorea, it cannot be considered

as the only cause. The clinical differences

between ordinary chorea and the acute and
fatal form are of themselves suggestive of a
different pathology ; and the speedy recovery
after delivery in the chorea of pregnancy, or

(as in one or two cases on record) after ex-

pulsion of intestinal worms, is inconsistent

with the existence of embolism. What the

precise anatomical condition is can only be
matterof conjecture, but it will be some form
of innutrition ; irritability and debility, as

the late Dr. C. B. Radcliffe has abmidantly
demonstrated, going together. Hypersemia,
with capillary blood-stasis, and capillary

thrombosis by cohering leucocytes, have been
suggested as causes. Prolonged arterial spasm
from persistent reflex irritation, uterine or

intestinal, or the more brief contraction of the

cerebral vessels firom fright, may perhaps
lower the functional vigour of the ganglia to

the degree required. Dr. Octavius Sturges

has ably maintained the view that chorea is

a purely functional affection, and that the

movements are adequately accounted for by
instability of nerve-ceUs without any struc-

tural or vascular change recognisable even by
the microscope, comparing it in this respect

with epilepsy. A very important considera-

tion is the remarkable limitation of chorea to

the period of chQdhood—the period between
infancy and puberty. This is a limitation, if

not without parallel, certainly unequalled,

and it points to a condition of nerve-centres

in childliood which specially favours the oc-

currence of the disease. This condition may
be said with confidence to be the fact that

childhood is the period of special activity of

the sensori-motor ganglia.

Symptoms.—In a slight case of chorea the

patient, usually a child, may be perfectly quiet

Avhen lying down, and for a short time even
when sitting or standing, if not conscious of

being under observation ; but when walking,

or M'hile under examination, there will be

various fidgety actions—abrupt flexion of the

fingers, a sudden pronation of the forearm,

or hitching up of one shoulder, or twist of

the body, or there is shuffling of a foot on the

floor, or, again, a jerk of the head or twitch

of the mouth or eyes. If the patient be told

to do anything, the movements will be mul-

tiplied and exaggerated in the muscles em-
ployed. A small object will be picked up
and held, but the hand is brought down upon
it hastily and after various irregular excur-

sions. In a more severe case the grimaces,

contortions, and jerkings succeed each other

without intei'mission. The gait is now very

,

peculiar, being slow, shuffling, and uneven

;

the steps of irregular length and imequal
time ; and the line of progress deviating. In

the worst forms of this disease every muscle
appears to be thrown in turn into violent

contraction, the face is distorted this way
and that, the eyes roll to and fro, the teeth

are snapped or ground together, the whole

body writhes, and the limbs are in unceasing

motion. It is to be remarked that, even in

extreme cases, the movements, violent as

they may be, are in some desi'ee circum-

scribed ; the arms, for example, are not

thrown up over the head, nor do the legs

go to the full extent of their range of mo-
tion ; the tongue is rarely bitten, though the

lips may be. Deglutition is greatly inter-

fered with in a severe attack, and the evacua-

tions may be discharged involuntarily. In

the mildest forms the diaphragm and mus-

cles of the chest and abdomen are affected,

causing irregularity in respiration. The
action of tlie heart may also be irregular,

but this is probably secondary to the respira-

tory variations in frequency and depth, and

is not attributable to chorea of the heart.

There is generally impairment of motor

power, and frequently diminution of sensa-

tion. This is most readily ascertained in

hemichorea, that is, chorea affecting one lialf

of the body only, when the sound side can be
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employed for comparison ; tnt in the violent

forms of the disease, when the skin is griulii-

ally worn thron^'h by incessant friction, there

is often so little complaint of pain that sen-

sibility must, it would seem, be blunted.

Reflex sensibility is also commonly dull.

It has already been stated that the move-
ments cease durin;? sleep ; this is a rule to

which exceptions are rare thouf:;h not im-
known, even in mild cases, and especially in

hemichorea.
Chorea is usually fn^ful^al in access, even

in the cases which ultimately become severe

;

it is very commonly one-sided for a time,

and occasionally throughout, when the name
hemichorea is given. It is not, however,

strictly unilateral in these cases, as the move-
ments transgress the median line and alTect

the corresponding muscles of both sides of

the body at those parts where these are bi-

laterally associated, and where in hemiitlegia

there is immunity from the paralysis, as, for

instance, the oculo-motor muscles, and the

muscles of the neck, chest, and abdomen.
Complications.—The foregoing description

applies more or less to all cases of chorea,

but there are often additional symptoms, and
it will conduce to clearness if these are con-

sidered apart and called complications. Men-
tion has been made of impairment of motor
power; at times this amounts to comi)lete

paralysis, and the relations and combinations
of chorea and paralysis, and especially of
hemichorea and hemiplegia, throw much
light on the disease. Paralytic cliorea has
been described as a special variety of the
afiiection, but no line of demarcation exists

betw<!en this and the common form. Chorea
sometimes succeeds hemiplegia in the para-
lysed parts ; more rarely chorea deepens into

paralysis. Cases again occur in which with
facial hemiplegia there is chorea of the limbs
of the same side. Speech is very commonly
more or less affected and occasionally com-
pletely lost for a tune. The difBculty is

usually articulatory, chorea of the muscles
of respiration, phonation, and articulation
interfering with utterance of words ; but
there is in some cases true aphasia, and when
this is so, there is the same tendency to the
association of aphasia with right hemichorea
as with right hemiplegia. The intellect may
suffer ; the face has often an idiotic expres-
sion, usually from the muscular contortion
or atony, but sometimes indicative of tem-
porary imbecility. In the violent and fatal
forms there is almost alwaj's deliritim. Im-
paurment of sensation is common, and hemi-
anaisthesia is almost always associated with
henaichorea. For Heart Complications, see
£tiology,

DcuATioy, Termivattoxs, avd Progxosis.
—The average duration of chorea is about
two months ; if prolonged • beyond three
months it may be exceedingly chronic and
go on better and worse for one or two years.

23

There is a tendoncj'to spontaneous recovery;
b<it on tiio other hand relapses are common.
Chorea is rarely fatal in children ; when it

is 80 the case is usuall}' acute and violent

from a very early period of the attack, and
it is rare for a case to run the usual course
for a time, and then take on a very severe

character. After puberty, and especially when
it supervenes on acute rheumatism, it is very
dangerous, but less so wlien associated with
menstrual disorders and pregnancy than in

youths or men.
Diagnosis.—It is only necessary under this

head to warn against the mistake of con-

founding with the movements of chorea the

tremor or jactitation of disseminated scle-

I

rosis of the nerve-centres, which, though
most common in adults, is not unknown in

childhood.

Treatment.—In a large proportion ot

I

cases of cliorea, especially such as come
into the hospitals of London, rest and food,

I
with perhaps aperients, are all that are re-

quired for recovery. But it can scarcely be
denied that medicinal treatment often renders
important services, especially in cases of a
hngering character. The causation and

' pathological condition being various, it is to

be expected that the remedies required will

i be different, and the attempt should be made
' to adapt the treatment to the special features

of the case, the basis of all being the en-

deavour to unprove the nutrition of the body
generally, and of the nervous system, bj-

good food, rest, and warmth. The food may
be supplemented by cod-liver oil, and the late

Dr. C. B. KadclifTe attached importance to the

free administration of wine or other stimu-

lants. Any recognised cause should be re-

moved, such as constipation or worms; irre-

giilarities or suspension of the catamenia
should receive attention; when there is preg-

nancj- it may perhaps be necessary to induce
premature labour. \Mien the chorea is ac-

companied by rhetimatoid pains and feverish-

i

ness, iodide of potassium with ammonia may
have a remarkably good effect. Iron in some
form or other is very generally useful, but

I especially when the patient is anremic. An-
other remedy is sulphate of zinc, given in

doses gradually increasing from one or two
grains three times a day, to six, eight, or ten

grains, till sickness is induced, when in some
cases the disease appears to be cut short. The
remedy which in the writer's experience has
been found most generally useful is arsenic.

Trousseau sometimes gave strychnine in

gradually increasing doses till its physiolo-

gical efTects manifested themselves. On the

other hand, coiiium, recommended by Dr.
John Harley. has been extensively employed

;

the only trustworthy preparation is the Juice,

which should be given in gradually in-

creasing doses, beginning with a drachm
and going up to oup or two omices if neces-

sary, till its depressing efTect on the muscles
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becomes evident. It has not, in the writer's

hands, given satisfactory resuh-s. The same
may be said of the apphcation of ether-spray i

along the spine, which has been strongly

recommended, except in acute cases in which
the fieeziug of the skin here has in some
cases been followed at once by sleep, and
in a few days by alleviation of the violence of

the chorea. Baths, warm and cold, especi-

ally shower-baths, spinal douches, spmal ice-

bags, gymnastics, musical gymnastics, that is,

movements timed by music, have advocates,

and may no doubt be useful in suitable cases.

In the terrible cases of acute chorea the

great indications are to procure rest for the

poor sufferer and keep up the strength.

Milk, es'gs, beef-tea, and other forms of

concentrated fluid noiuishment, should be
given fi'eely, together with wme or brandy.
Conimn, hyoscyamus, bromide of potassium
or ammonium, and chloral hydrate, have been
tried separately or in combination, with more
or less appearance of success ; chloroform,

again, may be administered ; chloral hydrate
by the mouth or rectum, and hypodermic in-

jection of morphine, with free adininistration

of brandy, have, in the writer's judgment, ap-

peared to do much good. It is in these cases

that tartar emetic in full doses has been re-

commended ; it is certainly tolerated in an
astonishing degree. Restraint of the violent

movements is often a great comfort to the

patient ; the limbs shocdd be carefully band-
aged with flannel and bound, the legs to-

gether, the arms to the sides, a folded

blanket, across the abdomen and hips, keep-
ing down the body. If half-done it only adds
to the suffering, but when properly carried

out it gives a feeling of relief and fiivours

sleep. W. H. Bkoadbent.

CHOROIDITIS.—Inflammation of the

choroid. See Eye and its Appendages,
Diseases of.

CHROMIDROSIS {xpS>ti(i, colour ; and
(Sfjws, sweat).— Coloured perspiration. See
Perspiration, Disorders of.

CHRONIC {xpovo<;, time).—This word is

applied to a disease when its progress is slow,
and its duration prolonged. See Disease,
Duration of.

CHYLOUS URINE.—-See Chylueia.

CHYLURIA' (xvXo'f, chyle ; and oZpov,

urme).— Synon. : Galacturia; Chylous Urine

;

• It has been deemed advisable, in view of recent
advances in our knowledge of chyluria and allied

subjects, to slightly alter and rearrange the late Dr.
Lewis's articles. These advances are, in a great
measure, the outcome of Dr. Lewis's own discoveries,
and it is, therefore, much to be regretted that his
premature death has deprived the Editor of his
assistance. Those portions of the article on Chy-
lueia which are placed within brackets are new

;

the unbi'acketed parts are as they stood originally,

and nearly a.'-; they were written by Dr. Lewis.

Fr. Urine laitcuse ; Ger. Chylurie ; Milch-
saftiger Harnabgang.
The affection known as chylous or chyloid

urine has long remained a puzzle to phy-
sicians, not only on account of the very re-

markable character assmned by the secretion,

but also on account of the very erratic course

which the disease runs. Scarcely any two
persons affected with this malady give a
similar account of its mode of onset, of the

duration of the attack, or of the symptoms
and seasons of its occurrence. The writer

has had the opportxmity of studying from
thirty to forty cases of the disease in Calcutta;

and the variety of symptoms presented, and
the numerous causes, of the most opjiosite

character, to which the disease has been
attributed, are vei-y perplexing. The histories

of the cases published by various observers

jiresent a like uncertainty, and Sir William
Roberts very aptly describes the corurse which
the disease runs as marked by an irregularity

and capriciousness which baffle explanation.

It would seem as though the one symptom
which may be looked upon as constant is

the condition of the urine implied by the

designation which was ajjplied to the disorder

by Prout.

Definition.—[A diseased condition, origi-

nating in the great majority of cases in

tropical or sub-tropical climates, which mani-
fests itself usually by a more or less milky
appearance of the urine, modified at tunes

by an admixture of a variable proportion of a

substance resembling blood.]

On standing, the fluid coagulates, so as to

present the appearance of size. A micro-

scopic nematoid entozoon (Filaria sanguinis

hominis nocturna) is generally found in the

blood and urme of persons affected with the

disease.

[Geographical Distribution. — This is

peculiar. The vast majority of cases are tro-

pical or sub-tropical in their origin. Never-

theless, from time to time, cases crop up ia

the persons of individuals who have never

been out of the temperate zones, nor in any

way exposed to tropical influences.' More-

over, the disease is not equally distributed

over the zone in which, in a general way, it

may be said to be endemic. In most tropical

coixntries it is of more or less frequent occur-

rence, but there are districts in these same
countries which enjoy an immunity similar to

that of temperate climates. The explanation

of this apparent caprice in the distribution

of chyluria is afforded by the pecuharity

of the distribution of the filaria sanguinis

hoyninis nocturna—its princijial setiological

factor.]

1 Of the four or five cases which have been re-

corded as having originally occurred in Europe, one

is furnished by Sir "William Eoberts, the patient

never having been out of Lancashire ; and another

by Dr. Beale, in a person who had never resided out

of Norfolk.
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Symptoms.—So far as is at present known,
there are no premonitory symptoms of chy-

luria. Sometimes the only symptom is the

milky condition of the urine—a condition

which usually comes on very suddonl3';

generally, however, the patient complains
of an uneasiness, scarcely amounting to pain,

across the loins, along the ureters, over the

bladder, or along the course of the urethra

—

especially towards the perinanim in the male.
There is generally marked debility, with
mental depression. Occasionally chylo-scrous
discharges take place from various parts of

the body—the axilla, the surface of the ab-

domen, the groin, and especially from the
scrotum, in that condition of it which is

known as elephantiasis lympliangiectodes
(Bristowe), nevoid elephantiasis, or varix

lymphaticus. The disease is also sometimes
observed associated with true elephantiasis

of the limbs and scrotum. It occurs at all

ages, from chUdhood to extreme old age, and
in about equal proportion among the sexes—
perhaps more frequently in the female than
in the male.
With regard to the urine, it presents, as

already mentioned, a milky appearance, and
frequently emits a strong milky or whey-like
odoiur, which is made more evident by
warmth. After standing a short time the
fluid coagulates, so as to form a more
or less semi-solid mass • resembling blanc-
mange. In the course of a few hours the
clot contracts, and the urine becomes rapidly
decomposed. In some cases the fluid pre-

sents a pink colour, from the atbnixtiu-e of

E
coloured corpuscles like those of] blood.
Jommonly—at least, in India—the blood-like
admixture, when present, is seen forming a
shreddy adherent coagulum at the bottom of
the vessel after it has stood for some hours.
Not infrequently the flow of urine is sud-
denly stopped dm-ing micturition by the
blocking up temporarily of the urethra with
one of the clots. The specific gravity varies
gteatly—may range in the same individual
from 1007 to over 1020. Shaken up with
ether, the urine loses its milky aspect ; and
when nitric acid or heat is applied, a precipi-
tate almost invariably results. These charac-
ters, and the fact of the coagulability of the
fluid, indicate the presence of fat, albumen,
and fibrin, aU of which are to be considered
as abnormal constituents. The proportion,
however, in which they exist in different
indi^-iduals, and even in the same individual
at different times, varies greatly. Dr. Beale's
analyses show, that though a specimen of
urine may contain at one time 1-39 per cent.
of fat, another specimen, obtained a few
hours later, from the sfime person, may con-
tain none. In the majority of cases the fatty
element is usually scanty in the morning
before meals, and so are the other abnormal
elements, imless exercise have been taken,
or the circulation otherwise accelerated.

Under the latter circumstance, as the late

Dr. Bence-Jones has shown, the albumen is

increased, without, however, a correspond-
ing increase of the fat.' It is evident, there-

fore, that in order to institute a comparison
between the character of the urine and the
character of the various nutritive fluids, for

the purpose of ascertaining from which of
them the abnormal constituents of the urine
are derived, the results ofanalyses of the latter

fluids at different times of the day and at dif-

ferent stages of the disease should be taken.
Further, as the nutritive fluids themselves
imdergo constant changes dependent on the
quality of the nourishment sujiplied and the
time which has elapsed since partaking of it,

it is equally evident that any single analysis

would be insufficient. An attempt has been
made to bring together in the following table

all of what appeared to be the most trust-

worthy analyses of these fluids which have
been published. In order to simplify the
table, only the estimates of the albmninoid
and fatty matters have been given, these being
the most pronounced of the more readily

estimated abnormal constituents in the

TjRCTE
Con?titnent3 in chv-

selected. Iiiria.

[Mean
of 15 an-
alyses.]

Albumiiioidsi 064%
iFatty mat-j 0-80%

ters

Blood
—Nor-

Blood I mal
in chy-j btiuian.

luria.
I [Bec-

[Hoppe-' qucrel
Seyicr.] and

iJRodier.]

3-35%
0-67%

7-00%
006%

Chtt.e
[Mean

|

of C ana- LT>rPR
lyses : ,—luinian

man, [Mean
cow, of 4 ana-
horse, lyses],

ass, dog.l

cat.] I

7-08%
I

2-96%
0'a2% 0-56%

A glance at this table illustrates the fact that
the relative proportion of the albuminoids to

the fatty matter in chylous urine does not
correspond with the proportion in which
they are foimd in any one of the nutritive

fluids of the body. In normal blood, for

example, the fatty matter is as 1 to 116 of

the albuminoid, whereas in the urine the
former exceeds the latter to a very consider-

able extent. The same discrepancy, but to

a less degree, is found to exist when the
urine and chyle are compared—the quantity
of albumen in the latter being more than
seven times greater than that of fat. The
proportion of these substances in hinph ap-

jiroaches more closely to what is encountered
in the urine—the fat being to the albumen
as 1 to 4 very nearly. The specimen of
chyluria-blood analysed by Hoppe-Seyler*
approaches very closely to the average com-
position of human lymph—the fatty matters
being as 1 to 5 of the albuminoid, thus
differing in this respect very considerably

1 Phil. Trans, of Boyal Soc, cxl., 1850, p. 651.
' Med.-chem. Unierguchitngen, 1871, 8. 551-56.

Abstract by Dr. Ferrier in Joum. Chem. Soc,
vol. ix., I87i ; p. 740.
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from Dr. Bence-Jones' analyses of similar

blood, where the quantity of fat given ia

that of normal .blood. On the other hand,
the urine of the man from whom this blood
was obtained yielded a proportion of fat

almost identical with what Hoppe-Seyler
obtained in the vurine of the person whose
blood he examined—the figures given by the
former writer being 0'74 and by the latter

0"72 per cent. The composition of the blood
in this affection must be regarded as hitherto

unsettled. Guibort found in a clot of it

almost twice, and Hoppe-Sej'ler about eleven
times, as much fat as is found in normal
blood ; on the other hand, Eayer, Bence-
Jones, and Crevaux could detect no change
in its composition. It is poss'ble that the

discrepancy in the results of these anal3'ses

and macroscopic exammations of the blood
may be due in part to the particular moment
when the blood was abstracted. According
to M. Claude Bernard, ' Les urines chyleuses

resemblent au sang d'un animal en digestion,

ou plutot a celui des oies que I'engraisse.' ^

Microscopical Characters of the Urine.—
[The filaria sanguinis hominis may gene-

rally be detected in the urine.] In making
a search for it, it is advisable to pick out

one of the coagulated shreds found in the

urine, transfer it to the glass slide by means
of a forceps or pipette, and carefully tease

the fragment before applying the cover-

glass.

[A still better plan is to break up the coa-

gulum in the urine with a glass rod as soon
as it is formed, and then to search the sedi-

ment which, after an hour or two, collects at

the bottom of the vessel in the same way as

is customary in examining for ' casts.' As
large a slide as is jsracticable ought to be
examined, and a low power employed in

the first instance, as it often happens that

the filarise are present, but only in very small

numbers, and might be readily overlooked if

a small quantity of sediment is examined or

a high power employed.]
[The periodicity characteristic of the filaria

when in the blood is not observed by the
parasite in the urine. It may be found in

chylous urine passed during the day as well

as in that passed during the night. In a
certain, though small proportion, of cases the

parasite cannot be found ; but there is every
reason to suppose that at one time, even in

these instances, the filaria had been present.

Cases are on record in which, after its presence

had been fully ascertained, the parasite dis-

appeared from the urine while the patient

was under observation, the chyliu'ia persist-

ing. In the rare instances of chylm-ia origin-

ating outside the endemic area the filaria

will, of course, not be found at any time. It

is difficult to define the limits of this area,

however, so that in every case of chyluria the

parasite ought to be sought for.]

• Quoted by Crevaux, op. cit.

The other leading microscopical character
of the urine is the minutely molecular matter—fat in an emulsified condition—to which
the fluid owes its opaline or milky aspect.

There are also numerous white, lymphoid
corpuscles, together with red corpuscles,
numerous or the reverse according to the
degree of sanguinolence of the urine. Casts
of the tubular structure of the kidney

—

indicative of organic disease of these organs
—are seldom to be seen ; they were absent
in all the cases that have come rmder the
writer's observation.

With regard to the microscopical examina-
tion of the blood, the writer has not observed
that the corpuscles or serum presented any
abnormaUty indicative of the presence of

fatty matter in any form—the se<ram has
seemed as clear and as free from molecular
matter as normal blood. As far as his ex-

perience goes, the only featm-e worthy of

special note in connexion with microscopical

examination of the blood in chyluria is the

presence of the hoematozoon already referred

to. [In consequence of the periodicity ob-

served by the filaria in the blood, it is ab-

solutely necessary that this examination be
made during the late evening, the night, or

the early morning ; some time between 9 p.m.

and 6 a.m. is the best. Searched for at this

time, and as recommended elsewhere {see

Filaria Sanguinis Hominis), the filaria ia

usually found in the blood ; if it is absent

from the urine it will not be found in the

blood. If it is found in the blood in chyluric

cases it will also be found in the urine; but

it sometimes happens that, though the filaria

is present in the urine, yet the most careful

and prolonged examination may fail to detect

it in the blood.]

Anatomical CHARACTERS.^The post-mor-

tem examinations of persons who have died

whilst affected with chyluria also testify to

the freedom of the kidneys from disease.

This was the case in two autopsies con-

ducted by Dr. McConnell in Calcutta. The
writer had the opportunity of examining the

kidneys of the first case, and all the organs

of the body of the other case, but could find

nothing in any of the organs or tissues

suggestive of being a cause of the urinary

derangement, except the fact that aU the

vessels— arteries as weU as veins— con-

tained the filaria in their minutest ramifi-

cations.

[But, although no evidence of disease of

the parenchyma of the kidneys has been dis-

covered in connexion with this disease, two

more recent and carefully conducted post-

mortem examinations have shown that the

lymphatic system connected with the urinary

tract may be seriously deranged. This is

only what might have been expected from the

frequency with which chyluria is associated

with diseased conditions of the Ijinphatics in

different parts of the body—notably of the
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nrrotiini and thr irRuinnl rrlandB. r>r. Stephen
'

Miu'ken/io ' and I'ontick- liavo each jmt on
record details of snch exiuninrttions, nnd in

'

both instances thickening and dilatation of
j

the thoracic duct, and marked varicosity of
,

the pelvic and other lymphatics were found, i

It can be readily understood—as pointed out
,

by Sir \Villiani Koberts^—how a varicosity, ;

which may have been distinct enoujrh during

life, would collapse after death, and be ditli-

ciilt then to demonstrate and readily over- ;

looked ; and it is possible that in this cir-

cumstance lies the explanation of the negative
results of most of the 2)ost-mortem examina-

j

tions of cases of chyluria.]
I

Etiology and Pathology.—Having con-
|

mdered in detail what seem to be the leading

pathological features of chyluria, a brief re-

ference may be made to the views which
prevail regarding its irtiology. These may
bo comprised under three heads:— (1) Dr.
Vandyke Carter'' advocates the view that

|

a direct communication exists between the ,

chyle-carrying vessels and the urinary tracts.

(2J MM. Claude Bernard and Ch. Eobin be-
|

lieve that the condition of the urine is but a
sjTnptom of piarrhcPmia—fatty blood; the
latter condition being but the normal con-
dition of the blood for some time after the
partaking of food, aggravated and made per-

|

manent by derangement of the digestive
;

organs—notably the liver. One of these dis-

tinguished authors (M. Robin) suggests, fur-
\

ther, that this derangement is probably
induced in the liver and elsewhere by the
filaria sanguinis hominis.* (3) The third

view to be noticed is that advanced by Sir

William Roberts. This view appears to be
based mainly on the historj' of a very remark-
able case, p\iblished by him in 1808. It was
one in which a coagulable chylo-lymphous
discharge escaped from open vesicles which
had formed over the surface of the abdomen ;

the patient's urine was, moreover, chylous for

two days. Sir William Roberts suggests that
a condition somewhat similar to that on the
surface of the abdomen existed in the urinary
tract—a sort of eczema—probably on the
front of the bladder. Post-mortem exami-
nation did not, however, confirm this view,
nor coidd anvihing be detected in any of the
organs suggestive of a cause, but this autliority

infers that this was probably due ' to the fact

that in the last few weeks of life the morbid
process had retrograded and had consequently
left no appreciable marks on the surface of
the bladder.' The examination of the skin
in the diseased part showed that the ciUis
vera and the subcutaneous tissue were
traversed by short channels or lacunae from

' Trans. Path. Soc, 1882, vol. xxxiii.
* Berlin, klin. Wochen. 4 Oct., 1880.
* Urinary and lienal Diseases.
* Tran.i. Mid. and Pliys. Soc. Bomhmj, vol. vii.

1861. Mcdico-Chir. Trans.,xo\. xlv., 1N(12.

* Lemons sur lea Humeurs, 2nd edit. 1874, p. 845.

the width of a crow-quill to that of a hair.

A careful stiuly of this and otlicr cases sug-

gested to Sir William Roberts the view that

one, at least, of the forms of chyluria may bo
due to hypertrophy of the lymj)hatic channels,

and subsequent acquisition by them of gland
properties. M. Robin's view does not suggest
any special anatomical difficulty, but it re-

mains to be demonstrated more conclusively

than has hitherto been done that the blood
in man over contains a suflicient quantity of
fatty matter to produce such extreme mUki-
ness by admixture with the urine as is

observed in chyluria. Sir William Roberts'

theory is certainly not open to these particular

objections, as, given a certain agent to start

the formation of these glandular tissues, there
does not appear to be any special anatomical
or physiological difficulty to be got over ; but
the results of all the autopsies as yet recorded
do not warrant tlie inference of the existence

of such pathological conditions. Future ob-

servation, however, may show that they really

do exist.

[Multiplied observations, made during re-

cent years, have made it more than probable
that Dr. Carter's view of the pathology of chy-

luria is the correct one—namelj% that some-
where in the urinary tract there is a varicose

condition of the IvTnphatics, similar to that

found in elephantiasis h-mphangiectodes,varix
Ivmphaticus, or lymph-scrotiun—a disease, as

pointed out, also commonly associated with
the filaria, and very frequently with chyluria.

Either the mature parasite itself, or its young,
or its prematurely expelled ova, or stenotic

conditions of the lymphatic trunks induced
by some of these, act as a mechanical ob-

struction to the onward flow of the lymph,
and thus induce a varicose condition of the

l^-mphatics on the distal side of the seat of

the obstruction. Rupture of the varicose

vessels will then admit the lymph to the
urine if the varicosity is anywhere in the
urinary tract.]

[For diagnostic purposes, as well as to

arrive at a correct idea of the pathology of

ch.\luria, it is necessary to bear in mind that

whilst chylous urine, or its coagula, on the

one hand, may be clear as the purest gelatine

or, on the other hand, white like milk—in

most cases from time to time, in others

always—they may have a blood-like tinge,

often of great intensity. This latter circmu-

slance is likely to lead the unwary to a dia-

gnosis of ha,'maturia, and give rise to the idea

that blood-vessels as well as lymph-vessels are

in some way involved ; all the more so as

genuine hromaturia is endemic and very pre-

valent in many of the countries—Egj'pt, for

example—in which chyluria is also endemic
[sec Entozoa; Bilharzia). Some authors,

misled by a false idea of the pathologA' of

the disease, describe these cases of red chy-

luria under the name of hccmatnria, or

hamato-chyluria, assuming, and apparently
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being under the impression, that genuine
blood from the blood-vessels is the cause of

the red colour of the chylous clots in the
TU'ine. It is quite possible for the same
individual to be the subject of chyluria and
also of hsematuria, and such a coincidence

has been noted ; but in an ordinary case of

red-tinted chylous urine there is no reason
to sup2)0se, further than that suggested by the
colour only of the urine, that the term chy-
luria, applied to these cases, is unscientific,

or that the characteristic pathological feature

is derived from any set of vessels other than
the lymphatics. In the first place, it is very
unhkely that both sets of vessels—blood-

vessels and lymphatics—could be similarly

affected in the same individual and in the

same organ ; and, in the second place, it is

well known that the contents of the thoracic

duct, and of some of the larger lymphatics, and
also lymph long stagnant in obstructed lym-
phatics, acquire a red tinge from the normal
advance of the development in them of red
blood-corpuscles.' Hence, undoubtedly, the

red colour so fr-equently seen in the coagula

referred to. In the same way may be ex-

plained the absence, or gradations, of milki-

ness occasionally encountered. If the ab-

normal element in the urine be derived from
vessels into which no chyle has regurgitated,

if the vessels are filled with a chyle in which
the fatty element is defective, either from
peculiarities of diet or from its relation as

regards time to the period of digestion, it

will be less milky and more transparent and
jeUy-like. The differences in the analyses

of chylous urines admit of a similar expla-

nation.]

Of the aetiological significance of the pre-

sence of the filaria in the circulation there can,

the writer thinks, scarcely be much doubt

—

more especially when the number of ob-

servations recorded witliin the short period

that has elapsed since attention has been
drawn to its existence therein, is taken into

consideration. These suggest more than a
fortuitous connexion ; indeed, it might rather

be said that chylo-serous effusions may be
considered as symptomatic of the parasit-

ism. Filarise have even been detected

shortly before chyluria had manifested
itself.

[As regards those cases of chyluria appa-
rently unassociated with the filaria, we must
bear in mind that anything which could give

rise to constriction or blocking of the lymph-
channels might act in the same way as the
filaria does as regards producing lymi^hatic

varicosity and ruptiure. Thus pressure by
a tiunour, constriction from inflammatory
thickening in or about the walls of the
thoracic duct or pelvic Ijinphatics, or stric-

ture following ulceration of their walls, might,

it is conceivable, bring about this state of

' Gibson., Journ. of Anat. and Physiol., vol. xx.

1886.

varicosity leading to rupture and possibly
to chyluria.]

Prognosis.—Persons have been known to

suffer off and on from this affection for from
one to fifty years. This would suggest that

the malady usually runs a cluronic course,
which, as a rule, it doubtless does ; on the
other hand, patients ai:)j)arently in fair health
otherwise have been known to die very im-
expectedly from no recognised acute disorder.

"With regard to the prospect of a cure a very
guarded opinion should be given, as the
probability is that the complaint will return
again and again so long as hfe lasts—even
when the disease commences at a very early

age, and often after a complete change of
chmate and avocation.

Treatment.—This has proved extremely
unsatisfactoryin almost all the cases recorded;
in fact it cannot be distinctly stated that the

course of the disease has been materially

modified, much less cured, by any known
remedy. Iodide of potassium has been tried

in large doses, and in some cases appears to

have been beneficial ; in others the tincture

of the j^erchloride of fron has seemed to be

more successful. A decoction of the bark
of Rhizojihora racemosa (mangrove) has a
reputation in Guiana, just as a decoction of

the seed of Nigella sativa (used also as a
condiment in curries) has in India. The
latter remedy has, however, been known to

be powerless in mitigating the malady even
in eases where on former occasions it had
been resorted to with apparent success.

Perhaps the most satisfactory results which
have been pubUshed are those which have
followed the administration of large doses of

gallic acid—one or two drachms a day.

[Large doses of benzoic acid given in gly-

cerine have, in some hands, been followed by

a cessation for a time of the chyluria. But
from what we now know about the pathology

of this disease, it is evident that rest in the

recumbent position, with elevation of the

pelvis, is by far the most important indica-

tion to be attended to in the treatment.] See

Filaria sanguinis hominis.

Timothy Lewis. Patrick Manson.

CICATRISATION {cicatrix, a scar).

Cicatrisation is the process by which solutions

of continuity in an organ or tissue are re-

paired. These solutions of continuity may
be due to injury, ulceration, extravasation, or

the effusion of inflammatory products. The
result of the process is the formation of a

cicatrix or scar.

Pathology.—Cicatrisation as it occurs in

superficial j)arts in surgical practice may be

selected as affording a typical illustration of

the process. It is most frequently and

easUy observed, and it corresponds to what is

met with in deeper tissues.

Eepafr may take place either with or with-

out the occurrence of granulation, and the
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process of prrftH'Jfttion mayor may not be ac-

companii'd \>\ supimration ; the existence both

of griumlation and of suppuration depending

on the degrees of abnormal stinnilation to

which the injured tissues are subjected.

Healing hy first intention.—In an incised

wound favourably circumstanced as to vas-

culiirity of tissue, absence of tension, and ap-

position of edges, epidermic continuity may
be re-established in thirtj'-six to scvonty-

two hours. The lips of such a wound are

temporarily united by a thin layer of lymph
and white corpuscles of the blood, and
perhaps soon afterwards by cells proliferated

from connective -tissue corpuscles. These
cells become spindle - shaped, and are

ultimately converted into ordinary connec-
tive-tissue corpuscles, whilst offsets from
the neighbouring capillaries re-establish

the circulation throughout the new tissue.

Coincidently with these changes the surface

becomes covered with epithelium. The re-

sulting scar at first appears as a red line,

which subsequently becomes white from the
disappearance of many of its blood-vessels.

Healing hij scabbing. — When an open
wound heals by scabbing, the epidermis
spreads over the tissues without the inter-

vention of the process of granulation, owing
to the protection afforded them by the crust

of blood and l}-mph which has formed upon
the woimd.
Recent antiseptic surgery has shown that

even large hollow wounds fiUed with blood-

clot, such as are caxised, say, by operation for

ununited fracture of the femur, may cicatrise

completely without suppuration or granula-
tion, if protected from the stunulation of the
antiseptic used. In these cases the white
corpuscles of the clot become organised
directly into fibro-plastic cells and connective-
tissue corpuscles, and the new epidermis
will probably be formed beneath a thin upper
layer of the clot.

Healing by granulation.—If a recent
wound, too large for scabbing, be simph' left

exposed to the air, or treated with water
dressing, or with an ordinarv* antiseptic,

there will be a discharge at first of serima
tinged with blood, then of pale serum, and
afterwards of cloudy yellowish serum, replaced
in about three days by fully-formed i)us. By
this time the wound will be studded over
with little bright red elevations, termed
granulations, which ultimately cover the
whole surface. Granulation-tissue consists of
nucleated cells, amongst which pass vascular
loops with thin walls. After an interval the
edges of the skin are seen to be on a level
with the granulating surface, and as it were
continuous with it. Perhaps already the
wound is much smaller, owing to the shrink-
ing of the granulations as their cells assume
the spindle-cell typo. Then: extendmg ft-om
the cutaneous margin there may be observed
a narrow red Ime, brighter than the rest of
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the granulating surface, owing to the presence
of a layer of transparent epidermis. Next
daj- this zone will be bluish, from the

growing opacity of the epidermic cells, and
there will be a fresh red line corresponding
with the newest epithelium. A day later the

outer layer will have become so opaque as to

be whitish, and the second to be bluish ; and
there will again bo a fresh inner red line,

which will gradually advance xmtil the scar

is complete. The new epidermis quickly

separates into a hornj^ and a mucous layer.

Sec also Skin Grafting.
The healing of an evacuated abscess-cavity

depends partly \ipon the contraction, and
partly upon the coalescence of the granu-
lations of which its pyogenic membrane
consists. This contraction is an essential

part of the cicatrising process, and often

causes deformities and secondarj' effects by
pressure exerted on vessels and nerves.

Manj' cases of disease of joints (caries,

&c.), and the behaviour of abscesses treated

antiseptically and with adequate drainage,

may be referred to as instances of the exist-

ence of non-supp\irating granulations.

John Bishop. E. J. Godlee.

CINCHONISM.—A condition induced
by the administration of quinine, the chief

active principle of cinchona. See Quinism.

CINCLISIS (xiy(cXi'f&), I move often).

This word signifies agitation or motion, and
was formerly applied to involuntary winking
or movements of the eyelids ; and also to the

movements of the chest in dyspnoea,

CIRCULATION, Disorders of.—
Abnormal excess and deficiency of blood are

known as hypcrtcmia and aneemia respec-

tively. Each of these may be general or

local. We also recognise as a disorder of

circulation stagnation or local cyanosis.

I. Hyperaemia. — General h\-peraemia

signifies excess of blood in the body, and
is also called plethora. Local hyperffimia

means excess of blood in a part. Such ex-

cess may be caused either by superabundant
s\ipply, or by deficient removal of blood
through the agency of the blood-vessels.

Dilatation of the arteries, however produced,

causes more copious aftlux of blood, which
fills the capillaries and veins in a correspond-

ing degree, so that there is excess of blood in

all the vessels of the part. This condition is

called arterial or active hyperemia, active

congestion, or determination of blood. If,

on the other hand, blood is imperfectly re-

moved by the veins, these vessels, as well as

the capillaries, become gorged, and the con-

dition called venous or passive hypertrmia,

or venous congestion, results. It is doubtful

w'hether there can be capillary hyjiercemia,

except as the result of one of these condi-

tions.
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A. Arterial or Active Hijpertemla.—An
excessive amount of blood can be conveyed
by the arteries only under two conditions :

—

(1) Enlargement of these vessels by relaxa-

tion of their muscular walls
; (2) Increased

pressure within them, from obstruction of

collateral channels with which they com-
municate, i.e. collateral hj^ieraemia.

(1) Relaxation of the muscular walls may
be caused directly by violence or by warmth,
as is illustrated in the redness of the skin

produced by a blow, by lieat, or by the re-

action after intense cold. Sudden withdrawal
of pressure has the same effect, as is some-
times seen on evacuating a hydrocele or

fluid-collection in a serous cavity. Dry-cup-
ping produces similar but more comjilex re-

sults, the veins being acted upon as much as

the arteries. Relaxation of the muscle-fibres

is produced also indirectly tlurougli the vaso-

motor nerves. If these are paralysed, re-

laxation of the fibres occurs, and the arteries

dilate. Experimental section of the cervical

sympathetic in animals shows this most
clearly ; but the same result follows less con-

stantly if other nerves containing vaso-motor
fibres are divided or injured, such as the
mixed nerves of the limbs, or branches of the

trigeminus. Wounds of the brachial j)lexus

have been found to cause hyperaemia of the

fingers (.9Zoss?/ _/i«_(7crs of Paget). When the
section is complete, hyperipmia is only tran-

sitory, and is soon followed by a return to tlie

normal condition, or even by undue anaemia,

which is permanent. In irritative lesions,

on the other hand, such as gunshot wounds,
hyperaemia continues as long as the irritation.

In such cases it is possible that the lesion is

not paralytic, but depends upon stimulation
of the actively dilating vaso-motor fibres

which physiologists have now shown to exist

in many parts of the body, since stimulation

of these produces the same result as paralysis

of the inhibitory fibres. Hypertemia often

accompanies neuralgia, both depending upon
some morbid condition of the nerve. The
starting point of the neurosis in all these cases

may be, and often is, in the central nervous
system, and hence chronic diseases of the
spinal cord or brain are often accompanied
by general paralytic hypertEmia—that is,

flushing, or by congestion of special jiarts.

The same result may come from reflex

nervous action, set up by disturbances of the

digestive organs, the organs of generation, or

of other parts.

(2) Collateral hyperaemia is a consequence
of the rise of pi'essure produced by the block-

ing-up of arterial channels in the adjoining
parts. It is usually effected by the enlarge-

ment of existing vessels, and the conversion
of small, almost capillary, vessels into pul-

sating arteries. It occurs not only in the
familiar instances of surgical ligature, and
the sudden blocking of an artery by a plug
{see Embolism), but in the gradual obstruc-

tion which accompanies atrophic and sclerotic

processes. When the chief afferent blood-

channels to an organ become obstructed, its

peripheral parts are very liable to become
hyperaemic, a principle which when applied

to such cases as cirrhosis of the liver, granular
kidney, and sclerosis of the brain, will be

found fi-uitful in practical deductions.

Signs and Results.—The colour of parts

in a state of active hyperaemia is, during life,

bright red, the arteries, large and small, being

visibly injected, while the capillaries, filled

with arterial blood, produce a diffuse red

colour. In experimental hyperoemia the

blood may remain bright red even in the

veins. Tlie temperature of external parts

becomes elevated, though not above that of

internal parts. Sometimes there is obvious
pulsation or throbbing. There may be swell-

ing, which is due to simple enlargement of

the vessels, not to exudation of fluid, since

this does not occur from arterial hyperaemia
alone. The nerves, both those of common
sensation and those of special sense, are more
excitable than they are normally. There is

usually a subjective sensation of warmth, and
there may be jiain or itching.

Arterial hyperaemia may last for a long

time without producing any change whatever
in the part affected, but may, under condi-

tions little understood, give rise to hyper-

trophy, which sometimes, though rarely, re-

sults from section of the cervical sympathetic.

Transitory but repeated hyperaemic condi-

tions more regularly produce this result, as

is seen in hypertrophy from pressure ; in

thickening of the skull from excessive expo-

sure of the head to the sun ; in hypertrophy
of the skin of the face and its glands fi'om fre-

quently recurring hyperaemia {acne rosacea).

This kind of hyperaemia constantly precedes

inflammation, but can hardly be said to pro-

duce it. It does, however, render tlie tissues

more vulnerable, bringing them into a condi-

tion in which a slight cause will set up inflam-

mation. Unless the vessels are unsound,
simple arterial hyperaemia does not lead to

haemorrhage.
B. Passive Hyperamia or Venous Con-

gestion.—This may be due to—(1) Feeble'

circulation ; or (2) Obstruction in the veins.

(1) Blood may be imperfectly removed
from a part, c wing to the imperfect action of

the forces which normally maintain the flow

of blood in the veins. These are, besides the

action of the heart, the pressure of muscles

(combined with the arrangement of the valves

in the veins), and the movement of the thorax

in inspiration. If these are deficient, the

venous current will be everywhere delayed,

but notably in those parts where it has to

overcome the action of gravity. In the erect

posture this will be the case in the lower

limbs ; and hence venous congestion is com-

mon in the legs, ankles, and feet. In decum-

bent patients, for analogous reasons, the
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nfttps, sacrum, shoulder-liliides, and the bases

of the luiifjs behind become the seat of what
is culled hypostafic congestion. Very general

obstruction, such as results from imperfec-

tion of the heart itself, may lead to the con-

dition called cyanosis, which is essentially

venous congestion, and to similar congestion

of the lungs, liver, kidneys, and other internal

orgiins, with very serious results.

(2) Obstruction of the veins is rarely pro-

duced by a morbid condition of the walls of

these vessels, but may result from coagula-

tion of blood within them. Another cause is

external pressure, such as that of tumours, of

the gravid uterus, or of the intestinal con-

tents, as in the case of the hfemorrhoidal

veins. Finally, indurative changes in the

solid viscera lead to venous obstruction, as is

Been in cirrhosis of the liver, which produces
congestion of the whole portal system.

Signs and Results.—The colour of parts

in a state of passive hyperaemia is bluish

rather than red, the veins, large and small,

being injected with venous blood, and the

capillaries, in which the blood is also venous,

producing a uniform purple colour. If the

congestion is extreme, collateral venous
channels are Ukelj' to be established, which
are sometimes the only evident sign of in-

ternal venous obstruction. The surface is

usually cooler rather than hotter when com-
pared with corresponding parts of the body ;

and there is no unusual nervous sensibility

or sense of throbbing. Swelling very fre-

quently occurs, and depends on actual serous
effusion from the vessels, so that the parts

are often anasarcous, pitting on pressure

;

while in cavities there is an accumulation of

fluid.

Venous congestion produces more impor-
tant and pennanent results than arterial. In
experimental venous obstruction, besides en-

gorgement of the vessels, two nearly constant
phenomena are seen—copious transudation
of serum, and passage of a number of red
blood-discs through the walls of the capil-

laries and smaller veins. Few or no white
corpuscles emigrate, and. the arterial circu-

lation is unaltered. The absence or occur-
rence of dropsy depends upon the adequacy
or inadequacy of the lymphatics to carry off

the superfluous serum. In ordinary patho-
logical venous congestion all these changes
are seen to some extent ; extravasation of
red blood-discs being shown by the pigmen-
tation of parts in chronic congestion, though
this is not evident in the acute condition.
Chronic venous congestion increases the
hardness and density of organs, a change
which may, in the first instance, result

from simple oedema, but in the end is

due to fibroid change {see Degeneration).
Such organs are at first enlarged, but ulti-

mately diminish in size, and suft'er fatty

atrophy, not only throuj^h the general law of
fibroid change, but because venous blood is

inadequate to the proper nutrition of tissues.

These changes are seen in the liver and kid-

neys in cases of obstructive heart-disease.
External parts, as the skin of the lower part
of the leg, show by a tendency to ulceration
that they are imperfectly nourished, and are
also liable to become inflamed from slight

causes (varicose eczema).
Post-mortem Characters.—The appear-

ance of hj-persemic parts after death is not
necessarily the same as during life. The
colour of the blood does not enable us to

say whether the hyperaemia was arterial or
venous. All blood contained in the body
after death, excluded from the air, is dark or
venous, but becomes florid when exposed to

the air, unless it have previously undergone
some post-mortem change, or some morbid
alteration during life. This change may be
watched in the lungs when the chest is

opened, especially in the case of children
whose lungs have little local colour. The
only important point after death is the ful-

ness of the three kinds of vessels. Ai'teries

are usually emptj-, unless diseased ; the larger

veins almost always full. If the smaller
veins and arteries are conspicuously and
brightly injected, the part may be described
simply as congested ; a uniform colour in-

dicates fulness of the capillaries, which may
be confirmed by the microscope. Uncom-
plicated arterial hypericmia leaves no trace

after death ; the appearance of it is produced
\iy inflammation. Simple venous hyperaemia
can only be recognised as such after death—by
comparison, that is, with the same part under
normal conditions. Chronic venous conges-
tion is indicated bymanj'of the same charac-
ters as during life. Care should be taken not
to mistake for artei-ial hyperaemia mere stain-

ing with blood-pigment of the walls of the

vessels ; nor for venous congestion mere
post-mortem hypostasis, or the settling down
of the blood, if fluid, after death.

II. Anaemia.

—

General antemia is a mor-
bid condition in which there is a deficiency

of blood, or, more correctly, a deficiency of

the red coi-puscles of the blood, tlu'onghout

the whole body. It is also caUed olifjtemia, or

oligocythcemia (see An^emia). Local anaemia,

with which we are here concerned, signifies

deficiency of blood in a part. It may be
complete or partial. Complete local aniemia
can only occur when the blood-supply of a
part is totally cut otT by obstruction of its

arteries. The conditions and consequences
of such obstruction are discussed elsewhere
{see Embolism). Partial ansemia or ischwmia
may be produced by direct pressure, or else

by arterial obstruction, permanent or tran-

sitory. Permanent anaemia of many parts

results from gradual obstruction of arteries

by atheromatous change ; or, still more strik-

inglj-, by a form of endarteritis {endarteritis

obliterans) generally due to syphilis ; or,

again, from deposition of fibrin on the diseased
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vascular wall. Temporary anaemia results

from si^asmodic contraction of the annular
fibre-cells in the muscular coat of the artery.

Such a contraction may be produced experi-

mentallj' by direct electrical stimulation, or

by stimulation of the sympathetic branches
distributed to the vessel ; and in pathological

conditions we find such contraction occur-

ring in consequence of some derangement
of the nerve-centres, or from reflex irritation,

or even, as it would seem, idiopathically.

Neuralgia and migraine are often accompanied
or caused by spasm of the arteries, and
epilepsj- has, with less certainty, been attri-

buted to the same cause. In these cases it

is possible, as is held by some authorities,

that ana?mia of the nerve-tissue is the cause

of the disturbed innervation. Hysterical

blindness, and probably other hysterical

affections, may be explained in the same
way. Partial amemia may, as shown else-

where, lead to local cyanosis, with the

ai^pearance of venous hyperaemia. Total

anaemia necessarily causes necrosis of the

part ; and even partial anaemia produces
characteristic changes.

Signs and Results.—An anaemic part is

pale, its teinperature in the case of external

parts is diminished, and there is weakened
or arrested arterial pulsation. A permanent
condition of partial anaemia produces de-

generation, ending in atrophy of the affected

part. The wasting of the skin, and possibly

that of the kidneys in old age, is due to this

cause. Transitorv anaemia causes necessarily

a cessation of functional activity in the part,

as is obvious in the nerve-centres and the

muscles ; but does not, so far as we know,
produce any permanent change. Compres-
sion or obstruction of the abdominal aorta

produces symptoms of temporary paraplegia,

from aniemia of the lower part of the spinal

cord.

III. Local Cyanosis.—It must not be
supposed that a venous condition of the blood
in a part, with consequent jjurple colour, low
temperature, and deficient vitality, is neces-

sarily due to venous engorgement. It may
be due, as is obvious in external parts, to

mere stagnation in the capillaries. When
blood is stagnant, or nearly so, it becom°s
venous, having given up its oxygen to the

tissues ; and the part shows the characters

of venous congestion. This is seen in the
familiar instance of the effects of external

cold on the extremities. A similar condition,

which may be called local mjanosis, some-
times occurs independently of, or only
assisted by, the action of cold, in certain

parts, such as the extremities of the fingers

and toes, the tips of the ears and the nose.

It is possible that similar conditions of in-

ternal parts may occur. A part affected with
local cyanosis may undergo partial necrosis

or inflammation, as in the case of frost-bite

or chilblain.

Some persons, especially when young,
have a constitutional proclivity to this con-
dition, especially in cold weather, and have
been described as having a ' chilblain circula-

tion ' ; but it is not necessarily associated

with chilblains, properly so-called. In other
cases the cyanosis is preceded by, or alter-

nates with, a condition of anosmia in the
part, and is evidently due to a functional

disturbance of circulation, more or less

transient. In its extreme form, when occur-

ring suddenly, and affecting deeper parts as

well as the skin, and leading to necrosis,

this constitutes Raynaud's disease. The con-

dition is nearly always symmetrical, affecting

corresponding parts on both sides of the body.

jEtiology.—The constitutional or habitual

form of local cyanosis is generally associated

with malnutrition and sluggish circulation;

but it does not appear that mere weakness
of the heart is sufficient to produce it, or is

more than a contributory factor. The fault

of circulation appears to lie in the arteries,

and to consist either in habitual spasm, or

possibly in want of tone. Imperfect nutrition

of the walls of the capillaries may also, by
retarding the flow, assist in producing stag-

nation. In the more transient forms there

would seem to be spasm of the smaller

arteries, causing anaemia, on which capillary

stagnation supervenes. The slighter forms
occur chiefly in women, accompanying hys-

teria or menstrual disturbances, or at the

climacteric period. Such persons present an
alternation of ' dead fingers ' with cyanotic

circulation. The severe form known as Ray-
naud's disease is attributable to more com-
plete and sudden spasm of arteries, deep as

well as superficial. In both these forms
there must be some antecedent derangement
of the vaso-motor nerves, dependent probably

upon deeper-lying disturbances of the nervous

system, probably central, which cannot here

be discussed.

Consequences.—The slighter form may
cause no material change, or may lead to

the same series of changes as seen in chil-

blains, namely, necrosis of epidermis, with

formation of imperfect bullae, and inflam-

mation, ending possibly in ulceration. It is

difficult to draw the line between these

changes and those produced in healthy per-

sons by fi:ost-bite. In Raynaud's disease

complete necrosis, causing symmetrical gan-

grene of deeper parts, may result.

Treatment.—Young persons, with a ten-

dency to local cyanosis, should be well fed,

warmly clothed, and encom-aged to take

vigorous exercise for short periods. Cod-

liver oil is the most useful drug; but iron

or arsenic may also have their place. When
the condition is paroxysmal, rather than

constant, large doses of suljihate of quinine

(5 gr. twice or thrice daily) are sometimes

extremely useful. In the spasmodic anaemia,

followed by cyanosis, of hysterical women, or
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at the climacteric period, arsenic has ap-

pearcd to the writer to bo by far the most
useful mediciue. See Raynaud's Disease.

J. F. Payne.

CIRRHOSIS {Kipp6s, yellow).—Synon. :

Sclerosis ; Fibroid Substitution ; Fibroid

Defeneration ; Chronic Interstitial Indam-
mation ; Fr. Cirrhose ; Ger. Cirrhose.

Defixitiom.—The term ' cirrhosis,' which
was orif;iually invented to describe a par-

ticular state of the liver, has now acquired I

a more extended meaning, and is applied I

to similar morbid processes affecting other i

organs, though the name itself, derived as it '

is from the yellow colour of the liver in this

disease, ceases to be properly applicable. Cir-

rhosis may be regarded as a chronic non-

suppurative inflammation atfectiiig the in-

terstitial, connective, and supporting tissues

of the different organs, and not those by
which the proper physiological function is

performed.

Anatomical Characters.— The process

begins, after a more or less protracted hy-

pertemia, by the appearance in the inter-

stitial tissues, between the proper functional

elements, of small lymphoid corpuscles or

leucocytes, which are arranged in hues or

tracts interpenetrating the affected organ.

These corpuscles crowd the tunica adventitia

of the small vessels, the lymph-spaces, and
the cavities in which the connective-tissue

coqiuscles he ; and when present in con-

siderable amount appear to the naked e3-e as

narrow Unes of a slightly translucent grej'ish

material. This condition was formerly termed
cellular hyperplasia of the connective tissue,

and the corpuscles themselves were supposed
to originate from proliferation of the connec-
tive-tissue corpuscles. More recent researches
have, however, rendered it probable that in

inflammation the connective-tissue corpuscles

remain passive and take no part in the forma-
tion ofnew cells. The early stage of cirrhosis

is perhaps therefore more correctly described
as cellular infiltration of the connective tis-

sue, tlie cells themselves being white blood-

globules which have emigrated from the
vessels, and their descendants. The amount
of this cellular exudation varies very much
in different organs in the different forms of
the disease. In many cases of cirrhosis of
the hver, and in the fibroid induration of the
left ventricle of the heart, and of the pylorus,
it is very considerable, and causes much
increase in the bulk of the affected organ.
In other instances, as in some forms of
granular kidney, it may be extremely small,
and the indurated fibrous tissue consists in
great part of the withered remains of the
vessels, ducts, &c. of the organ.
The later stages of the process consist in

the conversion of these traces, which may be
looked upon as closely analogous to ordinary
granulation-tissue, into fibrous tissue. A
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more or less fibrillated intercellular substance
appears ; the corpuscles diminish in number

;

the remaining ones become in part elongated

and oat-shaped, and some may pass into trae

spindle-cells, or become stellate : in cirrhosis

of the lung tracts of true spindle-cell tissue

are often met with. In the liver, where
much of this new tissue is often formed,
numerous blood-vessels become developed in

it ; they are devoid of distinct walls, and con-

sist merely of channels lined by endothelium.
The fibrous tissue which is the final result of

the whole process closely resembles ordinary
cicatricial tissue ; it is usually tough, dense,

and imperfectly fibrillated, with a strong

tendency to contract. Sometimes, especially

in the suprarenal capsules, and less frequently

in the liver, portions of it consist of a reticu-

lated connective tissue.

The effect of this series of changes on the

proper physiological tissue of the organ is to

cause its atrophy. This is partly due to the

direct pressure of the new-growth, when it is

formed in large quantities, but chiefij' to the

constriction of the contracting fibrous tissue

and the consequent obliteration of the blood-

vessels ; for even where, as in the liver, new
vessels are developed, the original vessels of

the organ become- obliterated. The atrophy
of the proper tissue of the organs appears to

take place by a gradual process of granular

and fatty degeneration, followed by absorption.

PATnoLOGY.—If we now proceed to inquire

into the nature and causes of these fornas of

chronic interstitial inflammation, the question

arises whether this irritative hyperplasia of the

connective tissue is primary, or whether it is

the result of some preceding change in the

parenchyma of the afl'ected organ.

In the analogous condition of sclerosis of

the central nervous system it can hardly be
doubted but that the latter is the case ; so

also in cirrhosis of the lung, the interstitial

changes in most cases are preceded by inflam-

mation of the lining membrane of the bron-

chial tubes and air-cells. In other organs, as

the liver and kidney, the interstitial change
is usually considered to be primary, but this

cannot be looked upon as certain.

The cause of cirrhosis seems always to be
some form of protracted irritation of a low
degree of intensity producing a chronic

hypera^mia, fimctional or mechanical. As
examples of this may be mentioned ciiThosis

of the liver, which results fi'om the congestion

produced by spirit-drinkmg ; sclerosis of the

grey matter of the cerebral convolutions after

protracted maniacal excitement ; cirrhosis of

the lung, the result of prolonged inhalation

of irritating dust in the various forms of

grinders' and miners' phthisis ; the cirrhotic

thickening of the pylorus in chronic catarrh

of the stomach ; and cirrhotic affections of

the limgs and heart extending to these organs

in chronic inflammation of their serous cover-

ings. A mere passive congestion, however,
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if long-continued, may canse a simple hyper-
trophy or overgrowth of the interstitial con-
nective tissne, and more or less indm-ation
in consequence,' Still, it does not appear
to have the same tendency to excite active

proliferation and the formation of the con-
tracting fibrous tissue characteristic of true

cuThosis. The exception to this rule is that

we usually meet with a slight degree of the
cirrhotic change in cases of ' nutmeg ' atrophy
of the liver, due to prolonged passive conges-
tion of the hepatic venous system.

Chronic tuberculosis of the lungs often

gives rise to extensive interstitial fibrous in-

duration, the so-called fibroid phthisis. Vis-

ceral syphilis also niay produce changes
which can hardly be distinguished from other

forms of cii-rhosis. Even the typical gum-
mata originate in and are surrounded by
tracts of cirrhotic induration ; and in other

cases, where true gummata are not formed,
the only difference between syphilis and true

cirrhosis is that in the former there is a
greater accumulation of the new-growth at

particular points, and a less general diffusion

of it through the affected organ. Lastly, in

some cases, as in the cirrhotic liver of
hereditary syphilis, the two conditions cannot
be distinguished. • W. Cayley.

CIRRHOSIS OF LIVER, LUNG,
&c.— Sce Liver, Lung, &c., Diseases of.

CIVIL INCAPApITY. — A chief

cause of civil incapacity is mental weakness
or disease, and it is one of the duties of the
physician to aid in determining the existence

and nature of such conditions. There is a
kind of incapacity which is implied in the

restriction of a person's liberty when he is

placed under care in an asyhim or other

special place for treatment. The necessary
information regarding this will be found in

the article. Lunacy, Laws of. But the ques-

tion of incapacity is more directly raised

when it is proposed that a person should be

declared unfit to exercise his civil rights, to

require the shield of the law to prevent his

being imposed on, and to obtain special pro-

tection for his property. Medical evidence
must be taken if it becomes necessary for a
Commission of Lunacy to be issued by order

of the Lord Chancellor. This is a proceed-

ing which ought not to be adopted if it can
properly be avoided. But until a person
has been found lunatic by mquisition he is,

though placed in an asylum under regular

certificates, not debarred from exercising his

rights in the disposal of his property. The
acts of any person either in or out of an
asylum may, however, be declared invalid if

it can be shown that at the time they were
performed the person laboured Tinder such
form of insanity as rendered him incapable

of performing them rationally and without
harmful consequences. On this principle any
person may be found to have been incapable
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of contracting marriage, of executing a deed,
contracting a debt, making a will, or giving
credible evidence. The principle, it must be
carefully noted, is not that the mere existence

of insanity in the person performing them
invalidates such actions, but that if the in-

sanity has materially affected the charactei?

and quality of the actions they may be there-

by invalidated. This is one of the most
important principles that a medical jurist

has to keep in mind, as it is not an infrequent

mistake to suppose that a person is neces-

sarily incapacitated from the performance of

every civil act the moment he can be proved
to labour under any condition to which the

term insanity may be applied. Perhaps the

case in which the validity of a civil act is

most easily endangered by the existence of

any form of insanity is the contract of

marriage. This proceeding is supposed to

so affect the whole relations of life, that

almost any form of unsoundness of mind
may be sufficient to interfere with that in-

telligent and deliberate consideration which
is essential to the giving of rational consent.

The different kinds of mental disease will

be found described elsewhere {see Insanity),

and it is necessary that the practitioner,

when dealing with medico-legal questions,

should be fully acquainted with them. But
it is chiefly important that he should dis-

tinguish the two following classes : (1) dis-

eased perversion of the mental faculties;

and (2) weakness or enfeeblement of these

faculties, resulting either from defective de-

velopment, disease, or decay. The first class

includes all kinds of insanity which are the

result of active disease. These would mclude
the simple forms of delirium, mania, melan-

cholia, and monomania ; as well as the

similar primary conditions which are found

in general paralysis, and other diseases which
present maniacal, melancholic, or mono-
maniacal symptoms. It is in this class that

the special knowledge of the physician can

he most successfully applied in aiding the

administration of justice. In order to estab-

lish the incapacity of a person said to labour

under any of these forms of disease, it must
be necessary that an experienced physician

should not only be able to detect their cha-

racteristic symptoms, but also to show that

the performance of the duties or the exercise

of the rights under consideration would be

modified or obstructed by the existence of

such disease. The second class includes con-

genital imbecility, and all the forms of what
is called chronic dementia— all those en-

feeblements of mind which are sometimes

the remaining effects of acute disease, some-

times the concomitants of chronic disease,

and sometimes only the mental phase of

senile decay. Here, again, the information

which may be communicated by the phy-

sician must be of great imijortance. But in

estimating the extent to which a condition
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of mere mental weakness will disable a

person from the iiert'onnance of a certain

class of actions, tliere so much special medi-

cal knowled^'o is not required as is necessary

in the consideration of more active disease.

Marriage.—As lias been already stated, the

mere existence of any form of insanity in one

of the parties may render a contract of mar-
riage void. In one case which terminated in

this manner, a man wlio had been insane, and
when in that state liad voluntarily contracted

marriage, instituted the suit himself.

Civil Contracts.—These may be held bind-

ing although made by lunatics. If the person

with whom a contract is made had no know-
ledge that the person contracting was insane,

and if no attempt was made to take undue
advantage of him, the contract would be held

good.

Wills.—A person is considered to be of a
disposing mind— that is, ca{ able of making a

valid will— if he knows the nature of the act

which he is porfornaing, and is fully aware
of its consequences. It is in regard to the

making of wills that the law has carried

out most thoroughly the principle, that the

validity of an act ought to be maintained in

cases of insanity, unless at the time the act

is performed the state of mind of the agent

can be shown to render him unfit to perform
that particular act in a rational manner.
Persons have made valid wills while inmates
of lunatic asylums. And one will was held to

be good thougli the testator had committed
suicide within three days after its execution.

The existence of delusion which has been re-

garded by liiwyers as of such importance in

cases of alleged insanitj- does not invalidate

a will ; for it has been declared to be ' com-
patible with the retention of the general
powers of the faculties of the mind,' and to

be 'insufficient to overthrow the will, unless
it was calculated to influence tlie testator in

making it.' On the other hand, a will may
be invalidated on account of the existence of
mental states which would not be regarded
as insanity from either a legal or medical
point of view. Drowsiness and stupor re-

sulting from erysijielas or fever, extreme
weakness from cholera or other disease, and
failure of memory in old age, have been suf-

ficient to render wills void. It frequently
happens that a medical man is called on to
be witness to a will. On such an occasion
it is his duty to satisfy himself as to the tes-

tamentary capacity of the testator. His sub-
sequent evidence in regard to this, will, in
case of dispute, be of almost decisive in-

fluence, if he has taken proper means of
forniing an opinion. In all cases, therefore,
where there may be a possibility of doubt, it

is well to require the testator to show that,
without extraneous aid, and without referring
to the document itself, he -remembers and
understands all the provisions of the deed i

Evidence of the Insane.—Lunacy was, till

a recent date, regarded bj- the law ns in-

capacitating a patient from giving evidence
in court. ]<nt according to the much more
extended signification which the term lunacy
has received, it now includes states of mind
which are looked on as compatible with testi-

monial capacity. "Where the judge is satis-

fied that tiie lunatic understands the obliga-

tion of an oath, and can give a rational

account of such things as happen before his

eyes, the evidence maybe admitted. But the

weight to be attached to such evidence will

still depend on the extent to which it fulfils

the conditions commonly required to con-

stitute credibility. It has been held, how-
ever, that when a person has suttered from
an attack of insanity between the occur-

rence of the transaction and the time he
tenders his testimony, his evidence cannot be
admitted.
Management ofProperty.—Where persona

are supposed to be unable, from unsoundness
of mind, to undertake the management of

their own property, it may be necessary that

they should be placed under the protection of

the Court of Chancery ; but this proceeding
is not usually had recourse to unless tliere is

urgent necessity, or a strong probability that

the person's incapacity will be permanent. It

is cousequentlj' resorted to chiefly in chronic

or congenital cases where there is no room
for doubt as to the mental condition of the
individual ; and in cases of recent insanity,

where it is necessary to have recourse to an
asjkim for the protection of the individual, it

may also be necessary to obtain protection

for his property by the aid of the Com-t of

Chancery. In giving evidence or framing a
statement in such a case, it is important, if

incapacity is to be proved, to show that the

individual has been found, when placed in

circumstances requiring such capacity, unable
to perform the acts which the management
of property necessitates. In cases of active

insanitj' it is especially required to show, not
merely that there is delusion or other symp-
toms of insanitj-, but that the insanity is of

such a nature as specially to disable the per-

son from duly performing the duties which
would be required of him. Difficulties most
frequentlj' occur in cases of imbecility and
dementia ; but the verdicts in such cases,

when disputed, will generallj- be found to rest

rather upon the impression produced by evi-

dence of the actual behaviour of the individual,

than upon the mere medical view of his

mental condition. The most effectual aid

that the medical witness can render in such
cases, is to show whether there are or are not

such peculiarities in the conduct of the per-

son under inquisition as are known to be
characteristic of imbeciles or demented per-

sons. In undisputed cases, where the duty
of the medical man consists merely in making
an affidavit, there is no special difficulty to be

encouutered. Brevity, scrupulous accuracy,
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and attention to the fact that siicli unsound-
ness of mind as involves incompetency to

manage property must be established, are

the most important requirements. A person
found by the court to be incapable is placed

under the control of a ' committee of the

person,' and the jJroperty under a ' committee
of the estate.' In Scotland, proceeding by
petition to the Court of Session, or, in the

case of small estates, to a sheriff, for the

appointment of a curator bonis, takes the

place of the English inquisition. The chief

pecidiarities of the Scotch process are that

it is cheaper, more easily effected and more
easily annulled, and that it does not affect the

person of the lunatic. The functions of the

curator correspond to those of the committee
of the estate in the English court. The
Scotch procedure for the appointment of a
guardian of the person was virtually in des-

uetude until the passing of a recent statute

(31 & 32 Vict., c. 100). Under this Act a

brieve for the cognition of an alleged lunatic

is issued from Chancery, and tried before a

judge of the Court of Session and a special

jury. The procedure is similar to that of

jury trials in other civil causes in Scotland,

and both medical and other evidence must be

produced. If the person so cognosced be

found ' furious, fatuous, or labouring under
such unsoundness of mind as to render him
incapable of managing his affairs,' his person

is placed imder the guardianship of the

nearest male relative found comj^etent.

Dru7ikenness.—This condition is not held

to deprive a man of civil cajiacity unless it

has at the time rendered the individual un-

conscious of what he was doing.

John Sibbald.

CLAP.—A popular name for gonorrhoea.

See GONOEEHCEA.

CLAREMONT, in Cape Colony.—
See Africa, South.

CLAVUS HYSTERICUS {clavus, a

nail).—An acute pain, often associated with

hysteria, but occurring also in other condi-

tions, which is felt in a localised point in the

head, and is compared by the sufferer to the

sensation that might be produced by a nail

being driven into the part. See Hysteeia.

CLIMACTERIC (KXt/i«/crijp, a step of a

ladder).—This word, which properly signifies

' by degrees,' was origLnaUy emjjloyed to

indicate certain epochs or periods in the life

of an individual, which were looked upon as

critical, and at which the body was supposed

to have undergone a complete change, so

that it had become entirely renewed in its

structural elements. The years in which
these epochs terminated were called climac-

teric years

—

a^ini cliniacterici—and their

number was variously estimated. Thus,

some only recognised three climacterics

;

the Greek physiologists held that there were

five, ending at the seventh year, the twenty-
first (7 X 8), the forty-ninth (7 x 7), the sixty-

third (7 X 9), and the eighty-first (9x9);
others made them multiples of seven or nine,

or multiples of seven by an odd number.
Most regarded the sixty-third year as the

grand climacteric, but the Greeks recognised

two grand climacterics, terminating respec-

tively at the sixty-third and eighty-first

years, and this special denomination was
given because there was little, if any, pro-

spect of life bemg extended beyond these

I)eriods. At the present day the word ' cli-

macteric ' has lost much of its original mean-
ing, and is generally applied to certain times

of life, without any reference to numbers of

years, at which marked phj'siological or

developmental changes occur, such as the

period of puberty, or that of the cessation of

menstruation.
A particular climacteric disease has been

described, which is said to occur either about

or subsequent to the sixty-third year or grand
climacteric, and supposed to be distinct from
the natural decay and degeneration which
takes place in advanced life, inasmuch as

recovery often ensues. It is stated that the

complaint comes on suddenly, but advances
insidiously, the symptoms being at first loss

of flesh and weakness, followed by loss of

appetite and dyspeptic symptoms with a

white tongue, which are regarded as sympa-
thetic, sleeplessness or disturbed and unre-

freshing sleep, constipation, pains in the head
and chest, a frequent pulse, swelling of the

legs, and an emaciated or bloated .appearance

of the face. The urine does not present any
abnormal characters, and most of the viscera

seem to perform their functions properly.

Whether there is any independent disease

deserving this special denomination is, in the

writer's opinion, extremely doubtful.

Frederick T. Koberts.

CLIMATE.—Formerly the word climate

(irom the Greek word kXIvui, I incline) was
a term of astronomical or mathematical geo-

graphy, which implied a portion or zone of

the earth's surface comprised between two

lines parallel to the equator, and measured by

the length of time durmg which the sun there

appears during the simimer solstice, that is,

by the sun's inclination. The space between

the equator and the pole was divided into

half-hour climates, in which the length of

each day increased by half an hour ; and also

into montlily cUmates. This unequal division

of each hemisphere is now replaced by a

division of the interval between the equator

and the poles into ninety degrees, which con-

stitute what are called degrees of latitude,

and the word ' climate ' has received a more
extended application.

By climate is now understood those con-

ditions of heat, moisture, atmosjihere. wind,

soil, and electricity, which impress certain
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conditions, wniforra even when apparently

irri'tjuliu', on },'iven portions of the earth's

surface, and wliich modify, also in a uniforui

manner, vef;;etable and animal life.

Classification.— CHmate, when tlius in-

terpreted, is still prineijially dependent on
astronomical facts, on the sun's position or

inclination witli regard to the earth, and on
the amount of heat it supplies to dilTerent

portions of the surface of the latter. Climate

may be studied generally and locally. Tlie

division of the earth's climates is necessarily

arbitrary, and many dill'ereut classifications

have been proposed. The most smiple is

that which recognises three principal kinds

of climate, each susceptible of subdivision,

viz.: warm climates from the eepiator to 35°

lat. ; temperate climates from 35" to 50° or
55° lat. ; cold climates from 50° or 55° to the

pole. As subdivisions we may recognise

ecpiatorial, tropical, sub-tropical, sub-pohu",

and polar climates; and also insular and
maritime or moist climates, and continental

and mountain or dry climates.

1. Warm Climates.—Warm climates,

extending from the equator to 35° lat., that

is, 12i° beyond the tropics, comprise nearly
aU Africa and its islands. South Asia, most
of the islands of Polynesia, and the portions

of North and South .'\jiicrica comprised be-

tween California and the north of the La
Plata territory. In the equatorial regions the

medium temperature for tlie vear is from 80°

to 84° F., the min. being 54^ the max. 118°,

Near the equator the annual mean temjiera-

ture decreases slowly as we recede from it,

the decrease not amomiting to more than
2° F. for the first 10° lat. The difference of
temperature during the day is slight, but much
greater dm-ing the night, owing to radiation.

The genersil variations of the barometer are
slight, but the periodical or diuriial variations
are very marked. It ascends and descends
regidarly twice in the twenty-four hours. It

ascends fr'om 4.13 a.m. to 9.23 a.m., and
descends until 4.8 p.m., ascenduig again mitil

10.23. Electrical plieuoinena are very de-
cided. The rainfall is variable, but 40 inches
may be given as a mean. It is generally
supposed that heat is greatest at the equator,
and diminishes as we recede from it ; but
both observation and astronomical induction
lead to the conclusion that not only the
maximum of temperature in warm climates
18 attained at or near the tropics, but also
the highest annual mean. The countries m
which the highest degree of heat is known
to be attained are near the tropic of Cancer,
as, for instance, the banks of the Senegal,
the Tehama of Arabia, and Mehran in Balu-
chistan. Moreover, the snow-line, or the
line of perpetual snow, is higher at the tro-
pics than at the equator. In the Bolivian
.\jides, near the tropic, it is 17,000 feet,
whereas in the Ecuador Andes, on the
equator, it is only 10,000 feet. These facts

are partly explained by the unequal progress

of the sun after the e(juiuox in its course

towards the tropic. In the first month it

passes through 12" of latitude, in the second
month tlirough 8°. At the end of the second
month, therefore, it is 20° from the equator,

and there remain only 3A° to bo traversed in

the third month. The sun receding from
the tropic at the same rate at all places

between 20° and 23i° of latitude, the solar

rays during two months fall at noon either

perpendicularly or at an angle wliich deviates

fr'om a right only by 3i° at most.
Another cause which tends to diminish

heat in tlio regions near the equator is the
prevalence of rain. For about five degrees
north and south of the equator, in the region
of the equatorial calms, there are few con-

secutive days in tlie year without rain. The
principal cause both of the calms and of the
rains has been attributed to the meeting in

the upper atmospheric regions of the trade
winds, north and south. They neutralise

each other, and precipitate the vapour they
hold in solution.

Eegions that lie between 5° and 10° of
latitude have usually two rainy and two dry
seasons. The greater rainy season occurs
when the sun in its passage to the nearest

trofjic passes over the zenith, lasting from
three to four months. The lesser rainy sea-

son occurs when the sun on its return from
the nearest tropic approaches the parallel of
the place. The rains then only last fr-om six

weeks to two months, and are much less

abmidant and continual. Countries more
than 10° or 12° fr'om the equator have only
one rainy and one dry season ; the first

begins when the sim approaches the nearest
tropic, and ends some time after, when in its

course from the tropic it has passed the
parallel of the place. It lasts from four to

six months. Local conditions may modify
the course of the dry and wet seasons, as is

the case in India, where the dry and rainy
seasons depend principally on the monsoons.
The amount of rain that falls in a short time
within the tropics is very gi'eat, much more
so than in more northern regions, but these
heavj' rains do not last continuously, as is

supposed. Days of continued rain, even in

the rainj- season, are rarer than in the north.

Still, heavy rains are apt to cause great
inundations, and to cover large extents of
low or level country with water, producing
swamps and marshes, very injurious to
health.

In the vicinity of the tropics there is a
belt, extending over several degi'ees of lati-

tude, where it seldom rains. This rainless

tract is precisely tlie region which has been
already mentioned as that of greatest heat.

These belts of rainless regions, extending
around the globe on each side of the equator,

may be said to separate the countries which
he on each side of the equator from the
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temperate zones. Thus in Africa the rains

cease on the southern border of the desert

of Sahara at aboijt IC^ N., and begin again at
28° N. On the banks of the Nile the rain
ceases about 18° or 19°, to begin again between
28° and 29°. The Tehama, or low coast of

Arabia, is all but rainless. This rainless

tract crosses Asia as far as China, where there

is no raiidess region, owing, probably, to the

fact that all parts of China between 22° and
30° N. lat. are traversed by high mountain
chains.

The influence of warm climates impresses
certain pecuharities on the people who in-

habit them. They are the abode of the

Ethiopian and Mongolian races of mankind,
and appear to have impressed the same
characteristics, in a minor degree, on the

Caucasian races that inhabit them : a dark
complexion and black hair. The inliabitants

of these countries are indolent and apathetic.

The functions of the skin and h^er are pe-

culiarly active, a circumstance which exposes
them to severe disease of these organs. The
digestive functions are sluggish, and the

nervous system is alternately excited and
depressed. Eemittent and intermittent fevers,

dysentery and yellow fever, are common.
During the dry season disease tends to as-

svmie the ataxic, diuring the rainy season the

adjaiamic form. Pulmonary consmnption is

frequently met with in the towns, in contra-

diction to received o^iinions.

2. Temperate Climates.—Temperate
climates may be said to occupy the zones
of the earth's surface comprised between 35°

and 50° or 55° lat. They comprise Southern
and Central Europe, with its islands; the

parts of Asia which extend between the Black
Sea and the Mediterranean on the west, and
Japan on the east ; the greater part of North
America ; a part of ChUi and La Plata and
Patagonia in South America. The mean
temperature may be stated at from 00° to 50°.

The climates in which the mean temperatiure

is from 60° to 68° are often spoken of as

temperate, but in reality they approximate
closely to warm climates. The four seasons,

vdnter, spring, smximer, and autumn, are

well-marked, but are very variable both as

to barometrical and thermometrical con-
ditions. The mean temjoerature in the cen-

tral regions is, for winter 38°, for spring 51°,

for summer G8°, and for autumn 53°. The
regions which are near the south and north
limits of the northern temperate zone ap-
proximate to the meteorological characters

of the warm and cold climates respectively.

The periods of the year when storms, rain,

and general versatihty of meteorological phe-
nomena are principally observed correspond
with the vernal and autumnal equinoxes.

The influence of a temperate chmate on
the himian organisation is salutary, extremes
of heat and cold being both trying. Thus
the healthiest climates of the world's surface

are found in this zone. Intense heat, or even
moderate heat if persistent, tlirows a physio-

logical strain on the liver, skin, and digestive

system, and renders mankind prone to severe

and fatal diseases of these organs. Intense
cold throws a physiological strain on the

lungs and kidneys, and exposes them also to

severe and fatal disease. The healthiest

temperate climates are those in which the

winter is not very cold and the summer is

not very warm, and in which, consequently,

there is no great or continued strain on any
one class of organs. The diseases of tem-
perate regions are those that are the best

known, as their study and description con-

stitute the foundation of pathological science,

ancient and modern.
The climate which, perhaps, the best de-

serves the appellation of temperate is that

of the Mediterranean basin. The winters are

not severe on any part of its north shores,

and the summers are not intensely hot on
its south shores ; at least the heat falls short

of that of the tropics. There are many con-

ditions of physical geography which conduce'

to this result. The north shores are pro-

tected from north winds by the ranges of

high mountains of Southern Europe which
skirt them, and the south shores are in close

l^roximity to the hot, rainless tract of Northern

Afr'ica—the desert of Sahara, which favour-

'

ably modifies winter temperatvure. Moreover, •

the Mediterranean is a warm sea, but few

cold rivers of considerable size flowing into

it from the north, a fact which increases the

«

temperature on its shores and islands.

3. Cold Climates.—Cold climates com-
prise the regions which extend from 50° to 55°

lat. to the poles. They may be subdivided

into cold, with a mean of from 50° to 40°;

very cold, with a mean of from 40° to 32°

;

glacial, with a mean below the freezing-point.

In the austral hemisi^here the zone contains

but little known land, although the existence

of an antarctic continent is suspected ; in the

northern hemisiihere it comprises, in Eui-ope,

the north of Scotland, Denmark, Sweden,

Norway, Iceland, Finland, Lapland, Northern

Eussia, Spitzbergen, Nova Zembla ; Northern

Asia, and some of its large plains below 50°

lat., Siberia, and Kamtchatka; in America,

Canada, including some regions below 50°,

the northern lands and islands of Hudson's

and Baffin's Bays, and Greenland. In this

zone the decrease of the mean temperature

is much more rapid as we recede from the

equator, than it is in the tropical regions.

Thus from the equator to 20° lat. the varia-

tion of the mean temperature is not more

than 7° or 8°, whereas the variation between
55° and 75° lat. amounts to from 22° to 27°.

The coldest region of the globe is not, it

would appear, at or near the pole, but at

about 80° lat., or 10° from the pole, north of

Behring's Straits : the cold of the glacial

climates has been exaggerated. At the lati-
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tildes of from 70° to 78°, the extreme limit

of human liubitation, the mean annual tem-

perature is between 19° and 17°, i.e. 13° tc

15° below the freczinj^-point. The extreme

of cold registered, however, reaches a hundred
degrees or more below the freezing-j oint.

Owing to astronomical conditions there is

great disproportion between the length of

the nights and of the days at ditl'erent

seasons of the year. In the more northern

regions, for several montlis in tlie winter the

sun never appears above the horizon, and in

the summer for several months the sun never
disappears below it. Spring, during which
the extreme cold is mitigated, lasts but a
very short time, and is succeeded by summer,
which is in its fidl strength in June and July.

Temperature rises rapidly from 35° to 55°

and 60°. In some northern localities it rises

to 8f>° or 90°. Under the influence of the

prolonged or persistent days, and of the in-

creased temperature, the vegetation pecidiar

to each locality passes througli all its phases
with extreme rapidity. Towards the end of

July rain and fog reajjpear, and are followed
by snow and intense cold, the highest ex-

pression of which is in January and February.
The barometrical changes are the reverse of

what obtains in the tropics. Above 60° lat.

the diurnal or periodical changes are scarcel}'

perceptible, whereas general or occasional
variations become more marked as we ap-

proach the pole. Electrical phenomena be-

come less marked, and above G8° lat. they
are scarcely perceptible, with the excejition

of the aurora borealis. The winds which
predominate are the N.E. and S.W., and
they change rapidly from one -point of the
horizon to the other, and thus frequently
occasion tempests which extend over con-
siderable areas. The quantity of rain that
falls in cold climates is much less than in
the tropical and temperate, with some ex-
ceptions. Between 60° and 90° lat. it only
amounts to a few inches, and falls princi-
pally in the form of snow.
The influence of cold climates is shown on

the mhabitants of these countries, who vary
much in stature, and possess a vigorous con-
stitution, a sanguineous temperament, great
muscular development, active digestive func-
tions, and sluggish nervous powers. Not-
withstanding tlie severity of the climate, they
generally succeed in preserving health, and live
to old age, presenting few diseases referable
to climatic influences. They are, however,
subject to ophthalmia and amaurosis, owing
to the reflexion of light from the snow in the
polar regions, and to scrofula and scurvy,
the result of a poor and incomplete dietary.
Agnes and intermittent fe\ers from marsh
influences are rare, and not severe, and dis-
appear entirely as we approach the pole.
Continued fevers are met withj but seldom if
ever epidemically.

4. Insular Climates.— Insular climates
24

present important peculiarities. The tem-
perature of the sea is more equable than that

of the land. Owing to the action of currents,

and to the circulation of its waters mider tlie

influence of heat, its superflcial -temperature

is warmer in winter and cooler in suuuuer
—more equable—than that of the land. It

has tlius a tendency to warm in winter and
to cool in summer the island which it sur-

rounds. Moreover, there is constantly watery
vapour arising from the sea, which extends
to island atmospheres, veils the sky more or

less, shields tlie surface from the ardour of

the sun in summer, and prevents great radia-

tion both in summer and in winter. Thus
it is that the climate of aU islands is more
equable than tliat of continents. This fact is

more especiallj' recognisable in the climate
of the British Isles, which is also modified

—

rendered warmer and moistcr—by the waters
of the Gulf Stream impinging on their

shores. The warm Gulf Stream, commenc-
ing in the tropics, in the Gulf of Mexico,
passes northwards along the shores of North
America, crosses the Atlantic to the south of
Newfoundland, and strikes the shores of the
British Islands, of Norway up to Cape North,
of Holland, and of France ; everyNvhere raising

temperature and the annual mean.
5. Maritime Climiates.—Maritime cli-

mates participate in these influences : tem-
perature is more equable, warmer in winter
and cooler in summer, on tlie shores of seas

and oceans than it is inland. Owing to this

cause most of the whiter sanitaria have
been chosen in islands or on the coasts of

oceans and seas : such as Hastings, Ventnor,
Bournemouth, Torquay, Funchal, Malaga,
Cannes, Nice, Mentone, Naples, Salerno, and
Algiers.

6. Continental Climates.—Continental
climates exliibit conditions the reverse of
those which obtain in maritime climates.

The tendency is to cold winters and warm
summers, owing principaUj* to the absence
of the equalising influence on temperature
of large masses of water. A very short dis-

tance from the sea is sufhcient to establish

this difference. Thus the central parts of

France are very much warmer in summer
and colder in winter than the coasts of Nor-
mandy and Brittany. But it is when we
reach the centre of continents — Russia,
Central Asia. Central America—that the
difference is the most marked.

7. Mountain Climates.—As we rise

above the level of the sea, we meet with two
important meteorological conditions. The
air becomes more and more rarefied, and the
heat diminishes, independently of the more
or less obliquity of the sun's rays. The
higher we rise above the sea-level the mor«
the air is rarefied, and the more the degree
of heat due to the solar rays diminishes.

We arrive at last, even at the tropics or the
equator, at a height, variable according to
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latitude, where the snn's heat is insufficient

to melt the snow. This is termed the snow-
line. Mountains attract clouds and watery
vapour, and the coolness of their atmosphere
causes the precipitation of the vapoiu* in the

form of ram or snow. Thus, moimtains,
mountain-ranges, and the glaciers they con-

tain, are the principal cause and origin of

rivers.

The influence of mountain climates, not-

withstanding the clouds, fogs, and rain which
charactei'ise them, is proverbially a healthy
one, owing to the purity of the air, the
slielters found in the valleys, and, perhaps,

to the sparseness of population. They have
of late been much recommended for phthisis.

The conditions above mentioned, together

with sunslnne to a limited extent, are quite

sufficient to account for the rarity of phthisis

amongst their inhabitants, and for the im-
provement of the phthisical who resort to

them.
Soil modifies climate considerably. Wet

and marshy soils are cold, engendering fog

and mist. Sandy, dry, well-drained soils are

comparatively warm. All sandy plains are

warixi in summer and cold in winter.

Such are the features which characterise

the climates of the terrestrial globe, gener-

ally. Each locality, however, each moun-
tain, plain, and valley, each city, village, and
house has a climate of its own, modified by
all the meteorological elements which we
have successively considered. To discover

what each climate is, we must study care-

fully the meteorological conditions and in-

fluences which we have rapidly surveyed in

their application to it.

Isotliermal Climates.—Owing to the un-
equal influence of the different elements
that constitute climate, the annual mean
temperature of regions occupying the same
latitude on the earth's surface is very vari-

able. Hence the above name has been given

to the regions in which the annual mean is

the same. The study of a map on which the

isothermal lines are marked is an instructive

illustration of the facts above described.

Thus it will be seen at a glance that the

limit of constantly frozen ground in the

central plains of Asia and in the northern
plains of America is below 54°, which is the

latitude of York 1

The General Influence of Climate.—
The vegetable and animal worlds, including

man himself, have been modified in essential

characters by chmatic conditions. The study

of its influence on their vitality and organi-

sation opens out a wide field to the observer.

This study leads to the conclusion that geo-

logical periods of time have been necessary

to impress on terrestrial life, be it vegetable

or animal, the characteristics observed now
or formerly in the climates of different regions

of the earth. The current of modern research

is strongly directed to the elucidation of the

influence of climate on life during such geo-

logical jieriods. The investigations of Darwin
and his followers may be named as the most
remarkable and important illustration of this

fact. We may also mention the researches
of modern philologists, which have proved,
by the study of languages and their roots,

that most of the nations of modern Europe
have descended from the same Aryan parents
as the inhabitants of the Indian peninsula.

Climate, in the course of time, has so modi-
fied them as apparently to produce different

races. For such a change to take place geo-

logical lapses of time are certainly required.

Oiu" earliest records, dating back several

thousand years, show these races, such as

they are now, quite as distmct. In these

days the Ai-yan races of Europe cannot rear

their children in the climate of India, where
their Hindoo relatives thrive and propagate
their species. In Palestine and Egypt the

biblical records, those of the Pharaohs, and
those of Nineveh and Babylon, show these

regions to have been inliabited, several

thousand years ago, by nations and tribes

presenting precisely the same race charac-

teristics as those that now inhabit them.
During the historical period, the races of

Em'ope have in vain endeavoured to colon-

ise the valley of the Nile ; for they have not

been able to propagate their species, and have
died away, leaving the valley of the Nile to

its ancient inhabitants. Their children can-

not withstand the heat of summer. On the

north-eastern shore of Africa, the Algeria of

the present, history presents the same record.

The Eomans and the Visigoths occupied its

plains for centuries, continually recruiting

their colonies from the mother-countries;

and yet, except in the mountains, all trace

of their presence has disappeared. They
could not rear their children so as to occupy

the land of the Arabs. What lengthened

periods of time must have elapsed to so pro-

foundly modify races deriving their origin

from a common parentage, that they can no

longer live and propagate theu" species in the

same climates 1

Therapeutical Applications.—The thera-

peutical application of many of the above

facts is contained in the facts themselves,

lieasoning sultices to deduce the therapeu-

tical law, and experience proves the correct-

ness of the deduction. Only a very brief

summary can here be given. See also

Climate, Treatment of Disease by.

Firstly, it is clear that if a local climate

produces injurious effects on the health of its

inhabitants, or of visitors, the latter should

leave it, and the regular inhaljitants, who
cannot learve it, should endeavour by every

possible means to modify the pernicious

climatic infiuence to which they are exposed,

and to partially escape from its action. This

rule may be illustrated by the influence of

confined mouiitain valleys in producing
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pnifro, find of marshj- districts in producing
intermittent fevers. The principle applies

to all local climates which exercise a per-

nicious intluenco of any kind on the human
orf,'anisation. When possihlo the climate

should be abandoned; if that is impossible,

its pernicious influence must be combated by
every possible hygienic and therapeutical

means.
The injurious effects which extreme cli-

mates exercise on the human economy

—

warm climates on the abdominal and cere-

bral or{,'ans, cold climates on the thoracic

—

point to change of residence as an important
therapeutical agent, the value of which is

only beginning to be understood. Our naval

and military surgeons have done much to

clear up this branch of therapeutics, as re-

gards the diseases of tropical regions. Thus
chronic affections of the liver and intestines,

incurable n a warm climate, often become
quite curable if the patient is transferred to

a temperate region or to a mountain eleva-

tion in the tropics, which reproduces a tem-
perate climate.

Inversely, persons suffering from diseases

of the respiratory organs, so common in

damp temperate climates like those of France,
England, and Holland, find relief by migi-at-

ing, especially during winter, to warmer
regions of the eartli's surface, where they
escape from the influences which have proved
BO detrimental to them. Thence the j-early

increasing exodus of persons suffering from
chronic laryngitis and bronchitis, from bron-

chial asthma and from phthisis, from the

north of Europe to the south.

,

The increased facilities of locomotion, by
rail and by steam, have thus opened out, as

it were, a new and important branch of

therapeutics, that of the application of cli-

mate to the treatment of disease.

J. IIknuy Bennet.

CLIMATE, etiology of.— See Dis-
ease, Cau^es of.

CLIMATE, The Treatment of Dis-
ease by.—Though we can scarcely saj' with
accuracy that change of climate is a specific

for disease, yet much can be effected by it

in reheving s^Tnptoms, and in assisting the
recuperative powers of the organism by thus
improving the general health. The diseases
in which change of climate has been found
of value will be enumerated below, with a
short notice of various climates. Here we
may notice the rationale of the benefit to be
derived from such change.
Change of climate, we must premise, is

only a relative term. It does not necessarily
mvolve the idea of removal to a great dis-

tance from the patient's home. A few miles'
joiu-ney from the town to the country, from
inland to the seashore, from .the plain to the
mountain, often suffices to produce marked
results. One use of chmate being to expose

the organism to the effects of contrast, the
element of distance comes in most when we
wish to make the contrast gi'eater ; for in-

stance, in ordering change from a cold to a
warm climate or vice versa.

The therajieutic elements of most import-
ance in any climate are : (1) pure air, free from
dust and organic particles, or excessive
damp

; (2) abundance of sunshine, without
excessive heat, so that much time can be
spent in tlie open air ; (3) a temperature
without extremes, so that the body is not
exposed to the risk of great variations of heat
and cold—equability

; (4) absence of violent,

very cold, or very hot winds, at any rate of

long duration (in this is involved the element
of local shelter).

These four elements should be present in

each of the subdivisions of climates which
a therapeutic classification renders neces-
sary, namely, climates of : (1) the seashore ;

(2) mountains
; (3) inland wooded districts ;

and (4) the open sea.

The epithets ' moist ' and ' dry,' which are

applied to climates, are merely relative, and
depend on local pecuUarities of rainfall, soil,

&c., as well as to some extent on season ; and
the essential differences between the climate
of the seashore, the woodland, and the
mountain remain everywhere the same. We
shall say a few words about each of these,

with the indications for their use. The
climate of the ojieu sea will be referred to in

speaking of sea voyages.

1. Climate of the Seashore.— The
special peculiarities of this variety of climate

are that the air is saturated with moisture,
except when dry land winds prevail ; it is

dense, and, as a rule, therefore, bulk for bulk,

contains more oxj'gen than air of any higher
level ; its density is liable to great and
frequent but regular variations, which in-

crease the activity of the circulatory and
respiratory organs, and thus favour their

functional activitj' ; it is more eiiuable ; and,
lastly, it contains saline particles in suspen-
sion.

According to Beneke, sea air cools the

body relatively more quicklj' than mountain
air, and thus hastens more the processes of

tissue-change. Hence, the seaside should be
ordered where we wish for a highly stimulat-

ing effect, as in persons of scrofulous ten-

dency, in chronic succeeding acute diseases,

or in the later stages of convalescence from
the latter, in convalescence from surgical

operations, or in some surgical diseases

where we wish to accelerate tissue-change,

without exertion on the patient's part. On
account of the equability of the climate, some
patients who cannot bear great changes of

teiuiierature do well at the seaside. Persons
suffering from overstrain, mental or bodily,

with a fair digestive power, and not Uable
to nervous irritability, may also be sent

there.
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2. Mountain Climates. — Mouutain
climates are distinguished from seaside

climates by the -lower density of their at-

mosphere ; their lower and less equable tem-
perature ; by less humidity, though, owing
to local winds, mist and cloud often form

;

and by relatively lower night-temijeratures

in clear weather, owing to the diyness of the

air, and consequent great radiation. They
are cooler also than the inland climates of

level districts, and this coolness tends to

some extent to diminish the rarefaction and
increase the density of their air.

The general action of mountain air is to

produce a fi-eer circulation of the blood and
greater vascularity of the lungs, owing to

deeper and more frequent inspirations and
greater ease of bodily movement. Owmg to

the cooling of the body by the lowered tem-
peratm-e more food is reqivired, the appetite

improves, and the body becomes better

nourished and gains weight.

The intensity of the effect is, broadly

speaking, directly as the height. The term
' mountain climate ' is applied in medical
parlance to elevations in Eixrope of from
1,.'^00 to 6,000 feet, though in South America
patients have been sent as high as 10,000
feet, or higher.

Mountain climates are indicated : (1) in

cases of hereditary tendency to phtliisis in

young persons with narrow, shallow chests,

who are growing too fast ; also in yoimg
scrofulous patients. (2) In chronic phthisis

and pneumonia ; remembering, however, that

phthisis occurs at all elevations. The cool-

ness of the mountain air in the height of

summer is an important element in phthisical

cases, which always suffer from gieat heat.

(3) As a tonic and restorative in persons
suffering from over-work in business or

literary pursuits, and who have no real or-

ganic disease. (4) Generally to complete the

convalescence from acute diseases of indi-

viduals not past middle life, with a fair

amount ofmuscular power and bodily activity.

(5) As a prophylactic against hay-fever,

cholera, and other infectious diseases. Moun-
tain climates are not advisable in cases of

chronic bronchitis, heart-disease, emi)hysema,
Bright's disease, chronic rheumatism, haemo-
ptysis, nor for aged persons.

3. Climate of Inland Wooded Dis-
tricts.—The climate of wooded districts

(elevations above 1,500 feet are not here
referred to) is pecxiliar in several respects.

It has a temjjerature lower than that of the
sm-rounding comitry—on the average 3° F.

—

during the hours of daylight ; the tempera-
ture is also more equable. The relative

humidity is higher (9'3 per cent.) in summer
than in the less wooded country, and hence
there is greater liability to rain and mist.

It also affords greater protection and shelter

against winds than other climates.

The general elfect of woodland climates, as

may be deduced from the above, is sedative

and tonic. They may be advised in chronic
bronchitis, emphysema, heart-disease, and in

hypochondi'iasis, hysteria, and other nervous
affections where tranquillity and subdued
light are of importance ; also in the earlier

stages of convalescence from acute disease

when sea or mountain air is too stimulating.

In bronchitis pine-woods should be selected,

and in heart-cases level walks are essential,

unless exercise be deliberately ordered for

certain kinds of cardiac disease in the form
of graduated hill-climbing.

4. Ocean Climates : Sea Voyages.

—

Voyages have been much recommended in

the treatment of phthisis in its early stages,

with a view to enable the invalid to spend
much time in an exceedingly pure and fairly

equable atmosphere, and to secure a sufficient

amount of bodily movement without great

fatigue.

The drawbacks to the sea ought to be pro-

vided against as far as possible, although
certain of them from their very nature must
be endured. The principal of them are the

imj^ossibility of escape from bad weather,
and the confinement, perhaps, to ill-ventilated

cabins, when such occurs ; the absence of

sufficient light and air below decks, the latter

being felt very much at night; want of variety

in the diet after a certain time, and in many
instances of fresh food, milk, &c. ; monotony
in society and occupations ; and, lastly, the

inconveniences arising from crowding of the

maindeck with hen-coops, sheep-pens, &c.,

and in steamers from the smoke of the

engines, and the smell and vibration of the

machinery.
The roixtes generally recommended to in-

valids are chiefly : (1) to Australia, 90 days in

a sailing vessel, 45 in a steamer
; (2) to the

Cape of Good Hope, 20 days ; (3) to the West
Indies, ]7 days; and (4) to the United States

or Canada (in summer), 6 to 7 days. Short

cruises in the Mediterranean, or to the lati-

tudes of the Canaries and Azores, are suitable

for certain cases where expense is no object.

Of routes (3) and (4) we may say that they

are too short for the fuU benefit of the sea to

be obtained, as improvement does not gene-

rally begin for a week or two after sea-sick-

ness has subsided, and the patient can remain
comfortably on deck. Route (2) does not

allow him to get the bracing effect of high

South latitudes. Hence where a long sea

voyage is indicated, route (1) is decidedly the

best. England is quitted in the beginning of

October, Australia (Sydney or Melbourne), or

New Zealand (Wellington), is reached early

in January, and the return voyage is begun
not later than the end of February.

Patients should not remain in the coast-

towns of Australia in summer on accoimt of

the heat and the dust. They should go to the

table-land of New South Wales, or to the

Darling Downs in Queensland, or else they
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should cniiso from port to port, or cross to

Now Zialaiul or Tasiuaiiia.

In returninijf, the route round Cape Horn
should be avouird, on account of the great risk

of the climate of the South Pacific Ocean, and
the chance of encountering icebergs, fogs, and
unfavourable winds. Either the patient

should come back round the Cape of Good
Hope; or, if his strength permit, he may
cross to California, travel overland to New
York and thence by steamer ; or, lastlj', he
may come by the Ked Sea, Suez Canal, and
Mediterranean.

The invalid nnist expect about 20 wet da3's

on the voyage out. The temperatures met
with range from 40° to HO"" F., the coldest

and most uncertain weather occurring in the

North Atlimtic and South Pacific Oceans.
Choice of Vessel.—The following considera-

tions may be useful in deciding between
Bteam and sailing vessels :

—
For a steamer there is the greater certainty

in predicting the length of the voj-age, and
the calms of the tropics are sooner i)assed.

Against steamers there is the nuisance of

steam and smoke on deck ; much space is

taken up by the engines, stokers' rooms, &c.,

and hence other parts of the ship are more
crowded ; the bilge water is tainted with the

engine grease ; there is the wearying gi-ind of

the screw by day and by night ; while more
seas are shipped, because a steamer can run
against a head-wind.
For sailing vessels there are the advantages

of more room, light, and air in the cabins, and
the absence of the above-mentioned dis-

agreeable conditions.

Against them there is the longer and more
uncertain duration of the voyage, the neces-
sity of shaping their course by the prevailing
winds, and the possibility by route No. 1 of
being becalmed at the eijuator for days or
weeks, in a himiid atmosphere of 80°-85° F.

The vessel selected should not be under
1,000 tons, and her age, class of passengers,
the character, temper, and standing of her
captain, as well as the repiitation of the
owners, and the size of her cabins, should be
carefidly ascertained. Of course it is a sine
qua non that she should ciu-ry a duly quali-

fied surgeon.

The cabin for the outward voyage to Aus-
tralia should be on the port side, so as to get
the breeze in hot weather, and vice versa in
returning.

The cabin outfit should include a spring
mattress, with hair (not wool) mattress over,
a folding easy chair, chest of cb-awers, carpet,
curtains, and sponge bath (P'aber). Clothes
of various degiees of thickness are essential,
both for body and head, and a waterproof
suit is necessary for bad weather.

Plenty of linen must be tidien, as washing
is difficult on board, and there should be a
supply of preserved milk, meat or essence of
meat, fruit, and hght wines.

The indications for a sea voyage are here-

ditary tendency to phthisis, or the presence of

actual but uncomplicated disease in a very
early stage, in persons not past middle life,

with a fair digestion, absence of severe

pyrexia, and general health not much im-
paired. Patients with a tendency to haemo-
ptysis should not be sent, nor should those of
a desponding disposition, who would thus be
likely to suffer by the long absence from
home, or from fears of their personal safety.

Of course a tendency to protracted sea-sick-

ness is a distinct contra-indication.

The invalid should be careful not to over-

tax his digestion too much ; he should take
regular daily exercise on deck to the extent

of his strength, have some definite occupation

to beguile the time, and, if possible, be accom-
panied by a personal friend (Faber).

Choice of a Climate— General Hints.—It

is a good plan, if possible, to order a patient

a climate with that mean temperature and
relative humidity which he is known to

tolerate well (Sigmund). The patient's dis-

position must be considered, and a lively or

a quiet place chosen according to his tem-
perament. We should not send a poor man
to a place beyond his means, otherwise he has
to grudge himself many comforts, and loses

much, if not all, the benefit of the change.

In sending patients to the South of Em^ope
this rule is too often neglected.

The special indications for the climates of

particular places can only be imderstood by
studying their local aspect. Generally speak-

ing, as far as Great Britain is concerned, the

climate of the east coast is colder and drier

than that of the west and south coasts. In
Europe the north and west coasts are moister

and cooler than the shores of the Mediter-

ranean. As to season, mountain climates

include some very important winter stations;

woodland chmates are almost exclusively indi-

cated from May to the middle of July. Certain

parts of the sea-coast are adapted for invalids

at all seasons of the year ; but as a rule the

northern coasts of Europe and the eastern or

south-eastern coasts of Great Britain are best

suited for summer, and the south, west, and
south-western for winter residence. The
Mediterranean coast is only to be recom-
mended from mid-October to the middle or

end of Maj-, and Egypt should be quitted not

later than April. A word may be added as

to the advantages of wmtering in the South
of Europe. It is incontestable that the in-

valid gets a milder winter, a longer autimin,

and an earber spring. Although there is no
place where some days of bad weatlier do not

occur, or where uninterrupted calms are met
with, yet the nunjber of rainy days is fewer,

there is more sun, little or no fog, and, except

in the neighbourhood of the Pyrenees, little or

no snow or ice. The scenery is picturesque

and attractive, and the invalid is able to spend
much time in the open air, and to bit out of
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doors on many days, even in mid-winter.

The drawbacks to the South are the risk of

chills, owing to 'the difl'erence between sun
and shade temperatures, especially at first,

when persons are unaccustomed to the

climate, and fail to take sufficient care ; the

occasional occurrence ofhigh winds, especially

in spring ; the more limited accommodation,
owing to the expense of rooms and living;

and the absence of many so-called 'home
comforts.'

Those who visit the South must remember
that the curative value of the climate consists

in its allowing much time to he sj)ent in the

open air, and in its milder temperature and
di'ier air, which protect the respiratory organs

from fresh inflammatory attacks. A south

room and warm clothing of the texture

usually worn in England in autumn are

essential, and a coat or wrap should always
be carried out of doors in mid-winter to put
on m passing from sun to shade. The invalid

should strictly avoid the hot atmosphere of

gaslit salons at night.

Patients with acute diseases of the respira-

tory organs should not be sent to the South
;

and high fever, excessive weakness, or the

necessity of remaining in bed, are also contra-

indications, owing to the fatigue and risks of

the joirrney and the need of home comforts.

Cases of mental disease with excitement,

where rest and protection of the mind and
body are of primary importance, should like-

wise not be sent.

In the convalescence from acute diseases

occurring in autumn, where a cold northern
winter would prevent open-air exercise, and
probably set up fresh exacerbations, southern
winter climates are of great value.

In ordering change of climate the accom-
modation, food and water supplj', soil and
drainage of the locality chosen, should be care-

fully considered, especially if the distance be
a long one. The best climate may be un-
available for the invalid, owing to defects in

one or more of these particulars.

Lastly, the patient's own feelings should
be carefully consulted before he is sent far

away from home. In some cases all the
benefits of climate are counteracted by ' home-
sickness.' Ccelum non animurn mutant qui
trans mare currunt.

Enumeration of Climates.—We shall

now enumerate various climates and regions
suitable for the treatment of cases that can
be thus benefited.

1. Of the Nervous System.—In neu-
ralgia:—Arcachon (for the calm, sedative, yet
tonic atmosphere of the pine-woods), Cannes
(the districts away from the sea). Upper
Egypt (Cairo, Luxor, Helwan), Hastings,
Hyeres, the Engadine, the Bernese Oberland,
Pau, Pisa, Rome, the Salzkammergut (Ischl,

Aussee, Berchtesgaden). Some of the above
climates will also be found suitable to cases

of hemicrania and sciatica.

In hysteria, hyjjochondriasis, spinal irri-

tation, and in some cases of protracted
cliorea :— Cannes, Ischl, Aussee, Meran,
Mentone, Montpellier, Morocco (Tangiers),

Nice, Naples, the Bernese Oberland (Grindel-

wald, Miirren), Palermo, Pau, Seville, Spezia,

and Valencia ; the effect produced being
chiefly due to diversion of the attention by
the change of scene, although the bracing
mfluence exerted on the system at large must
be taken into account.
In chronic softening of the brain and spinal

cord, in paralysis of cerebral origin, and in

some cases of locomotor ataxy, the South of

France may be advantageously ordered in

winter, and Alpine climates of moderate
height in summer. As a rule hot climates, or

those where the sun has considerable power,
are contra-indicated where there is a tendency
to apoplexy or hyperaemia of the brain.

Temperate and bracing climates are, as a

rule, to be recommended in nervous diseases,

to restore the general tone of the system.
The immediate neighbourhood of the sea

not infrequently causes nervous excitement,

neuralgia, and sleeplessness.

2. Of the Respiratory and Circula-
tory Systems.—In chronic bronchitis, em-
physema, bronchial and spasmodic asthma,
as well as in chronic pharyngeal and laryn-

geal catarrh and laryngeal ulceration, the

following climates may be recommended :

—

Africa (South), Algiers, Austraha, the Azores,

Bordighera, Bournemouth, the Canaries,

Upper Egypt, Glengariff, Hastings, Hyeres,
Lisbon, Madeira, Malaga, Mentone, Meran,
Montreux, Nervi, Nice, Palermo, Pau, Pen-
zance, Pisa, Queenstown, Rome, San Remo,
Santa Barbara, St. Leonards, Torquay, and
Ventnor.
Change of climate is of great value in con-

valescence from the acute, and as a prophy-

lactic and curative measure in the chronic

forms of bronchitis ; but we must remember
that where there is copious expectoration a

di'y climate is indicated, while in the nrita-

tive forms with scanty sputa [bronchitis

sicca) a moderately moist rudd climate is

generally suitable. In emphysema we should

choose a mild and not too dry climate, if

possible in the neighbom'hood of pine-woods,

such as Arcachon on the west coast of

France, or Boiurnemouth. In spasmodic
asthma the choice of climate must be partly

a matter of personal experience.

In the early active, and in the quiescent

forms of the later stages of phthisis, as well

as in chronic plem-isy, and in convalescence

from pneumonia, the following (chiefly winter)

health resorts and climates have been favour-

ably spoken of, and many of them wiU be

found described in this work under their own
or associated headings :—Africa (South),

Algiers, Australia, Bordighera, Bournemouth,
Canaries, Cannes, Colorado Springs, Denver,

Davos. Upper Egypt, Upper Engadine, South
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of France, Falmouth, Hastin!]rg, Hy6rcs,

Qneenstown, Isolil (in summer), Madeira,

Malaj,'a, Mentone, Natal, Nervi, Nice, the

Oberland (in sununer), Palermo. Pau, Pisa,

St. Paul's in ^liimesota, San Roino, Santa

F^. Sicilv, Spezia. Torquaj-, and the Under-
oliff(Isleof Wij^ht).

In chronic endocarditis, pericarditis, and
in heart-disease generally, a rather bracing

oliraate.without extremes and of the character

suited to chronic hroncliitis. is usually indi-

cated. Here both the tonic etTects of climatic

change, and the prevention of pulmonary
complications, and fresh rheumatic attacks,

must be taken into account. Mountain re-

sorts of moderate height, well-protected from
sudden changes of temperature, maj- be pre-

scribed in summer.
In the neuroses of the heart, including

(1) angina pectoris, (2) palpitation associated

with chlorosis, hysteria, or hypochondriasis,

and (3) exophthalmic goitre, moderatel}'

bracing climates are indicated. In angina
pectoris long journeys involving fatigue or

exertion must be rigorously forbidden, as

must also siglitseeing or exciting amusements.
3. Of the Abdominal Organs.—In

the various forms of chronic dyspepsia and
intestiual catai'rh, in chronic hepatic disease,

in chronic dysentery (after removal from a
malarial district or tropical climate), in dia-

betes, and in cln-onic endometritis, pelvic

cellulitis, and other diseases of the uterus and
its surroimdinKs, the following climates may
be selected trom :—Cannes, the Engadine,
Hastings, Hyeres, Lisbon, Malta, Mentone,
Mont])elIier, Morocco, Naples, Nice, the Nile,

the Bernese Oberland, Pontresina, the Pyre-
nees (in summer), Queonstown. Schwalbach,
Seville, Spezia, St. Moritz, Valencia, and
Ventnor.

In convalescence from acute nephritis, and
in all forms of chronic Bright's disease, but
especially catarrhal nephritis, warm dry
climates are indicated. Among the best are
Upper Egypt, the Riviera, the Cape of Good
Hope (inland). Bombay; and, in England,
Brighton. Folkestone, Hastings, and Ventnor.

In renal calculus, removal from particular
districts in which stone is known to be preva-
lent niav possibly be of use in some cases.

4. Of the System at large.—Change of
climate is here nearly always indicated :

—

(1) In convalescence from typhus and
typhoid fevers, scarlet fever (at the end of the
desquamative stage), measles, diphtheria, and
acute rheumatism ; also in the third stage of
protracted whooping-cough.

_
(2) As a prophylactic against all infectious

diseases, and especially cholera, yellow fe\ er,

hay fever, influenza, and malaria ; also against
rheumatism and phthisis by withdrawal from
damp districts, and goitre and cretinism b}'

removal from the eii.ieinble .of conditions to
which the latter are due.

(3) In rickets, scrofula, chlorosis, general
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annemia, and functional debility. Here,
where a pure air and a bracing sunny atmo-
sphere are the chief indications, tlie climates
enumerated in section 1 are suitable ; as are

also Algiers, Biarritz (in autumn), the Cape
of Good Hope, Ischl, Malaga, Rome, Sicily,

St. Moritz ; and, in Great Britain, a number
of inland and seaside places (Malvern, Scar-
borough, &c.) which it is unnecessary to

mention.
Edward I. Sparks. M. Charteris.

CLINICAL {K>ilur,, a bed).—This word
literally signifies ' of or belonging to a bed '

;

but it has been especially applied to the
practical study and teaching of disease at the

bedside ; and has more recently been extended
to all that relates to the practical study of

disease in the living subject generally.

CLONIC (icXo'i'or, tumultuous movement).
This word is applied to spasmodic movements
which are of short diu-ation, and alternate

with ])erit)ds of relaxation. See Convulsions ;

and Spasm.

CLONUS ((cXo'i/or, tumultuous movement).
The term now applied to the movement of

a portion of a limb by striking or forcibly

stretching one of its tendons. See Spinal
Cord, Diseases of; § 5. Spinal Keflexes.

CLOT.—A clot, or coagulum, is the pro-

duct of the formation of tibrin {see Blood,
Morbid Conditions of). Coagulation of the
blood within the blood-vessels is described
under Thrombosis ; the coagulation of extra-

vasatedbiood under H/EMORRUAGK, and Brain,
Hiemorrhage into; and the coagulation of

indammatory exudations under Inflamma-
tion.

CLOTHINGr.— -See Disease, Causes of;

and Health, I'ersonal.

COAGULUM [coagulo, I curdle),— -See

Clot.

COAL GAS, Poisoning by.—Coal gas,

so largely employed for iUiuuinaiing purposes,

is a compound containing -in addition to

olefiant gas and analogous hydrocarbons, on
which the luminosity principallj' depends

—

certain so-called diluents, which burn with
a non-luminous flame, namely, hydrogen,
inarsh-gas, and carbonic oxide, along with
what are termed impurities, of which the chief

are carbonic acid, suljjhuretted hydrogen, and
bisulphide of carbon. On these impurities the
characteristic odour mainly depends. This
odour, which is perceptible even to the extent
of 1 in 10,000, is a valuable safeguard against
accidents from escape of gas. The recently
introduced water gas, made by decomposing
aqueous vapour over burning coke, while it

is more dangerous—only 1 per cent, being
necessary to jiroduce a fatal result—has not
even this safeguard, for it is quite odourless.
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A mixture of coal gas with the air inhaled
exerts a deleterious effect on the system, and
proves fatal when it reaches a certain per-

centage. In addition to the danger from
inlialation, fatal accidents frequently occur
from the explosive nature of the compound
which is formed when the gas reaches the
proportion of 1 to 10 of the atmosphere.
Much less than this, however (a non-explo-
sive mixtnre, therefore), proves fatal if long
inhaled.

It is difficult to determine the exact propor-
tion of the gas present in atmospheres in

which fatal accidents have occurred, but we
derive important information on this point

from experiments on animals. Many such
have been made. M. Tourdes, who has care-

fully investigated the subject, finds that pure
gas is almost instantaneously fatal

;
^th kills

rabbits in. five minutes, and dogs in twelve
minutes

; ^iV^h kills rabbits in from ten to

fifteen minutes
; gV^h still jiroves fatal after

a longer period ; and evident signs of distress

are caused in rabbits by an atmosphere con-

taining only s\;th of the gas. Dr. Taylor
(Edin. Med. Journ., July 1874) has estimated
the pi'oportion of gas existing in a room in

which a fatal case occruTed at three per cent.

Sources of Poisoning.—Poisoning by coal

gas is only known of as an accident. Occa-
sionally suddenly fatal consequences ensue
among workmen from exposure to a sudden
rush of undiluted gas from gasometers and
mains. More commonly slowly fatal cases

residt from the gas tap in a bedroom being
left open carelessly, from accidental extinction

of the light, or from leakage of gas-pipes in a
house or at a distance. The gas gains access

to the house in the latter case through cellars,

walls, and more especially by means of drains

and sewer-pipes, most commonly during
winter and severe frosts, presumably from
the ground surface being frozen and prevent-

ing escape into the streets. After passing

underground, coal gas loses its odour, which
is such a safeguard, most of the carburetted

hydrogen and marsh gas is absorbed, and
the amount of carbonic oxide is increased.

Symptoms.—Gas, even when in compara-
tively small proportion and just sufficient to

cause an unpleasant odour, acts deleteriously

if long breathed, and gives rise to headache
and general depression of health. A very
slight escape of coal gas—just sufficient to

produce a close smell, not like that of gas, and
therefore not recognisable as such—will cause
relaxed or ulcerated throat, probably from
the irritation of the sulphur compounds.

In severe and fatal cases the symptoms
which have been noted are headache ; nausea
or vomiting ; vertigo ; and loss of conscious-

ness, p)assing into deep coma and muscular
prostration, which resembles the apoplectic

state, the individual lying insensible and in-

capable of being roused, with livid features,

stertorous breathing, and froth at the mouth.

Death usually occurs quietly, in this state of
coma, but occasionally with convulsions.
The state of the pupils does not seem to be

constant, though they are generally dilated

before death.

In Dr. Taylor's case (sup. cit.) the teeth
were firmly clenched, and the eyes were in a
constant state of lateral oscillation.

Fatal Period.—The fatal period of poison-
ing by coal gas is extremely variable, and a
remittent character of the symptoms some-
times gives rise to fallacious hopes of re-

covery in cases which ultimately prove fatal.

Diagnosis.—The smell of gas in the clothes,

breath, and perspiration, which continues for

a considerable time after removal from the
polluted atmosphere, is the best indication of

the cause of the coma.
Anatomical Characters.—The smell of

gas is often very marked. M. Tourdes found
tlie blood as a rule dark, but in some re-

cent cases it has been noted as being of a
bright red colour. Other signs are : a bright

coloration of the pulmonary tissue ; froth in

the air-passages ; congestion of the mucous
membrane at the base of the tongue, the

mucous membrane of the trachea being in

some cases a bright rose colour ; engorgement
of the cerebral and spinal venous system;
and rose-coloured patches on the thighs.

Mode of Action.—It is obviously impos-

sible to differentiate between the effects of

the various constituents of coal gas, but we
have good reason for believing that the most
active agent is the carbonic oxide, which
exists in the proportion of from five per cent.

(English gas) to twenty -five per cent. The
active agent is the same in water gas, wliich

contains forty-four per cent, of carbonic oxide.

The symptoms in the main agree with

those caused by carbonic oxide (see Carbonic
Oxide, Poisoning bj'), and the effects, there-

fore, would be chiefly due to the action of

the carbonic oxide on hsemoglobm. The
blood of one patient after sixty hours gave

the spectrum of CO-h^moglobin, and Grehaut
calculates that 100 c.c. of blood from an ani-

mal poisoned with gas give 20 c.c. of CO.
Treatment.—Instant removal from the

polluted atmosphere is the first thing to be

attended to. Attempts must then be made
to cause oxygenation of the blood, by artificial

respiration and excitation of the respiratory

centres, by reflex stimulation of the face, chest,

&c. Pure oxygen gas may be administered.

As, however, the compound which carbonic

oxide makes with the blood colouring-matter

is a very stable one, and not easily broken up

by the introduction of atmospheric air or

oxygen, it not infrequently happens that

these measures prove of no avail. In such

cases it woiJd be highly advisable to perform

venesection, and then transfuse fresh blood,

a plan of treatment which has been found

successful in poisoning by carbonic oxide.

D. Ferriee.
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COARCTATION (coarcto, I straiten).

A prissiii;; to;,'etli('r, narrowing, or stricture

of any hollow tube, such as the aorta, iutes-

tine, or urethra.

COCCYGODYNIA (kokkv^ the cuckoo

;

anduSiTr;, paiii).— tjv.NON.: Fr. Coccijgodijnie;

Ger. Steisshcinschmerz.

Dkscbii'tiok.—This name has been piven

to a peculiarly severe and obstinate neuralgic

pain in the neighbourhood of the coccyx,

incited by sucii actions as defiecation, walk-

ing, sitting down, or rising from a recumbent
position. It may arise from injury, such as

fracture or luxation or horse exercise ; or it

may be the result of inflammatory affections

of the sacro-coccygeal joint or of the peri-

coccygeal tibrous structures. Coccygodinia
is also a concomitant symptom ofmany rectal,

vulval, vaginal, and uterine disorders, being

excited whenever any of the muscles which
have their insertion in or near to the coccyx
are brought into play. It not infrequently

is a sequela to a ditJicult instrumental par-

tturition, or may be a neurosal condition
associated with gout or rheumatism.
Treatmknt.—In cases wliere the affection

is primary, recourse must be had to rest in

the lateral posture, anodyne suppositories of

extract of belladonna and opium, and to the
careful regulation of the bowels. If the pain
be very severe, a local hypodermic injection

of morphine may have to be administered.
To be successful in our treatment we must,
however, always endeavour to differentiate

by means of a carefully conducted systematic
examination the cause or causes which may
be at work, and to attend to the proper in-

dications. Tenotomy and excision of the
coccyx have not proved to be nniformly suc-

cessful, and should therefore only be had re-

course to in specially selected cases. Attention
must be paid particularly to the nervous
bystem, and the general nutritive processes
improved by the administration of arsenic,

quinine, and iron. John Habold.

COLD, A.—A popular name for Catarrh.
Set Cataiuiu.

COLD, -Etiology of.—See Disease,
Causes of.

COLD, Effects of Severe or Ex-
treme.

—

Inthoductory.—The general effect
of exposure to severe or extreme cold is to
lower, even to extinction, all vital activity.

The blo<)d-vessels. especially the smaller
arteries and capillaries, after a brief period
of congestion, become contracted, the latter
to such an extent as no longer to permit the
passage of the red corpuscles ; the normal
condition, composition, and structural in-

tegrity of the various tissues are more or
less impaired, or altogether destroyed ; the
red corpuscles become tirst . crenated and
later disorganised and broken up, the watery
elements of the blood tliickcu, and when
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froxen become more or less separated from
the saline and other constituents ; and those

processes of chemical and physiological

change which are essential to every mani-
festation 0% life, being only possible within

certain very narrow limits of temperature,
are hindered or absolutely prevented.

The more special effects vary in degree
and kind :—1st, with the degree of cold, the

duration of the exposure, and the medium or

manner of application ; 'ind, with the part,

and extent of sm-face exposed ; and, 3rd, with
the general constitution and physiological

condition of the sufferer.

Moderate cold, acting during a short time,

or even severe cold chu-ing a still shorter

time, followed by the glow of speedy reaction,

exercises a tonic and stimulating influence.

If, however, the cold is very severe, or the ex-

posure too long, tlie glow of reaction does not
occur, but a sense of depression is experienced,

from which, at best, recovery takes place but
slowly. Continued exposure to such a degree
of cold as is yet not incompatible with the

maintenance of life, nevertheless keeps at low
ebb activity of nutrition and fmiction alike.

Extreme cold and long exposure lead to con-
gelation and consolidation of the various

tissues of the body. After complete congela-

tion of the body recovery is impossible.

Dry cold is much less readilj- injurious in

its influence than cold associated with wet.

The better conductor of heat the medium is,

the more speedily and completely does it

reduce the temperature of the part with
which it is in contact. Immersion in water
cools more rapidly than exposure to air of the

same temperature ; and contact with wool,

wood, or metal, of the same degree of cold-

ness, excites in each case a different sensa-

tion, and leads to a different result, or to

similar residt but with very different rapidity'.

Constant renewal of the medium in contact

hastens the cooling effect ; and a continuous
draught of only moderately cold air may do
more to chill than temporarj' exposure to an
intensely cold but still atmosphere. If some
external part, and a comparativeh' small ex-

tent of surface only, be acted upon, the effect

may be simply local, and the general dis-

turbance of the sj-stem scarcely appreciable.

But if the whole body, or a considerable

extent of surface, or any important internal

organs be acted upon, a proportionately

serious general effect is produced.

The young (infants especially) and the aged
alike ill sustain exposure to cold, and are most
liable to suffer, not only from its direct effects,

but also from the various malailies to which
it gives rise. The feeble, iU-nourished, and
broken in health, especially the subjects of

organic disease, or of degeneration due to

habitual intemperance, readily succumb, or

only slowlj- and imperfectly recover. Among
the healthy and otherwise vigorous, hunger,

fatigue, sleep, anxiety of mind, fear, and
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mental depression of whatever kind, lower

—

too often even to fatal issue—the power of

resistance to ihe .deadly intluence of cold.

Local Effects.—For local effects of ex-

posure to cold, see Chilblain; Feost-bite;
and Gangrene.
General Effects.—The general effects

and symptoms produced by exposure to

severe or extreme cold vary in difi'erent

cases. Temporary exposure produces, lirst,

a sense of coldness or chilliness, associated

with paleness and corrugation of the skin

(the so-called cutis anserina), then shivering

and tingling sensations, followed by numb-
ness and diminution of muscular activity

and power. Healthy reaction restores more
or less quickly the normal condition. Pro-

longed exposure to extreme cold gives rise

to a series of symptoms, graphically de-

scribed \)y Beaupre somewhat as follows :

—

Reaction has a limit, and a moment arrives

when the powers are exhausted. Shiverings,

puckerings, paleness and coldness of the skin,

livid spots, muscular flutterings, are symp-
toms of the shock given to the vital forces

;

syncope approaches; the stiff ini;scles con-

tract irregularly ; the body bends and shrinks;

the limbs are half-bent ; lassitiide and lan-

guor invite to repose ; a feelmg of weight and
numbness retards the steps ; the knees bend ;

the sufferer sinks down or falls; the propen-

sity to sleeji becomes irresistible ; everything
grows strange ; the senses are confused ; the

mind grows dull, the ideas incoherent, and
the speech stammering or raving ; respira-

tion, at first interrupted, becomes slow ; the
heart's action is feeble, quick, hard, irregular,

and sometimes painful, and the pulse progres-

sively smaller ; the pupils dilate ; the brain

becomes stupefied ; and finally deep coma
indicates the approach of inevitable death.

Other and somewhat different effects and
symptoms, attributable to differences of cir-

cumstances and condition, have been from
time to time observed. Distressmg and
almost intolerable thirst, with loss of appe-

tite for food, is often experienced ; and the

attempt to obtain relief, by sucking snow or

ice, only adds to the suffering. Somnolence
is by no means so constant an effect as is com-
monly supposed— at any rate, in the earlier

stages, and less extreme cases. On the other
hand, inability to sleep has proved a common
cause of stiffering and consequent loss of

strength. The manifestations of brain dis-

turbance due to exposure to cold, varying as

they do from dulness, incoherence, wander-
ing, and thickness of speech, to even raving
delirium, are especially worthy of note, inas-

much as they resemble, and are liable to be
mistaken for, the effects of alcoholic intoxica-

tion.

Death from the direct and immediate
effects of cold is rare in the British Islands;
but it is estimated that in the Russian Em-
pire, on an average, C94 deaths occur annually

from this cause. The length of time during
which exposure can be sustained varies

greatly with the condition of the individual

and with surrounding circumstances, as well

as with the degree of cold. Under ordinary

circumstances, an hom-'s exposure to intense

cold, without due protection against the loss

of natural heat, often suffices to determine a
fatal result. At the same time, well-authen-

ticated cases are on record, in which persons
buried, for days even, in snow, have never-

theless sturvived and ultimately recovered
with little permanent damage.
Mode of Death.—The immediate cause or

mode of death occurring directly fi-om expo-

sure to cold seems in some cases to be prin-

cipally shock ; in some, syncope ; in some,
apoplexy ; in others, asphyxia ; and in others,

again, coma. In most cases it is probable

that these several conditions, with others less

readily specified, combine to produce the fatal

result.

Anatomical Characters.— The appear-

ances presented on post-mortem examination
are somewhat differently described and esti-

mated by different observei's ; but none of

them are absolutely pathognomonic, and some
are as likely to be produced by exposure of

the body after death as during the process of

extinction of life. Among the more note-

woi'thy are the following :—strong cadaveric

rigidity ; paleness or waxy whiteness of skin,

with patches of more or less bright redness

about the face, neck, and limbs, especially

on exposed or prominent parts ; a contracted

and shrunken condition of the male genital

organs ; comparative bloodlessness of super-

ficial and external parts ; accumulation of

blood in and about the thoracic and ab-

dominal viscera
;
great distension of all the

cavities of the heart, with more or less clotted

and often bright-coloured blood ; the blood in

other parts also sometimes of brighter colour

than usually seen onpost-mortc7n inspection;

hypera^mia and congestion of the lungs;

hypersemia of the brain, overfulness of the

sinuses, and excess of serous fiuid in the

ventricles, and at the base, in some cases ; in

others, comparative bloodlessness of the sur-

face of the brain, and no distension of the

sinuses; excessive fulness of the urinary

bladder ; and, lastly, separation of the cranial

bones along the coronal and sagittal sutures.

The lines of reddish or brownish staining

along the course of the superficial blood-

vessels, relied on by some as pathognomonic,

are certainly not so, inasmuch as they depend

upon exosmosis of the blood colouring-matter

set free by disruption of the corpuscles, which

may be effected by freezing after death, as

well as before.

Treatment.—The treatment of sufferers

from the effects of cold consists m the restora-

tion of warmth, and the rekindling of those

processes by which the natural heat of the

body is maintained. But this must be done
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grailimlly, and witlj great care. As in the

treatment of a frost-bitten part, so in the treat-

ment of the body generally—all sudden or

rapid elevation of temperature uuist be

avoided. The sufferer, divested of the cloth-

ing previously worn, and wrapped in blankets,

should be placed in the recumbent position

in a room, the air of which is dry, still, and

cold, but capable of being gradually warmed.
Oontle but continuous friction should be

made over the trunk and limbs, care being

taken that rigid or frozen parts be not

damaged by rough manipulation. At first,

ice or ice-cold water may be used ; afterwards

dry rubbing w ith dannel or with the hands is

belter ; later still some stinnilating hniment
may be employed. Some recommend im-

mersion of the bod3' in a bath of cold— at

first ice-cold—water, the temperature of

which can be gradually raised. This method
would soem easy and advantageous, if means
are at command. When the sufferer can
swallow, warm, gently stinnilating drinks

—

as tea, coflee, aromatic infusions, beef-tea, or

I soup—may be given, at first without, but

later with some wine or spirit. Alcohol,

I

though useless or injtn'ious if taken to fortify

I against cold, is useful and beneficial when
judiciously administered as a restorative after

exposure. In all cases of insensibility, and
even apparent death from cold, every effort

must be made to restore animation ; and the

attempt must be persevered in for a con-

siderable time before being given up as hope-
less. It is often difficult, sometimes nnpos-
sible, to judge whether life is absolutely

extinct or not. And while, on the one hand,
it is important that the temperature be not
raised too quickly, lest i-eaction should be too
strong or dangerously irregular; on the other
hand, it is equally if not more important that

I

the needful measm-es be adopted without
delay, and carried out not too slowly, lest the
chance of revival should be lost. In the less

severe cases, restoration of wanntli may be
comparatively quickly accomplished. The
state of the bladder should always be ex-
amined, and relief afforded, if needful, by aid
of the catheter. Attention to the general
health is often requisite for long after re-

covery from the more immediate effects of
exposure has taken place. Rest, good nourish-
ment, and tonics are indicated.

Cold as a Cause of Disease.—As a
predisposing and exciting cause of disease,
cold proves, in the British Islands, year by
year, more fatal in its effects probably than
any other single condition or influence. Any
considerable fall in the thermometer below
the average standard during the colder months
of the year is constantly followed by a corre-
sponding rise in the death-rate, and an increase
in still greater proportion in the amount and
extent of sickness and suffering. The Reports
of the Registrar-General clearly prove this,
Bo far as the death-rate is concerned. A
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striking instance may bo quoted. In the
week ending December 19, 1HC3, in the Lon-
don district, 1,'2'Jl deaths were registered.

Severe frost set in, and in the week ending
January 9, 18G4, the number rose to 1,798.

The week following, entling January IG, no
fewer than 2,427 deaths were registered. This
enormous increase could be attributed to no
other cause than the effects of the severe cold

which prevailed. The Registrar-General also

shows that after the age of from twenty to

forty the nun-tality from cold increases in

something hke a definite ratio with increasing

years.

General depression of the vital powers,
congestion and functional derangement of

various internal organs —the lungs, liver, and
kidneys—-catarrhal and other forms of in-

tiammation of the mucous membranes, especi-

ally of the respiratory tract, but also of the

intestinal canal and bladder, paralysis from
central or peripheral lesion, together with
rheumatism, chilblain, frost-bite, and gan-
grene, constitute the list of maladies most
commonly caused and fostered by exposure to

the infiuence of cold.

Arthur E. Durham.

COLD, Therapeutics of.—The thera-

peutic uses of cold are various and extensive.

Cold may be applied as moist cold, by means
of wet compresses and cold lotions or baths;
and it may also be used as dry cold in the

form of ice enclosed in a receptacle of metal
or india-rubber, or as a current of iced water
circulating through a soft metal coil, as in

Leiter's tubes. The flat coil of tube can be
pressed to fit any part of the body. Each
of these methods has its special advantages
and adaptations. Furthermore, cold may be
made use of by the mouth, and by injection

into the mucous canals of the body.

General Priscipi-es.—The general effects

of cold, however applied, are to lower tem-
perature, to diminish sensibilitj' and fluidity,

to contract the tissues and vessels, and so to

reduce the volume of parts. The cold bath
and cold sponging alike have the effect of
lowering the temperature of the body. The
fall of temperature sometimes is but tran-

sient, reaction setting in and heat of surface

returnmg when the body is withdrawn from
the cooling medium. At other times the
temperature continues to fall after the indi-

vidual is removed from the bath. If the
action of the cold bath be prolonged, then a
thermometer, introduced within the rectum,
shows a great depression of temperature, and
much pain is experienced, similar to the
severe pain which is felt in the hand and
arm when the former is held for some time
in water at a temperature of 41° F., and
which soon compels the withdrawal of the

hand from the vessel. Cold baths and their

uses are treated of in another article (see

Baths), but attention may here bo drawn to
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the practice of cold sponging over the surface as

an efficacious means of lowering preternatural

heat and relieviijg acridity and dryness of the

skin during fever. The addition of enough
solution of potassium permanganate to give

a slight pui'ple tinge to the water, makes it

especially refreshing to the patient. Reduc-
tion of hyperpyrexia by means of cold is now
a well-established therapeutic method. See
Fever ; and Temperature.
Methods of Application and Uses.—

There are several methods of applying cold

therapeutically :

—

1. Cold Affusion and Wet Packing.
In the practice of cold affusion, introduced by
Dr. Currie, in 1797, the patient is unclothed,

seated in a tub, and four or five gallons of

cold water thrown over him. Tims, Dr.

Currie said, a commencing fever might be
' extinguished.' In cases where the skin was
burning hot and dry, it was observed that

after the cold affusion temjaerature fell, per-

spiration broke out, and the patient usually

dropped into a refreshing sleep. If the

body-heat did not exceed y8'4° F., or if the

patient was damp and chilly, with or without
delirium, the cold affusion was regarded as

dangerous and by all means to be avoided.

Drs. Strauss and Hii'tz speak most higlily of

the marvellous effect of cold affusion in eases

of coUapse during fever. This kind of

collapse appears due to a paralysis of the

nervous centres : the heart's action fails, as

does also the respiration ; but while the sur-

face of the body is cold, the temperature,
taken hi the rectima, still remains abnormally
high. The affusion is apphed by pouring a
pitcherful of water, at a temperature of,

or a little above, 10° C. (50° F.), over the
patient seated in a bath or on a waterproof
cloth. The patient, plunged in stupor, is

suddenly roused by the shock ; he draws a
long breath ; the respiration becomes fuller

;

the cardiac ataxy ceases, and the pulse,

which, traced by the sphygmograph during
the coUapse, j^resented a scarcely broken
horizontal line, now regains its normal line of

ascension ; heat of surface returns, and the
temperature in the rectum falls. The action

of the cold affusion, as thus ajiplied, is to excite

immediate and energetic reflex action.

In many nervous affections, such as
maniacal delirium, chorea, and hysteria, cold
douches, shower baths, and affusions are
valuable as restorative and curative agents.

In the convulsions of robust children, a
stream of cold water directed over the head
from a height of two or three feet often has
a speedily beneficial effect. Cold affusion

has been tried in tetanus, but it has in some
instances killed the patient (Elliotson).

Other cases in which cold affusions are of
service are those where resi)iration fails, and
it is necessary to appeal powerfully to the
reflex excitability of the nervous centres. To
resuscitate those who are in danger of death

from a narcotic such as chloroform or opium,
slapping the patient severely with a cold wet
towel is an efficient method. In sunstroke,

cold affusion over the head and neck may
be resorted to, provided the skin be not
cold and clammy, and the patient in a

syncopal state. In conditions of nervous
spasm—of the larynx, for example—cold

douches over the neck may prove useful.

Cold affusion to the feet was much com-
mended by Cullen as a means of promoting
action of the bowels in cases of obstinate

constipation. Spasmodic retention of urine

has been relieved by a cold douche over

the perineum and thighs (Currie) ; and Mr.
Erichsen mentions the case of an old man
who found his power of micturition increased

by sitting on the cold marble top of his

commode. In cases of extreme debility, with
damp, cool skin, low mutterins delirium, and
very feeble pulse, cold affusions are dangerous.

In some cases of fever, where for any
cause a cold bath is objectionable, the patient

may be wrapped in a wet sheet and then

covered with a few blankets. The sheet as

it becomes heated may be changed for one
fresh and cold, or very cold water may be

squeezed from a sponge over the sheet as

the patient lies rolled up in it on a water-

proof cloth. Allowing fragments of ice slowly

to melt on the sheet which covers the patient

is, in the author's experience, a successful

way of treating the hj'perpyrexia of acute

rheumatism. In scarlet fever of malignant
type, where the rash does not readily appear,

this form of cooling pack has been found most
valuable. The late Dr. Hillier and Dr. Gee
have both added their testimony to its utility.

In Dr. Gee's cases the patient remained
packed in the wet sheet for one hour and was
then removed to bed. The cases best suited

for treatment by the wet pack are those where
the skin is very dry and hot, and the patient

exceedingly restless and delirious.

2. Cold Compresses, Ice-Bags, Irri-

gations, Lotions, and Injections.—Cold
may be continuously applied with a view to

abating undue heat of a jsa*'^ of the body.

Iced- water rags or com2Jrcsses may be placed

over an inflamed throat, or on the head in

inflammation of the brain. A narrow bladder

of ice laid over each carotid artery in the

neck is an excellent way of cooling the blood

as it flows to the brain. In acute pneumonia
Niemeyer lias commended strongly the use

of cloths dipped in cold water, well wrung,
and then applied so as to cover the chest,

and especially the affected side. These com-
presses are repeated every five minutes.

Pain and dyspnoea are muc'n relieved ; some-
times the temperature falls an entire degree

;

and if the cold appliances do not arrest the

actual attack of pneumonia, they may shorten

its duration and promote convalescenco.

The necessity of so often having to change

the compress, and thus distm'b the patient,
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is a ffreat objcption to this mode of applyin,'^

colli. Dr. Lees, in the Lancet, Nov. 2, IBS'.),

records several instances of aiTest of the

pyrexial process in pneumonia by means of

a bafj of ice applied over the inllamed lunff.

The development of broncho-pneumonia in

children may be cut short by the icc-ba<^. A
frozen comjiress over the ca'cum is useful to

stay peristalsis and check hemorrhage in

typhoid fever.

A powerful sedative and antiphlo^jistic

effect of cold can be obtained by irrir/alion
;

i.e. allowing cold water to fall drop by drop

on a cloth, so as to keep it continually wet
with fresh supplies of water. This may be

done by suspending over the part to be irri-

gated a bottle of water, in which a few pieces

of ice may be put ; one end of a skein of

cotton, well wetted, is then allowed to hang
in the water, while the other end is brought
over the side of the bottle. This, acting as

a syphon, causes a continual dropi)iMg upon
the part to be irrigated. In injuries of joints,

where it is of nmch consequence to check
inflammation, this process, which abstracts

heat gradually and without disturbance of

the part, is most valuable. Irritration of the

shaven scalp in cases of meningitis is a very
powerful cooling and sedative appliance,

requiring care and watchfuLiess. A cap of

india-rubber or coil of tubing over the head
and back of neck, so arranged that a current

of cooled water may tlow continuously
through it, will act as a general reducer of

temperature. AVhere pounded ice is applied

to the head in a bladder, this should be
suspended by a string from the bedstead, so

that the head of the patient maj' not have
to sustain the weight of the bag and its con-

tents. Five oimces of sal ammoniac and
live ounces of nitre in a pint of water will

form a frigoritie mixture, which can be
applied in a bladder when ice is not at hand.
The ice-bag, and cold-water compresses re-

newed every three minutes, have been used
as an appliance to strangulated hernia, and
to prolapsed rectum, to reduce tlie volume
of the part and so facilitate reduction. Care
must be taken that the cold ai)plication be
not continued so long as to cause gangrene.
Cold wet compresses should not be applied
over dry bandages, with which woimded or
broken parts are secured. Several cases are
recorded where a hand or arm has become
Rangrenous, in consequence of having been
bound up with dry bandages, and then
treated with cold-water compresses. The
dry bandajjes, as they become wet, contract
tightly on the limb and stop the circulation.
A mixture made of spirit of wine and

water, or of eau de Cologne and water, is

a simple form of coolinrj lotioti. The spirit

evaporates and so carries off heat from the
surface. 1 H. cz. of rectified, spirit to 15 of
water makes a good spirit lotion, and the ad-
dition of 4 drachms of nitrate of potassium, or

chloride of ammonium, will add to its cooling
and sedative effect. 4 drachms of the chlo-

ride of annnonium with half a lluid ounce of
diluted acetic acid, and the same quantity of
rectified spirit, in 1.5 H. oz. of camphor water,
is another form for a very serviceable lotion.

These lotions, applied by means of a piece of
soft rag or lint over the skin, act as refriger-

ants, cooling the head M'hen it is hot or pain-

ful ; reducing heat and arterial excitement in

tumours or contusions ; and tending in the
latter to promote tlie absorption of effused

blood. A lotion of 1 part ak'ohol and 8 parts

camphor water, at a temperature of 75° to
85° I''\, was highly praised by Scudamore in

cases of gout. Cold water, and cold lotions

of vinegar and water, are familiar means for

stopping ha-morrhage.
In cases of severe uterine hjemorrhage,

itijecfiovs of ice-cold water into the vagina,

or into the rectum, frequently succeed in

checking the bleeding. If the cold injection

fail, hot water (110°-120° F.) may be tried in

its place. In cases of bleeding internal piles,

an injection of cold watei-, after the action of

tlie bowels, braces the parts and constringes

the bleeding vessels. Iced water has been
used as antijiyretic enemata.

3. Dry Cold. Uses of Ice.—Heat
may be continuously abstracted from an
inflamed part in a safe waj-, and without
midue risk, by applying dry cold by means of

a waterproof bag of vulcanised india-rubber

filled with ice, snow, or a freezing mixture
made of equal parts of salt, nitrate of potas-

sium, and chloride of ammonium. IVIoisture

from the air will condense on the exterior of

the cold bag, but a piece of lint interposed

will protect the skin from damp. The india-

rubber is a bad conductor, and too great

abstraction of heat need not be feared. The
walls of an animal bladder conduct heat
much better than the india-rubber, and it is

necessary to watch carefully over the

application of ice-bladders, for when con-

tinuously applied they have been known to

cause severe frost-bite of the part. If,

when cold is being ap])lied, the patient

persists in complaining of severe pain, it is

rijjht to examine carefully and see how the

part is affected by the cold. Professor

Esmarch, in cases of fracture, and in various

forms of traumatic inflammation, his ap-

plied ire for periods of twenty or thirty days
with the best results. In cases of com-
mencing disease of the vcrtcbr;T> this surgeon
has used cold water placed in a tin vessel, so

made as to adapt itself to the part to be
treated. Minor cases of bruise with inflam-

mation may be treated by cold employed in

the form of a common bottle filled with cold

water and kept pressed against the part.

After operations upon the eye, the extraction

of cataract for example, a small ice-bag is

very useful in relieving jiain and keeping down
inflammation. For the same purpose an ice-
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bag is sometimes applied to the chest after the

operation of paracentesis.

Ice-bags placed along the course of the

spine have been found effectual remedies in

many forms of nervous disorder. In cases

of epilepsy, where the circulation is sluggish,

the hands and feet being always clammy
and cold, an india-rubber bag of ice applied

along the spine has been found to restore

warmth, at the same time relieving headache
and spnptoms of incipient paralysis. Cold
to the spine is asserted by Dr. Chapman to

lessen the excito-motor power of the cord.

In the severe pain of an inflamed ovary or

testicle ice in a bag may often be employed
beneficially as an anodyne. The long-

continued application of bags of ice to the

chest, for the arrest of hseinori-hage from
the lungs, has been observed by Sir liichard

Quain and others to be very apt to cause
bronchitis.

Lumps of ice swallowed are invaluable in

arresting hiemorrhage from the throat and
stomach. In tonsillitis and diphtheria this

same treatment tends to reduce inflamma-
tion and cool the throat of the patient.

Obstinate vomiting can often be checked by
swallowing fragments of ice.

4. Cold as an Anaesthetic. — Dr.

James Arnott, in 1849, brought forward the

use of a freezing mixture of ice and salt as a

means of j^roducing local anaesthesia, by
fi-eezing the part to which the mixture was
applied either in a bag or in a metallic

spoon. For small superficial operations this

method of anaesthesia by congelation answers
very well. The part becomes white and har-

dened to the cut of the surgeon's knife, there

is very little haemorrhage, and the wound
made usually heals well by primary adhesion.

Subsequently Dr. Richardson indicated a

very convenient way of inducing local

ansesthesia, by the volatilisation of ether in

the form of spray, by means of the hand-
ball spray atomiser. Ether sprayed on the

bulb of a thermometer, held about an inch
from the jet, brought down the mercury to

within 10° of zero F. When the jet was
turned on to the skin, a marked degree of

local anaesthesia was produced, but not
enough for surgical purposes. By driving

over the ether under atmospheric pressure,

instead of trustmg simijly to capillary action

•—or to suction, as in Siegle's apparatus—one
may bring the therinometer to 4° below zero

within thhty seconds. By the use of this

apparatus, at any season or temperature, the

surgeon can produce cold even 6° below
zero ; and by directing the spray upon
a half-inch test-tube containing water, he
ran produce a column of ice in two minutes.
For local anspsthesia l)y cold, the ether spray
answers well. Such operations as the

removal of small tumours, opening abscesses,

and insertmg sutures may be painlessly per-

formed. John C. Thorowgood.

COLIC, INTESTINAL

COLIC (kcoKov, the large intestine). —
Originally colic signified a painfid affection

due to spasm of the bowel, but, though still

retaining this application, it has now come to

be fiu'ther associated with other complaints
which are attended with severe pain of a
spasmodic character, a qualif\'ing adjective
mdicating the nature and seat of each par-

ticular form. Thus renal colic is applied
to the gi'oup of sjanptoms due to the passage
of a stone from the kidney to the bladder

;

liepatic colic to those accompanying the

escape of a gaU-stone. See Colic, Intestinal.

COLIC, INTESTINAL.—SYNON.iFr.
Coliquc ; Ger. Die Kolik.
Definition.—Painful and irregular con-

traction of the muscular fibres of the in-

testines, without fever.

jEtiology.—Predisposing causes.—These
include the nervous (as hysteria and hypochon-
driasis), lymphatic, and bilious temperaments;
sedentary occupations; tlie female sex; and
the period of youth or adult age. Exciting
causes.—These may be gi'ouped as follows:

—

1. Irritation—from lodgment of gas due to

fermentation of undigested food, and decom-
position of fa;ces long retained within the

large intestine ; from fiBces, or intestinal

concretions, undigested or partly digested

food, such as pork, shell-fish, salt meats,

unripe fruit, or septic game ; fo'om cold

drinks or ices ; fr-om excessive or morbid
secretions, especially bile ; fi'om gall-stones

;

or from worms— a bundle of round-worms
or coiled up tape-worms. 2. Morbid states

of the bowel, including obstruction from
intussusception, twisting, strangulation, &c.;

ulceration (typhoid, tubercular, dysenteric)

;

inflammation (enteritis, typhlitis, &c.) 3. Re-

flex nervous disturbance, due to anxiety,

fright, anger, or other emotional disorder ; to

disease of the ovaries or uterus ; to calculus

(hepatic or renal) ; to dentition ; or to ex-

posure, especially of the feet and abdomen,
to cold. 4. Blood-poisoning, as from lead,

copper, gout, rheumatism.
Symptoms.—The characteristic or essential

symptom of intestinal colic is pain in the

abdomen, without febrile disturbance. It

usually begins, and is most severe, in the

umbilical region, then spreads to other parts,

or to the whole abdomen, and is apt to travel

from one part to another. It is almost always

relieved by firm pressure, and by expulsion

of flatus ; and is paroxysmal in character, re-

mitting, or exacerbating, or comisletely sub-

siding at intervals. The suffering is usually

se\'ere, often agonising, and to relieve it the

patient bends forwards, pressing the abdomen
firmly with his hands or against some hard

surface, or rolls about. As a rule the abdo-

men is distended by flatus ; in lead-colic it

is, however, firmly retracted towards the

spine, and the movements of the inflated

intestines afifected by spasmodic contraction,
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Eroducin<j loud borborypmi. may frequently

e seen and may be felt by the hand apiilied

to the abdomen. The muscles of the abdo-

minal wall and the bladder usually particiimte

in the internal spasm : the abdomen becomes
rigid or knotted, and the recti muscles be-

come contracted into round baDs, while fre-

quently the navel is retracted ; micturition

is frequent or suppressed. Usually there is

constipation, and the pain disappears when
the bowels are freely relieved ; sometimes,

however, it persists for a time. Constipation

stands in a twofold relation to colic, either

as cause or as effect of the spasm.
The countenance expresses great suffering,

anxietj', and depression, and the features

may be pinched. The surface of the body is

cold, especially the feet, and the pale skin is

covered by a cold perspiration. The pulse is

commonly of normal frequency, or is infre-

quent and feeble.

The sjTuptoms vary somewhat with the

cause. When due to irritating ingesta, the

prominent symptoms are vomiting and diar-

rh(ta, sometimes ending in catarrhal dj'sen-

tery. In children the legs are di-awn up upon
the abdomen ; the bowels are often at first

confined ; and the evacuations are greenish,

offensive, and very acid, afterwards becoming
loose.

In nervous and h_\-pochondiiacal subjects,

and especially females, severe pain in the
intestines, resembling that of spasmodic coUc,

is apt to occur {see Enteralgia). Flatidence
plays a varying part in different cases ; it is

often a prominent symptom, and the form
of colic thus characterised has been termed
Colica tlatulenta.

Vomiting is generally in proportion to the
severity of spasm and the degree of intes-

tinal obstruction.

DcR.\Ti0N.—The duration of the attack
varies greatly, from a few minutes to several

days. The spasm usually ceases abruptly, leav-

ing a feeling of soreness in the abdomen, while
there is enjoyable relief from suffering. Colic,

when violent or intractable, may terminate
in enteritis, in peritonitis, and—especially

with children—in intussusception.

Diagnosis.—A pain moving from place to
place, relieved by firm pressure and im-
attended by fever, separates colic from other
affections, more particularly from those due
to inflammation, in which pain is always
aggravated by pressure.

Distension with spasm of the stomach may
be distinguished from a similar condition of
the colon, by the pain occupying a higher
position in the abdomen (at or around the
ensiform cartilage instead of—as in colic —
the umbilical or hypochondriac regions), and
by the percussion note elicited being deeper-
toned and more prolonged than that which
is produced by a distended colon. Besides, in
colic the spasmodic contraction of the colon,
producing borborygmi, may be traced by the
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hand, or may be even seen, and there is

tenesmus.
It should be borne in mind that enteritis or

peritonitis may follow colic, when the pulse
may become frequent, hard, and small, or
frequent and soft, the temperature increased,

and the seat of inflammation becomes tender.

Prognosis.—Colic ahnost always ends in

recovery, preceded by free evacuation of the
bowels. Unfavourable signs are those arising

from inflammation or intestinal obstruction.

Treatment.—In the first place the ajtio-

logical indications should be met. The frri-

tating contents of the bowels should be
dislodged by pm-gatives combined with se-

datives, such as calomel (five or eight grains)

or rhubarb (twenty gi-ains), with opium (one
grain), followed by repeated doses of some
saline aperient, such as sulphate of magne-
siimi orpotassium, with tincture ofbelladonna,
henbane or opium, and spirit of chloroform,
until free action of the bowels is obtained.
A suppository containing half a grain each

of hydrochlorate of morphine and exti-act of
belladonna, or a subcutaneous injection of
morphine, may secure immediate relief from
pain before aperients have time to act.

Large warm enemata often relieve quickly.

Other suitable measures are—the warm bath,
friction with w^arm oil or stimulating lini-

ments, hot-water fomentations, steamed flan-

nels, mustard or turpentine stupes, flannel

bags containing hot chamomile flowers or
heated sand, the stomach-warmer filled with
hot water, and large linseed and mustard
poultices. The diet should be liquid.

In the prophylactic treatment the diet

should be strictly regulated ; lodgment of fr-

ritating solids and gases within the bowels
should be prevented {see Constipation

;

Fl.\tulence ; and Stools) ; and the abdomen
and feet should be kept warm by a flannel

roller or belt and thick woollen stockings, or
by a foot warmer. George Oliver.

COLLAPSE.—Definition.— Collapse is

a condition of nervous prostration. When
it is extreme, the vital nervous functions

are in a state of partial, sometimes nearly
complete, abeyance. It may terminate in

death, or be followed by gradual reaction and
complete recovery.

Collapse and shock have usually been
classed together, but it is not accurate to do
so. It is true that the ganglionic centres of

the medulla oblongata are more or less pro-

foundly involved in both, and that the two con-

ditions possess many symptoms in common,
dependent upon the derangement of fimction

of one or more of these centres. Some con-

fusion is attributable to the fact that shock
is a term applied not only to a state or mor-
bid condition, but to the cause which most
frequently produces that condition—a violent

impression or ' shock ' to the nervous centres

{see Suock). Collapse arises from many
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different causes, shock being one, of which
collapse may be regarded as a final and
fixtreme degree, .and into which it often im-
perceptibly passes. Collapse may occur under
conditions where there has been no antece-

dent state of shock. Collapse presupposes
pre\'ious nervous exhaustion, while shock
may instantly appear in a healthy individual.

J^TiOLOGY.— Any severe mjury, especially

if attended by profuse and sudden hsemor-
rhage, may terminate in collapse, such, for

instance, as the rupture of one of the

abdominal viscera, a penetrating wound of

the chest or abdomen, or a wound of the
heart or of a large artery. Extensive burns
or scalds frequently give rise to tj'pical

collapse ; and severe and prolonged pain is

capable of causing it. Rupture of the heart
or of an mternal aneurysm, if the patient do
not immediately die, causes extreme collapse.

Certain poisons, as tobacco and arsenic, will

also produce this condition. It is an advanced
stage of some diseases, as, for instance, of

Asiatic cholera ; severe drastic purgation also,

or prolonged vomiting, from whatever cause,

may occasion it. The pernicious malarious
fevers and yellow fever often end in col-

lapse. In acute yellow atrophy of the liver

sj'mptoms of severe nervous disturbance,

resulting in a species of collapse, sometimes
suddenly supervene. Pyitmia, septicemia,
prolonged narcosis, frequently terminate in

collapse.

Symptoms.—The severity of collapse de-

pends on the nature of the cause, and on the

age and physical and mental vigour of the

individual. It may vary from a moderate to

an extreme degree. A moderate amount is

seen in the course of fevers and some other
diseases, but this neither modifies the pro-

gress of the malady nor attracts the notice of

the patient, causing chiefly perijiheral cold-

ness. From this triflmg amount collapse

may pass to the most intense form, where
the patient scarcely differs in outward
semblance from a dead body. A superficial

inspection will fail to detect the existence of

the functions of respiration and circulation.

Vitality may be said to have reached its

minimum. In well-marked collapse from
severe injury or loss of blood, the pulse at

the wrist may be almost or wholly imper-
ceptible ; the heart's action scarcely audible,

or very rapid, fluttering, and irregular ; the
surface of the body, the face esi^eciaUy, is

deadly pale and cold, and the skin moist
with clammy sweat ; the respirations are very
feeble, slow, and irregular, accompanied by
sighing or gasping mspirations at intervals

;

the expression and character of the face are

lost ; the features are sunken and relaxed

;

the eyes are dull, glasjiy, staring, or languidly
rolling about, and the conjunctivse perhaps
insensible to the touch ; the nostrils are
dilated ; the sensibility of the whole body is

diminished; and the muscular debility is
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extreme. The patient lies on his back,
without a trace of voluntary effort. If a
limb is lifted it falls back again as if dead.
Yet the consciousness and senses may iu
many cases be almost unimpaired ; if roused
by repeated questions, the sufferer will with
visible eflbrt make a coherent though, pro-
bably, inadequate reply.

If relief be not given, the respirations may
become slower and slower till each one
appears the last, when a sudden sigh shows
that life is still present ; finally the pulse and
heart's action become more and more faint,

and death results from pure asthenia. A
condition closely resembling traumatic col-

lapse is often witnessed in the last stage of

cholera, when in an extreme degree the
patient almost resembles a corpse save for the
convulsive movements induced from time to

time by the painful cramps. The surface is

pale or bluish and covered with profuse sweat,

but is at the same time cold to the touch.

The hands and extremities are icy cold ; the

tongue is cold, and so also is the breath,

which is gasping and paroxysmal ; no pulse

can be felt at the wrist; the eyes and
features are sunken ; the mind is apathetic,

but nevertheless the consciousness may be

perfect, and the patient able to respond to

questions with a strong voice. Severe purg-

ing and tobacco-poisoning produce a condition

very like that described as tramuatic collapse.

Some cases of malignant fever terminate in

collapse, which is characterised by extreme
anxiety, by pallor or lividity of the face and
surface, coldness of the skin, sweating, and a

small, frequent, and irregular pulse.

A decrease of animal heat, especially in

the external parts, is characteristic of col-

lapse. The temperature of the internal org?ns

varies ; and there may be collapse with high

internal temperature. This occurs in cholera,

intense fevers, and some forms of septicaemia

;

or the converse may obtain, as is fi-equently

witnessed in the collapse of dissolution.

Collapse from loss of blood differs from

syncope, although the latter may be described

as an acute and transient form of collapse.

In syncope the prominent sj'mptom is loss

of consciousness, which in collapse may be

almost or quite perfect.

For the Pathology and Treatment of

collapse, see Shock.
William Mac Coemac.

COLLAPSE, Pulmonary.—A condi-

tion in which the lung is simply more or less

devoid of air. See Lung, Collapse of.

COLLIQUATIVE {colliqueo, I melt).

A term which originated in the belief that in

certain conditions the solid parts of the body

melted away, and were carried off as liquid

discharges. The word is now generally

applied to the copious sweats and diarrhcua

which occur in certain wasting diseases,

such as phthisis.
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COLLOID (/c/)XXfi, pluo ; and fr^or, like).

A peculiar iiiorliid product rc^oml)linfj in its

characters glue or jelly, and found associftted

with cancer nn<l other forms of new-growth.

See Cancer ; and Deoeneuation.

COLON, Diseases of.— Synon. : Fr.

Maladies du Colon ; Ger. Dichdarmkrank-
heiten.—The colon participates to a varying

extent in the lesions and derangements of

dysentery, typhoid fever, enteritis, i>eritonitis,

and other att'ections. The special disorders

to which it is most liable are intimately con-

nected with its anatomical and physiological

peculiarities. The colon is a distensible

membranous tube, of large capacity, with

chiefly solid contents, which are i)ropol]ed

slowly onwards bj- the muscular contractions-

of the walls. The moving force and the

resistance offered to it are often too finely

balanced, so that whenever the energy of the

former is somewhat reduced, an accumulation
of excretory products is ajit to be determined.

Hence arise retention of fieces and gases,

constipation, and consecutive evils, such as

coUc, colo-enteritis, or ulceration of the colon.

I. Atony and Dilatation.

—

Definition.
Loss of contractility of the walls of the

colon, leading to accumulations, dilatation,

and other sequclre.

^Etiology.—The causes of torpor or atony
of the colon are mainly those of consti-

pation—sedentary, indolent, and luxurious
habits, over-stimulation of the bowels by
coarse foods, purgatives, and enemata, a slug-

gish and lymphatic temperament, old age, and
general debility or exhaustion, as after a
long and tedious illness (see Constip.\tion).

Whenever the walls of the colon are dis-

tended by solid or gaseous accumulations,
the contractile power is apt to be enfeebled,

leading to further retention, loss of tone, and
dilatation.

Atony of the colon is an important element
in the pathogeny of constipation. The colon
is apt to become greatly dilated throughout,
or mainly so in certain portions, such as the
caecum and sigmoid fiexure, behind some
cause of obstruction — stricture, misplace-
ment, elongated meso-colon, lodgment of
faces, &c. ; but instances of even excessive
dilatation are recorded without the post-mor-
tem discovery of a mechanical cause. When,
however, dilatation results from obstruction,
there will be found hypertroph3' of the mus-
cular coat of the bowel. Tympanitic dis-
tension of the colon from paralysis of the
sympathetic

. occurs in peritonitis and in
certain fevers, such as tj-phoid.

Symptoms.— Torpor of the colon may be
indicated only by constipation. There aro
usually the ordmary signs of retention of
flatus or faeces. In hysteria, and in inflam-
mation of the bowels or peritoneum, flatus
is apt to accumulate rapidly, and to pro-
duce great distension of the colon. Faeces
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' may collect and form large tumours in any
' part of the large intestines, but especially in

the ca;cuin and sigmoid flexure. See Stools.

FfEcal and gaseous accumulations in the

colon resulting from atony may produce the

following efl'ects, directly or remotely con-

nected with them :

—

(rt) Local.— 1. Colic. 2. Inflammation of

the walls of the colon, or of the mucous and
submucous coats, and ulceration. 3. Distur-

bances from pressure. Thus flatulent disten-

sion and faecal accumulation encroaching on
the cavitj' of the thorax, and impeding the

descent of the diaphragm, may cause feeble

respiration, dyspncca or short and rapid respi-

ration, palj)itation and irregular action of the

heart or upward displacement of this organ,

with remote eClects arising fi-om a disturbed

circulation in the brain, such as giddiness and
headache. On the other hand, a distended
CiEcum or sigmoid flexure, pressing on veins

and nerves, may induce ti'dema, numbness,
and cramps of the right or left lower extremity.
4. Retarded digestion, derangement of the

stomach and liver, and intestinal obstruction.

(6) General.—The absorption of excremen-
titious matters may lead to widespread gene-
ral effects, indicated by a sallow, earthy, or

dirtj' complexion, lassitude, debility, offensive

breath, loaded urine, and other symptoms.
Chlorosis has been attributed to this cause.

Treatment.^Atony of the colon is usually

a chronic disorder demanding prolonged
treatment. The hygienic and dietetic rules

laid down in the article Constipation require
in most cases to be supplemented by medi-
ernes. The most satisfactory results follow a
course of tonics combined with aperients, such
as u-on, quinine, strychnine, and belladonna,
with aloes, cclocynth, or rhubarb. The pur-

gative should be adjusted to each case, so as

to secure no more and no less than a regular

and etlicient evacuation ; and while the loaded
colon continues to be thus relieved, the dose
should be very gradually reduced. This
tonic-aperient course may be greatly aided

by local stimulation of the colon, as by mas-
sage, electricity, and cold-water compresses
or abdominal douches [see Constipation).
The abdomen should be supported by a belt

or roller. Bretonneau and Trousseau strongly

advised a course of belladonna, giving gi-. I

of the extract, or of the powdered leaf, as a
pill in the early morning—the stomach
being empty ; then two such pills, if in four

or five days the bowels do not respond ; and
increasing the dose, but not beyond tliat

contained in four or five pills in twentj'-four

hours. A teaspoonful of castor oil may be
given twice a week to aid this course of treat-

ment. Flatident distension of the colon in

the elderly, and in females at the climac-

teric period, is often greatly relieved by the
prolonged use of a pill containing the com-
pound asafcetida pill and extract of nux
vomica, after meals.
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In excessive gaseous dilatation of the colon

(as in vohuhis of the sigmoid flexure), pro-

ducing much distress fi'om dyspnoea, pain,

and vomiting, puncture by a fine trochar or

aspirator-needle has been successfully re-

Borted to as a palliative measure.
II. Stricture. — Stricture of the colon

may occur in any part, but is most common
in the sigmoid flexure and descending colon.

It is hmited to adults. It more commonly
arises from cancer than from the cicatrising

of an ulcer (simple stenosis). In non-can-

cerous strictm-e a history of dysentery is im-
portant—though a long interval (even years)

may have elapsed since the attack. The stric-

tm-e declares itself by setting up symptoms of

intestinal obstruction—there being at vary-

ing intervals attacks of paroxysmal, shifting,

colicky pain across the navel, with constipa-

tion (or constipation alternating with diar-

rhoea) aggravated by purgatives, becoming
more and more fi-equent and associated with
vomiting—when, as a rule, the ditficulty ceases

to be intermittent. Large fscal masses may
often be felt above the site of obstruction.

In stenosis of the sigmoid flexure there is

sometimes tenesmus, and the motions are

flattened ; the stricture can be reached
when the whole hand is introduced into the

rectum. The motions are not, as a rule,

altered in shape when the stricture is situate

in the higher part of the colon. The site of

obstruction may sometimes be determined
by auscultating the abdomen while water is

being gently and intermittently injected into

the rectum—the observer failing to hear the

stream above the stricture. The duration of

the cancerous as well as of the simple forms
averages from five to six months.
Treatment.—The treatment of stricture of

the colon is further referred to in the article

on Intestinal Obstruction.
III. Inflammation. — Synon. : Colitis

;

Colonitis ; Colo-enteritis ; Fr. Colite ; Ger.
EntzUndwng dcr ScJilaimhatit des Kolons.
An inflammation, leading to ulceration of

the mucous membi'ane and submucous con-

nective tissue of the colon, producing lesions

indistinguishable from those of dysentery,

has been pointed out by Copland and Parkes.
Colitis is said to be a non-specific local affec-

tion, commencing in the submucous tissue,

and subsequently attacking the mucous
membrane with its glandular structures—the
primary seat of dysenteric inflammation. As
in dysentery, the inflammation induces gan-
grenous destruction and ulceration of the
mucous membrane and underlying cellular

tissue.

A catarrlial form of colitis is apt to occur
in measles. ' It often happens that the
morbillous catarrh of the intestines exhausts
itself by attacking the large intestine, pro-

ducing that special form of colitis character-

ised by tenesmus and glairy bloody stools.'^

' Trousseau, CUnique Medicate.

COLOEADO SPRINGS

Inflammatory diari'hcea, particularly in chil-

dren, often terminates similarly.

Colitis arising from retained excreta may
involve the entire wall of a circumscribed por-

tion of the colon, commonly the ascending
colon and sigmoid flexure, or may be con-

fined to the mucous and submucous tissues.

In fsecal retention the mucous follicles of the

colon may become obstructed, and the dis-

tension resulting therefi-om may lead to

inflammation and ulceration. Irritation of

the mucous lining of the colon from the

lodgment of faeces may extend to the lym-
phatic vessels and glands. The glandidar

enlargement cannot, however, as a rule, be

recognised during life. In colitis there are

usually colicky pains, intestinal distension,

and diarrhoea alternating with constipation

;

and the stools are often coated with masses
of mucus.
Treatment.—The treatment of colitis con-

sists in the local application of fomentations,

poultices, opium enemata, or morphine sup-

positories ; and in the use of gentle laxatives,

such as castor oil, combined with sedatives,

such as opium, belladonna, or henbane. The
catarrhal form generally terminates in spon-

taneous recovery. Trousseau advised the

use of albuminous injections, or of injections

containing about half an ounce of water and
nitrate of silver—from f to Ij grains; or

sulphate of copper or sulphate of zinc — from
3 J to 4J grains. The diet must be very care-

fully ordered.

IV. Displacements.— The parts of the

colon most liable to displacement are the

transverse colon and sigmoid flexm'e. The
foi'mer may descend as low as the pubes

;

the latter may occupy any position be-

tween the left iliac region and the right

side of the abdomen. Usually the meso-

colon is elongated ; there is adhesion between
the displaced part and the new site ; and,

the longitudinal bands being elongated, the

loculi are obliterated. Displacements are

most apt to occur in those who have long

suffered from constipation, retention of faces,

chronic dysentery, hernia, or from encysted

or other tumours. They may lead to com-

plete obstruction, and cannot usually be

recognised with certainty dming life.

V. Diverticula.—A loculus of the colon

from repeated accumulation may become so

distended as to form a lateral appendix.

Such a diverticulum when loaded with fasces

may be felt through the abdominal wall as a

distinct tumour, which may collapse when
pressed between the fingers.

George Oliver.

COLORADO SPRINGS, in Colo-

rado, U.S.A.—A clear, cold, and very

bracing climate, with great dryness and

diathermancy of the atmosphere ; 6,028 feet

above the sea. No snow in any quantity, and

consequently no snow-melting season. Dry
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and .lusty winds in spring. Camping out at
|

nearly all seasons tolenilily safe. A bigh-alti- 1

tmle station, useful in asthenia and in chronic
[

phthisis, especially with limited lesions and ,

no pyrexia. The nanie of ' springs ' is added

from the proximity of Colorado City to Mani-

tou Springs, six miles distant. Sec Climate,

Treatment of Disease by.

COLOUR-BLINDNESS.—A defect of

vision, the subject of whicli is imablo to

distinguish certain colom's. See Vision,

Disorders of.

COMA (Koifia, deep sleep).—A condition

of protouiid insensibility. See Conscious-

ness, Disorders of.

COMA-VIGIL {kwho, deep sleep; and
vigil, wakeful).

Definition.—A sj-mptom, or set of symp-
toms, where continuous sleeplessness is asso-

ciated with partiid miconsciousness.

Coma-vigil occiurs towards the end of dis-

eases in which the nervous system is involved

either directly or indirectly, especially where
sleeplessness has been a svonptom in the

earlier part of the disease. Thus it frequently

appears towards the end of an attack of

typhus or of deliriiun tremens, when these

are about to terminate fatally.

Symptoms.—The patient lies quiet with his

eyes half-closed, inattentive to everything

around, but not absolutely unconscious. If

the eyelids are touched, they are closed, and
perhaps the head is slowly turned aw'ay.

The eyes have a duU, half-glazed look, and
slowly follow any moving object near them.
The pupils are neither imich dilated nor con-

tracted, and they move under the influence

of hght, but very sluggishly. The mouth is

generally somewhat open and dry, as are also

the lips. The power of swallowing is much
impaired : if a small quantity of fluid be put
into the mouth, an effort is made after a short

time to swallow it, and this effort is for a time
successful ; but after the symptoms have been
present for some time, the effort is so feeble

that no result follows. The patient lies

mostly on the back ; if turned on the side, he
either remains as placed, or often slowly
turns to the former position. The limbs are
occasionally moved a little; and if the hand
or arm be raised, a slight resistance is offered.

If the bladder or tlie rectum be emptied,
there is slight consciousness of the act, as if

a feeling of discomfort precedAl it. The pidse
ia quick and weak. The respirations are
weak, but otherwise normal. The symptoms
continue unbroken throughout, nothing like
natural sleep occurring.
Pathology.—As being little more than a

symptom, coma vigil has strictly speaking
no pathology. It seems to coincide with the
gradual suspension through exhaustion of the
functions of the nervous centres ; the cerebral
hemispheres being nearly if not quite inac-
tive, while the action of the rest of the centres
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IB kept up weakly but continuously, till the

little remaining nervous power is exhausted,

when death ensues. It differs from coma
inasmuch as in the latter the medulla oblon-

gata is the only centre left active, the func-

tions of the rest being entirely suspended.

It differs from concussion, inasmuch as the

symptoms of the latter attending the tem-
porary unconsciousness are more those of

irritation than of pure suspension of function.

Diagnosis.— Coma- vigil is distinguished

from coma by the presence of a certain

amount of consciousness, by the quick pulse,

and by the absence of stertorous breathing.

It is distinguished from concussion of the

brain by the pupil not bemg contracted, by
the history of the case, and by the absence of

coldness of the skin, and of any sign of shock.

Prognosis.—The prognosis is unfavourable

:

coma-vigil is almost invariably a fatal symp-
tom. It may last from a few hours to three

or four days ; from twenty-four to forty-eight

hours being the most common duration. It

may deepen into actual coma ; but more
usually the symptoms change but little, save

that the pulse becomes quicker and weaker,
and the respiration more feeble, and death by
asthenia then results.

Treatment.—Coma-vigQ does not call for

treatment directly itself, but is an urgent in-

dication for nutritive and stimulant measures
calculated to relieve the primary disease.

R. Beveridge. John Banks.

COMEDONES (comedo, a glutton).—

Synon. : Grubs.—This is the name applied

to the little cylinders of sebaceous and epi-

thelial substance which ai'e apt to accumu-
late in the follicles of the skin, and to appear
on the surface as small round black spots.

When squeezed out they have the appear-

ance of minute maggots or grubs with black

heads, and thence have derived their name.
They may occur in all parts of the body
where sebaceous follicles exist, but are most
common on the face, the nose, the neck and
shoulders, the breast, and within the concha
of the ears, in the latter situation often at-

taining a considerable size. The accumula-
tion of this substance is due to want of

expulsory power of the skin, and to the slight

impediment which is afforded by the aper-

ture of the follicle to its exit. When squeezed
out, a comedo is found to vary in colour, in

figure, and in density, according to the

period of its detention. When recent, the

comedones are soft and white, and modelled
into an exact cylinder bj' compression through
the mouth of the follicle. If impacted
for a considerable time, they acquire the

yellow tint, tlie transparency and hardness
of horn ; they assume a bulbous figure from
the dilatation of the follicle below tlie con-

stricted orifice of the epidermis ; and by their

bulk they sometimes stretch the hair-follicle

so far as to obliterate it completely. Besides
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their usual composition of sebaceous sub-

stance and epithelial cells, they frequently
contain lanugiuous hairs, and not rarely the

entozoon folliculorum in its different phases
of development {see Acarus). When they
raise the pore into a minute pimple they have
a similitude to acne punctata, and might be
mistaken for that affection ; whilst the black
spot on the summit of conical acne is due to

a comedo.
Treatment.—Comedones are most fre-

quently met with in young persons in whom
the powers of the constitution are not yet es-

tablished, and who are benefited by generous
diet and tonic treatment. Locally, soap and
water with plentiful friction and ablution

will be found of great service ; and, as an
astringent, a lotion of perchloride of mercury
in emulsion of bitter almonds (two grains to

an ounce) and sph'its of wine ; or a lotion of

carbolic acid. Erasmus Wilson.

COMPLICATION {con, with ; andplico,
I fold).-—It is difficult to give a strict defini-

tion of what ought to be included under the

term complication; but the word signifies the

occmrrence during the course of a disease of

some other affection, or of some symptom or

group of symptoms not usually observed, by
which its progress is therefore ' complicated,'

and not imcommonly more or less seriously

modified. The difficulty lies in determining
what should be looked upon as essentially

part of the original disease, and what as a
mere accidental occurrence. For instance,

many regard the cardiac affections which so

often arise during the progress of acute rheu-
matism as a part of the complaint, others

as complications. The same remark apphes
to the relationship of renal disease to scarla-

tina, as well as to numerous other cases.

Complications arise in different ways.
They may, as just indicated, be considered as

developments of the original morbid condi-

tion, resulting from the same cause and being
more or less allied ; or they are independent
and accidental, of which an illustration is

to be found in the association of ague with
scmrvy or dysentery, or in the co-existence of

two or more of the exanthemata. The most
important class of complications, however,
are those which follow the primary disease as

more or less direct consequences. These may
further be induced in various waj's. Thus,
for example, in febrile diseases secondary
lesions are liable to arise as a result of

changes in the blood ; a mechanical act, such
as cough, may lead to complications in the
course of phthisis and other pulmonary affec-

tions ; cardiac diseases frequently bring about
consecutive changes in other organs, by in-

ducing obstruction of the venous circulation

;

or emboh may origuiate under certain con-

ditions and produce their usual consequences.

It is of great practical importance to be ac-

quainted with the complications which are
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liable to be met with in various diseases,

and especially in those which are of an acute
nature, in order that measures may be taken
for their prevention, and that they may be
recognised and treated at the earliest possible

period, if they should occur.

Frederick T. Egberts.

COMPOUND GRANULAR COR-
PUSCLES.—Formerly these microscopic
objects were regarded as of inflammatory
origin, and as affording positive evidence
of the occurrence of inflammation. Hence
they were termed ' compoimd inflammation
globules ' (Gluge). Almost all pathologists

now, however, recognise the fact that they
are not products of an inflammatory process,

but result either from the degeneration of

pre-existing cells, in which protein and fatty

granules accumulate, or, perhaps, from the

aggregation of granules originally distinct,

which are present in abundance in degene-

rating tissues. They may even be formed
out of the cells of morbid products, such as

cancer. These compomid granular corpus-

cles derive their name from the fact that

they consist of a large number of minute
granules aggregated together, and they

either present a dehcate cell-wall, or this

cannot be detected. Occasionally there is an

api^earance of a nucleus in the centre. See

Cell. Frederick T. Egberts.

COMPRESS.—A compress is made of

folds of lint or other material, and is used

for the purpose of producing pressure, or as

a pad by which hot or cold water or medi-

cinal agents may be applied to the surface.

In the latter case the compress may be

rendered waterproof by being covered with

a piece of gutta-percha tissue or mackintosh-

cloth. See Hydropathy.

COMPRESSIBLE.—A term implying

comparatively slight resistance, and applied

specially to the pulse when it yields readily

under the finger. See Pulse, The.

COMPRESSION of the Brain.—See
Brain, Compression of.

COMPRESSION of the Lung.—See
Lungs, Compression of.

CONCRETION {con, together; and
cresco, I grow).

—

Synon. : Calculus; Fr. Con-

cretion ; Calcul ; Ger. Concrement.
DEFiNiTiON.^An unorganised body,formed

either in one of the natural cavities or canals,

or in the substance of an organ, b}' the deposit

of certain solid constituents of the fluids of

the part. In the widest sense of the term,

concretions comprehend calculi.

Enumeration and Classification.—The
following classified list includes the principal

varieties of concretions :

—

1. In glandular structures : lacrymal,

salivary, pancreatic, prostatic, seminal, uri-

nary, hepatic, sebaceous, and mammary.
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2. In tho circulatory system : cardiac, and
venous Qihleboliths).

3. In closed sacs : peritoneal, and articular.

4. In cuh-de-sac : bronchial, pulmonary,
nasal, tonsillar, laryngeal, f^astric, intestinal,

pripputial, uterine, and vaginal.

5. In the substance of tissues and new
formations, especially in tho nervous system :

corpora amylacea.
0. Various : such as the concretions on the

teeth known as ' tartar.'

General Characters and Number.—Con-
cretions are generally firm or even of stony
hardness ; but they may be soft and friable.

Their colour varies from white to black

through shades of yellow and red. Concre-
tions occur either singly or in groups ; and
their shape and size, as well as the charac-

ters of their surface, vary considerably with
their number : single concretions are more
frequentl}' larger, rounded, and less smooth
than multiple specimens, which often pre-

sent facets and polished surfaces. Many
concretions are composed of concentric
lamiuie.

Composition.—The chief constituents of

concretions are inorganic, that is, mineral
salts, in a basis of organic matter. The bulk
of the salts are carbonate and phosphate of
calcium and magnesium, with smaller quan-
tities of alkaline compounds. The organic
basis is composed of albuminous substances,

mucus, cholesterin, and colouring matters.
Mode of Formation.—Concretions are

generally derived fi-om the solid constituents
of vital fluids, whether physiological or

pathological. In most instances the fluids

are delayed in the natural passages by some
abnormal obstruction or ddatation ; and under
such circumstances a chronic inflammatory
condition of the walls contributes greatly to

the probability of mineral deposit. Most
frequently—as in the formation of the suli-

vary anil biliary concretions—the fluid por-
tions of the secretion escape by the natural
outlet or are absorbed, while tlie solid con-
stituents are deposited ; the particles being
either agglomerated around a nucleus, or
deposited in centripetal layers upon the
surface of the cavity. In other instances

—

intracardiac, peritoneal, and articular—a nu-
cleus is furnished by a particle of fibrin,

blood-clot, or growth, on which fresh deposits
take place, while calcification proceeds in the
interior. In a third series, examples ofwhich
are foimd in the alimentary canal, the basis
of the concretion consists of foreign or indi-
gestible matter, such as hair, a gall-stone,
inspissated faces, and masses of magnesium
or iron salts. See. Calculi.
Effects and Symptoms.—The functions

r>f a part occupied by a concretion are gene-
rally more or less impaired ; the neighbouring
tissues fre(pu"ntly atrophy ; and intlammation
and ulceration are common results, ending
probably in the escape of the body. The
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' concretion may bo passed along a duct, and
this process is generally attended with great
pain ; but concretions may remain where
formed without causing symptoms. Occa-
sionally they are spontaneously disintegrated
or dissolved.

Treatment.— The treatment of concre-
tions wUl be found discussed under the heads
of the diseases of the organs where they re-

spectively occur.

J. Mitchell Bruce.

CONCUSSION (concutio, 1 shake to-

gether).—This term is used to indicate a con-
dition induced by a more or less violent

shaking or physical commotion of the general
system, or of some particular organ, whereby
serious symptoms may be induced, but no
definite lesion can be detected to account for

them. The nerve-centres are the parts most
liable to be thus affected, concussion of the
brain or spinal cord being of considerable
moment, giving rise to more or less complete
abolition of their functions, though this effect

is usually only temporary (see Brain, Con-
cussion of; and Spinal Cord, Diseases of).

General concussion of the body is highly im-
portant at the present day, in connexion with
railway accidents, after which persons seem
to be uninjured, or only to be slightly shaken,
but subsequently more or less grave symp-
toms, associated with the nervous system, set

in. See Railway Accidents, Results of.

Frederick T. Roberts.

CONCUSSIONOP BRAIN, SPINE,
&C.

—

See Br.\in, Concussion of; and Spinal
Cord, Diseases of.

CONDYLOMA {KoMXoo^n, a knob).—
Syxon. : ¥r. Condylome; Get. Feigwarze.

This vague term has been used to de-

scribe at least two difi'erent things—namely,
(a.) papiUomata, or warty growths in the
neighbourhood of the antis and genital organs;
and (6) the syphilitic lesions called mucous
patches or mucous tubercles. Of these the
former only will be dealt with here. The
latter are described under Mucous Patch.

Description. — Condylomata are com-
monly found in connexion with the constant
moisture and irritation due to acrid secre-

tions, whether natural or morbid, especially

the discharges of venereal affections. The
growths occur most frequently and attain the
greatest size in dirty persons, in whom also

thej' are most liable to become inflamed, ul-

cerated, and fissured. The enormous masses
sometimes seen in pregnant women are often

called ' cauliflower ' growths.
Treatment.—Frequent washing, followed

by the free application of some absorbent
powder, such as oxide of zinc, is essential.

AVhcn the growths are very large, or fail to

disappear under caustics, removal by scissors,

knife, or cautery will be necessarj\

Arthur Cooper.
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CONFLUENT (cow/mo, I run together).

Applied chiefly to a variety of sinaU-pox and
other exanthemata, in which the eruption
runs together or coalesces.

CONGENITAL (con, together; and
genitus, begotten).—Existing at birth : a term
generally applied to diseases such as con-

genital syphilis, or malformations such as of

the heart, and congenital clubfoot,

CONGESTION (corjj/ero, I accumulate).
Overfulness of vessels, caused by accumula-
tion of their contents : generally ajiplied to

blood-vessels. See Circulation, Disorders of.

CONIUM, Poisoning by.— Synon. :

Fr. Empoisonnement par la Cigu'e; Ger.
Schierlingsvergiftung.—All parts of the
hemlock plant {Conium maculatum ; Greek,
Koii'fiov) are poisonous. Both the leaves and
fruit are used in medicine. Its toxic properties

were known in ancient times ; the plant was
used for the destruction of criminals by the

ancient Greeks, and there is no doubt that

Socrates was poisoned by it. Death from
conium in this country has perhaps always
been the result of misadventure or suicide

;

but on the Continent the active principle of

the plant, conine, an alkaloid, has been ad-

ministered for the purpose of wilful homicide,
death resulting from a dose of 10 to 15 drops.

Anatomical Characters.— The signs of
asphyxia, engorgement of lungs and of the
right heart, and a general venous condition
of the blood, appear to be constant after

death from conium. There is nothing else

specially noticeable.

Symptoms.— Preparationsofconium, as well
as the alkaloid, or mixture of alkaloids, known
as conine, when taken in toxic doses, produce
excessive muscular weakness, beginning in

the lower hmbs, and extending gradually up-
wards, with giddiness and disordered vision.

These symptoms are in some cases preceded
by nausea and vomiting, with dryness or
burning jiain in the mouth and fauces. There
is a desire to remain quiet, and a peculiar

heaviness or drooping of the eyelids, the
patient lying with his eyes shut. This, and
the impairment of vision, appear to be due
to paralysis of the ocular muscles. The
pupils may be natural, but later they become
dilated. The pulse is slow till death is ac-

tually impending. The paralysis progresses
gradually upwards, tiU eventually heart and
respiration are affected, more especially the
former. Convulsions and impairment of

the mental faculties—hitherto intact—now
set in ; finally sensation is impau-ed, and
death ensues from asphyxia.

Diagnosis.—The paralysis of motion, pro-

gressing gradually upwards, with sensation
lonf:^ unimpaired, and the peculiar drooping
of the eyelids, are perhaps diagnostic of the

natiu-e of the poison.

Prognosis.— As no antidote is known
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which coimteracts the effects of conine, the
prognosis must always be a guarded one,

and will depend entirely upon the general
condition of the patient.

Treatment.—The stomach must be emp-
tied by the stomach-pump or syjihon-tube,

and well washed out. Emetics may also be
used to evacuate the stomach. Tannin and
other astringents must be freely administered,
to precipitate the active alkaloid, and prevent
its absor})tion. Castor oil, administered by
the mouth or rectum, may aid the removal
of the alkaloid when it has been rendered
insoluble by tannin. Strong coffee, brandy,
ammonia, and stimulants generally are ser-

viceable, as may also be the hypodermic
injection of ether. Hj'podermic injections of

l-40th grain of sulphate of atropine are very
promising, especially in the later stages

;

atrojiine acting as a respiratory and cardiac

stimulant. Artificial respiration, and stimu-
lation of the respiratory and cardiac fimctions

by the use of electricity, ought not to be

neglected when these are affected.

Thomas Stevenson.

CONJUNCTIVITIS.— Inflammation
of the conjunctiva. See Eye and its Appen-
dages, Diseases of.

CONSCIOUSNESS, Disorders of.—
The disorders of consciousness are so nume-
rous as to make it desirable briefly to consider

them in one article, with a view to their

classification and the better comprehension
of their mutual relations. "We shall, there-

fore, here group and arrange the varied mor-
bid conscious states, not aiming to produce

a strictly scientific classification so much as

one which wiD be practically useful.

1. Exaltation.—Under this head may
be ranged certain states of consciousness

more or less distinctly bordering upon the

unnatural, to be met with in persons imder

the influence of ' mental excitement ' from

various causes, as from sudden good news, or

generally j)leasant surroundings ; also from

a slight degi-ee of poisoning by alcohol,

opium, hashisch, or other drugs ; or from an

early stage of some forms of insanity, or of

delirium. In this state of mental exaltation

the individual's powers of perception, appre-

hension, recollection, thought, emotion, and

volition, would seem to be all more or less

intensified, just as in that of hebetude or

dementia they are diminished, and conscious-

ness is proportionately dwarfed.

2. Perversions.—Many of the various

defects here to be referred to are very partial

in the extent to which they implicate con-
;

sciousness, though others are general. In

what is known as an illusion some object

of sense is not correctly perceived ; or, in

other words, some sensorial impression is

quite wrongly interpreted— as when a feverish

or a maniacal patient, looking at some inani-

mate object, declares that it is a cat or a dog
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about to fly at him, or, licarinp; even the

eli^'lUcst noise in any part of his room, inter-

prets it to be the voice of some ti'iond or

imafjined enemy. In the case of an halluci-

nation, however, forms are declared to be

Feen, or voices hoard (by a patient suffering

from dehriiun tremens, for instance), where
no ajipreeiable extei'nal realities could have
started the notion. And in these cases, it is

not that the patient sees or hears without
believing ; he implicitly believes that the

visions or voices, which have been conjured

up subjectively by the mere disordered work-
in;,' of his own brain, have a real existence

in the outside world. It is necessary to

make this distinction, because it is by no
means uncommon, in re:^ard to the olfactory

sense (especially in some epileptics), for

odours or smells to be perceived which the

patient soon comes to know are purely sub-

jective or devoid of any external correlative.

Hallucinations and illusions, moreover,
though occasionally existing alone, are quite

commonly associated with a very important
and more general derangement of conscious-

ness, namely, delirium. This is a sj-mp-

tom very common in many fevers, in cer-

tain low states of the system, after severe

frights, in inflammatory or other lesions of

the brain and its menabranes, as a result

of some narcotico-irritant poison, or occa-

sionally in a person who is recovering from
an epileptic attack, or from the stupor sequen-
tial to a series of convulsive attacks. The
state itself varies much in intensity. Three
fairly distinct tj'pes exist. In {a) low or
vmttering delirium the patient lies still and
more or, less heedless of what is occurring
around ; or, if heeding at nil, the impressions
which he receives give rise to erroneous per-

ceptions (illusions), which are woven into the
incoherent fabric of his rambling thought.
In (h) delirium tremens the j)atient is more
restless; tremors of the limbs and of the
muscles of the face are often easily induced;
hidlucinations of sight and hearing are
common ; and the character of the delirium
reveals that the patient is, to an unusual
extent, possessed by fears, terrors, and other
emotions of a depressing type. In (c) wild
or nwing delirium we have to do with a
much more active state. The patient raves
loudly and incoherently, more in regard to
his tleeting dream-like thotights than in con-
nexion with external impressions, of which
he is more or less heedless. He is often
violent in demeano\ir, and diflicult to be
restrained, persons in this state being capable
of great and prolonged muscular exertion.
The bodily activity accompanying this form
'f delirium is, in fact, just as characteristic
as the great intensity of the mental processes.
It is met with occasionally in some fevers,
but more commonly in meningitis and in
acute mania.
In its early stages delirium is principally

noticed during the transition-period between
waking and sleeping—at times, that is, when
the nervous system most needs the re-

invigorating intluenco of sleep. It is in these
cases, too, that beef-tea or stimulants may
for a time dispel all traces of the wandering
thought. Whilst illusions and hallucinations

enter largely into the mental activity of a de-

lirious patient, delusions also are generally

well-marked components. That is to say,

the person becomes for a time possessed by
an idea, notion, or fancy, for which there is

no real warranty, though he believes and
wishes to act as though it were true.

Somewhat allied to delirium in nature,

though much lower in intensity as a mental
process, is that incoherence of thought which
is met with in manj' chronic maniacs, or in

non-febrile patients suffering from various

organic brain-diseases. In its slighter de-

grees this incoherence displays itself as mere
' rambling ' talk ; the patient has not suf-

ficient brain-power to follow up the main
subject of thought, and is frequently diverted

into collateral channels. This, which is a
natural state with some persons, may bo

distinctly indicative of disease in others
whose mental power has previously been
of a more vigorous type. At times the inco-

herence is seen to be governed principally

by mere verbal suggestion, the patient being
led away from point to point in new di-

rections, owing to the associations of some
word which has been used becoming for the

time dominant. This state is often well seen
in the sub-acute exacerbations of chronic
mania, though it may occur also where mul-
tiple softenings or indurations of the brain

exist. At other times the incoherence is

more absolute — wayward transitions from
subject to subject, connected by no discover-

able bond, rapidly following one another.

The result in such a case is a mere unmean-
ing jumble of words, interspersed here and
there with brief propositions having a limited

significance of their own, though often wholly
mirelated to that which precedes or follows.

Uypochondriosis is a perverted state of

consciousness, having some resemblance to

that of illusion, but in which some internal

or visceral state becomes the starting-point

of impressions (possibly not actually pain-

fid) which, when magnified and perverted as

they are in the mind of the patient, till him
with false and gloomy ap[)rehensions of

various kinds. This perversion of conscious-

ness is more generalised than that which
exists in the case of illusion ; and also, in-

stead of being a more or less temporary defect,

it is one that may last for weeks, months, or

even years. The state ofmind ofan hysterical

patient is often not altogether different &om
that of the hypochondriac.

3. Partial Loss.— Defects of this order

are numerous and may exist in great variety.

They may implicate almost equally nearly all
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the varieties of conscious mental activity,

or some more than others. They may be
either congenital, or acquired during the life

of the individual.

In idiocy we may have from birth defect

in the power of concentrating the attention,

a defective power of apprehension and of

thinking, and a defective volition, shown
ahke by an inability to guide or control

thought, and by a deficient vigour of bodily

movement. Again, as a result of epilepsy,

of organic brain-disease, or of injuries to the

head, the patient may gradually lapse into

such a condition from one of health, so as to

become, as it is termed, ' demented.' Whilst
this state oi dementia may supervene at any
age, it is much more common as a conse-

quence of the brain-diseases frequent in

advanced life. There is, moreover, a form
known as senile dementia, in which without
any typical disease, but as a consequence of

impaired tissue-vitality and diffused degenera-
tive changes throughout the nervous system,
the mentoi faculties undergo a more marked
degradation than is usually met with in old

age. This condition in its minor degrees

goes by the name of hebetude. In all such
states or grades of idiocy and dementia,
we meet with an imdue tendency to sleep

in the daytime as a result of the hstless

and languid mental condition. This is but
another sign of the general lowering of con-

6ci«us vigour.

Here we must include, also, a peculiar

group of conditions, having some alliance with
one another, and which are all characterised

by loss of consciousness to some extent,

either partial in range or general. They are—
reverie, soniiiambulisni, ecstasy, coma-vigil,
catalepsy, hypnotism, and trance. They are
merely enumerated here, but are defined or

described in their several places. In the
last of these conditions the loss of con-
sciousness, in the ordinary acceptation of the
term (namely, loss of perceptive power), is so

absolute, that some may think it ought rather

to be included in the next section. Loss of

perceptive power, however, would not seem
to be absolutely synonymous with loss of

consciousness. There is good reason to be-

lieve, for instance, that where the influence

of cliloroform and other ansesthetics is not
pushed to the fullest extent, a condition of

ancEsthesia intermediate between slight and
profound is produced, in which, whilst there
is absolutely no consciousness for external
impressions, so that pain is altogether unfelt,

there is stiU a certain amount of cerebral
activity—as evidenced by rambling and
indistinct speech on subjects altogether apart
from what the surgeon may be doing. There
is mental activity clearly, though the nature
of this, as revealed by the patient's speech,
may preclude the notion that pain is at the
time being felt. Sensorial consciousness is

blotted out, whilst a kind of ideational con-

sciousness remains. "We have an approxima-
tion to such a condition, also, in the case of

sleep when dreams are rife. But here sen-

sorial consciousness is not completely in

abeyance. Again, in certain rare and anoma-
lous epileptiform attacks we may find the

patients, after the first paroxysms, bereft of

some senses, though not of others. They
may hear what is said by those around them,
though they continue for a time quite unable
to see or speak.

4. Complete Loss.—In very profound
sleep {sopor), in that prolonged form of it

in which the person, if he can be mo-
mentarily roused, drops off again imme-
diately {lethargy), and also in profound
ancBsthesia, there is complete loss of con-

sciousness. The terms sopor and lethargy

are now rarely used, and authors are not even
agreed as to the precise state which would be
designated by the latter word. It is some-
times regarded as a synonym for 'trance.'

In syncope we have insensibility resulting

from a cutting off of the proper supply of

blood to the brain ; whilst in asphyxia we
have a like result following upon an inter-

ference with respiration, and a consequent

engorgement with impure blood.

A condition of narcosis or profound in-

sensibility may result from opium or other

drugs and poisons, amongst which alcohol is

to be included as one of the most common
producers of such a state. It may also be due

to the deficient elimination of waste products

by the kidneys, when ' uroemic coma ' is

produced ; or to the abnormal production of

chemical cotnpounds in the system, which lead

on to blood-poisoning, as in ' diabetic coma,'

and in the final stages of septic poisoning.

Complete loss of consciousness exists for

some time during the ordinary form of

cjnlejitic fit, or during an attack of convul-

sions ; though in other epileptiform fits, not

infrequently met with—having some of the

characters of hysterical convulsions—there

seems to be a loss of sensorial consciousness

only (loss of peiception), whilst a certain

amount of ideational consciousness remains.

In apoplexy also there may be for hours or

days a more or less profound loss of con-

sciousness. In the less profound attacks, as

well as after an epileptic fit or an attack of

convulsions, the loss of consciousness is not

complete, and we have a condition now
commonly known as stupor. This state is

also frequent as a result of concussion or

other injuries of the brain, and it occasionally

follows a severe fit of hysterical convulsions.

It may last for hoiu's, days, or even weeks in

some cases. In it the patient lies with his

eyes closed, taking no heed of what is passing

around, though he may show obvious signs

of feeling when touched or pinched, and may
be capable of being momentarily roused, so

as to give a shore monosyllabic answer if

slightly shaken or spoken to in a loud voice.
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On these occasions, si^s of impatience are

olton shown. Thoiif,'h such a patient will not

ask for food, ho will often drink freely when it

is otfered. He will of his own accord, when
his bladder is full, sometimes get out of bed,

find the chamber-pot, use it, and return to

bed without saying a word—and then speedily

relajise into his previous state of stupor.

When the insensibility is more profound,

both ui'ine and ficces are passed incontinently.

The state just spoken of is referred to in

this section because it is so intimately allied

to and connected by all sorts of transition

conditions with another, known as coma, in

which the loss of consciousness is more
complete and absolute. There are diftVrent

def^rees of stupor and there are different

decrees of coma ; the former is commonly
spoken of as sliglit or deep, whilst a comatose
condition, coma, and profound coma (the

latter being what the older writers termed
cams) are the phrases ordinarily used to

denote the increasing insensibility of the

graver state, wliich is more especially

characteristic of the apoplectic condition.

Coma may result from long-continued ex-

posure to cold, from sunstroke, from poisons

of various kinds, from erysipelas of the head
and face, firom inflammations of the meninges,
multiple embolisms, the effects of hj'per-

pyrexia, or from cerebral h;emorrhage. The
most common cause of very profound coma
is cerebral haemoiThage (apoplexy). In tliis

condition the breatliing is often loud and
stertorous, and consciousness is entirely

obliterated, so that there is an utter absence
of reflex movements w'hen a limb is pinched
or when the conjunctiva is touched. The
patient in the deeper forms of coma often

cannot be roused at all, even for a moment;
and if this state does not terminate iu one
way or another before the expiration of
twenty-four hours, or if it does not gi-adually

pass into one of mere stupor, a fatal result

may be considered imminent.
H. Ch^vrlton Bastian.

'

CONSTIPATION (con, together ; and
atipo, I cram).

—

Definition.—Slow passage
of the faeces from the ciecimi to the anus,
leading to infrequent or incomplete alvine
evacuation, and to retention of fteces.

Etiology.—The causes of constipation
may be local—an impediment to the onward
movement of the firces in the large intestine
or from the rectum ; or general—pertaining
to habits, diet, and other conditions.

Local.—The local causes of constipation
include : (a) Lesions inducing narrowing of
some part of the large intestine, as from
cicatrising of an ulcer or displacement of the
bowel. (6) Collections of scybala, intestinal
concretions, &c., in the ciecimi, sigmoid
Hexure, or rectum. Foeces aje more especially
apt to collect when too solid or when defi-
cient iu bile, (c) Pressure on the rectum, by
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uterine fibroids or ovarian tumours, uterine

displacements, the gravid uterus, or an
enlarged prostate, (d) DefiPcation thwarted,

as when the expiratory abdominal muscles
are enfeebled, as in pregnancy—especially

when repeated or after twins, obesity, old

age, or in some painful affection of the abdo-
men, such as rheumatism of the abdominal
walls and diaphragm, chronic dysenterj',

piles, fissure, or the evacuation of a hard
mass of fajces. (e) Feeble contraction of the
intestinal muscular fibres, as in distension of

the large intestine or a portion of it l)y gas,

fiEces, or hunbrici, inflammatory affections

(chronic intestinal catarrh, chronic perito-

nitis), lead-poisoning, senile atrophj', or in

deUcate females with lax muscular fibre {see

Colon, Diseases of). (/) Pain in the pelvic

viscera, and probably elsewhere, may induce
paralysis of the sympathetic nerves supplied

to the intestinal walls ; thus may be explained
obstinate constipation in painful uterine and
ovarian diseases, which cannot be accounted
for by pressure on the bowels or otherwise.

General.—The general causes of consti-

pation are : (a) Sluggishness of function

—

lymphatic temperament, hereditary influ-

ence, aniemia, especially with amenorrha-a ;

or, on the other hand, disposition to great

activity of the muscidar and nervous system.

(6) Certain habits, such as sedentariness

;

railway travelling—long journeys ; too great

muscular activity; mental ajiplication, es-

pecially when excessive or prolonged ; the
continued and apparently necessary use of

aperients or enemata after the relief of tem-
porai-y constipation—falling under the tyranny
of aperients ; habitual disregard of defseca-

tion, or hurry in the act
;
prolonged hours of

sleep ; the excessive or even moderate use of

alcohol, tea, tobacco, or opiates, (c) Dietetic

errors : the diet too nutritious—leaving little

intestinal residue, or poor and insufficient

;

improper feeding, especially in infants and
children ; and the use of indigestible sub-

stances, such as cheese, nuts, or uncooked
vejretables.

Constipation is frequently a prominent
s^•mptom in diseases of the stomach ; of the
liver ; of the heart, inducing congestion of the

portal system ; and of the nervous sj'stcm : as

well as in connexion with diabetes, excessive

perspiration, prolonged lactation, and morbid
discharges.

The causes of constipation are such as

evidently induce one or both of the following

conditions, namely, (1) dryness and hardness
of the contents of the large intestine from de-

ficient secretion, or too active absorption of

fluid from the intestinal tract ; and (2) im-
paired contraction of the muscular fibres of

the large intestine.

Description.—In constipation the evacua-
tions are infrequent, solid, deficient in quan-
tit}-, and sometimes unusually offensive ; they
often consist of dry, bard, dark or clay-
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coloured masses or scybala. DefiPcation is

generally difficult or even painful. As a

rule the depth of colour, and the scj-balous

character of the' motions, are in proportion

to the duration of the lodgment of faeces in the

large intestine. Infrequency of defaecation

regarded alone is an untrustworthy sign of

constipation, or of constipation demanding
medicinal or other treatment, inasmuch as

it often depends on individual jjeculiarity.

Good health may he consistent with depar-

tui'es from the ordinary rule—a daily evacua-
tion ; not infrequently there is no relief from
the bowels for several days or even for a

week, and yet without inconvenience, so long

as the infrequent deftecation is habitual, or

can be ascribed to idiosyncrasy.

The disturbances of tunction usually asso-

ciated with constipation may be local, or may
extend to distant parts.

The immediate or local effects are such as

may arise from retention of faeces :—signs of

faecal collections in the CEecum, colon, sigmoid
flexure, or rectum ; irritation of portions of

the intestine, indicated by colic, inflamma-
tion, dilatation, ulceration, and perforation

of the intestmes, followed by peritonitis;

intestinal obstruction—a portion of the bowel
loaded and distended with faces being no
longer capable of peristaltic movement;
pressure of fsecal accumulations on the intra-

pelvic vessels and nerves, inducing menor-
rhagia, uterine catarrh, seminal emissions,

varicocele, hemorrhoids, cold feet, neuralgia,

numbness and even oedema of the legs {see

F^CES, Retention of). Constipation fre-

quently exerts a pernicious influence on
primary digestion, indicated by foul tongue,

foetid brcHth, anorexia, acidity, flatulence,

biliary disturbance—even jaundice, and m'ine
loaded with lithates.

The remote or general effects of constipa-

tion are lassitude of body and mind ; head-
ache, flushing, heat of head, and vertigo

;

palpitation ; ana?mia, and wasting. Head-
ache and nausea depending on retention of

faeces may be either pi'ettj' frequent without
loaded tongue ; or may recur with vomiting
and much coating of tongiie every tlnree or

more weeks—these periodical attacks re-

sembling migraine, but always cleared up by
an aperient.

Treatment.—Constipation depending on
individual peculiarity is rarely relieved per-

manently by treatment. The bowels, having
acquired from early life the habit of infre-

quent evacuation, may be stimulated for a
time, and are then apt to become more slug-

gish than before. In all cases the habit of
the patient in this resjiect from childhood
should first be determined, either as a caution
against active or jirolonged treatment, which
may prove injurious, or as a guide to the
adjustment of directions and remedies

—

affording as it does a limit which should not
be overstepped. A healthy daily discharge

of faeces should not fall far short of five

ounces, and should form a coherent cjdindri.

cal-shaped mass of five or six inches in

length, which should float; and it is an
essential condition of healthy and efiicinnt

defaecation that the colon should always be
moderately full of retamed fteces. The prac-

titioner shoidd bear in mind that many per-

sons acquire the erroneous belief that they are

not discharging a sufficiency of faeces, and ia

consequence betake themselves to aperients,

which daily remove the normal residuum of

faeces that should exist in the colon—healthy
peristalsis and defaecation being thus out of

question. This apparent constipation can
only be met by completely suspending the use

of aperients.

1. etiological, hygienic, and dietetic

treatment. — In treating constipation the

causes should be met. Local causes, such
as those inducing contraction of or j)ressure

on some part of the large intestine, or feeble

or ineffectual contraction of the intestinal

muscular fibres or of the expiratory muscles,

should first be eliminated. When defaecation

is obstructed by the sphincter ani either

remaining firmly contracted, or failing to re-

lax sufficiently, it may be effectually relieved

by forcibly dilating the anus under ether.

Habits disjiosing to constipation should also

be corrected. Persons who are much pre-

occupied or careless are apt either to disregard

the call to stool, or to perform the act of

defaecation hurriedly, incompletely, and at

irregular intervals. Such persons should be

strictly enjoined to direct their attention,

expectancy, and will to the attainment of

comi)lete and regular evacuation. The sen-

sibility of the nerves of the rectum becomes
blunted by the constant contact of faeces,

and the promptings of nature at last cease.

Hence the periodical removal of collections

in the lower part of the large intestine is

an essential element of the treatment. This

is best secured if possible by well-timed

and well - directed and sustained natural

efforts. The patient should be told to

attempt defaecation every day after break-

fast, and to persevere in this habit even

though the result be occasionally or fre-

quently unsuccessful, and in order to develop

his solicitation into the daily habit of eva-

cuation he should continue to practise it

always at the same hour, and should dis-

regard any prompting that may arise at

other times. While straining to relieve the

bowels, he may facilitate evacuation by press-

ing firmly the fingers in front and on each

side of the coccyx, thus supporting the levator

ani during contraction, reducing the concavity

of the rectal pouch, and causing the mass of

faeces to glide forwards through the sphincter,

which should be smeared with vaseline ; or

he may attain the same end by alternately

contracting or relaxing the anal sphincter.

Failing to obtain rehef on the second day,
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a smnll cold-wator enema should be used to

prevent further aociuiiuhition of fieces in the

reetuiii, luid to restore tone and sensibility to

the bhuited nerves. The enema should never

be larger than is required to dislodge the

motion from the pouch of the rectum, nor
Bhould it be warm ; at first it may, however,

be tepid, but should afterwards be cold. AVhen
evacuation is obstructed by the lower part of

the fiEcal mass becoming dry, relief may
be obtained Ixom a small emollient enema
administered on rising (such as infusion of

Unseed, glycerine in small (juantities, solution

of white of eggs, olive oil alone or in oatmeal
grueH and allowed to remain until after

breakfast ; or by the use of suppositories at

bedtime, consisting of cacao-butter, or honey
hardened bj- heat,eitheralone or combined with
extract of belladomia. The clothing should

not constrict the abdomen or waist, and should
be warm—especially about the feet and legs.

Sedentary habits should be broken into.

Exercise on foot or on horseback, or on a
cycle, is especially to be commended, and
carriage exercise to be avoided. While study-

ing or reading, the patient should walk about,

and stand rather than sit at the desk. Gym-
nastics and out-of-door games (such as lawn-
tennis, cricket, football, golf) are useful when
a limited time only can be devoted to exercise.

Excessive and exhausting exertion should be
avoided. It is generally advisable to recom-
mend early rising and cold bathing, followed
by brisk general towelling in the morning.
In different cases one or other of the follow-

ing may bo found serviceable : a shower or
sponge bath containing vinegar or bay-salt, or
consisting of sea-water, or a cold sitz-bath

;

douches directed to the abdomen ; a cold-water
compress a])plied to the abdomen during the
day or night, or for tlu-ee or four hours in the
morning; friction or kneading, or slapping
with the half-closed fist in the course of the
colon every morning, and when at stool; an
abdominal belt (flannel or elastic)—especially
if the abdomen be pendulous.

Diet.—The diet should be varied, should
not consist too exclusivelj- of animal food, but
should contain a good proportion of fresh
vegetables, and especially gi-een vegetables
(cabliage, lettuce, spinach). Fresh and ripe
fruit (such as grapes, apples, and oranges)
should also find a prominent place, and are
most effective when taken in the early morn-
ing, or at breakfiist. When Iruit induces
acidity a timiblerful of alkaline (Vichy or
Vals) water should be taken at the same time.
Oils and fats are generally ser\-iceable when
they do not disturb the digestion, such as the
addition of a dessertspoonful of olive oil to
green vegetables or to potatoes. A tea-spoon-
fill of glycerine with each meal is often helpful.
The diet should not be too dry. As to bever-
ages, much must be left- to individual ex-
perience: sometimes coffee, or beer, or cider
answers best. A tumblerful of cold water

shoidd be taken night and morning on awak-
ing ; sometunes carbonic-acid water in tlie

early morning is found preferable to plain

water. Coarse articles of food—such as bran-

or wheatmeal bread, oatmeal porridge, &c.—
are often commended, and now and tlien

they do favour the contiimance of more efh-

cient evacuation ; more frequentlj', however,
they fail—especially after a time—and they
then aggravate the evil by further adding to

the undue collection of residue in the large

bowel, and are apt to set up catarrlial irrita-

tion; Acidity and other symptoms of dys-
pepsia contra-indicate the use of these indi-

gestible foods. Honey or treacle with bread,

gingerbread, and Spanish or Portugal onions,

plainly boiled, may be found useful in certain

cases. Dujardin-Beaumetz recommends in-

fusion of linseed (a little water let stand on a
dessert-spoonful of linseed for an hour) imme-
diatelj- before a meal.' As a rule, eggs, milk,
cheese, farinacea, astringent wines, and tea
increase constipation ; and besides these

articles it is best to avoid pickles, salted

meats, nuts, and pastry in anj' form.
2. Treatment by massage and electricity.

Many observers in recent years have
reported the complete cure of constipation
by a course of massage alone. The manipu-
lations consist of kneading ipetrissa/jc), strok-

ing [effleuraf/c), and slapping [tapotement),
each having its special effect : the first loosen-

ing impacted fsecal masses, the second favour-

ing their passage along the bowel, and the
third inipro%-ing peristaltic action. In some
instances the forms of massage best adapted
to the case should be applied to the whole of

the large bowel from the caecum onwards ; in

others it should be addressed specially to

certain portions, as the ca?cum, transverse

colon, or sigmoid flexure. Sometimes all the
manipulations, in varying proportions and
degrees, are required in succession, or only
one or two kinds— for instance, in atony of

the bowel depending on sedentarj' habits,

gentle and then deep stroking should give
place to strong slapping with the half-closed

hand ; and in cases marked by flabbiness of

the abdominal muscles, the recti should be
forcibly separated by the thumbs and fingers,

and then strong transverse strokings from
the median line should be made, and the
patient should take deep inspirations to

strengthen the diaphragm. Each case should
therefore be treated with discrimination, and
a routine method should be avoided. The
massage should be applied for from twenty to

thirty minutes every or every other morning,
and should be continued without interruption

for from five to eight weeks." Electricity,
' L'Uygiine Alimentaire.
' A rude form of massage has been snjrpested in

the form of a cannon-ball, or other similar round
metallic body, weighing 8 or 4 lbs., to be rolled up
and down the uncovered abdomen for from five to

ten minutes daily at the some hoar, the patient being
recombeut.
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either alone or with massage, has also proved
successful in certain cases ; a mild galvanic

(continuous) current being applied by insert-

ing the negative pole virell within the sphincter

ani and drawing the positive pole along the
colon, and the faradic (interrupted) current

being passed through the abdominal muscles.

3. Medicinal treatment.—Should the fore-

going directions fail lo establish the habit of

a regular action of the bowels—either daily

or on alternate daj's, they may be supple-

mented by the prescription of medicinal
agents, to compass the twofold aim of (1)

relieving the large bowel of the excess of

faeces and gases which, by over-distending

it, opposes peristalsis, and (2) toning its

walls. To this end care should be taken to

so adjust the dose (for it varies considerably

in different cases) as to secure if possible

efficient assistance to the discharge of faeces,

without going so far as to clear away or to

considerably reduce the normal residuum
which should always exist in the colon. If,

therefore, any prescribed dose has exceeded
this limit it should be reduced, and should
not be given next day, but after the lapse of

a day or two. Repeated purging exhausts
torpid bowels, and perpetuates constipation.

Nor should the bowels be pushed to more
frequent relief than has been habitual with
the patient from early life. If the evacuations
habitually contain scybala, and fteces are gene-
rally found, on examination, in the rectum,
the injection of a tea-spoonful of glycerine, or

the insertion of a glycerine suppository, twenty
minutes or so before the time of the desired

evacuation, may alone suffice, or may enable
a smaller dose of medicine to deal effectual]}'

with the difficulty. If gentle assistance only
is required, and if griping and other signs of
irritation are readily set up by the ordinary
aperients, one or other of the following may
be tried:—a tea-spoonful of castor oil alone,

or with an equal part of glycerine, beaten
together and then added to a table-spoonful

or two of milk, or with olive oil or almond
oil, at bedtime or in the early morning ; the
official sulphur lozenges (suggested by Sir

Alfred Garrod) or tabloids at bedtime ; rhu-
barb and dried carbonate of sodium (gr. ij. or
iij. of each), or a small piece of rhubarb-root
before the midday meal; piUs of dried ox-gall

and soap. Or, if a more decided laxative is

necessary, a preference may be given to the
compound liquorice powder, or confection of
senna (with or without confection of sulphur
or the compound sulphur tabloids), or the in-

fusion of a few senna-pods in half a tumbler
of water let stand over night, or extract of
cascara sagi-ada. During late years cascara
sagrada has acquired a high position as a
tonic aperient, and is prescribed either in the
form of solid extract (as in tabloids or pills,

alone or variously combined), or in that of

the liquid extract—the dose of the latter

varying from m^v. to m^xxx. alone or asso-

ciated with tincture of nus vomica, of bella-

donna, or of podophyllum, in a tea-spoonful

of glycerine, or along with euonymin in cap-
sules. Combinations on the lines of the
favourite formula of Sir Andrew Clark also

meet the indications well in the majority of

cases (aloin, extract of nux vomica, extract

of belladonna, sulphate of iron, powdered
m^a-rh, powdered soap, of each half a grain

;

and, if the faeces are dry and hard and there is

no special weakness of tlie heart, add powdered
ipecacuanha half a grain). Some prefer a piU
of Socotrine aloes with henbane and sulphate
of iron and quinine. In a well-organised

course of medicinal treatment the form of

the aperient should be varied every now and
then, and the dose very gradually reduced
until at last it is almost withdrawn, while
the intestinal tonics (belladonna, nux vomica,
and iron) should be continued. The time
when the dose should be taken is important,
for it will vary—be it before lunch, or dinner,

or at bedtime—with the slowness or quick-

ness of the response of the bowels to the

attainment of relief after breakfast. Bre-
tonneau's treatment by belladonna, greatly

prized by Trousseau, is described in the

article Colon, Diseases of.

In anaemic cases a firm and prolonged
course of iron should be aided by aloes, nux
vomica, and arsenic. In haemorrhoidal com-
plications aloes should, as a rule, be avoided,

and laxative electuaries should be prescribed;

in some cases, however, it gives tone without
irritating the rectum. In obstinate cases

colocynth—either alone or variouslycombined
—is most useful ; such as the tincture of the

Prussian Pharmacopoeia, )l\v. or more on sugar
or in extract of liquorice (to disguise the bitter-

ness) three or four times a day, or 10 to '20

minmis an hour before breakfast ; or the

extract or compound pill with small doses of

croton oil, or with gamboge, elaterium, or

other combinations. A full dose of opium
may liberate the bowels after the failure of

the strongest purgatives, and constipation

depending on inhibition of the sympathetic
nerve from pain wiU be relieved by 02:)ium

with belladonna. "When constipation is asso-

ciated with a deficient flow of bile, cholagogues

(such as an occasional mercurial, euonymin,
or podophyllin) should be prescribed with the

other remedies ; and dried ox-bile in capsules

or pills, and nitric acid or nitro-hydiocliloric

acid often prove useful. Sometimes enemata
answer better than purgatives; then, when
frequently required, they should be small

in quantity, and at first tepid, afterwards

cold ; for occasional use, for the purpose of

clearing away fieces loading the large bowel,

they should be large (from two to six pints)

and warm {see F^ces, Retention of). The
frequent use of large warm injections perpe-

tuates constipation. Purgative waters, such as

the Rubinat, Friedrichshall, Pullna, Hunyadi
Janes, or Carlsbad, given in warm water
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in tho parly morning or over night, are often

valuiilile adjuncts to other treatment. A
combination of the sulphates of iron, mag-
nesium, and sodium with strychnine and
belladonna, after food twice a day, is often

efficacious ; especially in the constipation of

children ; and in children under two years

of age carbonate of magnesium (gi\ v. to xx.)

in milk is preferable to other aperients.

Geokge Oliver.

CONSTITUTION.— Synon.: Diathe-

sis; Habit; Conformation of Body; Fr. Con-

stitution; Ger. Lcibcsbeschaffenlieit.

The constitution maj' be sound or unsound.

A sound constitution may be defined as the

harmonious development and maintenance of

the tissues and organs of which the body is

made up. It origmates with the union of a

healthy sperm and germ cell, continues with

the growth of the product under the most
favourable conditions to adult life, and be-

comes gradually enfeebled with advancing

age by the process of natm-al decay.

The constitution may be imsoimd in con-

sequence of deficient vitality. This deficient

vitality may be general, as is sometimes ob-

served in tho children of parents one or both

ofwhom are in advanced life, or whose vitality

on one side or the other has been reduced by
excesses, such as alcoholic or venereal. Ex-
hausted vitality from prolonged disease, e.g.

phthisis or tertiary syphilis, affecting either

parent, may determine the death of the off-

spring at an early period, from mere failure

of nutrition, or may cause it to succiunb to

acute disease not necessarilj' associated with
any inherited tendency of a sjiecial kind. The
deficient vitality may be restricted to certain

tissues or organs, namely, those concerned in

the nervous, vascular, respiratory, or digestive

systems. Thus amongst the most strikingly

hereditary of diseases are those of degeneracy,
such as emphysema, structural heart-diseases,

atheroma of vessels, and certain kidney-
diseases. Rightly interpreted, these diseases

are of the nature of premature senility, at-

tacking certain tissues or organs—as it may
be seen to attack the hair or the cornea—firom

Bome inherent defect in their vitalitj'.

The constitution may, in the second place,

be unsound from some definite inherited form
of disease. Although the constitution of an
individual begins with his life, it is neverthe-
less the resultant of the constitutional pecu-
liarities of many antecedents. This being so,

tendencies to disease maj' date far back in
the pedigree, to be called forth from time to
time by favouring circiunstances. We need,
however, practically only go back a few gene-
rations in inquiring for those diseases which
are well recognised as being hereditary.
These form one section of the group of con-
ititutional diseases.— Congenital syphilis,
gout, scrofula, tuberculosis, cancer, asthma,
and certain neuroses, are all diseases which
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are apt to appear at certain periods of the

life of tho oilspring, in consetjuence of some
specific inherent defect of blood or tissue

derived from his progenitors.

The constitution may, thirdly, become
unsound at any period subsequent to birth.

(a) This may be due to the surroimding con-

ditions of life beuig evil. Deficient or impure
air, insufficient or improper food, defective

sunlight, -over-work, intemperance, &c., may
injure the constitution, and give rise to

diseases whose constitutional nature is some-
times strUiingly shown in the tendency of

some of them to become hereditary. Rickets,

phtliisis, and scrofula are examples. (6) The
introduction of certain poisons into the system
affects the constitution profoundly, and in

some cases permanently, after the more ob-

vious effects of the poisons have passed away.
All the acute specific zymotic diseases, includ-

ing vaccinia, would come imder this category'.

They render the organism, for a long period

or for Ufe, proof against subsequent attacks

of the same disease. Only in certain cases,

however, can the soundness of the constitution

be said to be imj^aircd by such diseases, and
then it is usually through the occurrence of

sequelic. B. Douglas Powell.

CONSTITUTIONAL DISEASES.
These may be regarded as diseases generated
from within, in the course of the wear and
tear, nutrition and waste, of the body, in

consequence of inherent or acquired weakness
in its construction.

The applicability of the term 'constitu-

tional ' to disease is sufliciently explained in

the preceding article on Constitution, The
term may, however, be associated with a
group of so-called ' general ' diseases, in op-

position to that which includes ' zymotic ' or
' specific ' diseases, which are generated by
the introduction of some definite poison &om
•without.

In our present state of knowledge, how-
ever, no very rigid lines can be drawn to

separate local, general, constitutional, and
specific diseases from one another. See
Disease, Causes of.

R. Douglas Powell.

CONSTRICTION (constringo, I bind
together),—A narrowing, to a limited extent,

of a canal or hollow organ, due either to a
textural change in its walls, or to the pressure

of a band surrounding it.

CONSUMPTION (consuwo, I waste).—
A term for any wasting disease, but generally

applied to pulmonary phthisis. See Phthisis.

CONTAGION.—The word contagion is

applied in pathology to the property and pro-

cess by which, in certain sorts of disease, the

affected body or part causes a disease like its

ovm to arise in other bodies or other parts

;

and the Latin word contagium is conveniently
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used to denote in each such case the specific

material, shown or presumed, in which the
infective power ultimately resides. See Zyme ;

and Zymosis.
The property of contagiousness belongs

to a very large number of tlie diseases which
affect the human body. And in more than
this direct way the property is of great in-

terest to mankind. Contagiousness of disease
is a fact not only for man, but apparently
for all hving nature ; and the influence of

contagion in spreading destructive diseases

among domestic animals, and among those
parts of the vegetable kingdom, which con-

tribute to the nourislunent of man, is such as

to make it of immense social importance that

the laws of contagion should be well studied
and understood. Further, just as contagion
m the case of living bodies and their parts

spreads disease from one to another, so, to

an immense extent, in the case of certain

matters which, though of organic origin, are

not living, it spreads various processes of

decaj'. The so-called ' fermentations ' which
yield alcohol and vinegar, as well as that in

which putrefaction consists, are contagious
affections of the respective matters in which
they occur : every cheesemonger knows that

moulds of different kinds spread by inocula-

tion, each in its own kind, from cheese to

cheese ; and if the Gi'eek proverb ' grape
mellows to gi-ape ' is true of the hving fruit,

the apple-loft gives analogous expei'iences of

contagion among the fruit which is garnered.

The RATIONALE of the word ' contagion ' as

now used, is that the property is understood
to attach itself essentially to a material
contact; not necessarily that, when infection

is spread fi-om individual to individual, the

contact of the individuals must have been
immediate ; but that in all cases there must
have been such passage of material from the

one to the other, as was in itself at least

a mediate contact between thcni. And
similarly, in those very instructive illustra-

tions of the process of contagion which are

furnished within the limits of a single

diseased body by the propagations of disease

from part to part of it, we can in general
easily see that infection advances from part

to part, either in proportion as part touches
part, or in proportion as the one receives

from the other the outflow of IjTiiph or blood
or secretion.

The various specific matters which effect

contagion in the hving body, the respective
' contagia ' of the given diseases, seem all to

have in common this one characteristic : that

in appropriate media (among which must
evidently be counted any hving bodily

textiure or fluid which they can infect) they
show themselves capable of self-mult ijilica-

tion ; and it is in virtue of this property that,

although at the moment of their entering the

body they in general do not attract notice,

either aa objects of sense or as causes of

bodily change, they gradually get to be re-

cognisable in both of these respects. Now,
the faculty of self-multiplication is eminently
one of the characters which we call vital;

and when it is said that all contagia are self-

multiplying things, this is at least very
strongly- to suggest that perhaps all contagia
are things endowed with life.

In order to any general consideration of

the question thus suggested, contagia may
conveniently (even if but provisionally) be
distinguished as of two mahi classes, differ-

ing, or at present seeming to differ, from
each other in their mode of action on the
organisms which they infect : one class,

namely, that of Parasites; and the other

class, that of the true or Metabolic Con-
tagia. Of this separation, so far as present
knowledge seems to justify it, the assumed
grounds are : that each true Contagimn, in

proportion as it multiplies in the body, trans-

forms, in a way which is specific to itself,

and is different from the ways of other con-

tagia, the bodily material with which it has
contact; while, on the contrary, the Parasite,

however much it may grow or multiply

in the body, produces no qualitative effects

specific to itself, but only such effects as

are of common kind to it and all other para-

sites—indications, namely, of its mechani-
cal intrusiveness in the parts which it

occupies, and sometimes of the drain which
it makes on its host's general nutritive re-

sources.

A.—Of Parasites, in relation to processes

of contagion, little needs be said in the

present article. When an organism or part

of it is, in greater or less amount, inhabited

by other organisms, animal or vegetable,

which subsist on it, or its food or refuse,

it of com-se may be a centre of infection to

other (if susceptible) bodies or parts, to which
it can transmit live parasites or their germs
or seeds : for, when this transmission takes

place, growth and self-multiplication, as in

a colony, are the natural resialts which have
to be expected ; and in proportion as these

occur, the newly-infected body or part

gradually gets to suffer, like the old, from
those particular derangements which make
the type of parasitic disease. Some parasitic

diseases, especially some of those of the skin,

spread actively by direct contagion in ordinary

intercoiurse ; as, for instance, scabies by the

migration of its acari, and porrigo (among
children) by the spores of its microphyte;
and the spreading of such diseases where
they exist may of comse be to any extent

facilitated by aggregation of persons and un-

cleanliness of personal habits. There are

cases in which parasitic disease spreads from

animal to animal only in proportion as the

one feeds on the other, and eats it with pai'a-

sites still living in it ; or in proportion as live

parasite-eggs or larvae, discharged from the

body of one animal, get conveyed with food
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(espocially on raw herbage and in water)

into the bowels of anotlier. Considerable

epidemics of trichiniasis in the human
subject have been traced, chietly in Gennanj-,

to infection from the pig; in cases where
pork, abounding with trichinfe, has been
eaten, as sausage-meat or otherwise, in a

raw or imperfectly-cooked state : and in

Iceland the very gi-eat sufferings of the

human subject and the cattle from echino-

coccus have been traced to the influence

of the dogs in spreading contagion ft"oni the

slaugliter-house, where they eat hydatidised

olTal, to the kitchen-gardens and water-

sources and pastures, where they discharge

tape-worm esgs from their bowels. See
PoRuiGo; Scabies; Entozoa.

Tlie DISEASED STATES which consist in

being colonised by parasites are diseases

of indefinite duration, tending in some cases

to indefinite increase. In cases where the

disease consists in the presence of swarms of

blood-sucking or otherwise exbausting animal
parasites, sraiptoms of the blood-di-ain will

of course gradually arise ; but otherwise the
parasite, whether animal or vegetable, oper-

ates only as a mechanical presence. Skin
and mucous membrane will be irritated in

their superficial layers, and in some cases

more deeply, by the animal or vegetable
parasites which breed on or in them, just as

thev might be by dead mechanical irritants :

solid organs having cystic entozoa in them
will in like manner show evidence of irrita-

tion by encapsulating the colonists ; and the
surr.iunding tissue will of coiirse suffer com-
pression and displacement in proportion as
ihe colonisation {e.g. in case of ecliinococcus)

is compact and massive. In the case of
trichiniasis—but, in our ordinary experience,
in no other—the rmdtiplication of the para-
sites, the burrowing of their yomig, and the
general diffusion of these in the body, are
processes of such extreme activity that, if

the quantity of contagium taken into the
stomach has been large, the innumerable
local irritations sutlice to make a very acute
fever; but even in this extreme case, the
merely irritative type, though exaggerated,
is essentially preserved.

.\s dififerent sorts of animals are notoriously
liable to different sorts of parasites, so, even
among animals of one sort— as, for instance, in
the human kind—the liability of different
bolies to receive particular parasite-infec-
tions, does not seem to be quite equal for all.

Especially, the vegetable parasites seem to
have their affinities determined or motlified
by the general state of health of the re-
cipient

; and there are cases in which it looks
as if there ran in particular family-lines
(perhaps with some slight chemical idiosyn-
crasy) a special liability to particular intes-
tmal worms. There, however, is no reason
to believe that in regard of the more im-
portant annual parasites, as particularly of

trichina and the tffniadie, the susceptibility

of individuals to attacks is other than univer-

sal and practically equal.

B.—The true or metabolic contagia (to

which the rest of the present article will

exclusively refer)—the contagia which, In

their respective and specific ways, operate
transfortnmghj on tlie live bodily material
which they affect, are perhaps the most
important of all the incidental physical in-

fluences which concern mankind. \Vhether
they may all, at some time hereafter, achnit

of being named, like the parasitic contagia,
in terms of biological classification, is a ques-
tion which needs not in the first instance be
raised ; for meanwhile the identity of each
separate true contagium is settled in experi-

mental and clinical observation by the uni-

formity of the operation of each on any given
animal body which it affects. Each of the
diseases propagates itself in its own forin in

as exact identity as if it were a species in

zoology or botany ; and in each such repeti-

tion of the disease there is a multiplication—

-

always a large, and sometimes an inconceiv-

ably immense multiplication—of material
which has the same infective propertj'. Evi-
dences innmuerable to that effect are under
daily clinical observation in this climate in

instances of smallpox, measles, scarlatina,

whooping-cough, enteric fever, mmnps, ty-

phus, syphilis, cowpox, diphtheria, ei'vsipelas,

hospital gangrene, purulent ophthalmia and
gonorrhcea, venereal soft-chancre and phage-
dena, &c. ; for, barring fallacies, no man
ever sees any one of those diseases produced
by the contagium of any other of them ; and
any man who has before him a case of any
of them can see that, however minute may
have been the quantity of contagium by
which the disease was started, the patient's

diseased body (part or whole) yields for the
time an indefinitely large supply of the speci-

fic agent. It is more or less habitual to some
of the diseases that the infectedness of the
patient is first made known to the observer
by such general ptjrcxia as tells of change
already far advanced in the circulating mass
of blood ; and it is onW after this has shown
itself, that other sjinptoms, adding them-
selves to the fever, complete the more or less

complex tj-pe which establishes the identity

of the disease. But in many of the diseases

it may be the case (either naturally or as the
result of experimental infection) that the
first, and in some diseases the main or even
the only, effects of the contagion are local

changes, passing where we can from the
first observe them; and the broad facts ot

metabolic infection, as regards waste of bodily

material with concurrent increase of conta-

gium, are, in many such cases, among our
most familiar experiences. Most instructive,

too, are the facts of contagion which are to

be learnt in the study of tubercle : the con-

tagium, introducible either by tubercular and
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certain septic inociilations through the skin,

or internally by the infective action of the
milk or diseased organs of tubercular animals
if taken as food'; and the contagiiun, when
introduced, gradually spreading as it multi-

plies, and as lymph and blood carry it from
the first infection-spot to other organs which
now will repeat the process. And similarly

in cancer (though the primary disease is at

present of unknown origin and cannot be
created by experiment) the repetition of the

primary disease in secondary and tertiary

propagations in the body of the sufferer is

one of the most striking of all evidences of

contagion ; because of the great number of

structural tj'pes which pass under the name
of cancer, and the fidelity with which each
of them is reproduced in the organ to which
the contagion extends. A further fact of

contagion, deserving notice in the present

context, is the local spread of certain of these

processes by continuity of tissue ; as, for in-

stance, in the continuous extension of phage-
diena or hospital-gangrene fi'om any centre

of first inoculation, or of tubercular softening

or cancer at the place where it begins : a
mode of extension which indicates succes-

sive infective actions of matter on matter
in spheres of ever-widening circumference ;

•

and the hke of which, but in rudimentary
degree, may be traced in the areola of any
acute inflaimnation.

In the physiology of the metabolic contagia

no facts are more characteristic or more im-
portant than those which show the relative-
NESS of particular contagia to particular
receptivities of body.—First, and in intimate

connexion, as would seem, with a che7nical

elecHveness of action which will presently be
imputed to contagia, there is the preference

which some particular contagia (however in-

troduced mto the system) show for particular

organs of the body ; so that by the exercise

of this preference, there is given to each of

the diseases its own set of clinical and ana-

tomical characters. Compare, as instances in

this point of view, the respective local affini-

ties of smallpox, enteric fever, mumps,
syphUis, hydrophobia, &c.—Secondly, it may
be noted that, in regard to some of the con-

tagia, different persons, and particularly per-

sons of diEerent fatnilij-stochs, show original

differences of susceptibility; original, namely,
as distinguished from others, hereafter to be
mentioned, which are acquired ; so that, for

instance, the severity with which scarlatina

or diphtheria will strike in particular families

contrasts with a comparative mildness of the

same disease in other families, or perhaps
even with cases of apparently complete per-

sonal immunity under exposure to the par-

ticular danger : and recent researches have
seemed to suggest as possible that, in the

* Compare Tennyson's
'little pitted speck in garnered fruit,

Wkich, rotting inward, slowly moulders alL'

very wide differences of degree with which
tubercular disease prevails in different

families, an essential condition may be, that
the famihes have widely different degrees of
original predisposition towards some of the
septic contagia.—Thirdly, there is the ex-

tremely suggestive fact with regard to many
of our best-known febrilising contagia, that
they run a course of definite duration, and
that in this course, provided the patient do
not die, all present, perhaps all future, sus-

ceptibility to the particular contagium is

utterly exhausted from the patient ; so that

re-introduction of the same contagium will

no more renew that patient's disease than
yeast will excite a new alcoholic fermentation
in any previously well-fermented bread or

wine. The inference from this fact seems un-

avoidable, that each such contagium operates

with a chemical distinctiveness of elective

affinity on some special ingredient or ingre-

dients of the body ; and that exhausting this

particular material in febrile process, which
necessarily ends when the exhaustion is com-
plete, is the bodily change which the con-

tagium 'specifically' performs.—Of not all

metabolic contagia, however, can it be said

that their operation runs so definite and self-

completing a course. For, first, there are

particular acute infections which, as a rule,

kill ; either (as appears to be the case in

splenic fever when affecting man) because of

the extreme magnitude of the transforming

process which the contagium sets up, or else

(as appears to be the case in hydrophobia)

because the elective incidence of the con-

tagium is on an organ indispensable to life ;

so that in such cases there is in fact hardly

such an event as passing alive through the

whole process of the disease. And, secondly,

there are the contagious dyscrasics which
are clearly characterised by their tendency

to indefinite duration : syphilis, which oftener

than not relapses in successive outbreaks, and
often as years pass invades the body more
and more deeply, and may after all never

during life be ended ; and tubercle and

cancer, which, with almost invariable per-

sistence, will in general steadily advance

month by month to infect more and more
of the body till the process eventuates in

death.

The transmission of various contagious

diseases in communities is of course greatly

influenced, both in detail and in aggregate,

by such differences of individual receptivity

as were mentioned in the last section.

Notably, as regards commimities through

which particular acute infections have had
fuU run, fresh sparks of the contagimn may
find little or no fuel on wliich to act ; and

much new diffusion of the disease may not

again be possible, till immigi-ation, or births,

or lapse of time operating in other ways,

shall have reconstituted a susceptible popu-

lation. And, given the susceptible population,
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circumstances of time and jiliice are infinitely

various (espeeially as rcjjards quantity and
quickness of personal or quasi-personal inter-

course) in determininjj; how far this popula-

tion siuill have particular contagia thrown in

its way.

Also there are conditions, not primarily of

a personal kinil, which operate on a very large

scale in determining the spread of some of the

metabolic infections : giving to them respec-

tively at certain times, in ways not hitherto

understood, a special increment of spreading

-

power, and in some instances also special

nialigniti/ : and thus enabling them respec-

tively from time to time to come into com-
parative prominence in national life, and
perhaps at once or successively in many
different countries, in the form of so-called

EPIDEMICS. Thus, it is matter of familiar

knowledge that the fevers which are most
habitual to this country— scarlatina, measles,

snialliiox, enteric fever—are of nothing like

uniform prevalence ; that scarlatina, for m-
stance, will be three times as fatal in one

year as in another, and that smallpox is liable

to even greater exacerbations : and it is known
tiiat temporary difl'erences of this kind are

not exclusively local ; that, for instance (to

(juote a late otlicuvl report), ' the epidemic of

smallpox which began in England towards
the close of 1870 and terminated in the second
tpiarter of 1873 was part of a general epidemic
outbreak of that disease, of worldwide diffu-

sion, marked wherever it occurred by an in-

tensity and malignity uneiiualled by any pre-

vious epidemic of the disease withm living

memory.' The wider the survey which we
take of epidemiologj', the more certain it

becomes to us, that, outside the conditions
which are independently personal or local,

there are cosmical conditions which have to

be considered. Doubtless there are great epi-

deniiological facts—such, for instance, as the
tirst spreading of smallpox to America, or in
our own times the increasing frequency of
Asiatic cholera in Europe, which may be
ascribed to novel conditions of international
intercourse : but there ai'e others, equally
great, to which ap]iarentlyno such explanation
can be applied. For what reason it is that
cholera every few j'ears has its definite fit of
extension in India,—or why diphtheria, which
scarcely had a place in history till it overran
Europe in the l(5tli century, and which since
then had been rarely spoken of, began again
some twenty-odd years ago to be compara-
tively important in Englan<l,—or why the
plague of the Levant has for the last two
centuries been so unfamiliar to us,—or why
the yellow fever of the Mississippi has in
particular years raged furiously in parts of
Kuropfi,-or why our black-death of the 14tli

century, though apparently still surviving in
India, has never but that once been in Europe,—or whither has gone our sweating-sick-
ness of three centuries ago,—or whence have

20

come the modern epidemics of cerebro-spinal

miningitis : these, and many like questions,

which cannot at present be answered, seem
to bo evidence enough that, in the making of

epidemics, contagion and personal suscepii-

bilitj' may bo factors in a partly conditional

sense. Influences which are called ' atmo-
spheric'—the various direct and indirect in-

fluences which attach to the normal succes-

sion and occasional abnormality of seasons,

in respect of the iDsolalion of our i)lanet, and
of the tcini)erature and humidity of air and
earth—are in general far too vaguely regarded

as elements of interest in the present ques-

tion, but are possible factors which no epide-

miologist should omit from scientific con-

sideration. For any definite knowledge which
exists on the relation of particular conditions

of season to the prevalence of particular

epidemics, the reader is referred to the article

Epidemics, and to articles on the respective

diseases.

In the PASSAGE of the metabolic contagia

FROM PERSON TO PERSON various agencies may
be instrumental,—bedding or clothing or

towels which have been used by the sick,

dirty hands, dirty instruments or other

utensils, the washerwoman's basket, foul

water-supply, stinking house-drains, con-

taminated milk or other food, the common
atmosphere, tS;c. ; but differences of tliat sort

are only differences as to the means hij ivhicJi

such communication is established with a

diseased body as brings its products into

relation with healthy persons ; and the dis-

engagement of infectious products from the

bodies of the sick is pathologically the one
influential fact. As regards the products

which ought to be deemed infectious, the

specially-diseased surfiices and organs of the

patient, and the discharges and exhalations

which they respectively yield, must always
be regarded with chief suspicion ; but sus-

picion, however much it may insist on them,
must never disregard other sources of danger.

Of some of the metabolic contagia we prac-

tically know, and of many of the others we
may by analogy feel sure, that, when a given

body is possessed by one of them, no product
of that body can be warranted as safe not to

convey the infection. Presumption against

every part and product of the diseased body
is by everyone readily admitted where there

are vehement general symptoms of disease :

but it is important to know that not only in

such febrile states, but even in statesof chronic

dyscrasy.and even at times when the dyscrasy

may be giving no strong outward sign, the

infected body may be variously infective.

Thus, in regard to constitutional syphilis, it

is certain that the mere utero-catarrhal dis-

charge of the syphilitic woman, or the sperm
of the syphilitic man, or the vaccine lymph
of the syphilitic infant, may possibly contain

the sypliilitic contagiura in full vigour, even
at moments when the patient, who thus
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shows himself infective, has not on his own
ijerson any prominent outward activity of

syphilis. Similarly, in regard to tubercular

disease, experiment has proved beyond ques-

tion that the mUk of animals sufiering from
tubercle will, if taken as food by other

animals, infect them through the intestinal

mucous membrane : and there are indepen-

dent reasons for believing that the tubercular

contagium (like the syphilitic) will at times

during the dyscrasy be contained in the

Keminal fluid, and that men, tubercular per-

haps only in some degree which is not im-
mediately important to themselves, may by
that secretion convey fatal infection to women
with whom they have conjugal relations.'

liegarding many of the metabolic contagia,

conclusive evidence exists that, when tliey

are in operation in pregnant women, the

fcEtus wiU in general be infected by them
;

and this though the diseases {e.g. smallpox,

cholera, syphilis) be of the most different

pathological types : but with regard to preg-

nant animals affected with splenic fever it is

noticeable that BraueD, in his extensive re-

searches, found the blood of the foetus not to

be infective.

In general, each contagium has its own
favourite way or ways of entering the
BODY ; and these preferences are not only of

speculative interest, as attaching to varieties

of nature and natural habits among the con-

tagia, but are of obvious practical importance
as measures of the widely different degrees

in which the different contagia are qualified

to spread in communities. Thus, inoculation
at broken surfaces of skin or mucous mem-
brane has long been known as the ordinary
mode by which the infections of syphilis,

hydrophobia, splenic fever, cowpox, and farcy

or glanders, get admission to the body ; and
our best knowledge of some other infectious

diseases (notably of tubercle) has been de-

rived I'rom inoculations intentionally made
with their contagia for pm-poses of study.

While probably all infections which tend to

be of general action on the body can be
brought into action in that way, and while
some infections are not known to pass hy any
other mode of transmission, there are many
infections which S2iread freely from subject

to subject by atmospheric and dietetic com-
munication ; and the meaning of these pre-

ferences is hitherto not fully knoAvii. It seems
that some contagia are so acted upon by air

and water, that they seldom or never reach
the body in an effective state by those com-
mon means of communication,—some hardly,

if at all, by water, and some not by air except
with very close intercourse ; and further, that,

of contagia which reach the body in an effec-

tive state, some require, while others do not

require, that an abnormal breach of surface

shall give them special opportunity for taking
hold. In some of the cases where a disease

1 See Dr. Weber, in GHn. Soc. Tram., 1874.

can be propagated in both waj's,

—

i.e. cer-

tainly in smallpox, and apparently also in

bovine pleuro-pneumonia, the artificially

inoculated disease tends to be much milder
than the disease otherwise contracted; but
pathologically it is difficult to conceive any
essential difference between those different

modes of contagion. It may be presumed
that, in the modes which are not by true

inoculation, acts which are comparable to

inoculation take place on internal surfaces

;

that, for instance, when particles of scarlatina-

contagium are caught in the tonsils, or inhaled

into the bronchi, or swallowed into the

stomach, they begin by penetrating the tex-

ture of the mucous membrane, and by thus
effecting as real an inoculation, with regard
to the blood, as that which art or accident

provides in other cases through the punctured
skin. That previous abnormal breach of sur-

face by artificial puncture or otherwise is not

necessary to allow the infection of mucous
surfaces is illustrated in ophthalmia and
gonorrhoea ; where apparently no other con-

dition has to be fulfilled than that a particle

of the blenorrhagic contagium shall be de-

posited on the natural surface of the mucous
membrane. It deserves notice that, while

a considerable number of the worst diseases

of the domestic animals admit of being com-
municated to man by artificial inociilation,

atmospheric communication seems to be very
inapt, if not absolutely unable, to infect man
with any one of them ; and in this con-

nexion it may be of interest to remember
that syphilis, one of the most familiar of

human infections, but hitherto not traced

to any brute ancestry, differs from our other

current infections in requiring inoculation to

transmit it.

When any metabolic contagium enters the

animal body, it requires an interval of time,

and in most cases a considerable interval,

before its morbific effects can become mani-
fest even to skilled observation. The period

of latency or so-called incubation varies

greatly in different cases. In hydrophobia
it is very rarely less than of one month, is

certainly often of several months, and is said

to be sometimes of years. In syphilis the

inocidated spot remains generally for at least

a fortnight, and may remain even as much
as five weeks, without any ostensible change;

and the roseola of the general infection will

not be seen till some weeks later, when gene-

rally at least three months will have elapsed

since the first inoculation. In the acute

eruptive fevers, when their contagium is

transmitted by air, the first changes which
ensue on infection are not external, and we
cannot be sure what early internal changes

may take place ; but in smallpox, the fever

(which is the first overt sign) does not attract

notice till about the twelfth day after infec-

tion, nor the eruption till two days later; and

in measles the incubation-time, though per-
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Imps less unilorin, socius to he little (if any)

shorter tluiii that of smallpox. The septic

contngia niul the conta^'iuin of splenic fever

seem to be of particularly quick operation

;

but even the most virulent septic contaj^ium,

when without admixtures which tend to

complicate its action, will not begin sensibly

to derange the infected animal till at least

several hours after it ha=; been inoculated.

As regards the contagia last referred to, it is

conceivable that the self-multiplication of the

contagium in the form in which it proves

fatal to life is a process which goes on con-

tinuously and luiiformly from the moment of

inoculation to the moment of death, and that

the moment when signs of general derange-

ment become manifest is the moment wjien

this uniformly-advancing process has accu-

mulated m the system a certain quantity- of

result :—but it does not seem easy to apply
this explanation to the diseases of long in-

cubatory- period ; and we can hardly conjec-

ture what may be the latent processes—for

instance of smallpox, during the tirst ten or

more days after contagium has been received.

It is not yet possible to say, in any universal

sense, with regard to the metabolic contagia,

what is the essential constitution of 'conta-

gious matter.' or what the intimate nature
of the ' transforming power ' which the par-

ticle of such matter exercises on the particles

which it infects.—As regards the question

of the FORCE, chemists, when they refer in

general terms to the various acts which they
designate acts of fermentation, allege that
certain processes of change in certain sorts of
organic matter induce characteristic changes
in certain other sorts of organic matter, not
by the common chemical way of double de-

composition with reciprocally new combina-
tions, but (so to speak) as a mere by-play or
collateral vibration-efifect of the chemical force

which is in movement ; and though language
can hardly be more vague than this for any
scientitic pm-pose, it expresses clearly enough
the conviction of experts that a certain gi-eat

force in nature hes beyond their power even
of definite nomenclature, much more of exact
identification and measurement. In tliat most
interestmg, but most dithcult and hitherto
almost uninvestigated, branch of chemical
dynamics, we are supposed to have our
nearest clue to the scientitic problems of the
present subject-matter. It may be conceded
that the ' contact-mfluences ' which are
dimly recognised as causing the fermentatory
changes of dead organic matter liave apparent
analogues in many of the morbid inrinences
of contagion : for the changes which cliemists
call ' fermentatory ' are all catalytic or dis-
integrative of the organic compounds which
they affect ; and when living protoplasm is

brought by contagion into processes of charac-
teristic decay, the analogy seems sufficiently
close tojnstify the word zymoticm the naming
of the nature of the process. But it must not

be forgotten that, among immediate effects of

contagion in the living body, are caseswherein
the process (so far as we can j'et see) is pri-

marily not catalytic or dt«-integrative, but,

on the contrary, anaplastic or con-structive.

Thus, when tubercle gives rise to tubercle,

whether by secondary or tertiary- infection in

a single diseased body, or by infection from
the sick to the health}', each new tubercle

which the contagion brings mto being is a

growth-product of the texture which bears

it. And similarly, when the innumerable
varietiesof cancerous tumour propagate them-
selves by contagion, each after its special

type, in the bodies of the respective sufferers,

it is growth, not disintegration, which we first

see. It would seem that in those cases of

anaplastic ' contact-influence ' something far

beyond the analogy of chemical fermentations
must be involved ; and, ra view of some of

them, the physiologist has to bethink himself
of the analogy of that ' contact-influence

'

which becomes the mainspring of all normal
growth and development, when the ovnin
receives speiTnatic impregnation.—As regards
the ultimate organic constitution of the
several metabolic contagia—(each of them of

course abstracted from accidental admixtures,
and seen or conceived in the smallest and
snnplest units of quantity and quality in

which its specific force can be embodied)

—

modern research seems more and more tend-

ing to show that the true unit of each meta-
bolic contagium must either be, or must
essentially include, a specific living organism,
able to multiply its kind. For with regard to

those other contagia (as we may properly call

them) which spread fermentatory processes

in common external nature, and of which it

is as clear as of the morbific contagia that
they multiply themselves in proportion as

they act, it seems to be established beyond
reasonable doubt that the ' self-multiplication

'

of each of them as it acts is the self-multipli-

cation of a S])eciflc micro])hyte ; and tliat,

directly or indirectly, the microphyte's self-

multiplying life is the force which originates

the fermentation.' This being the case in

regard of those fermentations (and the more
intimate natiure of the process needs not just

' In regard of some of these common-worlfl fer-

ments, it seems pretty certain that their charac-
teristic microphytes operate mediately— that is to

say. by means of special zymotic matters wliich they
respectively produce, and whicli when produced tan
be mechanically separated from them: but whether
this be true of all the same <'lass of agencies does
not hitherto seem fully settled. So far as it may
prove to be true for them, that tlie microphyte is

not itself the ferment, but is the producer and
evolver of the ferment, the case of these ferments
would be in parallelism with that of the chylopoietic
and other functional fennents which more highly
organised creatures produce for the purjjoses of

their own economy. In the latter case the distinc-

tion between the ferment-yielding live bodies (say

certain gastric cells) and their not-live product (say

pepsin) is already familiar.
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here be discussed), it seems probable that the

same is in substance true of the specific mor-
bid changes which extrinsic contagia produce
in the materials of the living body—probable,

namely, that low, self-multiplyin<? organic

forms, specific in each case for the particular

disease which is in question, are essential to

each morbid poison; that the increase of each
contagiam as it acts is the characteristic self-

multiplication of a living thing ; and that

this (however obscure may yet remain its

mode of operation) is the essential originator

of change in the affected materials of the dis-

eased body. The fact that low organic forms
of the sorts now spoken of have often, or

generally, been seen in the morbid products
and tissues of persons with zj'motic disease,

would not by itself be a proof, or nearly a
proof, that the forms are causative of the

morbid change : for obviously they might be

mere attendants on the necrosis and decom-
position of bodily material, availing them-
selves of the process (just as certain insects

would) to feed and multiply : and in many of

the cases in which micrococci have been seen

in morbid material, no direct proof could be
given that the meaning of their presence was
more than that. There are, however, some
cases in which this proof has been completely
established ; and though such cases are at

present but few, the significance of each of

them in aid of the interpretation of other
cases is of the highest importance. The re-

searches of successive able observers in regard
of the splenic fever of farm-stock, and those

of Dr. Klein in regard of the ' pneumo-
enteritis ' (as he names it) of swine, have
shown that in each of these cases the micro-
phyte which attends the disease is botanically

specific ; that it and its progeny can be con-

ducted through a series of artificial cultiva-

tions apart from the animal body ; and that

germs thus remotely descended from a first

contagium will, if living animals be inocu-

lated with them, breed in these animals the
specific disease. It is equally well known
that the organisms (spirilla) which are found
multiplying in the blood during the accesses
of relapsing fever are botanically specific

:

but in regard to this disease, experimental
proof has not hitherto been given that the
spirilla, if separately inoculated, will infect

with relapsing fever. Studies as complete as
those which have been made in splenic fever
and pneumo-enteritis will no doubt sooner or
later be made in regard to many other of the
diseases, but their progress will necessarily
l)e slow; partly because the objects which
have to be scrutinised, and to which specific

characters have to be assigned, are so ex-

tremely minute, and often so similar among
themselves, that none \>\\i very skilled and
very patient microscopical observers are com-
petent to pronounce on thein ; and partly
again because the conditions of the case are
3uch as to limit very closely the field within

which the essential experimental observations
can be made. Meanwhile, however, the two
diseases, regarding which the larger know-
ledge has been obtained, must be regarded as

highly suggestive in regard of other diseases

of the same pathological group, and particu-

larly as giving importance to fragments of

evidence (not by themselves conclusive) which
have been gathered of late yeai's in studies of

some of these other diseases. Eminently this

is true of the large family of the septic infec-

tions—including, on the one hand, erysipelas

and pyaemia with its congeners, and having,

on the other hand, tuberculosis intimately

associated with it ; and almost equally it is

true of enteric fever and cholera and diph-

ther^, and of the smallpox of man and beast.

Thus, though it would be at least premature
to say of these diseases that they certainly

have as their contagia microphytes respec-

tivehj specific to them, it seems at present

not too nnich to say that probably such will

be found the case ; and if as much may not

yet be said of many other diseases which are

due to metabolic contagia, it must be remem-
bered that the right lines of study relating to

contagia in this point of view have not till

within very recent times been opened. See
Postscript, 1.

Of the NATURAL HISTORY of the contagia,

considered independently of the part which
they play in the living body, there are hitherto

only the beginnings of knowledge. The abso-

lutely first origin of contagia may perhaps
not be more within reach of scientific research

than the absolutely first origin of dog or cat

;

but their nearer antecedents—the states out

of which they come when first about to act

on the living body, and generally the varia-

tions which they and the common ferment"

exhibit under natural and artificial changes
of circumstance, are within easy reach of

investigation ; and those humbler studies are

likely to give very useful results. For some
of oiu- cases we seem to have an instructive

analogy in the facts which Professor Hosier

has put together in explanation of the blue-

milk contagiiun of dairies—facts showing that

the omnipresent peniciUium glaucum, if its

spores happen to alight in particular (morbid)

sorts of milk, will operate distinctively on

their casein as an anilin-making ferment,

rendering the milk blue and poisonous, and

imparting to each drop of it the power to

infect with a like zymosis any normal milk

to which it may be added.' In our own more
special field, pathologists have already learnt

that certain of the so-called 'morbid poisons'

—the contagia of erysipelas, pyaemia, and

tuberculosis, are intimatelj' related to the

common ferment or ferments of putrefac-

tion ; and that the most vehement of these

contagia can be developed by the artificial

culture of successive transmissions in the

living body from the comparatively mild

' Virch. Arch., vol. xliii.
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contafjiiira of any commoti injlainynattry

process.'

Two other directions siigfrest themselves as

likelj' to lead to fields of useful observation

and experiment. On the one hand, in com-
larative patholorjij. and with the tracing of

contaj;ion from animal to animal, there is the

possibility that at last some lower and rela-

tively worthless order of animals may be

found the starting-<,'round of fatal infections
|

for hii,'her orders ; and this, perhaps, by con-
,

taj^na which in their former relations are of I

mere inllammatory significance. On the '

other hand, in geographical pathologi/, and
with the tracing of contagion from place to

place, local centres of contagium-origination
;

may possibly be found, in which the contagium,
before it enters the animal body, will show
itself an independent microphyte of the earth,

first operating on the animal body as the

essential force in a local malaria. Some of

the worst pestilences known to the human
race—yellow fever, cholera, perhaps plague,

and also some of the diseases of cattle, have
in their history facts which suggest that sort

of interpretation : the supposition, namely, <

that certain microphytes are capable of thriv-

ir.g equally (though perhaps in different forms)
either without or within the animal body ; now
fructifying in soil or water of appropriate
(]uality, and now the self-multiplying con-

tagium of a bodily disease. In regard to our
own conmion ague-poison there seems every
reason to suspect that its relation to soil is

that of a microphyte ; and though we know
ague only as practically a non-contagious
(hsease, we do not know that any little trans-

fusion of blood from sick to healthy would
not sliow it to be (in that way) commmiicable
from person to person. See Postscript, 2.

It needs hardly be said that exact scientific

knowledge of the contagia, and of their re-

spective modes of operation, is of supreme
importance to the phevextion ok disease.
AVith even such knowledge of them as already
exist.s, diseases wliich have in past times been
most murderous of mankind and the domestic
animals can, if the knowledge be duly applied,
be kept comparatively, or absolutely, in sub-
jection

; and the fact that at the present time
fully a fifth part of the annual mortality of
the population of England is due to epidemics
of contagious disease is only because of the
very imperfect application hitherto made of
that knowledge. In the present article it

is not necessary to state in detail the practice
which ought to be adopted in the various
different cases of infectious disease ; but

' See particularly Professor Sanderson's papers
in successive yearly volumes of Repurts of the
Medical Officer of the Privy Council from 1HC8
to 1877. It concerns tlie second fact mentioned in
the text to remember that apparently every ' com-
mon inflanvraatory process' iuuJudes more or less of
textural changes which are necrotic and of septic
tendency. See Hulmea's Si/stein of Surgery, tirst
edition, article ' Intfammatiun.'

briefly it may be said that one principle is

at the root of <ill such practice, whatever the
disease to wliich it relates. This principle,

which of course becomes more and more
important in proportion as the infection is

dangerous, and as the persons whom it would
endanger arc many, is tlie principle of

ihorouglilii effective separation between the
sick and the healthy : a separation which, so

far as the nature of the disease requires,

must regard not only the personal presence
of the sick, but equally all the various ways,
direct and indirect, by which infective matters
from that presence maj' pass into operation
on others. Especiallj" as regards the diseases

which make serious epidemics, the principle

of isolation is not carried into efi'ect unless

due care be taken to, thoroughly disinfect in

detail all infective discharges from the sick,

and all clothing and bedding and towels and
like things wliich such discliarges may have
uubued, and finally, as regards certain con-

tagia, the rooms in which the cases have
been treated ; and in order to secure these

objects, it is essential in all grave cases to

make such nursing-arrangements and such
arrangements of the sick-room (whether
private or in hospital) that no retention or

dissemination of infectious matters will escape
notice. It is likewise essential that all who
attend on the sick should be careful not to

carry contagion to other persons; as they may
but too easily do, particularly in scarlatina

and in certain traumatic and puerperal infec-

tions, if they omit to take special precautions

against the danger. See articles Quakantine :

Disinfection ; and Public Health ; an<l

those on the special diseases. See also

Postscript, 3.

The social conditions through which, in

our own cotmtry at the present time, the more
fatal infectious diseases are enabled to acquire

epidemic diffusion are chiefly such as the fol-

lowing :—that persons first sick in families

and districts, instead of being isolated from
the healthy, and treated with special regard

to their powers of spreading infection, are

often left to take their chance in all such
respects; so that, especially in poor neigh-

bourhoods, where houses are often in several

holdings, and where always there is nnich
intermingling of population, a first case, if

not at once removed to a special establish-

ment, will almost of necessity give occasion

to many other cases to follow ;—that persons

with infectious disease, especially in cases of

slight or incipient attack, and of incomplete
recoverj', mingle freely with others in work-
places and amusement-places of coniuiou

resort, and, if children, especially in day-

schools ; and that such persons travel freely

with other persons from place to place in

public conveyances;—that often, on occasions

when boarding-schools have infectious disease

getting the ascendant in them, the schools

are broken up for the time, and scholars.
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incubating or perhaps beginning to show in-

fection, are sent away to their respective, per-

haps distant, homes ;—that keepers of lodging-

houses often receive lodgers into rooms and
beds which have recentlj' been occupied by
persons with infectious disease and have not
been disinfected;— that persons in various

branches of business relating to dress (male
and female) and to furniture, if they happen
to have infectious disease, such as scarlatina

or smallpox, on their premises, probably often

spread infection to their customers by pre-

vious carelessness as to the articles which
they send home to them ; and that laundries

further illustrate this sort of danger by care-

lessness in regard to infected things which
they receive to wash ;—that purveyors of

certain sorts of food, i,f they happen to have
infectious disease on their premises, by care-

lessness spread infection to their customers

;

— that streams and wells with sewage and
other filth escaping into them are most dan-
gerous means of infection, especially as re-

gards enteric fever and cholera ;— and that

great pm-veyors of public water-supplies, so

far as they use insufficient precautions to

ensure the freedom of their water from such
risks of infectious pollution, represent in this

respect an enormous public danger ;—that

ill-conditioned sewers and house-drains, and
cesspools receiving infectious matters, greatly

contribute to disseminate contagia, often into

houses in the same system of drainage, and
often by leakage into wells. Of the dangers
here enumerated, there is pei'haps none
against which the law of England does not
purport in some degree to provide. At pre-

sent, however, they all are, to an immense
extent, left in uncontrolled operation

;
partly

because the law is inadequate, and partly

because local administrators of the law often

give little care to the matter ; but chietiy

because that strong influence of national

opinion which controls both law and ad-

ministration cannot really be effective until

the time when right knowledge of the subject

shall be generally distributed among the

people, and wiaen the masses whom epidemics
atl'ect shall appreciate their own great interest

in preventing them.
Whenever that time shall come, probably

the public good will be seen to require, with
regard to every serious infectious disease

which is apt to become epidemic, that the
PRINCIPLES which ought to be accepted in a
really practical sense, and to be embodied in

effective law, are somewhat as follows :

—

( ] ) that each case of disease is a public dan-
ger, against which the public, as represented

by its local sanitary authorities, is entitled to

be warned by proper information
; (2) that

every man who in his own person, or in that

of anyone under his charge, is the subject of

such disease, or is in control of circumstances
relating to it, is, in common duty towards his

neighbours, bound to take every care which

h^ can against the spreading of the infection

;

that so far as he would not of his own accord
do this duty, his neighbours ought to have
ample and ready means of compelling him

;

and that he should be responsible for giving

to the local sanitary authority proper notifi-

cation of his case, in order that the authority
may, as far as needful, satisfy itself as to the
sufficiency of his precautions

; (3) that so far

as he may from ignorance not understand
the scope of his precautionary duties, or may
from poverty or other circumstances be un-

able to fulfil them, the common interest is to

give him liberally out of the common stock

such guidance and such effectual help as may
be wanting

; (4) that so far as he is volun-
tarily in default of his duty, he should not
only be punishable by penalty as for an act

of nuisance, but should be liable to pay pecu-

niary damages for whatever harm he occasions

to others
; (5) that all who are in attendance

on any case of infectious disease should be

similarly bound to use every proper care and
precaution not to carry the infection to any
other person

; (6) that the various commercial
undertakings which in certain contingencies

may be specially instrmnental in the spread-

ing of infection—water-companies, dairies,

laundries, boarding-schools and day-schools,

lodging-houses, inns, &c., should respectively

be subject to special rule and visitation m
regard of the special dangers which they may
occasion ; and that the persons in authority

in them should be held to strict account for

whatever injury may be caused through
neglect of rule ; (7) finally, that every local

sanitary authority should always have at

command, for the use of its district, such

hospital accommodation for the sick, such

means for their conveyance, such mortuary,

such disinfection-estabhshnient, and generally

such planned arrangements and skilled ser-

vice, as may, in case of need, suffice for all

probable requirements of the district. See

Postscript, 4.

Persons who are imperfectly acquainted

with the scientific and social facts relating to

the present subject-matter, or who have never

seriously considered them, may think it would

be over-sanguine to expect any general recog-

nition of principles so peremptory as the above

may at first appear to them ; but, if so think-

ing, they would perhaps have under-estimated

the rapidity with which knowledge is now
increasing as to the common interests and

mutual duties of mankind in respect of dan-

gerous infectious disease. In the year 1805,

when the so-called cattle-plague or steppe-

murrain was imported afresh, as a long-for-

gotten disease, into this coimtry, and was

found to affect very large pecuniary interests,

primarily of the chief landowners of the

United Kingdom, and secondarily of other

classes, an immensely valuable stimulus was

given to the education of the country, and

especially of its Legislatm-e, in regard to
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tlie prevent ibility of tho infectious diseases.

And tho reniarkahlo zeal and ability whicli

from that time onward have been sliown, in

providing adequate laws and admirable ad-

ministrative arrangements against tho dilTu-

sion of steppe-murrain and other infectious

diseases of Farm-Stock, are not likely to be

found permanently absent in relation to the

interests of Human Life, when once the true

bearings of tho subject shall have got to be

popularly understood. John Simon.

Postscript.—In revising, for the reprint of

the Dictionary of Medicine, the above article,

written in 1878, the writer has been able to

leave the original text almost entirely with-

out change, but has to add the following few
remarks referring to steps of later progress.

1. First, with regard to the exact science of

Contagion, knowledgeof microphyte-life as the

power of the metabolic contagia has during
tile past twelve years advanced considerably
l)oth in extent and in minute accuracy, and
is rapidly tending to consolidate itself into

general law. \Vork of especial value in that

line has been done by Dr. Klein in respect of
scarlatina and diphtheria, and also of the
foot-and-mouth disease of farm-stock.

2. And with regard to the question of cases
in which perhaps the microphytes of given
diseases, before infecting the human body,
limy have multiplied in soils or waters of

appropriate qualitj", an extremely interesting

line of resejirch has been opened by Dr.
Ballard in his study of the a'tiological re-

lations of summer diarrhoea.

3. With regard to the proper action of
Local Authorities against the spreading of dan-
gerous contagions in their districts, it has to be
noticed that, in 1889, an important step towards
supplying the first requisite for such action
was represented by the passing of an Act for

the compulsory local Notification of cases of
Infectious Disease (.V2 & 53 Vict., cap. 7'2).

4. AVithin the last few years, by the admir-
able studies of Mr. Power and Dr. Klein, it

has been made almost certain that scarlatina
and diphtheria are diseases common to man
with at least some of the animals which are
most intimately in his service : both of them
appearing to be cajjable of affecting bovine
animals, and to be communicable by means
of cows' milk, while diphtheria appears also
to be a disease which spreads among cats

:

and, with this extremely important addition
to knowledge which previously existed, the
consequence is now strongly suggesting itself

that systems of law and administration in-

tended to guard human society against dan-
;,'erous infections of disease, must extend to
the provision of adequate means for observing
and controlling the infectious diseases of
domestic and farm-yard .animals, and for
securing that the public health shall not be
leopardised through the negligent or wilful
distribution of infected milk. J. S.

CONTINUED FEVERS.— Char.u-
TKUS.—Under the name of Continued Fevers
is included a group of diseases which have
the following characters in common :

—

1. They are attended with pi/rexia, or a

febrile condition sustained for a more or less

definite period of considerable duration, with-

out intermission or very decided remission,

and not due to any local inflammation.

That is, the fever is essential, and not merely
symptomatic. The distinguishing feature of

pyrexia is unnatural elevation of tho teiii-

peraluro of the body; but there are other

symptoms scarcely less constant—increased
frequency of the pulse, thirst, loss of ajjpetite,

fm'red tongue, headache, chilhness, and— if

the temperature is high—various manifesta-

tions of disturbance of the nervous system.

2. They are clearly due to the introduction

into the body of & poison from without, and
this poison is reproduced in the system, so

that continued fevers are communicable
directly or indirectly from the sufferer to

others. This statement would not apply to

simple continued fever so called ; but sLmxile

continued fever, when not a mild or abortive

attack of one or other of the specific fevers,

has scarcely anything in common with them.
3. The continued fevers rarely affect the

same individual twice. An attack is pro-

tective against subsequent attacks of the

same fever. This is much less manifest in

relapsing than in typhus and enteric fever.

4. The continued fevers have a more or

less definite duration. A certain time inter-

venes between the exposure to the poison and
the onset of the disease, which is called the

period of incubation ; and the disease is

divisible into the stages of invasion, domi-
nance, and decline.

5. In two out of three continued fevers

there is a characteristic cutaneous eruption.

Enumer-vtion.—The continued fevers are

typhus, enteric, and relapsing fever. Com-
mon continued fever, or febricula, often asso-

ciated with them for the sake of convenience,
resembles them only as consisting in pjTrexia

not traceable to any known local inflamma-
tion. It does not conform to the character-

istics enumerated, and cannot bo brought
within any definition which applies to the

true fevers.

DiAONosis.—The continued fevers have to

be distinguished from the intermittent and
remittent fevers on the one hand, and from
the eruptive fevers and some other diseases

on the other.

1. From intermittent and remittent fevevt^

they are distinguished clinically by the com-
paratively sustained high temperature ; but
were this all, the continuous character some-
times assumed by intermittents and the remit-

tent type occasionally seen in enteric fever--

especially in children—would bring them close

together. The essential distinction is that

indicated under the second head, and is
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mainly a?tio]ogical. Both kinds of fever are

due to a poison received from without ; but
while in continued fevers the source of the
poison is for the most part a previous case of

lever of tiie same kind, and the poison is

generated anew in the subject of the disease,

remittents and intermitteuts are of malarious
origin, and the poison is never reproduced
in the system, and therefore never communi-
cated by the sufferer.

Tlie formation of the specific contagium of

continued fevers within the system during
the disease is of course the cause of their

spread by contagion. The mode of this

spread is difi'ereut for the different fevers.

Typhus and relapsing fever are directly con-

tagious in an eminent degree ; the poison is

contamed in the emanations from the skin or

lungs, and is capable of entering the blood of

healthy persons by being breathed or swal-

lowed ; it may also be carried by fomites.

Enteric fever, if directly contagious at all, is

very slightly so ; the contagium is apparently
not given off in the breath or perspiration,

but chiefly or exclusively from the bowels,

and the disease is spread mainly by the con-
tamination of drinking-\\ater, or, more rarely,

by sewer gases or by the emanations from
typhoid excreta, especially after long residence

m sewers.

2. The distinctions between the continued
and the eruptive fevers remain to be pointed
out. They are of a very slight character.

All the characters given of the continued
fevers, including the occurrence of a cuta-

neous eruption, are common to them and
the eruptive fevers. The differences are as

follows :

—

(a) The liability to the eruptive fevers is

almost uni\ersal in the absence of protection

by a previous attack, and is little affected by
the state of health of the individual, while the

liability to continued lever is very variable

in different persons, and even races, and is

greatly influenced by external conditions.

There is no jiarallel in the eruptive fevers

to the predisjiosition to typhus and relapsing

fever generated by overcrowding and famine.
{b) The protective influence of a previous

attack is more marked in the eruj^tive fevers,

though not to such a degree as would con-

stitute an important distinction. Instances
of small-pox alter a previous attack, or after

vaccination, and second attacks of measles
and scarlet fever, are not very uncommon.

(c) "While in the eruptive fevers the specific

poison is considered to be invariably derived

from a previous case, this cannot be said with
tlie same confidence with regard to the con-

tinued fevers. It is true that, in by far the
largest proportion of attacks of typhus, en-

teric, and relapsing fevers, the source of the

poison can be traced, and that as the ex-

perience and trained skill brought to bear on
the search increase, the fewer are the examples
iji which it fails ; but it cannot yet be said

CONVALESCENCE
definitely that these fevers are not generated
anew under certain conditions. The con-
stancy with which typhus and relapsing fever
follow in the track of overcrowding and
starvation is suggestive of spontaneous origin;
but in this country typhus is never so com-
pletely extinct that foci of infection are want-
ing, and epidemics of relapsing fever may
be imported. Enteric fever, again, appears
from time to time under circumstances which
appear to exclude the possibihty of the poison
having been derived from a previous case,
though in most instances of epidemic pre-
valence of the disease, there is conclusive
evidence of specific, and not merely general,
contamination of the air or water. It is not,
however, necessary to enter uj)on this con-
troversy here, or to do more than allude to
the question whether or not their contagia.
are of the nature of organic germs. See
Contagion ; and Zyme.
The fe\ers will be fuUy described under

their respective names.
William H. Broadbent.

CONTRACTION, MusctQar (con-
traho, 1 draw together).—A term apphed to
the action or to the shortening of a muscle
from any cause, whether in health or in
disease. See Spasm.

CONTRA-INDICATION.—Any cir-

cumstance which forbids the employment of

therapeutic measures otherwise indicated.

CONTRE-COUP (Fr.), Counter-stroke.
An injury of a part opposite to but distant
from that to which force is applied, as by a
fall or direct blow. Contre-coup is cliiefly

observed in injuries of the skull.

CONTUSION {confuvdo, I bruise).—

A

bruise or injury of the soft parts without
breach of sm-face.

CONVALESCENCE (con, with; and
valesco, 1 grow well).—The period of con-

valescence signifies that period dming which a

patient is progressing towards recovery, and
is returning to a state of health after having
suffered from an illness. When the healtli

has been completely restored, convalescence
is said to be established, and the patient is

regarded as convalescent. The word is used
most commonly in association with fevers,

inflammatory diseases, and other acute affec-

tions. Convalescence may be ushered in by
a crisis, and become speedily established ; or

it may be very slow and protracted in its

progress, which is also often interrupted by
relapses, complications, or sequeliE. Patients

frequently require careful watching find

jiidieious treatment while becoming convales-

cent, as they are apt to retard or even prevent
their recovery, and to lay the foundation for

permanent disease, by neglect of due precau-

tions, especially as regards their diet. Much
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injiirv is not uncommonly indicted by the

injiuiicious administration of inedic-ines, and

the employment of other means wliich are

sui)posed to hasten convalescence ; but, on
the other hand, it can undoubtedly often be

jiroiuoted by suitable measures.
I'UKDKUICK T. RoBKRTS.

CONVOLUTIONS OF THE BRAIN
and CORTEX CEREBRI, Lesions of.

The pathol()f,'y of I ho cortex cereliri is still

ciiinparativcly in its infancy. Tiio older ro-

c-onls and observations, made while the idea

was still prevalent that the convolutions of

tiie bram had no detinito dispositions and re-

lations, and that the various parts of the

hemispheres were functionally eijuivalent, are

not sufficiently exact to be made the basis of

trustworthy clinical and physiolof,'ical conclu-

sions, llecent anatomical investifjation into

the topograi)hy and hoitiologies of tlic cerebral

convolutions, and the experimental researches

of Hitzi<;, the writer, and others in reference

to the results of electrical irritation of the

brain, have directed <,'rcater attention to ac-

curate topof^raphical descriptions of the lesions

of the cortex in connexion with observed

clinical symptoms. Up to a comparatively

recent date physicians and physiologists

jrenerally held by the views of l'"lourens,

based on experimental investigation of the

brains of the h)wer classes of animals. Ac-

cording to I'loin-ens the hemispheres w'ere

concerned purely with intelligence—a faculty

one and indivisible ; and each part of the

hemisphere possessed the functions of the

whole, so that, if part were destroyed, func-

tional compensation might be eflected by the

parts which remained. These views seemed
satisfactorily to explain the cases, not uncom-
mon, in which, notwithstanding the existence

of extensive lesions in the hemispheres, no
symptoms were observed during life. The
frequent association of a])hasia with a limited

lesion of the cortex cerebri, vaguely indicated

by Bouillaud aiul Dax. and detinitely fixed

by Broca at the posterior extremity of the

tliird left frontal convolution, was a step

towards localisation of function in the brain,

which, however, met with much opposition

and coimter-facts. The clinical and i)atholo-

gical observations of Hughlings Jackson in

reference to the causation of limited and uni-

lateral epileptiform convulsions were an im-
portant contribution to the physiology and
pathology of the cortex. These convulsions
he attributed to irritative or discharging
lesions of the grey matter in the neighbour-
hood of the corpus striatum in the oi>posite

hemisphere.

Physiological experiment has demonstrated
the correctness of the views advanced by
Hughlings Jackson, and shown that, not only
can movements be excited by electrical irri-

tation of certain regions of the cortex, but also

that definite combinations of muscular move-
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ments tmiformly result froin stimulation of
certain sj)ecialised aretis witliin this region.

Physiological experiment is, as to precision
in its results, considerably in advance of
clinical observation, and, from the nature of

the two methods, this is what might be ex-

pected.

Tlie investigation of diseases of the brain
is surrounded by special dithculties. Thougli,
as shown by physiological experiment, the
brain is capable of being mai)])ed out into

different regions possessing ditl'ercnt func-

tions, j'et the brain acts as a v\h(ile, and it is

not always eas^' to analyse the fa-.-ts of

disease, atid to distinguish with certainly

between the etfeots directly dependent on the
locality of the brain, and those due to the in-

direct influence exerted on the functions of
neifjhbouring regions and on the brain as a
wliole.

That the brain is diseased in insanity,

functionally or organically, is a fact now uni-
versally admitted ; but it is also true that the

lesions which cause objective symptoms in

the domain of motion and sensation need not
cause mental derangement, and also that

lesions which cause mental derangement
need not manifest themselves in any dis-

coverable disorders of sen^^ation or motion.
In fact, for purposes of ideation we have
practically two brains; for, though motion
and sensation will be ]mralysed on the ojipo-

site side by destruction of one heiuisphere,

yet intelligence and thought are possible

through the hemisj)here wliich remains.
Various forms of lesion have been found in

the brains of the insane, including morbiil

conditions as to vascidarity, degeneration of

the blood-vessels, and degeneration of the
nerve-cells, neuroglia, and membranes ; btit no
constant relation has as yet been established

between any one form of degeneration aiul any
one form of mental alienation, or between the

latter and any localised lesion. Nor has it

been clearly established whether the forms
of degeneration found in the brains of the
chronically insane are the result or the cause
of the mental disorders. An excoi>tion, how-
ever, is to be made in favour of general
paralysis of the insane, where there seems to

be a definite connexion between the anatomi-
cal lesion and the symptoms manifested. In
this disease we find as a constant, if not the

only factor, a form of chronic encephalitis,

affecting chiefly the cortical regions which
physiological experiment has shown to be the

motor zone of the hemispheres. This lesion

is associated with progressive motor paralysis,

varied with intercurrent epileiitif'orm and
apoplectiform seizures, and with mental
symptoms characterised generally by exalted

ideas and delusions as to wealth, power, and
grandeur. The motor symptoms are readily

accounted for by the locality and character

of the cerebral lesion, but the relation be-

tween this and the mental symptoms is a
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subject which psychological analysis has yet
to elucidate.

The objective symptoms of cortical lesions
depend on their locality, and on wliether they
exercise an irritative or destructive influence
on the parts they invade. From the locali-

sation point of view alone the intimate nature
of the morbid process is unimportant, except

Fig. 30.—Sido view of the Left Hemisphere of the
Monkey. The areas hav.e the same signification as
in the next figure.

in so far as its irritative or destructive

character is concerned. Lesions, such as
tumours, which from their very nature exer-

cise important indirect effects on the ence-

phalon as a whole, apart from their effects on
the regions which they directly invade, can
rarely be exactly localised, owing to the diffi-

culty of sei)arating the direct and indirect

symptoms from each other and referring each
to its exact cause. Also no rigid conclusions

as regards localisation can be drawn from
morbid affections of the hemispheres which
extend over a large area, such as the various
lorms of meningitis and meningo-encepha-
litis. In all these cases the nature of the
affection must be diagnosed from its own
general and special characters ; its position

and extent in the brain being arrived at

approximately from a consideration of the
effects of accurately circumscribed lesions, as

determined by careful clinical and pathologi-

cal observation and physiological experiment.
The brain may be considered as divided

into a motor and a sensory zone.

Motor Zone.—The motor zone includes

the convolutions bounding the fissure of

Rolando, viz. the ascending frontal (pre-

central), the ascending parietal (post-central),

and postero-parietal lobule, the base of the
three frontal convolutions, and the internal

or mesial aspect of the same convolutions, or

marginal gyrus. In this zone are differen-

tiated centres for the movements of the
trunk, limbs, head, and eyes, and those of

tiie mouth, tongue, larynx, and correlated

muscles. The centres of the lower limb are
sititated at the upper extremity of the cen-

tral convolutions and in the paracentral
lobule or posterior part of the marginal con-
volution (numerals 1 and 2, figs. 30 and 31).

The centres for the foot and toes are more
especially posterior to the upper end of the

fissure of Rolando ; those of the thigh and
leg anterior to the upper extremity of the

same fissure. The centre for the arm is

situated below that of the leg, and partly in
front of it, and occupies the middle third, or
rather two-fourths of the central convolu-
tions (3, 4, 5, 6, 7, a, 6, c, d, tigs. 30 and 31).

Fro. 31.—Side view of the Left Hemisphere in

Man, with the areas of the cerebral convohitions.

The cflects of stimulation of each area, as ascertained

by experiments on the brain of tlie monkey, are sub-

joined.

I, 2 (at the upper extremity of the fissure of

Bolando). Movements of the foot and leg.

3, i. Complex movements of the opposite leg and
arm, and of the trunk, as in swimming.

a, b, c, d. Ascending parietal convolution. Indi-

vidual and combined movements of the fingers and
wrist of the opposite hand.

5. Posterior extremity of the superior frontal con-

volution. Extension forward of the opposite arm and
hand.

6. Upper part of ascending frontal convolution.

Supination and flexion of the opposite forearm.

7. Median portion of ascending frontal convolu-

tion. Retraction and elevation of the opposite angle

of the mouth.
8. Lower part of the ascending frontal convolution.

Elevation of ala nasi and upper lip, with depression

of lower lip.

9 and 10. Inferior extremity of ascending frontal

convolution (Broca's convolution). Movements of

the mouth, tongue and larynx. Action bilateral.

II. Between the inferior extremities of the ascend-

ing frontal and the ascending parietal convolutions.

Retraction of the opposite angle of the mouth ; and
the head turned slightly to one side.

12. Posterior portions of superior and middle
frontal convolutions. Eyes opened widely; pupils

dilated ; head and eyes turned towards opposite side.

13 and 13'. Supra-marginal lobule, angular gyrus,

and occipital lobe. Eyes moved towards the oppo
site side, with an upward (13) or a downward (13)

deviation. The pupils generally contracted. (Centre

of vision.)

14. Infra-marginal (superior temporo-sphenoidal)

convolution . Pricking of opposite ear ; head and eyes

turned to opposite side; pupils largely diiatod.

(Centre of hearing.)

In this area may be differentiated centres for

the upper arm (protraction), (5, figs. 30 and

31), and retraction (4, figs. 30 and 31) ; move-
ments of the forearm, viz. flexion, supination,

&c. (6, figs. 30 and 31) ; and those of the wrist.

fingers, and thumb (a, 6, c, d, 30 and 31).
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The proximal nioveincnts of the upper ex-

tremity are re])rt'MMUoil most in the iijiper

part of this aica ; the dislal movements, that

is those of the finger and ihnmb, most at. the

lower part. I5elo\v the arm area, and occu-

|>\ing the lower third of the central convohi-

tions, is the centre for the movements of the

face, nioiith. and tongue and larj-nx, &c. (7, 8,

9, 10, 11). The upper facial movements are

centralised more particidarly in front of 7, 8

(figs. 30 and cJl), and those of the platvsnia

behind the tissure of Kolando (11, tigs. 30 and
31). The movements of the mouth, tongue,

and larynx are represented more particularly

at tiie lower part of this area (9. 10, figs. 30
and 31). The centres for the adduction of the

vocal cords are situated more particularly at

the lower portion of the ascendmg frontal

convolution, immediately posterior to the

precentral sulcus. The centres for the lateral

movements of the hejid and eyes are situated

at the base of the frontal convolutions (tigs.

30 and 31 1. The areas or centres for the

iiead and eyes, arm and leg, extend over the

margin of the hemisphere into the mesial

aspect or marginal convolution. In tliis con-

volution, posterior to the centres for the head
and eyes, and arm, are centralised the move-
ments of the trunk, and, behind these, those

of the leg. The prefrontal area, that is to

say the region in advance of the anterior ex-

tremity of the precentral sulcus, though ana-
tomically related to the motor tracts of the

internal capsule, is a so-called non-excitable

area—that is to say, it gives no outward
response to electrical stimulatiou like the
centres above described.

Irritative lesions of the motor zone proper,
such as may be induced by syphUitic lesions,

tumours, spicula of bone, depressed fractivres,

thickening of the membranes, &c., cause con-
vulsions, which may remain limited to one
limb, or one group of muscles, without loss of
consciousness, or afl'ect the whole of the oppo-
site side with loss of consciousness, or become
more or less bilateral with all the symptoms
usually observed in so-called idiopathic epi-

lepsy.

If the con\ndsive phenomena begin always
in the same way, and if they frequently re-

main localised in one limb or one group of
muscles, and especially if parah-tic symptoms
manifest themselves, the exact position of the
lesion in the opposite hemisphere may be
accurately diagnosed.

Destructive lesions of the motor zone cause
general or limited paralysis of voluntary
motion in the opposite side of the body, ac-
eordmg as the lesion affects the whole of the
motor zone, or is limited to special centres
within this area. The causes of destructive
lesions of the cortex may be various—haemor-
rhage, laceration by w ounds, &c. One of the
most common causes is eiribolism or throm-
bosis of the arteries stipplying the cortical
motor area. These are derived from the

Sylvian artery of the middle cerehnd. The
cortical branches may bo occluded without
interfering with the circulation in the coq)us
striatum, which is suj)plied by special

branches, as shown by the researches of

Duret and Heubner.
AVhen the motor zone is affected by a general

destructive lesion, complete hemiplegia of the

opposite side results, in all respects like that

resulting from destructive lesion of the corpus

striatum and anterior portion of the internal

capsule. In this form of paralysis the loss of

motion is most marked in those movements
which are most independent ; hence the arm
is more paralysed than the leg or face, and
the hand more paralysed than the shoulder
movements of the arm. This has been ac-

counted for by the fact, that the centres for

bilateral movements are intimately associated

in the lower ganglia : hence the stimulus
from one hemisphere can to a certain extent

call forth the action of the conjoint motor
nuclei. The electrical contractility and nutri-

tion of the muscles is not affected by paralysis

of cerebral origin. The nutrition of the

muscles may, however, sufl'er from disuse,

and frecjuently paralyses of cortical origin

are followed after a time by rigidity and
contracture, with descending sclerosis of

the pyramidal tracts of the crura, pons, and
lateral tracts of the spmal cord. In some
cases the descending degeneration invades
the anterior cornua of the spinal cord, and
atrojihy of the panUysed muscles ensues.

Occasionally from limited lesions of the cor-

I tical motor area complete hemiplegia may
occur on the opposite side, for the time at

least. This is to be explained by the fact that

sudden establishment of a destructive lesion

may cause such commotion or perturbation

of the centres iu general, that their hmctions
are for the time suspended. But in such
cases those centres which have been only
functionally suspended again resume their

functions, and the paralj'sis disappears except

of those movements the centres of which
have been permanenth' damaged.

I
Limited lesions of the motor zone cause

paralysis of those movements the centres of

which the lesion invades. The result is not

complete hemiplegia, but a vionoplcgia or
dissociated paralysis. Hence, from a cortical

lesion we may get a paralysis of the arm, or

of the arm and face, or of the leg and arm, or

of the face alone, or of the lateral movements
of the head and eyes. If the leg is specially

paralysed, the lesion is in the upper third of

the central convolution ; if the arm, in the

middle third of the central convolution ; if

the face, in the lower third of the central

convolution, and we may more precisely

localise the Ipsion in the upper or lower half

of these respectively, according as the proxi-

mal or distal movements are more particularly

affected. The lesion which, while circum-
scribed at first, causes a monoplegia, may
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advance to other centres, and after a time
produce general hemiplegia of the opposite

side. Hemiplegia so resulting is a succession

of monoplegioe, and is a sure indication of

cortical disease. It is to be noted that de-

structive lesion of the mouth-centre (Broca's

region) on one side does not cause paralysis

of articulation or phonation, owing to the fact

that each centre has a more or less complete
bilateral influence over the movements of the
mouth and tongue and larynx. Destructive

lesion of this centre in the left hemisphere
generally gives rise to aphasia without para-

lysis of articulation {see Aphasia). In bi-

lateral lesions there is both aphasia and
paralysis of articulation (see Dr. Barlow's
case, Brit. Med. Joiirn. 1877, vol. ii. p. 103).

Limited cortical motor lesions are fi-equently

associated with transitory rigidity of the op-

posite side of the body ; and occasionally also

with iinilateral convulsions, owing to the

morbid process inducing irritation of the
neighbouring centres.

Unilateral destruction of the oculo-motor
area causes a temporary conjugate deviation

of the head and eyes to the side of lesion, a
condition which is frequently seen in the

early stages of hemiplegia, and it is due to

the unantagonised action of the centre in

the sound hemisphere. But the effects of

unilateral destruction of this centre are not
permanent, hence lesion of this region may
appear entirely latent. Lesions of the pre-

frontal region cannot with certainty be dia-

gnosed. Not infrequently they give rise to an
irritable dementia ; but it is difficult to dis-

tinguish this from the general symptoms of

other forms of cerebral disease, such as tumour,
abscess, and the like.

Subcortical lesions of the motor zone cause
symptoms not readily, if at all, distinguish-

able from lesions of the cortex itself. They are

perhaps less frequently quite limited, owing
to the close relation of the various tracts con-

verging towards the internal capsule, though
occasionally they have the character of dif-

ferentiated monoplegia. Theoretically, ac-

cording to the results of experiment, irritative

lesions of the medullary fibres should produce
only tonic, and not clonic, epileptiform spasms
of the related muscular groups ; but, j^racti-

cally, this is not a reliable test, inasmuch as

these lesions are apt to cause also cortical irri-

tation and clonic convulsions of the usual type.

In the majority of instances of paralysis

from disease of the cortex sensation has been
unimpaired ; but, on the other hand, a num-
ber of cases have been put on record in which,
with lesions of various kinds (including tu-

mours) implicating tlie motor zone, there has
been paralysis, not only of motion, but also

of sensation in a greater or less degree. But,

whereas paralysis of motion is invariably

caused by truly destructive lesions of the

motor area, anaesthesia is onlv of occasional

occurrence in connexion with apparently

similar lesions. There is no relation between
the extent, degree, or duration of the motor
paralysis and the impairment of sensation;
for there may be the most complete paralysis

of motion with perfect sensibility in aU its

forms, cutaneous as well as muscular ; and
the motor paralysis may remain when the

anaesthesia, if any, has entirely disappeared.
The centres of common and tactile sensi-

bility have been shown by the writer's ex-

periments, and those of Horsley and Schafer,

to be situated in the falciform or limbic lobe,

and many of the recorded cases of anaesthesia

in connexion with lesions affecting the motor
zone can be shown to have directly impli-

cated either this lobe or the sensory tracts of

the internal capsule, and we may legitimately

assume, even if we cannot demonstrate, a
similar direct or indirect implication of these

regions in the case of others. The slight de-

gree of anfesthesia affecting the fingers more
particularly which has been most frequently

noted in connexion with cortical motor para-

lysis, is, in the writer's opinion, to be regarded

as the beginning or the remnant of a general

hemianaesthesia, due to direct or indirect im-
plication of the sensory tracts.

Sensory Zone.—Experiments on mon-
kej's and other animals, by the complemcntal
methods of excitation and destruction, have
shown that in the regions behind and below
the motor zone there are differentiated cen-

tres for the senses of sight, hearing, common
and tactile sensibility, smell, and taste.

The experiments of the writer indicate that

the visual centre is situated in the angular

gyrus and occipital lobe, or occipito-angular

region ; though those of Munk and Schafer

would limit this centre to the occipital lobe.

Unilateral lesion of the angular gyrus, or

occipital lobe, may remain latent ; but if it is

such as to cause extensive destruction of the

medullary fibres of this region, homonymous
hemianopia towards the opposite side is the

result. This is particularly frequent in

connexion with lesions invading the mesial

aspect (cmieus) of the occipital lobe. De-

structive lesions of the angular gyrus of tlie

left hemisphere commonly cause word-blind-

ness, and allied defects in visual ideation.

Hemianopia may be caused also by lesion of

the optic tract, or of the corpora geniculata.

Uncomplicated hemianopia from cerebral

lesion is comparatively rare. Usually it is

associated with some degree of hemianses-

thesia, owing to implication of the adjacent

sensory tracts, or, it may be, with a greater

or less degree of hemiplegia. In cerebral

hemianopia, a pencil of light thrown on the

anassthetic side causes contraction of the

pupils ; whereas, if the lesion is in the optic

tract no reaction occvu"s (Wilbrand's test).

Irritative lesions of the angular gyrus not

infrequently give rise to subjective ocular

spectra, or visual hallucinations.

Tl}e auditory centre is situated mainly,
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if not exclusively, in the suporior temporal

{jyrus. Owinjj to the hiliilcriil relations of

each centre, unilateral lesion may cause no ap-

preciable symptoms. If, however, the lesion

is in the superior temporal gyrus of the left

hemisphere, wonl-deafness is usually met
with. This does not occur in connexion with

lesion of any other part of the teni)>oral lohe,

provided that the sui)erior temporal t,'yrus is

intact. Deafness from cerebral disease is

very rare. In order tluit this should occur,

it is necessary that the superior temi)onil

gvnis should be destroyed on both sides.

There are only two cases on record of such

a bilateral lesion ; one reported by Shaw {Ar- !

chives of Medicine, February, 1882), and an-

other bj' Wernicke and Friedlander (Fortsch.

(I. Mc(l, :March. 188H). In both cases total

deafness was observed. In monkeys, how-
ever, complete destruction of tliis re^jion on
both sides does not entirely abolish sensitive-

ness to sonorous \ibrations {Vroonian Lec-

tures on Cerebral Localisation, Ferrier,

1890). There are several cases on record

of irritative lesions of this region causing '

subjective auditory sensations, or epilepsy

ushered in by an auditory aura {ibid).

'1 he centre of tactile and common sensi-

bilitij is situated in the falciform or limbic

lobe, as above mentioned (gyrus fornicatus

and gvnis hippocampi). This conclusion is

founded almost entirely on the results of ex-

periments on monkeys. Pathological evidence

in favour of the localisation of the tactile

centre in this region is as yet scanty.

Experiments on monkeys indicate that the

centres of smell and taste are situated in close

relation to each other at the lower extremity

of the temporal lobe, or region of the hippo-

canipal lobule (see Cmotiian Lectures, sup.

cil.)

The anatomical relations of tlie olfactory

tract, as well as the results of electrical stimu-

lation, ind!C;Ue that the olfactorij centre is

chiefly in relation with the nostril on the

same side, and cases have been rejiorted in

which smell has been afl'ected en the same
side as the cerebral lesion. But the facts of

cerebral hemiaiiasthesia, functional and or-

ganic, indicate that some at least of the olfac-

tory tracts jrnss into the opposite hemisphere
by way of the internal capsule. It was sup-
posed by Meynert that tlie olfactory tracts

decussate in the anterior commissure, but this

is opposed by the anatomical and experi-

nieiual investigations of von Gudden and
Ganser. There are several cases on record
of subjective olfactory sensation in connexion
with tumours and other irritative lesions im-
plicating the region of the uncinate gyrus m
man (Jackson and Beevor, Brain, October,
1881)). The exact position of the centres of
taste has not been determined either by ex-
perimental research or by clinical observation,
but the evidence is in favour of their being
situated in close relation to those of smell.
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Tnp^ATMKNT. - The principles of localisation

above indicated, combined with those of an-

tisejiiic surgery, have in recent years been in

several instances successfully applied to the

treatment of certain forms of cerebral disease

otherwise hojieloss ('Cerebral Localisation in

its Practical Pelations,' Ferrier, ii rain, 188',);

and -ibid., Mills). These include traumatic
cysts and extravasations, the position of which
has been determined by the symptoms, as

well as cases of tumour and abscess, the

last more particularly in ccmnexion with
disease of the middle ear. Kxcisions of ir-

ritable portions of the cortex have also been
undertaken for the cure of focal epilepsy ; in

some instances with benefit, though in others

without material improvement.
Up to the month of Uecemher, 1889,

eighteen cases of cerebral tumour had been
operated upon. Of these, seven were suc-

cessfully removed. Of the remaining eleven

cases (including three cases of tumour of the

cerebellum, and five of unremovable tumours,
two of them operated on in extremis) nine

have died from various causes, including

septic inflammation, cerebral oedema, or shock.

This gives a mortality of fifty per cent. Con-
trasted with the latest statistics of trephining

for all causes, or of the mortality from the

major operations in surgery, we have reason
to regard the surgical treatment of cerebral

tumour as having achieved an encouraging
measure of success, and probably greater suc-

cesses may be attained in future when the

conditions of successful operation and after-

treatment have become better known. In the

absence of definite indications as to the cha-

racter of the tumour, and as to whether it is

situated on, in, or beneath the cortex, tre-

phining is, in the writer's opinion, justifiable

as a diagnostic measure ; for if the tumour
should, alter all, not be removable, the risks of

the operation itself are less than the evil of

allowing a case to perish which the autopsy
might prove to be one which could have been
dealt with successfully.

D. Ferrieu.

CONVULSIONS.— SvNON.: Eclampsia;
Fr. Co7ivul,<iions ; Ger. Kravipfen.

Definition.—This term is commonly given

to more or less general, purposeless muscular
contractions, occurring simultaneously and
successively for a variable time—constituting

a ' fit ' of this or that kind. It is also, how-
ever, applied at times to certain more localised

purposeless contractions, though these would
be more appropriately (and are in the ma-
jority of cases) termed sjxisms. The latter,

like convndsions, are of two kinds, tonic and
clonic.

Classifications.— Convulsions have been
variously classified by different authors ac-

cording to the different points of view from
which they have been regarded. From the

point of view of their causation, it was the
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custom of older writers to recognise both a
clinical and a physiological division into

classes. From the former standpoint there

was the division into (1) primary or essential

;

(2) sympathetic; and (3) symptomatic: whilst

from the physiological point of view convul-
sions were divided into (1) centric ; and ('2)

excentric. These classifications are altogether

arbitrary and superficial, and will not stand
the test of a critical examination—though
the first of them is to a certain extent useful.

Again, looking to the distribution of the

convulsions, or to the parts involved, the

classification that has been adopted by various

writers may be summarised as follows :

—

(1) external convulsions—a, general ; b, uni-

lateral ; c, partial ; (2) internal convulsions.

These various terms need little exi)lanation,

though before referring to a more recent and
more strictly scientific classification something
requires to be said in regard to them.

Convulsions are termed primary or essen-

tial when they occur either without assignable

cause, from mental or moral perturbations,

or as a result of some local irritation. They
are called symjiatJietic when the convulsions

declare themselves as a prelude to, or in the

course of, any of the specific fevers, as a con-

sequence of acute pulmonary or renal affec-

tions, or in association with disordered states

or structural diseases of any of the organs of

the body other than those of the nervous
system ; while the name s/pnptomatic has
been applied to the convulsions which occur
as a result of injury or structural disease of

the nervous system itself. The unilateral

convulsions which affect one half of the body
only, as well as other more partial convul-

sions, are almost entirely confined to this

latter group, though general convulsions of

the symptomatic type are perhaps just as

frequently met with. The so-called internal

convulsions constitute an ill-defined group,

the members of which are scarcely worthy of

the name of convulsions at all. They are

rather tonic or clonic spasms of particular

parts. The best-known member of this group
is laryngismus stridulus ; but another ex-

ample is a spasmodic and frequently re-

curring hiccup. Some authors would also

include angina pectoris.

Convulsions, either tonic or clonic, or both,

enter into or form the semeiological basis of

SIX principal diseases having separate places

in our nosology. These are eclampsia,

epilepsy, tetanus, laryngismus stridulus,

hydrojihobia, and chorea. All but the first

of these conditions v/ill be considered in

their respective ])lacps, so that eclampsia

alone remains. But eclampsia and convul-

sions are convertible terms, meaning almost
absolutely the same thing. The former

term, indeed, is useless except for the mere
purpose of literary precision. In epilepsy

and in eclampsia we have equally to do

with convulsions, which are now admitted

by almost all modern writers to be, so far as

the form of the attack is concerned, indis-

tinguishable from one another. The former
name, however, is given to convulsions which
have a known tendency to recur at variable

intervals ; whilst the latter has been com-
monly applied to convulsions which are

either solitary or, if not exactly so, which
occur as a closely successive cluster or group,

more or less distinctly sympathetic with some
general or local bodily condition. Seeing,

that there is, in a very large nmiiber oi

cases, almost nothing in the natirre of the
attack itself to enable a medical man, called

to a patient in convulsions for the first time,

to say whether he has to do with an attack

which will be repeated or not, it is easy to

understand that eclampsia is a word more
frequently to be seen in books than to be
heard at the bedside. In books we may read

of eclampsia neonatorum, the eclampsia of

parturient women, and uritmic eclampsia

;

though the more common clinical equiva-

lents are infantile convulsions, puerperal

convulsions, and ura'inic convulsions. The
distinction between epilepsy and eclampsia

is, therefore, one which is to a very great

extent purely artificial, from the point of

view of the convulsions themselves.

Convulsions have a frequent though less

constant relationship also with many other

affections, such as general paralysis of the

insane, tubercular meningitis, chronic hydro-

cephalus, hemiplegia, and hysteria.

The more recent classification of convul-

sions, previously referred to, is that of Dr.

Hughlings Jackson {Brit. Med. Journ., vol. i.

18'J0). This is an attempt in the right

direction—an attempt, that is, to identify the

intimate cause of the phenomena, and to

range convulsions into different classes

according to the different portions of the

brain which are the seats of the initial

morbid processes in this or that form of

the disease. He recognises three kinds of

convulsion ; each kind including several

varieties ; and these varieties again compre-

hending ' fits ' of many different degrees of

severity. The first kind or class corresponds

with epilepsy projier, and these attacks are

dependent, as he thinks, upon discharges of

nerve-elements occurring in some portion of

the cortex of the prefrontal lobe ; the second

kind or class comprises what are known as

epileptiform attacks (epileptic hemiplegia

or Jacksonian epilepsy), due to discharges

commencing in this or that portion of the

cortex of the so-called ' motor area ' (Rolandic

region) of the cortex ; whilst the third kind*

or class comprises what he terms ' ponto-

bulbar fits,' being due, as he thinks, to mitial

discharges of nerve-elements occurring in

some part of the pons, the bulb, or (much

more rarely) the spinal cord.

The aim of this classification is essentially

scientific, but even its main divisions are
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based to a very large extent not so much
upon well-iisccrtained facts as upon hypo-

thesis and speculation. This is especially the

case, as Dr. Ilughlings Jackson admits, in

regard to the convulsions hclonging to the

hrst and tiiird classes ; though the pathology

of the second class—to a very large extent as

the result of his labours— stands upon a nnich

tiinier basis of actual knowledge. iSonic

kuuls of eclaiujisia would fall into the hrst

class, whil^t nuiny others would belong

rather to the third class. It is difhcult to

say into which category woll-developod

hystero-epileptic attacks should be jilaced.

It must not be lost sight of, moreover, ihat

the conceptions which have inspired this

classification are eminently hypothetical and
speculative, however ably and consistently

tliey nuij' have been worked out ; so that our

notions as to the mode of production of fits,

and as to the natural groups into which they

are to be ranged, should still be regarded as

being in a \ery rudunentary stage.

/Etiology.—The causes of convulsions are

oftentimes more tluin usually complex, con-

stituting a web of conditions partly nuulo up
(a) of predisposing, partly (b) of exciting, and
partly (c) of proximate elements. It is often

the fashion to pick out some one of the most
prominent or easily recognisable of these

factors, and speak of it as ' the cause ' of the

attack. It nuist never be forgotten, however,
that this so-called cause, in any given case,

may be able to act as such only when in

conjunction with certain other more obscure,

though perhaps not less potent, co-operating

conditions.
j

The question of the causation of convnl-
]

sions resolves itself into a strictly clinical and
a strictly physiological department. It is one
thing for the medical man to ascertain what
are the particular individual states, conditions

of life, and occurrences, physical or moral,
which have contributed to induce an attack of
ciinvulsions. It is quite a ditl'erent problem
when he endeavours to miravel, by physio-
logico-anatomical data, the actual mode of
production of the convulsions. For the pre-

sent this is a point of view which concerns
us less than the more strictly clinical side of
the incpiiry.

Predisposing cauncs.— One of the most
important of these is the existence of an
unduly excitable nervous system—one in
which there is an exaltation of the tendency
10 produce retlex movements. This is a state
of things which is often more marked in
women than in men, and is also notably pro-
minent in young children of both sexes. It
is, moreover, nuich exaggerated in some chil-
dren of nervous habit, who, besides being un-
duly emotional or excitable, are very prone to
start or tremble at the least noise, and are
subject to uniscidar twitcliings in various
parts of the body. ^Vith increasing age, and
more especially in the male sex, we find the

sensorial and emotional nerve-centres becom-
ing less excitable.

In persons possessing a nervous system of

this type there is a lack of proper balance or

ecinilibrium between the functional activities

of some of its parts ; and there seems to be an
undue tendency to errors of nutrition whereby
the matter of its nerve-cells becomes from
time to time highly unstable and prone to

undergo ' discharges ' of a iiioibid character.

The predisposing groundwork being of this

•nature, how is it caused or to be accounted

for? (1) It maybe inherited from parents,

or from grandparents, who may themselves
have possessed a nervous system of this type,

and may have been subject to fits or other

well-marked disease of the nervous system.

But though not inherited in the strict sense

of the term, it may (2) be connate : the patient

may always {i.e. from birth) have possessed a

nervous system of this type, as an accompani-
ment of the mere low vitality which is often

seen in children born from parents who are

weak or aged and debilitated. (3) At other

times the nervous system may have acquired

such predisposing characters some time dur-

ing the life of the mdividual (especially during
childhood or adolescence) owing to the action

of various sets of conditions, such as— (a) the

cachexia which occasionally follows measles,

pertussis, Ac.
;

{b) insufiicicnt or improper
food ;

(f) chronic diarrhcea
;
(d) hieniorrhages

or exliausting discharges.

If we turn now to the various exciting

causes, we find these powerfully influenced

by the periods of age, which we may con-

veniently, though artilicially, mark oil from
one another.

Infancy (from birth to end of 2nd year).

—

In certain cases convulsive attacks are con-

genital ; and here perhaps the most frequent

exciting cause is a meningeal effusion of

blood which irritates the surface of the brain

—the extravasation having been occasioned

during parturition. These congenital attacks

are most frequently associated either with more
or less marked hemiplegia, or with a subse-

quent partial or distinct condition of amentia
or idiocy. Such unfortunate infants may
continue quite unable to stand or even sit

up ; they remain unable to speak, and, as

in a case seen by the writer, the child may
be quite blind. Meningeal or superficial

hipniorihages may also occur in young
infants, under the strain produced by violent

fits of coughing; and in some of these cases

such effusion may be followed by convulsions.

Fits in infancy may also follow falls or blows
upon the head.

I
In infancy, again, con\'ulsions may usher

in or supervene in almost any acute disease,

this being especially the case in the exanthe-

mata ; in pneumonia or bronchitis ; and also

ill tubercular meningitis.

But, still more fi-equently, convulsions in

infancy are excited by mere peripheral irrita-
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tions, as during the process of teething, froai

an overloaded stomach, or from indigestible

food. Diarrhcea, and worms also take their

place as more or less frequent excitants of con-

vulsive paroxysms in infants, though worms
only begin to appear towards the end of this

I)eriod. But though irritations in the field

of distribution of the fifth and pneumogastric
nerves are especially potent in exciting con-

vulsions, irritations of other parts of the body
may also lead to similar results, whether
they are occasioned by the injudicious dis-

position of pins, by tight strings wounding
or irritating the skm of the bo.ly, or by any
other means. The more distinctly that i^redis-

posing conditions exist, the more frequently

will any or all of these exciting causes give

rise to an attack of convulsions.

Lastly, an infant which has taken the
breast of a woman who has shortly before

been much perturbed by violent anger, grief,

or any other strong emotion, may thereafter,

if predisposed, be seized with convulsions

—

probably owing to the milk of the nurse
having been so altered in quality as to have led

to gastric trouble and irritation in the infant.

Childhood (from the 2nd to the ISth year).

Most of those exciting causes wliich are in-

duential during the previous jjcriod continue
to be occasionally operative in this— esji -ci-

ally during the first half of it. Meningeal
haemorrhages are now rarer, though they
may still occur during violent paroxysms of

coughing, and also from falls or blows upon
the head. The latter causes of haemorrhage
may, however, act in producing fits in other
wajs, e.(j. by concussion, shock, &c., and I

they now come to be more frequently opera-

tive. The exanthemata are still apt to be
preceded or associated with convulsive at-

t icks ; and irritations, especially from teeth-

ing or irritants (undigested food or worms)
in the intestinal canal, are also occasionally

prone to be followed by such a sequence.
During this period another cause comes

into operation with great frequency, and this

is fright. The first fit either follows the fright

more or less immediately, or it may not take
place for days, or perhaps for weeks. During
the interval, however, the health and mental
condition of the child is generally obviously
disturbed. Proper treatment at this stage

may prevent the occurrence of fits. Scrofulous
or other tumours in the brain sometimes help
to determine convulsions in children.

Adolescence (from the 13th to the 20th
year).—Fright or other sudden emotions,
falls upon or blows about the head, still

appear as frequent excitors of convulsive
attacks which recur (epilepsy) at this period
of life, though meningeal haemorrhages, acute
diseases, and peripheral irritations are much
less frequently operative than at earlier

periods, since the special irritability of the
nervous system characteristic of childhood
decidedly abates during these years.

Other and new causes, however, come mto
play at this epoch. The establishment of

puberty is a kind of crisis during which, in-

dependently of all other causes, convulsions

or fits may be initiated in those whose
nervous systems are at all predisposed towards
such an occurrence. This is more especially

so in the case of the female, partly because
of the existence of a rather more frequent
predisposition in persons of this sex, and
partly because of extra excitations in associa-

tion with the establishment of the catamenia.
Ovarian or uterine irritation, or irregularity

of the functions of these organs at this period,

maj' occasion fits which may take an hysteri-

cal type. Masturbation may also be added
as an occasional provocative of epilepsy at

this critical period of life, though the writer

is inclined to think too much stress is often

laid upon this as a cause. This mode of causa-

tion occurs more frequently with the male sex.

Excessive study and mental application, as

well as worry or anxiety, must also undoubt-
edly be enumerated among the causes of

epilepsy at this period of life.

Neither must we forget the possible exist-

ence of aneurysms of the cerebral arteries,

or of morbid growths in cornexionwith some
portion of the brain or its meninges. This

latter cause also figures in earlier periods of

life—more especially in those children who
are of a scrofulous type. And in some of

such cases the new-growth may lead to the

supervention of chronic hydrocephalus, and
thus render the occurrence of convulsions

even still more likely.

Early adult age (20-40 years). — Fits

originate much less frequently during this

period of life than in adolescence or child-

hood. They are, however, apt to supervene,

more especially when the general health is

lowered, under the influence of various ex-

citing causes. Grief and mental worry (par-

ticularly when combined with long-continued

bad sleep), and the labours or cares of busi-

ness, are then apt to induce them.
Blows or falls upon the head may still be

followed by attacks of this kind, though per-

haps with less frequency than in the earlier

periods of life.

Syphilitic indurations or growths from the

meninges may now occur ; and other attacks

(often of one-sided convulsion) may be deter-

mined by various pathological changes or

accidents taking place in regions of the

brain where more severe lesions would give

rise to hemiplegia. The primary change in

these cases may be minute hsemorrhages into

the brain-substance, or minute and shght

softenings produced by blocking of small

vessels (embolism or thrombosis). With
lesions of this kind hemiplegia and convul-

sions are often more or less associated.

Occasionally the cause may be a non- syphi-

litic tumour, occupying the side or base of

the brain.
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Puerperal convulsions in the female, and
urirmic convulsions in both sexes, are most
frequently met with duriii',' this jteriod. Dur-

ing pregnancy the excitability ot the nervous

system is often greatly increased, and in the

production of puerperal convulsions some
amount of urcemia also intervenes not infre-

quently. Intemperate habits, carried to ex-

cess, frequently produce fits, and so also may
venereal excesses.

After viiiidle arfc (40 years and onwards).

The excitability of the nervous system dimi-

nishes, so that epileptic attacks conuneuee
with much less frequency at this period. At
the chmacteric this excitability is temporarily

increased, and fits again become more fre-

quent, under slight exciting causes.

Although fits are onlj' very rarely liable to

be induced by the sequehe of hicmorrhages
or of occlusions of cerebral vessels, yet these

events now grow more common as age ad-

vanceSvand are therefore to an almost cor-

responding extent more liable to figure as

causes of convulsive attacks. An attack of

hajmorrhage or of softening may be ushered
in by epileptiform con\ulsions (especially

when the lesion occurs in certain parts of

the brain), and in some cases such attacks

maj' thereafter recur at irregular intervals.

Exposure to gi-eat heat, or sunstroke, may
also at this period, or earlier, act as the ex-

citing cause of convulsions.

Mental overwork, worry, fright, and such-
like influences, are much less likelj' to ope-

rate in persons over 40 than in earlier life
;

and the same is to be said of blows or inju-

ries of the head, short of the most severe,

causing actual lesions of the bram. But the
malautrition and degeneration induced by
intemperate habits ma}' predispose to symp-
toms of this kind ; and so also maj- blood-
poisoning from renal disease, which is often
present.

Various organic diseases of the brain,

whether principally characterised by dege-
nerations with a process of more or less

general atrophy, or with localised overgrowth
of connective tissue, are also not infrequently
productive of convulsions, either in persons
of middle or of advanced age. A well-marked
instance of the former of these associations
is to be met with in general ])aralysis of the
insane. Cysticerci on the surface of the brain
have also been the cause of most obstinately
recurring convulsions.

Lastly, it should alwa5-s be borne in mind
that con%'ul»ions are sometimes the result of
the action of poisons of various kinds upon
persons of any age. Occasionally such poi-
soning may be brought about by articles
of diet, such as mussels or fish in certain
states, or poisonous mushrooms ; whilst at
other times it results from some of the well-
known narcotico-irritant poisons, taken either
inadvertently or purposely.
Anatomical Cuakacters.—These may be

27

said, so far as our present knowledge goes,

to be absent. It is true that general or par-

tial congestion of the brain may frequenil}'

be encountered in those who die during an
attack of convulsions. But this congestion

is to be regarded as a result rather tlian as

a cause of the fit. The convulsions are due
to mere molecidar changes in the brain, in-

appreciable to, or at all events imajjprcciated

as yet bj', the most skilled microscopists.

^Vhen fits occur in association with actual

organic growths or other lesions of the cere-

bral cortex or elsewhere, some of the nerve-
cells contiguous to such lesions maj' have
their nutrition so altered as to form occa-

sional starting points for nervous discharges,

which descend so as to upset the equili-

brium of certain unstable or highly charged
motor centres (ponto-cerebellarj in such ways
as to determine the convulsive phenomena.
But a similar disturbance of nervous equi-

hbrium with discharge of motor energy, im-
mediately productive of convulsive pheno-
mena, may result, in another case, from
abnormal visceral impressions (induced, it

may be, bj- indigestible matters in the intes-

tine, or by an acute disease of the lungs), or

from some surface-irritation. In accordance
with this point of view, such organic growths
or other lesions as may be found in the brains

of epileptic patients need receive no further

mention here. Those who may be inclined

to think otherwise, should bear in mind the
fact that convulsive attacks are easily pro-

duced in animals from whom the cerebral

hemispheres have been removed. It sliould

always be borne in mind, however, that there

is one region in jiarticular of the cerebral

cortex, viz. the so-called Rolandic area (com-
prising the convolutions which bound the

fissure of Eolando), the irritation of which
by new-growths or other organic lesions is

specially prone to give rise to unilateral con-
vulsions, whose characteristics are in many
respects extremely well-defined (' Jacksonian
epilepsy').

Symptoms. — The varied nature of the

causes makes it impossible to say anything
of moderate compass concerning the pre-

monitory signs or symptoms which may
precede an outbreak of convulsions. These
must necessarily vary immensely in different

cases. Some of the characters of the pre-

disposing state have been already alluded to.

The onset is, however, often abrupt, and
without any distinct premonitory sj'mptoms.
With regard to the actual characters of the

attack, it will be sufficient to say here that

they also vary extremely in difl'erent cases

;

and as, notwithstanding this great variability,

it is impossible in any individual case to tell,

from the nattu-e of a first con%-ulsive fit,

whether it will form a more or less isolated

attack, or whether it will constitute one of a

subsequently recurring series, the reader

may, for this part of the subject, be referred
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to tlie description of the different forms of the

attack <^iven under Epilepsy. All that is

there said concerning the actual phenomena
and mechanism of the attacks, holds good
for occasional convulsions as well as for those

which are habitual. In each well-marked
attack we have to do with (1) a more or less

distinct stage of tonic spasm, followed (2)

by one of clonic spasms, and (3) suc-

ceeded by a state of stupor. One or other of

such stages is, however, not mfrequently
more or less abortive. Convulsive attacks

may, at times, so rapidly follow one another
as to be naerged into one long series or status

convulsivus, differing in no respect from the

analogous status epilepticus.

Complications and Sequel-e.—The com-
plications of convulsions are most various,

seeing that in different cases we may have to

do with irritated giuns, repletion, diarrhoea,

worms, or an acute specific disease ; whilst

in other cases the causal complicating con-

ditions may be general debility and sleep-

lessness, mental anxiety, puberty, or the

climacteric period. Again, in other cases,

either pneumonia, renal disease, pregnancy,
ovaritis, or some organic brain-disease may
be the accompanying condition.

The nature of the sequelae will depend
principally upon the frequency of the attacks,

and the duration of the period during which
the patient has been subject to the recurrence

of them, so that for this part of the subject

the reader may refer to the article Epilepsy.
Diagnosis.—There is very little difficulty

in regard to the diagnosis of convulsions.

The differential characters of laryngismus
stridulus are given elsewhere, and the

absence of any real distmction between a

fit of eclampsia and a fit of epilepsy has
already been insisted upon. Neither of these

affections can be easily confounded with
certain forms of chorea, which occasionally

present themselves in adults, with move-
ments not unlike those of ordinary convul-

sions. The more continuous nature of the

movements, and the fact that consciousness

is not impaired, suffice to distinguish aU
forms of chorea. The spasms of tetanus
and hydrophobia are also easily distinguish-

able from an ordinary attack of convulsions.

The characteristics of hysterical convul-
sions are pointed out in the article Hysteria.
The real difficulties from the point of view

of diagnosis have reference to the cause of

the attack. To arrive at a decision in regard
to this is often very difficult, and occasionally

impossible—at all events when a patient first

comes under observation. At other times,

however, the indications are so plain that

there can be little or no difficulty. It is a
question which should always be considered
with the utmost care, since on the correct-

ness of our conclusions in regard to this point

the efficacy of the particular line of treatment
which we adopt must necessarily depend.

Nothing is more to be deprecated than hasty
jumijing at conclusions, from mere routine

and superficial considerations. The condition
of the patient must be carefully examined,
and the nurse, attendants, or relatives must
be closely questioned in order that we may
learn as much as possible as to the previous
state of health of the patient, and more
especially as to the time and "events which
immediately preceded the first outbreak
of an attack of convulsions. Examination
and inquiries combined may convince us
that the convulsions are (1) of the primary
or idiopathic variety, immediately occasioned
perhaps by fright, anxiety, overwork, over-

much or indigestible food, &c. ; or we may
come to the conclusion that the convulsions

are (2) of the sympathetic order, dependent
upon pregnancy, renal disease, the onset of an
acute specific fever or of pneiuuonia, or due
to the existence of whooping-cough, scarlet

fever, &c. Or, in the absence of reasons for

placing them in either of these categories,

we may be forced to conclude that they are

(3) symptomatic of some organic brain-

disease, the nature of which must then

be determined as nearly as possible, judging
from the age of the patient, the mode of

onset of the attacks, his present state and
associated conditions.

In any case we may have to inquire more
closely as to the hereditary tendencies, or ac-

quired predisposing causes, which sometimes
reduce the nervous system to such a degree

of excitability, or disturbed equilibrium of

certain parts, as to lead to an attack of con-

vulsions without the aid of any obvious ex-

citing cause. In infants or very young chil-

dren such a -condition of the nervous system
may display itself by great restlessness and
startings at night, by the child's sleeping

with half-open eyes, by drawing in of the

thumbs across the palms, by twitchings of

the limbs, of the angles of the mouth, or of

the facial muscles generally. In older chil-

dren and in young adults the signs which
most easily mark a similar below-par con-

dition of the nervous system are twitching

of the muscles about the angle of the mouth,

and of the tongue (the former being specially

well seen when the latter organ is tremu-

lously protruded for inspection), associated

with debility, anorexia, partial insomnia, and

general nervousness. In nervous girls fits

are induced by very slight causes about the

time when the catamenia become first estab-

lished. The indications for treatment must
in fact vary immensely in any five or six

consecutive cases of convulsions to which the

practitioner may be summoned.
Prognosis.—The possibilities under tliis

head are at least six in number in regard to

any case of convulsions :— (1) The patient

may recover after having a single fit or a

batch of them within a few hours or days,

and may never have another attack. (2) The
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patient may recover, and though he or she

may not have tits habitually thereafter, they

may recur at prolonged intervals, whenever
predisposing circumstances chance to be

strong or are supplemented by an exciting

cause of imusual potency. Thus convulsions

diu-ing teething maj- cease, and may not re-

cur till the constitution has been lowered by
some illness years after, or when the nervous
system has been rendered more irritable, as

at the time when the catamenia are about

to commence, especially if then some slight

fright should also come into operation as an
exciting cause. (3) The patient may recover,

though he subse(iuently continues to have
fits cither at irregular or regular inter\-als

;

he becomes, in short, a confirmed epileptic.

(4) The convulsions may come to be followed

by temporary dehrium or a more or less

marked maniacal condition, recurring after

all or some seizures. (5) The patient may
recover from the con\iilsive attack and may
or may not have another fit, though he may
remain hemiplegic. (6) The patient may die

during the attack or almost immediately
aftei-wards— (a) from the effects of it, or (b) by
reason of some organic lesion by which the

fit itself has been determined.
Recoveries are fortunately the rule, but

death, especially in infants, is by no means
uncommon. We possess no accurate data to

enable us to assign the numei-ical proportion
of these terminations to one another or to the
other above-mentioned sequences.
Treatment.—During the convulsion itself,

whether we have to do with an infant or an
adult, we must see that all clothes are
thoroughly loose about the neck and chest,

and the patient should be placed in the supine
position with the head slightlj' raised. Be-
yond seeing that the patient does not knock
or injure himself, owing to the violence of
his movements, these should not be much
restrained ; although efforts should always be
made to prevent the tongue being bitten, by
slipping the most suitable thing at hand be-

tween the molar teeth on one side, when the
age of the patient or the character of the fit

renders it likely that this event might other-
wise occur. Beyond such simple measures
as these, the less we do dunng the actual con-
tinuance of the fit the better it will probably
be for the patient. "SVe know of no rational
or successful means of cutting short an
ordinary attack of convulsions, and in the
face of such an attack we should be cautious
how we interfere lest evil may be done.
Where we have to do with a succession of

attacks quickly following one another, and
which have already lasted some time, the
injection into the rectmn of chloral hydrate,
with or without bromide of potassium, in
suitable doses may be beneficial ; or the
careful administration of chloroform may be
tried, as it is found very serviceable in many
cases when a status convulsivus occurs in

children or in adults—though it would nos

be desirable to have recourse to it in Infants.

Under similar circumstances, for the latter

the warm bath may be substituted, and
sometimes seems to do good. Autipyrin and
antifebrin have also occasionally been given

with benefit in cases where fits are succeed-

ing one another rapidlj', and such drugs are

especially indicated in those cases where the

temperature in the rectum rises rapidly to

103° F., or upwards.
On the cessation of the con\Ti]sion or

conNTilsions, or during the intervals, the

treatment to be adopted to prevent their

recurrence must necessarily vary immensely
according to the age of the patient, and
according to the predisposing and exciting

causes which appear to have been operative

in inducing the attack.

An overloaded stomach will call for the
speedy administration of an emetic ; or where
indigestible food has already passed into the

intestine, an enema or brisk purgative should
be given. Diarrhoea must be checked, or

anthelmintics administered when worms are
suspected. Gums may be lanced if they
seem really to need it. In many of these

cases an acquired or hereditary predisposition

will have to be combated by the careful regu-

lation of the dietr, so that nutritious and easily

digested food is to be given in place of their

opposites, and at the same time the most
suitable nervine tonics and antispasmodics.
For general usefulness in such cases no

remedies can compare \vith the bromides of

potassium, sodium, and ammonium. The
former salt seems to be the most potent of

the three ; though if the bromide of sodium
will check the fits, it is often more desirable

to give it than the potassium salt. On the
other hand, where the cumulation is weak, or
mental depression is apt to be induced, it is

often best to Jidminister bromide of ammo-
nium. Sometimes the best results may be
obtained by giving two of these salts in com-
bination ; at other times by admmistering
moderate doses of chloral hydrate in com-
bination with one or other of them. As part

of the specific influence which these drugs
exercise over nerve-tissue, they fortunately

establish a tendency to quieter and sounder
sleep, of which such patients often stand
much in need. Ten-grain doses three times
a daj" should be given at the commencement
to youths or adults, and afterwards slightly

increased if necessary. Or a larger dose
may be given once a day, either in the
morning or at night, or night and morning,
according to the indications in each case.

Very large doses of these drugs are rarely

beneficial, and may do harm (see Bromism).
Their action often seems to be favoured and
harmful symptoms warded off by combining
with the bromides suitable doses of liquor

arsenicalis and tincture of digitalis or of con-

vallaria. Quinine or belladonna are other
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remedies which may also often be given
simultaneously with great advaHtage. For
young childi'en or infants, the dose of the
bromide must, of course, vary with their age.

Valerianate of zinc and oxide of zinc are

mostly remedies of altogether less power,
though these and other drugs may be tried

where bromides appear to fail. Occasionally,

too, good resultsmay follow from the adminis-
tration of borax in doses of fifteen or twenty
grains three times a day,fr'eely diluted andcom-
bined with liquor arsenicalis, where bromides
only seem to aggravate the patient's condition,

or, at least, to be powerless for good.
General treatment of this kind is applicable

to a large proportion of cases also in which
in debilitated or ' nervous ' patients fits have
been brought on by friglit, worry, or anxiety,

or by no assignable cause. Wherever the fits

have recurred frequently, and a sort of habit

has thus been established, such treatment
has to be continued over long periods (one to

three years or more), with suitable modifica-

tions, in order to stamp out the tendency to

recurrence and thus effect a cure. In aU such
cases fatigue of mind and body is always to

be avoided ; a quiet and regular life, free

from excitement, must be led ; and in those

instances in which over- attention to business

or over-study has been in part operative in

bringing on the fits, absolute rest must form
an essential part of the treatment. In girls

or young women in wliom fits occur at the
time of the establishment of the catamenia,
or where they recur in association with an
irregular menstrual function, the general
health often requires our most careful at-

tention, in addition to such measures as are

above indicated.

The convulsions that belong to the class

known as sympathetic have to be carefully

considered m relation to the malady of which
they are the forerunners or associates. When
convulsions precede an attack of scarlet fever

or of small-pox they usually subside of them-
selves as the disease develops. They are,

however, of much more significance when
occurring during the course or towards the
close of one of these maladies, or during an
attack of whooping-cough or of croup. Our
indications for treatment must then be derived
in the mam from the general state of the
patient, and this is also eminently the case

where we have to do with uraemic convulsions.

The treatment oi symptomatic convulsions,

dependent upon actual organic brain-disease,

must also necessarily be subordinated to that

appropriate for the affection itself upon which
such symptoms depend. No drug will be
found more generally useful, however, than
bromide of potassium in ten- to fifteen-grain

doses for an adult (administered three times
a day), in checking or diminishing the repe-

tition of convulsions in these cases. Often
here also the action of the bromide seems
to be favoured by combining it with hquor

CO-ORDINATION

arsenicalis and with moderate doses of digi-

talis, the latter being indicated esj^ecially in
those cases in which there is great general
nervousness in association with a disordored
cardiac rhythm. Where sounder sleep is

neeessarj', chloral hydrate, alone or in com-
bination with bromide of potassium, should
be given at bedtime. Sulphonal often has
the desired effect. Tinctures of sumbul or
of henbane are at times useful adjuvants.
Where we have to do with tumours of the

brain, and especially with sj'phUitic growths
in the meninges, much better results are to

be hoped for from large and increasing doses
of iodide of potassium (that is, x to xxx gi-ains

or more, three tunes a day), either alone or
in combination with small doses of bichloride

of mercury. With such drugs we should
combine the administration of nutritious

food, and attention to the improvement of

the general health in every way that may be
possible. Occasionally, both in these cases
and in non-specific cortical growths and
thickenings of the diu-a mater, the operation
of trephining has been had recom'se to with
great benefit to the patient. In some instances

a cortical growth, or a portion of cicatricial

tissue or of thickened dura mater, has been
excised, with the effect not only of curing
previous pain and tenderness, but also of

curing or greatly diminishing the fi-equency

of epileptiform attacks to which such patients

have been subject. The cases for which this

treatment is suitable constitute, however,
only a comparatively small percentage ; and
much judgment and knowledge are needed
for the selection of those in which such sur-

gical treatment is likely to prove beneficiaL

See Brain, Diseases of; Epilepsy; and
Spinal Cokd, Diseases of.

H. Charlton Bastian.

CO-ORDINATION.—This term is used

in reference to muscular movements princi-

pally. Certain parts of the nervous system
have more especially to do with the calling

into activity, and therefore with combining, the

contractions of different muscles, both simul-

taneously and in succession, in the precise

order in which they occiu" in the several motor
acts of which they are capable. The nervous

arrangements upon which these actions de-

pend have come into being, both in the race

and in the individual, by processes of organic

growth and development pari passu with the

possibnity of executing these several move-
ments. It would be wrong to expect, there-

fore, that an isolated organ should exist solely

for co-ordinating muscular movements. The
execution of thp most habitual of these must
depend, to a large extent, upon the activity of

the ordinary motor (and related sensory)

tracts of the spinal cord and brain. The
extent or precise mode in which the cere-

bellum intervenes in certain higher forms i

of co-ordination is stiU involved in much
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obscurity. That it has some sliare in such

functiuus may be ref,'artled as certaiu, tboufjh

it probably' intervenes far less than some
would have us believe, who regard the cere-

beUitm as the ort,'an for the co-ordination of

muscular movements.
Many nervous alfections exist in which the

co-ordination of muscular movements is mors
or less impaired. One of the most familiar

of these is locomotor ataxy, a disease depen-

dent upon a morbid pi'ocess in the posterior

columns of the cord. Sclerosis of the antero-

lateral columns of the cord also not infre-

quently disturbs the execution of muscular
movements, especially those of the upper ex-

tremities. Chorea gives rise to very similar

imcertaintics in the execution of muscular
acts. Spasms of all kinds, in short, tend to

interfere with the harmony of the muscular
movements in the course of which they inter-

vene. Stammering is an atVection of this

kind, implicating some of the muscles of arti-

culation; and certain disturbed cardiac actions

characterised by disordered rhythm can only

be regarded as belonging to the same category.

The above-mentioned arecommon instances

of impaired co-ordination of muscular move-
ments dependent upon structural or fimc-

tional changes iu parts of the nervous system
other than the cerebellum. Certain diseases

of this organ, however, are known to give
rise to a distinct form of inco-ordination. It

is characterised by a reeling, unsteady- gait in

walking, with legs straggling, and mostly
wide upai-t, to which the term ' titubation ' is

commonly appUed. Other kinds of inco-ordi-

nation may hereafter be proved to depend
upon diseases of the cerebellum. Its morbid
conditions are still very imperfectly recog-
nised, and this is especially true in regard to

its merely functional pertmbations.
Certain inco-ordinations iu speech and

writuig are common. Instances are to be
found iu that use of wrong words or misappli-
cation of terms which we meet with in aphasic
and amnesic persons ; also iu the substitution
of wrong words in the act of writing, or of
wrong letters in the writing of words, when
such substitution is mechanical and uninten-
tional—and when it is wholly distinct, there-
fore, from mere inability to spell. These defects
are inco-ordinations of a complex kind, de-
pendent upon the perverted action of higher
cerebral centres, in the same way that inco-
herent speech generally is dependent upon
incoherent thought. There is reason to be-
lieve, indeed, that the same kind of ultimate
defective nervous action wliich leads to inco-
ordinations of movements when certain motor
regions of the nervous system are afifected,
may, on the other hand, give rise to perverted
perceptions (illusions) or to perverted thought
{incoherence) when the disturbed nervous ac-
tion occurs in other and iu higher parts of the
central nervous system.

H. Cu.iRLTON BaSTIAN.
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COPHOSIS (Kio(f,ot, deaf).-

Sce llKAUiNii, Disorders of.

-Deafness.

COPPER, Poisoning by.- Synon. :

Fr. Eiiqwinuiinciiient par le Cuivre ; Ger.

Kupfcrvcnjiftang.—Metallic copper may be
regarded as innocuous when swallowed, and
the recent researches of llirt show that those

who are engaged in the metallurgy and
manufacture of copper utensils are not speci-

ally liable to any diseases which can be
attributed to copper as such. It is, indeed,

stated that workers in copper enjoy an im-
munity from cholera, a conclusion which is

based on very insufficient premisses. It is

contradicted by the occurrence of cholera

among co^ipersmiths in Breslau in 18GG, and
by certain other cases of a like nature re-

ported by Hirt. That the disease is seldom
found among workers in copper is true, but

that the copper has anything to do with this

result is not proved.

Though pure copper may be regarded as
innocuous, it is otherwise with alloys of
copper, more particularly those with zinc and
tin, known under the names of brass and
bronze respectively, and with comj^ounds of

copper with lead or arsenic. In these the
injm'ious agent would appear to be the alloy,

and not the copper itself. An affection of a
febrile character, and known as ' brass-

founder's ague,' occasionally occurs on fus-

ing days, and it is attributable to the zinc

fumes which are generated by the melting
process.

Tlie salts of copper, on the other hand, are
capable of causing mjurious and fatal results.

The more important salts, from a medico-
legal point of view, are the sulphate, blue
vitriol, or bluestone ; the acetates (basic and
neutral) constituting artificial verdigris ; and
the carbonate or natural verdigris. The
manufacture of verdigi'is is carried on to a
large extent in the South of France. Plates
of copi)er are acted on by the skins of grapes,

which are allowed to undergo the acetous
fermentation. Those engaged in this in-

dustry on the w^hole enjoy good health, and it

is only rarely that sj-mptoms can be directly

traced to the work ; and then only when
through sheer carelessness and uncleanliness
quantities of the salt have been ingested.

It is even said that dogs eat the refuse

grape-skins without appearing to suffer

from poisonous sj-mptoms. On the other
hand, symptoms of poisoning of a family
have recently been recorded where they
had eaten haricot beans, grown, as is the
custom, between the vines, which latter had
been watered with a solution of sulphate of
copper (Ra3naud, Bull. Gen. de Tlierap.,

18S8).

1. Acute poisoning by copper.

—

Symptoms.—The salts of copper, when taken
in sufficient quantitj', cause symptoms of

acute poisoning, frequently terminating fatally.
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Twelve to fifteen ^rrains of the acetate have
ceeu sufficient to kill a dog within an hour.
The fatal dose in man is not quite deter-

mined ; but doses above the usual emetic
dose of the sulphate (ten to fifteen grains)

have caused serious symptoms, and death has
resulted within four hours after swallowing
some pieces of the sulphate. Starr (Med.
Becord, May 1882) records a case of death
in four days from one ounce of the sulphate.

Half an ounce would probably cause a fatal

result. The symptoms are essentially those of

irritant poisoning, namely, styptic or coppery
taste, constriction of the fauces, epigastric

pain, violent vomiting and purging, followed

by collapse and death, usually with tetanic

or convulsive symptoms. That which cha-

racterises copper-poisoning more especially,

as compared with other irritants, is the fre-

quent occurrence of jaundice. Hsemoglobin-
uria with albuminuria has also been observed
(Starr's case). In dogs copper usually causes
death with symptoms of paralysis of the
hinder extremities, proceeding like a form of

ascending paralysis, in addition to the usual
irritant symptoms. It is said also to have a
paralysing action on the heart. Such effects

have only followed, at least constantly, intro-

duction into the veins ; when taken by the

stomach most of it seems to be stopped by
the liver, or in the case of some of the salts

(i.e. acetate) may be reduced by the sugar of

the food (Roger, Bevue de Medecine, 1887,

No. 11).

2. Chronic poisoning by copper.

—

It is generally stated that the long-continued
introduction of copper into the system in

small doses gives rise to a form of chronic
poisoning known under the name of ' copper
colic'

Symptoms.—The symptoms are essentially

those of gastro-intestinal irritation, with
nausea or sickness and diarrhoea. They have
none of the characters of colic in the sense
in winch the term is usually employed.
The hair and the cutaneous secretions of

workers in coi^per and brass are sometimes
foimd of a green colour, and a line is some-
times found at the margin of the gums
and teeth, variously described by authors

—

Corrigan calling it purple, while Clapton
calls it green.

Though symptoms of gastro-intestinal irri-

tation, as above described, have been found
among workers in copper, the question is

whether they are in reality due to the copper,

or merely symptoms of a not uncommon
affection showing themselves among copper-
workers. That copper does gain access into

the system, and may be detected in the urine
during life, and found in the bones after death,

without the individual showing any manifest
symptoms during life, seems pretty well
established. But though we may regard it

as certain that symptoms of cojiper-poisoning

are more rarely found than those of lead-

CORN

poisoning among those who have to deal with
these metals, yet it would be a very un-
warrantable conclusion, and contrary to all

that we know of the action of poisons, to

assert that a substance which is undoubtedly
poisonous can be taken freely into the system
with impunity. This is a point of considerable

interest in reference to the accidental or
wilful adulteration of articles of food with
copper salts. Many cases are on record of
severe symptoms resulting from the use of

copper utensils in cooking, or more frequently

from the storage of water or articles of food

in copper vessels, esiiecially if the food con^

tains oil—which, on turning rancid, dissolves

the copper—or vegetable acids, or even large

quantities of ordinary salt.

Copper salts are also employed intention-

ally to imi)art a green, fresh colour to pickles

and preserved vegetables, such as peas. It

is asserted that the quantity of copper neces-

sary to produce this effect is infinitesimal, and
that no poisonous effects can be proved to

have resulted even from long-continued

employment of these vegetables as articles

of food. This is strongly maintained by
M. Galippe, who has tried them on himself

and family. Assuming the impossibility of

proving the injurious effects of copper-tinted

vegetables, the question comes to be princi-

pally a social and economic one, as to the

projjriety or legality of adulteration of food

at all, and especially with a substance xm-

doubtedly poisonous. Copper is said by
Odling and Dupre to be a natural constituent

of the human body. They have found it

in the blood, tissues, viscera, and in many
animal products, such as cheese, eggs, and
also in many vegetables. It takes the place

of iron in the blood colouring-matter of some
invertebrates (cray-fish), and is found as a

constituent of the colouring-matter of the

feathers of the turaco (plantain-eater).

Diagnosis.—The greenish or bluish colour

of the vomited matters, which turn bright blue

on the addition of ammonia, renders the

diagnosis comparatively easy.

Treatment.—In acute cases the stomach

should be evacuated by encouraging vomiting,

or by the stomach-pump. Albumen in some
form, as milk or white-of-egg, should be

given, in order to precipitate the copper.

Iron filings may be given for a similar

purpose.

In chronic poisoning the cause should be

discovered and removed, or the individual

removed from the cause. D. Ferrier.

CORN.—Synon.: Clavus; Fr. Clou; Cor;

Ger. Leichdorn ; die HilJinerauge.

Definition.—A corn is a tliickening of

the epidermis, caused by undue pressure and

friction, as by boots, shoes, or implements

of occupation. It is usually situated on a

prominence, such as that of a joint, where

the skin is subjected to double pressure
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and is therefore unable to yield, or between
the toes. Corns are most couuuon on the

feet.

Description.—A corn usually begins as a
general and uni(i)rni thickening of the e^u-

dermis, which is termed a callosity {tijloma,

tylosis, Hchuielcit). Callosities may occur

on any part of the integument. Thus they

may occupy the prominence of a jomt, or

spread over tiie heel or the :uetatarsal cushion

of the foot fi'om pressure in walking, or

occupy the metacarpal prominences of the

hand, as in boatmen.
The callosity is composed of laminated

epidermis ; is thickest in the centre, becom-
ing thin towards the circumference ; and is

more or less hard and condensed, smooth
and hornlike in appearance, and yellowish

in colour. AVhen the irritation which gives

rise to a callositj- is prolonged, efliision is apt

to take place beneath it, and it is raised like

a blister, the effused fluid being sometimes
serous and sometimes sero-purulent. When-
ever this happens, the subsequent separation

of the horny layer results in si^ontaneous
cure.

AVhen the pressure gi\'ing rise to a cal-

losity, instead of being diffused, is concen-
trated on a central point, the epidermis cor-

responding with tliat point increases in

thickness, bj' its under surface, and forms a
conical prominence ;

• further pressure in-

creases the length and breadth of the cone,

and in tliis waj- a corn is established. Con-
tinued irritation enlarges the corn by hj-per-

plasia of ei)idermic cells, and its pressure

produces absorption of the derma, sometimes
extending to the bone itself. Not infre-

quently effusions of serum or blood take
place beneath the conical prominence ; and,
in rare mstances, a bursa is found between
the corium and the joint.

At a late stage of its growth the corn has
the appearance of a central core—technicallj-,

the eye of the corn—surrounded by a collar
of smooth epidermis in the state of callosity.

The core is a lamellated ovoid mass, corre-
sponding in external figure with tlie cup by
which it is produced ; and consisting in sub-
stance of vertical cup-shaped lamell<e closely
packed one within the other. In an old
corn the shape of the entire core is conical,

the point resting on the sensitive skin, and
the signification of the tema clou or nail
thus ap[)hed by the French is made mani-
fest. The substance of the corn resembles
horn both in colour and density, but between
the toes, where moisture is generally present,
it remains white and soft, like soddened
cuticle, and is thence named soft corn.
Effusion at its base is more common in the
soft than in the hard corn.
TREATMnxT.—The treatment of a com is

to remove its causes, namely, pressure and
friction

; but when this iS impracticable, to
equahse pressme, by which the corn will

revert to the state of callosity. The second
indi<-ation is best clfected by some simple
unirritating application, such as the soap- or

lead-plaster spread on washleather. As a
preliunnary to this application, as much of

the hard epidermis as possible should be
removed by soaking and scra[)ing, and the

core turned out with a blimt-pointed instru-

ment. The soft corn may be removed as the

hard one, or by snipi)ing with scissors. When
there is inflamnuition about the corn, it

should be treated by water-dressing. Chronic
corns are much benertted by an api)lication

composed of Salicylic Acid, 30 parts ; Ex-
tract of Indian Hemp, 5 parts ; Flexile Col-

lodion, 240 parts.

Erasmus Wilson.

CORNEITIS. — Inflammation of the

cornea. See Eye and its Appendages,
Diseases of.

CORNUAL {cornu, a horn).—Relating
to the cornua or horns of grey matter
of the spinal cord, e.g. cornual myelitis.

Sec Spinal Cord, Diseases of.

CORONARY ARTERIES, Diseases
of.— Synon.: Fr. Maladies dcs Arteres Coro-
naires ; Ger. Krankhciten dcr Kranzarte-
rien.—The diseases of the coronary arteries

may be classihed as follows : (a) atheroma
and calcification ; {h) anem-ysm

;
(c) occlusion

of the orifice ; {d) thrombosis and embolism

;

and (e) syphilitic disease.

a. Atheroma ; Calcification.— Athe-
roma and calcification of the coronar}- arteries

are fi'equent, but by no means constant,

sequela; of similar changes in the root of the

aorta. The disease may be general, affecting

both vessels equally or unequallj' ; or it may
be limited to one of them, or even to a

primary branch of either ; and may lead to

fatty degeneration or fibroid change of the

corresponding substance of the heart. The
experiments of Mr. Erichsen and M. Schiff

have proved that the nutrition of the heart

in health depends upon a free coronary cir-

culation, and i)athology has confirmed this

conclusion. Sir Richard Quain found the

coronary arteries diseased or obstructed in

13 out of 33 cases of fatty degeneration of

the heart, and' in one of these cases, the
trunks of both vessels being healthy, a cal-

cified coronary branch led to the only por-

tion of the heart exhibiting fatty change. Of
55 cases of fatty degeneration of the heart
collated from the Transactions of the Patho-
logical Society of London, 21 exhibited athe-

romatous or calcific change of the coronary
arteries. In 10 of these death occurred by
rupture of the left ventricle, in 1 by rupture
of the right ventricle, and in 2 by rupture
of the septum ventriculorum, the coronary
branch leading to the seat of rui)ture having
been, in every instance, in a more advanced
state of disease than the other portions of
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the vessel. From the foregoing statistics it

would appear, that whilst fatty degeneration
of the heart may exist independently of

disease of the x^orouary arteries, the latter

condition may be regarded as an immediate
cause of fatty change in the heart, in the

proportion of about liS per cent, of all cases.

Hiiter j)cints out (Virchow's Archiv, vol.

Ixxxix. 1882) that libroid disease of the heart

is frequently associated with sclerotic changes
in the coronary arteries, the libroid jjatches

corresponding to the site of the changes in

the arteries. Fibroid disease may also be

l^roduced as a result of embolism of the

coronary vessels.

Symptoms and Signs.—There are none
which are peculiar to this disease ; those

which exist being due to the consecutive

changes in the substance of the heart. The
doctrine formerly held, that calcification of

the coronary arteries was the cause of angina
pectoris, is no longer tenable, though fatal

cases of angina are more frequently asso-

ciated with disease of these vessels than
with any other lesion. It is probable, how-
ever, that the affection of the coronary
arteries producec angina only by disturbance

of the functions of the cardiac nerves and
ganglia. See Angina Pectouis.

b. Aneurysm.—Aneurysm of the coron-

ary arteries is of rare occmTence. It is

usually preceded by atheromatous or calcific

changes in the coats of the vessels, and may,
therefore, be regarded as a disease of middle
or advanced age. Dr. Gee has, however,
published an example of coronary aneurysm
in which the patient was a boy of only seven
years.

Symptoms anb Signs.—There is no posi-

tive indication of coronary aneurysm during
life. When the termination is fatal, as it

iisually is, death occurs by haemorrhage into

the periciiixlium fi-om rupture of the sac.

c. Occlusion.— Occlusion of the orifices

of the coronary arteries has been met with
only in connexion with calcific changes in

the root of the aorta, a partially detached
calcareous plate overlying the orifice of either

vessel (^both are rarely affected), and partially

or completely shutting off the circulation.

There are no symidoms distinct from those

of the principal disease.

d. Thrombosis and Embolism. —
Throinbosis of the coronary arteries is a
frequent residt of disease in the coats of

these vessels; and owing to their small size,

complete blocking and arrest of circulation

through them are the ordinary consequences
of this accident. Embolis7n of the coronary
arteries has been observed in cases of endo-
carditis especially involving the mitral valve.

The heart-substance, depending upon the
occluded vessel for its vascular suj^ply,

quickly undergoes the atrophic changes of

fatty or fibroid degeneration; or appearances
like those fomid in infarction in other viscera
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are produced. Special symptoms are en-
tirely wanting.

Disease or obstruction of the coronary
arteries, with the ordinary consequences

—

fatty degeneration of the heart, and anaemia
with white softening of the brain—are con-
ditions usually found in cases of perman-
ently slow pulse.

e. Syphilis.—Syphilitic disease of the
coronary arteries has been recorded in a
number of instances, but its identification

depended entu-ely upon the history and the
concomitant symptoms, the dejjosit being
histologically indistinguishable from ordinary
atheroma.

Thomas Hayden. C. J. Nixon.

CORPORA AMYLACEA (corpus, a
body; and rtw;yZ;/,OT, starch).—These mmute
bodies, which were first described in this

coimtry by Sir Kichard Quain and Dr. Hughes
Bennett in the '2nd and 3rd vols, of the
Transactions of the Pathological Society of
London, were thus named by Virchovv. They
are generally visible only with the aid of the
microscope, but sometimes are large enough
to be seen with the naked eye, and now and
then attain some size. Usually they are

roimd or oval, and present a concentric,

laminated arrangement, which is made more
apparent by the action of acetic acid. They
otten have a yellowish.tinge. In appearance
corpora amylacea somewhat resemble starch-

granules, and they are tinged brown or bluish

by the action of iodine upon them. These
bodies were formerly supposed to be com-
posed of starch, and hence their name. This
is not the case, however, and their actual

chemical composition is not clearly known

;

it probably differs in different structures.

Bodies resembling corpora amylacea in ap-

pearance and arrangement have been found
in various parts, but they have attracted

most attention in connexion with the nerve-

centres, being particularly observed when
these are the seat of atrophy or degeneration;

they are especially seen in the choroid plexus.

Frederick T. Roberts.

CORPORA QUADRIGEMINA,
Lesions of.—The facts of comparative
anatomy and experimental physiology tend

to show that the corpora quadrigemina {cor-

pora bigemina or optic lobes of the lower
vertebrates), though related to the optic tracts,

do not correspond in their development to

the eyes or oculo-motor apparatus, and ap-

pear to be largely concerned in those func-

tions, such as equilibration and locomotor
co-ordination, which are independent of the

cerebral hemispheres.
The facts of human pathology, though not

opposed to these data, cannot be made the

basis of very precise conclusions as to the

diagnostic indications of disease of these

ganglia, as it is exceedingly rare to find

disease such as local softening limited to
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this region unatomiciilly or fimctionally, and
hu'iiiorrhnge is unknown.

Tlio coriioni qua(lrif,'c>inina are, however,

not infroquontly involved in lesions which
invade iieii^hhourinj,' i>aits, such as menin-
gitis—simple and tubercular, tumours, especi-

ally of the pineal gland and the middle lobe

of the cerehcllum, &c.

It is stated 1)\' experimenters on the lower
animals (pigeons, kc.) that when the anterior

tuliorclcs, which are more especially con-

nected with the optic tracts, are destroyed,

vision is abolished, and that if the lesion is

unilateral, the blindness occurs on the side

opposite the lesion.

It is questionable whether such results

occur in man, apart from indirect iini)lication

of the optic tracts (neuritis). Dr. Bastian,

however, has recorded a case of total blind-

ness, in which the cause proved to be soften-

ing limited to the anterior tubercles of the

coi-pora quadrigemiua {Paralysisfrom Bra/in
Disease, p. 115).

It has been found experimentally in ani-

mals, and also in man, that atrophy of the

opposite tubercle ensues when the eye has
been destroyed. Irido-motor action is also

par.alysed by destruction of the corpora quad-
rigemiua, a result wliich, however, is slated

not to occur unless the injury is more than
superficial and implicating the oculo-motor
nuclei.

Disturbances of equilibration and co-ordi-

nation also result from lesion of the corpora
quadrigemiua. These are attributed to im-
plication of the subjacent tracts, and, ac-

cording to Lussana and Lemoigne, more
particularly to lesion of the subjacent superior
cerebellar peduncle. For his own part, the
writer thmks that all attempts at differentia-

tion are pure hypotheses, and from the nature
of the question must remain so. But, from
whatever cause, there is no doubt that the
disturbances alluded to do occur.

Irritation of the corpora quadrigemina on
one side causes dilatation of the pupil and a
hemiopisthotonos of the ojijiosito side, which
becomes general if the irritation is prolonged
or bilateral, the head being retracted and the
logs extended, trismus also being very marked.
According to Lussana and Lemoigne uni-
lateral lesion of the corpora quadrigemina
causes an incurvation of the trunk and gyra-
tion to the side of the lesion. This would agi'ee

with the effects of irritation, being naturally
|

a reversal of the phcnomeiia. Tumours
implicating the corpora qiiadrigemina are
generally associated with a reeling gait, which
18 an early symptom, and also frequently

|wth symptoms of ophthalmoplegia from '

implication of the oculo-motor nuclei. The
atlection of the ocular muscles is unequal,
according to the degree in which the respec-
tive nuclei may be affected by the lesion
(XothnageU. In a case rejiorted by Dr. DutHn '

{Trans. Clin. Soc. o/I/07ido?i, vol. ix.), which I
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the writer had an opportunity of investigating,

of tumour of the pineal glaiul, which, besides
passing forward into the third ventricle,

pushed underneath the aciuoduct of Sylvius,
stretching and causing atrophy of the corpora
quadrigemina, the symptoms, in addition to

those of cerebral tumour—namely, violent

occipital headache and double optic neuritis

—

were double vision followed by loss of sight,

vertigo, specially marked when the eyes were
open, staggering gait, and tendency to re-

traction of the head and rigidity of the dorsal

muscles. Tiic pupils were large and sluggish.

These sym2)toius, to a certain extent, re-

semble those caused by^ tumour in the middle
lobe of the cerebellum, and it is a question
how far those latter may be due to mechani-
cal irritation of these ganglia. But we may
infer that such a combination of symptoms
as the above points to lesion of the corpora
quadrigemina, or of the middle lobe of the

cerebellum, though we cannot bo certain of

the absolute limitation of the lesion. «

Katurally the same secondary affection

of the functions of the cerebral hemispheres
occurs from tumours situated in this region,

as in tumours of the middle cerebellar

lobe.

Pressure on the veins of Galen leads to

dropsy of the cerebral ventricles, and its con-

sequences on the cerebral circulation and
functions. D. Ferrier.

CORPULENCE (corpus, a body).—An
undue accumulation of fat in the body.
See Obesity.

CORPUSCLE (corpuscuhim, a little

body).—In physiology and pathology this

word is generally used as synonymous with
cell. See Cell.

CORPUS STRIATUM, Lesions of.

The corpus striatum of English anatomy
and pathology comprises various structures

which have recei\ ed special names—namely,
the nucleus caudatus, or intra-ventricular

nucleus, which is exposed to view by laying

open the lateral ventricle ; the nucleus leu-

ticiilaris, or extra-ventricular nucleus, con-

sisting of three divisions, and subjacent to

the convolutions of the island of Keil
;

together with the anterior division of the

ijitemal capsule, or pcdunctilar expansion,

which connects the cortex and cms cerebri.

This differentiation is necessary, as the

effects of lesion of the corpus striatum will

ditl'cr according to whether the grey matter
alone, or the internal capsule, is mvolved.

Physiological experiment has not stic-

ceeded in defining the respective functions of

the ganglionic masses of the corpus striatum.

The experiments of Aronsohn and Sachs,

Ott, Halo White, and others seem to show
that lesions of these ganglia in animals cause

a rise of several degi-ees in body temperature
from increased heat-production.
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The corpus striatum is especially liable to

lesion from embolism or rupture of its blood-

vessels. These are furnished principally by
the middle cereljral artery, which in the first

part of its course sends off numerous straight

twigs, which sink into the anterior perforated

space, and supjily tliis ganglion and the ad-

jacent part of the optic thalamus. Owing to

their position, and direction as regards the

main current, they are easily ruptured or

blocked up, and owing to their being of the

nature of ' end arteries,' and almost destitute

of anastomoses with other cerebral arteries,

embolism rapidly leads to softenmg of the

regions which they nourish.

Symptoms.—The symptoms of lesion of the

corpus striatum may be divided into three

groups or stages.

First stage.—This includes certain symp-
toms which are more or less transient, and
depend chiefly on the suddenness of the

lesion and functional disturbance of other

pa^'ts.

To the latter belong the symptoms usually

accompanyingana])oplecticseizure(apoplexy),

as also the loss or duuinution of sensation on
the ojiposite side of the body, which some-
times occm'S in consequence of pressure on,

or functional interference with, the sensory

tracts of the internal capsule by effusion into

the corpus striatiun. The symptoms due to

the svuldenness of the lesion of the corpus
striatum, as such, are complete paralysis of

every voluntarj' movement on the opposite

side of the body, occasionally varied by con-

vulsive spasms of the paralysed side, and
conjugate deviation of the head and eyes
towards the sound side. This latter symptom
is due to the centres for the head and eyes

of the opposite hemisphere suddenly losing

their antagonists. The temperature of the
paralysed side is. as a rule, higher than that

of the sound side. The total jiaralj'sis and
flaccidity of the opposite side of the body,
and conjugate deviation of the head and
eyes, are transient symptoms, lasting from a
few hours to a day or two.

Second stage.—This stage includes those
symptoms which continue for a variable

period, after those depending on the sudden-
ness and disturbing effect of the lesion have
passed off. They constitute the common
type of hemiplegia or paralysis of voluntary
motion on the side opposite the lesion. The
face, aim, and leg, and to a certain extent
the thoracic and abdominal muscles on the
one side of the body, are affected. The
paralysis does not affect all these parts
equally. As a general rule it may be stated

that those movements are most affected

which are most independent of those of the
opposite side, and which are most com]ilexand
delicate. Hence the movements of the hand
and arm are more affected than those of the
face or leg, owing to the fact that these are

more commonly exercised in associated or

alternating action with those of the other
side. The facial paralysis is most marked
m the lower facial region. The orbicularis

palpebrarum is more or less paretic, but
never paralysed to the extent which occurs
in Bell's or true facial paralysis, depending
on lesion of the portio dura. The angle of
the mouth on the paralysed side hangs lower,

and the tongue deviates slightly to the
paralysed side. The weakness of the facial

muscles is best brought out when the patient
smiles or tries to whistle. The face then
becomes drawn to the sound side. "While

some volitional control may have been
acquired over the leg, the hand and arm
remain perfectly motionless.

In the process of recovery, the leg recovers
before the arm, and as a rule the recovery
proceeds from the proximal to the distal end
of the limb, the shoulder and hip movements
being regained before those of the hand or

foot. The flexors regain their power before

the extensors.

The sensibility of the paralysed parts is

unimpaired. The superficial reflexes are

diminished, the deep (tendon) reflexes in-

creased.

Tiie faradic contractility of the muscles is

unimpaired ; occasionally it is increased rather

than diminished.

The muscles do not undergo atrophy except

by disuse.

The temperature of the paralysed limbs,

which at first is usually increased, is generally

found to be lower than that of the sound side,

to the extent of a degree, more or less.

Recovery may take place from all the

symj^toms of this stage, within a period vary-

ing from weeks to months, or the patient

maj' pass into the third stage.

Third stage.—The sjiecial symptoms of

this stage are the occurrence of what is termed
' late rigidity ' in the paralysed limbs, a condi-

tion of evil import. This rigidity shows itself

most frequently in the arm, but it is common
enough in both limbs. The rigiditj' affects

the flexors more particularly, and causes the

limb to assume a position in which the flexors

predominate. It is variable in degree, and at

first is capable of being overcome. At first,

also, it is remittent, tending to give way when
the patient abstains from volitional efforts or

from excitement, and seems almost gone on

waking from sleejj or when the jiatient yawns
or stretches hunself. Gradually it assumes a

more intense form, and the limb becomes
permanently fixed and rigid.

After death, this condition is found to coin-

cide with descending sclerosis of the motor-

tracts of the brain and spinal cord. The de-

generation proceeds from the seat of lesion

downwards through the crus, pons, and pyra-

mid of the same side, and then across to the

posterior part of the lateral column of the

spinal cord on the paralysed side. Frequently,

also, a similar track of degeneration is found
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on the iiinnr aspect of tlie nnterior column of

the si>iiml cord, and occasionally also iu the

lateral column on tho same side as the brain-

lesion (Charcot, Tiirck, &c.)

Even durnig the rigid stage, there is, as a

rale, DO trophic degeneration of the muscles

or annihilation of faradie contractility, though

tlie muscles waste from disuse unless arti-

ficially stinnilated. But in some rare in-

stances, as Charcot has shown, tlie secondary

degeneration invades the anterior coriiua of

the spinal cord, in which case amyotrophy
or trophic degeneration of the muscles en-

sues.

There is no recovery from this condition.

Variations and coni2}lications. — Though
general hemiplegia of tho opposite side, with-

out affection of sensation, is the type of dis-

ease of tho corpus striatum, certain variations

and complications have been observed, some
of which still require elucidation.

When sensation is permanently affected

along with voluntary motion, we have reason

to regard the lesion as not confined to tho

corpus striatum, but as imjilicating also the

posterior part of the internal capsule and tho

thalannis, an occurrence by no means rare.

When the lesion affects only the grey matter
of the nucleus caudatus, tlie hemiplegia is, as

a rule, comparatively slight and transitory.

Similar aflection of the nucleus lenticularis

is said to produce more marked paralysis than
that caused by affection of the nucleus cau-

datus, but also not of a permanent kind.

When, however, the lesion causes rupture of

the anterior two-thirds of the internal cap-

sule, the hemiplegia is most marked and most
enduring. It is this lesion only which gives

rise to secondary degeneration of the motor
tracts and permanent rigidity.

Cases are on record in which lesions of the
corpus striatum have given rise, not to general
hemiplegia of the opposite side, but to mono-
plegia, such as paralysis of the face or of one
or other limb. But these monoplegisB are
without doubt due to limited lesions of the
internal capsule, which, as the researches of
Franck and I'itres and of Beevor and Horsley
have demonstrated, contains the motor tracts

corresponding to the differentiated centres of
the cortex.

Cases are also on record of paralysis occur-
ring on the same side of the body as the lesion.

The real existence and explanation of such
exceptional occurrences are still sub judice,
and though various explanations maybe sug-
gested, it is well to wait for further instances,
carefully investigated by accurate modern
methods, before pronoimciug delinitely on the
question. D. Feukier.

CORRELATION.—This term is used
in medicine almost exclusivel}" in reference to
the uitiology of disease, and in this relation
principally in regard to the zymotic diseases.
The term ' correlation of the physical forces

'
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may be taken as implying that the several

forces are capable of being converted into or
of giving place to one another when they are

permitted to act under ccrtam conditions, and
that they are all related to a common cause.

It is very much the same idea that is implied
by the term ' Correlation of the Zymotic Dis-

eases,' a subject which has been discussed in

a separate work by A. W'olff.

It is contended that the several contagious
diseases of a general typo (the exanthemata)
do not, necessarily and in all cases, reproduce
their like ; but that occasionally, the conta-

gious particles thrown off' from the same sick

person sufTering from one of the diseases {e.g.

scarlatina) may suflice to engender one or more
different kinds of disease, according to the
mode in which this matter operates—that is,

according as it may be swallowed, taken into

the system through the pulmonary smface, or

through some other nuicous membrane or skin-

abrasion. These diseases aj-e said to be cor-

related, therefore, on accoimt of this assumed
relation to a common cause—a specific con-

tagium. According to this notion the seat of

primary action and the constitutional condi-

tion of the patient are factors which largely

influence the form of disease tliat ultiniately

manifests itself as a result of tho contact of

any given contagium. This view has at pre-

sent scarcely passed beyond the stage of an
ingenious speculation—though it is one which
is by no moans unworthy of further attention,

opposed though it may be to many cm-rent

doctrines as to the specific and unalterable

nature of contagia.

Of late years, moreover, evidence in support

of some such doctrine has been strengthen-

ing. Thus, to take one exam)ile, it has now
been shown {see Dowdeswell's Report in

Brit Med. Journ., July 19, 1884) that two
very distinct forms of septicaemia exist of an
extremely contagious character, which may
take their origin fi-om common putrefactive

material introduced into different parts of

the body. The one, known as ' Da\ aino's

septictemia,' may be set uj) by introducing

two or three drops of putrid blood beneath
the skin of an animal; whilst a totally

different form of the disease, known as
' Pasteur's septiciemia,' may be induced by
introducing a similar quantity of the same
putrid blood into the peritoneal cavity of

another individual of the same kind of

animal. The late Professor Hucter, indeed,

held, as a result of experimental observations,

that tho contagia of many diseases are de-

rivable from common septic organisms and
their allialoids, by virtue of alterations taking

place under particular conditions in the pro-

cess of putrefaction, by which means the

common organisms take on ' specific modes
of activity.' Instances of such conversion, as

well as of the interchangeable morphological
characters of bacilli and micrococci associated

with different contagious processes, are cited
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by him and also by Professor Fokker of

Groningen. See Trans. Litem. Med. Cong.
1881, vol. i. pp. 32'J-334.

Diseases may be said to be correlated also

when they are severally related to the same
cause acting with different degrees of in-

tensity. Thus it is held by some epidemiolo-

gists that the plague is only a malignant form
of typhus ; that yellow fever is due to a more
intense form or action of the same poison as

sutfices at other times to engender intermit-

tent or remittent fever ; and that summer
diarrhoea, cholerine, and cholera are also but
different manifestations ofone commonthough
variable cause.

Similarly it is held by many surgeons that

ordinary surgical fever, pyaemia, and septicae-

mia are correlated effects, due to the action

of the same poison in different degrees of in-

tensity. They maintain that the appearance

of one or other of these morbid states after a

siirgical operation is dependent in part upon
differences in the constitutional condition of

their patients, and, moreover, that these forms

of disease are further linked to one >inother

by numerous intermediate states. This point

of view has been both strengthened and ex-

tended by some of the experimental researches

of Dr. Biu-don Sanderson. He foimd that the

subcutaneous injection of different portions of

the same inflammatory product, executed at

the same time, would often produce quite dif-

ferent effects upon different animals of the

same species. In the one a typical septicaemia

proved rapidly fatal, in another a slower py-
emic process was established, whilst in a third

animal the still more chronic process of so-

called tuberculosis was set up. Here again

we seem to get out of the region of specu-

lation into that of fact. See Trans. Path.
Soc. of London, 1872, pp. 303-308.

The term ' correlation ' is only applicable to

commmiicable diseases, otherwise its leading

signification, namely, convertibility, could not

be fulfilled. Hence it is that, though very

many diseases may arise from the operation

upon different individuals of some common
cause (such as exposure to cold), the maladies

which may result fi-om siich a cause no one

would think of speaking of as correlated.

H. Charlton Bastian.

CORROSIVE SUBLIMATE, Poi-
soning by.— See Mercury, Diseases arising

from.

CORYZA {Kopv(a, a running from the

head).—A synonym for nasal catarrh. See

Catarrh.

COUGH.— Synon. : Tussis; Fr. Toux;
Ger. Husten.

Description.—The act of coughing con-

sists in one or more abrupt forcible ex-

pirations, preceded by contraction of the

glottis. First a deep inspiration is taken,

the glottis is closed for a moment, and then

it is opened by the pressure of the air forced

out by the combined action of the thoracic

and abdominal expiratory muscles. With
the air thus suddenly expelled, any foreign

matter that may be in the larynx or bronchi
is driven into the pharynx or the mouth.

JStiology.—The immediate cause of cough
is the presence of an irritant, mechanical or

sympathetic, affecting the surface of the air-

tubes or the nerves that supply them, and it

is the object of the cough to remove this

source of irritation.

The sensibility of the respiratory surfaces

is greatest at its conunencement—the glottis

being an ever-watchful janitor. It may be
increased by congestion or inflammation, or

by the continued act of coughing. Even the

mere inhalation of cool or dry air may, in

asthma or bronchial congestion, be sufficient

to excite cough. The result of the irritation

is to increase the natural secretion, and to

alter its characters. See Expectoration.
Cough may be due to numerous reflex

caitses, such as gastric irritation, ear-disorder,

aneurysmal, glandular or other pressure on the
vagus, recurrent, or sj'inpathetic nerves. The
act may also be caused by a long uvula or

enlarged tonsil; a granular state of the

pharjmgeal or larj-ngeal mucous membrane
;

polypi or other foreign bodies in the larjTix,

trachea, or even in the external auditory

meatus ; various affections of the bronchial

tubes—for example, undue dryness, hyper-

semia, alteration in the quality or quantity

of the bronchial secretion, or intiammatory
affections ; inflammation of the lung or

pleura ; or tubercle, cancer, or other growths
in or near the lung.

Diagnosis.— Cough is not a disease to be

treated, but a sjTnptom to be traced to its

source. An inspection of the pharynx and
larynx, and a physical examination of the

chest, will generally sufiice to detect the

cause.

The character of the cough is often quite

pathognomonic

—

e.g. the ' whoop ' of whoop-
ing cough ; the ' bark ' of hysteria ; the

catching, painful cough of pleurisy ; the

slight ' hack ' of early phthisis, and the

equally distinctive cough of advanced phthi-

sis with laryngeal ulceration ; the tearing

cough of empyema threatening bronchial

fistiila; the loud clanging cough due to

pressure on the trachea or laryngeal nerves

;

the spasmodic, suffocative cough of asthma.

The ' tightness ' or ' looseness ' of cough,

indicating the absence or presence of secre-

tion, is a valuable guide in diagnosis and
treatment.

The absence of cough is no proof of the

absence of serious lesion ; thus, while the

presence of a few gi-anulations in the lung

is often productive of incessant and uncon-

trollable cough, long-continued destructive

disease may exist without it.

Treatment.— Before prescribing for a
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coii^li it is of course osscutiivl to ascertain its

cause ; and the siniiilest and most innocuous

remedies should be tirst used. The routine

treatment of cough by sedatives is highly

injurious. The secretions which ought to

be removed are thus locked up, and the

irritation, which would have been transient,

becomes est;ibHshed.

If the tonsils are found much enlarged, or

the uvula pendulous and irritating the epi-

glottis, caustics or the guillotine will remove
the evil. If a gramilar state of the pharyn-
geal membrane exists, dependent on torpid or

engorged abdominal viscera, gout, or hepatic

obstruction, it may be treated by local as-

tringents and general deobstruents.

A lax or congested state of the laryngeal

membrane, due to overwork of voice, or the

tuidue direction of attention to the vocal

apparatus (clergyman's sore-throat), is best

treated, according to the writer's experience,

by the local application of a solution of zinc

sulpliate—tea grains to an ounce of water,

or of iodine dissolved in sjjirit and olive oil.

Undue dryness, simple hyi)era;mia, or hyper-
jEsthesia of the respii-atory mucous tract, may
often be relieved by the act of sijiping and
slowly swallowing cold water, or the decoc-

tion of Iceland moss, fruit lozenges, gum
arabic, liquorice, or linseed tea. Sucking
ice or inhaling steam is very often all that is

needed. In the early staj^e of catarrhal sore-

throat, chlorate of potassium in crystal, or in

the fomi of lozenge, used in moderation,
should not be neglected. The use of glycerine

of tannin, or nitrate of silver dissolved in

glycerine (lialf a drachm to one ounce), is of

more service in relaxed throat than alum or

tannin gargle ; indeed, the free use of well-

selected lozenges has rendered the employ-
ment of gargles well-nigh obsolete. The
former can be constantly, the latter but
seldom applied.

Mediciii'il treatment.—If it is desired to

increase the fluidity of the secretion, squill

or ipecacuanha maj- be used, or, better still,

tartar emetic in small doses, which is best
given in effervescence with carbonate of
ammonium and citric acid. It must not be
forgotten that sj-rups and nauseating ex-
pectorants are apt to do harm by enfeebling
or disturbing digestion. Tincture of aconite,
in three-drop doses, is often of value in allay-
ing irritable cough, especially when fever is

present. Gelsemium is a more recent remedy
for the same purpose. Of the direct sedatives,
morphine is the most valuable ; it proves of
service in very small doses, ^., gr. in a
lozenge being often adequate. Couiura, with
or without morphine, suits some persons

;

hydrocyanic acid still more ; and Indian
hemp is also of value. The bromides, in
combination with chloral, have gained great
repute; the latter should be given with
caution. The power of the bromide of am-
moniima in allaying spasmodic cough is re-

markable. An emetic of ipecacuanha, sul-

])hato of zinc, or mustard may be useful in

relieving cough, by expelling secretion when
this has accuuuilated in large quantity. If

cough causes vomiting, food should be taken
in small quantities, tluids shoidd be limited,

and a little capsicum or spiced brandy 'staj's

the stomach.'
External applications. — The use of

counter-irritants must not be neglected. In
the intlainmatoi'y stage of bronchitis, for

instance, linseed and nnistard poultices, and,
in the later stages, iodine, are of great use ;

and in some cases the apjilication of a snuill

blister or vesicating fluid is a remedy not
to be forgotten.

Inhalations.—Infusion of hop as an in-

halation is a useful calmative ; iodine is

indicated in relaxed conditions in strumous
subjects. Chloroform (10 to 15 minims)
mixed with eau de Cologne, and inhaled
from a handkerchief, is useful in other cases.

By means of the spray-inhaler, many non-
volatile preparations may be applied to the
respiratory passages. A solution of car-

bonate of sodium is very useful in liquefying

tenacious secretion. Tannic acid, almu,
percliloride of iron, and nitrate of silver, are

all valuable. Of sedatives, henbane, conium,
camphor ; and of antiseptics, sulphurous and
carbolic acids, are serviceable as inhalants.

The vapour of tincture of iodine, 15 drops
to 2 ounces of water, in the steam draught
inhaler, is often useful. In chronic gi-anular

disease of the pharj-ngeal and laryngeal
mucous membranes, the sulphurous waters
of Aix-la-Chapelle, Aix-les-Bains, and St.

Saveur m the Pyrenees, when inhaled in an
atomised state, are of distinct service.

Patients may be taught how to cough
as follows : Try to suppress the inclination,

until the secretion that causes the cough is

within reach, then take a deep and deliberate

inspiration, and the accumulated pldegm is

removed at a single effort. Bj' inhaling

steam from a hot sponge or a basin of boiling

water on first waking from sleep, the inspis-

sated secretion, which is apt to be difhcult to

move, may be easily loosened and expelled.

An ipecacuanha lozenge may serve a simihir

purpose. E. Symes Thompson.

COUNTER - INDICATION.
CONTRA-INDICATION.

See

COUNTER-IRRITANTS.— Synon. :

Fr. Contre-stunidants ; Ger. Gegenreiz-
niittcl.

Definition.—The term ' coimter-irritation

'

implies any irritation artificially established

with a view to diminish, coimteract, or re-

move certain morbid processes which may
be going on in a more or less remote part

of the system. The substances employed in

establishing this state are called counter-

irritants, and may be classified as follows,
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according to the degree of their action :

—

1. Rubefacients. 2. Einspastirs, vesicants,

or blistering agents. 3. Fiistulants.

Although sorne therapeutists have of late

been disposed to question the value of counter-

irritants, on the theoretical ground of inability

to explain tlieir mode of action, yet there

is not wanting evidence, both from clinical

observation and physiological experiment,

that irritation m one part of the body may
affect the functions and nutrition of other

parts. That stimulation of the vessels of the

sm-face can uiiluence decidedly the circula-

tion of deeper parts has been demonstrated
by Dr. Brown- Soquard ; for he found that

irritation of the skin of the back, over the

kidneys, caused a contraction of the arteries

supplying those organs. Ziilzer found that

when cantharides collodion was painted over

the back of a rabbit for fourteen days the

vessels underneath the skin were congested,

whilst the deeper parts, including the lungs,

were pale and ana'mic. From these experi-

ments we can understand how a blister may
relieve a sudden internal congestion in the

lungs or brain, and how it may act in re-

storing tone to dilated and paralysed capil-

laries.

Bevuhion and derivation are both
examples of counter-irritation. In the first,

the induced morbid action is set up in a part

remote from the primary disease, as when
mustard poultices are applied to the feet iu

an attack of apoplexy ; in the second, deriva-

tive action is set up in the neighbourhood of

the primary malady, as when a blister is

placed on the back of the neck for the relief

of cerebral disorder.

1. Rubefacients.

—

Action.— These re-

medies, applied to the skin, produce local

warmth and redness from increased flow of

blood in the cutaneous vessels. The local

hyperaemia thus induced subsides gradually
on ceasing to employ the rubefacient ; but
sometimes, when the action of this has been
prolonged, the epidermis may peel off, and
more or less local soreness remain. Rube-
facients are usually quick in action ; their

local after-effects are trifling ; and they may,
therefore, be applied without injury over a
lai'ge extent of surface.

Enumeration and Application.—Exam-
ples of rubefacients are found in Ammoniacal
liniments or embrocations; Mustard plasters

and the Compound Liniment ; Volatile Oil
of Mustard; Oils of Turpentine and Caju-
put ; and Iodine. Hot water is at times
applied on a sponge or flannel to produce
a speedy coimter - irritant and derivative
effect in relieving sudden internal congestion
and spasm, as in the early stage of croup,
laryngitis, and laryngismus stridulus. The
Cataplasma Smapis, or mustard poultice, is

a useful and rapidly acting rubefacient in
inflammation, spasm, and neuralgic pain.

Sir Alired Garrod recommends a very useful

sinapism, made by mixing 10 minims of

volatile oil of mustard with 1 oz. of sphit of

camphor, and spruililing this on impermeable
piline. Kigollot's mustard leaves, or the
ChartiE Sinapis (B.P.), ajiplied to the skin,

produce a speedy rubefaction of the surface.

Linimentum Sinapis Compositum is also a
very active rubefacient. Vmegar should not

be added to mustard poultices ; but by mixing
some oil of turpentine or a little powdered
capsicum in a mustard poultice, its rapidity

of action as a stimulant and rubefacient can
be greatly increased. Where, on the other

hand, a gentle stimulation with warmth and
moisture on the surface are desired, as in some
cases of pneumonia, a linseed-ineal poultice

may be used with its surface sprinkled lightly

over with mustard meal. Generally twenty
minutes is as long as an ordinary mustard
poultice can be safely borne on the skin. In
persons who have a very delicate skin, a

layer or two of muslin should be placed

between the mustard application and the

surface of the body. In applying mustard
poultices to those who are unconscious of pain,

caution is necessary, for it has happened that

the poultice being left on for a long time has

produced dangerous ulceration and sloughing

of the surface. A mustard foot-bath is at

times employed with a view to a revulsive

and counter-irritant effect. To prepare a

mustard bath, two tablespoonfuls or more of

mustard should be tied in a cloth and agitated

well with cold water ; then hot water may
be added to make the bath. It is found by
experiment that cold water extracts the active

principle or volatile oil of mustard far better

than very hot water does.

Uses.—Eubefacients are used in chronic

inflammation and irritation of the mucous
surfaces, as in bronchitis, and irritation about

the air-passages. Troublesome cough, in

cases of phthisis, is often relieved by apply-

ing tincture of iodine, or acetic acid and tur-

pentine liniment, to the chest. Rubefacients

are of service in removing lingering irritation

about a joint, their use also tending to pro-

mote the absorption of chronic thickening or

effusion in the joint; but friction with a

rubefacient liniment over a joint must not

be employed tiU all active inflammatory

action has entirely ceased. Various degrees

of persistent counter-irritation may be main-

tamed by applying, after the skin has been

well cleansed with soap and water, the Em-
plastrum Picis or Emplastrum Calefaciens

of the Pharmacopoeia. A mustard plaster

applied to the nape of the neck has proved

useful in cases of irritable brain with sleep-

lessness. The same application made to the

foot or great toe is a valuable revulsive where

gout attacks more important organs. A
mustard plaster has the advantage over a

blister in rajudity of rubefacient action ; and,

from the sharp pain caused, the mustard

plaster is preferable when it is a matter of
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moment to rouse one who is in a state of

k'tli;iif,'y or tor])or from narcotic poisoning

by opium, or alcohol, or from coma in the

course of a fever. ^Vhere we wish to exercise

a prolonjjeil action over chronic infliunniation

in an orf,'an, we should use a bhster rather

than a sinaiiism.

2. Vesicants, Epispastics, or Blis-
tering Agents. ^

—

Action.—A blister acts

primarily as a rubefacient and powerful

stinuilant to the cutaneous vessels. The
[lapilliB of the skin become reddened and
raised ; minute vesicles soon appear on the

elevations ; and those, gi-adually coalescini,',

form a bleb, or large vesicle, between the

true skin and ei)ideriuis, containing an
albumino-fibrinous tluid.

E.NL'MERATION AND APPLIC.\TIOV. — The
ap^ent most commonly employed for blister-

ing purposes is the Cantliaris or Spanish

&y ; but there are others that have been
>tsed for a similar object. Glacial Acetic

Acid applied to the skin produces intense

redness and pain, with rapid vesication, but
its action may extend too deeply as a caustic,

and cause a troublesome sore. Liquor Am-
niouiic dropped on a piece of lint, ai)i)lied to

the skin, and covered with a watch-glass,

very soon causes reihiess and rapid vesica-

tion in most persons. This is a good way of
raising a blister when it is desired to ai)plj"

powdered morphine endermically to relieve

severe pain. The Liquor Epispasticus of

the Pharmacopeia, applied with a brash,

soon raises a blister on the surface. Blistering

Collodion is used for a similar purpose, but is

slower in action.

The application of blisters should not be
made directly over an inflamed part. There
is some evidence to show that a strong
stimulus ajiplied very near an inflamed
organ may uicrease the paraljtic dilatation

of its capillaries, and so add to the disease.

Blisters should not be applied where the
skin is loose, nor over anj' prominence of
Ixme, nor to the breast during pregnancy.
It should moreover be borne in mind that
the cantharidine of a blister may be absorbed
by the skin, and act on the kidneys, produc-
ing strangury and bloody urine. This acci-
dent may be obviated by sprinkling powdered
camphor over tlie blister before placing it on
the skin, or a thin piece of silver paper may
be interposed. In persons of feeble vitality,

a blister left on for too long a time has been
known to mduce dangerous sloughing.
W hen vesication is specially desired, there

is no need to leave the blister on for twelve
hoiurs or more, for it may be removed at the
end of six or eight hours, and a warm linseed
poultice applied. If the blister be opened,
which is best done by pricking the most de-
pendent part with a disinfected needle, sweet
oil and cotton-wool is the best dressing. The
practice of maintaining a blister as a running
sore or exutoire, by applying irritating oint-

ments, is not often resorted to now. The
process causes great pain and exliaustion of

the system, and is one rather of depletion

than of coimter-irritation. In the case of

children, blisters should be used with caution,

being kept on for about one hour or till the

skin is well reddened, when they should be

replaced by a poultice. It is well not to open
the blister, as the eflused serum forms the

best di'essing covered with cotton-wool. By
following this plan the child is saved much
worry and pain.

L'sES.—In its primary effect a blister acts

as a local stimulant, but when it remains on
long enough to produce extensive vesication

and discharge of serum, it acts as a depletive

and depressing agent. This primary and
second.iry action of blisters has been much
insisted on by the late Dr. Graves of Dublin,

who found great benefit in cases of fever

with apathy and prostration from the appli-

cation o{ fli/iiig blisters to various parts of

the surface. Thus a blister over the prse-

cordial region, kept on for about one hoiur,

and then removed, was observed to rouse

and stimulate a flagging heart. In other

cases the flying bhster might be placed at

the chest or back, or else behind the head on
the neck. Care should be taken not to leave

the bhster on long enough to cause actual

vesication, and the size of the blister should

be fairly large.

Vesication by a blister is of service in

many brain-affections attended with conges-

tion and tendency to serous effusion, such as

in the chronic forms of hydrocephalus, and
non-tuberciilar meningitis. In hysterical

paralysis narrow strips of blister placed com-
pletely round the affected lunb have proved
curative. A strip round the throat maj* cure

nervous aphonia. A strip of blister one inch

wide may possibly sometimes staj' the spread

of erysipelas along a surface. In cases of

pleuritic or pericarditic effusion the repeated

application of bUsters to the chest-wall is of

manifest advantage. In effusions into joints

(liydrarthrosis) blisters aid absorption ; and
it has seemed to the writer that absorbent

remedies, such as iodide of potassium, often

begin to do good as soon as a blister appears

to have once set the absorptive process in

action. In the joiut-aflections of acute rheu-

matism, ' the blister treatment ' has attracted

notice. Armlets and wristlets of blister-

plaster are appHed close to the inflamed
joints during the fever, and the serous dis-

charge from the bhster is kept up by means
of linseed-meal poultices.

In the obstinate acid vomiting of gouty
patients, a blister over the epigastrium often

gives relief. Some forms of neuralgia, as for

example pleurod.vnia, may ^acld to a blister

over the seat of the pain. At times obstinate

pleurodynia, or mastod.\Tiia, can be relieved

by flying blisters applied in the vertebra]

groove on the affected side, where a tender
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spot can often be detected on pressure. Blis-

ters should be avoided in cases of renal and
vesical inflammation, as the absorption of

the cantharidiue niay increase the mischief.

Counter-irritation by heat.—The skin

can be rapidly blistered by applying a ham-
mer— ' Corrigan's hammer '—a small flat

iron heated in a spirit-lamp or boiling water.

The skin is tapped for a few seconds with
the hammer, just to induce redness of the
part In some forms of rheumatism, neu-
ralgia and spinal weakness, this practice has
been followed by satisfactory results. Vesi-

cation of the skin by the fcrrurn candcns,
or hot iron, has been used in chronic joint-

disease.

Moxas.—Moxas were used for the purpose
of causing severe counter-irritation. Euro-
pean moxas were made either with cotton-

wool soaked in solution of nitrate of potas-

sium, or of the pith of the sunflower, which
naturally contains this salt. A wet rag was
placed on the skin ; in the centre of this

was a hole in which the lighted moxa was
placed, which gradually burned down to the

skin and produced an eschar, which in due
time sejiarated by suppuration. In spinal

affections, and in some forms of paralj-sis of

the sensory and motor nerves, moxas are

said to have done good ; but their applica-

tion is ver^' painful, and now they are seldom
employed.

3. Pustulanta.

—

Action.—The agents be-

longing to this class of counter-irritants pro-

duce a pustular eruption on the part to which
they are applied, and their use is not recom-
mended.
Enumeration and Application.—Among

pustulants may be placed Croton Oil, Tar-
tarated Antimony, and strong solution of

Nitrate of Silver. When croton oil is applied

to the skin, it acts as an intense irritant, pro-

ducing an eruption which is at first papular,

but very soon becomes pustular. The oil is

best employed in the form of the Linimen-
tmn Crotonis of the Pharmacopoeia. Tartar-

ated Antimony in the form of the Ointment,
or in hot aqueous solution, is a powerful
counter-irritant, producing pustules which
resemble those of variola. When applied

thus it may, by becoming absorbed, induce

symptoms of gastro-enteritis. It shoiild not

be apj)lied to parts usually uncovered, as

the pustules leave marks behind them ; and
under all circumstances the remedy, being a
painful one, must be used with caution.

Strong solution of nitrate of silver will pro-

duce pustulation, but it is seldom employed
for this piu-pose.

Issues.—Issues have long been used as

counter-irritants. An issue is formed by
placing on the skin a piece of adhesive

l^laster, in a hole in the centre of which a
fragment of caustic potasli is inserted. The
caustic causes an eschar, and when this has
come away, an issue-pea is placed in the

cavity left by the eschar ; this pea acts as a
foreign bodj-, and keeps up suppuration.

One drachm of pus may be discharged daily

by an issue ; more than this is too great a
drain on the system. An issue requires to

be di'essed daily, and when it has been long
open and running it must not be healed too

suddenly. Issues over the spine have been
found useful in clnronic spinal disease ; and
in some chronic brain-affections, with hyper-
semia and congestive tendency, an issue in

the back of the neck or in the arm is of ser-

vice, but is not now much iised.

Setons.—A seton is made by passing a
narrow-bladed knife under a fold of skin and
then carrying a few silk threads through the

incision by means of a pi'obe or long needle.

The threads remaining in the wound prevent
it from healing, and maintain a free purulent
discharge. Setons are used for the same
purposes as issues, and they have proved
useful in certain intractable forms of head-

ache—the seton being inserted in the skm
of the neck. Setons have been i;sed in cases

of cystic bronchocele with thickened walls

;

and, as counter-irritants, in chronic inflam-

mation of the bladder and uterus ; in chronic

skin-diseases of an obstinate character ; in

inflammations of the eye, with ulceration of

the cornea ; and in the early stages of pul-

monary phthisis.

In acute affections issues and setons are

never employed, and they should not be

placed over any part where there is much
movement, as a troublesome sore may be

the result. It is necessary to bear in mind
that issues, setons, and pustulants are, like

blisters, when kept on long enough to induce

serous discharge, of the nature of evacuants.

They carry off nutrient material from the

blood, and therefore are more or less de-

pressing and exhausting to the system, and

their repeated or protracted employment will

tend to induce the irritative fever of debility.

John C. Thorowgood.

COUP DE SOLEIIi (Fr.).—A synonym
for sunstroke. See Sunstroke.

COW-POX.— -See Vaccinia.

COXALGIA {coxa, the hip ; and oXyor,

pain).—Pain in the hip-joint. See Joints,

Diseases of.

CRACKED-METAL or CRACKED-
POT SOUND.— Synon.: ¥y. Bruit de pot

fele.—A peculiar sound elicited by percussion,

and resembling that emitted on striking a

broken jar or a metallic vessel. See Physical

Examination.

CRADOCK, in Cape Colony.—See
Africa, South.

CRAMP.—Synon. : Fr. Crampe ; Ger.

Krampf.—This name is applied to certain

painful varieties of tonic spasm. In its most

familiar form it affects the calves of the legs,
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coming on principally at ni;;ht, on the occasion I

of some slight movement of these parts. The
affected muscles, mostly on one side, contract

with such energy as to give rise to a board-
\

like rigidity, together with sensations of an
agonising character. The attack rarely lasts

more than a minute or two, though it may
more or less speedily' recur. It is perhaps

best cut short by a \igorous but steady volmi-

tary contraction of the opposing extensor

muscles of the foot. Where it is more obsti-

nate than usual, firm pressure aromid the

thigh or upon the great sciatic nerve some-

times gives relief. Cramp is often associated

with some irritation of the stomach or of the

intestines, especiiUly in children or delicate

nervous persons. In this way it is produced

not infrequently when arsenic in medicinal

doses has been continued for some time, and
is beginning to exert some slightly poisonous

effect upon the system. In a moi-e general

form it often occurs, to a marked extent, in

cholera. Localised, painful, cramp-hke con-

tractions of muscles may also be due to

irritation of anterior root-fibres, either in

their intra-mednllary or extra-medullary

coiu-se. Other fonns of painful spasm are

by no means conunon, if we except colic. See
Spasm ; and Thomsen's Disease.

H. Charlton Bastian.

CRANIOTABES {cranium, the skull

;

and tahes, thinning).—A morbid condition of
j

the cranium m children, consisting in spots

of local thuming of the occipital, parietal,

and (rarely) the frontal bones, as well as in
general abnormal flexibility of the osseous
tissue. See Skcll, Diseases of.

CREPITANT (crepito, I make a noise).

When applied to a body, this word signifies

that it is capable of yielding the sensation or
sound of crepitation. It is also associated
with a rale, to indicate a peculiar character
which it possesses. See Physical Examina-
tion.

CREPITATION (crepito, I make a
noise).—A sensation or sound of crackling.
It may be observed in morbid states of the
bones, joints, or subcutaneous tissue ; but the
term is more frequcntly'applied to a physical
sign connected w ith the lungs. See Physical
Examination.

CRETINISM (n-itin, Swiss patovt for
ehreticn, a Christian).—Sy'xon. : Lat. Crc-
tinismus

; Fr. Cretinisine ; Ger. Cretinismus.
Definition.—A condition of idiocj- arising

from endemic causes, associated with im-
perfect development and deformity of the
whole body, varying however in degree.

This condition of physical and mental
degeneracy is not limited to any nationality'.
It obtains in the gi-eat mountain-chains of
Europe, Asia, and America. In Europe it

'
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is met with in the vallcj's of Switzerland,
Savoy, and Pi(-dmont ; and it abounds in the
neighbourhood of Sal/burg, Styria, and the
Tyrol. It is less frequently met with in the
Pyrenees and in the valleys of the Auvergne
in France. Even in England it has been
met with in various parts, among others in

the dales between Lancashire and Yorkshire.

Although more frequently met with in valleys,

it is not unknown on plains which are subject

to inundations.

.^Stiology.—The conditions for the deve-

lopment of cretinism are hereditary predis-

position; the action of deteriorating influences

on the parents, such as unwholesome dwell-

ings and non-nutritious diet ; and accidental

causes operating on the infant durng the
period when its physical and intellectual

life are developing. The last-named causes
are atmospheric and possibly geological

conditions, peculiar to special localities.

Humidity of the soil and air in valleys where
there is little interchange of the atmosphere,
and the existence of magnesian limestone in

the soil, are probably the most potent factors.

Cretinism is not met with as an endemic
disease on elevated plateaux, nor in cold

countries where sudden changes of tempera-
ture are uncommon. Goitre is a frequent
accompaniment of cretinism, and would ap-

pear to be developed imder the same con-

ditions. The cases of cretinism met with in

England present features which are indicative

of a scrofulous origin. There is a condition
of idiocy associated with arrest of growth and
development at the period of first dentition,

not infrequently met with in Encjland, which
has been termed spioradic cretinism. Some
of these cases have been traced to alcoholism
on the part of the progenitors, and ore usually
associated with an absence or atrophy of the
thyroid body, and with the development of

loose fatty t\imours in the supra-clavicular

spaces. They remain permanent children,

both physically and mentally. They have a
strong sense of the ricUculous, and are fond
of exciting ridicule in others by their gro-

tesque facial expressions. There is reason
to believe that children become cretinoid

when taken to reside, at the period of their

early developiuent, in localities where the
disease is markedly endemic. There are

numerous well-attested instances of healthy
women living during their pregnancy in

cretinic districts bringing forth cretinoid

children, who, removing from sucii localities,

propagate healthy children. By far, how-
ever, the greater number of cretins arrive at

their helpless condition by successive steps

of degeneracy in their ancestors. It has been
thought that cretinism is due to premature
ossification of the cranial sutures, especially

of the spheno-basiliir suture ; and that tiiis

is caused by drinking water largely charged
with lime. It is impossible, however, to

regard this premature ossification, when it
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does occur, as other than one of the out-

comes of the malady, not its cause. More-
over, there are numerous examples where
the synostosis' is deferred instead of being

premature.
Anatomical Characters. — Pathological

anatomy shows that the bones of the cranial

vault are thickened and without diploe. The
basilar groove is generally wanting. The
foramina for the passage of arteries and
nerves are somewhat smaller than natural.

The occipital fossie are flatter than usual, as

if the flattening had resulted from a com-
pression of the cranium from above down-
wards. Every variety of deformity of the

cranium is met with of the brachycephalic

type. The brain is usually smaU, unsym-
metrical, pale, and infiltrated with serum.

Premature synostosis is occasionally met
with at the spheno-basLlar sutin-e, and with

it a rectangular form of the base of the skull;

this, however, cannot be regarded as a con-

stant condition.

Description.—The degrees of cretinism

are numerous. A residence in one of the

valleys where this affection exists, enables

one to trace the various steps of degeneracy,

commencing with those who are taking part

in the industrial life of the valley, down to

the helpless individuals who are leading only

a vegetative existence.

The typical cretin presents a very marked
physical conformation. He is stunted in

growth, rarely reaching five feet in height.

His skin is of a tawny yellowish hue, thick-

ened and wrinkled ; and looks as if too large

for the body. There is also a great increase

of subcutaneous areolar tissue. His tongue,

large and thick, with hypertrophied papillae,

always displays lessened power of co-ordina-

tion ; and often hangs from the mouth. The
mouth is partly open, margined by thick

fissured lips, and with the saliva running
over the chin. The face is large ; the lower
jaw is drooping, and its angle obtuse. The
eyes are often affected by strabismus, ob-

liquely placed, and small ; and the lids are

commonly puffy. The belly is pendulous
from the laxness of the skin. The lower
limbs are generally short and deformed, and
the gait is waddling. The head is deformed,
the forehead retreating, the top flat, and the
occipital region ill-developed. The cranium
is brachycephalic. The nose is broad and
flattened. Puberty is often delayed to the
twentieth year. The mammae in the female
are large and pendulous ; the same remark
applies to the genitals in the male. The
intellectual faculties are imperfectly de-

veloped. The cretin is often unable to

speak, and his hearing is frequently defec-

tive. The affection is usually associated

with more or less enlargement of the thy-

roid gland. His viability is low, few living

beyond thirty years of age. The sexual

functions are abnormal; masturbation is

CRIME, IRRESPONSIBILITY FOR

frequent; and the subjects of cretinism are
often impotent.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of cretinism
may be made in childhood, from the slow-

ness of the development of the body, the
stupid exi)ression, the postponement in the

evolution of the teeth, and of the ossification

of the fontanelles and sutures, the tawny
yellow colour of the skin, the thick and
goitrous neck, the slaveruig, and the delay of

speech and of walking.
Treatment.—This consists in removing

the child as early as possible from the cir-

cumstances which have produced the disease.

He should be taken to a locality where the

sod. is dry and porous, and should have fre-

quent baths with friction to the surface of

the body. The diet should be of the most
nutritious kind—a diet into which animal
food largely enters. The administration of

cod-liver oil and of the lacto-iihosphates of

lime and iron is indicated. Early education

should be commenced as to habits of clean-

liness, followed by systematic physical exer-

cise of the various muscles. All intellectual

advancement must be sought for through the

improvement in every way of his physical

condition. The lower animal life may thus

be supplemented, if earnest efforts are used,

by increased capacity for rational enjoyment,

and a more or less useful existence.

J. Langdon-Down.

CRIME, IRRESPONSIBILITr
rOR.—Historical Summary.—A medical

opinion as to the condition of an accused

person is often necessary in order to deter-

mine whether he or she can be held account-

able for criminal acts. Such an opinion

generally depends on the presence or absence

of insanity, or on the connexion which may
be traced between this mental condition and
the act in question. In the article on legal

insanity it is explained that it is only within

a comparatively recent period that insanity

has been admitted as an excuse for crime,

except in those comparatively rare cases in

which, as Justice Tracey expressed it in 1723,

a person does not know what he is doing, 'no

more than an infant, a brute, or a wild beast

'

{see Insanity, Legal). This view fafrly re-

presents the state ofpublic and of legal opinion

until the later years of the eighteenth century.

The subsequent enlightenment of the public

mind did not receive juristic expression until

the trial of Hadfield in 1800, when Erskine

first enunciated the doctrine, that ' delusion

where there is no frenzy or raving madness

is the true character' of such insanity as im-

plies irresponsibility. The most important

case in the history of this question was that

of Bellingham, who was executed in ]812 for

shooting Mr. Spencer Perceval. In this case

Lord Chief Justice Mansfield said, that if a

person labouring under mental derangement

were capable in other respects of distinguish-
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ill" ri^,'ht from wrotiR, ' he could not be excused
'

for any act of atrocity which he niif,'ht com-

mit.' ' It must bo in-oved beyond all doubt,'

he ad'led, 'that at the time lie committed the

atrocious act ho did not consider tliat murder

was a crime a^'ainst the laws of God and

nature.' The trial of MacNaufjhton in 1843

for the murder of Mr. Drummond led to the

most authoritative statement of tlie law

which has ever been obtained in this country.

MacNauj^hton was accjuitted on Chief .lustice

Tindal's direction that the point for the jury

to consider was wlicther ' at the time the act

was committed' the accused 'had that com-

petent use of his understanding as that he

knew that he was doing by the very act itself

a wicked and wrong thing.' The general

application of this doctrine would liave greatly

enlarged tlie area of irresponsibility, and its

enunciation at tliat time produced consider-

able surprise and even consternation. The
matter was indeed regarded as so urgent that

the House of Lords immediately ordered a

series of questions to be laid before the fifteen

judges with the view of settling the state of

the law. In the answers to these questions

it was in substance laid down that, to entitle

an accused party to acquittal on the ground

of insanity, it is necess;iry that lie be either of

diseased mind, and at the time he committed
the act not conscious of right or wrong ; or,

that he be under some delusion which made
him regard the act as right. But this state-

ment has been far from eli'ecting a final settle-

ment of the question.

Most writers on medical jurisprudence have
insisted that the real criterion of responsibility

is the freedom of the will, or the power of the

individual to control his actions. This has
been more or less advocated by Esquirol,

Marc, Ray, Pagan, Jamieson, Mlttermaier,

and von Krafft-Ebing. Esquirol dwells

strongly on the importance of the freedom of

the wiU. Kay includes it in the comprehen-
sive statement which has received the ap-

proval of so many medical jurists. ' Liberty
of will and action,' he says, 'is absolutely

essential to criminal responsibility, unless
the constraint upon either is the natural and
well-known result of immoral or illegal con-
duct. Culpability supposes not only a clear

perception of the consequences of criminal
acts, but the liberty, imembarrassed by disease
of the active powers which nature has given
us, of pursuing that course whicli is the result

of the free choice of the intellectual faculties.'

ra;,'an observes that the ' loss of control over
our actions, which insanity implies, is that
which renders the acts wliich are committed
during its continuance undeserving of pimish-
niciit.' Jamieson puts the question :

' Had
the lunatic at the time of committing the
deed a knowledge that it was criminal, and
such a control over his actions as ouglit, if it

existed, to have liindered him from commit-
ting it ? ' Dr. Taylor says :

' The power which

is most manifestly deficient in the insane is

generally tiie controlling power of the will
'

;

and he expresses the opinion that ' we liave

here a fair criterion on which responsibility

or irresponsibility may be tested.' Dr. Buck-
nill's view is substantiallj' the same. ' Re-
sponsibility,' he says, 'dei)ends upon power,

not upon knowledge, still less upon feeling.

A man is responsible to do that which lie can

do, not that which he feels or knows it right

to do. If a man is reduced under thraldom

to passion by disease of the brain he loses

moral freedom and responsibility, although

his knowledge of right and wrong may re-

main intact.' The latest German code puts

responsibility njion the same basis. 'An act

is not pmiishable,' according to it, 'when the

person at the time of doing it was in a state

of unconsciousness ; or of disease of the

mind, whereby free volition was prevented.'

Mittcrmaier and von luatTt-Ebing sanction

the attempt to render the meaning of ' free

volition ' more definite by describing it as

made up of liherta^ judicii and lihertas

consilii—freedom of judgment and freedom
of choice. Casper somewhat obscurely defines

criminal responsibility as ' the psychological

possibility of the efficacy of the penal code.'

IMr. Balfour Browne, a recent writer, gives as

the best definition 'a knowledge that certain

acts are permitted by law, and that cer-

tain acts are contrary to law, and, combined
with this knowledge, the power to appreciate

and be moved by the ordinary motives which
influence the actions of mankind.' Dr. Guy
thinks that every person who is insane must
be regarded as wholly irresponsible, and that

the law of England ought to be assimilated

to that of France in the declaration that : 'II

n'y a ni crime ni delit lorsque le prevenu
6tait en etat de demence au temps de Paction.'

Mr. Warren, on the other hand, suggests

that a person should not be held irresponsible

unless he were as ' unconscious of his act as

a baby.' Dr. Maudsley and others hold that

the detcrmmation of responsibility in cases

where insanity is alleged depends on whether
a connexion can or cannot be traced between
existing disease and the act.

Insanity has been pleaded as an excuse for

acts of theft ; but such cases are rare, and
never occur except where the social position

of the accused adds importance to the de-

cision. Indeed it may almost be said that

the plea is never raised except in order to

avoid capital punishment. Hence it is, that

in the discussions which have arisen the

question has been intimately associated with
the law of murder and homicide. A special

inquiry into the state of this law by a Com-
mittee of the House of Conunons ' has conse-

quently given occasion to the enunciation of

important views as to the legal relations of

1 Report of Select Committee of the House of

Commons on the Homicide Law Amendment Bill,

July 21, 1874.
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insanity and responsibility. Evidence was
furnished to the Committee by Lord Chief
Justice Cockburn, Baron Bramwell, Mr.
Justice Blackburn, and Sir James Fitz-James
Stephen. The immediate object of the Com-
mittee was to examine a bill drawn by Sir

James Stephen for the codification of the law
of homicide. In the clause of the bill which
deals with the relations of disease and re-

sponsibility, homicide is stated to be ' not
criminal if the person by whom it is com-
mitted is at the time when he commits it

prevented by any disease affecting his mirid

—

(a) from knowing the nature of the act done
by him, (6) from knowing that it is forbidden

by law, (c) from knowing that it is morally
wrong, or {d) from controlling his own con-

duct.' But it is stated to be ' criminal, al-

though the mind of the person committing it

is affected by disease, if such disease does not
in fact produce one of the effects aforesaid ia

reference to the act by which death is caused,

or if the inability to control bis conduct is

not produced exclusively by such disease.'

It was, however, proposed in the biU that,
' if a person is proved to have been labouring

under any insane delusion at the time when
he committed the homicide, it shall be pre-

sumed, unless the contrary appears or is

proved, that he did not possess the degree

of knowledge or self-control hereinbefore

specified.' That is to say, where delusion

exists, the burden of pro\'ing moral capacity

would be shifted, the prosecutor having to

prove its existence, instead of the accused
having to prove its absence. The opinions

elicited during the inquiry showed that the law
is regarded by legal authorities as being at

present too uncertain in its operation, and as

failing to recognise some of the most im-
portant elements in the question. The diver-

gent character of the recommendations which
were made showed, however, that legal

opinion is much divided, not only as to the

proper relations of insanity and crime, but

also as to the essential elements of responsi-

bility. In the meantime, therefore, the state-

ments of the fifteen judges after the Mac-
Naughton case remain the chief exposition of

the English law where insanity is pleaded in

excuse for crime.

Present State of the Question.—It is

necessary, in order to justly appreciate the

present aspect of the subject, thus to trace

its more recent history, and it might be use-

ful to present an estimate of the compara-
tive value of the several tests or criteria

which have been proposed for the determina-

tion of cases in which insanity has been
alleged. These criteria may be broadly sum-
marised in the following six propositions.

According to one view a person should be

held irresponsible for an act if at the time

of committing it (1) he laboured under in-

sanity of any kind or degree ; according to

another, if (2) he laboured under delusion;

or (3) if he was ignorant of right and wrong

;

or (4) had not power to appreciate and be
moved by ordinary motives ; or (5) had lost

the controlling power of the will; or (6) if

the act is traceable to, or its nature has been
determined by mental disease affecting the
agent. The last of these views is the only
one to which fatal objection may not be
raised, both on the theoretical and practical

sides. The others are all too vague to be of-

much advantage; and they rather tend to

introduce new difficulties than to remove
those already existing. The proposition

therefore which seems to approach nearest

to a solution of the difficulty is that irrespon-

sibility must be admitted whenever the act

is traceable to, or its nature is determined
by mental disease affecting the agent. It

will of course be understood that under such
a rule the term ' mental disease ' must be
held to include both congenital and acquired
disorders ; arrest of development being as

much a morbid condition as functional or

structural change. This view of the subject

may not be ultimately accepted in the pre-

cise terms of the proposition here given ; but
the principle on which it rests seems to

afford the only safe basis upon which we can
go. As has already been shown, it has not
hitherto been regarded in this light by the

majority of the judges; but there have been
indications of late years that judicial views
are tending in that direction. The late Lord
Wensleydale and others have given sanction

to the principle in their judicial statements.

And the late Lord Justice-General of Scot-

land (IngHs) gave definite expression to it in

one case {Brown. Sept. 186G). He told the

jury that the main question was 'whether

the prisoner was in such a state of insanity

at the time, as not to be responsible for the

act which he had committed ; ' and in order

to constitute such insanity he said that 'it

must be clearly made out that at the time of

committing the act the prisoner was laboiiring

under mental disease in the proper sense of

the term, and that that mental disease was
the cause of the act.' In America the doc-

trine has been frequently acknowledged, but

never more fully and tersely than by Judge
Doe, of New Hampshire [State v. Pike), who
comprehensively defined the medical rela-

tions of both criminal irresponsibility and
civil incapacity, when he stated that a ' pro-

duct of mental disease is neither a conti"act,

a will, nor a crime.' One important point

is to prevent persons from being pimished

for actions which are the direct outcome of

pathological processes. But it is of equal

importance to avoid the adoption of a prin-

ciple which would make the existence of

slight mental irregularities incompatible

with responsibility. There does not appear

to be any danger of this in actmg on the

principle which is here enunciated. For it

hes in the very natiu-e of the cases in which
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the doctrine could be applied, that the con-

dition to which it is proposed that irrespon-

sibility should be attached must be one which
is known to exhibit itself in acts of serious and
even criminal character. If the trained ob-

Berver of disease is able to recognise in an act—
which is ordinarily followed by severe punish-

ment—a direct result or a characteristic

feature of a morbid process, of the existence

of which there may otherwise be sufficient

proof, the question of responsibility cannot
present any serious difBcultj'. It may admit
of doubt whether a person is responsible for

not controlling his actions, or for not knowing
right from wrong, or even in some cases for

the harbouring of a delusion. But once let

it be proveil that an act is the natural result

of a disease under which a person is known
to labour, and the question must be prac-

tically removed from the field of discussion.

Before, however, the principle can be ac-

cepted as fully satisfactory, it is necessary

to iu(piire whether its application would
peruiit insane persons to be held responsible

who ought not to be so considered. In other

words, are there states of insanity in which
a person is irresponsible for acts to which he

has not been predisposed or impelled by the

insanity ? It is perhaps impossible to give

Buch an answer to this question as would be

both definite and complete ; but for practical

purposes we think it uaay be answered in

the negative. Where the insanity is of such

a nature that it does not modify the whole
conduct, we believe it will be found in

practice necessary to admit the existence

of responsibility for acts where there is no
demoustrable connexion between them and
the mental disease. The insane persons who
on this principle might be held responsible,

would be found solelj- among those whose
irresponsibility could only be admitted after

very searching inquiry, and whose insanity

was of that kind and degree which has often

been declared by medical writers to be con-

sistent with responsibility. It is not to be

supposed that under this rule difficulties

would cease. It would often be hard to

show in cases of actual disease that there

was good reason for believing in its existence,

or that it was really contributory to the act

committed. This, however, would not result

from any defect in the principle, but from
that imperfection of our knowledge which
renders the perfect application of any prin-

ciple impossible. Let the task of the medical
witness be limited to the demonstration of

facts indicative of disease and its conse-
quences, and he will at least be acting quite
within his special province, and might expect
that reasonable weight would be attached to
his opinion. And if juries were instructed
that the law does not hold a person respon-
sible for acts committed under the influence
of disease, it is scarcely conceivable that any '

one would be found guilty where good cause
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had been shown even for the reasonable
supposition of such an influence. Whatever
may be the view ultimately- adopted, it would
seem to be in every way desirable that the
attention of the medical expert should be con-
fined to the elucidation of the medical facts,

and that he should not be required to deal with
questions which are legal and abstract, and
in no way speciallj' medical. The condition
known as diminished resjwnsihiUti/ has not
been alluded to in this article. It is only
indirectly recognised by British law, and
therefore, though much is to be said in favour
of its recognition, it is unnecessary to deal
with the subject here. John SiBB.UiD.

CRISIS {kpictk, a decision, a turn).

—

Synon. : Fr. Crise ; Ger. Krise.—Crisis is a
term applied to the rapid defervescence of
an acute febrile disease. It has wandered
somewhat from its original meaning, which
was 'judgment '—primarily an operation in

the mind of the observer, but reflected upon
the phenomelia observed. The converse
term, employed to designate a gradual sub-
sidence of fever, is lysis.

Crisis formed at one time the basis of an
important medical doctrine. Certain days
from the onset of the disease on which the
crisis commonly occurred were considered to

be propitious. The seventh day was especi-

ally favourable, while the sixth was the most
unfavom*able ; speaking generally, the odd
numbers or the multiples of 7 were propi-

tious, and the even numbers and such odd
numbers as stood near multiples of 7, such as

19, were unpropitious. The preparation also

for a crisis was indicated, and the critical

day foretold, by remissions perceptible some
days previously. The whole morbid process

of fever was represented as a process of

elaboration by which a materies morbi was
prepared for expulsion, and an essential

feature of the crisis was a critical evacuation,

by means of wliich this was eliminated.

The doctrine of crisis and even of critical

dayswas not pure imagination or superstition,

but was founded originally on careful observa-

tion. In times when nothing was known of

the organic lesions which give rise to fever,

and in countries where a large proportion of

the diseases were of a malarious origin, it

would afford data for prognosis and conduce
to appropriate treatment ; and at the present

day in hot climates a crisis is anxiously

looked for in febrile attacks on a given day,

and, as is well known, a critical fall of tem-
perature and improvement in the general

symptoms precede in pneumonia improve-
ment in the physical signs.

In order to constitute a true crisis the de-

fervescence should occupy less than forty-

eight hours, and it often takes place in a

much shorter time. The fall of temperature
should be accompanied by a corresponding

reduction in the frequency of the pulse, and
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should coincide with a feeling of relief and
a return of strength ; the skin will be warm
and soft, the tongue moist, and there will be
indications of. reviving appetite; there may
or may not be a critical evacuation, but the

secretions will becomemore natural in amount
and character.

This favourable mode of termination of an
acute febrile disease is more common than is

usually supposed. The circumstances under
which it is most likely to occur are when the

attack begins abruptly and the temperature
rises rapidly, the natural course of the disease

being short and not attended with organic

lesions, such as will ofthemselveskeep up fever.

After twenty-one days, termination by crisis

is not to be expected. The more marked the

onset—as, for example, by a definite rigor

—

the more rapid the rise of temperature, and
the greater the height to which it reaches,

the greater the probability of an early criti-

cal termination.

Occurrence.—The diseases in which the
conditions favouring a crisis ape reahsed, and
in which this mode of termination is observed,

belong to various classes.

Among the specific fevers, eruptive and
continued, it occurs frequently in variola, but
in severe cases it is interfered with by the

febrile disturbance excited by the eruption.

In measles it is very common. In scarlet-

fever a true crisis is seen only in mild cases,

though the onset of this disease is peculiarly

abrupt. The mode of termination of typhus
is essentially critical, but as a rule the crisis

is not sharp. Relapsing fever affords the
best examples of crisis, which is moreover
attended by a critical evacuation in the form
of profuse perspiration, the temperature
sometimes falling 10° F. in as many hours,

and the patient passing from a state of ex-

treme suffering and oppression to almost
perfect ease and comfort. In enteric fever
lysis is the mode of termination.

Remittent fevers often present crises, which
may be true and curative, or false and illusive

;

and the sun fever and common continued
fever of hot climates, and tropical diseases

generally, have a tendency to fever running
high very early and breaking abruptly at a
critical period.

In this country feverish colds, attacking
the throat or taking the form of influenza or
catarrh, often terminate critically in three or
foiu- days. Erysipelas may so end, but at a
later and less definite period. The sharp
fehrile attacks which sometimes occur after
childbirth often exhibit a very decided crisis.

In pneumonia the natural termination is by
a well-marked crisis, which may take place
as early as the fifth day, or be deferred to the
ninth, after which a critical termination is

not to be expected, and the suspicion may be
entertained that the ease is not one of frank
pneumonia, the prognosis becoming grave.
As has been already stated, the general im-

provement precedes the indication by phy.
sical signs of resolution in the inflamed lung.

Plem'isy is said also to terminate critically,

but it is not in the same definite way as
pneumonia.
The critical evacuations which entered into

the original notion of a crisis are really a
common attendant. The most common is a
profuse warm perspiration, which may occur
whatever the disease may be. Occasionally

the evacuation is a copious flow of urine, or it

may take the form of diarrhoea. Epistaxis or

hoemorrhoidal flux is a more rare and doubt-

ful critical evacuation. A common critical

phenomenon is a iwolonged, sound, and re-

freshing sleep.

The question whether or not a favourable

crisis affects the odd rather than the even
days has been a frequent subject of dispute,

and it still remains undecided. It is not,

however, of any importance ; but another

pomt handed down with the doctrine is

worthy of attention, namely, that indications

of an approaching crisis are often given two
or three days beforehand in slight remissions

of fever. By the presence or absence of such

remissions at a certain period of the attack,

or by a continuous rise of temperature where
a remission might be expected, important
prognostic information may be afforded and
indications for treatment obtained.

Therapeutic Indications. — The main
therapeutic deduction from a study of crisis

as a termmation of acute disease is, that we
should not hastily interfere with the reactions

by which the system adjusts itself to altered

conditions or meets the incidence of the

causes of such disease, but contribute to their

completion. We do not assume the existence

of a vis medicatrix tending invariably to the

restoration of health ; but we must recognise

the power inherent in a hving organism to

respond by internal changes to external in-

fluences, and to regain the balance when this

has been disturbed. In this process a certain

cycle of changes must be gone through, and
the great opportunity for treatment of an

active kind, should any be required, arises

when the course, direction, and probable

duration of these changes are known, and

when agencies can be brought to bear at a

given moment, which will contribute to

bring about the appropriate critical evacua-

tion or a critical sleep, through which a re-

turn to a normal condition would naturally

be effected. William H. Broadbent.

CRITICAL.—Having relation to a crisis.

See Crisis.

CROUP (Scotch, croup or roup, hoarse-

ness).

—

Synon. : Cynanche trachealis; Fr.

Croup ; Ger. Croup.
Definition.—An acute febrile affection,

occurring in childhood, accompanied by in-

flammatory swelling of the mucous mem-
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brane of the larynx, and in some rare cases

by the format ion of a fibrinous false mem-
brane.

/Etiolooy and Pathology.—The symp-
toms of tlie most usual form of croup, as

described below, are due to an acute catarrh

of the laryngeal nuicous metnbrane. The
condition is, in fact, a simple catarrhal laryn-

gitis, and is not accompanied by the forma-

tion of any false membrane. The mucous
membrane swells by reason of the conges-

tion of its blood-vessels, and the pouring out

of iullammatory exudation into its tissue.

Mucus, too, is prone to accumulate on its sur-

face. These conditions are precisely the same
as occur in the ordinary catarrhal laryngitis of

adults. But in the child the glottis is much
narrower than in adults, and the swelling of

the mucous membrane from intlammation is

greater, and more rapid in reaching its

height. Moreover, the larynx is in chikkcn
more irritable, and therefore its muscles are

more easily excited to spasm. Thus when a
simple catarrhal laryngitis makes its appear-

ance in a child, it is very shortly followed by
larjnigeal stenosis, partly from the swelling

of the mucous membrane, partly from accu-

mulation of mucus, and partly too from
spasm of the laryngeal intrinsic muscles.

The condition described is most often due to

exposure to cold and damp, especially at a
time when the body is heated. It is caused
also by scalds of the larjmx, when unduly
hot fluids are drunk by accident, by wounds,
by the irritation of noxious gases, and by
the presence of foreign bodies in the larjTix.

It is more common in male than in female
children, and is usually met with between
the ages of two and nine years.

But there also exists an inflammation of
the larynx which is accompanied by the
formation of a false membrane, and it is in

respect to this condition that so much dis-

cussion has arisen, and even now doubt
exists in the minds of some observers. It is,

of course, well known that in diphtheria the
characteristic membrane may spread from
the pharynx, its usual site, into the lar\-nx,

and in doing so may produce all the sj*mp-
toms of so-called croup, in addition to those
due to the diphtheria proper. But much of
the confusion which existed as to the patho-
logical entity of croup resulted from the
non-recognition of those cases of diphtheria
in which the local lesion had its primary seat
in the larynx. Pathological observations,
however, have now placed it beyond doubt,
that such cases really exist. Death may
occur entirely from the laryngeal stenosis
60 produced, as in all other and simple
obstructions of the larynx. But the diph-
theritic nature of the affection is obvious
from the other possible terminations of such
cases, and from the general s\nuptoms pre-
sent at the height of the- affection. Thus
death may also be due to the heart-failure,

I
or to the general blood-poisoning, character-

istic of diphtheria. Again, in the acute stages

i
of such a disorder, symptoms may appear,

I such as great asthenia, excessively frequent
pulse, hiemorrhages from various parts,

albuminuria, and a formation of dii)htheritic

membrane on sores far removed from the
larynx, which symptoms, while inconsistent

with a diagnosis of non-specific membranous
inflammation of the larynx, are frequent
associations of diphtheria when it occurs in

its ordinary form. Moreover, when, in fortu-

nate cases, the acute s%Tnptoms have passed
away, after an interval the characteristic

paralyses of diphtheria may show them-
selves. The facts of contagion are also of
importance, for from such cases of membra-
nous larjaigitis, other cases may arise, in

' which the diphtheritic membrane appears
first in the pharynx, and the disease runs its

ordinarj' and unmistakable course. The
teachings of bacteriology are perhaps, as yet,

' not sufheiently definite, in reference to this

point, for them to be accepted as absolute

[

proof. It may, however, be noticed that

LcitHer's diphtheria-bacillus (not merely the

I

micrococci which may be foimd in any
decaying membrane) has been demonstrated
equally well in those cases of diphtheria

which presumably began in the larynx, as in

those where the membrane was limited to

the pharynx. Thus it must now be admitted
that the local lesions of diphtheria may be
limited to the larynx ; and, in the opinion of

the writer, under this category must be
placed by much the larger number of cases

formerly styled 'membranous croup.' The
description of diphtheria of the larynx will

be found in the article Diphthkria.
There remains still a certain proportion of

cases of membranous laryngitis which are

not due to the action of the diphtheritic

poison. Some of these are produced as

secondary complications by the poisons of

other specific fevers, and amongst these are

to be mentioned scarlet-fever, small-pox,

measles, enteric fever, and whooping-cough.
Yet this question is before us, whether a

membranous laryngitis may occur without
tlij action of any specific poison. The older

writers assumed that this occurred in a large

number of instances, and the prevalence of

this view led to the report by a Committee
of the Boj'al Medical and Chirurgical Society

in 1879, upon the Relations of Membranous
Croup to Diphtheria. That by far the larger

number of cases of membranous laryngitis

are, in the o])inion of the writer, due to diph-

theria has already been stated above. IJut

the evidence is also indisputable that the

affection may occasionally arise from other

and simple sources. Thus, the late Dr.

Hilton Fagge ' recorded, amongst others,

cases where both the fauces and air-passazes

were covered with false membrane, from a
• Guy's Hospital Reports, 1877, p 345.
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scald of the throat by boiling water, and again

from burns of the fauces ; where a foreign

body in the bronchus had caused mem-
branous laryngitis ; where a similar appear-

ance followed a cut throat, other diseases of

the pharynx or larynx not diphtheritic, and
pneumonia.

Mr. R. W. Parker,^ too, has recorded a case

where false membranes formed in the larynx

after a scald. The Committee mentioned
above, reported that cases had fallen under
their notice, where ' membranous affection of

the larynx and trachea had shortly followed

exposure to cold, bat their knowledge of the

individual cases was not sufficient to exclude

the possible intervention or co-existence of

other causes.' General pathology would not

negative the view that an inflammation, usu-

ally simple, might occasionally become mem-
branous. As is mentioned under Diphtheria
in respect to the true diphtheritic membrane,
an important factor in its production is the

occurrence of coagulative necrosis of the

epithelial cells, a condition which may arise

from the intense action of an irritant usually

productive only of catarrhal inflammation.

We have a formation of false membrane,
analogous to that of the assumed mem-
branous and non-diphtheritic croup in the

affection known as plastic bronchitis, in the

intestine in dysentery, in the mouth in

syphilitic and sometimes in simple stoma-
titis, and on various mucous surfaces in

septic disorders. Further, membranous in-

flammation has actually been produced
experimentally by the injection of acrid

irritants into the larynx of animals. A
priori, therefore, there seems no reason why
a membranous laryngitis should not occur
without the intervention of a specific poison.

Practically, however, it must be concluded,

from the evidence at our disposal, that such
cases are exceedingly rare, and that false

membranes do not form in the laryngitis

which forms the basis of what is met with as

the sirai^le non-diphtheritic croup of children.

It must here be stated, that in modern times
the late Dr. Hilton Fagge held an opposite

view, though he with great care and fairness

considered the arguments against the posi-

tion he maintained. He believed not only
that, in many cases of croup which recovered,
false membrane had formed without being
detected, but also that a non-specific mem-
branous croup might spread from the larynx
to the pharynx and fauces, causing fresh
deposits of false membrane on those parts,
which most other observers would assume to
be characteristic of diphtheria. He suggested
that the term ' Croup ' should be applied
only to cases of membranous and non-diph-
theritic laryngitis, while those where no
membrane was formed should be known as
' Spurious Croup.'

In former accounts of the pathology of
* Clinical Transactions, 1875, p. 144.

croup, differences are described between the

croupal and the diphtheritic false membranes.
There are, indeed, differences between the

false membranes found on the laryngeal and
pharyngeal mucous membranes respectively;

but these are due merely to the differences

in structure of the mucous membrane at-

tacked. The false membrane is in both

cases essentially the same in structure and
in its mode of formation. What is said

of the diphtheritic membrane will ajsply to

the membrane rarely found in croup, so that

no detailed description of the latter need be
given here. See Diphtheria.

Symptoms.—In accordance with the view
expressed above, little will be said under this

heading about cases other than those of non-

membranous, or as the late Dr. Hilton Fagge
styled it, ' spurious ' croup. The chUd affected

by this disorder may sufterfi-om general catar-

rhal symptoms for a time, varying from a few

hours to two or three days. More commonly
before the actual attack he appears quite well

at bed-time, though very olten it may after-

wards be ascertained that some time during

the day he has been exposed to cold or damp,
or has sustained a chill. In a few hours,

however, he wakes stiddenly, as if frightened,

breathing hurriedly with loud, hoarse, in-

spiratory laryngeal stertor. He coughs fre-

quently, making a harsh, metallic noise, but

at first removing no mucus from the larynx.

He cries, and perhaps speaks, in a shrill,

cracked tone, which soon gives place to a

mere whistling sound. The character of the

breathing, voice, and cough gave rise to the

Scotch vernacular name for the disease,

' croup,' which was adopted by Dr. Home in

17G5, when describintj the affection, and
which is now employed by most nations as a

scientific term. The child is very restless,

tosses his body and limbs about incessantly,

clutches at his throat as if to remove the ob-

struction there, and seizes any surrounding

objects with his hands. The face is at first

flushed, the eyes bright, and the expression

exceedingly alarmed and anxious. Soon,

however, the flush becomes dusky, and
gradually pallor supervenes, while the whole

body is covered with a cold sweat. The feet,

and sometimes the hands, not infrequently

assume the position found in tetany, and in

extreme cases general convulsions may occur.

The pulse is frequent and feeble, the tem-

perature is slightly raised. The difficulty

with which air enters the chest is obvious

from an observation of the patient's position

and respiratory movements. The head is

thrown backwards, the chin held out pro-

minently, and this position is accentuated at

each inspiration by a contraction of the

Bterno-mastoid muscles. All the extraordi-

nary muscles concerned in chest-expansion

are brought into play, and the nostrils dilate

at each breath. Yet, in spite of the extra

force emj)loyed, the thorax is not fiUed with
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air. During inspiration the supra-clavicular

fossae, tlio lower ribs, the eiii^nstriuni, and
even the lower portion of the sternum are

depressed. The yielding of the chest-wall ia,

as might be expected, more pronounced in

rickety children, and in such subjects the

whole of the ribs may be seen to give way at

the sides as each breath is drawn. If the

chest and larynx be auscultated, at first

nothing is heard but laryngeal sibihis ; after-

wards rattUng noises are perceived in tlie

larynx, due id the presence of mucus, while

in the chest rhonchi may be discovered.

The cough, which was at first dry, as the

attack continues displaces small pellets of

thick, tough mucus ; sometimes threads of

this substance are expectorated, and have
been mistaken for false membrane.

Usually, after a tnne varying from half an
hour to two or three hours, the difficulty in

respiration subsides, and the child falls asleep

again, but not quite free from symptoms indi-

cative of his adment. His face is somewhat
Hushed, and there is some degree of pyrexia.

The restlessness does not quite disappear even
in sleep. The hands and feet frequently re-

tain their tetanoid position. The breathing

is still husky and somewhat hurried, and an
occasional sHght cough has the clanging

character noticed during the paroxysm

;

during the next day. or for the next two or

three days, the breathing is hurried and some-
what stertorous, and the attack may return

during the next and even succeeding nights.

For some time after recovery is apparently
complete, any slight cough is prone to assume
ft ' croupy ' character, just as after an attack

of whooping-cough the characteristic whoop
may at times recur. After one attack, too,

or series of attacks, the child may again and
again suffer from repetitions of the disorder,

even for several years.

As has been stated, this non-diphthrritic
membranous laryngitis is not always idio-

pathic. In such cases the signs of laryngeal
stenosis are added to those of the original

disease or injury. It is convenient, therefore,

to discuss them in the article on Diphtheria,
where they will be found in the section upon
Diphtheria of the Larynx.

Prognosis.—The prognosis of, non-mem-
branous croup is ahnost invariably favourable
in so far as the actual attack is concerned.
In spite of the apparent severity of the
symptoms, they nearly always subside natur-
ally. The fi'iends of the patient should,
however, be warned of the probability that
the attack will be repeated at times for some
years after its first appearance. Membran-
ous croup, on the other hand, is a much
more serious matter. At any moment the
false mcnd>ranes may accumulate or curl up
ill the larynx, and entirely close the glottis.

Kor is the danger merely that of the laryn-
geal atTection. The laryngitis occurs in only
severe cases of the specific fevers, and the
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' blood-poisoning of the original disorder, just

as in diphtheria, is usually a most fatal

]

condition.

Tkkatment.—As soon as the attack of non-

membranous croup has commenced, the child

should be placed in a warm bath, to which

!

preferably a little mustard has been added.

8ponges, wrung out of water as hot as can be
borne, should be applied over the larynx, and
renewed as often as they become cold ; or a
mustard-leaf may be applied here. An
emetic, too, is useful. This may be admin-
istered in the form of ipecacuanha wine, in

doses of one teaspoonfid every ten minutes
until vomiting comes on. Sir William .Jenner

recommends that afterwards a dose of calomel
I and jalap should be given. It is well, too, to

!

place the child in a tent-bed, under the cover

of which the nozzle of a steam-kettle is

introduced.

Prophylactic treatment is of importance,
when the disease has once shown itself. In
cold weather the child should be wrapped
up warmly, and protected from chills and
draughts. At the same time, the larynx may
be, as it were, accustomed to cold, by being
sponged once or twice a day with cold water.

General tonics, too, are of use in warding off

future attacks.

The treatment of membranous croup is

practically the same as that of larj-ngeal

diphtheria. See Diphthkria.
ROBKRT MaGUIRE.

CROUP, FALSE,—A term commonly
apj)lied to laryngismus stridulus. See
Larynx, Diseases of.

CROUPOUS, CROUPY (Scotch, cro«j9,

hoarseness).—These terms were originally

employed with reference to the peculiar crow-
ing or stridulous character of the respiration,

cough, and voice in certain atl'ections of the

larynx, and signified ' belonging to croup ' in

its clinical relations ; for exam])le, ' croupy
cough,' ' croupy symptoms.' When morbid
anatomy demonstrated the occurrence of a
fibrinous exudation or false membrane upon
the affected surface in a special form of croup,

the word ' croupous ' was used also to desig-

nate this false membrane ; thus ' croupous
exudation ' and ' croupous membranes.' The
application of the term was afterwards further

extended ; and it is now emjdoyed to indicate

the process that leads to a fibrinous exudation
in any situation whatever ; such as ' croupous
inflammation' and 'croupous pneumonia.'
Thus the words ' croupous ' and ' croupy,'

which were originally associated with peculiar

sounds, have come in a remarkable manner
to express certain physical, chemical, and
microscopical characters in the products of

inflammation. See Croup ; Diphtueulv ;

and Inflammation.

CROWING CONVULSION. — A
popular synonym for laryngismus strididus.

Sec Larynx, Diseases oL
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CRTTBA CEREBRI, Lesions of.—In
the crura cerebri lie the paths of communica-
tion between the cerebral hemispheres and
the periphery. The motor or pyramidal tracts

lie in the foot dr ventral portion of the crus,

which is separated from the dorsal portion,

or tegmentmn, by the locus niger. The pyra-

midal tracts of the internal capsule constitute

only the middle third of the foot of the crus ;

the inner third connects the prefrontal lobe

with the gi-ey matter of the pons, and, in-

directly perhaps, with the opposite cerebellar

hemisphere (Flechsig) ; the outer third, which
has been supposed by Meynert to constitute

the sensory path, would appear, from the re-

searches of Flechsig and others, to connect

the occipito -temporal regions of the hemi-
sphere with the grey matter of the pons, and
probably with the cerebellum. The sensory

tracts, in all probability, run in the tegmentum
or dorsal division of the crus cerebri. The
fibres of the third nerve pass through the

internal, or mesial, aspect of the crus on
their way to the oculo-motor nuclei in the

floor of the aqueduct of Sylvius.

From the anatomical and functional rela-

tions of the crus cerebri, lesions of this region,

such as may arise from hsemorrhage, pressure,

&c., are apt to cause paraljsis of motion and
sensation on the opposite side of the body, as

well as oculo-motor paralysis on the same
side as the lesion. The degree of implication

of the sensory and motor tracts and fibres

of the third nerve varies in individual in-

stances ; but an alternate jjarahjais, in which
there is some degree of oculo-motor paralysis

on the one side and paralysis of the limbs
on the other, is diagnostic of lesion of the

crus. A tj'pical instance of this form of

paralysis has been recorded by Weber {Med.-

Chir. Trans. 186.3). In this case there was
oculo-motor paralysis on the side of lesion

and complete paralysis of voluntary motion,
with partial paralysis of sensation on the

opposite side of the body. A similar case

has been recorded by Rosenthal {Med. Jahrb.,

1870). In this case there was, progressively,

ptosis on the left side, right hemiplegia, anies-

thesia and analgesia. The right third nerve
became implicated later. After death a cyst

was found in the left crus cerebri, together

with a tumour of the size of a bean occupy-
ing the interpeduncidar space, and comjiress-

ing the right third nerve. In paralysis from
lesion of the crus cerebri, there is, as a rule,

also well-marked vaso-motor paralysis, and
the temperature of the paralysed side may
be two or three degrees above that of the
other.

D. Ferrier.

CRUSTA LACTEA {crusta, a crust

;

and lactea, milk-like).— Milk-crust : a syno-
nym for eczema pustulosum of the face and
head, met with in infants at the breast. See
Eczema.

CUPPING

CRTJVEILHIER'S PARALYSIS.—
A synonym for progi-essive muscular atrophy.
See Pkogkessive Muscular Atrophy.

CUPPING.—Synon. : Fr. Action deven-
touser ; Ger. Schropfcn.

This is a mode of treatment sometimes
employed to relieve congestion or inflamma-
tion of internal parts by drawing blood to the
surface of the body. When the blood thus
attracted to the superficial parts is actually

abstracted from the body by means of in-

cisions, the operation is called we^cupping;
and this has been described in the article

Blood, Abstraction of. We shall here de-

scribe dr7/-cupping, in which no scarifications

are made, the blood being simply drawn
towards the surface by atmospheric exhaus-
tion, and hyperemia of the subcutaneous
parts or organs thereby relieved.

Formerly cupping was extensively prac-

tised, but of late years it has fallen into dis-

use. In some respects it serves the purpose

of counter-irritants, but has a more power-
ful effect than these ; rapid and marked
results being sometimes produced upon the

cu'culation of inflamed or congested tissues.

Modes of Application.—l)ry cupping is

performed as follows : The flame of a spirit-

lamp, being allowed to burn for an instant in

the dome of a cupping-glass, is quickly with-

drawn, and the cup is then rapidly and evenly

applied to the skin over the affected part.

The heat expands the air contamed in the

glass cupola, and, owing to the contraction

which ensues on cooling, the skin is forcibly

sucked up into the cup. It is well first to

sponge the skin of the selected spot with hot

water, so as to render it more supple and
vascular. Slightly moistening the rim of the

cupping-glass helps to increase the degree of

exhaustion.

An excellent modification of cupping, which
has been demonstrated to the writer by Sir

Richard Quain, is practised in the following

way ; Instead of allowing the cup to remain

stationary after its api^lication to the skin, as

is usual, the operator dexterously slides it to

and fro along the surface. When the opera-

tion is to be thus performed the amount of

surface drawn into the glass must not be con-

siderable. In this way a large tract of skin

may be quickly rendered hyperajmic Avithout

effusion of blood into its meshes, as happens

when the cups are stationary.

Precautions.—Cupping-glasses should be

applied where the skin is thick and cushiony,

as over the loins, nape of the neck, pectoral

region of the chest, &c., and not where bony

prominences, or other irregularities, are likely

to interfere with comjilete exhaustion. The

edges of the glasses must not be so hot as

to burn the skin.

Uses.—Cupping may be advantageously

employed in cases of sthenic cerebral conges-

tion, the cups being applied to the nape of the
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neck ; in hypericmia of the spinal cord ; and
in intlamuiiition or congestion of tlio lun^s,

kidneys, or otlier viscera. In renal ischienna

it is eminently serviceable. This may be

owing to the fact that the blood-supply of the

6kin of the loins is in intimate relation with

that of the kidneys ; the vascular supply to

tliose organs being thus directly and innne-

diately intlucnccd. Ali-ked Wiltshikk.

CUTIS, Diseases of.—See Skin, Dis-

eases of.

CUTIS ANSERINA (nifis, the skin;

and nuser, a goose).—A state of roughness of

the skin, resembling that of a goose when
plucked, produced by prominence of the pores

or follicles. It is due to contraction of the

muscular structure of tlie corium, and is

commonly occasioned by cold.

CYANIDES, Poisoning by. — See
Antidote ; and Prussic Acid, Poisoning by.

CYANOSIS (Kva.'fik, blue).—This, which
is really not a disease, is the peculiar blue

or more or less livid colour of the surface

of the body, especially in certain parts, wliich

is observed in several affections that interfere

with the circulation and oxygenation of the

blood. The condition is most commonly
associated with certain forms of confjenitiil

malformation of the heart, and reaches its

highest development in them, for which con-

sequently cyanosis is not uncommonly used
as a synonj-m. Lesser degrees of similar

discoloration are, however, not infrequently

noticed in cases of cardiac disease developed
after birth, and they may also accompany
puhnonary afi'ections which materially ob-

struct the circulation. A cyanotic appearance
is also one of the obvious effects resulting

from all modes of suflbcation, and it is ob-

served in the coUapse-stage of cholera. The
upper half of the body may become extremely
cyanotic as the result of obstruction of the
superior vena cava. For the pathology of

cyanosis, see Heart, Malformations of.

CYNANCHE {kCuv, a dog ; and ay^ta.

I strangle).

—

Sysox. : Fr. Angi7ie ; Ger.
Bniune.

This word is used to express an inflam-
matory condition of the throat, or contiguous
parts, in which diHiculty of breathing or of

swallowing exists, accompanied by a sense or
feehng of choking. The term is used synony-
mously, more frequently on the Continent
than in England, with angina ; an attix, in-

dicative of the seat or nature of the affection,

being employed as a designation for each of
the several forms or varieties of disease
affecting the throat or adjacent parts. Such,
for example, are the terms cynanche lartjngea,

or croup ; cynanche maligna, or malignant
sore-throat ; cynanche parotidea, or mumps

;

cynanche 2)//(7r//H7t'rt, or inflammation of the
pliarynx ; and cynanche tonsillaris, or quinsy.
See these several diseases.
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CYRTOMETEB ((cv^jroj, curved; and
fitTfioi', a measure).— An instrument for

measuring the absolute and relative dimen-
sions and movements of the chest-wail.

See Physical Examination.

CYSTICERCUS.—See Entozoa.

CYSTINE or CYSTIC OXIDE
{KViTTii, tlie bladder).—A peculiar substance,

occurring either in solution or in the form
of small crystals in the urine, or as calculi

in connexion with the urinary apparatus.
See Urine, Morbid Conditions of; and
Calculi.

CYSTITIS (.cJo-ris-, the bladder).—In-
flammation of the bladder. See Bladder,
Diseases of.

CYSTOSCOPE (KiVm, the bladder;
and (TKOTTtw, I inspect).

Definition.—An instrument designed for

inspecting the interior surface of the urinary
bladder.

Introduction.—Progress in the improve-
ment of the means for inspecting the interior

of hollow organs was slow from the begin-

nings of Bozzini (1807), Segalas (1B2G),

Avery (184G), and Desormoaux (1853 and
1865), and of others by whose apparatus
light outside the body was thrown through
an inspecting tube on to the surface of the

bladder. Among the many workers in

endoscopy, Avery and Griinfeld (1874) were
conspicuous for their originality and fertility

of resource. Avery devised the means of

reflecting light in sutticient amount to illu-

minate the urethra, and his apparatus was
modified by Desormcaux and others, but
greatly improved by Griinfeld. That sm-geon
described many conditions of the interior of
the bladder in health and disease when seen
diu-ing life. Dittel and Nitze, in 1876-1879,
fixed an electric glow-lamp to the beak of an
instnnncnt, and thus carried the source of

light into the bladder itself, and so obtained
a great intensity of illumination. Kit/.e, by
suitable optical contrivances, brought into

view nearly all the surface of tiie bladder.

Previously, when light reflected from without
was employed by Griinfeld and others, only
a small part of the wall of the bladder—that

in immediate contact with the tube—could
be seen.

Nitze has arranged the lamp differently

in a second instrument, to obtain a view of

that small portion of the bladder which the
ordinarj' cystoscope maj' miss.

Apparatus.— Leiter's forms of Nitze's

instrument are the most useful for internal

inspection. The apparatus is contained in

two tubes, one of w Inch slides in the other.

The outer one has the form of an ordinary
con lie catheter, tlie angle of junction of the beak
with the stem being 130 degrees. The electric
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enrrent for supplying the lamp passes in

through the tube itself, and hack by an
insulated, wire carried in a groove inside the

outer tube. The stem just above the angle of

the bend is cut away at one side where a

right-angled prism is cemented into it. This

prism has its hypothenuse silvered, so that

rays passing through the exposed face of the

prism may be reflected into the inner tube.

The inner tube is straight, about eight inches

long, and slides in the outer tube. It carries

four lenses : one, at the end farthest firom

the observer, is a hemispherical lens, the flat

face of which, on pushing the tube in, goes

quite close to that face of the prism which is

at right angles to the axis of the instrument.

Near to this hemispherical lens is another of

very short focal length. The two lenses,

receiving rays reflected at the hypothenuse
of the prism, form a small image of objects

situated opposite the prism, within a field of,

say, 45 degrees diameter. This image is very
near to the inner surface of the second lens. At
the middle of the inner tube is a third lens of

focal length somewliat less than one fourth

of the length of the tube. This lens takes up
the little image from the first and second
lenses, and forms of it another image of

nearly the same size not far from the end of

the tube near the eye of the observer. Lastly,

there is a short -focussed lens at the eyepiece

for viewing the image formed by the third

lens. For convenience we niay call this

inner tube and four lenses " the telescope."

Besides the telescope and the insulated

wire, recent instruments contain two small
tubes—one for conveying an inflowing stream
of some sterihsed or antiseptic fluid to dis-

tend the bladder, and keep its contents clear

during inspection ; the other for allowing
the injected fluid to escape after circulating

in the bladder, carrying with it any blood or

muco-pus not evacuated before the cysto-

scope was introduced. By a Higginsou's
air-pump, acting on a reservoir, the stream
is maintained constantly, and the bladder-

walls are firmly distended— a very important
condition for satisfactory inspection. This
modification for irrigating during inspec-
tion was brought into notice by the present
writer.

With the cystoscope above described the
observer, on looking down the telescope, ob-

tains a view of that portion of the illuminated
surface which is situated within about 25
degrees of a perpendicular to the exposed face

of the prism, jH-ovided the bladder be fairly

distended with fluid. The whole surface of
the bladder may be examined, in most cases,

by pushing the prism farther into the bladder,
or by drawing it back, or by turning the in-

strument on the axis of the stem, or by tilting

the stem. But it is obvious that the parts of
the surface near where the instrument enters,

and in the region opposite to it, are difficult

to bring into view in a satisfactory manner.

Nitze has accordingly some different forms of

cystoscope adapted specially for those cases,

the principal one of which has the window
placed in the beak opposite the outer side of
the bend, and the light at the farther or pos-

terior end of the beak. By this arrangement
the light is tlirown directly upon the floor of
the bladder, and so passes through the window
to the telescope. This form of cystoscope
illuminates the area between the uvula and
the mouths of the ureters, and often reveals

changes there not detected with the ordinary
form.

In interpreting the significance of the

images obtained, account must be taken of

the varying distance and obliquity of different

parts of the surface. This will evidently be
a matter of difficulty, to be overcome by
practice, especially by practice on a model
of the bladder, in which the various natural

landmarks are represented in bold exaggerated
figures.

Application.—In the use of the cystoscope

little can be seen if the cavity be not dis-

tended or if the contents of the bladder be

turbid. When about six or eight ounces of

fluid are injected, the surface of the bladder

is fairly smooth, reddish or yellow, and race-

mose blood-vessels collecting into trunks

towards the base of the viscus are very dis-

tinct. If the walls be tightly expanded the

surface may seem glistening white, like

mother-of-pearl. On the floor, the trigone

is dull red, granular, and somewhat pro-

minent. Near the ends of the ridge at the

base of the trigone are placed in two little

eminences the openings of the ureters. If

the urine coming from a kidney be turbid

with pus or other matter, a jet of this turbid

fluid can often be seen issuing from the

eminence and so discovering the orifice of the

ureter. Similarly, if there be ulcers on the

mucousmembrane, or a papillomatous tumour,

a jet of blood can be seen occasionally to dart

through the clear fluid, which speedily renders

it a Imninous red fog, through which nothing
definite can be descried. In such cases the

apparatus for maintaining a constant flow of

ice-cold boracic solution through the bladder

is of great service, as the opaque fluid is

displaced through the outlet tube, and trans-

parency is restored ; and an artificially chilled

solution represses haemorrhage during in-

spection. If the contents of the bladder be

allowed to escape during examination, the

view becomes dark, or so indistinct as to

prevent recognition of any known object, and
then there is danger of the lamp growing hot

and injuring the wall of the bladder in con-

tact with it. Hence, whenever the view

ceases to be luminous, the electric current

should be at once cut off and the bladder

refilled. The various changes effected in the

appearance of the bladder by disease are

described in the article Bladder, Diseases of.

Berkeley Hill.
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CYSTS.—DEnKiTioN.—The word ' cyst

'

((tvoTts, tlic urinary bladder) is used in patho-

logy without strict seieutitic accuracy for a

closed cavity containing fluid or soft matter
;

which cavity will have, from the nature of its

OontentB, a siiherical or spheroidal shape.

The objects thus defined difl'er much among
themselves, and are associated together rather

from convenience that oa account ofany real

pathological similarity.

Classification.—Cysts may be classified

according to their structure, as simple or

oompomid ; according to their contents, as

serous, mucous, fatty, &c. ; or according to

their mode of origin. The latter, though not

firee from objection, is the basis of description

which will be here adopted. Cysts may
originate: (1) fi'om dilatation of previously

existing closed cavities ; (2) from retention

of the products of secretion of a secreting

gland ; (3) as a part of new-growth
; (4) by

a vice of development. These kinds are dis-

tinct structures with a wall lined by eiiithe-

lium. But the name is often given, less

accurately, to spaces containing fluid which
result from softening of soUd tissue, whether
in a new-growth or in an inflammatory pro-

duct. Cystic parasites have also been con-

founded with cysts properly so called.

1. Cysts from Dilatation.— Spaces,

normal or newly formed, in connective tissue

may, by irritation and consequent excessive

exudation, be converted into cysts; or the
same result may happen from the confluence
of several such spaces. In proportion as the
wall becomes smooth, and the shape uniform,
they may be called cysts. Bursas, whether
normal or pathologicij, are cysts. Ganglion
in the sheath of tendon is clearly a patholo-
gical cyst. To these and like structures the
name hygroma cysticum has been given.
They all contain clear serous fluid, and are
lined by an endothelium. Encysted hydro-
cele may also be called a cyst. One class of
ovarian cysts comes mider this head, those,

namely, which are due to simple dropsy of
the Graafian vesicle. Tiibo-ovarian dropsy
has the same explanation ; and cysts of the
broad ligament are enlargements of normal
structures which are left as relics of the de-
velopment of the ovary. The thyroid gland
seems, from its structure, containing as it

does so many closed follicles, particularly
disposed to this kind of cyst-formation, and
this is doubtless the explanation of broncho-
cele. The cause of such an enlargement of
closed follicles is very obscure, but appears
to be inunediately due to increased pro-
duction of the material normally filling the
space.

2. Cysts from Retention.— Cystic for-
mations may result from the obstruction of
the natural outlet of a secreting organ, and
the consequent retention of secretion. It is

necessary that the walls' of the secreting
cavity should admit of enlargement, and that

the tension should not become so great as to

check secretion.

All secreting glands present instances of

such cysts. The sebaceous glands of the skin

are particularly liable to obstruction of their

ducts, and in this way are fonned sebaceous

cysts, the contents of which are sometimes
epithelium and the products of normal secre-

tion, sometimes abnormal products. The
same term has, with less propriety, been
applied to the sebaceous productions called

milium and comedo. See Follicles, Dis-

eases of.

The glands or mucous surfaces are liable

to similar obstructions, and mucous cysts

I'esult, such as are sometimes seen in the

mouth. Larger cysts in the mouth (ratiula)

result from the obstruction of the ducts of

the salivary glands, or are perhaps connected
with an abnormal production of gland-sub-

stance. The stomach very frequently, other

parts of the intestinal canal more rarely,

show similar cysts, which, when they project

and become complicated in structure, are

called polypi. They are occasionally seen
on the larynx and trachea. In no part are

mijcous cysts more frequent than in the

uterus, where, indeed, similar formations, the
ovula Nabothi, must be regarded as normal.
The varieties here met with have, as Virchow
has pouited out, a close analogj' with the

various forms of retention-cysts in the
skin.

In the mamma, cysts may result from the
cutting off of portions of the gland- follicles,

but the cysts contained in mammary tmnours
are not always formed in this way, some
being part of new-growths. In the testicle

obstruction and cutting off of seminiferous

tubes may lead to small cysts, but these are

more often connected with new-growths.
The curious cysts known as spermatoceles,

containing spermatozoa, appear to arise from
a similar distension of detached portions of

testicle-substance, A\hich, by an error of

development, have failed to become connected
with the excretory ducts. The testicle is also

liable to a general cystic degeneration,
usually called cysto-sarcoma. Cysts of the
kidney are of various kinds, but manj-, no
doubt, both large and small, result from the
dilatation of uriniferous tubules and capsules

of glomeruli when their outlet is obstructed,

as occurs in the cirrhotic form of Bright's
disease. The origin of the very numerous
microscopic cysts has been much disputed.

The writer inclines to the belief that they
arise from moniliform contraction of the urini-

ferous tubes, especially such as contain the
hyaline cylinders, known as fibrinous casts.

Another form of cystic disease of the kidney
is developmental. In this the whole of the
organ is converted into a mass of cysts, and
is usually much enlarged. This condition
may be congenital, and the or;:an may be
so large as to obstruct partm-ition. It is
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attributed by Virchow to inflammation of the
calyces during iutra-uteriue life.

To guard against a common error of

language, it should be pointed out that the
condition of the kidney which results from
the obstruction of the ureter, or of the

urinary passages lower down, though some-
times called cystic dilatation of the kidney, is

not properly a case of cyst-formation, and is

better called hjidronephrosis.

3. Cysts from New-Growth. — In
many forms of new-growth cysts are pro-

duced, but not always in the same way. Oc-
casionally, as in myxoma and enchondroma,
softening of portions of new-growth already
formed produces spaces containing fluid,

which are sometimes, though hardly correctly,

called cysts. In many sarcomata, the pro-

duction of new tissue goes hand in hand with
that of cysts, and is sometimes effected, as in

glandular organs, by the formation of new
follicular structures without an outlet, some-
times by new-growth mto the dilated cavities.

Polypoid or iiedunculated growths on a free

surface may sometimes, by the fusion of

their extremities, enclose spaces which
become converted into cysts. We do not

often find cjsts forming by themselves a
new-growth of so definite a character as

to deserve a s(>parate name. When they do
so, they may be called cystoma.

4. Cystoma or Cystic Tumour.

—

Cysts are met with in the ovary which come
under the definition just given, namely, so-

called compound midtilocular cysts, which
constitute the well-known formidable cystic

disease of the ovary, and sometimes produce
tumours of immense size. In these the origin-

ally simple primary cyst appears to become
complicated by the formation in its walls of

secondary cysts, which may encroach upon
or project into the primary. Again there

may be papillary growths starting from the
inner wall of the primary cyst, which either

fill it up, or by fusion enclose spaces, which
become secondary cysts. Very complicated
structures thus result. The contents may
vary in consistence and colour, from clear,

pale, albuminous liquid to gelatinous matter,

and may be stained through haemorrhage, or

purulent through inflammation. The origin

of these structures, which have no precise

parallel in other parts of the bodj^ is

exti'emely obscure. It is not even certain

whether the primary cysts commence, as

might seem prima facie highly probable, in

the Graafian follicles ; but they are plainly

due to an error of development, possibly

beginning in early intra-uterine life, and are

not set up by any external causes. . The pre-

sence, of a tubular gland-tissue, such as is

found in the rudimentai'y, but not in the

perfect ovary, confirms this view, by throw-
ing cyst-formation back into an early stage

in the development of the organ.

In another, but rarer, form of cystic

disease of the ovary, equally due to an error
of development, and sometimes congenital,
the whole organ is found converted into a
mass of small cysts, with no striking in-

equality of size. This variety resembles one
form of cystic disease in the testicle and
kidney.
Dermoid cysts are those of which the

wall is composed of skin or mucous mem-
brane, and generally lined by a layer of

flat cells resembling epidermis. The wall
may be complicated with connective tissue,

forming papillae resembling those of true
skin, and may contain hairs, sebaceous
glands— either in connexion with them or
imattached— and sudoriparous glands. The
accumulation of fatty matter within the
cysts is doubtless the result of the continuous
activity of the sebaceous glands, the products
of which cannot escape. Large masses of

hair may also be found, from continuous
growth, and there are often numerous
detached epidermic scales. Distinctly

formed mammary glands, with nipples, are

sometimes found. Such a cj'st has only the

characters of a portion of skin, which might
be imagined inverted and included by the

growth of the surrounding parts in an early

stage of development—an explanation which
applies only to those situated in certain

parts of the integument where a junction

has normally taken place

—

e.g. along the

lines of the branchial fissures in the neck, in

the anterior middle line of the body, &c.

These simple dermoid cysts are some-
times complicated by containing teeth, it may
be in very large mnnbers (dentigerous cysts);

but since teeth may also be regarded as cuta-

neous products, the cyst may still have
originated in the skin. This explanation

no longer holds, however, when masses of

bone are found, sometimes serving for the

attachment of teeth, sometimes separate ; as

well as other tissues, e.g. nervous tissue and
striated muscle. Cysts with this variety of

contents have been called proliferative.

Dermoid, dentigerous, and proliferative cysts

appear to be always congenital structures,

but may show further growth and develop-

ment in after-life. At least two-thirds of the

known cases have occurred in the ovaries.

Next to these organs, the testicles are the

most frequent seat, but these cysts have been

also found in other parts of the body-cavity,

in the mediastinum, lung, and even within

the skull. The origin of these growths

is extremely obscure ; but it is desirable to

reject entirely the hypothesis that a mixed
tumour of this kind can be the remains of

an undeveloped foetus included in the perfect

individual ; a hypothesis rendered improbable

by the extreme irregularity of the tissues

produced, the teeth, for instance, sometimes

numbering one hundred or more. It would

rather appear as if, in some instances, a

portion of embryonic epithelial tissue had
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bpconie misplaced at an enrly period of

development. lu other cases, those cysts

ori;riiiate in obsolete cauiils, representing

nulimentarv striictnres ; such as the central

canal of the nervo'is system, the post-anal

gilt, the branchial clefts, the vitello-intestiual

duct, and others.'

Several parasitic animals infesting the

human body may appear in an encysted
form, and may resemble in appearance true

pathological cysts. The connnonest—the

larval form of Tccnia echinococcus, or hyda-
tid cyst— is known by its laminated wall,

and by containing a fluid Mhicli is not albu-

minous, but holds in solution sodium chloride.

Cysticercus ccUulosm has a transparent wall

and clear contents. The other encysted
parasites are either very small, as Trichina
spiralis, or unimportant.
Contents of Cysts.—The serous cysts and

hygi'omata contain an albuminotis fluid like

that of serous cavities, which may hold
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enough fibrinogenous material to coagulate
spontaneously. Leucocytes may also be
present. If inflammation be set up, the
proportion of albumin and of leucocytes

becomes greatly increased. In the fluid of

mucous cysts mucin is containod ; in that of

colloid cysts, little-known substances which
are allied to gelatin. Sebaceons cj'sts con-

tain neutral fats—sometimes hard, sometimes
fluid, and cholesterin. Both mucous and
sebaceous products may harden into concre-

tions, and even become calcareous. In renal

cysts luea has been foimd ; in biliary cysts,

bile-pigment ; and in general the products of

special secretion may be found in cases of

retention, at least in early stages ; but if

retention last too long, special secretion may
cease. Various exceptional contents have
been already enumerated.
Treatment.—The treatment of cysts is

referred to under the head of Tumours.
J. F. Payne.

D
DACTYLITIS (fiaVrvXor, a finger^—

A

term meaning inflannnation of the linger. It

is apphed to syphilis and struma of the
part, as in the terms dactylitis syphilitica

and dactylitis strumosa.

DANDRIFP, or Dandruff (from Celtic

ton, skin ; and drwg, foul).— Scurf of the head
(see Hair, Diseases of). Dandriff is met with
in pityriasis, chronic eczema, and psoriasis of
the scalp.

DANDY FEVER. — A synonym for

Dengue. See Dengue.

DARTRE (Fr.)—This term is the French
equivalent of the word tetter, and is applied
to a variety of cutaneous diseases, without
strict limitation,

DAVOS-PLATZ, in North Enga-
dine, Switzoiland, an Alpine vuUpv at an
altitude of a,177 feet. Well sheltered ; atmo-
sphere still and cold. A winter health resort,

particularly for cases of phthisis. See
Climate, Treatment of Disease by; and
Phthisis.

DAY-BLINDNESS.—A disorder of
vision, characterised by the patient being
unable to see in the daylight ; called also
hemeralopia. Sec Hemer.u.opia ; and Vision,
Disorders of.

DEAFNESS.—Loss of the sense of hear-
ing. Sec Ear, Diseases of; and Hearing,
Disorders of.

DEATH, Modes of.—The proximate
causes of death, whether resulting from
natural decay, disease, or violence, may be
reduced in ultimate analysis to two, namely,
first, cessation of the circulation ; and, second,

cessation of respiration. On the continu-

ance of these functions, and particularly of

the former (if specialisation is possible where
aU are essential), life of the body as a whole,
or of the individual tissues and organs, de-

pends. These functions may cease from
causes directU' operating on their mechanism,
but they may also be brought to a standstill

by causes operating indirectly through the
nerve-centres which regidate them. Hence
it is usual, in accordance with Bichat's classi-

fication, to describe this as a third mode of

death ; so that we speak of death beginning
at the lieart, death beginning at the lungs,

and death beginning at the head. This
classification is convenient ; for though death
beginning at the head is, in reality, death
from failure of the respiration or circulation,

or of both, through paralysis of the vital nerve-

centres, yet the attection of the nervous sys-

tem is the primary fact, and the phenomena
are sufficiently distinct and characteristic to

require separate consideration. It must,
however, always be borne in mind that, owing
to the interdependence of all the vital func-

tions, there is no such sharp line of demarca-
tion, in reality, as we, for convenience -sake,

make in theory between the various modes
of death. The failure of the circulation,

however, seems the ultimate factor in the

' Dermoid Tumours. Bland Sutton, 1889.
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extinction of life, as cases are sometimes met
with (of cerebral origin—tumour, &c.) in which
respiration ceases and the pulse continues for

some comparatively prolonged time, and,

indeed, if artificial respiration be resorted to,

the heart will continue beating for a long
period (an hour or more), the reverse condi-

tion not being observed. The suddenness of

the death is also in direct ratio with the

rapidity of interference with the heart's action.

In pure asphyxia it is comparatively slow
as compared with that from heart disease or

stoppage, and, indeed, ends fatally only by
producing that result.

I. Death from failure of the Cir-
culation.—This may be (1) sudden, as in

syncope and shock; or (2) gradual, as in

asthenia.

(1) Sudden failure of the Circulation.—
As the circulation of the blood depends on
the diiference in the pressure in the arteries

and veins, the circulation will be brought to

a standstill by any cause which annihilates,

or very greatly lowers, this differential pres-

sure. The cause may be in the heart, or in

the vessels, or in both.

{a) In the heart. As the action of the heart
is the chief factor in the maintenance of arte-

rial tension, any organic or structural disease

of the heart, rendering it incapable of propel-

ling its contents into the arterial system, will

naturally result in cessation of the circulation,

and death. Under this general head are to

be classed all diseases of the heart and its

annexes.

But, apart from structural disease, the
heart may suddenly be made to cease tlirough

nervous influence. The heart may be
inhibited, or be made to cease finally and
for ever, either by central causes, such as

violent emotion, or a blow on the head, and
probably in this way in the sudden death
often observed in cases of cerebral abscess

and tumour ; or by reflex inhibition, as in the
case of a violent blow on the epigastrium,

or sudden irritation of the sensory nerves
of the stomach, as in corrosive poisoning,

and even in the ingestion of a large draught
of cold water when the system is over-

heated.

Death from sudden cessation of the heart's

action is death from syncope. Momentary
cessation of the heart's action is transient

syncope or fainting. There is sudden loss of

consciousness, due mainly to the cessation of

pressure in, and anaemia of, the cerebral
centres.

{h) In the vessels. Eajiid fall of the blood-

pressure, and cessation of the circulation,

wiU naturally be brought about by rupture
of the vessels, either from injury or disease,

causing death by haemorrhage ; or by occlu-

sion of the pulmonary artery, which seems
a commoner cause of sudden death than
is usually believed. But, besides actual

rupture of the vessels, the vascular area may

in certain conditions become so enlarged or

dilated, that we may practically have death
from haemorrhage without any loss of blood
externally. This is what we observe in death
from shock or collapse. In certain condi-

tions, such as that resulting from blows on
the abdomen, the vascular area of the abdo-
men and viscera may become so dilated as

practically to retain almost the entire voliune

of blood in the body. Hence, even though
the heart may be acting, yet the circulation

throughout the body generally, and especially

in the extremities and superficially, is prac-

tically nil. The individual may, however,
retain his consciousness, and thus he differs

from a patient in a state of syncope. But
very frequently, in cases of blows on the ab-

domen, there is not merely reflex dilatation

of the abdominal vessels, but also reflex in-

hibition, for a time at least, of the heart, so

that we have syncope and shock co-existing.

The symptoms of syncope may pass off, leav-

ing those of shock still remaining. Shock,
like syncope, may be either transient or

fatal.

(2) Gradual failure of the Circulation.—
This constitutes death from asthenia. This
is the natural termination of life, and it is

also the mode of death after wasting and
exhausting diseases, cold, starvation, &c.

The vital powers fade gradually, while con-

sciousness may be retained up to the last

moment.
II. Death from failure ofthe Respira-

tion.—The various ways in which the func-

tion of respiration may be interrupted, and
the phenomena consequent thereon, have
been described under the head of Asphyxia,

to which article reference may be made.
III. Death from paralysis of the

vital nerve-centres— Coma.—As already

remarked, death beginning at the head ends

by paralysing respiration and circulation.

The nerve-centres situated above the medulla
and pons are not essential to life, except in so

far as animal life is concerned, and the

possibility of adaptation to surroundings.

Diseases of the brain, however, are liable to

prove fatal by indirect action on the medulla

and pons through pressure, extension of

inflammation, and the like. Certain poisons

also, whether introduced from without—such

as opium and narcotics generally—or aris-

ing within, owing to the non-elimination of

waste products, as in uraemia, affect the nerve-

centres, both cerebral and spinal, and not

only produce unconsciousness or coma, but

also paralyse the respiratory and cardiac

centres.

In death arising in this manner, the indivi-

dual lies unconscious, reflex action becomes
abolished, and the breathing becomes ster-

torous and ultimately ceases, death occurring

quietly or in convulsions. In death from

coma, in addition to the usual phenomena
of asphyxia, there is, as a rule, more or less
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marked congestion of the cerebral and spinal

centres.

Management of the Dying.—In whicliover

of the tlu-ee ways death may commence, tlie

management of the dyinjj calls for careful

attention on the part of the medical atten-

dant ; and rc<juires to be specially discussed.

See EutarVNASiA. D. Feriukb.

DEATH, Signs of.—It is not always
easy to determine when the spark of life has

become finally extinguished. From the fear

of being buried alive, which prevails more
abroad than in this coimtry, some infallible

criterion of death, capable of being ajjplied

by unskilled jjersons, has been considered a
desideratum, and valuable prizes have been
ofTerod for such a discovery. The conditions

most resembling actual death are syncope,

asphyxia, and trance, particularly the last.

We cannot, however, say that any infallible

criterion applicable by the vulgar has been
discovered, and we do not rely exclusively

on any one sign, but combine several.

The most reliable sign of death is proof of

cessation of the heart's action. This, how-
ever, is not to be inferred from mere pulse-

lessness, for the heart may still be beating,

and resuscitation may be possible, when no
pulse is to be felt m the arteries by ordinary
manipulation. The use of the stethoscope is

necessary, implying, of course, technical

skill. Though, according to Eayer, the heart
cannot cease to beat for more than seven
seconds without death, yet, considering the
very slow and feeble action of the heart (8 to

10 beats per minute) inhybernating animals,
which normally have a pulse of 80 to 90 per
minute, it is well to regard a similar condi-
tion as possible in man, and to spend in

doubtful cases some minutes, up to half an
hour, in auscultation. The so-called cases of
life continuing notwithstanding cessation of
the circidation, as that of Colonel Townsend,
or of the Indian Fakirs, are to be set down
as altogetlier apocryphal, and not scientifi-

cally investigated.

To enable unskilled persons to determine
whether the circidation continues or not,

Magnus recommends the apphcation of a
tight ligature on a finger or toe. If the cir-

culation has quite ceased, no change in
colour is produced; but if circulation con-
tinues, however feebly, the extremity, in
course of a lonj:;er or shorter period, assumes
a livid tint fircmi strangulation of the venous
flow, while a ring of arterial anaemia is ob-
servable at the point ligatured.

Cessation of the heart's action, if abso-
lutely established, renders other indications
unnecessary. As accessories they are use-
fid, but the following signs are none of them
individually conclusive, taken alone. The
first is cessation of respiration. Respira-
tion may not be very obvious, and yet it

may be going on. The popular methods, of

29
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holding a cold mirror before the mouth and
nostrils, and looking for indications of mois-

ture
;
placing a flock of cotton wool on the

lips to ascertain whether air-currents exist

;

and placing a cup of water on the chest, and
observing whether the reflection on its sur-

face moves or remains still, are all well

adapted for the purpose in view.

^^'ith the cessation of the cii-culation and
vital turgor, the skin becomes ashy pale,

there is an absence of the pink colour in

transparent parts when examined under the

indueuce of a strong light (liichardsou), and
the tissues lose their elasticity. The eyeball

becomes less tense, and the cornea becomes
opa(iue. The pu))ils cease to react to light

;

and there is no vital reaction on the applica-

tion of irritants to the skin. Though the

body is dead as a whole, certain parts may
continue to retain their indejiendent vitality

after somatic death. This is seen in the

muscles. M'hich may retain their electrical

contractility from two to thi-ee hours after

death. The existence of electrical contract-

ility of the muscles in a bodj' supposed to

be dead indicates life, or death within the
previous two or three hours, according to

M. Rosenthal.

The subsequent changes which occur in

the dead body not only indicate the fiict of

death, but aid in fixing the probable period

at which death occurred. These are the
following :

—

(1) The cooling of the body.—The body
after death, except under certain special cir-

cumstances, as in fatal cases of cholera and
yellow fever, ceases to be a source of heat-

jiroduction, and therefore is to be looked
upon as an inert mass possessed of a higher
temperature than the average medium, which
parts with its heat according to certain

physical laws. The superficial coldness of

colla])se, which is due to cessation of the
peripheral circulation, must not be mistaken
for the cadaveric coldness, for there is still

an amount of internal heat which has to be
parted with ; and the body, cold to the touch
before death, may after death rise in tem-
perature, as the internal heat radiates. It is

impossible to describe liere in detail all the
circumstances which modify the rate of cool-

ing of the body ; but it may be said in general

that all circumstances which favour radia-

tion, convection, and conduction of heat in

inorganic bodies are equally applicable here,

while the ojiposite conditions retard. There-
fore a thick coating of adipose tissue, cloth-

ing, &c., retard cooling. The observations of

Goodhart (Guy's Hosp. Bej). 1870) and
Burman [Ed in. Med. Journ. 1880) show that

imdcr ordinary circumstances we may as-

sume the temperature in the axilla at the
time of death to be the normal 98'4 F. Cool-

ing occurs at the rate of 1-G° F. per hour.

The rate of cooling is greater (2-4^) during

the first few hours. Taliiu'i the difference
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between the axillary temperature in any
j,'iven case and the normal, and dividing it

by 1"6, would },dve the number of hours that

have elapsed siiice death.

(2) Hypostasis. — After death the blood
gravitates to the most dependent parts, both
externally and internally, giving rise to livid

discolorations, termed hijjMstases. These
are liable to be confounded with ecchymoses
or extravasations externally, and with the

results of congestion and inflammation in

the internal viscera. They ditfer from ecchy-

moses in the fact that the blood is not extra-

vasated into the tissues, but still contained
in the vessels, as may be shown by an inci-

sion into the skin. So long as the blood
remains fluid, these discolorations may be
caused to disappear if the position of the

body be reversed ; they will again form in

the parts which are now the most dependent.
They usually occur in from eight to ten

hours after death.

(3) liigor mortis,—After death the mus-
cles become stifi", giving rise to rigor mortis
or cadaveric rigidity. It is due to coagula-

tion of the muscle-plasma. This rigidity

attacks the muscles usually in a certain defl-

nite order, beginning in the muscles of the

neck and face, and gradually extending from
above downwards. It gives way to putre-

faction and the attendant solution of the

coagidated plasma, in the same order ; so

that, while the upper parts of the body may
be flaccid, the legs may be found rigid. It

can only be overcome by tearing the tissues,

and if overcome it does not return. In this

it differs from cataleptic rigidity. A certain

amount of mobility is still observable at the

joints. In this it is unlike the stiflhess of

freezing, in which all the parts are equally
rigid, and crackle if bent.

The period of the occurrence of rigidity,

and the length of its endurance, are extremely
variable, so that no definite practical rules

can be laid down. It may be said generally,

however, that the greater the store ofmuscular
energy at the time of death, the longer it is

before rigidity sets in, and the longer it lasts.

On the contrary, the greater the exhaustion,

the sooner rigidity sets in, and the sooner it

disappears. Hence rigidity is longer in ap-
pearing in subjects dying suddenly m full

muscular vigour, than in those dying from
exhaustion. As a rule, a period of relaxation

intervenes between death and the occurrence

of rigidity, but in certain cases the last mus-
cular contraction seems to pass directly into

the rigidity of death. This is seen more par-

ticularly in death during great nervous ex-

citement, as in soldiers on the field of battle,

or in suicides. The same is said to occur

also in death from strychnine-poisoning and
in death by lightning, in which the tetanic

spasm passes mto rigidity.

Kigidity may therefore occur immediately

on death or within a few hours. It has never

been observed to be delayed beyond a day
after death. It may last from so short a time
as scarcely to be perceptible, up to a week or
more.

(4) Putrefaction.—After death the tissues

undergo changes in colour, consistence, &c.,

by which they are ultimately resolved into

their simple elements, included luider the
general term i^utrefactioji. Putrefaction,

however, may occur locally during life, and
general septic changes may occur to some
extent before death. The term, however, is

not generally applied until the changes are

clearly perceptible in alteration of colour,

consistence, and smell. The first external

sign is a greenish discoloration of the abdo-
men. Internally the mucous membrane of

the larynx and trachea is the first to exhibit

change in colour and consistence. The less

compact tissues putrefy first, the fibrous tis-

sues resist longer, and—in the female body

—

the compact tissue of the uterus resists

longest of all. In process of time, however,
the soft tissues become entirely disintegrated,

and the skeleton is exposed and gradually
falls to pieces.

The rate of putrefaction is very variable,

depending partly on the state of the body it-

self, but mainly on external conditions as to

temperature, moisture, and exposure. A com-
bination of high temperature, moisture, and
free exposure sui:)plies the most favourable

conditions for rapid putrefaction. A high

temperature alone, without moisture, tends to

dry the tissues, and thus to produce mummi-
fication, instead of colliquative juitrefaction.

Moisture alone, as when a body lies in water

or moist earth, tends to produce a saponifica-

tion of the tissues, more particularly the fatty,

with the formation of a substance termed
adipocere [see Adipoceee). The course of

putrefaction can be stopped by antiseptics, as

in embalming, and in certain cases of poison-

ing, as with arsenic, as also by freezing.

Putrefaction is more rapid in air than in

water, and least rapid in earth. Under
ordinary circumstances and average tempera-

tures, signs of putrefaction are clearly visible

on the third day after death, commencing
with the green hue of the abdomen. Many
months elapse before the soft tissues become
entirely disintegrated. The uterus has been

found fit for judicial examination as long as

nine months after death, where no antiseptics

had been employed. When such has been

the case, however, there is practically no

limit to the period of preservation—witness

the Egyptian mummies, embalmed thousands

of years ago.

There is still much to be learnt respecting

putrefaction, and it is unsafe to lay down
dogmatic rules as to how far putrefactive

changes shall have advanced at n given time,

for even under apparently similar conditions

the most extraordinary divergences have been

recorded. D. Ferriee.
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DEBILITY {(lebilis, feeble).—Syxon. :

Fceblenoss ; \\eakncss ; Asthenia ; Fr. Fai-

blesse ; Ger. Schwdche.
Definition.—The body or any of its organs

is said to be in a state of debility when its

vital functions are discharged with less than

the normal vigour, and wlion the amount
of activity which it displays and of work
which it can accomplish is diminished. The
toriii ' debility ' is also employed in a somewhat
dirtVrent sense in the case of constitutional

weakness of an organ, to convey the notion

of mhierability or predisposition to disease.

In this acceptation, ' pulmonary debility,' for

example, signitios a peculiarly delicate ' build

'

of the lungs, which renders them moi'e than

ordinarily liable to succumb to the causes of

disease.

.Etiology.—Debility is frequently consti-

tutional and inherited ; but it is more often

developed after birth. It is most commonly
due to impaired nutrition, whether this be pro-

longed and moderate, as in defective hygiene

or chronic illness, or, on the other hand, rapid

and extreme, as in acute disease. Such
failure of nutrition, when local, may arise

from the blood being deficient in quality

or quantity, or possibly from some inter-

ference with the nervous supply. Another
frequent cause of debility is the abuse of the

affected organ. Over-use of a part leads to

fatigue, and if frequently repeated to exhaus-

tion, the chief featiure of which is extreme
debility, as in cases of sustained and mental
exertion, or of repeated strain of the heart.

On the contrary, an organ ma}' become feeble

from want of exercise Paralysed muscles
furnish the best examples of this condition,

but the same maj' be seen in all organs after

unnatural rest. Debility is more Uable to

occur at certain ages, such as the periods

of active growth and development, and in

connexion with the menopause ; and it is

one of the manifestations of advanced life.

Symptoms.—The natural ability of the
organs to perform their fimctions varies ex-

tremely with sex, age, previous exercise, and
many other circumstances. Debilitj', or the
loss of this functional power, is therefore fre-

quently ill-defined ; and, when miquestionably
present, may vary greatly in different cases,

fi-om a condition in which fatigue comes on
only somewhat earher than usual, as in
inuscidar debility, to a state in which the
slightest exertion may exhaust the whole of
the \-ital energy, and the fimctional life of the
part may cease—as is seen in the cardiac
asthenia of acute fevers, and scarcely less

markedly in certain chronic diseases, such
as idiopathic ana;mia and Addison's disease.

Debility may be qcncral, affecting the whole
body; or Zoca^, individual organs only being
involved. Speaking broadly, the symptoms
of debility of an organ may be said to be
chictly two. These are, first, increased irri-

tabihty, or an mmatural readiness of the part
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to respond to stimulation ; and, secondlj', a

tendency to untimelj' exhaustion. The
phenomena of irritability and exhaustion

naturally vary with the organ involved. The
symptoms of muscidar asthenia are few and
simple ; those of digestive feebleness are more
complex ; and in debility of the nervous sys-

tem the whole of tlie mental processes, as

well as the functions of organic life, may be

involved. For a specific account of the

phenomena of each of these cases, and of

debility of other parts, the reader is referred

to the articles upon diseases of the several

organs.

Diagnosis.—Debility pure and simple is,

as a rule, easily distinguished from disease by
the absence of all evidence of organic altera-

tion, and especially of physical signs of ana-

tomical change. It is more difficult to separate

debility from disorder or derangement, but

careful observation will generally determine

in the case of pure debility that the fmictions

are normally discharged as long as the de-

mands made upon them are not excessive.

Prognosis.—Debility due to acute disease

may, in the absence of complications, be

expected to disappear during convalescence.

If the cause have been more chronic, and be

less easily removed, recovery will certainly

be more slow and less satisfactory. The
prognosis of inherited constitutional debility,

as regards its disappearance, is nearly always
unfavoiu-able.

Treatment.—Debility must be treated ac-

cording to its cause. If nutrition have failed,

it must be restored as far as possible ; and
until this can be done, stimulants and suitable

tonics are indicated—especially in the case of

acute disease. Best is of the first importance

in most instances ; and frequently it is alone

sufficient to restore the vital force. In a few
cases, however, the oj^posite line of treatment

must be followed, as in muscidar debility

from want of exercise or in some forms of

paralysis. Wliei-e the vital activity is low
from constitutional defect, age, or sex, tlie

condition may not be remediable ; and the

treatment of such cases is chiefly prophylactic.

The principal indication then is to secure

the subject of debility against exposm-e to

damaging influences.

J. Mitchell Bruce.

DECLINE (dcclino,! Aecline).—A popu-

lar name for any wasting disease; especially

associated with pulmonary consumption. The
word is also applied to the period in the

course of a disease when the symptoms are

abating; and likewise to the time of life

when the physical and mental powers are

failing.

DECUBITtTS (de, down; and ctimbo, I

lie).—The lying posture. Decubitus is also

the German name for bed-sore. See Pos-

ture.
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DEFiElCATION, Disorders of.—On '

the descent of the faeces, which accumulate

in the sigmoid flexure of the colon, into the

rectum, the associated movements necessary

for theiz expulsion are excited. These move-
ments are chiefly involuntary, though influ-

enced and controlled by the will.

Etiology.— Some of the more impor-

tant difficulties interfering with the actions

of defaecation arise from disorders in the

nervous system, by which the movements
are excited and directed. In injm-ies and
diseases of the brain or cord, the controlling

action of volition, especially its influence over

the sphincters, is annihilated, whilst the

excito-motor movements depending on the

spinal cord continue. In these cases the

actions of defaecation take place only when
the need of expulsion arises, without any
power of the patient to induce or restrain

them. In injuries destroying the lower part

of the spinal cord, the faeces escape involun-

tarily in varying quantities and at all times.

Serious troubles in defaication may also

arise from excessive as well as from weak-
ened action of the muscles concerned in this

function. The sphincter may be irritable or

subject to spasm, and resist too forcibly the

expulsive actions of defaecation {see Anus,
Diseases of). Or the muscular fibres of the

rectum may lose their tone, and be defective

in power and incapable of properly extruding

the faeces. Patients thus situated are often

obliged, when at stool, to use the finger to

dislodge masses retained in the weakened
bowel. An atonic condition of the rectum
usually arises from over-distension. It may
be produced as the result of accumulations, or

by too free and frequent use of enemata, the

quantity injected being so large as to dilate

the bowel and impair the power of its mus-
cular coat. This atonic state of the bowel is

itself apt to give rise to fipcal accumulation.

The present article will deal with deficient

defaecation associated with such accumula-
tion. The opposite condition is described in

the next article. See Defecation, Involun-
TAKY.

Faecal Accumulation.

—

Pathology.—
Cases of this kind are not uncommon, yet

the nature of the affection is liable to be
overlooked. The rectum may become gradu-
ally dilated and blocked up by a collection of

hard dry faeces, which the patient has not the

power to exjiel, being unable from loss of

tone in the distended bowel to overcome the
resistance of the sphincter to the passage of

so great a body. Some indurated lumps from
the sacs of the colon, on reaching the rectum,
perhaps coalesce so as to form a large mass

;

or a quantity accumulated in the sigmoid
flexure, on descending into the lower bowel,
becomes impacted there. In several instances
a foreign body has been fomid in the centre
of the mass. The persons most subject to

these troubles are those enfeebled by age or
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clisease, especially women. They may also

occur in infants who have been operated
on for imperforate anus, when the artificial

aperture contracts, or is left too small for

the free passage of the faeces. In these cases

the distension of the bowel is sometimes ex-

cessive, and its expulsive functions are seri-

ously impaired and weakened.
Symptoms.—Such a collection gives rise to

considerable distress, producing constipation,

a sensation of weight and fulness in the

rectum, tenesmus, and forcing pains which
women liken to those of labour. In cases of

some duration, where the hardened faeces do
not quite obstruct the passage, they excite

irritation and a mucous discharge, which,
mixing with recent fseculent matter passing

over the lump, causes the case to be mistaken
for diarrhoea.

Treatment.—Injections have no effect in

softening the indurated mass : they act only

on the surface, and return immediately,
there being no room for their lodgment in

the bowel. The practitioner on passing his

finger finds the rectum blocked up with a

large lump, which feels almost as hard as

a stone. In such cases the only mode of

giving relief is by mechanical interference.

The mass requires to be bi'oken up and
scooped out—an operation which may re-

quire the use of a cocaine suppository, or the

administration of an anaesthetic. After the

breaking up and extraction of the larger por-

tions, injections of soap and water wiU be

sufficient for the removal of the remaincler.

T. B. Curling. Frederick Treves.

DEF-ECATION, Involuntary. —
Under normal circumstances the faeces are

retained withm the rectum by the closure of

the sphincter ani. When defaecation takes

place, the sphincter is relaxed ; and there is

increased peristalsis of the lower bowel and
pressm-e on the intestines, from forcible con-

traction of the expiratory muscles with the

glottis closed. The nerve-governance of these

three associated phases of the act is different

in each case. The contraction of the ab-

dominal muscles is mainly due to an effort

of the will. The activity of the colon and
rectum is reflex, from irritation of the accu-

mulated fteces. Lastly, the relaxation of the

sphincter depends on the inhibition of the

tonic centre in the lumbar enlargement of the

spinal cord; such inhibition being brought

about either in a reflex manner from the rec-

tum or directly from the cerebral centres. It

is obvious that the relaxation of the sphincter

is the most important stage in the act, for

until that takes place no discharge can occur.

Up to a certain point the increased peristalsis

and pressure on the bowels may be resisted

by a voluntarily increased contraction of the

sphincter, but at a certain stage the inhibiting

influence is exerted, and relaxation results.

Since this influence is only in part under the
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control of tho will, it wonlil follow that the
' chief causes of the invohintary dischar<^e of

the fa'ces are to be found in those conditions

which diminish tho normal tonicity of the

sphincter. At the same time, any circum-

stances which may increase the pressure of

the abdominal muscles, or the activity of the

bowels, much bejond what ordinarily occurs,

may lead to an involuntary discharge.

.l^TioLOGY.—The causes of involuntary

discharge of fieces may be discussed in the

following order :

—

j
1. Violent contraction of the expiratory

muscles. This cause of involuntary defaeca-

\
tion is such as may be induced by strych-

nine-poisoning. It is of rare occurrence in

tetanus.

2. Increased peristaltic action of the in-

testines. Increased peristalsis is chietly de-

pendent on causes of irritation situate in the

bowels themselves, such as inflammation or
' ulceration of the walls ; irritating contents

;

or worms. Extreme fluidity of the faeces is

frequently sufhcient to induce their partially

involuntarj- discharge, and is noticeable in

the looseness sometimes associated with
accumulation of faeces in the lower bowel,

and the diarrhoea of infants and children.

3. Abnormal relaxation of the sphincter

an i. As already said, the previously mentioned
causes are powerless to produce the discharge

of the fiEces until the sphincter yields ; and
now far the sphincter may relax as a result

of their efforts, or independent of them, is not
ea.iy to determine. The nervous influence

emanating from the lumbar centre which
normally determines the tonic state of the
sphmcter may be inhibited by various

causes :

—

n. liejlexhj. Reflex inhibition of the
sphincter am may arise from such causes
as worms, fissure of the anus, or calculus
vesicae. It is quite true that the immediate
result of irritating the sphincter is to deter-

mine in a reflex manner an increase of its

contraction, as may be experienced in intro-

ducing instruments into the rectum ; but it

would also seem that at a certain point the
irritation may lead to an arrest of the tonic

influence, and so allow the sphincter to yield,

and this is particularly the case with aflectiona

of the bladder.

;i. From cerebral disease. That certain

emotional conditions may lead to involuntary
deficcation is well known, and that a similar
result follows some diseases of the cerebral
centres is not an uncommon event. The
paralysis of the sphincter which occurs under
these circumstances is brought about bj' in-

hibiting the normal tonic stunulus discharged
from the lumbar centres. Involuntary evacu-
ations fre(iuently occur in epileptic fits ; in
states of profound coma induced by apoplexy,
or by opium- and other forms of poisoning

;

and in death bj^ hanging or sufiijcation. Its

occurrence can scarcely be regarded as in-
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dicating lesion of any one part of the cere-

bral centres, but rather as a result of general
brain-states. It constitutes a troublesome
complication in such chronic forms of brain-

disease as general softening, paralysis of the

insane, &c.

y. From disease of the spinal cord. The
relaxation of the spliincter may of course be
produced by disease or injury of the lumbar
enlargement of the spinal cord. Inasmuch
as it is from the cells of this region that the

normal tonic influence is understood to issue,

destruction of the nervous tissues can readily

be understood to prevent tho origination

of such stimulus to contraction. Certain
lesions also above the lumbar enlargement
may lead to invohmtary passing of fiEces

by interfering with the cerebral control

of the sphincter. It is noticeable that dif-

fused changes in the substance of the cord,

such as acute or chronic myelitis, intra-spinal

haemorrhage, and compression, are far more
frequently accompanied by paralysis of the

sphincter than are tho scleroses of a ' sys-

temic ' or ' columnar ' character

—

e.g. anterior

polio -myelitis, lateral sclerosis, progressive

muscular atrophy, or inflammatory affections

of the spinal meninges.
b. FroTn local lesion. The control over

the sphincter may be lost from injury to the

muscle itself. This occurs in laceration of tlie

perineum, involving the lower end of the

bowel ; sometunes it is the result of surgical

operation, such as deep division of the sphinc-

ter in connexion with fistula.

Treatment.—No direct treatment of in-

continence of fffices is of avail, beyond re-

moval, when possible, of the cause. This may
be done with success when the involuntary

discharge depends on the presence of some
local irritant, such as worms or fsccal impac-
tion. As a distressing complication of cer-

tain diseases of the nerve-centres, which are

too frequently incurable, little remains to be

done for it beyond adopting such measures
as will permit of the escape of the discharge

with every regard to cleanliness.

W. H. Allchin.

DEFERVESCENCE (de, down; and
fcrvcsco, I grow hot I. The decline of fever,

characterised by a fall of temperature and
of pulse, and by other phenomena. See
Fever.

DEFORMITIES.—SfeM.vLFORMATioN3.

DEFORMITIES OP THE CHEST.
I

See Chest, Deformities of.

DEGENERATION (dcgener, unlike

one's race; out of kind).— Synon. : Fr. D6-
generescence ; Ger. Entartung.

Definition.— The word ' degeneration,'

meaning etymologically change or deteriora-

tion of kind, is used in pathology for any pro-

cess by which a tissue or substance becomes
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replaced by some other, regarded as less

highly organised, less complex in composi-

tion, of inferior physiological rank, or less

suited for the .performance of its original

functions. While some change for the worse
is thus the essence of degeneration, there is

great variety in the mode by which this

change is effected. It may be by direct

chemical nietamorplwsis, as of albuminous
into fatty material ; by infiltration of the

tissues with some new material, as in albu-

minoid degeneration ; by deposition of soine

foreign substance, such as lime salts, in the

tissues ; or even by substitution of a newly
formed tissue, inferior to the original in

organisation or in functional efficiency, as

in what is called fibroid degeneration. The
degenerative process may be in certain cir-

cumstances any one of the above processes.

Degeneration is very closely connected with
atrophy, since on the one hand it is often

caused by imperfect nourishment, and on
the other hand may be a stage in progressive

wasting ; so that it may be difficult to di'aw

the line between the two.

SuMBiAKY.—The following kinds of degene-

ration may be recognised : albuminoid,fa ttij,

mucoid or colloid, 2:)arcnchijma.tous, calca-

reous, jjicimentary, a,jidi fibroid, with possibly

one or two minor varieties of less moment.
The two first-mentioned are described else-

where. See Albuminoid Disease ; and Fatty
Degeneration.

1. Mucoid : Colloid.—This kind of de-

generation is in one sense a physiological

process, since it is probably by a partial

transformation of the protoplasm of epithelial

cells into mucin that the secretion of mucus
is effected.

Mucoid degeneration and colloid degenera-
tion are sometimes distmguished. We are

unable to recognise any difference except in

situation, and this distinction is better ex-

pressed in other words. The process consists

in the transformation of portions (usually

albuminous) of the tissues into a semi-trans-

parent homogeneous material, varying in con-

sistency from fluid to a gelatinous solid, and
consisting of altered albuminates with vari-

able proportions ofmucin, a substance allied to

albumin, but differing in its entire insolubility

in acetic acid and its solubility in alkalis.

All masses of gelatinous apiiearance have not
this com]>osition, since the colloid material
which fills some ovarian cysts, that of renal
cysts, and probably that found in some other
cases, is said to contain no mucin. The
th^'roid gland when enlarged and cystic, as

in one form of bronchocele, is a striking in-

stance of colloid degeneration. The enlarged
cystic vesicles become filled with colloid

material, which plainly results from a trans-

formation of the epithelial elements, and
possibly also of some albuminous exudation
in the original vesicles. Small masses of

colloid material first appear in the cells,

which become confluent into homogeneous
masses. In colloid cancer a similar process
appears to take place, but it is rather syn-
chronous with, than subsequent to, the
growth of the tumour. The alveolar spaces,

which in other forms of cancer are filled with
cells, here contain colloid material resulting

from the metamorphosis of cells ; and every
transitional stage, from the epithelioid cancer-
cell to a homogeneous translucent mass, may
often be met with. The stroma is unaffected,

and remains fibrous. The gelatinous mate-
rial ol colloid cancer is stated to contain
more mucin than that of the enlarged thy-

roid. It is instructive to notice that this

form of cancer usually occurs or commences
in parts where epithelium is present, which
undergoes the mucous transformation and
secretes mucus, as in the stomach and in-

testines. When colloid or mucoid transfor-

mation affects tissues of the connective tissue

group, it is the intercellular substance which
appears to be chiefly affected. This change
is seen in the mucoid softening of cartilage

which sometimes occurs in old age, where
the chondrin undergoes chemical change,
and the intercellular substance softens into

a diffluent or liquid substance containing

mucin. The so-called mucous tissue, which
forms the umbilical cord and the vitreous

body of the eye, as well as certain foetal

structures, consists essentially of a reticu-

lated connective tissue with mucous inter-

cellular substance, and the same tissue forms
the new-growth called myxoma, which may
therefore be regarded as formed by mucous
transformation of connective tissue. Its cells

are quite unaffected by this change, being

either fixed stellate connective-tissue cells,

or migratory lymphoid corpuscles. This
view explains how portions of other tumours,
as sarcoma, enchondroma, and lipoma, are

often found to have undergone myxomatous
degeneration. All these mucoid or colloid

substances contain mucm with albmnuiates.

2. Parenchymatous.—Synon.: Granular
Degeneration ; Cloudy Swelling.—This is a

peculiar change met with in some epithehal

structures, especially liver and kidney cells,

and muscular tissue, occurring onlj' in the

course of some infective febrile diseases,

especially typhus, enteric fever, scarlatina,

diphtheria, and pyiemia. The histological

elements are foimd after death to have lost

their transparency, and to be filled with

mmute granules, so that the general appear-

ance is not imlike that of fatty degeneration.

The naked-eye appearance of the organs is

also not dissimilar : they are pale, dull, and

02)aque-looking. This change has been thought

to be the precui-sor of fatty change ; but,

whether this be so or not, it is at once dis-

tinguished by the solubility of the gramdes
in acetic acid, and their insolubility in ether.

The cause of this degeneration has been

asserted to be simply high temperature ; stiU
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it is not found in all febrile diseases. It has

also been ro^^arded as a post-mortem chftn;,'e,

which is possible, but still this implies some
abnormality in the tissues during' life.

Another chanjje which occurs in febrile

diseases is waxy or vitreona defeneration of

the voluntary nniscles. They are found after

death with little or no striation, and the

myosin irrej:fularly coagulated in lumps.

That this is a change occurrinjr after death

there can be no doubt ; while it is equally

clear that this abnormal coagulation shows
some abnormality of composition to have
existed during life.

3. Calcareous.—Calcareous degeneration

consists in the deposition of calcareous par-

ticles in the elements of a tissue, or in some
inriammatory products previously formed.

It is more appropriately called calcareous

infiltration or deposit. When the normal
tissues are thus infiltrated, there is not of

necessity any other alteration in the tissues

themselves, though the process generally in-

dicates retardation of the circulation or arrest

of tissue-metamorphosis. In the case of in-

flammatory products, new-growths, and para-

sites, as well as in other cases, the calcareous

deposit follows on partial necrosis or local

death. It is, therefore, if not a degeneration,

tlie consequence or accompaniment of de-

generation. See Deposits.

4. Pigmentary.—Pigmentary degenera-
tion is a name which has been given to the

changes produced in a tissue or organ by the

deposition or formation of pigment. It is

very doubtful whether this should alwaj's be
described as a degeneration, since the change
does not necessarily diminish the vital ac-

tivity of the part, lower its physiological rank,

or involve a suupler chemical or anatomical
composition. Pigmented tumours do not
show less vitality than others, nor is exces-

sive pigmentation of the skin, or any organ
where pigment normally occurs, necessarily

an accompaniment of degeneration. The
colouring matter in this case is the normal
pigment called melanin. An entirely differ-

ent kind of pigmentary change is that which
depends upon the extravasation and breaking
up of red blood-discs, the hffiuioglobin of
which becomes converted into a simpler form
of pigment, such as hicmatoidin or some other.

The pigmentation of the spleen and liver from
intermittent fever, and that which is the con-
sequence of chronic venous congestion, are of
this kind; and are often the accompaniment
of fibroid induration, thus forming part of a
degenerative process. Pigmentation in gene-
ral must not, therefore, be identified with pig-

mentary degeneration.
5. Fibroid,^Fibroid degeneration is the

name given to a process frequently met
with, in which the original tissue becomes
replaced by a form of connective tissue. It
is also called fibroid substitution or fibroid
change. In the early stages of this process
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we find the tissues penetrated with numerous
cells of the lymphoid type, which become
slowly organised into connective tissue—at

first of the cytogenous form, and rarely very
vascular. Tlie infiltrated lymphoid cells are

probably chiefly derived from the blood-

vessels ; but some may be, as theory teaches,

the descendants of tissue-cells. The process

is an essentially chronic interstitial inflam-

mation {see Inflammation). Since the final

result of the process is that tissue of less

physiological value is substituted for the
original, the process may be described in

general terms as a degeneration, though it is

not an actual metamorphosis of tissue. It

finally leads to induration, contraction, and
partial atrophy. J. F. Payne.

DEGLUTITION, Disorders of.—
Synon. : Distm'bances of Swallowing ; Fr.
Troubles de la Deglutition; Ger. Storun-
gen des Schluckens.

Before describing the disorders of deglu-

tition or swallowing, it is necessary to state

briefly in what this physiological act consists,

and how the process is performed.
Physiology of Deglutition.—The act of

deglutition is commonly divided into three

stages. The first is a voluntarj' effort, ac-

complished by means of the tongue and the
muscles of the cheeks and mouth, as far

back as the anterior arch of the fauces. The
second stage is an involuntary act, though
certain voluntary muscles are engaged in

effecting it. It is accomplished by the action

of those muscles the duty of which is to

retract the tongue, to raise the larynx and
close the glottis, to lift the soft palate, to con-
tract the fauces and bring the tonsils in con-

tact with the bolus of food, to close the pos-

terior nares, and to raise and contract the
pharynx. Then the food passes into the
oesophagus or gullet, when the third stage is

entered upon ; and as the morsel passes into

this tube, a progressive nndulatory or peri-

staltic movement of the gullet is produced, by
which the bolus is propelled into the stomach.

Definition.—Any condition which inter-

feres with the perfect integrity of this phy-
siological process constitutes a disorder of
deglutition. The general terra which is

applied to this condition is Dysphagia or
dcglutitio impedita, as it is sometimes
termed. But, in actual fact, such conditions
wiU be found to be dependent for the most
part on some other morbid state of the struc-

tures immediately concerned in the act of
Bwallowmg, or of those in close proximity to

them. Yet, although dysphagia must, as a
rule, be regarded merely as a symptom of
some more or less serious disorder, still it

may be convenient and useful to examine
the subject somewhat more in detail than
can be done in the consideration of those
affections in which it frequently plays so

prominent a part.
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Etiology.—All affections of the throat

modify in some way the power of swallow-
ing, and render the act of deglutition painful

and difficult. Thus ;—1. We meet with it

as one of the symptoms in acute catarrh of

the pharjmx, in tonsillitis, and in ulceration

of the throat. 2. Similarly, diseases of the
larynx niay give rise to disorders of degluti-

tion ; such as laryngitis, inflammation of

the perichondriiun, and laryngeal polypi.

3. Specific diseases—for example, phthisis,

syphilis, cancer, scarlatina, measles, and croup
—are another fertile cause of difficulty of

swallowing, owing to their affecting the throat

in various ways. 4. So also are nervous
affections— for instance, post - diphtheritic

paralysis, hysterical disorders, general para-

lysis of the insane, progressive muscular
atrophy, and glosso-pharyngeal paralysis.

6. Affections of the salivary glands, such
as parotitis, may interfere with deglutition.

6. (Esophageal disorders, whether fimctional,

or causing organic obstruction, are important
causes of dysphagia. 7. Difficidty of degluti-

tion may resi;lt from pressiure upon some part

of the passage, as by an aneurysm of the

thoracic aorta, a solid tumoiu", whether
malignant or benign, or a retro-pharyngeal

abscess. 8. It may be set up by the character

of substances swallowed

—

c.q. when these are

irritant, corrosive, or very hot articles. All

these causes, though in different degree, offer

some impediment to the act of deglutition.

Symptoms.—Although difficulty in the act

of swallowing is the essential symptom in

many and various affections, yet this differs

greatly in degree, as well as in the attendant

phenomena, according to the pathological con-

dition of the parts involved. Thus, when
irritation of any kind is met with in any
part of the track through which the bolus of

food has to pass, then the act of deglutition

is attended merely with more or less pain,

which in such cases constitutes the sole diffi-

culty in the process. When, however, the

calibre of this portion of the alimentary canal

is reduced by disease affecting its own struc-

ture, or when it is encroached upon by mor-
bid growths or other disease in its immediate
vicinity, a mechanical impediment is set up,

which necessitates a certain amount of volun-

tary effort to accomplish the act. This supple-

mentary aid is usually sufficient to propel the

bolus onwards; and deglutition, though slower

than in health, and usually attended with
pain, may be successfully performed. It oc-

casionally happens, however, that the obstruc-

tion is so great as to prevent the passage of

at least the larger portion of the food down-
wards, and regiurgitation takes place through
the mouth or nostrils.

A similar result is brought about when
paralysis affects any portion of the muscular
structures concerned m the act of swallowing,

but obviously in a different manner. For
example, in post-diphtheritic paralysis, m
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consequence of the implication of the soft

palate and neighbouring structiures in this

loss of power, the food, instead of passing
into the gullet, returns through the posterior

nares.

The dysphagia occasionally observed in
hysterical persons, and which appears to par-

take of the nature of spasm, differs essentially

from those forms already described, in the
fact that it is not a constant phenomenon,
and that it is but one manifestation of the
neurotic temperament.
Treatment.—This will manifestly depend

upon the recognition of the cause which
gives rise to the impediment in swallowing.
Cases of simple catarrh of the mucous naem-
brane of the throat, and those produced by
the action of irritant substances generally,

yield, after a short interval, to the use of

bland articles of diet and demulcents, such
as olive oil, milk, linseed tea, <&c. It must,
however, be borne in mind that permanent
stricture of the cesophagus may be the residt

of causes such as those last mentioned. Of
course, when abscess is the cause of the dys-

phagia, the evacuation of its contents will

give immediate relief. In that form of dys-

phagia dependent upon diminution of the

calibre of the oesophagus, the question of its

treatment by the use of bougies or stomach-
tubes should be considered. See (Esophagus
Diseases of.

The dysphagia dependent upon specific dis-

orders of the larynx, such as that occasioned

by phthisis, syphilis, or cancer, may often

be greatly mitigated by the use of warm
medicated sprays containing sedative drugs,

such as bromide of ammonium, opium, or

chlorine water ; a 15 or 20 per cent, solution

of menthol in liquid vaselme or olive oil, in-

jected into the larynx and pharynx ; also a 4

per cent, solution of cocaine, &c. In cases ac-

knowledging a nervous origin, the treatment

must bear reference to the general nervous

disorder of which the dysphagia is but a

symptom. Thus, hysterical dysjjhagia may
be speedily removed by the application of

galvanism in the neighbourhood of the ceso-

phagus. Post- diphtheritic dysphagia usually

disappears as the health of the patient im-

proves, and is to be treated by the adminis-

tration of nervine tonics, such as strychnine,

iron, and quinine.

The food should be of semi-solid consistence,

concentrated, and small in bulk - e.g. iced milk,

cream-ice, jellies, switched egg, or the un-

broken raw egg, custard, and oysters.

C. MUIEHEAD.

DELHI SORE OR BOIL.—Synon.:

Aleppo Evil ; Mycosis Cutis Chronica (V.

Carter) ; Lupus Endemicus (Lewis and Cun-

ningham) ; Oriental Sore (Fox). Fr. Bouton
1 (VAlej); Gev. Beule von Ale}).

j

Definition.—An indurated, indolent, and

j

very intractable sore ;
papular in the early,
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encrnstcdor funRatingiri the advanced stages;

siuTiidiii;:; by iik-fration of skin ; single or

nniltiplo : and often oci-nining extensive sur-

faces of the exposed parts of the body, such

fts the face, neck, and extremities. It is

capable, if inoculated, of reproducing the

disease ; and it also affects dogs and liorses.

GEOCiRAPiii<.'ALDisTiiiBin'ioN'.—Thisdifcase

occurs in India, especially the North-\\ est Pro-

vinces, Punjab, C'abul and Sciiide, Persia,

Arabia, Crete, the Sahara of Africa, jierhaps

China, and doubtless wherever certain pecu-

liar conditions of soil and hot climate coexist;

for example, an epidemic lately (1H8U) pre-

vailed ill Greece. Though called Delhi boil,

it is neither a furunculus, nor is it jiecuhar

to that city. The Scinde boil, the sores of

Tloorkie, Moultan, Lahore, Meerut, other

crowded Indian cities, and Aden, are pro-

bably only varieties, if not identical. The
same may be said of the Bouton d'Alep of

Biskra, Bussorah. Baghdad, and Crete. Slight

ditl'erences may exist, but essentially tlicj' are

the same disease. The Yeman and Cochin
China sores are probably varieties, as are

other indolent mdurated and intractable

sores occurrmg in persons of impaired health,

residing in hot and malarious climates, who
use certain waters, and in whom there is

neither syphilitic nor strumous taint.

.Etiology and Pathology.—Drs. Fleming
and Smith, V. Carter, and Lewis and Cun-
ningham give the best account of the disease.

Tiiough called a local disease, it is probable
tiiat the state of the health has much to do
with its production, certain conditions of

climate, soil, and especially of di-iuking-water
being also concerned. Furunculi of a severe

and painful though different character are pre-

valent in hot climates at certain seasons of the

year, in enervating and malarious climates
like India, especially after the rains, i.e. to-

wards the termination of the most exhausting
season, when tlie vital powers have been de-

pressed during the preceding months, and the
functions of the liver and spleen are impaired.
The blood, imperfectly elaborated, and not
freed from excrcmentitious matter, is then in

a condition in which it not onlj' ministers im-
perfectly to niitrition, but is prone to fibrinous

coagulations, which cause capillary embolism,
giving rise to local starvation and death of
minute portions of areolar tissue in or under
the integument. These residt in sujipuration,

which is set up for the purpose of getting rid
of the dead fi-agment or core. An analogous,
though perhaps not precisely similar, patho-
logical condition maj' be concerned in the
causation of the Delhi sore, and is not incom-
patible with an otherwise fairly good condition
of the general health. AVater, soil, food, bites
or stmgs of insects, parasitic micro-organisms,
insanitary conditions, such as exist in crowded
native cities, have all been charged with caus-
ing the disease. Im])roved- hygiene, planting
of trees, and change of water, food, and locality,

have all been credited with benefit in tho

treatment of it. The facts that this peculiar

form of sore manifests itself tmdcr similar

climatic conditions in other parts of tho world,

which, it is to be noted, are generally those of

the more arid regions, and that it occurs most
frequently at tho most exhausting season,

seem to point to a constitutional state as a

]

predisposing cause.

I

The disease is not confined to human
beings. In Delhi it has been observed that

dogs are very lialilo to be affected, especially

in the nose, and this, from the position of

the sore, has been adduced as strong evidence
in favour of the theory that it is due to the

presence of a parasitic organism which finds

its way there from the water. In some dis-

tricts other animals are affected ; and it

seems probable that the indolent, indurated,

and intractable sore that horses are liable to

in India, called Bursattie (Rain Sore), is of

the same character. Further investigation

into the causation and pathology of Delhi
boil is needed, especially with reference to

the action of di'inking-water, and the nature

of the structures that form the essential con-

stituents of the disease.

Anatomical Characters.—"Clienthe Delhi
sore is cut into, yellowish points are seen,

consisting of minute cellular growths, which
have been described by Dr. Smith as the ova
of a parasite {Distoma), and by others as of

vegetable origin, but are probably the result

of cell-growth, connected with the hair- and
gland-follicles, perhaps an abnormal develop-

ment of connective-tissue corpuscles, or an
imperfect form of granulation. After ulcera-

tion has disintegrated the surface, mycelium
or other low foiins of organism may be pre-

sent ; but it is a question if these be the

essential cause, and not rather an accident of

the disease, introduced from without. Dr. V.
Carter refers Delhi boil to a {larasitic organ-

ism, consisting of spheroids and mycelium,
which occupies the distended lymphatic ves-

sels in and around the sore, arranged in open
and angular meshes, the fi'ee ends giving off

conidia which multiply and reproduce. Pale,

round or stellate granulation-cells are found;
and numerous bright orange-tinted particles,

aiTanged as spherical or ovoid gi'oups dissemi-

nated throughout the tissues of the tumour.
These, it is considered, are the fructification-

stage of the fungus. Lewis and Cunningham
described lymphoid nucleated cells, the pro-

ducts of a condition which they considered as

identical with that of lupus, and which they
ascribed to the action of the chemical con-

stituents of certain hard waters; but in a
more recent paper, dated 1885, Dr. Cunning-
ham observed, in a siiecimen of Delhi
boil which had not yet ulcerated, certain

microscopic bodies, probably zoocysts or

sporocysts of some monoclinic origin, which
he believes to have been connected with the

causation of the disease for more than one
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reason, the chief being their presence in

greater numbers where the greatest morbid
changes had taken place, and in the water in

certain locahties where the disease occurs.

Symptoms.— i)elhi sore commences as a

small pink and reddish papule, like a mos-
quito-bite, which gradually extends, generally

around a hair-follicle as its centre. This is

elevated, and after a time desquamates.

There is itching and a stinging sense of pain;

on pressure it is somewhat boggy. The pro-

gress of the disease is slow, often occupying

several weeks, during which time it assumes
a semi-transparent appearance, with blood-

vessels ramifying near the surface. A vesicle

then rises, bursts, and gives exit to an ichor

which forms a crust ; under this, suppuration

aud ulceration take place and advance iintil,

by the coalescence of several papules and de-

struction of skin, an indi;rated sore is formed,

which is eitlier crusted over or fungates. The
sore gradually invades the surroimding parts,

and, destroying the integinnent, may give rise,

especially on the face, to deformity from cica-

tricial contraction ; and, from the irritation

and the pain it causes, may, when the niun-

ber and extent of the sores are large, seriously

compromise the health. An ordinary boil or

abrasion may assume these specific charac-

ters. The disease is regarded as contagious,

and apparently may be produced by inocula-

tion of the specific cell-matter, tliough not by
the pus which forms on the surface.

Trp:atment.—Pretwjitive.—Cleanliness of

person, clothing, and habitation, good food,

the use of pure drinking-water, and careful

attention to the sanitary condition of the

locality—avoiding overcrowding and contact

with the disease in men or animals,—are the
best means of preventing Delhi sore.

Curative.—The most effective measures of

a curative kind are— change of locality when
practicable ; in some cases early destruction

of the sore by the potential or actual cautery
;

the application of metallic astringents, iodine,

or carbolic acid lotion ; pressure ; attention to

the state of the health, and any ailment that

may be present ; tonics and nutritive diet,

and especially wholesome drinking-water

;

and change to another climate.

In the advanced conditions of the disease
similar measures are indicated. The sore,

if too extensive to be destroj^ed, should be
dressed with stimulating and astringent ap-
plications. Soothing measures are indicated
if there is pain. Black Mash, sulphate and
sulpho-carbolate of zinc, copper, Gurjun oil,

and lime-water, with change of climate and
the use of tonics, will generally prove efficient.

Joseph Fayeer.

DELIRIUM (^e?iro, I rave).—A derange-
ment of consciousness, characterised by m-
coherence of thought, and evidenced by
various expressions and actions. See Con-
sciousness, Disorders o£

DEMENTIA

DELIRIUM TREMENS {delirium

tremens, trembling delirium).—A form of

acute alcoholism, chiefly characterised by
delirium and tremors. See Alcoholism.

DELUSION (deludo, I deceive).—An
unfounded behef in regard to some fact or

occurrence which almost invariably concerns
the patient, and of the falsity of which he can-

not be persuaded, either by the evidence of his

senses, by his own knowledge and experience,

or by the declarations of others. Such de-

lusions, when distinguished fi'om merely
erroneous judgments upon complicated or

abstract questions, generally indicate in-

sanity. See Consciousness, Disorders of;

aud Insanity.

DEMENTIA (de, without; and mens, a

mind).

—

Synon. : Fr. Demence; Ger. Blod-
sinn.

Definition.—A mental weakness, or a de-

ficiency rather than an aberration of intellect,

depending for the most part on some antece-

dent brain-disorder, such as apoplexy or epi-

lepsy ; or being the sequel and termination

of various forms of insanity. It may also

be congenital, deserving rather the name of

idiocy ; or it may be due to senile decay.

1. Acute Primary Dementia.—There
is a form of insanity known as primary or

acute dementia, which comes on rapidly with-

out any preceding disorder, is accompanied
by the most profound vacuity and abeyance
of all the mental faculties, yet yields to treat-

ment and disappears, leaving the patients

sane.

Etiology.—The patients are young per-

sons, boys and girls,—more frequently girls.

The complaint is seldom seen in any case

beyond the age of 30, and chiefly in those

under 20. It seems to be a coUapse of all

mental power, due to great physical weakness
and deficient nerve-force. Owing to imper-

fect development, to bad food and living,

or to the patients having outgiown their

strength, the mental condition becomes so

weakened that, with or without some moral
cause, as a fright or a scolding or something
apparently more trivial, or after some illness

slight or severe, they suddenly or gradually

present that condition which is now to be

described. If the immediate exciting cause

is some mental shock or flight, the symp-
toms may come on rapidly. If they are due

to ill-health or some protracted exhausting

occupation, the access may be gradual ; and
if they are set down to sulkiness, temper, or

idleness, the measm-es adopted for tlie correc-

tion of the latter may quickly indicate the

real state of things.

Symptoms.— Nothing can appear more
hopeless than the appearance many of these

patients present. The face is vacant, with

a fatuous grin, and often the saliva dribbles

continuously. The sufferer sits motionless

and lost, or automatically wags the head.
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Bnaps the jaws, or moves the limbs for hours

together, unconscious of fatigue. Or if a limb

is placed in any position, it is retained there

for a time in a wa.v that no efibrt of will could

accomplish. There may be a repetition of

gome « ord or sentence, but all conversation

is abolished, and the i)atient has to be fed,

washed, and tended like a babj'.

The i)hysical condition of these patients

is peculiar, and corresjionds closely to the

mental. Tlie heart's action and the circula-

tion are so reduced in strength that tlie blood

in the extremities is stagnant. Hands and
feet are blue with cold even in tlie lieat of

summer. In cold weather tliey are covered

with chilblains, and great care must be taken,

Otherwise these will give rise to obstinate

sores. The tongue is pale and flabby. The
pupils are dilated. There is no rapid ema-
ciation, for the waste here is not great

;

neither is sleep absent, as in mania, but it is

irregular and uncertain.

Pathology.—The external physical mani-
festations sufficiently indicate the condition

of the brain in these patients. It is tlie very

opposite of that in acute sthenic delirious

mania. In the latter there is an excessive

discliarge of nervous force, a hypenemic
state of brain, and rapid brain-circulation

;

the wliole leading in a short time to death
by exhaustion, if relief does not come. In
acute dementia we see the verj' opposite.

The brain-action is reduced to the lowest
point, and the circulation is stagnant, as in

the extremities, giving rise to passive con-
gestion and oedema.
CouKSE, Teuminatioks, and Prognosis.—

In acute dementia there is no sudden ex-

haustion ; but deatli, if it occur, is caused,
not by the brain-disease, but bj- a general
failure of the bodily strength, or by some
low form of lung-disease—phthisis, pneu-
monia, or gangrene. Death, however, in

this disorder, is tlie exception. Mlien taken
in time and properly treated, the majority of
these seemingly hopeless cases recover, and
recover perfectly.

Treatment.—The treatment of acute de-
mentia may be carried out in a family, or
even at liome, if means are ample, and if the
necessary measures are strictly enforced. But
it may be necessary to feed the patient by
force, and that for a considerable time, and
relations do not always care to enforce this

to the extent required. Abundant nutrition
is imperatively demanded in order to restore
the force that is so greatly in default ; and un-
less abundant nutrition is administered, there
will be no recovery, but the patient will die,

or sink into permanent dementia. There is

not, as a rule, violent resistance to food, but
it may be kept in the mouth without being
swallowed, and care must be taken in feed-
nig, even if a stomach-tube be not necessary.
Food should be given frequently, and so a
habit of taking it engendered, btimulants

—

wine and brandy—will bo necessary, espe-

ciidly in the early stages. Equally necessary

is warmth ; an amount of heat is re(]uii-ed

which to tliose in health would be oppres-

sive, for tiio greatest heat of summer fails

to warm the hands and feet. Warm clothing

must be provided, and the cii'culation aided

by a short sharp shower-bath, cold or tepid,

and plenty of friction afterwards. Exercise

is useful for the same purpose, but this is to

be taken under proper supervision, for it must
not be fatiguing, and due regard otiglit to be

had to the debilitated state of the iudividufU.

In addition to the stimulus of the shower-
bath, that of electricity is of gi-eat use in

acute dementia. Here, and in certain cases

of melancholia, marked benefit follows the

application of the continuous current. Ofdrugs
the most useful appear to be steel and qui-

nine. The former, in this as in almost every
form of insanity, is a most valuable tonic

:

the choice of the })articular preparation

should depend upon the state of the patient

at the time.

2. Chronic Primary Dementia. —
Dementia, however, may be primary, yet

may not be that just described. It may
come on gi-aduaUy or suddenly, without
preWous mental aflection, but is in such
cases connected almost invariably with dis-

ease of the brain. Its first and most promi-
nent symptom is loss of memory. In con-

nexion with apoplectic or ejiileptic attacks,

or after years of drinking, the memory is

found defective. This loss may appear quite

suddenly, or may be not iced to come on gradu-
ally, being at first so sliglit as to cause little

alarm. It may vary at different times. If

a patient is kept from alcohol, the memory
maj' gain strength ; and if epUeptic attacks

are reduced in frequency, the same thing
maj' hajipen. The prognosis in all such cases

is unfavourable, for loss of memory points to

decided deterioration of brain. Apart from
loss of memory, symptoms of dementia or

weakness of mind are occasionally found as

the first mdication of mental vmsoundness,
foUowing a fright or shock or some severe

illness. If they assume the form of acute

dementia, we may have hopes that they will

pass away ; but if with little disturbance of

the bodily health the mind becomes weaker
and weaker, the hopes of recovery are small.

3. Secondary Dementia.—Of dementia
which is the sequel of prior mental disorder,

such as mania and melancholia, httle need
be said. It varies in degi-ee, but it is not
in our power to remove it. It may be in our
power, however, to ameliorate in a great de-

gree the condition of such patients when, as

is frequently the case, they are found in a
very neglected state. Their friends think
that nothing can be done or need be dono,

and tliey are allowed to lie in bed, often in

a filthy condition, or roam about and get

into mischief for want of care and skilled
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attendance. Many dementecCpatients have far

more mind than is generally imagined by the
miinitiated, and can be tanght to be cleanly,

to take their m?als in an orderly fashion, and
to keep themselves tolerably neat. They are

susceptible of amusement, and open to reward
for good behaviour. The vital powers of de-

mented patients are low, and they suffer much
from cold. In winter their minds, like their

bodies, are enfeebled, and with warm weather
they recover somewhat of their energy. There
is a tendency in many of these patients, espe-

cially women, to become very fat, and in this

condition they are subject to bronchitis, and
may succumb to acute attacks of this dis-

order. They require warmth and good diet,

for it is difdcult to make them take sufficient

exercise.

Females, in the writer's experience, are

more prone to drift into dementia than males.

The latter present various types of chronic
mania, with well-marked delusions ; but,

among private patients at any rate, there

are fewer of the hopelessly demented than
among the female inmates of private asy-

lums. One cause of this may be that the
mortality amongst males is greater, and thus
fewer are left to reach the demented stage.

G. F, Blandford,

DEMODEX (S^/ios, fat; and St)^, a
worm).

—

See Acarus.

DEMULCENTS {demulceo, I stroke
softly).

Definition. — Substances which soften,

protect, and soothe mucous membranes.
They are generally of a mucilaginous charac-
ter. When appUed to the skin they are termed
emollients.

Enumeration.—The demulcents in ordi-

nary use are : Linseed-tea, Gum, Starch,
Bread, Honey, Figs; Linseed, Almond, and
Olive Oil; Glycerine, White-of-Egg, Gela-
tine, and Isinglass.

Action.—The chief action of demulcents
is a mechanical one, in forming a smooth,
soft coating for an inflamed mucous mem-
brane, and thus protecting it from external
irritation. T. Lauder Bkunton.

DENGUE.—Synon. : Dandy Fever (West
Indies) ; Three-day Fever; Break-bone Fever;
Fr. and Ger. DengiLe.

Definition.—An eruptive fever, considered
by many to be infectious ; commencing sud-
denly; and characterised by severe pain in
the head and eyeballs, swelling and pain in
the muscles and joints—prone to shift sud-
denly from joint to joint, catarrhal symp-
toms, sore-throat, congested conjimctivis, and
affection of the submaxillary glands. The
disease may remit, and is liable to relapse.

Natural History and Geographical Dis-
tribution.—Dengue occm-s epidemically and
sporadically in India, Burmah, Persia, Egypt
and other parts of Africa, North and South

DENGUE
America, and the West Indies. Epidemic
visitations of dengue, extending over wide
tracts of country, occm" at considerable inter-

vals, and probably depend on certain unknown
atmospheric and cosmic conditions that favour
its development.

Miio'LOGY.—Dengue attacks persons of all

ages, from infancy to extreme old age. Its

infectious character has been deduced from
the apparent transmission of the disease from
person to person.

Symptoms.—The symptoms characteristic

of dengue are the presence ofsevere continuous
arthritic and muscular pains

;
great debility

and prostration ; the occurrence of an initial

and a terminal rubeoloid or scarlet rash; fever,

which is subject to remissions and relapses;

the possibility that convalescence may be
tedious and 2)ainfid, and complicated by the

continuance of general cachexia, pain and
swelling of joints, enlargement of glands,

orchitis, weakness of eyes, deafness, visceral

disease (such as diarrhoea or dysentery of a
chronic and intractable character, and hepatic

derangement), boils, carbuncles, and perhaps
insanity. In the female, uterine hijemorrhage

and miscarriage may occur.

The invasion of dengue is usually sudden,

the patient feeling well up to the period of

attack. The earliest symptom is severe pain

in some joint, probably of a finger, which
rapidly extends to all the other joints and
bones ; and this fiain during the progress ot

the disease often passes from one joint to

the other by a sort of metastasis. Sometimes
there is a period ofpreliminary malaise, of one

or more days' duration, marked by anorexia,

a sense of weariness and languor, giddiness,

nausea, chilliness or rigor, severe pain in the

head or in the eyeballs, and pains in the

body, limbs, and joints—notably of the fingers

and toes. The attack is often, however,
strikingly sudden, as was frequently seen in

the late Calcutta epidemic, commencing with

violent pains and swelling of the joints, or

severe pains in the head, eyeballs, neck, and
back. In some epidemics certain phenomena
are more prominently marked than others.

The eruption commences on the third day.

The fever is accompanied by redness of the

face, which is puffy and swollen ; sore-throat

;

congested conjimetivse ; and a general red-

ness, like the scarlatinal rash, extending over

the whole body. The tongue is red at the tip

and edges, and loaded with white fur, tlu-oiigh

which the red papillae protrude. The pulse is

rapid, ranging from 100 to 120, or even 140

;

respiration is hiorried ; and the temj)erature

rises to 103° or even 105° F. These symptoms
mark the occurrence of the initial fever and

rash, and endure for a period varymg from

twenty-four to forty-eight hours. After this

the rash disappears ; the fever subsides ; and

the remission lasts for a period of two, three,

or four days. A recurrence of febrile symp-
toms then takes place, accompanied by a
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Bpcond or terminal rash. This differs in

character from the first, resembhiifj a riibe-

oloid or even an urticarial eruption, often

showing itself first on the palms of tlie hands,

and in some cases resulting in profuse desqua-

mation of the cuticle, which, however, may
sometimes be so slight as to be barely percep-

tible. These symptoms gradually subside,

leaving the patient weak, exhausted, and often

still tortured by swelling and pain of the

joints, especially the smaller ones, which may
continue in this state for weeks, making con-

valescence tecUous and painful. Or there

may be repeated relapses, prolonging the

Buttering and protracting recovery.

V.\RiETiES.—The symptoms vary in dif-

ferent cases, as to tlie character of the rash,

the temperature, and the muscular or osseous

pains.

The rash not only varies considerably in

colour, cliaractor, and diu-ation, but it is some-
times almost absent; in other cases it is

attended with so much hyper*mia and action

of the skin that excessive desquamation re-

sults. This hyper.Bmia also sometimes ex-

presses itself by h.emorrhage firom the mouth,
nose, bowels, and uterus.

The fet-er is sometimes accompanied by
delirium, or in children by convulsions ; in

the latter, indeed, these occasionally initiate

tlie disease.

Dengue occasionally assumes a malignant
form, where the amount of poison received

has been overwhelmingly large. Dr. Charles
says :

' Drowsiness may have passed into

coma ; the temperature verges on the hj-pcr-

pyrexic; the heart fails, and the lungs are
oedematous ; while the whole surface is highly
cyanotic. These cases have been popularly
termed "black fever," and are justly much
dreaded.' Happily they are rare. Again,
tliere are very mild forms of the disease, in

which the patients are scarcely ill, and where
it is not easy to decide as to their exact
nature :

' A trifling sore-throat and slight

malaise may be all you can lay hold of till the
terminal rash appears to show you what you
have had to deal with ; and even this may not
be seen.'

Course, Duration, and Complications.—
The period of incubation of dengue is pro-
bably from five to six days ; it may be a day
or two more or less in some cases.

In simple and uncomplicated cases the
average period for the duration of the disease
may be taken as about eight days ; but it is

frequently prolonfjed over weeks, and recovery
is slow and painful ; the constitution often
being so much shattered that complete re-

storation to strength and vigour does not
o?cur for months. It is rarely fatal. Ec-
lipses are liable to be frequent, and the
patient may sutTer more than even a second
or a tliird relapse before recover^'.

Some of the aequelm already mentioned
may remain to torture the patient and retard

his recovery. Albumen Is occasionally pre-

sent in the urine ; but it is not, as in scar-

latina, especiaUy in the cases of children, a
frequent or dangerous result of the disease.

Diagnosis.—The distinction betwixt scar-

latina and dengue is well marked ; though
during the outset there is considerable re-

semblance between the two diseases. There
is a high temperature at first in both, but it

is more quickly attained, and is transient in

dengue ; in scarlatina it endures for several

days, whilst in denjrue the fastigiuin gives a
temperature of 103°, or even up to 105° or

107°, and, this being attained, it rapidly

declines. It is exceptional to find a tempera-
ture above 102° maintained in dengue. In
scarlatina the period of decline extends over
several days, and is marked by slight exacer-

bations in the evening. In dengue it occupies
a few hours, and the temperature may even
fall below the normal. The severe muscular
and arthritic pains of dengue do not occiu- in

scarlatina; and the pulse in the latter is

much more rapid during the early stages

than in the former.
Prognosis.—An attack of dengue does tiot

confer absolute protection from a recurrence
of the disease, though it does so to a gi'eat

extent.

Treatment.—This is a specific fever, and
has to run a certain course. The treatment
is simple, and if judiciously directed miti-

gates the sufiferings, and materially aids re-

covery.

Neither emetics nor active purgatives are

necessary. They do no good, but increase

the weakness and aggravate the suffering by
the muscular movements necessarily induced.

^Moderate action of the bowels is advisable, a
warm carminative aperient, or an occasional

dose of calomel, rhubarb, or colocynth being
administered, especially if the bowels remain
confined, to which there does not appear to

be any peculiar tendency, though the evacua-
tions may bo dark and often slimy, and con-

fined at the outset. Salines, such as the
acetate of ammonium, or citrate of potassium,
with nitric ether, combined with aconite, are

good during the pyrexia. In cases of very
high temperature (105° to 107"") Dr. Charles
suggests cold sponging as beneficial ; he
recommends it when 105" is reached. The
danger to life of such a high temperature
during the intense heat of the hot months in

India is great ; and it is then that cold spong-
ing or the cold bath is indicated.

13elladonna seems to confer great relief in

this disease. Ten to fifteen drops of the tincture

may be given ; and two or three such doses, at

intervals of an hour, will sometimes produce
excellent effects, and afford much relief. The
extract may be given if preferred, in doses of

one-third of a grain ; or the juice in similar

doses to those of the tincture. For the pains and
nocturnal restlessness, morphine or Dover's
powder may be given. Liniments containing
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opium, belladonna, and chloroform are ser-

viceable as external applications to the spine,

back, and joints.

Tonics, and a' carefully-regnlated nutritious

diet, are also indicated, and depictive measiires

must be avoided. The tonics should be of the

bitter vegetable kind, such as gentian and
calumba ; with these may be combined a

small quantity of quinine, with a mineral
acid ; or, in some cases, the dilute phos^ihoric

acid, combined with nux vomica or small

doses of strychnine.

Quinine is given more for its tonic than for

its antiperiodic effects ; though, where there

is a tendency to relapses, the judicious ad-

ministration of five- or even ten-grain doses

may be beneficial in arresting them and re-

ducing temperature. Bromide of potassiima

is recommended by some authorities, and
especially when convulsions occur in children.

Alkalis, colchicum, and other remedies in

use in rheumatism have been found to have
little, if any, effect in relieving the pains of

dengue.
As to wines, claret is probably the best, but

others may be given.

For the irritation of the skin, which is

sometimes very troublesome, the application

of camphorated oil and the use of warm baths

have been suggested.

As in so many other diseases, especially

those that occur to Europeans in tropical

climates, complete restoration to health is

likely to be expedited and jiromoted by change
of air ; and if the cachexia be severe after a
prolonged attack of dengue, return to the

patient's native climate for a season is

desirable. Joseph Fayrer.

DENTITION, Disorders of.—Synon. :

Teething; Fr. Troubles de la Dentition ; Ger.
Zahnung.

Gener.\l Kemarks.—The period of cutting

the teeth has been always recognised as a
critical time, during which the health of young
children is especially liable to become dis-

turbed ; and it has been a common practice

amongst mothers to attribute every illness

occurring in early life, from the irritation of

scabies to the distortions of rickets, to the
same banefiil influence. The evolution of

the milk-teeth is no doubt attended with
some ii'ritation, especially as at this period

the follicular apparatus of the intestines is

undergoingconsiderable development; and we
know that, on account of the impressibility

of the nervous system in yoimg children, any
irritation is apt to be followed by general
disturbance. It is no doubt also the case
that local functional derangements are fre-

quent at this period, but it is often unfair to

attribute these directlij to the irritation of an
advancing tooth. One of the most common
direct results of teething is pyrexia, which
may be intense ; and a feverish child is

particularly susceptible to impressions of cold,
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and to the irritation of unsuitable food.

Catarrhal attacks coming on at this time
need not be therefore the immediate result

of the condition of the gum. It is at least

admissible to attribute them to the ordinary
causes of such derangements, acting upon a
body rendered for the time particularly
susceptible to injurious influences. This view
is supported by the fact that diarrhoea, which
is a very common complication of dentition,

is especially frequent during the warmer
months, when the temperature is apt to

undergo rapid variations, while the dress of

the child remains unchanged ; and is far less

common dming the winter, when the tem-
perature is more uniform, and the child is

more carefully guarded against the cold.

As a rule, the first milk-tooth appears in

the seventh month after birth ; but dentition

may begin at an earlier period. It is not
rare for an infant to cut a tooth at the age of

four months ; and occasionally at the time of
birth one tooth is found to be aheady through
the gum. In cases where the ordinary time
of teething is anticipated, a pause generally

ensues after the appearance of one or two
teeth, and further dentition is delayed until

the usual age. Constitutional conditions

influence the time of teething. Thus tuber-

culous and syphilitic children cut their teeth

early, while in rickety chDdren the teeth are

very slow to appear.

In the majority of cases the teeth pierce

the gum in the following order : lower
central incisors, upper central incisors, upper
lateral incisors, lower lateral incisors, first

molars, canines, bask molars. A child of

twelve months old should have eight teeth

and be cutting his first molars ; and the whole
number (twenty) should be through the gums
soon after the end of the second year. The
order given above is frequently departed

from. The incisors, in particular, are often

cut irregularly, and it is not rare for the

molars also to appear out of their proper

order. A double tooth will often be seen to

precede the lateral incisors, and may indeed

in exceptional cases be the first tooth to

appear through the giun. The canines seldom
or never precede the first molars.

Some infants suff"er more than others from
the cirtting of a tooth, and it is not always

in cases where the eruption of the teeth has

been delayed that dentition, when it occurs,

is attended with special inconvenience. On
the contrary, in severe rickets, where the

delay is gi-eat, the teeth are often cut with

remarkable ease.

The second dentition begins at about the

sixth year. The permanent teeth are cut

with more regularity than is the case with

the earlier crop. The first to be seen are

usually four molars, which appear behind the

last of the temporary teeth. Next come the

central incisors at about the eighth year;

the lateral incisors at about the ninth; the
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first and second bicuspids, in the place of the

temporary molars, at tlie tenth and eleventh ;

the canines between the twelfth and thir-

teenth ; and the second molars at about the

time of puberty. The last four permanent
molars are cut later.

Symptoms.—The phenomena which may be

looked upon as natural to the first dentition

are salivation ; swcllmg of the giun, which
becomes more and more tense, hot, and
painful ; slii,'ht general pyrexia, with flushing

of one or both cheeks ; irritability of temper

;

and some degree of restlessness at night.

These all subside when the pohit of the

tooth appears through the giun. The com-
plications not necessarily attendant upon tlie

process are high fever ; intlamination of the

month and aphthn? ; vomiting (gastric cat-

arrh) ; diarrhea (intestinal catarrh) ; cough
(piUmonary catarrh) ; otitis, with piunilent

discharge from the auditory meatus ; various

eniptions of the skin, with, sometimes, swell-

ing, and even suppuration of Ipnphatic
glands ; and certain troubles of the nervous
system, such as convulsions, squinting, &c.

The peculiarity of the pyrexia of dentition

is its iiTegular character. It is often higher
in the morning than at night, and varies in

intensity in a remarkable manner from day
to day. A temperature of 104° F. at 8 a.m.

is not at all uncommon in a teething infant

;

indeed such an aniomit of fever in the morn-
ing should alone lead us to inspect the mouth,
as few diseases are marked by so much
pyrexia at that hour of the day. It is impor-
tant in practice to bear in mind this simple
cause of elevation of temperature, for any
disease in a child is apt to be complicated by
teething, and much needless anxiety may be
occasioned by overlooking the condition of
the giun. "\Ve must not, however, in every
case where the giuns are swollen and tense,

rush to the conclusion that they are the sole

cause of the symptoms, for the most serious

cerebral disease may co-exist with the erup-
tion of a tooth. Thus, to take an example :

[

if we tind cerebral symptoms to supervene
in the course of dentition, we must most
narrowly sciiitinise their character, before
passing them over as merely harmless indica-

tions of the general disturbance. Headache,
delirium, vertigo, startings, t^vitchings, and
con\-idsive attacks, may merely indicate
functional disturbance of the brain, such as is

common to many disorders, and these pheno-
mena are not necessarily symptomatic of
cerebral disease; but if the bowels become
obstinately confined, the pulse slow' and '

irregular, and the respiration unequal and
!

sighing; and if in addition there be photo-
j

phobia, with sullenness aiul tendency to
|

drowsiness, we may conclude that something
niore than mere functional derangement is

present, and tiiat there is every reason to .

suspect the existence of tubercular menin-
!

gitis.
1

In the case of the second dentition there

may also be digestive derangement. During
this period the child is subject to gastro-in-

testinal catarrhs, which give rise to looseness
of the bowels. He is often irritable in the
day and restless at night. Night terrors are

common, and he may wake up from his sleep

screaming with fright at some horrible dream.
Besides the discomfort due to fermentation of
food and acidity, considerable loss of flesh

may be the consequence of digestive derange-
ment if long continued.

Trk.atmkxt.—The treatment of the com-
plications which occur dming dentition must
be conducted upon ordinary principles.

AphthiE of the mouth are readily cm-ed by
the administration of rhubai-b and soda, and
the application to the mouth of a solution of

chlorate of potassium or borax (ten gi-ains to the
ounce) in water, and sweetened with glycerine.

Perfect cleanliness is necessai-y, and the
child's mouth should be washed out each time
after taking food with a piece of soft rag dipped
in warm water.
Vomiting is best checked by clearing out

the stomach with an emetic of ipecacuanha
wine, giving a tea-spoonf\d every ten minutes
until sickness is produced. Afterwards, a few
grains of bicarbonate of sodium may be given
with one drop of liquor arsenicalis in a tea-

spoonful of water three tunes a day. Diar-

rhcea should be treated on the same principle

:

first a dose of castor oil to remove irritating

products from the bowels ; then a mixture
containing chalk and catechu, or oxide of zinc

(one grain to the dose). If afterwards the

motions continue large, pasty-looking, and
offensive, and are passed too fi-equently in the

day, one drop of tinctiu-e of opium may be
added to the mixture, as there is usually in

such cases too rapid peristaltic action of the
intestines. In the case of either of these

derangements (vomiting or diarrhoea), it is of

great importance to keep the body warm, and
this is most efiectually done by applying a
broad flannel bandage to the abdomen. The
diet also should be temporarily modified,

reducing the quantity of farinaceous matter
that is being taken, on account of the ten-

dency to acid fermentation of food which is

set up by such a condition of the alimentary
canal.

Looseness of the bowels during dentition

has been looked upon by some writers as a
natural method of relief to the system, and
fears have been entertained of grave troubles

which might ensue if the looseness were too

suddenly arrested. Such fears are, however,
quite gi'oundless. A catarrhal condition of

the bowels should be cured as quickly as pos-

sible, especially duiing dentition, for at this

time the susceptibility to chills is heightened,

and the danger of severe diarrhoea being set

up correspondingly great. In some cases of

teething, where the lungs as well as the

bowels are the seat of catarrh, and there is
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a risk of bronchitis, Trousseau recommends
that the intestinal derangement should not
be suddenly put an end to ; biit even in these
cases a dose of ,castor-oil may be safely given,

to remove irritating matters from the canal,

for, according to the vi^riter's experience, any
irritation of the bowels is apt rather to

increase than to diminish pulmonary mis-
chief.

The favourite remedy for all disorders oc-

curring at the time of dentition is lancing

the gvuns, but the practice is one which ought
not to be piu"sued indiscriminately. Unless
the gum be actually swollen and tense, in-

cising it has no object whatever, for to cut

the top of the gum can have no influence in

promoting the development of the tooth be-

low. If, however, there be very much inflam-

mation and swelling, and the child seem to

be in pain, relief may be obtained by lancing,

but in this case the object is mei'ely to re-

lieve tension. Excitement of the nervous
system dependent upon the condition of the

mouth can perhaps be allaj'ed by the same
means ; but in the case of convulsions

more benefit is to be gained by the use of

warm baths, cold applications to the head,

and the gentle action of a mUd alterative

aperient.

In the second dentition, care shoiild be
taken to keep the child's feet warm and
his body properly protected from cold. At-

tacks of indigestion and diarrhcEa must be
treated by suitable remedies, and attention

should be paid to the diet, limiting the quan-
tity of starches and sweets allowed, on ac-

coimt of the tendency to fermentation and
acidity. Night terrors, which are merely
attacks of nightmare, can be cured at once in

children by a mild aperient to clear away
undigested food from the bowels, and by a
careful diet. Sweets, starches, and fruit

should be forbidden ; and the child must be
fed on meat, fish, poultry, milk, butter, cooked
green vegetables, eggs, stale bread, and any
kind of non-fermentable food suited to his

age. Eustace Smith.

DENVER, in Colorado.— Situated

5,200 feet above the sea, on a plain backed
by the Rocky Mountains. A dry, cold, clear,

and bracing climate. Diathermancy con-

siderable. Temperature : mean daily range,
24° F., showing great variation ; mean tem-
perature, 49°. Rainfall, 1.5 inches. A valuable

high-altitude station for phthisical patients.

Railway communication and accommoda-
tion excellent. For invalids the subiurbs of

Denver are preferable to the city itself.

DEOBSTRUENT {de, from; and oh-

etriio, I obstruct).—A measure which re-

moves obstructions, such as an aperient

;

or which opens the natural passages or

pores of the body. See Purgatives ; and
DiAPHOKETICS.

DEODORANTS

DEODORANTS {de, from ; and odoro,

I cause to smell).

Definition.— The term ' deodorant,' al-

though it has a more extended signification,

is generally used to signify a substance that

destroj^s offensive odours.

General Principles.—Odorous bodies are
essentially volatile, and those which are

offensive frequently contain sulphur in some
state of combination. Deodorants usually

produce the effect for which they are used
by causing a chemical change in bodies to

which they are applied ; but sometimes their

action consists in absorbing and condensing
odorous substances, and thus destroying or

comiteracting their volatility. Substances
which, like charcoal, possess this latter pro-

perty may, however, indirectly produce
chemical changes by bringing the odorous
substances into contact with oxygen in a
condensed and active condition.

Deodorants may be classed as volatile and
non-vohytile,

1. Volatile Deodorants.— These all

consist of substances the action of which is im-
mediately and exclusively chemical. Bemg

i

intended to act on bodies which are them-
selves volatile, they admit of more generally

useful application than those which are not

volatile.

Enumeration.— Chlorine and its lower
oxides, Sulphurous Acid, Nitrous Acid and

I

other oxides of Nitrogen, Ozone, and Peroxide
' of Hydrogen, are the most important mem-
bers of this class.

Application.—In the selection and use of

volatile deodorants, it is necessary to distin-

guish between bodies which possess the power
of destroying or removing a noxious smell,

and those which merely cover one smell by
another. Carbolic acid, for instance, which
is a valuable disinfectant, is of little use as a

deodorant, although its powerful odour may
render other weaker but more objectionable

odours imperceptible or indistinguishable.

On the other hand, the so-called chloride

of lime (chlorinated lime of the Pharma-
copceia), while it possesses a strong and
characteristic smell itself, is capable of de-

stroying other noxious odours, and is an

excellent deodorant.

The chemical action by which noxious

odours are destroyed is principally one of

oxidation, and therefore the agents forming

this class of deodorants are generally oxidis-

ing agents. Ozone, or active oxygen, is the

natural deodorant contained in the atmo-

sphere, which no doubt largely contributes to

the destruction of noxious vapoiu-s in the air.

Volatile oils, which emanate from the flowers

and other parts of plants, in contact with

atmospheric oxygen produce peroxide of

hydi-ogen, and this as an oxidising agent pos-

sesses deodorising as well as disinfecting

properties. The moderate and judicious use

of perfumes may thus produce a beneficial
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efTect, althoufjli their undue employment, by
liiiUn!^ nitlier than ronuivinj; what is objec-

tional)lo, may bo injurious to health, and can-

not be reconuutMided. The preparation called

' Sanitas' is principally a solution of peroxide

of hydrogen.

•L Non-volatile Deodorants. — Exu-
MKK.VTioN.

—

Aiiiciiijj this class of deodorants

are included Charcoal, Earth, Lime, Oxide

of Iron, Sulphate of Iron, Chloride of Zinc,

Nitrate of Lead, and Permanganate of Potas-

>iiun.

Application'. — Although very efficient

when brought into contact with the class

of odorous substances referred to as noxious
j»ases, these deodorants are less generally

useful than they would otherwise be on ac-

cmmt of their non-volatile character. Char-

coal owes much of its ellicacy as a deodorant
to the surface-attraction and power of con-

densation which it possesses, b3' virtue of

which it brings noxious gases, such as sulphu-

retted hydrogen, into contact with oxygen in

a condensed and active state, so that they

are burnt up and resolved into innocuous
eompoimds, or compounds less noxious than
those from which they are produced. Earth
and oxide of iron, which, like charcoal, are

used in the solid and dry, or nearly dry, state,

absorb and combine with, or promote the

combination of, noxious gases, producing in-

nocuous products. Lime may be used either

dry or in the state of milk of lime. The
other substances named are used in the form
of solution in water. Where largo quantities

of decomposing animal or vegetable matter
are required to be deodorised, dry lime or

solution of sulphate of iron (gi-een vitriol)

may be economically and advantageously
used. T. liiiDWooD.

DEPILATORIES (dcpilis, without
hair).

—

Synon. : I'stlothron; lius77ta.

Defimtiox.— Depilatories are measures
used for the destruction of superfluous hairs.

Hypertrichosis.—The patients who pre-

sent themselves for treatment by dei)ilation

are, of course, almost always women. In
the immense majority of cases the dis-

figuring hairs are on the upper lip, chin,
neck, or in front of the ears, the annoy-
ance and mental depression caused by them
being often so extreme as to justify any
procedure likely to give permanent relief,

provided it is rationally enaployed and its

limitations are properly understood. It must
be carefully borne in mind, however, that in
a certain number of cases hypertrichosis is

only temporary, dependent perhaps on preg-
nancy or menstrual disorders, or associated
with acne and other sebaceous affections

;

and that in these circumstances it may dis-
appear spontaneously, or as the result of
treatment directed to these associated condi-
tioiis. As a rule, the disfigurement is first

noticed at about the age of eighteen, and is
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progressive till twenty-five or thirty, after

which it remains i)ermanent till the meno-
pause, when it frequently becomes aggra-

vated.

Enumeration.— Various caustic applica-

tions are occasionally' used as depilatories.

Sir Erasnnis \\'ilson recommended the fol-

lowing:—Quicklime (three parts), sulphide

of sodium or of barium (one part), diluted

with starch (four parts). The powder, mixed
with water to the consistence of a thin paste,

is laid on the atVectcd p.rt by means of an
ivory paper-knife, and allowed to remain for

from five to fifteen minutes. It must then

be carefidly scraped off, when the hair,

shrivelled and burnt, comes away with it.

The skin must then be washed with water,

dried, and anointed with cold-cream.

Although the immeiliato result of this

method is sometimes satisfactory, a trouble-

some degree of dermatitis is generally occa-

sioned by it. The hairs, too, always return,

their roots not being destroyed, but onl.\-

stimulated by the treatment ; and the subso-

(juent gi'owth is invariably stronger, darker,

and more distigm'ing than the original, while
considerable scarring too freciuently results.

Many women keep the disfigurement duo
to hypertrichosis in abeyance by habituall\'

extracting the hairs with forceps. There are

many obvious objections to the procedure,

but in some cases, where no other treatment
is applicable, it answers fairly well; as its

result, however, the growth becomes darker,

stronger, and more bristly. In a certain

nimiber of cases good cosmetic results are

obtained by bleaching the hair with a satu-

rated solution of peroxide of hydrogen.
Depilation by Electrolysis.—The only

eflieacious and permanent method of destroy-

ing superfluous hair is by electrolysis. First

practised by Michel, of St. Louis, U.S., in

1879, subsequently bj' Hardaway, G. H.Fox,
and other American dermatologists, it has
of late years been introduced to the continent

of Europe and to this country, where, how-
ever, owing to its indiscriminate employ-
ment, too often by unscientific persons, the
treatment appears likely to fall into un-
merited discredit.

Indications. — Generally speaking, the

cases in which electrolysis is most applicable

are those where— (1) the growth is limited

in extent, and stationarj', not progressive

;

(2) the hairs are strong and dark ; (3) the
amount of downy undergrowth is slight

;

(4) the patient stands pain well, is stitiiciently

intelligent to understand the bearings and
restrictions of the process, and is in a position

to submit to its necessarily protracted dura-

tion. There is little doubt that downy hairs

in the regions operated upon sometimes
become dark and strong with undue rapidity

as the result of electrolysis; but it is also

more than probable that, independently of it,

these hairs would ultimately, althougli more
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slowly, become sources of disfigurement.

The writer is of opinion that cases in which
the growth is most abundant upon or con-

fined to the upper lip—and, unfortunately,

tliey form a considerable proi)ortion of those

who present themselves for treatment—are,

as a rule, unsatisfactory, owing to the large

number of hair-follicles there present, the
extreme sensitiveness of the part, the small
number of hairs which can be extracted at

a sitting (seldom exceeding twelve to fifteen),

and the amount of inflammatory oedema set

up in the lax tissue.

Apparatus.—The necessary apparatus for

depilation by electrolysis comprises— (1) a
reliable constant-current battery of from ten

to twenty cells, the nature of the elements
being a matter of indifference ; (2) an abso-

lute dead-beat galvanometer, graduated in

milliamperes, and preferably incorporated

with the battery ; (3) long, light, pliable rheo-

phores
; (4) a suitable needle-holder, con-

nected with the negative pole of the battery,

many forms of which are now made (those

which have the current-interrupting appa-
ratus in the handle are clumsy and incon-

venient)
; (5) a fine needle made of steel or

platinum, or of gold or platinum tipped with
iridium—(the writer, after giving all these a

fair trial, has reverted to the finest steel

sewing-needles— Abel Morrall's I'i's, the

only disadvantage of which is their brittle-

ness) ; (G) a carbon or brass cylinder covered
with chamois-leather, constituting the posi-

tive electrode, and connected with the positive

pole of the battery. A steady hand and
good vision are indispensable on the part

of the operator, all suggested arrangements
of magnifying-glasses being unsatisfactory.

The best of such is a watchmaker's glass

mounted on a spectacle-frame.

Method.—The patient being placed in a

good light, and pi-eferably in the recumbent
posture, the needle is introduced into the

hair-follicle for a distance of ^^ to ^ of an
inch or more, the follicle being, as it were,

catheterised. The experienced touch is even
able to distinguish when the bottom of the

follicle is reached, by a slight increase in

the resistance encountered. The current is

closed by the patient firmly grasping the

positive electrode, previously well soaked in

warm water, and a sharp pain is experienced

at the moment of closure, which persists,

but in a modified form, throughout the de-

struction of the hair. The hair may then be

seized with forceps, held in the left hand

;

and, when destroyed, it comes away without
appreciable traction. The current is then
broken by the patient relaxing the grasp of

the positive electrode, and the needle is

withdrawn. WhUst the current passes, a

little froth, evidence of the electrolytic ac-

tion, wells up by the side of the hair, and an
urticarial wheal forms. This soon subsides,

leaving a pink, liardish papule, which lasts a

few days ; whilst occasionally a minute scab
forms, which may take about a week to

separate. In either case a tiny white de-

pressed scar is left, but it is usually practi-

cally imperceptible after a short time. Oc-
casionally, however,— especially in persons of

dark complexion—the scars are rather deeply

pigmented, and the resulting disfigurement

disappears but slowly. A current of five

milliamperes employed for half a minute is

sufficient to destroy the strongest hairs, if the

follicle is accurately struck; and from six to

ten cells are usually sutticient to generate

this current strength. Weaker currents are

effectual in destroying finer hairs, but it is

strongly inadvisable to attempt to destroy

lanugo. The amount of pain expei'ienced

varies within very wide limits; it is seldom
so intolerable as to contra-indieate the opera-

tion. In some cases ointments containing

10-20 per cent, of cocaine, rubbed in for

ten minutes beforehand, diminish it sensibly.

The nmiiber of hairs extracted at a sitting

ouglit never to exceed fifty, and an interval

of several days ought always to be observed

between the destruction of hairs close to-

gether. A few recurrences necessarily take

place, their number being in inverse ratio to

the expertness with which the operation has

been performed. They are easily recognis-

able, and are generally most abundant
beneath the chin and on the neck, where it

is difficult to determine the precise direction

of the hair-follicles.

It is impossible here to dwell upon all the

details of the procedure, the success of which

mainly depends upon skill, patience, and ex-

perience. J. J. Pringle.

DEPLETION {depleo, I emj^ty out).

Synon. : Fr. Depletion ; L Action de vider

;

Ger. Entlecrung.
Definition.—By the term ' depletion ' is

understood : (a) the unloading, or rendering

less full, of that which is over-burdened or

over-full, for examjile, j^ortions of the turgid

vascular system— as the portal vessels; or

{b) excessive evacuation, causing exhaustion

—as in choleraic or other severe diarrhoea.

Uses.—Deijletion, local or general, as a

therapeutic agent, maj' be practised in a

variety of affections, such as cerebral con-

gestion, venous turgescence, engorgement

of the portal system, pulmonary congestion,

renal ischaemia, aneurysm, or general ple-

thora.

Methods.—The agencies whereby deple-

tion may be produced are blood-letting,

general or local
;
purging ; vomiting ; sweat-

ing ; and abstinence from food and drink.

1. General Blood-letting.—There is no

more powerful or prompt depleting agent

than general blood-letting by venesection or

arteiiotomy. Indeed, the chief indications

for bleeding are to be found where it serves

a depleting purpose

—

e.g. in engorgement oi
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tho rifjht heart and venous system as a rcRult

of iliseiise of the heart itself, or Irom (Hsease

of tlie hings or from impaired res|iiratory

movement ; also in visceral conj,'estion and
arterial turgescence {see Blood, Abstraction

of). It is seldom, however, that abstraction

of blood needs to be carried to siicli an extent

as to exert a marked dejileiing eH'ect on the

whole system ; it is reciuired, rather, for the

relief of limited vaso-nu)tor disturbances.

2. Local Bleeding.—ISlcedinghy means
of leeches, scarilication, or ciijiping, may serve

a very valuable depleting purpose in liiiiilod

congestions, as in those of the pericardium,

pleura, peritoneum, lungs, eyes, kidneys,

tongue, uterus, and ha-morrhoidal vessels.

;{. Purgation.— For general depleting

purposes free purging by means of hydra-

gogue cathartics is a most ethcacious agent.

When it is required to give relief to turgid

vessels without abstracting blood in cerebral,

cardiac, and he]nitic congestions, nothing
depletts so readil}', efficiently, and safely as

watery purges. The best purgatives are

elaterin, jalap, senna, scamniony, sulphate of

magnesium or sodium, tartarated soda, acid

tartrate of potassivun, croton oil, and gam-
boge ; to which list may be added nierciuy,

antimony, and resin of podophyllin. The
great advantage of hydragogue purges is that

they deplete by removing serum from the
blood-vessels without the loss of red cor-

puscles. Depletion by means of such purges
is of cardinal service in cerebral congestion.

In congestion of the intestinal tract arising

from hepatic, cardiac, or pulmonary disease,

a mercurial followed in a few hours by a
sahne purge is of great service. Antimony
has been mentioned in the above list be-

cause of its usefulness in combination with
sulphate of magnesium and other saline

pnrfjes. As it also acts as a powerful circu-

latory depressant, we should remember that
it can be only employed when such action is

permissible.

4. Vomiting.—Antimony, when used as
an emetic, has a powerfully depressant, as
well as evacuant or depletory effect ; but de-
pression and depletion are not synonymous.
The lowering efl'ects of free purging are pro-
nounced, and, ordinarily, suthcient. l-'.metics

may act as depletants by evacuating the
contents of, or producing a flux from, the
stomach and intestine ; but when used with
this object their depressant action is always
to be borne in mind.

5. Sweating.—Sweating is a less efTectual

method of depletion, but if freely induced
may, as in cases of renal disease, serve a
good jmrpose in lowering arterial tension
and assisting the elimination of retained
niaterials. The usual modes of exciting dia-
phoresis are active exercise, the hot air (or
Turkish) bath, the vapour bath, wet packing,
nitrate of i)ilocarpine (jaborandi), antimony.
Dover's powder, and spiritus a-theris nitrosi,

! or a judicious combination of these measures.
Coi)ious drau!,'hts of hot liijuids often aid the

action of diaphoretic remedies. The evacuant
action of sweating and purging may be ad-

vantageously combined when siieedy dejile-

tion is desired. Tlie combination is valualile

in certain dropsies. Sec DitopsY.

6. Abstinence.— General depletion may
be produced by abstinence from food and
drink, and this method is sometimes em-
ployed in the treatment of aneurysm.

Alfred Wiltsuire. John Harold.

DEPOSITS.—The term ' deposit ' had at

one time n niticli wider extension in pathology
than it has now. In accordance with the
doctrine of morbid erases or dijscraisice, it

was customary to regard cancers and all new-
growths, the products of tubercular and
scrofulous diseases, as well as those of the
specific fevers and ordinary' inflammation --

in fact, almost every kind of morbid product
in the body—as ' deposited ' from the blood
in consequence of some alteration in its

composition {see Blood- disease I. In many
of these cases the term deposit is still often

used, even though an entirely different view
may be taken of tlie processes leading to

these morbid changes. The name remains,
though the idea has departed; ami this is also

true of other morbid products called ' deposits.'

The term secondary deposits was formerly
used for w'hat are now called pyaemic or secon
dary abscesses, from a belief tliat pus was re-

moved from the ori^nnal seat of disease, and
deposited in distant parts. The term athero-

matous deposit is due to Kokitansky. who
described this change as due to the deijosition

upon the arterial wall of material precipitated

from the blood. In both these cases the term
seems now misleading. Again, several pro-

cesses which we now call degenerations or

infiltrations were formerly spoken of as de-

posits ; for example, lardaceous, fatty, and
pigmentary deposits ; and although these

])rocesses may now be better described by
another name, it cannot be doubted that in

some of them an extraneous substance is

actually dejjosited in the tissues. The term
fibrinous deposits ^vas also used for tiie

masses now known as infarctions or blocks

(as for example in the spleen or kidneys),

where the appearance of a mass of extrane-

ous material is produced by the degeneration
as a mass of tissue, mixed with products of

hicmorrhage, inflammation, and exudation.

In quite another sense the various substances

precipitated irom urine are spoken of as

urinary dejwsiis, with which we are not here
concerned.

When these exceptions are made, the

present use of the word deposit is a Inn i ted

one, but is appropriate in those cases wliere

something diflcrent from the elements of tlie

tissue, and especially if it be an inorganic

material, is found in their substance, and
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when it may reasonably be supposed that this

material has been brought to the tissues by
the circulating fluid and there deposited.

The term is clearly inappropriate when the

foreign matter is formed by some chemical
change in the substance of the tissue-ele-

ments ; but between such cases and those

just mentioned it is very difficult to draw the

Ime. We shall speak, in the sense just de-

fined, oi calcareous, metallic, axiA. pigmentary
deposits.

1. Calcareous Deposits.—All calcifica-

tion of the tissues of the body, whether nor-

mal or degenerated, of inflammatory products,

of new-growths, or of any other morbid pro-

ducts, appears to depend upon the deposition

of limC-salts in the form of granules, this

deposition taking place either within the sub-

stance of the elements, or more rarely in the

intercellular substance, or, possibly, some-
times in the interstices of the tissue. Cal-

careous deposit takes place towards the close

of life in several parts of the body, as in the

walls of arteries, in cartUages and tendons,

in the valves of the heart, and the crystalline

lens of the eye ; though in most of these

cases, if not in all, some other pathological

change precedes the deposition of lime. Still

more fi'equently this change occurs in masses
of dead or degenerated materials, as, for

instance, in organs which have partially or

wholly lost their vitality, in new-growths
which have reached the stage of retrogressive

change, in old blood-clots, or in products of

bygone inflammation. A wasted eyeball

always becomes partly calcified (sometimes
ossified) ; tumours, such as myoma and
fibroma, are especially subject to calcifica-

tion ; venous clots which remain long undis-
turbed, as in the deep veins of the pelvis,

undergo the same change, and become phle-

bolites. Old inflammatory products, as pus
and lymph, seem to become necessarily cal-

cified if they are not absorbed; so do especi-

ally the products of chronic degenerative in-

flammations which have become necrotic, as
seen in scrofulous lymjjhatic glands, and in

tubercular masses in the lungs. A similar
explanation aj^plies to calcareous deposit in

the walls of arteries, where the lime is

generally deposited in new products which
result from chronic arteritis or the athero-
matous process, though lime may also be de-
posited in the muscular walls independently
of atheroma. Necrotic masses resulting from
embolic infarction are frequently calcified.

Parasites of all kinds, occurring in solid

organs, are liable to become surrounded by
a calcified wall ; a change frequently seen in
hydatid cysts.

From all this it appears that calcareous
deposit rarely occurs in normal healthy
tissues, but is common in such parts as are
dead or of deficient vitality. Its deposition
must be attributed to some chemical reaction

between the tissues thus altered and the lime-

salts in the blood ; and it is possible that the
jtresence of an excessive quantity of lime-salts

in the blood sometimes favours the change,
since deposition of hme in one part sometimes
coincides with removal of it from another
part. In senile decay the wasting of bones
goes on simultaneously with the calcifyuig

processes just mentioned, and in some rare

cases rapid absorption of bone from special

disease has appeared to be the determining
cause of its deposit elsewhere by a sort of

calcareous metastasis.

2. Metallic Deposits.—Other minerals
besides lime-salts are rarely found deposited

in the tissues, although in cases of chronic

metallic poisoning, compounds of lead, silver,

and copper may be found thus deposited.

Zinc and mercury are less clearly traced, but

probably follow the same law. The state of

chemical combination in which the metals
occur is not positively known, but appears to

be some combination with albumen.
3. Pigmentary Deposits.—Pigmenta-

tion as a process is discussed in the article

Degeneration, and has been shown to de-

pend very frequently upon the occurrence of

hiemorrhage and transformation of the ex-

travasated blood. But physiological pigment,
or melanin, is deposited in many parts of

the body, both normally and pathologically,

quite independently of haemorrhage. Nor-
mally this is seen in the skin, the choroid

coat of the eye, i^c. : pathologically in the

same situations, but in excessive quantity

;

and also in abnormal situations, as on the

mucous membrane of the mouth. The ar-

rangement of the pigment is in every case the

same, forming minute black granules in the

protoplasm of the cells around the nucleus.

Its dejjosition and removal are regulated by
causes as yet very imperfectly known, but

are probably in some way dependent upon
the nervous system.

The deposit of such substances as fat, lar-

daceous material, colloid, &c., is not a simple

process, but depends either upon chemical
metamorphosis of the cell, or on general

pathological changes, which are dealt with in

other parts of this work.
J. P. Payne.

DERBYSHIRE NECK.—A synonym
for goitre, which is thus called from the pre-

valence of the disease in that coimty. See

Goitre.

DERIVATIVES {dcrivo, I drain).

Definition.—Medical appliances or reme-

dies which lessen a morbid process, such a?

inflammation, in one part of the body, by
producing a flow of blood or lymph to

another part.

Enumeration.—Derivatives include Local

Bleeding, Cupping, Leeches, Blisters, Sina-

pisms, and Setons.

Action.—The name 'derivative' was ap-

plied in ancient times under the belief that
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diseases were caused by morbid humours,

which might be drawn away from the part

which they were attectiiitr. It is now used

chiefly to signify the diminution of blood in

an inflamed part, by increased circuhition in

some other vascuhir district, either adjoining

or remote from it.

T. Laldf.k Buunton.

DERMATALGIA {8(pnti,the skin; and
ii\yo{, pain). - I'ain and aching in the skin.

See Neuralgia,

DERMATITIS {^iptm, the skin).—In-

flammation of the skin: a term appUcable to

every variety of inflammation of the integu-

ment, but especially to an acute inflammation

attended with exfoliation of the cuticle and
copious desquamation— for example, der-

matitis exfoliativa, the pityriasis rubra of

Devergie.

DERMATOLYSIS (S/pua, the skin ; and
\vtTis, a loosening).—Looseness or relaxation

of the skin. See Molluscum.

DESQUAMATION {de, signifying

separation; and squniiKi. a scale).—The pro-

cess of separation or shedding of the epithe-

lium of any surface. It is of most importance

in connexion with the skin in scarlatina,

where the epidermis usually desquamates
extensively.

DESQUAMATIVE NEPHRITIS.—
A synonym for certain forms of Bright's dis-

ease, applied on account of their bemg cha-

racterised by shedding of tlie epithelium

lining the tubules. See Bright's Disease.

DETERGENTS {detergo, I cleanse).

Definition.— Substances which cleanse

the skin.

Enumeration".—The principal detergents

are—Water, Soap, Alkahs, Ox-gall, Milk,

Vinegar, Alcohol, Charcoal, Sand, Oatmeal,
Sawdust, Pumice-stone, Oil, and Borax.

Uses.— Detergents are used to remove
either extraneous dirt adherent to the skin,

or epidermal scales which have accumu-
lated upon it and interfere with its function.

The chief detergent is warm water, but its

action is greatly aided by such substances
as soap, alkalis, borax, or vinegar, which act

chemically in the removal of dirt or epider-

mis ; or by such substances as oatmeal, saw-
dust, charcoal, pumice-stone, and sand, which
act mechanically. Oil, or alcohol in the form
of eau de Cologne, removes the resinous
deposit left on the skin by plasters. Where
the skin is tender, as in the case of the scalp,

and where at the same time the detergent
employed cannot very readily be removed,
borax with elderflower water may be found
preferable to the more irritating soaps as a
means of removing scurf.

T. Lauder Brunton.
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DETERMINATION OP BLOOD.—
Incrtast'd tlow of hlooil to a part or organ:

synonymous with active hijpcrccmia or active

congestion. See Circulation, Disorders of.

DEVELOPMENT, Arrest of.— The
causes of arrest of development are m most
cases still very doubtful, and for the most
important theories and observations on the

subject the reader is referred to the article

on ]\Ialkormations. Such arrests may take

place at any stage in the development of the

embryo and of its organs ; but only the most
important of them, and the mode in which
some typical examples are brought about,

will be mentioned here.

Varieties.—Those which occur very early

in fcetal life are complex and, for the most
part, incompatible with viability; whilst

those which occur later often affect only one
organ or a set of organs, and in some cases

form no barrier to a prolonged existence.

Not only must the foetus be considered, but

also the placenta and membranes in which
it is enclosed in utcro ; for diseases of these

lead to many forms of monstrosity, either by
interference with the nutrition and respira-

tion of the embryo, as in the case of many
so-called ' true moles '

; or ' the normal
changes may be checked by adhesions

between them and the foetus. Persistence

of the umbilical vesicle is excessively rare,

but a patent vitelline duct is not uncommon,
and explains many of the diverticula in con-

nexion with the small intestines. A want
of closure of the visceral laminae is the

source of many deformities, from a simple

fissure in the sternum, or a ventral hernia,

to a complete anterior cleft, with the thoracic

and abdominal viscera lying bare out of the

body-cavity. In other cases the skin and
muscles only may cover the viscera, or the

muscles may not be developed. The thorax

is closed before the abdomen, so that ectopia

of the abdominal is more common than of

the thoracic viscera. The abdomen, how-
ever, is sometimes closed in whilst the

thorax remains open, and varying degrees

of ectopia cordis result ; but this is rarely

complete. Epispadias and hyposjjadias to

varying extents are further e\am])lcs of im-
perfect fusion of the ventral lamiiue. These
may or may not be attended with displace-

ment or deficiency of tlie urinary and genital

organs. Similarly, from an incomplete fusion

of the vertebral lamina;, the various forms of

spina bifida occur; and these are generally

accompanied with an excess of fluid in the

spinal canal, or liydrorachis.

The arrests in the development of the

cerebro-spinal centres and of the organs of

special sense are very numerous. The whole
brain may be wanting, or the medulla ob-

longata may be de\eloj)ed and the remain-
ing portions missing, or any jjart of it

may be absent or quite rudimentary. Fiom
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incomplete fusion of the bones of the skull

hernia cerebri or encephalocele occurs, and
this is generally complicated with hydro-
cephalus, though the latter is h-equently found
as an indejaendent and solitary afl'ection.

Coloboma and deficiency of the olfactory,

optic, or auditory nerves are well-known
examples of arrested development of the

organs of special sense. The special mal-
formations of the heart and vascular system,

the digestive, respiratory, and urino-geuital

systems, will be found described under the

various organs ; but reference must here be
made to congenital fissures leading into tlie

jiharynx (persistent branchial clefts), to the

various fissures of the face and palate, to per-

sistent cloacae, to the numerous forms of

hermaphroditism, and to imperforate anus,

as all coming under this head. Varying de-

grees of ill-developed extremities are common,
from a diminution of number in the fingers

or toes, or their coalescence, to a complete
absence of one or all the limbs. Finally,

ducts, vessels, and openings— such as the

iirachus, ductus arteriosus, umbilical vessels,

and foramen ovale—which normally close

soon after birth, may remain patent through-

out life. John Cuenow.

DEVONSHIRE COLIC—A synonym
for lead colic, which has arisen from the fre-

quency of lead-poisoning in that county, sup-

posed to be due to the contamination of cider

with lead. See Lead, Poisoning by.

DIABETES INSIPIDUS (8(a/3ni'"a), I

walk with the legs apart ; dialirjTqs, a thing
with outstretched legs, a pair of compasses,
a siphon—whence the idea of free flow is

derived; insipidus, tasteless).—Synon. : Poly-

iiria; Yr.Diahete insipide; Diahetenon sucre;

Ger. Polyurie. A synonym for polyuria.

See Polyuria.

DIABETES MELLITUS (Siadnrn^ ;

and fifXi, honey).

—

Synon.: Glycosuria; Fr.

Diabete; Ger. Harmuclcerruhr.
Definition.—The term Diabetes, meaning

an excessive flow of something, has been ap-

plied to the pathological condition indicated

by an excessiv6 flow of urine. It has, more-
over, been almost wholly limited to the kind
of malady characterised by the presence of a
notable quantity of sugar in the urine—a con-

dition more strictly described by the term
Diabetes Mellitus. Another condition is some-
times seen where no sugar is to be found in

the m'ine, which is, however, excessive in

quantity. This is designated Diabetes In-

sipidus, or (better) Polyuria.

Diabetes is a malady more or less chronic,

charactei-ised by the persistent presence of a
notable quantity of sugar in the urine, which
is in most cases markedly abundant. It is

accompanied by thirst, hunger, and bodily

wasting. If unrelieved, it invariably tends to

death. The ordinary form of diabetes is thus

DIABETES MELLITUS

to be distinguished from certain other condi-
tions, where, for instance, a small, or hardly
perceptible trace of sugar may be detected in

the urine ; or where, yet again, considerable
quantities of this substance may be detected
occasionally, and for a short time only. To
this abnormal condition the term glycosuria,

which is often also employed to describe arti-

ficial diabetes, best applies.

General Considerations.—Three impor-
tant facts lie at the bottom of our knowledge
of the pathology of diabetes. These are :

—

I. That giape sugar is found in the healthy
human body.

II. That glycogen, a substance closely allied

in chemical composition to grape sugar, is also

found in the healthy human body.
III. That both of these may be formed in

the healthy hiunan body.
Beyond these, certain other fairly definite

propositions may be made :
—

1. Glycogen is found most abundantly in

the liver, insomuch that, with due precau-

tions, it can always be detected there : after

a certain time sugar takes the place of gly-

cogen, but the exact mode and time of this

conversion are not known.
2. Nevertheless, it is fairly certain that the

sugar called glucose can always be detected

in the liver ; stiU more certain that it is to be

found in the blood ; but
3. This sugar never appears in any nota-

ble quantity during a state of health in the

urine.

4. As sugar is not to be found in any appre-

ciable quantity in any other of the excre-

tions, it follows :

5. That this sugar must disappear in the

body.
6. It is commonly asserted, and, upon the

whole, believed, that sugar is less plentiful in

venous than in arterial blood.

7. From this, if true, it follows that sugar

must be used up in the course of the circula-

tion.

8. Where the combustion, or oxidation, oc-

curs is not quite clear.

9. But it is plain that, from a fault in either

direction, sugar may become over-abundant

in the blood, namely :

—

(a) By over-production, or

(b) By diminished consumption.

10. The over-production and the diminished

consmnption of sugar in the body may depend

on various causes. The most notable of these

are (a) an increased ingestion of saccharine

material into the stomach and bowels, with-

out a corresponding destruction ; and (6) such

an alteration of nerve-influence as will com-

pletely modify the relative proportions of the

sugar produced and the sugar destroyed.

11. With an excess of sugar in the blood,

only one easy road of egress from the body is

available, that is, by way of the kidneys ;
but

this is not a sufficient outlet when there is

great sviperabmidance in the blood. Sugar
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may then be found in almost every one of the

secretions or excretions.

12. With this unnatural dischar<je of su<^ar

there is usually a corresponding discharge of

urine, but not always.

13. Thus there may be no greatly increased

flow of urine, yet the urine may be rich in

sugar.

14. And yet, again, there may be a copious

flow of urine without any sugar, as in pohj-

uria.

15. Hence the over-production or the dimin-

ished consumption of sugar in the system has

no uccessary comiexion with increased flow

of urine.

16. Both the abnormal action of the liver

and that of the kidneys seem in the main to

depend on sunilar but not identical causes.

17. Both seem to be under the control of

the sympathetic, but the special fibres are not

the same as regards the two organs.

(<i) In the case of the liver, the fibres seem
to originate in the medulla oblongata, to de-

scend in the spinal cord to the lower cervical

or upper dorsal vertebra?, thence to leave the

cord to join the gangliated sj-iupathetic, and
30 ultimatelj- to reach the liver.

ih) In the case of the kidneys, the active

fibres proceed further down the spinal cord,

but are ultimately connected with the great ab-

dominal plexus, for such it may well be called,

whence the fibres proceed to the kidneys.

.Etiology.—The classification of cases of

diabetes according to causation is in- very
many cases practically impossible.

As to the circumstances that call the mor-
bid processes into plaj-, we know very little.

It is certain, however, that the disease is

much more frequent among men than among
women, and among the middle-aged than
among the very young or the very old.

The disease is very much more fatal in

young adults than in those over, saj', forty-

five. That the disease is more rife in certam
districts than in others may probably be best

explained by its undoubted tendency to here-

dity. This heredity, as in many other mala-
dies, is peculiar ; the diabetic tendency in one
branch of a family being represented in an-
other branch by various nervous disorders,

especially epilepsy and imbecility.

Of the so-called crcitinrj causes there are
two of the first rank, namely, injury or dis-

ease of the brain ; and mental excitement,
or, perhaps atill more, worry. Tumours and
other local brain-mischiefs soinetimes give
rise to a fatal diabetes. Certain mental emo-
tions, at once powerful and prolonged, which
may be epitomised in the single word 'strain,'

apparently act as exciting causes of diabetes,
such as continuous ansietj-, long-lasting grief,

or excitement followed bj' reaction. Certain
errors of diet—such as excessive use of hydro-
carbons, especially sugar, or other interfer-
ence with the laws of health, may originate
a fatal diabetes, especially in those who have

any hereditary tendency to the disease. It

is possible that the frequency of the malady
among the Jews (as noted by Seegeu) may
be accoimtod for on dietetic grounds.
Anatomical Characters.—Many patlio-

logical conditions have been recorded as

occurring in those who had been the sub-

jects of diai)etes, but we know little of its

real patliology. In many cases nothing which
c vn be directly connected with the diabetes

has been found ^jos< mortem. Latterly atten-

tion has been mainly directed to the investi-

gation of certain parts of the nervous system
and of the liver itself. Perhaps the most
reliable data for the ordinary anatomical
appearances are to be found in Seegen's ana-
lysis of Rokitansky's experience, embracing
'60 necropsies.

Connected with the brain and spinal cord
various lesions have been found, such as

tumours of ditTerent kinds pressing on the

medulla, and softening, with or without the

marks of extravasated blood. In some cases

extravasation has been the only morbid
change discovered. In two cases under the

writer's care there were extravasations of

blood in the spinal canal in the cervical and
upper dorsal regions, and the same was ob-

served in another case under the care of a

colleague. In one of these there was very
marked softening of the cord in the regions

named. In these three cases death took
place suddenly. Dr. Dickinson's theory of

the origin of diabetes in lesions of the ner-

vous system, represented by enlarged peri-

vascular spaces, the sites of existent or pre-

existent extravasations of blood with destruc-

tion of the surrounding nerve-tissue, is hardly
tenable. The exploration of the sympathetic
system has not been more satisfactory.

Rokitansky foimd (in 15 out of 30 cases)

that the liver w-as enlarged, hyperajmic, and
hard, of a dark-brown colour, with its acini

imperfectly defined. The same conditions

were present in the cases examined by the

wTiter. ^^'hen the disease has lasted a long

time, the liver may be smaller than natural.

The same would appear to hold good with
regard to the cells themselves. Early in the

disease, the cells, especially in the outer por-

tions of the acini, are large, plump, and
rounded, instead of angular, with large and
distinct nuclei. They tend to assume a wine-

red colour with solution of iodine, from the

presence of unchanged glycogen. There are

also sometimes fomid signs of active cell-

growth at this early stage. Later the cells

seem smaller, and as if imdergoing pigmen-
tary degeneration.

The condition of the ijancreas in diabetes

is highly interesting. In 13 out of Rokitan-
sky's 30 cases, it was strilvingly small, hard,

and bloodless ; and in many cases it has been
found so shrunken and altered as to be hardly
recognisable save by its connexions. Such
was the case in one instance the writer haa
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seen, and in all his other cases the pancreas
has been abnormal, usuallj' contracted here

and there, hard and knotty. In one case,

however, the organ was enlarged and more
succulent than usual, probably the first stage

of the mischief. The occm-rence of so im-

portant pancreatic changes in about one-half

the cases of diabetes would seem to indicate

more than a casual connexion with the dis-

ease. What this connexion reallj- is remains
unascertained. Klebs has associated the

changes with disease of the cceliac plexus.

One result from the pancreatic mischief is

inability to digest fat. This was seen in one
of the cases referred to above. See Pancreas,
Diseases of.

The kidneys Rokitansky found diseased in

20 instances, but the changes were not uni-

form. Usiially they presented the ordinary

indications of hypentmia, being enlarged,

dark red, and full of blood. Occasionally

there were signs of more extensive mischief,

the substance of the kidney as well as its

vessels and epithelium being involved, and
the organ harder than natm-al. Often fatty

changes occur. In one case of the writer's

amyloid changes had begun in the Malpighian
bodies.

The lungs are frequently diseased : in only

7 of his cases did Rokitansky find them nor-

mal ; Dr. Dickinson only twice out of '27 in-

stances. The changes included all stages,

from aciite or chronic pneumonia, to the for-

mation of numerous ca\'ities, or even to gan-

grene. In one of the writer's cases the whole
of the upper lobe of one lung was converted
into a hiige ca\ity filled with solid and semi-

fluid detritus, having no gangrenous odour.

There had been no expectoration, and no
htemorrhage, though vessels were exposed.

The stomach and intestinal canal present

little beyond the ordinary signs of recun-ent

or chronic catarrh—thickening, mammUla-
tion, and slaty pigmentation ; erosions and
ulcerations may, however, occur.

Symptoms.—The following sketch compre-
hends the more characteristic clinical features

of diabetes ; but there are often important
\ariations in individual cases, though a cer-

tain number of features are common to all

:

The patient, most likely a male "between
twenty and forty-five, when he comes before

the physician has in all probability been
Buffering fi'om the disease for some time

;

for it usually comes on insidiously. He may
say that he has been in failing health for a
varying period ; that he has been very thirsty,

and has passed much water, having to get up
repeatedly for this purj)ose during the night.

His appetite has been more than hearty ; but
his food seems to do him no good, for he has
been constantly growing thinner, and he feels

weak and ill. On closer examination it is

found that he is daily passing as much per-

haps as eight, ten, or more pints of urine,

light in colour and of a iieculiar sweetish

odour, of a high specific gravity, perhaps
1040°, and containing an abundance of sugar.

The jkin is drj' and harsh ; the tongue red

and glazed or slightly furred ; the mouth dry
and clammy ; the lips, teeth, and gums are

covered with scanty, sticky mucus ; the breath
is often sweetish, or it may be mipleasant
from the state of the mouth ; the bowels are
confined ; and the countenance wears an ex-

pression of weariness and fatigue.

From this point the malady may progress

in one or other of two directions. Under
judicious management the symptoms may
ameliorate. Often the first indication of im-
provement is a copious perspiration ; the

thirst diminishes ; less urine is passed ; the

appetite is not so ravenous ; the sugar de-

creases in quantity ; and with it the specific

gi-avity is lessened. Emaciation ceases, and
the patient begins to regain weight. This
auspicious commencement may, with time
and care, end in a more or less complete
return to health. Unfortunately there is

another side to the picture, for, notwith-
standing all our efforts, the patient often goes
from bad to worse. We fail to reduce the

quantity of sugar beyond a certain point.

The appetite gets more and more voracious,

especially for starchy articles of food, to

obtain which the patient will sometimes lie

or steal, and yet there is often no feeling

of satiety. Sometimes the appetite fails, and
then emaciation goes on still more rapidly.

AU sexual power and feeling have long ago
been lost, the testes sometimes undergoing
almost complete atrophy. The harsh, dry,

and itchy skin becomes the seat of boils, or

even of carbuncles. Often the sight is injured

by cloudiness of the refractive media, es-

pecially of the lens, or by retinitis and other

morbid changes. All this time the tem-
perature is low, perhaps sub-normal ; but

towards the later stages of the malady it

often rises. Such a rise indicates the ac-

cession of a formidable complication which
might almost be said to be the natural ter-

mination of diabetes. This superadded mis-

chief is a peculiar insidious kind of pneu-

monia, resembling acute pnemnonic phthisis,

and giving rise to local signs resembUng those

characteristic of that malady. The progress

of this lung-mischief is rapid ; the fever

increases ; and often there is irrepressible

diarrhoea, sometimes of fatty-looking matter.

As the end approaches, the sugar usually

disappears from the urine, which may become
albtmiinous and scanty. There may even be

some oedema of the extremities. The end

often comes swiftly, and without warning,

by acute pneumonia, or by what, for want
of a better name, we call diabetic coma, or

more slowly by gradual exhaustion. After

the onset of pulmonary symptoms it is never

very long delayed. Such may be said to be

the ordinary course of a weU-marked case of

diabetes. There are cases slighter, where the
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history is different ; but in botli sets of cases I

there are certain symptoms, which demand
finther consideration than has just been ;

given them. I

The L'rine.^The cliaracteristic of the '

urine in diabetes is the i)resence in it of

suf^ar in notable quantity, thouj^h this varies

<ji-eatly in ditlerent cases. In tiie earhest

and shfjhtest forms of diabetes, small (juan-

tities of sugar may be passed now and again,

as after a meal or the consmnptit)n of an
imusual quantity of starchy or saccharine

food ; but the sugar may completely tlis-

appear in the interval, or may do so tinally

by the use of an animal diet. Tiie sugar
thus excreted is glucose of the kind called

dextrose, from turning polarised light to the

right, is readily soluble in water and alcohol,

and easily ferments. ^Yhen diabetic urine is

allowed to stand in a warm place, fermenta-
tion soon sets in, gas being disengaged, and
yeast deposited at the bottom of the vessel.

The proportion of sugar to urine is usually

from 8 to 12 per cent., but varies ; the total

quantity passed amomiting to 20 or 25
ounces, or even more. Its presence in such
proportion causes an increased specific gra-

vity, though this is not invariably the case,

inasmuch as it may vary from 1008 to lOGO
or 1070. Along with the presence of sugar,

we almost invariably find an increase in the
quantity of the urine. But neither is this an
invariable featiu-e of diabetes, for sugar may
exist with a normal quantity of urine, con-
stituting the so-called diabetes decipiens. But
in most cases there is a marked increase, the
quantity passed amounting to eight, ten, or
fifteen pints daily ; and even the highest of
these rates has been greatly exceeded. With an
excessive amoimt of urine, its colour becomes
lighter; sometimes it has a faint greenish
tint, and when passed is quite clear. On
standing there is no ordinary sediment,
though, as already said, sporides of j'east may
be deposited after a time. There is, on the
whole, an excess—sometimes a large excess
—of urea ; and if the quantity of urine passed
be small, deposits of uric acid or of the
amorphous urates may appear. Very great
inconvenience may arise in diabetic females,
or even in males, by the arrest of saccharine
nrine about the external genitals, producing
a raw or eczematous condition of the inside
of the thighs and grc>ins. The urine, being
also almost mvariably acid, is highly irritat-

ing to the raw and swollen parts. Enuresis
is common, especially at night, and among
diabetic children. Albumen makes its ap-
pearance sometimes in the progress of the
disease, or in its later stages.

The Digestive Organs.— As the correlative
of the imusual flow of urine we have also, as
a marked and early symptom of diabetes,
extreme thirst, a thirst, tQo, which cannot be
satisfied, for apparently the more the patient
drniks the gi-eatcr is the thii-st. This sensa-

tion is in some part due to the dry and
clammy condition of the mouth, which it is

ditlicult to relieve. Hunger, or even a
voracious desire for food, ia usually a
prominent feature in diabetes, but is not
invanably present., and in the later stages

there may be complete loss of appetite,

amounting to a loathing, especially for a
restricted diet. It is often impossible to

satisfy the intense craving for food, and
should satiety be attamed the sensation lasts

but for a little time. The mouth is usually

dr^' and parched, the saliva being scanty and
tenacious. Often particles of food are re-

tained about the teeth, and there putrefy,

giving rise to unpleasant odours. The
buccal fluid is almost always acid instead

of alkaline, probably from the formation of

lactic acid. The tongue is rarely perfectly

natural. Seegen describes it as Ubually

thickened and increased in volume, with
fissures and glazed blood-red islands on its

surface, which, however, may present a

general coating. The teeth often fall out

without pain, from the retraction of the gums,
and are singularly liable to caries. Digestion

is usuaUy good, except during catarrh of the

stomach, which is a rather frequent condition.

Constipation is the rule in diabetes, often to

a troublesome extent. This arises partly

from the deficiency of water in the bowel

;

partly also from the small quantity of fa-cal

residue from an exclusively meat diet.

Diarrhoea, on the other hand, is not uncom-
mon, and rapidly diminishes the patient's

strength.

General Sijinpfonts.— Emaciation is an
early and marked symptom of diabetes, but

not invariably so, for diabetes often occurs and
persists in stout persons, without removing
the obesity. These are cases of the more
tractable kind, the patients being usually

somewhat advanced in life. Their complete
cure is seldom effected, but thev- do not seem
to suffer greatly from the malady. Though
the emaciation is in great part due to the re-

moval of fat, and in part to the abstraction of

water fi-om the tissues, there seems oo be also

an actual waste of muscular substance, espe-

cially in the advanced stages of the disease.

With this emaciation are associated weak-
ness, weariness, and disinclination to exertion.

These are often among the earliest symptoms
of the disease, and may occur long before

wastuig is noticed, but increase markedly
towards the close of the malady. From
various causes (one being, doubtless, weaken-
ing of the heart), oedema of the lower extremi-

ties maj' occur, with or without albuminuria.

Gangrene of the extremities, of the senile

kind, has been observed.

lirHpiratonj A})j}aratus.
—"With regard to

the respiratory organs, a peculiar apple- or

hay-like odour of the breath is sometimes ob-

served, probably arising from the production

of acetone mixed with alcohol. But the most
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serious pulmonary symptoms are those of

phthisis, resulting from a more or less chronic
pneumonia. This mischief is usually indi-

cated by a nigljtly rise in tire temperature,
but otherwise may remain for a time almost
latent. It is most common in the young, and
towards the end of the disease. The expec-

torated matters may contain sugar. Gangrene
of the lung, or a form of necrosis of the lung-

tissu'es, has been noticed. "With this form of

gangrene the sputum may be odourless.

Skin.—The skin is usually dry and scurfy,

often extremely itchy ; wounds inflicted by
scratching heal witli difficulty. Copious sac-

cliarine sweat is observed in a certain number
of instances. Tliere is a marked tendency to

the formation of boils and carbuncles. Boils

often occur early in the disease, and may give

the clue to the existence of diabetes. Car-
buncles occiurring late in the disease may be
the immediate cause of death.

Nervous System and Special Senses.—The
sight is often affected in diabetes, most fre-

quently by tlie formation of diabetic cataract.

Operations in such cases do badly till the
disease is cured, and are seldom tried, for the

cataract occurs late in the disease, and ad-

vances rapidly. A form of retinitis not unlike

that ofalbuminuria is sometimes foimd. Other
forms of imperfect vision of uncertain origin

occiur in diabetes. They go by the general
term of diabetic amblyopia.
Along with the physical, the mental powers

faU, and the moral sentiments become blunted,

which, to the friends of the patient, is not the
least distressing feature of the malady.

Genital Organs.—Early in the history of

the disease, all sexual appetite disappears,
and sexual power soon fails in the male—

-

but with improvement this may return. In
the advanced stages amenorrhcea is not un-
usual amongst females.

Complications.—Several of the symptoms
just described are regarded by some autliori-

ties as complications of diabetes rather than
as belonging essentially to the disease. Such
are especially diabetic cataract and ambly-
opia, boils and carbuncles, and the chronic
pneumonia or phthisis in which diabetes so
frequently ends.

Amongst the intercurrent diseases that
are specially to be watched for and seriously

regarded, one of tlie most important is albu-
minuria, the appearance of which may en-
courage a false prognosis, from the fall in

specihc gravity of the urine that attends it.

Diabetic Coma.—This is a not infrequent
terminal symptom of diabetes. It is more
liable to occur in the early stages of severe
cases in young persons. It is especially noted
after muscular exertion, and after the first

adoption of an anti-diabetic diet. Constipa-
tion i>redisposes to its development. Cases
of diabetic coma are divided into three groups.
In the first group the attack begms with head-
ache or epigastric pam and nausea, followed

by a great feeling of anxiety, or by restlessness

and perhaps delirium, after which a peculiar

dyspnoea sets in. The dyspnoea affects both
inspu'ation and expiration, and no physical

cause can be found for it on examination of

the chest, and there is usually no cyanosis.

Comatose sympton:s then come on, which
gradually deepen. The pulse is mucli quick-

ened, and the temperature is abnormal. The
coma generally ends fatally within forty-eight

hours, and only a few cases have been knovni
to recover. The symptoms of the second
group closely resemble those of renal uriemia.

The dyspmea is not so well marked as in the

l^receding form. The patient complains of

general weakness, becomes drowsy, lapses

into a state of coma with low temperatme and
small pulse, and soon dies. The third form
exhibits all the symptoms of acute alcoholic

intoxication. The patient does not show the

same muscular weakness as is observed in

the two preceding forms. He is attacked sud-

denly by great excitement, staggermg gait, and
drunken delirium. Gradually drowsiness and
coma develop as in the other forms, and death

ensues. In all these forms, and during and
precedmg the attack, a peculiar sweet smell,

resembling chloroform, is perceived in the

breath. The urine has a similar odour ; and
it gives the so-called ' acetone reaction ' with
perchloride of iron—that is, when a solution

of perchloride of iron is added in excess a

deep red port-wine colour is produced.

The pathology of diabetic coma has been

much debated. Kussmaul believed that the

symptoms were due to the presence of ace-

tone in the blood ; but it has been shown
that other substances besides acetone give

the peculiar reaction with perchloride of iron.

The blood of diabetics has been often observed

to contain excessive ijuantities of fat. Drs.

Sanders and Hamilton described a case of

diabetic coma, in which much fat was found

in the blood, and numerous fat-emboli were

seen in the pulmonary capillaries ; and they

suggested that fat-emboli in the lungs and

brain were the cause of the symptoms. Similar

cases have been described by others. Drs.

Dreschfeld and Taylor, however, were unable

to find fat-emboli in seven cases examined by

them, although the blood was exceedingly rich

in fat.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of diabetes de-

pends on the discovery of sugar, in notable

quantity, in the urine of the patient. But be-

fore the investigation for sugar is undertaken,

there have usually been observed by the pa-

tient some of the early indications of diabetes,

of which the following are the most frequent,

though no one definite symptom invariably

heralds the disease : (1) dryness of the mouth

and thirst
; (2) bodily weakness and gradual

emaciation ; (3) dryness of skin, with itching

and a tendency to successive crops of boils

;

(4) urination in increased quantity, the urine

being of a greenish-yellow tint, with the odour
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described ; (O) defects of vision. Occnsioiijilly

the attention of the patient is drawn to the

state of his urine by the attraction it presents

to ants, tlies, and other insects ; or by tlie

formation of white spots of sugar on his dress

and boots left by the urine on evaporation.

We must not forget tliat in true diabetes

we find sugar in notable qiumtity. There
are often present in the urine other reducing
agents (such as uric acid and colouring mat-
ters), so that the amount of sugar detected

must be such as to admit of no doubt w hat-

cver. Again, the presence of the sugar nuist

be persistent, hence a single examination will

not sutlice for diagnosis unless sugar be found
in large quantity. It may so happen that the

patient when seen is jiot passing sugar, from
the intluence of restricted diet, or from some
other cause, such as pneumonia or other

feverish condition. It is then best to examine
the urine passed an hour or two after a meal,

or even to permit the use of starchy food for

a day or two, so that the constitutional pro-

clivities of the patient may be the better ascer-

tained. To determine the existence of sugar
is not enough : it is always necessary to deter-

mine the ([uantity passed, so as to obtain a
clue to the intensity of the disease, and to

judge of the ell'ects of treatnu'nt.

Qualitative Testing for Sugar.—The
presence of sugar in the urine may be de-

tected in various ways. \Vhen saccharine
lu'ine is mixed with yeast and kept in a warm
place, it speedily ferments, with production
of alcohol and evolution of carbonic acid

;

and as no other substance is capable of under-
going this transformation, the occurrence of

fermentation with yeast is certain proof of

the presence of sugar. The signs of fermen-
tation are evolution of carbonic acid and the
lowering of the specific gravity. By the
latter of these two signs considerably less

than one per cent, of sugar can be detected
in the m-ine. The method of carrying out
this test is fully described under the head of
(jiiautitative testing.

Moore's or Udlcr's test.— When sac-

charine urijie is boiled with liquor potassae

the sugar is decomiuised, and a comjiound is

formed, giving its colour, black or brown, to

the fluid. A convenient test-tube is tilled

one-third full with the urine, and an equal
([uantit}' of liijuor potassm is added. The
two should then be well mixed by shaking,
and the heat of a spirit-lamp ajiplied to the
upper portion of the mixed fluids. If sugar
be present this portion will gradually darken,
the tint assmnod varying in depth according
to the quantity of sugar present. This test
is very convenient, but it is liable to several
objections, notably these:— («) It is far from
delicate, requiring as mtudi as three parts m
a thousand, or a grain and a half of sugar to
the ounce, to afford any satisfactory indica-
tion, (b) It is practically useless for quan-
titative purposes, though the plan has been

tried of comparing the colour produced with
the colours of solutions containing known
quantities of sugar, as is done in the Nessler

process for substances producing ammonia
aiul its allies, (c) It is liable to two notable
fallacies. (1) High-coloured urine is always
darkened in tint, sometimes blackened, by
boiling with liquor potassie. (2) Liquor
jiotassic very often contains lead, which is

liable to be converted into black sulpliido

when boiled with caustic potash, if albumen
or any organic matter be ])reKent in the

urine. The former of these risks cannot well

be obviated ; the latter may, by first testing

the jnu-ity of the liquor potass.e, and keep-
ing it in green glass instead of white glass

bottles.

Indlgo-carminc test.—If a solution of in-

digo-carmine be rendered alkaline by car-

bonate of sodium, and boiled with a small
quantity of gi-ape-sugar, the indigo-blue be-

comes reduced to indigo-white, and causes
the blue solution to assume a yellow colour.

This test, originally introduced by Midder,
has been recommeiuled by iJr. George Oliver,

who makes use of it in the convement form of

test-jiapers. Two test-jiapers, one saturated

with indigo-carmine, and the other with car-

bonate of sodium, are digested in a small
quantity of water, the restdt being a clear

blue solution. To this one drop of the sus-

pected urine is added, and the mixtures
boiled ; if sugar be present the blue colour

will successively give ])lace to reddish-violet,

different shades of red, and finally to a pale

yellow tint. On standing, the solution re-

absorbs oxygen from the air, and gradually

returns to its original blue.

Ficric acid test.—This test was introduced
by Dr. George Johnson. The principle of ihe

method depends on the power of grape-sugar
to change a yellow solution of picric acid, in

the presence of caustic potash, to a red solu-

tion of picramic acid— and the depth of the

red colour varies with the amount of sugar

present. Dr. Johnson has also aiii)licd this

method for (piantitative determination. The
test is, however, less delicate than that of

Fehling, to be presently described.

Tnnttmer's test.—Equal volumes of the

suspected urine and lujuor potassie are mixed
together in a test-tube with a few drops of a
10 per cent, solution of sulphate of copper.

Heat is then applied ; and, if sugar be pre-

sent, when the boiling-point is reached an
orange-coloiu'ed ju'ccipitate of suboxide of

copi)er is produced. This mode of applying
the cojjper-test is, however, far inferior to the

following.

Fchliiiff's test or method.—This testing

fluid may be procured ready-made, but the
following is the formida for it, as slightly

modified by Dr. I'avy, and fitted for dailv

use :— Five grains of snlphate of copper, ten

grains of neutral tartrate of potassiiun, and
two drachms of licpior potassa?. A more exact
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formulawillbe given farther on. The fluid thus
formed is of an intense bhie colour, clear and
bright. When the test-fluid is to be iised, a
small quantity of it should first be raised to the
boihng- point, because by prolonged kee])ing

the tartaric acid undergoes change, a sub-

stance being formed from it which is capable
of reducing copper, and might give rise to

confusion. But if on boiling the test-fluid

no copper is thrown down, the suspected

urine should be added drop by drop, the
mixed fluid being at the boiling-point. If

sugar be present in quantity, it will thi'ow

down the copper in the forin of a red or

orange precipitate. The quantity of urine

added must never exceed the bulk of the
test-fluid, and the upper portion of the fluid

should be heated, so as to contrast with the

lower portion. Should suboxide of copper
be thrown down when the test-fluid is boOed,
the fluid must be Altered before addhig the

susjiected urine, or, still better, a new fluid

be prepared. To obviate as i'ar as possible

such inconveniences, the cupric and alkaline

fluids should be kept in separate bottles until

about to be used.

When the quantity of sugar in the urine
is very small, as may occur in ordinary dia-

betes after long fasting or the use of a rigidly

restricted diet, or during an access of fever,

still naore minute precautions must be taken.

The most important of these is to use a great

excess of the test. When the copper solution

is added drop by drop to a healthy urine, at

a boiling heat, the blue colour is immediately
discharged, although not a particle of sugar
be present, and the urine assumes a deep
amber tint. The degree to which urines
exercise this decolorising property over Feh-
ling's test varies with their concentration.

A dense urine (sugar free) will discharge the
colour from nearly its own bulk of Fehling's
standard solution ; but even the most dilute

urines have a considerable power this way.
To avoid this fallacy, and secure an excess of
the test, the most certain method is to heat
the solution first, as already recommended,
and to add the suspected urine afterwards

—

and never to add more, but always something
less, than the bulk of the test-solution. The
mixture is then again raised to the boiling-

point. It then changes (if sugar be present)
to an intense opaque yellowish-green, and
slowly a bright yellow deposit subsides. If
the urine contain less than half a grain per
cent, the precijiitation does not take place
immediately, but occurs as the liquid cools

—

in Ave, ten, or twenty minutes—and the
manner of the change is peculiar. First
the mixture loses its transpai-ency and passes
irom a clear olive-gi-een to a milky opacity.
This green milky appearance is quite charac-
teristic of sugar. Some of the natural urinary
ingredients have a certain power of reducing
the oxide of copper to a state of suboxide, and
of becoming thereby a source of fallacy in

using this test for the detection of sugar. But
this fallacy is easily avoided by not prolong-

ing the ebullition. The fluid should simply
be raised to the boiling-point, and then allowed
to slowly cool. If such a proceeding fail to

yield an indication of sugar, no amount of

boiling will develop a trustworthy reaction.

An increased delicacy can be imparted to this

method by the following process, first sug-

gested by Seegen. The urine is repeatedly
filtered through animal charcoal until it is

completely colourless. A little pure water
is then passed through the filter, and to this

water the test is applied in the usual way.
An exceedingly minute trace of sugar (O'Ol

per cent.) can be detected by this procedure.

Quantitative Testing for Sugar.—
Fchlmg's volumetric rn.ethod.—This method,
now in common use, is founded on the fact

that the proportion in which sugar reduces
copper is constant. One equivalent of grape-

sugar decomposes exactly ten of sulphate of

copper, or 180 parts by weight of grape-sugar
decompose 1246-8 parts by weight of sulphate

of copper. This being borne in mind, and a

copper solution of known strength being used,

it is easy to determine the quantity of sugar

in any given si^ecimen of urine. The quan-
tities may be calculated according to the

metric system, or by grains and minims. If

we adopt the metric system, our fluid will

consist of the following ingredients :

—

Sulphate of Copper (crystals) 40 grammes.
Tartrate of Potassium (neutral) 160

grammes.
Liquor Sodae (sp. gr. 1'12) 750 grammes.
Water to 1154'5 cubic centimetres.

These should be carefully mixed ; or, what
is better, the copper and alkaline solutions

are made separately, so that five cubic centi-

metres of each, or ten of the mixed fluids,

will exactly decompose '05 gramme or 50

milligrammes of sugar.

According to the English sj'stem of mea-
surement. Dr. Pavy's solution is the most
convenient. It consists of sulphate of copper,

320 gi-ains, dissolved in ten ounces of distilled

water; and tartrate of potassium (neutral),

640 grains, with caustic potash 1280 grains,

also dissolved in ten ounces of distilled water.

These fluids may be kept separate or mixed.

In mixing, the copper should be added to the

alkaline solution, not vice versa, to prevent

the formation of any precipitate. One hun-

dred minims of this mixed fluid are decom-

posed by half a grain of sugar. Only a minim
measure and a porcelain capsule, or other

vessel which will stand heat, are required for

Dr. Pavy's solution in the procedure, which is

as follows: Most specimens of diabetic urine,

containing too much sugar for accurate test-

ing, first require dilution with water ; and the

most convenient degree of dilution is when
one-tenth of the fluid is urine. Next put

ten cubic centimetres of the metric copper

solution, or one hundred minims of Pavy's
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Bolntion, carefully monstircd, in a small porce-

lain fiiiisule. The lluiil beiiitr deep blue is better

for dilution, so as to diminish the intensity of

tint. Of course this does not alter the quan-

tity of copjior present in it. The porcelain

capsule wnh its contents is to bo placed on an
iron retort-stand, at such a level tiiat the tlame

of a spirit-lamp will easily play on the capsule.

Meanwhile a ])ipctto, graduated from above
downwards, oitlier in minims or cubic centi-

metres, is tilled up exactly to tho in the

graduated scale with the diluted urine. ^Vhen
the solution of copper is boilinfJT, the urine is

added to it from the pipette, drop by drop,

stirring carefully the w^hile, until signs are

shown of a decoloration of the cupric solution.

The moment all tho copper has been thrown
down as suboxide, and all shade of blue or

^een has disappeared, the addition of the

diluted urine is stopped, and the (piantity

already used read off on the graduated pi])ette.

To ascertain the quantity of sugar in the urine

is now a simple calculation. We know how
much urine has been employed in reducing
the 10 cubic centimetres, or the 100 mhiims, of

the cupric fluid, but these measures represent

exactly 50 milligrammes and half a grain of

sugar respectively. The quantity contained

in the diluted urine being hence deduced,

multiply this by ten, to get the quantity con-

tained in tho urine as passed. Next multiply
by the total quantity of urine i)assed in twenty-
four hours, to ascertain the full amount of

sugar passed in this period. In all such ana-

lyses the sample examined should be taken
from tho mixed urine passed during the wdiole

twenty-four hours. That passed after pro-

longed fasting is the richest, that passed throe

or four hours after a meal the poorest, in

sugar.

liobcrts's fermentation method.—Wo have
already noticed the fermentation method for

demonstrating the existence of sugar in urine.

Sir William lioberts has also devised from it

a highly accurate quantitative process. It is

as follows :

—

Put about four ounces of the suspected
urine into a clean eight- or twelve-ounce glass

bottle. Introduce a piece of dry Gorman
yeast, about the size of a cob-niit. but divided
into small pieces. Cork the bottle with a
grooved cork to allow the escape of gas. Fill

a companion bottle quite full with the urine.

Cork quite tightly, and set the two side by
side for twenty-four hoiu's in a warm place—
the mantelpiece will do. By the end of that
time fermentation will probably have ceased,
and the yeast fallen to the bottom. The spe-

cific gi'avity of the two specimens must now
be carefully taken with an accurate urinome-
ter, that of the unfermented bottle being taken
as the standard. The fermented urine will
have lost density from two causes: First, the
sugarwhich gave the increased specific gravity
has been destroyed ; and, second, in its place
have been formed alcohol, which is liuhtor

than water, and carbonic acid, which has es-

caped. Kvery degree of specific gravity thus

lost represents a grain of sugar in the ounce

of urine. Thus, if there is a loss of twenty-
five degi-ees of specihc gi-avity, the urine

would contain twenty-five grains of sugar in

each ounce. Multiply this by the total number
of ounces passed, to get the amount of sugar
dischargeil^jcr di<'in. This plan is especially

useful for noting tho quantity of sugar passed
day by day, and can bo easily undertaken by
the patient or his friends.

Estimation hy tite polariscope.—A plan of

estimating sugar employed a good deal abroad
depends upon the power of diabetic sugar to

turn the plane of polarisation to the right.

The degree of rotation is in proportion to the

quantity of sugar contained in the urine. The
apparatus used commonly goes by the name
of the Ventske-Soleil apparatus, from its in-

ventors. It is best adapted for light-coloured

m'ines. If the urine be deep in colour it re-

quires to bo diluted.

Prognosis, Course, and Tkrminations.^
The prognosis of confirmed diabetes is ever
unfavourable. Amelioration is common, but
a perfect euro, save in exceptional cases, is

rare. Diabetes coming on suddenly and from
special causes, such as injury to the head, is

more likely to do well than when more gra-

dually developed. The younger the patient,

the more sugar passed, the greater the ema-
ciation and debility, tho worse is the prognosis.

Diabetes persistent with pure flesh diet is

worse than if persistent only with a free

starchy or saccharine diet. Loss of ajjpetite

and of digestive power, as indicated by the
condition of the fieces, is of evil omen. When
albumen appears in the urine in the course of

diabetes, the specific gravity of the fluid di-

minishes, often giving rise to a false impres-
sion to the effect that, as the specific gravity
has decreased, the diabetic state must be im-
proved. The only true test of recovery is the
power of consmning ordinary mixed food with
im[)unity ; but Seegen says that out of two
hundred cases ho had never seen this result.

But by rigid or limited dieting, the patient

may live, and even enjoy life, for many j-ears.

Heredity, directly or collaterally, adds to the
darkness of the outlook. Cases resulting

from injury to the brain or other parts of the
nervous system are often tho most hopeful
with which we have to deal, though by no
means always so.

The course of diabetes is on the whole
chronic. Most frequently it develops gradu-
ally, though in some cases suddenly ; and it

generally lasts from six months to three or
four years. In stout elderly persons it may
exist much longer, especially with good diges-

tion and a limited dietary. On the other hand,
Sir ^^"illianl Roberts records a case which
proved fatal, after a woU-marked onset, in

eight days— the shortest period known to the
writer. Another case was fatal in three weeks,
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the patient being three years old. Some cases
are recorded of death at still earlier periods,

but these were most probably cases of long
duration in an unnoticed shape suddenly de-

veloped into an aggravated form. A fatal

termination of diabetes may be brought about,

as ah-eady indicated, in various ways. One is

by diabetic coma, not uulilie the first stages

of uraemia. In the advanced stages of dia-

betes, the strength being very low, compara-
tively slight causes may produce fatal effects.

Treatment.—Though we are ignorant on
many points as regards diabetes, yet when
we come to its treatment, we have these un-
doubted facts—that sugar cannot be formed
out of nothing ; and that the series of sub-

stances out of which it may be formed is

limited. And though we cannot absolutely

succeed in feedmg tlie patient on substances

which will not yield sugar, we can supply
a nourishing diet furnishing sugar-forming
materials in the scantiest jjroportion—an end
best attained by a pure meat diet. But
besides dietetic measures, other, though sub-

sidiary, means may be taken to limit the

formation of sugar by suitable hygienic and
medicinal treatment. It is convenient to

treat of these separately, though they should
be employed in conjunction.

Dietetic treatment.—All authorities agree
that meat should be the main constituent of

the patient's food, and that starch, and cane
and grape sugar, should be avoided, as well

as the substances containing them. It is

very important in constructing a diet scale

to give the patient as much variety of form
as possible, the basis remaining the same.
As the diet of the patient is the main factor

in his treatment, it is worth the practitioner's

while to study the various changes and com-
binations of food which may be given with
impunity. As regards vegetables, the rule is

that all green vegetables, or the green parts

of vegetables, may be eaten ; for where cliloro-

phj'U is abundant, starch and sugar are com-
monly scanty ; but this rule has unportant
exceptions, which will readily occur to the

reader. Thus the green parts of asparagus
and celery may be used, whilst the white
portion is highly saccliarine. Globe arti-

chokes may be used ; Jerusalem artichokes

are objectionable. Cabbage, endive, spinach,

broccoli, Brussels sjirouts, lettuce, spring

onions, water-cress, mustard and garden
cress, and celery may be used freely. Most
fruits are forbidden, but nuts may be used if

they can be digested. French beans may be

used when quite green ; when older the beans
themselves must be removed. Haricot beans,

peas, and aU cereals ; tapioca, sago, arrowroot,

all forms of macaroni, potatoes, carrots,

tiu"nips, parsnips, and beetroot are in the for-

bidden list. Cheese, esjiecially of the poorer
kinds, may be used. Cream, butter, and
other fatty articles may be used freely. To
Bweeten tea or coffee, gluside has been

suggested ; but both will soon be found more
refreshing without any sweetness. Cocoa
made from the nibs can be used. Small
quantities of cold tea without milk or sugar,

with slices of lemon in it, will often be
fomid palatable, cleansing the mouth and
relieving thirst. Rinsing the mouth with
iced water will often give more relief than a

hearty draught. Slowly sucking ice is a very
good plan for relieving thirst. All sweet
drmks are in the forbidden list, including

most sherries and ports, thougli some of the

former may be found nearly sugar-free.

Nearly all brandies contain sugar. Light
French and German wines contain little or

no sugar. Gingerbeer and lemonade are very
objectionable; so are champagne, sweet beer,

cider, porter and stout, rum and gin. Whisky
is probably the best form of spirit. The
use of alcohol in these cases has been gravely

questioned. Where alcohol has not been
used before the onset of the disease, the

patient is probably better without it ; but it

is quite clear that in many cases it may be

taken in moderation with advantage.

There is diti&culty in procurmg a substitute

for bread and potatoes. Three imperfect sub-

stitutes are employed—namely, gluten bread,

bran bread, and almond bread. Gluten bread,

as introduced by Bouchardat, consists of flour

out of which nearly, but not quite, all the

starch has been washed. It is tough, and
patients tire of it ; better forms of gluten

bread may be easily obtained in London.
This last is palatable and nearly starch-free,

but does not keep well. Bran bread is

now often made, in the foi-m of biscuits or

cakes ; the bran should always be washed
nearly "free of flour. Bran bread is hardly

admissible when there is a tendency to

diarrhoea, but may be useful in constipation.

Almond cakes were first introduced by
Dr. Pavy. Thej^ are rather rich to be eaten

with meat, but used by themselves or with

wine are excellent. Almond flour may now
be obtained from which much of the oil has

been expressed.

We pass over Dr. Donkin's skim-milk

treatment of diabetes with the remark that

in the hands of Dr. Donkin and some others

the method has been successful ; in the hands

of many eminent physicians, both at home
and abroad, it has done unmitigated harm.

Probably the explanation of any successful

cases maybe found in the fact, that in certain

conditions of diabetes, milk-sugar, as weU as

certain other substances, does not give rise to

grape-sugar. If milk is to be used, butter-

milk or sour milk will be best. The treat-

ment by sugar or glycerine is self-con-

demned.
Hygienic treatment.—In this the first and

most important point is regular exercise, es-

pecially riding or walkmg,' short of fatigue.

Bouchardat has strongly advocated gymnastic

exercises. These would be useful in modera-
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lion, cspcciiilh' in bad weather. Nothing:; is

inoro f^riitc'ful or beneficial to the skin after

such exercise, or even without it, than a
warm bath, temp. 80° to i)0°, with a httle

common wasliing soda in it. In all cases

the avoidance of wet and cold is important.

Flannels, frequently changed, should be worn

;

and it is always safer to change the clothes

after the slightest exposure to damp. Little

may suffice to give rise to a fatal pneumonia.
Medicinal treatment.—This must be con-

sidered as subsidiary to dieting, but there are

many cases where imdoubted benefit results

from drugs. Of those which have been found
of real value, the foremost is opium. Yet
there is no unanimity of opinion as to the

mode in which opium acts, and its apparent
effects are most discordant— in some cases

reducing both sugar and urine without sleepi-

ness, in others speedily giving rise to drowsi-

ness and even apimrently to coma. The varied

susceptibility of different patients to this drug
is very striking. Some will take "20 or e\en
50 or 60 grains a day with no apparent phy-
siological effect beyond slight contraction of

the pupil ; others again cannot endure even
a few grains. The writer's experience is

decidedly in favour of opium. Morphine an-
swers well in some cases. Codeine has been
strongly recouanended by Dr. Pavy as being
the influential injjredient in the raw opium.
He begins with doses of half a grain. Mext
to opium come alkalis, and especially some
alkaline waters. Alkalis themselves may be
given in various forms—as cream of tartar to

relieve thirst, as citrate or bicarbonate of

potassium, or, if there is a tendency to gastro-

intestinal catarrh, as liquor potassae, with or

without a bitter. The waters in most repute
in diabetes are those of Carlsbad, Vichj', Vals,

Bethesda, and Contrexeville. An annual visit

to Carlsbad, with the rigid system of regimen
and dietary carried out luider the resident

physicians, often suffices, with due care, to

keep the patient fairly well for many years.

Lactic acid has been strongly advocated by
Cantani. His results seem good, but he also

makes use of a most rigid dietary. Pepsin
and rennet have been used, but without real

advantage.

Of secondary remedial agents, the three
most important are strychnine, iron, and cod-
liver oil ; these favour nutrition, and the cod-
liver oil seems to improve the temperature
somewhat. Laxatives, not purgatives, should
be used for the troublesome costiveness.

Mineral waters, castor oil, or alkaline purga-
tives suit best. Phosphorus in combination
with iron as hypophosphite, taken in pills, has
proved usefid.

Management of a Case of Diabetes.—
By way of recai)itulation we may say a few
words here on the numagcment of a case of
diabetes. "When a case comes tmder the
care of the practitioner he luusi first ascer-
tain the general state of the patient as a basis

for future comparison. The patient's weight
must bo carefully taken, and the state of his

bowels noted. The quantity and ciiaractersof

urine passed should be noted daily for a short

time, the patient still consiuning ordinary diet,

unless there be some ui'gent reason to the

contrary. After a day or two tlie restricted

diet should be gradually commenced, sugar
and potatoes being first cut off. Next the

bread should go, being first of all cut down
and used toasted hard or torrefied, and this

should merge into the use of bran cakes or

gluten bread. Above all things, the patieni

must not be disgusted with his food, for this

favours the secret consumption of forbidden

dainties. Week by week the weight shoidd
be taken ; day by day tlfc sugar estimated, as

ma}' easily be done by Roberts's method, and
the whole arranged on a card so as to be seen

at a glance. Warm baths, exercise, and the

other adjuvants must be assiduously em-
ployed ; and as soon as the effects of the

limited diet are clearly marked, opium may
be tried, if recpiired. If well borne it should

be used determinedly, and pushed to its physio-

logical effects, as indicated by the contracted

pupil. If the patient is seen daily, his diet

should be regulated each day ; if only at in-

tervals, certain availaV)le changes should be

indicated. When convalescence begins, and
the urine has for some time been free from
sugar, the diet may be gradually relaxed,

beginning with substances containing little

starch or sugar, gradually extending to bread
in small quantity

; potatoes should come last;

sugar itself never. When, with every care,

restriction of diet effects no diminution of

sugar, or, if that be limited, emaciation and
weakness rapidly go on, it will be a question

whether it may not be best, as it often is, to

return to a practically unrestricted diet.

Alexander Silver.

DIAGNOSIS of Disease.—Sfc Dis-

EAS?:, l)iagiiosis of.

DIAPHORESIS {ha, through; and
cf)opta>, I convey).—The act of perspiring.

The term is more generally applied to i)er-

spiration artificially induced.

DIAPHORETICS (Sid, through; and
<f>ope<o, I convey-).

Definition. — Remedies which increase

the secretion of sweat. When the increase

is so great as to cause the perspiration to

stand in beads upon the surface, thej- are

usually termed sttdnrifics.

Enumekation.—The principal diaphoretic

measures are—The Vapour Bath, Turkish

Bath, and Wet Pack ; Warm Drinks; Warm
Clotliing; Jaborandi, Pilocarpine; prepara-

tions of Antimony; Ipecacuanha; Opium
and Morphine with their preparations ; Sar-

saparilla, Guaiacimi, Serpentary, Sassafras,

Senega, Mezereon, Cam])hor; Sulphur;

Ammonia and its Carbonate, Acetate, and
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Citrate ; Alcohol ; Ethers (especially Nitrous
Ether) ; and Chloroform.

Action.—The secretion of sweat nsnally

consists of two -parts, namely, a free supply

of blood to the sweat-glands, and the abstrac-

tion from it of the materials for sweat by
the cells of the gland. These two processes

sometimes occur independently of each other.

In fevers the supply of blood to the glands is

abundant, but they do not secrete ; and a

similar condition is observed in belladonna-

poisoning. Belladonna and atropine possess

the power of paralysing tlie secreting nerves

of the sweat-glands, just as they do those of

the salivary glands, and thus the skin re-

mains dry, although the cutaneous vessels

are much dilated. In collapse the cutaneous
glands secrete a cold sweat profusely, al-

thoiigh the supply of blood to them is

deficient.

The secreting cells appear to be under the

influence of nerves, by exciting which secre-

tion occurs. The centres for the secreting

nerves of the sweat-glands appear to be situ-

ated in the spinal cord, and in the medulla
oblongata. The fibres seem to run in the

same path as the vaso-motor nerves. The
secretory nerves of the sweat-glands may be
excited directly by stimulation of the nervous
trunks in which they run ; and the sweat-
centres may also be reflexly excited by irri-

tation of various sensory nerves. Certain
substances, such as nicotine and carbonic
acid, seem to stimulate the sweat-centres

;

whilst other drugs, such as pilocarpine, appear
to act upon the peripheral terminations of

the secretory nerves in the sweat-glands
themselves. Several remedies, at the same
time that they excite secretion, likewise in-

crease the flow of blood through the skin,

rendering it redder, warmer, and more vas-
cular. Others, again, excite the secretion at

the same time that they diminish the cuta-

neous circulation. Diaphoretics have there-

fore been divided into two classes, the former
kind being termed stimulant, and the latter

sedative diaphoretics. The exact mode in
which each drug already enumerated pro-
duces diaphoresis has not yet been ascer-

tained; but antimony, ipecacuanha, and
jaborandi are classed as sedative diapho-
retics, and all the others as stimulating ones.
The supply of blood and the secretion are
both increased by tlie application of warmth,
by the ingestion of warm fluids, and by the
action of jaborandi.

Uses.—Diaphoretics are employed to in-

crease the flow of blood to the surface, and
possibly to aid the elimination of excremen-
titious products in internal congestion, such
as catarrh of the respiratory passages or
digestive tract, and in febrile conditions
generally. In fevers, the cutaneous circula-

tion is generally active, and the so-called

sedative diajjhoretics are then most useful.

Diaphoretics are also used to increase the

DIAPHKAGM, DISEASES OF

elimination of water by the skin, and thus
lessen the accumulation of fluid in dropsy, or

to relieve other excreting organs, such as

the kidneys in albummuria and diabetes

insipidus, or the intestines in diarrhoea. In
these cases stimulant diaphoretics are indi-

cated. T. Lauder Brunton.

DIAPHRAGM, Diseases of the.
The diaphragm is an important part of the re-

spiratory apparatus, in relation to the move-
ments of breathing, and by no means receives

the attention from a pathological and clinical

point of view which it deserves. Only a brief

outline of its affections can be given within
the limits of the present article ; and for

practical purposes they may be conveniently
discussed accordmg to the following arrange-

ment :—
1. Physical Interference with the Dia-

phragm, AND Displacement.
2. Functional Disorders, {a) Paralysis.

{b) Spasm.
3. Organic Lesions, (a) Injury, Perfo-

ration, and Rupture—Diaphragmatic
Hernia, (h) Inflammation, acute or

chronic, (c) Muscular Rheumatism.
{d) Atrophy and Degeneration, (e) Mor-
bid Formations.

1. Physical Interference with the
Diaphragm, and Displacement.—The dia-

phragm is frequently interfered with by
morbid conditions within the chest or abdo-

men, which impede its movements, displace

it more or less, either upwards or downwards,
or render it tense and stretched. The entire

structure may be thus affected, or only a

portion of it, such as one lateral half or its

central part. The chief thoracic conditions

by which the diaphragm may be thus affected

are pleuritic effusion, empyema, or pneumo-
thorax, emphysema of the lungs, abundant
pericardial effusion, enlargements of the heart,

and tumours within the chest. Chronic con-

tracting affections of the lung and pleura tend

to draw it upwards, by a process of suction.

Pleuritic adhesions, considered indepen-

dently, have rather a depressing influence

than otherwise (Walshe). The principal

abdominal conditions which may raise the

diaphragm are a distended stomach, tym-
panites, ascites, peritonitis, pregnancy, large

fiecal accumulations, and tumours or enlarged

organs which attain considerable dimensions,

esjiecially ovarian, hepatic, splenic, or renal

tumours. It sometimes hapjiens that the

diaphragm is interfered witli both from its

thoracic and its abdominal aspects. Tight

lacing may materially embarrass and alter

the position of this structure.

Symptoms.— The symptoms induced by

this mechanical interference are readily ex-

plained by its effects. A sense of uneasiness

and discomfort is often experienced around

the lower part of the chest, amounting some-

times to considerable tension or tightness.
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There is not any at'tuiil pain, but in some in-

stances, whore the diaphragm is much pushed

down, the patient coniphiins of a painful

sensation referred to the ensiforni cartilage,

as if the attachment of the diaphra^nn at

this point were being severely dra;,'g(.'d upon.

The act of respiration is more or less impeded,

and this often seems to be the cause of tlio

discomfort experienced. A sensation fre-

quently complained of by patients is that

they cannot take a full breath. Kespiration

may be much hurried, or oppressed and
laboured ; and not uncommonly the normal

relation between the tlioracic and abdominal
movements is markedly altered, as observed

on inspection and palpation, and the dia-

phragm may so act as to draw in the lower

part of the chest-walls in inspiration. Occa-

sionally a kind of spasmodic cough seems to

be excited by the tension of the diaphragm
produced by certain conditions. The act of

coughing is also frecpieutly rendered more or

less ditlicult and inelTectual.

The actual position of the different parts

of the diaphragm in a particular case can only

be determined by carefully noting the phy-

sical signs atforded by the structures in con-

tact with it, on its thoracic and abdominal
aspects respectively.

2. FuNCTiox.u, Disorders.—The affections

of the diaphragm included within this group

are (a) Paralysis ; and {b) Spasm. It will

be understood that in the cases now under
consideration there is no structural change in

the diaphragm itself.

a. Paralysis.—The diaphragm is com-
pletely paralysed when the spinal cord is

destroyed at the origin of the phrenic nerve,

whether as the result of injury or disease.

If one or both phrenic nerves be cut across,

destroyed by disease, or even severely com-
pressed, the same effect will be produced,

either one lateral half or the whole of the

diaphragm being paralysed, according as one
or both nerves are involved. This structure

may also be implicated in diphtheritic i)ara-

lysis; lead-palsj'; and hysteria. Diaphragm-
atic paralysis has also been attributed to cold.

See Phrenic Nerve, Diseases of.

Symptoms.—Where paralysis of the whole
diaphragm is suddenly produced, death
speedily ensues from the grave impediment
to the resjjiratory function resulting there-

from. If it is brought aljout gradually, or

if only part of the structure is invohed, the

effects are seen in more or less interference

with this function, and with the acts in which
respiration is concerned. Thus there will be
a subjective sensation of a want of power to

breathe ; while the respiratory movements
may be hun-ied and shallow. It has been
noted, however, that, when the patient is at

rest, breathing is often quite easy, but any
exertion causes it at once to become frequent,

and brings the extraordinary muscles of

respiration into play. Ph} sical examination
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shows that, if a deep inspiration be taken,

the epigastrium and hy|)Ochondria sink in

instead of protruding, while during expiration

these regions bulge out again. If only one
half of the diajihragm is att'ected, this abnor-
mal movement is unilateral. Coughing and
snee/ing cannot bo performed efliciently, and
sputa cannot be easily expelled ; while the ab-

dominal acts for which a tense diaphragm is

required, such as defu-cation or vomiting, are
also ineffectual or impracticable. A pecu-

liar dysphonia has been described, in which
the voice loses its power as the day advances,
becoming at last a mere cracked whisper.
The lower parts of the lungs tend to be
more or less collapsed and congested ; and
if bronchitis sets in, the patient is in grave
danger.

b. Spasm. —The diaphragm may be the

seat either of clonic or tonic sjiasm or cramp.
The disorder may depend upon disease of the
nerve-centre at the origin of the phrenic
nerves ; irritation of these nerves in their

course ; direct excitation of the diaphragm ;

or reflex causes. Tonic spasm is most strik-

ingly observed in cases of tetanus ; of poison-

ing by strychnine ; or of hydrophobia. A
form of asthmatic attack has also been at-

tributed to this condition of the diaphragm ;

and it may result from immoderate laughter.

Symptoms.—The symptoms wiU vary in

different cases. Tonic contraction of the
diaphragm gives rise to severe pain, and
a sense of constriction in the corresponding
region, which may come on in paroxysms

;

clonic spasms also originate j^ainful sensa-

tions after a time, which may become very
considerable. Hiccough is probably due
maial}' to a clonic spasm of the diai)hragm (see

PIiccough). If this structiu'O should become
rigidly fixed, respiration is gravely interfered

with, and the patient soon presents the phe-
nomena of apnoea, which wiU end fatalh' if

the spasm is not relieved. In the form of

asthma supposed to be due to diaphragmatic
spasm, expiration is very diffictilt and greatly

prolonged, mspiration being short and abrupt;
the limgs are distended; great distress is felt;

and there may be signs of impending death
from suffocation. A spasmodic cough may
be due to clonic spasm of the diaphragm.

3. Organic Lesions.—These may be briefly

considered in the order in which they were
enumerated at the commencement of this

article.

a. Injury, Perforation, and Rup-
ture — Diaphragmatic Hernia. — The
diaphragm fuay be perforated, lacerated, or
ruptured in connexion with various forms of
injury, such as crushing accidents, fractured
ribs, penetrating wounds, or gmishot injuries.

Should the patient recover, a permanent
opening may be left. Rupture of the dia-

phragm may also occur from violent strain,

as of persistent retching, or during parturi-

I

tion ; and from the effort to conceal or
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suppress the cries of pain in parturition. In
medical practice perforation of this structure

may be met with as a congenital condition;
as the result o'f the bursting of some fluid-

collection through it, such as an empyema,
pulmonary abscess, a sub-diaphragmatic,
hepatic, renal, or other abscess, or a hydatid-

cyst ; or from its destruction in the progress
of some organic lesion, such as mahgnant
disease, an aneurysm, or a chronic gastric

ulcer. It may occasionally occur indepen-
dently of these causes, owing to the yielding

of a weak portion of the diaphragm, especi-

ally between the attachment to the ensiform
cartilage and the seventh rib. Congenital
perforation is rare, but a considerable portion

of the diajihragm may be thus deficient.

The size and other characters of the perfora-

tion difl'er much in different cases. If it is

produced by the opening through the dia-

phragm of a fluid-accumulation, this fluid

escajjes from the abdominal into the thoracic

cavity, or vice versa, the latter being excep-

tional ; in other instances portions of the

thoracic or abdominal organs pass through
the perforation, constituting forms of dia-

phragmatic hernia. The writer had the op-

portunity of observing a remarkable instance

in which the entire stomach had passed
through an oj^ening in the diaphragm into

the cavity of the chest. In a case reported

by Dr. Little, of Dublin, the diaphragm pre-

sented an almost circular opening, well-

defined, sharp, with somewhat thick edges,

and through this opening fjassed a hernia
consisting of peritoneum containing some
omentum, and about fifteen inches of the

transverse and descending colon. The
stomach and colon most frequently pass
through the diaphragm. In rare instances

the small intestines, spleen, or other struc-

ture form part of the hernia.

Symptoms.—To recognise clinically a per-

foration or rupture of the diaphragm is

generally no easy matter. In cases of sudden
and extensive rujiture, there will probably be
grave collapse and speedy death, and the

patient may present marked risus sardonicus.

Often there are no symptoms referable to the

diaphragm, though there may be signs indi-

cating that its functions are more or less im-
peded. The occurrence ofsudden perforation

may be known from the previous existence

of some condition hkely to cause this event,

such as empyema, or an abdominal abscess

;

the supervention of acute pain, accompanied
with mdications of shock or collapse, and the

disappearance or modification of the signs of

the original morbid condition ; followed by
the development of phenomena revealing

that fluid has passed through the diaphragm,
and accumulated in the thoracic or abdominal
cavity, as the case may be, or that some
secondary affection has been set up as the
result of the perforation, such as peritonitis

or pleurisy. A fluid collection may, however,

penetrate the diaphragm without giving rise

to any very evident disturbance. When an
organ passes through this structure, the

syuaptoms present, if any, are more hkely to

be associated with this organ than with the

diaphragm, and physical examination may
possibly detect the disjilacement. In the

case of hernia of the stomach already re-

ferred to, the chief symptom was urgent
vomiting, which occurred immediately after

taking any food or drink.

b. Inflammation—Diaphragmitis.

—

The serous covering of the diaphragm, either

on its thoracic or abdominal aspect, is not
uncommonly involved in cases of acute

pleurisy or peritonitis respectively, and the

inflammatory process may penetrate its

structure. It may also be involved by exten-

sion from pericarditis. Inflammation of the

substance of tlie diaphragm may furtlier arise

from injury, direct irritation, pyaemia, or

without any evident cause. The anatomical
conditions observed are increased vascularity

and sometimes ecchymosis ; the formation

of lymph upon its surfaces, or exudation into

its substance ; softening and degeneration of

its muscular tissue or central tendon ; or, in

rare instances, suppuration, an abscess form-

ing in the substance of the diaphragm, or pus
collecting under one or other of its serous

coverings. Ulceration and gangrene have
been noticed in exceptional instances.

Chronic inflammation of the diaphragm may
occur, leading to a fibroid change in its

muscular portions, either by extension from
neighbouring structures, or as the result of

chronic local irritation.

Symptoms.—The symptoms of acute in-

flammation of the diaphragm are generally

very obscure and iU-defined. The condition

may be indicated by severe pain in the region

of this structure, of burning and constrictive

character, obviously increased by breathing,

so that the respiration becomes instinctively

thoracic, as well as hurried and shallow ; and

also much aggravated by coughing, defae-

cation, or any other act which disturbs the

diaphragm, as well as by movements of the

trunk, and pressure over the epigastrium.

Sighing, hiccough, painful dysphagia, risus

sardonicus, and violent deliriiun are other

symptoms described. The movements of re-

spiration will indicate more or less complete

paralysis of the diaphragm. The patient

will probably be much distressed. More or

less pyrexia wiU be observed. If an abscess

should form, this might burst either into the

chest or abdomen, and thus lead to secon-

dary pleurisy or peritonitis. The inflamma-

tion might also spread to the pericardium.

Chi-onic inflammation and its consequences'

may possibly be suspected from a want of

free movement in the diaphragm, associated

with conditions likely to originate this

change ; but it could scarcely be recognised

with any certainty.
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r. Muscular Rheumatism.—The dia-

phraj^iu may bo involved in this complaint,

whatever its nature may be
;
probably it is

aitcuded with structural chanf,'es in the tis-

sues. The affection is characterised by pain

referred to the diaphragm, which may be

very aeute when it is in any way brought

into play. So long as it is kept at rest, there

may be no discomfort, but deep breathing

causes considerable pain, so that the respira-

tion is carried on in a shallow marmer, and
may be entirely thoracic. Such acts as

coughing or deficcation cause much pain and
a sense of aching.

d. Atrophy and Degeneration.—The
diaphragm may be involved in the course of

progressive muscular atrophy ; it may also

be atrophied from causes which produce
general wasting; or undergo senile atrophy
and degeneration ; or be similarly affected

from local causes, such as interference with
its blood-supply fiom vascular degeneration,

want of action, or after chronic inflammation.
Fatty and fibroid degeneration are the chief

forms met with. Brawny induration has
been noticed in scurvy. These conditions

tend to give rise to more or less evident

interference with the functions of the dia-

phragm, which in extreme cases would
amount to their total cessation, diaphragm-
atic breathing being rendered impossible,

the symptoms being then the same as when
the diaphragm is paralysed. In cases of pro-

gressive muscular atrophy the fatal termina-
tion may arise from this cause. There would
not be any pain, but uncomfortable sensations

might arise from the impeded respiration.

e. Morbid Formations. — The dia-

phragm is occasionally the seat of malignant
disease, being usually involved by extension
from some neighbouring structure. Syphi-
litic and other non-malignant solid growths
have in rare instances been found in it.

Parasitic formations may also occur in it—
namely, hydatids, cysticercus, and trichina

spiralis. Tubercle is occasionally found in

the diaphragm. Possibly malignant disease

niight be indicated by signs of impeded dia-

phragmatic movements, wuth localised pain,

accompanying indications of cancer in other
parts. The imphcation of the diaphragm in

trichinosis may also be recognised in some
instances by severe pains, sjjasmodic con-
tractions, and serious interference with diar

phragmatic respiration. In most cases, how-
ever, the presence of any morbid growth in
connexion with the diaphragm cannot be
diagnosed during life, and is only discovered
at the post-mortem examination.
Treatment.—But little can be done in

most cases in the way of direct treatment in
connexion with affections of the diaphragm.
One of the most obvious indications is to
get rid, if possible, of any condition w hich is

mechanically displacing it, or impeding its

movements, and preventing it from perform-
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ing its functions. In the next place, any
disease of which the condition of the dia-

phragm is but a part must receive due atten-

tion, such as progressive muscular atrophy,

centric nervous disease, dii)hthcritic paralysis,

lead-poisoning, hysteria, or trichinosis. Col-

lapse or shock due to a sudden diaphragmatic
lesion must be treated on the usual princi-

ples. Painful affections might be relieved

by lociil applications of dry heat, fomenta-
tions, support by a bandage, or anodynes

;

and if acute inflammation is suspected, a
few leeches might be applied. Paralysis or

spasm of the diaphragm may call for the

employment of electrical treatment, applied

through the phrenic nerve ; and various

remedies are found useful in hiccough. See

Phrenic Nerve, Diseases of; and Hiccough.
Frederick T. Roberts.

DIAPHRAGMATIC HERNIA. —
See Diaphragm, Diseases of the.

DIAPHRAGMITIS. — Inflammation
of the diapliragm. See Diaphragm, Diseases

of the.

DIARRHOEA (8i<;pp«'a), I flow away).—
Syxos. : Dejluxio ; Alvi Fluxus; Purging;
Yv. Cours de Ventre; Devoicment \ Ger. Der
Durchfall; Bauchfluss; Durchlaitf.

Definition.—A frequent and profuse dis-

charge of loose or of fluid silvine evacuations,

without tenesmus, mainly due to increased
peristalsis of the large intestine.

iETiOLOGY.—The causes predisposing to

diarrhoea are individual peculiarity; child-

hood—especially the period of first dentition

;

the climacteric period ; and hereditary or

acquired weakness of the digestive organs.

—

The exciting causes may be thus classified:

1. Direct irritation of the intestines by

:

(rt) Food in excess, or of improper quality

—

for example, salted meat, shell-fish, sour un-
ripe fruit and vegetables, diseased, decom-
posed, or imperfectly masticated ; the pro-

ducts of faulty digestion prematurely passing
the pylorus ; imperfecth' elaborated and fer-

menting chyme ; impure water, such as that

containing from 3 to 10 grains of putrescent

animal matter per gallon (Parkes) ; or imper-
fectly fermented malt liquors. Acute diar-

rhoea, especially in hand-fed infants, is very
frequently caused by fermentation of milk
either previous to or after ingestion—the
irritant effect being due either to undigested
casein, to the products of acid or alkaline

fermentation, or to the formation of poison-

ous ptomaines or the presence of bacteria.

(b) Purgative medicines and irritant poi-
sons, (c) Bile, excessive or acrid, (rf) Fieces,

retained, (e) Entozoa—lumbrici, toenise, trich-

inae, and entoplu/ta—mycosis enteralis (Buhl
and others). (/) The contents of a ruptured
abscess or hydatid-eyst. (g) Ititestinal lesiqn

—such as tubercular or other ulceration.
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2. Defective hygiene.—Diarrhoea may arise

from the dwelHug being damp, cold, dark,

and unventilated ; or from foul emanations

from decaying -organic, especially animal

matter, sewage, or faecal collections. 3.

Chills, climatic variations, (tc. Diarrhoea

has been attributed to insufficient clothing;

sudden exposure to cold and damp ; chills, as

from wet feet, and damp bed or clothing;

and rapid variations of temperatm-e, such as

hot days and cold nights. 4. Nervous dis-

turbances, for example, depressing emotions

—fright, grief; neuralgia, hepatalgia (Trous-

seau), dentition, and other causes of reflex

disorder. 5. Defective absorption tvith aug-

mented peristalsis of the small intestines, so

that the food is passed unaltered

—

lientcric

diarrhoea. 6. Symi)toinatic'\Ti\asciovLSVD.orh\dL

states, for instance, in passive congestion of

the portal vein from disease of the liver,

heart, or lungs ;
peritonitis, especially puer-

peral ; organic disease of the intestines—

ulceration (simple, stercoral, tj-phoid, tuber-

cular, cancerous), lardaeeous degeneration,

enteritis, acute or chronic ; cholera ; tj-phoid

fever ; dysentery ; occasionally in pyaemia,

measles, scarlatina, confluent small-pox,

malaria, gout, Bright's disease (its later

stages), and in anaemia and exhaustion, as

from over-lactation, phthisis, cancer, Addi-
son's disease, Hodgkin's disease, exophthal-

mic goitre, leukaemia, and other affections.

Frequently diarrhoea arises fr-om the com-
bined action of several exciting causes, as

when the disease is epidemic during summer
and autumn. Pollution of air, water, and
food by foul emanations from organic matter
decomposing in very hot weather, over-

crowding, food (and especially fruit) in a
state of incipient decay, excessive heat, and
chiUs, may then collectively determine the
result. In children the exalted imtabihty
of the nervous system during dentition pre-

disposes to diarrhcea from slight determinmg
causes. In several forms of diarrhoea fer-

mentation of the intestinal contents plays an
important part

—

e.g. in infantUe and surmner
diarrhcea.

Description and Varieties.—Diarrhoea
may be broadly divided into the acute or

occasional, and the chronic forms ; and the
numerous clinical and pathological peculiari-

ties of different cases are conveniently
grouped into tj^pical varieties. The general
effects, varjdng according to the intensity and
duration of the flux, are mainly these :

—

Emaciation, and, in children, also arrest of
growth—the weight either diminishing or
ceasing to be progressive ; anaemia, indicating
defective hoematosis ; desiccation of the tissues

from the rapid draining of serum from the
blood—hence the thirst, and the very con-
centrated, acid, and even albuminous urine
observed when there is a copious watery out-

flow from the bowels, as in choleraic and
similar forms of diarrhcea.

It will be expedient to describe briefly the
principal forms of diarrhoea.

1. Irritative Diarrhcea. — Synon. :

Diarrhoea crapnlosa (CuUen).—Simple flux

fr-om direct irritation of the intestines is the
most common variety of diarrhoea. The
evacuations, usually preceded by severe gi'ip-

ing pains, are at first feculent and usually

fetid and soiur, then watery. In children

(especiaUy hand-fed) they are often like pale

clay or piitty, or they contain dense masses
of undigested casein before being loose ; after

evacuation they frequently become greenish,

like chopped spinach, from contact with very
concentrated acid urine converting the brown
colouring matter of the bile into green bili-

verdin ; or they are dark green when passed,

and may be so acrid as to excoriate the anus,

the genitals, the inner parts of the thighs, and
even the heels. Fever is usually absent.

Diarrhcea from irritation is frequently a

preliminary stage of the inflammatory, dysen-
teric and choleraic varieties.

2. Inflammatory Diarrhoea.

—

Synon,:
Diarrhoea serosa.— When the causes of

simfde irritation excite inflammation of the

mucous membrane of the bowels, fever sets

in, and the diarrhcea increases. Usually the

evacuations become more serous, and con-

tain shreds of fibrin or mucus or pus. Be-
fore the attack passes off, the large bowel
is apt to be the main seat of inflammation

;

then the motions are scanty, frequent, more
mucous or glau-y, contain streaks of blood,

and are passed with severe straining. At
the same time the skin is hot and dry.

3. Choleriform Diarrhcea. — Synon. :

Choleraic diarrhoea ; Thermic diarrhcea. This

form prevails mostly in hot weather. The
onset, indicated by vomiting and purging, is

usually sudden. At first the vomited matters

are mucous and bile-tinted, and the dejections

are feculent—both quickly, however, becom-
ing more and more abundant, watery, and
colourless. The copious and incessant out-

flow of serum may in a short time, and espe-

ciaUy in children, induce a striking resem-

blance to the sjTnptoms of Asiatic cholera

—

a dra'rni, sunken, and cyanotic apijearance,

loss of temperature, scanty secretion of vu-ine,

insatiable thirst, and cramps. Even in ex-

treme cases, however, the fluids from the

stomach and bowels are rarely free from bile,

and are not so like rice-water as in true

cholera. The collapsed algid condition, as

a rule, rapidly gives place to recovery in

previously healthy adults, while it is apt to

become fatal in delicate children, chddreii

prematmrely weaned, the debilitated, and the

aged. Rarely, the cold stage being outlived,

the patient becomes hot, and passes into a

state of stupor, with either bilious vomiting

or purging and tympanites—the typhoid

stage. In children death is almost invari-

able if the cold stage exceeds twenty-four

hours.
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4. Nervous DiarrhcBa.—The peristaltic

movements, iiiul tlie iittivity of the {glands, of

the aliuientary canal, lu-e often increased by
causes operating through the nervous s^'stem.

Diarrhoea from meutiU, and especially emo-
tional, perturbation, is the most commou
example. Even a chronic looseness may be

maintained by debility of the nervous system,

induced by worry and anxiety. Exalted in-

nervation of tlie bowels may be natural, a

proneness to diarrhcea fi'om slight exciting

causes having always existed ; or acquired,

when, for instance, a flux once established is

apt to be maintained. The unstable nervous
system of the periods of rapid development
and of the chmacteric change predisposes to

it. It is often an important factor in chronic

diarrluj-a. The intestinal nerve-centres may
become so sensitive (as in delicate children)

that every meal, however small, may induce

an inunediate call to stool, the motions being
liquid or pultaceous, and pale, but otherwise
bealtliy. The peristaltic movements may
be even so increased as to hurry the food

through the stomach and bowels, so that it

appears unchanged in the stools. Time is

not allowed for digestion or absorption to be
even begun. This foi'm has been termed
Diarrha'a licntcrica, and is most frequent

in children before the period of the second
dentition. The increased tonicitj' of the
muscular fibres of the alimentary tract may
have resulted from previous inflammation of

the mucous surface, or is the propagation
upwards of some irritation (>ilcer, intlanmia-
tion, &c.) of the mucous membrane of the
rectum ; or it arises from the products of
imperfect prunary digestion entering the
duodeniuu. Indigestion is the usual cause
in adults. The appetite is, as a rule, vora-
cious ; and debility may become extreme.
In painfid or difficult dentition, diarrhoea
arises from irritation of the nerves of the
stomach and bowels ; digestion is arrested

;

and the contents of the alimentary canal be-
come acid from fermentation, and are ejected
by vomiting and purging.

5. Vicarious Diarrhoea. — Embarrass-
ment or suppression of the functions of the
skin, kidneys, or lungs may lead to the
bowels performing additional excretory work.
The flux thus set up is salutary, because
compensatory. Diarrhcea from chills (sup-
pressed perspiration) is a common instance,
while that from renal and pulmonary causes
is less frequently observed, and may be mis-
construed by the practitioner. Inasmuch as
diarrhoea usually diminishes the quantity of
urine, even sometimes to the verge of sup-
pression, the reverse of this clinical fact may
be easily overlooked or misintei-preted. Even
when forewarned, the observer may at times
—especially when the urine is free from
albumen — find it diflicult to determine
whether the diarrhcra is a cause or an efi"ect

of imperfect renal chmination : a distinction

having all-important bearings on the treat-

ment. The urii'iiiic and elimuiatory cha-

racter of it may be easily decided when the

kidneys are kno\vn to be diseased ; not so,

however, when the only thing ascertainable

is scanty—may be albuminous—urine, or

total suppression of urine in an elderly

patient. In such a case there may or may
not be organic disease of the kidneys, and
still the diarrhcea may be ura^mic, inasmuch
as it may depend on 'renal inadequacy.'

Diarrha'a from pulmonary embarrassment
generally atlbrds relief to breathing and
cough. The chronic looseness of some gouty
patients is also eliminatory : when it is

checked, gout is apt to advance, and the

health to suffer.

6. Diarrhoea from Mechanical Con-
gestion. — Draining of serum into the

bowels is a common result of overloading
of the portal vein from an impediment to

the flow of blood, either in the vein itself,

the vena cava, or the right side of the

heart.

7. Chronic Diarrhoea. — Syxox. : Ca-
chectic diarrhcea.—Chronic diarrhoea is fre-

quently, if not generally, unconnected with
intestinal lesions. It may be maintained by
chronic catarrh of the mtestines, or by an
exhausted and impoverished state of the
system, as in inanition, either from insuttt-

ciency of food or from enfeebled digestion, or
in chronic wasting diseases, such as syphilis,

malaria, or scurvy. The flux increasing, the

debility on which it depends thereby per-

petuates itself, and this vicious circle tends

more and more to destroy life by aniemia
and exhaustion, and even after ai)i)arent

recovery the diarrluea has a strong disposi-

tion to relapse. These clinical features of

chronic diarrhoea are well illustrated by the

malady which, from the paleness of the

stools, is commonly known in India as
' White Flux '—a result of deterioration of

health by climate and malaria {see PsiLosis).

When accomi)anied bj- fever and night-sweats,

chronic diarrhcua is nearly always due to

tuberculisation.

Diagnosis.—The difl'erent forms of diar-

rhoea may be readily distmguished fi'om each
other by a careful consideration of the causes

and symptoms. The diseases most apt to be
mistaken for diarrhoea are epidemic cholera,

dysentery, and mucous irritation of the bowels
from retention of fajces.

(a) Cholera, in its less definite forms, may
resemble bihous diarrhoea and choleraic diar-

rhoea. The probability in favoiu: of it may
be determined by the absence of ordinary
causes of diarrhoea, the paleness and watery
character of the stools, tormina being slight

or absent, the suppression of lurme, and the

early exhaustion. The presence of bile in the

stools is always in favour of diarrha-a. Vomit-
ing is more frequent in cholera ; when it oc-

curs in diarrha'a the vomited matter usually
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contains bile and undigested food, while in

cholera it is a colourless fluid.

(6) Dysentery is usually characterised

by fever, tormma, and tenesmus, and fre-

quent scanty muco-sanguinolent evacuations.

Sometimes, however, in the early stage, the

motions are copious, watery, and feculent, as

in ordinary diarrhoea ; but the presence of

tormina and tenesmus, and tenderness in the

regions of the caecum and sigmoid flexure,

indicate the dysenteric nature of the disease.

Chronic diarrhoea may be distinguished from
chronic dysentery by the absence of a histoi'y

of acute dysentery, and of mucus and tenes-

mus, and by the less frequent discharge of

blood in the evacuations.

(c) Mucous irritation of the howels from
retention of fieces may induce a condition

resembling diarrhoea—frequent, thin, muco-
feculent evacuations, which are, however,
shown, on inquiry, to be somewhat scanty,

and voided with straining. See Faeces,

Retention of.

Treatment.— (a) Diet and Hi/ffiene.—In
acute or occasional attacks of diarrhoea,

everything should be taken m small quan-
tity, and tepid or cold, never hot. Farmacea

—

arrowroot, sago, rice, tapioca, floiu', and the

like—are useful, and may be taken in milk,

or in chicken or mvitton broth, or weak beef-

tea. Animal broths—and especially beef-

tea—when concentrated, or in large quan-
tity, are apt to aggravate diarrhcea. De-
mulcent drinks—wliite of egg in water or

milk, rice or barley or arrowroot water ; and
astringent liquids—infusion of dried whortle-

berries or roasted acorns, red light wines

—

may be given. Brandy is often of service,

and may be given in an aromatic water or

with the farinacea. Lime-water with milk is

in manj' cases of much value.

Rest in bed secures a uniform warmth of

skin, and favours the cessation of diarrhcea.

In children, errors of feeding sliould be
corrected. Liimps of casein in the motions
may be prevented by reducing the quan-
tity of milk, or by adding thin arrowroot or

barley-water, with or without lime-water or

bicarbonate of sodium, to the milk ; and by
regulating the time between meals, providing

a wet nurse, or substituting the millc of the
goat or ass for that of the cow. In infantile

diarrhoea the milk should be previously boiled

and diluted—one part in two or three of

barley-water—and given regularly every hour
in small qiiautitles (two or three teaspoonfnls).

The feeding-bottle, when not in use, should be
kept in a weak solution of permanganate of
potassium. Sometimes, however, milk in any
form must be given up, when barley-water

or thin rice-water, sweetened by saccharin or

milk-sugar, may be substituted. The abdomen
should be protected by a flannel bandage, and
the feet and legs by warm clothing. See
Infants, Diseases of; and Dentition, Dis-

orders of.

Inasmuch as in chronic diarrhoea the flux

is perpetuated by the debility and anaemia
which it induces, and by the activity of in-

testinal digestion, it has become a leading

principle of treatment to prescribe food rich

in materials for the construction of the blood
and the tissues, and almost whoUy disposed
of by the stomach. Hence the hajipy results

frequently observed from a diet exclusively

animal, eitlier raw or lightly cooked, the

digestion of which may be aided by hydro-
chloric acid, alone or with pepsin. Indi-

vidual peculiarity may be gratified, and
variety obtained from tlie use of mutton,
veal, chicken, pigeon, and game. Beef, the

tough parts of veal, and pork are, as a rule,

to be avoided. Milk and farinacea are gra-

dually permitted during the progress towards
recovery, but the period during which they

should be interdicted may require to be very

prolonged—even months. The treatment wiih
rata meat, strongly advocated by Trousseau
and Niemeyer, has been successfully applied

to nearly every variety of chronic diarrhoea,

but especially to that obstinate form occurring

from the time of weaning to the close of the

first dentition. The meat may be pounded
into a pulp or finely minced ; then mixed with

salt, sugar, fruit jelly, or conserve of roses;

or diffused through clear gravy soup, or cho-

colate made with water or wine. Or the juice

may be extracted from it by pressure. Not-

withstauding the prohibition of other food,

it is best to begin with a small quantity, and

to increase it gradually. The only drink

allowable is water containing white of egg.

Trousseau found opium in small doses, chalk,

and bismuth, at and between meals, to assist

this regimen. Wlien a restricted animal diet

cannot be digested, causes loathing, or aggra-

vates the flux, other varieties of food may be

added, and the feeding should be as generous

and varied as possible, and adapted to the

digestion of the individual. Articles of diet

appearing undigested in the motions shoiild

be a^'oided. Low and damp situations should

be exchanged for dry and open ones. Warm
clothing, iiannel next the skin, and flannel

waist-belts should be worn. Chronic diar-

rhoea (lienteric and chronic tropical diarrhoea)

has also been successfully treated by a strict

milk diet and rest; and by rest along with

massage.'
(b) Medicinal Treatment.—The kind and

degree of interference required shoiUd first

be decided in each case of diarrhoea. A rou-

tine prescription of astringents is much to be

deprecated. \Vhen the flux is moderate and

salutary—for example, removing undigested

or indigestible materials or irritating secre-

tions, relieving . an engorged portal vein, or

supplementing a suppressed secretion—it

may be left imcontroUed by medicine, or

may be encouraged by laxatives, such as

castor oil, rhubarb, or a saline aperient,

1 Eccles, Practitioner, Dec. 1890 and Jan. 1891.
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combined with a mild sedative, such as hen-

bane or oiiiuin. As a rule, the treatment of

diarrhcea should bcLjin by removing irritating

substances from the alimentary canal by laxa-

tives, guarded by small doses of opium ; and
astringents, such as chalk-mixture with kino,

catechu, Iwmatoxylum, and opunn, should

be held in reserve. Tlie laxative may increase

the Hux, which, however, soon subsides.

Trousseau advocated the use of salines

—

sodii sulphas, soda tartarata, magncsii sul-

phas—in progressively decreasing doses, dis-

solved in a small bulk of water, in the morn-
ing, fasting, while others jn'cfer castor oil,

or rhubarb. Castor oil is by far the most
useful remedy for children, as well as for

adults. For the former it should be enndsi-

fied in gum and syrup, for the latter in yolk

of egg ; and as occasion requires it may be

combined with a small opiate, for example,

compound tincture of camphor, or the wine or

tincture of opium, in proper doses.

lu cliolcrifonn or summer diarrhcea, the

best results are obtained from castor oil

guarded by a small dose of laudanum at the

commencement, and repeated if the disease

is severe; while astringents and opiates alone

are withheld until the bowels are relieved of

offensive materials, as in the later stages, the

stools being copious and watery, griping and
distension of the abdomen absent, and the

tongue clean. Vomiting shoidd be encouraged
by copious draughts of warm water, and, if

need be, by emetics ofmustard or ipecacuanha.
In children, when the motions are colom-less,

profuse, and incessant, it is best to give hy-
drargyrum cum crctii in small doses every hour
or two, and a very small enema of starch,

containing plumbi acetas or cupri sulphas,

with laudanum, which may be repeated if

necessarj-. Remedies which are believed to

arrest abnormal intestinal fermentation (such

as naphthaline, calomel in small repeated
doses, perehloride of mercury, potassio-mer-
euric iodide, carbolic acid, resorcin, salol,

salicylate of sodium) have lately been em-
ployed with success in infantile and summer
diarrhcea. Dr. Lutf has obtained the most
gratifying results from potassio- mercuric
iodide, jjreferring the following formula

:

R Liquoris hydrargyri perchloridi U\xij.;

potassii iodidi gr. f| ; chloral hydratis gr. j.;
aquffi ad 5j- ; to be given every four hours to

infants up to six months, and the dose to bo
doubled for children of more than one year
old.' In the cold stage there have been re-

commended mustard baths (for twelve or
filleen minutes, several times a day) ; emetics
(ipecacuanha 2 to 3 grains twice or three
times in twenty-four hours) ; ditfusible stimu-
lants (ether in syrup every hour or half-hour).
In the stage of reaction, saline aperients
or calomel in small doses may be given

;

white of egg in water as a drink throughout

;

and, vomiting having ceafeed, and diarrhoea
' Lancet, Dec. 20, 1800.

being established, bismuth, chalk or lime-

water.

In nervous diarrhnea the first indication is

to allay reflex excitability' by the bromides;
or, these failing, by opium. When diarrhcea

is excited by food, the dose should be given
shortly before meals. In licnteric diarrhoea

arsenic is invaluable. Mal-digestion should
be met by hydrochloric acid, bismuth with
alkalis, or other ujipropriate remedies, ac-

cording to the indications. Occasional doses

of castor oil — alone, or with bisnuith or

small doses of opium or henbane— are useful

in clearing away fermentesciblo matters,

which arc apt to maintain an irritable state

of the bowels. Astringents should onlj- be

prescribed after the failure ofthese or similar

measures.
In vicarious diarrhoea the skin should be

made to act freely by warm baths, or hot

air or vapour baths. In renal inadequacy
counter-ii-ritation across the loins, digitalis,

and nitrate of potassium may be likewise indi-

cated. The dian-luca should not be arrested

or even checked unless it be profuse and ex-

hausting, especially after restoring or aug-

menting the action of the skin and the kid-

neys ; it is sometimes advisable to nurse and
encourage it.

Diarrhoea from passive congestion of the

portal vein is to be met by treating the cause,

for example, disease of the heart, by digitalis,

iron, and other remedies.

The flux of chronic diarrhoea (lienteric

and the chronic tropical diarrhcea known
as sprue or psilosis) cannot, as a rule, be
stopped altogether by astringents only—the

evacuations while thus retained may decom-
pose, and induce flatulence and colic, or fever.

The general health should be restored and
aniemia removed ; the secretions will then
generally improve and the diarrha-a subside.

Tonics—ii-on. arsenic, quinine, strychnine—
may be aided bj' astringents —mineral acids,

opium, bismutli, chalk, or hoematoxylum.
The best preparations of iron are iron-alum
—3 to 5 grains, and liquor ferri pernitratis

—

10 to 40 minims. Ipecacuanha and taraxa-

cum are useful when the skin and liver are

inactive: from 1 to 3 grains of powdered ipe-

cacuanha may be given night and morning.
Podophyllum—2 or 3 minims of a solution

of 1 grain in 1 drachm of rectified spirit

three or four times a day—is inchcated when
the motions are watery, pale or high-coloured,

and passed with severe cutting pains. Saline

purgatives in the early morning have been
recommended—2 drachms of sulphate ot

sodium, sulphate of magnesium, or soda tar-

tarata on the first day ; then 1 drachm for four-

teen days, chssolved in a small bulk of water,

with avoidance of fluids after the dose. Lately
Mr. Begg has reported successful results in

the treatment of chronic tropical diarrhoea by
santonin (the yellow crystals) gr. v., well mixed
in a tcaspoonful of olive oil, given in the early
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morning or at bedtime for six days.' The
profuse sweating and colliquative diarrhoea

of hectic is best met by haematoxylum and
diluted sulphuric acid, or opiiun with asti-in-

gent mineral salts—nitrate of silver, sulphate

of copper, or acetate of lead—given by the

mouth or rectum.
Suppressed secretions, particular cachexiae,

disturbed mnervation, congestion of the por-

tal vein, and organic diseases of the intestines,

form special indications for treatment when
diarrhoea is present.

Geoege Oliver.

DIATHESIS (bLarldrjut, I dispose).—

A

morbid constitution, predisposing to the de-

velopment of a particular disease. See Con-
stitution, with which, in a somewhat more
limited sense, this term is synonymous.

DIATHETIC DISEASES.— Consti-

tutional diseases. See Constitutional Dis-

eases.

DICROTISM (fiij, double ; and k/.oVo?, a

stroke) is a term applied to the second great

wave of the pulse. This dicrotic wave, or

dicrotism, is due to a second expansion of

the artery which occurs during the diastole of

the ventricle. The ptilsus his feriens of old

authors was a pulse in which a second beat

became perceptible to the finger ; an occur-

rence observed occasionally as an antecedent
of haemorrhage, and also in the course of

fevers. The second beat perceived by the

finger is not always the true dicrotic wave,
but may in some cases be an exaggerated
tidal wave. This is the wave perceived in the

high arterial tension sometimes antecedent

to haemorrhage. Dicrotism is favoured by a

low state of arterial tension, by elasticity of

the arterial coats, and by quick and strong

ventricular contractions. It is central in its

origin, and is a secondary wave of pressure

produced in the blood-cohimn by the elastic

recoil of the aorta after its distension by the

blood injected at each ventricular systole.

The recoil of the aorta causes the wave to

spring towards the periphery from the closed

aortic valves as & point d'apind. See Pulse.
B. Walter Foster.

DIET.—Definition.—The term 'diet ' as

here employed may be understood to express

the regulation of food to the requirements of

health and the treatment of disease.

General Principles.—In order to sustain

life, a diet must consist of a proper appor-

tionment of the following ahmentary princi-

ples :

—

1. Nitrogenous principles.

2. Non-nitrogenous principles (fats, carbo-

hydrates, &c.)

3. Inorganic materials (saUne matters and
water).

Whilst these principles hold different relative

positions of value, the absence or deficiency

1 Practitioner, Jan. IbUl.

DIET

of either group will render a diet unfit for the
support of life. Milk, the product provided
by Nature as the sole article of sustenance
during the early period of the life ofmammals,
may be regarded as furnishing us with a
typical dietetic representative of all these

princii^les. The egg also holds a like posi-

tion, and, as all the parts of the young animal
are evolved from it, must needs comprise all

the materials for the development and growth
of the body.
The required principles are contained in

food derived from both the animal and
vegetable kingdoms, and the diet may be
drawn from either ; but, looking to man's
general inclination and the conformation of

his digestive apparatus, it may be assumed
that a mixed diet is that which is designed in

the plan of Nature for his subsistence, and it

is that upon which he attains the highest

state of physical develoj)ment and intellectual

vigour.

Animal food, being identical in composition

with the body to be nourished by it, is in a

state to be more easily appropriated than

vegetable food. It also ajjpeases hunger
more thoroughly and satisfies longer : in other

words, it gives, as general experience wiU
confirm, a feeling of greater stay to the

stomach. Animal food possesses stimulant

properties which have sufficed in certain in-

stances, as after starvation, and in those

accustomed to a vegetable diet, to produce a

state allied to intoxication. This stimulating

effect is further illustrated by looking at the

relative character of animal and vegetable

feeders. Liebig says that it is essentially

their food which makes carnivorous animals

in general bolder and more combative than

the herbivora which are their prey. He then

relates that a bear kept at the Anatomical

Museum of Giessen showed a quiet gentle

nature as long as it was fed upon bread, but

a few days' feeding on meat made it vicious

and dangerous.
The standard diet framed by Moleschott

has been accepted as furnishing a model of

what may be considered the requisite propor-

tion of alimentary principles for maintaining

health in a person of average stature under

exposure to a temperate chmate, and the per-

formance of a moderate amount of muscular

work. It runs as follows :

—

Alimentary substances in a dry state

required daily.

Dry Food In ounces avoir.

Albuminous 'matter . . 4'587

Fatty matter . . . 2-964

Carbohydrates . . . 14-250

Salts ..... 1-058

22-859

This, it will be seen, furnishes a supply of

about 23 ounces of dry solid matter, of which
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one-fifth is nitrosoiious. If we reckon that

oriliin'r)- food contains about 50 per cent, of

water, then "i."? ounces will correspond to 4G

ounces of soHdfood in the condition in which
it is consumed. To complete the alimentary

inj,'esta, a further quantity of from 50 ounces

to 80 ounces of water may be assumed to be

required to be taken daily imder some form
or other.

For a life of inactivity, it must be stated

that a much smaller amount of food will

suthce. The diet, for instance, which is

ordinarily supplied to the patients of Guy's
Hospital, and which sutlices to satisfy and
jiroperly sustain them, only contains about

oO ounces of solid food, equivalent to about

17 ounces of water-free material.

It has been mentioned that there are

reasons for regarding a mixed diet of animal
and vegetable food as best adapted to our
nature, and it may probably be considered

that the most suitable admixture contains

about one-fourth or rather more of animal
food.

Looked at from the following point of view,

it will be seen that an admixture of animal
and vegetable food more economically sup-

jilies what is wanted than either kind taken
alone, unless the adjustment should be made
with the proi)er apportionment of fat as a
representative of a non-nitrogenous article.

It is estimated that for a man of medium
stature, and performing a moderate amount
of work, about 300 gi-ains of nitrogen and
4,800 grains of carbon are required to be in-

troduced daily into the system with the food,

to compensate for the outgoing of these ele-

ments that occurs. Now this is j-ielded, as
nearly as possible, in the case of both ele-

ments, by 2 lbs. of bread and
:J

lb. of meat

—

that is, 4-t ounces of solid food, of which about
one-fourth consists of animal matter. If the
lean of meat only were consumed, rather over
G lbs. would be needed to furnish the requisite

amoimt of carbon, and there would be a very
large surplus of unutilisable nitrogen; wliilst

if bread only were taken, the amount ne-
cessary to supply the requisite quantity of
nitrogen would be rather more than 4 lbs.,

and this contains nearly double the amoimt
of carbon wanted.
In order to preserve health it is necessary

that a portion ofthe food consumed should
be in the fresh state, and this a])plies to both
animal and vegetable food. There may be
no lack of quantity, and yet disease and death
may be induced by inattention to this fact.

Aflections of the scorbutic class are produced,
which can only be checked and removed by
the supply of fresh food or the juice of some
kind of succulent vegetable or fruit. The
efficacy of lemon and lime juice, for instance,
is well known in the prevention and cure of
scur^-y.

Climate influences the demand for food, and
instinct leads to the adaptation of diet to the

requirements that exist. Not only is there a
correspondence between the amount of food

required and the inclination for taking it,

but the nature of the food selected in different

comitries varies and stands in harmony with
that which is most in conformity with what
is needed. The dwellers in the arctic re-

gions, besides consummg a large quantity of

food, partake of that kind which abounds in

the most eflicient form of heat-generating
material— namely, oleaginous matter. In
the tropics, on the other hand, it is upon
vegetable products, largely charged witli

principles belonging to the carbohydrate
group, that the native inhabitants mainly
subsist.

Labour necessitates a supply of food in

proportion to the amount of work done. The
employer finds that the appetite of a work-
man may be taken as a measure of capacity
for work—in other words, that a falling off of

the appetite naeans a diminished capacity for

the performance of labour.

Until recently it was considered, in accord-

ance with the teaching of Liebig, that mus-
cular and nervous action resulted from an
oxidation of muscular and nervous tissue,

and that according to the amount of action

occurring, so was there created a demand for

the supply of nitrogenous alimentary prin-

ciples to replace the oxidised material. It is

now held, however, that the non-nitrogenous
elements of food contribute, as well as the

nitrogenous, to the production of muscnlar
and nervous force. Fick and ^Visllcenus

undertook a known amoimt of work upon a
non-nitrogenous diet, and proved that the oxi-

dation of their muscular tissue, as measured
by the amount of nitrogen voided with the
urine, sufficed only for the production of a
small proportion of the force expended in the
accomplishment of the work performed.
The muscles, in reality, appear to stand in

the position of instruments for effecting the
conversion of the chemical energy evolved
by the oxidation of combustible matter into

working power. Fats and carbohydrates
can furnish the combustible matter required,

and, under ordinary cu'cumstances, pro-

bably do largely, if not chiefly, supply it.

Nitrogenous matter can do so likewise, but
it has to undergo a prcparatorj' metamorpho-
sis for effecting the separation of nitrogen in

a suitable form for elimination. It must be
said, however, that experience shows that

hard work is best performed under a liberal

supply of nitrogen-containing food. The ex-

planation of this probably is that it leads to

a better-nourished condition of the muscles
and of the bodj- generally. Under the use,

for instance, of animal food, which is charac-
terised by its richness in nitrogenous matter,
the muscles are obser\'ed to be firmer and
richer in solid constituents than under sub-
sistence upon vegetable food.

Persons who lead a sedentary and indoor
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, life naturally require less food than those en-

gaged in active work, and less should be con-

sumed by them to prevent the system be-

coming clogged, with effete products, which
act perniciously in various ways upon the
body. The food should also be largely con-

stituted of non-nitrogenous principles, as these

tax the excretory organs less than the nitro-

genous.
The diet of infants is a branch of dietetics

the importance of which can scarcely be over-

rated. The proper food during the first

period of infancy is that which has been pro-

vided by Nature for the young ofmammals

—

namely, milk. Up to about the eighth month
the infant is designed to be sustained solely

by its pai-ent's milk. The teeth, which ordi-

narily begin to show themselves about this

time, indicate that some solid matter should

now be consumed, and one of the farinaceous

products will be the most suitable with which
to commence. Bread, baked flour, plain bis-

cuit, or one of the numerous kinds of nursery
biscuits that are made, may be employed for

a time as a supplement to the former food.

At about the tenth month the mother, who
ought previously to have commenced lessen-

ing her own supjily, should now cease it alto-

gether. As the child advances through its

second year, and the teeth become more de-

veloped, meat, preceded for awhile by gravy,

may be given. If the mother cannot suckle

her child, and if a wet nurse, whose supi^ly

stnnds next best to that of the mother, can-

not be provided, the milk of one of the lower
animals should be obtained, and that of the

cow gives the nearest approach to what is

wanted. Cow's milk, however, is richer in

all its solid constituent principles than
woman's, and the addition of a solution of

sugar or—what is more in conformity with the
natural siipplj'— sugar of milk (lactose), in the
proportion of an ounce to three-quarters of a
pint of water, is needed to bring the two into

closer approximation. The milk of the goat
is even richer in solid constituents than that

of the cow, and therefore stands somewhat
farther removed from that of the human sub-

ject. If, however, it is not adapted for in-

fants, it is highly useful for improving the
condition of badly nourished children, and
is sometimes employed for this purpose.

Therapeuticai Applications.—The ap-
plication of the principles of dietetics may
be successfully brought into use in the treat-

ment of corpulency and thinness. A diet

rich in nitrogenous matter, conjoined with
exercise, promotes the growth of muscle, but
the fat undergoes no increase. The condi-
tions most conducive to an increased accu-
mulation of fat are a diet rich in either fat or
carbohydrates (provided the requisite amount
of nitrogenous matter be present for afford-

ing what is wanted for the nutritive opera-
tions of life),exposiureto a warm atmosphere,
and inactive habits. A supply of fat in a

direct manner leads to an increased depo-
sition of fat in the system, but the carbo-

hydrates require in the first place to undergo
assimilative change before they can be ap-

plied in the same direction.

The details of the dietary to be prescribed

where the aim is to produce increased stout-

ness and an improved condition of the body,
shoidd comprise such articles as fat meats,
butter, cream, milk, cocoa, chocolate, bread,

potatoes, farinaceous and flour puddings,
oatmeal porridge, sugar and sweets, sweet
wines, porter, stout, and ales.

The converse mode of dieting is necessary
for reducing stoutness. Mr. Banting, by his

noted system of dieting, reduced his weight
from 14 St. 6 lbs. to 11 st. 2 lbs. in about a

year. Besides altering, however, the charac-

ter of his food, he limited the quantity in a
manner that must have contributed an im-
portant share towards producing the effect

observed— not more than twenty-two to

twenty-six ounces of solid food (corresponding

with eleven to thirteen ounces of water-free

material) being consumed, according to his

statement, in the twenty-four hours.

As a guide to the corpulent, it may be said

that the fat of meat, butter, cream, sugar and
sweets, pastry, puddings, farinaceous articles

—

as rice, sago, tapioca, &c., potatoes, carrots,

parsnips, beetroot, sweet ales, porter, stout,

port wine, and aU sweet wines, should be

avoided, or only very sparingly consumed.
Wheaten bread should only be partaken of

moderately, and brown bread is to some ex-

tent better than white. The gluten biscuits

which are prepared for the diabetic may, on
account of their comparative freedom from
starch, be advantageously used as a substitute

for bread in the treatment of obesity. The
articles that may be taken to the extent of

satisfying a natural appetite are lean meat,

poultry, game, eggs, green vegetables, succu-

lent fruits, light wines, dry sherry, and spirits.

Milk should only be taken sjiaringly.

Holding the position that food does in rela-

tion to the operations of life, the art of dietetics

not only bears on the maintenance of health,

but is capable of being turned to advantageous

accoimt as a therajjeutic agency ; and it is

not too much to say that success in the treat-

ment of disease is oftentimes dependent upon

a display of judicious management in regard

to food.

In the therapeutic application of dietetics

the maxim should be held in view that, whilst

the particular requirements are secured, there

should otherwise be no greater deviation fi'om

what is natural than the special cncumstances
of the case demand.
The quantity of food consumed may re-

quire to be regulated as well as its nature.

The quantity administered at a time should

stand in relation to the power of digesting it

;

and to properly compensate for a diminished

capacity for taking quantity there should be
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a corrcspomling increase in the frequency of

aduiiuistration. ' Little atul often ' is the

maxim to be followed upon mnny occasions,

and much will sometimes dei^end upon the

strictness with wliich it is acted up to ; for,

apart from liarmonising with what is wanted,

upon the principle that has just been referred

to, it meets the defective aptitude that exists

in sickness for sustaining any lengthened dura-

tion of abstinence from food.

In febrile, acute inflammatory, and other

conditions where there is a failure of digestive

power, the food administered should be such

as not to tax the stomach, and should there-

fore consist of liquid materials. Solid matter

by remaining undigested— and solids of an
animal nature are particularly likely to do so

—would act as a source of irritation in the

stomach, and only serve to aggravate the con-

dition of the patient. The articles under such

circumstances to be selected from are beef-

tea, mutton-, veal-, or chicken-broth, whey,
calfs-foot and other kinds of jelly, arrowroot

and such-like farinaceous articles, barley

water, rice mucilage, gmn water, fruit jelly,

and the juice of fruits, as of lemons, oranges,

&c., made into drinks. ^Vhere a little latitude

is allowable, the employment of milk and of

eggs in a fluid form may be sanctioned. As
circumstances pennit, an advance may be
made to solid substances which do not throw
much work on the stomach, as rice, sago,

tapioca, bread and custard puddings, and
stale bread or toast sopped. Next may be
allowed fish, beginning with whiting. As
power becomes restored, calves' feet, chicken,

game, and butcher's meat—mutton to begin
with—may be permitted to follow.

In cases of ordinary dyspepsia the aim of

the physician should be rather directed to

raising, by ap])ropriate treatment, the digestive

capacity to the level of digesting light biit

ordinary food, than to reducing the food to an
adjustment with a low standard of digestive

power. Of butcher's meat, mutton is almost
invariably found to be the most suitable

;

chicken and game are allowable, also white
fish (boiled or broiled), particularly whiting,
sole, flounder, and plaice. Stale bread, dry
toast, plain biscuits, floury potatoes, rice, and
the various farinaceous articles form the kind
of food derived from the vegetable kingdom
to be selected. Green and other succulent
vegetables, it is found, are more apt to create
flatulence than other kinds of food, and
articles belonging to the cabbage tribe are
particularly to be regarded as obnoxious to
those who have a tendency to this form of
derangement.
Much depends in cases of weak digestion

upon the state in which the food readies the
stomach. Thorough mastication affords great
assistance to the performance of digestion

;

and when the teeth are ba>d, the food should
be finely minced, or otherwise minutely
divided, before being eaten. Kegularity in

the periods of taking food tends to promote
the orderly working of the digestive organs.

An interval of more than four or five hours'

duration between the meals is to be avoided,

as it acts perniciously in several ways. By
inducing an exhausted state of the system it

diminishes the energj' of tiie digestive organs,

and whilst having this effect it at the same
time calls for the periodical exercise of in-

creased energy, on accoimt of the larger

amount of food which must be taken at each
meal to compensate for the length of time
that is allowed to elapse between them.

In cases of ulcer of the stomach, acute
gastric catarrh, and vomiting, the food must
be selected from that which is nutritious and
which at the same time taxes least the digestive

powers. Milk—and this is often better borne
after being boUcd—milk and water, or milk
and soda-water, will frequentlj' be found to

be tolerated when other articles excite irrita-

tion and are returned. Sometimes the milk
may be advantageously mixed with isinglass,

arrowroot, ground rice, or biscuit powder.
In dysentery and other forms of ulcerative

disease of the intestine, scrupulous attention

must be paid to diet. The food should con-

sist of articles which are known to exert the

least stimulant and irritant action on the

mucous membrane and muscular coat of the
alimentarj' canal, and those which best

meet the demand in question are such as

milk, isinglass, and the various farinaceous

products, amongst which rice is pre-eminently
valuable. Next to these come eggs, white
fish, white-fleshed poultry, fresh game, and
fresh meat. Salted and dried meats are

highly objectionable, and fruits and succulent
vegetables, with the exception of a floury

potato, should be strictly shimned. See Pep-
TO.NiSED Food.
The development of gout is known to be

favoured by the consumption of a highly
nitrogenised diet, especially if conjoined
with sedentary habits. With those who have
already experienced symptoms of the disease,

and those also who have grounds for appre-
hending its invasion, it is important that an
excess of nitrogenous food should be avoided.

The diet should be simple, in order that the
temptation may be avoided of eating too
much, and should at the same time be
adjusted to the mode of life. The principle

to observe is that the higher the degree
of inactivitj' the greater ought to be the pre-

ponderance of food derived from the vege-
table kingdom.
Even of more importance than what is

eaten is what is dnmk, where the question
of gout is concerned ; and observation shows
that it is not distilled spirits, but the stronger
wines and malt liqtiors, which favoiur the
production of the disorder. Nothing is more
potent than port wine in leading to the pro-
duction of gout, and a few years' liberal

indulgence in it has often been known to be
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instrumental in bringing on the disease

where no family predisposition had existed.

Dry sherry and tlie Hght wines, as claret,

hock, &c., may be drunk, certainly in modera-
tion, with comparatively' little or no fear of

inducing the disease, although any kind of

wine appears capable of sometimes acting as

the exciting cause of a paroxysm where the

gouty disposition is already established.

Stout, porter, and the stronger ales, espe-

cially those that have become hard from
age, rank next to port wine in their power
of predisposmg to gout. As regards the light

bitter beers, which are so extensively used at

the present time, the same must be said of

them as of the light wines, viz. that with
little, if any, disposition to induce the disease,

they nevertheless appear capable of some-
times exciting its manifestation in a gouty
subject. A pure spirit, as whisky, hollands,

or brandy, diluted with water, often forms
the only kind of alcoholic drink that is found
to agi-ee with those who are suffering from
gout.

In Bright's disease with threatening urse-

mic poisoning it is a point of consideration

to diminish as far as practicable the amount
of excretory matter to be eluninated by the

kidneys. The fats and carbohydrates throw
no work upon the kidneys. Then- products
of destruction escape through another chan-
nel. Nitrogenous matters, on the other

hand, undergo metamorphosis in the system,
and yield nitrogen-containmg compounds

—

chiefly urea—to escape by the kidneys. In
this way the kidneys become taxed by nitro-

genous food, and, to lessen the work demanded
of them, reason suggests that the diet should
preponderate in food derived from the vege-

table kingdom.
In diabetes mellitus there is a want of

assunilative power over the saccharine and
starchy principles of food. Whilst these

principles become utihsed and lost sight of

when ingested by a healthy person, in the
system of the diabetic they fail to become
consumed, but pass off under the form of
sugar in the urine, giving rise to severity of

symptoms in proportion to the amount of

sugar escaping. Much may be done towards
subdiiing the symptoms of the disease by a
properly arranged dietetic scheme, and the
principle upon which it requires to be
framed is the exclusion, as far as practicable,

both from what is eaten and what is drunk,
of articles containing saccharine or starchy
matters.

Observation has shown that the reaction of
the urine is susceptible of being influenced
by the character of the food. The effect of
animal food is to increase the acidity of the
secretion, whilst that of vegetable food is to

diminish it, and even, it may be, to produce
alkalinity. Hence, on persons affected with
the lithic-acid diathesis, benefit is conferred

by a plan of diet in which animal food is
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limited, and succulent vegetables and fruits,

with the light wines, as claret, hock, &c., are
freely supplied. On the other hand, with the
phosphatic diathesis, the converse principle

of action should be adopted.

F. W. Pavy.

DIGESTION, Disorders of.— The
function of digestion is of a physico-chemical
nature, being compounded of certam mus-
cular acts, and of certain j)rocesses exercised

by the digestive fluids on the ingesta, which
are thereby converted into a fluid and diffusi-

ble state.

Any interference with the due performance
of the several components of the function
will lead to indigestion ; and though it may
for convenience be desirable to consider these

distui-bances separately, it must be remem-
bered that the occurrence of one condition is

apt to be quickly associated with another,

and hence the forms of dyspepsia as they
usually present themselves are of a complex
nature, however simple the primary faidt

may have been. It appears to the writer to

be very midesirable to restrict the apphcation
of the term indigestion or its synonym dys-

pcjjsia to the perverted actions of any one
part of the alimentary system, such as the

stomach, or to any one special morbid state,

such as gastric or intestinal catarrh ; but

rather that it should include aU departures
from normal function which any part of the

digestive tract may present. Nor is it possi-

ble to consider irregularities of digestion only
from the point of view of the organs imme-
diately concerned. Complicated as our or-

ganism is, disturbances of other functions will

speedilymake themselves felt in the oneimder
consideration ; and failures in the absorption

of the digested food, or in its subsequent

metabolic changes and elimination, will tell

back sooner or later on that process which
is, strictly speaking, Umited to its prepara-

tion.

Causes of Dyspepsia.—Dyspepsia may be

immediately traced to (1) the food ; (2) dis-

turbances of the so-called mechanical pro-

cesses—namely, the muscular acts, solution,

&c.; (3) deficiencies in the chemical chamgea

exercised by the digestive secretions; or (4)

imperfect ahsorption of digested products.

It is to be understood that the three last-men-

tioned groups of causes which bring about

indigestion are determined by certain gross

or minute abnormal changes in the struc-

tural tissues of the organs concerned, as

described in the article Digestive Okgans,

Diseases of the.

1. Imperfections of Food.—Imperfec-

tions of food, whether in quality or quantity,

are among the most frequent causes of diges-

tive disorders. A thorough knowledge of the

principles of dietetics is essential, that the

errors may be recognised and remedied.

Since our digestive caxjabihty is limited, it
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is obvious that, when tliose limits are over-

stepped, tlie domain of disease is entered

upon; and although no very absolute lines

may be laid down for universal apjilication,

the general rules for quantity and kind are

capable of being stated. Sec Diet.

(a) Deficiency of Food.—Except under
rare conditions, such as famine, &c., this is

not a common cause of disease. Of the

signs and symptoms of starvation it is not

needed here to treat. But there are fre-

quent occasions when, with no deficiency in

the total bulk of food taken, there is yet

a serious want in one or perhaps more of

the needful alimentary principles, and this

is especially liable to occur in the feeding

of children. Setting aside tliose gross cases

of cruelt}', when infants and the youngest
children are fed almost from their birth

with bread, broth, or even meat, there are

still too often to be met with children

whose diet-scale is almost entirely wanting
in nitrogenous matter. Fed chiefly upon
infants' foods, the latter consisting of little

more than starchy material, their tissues are

ill-formed for the want of proteids, which,

during the period of growth, are required in

a larger relative proportion. The relationship

of rickets to prolonged suckling, with the

accompanying deficiency in necessary food-

stuffs, is now generally recognised.

The effect of a deficiency of food is a gene-

ral state of malnutrition, in which any here-

ditary tendencies to disease that may exist

have a more favourable field for development.
There is a gradual diminution in the weight
of the body, and an imperfect iierformance of

its functions, as indicated by muscular weak-
ness, mental lassitude, &c.

The specially dyspeptic symptoms referable

to a want of food are, mainlj', perversions of

sensation, such as a feeling of sinking, emp-
tiness, or even pain at the epigastrium, or

generally in the abdomen. Constipation is

frequent from lack of stimulus to normal
peristalsis, and it is probable that the diges-

tive secretions are defective in quality and
quantity, therebj- causing imperfect digestion

of the food that is taken. A weak digestion

is not seldom due to want of the needful
stimulation of sutficient food.

The deficiency in food taken may result

not so much from a defective supply of nutri-

ment, as from a disinclination to eat, a com-
mon symptom of many diseases, especially

febrUe states ; self-imposed fasting too fre-

quent or prolonged ; the anorexia of the
hysterical temperament ; or from obstruction
to the entrance of food into the stomach
from stricture of the cesophagus. Or the appe-
tite may be impaired by over-indulgence in
alcohol or tobacco. See Appetite.

(H) Excess of Food.—There is very little

doubt but that more food is daily in the habit
of being taken than is actually required to
restore the tissue-waste, most active lives

being led on an amount far below what is

ordinarily regarded as being necessary ; and
there is ecjually little doubt that much of

what is taken is not in the most digestible

form. It is open to question whether the

appetite would be satisfied by the ingestion

of merely suHicient to balance the waste,

particularly if tlie gross bulk of the food

taken were diminished by the removal, as

far as possible, of all indigestible matters,

leaving little more than the needful alimen-

tary principles. At the same time it must
not be forgotten that the appetite is very
easily controlled by custom, and determina-
tion can in time overcome a vicious habit.

An habitual excess of food, at least in this

country, usuallj' errs in the disproportionate

amount of nitrogenous matter it contains.

Remembering the relatively small quantity

of this principle that is essential, and in

what a number of the ordinary articles of

diet it occurs, this statement w-ill be the

more readily accepted. Since all the proteid

principles require, to fit them for absorption

into the blood, a considerable amount of

chemical alteration, and, physiologically

speaking, there is good reason to believe

that the subsequent metabolic changes of

these matters, when absorbed, are more
complex than those undergone by fats and
amyloids, it would follow that the organs
concerned in effecting these changes are

very prone to suffer from overwork and its

sequels. Also many of the substances result-

ing from the metabolism of nitrogenous
matter are liable to become positive poisons
in the economy, and the proper elimination

of such materials is specially provided for

by such organs as the kidneys and skin. The
frequency with which these organs become
the seat of disease may at least indicate the
probability of errors of diet being an impor-
tant factor in determining the morbid changes,
especially as considerable relief is often the

result of a restriction of nitrogenous food.

There can be httle doubt but that the large

group of diseases associated with failure in

elimination of nitrogenous waste has for a
prominent cause an habitual excess of nitro-

genous food.

The results of an excessive ingestion of

food are as numerous as they are diverse.

In many cases there does not seem to be
either impairment of health or shortening of

life. In some obesity and in others leanness
ensues. In a large majority of individuals

whose food is much in excess of their wants,
particularly if the exercise taken be but little,

there are variable symptoms of indigestion,

such as a general feeling of lassitude and
want of energv-, both muscular and mental,
a liability to headaches chiefly frontal, con-
stipation, or more rarely diarrhtea, high-

coloured urine depositing abundance of

urates, a general disposition to sleep, vari-

ous skin-eruptions, particularly acne, and not
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iilfrequently a feeble heart's action from com-

mencing fatty degeneration of its substance.

Any or all of these symptoms may exist, and

may be more or less completely relieved by

a restricted diet. It is impossible to lay

down any exact rules for the quantity of food

that should be daily consumed; though it is

desirable to remember that the tendency is

to take too much, at the same time that age,

season of year, and occupation are all circum-

stances determining variations both in quan-

tity and kind.

(y) Improper i^'oof?.— Setting aside those

extreme cases of perverted appetite occasion-

ally seen in the hysterical condition, there

yet remains a very constant violation of the

dietetic proprieties. These errors may be

classed under the following heads :—1. Sub-

stances which are indigestible ; either essen-

tially so, or from imperfect preparation

(cooking, &c.) 2. Substances which, though

digestible, are immtritious or even poisonous.

In the first gi-oup are included such bodies as

the pips and seeds as well as the skins and
rinds of fruits, the husks of corn and bran,

the stalks and fibres of leaves, and gristle,

elastic tissue, and hairs in animal food. For
the reducing of these to a fluid and diffusible

condition no chemical arrangement exists in

the human organism, and they are voided
very much in the same state as they are

swallowed. Many articles of diet depend in

great part for their digestibility on their

pro2)er preparation by division, cooking, &c.

Thus most vegetables when taken in the raw
state are but imperfectly digested, and such
nutritious food as potatoes becomes when
uncooked positively harmful. The apparent
value of raw green vegetables, as lettuce,

endive, cress, &c., would seem to depend on
the peculiar condition of their mineral con-
stituents, rather than on the vegetable tissues.

Such substances as the above-mentioned
are apt to produce perversions of digestion in
virtue of the mechanical hritation they give
rise to, indicated by more or less pain of a
gi-iping character (colic), and frequently ac-
companied by diarrhoea. The constant in-

gestion of the more formidable may even set
up a gastro-enteritis, acute or chronic. Occa-
sionally articles of food, such as brown bread,
oatrneal porridge, &c., are taken for the very
aperient action they induce, owing to the
irritating nature of the indigestible husks
they contam. Symptoms of acute dvspepsia
very frequently follow the taking of meat
fooils enveloped in greasy sauces, since the
fat, being undigested in the stomach, prevents
the action of the gastric juice on the proteid
matter, which then passes on into the intes-
tines, setting up irritation like any other in-
digestible substance. The most interesting
among those articles of diet which, though
easily digested, may be poisonous, are those
producing thefr effects only on certain indi-
viduals. Such, for example, are certain
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mushrooms, shell-fish, or indeed any fish.

Remarkable cases are authentically recorded

of serious and even fatal results following

their ingestion. The symptoms may be

those of an acute gastro-enteritis ; or, as is

very frequently the case, an urticaria is the

result, with or without sweUmg of the eyes

and throat. Severe nervous prostration has
been met with occasionally. Be it under-

stood that other people have partaken of the

same diet with no ill results. The writer is

acquainted with a gentleman who for many
years was unable to remain in the room
when fish of any kmd was on the table, its

presence inducing severe vomiting, abdo-

minal pain, and general illness ; and although

the e fleets are now but slight from the mere
smell of such food, very marked symptoms
follow on partaking of any. The most chges-

tible and nutritious articles of food may de-

termine indigestion when taken too hot or

too cold.

Finally must be included those substances
which accidentally find their way into the

alimentary canal with the food, as entozoa,

ergot of rye, pins, needles, coins, buttons,

&c., or lead and other poisons off the hands
of workers in them, all of which give rise to

definite and for the most part characteristic

symptoms.
2. Irregularities of the Mechanism

of Digestion.—The motor factors of the

digestive process depend for their due and
normal performance on the integrity of the

muscular tissue, the nerve-centres, and the

connecting nerves. The several stages of the

entfre process are mastication, deglutition,

the churning movements of the stomach, the

peristaltic action of the intestines, and de-

fecation. Each of these is hable to impair-

ment, in the direction of increased activity,

or of deficiency (paralysis), due either to

lesions, or to reflex stimulation of the nerve-

centres whence the motor stimuli emanate, of

the nerve-fibres by which these stimuli are

conveyed, or of the muscular tissue by which
the movements are performed. Not infre-

quently more than one of these tissues may
be at fault.

Lastly, obstructions to the movements may
be caused by tumours, cicatrices, adhesions
to adjacent structures, &c. Irregularities of

mastication, deglutition, and defaecation are

fully considered elsewhere.

(1) Paralysis.—Apart from possible struc-

tural affections of the intrinsic nervous
mechanism of the gastro-intestinal tract

—

Auerbach's plexus—of which, indeed, little is

known, arrest of the peristaltic action of the
gullet, stomach, or intestines is undoubtedly
often associated with diseased conditions of

the central nervous organs ; but the exact

connexion is far from being satisfactorilj-

determined. Those lesions which interfere

with the action of the vagus nerve, and re-

move its accelerating influence over the peri-
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Btaltic niovcmonts, have been regarded as

most likely to briiij? about this condition ;

but stimulation of the splanchnic nerves, by
which inhibitory impulses reach the stomach
and bowels, will produce the same result.

The nervous exhaustion induced by long
fasting, continued vomiting, previous violent

peristalsis from purgatives, hysteria, and such
diseases as chronic ansemia, tj^jhus, and puer-

penil fever ; also over-bruinwork, with the

attendant altered conditions of cerebral vas-

cularity, and extremes of blood temperature
in pyrexia, or great cold, have been found to

be accompanied with symptoms indicating

loss of power of tlie muscular coat of the

bowel. Possibly in these cases the result is

due to arrest of the vagus influence.

Paralysis of the stomach and intestines is

a frequent result of affection of these organs
themselves. Inflammation of the peritoneal

or mucous coats, with the subsequent infiltra-

tion of the muscular coat with the inflamma-
tory products, materially diminishes the
power of the contractile tissue. Degenera-
tion of the organs, particularly the lardaceous
variety, which, commencing in the mticous,
subsequently invades the muscular coat, ob-

viously interferes with the movements. Over-
distension from whatever cause will also en-

feeble tlie contractile power of the muscular
fibres of the stomach or intestine, whilst

moderate distension is the normal stimulus
to their activity. If, as is supposed, the
energetic contractions of the pyloric part of

the stomach, whereby the chyme is propelled

into the duodenum, be normally excited by
the acidity of the gastric juice, it may be
expected that any diminution of this acidity

will lead to dehcient propulsion of the con-
tents, and their undue retention in the
stomach. The movements of the alimentary
canal may be considerably lessened by the
administration of certain drugs, such as

opium, which diminish the excitability of the

augmentor centres, or stimulate the inhibitory

control.

The results of these various paralytic affec-

tions are in most cases sufficiently apparent.
The palsied lips and cheeks and tongue tell

their own tale by the half-opened mouth, the
dribbling saliva, and the cheeks distended
with food which cannot be kept between the
teeth. When the fauces and pharynx are

affected, the painful efforts at swallowing,
the rejection of food through the nose, and
the passage of food into the larynx, are signs

not to be mistaken. Paralysis of the stomach
and intestines is mainly recognised by the
constipation from inability of the canal to

propel its contents, and by symptoms of

dyspepsia, such as flatulence due to deficient

gastric secretion from want of the requisite

stimulation afforded by the churning of the

stomach-contents, and to consecjuent delayed
digestion, leading to abnormtd fermentative
changes. A paralytic condition of the

sphincter ani will be indicated by an ia-

ability to retain the ficces. It should not be
forgotten that, normally, the gastric mo\e-
meiits cease during sleep.

(2) Excessive actlvitij.—Excessive activity

of the muscular structures of the alimentary
canal will be manifested by an mcreased peri-

stalsis of the stomach and intestine, or by
tonic spasms of limited regions. The former
condition, by hmrying along the contents at

the expense of their proper digestion and
absorption, is an effective cause of diarrha-a.

The latter, which is altogether abnormal and
not a mere exaggeration of a healthy action,

will, in proportion to its severity and extent,

determine obstruction to the passage of the
food. The spasmodic affections are almost
always associated with pain — intestinal

cramp, cohc, tormina, &c. ; and varying de-

grees of discomfort usuallyaccompany exalted
peristalsis.

The causes leading to these states may, as

in paralysis, be referred (a) to the cerebro-

spinal centres, or (6) to the local neiu'o-mus-

cular structures. Excluding spasms of the
muscles of mastication, deglutition, and de-

fiecation, which are elsewhere treated of, in-

creased gastro-intestinal movements (a) may
follow on (i.) emotional states ; (ii.) some
structural lesions of brain and spinal cord,

such as basilar meningitis and locomotor
ataxy; (iii.) the increased excitability of the

neuro-muscular apparatus caused by drugs

—

as strj'chnine, and septic poisons; (iv.) cutane-

ous iiTitation, as from cold, reflexly stimulal-

ing the accelerator nerves ; affections of other

viscera, especially uterine and ovarian, may
act in a similar manner, ^^^lilst the first-

and last-mentioned causes tend to cause in-

creased peristalsis of the canal, the other

causes mentioned rather lead to tonic spasm.
(h) Causes which may be regarded as excit-

ing gastro-intestinal movements by their

local effect may be grouped thus : (i.) irrita-

tion due to the character of the contents,

such as its indigestible nature, acidity, ex-

treme coldness or even excessive bulli, foreign

bodies in the food, as pins, buttons, &c., irri-

tant drugs, or worms ;
(Li.) drugs which ap-

pear to act directly on the gastro-intestinal

plexuses and muscle-fibres, as lead, nicotine,

&c. ; (iii.) increased irritability of the mucous
sm-face, as from inflammation or ulceration,

thereby favouring the action of the ordinary

stimulants to contraction. Certain blood-

states, such as that occurring in the uric-

acid diathesis, aniBmia, or any other condition

in which there is a deficiency of circulating

oxygen and overcharge of carbonic acid, are

liable to excite spasm or increased peristalsis,

probably acting on the nerve-centres con-

cerned, as well as directly on the tissues

of the canal itself. Spasm of the pylorus,

described as of occasional occurrence, is of

theoretic rather than practical interest ; a

paralytic state of this sphincter is probabl;
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more common. The normal tonicity of the

sphincter ani may give place to pauifnl

spasm, a condition which is very apt to

complicate fissure and nicer of the anus.

(3) Mechanical difficulties.—The due per-

formance of the mechanism of digestion may
be interfered with by alterations in the condi-

tion of the alimentary canal caused by various

kinds of obstruction or dilatation. Thus de-

glutition may be rendered difficult or even

impossible by a swollen tongue or tonsils,

post-pharyngeal abscess, tmnours of the oeso-

phagus or larynx, or new-growths situated at

the cardiac aperture of the stomach. The

various obstructive diseases of the pylorus

and intestines will obviously interfere with

the proper passage of the contents, and in

those dilatations of the canal which are liable

to develop above a strictiu-e, the food accumu-

lates and is delayed in its passage. The
adhesion of coils of the bowels to each other

or to adjacent structures is a fui'ther source

of imperfect movement.

(4) Diseases of the teeth.—TiSkstlj, the sub-

division of the solid food, so necessary for

the effective action of the digestive juices,

is only imperfectly performed when the teeth

are deficient in number or are carious, and
to this cause a large proportion of cases of

dyspepsia may be fairly assigned.

So marked a perversion of the mechanism
of digestion as vomiting is more fitly de-

scribed by itself, though it is a very frequent

symptom of indigestion.

3. Imperfections in the Chemical
Changes.—Our knowledge of the normal
chemistry of digestion, much as it has ad-

vanced of late, is still very far from complete

;

and, in face of our ignorance, but little can
be said of the conditions existing in disease.

Yet there are certainly no departures from the
healthy working of the body so common as are

those associated with the digestion of the food.

The various secretions, whose office it is to

convert into a fluid and diffusible form those
alimentary principles which cannot be ab-
sorbed without such preparation, are formed
from the blood by the salivary, gastric, pan-
creatic, hepatic, and intestinal glands. It is

clear that, for these juices to be secreted in
proper quantity or of proper composition, the
blood, no less than the secreting cells, must
be in a healthy condition, and the trophic in-

fluence of the nervous centres upon the latter

must be unimpaired. If the circulating fluid

be laden with imperfectly secreted products
of tissue-change, or if it be charged with
poison, of whatever origin, it is not to be
expected that a normal secretion is to be
obtained from it ; whilst, on the other hand,
a degenerated secretLug epithelium is unable
to perform a fimction intimately dependent
on the integrity of its protoplasm. Of neces-
sity these two factors—blood and cells

—

react on one another ; any flaw in the one is

reciprocated by the other, and thus becomes

intensified by mutual interdependence. Ex-
periment leads lis to ascribe the efficacy of

these juices in the changes they effect to the

existence in them of certain so-called fer-

ments, whilst the result they bring about is

mainly one of hydration. How far the various

mineral constituents of the secretions aid in

the process is imcertain, but at least their

presence cannot be disj^ensed with. In this

way, the insoluble starches of our food are

converted by the saliva, the pancreatic, and
possibly the intestinal juices, into soluble

and diffiisible sugars ; the various proteids

are rendered capable of absorption into the

blood, by the gastric and pancreatic juices,

and perhaps also the succus entericus, being
changed into bodies known as peptones. The
fats are prepared for absorption by the bile

and j)ancreatic juice, by being in part reduced
to a siifficiently minute state of subdivision

(emulsion) to permit of their passage through
the tissue-mterstices, and partly by being
chenaicaUy altered into soaps. However
closely we may imitate the separate actions

of these fluids in our test-tubes and labora-

tories, the conditions are undoubtedly much
more complicated in the alimentary canal,

where so many changes are simultaneously
going on, and so many sets of products are

formed.
The various secretions may be morbidly

affected in respect to their quantity or com-
position ; alterations which must of neces-

sity profoundly modify the digestive process,

though with our present imperfect knowledge
we may not be able to refer with accuracy
any particular symptoms of indigestion to

a special change in either of the secretions.

The saliva may be increased in amount
{see Salivation), the fluid being poor in solids

and ferment. It may be difficult to trace any
definite digestive troiibles to this condition,

since there is no evidence that the carbo-

hydrates are insufficiently converted ; but it

is probable that the quantity of slightly alka-

line fluid swallowed may interfere with the

changes in the stomach. The general wasting
which frequently follows on this state may be
in part attributable to the anorexia which is

so commonly associated with it. Nor can a

diminution in the saliva, such as occurs in

fever, be held responsible for any special

dyspeptic symptom. Should the fluids of the

mouth become acid, as from lactic or other

fermentation of food therein, a stomatitis of

varying severity may be induced, so com-
monly seen in infants.

Within the past few years considerable
attention has been paid to the behaviour of

the gastric juice in disease, and much valu-

able information has been obtained, mainly
in reference to the acid constituents. The
want of a reliable test for the acids has been
felt, but for all ordinary practical purposes,
so far as present investigation has gone,

Gunzburg's reagent would seem to be suffi-
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cit'iit for the detection of hydrochloric acid.

This is an orange- bnnvu fluid composed of

2 grms. of phloroghicin and 1 grm. of vanillin

dissolved in 30 c.c. of absolute alcohol. A few

drops of this, Ki^ntly heated in a porcelain

dish with a siiuihir qiumtity of the fluid

obtained by filtering the vomit (or gastric

contents withdrawn bj- stomach-pump or

syphon-tube), give a deep crimson crystalline

deposit if HCl be present. Lactic acid is de-

tected by it deepening the faint yellow tint

of a very dilute solution of ferric chloride.

It is now ascertained that during the earliest

stage of gastric digestion of an ordinary meal,

lactic acid derived by fermentation of the

carbohyth-ates or directly from the iiigesta,

is alone to be found ; later the hydrochloric

acid becomes manifest, and at the end of diges-

tion should be the only acid obtainable. Ex-
amination of the vomited or wilhilrawn gastric

contents will determine the presence or ab-

sence of these acids, and their quantitative

analysis may be also aiijiroximately esti-

mated. Repeated observations have now
shown that the HCl is diminished in amount
in p^Texia, anxmia, certain general cachectic

states, some gastric neuroses, and in chronic

gastric catarrh, whilst it cannot be detected

at all in most cases of gastric cancer and
atrophic and degenerated states of the mucous
membrane. As a means of diagnosis, there-

fore, the examination of the vomit in this

particular becomes of great importance (see

Stomach, Diseases of). An increase in the

amount of HCl in the stomach may be due
to actual hyper-secretion following on the in-

troduction of food, and also to an accumula-
tion of the juice during fasting. Normally
there should be no gastric juice in the empty
stomach; but in some nervous diseases, such
as hysteria and tabes, large quantities of fluid

containing a marked excess of HCl may be
vomited, independently of food, with epigas-

tric pain and acid eructations. This condi-
tion is said to lead to gastro-ectasis and pre-

dispose to gastric ulcer. The more frequent
cause, however, of ' acidity ' is an excess of
lactic acid from fermentation of the sugars
present, and under these circumstances the
HCl is dimuiished in amount and does not
replace the former as it normally should.
Butyric, acetic, and other acids of the series

may also occur as results of fermentation of
the stomach contents. Facts concerning the
variation in quality or quantity of the pepsin
are wanting, but it would appear to vary with
the hydrochloric acid ; and the same may be
said of the rennet ferment. The eificacy of
the gastric juice is impaired by the presence
in the stomach of strong alcohol or of bile,

wliich precipitates the pepsin; and an excess
of mucus, such as occurs in gastric catarrh,
acts prejudicially by preventing the food
coming in sufhciently close contact with the
secreting siu-face. During sleep, also, the
gastric secretion is dimiifished.
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Notwithstanding that the normal pancrea-
ticjuice effects active digestive changes in the

proteid, fat, and carbohydrate constituents of

the food, the results which follow its deficiency

in quantity or quality cannot be indicated

^\ ith precision
;
possibly its absence may be

in part compensated for by the bile and
intestinal secretion. It is not to be forgotten

that its effective working largely depends on
the previous gastric digestion having been
properly carried out. There is no doubt but
that in many cases, when the pancreatic fluid

is completely cut off from the duodenum,
the digestion of fats is very considerably

interfered with, as shown by the character of

the stools, and the rapid emaciation of the

patient ; but this result is not invariable, and
is certauily most marked when the bUe is

also wanting. In fever the secretion is said

to be diminished.

An excessive secretion of hile is not clini-

cally recognised except as the result of the

administration of certain drugs, but a defi-

ciency or complete absence is of common
occurrence in those morbid states associated

with obstruction of the bile-ducts, and, to a
less degree, in fever. The dyspeptic symp-
toms directly referable to this state are sjieci-

ally due to the impaired fat digestion, as evi-

denced by the claj'ey foetid stools. Abnormal
fermentations, manifested by flatulence, may
also take place. The absence of bile further

exerts a prejudicial effect on the course of

proteid digestion, from the failure to neutra-

lise the acid chyme and consequent i)re-

cipitation of peptones and arrest of peptic

fermentation. The exact changes which
ensue are unknown, but there is little doubt
that the duodenal digestion of proteids is

seriously interfered with by the absence of

bile.

So little is known of the action of the in-

testinal juice in health, that nothing can
with certainty be afhrmed of the part it may
play in disease. It is really doubtful which
of the alimentary principles it can affect, or

whether its action is not limited to effecting

further changes in the already partially

digested food-stutTs. An excess of the secre-

tion appears to occur, and to form the bulk
of the fluid in the diarrhoea of cholera, which
may be compared to the salivation and
gastric hj^er-secretion of certain nerve-
states.

In addition to the changes in the ingesta

effected by the above-mentioned secretions,

there is reason to believe that similar changes
of a solvent character may be brought about
by the action of micro-organisms in the
stomach and intestines. Recent observations
have demonstrated that numbers of these

fungi are normal inhabitants of different

parts of the alimentary canal, and that cer-

tain species are peculiar to special regions.

Originally introduced ah extra, they projjagate

enoiTBOusly, at the same time being subject
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to great variation in number, and to some

extent in kind, with the food taken. These

microbes would seem for the most part to

play a minor part in ordinary digestion;

although the lacticacid fermentation of carbo-

hydrates in the stomach, and certain changes

in the proteids in the duodenum, resulting in

the formation of such bodies as iudol, are to

be ascribed to their agency. How far, how-

ever, such changes are normal and essential

is imcertain ; but there is no doubt they may
be very readily induced and very consider-

ably extended—such as the butjTic- and

acetic-acid fermentations. In this way may
be formed other products of putrefactive de-

composition—ptomaines and tox-albiunens

—

often of a poisonous character, and mainly

responsible for many remote dyspeptic symp-

toms ; as well as accumulations of such

gases as carbonic acid, hydrogen, sulphuretted

hydrogen, and marsh-gas, productive of all

degrees of flatulence. The exact conditions

which permit these abnormal fermentations

are not known with certainty. Delay in the

propulsion of the gastro-intestinal contents

is probably an important factor ; and still

more so is the proper composition and
quantity of the different digestive secretions,

by which the activity of many toxic organ-

isms is imdoubtedly held in check. Diseases

such as cholera and enteric fever, due to

specific germs, are not ordinarily accoimted

as ' disorders of digestion,' though many of

their most marked symptoms as well as

anatomical lesions are connected with the

digestive system.

4. Deficient Absorption of the Di-
gested Products.—This may reasonably be
supposed to cause indigestion, as it certainly

does the subsequent impairment of nutrition.

The accumulation in the stomach and intes-

tines of materials which should have been
gradually absorbed into the blood or chyle
vessels must interfere with the healthy ac-

tion of the digestive secretions, much in

the same way, probably, as the alcoholic

fermentation of sugar is arrested in time
by the presence of the very products of such
fermentation.

Data for estimating the normal rate of ab-
sorption from the alimentary nnicous raem-
brane of the ordinary results of digestion are
very imperfect; and, until they are more
clearly ascertained, it is not possible to dia-
gnose with certainty this functional defect,
though its existence may often be inferred
with much probability, and may suggest
modifications in the size if not in the quaUty
of the meals taken

Conditions upon which an impaired ab-
sorption of the digesta may be assumed to
depend, are (i.) failure in converting the food
to a dilfusible state from inefficiency of the
secretions; (ii.) impaired peristalsis, where-
by the materials are not brought into sutfi-

Kiently close contact with the mucous mem-
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brane ;
(iii.) deficient circulation of the blood

and lymph in the chjdopoietic area, and con-
sequent hindering of osmosis

;
(iv.) disease of

the vessel-walls, impairing their permeability;

and (v.) degeneration of the epithehum, with
the same result.

Symptoms of Dyspepsia. — The almost
numberless symptoms which indicate the

perverted functions above described, and are

primarily dependent on morbid structural

changes in the organs concerned, may be
conveniently grouped into local and remote.

Many so-called dyspeptic symptoms, how-
ever, are more properly referable to subse-

quent perversions of metabolism than to

actual digestive imperfections.

The local symptoms—those, that is, which
are connected directly with the affected

structures— are, perversions of sensation

constipation or diarrhoea; vomiting; pyrosis

and acidity ; lutmatemesis ; flatulence

eructation and foul breath ; salivation or

dry mouth ; morbid states of the tongue
abnormal character of the stools. Except
ing the first-mentioned, these receive de
tailed description in the present work under
their respective headings.

Ordinarily we are unconscious of the process

of digestion, but in disease the function may
be accompanied by alterations of sensation

varying from a mere sense of weight and
discomfort in the abdomen to the severe

spasmodic pain of colic. Such, however,
are not constant, for very definite indigestion

may exist without the patient ever complain-
ing of abdominal sensations. The ingestion

of food may be followed by a feeling of ab-

normal repletion, or of emptiness with crav-

ing for food; or there may be heartburn, an
iU-defined sense of burning felt in the epigas-

trium or over the chest or extending to the

throat ; or positive pain, or tenderness over

some tolerably definite area. Sensations as

of excessive movements of the bowels, of

sinking, or of tightness across the abdomen
are of frequent occurrence.

Among the numerous remote symptoms are

pain in shoulder, back, or Umbs ; headache—

•

frontal, occipital, and vertical; vertigo and gid-

diness; muscae volitantes; tinnitus aurium
;

cramps in the lunbs ; muscular weakness

;

palpitation, cardiac irregularity, flushings,

and anginous attacks ; cough and singultus

;

impaired appetite ; all degrees of mental
perversion, from irritability to apathy and
hypochondriasis ; drowsiness or insomnia

;

a peculiar sallow, muddy -looking skin;

various cutaneous eruptions, chiefly papu-
lar; jaundice; and abnormalities of urine.

Mal-digestion may also determine a condi-

tion of fever, which may be so severe as

to reach the tyi)hoid state and end in

coma. Such general perversions of nutri-

tion as wasting and obesity may result fi'oru

indigestion. Many of these symptoms may
be regarded as reflex in causation, such as
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distal pains and couph, the afferent nerve-

patii for whii-b is prolmbly the \ agus ; others

are doiilitless to be attributed to aetnal want
of proper materials for the nourishment of

tlie tissues, owin;^ to their improper prepa-

ration in the ahmentary canal ; and others

a<;ain are possibly toxic in character, due to

poisonous substances produced in the course

of the i)erverted digestion.

The extreme diversity of these symptoms
is remarkable : there is scarcelj' a function

of the body that may not be implicated in

the disturbance of digestion, and contribute

its share to the total symptoms of any
f,nven case. The de<jrree to which these mani-
festations may be present is, moreover, most
varied : in one patient the malady may be

mainly represented b^- a headache, in another
the evidences of illness are most numerous.
And, again, the different ways in which these

symptoms are associated in different cases

are almost as miuiy as the cases themselves.

It is impossible, therefore, to attempt anj'

description of a case of indigestion which
siuill have other than the most limited ap-

plication ; and since the symptoms set forth

find their fuller explanation elsewhere in this

work, the bare enumeration of them must
suflice here. It is important to remember
that many of the symptoms mentioned as

indicative of disordered digestion are of not
infrequent occurrence in the course of mala-
dies quite distinct, or at least primarily so,

from digestive diseases : headache, vomiting,
cough, palpitation, &c., are illustrations of

this. So that, althougli the recognition of the
symptoms be not difficult, care and experi-

ence are needfid to ascribe them to dyspepsia.
But supposing that causes other than mdiges-
tion have been excluded, there still remains
the task of referring the manifestations of
disease which any case may present to

their causal perversions in the digestive

process : to determine, that is to say, what
maj- be the morbid change which has taken
l)lace in the secretions and consequent chemi-
cal processes, or the disturbances of motility,

or may be the error of diet ; and, if possible, to

infer beyond these conditions the underlying
structural lesions. The intimate interdepen-
dence of the various fact ors of digestion renders
the discrimination of the primary fault, from
the sj'mptoms present, a matter of exceeding
difficidty; and it is this which makes the ac-

curate diagnosis of a case of dyspepsia so vm-
certain, and its treatment often so empirical.
Many of the signs and sj-mptoms, without
doubt, indicate with tolerable certainty the
region of the alimentary system wdiich is at
fault, and may even suggest the nature of the
disease ; but how far, and in wliat manner,
morbid change in one part of the canal, or
at one stage of the digestive process,may deter-

mine subsequent changes, and what the exact
nature of these may be, and their relation to

the symptoms manifested, are data at present
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almost unknown. The progressive character
of the function of digestion —that is to say,
the continuous series of stages, whereby the
later ones are dependent on those preceding

—

! renders affections of this sj-stem very dif-

ferent in their detection from those of other

I

organs. Alterations in the physical cha-
racters of the digestive organs, such as
a dilated stomach or an enlarged liver,

nmy i^uallj' be ascertained with accuracy,
and some symptoms may be reasonably
asserted to follow from these conditions,

:
whilst their relation to other morbid mani-
festations is 'often of doubtfid inference.

Modifications in the quantity or quality of
the digestive secretions may be demon-
strated with certainty, but their connexion
with many of the symptoms which may
be present is often most obscure. And,
again, there may be most persistent and
serious disturbance of digestion, with severe
discomfort to the patient, and it may be
quite uncertain which organ is primarily at

fault, and stiU more doubtful what the real

morbid change is. So far as individual

symptoms may be referred to definite dis-

eases of the various digestive organs, this

is attempted in the articles treating of the
diseases of the stomach, intestines, liver,

pancreas, &c., which are complementary to

this section.

Treatment.—The essential basis for the
successful treatment of indigestion is the

recognition of the cause. Oftener perhaps than
may be supposed this is a removable one; in

every case it must be well sought for, and
corrected if possible. A carefully regulated

diet, both as regards ordinarj- food and special

idiosyncrasies, is idl-important, and the means
from which much good is to be expected, both
by way of prevention and cure. To lay down
a requisite diet entails a general knowledge
of the average composition of food-stuffs and
of the changes which they normally undergo
in the process of digestion, together with the

nature of the influence exerted by various

ingredients of the food upon the digestion

of the others

—

e.g. 'the retarding effect of

tea and coffee on peptic digestion ' (Roberts).

Whether or not any given article of diet

should or should not be allowed must de-

pend upon its digestibility in the given case,

apart from what may be its value under
healthy circumstances, and also upon what
harmful by-products of digestion it may give

rise to xmder the diseased conditions which
may be present. Exact information on severiJ

of these points is not yet available, and at

the same time it is to be remembered that

articles of food which normally are regarded as

of the most digestible and innocent character

may at times seriously disagree, whilst most
indigestible articles may be taken with im-

pmiity. The writer is convinced that, whilst

fully recognising the great importance of diet,

it is nevertheless the case that not a few
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dyspeptics may trace their ailment to a long-

continued adliesion to a strict diet which might

theoretically fulfil all physiological reqmre-

ments, and that many cases ofindigestion may
be considerably benefited by a laxity which

might not always be justified on physiological

grounds. As useful adjuncts to dietetic treat-

ment are the vario^is artificial partially or

wholly digested food stuff's, such as maltines,

peptones, and emulsions of different kmds.

Such details of general hygiene as exercise,

bathing, occupation—mental and bodily,

change of scene and air, require attention

scarcely, if at all, secondary to diet. Undoubt-

edly, much may be done witli drugs, both in

relievmg the symptoms and in treatuag the

conditions on which the symptoms may de-

pend. The latter are met by such means as

abstinence from food for periods, with conse-

quent rest to the organs concerned, the requi-

site nutriment being supplied jjcr rectum ; by
artificially digested ahnient, thus helping the

digestive juices ; and by supplying the ele-

ments of the secretions^acids, alkalis, and
ferments, when there is reason to suppose
they may be deficient. Irregularities of move-
ments of the canal may be remedied by such
drugs as strychnine, nux vomica, belladonna,

and opium, or more active aperients or as-

trmgents. Pain and other sensory disturb-

ances of the stomach or intestines may be
relieved by alkalis, bismuth, hydrocyanic
acid, morphine, or opium. Among the long
list of drugs whose value ia assured in different

cases of dyspepsia are arsenic, u-on, the vege-
table bitters, silver, creasote, charcoal, vale-

rian, the hyposulphites, and the various
carminatives.

Conclusion.—In the foregoing remarks no
attempt has been made to enter into a de-
tailed description of the various symptoms of
disordered digestion, or to do more than indi-
cate very generally the treatment to be fol-

lowed. Such subjects are left to the diseases
treated of in their respective sections. Nor
has it been thought desirable in this article
to treat the subject from the ill-defined point
of view of ' varieties of dyspepsia.' Eather
it has been sought to bring the matter of
indigestion within the limits of an anatomico-
physiological basis, since it is only on such
lines that the protean symptoms of dyspepsia
can be accurately defined. At the same time,
whilst for clearness the various causes have
been made to assume a somewhat tabular
form, it is not intended that the interdepend-
ence of these states should be overlooked, or
to suggest that one only of the causes men-
tioned is at work in any given case. The com-
plexity and harmony of our functions ahke
forbid such a mistake being made. Yet for
that mental analysis which the formation of a
diagnosis presupposes, some such scheme as
the foregomgis essential, no less than for the
adoption of a rational treatment.

W. H. Allchin.

DIGESTIVE OEGANS

DIGESTIVE OEGANS, Diseases
of the.—The organs comprised in the diges-

tive system have for their function the pre-

paration of the solid and fluid ingesta of the

body, so as to fit them for absorption into the

blood. Some of the food requires little or

&ven no such preparation ; some needs con-

siderable treatment, botli physical and chemi-
cal. To effect this object it would appear to

follow that there should be some receptacle

or series of receptacles into which the food

may readily be taken, and fi'om which the

worthless residue may escape, provided with
muscular structures to ensure a movement
of its contents. It would further follow that

there should be certain organs commimicat-
ing with the foregoing, whose function it

should be to prej^are those materials neces-

sary to effect the required chemical changes
in the food ; and, lastly, that some arrange-

ment should exist to permit of the ready ab-

sorption of the digestive materials. Such
requirements we find supplied in the alimen-
tary canal, with its terminal apertures, and
its continuous muscular coat so arranged as

to maintain a progressive advance of the con-

tained food, though with varying degrees of

speed—for some lengths, as through the

gullet, without any arrest; through others,

as the stomach, with considerable delay.

Into this canal open numerous glands (mu-
cous, salivary, gastric, intestinal, hepatic, and
pancreatic), the secretions of which play each
their special part in the conversion of the

food to a fluid and diffusible state. From an
anatomical, and indeed a genetic, point of

view, these glands may be regarded as more
or less comjihcated diverticula of the mucous
surface. In order that the food when so

treated may gain a ready entrance into the

blood, the surface of the canal in contact

with the digesting food—mucous membrane
—offers various modifications—vflli, &c.—to

facilitate the process of absorption. Lastly,

in beings so comijlex in structure as man,
there is need for some controlling influence

to bring the operation of this system of organs
into harmony with the actions of other and
interdependent systems. Such power of

co-ordination is exercised via the nervous
system, sympathetic and cerebro-spinal.

By the expression ' diseases of the digestive

organs ' is meant, departures from the normal
structure of the tissues of which these organs
are composed.
The constructive tissues of the alimentary

organs are :—(1) the Epithelial
; (2) the Con-

nective, including the Lymphoid ; (3) the

Muscular
; (4) the Nervous ; and (5) a com-

pound texture—the Vascular. Each of these

is subject co its own perversions, either alone

or in common with others.

Etiology.—If we consider diseases to be
altered functions dependent on altered struc-

ture, the latter being determined by some
perversion in the normal stimuli to nutrition,
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either hereditary or acquired, we shall at

once recoKiiise that the opportunities for ab-

normal stimulation in the case of the dij^es-

tive organs are most nimierouB. Comiiiuni-

cating -vx ith the external world, and continu-

ously subject to the admission of foreign

matter, we have in the character of the

ingesta abundant soui-ces of disease. Toxic

agents, living and dead, find ready entrance
;

and excesses in quantity of food, no less than
imperfection in its quality, alike serve to pro-

duce those departures from the normal struc-

ture on which perversions of function depend.
Furthermore, the tissues of the alimentary
viscera are, equally with those of the body
generally, subject to those more obsciure

hereditary- inlluences which determine irregu-

larities in structure and their sequence. And,
finally, arrests in development of organs, not

infre(iuent in those under consideration,

complete the list of possible diseases to which
the alimentary' system is liable.

Nor is this system independent of morbid
conditions affecting other organs. So com-
plicated as is the human body, it is impossible

that disease should for long be limited to one
region. Sooner or later the functions which
are acting the one with the other, to consti-

tute the harmonious working of healthy life,

will feel the elTects of the one that is out of

gear, and will respond each in its own man-
ner to the abnormal condition of its envu'on-

ment. A disease primarily located in the

nervous system will produce an effect in the

working of the nutritive functions, none the
less real because the exact lesion cannot as

yet be determined. Failures in elimination of

the products of tissue-waste, from structural

(hseases of the excretory glands, must tell

back on the organs concerned in the prepara-
tion and elaboration of the ingesta ; and such
conditions constitute a frequent cause of dis-

orders of digestion. The causes may be thus
tabulated :

—

A. Hereditary,
1. Arrests in development of tissues tuid

organs.

2. Abnormal nutritive stimuli, determin-
ing new-growths, &o.

B. Acquired.
1. Poisons.

2. Imperfections in quantity or quality
of normal ingesta.

8. Failure of excretory functions, with
consequent circulation of an impure
blood, and malnutrition of tissues.

4. Trophic disturbances acting via the
nervous system.

5. Traumatic.

V.vniETiEs OF Disease of the Digestive
Organs.—There is scarcely any form of
diseased structure that is not to be met with
in the tissues comprising the digestive organs.
Since almost every variety of texture is found
in them, and there is so extensive a liability

to the causes of disease, this result is only to

be expected.

I. Affections of the Vascular State.
Regarded coUectivoly, tlie organs of diges-

tion present several points worthy of remark
in respect to their blood-supply. First, the
arrangement of the vessels is such as to

j

ensure a very extensive, and at the same
time very direct, supply. The arteries to

those aliinentarj- organs situate in the abdo
men are almost all primary branches of the
aorta ; and this, together with the numerous
and free anastomoses between them, reduces
to a minimum the chance of failure in circu-

lation. Secondly, the blood from the same
area is all collected into one largo vein- the
portal— and after circulating through the li\ er

is carried by one—the hepatic—directly into

the inferior vena cava, close to the right

auricle. Such an arrangement, whilst con-
siderably reducing the speed of the blood-How
through the hepatic capillaries, otiers a
double chance—viz. in the liver and in the
heart—of producing a general state of con-

gestion of the alimentary organs. Thirdly,

the existence of such an organ as the spleen,

which by its position and structure, as well

as its periodic rhythmic contractions, allows
of great variation in the amoimt of blood it

contains, will materially affect the extent of

vascularity of the digestive organs. And,
lastly, the alimentary organs probably un-
dergo, within normal physiological limits, a
wider variation in amount of blood than does
anj' other system. Ihepost-mortem appear-

ances of the vascularity of the canal, both
normal and morbid, are most deceptive, and
give little or no indication of what actually

exists during life. This is due in great jiart

to the constriction of the vessels after death,

and a consequent bloodless state of the

tissues.

1. Hyperemia.—Hyperfemia is here taken

to mean an excess of blood in the arterial side

of the capillaries. How far a determination of

blood to the alimentary canal may exist, unac-

companied by any change in the tissues, is a

matter of doubt : it rarelj- if ever leads to any
recognisable morbid state. In the normal
process of digestion this condition obtains,

but with it tlicre is an alteration in the

glandular epithelia, if in no other tissue

-

elements. It is conceivable, however, that a

vasomotor paralysis with consequent fluxion

I may occur, and such may be the case in cer-

I

tain mental states, as indicated by diarrluea.

I

The majority of circumstances that produce
hyperemia do not stop at that point, but

bring about a state of catarrh and indamma-
tion, in which the epithehal and connective

tissues are also engaged.

j

Among the digestive glands, the liver un-

doubtedly manifests states of simple hyper-

!
a-mia without any appreciable changes in the

hepatic tissues. Excessive feeding, irritants

such as spices and alcohol, hot climates and
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malaria, suppressed menstruation, have all

been recognised as producing temporary en-

largements of the liver from active vascular

engorgement, although without doubt these

causes if continued lead to structural affec-

tions.

2. Congestion.—An excess of blood pri-

marily in the venous side of the capillaries,

brought about by some impediment to the

return of the blood in the veins, has little or

no analogy with any normal physiological

action. As a condition of disease it is more
important and far more common than the

preceding.

There are two chief causes leading to its oc-

currence : (A) It may be part of a general con-

gestion due to obstruction at the right side of

the heart from tricuspid dilatation. Owing to

the very direct communication of the veins

of the chylopoietic viscera and the right

auricle, these organs are among the iirst to

experience the effects of the cardiac obstruc-

tion. (B) Obstruction through the portal

circulation in the liver, either by compression

of the portal capillaries by cirrhosis, &c., or

by pressure on the portal trunk by enlarged

glands, tumours, &c., will directly produce

congestion of the gastro-intestinal tract and
pancreas. Congestion of the alimentary

canal and glands, when due to either of these

causes, is in the main progressive in its nature,

though occasionally liable to temporary varia-

tions in degree.

As a rule, changes which are strictly limited

to alterations in the fulness of the vessels are

not to be detected with certainty after death

;

but extreme conditions, especially if associated

with any hismorrhage into the sub-epithelial

tissue, may present j^ost-mortem appearances
often mistaken for irritant poisoning.

3. Results of Increased Vascularity.—
(a) Hainorrhage. Over-fulness of the capil-

laries, from whatever cause, is liable to lead
to extravasation of blood, either by diapedesis
of the corpuscles and transfusion of the fluid

part of the blood, or from actual rupture of
the vessels. It is much more common and far

more extensive in venous congestion than in
arterial hj'peraemia. It must not be too readily
assumed ijost mortem that either of these
conditions alone is the cause of the haemor-
rhage, since minute ulcers of the mucous
membrane communicating with main vessels
have been met with. Dependent on the
cause and situation, the effused blood may
vary in colour from bright red to a coffee-
ground appearance. Haemorrhage may be
also due to altered states of the blood, such
as purpura and scurvy. (/3) (Edema. An
over-distension of the vessels, especially of
the veins, if it be at all persistent, is invari-
ably accompanied by an effusion of serum
into the substance of the viscera themselves,
and into the ahmentary canal, in the latter
case producing diarrhoea, (y) Tissues the
seat of a chronic congestion in time undergo

certain structural changes as the result of

their impaired nutrition, resulting in atrojjhy

or degeneration; or theymay be characterised

by the presence of an excessive amount of

connective tissue, containing fewer proto-

plasmic elements than normal, and exhibit-

ing a marked tendency to contract. This
fibroid substitution may occur throughout
the entire digestive system, but is particularly

noticeable in the stomach, intestines, hver,

and pancreas, (d) Another result of a long-

continued congestion is to develop— often to

an enormous extent— collateral circulations,

especially at the ^Joints of communication
between the vessels of the portal and systemic

areas ; e.g. the connexions between the gastric

and oesophageal veins around the cardiac

orifice, and by the latter with the phrenic,

intercostal, and azygos veins, and thence with

the inferior vena cava, or the junctions be-

tween the hajmorrhoidal veins and branches
of the internal iliacs. Considerable compen-
sation is thereby very frequently established,

but the over-distension to which the vessels

are subject especially favours their rupture.

4. Anccmia.—The alimentary viscera, in

common with the rest of the body, may share

in a general bloodlessness due to excessive

loss or extreme malnutrition from wasting
disease, &c. A deficiency of blood limited to

these organs is not clinically met with.

5. Infarctions.—As compared with the

brain, spleen, and kidneys, the organs of the

alimentary system would appear to be less

prone to suffer from emboli and thrombi, or

at all events from the effects of these obstruc-

tions. A partial exception to this general

statement must be made in the case of the

liver, which is a frequent seat of abscess

determined by the arrest in the portal capil-

laries of septic particles taken up by the

portal radicals in dysentery, &c. Any of the

vessels of the liver may be occluded by
emboli, or thrombosis following on endar-

teritis or endoishlebitis, but they are condi-

tions of very rare occmrence. The supei'ior

mesenteric artery has beenknown to be blocked
by an embolus, with consequent infarction

and profuse intestinal haemorrhage. Minute
emboli in the gastric arterioles, or tlnrombosis

from degeneration, atheromatous or hj'aline,

of these vessels is an undoubted cause of

ulcer of the stomach, though not the only one.

II. Structural AfiTeetions.— 1. Inflam-
mation,— This term is applied to express

those changes which take place in the nutri-

tion of a tissue subsequent to the application

of some abnormal stimulus which shall not

have been sufficiently powerful to produce
destruction. The changes in the structural

elements of the textures result jiartly in the

production of some material which is unlike

the normal constituents of the part affected,

and partly also in certain destructive pheno-
mena. One or other of these phases may
predominate, as suppuration and abscess or
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ulieration, &c. Certain variations present

themselves in the niUure of the new-formed

luateriiU, and also in the j^enenil course of the

process, constitniin;,' forms of intlannnation,

as simple cataiTliul. diphtheritic, plilef,'inon-

ous, itc. In vasi ular tissues tliere are, in

addition to the tissuc-chanj^es, certain altera-

tions in the circulation in the atlected region,

connncncin^; with hyperifuiia and leading to

a variable amount of stasis and anlema.

Intlannnation as it atTects the alimentary

tract otters no exception to this description.

It is rare for the nniscular tissue to share in

the process, which is practically limited to tlie

epithelium, mucosa, and suhnnicosa. Tiio

transition, so fur as anatomical appearances

are concerned, from the normal state of

activity of the organs, with their increased

vascularity and cloudy appearance of the

epithelial cells, to tliat of simple inflam-

mation or catarrh, is but a step mai'ked by
no abrupt line.

Ditferent sections of the entire canal ap-

pear to be more prone to certain forms of

iutlamuiation than are others. It is un-

usual for the whole length to he involved, and
certain regions, notably the jejunmu, are but
exceptionally affected. The mouth, pharynx,
stomach, lower part of the ileum, and colon

are tiie usual scats. Catarrhal inllamma-
tion, characterised by intense redness and
swelling of the mucous membrane, with an
excessive secretion, mucous or serous, and
desfpiamation of the epithelial cells, is of

commonest occurrence almost throughout the
canal (see Stomatitis ; Stomach, Diseases of;

and Intkstines, Diseases of). M'hen but
limited areas are affected and the cause is

removed, this condition runs an acute course
and tends to recovery ; but when the greater
part of the canal is involved and the cause
is of specific virulence, the effects are more
serious. This is the case in cholera, whether
of the Asiatic or English type, the anatomical
lesion of which is essentuilly an mtestinal
catarrh. It is noticeable that the epithelia
of this tract are but little prone to manifest a
purulent inflammation, as is so characteristic

of some other mucous surfaces, such as the
nasal, bronchial, and vaginal. Phlcgmonotts
mtlammation, probably bacterial in origin,

corresponding to erysipelas of the skin, and
distinguished by the formation of pus in the
mucosa and submucosa, represents a more
severe inflammatory process, accompanied by
li more severe constitutional disturbance. It

is of most frequent occurrence in the fauces
and tonsils, where it is common {sec Tonsils,
Diseases of), and far more rarely in the
stomach, where it constitutes a very serious
disease. Under the term membranous or
pellicular are included those forms of in-

flammation in which the new material
assumes the form of a false membrane on
or in the mucous surfa'ce. This is repre-
sented in the mildest degree by aphtlur,

which characterise a special form of stoma-
titis, and are small patches of coagidated
exudation from the blood involving leucocytes

and the deeper layers of the stratified oral

epithelium. After a day or two's duration

they break down and are thrown off, leaving

an abrasion or not according to the extent to

which the tissues are included in the patch.

The more severe forms of inflammation as-

sociated with formation of false membrane
arc termed croupmis and diphlhcritir, words
which have been extensively misapplied, witli

much resulting confusion. The former de-

notes that form of inflammatory product
which consists of a coagulated fibrinous exu-

dation etTused among the necrosed epithelial

cells and into the mucosa, together with
many leucocytes and a few red blood-cells

;

in the latter, the necrosis of the tissue-ele-

ments is more extensive and the adherence
of the membrane is more intimate. The
fauces are by far the most frequent seats of

these states, but patches of false membrane
are of occasional occurrence in the stomach,
and more conunonly on the edges of the

saccules of the large intestine. It is doubt-
ful, however, whether such membranes are

diphtheritic in the clinical sense of the
term, however closely they may correspond
in anatomical characters.

An acute or sub-acute attack of catarrhal

inflammation of the stomach or intestines is

likely, if the cause persist, to become chronic,

the structural features of which are especially

an atrojihy of the e))ithelium, with or with-

out much fibroid thickening of the mucosa.
The wasting of the epithelium is often very
marked, and when the villi also become
shrunken the surface of the mucous mem-
brane ajiitears smooth and glazed over large

areas. In young children this atrophy ap-

pears frequently to follow a single attack of

acute intestinal catarrh. Some forms of

stomatitis, though persisting a long time,

can scarcelj' be said to be chronic in the

sense of leading to permanent structural

changes; the utmost that occurs is a thicken-

ing of the epithelium, which usually dis-

appears in time. The fibroid overgrowth
may affect the stomach or parts of the in-

testine tolerably uniforndj-,ornot infrequently

form polypoid elevations.

Certain peculiarities in the inflammations
of special regions, such as tlie ciecum, colon,

and rectum, are fully described elsewhere.

See Cecum, Diseases of; Rectum, Diseases
of; and Typhlitis.

The ac(e?sory glvnds (salivary, pancreas,

and liver), which genetically are but di\ er-

ticula of the primitive dij^estion-tube, essen-

tially consist in the adult state of a glan-

dular epithelium arranged in various ways
and supported by a connective-tissue struma
which carries vessels, lymphatics, and nerves.

In structure, therefore, they correspond to the

mucous membrane of the alimentary canal,
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and, like it, they are subject, though much
more rarely, to shnilar inflammatory changes.

The commimicating ducts of these organs

with the mouth and duodenum respectively

are lined by a mucous memlirane continuous

with that of the cavities into which they

open. Catarrh of the ducts, usually caused by

extension or by the irritation of calculi, may
be acute or chronic, and may lead, by the

retention of the secretions from the blocked

lumen, to inflammation and other changes

in the proper gland tissue.

The causes of inflammatory affections of

the digestive organs are very numerous.

Among those which may be regarded as

predisposing are (i.) the exposure of the

raucous membrane to injury or irritation

from injiu-ious ingesta
;

(ii.) age, which
confers special liability, as witness the fre-

quency of stomatitis and gastro-enteric

catarrh in children
;

(iii.) season, such as ex-

tremes of heat and excessive moisture, which
are most active in deternjining epidemics of

gastro-intestinal inflammations
;
(iv.) morbid

conditions of the mucous membrane, more
especially chronic congestion and degenera-

tion, which favour the development of the

catarrhal state. Exciting causes are (i.) the

nature of the ingesta, whether mechani-
cally or chemically uTitating, corrosive

poisons, toxic micro-organisms, ptomaines,
and other bodies which may occur in the
course of mal-digestion

;
(ii.) catching cold

;

(iii.) dentition; (iv.) wounds or malpositions
of the bowels, herniae, &c., impacted faeces

;

(v.) extension from the peritoneum
;

(vi.) the
irritation of new-growths; (vii.) secondary
tomany acute febrile states, and some chronic
diseases, such as phthisis and diabetes.

Among the chief results of inflammation
are :—

•

(a) Abscess.—This may occur in any part
of the submucous tissue, in the so-called

phlegmonous and jiyiemic inflammations, but
is of most common occurrence in the gums—
gumboil, in the tonsils, and in the liver ; often
in the latter situation it is the result of in-

flammation determined by absorption into
the mesenteric veins of septic particles from
dysenteric ulceration.

(/i) Ulceration.—The mucous membrane
of the alimentary canal is particularly liable

to this morbid process. Some preference is

exhibited for the different forms of ulcer by
certain regions of the canal, and a difference
exists in the tendency to perforate the entire
thickness of the tube, those of shorter dura-
tion frequently producing this result, whilst
the chronic ulcers are usually accompanied
by a slow formation of indurated connective
tissue, which proceeds p'l''"'' passu with the
destructive process, and is especially likely
to institute adhesions between the canal
and adjacent organs. Ulcers are met with
in the salivary, hepatic, and pancreatic
ducts, very fr-eipeuily as a sequence of in-

flammation determined by the passage of

calculi.

The ulcers which are usually acute in their

course are :—(1) Simple or catarrhal. (2)

Aphthous. These forms, though they may
occur in any part of the mucous membrane,
are far more commonly situated on the gums,
cheeks, tongue, and palate. (3) Acute specific

ulcerations : as diphtheritic and scarlatinal,

mainly affecting the fauces ; or typhoid,

limited to the jejimum and ileum, and origi-

nating in the sohtary and agminated glands.

(4) Dysenteric.

The ulcers that are commonly chronic in

their course are :—(1) Gastric. (2) Tubercular,

which maj' occtir in any part of the canal, but

are usually limited to the same situation as

the typhoid. (3) Syphilitic, most common in

the mouth, fauces, and rectum. (4) Can-
cerous. (5) Dysenteric and chronic catarrhal.

(y) Sloughing and Gangrene.—The in-

flammatory state may be so intense as to

lead to molar death of the area affected, with

the production of slough. This often follows

scarlatinal inflammation of the fauces, and
the surface of the large intestme in dysentery

is frequently covered by large and numerous
sloughs.

Gangrene is almost entirely limited to the

mouth in children, when it produces the con-

dition termed noma. The cheeks are usually

affected flrst, the process rajsidly involving

the gums, jaws, &c. Portions of bowel that

have been strangulated readily become gan-

grenous.
Post-mortem softening and destruction of

the stomach and intestines is frequently met
with, and is due to an actual digestion of the

viscera by the gastric juice, which, thus

escaping from the stomach, may cause de-

struction of adjacent organs. It is usually

met with when death has occurred during

the process of gastric digestion, and is more
common in infants, possibly from the greater

acidity of the products of digestion.

2. Hyijcrtrophy.—A general overgi-owth

of the normal tissues of the digestive organs

is practically unknown. Certain parts may
manifest this condition, notably the muscular
tissue of parts of the canal above an obstruc-

tion. Patches of hypertrophied epithelium

are seen in the mouth following on persistent

mechanical irritation of broken teeth, &c., or

as the result of syphilis. The overgrowth
may be limited to the epithelium of the

hngual papilla. Considerable hyperplasia

of the sub-epithelial connective tissue may be

caused by a chronic inflammation of any part

of the canal. The liver is described as being

occasionally hypertrophied in certain cases

of diabetes.

3. Atrophy.—The alimentary organs may
share in the general atrophy and wasting of

old age or inanition. This condition is apt

to follow disease of certain parts, especially

the epithelia in chronic inflammation, or
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mav be seon in tlie thiuningaml shrinkiii;? of

tliostoiuiK-li ami intestines beyond an obstruc-

tion or an urtilicial anus, or when these orjjans

are permanently dihvteil. Pressnre ou tlie

organs, as by tight-lacing, &c., may load to

the same result.

4. Dfijenrialiotis.—Those morbid processes

to which the terra ' degeneration ' is applied,

and which essentially consist in the conver-

sion of the tissues into materials of a less

complex chemical composition than normal,

associated with a diminished vital activity,

may affect any or all of the structural ele-

ments of which the digestive organs are com-
posed. Albuminoid infiltration or cloudy

swelling is the invariable accompaniment of

inflammation of the opitlielial and muscular
tissues. Fatty degeneration is a further ro-

Bult of inflammation or of other malnutrition,

and has been found in the gastric mucous
membrane, as well as in the muscular coat

at various parts of the canal. Although not

the commonest organs to be so affected, yet

not infrequently the intestine and stomach
are the seat of lardaceous degeneration, not

always limited to the vessels, but affecting

also the epithelial, fibrous, and muscular
coats. The liver is especially liable to undergo
degeneration, both fatty and lardaceous.

Deposition of pigment may be found in the

deeper epithelial strata of the mouth and
intestines in Addison's disease, in the gastric

and intestinal mucous membrane as the

result of changes in effused blood associated

with chronic inflammation, and in the liver

in certain cases of blood diseases and inter-

mittent fevers. The sulphides of such metals
as lead may be deposited in the mucous
membrane of mouth or intestines in lines

and spots of black or bluish appearance.
5. Changes in or retention of the secretions

of the various glands may result in the pro-

duction of calculi—saUvary, pancreatic, or
biliary.

6. Neiv-growths.—There is scarcely any
known form of neoplasm which may not be
found in some region or another of the ali-

mentary tract.

The new-growths limited to the epithelial

coat, or commencing in it, are condylomata,
papillomata, and various forms of carcinoma.
In the fibrous tissue occur sarcoma, fibroma,

myeloid, adenoid, gumma, enchondroma, and
lipoma.

In addition there may be polypi or tumours
of the mucous membrane ; myxoma ; muscu-
lar-tissue tumour ; cysts ; vascular gi'owths,

such as najvi and hemorrhoids ; and the
infective grauulomata, viz. tubercle, lupus,

and sj'philis.

7. Traumatic.—Certain parts of the ali-

mentary tract are, from their position, more
liable than others to external injury. Incised
and punctm-ed wounds of the mouth, oeso-

phagus, stomach, intestines, and liver are of

occasional occurrence, and rupture of the

abdominal viscera is sometimes mot with.

The ingestion of corrosive substances may
produce destruction of certain parts of the

canal, and wounds may be determined by
foreign bodies, as pins, fish-bones, &c., which
have been swallowed.

III. Malformations and Malposi-
tions.—1. Ilcrctlitiiri/.— Oi those the most
important are hare-lip ; cleft palate ; macro-
glossia; fistulous communication between
the pharynx and the exterior, or between the
gullet and trachea ; intestinal cffica ; imper-
loY-ate anus ; and hernite.

2. Acqtiircd.^'SIa.Uonnn.tion and malposi-
tion of the viscera may follow fi-om disease.

Communications between the stomach and
intestines, or between different coils of intes-

tine, or between the gall-bladder and the gut,

may result from chronic ulceration. Many
hcrniffi are not developed untU long after

birth, from violent strains, &c.

Stricture of various parts of the canal is

frequently associated with the healing of

ulcers, and with new-growths. Dilatation of

the canal is apt to occur on the proximal, and
contraction on the distal side of such stric-

tures. The intestines may be considerably
displaced from adhesions following periton-

itis. Twists (vohiilus), intussusception, inter-

nal strangulations, and prolapsus ani, are more
or less common affections of the intestines.

IV. Abnormal Contents. — Concre-
tions.—These are found occasionally in the sac-

cules of the large intestine, ciccum, appendix,
and, more rarely, stomach and small intestine.

They usually are made up of concentric
laj'ers of earthy and organic matter, the
former being principally phosphates of lime
and magnesia. They frequently have as a
nucleus some foreign body. Similar bodies
have been met with, formed of chalk, mag-
nesia, or oxide of bismuth, which have been
swallowed. Much larger masses, mainlj- com-
posed of densely felted hairs or vegetable husks
and fibres, with earthy and foecal matter, are

sometimes seen ; gasteroliths are generally of

this variety {see C.u,cdli). Foreign bodies,

such as pins, bones, fruit-stones, coins, &c.,

may also lodge in the alimentary canal.

Parasites.—The alimentary organs are in-

fested by numerous forms of micro-organisms,
belonging for the most part to the vegetable

kingdom. The greatL^r nt.mber are comprised
in the Schizomycetes, or bacteria, but a few,

such as the Actinomyces, found in the month
and liver, are included in the division Hypho-
mycetes, or moulds ; and as an example of the
Blastomycetes, or yeasts, may be mentioned
the thrush-fungus, Saccharomyces albicans.

These all obtain entrance to the canal from
the exterior, chiefly with the food, and the
majority give rise to no symptoms of disease

provided proper cleanliness be observed.

That many propagate and flourish in different

parts of the tube is certain, and some appoar
to take a definite share in converting the food
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to a diffusible state, especially in the intes-

tines, and to that extent are true digestive

agents. The ferments which set up the lactic-

acid change in the stomach are to be con-

sidered as normal, whilst those which

develop butyric acid are clearly abnormal.

The true pathogenic organisms, such as those

producing tubercle, typhoid fever, diphtheria,

and cholera, develop as they may find their

surroundings suitable ; but it is also probable

that some forms of gastro-intestinal dis-

turbance, such as summer diarrhcea of infants,

are due to the activities of bacteria, which
produce toxic substances— ptomaines—in the

course of putrefactive changes set up by
them in the intestinal contents.

A few species of Protozoa have been met
with in the intestines, such as Amceba coli,

Paramfecium coU, Cercomonas intestinalis,

and PsorospermisB. The other and larger

parasites belong to the flat or round worms,
and include the various species of TiEnia and
Bothriocephalus among the former, Ascaris

lumbricoides, Oxyuris vermicularis, Tricho-

cephalus dispar, and Anliylostoma duodenale

among the latter. Sec Entozoa.
Gases.—The gases normally occurring in

the stomach or intestines, whether they be
swallowed with the food or formed during
fermentation in the canal, are often much
increased in amount, especially carbonic acid,

sulphuretted hydrogen, and marsh gas, the

last named being inflammable, and occasion-

ally eructated in considerable quantity.

W. H. Allchin.

DILATATION {dilato, I enlarge).

Etiology.—Dilatation of any of the cavi-

ties, tubes, or orifices of the body may either

result from increased pressure from within,

or from diminution in the resisting power of
the walls of the tubes or cavities. These two
causes are frequently combined, and, indeed,
the latter is often the result of a long con-
tinuance of the former. Increased pressure
from within may be due either to increased
secretion of the normal contents of the
cavity, or to some other effusion into it.

This is the usual cause of dilatation of the
closed cavities of the body ; we have ex-
amples in the ventricles of the brain, the
pericardium, the synovial cavities, the burss,
the folUcles of the th^Toid body in cystic
goitre, and the Graafian vesicles in some
forms of ovarian dropsy. In the various
tubes of the body, increased pressiu-e from
within may arise from obstruction, and the
consequent accumulation behind the seat of
obstruction of the substances which it is the
function of the tubes to transmit.

Varieties and Characters.— 1. Cyfstic
dilatation.—In tubes which begin by blind
extremities the result of dilatation is generally
the formation of a cyst, and this is the usual
mode of origin of the large class of retention-
cysts, or cystic dilatation. We have ex-
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amples in the sebaceous cysts, in the cysts

of mucous membranes, due to tlie ducts of

the mucous glands becoming obstructed by
the products of catarrhal inflammation, in

cysts of the kidney formed by dilatations

of the Malpighiau capsules and uriniferous

tubules, and in dilatations of the gall-bladder,

and of the pelvis of the kidney.

2. Uniform or cylindrical dilatation.—In
tubes not beginning by blind extremities, the

effect of the obstruction is usually to produce
a uniform or cylindrical, and not a cystic

dilatation ; though sometimes one j^art of the

wall will yield, and so cause a diverticulum
or sacculus. These uniform and cjdindrical

dilatations may occur in all the tubes of the

body. They are met with in the oesophagus
and all parts of the digestive canal, in the

heart, veins, bladder, ureters, bile-ducts, &c.

This form of dilatation may be attended
either with thickening and hypertrophy, or

with thinning and atrophy of the walls.

Usually when the tubes are in the main
muscular, hypertrophy occm's, fr'om increased

exercise of the muscular fibres in their efforts

to overcome the obstruction ; but when the

walls are mainly fibrous or elastic, they
generally become atrophied and thinned.

3. Compensatory or collateral dilatation.

Another form of dilatation from increased
internal pressure may be termed compensa-
tory or collateral dilatation ; it is produced
by the tubes having to transmit an increased
quantity of fluid in consequence of the ob-

struction of other channels. Besides the
blood-vessels, we may meet with examples
of compensatory dilatation in one ureter

when the other is blocked, and in the bron-
chial tubes and other parts. Resembling
this foi'm in its mode of origin is the dilata-

tion caused by tubes having to transmit
substances of too large a calibre, as, for

example, in the passage of calculi down the
gall-duct and ureters.

4. Dilatation from changes in the walls.

The last class of dilatations consists of those

due to diminished power of resistance in the
walls of the tubes or cavities. The most
important examples of this class occur in

the circulatory and respiratory systems : in

the heart from fatty degeneration; in the
arteries from atheromatous changes. In the
respiratory organs it occurs both in the
bronchial tubes and in the afr-cells. Here,
however, the loss of resisting power is itself

usually caused by prolonged increased pres-

sure from within; which in the air-cells, as
their walls are elastic and not muscular,
rapidly causes atrophy, and subsequent dila-

tation. W. Cayley.

DILITENTS {diluo, I wash or dilute).

Definition.—Remedies which increase the
proportion of fluid in the blood.

Enumeration.— Water is the only real

diluent. It is given for this purpose in various
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forms -sonps, tisanes, barloy water, toast and
water, milk, lemonade, aerated waters, &c.

—

to (luench thirst, and increase secretion.

UsKS.—Diluents are employed to lessen

thirst, as in fever and diabetes, and to remove
the products of tissue-waste. As the thirst

maj' depend upon local dryness of the throat,

as well as upon jreneral want of tluid in the

system, the power of water to quench thirst

may be pfrcatly increased by adding to it a

little vej^otable or mineral acid, or some aro-

matic, such as lemon or orange peel, which
will stimidate the flow of saliva, and thus tend

to keep the mouth moist after the li(piid itself

has been swallowed. The thirst-cpienching

power of water is also aided by the addition

of mucilaginous substances, such as oatmeal,

or linseed tea, which, leaving a mucilaginous
coat on the inside of the mouth and pharynx,
retard evaporation, and thus lessen the dry-

ness of the nnicous membrane. The free use

of water, and especially drinking hot water on
rising in the morning, or on going to bed at

night, and between meals, is useful in gout,

elironic rheumatism, and biliary lithiasis,

lessening or preventing tlie occurrence of

acute attacks. T. Lauder Brunton.

DIPHTHERIA (S^^tpn, a skin).—
SvNON. : Fv. Diplttlierite; Diphtherie; Ger.
Diphtheritis ; Diphtheric.

Definition.—An acute, specific, contagious

and infectious, and often epidemic, general

disease ; accompanied by pyrexia and gi-eat

weakness ; having as its local manifestation
inflammation of various mucous membranes,
particularly those of the throat and larynx,

and the formation upon them, or upon ex-

ternal wounds, of ulcers covered by a fibrin-

ous false membrane ; and often followed by
paralysis of varied distribution.

History.—From the writings of the most
ancient physicians, it is evident that the

disease we know as diphtheria existed in the

earliest ages, and then had main features

differing Uttle, if at aU, from those with which
it presents itself to us now. Hippocrates,

AretiEus, Galen, Celsus, and Aetius, have all

left fragmentary accounts of a disease pre-

valent in their time, which serve for its iden-

tification with diphtheria. From the six-

teenth century onwards, since which time
medical observation has been more fully re-

corded, we have reliable descriptions of epi-

demic diphtheria occurring at times in various

parts of Europe, which leave no doubt as to

the nature of the disease, and show that

essentially it had not changed for centuries.

Bretonneau,in a work published in 182G.gave
an account of his experience of the disease,

beginning with an epidemic in Tours in 1818

;

and from this description dates the copious
modern literature upon the subject. Bre-
toimeau, too, gave the modern name to the
disease, by calhng it diphtherite, and later

diphtheric, in allusion to the production of
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membranes or skins—a special character of

the malady. The most severe outbreak of

diphtheria which has occurred in England
was that which attained its height about the
year IS'jS. But while later epidemics may
not have been so severe as this, their occur-

rence has become more frequent, and, as wUl
be discussed in the section on Pathologj-, the
disease is now endemic in our large towns.
In the article upon Croup, the writer has
given his reasons for believing that at least

a large majority of cases classed under this

head are really true diphtheria having its

primary seat in the larynx. But membranous
croup and diphtheria are even yet considered
by some physicians as distinct diseases, and
in former times this view was much more
prevalent. Consequently, many of the out-

breaks of ' croup ' in Scotland and England
must be considered as epidemics of diph-

theria. It is noteworthy, too, that the recent

returns of the Registrar-General show an
increase in the number of cases of diphtheria

and a decrease in those of croup, doubtless

fi-om the recognition of most cases of the

latter disease as examples of laryngeal

diphtheria.

Incubation.—After exposure to the poison
of diphtheria a certain interval elapses before

definite phenomena of the disease appear,

whether these be of the nature of general

symptoms or the beginnings of the local

lesion. This period of incubation varies

greatly. It is much shorter after direct in-

oculation than when the poison is taken into

the system by other channels. When animals
are inoculated with diphtheritic poison, signs

of the disease may appear in about twelve

hours, or may be delayed as long as three

daj-s. In the human subject such inocula-

tion occasionally takes place, as when diph-

theritic membrane comes in contact with an
open woxmd in another patient, or when
instruments which have been used for an
operation upon a diphtheritic subject have
not been thorouglily cleansed and disinfected

before being used for other purposes. In
such cases the period of incubation resembles
that seen in the experiments upon animals,

but may be prolonged to four days. When,
however, the poison is received in other and
more indirect ways, the incubation time is

much more variable, and probably its or-

dmary limits are from two to eight days. Yet
certainly the lower limit is frequently anti-

cipated, for there is no reason to doubt the

accuracy of many published cases, in which
the disease began a few hours only after ex-

posvu:e to infection. Cases are on record,

too, where the incubation seemed to have
been much longer, but these are more doubt-

ful. Not only maj' it be suggested that a
second exposiu-e had occurred, but it is

likely that, where this can be disproved, the

poison was not received into the body at

the time of exposure, but was held by fomitca
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until a period much nearer to the outbreak,

•when the patient was in a more favoiurable

state to receive the disease.

A diiBculty in determining the period of

incubation is caused by the invasion of the

disease being not infrequently insidious.

During the incubation, while there may be

no symptoms at all, there may be mere

indefinite feelings of malaise, not to be dis-

tinguished from the early symptoms of inva-

sion in a mild attack.

There is reason to believe that the more

intense the poison, or the more hable the

patient, the shorter is the period of incuba-

tion.

Symptoms.—Invasion.—According to the

severity of the disease in its clinical aspects,

three separate types of diphtheria may be

distinguished—the benign, the ordinary, and

the malignant. These are not natural orders,

but relative terms. Numerous eases occur

which throughout their course may be clas-

sified as belonging to one or other of these

gi-oups. Yet, on the other hand, instances

are also numerous which show a transition

from one to the other group, which, beginning,

for example, after the benign type, afterwards

show the most serious symptoms or sequel®

of the disease ; or which, presenting only
ordinary symptoms at the onset, rapidly

assume the features of the malignant type.

1. It will be convenient to describe in the

first place the symptoms of the disease as

it is ordinarily met with.

In such cases, after a period of incubation,

the patient, as a rule gradually, but often

almost suddenly, feels ill. He has wandering
aches and pains, disinclination for exertion,

slight headache, chilliness, loss of aj^petite,

nausea—and rarely even vomiting, thirst,

and the general discomfort of a febrile condi-
tion. The temperature of the body is raised,

but not to a great degree—in most cases,

at the onset, to not more than 100° or
101° F. At this time, however, the local
symptoms of the disease appear in the form
of soreness and tenderness of the throat, and
slight enlargement of the glands at the angles
of the jaws. The fauces, tonsils, soft palate,
and pharynx are swollen, and show a diffuse
dusky redness. The pulse and the respu-ation
are hurried, in accordance with the general
febrile state. The urine presents the usual
febrile condition.

The symptoms rapidly increase in severity.
The bodily weakness becomes extreme, and
aniEmia soon presents itself. The glands, not
only those at the angles of the jaws, but their
lymphatic connexions also, become greatly
swollen, painful, and tender ; and their'cover-
ing of skm may be reddened. The pulse is
frequent, feeble, and of low arterial tension

;

the respirations are more hurried. The local
disorder now becomes characteristic. The
tonsils themselves assume a paler aspect, but
are smroimded by the reddened mucous

membrane. Soon a white haziness appears

in patches on the tonsils, the soft palate, or

the pharynx. While the swelling of the

parts akeady mentioned greatly increases,

the haziness becomes more pronounced, until

in disseminated patches a distinct false mem-
brane is seen, slightly raised fi'om the sur-

rounding parts, yeUowish-white in colour,

ragged in outline, and sm-rounded by a zone

of congestion distinguishable even firom the

general redness of the neighbourhood. At
first the membrane can be detached from the

vmderlying parts ; and when removed it leaves

an intensely red surface behind. But very
soon it becomes more adherent, and its re-

moval is only attained by laceration of the

mucous membrane and the exposure of a
bleeding ulcerated surface, on which a new
layer of false membrane is fonned in a short

time. The membrane spreads, and may
cover the whole of the fauces and pharynx.
When this occurs there is usually so much
swelling of the parts that scarcely any open-
ing of the fauces can be seen. Further, the

aspect of the membrane changes. From
being yellowish-white, thin, and delicate, it

becomes tliicker, of a brownish tint, firm and
leathery in texture. The difference in colour

is due to admixture with decomposed blood-

pigment, the entanglement of atmospheric
particles, and drying of the exudation. Signs
of coryza are present, and from the nostrils a
thin acrid discharge issues.

The tongue is dry, coated with a white or

brownish fur, and red at the tip. Appetite
is entirely lost, and as a rare symptom there

may be vomiting. Swallowing is difficult

and painful. The bowels are, as a rule, con-

stipated. The temperature becomes higher,

but does not attain the extreme degree seen
in many other fevers. Its ordinary height
is between 102° and 103° F. The exami-
nation of the chest at this time, provided
the case is uncomplicated, reveals either

nothing at all, or only the rhonchi and rales

of bronchial congestion. The m-ine is still

febrile, and in a large number of cases con-
tains albumen. Slight delirium may occur,
but is not a frequent symptom in the or-

dinary type.

When such cases tend to a favourable issue,

the duration of the disease is variable. Even
after such a moderately severe form as that
just described, the symptoms may begin to

decline at about the fourth day ; tlae patches
of false membrane, after separating, cease
to re-form ; and the patient rapidly resumes
his ordinary health. Usually, however, both
the general and the local symptoms are pro-

longed for a much longer period, say up to
the twelfth or fourteenth day, when slow con-
valescence begins.

Such is a description of the form in which
diphtheria ordinarily presents itself, without
any of the numerous complications which
may occur. Many of the symptoms, how-
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ever, ipquive a more detailed description, and
this will be given below.

2. 'Hie bcniijn form is so mild that a con-

siderable number of patients pass through it

with so little feeling of illness that they con-

sider it unnecessary to consult a medical
man at all. There can be no doubt that such
ambulant cases are im]iortant factors in

spreading the disease. Tlie patient suffers

from but slight malaise and weakness, with
loss of appetite and slight fever. The urine

is usually not albuminous. No complaint
whatever may be made of soreness of throat

;

and for this reason the nature of the com-
plaint is frequently overlooked, even by medi-
cal men. Generally, however, tliere is some
soreness in swallowing, and a little enlarge-

ment of the glands at the angles of the jaws.

On examination, a few white patclies of false

membrane, easily detached, will be seen on
the tonsils, rarelj- on the soft palate or pharynx.
Earely, with only mild general symptoms,
very extensive deposit may be seen in the

throat. In a few days the patches disappear,

either by being coughed out or by gradual
dissolution ; no more form ; the symptoms,
slight as they were, decline ; and the patient

rapidly resumes his usual health. During
the whole period of the disease it is possible

for the patient to walk about, and even
attend to his usual duties. But this is very
undesirable, not only because such cases

are as capable of spreading infection as more
severe ones, but because, however slight

may be the condition at the onset, at any
time more serious symptoms may arise, and
in this, the benign, form there is no exemp-
tion from the most dangerous complications

and sequeliE of the disease, such as spread
of the membrane to the larynx, cardiac failtu'e,

and paralysis.

3. The malignant form of diphtheria is cha-

racterised by severity rather of the general

symptoms than of tlie local lesions. Com-
monly, fi'om the first the sj'mptoms are

severe, though the early features of the case

may be those of the ordinary or even of the

benign form. There is extreme prostration
;

the pulse is rapid, feeble, and of low tension
;

and the respirations are hurried and shallow.

The skin is dry, pungent to the touch, and of

a generally dusky hue. The tongue is dry
and brown. Very soon the 'typhoid' state

develops, and there maybe sometimes a mut-
tering delirium, though in most cases this

is absent. A ha^morrhagic diathesis is a fre-

quent phenomenon in this condition, and is

shown by the occurrence of hajmorrhages
from various mucous membranes, or beneath
the conjunctiva, and by the appearance of a

purpuric rash on the skin. The temperature
may be highly febrile, or not unduly raised.

The urine is albuminous. While the symp-
toms of the throat-lesion are not very evident,

yet its signs are characteristic. The false

membrane is soft, pultaceous, and very dark —

sometimes black, in colour. It is often ex-

tensive ; and the tissues around are sloughing
f or gangrenous. A foul smell comes from the
putrifying mass at the back of the throat.

I

In most cases, too, the false membrane has
spread to the nose ; and a sanious discharge,

also of foul smell, issues from the nostrils,

^

and by its irritation excoriates the skin around
with which it comes into contact. The glands
of the neck are always much enlarged and
inflamed. Such a condition in most cases
ends fatally in a short time.

This general description of the three typos
of diphtheria requires to be supplemented by
a detailed account of some of the s^anptoms.
Formation and Spread of the False Mem-

brane.—The presence of the false membrane
is the characteristic feature of diphtheria, and
that from which it derives its name. It is

the special local manifestation of the disease.

But, as will be clear from the descriptions

given, in diphtheria we have to deal with
general symptoms which, m point of severity,

may have no relation to the extent of the
local lesion. In the benign form we may
sometimes find the general sym])toms very
slight, or practically absent, while a largo

quantity of membrane may be seen in the
throat. In the malignant form we may have
the most severe general symptoms when the

local phenomena, severe it may be, are not
so prominent as the signs of general disease.

The question then arises whether we may
occasionally meet with general symptoms of

diphtheritic fever, not only without signs of

anj' local lesion, but without the appearance
of any false membrane, and with merely con-

gestion and swelling of the fauces, having no
specialised character. It is in the experience

of clinicians that this occurs, but certainly

very rarely. It is possible that, in the course

of an epidemic of diphtheria, instances of the

benign form may be met with without more
local lesion than the early congestion de-

scribed; yet in such cases a slight formation

of false membrane may easily be overlooked.

Because of the existence of such a condition,

Virchow origmally described a catarrhal

form of diphtheria, in which no membrane
at all was formed. But it is beyond doubL
that the poison of dijihtheria may act so

powerfully upon the system as to, in ex-

tremely rare cases, kill the patient before tlie

local lesion has time to develop. It is only

such cases as these which can withotit fear

of error be used for argument ; but they have
been recorded by such competent observers

that it must be admitted that diphtheria may
at times occmr without any specialised local

lesion.

In by far the majority of cases, however,

false membrane does appear. Generally it

occurs first on some part of the throat—either

on the tonsils, soft palate, or the back of the

pharynx. Usually, too, it is seen in one or

more spots simultaneously on both sides, and
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most commonly on the tonsils. Yet, occa-

sionally, at an early period but one side may
be attacked, but soon, however, an affection

of the opposite side follows. The membrane
can, at quite its early appearance, be detached

with but slight difficulty, leaving a very red

or hfemorrhagic surface behind. But very

soon its connexions to the subjacent parts

become much firmer ; it can be removed only

by some force, and leaves behind a rough,

bleeding, and ulcerated surface. In all but

extremely shght cases, a new formation of

membrane then occurs ; and this may be re-

peated many times if the disease continues.

The detachment of membrane also takes

place naturally, not only at the termination

of the case, but during its height, new mem-
branes being again formed. In this way, the

patient may expel from the mouth, usually

by coughing, large quantities of the false

membrane, in small or large shreds. "Where

the larynx and trachea are attacked, complete

casts of these cavities may be thus expec-

torated ; and in still more serious cases even
moulds of the smaller bronchi are occasion-

ally coughed up.

In the early stages, the membrane appears

as a thin whitish dejiosit, which rapidly

thickens. The colour, too, soon changes,

passing through stages of grey, greyish-

yellow, yellow, brown, and even black. Its

consistence increases, becoming in most cases

very firm, and resembling shreds of kid-

leather. In the malignant form, the mem-
brane becomes softened, and even pultaceous.

Its colour then is still darker, and the mem-
brane becomes mixed with blood or the pro-
ducts of its decomposition.
The isolated patches in which the mem-

brane first appears soon spread and amalga-
mate, tmtil the whole of the throat, as seen
on opening the mouth, is entirely covered.
But the affection spreads farther. One of
the most dangerous complications of diph-
theria, and also one of the most ii-equent, is

the spread of the membrane to the larynx.
This is more frequent in children ; and, while
dangerous in adults, is still more so in chil-

dren, because of the greater ease with which
it diminishes the humen of the glottis. The
signs by which the complication may be
diagnosed are the following. The patient
feels soreness in the larynx, and is greatly
troubled by cough. The breathing becomes
first wheezy, then stridulous, and always
more hurried than before. The cough is
harsh; the voice is hoarse and husky, and
finally lost. The patient, if a child, clutches
at the throat as if to remove an obstruction.
Soon the narrowing of the larynx interferes
greatly with the entrance of air into the
lungs. AU the extraordinary muscles of
inspiration are brought into action. The
lower ribs cease to move outwards, and later
on are depressed at each inspiration. The
supra-clavicular spaces are similarly de-

pressed. These signs are more obvious in

children : in very young subjects, and es-

pecially in those affected by rickets, the whole
chest-wall may be depressed as each breath

is drawn. Signs of cyanosis may now be

observed in blueness of the lips and cheeks

;

but more commonly the face is pallid. The
pulse is very rapid. The temperature is no
more raised than it was before, and may
indeed be only slightly above the normal.

The forehead, and even the whole body,

becomes covered with a cold clammy sweat.

If mirelieved by operation, this condition

soon ends in death, occasionally preceded,

in yomig subjects, by convulsions.

The opinions of observers of great expe-

rience vary as to the period of the disease

at which extension of membrane from the

phai'ynx to the trachea is most likely to oc-

cur. Sir William Jenner stated that he had
never known this comjilication commence
after the expiration of the first week of the

disease. Oertel, on the other hand, speaks of

its occurrence as late as the thirteenth day

;

and Henoch saw it begin fourteen days after

the commencement of the primary disease.

Sir William Jenner's statement, however, is

correct for the majority of cases ; and we may
place the usual time of api^earance of secon-

dary laryngeal symptoms at three to six days
after the onset of the diphtheria. It is

rather in the mild and in the ordinary forms
than in the malignant that this complication

may be looked for. Yet its appearance is a

sign of extreme danger; most of the deaths
fi-om diphtheria are due to this cause. Sir

William Jenner again states that he had
seen death occur twelve hours after the onset

of laryngeal symjjtoms, and had never known
it delayed more than five days ; and his ex-

perience agreed with that of Bretonneau.
The membrane frequently spreads to the

nares also. This is almost invariably the
case in the malignant, bitt occurs, too, in the
ordinary form. The symptoms of the com-
plication are snoring or snuffling respiration,

and the discharge of an acrid fluid from the
nostrils, which excoriates the surrounding
skin. The excoriations may in their turn
become covered by diphtheritic membrane
when the disease is severe. Shreds of mem-
brane, too, may be discharged from the
nostrils. Epistaxis is of frequent occurrence.
Sometimes, as stated in the account of

malignant diphtheria, this is due to the
general tendency to haemorrhage found in

septic diseases, but it is also a sign of inva-

sion of the nasal mucous membrane. From
the nose the lacrymal ducts, and even the
conjunctivae, may be infected, leading oc-

casionally to destruction of the eyeball.

Spreading fi-om the throat, the membranous
formation easily reaches the upper pharynx,
and by way of this proceeds to the middle
ear. Great pain and sense of distension are
thereby produced, and severe otitis media
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with destruction of the parts, or even otitis

interna ami externa, and necrosis of the bono,

may result.

Tlio o^sophnf^is, too, may be affbcted in the

whole of its Icnjjth. iiiul even the stoinnch

and intestines, as will be mentioned in the

pathological description.

Sometimes false membrane may appear in

A arious parts of the mouth, probably by the

infection of abrasions of surface.

In most cases, as above described, the

membnme makes its first appeiu-ance in the

throat. Yet numerous cases are now on
record in which it has first been seen else-

where.
The primary laryngeal form of the dis-

ease is well recognised, and has been known
by the name of Diphtheritic Croup. The
general symptoms of the disease are then
the same as in the ordinary form, but signs

of the trouble m the larynx occiu: early and
before any affection .of the pharynx can be
detected. "SVith the laryngoscope, if the pa-

tient will allow of it being used, false mem-
brane, having the ordinary appearance, can
be seen covering the posterior surface of the

epiglottis, the whole of the interior of the
larynx, and even of the trachea. The affec-

tion may remain localised in the larynx
mitil death, or may extend thence to the
pharynx and other parts.

A primary nasal form is rare, but some-
times met with. Hero the coryzal symp-
toms and the mueo-pundent or sanious dis-

charge from the nostrils occur early in the

disease ; and, when the affection is advanced,
false membrane may be seen near the an-
terior nares. From the posterior nares the
lesion may spread to the pharj-nx, as in the
laryngeal form. Such cases are often over-

looked in their early stages, because of the
obscure position of the characteristic mem-
brane. They are generally severe in cha-
racter.

External wounds or abrasions maybe secon-
darily infected and covered by false mem-
brane in the course of the ordinary disease.

But, on the other hand, there happen cases

in which not oidy has the first local appear-
ance of the disease been seen in an external
wound, but the inoculation of such a wound
has been the means of infecting the general
system. Tlnis diphtheria has originated
from the use of an infected instrument in

the operation of circumcision, diphtheritic

membrane first developing on the wound.
Dr. Hill has recently described cases in

which the primary lesion was on the peri-

na;um. Dr. Braxton Hicks and others have
also described cases where the first appear-
ance of the false membrane was on some
part of the female genital organs, doubtless
as the result of accidental inoculation.

Affection of tkd Gl'inds. — The glands
beneath the jaw are swollen and tender in all

buc very exceptional cases of diphtheria. In

most they are so large as to be easily seen

;

in nciu-ly all tliey can bo felt. But in by far

the larger majority of cases the swelling of
the glands is a very marked feature. In
severe cases, too, it is not only the glands
beneath the jaw, but also all those of the
neck, on both sides, though the affection of
one side may predominate. Tjie skin cover-
ing them is swollen, reddened, and oedematons.
Sometimes, too, the tissue lying between the
glands is greatly inflamed ; and in a few cases

a brawny hardness, extending from the jaw
to the clavicle and involving apparently all

the tissues of the neck, an angina Ludovici,
has been observed. Rarely, the glandidar
inflammation may proceed to suppuration,
causmg a large and formidable abscess. The
affection of the glands and surrounding tissue

is more marked in the severe, and especially

in the malignant forms.
Condition of the Urine.—The nrine in

diphtheria resembles in its general characters

that of other febrile diseases, tliough the fea-

tures are less marked tlian in other affections.

It is diminished in quantity, high-coloiu'ed,

and deposits urates and tu'ic acid. Sometimes,
too, it may appear but little changed. But a
special feature of the disease is the occurrence
of albumimn-ia, as first pointed out by Dr.
Wade of Birmingham, in the Midland Quar-
terly Journal ofMedicine, 1857. This appear-
ance is very frequent, and is found, according

to statistics, in one-half or even two-thirds of
the total ntnnber of cases. The amount of

albumen may be only slight, or, on the other
hand, very great ; and it may disappear from
day to day, to again return. With it may be
found in the urine hyaline or epithelial casts,

but only very rarely blood, and the occurrence
of albuminuria is in only extremely ex-

ceptional cases accompanied by anasarca or

followed by anym'aBmic symptoms. "Whether
albuminuria is present or not, the daily ex-

cretion of urea is normal, or increased. It

differs markedly from the albuminuria of

scarlet fever, in making its appearance nearly

always during the acute com\se of the disease :

very seldom at the time of convalescence. In
most cases it appears on the third or fourth

day. Sannt^, amongst others, has made ex-

tended investigations into this complication.

He examined, in reference to albuminuria,

224 cases ; and foimd that it appeared on the

first day in three, on the second day in ten,

on the third and also on the fourth day in

thirty, on the fifth daj' in twenty-two. After

the fifteenth day albuminuria occurred only

once for the first time. As a general rule, the

gi-eater the quantity of albumen in the urine,

and the earlier its appearance, the more severe

is the case ; but the mere presence of albumi-

nuria does not affect the prognosis of the

diphtheria. In most cases the albumen dis-

appears during convalescence ; though, as the

writer can confirm, it may continue in the

lu-ine for months in moderate amount, and
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unaccompanied by other symptoms, beyond

slight weakness and anaemia. On the other

hand, the writer has, reason to beheye that

in exceptional cases chronic nephritis may
have its origin in an attack of diphtheria.

Temperature.—The temperature in diph-

theria has no definite course. It rises suddenly

early in the disease, and as a rule continues,

with morning remissions, until the beginning

of convalescence, when it declines gradually.

The average temperature at the height of the

attack is from 10-2° to 103°, and very rarely

does it exceed 104° F. It may become raised

above the average limit by the advent of

comphcations, such as broncho-pneumonia or

suppuration in the neck ; but, with these ex-

ceptions, the height of the temperatvure is no
certain guide to the severity of the general

disease or to the extent of the local lesion.

In cases of prolonged diphtheria, such as will

be noted below, after remissions or even inter-

missions of the raised temperature, renewed
attacks of pyrexia are met with, generally as-

sociated with increase of the general symp-
toms.
The Pulse and Heart.—The pulse in diph-

theria is throughout of an asthenic character,

short, ill-sustained, and of low tension. In
the majority of cases it is frequent, above the

degree to be expected from the fever. Dr.

Sidney Phillips, in the British Medical
Journal, 1890, i. p. 960, has analysed 100
cases of diphtheria with reference to the

states of the circulation which may occiur.

In three per cent, of his cases the jiulse was
unduly slow, and these instances were cha-

racterised by vomiting and by a fatal issue.

He concludes that a very rapid pulse, also

a very dangerous symptom, may occur with-
out any other phenomenon, but may be ac-

companied by vomiting and extreme drow-
siness. Irregularity both in the rhythm and
the force of the pulse is not uncommon and
not unfavourable. The heart-sounds are
feeble, and the first sound short. Disturb-
ances of the intervals between the soiuids
are, in the opinion of the writer, of great im-
portance. A rapid sequence of the second
sound upon the first, but especially 'spacing'
of the sounds, as heard at the apex of the
heart—that is, an equalling of the intervals
between the first and second, and the second
and succeeding first sound respectively—are
of most serious import, and indicate a lia-

bility to sudden cardiac failure, the most dan-
gerous complication of diphtheria. These
alterations in the sounds of the heart may be
detected both at the height of the fever and
during convalescence, and are equally im-
portant at either time. Acute dilatation of
the heart, usually of the right ventricle,
sometimes of the left, is not infrequent in
diphtheria. It may be accompanied by a
systolic murmur, heard at the apex or over
the area of the pulmonary artery. But such
a murmur is not due to endocarditis. Bou-

chard and Labadie-Lagrave have maintained
that endocarditis is a frequent compUcation
of diphtheria, but their opinion has been sup-

ported by no other observers. The cardiac

dilatation does not occasion dropsy, as it does
in most other conditions, but the weakness
of the heart's impulse is the cause of the

thrombosis of the large veins which some-
times, though rarely, occurs.

Rash.—A certain degree of efflorescence

on the skin is not uncommon in unmixed
cases of diphtheria, and especially in the

severe variety. It is usually seen about the

neck and the upper part of the chest. It

is a diffuse redness, not punctate, and not

papular in the slightest degree. This is not
a specific rash, and must be carefully distin-

guished from that of scarlet fever. To the
writer, it has appeared to be somewhat
darker in colour than the rash of scarlet

fever. In the malignant forms purpuric
spots of different sizes may be observed,

scattered over the whole surface of the body
in great numbers.

Complications and Seqxjelje.—Many of

the complications have already been described

in the foregoing account of the disorder, and
such will be here only enumerated.

1. Extension of the false membrane to the
larynx and lower air-passages, to the nose,

ear, and eye.

2. Formation of false membrane on ex-

ternal wounds and abrasions.

3. Extensive ulceration, and even gangrene,
of the tissues of the throat. Henoch men-
tions perforation of the palate as an occa-

sional result.

4. Great inflammation in the neck, and
rarely suppuration.

5. Albuminuria.
6. Suppression of urine, and uraemia. This

has been described by Oertel and by a fov/

other observers, but its occurrence is con-
trary to general experience ; and, as Dr.
Hilton Fagge has remarked, it is probable
that scarlet fever has been overlooked in

such cases.

7. Dilatation of the heart.

8. Cardiac failure, syncope, and sudden
death. This complication is the most dan-
gerous which can occur in diphtheria, and
may come on at any period of the disease, and
even during convalescence. It is preceded
usually by a very frequent, sometimes by a
slow, pulse, but its special warning is an
alteration in the sounds of the heart, as

described above. The cardiac failure may in

some case sshow itself by a gradual faihire

of the circulation, but usually by sudden
syncope, which is nearly always fatal. The
most distressing cases in which this occurs
are those where the patient, some time after

the decline of pyrexia, is in full convales-
cence, or even in apparently good health, yet
suddenly faints and almost instantly dies.

No patient is absolutely safe from this fatal
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mishap until at least six weeks after the

apparent end of the disease.

9. Ilieiuorrhafjes. These may occur, not

only from the ulcerated mucous membranes,
but also from any mucous surface. They
may be so copious as to seriously weaken
the patient.

10. Thrombosis of veins.

11. Affections of the bronchi and lungs.

General bronchitis may be met with in

diplitheria before the larynx is attacked, and
may be followed by extensive broncho-pneu-
monia. Both these complications are, how-
ever, more frequent when the air-passaj^cs be-

come involved in the special diphtheritic in-

flammation. Collapse of lung, emphysema,
and hfcmorrhage into the tissues of the lung
are also met Avith at times. Their special

symptoms are added to those of the original

complaint, and need not be here detailed.

12. Paralysis. Though paralysis may
follow other febrile disorders, yet it is so

frequently' an association of diphtheria as to

form a characteristic featiire of the disease.

The paralysis, as statistics show, varies in its

frequency in different epidemics. Cadet de
Gassicourt found that it occurred in 128
cases out of 937. Dr. Gowers states that its

fre(iiiency has been reported as from 8 to GG
per cent., and that probably one-foui-th of the
cases which do not die from the primary
disease suffer from paralj-sis. The paralysis

as a rule appears about two or three weeks
after the decline of the pyrexia, but it may
occiu: during the height of the disease, even
as early as the second day (Sanne), and it

maybe delayed imtil the fourth or fifth week
from the attack. As Landouzy has shown,
the older the patient the more liable he is

to this sequela. It is more common after

slight cases of diphtheria, but its onset is

earlier in the severe forms.

The first part to be affected by the paralysis

is the soft palate. The patient then speaks
with a nasal voice, and is unable to swallow
fluids, since the immobile palate no longer
closes the entrance to the posterior nares, and
so fluids regurgitate through the nose. The
palate hangs motionless during respiration

and phonation, and is insensitive to touch.

Occasionally, and for a time only, one side of

the palate remains unaffected, and then the
uvula is drawn to one side and the curves of

the palatal edges are unequal. In rare cases

the inability to swallow extends to solids

also, from paralysis of the muscles of the
pharynx.
The next most common paralysis is that

of the eye. The most obvious etTect of this

paralysis, and that which most readih' attracts

the attention of the patient's friends, is an
external strabismus from paralj-sis of the
internal rectus muscle. But this is not the
most common result.- More frequcntlj' we
meet with a paralysis of the ciliary muscle,
usually in both e3'es, which has as its effect

ss

a loss of the power of accommodation. Un-
less tlie patient lias previously been myopic,
he is now unable to adjust his ej'e for near
objects, as, for mstance, in the act of reading,

while vision for distant objects remains un-
altered. The pupil, too, is sluggish in con-
tracting to light. Other muscles of the eye-

ball may suffer, so that various forms of

squint are met with, and sometimes ptosis

;

while, in exceptional cases, one or even both
eves have become absolutely motionless from
paralysis of all their muscles. Concentric
contraction of the fields of vision has been
described.

Other organs of sense suffer but rarely, but
Dr. Gowers states that he has met with loss

of taste, and loss of smell without loss of

taste.

The hmbs next suffer from the paralysis,

and usually the lower before the upper limbs.

The paralysis is generally preceded by tinghng
feelings, sense of • pins and needles,' or
actual pain, in the parts about to be attacked.

Then gradually and slowly the paralysis sets

in. It is but rarely complete, but always
sufficient to render the muscles practically

useless. The muscles are flaccid and soon
begin to atrophy. The knee-jerks are lost

:

but this phenomenon mav be met with, as

Dr. Buz/;ard and Dr. Hadden have shown,
early in the primary disease ; and Dr. Angel
Money has foimd that there may be a
previous exaggeration of the knee-jerks. All

reflexes are abolished. The affected muscles
after a time cannot be stimulated to contrac-

tion bj- the faradic current, though they still

retain their reaction to galvanism. Together
with the paralysis, and sometimes without it,

a certain amount of ataxy is not infrequently

seen, most obvious in the legs, though also

sometimes found in the arms.
Sensation, in one or all of its varieties, is

usually lost to a greater or less extent, but
not always in proportion to the loss of muscu-
lar power. The distribution of the ansesthesia

varies. It may be spread over the whole
limb, or appear only in patches. It is usu-

ally most marked in the fingers and toes.

These affections of the limbs are usually

bilateral, though not necessarily equal on the
two sides.

There is scarcely a part of the body which
may not be affected by the paralysis, but

other parts than those mentioned are com-
paratively rarely attacked, and only in severe

cases. The intercostal muscles may be
paralysed, and less frequently the diaphragm,
so that respiration becomes difficult or even
impossible. The head falls forward, if the

patient is in the upright position, from weak-
ness of the neck muscles. The muscles of

the larynx are sometimes attacked. The
muscles attached to the epiglottis cease to

close the orifice of the larynx, and food may
then reach the air-passages. More rarely, the

muscles of the vocal cords themselves are
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weakened or paralysed, and the voice is

altered in quality
"^

or entirely lost. The

bladder and rectum may be affected in severe

cases, but generally they are miaffected.

Amongst the muscles most rarely attacked

are those of the face and tongue.

In the most severe cases it is possible for

nearly all the muscles above-mentioned to be

paralysed at the same time, so that the patient

hes in bed utterly helpless. This condition,

however, is extremely rare. More usually,

the paralysis recovers in one part while it

progi-esses in another, and as a rule does not

recur in a part it has already left. A patient

the subject of diphtheritic paralysis is in

most danger of heart-fadm-e, for this compli-

cation, while liable to set ua during the

height of the primary disorder, is specially

prone to occiu: dm-iug paralysis. The nutri-

tion of the body may fail from the inability

to swallow food ; and from food entering the

larynx pneumonia may arise. In very rare

cases death ensues from paralysis of the

respiratory muscles. Yet all these dangers

are comparatively rare ; and usually the para-

lysis, however severe, after a time graduall3'

and entirely disappears. According to Dr.

Gowers, the average duration of the paralysis

is from six to eight weeks in cases that

recover, but it remains longest in the limbs,

and may there last for as long as four or six

months.
Terminations.— (1) Resolution.— WTien

the attack ends favourably the fever dechnes
by lysis ; the membranes soften, separate, and
do not reappear; the patient gradually re-

covers strength, and resumes his ordinary
health. The duration of ordinary cases is

about ten to foiu-teen days, but the attack
may be prolonged by recrudescences to a
much longer period.

(2) Death.—Death occurs in diphtheria
(a) by gradual asthenia from mal-nutrition;

(6) by rapid asthenia fr-om excessive effect of
the poison

;
(c) by cardiac failure

;
[d) by as-

phyxia from spread of the membrane to the
larynx, or paralysis ofthe respiratory muscles

;

or (e) by any of the comphcations enumerated
above.

Anatomical Characters.—False mem-
hrane.—The naked-eye appearances of the
false membrane have already been safficiently
described. "When a section of the mucous
membrane covered by the exudation is ex-
amined under the microscope, the false mem-
brane is seen to consist of either threads or
shapeless masses of fibrin, in which are em-
bedded leucocytes, more or less degenerated,
red blood-corpuscles, and shrivelled ceU-
nuclei. In the deeper layers of the false
membrane the outlines of epithelial cells can
be seen, showing their bodies swollen into a
hyaline or granular mass ; the nuclei are not
visible

; and these cells no longer easily take
the orcUnary stains. No definite line of
demarcation between the false membrane

and the true mucous membrane can be seen :

the one joins the other gradually and irregu-

larly. The mucous membrane shows swell-

ing and proliferation of its epithelial cells,

and is infiltrated with leucocytes. Its blood-

vessels are congested, sometimes thrombosed,

and haemorrhages are seen in the tissue.

Numerous micro-organisms, of which a fuller

account wiU be given in the next section, are

found, not only in the false membrane, but in

the tissue of the mucous membrane, its veins

and lymphatics. In the later stages, further

degenerative changes are found in the false

membrane. It is then much more granular,

as seen under the microscope ; contains num-
bers of fatty globules and crystals of fatty

acids and cholesterin ; and swarms with the

micro-organisms of putrescence. The false

membrane consists in part of an exudation

of fibrin elements, but mainly of the products
of coagulative necrosis of the epithelial cells.

Hence its close connexion with the mucous
membrane.

Glands.—The swollen glands are, on sec-

tion, soft, red, and pulpy, resembling splenic

tissue. They show the changes of acute

lymphadenitis, and contain micrococci. The
lymphatics leading to them are also enlarged
and inflamed, and contain micro-organisms.
Spots of suppuration are occasionally, but
rarely, found in the glands.

licspiratorij organs.—The larynx, trachea,

and bronchi may be covered by false mem-
brane. Its characters here are slightly dif-

ferent from those found in the pharynx. It

is thinner, somewhat softer, and more easily

separated from its attachments. These cha-

racters are due to no peculiarity in the mem-
brane itself, but probably to the thinner layer

of epithehum from which in this situation it

takes its rise. The membrane may be pro-

longed into the smallest bronchi which can
be followed out. More commonly, however,
after proceeding down the trachea a little

way, it becomes soft, loose, and at last con-

tinuous with a thick purulent or muco-
purulent exudation, which covers the mucous
membrane of the bronchi, but is not attached
to it. The lungs may be congested, or show
the changes of broncho-pneumonia or of

pulmonary apoplexy. Very frequently, too,

empihysema or insufflation of the lungs is

seen in patches.

The mediastinal glands may be swollen,

and resemble in appearance those of the

neck.

Circulatory organs.—The cavities of the

heart, especially those of the right side, con-

tain ante-mortem clots firmly adherent to the

endocardium. Endocarditis is not found. The
muscular tissue of the heart is nearly always
softened, and may sometimes show carditis or

fatty degeneration. In a few cases, as the
writer has fomid, colonies of micro-organisms
may be seen embedded in the muscular
tissue. Frequently, and especially if there
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has been diffioilty of respiration, sniiUl punc-
titbi'iii hitiiioii'ha},'es uiiiy bo observed beneath
the visceral layers of the pericardium and
pleuriE. In the lualifjnant form, the blood

after death is foinid to be of a dark chocolate

colour, and very fluid.

Pleurisy and pericai-ditis are only rarely

seen.

Dhjcstive organs.—The false membrane
may be founil extendiuf^ down the whole of

the n-sophagus, and may atl'ect the mucous
membrane of the stomach, and even that of

the intestines. The Peyer's patches and
the lymphatic nodules of the intestines are

swollen, and may sometimes show ulcera-

tions. The hver is congested. The spleen

is enlarged, but not excessively so, and on
section is found to be softened and pulpy.

Urinary organs.—The kidneys, in all

cases, show the change of their epithelial

cells called cloudy degeneration. ^Vhen
albuminuria has been present during life,

the kidneys present the usual appearances
of acute parenchymatous nephritis. The
organs are swollen, j)ale in colour, and soft

on section. The cortical portion is undidy
enlarged, and of a yellowish-white colour.

On microscopic examination, the cells of the

convoluted tubes, and also those of the

glomeridar and capsular epithelium are seen

to be sW'Ollen, and often prohferated. The
changes only differ from those of scarlatinal

nephritis in being of a less intense degree,

less hicmorrhagic, and in being present often

in scattered patches rather than diffused over
the whole organ. Sanne asserted that in

most cases only one kidney was affected, and
thus explained the absence of unemia and
dropsical symptoms. This assertion, how'-

ever, is not confirmed by the observations of

the writer or of others.

Muscles andjoints.—The external muscles,
and sometimes those of the heart, may show
the waxy degeneration of Zenker. In rare

cases the joints may be foimd inflamed.

Nervous system.—Associated with the para-

lysis, changes have been found in the spinal

cord and the peripheric nerves. Degenera-
tion and atrophv' of the anterior cornua of

the spinal cord have been observed by Drs.
Abercrombie, Percy Kidd, Mott, and others,

while extensive degeneration of the peripheric

nerves was first clearly and fully demonstrated
by Dejerine, an observation since confirmed by
many others. The degeneration of the nerves
is seldom found in the whole of their extent,

and may attack the portions near the spinal

cord or those more remote. The change
corresponds in its distribution and dogi-ee

with the region and severity of tlie paralysis.

The affected muscles show gi'amdar and fatty

degeneration.

Pathology.—The older discussions as to

whether diphtheria was from the first a
general disease with a local manifestation
in the throat - comparable, indeed, to enteric

fever—need now be merely mentioned. It

is at the present time beyond doubt that

the primary local lesion in diphtlicria is due
to changes at the site of inoculation, and
that from this are absorbed the poisonous
matters which give rise to the general symp-
toms. In the false membrane there are
foimd swarms of micro-organisms, most of
which, however, are either entrapped by the
fibrinous exudation or are the accompani-
ment of the putrefactive changes going on
in the niembraue and in its vicinity. Such
adventitious organisms are foimd only in the

superficial layers of the false membrane,
except in the malignant form, where they
may be met with in the deeper tissues, in

the thrombosed vessels, and in the lymphatics
and glands. In 1883 Klebs discovered a
bacillus in the deeper layer of the membrane,
which he beheved to be the specific organism
of the disease. Its relation to the disease was
afterwards fully worked out by Loftier in

1884, who showed that its cultivations, when
injected into guinea-pigs, produce changes at

the site of the inoculation identical with
those foimd in the throat of man, and after-

wards the general symptoms of the human
disease. Further progress in this direction

has been made by Dr. Klein, who, in

the RejJort of the Medical Officer to the

Local Governvient Board for 1889, has
shown that the bacilli described by Klebs
and LoHler are of two different kinds, which
he has separated. Both are found in all

parts of the diphtheritic membrane, but are

free from other organisms in the deeper
layers. One of these bacilli, styled bj' Dr.

Klein the pseudo-diphtheritic bacillus, is not

constant in its presence, and can only be

cidtivated at a raised temperature. The
other, asserted by Dr. Klein to be the true

bacOlus of the disease, grows on gelatine at

the ordinary temperature of a room, and has
other technical differences which serve for

its separation. It grows readily in milk.

These bacilli are only found at the site of

the local manifestation of the diphtheria and
in the neighbouring glands ; never, except

in cows, in the blood or deeper tissues ; so

that if they are the cause of the disease,

the general symptoms must be due to

poisoning by some chemical product of the

growth of the bacUlus. This poison, or

what is beheved to be such a poison, has

been separated from growths of the bacillus

by Eoux and Yersin, Friinkel and Brieger,

and others; and by means of its inocula-

tion they were able to produce the general

symptoms of the disease. The theory, then,

which at present best explains the pathology

of the disease, is that we have an infection

of the throat or of a superficial wound by
the diphtheria bacillus, which there takes

root, and by the products of its growth infects

the whole organism. How its poison produces

the general symptoms of the disease we have
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at present no theories to explain. Eecently,

experiments have been made by Behring and

Kitasato, Briefer arid Friinkel, and Loffler,

as to the possibility of weakening the action

of the bacillus by various methods, and so con-

ferring immunity against its further action

;

but, so far, no results have been obtained

which are of use in human therapeutics.

The pathology of the cardiac failure so

often met with is also obscure. It may be

due to actual poisoning of the heart-muscle

by the virus of the disease; and this may
be the process at work when this accident

occurs in the early stages of the fever. The
stoppage of heart, though in regard to its

sjToptoms a sudden phenomenon, may be

really due to a gradually accumulating weak-

ness. Dr. Sidney Phillips has shown that from
cardiac weakness theremay be a gradual filling

up of the right ventricle by thrombus, accom-

panied by symptoms scarcely appreciable in

the midst of the general febrile disturbance.

Sudden death, however, will occur when
in the right ventricle and pulmonary artery

there is not left sufficient room for the cir-

culation to be carried on. In the later stages,

the cardiac failure is probably due to changes
in the pneuxnogastric nerve or its central

connexions—changes, however, which as yet

have not been demonstrated.
The changes in the nerves have been found

to be parenchymatous in nature, except in

one case reported by Meyer, where nodi;lar

enlargements were seen, due to infiltration

of the nerve-sheath. Though the changes
are generally described as due to ' parenchy-
matous neuritis,' there is no proof of their

being inflammatory, and the appearances
observed are degenerative. In some cases of

post-diphtheritic paralysis there is great diffi-

culty in tracing the affection to an antece-

dent sore-throat, and the question has arisen

whether the sequelae may occur without any
specific local lesion. That there may be a
non-membranous primary diphtheria hasbeen
argued above, and this may be followed by
paralysis. A remarkable series of cases
illustrating the difficulties in which the
physician may be involved, is recorded
by Boissarie in the Gazette Hebdomadaire,
1881. p. 310, amongst which, during an epi-

demic, the first symptoms observed were
those of paralysis in many cases, in some
followed by angina, whereas, in succeeding
cases, the disease had its accustomed course.
The albuminiu-ia may be due to several

causes. In many cases, of course, the organic
changes in the kidney sufficiently account for
the symptom. But in other cases, and es-
pecially in those where it is an early symptom
of the disease and quickly disappears, it would
appear to the writer to be due to a disorder
of the circulation dependent upon the weak-
ness of the heart's action. This may be com-
bined with organic change, as it is in all cases
of Bright's disease, but the essential factor in

the production of the albuminuria is the dis-

order of circulation.

Mode of access of tJie poison to the

system.— Diphtheria is eminently a con-

tagious disorder. A large number of the cases

can be traced to actual contact with diph-

theritic membrane or the secretions there-

from. Thus, surgeons who, after performing
tracheotomy, have sucked out the secretion

which blocked the tube, have very frequently

contracted the disease, as have also relations

who have kissed a patient. The cases alluded

to earlier in this article, in which wounds have
been inoculated by diphtheritic poison, are

also demonstrative of this fact.

But diphtheria is also infectious, as is shown
by its spread from one district and from one
country' to another. It occurs most frequently

in epidemics, and yet in the present day it is

so endemic in our large towns that they are

never free from it. It forms a large item in

the regular annual bills of mortality.

Its spread seems to have no connexion
with the water-supply. But instances are

now numerous in which outbreaks of diph-

theria have been associated with a particular

supply of milk. Here we may not only
have to deal with a mere transference of the

poison from man to man, milk being merely
the vehicle, as is the case with scarlet fever,

but the question also arises whether there

may be a disease in cows which is identical

in j)athology with human diphtheria and
capable of producing the latter. Dr. Klein's

recent observations are of great importance
in this connexion. During epidemics, it had
been noted in a few instances that the cows,

from which the infected milk had been de-

rived, had had chaps or sores on the teats.

Dr. lOein inoculated healthy cows with culti-

vations of his diphtheria bacillus, and in con-

sequence of this observed not only a local

affection at the point of inoculation, and
general symptoms too, but also an eruption

on the teats and udders. He also succeeded
in obtaining cultivations of his diphtheria ba-

cillus from the milk of such a cow, and, further,

an outbreak of diphtheria amongst the cats

of the Brown Institution was traceable to two
cats who had been accidentally fed on the
milk of the infected cows. These observations

are extremely suggestive, and, if confirmed,
will throw great light upon the aetiology of

diphtheria.

Medical men have, at different times, at-

tributed outbreaks of diphtheria in man to

infection or spread of infection from cats and
other domestic animals, but no distinct proof
of such a method of attack has hitherto been
published. Nevertheless, Dr. Klein has
shown that cats spontaneously suffer from a
disease which is associated with the presence
of his diphtheria bacillus, and also that the
same disease is produced in them by in-

oculation on the cornea with poison derived

from human diphtheria. Dr. Klein is of
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opinion that in cats the primary seat of iu-

fcciion, iu idiopathic ciuses, is the l.untjs.

.Etiology.—The excitin<^ cause of diph-

theria is doubtless au organised poison, and
it may be accepted, provisionally at least,

that it is the diiihtheiia bacillus described

by Dr. Klein. The means, however, by which
this germ obtains access to the body, and is

allowed to work its ill effects therein, are of

all importance, and constitute the predispos-

ing causes of the disease. These may shortly

be discussed as follows :

—

1. A(jc.—The statistics of the incidence of

diphtheria at various ages have been collated

by Dr. Thorne Thorne in his ' Milroy Lectures'
for 18'J1. The greatest number of cases, he
remarks, occur between the ages of two and
five j'ears, or, more widely stated, between
three and twelve j-ears, and this excess may
possibly be due to the gi-eater exposure to

infection during this period from the aggrega-
tion of children in schools.

2. Sex.—The disease is more frequent in

females, possibly, according to Dr. Tliorne,

because of the greater danger of infection

they undergo in nursing the sick.

3. Heredity. — There undoubtedly are

some families in whom a more than usual

number of cases of diphtheria occur, and this

probably is due to an inherited weakness,
rendering the members unduly receptive of

the poison.

4. Season.—Dr. Tatham, when medical
officer of health for Salford, published in

his reports most careful statistics as to the

number of cases occurring in that locality,

where diphtheria is especially rife, at various
times of the year. Dr. Tatham has kindly
furnished the writer with the table which
follows, in which it is clearly shown that an
increase in the number of cases of diphtheria
begins in the third quarter of the year ; the

number attains its maximum in the fourth

quarter, and, while declining in the first

quarter, nevertheless is still in excess of the
number occurring in the second quarter.

BoEouGH OF Salford.

Reported Ati^cht of Di/ihtheria in the scrernl

Quarters nf the Seven Years 1883-1889.
(Dr. Tatham.)

^ ^^^ _ Zi '^
00 '^

au ^ b. S « M ^ d

II
O 3 b. a.

14
—

5^

^1 S.2
"^

Reported ca=es .... 270 233 290 431
Proportion to whole . . 22% 19% 24% 35",

Deaths amonpst the
above rei^orteU cases

.

79 62 58 125
Case fatality .... 2i.% 27% 20% 29"

The table also shows (see percentage of I

deaths) that in the third quarter of the year
[

the milder cases occur, and the greatest num-
ber of deaths iu the fourth and first quarters,

the excess in the first quarter being probably
due to a legacy of severe cases left from the
preceding quarter.

5. Bank.—The disease is more prevalent
among the poor, probably because overcrowd-
ing increases facilities for contagion and infec-

tion.

6. Hygienic conditions.— There is no
doubt that exposure to sewage emanations
is a fruitful source of diphtheria. How this

comes about is not precisely certain : we do
not yet know that the diphtheria-germ grows
iu sewage, or is given ofi' in sewage-gas. The
cases reported by Dr. Hill of perineal dijili-

theria, already mentioned, tend to show that

tliis might be the mode of infection. Dr.
Thorne, however, is of opinion that sewage-
gas produces a morbid condition of the fauces

w'hich renders the patient more hable to the
reception of the diphtheria poison. He
makes the very apposite remark that dipii-

theria has greatlj- increased of late j'ears, and
especially in towns, whilst improvement in

hygienic surroundings, and especially in the

disposal of sewage, has received much more
attention, and in consequence of this, diseases

undoubtedly due to sewage infection, such as

enteric fever, have greatly diminished. This
is a fact which militates against the view
that diphtheria is connected with poisoning
by sewage, but the statistics of the association

between the two are very positive.

In former years, diphtheria was more com-
mon in country districts than in towns, or, to

speak more accurately, iu the sparsely popu-
lated than in the deusely populated parts. In
recent times, as shown by Dr. Longstaff in

the Report of the Medical Officer to the

Local Government Board for 18S8, this re-

lation has been reversed, and now diphtheria
is the more common in thickh' populated
districts. The statistics also show that the
geological conditions have but little effect

on the incidence of the disease. Dr. Thorne,
however, asserts that this is only true as

regards the structure of the soil itself, in

relation to drainage. A clay soil may be
rendered inunune from diphtheria by the

possibility of free drainage. But where
moisture is accumulated, and also allowed to

remain stagnant, there diphtheria is rife.

7. InfliLcnce of other diseases.—The way
for the diplitheria poison may be prepared
by other diseases, such as tonsillitis, render-

ing the fauces a vulnerable point, or by
diseases which weaken the system and so

diminish its power of resistance. Probably
the puerperal state should be associated with

the latter group of conditions.

In most works on diphtheria hitherto pub-
lished, it has been customary to speak of a

primary and of a secondary form of the dis-

ease. The former is that ordinarily met with.

By the latter is understood the occurrence
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of tliphtheritic lesions and symptoms after

\arious other diseases, amongst which the

principal are scarlet fever and measles. It

must be remembered in connexion with

this subject, that the mere appearance of a

false membrane is not a proof of the existence

of diphtheria. The same process, coagulative

necrosis, which is the main factor in pro-

ducing the diphtheritic membrane, also takes

place on mucous surfaces as the result of

many other intense inflammations. Thus,

in scarlet fever, the occurrence of a false

membrane on the fauces may be due only

to a specially irritative effect of the scarla-

tinal poison. Nevertheless, cases not infre-

quently occur—and the writer has had many
opportunities of examining such—where,

together with positive symptoms of scarla-

tina, large quantities of diphtheritic mem-
brane have formed in the throat, and have

even extended to the larjTix, and where also

after a time the characteristic paralyses of

diphtheria have shown themselves. Such
cases are specially prone to occur when epi-

demics of scarlet fever and diphtheria co-

etaneously exist, and there is reasonable

ground for believing that they are due to a

dual infection by the poison of both diseases.

In attacks of ' scarlatinal diphtheria ' a

special streptococcus has been found by
several observers, but the evidence of its

identity is still incomplete.

8. Previous attacks.—One attack of diph-

theria confers no immunity upon its subject.

Even during convalescence the patient has
been known to incubate the disease afresh,

and this process may be repeated more than
once.

Diagnosis.—Almost any affection of the
throat may be mistaken for diphtheria, but
the mistake is only likely to happen in

the case of acute follicular tonsillitis, scar-

let fever, and syphilitic affections. Their
points of difference may be summarised
thus :

—

1. Acute follicular tonsillitis.—Here the
amount of fever may be equal to or even greater
than that found in diphtheria. Usually the
fever begins more suddenly, without prodi-o-

mata, and is accompanied by more pain in
the throat and more disagreeable general
symptoms than occur in the early stage of
diphthera. In fact, the less serious disease
has in most cases the more severe spnptoms.
In acute follicular tonsillitis, even from the
first, exudation can be seen issuing from the
tonsillar crypts, forming many small white
points upon the surface of the swollen tonsils,
and nowhere else. In diphtheria some
hours, or even days, usually elapse before
more than one patch of membrane is seen,
and this may possibly not be upon the tonsil

;

or, if there be more than one, a patch situated
elsewhere than on the tonsil will decide the
diagnosis. The diphtheritic membrane, too,
soon becomes thick and leathery, and is not

easily removed, while the exudation of ton-

sillitis remains soft and creamy and is easily

wiped away with a brush. In acute tonsillitis

nasal catarrh is not often met with, while in

diphtheria ofmoderate severity it is frequently

an early symptom.
2. Scarlet fever.—Diphtheria rarely begins

with the same suddenness as scarlet fever;

and vomiting, too, is not usually an early

symptom. The temperature in scarlet fever

rapidly rises to a height which is rarely

found in diplitheria, and then only in the later

stages of an acute attack. After twenty-four

hours, too, the scarlet-fever rash appears.

This may possibly be mistaken for the ery-

thema rarely seen in diphtiieria. But the

diphtheria-rash, when present, does not

spread over the whole body, being limited to

the upper parts of the chest and the neck ; it

is not pmictate ; and it is never an early symp-
tom. The special albuminuria of scarlet

fever first makes its appearance late in the

disease or at the beginning of convalescence
;

and if albumimu-ia should occur earlier, it is

only slight, and such as may accompany any
febrile state. The urine, too, in scarlet fever

frequently contains blood together with the

albumen. In diphtheria, on the other hand,
albuminuria is an early symptom ; and in a
doubtful case, if the urine contains much
albumen after only two or three days of the

fever, a diagnosis of di^jhtheria is the more
probable. The urine in diphtheria rarely

contains blood. The throat affections of the
two diseases may resemble each other very
closely, for in scarlet fever, not only may the

slough of the mucous membrane simulate the
false membrane of malignant diphtheria, but,

as already stated, there may occur in scarlet

fever a false membrane having the same
pathology as that of diphtheria. Yet, in

scarlet fever, ulceration is more prominent
than in diphtheria ; shreds of membrane are

not expectorated, and there is no tendency of

the throat-afifection to spread to the larynx.

The writer has already mentioned, as his

opinion, that in the cases where laryngeal
affection has ensued upon scarlatinal sj'mp-

toms, there has been a double infection by the
two poisons.

3. Si/philitic affections.—SjT;)hilis, in the
secondary stage, may produce white patches
over various parts of the throat, due to coagu-
lative necrosis of the epithelial cells. These
may be mistaken for diphtheritic membrane.
But they are never accompanied by so much
fever as occurs in diphtheria; they are not so

raised as diphtheritic patches ; and the parts
around are not so swollen as in diphtheria.

Moreover, the rash of secondary syphilis pre-

sent on the body-surface at the same time is

diagnostic. The ulceration of the tlu'oat

which may appear in the tertiary stage of

syphilis might be mistaken for a diphtheritic

condition during an epidemic of diphtheria ;

but the remembrance of the possibility of its
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occurrence should be sufficient to remove
the chance of error.

The paralysis of diphtheria has the charac-

ters of paralysis duo to peripheral neuritis, in

the article upon which suhject details will be

foiuid as to its diaj^nosis. Tlie special charac-

ters distinj^uishing it as of diphtheritic origin

are—the history of the throat trouble, if this

be obtainable; tlie peculiar progress of the

paralysis ; and the early atl'ection of the })alate

and eyes, which are rarely touched by other

forms of peripheral neuritis. See Neuritis,
PERirHEKAL.

PuoGXOSis.—The prognosis in diphtheria

must always be guarded, even in the mild
cases, for serious symptoms may at anj' time
break out. 'J'he prognosis is the more serious

the greater the quantity of membrane to be
seen in the throat, the hii,']icr the temperature,

and the greater the weakness and the severity

ol the general sj'raptoms. The early signs

of heart-faihu-o—namely, an unduly slow or

very rapid pulse, and the alterations in the

cardiac sounds already detailed—are warnings
of impending great peril. The malignant
form is nearly always fatal ; and conse(juentl3'

the occiurence of much hiBmorrhage from
the throat or nose, a gangrenous condition

of the fidse membrane and surrounding parts

of the throat, or signs of much nasal affec-

tion, are of grave significance. The occiu*-

rence of albuminuria adds nothing at all to

the severity of the original disease, and
therefore is per se of no consequence in judg-

ing the prognosis. But, with this exception,

any one of the complications mentioned above
adds to the gravity of the attack. This is

especially the case with extension of the dis-

ease to the larynx, which, if imrelieved by
operation, in nearly all cases will kill the
patient. After operation, too, a large number
of patients die either from the severity of

the origmal attack, or from extension of tlie

membrane do^^n the bronchi and consequent
occiurrence of diffused pneumonia. In the ex-

perience of the writer, those cases of larNTi-

geal diphtheria which have followed on scar-

latinal symptoms are specially fatal. Gene-
rallj^ speaking, the prognosis is the less favour-

able the younger the subject.

The prognosis of diphtheritic paralysis is

on the whole favourable. Nearly always the
paralysis recovers. The unfavourable cases
are those in which the nuisclcs of the larjTix

and those of the trunk are paralysed.
Treatment. — 1. Prophylaxis. — Diph-

theria is imdoubtedly both contagious and
infectious. The infection hes in the exha-
lations of the patient, and especially in the
portions of false membrane expelled from the
tliroat. For tliis reason it is necessary that
a case of diphtheria should be stringently
isolated, and that all false membrane coughed
up should be at once received into a vessel
containing an antiseptic fluid, such as carbolic
acid (1 in 20) or perchloride of mercui-y (1 in

500). During the course of an epidemic no
milk should be partaken of by healthy persons
unless boiled shortlj' before being used. In
the light of our present knowledge, doubtful

though this may be, it would also be well to

banish cats and birds from a household
during an outbreak of diphtheria. IiiilHer

has fixed eight days after the apparent disap-

pearance of the disorder, as the period during
which a patient sliould remain in quarantine.

2. Sitrrouiidings of the patient. — The
patient should be kept in a warm, well-venti-

lated room. If there is any sign of aflfectiou

of the respiratory passages the air of the
room should be kept moist, and this may be
effected by allowing the nozzle of a bron-

chitis-kettle to enter within the covering of

a tent-bed. A warning may here be given
that, without due care, cool and not hot
moisture may thus be supplied to the patient,

and may be extremely harmful by depressing
the vital powers and inducing pneumonia.
Heed to this point is especially necessary
after the performance of tracheotomy.

3. Diet.—The extremely weakening effect

of diphtheria must always be borne in mind,
and every effort made to help the patient to

assimilate nutriment during the attack. This,

however, is a difficult matter, for not only
does the patient frequently loathe food, but if,

in spite of this, it be administered in inju-

dicious quantities, vomiting may be set up,

which will totally preclude nutriment being
given in the ordinary way. In these matters
the judgment of the careful physician maybe
taxed to the utmost, and nuist decide on the
merits of each individual case apart from any
general laws. As a rule, milk must be the

staple article of diet. It may with advantage
be peptonised, and mixed with lime-water or

soda-water in the proportion of 2 in 3. It

should be given at intervals of two hours, or,

if only small quantities can be taken at a
time, every hour. With it, twice or thrice a
day, the yolk of an egg may be beaten up, or

arrowroot boiled in milk may occasionally be

substituted. Again, strong beef-tea should
at intervals be given, not only as a relief to

the milk-diet, but also for its stimulant

eflects. If the condition of the throat do
not debar the patient from swallowing them,
beef-jelly, or chicken- or beef-essence, may
be given similarly. Where milk disagrees,

raw beef-juice wUl sometimes be found of

great value. Children will not infrequently

refuse to swallow food, even when the throat-

affection does not interfere with its passage.

Here two means may be made use of to

maintain the nutrition : either the child may
be fed by the nasal tube, a disagreeable pro-

ceeding which is rarely applicable in diph-

theria, or the feeding may be carried on per
rectum by means of nutrient enemata or sup-

positories. The latter method must always
be resorted to when severe vomiting prevents

food being given by the mouth.
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4. Stimulants.— Alcohol is needed in

every case of severe diphtheria, and is best

given in the form of champagne or brandy, at

intervals of two or three hours, in quantities

proportionate to the age of the patient and

the severity of the attack. It must always

be given fi-eely when any of the signs of

cardiac failui-e are perceived.

5. Internal medication.—Oi recent years

rational therapeutics has been employed

with great advantage in the treatment of

diphtheria. The disease has long been

thought to be due to the action of germs or

of the products of their growth, and for this

reason many germicide remedies have been

proposed. Quinine was used before any such

theories were mooted, but is a most valuable

remedy. Again, the perchloride and also

the periodide of mercury have been employed

with great success. The perchloride of mer-

cury, ^ to ^ oi a grain, with sulphate of

quinine 2 grains, administered to an adult

patient every third or fourth hour, is an effi-

cacious combination. The periodide of mer-
cury can best be given in the soluble form
recently introduced by pharmacists. A stUI

more powerful drug, the cyanide of mercury,

has been recommended, but cannot be other

than a dangerous remedy. Salicylic acid

and its compounds, too, have been used

with apparent benefit. Of the older and
empiric remedies, perchloride of iron and
chlorate of potassium have been the most em-
ployed, and are midoubtedly of gi'eat value.

They may be given in combination together
with glycerine, and the iron should be ad-

ministered freely so long as vomitmg does
not occur. The general antifebrile remedies
may also be given in diphtheria, but acids are
preferable to alkahne compoimds, smce the
latter are depressing to the circulation. On
no account whatever should antifebrin, anti-

pyrin, or any of the so-called new anti-

pyretics be used in diphtheria.

The number of other drugs which have
been employed in the treatment of this dis-

ease is very large, but as the writer has no
experience of them he can do no more than
mention them. Amongst them are peroxide
of hydrogen, hyposulphite of sodium, and
turpentine, not to say chloral and jaborandi,
which in the opinion of the writer are dan-
gerous.

The older physicians frequently adminis-
tered emetics in diphtheria, with the object
of detaching and expelling false membranes
from the air-passages and throat. Their
results from this treatment were often good.
But now that more is known of the heart-
failure so common in diphtheria, and of the
depressant effects which emetics have upon
the circulation, they are used more rarely.
If employed at all, only the least depressant,
such as sulphate of zinc, ipecacuanha, or
apomorphine should be given.

6. Local remcdi.es.—Ihe throat is the

locality from which the specific poison of

diphtheria is absorbed into the system, but

it is very doubtful whether remedies applied

thereto are of any effect upon the poison

itself. Nevertheless, v/e have in diphtheria a

poisoning by general septic matter, the result

of the putrefactive changes going on in the

throat, and much good can be done by
remedies which arrest this process. No force

whatever should be used to remove the mem-
branes, but the throat should be sponged out

frequently with a solution of perchloride ojc

mercury (1 in 500), of carbolic acid (1 in 40),

or of resorcin (1 in 20). An excellent appli-

cation, too, is the solution of the perchloride

of iron, either alone or mixed with an equal

quantity of glycerine. The tincture of iodine

applied locally has also been foimd very bene-

ficial.' These aijplications may be alternated

with the use of the carbolic spray. A large

number of other ajjplications have been re-

commended at various times, but those just

mentioned will be found the most useful.

Many of those which have been used have
no other merit than that of being harmless.

Some, such as papain, &c., have been recom-
mended because they had the power of dis-

solving diphtheritic membrane outside the

body. They have, however, not been found
so efficacious in dissolving the membrane in

situ ; and, if they had been, they would only
have been of use when the membrane at-

tacked the air-passages. Their thorough
application, in such conditions, is difficult

or impossible, and, moreover, in the same
circumstances, other treatment is more
lurgently required.

7. Treatment of certain complications.—
(a) Spread of the 'tnemhrane to the air-

passages.—In view of the extreme fatality of

this complication, operative treatment is at

once called for, as soon as it is diagnosed by
the signs already detailed, even though it be
m an early stage. The oi^inion of surgeons
is as yet divided as to the comparative merits
of tracheotomy and Dr. O'Dwyer's intuba-

tion of the larynx, but one or other operation

must be performed. It is true that even after

this the prognosis is still bad, for death from
jpneumonia is very common ; yet the best

chance has been afforded to the patient.

(b) Spread of membrane to the nares.—
When this occurs, antiseptic solutions similar

to those used for the throat should be injected

frequently into the nares. Care, too, should
be taken to quickly wipe away all secretion

issuing from the nostrils, in order that ex-

coriations and secondary infection may be
avoided.

(c) Vomiting.—This is best treated by the
sucking of ice, and the administration of car-

bohc acid, creasote. or bismuth. Ice to the

' In a note to the writer. Dr. Adamson, of Rye,
reports highly of the internal use of tincture of

iodine in frequent doses of 3 to 7 minims. Ill

produced no ill efEects, and was easily taken.
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epignstriuin, or a blister over the epij^astrium,

will frequently be of use ; but if a blister be

used, ciivo must be eniployod that the re-

sultin;^ sore be not infected by the diphthe-

ritic membrane. If the vomiting is severe,

food must be given by tlic rectum.

(d) Heart-failure.—Here free stimtilation

must be resorted to, both during the attack

and when it is tlu-eateued. During the

attack remedies are not of much avail, for

death is so frequent Ij- sudden ; but, if possible,

nitrite of amyl or nitroglycerine may be ad-

ministered. The subcutaneous injection of

liquor strychninoe hydrochloratis in doses of

three minims repeated every half hour (for

adults) will sometimes tide the patient through
the dangerous period. When the signs of

heart-failure are iierceived, even if the patient

is apparently convalescent, he must be kept

in the recumbent posture at absolute rest.

General tonic remedies should be given,

together with strychnine, iron, and digitiUis.

(e) Farali/sis.—For this complication the

most etiicacious remedies are good diet, good
air, and the administration of iron and strych-

nine. Massage, when the extremities are

affected, is often of value, and the application

of a weak faradic current seems sometimes
to promote recovery.

Egbert Maguire.

DIPHTHERITIC—Relating to diph-

theria. The term is applied to the mcm-
br:uie formed in diphtheria ; and it is also

associated with certain symptoms occurring

in the course of the disease, such as diphthe-

ritic paralysis. See Croupous ; and Diph-
theria.

DIPLOE, Diseases of.— See Skull,
Diseases of.

DIPLOPIA (SiTrXdoy, double ; and nirrofxai,

I see).—Double vision. See Str.ujismus.

DIPSOMANIA (fiir/^a, thirst ; and ixavla,

madness).

—

Sykon. : Oinomania; Fr. Manie
JEbrieiise, or Crapuleuse ; Ger. Trunksucht.

Definition.—An irritable condition of the
nervous system, characterised by a ci'aving,

generally periodic, for alcohoUc and other
stimulants.

/Etiology.—This peculiar condition may
be brought on by a course of intemperate
drinking ; but it is seldom the result of that

cause alone, and is not infi-equent in persons
who have never been intemperate prior

to the development of the morbid craving.

The occurrence of this form of insanity, as

of other degenerative nervous diseases, may
generally be traced in the family history of
the patients. But sunstroke, a blow on the
head, or other dii'ect injury to the brain may
excite it; and it may be sjTuptomatic of
epilepsy, or of structural disease of the brain.

It may be developed" at any period of adult
life ; but most frequently declares itself

during the pubescent and climacteric periods.
^

DIPSOMANIA SOS

Syjiptoms.—An instability of character and
indications of peculiar nervous irritability

may generally be recognised as having pre-
ceded the distinct development of thecravmg.
It is also usual to find such persons as are
predisposed to the disorder abnormally sen-
sitive to the influence of stimulants. Some-
times very small quantities of alcohol produce
appreciable intoxication. The duration of

the periods of craving is variable ; but most
commonly they last one or two weeks.
Tlie remissions continue for periods vary-

ing from two to twelve months. Durmg
the period of craving the whole moral being
is enthralled by tlio morbid desire ; and the
regard for truth, decency, or duty is generally
altogether lost. Moderate indulgence in a
stimulant may bring on the morbid craving

;

but the desire is frequently developed without
any such introduction. Members of the
household in which a patient lives can indeed
often recognise the indications of a coming
attack by a restlessness and depression which
precede any such indulgence. During the
intervals the patient seems, except when the
brain has been weakened by frequent attacks,

to recover completely ; and he generally
displays great coniidence in his ability to

resist the tendency in future. Repeated
attacks always produce a permanent degrada-
tion, both intellectual and moral ; and if the
patient live long enough he lapses into a
state of dementia. It sometnnes happens that

some cerebral lesion, of which the dipso-

mania had been sjnuptomatic, manifests
itself in paralytic or convulsive S3iuptoms;
and the appearance of such phenomena is often

accompanied by a modification of the craving.

Diagnosis.—True dipsomania may easily

be, and often is, confounded with mere
habitual drunkenness. In dipsomania, how-
ever, there is, as a fundamental condition, a
pathological condition of the bi-ain wliich

manifests itself irrespective of external cir-

cumstances of temptation. In habitual

drunkenness the ci'aving consists mainly in

a desire to keep up a condition of stimula-

tion to which the brain has become accus-

tomed. The habit is the result merely of

compliance with a vicious custom, and there

is no such periodicity or independence of

external influences in the symptoms as is

found in the ti-ue disease.

Treatment.—Prolonged abstinence from
stimulants, and adherence to the tonic regi-

men, are the only measures from which any
amelioration can be hoped for. It is seldom
possible to restrain the gratification of the

craving without compulsoiy seclusion ; and
even when this has been successfully en-

forced for a considerable period, the morbid
tendency is seldom eradicated. By the

'Habitual Drunkards Act, 1879,' amended
and made perpetual by the 'Inebriates Act,

1888,' a person who is, by reason of habitunl

intemperance, at times dangerous to himsi-lf
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or others, or incapable of managing himself

or his affairs, may, upon his own written

application, attested % two justices, be ad-

mitted into a hcensed ' Retreat,' and detained

for such period, not exceeding twelve months,

as he may specify in such application.

Several retreats have been hcensed under

the provisions of this Act for the treatment

of dipsomaniacs, with, in many cases, satis-

factory results. John Sibbald.

DISCRETE (discernn, I separate).—This

adjective is used in reference to certain cuta-

neous eruptions, in which the spots or pus-

tules are separate from each other ; for ex-

ample, discrete smaU-pox as distinguished

from confluent.

DISCUTIENTS (discutio, I di-ive

away).
Definition.—Local applications which are

supposed to remove or disperse the congestion

and effusion of inflamed parts, and the swelling

of the skin over them.
Enumeration.—The chief discutient mea-

sures or agents are :—Friction ; Pressure

;

Warm moist applications ; Counter-irritation

by blisters or liniments ; Mercury and its

preparations ; Iodine and its preparations,

including the Iodides of Potassium, Lead, and
Cadmium.
Uses.—These remedies are generally ap-

plied over enlarged joints, enlarged glands, or
cystic tumours. The most powerfiil amongst
them are blisters, which sometimes remove
enlargements with great rapidity ; next to

these come mercury and iodine and their

preparations, either alone or in combination.
Their action is aided by heat and pressure.
The effect of the former is seen in the Indian
treatment of goitre, which consists in rubbing
iodide of mercury ointment over the tumour,
and exposing the patient to the full rays of
the sun, or to the warmth of a large fire.

The beneficial effects of pressure are observed
in the diminution which takes place in en-
larged and swollen joints mider the applica-
tion of mercurial ointment or strapping, the
friction with the hand in applying the oint-
ment, and the pressure exerted by the strap-
ping greatly increasing the efficacy of the
mercurial preparation in removing swelling.
See Friction. T. Lauder Brunton.

DISEASE {des, from; and aise, ease).
Synon. : Fr. Maladie ; Ger. Krankheit.
Definition.—Disease may be defined as a

deviation fi'om the standard of health in any
of the functions or component materials of
the body. See Pathology.

Tlie expression ' a disease ' is frequently
used with reference to a supposed unit of
causation. Thus, it may be ajjphed to some
simple phenomenon, for example, neuralgia,
when that phenomenon is the sole effect of a
cause, such as a carious tooth ; or it may in-
clude many concmrent or consecutive result-
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ant phenomena, such as those of syphilis or

typhoid fever.

General Considerations. — It is well

known that changes of function and of struc-

ture are brouglit about and influenced by
a great variety of agencies. These agencies,

some of which act from within, others from
without, are recognised as the causes of

disease. Such changes, whether they be
functional, affecting more especially the vital

properties of the body without manifest altera-

tions of structure, or structural, clearly affect-

ing its physical properties, constitute what is

familiarly known as Disease, which is hence
said to be functional or structural respec-

tively. These changes are merely the evidence

of an altered or perverted action, which is

then in operation or has alread3- occurred, the

nature of which is considered under the head
of Pathology. When these deviations from
health can be recognised during life they are

described as the symptoms or signs of disease.

For example, when a person, after exposure,

it may be to wet or to cold, or both, is found
to have an increase of temperature, with a
quick pulse and perverted secretions, to

complain of thirst, and of pain at the joints

with effusion in and around them, we say
that such person is labouring under disease ;

and we call it ' rheumatism,' because that

name has been assigned to a complexus of

deviations from health, such as those then
presented by this individual. When typhoid
poison has been introduced into the body, it

leads in \\ke manner to a number of func-

tional and structural changes, which, taken
together, constitute what we call ' typhoid
fever.' Or, again, under certain circum-
stances there appears to be generated in the

system, whether as the result of a tendency
established before birth (hereditary) or by
habits of life (accpiired), an agency which,
acting morbifically, produces a series of

phenomena which we call ' gout.' These
several forms of disease may be classified

in groups, arranged in accordance with the

causes which give rise to them, or their

nature, their seat, their duration, &c. Eules
are laid down for the modes of distinguish-

ing or diagnosticating one disease from
another ; for prognosticating , as far as may
be, their result ; and for their prevention
and treatment.

Thus it comes that the discussion or de-

scription of any particular disease consists of

an account of the causes that give rise to it,

or its Etiology ; the changes of structure

or of function which constitute it, that is, its

Anatomical Characters and Pathology
;

the phenomena attending these changes,
otherwise, the Symptoms and Signs of the
disease ; the facts that serve to distinguish
this particular disease from otlier diseases,

that is, its Diagnosis; the means of fore-

casting its progress and termination, which
constitute its Prognosis ; and finally the
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measures by which it may ho preventcfl,

lolievtil, or removed, that is, its Treatmknt.
Throughout this work tlie various diseases

are, as far as is practicable, discussed upon
this uniform plan.

It is well to remember that, as thus un-

derstood, Disease is an abstract or relative

ttrm, and not an entity having a special

and independent existence. Plu'siology has

in recent days dillused a clear and penetrat-

ing light over many of the processes of life

in health, wliich were previously dark and
obscure. Pathology, which is physiology

applied to the study of unhealthy function

and structure, earnestly follows the foot-

steps of the sister science. We are therefore

not hoping and believing too much wlien we
express oiur conviction, that the time is not

remote when we shall be able to trace those

early and subtle changes which constitute dis-

ease, as well as the causes which give them
origin, and that we shall thus be enabled to

define in a more philosophic form and with
more practical results what disease really is.

In the meantime we must be content to work
upon the phenomena before us, to investigate

80 far as we can the causes of disease, how to

recognise its presence and its nature, how to

estimate its progi-ess and its duration, and
finally how to prevent its occurrence or to

cure it when it has occurred. These varied

and important points will be found discussed,

as above stated, under suitable headings, in

the articles iinmediately following, and in

other parts of this work.
BlCHAKD QVAIS.

DISEASE, Causes of.—Definition.—
Whatever is capable of damaging the struc-

ture of any organ or tissue of the body, or of

interfering with its function, may be a cause
of disease. This definition implies that such
causes are numerous, and that ofmany ofthem
science is yet ignorant. To give a succinct

account of them is therefore difficult, nor is

the difficulty diminished by the fact that, in

most diseases, we can trace a succession or
combination of caxises.

General Classification.—The causes of
disease liave been divided into (1) Fredisjws-
ing or lirmote, and (2) Exciting or Proxi-
mate. Illustrations will explain what is

meant by these terms :—Two individuals are
exposed to the contagion of tyjihus in equal
degi-ee ; one, wearied by bodily and mental
labour, ' catches ' the disease—that is to say,

his condition has predisjwsed him to the
exciting cause of the malady ; the other, in

vigorous health, escapes the contagion—the
exciting cause of disease. Predisposition in

fact prepares persons by rendering them
more susceptible to the influence of exciting
causes of disease. l^Iany persons are ptredis-

poscd to emphysema because of heredity
;

they contract bronchitis, which, by its at-

tendant cough, easily excites the malady.
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Such illustrations might be extended to a
muhitude of diseases. Predisposition may be
inlierited ; or it may be acquired, and be due
to various accidental causes. In most cases

there is a combination of predisposing causes

;

in a man, for example, lowered bj' fatigue,

want of food, exposure and debauch, an
attack of bronchitis or pneumonia will be
readUy excited. Though where many factors

unite in creating the predisposition to disease,

it is not infi-equently possible to estimate the

part played by each, yet practically it is often

difficult to say even how much is due to

predisposition.

Moreover it is not always easy to distin-

guish predisposing from exciting causes.

Predisposition carried to excess becomes in

some cases an exciting cause of disease, and
often there is a combination of both causes.

There are certain distinct exciting causes

—

for example, heat, cold, or mjuries of various

kinds ; but most of these can also claim a
predisposmg power. The contagia of specific

diseases are good examples of diiect exciting

causes.

In proceeding to discuss the subject of etio-

logy, no attempt will be made to separate

definitely predisposing from exciting causes

of disease. The waiters will endeavour rather

to indicate as far as possible, under the head
of each factor of causation, the direction in

which it especially acts.

The following causes will be considered :

(1) Bace, (2) Heredity, (3) Sex, (4) Age,

(5) Intermarriage. (6) Temperament, (7) Cli-

mate, (8) Town and countri/, (9) Hygienic
conditions, (10) Occupation, (11) Air,

(12) Previous disease, (13) Mental and
moral conditions, (14) External physical
conditions, (15) Cold and chill, (16) Poisons,

(17) Diet, (18) Epidemic diseases, conta-

gion, malaria, parasites, and growths.
1. Race.—The statements formerly ad-

duced to show the influence of this factor

of life in the production of disease, have
been of late years subjected to a searching
criticism, wnth the result that many are

either rejected as inaccurate, or resolved into

other factors, such as climate, dress, and diet.

What is left of them may be thus siuu-

marised. ' Lethargy ' and ' ainhum ' are

diseases peculiar to negroes, who also seem
especially hable to sinall-pox and leprosy.

In the same race, on the other hand, hae-

morrhoids and calculi are unusually rare

;

and an almost complete immunity from yel-

low fever is enjoyed by its members. This
immunity is said to be proportioned to the

purity of the race, but probably may be lost

or diminished by residence in a colder zone
(Hfrsch). Among Europeans, the manifesta-
tions of hysteria and insanity are most marked
in the Latin races.

2. Heredity.—This is one ofthe most com-
plex predisposing causes, and is therefore pro-

portionately difficult to estimate. In the tii-st
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place it is unquestionable that certain specific

diseases, such as small-pos and syphilis, may
be du-ectly transmitted from parent to child.

The second and more complex problem is to

determine whether or to what extent im-

mimity from, or susceptibility to, specific con-

tagia, disordered functions, or diseased tissues,

can be transmitted from parent to child. The

terms ' temperament' and ' idiosyncrasy '
are,

as Mr. Hutchinson has pointed out, simply

expressions of individual heredity.

A virgin community suffers more severely

from an epidemic of small-pox than one in

which the disease has long been known.

Some kind of transmitted immunity is there-

fore probable. Some specific diseases run in

families. Of these the best example is tuber-

cle, with which have been classed leprosy

and even typhoid fever and diphtheria. Here

it is probably a predisposition to, not a direct

transmission of, the disease ia question.

Thei-e is amongst mankind not only an inherit-

ance of such prominent diseases as phthisis,

but of peculiarities in the manner they meet
and pass through minor ailments. Thus, in

famihes with a * nervous history,' we meet
with predisposition to headaches of nervous

type, u-regularities of digestion in the form of

diarrhoea and vomiting, and a multitude of

conditions which have been ascribed to vaso-

motor disturbances. The members of some
families live long in spite of exposure to

almost every exciting soiu-ce of mischief, and
contrast most favourably with others who, as

far as one can determine, have all things La

their favour. There is no doubt that a
tendency to gout, the hfemorrhagic diathesis,

pseudo-hypertrophic paralysis, Friedreich's

disease, hay fever, enuresis, and other dis-

eases is handed down from generation to

generation. Of many minor complaints there
is less certainty ; but it is exceedingly prob-
able that persons are predisposed to bron-
chitis and other catarrhs by inheritance. It

is acknowledged that epdepsy descends from
parent to child, and that, in fact, individuals,

because of heredity, are often the subjects
of nervous diseases excited by causes which
those from a different stock are enabled to
throw off readily. The various forms of in-

sanity are striking examples. It is supposed
that the inheritance lies in the tissues them-
selves—that there is a something in the
tissue-elements which predisposes to certain
diseases in certain families. Too much
attention is generally bestowed on direct
transmission of diseases from parent to child,
and too little on tendencies resulting from the
sum of forces acting through the innumerable
generations of the past. See Atavism ; and
Heredity.

3. Sex.—There are great differences in
the organs and fimctions of the sexes, and in
consequence a great contrast in their pre-
disposition to disease. The female is more
delicately constructed than the male, and

those organs which the two sexes possess in

common dilfer in weight and in ' fineness '

;

and a general consideration at once indicates

that the female is less fitted than the male
to resist many exciting causes of disease.

This is particularly evident at climacteric

periods of life : with the onset of puberty
girls suffer far more than males, and especi-

ally from a variety of reflex spasmodic dis-

orders, which require but little provocation

for their development. All the phenomena
classed under the head of hysteria often occur

at this period. At the same time, and shortly

afterwards, there is a tendency to ulcer of the

stomach, to persistent constipation, to pecu-

liar attacks of neuralgia—especially of the

intercostal nerves, and to acute rheumatism,
lapsing into the subacute or chronic kind.

Anaemia and chlorosis are also commonly
met with at the period of puberty, and if

then neglected they are apt to persist, and
predispose the individual stiU more to dis-

ease. Goitre, too, is more prevalent among
females than among males.

Even so early as the period of puberty the
external circumstances of the sexes differ,

and on this depends, in a certain measm-e, the

difference in their predisposition. Education,
domestic habits and customs, and, above all,

occupation, play an important part, and these

are largely influential in the production of the

diseases just mentioned. But, underlying
these outside influences, there is inherent in

the sexes a difference in predisposition ; for

when they are exposed, as often happens, to

the same surroundings, they suffer from
widely separated diseases. Males are more
subject to epilepsy, tetanus, gout, diabetes,

locomotor ataxy, pseudo-hypertrophic paraly-

sis, haemophilia, vesical diseases, and acute
hmg-affections, than females. The list shows
that occupations which involve hard mental
and bodUy work and constant exposure ex-

plain some of the varieties in predisposition.

It is probable that females are more frequently
ailiag than males, but very often their ill-

nesses are associated with the menstrual
functions, and are trifling in degree ; and,
though more males are born than females,

towards the later years of life the average of

the sexes becomes more equally balanced,

or even reversed, because the mortality of

males is greater than that of females. It is

sufficient to allude to the fact that pregnancy
and lying-in predispose females to diseases

from which males are entirely exempt ; and
that there is a considerable difference in the
sexes as regards venereal affections, both as to

predisposition and the effects of the diseases.

4. Age.—This has a most important in-

fluence as a predisposing cause of disease.

In Wagner's Manual of General Pathology
the periods of age are thus subdivided :

—

(1) Nui'sing age (infancy) —from birth to 7th-
10th month.

(2) Childhood—from 1st to 2nd dentition.
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(3) Boyhood—from 2nd dentition to puberty.

(4) Adolescence- from puberty to 20th-2.jth

year.

(5) Early manhood—from 25th to 45th j'ear.

(G) Later manhood—from 45th to 60th year.

(7) Old age—from 60th onwards.
This division is excellent, but in no defini-

tion is there more need to look out for excep-

tions than in that of age. The term age is

strictly comparative ; some individuals are

old at forty, others young at sixty. Persons

fail with regard to particular organs while

young in years ; and, on the other hand,
others acquire an increased power in tlie

same as years advance, of which the brain

affords an apt illustration. The minor organs

of the body betray the like peculiarities, and
in the early decay of teeth, the changes in

the hair and the skin, we meet with indica-

tions of old age though the individuals are

young in years. But, generally, the predis-

positions of the 3'oung and old are striking by
their contrast. The young are exempt from
fatty degenerations, which are so common
amongst those of advanced life, and, in con-

sequence, many diseases amongst them are,

cateris paribus, less deadly ; and not only

does age, by reason of the changes w-hich

naturally occur as life goes on, predispose to

disease, but all outward conditions become
changed. Children— speaking generally

—

are apt to suffer from acute catarrhal afTec-

tions of the mucous tracts, glandular diseases,

skin-diseases, tuberculosis of acute type, 'scro-

fula,' intlaixuuation of endo- and pericardivun,

and a variety of complaints traceable to im-
proper feeding, bad ventilation, overcrowding,
and to hereditary tendencies. From acute

tuberculosis the aged are almost entirely

exempt, and in them the manifestations of

hereditary tendencies are observed less fre-

quently than in the young. The very young
and the very old are equally subject to bron-

chial catarrh, and the mortality from this

disease at each extreme of life is exceedingly

great. But in the j'oung the predisposition

to this affection is ahuost invariably asso-

ciated with catarrh of the intestinal tract,

and diseases which indicate a general con-

stitutional depression ; while in the old a
predisposition to bronchial catarrh is caused
by a degenerative change in the lungs them-
selves, or in the air-passages. During infancy
the nervous system is rapidly developing, and
dm-ing this stage general convulsions and
convulsive disorders, such as laryngismus
stridulus, result from slight forms of reflex

irritation. As age advances the tendency to

spasm decreases, and convulsions become
much less marked. Tlie nervous system
furnishes other illustrations of ' epochal

'

diseases. From five to fifteen chorea is

conmion, but diffeia from con^nilsions in

the greater frequencj' with which girls are
attacked (three to one). Hysteria and the
various sensations and vaso-motor disorders

which characterise the climacteric period are
also largely' ' epochal,' and almost exclusively

confined to the female sex.

Some of the specific diseases, especially

measles, scarlatina, and pertussis, are more
common amongst children than adults, which
is partly explained by the fact that the latter

class have passed through the ordeal of those
diseases, and are thus proof against them.
Rickets also is essentiaUy a disease of infancy
and early childhood.

The onset of puberty is a constant source
of predisposition to disease, for with it comes
a complete transformation in the mental and
physical characters, so that the individual, if

not very carefully watched, deviates from
even the most perfect health into a pei'ma-

nent tendency to disease. The system at

this period—especiallj- in the case of females
—is frequently unable to bear anything which
interrupts or interferes with its activity. The
generative organs undergo great changes, and
with themthe whole moral and physical nature
is altered. At this period of life there is a pre-

disposition to both bodily and mental diseases;

and though constipation, want of sleep, and
excessive work at school, especially among
girls, are important factors in the causation
of disease at this time, perversions of any
organ or faculty may be started, and, once
started, they are apt to continue ; so that

there is establislicd, literally, a permanent
predisposition to disease, and this predisposi-

tion swells very largely the list of affections

which are dealt with under the generic term
Hysteria. Lung-afTections—excepting pure
bronchitis—are more common at and shortly

after the tune of puberty than in previous

years ; but, excepting in the instance of
phthisis, hereditary tendencies are less mani-
fested than during childhood. Even here-

ditary epilepsy is, if postponed beyond early

years, likely to be postponed to the period of

adult life.

As has been said, the degenerations of

organs and tissues begin to show with much
uncertaintj', but after the fortieth year of life

we almost invariably meet with one or other

of them. Their degree and their conse-

quences vary with the surroundings of the

individual—with his habits, temperament,
occupation, and like influences. Diseases of

the large vessels are especially common at

this epoch, such as aneurysms of the aorta

and of the large arterial trunks in the ex-

tremities. Henceforward all the diseases

peculiar to advancing age become common.
The results of previous disease are now
declared by a decided predisposition to ex-

citing causes which have been hitherto with-

stood. Old age is a relative term. A man
is old and predisposed to trifling excitants

j

because his lungs have lost their elasticity,

or his brain its regularity of circulation, or

his heart its vigour : in each of these cases,

^
as in a host of others, the predisposition is
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Btrictly one of degeneration—most frequently

of the vascular system. Again, inherited

diseases do not declare themselves in some

cases till the later years of Ufe, and of this

carcinoma is a striding example. The old

are predisposed to lowering diseases—low

pnexmionia or bronchitis ; and to a variety of

nervous affections which the vigorous can re-

sist. In short, they succumb to insigniticant

exciting causes, because of the general or

partial decay of the tissues and textm-es of

the body.

5. Intermarriage.—Intermarriage cer-

tainly predisposes to disease, but it is not easy

to determine how far its predisposing powers

extend. Hereditary influences are thereby

intensified. If the practice were confined

to carefully selected cases, some advantage

might ensue. Breeders of first-class animals

practise intermarriage, and thereby develop

speed, quality, and endurance in the offspring.

It is beyond question that this practice of

breeders of racehorses is eminently success-

ful for the time, but it by no means follows

that the permanent results are good. We
are bound to look not only to the immediate,

but to the ultimate results of interman-iage

—in short, to decide whether intermarriages

predispose to disease, to the injury of the

commimity. But no rule, free from excep-

tion, can be laid down on this subject, for

beyond aU doubt many intermarriages have
led to both physical, moral, and mental ad-

vantages. There is no doubt that malforma-
tions are handed down, and that where these

are marked in families it is injudicious for

persons to intermarry. Where also serious

diseases, such as phthisis, insanity, or cancer,

have been met with on both sides, it is most
advisable that intermarriage should not taJie

place.

6. Temperament.—Temperament is only
of importance as expressing certain inherited

predispositions to disease. It is not in itself

either a predisposing or an exciting cause.

Many forms of temperament were described
by the older writers. According to them,
persons of sanguine temperament are disposed
to congestions of organs, and haemorrhages, on
comparatively small provocation. Phlegmatic
individuals are the subjects of those diseases
which are readily excited by want of mental
and bodily energy and activity. A third set

belong to the nervous temperament ; such
persons are easily excited and easily depressed,
and are prone among other diseases to hys-
teria or hypochondriasis. Nervous persons
suffer quickly from delirium and other brain-
symptoms, which aggravate and render dan-
gerous an otherwise hopeful malady. In the
acute specific diseases this is particularly
manifested ; nervous people are undoubtedly
predisposed to them, and when once attacked
are unduly liable to dangerous complications.
Practically we meet with ' mixed ' tempera-
ments, though one may especially prevail.

On the whole, much confusion might be

avoided if these terms were altogether dis-

carded, and the connotation of each, stated in

definite language expressing what is actually

observed in each case, substituted. It would
then be evident upon how slight a basis

statements regarding temperament are often

grounded. See Temperament.
7. Climate.—This includes many factors,

all of which may predispose to disease.

Amongst these, the mfluence of altitude, mois-

ture, temperature, season, and soil will be con-

sidered :— (a) Altitude. Dwellers in moun-
tainous regions suffer with excessive fre-

quency from cardiac hyperti-ophy and fr-om

hernia, though the causes of these should be

more properly sought under ' occupation '

than ' climate.' ' Mountain sickness ' is

wholly dependent on barometric pressure,

and is only rarely met with below a level of

10,000 ft. The prevalence of both malaria
and phthisis is almost inversely proportional

to the height of the district above the sea-

level. Cholera is most prevalent in valleys and
plains, ih) Moisture. Dry air is generally

considered less provocative of bronchitis than
moist, and this disease may be regarded as one
of moist climate, (c) Temperatui'e. In the

tropics vanous endemic fevers prevail which
are unknown in this country, for they cease

to exist when the temperature smks below a
certain level (about 60° F.), probably be-

cause the micro-organisms concerned in thefr

spread are rniable to thrive below that tem-
perature. Frost very often cuts short epi-

demics in our own country in like manner.
Particular organs are predisposed to disease

by climate—the liver in the East Indies, the

hmgs and the kidneys in regions where the

temperature is capricious. Tropical heat is

essential to the existence of yellow fever,

malaria, and dengue ; and is an important
factor in the production of such diseases as
cholera, tropical stomatitis, dysentery, and
hepatitis. Heat may kill suddenly, as in sun-

stroke and heatstroke, or excite cerebral mis-
chief just short of death, especially in con-

fined, ill-ventilated places. Long-continued
heat lowers the vital powers, and may excite

such slight diseases as eczema of a simple
character, or such grave affections as in-

flammation of the membranes of the brain.

Choleraic attacks in this country usually are
associated with exposure to immoderate heat.

(d) Season. The influence of season may be
resolved into the influences of temperature,
rainfall, and prevalent winds. Animal para-

sitic diseases are more prevalent in the
summer. Yellow fever, malaria, and dengue
are rife in the summer and autumn, when the
rainfall is heavy. Deaths from lung-diseases

are most numerous in the winter, and fr-om

nervous diseases in the spring, (e) Soil. No
better proof of the tendency to disease

dependent upon the nature of the soil can be

given than that yielded by the many careful
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observations wliieh have shown that where I

a proper system of drainage of soil-water is

carried out, the tendency to pulmonarj'

diseases is very greatly diminished. Clay
j

soils are cold, damp, and impermeable, and
favour diseases aroused by these combined '

agencies ; sandy and gravelly soils readily '

drain themselves, are warm and dry, and
thus far tend to protect those who live on
them agamst disease. Climates are also

modified by trees, rocks, rivers, lakes, and
other physical conditions. Detritus carried

down by streams and deposited along their

banks or at their estuaries, has, like ground
vegetation and its decay, an midoubted pre-

disposing influence in the spread of malaria.

The upturning of large tracts with uuperfect

cultivation is also frequently followed bj^ out-

breaks of malaria. Particular districts also

predispose to certain diseases. Cretinism is

most common in close valleys ; urinary cal-

culus is endemic in many districts of Great
Britain and elsewhere. In some circmu-
scribed areas in Scotland, in Norfolk, and
other districts, individuals are especially

liable to stone.

Fogs in large, cities depress most people;

and it is not too much to say that many
diseases maj- be traced to a predisposition

which ' bad weather ' has started. Alco-

holism has been provoked in this way. It

is clear, therefore, that under the head of

clunate there are many combumig influences,

which affect the moral, mental, and bodily

nature of individuals, and through one or all

may predispose to disease. In this country,

and probably elsewhere, those who dwell on
momitains are less liable to disease than
the dwellers on plains—marshy plains es-

pecially. New comers are more prone to

the endemic diseases of a district than the
natives. The best instances of this are dysen-
tery and malaria. It should be remembered,
however, that it is not climate alone which
varies the predisposition amongst persons
residing in different regions ; for their habits,

diet, and social conditions difTer far more
than the climate in which thej^ dwell, and
predisposition to disease should never be
ascribed solely to chmatic conditions unless

accidental intluences have been investigated
and eliminated.' Sec Climate.

8. Town and Country.—The influences

of town and coimtry, as predisposing to dis-

ease, require separate consideration. With
them may be considered dwellings, and a
variety of minor sources of predisposition.

The mortality of country districts is less

than that of towns, but towns difler in this

1 Imperfect drainnge leads to what are popularly
known as ' damp walls ' in dwellings, and thus pre-
disjioses to pulmonary diseases by interfering with
ventilation—in fact, by preventing the admission of
pure air into such dwellings. This truth hears out
the teachings we have derived from Dr. Buchanan's
investigations at Ely and elsewhere.

respect amongst themselves. The health of

the largest city in Great Britain, for example,
compares favourably with any of the large

manufacturing towns and with many rural

communities. It is easy to understand that

differences must depend on the occupation,

food, and habits of the people, and on their

external surroundings—air, light, drainage,

and like conditions. In larger towns occu-

pations are more lowering than in comitry
districts ; while the physical and mental
strain is greater, and has fewer interruptions.

Late hoiu-s, intemperance, and prostitution

prevail in towns ; but it is by no means
certain that, in proportion to the population,

these Uls are less frequent in the more remote
districts. In towns overcrowding checks
ventilation, makes drainage difficult, so that

subsoUs become saturated, clouds the atmo-
sphere with smoke and dust, intermingles

the sexes (amongst the lower classes), so that

succeeding generations are stunted in their

development, and in a variety of other ways
predisposes to disease. But in some towns
these evils have been obviated by sanitary

measures, and as a consequence towns often

predispose less than coimtry districts to

diseases due to defective drainage and over-

crowding. Some startling Ulustrations of
this fact have occurred since sanitary science

has been acknowledged to be of national

importance. In villages, for instance, repu-

tedly ' model,' epidemics of disease associated

with defective drainage and e^"il domestic
aiTangements have decimated the iiJiabitants,

and the virulence of these epidemics has been
greater than that of those met with in large

towns. The latter are nowadays for the

most part better drained than countrj' dis-

tricts ; thiis milk-epidemics of typhoid fever

have been imported into large cities from
isolated farms where the drainage alone

seemed to be at faiilt. Amongst children,

rickets, scrofula, tuberculosis, and choleraic

diarrhoea are far more prevalent in town than
country ; and the more crowded the popula-

tion the gi-eater the mortality from phthisis.

The mortaht}- amongst young children is far

greater in towns than in coimtry districts.

Adulterations are an e\ il in large communi-
ties, affectmg people of aU ages. From many
of these coimtrj- districts are free. Un-
adulterated milk is now as easily obtained in

towns as in the coimtry. So while dwellers

in the country may have bad drainage and
bad houses, they have pure air, as a iiile, and
everj- opportunity of breathing it out of doors.

Even the alcoholised drinks in many country
districts are home made and hannless when
compared with the adulterated raw spirits

taken by the lower classes of large towns.

On the other hand, however, dysentery is a
disease of villages rather than of towns.

9. Hygienic Conditions.—One of the
most common causes of disease coming under
this head is want of cleanliness. To this ia
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due a variety of sldn-diseases, such as eczema

of the scalp in chikken, and diseases caused

by pedicuU. It mterferes with the functions

of the skin generally, and by it even a com-

mon cold is modified. Clothing is a part of

the subject. Insufficient, improper, or exces-

sive clothing are most important sources of

predisposition, amongst the rich as well as

amongst the poor; for, though the chmate

of this coimtry is so variable, corresponding

adaptations of dress are for the most part

neglected. Clothing is used to prevent the

loss of heat, which occurs m three ways—by
radiation, conduction, and evaporation ; and

a proper adaptation should prevent
_
undue

loss of heat, allowing for the escape, instead

of ensuring the condensation, of the secretions

from the skin, and shotild be sufficiently

loose to permit the movement of the limbs

and thorax. Non-conducting, loosely woven,

flexible materials are clearly the best adapted

for this piu-pose. Neglect of these require-

ments is largely instrumental in the causation

of disease, particularly in young women of

our large towns. A very common cause of

predisposition to disease is neglect of proper

bedding. Deficient ventilation and over-

crowding are prolific sources of mischief.

Overcrowding and insufficient ventilation are

among the greatest evils of our chief cities

and towns ; and not only is it in their homes
and workshops that populations are over-

crowded, but in their places of recreation and
of religious worship. Briefly it may be said

that overcrowding predisposes to moral, men-
tal, and physical deterioration ; to all com-
municable diseases, including all septic and
pirasitic conditions, and especially to typhus
fever and tubercle ; to pulmonary affections

;

and to a variety of nervous diseases. By
lowering the morale of populations it in-

creases all other predispositions, and, in

fact, passes into an active exciting cause of
disease.

10. Occupation.—Occupation acts in two
ways as a factor in the production of disease.

(1) It may expose the worker to certain dele-

terious influences which are themselves ex-
citing causes of disease. Of this class the
best illustration is furnished by workers in
poisonous substances, such as antimony,
arsenic, copper, brass, lead, mercury, mineral
acids, phosphorus, and iudiarubber. Turners,
knife-grinders, and stone-masons sufi'er from
inflammatory diseases of their air-passages
and lungs, induced by the inhalation of fine
particles resulting from their work. Corns,
chronic inflammatory nodules, and various
deformities are produced in those whose oc-
cupation involves constant pressure on any
one part. Shoemakers and chair-makers
illustrate this statement, the latter presenting
a characteristic corn and subjacent pleural
thickening in the first right interspace.

(2) Occupation has a still wider predispos-
ing influence. The general health may be

lowered, and the resisting power diminished,

by the conditions of life in which many occu-

pations are carried on. Among these are

(a) the breathing of vitiated air due to over-

crowding or to deficient ventilation
;

(b) de-

ficient exercise; (c) exhaustion, -^hysicsA or

mental, from overwork; {d) the excessive

use ofparticular j;rt.ris of the body
;

(e) ex-

posure to cold and wet, or to excessive

changes of teinijerature ; (/) improper or

irregular feeding ; (17) or, on the contrary,

absence of adequate employment. These in-

fluences are often combined and their effects

proportionately increased.

Physical overwork is often conjoined with
exposure and improper or irregular, food-

supply, and the combination has a marked
effect. It has so predisposed armies to dis-

ease that their ranks have been decimated
by fever, pnemnonia, and bronchitis, far

more than by actual fighting. Not a few
medical men have been affected by the con-

tagia of the acute specific diseases, because
when exposed to them they were worn out

by bodily and mental exertion, and by pro-

tracted fasting.

Many other illustrations might be given.

Soldiers are most liable to thoracic aneurj'sm
and sunstroke ; and young women with no
fixed employment, or exhausted from over-

work and anxiety, to hysteria. A coachman
who uses for many hours his pectoral mus-
cles in driving, suffers chiefly in them when
he has an attack of muscular rheumatism.
Many of the diseases mainly dependent on

occupation may be avoided or alleviated by
careftd attention to hygienic precautions.

11. Air.—The question of air has already

been alluded to, in considering climate,

occupation, town and country, overcrowding,

&c., and it is scarcely necessary to dwell
much more on its setiological effects. Air
influences the predisposition to disease ac-

cording to its degree of rarefaction, moisture
or dryness, warmth or coldness, and the
impurities, mechanical or chemical, which
may adulterate it. In the article Climate
many of these atmospheric conditions are

fully dwelt upon, and their tendencies ex-

plained. Impurities in the air are exceed-
ingly prevalent; and mechanical substances
suspended in it can excite irritable conditions

of the air-passages which may pass on to

inflammation, and even destruction, of the
Imigs. Pharyngeal and laryngeal affections

are a common consequence of these impurities,

and occur largely amongst certain classes

whose occupation loads the air with fine parti-

cles as already described. There is scarcely a
mineral used in the arts which cannot, by
inhalation, excite or predispose to disease.

The air may also be rendered impm-e by
chemical agencies, and the moment the
normal proportion of its elements is disturbed
it becomes a source of disease. Excess of

carbonic acid is especially an element of
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mischief—causing headache, dyspepsia, and
nervous depression. Tlie presence of am-
monia and of sulphuretted hydropren is

attended by hke results. The human economy
is, however, so framed that its organs can

often very rapiiUy throw off the evil effects

of these gases when breathed in overcrowded
rooms, so that, no permanent mischief is

established. Poisoned air plays a part in the

production of tubercle, anicmia, and lowered

conditions generally ; but it is an incomplete

comprehension of the causes of these condi-

tions to set down all to this one. The air,

also, may be poisoned by other gases, such as

carburettcd hydrogen.
The atmosphere is modified bj' currents

—

sometimes to the relief, sometimes to the

damage of mankind. Winds can remove
soxirces of contagion—they can ' clear the

air.' But according to many authorities

they can also bring contagion into localities.

Cholera and other diseases have, it is said,

followed aerial cm-rents, that is, have been
carried by them. The influence of winds
upon health varies with the individual con-

cerned. Some persons are invigorated by
warm south-westerly breezes. A north-

easterly wind will stimulate the energy of

one person, but reduce another to a condition

of abject misery. The colder winds generally

exert their tonic action to most advantage
during the middle periods of life. While
easterly winds prevail, acute lung-diseases

prevail, particularly in the aged. Eczematous
conditions often owe their origin to the same
cause.

12. Previous Disease.—PrcAaous disease

often predisposes to the same or to some
other affection, and no clinical history is of

value unless it includes an account of former
illnesses. In difficult and doubtfvil cases a
true statement of these often gives the clue

to diagnosis, and even patients themselves ai-e

alive to the vahie set upon an accurate

account of their life-aUments. An attack of

croupous pneumonia predisposes to recur-

rence, especially during the three months
succeeding the attack; and it may leave

behmd a predisposition extending far beyond
the original disease. Chorea, acute rheuma-
tism, tonsillitis, malarial fevers, and epilepsy

tend to recur, as also do the ordinary con-

vulsions of children; but in all these and
many other cases it is difficult to estimate
the exact part played by derived predisposi-

tion, because in all the primary predisposition

may be the main agent in the subsequent
attacks. In practical medicine it is distinctly

recognised that certain diseases predispose to

disease, and in their case recurrence is, very
properly, jealously guarded against. Pertussis

is supposed to predispose to measles, and
vnce versa. There is. distinctly a connexion
between chorea, rheumatism, and scarlet

fever, and these diseases may follow one an-
other in any order. Again, pre^nous disease

84

may leave behind pathological conditions
which remain in abeyance, mitil excited by
causes which the healthy individual could
readily withstand. Pertussis often ends, to

all appearances, favourably, but afterwards
the patients may suffer from severe lung-

affections, upon trifling exposure to exciting

influences. Caseated or calcified tubercles

in the hmgs may after a long period of

quiescence excite acute phthisis ; hepatic
mischief followed by collection of gall-stones

m the gall-bladder may cause peritonitis and
other diseases. Slight complaints are even
more marked in their predisposing powers
than serious diseases. On the other hand,
previous disease sometimes protects indivi-

duals and communities ; for example, vaccina-

tion can save nations from the most terrible

of epidemics—small-pox. In the case of

scarlet fever, typhus, pertussis, measles, &c.,

an almost perfect immunity is acquired by
those who have already suffered from them.
Of com*se, as with small-pox, no one denies
that second attacks of these diseases do occur,

but such attacks are whoDy exceptional.

13. Mental and Moral Conditions.

—

Bad news may cause sudden deatli, or, short

of this, may interfere with the functions of

particular organs. Sudden mental worry
may excite dangerous interference with diges-

tion, or start an abnormal cardiac rhythm.
Fright has tmrned the hair white within a few
days or hours in healthy persons. Mental
and moral shock may check or increase the

flow of m-ine, and, in fact, may affect all

the excreting and secreting organs of the
economj\ Mental overwork may excite cere-

bral symptoms of a dangerous and even fatal

nature, probably dependent upon a general
inflammatorj- hypoKcmia. It may also in-

crease the predisposition to tubercular menin-
gitis. Undue or sudden emotional disturb-

ances can excite serious mischief, just as they
can predispose to it. Again, the mind is

affected bj' imitative influences ; thus a single

hysterical patient may arouse in others symp-
toms almost identical with her own. The
subject of the direct influence of the mental
and moral state on disease is, however, too

wide to be here dwelt upon.
14. External Physical Conditions.

—

These are very numerous as exciting causes of

disease. Violent or over-exertion may cause
hernia?, haemorrhages, as from the vessels of

the lungs, cerebral congestions, and even
ruptures of the valves of the heart, and in one
or all of these cases lead directly to death.

Over-exertion with the voice may be followed

by pharyngitis or laryngitis. Syncope has
occurred in the most healthy from violent

exertion in hiU-climbing, in boat-racing,

walking and nmning matches, Ac, acute
dilatation of the ventricles probably occurring.

In less marked cases an ' irritable heart

'

may result. Various forms of direct mj»iry

are frequent causes of disease.

I ;
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15. Cold and Chill.- Cold carried to

excess may prove ftital at once. The in-

tluences of severe cold are described under

its own heading, and it is only with the

diseases excited by cold m the everyday

acceptation of these terms that we shall

deal here. See Cold, Effects of Severe or

Extreme.
Cold is the most common cause of disease

in temperate climates, especially in the

changeable climate of this coxmtry. It can

excite disease directly, and can affect prob-

ably all the organs of the body, causing

either disturbed fimction or organic mischief.

Cold, when severe, contracts the vessels;

interferes with the circulation, and all vital

activity ; and in this way may cause death.

But it is with moderate degrees of cold we
have chiefly to deal. A momentary exposm-e

to a cold draught is as ii-equent an excitant

of disease as general exposm-e for a long time.

A cold draught playing on the cheek may
cause facial paralysis, sore-throat, or bron-

chitis ; that is to say, cold applied locally may
excite disease in the neighbourhood of its

apphcation or m distant organs. It is prob-

able, therefore, that cold may act in several

ways : (1) it may interfere with circulation

;

(2) it may affect the extremities of nerves

and excite disease by reflex action ; or (3) it

may check secretions of the skin, the mucous
membranes, or other parts.

We cannot wonder, therefore, that diseases

of the throat, larynx, and huigs are frequently

excited by cold. Bronchitis and pneiunonia
are its most common results ; and as the yoimg
and the old are less capable of enduring cold

than adults, its results are, in their case, more
frequently fatal. Diarrhoea, renal diseases,

congestion of the Uver, acute and chronic
rhemnatism, simple dyspepsia, and a host of
other affections, are traceable in many in-

stances only to cold. Predisposition has much
to do with the effects of cold : some individuals
suffer from one form of disease when exposed
to it, others from entirely different affections.

In some, ' a common cold ' is most evidenced
by severe muscidar pains and fever, in others
by a nasal discharge, in others by headache,
and so on. Some persons never suffer from
' cold ' without having an attack of herpes
labialis ; and some are most prone to ' catch
cold ' whenever the weather suddenly becomes
warm. Numerous sunilar idiosyncrasies
might be given. The effects of cold should
always be considered in almost aU predis-
posmg causes of disease. ' Cold ' is a vague
term and not thoroughly miderstood ; there
is, therefore, aU the more reason why, when
it comes under consideration in individual
cases, its precise effects should be most care-
fully considered and recorded.

IG. Poisons.—Poisonous gases are power-
ful excitants of disease, and so are poisons
generally, whether animal, vegetable, or
inor^janic. They may kill quickly, or excite

a disease of long- continued or even permanent
nature.

17. Diet.—Food and drink may by their

abuse excite disease, and gluttony is as cer-

tainly an excitant as drunkenness, tliough

this fact is often lost sight of. Excess of food

does not refer simply to the quantity taken,

but to its quality—its nature, richness, and
the times when it is taken. Excess of food
overloads the stomach, makes -calls upon it

which it cannot meet, and dyspepsia is the

result. Excess of food, if digested, chai-ges

the blood with materials not demanded by
the economy, and disease of excretory organs

or fatty degenerations may thus be excited.

Want of food, by diminishing the resisting

power, also predisposes to disease, such as

pneumonia and bronchitis. When the proper
propiortions of the elements of food are

neglected, disease results, as e.g. scurvy from
deficiency of fresh vegetables. Rickets, ac-

cording to Dr. Cheadle, is due to want of fat,

while gout is often provoked by a largely nitro-

genous diet, and diabetes by an excessively

saccharine one. Particular foods viill imme-
diately excite violent gastric catarrhs in some
individuals, while others can bear them per-

fectly well. Clotted Imnps of casein or starchy

foods may irritate the alimentary canal of an
infant, as well as, from their indigestibility,

afford no noui'ishment. Many deaths ascribed

to ' consumptive bowels' are due to this cause.

Putrid food is an active poison. Certain kinds
of fish are poisonous in themselves, and so

may be shell-fish and crustaceans. The
Bothriocephalus latus enters the body through
the flesh of the pUie ; and, according to

HutchLnson,leprosy is derived froin salted fish.

Diseased rye produces ergotism, and diseased

maize pellagra. Flesh from animals suffering

fi-om ' trembles,' is believed to give rise to
' milk sickness

'
; trichinosis and the common

forms of tape-worm result from the ingestion

of beef or pork affected with the particular

parasite in question ; and some vegetable

foods laden with salts of lime have been
supposed to cause urinary calciili. Water
and mUk are prolific soiu-ces of mischief,

through the impurities they so often contain.

The drinkmg- waters of large towns are

usually derived fr-om rivers, and filtration is

not a sufficient purification ; or, if obtained

from a pm-er source, they may become con-

taminated in transit or storage, so that disease

may be excited by their use, especially tj'phoid

fever. Scarlet fever, cholera, and malaria have,

according to some, been traced to the same
somrce. Many parasites thus find entrance,

e.g. the ova of the Tsenia solium (develop-

ing in the cystic stage), Distoma haemato-
bium, Ankjdostoma duodenale, Fdaria san-

guinis hominis, and Guinea-worm. Hydatids
may be derived from the same source, or con-

veyed directly to the food from the nose or

faeces of an infected dog. Diarrhoea, dysen-

tery, Oriental boil, and various fprms of
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metallic poisoning (lead, copper, arsenic,

zinc, and mercury) sometimes owe their pre-

sence to the minute quantities taken in drink-

ing-water. Goitre and crotinisna have been
attributed to inorganic impurity in water.

Alcohol is a most extensive source of disease:

it causes, when taken in excess, cerebral, gas-

tric, intestinal, hepatic, and renal aflfeetions,

and can lower the system so far as to pre-

dispose to other diseases. See Alcoholism ;

Entozoa ; and Poisonous Food.
18. Epidemic Diseases, Contagion,

Malaria, Parasites, and Growths are

treated of under separate headings. It is

now generally established that the diseases

known as the acute specific diseases are mostly
direct consequences of some contagium. So
among the most common exciting causes of

disease we must class the contagia of the

several fevers, of syphilis, tubercle, and many
others. See Coxtagion ; Personal Health ;

and Public Health.
J. Pearson Irvine.

H. Montague Murray.

DISEASE, Classification of.—Various
classifications of diseases, or systems of noso-

logy, have been adopted by dift'erent writers,

but it is beyond the province of this work to

discuss these arrangements, neither of which
fulfils all that is required, or can be regarded
as satisfactory. All that can be done here is

to point out the characters upon which the

chief divisions of diseases are founded.

The first classification deserving of men-
tion is that into (1) General and (2) Local.
General diseases include those in which
the whole system is involved from the com-
mencement, and it comprehends as sub-

divisions: (rt) The acute specific fevers, and
certain other lUseases due to the introduction

of some special morbific agent into the body
from without, or in some instances developed
within the system—for example, typhus and
typhoid fevers, scarlatina, small-pox, malarial
fevers, hydrophobia, syphilis, pyiemia, and
septiciPmia. (6) The so-called aynstitutional,

cachectic, diathetic, or blood-diseases, some
of which seem to depend upon the production
of deleterious elements within the system,
which are capable of recognition, such as

rheumatism and gout ; while others are

independent of any such obvious pathological
cauFes, but are supposed to bo severally

associated with a peculiar dyscrasia or

diathesis—for instance, cancer, tuberculosis,

scurvj', rickets. LiOCal diseases are those
which primarily affect parlicubir organs or
tissues, each being liable to its own peculiar

lesions. Thus we have diseases of the lungs,

heart, stomach, liver, kidneys, brain, and tlie

other organs ; of the mucous membranes,
serous or fibro-serous membranes, skin,

periosteum, bone, and other structures.

This division into general and local diseases
is useful within proper limits, but it must be
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remembered that general maladies are often

revealed or accompanied by local lesions, and
that complaints which are originally local

often more or less speedily set up general
disturbance. Moreover, it is still a question
whether some nialadiesare to be regarded as
general or local in the first instance. See
Symmetry, in Relation to Disease.
Another division of diseases, which applies

more particularly to those which are of a
local nature, is into (1") Organic or Struc-
tural, and ("2) Functional. These terms
are self-explanatoi-y, the former implying
that there is some organic change in the

affected part, which we can discover and
demonstrate ; the latter indicating that there

is mere functional disorder, which is indepen-
dent of any recognisable lesion. That there

are structurjd changes in many affections

which are regarded as functional, is, however,
higlilj- probable, though our means of obser-

vation are not sufficiently powerful to enable
us to detect them. In connexion with each
organ, a special classification of its individual

complaints under one or other of these
primary headuigs is usually adopted, this

subdivision depending upon the afl'ections to

which the particular organ is liable. As
illustrations of functional disorders may be
mentioned disturbed action of certain organs,

as of the heart, causmg palpitation ; derange-
ment of the secretory or excretory fimctious,

as in the case of the stomach, liver, or

kidneys ; and manj' nervous disorders.

Organic diseases are exemplified by inflam-

mation and its consequences; alterations in

gi'owth and development; degenerations;
malformations ; and new-growths. In this

work it has not been deemed advisable to

describe the diseases of the several organs
according to any definite scientific an-ange-

meut, but in some cases an alphabetical order

has been adopted, while in others individual

writers have had free scope to classify the
affections of a particular oi-gan according to

their own judgment.
Again, diseases may be classified accord-

ing to their causation and mode of origin.

Thus they are divided into : (1) Hereditary,
or those which are transmitted cither directly

from parents to children, or indirectly, as the

result of a family taint ; and (2) Acquired,
or those which are developed anew in per-

sons free from hereditary taint. When a
morbid condition exists at birth, it is said to

be Congenital. Other divisions, founded
on an tetiological basis, ai"e into : (1) Conta-
gious or Infectious, and (2) Non-con-
tagious ; and into (1) Specific, or those

diseases which are due to a specific cause, and
(2) Non-specific.
There ai'e other classifications of diseases,

which need only be mentioned here. Thus,
according to their intensity and duration,

they are said to be : (1) Acute ; (,2) Sub-
acute ; or (3) Chronic. ^Vuother arrange-
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ment, founded on their mode of progress, is

into : (1) Continuous ; (2) Periodical, or

affections which come on at more or less

definite intervals ; (3) Paroxysmal, or those

which are characterised by sudden or acute

paroxysms ; and (4) Recurrent, or diseases

which tend to recur. Lastly, according to

their mode of distribution amongst communi-

ties or in districts, complaints are said to be :

(1) Sporadic ; (2) Epidemic ; (3) Ende-
mic ; and (4) Pandemic. The meanings of

these terms are defined under their several

headings, but they are sufiiciently famUiar

as indicating the mode of distribution of the

diseases to which they respectively belong.

With regard to the classification of diseases

which is likely to be permanently adopted in

the future for general use, it is probable that

this wUl be founded on a pathological basis,

and that, as our knowledge of morbid con-

ditions and processesbecomes more extensive,

accurate, and definite, it may become possible

to establish a system of nosology which wiU
be both scientific and practically useful.

Fkederick T. Egberts.

DISEASE, Diagnosis of (8ta, apart;

and yivaxTKco, I know).

—

Synon. : Fr. Dia-
gnose ; Ger. Diagnose.

Definition.—Diagnosis is the art of re-

cognising the presence of disease, and of

distinguishing different diseases fi-om each
other. The term is also applied to the result

obtained.

General Considerations.—The general
principles only of diagnosis will be here dis-

cussed. Special diagnoses will be treated

of in connexion with the several diseases to

which they have reference.

In many respects diagnosis is a subject of
great interest and importance. First, in a
scientific point of view, it is essential that all

knowledge should be accurate. Secondly,
accuracy of diagnosis, founded upon a sound
pathology, enables us to frame a scientific

classification of disease in its diverse forms.
Thirdly, it is by an accurate determination
of the nature of the disease which may be
present in any given case that we are able
to anticipate its course, and to employ the
right kind of remedies in its treatment. It
is imperfection of diagnosis which leads in
many instances to an under-estunate of the
value of therapeutical agents ; for when the
nature of a disease is mistaken we are led to
employ improper and unsuitable remedies,
the failure of which is then erroneously
attributed to the inefficiency of the agents,
and not to the unfitness of the treatment
employed. If our diagnosis had been correct
or complete, the remedy employed would
more often have had the desired effect.

In order to arrive at a diagnosis we must
study the phenomena or characters of each
individual case, and then trace its connexion
with those groups of symptoms which have
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been previously recognised and described as

belonging to special or distinct classes of dis-

ease. Assuming that the classification has
been already made, we proceed to deal with
the means which enable us to identify each
individual case, and to connect it with pre-

viously classified forms of disease.

Means of Diagnosis.—To obtain accuracy
in diagnosis we must be prepared with a
knowledge of the several forms and the
varieties which disease assumes; we must be
familiar also with the functions and structure

of the several organs of the body in health.

It is by observing and comparing the changes
wrought by disease in these functions and
structures that we are enabled to discover

the presence of, and to determine the nature
of, the morbid process going on. In forming,
then, a diagnosis in any particular case, the
physician must, as far as possible, keep in

view the real or the ideal condition of the
patient in a state of health. He must endea-
vour to place him in as natural a position as

may be, and as little disturbed by the pre-

sence of his attendant, or by external cir-

cumstances, as possible. The physician must
then obtain a history from the patient him-
self or from others of the incidence of the dis-

ease ; and having done this he must proceed
to investigate for himself the condition of the
patient.

1. Previous history of the patient.—The
history implies of course a statement of the

age and sex of the patient, as of his home and
his employment—each of which may have a
special relation to disease. It should also in-

clude an inquiry into the antecedent genera-
tions of the patient, and how far he may
have any proclivity to congenital disease or

malformation. This inquiry should have re-

ference to both positive and negative facts.

It should extend not only to the previous

existence of disease in the family, but also

to the absence of particular diseases or types

of constitution. The patient's history should
include a statement as regards the diseases

and injuries from which he may previously

have suffered ; the remedies used for them ;

and the climatic and other influences to which
he has been exposed. Nor must the physician

neglect to ascertain the history of any children

that the patient may have had, as the nature
of disease from which the offspring have
suffered in many instances throws light upon
the health of the parent.

2. History of present illness.—The history

of the present illness should include the de-

termination of the date of its commence-
ment ; its probable cause ; its earliest pheno-
mena and its progress as influenced by ex-

ternal circumstances, including treatment.

8. The present condition of the patient.—
Here we have to deal with two classes of

phenomena ; namely (a) those feelings or

facts of self- consciousness which the patient

describes to us

—

subjective phenomena \ and
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(h) those sifjiis which we ourselves observe

—

objective phenomena.
(«) Subjective phenomena.—The patient

describes to us his feelings—as of strength or

weakness, of numbness, tingling or pain, of

wakefulness or wandering; he can tell of

affections of vision, of hearing, of smell, or

of taste ; of breathlessness, cough, palpita-

tion, or of feelings of sinking or faintness

;

of difficulty of swallowmg, thirst, loss of ap-

l)etite, nausea or sickness, or various sensa-

tions and actions connected with the abdo-

men ; of feelings associiited with the genito-

urinary organs, such as pain or difficulty in

passing water ; of cramps, spasms, or other

alterations of sensation or motility ; or of

distm'bances of sensibility and activity, &c.

Each of these signs of deviation from health

will have its own value and significance.

The physician must at the same time care-

fully note how fiir the condition of the patient

is in accordance with his statements, and
whether there may not be present some reason

or cause for concealment or for exaggera-

tion.

(6) Objectivephenomena.—In studying the
objective phenomena connected with disease,

the physician makes use of his special senses,

assisted by the several instruments with which
modern science has provided him.

First, in matters of eyesight, he sees the

general aspect and exjiression of the patient,

which will include the colour of the skin (such

as maj' result from the fulness or emptiness
of the blood-vessels, from the yellowness
caused by jaundice, from the blueness of

cyanosis, or from pigmentation, &c.) ; the pre-

sence and character of cutaneous eruptions
(especially in the exanthemata) ; the ex-

pression proper, such as that of ease or suf-

fering, and of depression or excitement ; the
conditions of obesity and plethora, or of wast-
ing and bloodlessness. He will also observe
the position of the patient—how he lies, or sits,

or stands ; how he breathes ; the appearance
of the eyes, the tongue. &c. Further, the
sense of sight will be employed in determining
conditions of a local or less general nature.

Observation must be made of the size, the
shape, and movements of parts, and of their

expansion or contraction. With the aid of
special instruments, such as the ophthalmo-
scope, the lar.NTigoscope, the cystoscope, the
various specula, sounds, &c., the physician
will be able to examine parts of the body of
tlie patient beyond the reach of the unassisted
eye. The chest-measurer or the stethometer
will render more exact the information
already obtained by the ej-e and hand as
to the size and mobility of parts. The use of
each of the several instruments above men-
tioned, as a means of diagnosis, will be foimd
described under the beads of their respective
names, or in the article on Physical Ex-
amination.
The sense of heanng tells of the character

of the breathing, the voice and speech of

the patient, including cough, hoarseness or
aphonia, ' aphasia,' &c. But the ear is especi-

ally applied to the study by auscultation of

the sounds produced in connexion with the

heart, the lungs, and other organs. The signs

thus elicited will be foimd fully described
elsewhere.

Tlie sense of touch, or feeling, will com-
municate a knowledge of the temperature, of

moisture or dryness, of size, shape, elevation

or depression, of smootliness or rouglmess,

of the pulse or pulsation, vibration, fremitus,

of extent of movement, resistance, softness or

hardness, and of Huctuation. The accuracy
of the results of these observations by touch
may be tested by the use of the thermometer,
the cahpers, and the tape-measure.
The sense of smell aids diagnosis in certain

cases. The general odour of the patient may
be observed in small-pox, in rheumatism, and
some wasting diseases (such as phthisis), and
in syphilis ; and the odour of iiarticular parts

and secretions, as the urine in diabetes, the

fiEces in jaundice, &c., and in cases of the

use of certain drugs, or in poisoning. In-

formation is also afforded by the odour of

certain discharges, as in ozaena, leucorrhoea,

cancer, &c.

Tlie sense of taste is seldom employed in

clinical investigation, but the physician may
make use of the patient's taste, as m tasting

the iu"ine in diabetes.

Further aids in diaqnosis.—Having thus
summarily described the employment of the

special senses in diagnosis, and given examples
of their use, we may briefly mention some
other agencies of more general application.

The acuteness of the patient's sense of touch
may be determined by the sesthesiometer.

The capacity of the lungs may be measured
by the spirometer ; the strength of muscles by
the dynamometer; the contractility of mus-
cles by galvanism ; and the force and character

of the pulse are determined by the sphygmo-
graph. Constant use is found for the micro-

scope, the test-tube, the spectroscope, the

endoscope, and polariscope, which aid in de-

terminmg the character of the various secre-

tions or morbid products that require to be
submitted to investigation. The result of

treatment may also be mentioned as an aid

to diagnosis, as, for example, when an in-

durated sore yields to the use of mercurj-.

Again, the knowledge that a person has been
in a malarious district enables us to decide on
the intermittent nature of certain spnptoms
that may be present. In some cases it may
be necessary to render a patient insensible

by ancesthetics, with a view to making a com-
plete examination, or in investigating feigned

diseases. The administration of small doses

of charcoal has been suggested as a means
of determining the presence of a passage

through the bowels when more or lese

obstruction exists.
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Such, then, are the means used for taking

note of those deviatrons from health which

occur in the several functions and structures

of the body, and which constitute what are

known as the symptoms and signs of

disease; these are terms which will be found

more specially treated of under the heads,

Disease, Symptoms and Signs of-, and

Physical Examination.
The-Diffioulties of Diagnosis.—It need

scarcely be said here that the practice of

diagnosis is not free from great ditliculties.

We know how hard it is to obtain in ordinary

daily hfe a reliable account or description of

any past or present event. There must be

still greater difficulty hi obtaining an accurate

medical history of a patient's case. He has

to tell of facts of which practically he may
know much, but scientifically very little. He
may be forgetful or ignorant on points about

which we most need to be informed. He may
be inclined to exaggerate or to suppress facts

of material import. Nor are the difficulties

less in regard to the objective 2}hcno7nena

with which we have to deal. The symptoms
of a disease are not always so clear and definite

as to mark its nature—that is, to be patho-
gnomonic. They are more often slight, un-

defined, obscure, and to be found with diffi-

culty. The symptoms of one disease uiay

very closely resemble those of another, whilst

those of the same disease will vary at different

stages, and in different individuals. Again,
the symptoms of a disease may be compli-
cated by the co-existence of those of another
disease ; whilst a symptom sufficiently strik-

ing in itself may be common to, and present
in, several different diseases. We need only
mention, for example, feverishness, pain,

cough, breathlessness, and blood-spitting.

These are some of the difficulties which he
who has to study the operation of disease in
life, has to contend with. He must come
prepared for the duty with a knowledge, as
we have already said, of the body, its struc-
ture and its fimctions in health, and with
a knowledge, too, of those combinations of
morbid actions which constitute special forms
of disease. For, as regards this latter know-
ledge, all the observations made would re-
main as isolated phenomena if they could
not in each case be grouped as constituting
distinct diseases.

We have thus indicated the difficulties of
obtaining accurate knowledge as regards both
the subjective and objective phenomena. The
difficulties are not less when the exercise of
the intellectual and reasoning faculties is
called upon to analyse, to compare, and to
group these phenomena.
The physician may commence his inquiry

by tracing up the history of the case and its
several incidents, a method which is called
the synthetical; or he may commence by
ascertaining the present condition of the
patient, and going as it were backwards in
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his inquiry—a method which is known as

the analytical. As a general rule, both

methods are combined m the practice of

diagnosis.

Observers can sometimes arrive at a direct

diagnosis, aided by the presence of some
characteristic symptom or sign of diseases.

When diseases which are essentially different

have symptoms more or less common to both,

the physician will have to institute a com-
imrison between them, until he finds sufficient

evidence, in the presence or in the absence of

some distinctive symptom or sign, to satisfy

him as to the nature of the disease which is

present. By being able thus to trace the

absence or the presence of a given symptom,
he may be able to exclude the possibility of

the existence of one or other of the diseases

under investigation. These modes of investi-

gation wOl be foimd fully illustrated in the

diagnosis of the several diseases described

throughout this work.
In conclusion, it must be remembered that

these investigations, which call for the exer-

cise of the highest mental faculties, should

be conducted without prejudice and without
haste. We should never be ready to accept

as clear that which is obscure, as established

that which is open to question ; above all,

we should remember that, though to err is

human, it is our duty to endeavour to ascer-

tain in each and every case, before commenc-
ing its treatment, what its real nature is, as

far as it may be possible for us to do so. It

cannot be too often repeated that the applica-

tion of a right remedy depends on an a.^curate

diagnosis, and that the prevention and the
cure of disease are the aims and ultimate
objects of our science.

EicHARD Quain.

DISEASE, Duration of.—The dura-
tion of a disease signifies the period which
elapses between its onset and its termina-
tion, in whatever way this may take place.

In some instances disease can hardly be said

to have any duration, a sudden lesion occur-

ring, which instantaneously, or in a very
short time, destroys life ; under such circum-
stances, however, some previous disease has
usually existed, though perhaps without
giving any clinical evidence of its presence,
which determines the occurrence of the sud-

den event. This may be illustrated by some
cases of apoplexy, and of rupture of the heart
or of an aneurysm. Most affections, as re-

gards their duration, come under one of the
three categories already referred to under the
Classification of Disease—namely, acute,

subacute, or chronic ; but it does not serve

any useful purpose to fix upon any definite

limit of time as specially expressed by these
several terms. See Acute ; and Chronic.
Acute diseases are of limited duration, and

in many of them tliis is remarkably miiforiu

I

on the whole, as may be illustrated by the
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acute specific fevers and acute idiopathic

pneumonia. Even in such affections, how-
ever, there are deviations from the orchnary

course, instances ocenrrinjjr in which the

duration ish)nt,'er or shorter than that usually

observed, and this fact depends on various

circumstances, of which the most obvious are

the intensity of the disease in any particular

case, the previous condition and surrounding

circiuustances of the patient, tlie occurrence

of complications, and the treatment adopted.

Complaints which are sith-acutc as ref^ards

tlieir duration nuvy be exemplified by many
cases of whoopiuf^ cou<;h and chorea, and by
some cases of pleurisy, phthisis, pneumonia,
gastric or enteric catarrh, and certain skin

atfectionfi. A larfje number of diseases are

chronic in their duration, and many of these

when once establisiied become permanent,
whilst others are ultimately capable of being
cured. As illustrations may be mentioned
organic diseases of the heart, most cases of

plithisie, cirrhosis of the liver.chronic Bright's

disease, dyspepsia, many skin affections, and
also morbid growths in various structures.

Some complaints, as regards their dura-

tion, can only belong to one or other of the

groups just mdicated, but a considerable pro-

portion may in different cases be either acute,

sub-acute, or chronic. Again, it must be borne
in mind that a disease may be acute or even
sudden in its origin, but afterwards may sub-

side into a chronic malady. Certain affections

are chronic as regards their entire duration,

but are characterised by the occurrence at

regular or uTegular intervals of acute or even
sudden attacks, lasting a more or less definite

time, which course of events is exemplified by
cases of ague, epilepsy, and asthma.

FUEDERICK T. liOBERTS.

DISEASE, Germs of.—See Germs of
Disease.

DISEASE, Prognosis of (tt/jo, before
;

and yivwcTKto, I know).

—

Synon. : Fr. Fro-
nontir ; Ger. Prognose.

Defikition.— Prognosis is the art of fore-

casting the progress and termination of any
given case of disease. The term is also ap-

plied to the foreknowledge thus obtained.

Gexehal Considerations.— It is a matter
of interest and often of great importance to

be able to indicate with precision how a case
of disease or injury will be likely to advance
and terminate. This question must be always
present to the physician's mind ; and it can
rareh' be absent from that of the patient and
of those who are interested in his well-being.

It can thus be easily seen how much depends
upon the answer of the physician to the ques-

tions constantly proposed to him. How long
is this illness liJiely .to last ? How is it likely

to terminate ? If in recovery, will the re-

covery be complete or partial ? If in death,
when and how ?
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!
Grounds of Prognosis.—The knowledge

which can give trustworthy answers to such
questions as the preceding must be founded
upon an accurate diagnosis of the nature of
the disease from which the individual is

suffering ; upon the capability of remedies
to control it ; and, lastly, tipon an estimate
of the constitutional and vital powers of the
patient.

First, as regards the nature of the disease.

Some diseases which are mild in their nature
run a definite course and end favourably

;

take, for example, a simple catarrh. Others
coimnence with gi'eat intensity, and come
to a favom-ablc or unfavourable termination
very rapidly : for instance, Asiatic cholera, of

which many of the subjects die in less than
twenty-four hours from the time of their first

becoming manifestly ill. A third group, such
as typhus, typhoid fever, and certain of the

exanthemata, run a longer and more defined

course, seldom terminating in death except
after the lapse of many days, nor in recovery
except after a period of weeks. Another
class of maladies, chronic in character, rarely

acute, such as tuberculous diseases of the

!
lungs, render the patient more or less an
invalid so long as he lives, and generally end
fiitally. The like observation will apply to

the so-called malignant diseases.

Secondly, the iniensity of the particular
attack affords fiurther grounds for prognosti-

cating the result. Thus, in a fever, great pro-

stration, high temperature, and rapid pulse,

indicative of the severity of the disease,

must lead to the formation of an unfavour-
able prognosis

;
just as great debility and

wasting, with disturbance of the nutritive

functions generally, would indicate a like

result in chronic diseases.

Thirdly, with regard to local diseases or com-
plications, whatever the nature of the disease

may be, the orrjan affected must form an im-
portant element in i)rognosis. Thus disease

of the brain, or of the lieart, or of the lungs,

or, in a lesser degree, of other viscera, must,
even when not specially severe, be looked
upon as affording grounds for anxiety, from
a prognostic point of view.

Fourthly, as regards the constitution, age,

and sex of the 2}(ttient, it may be safely

anticipated that in a patient with a good
constitution the prognosis will be more
favourable than in a person with a feeble

or broken-down constitution. Persons whose
vital powers are unimpaired will resist dis-

ease, and recover imder circumstances which
would be fatal to other individuals, in whom,
on the one hand, j)lethoric habits may pre-

dispose to acute and rapid changes, or who,
on the other hand, by degeneration of tissues

or by the existence of chronic disease may
be rendered liable to succumb, and that

rapidly, to morbid influences which healthier

textures could resist and overcome.
Disease is badly borne by the very young
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and the very old. In very young childi-en

disease rapidly runs .its course, favourably

or unfavourably. The aged have little power

of reaction or of resistance; and disease

in them, though less pronounced, more fre-

quently ends unfavourably. In middle life,

disease may be expected to assume an acute

or sthenic form.

As a rule, sex has little influence on the

prognosis of disease, except that usuaOy dis-

eases of equal severity are more amenable to

treatment in females than in males. Nervous

symptoms are, however, more easily developed

in women, exaggerating a condition that

might not otherwise be unfavoixrable. Men-
struation, pregnancy, parturition, and lacta-

tion have all a certain amount of influence,

sometimes favourable and sometimes the re-

verse, on disease in the female.

Fifthly, with respect to treatment : a more
or less favourable prognosis may be foimded

upon the fact that the patient can enjoy all

the advantages afforded by rest, diet, change
of climate, &c., which may not be available

under other circumstances for like cases. It

is well known that there are some remedies
which have a specific effect upon certain dis-

eases, as quinine upon intermittent fever;

mercury in some manifestations of syphilis

;

iodide of potassium in certain stages of the

same disease ; and colchicum in gout. In
such cases a much more favourable prognosis

can, of course, be given than in those for which
no such specific remedies are known to exist.

Experience, however, teUs us that favourable

results follow in many other cases in which
suitable though not actually specific remedies
can be applied.

Taking into consideration, then, the above
conditions—the nature, the intensity, and
the seat of the disease ; the constitution, the
resisting power, the age, and the sex of the
patient; and the possibility of applying suit-

able and efficient remedies—we are able, in
a large number of cases, to arrive at an ac-
curate conclusion as to what the course and
result of a disease will be.

Difficulties of Prognosis.— Still, to ar-
rive at an accurate prognosis is often most
difficult. Disease is not always identical in
its character, nor definite in its progress or
results. The constitutions of individuals vary,
and it is olten very difiicult to measure their
powers of resistance. Eemedies, too, vary in
their action and their operation ; and some-
times we are deceived in the best-founded
conclusion as to the results that they can
accomplish. There are few physicians who
cannot recount errors of prognosis made
by themselves or by their colleagues. Many
persons now live who were doomed to
die; and many persons have died whose
death was not anticipated. It is the duty
of the physician, when asked for his opinion,
to stiite it honestly, but with great discretion,
and in general with as much hope as is
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fairly admissible. He must be guarded as to

the manner in which liis opinion is commu-
nicated to the patient, for there are many
individuals whose temperament is such that

the progress of their disease would be greatly

influenced for good or for evil by the expres-

sion of a favourable or of an unfavourable

opinion. At the same time, the phj-sician

must avoid deceit ; and if there be risk or

danger in communicating an unfavourable

prognosis to the patient, he must at least

communicate it to some judicious individual

amongst the patient's friends. Altogether,

too much caution cannot be exercised in stat-

ing, in any obscure case, what its progress

and result will be. There are many cases in

which the medical attendant will be justified

in replymg that he is a physician, and not a
prophet. He cannot alwaj's foretell results,

his aim and object ever being to mitigate the
patient's suffering, to jjroloug life, and to cure
the disease if possible ; full often to profess or

to do more than this is beyond his art.

ElCHABD QUAIN.

DISEASE, Symptoms and Signs of.

When disease affects any of the functions or

structures of the body it produces certain

altered actions or changes, which, when ob-

served during life, become evidences of its

presence and often of its nature, and which
then are called the symptoms and signs of
disease.

The terms symptom and sign are often

used synonymously, though the deriva-

tions of the words are by no means the
same. Symptom, according to its derivation

{avpLnrwfxa = a, coincidence), means simply a
coincidence ; that is to say, it coincides with
the presence of certain phenomena. The
term sign (from signuvi) is more distinctive,

and seems more directly to point to some
special or peculiar condition. Eecently, how-
ever, an attempt has been made to give a
more special meaning to these terms. Symp-
tom, more especially if it be characterised by
the prefix vital, is intended to refer to modi-
fications of functions, or to such subjective

phenomena as we can learn from the patient's

account of his feelings. On the other hand,
the term sign, more markedly with the pre-

&x physical, indicates those morbid changes
which are objective, or may be recognised by
the senses of the physician, assisted by other
appliances.

It would possibly be well if the meanings
of the words—symptoms and signs of disease
•—as above stated, were to come into general
use ; but there are many ditficulties in the
way. For example, if the ear be applied to
the chest in the case of mcompetence of the
aortic valves, we hear a murmur, and we say
that there are ' physical signs ' of aortic valve
imperfection ; but the locomotive pulse, and
its peculiar beat, would by many be called a
' symptom ' of incompetence of the aortic
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valves. It is therefore extremely difTicult to

draw the distinction between the terms
' symptom ' and ' sij^n.'

By whatever name these phenomena may
he called, we must rely upon them as the chief

means by which we are enabled to form our

diaj^iosis. The more accurate and complete

our knowledge of the functions of the body
and of its component parts, and the more
capable we are of interpreting, with all the

completeness possible, the changes produced
by disease, the more accurate will be our

diagnosis as to its presence and its nature.

How these plienomena may be best observed

will be found discussed under the articles on
Disease, Diagnosis of; and PnysicAL Exam-
ination. ElCHARD QUAIN.

DISEASE, Terminations of. — The
terminations of a disease must be regarded

both from a pathological and from a clinical

point of view.

'Each pathological process or condition has
modes of ending peculiar to itself, but it is

beyond the province of this article to dis-

cuss these at any length, and one or two
illustrations must suffice. Thus inflamma-
tion may terminate by resolution ; by the

formation of different effusions or exuda-

tions ; or by causing suppuration, softening,

induration, ulceration, or gangrene. Fever,

if it end favourably, may terminate by crisis,

lysis, or a combination of these modes, or in an
irregular fashion. An effusion of blood may
remain, more or less altered; may become
organised ; may soften and imdergo a pxuri-

form change ; may form a cyst ; or may be
altogether absorbed.

The clinical terminations of diseases are

highly important, and demand more consi-

deration. In the first place, a disease fre-

quently terminates in the death of the

patient. This event may take place suddenly
or very I'apidly, from tlie occm-rence of some
serious lesion, or of grave functional disorder

of an organ essential for carrying on the phe-
nomena which constitute life. In other cases

death is the termination of a more or less

acute illness, either affecting a person pre-

viously in the enjoyment of good health ; or,

what is not uncommon, being the consum-
mation of a chronic malady, which has
existed for a longer or shorter period. In
still other instances, death is a slow and
chronic process, the patient gradually sink-

ing, several causes and morbid conditions

often ultimately contributing to the fatal

event. The modes in which death occurs
are described elsewhere, and therefore need
not be discussed in this article. See Death,
Modes of.

In the next place, a large proportion of
cases of disease end in complete and entire

recovery, the patients being restored to their

previous state of health, and no organic
mischief remaining. This result may be ex-
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pected in most of the ailments or functional

disorders wliich are of such common occur-

rence, provided proper treatment is earned
out. Again, the great majority of cases of
acute disease terminate in complete recovery,

taking them in the mass, though several

affections of this class, when they do not
prove fatal, are liable to leave behind more
or less serious deterioration of the general
health, or even actual organic disease. In this

class of cases, when recovery does ensue, it

is usually only after a more or less prolonged
period of convalescence. Chronic complaints,
if they are of a structural nature, cannot in

most instances end in complete recovery-,

although to all appearance the patient may
often be quite restored to health. Even in

these cases, however, an actual cure may
sometimes be effected, and tliat after a dis-

ease has had a prolonged duration. This
is illustrated by several chronic skin-affec-

tions, sjiihilis, and chronic inflammation of

mucous surfaces. Or it may happen that

the patient recovers perfectly, only with the
destruction of some structure which is not
essential to life, such as a group of lymphatic
glands.

Thirdly, partial or incomplete recovery is

a very connuon mode of termination. This
is observed in manj- cases of acute disease,

where either the patient remains perman-
ently in a state of general ill-health, without
anj' actual structural lesion being discover-

able ; or some positive organic affection has
been established, of which phthisis remain-
ing after acute pneumonia, or cardiac disease

following acute rheumatism, afford apt illus-

trations. An attack of an acute malady may
also serve to bring out some latent constitu-

tional predisposition ; or may leave the patient

in such a condition that certain so-called con-

stitutional maladies are readily originated

from slight causes. Partial recovery, amount-
ing often to very marked improvement, may
take place in many serious diseases of a
chronic nature. This is illustrated by nu-
merous cases of pulmonary consumption, in

which disease great improvement is often

observed, not only as regards the symptoms,
but also in the local lesions, so much so that

patients not imcommonly regard themselves
as cured. Again, there are some complaints
in which apparent recovery is brought about,
but a tendency to recurrence remains, either

without any obvious reason or from slight

causes. Such affections are exemplified by
ague, asthma, neuralgia, intestinal catarrh,

bronchitis, and certain skin-diseases. As in-

stances of incomplete recovery may be also

mentioned the cure of some prominent symp-
tom or symptoms, while the disease which
originates these phenomena continues un-
altered. Thus, it may be possible to get rid

of ascites, which the patient regards as the
disease from which he sutfcrs, while cirrhosis

of the liver, upon which the ascites depends,
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is a permanent condition; extensive dropsy

and other symptoms associated with cardiac

disease may also be got rid of, while the or-

ganic mischief still remains. Sudden lesions

may terminate in partial recovery. For

instance, a case in which a sudden haemor-

rhage into the brain has occurred, attended

with marked apoplectic and paralytic symp-

toms, not uncommonly improves remarkably

in course of time, the "clot being more or less

absorbed. Some complaints, which are usu-

ally sudden in their onset, may apparently

be recovered from completely, but sometimes

set up conditions which ixltimately lead to

permanent disease. Thus the passage of a

gall-stone or of a renal calculus may excite

such irritation as to cause an inflammatory

process to be set up, which may induce per-

manent mischief, such as closure of the bile-

duct or of the ureter in the several instances,

and the effects may not be perceptible tmtil

a considerable interval has elapsed.

Lastly, it must be remarked that some
affections can hardly be said to have any
termination. They continue during the life

of the individual, perhaps interfering but

little or not at all with the health, or at all

events not in any way contributing to the

death of the patient, when that event does

happen. This applies to many of the ail-

ments from which people suffer ; as well as

to many chronic organic diseases not in

themselves serious or giving rise to any im-
portant symptoms, and not implicating struc-

tures essential to life.

Frederick T. Roberts.

DISEASE, Treatment of.—This term
has reference to the means by which disease

may be jjrevented

—

proj^hylactic or lircven-

live treatment ; or its effects coimteracted
when it occiu-s

—

remedial or curative treat-

ment.
1. Preventive Treatment will be fotmd

discussed under the heads — Contagion
;

Climate; Disease, Causes of; Disinfection;
Malaria ; Personal Health ; Public
Health ; Vaccination, &c. ; as well as in the
several articles treating of special diseases.
It is therefore unnecessary to say more ttpon
the subject in this place.

2. Curative Treatment.— Bearing in
mind that disease is a deviation from health
in the fimctious or component materials of
the body, it must be remembered that there
is in organised bodies a tendency to maintain
their healthy function and structure, and in
case of disease or injury to resume it. This
is especially manifest in the lower types of
animals, many of which when mutilated
are capable of resuming more or less com-
pletely their original form, to the extent
even of the restoration of lost parts. In
man and the higher animals this power of
complete restoration is confined to the ele-
mentary cells and least complex structures
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of which the body consists ; the more com-
plex tissues are not rejiroduced, nor are lost

parts restored. There is, however, in man,
as in all organised beings, a tendency to

rectify deviations from health, and to restore

the organisation to its normal condition. To
remove or subdue the causes of disease, and
to aid this restorative power in the establish-

ment of healthy function and structure, is for

the cure of disease the most philosophical in-

dication that can be adopted. But our know-
ledge of disease and of remedial agents is not

sufficient to enable us always to carry out

these princijiles. As the treatment of disease

has been directed sometimes to the one ob-

ject and sometimes to the other, frequently

to neither, it has given origin to a great

variety of systems or methods of practice.

Thus in the earliest history of the healing art,

means the most diverse were used for the

relief of suffering. Sometimes the suffering

or the disease yielded whilst these means
were being employed ; and it was concluded,

on very insufficient grounds, that these agents

had ' cured ' the disease. Persons who had
felt, as they supposed, the beneficial effects

of these particular remedies, communicated
them to others as the result of their exjieri-

ence; and thus was established what has been
known in Medicine as

—

Empiricism.—This mode of practice has
its advantages and its disadvantages. When
aided by accurate knowledge and discrimina-

tion it often leads to satisfactory results; and
many remedies suggested by experience, and
that alone, are now found to be in accord
with our more advanced scientific knowledge

;

take, for examjile, the use of mercury in

syphilis, which, though long used empirically,

is now known to act by its control over the

nutrition of yoimg cellular growths. So also

with resjject to quinine and other remedies
of now established usefulness. On the other

hand, mere empiricism, when vaguely ap-

plied, taints and damages to this day the
treatment of disease. It is this practice which,
for example, suggests opium to quiet a cough
or a colic, without reference to the cause of

the one or the other, and when an expectorant
or a jiurgative would have been the suitable

remedy ; and it is this empiricism which does
such harm in the hands of amateur prac-

titioners, leading them to recommend for

the relief of symptoms, remedies which
they supposed had relieved like symptoms
in other cases, however different the real

nature or causes of these symptoms may
have been.

Rational treatment.—On the other hand,
modern science endeavours to take cognisance
of the nature of disease, and also of the specific

action of remedies; it seeks to counteract the
operation of the one by the influence of the
other. This constitutes the rational treatment
of disease. To extend this system should be
the object of the scientific practitioner. On
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the one side, it is his duty to study the nature

of disease itself, its causes, and tlieir etYeets ;

on tlie other, to study the action of various

af:;ents on the hvinj^ bodj' in iieiilth and in

disease ; and, if possible, to trace how far tlie

one is capable of conibatiuf? and subduing tlie

other. This study of scientific therapeutics

is of comparatively recent date, and is now
pursued with great zeal. The results already

arrived at are alike satisfactory and encou-
raging. As rational treatment boconios more
firmly established, scientific medicine will

take a more elevated and nobler position.

The modes or methods by which the two
great principles just alluded to, the founda-
tions as they are of the healing art, have been
applied are extremely various, and, although
these different methods maj' be traced to

the one or to the other, they have received

distinctive names, according as they are

marked by some special characteristic. A
few of these modes of treatment may be
briefly enumei-ated.

1. Expectant treatment is founded on the

principle that the restorative power of nature
should be allowed entire freedom of action,

the practitioner neither assisting nor inter-

fering with its operation.

2. What is caUed homoeopathic treatment
would by some persons be included under the

preceding head. It proposes to treat disease

by giving in infinitesimal doses substances
that are supposed to be capable of producing
a diseased condition like that which they are

intended to cure. It may be described in the

words of Moliere, who wrote long before

Hahnemann, the inventor of homoeopathy,
as I'art d'antuner le inalade pendant que la

nature guerit. There is no doubt that in

this and in similar methods of treatment,
the imagination plays au active and useful

part.

3. Palliative treatment consists simply in

the adoption of means which are calculated

to soothe, and to lessen suffering, and thereby
to prolong hfe when the cure of disease is not
possible.

4. Stimulant treatment is founded on a
doctrine which regards most forms of disease

as associated with or dependent on a lowered
state of the vital powers, and which teaches
that in such cases the free use of stimulants
is the practice most to be relied on. See
Stimulants.

5. Antiphlogistic treatment is the opposite
of the preceding. It recogruses in many forms
of disease increased nervous excitement and
vascular fulness, which are to be remedied by
depressing agencies, such as low diet, bleeding,

purgation, &c. See Blood, Abstraction of; and
Deplktion.

G. Purgative, diaphoretic, or otherwise eli-

7n {native treatment aims at removing bj- the
intestinal mucous membrane, by the skin, or
by the secreting glands, respectively, certain

morbid matters ; and thus allowing the re-

storative power of the system to operate more
ethcicntlj'. See Purgativks, &c.

7. Tiio Water cure, including baths, acts

partly on the principle of clnuination, partly

by exerting a tonic influence. Sec Batus;
and HynKOTiiERAPEUTics.

8. Rcvulxive treatment acts by producing
counter-irritation by means of blisters, setons,

issues, and the like. See Counter-Irritants ;

Kevulsents, &c.

9. Antineptir <?T(7/wr7j< aims at destroying

the germs of disease, wliethcr on the surface

of, or within, the body. See Antiseptic
Treatment; and Disinfection.

10. Dietetic treatmoit constitutes a greater

or less portion of all modes of treatment.
It implies a reference to the kind of food
which is adapted to the cii'cuuistances in

which the patient is placed, and which is

suitable in the disease from which he is

suffering. Sec Diet.
11. The treatment by climate operates

more or less by removing the patient beyond
the region of noxious influences, and placing

him in circumstances which promote healthy
action pf the several functions.

It is well known that under these several

and varied modes of treatment disease may
yield and patients may get well. Hence it

has been said that, as different means are
made use of to obtain a single result, the

treatment of disease can never be absolutely

scientific. Phthisis is pointed to, for ex-

ample, as a disease which one person seeks to

relieve by cod-liver oil, anotlior by climate,

a third by tonics, a fourth by sedatives, a fifth

by attention to the digestive organs, and a
sixth by counter-irritation. We need scarcely

say that the disease bearing the name of

phthisis is an aggregate of phenomena or con-

ditions, the relief of any one of which may
lead to the amelioration of the others. Thus
the general health might be improved by
clunate, and with it all the other sj-miJtoras.

Cod-liver oil, with remedies calculated to

imj)rove the digestion, may lead to healthy
nutrition, and thus to a mitigation of aU the
symptoms. The like remark applies to the

other agencies mentioned. The treatment of

disease unist not, then, be condemned as un-
scientific because it cannot remedy a variety

of morbid states by a single agent, but would
aim, on still strictly scientific principles, by
different agencies to overcome disease, the

effects of which are manifested in difl'erent

forms.

In conclusion, it may be repeated that the

end and aim of the practitioner should be, if

possible, firstly, to discover the cause or

causes on which the disease depends, and to

remove or counteract them if practicable

;

and, secondly, to endeavour, by every avail-

able means, to restore to health the fimctions

of the body, and with that object to guide
and assist Nature, but never to thwart her
operations. IIkiiard Qu.un.
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DISEASES, Types and Varieties

of.^In the case of many diseases moreor

less distinct varieties are recognised, which

in some instances constitute well-defined

tifpcs. It is important to understand the

precise significance of these terms in different

cases.

In the first place the varieties of a particu-

lar affection may be founded upon diversities

observed in its clinical history. Thus, ac-

cording to the intensity of the symptoms and

their duration, a large niuuber of complaints

are, as has already been pointed out, divided

into acute, sub-acute, and chronic varieties.

Again, many diseases, while presenting in the

majority ofcases a certain group ofsymptoms,

upon which their general clinical description

is founded, exhibit striking differences in the

exact nature of the phenomena observed, as

well as in their gravity, when the mass of

cases is taken into account, and on these

differences varieties or types are founded.

This is weU-exemplified by some of the acute

specific fevers, such as typhoid fever, scarla-

tina, measles, and small-pox. Of these affec-

tions several varieties are described, depen-

dent upon the severity of the symptoms, the

nature of those which are most prominent,

or the characters of the eruption.

In the next place, the classification of a

disease into varieties may be foimded upon
a pathological basis. For instance, pul-

monary phthisis may, in the writer's opinion,

arise from different morbid processes, and
many attempts have been made to arrange
the cases of this disease into corresponding
groups. Illustrations of these pathological

varieties are also found in the different forms
of cancer ; in the varieties of pneumonia, of

laryngitis, and of fatty disease of the heart

;

and in the classification of serous inflamma-
tions according to their morbid products, such
as fibrinous, serous, purulent, &c. Again, such
a pathological condition as dropsy or fever
may be divided into varieties. Thus dropsy
is arranged according to its situation and
distribution, as anasarca, ascites, &c. ; or
according to its pathological cause, whether
cardiac, pulmonary, hepatic, &c. Fever is

recognised as having several important types,
fovmded itpon its intensity, its course, and the
exact nature of the phenomena accompany-
ing the pyrexial state.

Another division of a disease into varieties
is cetiological, the cases being grouped ac-
cording to their causation, either the immedi-
ate pathological or the more remote exciting
causes bemg employed as the basis of
division. Thus we have the different forms
of meningitis (simple, tubercular, rheumatic,
&o.)

; the etiological varieties of pleurisy or
peritonitis (idiopathic, traimiatic, perforative,
tubercular, secondary, &c.) ; those of joint-
inflammation (simple, rheumatic, gouty,
scrofujous, &c.) ; or those of intestinal ob-
struction. Etiological varieties are often at
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the same time characterised by differences in

the pathological results and products.

Lastly, it must be mentioned that some-
times a certain group ofsymptoms is summed
up for convenience under some single term,

which symptoms really depend upon very
different morbid conditions and causes ; and
therefore it often becomes necessary to classify

affections thus named into varieties. Dys-
pepsia, neuralgia, apoplexy, epilepsy, and
paralysis will afford illustrations of such an
arrangement.

Fekderick T. Egberts.

DISINFECTION.—Synon. : Fr. Des-
infection ; Ger. Desinficircn.

Definition.—Disinfection, in the proper
sense of the term, means any process by
which the contagiiun of a given disease may
be destroyed or be rendered inert.

Disinfectants, however, are used in prac-

tice for several objects, and in consequence
the term has often been vaguely applied to

the use of heat or chemical means for pre-

venting the generation or for the destruction

of noxious agents, whether products of

specific disease or not. In this vague and
erroneous sense disinfectants have been con-

founded with deodorants, which merely
cover or destroy offensive odours without
affecting the contagia ; and with antisejjtics,

which ' are fatal to the growth and multipli-

cation of microzymes.' Following the line

indicated by the late Dr. Baxter in his valu-

able report on an experimental study of certain

disinfectants, it is necessary to distinguish

—

1. The true meaning of the word—that of

acting on the specific poisons of communi-
cable diseases in such a way as prevents their

spreading.

2. That of acting upon organic substances
in such a way as renders them less liable to

undergo molecular change and decomposition,
whether spontaneously or under the influence

of catalytic agents, as in the case of emulsin
upon amygdalin ; or under the influence of

living organisms, such as are connected witli

fermentation and putrefaction. Examples of

this kind of action are seen in salting meat,
and in preserving small animals in weak
solutions of carbolic acid.

3. That of preventing or arresting decom-
position by kUling the torulae associated with
fermentation in slightly acid media, or the
bacteroid organisms associated with putrefac-

tion in neutral or alkaline media. Properly
speaking, this is the action of an antiseptic,

but the relative power of disinfectants has
been largely estimated by their efScacy in

this respect—partly, no doubt, because anti-

septic power is desirable in a disinfectant,

but chiefly because it is so ditficult to sub-
mit disinfectants to their proper test by
experimenting upon contagium. Recent ex-

periments upon inhibition of growth of patho-
genic bacteria show that mercuric chloride,
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allyl alcohol, oil of mustard, and certain

other ethereal oils prevent the growth of

anthrax bacilli in extreme dilution. Quinine,

two parts per thousand, prevents the develop-

ment of anthrax bacilli or that of the spiro-

chietiB of relapsmg fever.

4. That of the destruction of the noxious

products of the metabolism of dead organic

matter, however brought about. These pro-

ducts consist chiefly of gases or vapours,

many of which, such as sulphuretted hjxlro-

gen, ammonia, and sulphide of ammonium,
are easily destroyed by appropriate agents,

even when used in a very dikite state ; and
success in this respect is no proof of the value

of a disinfectant in its true sense, though the

power of destroying such emanations is

possessed by almost all disinfectants of prac-

tical utility.

General Remarks.—It has been proved
that the contagia of several diseases must
consist of minute solid particles, for they are

neither sohible, nor diffusible, nor volatile

;

they can be seen with the microscope, and
can be cultivated out of the body ; and we
may infer that all other contagia are particu-

late likewise. A characteristic of contagium,
due to its particulate nature, is that dilution

lessens the chance of infection, but has little

effect upon the case if the disease be taken.

There is either no effect at all, or a full

specific effect. Contagium particles are apt

to exist as clouds in air, water, or mOk,
instead of being equally distributed through-
out ; and this bears upon practical disin-

fection. The particulate and non-gaseous
form of contagium floating in the atmosphere
prevents it from being absorbed by any liquid

or solid disinfectant which does not wash
or come into intimate contact with every
portion of the air, and as this is impracti-

cable, infected air can only be piu-ified by
gaseous disinfectants, such as sulphurous acid

or chlorine. Disinfectants of this kind, to be
effective, must be present in such a quantity
as is incompatible with the existence of

human beings. From this it follows that

saucers of disinfecting fluids, or irritating

vapours and gases in the sick-room, are
merely a useless annoyance to the patient,

except in so far as they may be desired as

deodorants. The best method for dealing
with infected air is to replace it by ventila-

tion, especially by means of ventilating open
lire-places. The proper use of volatile dis-

infectants is the purification of walls, ceQings,
and inaccessible places ; and for this pvurpose,

if possible, enough should be used to saturate
the atmosphere, remembering that the viru-

lent particles are most likely protected by
being buried in a bit of epithelium or sur-

rounded by an albuminous envelope.'

' Though disinfectaht or antiseptic gases of such
BtrenfTth as can be tolerated in the sick-room are
utterly inept as regards useful effect upon contagium,
it is just possible that they may be of service in

The nature of the medimn in which con-
tagious particles are suspended has the most
important bearing upon the selection of a
disinfectant. The presence of albumen is

foimd to protect septic genns to a consider-

able extent against the action of permanga-
nate of potassimn and chlorine, but has little

or no influence upon the action of sulphurous
acid and carbolic acid. A striking instance

of this was noticed by Schill and Fischer,

who found that fresh tubercular sputum
containing bacilli and spores was not disin-

fected in twenty-four hours by an equal
volmne of solution of mercuric chloride 1 in

500, though an equal volume of 5 per cent,

carbolic acid solution accomplished the dis-

infection in that time. This possibly explains

in part the contradictory results obtained
from experiments with disinfectants, and also

shows the necessity of thoroughly mixing
disinfectants with liquids or substances to be
disinfected.

Some pathogenic organisms, such as the

bacilli of anthrax, are very easily killed,

while others, siich as the spores of the same
bacilli, are extremely resistant. It is pos-

sible that in many cases the contagimn may
be of a species or at a stage when it can be
readily destroyed by a feeble disinfectant, but
in the absence of knowledge prudence re-

quires the opposite assumption.
A cardinal principle in disinfection is that

it should be carried out at the source, or as

near the source, of the contagion as possible.

Inimction with lard, with carbolised oil (1 to

40), or with glycerine, to clog epithelial scales,

and regular washing and change of clothing,

will do much to protect the purity of tlie air

against contagium proceeding from the skin

in such diseases as scarlet fever and small -pox.
One part of ethereal solution of peroxide of

hydrogen to eight parts of lard is an excellent

application for the skin m typhus. Discharges
from the mouth, nose, and bowels, as well as

the urine, should be received in vessels con-

taining disinfecting solutions to cover them
and give protection to the air ; and then larger

quantities, or more concentrated solutions,

as the case may be, should be thoroughly in-

corporated with the discharges before they
are removed from the original vessels.

Of all agencies for preventing the spread

of communicable disease, cleanliness is one of

the most important. Facts have been ad-

duced pointing to the conclusion that filth,

when undergoing change of a fermentative

or putrefactive nature, is in a contlition the

most conducive to the extension of infectious

destroying or rendering incapable of change the
organic matters evolved from the skin and lungs,

which are always very noxious, and may be esjx;-

cially so in disease. These organic matters are
necessarily more or less re-breathed unless the
patient be placed in a current of air. If ventilation

sufficient to prevent all odour cannot be provided,

then some gas, such as chlorine or ozone, that will

destroy the cause of the odour, is certainly desirable
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disease. This is probably explained by the

rapid multiplication of any specific disea,se-

organisms contained -in the tilth. Pending

the removal of accumulations of dirt, and for

the protection of workmen, fermentation may
be delayed by the application of crude car-

boHc acid, or solution of mercuric chloride.

The ultimate fate of contagium is to be de-

stroyed by putrefaction, and this appears in-

variably to destroy its specific infective power.

In certain cases where real disinfection is

impracticable, as in dealing with the accu-

mulation of mamire and litter from a number
of animals suffering from cattle-i^lague, the

natural processes may be hastened by stack-

ing the material so that it shall ' heat,' or

may even be destroyed by spontaneous com-

bustion. Certainly putrefaction should not

be delayed by small additions of disinfec-

tants, which cannot accomplish the destruc-

tion of all noxious matter present.

Special Disinfectants.—1. Heat.—Heat,

dry or moist, is perhaps the best disinfectant

we possess. High temperature and length

of exposure are, to a certain extent, mutually

compensatory, but it appears that a tempera-

tvu-e below 140° F. (60° C.) will not disinfect

vaccine even with long exposure. Tyndall

points out that some germs seem to be in a

dormant condition, in which they resist the

action of heat imless applied very long or in-

termittently, so as to start their vitahty into

growth, when they are easily killed. Disin-

fection by dry heat (which is, however, best

for the destruction of insect vermin) is now
being superseded by steam. Dry heat pene-

trates so slowly into fabrics that they are in-

jured before a disinfecting temperature is

attained throughout. The presence of mois-
tiu-e assists the action of hot air, as it like-

wise does that of gaseous SO.^ and CI. Koch
found that li hour's exposure within test-

tubes in an oven containing air saturated with
moisture at a temperature from 230° F. to
245° F. destroyed sporeless micro-organisms
and spores of fungi, but did not affect spores
of the bacilli of potato, hay, and anthrax, nor
the spores of garden earth. These were aU
destroyed by three hours' exposiu-e to 284° F.
A current of steam at 212° F. destroyed spores
of earth, anthrax, and tiibercle-bacilli in less

than fifteen minutes, when they were freely

exposed. Steam penetrates clothing quickly,
biit may take some time to raise the tem-
perature of sheltered articles, especially if

wet. Moflern steam-disinfectors are made
with a jacket space to which live steam may
be admitted, so that the internal chamber
may be used as a simple hot-air chamber
where steam is not admitted du-ectly to it.

With a proper apparatus the articles come
out dry. Steam instantly ruins leather, and
fixes permanently any stains of blood or
discharges. Stained clothing should be pre-
viously soaked in cold water and the water
afterwards disinfected by mercm'ic chloride.

It has been abmidantly proved that ordi-

nary boiling and washing will completely

disinfect the linen of a fever hospital. The
water should attain the full temperature of

212° F.

Nearly aU the chemical agents used in

disinfection are mutually incompatible, and
therefore only one should be used at a

time.

2. Carbolic Acid.—A solution of this

substance of the strength of 5 per cent., or

1 in 20, is the only one fit for use in disinfec-

tion. For steeping fine clothing a solution

should be made from crystals. The solution

generally useful is that obtained by making
up one gallon of crude 80 per cent, acid to six-

teen gallons with water. The results of the

experiments of Baxter and others prove that
' no virulent liquid can be considered disin-

fected by carbolic acid miless it contain at

least 2 per cent, by weight of the pure acid.'

More recent experiments show that in some
cases this proportion of carbolic acid is not
nearly enough. Anthrax spores required to

soak over twenty-four hours in 5 per cent,

carbolic solution to be destroyed, though
blood contaming anthi'ax bacilli was almost
instantly sterilised by a 1 per cent, solution.

"With our present knowledge it would be safer

to employ stronger acid, or in any case to use

a large quantity of 5 per cent. Combinations
of carbolic acid are greatly inferior to the

pure acid, and its solutions in oil and alcohol

are found to be absolutely inert. Thymol
and salicylic acid are affected in the same
way by solution in oil. Judging from the

light of experiments, carbolic acid vapour is

quite useless. Very small quantities of the
liquid acid mixed with organic fluids enable
them to remain fresh and resist decay for a
long time. So little as one-fifth per cent,

preserves milk. It is obvious then that small
quantities of this disinfectant, instead of de-

stroying contagimn, may actually preserve
its activity, when otherwise it would have
succumbed to the action of natural agencies.

This danger may accompany the limited use
of any disinfectant that has a ' pickling ' or

preservative action in small quantity. Owing
partly to the volatility of carbolic acid, which
removes it in time, and partly to the pecu-
liarity of its action, another danger attends
its use in anything short of full strength and
large quantity when applied to kill contagium.
The acid may, for a time, deprive the conta-
gium of its infective power without perma-
nently abolishing it, and the virulent proper-
ties may be regained whenever the acid has
evaporated. This has been proved experi-

mentally by Dr. Dougall, of Glasgow, who
foimd that vaccine mixed with carbolic acid

(1 in 50) regained its infective power after

10 days' exposure to the air.

For removing odour from the hands after

working in the dissecting-room, a 1 per cent,

solution of carbolic acid is superior in efficacy
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to permanganate of potassium, even when
strong enough to stain the skin, and is also

preferable to chlorinated lime.

3. Sulphur Dioxide. — The aqueous
solution of this substance contains sulphurous
acid. It destroys sidphurctted hydrogen thus,

SO,, +2II,,S = '2"H,0 + S^, and combines with
ammonia. For aerial disinfection the best

plan is simply to burn sulphiu: in very largo

quantities. Even in presence of abundant
moisture, Koch pronounces HO., useless for

practical disinfection. By volume, lO'o per
cent, of the gas in a room failed to affect

spores of anthrax, &c., in twenty-foiu: hours,

whether wet or dry. About 3 per cent, in

forty-eight hotirs had not destroyed the vitality

of micrococcus prodigiosus, pink yeast, or

bacteria of blue pus. In an ordinary room a
gaseous disinfectant rapidly disappears. On
the other hand, Cyrus Edson tries, from the
statistics of the Health Department, N.Y., to

prove the efficacy of SO.^ fumigation (8 lbs.

sulphur to 1,000 cubic feet) in small-pox,

scarlet fever, and to a less extent in measles-
and diphtheria-infected houses. The statistics

are not convincing to the present writer.

Sidphur dioxide destroys the activity of dry
vaccine on points verj' rapidly, and even
when much diluted stops the amceboid move-
ments of living cells, kiUs vibrios, and acts

deleteriously on vegetation. Sulphur dioxide

preserves meat and other substances, when
in closed vessels, for very long periods. It

bleaches vegetable colours, attacks iron, and
is absorbed by cloth and leather^facts to be
remembered in practical disinfection. 1 lb.

of sulphur, when burned, produces 11"7 cubic
feet of sulphur dioxide gas.

4. Chlorine.— Chlorine is most easily ob-

tained from ' chloride of lime ' or bleaching
powder, by adding hydrochloric or sulphuric
acid. Exact proportions cannot be stated, as

the value of the bleaching powders varies

;

but rather more acid than of the equal parts

of bleaching powder and strong hydrochloric
acid may be taken. The acid shoidd be dduted
before use. For deodorising water-closets,

some crystals of potassium chlorate may be
thrown into a wide-mouthed bottle containing
dilute hydrochloric acid. Euchlorine comes
off gradually, and is both more effective and
more agreeable than chlorine. The most
marked character of chlorine is its strong
affinity for hydrogen, which enables it to

break up comiiounds containing that body,
and to set free in a nascent or active state

the oxygen combined with hj'drogen in
water. It is, therefore, one of the most
universally applicable and powerful deodo-
risers in existence. When merely used as a
deodoriser, enough euchlorine may be expelled
from moist ' chloride of lime ' by the carbonic
acid of the air for most purposes. In air

saturated with moisture 0'3 per cent, chlorine
kills all minor organisms that are freely

exposed ; but any cover, such as a piece of

blotting-paper, prevents the result. Less
moistm-e demands 1 percent, chlorine.

5. Permanganate of Potassium.

—

This substance is non-poisonous, and is a
good deodorant, especially for the emanations
from organic bodies. It is, moreover, free

from odour, and its aqiieous solution shows,
by loss of colour, when it is exhausted. It is

a very suitable deodorant for the sick room,
as, when dissolved in water and a large
surface of the solution exposed to the air. it

will absorb gases to some extent. Contagium,
being non-gaseous, is not atfected, unless in

contact with the solution. Permanganate
of potassium is a true disinfectant, oxidising

and destroying contagia as well as putrid

matters ; but the quantity required and the
price render its use almost impossible, for

enough permanganate has to be used to

destroy the medium or vehicle bearing
contagium as well as the contagium itself.

The solution should contain 5 per cent,

permanganate after all chemical action has
subsided. Condy's tluid is a solution of this

substance in water. When the vindent
liquid or matters are small in quantity,

permanganate solution forms a capital reci-

pient, and may stand by the bedside as a
deodorant till required as a disinfectant.

Permanganate has no effect in restraining

the appearance of bacteria, or preventing
the onset of putrefaction.

6. Acids.—The mineral acids and glacial

acetic acid have all disinfecting power when
used in sufticient quantity for a long time,

but there are serious dithculties in the way
of their use. HCl, 2 per cent, in solution,

required ten days to kill anthrax spores.

7. Nitrous Acid.—Nitrous acid can be
easily disengaijed as a gas by putting bits of

copper into nitric acid, or pouring nitric acid

upon sawdust or starch. It is the best deodo-
rant for the deadhouse, and, without doubt, it

is a disinfectant, but it is too dangerous for

ordinary use, as it may easily be breathed
in quantity sufficient to cause fatal bron-

chitis.

8. Chlorinated Lime. — Bleaching-

powder, comnionly known as ' cldoride of

lime,' gives off chlorine easily, and this

probably explains its disinfecting power. It

is very cheap and manageable, and hence of

much importance.

9. Quicklime.— Liborius Kitasato and
Pfuld, confirmed by Drs. Richard and Chante-

messe, state that fresh excreta of cholera,

enteric fever, and dysentery are sterilised, and
the bacilli destroyed, so that the stools are

disinfected, by 2 per cent, of a 20 per cent,

fresh milli of lime in a few hours. The
experiments detailed are not conclusive to

the writer as to real disinfection in all cases.

Quicklime is so cheap and abundant, that it

could be used in any quantity. It is soluble

in water in the proportion of only 1 in about

700.
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10. Mercuric CMoride.—Perchloride

of Mercury, Corrosive Sublimate, Malleus

Metallorum, the most -powerful chemical dis-

infectant known, dissolves ia 16 parts of cold

water, is extremely poisonous, and corrodes

metals. With albuminous matters it forms

insoluble precipitates, which are prevented

by addition of common salt, HCl, or tartaric

acid. Precipitates must be prevented where

disinfection has to be repeated, as they might

be dangerous. The solution with tartaric acid

is not stable, and should be freshly made. A
spray of 1 in 1,000, or washing with 1 in 5,000,

killed the most resistant organisms in ten

minutes. Enough should be used to leave

1 in 5,000 after any HgCl, is precipitated by
sulphur or albumen. After disinfection is

finished, copious washing with water removes

the remaining mercury salt. For utensils,

clothing, &c., 1 in 2,000, and for excreta an
equal bulk of 1 in 1,000 solution, are recom-

mended.
In regard to the agents hitherto considered,

we have more or less of the sure light of

direct experiment upon contagium ; but the

claims of the following and a legion of other

substances asserted to be ' powerftd disinfec-

tants, of which it is impossible to speak too

highly,' rest entirely upon chemical theories,

or the opinions of physicians, or upon their

power of coagulating albumen, or of delaying

or preventing putrefaction and fermentation,

or of deodorising. It wUl be scarcely neces-

sary to do more than enumerate the best, as

follows :

—

11. Metallic Salts.—Metallic salts in-

clude—(a) Bichromate ofpotassium, ih) Sul-
phate of copper, (c) Chloride of zinc. A
5 per cent, solution had no effect on anthrax
spores in a month, and 1 per cent, failed to

kUl micrococcus prodigiosus in forty-eight

hours, (d) Chloride of aluminium, (e) Ferric
chloride, which, if strong, liberates ofi'ensive

fumes from animal matters, but is a fair anti-

septic and preservative. (/) Ferrous sulphate,

(g) The waste chlorides, from the manufacture
of chlorine, contain MnCl^, Fe,Cl,;, and free
HCl, which cost next to nothing, and might
be used for larger masses of filth or drains.

12. Ozone.—This body, got by half-im-
mersing a stick of phosphorus in tepid water,
or by mixing gradually 3 parts of strong sul-
phuric acid and 2 parts permanganate of
potassium, oxidises organic matter, and so
destroys odours. Terebene and cupralum, a
preparation containing terebene, are good
deodorants, and give rise to ozone.

13. Charcoal.—Charcoal condenses gases
within its pores, where combustible gases are
destroyed by the condensed oxygen. Con-
tagium, unless in water, does not enter the
pores, for, being particulate, it is not absorbed
from the air as gases are.

Practical Disinfection.—In conclusion,
a few remarks may be offered as to the
modes of carrymg out disinfection under

circumstances in which it is commonly re-

quired.

1. Clotliing and Bedding.—In dealing

with the ragged and worthless articles of the

poor, local aiithorities will generally find it

most satisfactory to both parties to burn
them and replace them with new. By such
discreet generosity danger is averted, and
goodwill created, which helps in getting early

information and carrying out measvires, and
so, by shortening epidemics, saves expense.

If not burned, clothing may be steamed as

described under Heat, or well boiled with
soda. Before coming to the washhouse they
may be steeped in 5 per cent, carbolic solu-

tion, or perchloride of mercury (1 in 2,000),

or chlorinated lime (2 oz. to the gallon).

2. Rooms.—The essential process for dis-

infecting rooms is thoroiigh cleansing with
soft soap and hot water, which may contain 5

per cent, carbolic acid, but the carbolic solu-

tion is not so easily handled. The walls and
ceiling should be brushed, and wall-paper re-

moved. Furniture, if iron— a bedstead for ex-

ample—is to be taken down and washed with
carbolic solution, and removed from the room,
or smeared with vaseline if to be fumigated.

Textile fabrics should be steamed or boiled,

or spread out in the room for fumigation

;

but this is not so effective, and colours are

bleached. Should it be considered desirable

to fumigate, the room should be steamed
for some hours. The chimney, doors, and
windows are to be closed, and crevices

covered with paper pasted on. Then 15 lbs.

chlorinated lime per 1,000 cubic feet, made
into cream with water in shallow dishes,

has 22 lbs. HCl added from vessels which tUt

over as the operator escapes. The door is to

be shut until next day, when the windows
and doors are all to be opened, and kept open
for twenty -four hours. In white-washed rooms
the walls should be scraped, and then washed
with hot lime in addition to the fumigation.

8. Drains, Water-closets, &c.—Propei
drains remove sewage so swiftly and com-
pletely, that little or no sewage-gas is formed
if ventilation is given. For bad drains car-

bolic acid, chloride of zinc, or waste chlorides

from the manufacture of chlorine, are fair

palliatives. The excreta from cases of infec-

tious diseases require a very large quantity
of disinfectant, which should be applied in a
concentrated form before they are thrown
into the water-closet or house-pipes. When
a reliable amount of disinfectant is in these

cases sent down the pipes, it is apt to corrode
them unless it has been allowed to expend
its energy on the excreta alone in the first

place. If small quantities of disinfectants

are poured down water-closets, it is better to

mix them with the after-flush water which
fills traps and basins, so that the little

energy available may be devoted to the
destriiction of any slime adhering, or portions

of organic matter retained. Permanganate
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of potassimn is the most pleasant agent for

this purpose, thuu<;h expensive. When there

are no water-closets, the excreta, in cases of

cholera and typhoid fever, should be received

in a vessel containing half a pint or more
of a l-in-20 solution of commercial hydro-

chloric or sulphuric acid, and then put, along

with some chlorinated lime, into a covered

stoneware vessel in the back j'ard. After a
few hours the contents of this vessel maj' be

thrown into the cesspool or upon the midden.
4. Dead Bodies.—Dead bodies, if putrid

or bearing contagium, should be wrapped in

sheets wet with l-in-20 carbolic solution, or

1- in- 1,000 perchloride of mercury ; or, if

coffined, sawdust saturated with one of these

solutions should be packed around them.
It is necessary clearly to keep in view the

object desired when selecting disinfectants,

deodorants, or antiseptics ; whether it be
destruction of contagium, merely ' pickling

'

and preser\-ing, arresting putrefaction and
fermentation, or deodorisation. From all

that has been said it is evident that the

different ' disinfecting ' nostnmis, applied as

their inventors direct, can have Uttle effect

upon contagimn, but may have more or less

power in the other directions indicated.

Jamks a. Eussell.

DISLOCATION OF ORGANS {dis,

apart ; and locus, a place).

—

See Organs, Dis-

placement of.

DISPLACEMENT OP ORGANS.
See Organs. Displacement of.

DISSECTION WOUNDS. — See
PosT-MoRTEM Wounds.

DISTOMA.—5ee Entozoa.

DISTOMA RINGERI vel PUL-
MONALE.—Under this name the writer

originally described in the Medical Times
and Gazette (July 8, 1882) a species of

fluke, the mature form of which inhabits

the human lung, where it was first found
in Formosa, by Dr. B. S. Einger, in 1879.

The ova of the pai-asite have frecjuently been
found by Professor Baelz, of Tokio, by the
writer, and by others, and by them are as-

sociated with a peculiar form of recurrent
haemoptysis, to which the term endemic
Iicemojitijsis has been applied.

Symptoms and Pathology.—The symp-
toms of disease associated with the presence
of the distonia Eingeri are a slight cough;
the expectoration of a characteristic rusty-

brown, viscid mucus ; and at times hiemo-
ptysis, slight or copious. The hiemorrhage
occurs at irregular intervals during many
years. The expectoration of rusty bronchial
mucus is persistent, and in this the ova are
readily discovered with the microscojie. These
are pale brown bodies-(j^^, in. x ^l^ in.), ovoid,

double-outlined, operculated at the broad end,
and contain.ng protoplasmic globules having
very active molecular movements. If the
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sputum is" occasionally shaken up in fresh

water, there is developed in most of the ova,

in the course of six weeks to two months, an
active ciliated embryo which in time escapes
bj' forcing back the operculum. It may be
concluded from this that di-inking-water, or
a fi-esh-water animal acting as intermediary
host, is the medium by which the disease

passes from one human subject to another.
See Entozoa.

This disease has hitherto been found only
in Japan, (iorea, and Formosa, but its dis-

tribution is probably much more extended.

The mature parasite measures from 8 to

10 mm. by 5 to 6 mm. It resides in

cavities and burrows connected with the

smaller bronchi, into which it discharges its

ova. As many as twenty of these parasites

have been foimd in one case.

Tre.\tmen"t.— Inhalations of sulphurous
acid, sprays of turpentine, as weU as kousso,

quassia, and santonin, have been adminis-
tered without much apparent benefit.

Patrick Manson.

DIURESIS (Sia, through; and olpta,

I pass water).—A free excretion of urine,

whether natiurally or artificially induced.
See Diuretics.

DIURETICS (8ta, through ; and oi n'o),

I pass water).

Definition.—Remedies which increase the
secretion of urine.

Enumeration.— The following comprise
the most important diuretics : Water ; Milk

;

salts of Potassimn, Sodium, and Lithium
;

Calomel ; Alcohol, Nitrous Ether, solution of

Ethyl Nitrite ; Turpentine, Jimiper, Copaiba

;

Cantharides ; Digitalis, Strophanthns, Squill

;

Caffeine, Theobromine, and its compound
with Salicylic Acid and Sodium termed
' Diiu-etin

'
; Tobacco ; Scoparium, and Spar-

teine. The action of diuretics is often aided

by brisk piu-gation, depletion, counter-irrita-

tion over the loins, and sometimes by the
use of mercury.

Action.—The secretion of urine appears
to consist partlj' of filtration of fluid through
the glomeruli of the kidney, and partly of

secretion by the cells of the urinarj' tubules.

The amount of urine excreted depends on the

rapidity with which the blood flows through
the glomeruli, and this again depends on the

height of the systemic blood-pressure and the

dilatation or contraction of the renal arteries.

The secretion is increased by anj-thing which
raises the blood-pressure thi-oughout the sys-

tem generally, or in the renal arteries locally.

The sj-stemic blood-pressure may be raised

by cold to the surface, digitalis, squill, and
tobacco. Digitalis, and possibly other drugs,

have also a local action on the renal arte-

ries, which are more readily affected by
some drugs than other arteries in the body.
Nitrous ether and solution of ethyl nitrite

probably act as diuretics by dilating the
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renal arteries. The exact mode' of action
|

of the other diuretics is not determined; bat

common salt, nitrate of potassium, urates, and

urea increase the flow of xurine even althoiagh

the pressm-e in the vessels of the kidney is

very low. It is therefore probable that they

stimulate secretion by acting on the nerves

or cells in the kidney itself; and probably

caffeine acts in a similar manner.

Uses.—Diuretics are employed to increase

the flow of urme, and thus remove water or

excrementitious products like iirea from the

body. They are used in cases of general

dropsy, or of accumidation of fluid in the

peritoneum or pleura. In febrile conditions

they are given to aid in the elimination of

waste matter. They are also employed in

order to render the urine more watery, and

thus prevent the deposition of solids fi-om it,

and the formation of calculi in the kidney

or bladder, or to redissolve such concretions

when they are already formed. Digitalis and
squill are most useful in dropsy dependent on
heart-disease ; the other remedies are more
effective in di'opsy dependent on disease of

the kidneys or liver. The action of digitalis

and squill is greatly assisted by the addition

of a little blue pill ; and when the kidneys are

much congested or pressed iijjon from with-

out by accumulation of fluid in the abdomi-
nal cavity, diuretics sometimes fail to act

until the congestion has been relieved by de-

pletion from the loins or the use of a brisk

pm-gative, and the pressm-e removed by para-

centesis. See Dropsy.
T. Lauder Brunton.

DIZZINESS.—See Vertigo.

DOCHMIUS(SdxA"Of , twisted).—A genus
of nematode worms established by Dujardin.
See Entozoa.

DORDRECHT, in Cape Colony.—
See Africa, South.

DOTHIENENTERITIS (80^(^1/, a pus-
tule ; and h'Tepov, the intestine).—A synonym
for a form of enteritis, accompanied by an
enlargement of the follicles, which causes
them to resemble pustules. See Intestine,
Diseases of.

DOUCHE (Fr.).—Definition.—A jet of
water propelled against some part of the body
through a doccia or pipe. The size of the jet
of water, the degree of its impetus, and its

teuiperature can aU be regulated. A douche
differs from simple affusion ui its api)lication
being more local, and the force with which
it is applied bemg greater.

Application and Action.—Douches of cold
and of hot water, of vapour, and occasionally
of gas, are employed ; but those by far the
most commonly used, except where there are
hot natural waters, are of cold water.
The immediate effect produced by a cold

douche on those who are unaccustomed to it
is a feeling of shock, spasmodic shortness of

DOUCHE

breathing, palpitation of the heart, and some-
times jjain in the back of the head. Locally

the first effect of a douche is to deaden the

sensibility of the part to which it is applied

;

but if the douche be powerful enough, reaction

of the part comes on in about forty seconds.

This continues for a time ; but if the douche
be kept up for three or four minutes, the

pidse falls seven or eight beats, the deaden-
ing of sensibility returns, and the tempera-
ture of the jiart is greatly lowered ; when the

douche is withdrawn, reaction again takes

place. This alternate sedative and stimula-

ting effect, producing emptiness and turges-

cence of the vessels, quickens the action of

the capillaries of the part, and thus favours

the transmutation of tissue. The mecha-
nical effect of the force with which the douche
is applied must not be overlooked. If great,

it produces the highest amount of stimulation,

which may almost amount to inflammation.
Different portions of the body have different

degrees of tolerance of the douche. Thus the
extremities and the head bear it better than
the chest, and the chest somewhat better than
the abdomen ; and the posterior aspect of the

body bears it much better than the anterior.

Patients soon get accustomed to the cold.

Warm douches produce less shock, and are

more easily borne, but they are, comparatively
speaking, little employed in private houses.

An alternation ofhot and cold douches, known
somehow by the name of Scotch, is a valuable
remedy ; in it the hot water rapidly restores

the irritability of the part deadened by the

cold water, and there is a maximum of action

and reaction of the part obtained. Under par-

ticular circumstances it may be expedient to

use a jet of steam, but this, of course, must
be done with caution; and a jet of carbonic
acid is sometimes propelled against the eye
or ear, or the neck of the uterus. So-called

ascending douches are used for the rectum
or the vagina. Douches for the eye and
the ear have been used of late years. In a
certain sense what the English call pumping
is a variety of the douche, and the shoiuer-

bath is in reality merely a multiplication of

fine douches. The action of douches is more
or less general according to the portion of the

body to which they are appUed. Thus the
application of a douche to the head has the
most general action, and that to the spine
the next. In either case it is impossible
to limit it very strictly, and there is a certain

amount of affusion besides the direct douche.
A douche, again, apjilied to one of the ex-

tremities may easily be localised ; and a
douche may be apjjlied only to one part or to

several parts of the body in succession.

Douches merely require a pipe with nozides
of various sizes in connexion with a cistern

at a certain elevation, or with a pumping
machme; they can easily be improvised.
Shower-baths can be procured with equal
facility. A vapour-douche can be got by
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attaching a pipe to a vessel of boiling water.

In the civse of line douches used for the eye,

the water is propelled with siithcient force by

the action of a caoutchouc bag worked by
the hand. Carbonic acid is practically little

used, and only where there is an abundant
natural supply of the gas.

Perhaps 50" F. may be considered the aver-

age temperature of a cold douche, and from four

minutes to a quarter of an hour its average

duration The course of douching will prob-

ably extend at least over a fortnight. As to

the actual temperature of the water, the sen-

sation it produces m the patient depends
most on his condition. Thus water of 45^ F.

may feel ice-c&ld to one who has just quitted

a hot bath. In like manner a douche of

slightly-heated water may appear quite warm
when apjilied to a part cooled by a cold douche.

The temperatiu-e of a douche should vary ac-

cording to the condition of the patient.

Uses.—As a general ride we may say that

douches are only applicable in cases of chronic

disease ; that cold douches ai-e most usefid

in constitutional diseases ; and that warm
douches, and the alternation of hot and cold,

are most suitable in local affections. The
use of hot and cold douches alternately has
been much and successfully employed of

late in France, for the treatment of certain

nervous diseases.

The cold douche, when it is employed
gradually and with judgment, is found ser-

viceable in chlorotic and hysterical conditions,

m hysterical i)aralysis, and in over-sensibility

of the skin, with tendency to catch cold ; and
of late 3'ears it has formed a part of the special

treatment of phthisis in elevated places. As
cold atfusiou on the head is very serviceable

in infantile convulsions, so the application of a
douche of cold water to the head is a calmative
and hj'pnotic in maniacal cases. It is, perhaps,

not so much used in this way as fonnerly,

because it has, like the shower-bath, come to

be considered a sort of punishment to trouble-

some lunatics. Still it is a valuable agent.

Hydropathic praetitionershave found douches
usefid revulsives in congestion of the Hver and
of the uterus.

Locally douches have been used, but with
moderate benefit only, in some cases of skin-

afl'ections and of chronic ulcers. Their prin-

cipal local application, however, is in cases of

old sprains, in chronic rheumatism or gouty
thickenings of joints, in lumbago, in some
neiu-algias, and in paralysis when it is not
too recent. The Scotch is far the most
effective for these purposes, and there seems
to be some evidence of its having been effi-

cacious in threatened tabes dorsalis^cer-
tainly more efficacious than any other remedy.
Douches might be used more extensively in

private houses ; still, tis assistance is always
recjuired by the patient, public baths have
advantages for their application.

JoH.N- Macpherson.
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DRACUNCULUS {dracunculus, a little

dragon).

—

Sec I^ntozoa.

DRAINAGE.—<Sec Public Health.

DRAKENSBERG MOUNTAINS,
in Natal.

—

Sec Afuila, South.

DRASTICS (Spao), I act).—Definition.

Violent purgatives.

ExuMEKATioN.— The drastics most fre-

quently employed are :— Hellebore, Podo-

pliyllin. Gamboge, Elaterin, Scammony,
Jalap, and Croton Oil.

For ACTION and uses of drastics, see Pur-
gatives. T. Lauder Brunton.

DRIBURG, in Westphalia.—Strong
Chalybeate Waters. Sec Mineral Waters.

DROITWICH, in Worcestershire.
Common Salt Waters. See Mineral W.\ters.

DROPSY (CSpcox/^: from vS&jp, water; and

i)\f/, aspect, appearance).

—

Synon. : Fr. Hy-
dropisie ; Ger. Wassersucht.

Definition.—Accumulation of serous fluid

in the subcutaneous cellular tissue, or in a
serous cavity.

Dropsy is known by various other names,
according to the portion of the body aSected.

When confined to the subcutaneous cellular

tissue it IS termed oedema or anasarca ; to the

peritoneal cavity, ascites. The term is often

Uiuited to these two fonnsof the disease; and
exudations similar to that of ascites in other

cavities are termed hydropericardium, hy-

drocephalus, hydrocele, hydrops oculi, hy-

drops articiili, and hydrothorax or pleural

effusion, according as thej' are contained in

the pericardium, arachnoid, timica vaginaUs,

eye, joint, and plem-al cavity respectively.

Pathology.—The accumulation of fluid in

the tissues, or in a serous cavity, depends upon
more fluid exuding from the blood-vessels

than can be taken up by the absorbents.

This condition may depend on an increase

in the rapidity of exudation above the nor-

mal, or on a diminution in the absorption, or

on both together. Increased exudation may
be due to alteration (1) in the calibre of the

arteries or capillaries ; (2) in the condition of

their walls; (3) in the condition of the blood
;

and (4) possibly also in the condition of the
tissues. Duuinishcd absorption is chiefly

due to obstruction of the absorbents, although
alteration in the tissues may also play a part.

Obstruction maj' be (1) local or (•!) general.

So long as no obstruction to absorption occurs,

it rarely happens that more fluid can exude
from the blood-vessels than the absorbents
can again take up. Absorption is partly car-

ried on by the veins, and partly by the lym-
phatics ; principally, however, by the veins.

When venous obstruction takes place, fluid is

apt to accumulate in that part of the bo<ly

from which the blood ought to return by the
obstructed vessel. But it does not always so
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accumulate ; for it may happen that the lym-

phatics are able to absbrb all the fluid which

exudes from the capillaries, and to return it

into the general circulation. Thus it has

been found by Ranvier that Hgature of the

vena cava in a dog does not usually produce

oedema of the lower extremities, but if one

sciatic nerve be divided in such an animal,

the corresponding leg at once becomes cede-

matous. The reason of this is that, so long

as the nerve is intact, the lymphatics can

absorb all the fluid which exudes from the

capillaries ; but when the nerve is divided the

arteries dilate, more fluid is poured out than

the lymphatics can absorb, it accumulates in

the tissues, and oedema ensues. This oedema

is not due to paralysis of the Umb, but to

paralysis of the vessels. For if the sympa-

thetic fibres through which the vaso-motor

nerves pass to the sciatic nerve are divided

before theyjoin the motor fibres of that nerve

in the sacral plexus, the power of movement
remams unimpaired, but oedema occurs just

as if the whole nerve had been divided. If,

on the other hand, the motor strands of the

sacral plexus are cut before they are joined

by the sympathetic fibres, the limb is as

completely paralysed as if the sciatic nerve

had been cut, but no oedema takes place. Any
obstruction to the venous flow will operate

in the same way as ligature of a vein, though

to a less extent, the efi'ect varying accordmg
to the amount of obstruction. Thus regur-

gitation of blood through the tricuspid valve

tends to produce general anasarca, and ob-

struction to the portal vein by cirrhosis of

the liver tends to cause accumulation of fluid

in the abdominal cavity.

It has been mentioned how great an in-

fluence dilatation of the arteries fi'om vaso-

motor paralysis has upon the production of

cedema in cases where the veins are ob-

structed. Arterial dilatation may also produce
a local cedema, even when no such obstruction
is present, as, for instance, in the tissues

around an inflamed part. It has been shown,
however, by Winniwarter, that the walls of
vessels in an inflamed part are more perme-
able, and allow fluids to pass through them
more easily than healthy vessels will do. It
is probablj' in consequence of this that we
find that a slight stimulus, stich as scratch-
ing the skin, which ordinarily produces in a
healthy person oijly slight dilatation of the
capillaries, and consequently redness of the
part scratched, will produce an eflusion from
the vessels, and local swelling of the part at
the point scratched, m persons sufl"ering from
urticaria. The same thing takes place when
the skin is scratched in the neighbourhood of
a part stung by a wasp.
But this alteration in the vessels is not the

only cause of the oedema, which may occur
without any obstruetion to the circulation.
An alteration in the composition of tlie blood
appears to allow it to permeate more easily

into the tissues, and to produce oedema, even

when there is no obstruction of the veins.

In cases of anaemia we find cedema, occur-

ring at the ankles, although there is no ob-

struction to the venous circulation other than

that caused by the weight of the column of

blood itself. In these cases, however, we
have dilatation of the vessels, as is shown
by the form of the sphygmographic tracing,

and an altered composition of the blood is

evidenced by the anaemic look of the patient.

In albuminuria the altered composition of

the blood appears to be the chief factor in the

production of cedema, as the pulse in such
cases may be hard, evidencing arterial con-

traction, and not relaxation.

JStiology.—General dropsy affecting the

subcutaneous tissue, the peritoneal cavity,

and the internal serous cavities and organs
generally, is usually the result of albumin-
uria, and most frequently of that form which
depends on acute nephritis, or on fatty degene-

ration of the kidney. In cirrhotic disease of

the kidney the loss of albumen in the urine is

much less, and the alteration in the composi-

tion of the blood consequently is not so great

as in the first-mentioned form. The arterial

tension also is greater than usual, instead of

being less. In the amyloid form the cedema
is generally moderate.
The next most common cause of dropsy is

tricuspid regurgitation, obstructing the venous
circulation throughout the body. This re-

gurgitation generally depends on dilatation of

the right ventricle consequent upon obstruc-

tion to the flow of blood through the lungs,

either from chronic bronchitis and emphy-
sema, or mitral obstruction and regurgita-

tion. Dropsy from cardiac disease generally

appears first in the feet if the patient has
been for some time in an upright position,

while dropsy with albuminuria is often first

remarked by a puffiness of the eyelids. In
the former it appears where the greatest

obstruction to re-absorption takes place, and
in the latter case in those parts where loose-

ness of the cellular tissue most readily allows
of exudation.

Local dropsies have, as a rule, local causes.

Even the swelling of the feet in anoemic
young women, although dependent on a
general cause, namely, dilatation of the ves-

sels, and altered composition of the blood, is

determined locally by the greater obstruction

to the venous circulation which the pressure

of the long column of blood in the veins
between the feet and the heart presents. In
general dropsy also, those parts which are

most dependent are apt to become most
swollen. It is not, however, always so, as in

certain cases the dependent parts have been
noticed to be less dropsical than the others.

This curious phenomenon seems to be due to

some vaso-motor nervous influence on the

vessels of the dependent part. The local

oedema of a brawny character, often noticed
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aronnd inflnmed parts, is partially due to

swelling of tlio tissues themselves, and par-

tially to effusion of Huid between them. This

effusion, as has already been me:itionod,

appears to be caused both by the dilatation

of the vessels observed in inflamed parts, and
by the greater readiness with which fluids

pass through them.
Dropsy in Serous Cavities. — The

serous cavities of the body—the arachnoid,

j)leura, pericardium, peritoneum, &c.— are

now known to be large lymph-sacs, in com-
nnmication with the general Ij'nipluitic sys-

tem of the body. The fluid which exudes
into them from the blood-vessels is, in the

peritoneum and pleura, removed, at least in

part, by a pumping action in the movements
of respiration. The central tendon of the

diaphragm contains spaces, the walls of

which are alternately drawn apart and pushed
together during its ascent and descent.

Their separation draws up lymph from the

abdominal cavity, and their compression
forces it onwards through the lymphatic
vessels. The same thing occm-s in the costal

pleura, during the respu-atory expansion and
contraction of the chest. The accumulation
of fluid in serous cavities may be due, like its

accumulation in the cellular tissues, either to

diminished absorption or increased exudation.

Tlie diminished absorption occurs here in

consequence of pressure upon veins, and
possibly also from interference with the

pmnping action just described. Accumula-
tion of fluid in the ventricles of the brain, or
in the sub-arachnoid cavity, is chiefly due to

compression of the veins of Galen. In the
peritoneum it may be due to obstruction of
the portal vein by cirrhosis of the hver or by
the pressure of tumours ; and it may occiu- to

a gi'cater or less extent in all cavities of the
body from general obstruction of the venous
circulation, bj- disease of the heart or lungs,

in the same way as anasarca. It may also

occur in these cavities fr'om alteration in the
blood, as in Bright's disease. Active dropsy
may occur in a serous cavity from inflamma-
tion, and here the exudation of fluid is much
more rapid than in passive dropsy, the ves-

sels of the inflamed pai-t being dilated and
more pervious than usual.

Treatment.—The first thing to be con-
sidered in the treatment of dropsy is the
removal of its cause, if this be at all possible.

^Vhere it is due to obstruction of a vein we
must hmder, as much as possible, the accu-
mulation of fluid in the vein, by preventing the
part fr-om remaining in a dependent position,

wlide at the same time we try to aid the ab-
sorption of fluid by the lymphatics by gentle
upward friction. Where it is due to obstruc-
tion of the circulation in the lungs, we must
diminish, as far as possible, all obstruction
to the pulmonary circulation by inhalations,
emetics, and expectoi-ants, pushed if necessary
so far as to cause nausea or even vomitinsr.

Where the obstruction is due to dilatation or
valvular disease of the heart, we must lessen

the work the heart has to do, and insist in bad
cases on absolute rest in bed or on a co\ich, in

which the patient's position can be altered,

but which he should not leave. An absolute
milk diet, like that used in typhoid fever, is

often of the greatest possible service, if it can
be borne. At the same time we should aid the

heart to contract more powerfully by the use
of cardiac stnnulants, such as alcohol and
digitalis. Digitahs probably has a threefold

action in cardiac dropsy, by strengthening
the heart, by contracting the vessels, and by
stimulating the kidneys. It strengthens at the

same time that it slows the cardiac pulsa-

tions, and by making the heart contract more
powerfully it keeps up the onward current
of the blood more efliciently, and at the

same time lessens the dilatation which tends

to render the valves incompetent. Besides
its effect on the heart, digitalis has also an
action on the vessels, causmg the arterioles

to contract, and probably reducing the dropsy
in this way. For the contraction of the
arterioles produced by digitalis is exactly the

converse of the condition which occurs after

division of the vaso-motor nerves, and which,
as we have seen, produces dropsy whenever
any obstruction of the circulation exists. It

is not known at present whether digitalis

also causes mcreased absorption, but it seems
highly probable that it does so, because we
know that it stimulates the vaso-motor centre,

and stimulation of this part of the nervous
sj'Stem has been shown by Goltz to increase

gi'eatly the rapidity of absorption from the

lymph-sac of the Irog. In addition to this

action on the heart and vessels generally,

digitalis possesses a specific action upon the

vessels of the kidney. It is a powerful diuretic,

and by thus lessening the amount of water
in the blood it w'ill tend to increase the ab-

sorption of serous fluid either from the cel-

lular tissue or serous cavities, ^\^^en digitalis

alone does not succeed, the addition of scpiill

and of a small quantity of blue pill frequently

increases its efficacy. Digitalis succeeds best

in dropsy caused by valvular disease or dila-

tation of the heart. Sometimes strophanthus,

convallaria, or adonis vernalis may succeed
when digitalis fails ; but in general digitalis

is best. It is not so useful in dropsy arising

from renal disease, and here other diuretics

are preferable. One of the best is spirit of

juniper, given either as a mixture or in the

form of IloUands gin. Spirit of nitrous ether,

nitre, bitartrate of potassium, and broom
are useful in all forms of dropsy. Caffeine

is sometimes very ueefiil. Theobromine, the

active principle of cocoa, seems also to be

useful, and a compotmd of it with salicylic

acid and soda has been recommended under
the name of ' diuretin.' Copaiba occasion-

ally succeeds where other diuretics fail. It

I

seems to be most successful in dropsy due to
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cirrhosis of the liver. Hydragogue cathar-

tics, such as compound jalap powder, elaterin,

&c., which cause copious watery secretion

from the intestines, supplement the action of

diuretics, and relieve or remove dropsy by
removing water from the body, as well as

altering its nutrition. Calomel seems to have

an almost specific diuretic action, and is

useful either alone or in combination with

other diuretics or purgatives. In some cases

of Bright's disease considerable relief has

been obtained by the profuse sweating in-

duced by vapour baths, hot-air baths, jabor-

andi, or pilocarpine. Wlien the dropsy does

not yield to other remedies, the fluid must be

removed by paracentesis in the case of serous

cavities, and by small superficial incisions

or punctures, or by the insertion of very fine

trocars with drainage-tubes attached, in the

case of the limbs.

T. Lauder Brunton.

DROWNING, Death by.—The term
' drowning ' is employed, in an extended sense,

to signify death from submersion in a liquid

medium, and in a more restricted sense to

signify death in consequence of obstruction

of respiration so caused. Now, though death
must necessarily ensue from asphyxia, when
the air-passages are submerged, apart from any
other complication, asphyxia is not alwaj's

the mode of death in those who were alive at

the moment of submersion. For death may
result from mechanical injuries, concussion,
shock, syncope, or apoplexy in the very act,

or at the moment, of falling into the water.
Devergie estimates that 12-5 per cent, of
deaths occur from one or other of these
causes. In the remaining 87"5 per cent, the
phenomena of asphyxia pure and simple are
present only in 25 per cent., while in 62-5 per
cent, these are more or less modified by the
causes above-mentioned, to which must be
added the benumbing influence of cold.

"When death is not sudden from shock, &c.,
the ultimate result is the same in the swim-
mer or non-swimmer, if there be no escape
or rescue. All efforts to keep above water
fail, vain clutchings are made at whatever
comes within reach, water is drawn into the
lungs and more or less swallowed, all strug-
gles finally cease, and the body sinks.
The indications of such instinctive efforts

form the most important evidence of submer-
sion diu-ing hfe. Drownmg is not necessarily
to be mferred in the case of a dead body re-
moved from the water; for the body may
have been thrown in after death from other
causes—asphyxia among the rest.

The Evidence of Death from Drowning.
This is cmiiulative, for we can scarcely say
that there is any one indication invariably
present which can be looked upon as due to
drowning and to nothing else. But one or
other, or more, of the followmg appearances
are generally found.

DEOWNING, DEATH BY

External.—The face is either pale, or

slightly livid, and frequently bloated if the

body has lain some hours in the water.

Water flows from the mouth when the body
is tiu-nedface downwards. Foam at the mouth
and nostrils is common ; and the tongue is

swollen and congested, closely applied to the

teeth, or even clenched between them. The
skin is pale, or marked here and there by
livid discolorations, and the muscles of the

hair-bulbs are rigidly contracted, causing the

appearance of goose-skin, or cutis anscrina.

The penis, according to Casper, is retracted,

but the more common condition is one of

semi-erection.

Indications of struggling are sometimes
seen in excoriations of the hands, mud and
sand under the nails, or even weeds, straws,

or other small objects tightly clenched in the

hands.
Internal.— The trachea, bronchi, and

smaller air-tubes are congested and filled

with a mucous froth, more or less tinged with
blood. The lungs themselves are congested,

cedematous, and pit on pressure. Pressure

on them causes froth to exude into the
smaller bronchial tubes, and on section a
sanguinolent froth and water escape. Indi-

cations may be seen of sand, mud, or small
weeds drawn deep into the air-passages along
with the water in which siibmersion took
place. Water is often fomid in the pleural

cavity.

The stomach occasionally contains water.

If this has any special character by which it

can be identified with that in which submer-
sion occurred, and not likely to have been
drunk to quench thirst, it excliides the theory
of its having been swallowed before submer-
sion, and is a strong presiunption, if it can-
not be said to be a certainty, that it was
swallowed during the death-agony, and did

not find its way into the stomach after death.

The same may be said of water in the
lungs.

The right side of the heart and venous sys-

tem in general frequentlj' present the appear-
ances characteristic of asphyxia ; and the
brain is often congested. See Asphyxia.
Without relying on any one sign as conclu-

sive, we may say that a body which exhibits

goose-skin, semi-erection of the penis, ex-

coriations, &c., of the hands, fr-oth at the

mouth, water in the hmgs and stomach, and
congestion of the right heart and venou?
system, certainly died from drowning. In
the presence of some and in the absence of

other indications, a careful weighing of all

the facts is necessary ; but in most cases a
satisfactory conclusion can be arrived at.

Complete submersion is usually sufficient

to cause death within two minutes ; but cases

have been recorded of resuscitation after a
much longer period. Many of these can be
attributed to the exaggerated estimation of

time by anxious on-lookers; but there are
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nther well-atithciiticntcd instances, which
may be explained by the supervention of

syncope and temporary cessation of the re-

spiratory process. That wliich renders re-

suscitation after sidunersion less hkely tlian

after a correspondin<; period of mere suffoca-

tion is the entry of water into the lungs by
aspiration.

TreATM ENT.—The treatment of the drowned
consists in tlio persistent use of artiticial

respiration (kcc Aktificial Respikation ; and
Resuscitation) so long as any signs of life

remain, together with the application of

means to counteract tlie gi'eat abstraction of

body-heat which occurs even when the aerial

temperature is comparatively high. Before

commencing the movements of artificial

respiration, the mouth and nostrils should be

freed from water and froth, by holding the

head somewhat low, face downwards, for a

few seconds. Artificial respiration should
then be immediately proceeded with. At
the same time the wet clothes should be
removed, and the body wrapped up in warm
clothes obtained from bystanders, pending
the arrival of warm blankets, hot bottles or

bricks, &c., from the nearest house. Assiduous
friction of the extremities should also be kept

up. These directions—artificial respiration

excepted—naturally presuppose assistance. If

this be not at hand, the operator must rely

mainly on artificial respiration. In the per-

formance of art ificial respiration by Sylvester's

method, especial care must be taken against

pressing on the stomach, for as it so fre-

quently contams water, this may be forced

up the oesophagus, and drawn into the Imigs
by the next inspiratory movement.
When spontaneous respiratory movements

commence, attention should be directed to

maintain life by the aj)plication of warmth
externally, assiduous friction of the limbs
upwards, and the administration of brandy
ami water, wine, or coffee. Lung-complica-
tions should be watched for and counteracted.

D. Ferrier.

DROWSINESS.—Inclination to sleep.

See Sleep, Disorders of.

DRUG-ERUPTIONS.—Synox. : Der-
m<ititis mcdicdnicntota.
Many medicines produce at times various

eruptions or discolorations of the skin, owing
to idiosyncrasy, irritability of the gastro-

intestinal mucous membrane, or defective

power of elimination on the part of the
)iatient ; or, on the side of the drug, from the
birgeness of the dose or its long-continued
administration.

These toxic lesions may be divided into
three classes :—(1) Those inflammatory
eruptions which are special to the drug,
such as the agmijiated pustular eruptions
produced by bromine or iodine compotinds
{sec Bromism ; and Iodism). ("2) Various
inflammatory eruptions not distinctive in
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themselves, their nature being only recog-

nisable from the surrounding circumstances.

(3) Discolorations of the skin, such as are

produced by arsenic and nitrate of silver.

See Pigmentary Diseases.
The great bulk of medicinal eruptions are

either erythematous or urticarial, but the
kind of eruption produced by the same drug
often varies according to the individual who
takes it. With the exception of tlie special

eruption of iodides and bromides, the lesions

are jjrobably due to irritation of the gastro-

intestinal mucous membrane acting retiexly

on tlie vascular nerves of the skin ; for in many
instances the dose has been too small, and the

eruption has followed too quickly on the inges-

tion of the drug, for the rash to bo due to the

absorption and circulation of the substance
itself. With the exception of the special

bromide and iodide eruptions, the diagnosis

cannot be made from the aspect of the rash.

The following lists do not protend to bo quite

complete, but represent all the chief erup-

tions and the drugs which produce them :

—

List of Drugs and of the Rashes
which they Produce.

Antipyrine (Phenazone).—Erythema— dif-

fuse, patchy, papular, or morbilliform ; urti-

caria ; miliaria.

Arsriric.—Erythema— diffuse and erysi-

pelas-like, papular ; acuminate or morbilli-

form ; urticaria, vesicles, pustules, furimcles,

herpes zoster, gangrene, pigmentation.

Belladonna.—Erythema—diffuse, scarlati-

niform, or patchy.
Bcnzoate of sodium.—Erythema—patchy.

Borax.—Psoriasis, or a scaly eruption

like it.

Boric acid.—Erythema, followed by vesi-

cles.

Bromine compounds.—Erythema—diffuse,

patchy, papular or morbilliform, ' nodosum '-

like; urticaria, bulhp, j'ustulcs— discrete or

agminated, furuncles, ecthyma (indirectly),

eczema.
Calom.el injection.—Erythema, scarlatini-

form in one case.

Cannabis indica.—Vesicles.

Chloralamide.—Erythema.
Chloral hydrate.—Erythema—diffuse, pa-

pular, and scarlatiniform ; urticaria, vesicles,

bulla% pustules, purpura, shedding of nails.

Chlorate of potassium.—Erythema, papu-

lar ; discoloration, bluish or icteric.

Chloroform.—Puqiura.
Chrysarobin. — Erythema— diffuse, with

oedema, eczema, once pityriasis rubra.

Cod-liver oil.—Vesicular, pustular.

Copaiba.—Erythema— diffuse, patchy, or

scarlatiniform ; miliary papules, petechia-,

vesicles, bulliP, urticaria.

Cuhebs.—Erythema—papular, miliary, or

morbilliform.

Digitalis.—Erythema—scarlatiniform or

papular.
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Iodine avd its compounds.—Erythema

—

diffuse, papular, morbilliform, or nodosum-

like ; urticaria, discrete pustules, vesicles, pur-

pura, gangrene.
Jodo/orwi.—Erj'tbema—diffuse or scarla-

tiniform; papules, vesicles, bulla;, eczema,

purpura.

il/ercitr;/.—Erythema— diffuse, like erysi-

pelas.

Morphine cmd opium.—Erythema—scarla-

tiniform, papular, morbilliform ; vesicles and

bulliB ; never any rash from hypodermic in-

jection.

Phosphorus.— BnYlsB, purpura, icterus.

Qjtmine.—Erythema— diffuse or patchy,

scarlatiniform ;
papules, aciuninate or mor-

billiform, urticaria, vesicles, bullae, furuncles.

Salicylic acid and its compounds.—'&ry-

thema— diffuse ; m'ticaria, vesicles, pustules,

purpura.
Salol.—Urticaria.

Santonin.—Urticaria.

Strychnine.—Erythema—scarlatiniform.

Tar.—Erythema ; locally a form of acne.

Terehene.—Erythema—papular.

Turpen tine.—Erythema—diffuse, papular,

acuminate, or morbUhform ; vesicles.

List of Eruptions and of the Drugs
whicli produce them.

Diffuse or patchy erythema.—Antipyrine,

arsenic, belladonna, benzoate of sodium, boric

acid, bromides, chloralamide, chloral hydrate,

chrysarobin, copaiba, iodides, aalicyUc acid,

stramonium, tar.

Scarlatiniform erythema.—Belladonna,
chloral hydrate, copaiba, iodoform, quinine,
strychnine, bromide of nickel.

Papular or morbilliform, erythema.—
Antipyrine, arsenic, bromides, chloral hydrate,
cubebs, morphine, quinine, terebene, turpen-
tine.

Nodosum-liJce erythema.—Bromides and
iodides.

Urticaria.—Antipyrine, arsenic, bromides,
copaiba, iodides, morphine, quinine, resin,
salicylic acid, salol, santonin.

Vesicles.—Cannabis indica, chloral hydi-ate,
cod-liver oil, copaiba, iodides, morphine, qui-
nine, salicylic acid, and turpentine.
Bulla.—Bromides, cannabis indica, chlo-

ral hydrate, copaiba, iodides, morphine, phos-
phoric acid, quinine.

Pustules.—Arsenic, bromides (confluent),
chloral hydrate, iodides (isolated), sahcyhc
acid.

Purpura.—CUor&\ hydrate, chloroform in-
halation, iodides, quinine, salicylic acid.
P*%rmsisrw6ra(?).—Bichromate ofpotas-

sium.

Psoriasis (?).—Borax, bichromate of potas-
sium.

Eczema.—Bicarbonate of potassium, bro-
mides, chrysarobin, iodoform.

Ga«(7rene.—Arsenic, ergot, iodides, quinine.
Persistent desquamation.—Qlwimne.

DUMBNESS

Abscess.—Quinine.

Furuncles.—Arsenic, bromides, quinine.

Keratosis palmaris.—Arsenic.

Pigmentation.—Arsenic, nitrate of silver,

picric acid.

Herpes Zoster.—Arsenic.

H. Radcliffe Crocker.

DRY.—Synon.: Fr. Sec; Ger.Trocken.—
A term applied to certain morbid condi-

tions, to express the entire or compara-
tive absence of fluid exudation or secretion,

which is often present in such conditions

;

for example. Dry Gangrene, Dry Cavity, Dry
Catarrh, and Dry Pleurisy. The word is

also associated with certain auscultatory

signs, which convey the impression of want
of moisture ; for example. Dry Rhonchus and
Dry Crackle. See Physical Examination.

DXTCHENNE'S PARALYSIS.—See
Pseudo-Hyperteophic Muscular Paraly-
sis.

DUCTUS ARTERIOSUS, Patency
of.

—

See Heart, Malformations of.

DUMBNESS.—Definition.—The con-

dition of an individual considered incapable

of articulating sounds.

Dumbness may arise from a variety of
causes, and its prognosis and treatment vary
accordingly.

1. Dumbness due to deafness.—The
most frequent cause of so-called dumbness is

congenital or early acquired complete deaf-

ness, or defective power of hearing, so that

the patient is unable to acquire in an ordinary
way the knowledge of articulate sounds. It

is important to bear in mind that complete
deafness is not essential to this peculiarity.

Dumbness is frequently met with in children

and others where the only cause is defective

power of hearing.

Treatment.— Whether the outcome of

complete or partial deafness, the treatment
must be based on the belief that the articu-

lating power is latent, and may be developed
by teaching the patient to imitate the process
of speaking in others, and by a methodical
training in lip-language. It is most important
that sign-language should not be cultivated at

the same time, and that if a language of signs,

whether by the hand or gesture, has been pre-

viouslj' taught, it sliould be thoroughly and
at once discarded. With patients who have
full intellectual power, and who are trained
as indicated above, it will be found that for

them dumbness is a misnomer, articulate

sounds, although with a defective modula-
tion, being readily acquired. Individuals
coming under this category are erroneously
called deaf-mutes.

2. Dumbness from central lesion of
the hypoglossal nerve.—This may arise

from cerebral hsmorrhage, tumours, or em-
bolism, and the prognosis is most unfavour-
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able. It is usually associated with other

paralytic comlilious, but is of all the most
persistent.

3. Dumbness from peripheral lesion
of the hypoglossal nerve.—This is much
less frc<iVK'iit as a cause of dumbness than
central lesions ; nevertheless cases are met
with where hydatid or other tumours result

iu dimibuess thiough pressure on the nerve

itself.

4. Dumbness from lead-poisoning.

—

Among the paralyses arising from the slow

effects of imbibition of lead is paralysis of the

tongue, with consequent loss of articulating

power. This defect is usutdly associated with
grave impairment of other parts.

Tkeatmknt.—The treatment of dumbness
due to lead-poisoning will be best effected by
elimination of the poison by the acbuinistra-

tion of iodide of potassium, and the judicious

emploj'ment of galvanism to the nervous
system.

5. Dumbness from congenital defects
of the tongue or of the palate.—Various
congenital local lesions are met with giving

rise to dumbness.
Treatment.—Jlany of these cases are re-

mediable by surgical or surgico-dental help,

foDowed by methodical teaching.

G. Dumibness from emotional lesions.
Dumbness occasionally arises from great

emotional disturbance, such as gi-eat auger
or sudden fright. Moreover, it is often met
with, without such marked cause, in indi-

viduals, especially of the female sex, having a
highly developed emotional life.

Treatment.—Cases of this kind are xisnally

successfully treated by faradisation about the

muscles of the neck ; the patient at the same
time being encouraged to call his articulating

power into action, and in proportion to his

success the faradic current being discon-

tinued. The moral treatment here indicated

may be greatly assisted by promoting the
general health, and placing the patient under
the best possible circumstances as to hygiene
and moral discipline.

7. Dumbness from intellectual dis-
orders.—This is by far the most common
cause of true dumbness. It may arise from
idiocy or imbecility of a congenital nature ;

from that which has been acciuired early in

life ; or from dementia as the outcome of
acute or chronic brain-disease in inidiUe or
advanced life. Among the congenitaHy
feeble-minded, dumbness is a very frequent
phenomenon. This arises from the associa-

tion therewith of deformed mouths and
highly-arched palates ; from defective power
of co-ordination of the muscles of the tongue

;

and from an inability to transform ideas into

word-signs. In the most profound cases
there is such an absence of ideas that language
of any kind is not re(iuircd.

Treatment.—The treatment of this kind
of dumbness is one which requires great tact,
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patience, and energy ; and the success will be
commensurate with these aids.

The physical health of the individual

should be carefully attended to, so as to

induce, by judicious food, froipient bathing,

and warm temperature, the highest amount
of nervous energy. The jiower of co-ordina-

tion should be sedulously cultivated bj'

methodical exercises, especially of the hands,
leadmg up to well-devised tongue-gymnastics.

He should then be taught monosyllabic
sounds, by being shown the object represented

by the sound, while he imitates the sound
when watching tlie teacher's lips. Having
thus acquired the power of producing the

word-sign by imitation purely, he is next
taught to repeat it from memory when shown
the object oiily. After nouns have thus been
taught, the names of qualities and adverbial

expressions should be added, and in this

manner articulate speech built up.

Where the fceble-mindedness has been
acquired after birth, the dumbness resulting

therefr'om should be treated in a somewhat
similar manner to that having a congenital

origin, but the prognosis is not so good.

Still more unfavourable is the forecast of

dumbness when the result of dementia.

J. Langdon Down.

DUODENUM, Diseases of.— These
may be considered under the heads of

—

(1) Functional disorder; and (2) Organic
diseases.

1. Functional disorder.—Disorder of the
duodenum is said to produce a form of dyspep-
sia, characterised by pain in the epigastrium
and right hypochonclrium two or three hours
after meals, vomiting, and the distant effects of
ordinary dyspepsia— vertigo, headache, drow-
siness, burning sensation in the soles of the
feet and palms of the hands, &c. Imperfect
chymification, which attends ordinary dys-
pepsia, may induce these sj'mptoms by gene-
rating products which irritate the duodenum.
Treatment.—The treatment is mainly that

of disordered digestion. The bowels and the
diet are to be carefully regulated ; and such
remedies as alkalis, bismuth, oxide of man-
ganese, prussic acid or hj'drochloric acid ex-

hibited, according to the special requirements
of each case.

2. Organic diseases.—These are (a) in-

flammation\ (6) ulceration; and (c) new-
growths.

(a) Inflammation.—Synon.: Duodenitis

;

Fr. Duodcnitc.—Acuie inflammation of the

duodenum is usuallj- of a mild catarrhal cha-

racter. It either foi-ms pai-t of an enteritis, or

is an extension downwards of a similar affec-

tion of the stomach. The ordinary excitmg
causes are exposure to cold, and irritating in-

gesta or acrid bile. Usually the symptoms of

slight gastric catarrh

—

a loaded tongue, ano-
rexia, nausea, vomiting of tenacious mucus—are followed by jaundice. When the
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duodenum is invaded there is said to be fulness

and tenderness of the.right hypochondruim.

As a rule, however, new symptoms are not

set up unless the bile-ducts become obstructed

by mucus from extension of the catarrh mto

them, when jaundice supervenes without pain.

The attack usually lasts a week or a fort-

night, and, with suitable hygienic and dietetic

treatment, it passes safely off. It is, however,

sometimes followed by jaundice unusually

prolonged, and. even when the bile-ducts are

free, by prostration ani wasting oiit of pro-

portion to the naildnt ss of the disease in itself.

While catarrhal duodenitis does not afford

characteristic symptoms, its presence is, how-

ever, usually suggested by painless jaundice

following exposure to cold, catarrh of the

stomach, and enteritis.

THE.\^TMf:NT.—This consists in rest in bed,

warmth, liquid diet, counter-irritation by

blisters, mustard or hot poultices, and effer-

vescing salines.

Chronic inflammation, resulting in thicken-

ing of the mucous and submucous tissue, and

even adhesion of the duodenum to adjacent

organs, is usually associated with chronic

ulceration, or with cancer of the duodenum,
pancreas, liver, or other structures. Con-

traction of the duodenum produces symptoms
of obstruction similar to those arising from
stricture of the pylorus.

(6) Ulceration.—Perforating tdcer, simi-

lar to that of the stomach, is said to be more
frequent in men than in women (about 10

to 1), and rarely to occiu* during childhood;
while it sometimes follows severe and exten-

sive burns and scalds.' Fatal ulceration has
not infi-equently been reported in previoiisly

healthy subjects. It may then possibly arise

from an accidental abrasion of the duodenal
mucous membrane (by some indigestible

substance), becoming subsequently subjected
to the deleterious action of the gastric juice.''

The ulcer, usually single and found in the
upper horizontal portion, when recent has
clean-cut edges free from swelling. The wall
of the duodenum may be perforated, either
without previous adhesion, being followed by

' In explanation of tlie connexion between
severe burns and duodenitis ending in perforative
ulceration, Dr. William Hunter infers from his
experiments with the subcutaneous injection of
toluyleudiamin (which he found to set up inflamma-
tion of the duodenum) that there may be derived
from the burnt tissues and excreted through the
bile irritant substances which excite ulcerative in-
flammation. Some recent obsei-vers (Fayrer, Bowlby.
and Perry), however, have failed to discover post-
mortem evidence of the alleged causal relation
between burns and duodenal ulceration; while
others (Wilks and Macsi-thy) have shown the rarity
of it. Doubtless the association is much less fre-
quent tlian has hitherto been held ; for example,
Eaymond .Johnson found in the records of Univer-
sity College Hospital only two cases of ulceration
out of ninety-three cases of burns (Trans. Path.
Soc. Loud., 1890).

^ Myers, Trans. Path. Soc. Land., 1890.

DYNAMOMETEE

the signs of general peritonitis ; or with ad-

hesion to adjacent parts, such as the liver,

the gall-bladder, the pancreas, the colon, the

hepatic artery, or the posterior wall of the

abdomen—into which ulceration extends to a

variable extent. Cicatrisation may take i)lace

with recovery, or it may induce stricture of

the duodenum or obliteration of the bile-duct.

As a rule the symptoms greatly resemble

those of perforating ulcer of the stomach

;

more frequently, however, the disease is

latent, and induces very obscvwe dyspeptic

symptoms prior to fatal perfoi'ation. Jaundice

is not more common than in the similar affec-

tion of the stomach. In burns and scalds per-

foration seldom occurs before the tenth day.

The treatment .should be the same as that

laid down for gastric ulcer. See Stomach,"

Diseases of.

The duodenum may be ulcerated by the

action of a gall-stone passing into it directly

from the gall-bladder.

(c) New-Growths.— The most important

of these is scirrhous cancer, which may in-

volve the walls of the duodenum, usually by
extension. It tends to produce obstruction,

or it may set up chronic duodenitis, or block

up the bile-duct and thus give rise to jaun-

dice. George Oliver.

DURA MATER, Diseases of.—See
Meninges, Diseases of.

DURATION OP DISEASE.—See
Disease, Duration of.

DYNAMOMETER (Svra/itf, power; and
fxfTpov, a measure).

Description.—The dynamometer is an in-

strument originally invented by M. Duchenne,
of Boulogne, for measuring and accurately

recording the strength of the hand-grasp,
and also for measuring the traction power
capable of being exerted by other groups of

muscles. The result is shown by an index,

which traverses a semicircular dial bearing
a scale graduated so as to enable the observer

to record the number of kilogrammes which
the apjjlied pressure or traction represents.

In practice this instrument has been prin-

cipally employed for estimating the absolute

or comparative force of the hand-grasp ; and,

in view of this restriction, Duchenne's in-

strument is needlessly complex. It has,

moreover, the absolute disadvantage of being
a little too broad, and of requiring too

much strength on the jjart of the x'atient

to move the index over the lower figures of

the dial. A patient with a small amount of

motor power, especially if the hand is small,

is often unable to set the index of this dyna-
mometer in motion. A cheaper, simpler,

and narrower instrument has therefore been
devised by English makers, the index of

which can be moved by the application of a
much smaller amount of power. This con-

sists of a simple elliptical ring of steel, to
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the inner and anterior face of which is

attached a brass seinicircuhxr dial graduated
witli two rows of tijrin-es rei)resentin<f pounds
instead of kilofjrannues. The coniiircssion

of the steel ring, by lessening its shorter

diameter, moves a metal bar jirojecting from
and sliding in a groove behind the dial, and
this by rack-work commimicates its move-
ment to the index.

Uses.—The dynamometer is a useful in-

strument, inasmuch as it enables us ac-

curately to ascertain the relative compressing
powers of the two hands in cases of inciiiient

or actually developed hemiplegia, and also to

learn in a positive and definite manner, fi-om

time to time, the amount of improvement or

the reverse which maj- have taken place.

Since the power of the muscles of the fore-

arm and hand, like that of other groups of

muscles, varies a good deal with the general

state of health of the patient, the dynamo-
meter is also capable of yieMing valuable

information concerning the strength of the

patient, even where we have to do with

general debility from any cause rather than
with a case of paralysis. Any instrument

which, in the place of fleeting and more or less

vague impressions made upon the mind of

the practitioner at the time, enables him to

make a more accurate record in figm-es in

his note-book, is a clear gain to practical

medicine—more especially when its use in-

volves no appreciable loss of time.

H. Ch.\rlton Bastian.

DYSESTHESIA (fiv<r-, with difficulty;

and («(rrtii'()/i(n, I feel).—A term applied to

impairment of any of the senses, but espe-

cially to that of touch. See Sensation, Dis-

orders of.

DYSCRASIA (Svo--, with difficulty, or

badly ; and Kfiwrti, a mixture).—A morbid
condition of blood.

This term signifies more than a disposition

to disease ; it implies the presence of some
general disease exerting its pernicious effects

upon the blood. Hectic fever, septicicmia,

and metastatic inflammations are diseased

conditions referable to dyscrasiiB. A person
sickening for a fever is the subject of a spe-

cific dyscrasia. Hce Blood-Disease.
R. Douglas Powell.

DYSENTERY (t^vT-, with difticulty ; and
eiTfpof, an intestine).

—

Synon. : Fr. Dijsen-

terie ; Ger. Dysenteric.

Definition.—A specific febrile disease, ac-

eompanied by considerable nervous prostra-

ti.in, and characterised by mflanmiation of

the solitary and tubular glands of the large

intestine ; sometimes ending in resolution, but
frequently terminating in ulceration, occa-

sionally in more or less sloughing or gan-
grene ; always, in the acute stage, accom-
panied by tormina and tenesnuis, the latter

being most marked when the disease is situ-

ated in the rectum or lower end of the
sigmoid flexure ; stools at first more or less

fa'culent, later on yielding dysenteric products
without nnich if any feculence, such as blood,

mucus, slime, and gelatinoid csridation, or

—

as in the sloughing or gangreiiotis forms—like

the washings of meat, and i)ossessing a putrid

or gangrenous odour, and so-called epithelial,

ash-coloured, black, gangrenous, pus-infil-

trated or tubular sloughs, chiefly consisting ot

tough, imperfectly organised exudation.

,'Etiology and Pathology.—In almost all,

if not in all, situations where malarious fevers

abound, as in the vicinity of the swamps and
sluggish rivers of tropical and sub-tropical

countries, dysentery prevails in proportion to

the intensity and freipiency of those fevers.

'^*\niere, on the other hand, intermittents and
remittents have been extinguished by im-
proved drainage and the conversion of marsh
into cultivated land, it becomes equally un-
known. In or near the tropics. Great Britain,

Canada, the United States, and in many other
parts of the world, its diminution has pro-

ceeded ^Jrt ri passu with the decrement of

malarious fevers. There would, therefore,

seem to be some intimate connexion between
the causation of dysentery and intermittent

and remittent fevers. Not that the immediate
causes of malarial fevers and dysentery are
identical : all tliat is meant is that tinder

certain conditions they concur.
Paroxysmal fevers interfere materially with

the nutrition and functions of the digestive

organs, and with the proper nourishment and
constitution of the blood. Violent congestion

of the abdominal viscera is one of the special

conditions of the different forms of ague.

Both the liver and spleen are liable to tem-
porary and rejieated engorgement, and so in

fiict are all the organs which minister to

gastric and intestinal digestion. Even where
malarious poisoning may never have resulted

in any of the various forms of periodic fever,

it may impair the power of the organic nerve-

centres and the nmscular tone of the blood-

vessels, thus disturbing the balance of the

portal circulation, and leading to more or less

permanent repletion or congestion. As the

congestion is most embarrassing during diges-

tion, interfering with the appetite, and the

capacity for digesting and assimilathig food,

its repeated and prolonged existence must
deteriorate the quahty and modify the quan-
tity of such important secretions as the gastric

juice, the bile, the pancreatic juice, and those

furnished by the follicles of Lieberkiihn, and
by Brunner's and the solitary glands. Crude
alimentary principles are thus assimilated

fi-om the intestinal tract. The liver is especi-

ally liable to functional derangement from the

stagnation and slowing of the portal circida-

tion, and thus it happens that in dysentery
hepatic impairment is almost an invariable

accompaniment. Such being some of the ab-

normal conditions produced by the operation
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of malaria in its active or latent form

upon the cliylopoietic .viscera, it is not siir-

prising that, under the prolonged stram,

certam portions of the ahmentary mucous

membrane should break down. Why the

solitary glands of the large intestine should

be the special seat of dysentery, whilst the

corresponding glands in the small iiitestnie

Bhould, with few exceptions, escape, it is, in

the present state of our knowledge, impossible

to say. The most that can be hazarded is,

that the elementary structures of these glands

take on morbid action through the operation

upon them of a matcries morhi derived

directly from their blood-supply. That this

poison exists in the blood may be inferred

from the fact that constitutional disturbance

invariably precedes and accompanies the

earlier stages of acute dysentery.

Unwholesome drinking-water is a fertile

proximate and exciting cause of dysenteric

disease. Bad and imwholesome food of what-

ever description, by providing aliment inca-

pable of being perfectly digested, may act in

producing the disease. In like manner im-

pure air may, by preventing the proper aera-

tion and depuration of the blood, and by pro-

moting the retention in it of inassimilable

material, light up dysenteric inflammation

of the solitary glands. The transit of acrid

and vitiated bile and other secretions poured
into the digestive canal, often operates as an
exciting cause, and frequently determines a

morbid action which might be otherwise
righted by resolution, to advance to ulcera-

tion, sloughing, or gangrene. It is thus that

many a simple but neglected case, scarcely

at first distinguishable from diarrhoea—un-
less indeed every evacuation is most carefully

washed and scrutinised—ends in destruction

of large masses of the mucous membrane,
and death, from the conjoint effect of ex-

haustion and shock from the separation of
the sloughs. Indigestible articles of diet,

which cannot be reduced by the juices of
the digestive tract to a condition admitting of
ready absorption, may act as local irritants

and exciting causes. Not only is this so in
the earliest visible stage or tliat of active
congestion, but it becomes much more sus-
ceptible of demonstration in the exudative
and ulcerative phases of the disease, by the
repeated investigation of the subjective and
objective indications. Thus the aggravation
of the tormina and tenesmus in adults and
children is traceable to indiscretion in diet,
or to the passage of undigested morsels of
food, recognisable in the stools. Sudden
vicissitudes of temperature from a high to a
low range, or exposure to damp and cold
combined, especially when the vital powers
are physiologically depressed, by checking
the excretory action of the skin and diminish-
ing the cutaneous circulation, augment the
jiortal congestion and excite dysenteric dis-
ease. This is probably the reason why, in a

large proportion of cases, the onset of the

disease is ushered in towards midnight or

the early morning. The operation of ejjidemic

influences in the causation of dysentery,

signifies only that it is most prevalent at

those seasons when malarious fevers are most
abundant. As there is an intimate connexion
between the existence of malaria and the pre-

valence of dysenterj% it is not difficult to

understand why, both as regards type and
seasonal frequency, d3-sentery should bear a
striking relation to the severity and seasonal

prevalence of malarious fevers.

Is dysentery a contagious or communicable
disease ?—Whilst many of the older physi-

cians held that dysentery might be spread by
contagion from person to person, it may be
affirmed that the experience of most modern
practitioners is altogether opposed to this

view. There is no clear and unimpeachable
evidence to demonstrate that it is propagated
in the same way as typhus or small-pox.

Dysentery may possibly be communicable,
like typhoid fever, through air, water, or

food—liquid or solid—charged with material
derived from the undisinfected and putrefying

products of the disorder. Be this, however,
as it may, the complete disinfection or de-

struction of the alvine evacuations should
always be regarded as a sanitary measure
of supreme importance.'

Anatomical Characters and Pathology.—
The dysenteric process generally consists of

a specific inflammation of the solitary glands
(Parkes, Baly, and others). The first visible

change is congestion, the vessels surrounding
and penetrating the capisules being turgid and
engorged with blood. The second change is

augmentation of their contents from the ac-

cumulation of albuminous exudation, and
enlargement ' from the size of a millet-seed

' It is more than probable that there are several
varieties of dysentery, each of which is attribu-

table to its own specific cause. Different micro-
organisms have from time to time been described in

this connexion ; but, as there seems to be no con-
sensus of opinion on the subject among observers,
it is premature to conclude that dysentery is brought
about by the direct action on the glands of the
colon of any known micro-organism. The only
parasite which has established anything like a claim
to be considered specific to dysentery is the Amoeba
coli, discovered by LiJsch in 1875. This amoeba has
of late years been frequently found in dysenteric
discharges in places so widely separated as Russia,
Central Europe, Egypt, the United States of Ame-
rica, and India. Moreover, it has been found, on
more than one occasion, in the pus and walls of liver-

abscess complicating dysentery. This association is

not without significance ; but, as the amoeba is cer-

tainly not present in every case of dysentery or
dysenteric abscess of the liver, we are as yet justified

in regarding it mainly as an epiphenomenon gi'afted
on certain cases of colitis and liver-abscess, and not
as the specific cause of these diseases. 'Jlh.e Amoeba
coli, which when alive displays the characteristio
amoeboid movements, varies in size from 0'02 to

0035 mm., is coarsely granular, nucleated, and
possesses one or more non-contractile vacuoles. See
Entozoa.—Editor.
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to a small shot* (Baly). The third change,

l)r()vi(li'(l the iiiniumnation advances, is rup-

ture of some of the cainllarios in the interior

of these little vascular j^lands, extravasation

of blood, with the area of the ordinary dark

point on the free aspect increased. The
fourth Ht!\<xe is now marked by atrophy and
molecular disinte^jration of the free aspect of

the capsular wall, ai\d escape of its morbid
golatinoid blood-tinged contents into the

canal of the intestine. This is the rule; but,

in very exceptional cases, the capsule may
burst tlu-ough the attached portion, lighting

up iuHannnation in the neighbouring con-

nective tissue and muscular coat. In a large

number of instances the morbid process may
stop short, under proper treatment, at any
of the first three stages, and repair is then

effected by resolution. In many cases the

morbid action is cut short after the comjile-

tion of the fourth stage, without further ex-

tension of the disease. The adjoining folli-

cles of Liebcrkiihn do not, in these cases,

necessarily participate, to any great extent,

in the diseased process. Under these condi-

tions, when the whole of the exudation has
been expelled, the glands regain their tone

and functions, and recovery - rapid and com-
plete—ensues. It is not often possible to

illustrate these conditions in the post-mortem
room ; because, when death supervenes from
dysentery alone, the ravages committed upon
every structure of the mucous membrane are

so extensive as to destroy tlie earlier physical

phases of the disease. In some cases, how-
ever, which have died from intercurrent

affections, the writer has been able to de-

monstrate the earliest stages successfully to

his students, at a period prior to the impli-

cation of Lieb(>rkiihn's follicles, of which the

nnicous membrane is in great part composed,
and to exhibit to them the golatinoid exuda-
tion, termed by others ' gelatinous mucus,'
free from or tinged with blood taken from
enlarged and diseased solitary glands {Indian
Annals of Medical Science, p. 190, No. xxiii.,

1868).

When, owing to neglect, to constitutional

defect in spite of the most careful therapeu-
tic and hygienic management, or to intensity

or quantity of the s])ecific poison, the disease

is not cured by resolution, the disintegi'ating

or ulcerative 'process is developed. The whole
of the solitary glands engaged perish. The
ulceration involves the neighbouring tubular
glands, leading to ulcers varying from the
size of a mustard-seed to that of a florin or
more, in depth generally extending to the
submucous connective tissue, and not infre-

quently laying bare the circular lamina of
the muscular coat, sometimes involving the
longitudinal layer and perforating it as well
as the peritoneal coat, thus admitting of the
extravasation of the contents of the bowel
into the peritoneal cavity, and lighting up
peritonitis, which, if general, is invariably

fatal, but which, if local and confined to the
close vicinity of the perforating ulcer, is not
necessarily so.

The ulcers vary in appearance, size, and
shape. They may be mere abrasions without
much loss of structure ; minute, though pene-
trating rather deejily into the submucous
connective tissue; irrefjular, serpentine, or
rodent, with here and there portions of the
surrounding mucous meml)rane undermined
and patulous; transverse, embracing partially,

or complptely, the entire circular outline of

the miicous membrane ; circular or oval,

with regular and even margins ; or tuber-

cular, involving the whole substance of the

mucous membrane, looking as if they had
been punched out of it. These ulcers, as

generally observed in the post-mortem room,
are free from sloughs, and present a pale

ashy appearance. Sometimes they are of a
vermilion or purple colour, from active or

passive congestion. They are often covered
with flakes of tenacious lymph or exudation,

and this may sometimes be seen spread over
the neighljouring mucous membrane. The
floors of these ulcers are usually formed by
inflamed and thickened submucous areolar

tissue ; but sometimes this has all been de-

stroyed, and then they are constituted of the

muscular coat, thickened and infiltrated by
inflammatory products ; and when the mus-
cular structure has itself yielded to the ulcer-

ative process, they are made up of congested
and swollen peritoneum, which, as already
stated, occasionally becomes perforated.

When the ulceration proceeds solely by
molecular disintegration massive sloughs are

not observed. But when, as not uncommonly
happens in asthenic, malaria-stricken, tuber-

cular and worn-out constitutions, tissue-death

occurs en m,asse, at an early period of tho

attack, sloughing of the mucous membrane
is to be seen, together with portions of tho
muscular coats, or gangrene. These sloughs, or

gangrenous portions of tissue, may be limited

in extent. Some or all of them may be suc-

cessfully detached during life, and can be iden-

tified as they are examined from time to time
in the stools. In the 2'ost-mortem room they
may be found partly detached and lying loose,

mixed with the fluid contents of the bowel,

or attached more or less firmly ; sometimes
compact, nodular, ecchymosed, grey or olive-

coloiu-ed, green or yellow and pus-infiltrated,

black, flaky, shreddy, shaggy, flocculent like

pieces of teased cotton-wool, or ragged and
stringy. In the truly gangrenous dysentery,

the mucous and muscular coats are enor-

mously thickened, and large portions are

found gangrenous, varying in coloiu* from a
pale olive to purple or black. These appear-
ances and conditions may be restricted to the

circum and ascending colon, or to the sigmoid
flexure, but sometimes they are co-extensive

with the internal structure of the large intes-

tine from the ileo-colic valve to the aims.
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When the ileo-colic valve becomes destroyed,

invagination of the lower end of the ileum

into the caecum sometimes happens, causmg

intestinal obstruction. Occasionally many
inches of the gangrenous mucous membrane,

with or without the muscular coat, are foimd

either hanging loose in the lower part of the

gut, or in process of being detruded from the

anus.

In ordinary acute dysentery, advancing to

ulceration or sloughing, repair is doubtless

accomplished, as a general rule, by graniUa-

tion and cicatrisation. This process can be

readily observed in dysenteric lesions of the

mucous membrane of the lower end of the

rectum, and in healing of the sm-gical ulcer

within the verge of the anus. The reason

why repair is fi-equently accomplished so

slowly is because, owing to the irritation

caused by the exalted vermicular contraction

of the gut and the passage of flatus, faeces,

and other products, it is impossible to com-

mand the physiological rest necessary for

speedy and substantial granulation and cica-

trisation. Unless the destruction of tissue is

very great, the contraction due to cicatrisa-

tion does not occasion nmch future incon-

venience. But if it embraces a large portion

or the whole circumference of the mucous
membrane, the subsequent contraction may
produce dangerous narrowing of the calibre

of the gut, or stricture of the sigmoid flexiire

or rectum. The thickening and contraction,

especially in the attenuated victims of chronic

dysentery, can be identified by physical ex-

amination. These constrictions are fre-

quently the mechanical cause of constipation

and faecal accumulations.

There is no valid reason for belie%'ing that

the lost tissue is ever actually reproduced in

true dysenteric ulceration. Wlien the ulcers

have been small, the contraction following

repau' is siifficient to bring the follicles of
Lieberkuhn on aU sides into close juxta-

position. And this it is which has given rise

to the impression among some pathologists,

that the lost tissues have been renewed by a
process of development and growth. But
whenever the ulcers have been too large to
admit of obliteration, microscopical examina-
tion shows that they have been bridged over
by cicatricial tissue, devoid of solitary and
tubular glands, and sparingly supplied with
blood-vessels and absorbents.

In addition to the above anatomical cha-
racters, the mesenteric glands are generally
fomid to be enlarged ; and as an accompani-
ment or sequel, organic disease of the liver,

or abscess, is not infrequently discovered to
complicate the disease.

Symptoms.—Every attack of acute dysen-
tery is preceded by disordered digestion and
constitutional disturbance, indicated by loss or
capriciousness of appetite and furred tongue,
constipation alone or alternated with loose-
ness, dryness of skin, occasional chilliness

and general malaise, with slight rise of the

evening temperature. These signs may bo
viewed as contemporaneous with the progress

of the morbid action going on in the soHtary
glands. As the disease advances, there is

more marked chilliness, succeeded by distinct

feverishness. If the bowels have been con-

fined, they now act spontaneously—expelling,

at one or more acts of defiecation, almost the

whole of the contents of the large intestine.

If they have been loose, with or without
aperient medicines, the fseculence is not so

gi'eat in quantity. But in either case, beyond
a little mucus, there is not as yet any dis-

coverable dj'senteric product in the stools.

Prior to this conservative evacuation of the

bowels, the febrile excitement sometimes
runs high ; there is thirst, bad taste in the

mouth, flatulency, a variable amount of ner-

vous and muscular debility, griping, an ac-

celerated and irritable pulse, restlessness,

disturbed sleep or actual insomnia. Diuring,

and immediately after, each evacuation there

is tenesmus or painful straining—most in-

tense in those cases where the disease is

situated in the descending colon, sigmoid
flexure, and rectum. The stools are offensive,

but there is nothing at this stage pathogno-
monic in their odour. If, as frequently hap-
pens in private i^ractice, the patient comes
tmder treatment at this period, a small dose
of castor oil guarded by laudanum, or a full

dose of ipecacuanha, with absolute rest in

bed and blandliquid nourishment, is sufficient,

in a certain proportion of cases, to put a stop

to the morbid action, and to promote cure by
resolution in from twenty-four to forty-eight

hours.

When, however, the disease persists, the
symptoms continue in an aggravated form.
The tormina and tenesmus become intensi-

fied ; the desire to go to stool is more fre-

quent, and to remain on the stool or bed-pan
more irresistible and enduring, especially if

the disease be concentrated in the sigmoid
flexure or rectum. In rectal dysentery,
there is dysuria, frequent micturition, and
sometimes retention, from spasm due to

reflex action, necessitating catheterism. The
consumption of solid food—even of the most
digestible kind—provokes and aggravates the
tormina. The griping and tenesmus are now
so intensified in degree, and increased in fre-

quency, that each recurrence of them pro-

duces much depression and exhaustion, and a
pinched and anxious expression of the coun-
tenance, with augmented frequency and weak-
ness of the pulse. There is abdominal tender-
ness. During the acme of the tormina, the
patient experiences difficulty in localising this

tenderness. He will then declare that he feels

agonising pain over the greater part of the
abdomen, with or without the application of

pressure. But in the absence of the tormina,
careful palpation will enable the practitioner

to locahse it in those portions of the intestine
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above the rectum which are affected by dysen-

teric iiitlaiuiiiJition. At this sta-^'o the tuiuefac-

tion of the walls of the t,'ut is seldom great

enough to bo distinguished through the ab-

doujinal parietes. The scanty stools are now
characteristic, consisting ofmucoid exudation
tinged with blood, or bloody nuicus or slime

from the intlaniedtuhularglands, with isi>lated

I)orti()ns of gelatinoid exudation, more or less

coloured with blood from iullamed and rup-

tured solitary glands, and with little or no
fieculence. These conditions are contempo-
raneous with the rupture of the affected

solitary glands and a highly inflamed state

of the adjacent follicles of Lieberkiihn, as

well as of the subjacent and intervenmg con-

nective tissue. The muscular tissue, though
not yet necessarily inflamed, is nevertheless
hyperipsthetic. It is this hyperesthesia which
has more to do with the production of the
agonising tormina than the diseased glandidar
organs impbuited in and forming a consti-

tuent portion of the nuicous membrane.
These are the symptoms presented in a
goodly number of cases met with in private

practice, and in a smaller proportion adiiiitted

into hosijital. The disease is said to have
lasted from two to six or eight days. In un-
complicated cases, occurring in tolerably good
constitutions, they generallj^ yield, without
extension of the mischief, to rest, bland Uquid
food, and full doses of ipecacuanha.

In cases which have been neglected or
aggravated by indiscretions in diet and drink,

or by diathetic or other defect of constitution,

the dysenteric process passes on to ulceration.

If the patient have not been brought midcr
proper therapeutic and h^-gienic management,
the tormma, tenesmus, local tenderness, and
hardening of the superimposed abdominal
muscles are augmented. The calls to stool

are more frequent and painful. The urine is

scanty and high-coloured, and is surcharged
with lithates and biliary pigment. The stools

mainly consist of the foreign products afready
described, but in greater quantity ; are now
possessed of a peculiar sickly smell; and yield

portions of exudation in masses of greater or
smaller size, simulating sloughs, but which,
on microscojjical examination, are seldom
found to afford positive e\idence of dead
tissue-elements.

Unless the disease bend to treatment, it may
terminate in sloughing. This maj- be either

restricted or extensive. Death of portions of
the mucous mend)ra)ie is always accompanied
by vital depression or well-defined muscidar
and nervous prostration, cardiac enervation,
and an accelerated and feeble i)ulse. In some
cases tissue-death en man.ie happens at an
earlier period, even before the rupture of the
solitary glands ; and the sloughs can be dis-

covered in the stools on from the eighth to
the thirteenth day. The acme of vital pro-
stration is manifested during the detachment
of the sloughs, when the ejihaustion is often

! much increased by hfrmorrhago. Improve-
ment in the strength, volume, and slowing of

the pulse, and in the expression of the coun-

tenance, the comi)arative relief from tormina
and tenesmus, cleanmg of the tongue, and
the substitution of fieculence for dysenteric

products in the stools, signify, in these cases,

the probable cessation or turning-point of the

disease. The converse ijnplies that the slough-

ing is extending, and a succession of sloughs

of various kinds, with or without musculnr
structure, continues to be passed, which, in

i the process of separation, is accompanied by
much bleeding, cspeciallj- in patients poisoned

by malaria or afflicted with the scorbutic or

ha'morrhagic diathesis. The abdominal ten-

derness and hardening of the parietal muscles
are marked during the separation of the

sloughs. The affected portions of the colon

can be felt to be swollen, doughy, and ' pud-
dingy ' (Chevers). The skin, in imfavourablc

cases, becomes clammy, features and eyes

shriuiken, body emaciated, appetite in abey-

ance, thirst great and distrcssmg, tongue dry
and brown, pidse feeble and running ; the

stools extremely offensive, bloody, slimj' or

watery, with varieties of sloughs and exuda-
tion. The sensibility becomes so blunted

that the stools arc passed without much pain

—often involuntarily ; and the patient even-

tually dies from sheer exhaustion from the

extension of the sloughmg, or the end may
be accelerated by perforation of the bowel in

one or more places, leading to extravasation

of some of the contents of the intestine into

the peritoneum, and general peritonitis.

Sometimes, from the commencement of

an attack, or during the course of acute

dysentery, rajiid sloughing forms the chief

pathological condition, passing into gangi-ene

of large patches of mucous membrane, at-

tended by increasing prostration and soon
merging into coUapse. As this extends until, in

many instances, it involves almost the whole
of the mucous membrane, sulmiucous tissue,

and muscular structure, it is characterised by
intensified collapse. The tormiiui and the

teuesnnis, at first excruciating, suddenly dis-

aj)pear, to the delusive relief of the sufferer.

Until the gangrene has sjjread to a great ex-

tent, the stools contain a large quantity of

slime, blood, peculiar-b oki ig exudation, and
much gelatinoid exudation ; but as the living

mucous membrane becomes lUminished, those

products also decrease, and, in their room, we
notice a watery product of a dark purple or

black colour, resembling the washings of

meat, giving off an incomparably offensive

and gangrenous odour. To the naked eye,

and on washing, these stools seem to be ab-

solutely devoid of faiculence. They yield a

granular sediment of a black colour—gangre-
nous debris blackened by the combination of

sulphur with the iron of disorganised cruorin.

The abdomen, at first doughy, becomes
tympanitic and free from pain on pressiue.
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and the surface cold and clammy ; the coun-

tenance resembles the haggard and sunken

appearance presented during the algid stage

of cholera; the tongue is dry, brown, and

fissured : the pulse is thready and rapid; food

and medicines are rejected ; the dejecta are

passed involuntarily ;
perception is blunted

;

delirium supervenes ; and the patient at last

succumbs, worn out and exhausted, on from

the sixth to the thirteenth day, according to

the range and severity of the disease, and the

constitutional power which he possesses.

Chronic Dysentery.—This is sometimes

the result of acute dysentery, in spite of the

most appropriate management, in persons

poisoned by malaria and weakened by fatty

or waxy degeneration of the spleen or liver,

or both, and in strumous or scorbutic consti-

tutions. Thedyscrasia maybe so jDronounced

that the material exuded is incapable of heal-

ing up the ulcers by granulation and cicatri-

sation. The ulcers are repeatedly disturbed by
peristalsis and the passage of flatus, faeces, un-

digested morsels of solid food, and the acrid

unutihsed secretions of the liver, stomach, and
pancreas. Thus they are liable to become
irritable from renewed congestion and inflam-

mation. The muscular coat participates in

the excitement, and becomes infiltrated with
exudation, which eventually becomes organ-

ised and leads to thickening. The floors and
sides of the ulcers are constituted of unhealthy
structure. The difficulty thus exjierienced in

effecting repair is augmented. In other cases

the intestine becomes atrophied, attenuated,
and transparent. The stools are made up of
serous exudation, slime, blood, and sometimes
of piuiform material, with feculence generally
unformed. Almost every stool will be found
on washing to contain dysenteric products.
Very frequently, especially in cases which
have been carefully dieted for a time, neither
blood nor mucus can be detected in the
stools, which appear to be of a purely diar-

rhceic nature. The appetite is uncertain ; the
tongue often clean, shining, and devoid of
epithelium ; the pulse weak and irritable ; and
the abdominal tenderness easily localised.
Thickening can often be detected. Tormina
are always present; and unless the disease
be confined to the csecum or ascending and
transverse colon, there is tenesmus. Multiple
abscesses of the liver frequently supervene
and carry off the patient ; or after months or
years of suffering he may perish from in-
anition and exhaustion, or from intercurrent
disease.

Complications.—Acute dysentery is fre-
quently complicated by the various forms of
malarious fever, typhoid fever, the tuber-
cular or the hsemorrhagic diathesis, purpura,
scurvy, hepatic and splenic enlargement,
malarious cachexia, or abscess of the liver

;

and in children by dentition. In every case
of dysentery the strictest attention should be
paid to existing comphcations. In patients

inhabiting marshy disti'icts, and those fol-

lowing a seafaring life, the gums should be

carefully scrutinised, and the cutaneous sur-

face examined, with a view to ascertain the

freedom or otherwise fr-om purpuric or scor-

butic taint. The history of the patient

should be gone into, in order to make out

the probable diathetic proclivities—acquired

or hereditary.

Sequels.—That abscess of the liver, single

or multiple, frequently follows acute and
chronic dysentery, is indisiiutable ; but
whether as a result of the general condition

existing, or of local pj-romic poisoning or

embolism originating in the veins within the

area of the ulcers, is still an open question.

Dysentery sometimes terminates in perma-
nent thickening of the parietes of the gut
with eventual contraction or strictiu-e, caus-

ing constipation, faecal accumulation or ob-

struction. "When the seat of stricture can
be reached, as in the lower part of the rectum,
much relief can be afforded by simple in-

cision and subsequent dilatation by means of

bougies. Fissure of the anus, or ulcer with-

in the verge of the anus, is a common sequel.

Once diagnosed by examination of the stools

and by means of the speculum, it admits of

speedy relief by incision and after-surgical

management.
Diagnosis.—Dysentery can be diagnosed

from diarrhoea by the abdominal tender-

ness, tormina, tenesmus, and the existence

of dysenteric products in the stools. Dr.
Edward Goodeve, late Professor of Medicine
in the Calcutta Medical College, was the first

to carry out the i^ractice of washing the

stools in dysentery and diarrhoea. The stools

are first examined as they lie in the stool-

pan. Water is then added in considerable

quantity. After a short interval, to allow
the dysenteric products to sink to the bottom,
the supernatant fluid is gradually poured off.

The washing is repeated until the foreign

products remain clean and destitute of much
smell. When these products are putrescent,

or perhaps in all cases, it is convenient to

wash the stools with a solution of carbolio

acid or other colourless dismfectant. Dysen-
tery is diagnosed from fisstire or ulcer of the

rectmn by the fluid or loose character of the
stools, with dysenteric products, and by the
absence of ulcer, as determined by examina-
tion by means of the anal si^eculum.

Prognosis.—i'a«02tra 6 Zc.—The foUowinfj
are to be regarded as favourable features in

the prognosis of any given case : The ordi-

nary uncomplicated form of acute dysentery

;

early subsidence of the constitutional disturb-

ance ; a steady, firm, and strong pulse, with
diminishing frequency and increasing power;
moderate abdominal tenderness ; absence of

tympanites ; a placid and normal expression
of countenance ; absence of sloughs or

putrescent matters in the stools ; early sub-

sidence of tormina and tenesmus, with the
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ftppcarance of fitculoncc and the contempo-
raneous decrease of dysenteric products

;

return of appetite and power of digesting

and assimilating food ; and the absence of

intlaimuatory or suppurative mischief iu the

liver.

Unfavourable.—Unfavourable features, on
the contrary, are—The persistence of an
elevated temperature

;
quick pulse, with in-

creasing feebleness ; sudden freedom from
tormina, tenesmus, and abdominal tender-

ness, with great vital depression or collapse ;

doughy thickening of the colon, with dolnesa

on percussion where there should be re-

sonance ; sudden increase of abdominal ten-

derness, with hiccough, nausea, vomiting, and
great nervous prostration, tympanites, and
peritonitic pain with constant hardness and
tension of the abdominal muscles; increase

of putrescent and gangrenous products in

the stools, like the wasliings of decomposing
flesh ; excessive hiemorrhage from the bowel

;

bleeding from chapped and fissured lips,

gums, and moutli ; harsh, dry, black or

glazed tongue ; delirium ;
picking at the bed-

clothes; and scantiness or suppi-ession of

urine.

Treatment.—Should an aperient be re-

quired in the congestive, exudative, or ulcer-

ative stages of acute dysentery, or in sudden
relapses supervening upon chronic forms of

the disease, the readiest, sim^jlest, and most
painless is a tepid water enema of from two
to foiur pints. After the operation of the

enema, or immediately the patient presents

himself suffering from any of these dysen-

teric conditions, in those cases where no pre-

liminary aperient is indicated, a tm-pentine

epithem or mustard plaster should be ap-

plied to the epigastrium for twenty minutes.

At the same time, from twenty grains

to a drachm of ipecacuanha, suspended in

two drachms of syrup of orange-peel and
four drachms of water, or in half an oimce
of infusion of chamomile, with ten grains of

carbonate of sodium or bismuth, or simply
made up into conveniently sized pills, should
be administered. The recumbent posture,

with the head lower than usual, should be
enforced. Liquids should be resisted as

much as possible for an hour or two. Food
should not be given for at least three hours
before, and six hoiurs after, the administration
of the drug. Movement of ever\- kind must
be avoided ; and the saliva should not be swal-

lowed, but wiped away with a cloth. Thirst
may be quenched by sucking pieces of ice,

or, when this cannot be procured, by cold
water in teaspoonsfiU at a time. Xausea
will probably occiu: ; perhaps, in some cases,

retching and vomiting. When vomiting does
occur it seldom happens before the lapse of
an houraftcrtheexhi-bitionof thedrng, andthe
ejected matter usually consists of small quanti-
ties of gastric secretion. Should the ipecacu-
anha be rejected, the dose should be repeated

36

as soon as the stomach has been tranquillised.

It will be found beneficial to time tlie large

doses, so as to allow of one being given night
and morning, as lon^ as their use is con-

sidered necessary. The signal for the re-

lincjuishment of these doses is freedom from
tormina and tencsuuis, with the occurrence
of refreshing sleep, fa^culent, bilious, or ipe-

cacuanha stools, and restoration of the
primary processes of assimilation. If no
great amount of disorganisation of the
nuicous membrane have taken place, these

favourable changes are frequently noticed

after the admmistration of the first or second
dose ; and even if undoubted ulceration have
set in, they are generally discerned on the

second or third day, or earlier. In either

case the drug should be abandoned, as the
disappearance of the tormina and tenesmus,
and the absence of mucus, blood, and slime
from the stools, indicate the cessation of dy-
senteric inflammation, and that the affected

portions of the bowel have been placed
in the most favourable condition to undergo
cure by ' resolution,' if the case have not pro-

ceeded to ulceration, or by ' granulation and
cicatrisation,' if ulceration or even sloughing
have already taken place. Chalk-mixture
with hyoscyamus and astringents is now
quite sufficient to complete the cure. In
some cases ferruginous and bitter tonics are
demanded, to give tone to the digestive

organs, and to improve the condition of the
blood. Counter-irritation, by means of tur-

pentine epithems and mustard plasters to

the abdomen, or fomentations, is a valuable
adjunct in the management of the disease.

The diet should consist of chicken-broth,
beef-tea, essences of chicken, mutton, or beef;
sago, arrowroot, or tapioca; and small quan-
tities of good port wine or brandy. During the
active period of the disease all food should be
given in a liquid form. The disturbing effect

of the ipecacuanha given as above directed is

only temiiorary. Abundance of time is,

therefore, available between the large doses
for the digestion and assimilation of liquid

food. At tlie outset of dysentery, and as long
as the tongue is coated, food should be avoided
as much as possible ; and when taken it should
consist of verj" weak chicken-tea or barley-

water. As soon as the tongue is clean a
purely- milk diet is the best. As the stools

become more fieculent and consistent, solid

food in the shape of tender chicken, lamb, and
mutton, with biscuit and bread, light sago,

rice, or tapioca pudiling should be allowed.
Potatoes and other vegetables should be
avoided until the tone of the digestive sj-stem

has been fully re-established. When the
dysenterj' is complicated with a purpuric or
scorbutic condition of the blood, the admini-
stration of the juice of the grape, orange,
pomegranate or lune, and bael sherbet, are
essentially necessary as dietetic rather than
therapeutic agents.
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Opium by the mouth is seldom required.

When swallowed it ' locks up ' the secretions

of the liver, pancreas, and alimentary mucous

membrane, rather favouring than reducing

the inflammation of the solitary and tubular

glands. These bad effects counterbalance the

benefits derived from the sleep, diminution of

peristaltic action, and temporary decrease of

tormina and tenesmus consequent on nar-

cotism. This explains why the real character

of the disease is often completely masked by

opium, and why apparent amendment is

taking place whilst destructive ulceration and

sloughing of the mucous membrane is rapidly

extending. As ipecacuanha speedily brmgs

about all the good without any of the evil

effects of opium, this narcotic is not only

superfluous but injurious in any form, ex-

cepting as an enema or suppository to relieve

tenesmus, particularly in sigmoidal or rectal

dysentery. There is less objection to uniting

the ipecacuanha with such remedies as are

acknowledged to possess the power of lessen-

ing the irritability of the stomach, and of

increasing its tolerance of the drug, without
interfering with the functional activity of

those organs whose secretions we are endea-

voiuring to promote with a view to rectify the

disturbed balance of the portal circulation.

On the contrary, medicines of this order may
be beneficially associated with ipecacuanha

—

such as carbonate of sodium, bismuth, chloro-

form, camphor, and hyoscyamus.
When dysentery occurs in pregnant women,

large doses of ipecacuanha are not contra-

indicated ; because, if the disease be allowed
to proceed (which is more liliely to happen
under the old than the ipecacuanha treat-

ment) abortion or premature labour is almost
certain to foUow ; and when such a complica-
tion supervenes, in the later months of gesta-
tion, the mortality almost surpasses that of

any other disease. When the dysenteric
inflammation is summarily put a stop to by
the ipecacuanha, abortion or premature labour
is prevented. Under the opiate method of
management, premature labour is not averted,
but, in the majority of cases, occurs ai the
acme of the disease, when the sloughs are
being thrown off; and the patient succtmabs
to the conjoint shock to the system. In
dysentery comphcated with pregnancy opiate
enemata to relieve irritation in the rectitm are
more essential and permissible than under
other circumstances.

In the acute dysentery of children ipe-
cacuanha is invaluable. For a child of six
months a grain, and for a child of one year
two grains, should be given, with an equal
quantity of carbonate of sodium, night and
morning, until the tormina, tenesmus, and
shmy and bloody stools are replaced by relief
from pain and by fsBculent evacuations. It
will not often be necessary to continue the
drug beyond two or three days at a time.
Bui it should be remembered that the disease

adheres with greater tenacity to children than

to adults ; and although we observe that ipe-

cacuanha has an immediately beneficial effect

in diminishing the blood, mucus, slime, and
frequent stools, still we find that dysenteric or

sluuy motions with undigested food continue

to pass. In that case the ipecacuanha, com-
bined with chalk, bismuth, carbonate ofsodium,
or aromatic powder, should be repeated, once

or twice a day, for a certain period, till healthy

evacuations are restored. The gums must be

lanced when necessary ; turpentine liniment

or stupes may be applied to the abdomen

;

weak chicken-broth or arrowroot should be
temporarily substituted for milk ; and, above
all, food must be given in small quantities

at a time, and at regularly stated periods.

From the age of one year the dose is regulated

by adding one grain for each additional year

of age up to eighteen, when the doses indi-

cated for adults should be employed.
In cases where evident malarious taint

pervades the system and complicates acute

dysentery, sulphate of qttinine is indispen-

sably necessary. A scruple of the antiperiodic

will be most speedily absorbed if dissolved in

water acidulated with sulphuric acid, and the

exhibition of this may precede by an hour the

first dose of ipecacuanha. Ten -grain doses

should be given midway between the large

doses of ipecacuanha, or during abatement of

febrile excitement, until the feverish symp-
toms have been subdued. Quinine here is

quite as important as ipecacuanha, for, until

it has successfully checked the disturbing in-

fluence which malarious poisoning exercises

upon the capillaries of the portal and general
circulatory systems, the good effects which
ipecacuanha j)roduces are only temporary and
incomplete. The mildest febrile exacerba-

tions of a miasmatic origin re-excite dysen-
teric action, ajid thus undo the good effected

by the action of the ipecacuanha. Hence the

urgent necessity for removing without delay

every vestige of masked or active malarious
fever complicating dysentery. Mo drug en-

ables us to accomplish this object so safely

and so quickly as the sulphate of quinine in

large doses.

When ipecacuanha fails to preserve the life

of the patient, its failure may be generally
attributed to—(1) coexistence of abscess of
the liver

; (2) unchecked malarious poison-
ing

; (3) permanent enlargement of spleen or
liver, or both ; (4) irretrievable constitutional

cachexia
; (5) Addison's disease of the supra-

renal capsules
; (6) morbus Brightii

; (7)

phthisis or tuberculosis ; (8) strumous disease

of the mesenteric glands
; (9) peritonitis, with

or without perforation of the gut ; or (10) the
existence of extensive sloughing or gangrene.
The advantages of the 'ipecacuanha treat-

ment ' (for the revival of which the profes-

sion in India and England is indebted to
Mr. Scott Docker, of the 2nd battalion of
the 7th Eoyal Fusiliers, stationed at the
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Mauritius,

—

Lancet of July 31 nnd August
14, ISiiH) in the ci)Uf,'estive, exudiitive, and
nlcerutive stages of almost every form nnd
type of acute dysenterj% as well as in the acute

attacks supervening upon chronic dyseiitt-rj',

may be briefly stated. They consist in (1) its

simplicity, (2) its safety, (3) its certainty com-
pared with any other method, (4) the promp-
titude with which the inflammation is stopped,

(5) the rapidity with which repair takes place
— (a) by resolution or (b) by granulation and
cicatrisation, (C) conservation of the constitu-

tional powers, (7) abbreviation of the i)eriod

required for convalescence, (8) decrease in the

frecjuency of chronic dysentery, (9) decrease

in the frequency of abscess of the liver, (10)

diminution of mortality to cases treated—all

of which are accomplished, {a) without local

or general blood-letting, (6) without saliva-

tion, (c) without calomel and irritating pur-

gatives, and (d) without opium bj- the mouth.
Ipecacuanha in large doses may be said to

fulfil many important indications. It pro-

duces : (1) all the benefits that have been
ascribed to blood-letting without robbing the
system of one drop of blood, (2) all the advan-
tages of mercuri.il and other purgatives with-

out their irritating action, (3) all the good
results of antinaonials and sudorifics without
any of tlieir uncertainty, (4) all the euthanasia
ascribed to opium without masking, if not
aggravating, the disease whilst the mischief is

silently accumulating within. Thus, we pos-

sess in ipecacuanha a non-spoliative anti-

phlogistic, a certain cholagogue and unirri-

tating purgative, a powerful sudorific, and
a harmless sedative to the heart and the
muscular fibres of the intestines.

The objections which have been urged
against large doseS of ipecacuanha in dy-

eentery are, first, its ' depressing influence

'

kept up by nausea and vgmiting ; and,
secondly, that it is liable to set up ' uncon-
trollable vomiting.'

First, the depressing power, nausea, and
vomiting have all been over-estimated.

Nausea is only a temporary and evanes-
cent effect. Vomiting is an exceptional

occurrence ; and even when it does super-
vene, it seldom lasts long. As much nourish-
ment, therefore, as may be required to

support the strength can be given in the
intervals between the large doses of ipe-

cacuanha. But what Contributes more to

th^ conservation of the patient's stamina
and to the prevention of depression or as-

thenia, is the speedy cessation of the dysen-
teric process accomplished by the drug, fol-

lowed by refreshing sleep and the power of
dijjesting and assimilating nourishing food.

Such remarkable results as these soon recon-
cile any patient sufiehng from dysentery to !

an otherwise disagceeable remedy-
Secondly, when uncontrollable sickness

and vomiting succeed the employment of
this drug iu the manner already recom-

mended, the existence of one or other of
the serious conditions previously enumerated
may be more than suspected. In the ab-

sence of these complications, unmanageable
vomiting is seldom if ever witnessed. Hence,
in a preponderating majority of the cases of
dysentery mot with this objection is quite
untenable. The truth is that every physician
who has used ipecacuanha in heroic doses
soon learns that depression of the vital

powers from it is not to be feared, and is

surprised at the small amount of vomiting
that follows its administration, and at the
unexpected ease with which the stomach
tolerates its presence.

Wlien dysentery becomes chronic no time
should be lost in counselling removal from a
malarious to a non-malarious and mild cli-

mate. A sea voyage—provided easily diges-

tible food can be secured—is often attended
by the happiest results. To men so atilicted
' the salt ration,' as remarked by Dr. Mac-
lean, ' is simply destruction.' The clothing
should be warm, and flannels always worn
round the abdomen ; Dr. Maclean also re-

commends ' the use of a water belt over the
abdomen for some hours daily. This acts aa
a fomentation, and the steady uniform pres-

sure it maintains seems to favour the absorp-
tion of the fibrin efi"uscd between the intes-

tinal coats. If there be much imeasiness
about the fundament, a water compress over
the anus affords more relief than opiate ene-
mata.' The food should be chiefly concen-
trated soups, milk and Hme-water, and sago,

cornflour, arrowroot, dtc, egg-flip with port,

sherry, or brandy ; or, if solid food can be
digested, the tenderest chicken, lamb, or mut-
ton, with bread and biscuit, may be allowed.

Beyond airing in a carriage or chair, no ex-

ercise should be attempted. The position

should generally be recumbent or semi-recum-
bent. The erect position excites peristaltic

action, and thus disturbs the physiological

rest required to facilitate the repair of the

ulcers. Antiscorbutic juices should be given
where there is the least taint of scurvy or

purpura. Frequent blistering does much
good ; and all forms of counter-irritation are

beneficial. In all obstinate cases a diet con-

sisting of milk only ought to be tried ; and
also enemata of a solution of nitrate of silver

(i grain to 1 fl. oz. of distilled water), two or

three pints being passed up whilst the patient

is in the knee-shoulder position and the

pelvis well raised.

Gallic acid, acetate of lead, sulphate of

copper, and nitrate of silver, are reputed to act

beneficially. Dr. Maclean's favourite remedy,
' particularly in men returning from tropical

regions, antemic from loss of blood and the

depraving influence pf malaria, is the solu-

tion of the pemitrate of iron. Under this

remedy the whole system often rallies won-
derfully, the condition of the blood improves,

colour returns to the blanched cheek, the
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stools become more natural and less frequent,

the appetite improves, and digestion is more

perfectly performed. The citrate of iron and

qiiinine may after a time be substituted.' As

nearly all chronic cases are underlain by a

malarious taint, quinine should form an im-

.

portant element in the therapeutic manage-

ment, and the greatest care should be taken

to secure for the residence of the patient a

chmate at once mild and temperate and free

from suspicion of malaria. Bathing dui-ing

convalescence is an efficient and welcome

auxiliary. Tepid or warm baths, medicated

with Tidman's sea-salt or with nitro-muria,tic

acid, act in stimulating the secreting function

of the skin. But it will often happen that,

in spite of the most careful dietetic, hygienic,

and therapeutic management, no substantial

progress towards the repair of the ulcers is

made, and the patient eventually dies, worn

out from suffering and the asthenia conse-

quent literally on inanition.

Joseph Ewart.

DYSIDROSIS (Sua--, with difficulty; and

ibpois, sweat).

—

See Sudoriparous Glands,

Disorders of.

EAE, DISEASES OF

DYSMENORRHCEA (W-, with diffi-

culty
;

fxrjv, a month ; and pc'co, I flow).

—

Difficult and painful menstruation. See

Menstruation, Disorders of.

DYSOREXIA {8va-, with difficulty ; and
opflis-, the api)etite).—An obsolete term for

impaired or depraved appetite. See Appe-
tite.

DYSPEPSIA {8va; with difficulty; and
Tre'TTTQ), I concoct).—A synonym for indiges-

tion. See Digestion, Disorders of.

DYSPHAGIA (Si^o--, with difficulty ; and
</)dy<», I eat).—Difficulty in swallowing. See
Deglutition, Disorders of.

DYSPHONIA {8v<T-, with difficulty; and
(pwi'tj, the voice).—Difficulty in producing
vocal sounds, so that the voice is more or

less enfeebled. See Voice, Disorders of.

DYSPNCEA (Svo--, with difficulty ; and
TTVfO), I breathe).—Difficulty of breathing.

See Respiration, Disorders of.

DYSURIA (Svo--, with difficulty ; and
ovp/oo, I pass water).—Difficult or painful

micturition. See Micturition, Disorders of.

E
EAR, Diseases of.—Synon. : Fr. Mala-

dies de VOreille; Ger. Ohrenkrankheiten.
The natural division of the ear into external,

middle, and internal, suggests a rational as

well as a convenient classification of the dis-

orders to which the auditory apparatus is

liable.

I. External Ear.—In examination of the
external meatus and tympanic membrane,
bright difflised daylight, or, when this is not
obtainable, light from a bull's-eye lamp lit

with gas or electric light, is the best for illu-

mination, and the light should be reflected

from a concave perforated mirror of eight-

inch focus down a tubular speculum. In any
operative proceedings the mirror should be
worn on the forehead, as in examining the
throat, but otherwise should be held in the
hand. As great variations in the calibre of
the auditory meatus are met with, it is

necessary to be provided with specula of
several sizes, the most convenient form being
that known as Gruber's.
Of the affections of the external ear the

most important are the following :—
1. Eczema.—Although the acute form cf

eczema occasionally affects the auricle and
external auditory meatus, it is far more com-
mon to meet with the chronic variety.
Elderly females are especially subject to
eczema of the ear, and it is to "its long con-

tinuance that the remarkable narrowing of

the external meatus throughout its whole
extent, met with occasionally in the subjects

of this complaint, is generally attributable.

Such narrowing wiU often amount to almost
complete closure, and it is in these instances

that eczema becomes the cause of greatly

impaired hearing ; for when this condition is

arrived at, the passage down to the tympanic
membrane is at times so small as only to

admit of a very small probe. It is for this

reason that, although no special methods of

treatment are called for, beyond what is

necessary when parts other than the ear are

affected with eczema, it is of the greatest

importance to keep the meatus sedulously

free from secretion, and this occasionally is

not a very easy matter.
2. Changes in cartilage.—Another con-

dition, in which the external passage becomes
subject to partial closure, is shrinking of the

cartilaginous jmrt of the meatus. This, again,

is a complaint of old age, and is attributable

to no known cause. It is readily relieved by
the patient wearing a piece of silver tube, to

keep the passage patent.

3. Bony Growths.—Bony growths in the

external auditory canal are of two kinds,

true exostoses and hyperostoses.

(1) True exostoses arise from the junction

of the osseous and cartilaginous portions ol
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the cannl, owe their ori;(in to acute inflainma-

tion. and are somewhat rapid in their j^rowth.

They present very Httle ditliculty in tljeir re-

moval, inasmuch as they are attaclied by a

pedicle, and are not composed of very dense

tissue.

(2) Hyperostoses arise from the osseous

part of the canal. These j^rowths are of ivory

hardness, and have a lar^^e base. They are

occasionally siuf^le and confined to one ear,

but generally are multiple, and more usually

than not affect the meatus of both ears sinud-

taneously. The form which they habitually

assume is that of three growths, the apices of

which meet, or nearly so, in the axis of the

canal. Thus, seeing that a very small opening

is quite enough to permit of the passage of

sonorous vibrations to the tympanum, their

presence remains undiscovered imtil a minute
piece of cerumen completely closes an
already nearly closed canal, and so by the

deafness thus produced leads to their detec-

tion. Their growth is very slow, as they are

observed to remain without increase for many
years, and although without doubt they are

at times congenital, it would seem that their

existence is often called into being by a local

UTitation, first, because in a large number of

cases the individuals so suffering have been
for long periods addicted to diving ; secondly,

they are frequentlj- preceded by a discharge

passing for years through a perforated mem-
brane and over the canal.

Treatment.—The occasions when these

growths should be removed ought to be
strictlj' limited to two conditions : 1st, when
they interfere with the escape of purulent
discharge, and so place the patient in danger
of cerebral inflammation ; '2nd, when by ab-

solutely closing the canal they induce great

deafiiess. In the large proportion of cases

the occasional removal of cerumen which
blocks up the small opening that remains is

all that is necessary, and this should be done
by the use of a small hook rather than by
syringing, as the passage of water behind the

growths is to be avoided. When, however,
it is imperative to remove bony gi-owths for

either of the above-named reasons, the best
method consists in drUling them away with
a dental engine, to which may be attached
di'ills of various shapes and sizes. This
operation should be performed under reflected

light, and ether must be given. Owing to

the extreme hardness of the growths, this

process occupies considerable time, but with
due care it is not a dangerous proceeding.
When the object in view is simply the relief

of deafness, it is sufficient to drill away the
apices of the growths, but when it is done for

the purpose of providing a complete escape
to purulent matter it is desirable to remove
the chief part of the. enlargement.

4. Inflammation. The external audi-
tory meatus is subject to inflannuation, dif-

fuied or circmnscribed, the latter occurrmg

in the form of small abscesses or boils. Both
affections are attended by acute pain, and in

each the general health of the ijatient has
been out of order for some time previous to

the local trouble.

Treatmknt.—Treatment in the direction

of improving the general health, and local

bleeding by means of leeches applied in front

of the tragus, will often rapidly relieve the
diffused form of inflammation; but when it

has continued for a long period (as it not
infrequently does), in addition to the soft

tissues the periosteum becomes aflected.

The passage then throughout its whole extent
becomes so swelled as to nearly close the ex-

ternal opening, and pain is constant. The
onlj- treatment which gives complete and
permanent relief under these circumstances
is to make two or three free incisions down
to the bone, along the whole extent of the

osseous part of the canal. A convenient
instrument for this purpose is a small sharp-
pointed curved bistoury. As to the propriety

of opening abscesses in this situation there

can be no question, for, owing to the extreme
denseness of the tissues and their approxima-
tion to bone in the external auchtory canal,

abscess in this part is slow in its progress and
attended with very great sufl'eriiig. These
abscesses being especially liable to recur, a
proper regimen and medicmes appropriate

to the failure in general health are required.

5. Fungi.—The external auditory meatus
has been occasionally found to be the seat of

two varieties of vegetable fungus, namely,
Aspergillus flavus and nigricans. The
symptoms which they have given rise to

have been great in-itation and a slight dis-

charge. They have been readily destroyed
by syringing, and the local application of

diluted spirit of wine or weak mcrcm-ial
ointment.

0. Polypus.—Pohiras of the ear is usually

preceded by inflammation in the t.^Taipanic

cavity and perforation of the membrane ; it is

considered along with diseases of the Jiiiddle

ear.

7. Haematoma Auris. See HiEMATOMA
AURIS.

II. Middle Ear.—All affections of the
middle ear originate in some part of that

tract of mucous membrane which, commenc-
ing where the Eustachian tube ojkmis into

the pharynx, forms the hning of this tube
and of the cavity of the tympanum, finally

becoming the innermost layer of the tym-
panic membrane. To the character of this

tissue is due the term ' calai-rh,' which, in its

two forms of purulent and non- purulent, is

used in describing any deviatioji from health
which, directly or mdu-ectly, is the cause of

pathological change in the Eustachian tube
or tympanum.

l!^ Obstruction of the Eustachian
Tube.— One of the most frequent conditions

under which the Eustachian tubes become
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the seat of obstruction is that met with in

children or young persons. The subjects of

this affection present a very characteristic

aspect. They breathe almost entirely through

the mouth, which, sleeping or waking, is

kept partially open; their tonsils are often

enlarged, and they snore loudly durmg sleep.

The mucous membrane of the nares and

pharynx is swollen, and secretes in excess.

Owing to this tumid state of the fauces the

passages to the Eustachian tubes in this

situation do not admit of the constant neces-

sary supply of air to the tympana. The air

in these cavities undergoes partial absorp-

tion, and thus becomes more rare than that

external to the tympanic membrane; the

density of the outer air remaining the same,

the equilibrium from pressure is destroyed

;

the membrane, consequently, is retracted,

the chain of ossicles is pressed inwards,

and thus the conduction of sound becomes
interfered with—in short, the patient is more
or less deaf. In these cases inspection of

the tympanic membrane at once reveals the

state of affairs. As the cavity of the tym-
panum is not involved in the catarrhal

change, its translucency and lustre are not

impahed ; the handle of the malleus is tilted

inwards, the head of this bone is unusually

prominent, and there is a distinct fold cross-

ing the upper part of the posterior section of

the membrane. Where the obstruction has
lasted for a long period, the membrane will

appear to be almost fallen in upon the walls

of the tympanum, and the promontory and
incus may be distinguished. If under these

conditions the tympanum be inflated on
Politzer's plan,^ an instant return to good
hearing follows, but in the com'se of a few
days the improved hearing jmrtially dies

away, leaving the patient, however, in some
degree better than before the operation.

In all these cases a thorough examination
of the pharynx should be made, inasmuch as
it will be frequently found that the symptoms
above mentioned are due to masses of aden-
oid growths in the vault of the pharynx.
This condition is especially indicated when,
in addition to the apparent nasal obstruction,
the intonation of the voice is of that peculiar
kind as of a person speaking with a bad cold :

thus—" dinety-dine " instead of" ninety-nine."
The only effectual way to explore the pharynx
is to place the forefinger behind the soft
palate as far up as the posterior nares.
When adenoid vegetations are present, they
can in this way be readily felt, and their size
and position estimated. The posterior nares
will often be found to be completely closed,

1 This method of inflating the middle ear (now in
Buch general use) consists m passing a stream of
air from an india-rubber bag through one nostril
wiiilst the patient swallows some water. The oper-
ator at the same time closes one nostril with the
forefinger of the left hand, and completes the
closure of the other with the thumb. The mouth
must be kept firmly shut.

and in severe cases the pharynx throughout

is absolutely filled with them. A rhino-

Bcopic examination gives but a very inade-

quate idea of the condition.

Treatment.—When adenoid growihs are

present they should be removed, and if this

is done thoroughly the patients recover their

hearing conapletely in the course of a few
weeks, and what is almost of eqi;al import-

ance (this applies to the general health), nasal

respiration is quite restored. The best plan

is without doubt to clear the pharynx at one
sitting. This may he done either under
ether, or without. In each case the patient's

body should be well bent forward, in order

that the blood should pass out through the

nostrils. Unless this position is carefully

attended to in the case of a patient under
ether, there is great risk of blood dribbling

into the larynx and being inhaled ; for, these

growths being very vascular, there is a
good deal of bleeding. With this precaution,

however, the pharj'nx can be cleared of

adenoid growths by the nail of the forefinger

in cases where they are very soft and friable ;

or in other cases (the larger proportion), when
they are of firmer consistence, by the use

of a steel nail (introduced to notice by the

writer), adjusted to the forefinger. When
it is found ujion examination that adenoid
growths are not present, the treatment of

obstruction of the Eustachian tubes will be
of a more simple character. It should in-

clude the gentle syringing of the inferior

nares with warm aUialine solutions. The
most useful of these contain bicarbonate of

sodium and borax. In using them the head
should be bent forward, and a small nasal
syringe employed ; this is preferable to the
nasal douche, since the stream from the

douche is so powerful as sometimes to rush
into the Eustachian tubes, and so excite

infiammation of the tympanum. Politzer's

inflation should be employed, but not more
frequently than two or three times in a week.

If the tonsils are so much enlarged as to

interfere with the respiration, it will be

necessary to remove them ; but the reason
for this proceeding is not that they press

upon the openings of the Eustachian tubes,

but because their presence keeps up the
vmhealthy condition of the pharynx.
Under this routine of treatment the pa-

tients completely recover their hearing ; the
space of time during which it is necessary to

continue treatment varying according to the
obstinacy which each case manifests.

Obstruction of the Eustachian tubes in

adults presents certain well-marked differ-

ences from the affection as it prevails in

children. An ordinary cold is the beginning
of the trouble. It is more usual to find one
instead of both tubes obstructed, and more
often than not the tympanic cavity is m-
volved in the catarrh. Where this is not
the case—and it will be evident from the
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retained lustre and transparency of the mem-
brimo —the same princiiiles of treatment as

are pursued in the case of children will hold

good, except in so fur that the affection in

grown-up persons is less persistent after the

tube has been once artificially opened ; and
that, to effect this, Politzer's method is some-

times not sufficient, or, even if so. not as

efficacious as the Eustachian catheter. It

must also be borne in mind that in the

treatment of cases in whicli one ear is

healthy, by means of the catheter the af-

fected ear exchisivt'ly may be subjected to the

air-douche, whilst with Politzer's method it

is impossible to avoid forcing a stream of air

into the healthy tj'inpanum, and this is not

alwaj-s an advisable proceeding.

The Eustachian Catheter.—The following

is the mode of using the Eustachian cathe-

ter :
' Place the patient in a chair, and let

him lean back, and steady his head with the

left hand firmly fixed on the top of it ; hold the

catheter lightly in the right hand, with the

curve downwards, and pass it quickly in this

position through the inferior meatus of the

nose to the posterior wall of the pharynx.

When this is felt, withdraw the catheter

about half an inch, and tilt the point of the

curved end rather upwards, and to the left

or right, according to the side which is being

operated upon. Now hold the catheter and
end of the patient's nose steadily between
the thumb and the first two fingers of the

left baud. All this time the ear of the

patient and that of the surgeon are connected

with the otoscope. The point of the catheter

is now supposed to be in the pharyngeal
orifice of the Eustachian tube ; but the only

certain sign of this being the case is that

when air is forced into the catheter it will be

heard through the otoscope to impinge upon
the tj-mpanic membrane when a stream of

air is passed down the catheter.'

The catheter may bo made of silver or of

vulcanite, but, of whatever material, it must
be inflexible whilst being used. Beyond this,

suffice it to say here that in practised hands
its employment is invaluable, and indispens-

able in the treatment of most affections of

the middle ear, not only in overcoming ob-

struction of the Eustachian tube, but also as

a means by which injection of fluids may be
applied to the cavity of the tympanum. In
making use of the air-douche anmdia-rubber
bag titled to the catheter should be emploj-ed,

and in using injections to the tympanum a
similar arrangement is necessary.

2. Catarrhal Inflammation of the
Tympanum.—When the tympanic cavity

has become involved in the catarrhal state,

or when the affection, instead of proceeding
up the Eustachian tubes, begins in the tym-
panum, as it frequently does, those changes
have commenced which, of all others, form
the most frequent impediments to the conduc-
tion of somid— in other words, which make

the subjects in whom they are found more
or less deaf; and it may be broadly stated

that the extent to which this affection is re-

mediable depends directly upon the time at

which the patients sutTcring from it apply for

treatment. In the early stages, the obstruc-

tion to the passage of sound through the tym-
panum is solely due to the effusion of mucus
in this situation, and this is easily demon-
strated by the moist gurgling sound which
inflation of the tympanum produces, as may
be heard upon connecting the ears of the

patient and surgeon by means of a piece of

india-rubber tubing.' Afterwards comes what
may be termed the dry stage, i.e. when the

fluid portion of the mucus has Buffered ab-

sorption, and when any of the products of

inflammation may have become more or less

organised, or at least in a condition which,

if not interfered with, suffers no further

change. The morbid conditions which re-

sult from non-purulent catarrh of the tym-
panum are twofold. First, those which affect

the tympanic membrane, and are, therefore,

demonstrable during life ; secondly, those

which are met with after death in the tym-
panic cavity. The first of these include

changes in curvature, in colour, and in con-

sistence.

The slighter changes in cur^'ature have
been noticed in speaking of obstruction of

the Eustachian tubes, which condition is ne-

cessarily more or less present in all cases

where the tympanum -has been the seat of

catarrh, and these changes are met with

indefinitely increased until the state of com-
plete collapse is reached.

In this condition the membrane has the

appearance of being in close apposition to the

walls of the tympanum, and lapped round
the ossicles, so that the forms of the malleus,

incus, and sometimes the stapes are distinctlj'

traceable.

In so extreme an example, the membrane
is generally bound down to the tympanic
wall by adhesions. The first change which

the membrane exhibits is a loss of its lustre

and transparency : it becomes opaque. Fur-

ther alterations in colour, in cases of long

standing, consist in the formation of patches

of brown, yellow (colour of parchment), and
white. Variations in consistency will include

thickening throughout the membrane, or in

parts of it, especially in the cases of dense

chalk deposits (phosphate of lime) ; and thin-

ning in places, so observable sometimes that

inflation will induce bladder-like protrusions,

which, as inflation is suspended, fall back

again : changes in all these respects com-
pletelj' metamorphosing the appearance of

the membrane. After death, within the

' This tubing should always be nsed, whether air

or fluids are being injected tlirongh the Eustachian
tube, for upon the sounds thus hoard, as well as on
the patient's own perception, depends the answer
to the question whether the inflation is complete.
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tympanum may be found collections of dried

mucus around the ossicles ; thickening of the

lining membrane ; bands of adhesion in all

directions ; and ankylosis of the ossicles to

each other, as well as between the stapes and

fenestra ovalis.
.

As additional evidence diiring life of ob-

struction in the tympanum, it may be men-

tioned that sounds from a vibrating tuning-

fork placed on the vertex are intensified when

such obstruction exists, and the nerve re-

mains imimpaired. This test is especially

valuable where one ear is healthy, inasmuch

as the sound willbe heard exclusively on the

deaf side, this being due to the fact that vi-

brations of sound thus conveyed to the audi-

tory nerve, on then passage outwards tlirough

the tympanum, meet with the obstruction in

this position, and are reflected on to the laby-

rinth. The appearances above described,

together with the history of the case, serve

sufhciently to distinguish affections of the

conducting from those of the nervous appa-

ratus; and the soimds which are produced

upon inflation of the tympanum, whether of

a moist or dry character, give evidence as to

whether the mucus in the cavity of the tym-

panum is in a more or less fluid state, or has

reached the dry stage where the fluid part of

the secretion has become absorbed, the more
solid portion remaining.

Treatment.—In the first of these condi-

tions, the inflation at once increases the hear-

ing power ; in the second, it produces no
change in the hearing. An indication in this

direction is a most useful guide in respect of

treatment, which may be said to include in-

jections of fluid or vapours into the cavities

of the tympana. In the matter of the selec-

tion of these remedies, the greatest diversity

of practice exists in the hands of capable

authorities. Astringent solutions of sulphate

of zinc, alkahne injections of bicarbonate of

sodium, iodide of potassium, chloride of am-
monium, and the vapours of iodine, chloride

of ammonium, each and all find favour. If

fluids are injected, a few drops only are to be
introduced through the Eustachian catheter,

a small bulb of india-rubber being used to

force the fluid through the catheter. Vapours
are employed by means of the many appa-
ratus in general use. The diversity of opinion
on this subject shows how difficult a problem
is the treatment of the ulterior effects of
catarrh of the tympanum.
The degree of improvement varies within

wide limits, but the greater benefits may
always imhesitatingly be predicted during
the moist stage of the catarrh. Indeed, the
necessity for early treatment is abundantly
shown, in the instance of catarrhal affection
of the midtUe ear, by the extremely satisfac-
tory termination of cases treated early in
the disease, and the slight relief which but
too often follows when the affection has been
allowed to proceed for years unchecked. In

such eases as the latter, the fact that con-

siderable quantities of inspissated mucus
have been found in the tympanic cavities,

first suggested the operation of making an
incision into the tympanic membrane, and
attempting the removal of mucus through
the incision by passing a stream of air

through the tympanum. This proceeding,

with certain modifications afterwards intro-

duced, is no doubt very useful in cases favour-

able for its emploj-ment, but it should be
reserved for those which have defied the less

severe means, and where there is unmistak-
able evidence of an obstruction to the passage

of sound through the tympanum. Experi-

ments with the tmiing-fork, already referred

to, give valuable evidence in this direction ;

but for a detailed account of this method of

treatment, introduced some years ago by the

late Mr. Hinton, the reader is referred to Ques-

tions of Aural Surgery. Suffice it to say here

that an incision about one-eighth of an inch in

length is made in the posterior section of the

membrane with a cataract-needle, and through
this opening an attempt is made to expel

from the tympanum the morbid secretion.

It is not within the compass of this article to

refer to the many operations which have
during the past fifteen years been suggested

for the relief of tympanic affections, but as in

most of these cases there is no doubt that the

mucous membrane which lines the tymjjanic

cavity is the primary seat of the disoi'der, not
sufficient success has attended these efforts

to stand the test of time, or probably some of

them would be practised habitually by aural

surgeons in this country, on the Continent,

and in America. Such, however, is not the

case. One of the causes of failure in all

operative measures on the tympanic mem-
brane is to be found in the fact that it is

impossible to keep any opening in this struc-

ture from healing. That such attempts at

relief should have been made is not surprising

when it is remembered how intractable some
of these cases are, how one of the forms of

catarrh which affects the tympanum is slow
and insidious in its progress, and sufficiently

distinctive in its character, to have applied to

it by general consent the term proliferous
progressive catarrh.

3. Purulent Catarrh of the Tym-
panum.—Perforation.—The form of tym-
panitis in which the effused products become
purulent, is an acute and generally an ex-

tremel}' painful affection. Usually the pus
rapidly makes its escape from the tympanum
into the external meatus, by a process of

ulceration through the tympanic membrane,
leaving as its result a perforation of this

structure. In quite the early stage the
affection may often be cut short by the free

application of leeches in front of the tragus,

followed by fomentations, but more often tlian

not the membrane has given way before the

patient comes under observation. Even then,
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if the tTmiKinic cavity bo emptied of the pns
by the free use of Poht/er's inlhition and
repeated syrinj^rins, tlie opcnint; will often

clo?c, and leave very little, indeed sometimes
hardly any, a])preciai)le deafness. If, how-
ever, a inirulent disc'har>,'e throujjh the open-

in<j bo allowed to go on unheeded for any
leuf^th of time, it is the excei)tion for the

perforation to heal. This condition is con-

stantly seen after scarlet fever, measles, or

any of the exanthemata. A i)erforation of

the tympanic membrane presents an intiiiite

variety of aspects, from a small pinhole to

nearly complete loss of the membrane, but

there will always be a slight remaining
external rim of membrane. This latter is

pcrliaj)s the most fre(iuent of all forms of

perforation, and especially when the ulcera-

tion dates from an attack of scarlet fever.

Although the handle of the malleus occasion-

ally remains, it more usually comes away in

these and other cases where the loss of tissue

is very extensive. The head of this bone,

however, may always be distinguished, unless

there has been complete disorganisation of

the tympanic cavity. Among other forms of

perforation counuoidy met with may be
mentioned those in which the anterior or

posterior half of the membrane is left, and is

bounded internally by the handle of the

malleus; the so-called rt'/n/orw perforation,

where tho lower part of the membrane is

lost, and the umbo of the malleus indicates

the position of the hilus of the kidney ; and
the small, smooth-edged circular perfoi-ation

which is common alike to all parts of tho
membrane. Occasionally, though not very
often, the tympanic membrane is the seat of

a double perforation. Similar variations in

hearmg accompany this condition, between
slight deafness and total loss of hearing
power. The size of the perforation affords

no guide in this respect, extreme loss of

hearing being met with when the perforation

is very small, and very slight deafness where
the loss of tissue has been most extensive, so

that it maj- be unhesitatingly stated that the
loss of tlie membrane is but in a very small
degree the cause of the deafness in these
cases, the disorganisation in the tympanic
cavity mainly accounting for this. Such dis-

organisation is at times so complete (es-

peciallj' after scarlet fever) as to include the
loss of all the ossicles, total deafness, and
paralysis of the muscles supplied by the
portio dura. A very small perforation in the
anterior and superior part of the membrane
may from its position escape notice, but the
diagnosis can be always verified by the
facility with which air may be made to pass
through the opening, or the reverse, provided
that the communication between the Eusta-
chian tube and the tympanum is not closed
by cicatricial tissufe—a very rare condition
when so little of the membrane has suffered
ulceration.

One other form of perforation descr\-e3

mention, rather on account of its frorjucncy

than its importance, namely, perforation of

Shrapnell's membrane, which is that part of

the membrane proper lying j ust above the short

process of the malleus. Ulceration of this

small area, which is merely a protective

membrane, may exist without any impair-

ment to hearing so long as the remainder of

the tympanic membrane is entire, so that it

would appear to perform no function so far

as a conducting medium is concerned, but it

is important to bear in mind that when it is

perforated the lesion is at times connected
with exposed bone.

Treatment.—The treatment of purulent

tympanitis and perforation will include as-

siduous cleanliness ; keeping the Eustachian
tube free from obstruction ; and the use of

local remedies. Amongst the most useful of

these are weak solutions of alcohol, and in-

sufflation of gallic acid or boric acid. As
the condition of tho ear improves under
these measures, so will the hearing power
vastly increase when it has not been com-
pletely- lost ; but there still remains the oft-

times invaluable application of what is spoken
of as the artificial membrane. Of all kinds,

the best undoubtedly is the flattened pad of

moistened cotton-wool, applied by the patient,

every morning, with a pair of forceps con-

structed for tho purpose. Until this be tried

in each case it is impossible to say whether
it will do good; but when it is useful—as it

is in a large number of cases—by its help the

patient will recover very good hearing, and
this even when the perforation has existed

for a period of many years. That its effects

depend upon the support which it gives to the
ossicles, thus re-establishing the normal pres-

sure of the stapes upon the fenestra ovaHs,
has been imquestionably demonstrated.

4. Polypus.—One of the most frequent
coni])lications in cases of perforation of the
tymjjanic membrane is polypus, a term em-
ployed to designate a fleshy tumour in the

ear. Although polypi are occasionally present

in the meatus independently of perforation,

the most usual situation from which they
arise is the lining membrane of the tympa-
num. Sometimes the exact point of origin

is the edge of a perforation, and still more
rarely the sides of the meatus. In size these

growths vary from a small protrusion through
a perforation, to a tumour which entirely fills

the meatus and projects externally from the
ear. In this latter instance the growth pre-

sents a very distinctive appearance, not
xinlike a raspberry. Sections of aural polvpi

hardened in chromic acid with few exceptions
show the structure to be fibro-cellular, the
fibrous element preponderating over the cel-

lular in proportion to the age of the tumour.
Treatment.—In all cases polyiii should be

removed, and the best instruments for this

purpose are the rectangular ring polypus'
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forceps, or, in the case of a large growth, a

Wilde's snare. Owing to their remarkable

tendency to recur, removal is only the pre-

liminary step in treatment. The principal

part of this consists in their complete eradi-

cation by caustics. Of these the most effica-

cious and convenient is chloro-acetic acid, and

later in the treatment nitrate of silver. The
acid should be apphed with great care by

using it on the point of a probe defended

by a small twist of cstton, and a convenient

form of nitrate of sil\er is a bulb of the

melted salt fused on to a probe or plati-

num wire. The caustic should be applied

daily for some time after the polypus has

been removed, and then less frequently. The
treatment should also include the same
scrupulous cleanliness and apphcation of as-

tringents, so desirable in the case of perfora-

tions. It is simply to the want of attention

to details that failure in the treatment of aural

polypus may be ascribed.

Complications of Tympanic Disease.—
(a) Facial Paralysis.—This is due to inflam-

mation around the portio dura in its passage
through the aqueduct of Fallopius. When
suppuration in the tympanic cavity, with
caries of the bony canal, precedes or accom-
panies the loss of function in the nerve, re-

cover}' is hopeless ; but when the paralysis

follows a subacute catarrh of the tympanum,
not ending in a perforation, as is sometimes
the case, the paralysis in time disappears no
less certainly than when it is dependent upon
an affection of the nerve at a point after its

exit from the temporal bone.
(b) Fymmia ; Cerebral Abscess ; and Men-

ingitis.—When the mastoid cells become the
seat of inflammation, the pain, tenderness,
and pitting on pressure over the mastoid pro-
cess, will at once suggest an early incision
down to the bone, and it may be truly said that
this is often delayed too long, and perhaps
is never done too soon. Again, when the
symptoms point definitely to pus within the
mastoid ceUs, the bone should be pierced so
as to make the external opening communi-
cate freely with the cells. Relief given in
this way will occasionally be the means of
saying life, by preventing the absorption of
poisoned material into the lateral sinus. Be-
sides pyagmia thus induced, other fatal issues
which suppuration in the middle ear fre-
quently entails have their starting-point in
the tympanic cavity, and in such instances
cerebral abscess or meningitis may be the im-
mediate caufe of death. In the latter case a
post-mortem examination reveals pus in the
arachnoid cavity, or between the roof of the
tympanum and the dura mater; in the
former case, the seat of the abscess may be
either in the cerebrum or cerebellum; this
portion of the brain (the cerebellum) being
more generally, though not always, the part
affected when the mastoid cells are involved
as well as the tympanum.

The experience of the past few years has
amply demonstrated the success which has
attended the operation of trephining in those

cases where symptoms pomt to cerebral

abscess rather than to general meningitis.

The operation should be done under strictly

antiseptic conditions ; the point selected

should be over the temporo-sphenoidal lobe
;

and when pus is found after an exploration

through this opening the wound should be
kept carefully drained.

Fatal terminations of this nature most
frequently occur when cleanliness and local

treatment of the ear have been neglected.

Hence the necessity for such care.

But the fact that even under the most
favourable conditions such events are pos-

sible, when there is a fistulous opening in the

tympanic cavity, should induce caution with
insurance offices in accepting the lives of per-

sons with this lesion, at the ordinary pre-

miums. Fatal cases of this kind might seem
in practice to be almost divisible into two
classes—namely, those in which cerebral

symptoms come on soon after the establish-

ment of the perforation ; and others where
there has been a purulent discharge from
the ear (that is, from the tympanum) for

many years before the advent of such symp-
toms. In this latter class must be included
those cases in which the temporal bone has
become the seat of caries; and it may be
stated, subject to no exceptions, that when-
ever exposed bone can be detected by means
of examination with a probe within the cavity

of the tympanum, the subjects of this con-

dition are always more or less in a peril-

ous state, and that at any time fatal symp-
toms may commence with a severe rigor, the

earliest of all succeeding symptoms. For
this reason, even when exposed bone cannot
be absolutely demonstrated in the way men-
tioned, the existence of bone-granulations

where there is a perforation of the tympanic
membrane should be regarded as a most
serious complication. The same danger,

though in a very much less degree, may be
said to be present when dead bone can be
detected in the mastoid process—in a less

degree, because the outer table of the bone
is often affected whilst the inner remains
healthy. The dead bone then in the former
position becomes exfoliated, and the external

wound heals. Such are briefly the points of

importance in connexion with caries of the
temporal bone. How caries of the mastoid
process may be obviated by a timely perfora-

tion of the mastoid cells, and how the chief

part of the temporal bone may when carious

be removed and the patient sumive, may be
seen on reference to a paper entitled ' Disease
of the Mastoid Bone,' by the writer of this

article, in the Transactions of the Medical
and Chirurgical Society for 1879.

{c) Malignan t Disease.—In the paper just

mentioned is also reported a case of maUg-
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nant disease of the ear, in which the cavity

of the tyiupnnum, hiivinj; bccu tlie seat of

BUiipiiratioii for some time, became alTectcd

with e[)ithehal growtli, which caused the

death of the patient. From all recorded

cases of malignant disease of the ear, as

well aa those which have come imdcr the

writer's notice, it would seem that the seat

of origin of the new-growth will be found to

be the lining membrane of the tympanic
cavity, and tliat a purulent discharge from
this surface always precedes the ajtpearauce

of the cancer, and must therefore be regarded

as the exciting cause of the growth. In its

early stages cancer in this situation bears a

strong resemblance to the ordinary forms
of polypus. The same cause, then, which in

Bome cases calls into being a polypus, may
occasionally give rise to malignant disease,

and this without any predisjiosmg cause (so far

as can be ascertained) in the patient towards
cancerous growth.

III. Internal Ear.—Apart from deafness

due to local changes in the external or middle
ear, the function of hearing is subject to im-
pairment from causes which have their seat

in the nervous structures of the ear; in other

words, although the conduction of sound may
be good, the perception of sound may be
faulty. The inability to heap the vibrations

of soimd conveyed through the cranial bones,

such as from a vibrating tuning-fork placed
upon the vertex, is indicative of this condition.

For the rest, the absence of tympanic disease,

and the history of the case, must supply the

evidence required for a diagnosis. Familiar
examples of this nature are the deafness
which often accompanies old age, or which is

left after fevers when the middle ear has not
Buffered ; the two forms of syphilitic nervous
affection to be presently mentioned ; the sud-
den and sometimes total loss of hearing which
occasionally follows severe mental shock ; the
deafness after loud explosions near the ear,

so common in artLller3'men and naval men ;

and tiiat which is caused by blows on the
head and boxes on the ear. An attack of
mumps will sometimes leave behind an irre-

mediable loss of hearing in one or both ears,

unattended with any discoverable change in

the tympanum. In a similar way weakly
women occasionally become more or less

deaf during their confinement, and this sj-mp-
tom becomes aggravated as each successive
child is born. In connexion with this sub-
ject, prolonged suckling may be mentioned
as one of the numerous debilitating causes
which undoubtedly aggravate the trouble of
an already impaired ear.

Among the nervous affections of the audi-
tory a])paratus possessing certain character-
istics which serve to distinguish it from others
is the so-termed Meniere's disease, an attack
of which at times gives rise to symptoms
which would he alarming if their true origin
passed unrecognised. A patient who sutlers
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in this wfiy is seized with an attack of vertigo

so severe. that he not infrecjuently falls, and
for some hours afterwards requires assistance

in walking; occasionally vomiting succeeds

the giddiness; and he recovers to find him-
self very deaf in one ear, with which pre-

viously he had heard well. Milder attacks

of the same nature generally follow the first,

and each one leaves the patient more deaf.

Although with many writers it is a favourite

theory that the seat of morbid changes in

this disease is in the semicircular canals, up
to the present the pomt has not been satis-

factorilj' determined. No treatment appears
to exercise any iutiuence upon the disease.

iSVe Vektioo.
Syphilis.—The affections of the ear due

to syphilitic disease demand separate con-

sideration. They occur under the following

varieties : Firstly, in the form of sores and
warts in the external meatus, which yield

to local treatment. Secondlj', affections of

the middle ear during the secondary ulcera-

tion of the throat, the treatment for which,
beyond specific medicines, in no way differs

from what is useful in the ordinary catarrh

of the same parts. Thirdly, failure in hear-

ing power during the secondary stages, un-
attended with any change in the middle ear.

This disappears under constitutional reme-
dies. Fourthly, the loss of function in the

auditory nerve, so commonly met with in

the subjects of inherited syjihilis. In these

patients the hearing power begins to fail be-

tween five and fifteen years of age (very sel-

dom later in life), and proceeds to very great

and often total deafness, the period between
good hearing and the extreme point of deaf-

ness arrived at varying fi-om a few weeks to

several years. From this cause children

sometimes become in the course of a month
or six weeks totally deaf, but such rapidity

is exceptional. Experience has shown how
powerless treatment is to arrest the progress

of this affection, so that attention should be
confined to preventing its subjects from be-

coming dumb, if thej' are attacked after they
have acquired speech, and before they are

likely to forget it, namely, ft-om about four to

seven years of age. This is best attained by
teaching them lip-reading; and if they can
read, by making them do so (aloud) several

times each day. In this way a child will retain

its recollection of language when otherwise

speech would pass awaj'. W. B. Dalby.

EAUX-BONNES, in France.— Sul-

phur waters. Sic Mineral ^VATKUS.

EAUX-CHAUDES, in France.— Sul-

phur waters. Sic Mineral Waters.

• EBUBNATION [ebur, ivory).—A state

of bone-tissue in which it assumes the white-

ness, smoothness, and hardness of ivory, in

consecpience of an increased deposit of calca-

recus matter. It occurs chiefiy in rheumatic
arthritis. Sec Kueumatic Artiikitis.
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ECBOLICS (fV3oXi7, abortion). — This

name is given to the measures which produce

abortion, or expulsion of the contents of the

uterus. In moderate doses ecbohc di'ugs may
act as emmenagogues. See Emmenaoogues.

ECCHYMOSIS (fV, out of; and x^l^"^'

juice).—An extravasation of blood into the

cellular tissue, due either to injury or to dis-

ease. It presents at first a more or less blue

or bluish-black appearance, which changes

with age, passing through green to yeUow.

See Extravasation.

ECHINOCOCCUS {('x'u'os, a hedgehog;

and KOKKos, a grain or berry).

—

See Entozoa.

ECLAMPSIA (eVXa^iTTO), I flash, I ex-

plode).—This term is now used as a synonym
for convulsions, whatever may be their cause.

See Convulsions.

ECPHYMA (fV, out of; and (pCifia, a

swelling).—A growth from the integument.

The term was employed by Mason Good as

a designation for warts and corns, but is at

present almost obsolete.

ECSTASY [i^i(TTr)fii, I amaze).

—

Defini-

tion.—The term ' ecstasy ' has been applied

to certain morbid states of the nervous system,

in which the attention is occupied exclu-

sively by one idea, and the cerebral control

is in part withdravni from the lower centres

and those for certain reflex functions. These
latter centres may be in a condition of inertia,

or of insubordinate activity, presenting vari-

ous disordered phenomena, for the most part

motor.
Description.—The subjects of ecstatic

phenomena are commonly of the female sex,

or are men who lead celibate and ascetic

lives. To such indi\-iduals, they are in the
present day almost confined. In the middle
ages, on several occasions, imder special

circumstances, an intense dominant emotion,
with some attendant ecstatic manifestations,
was known to spread widely by a sort of
moral contagion.

Women who are the subjects of this morbid
state are usually single, frequently present
menstrual irregidarities, and often distinct
evidences of hysteria, of which the ecstatic
condition may be but a part. The immediate
cause of the attack is usually some repeated
vivid emotion, commonly religious, sometimes
one of fear. The direction taken by the
motor^ or other phenomena of the ecstatic
state is often very ob\dously determined by
imitation. With this direction there is

associated, in some cases, the assertion of
supposed facts, which transcend the ordinary
course of natural phenomena, and which have
been proved, in many instances, to depend on
intentional fi-aud.

As forms of ecstasy we have the condition
of some rehgious enthusiasts, in whose domi-

ECSTASY

nant state aU other mental processes are

merged. Dreams and visions are determined

by the ecstatic emotion and add to its inten-

sity. Consciousness of the body may even

be lost, so that aU sensation is gone for a

time ; while the corporeal functions, includ-

ing ingestion and egestion, are reduced to a
mmimum, and a little exaggeration may
represent them as in complete abeyance.

Hence the ' fasting girls ' that have arisen

in various comitries, by whom ' stigmata

'

marks, in the positions of the nails employed
in crucifixion, are sometimes presented, prob-

ably by artificial production, but possibly

by the influence of the mental state on the

processes of nutrition in the parts to which
attention is directed. In some hystero-epi-

leptics a state of ecstasy—of rapt, intense

emotion—forms part of the paroxysmal
seizures, and then wild muscular spasms
replace the tranquil repose of the more voli-

tional ecstatics. Occasionally—when an in-

tense emotion is shared by many persons

—

insubordinate muscular movements occur, of

a rhythmical character, seen in the Jumpers
and Shakers of the present day, and more
strikingly in some of the dancing religious

ceremonies of half-civilised races, and in the

dancing epidemics of the middle ages. Such
was the original dance of St. Vitus, in which
the exciting emotion was religious ; and such
also the ' tarantella,' in which the excitant

was terror at the supposed consequences of

the bite of the tarantula, which the dance

]

was intended to avert. The phenomena now
manifested in the epidemics that have been
described under the name of the ' Jumpers,'

&c., merit, indeed, more detailed notice, since

they have been observed in remarkable de-

gree and conspicuous form in certain races

in whom the process of brain development
concerned in what we term ' civilisation

'

is taking place -^ with a slowness that is prob-

ably alike typical as regards the past, and
instructive as to the process. The conditions

especially favourable for the development of

these disorders appear to be generated by the

close contact of such races with those in

•whom the process of evolution of the ner-

vous system has been carried farther; and
the less developed organisation is, as it were,

strained by a connexion which it is not

strong enough to endure. At all periods a
pathogenic influence has probably also been
exerted by the excessive tension placed on
some mental faculties by certain religious

systems, but the effect is greater when the

strain comes from without, and the nervous
constitution is warped by the inequality be-

tween its own strength and that of the race

with which it is not only in contact but
attachment. The cerebral functions may be
deformed by emotions that would be power-
less to disturb a brain whose functions were
strengthened by equal development in all

parts.
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It is cspucially amon^ the noffco tribes in

contact with more civihsed white races, that

the most conspicuous forms of ecstatic disease

have been observed. A condition described

by Hammond under the term ' Jlirvachit

'

(Russian, 3/i>'('fJ<('/ii< = ' phvyint? the fool ') is

ahnost identical with that met with in the

so-called Jumpers. The subjects of this

condition have been met with chieHy in

Siberia ; but an exactly similar condition is

met with in Ja\a, where it is known as
' Lata ' or ' I.atak.' Both sexes are liable,

but most sufferers are females. It occurs in

epidemics, especially involving; several mem-
bers of the same family ; althouf^h sporadic

cases are often met with. Contact with a
person who is the subject of this affection

is often the exciting cause; but sometimes
the malady is distinctly hereditary. Natives
and acclimatised immigrants are exclusively

attacked, and of them only children and
persons of a low intellectual development.
The characteristic of the disease is that its

subjects are compelled to imitate any sound,
gesture, grimace, or act, even if it gives rise

to pain, anger, or remonsti'ance. As a rule

the malady is chronic, but presents spon-
taneous remissions. The general health is

unaffected, and the patient is not incapaci-

tated from work. Thus the chief difference

between this condition and most other ec-

static states is, that the subjects of Miryachit
re-act only and simply to impulses entering
through tlie afferent optic and auditory chan-
nels ; and when an order is given they do
not perform the acts, but simply repeat the
words of the order.

The stf.te of ' somnolentia,' or ' sleep-

drunkenness,' is closely allied, psychically, to

the conditions under discussion, although
differing in its associations, by which it is

connected more closely with epileptic mania
than with the ecstatic disorders. The sub-

jects of this condition perform some act, it

may be even of violence or murder, on being
suddenly awakened from sleep— the action
being often prompted by a dream.
The close resemblance between ecstasy and

some forms of hysteria has already been
alluded to ; but what is of still greater interest

is the fact that suggestion plays a most impor-
tant part in all the conditions that have here
been discussed, and that all these conditions
seem, as it were, to form Unks in the chain
which connects the dancing epidemics of the
middle ages with the phenomena of sugges-
tion and hypnotism of the present day.
A remarkable case is quoted by Hammond,

of a gentleman who would perform any act
he was told to by a person whispering into
his ear while he was asleep.

Treatment.—It is rarely now that ecstatic

manifestations have to be treated except as
part of pronounced hysteria, and the treat-

ment is that of the hysterical state which
underlies the ecstasy. The measures of para-

mount importance are the substitution of a
' healthy moral atmosphere ' for that under
which the symptoms have arisen ; and the

exposure of actual fraud. Occasionally, even
now, examples of solitary ecstasy come under
observation. In these cases considerable care

and tact are needed. Ecstatics are not amen-
able to the motives which influence most
persons, and, if there is actual fraud, will

sometimes die rather than be found out. In
the case of fastuig girls, due observation of

the body-weight during a short time will

answer as well as, and is much safer than, a
long exclusion of food. But the removal of

the ecstatic to other surroundings is the most
important step for both detection and cure.

W. R. GowEus. J. S. RisiEN Russell.

ECTHYMA {(Keia>, I burst out).—A pus-

tule or pimple
;
pathologically occupying a

mid-place between a pustule and a furuncle.

The so-called tar-acne, the small inflanmia-

tory pustules developed aroimd a mother-
boil, and the commoner eruptions produced
by iodine and bromine, are examples of ec-

thyma. Sl'c Skin, Diseases of.

ECTOPIA (fV, out of; and rdn-oi, a place).

An abnormal protrusion or displacement of

a part ; for example, ectopia vesicce, protru-

sion of the bladder. See Obgans, Displace-
ment of.

ECTOZOA (ffcror, without; and fiw, an
animal).—A term employed by some natura-
lists to embrace all the external parasites.

See Epizoa.

ECTROPION \,. ,
f.

, . ,

ECTROPIUM 1

'**' ' '"' 'p*'^'^' i

turn).—A condition in which the eyelid be-

comes everted, so that the conjunctival sur-

face is exposed. See Eye aj;d its Append-
ages, Diseases of.

ECTROTIC {(KTiTp^aKoi, I miscarry).—
A term applied to arrest of the course of a
morbid process, for example, the develop-

ment of small-pox. The agent by which the

pustule is made to abort, named the ectrotic,

may in this instance be a point of nitrate of

silver. A coating of plaster, and especially

substances which will exclude the light,

such as mercurial ointment, or an ointment
of lampblack, are likewise employed as

ectrotics of smaU-pox.
Erasmus Wilson.

ECZEMA (<VC(<o, I bubble up).—Synok.:
Fr. Eczema ; Ger. Eczem.

Definition.—An inflammatory disease of

the skin, which in its typical form is associated

with the formation of papules and vesicles

which quickly burst, and leave a more or less

•excoriated surface, discharging a gummy
serous fluid, which stifl"ens into a thin crust

as it dries. The disease is always attended
with itching.
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JStiology.—Eczema is by far the most

common disease of the skm, and is said to

constitute about one'-third of all the cases of

skin-disease. It occurs at aU periods of life,

from infancy to old age, but is probably rather

more common during the first and second

dentitions, and in the later period of hfe, than

in youth or middle age ; on this point, how-

ever, there is some difference of opinion, and

in any case, age is not a very constant factor

in its development. It is generally admitted

to be somewhat more common in males than

in females.

The principal causes of eczema may be

conveniently divided into three groups

:

(1) those that are strictly local, such as varicose

veins, and tne various forms of local irrita-

tion
; (2) more general causes, such as teeth-

ing, errors of diet, overwork, and anxieties of

all kinds; (3) a constitutional tendency to

the disease. It must be admitted, however,

that there are cases of eczema for which no
definite assignable cause can be found.

With regard to strictly local causes, varicose

veins are perhaps the most important. Irri-

tants, however, such as tincture of arnica,

stimulating plasters and embrocations, often

give rise to local attacks of eczema in those

who are predisposed to it. Exposure to ex-

treme heat or cold is amongst the well-recog-

nised exciting causes of the malady, which is

often a source ofannoyance to Europeans living

in th§ tropics. A Turkish bath will sometimes
produce a papular eczema such as we also

meet with in stokers. The handling of irritat-

ing materials, which is incidental to certain

trades, occasionally gives rise to local eczema
of the hands. Too frequent washing in hard
water may be mentioned as a common excit-

ing cause in those predisposed to the disease.

The general causes of eczema are of more
importance than the local "causes, although
they are less certain and definite in their
action. In children, the process of teeth-
ing, an injudicious diet, and worms may be
mentioned as generally recognised exciting
causes of the disease; of these three, in-
judicious feeding is the most important, and
is by no means confined to infancy or child-
hood. Constipation and a general neglect of
the action of the bowels, is another common
cause of the perpetuation, if not of the de-
velopment, of the malady.
With regard to a constitutional tendency

to the disease, it is, without doubt, common.
In some instances, this tendency is so strong
that eczema may be said to be always present
throughout life, or with but short intervals of
freedom. It is generally believed that gouty
families and individuals are more liable to
eczema than those that have no tendency to
gout

;
the writer does not doubt this fact, but

that IS very different from the common state-
ment that gout gives rise to eczema, for which
there is not much foundation.

Syjiptoms.—Eczema is remarkable for the

varying appearance it assumes, according to

the acuteness of the inflammation, the stage

of the disease, and the parts affected. In an
early stage it generally consists of a red and

.

slightly swollen patch ; later on, this may be

covered with papules and vesicles, which are

usually of short duration, to be followed by
the development of a moist excoriated sur-

face, discharging a serous or gummy fluid.

When the process of healing begins, the patch
becomes dry, and covered with thin scalj'

crusts, which ultimately faU off, and leave

the skin in a coinjjaratively healthy con-

dition. Although this is the description of

typical eczema, yet the varieties in the course

and character of the eruption are so great

that they require a brief notice.

There are three princijial variations in the

development of the erujition : (1) The inflam-

mation may be very acute, and the exudation
of serous fluid into the skin and subcutaneous
structures so rapid and excessive as to pro-

duce great swelling of the tissues. This is espe-

cially met with in acute eczema of the face, in

which there is sometimes closure of the eye-

lids, and a complete alteration in the features,

60 that the patient can be hardly recognised.

(2) A very common variation from the nor-

mal course of the eruption is the develop-

ment, from the first, of dry, red, slightly scaly

patches, which are never moist, and but little

swollen. Eczema of this kind is always
attended with much itching, but with no
pain or tenderness on pressure. (3) A general

eruption of minute red papules over the body
and limbs, is another very common form of

the disease. The papules usually develop
rapidly, and are distributed symmetrically
over the body, reminding one, at a little dis-

tance, of a scarlatina rash. The eruption
generally aborts, dries up, and desquamates
without the formation of visible vesicles,

though now and then a few may be found
amongst the bright red papules.

The various forms or stages of eczema are

sometimes indicated by qualifyingnames ; thus
theearliest phase consists simply of hyperiEmic
patches and is calledeczema erythematosum;
later on we may have eczema papulositm,
and vesiculosum ; soon the vesicles burst,

and leave a raw, discharging, excoriated sur-

face, to which the term iclwrosum has been
applied ; when the congestion is great, it is

called eczema rubrum. The formation of a
puriform discharge is indicated by the name
impetiginosum ; and lastly, eczema squama-
8U7n is applied to the disease in its scaly con-
dition. One or all of these phases of eczema
may sometimes be seen in different regions
of the body at the same time.
Although the skin of any part of the body

is liable to be attacked by eczema, yet it may
be said to have a preference for certain re-

gions, as, for example, the flexor surfaces of

the limbs, the hands, the scalp, and the points

of junction of the skin with the mucous
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membranes. In some of these regions, such
as the hands, the hjis, and tlie auns, local

causes play an important part in the per-

petuation, if not in the development, of the

malady. Eczema is generally distributed

symmetricalh', though there are many ex-

ceptions to tlio rule. With regard to subjec-

tive sensations, it may be said that they are
always present, and form one of the most
troublesome sj'inptoms of the disease. In
most cases itching is a very characteristic

' featiure ; the only exception to this rule is

met with in acute eczema, in which the sen-

sations of pain, burning, and smarting for a
time mask or take the place of itching ; but
when the inflammation subsides, itching is

sure to arise. In no other affection, except
prurigo, is itching so constantly present.

DiAGN'osis.—Eczema is liable to be mis-
taken for the following diseases : erysipelas,

scabies, psoriasis, sycosis, tinea tonsurans,
superficial lupus, and some s^-philitic erup-
tions.

Eczema and Erysipelas.—Acute eczema
of the face, with much exudation into the
subcutaneous tissue, is the only form liable

to be mistaken for erj-sipelas. The following
points will aid the differential diagnosis

:

(1) In erysipelas, the eruption is preceded by
rigors. (2) The pulse, temperature, and feb-

rile symptoms generally are higher than in

eczema. (3) There is almost always headache,
and often albuminuria. (4) Erysipelas has a
more sharply defined margin, and a smoother
and more glazed surface. (5) Erysipelas
connnonly begins round or below one orbit,

and is, more often than eczema, unilateral at

first, although, in the end, both sides may be
affected.

Eczema and Scabies.—These two diseases
are often confounded, for the very obvious
reason that scabies leads to a kind of artificial

eczema. Apart from the use of the micro-
scope, which cannot always be applied, the
following considerations will aid the differ-

ential diagnosis. Scabies especially attacks
certain regions, and when a pimply eruption
is met with between the fingers, and on the
flexor surface of the wrists, and also at the
same time on the lower part of the abdomen,
penis, and nates, a very careful examination
should bo made for other signs of scabies.

An examination over the wrist with a common
magnitying-glass will often lead to the detec-
tion of the scabies cuniculus, looking very
like a pin-scratch. The history of the case
will also aid the diagnosis.

Eczema and Psoriasis.—Dry scaly forms
of eczema may be mistaken for psoriasis,

though the more shar])ly defined and raised
margin of the latter, with a tendency to form
rings, usually makes the diagnosis easy. The
development of the. eruption on the points of
the elbows and just below the knee-caps, is

very distinctive of psoriasis.

Eczema and Sycosis.—The very chronic

character of sj-cosis, and the absence of any
running exudation, together with its strict

limitation to the hairy parts of the face, will

generally serve to distinguish it from eczema.
In a recent attack the ditVerential diagnosis

is difficult, but not of much importance, aa

the two diseases are very closely allied.

Eczema and Tinea Tonsurans.—It is only

ringworm of the body that can be mistaken
for eczema. A solitary patch of dry eczema-
like eruption, spreading at the margin, at

once suggests the probability of ringworm.
The diagnosis will be rendered almost cer-

tain if a narrow margin of the round patch

is sharply defined, slightly raised, and of a
brighter colour than the other parts. If no
treatment has been adopted, the microscope
will comjilote the diagnosis ; but if any active

remedies have been apphed, the microscopic

examination is useless.

Eczema a)>d Lupus.—Patches of superficial

lupus sometimes become covered with scales

and eczema-like crusts, which mask the real

nature of the disease. A careful examination
will, in any doubtful case, lead to a correct

diagnosis.

Eczema and Dermato-syphilis.—Pustular
syphilitic eruption of the scalp may bo mis-
taken for impetiginous eczema. The presence

of superficial ulceration, and a peculiar offen-

sive smell, are characteristic of the syphilitic

eruption, apart from other signs of sj'philis.

Dry, cracked eczema of the palm is very com-
mon, and is sometimes confounded with a
similar condition which is due to sj-philis,

and often miscalled ' psoriasis palmaris.' This
kind of eczema is generallj- attended with
much itching, which is not the case with the

syiAilitic eruption. Eczema is, moreover,
rarely confined to one palm, while the syphi-

litic eruption is often unilateral. The histoiy

of the case will also aid the diagnosis.

Treatment.—The variations in the charac-

ter of eczema are so great that it is imjiossible

to lay down rules of treatment that will meet
all cases. Some general directions may, how-
ever, be given, which will serve as guides,

though nothing can supply the place of prac-

tical experience.

Acute Eczema.—The treatment of acute

eczema is simple. In all very severe cases

the patient must be confined to bed or the

couch. Moderate or free purging with sul-

phate of magnesium or sulphate of sodium is

always indicated, some, care being of course

required in the case of weakly or elderly

people. ^Vhen the attack is of gouty origin.

the purgative treatment may be supplemented
by the use of alkalis with iodide of potas-

sium or colchicum, according to circum-

stances. In the local treatment of acute

eczema, all ointments of a stimulating kind
should be strictly avoided. If the inflam-

mation is confined to the limbs, water-dress-

ing or a weak lead lotion is often the best

application, but it must never be allowed to
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get dry. During the day, when the dressing

can easily be kept moist, it is better not to

cover it with gutta-percha tissue ; but at night

this plan may be adopted, in order to prevent

the lint from getting quite dry. It is difficult

to apply water di-essing to the head and face,

and under these circumstances fuller's earth

or starch and zinc powder is a useful applica-

tion. If, however, this does not suit, the lini-

mentum calcis, made with sweet almond oil,

may be used ; it should be either appHed on

lint or simply painted on several times daily.

Some patients derive great benefit from thin

linseed meal poultices, which do not require

changing so often as water-dressings, other-

wise the principle of treatment is the same in

both.

Sub-acute or Chronic Eczema.— The
general treatment of sub-acute or chronic

eczema will depend more on the character of

the eruption, and the age of the patient, than

on the parts aflected; the local treatment,

on the other hand, must be modified to suit

the regions attacked. The general treatment

would include rest, change of air, diet, and
medicine, according to the severity of the

case, and other attendant circumstances. If

the patient is suffering from gouty symptoms,
dyspepsia, or constipation, the plan of treat-

ment should be adapted to meet these con-

ditions, with a considerable probability that

it will also be the most suitable treatment for

the eczema, which may of course be dealt

with at the same time by local means. When,
however, the patient is young and in good
health, arsenic in moderate doses will be
found the most generally useful remedy. In
children between the ages of two and five,

one-drop doses of the liquor arsenicalis given
after meals three times daily is usually
enough ; it may be combined with alkalis

or laxatives or tonics according to circum-
stances. The routine practice of treating
ordinary eczema in young children with iron
and cod-liver oil generally ends in failure,

especially when the eczema is of an irritable

kind. In the pustular forms of eczema, how-
ever, iron is useful, and then the arsenic may
be combined with the vinum ferri or some
otherpreparationof iron. In people of middle
age, arsenic is not so generally useful as in
children. In the sub-acute irritable forms of
eczema, vinum antimoniale in small doses,
with diuretics, may often be given with ad-
vantage instead of arsenic.

In all forms of eczema the greatest atten-
tion should be paid to the action of the
bowels. The malady is often associated with
constipation, and even when this is not the
case, some increase in the natural action of
the bowels is highly benefic al. The kind
of purgative to be used will depend on the
age of the patient and other circumstances.
In infancy, fluid magnesia in milk is one of
the best; in childhood, sulphur powders
or lozenges, or mild sahne purgatives, are

most suitable : for adults, sulphate of mag-
nesium or sulphate of sodium, given either

before breakfast in full doses, or in smaller

doses with some tonic two or three times
daily, is suitable ; lastly, in old age, mild
aloetic pills may be given.

The use of Tar in Eczema.—For many
forms of chronic dry eczema, the various pre-

parations of tar are among the most useful

local remedies. They do more to relieve the

intolerable itching than any other class of

remedies, the chief drawbacks being their dis-

agreeable colour and smell. Before applying

tar preparations to eczema, it is always ad-

visable to try the effect in a much diluted

form, or over a very limited area ; for v/hen

applied to unsuitable cases they some-
times produce a great aggravation of the

disease. The ordinary tar ointment may be
freely diluted with any other ointment, such
as zinc ointment, and subsequently the

quantity of tar increased or diminished ac-

cording to circumstances. The tar lotions

are less disagreeable than tar ointment; they
are made by combining the liquor carbonis

detergens (made from coal tar), or the liquor

picis compositus (made from vegetable tar)

with water, or some simple lotion, such as the

ordinary lead lotion. One to four per cent,

of the tar solution is usually enough.
Local forms of Ticzema.— Eczema

of the Scalp.—Special local treatment is

sometimes required when eczema attacks

certain regions of the body. On the scalp,

when it is attended with much discharge, the

hair should be cut and kept quite short. All

the scabs should be softened by a poultice,

and then removed by bathing with warm
water. The head should then be carefully

dried, and dressed with an ointment consist-

ing of acetate of lead gr. xv, zinc oint-

ment 5iji calomel gr. xx, nitrate of mercmy
ointment gr. xx, vaseline 5'ji benzoated
lard .^ss. When the inflammation has sub-

sided, the white precipitate ointment, diluted

with an equal quantity of vaseline, may be
used. In dry, scurfy eczema of the scalp, the
best salve is the red oxide of mercury oint-

ment ;^ij, white vaseline 5y) ; this should be
applied in small quantities every day. Some-
times when there is much active inflamma-
tion, a lotion may be used instead of an oint-

ment until the inflammation has subsided.
The most useful are weak sulphate of zinc or
boric acid lotions, or carbolic-acid lotion of

strength of about one part in a hundred
parts of distilled water. Whenever a lotion

is used it should never be allowed to get dry
;

the dressing may be conveniently kept in its

place by a light thread or cotton nightcap.
Eczema of the hairy jjai'ts of the face

should be treated very much like eczema of
the scalp. If, however, there is pus-forma-
tion in the hair-follicles, it is best to remove
the hairs that pass through pustules, and
allow the pus to escape ; then to wash with
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weak, strained .tiniel, and after carefully dry-

injj the skin to apply a lotion of calamine and
oxide of zinc, so as to drj- up tlic discharge as

quickly as possible. The crusts which form,

if firmly attached, should be allowed to

remain, but when loose from exudation

underneath, they should be removed, and,

the hair beinj^ carefully cut, the surface should

then be dabbed with a little medicated wool,

and the lotion aj^ain applied.

Eczema of the .'l«/(s.^This is a most
troublesome malady, the itching being often

out of all proportion to the amount of visible

eruption ; when this is the case, it is com-
monly called 7;rM»-(7«s aiii. The most impor-
tant point in the local treatment of ec/.ema

in this region, is always to wash dircctlij

after the bowels have acted, without the use

ofpaper. For this purpose ajugandbasm
and a very soft old towel should always be

kept in the water-closet. After washing, the

eczema should be very careftilly dried, and
some suitable ointment immediately applied.

Among the best are the calomel, the diluted

oxide of mercnrj', and the calamine omt-
ments ; a very small quantity of the crea-

sote ointment niay be advantageously com-
bined with any of these whenever pruritus

is the chief feature of the disease. An oc-

casional painting with a solution of nitrate of

silver (gr. x ad 5J) is very useful. Although
it is essential to wash directly after tiie

bowels have acted, yet this should not

generally be repeated until the bowels act

again, too frequent washing being bad for

the eczema. A little cotton-wool placed so

as to keep the skin on the two sides &om
touching is very useful.

Eczema of the Auditory Meatus.—Any
accumulation of crusts should be first

removed by syringing with warm water

;

this should be followed by the use of a tepid

sulphate of zinc lotion (gr. iij-vj ad W) several

tunes daily ; an occasional painting with a
solution of nitrate of silver (gr. viij ad 5J) is

often useful. \Vhen the eczema is of the dry
kind, citrine ointment diluted with six parts

of oil or vaseline, and applied to the inside of

the ear carefullj- with acamel's-hair brush, is

the best remedy.
Eissures in Eczema.—Fissures are apt to

occur in eczema at thb corners of the mouth,
between the toes, about the anus, and along
the lines of flexure in the palm of the hand.
The best treatment for these is to carefully
paint a solution of nitrate of silver (gr. xv
ad 5J) into the bottom of the crack, with a
very fine camel's-hair brush, once a day.
Eczema of the A'ipjjle is often diflicult to

cure. It should he protectedfrom touching
the clothes by a shield, and painted daily
with a solution of nitrate of silver (gr. x
ad .5j).

Chronic Eczema of the Palm is a most
obstinate malady. This arises from the
natural thickness of the cuticle, which does

37

not readily allow the escape of exudation,

but cracks and leaves troublesome fissures,

especially at the lines of flexure. Moreover,
the hands are constantly exposed to the
unfavourable conditions of movement and
fre(iuent washing. In these cases, if the
outer cuticle is much hardened and thickened,

it is necessary to remove it. This may be
done either bj' macerating it with a weak
lotion of liipior polassa; and distilled water
(^ij ad 5'^iij) applied on lint, or by painting

it for a few days with a saturated solution of

salicj'lic acid in flexible collodion. When the

liard cuticle is removed, the hand sliould be
dressed with the oleate of zinc, or some other

soothing ointment. Gloves should be con-

stantl}' worn, so as to avoid the necessity of

washing until the hand is quite well.

Eczema of the Leg.—The special indication

in the treatment of eczema of the leg is care-

ful bandaging from the foot up to the knee.

In some few cases the solid india-rubber

bandages are most useful, but they are not

always easily borne.

Pruriginons Eczema.—Some forms of dry
eczema affecting large areas of the body are

attended with such intense itchmg that the
patient loses all power to resist the tempta-
tion to scratch. As a consequence the skin

is torn and lacerated with the nails of the
sufferer, which only gives temporai-y relief.

Under these circumstances Professor Unna
recommends a kind of gelatine paint made by
combining zinc oxide and gelatine, each one
part, and glycerine and water each four

parts. This is melted when rc(iuired by
placing the jar in hot water, and then painted
on with a soft shaving brush. The remedy
is rather a disagreeable one, but sometimes
useful to prevent scratching in seveio cases.

Diet.—A careful diet is of considerable

importance in the treatment of eczema,
especially in children, and in gouty or

dyspeptic people. Children suffering from
pustular eczema require a liberal diet, and
especially a little beer or wine, and plenty

of fresh meat and vegetables. Even infants

with pustular eruptions often require alcohol

in small quantities, the best form being from
15 to 20 drops of French brandy in milk two
or three times daily according to circum-
stances. It is the formation of pus which
appears to indicate the use of small doses of
alcohol. On the other hand, dry irritable

eczema in adults is often benefited by a
reduction in the usual amount of alcohol.

Some kinds of food, such as highly salted

meat and fish, sweets—including dried fruits,

cofTee, and oatmeal, appear to be unsuitable

for most kinds of eczema.
Washing in Eczema.—Perhaps there is

no more common mistake in the treatment
of eczema than too frequent washing ;

indeed, the mistake is a very natural one.

In all ordinary cases of eczema, washing
with soaj) and water must beforbidden; and
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this is most essential when the eczema is

heahng, and the n6w, deHcate cuticle is

forming, for then water macerates and

destroys it, and thus the dm-ation of the

disease is needlessly prolonged. As a matter

of fact, starch or fuller's earth powder keeps

the skin quite clean, and also favours the

healing process. If washing is absolutely

necessary, as it is sometimes in an early

stage of the disease where there is much
discharge, weak, strained gruel, made with

soft or distilled water, is always preferable

to soap and water, but even that should

not be used often.

Baths in Eczema.—It is difficult to lay

down any definite rule with regard to the

use of baths in eczema. In some forms of

eczema, especially in young children, baths

do much harm. In gouty people, on the

other hand, who sufi'er from dry chronic

eczema resembling psoriasis, a course of

mild alkaline baths is often very beneficial.

Great discrimmation, however, is required
in the choice of baths. The summer is the
most suitable time of the year for the bath
treatment. Egbert Liveing.

ECZEMA MARGINATUM. — See
Tinea teichophytina ; and Ekythrasma.

EFFUSION (c,out; and/Mwd;o,Ipour).
The escape of a fluid from its natural channel
or cavity into the substance of organs or the
cellular tissue, or from free surfaces. As ex-

amples may be mentioned dropsy in its

various forms, and effusions resulting from
inflammation.

EGYPT, UPPER.—A very dry, tonic,
winter climate. Mean winter temperature,
02° F. Season, October to March. See Cli-
mate, Treatment of Disease by.

ELECTRICITY IN MEDICINE.—
The purposes for which electricity is em-
ployed in medicine are various. It is used
as a stimulant to excite muscular and ner-
vous tissue which is the seat of paralysis
or pain, and as a stimulant to the tissues
generally ; its chemical action may be em-
ployed for dissolving tissues and coagulat-
mg blood within anem-ysmal sacs; and its
I hernial effects are employed in surgery
for heating cauteries. The incandescent
electric light has been adapted for the illu-
mination of the throat, as well as of the
bladder and other cavities of the body.

,
Electricity is used in its three forms of—
(1) Franldinic, static, or frictional elec-
tricity; (2) Faradism, i.e. electricity gene-
rated by induction, whether voltaic or mag-
netic; and (3) Galvanism or VoUaism, -which
owes its existence to chemical action.
Apparatus.— 1. FranUinic electricity,

which IS generated by the friction of glass discs
or cylinders, and which was formerly much in
vogue, may again possibly take its place as a
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recognised therapeutic agent. Charcot con-

tends that in some cases of muscular wasting,

franklinism will produce a contraction where
both faradism and galvanism fail to do so

;

and in some cases of ' hysteria ' also fr-ank-

linism seems to be of undoubted service.

2. Faradic batteries should consist of (a)

a coil of insulated copper wfre, the ends of

which are in connexion with the plates of a
galvanic cell. This is called the primary
coil, and contains a bundle of soft iron wire
in its interior, (b) A second coil of insulated

copper wire, made of finer wire, and contain-

ing a greater number of spirals than the

primary, over which it is made to slide ;

this is called the secondary coil, (c) An in-

terruptcr, capable of interrupting the current
automatically and with great rapidity, by
means of the constantly recurring magnetic
action of the bundle of iron wires in the in-

terior of the primary coil. These batteries

should have means of graduating the in-

tensity of the current of either coil, and of

including the patient in the circuit of either

coil without altering the connexions of the

conducting wires. Sometimes the galvanic
element is replaced by a large magnet, as in

the well-known rotating magneto-induction
apparatus.

3. Galvanic batteries, when used for thera-

peutic or electrolytic purposes, should be
composed of (a) a large number of small
cells of low electromotive force, and as con-
stant in their action as possible. The cells

known as the ' Leclanche ' are the best, (b)

Means of including in the circuit any number
of cells at will, so that thereby the intensity

of the current may be regulated, (c) Means
of opening or closing the circuit at will, and
of reversing the dfrection of the current with-

out altering the position of the current-

carriers (rheophores) on the patient's body.
This is effected by means of a simple con-

trivance known as a hey and commutator,
(d) A galvanometer. Practitioners who only
make occasional use of electricity should
select batteries of the simplest construction

;

and for rough therapeutic purposes a box of

cells provided with screw terminals (one

terminal for every third or fourth cell) is all

that is necessary. Accessories, such as inter-

rupters, reversers, and galvanometers, should,

if needed, be purchased independently and
connected with the battery when required.

The galvanometer is, for the purposes of
exact diagnosis, for physiological experiment,
and for electrolytic operations, quite indis-

pensable, as by its use alone are we able to

say what strength of current is operating.
Not only does the electromotive force of the

cells employed vary momentarily, but the
resistance of the body varies in the same and
in different individuals, so that to say that a
current from ' so many cells ' has been used
is no guide. The galvanometer alone is able
to measure the intensity of the current em-
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ployed, and these iiistniments are calibrated

to register intensity in milliamperes ; and in

rccordiuf? we say that ' the muscle contracted
with a current of so many milliamperes,' &c.

Batteries which are required for heatinjj

wires and cauteries must be composed of

cells of hi^h electromotive force, and as large

as is practically possible. The number of

cells or elements is of less importance than
their size. It is not unusual to have, for this

purpose, Groves's or Buuscn's cells capable of

containing a pint of liquid each. Accumu-
lators or storage batteries are now much used
for this purpose.

Tlie essential and distinctive dififerences

of the two foi-ms of current (galvanic and
'

faradic) will now be described.

The Galvanic Current.—The galvanic
current is (1) conlinaoushj evolved; hence it

is spoken of frequently as the ' continuous
current;' (2) It Jloivs always in the same
direction—i.e. from the positive pole, which
is in connexion with the copper or receiving
plate, to the negative pole, which is in con-
nexion with the zinc or generating plate.

This fact must be constantly borne in mind,
because the action of the two poles is

markedly difTcreut, and it has been asserted
(on very doubtfid evidence, however) that
the direction of the current in the body>
whether towards the nerve-centres or to-

wards the periphery, has an important effect

upon the plij-siological and therapeutical re-

sults. (3) It has well-marked chemical and
thermal effects. This action is most marked
at the negative pole, wdth which, if a mode-
rately intense current be used, heat, redness,
inflammation, and even sloughing of the skin
may be readily produced. It is therefore always
necessary to frequently change the position
of the negative pole on the body. (4) It has
electrolytic effects. When a galvanic current
is passed through a conducting compound
liquid, decomposition of the liquid results,

oxygen (if water only be used) and acids (if

saline solutions be used) being evolved at the
positive pole, while hydrogen or alkalis, as
the case may be, are evolved at the negative
pole. Since the human body consists of a
mass of cells which contain and are bathed
in saline fluids, many of the phenomena ob-
served on passmg galvanic currents through
the human body, or any part of it, are prob-
ai)ly due to this electrolytic action. Faraday
called the positive pole the anode, and the
negative pole the cathode, and these terms
are frequently emplo5'ed.
Induced "^Current.—With regard to the

induced current, the following points must
be remembered. (1) It is inomentary in
duration. (2) Its direction is constantly
changing, so that, in using it, it is less neces-
sary to distinguish between the poles. (3)
Its chemical, thermal, and electrolytic effects
are nil. (4) It has much greater ' tension

'

tlian the galvanic current—that is, it over-

comes the resistance of the body with fiu-

greater ease. (5) It causes the contraction

of healthy muscle far more readily than
the galvanic current. Muscular contractions
only occur at the moment of making or
breaking a current, and it is mainly to the
rapid interruptions of the induced current
that its high stimulating power is due. The
current of the secondary coU has greater
tension, more penetratuig power, and greater
stimulating power than the current of the
primary coil or ' extra-current.' This is due
to its being composed of finer wire, and
having a greater number of turns.

The stimulating effects of the galvanic
current which cause muscular contraction
occur only at the moment of making or
breaking the current, and not during its con-
tinuance, and the stimulating effect of the
two poles is different, as may be demon-
strated by the ' polar method of investiga-

tion,' instituted by Brenner of St. Peters-

biu-g. If one rheophore be placed on an
indifferent part of the body, as the back, and
the other be placed over a nerve-trunk or

muscle, we are able by means of the commu-
tator and key to study the action of either

pole on nerves and muscles during the
making and breaking of the current. With
weak currents it is found that contraction
ensues only when the stimulating rheophore
is negative (cathode), and only on closing

the cii-cuit. This is called Cathodal Closure
Contraction (C.C.C.) If the strength of the
current be slightly increased, we get contrac
tion also when the stimulating rheophore is

positive (anode), and the circuit is opened
(A.O.C.) Next follows Anodal Closure Con-
traction (A.C.C), but Cathodal Ojiening Con-
tractions (C.O.C.) never occur in healthy
muscles with any ciurents short of those of

imbearable intensity.

The galvanic current, unlike the induced
current, affects the nerves of special sense.

If it be applied in the neighbourhood of the

eyes, flashes of light are seen, and blindness

has resulted in one case from the incautious

apphcation of strong currents to the face.

The gustatory nerve is affected in a similar

way, and the ' galvanic taste ' is perceived

when the rheophores are placed on the cheek.

The taste is acid with the positive, but metal-

lic and coppery with the negative pole. If

the rheophores are held to the ear, rumbling
noises ai'e produced, and it is said that stimu-

lation of the olfactory nerve wiQ give rise to

a peculiar smell.

Onimus has pointed out a further distinc-

tion between the induced and the galvanic

current. ' .\.n induced current,' he says,
' onlj' acts during the infinitely short time
of its passage, after which everjihing returns

to order. ... It can never be anything else

but a series of slight excitements. With con-

stant cm-rents real excitement is determined
only at the thnes of making and breaking.
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... It is during the silent period, however,

that the principal ac'tion of the continuous

current makes itself felt.'

It is certain that the rapid interruptions of

the mduced current, and the strong muscular

contractions caused thereby, are capable, if

the current be moderately strong, of rapidly

and completely exhausting the irritability of

a muscle, and, if this fact be not constantly

borne in mind, harm instead of good wiU
result from the application of faradism. The
galvanic ciurrent, on tlie contrary, possesses

remarkable refreshing effects, a fact which
has been demonstrated by Heidenhain on
fi-ogs, and by the writer on the human sub-

ject. It is found that a man can sustain a

weight at arm's length far longer than he
otherwise could, if a galvanic current be

passed through the nerves of the limb. The
feeling of fatigue can be removed by the ap-

plication of the current, and the force of mus-
cular contraction is increased thereby. These
facts have miportant therapeutic bearings.

Modes of Application.— To apply elec-

tricity we need to have conducting wires and
rheophoi-es or current-carriers attached to the

battery. The best conductors are made of

ordinary telegi'aph wire, which should be as

thick as is compatible with pliability. Tele-

graph wire is not damaged by moisture, and
can be readily connected to all forms of bat-

teries and rheophores, and is therefore econo-
mical as well as convenient, Rheophores
vary much in design. They should all have
insulating handles, and the junction between
the conductor and rheophore should be
about the middle of its length, so that both
conductors may be held in one hand without
risk of the metallic junctions coming in con-
tact. The most generally useful rheophore
is the sponge-holder. An excellent sponge-
holder, which retains the sponge with abso-
lute firmness, is that designed by Kidder of
New York. Eheophores should be of differ-

ent sizes, from a sponge as big as half-a-crown
to the pointed extremity of an ohve-shaped
conductor. They should be made of metal
and not carbon, because the latter is too
brittle. They may be obtained in the form
of discs, balls, points ; and of endless design
for reaching particular organs and regions,
as the eye, ear, larynx, bladder, rectum, and
uterus. They are usually covered with wash-
leather, and used moist. A wire brush is
useful for influencmg the skin. The dry hand
of the operator, who allows the current to
pass through his own body to that of the
patient, may be used for the same purpose.
It is often convenient to fix one rheophore to
the patient'sbody, whiehmay be accomplished
by placing an ordinary sponge on the surface
of the body, laying thereupon the naked end
of the conducting wire, and securing the whole
with one turn of a bandage. If we wish to
influence the smface only, we may use one
rhoophore di-y; but if we wish to affect

deeper-lying structures, we must overcome
the resistance of the epidermis by thoroughly
moistening it with hot salt-and-water. We
may use one rheophore dry, and one moist

;

or we may use as a rheophore a porcelain

or gutta-percha vessel containing water, into

which the limb is placed.

There are two methods of applying elec-

tricity, laiown as general electrisation and
localised electrisation. By the former method
we pass the ciirrent through the entire body
or gi'eat part of it ; it has been employed for

many diseases, but its utility is doubtful. Bj'

the latter method, which we owe to Duchenne,
we seek to influence special nerves, muscles,
or organs, and to lunit the action of the cm--

rent strictly to these parts. If we wish to

influence a muscle, we may do so either by
applying the rheophores directly over the
fibres of a nuiscle, both the rheophores being
held in one hand and ' promenaded ' over the

whole surface of the muscle. This is the

direct method, and is the method advocated
by Duchenne. Or, instead of trying to in-

fluence the muscle itself, we may stimulate

the nerve supplying it, and so cause the

muscle to contract. This is the indirect

method, advocated bj' Ziemssen. It is effected

by using two rheophores of different sizes. A
large rheophore is affixed to an indifferent

part of the body, while with a small pointed
rheophore an endeavour is made to touch the

exact point where the nerve we seek to influ-

ence is most superficial. Neither of these

methods is to be exclusively adhered to. Cer-
tain deep-lying muscles, such as the dia-

phragm and the supinator brevis, are only
capable of indirect stimulation. It will be
found also that, in certain diseased conditions,

muscles wUl not respond to stimulation

through the nerves, hut only to the chrect

application of the current, When we wish to

use the refreshing effects of the current, as in

cases of paralysis which are on the road to re-

covery, or in cases of fatigued muscles, &c., it

is advisable to combine the application of the

galvanic current with a rhythmical exercise

of the affected muscles. Benedict lays it down
as a rule that the locus morhi, be it brain,

spinal cord, nerve, or muscle, should always
be included between the rheophores.

Diagnostic and Therapeutical Uses.—
1. Diagnostic Uses of Electricity.—For
purposes of diagnosis, electricity is of un-

doubted service, since by its means we are

often enabled to distinguish between paralysis

due to central lesion and paralysis due to

peripheral lesion. We are accustomed to

speak of a paralysis as ' central ' so long as

that portion of a nerve-centre is sound from
which the nerves supplying the paralysed
muscles take origin. Thus in cases of damage
to one internal capsule, the spinal cord and
the greater part of the brain being healthy,

we speak of tlie case as one of central

paralysis. In cases, too, of paraplegia from
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local injury, the cortl below the injury being

lu'iiltliy (notwilhstiinding that all mental
control is cut off), wc speak of the paralysis

as central. In such cases of central paralysis

wo find (a) that reflex stimulation of the

muscles is possible, (b) that the muscles
undergo but little wasting, and (c) that the

irritabihty of the muscles to faradism is

scarcely diminished. We speak of paralysis

as due to a ' peripheral ' lesion whenever the

paralj-.sed muscles are cut off from communi-
cation with their nerve-centres, or directly

communicate with centres whose physio-

logical activitj- has been destroyed by disease.

In such cases we find (a) that reflex stimu-

lation of the paralysed nmscles is no longer

possible, (h) that the paralysed muscles waste
with remarkable rapidity, and (c) that the

irritability of the muscles to faradism is

rapidly diminished, and, as a rule, is ulti-

mately destroyed. To establish the fact of

diminished irritability to faradism is generally

not difficult, and in cases of paralysis affecting

one side of the body only it is done by com-
paring the paralysed muscles with their

healthy fellows. \Ve must take care that

the current does not vary in intensity, and
that it passes through exactly similar lengths

of the body for the stiuuilation of both sets

of muscles. It will be found convenient to

fasten one rheophore to the middle hne of

the body (a big sponge tied to the back of

the neck answers well), and then, when the
jtatient's limbs are arranged exactly s_vm-

metrically, test the healthy muscles first with
a small or pointed rheophore, and determine
the current of least intensity which will cause
contraction. Then the rheophore is to be
applied to exactl}' the same spot on the oppo-
site limb, and, if contraction follows as

readily as on the healthy side, we know that

there is no diminution of irritability. If,

however, contraction do not follow, we in-

crease the strength of current, and so deter-

mine to what extent the irritability is dimin-
ished, and whether or no it is completely
extinguished. We should add that in cases

of peripheral paralysis the diminution and
extinction of irritability do not supervene
immediately on tlie occurrence of the para-
lysing lesion, but only after the lapse of a
week or ten days. In paraplegia or other
morbid conditions in which paralysis affects

both sides of the body it is, of course, impos-
sible to compare a paralysed muscle with its

healthy fellow, and in such cases we can only
judge of the amount of irritability by expe-
rience and mental comparison with previous
instances. It is found, in cases of peripheral
paralysis, that after complete extinction of
faradic imtability the muscles will respond
to a slowly interrupted galvanic current, and
that not infrecjucntly tlie irritability of the
muscles to galvanism is greater on the para-
lysed than on the sound side of the body.
It sometimes happens that not merely quan-

titative but qualitative changes take place in

the irritability of these muscles, and that the

Anodal Closure Contraction (A.C.C.) soon
becomes very marked, and equals or even
surpasses in force the Cathodal Closure
Contraction (C.C.C.) ; and further that the
Cathodal Opening Contraction soon becomes
more marked than the Anodal Opening Con-
traction. These reactions, which are sup-
posed to depend upon degenerative changes
in the muscle and motor nerve-endings, have
been spoken of as the degenerative reactions.

These quantitative and qualitative changes
in iiTitability are found (1) in some forms of

paraplegia due to degenerative changes in

the cord ; (2) in so-called spinal paralysis

both of infants and adults; (3) in traumatic
paralysis due to injury of the nerve-trunks

;

(4) m rheumatic paralysis, that is, paralysis

due to 'rheumatic' thickenings of the neuri-

lemma ; and (o) in lead-paralysis.

Its occurrence is probably determined by
the degeneration of the njotor nerve. In one
form of 'rheumatic' paralysis—paralysis of

the musculo-spinal nerve from cold, as de-

scribed by Duchenne—the reactions of the

paralysed muscle remain normal.
In ordinary hemiplegia the iiTitability of

the muscles remains, as a rule, unchanged.
In some cases, however, the irritability is

increased in the early stages ; and occasion-

ally after the paralysis has lasted some time
we find slight diminution of iiTitability. In
some of the conditions confusedly known as

progressive muscular atrophy, the irrita-

bility of the wasted muscles to faradism
remains undiminished to the end.

2. Therapeutical Uses of Electricity.
a. In Paralysis.—The treatment of paralj-sis

by means of electricity must be conducted
rationally and with discrimination. By
means of electricity wo may attempt to re-

move the cause of the paralysis, by influencing

the nutrition of the parts where such cause is

situated, by acting on the sympathetic nerve-

branches supplying the walls of the blood-

vessels. Thus it is asserted that the absorption

of a clot in the brain may be hastened, and
that the nutrition of a damaged brain may
be improved, by acting upon the cervical

sympathetic nerve. To influence the cervical

sympathetic we place one rheophore over

the superior cervical ganglion (which may be

reached by pressing inwards behind the angle

of the jaw), and the other on the back, over

the first and second cervical vertebne. The
use of such a proceeding is more than doubt-

ful, and in case of any improvement occur-

ring it would be impossible to know to what
such improvement ought to be attributed,

since the passage of a current across the

upper part of the neck must influence many
important nerves besides the s\inpathetic.

On the who'e, we think that galvanisation of

the sympathetic is not to be advised in the

early stages of paralysis. Galvanisation of
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the sympathetic has been employed in chronic

degenerative changes 'in the brain or cord, but

with very doubtful success.

The localised application of the electric

current to the paralysed muscles is of un-

doubted service, and in employing it we
should bear in mind the following rules.

1. As to the object of our treatment, we should

remember the words of Sir Thomas Watson,

'That our aim is to preserve the muscular

part of the locomotive apparatus in a state of

health and readiness, until peradventure that

portion of the brain from which volition pro-

ceeds having recovered its function, or the road

by which its messages travel having been re-

paired, the influence of the will shall again

reach and reanimate the palsied Umbs.'

2. Always to employ that form of current to

which the muscles most readily respond.

Thus if the muscles act readily to faradism,

then faradism is to be used. In some cases

of peripheral palsy we find that contraction

follows only on the application of a very

strong galvanic current, very slowly inter-

rupted, and accordingly a slowly interrupted

galvanic current must be used. As the case

improves we shall find that a weaker cm-rent

produces similar results, and that the muscle
contracts with moderately rapid interruptions.

And so will improvement gradually take

place in favourable cases till faradic irrita-

bility and lastly voluntary power are restored.

3. Always to employ the weakest currents

which wiU cause muscular contraction, and
never to run the risk of exhausting a
muscle by causing a too prolonged contrac-

tion. Each muscle should be taken in turn,

and be made to contract two or three times
in succession, and having gone over the
whole of the paralysed muscles seriatim the
process may be repeated. An application of
this kind every other day is iisually sufficient.

4. If the paralysis to the will remain absolute,

and if the contractOity of the muscles be
perfect, we do no good by persevering with
electrical treatment. This condition is often
met with in hemiplegia. The patient is

absolutely helpless on one side, although the
paralysed muscles are in no degree wasted,
and their irritability remains normal. 5. If
the paralysis to the will remain absolute, and
ifthe irritability ofthe muscles be diminished,
then electricity is useful, in so far as it helps
to improve the nutrition of the muscles and
restore their normal degree of irritability.

The normal degree of irritability and nutri-
tion being restored (the paralysis to the
will remaining absolute) electrical treatment
may be discontinued. 6. If the irritability
to both forms of current has completely dis-
appeared, we are not justified in persevering
too long, nor in holding out delusive hopes
to the patient. Nevertheless, treatment
should not be abandoned without a patient
trial. [For the treatment of special forms
of paralysis by electricity, the reader is re-

ferred to the appropriate sections of this

work.]

/3. In Painful Affections.—The power of

electricity to reheve pain is very great. The
relief is usually temporary, but in many
cases is permanent. Electricity may act by
serving to divert the mind from troubles real

or fancied, or its counter-irritating effects

may serve the same purpose as other counter-

irritants whose power to relieve pain is well

recognised. Occasionally electricity will give

relief when every known remedy has failed,

and in such cases we must suppose that it

acts by bringing about some change in the

nerves themselves by its specific action on
nervous tissue. All three forms of electricity

are employed for the relief of pain, but the

galvanic current will be found the most
generally applicable. Some writers insist

that the anode (positive pole) shall be applied

to the painful spot. Strong faradisation

serves in some cases to give relief. The
effects of galvanism should be tried in every
case of neuralgia, but it is not capable of

relieving all cases, and disappointment is not
infrequent. Wliere muscular movements
increase the neuralgic pains, a rhythmical
exercise of the affected muscles should be
conjoined with the galvanism. Headache of

all kinds not infrequently yields to electri-

city ; lumbago, sciatica, and those painful

muscular conditions which we call ' rheu-

matic,' are quickly relieved by it. Tinnitus
aurium wiU sometimes yield to the galvanic

current when all other remedies have failed.

y. In Spasmodic Diseases.—In the treat-

ment of spasmodic diseases, electricity is of

limited utility. Some forms of tremor are

relieved by it. Some aggravated cases of

writer's cramp have yielded to it when all

other remedies have failed, and a few cases

of clonic torticollis have received undoubted
benefit by its judicious application. Tonic
spasm of internal organs, such as the bowel
and bladder, has been relieved by the galvanic

current.

S. In other Diseases.—In addition to the

treatment of diseases of a purely nervous
character, electricity has been employed as a

remedial agent in diseases whose origin is not

so obviously connected with the nervous
system. It has relieved the paroxysms of

angina pectoris, and the bm-ning pains which
accompany herpes zoster. It has been
employed in the treatment of many obstinate

skin-diseases by American physicians, and
Dr. Cheadle has recorded a case in which
the dilated vessels in acne rosacea were
made to contract by faradisation. Rheu-
matic gout is said to have been benefited

by a ' central ' application of galvanism (one

pole to the nucha, and the other to the

epigastrium). The flow of urine in diabetes

has been stated to be diminished by a similar

jn'ocess ; and the s^'mptoms of exophthalmic
goitre have (it is said) been diminished by
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galvanisation of the cervical sympathetic.

There is in fact scarcely a disease, from

epilepsy to chilblains, in which it has not

been alleged that electricity lias been of use.

In obstetric medicine, for tiie arrest of 2}ost-

partinn hemorrhage, faradisation is now one

of the recognised means to be employed ; and

it has been of more doubtful service for the

rectification of displacements of the uterus.

Ovarian pain and tenderness have been
relieved by the galvanic current, and amenor-
rhcea lias often yielded to electricity.

f. Galvano-caiitery and Galvano-puncturc.

The chemical and thermal effects ofgalvanism

are largely employed both in surgery and
medicine. Its thermal effect has been used

for the heating of cauteries ; and cauteries so

heated have very obvious advantages over all

other forms. The chemical effect of the

negative pole has been used as a caustic for

the destruction of tissues, and tumom-s of

considerable size have, it is said, been ' dis-

persed ' by tliis means. The treatment of

uterine fibroids, as recommended by Apostoli,

by passing a current of '2.50 or more milli-

amperes by means of a big clay rheophore

applied to the abdomen and a special platinum
rheophore inserted in the uterus, is a mode of

treatment which is occupying the attention

of obstetricians, and is still sub judice. The
same may be said of similar measures applied

to cancerous and other tumours. Galvano-
puncture has been used in the treatment of

hydatid cysts of tlie liver, but it is at least

doubtful whether simple puncture is not quite

as serviceable. Galvano-puncture seemed at

one time likely to take a recognised position

among the means at our dis])osal for the

treatment of aortic aneurysms. Several cases

were recorded in which improvement followed

this method of treatment, but the success

attending it has not on the whole been
encouraging, and it has fallen almost entirely

into disuse. G. V. Poore.

ELEPHANTIASIS ARABUM (A/-

<^(ir, an elephant).

—

Synon. : Fr. Eli'plian-

tiasia ; Ger. Elcphantiasin.

Definition.—A non-contagious disease,

characterised by recurrence of febrile pa-
roxysms, attended by inHammation and pro-

gressive hypertrophy of the integument and
areolar tissue, chieriy of the extremities and
genital organs ; and occasionally by swelling

of the lymphatic glands, enlargement and
dilatation of the lymphatics, and in some
cases by the co-existence of chyluria, and the
presence in the blood of certain nematode
hiTinatozoa ; together with various symptoms
indicative of a morbid or depraved state of
nutrition.

^'Ktiology.—Elephantiasis is endemic in
India, the Malayan peninsula, China, Egypt,
Arabia, the West Indies, and parts of Ame-
rica, chiefly in localities within the influence
of the sea air ; and it occurs sporadically all
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over the globe, excepting, perhaps, in the ex-

treme north and south. Certain conditions

of soil and climate, such as humidity, heat,

malarious influences, and proximity to the
sea-coast, seem to be concerned in producing
the disease and influencing its development.
Removal from the endemic area frec]^uently

cliecks the disease, whilst return there re-

produces it. Elephantiasis affects both sexes,

and persons of all ages and conditions of life,

but more men suffer from it than women.
No race is exempt, but it is much more fre-

quent in dark than in fair races. It occurs
at all ages, but is most common in adult and
middle life, comparatively rarely beginning in

young children or in the aged. Elephantiasis

is doubtfully hereditary ; but Richards found
that of '2;30 persons, 73 per cent, had one or

both parents affected. Various causes are

assigned for the disease. Air, water, food,

and, as it is common near the sea-coast, eat-

ing flsh have been frequently credited with
producing it. Certain forms of vegetation,

and the geological formation of the soil, have
also been regarded as predisposing and de-

termining causes. Climate and locality,

combined with bad living, are doubtless the
real predisposing causes ; and it is probable
that, as the late Dr. T. Lewis suggested, it

maj^ be found to be intimately associated with,

if not entirely dependent on, the presence in

the blood of certain parasites. No race is

exempt from the disease, but, whatever may
be tlie explanation, the white suffer less than
the dark races. It does occur occasionally,

though very rarely, in the pure European
in India, but more frequently in those of

mixed descent ; it will generally be found
that where it occurs in persons of apparently
European parentage, there is a mixture, how-
ever slight, of dark blood.

Anatomical Characters.—The hypertro-
phy of elephantiasis in most cases appears
to be simply an increase in the natural ele-

ments of the part, the blood-vessels and lym-
phatics sharing in the growth. In other
cases the lymphatics and Kmph-spaces are

most concerned, giving rise to a condition
that has been described as va-void elephanti-

asis, in which the appearance is presented of

a soft and fluctuating swelling, which when
punctured gives issue to a white or pinkish

fluid, verj' closely resembling chyle. The
lymphatic glands also share in the enlarge-

ment. In other respects the progress of this

variety is like that of the ordinary form of
the disease.

The Filaria satiffuinis Tiominis is some-
times found in great numbers in the blood of

persons suffering from elephantiasis; and the
mosquito is considered to be the medium by
which the hiPinatozoon is transmitted to

water, and thence to the human body; but its

causal relations to the disease are not abso-

lutely estabhshed. See Filaul\ Sanguinis
HOMINIS.
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Symptoms.—The ordinary form in which

elephantiasis presents. itself is hypertrophy

of the integument and areolar tissue of some

part of the trunk or hmbs, and notably of the

legs and genital organs. The skin becomes

enormously thickened by hypertrophy of all

the fibrous elements of its structure, attended

by the deposit of a quantity of albmninous

fluid in the interstices of the areolar tissue.

The papilla; are promnient and much in-

creased in size. The integument is formed

into hard masses or folds, with a rugose con-

dition of the surface, not unlike the appear-

ance of an elejihant's leg. The feet and toes

are sometimes almost hidden, and the sci'o-

tum or labia form enormous outgrowths. The
scrotum often attains great weight, and may
be accompanied by large hydroceles. Scrotal

tumours have been removed weighing up-

wards of 100 lbs.

The onset of elephantiasis is frequently

violent and attended with great suffering.

There is high fever; intense pain in the

lumbar region, gi'oin, sj)ermatic cords, aiid

testes, which become swollen ; while acute

hydroceles form. These symptoms are often

attended with sympathetic vomiting, nausea,

and rapid erythematous swelling of the ex-

ternal parts; and, if the extremities be
attacked, the swelling may be tense and
painful, accompanied by much effusion into

the areolar tissue. The surface of the in-

teguments is much inflamed, and sometimes
discharges a serous ichor or chyle-like fluid,

according to the extent to which the lym-
phatics are engaged in the particular case.

The great tension and swelling of the sper-

matic cords are apt to dilate the abdominal
rings so widely, that after recovery the
patient may suffer from hernia.

In some cases of elepliantiasis the integu-
ments are also the seat of a dilated and turgid
condition of the lymphatic vessels, which
during the periods of vascular excitement,
when the febrile attacks occur, give way and
discharge a chyle-like fluid; in other cases
the surface temporarily assumes a herpetic
condition, which exudes an acrid and offen-
sive serous fluid. Sec Chyluria.

Elephantiasis not infrequently occurs with-
out much or any obvious injury to, or dis-
turbance of the general health diu-ing the
intervals between the febrile attacks, which
in some cases are few and slight. The appe-
tite, spirits, and strength are good, the func-
tions are all normally performed, and the
only inconvenience is that due to the size and
weight of the outgrowth. On the other hand,
it IS frequently quite the reverse : the rapidly
recurring febrile attacks, pain, exhaustion,
suffering, and visceral complications induce
a state of cachexia and debihty sometimes so
serious as to render even surgical interference
nnpracticable. Withal, hepatic and splenic
enlargements do not as a rule result ft-om the
persistence of the elephantoid fever alone-

though not infrequently, as a more direct

result of malarious poisoning, they seriously

complicate the evils of the sufferer's condi-

tion. Albuminuria, as well as chyluria, is

occasionally present.

In some cases, after the outgrowth has at-

tained a certain bulk, it ceases to grow alto-

gether, or mcreases slowly and insidiously

without febrile disturbance, and in such cases

the general health remains good. But there

is generally a tendency to recurrence of the

fever once or twice a mouth, when the parts

affected become tense, hot, painful, and
swollen, and often discharge a serous or

Ij'mph-like fluid, which may be acrid and
offensive. Some tumoiirs, on the other hand,

are very slightly, if at all, so affected, and re-

main perfectly dry. In all cases, however,
some growth goes on ; and even when, as oc-

casionally happens, fever has ceased to recur,

there may be a gradual, but slow and pain-

less, increase of the hypertrophy. The
greatest variety and uncertainty obtain in

the duration and progress of the growth

:

sometimes it is very rapid, at other times it

is slow, with intermissions of activity and
indolence of development. The disease else-

where than in the genitals, unless it be ac-

companied by exhaustion and debility, causes

no failure in the generative powers in either

sex. Women may have a tendency to mis-
carry when suffering from elephantiasis.

Course, Duration, and Terminations.—
According to Richards, the average duration

of the disease, as deduced from the observa-

tion of 636 cases, was Hi years ; and he
notes that the earliest age was nine years,

whilst the latest at which he observed it was
eighty years. It appears from this that the

disease has little influence in shortening life.

Pathology.—The outgrowths in elephan-

tiasis are the local expressions of a constitu-

tional disease, and are not to be regarded
merely from their local point of interest.

They are the result of certain climatic in-

fluences whose exact nature is not at present

determined ; though, considering the geo-

graphical range of the area where the disease

is endemic, it seems probable that, whatever
other cause may be at work, the so-called

malarious influences play some part in its

production.

The researches of the late Dr. T. Lewis into

the pathology of chyluria in India, and his

discovery of certain haematozoa in the blood
of those affected with that disease, coupled
with the fact that the subjects of chyluria and
hsematozoa are also frequently, ifnot always,
affected by elephantiasis with its febrile

paroxysms, hj'pertrojihied integument, and
Ijini^liatic disturbance, are very suggestive of

a community of origin of these morbid con-
ditions. Dr. P. Hanson's investigations into

the connexion of the mosquito with the
transmission of the filaria are also most im-
portant and interesting.
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Trkatmknt.—Uttle has yet been done bj'

constitutional treatment in cases of ek'phan-
tiasis. llcniodies useful durinf^ the febrile

paroxysms have little power in preventing
recurrence of, or in eheckiiifj the disease.

Iodine, combined with ([uinine, arsenic, and
iron, has been found useful to a certain extent.

During the fi'brile state salines, diaphoretics,

and such remedies as are needed during tiie

pyrexial state of malarious fevers, are indi-

cated. Opium may be necessary to relieve

the intense pain which often accom]ianies the
onset of the stage of excitement. AVhen the
febrile stage has passed, quinine is useful,

which, if amemia exist, should be combined
with iron. The local api)lication of iodine, in

such forms as the iodide of lead or biniodide
of mercury ointment, has been thought useful;

but as this is generally combined with jires-

sure in the recumbent posture, the benetit is

j)robabIy due to the latter. Such measures,
along with improved lij-gienic conditions,

may no doubt control the progress of tlie dis-

ease and relieve suffering. Mo remedy, how-
ever, is so potent as change of climate, by
removal from the endemic site of the dis-

ease. This, if efTected in the earliest stages,

may completely arrest the disease, and per-

haps even disperse any incipient structural

change. This has been observed m the rare
cases in which elephantiasis occurs in

Europeans, who, on returning to Europe,
have after a time lost the disease, and almost,
or entirely, anj' hypertrophic changes that
may have occurred. Natives of India im-
prove if they leave the endemic area during
the early stages, and go and reside in other
and drier localities. However, when the
}ij-pertrophy is advanced, the paroxysms of
fever are still liable to recur, even when
the climate is changed, though with less

violence.

Surgical treatment, when the hypertrophy
is advanced, is often most successful in re-

lieving the sufferer, not only of the local

trouble, but also of the fever. Tumours of
the genital organs, sometimes of enormous
size, are now removed with com]>lete success
and comparatively small mortality. Before
commencing the operation, especially m the
case of a large scrotal tumour, it is well to

drain it of blood by placing the patient on his
back, and elevating the tumour on the abdo-
men for an hour or so, during which time
jiressure by a bandage (a modilication of
Esmarch's) maj- be tried, and cold (ice) may
be applied. During the operation, the apjjli-

cation of a w]iii)cord ligature drawn tiglitly

round the neck of the tumom* also prevents
loss of blood.

The removal of a scrotal tumour is eflfected

by incisions along the course of the cords and
the dorsum penis. The cords, testicles, and
penis are turned out" by a few touches of the
knife, and then reflected and held up on the
abdomen, while the mass of the tumour is
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rapidly swept away by a few bold incisions
in tlui jjcrinieum. The numerous venous and
arterial bleeding points should then be ar-
rested, and the wound dressed with antiseptic
applications. No attemj)! should bo made
to preserve flaps of integument either for the
penis or testes. It is unnecessary, and
almost certain to be followed by recurrence
of the disease. The process of cicatrisation
goes on rai)idiy, and in from two to four
months aU is closed in by cicatricial tissue,

which gradually perfects itself, and has no
liability to become the seat of a return of the
disease. Joseph Eaykkr.

ELSTER, in Saxony.—Alkaline sul-

phated waters. See Minku.vl Wateus.

EMACIATION (emacio, I make lean).

Wasting or loss of flesh. The term is applied
both to the process of wasting and to the
condition that results therefrom. See
Atkophy ; and Atkophy, General.

EMBOLISM (f^SoXov, a plug).—Synon. :

Fr. Emholie ; Ger. Embolie.
Definition.—The arrest in the arteries or

capillaries of some solid body, which has been
carried along in the course of the circulation.

Pathology.— Emboli usually consist of
portions of fibrin derived from thrombi of

the veins or heart, or of vegetations detached
from the cardiac valves. They may, however,
be formed bj- fragments of tumours which
have grown into the blood-vessels, or of other
foreign bodies, including fat, which have ob-

tained entrance into the circulation.

The effects of embolism may be divided
into two classes : First, those which are
caused by the arrest of the circulation ; and
secondly, those which are due to any specially

irritating properties of the embolus.
1. The embolus maj', first, bo supposed to

consist of som^ indifferent substance not pos-

sessing any irritating qualities. The effects

which may then be caused by arterial embo-
lism are mainly these : First, a transient an-

a-mia of the territory supplied by the blockeil

artery. This may pass away without leav-

ing any permanent consequences. Secondly,
necrosis of this territory. This may be
either sudden, in the form of gangrene ; or

more gradual, in the form of softening or

withering. Thirdly, the formation of a
hfF.morrhagic infarction, that is, congestion

of the territory, followed by extravasation of

blood into the tissues, and so the formation of

a firm, solid patch of a dark red colour,

usuallv of a wedge shape, with the apex to-

wards the embolus, and the base towards the

periphery. In very .loft organs, as the brain,

the extravasation may break down the tissue

and cause the ordinary phenomena of an
apoplectic clot. These hemorrhagic infarc-

tions undergo various subsequent changes.

Usually a process of degeneration sets in

;
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the blood-pigment passes throiigh its familiar

transformations ; the patch changes from dark

red to tawny and yellow, undergoes molecular

disintegi'ation, shrinks away, and ultimately

leaves a dein-essed fibrous patch, in which the

remains of the altered blood, crystals of

baematoidin, &c., may often be recognised.

Sometimes the patch softens down into a

puriform fluid, which may become siu-rounded

by a fibrous capsule, and ultimately dry up,

or even calcify. When recent, these patches

are usually smTomided by a halo of con-

gested vessels.

The cause which determines these different

results of arterial embolism is, in the main,

the anatomical arrangement of the blood-

vessels. Supposing the embolus to be lodged

in an artery which gives off anastomotic

branches between the seat of the embolus
and the final capillary distribution, the effect

in most cases will be transient anaemia, the

collateral channels will enlarge, and the cir-

culation will be again restored. A thrombus
will form on the embolus and will extend
back to the next arterial branch, and the
changes described in the article on throm-
bosis will take place in it (see Thrombosis).
If the blocked artery be of large size, and
supply unportant organs, the symptoms of

temporary arrest of function of the part sup-
plied by the artery will follow, as transient

paralysis, dyspncea, coldness of the extremi-
ties, &c., according to the artery affected.

Should, however, the artery be small, and
not supply important organs, no symptoms
whatever will be caused ; and this is the case
in the majority of embolisms. Supposing,
however, the artery is what Cohnheim calls a
terminal artery

—

i.e. one which gives off no
anastomotic branches between the embolus
and the final capillary distribution, and that
the capillary anastomosis with other arterial

territories is insufficient to supply a col-

lateral circulation, and that the presence
of valves prevents the reflux of blood into
the territory from the veins, it is manifest
that the embolism must completely cut
ofi' the blood-supply, and consequently, in
some form or other, cause necrosis of the
territory.

The network of anastomosing channels is,

however, so close in most parts of the body
that, in order to produce this effect, it is neces-
sary either that the main artery of the part
be obstructed, or else that there be multiple
embolisms blocking up at the same time
several arterial branches, and so stopping
the channels of collateral circulation.
The mode in which the htemorrhagic in-

farction is produced is still a subject of dis-
pute. According to Cohnheim, whose views
until recently were generally accepted, the
hemorrhage is due to a reflux from the veins
into the territory supplied by the blocked
artery. This first causes congestion, and then
extravasation, in consecjuence of impairment

of nutrition of the walls of the blood-vessels

for the integrity of which the circulation oi

the blood is essential. According, then, to

Cohnheim, in order to produce the phenomena
of the ha?morrhagic infarction it is neces-

sary that the artery be a terminal one— i.e.

one which gives off no anastomotic branches
for some distance before its final capillary

distribution, and that the veins be not fur-

nished with valves. These conditions are

met with in the spleen, the kidney, the brain,

certain branches of the pulmonary artery

supplying sru'face lobules, and the central

artery of the retina ; and on these grounds
he accounts for the frequent occurrence of

hsemorrhagic infarctions in these organs,

though there is no reason to suppose that,

with the excei^tion of the lungs, embolisms
are more frequent in them than in other

parts.

The more recent researches of Dr. M.
Litten, Zeitschrift fiir Minische Medicin,
vol. i. p. 189, render, however, these views
no longer tenable. He shows by experiments
on the kidney, spleen, lung, &c., that if the
blocked artery be a strictly terminal one

—

i.e.

one whose area of distribution has no other

arterial supply, the phenomena of the haemor-
rhagic infarction do not occur, even though
the vein have no valves ; and under other

circumstances that the infarction takes place

although the vein has been ligatured ; hence
the cause of the infarction cannot be venous
reflux. Thus, if both the renal artery and
vein be ligatured, infarction of the kidney
takes place, the kidney receiving a sufficient

collateral supply of blood from other sources

;

but if the capsule be first stripped off, and the

kidney left attached only by the renal artery

and vein, no infarction takes place, though
the vein is left pervious. Similar results

were obtained in other organs. Hence it would
seem evident that the congestion and infarc-

tion following embolism are produced by an
afflux of arterial blood into the territory from
collateral channels. Should these be nume-
rous, and should small arteries open directly

into the anaemic territory, the circulation will

soon be restored, and no infarction will take

place ; should, however, the communication
be imperfect, and chiefly by means of capil-

laries, a congestion of the territory, leading

to diapedesis, and infarction will resxilt, the vis

a tergo being insufficient to propel the blood
onwards into the veins.

Litten has also shovpn that the vessels in

which the circulation has been arrested retain

their integrity much longer than was supposed
by Cohnheim ; and that m the kidney, long
before the vessels suffer, necrosis of the epi-

thelium takes place, the nuclei of the cells

disappear, their protoplasm coagulates, and
they become converted into swollen hyaline
masses {coagulation necrosis), which have a
remarkable tendency to calcilication. Hence
the wedge-shaped white embolisms often seen
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in the kidney are not produced by decolor-

isatiou of ha'inorrliiif^ic infarctions, but are

simply the result of the necrosis of the

epitlieliuni ; and the halo of injection which
is often seen to surround them is due to in-

flammatory congestion caused by the pre-

sence of the necrosed patch.

This explanation of the mode of produc-

tion of the hipmorrhagic infarction is more
closely in accord with the view originally

propounded by Virchow, who regarded the

hieniorrhago as due to collateral tluxion.

2. We liave now to consider the etiects of

emboli which possess irritating or 2^oisonous

qualities, such as those derived from the pnri-

form softening of venous thrombi in cases

of septic inflammation. The mechanical
effects will be the same as those of the pre-

vious class; but, in addition, these emboli
set up a suppurative intiammation in their

vicinity, quite independent of any obstruc-

tion of the circulation. Hence it is that wo
meet with pvicmic abscesses, as the result of

infecting emboli, in all parts of the body,
while the effects of obstructed circulation

are, for the inost part, confined to certain

organs. Thus the liver is very frequently tlie

seat of embolic abscesses, whUe hicmorrhagic
infarctions do not occur there. In the lung,

where in parts terminal arteries are found
but for the most part there is free anastomosis,
the two processes are often seen side by side.

The different effects of these two classes of

embolism are very manifest in the caiiillaries.

Simple emboli, of such small size as to be-

come first arrested in the capillaries, either

cause no permanent change at all, or, at most,
produce a punctiform haemorrliage. Infect-

ing emboh, on the other hand, give rise to

the miliary abscesses so often seen in pyaemia.

W. Cayley.

EMESIS (ffifo), I vomit).—A synonym
for vomiting. See Vomiting.

EMETICS ((>f'a), I vomit) Synon. : Fr.
Einetiqucs ; Ger. Brechmittel.

Definition.—Agents that produce vomit-
ing.

Enumeration.—Copious draughts of Luke-
warm AVater, Mustard, Sulphate of Zinc,
Sulphate of Copper, Carbonate ofAmmonium,
Common Salt, Ahnn, Chamomile, Tartar
Emetic, Ipecacuanha, and Apomorphine.

Action.—The act of vomiting consists in
the simultaneous spasmodic contraction of
the diaphragm and abdominal muscles, and
relaxation of the cardiac orifice of tiie

stomach, so that its contents are expelled.
When the diaphragm and abdominal muscles
contract, but the cardiac orifice remains
closed, so that the contents of the stomach
cannot escape, the expulsive efforts are
termed retching. .The nervous centre which
regulates these movements is situated in the
medulla oblongata; and it may be excited
either directly by the action upon it of drugs

carried to it by the blood, or renoxly by
irritation of various nerves. The drugs that

act directly upon it have the same action,

whether tliey are introduced innuediately
into the circulation or absorbed by the

stomach. They may thus produce vomiting
and evacuation of the stomach without being
taken into the stomach at all, and on this

account they are termed indirect emetics,

although they act directly upon the vomit-
ing centre. Such are ipecacuanha, apomor-
phine, and tartar emetic. Similarly the

drugs that excite it reflexly are still termed
direct emetics, because they are applied

directly to the stomach. Such are the sul-

phates of zinc, copper, and aluminium ; car-

bonate of ammoniuua ; salt ; mustard ; and
chamomile, which irritate the nerves of the
stomach. Tickling the fauces with a feather,

or with the finger, also excites reflex vomit-
ing, and may be adopted either alone, or in

order to aid the action of other emetics.

The terms direct and ijidirect, therefore, as

applied to emetics, relate to the stomach,
and not to the centre for vomiting.

Direct emetics, as they stimulate the

nerves of the stomach only, have httle action

except that of simply exciting vomiting.

The indirect emetics, which excite vomiting
by their action on the medulla oblongata,

act also on other parts of the nervous system,
and cause secretion of saliva, secretion of

mucus from the oesophagus, stomach, and
bronchial tubes, and perspiration. They also

cause much nausea, depression of the cir-

culation, and loss of nervous and muscular
power. Further, the vomiting they induce
is more continuous and violent, and often

expels the contents of the gall-bladder, caus-

ing part of the bile to flow into the stomach,
and be thus evacuated.

Uses.—Emetics are employed to remove
the contents of the stomach under various

circumstances. Firstly, when the food is

causing irritation, and not undergoing proper

digestion, as, for example, in dyspepsia or sick-

headache ; and in such cases large draughts
of lukewarm water, of mustard and water, or

of an infusion of chamomile are usually

found beneficial. Secondly, in cases of poi-

soning; and here mustard, sulphate of zinc,

and sulphate of copper are best, as thej- empty
the stomach most quickly and effectually.

Thirdly, to cause the expulsion of bile from
the gall-bladder, or remove bile from the
body, in biliousness, fevers, and ague. When
the bile-duct is stopped by a small gall-stone,

the pressure exerted on the gall-bladder

during vomiting has been known to cause

the expulsion of the calculus. In bilious-

ness, excess of bile is more readily removed
by vomiting than by purging, as there is no
opportunity for the bile to be absorbed on
its way from the gall-bladder to the mouth,
whei'eas it may imdergo absorption on its pas-

sage through the intestines. It is supposed
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by some that various poisons circulate occa-

sionally in the bile, guch as the malarious

poison which occasions ague, and possibly

certaLu septic poisons which give rise to

fevers. The advantage of emetics in ague is

undoubted, as it can certainly sometimes be

cured by them without quinine, and the

action of quinine is always aided by their

use. They have also been recommended in

the early stages of continued fevers. In

such cases tartar emetic or ipecacuanha is

most serviceable. Fom-thly, to cause expul-

sion fiom the air-passages of false membrane
in croup or diphtheria, or of secretions in

bronchitis and phthisis. For these purposes

ipecacuanha is the emetic most frequently

chosen ; but if it do not act rapidly in croup,

sulphate of zinc or sulphate of copper may
be emi)loyed, or a teaspoonful of powdered

alum andhoney. In cases of either croup or

bronchitis, where there is great, depression of

the circulation, carbonate of ammonium may
be used with advantage, as it not only causes

vomiting, but at the same time stimulates

the cuxulation.

T. Ladder Beunton.

EMMENAGOGUES (fV"?"". the

menses ; and oyco, I move or expel).

Definition.—Emmenagogues are remedial

agents which stunulate or restore the normal
menstrual function of the uterus, when it is

irregular or absent.

Enumeration.— Emmenagogues may be
either in direct, as Iron, Strychnine, and
other tonics, Warm Hip-baths, Leeches, Mus-
tard, Aloetic purgatives, &c. ; or direct, as

Eue, Borax, Savin, MjTrh, Cantharides,
Guaiacum, Apiol, Quinine, Digitalis, and
Ergot—most of which, when given in larger

doses, produce abortion, and are called

ecbolics. The most efficient means, how-
ever, of obtaining this last-named action are
those of a mechanical nature, so well known
to obstetricians, and directed either to the
actual rupture of the membranes, or to their
separation from the cervix.

Action.—The indirect emmenagogues act
by improving the quality of the blood, giving
tone to the nervous system, or irritating ad-
jacent parts or organs, from which a stimu-
lating influence is conveyed by reflex action
to the womb.
The direct drugs in moderate doses gently

stimulate the uterus, thus promoting the
menstrual flow, or even checking it when
in excess; but when further pushed they
may cause powerful contraction of the un-
striped muscular flbre, of which its walls
are mainly composed. Ergot is believed to
act either directly on the muscular tissues
themselves, or through the intermediate in-
tervention of some central or peripheral
nervous influence.

Uses.— Checked or retarded menstruation
fi-equently results from anaemia or general
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debility, and the indirect emmenagogues viiU

under these circumstances usually etiect a
cure. If, however, the case prove more obsti-

nate, one or more of the direct emmenagogues
will often restore the suspended function.

Should even this do no good, some mechani-
cal impediment proltably exists, or some
altered physical condition of the womb which
mere drugs cannot rectify.

Egbert Farquharson.

EMOLLIENTS {emollio, I soften).—

Synon. : Fr. Emollients ; Ger. Erwcichcnde
Mittel.

Definition.—Substances that soften and
relax the parts to which they are applied.

Enumeration.— The principal emollient

applications are : — Warm water. Steam,
Poultices made of substances which retain

heat and moisture, for example, linseed-meal,

bread, bran, flour, oatmeal, and figs; Fatty
substances, as linseed, olive, almond, and
neat's-foot oil, lard, and suet ; Spermaceti,

Wax ; Soap Liniment and other liniments

;

Glycerine; Paraftines; and Lanolin. To these

may be added such substances as do not pro-

perly relax the tissues, but protect the sur-

face from irritation, such as White of Egg,
Gelatine, Isinglass, Collodion, and Cotton-

wool.

Action.— Emollients relieve the tension

and pain of inflamed parts by their actioa

both upon the blood-vessels and upon the

tissues themselves. They cause all the con-

tractile tissues to relax and dilate, and thus,

lessening pressure upon the nerves of the

part, they relieve pain. Thej' soften super-

ficial parts by supplying them with either

fat or moisture, and by increasing the supply
of blood. In this way they prevent the skin

from cracking after exj^osure to cold. When
the cuticle is lost they form a covering, under
which the skin maj- heal ; and they jjrevent

the injurious consequences of fiiction from
without.

Uses.—Fatty emollients are used to pre-

vent the skin or mucous membranes from
cracking ; to prevent irritation or ulceration

between parts constantly in contact, as on
the limbs of children near the joints ; to

prevent bed-sores; to aid the healing of
blisters ; or in skin-diseases, such as eczema.
Thej' are also used, especially in the form of
linimentum calcis, as applications in burns
and scalds, for which purpose such sub-

stances as cotton-wool are likewise fre-

quently employed. Mucilaginous substances
are useful, when swallowed, to relieve pain
and irritation in the throat, and to lessen
irritable cough ; and such substances as figs

are employed to protect the intestines from
injury by hard and pomted substances which
have been swallowed. Warmth and mois-
ture are applied in the form of poultices to

the surface in jJustules, boils, carbuncles, and
deep-seated inflammation of the limbs, and
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in inflnirmation of the internal organs {see '

Poultkk). In the form of vapour tliej- are

useful in inHunnnation of the air-passages.

See Inuai^vtions, Therapeutic Uses of.

T. Lauueu Brunton.

EMPHYSEMA OF LUNGS.—See

Lungs, Einphyscma of.

EMPHYSEMA, SUBCUTANEOUS
(eV, in ; and (liiaa, wind). — iSvxuN. : Tr.

Emphijseme; Ger. Emphysem ; Windge-
schwulst.

Description'.—Subcutaneous emphysema
is the distension of the spaces of the areolar

tissue with air or any other gas. There

is thus produced a swelling, in shght cases

affecting a ^ery limited area, in extreme

cases extending to the subcutaneous tissue

of the whole body. Unless the tension is

great, the swelling is slightly lobulated ; it

is elastic, and although the finger sinks

readily into it, no lasting impression is

left. \Vhen the area affected is small, the

gas can be driven in any direction by the

pressure of the hand. On palpation a pecu-

liar tine crepitation is felt, which is ab-

solutely diagnostic. On percussion there is

superficial resonance, the note resembling

that obtainable from a bladder loosely fiUed

with air. Unless the gas causing the em-
phj'sema is the product of decomposition of

gangrenous tissues, as in spreading gangrene,

there is no redness of the skin. The swelling

usually forms rapidly, and may extend in a

few minutes over the greater part of the

body. In such cases it is most marked
where the subcutaneous tissue is lax. In
the face the featiu'es are obliterated, and the

eyes closed by the swelling of the lids. The
scrotum and penis become enormously dis-

tended.

iExiOLOGY ANT) PATHOLOGY.
—
'Wound of the

lung from a broken rib or from a stab is the

most common cause of subcutaneous em-
physema. If from a stab, it can only occur
when the opening in the pleura and that in

the skin no longer correspond Mith each
other, in consequence of an alteration in the

position of the patient, or when the woimd
has been artificially closed. When from
wound of the lung, it may occur with or with-

out pneumothorax. Nothing is more com-
mon than to find a limited emphysematous
swelling round a fractured rib, without any
signs of air in tlie pleural cavity. This arises

either from adhesions existing between the
parietal and visceral layers, or from the escape
of air being very limited. In severe cases

with pneumothorax the mechanism of the
production of emphysema is as follows : A
wound in the lung always allows air to pass
from it readily, bujt from the way in which
the soft pulmonary tissue falls together, no
amoimt of force can drive air through the
wound in the opposite direction. It thus acts
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somewhat like the valve of an air-pump.

The first eflect of the escape of air into the

pleural cavity is to cause collajise of the lung
As the chest expands with each mspiration

air rushes from the wound in the hmg into

the pleural cavity ; as it contracts in expira-

tion, the air, being imable to pass back by
the wound, is driven through the opening in

the jfarietal pleura into the subcutaneous
cellular tissue. In such cases there is gradu-

ally increasing dyspncKa, with groat disten-

sion of the subcutaneous cellular tissue

;

and unless relief is given, the patient dies

asphyxiated.

Emphysema occasionally occurs from rup-

ture of some of the air-vesicles during a vio-

lent expiratory efl'ort. Dr. Walshe states that

this accident has happened from ' the efforts

in parturition, defsecation, raising weights,

coitus, violent coughing, paroxysms of rage,

excessive laughter, and hysterical convul-

sions.' The air usuallj" escapes first into the

cellular tissue between the lobules of the lung,

giving rise to the condition known as inter-

lobular emj^hysenia. It then finds its way
into the mediastinum, and thence to the root

of the neck. Interlobular emphysema gives

rise to intense dyspncta, and has been known
to cause sudden death. Emphysema has
also been seen as a consequence of ulceration

of the trachea, and in a few very rare cases

as the result of ulceration proceeding from a

cavity in the lung through the adlierent

pleura and intercostal muscles to the subcu-
taneous cellular tissue.

Localised emphysema of the face is a symp-
tom of fractures implicating the antrum.
Emphysema of the tlanks is an occasional

sjinptom of rupture of the third part of the

duodenum, behind the peritoneum, and of

perforation of the ciecuni at its posterior

part.

Emphysema of the perina3um and scrotum
may arise fi-om a woimd of the bowel in the

administration of an enema.
In non-penetrating wounds of the thorax

and abdomen, a small quantity of air may
find its way into the areolar tissue in the im-
mediate neighbom-hood, in consequence of

the movements of respiration. In compound
fractures emphysema is often found extend-

ing some distance above and below the wound,
if the patient has been carried some distance

and the injured limb much shaken.
Emphysema from the gases produced by

decomposition is only seen in cases of rapidly

spreading moist gangrene

—

emyhyscmatoua
gangrene.

Progress and Terminations.—The effects

of emphysema differ with the source of the

gas. When the air comes from a superficial

wound of the lung, it has no tendencj- to

cause decomposition of the effused blood with
which it may come into contact. Thus, in

surgical cases, no evil consequences result

from emphysema around a simple fractiure ol
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a rib. This is explained by the fact that the

gas in the air-vesicles is absolutely free from

solid particles of any kind, including micro-

organisms, as shown by Tyndall's experiment,

in which the residual air, in forced expiration,

makes a gap in the beam of an electric light

when breathed across it. On the other hand,

air admitted from without, as in a cornpound

fracture, tends to favour the decomposition of

the effused blood, and renders treatment by

occlusion or by antiseptic dressing difficult

and uncertain. In ordinary cases the effused

air is rapidly absorbed without causing incon-

venience of any kind. If the amount of air

in the tissues be very great, and the case be

complicated by pneumothorax, fatal dyspnoea

may occur, imless relieved by treatment.

Treatment.—The sweUhig itself requires

usually no treatment, the gas being absorbed

without difficulty. If it is comphcated by
pneumothorax, or if the dyspnoea be such as

to threaten death, the wound, if one exists,

must be opened up ; or, if there is. none, a free

opening must be made into the pleural cavity.

If the swelling be such as seriously to incon-

venience the patient, a few punctures may be

made with a triangidar needle. Emphysema
from intestmal flatus is always limited, and
requires no treatment beyond that applicable

to the cause of the escape of gas.

Marcus Beck.

EMPIRICAL {ev, by ; and nupa, experi-

ence).—This term is applied to treatment
founded on experience, as contrasted with
rational, which is founded on scientific

reasoning. See Disease, Treatment of.

EMPROSTHOTONOS (l>7rporr^6v, for-

wards; and reiVoo, I stretch).—A bending or

drawing forwards of the body, due to tonic
contraction of the muscles, observed in some
cases of tetanic convulsions. See Tetanus.

EMPYEMA (iv, in; and niov, pus).—
Strictly speaking, this term signifies a collec-

tion of pus within the cavity of the pleura,
hut it is often conventionally used to denote
any inflammatory eft'usion in that situation
which has assumed a chronic character. See
Pleura, Diseases of.

EMS, in Germany.—Thermal muriated
alkaline -waters. See Mineral Waters.

ENCEPHALITIS (fyxfc/xiXo?, the brain).
Inflammation of the brain and its mem-
branes

; or, more properly, inflammation of
the brain-substance itself. See Brain, In-
flammation of.

ENCEPHALOCELE (e>.'(/)«Xor, the
brain

; and K>;Xr/, a tumour).—A hernial pro-
tnision of a portion of the brain-substance
through an opening in the skull, which may
be either congenital or the result of accident,
of surgical operation, or of disease. See
Brain, Malformations of.

ENDERMIC MEDICATION

ENCEPHALOID (ey*rf'<^aXof , the brain).

A form of cancer, so named on account of

its obvious resemblance to brain-tissue. See
Cancer.

ENCHONDROMA (fc, in; and ;^or'Spoy,

cartilage).—A new-growth consisting of car-

tilaginous tissue. See Tumours.

ENCYSTED {('•', in ; and Kians, a blad-

der).—Contained within a cyst. A term ap-

plied to new-growths or collections of fluid

thus enclosed, or limited by adhesions.

ENDARTERITIS (eMv, within; and
apTTjpia, an artery).—Inflammation of the

internal coat of an artery. The disease is

generally chronic or subacute, rai'ely acute.

Two special forms of endarteritis have been
described—namely, endarteritis deformans,
or atheromatous disease [see Arteries, Dis-

eases of ; and Atheroma) ; and syphilitic

endarteritis, which frequently affects the

vessels of the brain. See Syphilis; and
Brain, Vessels of. Diseases of.

ENDEMIC (f'f, in; and brjuos, a people).

This term is applied to diseases that prevail

in particular localities or districts, and which
are due to special astiological conditions

existing there. See Disease, Causes of.

ENDERMIC MEDICATION (cV, in;

and ^ipfj-a, the skin).—Fr. La Metliode En-
dermique ; Ger. Intracutane ArzneiappU-
cation.

Definition.—The method of using reme-
dies either by rubbing them into the skin

or by sprinkling them on a surface which
has been previously denuded of its epidermis.

Endermic medication was strongly advo-

cated and practised by Lembert, Valleix,

Trousseau, Anthony Todd Thomson, and
others, but it has almost, if not entirely,

given place to hypodermic injection, (1) be-

cause the endermic method is the more
painful

; (2) because it is slower in action

—

thus. Trousseau found that twelve minutes
were required for one-sixth of a grain of

morphine endermically administered to take

effect, whereas, hypodermically, the action of

the same dose is observed in less than one
minute, in fact, almost immediately

; (3)

because in many parts of the body endermic
medication is totally inapplicable.

Method and Uses.—The epidermis should
first be detached either by some ordinary
vesicant, such as cantharides plaster, or by
the application of a cautery. The driig to be
used is then laid on the raw surface in the
form of powder rubbed up with starch, sugar,

sulphate of sodium, or some other unirritating

substance, paste made with water or thin

mxicilage, or ointment. In this way, neural-

gia, sciatica, and other painful affections may
be treated with the morphine salts in doses of
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one-sixth of a f^-ain and upwards; local para-

lyses and otlier nerve-troubles with strych-

nine in doses of oue-tiftieth of a {jrain and
upwards; and many other alkaloids may be

used in the same way in various diseases.

A. S. CURRIE.

ENDOCARDITIS (..'fioi', within; and
K<tfil^ia, tlie heart).—Intlaunnation of tlie

liiiinj:: membrane of the heart. See Heart,
Inflammation of.

ENDOGASTRITIS (f .-Soi/, within ; and
yitiTTi)f), the stomach).—Inllammation of the
mucous membrane of the stomach. See
Stomach, Diseases of.

ENDOMETRITIS (oSor, within ; and
fi'lTtjf), the womb). — Inllammation of the

lininj; membrane of the uterus. See Womb,
Diseases of.

ENDOPERICARDITIS.—Inflamma-
tion of the endocardium and pericardium
together. See IIkart, Inflammation of ; and
Pericardium, Diseases of.

ENDOSCOPY (e^So./, within; and
aKOTTfO}, I look).

—

Definition.—The inspec-

tion of internal surfaces. Taken inclusively,

this definition comprises ophthalmoscopy,
otoscopy, larj-nfjoscopy, rhinoscopj', urethro-

scopy, cystoscopy, and inspection of the

gullet, stomach, and rectum. But in ordinarj'

parlance, the word signifies inspection of the

urethra only ; special terms being used when
inspection of other parts is meant.

Introduction.—.\n internal surface may
he illuminated by letting light, such as day-

light, fall through a straight tube {direct

illiimina(ion) ; or by rays collected and
thrown by mirrors placed conveniently
through a tube on to the surface to be ex-

amined, and reflected directly to the eye of the
observer, or through lenses set at suitable

angles (reflected illumination) ; or, lastly, by
light generated within the body and reflected

to the eve of the observer [internal illumina-
tion). This last method, in which the electric

lamp was placed at the inner end of the tube,

and its light thrown directly on to the exposed
part, has been abandoned for examining the

urethra, on account of the diflicultj- in shield-

ing that caniil from the heat of the glow-lamp
;

though it is still the mode of illuminating the
bladder or other cavities, the walls of which
are not in contact with the instrument.
The present mode of examining the

urethra and other surfaces is the outcome of
the work of many experimenters, the earliest

of whom was probably Bozzini (1807), fol-

lowed by Segalas in 1826. In 1840-46,
Avery of London devised the tubes which
are still in general.use. But the methods of
illumination now employed, by gas or elec-

tricity, are far superior to those obtainable in

Avery's time. Desormeaux improved Avery's
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method of illumination, and this was further

bettered by Cruise. Still, tlie apparatus re-

mained too cumbrous for easy use until

Griinfeld simplified the application of illu-

mination between 1875 and 1880, and Leiter

between 1880 and 1887 perfected the electric

method by reflecting light from a glow-lamp
along the tubes on to the exposed surfaces.

About this time Griinfeld, Dittel, and others,

emploj'ing these more manageable instru-

ments, were able to describe methodicrlly the

appearances of the normal urethra in its

several parts, and also many of the changes
caused by disease.

Apparatus.—The apparatus may be ar-

ranged in three varieties : in Desormeaux'
and Leiter's the lamp and tube are fixed to-

gether ; in a second, the light is distinct, but
the reflectors and lenses are fixed to the

tube ; in a third, the light and reflector, a
concave mirror fastened to the forehead or

held in the hand, are both separate from the
tube.

The best apparatus is that of Leiter, where
the light of an Edison's glow-lamp of O'o to 1

ampere is affixed below the outer end of the
tube, and its rays reflected through the tube
on to the exposed portion of the urethra and
back again to the eye of the observer. It

comprises a set of straight silver tubes five

inches long and of internal diameter ranging
between 18 and 20 millimetres. Their inner
ends are cut off either transversely or

obliquely, and the outer ends have a wide
mouth and flange, on to which the funnel and
mirror may be fitted. Each tube has a vul-

canite plug with a smooth or rounded end
that projects beyond the tube, to facilitate its

passage along the urethra. The interior is

blackened to prevent confusion by reflection

from its sides. Dr. William K. Otis, of New
York, has contrived curved tubes which can
be passed along the iirethra to the posterior

portion with ease ; but curved tiibes require a
reflector at the end, and the one sujjplied with
the tubes is too clumsy to be of much service.

Griinfeld has improved the windowed tubes

of Avery—that is, tubes with some part of

the side or the end closed by a piece of glass

—and for some purposes these windowed
tubes are more useful than the open ones.

In addition to tubes, lamps, and mirrors, small

mops of cotton wool are needed to wipe the

mucus, pus, and blood from the displayed

surfaces, so that the cleaned and dried mem-
brane may be viewed. For the treatment of

the various affections, additional armamenta
are strong astringent or caustic solutions,

haemostatics, such as hamamelis. iron, or

tannin, and pencils of cupric sulphate or of

lunar caustic. To them may be added small

electric cauteries, probes, forceps, snares,

knives, scissors, curettes, and tubes for insuf-

flation of astringent powders. Griinfeld has

also contrived to place outside his endoscopic

tube another fine one, through which he can
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inject drops of astringent solutions on to

inflamed i^atches.

Batteries of various make are used : that

for illumination should have a power of eight

to twelve volts ; that for cautery, of twenty

to thirty volts. Carbolic oil (1 in 16) or

glycerine for lubricating the tubes is also

needful.

Application.—When inspecting the ure-

thra it is convenient to divide the canal into

two portions—that before the triangular

ligament being the anterior, that behind it

the posterior. Not infrequently the inflam-

mation set lip by gonorrhoea is confined to

the anterior portion ; while, on the other

hand, in gleets of long standing the posterior

part may be alone afi'ected, when the anterior

section is quite clear of disease.

In the anterior portion are the meatus and
the fossa navicnlaris, the spongy and bulbous

parts, into which, with a forward direction,

open the ducts of mucous glands and those

of Cowper's glands. In the posterior are the

verumontanum, the sinus pocularis, and the

openings of the spermatic ducts and of those

of the prostate itself.

Before examining the urethra, it is ad-

visable to pass along the canal a sound or

bougie slightly larger than the inspecting tube,

in order to be sure that no constriction exists

which would prevent the passage of the tube,

and also to familiarise the urethra with the
presence of instruments. It is well also to

refrain from introducing the tube into the
posterior portion until that part has become
accustomed to instruments by the repeated
passage of bougies or sounds. The calibre of
the tube should not be large enough to
stretch the urethra ; if it is, the walls are
more or less blanched, and the operation is

apt to give pain. These drawbacks avoided,
the larger the tube the more easy the ex-
amination.

Examination of the anterior portion of
the urethra.—The best position is the half-
recumbent one on a high couch, with the
knees bent and the legs hanging over the edge.
The observer seats himself on a low stool
opposite his patient, his eyes about level with
the urethra. If tlie patient be well accustomed
to manipulation he may stand upright on
a stool against a wall, to bring his pelvis
level with the eyes of the observer sitting
before him. All being ready, the operator
introduces the tube. If the rneatus be much
contracted, either congenitally or by fibrous
bands after inflammation, it is well to divide
the tight bands by the touch of a probe-
pointed bistoury, after rendering the part
insensible with cocaine. A No. 24 or 26 tube,
with its i^lug, is then slowly passed along the
passage until the bulb is reached. The plug
is then withdrawn, and the area of the
urethra exposed at the end of the tube is well
mopped and dried, and the light adjusted. If
the urethi-a is healthy and not scarred or

blanched by previous inflammation, the part

now seen is of a delicate rose-pink or purplish
pink hue, faintly striated with longitudinal
lines. The most distinct streaks or furrows
are in the floor at each end of the transversely

disposed lumen. Faintly marked crimson
papillae are visible in the anterior portion, but
are lost near to the navicular fossa. As the

tube is slowly withdrawn, the urethra col-

lapses closely behind it evenly on all sides.

The lumen or central figure is an even trans-

verse line or slightly oval figure of sym-
metrical thickness. The orifice of a lacmia
Morgagni is indicated by a little dark dot

;

though these lacunae may be difficult to dis-

tinguish unless sought for in the way to be
described presently. When inflamed, ulcer-

ated, or induiated, these openings are easily

distinguished. As the tube continues to re-

treat at about three inches from the meatus,
the colour of the mucous membrane grows
paler in many persons, to become again dull

pink or bluish pink at the sinus navicularis.

Here, also, the lumen changes from a trans-

verse position to a vertical one, being oval or

triangular in form. In the roof of the urethra
it is not difficult to detect in this fossa the
mouths of two or three or more ducts of muci-
parous glands, and the wall of the passage is

not so evenlj' resilient as it is more posteriorly.

To find the lacunae Morgagni in a healthy
urethra, it is often necessary to slightly

divert the tube from the axis of the urethra

to cause the wall to bulge slightly into the
open end of the tube. By this, a larger area
of the wall is brightly illuminated. If a
lacuna be within the illuminated area, it is

distinguished by a dark dot due to want of

reflexion, because the floor of the lacuna is

lower than the general surface. So, also, the

position of a lacuna is revealed during slow
retraction of the tube by the sudden appear-

ance of a fine furrow or seam in the wall,

radiating from the lumen and made more
distinct by the greater brilliancy of the light

reflected from each side of the furrow. Very
shortly the seeming furrow or line disappears

as the tube passes from it. The openings of

the ducts of Cowper can be more easily found,

as they have a more constant position in the

urethra. They open into the bulbous portion,

where they appear as two dark dots, side by
side, soon after the lumen has assumed its

transverse linear form.
Examination of the posterior portion of

the urethra.—In this portion, proceeding from
behind forwards, are to be seen the os inter-

num urethriB, the walls of the prostatic por-

tion, the verumontanum, the openings of

the prostatic ducts and of the ejaculatory

ducts, and the membranous portion of the
urethra.

The ordinary straight tube with open end,
five inches long and of the calibre suitable

for the anterior part of the urethra, is the

best to use for this purpose. A special move-
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mpnt is required to pass the tube thronf;;h the

trmiifiuliir iif,'!uuent without exeitinsr contrac-

tion of the voluntary muscles which encom-
pass that portion of the canal, and which
resist the passiige of the tube, and thereby

hurt the patient.

In introducin<:f the tube, the end rounded
by the plug should be pressed pently down
the urethra so that it follows the tloor, not

the roof, until it reaches the trianj^ular lij^a-

uient. There, while steady pressure is main-
tained, the hand is lowered deeply between
the thighs until the deeper end rises and
slips on in spite of the slight resistance

always made to its onward passage. When
resistance ceases, the tube is pushed back-

wards for another inch or so, and held steadily

while the plug is withdrawn and the light

adjusted. If this is done slowly, the pain,

should the patient feel any, ceases as soon
as the instriuuent stops moving. It is often

well to get the patient to hold the tube him-
self during the adjustment of the lamp, as

he is less likel}' than the operator to move it

inadvertently. But a steady, gentle pressure

must be kept on the tube while it is in this

region, or it will be ejected by the muscles of

the urethra, and will be suddenly thrust forth

into the bulbous portion. The part being
well wii)ed and the light thrown on, this

jiortion of the xiretlira will appear funnel-

shaped, and of full rosy hue or pale purple, or

yellowish white if there have been intlam-

mation or induration of the prostatic portion

at some time before. At the os internum
the lumen is long, horizontal, and marked at

each end by two radiating creases. If now
the tube be pushed back a little, it is quickly

tilled by urine, and a misty yellow fight is

all that is visible. This accident is easily

avoided by practice ; but if it happens, the
tube must be withdrawn a httle, and its outer

end depressed that the urine may flow out.

This done, the mops dry up the remaining
moisture, and the inspection may begin. '

IJesides the conditions already mentioned,
in some cases fine longitudinal strise or

creases are seen to radiate pretty uniformly
from the centre. These are probably rows
of fine papilliB along shallow folds of the
membrane. The tube is slowly withdrawn,
bit by bit ; and, as it recedes, here and there

a dot or depression may be noted placed in

no definite position on the wall. These dots
are orifices of ducts of the prostate. Gradu-
ally, while the end of the tube recedes, there
rises into view a saddle-shaped eminence like

an inverted U, with the top at the highest
point of the exposed surface, around which
the walls closely conform. This is the veru-
monianum, or caput gallinaginis. It has
usually a paler colour than the wall, but is

never white uidess diseased. Presently, when
the saddle-shaped eminence is at the highest,
two small red fosss or furrows can often be
Been on either side of the central ridge, and
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equidistant from it. These are the outlets of

the ejaculatory ducts ; and usually near them,
but more outward, some more dots appear,
signif^ving the orifices of the prostatic ducts.

Occasionally, if the tube be kept still or

pressed firmly against the floor, a little

whitish-grey bead forms on one of the sym-
metrically placed hollows. This is semen,
and, if wiped away and put under the micro-
scope, is seen to contain the characteristic

spermatozoids. Not infre(iuently the mouths
of the ejaculatory ducts are not found by this

method. They may then be generally de-

tected by pushing the tube back a little and
pressing it up against the roof to allow the
floor to rise more. If the outer end of the
tube be now raised, the hght shines more
strongly on the vera, and as the tube recedes
the furrows generally become distinct. "When
they are clearly seen, a fine whalebone bougie
or silver probe may, it is said, sometimes be
coaxed into them for a short distance. On
still further withdrawing the tube the saddle-

shaped eminence widens at its base, the

lumen loses the shape of an inverted U, ainl

grows circular or oval, with the long diameter
vertical. The walls also rise up into the area
before the tube, and have a paler hue, making
a broad pinkish ring inside the tube. \Vheri

this appears, the membranous portion has
been reached. If there have been b3'gone

inflammation of the part, the ridge of the
veru, instead of being like an inverted U. is

like an inverted V, and of much lighter

colour, even white, from induration and
wasting. Small veins, showing as dark
sinuous lines, are not uncommonly seen in

the prostatic portion, and, but less Irequently,

in the anterior portion also.

Berkeley Hill.

ENEMA ((vlr)fii, I inject).

—

Synox. : Lave-
ment ; Clyster ; Fr. Clijstere ; Lavement

;

Ger. Klijstier.

Definition.—An enema is a liquid injected

by means of a suitable instrument into or

through the rectum.
Instruments.—Various instruments are

used for the administratioi of enemata

:

1. A simple elastic bottle with ivory or gum-
elastic pipe, which has superseded the old

bladder and pipe. 2. An indiarubber bottle

with flexible tube at either end and double
action, as in Higginson's instrument. 3. An
ordinary piston syringe, worked bj' the hand,
which is either simple, or provided with a

double action, so as to supply a continuous
stream. 4. A French instrument, known as

the irrigateur, worked by a spring. 5. The
hj'dr.iulic enema, which consists of a piece

01 inJiarubber tubing about six feet long,

furnished with an ordinary ivory rectimi-

pipe at the one end, and a metal cone, or

a screw nozzle, at the other. The tube, being

filled with the injection, has one end placed

in the containing reservoir, or is connected
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by the screw ; while the pipe at the other

end is introduced iiito'the bowel. The vessel

supplying the injection bemg placed on an

elevation, the liquid p^-avitatos into the bowel,

filling the large intestine. When it is desir-

able to injecc a large quantity the patient

should lie first on the left side, then on the

back, and lastly on the right side, to promote

the filling of the uitestine. In all cases care

should be taken to prevent the injection of

air into the bowel, and also to ascertain that

the nozzle of the injecting pipe is free in the

rectum, not in contact with the sphincter,

not thrust against the sacrum or into a

hard faecal mass. The process of injection

must be carried on slowly, with occasional

])auses, otherwise premature contraction of

the bowel with expulsion of the enema will

result.

Varieties and Uses.—The chief varieties

and uses of enemata are as follows :

—

1. Anthelmintic Enemata.—To cure

thread-worms injections of salt and water,

or lime-water, or from two to four drachms
of spirit of turpentine diffused by yolk of

egg in four oimces of water, are serviceable.

The enema of aloes or of asafc^tida may
also be employed in the small quantity just

named.
2. Antispasmodic Enemata.— Puer-

peral convulsions have been relieved by the

injection of half a drachm or more of chloral

hydrate. Injections of asafoetida or of rue
are also given. Injections of warm water
with two or three fluid-drachms of sulphuric
ether have sometimes relieved spasmodic in-

vagination of the bowels. When the intestine

is tympanitic and distended, the enema tere-

binthinae, or enema asafoetidae, will act well
as a stimulant and carminative.

3. Astringent Enemata.—These are
used either to check diarrhoea, to arrest
haemorrhage, or to remedy ulceration and
mucous discharges. For the first of these
purposes the enema opii is valuable. In eases
of haemorrhage from the bowels, as well as
from the womb, injections of ice-cold water
are frequently used. Ulceration with mucous
discharge is often successfully treated with
enemata of nitrate of silver (five grains to one
pint of distilled water), of sulphate of zinc or
alum (one or two grains to the ounce of
water), or of sulphate of copper (one grain to
the ounce of water).

4. Emollient Enemata.—Demulcents,
such as decoctions of starch, linseed, or barley,
or pure linseed oil, are at times used with
the object of imparting nourislunent to the
system, and of soothing an irritable mucous
membrane.

In dysentery, fi-om four to six pints of
warm water, or of milk and water, have been
injected as a form of internal fomentation.

5. Nutrient Enemata.—In cases of ex-
haustion, enemata of peptonised milk, beef-
tea and eggs beaten up are used. About

four or six ounces should be given at once

by means of an indiarubber bottle with an
elastic-gum rectum tube. When properly

given, they will remain and be absorbed.

Should the rectum become irritable, the irri-

tabihty may be often lessened by adding a

few drops of laudanum to each enema. A
solution of defibrinated blood, in its recent

or dried form, has been reconnnended as a

material for nutrient enemata {see paper by
Dr. Sansoin on ISupplementary Alimentation,

Lancet, 1881, vol. i. p. 288). The digestion

and assimilation of nutrient enemata may
be facilitated by the addition of preparations

of pancreatin and pepsin. See Peptonisek
Food.

Injections of brandy and water, or beef-tea

and brandy, have been given with benefit in

prostration from uterine haemorrhage or

other causes.

C. Sedative Enemata.— These are often

employed in painful affections of the rec-

tum and bladder. The enema ojiii is

very useful. In spasm of the bowels and
in hernia the enema tabaci has been re-

sorted to, but it nnist be used vv ith caution,

as it may produce famtness and collapse.

7. Purgative Enemata.— These are

used to overcome constipation. For this

purpose— in the case of an adult—from one
to two pints of fluid must be slowly pumped
into the bowel. When the process is con-

ducted gradually, stopping occasionally and
making pressure on the anus if the injection

threaten to come away, as much as four or

five Joints can be got into the bowel. The
injection should be retained as long as pos-

sible, as thus a complete evacuation is en-

sured. As a general rule, about a pint of

hquid is enough for an adult ; for an infant

an ounce ; for a child of fom- years, four to

six ounces.

Composition.— Soap and water, gruel with
olive-oil, castor-oil, and sometimes oil alone,

may be nsed. The enema magnesii sulphatis

is an efficient purgative. Enema aloes is also

valuable.

Glycerine is now used in cases of defec-

tive action of the bowels. From one to two
drachms are injected by a suitable syringe

into the rectimi, and in from five to thirty

minutes action of the bowels will follow.

There is often more or less straining, with
expulsion of flatus ; and, if the quantity used
be too large, violent and spasmodic action

may result.

Glycerine suppositories have been added to

the Pharmacopoeia. Their action is attended
with less spasm than is that of the fluid in-

jection. The glycerine acts as a stimulant
and m'itant to the rectum ; for while some
amount of burning is felt, a thermometer
shows increased tenaperature in the rectum.
Where the accumulation lies high up in the

intestine, glycerine injection has little or no
effect in causing its expulsion.
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In cases of intestinal obstruction tlie intro-

duction of !i liirfje volume of soap and water

—with oil, perhaps, added— by means of

the pravitation-tube, may be had recourse

to with advantage. Obstruction due to im-

jiactcd fipces generally yields to this method
of treatment, especially if assisted by judi-

cious massage of the abdomen.
The gradual injection of air by means of a

bellows and rubber tube, or a Lund's insuf-

llator, into the large intestine has proved a

successful method of treating intussusception

of the bowel in young children, especially in

cases where the intussusception can be easily

felt by the rectum, and where enemata are at

once rettn-ned. Sec Intestinal Obstruction.
The frequent use of very large injections

is undesirable, lest undue distension result,

with weakness and loss of tonicity in the

bowel. The habitual use of injections washes
away the mucus designed to lubricate the

bowel.
John C. Tiiorowgood.

ENGADINE, UPPER; in Switzer-
land.—A bracing mountain cHinate. Eleva-

tion of valley 5,000 to 6.000 feet. Season,

.Tune to Se[>tenibor. Some places are also

open during tlie winter. See Climate, Treat-

ment of Disease by.

ENGHIEN, in France. — Sulphur
wat Ts. .S'(<- MiNKUAL Watkus.

ENGLISH CHOLERA.-A Bynonym
for sitnple cholera or choleraic diarrha'a. See
CUOLKUAIC DlAURIIlEA.

ENGORGEMENT.— Overloading of

the vessels, or of the heart, with blood. A.

synonym for congestion. See Circulation,
Disorders of.

ENTERALGIA {tuT(,)ov,the intestine;

and «Ayor, pain).— Synon. : Enterodynia
;

}\'ciiralgia mcsenlerica vcl vicsaraica ; Colic.

The terms enteralgia and colic— generally

regarded as synonymous—include all forms
and degrees of paroxysmal intestinal pain in

cases where there is no febrile disturbance.

Knteralgia, implying more especially the
neuralgic nature of the sensori-motor dis-

turbance, is sometimes ])referred, as by those
who hold that colic proper— of which lead-

colic is a tyi)ical examjile, as distinguislicd

from symptomatic colicky pains—is a vis-

ceral neuralgia. It is likewise frequently
applied to colic occurring in the neurotic

—

in whom there is not uncommonly a record
of other forms of neuralgia in the individual
or family history—the asthenic, the anipmic,
or the gouty, even when thei-e is a local

exciting cause, such as flatus, retained fteces,

&c. ; and to conditions in which pain pre-

dominates over spasm. The clinical features
of enteralgia are. however, as a rule, indistin-

guishable fi-om those of colic. A similar local

disturbance—pain either sudden and sharp

or gradual and dull, either about the umbili-
cus or in the right iliac region— according to

its intensity, is reflected by the nerves to the

heart and the peripheral arteries. The action

of the former becomes slow and feeble, and
the latter contract ; hence arising tho small,

infreciucnt, tense pulse, the cool palo skin,

and the other signs of collapse which mark
the distant effects of colic. And, as in tins-

disorder, the termination of the attack may
be sudden, perhaps following the expulsion

of Ihuus or fkces— a free per.spiration. a

copious flow of palo lu'ine, the menstrual or

lochial or other discharge, or a fit of the
gout. As a rule, tho more severe the paroxysm
the shorter will be its duration. The exciting

cause is not uncommonly a chill (wet feet,

&C.), or mental over-strain and worry. Per-

sistent enteralgia is now and then indicative

of spinal disease, such as caries.

Treatment.—The main indications in the
treatment of enteralgia are to endeavour to

remove any cause of tb.e pain : to administer
opium or belladonna by the mouth or rec-

tum, or subcutaneous morjjhine, and to apply
hot fomentations, with laudanum and turpen-
tine, for the relief of the suffering (see Colk

,

Intestinal) ; and, during the intervals be-

tween tho seizures, to restore the nutrition

aud tone of the nervous system, and improve
the general health. Among medicines, courses
of the hypophosphites, belladonna, quinine,

and arsenic maj- be found most useful.

George Oliver.

ENTERIC FEVER.—A synonym for

typhoid lever. See Tvpuoid Feveb.

ENTERITIS {(iTfftnv, the bowel).— In-

flannnation of the intestines. See Intestines,
Diseases of.

ENTEROCELE ((iTfpnv. the bowel; and
Ki)\rj, a tinnour).—A hernia containing a por-

tion of bowel. See Hernia.

ENTOPHYTE (fWo'y, within; and (^vtoi-,

a plant).—A plant parasitic in any part of the

body. Entophytic diseases are diseases

that are supposed to depend upon the growth
of such plants, as, for example, fungus-fool.

jSee FuN(iUS-DisEASE of Indi.\.

ENTOZOA (f iTiir, within ; and C^><.„. an
animal).

Wan, in common with other animals, ver-

tebrate and invertebrate, is liable to entertain

various forms of entozoa. In comparison
with other vertebrates, even with members
of his own order, Primates, the number
known to infest man is singularly small.

This is attributable in a largo measure to

the fact that his food is submitted to the
process of cooking. The various entozoa
found in the human subject are truly para-

sitic, and not examples of commensalism.
A parasite inhabits a living organism, and
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obtains nourishment fi-om its body. In

covimensalism, creatures live within the

bodies of larger animals, like parasites, but

share its food, or hve upon the refuse of its

body instead of the juices and tissues of the

host. The more important entozoa foimd in

man are :—
I. Cestoda, Tapeworms.

II. Trematoda, Flulces.

III. Neniafoda, Round-worms.
IV. Ch-egarinidce, Psorosperma.

V. Bhizo2)oda, Amoeba coli.

I. Cestoda, or Tapeworms (Kforo?, a

girdle).—Fr. Ccstonles, Tenia ; Ger. Band-
wurm.

Varieties :

—

a. Tania solium.

b. Tcenia mcdiocanellata vel saginata.

c. Tania bothrioccphalus latus.

d. Tainia cucumerina vel ellifptica.

e. Tcenia nana.

f. Tania echinococcus.

a. Tcenia solium.—This worm when fully

developed may attain a length of 2 to 3
feet. The vertex or head, aboiit the size

<if a small pinhead, is furnished with four

suckers, a rostelhim, and twenty-six booklets
(fig. 34). A narrow neck succeeds the head,
and at a short distance the segments begin
to be visible. At first their breadth exceeds
their length ; but farther from the head they
lengthen, until the mature segments are
reached. These average 1'2 mm. in length
and 5 mm. in width.

Each mature segment contains male and
female generative organs. The genital open-
ings are at the sides of the segments near
the middle : the ovary presents seven to
ten branches, each ending in a dendritic
manner (fig. Sfi).

T. solimn inhabits the small intestine of
man, and is acquired by eating pork. Infec-
tion takes place in the following manner

:

The eggs, either free or contained in the
segments (proglottides), are evacuated fi-om
the host, and are conveyed either by means
of food or drinking-water into the body of a
pig or other animal. "When the eggs reach the
stomach of the pig the capsule is dissolved,
and the hberated embryo makes its way into
the wall of the intestines or is carried by the
blood-current into other parts of the body.
The young tapeworm, when it emerges from
the egg, possesses six booklets, and is known
as the ' six-hooked embryo.' After settling
in the tissues it becomes metamorphosed, and
is now furnished with a head and becomes
enveloped by a membrane. In this condition
it is known as a ' measle ' or Cysticercus eel-
lulnscB {kvo-th, AhUdder; andKe'pKos-.atail) (fig.

32), Pork containing the cysticercus is said to
be

'
measled.' The cysticerci are destroyed by

thorough cooking, either by boiling or the
more satisfactory process of roasting. When
a cysticercus is introduced into the intestine,

the head (scolex) fixes itself into the mucous
membrane, the cyst-membrane is dissolved,

a chain of segments or proglottides develop,

and a tapeworm is the result.

The cysticercus occurs also in man, and is

probably due to the introduction of the eggs

of T. solium into the

stomach. Cysticerci

have been found in the

aqueous and vitreous

chambers of the eye,

in the subcutaneous

Fig. 32. — Cysticercus
[tela) cellutoHce, re-

moved from the hu-
man eye by Macken-
zie. X 5 iliam. Aftet

Allen Thomson.

tissue, find in muscles.

When encysted they
retain their vitality for

many years. The pre-

sence of these small
bodies exciteslocal irri-

tation, inducing inflam-
matory thickening. In
muscles and intermus-
cular tissue they occa-

sionally cause swellings

resembling tumours. In the brain, when
numerous, they induce fatal results. A few
may exist in the cortex of the cerebrum
without producing any obvious effect, but

in the neighbourhood of the medulla two
cysticerci have been known to cause death.

In the eye cysticerci have been detected by
means of the ophtlialmoscope. In this situa-

tion they present a striking and characteristic

ajjpearance.

h. Tmnia Tnediocanellata vel saginata.—
This tapeworm differs from T. solium in

several important jjarticulars. When fully

developed it may attain a length of 4
feet. The segments are thicker and wider
than in T. solium; it has no rostellum or

booklets, but four suckers or proboscides and

Fig. 33.—Unarmed Head Fio. 34.—Armed Head
of TtBnia mediocanel- of Tcenia solium,
lata. X lOdiam. After x 10 diam. After

G. Fritsch. G. Fritscli.

a median canal (fig. 33). The mature seg-

ments have a larger number of uterine diver-

ticula, and they do not end dench-itically

(fig. 35). The cysticerciis of this tapeworm
infests the muscles of oxen. The tapeworm
itself is acquired by man in consequence
of eating underdone beef. In the accom-
panying sketches the heads and proglottides

of Tcenia soliuyn and Tcenia mcdiocanellata
are arranged side by side for comparison.
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e. Tcrnia holhriocephahis latus.—This is

the lari,'est tapeworm infestiu<» man ; when
iiinture it attains a len^'th of 5 to 8 feet,

and contains two, three, and even four

Fio. 35.—Proglottis of

Tcrnia viediocanel-
lata. X 1^ diam.
After G. Fritsch.

Fio. 36.—Proglottis of

Tienia solium. x

Ih diain. After G.
Fritsch.

thousand se(jments. The uterus has the

form of a coiled ribbon, and the genital oi)en-

in;j is near the middle of the ventral surface.

This worm lives in tlie small intestine, and
is met with mainlj-in Switzerland and north-

eastern Europe. It has been reported as

occurring in Ireland.

It has long been suspected that fish were
the intermediate host of this cestode, and
liraun haf demonstrated its occurrence in

the larval stage in the muscles and viscera

of pike, trout, and turbot.

d. Tcenia cucumerina vel elUptica.—This
is a small tapeworm, common in cats and
dogs, rare]}- found in man. It has arostelliun

and about sixty booklets arranged in four

irregular rows. The intermediate host is the

dog-louse, Trichoihctcs canis. This fact ex-

plains the large number of taenia found in

dogs not cleanly kept. The lice worry the

dog, and it licks the irritated parts, and thus
takes tlie lice with the cysticerei into the

alimentary canal. Stroking dogs, or receiving

their lingual care.~ses, is probably the means
by which man is infected. It is notewortliy
that children have furnished nearly all the
specimens of tliis worm which have been
reported in the human subject.

f. Tcrnia junia.—This is a small tapeworm.
The head lias four suckers, a rostellum, and
circlet of twenty-two to twenty-eight hook-
lets. Bilharz found it in great numbers in

the duodenum of a boy in Egypt. It is very
rarely entertained in the alimentary canal of
man.

Symptoms.—The presence of tapeworms
is indicated by a great variety of symp-
toms. Among the more important may be
mentioned mterference with the digestive

process, irritability, and restlessness at night.
Aniemia, headache, and vertigo are not un-
coiumon. Irritation about the anus is some-
times a source of annoyance. Belles pheno-

mena, such as chorea, convulsions, or ejiilep-

tiform seiziu"es, insanity, mania, squint, and
other untoward conditions, have been known
to coincide witli the presence of tapeworms in

the alimentary canal, and to disappear when
the worms have been expelled. Many other

grave phenomena have been attributed to

their presence. It is equally true that hun-
dreds of individuals entertain tapeworms and
sutler no inconvenience in consequence, nay,

even are unaware of their guests until aji-

prised of the fact by the appearance of two
or three feet of cestode segments passed jjcr

aniim.
Treatment.—Many drugs have been re-

commended, such as turpentine, kousso,

kamala, areca-nut, and other anthelmintic

remedies. The late Dr. Cobbold, after a long

experience, came to the conclusion thtit

the licpiid extract of male fern is the most
reliable drug. The patient, if adult, should

take a dose of castor-oil at night, a drachm
of extract early next morning on an empty-

stomach, to be followed in tliree hours by a

small dose of castor-oil. The fragments ot

worms should be examined in order to ascer-

tain if the head be expelled.

/'. Tcenia echinococcus and Hydatids
(v^aTis, a drop of water).—Fr. Hijdatidc ; Ger.

Blnsenivurm.—Taenia echinococcus is espe-

cially interesting because its larval sttiges

occur in man imder the name of hydatid
cysts.

The mature taenia inhabits the intestine

of dogs, jackals, and wolves. It is about 4

mm. in length, and consists

of only four segments, of

which the terminal one alone

is mature. Its head has four

suckers, a rostellum, and two
rows of booklets, varying
in number from fourteen to

twenty-five in each row.

The eggs of this worm are

introduced into the alimen-

tary canal with the food, but

more commonly with drink-

ing-water. The six-hooked

embryo, emerging from the

egg, makes its way into sur-

roimding tissues, and is fre-

quentlj' carried along by the

blood-current in the veins as

an embolus, to find a resting-

place in limgs, kidney, liver,

omentum, or brain, and be- pio. 37. Ttenia
comes gi-adually transformed echinococcus.

into an hydatid cyst.

For the history of the early stages of these

cysts we are indebted to the zeal and indus-

try of Leuckart. At first they are small

white dots, with thick, homogeneous, trans-

parent capsules, with concentric lamination,

enclosing coarsel}' granular contents (fig. 38i.

After the cyst has been growing five months,
and has attained a diameter of half an inch.
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echinococcus-heads begin to bud from its

walls. Each of these heads, when fully

formed, is about 0-3 mm. in length when
fully distended, and represents the head and

neck of an adult echinococcus (fig. 39). Each
head is furnished with foTir suckers and an

armed rostellum, the booklets of which are

Fig. 88.—Hydatid of four

weeks' growth, showing
ectocyst and endocyst.

X 60. After Leuckart.

Fig. 39.—The so-called

Echinococcus head,
showing hooks, suck-
ers, cilia, and corpus-
cles. X 250 diain.

After Huxley.

very small. Numerous calcareous particles

are lodged in its parenchyma. The rostellum

with its hooks and suckers can be retracted

and extended. In examining such specimens
under the microscope it is usual to tind them
hi the inverted or retracted condition shown
in tig. 40. The heads or scolices are formed
within brood-capsules, and Leuckart empha-
tically states that they are throughout life

Fig. 40.—Group of Echinococci, with their hook-
L-rowns inverted, x 180 diam. After Busk.

directly contmuous with each other by means
of the parenchyma of the main cyst, and
cannot roam about the cavity and retain
their vitality. The waUs of hy'datids consist
of two layers, an outer or cu'ticular and an
mner layer or parenchyma. The cuticular
layer is highly elastic and cmls up when
divided

; the parenchyma consists of granular
uiatter. cells, and muscle-fibre. The brood-

capsules are developed from the parenchyma

;

each brood-capsule, like the parent-cyst, haq

two layers, an outer parenchymatous and an
inner cuticular, thus reversing the conditions

of the mother-cyst. Leuckart maintains that

the scohces bud from the outer wall of the

capsule ; but when fully developed iiivaginate,

so that what was formerly the internal cuti-

cular surface of the head now becomes
external. This view requires confirmation.

The mother-cyst grows larger as fresh brood-

capsules are formed. Every echinococcus

cyst does not develop brood-capsules, and may
attain a large size yet remain sterile. The
presence of the cyst irritates the surrounding
structm-es, and leads to the formation of a

spmious capsule of fibrous tisstie, sometimes
of great thickness and usually very vascttlar.

The brood-capsules, with their contained

scolices, occur in clusters ; each capsule is of

the size of a No. 5 shot. Occasionally the

capsules become much larger and form
internal daughter-cysts attaining in some
specimens the size of a Tangerine orange.

Such daughter-cysts may develop cysts of

their own, or granddaughter-cysts. When
endogenous daughter-cysts are present, the

mother-cyst is, as a rule, of very large size,

and contains as many as two or three thousand
daughter-cysts varj-ing in size from a pea to

an Orange. Occasionally, we find in eehino-

cocctis cysts occurring in cattle, that daughter-
cysts are formed from the cuticle and ja-otrnde

beyond the external wall of the parent cyst,

and form brood-capsules. A few examples
of this condition have been reported in the

human subject.

Echinococcus multilocrdaris is a variety

of hydatid, which has been described as

affecting the liver. It forms a hard tumour
made tip of alveoli, separated by fibrous

tissue. The alveoli are filled with gelatinous

transparent material, stained at times with
bile. Such specimens were formerly described
as colloid cancer of the liver, until Virchow
pointed out that they were composed of

echinococcus cysts, and occasionally con-

tained scolices. Nearly all the reported
cases have occurred in South Germany and
Switzerland. The true nature of this form
requires elucidation. The recognition of E.
midtilocularis is rendered more difficult by
the circumstance that they sometimes ulcer-

ate. This condition may easily be confoimded
with actinomycosis of the liver.

Anatomical Characters in Man.—The
human body frequently contains echinocoecns
cysts ; there is scarcely an organ in which
it has not been found, even in the medullary
cavities of bones. Like the cysticercus eel-

lidosce, the embryo of T. echinococcus has
its favourite situaticnis : the former selects

chietly the intermuscular connective tissue
and brain, the latter selects mainly the
viscera, especially the liver. The liability

of organs to entertain hydatids may be in-
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ferred from Neisser's tables as quoted by
Ij(MU'kart. They are based upon an analysis

ofyyo cases : Liver, 451 ; luii^s and pleui-a,

84 ; kidney, 80 ; brain, G8 ; muscles, dermis,

and orbit, 72; spinal cord, 13; pelvis, 3(3;

circulatory organs, '29
; spleen and bones, 28,

and so on. Tins table is only useful as show-

iuf; the {greater liability of viscera to harbour
this parasite. In the bones, eye, orbit,

mamma, thyroid body, and heart it is of

extremely rare occurrence.

It is strange that, though the liver is such
a favourite viscus for hydatids, it is rare to

find more than one cyst present in this

organ at the same time in the human subject;

yet iu swine they are frequently multiple.

In man, one large cyst may be lodged in the

liver, and twentj', thirtj', or even a hundred
occupy the omeutum, mesentery, &c. This
condition is, however, very uncommon.

Symptoms.—The danger caused by these

cysts arises mainly from the mechanical
pressure they exercise on siuToiinding parts.

Thus, in the brain or heart, a cyst the size of

a hazel-nut gives rise to serious disturbance,

but one as large as a man's head is otten

tolerated in the liver or pelvis. These cysts

are often found post mortem when their

presence had never been suspected during
life, although they attained goodly propor-

tions. The parasite may die early iu its

career, and the cyst-WiUl calcify ; hydatid
membranes seem very prone to this change,

the calcareous matter resembling very old

dried mortar. Hydatid cysts cause death in a
variety of ways. In the brain they simulate
cerebral tumour, and induce death early,

especially when growing near the bulb. In
the spinal cord they produce paraplegia. In
the liver they may be accidentally ruptured,

and cause death in a few hours from shock
and hiEUiorrhage combined, or, later, from
peritonitis. In some instances, after injury

or meddlesome tapping, suppuration takes

place with septic troubles, which the forma-
tion of pus entails. Liver cysts may per-

forate the diaphragm, and rupture into the

pleura, or communicate with the lung and its

bronchi. Occasionally they open into stomach
or bowel, the scolices being discharged per
anum. They have been known to rupture
into the bile-passages, the transit of the

scolices causing biliary colic. Among the

rarer sites of rupture may be mentioned the

pericardimn, vena cava inferior, or through
the parietes of abdomen or thorax.

In the lung pressure upon the air-cells

or bronchi may cause gangrene and other
troubles which follow bronchial obstruction.

Hydatid cysts of the thyroid body are very
rare ; they usually ruptm-e into the trachea
and cause death bj' suffocation.

Diagnosis.— Tlie diagnosis of hydatid cysts,

in organs other than the liver, is attended
with very great ditliculty ; and as these cysts

frequently appear at ponl-mortem examina-

tions and astonish the physicians, so are they
one of the most fertile sources of surprise to

enterprising surgeons. In the liver a hydatid
cyst may bo suspected when a tumour can i)e

made out unaccompanied bj' pain, cachexia,
high temperature, or wasting.
The conditions most likely to be confounded

with hydatid cysts in the liver are abscess, dis-

tended gall-bladder, effusion in the right
pleura, aneurysm of the abdominal aorta or
hepatic artery, cancer of the liver, renal cysis,

dilated stomach, pancreatic cyst, ovarian
tumours, and dropsy due to closure of Win-
slow's foramen. Hee Livee, Hydatid Dis-
ease of.

It is not wise to rely on the fact that the
patient has lived among dogs or iu a pastoral

conntrj'. Individuals who have never kept
or lived with dogs often develop hydatids.

When an abdominal or thoracic tumour is

suspected to be a hydatid cyst (these are the
situations in which physicians are most fre-

quently called upon to diagnose them), the

nature of the swelling should be ascertained

by puncturing it with a trocar, and di'awiiig

off some of the fluid. The characters whicli

determine its echinococcus natui'e are the
following :

—

The tluid is limpid, colourless (occasionally

bile-stained when growing in the liver), and
in specific gi-avity varies from 1009 to 101').

Free from albumen, it contains chloride of
sodium, and is said to furnish traces of

succinic acid, leucin and tyrosiu. The three

last are present in quantities too small to

be of any clinical value. The most positive

signs are the presence of brood-capsules, sco-

lices, booklets, or the gelatinous, trembling,

laminated membrane which forms the true

wall of the cyst, and is in itself absolutely

peculiar to hydatids.

It must also be remembered that hydatid
cysts are occasionally sterile—that is, they
contain no brood-capsules and furnish no
booklets. Such cysts frequently attain a
large size, and seem to occur most frequently

in the pelvis ; they are as a rule mistaken for

other forms of cysts.

Treatment.—The treatment of hj'datid

cysts is entirely surgical. In such an organ
as the liver the cyst should be freely opened,
and its edges stitched to the sides of the in-

cision and drained. The walls collapse, the

cyst-membrane comes away during the ope-

ration, or is subsequently discharged piece-

meal. The cavity then slowly granulates.

\Vhen hydatids are lodged in the omentum
they are easily removed by abdominal sec-

tion. When dee])ly placed in the pelvis they
may be situated between the bladder and the

rectum in the male, or burrow between the

layers of the broad ligament in the female.

These are better treated by incision and
drainage. Hydatid cysts have many times

been recorded m the kidney, but it is very

unusual for them to exceed the dimensions of
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an orange. T])ey exhibit a marked tendency

to discharge into the renal pelvis, the vesi-

cles escaping by way of the lu-ethra. Should
the cyst attain such proportions as to give

rise to a palpable tumour, it should be ex-

plored by a lumbar incision, and treated in

the way recommended for the liver. Such
cysts arismg in tlie kidney have been known
to open into the lung, into the stomach, or

communicate with the intestine. Intra-tho-

racic hydatids are best treated on the same
stu'gical lines as empyema. In the subcutane-

ous tissues and orbit they are rarely diagnosed
—indeed, these cysts in such situations can
only be suspected ; the suspicion is confirmed
when the vesicles or portions of membranes
escape during removal of the tumour. Intra-

cranial hydatids have in Sydney, Australia,

been successfully submitted to surgical pro-

cedure. It is certain that no tumour or cyst

connected with the brain offers a more favom--

able prospect to surgeons than a hydatid
cyst connected with the cerebral cortex.

II. Trematoda, or Flukes (rprnxa, a
hole).—Fr. Trematodes; Ger. Trematoden

;

Sangivilnner.—These forms have only one
opening to the digestive cavity.

Varieties :

—

a. Distoma hepaticum,
b. Distoma lanceolatuni.

c. Distoma hmmatohlum vel BilUarzia
hasmatobia.

d. Distoma Bingeri.—See p. 259.

a., b. The first two are rarely seen, though
they are common enough in the biliary pas-
sages of sheep and oxen. They are vulgarly
known as flukes, and are the cause of the
destructive disease known as ' the rot ' of
sheep. When flukes, with the exception of
the Bilharzia hcBm,atGbia, occur in man,
they occupy the bihary passages, but are
usually present in such limited number as to
rarely cause any serious disturbance of health.

c. Bilharzia ha-matobia, or Distoma hcema-
tobiuw,, unlike other forms of flukes, has the
sexes distinct. The male is 12-14 mm. long,
and has a flattened body, which, at its posterior
part, is rolled mto a kind of tube, constituting
the gynaecophoric canal. The female is almost
cylindrical in form, and 16-19 mm. long, being
lodged within the gynaecophoric canal (fig. 4lf.
The mature worms hve in the inferior vena
cava, portal, splenic, mesenteric, vesical, and
hffimorrhoidal_ veins of men and monkeys.
The ova pass into the mucous membrane of
the bladder and intestine, probably escaping
as a consequence of the ruptm-e of small
vessels. Occasionally the ova may be found
in the ureter and the pelvis of the kidney.
The ova. often present in great numbers, are
furnished with either a terminal or a lateral
spine. Dr. Zancarol says that ova with a
lateral spine occur in the intestine; those
with the terminal spine in the mucous mem-
brane of the bladder. The use of this ap-

pendage has not yet been satisfactorily ex-
plained (fig. 42). See Appendix.
The Bilharzia is common in Egypt, Abys-

sinia, the Cajie, and NataJ. The cercaria, as

Fig. 41.— Bilharzia Fig. 42.—Ovum of

liccmatobia, male Bilharzia hiema-
and female sexually tobia with con-
combined. Magni- tained embryo
fled. After Kiichen- and free sarcode-
meister. granules, x 234

diam. Original.

the larval forms are termed, abound in rivers

and canals, and are esijecially common in the
Nile. When taken into the alimentary canal
the cercaria quickly work their way into the
mucous membranes, gain access to blood-
vessels (veins), anddevelop into mature flukes.

Symptoms.—When lodged in the intestines

they give rise to dysentery ; in the bladder
and ureters, to cystitis, hiematuria, and
vesical calculus. The hiemorrhage caused
by their presence in the genito-urmary tract

is known as ' endemic haematuria.' The
eggs, whilst still within their host, may de-

velop ciliated embryos. The disease may
be suspected when haematuria occurs in

persons coming from countries where the
Bilharzia abounds : the diagnosis is con-
firmed by finding under the microscope the
ova embedded in fragments and shreds of
mucous membrane passed with the urine.

Treatment.—Means must be taken to

allay the vesical irritation by such remedies
as buchu, uva nrsi, hyoscyamus, and the like.

No remedy is known that acts as a parasiti-

cide to the Bilharzia. It is wise to remove
the patient, if possible, from an infected
locality. Cure is likely to be protracted, and
as yet we are ignorant of the duration of life

of the fluke.

III. Nematoda, or Round-worms
{vr)pia, a thread).— Fr. Neinatoides; Ger.
Fadcmuilrmer.

Varieties :

—

a. Ascaris lumbricoide.i.

b. Oxyuris vermicularis.
c. Trichocephalus dispar.
d. Anhijlostoma duodenale.
e. Filaria medincnsis.

f. Trichina spiralis.

g. Filaria sanguinis hominis.
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Most of those inhabit the alimentary canal,

and when restiicted to liiis region rarely give

rise to dangerous symptoms, unless they bo

very numerous ; but they arc

a])t to migrate and invade other

organs, and thus give rise to

dangerous and olteu disastrous

results.

a. Ascaris himhricotdrs.—
Tills, tlie common round or

maw-worm, is of cylindrical

sliape, pointed at each end,

and of a light brown colour.

The female, as is usual among
nematodes, exceeds the male
in size. The length of the

female varies from "25 to 40
cm. The male is distinguished

by the presence of two cliitin-

ous spines near the caudal end
of the body (fig. 4:5). This

extremity is also bent and
hook-like. The spines indicate

the male genital orifice. In
the female the genital pore is

situated near the middle of

the body. The ova are very

numerous; when mature they
j)0ssess a double shell sur-

rounded by an albuminous
coating, have considerable

power of resistance, and are

not killed by dryingor freezing.

The life-history of the worm
is not fully known, and we are

ignorant of its intermediate

host. Dr. Cobbold was of

opinion tliat it did not require

one, but that the eggs develop

in water.

This worm lives chiefly in

the small intestine, but may
wander into the stomach, and
even pass up the oesophagus
and be discharged through the

mouth. An aacaris has been
known to creep into the bile-

duct and cause jaundice. In
cases of perforation of the in-

testine in fatal cases of tyi)lioid

fever, these worms have been
found lodged in the a]ierture.

We must not conclude from
tliis that the worm caused the

perforation ; it is more reason-

able to believe that when the

accident happened the ascaris

was passively lodged in the

opening during the outward
rush of the fluid contents of

the bowel. It is possible that

worms may occasionally per-

forate the intestinal wall, and, getting into

the subserous tissue, give rise to abscess.

Such cases have been recorded. The wander-
ing habit of ascarides is often fatal to them.

Fio. a.—Asca-
ris lumbri-
coides ; mule,
with exserti'd

8|iieu1es. Nut.
size(Cobbol(l).

Any foreign body in the intestine is sure to
attract their attention and to form a sort of
' worm-trap.' Thus they have been strangled
by metallic buttons, hooks and eyes, open-
topped tliimbles and the like (Cobbold).

Symptoms.— It is unusual for an individual
to harbour more than two or three round
worms, and as a rule they rarely give rise to

symi)tonis. When present in large numbers
— a condition of things most common in chil-

dren—diarrhoea, colic, nausea, vomiting, and
convulsions may occur. Children have been
known to pass in the course of a few years
one hundred worms, and in one case iJlO

worms were voided by a child. Generally
the passage of a worm \>y the anus or moutii
is the first and only indication of its pre-
sence.

TRE.A.TMENT.—The most reliable drug is

santonin, in the form of a powder: for chil-

dren two to fom- grains, followed by a saline
purge or castor oil ; for adults five grains
daily; for three days each dose to be followed
by castor oil. Among other useful remedies
we may mention aloes, scammony, jalaji,

calomel, kaiuala, sulphur, and turpentine.
b. Oxijuris vcrviiculari.i

{Thread- or Scat-worm).—
The thread-worm is an in-

habitant of the colon and
adjacent i)arts of the ileum.
Tlie female is usually about
10 mm. and the male 4 mm.
long. In addition to its

greater size the female has
a sharp-pointed tail, whereas
in the male it is blunt and
furnished with a spiculum
(fig. 44). Some helmintho-
logists are of opinion that
the mature females inhabit
the colon, whilst the males
and immature females are

found ill the ileum.

Oxyurides are often present
in largo numbers, and wander
into the rectum. They often

cause intense irritation in the

Fio. 44.

—

Oryuria
vermiculiiris,

female. Highly
magnified. Af-

ter Leuckart.

Fio. 45.—Eggs of Oxy-
uris vermicularis, en-

closing tadpole-shaped
embryos, x 450diatn.

Original.

neighbourhood of the anus, and in females

cause great distress by creeping into the

genital jiassages, especially during the night.

The eggs of oxy uris are expelled with the fueces
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and require to be taken into the stomach

before they re-develop (tig. 45). Persons re-

infect themselves by scratching the anus,

and conveying the ova, by means of the

tinger-nails, to the mouth.
Symptoms.—Among the local symptoms

heat and irritation around the anus and nose

are connuon. In children especially we often

find restlessness, nervous irritation, choreic

symptoms, and convulsions. Signs suggest-

ing such severe conditions as meningitis are

by no means infrequent. The existence of

thread-vi'orms is easily verified by admin-

istering a mild purgative and examining the

f*ces. As a rule, they will be found in

considerable numbers. In the case of

children the attention of the nurse is called

by finding the worms on the sheets.

Treatment.—Brisk saUne purgatives to

expel the worms, and extreme cleanliness to

prevent re-infection, are usually all that is

required. Fruits and vegetables should be

thoroughly cooked. In adults treatment re-

quires to be carried out more vigorously, with

such drugs as calomel, scammony, aloes,

jalap, santonin, and asafoetida, in conjunction

with enemata of infusion of quassia, or salt

and water.

c. Trichoceplmlus dispar, or WMp-ivorm.
—The male and female ecpial each other in

Fig. 40.

—

Triclwccphalus; male (a), and female (&).

Enlarged one-fourth.

length ; as a rule they average 4 to 5 mm.
Tiie anterior part of these worms is fine and
thread-like, the posterior is thicker, and con-
tains the genital organs. In tlie male the

four curved teeth ; the dorsal, two straight

ones. The caudal end in the male has a
three-lobed bursa and two spines (fig. 47).

This worm infests the small

intestine and bores its way
into the mucous membrane.
The effects of ankylo-

stoma on the gut are very

characteristic. The dam-
aged spot is indicated by
a small ecchymosis, with
a central depressed white
spot, in which the head of

the worm lodged ; occasion-

ally it may be found still

anchored to the mucous
membrane. When present

in large numbers these

worms produce anaemia,

sometimes called Egyptian
chlorosis. The ankylo-

stoma is very common in

Egypt and Brazil. One
stage of the worm is passed
in muddy or dirty water

;

it gains access to the ali-

mentary canal in drinking-

water, and there attains its

maturity.
Symptoms.—The presence of this worm is

indicated by the usual signs of anaemia, viz.

pallor of the mucous membranes, weakness,
palpitation, and faintness. Diarrhoea and
dropsical effusions sometimes occur. The
anaemia is due to the loss of blood conse-

quent on the injuries inflicted by these para-
sites on the intestinal mucous membrane.
Treatment.—The worms should be eva-

cuated by calomel and santonin combined,
given at intervals over a jieriod of a few
weeks, for it must not be imagined that one
or two doses will destroy the thousands of

helminths lodged in the intestines in a severe
example of this disease. The liquid extract

FiG.47 Ankylo-
stoma duoden-
ale ; male (a),

and female (b).

X 5 diam.

caudal end is rolled into a spn-al ; near the of male fern is a useful remedy. The patient
extremity it is furnished with a spine
(fig. 40).

The trichocephalus resides mainly in the
caecum. The early stages are passed in
water or damp earth. The worm is very
common in France : Davaine calculated
that half the Parisians are infested by it.

In England it is rare. Unless present in
great quantities it is not often a source of
trouble.

d. Ankylostoma duodenale.—This small
worm is also known as Sclerostorna duode-
nale, Dochmius, or Strongylus duodenalis.
Occasionally it is referred to as the tunnel-
ivorm, on account of the disasters it caused
among the men engaged in the Mount St.
Gothard Tunnel. The female averages twelve
mm. in length, the male is slightly smaller.
The cephalic end is furnished with an oral
capsule, which possesses a cleft covered by
two chitinous lamellae. The ventral lip has

will require nourishing diet, easily digestible

food, and good wine, with the usual tonic

remedies.
e. Filaria Tnedinensis, Drarunculus, or

Guinea-worm.—This is a fine thread-like

worm from 60 to 100 cm. in length, and
about 2 mm. broad. The female only is

known. The embryos develop within the
uterus. The intermediate host is a minute
crustacean (Cyclops), which inhabits drmk-

Fig. 48.

—

Filaria medinensis. Reduced to J.

ing-water. "Within the cyclops they are in-

troduced into the human stomach, and then
migrate into the subcutaneous tissues, whero
they become mature. A common situation

is the tissue beneath the skin of the legs and
feet ; the heel is a favourite situation.
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The worm is confined to cortam districts

of Asia, Africa, and Brazil. It is supposed

to be identical witli the fiery serpents men-
tioned in the Pentateuch.
When the worm first lodges in the subcu-

taneous tissue it gives rise to little trouble ;

as it grows an abscess forms and gradually

exposes the worm. Treatment consists in

carefully winding the worm with gentle

traction around a slender stick of ivory, bone,

or wood, an inch or so daily, taking care not

to break it. This method seems to have
been employed of old by Persian surgeons.

/. Trichina sjnralis.—The mature worm
inhabits the intestinal canal. The female is

3 mm. long ; the male is much smaller, and
is further distinguished by presenting on
the (birsal side of the tail two mammillary
protuberances, which are turned towards the

ventral aspect, and include between them
four wart-like nodules (fig. 49). The young
are developed in the uterus, and are born in

a free state. The iuiiuature trichina inhabits

Fio. iO.—Trichina
spiralis magiii-
lifd ; male (a),

and femftle (b).

After Leuckart.

Fig. 50.—Portion of liuniau
muscle, enclosing a single

capsuled /nc/ii«a. Highly
magnified. After Leuc-
kart.

voluntary muscular fibre, where it is usually
coiled into a spiral, embedded in granular
tissue and surrounded by a cyst-wall, which
frequently contains calcareous particles (fig.

50). These capsules are visible to the naked
eye as minute white specks. Each capsule
usually contains one trichina, but two, three,
and even five may be present.
The relation of the two forms is as follows.

When a piece of muscle containing living
trichinic is taken into the stomach, the cap-

sules are digested and the worms set free.

In two days and a half they become nuiture,

and pair. The embryos commence to be bora
on the seventh day ; and the female may con-
tinue to bring forth worms for many days.
The mature worm lives but a few weeks, but
during this brief life may bring forth a thou-
sand or thirteen hundred embryos. The
young then seek for striated muscle-fibre,

and migrate through the wall of the intes-

tine and the subperitoneal tissue. A few may
get into vessels and are distributed by the
circidation. On gaining access to a muscle
they penetrate 'the fasciculi, becoming in

about fourteen days mature muscle-trichinae.

In due course they become encysted ; the
cyst is said to be in part duo to a secretion

furnished by the trichina. After a time the
cyst-wall calcifies; should the trichina die,

the cyst-contents also calcify. The duration
of life of the worm in the muscle is very
long, and even survives for a time the death
of its host. The trichinae are found most
abundantly in the intercostal muscles, dia-

phragm, and laryngeal nuiscles. In the limb
muscles they are less abundant, and cluster

near the union of the muscle with its tendon.
The trichiniE so accurately select the volun-
tary muscles tliat the pharyngeal constrictors

and upper part of the oesophagus will lodge
hundreds of them, while the rest of the tube
contains none.

Symptoms.—Human beings usually acquire
the disease from eating trichinosed pork. The
symptoms may be divided into two stages :

the hrst consists of gastro-intcstinal disturb-

ance due to the introduction of the parasite ;

the second corresponds to the migration of

the worm, and is characterised by muscular
troubles and febrile disturbance.
The gravitj' of the symptoms depends upon

the number of trichinae taken. The initial

gastro-intcstinal catarrh lasts usually about
a week. The second stage is characterised

by high fever and pain in the limbs and
muscles, often mistaken for rheumatism. The
muscles sometimes swell, become cedematous,
and occasionally are partially paralysed. In
grave cases delirium ensues, the limbs be-

come flexed and paralysed, there is excessive

diarrh(ea, terminating in death. The dura-
tion of the second stage lasts four or five

weeks. In fatal cases, death usually occurs
about the third or fourth week.
At the end of five weeks the migi'ation is

usually complete, and the trichinse once en-
cysted give rise to no further trouble. That
this is so is clear from the fact that, in dis-

secting-rooms, subjects occasionally occur
with many hundred thousand trichinae en-

cysted in the voluntary muscles of all parts
of the body, from the head to the sole of the
foot. The diagnosis may sometimes be estab-

lished during life by an examination of sus-

pected articles of food, or by the detection of

adult trichinifi in the evacuations during the
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course of the disease. The most certam plan

is to remove a fragment of affected muscle

and examine it under the microscoiie.

Treatment.—If it can be at once ascer-

tained that trichinosed food has been taken

into the stomach, an emetic should be admin-

istered without delay, followed by a brisk pur-

gative; this treatment should be pursued for

several days to expel the worms before they

become mature. Calomel alone, or comhined

with scammouy or jalap, is recommended.

Even when the young filariae have begun

their migrations, brisk cathartics still do good;

but the patient's strength will require support

during this critical stage by solutions of

meat, broth, eggs, milk, and the judicious

administration of wine or brandy. As the

patient becomes convalescent ordmary tonics

wUl be needed.

Preventive treatment consists in rejecting

suspected trichinosed food, especially pork.

The disease is rare in Great Britain, but

fairly frequent in Germany, where it is the

custom to eat ' Wm-st,' or sausages made of

smoked ham.
g. Filarla sanguinis Jiominis.—This para-

site and its embryo are separately described.

See FiLARiA Sanguinis Hominis.
IV. Gregarinidse (grcgarius, from grex,

a flock).—Fr. Gregarines ; Ger. Gregarinen.
Variety :

—

Coccidiitm ovlforme.

The disease produced by the presence of

the coccidium oviforme is known as Psoro-
spermia (il/oipa or ^uiprj, a cutaneous disease—

-

the itcli, scab, or mange. The Latin equiva-
lent is scabies). The French use the word
jjsore as a generic title for vesicular and
pustular maladies of the skin. J. Midler
seems to have first used the word ' psorosperm'
to indicate a parasitic affection of the skin,

gills, muscles, and kidneys of fish and frogs.

In the skin of fish the disease consisted of
small sacs containing oval bodies, some with
and some without tails ; these he termed
psorosperm saccules.

It has long been known that the destruc-
tive liver-disease of rabbits is due to the
presence of small oval bodies named coccidia
oviformia, lodged in the bile-ducts. The
coccidium is thus described by Leuckart

:

It is egg-shaped, 0033 to 0-37 mm. long, and
0-015 to 0-0-2 mm. wide, with a thick smooth
shell, possessmg at one end, usually the nar-
rower, a micropyle. The coccidia resemble
very closely the eggs of certain entozoa.

It has been known since 1858 that this
coccidium occurs in the human subject, and
since that date numerous eases have been
observed. Among the recent cases, one de-
scribed by Mr. Silcock may be mentioned. A
woman, lifty-three years of age, was thought
to be suffering from typhoid fever. The
illness dattd fi-oin a chill taken seven weeks
before death. The symptoms were pain in
tlie limbs, nausea, and occasional sickness,
tenderness over the liver and spleen, fever

of remittent type, the temperature reaching
103° F., and slight diarrhoea. The mrine was
albuminous, the splenic and hepatic dulness

inci'eased, and the tongue dry and coated

withbi'own fur. Death resulted from cardiac

failure.

On post-mortem examination the liver

weighed eighty-three ounces, and contained

numerous small caseous foci ; the spleen

weighed sixteen ounces, and presented similar

foci varying in size from a pin's head to

a pea. Papide-like elevations dotted the

mucous membrane of the ileum and large

intestine. The naked-eye characters of these

nodules resembled tubercle, but on micro-

scopic examination they were found to be

coccidium nodules.

The mucous membrane of the ureters is

a favourite situation for these nodules. In
this situation they give rise to hsematuria,

ft-equent micturition, and death fr-om ex-

haustion.

There is reason to believe that these para-

sites invade the orifices of the follicular ducts

of the skin and give rise to molluscum con-

tagiosum and chronic eczema of the nipple

(Darier). Confirmatory observations have
been made in London.

V. Rhizopoda {piCa, a root; and ttoiSs-, a

foot).—Fr. lihizopodes ; Ger. Bhizopoden.
Amoeba coll.—Lambl appears to have been

the first to detect amoebiE as human para-

sites, but the first satisfactory investigations

were made by Losch in 1875. He found
them in tlie stools of a Russian peasant suf-

fering from ulceration of the large intestine.

In this case the amoebae were five to eight

times larger than the red blood-corpuscles

;

their protoplasm, which was coarsely granu-
lar, presented a few blunt processes, a round
nucleus, and several vacuoles.

Losch found them in great number ; as

many as sixty could be seen in one field of

view with a magnifying power of 500. The
peasant who was the subject of Losch's
researches had lived a miserable life ; his

illness presented all the signs of violent

dysentery. Pleurisy and pneumonia super-

vened, accompanied by ameinia, exhaustion,
and death. The fresh dejections from this

patient were injected into dogs per os et

anum, but with incomjilete results. In 1883
Kartulis examined in Egypt 150 bodies of

persons dead of dysentery, and found the
amoeba in every case. In twelve post-mortem
examinations amoebae were found in the vdcers.

Subsequently Kartulis extended his observa-
tions to hepatic abscess complicating dysen-
tery, and found amoebae in sections of the
abscess-wall. They resembled those found
in the intestine. He has since extended his

researches so as to include 500 cases ol

dysentery, with confirmatory results.

The amoeba coli has been found in the
intestines of dysenteric patients by other ob-

ser\ers—Massentin, Baumgarten, and Osier.
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Dr. Osier's observations were inaile on a

doctor, twenty-nine years of age, resident in

Panama for nearly six years, wlio had suffered

from chronic dysentery. When ho came
under Dr. Osier's care, abscess of the liver was
detected and drained. As tlie pus came from
the drainafre-tube, samples were taken at once
to tlie laboratory and examined. Aracebaj

were present in l:iri,'c numbers, and continued

to be present until the patient died. Anruebic

were also found in the stools, and in every

respect identical with those from the abscess.

They were rai'ely found in the brownish
stools, but were more frecpient in the mucus
and in the greyish fragments of slouglis.

The amojbiB in size ranged from 10 20 mm.,
and were somewliat larger than those found
by Kartulis. When once recognised there

was not the sliglitest diHiculty in distinguisli-

ing them, even when at rest, from i)us-cells,

not merely by their size, but from the en-

tirelv different appearance of tlieir proto-

plasm.

How far these bodies are the exciting

agents of the disease is uncertain, because
amopbfe have been found in normal fieces ;

nevertheless they are deserving of extended
stud}'. The}' have been found in Egypt,
Athens, St. Petersl)urg, London, and America.

J. Bland Sutton.

ENTOZOON FOLLICULORUM.—
A synonym of the animalcule of the follicles

of the skin, otherwise named acarus (Simon),

demodex (Owen), and steatozoon foUiculorum
(Erasmus Wilson). See Acakvs.

ENTROPION (('i', in ; and rpe'Trw, I turn),
j

A morbid condition in whicii the eyelid is

inverted, so that its free margin is directed

towards the eye. See Eye and its Append-
ages, Diseases of.

ENURESIS {fv, in ; and o^pcco, I pass

the urine).—Involuntary discharge or in-

continence of urine. See Mictitrition,

Disorders of.

EPHELIS. — Synon. : Sunburn ; Fr.

Frphclide ; Ger. Sonnenjlecken.—Tliis word
is applied to pigmentary discoloration of the

skin, of a brown, grey, or black colour, in- i

creased by the stimulus of light and heat, as

of the sun's raj's, or scorching bv tire. Two
principal varieties of the affection have been
noted, namely. Ephelis Solaris, and Ephelis
ignealis. Sec Pkimentauy Skin- Diseases.

I'.r.ASMUS Wilson.

EPHEMERAL FEVER (fTr.', upon;
and rjfifpii, a day).— .\ mild form of milk-

fever, so called on account of tlie rapidity

with which it subsides, lasting not more than
a day. See Milk-Fever.

EPHIDROSIS [erri, upon ; and I'S/jdu, I

sweat).—A term signifying a state of sweat-
ing, and synonymous with idrosis. See
Perspiration, Disorders of.

EPIDEMIC (ppidemicus, affecting the

peoi)li' ; from fVi', upon; and fOjuof, a people).

The word ' epidemic ' is used in two senses

by medical writers and by medical men,
namely, (1) in a general sense, and (2) in a
teclinical sense.

As a general term the word signifies 'com-
mon to, or affecting, a whole people, or a
great number in a community ; prevalent

;

general' (Webster's Dictiotviry). It is in

this sense that the word is used when it is

applied to mental, moral, and social phe-

nomena, as, for example, when we speak or

write of 'epidemic suicide,' 'epidemic folly.'

This employment of the word is consistent

with received literary practice. Thus we
read, ' There was a time when wit was epi-

demic ' [Athenceum). Again, M. Littre,

writing to the Temps :
' It argues great

confidence in oneself and one's own en-

lightenment to treat with haugiity disdain,

and without reserving any compromise, the

opinion of so many citizens, and to regard
it as a case oi epidemic aberration.'

As a technical term, having reference to

disease, the word 'epidemic ' has several dif-

ferent meanings attached to it. All these

meanings include the notion of general i)re-

valenee among a community or a people, but

some of them would go on, beyond what
etymology justifies, to attach a peculiar

hypothetical or theoretical conception to the

term. Thus (a.) Mayne restricts the term to

diseases which are contagious, making con-

tagion the essence of cpidemicity, as he
would phrase it

;
(b) Dunglison implies by

the term a particular constitution of the air

{^constitutio aeris, or condition of the atmo-
sphere ')

;
(r) other authoritative writers use

the term as signifying a widespread cause,

telluric, atmospheric, cosmic, as the case may
be, acting at the same moment of time on
many individuals, or as something occult,

regarding which speculation is vain, and
which they designate epidemic constitution

or epidemic influence.

The foregoing technical significations at-

tached to the word * epidemic ' are not less

misleading than insufficient. Mayne's defi-

nition imposes an arbitrary limitation upon
the meaning of the word, while it involves

but a partial notion of the phenomena of

epidemic prevalence of contagious diseases.

Dunglison's definition does not rest upon a

scientific foundation, and its phraseology,

derived from a period when medicine was
still hampered with semi-mystical specula-

tions, cannot well be dispossessed of the

vague traditional meanings which adhere
to the word ' constitution.' Other technical

definitions (if that can be called a definition

which makes obscure what should be ren-

dered clear) rest on mere assumptions, or

relegate the term to the incomprehensible

and insoluble. Of these last-named defi-

nitions Leon Colin has said: " Thev signifv
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implicitly a common cause, apparently in-

decomposable, to which individuals are not

exposed successively bu't simultaneously ._ . .

a somethiiig isolated, impersonal, inaccessible

to reason, detached from the disease itself,

the epidemic genius [constitution, influence]

... a creative force of the different epidemic

affections, compelling, directing, extinguishing

them.'
The promiscuous use of the word ' epidemic

'

in medical literature and medical talk, and

the different irreconcilable significations at-

tached to it as a technical term, have been,

and stUl continue to be, sources of ahnost

hopeless confusion in treating of diseases in

respect to which the phenomenon of (etymo-

logically) epidemic prevalence is observed.

It is not difficult to apprehend how this has

come about. The diseases in question (the

morhi populares of some writers) include

among their number plague, the eruptive and
continued fevers, influenza, malignant cho-

lera, &c. ' They have the peculiar character

of attacking at intervals great numbers of

people within a short period of time ; they

distinguish one comitry from another, one
year from another ; they have proved epochs

in chronology ; and, as Niebulir has shown,
have influenced not only the fate of cities,

such as Athens and Florence, but of empires;

they decimate armies, disable fleets ; they

take the lives of criminals that justice has
not condemned ; they redouble the dangers
of crowded hospitals ; they infest the habi-

tations of the poor, and strike the artisan in

his strength down from comfort into helpless

poverty; they carry away the infant from the
mother's breast, and the old man at the end
of life ; but their direst eruptions are exces-
sively fatal to men in the prime and vigour
of age ' (Wm. Fare). Exercising at all times
in their greater and more fatal prevalence the
profoundest influence over the mind, as well
of the people generally as of the medical
profession, these diseases, partly from the
terror they inspire, partly from the extreme
complexity of the phenomena they display,
have formed a never-ceasing subject of the
wildest speculation. No part of medicine has
retained so much of the semi-mystical teach-
ings of the older physicians as that which
relates to epidemics, and general history has
contributed with medical history to propagate
in regard to epidemics that habit of thought
which refers the unknown to the occult—
using the latter term in the sense in which
it is applied with regard to the imaginary
sciencesof the Middle Ages. Much of the
speculation as to epidemics which passes
current for science at the present day is in
reality an unsuspected continuation of the
mystical teachings of earlier medicine—mag-
netism, or electricity, for example, taking
the place of Saturn or Mercury in the scheme
of causation. The terminology is modernised,
but the imderlying conception remains the

same. Again, the so-called ' precursors' oi

epidemics, which still find a place in treatises

on medicine, are the relics of the doctrine of

portents of the Middle Ages. They rest on
the assumption of an epidemic being deter-

mined by some common extra-mundane or
intra-mundane cause, of which it is but one
of several effects. The celestial 'portents,'

such as comets and meteors, and the more
manifest telluric 'portents,' such as earth-

quakes and 'volcanic eruptions, have been
discarded ; but the ' portents ' derived from
exceptional developments of insect life, from
murrain, from imusual prevalence of certain

diseases, and from remarkable perturbations

of the weather, are retained under the de-

nomination of ' precursors.' For example,
the earlier epidemics of malignant cholera

which visited Europe were believed to have
been heralded by an unusual prevalence of
' fevers ' and of diarrhoeal affections. The
epidemic of 1865-C6 gave an excellent oppor-

tunity of studying the facts bearing on this

question. Europe was taken by surprise

when cholera appeared in 1865, on the south
coast of the Mediterranean, at Alexandria,

and began thence to extend rapidly to the

southern and eastern shores of that sea. It

was not, indeed, until the disease had effected

a lodgment in several parts of the Continent
that the attention of governments and the

public with regard to it was fully aroused.

No change of the public health in the several

places visited by the epidemic had occurred
of such a nature as to give rise to any, even
the least, suspicion of impending pestilence.

Moreover, notwithstanding the prevalence of

steppe-murrain and of cerebro-spinal fever

in Northern Eurojie at the beginning of 1865,

there was nothing to suggest (indeed it was
not suggested) that these phenomena were
' precursors ' of the coming epidemic of cho-

lera, or of the extension of yellow fever to

the shores of England the same year. In
fact, the different occurrences were parts of

contemporaneous rather than successive phe-

nomena. The condition of the public health
preceding the appearance of cholera in Eng-
land, and especially in respect to diarrhnea

antecedents, was made the subject of careful

study by the late Professor Parkes and others.

These observers failed to obtain any inkling
of a change in the public health which could
be regarded as presaging pestilence—of the
existence, in short, of any so-called 'epidemic
constitution.' It is true that John Sutherland
had described an increase of ' fevers ' and
diarrhoeal disease in Malta, as preceding the
appearance of cholera there, m June 1865,
observing that :

' These facts are sufficient

to show that, long before cholera began to

come towards the north-west, there were in-

dications of a changed condition of the public
health in Malta; ' and after giving an account
of two groups of choleraic cases which
occurred in May, he adds, ' It appears to me
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scarcely possible to escape from the oonoln-

sion that, long before cholera aj)])eareil in

Malta, possibly before the first outbreak ia

Arabia, the earliest wave of the coming epi-

(leiuic had passed over those islands.' But
j

while, according to Dr. Sutherland, the com-
ing epidemic was thus clearly foreshidowcd

'

in Malta, no change in the public health

presaged its appearance in Gibraltar in July.

The absence of all foreshadowing of the ept-
I

demic at Gibraltar can hardly be reconciled

with the suggested presence of such fore-

shadowing at Malta. The facts which have
been interpreted as presaging the ajjpearance

of cholera in the latter island are, indeed, to

be regarded as coincidental rather than re-

lated. It is true, also, that MM. Didiot and
Gues have endeavoured to show that, prior to

the appearance of cholera at Alexandria in

IHOa, choleraic disease existed in Marseilles,

and that the outbreak of the epidemic in the

latter town was preceded by 'une constitution

medicale chok'rique.' The evidence they
advance in support of their conclusions
simply shows that deaths from infantile

<-holera, which, as they properly remark, is,

'il la verite, frequente -X Marseille,' and from
so-called ' sporadic ' cholera, are apt to occur
in Marseilles during the months of May and
June, as perhaps in every city and town of
Southern and Central Etn-ope.

Another illustration to the same effect as
the above, in regard to the ' precursors ' of
epidemics, is furnished by the history of the
small-pox epidemic of 1809-73, the greatest

epidemic of this disease in recent times—

a

true pandemic (jrdf6r;fxor, from riiv, all ; and
(irjiios, the people) extension of the malady.
The acutest observers were taken by surprise
with the malignity and diffusibility of the I

disease during the epidemic—phenomena
wholly unforeseen. Here, again, the study of

,

the diseases preceding or accompanying the
epidemic yields no facts of variation in their I

prevalence, from which the approach of a great
epidemic might have been inferred, nor gives

any hint that they were dependent with it on
some common cause.

There were concurrent phenomena of dis-

ease during both epidemics, but they were
coucm-rences of certain diseases existing at

the same time among the population affected

by the great epidemic, and some of them
probably having certain secondary elements
of causation in common. This is a different

question to that of an assumed ' epidemic in-

tiuence ' or ' epidemic constitution.' The sub-
ject of the concurrence of epidemics is a new
field of investigation, which has lately been
opened by an arithmetical study of George
Buchanan's, relating to epidemics in numer-
ous extra-metro]iohtan registration sub-dis-
tricts in England. This study was directed
to ascertain—as necessarily introductory to a
statistical investigation regarding community
of causation or mutual antagonism of various

epidemics—the arithmetical probability of

their concurring as a mere matter of chance.
The data used were taken from a particular

quarterly return of the Registrar-General, and
they extended to 94G occurrences of epidemics
(small-pox, measles, scarlet-fever, diphtheria,

whooping-cough, fevers, and diarrhoea and
simple cholera) in 1,490 districts. The result

showed a good deal of general correspondence
between the calculated number of concur-
rences and the actually observed number, but

with departures, of more or less magnitude,
of the actual from the calculated degree of

concurrence, which deserse to be followed

up by further investigation. The departures

were shown in an excessive frequency of the

concurrence of measles with the other epi-

demics, of diarrhoea with all other epidemics
except small-pox, and of scarlet-fever with
the ' fever ' of the Registrar-General. On the

other hand, it is of interest to observe that

there was an absence of any notable excess

of frequency of concurrence between scarlet

-

fever and diphtheria, or between scarlet-fever

and whoopiug-cough.
In view of the extreme looseness wnlh

which the word 'epidemic ' is used in medicine,
sometimes simply as a descriptive term, some-
times as a technical or quasi-technical term
involving various hypothetical and theoretical

conceptions inconsistent with each other, and
sometimes as implying an occult influence,

it would be well if it could be discarded from
medical literatiu'e and language. ' Epidemic,'
in its present medical uses, is an instance of

words which, as Bacon says, when writing of

the effects exercised bj" a bad and inapt for-

mation of words on the human mind, ' force

the understanding, tln-ow everything into

confusion, and lead mankind into vain and
innumerable controversies' (Nov. Org. Aity.

4;3). But the retention of the word, from its

long and familiar usage, is practically a ne-

cessity in medicine ; moreover, it would be

difficult, if not impossible, to find a substitute

which, if the word be used in its ordinary sig-

nification, would supply its place.

It is suggested here that the technical

meaning of the word ' epidemic ' should be as-

similated to the common meaning; or, more
accurately, that the technical meanings now
attached to the word should be abandoned,
and the word used in medicine in the satne

sense as in general literature and in ordinary
converse ; that is to say, as a merely quanti-

tative term applicable to particular pheno-
mena, whether pathological, mental, or social,

in so far as they are ' common to a whole
people, or to a great number in a community,*
or, in a word, are 'prevalent' or 'general.'

In this way not only would the confusion

arising from the present medical uses of the

word be got rid of, but the scientific study
of epidemic phenomena would be facilitated

in the only direction which gives promise of

successful issue. As Leon Colin has aptly
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written : ' It is the disease which constitutes

the epidemic, not the -epidemic the disease.

The evil always remains the same, the num-
ber of affected alone being increased.' The
medical study of epidemics is essentially a

study of the individual diseases which are apt

to become epidemic, and not, as has been too

commonly the case hitherto, of some figment

of the imagination {ejndemic constitution,

or influence, or genius), apart from the dis-

eases. It is only in proportion as researches

have been directed to particular diseases

liable to become epidemic, and to the condi-

tions imder which they prevailed epidemically,

that recent advances in our knowledge of

ejiidemics have been made. In this country

the two most important events which have

occurred in this connexion of late years were

the discrimination of typhus from typhoid

fever, by A. P. Stewart and William jenner,

and the researches on the typhus of horned

cattle (steppe-murrain, cattle-jjlague) pro-

moted by the Royal Commission of 1865-G6

on Cattle-Plague. The discrimination of

typhus from typhoid fever proved that the

voluminous speculations which to that time
were current on the epidemiology of the

continued fevers of this country, then re-

garded as but one disease presenting several

varieties, were for the most part meaning-
less verbiage, by showing that the two most
common forms of fever were distinct dis-

eases, clinically, pathologically, and setiologi-

cally. This discovery proved to be the in-

auguration of a true method of investigation

concerning epidemics, by making evident that
epidemic phenomena did not admit of accu-
rate study, except in so far as it was based
upon a just discrimination of the diseases
manifesting them, and upon their clinical and
pathological histories. The same lesson was
taught, not less clearly, although in another
fashion, by the researches promoted by the
Royal Commission on Cattle-Plague, with
which the names of Lionel Beale and Burdon
Sanderson are especially connected. These
researches demonstrated the essentially infec-
tious nature of the malady, and that its pre-
valence was dependent upon the dissemina-
tion of the infection, directly or indirectly,
from animals sick of the disease to the healthy.
It was shown, indeed, in the pathological
laboratory, that preconceived doctrines of
some occult epidemic influence which had
been submitted to the Commission as deter-
mining the prevalence of the cattle-plague
had no existence in fact when the disease
was sul)jected to experimental study, and that
its conditions of prevalence were fully within
human control. Tliese researches proved the
starting-point of those important investiga-
tions on the intimate pathology of contagion
carried out by Burden Sanderson and Klein,
for the Privy Council, imder the direction of
John Simon, and to which William Roberts
and others have independently contributed so

EPIGASTRIC REGION

largely, and which have been followed by the

investigations into the intimate pathology of

scarlatina and diphtheria by Klein acting

under the instructions of George Buchanan
for the Local Government Board. See also

Periodicity in Disease.

J. Netten Radcliffe. Shirley F. Murphy.

EPIDEMIC CEREBKO-SPINAL
MENINGITIS.—A synonym for cerebro-

spinal fever. See Cerebro-spinal Fever.

EPIDEMICS, Occurrence of.—-SVe

Periodicity in Disease.

EPIDERMIS, Diseases of.— /See Skin,

Diseases of.

EPIDERMOPHYTON" (fV/, upon;
bipfia, the skin ; and (pvrov, a plant).—The
name of the epiphyte, or parasitic fungus, ot

pityriasis versicolor; also called microsporon.
See Epiphyta.

EPIDIDYMITIS (fV/, upon; and hlhv-

fxo';, a testicle).—Inflammation of the epi-

didymis. See Testes, Diseases of.

EPIGASTRIC REGION.—This re-

gion is situated at the ui)per and central part

of the abdomen, just below the ensiforni

cartilage, and between the sloping margins
of the thorax down to the level of the ninth

cartilage, corresponding to what is popularly

known as the ' jiit of the stomach.' The
structures within the abdominal cavity which
normally occupy the epigastrium are the

greater part of the stomach, a small portion

of the liver, and more deeply a part of the

pancreas, the aorta giving off the celiac axis

and superior mesenteric branch, the vena
cava inferior, the veins forming the com-
mencement of the portal vein, the recep-

taculum chyli, and the solar plexus.

Clinical Investigation.— Clinically, it will

be found that patients freijuently complain of

abnormal sensations specially referred to the

epigastrium. These are generally associated

with the stomach, and may merely amount
to a sense of discomfort, fulness, or tightness

;

or to actual pain of varying character, more
or less severe according to the condition upon
which it depends, and often much influenced

by the ingestion of food. Sensations of

trembling, throbbing, or sinking at the pit of

the stomach are also of common occurrence,

especially in females. These are often

merely of a nervous character. In some
cases there is evident tenderness, either over
the entire epigastrium or in some limited

spot, and it is important to recognise whether
this is superficial or felt more or less deeply,

for it may be connected with the superficial

structures, the peritoneum, the liver, the
stomach, or the pancreas. The sensation

experienced in connexion with hunger is

referred mainly to the epigastrium, and it

may be of a painftil character. Here may
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also be noticed the epijjastric pain termed
gastralgia or gastrodynia, which is usually

felt chiefly when the stomach is empty, being

relieved by taking food. A most unpleasant
sensation at the pit of the stomach accom-
panies nausea, which ma}' be of a horrible

but indescribable character ; while violent

vomiting or retching causes considerable pain

or aching in this region, partly associated

with the stomach, partly with the abdominal
walls. Heartburn is another sensation which
seems to start from the epigastrium. Some-
times the pain is situated deeply, or shoots

towards the back. This may depend upon
disease affecting the posterior wall of the

stomach, pancreatic disease, aneurysm, or

other causes. A sensation of tension or

actual pain is sometimes experienced just

below the ensiform cartilage in cases where
the diaphragm is much pressed downwards,
as from extreme emphysema, abundant
accumulation of fluid or air in the pleura, or

extensive pericardial effusion. A deep pain
is not unconnnonly referred to the epigastrium
in cases of Addison's disease, and also in those

of pernicious aniemia. Probably this is con-
nected with the sympathetic plexuses.

Physical examination of the epigastric

region is often of the gi-eatest value, and
important objective signs of various morbid
conditions may thus be readily recognised.

Of course organs which normalh- occupy
other regions may enlarge so as to extend
into the epigastrium, or may become very
movable and consequently be felt in this

region. It may, moreover, be occupied, along
with other parts of the abdomen, by growths
or accumulations of fluid. The objective

signs and conditions which are more especi-

ally connected with the epigastrium may be
indicated as follows :

—

1. It is customary to apply the hand over
the epigastrium for the purpose of counting
the respirations, if these cannot be reckoned
by merely watching the patient breatliing.

2. Morbid conditions of the abdominal
walls may be confined to the epigastric region,

such as an abscess ; and here it may be re-

marked that the recti muscles frequently
become very hard and rigid when palpation
is practised over this part, and so might be
in danger of being mistaken for some serious
lesion, unless care were exercised in the
examination.

3. Growths connected with the peritoneum,
especially the great omentum, may be felt

chiefly or entirely in the epigastriiun in some
instances.

4. Abnormal states of the stomach are
necessarily revealed mainly by corresponding
signs in the epigastrium. Thus there may be
e\adence of dilatation of this organ ; of carci-
nomatous infiltration or thickening of its an-
terior wall ; of a localised tmnour ; or of some
accumulation in its interior, whether solid or
liquid. It must be remarked, however, that
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the stomach, when diseased, frequently ex-

tends into other regions beyond the epigas-

trium, or is actually displaced.

6. When the liver is the seat of organic
disease, this is often revealed in the epigastric

region, usually along with other regions, but
sometimes the abnormal physical signs are

noticed specially in this part. Thus a can-
cerous mass may present here, or a hydatid
tumour or hepatic abscess may tend in this

direction. The gall-bladder has also occasion-

ally been found, when the seat of some
accumulation or of malignant disease, to have
been displaced towards the epigastrium and
become fixed there.

G. Pulsation is not uncommonly felt in the
epigastrium. When situated at its upper
part, just below the ensiform cartilage, it

depends upon the heart, usually its right

side, being due either to shortness of the

sternum,, displacement of the heart, or en-

largement of its right cavities. Very often a
pulsation is felt, and sometimes even seen,

due to a pulsating aorta, especially in thin

and aniemic subjects ; and an impulse from
this vessel may be transmitted through an
enlarged pancreas, or through an abscess

of the liver, of which the writer has seen a
marked example. Occasionally an impulse
in the epigastrium is connected with an
aneurysm, either of the aorta or of one of its

branches. A pulsation in this region has also

been attributed to regurgitation of blood from
the right auricle into the inferior vena cava
and hepatic veins, in cases of tricuspid in-

competency. A murmur may sometimes be
heard in the epigastrium. Usually this is a
conducted cardiac murmur, but occasionally

it depends on an aneurysm.
Frederick T. Roberts.

EPIGLOTTIS, Diseases of.

Larynx, Uiseases of.

See

EPILEPSY {f'iriXafiffdv<D, I seize upon).

—

Synos'. : Morbus comitialis, sacer, major,
ttc. ; Fr. Epilepsie, haut mal, dc. ; Ger.

Fallsucht.

Definition.—In its common form this apy-

retic affection is a neurosis, characterised by
seizures of loss of consciousness, with tonic

or clonic convulsions. When either of these

manifestations recurs in fits, epilepsy exists,

although incomplete, as shown by the fol-

lowing facts : first, that patients who gene-

rally have convulsions only are sometimes
seized also with unconsciousness ; secondly,

that others who usually have seizures of loss

of consciousness, without marked spasmodic
action, sometimes have complete tits of

epilepsy.

Some writers confine the name of Epi-
lepsy to the well-defined form of that neurosis

known as idiopathic. Others consider as

belonging to epilepsy most of, if not all, the

non-febrile afi"cctions recurring in fits, and of
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which we sometimes have good instances in

cases of paroxysmal aphasia, amaurosis, para-

lysis, or involuntary movements, either dis-

ordered or well co-ordinated, &c. There is

no doubt that all apyretic nervous affections,

appearing in seizures, have, on account of

this special feature, a common link with

epilepsy. In this article, however, the writer

will only study the ordinary forms of the

morbus comitialis and the epileptiform mani-

festations due to brain-disease.

Etiology.—Under thishead we will study,

first, what relates to the causation of the

viorhid state in which epilepsy essentially

consists ; secondly the causes of attacks.

Predisposing Causes.—Heredity deserves

to be noticed lirst, not because it is the most
frequent, but because it is a most undeni-

able cause. Pritchard has shown that all

neuroses have the greatest relationship one
to another. It is but natural, therefore, that

epileptics are very often found to have had
a father or a mother who suffered from
some kind of nervous disorder. Moreau
has shown that epileptics are often the off-

spring of insane parents. It is quite certain

that people attacked either with organic dis-

ease of the brain, and having had no convul-

sions, or with any kind of neurosis or any
form of insanity, very frequently have chil-

dren who become epileptic. Important statis-

tical data, given by Fere, show that, among
the direct ascendants of 5U4 epileptics, 70
had suffered from epilepsy, 1C6 from msanity,
88 from paralysis, 21 from general paralysis,

72 from hysteria, 73 fi;om senile dementia,
33 from puerperal eclampsia, 61 from chorea.
The number of cases of nervous disorders
among the du-ect ascendants of those 594
epileptics was 1,024. Inherited epilepsy, ac-

cording to the writer's experience, which
agrees with that of Fere, chiefly appears
between the af,'es of 12 and 18 ; but its per-
centage remains high up to the age of 40, as,

according to Dr. Gowers, out of 235 epilep-
tics from 20 to 39 years old, 80 had inherited
this affection, which gives 34 per cent. This
shows how erroneous is the view of some able
physicians, who maintain that after the age
of 20 inherited epilepsy is not to be dreaded.
It is certain, however, that this inheritance be-
comes relatively extremely rare in advanced
life. But it can yet show itself at the ages of
70 (Poilroux) and 71 (Dr. Gowers). StHl, we
strongly advise that symptoms of an organic
disease, and especially of a cerebral tumour,
be most carefully sought for in all cases
of supposed inherited idiopathic epilepsy in
patients over 60.

The power of alcoholism in parents is so
great that, out of the 594 epileptics studied
by Pere, 258 had parents addicted to habits
of hard drinking.

As regards the influence of sex, there is a
marked diilcrence between men and women
of somewhat advanced age, the proportion of

epileptic females being then larger than that

of males ; but for people under 25 years of

age the reverse is true.

Independently of sex, age has certainly a
decided influence on the appearance of epi-

lepsy. The following table, borrowed from
Hasse and Dr. Gowers, is important, as the
results are grounded on most extensive sta-

tistical data. These results agree fully with
the writer's own observations.

Age at

commencement
Under 10 .

11 to 20 .

21 to 30 .

31 to 40 .

41 to 50 .

51 to 60 .

61 to 70 .

At 71 .

No. attacked
Hasse Gowers
393 422
864 665
111 224
59 87
61 31
13 16
4 4

1

995 1,450

The writer's experience seems to show that

hereditary epilepsy makes its appearance
chiefly between 10 and 12 in both sexes.

At any rate it is certain that inheritance

manifests itself rather before than during the

period of change that puberty causes. Kom-
berg. Dr. RusseU Reynolds, and others have
already pointed out that such is the general
rule.

Puberty itself is a cause of epilepsy. This
is clearly proved by the large nmnber of

epileptics who, as shown in the preceding
table, have been attacked between the ages

of 10 and 20 (364 out of 995, and 665 out of

1,450).

Of other causes, the most powerful are per-

haps not those usually stated. In patients

under 15 years of age the most frequent

cause, after heredity, is some obscure altera-

tion of nutrition of the brain, or congestion
of that organ or of its membranes, lasting a

more or less considerable time after typhoid
fever or scarlatina. It is frequent, indeed,

that in examining such patients (even when
there are reasons to believe in heredity)

there are a number of symptoms showing
some deficiency in the action of the brain,

as regards its motor, sensitive, or sensorial

functions. It is most important to detect

these symptoms, as the form of epilepsy due
to or allied with the cerebral alteration then
existing is often curable, or at least can be
considerably benefited by treatment.

Alterations of blood, in quantity or quality,

often contribute to the production of epilepsy.

But, however true it is that a rapid and con-

siderable loss of blood can cause an epilepti-

form attack, it has not been shown that such
a cause has ever produced a lasting epilepsy.

It is nevertheless well known that anaemia
is a very frequent factor in the causation of

that neurosis or of any other. A weak and
slow action of the heart also is found in a
number of cases to be among the causes of

epilepsy (Sir W. Burnett, Blondeau). But
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the reverse is sometimes observed ; and, nc-

cording to the writer's practice, cases of epi-

lepsy are not very rare in which tlie pulse

was strong and beating more than 'JO or 100

times a minute, without any organic affection

that could account for this phenomenon. In

these cases the only morbid condition that

could be looked upon as a cause of epilepsy

•was the abnormal circulation, which may be

remediable.

There is no doubt that, when epilepsy ap-

pears in cases of liright's disease, of aflections

of the liver or other viscera, it is due, at least

in most cases, to the presence of some toxic

agent in the blood ; but other aetiological

factors exist sometimes. Among them one
especially deserves attention— it is an irrita-

tion of the nerves of the diseased viscus.

Secondary syphilis is a frequent cause of

epilepsy. Undoubtedly syphilis then acts

chietly through the alterations it produces

in the brain and meninges ; but it often acts

also on the cranial periosteum, and in dis-

turbing nutrition and sanguification.

Of other dyscrasise gout has very little

power ; but rheumatism, although not fre-

quentlj', caai cause epilepsy by its morbid
influences on the brain and its membranes,
and by the production of diseases of the heart

and the great blood-vessels.

Diabetes has been classed among affections

sometimes causing epilepsy, but the question

is then whether it is the presence of sugar in

the blood or some affection of the medulla
oblongata which brings on this affection.

Oxide of carbon, carbonic acid, lead, ab-

sinthe, alcohol, and a nimiber of other toxic

agents have sometimes produced a lasting

epilepsy. Asphyxia by strangulation was in

one case the cause ofepilepsy (A. Beardsley).

Vxnely psychical or emotional causes have
much less power than has been supposed.

But their influence is great in bringing on
attacks when epilepsy exists.

Determining Causes.—The most frequent

causes of epilepsy, however, are not the pre-

ceding, which generally are only predisposing

circumstances. The really active ethcient

causes of epileptiform convulsions, and even
sometimes of genuine and complete viorhus
comitialis, are to be found in the four fol-

lowing groups of organic morbid states

:

(1) Lesions of some parts of the brain

;

(2) morbid conditions of the meninges or of

the periosteum of the cranium; (3) lesions of

the spinal cord or its membranes
; (4) peri-

pheric lesions anywhere. It is only for con-

venience sake that the writer establishes

these divisions, as he looks upon all the
four groups as quite alike. In neither of

the four kinds of cases is the location of
the lesion the seat of the neurosis, that
place being only the seat of an irritative

cause. Each of these kinds of causes wiU
now be studied, the first one only with some
development.

1. Lesions of the brain considered as
causes of epilepsy.—This subject must be
subdivided as follows: (a) parts of the brain

that give rise to that aflection ; (6) kinds of

brain-lesion which bring on that neurosis.

(a) ^Yhat are the piarts of the brain which
can produce epilepsy ? Facts answer that

all parts have that power, as will be proved
heroafter. On account of the importance of

this subject as regards diagnosis and thera-

peutics of the nervous centres, the writer has
noted down for more than twenty years all

that relates to convulsions out of many
thousands of cases of cerebral disease. Un-
fortunately, for a long time not having
counted the cases without convulsions, he
cannot say out of how many cases of brain

disease come the 1,688 cases of convulsions
he has collected.

The first important result of these re-

searches is that partial or unilateral convtil-

sions are more frequent than bilateral or

general convulsions. Out of the 1,G88 cases

there are 887 in which the convulsions were
altogether limited to one or two limbs, or

began in one side before reaching the other,

or were more violent in one side than in the

other ; while the number of general convul-
sions was 801.

The 887 cases of unilateral convulsions can
be classified as follows :

—

Side of Convulsions Side of Lesion

Right . 102 . Right
Left . i)0 . Left
Right . 2-.)4 . Left
Left . 247 . Right
Right . 73 . Two sides

Left . 81 . Two sides

As seen in this table, there were 192 cases

of direct and 541 of crossed convulsions, with
154 cases of unilateral convulsions due to

lesion in the two sides.

Of the 801 cases of convulsions in both
sides of the body, there were 525 due to a
unilateral lesion and 276 caused by a lesion

in the two sides of the brain. In the .'>25

cases, the lesion in 235 was in the right side,

and in 290 it was in the left.

It is remarkable that, contrary to what
was long believed by the writer and other

authors, the number of cases of convulsions

(partial or general) due to a lesion in the
right side of the brain is notably less fre-

quent than that of cases of lesion in the left,

as shown in this table :

—

Side of Lesion Convulsions
Right Left

285 290 , Two-sided
247 294 Crossed
102 90 . Direct

584 074

It is very remarkable also that convulsions

do not take place much more frequently on

I

the right side of the body than on the left.
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the numbers being for the right 469 cases, for

the left 418 cases.

As regards the parts of the brain where a

lesion is found, it is not possible to make use

of all the facts, because, when a lesion is in

the two sides, it very rarely occupies similar

parts in both; and also in a rather large

proportion of cases the lesion occupied two

or more parts of the brain. The following

table gives the number of cases for lesions in

all the important parts of the encephalon :

—

1. So-called motor centres . . . 196 cases

2. Cortex cerebri out of the motor zone 173 „

8. Surface or internal parts frontal lobe 144 „

4. „ „ „ parietal „ 140 „

5. Base of tlie brain . . . . 91 „

6. Surface or internal parts of occipital

lobe 89 „
7. Cerebellum 57 „

8. Surface or internal parts sph. temp.

lobe B4 „

9. Centrum ovale 52 „
10. Optic thalamus 42 „
11. Corp. str., opt. thai. & internal capsule 25 „
12. Corpus striatum 24 „
13. Lateral ventricle . . . . 21 „
14. Cornu Ammonis 7 „

1,115 „

It is essential to remark that the number
ol cases of lesion of the cortex cerebri in the

so-called motor zone or out of it (369 out of

1,115 cases—z.e. about 33 per cent.) is possibly

greater than it should have been, owing to

the probable co-existence, in some cases, of a

meningeal affection with the lesion of the

brain-tissue. The writer must say that he
has eliminated as completely as he could from
the cases he has collected of disease of the

cerebral surface those in which there was a
complication of meningitis. If we add to

these 369 cases one-half of those of disease of
the four cerebral lobes (214 out of427) —which
ought to be done, because in more than one-
half of these last cases the surface was partly
the seat of the lesion—there are 583 cases of
convulsiops fi'om disease of the cortex cerebri

(583 out of 1,115

—

i.e. about 52 per cent.)

The cerebral convolutions have more power
than the rest of the brain to give rise to
convulsions, but the cortex, outside of the
so-called motor zone, has at least as much
power as that zone.

Concerning the parts of the brain con-
sidered as not motor, we find that there are
89 cases of lesion of the occipital lobe and 54
of the spheno-temporal lobe, giving a total of
143 cases ; to which we have to add the 173
cases of superficial lesion out of the motor
zone ; so that there are 316 cases of convul-
sion from a lesion in parts which, according
to many authorities, ought not to have pro-
duced such a symptom. In more than one-
half of the cases of disease of the cerebellum
there was no pressure on the base of the
brain, so that we could add a good many of
the 57 cases of lesion of that nervous centre
to the 316 cases above mentioned.

It would be wrong to imagine that, because
the number of cases of convulsions was much
larger when disease existed in the parietal

lobe (140 cases), that that part has more
power to originate epileptiform contractions

than the occipital lobe (89 cases). The re-

verse is true, because, in opposition to all that

is taught on this point, this last lobe has more
power than the parietal in that respect (if we
leave aside what relates to the ascending
parietal). This can easily be proved. The
number of cases of organic disease (especially

h8emorrha,ge, as one can see in Gintrac's great

work containing 127 cases of hsemorrhage in

the parietal lobe and only 33 in the occipital)

of the parietal lobe is more than treble that

of cases of lesion of the occipital ; while the

number of cases of convulsions due to disease

of the first of these parts not only is not
three times as large as that of cases of con-

vulsions due to the occipital lobe, but is

even far from being the double. This last

part, therefore, although supposed not to be
motor, has more influence than the parietal

lobe in giving rise to epileptiform convulsions.

Taking into account the frequency of dis-

ease in the four cerebral lobes, the number
of cases of lesions which in each of them
generate convulsions, shows that the frontal

lobe is the one which has the greatest influ-

ence as regards the production of epileptiform

convulsions. Next to it comes the occipital

lobe, and, after these two lobes, we have to

place almost on a similar level the parietal

and the tempore- sphenoidal lobes.

Considering the frequency of disease, and
especially of haemorrhage, in the corpus
striatum, which has been supposed to have
a great influence in producing epileptiform

convulsions, it is remarkable that that part of

the brain has given rise to convulsions only
25 times (hardly more than 2 per cent.)

The percentage given by the optic thalamus
in that respect is higher (3"6 per cent.)

All the internal parts of the brain (centrum
ovale, the lateral ventricles, and the central

ganglia) give only 164 cases (15 per cent.),

not much more than the frontal lobe (144
cases, almost 13 per cent.), although the

central parts of the cerebrum are far more
frequently diseased than the anterior lobe.

(b) There is certainly a very great difference

between the various Tcinds of disease of or

injury to the brain with regard to their power
of giving rise to genuine epilepsy or to epilep-

tiform convulsions. Still, it is very difficult

to draw positive conclusions out of what has
been published on this point, because the sub-

ject has not been studied as it should have
been. Certain parts of the brain will give

rise to convulsions, while others will not,

under one and the same kind of lesion; but
a part like the frontal lobe, for instance, which
will so often generate genuine epilepsy or

epileptiform convulsions under causes such
as an injury, a tumour, an abscess, or an
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inflammatory softeiiinj:;, will rarely produce
convulsions under a cause which is an in-

jmy, but of a peculiar kind— i.e. a liiPnior-

rhage. In other parts, on the contrary, a

hajmorrhage will most frc(iuently give orit^in

to convulsions. The foUownig table, from
data furnished by Gintrac, is interesting

in that respect ; it shows what has been
the frequency of convulsions in cases of

hicmorrhage :

—

CiiBos of Cases of

hroinorrlmge convulsions
43 iu cortex cerebri . . . 11

127 „ parietal lobe ... 25
83 „ occipital „ . . 7

17 „ frontal 2

88 „ optic thalamus... 20
72 „ corpus striatum . .

48 „ both central ganglia. . 5

46 „ lateral ventricles . . 14

56 „ cerebpllum ... 10

70 „ pons Varolii ... 25

6 „ crus cerebri ... 2

655 121

It is a most remarkable fact that out of 38
cases of hifmoiThage in the optic thalanuis

there were convulsions in 20

—

i.e. more than
one-half of the cases ; while there were none
in any of the 72 cases of hicmorrhage in the

corpus striatum. It is perhaps more remark-
able that when both ganglia were the seat of

the effusion of blood there were only 5 cases

of convulsions out of 48 of haemorrhage.
Tumour and tubercle are, with hsemor-

rhages and inflammatory softening, the

lesions of the brain which give rise most
frequently to partial or general convulsions.

"While tumours of the frontal lobe produce
epilepsy or e])ileptiform convulsions in moi-e

than two-thirds of the cases, tumours of the

temporo sphenoidal lobe give rise to convul-
sions in about one-half, and tumours of the
parietal and the occipital lobes in only about
one-third of the cases. A remarkable fact

which comes out of the study of cases of
tumour of the brain published by Ladame,
I5ernliardt, Gintrac, and others, is that the
base of the brain under the irritation of
tumours gives rise to convulsions very much
less frequently than the surface of the brain.

Indeed, one part of the brain— the medulla
oblongata—did not originate convulsions in

one single instance out of 21 cases of tumour
published by Bernhardt. This kind of dis-

ease of the medulla oblongata is not, how-
ever, incapable of giving rise to epileptiform
attacks, as the writer knows of five cases of
tumour of that organ causing convulsions.

There is no kind of lesion which may not
give origin to convulsions. But there is one
species of tumour, namely, aneurysm, which
causes convulsions considerably less fr'e-

quently than any other. Out "of 8G cases
of aneurysm of the various encephalic
arteries, given by Gintrac, there were con-
V'lilsions only in three, if we put aside, as
ought to be done, the cases in which there

were alterations in brain-tissue or a rupture

of the aueurysuHil sac.

Abscesses of the brain have more influence

in the causation of epileptiform convulsions

than is generally admitted. Out of 87 cases

of xmilatcral abscess collected by the writer,

convulsions occurred in 4;5 cases.

Unilateral atrophy of the brain, of a very
old date as regards its origin, is known to be
allied not rarely to epilepsy (partial or

general). Summing up 78 cases given by
Cotard, Boyd, Turner, and Gintrac, the

writer finds that epileptiform convulsions or

genuine cpilejjsy existed in 20 cases. It is

of great importance against the views of those

who try to locate ej)ilepsy in the so-called

motor centres, that not only those parts were
absolutely destroyed in more than one-half of

those 20 cases, but that the so-called motor
track in the brain and spinal cord was deeply

altered if not destroyed, at least in certain

parts of its length, and that nevertheless

convulsions occurred, either anywhere, or

chiefly or exclusively in the paralysed limbs.

Softening due to embolism causes conviil-

sions almost as often as inflammatory soften-

ing, except when the seat of the lesion is the

cortex cerebri. ^Yhite softening of vessels

of the occipital and of the frontal lobes pro-

duces convulsions more fr-equently than the

same lesion in the parietal lobe. Embolism
without any marked softening very rarely

produces convulsions.

All kinds of ento/.oa in the brain very fre-

quently give rise to convulsions, but none so

often as cysticerci, if Kuchenmeister is right.

He states that out of 30 cases of cysticerci in

the encephalon there were 24 cases with con-

vulsions. No other cause of in-itation, what-
ever be its seat in the brain, originates con-

vulsions so often as that.

The application of a ligature on one of the

carotid arteries has brought on convulsions

in a number of instances ; and, what is re-

markable, when the convulsions were uni-

lateral they appeared on the corresponding

side in more cases than on the opposite side.

2. Lesions of the meninges considered as

causes of epilepsy.—The reader may refer

to the articles on the Diseases of the Men-
inges and Diseases of the Cranium for what
relates to convulsions due to these morbid
states. Complete and persistent epilepsy due
to chronic meningitis is very rare ; but 8y])hi-

litic afTections either of the dura mater or

of the periosteum of the cranium not very
rarely will give rise to this affection. See
Mkninges.Cerebral, Diseases of; and Skull,
Diseases and Deformities of.

3. Lesions of the spinal cord considered
as causes of epilepsy.—In the writer's work
on Epilepsy he has shown that this affection

can arise from disease of the spinal cord.

Since 1857, when that work appeared, many
facts have come to his knowledge establishing

that his conclusion was right. He onl;
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maintained—and he does not now go beyond

that assertion—that epilepsy sometimes has

its cause in the spinal cord.

4. Peripheric lesions.—That genuine epi-

lepsy can have its cause in any part of the

body is now a recognised truth. But, be-

sides that form of the morbus comitialis,

what may be called the cerebral form, con-

sisting in unilateral convulsions, can be

originated by an irritation of either a nerve

or a viscus. Among the parts of the body

having the greatest power with regard to

the production of epileptiform convulsions,

we may name the bowels, the trigeminal and

the sciatic nerves, the abdominal sympathetic

nerve, and the sexual organs. Indigestible

food may be the cause of an attack. In coun-

tries chiefly inhabited by the Anglo-Saxon
race, children of the two sexes being less

watched and less warned than elsewhere

against the dangers of onanism, epilepsy due
to this fatal habit is particularly frequent.

The great importance of a thorough know-
ledge of certain symptoms of cerebral epi-

lepsy, especially as regards surgical treatment,

makes it necessary that these symptoms
should be carefully studied. It must be first

stated that every kind of organic brain dis-

ease, wherever situated, may cause any form
of epilepsy, and that, on the other hand, every
form of this neurosis may exist without any
cerebral organic affection. To this must
be added that any part of the brain may be
the seat of any kind of disease without con-
vulsions appearing anywhere. In more than
two thousand cases of brain disease analysed
by the writer for other purposes, there were no
convulsions. Out of that number there were
more than one hundred cases of simply irri-

tative lesion of the so-called motor centres,

limited to them or invading the neighbour-
ing parts, in which there were various symp-
toms, but no convulsions. In more than 160
cases of disease (destructive and irritative, or
simply irritative) of the base of the brain
there were no convulsions. Simply irritative

lesions of the so-called motor tract, the in-

ternal capsule, between the great cerebral
ganglia, did not cause convulsions in more
than 45 cases. The part which gives the
smallest number of cases without convulsions
is the optic thalamus, and the part most able
to bear any kind of irritation without pro-
ducing convulsions is the corpus striatum.
These negative facts show as weD as the

positive ones

—

i.e. those in which convulsions
take place—that that symptom appears or not
accorduig only to the excitability of certain
parts of the nervous centres in "different in-
dividuals. This result is borne oiit also by
the study of unilateral convulsions, as is

shown by an analysis of 887 cases collected
by the writer.

The conclusions to be drawn from the study
of these cases can be summed up as follows:

(1) These convulsions can be produced by a

lesion in almost any part of the brain ; (2)

they can be caused by any kind of lesion

;

(3) they can begin in any muscle or group
of muscles, or simultaneously in every

part of one-half of the body (eye, face, neck,

trvmk, and limbs)
; (4) they can be preceded by

any kind of am'a, local or general
; (5) they

can be associated with any other symptom of

brain disease, or be, for some time or tiU

death, the only existing cerebral symptom

;

(C) they often precede general convtdsions or

appear at the end of such an attack
; (7) they

usually last longer than general convulsions

even due to brain disease, but they especially

last much longer than seizures of idiopathic

epilepsy ; (8) like other convulsions due to

an encephalic affection, they often appear
without loss of consciousness at the begin-

ning or during the whole time they last

;

(9) they can take place either on the side of

the brain-lesion that causes them or on the

opposite side ; (10) the proportion of cases of

direct convulsions to cross ones, when the

lesionis in the cerebrum, is about one to three,

but the direct convulsions are more frequent

than the cross ones, when that cause is in the

base of tlie brain (crus cerebri, pons, and me-
dulla) ; (11) the right limbs are more fre-

quently attacked than the left (right 396 cases,

left 337), and this rule is true for du-ect as

well as for cross convulsions
; (12) in the

same individual, even when there is but one
lesion, they can apjjear at first on the side of

the lesion and afterwards on the opposite

side, or vice versa
; (13) they can occur on

the side where exists a cross hemiplegia or on
the opposite side ; but they can also be direct,

the paralysis also being direct ; or they can
be cross, the paralysis being direct

; (14) Jack-
sonian convulsions (either when exclusively

and persistently unilateral or only tempo-
rarily so) can appear on the side of the lesion,

or from a lesion in parts of the brain belong-
ing neither to the so-called motor zone nor
to the first and second frontal convolutions,

which Dr. Hughlings Jackson now supposes
to be psycho-motor.
On account of the importance of Jack-

sonian convulsions for surgical treatment, it

must be said that, as stated in the last of the
above conclusions, they may appear, as shown
by a number of cases, on the side of the lesion.

In a case of that kind the surgeon, by press-

ing on the dura-mater on the right side, in-

creased convulsions of the right limbs (Leroy)

.

Many cases show that surgeons led by tiie

views of localisers might make great mis-
takes. For instance, in a typical case of Dr.
Hughlings Jackson's, instead of the toes it

was a finger which was first convulsed,
although the lesion was in the paracentral

lobe; in a case of Andral's, Jacksonian con-
vulsions limited to the right arm were
caused by a tumour between the left posterior

lobe and the cerebelliun ; in a case of Prof.

Virchow, Jacksonian convulsions beginnuig
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in the left log were due to a tumour of the

right posterior lol)e ; in a celebrated case of

Moreau (l)e Tours) there was a notable aura

in the left hand and convulsions of the left

arm due to a cyst in the anterior lobe near

the right corpus striatum and the lateral ven-

tricle. A good many facts show that Jack-

Bonian convulsions, although caused generally

by lesions of the first and second frontal or

the two ascending convolutions, can be pro-

duced by lesions in manj- other parts of the

brain very far from those convolutions.

Of the 887 cases of unilateral convul-

sions analysed bj- the writer, the arm or the

leg alone, or one of these luubs at times, the

other in other attacks, were the jiarts affected

in 381 cases. The following table shows
what parts of the brain were the seats of the

lesion producing these partial convulsions.

Arm Leg Leg or arm
Motor centres ... 81 12 1

Surface frontal lobo . . 17 1 1

„ parietal lobe . . 13 1 2

„ Bplien. temp, lobe .8 1

„ occipital lobe .12 1

„ several lobes . . 22 2 2

Almost whole hemisph. .7 1

Frontal lobe ... 16 1

Parietal lobe ... 15 1

Sph. temp, lobe . . 9
Occipital lobe ... 10 1 1

Centrum ovale ... 20 1

Lateral ventricle . . 9 2

Two central ganglia . . 5 2
Optic thalamus... 8 4 1

Corpus striatum . . 4 2 1

Base of brain ... 16 5

Cerebellum ... 10 2
Several parts ... 83 1

815 89 11

This table shows that the so-called motor
zone and the rest of the cerebral cortex gave
rise to a very lai-ge proportion of convulsions

of one limb alone. There were 153 cases of

convulsions of the arm, 18 of the leg, and 6
of leg and arm alternately. It will also

be seen that tlie base of the brain, if it gave
a small proportion of cases of convulsions of

the arm, gave a large one of convulsions of

the leg. But the most remarkable point is

that all parts of (he brain can give rise to

convulsions of the arm, and that most parts
can produce convulsions in the leg.

Most important conclusions can be drawn
from the study of the percentage of cases of

convulsions of the arm in the number of

cases of unilateral convulsions. Thus it can
be easily ascertained that the percentage is

enormous—82 per cent.—for cases with a
lesion of the spheno-temporal lobe ; it is also

very large for cases of lesion of the siurface

of the occipital lobe (50 per cent.) ; of the
spheno-temporal lobe (47"G per cent.) ; and of
the frontal lobe (43-9 per cent.) Next come
the so-called motor centres (45 per cent.),

the mass of the occipital lobe (40 per cent.),

the centrimi ovale (37-7 per cent.), the cere-

bellum (87 per cent.), the parietal lobe (35
per cent.), and the frontal lobe (33'3 per cent.)

A lesion of almost the whole brain (19 per
cent.) and of the base of the brain (23*8 per
cent.) give the smallest percentages.

As regards the leg, the largest percentage
is furnished by the cerebral giuiglia, next to

which come the base of the bram, the cere-

bellum, the surface of the spheno-temporal and
occipital lobes, and the so-called motor centres.

It is evident from the facts relating to the leg,

but still more from those concerning the arm,
that great mistakes in the diagnosis of the
localisation of disease might be made if con-
vulsions of the leg or arm were looked upon as

a proof that the cerebral lesion causing them
is located in the motor zone, even if we in-

clude in it, according to Dr. Hughlings Jack-
son's views, the two first frontal convolutions.

Convidsions from brain disease may be
alternate

—

i.e. they may affect the limbs on
one side and the face on the other— and this

owing to a lesion of either one or both sides

of the cerebrum or the base of the brain.

It is important to know that unilateral

convulsions are sometimes due to a peripheric
irritation (in the bowels, the liver, the kid-

ney, &c.), without any kind of disease exist-

ing in the brain.

There is no doubt that convulsions of one
arm are often associated with si)asmodic
movements of the face ; but there is no doubt
also that the most heterogeneous associations

of partial convulsions are sometimes wit-

nessed : convulsions in one leg and in one
eye, of the thoracic muscles and the face or

of the neck and legs, and a great many other
associations, from lesions which cannot give

the key of these singular facts. The two arms
or the two legs are not rarely affected to-

gether, even under the influence of lesions of

only one side of the brain.

The kind of association between paralysis

and convulsions is most interesting. French
surgeons, till a somewhat recent period, gave
it as a law that when convulsions from brain

disease occur without paralysis they show
themselves on the opposite side to that of the
cerebral lesion ; but that when there is para-

Ij'sis, this symptom appears on the side op-

posite to that of the lesion, and convulsions
occur on the corresponding side. This is the
reverse of what is seen in the great majority
of cases, in which paralysis and convulsions

coexist on the same side. But there are two
kinds of cases in which the convulsions are

on one side and paralysis on the other. The
writer has collected more than 200 cases in

which the convulsions were on the side ot

the lesion, and paralysis on the opposite side ;

and 16 cases in which the contrary existed

—

i.e. convulsions on the opposite, and paralysis

on the corresponding side. Here also we
have a proof of the great variety of effects

that can come from an irritation of the same
or of various parts of the bram.
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Unilateral convulsions have no essential

connexion witli psych'o-motor centres, as is

proved by cases of lesion of those centres on

one side causing that kind of convulsions

sometimes in one side of the body, sometimes

in the other. The writer has seen two such

cases and collected 42 other cases, some from

most able observers, including Dr. Hughlings

Jacjison.

Many cases of epilepsy in man are on
record, resembling the special kind seen in

certain animals, particularly in this respect,

that an attack can easily be produced by a

peripheric irritation. Tlie writer has col-

lected more than sixty such cases. They
form two principal groups—one in which an
irritation of almost any part of the body was
able to give rise to an attack ; the other in

which certain parts only had that power.
Many of those cases belonged to the class of

organic cerebral epilepsy ; some depended on
diseases of the pericranium, of the spine

or its contents, of nerves or of one of the
thoracic or abdominal viscera ; while in other
cases there was a genuine idiopathic epilepsy.

The parts of the body which are most fre-

quently found giving rise to an attack, are

the pit of the stomach (under the influence

of even a very slight pressure) and the skin
of the neck laterally from the lower jaw to
the collar-bone.

Symptoms.—We shall consider this part of
the subject under three heads—the premoni-
tory, the parojcijsmal, and the inter-paroxys-
mal sj-mptoms.

1. Premonitory.—The frequency of pre-
monitory symptoms, according to the writer's
experience, is much greater than is generally
known. It is extremely important to find
out the existence of these warnings, as in
many cases attacks may easily be prevented
if we know when they are on the point of
taking place. When we say that premonitory
indications are extremely frequent, we do not
mean that the classic or Galenic aura is often
found. That vague, queer, and unexplained
sensation, whether accompanied or not by a
muscular contraction, is certainly more fre-
quent than is admitted, but is considerably
less frequent than the other kinds of warn-
ing. Among the premonitory symptoms
there are four ofteuer observed than others ;

one is a change of temper (irascibility, appear-
ing or increasing)

; another is a contraction
of the vessels in the feet or hands, producing
a diminution of temperature ; and the two
others are a spasmodic state of some muscle,
or an optical illusion or hallucination. The
following list mentions but a part of the
various manifestations which indicate that
an epileptic attack is threatening. Altera-
tions of the various functions of the brain,
sensations of any kind, headache or backache,
vertigo, sensorial disturbances, sleeplessness
or sleepiness, palpitation of the heart, dilata-
tion or contraction of blood-vessels anywhere,

altered breathing, diminution or increase of

the various secretions (of the skin, mucous
membranes, or of the visceral glands),

haemorrhages from the nostrils or other parts,

fever, more or less marked weakness (general

or local), hunger or thirst, disgust for food or

drinks, an increase of the sexual appetite or

the dimmution or loss of sexual desire or

power, spontaneous erection, and spasm of

the bladder— sometimes accompanied by in-

voluntary evacuations of urine—involuntary
expulsion of fa;ces, cramps, trembling, choreic

movements, tendency to run forwards, back-

wards, or round, rigidity or convulsions of a
limb or other parts, paralysis of a limb or

other parts—such is an abbreviated list of the

forermmers noticed by a number of observers,

and all of which the writer has seen or knows
to have occurred in his patients.

Sometimes one or several of hese symp-
toms will appear a day or two before the
attack, but generally the warning shows
itself a few hours, or a very much shorter

time (even only a few seconds or a minute
or two), before the seizure. Not rarely in

cases of epilepsy due to an organic cerebral

disease, or to cerebral congestion, a drawing
of the head towards one shoulder will take
place either before or during an attack.

Premonitory symptoms unfortunately may
be deceptive, as they can appear without
being followed by the attack ; and even in

cases in which warnings usually exist there

are sometimes attacks without any fore-

runner.

2. Paroxysmal.—The paroxysmal symp-
toms vary considerably according to the

kind of attack. If the fit is one of petit mal
(epilepsia ynitior), there may be no other

symptom than a loss of consciousness, with
either a fixed state of the muscles of the

eye or a slight contraction of one or more
muscles of the face or neck, or a movement
of the lips, tongue, and throat, as in the act

of swallowing. According to his personal
observation, the writer is inclined to affirm

than an attack oi petit ynal never consists in

a loss of consciousness only

—

i.e. without the
least trace of any other trouble whatsoever.
Dr. Russell Reynolds, however, states that he
has seen such attacks, and therefore we must
admit that sometimes a pure and simple loss

of perception and volition is all that exists in

a seizure of epilepsia mitior. In such an
attack the patient may, if walking, continue
to walk ; but, if talking, he stops—generally
for so short a time, however, that the trouble
may pass absolutely unnoticed by listeners.

Such an attack usually lasts only from one
to four or a few more seconds.
Haut Mal.—In a complete attack of epi-

lepsy, an irritation proceeding from a moral
or physical source is the cause of an act of

inhibition of the mental activity, and of a
reflex contraction of blood-vessels in the
cerebral lobes. Loss of consciousness is, of
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course, the consequence of that inliibition.

Together witli Kussuiaul and Teniiur, the

writer had lonff looked upon spasm of cere-

bral vessels as the cause of the loss of con-

scior.sn 'ss. lie had a confirmation of that

supposition in his epileptic t^uinea-pif^s, in

which he found that the blood- vessels of the

brain contracted when consciousness disap-

peared. Since then, however, he has ascer-

tained that consciousness was lost in the

seizure, even after the excision of the upper
cervical ganglia of the two sympathetic
nerves—wlien, of course, the cerebral vessels

remained dilated before, durinj^, and after the

fit—just as it is lost in animals having con-
traction of these vessels. Dr. W. Alexander
has observed that in man, loss of conscious-

ness in fits occurs after the excision of these

ganglia, the same as before that operation.

It is evident, therefore, that a spasm of the
vessels of the brain is not an essential element
in the causation of the loss of mental faculty.

Still, when that spasm exists, and so long as

it lasts, the lack of blood in the cerebral hemi-
spheres must necessarily contribute to the

cessation of the mental activity. The reasons
for admitting that an act of inhibition is the
first or princi])al cause of the loss of con-

sciousness will be foimd in the wi-iter's

published papers on this subject.

Muscular spasms of a tonic character begin
at the same moment that consciousness dis-

appears. They may begin first in any part

of the body, whether the attack is to be
general, or to remain in one half of the body,
or in one limb. Rather frequently the mus-
cles of the face, the eyes, and the neck are

seized before those of other parts, but the

time is so very short between the appearance of

spasm in these nmscles and the general stiff-

ness, that it is almost always very difficult to

detect that these phenomena are not sinndta-

neous. Together with the first appearance of a
spasmodic condition in the face and neck there

is also in a great many cases a contraction of

some muscles of the larynx and of the expi-

ratory muscles of the thorax and abdomen,
producing the so-called epileptic cry, the cha-

racter of which is so special that, when once
heard, it can always be recognised even when
the patient is not seen. "When an epileptic

is standing, at the onset of a complete attack,

he falls. This is not due solely to loss of
consciousness, as we know that in fits of
petit mal this accident may not occur. The
fall is sometimes an active one : the patient
is precipitated more or less violently forward,
backward, or laterally by muscular contrac-
tions. Then the ftxU may be either a para-
lytic or a convulsive one.

Generally a period of rigidity exists before
the clonic convulsions appear. This stage
of tonic spasm almost always lasts only a
few seconds ; but it may constitute the whole
attack, and then it may last longer. On
the contrary, clonic convidsions may appear

at the onset of the seizure. In almost all

cases, however, they follow a general stift-

ness, and form a second stage or period of

the fit of which by their violence and dura-
tion they are the principal part. The clonic

s[)asmodic contractions as a rule last hardly
more than from one to three minutes in

idiopathic cases.

When a fit lasts five, six, eight, or ten min-
utes, even if there be no sign of an organic
disease of the brain, there is some reason to

suspect that the attack is brought on by such
a cause. Generally, in complete seizm-es, the
limbs on the two sides of the body have simi-

lar convulsions, but in cases of brain-disease

there may be clonic convulsions on the one
side and tonic rigidity on tlio other. In the
face, the eyes, the neck, differences between
the sides are frequent, or at least not rare,

even in idiopathic epilepsj-. In most cases,

the eyes are drawn up under the upper eye^

lid, and they roll from side to side. It is not
rare that the eyes, face, and head turn con-
vulsively towards the left or the right side,

sometimes jerking, however, alternately from
one to the other side. "When the head is

carried sideways—to the right, for instance

—

it is chiefly owing to a spasm of the left sterno-

cleido-mastoideus, but also to the group of mus-
cles of the top of the neck on the right side.

Breathing is considerably interfered with
during the whole attack. After the spasmodic
action of the expiratory muscles contribut-

ing to the shriek, there is almost always
for a time (not longer usually than one or two
seconds) a stoppage of respiration from the
persistence of that initial spasm. During
the whole fit respiration is convulsive, irregu-

lar, jerky, or gasping, and always incomplete.
A real asphyxia, going as far as cyanosis,

soon shows itself. The face, which was pale

at the onset, becomes red, and promptly as-

sumes a livid, dark, purple or bluish-violet

hue. A frothy saliva, frequently of a red-

dish tinge, from effused blood coming from
the biting of the tongue or lips, issues, little

by little, from the mouth. It is extremely
rare that the movements of the heart are

modified at the onset; but palpitation, or a
diminiition (and even a complete inhibition)

of the cardiac movements has been noticed

by the writer in a few instances. Soon, how-
ever, the heart becomes very much excited

and beats quickly, as in ordinary asphyxia.

The temperature rises (1° or 2° F. and some-
times a little more) ; and the whole tnmk,
the face, and limbs, are covered with perspira-

tion. The pupils alwa3-s dilate considerably,

sometimes after an evident contraction ; the

eyes are bloodshot ; and ha,'morrhage may
occur there or in other parts, such as the

nostrils, the ears, the bronchi, or even the

capillaries of the skin or of the brain. Urine
may be expelled from a spasm of the blad-

der at the onset, or from paralysis of the

sphincter at the end of the fit.
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As a rule, at the end of the convulsions

the patient passes, without recovering con-

sciousness, into a heavy sleep, with more or less

violent stertorous breathing. A real comatose

state is not rare. There is no doubt that

these symptoms are more intense if no care

be taken as regards the tongue and head. The

patient should not be left on his back; and the

tongue, which falls and covers the laryngeal

opening, should be drawn forward. Some
alleviation is almost always obtained when
this is done for the tongue, and when the

body, and especially the head, are placed on

one side. Generally the sleep following a

paroxysm does not last much more than an

hour, sometimes not as long as that ; but it

is exceedingly rare that there is no sleep at

all. The more violent the convulsions have

been, the more there is relaxation of the

muscles after they have ceased. When lifted

up, the Hmbs may fall as if they were com-
pletely paralysed.

On waking from the sleep following a

seizure most patients are very tired, the

limbs and trunk aching, as well as the head.

Usually there is some mental alteration,

often consisting of confusion or stupor, and
sometimes delirium. The mind, however,
may be quite clear, even after a violent

attack, and the head free from pain, the
only effect of the fit being general lassitude.

On the contrary, after an apparently slight

seizure there is sometimes considerable men-
tal disorder. The degree and duration of
stupor after an attack have no relation to

the duration of the convulsive period. Stupor
is chiefly an effect of asphyxia, and is there-

fore in direct relation with laryngismus,
traohelism, and the spasms of the thoracic
muscles, of the diaphragm, and perhaps of
the bronchial tubes also. It has been stated,

and denied, that the urine passed after an
attack of epilepsy sometimes contains albu-
men in patients free from kidney-disease. In
at least five cases the writer has ascertained
that there was a notable amount of albumen
in the first issue of urine after attacks in
which there had been violent spasmodic con-
tractions of the abdominal and thoracic
muscles. There was no disease of the kid-
neys or of the heart in those patients.

Attacks of epilepsy are sometimes very
slight, consisting only, besides the loss of
consciousness, of an extremely short tonic
spasm of muscles of the trimk, the neck, the
head, and the limbs. But even in the short-
est and shghtest attack of that kind the epi-
leptic cry may be uttered, the tongue may
be bitten, and there may be a somewhat co-
matose sleep after the fit.

It is now very well known that frequently
there is after a fit a real paralysis, which
sometimes persists for a long time. This loss
of power is supposed to be the result of ex-
haustion from discharge of nerve-force, while
it is evidently the effect of an act of inhibi-

tion associated with the convulsions—inhibi-

tion striking other motor elements than the

excitation which causes convulsions. If it

were an exhaustion from over-action the fol-

lowing facts could not exist : (l) the paralysis

may appear after attacks which are not
violent, and not show itself after most violent

and prolonged convulsions
; (2) there may be

a paralysis in one or two limbs after an at-

tack oij^stit mat, in which no convulsion has
taken place in those parts ; (3) after equal con-

vulsions on the two sides of the body there

may be a paralysis of one side only
; (4) after

vmiiateral convulsions there may be a paraly-

sis of one limb only (especially the arm),
while both have been convulsed

; (5) the

writer has seen a case in which a patient

alternately had attacks of only paralysis or

convulsions, or of convulsion followed by
paralysis, always in the same limb—the left

arm ; (G) the writer has seen three cases of

hemiplegia from brain-disease, in which the
paralysis slightly but evidently diminished
after each attack of convulsions. Several

similar facts are on record
; (7) Fere has

found a loss of power after convulsions in

21 per cent, of his cases in the right arm, and
in 23 per cent, in the left arm, while in cases in

which, without convulsions, there was vertigo

with or without loss of consciousness, the
loss of power was 30 per cent, in the right

arm and 27 per cent, in the left; (8) Dr.
Hughlings Jackson has seen in those cases in

which an abortion of the attack can be jjro-

duced, that paralysis not only may appear,

but can be greater than if convulsions had
occurred. All these facts are in harmony
with the idea that paralysis occurring in

seizures either after or without convulsions is

due to inhibition and not to exhaustion.

There are many reasons also to consider in-

hibition and not exhaustion as the cause of

all the other losses of power which are some-
times observed after an attack of epilepsy,

such as aphasia, amnesia, anaesthesia, loss

of the muscular sense, amaurosis, deafness,

anosmia,loss of taste, loss of knee-jerk. This
is so true, that certain of these kinds of loss

of function are sometimes, or even very fre-

quently, as is the case for knee-jerk (Beevor),
replaced by an increase of power.

Petit Mai.—The symptoms of a seiziire of

epilepsia mitior are very different from
those of a violently convulsive attack of

eiiilepsy (haut mal). The loss of conscious-
ness occurs only for one or a few seconds,
and the spasmodic contractions take place in

a few muscles only—in the face, tongue,
throat, eyes, and neck. If seized while stand-

ing up the patient rarely falls, and, on the
contrary, if walking he may continue his

movement as regularly as before the fit. If

attacked while speaking, he generally stops
while the consciousness is lost, and on re-

covering it he may complete the unfinished
sentence, so that the bystanders may know
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nothiiif? of what has occurred. Soinetiines,

however, the patient's mind is deeply aUered,

even when the attack oi i)e(it inal has been
as short and shglit as possible.

Nocturnal aUacJ^s of epilepsy may occur

without any knowledge of their having taken

place. Indeed, the writer has sometimes
been consulted bj' persons who only asked

for advice on account of headaches, and who
had no pain in the head except after noc-

turnal attacks of epilepsy occurring with-

out their knowledge. In such cases, the

patient, after a seizure during sleep, wakes
up tired, as if he had walked consider-

ably ; lie has pains in the limbs, the back,

and the head. He finds his mind con-

fused, and his memory atfected ; he feels

disinclined to get out of bed or to exert

himself in any way; and often he is excit-

able or depressed. Sometimes his tongue
or his lips are sore, and if the pillow is ex-

amined it shows bloody spots. More rarely

it is found that an involuntary evacuation of

urine has soiled the bed. Anyone sleeping

within hearing distance of the patient may
be wakened by the piercing eiiileptic cry, and
then hear the noise of the shaking of the

bed, caused by the convulsive movements.
Such attacks, although very frequent and
also very violent, may remain altogether un-
known and unsuspected by the patient and
his friends.

3. Inter-paroxysmal. — The general

health of epileptics is usually very poor. Be-
sides the alterations of their mental powers,

and especially of their memory, they show a
great deal of excitability and often depression

of spirits. Their circulation and their diges-

tion are often affected. There is nothing
special, however, either in the morbid state

of their mind and of their feelings, or in the
distiurbances of their physical health. Cer-

tainly the mental aberrations observed in

the inter-paroxysmal state are not essential

elements in the symptomatology of epilepsy.

These aberrations can exist without epilepsy,

and in a great many cases they are missing.

The frequcnc.ij of attacks varies immensely
in epilepsy. In one case the writer learned
that for more than seventeen years the
patient had passed no night without a fit,

and for more than ten years the average
nightly number of fits had been about
twelve, which gives a total of more than
forty thousand attacks in ten years. On the
other hand, he was once consulted by a
patient, sixty-two years old, who had had but
seven attacks, the first of which occurred
when he was nineteen years old, the interval

between that and the second fit having been
thirteen years, and the interval between the

two last seiziu-es having been seven years.

Between extremely different cases lilce the two
just mentioned we find the greatest variety

as regards the frequencj' of attacks. Usually,

however, there are a number of fits every

month. If there are attacks with extremely
violent convulsions, the frequency is gene-
rally nuich less than when the convulsions
are shght. Seizures oipetit mal are usually
very frequent. A perfect periodicity is ex-
tremely rare, but an approximation to period-
icity is not rare, especially in women. Tliere
may be singular and inexplicable periods

;

the writer knows of a number of cases with a
weekly periodicity, and of a case in which
for years attacks recurred every forty-nine
days.

Status Epilepticus.—Boumeville, Fere,
and Dr. Gowers have studied carefully this

dangerous condition, which is often fatal to

epileptics. As the writer will show about the
treatment of morbus comitialis, it is impor-
tant to know that this recurrence of a large
number of fits, within a short period of time,
with no return of consciousness between the
attacks, may be the only kind of epileptic

manifestations in some patients, in whom,
after variable but sometimes almost perfectly

periodical intervals, this so - called statiis

epilepticus reappears. Usually, however, this

frightful and verj' rapid succession of violent

fits occurs in the worst cases of organic epi-

lepsy due to disease of the brain, kidneys, or

liver, and frequently then destroys the life of

the patient.

Complications and Sequel.e.—Epilepsy
has no necessarj' or usual complication. The
diseases which often accompany it are fre-

quently its causes and not complications.

Bright's disease and other organic affections

of the kidneys, diseases of the liver, the womb,
and other viscera, when allied with epilepsy,

if they have not been the first and only cause
of it, are powerful additional causes. As
regards sequela;, the important researches of

Dr. Hughlings Jackson, Dr. Hughes Bennett,
and Dr. Fere have established that difficult

speech, aphasia, amnesia, trembling, general

phj'sical and mental weakening, as well as

any mental disorder, paresis or paralysis,

anaesthesia, or great disturbances in the

various organic functions, may not only ap-

pear temporarily as post-paroxysmal phe-

nomena in epilepsy, but may persist and
increase after each fit. The most common
of those effects of seizures of this neurosis,

and especially of petit mal, is amnesia,
which may last, even if the epileptiform

affection is cured.

Pathology.—The writer does not pretend
to know what is the nature of epilepsy, so

that when he tries to explain how that affec-

tion is produced and how its manifestations

are generated, he will only state facts, and
the conclusions they forcibly lead to.

I. As early as 1857 he endeavoured to

show that one of the most essential features

of epilepsy is an increased excitability of the

reffecto-motor parts of the nervous system,

which may exist not only in many parts of

the centres, but also in some peripheric parts
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of the nervous system. The analysis of the

phenomena which api)ear, after certain in-

juries, in guinea-pigs or cats in which epi-

lepsy can be gradually produced, leads forcibly

to this view. In these animals, a few days

after a lesion which causes epilepsy (espe-

cially a section either of the sciatic nerve

or of a lateral half of the spinal cord, in the

dorsal region) the first morbid change to be

detected consists in an increase of the reflex

power of certain parts of the skin of the

face and neclj, while a gi-eater excitability

supervenes in the medulla oblongata, m the

upper part of the cervical region of the

spinal cord, and in some parts of the tri-

geminal and of the two or three first cervical

nerves. Gradually the reflex excitability of

the nerve-cells in direct communication with

the fibres of the nerves we have named in-

creases, so that irritation of tlie skin of the

face and neck, instead of producing only, as

at first, a reflex contraction of the neighbour-

ing muscles, causes tonic or clonic spasms of

all the muscles of the trunk, neck, and head,

on the side of both the lesion and the irri-

tation of tlie skin. Later on, the reflex spas-

modic action extends to the other side, and
at last (a month or later after the traumatic
injury from wiiich proceeds this series of

effects) a complete attack of epilepsy takes

place, characterised, as in man, by loss of

consciousness, with tonic and clonic con-
vulsions.

In cases of injury to certain parts of the
base of the brain in some animals, the same
changes may occur, but with two differences

:

1st, tlie rapidity of increase in the reflex ex-

citability of the parts above-named is very
much greater than after an injury to the
spinal cord or to the sciatic nerve ; 2nd, the
zone of skm that acquires the power, when
irritated, to give rise to an attack is on the
side opposite to that of the brain-injury,
while it is on the side of the lesion of a
nerve or of the spinal cord.

The writer cannot give here the many
reasons showing that what takes place in
animals rendered epileptic by the lesions
mentioned, may be applied in a great measure
to the production of epilepsy in man. He
will only say that cases identical with those
of his guinea-pigs have been published by
several clinical writers.

After the important discovery of Fritsch
and Hitzig, concerning the galvanic excita-
bility of a certain zone of the cortex cerebri,
it has been found that epileptiform convul-
sions can easily be produced by an irritation of
that zone in monkeys, dogs, and cats. It is

clear, therefore, that perfectly healthy ani-
mals can be rapidly rendered epileptic. Man
also can be seized ahnost at once after a
haemorrhage in the brain or a fracture of the
cranium.

II. In cases in which for the first time
these spasmodic phenomena take place, the

irritation which brings them on does this

only after having given rise to a morbid
change constituting epilepsy or an epilepti-

form affection. A longer time is necessary

for the appearance of these convulsive move-
ments than for any kind of natural reflex

contractions.

The facts relating to the production of an
attack of epilepsy by the galvanisation or

certain parts of the cortex cerebri in mon-
keys, dogs, and cats, also show that a cer-

tain time is necessary for the production of

the morbid state in which epilepsy consists.

In that case also, as hereafter shown, the

spinal cord is partly the seat of the genuine
epilepsy generated. In other words, two dis-

tinct effects result from the irritative lesion

—the one the genesis of the disease, i.e. of

the morbid condition allied with which is

the power of giving rise to epileptic or epi-

leptiform attacks ; the other, the production
of a seizure.

III. Experiments in sudden crushing of

the head in animals show that epilepsy can
appear, although nothing remains of any
part of the brain, not even a portion of the

medulla oblongata, the connexion between
the encephalon and. the spinal cord having
been altogether severed. Epilepsy, in the
case of the crusliing of the head, has its seat

in the spinal cord, whatever be the share of

the brain in giving origin to it. The writer,

although recognising that fact about the loca-

tion of this affection in such special circum-
stances, is not, and has never been, ready
to admit that the spinal cord in all cases is

the seat of this neurosis.

IV. The writer believes that the supposed
absolute distinctions between the various
kinds of convulsions (eclampsia and other
forms of epilepsy due either to peripheric

causes or to the state of the blood, &c.) are

purely artificial and based only on the know-
ledge of the cause. All kinds of epilepsy

may cause attacks, exhibiting the same es-

sential features. In idiopathic, as well as in

any other kind of epilepsy, an irritation

which may come from any of the reflecto-

motor parts of the nervous system, goes to

a great many other parts of the nervous
system, producing in some an inhibition of

action or of power of action, and in others

a simple expenditure of the normal or mor-
bidly accumulated nerve-force, or, together

with an expenditure, an increased generation
of force (dynamogeny ').

Two facts forcibly show how these vari-

ous effects of an u-ritation are produced.

' The writer designates by that name just the
contrary to inhibition. That action is the effect of

a transformation of force due to an irritation, and
in virtue of which there is a sudden or rapid pro-

duction of force. A great many facts establish the
dynamogenetic power of certain parts of the nervous
system over other parts of that system and over
contractile tissues. See his article ' Dynamogenie,'
in the Diction. Encyclop. des Sciences Midicales.
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(1) Undor the influence of a very slij^lit irri-

tation— tliat of a superficial prick of the me-
dulhi oblonrjiita, close by the nib of the

calamus—tlie bruin may be suddenly and
(so far as the writer knows) irrevocably

inhibited, so that all the powers and func-

tions of that orfjan disappear, while, on the

contrary, the spinal cord, the nerves, and
the muscles K^i'n iniiuensely in power : they

are dijnamo'fcniscd. The loss of cerebral

activity is not due to a duninution or a
cessation of circulation in the brain, as, on
the one hand, the heart, for a time, shows
no pfreat weakness, althouf^h breathing is

stopped ; and, on the otlier hand, the experi-

ment succeeds although the cerebral blood-

vessels are dilated owing to the previous ex-

tirpation of the two superior cervical ganglia.

(2) The other fact shows the simultaneous
production of convulsions with inhibition

and dynamogeny. Instead of pricking the

medulla oblongata, that organ is suddenlj'

crushed, and then it is found, first, that the

powers of the cervical and of a part of the

dorsal spinal cord are inhibited, sometimes
so completely that they can be galvanised
without producing any muscular action

;

secondly, that, for a longer time than in

death bj' asphyxia, either tonic or clonic con-

vulsions alone, or tonic followed by clonic

muscular contractions, take place in the

hind limbs ; and, thirdly, that the power of
that part of the spinal cord giving rise to

convulsions is considerably increased, as
shown not only by their violence and dura-
tion, notwithstanding the cessation of circu-

lation, but also by the fact that reflex actions

can continue to exist after convulsions have
ceased.

The first of these facts clearly proves that
one and the same cause—a very slight irrita-

tion in a certain part of tlie nervous centres

—can change at once and everywhere the
dynamical condition of the nervous and
muscular tissues, inhibiting all the powers
of the brain and increasing considerably the
powers of the spinal cord, of its nerves, and
of all muscles.

The second fact positively shows that an
irritation of a certain part of the nervous
centres can give rise simultaneously to three
radically different effects—an inhibition ; a
production of nerve-force ; convulsions due
to an expenditure of nerve-force.

V. These facts throw a flood of light on
the phenomena of epilepsy. First, they
clearly show that it is by an act of inhibition
that the loss of consciousness takes place.

Secondly, they lead to the conclusion that
convulsions do not reipiire the pre-existence
of a gi'eat quantity of ner\-e-force in any
part of the nervous centres, and that they
can take place, with great violence and last

a long time, from irritations which need not
be verj' great. The supposition tliat epilepti-

form fits depend on a sudden discharge of

previously accumulated nerve-force is no
longer necessary.

VI. The lesions found in many parts of

the brain in epilei^tic jiatients do not show
the scat of epilepsy— they only have one or

the other of the three following significations

:

First, they are places of irritation generating

that neurosis in the same way as peripheric

lesions in the skin, in mucous membranes,
in nerves, &c., jjroduce it. Second, they may
be mere co-existing alterations, having no
influence over the epileptic affection. Third,

they may be, and very often are, effects of

the changes in circulation, in the state of the

blood, and in cerebral nutrition, during fits.

The alterations of the medulla oblongata,

described by Schrceder van der Kolk, and
more completely by Ch. Bouchard, are cer-

tainly, as pointed out by this last observer,

effects of fits, but able, however, at certain

stages of their development to have a share

in some of the convulsive phenomena. The
last effort recently made by Dr. Chaslin to

establish that in idiopathic epilepsy there is

a constant lesion, has failed like all others.

That lesion, consisting in the existence of a

diffuse sclerosis located chiefly in the grey

matter, is so little the essential organic

cerebral cause of that form of morbus
comitialis, that Fere, in a case of cure of

that affection, found that the brain was the
seat of the cortical sclerosis, besides having
an induration of the two cornua Ammonis.

VII. One only of the supposed seats of

epilepsy in the brain deserves some atten-

tion. It is that part which is the most fre-

quently found diseased in cases of unilateral

epileptiform convulsions, whether Jacksonian
in character or not—the so-called motor zone.

That part is also very often diseased in cases

of general epileptiform convulsions, and, not
rarely, besides, in case's of apparently pure
idiopathic epilepsy. This frequency of lesion

of the so-called motor centres, in epileptic

cases, may as well be due to the fact that

an irritation starting from that place has
given rise in other parts of the nervous
centres to the morbid state in which epilepsy

consists, as due to the fact that this peculiar

morbid condition is really located there. In
other words, a lesion of the cortex cerebri

along the Kolandic fissure, like that of a
nerve anywhere, ma}' be only the location

of an irritative cause and not the seat of

this neurosis.

Many facts obsen-ed in animals and in

man sliow that this supposition is the correct

one. Experiments on dogs have shown to

the writer that every part of the motor tract

in the encephalon, after the production of
an epileptic attack by the galvanisation of

the so-called motor centres, can, on galvanic
irritation, give rise to an identical convulsive
seizure. They have also estabhshed the fact

that it is on the motor cells of the base of
the brain and of the spinal cord that the
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irritation of the cortex cerebri acts, in pro-

ducing, first, the morbid state constituting

epilep'sy, and afterwards genuine epileptic

attacks.

VIII. What is proved for dogs is, at least,

extremely probable for man. Clinical facts

show that most frequently any kind of lesion

of the so-caUed motor centres or of the

neighbouring frontal convolutions ' has given

origin either to genuine and complete epilep-

tic fits, or to the greatest variety of epilepti-

form manifestations. This has led to the

erroneous conclusion that epilepsy has its

seat in certain cortical parts of the brain.

It can be shown that aU parts of the cere-

brum, of the cerebellum, of the base of the

brain, and also the cerebral meninges, the

spinal cord, and the centripetal nerves, can

produce epilepsy. On the other hand, irri-

tative lesions are known to have existed, in

many cases, in one or another part of the

fi-ontal or parietal lobes without the appear-

ance of epilepsy.

When any kind or form of that affection

appears under the influence of a disease or of

an injury to the cortex cerebri in the parts

looked upon as its real location, the altered

tissue, as the following facts well show, may
be only the seat of an irritation acting on
other parts of the nervous centres, so as to

give rise to epilepsy and to its manifestations.

This view is proved by the facts—1st, that

when this neurosis is due to a worm in the
bowels, it can be cured by the expulsion of

the u'ritating cause ; 2nd, that when it de-

pends on a neuroma, or neuritis, it can be
cured by the section of a nerve between the
diseased peripheric part and the nervous cen-

tres ; 3rd, that when caused by some patho-
logical alteration of a cerebral convolution,

it can be cured by the excision of the dis-

eased part. In all those cases there is a

cure, not because the seat of this convul-
sive affection is separated from the nervous
centres, but because the irritating cause is

suppressed.

Sometimes, as is well known, epilepsy will
continue after the expulsion of a worm, the
section of a nerve, and the excision of a
diseased convolution, or the opening of a
cerebral abscefs. In the first place, the irri-

tative cause may be only partly suppressed
by those means ; in the second place, as said
airea,dy, the morbid state in which epilepsy
consists may exist in other parts of the
nervous system than those where the irri-

tative causes are located. That morbid con-
dition may persist, remaining able, under
the mfiuence of other irritations than those

' Dr. J. Hughlings Jackson, in his late remark-
able ' Lumleian Lectures,' has put forward the sup-
position that the seat of ' complete or genuine

'

epilepsy is in the prefrontal lobes. Against this
supposition the writer will only say that all the
characteristics of this affection have existed when
these lobes were either absolutely normal or com-
pletely destroyed.

•which acted previously, to give rise to

seizures.

IX. Together with the conclusions flowing

from the facts and arguments above dis-

cussed, the writer will give some others, the

grounds for which lack of space does not
permit him to mention ;—

•

1. Epilepsy is a reflex neurosis even when
positively allied with an organic lesion of

the brain. Its only constant feature is an
increase of the reflex excitability of a number
of nerve-cells located in various parts of the
cerebro-spinal centres. That hyper-excita-

bility is generally, but not necessarily, greater
at the time of an impending fit.

2. No distinction can be made between
the kinds of epilepsy, with predominances
either of considerable disturbance of the
mental functions or of the higher senses, or

of convulsive movements, or of any symptom.
The greatest variety of epileptiform manifes-
tations can arise from a similar lesion in any
part of the brain or elsewhere.

3. Some parts of the nervous centres

are always ready to cause, rapidly but not
immediately, all or some of the phenomena
of ejiilepsy, imder the influence of an irrita-

tion, and especially a sudden one, proceeding
from any central or peripheric part of the
incito-motor nervous system. Two succes-

sive and absolutely distinct actions take place

then : the first is a morbid change in the
properties of a number of cells of the nervous
centres—change according to which epilepsy

or an epileptiform affection is generated

;

the second is a reaction from those cells

bringing outwardly the manifestations of

the special kind of the neurosis produced.
4. AU the manifestations of genuine

epilepsy, even in its worst and inherited

form, in certain animals, can take place after

the destruction of the whole brain, including

every part of the medidla oblongata.

5. The seat of epilepsy is not where an
organic lesion or a traumatic injury is found,

either in the brain proper, the cerebellum, or

any other part of the nervous centres, nor in

any nerve or viscus. All organic lesions are

only foci of irritation, seats of causes. The
true location of the morbid state constituting

epilepsy or an epileptiform affection is in

reflecto-motoi nerve-cells in parts of the
central nervous system varying extremely.

6. Attacks of epilepsy are not essentially

due to an overflow of nerve-force accumu-
lated anywhere. The same irritating cause
which brings on an attack can produce
nerve-force at the same time that it deter-

mines convulsions by discharges of that
force.

Diagnosis.—In most cases it is easy to dis-

tinguish epilepsy from the few affectionswhich
resemble it. Sometimes, however, difficulties

exist. There is no essential difference be-

tween the attacks of eclampsia in women and
children and attacks of epilepsy, except the
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existence in eclampsia of a peripheric cause

of irritation, which is hkely to disappear.

But those purely reHex epileptiform attacks

in women and children are sometimes
succeeded by genuine attacks of epilepsy.

Changes in the nervous centres occur during

the eclamptic attacks, and lay the founda-

tion of persistent epilepsy, although the peri-

pheric irritation, which was the first cause,

has ceased to exist. It is sometimes, there-

fore, almost impossible, as regards children

especially, to say if we have to deal with
eclampsia or epilepsy. The same may be

said of all kinds of attacks of loss of con-

Bciousness and convulsions due to a peripheric

cause, whether we caD the affection eclamp-
sia or rellex epilepsy {see Convulsions).
The first cause in these cases may cease to

exist without our discovering positively that

it has disappeared, and still attacks may
continue. A mistake is not dangerous, as

the treatment will be very much the same,
except that in piu'cly reHex epilepsy we
have to light against the peripheric cause,

besides making use of means against epilepsy

itself.

As regards the known facts concerning the

aetiology of epilepsy and hysteroid affections,

it must be remembered : (1) That, instead of

epilepsj', hj'steria may appear in the descen-

dants of epileptics; (2) that an organic disease

of the brain can give rise to genuine hysteria

or to mixed forms of hysteria and epilepsy

;

(3) that diseases of the womb or even of the
ovaries can give origin to epilepsy, and diseases

of the testicles to hysteria ; (4) that traumatic
causes, and especially injuries to nerves, can
sometimes produce hysteria; (5) that syphilis,

m-itmia, worms in the bowels, lead poisoning,

can give rise to hysteroid affections. Etiology
alone cannot, therefore, be decisive for the
diagnosis between epilcjisy and hysteria.

The aura hysterica and the epileptic aura
are generally very different one from the

other, but they may be (piite similar. The
writer has seen a case of idiopathic epilepsy

in an adult male, in whom the globus hyste-

ricus was the warning of almost every attack.

As regards otlier means of diagnosis, we will

refer to the articles IIysteuia and Hysteeo-
EPILF.PSY.

Epilepsia mitior (petit mat) sometimes
cannot be recognised easily from syncope.
In petit mal, however, the loss of conscious-

ness is absolutely sudden; the eyes are fixed;

almost always some muscles of the face are
contracted ; sometimes other muscles, in the
neck and elsewhere, are also contracted ; if

the patient is standing he rarely falls, and if

he is walking he may continue to do it. The
attack is very short, and there may be no ap-

pearance of its having occurred, except that
some mental disorder may follow it ; the pulse
may be diminished, but it never disappears
altogether. Syncope differs from p'^tit mal
in all those characteristics.

It is not necessary to draw here the lines

of diagnosis between idiopatiiic epilepsy and
cerebral epilepsy. The characteristic features

of this last affection have been described at

length in several parts of this article.

Pkognosis.— Inherited epilepsy is very
rarely cured. The writer can positively

state, however, that it may be cured. Among
other good cases of persistent cure, he has
seen two extremely remarkable. The patients

were first cousins, and had inherited the dis-

ease from a graiuhiiotlier : one of them died

from a fall while intoxicated, five years after

his last attack of epilepsy ; the other died

from typhoid fever, seven years after his last

attack. They had both been treated for

about two years, in 1852 and 1853.

There is a very great difference as regards
prognosis between pure idiopathic epilepsy

and other forms of that neurosis. The
possibility of cure is greater when some
curable or amendable organic alteration

exists as a cause of epilepsy. One form of

this nervous affection— that which is due to

some congestion or even a more serious

alteration of the braiu, consecutive to ty-

phoid fever, scarlatuia, or measles—is often

much benefited by treatment, if not cured.

Already, before the great progress in the

treatment of epilepsy through surgical means,
the writer looked upon ejjilepsy caused by
disease of the brain—syphilitic or not—as

much more curable than any of the forms
of this neurosis, excepting, perhaps, that

which is due to an easily removable peri-

pheric irritation. Epilepsy beginning in

childhood, from teething or a bowel com-
plaint, and having lasted many years, is

almost incurable.

Treatment.—Abortion of the attacTt,—

A

most important fact ought at first to be
pointed out under this head: it is that, as

every attack causes in the nerve us centres

changes which prepare other attacks, it is

essential to produce, if possible, the abor-

tion of attacks whenever warnings occur.

The treatment to obtain such an abortion

varies with the kind of warning. In cases

in which a real aura exists many means can
be employed with the greatest benefit. The
writer long since showed that the old-

fashioned mode of prevention of attacks,

consisting in the application of a ligature

round a limb, acts not as the Galenic doc-

trine supposed that it did— that is, by barring

the way to something going up to the brain

;

but, on the contrary, in doing just the re-

verse—that is, by sending an ii-ritation to-

wards or rather to the nervous centres. The
writer has also shown that the ligature need
not be left applied, and that a greater success

is obtained by tying suddenly a handker-
chief or a band, and repeating this tying

several times in succession, than by applying

\

the ligature even very tightly and leaving

it so. Besides, he has found : (1) that the
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ligature can do good even when applied on

another limb than that where the aura is

felt, although it is more efficacious on the

latter ; and (2) that pinching or striking the

skin, or irritating its nerves by heat, by cold,

by galvanism, or by repeated pricks with a

needle, will generally do as much good as

the Ugature.

In those cases in which an involuntary

muscular contraction takes place before an

attack—that is, before the loss of conscious-

ness—one of the most efficient means to

produce an abortion of the fit is to draw

forcibly on the contracted muscles, so as to

elongate them. For instance, in those cases

in which the unconsciousness is preceded by

a contraction of the muscles of the neck,

which draws the chin towards oue shoulder,

turning forcibly and rapidly the head towards

the opposite shoulder gives in most cases a

very good chance of checking completely the

tendency to the fit. In case of contraction

of the flexor muscles of the forearm, forcible

extension of the hand over the forearm may
succeed in preventing the attack. A blow,

pressure, or friction on parts where some
muscles become rigid, may have the same
favourable effect.

If there are distiirbances of breathing
among the premonitory symptoms, the in-

halation of ether or chloroform may prove
successful. In cases of laryngismus similar

means, or the cauterisation of the fauces by
a strong solution of nitrate of silver, has been
found most useful by the writer. The use of
anfEsthetics as a means of warding off an
attack is too much neglected. By the help
of ether in inhalations the writer suc-

ceeded, with Mr. R. Lunn, in preventing an
attack in a patient who had had a fracture
of the arm in a pi-evious seizure, and who
used to have a fit regularly every week. A
whole week was gained in that way. In
some cases the recurrence of attacks has
been warded off by giving chloroform or
ether (by inhalation) to patients who had
had the first of what would have been other-
wise a series ofmany fits. There is, in cases in
which a fit is expected, a considerable chance
of preventing it by anaesthetics.

According to the kind of warning and to
its seat, one means or another out of a very
large number (some of which only shall be
mentioned here) ought to be used. An
emetic, a purgative, a stimulant, the immer-
sion of the two hands in hot water, the appHca-
tion of a lump of ice to the back of the neck
or between the shoulder-blades, the subcu-
taneous injection of a solution of 5V of a grain
of sulphate of atropine with ^ of a grain of
acetate of morphine, powdered asarum taken
as snuff, a dose of '25 grains of hydrate of
chloral, the inhalation of a small dose of
nitrite of arayl, extremely rapid and ample
vohmtary respiratory movements for five or
SIX muautes, jumping, rumiing for at least

ten minutes, reading very loud and fast—
such are some of the means which the writer

has found to be the most successful.

In a number of cases, patients under the

writer's care obtained abortion of an impend-
ing fit by making energetic movements
Sometimes, however, even when the warning
allowed the performance of very powerful
general movements for a long time, the fit

came with its usual violence. These facts

are in decided opposition to the view that

attacks of epilepsj' are the effects of dis-

charges of accumulated nerve -force by the

so-called motor centres, or by other parts of

the brain. Just as the tension of vapour
diminishes in a boiler when steam is let

off, the amount of nerve-force should dimi-
nish as a necessary consequence of the ex-

penditure taking place in voluntary move-
ment.
The second point of importance about

treatment is to try to discover a part of the
body which can by irritation give rise to a
premonitory symptom of an attack, or even
to an attack itself. If such a part is dis-

covered, counter-irritation of some kind is

to be applied there. Our remarks must be
confined to saying that hard pressure on
certain parts of the head, the spine, the
breast, the abdomen, or the limbs, has in a
number of cases produced an attack or some
symptoms of it. We have seen the passage
of a galvanic current produce the same
effect. In such cases a blister or other local

application has done good in diminishing
the violence or frequency of attacks, and
even, in a few instances, helped notably to a
cure.

It is a remarkable fact that, whether a
sensory or muscular aura exists from some
affection or injury in the neighbourhood of
its seat in the periphery, or from an organic
affection or a traumatic injury of the nervous
centres, the best place of ai)plication of any
means of abortion of an attack, or of cure of
epilepsy, is the same

—

i.e. the skin near the
seat of the aura, or along the passage of

nerves going to that seat. If a place, which
is not connected with an aura, is found to be
capable under an irritation of giving rise to

a fit, there also is the best situation for the
application of counter-irritants and other
means of treatment against the epileptic

affection. One of the most powerful means
of counter-irritation, in all cases like the

above, is a circular blister to be applied all

round a finger, a toe, or an arm or leg.

This means, used also with benefit by Dr.
Buzzard, has led him to find that some-
times the aura, under the influence of a
circular blister, disajjpears from the limb so

treated, and is transferred to homologous
places of the other side. In a case of epilepsy

of Recamier's, a sensory aura changed place

a great many times, and each time after an
application of a small blister. The aura
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BO pursued disappeared, and the patient was
cured.

Treatment during the attack.—The best

phm in most cases of epilepsy is simply to

save the patient from the danger of striking

anything which might cause a bruise ; to

loosen his clothing, cravat, itc, so as to give

freedom to resjiiratory movements ; to wash
the face with cold water if it become covered
with perspiration ; and at last to turn the
head and face at the end of the fit, so as to

prevent the falling back of the tongue on the
glottis, and even to draw forward the tongue
if there is deep stertorous or comatose
breathing. Thei'e is, however, one means of

treatment which has certainly proved some-
times successful in curtailing an attack even
in so-called idiopathic epilepsy, although it

is more powerful in partial epilepsy due to

brain disease or to some peripheric irritation :

this is pressure on the part of the neck where
lie the carotid arteries. The idea was to

lessen the amount of blood going to the brain.

Whether obtaining that effect is really of
service or not the writer cannot say, but, as

often stated by him, it is not possible to press

strongly over the carotid arteries without
pressing also on the cervical sympathetic
and on the ncrvi vagi. It is known that

Augustus Waller and Czermak have ascer-

tained that in man, as in the mammalians,
pressure on the carotid artery acts suthciently

on that nerve to inhibit tiie heart more or

less completely. Tliis effect is certainly

quite capable of curtailing a fit. The writer

has shown also that such pressure can act

on the nerve so as to modify favourably the
condition of the respiratory centres, and he
has proposed to employ pressure on both
carotids and neighbouring nerves in those

cases of epilepsy (and also of apoplexy) in

which the heart beats verj' violently, while
the respiratory muscles partake of the general
convulsions.

Treatment of epilepsy itself.—The modes
of treatment of the various forms of epilepsy

which chiefly deserve to be noticed, must be
divided into two classes, the internal and the
external and surgical. We will first speak
of internal means.

Against idiopathic epilepsy the most
powerful means consists in the simultaneous
use of some tonic remedy (such as strychnine

or arsenic) to be taken after meals ; and of

a mixture composed more or less like the
following :

—

R Potassii iodidi Jij.

Potas!-ii broiniiii .?j.

Ainiiiiinii broiiiiili ^iij.

Potassii bicjirboiiatis 3j.
Tiiiet. calunib:c .;j.

Aquse destUlatic Jvj.

Of this solution four doses a day may be
given to adults, three of one teaspoonful
each before meals, and the fourth of three
teaspoonfnls at bedtime, with as much water
as desired. According to many circum-
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stances the dose of one or another of the
ingredients is to be changed. For example,
if the petit vial exists alone, or co-exists with
the complete epilepsy, the dose of the bromide
of anunonium must be larger, and that of the
other bromide diminished. If there is a
weak p\ilsc, carbonate of ammonium is to

be substituted for the bicarbonate of jjotas-

sium. In the writer's work on functiona!

nervous affections all the rules relating to

this mixture are given, and he will only say
now that its use is considerably more bene-
ficial than that of any of its ingredients alone,

or any two of them. Two essentinl rules are
to be followed when bromides are employed
against epilepsy. The first is, that there
ought to be no cessation whatever in the use
of such remedies, as the whole benefit that
may have been obtained may be lost at once
after an interruption of even only a few days;
the second is, that the treatment must be
persevered with for at least two years after

the date of the last attack. There is no evi-

dent harm in the great majority of cases

from a i)rolonged use of a mixture like the
above; a lai-ge number of patients have taken
it for many years without any marked bad
effect.

The writer has tried many other bromides
than the two of this mixture. None has
answered so well as these two. In a great
many cases he has made use simultaneously
of this mixture and of one or another of the
many remedies which have been proposed
for epilepsy. None of them has proved very
useful except when there was some local

affection which could be benefited by the
added remedj*. Such has been the case with
atropine, ergotin, cannabis indica, digitalis,

aconitine, cod-liver oil, &c.

In those cases in which the above mixture
either did not produce a suihciently good
effect, or, still more, allowed of an increase

of the con\nilsive neurosis ov of petit mal, the
use of atropine, of the ainmoniated sidphate

of copper, of borax, of the oxide or other salt

of zinc, has frequently proved useful. It is

not possible to say in what kind of cases one
of these remedies is to be used rather than
the others, except that zinc seems to be of

better use when hysteria is more or less

mixed up with epilepsy.

The writer has obtained a permanent cure
of two cases of idiopathic epilepsy through
the agency of nitrate of silver, without any
discoloration of the skin. He employed a
small dose (j^ of a grain three times a day),

and stopped giving the medicine for eight or

ten days after having had it used for three

weeks. It required nearly a j'ear for the

complete cessation of the fits, and the use
of the remedy was continued a few months
after the last attack.

Petit mal, as well as complete epilepsy, can
be treated advantageously with the above-

mentioned mixture. Much benefit will some-
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times be obtained in the treatment of this

special neurosis by the addition of arsenic

or of atropine.

It is hardly necessary to say that, when
syphilis is the cause of epilepsy, the dose of

the iodide of potassium in the prescription

is to be notably increased (it must be at

least a drachm a day), and also that fric-

tions with the mercurial ointment are often

to be resorted to. If epilepsy depend on

some visceral affection, it is clear that the

treatment should be directed against that

affection. But if the liver is diseased from

some influence of malnria, the sulphate of

quinine should not be given, as it is almost

always a bad remedy to emi^loy in epilepsy,

often more hurtful than useful. Arsenic

should then be the remedy used for the

sequelaa of fever and ague. If quinine must
be employed in cases of clearly periodical

epilepsy, the valerianate should he given.

The writer's experience shows that in most
cases of epilepsy iron is harmful rather than
useful. It is only in cases allied with or

caused by chlorosis or considerable anaemia

that the good effects of iron or manganese
are often very marked. Still, the citrate of

iron, although less powerful against a defi-

ciency of blood-globules, may be used, because
it is less apt to give rise to attacks than are

most ferruginous prejjaratious. Writers who
disagree with these views (which are accepted

by Dr. Hughlings Jackson) have lately tried

to show that iron can always do some, if not
much, good, and can do no harm ; but they
have, in support of their statements, given
cases belonging rather to hysteroid affections

than to epilepsy.

The Mrriter has obtained no decided good
effects from nitrite of amyl, antipyrin, picro-

toxine, curara, or simulo.

It is important to state that, in cases of
status epilepticus, the prompt and continued
use of anesthetics (ether, chloroform) may
stop the tendency to the recurrence of fits.

The condition of the tongue must then be
watched carefully. If, as is usual, the fits

are very violent, this organ falls over the
larynx and increases the state of asphyxia,
which contributes to the return of con-
vulsions. The tongue is to be drawn forward,
and any accumulation of frothy or bloody
mucus in the throat must be wiped out.
AnsEsthetics have some power of ciu-tailmg,
if not stopping at once, the tendency to a
retiurn of fits.

External and surgical means.—The
notion that, if epilepsy depends on a peri-
pheric cause which can be removed, it is
right to employ surgical means, has often
been acted upon, and with decided benefit.
The munber of cases is large in which a
cause has been profitably suppressed by an
operation or some other means. In a good
many such cases, the section of a nerve or
the extirpation of a foreign body or a tumour

has proved successful. Lately some cases

of stretching of nerves, followed by cure or

amelioration, have been published. A great

deal is to be expected from counter-irritation.

Ice applied on the bare skin, the actual

cautery, or sedative apjjlications on sores,

may do much good.

As regards cases of idiopathic or cerebral

epilepsy, all kinds of counter-irritation on
the nape of the neck or at the level of the
first and second dorsal vertebrae may prove
useful, especially if there is considerable pain
or heat in the head. When attacks are very
violent and frequent, a decided amelioration

may be obtained from croton-oil applications

on a great part of the shaved scalp. Setons
and issues very rarely do any good, and often

weaken and irritate.

Among surgical means against epilepsy, two
bold and somewhat strange operations have
successi\ ely been proposed by an able surgeon.

Dr. W. Alexander, of Liverpool : the one was
supposed to act in producing anajmia in the

base of the brain ; the other, on the contrary,

was to cause a vascular fulness. The first oi

these means consisted in the ligature of

both vertebral arteries. Out of 36 cases

there was a temporary cure or a persistent

amelioration in 19 cases—certainly a very
large proportion. Having given up this thera-

peutical means. Dr. Alexander formed the idea

of taking away on the two sides the superior

cervical ganglion of the sympathetic nerve,

and obtained this remarkable result—that

there was a cure or an improvement in 25
per cent, of the cases, while it is generally

admitted that medical treatment gives about
7 per cent, of cure or improvement. The
writer, notwithstanding the apparent supe-

riority of this kind of treatment, would be
quite indisjwsed to recommend it except after

complete failure of all the best internal

remedies.

Oj)erations on the genital organs of epilep-

tics of the two sexes are only to be resorted

to in desperate cases.

Trephining against epilepsy, during a great

part of this centirry, although employed in-

discriminately, has nevertheless frequently

proved useful. It is now, in appearance, used
according to rational scientific principles—in

reality sometimes quite faulty. Statistics

show that, with the addition of very bold
operations, it is not so frequently useful as it

previously was. In other jjarts of this article

(jEtiology ; Symptoms) there are facts show-
ing that recognition of the seat of a tmnour
or of some other organic disease of the brain

is not always possible, and must in many
cases be extremely difficult. Be that as it

may, it is quite certain that not rarely after

the laymg bare of the dura mater or the
cerebral convolutions, surgeons have been
disappointed in not detecting an expected
morbid state to which they attributed an
existing epileptic affection. On the other
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hand, however, they were, sometimes, agree-

ably siu'))i'iscd ill fiiRliiif,' that in such circum-

stances the afl'ectioii disappeared. In 1857,

attiT having given all the details of a case of

the knid, furnished to him by Dr. van Biu'eu,

the writer in his work on Epilepsy put for-

ward a view, very tersely expressed a few
years ago by Dr. Gowers in the following

sentence : ' It is possible that the measure
(trephining) is sometimes beneficial as an
energetic form of counter-irritation, but it is

doubtful wiiether for this object its perform-
ance is justilhible.'

Knowing how powerful counter-irritation

may be against epilepsy caused by a blow on
the head or allied with some tenderness of

a point of the scalp, the writer long ago
j)roposed that, before resorting to trephining,

the most energetic means of counter-irrita-

tion should be employed. Trials should be

made of ice applied on the shaved and bare

skin of the head twice a day for an hour
each time, of the actual cautery, of blistering,

of croton oil, and of a means which the

writer (imitating Pouteau) used successfully

in two cases, consisting in a deep crucial

incision of the scalp and the pericranium
(the cuts being of one inch and a quarter).

It is possible that it was a more or less suuilar

operation, and not tlie trephining, which was
the means of success in the cases above
mentioned.
When we read of cases of cure after the

extirpation of bony spiculse or of a mass of

cicatricial tissue, of a tumour, or of a certain

amount of the convolutions of the brain, it is

impossible not to be struck with the resem-
blance of these facts to the cases of cure of
epilepsy by the exjiulsion of worms from the
bowels, or the removal of a neuroma or a
foreign body pressing on a nerve, or of other
causes of peripheric irritation. The analogy
between the cerebral and the peripheric
cases is very great : both are cases of reflex

epilepsy. In both kinds of cases there may
be a failure of the means used, owing, no
doubt, to changes having occurred in the
nervous centres which are able to give rise

to attacks of ejjilepsy. In such cases the
excision of the supposed centre of certain
muscles may not be followed by a cessation
of convulsions of those parts. So it was in

the case of a boy spoken of bj' Dr. Ferrier,
and who had been operated upon by Mr. V.
Horsley.

Notwithstanding the diminution of risks

due to antiseptics, great is still the propor-
tion of deaths following, if not caused by,
the operation of trephining, with tlie abla-
tion of morbid parts of the brain, and some-
times, alas 1 of perfectly healthy -looking
parts.

There is no doubt that surgeons are
entitled, in certain cases, to employ trephin-
ing against epilepsj' ; but, for the reasons
above briefly given, the writer thinks that.
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before resorting to this operation, when tliere

is no clear evidence that some morbid parts

are to bo removed or an abscess to be opened,
or some necessity arising from a fracture, it

would be wise to first exhaust all means of
counter-irritation.

C. E. Bkown-Skquabd.

EPILEPTIC INSANITY.—Synon. :

Fr. Folie epiUptuiae ; Ger. Epilcptischcs

Irrescin.

Definition.—Mental disorder which is the

outcotne of the epileptic neurosis, and which
is generally, though not invariably, accom-
panied by motor epilepsy.

^Etiology.—The statements in the article

Epilepsy may be taken generally as applic-

able to epileptic insanity. But an exception
must be made in regard to what is said con-
cerning sympathetic epilepsy, the insanity

described here being associated only with
epilepsy of cerebral origin.

Pathology.—The structural changes as.so-

ciated with epileptic insanity have their seat

in the cerebral cortex, and involve an altered

nutrition of certain of the nerve-cells. This
altered nutrition is usually due to idiopathic

degeneration ; but it may also be due to

morbid growths or other irritative lesions in

neighbouring parts of the brain. It seems
probable that functional disturbance of the
cells in the higher centres or psychic areae

may be excited by radiation from the motor
area in which an epileptic discharge origi-

nates ; but in most cases there can be little

doubt that the cells in the psychic arese are
themselves the subject of structural change.
In some cases, indeed, the psychic centres
are the first affected, and the discharges may
be at least for a time limited to these centres.

In such cases the discharges are manifested
by loss of consciousness, hallucmations, or
outbursts of mania unaccomi)anied by con-
vulsions. The structural change chiefly occurs
in the small irregularly shaped nerve-cells

which are found in the second cortical layer.

Bevan Lewis regards as of a highly charac-
teristic nature a fatty degeneration of the
nuclei of these cells, which goes on tovacuo-
lation, and ends in complete disintegration

of the cells He describes similar changes as
usually affecting to some extent the other
layers of the cortex. This form of degenera-
tion is not, however, as Bevan Lewis liimself

shows, peculiar to epilepsy ; and other ob-
servers, though using Bevan Lewis's own
method of examination, have failed to find it

in some cases of epilepsy. 'When a patient

dies in a fit, there is usually found intense
venous engorgement with sometimes puncti-

form ha;morrhages in all the viscera, including
the brain. This condition has important
pathological bearings; but it is post-epileptic

in its nature, and is properly regarded, not
as the cause, but as a result of the epileptic

seizure.
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Description.—It is necessarj' to consider

separately three aspects of the unsoundness

of mind which is associated with epilepsy,

according as it appears (1) as arrested or im-

peded mental development—e^jiZe^iic tdwcy

and ejpilejHic mihecility ; (2) as progressive

mental degeneration— c/tro«ic epileptic in-

sanity ; and (3) aa transient mental disorder

acute epileiMc insanity or epileptic mania.

These three conditions are to be regarded as

different phases and not as different kinds of

epileptic insanity. They are intimately con-

nected with one another, and occasionally

they may all be iUustrated in the progress

of a single case. Thus epilepsy supervening

during infancy or youth may so retard mental

development as to produce imbecility; the

subsequent periodical recurrence of epileptic

fits during adult life may gradually pervert

and deprave the already imperfect intelligence,

causing it to pass through a phase charac-

terised by emotional disorder, hallucinations,

and delusions, and ending in the hebetude of

complete dementia ; this progress may occupy

many years, and it may be interrupted by
irtercurrent outbursts of acute maniacal ex-

citsment. Though it is necessary, therefore,

for the purpose of description to deal with

each of the phases separately, their inter-

dependence must not be overlooked.

1. Epileptic Idiocy and Epileptic Im-
becility.—These terms are used to indicate

different degrees of the same affection—a more
or less complete arrest of mental develop-

ment due to epdeps}'. Those individuals

in whom epilepsy supervenes in infancy,

where there is no development of mind, or
very little, are called idiots. Those in whom
epilepsy commences after substantial pro-

gress has been made in mental growth, or in

whom the epUeptic seizures, though appear-
ing early, do not reciu- firequently, and where
there is considerable though defective mental
development, are called imbeciles. The effect

of the fits upon the mental condition of chil-

di-en differs greatly in different cases. The
fits are usually followed by more or less

mental retrogression. In many cases after a
fit, and especially after a series of fits, the
patients fall into a state of prostration and
stupor of some duration. The educational
training of the epileptic imbecile is seriously
embarrassed by the occurrence of such at-

tacks. A great part of what has previously
been learnt seems to be wiped out, and re-
quires to be learnt over again. In cases
where the fits cease the evolution of the in-
tellect may resume its course, but the mental
organisation always remains damaged. It is

estimated that about one-third of the total
number of cases of idiocy are due to epilepsy.

2. Chronic Epileptic Insanity.—In
a large number of epileptics, esthnated by
Eussell Eeynolds at about one-third of the
total number, the mental condition is not
affected to such a degree as to be recognised

as abnormal ; and in a small number of cases

the disorder is limited to a few brief attacks,

sometimes to a single attack, of maniacal ex-

citement. In about two-thirds of the cases

there is an appreciable mental enfeeblement

which gradually increases so long as the fits

continue to recur, in some cases never going

farther than a peculiar emotional mobility

and weakness of memory, and in others pa 4S-

ing on to profound dementia. This progressive

mental degeneration, though varying greatly

in degree, is very uniform in type, and it is

important to be able to recognise it. In the

mildest cases there are usually to be detected

lapses of memory, fits of absent-mindedness,

and transient confusions ^ of thought ; and
there is always more or less instability of

mood and morbid irritability. The instability

is the most characteristic mental feature of

the epileptic. At one time he will be gloomy,
despairing, conscious of his mental enfeeble-

ment, and lamenting its hopeless nature ; at

another time he will exhibit a surprising

seli-satisfaction, hopefulness, and confidence.

Many epileptics are liable to fits of intensely

passionate anger, occurring without apparent
cause. The changes of mood often take place

with a startling suddenness which is im-
portant as a diagnostic indication. In the

fully developed chronic insanity of the epi-

leptic the variableness of the mental condition

may show itself in the intellectual as well as

in the emotional state. A patient who usually

exhibits confusion of thought, weak memory,
and little power of attention may suddenly
awake to a state of great mental activity,

and show remarkable cleai-ness and rapidity

of thought, vivid memory, and great power of

concentration. A common condition is to be
habitually quarrelsome, argumentative, fond
of teasing, insolent in demeanour, and given
to capricious cruelty

; yet such patients will

sometimes be found marvellously sweet in

disposition, benevolent, affectionate, and con-
siderate. In the advanced stages of the dis-

order the moral nature is generally deeply
degraded, as shown in repulsive obsequious-
ness of demeanour, low cunning, treachery,

and cruelty. The intellectual condition also

passes through stages of degradation. Delu-
sions of being injured by other persons fill

the mind, and visual and auditory hallucina-

tions occur. When these are present the
patient, with his tendency to impulsive pas-

sion, is dangerous to persons near him. The
last stage is marked by complete loss of
moral sense and mental capacity. Nothing
remains but the lower instincts in their most
degraded form ; and this is accompanied by
a physical debasement which accords only too
well with the mental condition.

3. Acute Epileptic Insanity—Epi-
leptic Mania.—The term ' epileptic mania

'

is used to denote a peculiar automatic form
of acute mania which sometimes follows

epUeptic seizures, and more rarely occurs in
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persons witli the epileptic neurosis who have
never hail a convulsive attack— or at least

who have not heen known to have one.

There is generally some transient mental
perturbation preceding or following a con-

vulsive seizure, which does not attain the

intensity of mania, but which may be fitly

alluded to here. The pre-paroxysmal phase
of these perturbations uuiy last for a few
hours or a few days. They consist in a
de velopment of conditions which have been
already described as characteristic of the

early stage of chronic epileptic insanity.

Sometimes there is morbid irritability, de-

pression, or exaltation, sometimes confusion

of thought or loss of luemorj-. Immediately
before the occurrence of a fit there is often

some special idea whicii rivets the attention,

the recollection of some particular scene, or a
special hallucination such as a tiame, a red
colour, a spectre, or a peculiar odour. When
there is a particular idea, or an hallucination,

it is usuallj- the same which recurs at each
seizure, and it generally has some relation to

the circumstances in which the first fit oc-

curred. After the convulsive fit has passed
off, there is freijuently a short period of con-

fusion of thought, and lethargy. The condi-

tion known as epileptic mania is an outburst
of maniacal excitement lasting from a few
hours to several days. The general features

whicli are distinctive of these attacks are the
suddenness of tlieir onset, the violence and
abrupt rapidity of the acts of the patients, the

paintul and appalling nature of the ideas and
hallucinations from which they suffer, the

suddenness as well as the completeness of the
return to sanity, and the entire, or nearly en-
tire, forgetfulness ofwhat has happened during
the course of the attacks. Diuing an attack
the impulsive acts are often of a homicidal or

suicidal character, and this makes epileptic

mania one of the most dangerous of all kinds
of insanity. Sometimes the attack is charac-
terised by furious maniacal excitement during
its whole course, but there are also cases in

which there is an apparent calmness ofconduct.
In a typical case of this kind the patient is irri-

table, suffers from a vague terror, seems im-
pelled by a force, which he feels irresistible,

to commit acts without conscious purpose.
In this state the patients will walk long dis-

tances without object, stealor destroy articles

in an unaccountable way, and will commit
homicide or suicide with apparent delibera-

tion. They seem insensible to everything
which does not fall in with their dominant
idea or impulse. This automatic action is a
special cliaracteristic of epileptic mania, both ,

in the cases where there is violent excitement,
and in those where tliere is an appearance of
deliberate co-ordination of thought and act.

The patients are as if in a waking dream ; and
when they awake suddenly to rational con-

|

sciousness, they feel as if they had passed
through a dream which they dimly conceive

to have been of a distressing and frightful

nature, but of whose details they have no
recollection, or only a very vague one.

The relation of the mental disorder to the
convulsive seizures is concisely given in the
following sentences. Wlien the fits are fre-

ijuent, and continue through a course of years,

they h,re generally associated with chronic
epileptic insanity, though there are excep-
tional cases in which the mind is not seriously

affected. Where the fits are frequent, and are
of the character of j^eO-t vuil, the mental de-

generation is usually more rapid and com-
plete than where the motor synjptoms are
more severe, as in the grand mal. The
calmer type of epileptic mania, called by
Falret petit mal iniellcctuel, is most fre-

quently associated with fits of the character
of petit mal and with nocturnal fits ; while
the violent excitement, called by Falret (7 »-and

mal intellectucl, is most frequently associated

with the severe motor fits. Epileptic mania
is most frequent after a fit or a series of fits,

is less frequent before a fit, and least frequent
in the intervening periods; it is specially apt
to occur after a recrudescence of fits following
a long period of freedom from them. It is

also apt to occur after a rapid succession of
abortive fits. It is rare in the first stages of
epilepsy, most frequent in the middle stage,

and rare after dementia has begun.
Treatment.—In the treatment of epileptic

insanity everything which is useful in the
treatment of epilepsy is to be included (see

Epilepsy). The bromides are the most im-
portant remedies, especially bromide of potas-

sium. It should be given persistently in

doses just short of producing bromism, com-
bined with small doses of arsenic. It may
be given for years if necessary. When syphi-

lis is present, the bromide should be com-
bined with the iodide. When pre-paroxysraal

symptoms are observed, 20 gi-ains of chloral

hydrate should be given and the patient put
to bed. The same treatment is useful after

a fit; and it may also arrest a fit, or series

of fits, or ward off an attack of epileptic

mania. Constipation and overloacling 01

the stomach with food should be carefully

avoided. There should be complete absti-

nence from alcohol ; it is apt to bring on fits

and also mania.
Medico-legal Relations.—WTiere respon-

sibihty for acts committed in what seems to

have been an attack of epileptic mania is in

question, the whole character of the mental
symptoms and the evidence of other epileptic

conditions must be kept in view. The difli-

cult cases are those in which there has been
no violent excitement, and when the conduct
has had the character of the calmer type of

epileptic mania. Here it is important to

bring clearly out the automatic character of

the conduct. But the most important point

is the existence of the fits. It may happen
that the fits have not been recognised though
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they were really pres&nt. Nocturnal fits are

the most likely to escape recognition. It

must not be forgotten that they may have

occurred without the knowledge of the patient

himself. Careful inquiry should therefore

be made for signs of their occurrence, such

as biting of the tongue, of the lips, or of the

cheek ; spots of blood on the pillow
;
gathering

of froth about the mouth on waking ; uncon-

scious emission of urine ;
peculiar fits of snor-

ing; or the occurrence of numerous small

ecchymoses under the skin of the neck or

forehead, the last being a sign the importance

of which is strongly insisted on by Trousseau.

When no convulsive fits can be ascertained,

evidence of vertigo, or of brief losses of con-

sciousness occurring periodically or in series,

should be looked for. If ia the opinion of a

medical witness an act of violence has been
the result of epileptic insanity, it is his duty
to show that not merely the act itself, but

also the conduct and condition of the accused
otherwise, are symptomatic of the epileptic

condition. John Sibbald.

EPILEPTIFORM! t^ . i
• f+i

EPILEPTOID |.—Partaking of the
characters of epilepsy ; tenns generally ap-
plied to convulsions. See Convulsions.

EPIPHORA {(771, upon; and c^/pa, I
carry).—A flow of tears so persistent that
they run down the cheek, due either to
obstruction of the lacrymal duct or to exces-
sive secretion. See Lacrymal Apparatus,
Diseases of.

EPIPHYTA {inl, upon; and 4>vt6v, a
plant).—These are the plant-like organisms
found on the skin and its appendages, or on
mucous surfaces, the so-called vegetable-
parasites, originating certain diseases, such
as the various forms of tinea and thrush. The
more important of them are the achorion,
trichophyton, and microsporon. The acho-
rion Schonleinii is the vegetable fungus
which constitutes the mass of the crusts of
favus, and belongs to the group of oidia.
The trichophyton is the dermatophyte of
tinea and sycosis, and is found in the sub-
stance of the hair as well as in the epidermis.
The microsporon, termed epidermophyton
by Bazin, is the parasitic fungus of pityriasis
versicolor. Both the latter are members of
the group of torulaceae. See Epiphytic
Skin-Diseases

; and Aphthje.
Erasmus Wilson,

EPIPHYTIC SKIN-DISEASES._
bYNON.: Tmeae; Dermato-mycoses or Der-
mato-phytoses

; Ringworms
; Fr. Tricho-

phyiees (Besnier)
; Teigncs

; Ger. Flechte.
DEFiNiTiON.-An epiphyte is a hving vege-

table organism which grows m the superficial
parts ol the skm or mucous membrane of
another organism, and is parasitic—ie. Hves
at the expense of its host.

EPIPHYTIC SKIN-DISEASES

Classification.—The vegetable parasites

are all fungi and belong to the subdivi-

sions Schizomycetes (bacteria), Blastomycetes
(yeasts), and Hyphomycctes (moulds). In
addition to the pathogenic microbes of

anthrax, glanders, erysipelas, leprosy, tuber-

culosis, &c., which may occur in the skin

in association with these diseases, there

exists under normal conditions a number
of micro-organisms amongst the scales of

the skin and its appendages, in nature be-

tween saj^rophytes and genuine parasites.

There is a growing tendency to assume that,

under certain conditions, this ' dermatological
flora ' may possess pathogenic properties.

There may also be found from time to time
accidental organisms of various kinds, and
these are the pyogenic microbes. A parasitic

origin has been ascribed to alopecia areata,

but not proved ; and the setiological connexion
of certain organisms found in furuncles,

oriental sore, and impetigo contagiosa, &c.,

is still unsettled. Lastly, there are the
bacteria of bromidrosis and red sweat, and
the organisms associated with certain hair
conditions, such as tinea nodosa, piedra, and
forms of sycosis.

Apart fi'oin all such, however, there is the
distinct group of Hyphomycetes, achloro-
phyllous thallophytes, living only on organic
carbon compounds and needing oxygen, which
constitutes the long-established class of true
epiphytic diseases. The group is composed
thus :

—

1. Tinea favosa or favus, caused by the
Achorion, discovered by Schonlein. The
phases occurring in the scalp, beard, non-
hairy parts, and nails may be specially noted.

2. Tinea trichophytina or ringivorm,
caused by the Trichophyton tonsurans of

Gruby and Malmsten. Here also the phases
occurring in the scalp, beard, non-hairy parts,

and nails have special characteristics.

3. Tinea imhricata or Tohelau ringworm

,

a special (?) form found in Polynesia, and the
Malay and Indian Archipelagos.

4. Tinea versicolor or chromophytosis,
caused by the Microsporon furfwr of Eich-
stedt.

5 Erythrasma, caused by the Microsporon
minutissimum of Burckhardt.
To this list are usually added mycetoma

or the fungus-disease of India, due to the
Chionyphe Carteri; and an obscure disease
of Mexico and parts of Central America
called jjMjte.

This group of the Hyphomycetes, whose
natural history is even yet not fully known,
stands apart by itself, but its members are
most nearly allied to the Mucorinae. The
difficulty of determining their affinities and
classification has given rise to much contro-
versy, now almost subsided. Increased
knowledge of their morphology, direct ex-

periment, and successful pure cultures have
established that these dermato-mycoses are
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not due to polymorphic forms of some mould,
such as reiiicilliuin, Asi>or),'illiis, Mucor, iSic,

but lire distinct species, with difforont ve<icta-

tions, growing in a constant and determined
form, with diflerent behaviour under at-

tempted cuUivation, and always tjiviiip; rise

to similar objective symptoms. Tinea triclio-

phytina, favosa, and versicolor cannot give

rise to one another, but breed true. These
dermato-mycoses ai"e contagious, and are

inoculated from person to person and from
animals. Tlicir fungi have no sporangia,

hut consist of spores and simple or branched,
jointed or iinjointed, filaments or tubes,

which are eitlier mycelial (vegetative) or

spore-bearing. The spores become isolated,

or are arranged in monihform threads or in

masses. lialzer says, ' Everything is derived
from the spore, which by elongation forms a
tube or filament of mj-celium ; in the interior

of this tube the substance of the nucleus
{protoplast)!) buds, sends out lateral pro-

cesses and segments, so as to form the spore-

brarinrj tube; when, later on, segmentation
of the sheath occurs in its turn and imprisons
the segments of tlie central substance, new
spores are thus formed and will evolve, in

their turn, in a similar manner.'
Description.— To examine the fungus,

some epidermic scales should be scraped, or

a hair placed on a slide, and soaked for a
time in 20 to 40 per cent, soda, potash, or

ammonia solution or in acetic acid. Then
the specimen should be gently pressed out by
the cover-glass to ensure proper focussing,

and examined bj' a microscopic power of 300
or more diameters. If there is much fat

present, the material must be previously

soaked in ether. For more accurate and
delicate examination, coloration of the speci-

men is necessary with methj-1 violet, eosin,

or iodine. The erythrasma fungus needs
high powers and staining. It is often impos-
sible to name with certainty isolated spores or

even filaments of these ep!i)hytes, but when
seen in bulk and in connexion with the
clinical symptoms, there is rarely any diffi-

culty. Unfortunately there are no elective

stains to ditlerentiate them. The abundant
Microsjioronminutissimmn is so minute and
slender as to be unmistakable. M. furfur also

is very characteristic, with its roe-like masses
of large uniform spores, and its short, much
curved pieces of mycelium. The Aclwrion
and Trichophijton are much more difficult to

distinguish apart from cultures, and they
diller fi-om the other two epiphytes in attack-

ing the hairs, though achorion does so to a
much less extent than trichophyton. Kaposi
says achorion displays a predominance of
conidia of very variable size and shape, a
comparatively short and remarkably jointed
mycelium, a scai'city of smooth-bordered
tubes, and a facility for breaking up into

single cells ; trichophyton less numerous,
smaller and more uniform comdia, and more

tenacious, branched, and smooth-bordered
mycelium. In the hair and nails, liowever,

trichophyton forms conidia with the greatest
freedom.
Anatomical Seat.—These dermato-phytes

flourish in the epidermic tissue

—

i.e. the epi-

dermis, hairs, and nails. W'g know little of

many of the conditions of the soil favourable

or otherwise to their growth. Achorion and
trichophyton prefer the skin of the young and
such as gi-ows fine hair. These fungi are

more likely to attack and flourish in un-
cared-for cliildren, and hence the prevalent
idea that ill-health or dirt are essential fac-

tors. A certain degree and combination of

moisture and temperiture are favourable, as

exemplified by the alTection of calves after

being shut up in winter quarters, and by
tropical ringworm.

Effects.—The effects which epiphytes pro-

duce are, firstly, to mechanically dissociate

and thus destroy the epidermic cells, on the

nitrogenous products of which they live; and,

secondly, to cause local inflammation, chiefly

in all probability by the formation of irri-

tating chemical substances. The degi'ee of

inflammation excited varies for each fungus
and with different individiials; and it is diffi-

cult to determine the relative parts played by
individual susceptibility, and the powers of

irritation possessed by the fungus under the

different conditions of its source of origin, the

character of the nutrient medium. &c. The
inflammation may be evidenced only by hy-

peremia and desquamation, or by exudation
and the formation of pajiules, vesicles, pus-

tules, &c. As the fungus tends to grow
equally in all directions, a rounded area of

inflammation is formed, which subsides in

the older central parts, so that a ringed
ertiption is commonly produced.
The general health is not perceptibly

affected by any absorption of the products of

fungus-growth, nor is there evidence of any
auto-vaccination preserving from a second
attack.

These dermato-mycoses are inoculable from
human beings and some lower animals di-

rectly, and by means of infected caps, towels,

brushes, razors, clothes, &c. Their course is

usually verj- chronic, but tiie soil may become
exhausted and mifavourable.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis, when the clini-

cal symptoms are well-marked, is clear ; but
scientifically, and even practically at certain

stixges, it is necessary to search microscopic-
ally for the fungus.

Prognosis and Treatment.—The prorjnO'

sis depends on the site affected and the nature
of the fungus; but the dermato-mycoses are

all amenable to treatment by parasiticides

and the mechanical removal of the fungus.

Great inconvenience and annoyance, however,
are occasioned, and sometimes disfigurement.

Sec Tinea tonsurans; Tinea versicolor;
and F.wus. T. Colcott Fox.
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EPIPLOITIS {inliiknov, the omentum).
Inflammation of the epiploon or great omen-

tum. See Peritoneum, Diseases of.

EPISPADIAS (fVi, upon ; and o-n-nw, I

tear).—A malformation of the penis, in which

the urethra opens on its upper surface. See

Penis, Diseases of.

EPISPASTICS {enl, upon ; and anda, I

draw).—Substances which, when applied to

the skin, are capable of producing a blister.

See COIJNTER-IRRITANTS.

EPISTAXIS [inl, upon; and o-rafoj, I

drop).

—

Synon. : Ft. Epistaxis ; Ger. Nasen-
bluten.

Definition.—Epistaxis signifies a bleed-

ing from the nose.

Etiology.—Epistaxis is either traumatic

or idiopathic.

The traumatic form may be occasioned by
a blow, by violent sneezing, by snuffing up irri-

tating substances, or by direct violence ; but

in these cases there frequently appear to be

general or local predisposing causes to ac-

count for the readiness with which it occm-s,

such as a hsemorrhagic diathesis, an inflam-

matory or congestive hyperaeraia, or some
ulceration of the mucous membrane.
The idiopathic form of epistaxis frequently

occm's in children, particularly boys, just be-

fore or about the age of pubeity, and in girls

as a form of vicarious menstruation. Epi-
staxis may be one of the forms of bleeding in

persons of ha3morrhagic diathesis, in which
case it is a source of anxiety and difiiculty.

Occurring in advanced life, it may be in-

dicative of over-distension or obstruction of

the cerebral venous system from chronic
Bright's or cardiac disease ; and the blood
which flows is then often venous in apjiear-

ance. Occasionally it occurs as a spontaneous
relief to determination of blood to the head,
in which form tlie blood generally proceeds
from one nostril only. In other instances
epistaxis is connected with serious disorder
of the blood, as in the specific fevers. Thus
it is often associated from the outset with
remittent, enteric, typhus, or scarlet fever,

and is indeed regarded in some degree as
pathognomonic of enteric fever. It may also
attend scurvy, purpura hajmorrhagica, sple-

nic disease, pyaemia, and erysipelas, being a
consequence of the septic condition.
In its passive form, epistaxis may be asso-

ciated with organic disease of the heart,
pleurisy, emphysema; or with ascites or
ovarian di-opsy, on account of pressiu-e on the
diaphragm inducnig a stasis of the venous
circulation. It may occur spontaneously
from exposure either to great cold or great
heat, or a sudden change from cold to heat,
or fr-om the diminution of atmospheric pres-
sure, as in going up high mountains.
Symptoms.—Haemorrhage from the nose

is too familiar to demand description in this
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place. The flow of blood may be either con-

tinuous or drop by drop. As a rule, the

escape of blood is from one nostril, bleeding

from both being rare. It may last a very
short time, or for some hours, and in severe

instances for days, causing syncope, or even
being attended with fatal results. It is at

times met with as occurring periodically.

Diagnosis.—Epistaxis must not be con-

founded with hsemoi^tysis, as may happen if

the epistaxis takes place posteriorly, and the
blood passes into the mouth.
Treatment.—When epistaxis is obviously

a salutary j)rocess, as it undoubtedly is in a

good many instances, it subsides spjontane-

ously ; where it occurs frequently and se-

verely, recourse must be had to mechanical,
cutaneous, or internal remedies. The local

application of cold, in the form of cold-water

or iced compresses to the nose, neck, or fore-

head is most useful, acting as these agents do
either directly or by inducing a reflex effect

on the vasomotor nerves. Simple pressure

upon the nostril, or upon the septum nasi, by
compressing tlie bleeding nostril with the

finger of the opposite hand, while the arm of

the affected side is raised above the head, is

the inost readily practicable and effectual of

all measures. The application of mustard
over the stomach or upon the ankles is some-
times successful, ^^'hen simple means fail,

astringents, either in the form of solution or

powders, may be injected into the cavities, or

applied on plugs of lint or cotton-wool ; such
as alum, acetate of lead, the salts of iron, or

gallic or tannic acid.

Internally, the frequent administration of

saline purgatives, tincture of perchloride of

iron, turpentine, bromide of potassium, bella-

donna and quinine, ergotin (subcutaneously),

sulphuric acid, or acetate of lead, may be
necessary in cases of periodic attacks.

In very severe cases the operation of plug-

ging the nares, and thereby favouring the

formation of a clot, must be resorted to ; and
the most ready and easiest method is by the
employment of Bellocq's sound, or, more
properly, cannula. If, however, this instru-

ment be not at hand, a catheter or an eyed
probe should be threaded with a stout silk or

hemp ligature, and pushed along the floor of

the nose until it protrudes beyond the velum
palati ; one end of the thread should now be
pulled out of the mouth by the fingers or
forceps, and a roll of lint or a piece ofsponge
tied to it, and then pushed U2) behind the
velum. The catheter and the attached thread
being now withdrawn through the nostril,

the plug is pulled forcibly against the pos-

terior nares, and by the pressure exerted the

haEinorrhage can generally be arrested. The
intra-nasal plug is invaluable. It consists of

a thin indiarubber bag, connected with a
tube i^rovided with a stopcock. The bag is

passed empty along the floor of the nose into

the nasal fossae, and then blown up or fiUed
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with water. Transfusion is indicated in very
'

severe cases, where tliere is dancjer of delay.
!

The strictest antiseptic precautions should be

used in 'plufrsi'iR'—such as pufling with

iodoform, or syringinj^ with tlie various anti-

septics, as it not infretjuently happens that

the condition known as oza;na commences
after severe cases of epistaxis.

Edwaud Bellamy.

EPISTHOTONOS {i'maf'eu, forwards;

and TfiVo), I extend).—A synonym for empro-
sthotonos. Sec Emprostiiotonos.

EPITHELIOMA (eni upon; and &ti\^,

the nipple (the word ' epithelium ' beinf^ at

first used for the tissue covering the nipple)

;

and OMfrt, a termination indicating a tumour).
—Synon. : Epithelial Cancer ; Cancroid ; Fr.

Epithelioma; Ger. Epithclkrchs.

Definition.— Cancerous disease of the

skin and mucous membranes, caused by
gi'owth inwards of the ei)it]ielial cells of

the rete mueosum and of the mucous mem-
brane, loadnig to destruction of connective

tissue and progressive ulceration.

.^Etiology.— Epithelioma is a disease of

advanced age, occurring mostly after forty,

although it is found occasionally in young,
and, rarely, in very young, individuals. It is

more common in men than in women, and is

usually considered hereditary.

The frecpiency with which it begins in a
wart, shows that certain histological con-

ditions of the skin predispose to its develop-

ment. The exciting cause is often to be found
in local irritation, of which a striking example
is seen in the freipiency with which cancer
of the lower lip in men is caused by the
tobacco-pipe. Cancer caused by soot gives

rise to chimney-sweep's cancer. It may
develop in chronic ulcers, in lupus, in syphi-

litic scars, and in cicatrices. The irritation

of bad teeth may cause it on the cheek. In
Cashmere, where braziers are frequently ap-

plied to the abdomen and thigh, epithelioma
occasionally results. Leukoidakia of the

mouth in certain cases ends in cancer.

Throe cases have been reported in which it

developed in warts growing on the hands of

l)ersons employed in tar and petroleum works.
It may be set up by the irritation of old-stand-

ing eczema. In Kaposi's disease a gi'eat

mnnber of cancerous epitheliomatous ulcers

develop in the skin, following the deposition
of patclies of pigment. Four cases have been
reported in which epithelioma developed in

old-standing psoriatic patches. It is, how-
ever, abundantly proved that chronic irrita-

tion of the most various kinds may, in certain
persons, result in producing epithelioma; but
in what the predis])osition consists, or in

what way the irritation produces the epithe-
liomatous growth, .are quastions upon which
no light has yet been thrown.
Description.—In the early stage of epithe-

lioma of the skin the atYected surface is found
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to be hard, more or less nodular, and charac-

terised by small, closely-set, irregularly de-

fined papules which are covered with epi-

thelial scales. These scales are constantly

being shed and re-formed ; and if the detached
epidermis is removed, a red granular surface

is exposed. The thickened and elevated area

gradually enlarges, forming a superficial hard
tumour, which is raised ab<)\ e the level of the

surrounding skin, with an abrupt margin. For
some time the tumour moves with the skin

in which it has grown ; but, as it extends, it

becomes fixed to the underlying tissues, and
a growth is formed, wiiich maj- either be of

verj' limited extent, or may involve an area

of considerable size. Eventually the growth
ulcerates ; or ulceration may occur so early

that the initial indurated stage may not have
been noticed, and the first morbid appearance
that attracts attention is a small, dry, yellow

or blackish ci'ust covering a fissure in the

epidermis.

Not infrequently the first development of

epithelioma is in a warty growth which be-

comes fissured after having remained of a
simple nature for a long period of time.

The wart finally indurates, then ulcerates,

and a tyi)ical epithelioma is the result.

The epitheliomatous ulcer has usually an
uneven surface, and is irregularly bounded
by hard, livid, everted edges. It is covered
hy minute granulations or by a greyish crust,

which after removal is quickly renewed. It

discharges a thin, scanty, sanious ichor,

which is usually inoffensive ; and it bleeds

easily when touched. In some cases there

is very little or no pain. In other cases the

pain is severe and lancinating, or there may
be stinging or pricking sensations, which
cause frequent scratching and consequent
irritation. The ulcer is usually round, oval,

or elongated. Its essential character is the
hardness of its borders and base, which is

produced by the infiltration which is an in-

variable feature of the disease. The indu-

rated boundary can be felt as a distinct mass
adherent to the subjacent tissues. The bor-

ders are generally raised, sinuous, or nodu-
lated, frequently everted, and sometimes
undermined. The surface of the ulcer is

concave, imequal, nodular, or warty. As
the disease progresses, the ulceration extends
in depth, and causes destruction of the sub-

cutaneous tissues, muscles, and bones. Whilst
ulceration and destruction are proceeding in

the centre, the small papillary nodules with
a scaly surface, which mark the early stage,

are found on the circumference of the sore,

and they may increase till they form small
tumours before being finally involved in the
extension of the ulceration.

In course of time the h-mphatic glands corre-

spondmgto the affected part become enlarged,

being felt at first as small, hard, movable,
isolated tumours producing little inflamma-
tory reaction. As they increase in size they
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become incorporated in a single, somewhat

lobulated mass, whi(?h eventually softens.

From the mfected glands the disease may
extend fiu-ther towards the trunk, but more

frequently the proximate glands alone be-

come cancerous. The affected glands may
inflame, suppurate, and lead to cancerous

idcers, in which the peculiarities of the dis-

ease are reproduced. Secondary epithelio-

matous growths are occasionally, but not

frequently, found in the internal organs.

In the earlier stages of an epitheliomatous

growth the destruction may take place chiefly

in the corium, in which case the growth is

not much elevated above the normal level of

the skin. If, however, development takes

place chiefly in the papillary layer, we have

a permanent and warty growth, whilst if it

grows freelj' in the subcutaneous tissue we
have a deep-seated, flat, or rounded mass.

These dift'erent varieties may more or less

intermingle, and thus in the earlier stages of

an epithelioma we may have a variety of ap-

pearances. This depends to some extent on
the anatomical peculiarities of the part in

which the disease develops. In all cases

before ulceration takes place the affected part

is unusually hard and enlarged. The lip, for

example, pouts and projects like one over-

grown.
The chief varieties of epithelioma are the

superficial and the deep-seated forms, which
respectively depend on the greater or less

resistance opposed by the pars reticularis

corii to the extension inwards of the epi-

thelial growth. If the morbid epithelium
be for a long time imable to penetrate the
strong, firm bundles of the corium, and con-
tents itself with ' cropping off,' as Erasmus
Wilson has expressed it, the highly organised
corpus papillare, we have a typical sujierficial

form which, whilst it extends on the surface,

makes an effort at healing in the centre.

The disease presents the appearance of an
extending cicatrix somewhat like that of a
burn, the centre appearing to be healed
whilst the advanced border which surrounds
the cicatrix is in a state of slow ulceration.
But when, either from the greater destructive
IJower of the cancerous epithelium or from
weakness of the fibrous tissues of the corium,
the growing epithelium pierces the _pars reti-

cularia, the clinical aspects are much more
serious, and are very different. The growth
having once penetrated into the subcutaneous
tissue, extends, usually with comparative
rapidity, producing the "destruction which is

characteristic of deep-seated epithelioma.
When the chief featm-e of the epithelioma is

a projecting papillary growth, we have the
80-called papillary epithelioma oi malignant
papilloma. This form is not infrequent
when the disease develops in a M'art. It
may have begun as a papilloma or a papillary
growth, or may develop subsequently on a
superficial or more frequently on a nodulating,

ulcerating epithelioma. It may project con-

siderably above the level of the sun-ounding

skin, and may be seated either on a broad
base or have a constricted neck, assuming a

fungating form. The surface is formed of

cicatrices and enlarged papillae, which are

cylindrical, pyriform, or conical, and single

or in clusters. They are very vascular, the

surface chiefly covered with an opaque, white
cuticle, of a pink, vermihon, or brightly

florid hue. When the loose epidermic scales

are washed off, we have the granulated and
lobulated sm-face known as ' cauliflower-like

excrescence.' The epithelial cells may con-

tain melanotic matter, which is also found
between the cells, and we have then
melanotic ejnthelioma. In discoid epithe-

lioma there is a sharply bordered circular or

oval disc, the margins being bounded by
healthy integument, which is raised and
slightly everted by the growth.
An epithelial cancer may grow iip in the

form of a cone, although such cases are rare.

Sir James Paget removed one from the lower
lip half an inch high, and nearly as much in

diameter at its base, and another in a chim-
ney-sweep's neck of a similar kind. In both
cases the growth was covered with a thick

laminated scab, not easy at first to distin-

guish from sj'philitic rupia. Mr. Henry
Morris has seen one in the outer dorsum of

the foot in a man aged fifty-six. Or the

gi'owths may even be pendulous. Sir James
Paget refers to gi'owths on the lower lip and
anus consisting of masses of very firm granu-
lations far overhanging the adjacent healthy
skin.

The tendency in all these forms is to pro-

duce continued destruction of healthy tissue,

unless the morbid growth is removed by
operation. In the later stages of the malady
exhaustion supervenes, and the patient even-
tually succumbs, worn out by pam and
increasmg discharge from the ulcerating

sm-face.

Seats.—Epithelioma may develop at any
part of the integument, but is most frequent
on the face. In 102 cases 78 were on the
face, 48 of these being in the lip, 4 were on
the extremities, and 10 on the mucous mem-
brane of the mouth. The local ravages may
be very extensive before they cause death,

and in the face may produce hideous de-

formity, laying bare the bones, teeth, and
fauces, destroying portions of the skull vmtil

the dura mater is exposed.
The lower lip is a very common seat of

epithelioma, which commences there either

as a warty growth, or as a fissure fr'om the
edges of which the disease spreads. The
whole lip becomes thickened and hard, pro-

jecting outwards, and allowing the saliva to

flow from the mouth. The surface ulcerates

progressively ; and if the affected tissue is not
removed, the disease extends to the mucous
membrane of the cheeks, giving rise to
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ulceration, and eventually the throat and
bones become affected.

In the penis eiiithelionia niaj' commence
as a nodular swelling? of the prepuce, or as a

hard scirrhous iutiliration of the glans, or

between tlio prei)uce and glans. In the

latter case a discharge may be tlie first

symptom observed. A tight prepuce and
phuuotic condition of the parts favour the

development of tlie disease. In epithelioma

of the glans and sulcus there early occurs

thickening of the dorsal lympliatic vessel of

the penis, which can be felt as a thick, hard,

nodulated tract extending towards the pubes,

to be continued towards the inguinal ghmds,
which enlarge into hard, nodulated masses.
Abscess and ulceration eventually occur.

Primitive epithelioma of the vulva fre-

quently develops as a small warty tumour ; at

other times it is preceded by jiruritus or a long-

standing leukoplakia. The point of origm is

not infrequenth' on the unicous surface of tlie

labium nmjus, or at the junction of tlie skin

and mucous membrane. Tiiere is usually a
discharge of bloody, ill-smelling serum. A
tumour may form as large as a nut or hen's

egg, with a hard, shining, jiapillated sm-face.

It may or may not be pedunculated. The
labium minus may be the seat of intiltratiou

of a hard consistence and reddish colour, and
there niaj' be a tumour, more or less pedun-
culated, of the clitoris. After the first symp-
tom of pruritus there is a sensation of cold

and fulness of the pelvis, esjiecially in walk-
ing or standing. The progress is usually slow.

At the beginning, epithelioma of the vulva
may be mistaken for chronic granular vagin-
itis, or non-malignant tumour, and in the
ulcerative period for a jirimary syphilitic sore

or a gunuua. The severe lancinating pains

and extension of the ulceration remove the
doubts which may have existed during an
earlier period.

Epithelioma of the anus is rare. It occurs

as a notched and protuberant growth at the

anal orifice, and extends into the gut.

In the Unihs, usually the leg, epitliclioma

mostly develops in cicatrices, varicose

ulcers, syphilis, and lupus.

Epithelioma of the viucoua viemhrane of

the nose, conjunctiva, vagina, and rectum may
appear either primarily, or secondarily as an
extension from the adjacent skin. Cancer of

the tongue and mucous membrane of the

cheek is not uncommon, in which situations

it may develop on the scat of 8yj)liilitic

change, or on a patch of leukoplakia. On the

tongue it begins as a raw granulated surface,

which is sometimes thickly set with wliite

points, tender to pressm-e ; and it may be the

seat of pain, nodular infiltration developing
under the sore. Sometimes the nodular in-

filtration precedes tlie ulceration. On tlie

mucous membrane of tlie cheek epithelioma
is rarer, and is generally flat but sometimes
fungoid when it occurs.

Anatomical Characters and Pathology.
The pathology of epitlielioma may be
sumiiH'd up briefly in describing it as an
epithelial neoplasm, wliicli leads to the de-

struction of the vascular tissues amongst
which it grows. From the rete mucosum
there occur offshoots of epithelial growth,
which travel along the pajjillary layer, pierce
the coriuni, and (wherever tliey grow) produce,
in the first instance, well-marked develop-
ments of inflammatory action. Wherever
the epithelioma comes in contact with the
vascular tissue, it acts like a poison, and
evidences of destruction are found. The
essential feature is not tliat there is a new
growth of epithelium, but tliat there is a
growth of a new kind of epithelium, which
is, in effect, a connective-tissue poison. Like
all poisons, this epithelial poison exerts an
irritating influence on the adjacent blood-
vessels, as is witnessed by abundant small
cell infiltration, serous effusion, redness, and
other evidences of engorged blood-vessels.

Cancerous epitlielium has then two abnor-
mal qualities: one in that it grows inwards
into the connective tissue ; the second, that
wherever it grows it produces inflammatory
action. "When a vertical section is made
through the edge of an epilheliomatous
ulcer, we find on the outer border which
is adjacent to the healthy tissue prolont;a-

tions inwards of the rete mucosum, whilst in

the connective tissue of the papillary layer
and cutis we find sections of apparently iso-

lated masses of epithelial gi-owth. These
isolated masses, which are mostly in a cylin-

drical form,were really in unbroken continuity
with growths from the rete ; but as the
growths, after thej- have penetrated down-
wards, follow to a certain extent the lines of

least resistance, they cease to be in a direct

line with the interpapillary cone from which
they have come, and therefore, in a thin sec-

tion, appear to be detached. It is this ap-

parent isolation that led to the erroneous in-

terpretation that epithelial cancer was caused
by a heterologous growth of connective-tissue

corpuscles. That in cancerous tissue the
epithelium takesitsorigin intherete mucosum
is a fact that was recognised so long ago as

1852 by Hannover, but was lost sight of for

many years after Virchow's views on cellular

pathology became generally accepted. It

was again clearly shown by Thiersch in

1865.

There is a special epithelial physiognomy
peculiar to the morbid growth in each in-

dividual case. In many instances the cell

columns undergo an extreme degree of horny
change, and we find in the sections groups
of very large horny cells clustering concentri-

cally, giving rise to the so-called laminated
capsules or ' nests.' In some cases the cell-

columns do not take on the extreme horny
metamori)hosis, all the cells retaining the

ordinary apparent characters of rete cells.
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The larp;e homy cells frequently break down,

and in their cavities numbers of nuclei are

found, an appearance which has suggested

the theory of so-called' mother ' and ' daughter'

cells. The appearance is, however, equally

in harmony with the probable theory that

leucocytes have found their way into the in-

terior of the broken-down cells.

The new cells are generally supposed

to be formed by cell-fission—a process, how-

ever, which is not found when sections are

examined. Whatever the exact method may
be by which this epithelial growth takes

place, there is no reason to believe that in

principle it differs from tliat which is charac-

teristic of increase of epitheUum in healthy

conditions.

When the changes in the connective tissue

which lead eventually to ulceration are care-

fully scrutinised, it is found that imder the

influence of the epithelial poison there is an
extensive emigration of white and red cor-

puscles, a splitting up of the bundles of con-

nective tissue into the primary or elementary
bundles of which they are composed, and
eventually disintegration of the bundles al-

together, a granular detritus taking their

place. Immediately imder and bounding the

ulceration, masses of small cells are found,

numbers of engorged and dilated blood-ves-

sels, and many free blood-corpuscles.

The diseased epithelium not only possesses

the power of destroying the connective tissue,

but finds its way into the lymphatic vessels,

and by them into the lymphatic glands.
Occasionally it is conveyed into the viscera,

leading to cancerous deposits in the internal
organs.

Attempts to associate cancerous develop-
ments with the presence of micro-organisms
have not yet been confirmed. Dr. Yakimoff
has stated that in cancer the blood-vessels,
not only near the tumour but throughout the
body, acquire thickened walls with diminished
lumen. Mr. Ballance and Mr. Shattock have
described in cancerous tissue, after sterile in-

cubation, a projection of nuclear granules
into the cell protoplasm, and they suggest
that the stimulus which excites the epithe-
lial growth may be due to these particles.

Diagnosis.—Before ulceration has taken
place it is possible in the early stage to con-
found epithelioma with sebaceous acne, with
warts, and with certain forms of lupiis. If
in acne sebacea the crusts on the affected
part are removed, by rubbing with soft soap
or other means, a healthy skin with distended
sebaceous follicles is laid bare, the disease not
extending deeply into the true skin. In dis-
tinguishing between epithelioma and lupus,
it is to be borne in mind that in lupus the
patient is, as a rule, either young or has a
history of having suffered from the disease
in early youth. In lupus the characteristic
infiltration will be found on or near the
borders of the affected part. In an ulcerat-

ing lupus the edges of the ulcer are soft and
regular and not everted. The ulceration ex-

tends more on the surface than in depth.

It must not be forgotten that epithelioma

may develop in the seat of lupus.

A tubercular sypliiUde is distinguished

by the colour and grouping of the tubercles,

which are multiple ; whilst epithelioma begins

usually by a single tubercle, runs a slower

course and lasts longer, and is not affected by
a coiu'se of iodide of potassium. The dia-

gnosis between epithelioma and syphilis is

sometimes, difficult, and without microsco-
pical examination is occasionally impossible.

iSyphilomata presenting this difficulty are

not infrequent on the tongue and lower lip,

the diagnosis being rendered difficult by their

late appearance, and often by their long period

of latency. In such cases it is of great im-
portance that a small portion of the affected

surface should be excised and subjected to

microscopical examination. In syphilitic

ulcers the ulceration progresses usually more
rapidly than in epithelioma. The ulcers are
multiple, whilst in epithelioma the ulcer is

usually single. Whilst the tissues surround-
ing the epitheliomatous ulcer are infiltrated

and hard, in syphilis the diseased surface is

usually bounded by apparently healthy skin.

The pain which is frequently present in

epithelioma is not usually jiresent in syphilis,

and when it is present it yields to palliatives.

It may be difficult to distinguish between
a simple wart and an epithelioma which
begins in a warty growth. If a tumour of

this kind develops in an elderly person, shows
a tendency to spread, and is the seat of fre-

quent desquamation with excessive formation
of epidermis, the probability is in favour of

epithelioma.

It is sometimes not easy to distinguish epi-

thelioma on clinical grounds alone from rodcni
ulcer, which is a form of superficial cancer
depending on a specific epithelial cell. A
typical ejjidermic epithelioma and a typical

rodent ulcer can be distinguished ; but there

are cases in which, without microscopical
examination, the diagnosis for a time is im-
possible. Rodent ulcer produces less inflam-

mation in the surrounding tissues, and usu-
ally after ulceration occiu-s; it takes place at

first slowly and superficially. If the glands
become affected we may feel confident that

we are dealing with an epithelioma. Either
of these forms may occur on any part of the

body, but in the majority of cases epithelioma
occurs on the lij^, whilst rodent ulcer is found
on the upper part of the face. The rolled-

over edge, which is frequent but not constant
in rodent ulcer, is very characteristic. See
Rodent Ulcer.

Prognosis.—The prognosis in epithelioma
of the skin is not so giave as that in other
forms of cancer, because its course is slow,

and because it is frequently well within reach
of radical treatment. If removed sufficiently
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early and completely it will not return at all.

JNIetastiisis is rare. Tiie p'avity in any spe-

cial case (lepemls upon whether the ulcera-

tion remains localised on the surface or pene-

trates deeply. In the deep-seated form the

danj^er to life is considerable. The disease

may last a long time before the health be-

comes seriously alfected. Unless, however,
relieved by successful treatment, the patient's

strength eventually fails, the characteristic

pain of cancer increases, and death usually

takes })lacefrom exiiaustion; sometimes from
Inemorrhage caused by blood-vessels being

exposed in the progress of the disease.

Treatment.—No medicines administered
internally have any effect on this disease

;

but so long as the new-growth remains single

and is within the reach of surgical treatment,

we maj- hope for a successful result. As
Boon as the nature of the growth is ascer-

tained, the whole of the diseased tissue should
be removed, where this is possible, either by
the knife or with caustics. The surgeon will

naturally, when it is possible, have recourse

to a cultmg operation ; and where the ulcer

has attained a certain size and there is con-
siderable infiltration present, complete ex-

cision of the \\ hole of the diseased tissue is

a very effectual method of dealing with the

disease. In the early stages of the affection

there is no doubt that it is withi!i the reach

of caustics. An epithelioma in a limited

warty condition may, when the alTected sur-

face is small, be successfully treated in this

way after scraping with a curette. In severe

cases, too advanced to be reached by the

knife, the progress of the disease maj' some-
times, to a certain extent, be arrested by cau-

terisation, under which the condition of tlie

ulcerated surface improves, pain is dimi-

nished, the discomforts of the patient's con-

dition lessened, and life prolonged. If the
knife is used, it is necessary to cut well be-

yond the affected tissue, as there is little

doubt that relapses, when they do occur, are

due to the fact that a nidus of infected cells

has been left behind, although they had not
developed sufficiently to enrible the surgeon
to recognise the extent to which the disease

had spread. We have found by microscopi-

cal examination of excised epitheliomata, that

sections from the part next the line of in-

cision have contained cancerous epithelium
between the connective-tissue bundles.
The caustics generally used are caustic

potash, chl(u-ide of zinc, pyrogallic acid, and
arsenic. Caustic potash may be used either

in stick or in solution. It has the advantage
of being thorough in its action, and of not
leaving much pain after it has been used.

The growth, of course, should be thoroughly
cauterised. Pyrogallic acid is used as a 10
per cent, ointment,' which is spread on linen
and kept continuously applied for from three
to six days. It is loss painful than chloride of
zinc. Chloride of zinc is used as a paste in
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the proportion of one i)art to three j)arts of
gum mixed with a little water. The paste
is laid over the diseased surface, which nnist

be blistered if the skin is entire, the surround-
ing healthy skin being protected by adhesive
plaster. A strip of piaster cover should be
placed over the whole. The paste w'ill de-

stroy structures equal to three or four limes
its own thickness. The zinc paste which is

used at the j\Iiddlesex Hospital is composed
of equal parts of chloride of zinc and li(iuor

opii, with sufficient Horn- to make it into a
paste, llesorcin has been recently recom-
mended for ei)itheliomata. There are cases

in which it answers well ; in other cases its

action does not seem sufficiently energetic.

The writer has used it as incorporated in

Beiersdorf's (Hamburg) gutta-percha plas-

ters, aiding its action b}' painting the surface

with a solution in alcohol. The treatment
is comparatively painless, and interferes

little with the comfort of the patient. Lactic
acid has also been recommended for epithe-

lioma. It is supposed to have a destructive

effect on the diseased tissue, whilst it spares

the healthy structures ; but the alleged ad-

vantages have not yet been sufficiently con-
firmed.

Amongst the various caustic pastes which
have been used in epithelioma arsenical

paste, as regards efficiency, occupies a high
place, although, on account of the danger
attending absorption, it requii'es special care.

The W'riter cannot speak from his own ex-

perience ; but he has the testimony to the

merits of the paste recommended by Dr.
Marsden of his friend Dr. MacLaurin of

Sj'djiey, who has used it extensively in hos-

pital and private practice, and is satisfied

that for a considerable number of cases it

possesses very great advantages.
G. Thin.

EPITHELIUM, Diseases of.— The
different kinds of e|nthelium iiuist be sepa-

rately considered, as they differ in their

pathological relations — namely, squamous
and cyUndrical epithelium of mucous sur-

faces; serous ephheliuni, or cndothciiuw ; and
finally spheroidal or f/hnidular epithelimu.

The last knid will be better treated of under
the heads of the several glands.

A. Diseases of Squamous and Cylikurical
Epithelium. — 1. Catarrhal Inflamma-
tion.—Both varieties of epithelium occurring

on mucous surfaces are subject to inflamma-
tion, which usually takes what is called the

catarrhal form.

Catarrhal inflammation is characterised by
hj'peraimia, swelling of the tissue, rapid pro-

duction and casting-off of cells, and increased

production of the normal mucous secretion

of the parts, without the production of any
coagulable exudation, or any layer of new
material. The cells thrown oft' are partly

epithelial, partly leucocytes or pus-cells. The
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secretion contains mucin. The proportion of

the various factors of catarrhal inflammation

varies greatly, sometimes hyperemia vs^ith

swelling, sometimes cell-production, some-

times fluid secretion predominating ; and these

differences sometimes mark different degrees

or stages of the inflammatory process. "When

the number of leucocytes thrown off is very

large, the catarrh becomes purulent, which

differs only from the other in degree. Catar-

rhal inflammation is the ordinary result of

irritation applied to a mucous surface ; but it

persists after the irritation has ceased, and
his a marked tendency to become chronic.

"While the chief share in producing and main-

taining the phenomena of catarrh must be

referred to the condition of the blood-vessels

which keeps up the congestion, and allows

increased transudation and copious emigra-

tion of leucocytes, the part played by the

epithelial cells in these processes is a point

of great interest and importance, though
as yet imperfectly determined. These cells,

whether squamous or cylindrical, enlarge and
alter in shape, sometimes containmg vacuoles

or mucous drops ; whUe tliere must be (since

so many are shed) a rapid new formation of

them ; but the seat of this new formation,

whetlier in the normal or the pathological con-

dition, is still obscure. All that can be clearly

seen is that new epithelial cells grow up from
the basement membrane by the side of the

old ones. Fm-ther, it is not unusual to find

swollen epithelial cells which show division

of the nuclei or partial division of the cell

itself, and others which show within their

substance several smaller, roundish bodies,

with the general character of young cells.

These appearances have been regarded as in-

dicating (1) multiplication of cells by fission,

(2) endogenous ceU-formation within the
mother-cells, and (3) the origin of the nume-
rous pus-corpuscles seen on the inflamed sur-

face. There is, however, no reason for think-
ing that new epithelial cells, or stUl less that
pus-corpuscles, are formed in this way. The
presence of pus-corpuscles or yoimg cells

within the epithelial cells is probably an acci-

dental complication, the young cells which
possess the power of migration being absorbed
into the protoplasm of the epithelial cells,

so as to appear as if originally formed there.
The production of vacuoles or mucous drop-
lets in the epithelia appears to show an
abnormally rapid production of mucus, and
indicates also the death of the cell producing
it. It is, therefore, an evidence of excessive
mucous formation, and explains also the rapid
desquamation of the mucous epithelium.

2. Croupous Inflammation. — Crou-
pous^ inflammation is distinguished by show-
ing, in addition to hyperaemia and swelling,
the production of a layer of new material, or
false membrane, easily detached fi-om the
surface. This form is usually, if not exclu-
sively, seen on surfaces covered with cylindri-

cal epitheliimi, as in the air-passages. The
false membrane, composed of fibrin cement-
ing together layers of detached epithelium
and leucocytes, does not owe its origin to any
alteration of the epithelium itself.

Croupous inflammation of epithelial sur-

faces has been regarded as always indicating

some specific form of inflammation. It now
appears, however, that it may be produced by
simple irritation, such as that which produces
the catarrhal form, provided the irritation be
sufficiently intense and destroys the super-

ficial epithelium.

3. Diphtheritic Inflammation.—This
is a name used with much variation of mean-
ing, but generally to signify a process in

which there is production of a false mem-
brane closely adherent to the epithelial sur-

face, and which is accompa,nied by some de-

gi-ee of necrosis or gangrene. In the produc-
tion of the diphtheritic false membrane an
important part has been assigned to the epi-

thelium, it being held that the new material,

which appears like exuded fibrin, is really

produced by a metamorphosis (the so-called

fibrinous transformation) of the pavement
epithelium. It is pretty clear that when this

condition occurs on surfaces covered with
this variety of epithelium some such change
in the epithelium does take place, but not that
the membrane is made up wholly or even in

any large degree of such altered cells. More-
over, even this cannot be clearly traced on
surfaces covered with cylindrical epithelium.

The membranes consist in large measure of

cast-offepithelium, and also(as the writer holds)

partly of fibrin, though the presence of the
latter constituent is denied by some authors.

It should be noted that the terms croupous
and diphtheritic inflammation, as here used,

are not synonymous with the diseases named
croup and diphtheria. Micro-organisms, either

micrococci or bacilli, especially the former,

are always found in the diphtheritic false

membrane. Some may be regarded as mere
saprophytes, living in the dead tissues; but
there is apparently at least one species, pos-

sibly more than one, capable of originating

the morbid process, and causing necrosis of

the epithelium. See Diphtheria.
4. Patty Degeneration. — It is very

common to find the protoplasm of both squa-

mous and cylindrical epithelial cells dotted
with oil-globules, so much so that this must
be considered normal, to a certain extent, in

some glandular epithelium (as kidney), and
does not appear to interfere with the function

of the cells. When the fatty change, how-
ever, is extensive, and more especially when
the whole body of the cell is opaque, the con-

dition must be regarded as one of fatty de-

generation {see Fatty Degeneration). Thisis
seen in the stomach in cases of alcoholism, in

poisoning with metals or phosphorus, and in

cases which are probably nothing more than
chronic catarrh. It is also seen in the alve-
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olar epitholiuin in pulmonary emphysema.
Fatty degeneration in epithelium appears to

be a process leading to atrophy or destruc-

tion.

5. Mucous or Colloid Degeneration.
Epithelial cells, especially in parts which are

natiurally adapted to the production of mucus,
particularly cylindrical epithehum, are liable

to undergo a form of degeneration in which
a portion of their protoplasm becomes con-

verted into mucous substance, and thus licjue-

fied. Cells having this character are often

Been in catarrhal conditions of the mucous
membrane of the air-passages, but the change

is probably only an exaggeration of the phy-

siological production of mucus in the interior

of the cell. It has not been traced in squa-

mous epithelium.

G. Albuminoid (Waxy or Amyloid)
Degeneration.—This form comparatively

rarely affects epithelial cells, but still in cases

of albuminoid disease we may sometimes find

that the mucous surface of the intestines is

stained with iodine in the characteristic man-
ner. In one or two cases the writer has ob-

served a similar change in the surface of the

pelvis of the kidney, and even the bladder,

where there has been albuminoid disease of

the kidney.

B. Diseases of Exdothelium.—Tlie single

layer of flat epithelium found on serous sur-

faces, now generally known as endothelium,

diiTers also in its pathological relations.

1. Catarrhal Inflammation.—This is

unknown on serous membranes, their charac-

teristic form of inflammation being exudative

and fibrinous, corresponding thus to the

2. Croupous Inflammation of mucous
surfaces. In this Lnllammation the endo-
thelium does not necessarilj' take any part

;

though when the inflammalion is once estab-

lished, the endothelium, in part, is simply
shed, in part shows changes of a proliferative

kind ; cell-di^"ision, multiplication, and endo-
genous cell-formation being observed here
with less ambiguity (as it appears to the wTiter)

than in the epithelium of mucous surfaces.

Similar changes appear to occur in chronic
inflammation of serous surfaces, and to play
an important part in the production of fibrous

adhesions between opposing siu-faces.

3. Fatty Degeneration. — Endothelial
cells are also subject to fatty degeneration,
which may be very clearly seen in surfaces

macerated bj- a collection of fluid, as in serous
effusions of the peritoneum or pleura.

The other pathological changes of endothe-
lium have not been studied.

The epithelium (or endothelium) lining the
inner surfaces of the walls of arteries and
veins closely resembles the endothelium of
serous surfaces. It is very subject to fatty

degeneration, as may be seen on examining
atheromatous arteries. A distinct fatty de-

generation of this tissue also occurs quite

independently of atheroma, or of any in-
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flammatory process. Proliferative changes
have also been traced by some observers in

the process of occlusion of ligatured arteries

or veins obstructed by thrombosis ; but they

do not appear to play any important part

in idiopathic disease.

C. Diseases of Glandular Epithelium.—
The diseases of glandular epithelium are best

spoken of under the head of diseases of the

several glands. See Breast, Diseases of;

Salivary Glands, Diseases of; &c.

J. F. Payne.

EPITHEM (fV/, upon; and Tt^r;Mt,I place).

A general term for a class of external apph-
cations which are soft and moist, such as

poultices and fomentations. See Fomenta-
tions ; and Poultice.

EPIZOA.—-Sec Entozoa.

EPULIS (fVi, upon: and ouXov, the gum).
See Mouth, Diseases of.

EQUINIA (ef^MMS, ahorse).—A synonym
for glanders. See Glanders.

ERETHISM {fp(e:C<o, I irritate).—

A

condition of excitement or irritation, affecting

either the whole system or a particular organ
or tissue. The word has been especially

appUed to the condition of the body in the

early stage of acute diseases, and also to

that induced by the too free use of mer-
cury {mercurial erethism). See Mercury,
Poisoning by.

ERGOTISM.—Synon.: Morbus ccrealis;

Fr. Erijotisme; Gev. Ergotismua ; KriebeU
krankheit.

Definition.—A disease due to the action

of ergot.

jEtiology.—This disease derives its name
from the fact that it is the result of the in-

gestion of ergot—the sclerotium of a fungus
called Claviceps purpurea, which grows
parasitically in the ear of the rye. In some
seasons this form of blight affects the grain

so extensively that ten per cent, of the meal
may consist of ergot. The phenomena to be

described as symptoms of ergotism have been
regularly and exclusivelj' traced to the use

of articles of food made from rye-meal thus
contaminated. The appearance and severity

of the disease vary with the amount of ergot

consumed. Children at the breast are never
attacked. Ergotism has frequently broken
out in w'ell-marked epidemics, after unfavour-

able harvests. In ruder times it constituted

a severe form of scourge ; but now it usually

occurs sporadically, or is limited to famihes
or small communities.
Anatomical Characters.— Ergotism is

characterised by definite anatomical changes,

mainly in connexion with the vessels and
the spinal cord. The arterioles are found
post mortem to be contracted, and to be the

seat of a peculiar hyaline degeneration of the
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intima, with thrombosis and diminution, or

even complete disappearance or occhision, of

their himen. Gangi-ene is the ultimate result

of these morbid changes. The posterior

columns of the spinal cord are the seat of a

degenerative or sclerosing process, somewhat

resembling the lesion so familiar to us in

locomotor ataxy.

Symptoms.— Within a few days of the farst

ingestion of rye-meal contaminated with

ergot, the ordinary phenomena of irritant

poisoning are developed, namely, vomitmg,

diarrhoea, severe abdominal pains and cramps,

and general depression—giddiness and head-

ache being specially marked.

Along with the preceding, certain specific

symptoms graduaUy make their appearance.

The first and most characteristic of these is

formication (a sensation of insects running

along the skin), attended -(vith severe itching

of the extremities. The other special senses,

such as vision and hearing, may also become

disordered. Occasional tearing pains occur

in the limbs, and clonic spasms of the mus-

cles. Ravenous hunger is said to be a striking

symptom in some instances. The pulse is

infrequent and small. Respiration is not

markedly disturbed.

The remaining phenomena peculiar to

ergotism are usually described as belonging

to two forms, the gangrenous and the spas-

modic, according as the circulation or the

nervous system is chiefly affected.

(a) Gangrenous ergotism.—The gangrene

produced by ergot is pecidiar only in respect

of its cause. The toes, fingers, feet, ears, and
nose are the parts most commonly attacked.

The incipient discoloration, pain, and swell-

ing are observed within a jjeriod of two days

to three weeks from the commencement of

the other toxic symptoms. The necrotic

process passes through the ordinary stages

of development ; may be either ' wet ' or
' dry ;

' and advances to complete separation

of the part, if this have not been previously

removed by operation.

(6) Sjmsmodic ergotism. — The leading

symptom of this form of the disease is the

occurrence of severe intermittent cramps or

painful spasms, specially affecting the lower
extremities. These develop into tonic con-

traction of the muscles, with fixation of the
limbs; and end perhajjs in general convul-

sions, prostration, various kinds of mental
derangement, unconsciousness, and death.

Abortion does not appear to be of fi'equent

occurrence.

Course, Duratiox, and Terminations.—
Many cases of ergotism are acute rather than
chronic ; but when gangrene appears, the
coiurse may be very protracted and variable.

Spasmodic ergotism may last firom two weeks
to as many months. The mortality is said
to have fallen from sixty to ten per cent. In
a few cases, resolution occurs in affected
extremities.

EROSION

Pathology.—Beyond its effect as an irri-

tant poison, the specific influence of ergot ia

mainly exerted upon the organs of circulation,

the central nervous system, and the uterus.

The different effects have now been satisfac-

torily traced to the actions of the different

organic constituents of the diseased grain.

Cornutine, an alkaloid, one of the four

important organic constituents of ergot, pro-

duces slowing of the cardiac, rhythm by
stimulation of the vagus at its central ex-

tremity. The contraction and hyaline change
of the walls of tlie arteries are due to the

action of a second constituent, sphacelinic

acid. The result of these effects on the

heart and arteries is that the blood-pressure

rises. The gangrene is readQy accounted
for by the vascular changes, and is thus defi-

nitely referable to the sphacelinic acid.

The pamful spasms, as well as the formi-

cation and other sensory disturbances, are

the direct result of the action of the cornutine

upon the spinal cord.

The action of ergot upon the uterus is ex-

plained by some authorities as due to stimu-
lation by cornutine of the uterine centre in

the cord. Other authorities maintain that it

is set up by the local ansemia produced by
the vascular contraction; whilst others, again,

consider that ergot acts directly upon the
muscular fibres of the organ.

Diagnosis.—The occurrence of gangrene
in a number of young and previously' healthy
persons, in countries where rye-meal is an
article of food, should remove all diflBculty

from the diagnosis of ergotism. The spas-

modic fonn of the disease can usually be
distinguished from epidemic cerebro-spinal

fever by the absence of pyrexia.

Prognosis.—The prognosis depends chiefly

upon the early recognition and removal of

the cause. The probability of the escape of

affected extremities may be estimated by the

degree to which the gangrenous process has
advanced.
Treatment.—The treatment of ergotism

must commence with the removal of the
cause. An attempt must then be made to

hasten the elimination of the poison by the

cautious administration of emetics and pur-

gatives ; to allay the symptoms of gastro-

enteritis ; and to support the strength of the

patient bj' internal and external stimulants,

such as alcohol, warmth, and friction. The
treatment of less acute ergotism, including

spasmodic cases, is symptomatic. Gangrene
must be averted by careful local stimulation

—by means, for example, of warm fomenta-
tions ; or treated surgically if it make its

appearance. See Gangrene.
J. Mitchell Bruce.

EROSION (erodo, I gnaw).—A super-

ficial destruction of tissiie, caused especially

by friction, pressure, corrosion, or certain

forms of ulceration.
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EROTOMANIA {(,ms, love ; and naila,

madness).

—

Synon.: Lovo-nielanchol}-; Satyr-

iasis (in men) ; Nymphomania (in women)

;

Fr. Monovianie irotiqne; Ger. Licbeswuth.—
Insanity characterised by excessive sexual

excitement ; sometimes symptomatic of cere-

bral lesion, sometimes of disorder in the re-

productive organs. See Insanity.

ERRATIC (<?r/-o, I wander).^Wanderin'T,
shitting, or irregular. Ajiplied to pains,

eruptions on the skiu, and other morbid
phenomena, when they shift or move from
place to place.

ERUCTATION {eructo, I belch).—
Dkfinition'.—The sudden escape or expul-

sion of gas from the stomach upwards, with

or without an admixture of portions of h(piid

or solid food, or of gastric juice or other liquids.

Description.—The act of eructation may
be voluntary or involuntary. In the former
case a small portion of air is first swallowed,

and by the over-distension thus produced tlie

escape of a portion of tlie gaseous contents of

the stomach is favom-ed. When involuntary,

we must suppose that the cardiac orifice,

which is closed in the normal state of diges-

tion, is relaxed, and thus permits the rejection

of portions of undigested matter. From the

violence with which eructations often take

place, we may also assume that the muscular
coat of the stomach contracts spasmodically

at the same moment that the relaxation of

the cardiac opening occurs. The nature of

the material rejected varies greatly. iSome-

times it is tasteless, at other times acid, and
in rarer instances alkaline.

jEtiology.—Eructations occur in all gastric

diseases attended with an undue formation of

gas. They are constantly complained of in

atonic dyspepsia, more especially in that form
which occurs in elderly people, and are pro-

bably the result of an imperfect contraction of

the stomach, preventing the due expulsion of

the digested food into the intestine. They form
a pronnnent and distressing symptom in dila-

tation of the stomach. In such cases the

patient often complains of a sense of fermen-
tation in his abdomen, and immense quanti-

ties of gas are expelled, generally mixed with
an acid or acrid fluid.

Tre.\tment.—The indications in the treat-

ment of eructations are to prevent the decom-
position of food, and tlie formation of gases
and other products ; to restore tone to the
stomach, and remove any morbid condition
of this organ ; and to give remedies with the
view of absorbing gases, or assisting the act of
eructation.' See Stom.\ch, Diseases of.

Samuel Fenwick.

' Hepatic disorder frequently requires attention,
with remedies directed to tlie liver. Lavage may
be called for in the severe type of eructation which
attends dilatation.—Ed.
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ERUPTION (erupt to, a bm-sting forth).

—

This term is commonly applied to a patliolo-

gical manifestation in the skin, more or less

general ; sometimes marked by colour, some-

times by prominence, but more frequently by
both. When sudden and hyperiemic, a term
derived from the efHorescence of a plant,

namely, exanthema, is employed, as in the

instance of the exanthematous eruptions

—

scarlatina, rubeola, roseola, and variola. The
term is equally applicable to loss acute forms

of dermatosis, such as urticaria, eczema, im-

petigo, ecthyma, acne, and furunculus ; and
is also used for still more clironic forms of

disease, for example, psoriasis vulgaris ; and
for outgi-owths of the skin due to aberration

of nutrition, as in the instance of warts and
molluscous tumours. Erasmus Wilson.

ERYSIPELAS {(pvflpSi, red; andTrAXa,

skin).

—

Synon.:—Lat. Erijuipclas; Fr. Ery-

sipele ; Ger. Enjsijjelas. Popular names :

—

St. Anthony's Fire (English) ; the Rose
(Scotch) ; der Bothlauf, and die Rose (Ger.)

Definition.—Inflammation of the integu-

ment tending to spread indefinitely (Roi/al

College of Fhynicians' Nomenclature of
Diseases). Tlie vagueness of this definition

indicates the looseness with which the term
is employed. The features common to all

inflammations usually spoken of as erysipela-

tous are fever, sometimes apparently preced-

ing the local phenomena ; and an inflamma-

tion tending to spread indefinitely by means
of the lymph- spaces and lymphatic vessels of

the affected part.

Summary of Varieties.— Erysipelas is

usually divided into: (a) simple cutaneous;

(h) phlerjmonous or cellulo-etttaneous; and
(c) cellular or diffuse cellulitis (Nunneley).

In the first of these the inflammation is seated

in the cutis vera, the subcutaneous tissue being

often ccdematous, but not actually implicated

in the morbid process. There is practically no
tendency to suppuration in simple cutaneous

erysipelas. In plilegmonous or cellulo-

cutaneous erysipelas the subcutaneous areo-

lar tissue is primarily affected, but the skin

covering the inflamed area is speedily im-

plicated. If not relieved by treatment, the

inflammation tends inevitably to diffuse

suppuration, often accompanied by extensive

sloughing of the cutaneous and subcutaneous
tissues. In cellular er^'sipelas or diffiise cellu-

litis, deep-seated planes of areolar tissue are

affected, such as those of the pelvis. The
course of the disease is the same as in cellulo-

cutaneous erysipelas, tending to terminate in

diffuse suppuration and sloughing. In addi-

tion to these three chief varieties, erysipela-

tous inflammation of the lymphatic vessels

and veins, and of serous and mucous mem-
branes, is also described.

/Etiology and Pathology.— All these

affections grouped together as erysipelatous

belong to the class of infective inflammations
;
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that is to sav, they are dependent upon a

virus wliich increases in quantity m the

affected area, thus causing the characteristic

spreading of the inflammation. The virus is

present in tlie fluids of the inflamed area, and

the disease can be communicated from one

individual to another by inoculation of the

inflammatory products; and in the case of

cutaneous erysipelas, at least, there seems

reason to believe that the poison may also be

carried by the air. In all erysipelatous in-

flammations the virus diffuses itself by the

lymph-spaces and lymphatic vessels of the

affected part, showing little or no tendency

to invade the blood-vessels, and to be dis-

seminated by the blood-stream to distant

parts. It is probable that there is more than

one virus which may thus give rise to a

spreading lymphatic inflammation ; but in the

vast majority of cases chnically described as

erysipelas, which have been submitted to ex-

ammation, a micro-organism of a definite

form has been found, which is believed to be

the actual virus. In 18C9 Hueter suggested

that the virus of erysipelas was probably a

micro-organism, and thought that he had
found it in the discharges of the inflamed

part. In 18S0 Lukomsky, Tillmanns, and
others discovered the presence of micrococci

in the lymph-spaces of the skin at the ad-

vancing edge of the rash in cutaneous ery-

sipelas ; but in 1882 the relation of these

organisms to the disease was clearly demon-
strated by Fehleisen. A small piece of the

skin from the advancing edge of the rash was
removed with proper precautions to avoid

contamination, and planted upon some nu-

trient gelatine. From this a film soon spread
over the gelatine, which on microscopic exa-

mination proved to be a pure cultivation of

a micrococcus. The organism belongs to the

genus streptococcus—that is to say, it shows
a tendency to grow in chams or pairs. It

does not liquefy the gelatine in its growth.
This organism, after cultivation for several

generations upon gelatine, gave rise to typical

erysipelas when inoculated on the ear of a
rabbit. Subsequently inoculations were
made on the human subject with the inten-
tion of setting up erysipelas for the relief of
lupus or incurable cancer. Seven cases were
thus treated and genuine cutaneous erysipelas
followed the inoculation in six ; the seventh
patient had recovered from an attack of ery-
sipelas a few months before. Other observa-
tions seemed to show that one attack of ery-
.sipelas confers upon the patient a short period
of immunity to the disease.

In all forms of ceUulo-cutaneous erysipelas
and in diffuse cellulitis a streptococcus exactly
resembling that described by Fehleisen is

found in the fluid filling the lymph-spaces of
the affected part, whether it be purulent or
serous. It cannot be distinguished from that
found in cutaneous erysipelas by its reaction
to aniline dyes, by its mode of growth, or

microscopic appearances. To this micro-

coccus Rosenbach gave the name of strepto-

coccus pyogenes. Cultivations of this or-

ganism cause acute suppuration when in-

oculated on anim.ils ; but it has lately been
asserted that when inoculated superficially

on the ear of a rabbit typical cutaneous ery-

sipelas is set up. It has been stated that cul-

tivations of the streptococcus erysipelatosus

from the human subject injected into the sub-

cutaneous tissue of the rabbit have given rise

to deep-seated phlegmonous inflammation and
suppuration. This is, however, denied by
Fehleisen, who asserts that he has repeatedly

injected erysipelas micrococci into the sab-

cutaneous tissue and muscles of rabbits with-

out causing inflammation or suppuration.

The identity of the organisms must, there-

fore, be considered an open question at the

present time. Clinically' the sunple cutaneous
variety of erysipelas differs so widely from
the subcutaneous forms that it is difficult to

believe they are due to ' the same virus. In
cutaneous erysijielas the streiitococci are

found in the lymph-spaces of the cutis at the

advancing margin of the rash. Their pre-

sence excites the ordinarj' phenomena of in-

flammation—the blood-vessels are injected,

and abundant migration of colourless corpus-

cles takes place. These seem to destroy the

micro-organisms, which are not to be found
in the more central parts of the rash. The
persistence of the phenomena of inflammation
in the parts in which no streptococci can be
demonstrated must be supposed to be due to

the damage done to the tissues by the chemical
products formed during the growth of the

organisms. The organisms never enter the

blood-vessels locally, and though very pro-

bably some may find their way into the
blood-stream by the lymphatics, there is no
reason to believe that they multiply in the
blood. The constitutional sym.ptoms are

therefore due to the entrance of the chemical
products of the local process into the blood-

stream, and not to any general infective

process. In phlegmonous erysipelas and in

cellulitis the streptococci can be easily de-

monstrated in the inflammatory exudation
filling the lymph-spaces in the whole affected

area, and not only at the advancing margin

;

but, as in the cutaneous form, the organisms
have not been proved to infect the blood.

Further evidence of the absence of blood
infection is furnished hy Fehleisen's experi-

ment on the rabbit's ear. Having induced
tj'pical cutaneous erysipelas by the inocula-

tion of a pure cultivation of the streptococcus,

he amjjutated the ear with a Paquelin's cau-

tery, with the effect of immediately relieving

the elevation of temperature and all other

constitutional symptoms. It is not proved,

however, that the virus maj^ not enter the
circulation from the alimentarj' canal or the

air-passages, and be carried by the blood,

without actually infecting it, to some part
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which, from local injury or other cause, may
form a suitable jioint for its development.
On the assumption that the streptococcus is

the actual virus, this seems the only possible

explanation ot many cases of erysipelas, es-

pecially of the cellulo-cutaneous or cuianeous
variety, in wliich no evidence of direct inocula-

tion by a wound or otherwise can be obtained.

The streptococcus grows readily at ordinary

temperatures on gelatine, iigar-agar, and po-

tatoes, and probably on almost any damp
organic matter. It has been said to have been
found ou the floor of an affected ward. This
explains the well-known fact that hospital

wards are apt to become infected, case after

case breaking out until the ward is closed

and disinfected. In military i)ractice, erj--

sipelas is very rare except in cases treated in

civil hospitals. In this respect it difTers from
hospital gangrene and pyiemia, which can
always be generated by crowding the wounded
in buildings of any kind. It seems probable
therefore that the virus is really specific, like

that of scarlet fever or smallpox. That it

can be carried by the air seems also to be
proved, as the streptococcus has been detected

on potato cultivations made from the air of in-

fected wards. The cultivations thus obtained
gave rise to erysipelas when inoculated on a
rabbit. There is little doubt, however, that

it is more commonlj- conveyed by the hands
or clothes of the attendants. Erysipelas cer-

tainly does not show the same degi-ee of in-

fectiousness as most of the acute specific dis-

eases.

The micro-organism is killed in 45 seconds
by a 1 in 30 solution of carbolic acid, and in

15 seconds by a 1 in 1,000 solution of per-

chloride of mercury.
All the evidence above given tends there-

fore to show that erysipelas is a local disease,

dependent on the invasion of the tissues by
a specific micro-organism, and that the con-
stitutional disturbance is secondary to the
local. The opposite view has been held by
many authorities, who have classed erysipelas

with the acute specific fevers, regarding the
rash as the local manifestation of a general
condition. The arguments in favour of the
latter are briefly as follows : (a) In many
cases there is a distinct period of invasion in

which the constitutional symptoms are pre-

sent without the local; (b) there is frequently
no evident point of inoculation

;
(c) the con-

stitutional symptoms in cutaneous erysipelas

are often much more severe than the local

inflammation seems sufficient to account for.

Against these it is urged by those who sup-
port the local theory: (a) that even during the
apparent period of invasion without local

phenomena, a careful examination will detect
some swelhng of the lymphatic glands or
other evidence of local mischief; (b) that the
minutest abrasion merely being necessary
for inoculation, it is very easily overlooked

;

and (c) that when we consider the intensely

poisonous nature of the products of the gi'owth

of micro-organisms in albuminous fluids,

the constitutional symptoms are not greater

than might be expected. The results of the

inoculations, and Fehleisen's experiment of

amputation of the rabbit's ear above men-
tioned, and the fact that inoculation of the

blood has never communicated the disease,

nor have organisms been satisfactorily de-

monstrated in it, arc further proofs of the local

nature of the disease. Moreover the disease

does not run a definite course like an acute

specific fever. The fever continues as long

as the rash is extending, and ceases as soon
as that comes to an end. It must be remem-
bered, however, that it is not proved that the

blood may not serve as a carrier of the virus,

though not as a medium for its growth, as in

many other infective diseases—tubercle, for

example. Granting therefore that erj-sipelas

is an infective disease, and that the micro-
organism above described is the actual virus,

the predisposmg causes may be divided into

(1) those favouring the groivth and dissemi-

nation of the organism out of the body ; and

(2) thosepredisposing the patient to receive it.

1. (a) Accumulations of dccat/i?tg animal
or vegetable matter, upon which the organ-

ism can develop, wUl predispose to the dis-

ease. Thus the presence of a dust-heap near

a window of a ward, has been known to cause
repeated outbreaks of erysipelas in the nearest

bed. Dampness of the floors, from repeated
W'ashing, has also been said to predispose to

erysipelas. Decomposing discharges from
wounds, and want of cleanliness in dressings,

are also important causes, (b) Certain me-
teorological conditions are said to predispose

to erysipelas. East winds, low temperature,
excessive moisture, cold and heat, have all

been considered causes, but the evidence on
these points is very unsatisfactory. It is cer-

tainly least common in tlie hottest and driest

part of the year, and more common in spring

and late autumn, (r) Bad ventilation leads

to concentration of the virus and increases

the chances of infection. (</) The virus can
undoubtedly be carried by the medical and
other attendants, but risk of this happening
is greatly diminished by the proper use of

antiseptics.

2. (a) A constitutional predisposition to

erysipelas is occasionally met with, which is

sometimes hereditary. The patient usually

suffers from repeated attacks of the disease.

One attack of erysipelas is therefore said to

predispose the patient to another, (b) Ex-
posure to the impure atmosphere of badly
ventilated or overcrowded wards increases

the liability to erysipelas. (c) Imperfect
hygienic conditions generally, such as bad or

insufficient food, impure water, &c.. predispose

j

the patient to the disease, (d) Diseases of
' the liver or kidneys make a patient especially

liable to it.
' (e) The abuse of alcohol is one

of the most important of all predisposing
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caiises. The preat majority of the cases of

fatal phlegmonous erysipelas occur in hard

drinkers. (/) Age has no influence, (g) The
disease is said to be more common in women,
especially at the menstrual period, (h) The
presence of a wound or abrasion to serve as

the seat of inoculation is the only important

local predisposing cause of erysipelas.

Erysipelas undoubtedly occurs in_ epi-

demics, and the type of the disease varies in

different outbreaks. We know nothing of the

causes which render the disease epidemic.

We shall now proceed to discuss in detail

the several varieties of erysipelas summarised
above.

I. Simple Cutaneous Erysipelas.—
This is the most typical form of the chsease.

Anatomical Characters.—The post-mor-

tem appearances of erysipelas are by no
means characteristic. The redness of the

inflamed area of course fades after death,

leaving a faint yellowish tint. The skin feels

hard and inelastic, and the subcutaneous
tissue contains an excess of serous fluid. In
very acute cases there may be the usual

signs of blood-change seen in all malignant
fevers : eaxi'y post-mortem staining, imperfect

coagulation of the blood, subserous petechiiE,

swollen and soft spleen, and cloudy swelling

of the liver and kidneys. Hiller states that

microscopic examination of the blood before

death shows many of the white corpuscles

to have undergone degenerative changes and
become converted into masses of highly re-

fracting granules. Busk has described plugs
of such altered corpuscles in the small vessels

of the Imig, and Bastian has observed a
similar condition in the vessels of the brain.
Microscopic examination of the affected part
of the skin shows large numbers of migrating
leucocytes, lying in the spaces of the fibrous
tissue, amongst the fat-cells, and in the Imnen
of the lymphatic vessels. They are especially
abundant round the small vessels. The
micro-organisms found in the lymph-spaces
of the skin at the advancing margin of the
rash have been already described.

Symptoms.—In simjjle erysipelas the con-
stitutional symptoms often appear to precede
the local. The invasion is marked by chilli-

ness, seldom by an actual rigor ; loss of appe-
tite ; general malaise ; nausea, but seldom
actual vomiting ; headache

; pain in the
limbs ; and the usual signs of pyrexia. The
invasion is tolerably sudden. The tempe-
rature rapidly rises, to about 103° F., or
higher. The rarer s^miptoms at this stage
are epistaxis in adults, and convulsions in
children. Usually within twenty-four hours
of the invasion the characteristic cutaneous
inflammation becomes evident. It may,
however, commence simultaneously with the
febrile disturbance, or be delayed even for
two or three days. Frequently the lymphatic
glands nearest to the part are swollen before
the cutaneous eruption appears

; afterwards

they are invariably enlarged and tender. The
local inflammation usually, if not always,

starts from some wound, scratch, or abrasion.

It commences indifferently in a fresh wound
or a granulating sore. When no wound can

he recognised as its starting-point, it usually

starts from the junction of mucous mem-
brane and skin, most commonly from the

corner of the eye, causing a swelling across

the bridge of the nose. It may also start

from the angle of the mouth, the external

auditory meatus, or the anus. It may com-
mence in the nasal fossse or pharynx, and
extend outward to the skin of the face.

Possibly in all cases it starts from some
slight abrasion which is scarcely to be de-

tected (Trousseau). The inflamed skin is

bright red in colour, with sometimes a yel-

lowish tinge ; the redness advances in all

directions, but usually most rapidly in that

of the lymph-stream. The advancing margin
is irregular, sharply defined, and very slightly

raised. The cutis is oedematous, and pressure

with the finger-nail leaves a deep and abiding

mark. Where the subcutaneous areolar tissue

is lax, as in the eyelids or scrotum, it also

becomes greatly swollen. In the limbs the

subcutaneous swelling is great only in severe

cases. In many cases small vesicles rise,

which may coalesce, forming blebs of con-

siderable size. These ordinarily contain clear

yellow serum, which, in bad cases, may be
stained with blood-pigment. As these bullne

bnrst they dry up, forming scabs on the sur-

face, but no ulceration takes place beneath
these scabs. The inflammation has but little

tendency to end in suppuration ; when this

does occur it is in those parts in which the

oedema has been greatest, as the eyelids.

There is heat, tension, and pain in the affected

part, and a peculiar sensation of stiffness,

which may even precede the appearance of

the redness.

The febrile symptoms which usher in the
attack remain unrelieved so long as the
redness continues to spread. The pulse is

at first quick and full, but it soon loses

force, and in bad cases becomes extremely
rapid and feeble. It is by the pulse, more
than anything else, that the gravity of the

case is marked. The temperature seldom
rises above 106° F., though 107-5° F. has
been recorded. The daily variations are not
great, there being merely the usual slight

morning fall and evening rise. Delirium is

not uncommon at night, even in naild cases.

In erysipelas of the head it may be a pro-

minent symptom. It is usually due to the
blood- condition, and not, as was formerly
supposed, to extension of the inflammation
to the membranes of tlie brain. This, how-
ever, does occur in rare cases, especially in

erysipelas of the orbit, or in that following a

compound fracture of the skull. Tlie tongue
is always foul, and usually dry ; in bad cases

becoming cracked and brown, with sordes on
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the lips and teeth. In erysipelas of the head
the fauces are always red and congested, even
wlien the intlanimation lias not actually ex-

tended to that part. The ])owels are sometimes
contined, but diarrhoea with otlensive motions
is liable to occur. There is nothing charac-

teristic about the uriuo. As in other acute

febrile diseases, it frequently contains a small

quantity of albumen. In erysipelas of the

head, when the disease reaches its height,

the appearance is often hideous in the ex-

treme, the features being completely oblite-

rated by the swelling of the lax subcutaneous
tissue, and the face further disfigured by the

scabs formed by the drii d bk^bs.

The duration of simple erysipelas is very
tmcertain. The cessation of tlie disease is

marked by the inllaniniation ceasing to extend,

and by a simultaneous fall of temperature,

often very sudden. This may occur as early as

the fifth day, or be delaj-ed till the end of the

second or middle of the third week. As the

rash fades its margin loses its distinct out-

line, and the redness shades otf insensibly.

It is not uncommon to see the inflammation
spreading at one part, fading at another.

After the subsidence of the inflammation
there is desquamation of the cuticle, and in

erysipelas of the head often complete loss

of hair, which is, however, never permanent.
Even after a mild attack the patient's strength
is much reduced, and he often remains weak
and anitsmic for a considerable time. Re-
lapses are by no means uncommon. When
death occurs from simple cutaneous erysipe-

las, it arises most frequently from exhaustion.

It may also be due to the gravity of the
blood-change. Occasionally the fatal ter-

mination is preceded by violent delirium
ending in coma. Sometimes it is due to

complications, as pleurisy or pneumonia, or in

very rare cases meningitis. When sloughing
of the skin or suppuration occurs, death may
take place from septicaemia or pyaemia.

Vakieties.—Some writers have divided
simple erysipelas mto 'medical and surgical
— or idiopathic and traumatic, and have
described these varieties as distinct diseases.

They are, however, probably identical, for

the following reasons : they closely resemble
each other in mode of invasion, course, and
pathological changes ; infection from so-

called idiopathic erysipelas will give rise to

the traumatic form in patients suflering from
an open wound ; and during an outbreak of
erysipelas in a surgical ward, patients with-
out open wounds are occasionally attacked by
the idiopathic form. Erysipelas has also been
subdivided accordmg to the part it attacks, as
erysipelas fiiciei. capitis, scroti, &.c.

Erysipelas occasionally afl'ects the mucous
membrane of the jiharynx and upper part of
the larynx. This form presents some pecu-
liarities, and is spoken of as eri/sipelatous
pharijntfilis and laryngitis. The mvasion
and constitutional symptoms ai"e similar to

those of simple cutaneous erysipelas. There
is a bright redness of the back of the pharynx
and the fauces, always accompanied by con-

siderable oedema of the soft palate and some
swelling of the tonsil. The glands at the

angle of the jaw are swollen and tender.

The danger of this affection arises from ex-

tension to the glottis, causing a'dema glot-

tidis, with intense dyspncea, expiration being

more easy than inspiration, and both liable

to obstruction by sjjasm. In such cases

tracheotonij- or laryngotomy may be requhed
at any moment, to prevent death from
asphyxia. In other cases the inflammation
may extend forwards and appear on the face,

either at the nostril or mouth, and afterwards

extend as ordinary facial erysipelas.

Erysipelas occasionally attacks new-born
infants, starting from the navel or genitals.

This form has been spoken of as E. neona-
torum. Serous membranes, especially the

peritoneum, are said sometimes to be all'ected

by erysipelas following wounds. In lying-in

women the poison of erysipelas seems, in

common with that of many other unhealthy
inflammations, to be capable of causing puer-

peral fever.

Dermatologists have, according to their

wont, invented a name for every possible

variation. Thus when the inflammaliou
spreads at one part while fading at another

it has been called E. ambulans or erraticum ;

when spreading in a winding course, E.
serpens ; when causing small vesicles, E.

vesiculare or miliare ; when blebs form,

E. bullosum ; when there is much swelling,

E. cedematosum, &c. Such names are use-

less, and might be multiplied ad infinitum.

Diagnosis.— When erysipelas is fully de-

veloped it is scarcely possible to mistake
the disease. During the stage of invasion,

before the appearance of the rash, diagnosis

is impossible. Simple diffuse inflammation
around a wound or abscess is distinguished

from erysipelas by the absence of the

characteristic invasion, and of the sharply

defined border. Simple erythema difiers

from erysipelas in the absence of fever, and
in the eruption being composed of numerous
isolated patches. Occasionally, in malignant
smallpox, there may be much redness and
swelling of the face before the appearance of

the vesicles, but the symptoms of invasion are

much more severe than those of erysipelas.

Prognosis.—The prognosis depends chiefly

upon the gravity of the general symptoms.
The following are bad signs : high fever,

violent delirium, excessive diarrhoea, early

prostration, and very dry tongue with sordes.

The extent of the inflammation is of less im-
portance. Old age, disease of the kidneys or

liver, and especially chronic alcohohsm, add
greatly to the gravity of the case. When
erysipelas affects the pharynx there is always
danger from cedema glottidis. In uncompli-

cated cases the death-rate is not high. Of
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25 patients treated irf the medical wards of

University College Hospital for facial erysipe-

las from 1872 to 1876, only one died, and he

was suffering from chronic Bright's disease.

Treatment.—1. Constitutional.—Erysipe-

las being a most exhausting and dex^ressing

disease, no antiphlogistic treatment is ever

justifiable. Clear the bowels at the com-
mencement of the attack, but avoid violent

purgation. Only two drugs have any reputa-

tion in the treatment of erysipelas. The
tincture of perchloride of iron, in large and
repeated doses, has been strongly recom-

mended by Dr. Reynolds and others, and is

stated by some to act as a specific. To be of

any use it must be given in doses of forty

minims every four hours. Aconite, if ad-

ministered as soon as the temperature begins

to rise, is said to cut the attack short. It

may be given in half-minim or minim doses

of the tincture, at first every quarter of an
hour for one or two hours, and afterwards

hourly, till the skin becomes moist and the

temfierature falls, but its effects must be very
carefully watched, to avoid dangerous de-

pression. The diet must be as nourishing as

possible—beef-tea, eggs and milk, &c. Solid

food can never be taken during the advance
of the disease. Stimulants are usually re-

quu'ed, and the amount must be regulated
by the inilse. Large quantities are often

necessary.

2. Local.—Local treatment is very various.

Warmth and avoidance of variations of tem-
perature are essential. Cold is utterly inad-
missible ; it aggravates the inflammation,
and tends to cause suppuration or even
sloughing. Hot fomentations or hot baths
may be employed when the part affected
renders them admissible. In other cases dry
warmth must be used ; it is best obtained by
covering the affected part with a thick layer
of cotton-wool. Poultices should be avoided,
as they needlessly irritate the skin, and are
duty and apt to get cold. With the applica-
tion of warmth innumerable varieties of local

applications have been recommended. These
may be divided thus : (a) Indifferent ajijjli-

cations. The^e are intended only to exclude
the air, but they have the disadvantage of
shutting in the secretion of the skin. The
most common of these are collodion, oil, and
a thick layer of flour or starch under cotton-
wool. (6) Sedative apj'lications. The most
important remedy of this class is belladonna.
It is best apphed as a paint composed of
equal parts of the extract and glycerine. It
is especially useful when there is much
inflammation of the lymphatic vessels and
glands, (c) Powerful astringents. Valette,
of Lyons, recommends a 30 per cent, solution
of perchloride of iron ; Higginbottom a solu-
tion of the ' brittle stick of nitrate of silver

'

—20 grains to one drachm of water. Before
applying either of these, the skin must be
carefully washed with soap and water to free

it from grease. The perchloride of iron must
be rubbed in with a glove, (d) Antiseptic

apjjlications. Marshall recommends crea-

sote made into a paste with kaoline ; Dewar,
equal parts of sulphurous acid (B.P.) and
glycerine. Tincture of iodine is a common
application. Koch recommends an ointment
composed of creolm 1 part, iodoform 4 parts,

and lanolin 10 parts. Hueter practised the

subcutaneous injection of a 1 in 30 solution

of carbolic acid. He stated that this causes

an immediate arrest of the inflammation for

a small distance round the puncture ; if,

therefore, the treatment be adopted at so early

a stage that the area of inflammation can be
surrounded by four or five punctures, the

disease may be checked. Beyond this there

would be danger of carbolic-acid poisoning.

Kraske and Riedel recommend scarification

of the advancing margin with a special

instrument, and the subsequent application

of hnt soaked in a 1 in 500 solution of corro-

sive sublimate, (e) Drawing a limiting line

in front of the advancing rash. This has
been done with solid nitrate of silver and
with blistering fluid. It is utterly useless.

Wolfler recommends the application of pres-

sure immediately in front of the advancing
line of redness by means of adhesive jjlaster.

He believes this prevents the invasion of the

lymph-spaces by the micrococci.

Erysipelas of the fauces is best treated by
the local application of a strong solution of

perchloi'ide of iron. If there be oedema glot-

tidis the swollen parts must be scarified, and
if this fails to give rehef, tracheotomy may
be necessary.

II. Phlegmonous or Cellulo-euta-
neous Erysipelas.—This was described

by Dupuytren under the name of ' diffuse

phlegmon.'
Anatomical Characters.—Incisions made

into the inflamed part in the early stages

show the spaces of the areolar tissue dis-

tended with a semi-solid inflammatory exu-

dation ; a little later this is found to be a
tm-bid and puriform fluid ; later still the sub-

cutaneous cellular tissue is represented by
masses of shreddy sloughs soaked in pus.

Unless exposed to the air by incisions or by
sloughing of the skin, these sloughs are free

from any odour of decomposition, and contain

no gas. The streptococcus already described

can invariably be demonstrated in the exu-

dation fluids of the affected part. There is

nothing characteristic in the post-mortem
appearances of the internal organs.

Symptoms. — The invasion is usually

i
marked by chilliness or a rigor, elevation of

temperature, nausea, headache, and general
malaise. The local inflammation may com-
mence in some wound or abrasion, but it

may also arise sponianeously. From the
beginning there is marked tedema of the

suljcutaneous tissue. The skin is reddened,

I

but the margin of the redness is not sharply
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.iefined, and swelling and tenderness of the

iympliiitic glands are often absent. As the

area of intlaunuation extends, the affected

part becomes tense and brawny, and vesicles

or large blebs form. The tension may be-

come so great that firm pressure with the

finger scarcely makes any impression. In a

few days from the commencement of the

disease, the greater part of a limb may be

involved. If unrelieved by treatment, the

tint of the redness becomes more dusky, and
dark purple patches appear. At the same
time the tension becomes less, and gives

place to a soft, boggy feeling, indicating

sloughing of the subcutaneous cellular tissue.

Then livid patches appear, which break down
into sloughs. As these sloughs separate,

large shreddy masses of gangrenous cellular

tissue can be drawn out, leaving the under-

mined skin connected with the deeper parts

only by bands containing the larger vessels.

Finally, the remaining skin being insuffi-

ciently nourished may become thin and melt
away, leaving large tracts of the fascia or

muscles beneath exposed to view. In tins

way, if proper treatment be not adopted in

time, the greater part of a limb may be
denuded of its cutaneous and subcutaneous
covering. The extreme stage may be reached
in a week or ten days, but a longer time
usually elapses before all the sloughs have
separated. In the earlier stages there is

much burning and tensive pain, but this

subsides as gangrene sets in. The constitu-

tional s.\Tnptoms are grave from the begin-

ning. There is high fever, the thermometer
olten reaching 10;j° F. Tlie tongue is dry
and brown, and sord<?s accumulate on the

bps and teeth ; there is total loss of appetite;

and diarrhifa is a frequent sj-mptom. The
pulse, at first full and boimding, soon loses

force, becoming rapid and weak. Delirium,
usualh' of the muttermg type, is always
present in severe cases. Death occurs from
exhaustion, or from some complication, such
as pneumonia, pleurisy, &c. During the
separation of the sloughs septicicmia and
pya?mia are of frequent occurrence. The
disease most commonly attacks one of the
limbs, but it is occasionally seen in the
scrotum, and a pecidiarly virulent form has
been described as afiecting the face. Phleg-
monous erysipelas most commonly occurs in

adult patients of broken constitution, sutTer-

ing usually from the effects of the abuse of
alcohol, or from some disease of the liver or
kidneys.

Diagnosis.—From simple erysipelas the
phlegmonous form is distingtiished by the
great swelling and brawny hardness, by the
want of a sharply defined edge, and by the
early tendency to sloughing ; from spreading
gangrene by its slower progress, and the
absence of the rapid decomposition and
development of gas in the tissues. Acute
necrosis somewhat resembles it, but this

disease is limited to young subjects, the

swelling is loss brawny, and when jtus forms
there is distinct fluctuation and not the boggy
feeling of phlegmonous erysipelas.

Progxosis. — The prognosis is always
grave, especially if there be any delay in

adopting the proper treatment. Early failure

of the heart's force, excessively dry tongue,

diarrhcea and vomiting are bad signs. The
gravity of the case increases directly with the

area affected.

Treatment.—The patient must be sup-

ported by good beef-tea, milk and eggs, and
stimulants are usually required to be freely

given. No depletory measures are ever

justifiable. Ammonia with bark is sometimes
of service. Locallij the treatment in very
mild and doubtful cases must consist in the

application of hot fomentations, and extract

of belladonna made into a paint with an
equal amount of glycerine. As soon as there

are any signs of tension, free incisions must
be made to reUeve it. The strictest anti-

septic precautions should be adopted in

making these incisions, and some efficient

antiseptic dressing applied afterwards. Hot
boric acid fomentations frequently changed,
or sheets of salicylic wool (10 per cent.),

moistened with boiling water and applied

like a poultice, will be found verv useful.

III. Diffuse Cellulitis, or Cellular
Erysipelas.—In this disease the inflam-

mation is confined to the subcutaneous cel-

lular tissue, or to the planes of areolar tissue

amongst muscles or beneath fascia;. The
course of the inflammation is similar in

many respects to that of phlegmonous ery-

si[)clas, the only important difference being
that the skin remains unaffected, or is only
implicated in the later stages, as a conse-

quence of the sloughing of the subcutaneous
tissues.

Anatomical Characters.—The posimor-
tern appearances are similar to those of
phlegmonous erysipelas.

Symptoms.—The local signs of diffuse cel-

lulitis, when occurring in the subcutaneous
tissue or beneath the snperlicial fascia, are
marked oedematous swelling, gradually be-

commg brawny, slight redness of the skin,

and usually mottling from over-distension

of the superficial veins. There is no sharp
limit to the swelling. There is intense

tensive or burning pain, increased by move-
ment, and acute tenderness on pressure.

The neighbouring lymphatic glands are iu

most cases swollen and tender. As the dis-

ease advances, the swelling becomes doughy,
and possiblj' an indistinct sensation of fluc-

tuation may be felt. The skin now becomes
redder, and the gangrenous inflammation
may even extend to it, miless prevented by
treatment. An incision in the oedematous
or brawny stage merely shows the areolar

spaces distended with scrum, sometimes
clear, more often tmbid. If the incision be
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delayed till the later stages, the affected

cellular tissue is reduced to a mass of shreddy-

sloughs soaked in pus. Gas does not form

amongst these sloughs till after air has been

admitted from without. In mild cases the

inflammation may localise itself, and lead to

the formation of a large abscess. The con-

stitutional svmptoms are always grave. The
temperature" is high, 104° to 106° F. There

are the usual symptoms of fever ; the tongue

is foul and speedily becomes dry ; vomiting

and diarrhoea are not uncommon ; the pulse,

at first quick and full, soon becomes feeble

and rapid. There is almost always delirium.

The disease usually runs a rapid course, two
or three days sometimes being sufficient for

it to reach its extreme stage.

Diflused cellulitis, as above described, is

most frequently the result of a poisoned

wound ; it may then start from the wound
or make its appearance at a distant part. It

forms the most fatal variety of post-mortem
wound ; and, as is well known, in such cases

the puncture may a.ppear healthy, whilst the

areolar tissue in the pectoral region may be
the seat of most acute difl'used inflammation.
The bite of the less poisonous reptiles causes
a similar diffuse inflammation. Diffuse cellu-

litis of the pelvis is a common cause of death
after lithotomy, and is not uncommon in

women after labour. Diffuse cellulitis be-

neath the jjericranial aponeurosis is of fre-

quent occurrence after scalp wounds. Oc-
casionally the disease arises spontaneously,
and it is then most common in the upper
limb; but it has been seen in the areolar tis-

sue of the neck and in many other regions.
In pyaemia and septicoemia patches of diffuse

cellulitis may aj^pear in intermuscular spaces,
or in the subcutaneous tissue.

Diagnosis.—Tlie diagnosis of cellulitis is

often difiieult when the mischief is deep-
seated. The oedema, pain, and tenderness,
with the severe constitutional symptoms, are
the chief guides; but even when these are
well-marked, the extent of the inflammation
and the necessity for active treatment are
often difficult to determine.

Prognosis.—This depends much upon the
cause, and upon the previous health of the
patient. It is a very bad sign when the
gravity of the. general symptoms is out of
proportion to the local mischief. In the pel-
vis cellulitis may be fatal from peritonitis;
in the neck it is very fatal ; it is much less
dangerous in the limbs. When it occurs as a
pra-t of pyajmia or septicaemia the prognosis
is of course very grave.
Treatment.—Early incisions into the in-

flamed cellular tissue, with antiseptic appli-
cations and abundant support, form the only
reliable treatment in severe cases. In slight
cases the apphcation of extract of belladonna
and glycerine (equal parts), with hot fomenta-
tions, may lead to resolution or Limitation of
the inflammation.

ERYTHEMA

IV. Erysipelatous Lymphangitis.

—

Inflammation of the superficial lymphatic

vessels is a common accompaniment of all

varieties of erysii)elas ; but in some cases it

forms by far the most prominent local mor-
bid condition.

Symptoms.—This affection is characterised

by red lines runnmg in the course of the

lymphatic vessels from some local sore or

wound. The lines are at first tolerably

sharply defined, and about a quarter of an
inch in width, but after a short time they

spread out and several may coalesce, forming

a patch exactly resembling simple cutaneous
erysipelas. There is slight oedema, some pain

and stifl'ness, and acute tenderness on pres-

sure. The lymphatic glands to which the

vessels lead are swollen and tender. The
constitutional S3"mptom3 are the same as in

simple erysipelas.

Diagnosis.—This affection can only be
mistaken for phlebitis; but the diagnosis is

easily made by observing the course of the

lines, and by the absence of the knotted cord
formed by the coagulation of the blood in an
inflamed vein.

Treatment.—The treatment is the same
as in simple erysipelas. The extract of

belladonna and glycerine is especially use-

ful in this form of erysipelatous inflamma-
tion.

V. Erysipelatous Phlebitis.—Inflam-
mation of the superficial veins, rajiidly

spreading in the course of the circulation,

accompanied by thrombosis, redness of the

skin, and acute tenderness, has been supposed
by some authors to be erysipelatous in cha-
racter. The only evidence in favour of this

view is that the invasion and the constitu-

tional symptoms resemble those of erysipelas,

and that the affection is not uncommon dur-
ing epidemics of erysipelas. See Veins, Dis-
eases of.

Various other diseases have been classed

as erysipelatous ; the chief of these are whit-

low, some forms of puerperal fever, and
diffuse peritonitis after operations affecting

the peritoneum ; all these will be described
elsewhere. Diffuse inflammation not infre-

quently occurs after punctures made to allow
of the escape of the fluid in the dropsy oi

cardiac or of renal disease. That punctures
made into feebly nourished tissues bathed
in decomposable serous fluid should set up
diffuse inflammation is not surprising, but
evidence is wanting to prove that such in-

flammation is necessarily connected wHh
erysipelas. Marcus Beck.

ERYTHEMA ((pvSpog, red).— Synon.:
Rose-rash ; Fr. Erytlieme ; Gor. Hautrothe.

Definition.— A non-infective superficial

inflammation of the skin, the essential cha-
racteristic of which is redness, that disap-

pears on pressure by the finger, reappearing
when the pressure is removed. The laue may
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Vixry from a brif^ht rose to a dirk blue red
;

it may or may not bo accompanied by swell-

ing; tho part may be liotter than natnral

;

and tbo appearance may present itself as

spots, circumscribed or ditfuse, or as wheals.

It is sometimes attended by a sensation of

slight burning or itching, but generally gives

rise to no subjective symptoms. After it has
disappeared the skin is either normal, or re-

mains slightly pigmented, or desquamates.
Generall}' there is an increase of tempera-

ture, with slight feverish symptoms. Ery-
thema may be either symjitoiiuitic or idio-

pathic.

Symptomatic Erythema.—iETioLooY
AND Varikties.—Ervtlicma occurs in rare

instances after the achninistration of drugs.

Cases are recorded after tho ingestion of

arsenic, belladonna, chloral hydrate, copaiba,

cubebs, digitalis, iodides, opium, quinine,

Siilicj'lic acid, stramonium, strychnine, phe-

nazone, and turpentine. Tho rash usually

appears immediately after the absorption of

the medicine into the circulation ; after

arsenic it appears at a later period.
_
See

Drug Eruptions.
Exposure to heat or cold, and contact with

various acrid or poisonous substances, are also

common causes of er^-thema. Friction and
(in the absence of cleanliness) the secretions

of the skin itself, may give rise to it, as when
eri/thcma intcrti-iijo is produced between the

scrotum and thigbs by the irritation of pro-

fuse sweat and sebaceous secretions. The
blush of shame or of anger is an erythema
produced by the immediate action of the
Vi\60-niotor nervous sj-stem.

Variola, cholera, enteric fever, typhus, sep-

ticemia, rheumatic fever, and various other

less distinctly detined febrile conditions, are

frequently accomi)anied during various stages

of their course by a more or less generally
diffused and mostly ephemeral form of ery-

thema.
The roseola infantilis of authors is an ery-

thema that accompanies intestinal disturb-

ance, teething, and various other disordered
conditions of the system in children. Its

appearance may exactly simulate that of

measles or scarlatina; but it differs frona

these in disappearing in less than twentj'-

four hours, and in leaving no desquamation
behind it.

The erythema that accompanies smallpox—roseola variolosa—appears generally on the
second day of the disease, either as a ditfuse

redness of the whole integument, or as bright
red spots, which are seen first on the face and
then on other parts of the body. It lasts from
twelve to thirty-six hours, and disappears
when the smallpox eruption begins to show
itself. A special limited form of erythema
has been observed on the second and third

days of smallpox, extending from the hypo-
gastrium down the front of the upper two-
thirds of tho thighs ; the affected surface,

when tho legs are closed, having the form of

a triangle tho base of which is across tho
lower part of the abdomen. This surface re-

mains almost or entirely free from the vario-

lous pustules, and many of the cases in which
it is present end fatally.

From the third to the eighteenth day after

vaccination, suuxll or large erythematous
patches

—

roseola vaccina— are sometimes
seen, generally on the arms, but also on other
parts of the bodj'. They usually disappear
within twentj'-four hours, and leave neither
desquamation nor pigmentation.
The forms of erythema mentioned above

cannot be considered as being in themselves
specific varieties of disease, and pathologically

consist in a temporary injection of the capil-

lary blood-vessels of the skin. They are to

be distinguished from the ervthemata that

run a distinct course, terminating in pigmen-
tation and desquamation, and in whicb the
capillai'y injection is accompanied by exuda-
tion.

Idiopathic Erythema.—I. Erythema
multiforme.—This form of idiopathic ery-

thema is most commonly seen in spring and
autumn, and is distinguished by its localisa-

tion. It begins on tho backs of tho hands
and feet, and frequently is found in these

situations only. In some cases it extends
upwards to the shoulders and hips, and in

very rare cases is also found on tho trunk.

The appearance consists in flattened pa-
pules, from the size of a pea to that of a bean,

of a dark blue or brown-red colour. They
are surrounded on their first api)earance \iy

a red zone, which soon disappears, and the
border of the papule then stands out in fuller

relief. The mildest form of this disease con-

sists in papules which disappear after a few
days

—

erythema papulatnm vel tubercula-

tum. Instead of thus disappearing it may
spread outwards from the edge, and flatten

and become pale in the centre, thus forming
a red ring, the condition being known as ery-

thema annulare. While the first circle per-

sists, a second ring may form around it, and
the circles may be constituted by sniaU pa-

pules, forming the condition recognised as

erythema iris vel mamellatum. Another
stage maybe reached b^' the enlarging circles

meeting, and so forming segments of a circle,

constituting the form known as erythema
gyratum vel marginatum. In consequence
of increased exudation erythema papulatum
may assume the aspect of a wheal, forming
erythema urticatum or lichen urticatus.

This condition is attended with considerable

itching; and. in consequence of scratching, the

centre of the papular wheal is often covered

by a minute bloody crust. The exudation
may be sufficient to give the eruption the

aspect of vesicles or bulla;, tho so-called ery-

thcma vesiculosum find erythema hullosum.

Concentric circles of vesicles produce the

appearance called herpes iris.
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At any of these stages the eruption may
(lisapi)ear. The sequebe are slight pigmen-

tation and desquamation.

The disease, whose different stages have

received tlie several names above indicated,

has been designated, on account of the vari-

ous forms under which it is seen, erythema

exsudativum m ultiforme. It is accompanied

by a slight feehng" of burning, or by very

slight itching. In the majority of cases con-

stitutional symptoms are either absent, or

are so insignificant as not to excite attention.

There are, however, cases in which the symp-

toms are as marked as those which precede

and accompany an eruptive fever. The joro-

dromal symptoms are usually pain in the

back, head, limbs, and joints, with gastric

disturbance, and sometimes a congested con-

dition of the throat and fauces. In severe

cases the prodromal period has been ob-

served during four to six days ; and amongst
other symptoms sneezing, bleeding at the

nose, laryngitis, bronchitis, intense sweating,

mental disturbance, and fever have been ob-

served. All these symptoms may become
aggravated during the period of eruption. In
well-marked cases the disease may last from
a fortnight to a month, but in exceptional

circumstances the symptoms may be pro-

longed by fresh outl)reaks of eruption. Sim-
ultaneously with the eruption on the skin,

red spots may appear on the mouth and
pharynx, from which the epithelium quickly

disapjjears, leaving the parts raw and pain-

ful. Cases are recorded in which symptoms
of severe intestinal disturbance, sliiver-

ing, high fever, intense inflammation and
ulceration of the mucous membrane of
the throat, severe mental depression, and a
painful condition of the joints, have been
present.

In some cases the erythema is punctiform,
and BO much resembles the appearance of
scarlatina that autliors have described an
erythcnui scarlatiniforme. It is distin-

guished from scarlatina by the absence or
very slight degree of fever. The fauces,
although red, are not swollen. There is no
characteristic appearance on the tongue ; and
the pulse is little affected. There are no
sequel iE.

Hebra relates that in a woman who died
whilst an eruption of erythema gyratum was
on the skin, similar red rmgs were found in
the small intestine. It is most common in
adolescence, and is more frequent in males
than in females.

II. Erythema nodosum.—This name is
given to a disease characterised by the ap-
pearance, chiefly on the siu-face of the lower
extremities, of pale red hemispherical or
oval swelhngs. These vary in size from
that of a pea to that of a hen's egg, and
are painful on pressure. Fever is sometimes
present.

The swellings are at first pale red with a

yellowish tinge, later dark red, and finally

livid; after they disappear they leave behind

them a yellow pigmentation similar to that

which follows a contusion. The number of

swellings may vary from a verj^ few on the

lower extremities to successive crops on dif-

ferent parts of the limbs and trunk. In the

latter case the feverish symptoms are well-

marked. The course of the disease is com-
pleted in from two to four weeks. The swell-

ings never suppurate, never itch, are always
painful, and tlie redness never spreads to the

adjoining skin. This variety can occur in

combination with the previously described

forms of erythema multiforme.
Erythema nodosum is found to be so fre-

quently associated with definite rheumatic
symptoms, such as arthritis, sour sweats, sore-

throat, endocarditis, and even myocarditis,

that it may be considered very probable that

the affection is allied with the rheumatic
diathesis.

A case has been reported in which phlebitis

leading to embolism has complicated the dis-

ease.

jEtiology.—The cause of erythema nodo-
sum is not definitely known, although, as we
have remarked, it is frequently associated with
rheumatism. Some authors favour the view
that it may be considered as a typical an-

gioneurosis, whilst others believe that it is

always an infective constitutional disease. It

may occur at every age, but generally from
eighteen to thirty, and most frequently in

women. It occurs at all seasons, and debility

predisposes to attacks.

Anatomical Characters.— The micro-
scopical appearances are those of an inflam-
matory hyperaeinia. Leucocytes are found
around the blood-vessels, and there are extra-

vasations of red corpuscles. There is also an
effusion of serum between the cells of the
epidermis.

Prognosis.—The prognosis of the special

forms oferythema

—

viultifoi-meandnodosum
—is usually favourable, but cases are reported
in which death has been caused by visceral

complications. It is assumed that in these
exceptional cases both the skin-eruption and
the visceral lesions are produced by some
infective poison. Those varieties seen in the
course of other diseases do not as a rule
modify the prognosis of the particular disease
which each accompanies.
Treatment.—The treatment of erythema

consists in palliating the attendant symptoms.
Dusting witli flour, or the application of
spirit-lotion, should be employed when pro-
ductive of a sense of comfort to the patient.

In erythema nodosum warm applications of
infusion of poppies or chamomile are sooth-
ing ; while aperients and, when fever is

present, gentle diaphoretics may be given
internally. In many such cases tonics, es-

pecially quinine, are required.

George Thin.
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ERYTHRASMA ((pvd,„k, red).—This
is 11 clirtinic, ^(•^y slowly developin;^, con-

tagious, epiphytic disease of the skin, cha-

rai-terised by a very slight erythematous
intlaiuination, which usually occupies the

cruro-scrotal or axillary regions, but is cai)a-

ble of wider fjcueralisation ;
produced by the

presence in the corneous layer of a remark-
ably minute fun<^us the microsj)oron mi-
nutissimum (Bm-ckhardt and Von Btirens-

pnuif?).

Description.—Erythrasma is little known,
and generally confounded with eczema mar-
ginatum. Fairly common in men, although
it occasions little discomfort, it is less frequent

in women, in wliom it maj' be found about
the axillary or perigonital regions.

The patches are rounded, not marginate or

sensibly raised, from ^ inch to li inches or

upwards in diameter, uniformly roughened,
and coloiu-ed ydlowish-rcd or brownish. The
pruritus and inflanuuation arc very slight.

There are abundant delicate mj-celia and
conidia present, forming a ricli network
round the cells. The fungus requires stain-

ing and high powers for its demonstration.
It is said to occur normally on parts of the

skin, but erythrasma has been inoculated by
Kiibner. .

Treatment.—All pai-asiticide agents, such
as iodine, resorcin, salicylic acid, and chry-

sarobin, capable of causing exfoliation, suc-

ceed in curing erythrasma. liolapses are apt

to occur unless treatment is long-continued.

T. CoLcoTT Fox.

ESCHAROTICS (fVx«pa, a slough).—
Synon. : Fr. Escliarotiques ; Ger. Actz-
viiitcl.

Definition.—Escharotics are substances
that completely destroy the tissues to which
they are applied, aiulprodiice a slough. They
are distinguished from other caustics simply
by the greater intensity of their action.

Enumeration.—The chief escharotics are

:

Red-hot metal. Sulphuric Acid. Nitric Acid,

Caustic Potash, Chloride of Antimony, Chlo-

ride of Zinc, Acid Nitrate of Mercury, Bro-
mine, Clrromic Acid, and Lime. Weaker
caustics arc—Nitrate of Silver, Sulphate of

Copper, Sulphate of Zinc, Iodine, Carbolic

Acid, Arsenious Acid, Sulphide of Arsenic,

and Dried Alum.
Action.—Escharotics combine with the

tissues and destroy them. Around the part

thus killed inflammation is set up, and the
1)art is separated as a slough. Besides their

oc;J action, these agents act reHexly on
other parts of the body through the nerves of

the region to which they are applied.

Uses.— Escharotics are employed, first, to

destroj- the virus in, and the tissues around,
a poisoned wound, and thus prevent the ab-

sorption of the poison —for example, in bites

by snakes or rabid animals, or in cases of
inoculation with syphihs, or with animal-
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poison in dissection or post-mortem wounds.
Secondly, they are used to destroy nnhealtliy
tissue, such as exuberant granulations, and
to remove excrescences and morbid growths,
as warts, condylomata, na'vi, polypi, hemor-
rhoids, and cancer. Thirdly, they are used
to open abscesses, especially those of the
liver. For this purpose caustic potash is

usually employed. Lastly, by means of
escharotics it is usual to establish issues, and
thus react beneficially on distant organs.

T. Lauder Brunton.

ESSENTIAL PARALYSIS. — A
synonym for infantile paralysis. See Para-
lysis, Infantile.

ESTCOURT, in NataL—5ce Africa,
South.

ETHER, Uses of.—See An5:sthetics.

ETIOLOGY. .SVc Disease, Causes of.

EUSTACHIAN TUBE, Diseases of
See Ear, Diseases of.

EUTHANASIA (d, weU; BtwaTos,
death).

Definition.—Mental and physical distress

too often attends tlie ai)i)roaeh of death ; and
by the term 'euthanasia' we express the mea-
sures by which we alleviate or seek to remove
this distress.

Importance of Euthanasia.—To procure
euthanasia is of great moment to the patient,

to the patient's fi-ieuds, and to the prac-
titioner.

It is the duty, and should be the constant
aim, of every thoughtful practitioner to ac-

quire the art of successfullj' smoothing the
death-bed of his patient. He will thereby be
enabled, when this is necessary, to relieve

him of much of the attendant suffering, and
to prevent many troubles individually of
smaller moment, but collectively the source
of much discomfort or distress. The friends'

anxiety will be lightened by the relief af-

forded to the patient. Their own efforts in

this direction are frequently unsuccessful

;

indeed may sometimes be prejudicial. The
comfort of the dying is very often interfered

with, and actual suffering induced, by the
interference of well-meaning but inexperi-

enced friends or relatives. Indeed they will

sometimes question the action of the prac-

titioner respecting the emi)loyment of a
measure of whicli lie may wish to avail him-
self, or they will administer food and stimu-
lants to the patient in quantities which may
be excessive or deficient or given at improper
intervals. Death may thus be very often

accelerated, and not witliout discomfort. To
the practitioner himself the subject of eutha-
nasia is one of great importance. He is in-

volved in a position of grave responsibility,

demanding the display of much tact, and
judgment, and one by which his 2)rofessioual
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character will certainly, in part, be estimated.

Much of his success will depend on his

natural possession of these qualities, and to

lay down any strict or rigid rales for his

guidance is obviously impossible.

The Morbid States calling for Eutha-

nasia.—1. Mental Condition.—The question

of dealing with the mental distress of the

dying is one which only secondarily con-

cerns the practitioner, and will therefore be

noticed but briefly here. The most impor-

tant point to be decided is : Should the prac-

titioner be the medium of conamunicating to

his patient the hopelessness of his case ?

"Whenever possible, this painful duty should

be relegated to the fiiends of the patient,

who are always to be informed of the ap-

proach of death, in order that due attention

may be paid to the affairs of the sick person,

both spiritual and worldly. The practitioner

ehould not hastily take on himself to tell him
of the mevitable result of his illness. The
patient may or may not desire to know the

truth, and when it is communicated to him
it is certain to affect his peace of mind in

the one or in the other direction. Some wel-

come the announcement; whilst others are

filled with dread. But it is a fact that the

majority of persons seriously ill feel less on
such matters than they would have felt in

health : they ' mate and master,' as it were,
' the fear of death.' With many patients,

not to know the truth respecting the danger
which they are in, is itself a form of unhap-
piness which militates against the establish-

ment of euthanasia. The practitioner should
therefore most carefully study the individual

case and the character of his patient. On
the one hand he will exercise the greatest

care not to falsely conceal their situation

from the dying ; on the other hand, he
must keep in mind that a fatal termination
is not always certain, and that in many
cases the last chance of an over-sensitive

patient may be destroyed by the prospect of
problematical dangers {see Disease, Pro-
gnosis of). Good sense, kind feeling, tact, and
experience, will prove of the greatest vahie
in discharging this delicate duty as it comes
before us in a general practice. See Death,
Modes of.

2. Bodily Conditions.—The physical states
which specially call for euthanasia are—pain

;

dyspnoea, cardiac distress, exhausting cough

;

laryngeal distress; difticult expectoration;
restlessness and sleeplessness; thirst; hic-
cough; abdominal distension; dropsy; bed-
sores; and exhausting discharges. These,
and a few of the general and therapeutic
measures at oivr command which ought ever
to be present to the mind of the practitioner
for abolishing or mitigating suflermgs inci-
dent to the dying state, wiU now be briefly
touched upon.
The removal of pain is essential for the

promotion of euthanasia, and no other remedy

is so successful for this purpose as opium or

morphine cautiously administered. It is an
adjunct of the greatest value to other mea-
sures, and, moreover, successfully combats
the exhaustion and sinking sensations which,

in certain cases, are a source of indescribable

distress. Its anodyne effect is enhanced by
its cardiac action. Its administration, how-
ever, often leads us into much fresh difficudty,

by causing a dry tongue and distressing

thirst ; by arresting the excretions ; in other

instances by increasing the reluctance to take

sustenance ; or the presence of kidney-disease

may prove a serious contra-indication to its

employment.
The question as to the patient remaining

out of t)ed pillowed up in a suitable chair

will sometimes arise when dyspnoea and
flatulence are lU'gent ; and will demand much
judgment and care. By rendering moist the

air of the bedroom with the vapour of hot

water in a bronchitis-kettle placed upon a

fire (not over gas or spirit-lamp contrivances,

which only tend to vitiate the atmosphere of

the sick-chamber), we can often insure the

relief of pulmonary distress. Uremic dys-

pno'a will call for the administration ol

nitroglycerme, nitrite of amyl, or sulphuric

ether.

Painful cardiac palpitation, and its atten-

dant distress, often derive relief from the

administration of antispasmodics along with
iodide of potassium, a belladonna plaster at

the same time being applied over the prse-

cordia. Digitalis, strophanthus, strychnine,

or some of the other well-known excellent

cardiac tonics, may also be resorted to with
success.

One of the most distressing symptoms in

the dying is the exhausting cough of phtliisis,

which greatly exhausts the patient. It may
be combated by judicious nursing; by an
acid linctus, with or without the addition ox

a little morphine ; by a combination of respi-

ratory sedatives ; by the frequent adminis-
tration of small quantities of alcoholic stimu-
lants; or by hot or cold liquid nourishment.
The laryngeal distress which frequently at-

tends the final stage of phthisis will best be
relieved by morphine insufflations, cocaine
sprays, or recourse may be had to rectal

alimentation. The loud, noisy, gurgling rales

met with in the last phases of bronchitis and
other conditions will call for change of pos-

ture and stimulants, although they are more
distressing to the friends than a source of
danger to the patient {see Stertoe). When
the attempts at expectoration are difficult,

measm-es must be employed which possess
the power of diminishing the viscidity of the
expectoration, or of stmiulating the respira-

tory centre and the respiratory movements.
See Expectorants.
The restlessness and tossing of the limbs,

irregular sighing, with coincident sleepless-

ness, which so often attend the last days
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Df fatal illnesses, may sometimes be relieved

by attention to the weijjht of the bedclothes,

which can be conveniently retluced by em-
ploying a suitable cradle. The arrangement

of the pillows and attention to the posture of

the dying patient constantly tax the ingenuity

and resource of the attendants. The tem-

perature and ventilation of the sick-room

are also of great importance in this respect,

closeness and over-heating being zealously

prevented, as well as crowding of the sick-

chamber with anxious friends. Tlie feet

and legs ought to be frequently examined,

and if chilled thej' should be warmed by
a carefully applied foot-warmer. The un-

pleasant effects of cold sweats will also call

for attention. The catlieter will remove
another often overlooked cause of inqmetude
— a distended bladder. By these and similar

measures we may be able to counteract the

cause or causes of insomnia, and thus secure

for our patient a few precious hours of

sleep.

Thirst is often a most distressing symp-
tom. It may best be relieved with ice, or

with teaspoonfids of iced water or acidulated,

unsweetened, cold black tea or coffee. But
in this connexion let it be understood that we
must be careful to avoid the popular mis-

take of forcing down liquids in cases where
life is evidently fast ebbing away. Such a

practice necessarily embarrasses respiration,

and we have likewise to remember that at

this time the act of deglutition very often is

in abeyance. Death is occasionally accele-

rated by injudicious attempts to raise the

patient, open his mouth, and administer
food.

In the management of the dying we have
always to contend with an enfeebled diges-

tion. The diet in such cases should be one
easy of assimilation. It not infrequently

happens that the food given may be excessive

or deficient in quantity, or that it is admin-
istered at irregular intervals, therebj- causing
much distress to the patient. Success in this

direction depends solely on the tact of the

nurse. Whilst in acute disease nothing con-

duces more to success than definite instruc-

tions as to the amount and kind of the food

to be given, and the hours for its adminis-
tration, it is impossible and inadvisable to

observe these rigid rules in the feeding of the

dying.

In conjunction with nourishment we can
often remove much of the suffering by the
judicious selection and administration of
alcoholic stimidants. If the patient tires of
one form of stimulant, another should be
tried, provided we are careful to use only
such as are easily digested and assimilated,

and given in divided quantities, A combina-
tion of beef-tea. liquor strychninae hydro-
chloratis. and brandy is often very acceptable,
especially in bad cardiac cases. Another
stimulant of extreme service is ether, which
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particularly alleviates painful attacks of
82)asmodic breathing.

A sinapism to the epigastrium in conjunc-
tion witli the internal use of a little etlier

and brandy, will firecjuently relieve that some-
times distressing symptom^hiccough.

Distressing abdontinal distension must be
relieved by the employment of tur])entino

stupes and by enemata containing some anti-

spasmodic. See ExEMA.
The treatment of dropsy, abdominal dis-

tension, bed-sores, and exhausting discharges
is dealt with in other parts of this work.

In addition to the conditions which call

for euthanasia, it is clear that the severe
dietetic restrictions which may have been
enforced in a case of Bright's disease, dia-

betes, &c., ought to be reconsidered and re-

moved when it becomes apimrent that the
patient's condition is absolutely hopeless.

The wishes and suggestions of the patient

may generally be acquiesced in, and they
will prove a useful guide to the practitioner

as to the line of action to pursue. It is

often the wisest course to humour cravings.

Seeming extravagances as to diet, if persis-

tentlj- asked for, had better be granted, espe-

cially when kind and gentle persuasion has
failed to get the patient to waive his desire

for them.
In addition to the means already men-

tioned, it need hardly be said that we still

have all those measm-es which may be
summed up in the expression ' perfect nurs-
ing,' which implies carrying out many de-

tails as well as exercising sympathy and tact

—a nurse not overdrilled. A mere automa-
ton thinks too much of her ' uniform ' and
of her ' dutv.' John Harold.

EVACUANTS (evacvo, I empty).—
Syxon. : Fr. Evacuants; Ger. Auslecrende
Mitt el.

Defixition.—Medicines used to produce
some evacuation from the body.
Enumeration.—The chief evacuants are :

Sternutatories, Expectorants, Sialagogues,

Emetics, Cholagogues, Purgatives. Diapho-
retics, and Diuretics. See the several articles

upon these subjects.

EVIAN-LES-BAINS, in Savoy,
Prance.—Alkaline waters. See Mineral
Waters.

EXACERBATION {cTacerho, I aggra-
vate).— Increase in the severity of the symp-
toms of a disease. See Disease, Duration of.

EXANTHEMA; EXANTHE-
MATA U^, out ; and aiOti,), I blossom).
Synon. ; Ft. Exantheme; Ger. Atisschlag.

Definition.—A rash or eruption on the
skin attending a specific fever. The specific

fevers attended by rash. This term, once de-

noting any cutaneous eruption, is now re-

stricted to the eruptive fevers called the ex.

anthcmata. The febrile rashes or exanthema
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of local or individual origin — urticaria,

erythema, and roseola—are not included

with the true exanthemata, which are acute

specific infectious diseases, namely. Typhus,

Variola, Varicella, MorbiUi, Rubella, Dengue,

Scarlet Fever, Typhoid or Enteric Fever,

and perhaps Erysipelas. As the leading fea-

tiu-esof these diseases will be discussed under

their several heads, it is only necessary fur-

ther to notice certain less defined and regular

eruptions associated with fever.

All the exanthemata are attended with

fever and enlargement of the lymphatic

glands. Convulsions in children may occur

with the first fever ; in some of the diseases

before the rash appears.

Tyjjhus.—The mulberry rash appears sud-

denly on the fourth and fifth days of ilhiess

as a dull red mottlmg of irregular, persis-

tent, non-elevated spots ; the fever is high at

the commencement, and continues to be so

after the rash is fuUy developed.

Typhoid.—In typhoid or enteric fever the

small, raised rose-spots do not appear till the

second week of fever; sparsely scattered on

the trunk, they fade on pressure, disappearing

in three or four days, while new spots arise.

Smallpox. —Ma.r'kedi fever of sudden in-

gress occm-s two days before the raised erup-

tion. Sometimes a rose-rash first appears,

but the severe symptoms begin a full day

before this, and not more than two days

before the characteristic spots. The cervical

glands are enlarged.

Varicella.—The eruption begins on the

first day of illness, with slight fever, increas-

mg as fi-esh spots appear. The fever may be

high and come on suddenly, but enlarged

cervical glands and spots somewhere are

always to be found at the same time.

Measles.—Three days of fever and catarrh,

with palpable enlargement of the cervical

glands, precede the rash ; there is then sud-

den increase of fever, subsiding while the

rash is at its height.

JRubella ; Rubeola sine catarrho. — The
rash appears within a few hours of the first

feeling of illness, which is slight and soon
over. The rash is at first spotted rather

than finely diffused. By the time it is fuUy
out the fever has subsided, but the enlarged
cervical glands which marked the ingress

always remain to indicate a specific disease.

Fme desquamation rarely follows, and there
is no albuminuria. Rubella sjireads by direct

infection, the incubation being from two to
three weeks. This long period of incubation
causes the source of infection to be often
overlooked, and even the possibility of it to
be denied. "When carried to a family or school
either an unnecessary alarm of measles is

raised ; or contagion is denied, and the next
sufferers are said to have a rose-rash from
heat, or from irritation of the stomach.
Dengue. — Widely spread in Africa, the

warmer parts ofAmerica, and both the Indies,

dengue may possibly be lunited to hot cli-

mates ; its presence with us is as yet undeter-

mined. The rash is at first discrete, like that

of measles, but foUows soon after infection ;

and the disease in its general course is alUed

to influenza.

Scarlet Fever.—The finely diffvised redness

is found on the skin and in the mouth and
throat often within a few hours of the sudden
ingress of fever. The fever increases with the

development of the rash, both persisting for

several days. Often the throat is first com-
plained of; the glands at the angle of the jaw
are full and tender ; the tongue presents

prominent red papillae projecting through

the white fur. The skin is not swollen as

in erysipelas, nor the redness so circum-

scribed; the throat also is redder; the cervical

glands are enlarged in both. Surgical scar-

latina is often declared three or four days
after oj)erations ; the rash of septicaemia at

a later period.

Ejjidemic Boseola.—This is a name for

rotheln ; also for a rash having such relation

to scarlet fever as rubella to measles, but with
slender claim to autonomy. Mild cases of

scarlet fever often begin with a finely diffused

redness shortly after some feeling of faintness

or giddiness, and an incubation of from three

days to a week ; sometimes albuminuria occurs
as an early symptom. The finely diffused rash,

enlarged cervical glands, and slight sore-throat,

even with very little elevation of temperature,

raise the suspicion of scarlet fever; should
albuminuria follow, or any shreddy desqua-
mation of the hands a.nd feet, no uncertainty

remains. Scarlet fever so modified often

spreads and gives rise to the severer forms of

the disease, when it has been called only rose-

rash or roseola ; the use of these terms with-

out a distinctive qualification always leaves

a doubt as to the completeness and safety of

the diagnosis.

Erythema.—Erythema comes nearest to

these cases in appearance—so near as often

to be spoken of as recurrent scarlet fever or

erysipelas, but there is no enlargement of the
cervical glands in erythema, and so little

fever that the temperature of the reddened
skin is barely elevated above the normal.
Since FuUer's Exanthematologia this kind
of flush passes under different names of

roseola, according to the variations in shape
of the red patches, or the seasons of the year
at which they occur.

Erythema nodosum.—This disease is often

preceded by slight fever for a day or two,
wliich may reach 102° F., but subsides as the
red swellings appear. Locally there is little

or no elevation of temperature, even when
the tender part feels hot.

Exanthematous Roseola.—This affection,

occurring in the course of other specific dis-

eases, is distinguished from the roseola which
depends on nerve-irritation, such as that from
acrid ingesta, by the presence either of high
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fever, or of {Jtlandiilnr enlnrgemcnt, or of both,

as when it precedes tlie true variolous erup-

tion. Durinj^ enteric fever this form of roseohi

may occur quite independently of the special

lenticular roso-spots.

An eruption of this kind is not infrequent

in the early stapes of diphtheria, sometimes as

a ditVused rash limited to certain parts of the

chest and body, or as discrete sj)ots on the

limbs and back of the hands and feet. In-

fluenza, and some forms of catarrii, winter
' colds,' or sunnncr diarrlKfa as noticed by
Bateman, may present various kinds of roseola

on the back, shoulilers, and chest ; the cer-

vical f^lands are perceptiblj' enlarged, though
there may be little fever. In tiiese cases it

is not the roseola, but the specific disease on
which it depends, that might, without pre-

cautions, be comnumicated to others.

SijphUitic lioscola. — A special roseola

marks the secondary stage of syphilis; in ap-

pearance it resembles the rash of measles.
So docs the roseola ah ingest is when produced
by cubebs, but this has neither fever nor
glandular enlargement.
The absence of fever from the roseola after

vaccination refers this form of eruption, like

that occurring from dentition, to the class of

rashes from nerve-irritatit)n. Vaccinia is

itself an exantheni in the wider definition of

the term, reproduced after a definite period
of incubation by inoculating a special con-

tagimu. Wanting this character, the different

forms of herpes are excluded, unless resulting

from a general febrile disturbance ; though
inoculable, ecthyma and impetigo are local

,0 the exanthemat
William Sijuire.

EXCITANTS {cxcito, I excite).— It

seems hardlj' necessary to give any special

consideration to this therapeutical class, as
all that may be said on the subject ranges it-

self with greater propriety under the heading
Stimulants. Stimulation is, in fact, a de-

gree of excitement ; and it is only when its

effects are more vigorously pushed, that we
obtain that inebriation or exhilaration which
is so commonly observed to follow the use of
alcohol, ether, and the ana;sthetic vapoiu"s.

See Stimulants.
Robert Farquharson.

EXCITING CAUSES.—-Sci? Disease,
Causes of.

EXCITO-MOTOR DISORDERS.—
See Heflex Disorders.

EXCORIATION (ex, from; andro/iMm,
the skin).—The superficial destruction of a
portion of the skin or mucous membrane.

EXERCISE. — Definition. — In its

widest and most correct signification, exercise
is the setting in motion any active body ; and
when the term is used in a physiological
connection, it may refer to the functional
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activity of any of the organs, whether
muscular, nervous, nutritive, secretory, or

reproductive. In this very comprehensive
sense, the sul)ject of exercise includes a large

portion both of hygiene and of therapeutics.

The popular signification of exercise is, how-
ever, much more Ihnited than the preceding,

having reference only to the muscles directly,

and to the parts called into play through the

same—especially the circulatoi'y and respira-

tory systems.
Whether in its wider or in its narrower

sense, exercise has several important rela-

tions to Medicine. 1. It is essential to the

preservation ofhealth I sec Personal Health).
2. It has to be regarded as frequently asso-

ciated with the causation of disease {see

Disease, Causes of). 3. Exercise is a most
rational and successful means of treatment
in certain disorders and diseases {see Move-
ment, Therapeutical Uses of). 4. Exercise

is often abused ; and excessive indulgence

in some forms of it gives rise to serious con-

secpiences. The present article will be de-

voted to the consideration of exercise in the

last-named aspect only ; and the subject will

bo discussed according to the more limited

and popular definition of the term.

Abuse of Exercise.—From the mo-
ment an infant is born until the end of life,

exercise, duly apportioned to rest, is the nor
mal state of existence ; and whilst continued
overstrain of any portion of the human nui-

chine is the forerunner of disease, so, on tlie

other hand, is equally, if not more so, that

want of exercise which induces wasting and
degeneration.

Principles.—The late Dr. Parkes, in his

Practical Hy<iicnc, has given a very com-
plete statement of the results of the inves-

tigations of hnnself and others on the changes
efi'ected bj- the stimulus of muscular exercise

on the various organs and tissues of the body,
from which he has drawn the following con-

clusions :

—

' The main effect of exercise is to increase

the oxidation of carbon, perhaps also of hy-
drogen. It also eliminates water from the

body, and this action continues—as seen from
Pettenkofer and Voit's experiments — for

some time ; after exercise the body is there-

fore poorer in water, especially of the blood

;

it increases the rapidity of circulation every-

where, as well as the pressure on the vessels,

and therefore it causes in all organs a more
rapid outflow of i)lasma and a more active

absorption—in other words, a quicker re-

newal.
' In this way, also, it removes the product

of their action which accumulates in organs

;

and restores the i)ower of action to the vari-

ous parts of the body. It increases the out-

flow of warmth from the body by increasing

perspiration. It therefore strengthens all

parts. It must be combined with increased

supi^ly both of nitrogen and carbon (the
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latter possibly in the form of fat), other^vise

the absorption of oxygen, the mokcnlar

changes in the nitrogenous tissues, and the

elimination of carbon, will be checked. There

must also be an increased supply of salts,

certainly of cliloride of sodium, probably of

potassium phosphate and chloride. Tliere

must be proper intervals of rest, or the store

of oxygen, and of the material in the mus-

cles "which is to be metamorphosed during

contraction, cannot take place. The integrity

and perfect freedom of action both of the

heart and lungs is essential, otlierwise neither

absorption of oxygen, nor ehmination of car-

bon, can go on, nor can the necessary increased

supply of blood be conveyed to the acting

muscles without injury.'

The proper amount of exercise requisite

for health is difficult to determine, in conse-

quence of the varied constitutions of indi-

viduals. It may, however, be accepted that

whilst in youth the great spirit of emulation
tends to an overstrain of mind or body, so,

as life advances, one or other or both are

liable to be allowed to pass into a state of

unhealthy inactivity.

Since the more general practice of gym-
nastics in this country, and the stimulus
that has been given to aquatic exercises by
our University competitions, great attention

has been drawn to the effect of bodily exer-

cise on health, and more especially with
regard to the heart and lungs, these being
the organs upon which its influence is most
immediately exerted.

Prolonqed and Excessive Exercise.— Of
all exercises, rowing is the one which is

generally accepted as the best variety to
select, if we are to endeavour by a consider-
ation of its influence upon those who prac-
tise it to form an estimate of the effect of a
continuous strain on the circulation and re-
sjiiration; yet the difficulty of procuring
trustworthy evidence on such a subject is

extreme. Dr. Morgan, in his University
Oars, by collecting the various experiences
of nearly all the men who rowed in the Uni-
versity races from 1829 to 1869, has obtained
about the most accurate testimony available
in regard to one aspect of the subject. These
men are unanimous in their behef that they
experienced no injury from the great strain
they underwent in their youth. But it must
be borne in mind that they were the picked
athletes of their colleges, men with large
frames and fuU chests, typical specimens of
health, capable of undergoing very prolonged
exertion with but passing fatigue, and" to
whom no permanent injury could be antici-
pated, after careful training, from an excep-
tional display of strength. Such evidence
affords no clue to the effect of the strain im-
posed on the heart by the two hundred or
more of each University, who annually use
the utmost exertion to belong to the chosen
few, and many of whom, unguided in their

violent efforts to achieve success, have in

after-life to pay the penalty of allowmg mere
feeling or the spirit of emulation to overrule

their reason.

Exercise under Unnatural Conditions.—
But it is not only the case that exercise which
is excessive or too prolonged proves highly

deleterious ; even a moderate amount of ex-

ercise imder unnatural conditions may prove
equally harmful. Thus the young soldier of

light frame, with irritable palpitating heart,

who has broken down in his preliminary

training, is a marked and good example of

the early injurious effect of overstrain of the

heart, under the impediment caused by tight

clothing and accoutrements to the free ex-

pansion of his chest. When at rest he feels

perfectly well, and has little or no sensation

of throbbing m his chest. So soon, however,
as he puts on his tunic and accoutrements,
and begins his drill, throbbing occurs with
more or less violence, accompanied with a

feeling of oppression, and with difficulty of

breathmg, and this being followed by a sen-

sation of faintness, sickness, or dizziness, he
has to fall out of the ranks. At first the con-

dition of the heart is one purely of functional

disturbance, which, though rendering him
unfit for the duties of a soldier, does not in-

terfere with his gaming his livelihood as a
civilian.

This functional derangement of the heart,

which is readily shown by the dicrotism in

the sjihygmographic tracing of the radial

pulse when auscultation can detect little or

no change in the heart-sounds, is frequently
found in those youths of delicate frame in

our schools and colleges, who, ' breaking
down ' in attempting feats of strength or in

the prelimurary training, experience no ill-

effects in the ordinary avocations of after-life

from that overstrain of heart which, if neg-

lected, would be apt to lead to graver forms
of heart-disease.

Whether it be by sudden or prolonged
violent exertion, by rowing, or by running,
or by the many other severe exercises of the

body entailed by labour or pleasure, there can
be no doubt that the heart and lungs have at

times an inordinate amount of strain forced

upon them, which, in a state of health, or

under favourable circumstances, they may
reasonably be expected to bear with no more
injury than temporary distress, and that this

capability to bear strain is greatly enhanced
by careful training.

It is customary for the healthy boy, how-
ever, owing to the character of his amuse-
ments, always to be in training, so far as his

body is concerned, and with very little super-

vision he ought to suffer no harm from sudden
and exceptional strains. But it is very dif-

ferent with men who have settled down into

the real business of life, who, during their

nominal periods of rest from their daily

labours, undertake violent exercises without
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any preliminary training, anil thus throw snrh

an unexpected strain on the lieart and {,'rcat

blood-vessels, that instead of mere functional

disturbance, as in early life, they sow trie

seeds of orf^anic disease. Such being the

case, how much more injurious must sudden
overstrain be to a heart already weakened
bj' disease ? There is often found amongst
men a great aversion to having their hearts

examined, and when disease is discovered it

is sometimes considered of questionable ad-

vantage to inform the sufferer of his con-

dition ; but this is a mistake, for from want
of knowledge of his state he may, by un-
necessar}' strain, rapidly aggravate it, and
thus shorten a life which might otherwise
have been nnicli prolonged.

The purport of these observations is thus
to point out that : First, whereas exercise is

necessary to preserve our bodies in a proper
state of healthy activity, its tendency, when
carried to extremes, is to set up organic

lesions. Secondly, that as in some athletic

competitions a very great strain is throv/n

upon the thoracic organs, it is essential that

no boys of delicate frame should be allowed
to take part in them, or in the preliminary
training, excepting under careful medical
supervision. And, thirdly, that in manhood
no violent competition should be undertaken,
which would throw a great strain upon the

thoracic organs, without their being pre-

viously examined and pronounced sound, nor
until their full powers have been brought into

play by careful preliminary training.

A. B. R, Myers.

EXFOLIATION (ex, from; finA folium,
a leaf).— The separation of a portion of dead
bone or cartilage from the living tissue, in

the form of layers {see Bone, Diseases of).

The term is also applied to the separation of

a false membrane, which has been mistaken
for the whole mucous lining of the bladder or

uterus. See Bladder, Diseases of.

EXHAUSTION {ex, from ; a«d haurio,
I draw out).

DEFixiTioN.^Exhaustion is a phenomenon
which all irritable tissues can be made to

manifest, and consists in a failure to respond
to stimulation. Exhaustion of muscle and
nerve is brought about by excessive, quickly
repeated, or continuous stimulation. It is

favoured by cutting off, or by an alteration

in the quality of, the blood-supjtly ; b3' pre-

vious insufficient exercise of function ; by
exposure to extremes of temperature ; by an
insutlicient supply of oxygen ; by an excessive
supply of carbonic acid ; and by exposure to

certain toxic agents. These facts, which
have been established by physiological ex-

periments, are fully borne out by clinical

experience.

Exhaustion may be general or local.

1. General Exhaustion.—General ex-

42

haustion is brought about by over-work,
whether ])hysical or mental, and especially

by unremitting and monotonous duties which
kee]) the same paths of action in a state of

constant activity. It is not often, if ever,

that any permanent harm is produced in a
healthy man by mere physical labour, how-
ever great ; but excessive mental labour,

especially if it be monotonous, is certainly

capable of permanently damaging the ner-

vous tissues. When in addition to hard
mental work, which is performed voluntarily,

some constant stimulus, which cannot be

arrested, unceasingly works upon the brain,

exhaustion quickly results ; as when, for

example, a man who is harassed by trj'Lng

to earn sufficient for his family meets with
some shock to his nervous system (such as a
railway accident, the sudden death of a dear
relative, or a severe money loss) which haunts
him like a spectre day and night, robs him
of his rest, and deprives him of his appetite.

General exhaustion is favoured by all con-

ditions which give rise to anannia or faulty

nutrition, such as hfemorrhage, prolonged
pyrexia, inadequate diet, persistent morbid
discharges, or venereal excess ; by the reten-

tion in the tissues of the products of their

activity, which is favoured by working in a
foul atmosphere, or by derangement of the

excreting functions; by exposure to extremes
of temperature ; and by a previous condition

of excessive slothfulness. General exhaustion
may occasionally be suddenly induced by
physical causes, such as a severe injm-y

(collapse from shock), or psj'chical causes,

such as fright.

Symptoms.—The symptoms of general ex-

haustion are : 1. Loss of sleeping power,
persistent dreaming, talking in the sleep, and
somnambulism. Tlie patient may wake in the

morning feeling totally unrefreshed. 2. In-

capacity for work, and inability to seriously

apply the mind to one subject for any length

of time. 3. Headache, and a feeling of oppres-

sion in the head. 4. Languor and general

lassitude. 5. A rapid feeble pn\,se. 6. An
anxious expression of face ; and (as stated by
Dr. George Johnson) a contracted and slug-

gish pupil. In addition to these we may get

tremor, delirimu, hypochondriasis, hysteria,

epilepsy, chorea, mania, and general para-

lysis. Two instances have come within the

writer's knowledge of transient hemiplegic

symptoms having been induced by excessive

application to literary work. The digestion

is otten deranged, and functional disturbance

of the heart is common. Occasionally the

urine is altered in quality, and may contain

alkaline phosphates or sugar. More rarely it

manifests excessive acidity.

2. Local Exhaustion.—Local exhaus-

tion is the result of excessive local stimu-

lation, and it is particularly liable to occur as

a prominent symptom in patients who are

sutfering from general exhaustion. The loss
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of power in the rectum which results from

the excessive use of purgatives ; the faihire

of the uterus in cases of protracted labour

;

and the failure of the voluntary muscles

which occurs in those professional ailments

of which ' waiter's cramp ' is the type, may
be taken as examples of local exhaustion.

Treatment.—In the treatment of exhaus-

tion the main indications are to lighten the

labour, and obtain rest. In cases of general

exhaustion it is often advisable to administer

narcotics, such as opium, chloral, sulphonal,

or bromide of potassium; and it will be gene-

rally found tliat, when once refreshing sleep

has been established, the more aggravated

symptoms will subside. Fresh air and a good
diet are most necessary. Stimulants must be

used with gi-eat caution, for it is clearly not

desirable to goad the exhausted organs into

further action, although it may be necessary

to employ stimulants to give temporary
power while the faculty of sleeping is being

re-established. All causes of anaemia must
be removed. "When recovery is established,

the patient must be encouraged to relieve

the monotony of his life by some pursuit

which should be, as it were, the complement
of his ordinary occupation. Thus the head-
worker should endeavom* to amuse himself
in his leisure hom's by gentle out-door exer-

cise, by music or painting, or by jjractisiug

some handicraft. See Debility ; and Fatigue.
G. V. POORE.

EXOMPHALOS (f ^, out ; and 6iJL4>a\os,

the navel).—A term applied to umbilical

hernia. See Hernl\.

EXOPHTHALMIC GOITRE {i^,

out; 6(pBti\iJ.6i, the eye; and guttur, the
throat).

—

Synon. : Graves's Disease : Base-
dow's Disease ; Fr. Maladie de Graves

;

Goitre exophthalmique ; Ger. Glotzaugerir-

Jcropf; Basedotv'sche Krariliheit.

Definition.—Enlargement with vascular
turgescence of the thyroid gland, accom-
panied by protrusion of the eyeballs, breath-
lessness, palpitation, tachycardia, and an-
lemia.

Etiology.—This disease is comparatively
rare in men. It occurs most frequently
in women between the ages of twenty and
thirty, but is met with amongst older persons.
Patients suffering from it often belong to the
so-called nervous diathesis. Its occurrence
is often preceded by menstrual distiurbance
and anaemia. Sometunes no excitmg cause
can be discovered, but in many cases it comes
on after violent nervous excitement, some-
times after acute disease.

Symptoms.— Before exophthalmic goitre
makes its appearance, alterations in temper
are frequently observed, the patient becom-
ing irritable and depressed. Functional dis-
tm-bances of the circulation and heart occur
at frequent intervals, the heart palpitating.

EXOPHTHALMIC GOItEE

the face flushing, and a sensation of fuhiess

being felt in the head, eyes, and throat. The
palpitation increases, the eyes become promi
nent, and a visible swelling appears in con-

nexion with the thyroid gland. The eyes

are lustrous and projecting, and there in

frequently a slight loss of co-ordination be-

tween their movements and those of the

eyelids, so that when the eyes are quickly

cast down the eyelids follow them so slowly

that a white ring of sclerotic may be no-

ticed between the iris and the lower margin
of the upper eyelid. UsuaUj' there is no
disturbance of vision. The exophthalmos
is most marked during emotional excite-

ment and at the menstrual period, and at

these times the patient suffers from an in-

creased feeling of fulness in the eyeballs.

Sometimes the projection of the eyeballs is

so great that the lids do not perfectly cover

them, and inflammation and ulceration may
consequently occur. The thyroid is gener-

ally unequally enlarged. Its size varies from
time to time, increasing, like the protrusion

of the eyeballs, with emotion. It is soft and
elastic, and pulsates, so that it has sometimes
been mistaken for aneurysm. The paljiita-

tion of the heart is generally noticed before

either the exophthalmos or enlargement of

the thyroid, and is the first symptom to at-

tract the patient's attention. It is increased

by emotion or exertion; and the violent

cardiac action frequently produces a promi-
nence of the priEcordial region. The cardiac

pulsations are rapid, and sometimes irre-

gular. The cardiac sounds are loud ; and
a soft, sj'stolic bellows-murmur is frequently

audible at the base, and in the large arteries.

The carotids are sometimes, but not always,
dilated. The circulation appears to be rapid,

the veins filling quickly when emptied, and
pulsation being felt even in small arteries.

The temperature is frequently high. There is

a feeling of general debility. The digestion is

sometimes normal, at other times the appe-
tite is diminished or capricious, and diarrhoea

may occur. The swelling of the neck may give

rise to a feelmg of difficulty of breathing ; and
the voice sometimes becomes altered and
hoarse, or may be lost entirely. The course of
the disease varies considerably : it may some-
times go on increasing for several months,
then it becomes stationary for one or two
years, and afterwards begins to decline. The
temper improves, the appetite increases, and
menstruation frequently is re-estabUshed.
The i^alpitation. enlargement of the thyroid,

and prominence of the eyes gradually dimi-
nish, although they rarely disappear com-
pletely. Death may occur from intercurrent

disease, from organic cardiac lesions, from
uncontrollable diarrhoea, or from gradual
wastmg. Danger is also said to arise fr-om

pressure on the trachea by the enlarged
thyroid.

Pathology.—The protrusion of the eye-
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balls is due either to ilihitation of the vessels

ill the orhit, or to coiitiiiction of tlic involiiii-

tnrv musculiir fibres in the orbital ineiubrane

which covers the spliciio-iuaxillary fissure, or

possibly to bt)th causes combined. The en-

largement of the thyroid is due to dilatation

of the vessels of the gland. After the disease

has lasted some time, increased formation of

tissue in tlie thyroid ,'land may occur. Pal-

pitation of the heart is ])robably due to stimu-

lation of the accelerating,' cardiac nerves; and
this, as well as the alteration in the nerves of

the orbit and thyroid, has been ascribed to

disease of the lower cervical sympathetic
pinj^lia, in which increased comiective tissue

and diminution of ganglionic cells have been
observed.

Di.\GNOsis.
—
"When the three leading symp-

toms are present, it is impossible to confound
exophthalmic goitre with any other disease.

The enlargement of the thyroid is distin-

guished in this disease from that of cystic

goitre by its greater elasticity, by its paroxys-

mal enlargement, and by its pulsation. The
exophthalmos is distinguished from that due
to disease of the orbit or cranium by being
equal in both e3'es, and by the absence of

squint. It is distinguished from prominence
due to cardiac disease by the lustrous appear-
ance of the eye; from hydrophthalmia by the

natural condition of the pupil ; and from the

prominence which may occur in myopia by
the vision being natural, and by the paroxys-
mal increase of the ^jrominence in exoph-
thalmic goitre.

Progxosis.—This must be guarded, the
disease not being very amenable to treatment,
and very rarely disappearing altogether, al-

though after continuing for some years it

may gradually improve.
Trkatment.—The treatment of exophthal-

mic goitre chiefly consists in securing fresh

air, gentle exercise, the avoidance of the least

fatigue or emotional disturbance, and careful

diet. Iron is sometunes useful, the mdder
forms, such as the tartorated iron or citrate

of iron and ammonia, being preferable to the
more powerful preparations. The writer be-

lieves he has seen much improvement from
saccharated solution of lime. Quinine, alone
or in combination with digitalis—and perhaps
with belladonna—often produces good residts.

Digitalis and strophanthus are occasionally,

but not always, useful. Aloes and myrrh
may be employed to keep the bowels open.
Galvanism to the neck has sometimes been
productive of benefit, one pole being placed
on the nape of the neck and the other along
the sides of the thyroid tumour. \Vhen the
eyeballs are so prominent as to become liable

to inflammation and ulceration, care must be
taken, by means of a shade, to protect them
from irritation ; arid if this should prove un-
availing, the inflammation must be treated
by appropriate remedies.

T. Lauder Brunton.

EXOSTOSIS (('$, out of; and oot/ol, a
bone). -A bony outgrowth from any part of

the skeleton. Sec iJoNi;, Diseases of.

EXPECTANT ATTENTION.—An
important mental state. See Mesmerism.

EXPECTORANTS {ex, out of ; and^jec-

tus, the chest).

—

Sysov. : Fr. Expectorants •

Ger. Auswurfshefitrdcrnde Mittel.

Definition.—Medicines which facilitate

the removal of secretions from the air-pas-

sages.

Enumeration.—The leading expectorants
are:— (A) Ipecacuanha, .\ntimony, Apomor-
phine, and Iodide of Potassium ; Chlorides

of Potassium, Sodium, and Ammonium ; and
Inhalation of Steam. (K) Squill, Senega,
Benzoin, Benzoic Acid, Benzoate of Ammo-
nium ; Myrrh, Storax, Balsam of Tolu,

Balsam of Peru, Ammoniacuni, Galbanuni.
Asafcetida, Anise, Fennel ; Larch Bark, Tar,
Terebene, Copaiba; Vapour of Chlorine,

Iodine, Ammonia, Ci"easote, and Carbolic

Acid. (C) Animonia, Carbonate of Ammo-
nium, Strychnine, Nux Vomica, and Bella-

donna.
Action.—The mode of action of expector-

ants is not well imderstood, and any explana-
tion of it in the present state of our know-
ledge can only be regarded as provisional.

Expectorants may be divided into two
classes— (1) Those which modify the nature
of the secretions from the respiratory pas-

sages ; and (2) those which modify the respi-

ratory movements by which the secretions

are expelled, in considering the mode of

action of the first class it must be remem-
bered that the secretions from the respiratory

passages depend, like many other secretions,

on two factors, the direct influence of the
nerves upon the secreting structures, and the
amount of Mood supplied to them. Each of

these two factors may be influenced to a dif-

ferent extent by various drugs. As has already
been said, the exact action of each cannot be
determined at present, but the first class of

expectorants may be subdivided into two
divisions which are distinguishetf in the fore-

going enumeration as A and B. The division

A rather diminish than increase the activity

of the circulation, and are therefore called

sedative expectorants. The division B some-
what increase the circulation, and are called

stimulating expectorants. Those comprised
under C stimulate the respirator;/ centre in

the medidla oblongata, and increase the re-

spiratory movements.
Uses.—Sedative expectorants (class A) are

useful when there is congestion of the respira-

tory passages, with very scanty, tough expec-

toration, as in commencing bronchitis. In
such circumstances, when dry rhonchi are

heard abundantly, with few or no moist rales,

the patient often coughs until quite exhausted,
bringing up scarcely anything. The adminis-
tration of sedative expectorants renders the
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secretion from the respiratory passages more

fluid, abundant, and easy to expectorate.

"When these expectorants do not succeed in

ordinary doses, their action may be much as-

sisted by the administration of a purgative,

or, still better, by giving either ipecacuanha

or tartar emetic in such a large dose as to

produce sickness and vomiting. When the

distress of the patient is great, the abstraction

of a small quantity of blood by cupping or

by venesection may give great relief. The

inhalation of steam alone is also beneficial,

and the air of the patient's chamber should

be kept warm and moist.

Stimulating expectorants (class B) do

more harm than good when administered in

the conditions just described, but are bene-

ficial when the acute symptoms have passed

off. When this is the case, but the expec-

toration is tough and somewhat scanty, squill

is a useful expectorant ; but when the expec-

toration is abundant, benzoin, balsams or

ammoniacum would be preferable. In chronic

bronchitis, inhalations of ammonia, chlorine,

iodine, creasote, carbolic acid, eucalyptus, or

pme oil are useful. When the expectoration

is foetid, chlorine, iodine, and carbohc acid

inhalations are best.

The expectorants which act on the respi-

ratory movements (class G) are useful in

cases of debUity, as they stimulate the respi-

ratory nervous centre in the medulla oblon-

gata, as well as assist the failing circulation.

They may be advantageously combined with
stimulating expectorants, such as squill or

benzoin, according to the nature of the

Becretion.

T. Lattder Beunton.

EXPECTORATION {ex, out of; and
pectus, the chest).

Definition.— This word, which strictly

means the act of expelhng anything from the
chest, is usually applied to the matter so

expelled, which is also called sputum or
phlegni.

The Act of Expectoration.—Tlie smaller
bronchial tubes are kept free from obstruction
by the action of ciliated epithelium. The area
of the smaller tubes being greater than that
of their trunks, the air passes more forcibly

through the latter, and so tends, even in
natural breathing, to carry speedily away any
accumulated secretion. The forcible acts of
coughing (see Cough) and 'hawking' increase
the natural force and fulness of the expiratory
effort, and clear the air-passages ; the repeated
closure of the glottis in coughing increases
still further the expulsive effect, by causing
the air to escape in sudden jerks. If the
glottis cannot close in consequence of laryn-
geal disease, the act of expectoration becomes
I)ainful and ditKcult. Efforts at expectora-
tion are also laboured and futile if the power
to take a deep inspiration is lost in conse-
quence of emphysema or muscular weakness.

EXPECTORATION

Inability to expectorate is often the imme-
diate cause of death, the 'suffocative catarrh'

of the dying being another name for accumu-
lation of phlegm which the patient is power-

less to remove. By teaching the patient

'how to expectorate,' by the administration

of a timelj' stimulant or a quickly acting

emetic, or by change of posture, life may in

such a case be prolonged. Should the suf-

ferer be allowed to get Hurried, the breathing

becomes more and more shallow, and deep
inspiration and free expectoration are impos-

sible. If, however, the patient can be induced

to breathe calmly and deeply, to assume a

more easy posture, and to swallow a mixture of

ammonia with ether, the breathing gradually

becomes less shallow and rapid, air enters the

deeper parts of the lung, and power is gained

to evacuate the accumulated secretion [see

Stertor). The act of expectoration is, as

a rule, most easy in that posture in which
respiration is most free. Sometimes when
the secretion comes mainly from one lung,

the aid of gravitation may be called in to

empty the obstructed tubesi.

Characters and Varieties.—Before aus-

cultation was practised, diagnosis was often

based on the character of the expectoration,

unwarrantable importance having been at-

tached to the distinction between pus and
mucus, on the assumption that pus was dia-

gnostic of phthisis. At the j)resent time we
are apt to lose much useful information by
falling into the opposite error.

In health, the secretion from the mucous
membrane of the air-tubes is a transparent,

colourless, slightly glutinous liquid, like thin

mucilage; it contams mucin, a varying quan-
tity of saline matter, and water.
The saline matter is abundant in the trans-

parent viscid expectoration, deficient in the

opaque and less tenacious kind, least in that

which is actually purulent.

The ordinary mucous secretion is increased

in quantity and viscidity as a result of simple
catarrhal inflammation of the bronchial mem-
brane. When bronchitis has existed for some
days, a change occurs in the character of the
secretion; instead of being transparent and
viscid, it becomes semi-transparent and then
opaque, the colour changing to a yellow or
greenish hue.
The sputum becomes frothy from the ad-

mixture of air ; and rusty or prune-juice-
coloured if the inflammatory action extends
to the ultimate bronchial ramifications, and
is of so intense a kind as to allow of oozing
from the capillary vessels.

Fibrinous moulds of the bronchial tubes,

or chalky masses consisting of inspissated
and calcified cheesy matter, are not infre-

quently expectorated.

The dark grey or blackish stain often seen
in expectoration may be derived from carbon
in the atmosphere ; or, if it fade on the addi-
tion of nitric acid, it may be due to pulmo-
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nary pigment formed under slight irrita-

tion.

The expectoration may afTord important

aid in diagnosis, as may be ilhistratcd hy tiie

following examples : If a person with severe

chest-complaint coughs frecpiently and spits

only frothy salivary duid, we may suspect

pleiu-isy. If the fluid is glairy, like white of

egg, we may suspect bronchitis. If it has a

rusty tinge and resembles thick gum-water
coloured with blood, we arc not likely to err

in recording pneumonia. If there is a sud-

den gush of futid pus we may diagnose ab-

scess in the lung or an empyema.
Purulent expectoration may occur in bron-

chitis as well as in phthisis ; but if long con-

tinued, and unaccompanied by distinct rhon-

chus, it almost alwaj-s comes from a vomica.

The excessively offensive expectoration of

pulmonar3' gangrene, and that arising from
a bronchiectatic saccule, are diagnostic of the

affections from which they spring.

In phthisis the sputum is at first salivary

or frothy, the residt of irritation ; then viscous,

indicative of more confirmed affection of the

mucous membrane ; and subsequently dotted

and streaked with blood. Whitish opaque
spots, giving a pearly aspect to the expecto-

ration, next appear ; these enlarge, become
flocculent and ultimately nummular, being
inspissated and moulded in a cavity. As the

disease advances and involves both lungs, the

expectoration is entirely pundcnt, and shortly

before death is often surrounded with a
pinkish halo. On placing under the micro-

scope one of the small pearly points described,

masses consisting of several air-cells choked
with gramdes, or mere fragments of elastic

tissue may occasionally be seen. By the ad-

dition of acetic acid the sputa may be ren-

dered transparent, and the elastic tissue is

then, if present, more certauilj- detected ; but
practically the experienced eye is the best

giude in the selection of those small pin-head
flocculi of expectoration, in which the micro-
scopic particles of lung-tissue are to be de-

tected.

The microscope may also be helpful by in-

dicating, from the character of the cells, the

part of the respiratory tract involved, and
the degi-ee of disease existing. (For the de-

tection of tubercle bacilli, a point of great

practical importance, sec Phthisis ; and Spu-
tum, Exaunnatiou of) The existence of can-

cer of the lunn; may sometimes be detected

by a microscopical examination of the expec-

toration.

Treatmkxt.—In treatment, much may he
gained by study of the expectoration. The
cough may often be relieved, and the dyspnoea
and other symptoms removed, by effecting

an alteration in the nature of the secre-

tion.

If by the frothy character of the sputa
congestive disorder is indicated, this may
be met by the application of warm poultices,
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turpentine stupes, or hot flannels externally;

ami by such means as are calculated to re-

duce fever and irritability, namely, tiie ad-

ministration of salines with antimony or

aconite. If the expectoration is too viscid

and glutinotis for easy removal, lemon-juice,

liquor potassie, soda, or various iidialations

give relief, by lessening the tenacity of the

secretion ; or the change from tenacious and
transparent to opaipie, less adhesive secretion

may be hastened by giving iodide of potassium
with a few drops of antimonial wine.

Wlien muco-purulent secretion is estab-

lished and shows no sign of diminution, the
use of senega and of the gum-resins is indi-

cated ; these may be given in the form of

lozenge, while benzoin, tolu, and copaiba are

also of value. Acetic or tamiic acid, given
in smaU and frequently repeated doses, re-

duces the quantity of secretion.

When the combined glairy and muco-
purulent condition of the expectoration and
other symptoms give evidence of bronchitis

of an establislied kind, associated with gout
or abdominal torpor, a combination of calo-

mel with antimony and guaiacum (as in

Plummer's pill) is of the greatest service

;

but this treatment needs perseverance, dis-

crimination, and watchfulness. The morbid
surface may at the same time be medicated
by the inhalation of tar, creasote, or oil of

juniper, until, with the improvement of the
general health, imder cod-liver oil and iron,

the evil is entirely removed.
E. Symes Thompson.

EXPOSITRE, Effects of.—Were the
term ' exposure ' to bo taken in its widest
significance, it might fairly claim to include
a range of subjects only bounded by the
limits of practical medicine. Infection

naturally un])lies exposure to some contagious
influence, poisonous gas, or malarious or

other unhealthy emanation, bearing in its

train a formidable sequence of ill results,

and probably depending on the introduction

within the system of a specific form of

microbe. Many of the disorders wliich im-
pair our comfort and shorten our lives may,
indeed, be traced, in some degree, to expo-
sure of some kind, to an excess of heat or of

cold, to a variety of complicated reactions,

arising, in whole or in part, from unnatural
impressions made on the physiological pro-

cesses of life by various external agencies.

Any study of our subject, how-ever, from this

extended point of view, would clearl3' be out
of place here, and effects of extreme elevation

and depression of temperature will be fully

considered elsewhere; so that exposure, in the

6ense in which it will be treated here, may be
narrowed down to the results which ensue
when persons of average constitutional power
are submitted, for a longer or shorter time, to

the influence of ordinary cold, or wet. or

damp. Now, it is an old saying, that if five
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or six people, of either-sex, suffer shipwreck,

or are wet through, or excessively chilled by

moist cold, each will probably suffer in some

different way. One may altogether escape,

and not experience inconvenience of any

kind ; a second may ' catch '—as the popular

expression puts it—a sore-throat, or a ' bad

cold
;

' whilst a third may be seized with

pneumonia; and a fourth with rheumatic

fever.

Individual constitution or idiosyncrasy

partly explains these differences, and the

familiar term of a ' weak point somewhere,'

if not conveying much impression of scien-

tific accuracy, is right so far in showing that

the internal congestion caused by sudden

contraction of cutaneous arterioles is most

naturally directed to that organ whose vessels

have been weakened by previous inflamma-

tion. If the patient, therefore, have pre-

viously suffered from tonsillitis, or bronchial

congestion, or rheumatism, he will be predis-

posed to a recurrence of the same affection

on a renewal of the exciting cause. If, again,

from sedentary occupation and over-indulg-

ence in nitrogenous food, his blood be over-

charged with the products of retrograde

metamorphosis or of imperfect assimilation,

it only needs the closure of the eliminatory

agency of the skin, to provoke the irritation

of internal organs, and to induce an attack of

gout or rheumatism, or an aciite inflamma-
tion of kidneys or liver. The effects of expo-

sure, even in this limited sense, are thus

tolerably various both in extent and in degree,

and may be studied on a large scale during
our greater campaigns, and in lesser degree
during the ordmary autumn manoeuvres,
when the weather happens to be unfavourable.

Here, however, everything injurious is mini-
mised by the healthy condition of the men,
their good clothing and food, and the enforced
regularity of habits, which prevent, in great
measure, one of the most fertile causes of
damage from exposure ; and among the most
efficient means for preventing the potent in-

fluence of bacilli for evil, we must place all

hygienic means which improve the bodily
vigour. It IS now well known that nothing
tends so seriously to impair the power of
bearing either extreme of temperatul-e as
excessive mdulgence in strong drink ; so that
in treating anyone who has been exposed to
the influence of cold and wet, we must not
forget to take also into account the probable
combination of the depressing effects of
alcohol on the nervous system. Illustrations
of this must be familiar to all, and we must
all have met with numerous cases in which
tramps or other persons with weakened bodily
vigour have been brought into our hospitals,
suffering from the effects of exposure in
various degree.

Treatment.—In seeking to remedy the
effects just described, it will be found that
some of the cases will recover under the
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influence of warmth and good food, and the

generally invigorating efl'ects of careful nurs-

ing ; whilst others, on the other hand, may
succumb to the rapidly destructive tendencies

of acute disease, or to the slower pathological

processes of chronic lung or kidney degenera-

tion. In the treatment, therefore, of such
cases, we must not only add to the genial

influences of home or hospital care such
special drugs as the varied development of

symptoms may require, but we must carefully

take into account the occurrence of various

serious or profoundly disorganising compli-

cating causes. Thus if our patient has been
found in an insensible state, we may reason-

ably suspect cerebral liEEmorrhage or alcoholic

or narcotic poisoning, and act accordingly.

And only when all such suspicion is finally

removed can we rest on our oars, and confine

our attention to the immediate effects which
follow exposure of the kind indicated above.

Warmth, rest, and the regulated use of

stimulants and food will now be indicated,

and must be employed, with all the precau-

tions siiggested by the ordinary principles of

therapeutics and by common sense.

Robert Farquharson.

EXSANGUINE {ex, without; and
sanguis, blood).—Deprived more or less of

blood—bloodless. Sometimes used sj'nony-

mously with anaemic. See Anemia.

EXTRA-UTERINE FCETATION.
See Pregnancy, Diseases and Disorders of.

EXTRAVASATION (extra, without;
and vasa, vessels).

—

Synon. : Fr. Extravasa-
tion; Ger. Extravasat.

Definition.—Extravasation is the escape

of any of the fluids of the body, normal or

abnormal, from the vessel, cavity, or canal

that natm-ally contains it, and its diffusion

into the surrounding tissues. The result of

the effusion is also called an extravasation.

Extravasation, being the effect of rupture
or perforation of the walls of a hoUow organ,

may be due to injury, to weakness of the
parietal structures, to morbid conditions of

the blood, or to increase of internal pressure.

See Perforations and Ruptdres.
The fluids most frequently found extrava-

sated are blood, urine, bile, the contents of •

the alimentary canal, and certain constituents

of morbid growths and fluid collections. The
present observations will have reference
only to extravasation of blood; other kinds
of extravasation being described under the
heads of the several organs involved.

Extravasation of Blood.—The blood
is peculiarly liable to extravasation, the
vessels being universally distributed, much
exposed to injury—a very common cause
of this lesion—and subject also to a con-
stant pressure from within, which may be
suddenly and greatly increased. Any portion
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of the circulatorj' system may give way : the

heart, as in fatty def,'pneration ; the arteries,

as in aneurysm ; tlie capillaries, as in i)nl-

monary hiemorrhage ; the veins, as in the

subcutaneous rupture of a varix.

\Vhen the effusion takes i)lace into one of

the serous sacs, it forms a collection of blood,

variouslj' named hiemothorax, hiematocele,

&c. If the subcutaneous, submucous, or

other connective tissue, or the substance of

an organ, be invaded, the effused blood finds

its way between the elementary textures,

separating and comi)ressmg them ; and there

are formed what are described simply as

extravasations of blood, or more definitely,

according to their extent, imrcnchymatous
or interstitial hccmorrhagcs or apoplexies,

suffusions, ecchijmoscs, jietcchiie, or vibices.

The extravasatcd blood generally coagulates
;

the fibrin and albuminous substances are

absorbed ; and the products of the decompo-
sition of haemoglobin, which are much more
slowly removed, give rise to the familiar

discolorations. The seat of efTusion first

appears of the colour of blood or its deriva-

tives ; but if much below the surface, the

extravasation may not be visible for some
days, after which time it appears of a bluish,

greenish, or yellowish hue. Much less fre-

quently the effused blood becomes encap-
suled, forming a hccmatoma or blood-cyst, such
as is occasionally seen in connexion with the
chest or abdomen. In other cases it decom-
poses, and sets up gangrene around, or in-

flammation of the nature of severe cellulitis,

which may end in ulceration. When the
blood is forced between the coats of the per-

forated vessel, there is formed what is called

a dissecting aneurysm. If the extravasated
blood escape from the surface of the skm or

mucous membranes, one form oihceinorrhage
or a bloody fiux is the result.

The symptoms of extravasation of blood
are so various that they cannot be stated in

general terms. If extensive and affecting

vital parts, the effusion may be attended with
shock, syncope, or death ; and it may lead to

constitutional disturbance in many forms.
Local pain is not common unless the extra-

vasation be severe. The pressure of the
etfused blood upon the vessels, nerves, and
muscles of the part—m a limb, for example—
may pi-oduce paralysis, disturbances of sensi-

bility, oedema, loss of temperature, and even
gangrene. As a rule, however, extravasations
of blood are limited in size, give rise of them-
selves to no serious symptoms, and readily

disappear by absorption.

J. Mitchell Bruce.

EXTROVERSION (extra, outwards;
and verto, I turn)._—The eversion or turning
inside out of a part, as the eyelids or bladder.

In the bladder, extroversion is associated
with that condition, usually congenital, in

which the anterior wall of this or^an and of
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the abdomen is deficient, and its posterior wall
projects through the opening thus formed.

EXUDATION {exudo, I sweat).—The
process by which certain of the elements of

the blood pass through the walls of the blood-

vessels into the surrounding tissues, as in in-

f^anmiation. Tlie term is also used to indi-

cate the products of this process, when they
are of a hbrinous or coagulable character.

ISec Inflammatiox.

EXUDATION - CORPUSCLES. —
The cells found in inflammatory products,

whatever their origin may be. See Inflam-
mation.

EYE, and its Appendages, Diseases
of.

—

Syxon. : Fr. Maladies des Yeux ; Ger.
Augcnkrankhe iten.

It will be most convenient to arrange
the consideration of the diseases of the eye
according to the anatomical order of the

structures affected, namely: I. Diseases of

the Conjunctiva ; II. Diseases of the Cornea

;

III. Diseases of the Sclerotic ; lY. Diseases

of the Iris; V. Diseases of the Crystalline

Lens ; VI. Glaucoma ; VII. Diseases of the

Optic Nerve and Retina; VIII. Diseases of

the Choroid; IX. Diseases of tlie Vitreous

Body; and, X. Diseases of the Eyelids.'

I. Diseases of the Conjunctiva.
1. Inflammation.—Synon. : Conjunctivitis.

The conjunctiva is exceedingly liable to in-

flammation, and its inflammations are com-
monly arranged in groups, which are suf-

ficiently distinct in their typical examples,
but are not separated by any definite bound-
ary lines.

In their earlier stages inflammations of the

conjunctiva possess many characters in com-
mon. They are all attended by the four

signs of intlammation—heat, redness, swell-

ing, and pain ; although both tlie heat and
the swelling are usually kej)! within limits by
the discharge, which is often free, sometimes
profuse, at first mucous, afterwards muco-
purulent or truly purulent in character. If,

however, the exudation be of a firmer consis-

tence than usual, it not onl}' produces a super-

ficial discliarge, but distends the meshes of

the sub-mucous tissue, elevates the conjunc-

tiva from the sclerotic, and causes it to over-

lap the corneal margin as a swollen ridge

;

a condition which is known as chemosis. The
redness depends, of course, on the degree of

the congestion, which may or may not be suf-

ficient to obliterate the intervascular meshes,
and to produce a uniform colour ; and the

l)ain is not severe, except in cases of very

dense sub-conjunctival swelling. From other

forms of inriammation, that of the conjunc-

tiva is distinguished by certain negative

characters. Unless as a result of secondary
changes, or as a mechanical effect of the

' See ftlso Vision, Disorders of; OpnTHALMOscoPE

;

and OrnxHALMoscoPE is Medicine.
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presence of a film of turbid secretion, the

transparency of the cornea is not affected,

and the acuteness of vision is not impaired.

The congestion is Hmited to the conjunctiva,

and the distended vessels can be emptied for

a moment by pressure through the lower lid,

so as to reveal a ghmpse of the white scle-

rotic underneath.

In mild cases conjunctivitis is an unimpor-

tant affection, but in its more severe forms it

is attended by two distinct sources of danger.

During its acute stage it may produce partial

or complete necrosis of the cornea, leading to

great impairment of sight and not seldom to

blindness; and when chronic it often occa-

sions great hypertrophy of the papillae of the

portion of the membrane which lines the

lids. These papdlse may even become con-

verted into shaggy or warty excrescences,

which mechanically irritate the corneal sur-

face, and cause the development of vessels

beneath its epithelium. In time the papillae

dwindle, and the effusion round about them
contracts, thus rendering the tarsal cartilage

(especially that of the upper lids) incurved,

and bringing the cilia to rest upon the sur-

face of the eyeball. Great distress and per-

manent impairment of vision may be thus oc-

casioned ; and the progress of the contraction

may be so slow as to deprive it of any mani-

fest connexion with the inflammation in

which it had its origin.

The chief varieties of conjunctivitis are

:

(a) infantile; (6) simple or catarrhal; (c)

contagious ; and (d) diphtheritic.

(a) Infantile Conjunctivitis.—Synon. : Oph-
thabnia neonatorum.
^Etiology and Symptoms.—Infantile con-

jimctivitis is probably due, in most cases, to

direct inoculation with vaginal secretion. It

usually commences on or about the third day
after birth, and passes rapidly into the puru-

lent form. It is attended by considerable

puffy swelling of the lids, and by profuse

thick discharge, which soon dries upon the

tarsal margins, and often causes them to

cohere. If neglected or improperly treated,

the disease often leads to sloughing of tlie

cornea; but it may always be cured if it is

seen while the cornea is still bright

Treatment.— The treatment required is

to wash away the discharge carefidly and
frequently ; to apply an astringent lotion (the

best is a solution of two grains of nitrate of
silver to an ounce of distilled water) to the
conjunctival surface every fovu* hours, or less

frequently when improvement is established

;

and to anoint the edges of the lids with sim-
ple ointment to prevent their agglutination.
In cases of inherited svphilis mercurial in-

unction should be prescribed. The infant's

food must be carefuUy regulated if it is

brought up by hand ; and if it is very feeble,

it may take a little cod-liver oU, combined in
an emulsion with two-minim doses of liquor
cinchonae. Where the mother's milk fails, it

is often desirable to obtain a wet-nurse ; but

the local treatment is that which is chiefly

important, and upon which, in most cases,

entire reliance may be placed.

(b) Simple or Catarrhal Conjunctivitis.

^Etiology and Symptoms.—This form of

conjunctivitis is usually due to exposure to

cold or to some chemical or mechanical irri-

tant. Its most distinctive character is that

the discharge is chiefly mucous, and has not

much tendency to become purulent.

Treatment.—In every case the surface of

the eyeball, and the lining membrane of the

lids, should he carefuUy examined for any
foreign body which may be the cause of the

trouble ; and if such should be found and
removed, there will seldom be need for

further treatment. If there is no foreign

body, the two-grain solution of nitrate of silver,

or of sulphate of zinc, may be placed within

the conjunctival sac, by means of a quill or

dropping-bottle, every two or three hours,

and speedy recovery will usually be the result.

In cases of very mild type, one or two appli-

cations of the astringent may be sufficient

;

and these may be supplemented by the use,

in the same manner, of a solution of cocaine

with boric acid. A good formula for this

purpose contains two grains of cocaine hydro-
chlorate, and four of boric acid, to the ounce
of distilled water. During the treatment the

eyes should have functional rest, and should

be sheltered from external cold, from dust, and
from glare.

(c) Contagious Conjunctivitis.—Synon. :

Purulent Ophthalmia.
..Etiology and Symptoms.—In this form

the discharge rapidly assumes a purulent

character. This may happen when the

simple form is aggravated by the state of the

patient or by accidental circumstances ; or

when the disease is produced by iiioculation

with the discharge from a similar case,

or with contagious pus from the uretlrral or

vaginal mucous membrane. The state of the

patient which is most likely to promote the

development of the contagious form is that

in which the conjunctiva is beset with the

granular semi-transparent bodies, formed by
aggregations of lymph-corpuscles, which are

known as ' sago-graLns ' or follicular granu-
lations. These bodies are commonly present

in the eyelids of persons (especially of young
persons) who are crowded together under
insanitary conditions of living, as in barracks,

camps, or badly regulated schools ; and their

presence renders the conjunctivitis of simple
irritation prone to assume a purulent charac-

ter. It is imjiossible to say how soon the dis-

charge of conjunctivitis becomes contagious,

or capable of reproducing the disease in others

;

but its activity in this respect seems to bear
some proportion to the intensity ofthe inflam-

mation which produces it ; and the activity

of gonorrhceal pus is probably greater than
that of any conjunctival product. In the
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more intense fonns of purulent ophthiilinia

there is ^reat swelling of the litis aiul of the

oculiir conjunctiva, early chomosis, and a
tendency to speedy sloughing of the cornea

;

while the milder forms pass into the catarrhal

by imi)('rcei)tiljlc gradations.

Tkkatmkxt.—In the space available for

the purpose in these pages, the treatment of

contagions conjunctivitis cannot bo described

in detail. It mainly rests upon the action of

local astringents, graduated in strength ac-

cording to the severity and the stage of the

disease. In the worst civses the eyelids must bo

everted, and the whole of the palpebral con-

junctiva carefully touched with a stick com-
posed of one part of nitrate of silver fused with
four parts of nitrate of potash. The caustic

should be neutralised by a drop or two of a
solution ofcommon salt, applied by means of a
camel's-hair pencil, before the lid is suffered

to return into contact with the cornea ; and
the cauterisation must be done carefully and
with a light hand, so that the resulting eschar
may include only the epithelium ; for if the

basement membrane is destroyed, there will

be danger of subsequent adhesions between
the eyelids and eyeball. The cauterisation

should be repeated about every eight hours,

or as soon as the eschar falls, and in tlio

intervals, if the patient is awake, the con-

junctiva should be gently sprayed or syringed
every hour with a weak antisej)tic lotion at a
comfortable temperature. Diluted Condy's
fluid, solution (1 in 5,000) of mercuric per-

chloride, or (15 per cent.) of Barlf s boro-

glyceride, are all suitalde for this purpose.

The tension of chemosis may be diminished
by radial incisions, outwards from the corneal

margin, carried nearly down to the sclerotic.

The strength must be supjiorted by good diet

and tonics ; and the nervous system calmed
by anodynes. In milder cases the principle

of treatment must be the same, but the local

applications less severe ; and in chronic cases

the local applications must be continued,
after apparent recoverj', so long as any resi-

dual thickening, capable of undergoing even-
tual contraction, can be found liurking in the
palpebral folds.

{(l) Diphtheritic Conjunctivitis.— This
malady has chiefly been made known to us
by the observations of German writers, and
very few authentic instances have been re-

corded in this country. But it has from time
to time prevailed extensively in Berlin, and
might at any time make its appearance
amongst ourselves. The writer has seen one
remarkable instance in which the disease

occuiTed with great severity in a child, whose
eyes were bathed with milk as a domestic
remedy for what seems to have been a mild
ordinary conjimctiyitis ; and the coincidence
seems to have a special interest in relation to

recent researches into the aetiology of diph-
theria.

SviiPTOMS.—Diphtheritic conjimctivitis is

attended with great heat and pain, and with
very hard, brawny swelling of the eyelids;
but its most characteristic sj-mptom is the
infiltration of the sub-conjunctival tissue by
the so-called diphtheritic effusion, which does
not form a pellicle upon the surface, but dis-

tends and fills the cavities of the areolar
tissue. The result is to produce a pale, firm
swelling of the conjunctiva, and a great ten-

dency to rapid sloughing of the cornea. The
subjects of the malady are mostly feeble and
badly fed children, and the cases are de-

scribed as being almost hopeless unless early

admitted into hospital.

Treatment.—The indications for treat-

ment are chiefly to supi)ort the strength by
suitable regimen ; to apply ice or bags of
freezing mixture to the lids during the hot
stage ; and to change tiio cold applications

for hot ones as soon as the period of resolu-

tion, absorption, or repair can be said to have
commenced. In the meantime iron and
quinine should generally be administered
internally.

Pempliigus of the Conjunctiva.—A very
formidatile, but fortunately rare, variety of
conjunctival disease appears to be a kind of
pemphigus. Sec Pemphigus.

^'Etiolo(jy and Symptoms.—In its early

stage pemphigus of the conjunctiva displays

itself by the formation of bulbe, which are

of small size and inconspicuous, and are

seldom followed by the raw surfaces com-
monly left elsewhere. This stage seldom
excites much attention, and it is followed by
a slow process of conjunctival atrophy, which,
in time, leads on to distiu'bance of the corneal

epitlielium, and ultimately to complete
opacity. The conjunctival atrophy gradu-
ally obliterates the folds of the membrane,
and renders the lids immovable upon the

globe, frequently causing also inversion of

cilia, which add to the pre-existing irritation.

Treatment.—The only hope of dealing

successfully with conjunctival pemphigus
appears to depend upon the early recog-

nition and constitutional treatment of the

general malady ; for which purpose the chief

reliance must bo placed upon the prepara-

tions of arsenic, in combination with tonics

and anodynes. When the period of atrophy

has commenced, it is seldom, if ever, arrested.

The apparent adhesions between the lids and
the globe often suggest operative measures,
but these are not recorded ever to have been
successful. In one case, the writer dissected

off the whole of the affected conjunctiva ot

the globe, and replaced it by transidanting

that of a rabbit. The graft united well, and,

for a time, the disease appeared to be arrested.

In a lew weeks, however, or as soon as the

graft had become completely dependent upon
the nutritive processes of the patient, the

new structure became affected by atrophy,

and the malady pursued its usual destructive

course.
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2. Episcleritis.—An affection which is ap-

parently but not really conjunctival, being

situated in the tissue between the conjunctiva

and the sclerotic, is that which has received

the name of einscleritis, and which was

formerly described as ' sclerotitis with in-

flammation of the insertion of a rectus

muscle.'

Symptoms. — It appears as an elevated

patch of congestion, gradually passing into

the natural le^el and appearance of the parts,

and seated on the ocular surface near the

corneal margin, most frequently on the tem-

poral side. On close examination, the con-

gestion, with the exception of a few dilated

vessels, is seen to be sub-conjunctival, and to

be attendant upon a circumscribed but not

sharply defined swelling or thickening, which

is adherent to the sclerotic, and which pre-

sents, in the interstices between the blood-

vessels, an appearance as if it consisted of

some new deposit, generally of a yellowish

tint, external to that membrane. The swell-

ing is mdolent, chronic, and in itself generally

painless, although it is sometimes accom-
jjanied by severe neuralgia. The subjects

are most frequently women, especially such

as are anaemic or otherwise out of condition.

Episcleritis may last for months with little

change, and it seems to be harmless as re-

gards the other structures of the eye.

Treatment.—The writer has found epi-

scleritis resist aU medication except the in-

ternal administration of mercury, to which it

will often yield in the course of a short time.

The best preparation is the perchloride, in

doses not exceeding j\r of a grain, which may
usually be combined with five or ten minims
of the tincture of perchloride of iron, and often
with quinine. At the same time it is often

desirable to sprinkle a little dry calomel over
the swelling once in twenty-four hours ; but
this application is less important than the in-

ternal treatment, and should not be continued
imless it is soon and distinctly beneficial.

"When the congestion of the patch is consider-
able, the action of other remedies will often
be promoted by the occasional application of
a leech to the temple of the affected side.

3. Hcenwrrhage.—Effusion of blood be-
neath the conjunctiva may occur spontane-
ously, but is generally traceable either to a
direct injury or to violent exertion. Thus it

may follow slight blows upon the eyeball, as
fi-om a twig or switch ; or may be produced
by a paroxysm of coughing, especially in per-
tussis ; or may occur from the rupture of a
vessel during parturition, or upon liftmg a
heavy weight. It is always unsightly. When
traceable to any of the foregoing causes, the
hiemorrhage is usually a matter of no mo-
ment

; but when it happens during the night
in young people, it should lead to a suspicion
of nocturnal epilepsy, which has often been
first discovered by its means. Moreover, in
advanced hfe, more especially when occur-

ring without adequate cause, it may point to

arterial brittleness, of a kind which may in-

dicate danger of a like haemorrhage within
the cranium. On these grounds it is a symp-
tom which always calls for full inquiry into

its causes, and which may sometimes afford

useful wai-ning of impending danger.

Treatment.—Absoi-ption may be promoted
by covering the closed lids by a compress
moistened with a lotion of spirit and water,

or of tincture of arnica and water if an ap-

pearance of nrore decided medication is de-

sired.

II. Diseases of the Cornea.—Dis-

eases of the cornea, as already indicated, are

often secondary to those of the conjunctiva,

and may arise in their course as complica-
tions.

1. Ulceration.

^.TioLOGY AND SYMPTOMS.—To the present
group belong all the corneal ulcerations of

purulent ophthalmia, whether infantile or of

a later period of life ; and also the forms of

corneal ulcer which are produced by the fric-

tion of eyelids rendered rough by inflamma-
tion, or by the friction of eyelashes which
have been turned inwards by distortion of

the tarsal cartilage. When ulceration of the

cornea occui's in the course of conjunctivitis,

it at once invests the latter malady with a
highlj' formidable character. The corneal

tissue, once destroyed by ulceration, is not
reproduced in its original transparency, but
only as a more or less dense and opaque white
cicatrix, which is at the same time disfigur-

ing to the appearance and an impediment
to vision. If the ulcer should perforate, the

iris almost necessarily becomes adherent to

the cicatrix ; and if the loss of substance is

of large superficial extent, the resulting cica-

trix is often thin and feeble, so that it is

rendered prominent by the pressure within
the eye, producing the condition which has
been called ' stai^hyloma,' and gradually ele-

vating and distorting the surrounding por-

tions of clear cornea. The first effect of the

healing of a corneal ulcer is generally to flat-

ten the natural cur\ ature of the membrane
;

but the secondary effect, if the cicatrix be-

comes prominent, may be to modify this

curvature in various ways. Hence it follows,

even when a cicatrix of the cornea is sur-

rounded by a still transparent annulus, be-

hind which an artificial pupil may easily be
made by the excision of a portion of the iris,

that the surgeon cannot predict with any
certainty the quality of the vision which will

be obtained, unless he is able, before operat-

ing, to determine the state of the corneal

curvatiu-e. This is only possible when the

margin of the pupil is so far i'ree that it can
be dilated with atropine sufliciently to render
the fundus of the eye visible with the ophthal-

moscojie. When this can be done, any portion

of cornea through which a clear view of the

retinal vessels can be obtained by the surgeon
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will also afford clear vision of external objects

to the patient ; but, it" no such place can be

discovered, a very cautious opinion should

be piven with re^jard to the dcfp-eo of bcnelit

which may be hoped for from an opera-

tion.

TuKATMENT.—The extreme importance of

tlie cornea to the visual function renders it

necessary that its inte^^ity should be guarded
with the greatest possible care. In any case

of conjunctivitis, of even moderate severity,

the cornea should be watched from day to

day, and any appearance of turbidity about
its central portion, or of elevation or irregu-

larity of the epithelium at its margin, should
lead to a reconsideration of the treatment
which is being pursued. The former of these

conditions is the ordinary precursor of slough-

ing ulcer or necrosis; the latter, of the exten-

sion to the cornea of an inflammatory process.

The general principles which govern the

treatment of sloughing uJcer are, that the ej'e

should be kept under the influence of eserine,

which has a marked effect in checkmg the ex-

tension of ulceration by arresting tlie migra-
tion of white corpuscles; that any astringents

which may be api)lied to the conjunctiva
should be prevented from coming into con-

tact with the cornea ; that strength should
be supported, pain relieved, and local nutri-

tion stinmlated Ijv liot applications. M'hen
the ulcer continues to spread, its progress

may often be arrested by diminishing the
tension of the globe by the evacuation of the
aqueous humour ; and this may be accom-
plished either by repeated paracentesis at

the corneal margin, or by Saemisch's method
of cutting through the base of the ulcer, and
reopening the incision daily until a process of
repair is well establislied, or by the perform-
ance of iridectomy. Of these three courses,

the last-named is the most generally appli-

cable. It not only produces the immediate
effect which is desired, but it has also the
incidental advantage of establishing an arti-

ficial pupil at the side of the cicatrix.

The application of eserine is best effected

by using a solution of the neutral sulphate,

of the strength of four grains to the ounce of

distilled water ; and a drop of this solution

may be j>laced within the conjunctival sac
twice or thrice daily.

The sloughing ulcers of the cornea which
arise from causes other than conjunctivitis,

as injury, or failure of nutrition, must be
treated upon the principles which have al-

ready been laid down. There are, however,
inflamniatory ulcers which require the use
of local ajiplications of a stimulating kind,

among which dry calomel and other mer-
curials hold a prominent place. Such idcers

have usually a leasli of vessels running from
the corneal margin, and are often obstinately

recurrent ; whence they are known as ' re-

current vascular ulcers.' They are usually
coimected with some manifest systemic de-

rangement, and are often attended b}' photo-
phobia. They leave scars upon the cornea,
of a size and opacity ])roportionate to their

extent and depth ; and on this account it is

desirable, ^^llatever constitutional treatment
may be required, to heal the ulcers them-
selves as si)eedily as possible, by the aid of

local applications. In the early stages of the
ulceration, eserine should be used ; but after-

wards either dry calomel or an ointment con-

taining from ten to thirty grains to the ounce
of the precipitated yellow oxide of mercury.
This ointment was introduced into practice

by the late Dr. Pngcnstecher, of Wiesbaden,
and is often called bj' his name. In very
obstinate cases the late Mr. Critchett recom-
mended setons in the temporal regions; but
the operation of iridectomy will often afford

a still more efiicacious remedy. ^Vhere
there is much photophobia, the use of eserine

is especially indicated, because, in addition

to its action above mentioned, it produces
contraction of the pupil, and thus gives com-
fort by lessening the quantity of light which
is admitted into the eye. If the photophobia
is very severe or intractable, it is often bene-

ficial to divide the orbicularis muscle freely

at the outer canthus, so as to diminish the
pressure which is caused by its spasmodic
contraction, and which sometimes seems to

be a chief cause of the irritability. After

such an incision, a cold compress should be
applied, and the patient kept in the dark for

a few hours, when there will often be a
marked alleviation of this distressing symp-
tom, and a greatly increased general amen-
ability to treatment.

2. Intiammation.— Synon. : Keratitis.

—

Inflammation of the cornea presents three

distinct t3'pes, the sujij'urativc, the vascular,

and the interstitial.

(a) Suppurative Keratitis.—Suppurative
inflammation or abscess of the cornea seems
to be essentially a phlegmon or boil of the

corneal tissue, a portion of which dies, and is

cast off in the form of a slough.

Symptoms.—The abscess commences as a
very tender grey spot in tiie cornea, sur-

rounded by a zone of turbidity, and accom-
panied by a good deal of ciliary neuralgia, as

well as by a variable degree of lacrymation,

conjimctival congestion, and intolerance of

light. Under the influence of atropine, hot

fomentations, and such constitutional treat-

ment as the state of the patient may demand,
the threatened suppuration is sometimes
averted, and the turbidity clears away.
More commonly pus is formed, and makes
its way either externally, leaving an ordinary

ulcer ; or internally, producing the condition

called hijpnjji/on, in which there is pus in the

anterior chamber. Sometimes it separates

the corneal laminie, by gravitation, to a con-

siderable extent before perforating them, and
is then called onyx, from a resemblance to

the lunula at the base of a finger-nail.
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Treatment.—When suppuration is no

longer doubtful, the best practice is to

evacuate the abscess by a puncture from

within, by thrusting a cutting needle into the

anterior chamber near the corneal margin,

and then causing its point to penetrate the

cavity of the abscess. The mingled pus and

aqueous humour will escape as the needle is

withdi-awn, and its wound of entrance may
be reopened once or twice daily by a probe,

80 as to insure the complete removal of aU

inflammatory products, imtil the healing pro-

cess has made some way. If tlie abscess has

burst internally before the case is seen, atro-

pine should be applied without delay. If the

pupil dilates fully, and the quantity ofpus in

the anterior chamber is but small, the case

may be left to the vis medicatrix naturcB,

care being taken to enforce rest and to ex-

clude noxious influences. If the quantity of

pus is large, it should be let out by paracen-

tesis ; and if the atropine reveals adhesions

of the iris, iridectomy should at once be per-

formed. An abscess which has burst ex-

ternally leaves simply an ulcer, generally

with a disposition to heal readily, and re-

quiring only such treatment as has already
been described.

(b) Vascular Keratitis.—Vascular inflam-

mation of the cornea is often a very severe
and protracted malady, which usuall}' leaves

behind permanent opacity and impairment
of sight.

Symptoms.— It commences, in typical

cases, by the formation of two crescent-

shaped patches of vascularity, one at the
upper and the other at the lower portion of
the cornea. The patches are formed by the
development on the corneal surface of in-

numerable fine blood-vessels, so closely
packed together that the interstices which
separate them are scarcely discernible by the
naked eye, and the affected parts present a
uniform aspect of vivid redness. The cres-
cents are somewhat elevated above the
general corneal s'lrface, and each crescent is

bordered, along its concave or advancing
edge, by a line of precursory epithelial tur-
bidity. At the same time that the crescents
increase in size, the borders of precursory
turbidity are pushed before them ; imtil at
first these, and afterwards the crescents
themselves, may meet and coalesce on the
horizontal diameter of the cornea, so that its
whole surface may become uniformly red.
When this stage is reached, vision is almost
abohshed, but there may still be much in-
tolerance of light. The corneal tissue is
softened, and its margin is surrounded by a
zone of sclerotic vascularity, which is visible
through the congestion of the conjunctiva.
As the inflammation subsides, the vascular
crescents slowly recede from the centre of
the cornea towards its circumference, and
finally disappear, leaving behind tliem a
dense opacity of an extremely obstinate

character. A severe case of vascular keratitis

generally affects both eyes, and threatens a

long period of actual blindness, followed by a
long period of A'ery imperfect vision. The
worst examples of the malady are those

which have been treated at the outset by
astringent or irritating applications ; and,

even in the slighter forms, the malady is

nearly always obstinate and protracted. As
long, however, as the march of the vascular

crescents, or their pi-ecursory turbidity, has
not encroached upon the portion of cornea
in front of the pupil, so long vision is not
seriously jeopardised.

Treatment.—The great object oftreatment
is to arrest the new vascular development at

a comparatively early stage ; and for this

purpose it is necessary to have recourse to

eserine and sedatives locally, and to such
constitutional treatment as the general con-

dition maj' require. A solution of two grains

of the neutral sulphate of eserine, with from
two to four grains of hydrochlorate of cocaine,

in an ounce of distilled water, should be
dropped into the eye twice daily, and the

closed lids should be frequently fomented
with hot poppy decoction, or with cold solu-

tion of extract of opium in water, according
as one or the other temperature is the more
agreeable to the feelings of the patient.

Apart from any special indication, the medi-
cines most generally useful are those which
appear to influence local nutrition through
the central nervous system, such as the iodide

and bromide of potassium, and the sulphate

of quinine. These, if they are likely to exert

a beneficial effect, generally do so speedily

;

and if the malady should be rapidly extend-

ing, it is alwaj's prudent to reconsider the
prescription without much loss of time. In
severe eases, especially when the hds are

somewhat tumid and there is much photo-
phobia, a leech may often be applied with
advantage, usually over the temporal muscle,
close to the outer margin of the orbit, or a
little blood may be taken more rapidly, by
means of Heurteloup's artificial leech ; and
when, notwithstanding treatment, the malady
pursues its course unchecked, a large iridec-

tomy should bemade withoutundue delay. The
operation not only tends to arrest the vascular
formation, but it also leaves a lateral pupil

through which good sight may often be
obtained long before the transparency of the
central parts of the cornea is restored. In
some cases, the -writer has seen excellent re-

sults from peritomy ; that is, from excising the
annulus of conjunctival and subconjunctival
tissue which immediately surrounds the cor-

nea. The strip excised should be about
3 mm. in width; and the excision may
sometimes be limited to the bases of the
vascular crescents.

Development of vessels upon the cornea.—
It is necessary carefully to distinguish vas-

cular keratitis, properly so called, from that
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development of vessels njion the cornea which
may occm* m connexion with the cicatrisation

of ulcers, or in consecjucnee of the friction of

lids left ^anular by conjunctivitis. In both
these forms the new vessels are arborescent

and irregular in their distribution, instead of

being closely packed together; and they are

not attended by the pink zone of circum-
corneal congestion, which is never absent in

true corneal inflammation.
The vessels which attend the formation of

cicatrices generally dwindle in course oftime ;

while those produced by granular lids, and
which, when they are very abundant and
closely Bet. constitute the condition called

panmis, will often disappear without direct

treatment if the state of the lids themselves
can be favourably moditied by the application

of astringents or by other means. AVhen
residual granulations are large and nume-
rous, they may be treated by crushing them
with forceps, by scraping, or by electrolysis

;

for which purpose tiiej- should be separately

punctured by a platinum needle, connected
with the negative pole of a galvanic battery.

A weak current only is required, and it may
be suffered to pass through each granulation
for from ten to twenty seconds. In many
cases the vascular network of pannus will be
comparatively absent from the lower third of

the cornea, so that sight may be much im-
proved by an artificial pupil made in a down-
ward direction. When pannus covers the
whole cornea with a close vascular net-

work, so that sight is almost destroyed, and
when it resists milder treatment, it may
sometimes be cured by inoculation with the
discharge of infantile purulent ophthalmia.
The pus is inserted between the lids, and
the artificial malady sutlered to run its

course imchecked, except by cleanliness and
frequent bathing. AVhen the discharge has
ceased, the cornea will often clear in a
surprising manner, and its abnormally vas-
cular state protects it, to a very great de-

gree, against the risk of sloughing. Still,

this risk is by no means absent, and the
treatment by inoculation should be regarded
only as a last resource. A somewliat similar
effect may be obtained by the inflammation
which is excited by bathing the eyes with
an infusion of the seeds of jequirity ; but
this method is scarcely less dangerous than
that by inoculation.

(c) Interstitial Keratitis.—This is a chronic
malady which is seen chiefly, or perhaps
exclusively, in thfe subjects of inherited
syphihs, who possess the peculiar teeth and
{acies which Mr. Hutchinson has shown to

e characteristic of their inheritance. The
disease was long described as a variety of
'strumous ophthal^iia ;

' and, although the
late Sir William Wilde pointed out how
frequently it was associated with deafness,
and also laid stress upon the value of per-
chloride of mercury in its treatment, its

syphilitic character seems to have been first

suspected by Mr. Hutchinson, who, having
once obtained the clue, followed it with
characteristic diligence until he anived at a
conclusive demonstration of the accuracy of

his suspicion.

Symptoms.— Interstitial keratitis com-
mences as a slight cloudiness of the central

portion of the cornea, with some roughening
or irregularity of the epithelium. It extends

from the centre towards the margin, and is

liable to be attended, in different cases and
at different stages of its course, by variable

degrees of ciliary and corneal congestion,

and intolerance of light. If neglected, or if

treated by irritants, it is liable to assume the

characters of vascular keratitis, and also to

extend to the iris, in such instances often

doing irreparable mischief. It is most
common during childhood, but its appear-

ance may be delayed until adolescence, or

even until adult age ; and, in such cases,

usually appears to be determined by some
general or local exciting cause, such as bodily

illness, or direct injury. It attacks both
eyes, one commonlj- somewhat later than the

other, and its course is often protracted over
several months. When severe, it leaves some
residual cloudiness of the cornea, and, even
when mild, it is doubtful whether the cornea
ever entirely regains the transparency of

health. StUI, w hen a case is seen and judi-

ciously treated earh% the prognosis may
generallj- be a favourable one.

Treatment.—The treatment consists pri-

marily in the avoidance of all irritants ; the

use of eserine and local sedatives, especially

cocaine ; and the administration of per-

chloride of mercury, or of iodide of potassium,
with or without iron or cod-liver oil. When
they are not contra-indicated by any special

circumstances, the perchloride of mercury
and the oil are the remedies on which the

greatest rehauce may be placed. The earliest

indications of photophobia, showing, as they
do, that light is acting as an irritant, should

be met by confinement to an almost darkened
room, and by frequent bathing of the closed

lids with cold water; but in fine weather
daily exercise should be taken in the open air,

the eyes being covered for the time with a
black silk bandage and compresses of carded
wool, so as to exclude light entirely. As soon
as photophobia subsides, these precautions

may be left aside—the eserine and mercury
being still continued, at least until the acute

stage of the malady has entirely passed away.
After this the absorption of residual opacity

may be promoted by the application, once
daily, of a morsel of an ointment containing

a small quantity (about ten grains to an
ounce) of the precipitated yellow oxide of

mercury.
In cases which have been neglected, or

aggravated by irritants in their early stages,

and in which the phenomena of ordinary
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vascular keratitis become grafted upon the

interstitial, it is generally desirable to perform

iridectomy with as little delay as possible.

3. Arcus Smilis.—The condition thus

named (although the adjective is not always

appropriate) is fully described elsewhere

(see Arcus Senilis). It may be distinguished

from the peripheral zones of opacity, which

are sometimes left after the subsidence of

certain forms of keratitis, by the circumstance

that arcus never extends quite to the margin

of the cornea, but is always surrounded by

an annulus of transparent tissue.

Besides the foregoing, there are a few other

forms of corneal disease, of comparatively

rare occurrence, which it would be beyond

the hmits of these pages to describe, but

which must be treated on the same general

principles ; and there is also the malforma-

tion known as ' conical cornea,' which falls

wholly within the domain of surgery.

III. Diseases of the Sclerotic.—Dis-

eases of the sclerotic, which were once re-

garded as a numerous and important grouj),

have been reduced by recent investigations

to comparatively insignificant proportions.

Infliunmation. — Synon. : Sclerotitis. —
Excepting in a narrow annulus immediately
aromid the cornea, the sclerotic is almost

extra-vascular ; and any real inflammation
of its structure is almost confined to this

particular region, where it seldom occurs

excepting as a complication or as a part of

some of the more severe forms of iritis or

keratitis, especially when either of these

affections extends to the ciliary body. In
such cases we often see the sclerotic undergo
inflammatory softening, as a result of which
the ciliary region may be much altered in

shape, yielding to the distension of the eye-
ball and to the traction of the recti muscles,
and becoming distinctly elongated. Occa-
sionally the sclerotic may be so much
softened and thinned as to bulge into u-regular

prominences around the cornea, generally
under the upper lid ; and this condition is

described as sclerotic stajiJiyloma.

Treatment.— The inflammations thus
arising call for no other treatment than that
which is demanded by the more important
inflammations of the cornea, the iris, or the
cihary body, with which they are associated

;

except that any evidence of yielding of the
sclerotic would be a reason in itself for the
performance of iridectomy, in order to pre-
serve the shape of the eyeball by diminishing
its tension. It was once believed that the
sclerotic, in its character of a fibrous mem-
brane, was especially prone to gouty or rheu-
matic inflammation

; and it is perhaps true,
though certainly not proven, that the ten-
dency of iritis or of keratitis to spread to the
anterior sclerotic zone is more marked in
persons of gouty or rheumatic diathesis than
in others. The possibility is at any rate
sufficient to require, in all these cases, an in-

vestigation of the tendency to lithic acid for-

mation, and the use of appropriate remedies
when this tendency is discovered. But a
large propoi-tion of the examples of supposed
gouty or rheumatic ophthalmia are nothing
more than cases of the sub-acute or remittent
form of glaucoma ; and the pain associated

with them is not really rheumatic but simj)ly

tensive. Vision has been irretrievably lost,

in hundreds of instances, because a behef in

the rheumatic character of these affections

has interfered with the timely performance
of iridectomy ; and the proposal to adopt the

epithet 'rheumatic,' .in any form of eye-

disease, is one which should be scrutinised

very closely before it is accepted as a guide
to practice.

IV. Diseases of the Iris.—In so far

as they come into the province of the phy-
sician, diseases of the iris are not numerous,
and are almost limited to the varieties of in-

flammation of that membrane.
1. Inflammation.— Synon. : Iritis.—Iritis

may be classified, according to its actual or

supposed causes, as rheumatic or syphilitic
;

or according to the nature of the morbid pro-

cess, a,s plastic, serous, or suj)2)urative. The
former classification must often rest upon
very slender grounds, and the latter has the

great advantage of expressing facts rather

than inferences.

(fl) Plastic Iritis.—Symptoms.—In plastic

iritis the first symptom is usually some loss

of the natural lustre of the surface of the iris,

and of the clear definition of its fibres, to-

gether with some damping or alteration of

its colour. These changes are probably
always due to turbidity of the aqueous
humour, and they may be imitated more or

less closely by turbidity of the cornea, and
especially by disturbance of its epithelium.

In iritis, however, they are associated with a

diminished range and quickness of pujiLllary

variation under variations of light ; and, in

a short time, with the effusion of plastic

lymph, by which the margin of the pupU
becomes tied down, here and there, to the

surface of the anterior capsule of the crystal-

line lens. At the same time there is usually

some congestion of the conjunctiva, and of the

zone of fine vessels immediately around the

cornea in the sclerotic. There is frequently

more or less pain, especially towards night,

but this is a very uncertain symptom. In
severe cases, and especially in such as are

clearly syphilitic in their character, the quan-
tity of effused lymph may be very con-

siderable, so as quite to cover the pupU, while

in mild cases it is only sufficient to ftisten

down the margin here and there. Iritis is

sometimes a very insidious and seemingly
slight affection, the real gravity and import-

ance of which may be wholly overlooked by
the patient.

Treatment.—The first principle of treat-

ment is to prevent the formation of adhe-
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Bions, or to break them if they have been !

formed ; and for this jiurpose our main re-

liance must be i)hiecd ujion the instillation of

atropine. The anatomi(;al structure of tiic

eye is such that a moderately contracted

pupil is in contact witli tlie lens-surface, while

a fully diluted pupil is separated from it by a

lilm of acjueous luunour. Hence, as lonf^ as

the pupil is contracted, any lymph wiiicli is

effused tends to the innuediate fornuition of

adhesions ; while, as soon as the pupil is

dilated, the lymph diffuses itself harmlessly
in the suri'ounding fluid, and no adhesions
are j)roduced. In orilmary circumstances,
and in cases of only ordinary severity, the

iritis then runs its course without inflicting

any permanent injury, and vision is com-
pletely restoi-ed as soon as resolution has
taken place. \Vhen, on the contrary, the

pupil cannot be dilated, the lymph dej)osited

in the area of the pupil forms an impediment
to vision ; and the adhesions themselves tend
to render the iritis a recurrent affection,

which is apt to return again and again until

the eye is disorganised and destroyed.

The first principle of treatment is, there-

fore, to pi-oduce and maintain dilatation of the
pupil ; and for this purpose it is necessary to

use some active mydriatic. The neutral

sulphate of atropine is usually the most
convenient agent for the purpose, and it

should be used in a solution containing four

grains to the ounce of distilled water. The
pharmacopceial solution of atropine, which
contains spirit, should be avoided on account
of its irritating action. Of the pure watery
solution, a drop should be carefully placed
within the lids by a di'opping-tube or quill,

repeated in five minutes, and again in another
five miiuites, and this threefold application

should be repeated three times a day. A
mydriatic agent still more powerful and more
rapid in its action than atropine has lately

been introduced into practice in duboisine,

the active principle of an Australian shrub,
Duboisia myoporoides. Duboisine should bo
used in a watery solution, of the strength of
four grains to the ounce ; and it is said to

have less tendency than atropine to produce
local irritation. The hydrochlorate of cocaine
may be combined in solution with either of

the foregoing, and will not only assist their

mydriatic action, but will also greatly pro-

mote the comfort of the patient. If the
pupil can be fully dilated in twenty-four
hours, no other treatment will be necessary
than to maintain the dilatation by using the
mydriatic less frc(iuently, and to protect the
eye from being injured by exertion, or by
exposure to gi'eat variations of temperature
or of liglit. If, on the contrary, after tiie use
of atropine or duboisine for twenty-four hours,
the pupil either renlains contracted or dilates

irregularly, showing that it is bound down
here and there, it is necessary to have re-

course to mercury without further delay, and

to use one of the preparations, such as blue
pill or calomel, with which the effect of
the medicine upon the system can be
rapidly secured. There is never any occa-
sidu to carry the effect of the mercury far-

ther than to the formation of a slight line

ujion the gums ; and, in most cases, as soon
as this line is perceptible, a notable amelior-
ation of the eje-symptoms will be observed.
Ii is desirable, however, that this degree of

mercurial influence should be reached cpiickly,

in order to cut short the disease as soon as
possible ; and when it has been reached, it

will usually require to be maintained, for

some days at least, by the administration of

smaller and less frecpient doses. In favour-

able cases, imder the combined influence of

mydriatics and mercury, the effused Ijniph
will be absorbed, the adhesions broken
through, and the eye restored to its original

condition. In those of a less fiivourable

character, the inflannnation will, indeed, sub-

side ; but the adhesions will remain, and the
pupil will be left permanently more or less

crippled and distorted. Whether or not sight

will be impaired will chiefly depend upon
whether the effused lymph has formed a
film or membrane across the pupillary open-
ing. In the worst cases, notwithstanding
treatment, the inflammation may extend to

the cihary body and choroid, and may produce
fimctionaJ destruction of the eye. This
scarcely happens except when the iritis has
been of great oi'iginal severity, and when it

has been neglected, or aggravated by irritants,

in its early stages. Even the suspicion of

iritis should absolutely i)reclude the use of

the astringent applications on which we have
mainly to rely in the treatment of the in-

flammations of the conjunctiva.
If an iritis is not seen until it has been

three or four days in existence, so that the
adhesions have had time to actjuire a certain

degree of firmness, it is not desirable to wait
twenty-four hours before having recourse to

mercurj'. The mineral shoidd be given with-

out further delay, so that it may be aban-
doned if atropine should dilate the pupil,

and ma3' be pushed if dilatation cannot be
produced.
While the atropine, or atropine and mer-

cury, are being employed, the remainder of

the treatment must be governed by general

considerations. Rest of the other ej-e must
be strictly enforced ; local depletion may be

practised whenever the congestion is consider-

able in degree ; and such a regimen and mode
of life must be prescribed as the patient can
bear. Unless there is photophobia, it is sel-

dom or never necessarj* to exclude light alto-

gether from the eye ; and, when photophobia
is present, it is better to apply a protective

bandage than to keep the patient in a dark
room. The latter practically excludes him
from cheerful companionship, and leaves liim

to dwell upon his troubles m darkness and
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solitude. Pain, if pr.esent notwithstanding

the use of cocaine, should always be subdued,

either by combining a sufficient dose of opium

with the mercury, or by the subcutaneous

injection of a solution of morphine. However

the anodyne is administered, provision should

be made "for repeating it sufficiently often to

produce and maintain the desired effect.

When recovery takes place leaving adhe-

sions, these wiU, in the majority of cases,

lead to a second attack of iritis, and this is

almost always the predecessor of regular re-

currence. In a few cases, however, the

second attack does not follow ; but, when-

ever it occurs, the tendency to future mis-

chief should be stopped by surgical means,

either by the detachment of the adliesions or

by the performance of iridectoinj'.

(b) Aplastic Iritis.—The aplastic form of

iritis differs from the plastic in the greater

quantity and the more liquid condition of the

effusion, which does not form adhesions, but

distends the eyeball and compresses its con-

tained structures. In a weU-marked case the

pupil is contracted and insensible to atropine

(which in all probability is not absorbed)

;

the aqueous humoiu* is turbid ; the iris is

pushed back and its anterior surface appears

concave ; vision is greatly impaired ; and
the eyebaU is perceptibly hardened to the

touch.

Treatment.—Until the distension is re-

lieved, no remedies will be effectual ; and,

when it is relieved, they generally cease to

be needed. The treatment should be either

by frequently repeated paracentesis of the
anterior chamber or by a large iridectomy or
sclerotomy, and the latter is generally to be
preferred. Aplastic iritis occurs chiefly in
persons of unhealthy or broken-down con-
stitution; which may perhaps account for

the unorganisable character of its products.
As soon as the distension of the eyeball is

relieved, the pupil is readily dilated, and the
iritis soon subsides.

(c) Suppurative Iritis.—In a small num-
ber of cases iritis assumes from the first a
suppurative character, and leads to the
formation of pus in the anterior chamber.
Treatment.—Such a condition calls for

atropine ; for stimulating and tonic medicines
rather than for mercury ; and for the evacua-
tion of the pus by paracentesis if it is con-
siderable in quantity, or if its presence
appears to be a source of increased irritation.

(d) Serous Iritis.—Ihis term, which would
perhaps be more appropriately used for the
aplastic form of iritis, has been applied by
contuiental writers to a form of disease which
was described in old books as 'aquo-capsulitis,'
and in which the posterior surface of the
cornea participates with the iris in the in-
flammation.
^>ioL0GY AND SYMPTOMS.—Serous iritis

usually first attracts attention by occasioning
a slight dimness of vision. There wiH often

be no congestion, or scarcely any, but the
movements of the pupil will be sluggish, and
careful examination will discover one or more
fine points of adhesion to the anterior cap-

sule. But the most characteristic appear-

ance of the disease is situate upon the lining

membrane of the cornea, which will be found
covered by a number of minute circular dots,

ranged in a pyramidal outline. The base of

the pyramid corresponds with the lower
corneal margin ; the apex encroaches more
or less upon the pupillary region. As the

disease progresses, the dotted pyramid in-

ci'eases in density and conspicuousness, and
the pupillary adhesions increase in number
and extent. The malady usually runs a very
chronic course, and often leaves some per-

manent diminution of vision. In a certain

proportion of cases it seems to be indepen-
dent of any known cause ; in others it follows

some constitutional affection (the writer has
seen a very severe case, in a yoimg lady,

consecutive to mumi^s) ; in others it is as-

sociated with constitutional syphilis. After

injury to an eye, serous iritis sometimes
appears in the other as the first stage of

sympathetic ophthalmia.
Treatment. — This will include, in the

first place, careful consideration of the state

of the general healtli, and endeavours to

correct whatever may be amiss. The eyes
should be kept at rest, the pupils dilated but
protected from bright light, and mercuric
chloride, or iodide of potassium, or both,

may be given in suitable doses, the efficacy

of these remedies bemg manifest in the non-
syphilitic as well as in the syphilitic sub-

jects of the disease. Where the adhesions
are numerous, iridectomy may be required
to relieve dragging. The cases are usually
cluronic, and many months may elapse before

the eyes are restored to usefulness.

2. Inflammation of the ciliary body and
choroid.— Synon. : Cyclitis; Irido-choroiditis.

In some instances, which fortunately are not
numerous, iritis is not confined to the mem-
brane in which it originates, but spreads
backwards to the ciliary body and the choroid.

The most marked examples are those in

which the original infiammation has been
excited by morbid changes, resulting some-
times from disease, but more frequently

from injury, in the opjiosite eye ; and these

cases are called sympathetic ophthalmia.
They have been generally supposed to de-

pend ujjon the propagation of peripheral irri-

tation through a nervous centre, and to point

very clearly to the presence of some central

nerve-irritation, or functional failure, as the
essential point of difference between the
iritis which dies out as a localised affec-

tion, and that which spreads by continuity

to the deeper parts of the eye. Kecent
observers have endeavoured to connect the
phenomena with the presence and the migra-
tions of microbes. However occasioned, the
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issue of declared irido-eyditis or irido-cho-

roiditis is generally disastrous; for the in-

lliimumtiou is always of a plastic character,

and the elliised lymph is scarcely ever ab-

sorbed in time, or with sutlicient complete-

ness, to prevent its contraction from inllictinj^

j)rofouud injury ujion tlic visual apparatus.

Tlie jierceptive layer of the retina is not only

in contact with the choroid, but the rods and
cones derive the materials of their nutrition

from the chorio-capillaris ; and hence, as

re-jards these delicate structures, an inHam-
matiou of the choroid, upon which they are

directly dependent, is of far greater im])or-

tancc than an intlannnation of the retina

itself, which nuiy bo limited to the connective

tissue of the fibre layer, and may leave the

precipient elements ahnost imatfected.

Symptoms.—The first sign of tlie extension

backwards of iritis is usually furnished by
tenderness of the ciliary /one, so that this

region feels acutely the slightest touch of a
probe, or of the end of a rolled pajjcr spill,

which is a more delicate instrument for test-

ing the sensibility of the ocular surface. At
the same time there is always a greater degree
of impairment of vision than the iritis alone
will explain, together with increased general

congestion of the eye, and, in many cases,

with an appearance of visible vessels on the
iris.

Tre.\tment.—The treatment to be pursued
does not differ materially from that whicli is

retpiired by the more severe forms of siiii])le

iritis ; and consists of depletion from tlie

temple, generally by means of Heurteloup's
leecli; the application of atropine ; the ad-

ministration of mercury, both internally and
by inunction upon the brow ; the control of

pain ; and the maintenance of strength. In
synqKithetic cases, the eye in which the
mischief originated should be removed, even
although the usefulness of this proceeding is

s^mewiiat doubtful when once the secondary
afl'ection is established. It is often necessary
carefully to continue the use of mercury for

a long period, generally in the form of small
doses of the perchloride combined with iron

;

and it is ehietlj- wlien this has been done
tliat some small vestige of vision is saved out
of the wreck. The lens, in such cases, often

becomes coated by lymph, and ultimately
recpiires removal ; and it may be necessary
to perforin iridectomy for closure of the pupil

more than once, in consequence of the
tendency of the artificial opening to be
drawn together again by contraction. On
account of the severity of sym])athetic o])h-

tlialmia, and of its generally unfavonraijle

termination, it is a rule of practice to antici-

pate its occurrence, and to remove a diseased
or injured eye which is likely to produce it,

before the mischief has been done.
V. Diseases of the Crystalline Lens

are separately treated of under the article

Catahact.

43

VI. Glaucoma.— In its modern signifi-

cation, this word is ap[>lied to denote all the
conditions which are produced by a morbid
increase of tension within the eye—that is

to say. by an excess of its contained Huids;
and the ditferent forms of tiie affection are
mainly due to differences in the rate at

which the tension increases.

Symptoms.— If the increase be rapid, the
loss of sight wiU be rapidly produced, and
will be associated with other changes occa-

sioned bj' sudden interference with the

circulation and innervation, and by sudden
stretching of the ocular tunics. When, on
the other hand, the increase of tension is

very gradual, so that the eye has time to

become accustomed to the new conditions

as they are produced, the symptoms often

present a deceptive resemblance to simple
atrophy ; and these cases were at one time
described as ' atrophy with excavation of the
optic nerve.' In some of the more acute
forms of increased tension, the pupil presents

a clouded aspect of a greenish colour ; and
it was to cases of this class that the word
glaucoma (from yXavKot, sea-green) was
originally a[)plied, at a time when the patho-
logy of the condition was not understood.
When this patliology was rendered clear,

and when it became known that the glau-

coma of the ancients was in all essential

respects identical with cases in which the
most manifest symptoms were of a different

kind, the word was retained as a convenient
general term, to express states of disease to

which it had no longer any apparent refer-

ence ; and hence we still speak of glaucoma,
although, in the great majority of the cases

in which we do so, the green aspect of the
pupil is conspicuous by its absence.

The normal tension of the eye appears to

be maintained, in the face of continued in-

ternal secretion of fluid, mainly by the
transudation of this fluid, at the so-called
' filtration area,' in the angle formed between
the cornea and the iris, into the plexus ot

veins contained in the canal of Schlemni.
In order that this transudation may be free,

it is necessary that the angle should be open,
and the access of fluid to the filtration area
unimpeded. In certain relations of the lens

to the neighbouring structures, and, possibly,

in consequence of increased bulk of the lens

in advancing life, the periphery of the iris

may be so pushed forward towards the cornea
as to j)roduce partial closure of the angle, and
impeded access of fluid to the filtration area.

Such conditions tend necessirily to increase ;

and they are liable to be increased still

further by dilatation of tlie pupil, which im-
plies thickening of the peripheral portion of

the iris, and the occupancy, by this jiortion, of
an abnormal amount of space. At a later

period, as the tension continues to increase,

the j)eripheral portion of the iris may even be
apjilied to the margin of the cornea after the
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fashion of a valve, and transudation may
be completely arrested.

The estimation of increased tension by the

fingers is a matter which requii-es the tactus

eruditus, and is Lest accomphshed by direct-

ing the patient to close the eyes gently, and

to cast them downwards. The tips of the

two forefingers should then be placed upon

the upper hd immediately below the margin

of the orbit, and, when one finger has fixed

the eye by holding it gently back against the

orbital contents as tar as it will recede, the

other estimates the degree in which it may
be dimpled by slight pressure. This degree

varies to some extent in different persons

within pliysiological hmits, but a morbid in-

crease of tension can scarcely be missed if

it is looked for. Moreover, the diagnosis of

glaucoma does not rest upon increased tension

alone, but upon the combination of increased

tension with decreasing sight. The rate of

slow increase which may simulate atrophy,

or of rapid increase which may simulate in-

flammation, are matters of detail which
should not, in either case, be suffered to

obscure the true nature of the morbid process.

The symptoms of glaucoma depend upon
the more or less gi'adual interference with

the ocular circulation, and compression of the

ocular nerves, by reason of increasing pres-

sure within the eye. In consequence of the

interference with the circulation, the blood

enters and leaves the eyeball with ditficulty.

The first indication of this difficulty is

afforded by the small veins which pierce the

-interior portion of the sclerotic near the cor-

nea, and course backwards beneath tlie con-

jimctiva towards the equator. These veins,

which are invisible, or at least inconspicuous,
in health, become distended and tortuous
when the impediment to the venous outflow
reaches a certain degree. At the same time,
the ophthalmoscope will usually discover
])ulsation of the retinal vessels upon the optic
disc, a pulsation first observed in the veins.

;ind afterwards also in the arteries. It woidd
seem that the contents of the veins are
pushed back by the entering arterial current,
and that the latter is only able to make good
its way at the acme of the pulse-wave.
The symptoms which depend upon com-

pression of the nerves will vary, of course,
with the functions which these fulfil. Com-
mencing with ordinary sensation, a moderate
compression of the filaments derived from
the fifth produces dimuaished sensibility of
the corneal surface ; while a pronounced" in-
crease of tension, especially if rapidly pro-
duced, occasions severe pain'by the stretching
of the ocular tunics. Proceeding to the
motor filaments, compression of those derived
from the third produces paresis of the ciliary
muscle and of the sphmcter pupilla; ; the
former evidenced by rapidly increasing im-
pairment of accommodation, the latter by
sluggishness and dilatation of the pupil, the

dilatation usually moderate in degree, but

often causing the aperture to assume an
elhptical outline, with its major axis hori-

zontal. This pupillary dilatation is apt to be

increased by the forward pressure of the

crystalline lens ; and, however produced, it

tends, in the way already described, to occa-

sion a still further increase of tension. The
compression of the retina causes impairment
of visual function, first manifested in the

portions most remote from the central blood-

supply ; and hence taking the form of con-

traction of the field of vision, usually first

displayed and most marked on the nasal

side. Contemporaneously with this, central

vision will be more or less reduced ; and, at

the same time, the increasing intra-ocular

pressure will occasion yielding from within
wherever such yielding is possible, and hence
chiefly over the area of the optic disc, the

structures composing which will be to some
extent pushed back out of the eye, leading to

the formation of a ' cup ' or excavation, whicli

is one of the most conspicuous of the ophthal-

moscopic signs of heightened tension. Finally,

the general nuti-ition of the eyeball will

suffer, in a manner which is often first dis-

played by the surface epithelium of the cor-

nea, which is ajit to become disturbed, irre-

gular, or, as it were, ' steamy,' presenting an
aspect somewhat as if it had been breathed

ui)on, and constituting a cause of further

serious impairment of the already diminished
vision.

Such being the chief symptoms, one or

more of which will be recognisable by ex-

amination in glaucoma, those complained of

by the patient ai'e often exceedingly charac-

teristic. Glaucomatous tension is apt to in-

crease in waves, separated by intervals in

which it may decrease, or in which the struc-

tures pressed upon acquire some tolerance

of tlie new conditions. We therefore often

hear complaints of sudden 'clouds' or 'ob-

scurations ' of vision, which pass away after

a few minutes or a few hours, and return at

imcertain intervals. The intervening re-

covery in such cases is seldom complete

;

each ' cloud ' usually leaving tlie sight per-

manently worse than before. The depth ot

the cloud, the period of its duration, and tlie

presence or absence of pain, are conditions
which will be governed by the extent and
the rapidity with which tension has been in-

creased. When the cloud has passed away,
we shall usually find diminution of central

vision, contraction of the field, especially on
the nasal side, and sluggishness of the rather
large jiupil. At the same time, it will often

be found that the sensitiveness of the corneal

surface is diminished ; and the patient will

often admit, on inquiry, that artificial lights of

feeble intensity—candle flames, for example

—

are frequently surrounded by coloured halos.

But the combinations and the order of oc-

currence of symptoms will differ widely in
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different cases ; and all that can be called

essential, in order to constitute fjlaucoma, is

a combination of impaired central vision and
diminution of the field, with increased tension

discoverable by the educated finj^er. Wlien
this combination is present, there should be

no doubt as to the diagnosis, as there will

certainly be no time to waste in inefficient

treatment.
TuK.ATMKNT.—The treatment of glaucoma

is entirely surgical, the affection being capable

of arrest by iridectomy or sclerotomy in the

great majority of cases. In the more acute

forms, an operation, if performed sufhciently

early, usually restores vision to its integrity

;

but tlie time during which this can be done
is limited, and in the more chronic forms no
operation will do more than preserve what
amount of siglit is still retained. Hence it is

important that treatment should not be

delayed by any error of diagnosis; and the

points to which attention should chietly be
directed, in any case of impairment of vision

in which the question may arise, are increas-

ing hardness of the eyeball as determined by
palpation, and gradual contraction of the

ticld of vision. Whenever the eye is becom-
ing harder, and the circumferential extent of

vision is narrowing in, the case is one in which
an operation should be accomplished with as

little delay as possible. At tlic same time,

imtil the operation can be performed, a four-

grain solution of eserine should be applied

every four hours ; this drug havmg a marked
effect in controUing and diminishing tension,

and being apparently indebted for this power
to its mechanical action upon the iris, which,
by the contraction of tlie pupil, is thinned out

and drawn away from tlie filtration area. It

is hardly necessary to add that in any case

of actual or threatened glaucoma, the use
of a mydriatic woidd be higlily dangerous.
The more acute cases of glaucoma are

attended by much pain from the distension

of the ocular tunics, and often by congestion

and inrtammation. the results of this disten-

sion ; and such cases were at one time de-

scribed as ' acute internal arthritic ojdithal-

mia,' or by some similar nauie. Vision has
been irretrievably lost, in hundreds of cases,

by endeavours to control this form of glau-

coma by medical treatment, to the neglect of

operation ; and the erroneous practice has
been kept alive by the circumstance that

some of the cases will undergo partial and
temporary amendment. In such circum-
stances, liowever. the vision never rises to

the degree of acuteness which existed prior

to the attack, and the amendment is never
more than temporary, .\nother increase of

tension soon occurs : and. without surgical

aid, blindness sooner or later closes the

bcene.

Vir. Diseases of the Optic Nerve
and Retina.—As shown by the ophthal-

moscope, these diseases cover a ver3' wide

field of pathology. In order to understand
them accurately, it is necessary to bear in

mind the anatomy and relative arrangement
of the affected tissues. The optic nerve in

the orbit is invested by a double sheath, and
the interval between the layers of this sheath,

which is continuous with the sub-arachnoid
space, terminates in a cul-dc-sac. towards the
eyeball, the two layers becoming intimately
united where they lilend with the sclerotic.

At this point, the opening in the sclerotic for

the admission of the optic nerve is crossed
by a film of perforated connective tissue, the
lamina crt6rosa, with which the sheaths of

the nerve-fibres blend, or in which they are

lost, so that the nerve anterior to the lamina
consists of a bimdle of unsheathed fibres,

enveloping the central artery of the retina,

which enters the eye with them, and the

central vein of the retina, which passes out
in the same position. On entering the eye
the nerve-fibres bend round to form the
anterior layer of tlie retina, which con-

tains also the retinal blood-vessels almost
to their ultimate divisions, together with
some delicate connective tissue. The capil-

lary circulation of the nerve itself is derived
from the anterior cerebral artery, and is

distinct, save for a very slight amount of

anastomosis, from the capillary circulation

of the sheath, which is fed by the arteries

of the pia mater. It follows that hyperaemia
of the sheath, or of the circle surrounding
the nerve, may exist without hyperaemia of

the proper nerve-tissue, and it has been sup-

posed that fluid pressure in the intervaginal

space may interpose an obstacle to the cir-

culation in the vessels which pass through
the sclerotic foramen, and may thus occasion

dropsy of the termination of tlie nerve within

the eye. Of the two foregoing conditions,

either may undergo resolution harmlessly, or

may produce such changes in or around the

nerve as to occasion atrophy and loss of sight.

Neither of them interferes with sight directly,

because the circulation may be seriously dis-

turbed by a degree of pressure which is insuf-

ficient to stop the conduction of imi)ressions

through the nerve-fibres. There is yet a

third condition, properly called optic neuritis,

or neuritis dcsccndcns, in which the capillary

network of the nerve itself participates in

changes propagated downwards, and in which
impairment of vision holds a very early place

among the symptoms.
1. Perineuritis.—The true perineuritis, in

which the unchanged nerve-disc is sur-

rounded by a zone of high vascularity, is

only seen ai- a result of meningitis, which
may be either tubercular or due to other

causes. It was at one time hoped by Bouchut,
by whom this especial phenomenon was first

described, that perineuritis might serve as a

diagnostic sign in cases of doubtful menin^jeal

inflammation ; but this expectation has not

been realised. The perineuritis itself has only
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been observed in cases the character of which

was scarcely doubtful, and which, in most

instances, have terminated ftitally. Very pro-

bably, however, it would be found, if looked

for, in those cases of exanthematous and

other fevers which are attended by cerebral

symptoms, followed after recovery by impair-

ment of vision. In these we eventually find,

as a rule, a partial nerve-atrophy, which does

not lead on to complete bhndness, but which

does not appear to be susceptible of improve-

ment; and this partial atrophy may no doubt

be due to the pressure of perineural exudation

during its contracting stage.

Treatment.—The treatment ofperineuritis

must generally be that of the affection in

which it has its origin ; but, in any fever in

which this symptom had been detected, it

would be a (juestion whether mercury should

not be cautiously administered for a consider-

able time after convalescence, in order to

promote the absorption of any effused lymph
by which the optic-nerve entrance might be

constricted.

2. Choked Disc.—Synon. : Dropsy of the

Optic-Nerve Entrance.—This is a condition

chiefly seen in connexion with intracranial

tumours, whether syphilitic, tubercidar, or of

some other kind; and it almost invariably

affects both eyes. It was formerly supposed
to bo due to the pressure of fluid driven down
the intervaginal space around the nerve,

and so constricting the latter at the terminal
rid-de-sac as to impede the outflow of venous
blood. This hypothesis is not now universally

accepted, but the condition visible with the
ophthalmoscope is one of distension and
tortuosity of the retinal veins ; arrest of the

capillary circulation ; impediment to the
arterial inflow ; dropsical effusion into the
disc-tissues ; and, sometimes, secondary in-

flammatory changes, such as effusion and
cell-proliferation, comparable to the erythema
which occurs in the integument of a dropsical
limb. All these changes may exist without
impairment of vision, because they neither
affect the perceptive layer of the retina, nor
arrest the conduction through the nerve-
fibres. At a later period, however, when
any plastic elements in the exudation begin
to undergo contraction, the interference with
the circulation becomes more complete, the
nerve-fibres themselves become compressed,
and then failure of sight commonly occurs.
At the same period, the nerve passes into a
state of atrophy from the interference with
its circulation ; and these cases of nerve-
atrophy were once sources of great perplexity
to surgeons, and were referred to alcohol, to-
bacco, and to other causes which probably
had very little to do with them. In conse-
quence of the sight not being affected during
the preliminary stage, the occurrence of tins
stage was for a long time absolutely over-
looked, and was only discovered when phy-
sicians began to use the ophthalmoscope, as

an ordinary instrmnent of diagnosis, in all

cases of cerebral affection. It was then soon
established, notably by the labours of Drs.

Hughluigs Jackson, Buzzard, and Clifl'ord-

Allbutt, that the atrophy had been preceded

by swelling of the disc and by obstruction of

its circulation ; and it was shown before long

that the cases of atrophy which had this

history wei-e recognisable, after the swelling

had passed away, by the tortuosity of the

retinal veins which was left behind, and by
the way in which these veins were lifted into

bold curves at the margin of the disc ; this

alteration of their original course having been
due to the swelling, and remaining after the

swelling had subsided. The contraction of

the effusion, and the consequent atrophy of

the nerve-fibres and closure of the capOlary

vessels, would be likely to occur earlier in

some jjarts of the disc than in others ; and
hence, at the time when commencing failure

of sight first induced the patient to seek

advice on accomit of it, the disc was com-
monly seen to be invaded by sectors of white-

ness, but to retain its vascularity, or perhaps
more than its normal vascularity, in other

parts; while, at the same time, the sight was
first lost in those regions of the retina the

fibres from which were first compressed.
Hence it follows that a partial invasion of

the disc by atrophic changes, and a partial

invasion of the field of vision by blind por-

tions, are among the earliest symptoms in

cases of the class under consideration ; and
these symptoms were at one time referred

rather to the nervous centres than to the
retina or the disc itself, to changes in which
they are now attributed. A not uncommon
clinical history in such cases is that there

has been constitutional syphilis, imperfectly

treated, and ultimately producing headache
or other cerebral symptoms, which have pro-

bably called for the administration of iodide

of potassium and have been relieved by it.

Some weeks afterwards there is for the first

time a complaint of failing siglit ; and then
the ophthalmoscope reveals that the discs

are passing into atrophy, that the retinal

veins are lifted into prominent curves at the

disc-margins, and that their further course

over the retina is generally serpentine. In
many cases, the recovery of the patient, as

far as general health is concerned, leaves the

precise character of the intracranial mischief
doubtful ; but, in fatal cases, a tumour is the
morbid condition most frequently discovered.

See Ophthalmoscope in Medicine.
When the merely passive dropsical effusion

into the disc becomes complicated with in-

flammatory changes, as results of the disturb-

ance of the tissues, the sight begins to fail

before atrophic changes become manifest

;

and such cases are very difficult to dis-

tinguish from those in which there is ^)ri-

viari/ or descending neuritis. The blood-

supply of the optic nerve being derived from
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the anterior cerebral artery, we may reason-

ablj- expect to find cujiillary eiif^orfjement of

the nerve-suhstance of the disc in connexion
with arterial hyperfeniia of the brain ; and
tliis capillary cn<jorgenient may pass into

intlamniatioii, either of local orijjjin or by
transmission downwards fi'oni above. In any
case, if tlie first chan<;es in the disc are of

tlie character of nem-itis rather than of ob-

struction, we see capillary or arterial hyper-

K'niia of the nerve-substance rather tiian

venous conj;estion ; and ell'usioii of plastic

material upon the disc itself, with compara-
tively little prominence or disc-swellinjj, and
with comparatively little extension over tlie

disc-marj,'ins upon the surroundiiii^ retina.

At the same time, even in tlie early stajje of

the alfection, we hnd jjreat impairment of

si^'lit, the conducting jjovver of the nerve-

libres being seriously injured. Such cases

are frequently syphilitic, and, unless the ab-

fiorj^tion of the etl'usion should be quickly

brought about by treatment, its contraction,

like that of the effusion of obstruction, soon
occasions atrophic ciianges. In these cases,

however, the swelling having been absent or

inconsiderable, the vessels do not show that

elevation into bold curves at the disc-margin
wliich has already been described ; and the

contraction being interstitial in the nerve-

eubstance, and from the first affecting veins

and arteries in an equal degree, the arterial

inflow is diniinishedycj/v' /)rtss« with the dim-
inution of the vein-cliannels, and the latter

vessels are seldom distended in such a
manner as to render them distinctly varicose

or tortuous. The ultimate result is a white
disc, on which the arteries and veins are
dwindled to threads, or at least greatly re-

duced from their normal cidibre.

We may therefore have three conditions
which in their tyi)ical forms are toleraldy

distinct, but which are prone to run into one
another by almost imperceptible gradations,

and which may all lead on to atrophy and
complete blindness : namely, jierineuritis, neu-
ritis, and choked disc. The lialiility to the last-

mentioned condition sliould be carefully

remembered by physicians, and should lead
to careful ophthahnoscopic examination in

all cases of obstinate headache or other
cerebral syiuptonis of obscure origin, more
especially in a patient with a syphilitic history.

Treatmknt.— It is manifest that the best
hope of preventing ultimate blindness in
persons in whom choked disc has occurred
will be secured by the administration of

medicines calculated to assist the absorj)tion

of the effusion, and by continuing tliese

medicines, with comparatively small refer-

ence to the general symptoms, until the discs

have cleared. The writer has seen such
clearing occur, without loss of sight, in cir-

cumstances wliich rendered it almost certain
that neglect of the disc-eftusions would have
been followed by blindness at no distant

date. The same general rule will apply, of

course, to tlie more directly inflammatory
effusions of neuritis or perineuritis ; and,

when we find any one of the three conditions

I passing into atrophy, or when we find com-
mencing atrophy in discs which show traces

of past effusion, the principle of treatment is

to endeavour to ])romote the absorjition of

any contracting material which may be the

physical cause of the atrophy; and then,

when this has been done, to seek to stimu-

late the nutrition of the nerve-fibres, and to

assist them to recover from the shock which
they have sustained. The mode of fiillilnient

]

of the first indication must depend mainly
upon whether there is a history of syphilis,

and, if so, upon the manner in which it has
been treated. In the numerous cases in

which a short course of mercury has been
; administered, enough to alleviate secondary
symptoms, but wholly insufficient to eradi-

[

cate the disease, it will generally be desirable

to give iodide of potassium in full doses for

a time, and to follow this by the prolonged
administration of the perchloride of mercury,
in the hope of really curing the patient.

There are, in the writer's ojunion, few things

better worth remembering in therapeutics

than that the iodide, immeasurably tlie most
valuable drug which we possess as a remedy
for a late syphilitic symiitoni, is, none the

less, almost useless as a remedy for constitu-

tional syphilis. It will remove the present

8ymi)tom, speedily and often completely ; but

it can scarcely be said to have any tendency
to prevent the recurrence of syphilitic symp-
toms at a future time, in the same or in some
dillerent form. For this purpose, the only
trustworthy agent is mercury ; and there-

fore, while the administration of the iodide

for a sufficient time, and in sufiicient quan-
tities to test its power of doing good, will he

enough in the cases in which syphilis is

neither known nor suspected, the iodide must
be followed by mercury whenever a syphilitic

history of the affection is either clear or

highly probable. The second indication, to

stimulate the nutrition of the nerve-fibres, is

usually best accomplished by strychnine, given

at such intervals and in such doses as to pro-

duce evidence of its constitutional effect be-

fore its administration is abandoned. It may
perhaps be most effectually given by hypo-
dermic injection ; but this is a point which
must be settled in accordance with the cir-

cumstances' of the case in each individual

: instance. During the last two or three years,

in cases of great disc swelling with impair-

i

ment or loss of sight, the writer has on four

occasions incised the sheath of the optic

I nerve behind the eye, so as to give exit to

any accumulation of fluid in the intervaginal

space, or to release an inflamed nerve from
the pressure of its unyielding covering. The
results have been generally satisfactory ; and
in one of the patients, who had been totally;
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blind for several days,.vision was completely

restored.

3. Toxic Amhlyopia. Toxic Central Neu-

ritis.—Much attention has been bestowed of

late years upon a form of gradual failure of

vision which first affects chiefly the central

j)ortions of the retinse, and which appears to

depend upon a chronic neuritis attacking

originally the portion of the optic nerve-

trunk which contains the fibres destined for

the region of the macula lutea. This affec-

tion has often been connected with the ex-

cessive use of the stronger forms of tobacco,

as well as with the abuse of ardent spirits,

or with both these conditions in combination.

It is characterised by impairment of sight,

and also of colour-sense, the imi)airment

biiing at first limited to the central portion

of the field, and the colour-sense often becom-
ing changed before form-vision is very notice-

ably affected. It may extend, if neglected,

over the whole of the nerve-fibres, aud may
ultimately lead to practical, but seldom to

nbsolute, blindness, perception of light and of

large objects being often retained. In order

to test for central loss of colour-sense, it is

necessary to be provided with small red and
green objects which may be moved in suc-

cession over various parts of the field, and
which, in typical cases, will appear much
less bright in the centre than when they are

held a little to one side of the direct line of

vision.

Treatment.—This consists, firstly, in the

abandonment of tobacco and alcohol ; secon-

darily, in endeavours to improve the general
health ; thirdly, in the use of medicines, such
as iodide of potassium and mercury, by which
chronic inflammatory conditions are likely to

be conti'olled ; and, lastly, in stimulation of
the weakened nerves by the careful emplo^'-

ment of strychnine. A very careful prognosis
should be given in the first instance ; but, if

improvement once commences, the case will

usually terminate in recovery.

4. Sclerosis of the Optic Nerve.—Besides
the consecutive forms of atrophy above enu-
merated, there is yet another of common
occurrence, which is either a primary sclerosis

of the optic nerve, or a sclerosis secondary to
a similar afi'ection of other parts of the ner-
vous centres. This form of atrophy is not
preceded by effusion, nor is it attended by
any marked decrease in the calibre of the
ciiutral vessels of the retina, even when the
capillary circulation of the disc- has almost
wholly disappeared. It is often seen in con-
nexion with disease of the spinal cord, as in
locomotor ataxy ; and also occurs in appa-
rently healthy people, seemingly as a purely
local affection.

Sclerosis is easily distinguished from the
atrophies consecutive to effusion, whether
active or passive, by the circumstance that
the effusion, as it undergoes contraction,
tends to render the nerve-tissues opaque as

well as to bleach them, and thus leaves a disc-

surface of an almost ivory whiteness and of

uniform colour. In sclerosis, on the other

hand, the nerve-tissue disappears to a great

extent, and reveals the mottled surface, often

of a bluish- white tint, of the lamina cribrosa.

When this is plainly seen, and when, at the

same time, the vessels are neither much
diminished in calibre nor altered in their

normal curvatures, sclerosis may be assumed
to exist ; and this form of atrophy may also

be distinguished from that which is produced
by the most chronic forms of glaucoma, by
the circumstance that m the latter the vessels

bend into the excavated disc at its margin,
while in the former they pass over the margin
in straight lines or nearly so. Chronic glau-

coma would also usually be distinguished by
the character of the failure of sight, which
woidd be marked by the ordmary contraction

of the field of vision, even when central

vision was only a little impaired ; and also

by the gradual hardening of the eyeball,

which would be present in glaucoma and
absent in nerve-sclerosis. Still it cannot be
denied that tliis particular diagnosis is not
without its difficulties, and that in certain

cases it has given rise to differences of opinion

between men of large experience on all sides

of the question at issue.

Tlie diagnosis is important as well as diffi-

cult, since the mischief of glau-oma may
admit of arrest by iridectomy or sclerotomy ;

so that to mistake chronic glaucoma for

atroiDliy, and to neglect operation, may be to

condemn the patient to unnecessary blind-

ness. The opposite error can at least do no
harm; and therefore, whenever a doubt really

exists upon the point, the most proper course

is to give the benefit of that doubt to the

patient, and to advise the performance of an
operation which cannot injure, and which
may relieve him. The atrophy of sclerosis

scarcely admits of treatment, but it may per-

haps sometimes be delayed, or even prevented
from becoming complete, by the administra-

tion of full doses of strychnine and iron.

6. Atrophy from other causes.—Besides
the foregoing forms of atrophy, there is a

variety which appears to be associated with
chronic lead-poisoning, and in which the discs

may acquire a peculiar grey or bluish tint

;

and the optic nerves may also undergo
secondary wasting in consequence of other
conditions presently to be mentioned, such as

obstruction of the central artery by an em-
bolus, or the long continuance of pigmentary
retinitis.

G. Retinal Hccmorrhage.—The chief dis-

orders of the retinal circulation displayed by
the ophthalmoscope are haemorrhages, which
may be attended by very different circum-
stances, and may present widely different

characters.

a. Single.—Wlien blood proceeds from one
of the larger veins of the retina, which yieii]
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(V considerable quantity, and which are situ-

ated immediately underneath the limiting

membrane, the hffimorrhase usually sjireads

out over tlie fundus as a red patch of uniform
colour and aspect, and vision is suddenly,

and sometimes almost totally, obscured. The
writer has seen such bleeding occur from the

yielding of a vessel during parturition ; but

this accident is extremely rare, and the large

hiemorrhages in question are certainly more
common in women at the period of cessation

of the menstrual function than in any other

circumstances. At this time, and when the

health is not seriously affected, a favourable

prognosis may be given with some confidence;

for the blood will before long be absorbed,

and restoration of vision, at least in a con-

siderable degree, may be expected. The
writer has once seen complete restoration to

the normal standard, but tliis is an excep-

tional occurrence.

Tkeatmknt.—The only treatment neces-

sary is to pay attention to the requirements
of the general health ; and to prescribe such
diet, medicines, regimen, and habits as may 1

tend to calm and equalise the circulation,

and to prevent local congestions. The oc-

currence of sudden loss of sight in one eye
will justify the suspicion of hsemorrhage

;

but the suspicion can oidy be converted into

certainty by the ophthalmoscope.
|

b. Multiple.—A form of venous hicmor-
|

rhage which at first seems less formidable,
because it is attended by a smaller degree of

immediate interference with sight, but which
calls for a less favourable prognosis, is that

in which the hsemorrhages are multiple, often

singly of small size, and scattered over the
whole fundus of the eye. The appearances
which they present differ, apparently in ac-

cordance with their precise position in the

retina. If they proceed from vessels M'hich

are superficial, the blood is spread out, as in

the last variety, in round or oval patches
beneath the limiting membrane ; but if the
vessels lie a little deeper, and are fairly

engaged in the fibre-layer, the blood will '

separate the fibres and find its way between
them, forming flame-shaped or brush-like

l)atches, which are often very numerous.
Such multiple h;ciuorrhages are very slowly
absorbed, and have a tendency to recur ; so
that they must alvvays be regarded as placing
the sight in serious jeopardy. They are often
monocular, and they do not point to any '

Jefjnite disturbance of the general health.
'

The only endeavour so to connect them with
which tlie writer is acquainted was made by

'

Mr. Hutchinson, who described some cases
of flame-shaped h:einorrhage in persons all

of whom he said were ' gouty ' ; but it will

certainly be the lexperience of most prac-
titioners that flame-shaped luemorrhages oc-

cur in many patients who are not ' gouty ' in

the ordinary sense, and that they do not
occur in vast numbers of those about the

reality of whose gout there can be no ques-
tion. The presence of miilliplo haemorrhages
is sometimes attended by a considerable

degree of irritation, or even inflammation,
in the tissues among which the blood has
been effused; and this condition, in which
the retina between the blood-spots may be-

come opalescent or turbid, has been described
as a form of retinitis

—

retinitis apnplectica.

The element of intlammation, in such in-

stances, is probably merely a reaction con-

sequent upon the injury inflicted upon tlie

tissues, and it cannot be infeiTed that the
bleeding is itself the result of any inflam-

matory process.

Treatment.—In this, as in the former
variety, there is no special indication for

treatment, which must be confined to tiie

correction of any manifest disorder of the

general health, followed, in most instances,

by the administration of iodides or bromides,
as medicines calculated to assist in the

absorption and removal of the efl'iised pro-

ducts. Any indication of a general hicmor-
rhagic tendency, or of a state allied to purpura
or scurvy, would require, of course, fuU con-

sideration and appropriate treatment. The
extent of the ultimate injury to sight will

usually depend tipon the extent to which the

perceptive elements of the retina have been
compressed or disorganised, either by the
bleeding itself, or by other changes consecu-
tive to it.

c. Arterial.— Haemorrhages which are

distinctly arterial are not uncommon in the
fundus of the eye, and can generally be dis-

tinguished without difticulty from the venous
variety, not only by the colour of the effused

blood, but also by the situation of the blood-

patch, and by its manifest relations to s
small arterial branch, which may often be
seen to have dwindled or closed beyond the

point at which it has given way. Arterial

hiemorrhages are mostly multiple, but of

small individual extent ; and, when not in

the immediate neighbourhood of the optic

disc, are most commonly seen near the outer
limits of the ophthalmoscopic Held of view.

They are generally attended by sufficient

impairment of vision to occasion complaint,
and thus to lead to their detection ; but they
seldom occision blindness. They call for

an examination of the urine for albumen,
and, failing any evidence of renal mischief,

thej- are chiefly important as indications of

a weakened and brittle state of the arterioles,

likely to lead to intracranial hiemorrhage.
Tkeatment.—Arterial luBinorrhages into

the retina point to the necessitj' of diminish-

ing, as much aa may be possible, the strain

upon the arterial coats, by such means as the

avoidance of muscular exertion or mental
emotion, and by seeking to diminish the

quantity of the circulating blood by a dimi-

nution in the quantity of fluid ingested. Even
when all precautions have been taken, arterial
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retinal haemorrhages are common forerunners

of apoplexy.

7. Embolism of the Ce7itral Artery of the

iJch'na.—EmboHsm of the central artery of

tlie retina, or of one of its branches, is a con-

dition of not infrequent occurrence.

Symptoms.—When sudden blindness of one

eye occurs in a person who is the subject of

valvular disease of the heart, the dia,'j;nosis

can scarcely be doubtful ; but the ophthal-

moscopic appearances will suffice to remove

doubt if it should exist. The immediate

effect of the sudden arrest of the arterial

circulation of the retina is to render that

membrane opaque and of a milky whiteness,

except over the macula lutea, where the ab-

sence of connective tissue prevents any such

change from being produced. Here, and here

only, the original transparency is retained,

and the colour of the choroid is still visible,

with the result that the macula appears as a

cherry-red spot in the midst of a white surface.

When not concealed by the opacity, the larger

veins of the retina are diminished in calibre

and contents, and their blood is sometimes
broken up into detached portions separated

by interspaces. The arteries are empty, and
are either invisible or traceable as white
lines of tibrovis tissue in the general milkiness

of the fundus. The disc is usually bleached,

but it will sometimes hapj)eu that its condi-

tion may be temporarily obscured by arterial

hemorrhage, occurring from some twig given
off just below the seat of the embolus, and
entering the eye independently.
The driving home of the embolus wUl

throw upon siich a twig the whole force of
the circulatory vis a tercjo, and may thus
rupture it—an occurrence o^ which the
writer has seen several examples. The blood
so effused is usually absorbed in a very few
days, revealing the white disc and the
collapsed arteries, and removing any uncer-
tainty whicli might have existed with regard
to the diagnosis. The opalescence of the
retina also disappears before long, and then
only the secondary nerve-atrophy and the
disappearance of the arteries remain to dis-

close the nature of the original affection.
Embolism seems to be a perfectly hopeless
condition, because there is no anastomosis
between the retinal and other vessels of a
sufhcient extent to maintain a collateral
circulation. The writer has met with one
instance in which only a sector of the field
was affected, and with one in which embolism
of a very small branch produced loss of sight
over all tlie peripheral parts of the field,
leaving central vision almost intact; but
such cases are among the curiosities of
ophthalmology, and complete and permanent
loss of sight of the affected eye is the result
which must always be anticipated.

8. Betinitis.—Wetinitis is commonly de-
scribed as occurring in three chief forms—
the albuminuric, the syphilitic, B.ndi the pig-

mentary ; but the writer is inclined to believe

that only the last ot these three is a genuine
retinitis, and that in the others the inflam-

mation, if it should exist, is merely a secon-

dary consequence of the irritation produced

by the presence of adventitious deposits.

a. Albuviinuric Retinitis.—In the so-

called albuminuric retinitis, the sequence of

events appears to lend support to the con-

tention of the late Sir WUliam Gull and
Dr. Sutton, to the effect that the renal

disease is not an original affection, but only

a result of morbid or degenerative changes
which are common to the whole of the small

artei'ies of the bodj'.

Symptoms.—In many cases of albuminuria,
the sight is not affected from first to last, and
the retinae remain healthy.- In some, the

retinal changes precede the appearance ol

albumen in the urine; and, in the majority,

the renal and retinal changes are coincident.

The retinal changes are of two kinds

:

namely, arterial hoemorrhages, occurring in

the fibre-layer, so that the l)lood-patches

assume a fibrillated aspect with brush-like

terminations ; and the formation of white
patches, either of cholesterine deposit or ol'

fatty degeneration, or of both combined,
scattered irregularly over the fundus, but
often grouped into a stellate figure around
the macula lutea, and into an irregular ring

around the disc. To these appearances are

added, in some cases, those of swelling of the

disc-margins with effusion into the retinal

fibre-layer ; and, wlien the last-named appear-

ances are presented, there is always a lar

greater deterioration of sight than when they
are absent. It is a matter of daily occur-

rence that the exi.stence of renal disease is

not susjiected until impairment of sight leads

to an oi5hthalmosco])ic examination, and this

to the discovery of the retinal changes ; and,

in every hospital, cases which apiily for re-

lief to the oj)hthalmic department are con-

stantly, on this ground, transferred to the
physician.

Treatment.—The treatment of the renal

maladies which produce albuminuria is in no
way modified on account of the presence of a
retinal complication ; and the unfavourable
prognosis which must generally be given as

regards life throws into comparative insigni-
'

ficance the gradual failure of vision, which
seldom proceeds to complete blindness.

b. Syphilitic Retin it is.—TJiis is usually an
incident of the most advanced stages of the
disease, and is most frequently seen in per-

sons who have been inadequately treated

during the primary stage, but who have for

some montlis or even for a year or two been
free from symptoms.

Symptoms.—Dimness of sight is then com-
plained of, and the retina is found to present
scattered patches of very irregular outline,

and of a filmy whitish aspect. Such patches
may be more or less obscured by slight
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Rcneriil tnrl>iility of the retina itsolf, or of the

vitreous body in its immediate vicinity, the

hvtter condition beinj; of itself iihuost conclu-

sive of the nature of the malady.
Tkeatmknt.— The treatment must be

greatly governed by the past history of the

case, but may in most instances turn upon
the use of iodide of potassium for tlve relief

of tiie retinal troubles, followed by a sutticient

course of mercury for the eradication of the

syphilitic taint.

c. Fiffincntari/ Retinitis.—This appears to

be a true intlaintnation of the retina, dif-

fering from the tV)regoing affections in that

it attacks the percipient elements, instead of

the fibre-layer or the connective tissue of the
membrane.
^Etiology.—The subjects of pigmentary

retinitis are of all ages, from nine or ten
years to seventy ; and, in some instances,

the duration of the disease has been as much
as twenty years, from the first appearance of

the symptoms to their ultimate termination in

blindness. As a rule, however, the patients

are yoimg adults, or persons not past middle
ivge.

It is a remarkable feature of pigmentary
retinitis that it almost invariably attacks

more than one member of a family ; and it

has been said to be especially frecpient in the
offspring of marriages of consanguinity, but
this statement is not borne out by English
experience. During the last twenty years
the writer has only met with one family in
whom the malady had this historj'.

Anatomical CHAiiAcxKus.— From the ex-

treme ehronicity of its course, from its ob-

stinacy, and from its peculiar anatomical
distribution, pigmentary retinitis should pro-

bably be regarded, together with some forms
of choroiditis, as havmg its analogies among
some of the chronic diseases of the skin. It

usually appears to commence in a narrow
annulus near the equator of the eyeball,

and gradually spreads inwards towards the
optic disc ; tlie tissues affected are the per-

ceptive and pigmentary layers of the retina

and the subjai'ent chorio-ca])illaris, which
slowly become disorganised and matted to-

gether in one common degeneration. Coin-
cidently with the progress of the disease,

pigment is dejjosited in the i)arts affected,

and in the retina superficial to them, in the
form of irregular lines and striations, and
especially along the course of the main
arterial branches. As the annulus of disease

gradually closes in njion the macula, the optic

disc undergoes atrojjhy of a kind which gives

it a peculiar tint of whiteness, very readily

recognisable when it has once been noticed,

and the central vessels, both veins and
arteries, dwindle in size.

Symptoms.—The subjective symptoms are
as characteristic as the ophthalmoscopic ap-

pearances. Over the region actually invaded,
llse perceptive elements of the retina are de-

stroyed, and the power to receive visual nn-
jjressions is lost. The fibre-layer not being
implicated, tiio conduction of impressions
from parts of the retina more peripheral than
the disease may remain unafiectod ; and
hence we may have a blind zone surround-
ing the centre of the field of vision, and suf •

rounded itself by a zone still more external,

in which dim vision is preserved. But tlie

salient symptoms are two—the gradual con-
traction of the field of vision due to the pro-
gressive encroachments of the disease ; and
night-blindness, due to the nerve-atroj)hy,

which interferes with the conduction or per-

ception of any but strong impressions. NVlien

these symptoms co-exist ; when the field of

vision is small and becoming gradually
smaller ; and when the patient, who can still

see fairly in the daytime, can scarcelj' find

his way about as dusk begins to fall, we may
predict the ophthalmoscopic appearances
with a very near ajiproach to certainty. The
optic disc will be unnaturally pale, and the
fundus overstrewn, towards the periphery,
with irregular black lines and stri{)es, of

which it is quite possible that none may be
visible within that portion of the field of the
ophthalmoscope which includes the disc.

Diagnosis.—Pigmentary retinitis may pos-
sibly be mistaken for the most clironic form
of glaucoma, on account of the contraction

of the field of vision ; but it may be distin-

guished by the absence of high tension, by
the night-blindness, and by the pigmentation
of the retina. It may also be mistaken for

the atrophy of sclerosis, but only if the oph-
thalmoscopic examination is limited to the
nerve-disc, to the exclusion of the surround-
ing parts of the fundus.

TuEATMENT.— In the treatment of a disease

so essentially chronic, it is ditiicult to arrive

at any trustworthy evidence concerning the
etficac}' of a remedy, but tlie prolonged ad-

ministration of iron, rather as a food than as

a medicine, is at least of a certain degree oi

utilit}' in arresting the progi-ess of the malady.
The preparation employed is probably not
material, and some may be found to suit

particular persons better than others ; but the
writer is .accustomed to begin with the tinc-

ture of the perchloridc, in doses of five

minims, well diluted and given three times a
day as part of a meal.

y. Detachment of the lictina.—Synon. :

Subretinal Dropsy.—This is a condition the
causes of which have never been satisfactorily

explained, but it has baen attributed to the
contraction of inflammatory effusions in the
vitreous body, which have been supposed
thus to exert traction on the retina.

The first symptom which attracts the at-

tention of the patient is the loss of part,

usually either the upper or the lower part, of

the field of vision ; and it is manifest that

loss of the upper part of the field means de-

tachment of the lower p:irt of the retina, and
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vice versa. Detachment is sometimes pro-

duced by a blow or injury, but more fre-

quently it occurs without any assignable

cause, either local or constitutional. One or

both eyes may be affected.

The diagnosis of the disease is rendered

easy by the ophthalmoscope, which exhibits

the detached portion as a sort of floating

prominence, projecting into the interior of the

eyeball, generally bhiish-white in colour, and

crossed by the retinal blood-vessels.

The prognosis is very unfavourable in the

majority of instances, and treatment is seldom

effectual.

Treatment.— Cases have been recorded in

which disappearance of the sub-retinal fluid,

and restoration of vision, have followed pro-

longed confinement in the supine posture

;

and the occurrence of improvement after

spontaneous rupture of the detached portion

suggested to von Graefe the advisability of

producing such a ruptiu-e by artificial means.

Various operations have been undertaken for

this purpose, and also for the evacuation of

the sub-retinal fluid through a puncture in

the outer tunics of the eye, and have in a few

instances been partially successful ; but the

evidence in their favour is at present very

feeble, and hardly establishes more than that

attempts of such a nature may be made, if it

is certain that the sight will be irretrievably

lost in the absence of interference. The
writer once obtained an excellent result by
puncturing a detached retina in an eye from
which cataract had been removed eleven

years before ; but the puncture was greatly

facilitated, and its risks were in a correspond-
ing degree diminished, by the absence of the
lens. Two or three years later, however, the
detachment returned and became comjilete.

The tendency of detachment, especially in

the upper portion of the retina, is to increase
until the whole membrane is elevated from
the choroid, and vision is entirely destroyed.
It must be borne in mind that detachment
may be simidated, or may even be caused,
by the growth of intra-ocular tumours, sarco-
matous or gliomatous, which may demand
the early removal of the eyeball. Such cases
would usually be distinguished from simple
detachment by the increased hardness of the
eyeball, which the morbid growth almost
necessarily occasions, and which would be the
more significant inasmuch as detachment
alone is usually accompanied by diminished
tension. It must nevertheless be remembered
that normal tension does not absolutely pre-
clude the presence of tumour ; as there are
well-authenticated cases in which the absorp-
tion of the ocular fluids has, for a time, pre-
cisely kept pace with the increase of the
growth.

10. Glioma.—This name has been given by
Virchow to a malignant growth which has its
origin in the neuroglia, or connective tissue of
tlie nervous system, and which was formerly

described as encephaloid cancer. When
originating in the retina, it early produces

loss of sight, and presently shows through
the pupil as a substance of a primrose-yellow

colour, by which the still transparent lens is

pressed forward towards the cornea. It ia

chiefly a disease of childhood, and has been
seen by the writer as early as the fifth week
of infant life. It is liable, by superficial

observers, to be mistaken for congenital or

infantile cataract, an error which must be
carefully guarded against, because the early

and entire removal of the eye, together with
as much of the optic nerve as can be reached,

furnishes the only hope of preserving the life

of the patient. When the operation is per-

formed sufficiently early, it has in a few in-

stances been completely successful, cases

having been recorded in which no recurrence

of cancer has happened after the lapse of

years. In the great majority, however, re-

currence and death have terminated the

history.

11. Sarcoma.—This differs from glioma in

having its origin in the choroid, and in being
of a dr,rker colour, and sometimes pigmented
or melanotic. It is at least equally malignant,
pi'oduces similar symptoms, and requires the
same treatment.

VIII. Diseases of the Choroid.—Dis-
eases of the choroid, recognisable by the oph-
thalmoscope, are almost limited to certain

chronic forms of inflammation and of atrophy

;

for, in any acute choroiditis, there is always
too much turbidity of the vitreous body to

allow the state of the membrane to be seen.

Chronic Choroiditis.—The chronic forms
of choroiditis are remarkable for leading

to an undue formation, or to a great dis-

placement, of the choroidal pigment ; and
to the ultimate complete wasting and disap-

pearance of the portions of the choroid which
are aflected, so that over these portions there

will ultimately be no choroid visible, and the

ordinary red colour of the fundus will be re-

placed by the ivory whiteness of the inner
surface of the sclerotic.

Chronic choroiditis may be divided into

two chief varieties—the disseminated andthe
diffused. The disseminated occurs chiefly

in children, and chiefly, perhaps exclusively,

in those who are the subjects of inherited

syphilis. It is seldom seen until its period

of activity is passed. A child is brought on
account of defective vision, which has pro-

bably existed from birth or from a time but
little subsequent to it ; and the ophthalmo-
scope displays a number of small wliite spots,

with black borders, scattered irregularly over
the fundus of the eye. The white spots are

patches of choroidal atrophy, and the black
borders are rings of increased pigment-forma-
tion, by which the spots of inflammation,
which must have been comparable to little

pimples, have been surrounded.
Treatment.—Such cases admit of no treat-
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tnont, except in the rare instances in which
some active mischief may be detected, in tlie

sliape of small patches or spots in wiiicti

etYusion has not yet i)assed into atrophy, and
in whidi sucli an antisyphilitic treatment
should 1)0 employed as the state of the patient

may otherwise permit or indicate.

Diffused choroiditis is more frequently an
atTeetion of adult age ; and, although very
freiiuentlj' syphilitic, is not invariahly so. It

dill'ers from the foregoing chictly in the ab-

sence of any defined shape or precise limi-

tation of the parts afTccted. In the early

stages the choroid is seen to be troubled by
congestion or effusion, and these conditions

pass gradually into abnormal pigmentation
and atrophy. The course of the disease may
he very chronic and irregular, and ditVerent

stages of it may be seen at the same time in

difTerent parts of the same eye.

The prognosis may in general be moderately
favourable; for, although the choroiditis de-

stroys the portion of retina immediately in

front of it, its extension is very capricious,

and it may often be arrested in time to leave

large portions of the eye, and especially the

central portions, unhurt. When it occurs in

the vicinity of the macula lutea, so as to

imperil central vision, it is much more for-

midable than when confined to the more
peripheral parts of the chi)roidal membrane.

TuKATMENT.—Wlienover there is a history

of syphilis, this must be taken as the clue to

treatment ; and, if no syphilis can be dis-

covered, the chief reliance must be placed
upon rest of the eyes, occasional depletion

from the temples by Heurteloup's leech,

counter-irritation by blisters or setons, and
such Lnternal medication as the general state

of the patient may suggest.

IX. Diseases of the Vitreous Body.
Diseases of the vitreous body are as yet very
imperfectly imderstood, ami we know little

more concerning them than that this stib-

Rtance is liable to become turbid in certain

forms of acute general intlaiumation of the

eye ; and that it is sometimes rendered turbid,

without intlammation, by the iircsenco of
floating films which may be reailily seen by
the ophthalmoscope, and which may be so

numerous as to form a serious impediment
to vision.

1. Turhidity.—Turbidity of the vitreous

is very common in syphilitic cases ; but the
films referred to are seen when no syphilis

can be suspected. Their number, and their

free movements, show that the vitreous nnist

in great ineasm-e have lost its natural semi-
solid consistence, and have become fluid;

but little or nothing is known of their actual
pathology.

Tuf.atmi:nt.—The most effectual treatment
for tlocculi in the vitreous is usually diajjho-

resis by the subcutaneous injection of from
two to four minims of a 10 per cent, solution

cf hydrochlorate of pUocarjime, which may

be repeated on alternate days. Local counter-
irritation with iodine may also be practised

;

and iodide of potassium may be given inter-

nally iu such doses as circumstances will

allow.

2. MusccB Volitantcs.—A phenomenon re-

ferred to the vitreous body is the appearance
of the moving particles, or strmgs of beaded
filaments, which are commonly called muscce
volitantcs. True musc;x! are knowri by the
negative character that the particles which
produce them cannot be seen bv the ophthal-

moscope ; and by the positive character that

they never so intervene between the eye and an
object, however small, as to exclude the latter

from view. They are seen most readily against

a white lield, as a white wall or a white
cloud, or in the illuminated field of a micro-
scope when there is no object in view ; and
they float about with imcertain movements,
but always a little out of the direct line of

sight. Tliey are occasioiKHl by the filamen-

tous framework of the vitreous body, and by
the ceU-nuclei or other irregularities upon
the filaments. These bodies, without being
opaque, yet differ in the j)rcciso degree ol

their transparency from the fluid which
surrounds them ; and hence they cast upon
the retina shadows, which are then mentally
projected outwards into si)ace as floating

objects. The projected shadows appear, ol

course, enormously larger tliau the micro-

scopic specks which i)roduce them, and the

latter are wholly unimportant and of no
morbid signification. Muscie may be dis-

covered by any person by the simple expe-

dient of looking through a very tine perfora-

tion in a metal disc at a bright surface ; and
they are more conspicuous to some persons

than to others, on accoimt of the varying
differences which may exist in diflerent eyes

or in the same eyes at different times or

under different conditions, between the index

of refraction of the filainents and nuclei and
that of the surrounding fluid. Moreover, by

the operation of an obvious physical law, the

more distant the particle from the retina, the

larger will be its shadow upon that mem-
brane, and the larger and more conspicuotis

will it apjiear. For this reason, and on ac-

count of theelongation of the myopic eyeball,

muscse are usually more complained of by
the short-sighted than by others. They are

often sources of great uneasiness to patients

;

but, when once their true character is known,
they may be entirely disregarded as harmless
appearances, the natural results of physio-

logical structure. It is often important that

the phj-sician should be able to make their

nature understood, in order that he may dis-

sipate, once for all, the unfounded apjirehen-

sions which may be occasioned by their pre-

sence.

X. Diseases of the Evelids. — The
external surfaces of the eyelids, as parts of

the common integument, are liable to all its
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diseases, and may thus {)articipate in erysipe-

latous inflammation, in eruptions, and in the

resuhs of injury, besides becoming the seats

of naivi, moles, warts, and other growths.

Among the diseases special to the formation

of the eyehds, the most important are the

variations of shape to which they are subject,

generally from the contraction of inflamma-

tory exudations, but sometimes from per-

verted muscular action ; the cystic tuoiours

which are produced by obstruction of the

orifices of Meibomian glands ; the inflam-

mation of the follicles of the eyelashes, or

blepharitis ; spasmodic closure, from ab-

normal musciUar contraction ; and either

patency or passive closure, from paralysis.

Many of these affections are distinctly sur-

gical, and others are only parts or symptoms
of more general disorders.

1. Blepharitis.—Blepharitis, or inOamma-
tion of the follicles of the eyelashes, has re-

ceived a great variety of names from different

writers, and is frequently known as tinea

tarsi, or, in its more advanced stage, as

lippitudo. The disease consists essentially

of an inflammation of the lining membrane
of a hah--follicle from which an eyelash

springs.

Symptoms.—The first manifest symptoms
are a small swelling close to the edge of the
eyelid, generally of the upper lid ; and the
formation of a crust aroiuid the bases of the
cilia which proceed fi'om the swollen part.

The swelling does not extend fartlier up the
lid than to the breadth of about a line, but it

soon spreads along the border until the whole
length is involved, and it usually spreads also

to the lower lid, manifestly in consequence
of the contagious character of the discharge.
If the crust is removed, and if the part from
which it springs is magnified and carefully
examined, it wUl be seen that the mouths of
the follicles are somewhat open, no longer
fitting closely to the issuing hairs ; and, in a
few moments, a clear fluid will be seen to
exude, and speedily to dry into a crust or
film, which covers the opening as if with a
varnish. Many of the hairs in the affected
follicles are loosened, and fall readily, or
may be removed painlessly by slight 'trac-
tion. If the case is neglected, the follicles
are before long destroyed as hair-bearing
organs, so that the lost cilia are no longer
reproduced

; and, at the same time, the
exudation which constitutes the subcutane-
ous swelling of the lid-margin begins to
undergo contraction, and in this way gra-
dually everts the cartilage of the lid. The
edges of the lids become red, swollen, and
unsightly; the lachrymal puncta are dis-
placed outwards in such a manner that they
can no longer take up the tears ; the eye's
have lost the protection of the lashes, and
are exposed to numerous sources of irritation
from atmospheric particles and other causes,
so as to be especially prone to conjunctival

and corneal inflammations; and these results

are almost incurable. It is therefore very

important that blepharitis should be effec-

tually treated in its early stages, when, if

only due care be taken in the selection and
use of remedies, it is an exceedingly trivial

affection.

Treatment.—The most essential part of

the treatment is to remember that the secre-

tion which forms the crust is of such a nature

that it is not very easy of removal, and that,

while it remains in situ, no remedies, how-
ever jiuliciously chosen, can obtain access to

the parts really affected by the disease. The
crust is composed partly of the already men-
tioned secretion from the inflamed surfaces,

partly of the greasy secretion of the Mei-

bomian glands ; and it is the admixture of

the latter which renders the crusts difficult

of removal by water alone. A solution of

bicarbonate of sodium, of the strength of five

grains to the ounce of wai-m water, will re-

move them readily ; and this solution should

be applied in such a manner as to soak into

the crusts and loosen them thoroughly be-

fore any attempt is made to detach them.
As soon as they are detached, the surface

beneath should be gently dried with a morsel
of absorbent rag, and then an astringent

should be applied immediately, so that it

may find its way down into the depths of

the hair-follicles, and may thus reach the

seat of the malady. The best astringent is

generally the ointment of the precipitated

yellow oxide of mercury, or Pagenstecher's

ointment, already recommended for the cure

of ulcers of the cornea; and this may be

applied to the affected part by the tip of a
finger. If amendment does not speedily fol-

low, it may be suspected that the crusts have
been imperfectly removed, or the applications

imperfectly made, and it will be well for the

practitioner personally to sujjerintend the pro-

cess. When this has been done, if the affec-

tion continues obstinate, some other astrin-

gent should be tried, and the nitrate of silver

is among the best for this purpose. Amend-
ment of the lid-margin may generally be
quickly produced; but the disease will for a
long time lurk in the depths of the follicles,

and the treatment must be continued until

all subcutaneous swelling has disappeared
from the lid-margins. Unless this be done,

speedy relapse is inevitable, the inflammation
soon creeping out of the follicles again and
recovering the ground of which it had been
deprived. Such a result is constantly seen
in hospital practice, in spite of all efforts to

guard against it, and, in prescribing for

blepharitis, it is always desirable to warn
parents of the perseverance which will be
required, and of the great importance of

obtaining a radical cure. There can be no
doubt that blepharitis is exceedingly con-
tagious through the medium of its secretion,

conveyed upon sponges, towels, or fingers,
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and this slioiilil bo fully roco^^iiiscd whenever
]

it iittiickscluKlri'ii wlioare iittenilinf^a school.

The niiMie ' tinea tarsi ' may ])C'rhai)s be taken
as the expression of a belief that the disease

is allied to tinea tonsurans, and tliat it is

produced by the j^rowth of a i)arasitic funjjfus.

The writer does not at present see any sutli-

cient f^'ound for the adoption of this opinion.

2. Enlropinm and lLctrojiiiini. — lncnv\i\-

tion and exciirvation of the eyelids may be

looked upon as purely surgical maladies.

The former exposes the eyes to injury from the

irritation of iuturned eyelashes (trichiasis);

the latter from foreign bodies of various
kinds.

TuEATMEXT.—The remedy for both, when
any is practicable, must usually be souj^ht in

a sm-^'ical operation. An exception depends
upon tiie fact that ectropium is sometimes pro-

duced by paralysis of the facial nerve, which
renders the orbicularis muscle tlaccid and
powerless, and permits the lower lid to fall

downwards under the inriuence of gravity.

The cure of the general nerve-alTection may
restore the power of the muscle, and may in

time lead to complete recovery of the natural

position of the lid. In such cases, even if

electricity does not form part of the general
treatment of the paralysis, it may often be

applied with benefit to tiie orbicularis.

8. Blcpliarospasmus.—This term is gene-
rally employed to denote an intermittent

closiu'e of the eyelids by an involuntary
action of the orbicularis, in response to some
concealed source of irritation ; and is thus
broadly distinguished from the spasm which
accompanies ph()toj)hobia.

Symptoms.—The spasm is most liable to

occur in circumstances of mental excitement.
Thus, in one of the writer's patients, who
was a skilful cook, the eyes were apt to close,

and to remain closed for some minutes, at

the critical ])eriod of an important dish.

Another patient was a schoolmistress, and
the spasm would interrupt the progress of a
lesson to a class, being doubtless to some ex-

tent excited by the dread of its occurrence.

In a third case, the patient being a gentle-

man habituated to riding and driving, the
spasm would be excited by physical irritants,

such as wind or dust, and, almost certainly,

by circumstances which re(iuired the eyes to

be wide open as a condition of safe guiibuice. '

The motor nerves appear, as a rule, to be
merely the passive conductors of a reflected

impulse, and the trouble seems usually to be
dependent upon a morbid condition of the
tilth, or upon a soiu-ce of irritation in some
peripheral part from which a twig of the
fifth passes to the centre.

Treatment.— In the treatment of such
cases, it is sonietimes possible to find the
twig which conveys the impression ; that is

to say, to discover a point whore pressure,

sufliciently firm to arrest conduction, will at

once relax the S})asm. Such points should

be looked for at the supra-orbital notch, over
the malar bone, and in any other situation

suggested by special circumstances ; and, it

a point at which pressure will arrest the

spasm is discovered, we learn at once by
what branch of the fifth, anil therefore ap-

proximately from what region, the irritation

is conveyed, and where its source is to be
sought for. If nothing can be discovered b,^

careful examination, decayed teelli. accmnu-
lations of cerumen in the ears, and conjunc-
tival gramdations are possible conditions

which should be looked for, and which should
receive attention if they are found. When
all other treatment has failed, the spasm has
sometimes been stopped by subcutaneous
section of a sensory nerve ; and this may
always be practised hopefully if the spasm
can be arrested by pressure on some delinile

spot, which must then serve for the guidance
of the knife. If no such sjiot can be found,

section of the supra-orbital nerve, and next of

the subcutaneous malar, may be attempted;
since neither of these is sulficientlj' impor-
tant for its temporary disablement to be
set against even the possibility of relief from
a very distressing aCection. In some cases,

however, it would appear that the mischief
must be central, and that no section of an
afferent nerve can be useful. The division

of the motor nerves of the orbicular muscles,

if it could be successfully accomplished,
would produce a paralysis even more in-

jurious than the spasm ; and the cases in

which the latter is due to central irritation

or other trouble, unless they can be relieved

bj' medicine, and by the rectification of what-
ever may be manifestly wrong in the con-
dition of the patient, oJfer very small hope
of improvement. See F.\cial Spasm.

4. Ptosis.—Pto-is is a condition of perma-
nent passive closure of an upper eyelid as a
conseiiuence of paralysis of its levator muscle,
or it may happen in consequence of this

muscle having been torn from its attachment
to the tarsal cartilage, so that it can no longer
modify the position of the lid.

Symptoms.—Paralytic ptosis may be either

partial or complete, according to the degree
of the nerve-alfection ; and as the levator

palpebnc is su|)plied by the third nerve,

which supplies also the superior, the interii'il,

' and the inferior rectus, as well as the inferior

oblique, the sphincter pupill!P,and the ciliary

muscle, ptosis is usually accompanied by
paralysis of one or more of these muscles.

When they are all atTected, the eyeball is

turned outwards by the acdon of the exter-

nal rectus, and is immovable in other direc-

tions exce])ting feebly by the superior oblique.

The pupil is dilated, and the power of adjust-

ing the eye for near vision is impaired or lost,

although, when the lid is raised, near objects

, can still be distinctly seen by the aid of a

I convex lens. When all the muscles supplied

by the third nerve are affected, the inference
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is that the cause of parg-lysis is acting upon

the common trunk of the nerve ; and such a

cause is not infrequently the presence of

periosteal swelling at the sphenoidal fissure.

If only some of the muscles are affected, the

inference is that the cause of the paralysis is

either limited to the central nuclei of origin

of certain filaments, or else that it is situated

anteriorly to the division of the main trunk

into the branches which proceed to different

parts ; and it is conceivable that the limita-

tions of tlie paralysis may point, with toler-

able certainty, to the precise locality of the

disorder.

The causes of ptosis, as of other paralytic

affections of smgle cranial nerves, a]jart from
injiiries and the pressure of morbid growths,

may almost be reduced to syphUis and to

impaired nutrition of the centres, the latter

usually connected with hard mental work
and worry. In every case, evidence of

syphilis should be carefully sought for ; and,

if found, should determine the nature of the

treatment, as it will also of the prognosis,

which, in such instances, may be generally

favourable. In cases of the second class,

where there is no evidence of syphilis, and
where the symptoms point to general impair-
ment of nervous energy, the administration
of iodide of potassium, in combination with
tonics, will sometimes be useful; but the

FACIAL PARALYSIS

main reliance must be placed upon rest, good
living, and external surroundings favourable

to the restoration of health.

5. Diplopia.—Double vision, although it

has no proper relation to the subjects treated

of in the present section, is yet so far allied

to ptosis that, when occurring suddenly, it is

almost always an effect of paralysis or of

paresis either of the sixth nerve of one eye,

supplying its external rectus, or of the branch
of the third which supplies its internal rectus.

In the former case the affected eye will deviate

inwards, and will have limited range of move-
ment towards the outer canthus ; while in

the latter case these conditions will be re-

versed.

As regards the causes and treatment of

these limited forms of paralysis, there is no-

thing to add to what has already been stated

about ptosis. It is sometimes desirable, while
the diplopia continues, to exclude the deviat-

ing eye from vision by a shade, an opaque
spectacle-glass, or other suitable contrivance,

on account of the vertigo and uncertainty of

gait which may be occasioned by the double
images.

See also Exophthalmic Goitre ; Laceymal
Apparatus, Diseases of; Laoophthalmos ;

Orbit, Diseases of ; Strabismus; Stye; and
Vision, Disorders of.

E. Brudenell Carter.

F
PACHINGEN, in Nassau, Prussia.

Acidulous gaseoiis waters.

—

See Mineral
Waters.

FACIAL PARALYSIS. — Synon. :

Paralysis of the Portio dura ; Bell's Para-
lysis.

Definition.—Paralysis of the muscles of
the face, due to disease or injury of the
nucleus or fibres of the seventh nerve (the
portio dura of the seventh pair, according
to the older nomenclature).
Above the nucleus, tlie motor path for

the face decussates, and joins that from the
arm and leg ; damage, therefore, in the pons
(above the crossing), in the crus, internal
capsule, or hemispheres, may produce facial
paralysis, but does so usually as a part of
hemiplegia. This paralysis, wliich is on the
same side as that in the limbs, is partial
only, affecting chieflvtlie muscles of especial
unilateral use (as the zygomatic!) ; and very
little those of solely bilateral use, in the
upper part of the face-e..^-. the frontales.
In this article pnfalysis from damage to the
fibres or nucleus of the nerve itself will
alone be considered.

jEtiology.— (1) The most common causes
of facial palsy are unilateral, and damage the
nerve as it passes through the narrow canal
in the temporal bone. There, the slightest

inflammatory effusion will cause pressure on
the nerve. Such neuritis may be due to ex-

posure to cold (and is often then called 'rheu-
matic '); to contiguous bone-disease, as caries;

and sometimes to s^'philis. Hyemorrhage into
the sheath may also compress the nerve.
Cold is the most common cause of palsy,

but the exposure is often forgotten ; it has
been supposed to act by paralysing the peri-

pheral nerve-twigs, but this is never the case
in one-sided paralysis ; in all cases lasting

more than a few days, evidence of changed
nutrition may be detected in the nerve-trunk
as it emerges from the stylomastoid foramen.
External cellulitis may extend into the canal.

Tumours of the bone and fracture of the
base may also damage the nerve as it passes
through the bone. (2) Injury to the nerve
outside the skull by blows, pressure by
forceps in instrumental delivery, incised

wounds— accidental or surgical, or parotid
and other tumours, are occasional causes.

(3) Within the skull the nerve may be dam-
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aged bj' lueniiifjitis. acute rfr chronic, and
especially by syphilitic intla.inniation, or by
pressure of neishbouriiifj growths. The radi-

cular fibres within the pons, or the nucleus

beneath the fourth ventricle, may be damaged
by hiemorrliage, softening, or by tumours
involving that part.

Double facial parahjsis is very rare, and
is due to damage to both nerves at the base

of the brain from meningitis or symme-
trical syphihtic disease ; to symmetrical
otitis ; or to an alfection of the nuclei by
disease of the pons, or to loss of function

of the nerve-fibres in various forms of peri-

pheral neuritis. It is probably by the latter

agency that double facial paralysis some-
times results from toxic blood states. Syphilis

and diphtheria are the most common ante-

cedents of double facial palsy not due to

demonstrable injury to the nerves. Disease

of the nuclei affects both sides most fre-

quently when it is degenerative in nature

;

it is then commonly partial, involving espe-

cially the lip muscles in labio-glossal para-

lysis, or the orbicularis palpebrarum in rare

cases of nuclear ophthalmoplegia. Lastly, it

may be mentioned that the facial muscles
(generally tho:<e in and about the lips—rarely

all) are occasionally involved in idiopathic

muscular atrophy, and an affection of the

nerves may be thus simulated.
[

Symptoms.— The onset of facial paralysis

is usually rapid, when due to its common
causes, including neuritis within the canal.

It occupies from a few hours to three or four i

days in its development. It is found, for

instance, one morning, in drinking, that the

fluids run out of the side of the mouth ; the
face is noticed to be a little unsj-mmetrical

;

at night the eye cannot be completely closed,

and next morning tlie paralysis is foimd to

be complete. Karely the onset is in a few
minutes; probably then a haunorrhage into

the nerve-sheath is the cause. When in-

flammation is excited hy cold, the symptoms
often commence within twenty-four hours
of the exposure. They are usually preceded
or accompanied by some pain about the ear
or side of the head.

In complete unilateral facial paralysis all

the muscles on one side of the face are para-

lysed. At rest, the smooth forehead and
lowered angle of the mouth are the chief

indications, but on movement the difference

l)etween the two sides becomes very marked;
the one lialf of the forehead moves alone in

frowning or elevation of the eyebrow. The
eyelids caimot be brought together, and in

tlie attempt to close the eye, the globe is

rolled up.vards, so that only the sclerotic

appears between the gaping lids; the patient

then often fancies that the eye is shut.

During sleep the "eye remains open. In
smiling, the Viys may be displaced altogether

to the hcaltiiy side, from tlie unopposed
ac-tion of the zygomatic inus:-les : the nostril

of the affected side cannot be dilated ; the
upper lip cannot be raised ; the cheek flaps

loosely, from the relaxation of tlie buccinator

;

and, from the same cause, food accumulates
between the jaws and the chock. Whistling
is impossible, from the paralysis of lialf of

the orbicularis, and the lijjs cannot be ap-

proximated suliiciontly even to permit of a
candle being blown out. When the lesion i.s

between the junction with the large petrosal

and that with the chorda t_>-mpani nerves,

taste is partly or entirely lost in the front of

the tongue. The loss of power of recognising
acid and saline substances is most marked

;

but bitters and sweets are also not tasted in

this part. Such loss is common in neuritis

from cold, and shows that the inflammation
has extended some distance up the canal.

In rare instances, loss of taste has followed
division of the nerve outside the skull, prob-
ably always because secondary inflamma-
tion has passed up the nerve. Tlie palate

is never paralysed from disease of the facial

nerve. It is certain that the opposite
statement rests on defective observation or
interpretation. Obliquity of the uvula is

common imder normal conditions. Defect
of movement, to be significant, must follow

the course of any associated palsy of extern ;il

muscles. The nerve-supply of the palatine
muscles has been proved to be from the
spinal accessory.

In some cases giddiness attends the onset
of facial paralysis. In slight forms there may
not be complete loss of power ; but the de-

fect is at first pretty equally distributed over
all parts of the face.

In cases which recover, some return of

power takes place in from a week to two
months, and improvement is usually earliest

in the upper i)art of the face ; the power oi'

frowning, winking, and closing the eye being
soonest regained ; that of moving the lips and
mouth returning last. Even after several

months of immobility, recovery may take
place, but in these cases it is rarely complete,
and a troublesome condition is apt to super-

vene : some of the muscles, especially the
zygomatici, become shortened in late rigidity,

and hence at rest the naso-labial wrinkle is

deeper on the paralysed than on the healthy
side, although the possible movement may
be much slighter. This condition sometimes
comes on rather rapidly ; there is generally,

in addition, an associated over-action of the
upper and lower facial muscles, whereby,
for instance, the orbicularis palpebrarum
and the zygomatic and other muscles about
the mouth act together in undue degree

;

in smiling, the eye shuts ; and on closing

the eye, the mouth is drawn upwards.
Sometimes there are also spontaneous clonic

contractions. This late rigidity and over-

action may prove very troublesome and con-
stitute a nuisance, especially to the young,
not less than the original palsy, and more
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serioiis in that it is endurinp;. The writer has

known it induce a good-looking girl to put an

end to her lile. If the interruption of the

nerve is absolute and permanent, the muscles

remain toneless, and no contracture super-

venes.

The electrical condition of the muscles is

very unportant. It is that always seen in

paralysis from nerve-lesion. The muscles,

after a day or two of slightly increased irri-

tability to both faradism and the slowly

inteirapted voltaic current, lose gradually

their irritability to the former, retaining that

to the latter, and even exhibitingto it increased

irritability, so that they act to a smaller

number of cells than do those on the healthy

side. In the nerve, on the other hand, the

irritability is lost to both forms of electricity,

this loss proceeding j^nri passu with the de-

generation which follows separation of the

nerve from its nutrient centre. In slighter

and more transient forms of facial paralysis,

the change in irritability of muscle and nerve

may be less; but even in most, which last

only a few days, a slight change in irrita-

bility may be discovered. In the slightest

cases (and in the earliest stage of more severe

forms) there may be an increased irrita-

bility in the nerve, often most marked to

the induced (faradic) 'shocks'

—

i.e. isolated

currents. Considerable change in irritability

is proof of considerable disease of the nerve,

and is thus of the highest prognostic impior-

tance, but it is not distinct mitil after a week;
if absent at the end of a fortnight, the disease

is slight, and although the paralysis may still

be complete, it will probably not last long.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of i'asial para-

lysis (commonly so-called

—

i.e. that due to

disease of the nerve or its nucleus) is easy.

It depends (1) on the implication of all the

facial muscles, including those of bilateral

use that escape in hemiplegia, because re-

lated to both cerebral hemispheres; (2) on
the indication afforded by tlie electrical re-

actions that the nerve or its nucleus is dis-

eased. Hence it is important to observe
all the muscles of the face, and to ascertain
the electrical reaction, in order to determine
whether it is the variety now described, or is

cerebral and really part of hemiplegia. The
recognition of the place of the lesion is less

easy. When within the pons, it is often
associated with paralysis of the sixth nerve,
or with hemiplegia of the opposite side from
damage to the motor path to the limbs. At
the base of the brain the auditory nerve is

usually affected at the same thue, but care
must be taken not to mistake deafness due
to ear-disease for an affectioa of the auditory
nerve within the skull. When there are no
other paralyses, the disease is probably with-
in the bony canal. Deviation of theuvula is

of no significance
; affection of taste in the

front of the tongue indicates disease within
the canal. Special inquiry should be made

for exposiu-e to' cold, ear-disease, sj-philis, or

a blow.

rEOGNOSis.—The majority of cases of facial

paralysis are due to disease of the nerve, and
the prognosis depends on the evidence of the

degree of damage to the fibres, especially on
the indications afforded by an electrical ex-

amination, and also on the cause of the

lesion. When this is progressive in nature,

the interference with the nerve is necessarily

persistent in duration. Thus, in facial para-

lysis due to a growth damaging the nerve,

the prognosis must be grave. In syphilitic

disease, on the other hand, it is good, pro-

vided the duration of the damage to the

nerve is short. This is also the case in

paralysis from cold, in which, however, the

evidence afforded by electricity is of special

importance.
In double facial paralj'sis, the evidence of

central mischief renders the iirognosis un-

favourable, but recovery may be hoped for

if the lesion is acute and the palsy incom-
plete. In syphilitic cases, the prognosis is,

on the whole, good. In all cases of double
facial palsy from peripheral neuritis, there is

a similar affection of other parts, and the

prognosis must be determined by the general

character and course of the affection, and
especially the degree to which the morbid
blood-state is amenable to treatment.

Treatment.—The treatment of facial para-

lysis will depend on the probable cause.

When due to its common mechanism—neu-
ritis from cold, hot fomentations to the side

of the head and face should be employed in

tlie early stage of the affection, followed by
a blister behind the ear. A blister should
never be applied in front of the ear, over the

opening of the canal, because it will cause

some subcutaneous cellulitis, and such cellu-

litis may actually cause facial neuritis by
spreading to the nerve-sheath in the canal.

The side of the head should be protected

from cold. Internal treatment of neuritis

must vary according to the cause. If this is

syphilis, iodide of potassium in 10 gr. doses

may be given ; if exposure to cold, diuretics

and small doses of mercury in the early

stage, followed by tonics. Electricity to the

muscles is needed if the damage to the

nerve is so severe as to entail secondary
degeneration and consequent changes in

nutrition. If there is no change in irrita-

bility at the end of a fortnight, recovery will

probably occur so soon as to make electrical

treatment superfluous. If needed, the voltaic

ciu'rent should be used, slowly interrupted by
a commutator, or by the positive or nega-
tive pole being moved over the individual

muscles (according as they react more readily

to the one or the other), the opposite pole being
placed over the nerve. Only such strength

should be emplo^'ed as produces distinct

muscular contraction. Although electricity

probably does no more, it keeps up the
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nutritiou of the muscular fibres while the

nerve is recovering;. Ultini;ite recovery is

thus more speedy and more complete than

without local treatment. The application

can be made quite well by the patient, one

electrode beinfi; kept oyer the place where
tlie nerve divides, the other moved (1) across

the forehead ; ('2) along the eyebrow ; (3)

along the lowered upper eyelid : (4) along

the raised lower eyelid; (5) beside the nose

to the upper hp ; (6) along the upper lip ;

(7) along the h)wer lip ; (8) from the zygonui

to the angle of the mouth. In (8) and (4)

the current should be weaker than in the

other places. Rubbing may be employed,
tlie individiuil muscles being subjected to a

process of gentle shampooing. The late con-

traction W'hich occurs in severe cases is but

little influenced by treatment. Gentle elonga-

tion of the muscles may be practised, and
electrical applications should be stopped,

since the stimidation of the sensory nerves

may increase the late contraction by a reflex

influence ; its occurrence shows that a point

has been reached when the influeuce of

electricity for good can be but small.

In external mischief, and in intracranial

disease, the treatment of the facial paralysis

is usually subordinate to that of its cause.

The treatment of double facial paralysis

presents no special points for consideration,

except when it is part of multiple neuritis,

the indications for which are described in a

special article. \V. R. Gowees.

FACIAL SPASM.— Synon.: Mimic
cramp ; Fr. Tic convuUif. When affecting

the eyelids. Blepharospasm ; Nictitation.

Dkfimtion.—Spasm, sometimes tonic but
more often clonic, or both, involving some
or all of the muscles supplied by the facial

nerve, on one side or on both.

.Etiology and Symptoms.— Spasm in the

face may be part of a wider convidsive move-
ment, as in epilepsv', hysteria, chorea, or

torticollis, diseases dependent on central

changes. That which begms in, and is limited

to one side of tlie face, may be due to irrita-

tion of the trunk of the facial nerve by
growths, by an aneurysm, or caries of the tem-
poral bone, or to an actual lesion of the motor
centre for the face in the cortex of the brain.

Spasm due to disease of the nerve maj- follow

facial paralysis {see F.\ci.\L Paralysis). Much
more frequent, however, are cases, unilateral

or bilateral, in wliich tlie affection comes on
jjradually, chiefly in females in the second
half of life, after depressing emotion. It is

probable that such cases are due to deranged
functional action of the cortical motor cells,

through which, we may remember, emotion
is so extensivelj" expressed. In such cases

the affection usually begins on one side, often

in the orbicularis palpebrarum ; and if it

spreads to the other side, this muscle is first

involved. In another group of cases, affec-
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tions of the eye lead to spasmodic closure of

the lida —- hlrpharoKpasin. In other cusei'

beginning in the eyelids, no local cause can
be detected, as in the local clonic spasm
affecting the orbicularis palpebrarum, known
as ' involuntary winking ' or nictitation,

wliich seems to be a pathological develoj)-

ment of the normal process. This is also

a common seat of the spasm in the face that

is part of ' habit-sj)asm ' or 'habit-chorea,'

but it has no connexion with true chorea.

Facial spasm is painless. The spasm is

usually increased by emotion, by voluntary

movement, and by stimulation of the fiftli

nerve. Slight aural symptoms have been
observed, referable to contraction of the

stapedius. Usually the movement remains
limited to the face; sometimes it spreads to

the muscles of mastication, of the neck, &c.

The spasm, in typical cases, is both tonic and
clonic, clonic paroxj'sms occuiring from time

to time, and being fixed by tonic contractions,

or vice versd. All forms cease during sleep.

The only secondary form of facial spasm
fhesides that which supervenes on a paraly-

sis of the nerve) is the clonic spasm in the

frontales that is often met with Ln the form
of ' torticollis ' to w^hich the WTitcr has given
the name of ' retrocollic spasm.' In this

there are bilateral contractions in the muscles
of the back of the neck, jerking the head
backwards. These muscles are physiologi-

callj' associated w-ith the frontales, as may
be seen when a person looks up, and this

association is reproduced in disease.

Prognosis.—The prognosis of facial spasm
is seldom good. If the cause can be discovered,

it can rarel}' be removed, and the affection

is generally most obstinate.

Treatment.— General tonics and local

sedatives are the chief agents in the treat-

ment of most forms of facial spasm. When
there is evidence of direct irritation of the

fifth or the facial nerve, counter-irritation

by blisters may be tried. A careful search

should be made for reflex causes, and if pos-

sible they should be removed, decayed teeth

being extracted, and neuralgia relieved, al-

though the result is generally disappoint-

ing, if the spasm has long existed. When
there are tender places in the course of the

fifth nerve, pressure on which stops the

spasm, the hypodermic injection of cocaine at

these places should be emploj'ed. Morphine,
used as a sedative, has a general influence

which makes the remedy aliuost worse than
the disease. Iron, quinine, or valerianate of

zinc are the best general tonics. The writer

has once known recovery to follow the admin-
istration of bromide, Indian hemp, and nux
vomica ; the case was characteristic, occurring

late in life. The operation of nerve-stretch-

ing has often arrested the spasm for a time,

and, in a few cases, permanently. It de-

serves a trial in severe cases, acting, perhaps,

by the effect on the centres of the aiTest of
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afferent impulses produced by the muscular

contractions. These must tend to maintain

the morbid state of the deranged cells. Its

etlect might probably be augmented by the

simultaneous use of sedatives, such as the

injection of cocaine to lessen the intluence of

the fifth nerve on the facial centre. Where
the affection springs from an habitual move-

ment, facial gymnastics may be of service.

A weak voltaic current, applied from the ear

to the muscles, unbroken, has been recom-

mended ; but it rarely, if ever, effects a cure.

The same is true of the appUcation of vol-

taism to the sympathetic and to the back of

the head. See Eye, and its Appendages,

Diseases of. W. E. Gowers.

PACIES HIPPOCRATICA (Lat.)—

A peculiar expression of the face, so named
from having been graphically described by
Hippocrates. It is most strikingly observed

in persons exhausted by copious discharges,

as in cholera, by prolonged wasting diseases,

or by starvation ; and especially before im-

pending death. It is thus described by
Hippocrates : ' A sharp nose, hollow eyes,

collapsed temples ; the ears cold, contracted,

and their lobes turned out; the skin about

the forehead bemg rough, distended, and
parched ; the colour of the whole face being

green, black, livid, or lead-coloured.'

F^CES,Examinationof.—See Stools.

F-SICES, Involuntary Discharge of.

See DEFJiCATioN, Involuntary.

PIECES, Retention of.

—

Etiology.—
In the absence of mechanical obstruction,

such as that due to adliesions, bands of false

membrane, uterine pressure, stricture, tu-

mours or haemorrhoids, the main causes of

fscal accumulation are :— (a) A sub-paralysis

of the intestinal muscular fibres from defec-

tive innervation, or from over-distension of

the walls of some portion of the large bowel

;

(b) loss of reflex irritability of the rectum

;

and (c) dryness of the mucous surface of the
colon. Hence it is frequently met with in
the debilitated, the bedridden, the paralysed,
the aged, and the sedentary ; and women are
more prone to it than men. Loss of reflex
sensibility in the rectum is frequently the
sole cause. The fieces deHvered into the
rectum by the contractions of the sigmoid
flexure and the descending colon no longer
excite the act of defascation ; and coUectmg
there as a large desiccated mass, they deter-
mine a gradual and painless retention in the
large intestine, and particularly in the most
distensible parts—the sigmoid flexure and the
CfEcum. The accumulation once set up tends
also to perpetuate itself, by arresting more
and more the peristaltic movements of the
distended bowel around the collected fa>ces.
Symptoms.— Fffices often accumulate slowly

and without the knowledge of the patient.
Hence m cases in which sensibility has been

F.ECES, EETENTION OF

blunted by age, disease, or great debility, the

discovery of large collections in the rectum
or colon may surprise even the practitioner,

who is generally led to a local examination
by disturbances set up by the retention.

There is usually constipation or an insuf-

ficient discharge of solids ; a regular and
possibly excessive relief of the bowels does
not, however, exclude accumulation, for even
fluid fi'ces may pass through or over old

collections. The evacuations are lumpy, or

consist of detached hard, dry, dark scybala,

or of a single mass ; and when the accumu-
lated matters are dislodged by aperients, they
often emit an offensive and sour odour. Not
uncommonly, however, the alvine discharges

are entirely fluid or semifluid, and consist

chiefly of mucus tinged with faeces, Faecal

collections in the rectum and sigmoid flexure

are apt to excite tenesmus and frequent
voiding of mucus and blood—a condition

resembling that of chronic dysentery, but
without the putrid-flesh-like odour of dysen-
teric evacuations ; and the flnger encounters
a mass of hardened fieces in the rectum. A
collection of fr-uit-seeds—as of the fig—in the
rectal pouch will also set up these symf)toms.
An accumulation in the caecum, or in any

part of the colon, may be detected through
the abdominal wall as a tumour more or less

movable, uneven or nodulated, and doughy
to the touch ; and on the finger being firmly
pressed into it, presenting a depression which
may last for some minutes. In rare cases

the large bowel throughout may be so greatly

distended as to apparently fill the abdomen
with a solid mass, which, like other fiecal

collections, yields to the firm pressure of the
finger. A tympanitic state of the abdomen
may, however, so obscure the examination as

to prevent the recognition of even moder-
ately large accumulations. The ftecal tumour
in the coecum is globular ; but in any part of

the colon it is usually elongated ; and in the
descending colon and sigmoid flexure it is

harder than elsewhere, and very distinctly

nodular from scybala. It may drag the
transverse colon downwards, even as low as

the symphysis pubis ; and when confined to

the right half of the transverse colon it may
be mistaken for an enlarged liver.

But in other cases the retained fteces set up
more or less severe abdominal disturbance

—

such as colicky pains, great distension, &c.—

-

which may terminate either gradually or
suddenly in complete intestinal obstruction,

now and then proving fatal (see Intestinal
Obstruction). Usually, however, several

obstructive attacks of increasing severity

succeed one another at intervals, being re-

lieved either spontaneously or by the use of

enemata and aperients. Ulceration of the
intestinal mucous membrane is also apt to

follow the continued retention of faeces, and
may lead to fatal perforative peritonitis, or

to strictmre from the healing of the stercoral
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ulcer. 6Ve C.iecum, Diseases of ; Colon,
Diseases of; and Constipation.
Treatment.—A hard ball of fiPces. or of

aj^glutinated seybala, or fitcal concretions in

the rectum resisting dislodgnient byai)erients

or enernata, should bo broken up and re-

moved by introducing within the sphincter

two or three tingers and a scoop, or the

handle of a spoon ; this procedure in the

female being facilitated by the lingers in the

^agina. An attempt may be made as a pre-

liminary' measure to macerate the hard fjecal

mass bj" a cacao-butter supjiository or inject-

ing a" few ounces of warm olive-oil. Some-
times a glycerine suppository or glycerine

injection (5ij-) ^^'ill excite and aid the natural

etiorts in expelling the obstruction. Symp-
toms of obstruction should be met by in-

jecting by the stomach-pimip tube, or David-
son's syringe, large quantities—from 80 to

120 oz.—of some warm fluid such as soap-

water or gruel, through the long rectal tube
passed its full length ; and it is often advis-

able to repeat at intervals the injection of

even large quantities imtd relief is obtained.

Care must be exercised in the use of the long
tube not to injure the bowel ; as well as in

the injection of large quantities of fluid. If

the indurated mass (as when in the lower
parts of the large bowel) can be traversed by
the tube, warm olive-oil should be slowly in-

jected, and afterwards the warm fluids in ample
measure. As a rule, purgatives merely aggra-

\ ate the vomituig induced by the obstruction,

wlule large enernata usually aflbrd direct

relief. In the absence of vomiting, however,
a brisk aperient—such as calomel, castor-od,

or colocynth with croton-oil—may aff'ord

timely aid m clearing away the fiecal accu-

midation. When aperients and enemata fad

to dislodge the fa;cal collections, and the ab-

domen becomes pamfully distended, a com-
bination of opium, belladonna, and aloes,

given at regular intervals—the dose of aloes,

at Hrst small, being increased as the pain
diminishes—may enable the bowel to over-

come the difliculty; but when there is much
])ain. and, above all, obstinate and especially

siercoraceous vomiting, opium and bella-

donna, or subcutaneous nijection of morphine,
shoidd be given until tlie subsidence of these

symptoms. In such cases belladonna alone
pushed to large doses lias been known to

ett'ect relief after the failure of other means.
Massage may aflbrd aid in dispei-sing fiecal

coUections and improving the ])eristaltic ac-

tion of the bowel; to be applicable, there
should bo little or no tenderness, and it should
be addressed first of all to the distal side of

any detectable fiecal tumour. Electricity

may prove useful. See Constipation.
Distressing tympanites, which, thv.-arting

the peristaltic movements, often intensifles

obstruction, has been overcome by puncturing
the bowel with a fine trocar or aspirator-

needle, after failure of other measures.
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The general medicinal treatment of the
conditions that favour the recurrence of the
difliculty should consist of a prolonged course
of gentle, yet eflicient, evacuants, combined
with tonics. The gradual collection of fieces.

the toneless state of the walls of the large,

bowel, the scanty secretion of intestinal

mucus, and the loss, in many cases, of reflex

sensibility in the rectimi, require the perse

vering use of these remedies. A i)ill con-

taining aloes, iron, belladoima, and mix
vomica generally affords tlie most satis-

factory results. See Constipation.
George Oliver.

FAINTING.—A popular synonym for

syncope. See Syncope.

FAINTNESS. — Faintness signifies a
feeling of great weakness or exhaustion, as if

the subject of it were about to become ex-

hausted, or to sink or faint.

FALLING SICKNESS.-A popular
synonym for epilepsy. Sec Epilepsy.

FALLOPIAN TUBES, Diseases of.

The oviducts are liable to the following mor-
bid conditions:— (1) Malformations; (2) Dis-

placements; (3) Contractions; (4) Dilatations;

{;j) InflammaJ^ion; (G) New-Growths; and
(7) Tubal Pregnancy.

1. Malformations.—The Fallopian tubes
may be congenitally wanting, either on one
or on both sides; or they may be impervious;
or. instead of a single opening into the ab-

domiiuvl cavity, there may be two or more.
2. Displacements.—The tubes may be

stretched or widely displaced from their

normal position by growths or efl'usions in

their neighbourhood, such as ovarian, or

parovarian.

o. Contractions.—These canals may be
unpervious, from iiitlammation of the lining

membrane, or from paritonitis, pressure, or

torsion.

4. Dilatations. — The Fallopian tubes

may be distended, even to a great extent, by
(a) mucous or serous fluid {htjdro-salpinx) ;

(6) pus (j>ijo-salpinx) ; or (c) blood (hcemo-

salpinx). In hydro-salpinx the tubes, if

much distended, become sacculated, giving

rise to a string of cystic tumours. The fluid

collects chiefly at tlie abdominal end of the

tube, but occasionally it may escape, and in

large quantity, through the uterus. Should
the tube burst and discharge its contents inwi

the peritoneal cavity, the results wUl be

serious, especially if the fluid be pus. AVhen
haemo-salpinx is the result of menstrual re-

tention from atresia uteri, bursting of the

tubes mtcrnally is liable to follow operations

for the relief of the obstruction.

5. Inflammation.—Inflammation of the

Fallopian tubes {salpingitis) is apt to be

caused by gonorrheeal infection, or it may
occur during the puerperal state. Stenosis

or pijo-salpinx may be the result.
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6. New- Growths.'—The Fallopian tubes

may be the seat of the following new-growths

:

fibroid tumours, mucous polypi, cysts, can-

cer, and tubercle. Fibroids resembUng those

of the uterus may attain a considerable size.

Hmall polypi growing into the canal may
partially obstruct the duct. The cysts are

usually the so-called hydatids of Morgagni,

an embryological relic; but other small

simple cysts may be met with at the orifice

of the tube, around the fimbriated extremity.

Primary cancer of the Fallopian tubes rarely,

if ever, occurs. Tubercle, however, may be

primary, and may occur before puberty. It

usually begins at the abdominal end, and

may lead to blocking of the tube.

7. Tubal Pregnancy.—An important

affection of the Fallopian tubes is that aris-

ing from disintegi-ation of the lining mem-
brane of the tube, producuig destruction of

the ciliated epithelium, and so affording a

nidus for the attachment of the misplaced pro-

duct of conception, which thus grows within

the tube in some part of its course. This

abnormality is apt to be attended with very

grave results, bursting of the tube frequently

occurring about the tliird month of gestation;

and serious, sometimes fatal, internal haemor-
rhage may hence ensue. Tubal gestation

usually occurs on one side only, while other

affections of the tubes are often symmetrical,
a point of diagnostic importance. See Preg-
nancy, Disorders of.

Regurgitation of blood, of septic matters,
and of fluids injected into the uterus, some-
times takes place along the Fallopian tubes,

and this accident is always attended bygi-ave
consequences. Hence the danger of inju-

dicious intra-uterine irrigation with cor-

rosive sublimate and other antiseptic solu-

tions during the puerperal period, and more
especially after early abortions.

Mechanical Obstruction of the Fallo-
pian tubes is not an infrequent cause of
sterility.

Treatment.—The diagnosis of affections
of the Fallopian tubes being difficult, their
treatment is likewise obscure, and must be
in a measure guided by general principles in
each case. In pyo-salpinx severe peritonitis
and death may result from rupture of the
sac, as may speedy dissolution from internal
hifimorrhaj^e in tubal gestation. In the
former case, and in hydro-salpinx, puncture
with the aspirator might be permissible were
a clear and unequivocal diagnosis made ; or,
failing this, the removal of the affected tube
by salpingotomy as the only alternative.
But, aUhougli in the hands of some eminent
specialists this procedure has been attended
with satisfactory results in many cases within
the past few years, as a rule, under ordinary
circumstances, the diagnosis is surrounded
by so many difficulties that such an opera-
tion can only rarely be justified.

Alfred Wiltshire. T. More Madden.

FASCIA

FALSE MEMBRANE.—An inflam-

matory exudation of a fibrinous character,

which is deposited in layers, chiefly on mu-
cous surfaces, and occasionally on abrasions

of the skni. It is well exemplified in diph-

theria and plastic bronchitis. See Diph-
theria.

FAMILY DISEASES. — Diseases
which are found to run in families, or dis-

eases to which members of the same family

seem peculiarly liable. See Disease,Causes of.

FARADISATION, Uses of. — See
Electricity in Medicine.

FARCY.—5ee Glanders.

FASCIA {fascia, a band).—The fasciae

are subjects of medical and surgical interest,

with respect to their anatomical relations,

the diseases to which they are liable, and
certain points of diagnosis in connexion with
them.

I. Anatomical Relations of Fasciae.

—

The situation and connexions of the fascia?,

according as they are fasciae of investment
or fasciae of attachment, are of the greatest

practical importance in the following classes

of diseases : (1) Suppuration
; (2) Extravasa-

tions, and Cellular Emphysema; (3) Herniae;

(4) Dislocations and other injuries
; (5) Dis-

eases of Encapsuled Organs; and (6) New-
Growths.

1. Suppuration.—The physical influences

exerted by fasciae upon pus are chiefly two.
First, fasciae may limit the size of an abscess,

determine its tension and the many results

of the same, and thus affect both the local

phenomena and the general symptoms.
Secondly, when the pus is not confined, the

fasciae serve to determine the course that it

will take, and the situation in which it will

discharge. Every abscess may be said to be
influenced in this way by the relations of

fasciae, but certain fasciae have to be specially

noted as causing pus to burrow, and hence
they should be enumerated here.

(a) FascicB of the Head and Neck.—The
fasciae of the scalp ; the temporal fascia ; the

cervical fascia ; and the post-pharyngeal
fascia, which conducts pus from the cervical

vertebrte to the parotid region and tonsil,

and to the region of the carotid vessels.

(b) Fascite of the Upper Extremity.—
The axillary fascia ; and the deep fascia of

the upper extremity generally, including

the palmar fascia and the sheaths of the

tendons.

(c) Fascia of the Thorax.—The fasciae of

the intercostal spaces and of the mammary
region ; the fascise reaching from the neck
to the upper part of the pericardiuna and the

aorta, and to the posterior mediastinum, re-

spectively ; the fasciae of the anterior medias-
tinum ; and those connected with the dia-

phragm—all of which determine the course

of intrathoracic abscesses.
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(<1) Fascia of the Ahdmncn and Pelvis.—
The transvers.ilis iasciii; the lasci* connected
witli the transversiihs muscle, especially pos-

teriorly, -which inrtuence the course of lumbiix

abscess; thesheathsofthepsoasajid theiliacus

luuscles; the pelvic, redo- vesical, obturator,

iHid anal fasciie ; the fascial iiuestincnt of

the prostate ; the superlicial and deep layers

of the superficial fascia of the jierinanun ; the

superficial and deej) layers of the triangular

ligament ; and the fascial investments of the

rectum, bladder, uterus, and vagina, which
determine the coui'se of piu-uleut collections

in the pelvis.

(f) Fascice of the Lower Exlremitif.—The
fascia lata and its processes; the tensor fasciiB

femoris ; the i^oplitoal fascia ; the deep fascia

of the leg ; and the j'hintar fascia and its

compartments.
2. Extravasations and Celujlar Emphy-

sema.—\Vheu blood or urine escapes from its

natural reservoii-s, or when air or gas has
found its way amongst the tissues, the direc-

tion that the extravasated substance takes is

markedly inthienced by the fasciie with wliich

it comes in contact. The principal fasci* of

importance in this respect are as follows :

—

(a) Fascia of tlie Head and Ned'.—The
fiscise of the scalp, and the cervical fascia.

(6) Fascice of the Thorax.—The ff.sciie of

the intercostal spaces ; and the mediastinal

fasciae, through comiexious with the cer-

vical.

(c) Fascice of the Upper Extreviity.—The
dce|) fascia in general.

(</) Fascice of the Abdomen and Pelvis.—
Scarpa's fascia, or deep layer of the super-

ficial fascia ; both layers of the superficial

and of the deep perineaJ fascia; and the

fascia of the prostate and bladder— all being
of the greatest importance in cases of extra-

vasation of m-iue or fa-ces.

(e) Fascice of the Lower Extremitij.—The
fascia lata in general ; the po])liteal fascia

;

the deep fascia of the leg; and the plantar

fascia.

3. Hernie.— The occurrence of herni.e,

and the direction that they take, are in a
great measure determined by the condition

of the fascia- in contact with tiie viscera.

Most important in this relation may be
mentioned the fascia triuisversalis. the iliac

fascia, the sheath of the femoral vessels, the
obturator fascia, the cribiitorm tascia, and
the fascia lata.

4. Dislocations. &c.— Certain fasciie serve

as supports for the heads of bones, and for the

viscera ; and these will have an imjjortant

induence either in promoting or in })revcnt-

ing dislocation, disphacemcnt. or other injury

of these parts, as the case may be. The
shoulder is supporfed by the costo-cora-.-oid

fascia, and this relation considerably atlects

tiie signs of dislocation at that joint. In
fractures of the patella, the fascise of the

knee-joint promote separation of the frag-

ments. The fascia of the neck helps to suji-

port the pericardium, and must limit the
displacements of the heart. The bicipital

fascia of the forearm protects the brachial

artery beneath it in venesection, at the

bend of the elbow. On the other hand, the

attachment of the cervical fascia to the jugu-
lar veins facilitates the entrance of air mio
the circulation through a wound at this point.

And, lastly, the pelvic viscera are supported
by the transversalis. pelvic, iliac, and recto-

vesical fasciip ; whilst the cord and testis

have their special fasciie to keep them in

position.

5. Diseases of Encapsuled Organs.—

A

considerable niuuber of organs, many im-
portant vessels, and a great variety of

muscles are contained in distinct fascial

capsules, sheaths, or envelopes, which will

afi'ect the course of the diseases of these

structures in many waj's—defining their

limits, or determining the direction in whicii

they spread, and thus influencing both their

local and general phenomena. This has
been already alluded to under the first head;
but it is necessary to enumerate here the

principal fascist that act in this way, namely

:

(rt) Arterial sheaths : of the carotid, sub-

cla%-ian, thoracic-aortic, and femoral. {h\

Muscular sheaths : of the masseter. buc-
cinator, psoas, iliacus, quadratus lumborum,
erector spinse, pectineus, rectus abdominis,
levator ani, tensor vaginae femoris, and tiie

palmar and plantar muscles, (c) Visceral

capsules : of the thjToid gland, parotid and
submaxillary glands, tongue, prostate, penis,

vagina, bladder, rectum, and mamma.
(j. New-Growths.—The direction, rapidity,

and extent of spread of new-growths are con-

siderably modified in certain situations by the
relations of the fasciie above described.

II. Pathological Relations of Fas-
ciae.—The principal diseases of fasciie are :

(1) Infiammation and its results ; (2) Ossi-

fication ; (8) Calcification; (4) Rheumatism;
(5) Gout ; (6) Syphilis

; (7) Contraction : and
(8) Extension. None of these conditions can
be said to be common, or of serious impor-
tance.

1. Inflammation.—Inflammation involv-

ing a fascia is usually secondarj', having
spread to it from the neighbouring structures,

and especially from the muscle or organ of

which the fascia may form the sheath. Even
under these circumstances, a fascia rather

resists than partici])ates in the inflammatory
process, as has been described above ; and
when it is involved, it tends to ulcerate on
account of its feeble vitality, and to be dis-

charged in the form of sloughs. The healing

process is extremely slow in fasciiB, and after

serious lesion their fimction is never com-
pletely restored.

2. Ossification.—Occasionally in aged per-

sons portions of fascice are found transformed
into bony tissue.
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3. Calcification.—Calcification is very

rare in fasciae.

4. Rheumatism.—The condition known as

muscular rheumatism, or according to its

situation as lumbago, tortieolhs, &c., is be-

lieved by some authorities to involve' the

fibrous coverings or fasciae of the affected

parts. In the same way, many of the aches

of some forms of ' chronic rheumatism ' may
possibly have their seat in fascia; ; and cer-

tain cases of neuralgia are probably to be

referred to rhemnatic inflammation of the

nerve-sheath.

5. Gout.—Amongst the pains of the gouty

subject are some wliich are no doubt due to

affections of fascife, such as pains in the heel

and instep, and neuralgia of the sciatic, the

anterior criu-al, and the brachial nerves.

6. Syphilis.—Syphilis may attack the fas-

ciae in the form of nodes, which in situa-

tions of low vascularity are apt to ulcerate,

as, for example, at the inner aspect of the

knee.

7. Contraction.—Contraction is the most
obvious of the morbid conditions of fasciae,

giving rise as it does to well-marked de-

formities. The fascia; of the hand and foot

are most liable to this change, with the result

of unnatural flexion of the fingers and toes.

Such contraction of the palmar and plantar

fasciae may be due to wounds, burns, or in-

flammation from any cause, or to gout or

rheumatism; it is sometimes congenital;

and it sometimes occurs without evident

cause.

8. Extension.—A fascia or sheath, though
extremely inelastic, is liable to be stretched

by swelling of the parts which it envelops

;

and, if the cause do not speedily disappear,

may remain more or less permanently ex-

tended. The best instance of this condition
is pendulous abdomen after pregnancy or
other kind of abdominal enlargement.

J. Mitchell Bruce.

FASCIOLA ifasciola, a thin band).—

A

genus of trematode parasites of which the
common hver-fluke forms a good type. This
entozoon (F. hepaHca) is characterised by
the possession of a branched intestinal canal,
thus differing from the flukes belonging to
the genus Distoma, in which the canal is

simple and bifurcated. The Hver-fluke is of
rare occurrence in man, though extremely
abundant in, and destructive of, ruminating
animals. See Entozoa.

T. S. COBBOLD.

PASTING.—The manifestatioii of vital
activity implies consumption of material

;

and unless the supply of material in the form
of food is equivalent to the loss occurring, a
progressive wasting of the body and failure
of power must ensue. Hence these pheno-
mena constitute the necessary accompani-
ments of tasting ; and with its prolongation
the question resolves itself into one of time

FASTING

—when the exhaustion of material shall have
proceeded to such an extent as to render the

continuance of life impossible.

Pathology.—To Chossat we are indebted
for showing that the immediate cause of

death from fasting is a reduction of the body
temperature. At first there is a griidual, but
not very extensive fall. Afterwards a more
rapid decline occurs, mitil the reduction

amounts to about 29° or 30° V. below the

normal point, when death ensues. Chossat
noticed that if, whilst in the state of torpor

preceding death, the temperature of the
animal experimented on was raised by ex-

posure to artificial warmth, a restoration of

consciousness and muscular power was in-

duced ; and some of his subjects of experi-

ment which were thus rescued tirom impend-
ing death afterwards thoroughly revived on
being sujiplied with food.

Symptoms.—The most prominent symp-
toms arising from fasting are those due to

the special sensations produced by the ab-

sence of food and fluid, and those attribut-

able to a decline of the physical and mental
powers. In the first place there is great

imeasiness in the epigastrium. This is fol-

lowed by a sense of sinking in the same
region, accompanied by insatiable thirst ; and
if fluid be persistently withheld as well as

food, the thirst becomes the chief source of

distress. The countenance assumes a pale

and cadaverous appearance, and a look of
wildness is presented about the eyes. Ema-
ciation becomes more and more marked, and
with it there is a decline of the bodily strength.

There is also failure of the mental power.
Stupidity may advance to imbecility ; and a
state of maniacal delirium frequently super-

venes. Life terminates either calmly by
gradually increasing torpidity, or, it may bo,

suddenly in a convulsive paroxysm.
Duration of Life.—The usual duration

of life mider complete absence of food anil

drink may be said to be from eight to ten

days. The special circumstances existing

may, however, exert a modifying influence,

and from the nature of these the period may
be either diminished or increased. A stout

person, as may be readily understood, has a
chance of living longer than a thin one, on
account of the store of combustible material
which may be drawn upon being larger.

Exposure to cold in conjunction with starva-

tion very much hastens death. The presence
of moisture in the atmosphere favours the
prolongation of life, by diminishing the ex-

halation of fluid from the body. It may be
assumed to be owing to the existence of

warmth and moisture that persons buried in

mines, or otherwise similarly placed, have
been known to live considerably beyond the
ordinary period.

The Welsh fasting girl, whose case caused
so much sensational excitement in 18(51),

lived exactlj' eight days from the time she
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was placed nndor systematic inspection to

solve the problem of whether she coiild exist,

as had been alleged by her parents, for an
indefinite period without food. It appears
that during the first part of the time slie was
clieerful and exhibited nothinpf extraordinary.

Later on it was found that she could not be

kept warm, and ultimately she sank into a
state of torpor from which she could not be
roused, and which speedily terminated iu

death.

In the Troedyrhiw colliery ne.ir Ponty-
pridd an inundation occurred in 1877, which
led to the imprisonment of four men and a

boy in one of the headings of the mine. The
accident happened on Wednesday evening,

the llth of April. Efforts were at once made,
by means of a cutting, to reach the chamber
m wliich the imprisoned persons were con-

fined, and to release them. This was not
nccomplished till the afternoon of Thursday,
the I'Jth, when all wore rescued alive and did

well. They had been imj)risoned in an
atmosphere of compressed air nearly eight

days, without food but within reach of water.

The performances of professional fasting

men give a mucli longer time as that during
which life can be sustained without food.

Two feats of fasting were performed before

the London public during 1890 by separate

men. The first was announced to be for a
period of forty, and the second for a period of

forty-five days. Both were carried on for the

specified time, and, through the payments
received from the crowds of spectators ad-

mitted, must have proved lucrative under-
takings. One of them subsequently became
insane. Feats thus conducted for pecuniary
gain, and supervised, as was here the case,

by newspaper reporters as watchers, can
hardly, it may be considered, be regarded as

holding a sufficiently trustworthy position to

command acceptance for the purposes of a
medical work like this, whatever the amount
of popular credence given to them at the

time. In the case of the Welsh fasting girl

watchings of considerable duration had been
jierfonned through which she had success-

fully passed, but the last watching was carried

out by the experienced London niu-ses de-

puted to undertake the task with a strictness

that defied deception, and with the result that

death took place as stated.

In the case, again, of Ann Moore, of Tut-
btiry, in Staffordshire, which, from the ac-

count published, must have attained great

notoriety in the early part of the present

century, watchings had been conducted in

a manner to admit of testimony being given
in support of her veracity ; but ultimateh' a
watching was so seriously undertaken, and
with such zeal carried out, as to lead to her
being brouglit by the ninth day into a sink-

ing condition, when she took food, and after-

wards made a written confession of the im-
position that had been l)re^ iously practised.

That a very small amoimt of food will

suffice for sustaining life for a prolonged
period is evidenced by wliat may be observed
in some cases of constrictive disease affect-

ing the oesophagus or cardiac orifice of the

stomach.
Treatmknt.—Caution is required in the

administration of food after prolonged fast-

ing. Sudden transitions of all kinds are
trying to tlie body ; and, instead of allowing
the rescued sufferer to gratify his desire to

eat and drink according to his inclination

after several days* abstinence, the supply of

both food and drink should at first be limited,

and afterwards gradually increased. There is

reason to believe that the non-observance of

this rule has upon some occasions been fol-

lowed by disastrous consequences, which a
different plan might have averted.

F. W. Pavy..

FAT.—Fat becomes morbid under a
variety of circiunstances :

—

1. Obesity.—Fat may be found gene-

rally diffused in excessive quantity beneath
tlie skm, beneath serous membranes, and in

and upon various tissues and organs of the

body. This condition constitutes what is

known as obesity. See Ob?;sity.

± Partial Growth.—A partial growth
of fat sometimes occurs in paralv^sed muscles,
and constitutes a characteristic feature of

wliaf is called pseudo-muscular hypertrophy.
Sec Progkkssive Muscular Dystrophy.

3. Fatty Interstitial Growths.— Fat
as fat-tissue more especially constitutes a

disease when it is deposited upon and in the

textures of organs, interfering with their

structure and fimctions. This it does by
pressing upon the histological elements of

the organ invaded. Its effects are more
clearly seen when it invades the nuiscular

tissue of such an organ as the heart, the

fibres of which, becoming more or less atro-

phied and distorted in their course and direc-

tion, are rendered inadequate for the per-

formance of their functions. See Heart,
Fatty Growth on.

4. Fatty Tumours.—Fat may also occur

in isolated or circumscribed masses, consti-

tuting what are known as fatty tumours or

lijMmatu. See Tumours.
5. Fatty Infiltration.—See Fatty In-

filtration. ElCHARD QUAIN.

FATIGUE {fniigo, I weary}.— Gene-
ral Remarks.— Fatigue is a regular and
constantly returning symptom experienced

by all persons. Periods of functional ac-

tivity invariabh' alternate with periods of

repose, during which the waste caused by
the exercise of fimction is repaired. We are

indebted to Sir James Paget for having
pointed out that ' rhythmic nutrition is a

law of nature,' and although the truth of

this dogma is recognised on all hands, and
may be said to be axiomatic, it has hardly
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received that careful consideration at the

hands of practical physicians which it de-

serves. Our whole life is composed of a series

of vibrations-periods of tension alternating

with periods of relaxation ; and although the

rapidity of these vibrations varies immensely,

they are recognisable in aU our acts, whether

voluntary or otherwise. The vibrations of

the heart are about seventy in a minute, those

of the respiratory organs about sixteen. The

whole body requires a certain period of abso-

lute and continuous repose in each twenty-

four hours (amounting to nearly one-third of

the period), so that we may say its rate of

\ibration is once in the twenty-four hours.

In like manner, the period of relaxation of

the heart is about one-third of the total period

of action, and this proportional correspon-

dence between a local and a general condi-

tion is not a httle interesting and suggestive.

Again, it is universally ordained amongst

civihsed nations that once in every seven

days there shall be a remission cf labour and

a change of occupation ; and we recognise

the fact that it is highly advisable for those

whc are occupied m one pursuit to break

away from it at least once a year and in-

dulge in that variety of woik which we caU
amusement.

Fatigue occurs directly we attempt to alter

the rhythm of our vital vibrations by pro-

longing the periods of tension at the expense

cf the period of relaxation, or by demanding
for any length of time a quickening of the

norma] late of vibration. We recognise the

fact that atliletes who over-train run risks of

cardiac troubles and loss of wind; that the

man who from any cause is unable to sleep

rims a serious risk of permanent impairment
of health ; and when we find patients pur-

suing their avocations too zealously we know
that, if such ofl'ence against the laws of nature
be persisted in, general paralysis, or other
forms of ' break-down,' are likely to be the
result.

Description.—Fatigue maybe either (/ewe-

ral or local, and both forms may be either

acute or chronic. That fatigue in all its

forme is due to impaired nutrition there can
be little doubt, and we shaU find that the
symptoms of chronic fatigue are often the
prelude of definite and recognisable degene-
rative changes.

General Fatigue.— General fatigue is

recognised with ease both in its acute and
chronic forms. There is a disability to per-
form either mental or physical work, and this
disabihty is noticed first in work requiring
attention or sustained effort, and last in
tliose acts which have become automatic or
secondarily automatic. The symptoms of
general fatigue are usually referable to the
rervous centres.

Local Fatigue.—Local fatigue is either
acute or chronic, and the symptoms of it are
referable usually to the muscles; but we

must always bear in mind that muscle and
inotor-nerve are practically one and indi-

visible, and that recent experiments have
given great probability to the idea that every

muscle is connected with a certain definite

spot in the brain. When, therefore, we spealv

of a sense of fatigue, we must necessaj-ily be

in doubt, notwithstanding the fact that the

syinjjtoms are apparently located in tlie

muscles, whetlier the brain, nerve, or muscle,

one or all of them, be really at fault.

Acute local faficjue.—The first symptom
of acute local fatigue is loss of power to a

greater or less extent. By too frequent or

too prolonged stimulation the irritability of

the muscular tissue beaomos exhausted, and
it eitlier refuses to resjiond, or i-esponds but

feebly to the stimulus of the will ; whilst our

power of adjusting the force of contraction

to the act to be accomplished is lessened,

and accuracy of movement and delicacy of

co-ordination are destroyed. The second
symptom is tremor, as everyone must have
experienced who has been called upon for

anjf unusual exertion. The third symptom
is cramp-like contraction ; and the fourth is

pain, the pain being the pain of fatigue,

and absolutely distinct from other varieties

of pain. Fatigue is caused far sooner by
prolonged muscular effort than by repeti-

tions of short muscular efforts having due
intervals of rehixation between them. Any
one who has attempted to hold out a weight
at arm's length knows the impossibility

of continuing the effort for any length of

time ; and it is proverbially true that stand-

ing in one position is, to most people, far

more tmng than walliing, the reason being
that in standing the muscles which sup-

port the body are subjected to a prolonged
strain, while in walking we use the muscles
on either side of the body alternately. The
great increase of power which we obtain by
using the muscles on either side of the body
alternately would seem to be one of the chief

reasons for the bilateral symmetry of the body.
Not only is sustained effcrt a far more potent
cause of fatigue than repeated effort, but we
find that when fatigue supervenes, actions

requiring sustained effort are the first to fail

;

and in this local fatigue resembles general
fatigue. The last acts to be affected by
fatigue are such as are automatic, and are

accomplished without mental effort, and by
the expenditure of the least possible amount
of force. It is quite possible to exhaust a
muscle by artificial stimulation, and if one of

the small interossei muscles be continuously
faradised, it will be found that in time its

power of contraction to any form of stimulus
may be absolutely abolished. It is tolerably

certain that the brain can have no share in

artificial fatigue thus produced, and there

seems good reason to suppose that, in some
people of energetic temperament, the irrita-

bility of a muscle may be exhausted, A\hile
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the power of nuntal stimulation remains
almost uniinpaireil.

Chronic local fatigue. — This form of

fiitigue has causes and symptoms similar to

those of acute local fatigue, and there can be

little doubt that this condition is a common
cause of many of those chronic maladies
which seem to result from over-work, and are

characterised by irregular muscular action.

That some cases of writer's cramp (see

Writer's Cr.\mp) are due to chronic fatigue

of certain muscles employed in writing, and
particularly of those subjected to prolonged
effort, cannot be doubted. Some cases of

torticollis seem due to the same cause.

Duchenne and lirudonell-Carter have pointed

out how, in cases of ' short sitrht,' tne strain

on the internal recti has caused troubles

of vision, and even brain symptoms ; and
Mr. C. B. Taylor of Nottingham has shown
reason for including in tlie category of

fatigue-diseases a peculiar ft)rm of nystag-

nms, occurrmg amongst miners, who try

their eyes by working in the dark. Dr.

Augustus Waller, working at this subject

from the physiological jioint of view, states

that when a muscle is fatigued by over-stimu-

lation of a motor nerve, it is the motor end-

jiliite (the junction between nerve and muscle)
which first fails to conduct the stimulus; and
Pr. lieid, working in conjunction with Dr.
Waller, has shown that wlion stimulation

takes place from the brain, failure by con-

duction occurs first in tlie cord, where the

ganglionic cell forms a junction between the

tibre of the pyramidal tract and the fibre of

the anterior nerve-root.

Treatment. — The treatment of fatigue

in all its forms is rest, and the restoration

of the proper rhythm of nutrition, if this be
found perverted, by substituting rhythmical
exercises for unrhythmical efforts.

G. V. POORE.

FATTY DEGENERATION.— Sy-
NON'. : Fr. Dctjeneresccncc (jraisscuse; Ger.
Fcttige Metamorphose.

Definition.—The process by which protein

elements are converted into a granular fatty

matter.

Seats of Occurrence.—This change may
occur in any of the component elements of

the body, whether normal or abnormal.
Physiologically.—The production of milk

from the protoplasm of the mammary cells,

and of sebuna from the cells of the sebaceous
glands, are instances of fatty degeneration.

The cells of the corpus luteum are partlj' in a
condition of fatty degeneration ; and it is by
a similar change in tlie peripheral cells of the
mature fcetal j)ortion of the placenta that
normal involution of that organ is accom-
plished. Non-vascular structures, such as
the cartilages, the cornea, and the intima of

blood-vessels, frequently undergo fatt^- trans-

formation of part of their substance. In a
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less marked form, fatty degeneration occurs
in the walls of the uterus and other muscular
organs when returning to their ordinary size

after temporary hj'pertrophy.

Pathologically.—As a purely morbid pro-
cess, fatty change is most Irccjuently met
with in the muscular tissue of the heart, in
the walls of capillaries, and in the urinary
tubules ; but it also occurs in the central
nervous system, constituting the condition
known as ' white softening ' ; in the liver

;

and in tubcrcidar deposits, cancerous growths,
infarcts, and inflammatory products in any
situation whatsoever.
Anatomical Characters.— P7i7/sicaZ cha-

racters.—An organ tiiat has undergone fatty

degeneration presents the following physical
characters. The bulk and ^\ eight are gene-
rally increased ; the consistence is reduced

—

sometimes to a pidp, as in white softening of
the brain ; the colour is changed, either as a
w hole or in the affected poi-tions of the organ,
into a buffy or yellowish bloodless hue ; and
the resistance or firmness is dimuiished. so
that the affected tissue is markedly flabb\

,

and readily yields to pressure. The solid cut
surface may appear compact and shining

;

and the section leaves a greasy stain upon
the knife and fingers. When fatty degener-
ation is greatly advanced, as it may be seen,
for example, in the liver, a portion of the
organ thrown into water will float.

Micr(isco2ncal characters.—In fatty de-
generation the muscular tissue of the heart
(see fig. GO) and the walls of capillaries are
most suitable—especially those of the brain—
for microscopical investigation. The earliest

changes in the cardiac muscle in fatty de-
generation are loss of sharpness of the indi-

vidual striic, and the appearance of minute
particles of oil between the elements. These
changes, beginning near the nuclei, spread
throughout the fibres m a longitudinal di-

rection, while the )iarticles mcrease in size,

and assume the well-known characters of oil-

globules. When the process is advanced, the
whole of the sarcous substance is replaced by
fatty particles contained within a dehcate
albuminous envelope. Finally the degener-
ated fibres either become atrophied by ab-
sorption of certain parts of the fat, and so
disappear; or suffer rupture with discharge
of their contents. The fatty nature of tlie

change is proved by the solubility in ether of

the particles that have escaped from the fibres.

Fatty degeneration of the ivalls of vessels

is best seen in the capillaries and smallest
arteries. The tunics first lose their normal
translucency ; minute gramdes appear in

their substance; and these increase to fonii

unmistakable oil-globides. Finally, the vessel

gives way. and the oily particles and blood are
discharged into the perivascular spaces.

In the other organs referred to, the micro-
scopical characters agree with those just de-

scribed, with certain differences dependent
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of each. Thusupon the special struoture ot e

fatty degeneration of a leucocyte Jeads to the

formation of the body known as a compound

granular corpuscle, in which the oil-drops

finally replace the whole of the protoplasm.

In ' white softening ' of nervous tissue, the

nerve-cells and probably all the nuclei of the

part are converted in a great measure into

granular corpuscles; and these breaking

down into a tatty detritus, the whole con-

stitutes a soft creamy-looking substance,

which, as Virchow expresses it, ' is milk in

the brain, instead of in the mammary gland.'

' Yellow tubercle ' consists in part of cells

and nuclei that have undergone fatty de-

generation, and of fatty detritus. In the case

of the uterus during involution the fat is

probably rapidly absorbed, so that the appear-

ances presented to the eye are those rather of

atrophy than of replacement of the muscular

substance by fat.

Pathology.—We have now to trace whence
comes the fat that is found in this form of de-

generation, and how. It is evident that in a

number of instances—such as the production

of milk and sebum— fatty degeneration is a

truly physiological change, which is sub-

servient to health when active, while its de-

rangement or cessation constitutes disease,

In/)ther cases the process is essentially patho-

logical, as, for example, in fatty degeneration

of the heart and white softening of the brain;

the functional activity of the part being im-
jiaired, or so abolished that the name of

necrobiosis, or death-in-life, has been given
to the condition. The fatty change in the
two instances is, however, manifestly one
and the same. The condition known as fatty

degeneration had long been described, and it

has always been a favourite subj ect with patho-
logists to discover its nature and its cause.
It was generally assumed that the fatty

matter present was introduced from without,
being deposited from the blood as morbid
material in place of the pre-existmg tissues
which were absorbed. Modern research has
demonstrated that this is not so, and that
fat is derived from a molecular change in
the tissue or textures in which it is found.
The subject is one of immense importance,
involving the whole field of pathology ; and
it is but right to state that our acquaintance
with the true nature of the process is almost
entirely due to the investigations of Dr., now
Sir Richard, Quain, which were published
iii ihe Mcdico-Chirurrfical Transactions for
1850, and with reference to which Sir James
Paget has remarked :

' Dr. Quam has can-
didly referred to many previous observers
by whom similar changes were recognised

;

but the honour of the full proof, and of the
right use of it, belongs to himself alone.'

'

Quain's conclusion, as then stated, was that
the molecular fatty matter in the degene-

' LecUires on Surgical Pathology, 1st ed. vol. i.

p. 107, note.

rated fibre was the result of a chemical or

physical change in the composition of the

tissue, occurring independently of those pro-

cesses which we call vital. The arguments
which he adduced in support of this view
were the following : (1) That in the forma-
tion of the substance known as adipocere

from albimainous material after death, the

places of the muscular fibres, blood-vessels,

and nerves are occupied by fatty matter
which could not have existed in them as

such dm-ing life. (2) That a true fatty de-

generation may be artificially produced post
mortem. (3) That masses of albuminous
material deprived of nutrition in any part of

the body, or the centre of non-vascular struc-

tures such as tubercle, undergo fatty degene-
ration to a marked degree. (4) That the

circumstances under which fatty degeneration
occiurs in the living body exhibit impairment
of general and local nutrition, such as blood-

disorder, or disease of the nutrient vessels.

More than twenty years later (1871) these

conclusions were experimentally confirmed
in the living animal by the investigations

of Professors Bauer and Voit, of Munich.
On achnmistering phosphorus to a starvuig

dog, in which the amount of nitrogen (urea)

daily excreted had become constant, these

experimenters found that the amount of the
excretion was thereby increased threefold

;

that this nitrogen was derived from the
albumen of the tissues and not of the blood;

and at the same time that tlu-ee times the

normal amount of oil had accumulated in

the viscera. This oil could have its origin

only in the transformed or decomposed
albumen of the organism ; the other product
being the urea which had been excreted.

The same results have been observed in

poisoning by phosphorus in the human body.
Many other instances of the formation of

a fatty from a nitrogenous body might be
adduced if necessary, such as the ripenmg of
cheese ; the increased flow of milk on a meat
diet ; the formation of wax by bees from sugar
and albumen ; the production of fatty acids
and their allies from jiroteid compounds in

the process of pancreatic digestion ; the in-

crease of oil in olives by keeping ; and the
development of a rancid oil in the flake of

salmon under similar circumstances. The
numerous instances just adduced combine to

strengthen the position—which was, how-
ever, sufficiently established by Sir Richard
Quain—that in true fatty degeneration, the
nitrogenous material of the tissues them-
selves, and not the blood, must be considered
the source of the oily matter. It has been
said that the circmnstances under which
fatty degeneration occurs are further con-
firmatory evidence in the same direction.

These must now be considered.

Conditions of Occurrence —The circuin.

stances under which fatty degeneration
occurs are either such as affect the nutrition
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of the whole system generally, or of a given
orgiui, or portion of it, specially.

General.—"When the amount of blood in

the body is quickly reduced—for example, by
severe but not actually sudden hnemorrhage,
and in aniiMuia—death may occur from fatty

degeneration of the heart, the voluntary
muscles and the other viscera being likewise,

liut less seriously, atiected. Again, general
tatty degeneration is freq\icntly duo to de-

praved quality of blood, and especially to the

presence in it of certain poisons, such as phos-
phorus, arsenic, antimony-, and the more com-
plex animal-poisons ofthe acute specific fevers.

Local.—Disease of the nutrient artery

of a part is the morbid condition most fre-

quently associated with localised fatty de-

i,'eneration. A good instance of this is fur-

nished by fatty degeneration of patches of
the muscular tissue of the heart correspond-
ing with degeneration, obstruction, or com-
l)ression of a branch of a coronary artery.

Another excellent example of the same is

white softening of the brain from vascular
degeneration. This is analogous to what
occurs in dry gangrene, with the exception
that decomposition takes place in the latter,

probably from exposure to air.

SuMMAKY.—When we review the circima-

stances under which fatty degeneration is

found to occur, we discover that the condition
that is common to them all is interference
with nutrition, and especially with the pro-
cess of oxidation. The red corpuscles are
believed to be primarily affected in phos-
phorus-poisoning; they are numerically re-

duced in continued htemorrhage ; and they
do not reach the tissues in sufficient nimibers
when the vessels are obstructed, or otherwise
diseased. In the cases of the hypertrophied
uterus and heart, of the placenta, and perhaps
of the corpus luteum. the degeneration is prob-
ably due to the decline or cessation of func-
tional activity, and the consequent decrease
in the blood-supply to the large mass of proto-
jilasmic structures.

With respect to the intimate or essential
nature of fatty degeneration, it may be stated
as highly probable, as far as our present
knowledge extends, that the metabolism or
decomposition that is constantly going on in

living protoplasm is not simple or immediate;
but that a primary decomposition occurs
of albuminous substances into urea (or its

allies) and fat, and a further or secondary
decomposition of the fat into carbonic acid
and water. If the amount of oxygen fur-

nished by the blood is deficient, whether
absolutely or relatively, the primary decom-
position of the protoplasm alone may bo
effected ; and the secondary decomposition,
or the oxidation of fat into carbonic acid and
water, may not occur. The result therefore
of an absolute or relative deficiency of oxygen
in protojjlasmic tissues will be the accumu-
lation of fat within them.
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Effects.—The physical effects of fatty

degeneration of a tissue have been already
described under the head of physical charac-
ters, being chiefly—change of colour, dimin-
ished consistence and resisting power, soften-

ing, rupture, dilatation and excavation, and
alteration of size. The chief physiological

effect is diminished functional power or
activity, which is especially marked in mus-
cular parts such as the heart, and in secret-

ing organs, including the kidneys.

Treatment.—The subject of the treatment
of fatty degeneration will be found discussed
mider the head of the diseases of the several

organs which it may affect.

J. Mitchell Bruce.

FATTY INFILTRATION.—Fat in

the form of oily particles is found to be pre-

sent in excess in the cells of various secreting

organs, constituting fatty infiltration. Thus
it appears in the epithelium of the intestinal

mucous membrane during digestion ; in the

cells of the liver and biliary passages; and
in the kidneys of certain animals—for in-

stance, the cat. When this condition be-

comes perma. ent it constitutes a disease.

Glandular organs thus affected, as in the
case of the liver, assume a buff or yellow
colour, and they become softer and more
friable than normal

;
whilst microscopically

their cells are found to contain one or more,
large weU-defined oil-globules, which tend to

coalesce and occupy the cell'. The quantity
of oily matter in the cells may, however,
vary from time to time, and the infiltration

may be either of a transient or of a per-

manent character. In the one case, the
function of the organ maj' not be materially
interfered with ; in the other case, the ac-

tion of the cells may be so far affected as

greatly to impair the secreting functions of

the organ.

The causes of fatty infiltration are of two
kinds—general and local. First, the general
causes are (a) a superabundance of fatty-

matters in the blood, such as occurs in persons
who indulge in rich food and in beverages
containing alcohol ; (6) imperfect oxidation,

as in chronic tuberculosis of the lungs ; and
(c), according to some observers, the meta-
stasis of fatty deposits from one part of the
bodj' to another.

Secondly, with respect to the local causes
of fatty infiltration, one is a peculiar afhnity

or selective power of the cells of certain

tissues, by virtue of which they incorporate

with their substance oily or fatty matter.
This facility has been explained, in the case

of the cells of the liver and of the passages
traversed by bile, by the presence of tliat

fluid, which, as Virchow and others describe,

is a powerfully deternaining cause of tlie

infiltration of fat into protoplasm.. Another
local cause of the accumulation of oil in

cells is their inactivity or imi)erfect power of
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eliminating it, as is found to occur in the

cartilages of the aged, and in inactive or

unused muscles.

It must be said here, with respect to the

appearance of fat in the last-named situations,

that though, in some cases, it is derived un-

questionably from the fat contamed in the

blood or chyle, it may in other instances be

derived from the disintegration of the protein

elements of ihe tissues. This subject, how-

ever, will be found discussed in the article

upon Fatty Degeneration.
ElCHARD QUAIN.

FATUITY (fatuus, silly).—Mental im-

becility. See Imbecility.

FAUCES, Diseases of.—See Throat,

Diseases of.

PAVUS (Lat. a honeycomb).—Synon. :

Tinea favosa; Dermato-mycosis achorina;

Honeycomb Ringworm; Fr. Teigne faveuse;
Ger. Erhyrind.

Definition.—A chronic, contagious, para-

sitic disease of the skin of man and some
animals, caused by the growth of the Acho-
rion fungus (discovered by Schiinlein in

1839), and characterised by the formation
of peculiar yellow crusts, and by the occur-

rence of inflammatory and often atrophic

changes.

, jEtiology.—Favus is somewhat less con-

tagions than ordinary ringworm, and indi-

vidual predisposition has a marked influence

in its spread. The young are most prone to

attack, and children living amidst sordid

surroimdings. Propagation occurs by direct

contact and moculation, and transmission of
the complaint has been observed to and
from mice, to the rat, cat, dog, fowl, guinea-
pig, rabbit, horse, and ox. In England,
where it is uncommon, favus is seen mostly
in foreign immigrants ; but it occurs more
frequently in Edinburgh and Glasgow. It
is comparatively common in the southern
provinces of France and Italy, and amongst
the male Jewish population of Russia, Poland,
Galizia, and the Levant ; the Mohammedans
of Turkey, Asia Mmor, Syria, Persia, Egypt,
Algiers, and Morocco ; also in parts of IncUa,
China, and Brazil.

Symptoms.—The fimgus develops beneath
the upper layei-s of the epidermis, around
the hair, setting up some inflammation, and
presentlv appears as a little yellowish eleva-
tion. In some weeks the latter forms a
characteristic, sulphur-yellow, sub-epidermic,
lentil-sized, umbilicated disc (the godct fa.
vique, s^titidum, favus), lying in a red,
moist, cup-like bed fashioned by the pres-
sure of the growth, and traversed by a hair.
GraduaUy the tuugus invades the hair-
sheaths and then the hair, growing perhaps
three or.fo'nr centimetres above the level
of implantation. The bulb usually remains
free, and indeed the hair in favus is not
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invaded so quickly or abundantly as in

trichophytosis, and, as a rule, is not nearly

so disintegrated. The hairs become lustre-

less, dusty-looking, loosened, and finally atro-

phied and distorted. A characteristic moiddy
smell is observable, which must be carefully

distinguished from the stale scent of old

dried-up pus. Favus may attack hairy

regions, non-hairy parts, and the nails ; but
the scalp is far the most important site

affected, on account of the mtractabihty of

the disease there, and the ensuing disfigure-

ment. The characteristic cupuliform discs

may attain to a diameter of about half an inch

or more. They may remain isolated and
disseminated, or be aggregated and more or

less confluent. As they age, the colour fades

or darkens by the admixture of exudations,

and the consistence becomes more friable.

Thej' tend to lose their characteristic aspect,

crumble and fall, to be replaced by others

more or less imperfect. In course of time
most irregular and atypical changes result

from the effects of scratching and excoria-

tion, and from pustulation. Secondary glan-

dular inflammation can then arise. Finally,

a disfiguring baldness may result ; and as

this occurs, the disease gradually dies out,

but only after many years.

Regions of the trunk, extremities, or face,

commonly spoken of as non-hairy, may he
o.ttacked primarily or often secondarily to

the scalp. Here the favi are surrounded by
inflammatory halos, or preceded by a ring-

worm-like eruption.

One or several nails of the hands, or even
of the feet, may be inocidated, and then the

favi form beneath, and gradually erode the

nail. At the same time the nutrition of the

latter is much impaired, and the structure

disorganised.

Description of the Fungus.—The my-
celium is composed of flexuous, ramified,

tubular, partitioned, and articulated fila-

ments. When fructifying, the tubes are

charged with granules, with nuclei, and witli

perfect nucleated gonidia or spores. Both
the mycelium and the abundant gonidia are

characterised by a great diversity of size and
form. The gonidia are mostly rounded and
oval, and may be isolated or united in

chains. It is now established that tlie

fungus can be distingiiished in cultures ; and
when inoculated from animal to animal, and
to man, it always gives rise to the character-

istic clinical appearances. The godets con-
sist of mycelial tlu"eads branchmg towards
the central part, and then terminating in

chains of gonidia and granules.

Diagnosis.—In the various forms of favus
where at some time or other more or lets

well-marked godets are observable, the dia-

gnosis is clear ; and the peculiar smell, the

persistence of the malady, the condition of

the hairs, and the occurrence of the disease

in other members of the familj-, will attiact
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attention. In old-standing casos obscured

by a^e or complications it is necessary to

search thoroughly for the fungus, and to bear

in mind the advice to be always on one's

guard in the presence of a persistent, re-

bellious sealp-ati'ection, simulating psoriasis,

ec/ema, seborrha'a, and the folliculites de-

calcmites.

Treatmknt.— Appropriate measures are

necessai'v to couiueiact any disturbance of

the general health tliat may be present in

favus. At the outset all favic and other crusts

and accumulations should be thoroughly re-

moved by the usual softening and cleansing

methods, and the hair should be completely

cut away, and kept so. Mild antiseptic

dressings may then be applied, to subdue
any indammation. or heal excoriated surfaces.

This accomplished, the further treatment is

nearly identical with tiiat for ordinary ring-

worm (see TiNKA Tonsurans). Cases are

often most rebellious. Favus of non-hairy

parts is much more amenable. When the

nails are affected it is necessary to remove
mechaniciJh' as nnich of the diseased part

as possible, and then thoroughly rub in, or

keep the part soaked with, parasiticides.

T. OoLcoTT Fox.

FEBRICULA (/ffcriCH/a. slight fever).—

SvxoN. : Yr. i'cbricule ; Ger. Fchrimla.
Defixitiox.—Simple fever, of one wphe-

mera) ornot more than a few days' duration ;

not preceded by any one known invariable

antecedent ; and not attended by any one
definite organic lesion.

It may well be doubted, however, whether
Buch a thing as simple fever, in the strict

sense of the term, exists; anyhow it must be
one of the rarer forms of disease. The con-

ditions which, from our necessarily imperfect

knowledge, it is convenient to call febricula

are nimaerous and of great practical impor-
tance. They may be somewhat roughly
grouped as follows :

—

1. Abortive or incomplete forms of some
one or other of the specific continued fevers

—

namely, typhus, typhoid, or relapsing. The
writer's own experience leaves no doubt in

his mind that such irregidar forms are met
with during epidemics of these diseases.

•2. Instances of some of the exanthemata,
especially scarlatina and modified variola, in

which the usual rash is either absent or so
slight or brief as to pass unnoticed.

3. Intermittent fevers, in which for some
reason or other the paroxysms do not recur,

or only at uncertain and distant intervals.

4. Cases in which the local symptoms
usually attending certain forms of fever are

very slight or very obscure, and therefore

difficult, perhaps impossible, to detect. In-

stances of this occur in connexion with ton-

sillitis, erysipelas, rheimiatic fever, intluenza,

and tubercular disease.

5. Cases in which considerable febrile

movement is present during the development
of the primary as well as of the secondary
symptoms of syphilis, and of which it is not
easj' to ascertain the real cause.

6. P^ever as the c()nse(pience of exposin-e to

ahighexternal temperature— for instance, the

febris ardens of tropical climates (Murchi-
son) ; and of violent and prolonged mus-
cular exertion.

7. Fever as the consequence of irritation

of anj' organ or tissue, such as of the stomach
by indigestible matter, of the colon by scy-

bala; or of catarrh of a mucous surface— for

example, urethral fever.

8. Certain ill-understood but not uncom-
mon disorders of nervous centres, cerebral,

spinal, or sympathetic, which are often fol-

lowed by febrile movement.
.\natomical Characters.— Fever, however

caused, which runs high, produces congestions
and tissue-changes in the viscera, especially

in the lungs ; but, in view of the short dura-
tion of febricula, it would in most cases be
impossible to decide whether any pathological

changes found after death were the conse-
quence or the cause of the febrile movement.
It is possible, but not yet proved, that there

may exist some contagion capable of produc-
ing febricula, and febricula only.

Symptoms.—Febricula is characterised by
a rise of temperature, rarely exceeding 10'2-5^

F., but sometimes, especially in cases due to

exposure to heat, reaching 105° F. or even
higher, although only for a short time. The
access of fever may be gradual, or marked by
slight rigors; and some or all of the common
clinical symptoms of fever may be present in

varying proportion and in greater or less

! degree, such as—general malaise ; dry skin ;

frequent pulse, amoimting to 100 or 120 per
miniite ; tongue furred, with a more or less

distinct, central, dry, reddish-brown streak;

thirst, loss of appetite, and nausea ; consti-

pation ; scanty, high-coloured urine ; and
headache, intolerance of light, slight deafness,

restlessness, sleeplessness, and slight delirium
at night.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of febricula rests

upon the exclusion of all the other recognised

kinds of idiopathic or of symptomatic fever.

As a matter of practical diagnosis at the bed-

side, almost every disease attended by rise of

temperatm"e is now and then, at its outset,

mistaken for febricula.

Prognosis.—The prognosis depends upon
the degree and duration of the pjTCxia, biit

in this country is almost always favourable.

Treatment.—In the absence of any special

indication, rest in bed for a day or two, li(|ui<l

food until the desire for solids returns, and,

if cotistipation be a marked feature of the

case, a moderate dose of some mild purgative,

will bo sufficient. It is, however, always
prudent to remember that what seems to

be febricula may be the beginning of some
serious and perhaps highly infectious disease.
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Cooling drinks, such as citrate of potassnun

in effervescence, liquor ammonii acetatis with

a hfctle spirit of nitrous aether; or nitro-

hyclroehloric or dilute nitric acid (one drachm

to a pint of water) with some fresh lemon-

juice added, may be given according as the

'one or the other is grateful to the patient.

Anything like active treatment, except spong-

ing the skin or the use of the cold or tepid

bath in cases of heat-fever, is unnecessary,

rarely does Kood, and is almost always posi-

tively injurious. J- Andrew.

FEBRIFUGES {fehris, a fever; and

fttf/o, I drive away).—Synon. : AntipjTetics.

Definition.—External applications or in-

ternal remedies which tend to lower the

bodily temperature, when it has been ab-

normally raised by the processes of fever.

Enumeration.—The prmcipal febrifuges,

given in the order of their activity, are :—Cold

Baths ; Cold Affusion or Wet Pack; Alcohol

;

Diaphoretics ; Salicylic Acid and its Salts,

Quinine, Digitalis, and Aconite; Salicin, Phe-

nazone. AcetanUide; and Water and Diluents

generally.

Action.— Following Professor Binz, we
may divide febrifuges into two classes :

—

(1) those which directly withdraw heat from
the fevered organism ; and (2) those which
lessen its production.

1. In the first division we must give the

foremost place to cold baths, the cold pack,

and cold sponging, which powerfully abstract

caloric from the surface of the body, and
rapidly cool down the blood. Diaphoretics

and alcohol act more feebly in the same di-

rection, by dilating the cutaneous arterioles,

and thus allowing the mass ofthe circulating

thud to be effectually exposed to the chilling

influence of the air. See Cold, Therapeutics
of; and Diaphoretics.

2. Secondly, we have to consider those
drugs which actually check the febrile con-
dition itself, by diminishing oxidation, or
by lessening the rapidity of the circulation

through those parts of the body in which the
increased tissue-change is taking place. It is

l)robable that we must explain the antipyretic
properties of such drags as quinine by
their specific influence over the germs on
which malaria depends ; and pei-haps the pro-
gress of science may enable us in the near
future to nip febrile processes in the bud, by
paralysing or destroying the bacilli which
may start the chain of morbid processes
which raise the temperature and depress the
powers of life. The free use of water tends
to promote excretion, and thus to remove the
products of oxidation. Blisters possibly act
by causing contraction of the vessels in the
inflamed part.

Uses.—Antipyretic treatment is not much
adopted in this country as a matter of rou-
tine, holding as we do that temperatures
raised within certain limits are not per se
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elements of danger, and that, even although

we may effectually cool down our patient,

the progress of the disease may go cu quite

unchecked. But prolonged fever causes ex-

cessive tissue-change and fatty degeneration

of the heart ; and when the thermometer
registers 105° F., and still tends upwards,

we know that dangerous limits are reached,

and that as a rule life is not long sustained

above 107° F. It then becomes our duty to

interfere ; and this is best done by plunging

our patient into a bath at 95°, and gradually

cooling it down to 05°. When the tempera-
ture descends to within 4° or 5° of the nor-

mal we remove him to bed, remembering
the dilatation of vessels which must follow

the contracting effect of cold, and the con-

sequent cooling process which must continue

to go on. Here, as in all febrUe conditions,

the thermometer is our surest guide, and
we must be directed by it as to when to re-

sume the treatment, for frequent repetition

may be needed, and on the Continent as

many as 200 baths have been given in the

course of a single illness. Along with this

the Germans combine the use of large doses

of quinine ; but, notwithstanding the marked
tolerance of the drug under pyrexial condi-

tions, the danger of perilous depression from
such free medication is no imaginary one

;

and, putting ague apart, we find this valuable

drug most beneficial in such fevers as seem
to owe their origin to septic poisoning. Digi-

talis is not a powerful antipyretic, and in

large doses is too disturbing to the heart,

and too apt to produce gastric derangement,
to inspire much confidence ; but phenazone
causes profuse perspiration, and is much used

in febrile disorders on account of its certain

and rapid action, and acetanilide is effec-

tual in smaller doses. The influence of sali-

cylic acid over acute rheumatism is remark-
able, as it seldom fails to reduce temperature
and relieve pain in forty-eight hours; but in

other feverish conditions its beneficial action

is by no means so well-marked. Salicin also

has numerous advocates, who prefer it to the

salicylates as being less depressing to the

circulation. Iron is of value in erysipelas,

and exerts some controlling power over acute

rheumatism. Aconite and diaphoretics are

of undoubted service in aiding the deferves-

cence of some of the minor febrile disorders.

R. Farquhaeson.

FEIGNED DISEASES.—No insignifi-

cant part of the real difficulty in the practice

of our profession depends on what we may
call feigned diseases. The art of diagnosis

consists in the power of recognising morbid
conditions with skill and promptitude ; and
in proportion to the natural sharpness and
well-digested experience of the medical man
is his success in the discrimination of one
symptom from another which resembles it

more or less superficially. Many disorders
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possess a strong; family likeness in their very

early stajios, wliilst others may prove decep-

tive throughout tlicir whole coin-se; and if to

tliis we add the ctTorts at deception occasion-

ally resorted to by impostors, we see the caution

which must of necessity be adopted by those

who exercise their calling within wide limits.

In considering, therefore, the subject of

feigned diseases, a greater amount of order

may attend our studies if we adopt the fol-

lowing simple classification :

—

1. Those diseases which naturally re-

semble one another, and in the deception

attending the diagnosis of which the patient

has no share.

2. Those diseases which are also ditticult

of diagnosis, but in which the patient in-

vokmtiirily deceives imder some morbid
nervous impulse.

3. Cases in which the patient sets himself
deliberately and elaborately to deceive those

aroimd him.
1. Under this heading we may perhaps

inchide the exanihemata and other acute

feverish affections, which are confessedly

difficult of diagnosis before the eruption or

other marked points uH difference are fully

established. Important though it may be, in

the case of public schools or large bodies of

men, to act promptly in the face of such an
emergency, the medical man will often feel

himself compelled to postpone his decision;

but he should at the same time act on the

defensive by the timely exercise of quarantine
and hygienic precautions. Some diseases,

again, are difficult to distinguish from one
another, even after their prodromata have
passed away, and among these we may in-

clude sraall-pox and pustular syjjhilis, which
occasionally cause more than a shade of sus-

picion to pass over the mind ; whilst mild
variola and severe varicella must always have
too many points in connnon to render them
otherwise than stumbling-blocks even to the

initiated. Various forms of roseola may
closely sinmlate measles ; scabies is often

liardly to be picked out from amongst the
eruptions which its irritation causes ; whilst

throat-affections may apparently overlap each
otlier and engender the idea of diphtheria
where nothing more than superficial or a])h-

thous ulceration really exists. But it is when
the ailment under which our patient labours
resembles something else during its whole
career that mistakes are natm-ally most
likely to arise. We are frecpicntly shocked
with some scandal in which the innocent
victun of brain- or other organic disease has
been consigned to a police-cell, and where
the plea of drunkenness has been attempted
to be sustained by the guardians of the public

I)eace. So difficult is it to make a really

trustworthy diagnosis between the coma of

alcohol, of uriEuiia, of opium, and of certain

apoplectic conditions, that the truly cautious
and well-informed practitioner would prefer

not to attempt to do so offhand. It is im-
possible to lay down any general rules, but
we ma\' remember that alcohol in poisonous
doses lowers the temperature and dilates the
pupil ; that in lu-icmia an examination of the
urine will put us in the right track ; whereas
opium will produce a contracted pujiil ; and
in cerebral hainorrhage some elevation of the
body-heat may not improbably be observed.

But all those points may fail us from time
to time, and we had best act at all times as

though the case were really a serious one,

and reepiiring treatment by aU the best re-

sources of the medical art.

A very little consideration will enable
every experienced practitioner to recall other
instances of this sort of natural mimicry : of

the difficult}- he must often have experienced
in deciding between syphilitic and other
brain-affections; of the close affinity between
pulmonary consumption and dilatation of the
bronchial tubes ; of the resemblance between
specific and malignant ulcerations ; between
various diseases of the testicle, the bladder,

and tlie stomach, respectively. All these form
part of the regular teaching of medicine and
surgery, and will be found treated of elsewhere.

'2. We must now consider the cases in

which diseases are feigned, not by the direct

action of the patient himself, but because he
is unable to resist the vagaries of his weak
and excitable nervous system.

Problems of the greatest complexity and
difficulty are here presented to the medical
man, and require for their due solution much
tact and experience. Functional affections

so closely simulate organic disease under
these circumstances that suspicion is often

completely disarmed, and treatment adopted
the very opposite of that which would most
probably prove curative. Hysteria, in its

protean forms, supplies the greater number
of these cases, and may very closely simulate
a large variety, more especially, of neurotic

conditions {see Hysteri,\). Paraplegia, in-

continence of urine, jomt-atTections—in short,

almost any disease which does not admit of

palpable objective demonstration—may thus

be feigned, and very severe treatment may
even be adopted under the belief that real or-

ganic changes have to be met by the usually

appropriate remedies. It is only necessary

for us to refer thus briefly to these perplexing
cases here ; but it must always remain an
interesting problem as to how the mechanism
of causation here works, so to speak, and
whether the patient actually suffers the acute

pain of which she complains so forcibly.

Sympathy, as we well know, however, is quite

thrown away when dealing with these per-

sons ; and apparent roughness, with nervine
tonics, and mental discipline, wiU often effect

a cure, when the most elaborate combinations
of other drugs ignominiously fail. A sudden
shock, the pressure of poverty, or the abso-

lute necessity for immediate exertion, will
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often effectually and permanently arouse the

bedridden hypochondriac of many years, and

restore him to his friends as a useful member

of society ; and we need never despair of suc-

cess even under apparently hopeless circum-

stances. Aiid although in minor measure

the hypochondriac may fancy that every

organ in succession is the seat of disease, and

may even succeed in thus imposing on the

unwary, the experienced practitioner will

speedily detect the fiction, and be able to

relieve the unhappy sufferer from the weight

of his woes. See Neurasthenia.

But let it not be forgotten that ' expectant

attention,' or the constant direction of the

mind to the supposed morbid condition of

any particular organ, may actually catch the

imconscious deceiver in his own net by

convertmg mere functional disturbance into

organic disease.

3. To the third division of our subject can

the term Feigned Diseases perhaps alone

strictly be applied. Here we are met face

to face with deUberate and premeditated im-

posture; and there is nothing for it but to

match our own wits against those of the

deceiver, and to thwart his native cunning

by the superior sharpness of science. Now,
there is nothing in the history of medicine

more remarkable than the elaborate expe-

dients adopted, and the amount of actual

discomfort and suffering endured, by persons

who have been desirous of escaping military

or other duty. The exhaustive works of

Gavin and Marshall, and Boisseau and
others, give us details no less ingenious than
interesting of these devices ; but it is curious

to note in how limited a range the more
traditional modes of imposture seem to run,

and how the same old stories are made to do
duty over and over again. Thus we read of

blindness, and deafness, and epilepsj^ and
paralysis being carefully imitated, and can
hardly withhold our admiration from the as-

tonishing tenacity with which the apparent
symptoms were duly maintained. Inconti-

nence of urine, dysentery, haemoptysis, jaun-
dice, and insanity were among the most
favourite roles in the repertoire ; and ingeni-

ous as were the preparations for duly sus-
taining the part, no less ingenious were the
means for detection, which usually proved
successful. However carefully the impostor
had studied his character, some little point
was usually omitted. The yellow conjunc-
tiva of jaundice can hardly be feigned; the
incontinence of urine was generally found to
be attended by an expulsive effort ; the blood
apparently proceeding from the lungs was by
no means intimately mixed with the pul-
monary mucus ; the blindness, or the deaf-
ness, or the paralysis was not proof against
some sudden shock or mental impression.
Most of tlie cases so carefully described by
writers on military medicine are now mere
matter of history, and are hardly likely to

occur again. And the reasons for this are

twofold, i'irst : the inducement for decep-

tion is practically gone. In former days,

when the soldier's pay was small and his

hygienic condition bad, discharge from the

service as an invalid was eagerly prized as a

means of escaping irksome duty ; but matters
have greatly changed for the better of late

years. Not only are the emolument and tlie

comfort of our army vastly increased, but short

service and the reserve enable soldiers to

retire early into civil life ; whilst the abolition

of bounty has removed the principal pecu-

niary inducement for frequent desertion and
re-enlistment. It is now found much easier

for a man simply to desert than to go through
any elaborate process for the personification

of disease. Again, the savage process of

forcible impressment for naval service was
naturally productive of many attempts to

escape from the hard work and ferocious

discipline of our men-of-war. Secondly : the
progress of science and improved means of

diagnosis have rendered the task of the im-
postor difficult, if not well-nigh hopeless.

Feigned blindness can hardly resist the test

of the ophthalmoscope ; electricity will clear

up many apparently anomalous nervous
symptoms ; the stethoscope and the sphyg-
mograph will tell us the real condition of the

heart ; and careful observation will detect

the rougher attempts to deceive. Again,
malingering may often be exposed by ex-

amination under chloroform or ether. We
are not likely now to be deceived by a piece

of liver tied to the breast to simulate cancer,

or by an artificial nasal polypus ; but Mr.
Gould records in the Lancet the case of a

yoimg woman sent to hospital for double
buccal tumour, in whom on examination the

swellings were found to consist of tightly

wound balls of thread forcibly inserted be-

tween the teeth and the cheek. Mr. Ander-
son, of Richmond, fairly cajiped this in a
subsequent number by narrating the vaga-

ries of a schoolgirl who had produced a
state bordering on gangrene of the hand by
a ligature of ribbon resolutely applied to the

forearm ; and it is evident that although skin-

diseases and ulcerations may be made or

kept up by local applications, we only require

a suspicion to cross our minds to put us on
the right track for discovery.

We are not, however, to suppose that all

attempts at deception have finally passed
away, that feigned diseases are now things

of the past. Anyone whose practice lies

among prisoners, or soldiers, or schoolboys,

or the suft'erers from railway accidents, will

very soon be convinced to the contrary {see

Railway Injuries). Experience, however,
will speedily show him who the schemers are,

and enable him to circumvent their en-

deavours ; and the range of symptoms simu-
lated will soon be found to be singularly

narrow. Subjective sensations are, of course.
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^ ery diiricult to detect ; and if a headache, or

pain in the back or le<j or arm, be comphiined
of by the sutTcrer, real or assniued, we may
often find it best for our own reputation to

sive him the benefit of the doubt. Wliilst

procce(Unj;, tlierefore, with due caution, the

practitioner must endeavour to liold the

buhince between an excess of susjiicion and
a too credulous attitude, remembering that

the good of society and of the public service

nnist be fairly considered, whilst all care

must be taken not to confound the innocent

with the guilty in dealing with disorders

which ingenuity has occasionally been en-

abU'd to feign. Rohkut F.^uyunARSON.

FEIGNED INSANITY. — See In-

sanity, Varieties of.

FESTER.—A superficial suppuration, re-

sulting from irritation of the skin; tlie pus
being developed in vesicles of irregular figure

and extent. The suppurating inflammation
caused by a thorn or splinter of wood forced

into the flesh is a common example of a fester.

FEVER (ferveo, I am hot).—Synon'. :

Pyrexia ; Fr. Ficvre ; Ger. Ficber.

Definition.—One of the most remarkable
facts in connexion with disease is the rise of
temperature which is attendant upon almost
every disttn-bance to which the body is sub-

jected. The rise of the temperature of the
body, when it attains a certain height, and lasts

a certain time, is called Fever; and is accom-
panied by derangement of function, attribut-

able to the febrile condition itself, and in a
measure independent of the initial cause.

GEXER.U. CoNSiDER-^TiONS.—Fever plays so

important a part in acute disease generally,

is accepted so universally as a mark of the
severity of the disease, and so often presents
itself as apparently the chief antagonist with
which the physician or surgeon has to con-
tend, that the attempt to penetrate the secret

of its essential nature has alwaj's been a
favourite task, and every school in every age
has had its theory of the febrile process. It

is only, however, within comparatively few
years that exact measurement of the body-
heat by the clinical thermometer, combhied
with chemical examination of the various
excretions at different temperatures, and aided
by the experimental method of investigation,

has furnished the data for such a theory {see

TiiERMOMETEU). A minute description of fever
in the abstract, distinguishing, as would
be required, between phenomena proper to

fever and ijlienomena due to the condition or
lesion on which the fever depended, would be
lengthy, and so crowded with qualifications

and exceptions as to be vague and unsatis-

factory. The attempt, indeed, would have a
more radical defect. Either some variety of
fever must be taken as a type to which other
forms are referred, which is vicious in prin-

ciple ; or all the phenomena of all febrile

45

conditions must be enumerated and classi-

fied, which would confound the accidental

with the essential, and would result in a
heterogeneous collection of facts without duo
relation among themselves.

A mere outline therefore will be given of tlie

principal deviations from normal fmictional

action observed in fever, and tlie space set

apart for the subject will be reserved chietly

for an exposition of what is known of the

nature of tlie febrile jirocess.

Description.—In every attack of fever
there are traceable the three stages of in-

vasion, domination, and decline, with or
without an antecedent j)eriod of incubation.

Tliey may all be rim througli in the course
of a few hours, as in a paroxysm of ague, or
they maj' extend over weeks.
The period of invasion is characterised by

a rising internal temperature, while the sur-

face may remain cold and pale, the patient

feeling chilly and suffering from rigors or
shivering ; the pulse is freipient, but gene-
rally small and long, from contraction of the
arteries. Diu-ing the dominance of fever

the temperature remains high, the skin is

hot, and the shiverings are replaced by a
subjective sense of heat ; the pulse is now
large and bounding fi-om relaxation of the
arterial wall. The decline is indicated by a
falling temjierature, a softer and less frequent
'pulse, and by a return towards normal con-
ditions geiu'rally; it may be initiated or

accompanied by a critical sweat or other
evacuation. Death may take place at any
period of the disease.

Taking the temperature as the index of the

duration and character of each stage, we may
find it in the first stage rising abruptly or

gradually, continuously or with remissions.

If the invasion extends over several days as

in enteric fever, nocturnal exacerbations and
morning remissions are, as a rule, observed.

A rapid rise of temperature is usually con-

tinuous, or nearly so. When the opportunity

occurs of making the observation, as in inter-

mittent or relapsing fever, or when fever is

experimentally induced in animals, or in man
by surgical operation or accidental septic in-

oculation, the increased heat is found to be
the initial phenomenon, preceding the rigors

and all other symptoms.
The end of the period of invasion, and the

setting in of the stage of dominance, is more
distinctly marked by the change in the cha-
racter of the i)ulse, and by the determination
of blood to the surface, together with the
substitution of the subjective sensation of

heat for that of cold, tlian by the thermometer.
During the dominant stage the tempera-

ture remains at, or oscillates about, a given
point, and the fever is considered to be
moderate if the morning temperature is 102° F.
or under, and the evening not above IDS'* ; to

be high when it ranges between 103° in the

morning and 104° in the evening; and to be
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severe when these limits are exceeded ; while,

with rare exceptions, a temperature of 106°

indicates great danger. As the stage advances,

the heat may gradually rise or fall ; the oscil-

lations being slight or considerable, and at

times irregular and extreme. Except when
the fever is due to local inflammation, or to

continual entry into the blood of morbid

particles or fluids, the duration of the domi-

nance is usually in proportion to the time

occupied by the invasion.

The decline again is generally abrupt, and

has the character of a crisis when the in-

vasion has been rapid, and is protracted

when it has been gradual.

A fatal termination may be ushered in by
hyperpyrexia ; more commonly the tem-

perature falls below the normal point and
there is collapse.

The pulse is always increased in frequency

by fever, but whOe during the height of the

disease there is usually some relation between

the body-heat and the pulse-rate, the pulse is

often extremely frequent before the tempera-

ture has reached its height during the in-

vasion, and it does not in all cases fall with

it pari passu in the decline. The different

stages are marked rather by differences in

the character of the pulse than in its raj)idity

;

during the period of invasion the arteries are

more or less in spasm, and the pulse is small
and long ; during the dominance, with cer-

tain exceptions, the arterial walls relax, the

^essels are large, and the pulse sudden, short,

and dicrotous ; as the fever declines, the
arteries are still further relaxed, but the
action of the heart is less powerful, so that
the pulse becomes softer.

Eespiration is frequent, following as a rule

the pulse; the amount of carbonic acid ex-

pired is greatly increased.

The tongue is generally more or less furred,

its appearance varying with the degree and
kind of fever and with its cause. It becomes
brown and dry, or unnaturally red, in pro-
tracted and ad.^Tiamic fever, when the teeth
and lips may also be coatedwith sordes. There
are almost always thirst and loss of appetite.
The bowels are usually confined.
The secretions are all more or less modi-

fied. The perspiration may be greatly in-
creased, as in acute rheumatism ; more com-
monly it is checked, causing the skin to be
dry and burning. The amount of urine will
vary to a certain extent inversely with the
amount of perspiration ; but the tendency is

to increase, and the solid organic matters

—

m-ea and other nitrosenised substances—are
always considerably aigmented in quantity.
The chloride of sodium, on the contrary, is

diminished.

The characteristic nervous phenomena of
the stage of invasion are rigors, which may
be slight, and represented only by shivering
or chilly sensations, or, on the other hand"^
may be intensified to convulsion. Se^ ere

headache is more common at this period than
in the later stage, and there is usually con-
siderable depression. When the fever has
reached its height the rigors will have ceased,

and there may be little or much delirium
according to the severity of the attack, the
idiosyncrasy of the patient, or the kind of

disease giving rise to the fever.

Pathology.—The description of the febrile

state has been abbreviated in order to leave

place for a discussion of the nature and cause
of the febrile process.

This will be facilitated by a brief reference

to the production and regulation of the heat
of the body in health, and would be com-
paratively easy had physiologists arrived at

a complete and satisfactory solution of this

problem. In the normal state the main
source of animal heat is blood- and tissue-

combustion. It may perhaps be well to say
here once for all that the terms ' combustion '

and ' oxidation ' are employed as conveniently
short expressions for the disintegration of

complex chemical and structural molecules
by which heat is liberated, and not to convey
the idea of direct combination of oxygen with
the carbon and hydrogen of the blood and
tissiies. Another very slight and unimpor-
tant cause will be obstructed motion of the

blood in the capillaries : of direct conversion
of nerve-force into heat we know nothing
definite. The interesting and difficult part

of the question is that which relates to the

regulation of the temperature. It has been
found that the changes which evolve heat
are most active in muscle, in the nervous
structures, and in the abdominal viscera;

while in the lungs any combustion whicli

may take place is not more than will coun-
teract the loss of heat by evaporation and
by the expired air. The skin, on the other
hand, is the gi-eat cooling agent ; there is

little combustion of its structures, and it is

continually losing heat by conduction when
the siirrounding temperature is low, but still

more abundantly by evaporation under all

conditions of external temperature. Heat is

thus abstracted from the blood circulating in,

and immediately beneath, the skin. At first

sight, then, it would seem that the mechanism
by which the temperature is regulated was
extremely simple, and that it was to be
found in the vaso-motor system of nerves.

There being an internal heat-producing mass
of tissue, and an external refi'igerating sur-

face, in order to raise the temperature, the
arterioles of the skin are contracted, shutting
off the blood, while those of the deeper
structures are relaxed, allowing it to reach
them in greater abundance ; in this way a
double influence is exerted— less heat is lost

by the skin, and more is produced in the
muscles and other internal parts. Conversely,
the temperature would be lowered by flush-

ing the skin with blood —which would thus

be exposed to cooling influences—and divert
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ing it from the heat-forming, deep-seated

structures. This explanation, however, is

inadequate. It is true that the distribution

of the blood, superficially or deeply, by means
of the vaso-motor nervous system, contributes

largely to the regulation of the temperature

;

but heat-production in muscle or gland is not

directly proportionate simply to the amount
of blood circulating through it. Tissue-com-
bustion, and consequent evolution of heat,

is excited or repressed by cerebro-spinal

nerves which do not govern the arteries. The
nervous stimulus which excites contraction

in muscles determines iu them at the same
time evolution of heat, and this heat-produc-

tion under nerve influence may be excited

independently of contraction. The nervous
system thus mterveues directly in heat-pro-

duction chiefly by its action on the muscles,

as well as indirectly through its influence on
the circulation. This is not the place to

discuss the question whether there are special

thermal nerves and centres, but it seems
probable that the muscles as thermogenic
and as motor agents are under the control of

the same central nervous mechanism.
Taking the increased heat as the charac-

teristic of fever, the first question which
arises is whether this is due to increased

production of heat, or to diminished loss.

While the diminished circulation in the skin,

in the early stage, will ob\-iously tend to

retain heat within the body, there is now no
room for doubt that there is increased heat-

production. The temperature rises in spite of

profuse perspiration, when, of course, heat is

very rapidly lost, as in acute rheumatism, or

when perspiration has been induced by jabo-

randi before a paroxysm of ague (Ringer)

;

and it has been shown by direct experiment
that in fever a man raises the temperature
of a given quantity of water in which he is

immersed more quickly, and to a higher
point, than in health (Liebermeister). It is

unnecessary to give other proofs or further

refutation of the h>-pothese3 which explain
the heat of fever solely by diminished escape
of heat from the body.

It may further be taken as certain that the

immediate cause of the increased generation
of heat is increased blood- and tissue-oxida-

tion. This is shown by the increased pro-

ducts of combustion given off in the different

excretions. The febrile elevation of tempera-
lure is attended at once by increase in the
amoimt of carbonic acid expired. This is

more marked during the rise than when the
heat has attained its maximum, because the
increasing temperature expels the gasea of
tlie blood, and the greater ra]>idity of the
circulation sends the blood more freely and
quickly through the lungs, and exposes it

more to the air. At first there will thus be
eliminated not only the carbonic acid formed
under the influence of the febrile process,

but that which was held in solution bv the

cooler blood, and is driven off as its tempera-

ture rises ; when the expulsion of dissolved

carbonic acid is completed, the amount ex-

creted will be diminished by so much, but it

still remains larger than at the normal tem-
perature.

A similar indication of increased tissue-

combustion is furnished bj' the urine. The
amount of urea is usually absolutely in-

creased, notwithstanding a diminished con-

sumption of nitrogenised food ; or if the urea
itself is not excreted in larger quantity, there

is more nitrogenised waste in other forms.

The total of nitrogenised matter contained in

the urine is alwaj-s augmented by fever.

While, however, the products of combustion
show that rapid metabolism is going on, it is

not clear that it is adequate to account for

the whole of the heat evolved ; and Dr. Ord
has advanced the hmiinous hj'pothesis that

the energy normally absorbed by the con-
structive operations taking place in the tis-

sues is set free through the suspension of

these processes by fever, and takes the form
of heat.

The real difficulty of the problem arises

when we inquire what is the cause of the in-

creased tissue-combustion, and especiallj- how
the febrile heat is regulated. It has been
already stated that the distribution of tlie

blood to the deep structures and organs and
to the skin respectively is not a sufficient

explanation of the physiological balance of
heat ; but it might be supposed that the

greater rapidity of the circulation in fever,

renewing the supply of oxygenated blood
within the structures more frequently and
more freely, would account for the greater

oxidation. The rise of temperature, however,
is not in proportion to the flow of blood
through the vessels, and hyperpjTexia is

often coincident with a failing circulation,

the heat of the body, indeed, apparently in

some cases actually increasing after death.

Dr. Donald Mac.Ylister has done much to

elucidate the entire question in his Gulstonian
Lectures, by bringing out more distinctly the

thermogenic fimction of the muscles, and
the thermotaxic or heat-regulating power of

the nervous sj-stem, which operates thrt)ugh

its influence upon thermogenesis in the

muscles on the one hand, and upon the

thermolytic action of the skin on the other.

One step towards the solution which may
be considered certain is that the nen-ous
system is concerned in the maintenance of

the heat of fever. Each disease has its own
characteristic range and variations of tem-
perature; and this fact alone, that febrile heat
is not vague and irregular, but that there is

the substitution of a morbid for a normal
balance, is evidence of nervous control.

Numerous observed facts and experiments
point to the same conclusion.

Another item of positive knowledge ob-

tained by experiment is that pjTexia may be
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excited by the introduction into the blood of

septic or other matters, which, it is important

to note, need not be particulate, but may be

diffusible fluid. The increased heat may
therefore be independent of capillary embo-

lisms, and of bacteroid or other organisms.

Now in disease or after injuries we have

almost always both causes in possible opera-

tion—an impression on the nervous system,

and the entry of altered organic matters into

the blood. In endeavouring to assign promi-

nence to one or other, we have, on the one

hand, such facts as the hyperpyrexia of cere-

bral lesions, which cannot be due to blood-

contamination, and, on the other, the teach-

ings of antiseptic surgery, which demonstrate

that absorption of putrescent discharges is

the great cause of surgical fever. It still re-

mains to be determined whether the presence

in the blood of foreign matters gives rise

directly to increased activity of oxidation, or

whether the poison, as we may call it, pro-

duces this result through its action on the

nervous system, either by affecting the nerve-

centres themselves, or by producing irritation

in the capillaries, which is carried to the

nerve-centres, and reflected along efferent

nerves. In the present state of our know-
ledge this question camiot be definitely

settled.

If a theory of the febrile process is to be
formed, it must be based upon a theory of the

relation between the nervous system and the

processes of nutrition and oxidation, and es-

pecially the latter. Numerous facts of dis-

ease and of experiment point to the conclu-
sion that the circulation of duly oxygenated
blood through tlie tissues at the usual rate
would, without some check to oxidation, re-

sult in more rapid tissue-change, and the
production of a higher temperature than the
established norm. The restraining power is

supplied by the nervous system, the loss of
this influence being illustrated in hyper-
pyrexia. The mode in which the nervous
system acts may be represented as being
through the tension maintained in the nerve-
centres. All nervous actions have the cha-
racter of phenomena of tension, and the
tension generated in the cells is sustained in
the nerve-fibres to their peripheral termina-
tions, where they are merged in the struc-
tures, and so blended with them that all
nutritive and oxidative changes are common
to the nerve-endings and the tissues in which
they end. If we suppose that the nerve-
tension can modify cliemical action, as can
electrical tension or thermal conditions, and
that, vice versa, the nutritive and oxidation
changes in the tissues can influence the ten-
sion of the nervous structures, we can repre-
sent to ourselves the interaction between the
nervous system and the blood and tissues in
the febrile process. When from disease or
injury of the great nerve-centres their power
of maintaining tension is lessened or abolished,

and theirinfluence proportionately diminishedi

so that the atiinities of the blood and tis-

sues have tuirestricted play, the result is

hyperoxidation and pyrexia. When, on the

other hand, septic matters or other substances

are introduced into the blood, acting as fer-

ments or in some other way, they increase

oxidation, and directly raise the temperature,

overpowering the restraining influence of the

nerves until this is reinforced, which may
possibly occur through increased evolution of

energy, resulting from the increased activity

of metamorphosis. We cannot, however,
here develop or fully elaborate this hypothesis.

Treatment.—The treatment of fever is of

course primarily directed to the removal of

the cause on which it depends, but together

with the measures adapted to this end are

usually employed means for the moderation
of the febrile process as such, and these may
at times take the first place. We can do
little more than mention the more important
of them, taking first what may be called the

general methods, and premising that rest in

bed, simple food, &c., are assumed to be under-

stood. Venesection is now scarcely ever prac-

tised as a means of combating fever. Purga-
tives are often useful, as are also diaphoretic

and diuretic salines, with abundance of water
to drink, either alone or in the form of some
agreeable tisane. Free action of the secre-

tions, which is the object of these remedies,

is of service in removmg the increased pro-

ducts of oxidation, the water taken co-operat-

ing by acting as a solvent and vehicle; and it

is possible that medicines which promote this

activity may directly bring down the tem-
perature. When, for example, perspiration

has been induced, a coincident fall of tem-
perature may be due more to some change
antecedent to the perspiration, than to the
loss of heat by transpiration and evaporation.

Of special measures for the reduction of

febrile heat when this is becoming dangerous,
either from its intensity or duration, the first

to be mentioned is the cool or cold bath.

This should be resorted to in all cases of

hyperpyrexia, from whatever cause ; its effi-

cacy, first established in the high temperature
of acute rheumatism and enteric fever, has
been proved also in cases of septic hyper-
pyrexia after ovariotomy, and even in injuries

to the brain. Here the water may be posi-

tively cold. When the bath is employed to

control temperature, not dangerous from its

height, but from its duration, as in enteric

fever, the temperature need not be lower than
70° or (35° F. An ice-cap devised by Mr.
Knowsley Thornton, for applying cold of 32°

to the entire head, has been found useful in

hyperpyrexia following ovariotomy.
Many .substances have the property of

reducing febrile temperatures when taken in

large doses. Among the most powerful are the
complex bodies recently introduced, phena-
zone, acetanilide, exalgin, and others of the
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same clnss. Their influence on febrile heat

is undoubted, and it nmy be exerted t'avour-

ably in the early staj^e of sharp fever from
whatever cause, but their continued use is

attended with danj^er. The lowering of the

lenii)erature may be dearly purchased at the

expense of the patient's strcnj^th. Another
powerful a<^ent often employed to coml)at

fever is quinine. When given for this i)ur-

pose, it is administered in doses of from
ten to twenty or e\ en thirty grains once in

twenty-four or forty-eight hours ; or three to

six grains of the neutral sidpiiate may be

injected under the skm. Salicylic acid has a
remarkable influence on the temperature in

acute rheumatism, and some effect, though
far less marked, in fever from other causes.

It raaj' be added that when pericarditis has
come on in rheumatic fever, this drug usually

altogether fails to intiucnce the temperature.
The only other drug which need be specially

mentioned is aconite, the mode of action of

which is totally different from that of quinine,

and of which it may almost be said that

it antagonises the fever process rather

than reduce.' temperature ; its most marked
influence being on the force of the heart and
the contraction of the arteries. The oppor-
tunity for the manifestation of its powers
occurs in the early stage of catarrhal fever,

the residt of chill. Given in frequent small
doses (a drop or two of the tincture every five

minutes till twenty minims or lialf a drachm
has been taken) when the temperature is

rising, the pulse frequent and hard, with
headache and burning skin, the effects are
often striking. "When a local inflammation
is established, it is no longer of much use

;

and when the fever is protracted, as in enteric
fever, or when there is pneiunonia, it may be
dangerous, from its depressant influence on
the heart. See Antipyuktics.

W. II. Broadbent.

FIBRILLATION, Muscular. — A
localised quivering or flickering of muscular
fibres. See Motility, Disorders of.

FIBRINOUS CLOT.— See Clot.

FIBRINOUS CONCRETION.—S^c
CoNCItKTION.

FIBROID DEGENERATION. — A
morbid change which consists in the substi-

tution of a tissue somewhat resembling
fibrous tissue for other structural elements

;

some pathologists consider this change to be
of the nature of a degeneration. See De-
OENER.\TioN ; and Cirrhosis.

FIBROID PHTHISIS. — A name
given to certain cases of plitliisis in which a
considerable development of fibroid tissue
occurs in the hmgs. See Phthisis.

FIBROMA.—A form of tumour com-
posed of fibrous tissue. See Tumours.

;
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FIBRO-PLASTIC GROWTH. — A
form of nuw -giuu th, composed of liljr(.)-iilastic

elements. Sec TuMouhs.

FICUS UNGUIUM (fcus,& fig; un-
ffiiis, a nail).—A disease of the posterior wall

of the nail. See Nails, Diseases of.

FIDERIS, in Switzerland.—Chaly-
beate waters. See MiNKUAL Waters.

FIFTH NERVE, Diseases of.—The
fifth or trifacial nerve (nervits trigeminus),

the largest of the cranial nerves, consists of a
motor and sensory portion, the sensory fibres

passing through the Gasserian ganglion, and
being distributed to the face and a portion of

the head. The motor portion, much the
smaller, is physiologically independent of the
ganglion, and sup])lies the pterygoid, mas-
seter, buccinator, and temporal muscles. The
two first divisions— the ophthalmic and
superior maxillary— are entirely sensory, and
proceed from the ganglion. The third or

inferior maxillary liivision proceeds also

froin the ganglion, but receives besides the
whole of the motor root. Lesions of this

nerve cause disorders of sensation, motion,
and nutrition or secretion, according to the
anatomical position and extent of the injury.

The atlections of the fifth nerve may be
considered in the following order :

—

1. Trifacial Neuralgia. — Neuralgia
may affect one or all of the three divisions

of the nerve. It is fully described under the

head of tic-douloureux. See Tic - Dou-
loureux.

2. Trifacial Anaesthesia.-Anaesthesia
of the trigeminus, usually unilateral, may be
dependent either upon (a) central lesion ;

or upon (b) j^eripheral lesion.

(a) Central lesion. — Hemiplegia fronr

ha;morrhage, softening from thrombosis,
tumour, or other coarse affection of the in-

tracranial nervous system, is usually accom-
panied by some ana;sthesia in tlie district

supplied by the trigeminus, arising probably
fi-om interference with the integrity of the

fibres of origin of the nerve in their centrid

cotrrse. Tiie auipsthesia usually occurs on
the same side of the body as the paralysis

of motion, and therefore opposite to the seat

of lesion. This is always the case when tlie

lesion occupies a position above the pons
Varolii. In disease of the pons Varolii,

however, the loss of sensibility may involve

both halves of the face, although it nsiuilly

affects the same side as that upon which the
limbs are paralysed, and opposite that upon
which the portio dura and sixth nerves
(when either or both of them are involved)

are affected. In cases of apoplexy, the

anesthesia is usually very imperfect, and
not sharply defined. It is short-lived, lasting

from a few hours to days; but in certain

cases it maj- continue, and even outlive the

motor paralysis with which it is conjoined.
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Intracranial tumours may produce more

persistent aniesthesia, either by immediate

destruction of sensory fibres, or, indirectly,

by the cerebral enlargement, due to their

growth, causing compression of the fifth nerve

as it traverses the floor of the skull._

(b) Peripheral lesion.—Anaesthesia depen-

dent upon lesion of the trigeminus in its

peripheral coui-se is a symptom of serious

moment, which it is important to distinguish

from that of central origin ; and this may be

accomplished by noting the following points :

The degree of peripheral anesthesia far ex-

ceeds that which obtains in cases owing their

origin to a central cause. It is much more

complete, and may involve, which the latter

does not, trophic and vaso-motor complica-

tions. Its extent varies according as the

trunk of the nerve, including the Gasserian

ganglion, is involved ; or only one or two of

its branches. Should the main trunk be

affected, there is more or less complete anes-

thesia of one side of the face and part of

the ear, conjunctiva, cornea, nostril, mouth,
half the tongue, the gums on the same
side, and a part of the palate. If the con-

junctiva be touched with the finger, there

is no reflex contraction of the eyelids. A
glass from which the patient drinks seems
to him as thougli it were broken, for he
feels the material on the sound side and not

on the affected side. The skin of the face

is cool, and may be somewhat cedematous,

and purplish in tint. After a few days,

if the cause persists, the eye on that side

looks dry, glazed, and congested ; the cornea
becomes cloudy, and in time sloughs and per-

forates, the contents of the eyeball escaping
to a varying extent, so that the organ is de-

stroyed. There is dryness of the nostril on
the affected side, and irritant substances ap-
plied to it fail to produce sneezing. Taste
is lost on that side of the tongue, except at

the base, which is supplied by the glosso-

pharyngeal nerve. The salivary secretion is

diminished. In time there may be bleeding
from the gums and ulceration of the mucous
membrane. Should the lesion exist upon one
of the three divisions of the trigeminus, the
anaesthesia will be found sharply limited to
the district supplied by that division.

The nature of the lesion must be deter-
mined by the examination of concomitant con-
ditions. It may consist either in caries of the
bone, tumour, aneurysm, or meningitis, acute
or chronic. Whatever be the active cause by
which the nerve is damaged, the efi'ects will
be the same : pressure upon, and disorgani-
sation of the nerve-fibres wiU result in the
disorders described—sensory, motor, trophic,
and vaso-motor. In such circumstances, one
or more ofthe other cranial nerves are usually
affected coincidently. In tubercular menin-
gitis, the fifth nerve is shown to be paralysed
(along with others traversing the floor of the
skull) by the conjunctivitis and corneitis so

often present in advanced stages of the dis-

ease. Should the condition accompany bul-

bar paralysis, the lesion must be referred

to the nuclei of origin of the nerve in the

medulla oblongata.

Treatment.— Syphilitic gummata on the

floor of the skull, developed either in the
membranes of the brain or in the nerve itself,

are so frequently the cause of the disorgani-

sation of the fifth nerve which gives rise to

anaesthesia, that m all cases it is right— un-
less some other exphxnation is evident beyond
all doubt— to bear m mind the possibility of

such a cause, and to prescribe accordingly

without delay. From 10 to 20 gi'ains, or more,
of iodide of potassium should be administered
every four hours. Should there be a gumma
jjressing upon the trunk of the nerve, this

treatment will probably have the effect of

bringing about a rapid amelioration, and, in

many cases, supposing it has been applied

early enough, a complete cure. It is evi-

dent that, as regards other causes, there is

no particular indication for treatment, which
must be adapted to the special circumstances
of the case.

3. Trifacial Hyperalgesia. — Hyper-
algesia may accomi^any or precede neuralgia
of the fifth nerve. It may also precede facial

antesthesia when this is due to neuritis. There
are varieties in the degree of this hyi)or-

algesia. It is sometimes so severe that the

slightest touch occasions pain. The face

cannot then be washed in the oi'dinary way,
but the patient has to take a piece of sponge
or wetted rag and cautiously dab the skin

with it. Sometimes it is described as a feel-

ing of soreness only when the hand is passed
over the face. In either case the condition

is accompanied by diminution of the tactile

discrimination in the part. In mimetic
sjjasni of the portio dura, there is often

hyperalgesia in the region of one or more
divisions of the fifth, and the lesion is then
doubtless connected with the deep origin of

this nerve. In blepharospasm it will often l)o

found, if the face be carefully examined, that

pressure with the finger at some point will

check the spasm. Subcutaneous division of

a twig of the fifth (or afferent nerve) at this

point will often bring about a cure of the

affection. The supra-orbital or subcutaneous
malar are the nerves most commonly in fault.

Photophobia is referable to hy2)eralgcsia of

the branches distributed to the conjunctiva.

4. Motor Disorders.—Affections of the

motor root of the fifth nerve are either (a) of

a spasmodic ; or (b) of a paralytic character.

(a) Spasm.—Spasm of the muscles sup-

plied by the trigeminal nerve may be tonic

or clonic. In trismus, or ' locked jaw,' the
teeth are clenched together by the tonic con-

traction of the masticatory muscles, which
can be felt tense to the touch. According as

the muscles are involved generally, or only

partially, the lower jaw will be fixed in a
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symmetrical position, or be pulled over to

one side, or advanced or receded. Clonic

spasm of the same muscles is observed in

various convulsive disorders ; and slower
movements of a horizontal character consti-

tute the grinding of teeth sometimes indica-

tive of cerebral disease.

Trismus may either be one svmptom of

tetanus {see Tetanus), or it may occur by
itself, and then it either arises from cold, or

is of reriex origin, from irritation of the sen-

sory portion of the nerve by decaj-ed teeth,

dentition, or disease of the jawbone. It may
be due to the presence of a foreign bodj-,

possibly of very small size, lodged in the

cicatrix of a wound upon the face, or even
in some distant part of the body. Irritation

from worms is a possible cause. It is still

more commonlj' hysterical.

Treatment.—^Vhcn arising from cold, the
constant current should be applied to the

contracted muscles. Any source of irritation,

whether from decaj'ed teeth, or otherwise,

must be sought for, and, if possible, removed
or remedied.
The removal of a foreign body will some-

times bring about an immediate cure. This
failing, the hj'podermic injection of morphine,
in doses of gr. |, may be employed, and
hromide of potassium given internally in

doses of 20 grains. When the presence of

worms is suspected, appropriate treatment
must be employed. If the affection be hys-

terical, somewhat powerful fixradic currents,

directed to the nniscles of the jaw, will

scarcely ever fail to open the mouth and cure
tlie ailment. Hysterical trismus cannot be
mistaken for dislocation of the jaw, if it be
remembered that m the latter accident the
jaw is fixed with the mouth partly open.

(b) Paralysis.—Paralysis ofthe masticatory
muscles is not very common, but may be
observed sometimes in cases of bulbar para-

lysis, or it may accompanj' anfesthesia of the
face, and depend upon tumour, abscess,

aneurysm, or some such coarse disease en-

croaching upon the trunk of the nerve within
the cranium. To test the state of the muscles,
the patient should be asked to move his jaw
to and fro laterally, as well as in opening
and shutting the mouth. Any irregularity

of movement will be evident to the eye, and
defective strength or absence of contraction
in the affected muscles may be felt by placing
a liand on each cheek, whilst the patient per-

forms movements of mastication. When the

Jaw is found to fail in being carried to one
side in a munching movement, the fault of
course lies with the pterygoid muscles of the
opposite side. The affection is more often
unilateral than bilateral. Its importance is

bound up with that of the lesion which gives
rise to it.

.\s in peripheral aCTections of the sensory
portion of the nerve, especial attention should
be paid to the causation, and if this probably
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depends upon a tumour, the possibility of its

syphilitic character should be borne in mind,
and iodide of potassium administered in

doses of from 10 to 20 grains, or more. If

these measures fail, the question of surgical

operation may have to be entertained. See
Neuealgia ; and Tic-Douloureux.

T. Buzzard.

FILARIA {filum, a thread).—A genus
of nematode worms, not very clearly defined,

but which contains a variety of thread-like

parasites whose body is of uniform thickness
throughout, and at least fifty times longer
than it is broad. Under this head are often

included several human parasites, such as

the Dracunculus, or Guinea-worm {Filaria
viedinensis), and the lung strongle {F. bron-

chialis), in addition to a varietj' of larval or

sexually immature nematodes, whose genetic

relations are only very imperfectly under-
stood. In the latter category may be placed
Bristowe and Rainey's entozoon {F. tra-

chealis) ; von Nordmann's eye-worm {F.

oculi-humani or F.lentis); the loa, infesting

the eyes of the Angola coast and Gaboon
negroes {F. loa) ; and, lastly, the nematode
hsematozoon {F. sanguinis-lioininis) de-

scribed by the late Dr. Timothy Lewis. It

may be doubted if any of the above-mentioned
parasites ought to be included in the genus
Filaria, as understood by modern helmin-
thologists, but, practically, it is stiU found
convenient thus to speak of them. The
Dracunculus will be found described under
Extozoa ; whilst the microscopic nematode
infesting the blood will be found noticed

imder the articles Chyluria, and Filaria
Sanguinis Hominis. T. S. Cobbold.

FILARIA SANGUINIS HOMINIS.
This name was applied by Lewis to the

embrj-o filaria which he discovered in human
blood in 1872 ; and so long as no other similar

parasite was found to have its habitat in

the circulation, the name was appropriate.

Recently, however, the WTiter has pointed

out that the blood of certain Africans is

liable to be infested by the embryos of two
additional species of filaria ; it therefore

becomes necessary to modify Lewis's original

name. Observation has shown that the

filaria of Lewis appears in the blood only at

night. disap])earing from it during the day :

whereas.of the two recently discovered species,

one of them appears in the blood diu"mg the

day only, disappearing from it at night

;

the other, in those individuals in which it

occurs, is present in the circulation both

during the day and during the night. Taking
these facts as a basis for nomenclature, the

writer proposes to name the three species

—

Filaria sanguinis hominis diurna.

Filaria sanguinis hominis noctuma.
Filaria sanguinis hominis perstans.

Methods of demons trating filaria em-
brijos in the blood.—Blood is obtained in
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the usual way from a finger-tip ; but in look-
^

iug for filarise, the respective habits of the
,

ditt'erent species must be borne in niind.
I

Thus, if search is to be made for filaria .

sanguinis hominis diurna, the blood should

be drawn between the hours of 11 a.m.

and 6 p.m. ; if for filaria sanguinis hominis
;

nocturna, between 9 p.m. and 6 a.m. ;
if for

,

filaria sanguinis hominis perstans, it may be

drawn at any hour of the day or night.

To study the movements of the filariae,

ordmary preparations of freshly drawn blood

must be used ; but to warrant a positive

opinion as to the absence or presence of

embryos in the circulation, and for purposes

of enumeration, a larger quantity of blood

than can be dealt with rapidly in the ordinary

way must be searched. The following is a good

plan. Spread about half a drop of blood on

a slide in a uniform layer over an area about
1" by 1", and allow it to dry. The slide

may be stained and examined at once, or

stored away till such time as may suit the

observer's convenience. All that is necessary

to demonstrate the filarife in such slides, no
matter how old they are, is to immerse them
for two hours in a half-per-cent. solution of

eosin, or a weak solution of fuchsin (one

drop of the saturated alcoholic solution in an
ounce of water), then wash them in one or

two waters, and mount in Farrant's solution

or glycerine jelly. So prepared, the filariae

and white blood-corpuscles are stained,

whilst the colour of the red blood-corpuscles

is discharged. To demonstrate the sheath,

shape, and structure of the filariae, make a

thin film of blood by applying a clean slide

over another slide having a droplet of fresh

fluid blood on it ; after allowing the blood to

spread out between the slides, rapidly glide

or pull them apart ; immediately invert the

slides over a capsule containing a few drops
of acetic acid imtil they are dry ; then im-
merse them in a half-per-cent. solution of

eosin for two minutes, wash thorouglily, dry
slowly, and mount in balsam. So prepared,
the filariae and leucocytes show pearly-white,
whilst the red blood-cells are deeply, and
the liquor sanguinis is lightly, stained by
the eosin.

No matter how prepared, the slides ought
to be scrutinised in the first instance witla a
very low objective—an inch is sutficient

—

and every part of them examined. A quick-
travelling mechanical stage is of great assist-

ance in this, and ensures thoroughness.
When a filaria is found it can be centred
and examined with a quarter-inch or higher
objective ; but it must not be forgotten that,
in the first instance, only very low powers
are suitable for searching.
The three species of embryo filaria? san-

guinis hominis closely resemble each other.
As seen in recently drawn blood, they are
long, slender, gracefully formed, transparent,
colourless, snake-shaped organisms, which

for hours continue in a state of great activity,

wriggling and twisting about on the slide

like a wounded earth-worm, or an eel on a

hook. After a time movement gradually

slows down ; but by a little management in

preventing drying of the slide, the parasites

can be kept alive for five or six days. In
none of them can anything like an alimen-

tary canal, or any definite internal structure,

be made out.

As far as is at present known, the points of

contrast in the three species are as follows:—
1. Filaria sanguinis Itondnis diurna

(fig. 51).—The free hiematozoal embryo of a

species of filaria, the mature form of which
is still unknown. Exceptmg that it enters

the circulation during the day, tliis blood-

worm resembles very closely in size, form,

and habit the now familiar filaria sanguinis

hominis nocturna of Lewis. The peculiarity

in periodicity referred to is, doubtless, an
adaptation to the habits of its unknown
intermediary host. There is some reason
for supposing that the filaria loa—a para-

site living in the connective tissues, and
sometimes showing itself underneath the con-

junctiva in negroes—is the mature form of

filaria sanguinis hominis diurna; for the geo-

graphical distribution of both, <as far as our
knowledge of this extends, is the same, and
the imdoubted embryo of filaria loa reseinbles

filaria sanguinis hominis diurna in shape,

and possibly in size ; and, moreover, a patient

of the writer's, who had at one time a

filaria loa under his conjunctiva, has now
the filaria sanguinis hominis diiirna in

abundance in his blood. The parasite seems
to be confined to the tropical zone of Africa,

more especially to the west coast. Future
observation is likely to show that a large

proportion of the inhabitants of these dis-

tricts are affected with these worms, and it

is likely that in a proportion of instances

some pathological condition may be traced

to them. As yet our information on these

points is much too fragmentary to warrant
even speculation.

2. Filaria sanguinis Jiominis nocturna (fig.

52).—The free haemotozoal embryo of filaria

Bancrofti. We owe the first notice of this

parasite to Demarquay, who, in 1863, found
numerous specimens of what, considering the
circumstances of the case, must have been
filaria sanguinis hominis nocturna, in the
contents of a lymphous tumour of the thigh.'

Later, in 18G9, Wucherer in Bahia, and, quite

independently, in 1870, Lewis in Calcutta,

foimd the same parasite in chylous urine.

It was not, however, until 1872, when Lewis
showed that the normal habitat of this em-
bryo worm was the human blood, that the
discovery excited much interest. Since that
date the significance of this parasite as a

factor in tropical pathology has gradually
come to be recognised, and many interesting

' Gaz. Med. 1B63, p. 6(i5.
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points of a complicated life-historj' have been
worked out.

In the tirst issue of tliis Dictionary I-ewis

described tlie tihiria sanfjuinis honiinis noc-

turna as follows :
' Its average lenf^th is =-/'

( - 0-a4 mm.) ; its breadth ^^,-^' ( = 0-007 mm.),
or about e(iual to the diameter of a rod blood-

corpuscle. It is enclosed in a transparent
tubular sac, within which it can be seen to

•ilternately contract and elonf^ate itself. This
sac is extremely delicate and translucent, and i

may sometimes, when the worm has shortened
[

itself more cnan usual, be seen collapsed and
folded like a ribbon, and the uoxt moment
be instantaneously strai{,'htened at,'ain,by the
extension of the hlaria to its ordinary length.

After death the worm may occupy either the
entire length of the tubular sac, or be so

contracted as to leave the tube empty at one
or both ends, as may be observed in the
woodcut (fig. 54).'

As no sign of growth or of reproductive
organs is distinguisliable in this the ha;ma.
tozoal stage of the parasite, it is evident—and

I'lci. 5'2. — Filaria siin^'uiuis

lioinitiis noctunia y 180.— 1. Mea-
sures jL ill. by s^on in., or there-

abouts. 2. Is provided with a
coarser sheath. 3. Caudel end
tapersgrnduallyfor about one- fifth

of the entire length of tlie animal,

and terminates in a sharp, or
nearly sharji, point. 4. Cephalic
end is rounded ofif, and has ob-

scure oral iiioveinents of a pout-
ing character. 5. No tongue-like
organ visible. 6. Appears in the
blood at night, disappearing
during the day. 7. Has a wrig-

gling, but no locomotive, move-
ment. 8. Many specimens have
a well-marked granular-looking
aggregation about the middle of

the body.

Fio. 51. — Filaria sanguinis

honiinis diurna < ISO (this fig. and
figs. 52 and 53 from micro-photo-
graphs by C. Detmold).— 1. Mea-
sures jg in. by jn^irn in., or there-

abouts. 2. Is provided with a very
delicate sheath. 3. Caudal end ta-

pers gradually for about one-fiftli

of the entire length of the animal,
and terminates in a sharp, or

nearly sharp, point. 4. Cephalic
end is rounded off. and has dis-

tinct oral movements of a pout-
ing choracter. 5. No tongue-like

organ visible. 6. Appears in the
blood during the day, disa])pear-

ing during the night. 7. Has a
wriggling, but no locomotive,

movement. 8. A few siwcimens
have a faintly marked granular-
looking aggregation about the
middle of tlie body, but iu none
is it very well marked.

Flu. Co. — Filaria sanguinis
honiinis perstans x 180.— 1. Mea-
sures j^r in. by ^r^s '^ > or there-

abouts. 2. Has no sheath. 3. Cau-
dal end tapers more gradually fov

two-thirds of the entire length of

the animal, and is abruiitly trun-

cated where it has tapered to

about one-third of the diameter
of the tlii< kest part of the body.
4. Cephalic end is either conical

or truncated, passing from one
form to the other rapidly by a
peculiar jerking, extruding and
retracting, movement. 5. From
time to time, a minute tongue-

like organ is rapidly protruded
and withdrawn at the extremity
of the cephalic end. 6. Observes
no periodicity. 7. Has a loco-

motive as well as a wriggling

movement. 8. No granular ap-

pearance.

this was early recognised— that these blood-

worms are only the immature j"oimg of

parasites which must exist in a sexually

mature form elsewhere in the tissues of the

human host, and in intimate relationship with
the circulation. Lewis made diligent search

for the parental form soon alter his discovery

of the embryo, but it was not until 1H77 that

he found two living specimens—a male and
a female— in the diseased tissues of a mevoid
elephantiasis of the scrotiun. I>ate in tlie

previous j-ear Bancroft, in Brisbane, found

several mature females in a ' lymphatic ab-

scess' of the arm, and also in 'an encysted

hydrocele of the cord.' The latter were care-

fully examined by Cobbold, and tlie parasite

was named by him filaria 15ancrofti. Since

that time the mature tilaria Bancrofti has
been found in India, China, and Brazil. It

is a long, thread-like worm, about the thick-

ness of a horse-hair, of a white colo'ir and
firm consistence, and exhibits considerable

activi'v, an<l a remarkable tendency to coiL

Cobbold described the female as follows

;
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'Body capillary, smooth, uniform in thick-

ness. Head with a simple circular mouth,

destitute of papillae (fig. 55). Neck narrow,
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Fio. 54.—Filaria
sanguinis homiiiis

nocturna. x 300.

(Traced from a mi-
cro-photograpli.)

Fig. 55.—Anterior
end of mature filaria

sanguinishominis noc-
turna.—Mature form.
X 100 diameters.

about one-third of the width of the body.
Tail of female simple, bluntly pointed; re-

productive outlet close to the head; anus

Fio. 5G.—A portion of the mature
filiu-ia sanguinis homiuis nocturna,
showing uterine tubules filled with ova
in various stages of development ; also
the intestinal tube, x 100 diameters.

immediately above the tip of the tail. Length
of larf,'est females 3| in., breadth r^,".' °In
the female the uterine tubes are packed with
ova in all stages of development (fif^s. SO and

57). Lewis gives the measurement of these,

in which the embryos are distinctly visible,

as jig" by =jla". In a fresh specimen of the

filaria examined by the writer the largest

ova gave slightly greater measurements, and

Fio. 57.—Ova and embryos of filaria sanguinis
hominis nocturna. x 300 diameters.

he saw that towards the vaginal end of tho

uterine horns the embryos lay outstretched,

and that in the vagina they had very much
the appearance they have in the blood,

proving that under normal circumstances the

parasite is viviparous. Lewis gives the

breadth of the fragment of a male he exam-
ined as tI^".

It is now known that the parent worms
live together in the lymphatics ; that the

embryo while in utero, b^' dint of vigorous
movements, stretches its chorional envelojie

to form the long tubular sheath in which it

lies extended, as we see it in the blood and
lymph, and that, after this stretching of the

chorion is complete, the embryo' is born
into the lymph-stream, which carries it

through the glands, along the thoracic duct,

and thus into the blood. Under ordinary
circumstances of health and habit the haema-
tozoon cannot be found in the blood during
the day, but at evening it appears there. At
first only a very few can be found ; as night

advances their numbers gradually increase;

about midnight they attain then- maximum

—

in some cases as many as 200 may be found
in a single drop—after this they gradually
diminish up to about 8 or 9 a.m., when they
disappear for the day. An attack of fever

may disturb this periodicity, and Dr. Stephen
Mackenzie ' has shown—and liis observations

have been abmidantly confirmed— that by
causing the subject of filaria infection to

sleep during the day and keep awake during
the night, the habit of the embryo parasite

in his blood is correspondingly changed : it

then appears, contrary to its normal habit,

in the blood dtu-ing the day, and disappears

from it at night. See Negro Leth.\rgy.
This singular periodicity is, apparently, an

adaptation to the nocturnal habits of the

female of a particular species of mosquito,
which imbibes with the blood the young
filaria, and acts as its intermediary host.

' Trans. Path. Soc. 1882, vol. xxxiii.
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TraTisferred to the stomach of tlip inosfiiiito,

the liliiria first casts its chorioiial envelope,

and tlieu bores its way into the thorax and
thoracic muscles of the insect. Here it

iniderj^oes a remarkable metamorphosis,
eventuating in its becoming j)osscssed of an
alimentary canal, a circumcandal circle of

l)ai)illie, and greatly increased size, power,

and activity. This metamorphosis takes

about six days to comi)k'te. At the end of

this time the moscpiito dies, after depositing

licr eggs on tlie surfiice of the water to which
slie resorts for this purpose. It is presumed
that the filaria then escapes from the body
of the insect to the water, into which the

latter has probably fallen. Through this

medium, it is believed, it gains access to the

human body, being swallowed in drinking-

water.'

Geographical Distuibutiox.—The filaria

sanguinis honiinis nocturna lias been found
in most tropical and subtropical countries in

which it has been properly looked for. Its

exact geographical distribution as an eiidemic

parasite is doubtless in keeping with the

geographical distribution of the particular

species of mosipiito subserving its interests

as intermediary host ; but, as the filaria may
live for many years in the tissues of its

human host, it is frequently brought by
travellers from tropical and other countries

to colder latitudes; and tliere is at least one
well-authenticated instance in which it was
found in a patient who had never quitted

England.
Pathological Relations.—Chvluria, nse-

void elephantiasis or lyniph-scrotum, chylous
ilropsy of the tunica vaginalis (variously

termed chylocele, lymphocele. galactocele),

varicose and indurated inguinal glands, chy-
lous ascites, recurring orchitis, certain kinds
of abscess occurring in the limbs—especially

in the thighs and gi'oins, l,\nnphangitis, and
lymphatic fever, are almost invariably ac-

companied or preceded by the presence of
the filaria in the blood or in the lymph, or in

both. The association is so constant and so

intimate, that in DD cases out of 100 these
diseases may be confidently attributed to

the filaria, at all events when they are of
tropical origin.

Tropical elephantiasis arabnm is also attri-

buted to the filaria, although the parasite is

by no means alwa\'3 found in the fully de-

veloped cases. Theoretically, all elephantoid
diseases are produced by some mechanical
or other physical influence operating by ob-
structing or irritating the lymphatic vessels.

In tropical elephantiasis it is maintained
that this influence is the filaria nocturna;
and on the following grounds. Cases are on
record of l^Tnph-scrotum—a disease certainly

* For a detailed description of the metamorphosis
of the filaria in the uio.squito, see Trans. Linnean
Siir. of London, vol. li. part 10; '2nd ser. ' Zoology,'
April 1884.

attributable to the filaria—passing into true

elephantiasis arabum ; many cases of true

elephantiasis arabum scroti have a history of

antecedent lymph-scrotum ; lymph-scrotum
has supervened in flaps left after removal of

an elephantiasis scroti by operation; elephan-
tiasis of the leg has followed on the removal
of a lymph-scrotum ; lymph-scrotum and
elephantiasis of the leg sometimes co-exist in

the same individual ; a case is on record of

lymphorrhagia in an elephantoid leg co-

existing with varicose inguinal glands and
filarise, and in which chyluria subse(iuently

developed; an instance is recorded in whicli

a son developed a lym})h-scrotum, and the

mother—living in the same house—an ele-

phantiasis of the leg ; where elephantiasis is

endemic, there too chyluria and lymph-
scrotum are found. It is unreasonable to

suppose that the combinations and concur-

rences mentioned were, m evei-y instance,

simply coincidences ; much more likely the

same cause produced them all. This being

proved to be the filaria in chyluria, lymph-
scrotum, and varicose inguinal glands, it

follows that it must be the filaria also that

produces true tropical elephantiasis arabum.
Furthermore, as far as known, the geo-

graphical distribution of elephantiasis is co-

extensive witli that of the filaria.

Because the filaria is not always found in

elephantiasis, it has been maintained by some
that this parasite cannot be the cause of this

disease. The fact is, the filaria is mortal and
may die before its host ; nevertheless, the ill

it has wrought may not disappear at its death.

It sometimes happens that in chyluria and
in lymph-scrotum no filariie can be found
in the blood, urine, or lymph, although at

one period they must have been present

;

sometimes it can bo found in the lymph only,

and not in the blood; and instances are on
record in which the parasite disappeared from
the blood and lymphous discharges whilst the

cases were under observation, yet the charac-

teristic morbid discharges persisted. In
pathology, as in other things, a transient

influence may produce a permanent lesion.

It must be admitted, however, tiiat the

reason of the very frequent absence of the

embryos of the filaria from the blood in

developed elephantiasis is not known, and
further observations bearing on this jioiiit

are much wanted.
From the fact that in many countries

where the filaria is endemic quite 10 per
cent, of the adult population harbour it, yet

only a small proportion have any of the
diseases enumerated, it is evident that the

parasite does not necessarily give rise to

disease. It would appear tliat 60 long as

the parasite is healthy and normally situated

it is innocuous. Should it die, it may act as

a foreign body and cause abscess ; the dead
filaria has actually been found in lymphatic
abscesses. T.ut the i)recise way in which the
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parasite usually brings about pathological

obstruction of the lymphatics is, as yet, to

some extent a matter of conjecture. 01 two

ways in v/hich it so acts there is good evi-

dence. (1) The parent worm may cause

lymphatic stasis by operating at a point high

up the thoracic duct, either itself plugging

that vessel, or giving rise to inflammatory

thickenmg in or around its walls, endmg in

stricture. (2) As mentioned, there are in-

stances on record in which, though the filaria

was present in the chylous urine, or in^ the

lymph drawn from a lymph-scrotum, or from

varicose inguinal glands—yet, after the most

careful and prolonged search, it could not be

discovered in the blood. It is evident that

in these cases there must have been com-

plete obstruction of a lymphatic area, other-

wise the filaria embryos must have appeared

in the blood, as in ordinary examples of

filarial infection. The obstruction could not

possibly have been in the thoracic duct, for,

if complete in tliis situation, it must have

speedily brought about the death of the

patient. It is safe, therefore, to infer that

it must have been somewhere on the distal

side of the receptaculum chyli. In two such

cases the ova of the parasite have been
found in the lymph ; and it is believed that

in this circumstance we have the explana-

tion of the site and character of the lymph-
atic obstruction in a large proportion of

cases. Normally, the parasite is viviparous,

and the long, slender, active embryo has
no difiiculty in finding its way along the

lymphatics and through the glands into the
circulation. But should tlie embryo be born
prematurely, as in the two cases referred to,

before the chorional envelope has undergone
the stretching process already described

—

that is, should ova (seven or eight times
the diameter of the outstretched young)
be prematurely launched into the lymph-
stream, they act as emboli, and, being very
numerous, effectually plug the glands con-
nected, directly or by anastomosis, with the
lymphatic vessel in which the aborting parent
lies. The location of the worm ; the degree
of obstruction, whether caused by embolism,
pressure, or stricture ; pressure by enlarged
glands interfering with the compensating
drainage of the affected areas by the veins

;

traumatic irritation of the congested lymph-
atic area ; the position of the part involved
as regards dependence or elevation, a most
important factor in elephantiasis ; the health
of the patient; and other circumstances,
easOy understood, will determine the site
and exact cliaracter of the resulting disease.
Treatment.— (a,) Cwrative.—'No means of

killing the filaria have been discovered. The
indications for treatment, when disease has
developed, are supplied by the pathology.
Rest, elevation of the affected parts, elastic
bandaging, and other means to facUitate the
flow of lymph through the damaged lymph-

atics, are of great benefit. See CHYLrrRiA*

and Elephantiasis Arabum.
(h) Preventive.—The fact that the mosquito

acts as intermediarj' host indicates the direc-

tion that preventive measures should take.

Drinking-water, in districts where the filaria

is endemic, ought to be boiled and filtered
;

wells, cisterns, and receptacles for drinking-

water ought to be covered with fine wire-

gauze, to prevent the access of the mosquito
;

and persons known to harbour the parasite

ought to sleep under properly constructed

mosquito-ciu'tains. By anj' or all of these

means this parasite, in the course of a single

generation, could be exterminated, and the

diseases it produces made things of the past.

3. Filaria sangiiinis hominis perstajis (flg.

53).—The free ha-matozoal embryo of a

species of nematode, the mature form of

which is unknown. Hitherto this ha^mato-
zoon has been found only in the blood of

negroes from the West Coast of Africa, and
it is probable that as an endemic cause it is

restricted to this part of the world. Twice it

has been found in company with the filaria

sanguinis hominis diurna ; in several other

cases it was not so associated. We may
therefore infer that the association of filaria

perstans and filaria diurna in the two in-

stances referred to was merely accidental.

Attention to the points of contrast between
filai-ia perstans and the other blood-worms,
as set forth in the table in page 697, will lead

to its recognition. In addition to what has
been stated in this table, it may be mentioned
that the body of this parasite is possessed in

a high degree of powers of elongation and
contraction, and that the measurements given
in the table referred to are those of the animal
when it is dead or moribund. Wlien travel-

ling actively among the blood-corpuscles it

sometimes so extends itself as to appear a
mere tlu-ead, the elongation concurring with
a corresponding attenuation ; at other times,

and wlien not actively travelling, it assumes
the proportions given. A very striking habit

which it has is that of coiling itself up like a
rope, and remaining motionless in this attitude

for a few seconds before resuming its usual
movrments. Another peculiarity worth men-
tioning is the result, apparently, of the loco-

motive habits of this parasite : not infre-

!

quently it is seen fixed to one spot on the
slide, vamly endeavouring to break away,
and constricted by a delicate rope of fibrin.

It would seem that in moving about the
slide it pushes the strings of fibrin in front

of it, and at times becomes entangled in a rope
of them.
The filaria sanguinis hominis perstans is

probably very common in the endemic region

;

for, of ten negroes from the West Coast of

Africa whose blood was searched, it was found
in five.

That in certain cases it gives rise to patho-
logical conditions is probable; but of what
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these are we are as yet ip^ioraiit. In one case

the parasite was associated with the peculiar

disease called Nej^ro Letharj^ or the !Sli'ei)iiig

Sickness of the Conj^o ; in anotlicr with in-

sanity; but in the other throe instances in

which it was found there was no concomitant
disease. There may be some {^rounds for

associatin<5 it with a peculiar African disease

called Craw-craw, a kind of itch, apparently
induced by a lilaria-like parasite, and not tlie

acarus scabiei ; as yet this supposition is little

more than hypothetical.

The presence of a beak, the absence of a

sheath, the marked locomotor habits, the

extensibility and pliancy of its body, and
also the non-observance of any periodicity iu

its entrances and exits from the circidation,

su{:roest that the embryo filaria sant,'uinis

hominis i)er.stans j^ains its freedom and enters

its particular intermediary host by dint of

its own efi'orts, and that it is not, as is the
case with tilaria sanguinis hominis nocturna,
and probably diiirna, dej)endent on the good
otlices of some species of mosquito or other
bloodsucker. P.\trick Manson.

FISSURE {findo, I cleave).—A narrow
and superticial crack or solution of continuit}',

observed ou the skin and mucous membranes,
and especially near the line of junction of
these structures, as on tlie lips and within the
anus. See Anus, Diseases of; and Chaps.

FISTULA {fistula, a pipe) —A narrow
track or canal loading from a free surface,

and extending more or less deejdy to some
seat of local irritation ; or it may be consti-
tuting an al)normal communication between
two or more cavities, as in the case of
vesico-vaginal or recto-vaginal fistula. See
Abscess.

FISTULA IN ANO.—See Rectum,
I'iseases of.

FIT.—A popular synon3'm for a sudden
seizure characterised by loss or disturbance
of consciousness from any cause, with or
without convulsions (nee Convulsions; Epi-
lepsy; Hysteria; and Syncope). The term
is also applied to a sudden or acute seizure
of certain diseases, such as gout, asthma,
and ague.

FLATULENCE (jlatus, a putT of wind).
SvNON. : Fv. Flatulence; Ger. Flatulenz.

Definition.— The undue generation of
gases in the stomach and intestines.
Etiology.—The principal cause of flatu-

lence is fermentation or decomposition of the
contents of the stomach and bowels—a con-
dition usually induced by embarrassment of
fimction. Hence it is a common symptom
iu dyspepsia—especially the atoniij forms
as met with in the debilitated and the aged, ,

constipation, gastritis, enteritis, hepatic dis-
j

orders, and intestinal ol)struction. When
]

tlatus is generated too rapidly to be accounted
^
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for by fermentation, as in hysteria, hypo-
chondriasis, and other forms of nervous de-

bility, it has been ascribed to secretion of

gases from the mucous membrane.
Symptoms.—The clinical phenomena vary

as tlatus is retained or discharged; and with
the seat of its formation, whetiier chietly in

the stomach or intestines. In the former the
concomitant symptoms are those of dyspep-
sia; in the latter there is usually constipation.

As a rule, however, tiatulence pervades at the
same time more or less all the hollow viscera,

and indicates torpor of the digestive organs.

It is apt to lead to these further evils :

—

(a) Pain from distension or from irregular

and forcible contractions of the walls—hence
gastrodynia and colic are apt to arise

;

(b) arrest of the normal movements of the
stomach and intestines, and consequent
accumulation within them of fermentable
matters, with further generation of gases,

leading to paralytic distension : hence dilata-

tion of the stomach and colon, tympanites
or meteorism, and aggravation of pre-existing

dyspepsia or constipation may ensue ; and
(c) pressure on adjacent organs, such as the
heart and lungs, inducing pali)itation and
irregular action of the heart, precordial

anxiety, faintness, vertigo, dyspncea, or even
asphyxia.

In tvmi)anites there is a rapid generation
of tlatus, wiiich overpowers the contractility

of the hollow viscera ; and the abdomen is

round, tense, and tympanitic. See Tympa-
nites.

Treatment.—(a) Imprisonedfl.atu8 should
he dislodf/cd by friction of the abdomen with
stimulating liniments, and gentle kneailing

of the most distended parts ; large draughts
of hot water; spirit and hot water; ammonia,
ether, or spirit of chloroform; aromatic stimu-
lants—ginger, capsicum, cloves, mint, anise,

cajuput, camphor, or cascarilla. When flatu-

lence is chiefly intestinal, enemata containing

laudanum with asafa;tida, tui-pentine, or rue
;

and the compound asafcKtida pill with extract

of nux vomica, and an aperient, are the most
usefid measures.

(6) The generation of flatus should he

arrested. Fermentation may be checked by
sulpliite or sulpho-carbolate of sodium, sul-

phurous acid, carbolic acid, crcasote, terebene,

salol, or charcoal— from the poplar or vege-

table ivory, immediately after food ; and by
correcting and toning the digestive organs.

Repeated fractional doses of calomel will

also fre([uently arrest fermentative tiatulence.

Food likely to ferment or lodge, such as

starch, sugar, fruits or green vegetables, and
warm liquids— especially tea and soups

—

should be avoided; the meals should be well

masticated and solid throughout, and lupiids

sdould only be taken sparingly at the close or

an hour after. In some cases, however,
flatulence is connected with an insuflicient

supply of fluids, and shoidd be met by
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increasing it ; then also a tumblerful of hot

water night and morning and an hour before

each meal, which should consist of solids,

may prove useful. Alkalis— carbonate of

magnesium and bicarbonate of sodium—and
bitters, especially strychnine, are often useful

in the flatulence of hysteria, h>i30chondri-

asis, of the very nervous and the aged ; but

perhaps the best results follow alkalis with

nux vomica and bismuth an hour before, and

hydrochloric acid alone or with some reliable

preparation of pepsin after food. It is also

essential to see that the action of the liver is

healthy. George Oliver.

FLEXION ifiecto, I bend).—A bending.

This term is applied either to the act of more
or less forcible iiexion, as in some methods
of treatment, for example in the cure of

aneurysm or the reduction of dislocations ;

or to the condition in which parts are bent,

as the result of disease or of disorder, as

when the limbs or certain internal organs are

bent upon themselves. See Womb, Diseases

of.

FLINSBERG, in Silesia.—Chalybeate
waters. See Mineral Waters.

FLOODING.— A popular term for ex-

cessive discharge of blood from the womb.
See Menstruation, Disorders of ; and Preg-
nancy, Disorders of.

FLUCTUATION {fluctus, a wave).—

A

physical sign consisting in a wave-like or un-
dulating sensation. It is elicited by a peculiar
mode of palpation with the one hand, while
percussion is made with the fingers of the
other ; and is due to the presence of a fluid

in a natural cavity, such as the peritoneum,
or in an abnormal closed space such as a cyst
(see Physical Examination). The term ' fluc-

tuation ' as used by the surgeon has a some-
what different signification, being applied to
the sensation of the presence of a fluid which
may be felt when alternate pressure with the
fingers is made, as over the seat of an abscess.
See Abscess.

FLUKE.—Sec Entozoa.

-A flow or excessive dis-
FLUOR
FLUX

charge from a mucous surface, through any of
the natural passages, of serum, blood, mucus,
pus, or the various secretions. As illustra-

tions of fluxes may be mentioned salivation,

bronchorrhcea, biliary flux, diarrhoea, dys-
entery or bloody flux, cholera, and leucovrhcea
or white flux (Jluor cUbiis).

FCETUS, Diseases of the.— Two
classes of abnormal conditions are seen in
the foetus, namely : Those which depend
upon some interference with the process of
development, such as malformations and
Titonstrosities; and those which are the result

FCETUS, DISEASES OF THE

of disease. This article treats of the latter

only.

1. Amputation.—Amputation, partial or

complete, of foetal limbs may take place,

from constriction of the limb by a band of

the amnion. An attempt at reproduction
of the lost limb is sometimes seen, in the

shape of rudimentary fingers and toes, pro-

jecting from the stump. That such a stump
is the result of amputation is proved by the

fact that the part cut off has been found in

utero.

2. Spontaneousfractures and dislocations.

Fractures and dislocations occur in utero,

the latter being the more rare. They are

due to some condition of the bones and
ligaments respectively, leading to undue
fragility of those structures ; for they are

always multiple, and are not accompanied
with bruising of the adjacent soft parts.

B. Tumours.—New-growths are met with
in the foetus—cysts of various kinds, fibroma,

lipoma, &c. That most special to the foetus

is a tumour situated over the coccyx, which
may be as large as a foetal head. Such
tumours are spheroidal or ovoidal in shape,

elastic in consistence, and present rounded
inequalities on the surface. On section they
are found to consist of strong fibrous trabe-

culcB, in the meshes of which are numerous
small cysts lined with epithelium. It is

thought by many that they originate in

Luschka's gland. Another special kind of

tumour is that known as a, foetal inclusion—
a swelling usually on the lower part of the

trunk, and containing some part of another
foetus, moi'e or less imperfectly developed.

4. Inflammation of serous membranes.
This form of disease may occur in the foetus,

such as pleurisy and peritonitis. The morbid
anatomy of these changes does not differ from
that in the adult. Peritonitis is often found
associated with syphilis; and it apj^ears to be
almost always fatal to the foetus.

5. Visceral inflammations.—Inflammation
of the lungs has been met with, in the form
of grey or white lobular hepatisation. It is

most frequent in syphilis. Enteritis has also

been described. Certain malformations of

the heart which are met with can be ex-

plained by supposing the occurrence of endo-
carditis during foetal life ; but there is no
proof that the foetus is subject to rheumatism.

G. Specific fevers.—The morbid changes
of enteric fever have been found in the foetus.

In pregnant women suffering from inter-

mittentfever, paroxysms of convulsive move-
ments of the child have been felt to occur as

regularly as the attacks of ague in the mother;
and the chQd when born has been found to

have a large spleen. Cliildren have also been
bom with skin-eruptions thought to resemble
those of measles, scarlatina, and small-pox.
Tlie facts as to the last-named disease are

the most numerous and probable. The
eruption of variola in the foetus differs some-
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wliat fioni that seen after birth, because, the

skin of the I'uetus being bathed with fhiiil, no
crusts form, and the pustules run a course

like tliose on mucous membranes.
7. Diseases of the skin.—The foetus is

subject to skin-diseases. Pustules ofecthyma;
patches of erythematous redness ; ulceration

of the skin, and syphihtic eruptions, have been
seen. Intra-uterine ichtliyosis is met with.

|

Children liave been born jaundiced, but only

by mothers themselves suftering from that

condition. But women with jaundice do not

always bear jaxmdiced children. Jaundice is

not necessarily fatal to the fittus.

8. Si/philis.— Syphilis leads to various

lesions in the foetus ; and while it usually

proves fatal, the subjects of it that may
survive till birth are feeble and badly nour-

ished. Flat tubercles occur on different

parts of tiie skin, esjiecially round the mucous
oritices ; and pemphigus may be seen, affect-

ing chieHy the palms of the hands and the
soles of the feet. The occurrence of peri-

tonitis has already been mentioned. Yellow
indurated nodules, of varying size and num-
ber, may be found in the liver, as well as

in the lungs. A peculiar change has been
described in the thymus gland, in which
this structure externally appears healthy, but
when cut into aiul compressed exudes a
whitish puriform tluid. Other changes have
been recorded, ati'ecting the spleen, pancreas,

and suprarenal capsules, but they are not
distinctive. Changes in the bones have
also been described, consisting of an osteo-

chrondritis, aftecting the ends of the long
bo'ies, most frequently the lower end of the
femur.

U. Bachitis.—Foetal rickets is a disease

somewhat different from that seen after birth.

The limbs are short, very fat, the fat being
thrown into rolls separated by transverse

constrictions ; the trunk, esj)ecial]y the abdo-
men, is large ; the head often hydrocephalic.

The bones are short, often fractured and
bent ; there is swelling, softening, and de-

layed ossification of the epiphyses. It may
begin early, and cease before delivery; or the
child may be born with the disease in pro-
gress. Nothing is known of its causes.

10. Tubcrcnloxisi.—Tuberculosis sometimes
commences in the fictus, tubercles having
been found in the mesentery and in the
lungs.

11. Dro/)Si>s. — Dropsy is met with in the
fcptus, sometimes of the serous cavities, of

wliich hydroce})halus is the most common.
It is often associated with rickets. Next in

frecpiency comes ascites; and lastly hydro-
thorax, which is very rare. These affections

may destroy foetal life in uiero ; but they
more often lead to death because they render
destructive operations necessary before de-

livery can be accomplished. General ana-
sarca is also met with, and there is reason to

believe that it depends upon disease of the

placenta, impairing the excretory fianction of
that orgiin. It is always fatal, if not before
birth, within a few hours after it.

12. Visceral diseases.—Hypertrophy of the
liver, spleen, or kidneys may occur in the
fiftus. Cystic disease of the kidneys may be
met with, the organs being converted into a
mass of cysts containing no trace of secreting

structure. Both kithieys are usually affected,

and the disease is generally associated with
some malformation elsewhere. Hydrone-
phrosis, single or double, along with dilata-

tion of the ureter, or ureters and bladder, has
been seen, dependent upon impermeability of

some part of the urinary passages. Any of

these visceral diseases may form a tumour
so large as to impede delivery. None of
them can be diagnosed before birth. Con-
cretions of uric acid and urates are not un-
common.
The Causes of Death of the Foetus.

The various causes of death of the foetus in
utero may now be briefly considered. The
first of these is injury, as when the mother
receives a blow upon the abdomen, or has
a fall. Such occurrences rarely injure

the foetus directly, although this has been
known to happen. When they prove fatal

to the foetus, they do so by leading to hcemor-
rhage into, or separation of, a portion of

placenta, and consequent disturbance of the
f(ttal circulation. Poisons in the mother's
blood, such as lead, mrea, bile, or carbonic
acid (as in the case of heart-disease with
cyanosis), may lead to death of the foetus.

Syphilis has already been referred to. Epi-
leptiform convulsions may destroy foetal life,

either by asphyxia, or by leading to haemor-
rhage into the placenta. Extreme ancemia
and the cancerous cachexia are among the

causes of foetal death. Any kind of disease

attended with ^jyrexio. will also destroy foetal

life if the temperature rise high enough. A
temperature exceeding 105° F. appears to

be invariably fatal to the foetus. Certain
di.teases of its appendages may lead to death
of the foetus, such as hiemorrhages into the

placenta, old organised clots forming wiiat

are caDed placental ' infarcts ' ; obliteration

of the umbilical vessels ; or interruption of

the circulation in the cord by knots in it. or

pressure upon it. It is believed that there

are some diseases of Hie mother's uterus
which lead to death of the foetus ; but what
they are is not known. It is said that some
women acquire a habit of having dead chil-

dren. This means that there are cases in

which an apparently healthy woman will

repeatedly have dead children, the cause of

whose death a skilled observer cannot find

out. In other words, there are causes of

foetal death as yet unknown.
The Consequences of Death of the

Foetus.—A dead foetus while retained in

utcro, and thus protected from the air, does

not putrefy, but undergoes a process of
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maceration. The whole body becomes soft

and flaccid, its tissues being mfiltrated with

fluid ; but it has no putrid odour. The skm
presents bulla; filled with reddish serum, and

the epidermis is readily detached with slight

friction. The surface is of a cyanotic colour,

which after exposure to the air becomes of a

more or less bright red ; it is not greenish as

is seen in putrefaction. The cellular tissue

is infiltrated with bloody serum. The viscera

have lost their distinctive tints, and become

of a reddish-brown colour. The cranial

bones are abnormally mobile, overlapping

one another to a greater extent than normal

;

and the periosteum may be stripped off

them. These appearances are much the

same, whatever be the cause of death, but

they vary in degree according to the length

of time which has elapsed since death.

Besides the diseases of the fcetus described

above, there are others which are not fatal,

and the chief interest of which lies in their

course and treatment after birth. These are

discussed in other articles, and need not

be mentioned here. G. E. Herman.

FOLIE CIRCULAIRE (Fr.)— This
term is applied by the French psycholo-

gical physicians to a variety of insanity

characterised by alternations of excitement

and depression. The patient passes through
an attack of mania of perhaps an ordinary
character, but when he appears to have
recovered he sinks into melancholia, and
thence emerges again to become maniacal
and excited. The duration of each stage

may vary from weeks to months. Sometimes
one state wiU follow the other immediately

;

in other cases a period of convalescence will

intervene, during which the patient apjjears

well, and can hardly be considered insane.

Yet the prognosis is extremely unfavourable
in all such cases ; and it is of great importance
in estimating the extent of recovery of a
patient, that it should be clearly ascertained
that the attack is not one of a series following
one another in the maimer mentioned.

G. F. Blandford.

FOLLICLES, Diseases of (foUicuhis,
dim. oi follis, a bag).—The name 'follicle'

has been applied to a great variety of different
structures, which have in common the shape
of a bag or sac, whether circular or elongated
in outline ; for example, the Graafian follicles,

the lymjjhatic (Peyerian) follicles of the
intestine, and the follicles of the mucous
membrane of the stomach, intestine, and
uterus. The name has been further extended
to include glands somewhat more complex
in structure, such as the sudoriparous glands
or sweat-follicles, the sebaceous foUicles, and
the tonsils ; as well as the saccular depres-
sions in which the hair and the teeth take
their origin. The name synovial follicles
is sometmies given to processes of synovial

FOMENTATION

membrane invaginated in the capsule of a
joint.

For an account of the diseases of these

various structures, the reader is referred to

the several articles under which they are

discussed ; but so far as the true follicles are

concerned, the following may be said to be
the principal morbid changes to which they
are liable : atrojihy ; hypertrophy ; obstruc-

tion, and distension ; inflammation ; ulcera-

tion; cystic disease; new-growths; tubercle;

acute specific processes, such as the typhoid

;

and parasitic disease.

FOMENTATION (/oveo.I keep warm).
Synon. : Fr. Fomentation ; Ger. Bdhung.

Definition.—Fomentation is the applica-

tion to the surface of the body of flannels,

cloths, or sponges moistened with hot water,

either pure or containing some medicinal
substance in solution.

Action.—The action of a simjile fomenta-
tion is the same as that of a poultice. By
its warmth and moisture it tends to relax the

muscular fibres of tlie skin and soften the

cuticle, thus relieving tension, and diminishing
pain and irritation. In the early stages of

inflammation it favours resolution, by main-
taining the temperature, and promoting active

circulation through the area which has
suffered from the injurious influence which
has started the process. In the later stages

it promotes and hastens suppuration, by
causing dilatation of the vessels, and encourag-
ing exudation. A fomentation is superior to a
poultice in lightness and cleanliness, but un-
less care be taken it loses its heat more
quickly. This disadvantage may be over-

come by covering the fomentation with a
thick layer of cotton-wool.

Application and Uses.—A fomentation is

thus applied : A piece of coarse flannel,

sufficiently large to cover the affected part

when folded into two layers, is put into a

basin, and boiling water is poured upon it.

It is then lifted from the basin with a pair of

tongs or some convenient instrument, and
dropped on the wringer. This is a stout

piece of towelling with a stick attached to

each end. The sticks then being twisted in

opjiosite directions, as much water as possible

is squeezed out of the flannel. It is then
immediately placed on the affected part, and
covered with a large piece of oiled silk or

indiarubber sheet extending at least one inch

on each side of it. Over this may be placed

a thick layer of cotton-wool, and a bandage.
If the flannel be not squeezed sufficiently dry,

it will wet the bed or clothing. If not suf-

ficiently covered with oiled silk and wool, it

soon becomes cold. AVhatever means may
be taken to retain the heat of a fomentation,

it can be kept above the temperature of the

body only for a few minutes. If, therefore,

the full effect of fomentation is desired to be
obtained, the flannels must be changed every
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twenty minutes. In many parts a sponge,

or a piece of sponf^io-pilinc, wrung out of

boiling water, forms a most convenient form
of fomentiition. \\ hen the fore-arm or }iancl

is afVected, a bath of hot water maj- be sub-

stituted for fomentations. The temperature
of tlie water must be maintained by the re-

peated addition of small quantities of boiling

water.

Fomentations are especially iiseful in all

cases of erysipelas and difTuse cellulitis, and
in boils. In peritonitis they are borne more
easily than poultices, on account of their

greater lightness. "Whenever tlicy can be

employed they are superior to poultices, on
account of their cleanliness. They are not

applicable to cases in which there is a dis-

charging wonnil or abscess, as mider such
conditions the cloths become foul.

Vauietiks.— If it is desired to add some
sliglit counter-irritation to the warmth and
moisture, the fomentation may be sprinkled

with turi)entino before it is applied. This

forms the ordinary turpcntinc-atu/pc. The
sedative action of the fomentation may be

increased bj' sprinkling it with laudanum.
The ordinary poppy-fomentation is often used
with the same intention. It is thus pre-

pared : Half a pound of poppy-heads with

the seeds taken out is boiled for ten minutes
in four pints of water, and the liquid then

strained otT. The decoction is kept warm
over a fire, and the flannels dipped in it and
applied as before described about every half-

hour. The term ' dry fomentation ' is some-

times applied to bags of hot salt, bran, or

chamomile-ilowers ; or pieces of flannel

toasted before a fire and laid on hot. These
often give relief in cases of intestinal, renal,

or biliary colic. Marcus 15eck.

POMITES(/o»n<'s,touch-wcod, tinder).—

Substances capable of retaining contagium-
particles, and thus of being the means of

propagating any infectious disease. The most
important fomites are bed-clothes, bedding,

woollen garments, carpets, curtains, and
letters. See Cont.\gion.

FOOD.

—

Sec Aliment ; and Diet.

FOOD, JEtiology of.— See Disease,

Causes of; and Digestion', Disorders of.

FORAMEN OVALE, Patency of.—
See Heaet, Malformations of.

FORCIBLE FEEDING. — In the
treatment of insanity, and sonietuncs under
other circumstances, it happens that we are

compelled to administer food by force to

patients who, for one reason or another, re-

fuse to take it. The majority of these persons
are melancholies who think they ought not
to eat, or try to conunit suicide by star-

vation, and many are in a feeble bodily

46
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condition when they commence this refusal.

Such persons must be fed by force. Strong
patients may be allowed a longer time, for

many refuse from whim or obstinacy, and
lumger will overcome their disinclination.

Some patients in a state of acute delirium
will take no food ; tiiey must be fed at once,
and it is important that they should be fed

without a jirotracted and exhausting struggle,

for they will resist desi)eratel3' unless com-
pletely overmastered. In almost everj' case
feeding should be done early : the sooner it

is done, the shorter will be the period during
W'hich it^\ill be required. The various plans
to be adopted range from merely feeding with
a spoon, as one feeds a chilfl, to sending food
down the a'sophagus with a tube passed
through the mouth or nose, the patient being
restrained in a chair or on a bed by atten-

dants or by mechanical means. The mode
of feeding varies according to the resistance,

and no one method is a^jplicable to every case.

There is no need to pass an oesophageal tube
down the throat of a man whose resistance is

passive and easily overcome ; on the other
hand, we occasionally find patients of great

muscular strength and indomitable will, who
can hardly be fed with safety in any way except
by the stomach-tube. Of these we may speak
fiVst.

In what position are they to be fed, sit-

ting or l.ying down ? If they are to be held
by attendants, no doubt the recumbent pos-

ture is the one in which the latter can ex-

ercise most power. But when a man is so

strong that, as we are told, five attendants
must hold him, a struggle will not be unat-

tended with danger, for the five are not all

acting together, and he gets loose now a leg

and now an arm, to the great discomposure
of the operator ; moreover, this struggle re-

peated three times a day. soon renders him a
mass of bruises. lie should be placed in a
strong wooden chair, and by sheets wound
round his body, arms, and legs, ho can bo
fastened to the chair so completely that he
is quite incapable of movement ; j-et he gets

no bruise, and the operator acts upon hiiu

free from all inconvenience. Some writers

advocate feeding by the nose, and prefer

this method to passing a tube through the

mouth. It is well fitted for quist patients,

who do not make a desperate resistance

and only close their teeth, but it has many
disadvantages. A long cube may enter the

larynx, or may cuid forwards and be caught
by the teeth. And if the food is passed
into th.e nose by a shore tul)e or funnel,

it is often ejected, and a long cime is sjjenc

in the operation. The time consumed in

feeding by the nose is one of the gi-eat ob-

jections, and nntch exhaustion is often thus

produced. The only ailvantnge of feeding

in this way is that we are not compelled to

force open the mouth. This is a work of

ditlicuity, if the patient is strong and his
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teeth perfect, unless 'we are provided with

the screw-key invented for this purpose :

with this there is httle ditficuUy, and only

bungling wiU injure the teeth or gums, if

the patient is properly secured and the head

held hy an attendant, not between his knees,

but in' his hands. If the oesophageal tube

be of good size it cannot enter the larynx.

The wooden termination of the tube must

be short, so as to allow of its curving. The

operator, standing in front, passes the tube

tlirouprh the hole of the gag, inclining it to

the patient's left, so as to avoid the vertebrse.

It may be held by the tongue, but at the

first inspiration the hold is relaxed, and it

glides down the cesophagus. The food may
be poured down it by a funnel or pumped
down by the pump.
The next class of patients, making less re-

sistance, may be fed by Paley's feeder, a glass

vessel with a flattened spout which goes over

the tongue; the food is emitted, a little at

a time, by means of a spring, and finds its

way down the guUet. A certain number of

patients may be fed by getting a funnel be-

hind the teeth and pouring food into it ; and
others by holding the mouth open by means
of two spoons, and then pouring food in.

The objection to the latter method, and to

its many modifications, is the time taken up
in the operation, whereby great fatigue and
exhaustion are produced.

The food must be in a more or less fluid

form, and should consist of soups, milk, eggs,

and the like. See Diet.
G. F. Blandfoed.

FORMICATION (formica, an ant).—
An abnormal subjective sensation referred to

the skin, which is described as of a ' creeping '

character, and as resembling the crawling of
ants upon the surface. See Sensation, Dis-
orders of.

FOURTH NERVE, Diseases of.—
Morbid states of the fourtli nerve are shown
by spasm or paralysis of the superior oblique
muscle, which it supplies.

Spasm.—Little is known of over-action of
this muscle, except that clonic spasm in it is

the cause of rotatory nystagmus when the
(juick movement of the upper end of the
vertical axis is inwards.

Paralysis.— Tarnlysis is not uncommon.
Its usual causes are inflammation of the
nerve-sheath from cold ; hiemorrhage into
the nerve; syphilitic affections of the nerve
or of its membranes

; cerebral tumours, &c.,
pressing on or injuring the nerve at its origin
from the valve of Vieussens, or in its course
around the crus; aneurysm; exostoses or
growths in the orbit; and degeneration of
the nucleus, in common with the nuclei of
the other nerves of the ocular muscles, from
which it is occasionally paralysed in tabes,
in ' progressive external ophthalmoplegia,' in
the rare acute mflammation of the nuclei,

FOURTH NERVE

and in sudden lesions in this part of the mid-
brain. It has also been known to be involved

in the rare afi'ection of the muscles of the eye-

ball in diphtheritic paralysis.

Symptoms.—Even in complete paralysis of

the superior obliqtle muscle there is little

obvious deviation of the affected eye. Move-
ment downwards is, however, defective, and
therefore diplopia exists when the eye is

moved below a line which runs obli(piely

downwards from the healthy to the paralysed
side, through the point of mid-fixation. The
uncertainty which results from ' defective

projection ' of the image formed by the affected

eye occurs chiefiy in looking down, and in the

corresponding downward position of the head.

It is common for tho first discovery of the

defect to be that the patient becomes giddy
when he goes downstairs, and sees two flights

of stairs before him instead of one. The chief

visible defect in movement of the affected

eye (examined alone) is downwards and in-

wards, because it is when the eyeball is

moved in this direction that the superior

oblique has most influence on the vertical

position of the eyeball. In the direct down-
ward movement there is slight convergent
strabismus, because the inferior rectus lacks

the counteraction to its inward traction, so

that its tendency to rotate the globe (lower

end of vertical axis inwards) is also un-
ojiposed and perceptible. The diplopia which
exists when both eyes look down is homony-
mous—that is, the image formed by the af-

fected eye is on the same side as that eye.

The left eye (if affected) being higher than
the right, its image (the left) aj^pears lower
than the right image. The action of the

superior obli(iue being to move the upper
end of the vertical axis of the eye inwards,
there is, in its paralysis, an abnormal diver-

gence of the upper ends of the vertical axes,

and the double images (being always in-

verted) will converge ; their upper ends being
nearer together than the lower. This is due
to the obliquity of the false image (e.gr. the left),

and this obUquity is greatest when the eyeball

is moved to the left and downwards, because
in this position the rotatory power of the supe-

rior oblique is greater, and the obliquity is

least in looking inwards and downwards.
Thus the convergence of the images is

greatest when the difference in height is

least, and vice versa. When the paralysis of

the superior oblique has existed for some
time, a secondary contraction of the inferior

oblique may cause crossed diplopia on looking
upwards.
Treatment.—The treatment of paralysis

of the fourth nerve is in the main that of its

cause. When due, as it very commonly is,

to syphilis, iodide of potassium in full doses,

with or without mercury, is necessary.
Smaller doses of iodide with quinine or
iodide of iron are also useful for rheumatic
paralysis. Blisters to the temple are bene-
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ficial in tlic early stapes. A little f^ood, but

not much, may bo etlected by applyiiij^ the

constant current from the eyelid to the I'ore-

heud (lienediktl, a few cells onh' being used.

W. li. GOWERS.

FRAGILITAS CRINIUM {fragiU-
idii, britlloness; crinis, the hair).

—

See Hair,
Discuses of.

FRAGILITAS OSSIUM.—A diseased

condition of the bones, in which they are

extremely fragile, so that tliey are liable to

fracture from very slight causes. See Bone,
Diseases of.

FRAMBCESIA {fia ntboisc, a raspheiry).

SvNON. : Yaws; i"r. and Ger. Ptan.
Definition.—An exantheni consisting ofan

eruption of reddish-yellow tubercles, which
gradually develop into moist ftmgous inasses,

without constitutional symptoms, or with only
such debility as results from idceration and
prolonged discharge.

jEtioloc.y and Pathology.— Yaws is

epidemic among the African race, both in

their native country and in the West Indies,

especially during childhood—then also pre-

monitory symptoms and pyrexia are more
distinct. The disease is contagious and inocu-

lable, and presumably due to a microbe ; it

has no relationship to syphilis, as was once
sujiposed from a likeness to condyloma. It

is not hereditary, and does not recur.
' Parangi ' in Ceylon, and ' liutton Scurvy '

which occurred in Ireland j)rior to ISol,

were diseases closely similar if not identical

;

and filthy water and excess of vegetable food
appeared to promote them.

Symptoms.—There is a period of incubation
of fi-om throe to ten weeks in frandjnesia. and
pains in the limbs and malaise always precede
the outbreak. The tubercles begin with little

or no hypersnmia or tenderness, and range in

size from that of a pin's head to a prominent
mass two inches in diameter. Some subside

without breaking the cuticle or destroying the

derma ; others become fungous, somewhat
spheroidal inasses, pinkish in colour, and
with a dirty-yellow, sticky, ftetid secretion.

Later on the fungus shrinks and is converted
into a brownish scab, or ulceration extends
deeply and widely into the tissues. The
subsidence of the fungus is succeeded by a
pigmented stain, and the healing of the
ulcer by a dark depressed cicatrix.

Frambcesia selects by preference the face

and neck, the joints, the feet, and the genital

regions ; and often fonns a fringe of tubercles

or a prominent ridge around the moutli, the
nostrils, or the anus. The mucous membrane
near these outlets may be affected in like

manner. The lymphatic glands iu the vicinity

become large and tender.

])URATioN and Results.—The duration of

frambu'sia averages three months, but may
be prolonged to one or more years. Spon-
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taneous cure is usual; but in cachectic sub-

jects and when its development is irregular'

the constitution suffers, the excretions become
offensive, and there is extreme prostration.

Then the joints swell ; idcers with excessive

discharge form around them; and the patient

may be crippled for life, or may perish from
septiciEinia or asthenia.

Treatment. — The curative measures of

yaws advised by the best authorities are clean-

liness, generous diet, saline eliminants, and
the local use of carbolic-acid lotions, diluted

mercurial ointments, or iodoform. In the

later stages constitutional remedies, such as

mercury in minute doses, iodide of potassium,

and tonics, are indicated. As regards preven-
tion, every hygienic improvement is potent.

In some parts of Africa and in Fiji a habit

of inoculating the young prevails, so as to

procure immunity in adult age, when fram-
boL'sia is much more severe.

Erasmus Wilson. E. D. Mapotiier.

FRANCE, South of.—The eastern part

(^lediterranean coast) is dry and bracing,

with a very clear atmosphere. The chief

resorts in it are Cannes, Mentone, Hyi-:res,

and Nice. The western part is moist and
mild but variable, the jjrincipal places in it

being Arcaciion, Biarritz, and Pau. See
Climate, Treatment of Disease by.

FRANZENSBAD, in Austria. —
Alkaline sulphated waters. Sec Mineral
Waters.

FRECKLES.^Synon.: Lentigines; len-

ticulcc; Fr. EpheUdcs; Ger. Somniersprosscn,

Somincrflcckcn.—A freckle is a pigmentary
discoloration of the skin, which has received

its Latin or technical name from a resem-
blance in colour, figure, and size to a lentil.

It varies in tint from yellow to olive, from
brown to black ; and is met with on the

exposed parts of the skin, particularly the

face, neck, and hands, and occasionally on
the covered parts of the body ('cold freckles').

It is usually found in children and women in

whom the skin is sensitive and delicate, and
has obtained its German synonyms from
its greater frequency in the summer season.

See Pigmentary Diseases of the Skin.

i'.KASMUs Wilson.

FREMISSEMENT CATAIRE (frr-

misseiiioif. jMirriuL,'; cadiirc, connected with

a cat).—A physical sign felt on applying the

hand over the region of the heart or great

vessels in cfrtain morbid conditions, and
compared to the sensation conveyed to the

hand by the purring of a cat. This sign is

more commonly known as 'thrill ' or ' jiurr-

ing tremor.' See Physical Examination.

FREMITUS {frcmilus, a low noise),

—

A group of physical signs, elicited by placing

the hand over the respiratory organs, while

the patient speaks (vocalfremitus), or coughs
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(tussive fremitus) ; or in certain morbid con-

ditions when the patient simply breathes

{rhonchal and friction fremitus). A ire-

mitus may sometimes also be felt over the

cardiac region in comiexion with the move-

ments of the heart, when the smfaces of the

pericardium are much roughened. Another

form of fremitus is a peculiar sensation called

hydatid fremitus, which may be elicited by

a special mode of percussion over hydatid

tumom's in some cases. See Physical Ex-

amination.

rEICTION.— Synon. : Kubbmg; Fr.

Friction ; Ger. Reihung.
Definition.—By friction we mean sur-

face-rubbing, as distinguished from sham-
pooing, or, as it is sometimes called, medi-

cal rubbing, a process of manipulation by
which deep pressure is made upon the

muscles.
Applications and Uses.—Friction is use-

fully employed over the surface of a limb; or

over the trunk, for a variety of purposes. It

is especially useful when the circulation is

enfeebled, either by the external applica-

tion of cold, amounting, when in a severe

degree, to frostbite, or in cases of paraly-

sis. The effect is still further increased by
the use of various stimulating liniments,

more especially when it is desirable to ex-

cite a certain amount of counter-irritation

over a large cutaneous surface, for the relief

of congestion or inflammation of intern al

organs.

Another object with which friction is

largely employed in medicine, is to facilitate

the absorption and introduction into the
system of various remedial agents applied
externally. By this means gastric irritation

and disturbance are avoided, and the effects

of the remedies upon the system can be more
closely watched and regulated. In this way
mercury is frequently introduced into the
system by the process commonly spoken of
as rubbing in, and salivation can be more
easily avoided or checked at its commence-
ment than when mercury is administered by
the mouth. The part of the body selected for
this purpose is that along the inner side of
the thigh up to the groin ; and mercury, in
the form of ointment, rubbed in every night
and morning, will generally affect the system
in a few days.

Another instance of friction is to be found
in the fattenmg of children by the process of
rubbing in oil—fresh ne.it's-foot oil is the
best—every night and morning, over the
chest, abdomen, arms, and thighs. Emaci-
ated children, thus treated, gain in weight
by the absorption of the oil ; and not only
do they fatten, but their general nutrition
and health are improved, often with the
dimmution of glandular swellings and the
disappearance of coughs.

William Adams.

FROSTBITES

PRICTION-FIIEMITUS.—The form
of fremitus produced by the rubbing togetlier

of surfaces roughened by various morbid con-

ditions, as of the pleura in breathing, or of

the pericardium from the movements of the

heart. See Ekemitus; and Physical Exami-
nation.

FRICTION-SOUND. — A physical

sign, heard on auscultation, and due to the

rubbing against each other of serous surfaces

that have lost their natural smoothness and
raoistuess from any cause. See Physical
Examination.

FRIEDRICHSHALL, in Germany.
Sulphated waters. See Mineral Waters.

FROSTBITES. — Definition. — The
local effects of severe or extreme cold upon
any exposed parts or tissues of the body,
more serious than those described as ' chil-

blains.'

The parts of the body most frequently

affected by frostbites are the toes and neigh-

bouring parts of the lower extremities, the

fingers and hands, the nose, and the ears, all

because of their especial liability to exposure,

and the first named because also of their

remoteness from the heart, and other dis-

advantages in their blood-supply.

By far the largest proportion of cases occur
among men in or about the prime of life :

first, because from the nature of their occu-

pations they are most liable to exposure;

and secondly, because from constitutional

vigour they better withstand any immediately
fatal general effects of exposure, and so sur-

vive with local damage.
Signs and Symptoms.—The signs and symp-

toms of frostbite vary in manifestation, in

rapidity of occurrence and in succession, with
the degree of cold, the medium and mode
of application, and the duration of exposure,

as also with the general condition of the suf-

fei'er. They may, however, be thus described :

Transient redness of the part affected, ac-

companied by hypera^sthesia and tingling

sensations, is more or less quickly followed

by purplish lividity with diminished sensi-

bility. Blanching, with numbness, supervenes.

Next, congelation takes place, signalised by
whiteness, hardness, and absolute insensi-

bility. Lastly, the freezing process may ex-

tend more and more deeply, and be continued
until all the tissues are literally ' frozen to

death,' and their recovery is impossible.
' Dry gangrene ' is then established, and the
parts affected shrivel, dry up, and blacken.

If the last stage indicated has not been
reached, more or less complete recovery may
be effected sooner or later. But ' moist gan-
grene ' is liable to supervene, from inflam-
mation after partial restoration of the circu-

lation in the more severe cases ; and other,

though less serious trophic lesions, from
similar cause, frequently occur in the milder
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cases. Piirts that have not been actunlly

ieo/.cn, but have been subject to repeated or

loMfj exposure, may become gangrenous, or

may sufler from more or less permanent
impairment of nutrition and hmction, such
ell'ccts being due to organic damage to the
nerves and blood- vessels. Sec Gangrene.
Treatment.—The treatment of a frost-

bitten i)art essentially consists in such mea-
sures as are calculated to I'estore warmth,
and reestablish the circulation. The greatest

care, judgment, patience, and perseverance
!U-e re(iuisite, or the attempts made may
only render the mischief worse. The pro-
cess must bo gradual and slow to be safe.

The patient must not be brought at once
into a warm room or near a fire, but should
bo kept in a moderately cold atmosphere,
and in a recumbent position. The part

atlected should be somewhat raised, and
gently rubbed with snow or bntlicd with ice-

cold water for some time. Very gradually
the temperature of the water may be raised,

or oil may be substituted. Later, dry friction

may bo employed. 'J'he frictions should be
carried considerably above the part obviously
affected. From time to time the affected

parts may bo lightly enveloped in fur or

wool, and the frictions rejieated at intervals.

After apparent restoration has been effected,

treatment by friction, with or without some
mildly stimulating liniment, should be per-

severed with day by day for some consider-

able period, and the part should be warmly
clad. Consecutive inllammation of the skin,

with vesication or superficial sloughing, oc-

curs in some cases ; in other cases the deeper
structures also suffer, and moist gangrene
results. Such conditions are especially liable

to occur in cases in which the change from
cold to warmth has been too rapid. They
are to be treated secundum artem.

If, in spite of all efforts, restoration cannot
be effected, and any part remains cold, dead,
and gangrenous, or if from consecutive in-

flannnation moist gangrene should supervene,
it is better to wait for complete or almost
complete separation of the dead structures

before proceeding to amputation or other
oj)crative measures. The adjoining parts

remain for very long in such depressed vital

condition that, if cut through, they are little

likely to heal favoiu'ablj-, and very often

slough after fresh injury inflicted by operation
wounds.

Parts that have been severely frostbitten,

even if preserved, are liable to suffer per-

manently from more or less serious impair-
ment of nutrition, due probably to damage
done to the trojihic nerves as well as to the

blood vessels. The skin of such parts is often

discoloured, and in some cases is liyper-

ffisthetic or pamful, and in others more or

less numb. It is prone to become inflamed
and to ulcerate; and if ulcerated or wounded,
healing takes place very slowly as a rule.
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Protection against exposure to cold and in-

jury should be carefidly and constantly
afforded.

For the constitutional and general treat-

ment of the frostbitten, see Cold, Effects
of Severe or I']xtreme.

Arthur E. Durham.

FUMIGATION {fumigo, I smoke).—
Synox.: Fr. FutiiKjation; Ger. Berduche-
runr).

Definition.—A mode of employing certain

medicinal agents, which are capable of being
volatilised by heat, the vapour being allowed
to escajie into an apartment, or to come in

contact with articles of clothing and other
objects, for purposes of disinfection; or being
allowed to act upon the surface of the body
for tlierapeutic purposes. The chief agents
which are thus used are sulphur and mer-
cury.

Mode of Application and Uses.— Sul-
phur.— The mode of using sulphur as a dis-

infectant is explained in the article Disin-
fection. The sulphurous acid may also be
brought into contact with the body, sulphur
being burnt in a suitable apparatus. It is

sometimes thus used for the cure of scabies

and other affections.

Mercury.— Mercurial fumigation, general
or local, has long been employed in the treat-

ment of syphilis, and many different pre-

parations of mercury have been used in this

way.
General mercurial fumigation is now usu-

ally effected by exposing the body to the
fumes of calomel mixed with steam, the
steam being added with the twofold object

of inducing gentle perspiration, and of ren-

dering the mercurial fumes less irritating

to the resi)iratory passages. The best form
of mercurial vapour-bath is that recom-
mended by Mr. Henry Lee. The apparatus
consists of a spirit-lamp which is enclosed

in a case of wire gauze, on the top of which
IS a small j)late surrounded by a porcelain

trough. One ounce of water is poured into

the trough, and the lamp is then lighted.

When the water begins to boil, from 20 to 30
grains of resubliined calomel are spread on
the plate, and the apparatus is placed between
the patient's legs as he sits on a chair un-

dressed, but sxuTounded by a moleskin cloak

long enough to readi the ground. The cloak

is tied round the neck, but kept away from
the rest of the body by a cane hoop. If it be
thou>,'ht desirable that the vapour should be

inhaled, the slit of the cloak may be opened
slightly from time to time. Tlie patient

should not be alone during the bath, as it

sometimes causes faintness. When the

calomel is exhausted, which usually takes

about a quarter of an hour, the patient goes

to bed wearing the cloak as a nightdress. The
bath may be repeated everj' night, or less

often, according to the case and the effect
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produced. The state of the gnms must be

closely watched, and the dose of calomel

regulated according to circumstances.

General mercurial fumigation has been

employed in all stages of syphilis, but is pro-

bably best adapted for the secondary mani-

festations, especially the widely spread dry

eruptions. It may be tried whenever mer-

cury is not well borne by the stomach. See

Syphilis.

Local mercurial fumigation has been found

serviceable in treating obstinate affections of

the skin and mucous membrane, in the later

as well as in the earlier stages of syphilis.

From 3 to 5 grains of calomel is the usual

quantity for each fumigation.

Geo. G. Gascoyen. Arthur Cooper.

FUNCTIONAL DISEASES.—A class

of diseases in which no anatomical or struc-

tural change can be detected to account for

their presence. See Disease, Classification of.

FUNGI, Diseases due to.—Sec Para-

sites, Vegetable ; and Mushrooms, Poison-

ing by.

FUNGOID {fungus, a mushroom).—

A

term applied to superficial granulations and
morbid growths, especiallj' those of a malig-

nant nature, when they sjjrout rajjidly and
assume an appearance somewhat like a
mushroom. See Cancer ; and Ulcer and
Ulceration.

FUNGUS-DISEASE OF INDIA.
Synon. : Madura Foot; Mycetoma; Morbus
Tuhcrculosus Pedis; Fr. Degcncresccnce En-
demique dcs Os du Pied; Perical.

Definition.—A diseased condition of the
hands and feet, occurring in India, charac-
terised by enlargement and distortion of the
affected extremity, due to thickening of the
cutaneous tissues, with degeneration and
subsequent fracture of the osseous structures.

Two forms of the malady are described—the
one, the pale or ochroid form, characterised
by the presence of minute globular fatty par-
ticles like fish-roe, and, though very rarely,
by the existence of minute pink concretions
not unlike red-pepper gi-anules ; the other,
the melanoid or dark form, characterised by
the existence of black or dark brown masses,
varying in size from that of a grain of gmi-
powder to a walnut, and composed of fungoid
filaments, cells, and pigmentary deposit.

Description. —This remarkable disease
had not been observed beyond the limits of
Hindostan, until a solitary case of it was re-
corded within the last few years in Italy. In
India it has rarely been seen to affect any but
natives. No case of a European or half-caste
has been recorded as suffering from a typical
form of the malady. The foot has been ob-
served to be affected more often than the
band

;
hence it was common formerly to find

FUNGUS-DISEASE OF INDIA

the malady referred to as one peculiar to the
foot. It has been recognised as a distinctive

disease in India for more than thirty years,

and was described by Goodfrey, of Madras, in

the Lancet in 1840, and by Eyre in the Indian
Annals ofHcdical Science in 18G0. It is to

Dr. Vandyke Carter, however, that we are

chiefly indebted for what is known of the

malady, clmically and pathologically, and Ins

writings date as far back as 1800. His pub-
lished memoir on the disease (Mycetoma, or

the Fungus-disease of India, 1874) contains

a summary of all that had been written re-

garding it up to the period of publication.

The foot or hand affected with the disease

presents appearances not unlike those ob-

served in some forms of caries—especially

caries of scrofulous origin. When the foot

is affected, it is found to be considerably
increased in circumference, the enlargement
seldom extending far beyond the ankle ; the
foot is prone to run in a line with the leg,

and may be everted or inverted. It is not,

however, in the aspect presented by the limb
that the leading peculiarity consists, but in

the character of the discharges from the

sinuses, the openings of which are scattered

all over the surface of the affected tissue. It

is this peculiarity which led Dr. Carter to

separate the disease into two forms— (1) the
' pale ' or ' ochroid,' the discharge of which
consists of wliitish-yellow roe-like bodies of

about the size of millet-seed : and (2) the
' dark ' or ' melanoid,' so called from the dark
brown or even black granular bodies that

constantly escape through the sinuses, not
unlike grains of coarse gunpowder. The
first form may be said to present two or

three varieties, according to the modified
character of the discharges ; these will be

referred to more definitely farther on.

The malady would appear to occur more
frequently in Madras, Bombay, and the more
westerly and north-westerly parts of India
than in Bengal proper. This, however, seems
to ajiply more especially to the dark variety ;

for, whilst no well-authenticated case of this

form has been recorded as having manifestly
originated in the last-named province, cases

of the pale variety are not infrequent. So
far as the foot is concerned, the jiale form is

apparently the one most commonly met with
all over India. As regards the hand, however,
this would not seem to be the case, for, whilst

the writers have had the opportunity of ex-

amining two or three hands affected with the
dark variety, they have not seen one affected

with the pale ; nor can they find any account
of such a case having been witnessed. The
distortion of the hand affected in this manner
is very peculiar—it is shortened and thickened,

owing to the destruction of the carpus and
metacarpus, and the consequent irregular

tension of the extensor and flexor tendons.
Anatomical Characters.—On our laying

open a characteristic specimen of the dis-
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euee, tlie bones fire found to be extremely
softened, so that they can readily be divided

by means of a common knife. The interior

of the liand or foot is oceui)ied by a series of

sharply defined cavities, some quite isolated,

but the majority connnunicating with one
another and with the exterior, by a series of

complex chaimels, or sinuses, containing

glairy fluid and solid concretions in various

proportions. Both cavities and cliannels are

lined by a dense glistening membrane, com-
posed of white fibrous and elastic tissues.

The surrounding tissues are generally in a
very fatty condition, and, where the disease

is of long standing, are more or less com-
pletely blended into an indistinguishable

mass. So far a common description is ap-

plicable to both forms of the disease ; but on
proceeding to the consideration of the con-

tents of the cavities, great differences present

themselves.
Pale form.—The pale or ochroid form is

capable of subdivision into several varieties,

according to the nature of its morbid pro-

ducts. In the commonest and most charac-

teristic variety the cavities and channels con-

tain masses of spherical bodies like fish-roc, of

a pinkisli yellow or white colour, surrounded
by gelatmous glairy matter. In certain cases,

however, the roe-like bodies are almost or

entirely absent, and the gelatinous matter
and liquid oil are generally dift'used through-
out the tissues. In a tlurd and very rare

variety the section looksas thougli besjirinkled

with grains of red-pepper, from the presence
of innumerable minute concretions of a bright

red hue.

Dark form.—The appearances presented
in the dark form of the disease are strikingly

different. Here, in place of the roe-like bodies

of the previous form, the cavities and channels
contain masses of a dark brown or black
colour. These masses vary greatly in size,

some not being larger than the normal fat-

lobules surrounding them, others attaining to

the size of a small orange. The larger masses
greatly exceed anj' of the roe-like masses of

the pale variety in size, and their consistence

is also much firmer tlian that of the latter.

They are tuberculated on the surface, and
closely resemble trutHes in appearance. On
section, they present a more or less distinctly

radiating structure, and the ulterior is gene-

rally somewhat lighter in colour than the

tuberculated exterior coating. In some cases

tliey are tightly fitted into the cavities in

which thej- lie, but in others they lie loose,

and are surrounded by a certain amount of

gelatinous matter. The amount of the latter

present is, however, much less than in the

pale form.

The masses of riiorbid material in both

forms are primarily situated in spaces nor-

mally abounding in fat. Long series of them
are frequently interpolated among the locuii

in the subcutaneous tissue, between healthy

fat-lobules ; otliers occupy the interior of the
bones ; and a third series are developed in

the pads of fat lying around muscles and
tendons. The muscles and tendons in such
cases may frequently be found quite intact,

although surrounded by masses of the morbid
material. Due to this persistence, fracture

and crushing of the softened bones often

occur, and it is on this that the distortion of

the affected part is in many cases in great

measure dependent.
Minute characters of the morbid products.

The roe-like particles are composed of a
nucleus of granular, waxy consistence, sur-

rounded by a fringe of radiating crystals.

They appear to be almost entirely composed
of fattj' matter, and no traces of the presence
of parasitic oi-ganisms of any kind can be

detected in them. The bright red particles

occurring in certain cases of the ochroid form
are concretions, consisting in great part of

phosphates and carbonates, and containing

a considerable proportion of iron.

The dark masses i^resent in the other

form of tlie disease are of much more com-
j)lex structure. In all, or almost all, cases

they contain septate fungoid filaments in

greater or less proportion. These are some-
times difhcult to distinguish, but may gene-

rally be detected by allowing portions of tlie

material to soak for some days in liquor

potassa;. The proportion which the fila-

ments bear to the entire mass, when thus

separated, is in any case very small, and
in some cases extremely so, for on the com-
pletion of the soaking only a very small

quantity of colourless Hocculi, consisting of

masses of branched filaments mixed with

empty cyst-like cells, is left behind in the

fluid. The latter has assumed a brown colour

from the solution of the dark mass. The
filaments and cysts {see the accompanying
figm-e), in so far as tests have yet determined,

Fig. 58.—Fungoid Filaments and Capsules obtained

aft^r prolonged maceration in caustic potash of

the dark masses of fungus-disease, x 500.

are indistinguishable from undoubted fungal

elements. They are, as a rule, quite empty,

and show no signs of growth, or indeed of

life- The basis in which they are imbedded
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varies greatly in different cases. In some

instances it is soft and contains much oily

matter, but in the more advanced cases this

is ahnost absent. It is then only soluble by

means of aUvalis. The ash consists mainly

of calcium phosphate, and is red, from the

presence of oxide of iron.

The fungoid filaments have never yet been

shown to be capable of any hirther develop-

ment. All attempts at cultivation have failed

in causing them to assume any form by which

their true nature and relationships may be

determined. Tiiey have never given any un-

equivocal signs of life external to the body,

even when exposed to conditions favourable

to the growth of fungi, as demonstrated by

the development of various extraneous moulds

upon the surface of the black masses them-

selves, or on the media in which they were

immersed.'
Symptoms.— Dr. Carter writes : 'As a rule

the local indications of this disease are the

same for all its forms; for commonly it is not

possible to discriminate the several varieties

by simple inspection or bare clinical history

of the case.' The statements made by the

patients as to the mode of origin and progi-ess

of these complaints are very various ; but,

taken generally, they seem to imply that the

symptoms are analogous to those usually

observed in deep-seated disease of the

osseous and adjoining tissues. Eventually a

more or less hard lump is felt in the sole of

the foot or palm of the hand, or in several

places. Generally one or more abscess-lilie

formations occur ; and several sinuses are

ultimately established, the latter, as a rule,

presenting a peculiar mammillated appear-
ance—the ' tubercles,' apparently, of earlier

writers. Along with these changes, enlarge-

ment and distortion of the affected member
take place, but unacconiiianied. with severe
pain. Discharges set in, more or less offen-

sive, according to the nature of the subjacent
degeneration, and the limb becomes not only
useless, but a burden to its owner. In this

manner the sufferer may go on for from one
to fifteen or more years, unless relief be
sought in a surgical operation.
CouKSE AND Duration.— Both forms of

fungus-disease run a very chronic course, and
often without very materially affecting the
general health of the patient ; in some cases,
however, great emaciation accompanies the
disease. With regaid to the duration of the
malady, it may be stated that cases have
been recorded as having existed for various
periods up to twenty-six or even thirty
years.

Pathology.—The occurrence of the ftrngoid
filaments in the products of the dark variety
of the disease has caused many authors to

1 The later researches of Dr. Carter and others
(J^ancet, July 2, 1892, p. 18) indicate that Fungus-
Disease is identical with Actinomycosis. See Actino-
Mvcosis.

—
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regard them as the essential cause of it.

There are, however, good grounds for reject-

ing such a conclusion. Had the dark form
of the disease been the only one with which
we were acquainted, there might have been
some cause to regard it as due to jiarasitic

agency. When, however, we find that the
pale form, whilst causing all the important
lesions present in the other, shows a total

absence of all fungoid elements in its pro-

ducts, we are forced to regard such elements
as of secondary iin])ortance. The only means
of overcoming this objection would be a
demonstration tliat the products of the pale

form are due to a degeneration of the black

matter, in the course of which the fmigoid
elements disappear. No such demonstration
has been given, and, on the contrary, it has
been shown that each form is capable of run-

ning an entirely independent com-se, the

gradual transformation of the normal fat

having been traced in the one case to the

production of the roe like particles, and in

the other to that of the black masses in

which the fungoid elements are imbedded.
Were the pale form the only one known, the

disease miglit be described as a mere de-

generation of the fatty tissues, with the re-

sults consequent on the presence of the mor-
bid products of the process in the surround-
ing parts ; but this explanation, although so

far applicable to the dark form, throws no
light on the source of the fungoid elements.

They are present in masses which are entirely

isolated in the tissues, having no communi-
cation with one another or with the exterior.

There is no evidence of their passage from
one cavity to another—on the contrary, they
are absolutely limited to the contents of the

cavities, the membranous walls of the latter

and the intervening tissues never showing
any traces of a spreading mycelium, or of

any other fungal elements.

Assuming the filaments to be of undoubted
fungal origin, the facts point rather to their

simultaneous and independent development
in multiple centres, than to their spread from
one to another. The fact of the necessity of

a suitable soil or nidus, in addition to the

mere presence of germs, in order to secure

the development of organisms, is generally

accepted. That germs of most various kinds
must constantly be introduced into the blood,

is a self-evident fact. Putting their intro-

duction by means of the lungs out of the

question, their constant introduction from
the intestinal canal can hardly be denied.

It can be demonstrated that the intestinal

contents abound in vegetable organisms

—

spores, bacteria, &c.—in a living condition.

As it is an ascertained fact that solid parti-

cles of inorganic matter of far larger size

than many of these germs can enter the cir-

culation, it can hardly be denied that the
latter may, and indeed must, enter also. So
long as sucli liodies do not meet with con-
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ditioiis favourable to devolopineiit, thev are

no doubt di'stroyed and utilised by the living

matter of the blood and other tissues. If,

however, they are dejiositcd in a medium
favourable to thorn, they will prow and
underjjo such development as they are

capable of. The morbid products of the

disease here described are practically dead
material, external and extraneous to the

body, and it has been experimentally demon-
strated that, when removed from the body,

they form a basis capable of supportinj; the

growth of fungal organisms. Given these

two conditions—the constant presence of

germs in the circulation, and the possession

of a suitable soil for fungi, and the ditiiculty

of accounting for the presence of fungal

elements in the latter appears in great part

to be removed.'
TREATMKNT.^There are no instances re-

corded of a spontaneous cure having been
effected, nor have remedial applications

proved of material permanent value in either

form of the disease. Hcmoval of all the dis-

eased tissue, by amputation of the affected

extremity, is the onl}' remedy which meets

with general approval. The subsequent
treatment resolves itself into that of an
ordinary surgical operation.

D. D. Cunningham. T. Yi. Lewis.

FUNGUS HJEMATODES (fnnf/us, a
mushroom ; dina, lilond; and f 1^09, form).—

A

synonym for soft malignant growths, which
are exuberant and highly vascular, and there-

fore peculiarly liable to bleed. See Cancer
;

and Tumours.

FURED, in Hungary.—Weak alkaline

saline waters. Sec ]\Iineu.\x. Waters.

FURFUR (Lat. bran).—A bran-like de-
squamation of the skin, met with in several

cutaneous diseases, more especially pityriasis,

psoriasis, and ichthyosis: scurf; dandruff.

/See Skin, Diseases of.

FURFURACEOUS {furfur, bran). -A
term applied to conditions in whicli the epi-

dermis is shed in the form of bran-like scales.

See FuRFUK.

FURUNCULUS (Lat. a little rascal,

dimin. of /«/•, a thief).—A synonym for boil.

See JioiL.

G
GADFLY.—The popular name for a

genus of insects whose lavvEe infest man
and the lower animals. See ffisxRUS.

GALACTAGOGUES (yJXa, milk; and
(lyo), I move).

Definition.—Agencies which increase the
secretion of the mammary gland.

Enumeration.—The most common galac-

tagogues are : Mental Emotions ; Local
Nervous Stimulation ; Warmth ;

good Food

;

Alcohol ; Jaborandi ; the fresh leaves of the

Castor-Oil plant ; Tonics ; and Electricity.

Action.—When we consider how power-
fully mental processes may affect the activity

'of nerves supplying the secreting structure of

glands, we can understand how these may
influence the secretion of milk, as of the

sweat, the saliva, and the tears. The maternal
feelings of joy, as well as the reflex stimula-

tion of the infant's lips, act most rapidly in

developing the functions of the breast.

Warmth and good diet also play their part

in the process. Alcohol in the form of malt
liquors, or malt-extract, is a useful adjunct

;

and so are such tonics as iron, which coimter-

act in some measure the severe drain on the

constitutional resources. Little use has yet
been made in actual practice of those drugs

• See footnote on preceding page.

—
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which are specially credited with galact-

agoguo properties ; but we are told on good
authority that a poultice made of the fresh

leaves of the castor-oil plant, aided by tea-

spoonful doses of a fluid extract prepared

fromr the same, has a markedly stimulating

influence on the mammary secretion. Bella-

donna is well known to dry up the milk ; and
jaborandi, which is its antagonist in so many
respects, has been sliown to have here also a

directly opposite effect, and to be a drug of

which further use may yet be made when we
wish to excite or re-establish the proper

functions of the mammary gland.

Robert Farquharson.

GALACTIDROSIS (y<iX<i, milk; and
i^pMs, perspiration).— A term signifying

milky perspiration. See Sudoriparous
Glands, Disorders of.

GALACTORRHCEA (y<iXn, milk ; and
i ,)ea>, I flow). —\n excessive flow of milk. See
• Lactation, Disorders of.

GALL-BLADDER AND GALL-
DUCTS, Diseases of.—These atieciions

may be considered in the following order:

(1) Catarrh; (2) Inflammation and its Re-

sults; (3) Stricture; (4) Dilatation; (5) Can-

cei ; (()) Foreign Bodies; (7) Eidargement
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of the Gall-Lladder : (8) Perforation; and

(9) Biliary Fistula.

1. Catarrh of the Bile-passages.—
This disease very rarely gives opportimities

for examination after death. At the period

after death at which it is customary to make
2)Ost-niortem examinations in this country,

all redness of the duct has usually disap-

peared ; and there are left only swelling and
pallor of the mucous membrane, which is

covered with a tenacious glassy or purulent

secretion. By this sweUing and secretion

the bore of the duct is often greatly narrowed

;

and it can be seen that no bile has passed

over it for some days, as all colour has dis-

appeared from the affected part of the tube.

In judging of this, however, no pressure must
have been made upon the gall-bladder dming
the earlier part of the examination. These
appearances are most pronounced in the

common duct and the gall-bladder ; they are

gradually lost in the hepatic duct and its

branches in the liver. The process seems
most intense at the duodenal end of the gall-

duct, and the orifice of the papilla itself is

often fomid plugged by mucus, an appearance
which certainly favours the notion that the
catarrh is propagated from the stomach and
duodenum. This is believed to be the com-
monest source of catarrh of the bile- ducts.

It is also seen in nutmeg-liver and cirrhosis

;

and a tendency to chronic catarrh is set iip

by the presence of foreign bodies in the
ducts, such as gall-stones.

Symptoms.—Jaundice is often the first

symptom which draws the attention of the
patient to his health in a case of catarrh of
the bile-ducts, although in a certain nimiber
of eases this is preceded by symptoms of
gastric disorder, such as vomiting or sense of
sickness, loss of appetite, and furred tongue

;

or, on the other hand, by diarrhi^a. "The
jaundice lasts usually about three weeks,
sometimes as much as six or eight weeks.
After this, suspicion should be aroused
whether something more than a simple
catarrh be not present.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis depends upon
the absence of any physical signs indicating
organic change in the liver; and on the
presence of gastric symptoms. Thus nearly
aU cases of simple jaundice are diagnosti-
cated by some physicians as cases of catarrh
of the bile-ducts. As the greater number of
the patients recover, very few opportunities
are given for verifying this diagnosis ; but in
those which have been examined, plugs of
mucus in the ducts have not infrequently
been found. The catarrh caused by gall-
stones is lost in the jaundice and pain asso-
ciated therewith.

Treatment.—The treatment should at first
be directed to the gastric symptoms, begin-
ning with a purgative, followed by a course
of effervescing alkaline medicines, and re-
fctricted diet. Later on, dUute nitro-hydro-

chloric acid taken before meals is often \ ery

useful. Daily enemata of one or two quarts

of water, at a temperature of from 60° to

90° F., to be retained as long as possibl%

have been recommended.
2. Inflammation and its Results.- -

In some eases of typhus and typhoid fevei,

and in other typhoid states, the gaU-duci

and gall-bladder become ulcerated, or filled

with purulent fluid, or covered with croupous
exudation. The same thing may happen
when gall-stones are impacted in the ducts.

The gall-ducts are sometimes obliterated by
fibrous bands passing over them. Sometimes
they suffer a congenital obliteration by the

over-growth of the fibrous tissue around them.

3. Stricture.—Stricture of the gall-duct

is occasionally met with. Usually it is asso-

ciated with the presence of gall-stones. It

would seem most probable that it arises

from inflammation and ulceration of the

duct produced by the transit or impaction
of calculi. On the other hand, it is possible,

though not probable, that it may be primary,

and by impeding tlie escape of bile give rise

to gall-stones. Stricture of the gall-duct

causes dilatation of the ducts or gall-bladder

behind.

4. Dilatation.—The gall-ducts and gall-

bladder become dilated whenever there exists

an obstruction, either pressing on the ducts

from the outside, or formed within them.
The first result is dilatation of the ducts

behind the obstruction. The gall-bladder

becomes much dilated, often filled with a

thick green bile. If the obstruction last long,

the coloured part of the bile is absorbed, and
its place taken by a colourless fluid, either

viscid or Umpid. This fluid contains neither

bile-pigment nor bile-acids, is often albu-

minous, and contains abundance of mucus.
The ducts outside the liver may be enormously
distended. It is common to see them as big

as the middle finger. Within the liver they
are also dOated, but not to so great a degree

;

and they are more dilated on the left than on
the right side. Tlie dilatation of the ducts

may become cystic, and sometimes monili-
form. The writer (J. W. L.) has always been
able to find columnar epithelium in these

dilated ducts. In some cases of long-continued
obstruction, the contents of the bile-ducts be-

come colourless ; in other cases, purulent

;

and small abscesses form around the bile-

ducts, and open into them. These abscesses
may be multiple ; or, more commonly, only
a single large one is formed. The abscess or

the dilated gall-ducts may rupture into the
peritoneum, and cause fatal peritonitis.

5. Cancer.—Primary cancer of the gall-

ducts and gall-bladder is sometimes met
with ; or they may be affected secondarily.

G. Foreign Bodies.—Foreign bodies are
occasionally met with in the gall-ducts. The
most common of all are, of course, gall-

stones. Much less common are entozoa,
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such as the Dtsfnma hcpaticutn, hydatids,

or the two kinds of ascaridcs, esjtecially

liiiubrici.

Symptoms.—In all these different morbid
states it is usually only possible to say at

the bodsiilo that the larj,'o bile-ducts are ob-

structed ; a more complete diagnosis is com-
monly impossible. Jaundice is an important
symptom, as witliout it disease of the bile-

ducts caimot be diaf^nosticated. It is com-
monly very intense, the urine being deeply
coloured, and the fipces quite colourless. The
(enlargement of the liver, if present, is com-
monly uniform, the surface being smooth,
and tlie edges well-defined. The gall-bladder

may often be felt at the edge of the right lobe

as a rounded tumour ; this is then a sure

sign of the obstruction of the gall-ducts. In
simjile diseases of the gall-ducts there is an
absence of splenic tumour, of ascites, and of

other symptoms of portal obstruction. In
many cases, however, diseases of the liver

and of the gall-ducts are so mtimately bound
up together, that thej^ cannot, during life, be

separated.

rROGXosis.—The prognosis, if sunple ca-

tarrh of the gall-ducts and gall-stones can be

excluded, is unfavourable.
Treatment.—The treatment must be con-

ducted on general principles.

7. Enlargement of the Gall-bladder.
The gall-bladder cannot bo felt in health
during life. But it may often readily enough
be made out where there exists any obstruc-

tion in the common or cystic duct, so that it

becomes distended with Huid. It may also

be felt when the walls become fibrous or

calcified, or the seat of cancer ; or when its

cavity is filled with gall-stones. A tumoiu;
may then be felt under the border of the
right lobe of the liver, in the situation of

the gall-bladder. When tilled with fluid, a
rounded, sometimes oblong, sometimes pear-

shaped tumour is felt ; in other cases it has
an irregidar shape, or a somewhat rounded
outline. The gall-bladder usually enlarges

in a direction obliquely downwards and for-

wards in a line which, drawn from the tenth
costal cartilage, crosses the middle line a
little below the mnbilicus (Mayo Robson).
A greatly distended gall-bladder has been
mistaken for ascites, and tapped. The dia-

gnosis depends chieHj^ on the situation of the
swelling, and even then the distended gall-

bladder may be mistaken for hydatid disease

of the liver-substance or of the omentum, or
for a tumour of a neighbouring organ, es-

pecially the right kidney, which has jjressed

against the liver. The difliculty of the dia-

gnosis is much increased if the liver be moved
from its natural place, for then the position

of the gall-bladder becomes uncertain. Bam-
berger says he has often mistaken a softened
cancerous nodule of the liver for a distended
gall-bladder. If it be certain that a fluctuat-

ing tumour be the gaU-bladder, and no jaun-
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' dice be present, a diagnosis may safely be
made of hydrops cystidis fellccc, or dropsy of
the gall-bladder ; but if jaundice be present,

or if the tumour do not fluctuate but appear
solid, there are tlien no deflnite rules for

diagnosis : all depends upon the surrounding
facts of the case. Dropsy of the gall-bladder

is not a dangerous disorder, and requires
no treatment ; while the prognosis and treat-

ment of tho other states depend entirely on
their respective causes. Surgical treatment
is now extensively employed.

8. Perforation.—rerforation of the gall-

bladder or of tho gaU-ducts is generally the
result of ulceration, due to gall-stones, in-

flammation, and other causes. Fatal peri-

tonitis ensues if the perforation occur into

the abdominal cavity. Frequently, however,
previous adhesions have been formed between
tho biliary reservoir or duct and the neigh-
bouring organs, as the intestine, or the

abdominal wall, and the result of this is

—

i). Biliary Fistula.— This may exist

between the gall-bladder or gall-ducts and
the surface of the body, the stomach, colon,

or duodeninn. Very rarely gall-stones find

their way into the urinary tract.

J. WicKHAM Legg. Stephen Mackenzie.

GALIi - STONES. — Synon. : Hepatic
Calculi; Cholelitliiasis ; Yr-Calculs biliaires;

Ger. Gallcnstcine.

Description.—Gall-stones are seen in man
and most of the vertebrate animals, and in

some molluscs. They are especially common
in oxen. They are found in the biliary

passages ; most usually in the gall-bladder,

or the cystic and common duct ; more rarely

in the hepatic duct, and in its branches withm
the liver. They vary in size from tine

gravel to concretions five inches long. The
largest are commonly single, and then they
are romided or oval in shape. The smaller
calculi are usually numerous, being then
tetrahedral or wedge-shaped, showing tlie

facets or plane surfaces caused by mutual
pressure or friction. They are never lighter

than water when first removed from the

body. Only after drying do they float. Tlieir

consistence when raised to the ordinary tem-
perature of the body becomes much less, so

that they can be moulded by the fingers.

Their colour varies from white to almost
black ; most commonly it is brown.

Dr. Thudichum thmks that tiie nuclei of

gall-stones are mostly formed of casts of the

hepatic ducts. There is rarely more than
one nucleus. Its chemical composition is a
compound of lime and bile-pigment, or traces

of mucus and phosphatic earths. The chief

chemical constituent of luiman gall-stones is

cholesterin ; some gall-stones are wholly
composed of this substance ; most contain

70 or 80 per cent. Other constituents of

gall-stones are tho bile-pigments, eitlier bv
themselves or in combination with lime. Very
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small quantities of the .bile-acids are found,

and these are also in combination with lime.

It is rave to find gall-stones with any large

amounts of carbonate or phosphate of lime,

though the ash of nearly aU gall-stones shows

a large amount of carbonate of hme, the

product of the combustion. Traces of copper,

iron, and manganese are foimd in nearly all

gall-stones. Lmie-salts of the fatty acids are

likewise found.

iETioLOGY.—Age has an apparent influence

in the production of gall-stones: they are

exceedingly rare in infancy and childhood,

their frequency increases after the age of

Duberty, and they become stiU more common
after tliirty. Women are thought to be more
liable than men to gaU-stones. In cancer of

the liver, gall-stones are certainly very com-

monly found, while on the other hand in

cirrhosis they are scarcely ever seen. Want
of physical exercise and indulgence in rich

diet seem to favour their production.

Pathology.—What is the cause of the first

formation of a gall-stone '! It is not shnply

concentration of the bile, since the cholesterin

and pigment remain in solution so long as

the bile is unchanged ; but the beginnmg of

decomposition of the bile-acids causes a jjre-

cipitation. The cholesterin is likewise thrown
down when the reaction of the bile changes
from alkaline to acid. Gorup-Besanez and
Dr. Thudichum have kept bile several months,
and found the reaction at the end of that

time acid, with an abundant sediment. It is

thus probable that the retention of bile in

the gall-bladder or gall-ducts favours the for-

mation of these concretions. It is also prob-

able that gall-stones may be dissolved spon-

taneously, as erosions are sometimes seen on
them; or they may break up, and thus pass
out.

Symptoms.—Gall-stones while still in the
gall-bladder rarely give any sisrns of their

presence. They are frequently found in the
gall-bladders of persons who during life had
no symptoms which could be referred to the
liver. It is when they begin to leave the
gall-bladder, and escape into the cystic and
common duct, that symptoms arise of gall-

stone colic. They often begin with a duD
pain near the liver, with vomiting, rigors,
and elevation of temperature ; or, quite sud-
denly, a severe pain in the right hypochon-
drium comes on, described as shooting,
stabbing, burning, &c. The pain extends
into the epigastrium, rarely to the left hypo-
chondrium, to the right shoulder, and,
according to some, even into the extremities.
The pain is very intense, and may give rise
to delurium and convulsions in nervous per-
sons, or to hysterical attacks in women.
Vomiting is usually present; and, as the
attacks most often come on after eating, at
first only the food taken is thrown up.'and
then a colom-less mucus. The right hypo-
chondrimu is usually very tender, and" the

muscles are rigid. The pulse, as a rule, is not

increased in h-equencj', being indeed rather

below than above the natural number. In
violent attacks the pulse becomes very fre-

quent and small, or almost imperceptible ; the

eyes are surrounded with dark marks ; the

nose is pointed ; the breath is cool ; and cold

sweats break out over the body. In this state

death may occur, but it is a rare event. A
few hours after the attack, the conjunctivie

may show a yellow tinge, which will gradually

spread from the upper part of the trunk all

over the body. The jaxmdice is more or less

intense according to the shape of the gall-

stone—whether completely obstructing the

duct, or merely causing a hindrance to the

passage of the bile. In some cases jaundice
may be altogether wanting, as when the
stone is in the cystic duct. The jaundice
may last an indefinite time. The duration

of the attack of colic itself varies : usually

not lasting more than a few hours, it may
extend over several days. As soon as the
gall-stone reaches the duodenum the attacks

are over, the stools become dark, and the
jaundice begins to disappear. When the
gall-stones reach the intestine, they are com-
monly evacuated with the faeces ; some cases

have, however, been recorded in which they
were so large that symptoins of intestinal

obstruction were caused and death resulted.

A gall-stone ulcerating its way into the in-

testine may give rise to haemorrhage from
the bowels. Other rare symptoms are oc-

casionally associated with gall-stones, as iu-

tennittent pyrexia, glycosuria, and enlarge-
ment of the spleen.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of gall-stones is

often more or less difScult. Some physicians
think that the diagnosis should not be made
unless the concretions be found in the stools

;

and the search for them should be made by
passing the faeces through a sieve. It is

thought by many that it cannot be made if

there be no jaundice present. On the other
hand, it has been proved that severe and
even fatal attacks have occurred without the
occurrence of jaimdice or discoloration of
the faeces. Recurrent attacks of severe
' spasm ' in the right hypochondrium or epi-

gastrium should awaken a suspicion of gaU-
stones, even if no jaundice follow the attacks.

Persistent jaundice is characteristic of cancer
rather than of gall-stones, though the two
may co-exist. Cancer of the head of the
pancreas may readily be mistaken for gaU-
stones in the common duct.

Prognosis.— It is almost impossible to

make a trustworthy prognosis in these cases.

The physician can never speak confidently-,

or feel quite happy when treatmg a case
which he looks upon as one of gall-stones.

Treatment.—The treatment of gall-stones

may be discussed under two heads: during
the paroxysm of the coUc ; and between the
attacks.
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During the paroxysm tho object is to re-

lieve pain. This may best be done by full

(loses of niorpliine ; and if this bo rejected

by vomiting, it may bo administered hypo-
dermically. Belladonna may also be used.

Tlie patient may be put in a warm bath and
kept there, the heat being maintained by the

renewal of the warm water, yhould these

means fail, chloroform or ether may be in-

haled.

Between the attacks of biliary colic dieting

is of great importance. Limitmg, or practi-

cally excluding, saccharine and fattj' matters
sometimes leads to the cessation of attacks,

which were previously frequent. A great

number of remedies have been proposed

:

the most popular is Durando's, whic-li con-
sists of three parts of ether and two parts of

turpentine ; the best plan is to give 10 to 20
minims of this mixture three limes a day,

enclosed in capsules or pearls. The German
physicians have gi-eat confidence in the al-

kaline mineral waters. esi)eciany Carlsbad.
Some think tlie benefit is due simply to the

large amount of water daily ingested, causing
a large How of bile. Lately, an old plan of
treatment has been revived—namely, the ad-

nnnistration of large doses of olive oil, as

nnich as six to twelve ounces being given for

a dose. Following the administration of tho

oil, numerous concretions have been found in

the stools, which have been mistaken for gall-

stones. They have, however, been proved to

consist of neutral fats and free fatty acids,

withasmall proportionof cliolesterin. Thou<^h
the oil does not soften and bring away gall-

stones as imagined, yet undoubted relief is

sometimes afforded, with diminution in the
size of the swollen liver. l)r. George Harley
advocates extrusion of gall-stones blocking
the ducts by digital manipulation. The
obstruction has, in some cases, been over-

come by this means, but it is treatment
which sliould be carried out only with
great care and gentleness, as the gall-duct,

inflamed, softened, and ulcerated by the
presence of a stone, might be ruptured by too
forcible manipulation. In cases of enlarged
gall-bladder from gall-stones, or repeated
attacks of severe pain in the hepatic region,

with or without jaundice or suppuration of

the gall-ducts, the aid of a surgeon should
be obtained, with a view to an exploratory
operation or cholecystotomy. The cases re-

corded where this and other operations on the
gall-bladder and ducts have been performed
justify a hope that in future many lives will

be saved which would without operative in-

terference be lost. Other kinds of treatment
recommended are by purgatives, as castor oil,

or bj' taraxacum or diluted nitro-hydrochloric
acid. Emetics -have been employed, but
they are dangerous on account of the strain-

ing which they cause, and which may lead
to the rupture of a vessel.

J. WicKHAM Legg. Stephen Mackenzie.
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GALLOPING CONSUMPTION.
A jinpular name for phthisis when it runs an
acute or rapid course. iSVe Ththisis.

GALVANISM, TTses of.—Sec Elec-
TKiciTV IN Mlduim:.

GANGLION (yayyXioi/, a hard gather-
ing).—This term is apjilied to a variety of
somewhat diflerent atlections, including:
1. The simple ganglion. This is a cystic

tumour formed in connexion with the sheath
of a tendon. 2. The compound or diffuse
ganglion, which consists of a chronic eflusion
into the common sheath of a group of ten-
dons, giving rise to a fluctuating swelling.

One variety of this contains the so-called
melon-seed-like bodies. 3. The term is ex-

tended by some writers to enlargements of the
bursaj mucosie. Sec Burs.e, Diseases of.

1. Simple Ganglion.

—

Desckiption.—
The simple ganglion forms a rounded
tumour, occasionally lobulated, in the imme-
diate neighbourhood of some tendon. The
most common situations are the dorsum of
the hand, the dorsum of the foot, the palm of
the hand at the root of a finger, and behind
the outer or the inner malleolus. The tumour
varies in size from a pea to a pigeon's egg.
It may fluctuate distinctly, or be so tense
as to seem solid. It is not adherent to

the skin or to the tendon with which it is

in relation. It is painless, but often gives
rise to a sense of weakness in the affected
part. The wail is composed of a more or less

delicate fibrous tissue, fusing with the sur-

rounding areolar tissue, and lined by an
imperfect layer of endothelial cells. Its con-
tents are most usually semi-solid, like apple-
jelly, but sometimes Hu id; they are said to
be neither albuminous nor gelatinous, but
colloid in character. As to the exact nature
of the tumour oi)inions difi"er, and probably
it is not always the same. It is said to arise

in the following ways ; 1st. By a hernial
protrusion from the sheath of a tendon, the
neck of which becomes gi-adually contracted
and finally closed, so giving rise to a cj'st in

intimate connexion with the sheath. 2nd.
GosselLn has described small follicles or
sub-synovial crypts, which he believes may
become dilated, so as to form ganglia.

iJrd. The tumour may be a cyst of entirely

new formation.
Treatment.—Painting with iodine is of

little or no use. Forcible rupture of the
cyst by a blow or pressure sometimes effects

a cure. The best treatment is to puncture
the tumour with a clean grooved needle, and
to squeeze out the contents, afterwards
applying pressure or a blister over tho col-

lapsed cyst. This treatment may require to

be repeated more than once.

2. Compound or Ditfuse Ganglion.—
Description.—This disease is almost ex-

clusively confined to the sheath of the com-
mon flexors of the fingers. It may consist of
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a simple dropsy of this sheath, forming an

hoiirglass-shaped swelling in the iront of the

wrist, the constriction being caused by the

annular ligament; or, in other cases, the

tumour may contam melon-seed-like bodies,

wliich give rise to a sense of soft crackhng

when it is manipulated. These melon-seed

bodies are smooth, oval and tiattish in shape,

and of a pearly-white colour. They are of

almost cartilaginous toughness, and on sec-

tion present an appearance of concentric

lamination. Under the microscope they are

found to be composed of very imperfect

fibroid tissue. Their origin is somewhat
doubtful. They have been supposed to be

due, first, to hypertrophy of the fringes nor-

mally found on a s.^Tiovial membrane, the

pedunculated projections so formed being

ultimately broken loose by the movement of

the tendons ; secondly, to the formation of

pedunculated warty outgrowths on the syno-

vial membrane, which become free in the

same way ; thirdly, to fibrinous deposits

taking place fi-om the fluid in the ganglion

;

and, fourtlily, to the results of accidental

haemorrhage. When these bodies are abun-
dant, the fluid is usually scanty.

^Etiology. — Eecent observations have
shown that in the great majority of cases, if

not in all, the compound ganghon of the

wrist is a chronic tubercular affection of the
synovial membrane. Many cases have been
recorded in which it was associated witli

tubercular disease of the carpus, but which
was the primary affection is not certain.

Treatment.—The treatment of compound
ganglion is unsatisfactory. Iodine is useless.

Aspiration followed by the injection of iodine
has occasionally been of service. An incision

made into each end of the tumour, followed
by drainage under antiseptic dressing, is

often of use. In extreme cases Syme recom-
mended laying the whole cavity open, and
allowing it to granulate. This always left

much stiffness in the tendons. Wlien melon-
seed bodies are present, they must be re-
moved by incision, and the case treated
antiseptically, as septic suppuration would
almost certamly lead to implication of the
wrist-joint. Marcus Beck.

GANGLIONIC NERVOUS SYS-
TEM, Diseases of.— See Sympathetic
System, Diseases of.

GANGRENE (ypaiVo), I corrode).

—

Synon. : Mortification ; Sphacelus ; Fr. Gan-
grene ; Ger. der Brand.

Definition.—Gangrene is the arrest of the
functions of organic life in a circumscribed
portion of the soft parts of the body, leading
tothe complete death of the same. It im-
plies destruction of a considerable area of
tissue en masse, as distinguished from mole-
cular disintegration or ulceration.
The whole process of death is included

GANGEENE

under the term ' gangrene ' ; the result being
mortification, sloughing, or necrosis of the

invaded tissue, organ, or limb.

Classification. — Clintcallij, gangrene
varies greatly according to its position,

cause, extent, the powers of the patient, and
the existence of complications. The disease

may also be classified cBtiologicallij and
pathologicaUij into spontaneous or -trau-

matic, dry or moist, clironic or acute gan-
grene, senile gangrene, and hospital gan-
grene. The division into dry and moist
gangrene, although convenient, has little

pathological significance, being founded on
physical characters. Both dry and moist
gangrene may arise from similar causes, and
coexist even, in different parts of the invaded
structures ; and it cannot always be predeter-

mined whether a gangrene shall be of the

dry or of the moist form. Dry gangrene is

usually dependent on senile changes, chiefly

arterial degeneration ; and is more limited in

extent, and clironic in progress. The parts

first affected, having time to dry up as the dis-

ease invades those adjacent, become mummi-
fied, hard, and black, resembling the knuckle
of a Spanish ham. Moist gangrene occurs
from venous obstruction ; and when a large

area of living tissue suddenly mortifies, more
especially if it have been previously inflamed
or gorged with fluid, the dead parts become
rapidly transformed into a deliquescent putrid

mass, infiltrated witli gas. To this type be-

long many different forms of gangrene—for

instance, that following the obliteration of the

main artery or vein of a limb, or tlieir be-

coming plugged by embolus ; or the form
called sp)-eading traumatic gangrene ; or gan-
grene affecting an internal oi'gan.

Etiology.—The causes of gangrene may
be local and constitutional, or a combination
of both. Amongst local causes we find intense

inflammation of some organ or tissue, such as

occurs in pneumonia, noma, cellulitis, anthrax,
or phlegmonous erysipelas. Injuries and
mechanical violence of various kinds, caustics,

and extremes of heat or cold, as seen in

burns and scalds or in frostbite, also lead to

gangrene. Gangrene may be produced either

as the direct consequence of the long-con-

tinued application of cold, or as the result of

the subsequent inflammatory reaction. Local
arrest of the circulation, as in a limb whose
main blood-current is arrested by injury, the
application of a ligature to an artery or em-
bolic plugging, a strangulated hernia, an
intussusception, or internal strangidation, a
ligatured haemorrhoid, a too tightly bandaged
limb, or severe paraphimosis, may lead to

gangrene. It may also occur from extra-

vasation of urine or faeces. Continued
pressure produces a variety of gangrene
called bed-sore, especially in lowly vitalised

l^arts, and in persons suffering from chronic
diseases, or from certain lesions of the ner-
vous centres. See Ulcer and Ulceration.
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One of the most frequent constitutional or

general causes of f,'iUi),'rene is deticiout blood-

supply to the part, dependent upon chronic

disease of the arteries, the result of arteritis or

degenerative senile changes, whence the term
senile gangrene. Gangrene may occur in the

course of certain diseases, as diabetes, typhus,

typhoid, measles, and scarlatina ; embolism
being in many cases tlie innncdiate cause of

the complication. The gangrene due to

ergotism is probably induced by the etTect

of the poison on the blood-vessels. A
peculiar form of gangrene sometimes met
with in the extremities— the gangrene sgrne-

trique of the French— is one in whicli no
niore definite cause can be found than
aiiiemia and an extremely feeble circulation.

Loss of nerve-influence is also a cause of gan-
grene. Acute spreading traumatic gangrene
is a manifestation of a hyperacute form of

septic infection. And, finally, there is hospital

gangrene—i^ourriture d'hopital—a disease

seldom met with now except amongst wounded
soldiers accumulated in great numbers in foul

hospitals near a battle-field, contagious in

nature, and due to a specific septic agency.
See Raynaud's Disease.
Symptoms.—Tlie symptoms of gangrene

vary with the species, the extent, and the
stage of the disease, and with the rapidity of

its progress ; and also according as it is dry
or moist, incipient or complete. The import-
ance of the tissue or organ invaded, and tlio

presence or absence of complications, such
as renal or cardiac disease, or of fever, also

create differences.

The earliest symptoms are those of dimm-
ished circulation, sensibility, and tempera-
ture, together with change of colour in the
part affected. Pain is one of the primary
sNinptoms, and often precedes the others.

In dry, senile, or chronic gangrene there

may in some cases be few symptoms beyond
moderate local pain and discomfort, though
oftentimes the pain is intense ; whilst, w'hen
the type is of the moist or acute variety, the
symptoms are usually more severe, and have
a tendency to lapse into those called typhoid
or septicieiuic. Between these two forms
there is every intermediate grade of severity.

The amount of fever varies at the outset, but
it is usually considerable. The patient gene-
rally sullera much from pain, restlessness,

and want of sleep ; the appetite is bad ; the
tongue is loaded ; and the pulse is feeble or

intermittent. When the disease becomes
arrested, the dead portion of tissue slowly

separates and drops off, or is removed ; very
often, however, the disease steadily pro-

presses, and the patient dies from exhaus-
tion, or more rapidly from the absorption of

septic matter.

Such being the principal symptoms of

gangrene in general, we may next describe

the symptoms of the leading varieties of the

disease.

Dry or Chronic Senile Oangrcne.— In tiie

dry form of senile gangrene the part is gi-adu-

ally starved to death by reason of the dimin-
ished blood-supply. Embolic plugging may
also produce the dry variety. The arterial

current is suddenly arrested, while the veins
empty the blood from the limb. The limb
becomes whitish-mottled and shrunken, then
brown and black. Senile gangrene generally
occurs in the toes, very rarely in the fingers ;

and is either spontaneous or excited by some
trivial cause. A discolom-ed patch appears
on one of the toes, of a dusky reddish-brown
colour, which soon becomes dry and black in

the centre. The disease spreads very slowly
to the adjacent parts. First, a zone of dis-

coloration appears, from the blood stagnating
in them ; then they become livid, red, and
inflamed ; afterwards darker ; and, finally,

black and dry. One or several toes may be
involved, or the foot in whole or in part.

The patient generally dies sooner or later,

exhausted by pain, and from general feeble-

ness of the vital powers. Sometimes a line

of demarcation appears, the dead parts sepa-

rate, and recovery follows ; but as a rule

relapses take place.

Moist or Acute Senile Gangrene.—This
form of senile gangrene is more active in its

progress, and more rapidly fatal. It is often

ascribed to some slight local irritation or

injury, such as an inflamed corn or nail.

The affected toe becomes dusky-red, swollen,

and extremely painful ; soon after the dark
hue of absolutely dead tissue appears, fol-

lowing closelj- the zone of inflammation

;

and this gradually si)reads onwards, till the

whole foot or possibly the leg, if the patient

survive, becomes implicated. Beyond the

gangrenous area the skin is mottled, and
presents all the appearances due to impeded
circulation. In this type of gangrene, stasis

of the blood and coagiilation first take place

in the capillaries, and extend thence to the
smaller arteries. It occurs in elderly persons
with feeble circulation, due to fatty heart and
atheromatous arteries. Diabetic gangrene is

commonly of this form.

Gangrene from Arterial or Venous Ob-
struction.—The most common form of moist
gangrene is that due to sudden arterial ob-

struction of a large vessel, when the col-

lateral sujjply cannot establish itself with
sufficient rapidity. It is acute ; and a large

portion of the body being at once engaged, the

tissues do not, as in dry gangrene, have time

to desiccate pari j^assti with the spread of

the disease. It maj- happen after ligature

of a main trunk for aneurysm ; or by the

impaction of a fibrinous clot formed upon
the roughened wall of an atheromatous vessel,

and consequent plugging of the ai'tery, or

by embolism. This form of gangrene often

assumes the dry character. An entire ex-

tremity may be thus affected. Venous ob-

struction does not produce gangiene unless
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complete. Collateral venous channels usually

take the place of obstructed ones with ease.

In cases due to eraboHsm—a form rare in

the upper hmbs, but common in the lower

extremities, and more especially at the bifur-

cation of the tibial arteries—sudden and

severe pain marks the onset of the disease.

The temperature of the part rapidly falls

;

livid discoloration and loss of sensibility en-

sue; the blood stagnates in the veins; the

skin mottles ; bullie form, fiUed with turbid

fluid; the colour changes from whitish-grey

to green, olive, or black; and the atl'ected

tissue at length becomes a deliquescent

putrid mass, often crepitating from gas im-

prisoned in the meshes of the cellular tissue.

The tendons, blood-vessels, nerves, and bone

resist the disintegrating process longest.

Gangrene from Inflammation. — Gan-

grene as the result of intense inflammation

is likewise of the moist tj'pe. WTien it super-

venes, the tension, pain, and swelling of the

inflamed area subside; the part becomes soft

and doughy ; the colour changes into dusky
violet, brown, or black; and aU the evidences

of rapid decomposition, varying with the

part affected and the acuteness of the in-

tlammation, make their appearance.

Gangrene as a Complication of General
Disease.—Gangrene is occasionally met with

in the later stages of typhoid fever, or even
during convalescence ; and usually occurs in

the lower limbs, though sometimes in the

face or m the lungs. It is of vascular origin,

and is a most grave compUcation. In form
it may be eitlier dry or moist, and may be
of either of two kinds. One is of early occur-

rence in the progress of the disease, and
generally affects the toes symmetrically ; the
other occurs later, or duruig convalescence,

and is of embolic origin.

Measles is prone in some cases to occasion
gangrene, generally affecting the face, the
vulva, or the lungs. Scarlatina and some
forms of erysipelas are also occasionally fol-

lowed by extensive gangrene. The disease
has been also observed during some epidemics
of cholera. Gangrene produced by the pro-
longed consimiption of diseased rye-bread
chiefly occurs in the male adult, and very
rarely in women or children. Other symp-
toms of ergotism will then be present, gan-
grene being a late occurrence. Gangrene
from ergotism precisely resembles ordinary
senile gangrene. It almost invariably ap-
pears in the lower limbs ; and when a line of
demarcation forms, this generally seems to
correspond with the nearest joint. In dia-
betic gangrene no special vascular deficiency
can be traced. The vitality of the tissues
seems impaired by the glycosuria condition,
and some slight accidental cause provokes a
gangrenous inflammation.
Hospital Gangrene.— Hospital gangrene

presupposes a wound. The lesion on invasion
ceases to discharge, and becomes covered

with a gTPy tenacious slough extending from
the centre towards the edges, which become
much inflamed and everted. The patient

rapidly lapses into a typhoid condition ; and
the issue is generally fatal.

Acute Tra.umatic or Spreading Gangrene.
This form also follows upon an injury,

which may be either slight or severe. It

is generally seen in one of the extremities,

originating in a wound and rapidly spreading

towards the trunk

—

gangrene foudroyante.

It is in many cases intimately associated with,

and probably induced by, septic infection ot

the system. It is usually fatal, and scarcely

amenable to any treatment short of very

early amputation.
Visceral Gangrene.—The gangrene of in-

ternal organs will be found described in con-

nexion with the diseases of the several organs.

Progress.^The progi-ess of gangrene de-

pendent on constitutional causes is too often

from bad to worse ; and a fatal issue may
supervene without any attempt at repair.

The gangrenous inflammation, preceding the

actual death of the part, continually invades

fresh tissues; the fever increases; a sallow

sunken countenance, with rapid thready
pulse, sordes, muttering delirium, tympanites,

hiccough, subsultus, scanty loaded urine or

even suppression, supervene ; the weakness
increases ; and death, preceded by coUapse,

takes place.

In other cases, especially those dependent
on local causes, there is a tendency to limita-

tion; and the process by which this is accom-
plished is the same for all kinds of gangrene,
in every part of the body. In superficial

structures a red band of healthy inflammation
will be observed at the junction of the living

with the dead part, called the line of demar-
cation; active cell-infiltration takes place;

and a separating wall of fibrin and young
cells is estabhshed in the layer of living tissue

nearest to the dead structures. This becomes
by degrees converted into an ordinary granu-
lating surface, and the dead tissue is detached
and cast off. The time required for this

separation varies with the bulk of the dead
portion, the nature of the tissue, and the
vitality of the individual. The risk of sep-

ticoemic poisoning is present throughout the
entire course of the disease.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of gangrene of

external parts cannot be attended with any
difficulty ; the evidence of its presence being
readily appreciated when the symptoms
already described make their appearance.

Prognosis.—The prognosis of a case of

gangrene will niainly depend on the likeli-

hood of the disease becoming limited, the
strength of the patient, and the conditions

in which he is placed ; which are all at first

difficult to determine. The cause of the gan-
grene, and the presence or absence of organic
mischief elsewhere, also exercise a great in-

I

fluence. When the malady is dependent on
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a constitutional cftuso, tliero will be little

tendency to delimitation and a had prospect

of recovery. When the cause is local, and
the destruction of tissue neither extensive

nor invading a vital part, the prognosis will

ho favourable. Hut a local injury, when the

conditions are iuifa\ourublo,inay be followed

by a severe and extensive gangrene, or some
essential part of the body may become im-

plicated.

Tkeatmf.n'T.—When gangrene is imminent,
our tirst care should bo to adojit means to

support the vital warmth of the part, and to

encourage and relieve tlie embarrassed circu-

lation. When the disease is fully developed,

our attention must be directed to control as

far as practicable the spread of the disease
;

to favour the separation of the dead tissue

;

and to keep the parts as clean and harmless
as possible. We must also anticipate com-
plications, or combat them when they occur;

and support the patient's strength by good
food, stimulants, and fresh air. together with

oi)iates sutlicient- to allay pain. A limited

traumatic gangrene is to be treated as an
ordinary sloughing wound. If a complete
portion of a limb be involved, amputation
should be performed as soon as the line of

demarcation is established. In gangrene due
to arterial obstruction, the extremity should

be raised to assist the return of venous blood ;

antiseptic dressings and cotton-wool applied

locally; and plenty of bland food administered

at fretpient intervals. When the whole limb
is affected, nature may be assisted by com-
jileting the amputation of the part as soon as

the limiting line is distinct. In gangrene
caused by the ligature or rupture of a main
artery, or the pressure of an aneurysm, ampu-
tation close to the seat of the lesion may at

once be performed, as the gangrene w ill not

extend higher than this point ; but even mider
these circumstances it may often be safer to

await indications of a commencing demar-
cjition than to amputate previously. In
spreading traumatic gangrene early amputa-
tion of the atTected limb has been strongly
recommended ; but as this cannot remove
the already poisoned condition of the blood,

upon which in all probability the gangrene
depends, it is generally a nseless measure,
as the gangrenous action would invade the
stump. It afl'ords, however, the only possible

chance. lu senile gangrene amputation is

sometimes indicated, and the dead parts

may be removed ne.-ir to the demarcating
line ; but an amputation higher up, as in the
thigh, has been advocated, where the pro-
spects of repair due to the more vigorous
circulation will be presumably better. In
cases where traumatic gangi-ene is localised

and dejiendent merely upon the violence of

the injury, the vitality of the individual wiU
be sntticient to neutralise the mischief, im-
less it be very extensive. A line of demar-
cation wiU appear, and then, but not before,

47
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will it be proper to amputate, unless the
part be otherwise hopelessly injured, or a
large articulation opened, when immediate
amputation is indicated.

For the treatment of gangrene occurring
in internal organs the reader is referred to

the articles on the diseases of the several

viscera. William Mac Cormac.

GARGLE {yaf>yapi(a>,l wash the throat).
— Syxon. : Fr. Ganjarixvic ; Ger. Gurgel-
mitfcl.

Dkfinition.— Gargles are liquids employed
for the production of local ellects on the throat
and pharynx.
MoDK OF Gargling.—Gargling consists in

taking about a tablespoonful, more or less,

of the gargle into the mouth, throwing back
the head, and agitating the licpiid by the air

expelled through the larynx. With some
persons the gargle goes little beyond the uvula
and base of the tongue ; but if the head be

thrown well back, the fluid can be made to

pass into the cavity of the pharynx, and may
even reach the larynx and vocal cords. The
tension of the muscles, in thus throwing back
the head, is apt to provoke efl'orts at degluti-

tion, so that sometimes small portions of the

gargle may be swallowed ; and occasionally

the effort terminates abruptly in the patient

jerking his head forwards, and expelling the
gargle forcibly through the nose.

Dr. H. Guinier, of Cauterets. has demon-
strated a method of gargling the laryngeal

cavity. His instructions are as follows

:

(1) Slightly to raise the head
; (2) to open the

mouth moderately ; (3) to protrude the chin

and lower jaw
; (4) to emit the sound of the

double vowel ce. These four movements
open largely the back of the mouth, lift the

velum palati and uvula, separate the base of

the tongue from the posterior wall, and allow

the liquid used for gargling to gi-avitate into

the cavity of the larynx. One expiratory act

is the only respiratory movenici'.t that is now
possible, deglutition is under control, and the

gargle bathes the pharynx and supraglottie

portion of the larynx. When it is desirable

to gargle the back of the pharynx and pos-

terior narcs, the patient must take a mouth-
ful of the gargle, and use it as he lies flat on
his back with his tongue drawn forward.

UsKs and Composition.—The use of gar-

gles is contra-indicated in parenchymatous
inflammations of the tonsils, and in all cases

where movement of the fauces causes severe

pain ; and where, as in some persons, an in-

ability exists to retain liquid beyond the

anterior pillars of the fauces : for these it is

more convenient to apply the fluid to the

fauces and pharynx, either by injection, or in

the form of a medicated spray, or else by aid

of a brush or sponge.

Gargles vary in composition according to

their object. If prescribed with the view of

exercising the muscles of the soft palate and
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pharynx, and thereby 'increasing their tone,

cold or iced water is generally sufficient. If

with the view of reducing and allaying local

inflammatory conditions of the throat, solu-

tions of chlorate or nitrate of potassium or of

borax (two drachms to eight ounces), or of

solution of acetate of ammonium (one part

in four), combined with infusion of linseed,

thin gruel, or water, and used warm, are the

best. When it is desirable to excite the mu-
cous membrane and neighbouring glands to

further secretion, and thus reduce local con-

gestion, stimulant gargles are useful, such as

the tinctures of capsicum (half a drachm to

eight ounces), arnica, myrrh, pyrethrum, and

eucalyptus rostrata (two drachms to eight

ounces) ; this class of gargles often relievmg

the deafness caused by obstruction of the Eus-

tachian tubes, by increasing the pharyngeal

secretion. To check excessive secretion, as-

tringents are advisable in the form of the salts

of iron and zinc, iron-alum or alum (forty

grains to eight ounces), tannin (half a drachm
to eight ounces), or infusion of rhatany. If

we require to check ulceration, or to dilute

and purify foul or putrid secretions from the

throat and tonsils, antiseptic gargles will

answer the purpose, composed of one or two
drachms of liquor potassii permanganatis to

a pint of water, or one drachm of solution of

chlorinated soda to half a pint of water, or

sidphurous acid one part to four, or glj'cerine

of carbolic acid (half an ounce to eight

ounces). In cases of syphilitic sore-throat,

a gargle of perchloride of mercury (three

grains to eight ounces) has been recom-
mended. In many cases combinations of
different kinds of gargles are beneficial.

Water, barlpy-water, rose or orange-flower
water sweetened with a little honey, glyce-

rine, or s^'rup, constitute the bases of most
gargles. John C. Thorowgood.

GASTEIN, in the Austrian Alps.
Simple thermal waters. See Mineral
Waters.

GASTRALGIA {yaarr'ji,, the stomach;
and oAyof, pain).

—

Synon. : Gastrodynia ; Fr.
Gastralgie ; Ger. Gastralgie; Magenschmerz.
Definition.—Pain in the stomach, which

occurs in various disorders of that organ and
related parts.

Symptoms.—In acute erythematous gas-
tritis a burning painful sensation affecting
the stomach, and not infrequently extending
up the oesophagus, is felt almost immediately
after taking food or a stimulant liquid. lii

acute catarrhal gastritis pain is seldom com-
plained of. In ordinary chronic gastritis it

is usually absent ; or, at most, only a slight
heaviness or fulness after food forms a symp-
tom of the malady. In what the writer has
named ' eczema of the stomach ' the pain is
very severe, comes on two or three hours
after food, and is temporarily relieved by
eating. The same kind of pain may be ob-

GASTEALGIA

served whenever there is profuse mucous
secretion, but it is less severe than in cases

where gastric disturbance replaces eruptions

of the skin. The pain accompanying pyrosis

is of a spasmodic character, and is relieved

by the ejection of a tasteless fluid. Severe
pain is a common accompaniment of atonic

dyspepsia occurring in nervous or hysterical

persons. It comes on when the stomach is

empty, but is often aggravated directly after

food, and is relieved by the escape of flatus,

and by stimulants. The most severe gas-

tralgia is that accompanying ulceration of

the stomach. In this disorder it is referred

to one spot, and is likewise often felt in the
back. The mere fact that a pain in the epi-

gastric region is confined to one small spot
should induce the practitioner to view the
case with suspicion. The pain in ulceration

is usually absent when the stomach is empty,
but comes on from two to ten minutes after

food. In other instances a longer period,

such as half an hour, elapses ; but it is this

definite relation to the digestive process that

makes the pain of ulceration characteristic

of the disease. It is usually said that when
the pain comes on directly after food the
cardiac region is the seat of the ulcer ; and
where a longer interval takes place the sore

will be found near the pylorus. This, if true

as a general rule, is, nevertheless, open to

many exceptions ; for, as a patient observed,

the pain occurred later after taking food in

proportion as she improved in health, and
the first evidence of a relapse was the short-

ness of the interval of ease after eating. In
cancer the pain is more continuous than in

simple ulcer ; it is less influenced by the
digestive process, and is more diffused. It is,

however, no uncommon circumstance to find

cancer of the stomach without any complaint
of pain. The softer kinds of malignant growth
seem to the writer least apt to cause suffering,

probably because the peritoneum is less liable

in such cases, than in the other forms, to be
affected with inflammatory action.

Neuralgia of the stomach is a favourite dis-

ease with some authors. There is no doubt
that the normal sensibility of the stomach is

vastly exaggerated under some conditions, but
the writer's observation leads him to beUeve
that neuralgic pain affecting the stomach in-

dependently of other disease, is a much rarer
complaint than is generally supposed {see

Stomach, Diseases of). The writer has met
with three different forms of pain in the
region of the stomach ascribed to neuralgia,

which are evidently of a different nature :

(1) Where severe pain has come on at some
period of the day at a certain hour, at a con-
siderable period after the commencement of

digestion. In many of these cases it has
been evident on inquiry that the apparent
periodicity was the result of the punctual
disposal of the chief meal of the day. They
were, in fact, cases of chronic catarrhal gas-
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tritis atteiuk'd with considernhle secretion
;

most of tlicm occurred in fioutv men, and
ini;;ht bo classed under the head of eczema,
rather than of nem*algia of the stomach.
{'!) Cases such as the following: Ayounj^lady
liad suffered for many months from agonisinj^

pain in the left hypoehondrium, coming on
at each menstrual period, and resisting all

methods of treatment. In this and other

similar cases, it will be found that the seat

of the pain is really external, in the inter-

costal nerve, and not in the stomach itself.

(3) Severe attacks of pain in the left hypo-

ehondrium and oiMgastrium in females of a

nervous temperament, who had either been
born, or had passed most of their lives, in

tropical countries. The real seat of the pain

in such cases appears to be the colon ; tiiere

is always constipation ; and a mild aperient

and tonic treatment is usually eflcctual ui

removing or ameliorating the complaint.

S. Fenwick.

GASTRIC FEVER (yao-nj,), the

stomach).—A popular name for a febrile

condition attended with prominent gastric

symptoms ; as well as for typhoid fever. See
Typhoid Fever.

GASTRIC GLANDS, Diseases of
(yao-Tijp, the stomach).

—

Sec Stomach, Dis-

eases of.

GASTRIC ULCER (yfio-rijp, the

stomaclii.

—

Sec Stomach, Diseases of.

GASTRITIS (yoCTTijp, the stomach).—
Inflammation of the stomach. See Stomach,
Diseases of.

GASTRODYNIA (v<ifTT,)p. the stomach

;

and oi^vvT], pain).—A painful afll'ection of the
stomach, generally considered as of a neu-
ralgic nature. See Gastr.\lgia.

GASTRO-ENTERIC (yacmjp, the sto-

mach ; and en-fpoi/, the intestine).—This term
is applied to those morbid states in which
the stomach and intestine are simultane-
ously affected. The continuity atid similaritj-

in structure of these viscera render them
peculiarly liable to coincident disease ; and
this is more jiai-ticularly noticed in affec-

tions of an intlammatory t}i)e (gastro-enter-

itis), or of a degenerative nature. At the
same time, as gastritis may occur and run
its course without giving any indication that

the intestine is involved, so enteritis may be
developed with little or no disorder of the
stomach. The same causes appear to de-

termine similar diseases in the stomach and
in the intestine ; but why at one time both
should sutler, and at another time one should
escape, is not known. Occasionally it would
seem that the entire alimentary canal be-

yond the oesophagus is attacked at once, and
the gastro-intestinal catarrh of children is

an example of this. Sometimes the disorder

commences in one part of the canal, and
spreads until both the stonnxch and the in-

testine are involved. Sec Intestines, Dis-

eases of; and Stomach, Diseases of.

W. H. Allchin.

GASTRORRHCEA {ynart'it,, the sto-

mach ; cand pt'o), I How).—An excessive flow
of mucus from the lining membrane of the
stomach, due to catarrh. Sec Stomach,
Diseases of.

GELATINIFORM CANCER. — A
syiicuiym lor colloid cancer. Sec Cancer.

GENERAL.—This word, as employed
in relation to medicine, lias several applica-

tions. Thus we speak of a general disease,

which is a disease affecting the whole system,
as distinguished from a local affection. As
further examples may be mentioned general
debility, general paralysis, and general
dropsy. So, with respect to therapeutics,

general treatment refers to remedial mea-
sures intended to affect the organism as a

whole. In connexion with the sciences of

therapeutics, pathology, &c., the word general
is intended to denote the essential principles

of these sciences, as distinguished from their

special divisions.

GENERAL PARALYSIS OF THE
INSANE.—Synox. : General Paresis : iJr-

mcntia paralytica; Fr. Paralysie gencraie
incomplete; Perienciphalite chronique dif-

fuse ; Ger. Allgemcins progressive Gehim-
Idhmung ; Paralytischcr Blodsinn.

Definition.—A gradual loss of the power
of co-ordinated movement, accompanied by
gradually increasing mental disturbance and
decay.

/Etiology.—The subjects of general para-

lysis are most frequently of the male sex,

and between 30 and 50 years of age. It may
be brought on by excessive mental labour, by
severe anxiety, by alcoholic or venereal excess,

or by any prolonged strain upon the mental
organisation. It may also be induced by a

blow or other direct injury to the head.

Hereditary predisposition is probably not
wiihout influence upon its production, but
this is not so frequentlj' present as in most
other forms of insanity. The disease most
frequently attacks persons who have previ-

ously been apparently in the enjoyment of

vigorous health.

Anatomical Characters.— General para-

lysis is characterised by atrophic and de-

generative changes of the cerebrum chiefly

atTecting the convolutions of the vertex, of

the anterior and middle lobes, and round the

olfactory bulbs at the base. These changes
involve destruction of the nerve-cells of the

outer layers of the cortex, and augmentation
of the lymph-connective system. There is

also thickening of the membranes, adhesi(.n

of the pia to the surface of the convolntiona,

thickening of the coats of the blood-vessels,
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enlargement and sacculation of the perivas-

cular canals, and engorgement with disin-

tegrated material. In advanced cases the

degenerative changes affect every part of the

nervous system.
SYMPToiyis.—P7i(/«!caZ.—The physical symp-

toms of general paralysis of the insane are

first apparent in the muscles of articulation

and expression. There is an occasional

thickness of utterance, perhaps observable

only in the pronunciation of the more complex

sounds, and a peculiar convulsive tremor of

the upper lip accompanying the least excite-

ment. A similar tibrillar trembling may
also be observed in the tongue, when an

attempt is made to hold it out. A loss of

freedom of stroke in the handwriting is mani-

fested at an early stage. This loss of muscu-

lar control gradually spreads over the whole

system, its onward course being, however,

not uifrequently interrupted by very remark-

able though generally brief remissions. Be-

fore the patient is laid completely prostrate,

the affection both of articulation and of gait

strongly resembles the failure of co-ordinate

movement produced by drunkenness. In
the last stage the patient lies quite heljiless

;

the power of articulation and every kind of

voluntary movement are lost ; there is also a

strong tendency to the formation of bed-sores

;

and spots of ecchynaosis are apt to appear on
the application of even gentle pressure. In-

equality of the pupils is usual from the com-
mencement of the illness ; but they do not
often remain long in one condition, some-
times one pupil and sometimes the other

being dilated or contracted. A characteristic

feature of the disease is the occurrence of

congestive or epileptiform attacks, but they are

very variable, both in their frequency and in

the stage at which they are first observed.

Menial.—The mental symptoms generally
precede the physical, though some cases

occur in which the condition of the mmd
is not such as to attract attention till some
lime after the motor symptoms have become
obvious. Sleeplessness and general rest-

lessness are usually the first indications of
the derangement, and with these may
be associated transient states of depression
and hypochondriacal fancies. Enfeeblement,
shovrai by forgetfulness and incapacity for

continuous thought, is generally an early
symptom; and in some cases a gradual
iiicrease of this enfeeblement, till absolute
fatuity is reached, constitutes the prominent
mental symptom. A common condition from
the commencement is an inordinate disposi-
tion to embark in any, even the most imprac-
ticable, undertaking that may be suggested.
There is always observed a peculiar facility
of disposition, generally good-humoured,
but liable to be interrupted by fits of pas-
sionate excitement. Frequently there is a
very remarkable extravagance, both in thought
and act. In most cases acute maniacal attacks

take place, in which the excitement presents

a specially extravagant character. The sem-
blance of probabdity and coherence found
in ordinary acute mania is generally absent.

The prevailing ideas are of grandeur, colossal

size, infinite number, power, wealth, and rank,

all heaped together in wild confusion. Every
such maniacal attack marks an appreciable

step in the progress of mental decay; and the

tendency is always more or less steadily to

complete fatuity. In some comparatively
rare cases, especially where there is a ten-

dency to phthisis, the mental condition is

mainly one of depression. Kemarkable re-

missions of all the symptoms are sometimes
met with.

Diagnosis. — The diseases from which
general paralysis of the insane requires to

be distinguished are paralysis due to cere-

bral hsemorrhage, embolism, encephalitis, or

tumour of the brain ; hysterical and toxic

paralysis ; syphilitic disease of the brain

;

locomotor ataxy ; alcoholic insanity ; senile

dementia ; and muscular atrophy. The dia-

gnosis is generally easy, if attention be paid

to the presence or absence of the convulsive

tremors in the muscles of articulation at the

commencement ; the general and progressive

course of the loss of co-ordination ; and the

peculiar mental facility and extravagance.
Prognosis.—Complete recovery seldom, if

' ever, takes place in general paralysis of the

insane. The ordinary duration of the disease

is from a few months to three or four years,

though cases of ten years' duration occasion-

ally occur.

Treatment.—In ordinary circumstances
the treatment cannot be projjcrly carried out

in a private house ; removal to an asylmn
will therefore generally be necessary. Little

benefit is to be derived hxnn drugs. The diet

ought to be nutritious, but non-stimulating.

The food ought to be minced or pulpy, and
care should be taken to prevent an accumu-
lation of it in the pharynx, as fatal choking
is sometimes produced in that way. If this

should be threatened, the tongue should be

immediately pulled forward, and the bolus

extracted with the finger. On account of the

liability to bed-sores, the patient should as

long as possible be prevented from lying

constantly in bed. John Sibbald.

GERMS OP DISEASE.—This is a

phrase in common use, the acceptation of

which is various, and often more or less

vague. So far as it refers to actual things

or objects, they also are probably diverse in

nature, though at present our knowledge of

many of them is based rather upon conjecture

than actual experience.

As a phrase, ' germs of disease ' is most
commonly used in the following modes :

—

(a) A person may be said to inherit the

germs of disease when there is reason to

believe that the. constitutional, general, or
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local disease from wliich lie is sufTerin<; is of

a kind which has been coiiiinon in the family

or stock whence he has descended, and when
the disease is one which seems prone to

manifest itself in this way. It may, in this

sense, be said tiiat a person inherits the

{jerins of pout, scrofula, tuberculosis, cancer,

or syphilis; and, in either of such cases (with

the possible exception of the two latter), no
one would, on reflection, be able to find that

he meant anything else than that the patient

had inherited a certain general disposition,

habit, or bodilj' tendencj', in which, under the

influence of slight exciting causes, one of these

morbid conditions should be prone to manifest
itself.

(b) In a still looser sense, the phrase is

sometimes used to signify the mere com-
mencement or initial stage of a certain

disease, as when it is said that the germs of

a phthisical patient's malady date from a

certain catarrhal attack, or that a ])atient

now suffering from a severe brain-alfeciion

contracted the germs of his disease in India

or elsewhere on the occasion of some slight

sunstroke. Here the expression would be

used in a purely metaphorical sense.

(c) The phrase is most coiiinionly employed,
however, in reference to the real or supposed

causes of communicable morbid processes or

diseases, either local or general—those which
sjiread either from part to part in the same
person, or from person to person in the same
community.

In the spread from part to part, as during
the ' generjUisation ' of some malignant new-
growth, the agency of ' germs of disease ' is,

perhaps, not infrequently more imaginary
than real. Results are apt to be ascribed to
' infection ' where nothing of the kind has
been in operation—as when similar perverted

tissue-changes may chance to manifest them-
selves, either simultaneously or consecutively,

in dirt'erent parts of the body, as results of

some single or similar underlying cause or

tendency.
In the spread from person to person of

local or general contagious affections, the

same possible source of fallacy has to be

borne in mind. We must be upon our guard
against ascribing too general an influence to

'germs of disease.' In certain cases these

may have been in the first place non-existent,

as when such a disease has been ' antogene-

tic.' and in no sense a derivative of antecedent

disease of the same kind. This caution is

especially applicable in regard to such an
affection as erysipelas— which, although cer-

tainly contagious, is also on very good grounds

judged to be ' generable,' especially during

certain states of lowered health induced by
renal disease and some other visceral affec-

tions. If it is not so certainly established, it

is by many deemed probable, that a similar

caution may be necessary in regard to some
more general corttagious a!l'ections. such as
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diphtheria, typhoid, typhus, and relapsing
fever, and cholera, which, though cerlainly

contagious, may also bo autogenetic. On thin

subject, however, much doubt and uncertainly
still prevail.

The consideration of this third use of the
phrase ' germs of disease' conducts us natu
rally to the question as to the natiure of the
things or objects which may be included
under the same name, and this again to the

modes in which they operate. But as these
are questions which are discussed under
Contagion, further reference to them here is

unnecessary. See also Micro-Organisms.
H. Chaiilton Bastian.

GERONTOXON (yipav, an old man:
and To^ov, a bow).—A synonym for arcus
senilis. See Arcos senilis.

GEYSERS, The, in Sonoma County,
California, U.S.A. — Hot springs, with
alum, iron, and sulphur. See Mineral
WATi;r:s,

GEYSERS, The, in Wyoming Terri-
tory,!!. S.A.—Thermal waters. See Mine-
ral Watei'.s.

GIDDINESS (Sax. <7trfi<7, turning round*.

—A synonym for vertigo. See Vertigo.

GIESSHijBEIj, in Bohemia.—Acidu-

lous alkaline table water. See Mineral
\\.\TV.liS.

GINGIVITIS {gingivce, the gumsi.
Inflammation of the gums. See Moi'TU,
Diseases of.

GLANDERS (9 Zans, an acorn).

—

Synon.:
Eqiintia; Fr. Morve; Ger. liotz. Its asso-

ciated condition is named Farcy ; Fr. Far-
cin; Ger. Wurm; Hautwurm.

Definition.—A contagious febrile disease,

associated with the presence of a specific

microbe— the bacillus mallei; commmiicated
to man from the horse, ass, or mule ; chara( -

terised by iiiHarmnatory lesions of the nasal

and respiratory mucous membranes, and of

the lymphatic vessels and glands, with general

pyrexia, pains in the joints and muscles,

and great prostration, and usually accom-
panied by a pustular cutaneous eruption.

The local manifestations vary in order of

appearance, and in comparative severity in

different cases. In those in which the uasjil

and respiratory mucous membranes are

earliest or most severely affected, the disease

IS customarily called ' glanders ;

' while to

those in which the lymphatic system tirst

and especially suffers, the designation ' farcy
'

is applied. But no snthcient reason exists

for coiisidering glanders and farcy as dis-

tinct diseases. They are commonly asso-

ciatetl ; and whichever set of symptoms may
appear first, the other, as a rule, sooner of
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later follows. Fui-tber,' it has been proved

that the same virus may give rise to either

set of symptoms, or to both. And it would

seem that the order of appearance is deter-

mined in great measure by the mode of com-

munication of the virus, as well as to some

extent perhaps by the condition and consti-

tution of the recipient.

Glanders in man is a very rare disease;

and it is only within the last sixty or seventy

years that its occurrence has been clearly

recognised, and its history made out. When
it does occur, it proves fatal in a very large

proportion of cases. Taking the acute and

chronic cases together, 208 out of '245 are re-

corded as having tei-minated fatally. Never-

theless, out of 2,02G,29G deatlis m England

and Wales during the four years 1871-1874

no more than I'J were registered as due to

glanders, and during the four years 1885-

1888 only 18 out of 2,101,755 deaths. The
slight decrease in the proportion during the

later period is worthy of note as • due in

measure probably to the more stringent pre-

cautions observed. During the year 1889,

however, there were recorded 8 fatal cases of

glanders out of 518,353 deaths.

^Etiology.—There is no evidence to sug-

gest that glanders ever originates in man,
whatever may be the case with regard to the

lower animals. It is always communicated
;

and almost always by direct inoculation of

virus from a diseased animal. Horses, asses,

mules, some carnivorous animals, as lions,

tigers, &c., are liable to take the disease ; and,

among the smaller animals, guinea-pigs,

hedgehogs, field-mice, and wood-mice. Oxen
seem to enjoy immunity even when experi-

mentally inoculated, as also rats, white mice,

&c. ; and pigs, dogs, sheep, and rabbits are

only slightly susceptible. In some few in-

stances the disease has been communicated
from man to man. It is scarcely ever
met with except in those who are more or
less constantly employed among horses, and
who are therefore liable from time to time to
come in contact with diseased animals, or
the morbid discharges from them. The mode
of communication can in most cases be easily
traced; and generally the virus is derived
from the secretion of the nasal mucous mem-
brane of the diseased animal. The rarity of
the disease in man, considered in conjunc-
tion with its comparative frequency and the
rapidity with which it spreads among horses,
would seem to indicate that the virus is more
ar less fixed, and not readily diffusible through
the air, and that man is not very susceptible
to its influence.

In most cases the history renders it clear
that the virus has been received through
some cut or abrasion of the skin or mucous
membrane. In some few instances it ap-
pears probable that the virus may have
been absorbed through the unbroken mucous
membrane or skin. The recent sad case

resulting in the death of Dr. von Hofman,
of Vienna, who was engaged in experimental
investigations into the propagation of glan-

ders, seems to show conclusively that ab-

sorption may take place through the miir ous
membrane of the respiratory tract from in-

halation of the virus ; and the observations

of Dr. Babes, in Koumania (where glanders
appears to be more common than in this

country), go to prove that without solution of

continuity of skin the glanders bacilli may
penetrate by following the hair-follicles, in

which they multiply and, proceeding thence,

may infect the system.
Symptoms and Course.—However the virus

may have been communicated, a period of

incubation varying from three to eight days,

and in some rare instances prolonged even
to three weeks or more, ensues before the

symptoms of constitutional infection become
manifest. The longer the period of incuba-

tion, the less acute, as a rule, is the course of

the disease. The duration of the disease, as

well as the order of development of the IochI

afi'ections, varies greatly in different cases.

Hence the classification, on the one hand,

into cases of acute, subacute, and chronic
glanders ; and, on the other, into cases o>'

acute and chronic glanders, and acute anU
chronic farcy. But nothing like clear lines

of distmction can be drawn between any of

these classes.

The earliest constitutional symptoms are a

sense of general discomfort, fatigue, prostra-

tion, and chilliness, with headache, and
obscure pains in the muscles and joints. As
the disease advances, these pains become
more severe, and simulate those of rheuma-
tism. Pyrexia, at first but slight, rapidly

\
becomes established. The pulse is quickened

i
and sometimes full, the skin hot and dry,

the tongue foid, the urine scanty and higli-

1
coloured ; and the patient suffers much from
restlessness, sleeplessness, and loss of appe-

tite, often with obstinate constipation. Some-
times the fcverishness is intermittent, but

more frecjuently continued, or intermittent at

i

very in-egular intervals. Still later, rigors

occur—more severe than such as may have
occurred at an earlier period, followed by
profuse sour perspirations and clamminess of

skin ; the pulse becomes very rapid, weak,
and compressible ; diarrhoea, with very foUid

stools, succeeds the constipation ; the thirst

is excessive ; respiration becomes more and
more difficult and laboured ; low delirium,

with tremors, is followed by coma ; and
death ensues from exhaustion. In the acute
form, the disease runs its course in an
average period of about sixteen daj's ; some
cases have terminated fatally within a week

;

others have been prolonged for four weeks.
In the less acute form the duration niay be

from six weeks to two months. And in the

most chi'onic form, in which all the symptoms
are Isss severe, tiie duration may extend over
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BPveral months, and in some cases recovery

ultimately takes place.

Local manifestations. — In association

with the constitutional symptoms thus in-

dicated, the following local manifestations

present themselves, but, as already stated,

somewhat ditVerently in different cases.

The wound or abrasion through which the

virus has been introduced, or the spot at

which it has been applied (for the wound
may have healed), becomes intiamed, tense,

painful, and surrounded by spreading erj-si-

pelatous redness. The ulcer which appears
enlarges, assumes an imhealthy, corroded,

chancroid aspect, and discharges dii'ty sanious

and often offensive matters.

The lymphatic vessels of the part become
intiamed, and present a knotted, cord-like,

and subsequently irregularly nodidated con-

dition

—

the farcu-hudsm the human subject.

The glands are infiltrated and enlarged, and
the whole part is swollen and oedematous.

The lymphatic glands and vessels of other

parts subsequently become afiected, but not

perhaps to the same extent as in the horse.

Resolution and absorption to a greater or less

extent sometimes take place ; but much more
freiiuently suppuration of low type, abscess-

formation, and the production of foul, ulcer-

ating ca\'ities, with hard irregular edges, and
tistulae follow.

.\t a variable period in the course of the

disease—from within forty-eight hours to the

end of three or four weeks—an eruption, re-

garded as characteristic, appears on the skin,

especially on the face, chest, and abdomen.
This first shows itself as irregularly scattered

collections of red spots, ' which are very
small and resemble fleabites, but soon accjuire

a papular elevation, subsequently rising above
the level of the surface, like small shot, and
assuming a yellowish coloiu-. They lie each
in a kind of hole in the corium, as if the latter

had been punched out ' (Vn-chow). They
appear to be due to the deposit of some neo-

plastic material, which subseciuently softens

and breaks down. By-and-by they become
vesicular (some say from the first they are
vesicular), and then rapidly sero-purulent,

with inflamed livid bases. The surrounding
skin is red, swollen, and erysipelafous-like.

When close together, these pustules become ,

confluent, and give rise to irregular ulcerated
}

sm'faces, with soft, brownish, sloughy coating.
|

Large collections of similar deposit in the
subcutaneous tissue give rise to hard, painful, i

boil-like formations, which, breaking down,
lead to extensive sloughing of the skin and

|

deeper structures, with thick, dirty white or
sanguineous offensive discharge.

The mucous membranes—and first and
especially that of'tiie nose—are sooner or
later affected by specific inflammation and
ulceration. Whether the inrtammatory pro-

'

cess as a secondary affection more often be-

gins in them or in the skin is not clearly

made out. But in some cases in man, as

commonh' in the horse, the disease is prob-

ably communicated by application of virus

to the nnicous membrane of the nose or other

l)art of the respiratory passages, which thus
becomes primarily afl'ected.

When the nose is affected (as is always the

case primarily or secondarily in the form of

the disease especially called glanders), there

is first a discharge of comparatively thin,

colourless, ' catarrhal ' mucus. This soon
becomes thicker and coloured ; and there is

considerable pain, heat, redness, and oedema-
tous swelling about the nose itself and the

adjacent parts of the face. Ultimately the
discharge becomes thick, sticky, tenacious,

and semi-purulent, of a dirty yellowish or

brownish colour, and often stained with blood.

In all cases probably there is ulceration of
the mucous membrane, following tubercle-

like deposits in it ; and the ulceration some-
times extends so deeply as to lead to perfora-

tion of the septum, or partial destruction of

the turbinated or palate bones. The ulcera-

tion often occiu-s onlj' in the upper part of the

nose ; and the mucous membrane of the

frontal and other sinuses is liable to be simi-

larly affected.

When the lymphatic and cutaneous sys-

tems suffer first and especially, the nasal

mucous membrane is not affected until to-

wards the termination of the case ; and in

some instances death has occuiTed before this

affection of the nose has taken place.

Bronchial catarrh, with rlionchi heard all

over the chest, accompanied by severe cough
with profuse expectoration, indicates the im-

plication of other parts of the respiratory

mucous membrane. The conjunctiva and the

mucous membrane of the mouth, ginns, fauces,

and especiallj- the tonsils, are often affected

to a serious extent ; so also is the larynx

;

hoarseness, pain, and difficidty in speaking
resulting therefrom.
Anatomical Characters. — The patho-

logical lesions found on post-mortem exami-
nation are such as might be anticipated from
the signs and symptoms manifested during

life. To these, however, may be added fluidity

of the blood ; softness and rottenness of the

nuiscles, with ha;morrhagic abscesses in them
(considered by Billroth as characteristic)

;

I)atches of grey hepatisation in the lungs, or

lobular pneumonia; abscesses in the parotid,

submaxillary, and cervical glands; and no-

dules hard or softening down in the liver,

spleen, and membranes of the brain.

The characteristically associated bacilli

may be found in the nodides (especially in

such as are comparatively recent), in the

mucous membranes, skin, liver, spleen, &c.

They have also been found in tlie blood an<l

various morbid secretions ; but in these they

are often very difficult to discover. Fliigge

describes them as ' thin rods, similar to the

tubercle-bacilli, but more uniform in size,
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and somewhat broader ; like these, they are

often slightly curved.' This description of

Fliigge's has been adversely criticised by

Frankel and others, who have worked with

the bacilli of glanders. They are mixch more

readily stained than are tubercle-bacilli ; are

shorter and much tliicker; and they often

present a single unstained spot midway be-

tween the ends, quite unhke tnbercle-baciUi.

The specimens are best prepared by staining

with alkaline methylene blue, and subse-

(juent careful treatment by very dilute acetic

acid. When inoculated upon sterilised potato

from a farcy bud, they present a character-

istic tuberculated chocolate-coloured growth

in forty-eight to seventy-two hom-s, if kept

at the temjierature of the blood.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of glanders in

man may be difficult in the early stage, par-

ticularly if the history be defective and no
external wound appear. But when the dis-

ease is fuUy developed, the signs and symp-
toms, especially if taken in conjunction with
the occupation and history of the sufferer,

are suiiiciently characteristic. In some rare

instances, however, in which the .constitu-

tional symptoms have been slight, and the

local manifestations have very slowly deve-
loped themselves, great difhculty has arisen,

and the true nature of the disease has not even
been recognised until after death. Rheuma-
tism, tyj)hoid fever, and pyaemia, and, in re-

gard to the more chronic cases, syphilis and
tuberculosis, are the diseases with which it

is said that glanders may possibly be con-
founded. The presence of the characteristic

bacilli, if discovered, may be regarded as
pathognomonic and conclusive; and in doubt-
ful cases, at any rate, they should always be
sought for in the morbid secretions and dis-

charges.'

PuoGNOSis. — The prognosis in glanders
must be extremely unfavourable. Two or
three cases only are on record in which re-

covery has taken place from the more acute
form of the disease.'^ In the more chronic

' In Eastern Prussia, where glanders is very fre-
quent, an extract (mallein) of the bacillus mallei
(obtained with glycerine at 95° F., from pure growths
of the bacillus upon potato) has been employed in
the diagnosis of doubtful cases of glanders or farcy
m the horse. The extract is filtered free of bacilli,
and concentrated; about four minims of this are
injected under the skin of the suspected horse. If
latent glanders be present, rise of temperature of
more than 3° is said to follow within the next
eight hours. If the animal be free from glanders
or farcy, the temperature is said to rise, if at
all, less than 2°. Favourable reports are already
given of this method of diagnosis both in Germany
and at the Institut Pasteur in Paris. Unfortunately
the preparation of the extract is not devoid of
danger. The manipulations have proved fatal to
two investigators : one of them Dr. Kahiing of Dor-
pat, the original discoverer of mallein.

'' Professor Karl Frhnkel, of Konigsberg, acci-
dentally inoculated himself in the spring of 1891
and recovered, though after several mcnths" ill^
ness.
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forms, however, the deaths have been only

about fifty per cent. The more slowly and
less severely the symptoms develop them-
selves, and the longer the patient survives,

the better is the chance of ultimate recovery.

Treatment.—The constitutional treatment
should be supporting, stimulating, and sooth-

ing, and varied from time to time according

to the indications afforded. Quinine in large

doses, and perchloride of iron with or with-

out perchloride of mercury, may be useful.

But at present, although very many drugs
have been tried, none has been found having
any marked specific effect on the course of

the disease, unless indeed exception be made
in favour of mercury. Gold reports a case

successfully treated by prolonged mercurial in-

tinction. Locally any suspicious wound should
be fi-eely cauterised or excised as soon as at-

tention is directed to it. All abscesses and col-

lections of morbid material should, as far as

passible, be freely incised, and their contents

thoroughly evacuated. The resulting cavities

and fistulse should be frequently and tho-

roughly washed out with germicide and dis-

infectant solutions—perchloride of mercury,
chloride of zinc, sulphate of copper, or carbolic

acid in safe dilution ; and antiseptic dressings,

covered or not according to circumstances
by poultices, should be applied. The operator

and those who dress the wounds should wear
indiarubber gloves. Inhalations of iodine,

or carbolic acid vapours or sprays, should
be frequently used, and the nasal passages

and cavities should be thorouglily syringed
from time to time with disinfectant solutions,

as dilute carbolic acid, iodised water, or'

Condy's solution.

Arthur E. Durham.

GLANDULAR DISEASES.-A gene-

ral denomination for diseases of glands of all

kinds. See Bronchial Glands, Diseases of;

Lymphatic System, Diseases of; and Mesen-
teric Glands, Diseases of; also the several

special glands.

GLAUCOMA {ykavKUi, sea-green).—In,

its modern acceptation, this word is used to,

include aU the conditions, whether acute or

chronic, primary or secondary, whicli arc
produced by heightened tension or increased

fluid-pressure within the eyeball. The word
was originally applied only to those cases

of heightened tension in which there is a
greenish opaque appearance behind the
pupil. See Eye, and its Appendages, Dis-
eases of.

GLEET.—Synon. : Fr. Goutte mili.

taire ; Ger. Nachtripper.
Definition.—An urethral discharge, milky,

viscid, scant in quantity, appearing as a drop
at the meatus urinarius or as shreds floating

in the urine, composed of leucocytes, epi-

thelium cells of various forms, and crystals

of phosphates and urates.
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iExioLooY ANL> Symptoms.—In most cases of

gleet, thou<:;li some clironic urethral discharges

arise from masturbation and excessive venery,

a clap has preceded tlic discharge by some
months or years. In such cases the discharge

may escape notice for a time without really

disappearing altogether, and again become
plentiful without obvious cause. Pain is

either absent, or a slight tickling or smart-

ing at the parts inflamed is felt during mic-
turition or at other times. But these symp-
toms vary so greatly in ditfcront patients,

that much reliance cannot bo placed on them
for indicating the seat of the inflannnation.

Nevertheless, when pain is described to be

felt in the loins, thighs, or anus, the prostatic

portion is generally atTected. If the urine is

voided in three portions, and the first portion

is stocked with floating shreds, while the
second and third portions are clear, the dis-

charge is probably formed in front of the

prostate. If there be a clear second portion,

and a few shreds appear in the third por-

tion, that being also fairly clear, some of

the discharge is prostatic. If the thii-d

portion is turbid the uvula of the bladder is

inflamed.

Physical signs.—WHien seeking for the
cause and locality of a gleet, it is well to

divide the examination of the urethra into

two parts ; the pendulous and bulbous por-
tions being examined first, the membranous
and prostatic portions secondly. Tlie precise

situations of the lesions in the penile portion
are ascertained by passing along the urethra
a bullet-sound or bougie (No. 25 or 26 of the
French scale), or Otis's urethrameter, if the
meatus be too small to admit a bullet large
enough to expand the passage to its full ex-

tent. As the bullet reaches an inflamed spot
a slight resistance is noted, and the patient
feels pain when the instrument passes over
the inflamed or rigid area. Both resistance
and pain cease when the area is left behind.
Should the inflammation have existed long
enough to prodiu-e fibrous bauds, the onward
passage of the bullet-sound is impeded, or
arrested if the bands be too short to permit
the bullet to slip past. A smaller bullet

nuist be taken, or the urethrameter's bulb
must be contracted until the obstruction can
be passed. By this means the amount to

which the normal capacity of the urethra has
been lessened is learned. The bullet-bougie
is not usually passed farther than the bulb,
though it may be pushed to the bladder by
a little mana'uvring. A tolerably accurate
diagnosis can thus be made, though it is

always advantageous, and sometimes indis-

pensable, to complete the examination by
ocular inspection. This is done by the endo-
scope ; and, by its means, the condition of
the obstructing patches may be more pre-

cisely ascertained, and, as well, the absence
or presence of inflannnation of the glands
of Littre and lacmue Morgagni, or of the

niunerouR ducts which open into the mem-
branous portions of the canal. See Endo-
scopy.

The conditions causing gleet are : (1)

Chronic inflammation of areas of the mucous
membrane

; (2) Granular patches
; (3) WaiMs

;

(4) Ulcers
; (5) Inflammation of glands and

sinuses; (0) Chronic catarrh of tlio mucous
surface and ducts of the prostate

; (7) Chronic
2)r()statitis.

1. Chronic inflammation of the mu-
cous membrane.— In this, the most com-
mon form of gleet, the interior of the urethra,

naturally rosy-pink when not inflamed, is

dull red or purplish-red in patches or streaks.

It must not be forgotten that the mucous
membrane of the lu-ethra, especially of the
penile portion, after several attacks of inflam-

mation, may assume a greyish or slatish red
hue, or a brownish stain from absorbed pig-

ment, when the colouring matter of the
blood has escaped into the tissues. Here and
there viscid grey flocculi of muco-pns adhere
to the inflamed surfaces. The red areas are

less elastic than the unaffected parts, and in

course of time may develop into bands of

stricture-tissue, which more or less diminish
the expansile power of the urethra. Common
positions for these inflamed areas are the
pars cavernosa at two or three inches fi-om

the meatus, or at four or six inches from it

—

i.e. in the bulbous portion of the urethra.

But the membranous and prostatic portions

are also the seats of chronic inflammation m
gleet. In long-standing cases white unyield-

ing areas are disposed among the patches of

inflammation. They are fibrous toughenings
of the tissues. These may remain or dis-

appear. When they are left, some obstruc-

tion is caused to the expansion of the tirethra

— that is, more or less stricture. Usually
several months are needed for the patches

of inflammation to develop into fibrous

bands.
2. Granular patches.—These are exces-

sively conniiou in any part of the penile and
bulbous portions of the urethra, while they
are not rare in the membranous and prostatic

portions. They develop on the areas of

chronic inflannnation, especially if these

patches have been excoriated or ulcerated ;

and it is rare not to find them in a case of

six months' duration on the third and fourtli

inches from the meatus. The bullet-bougie

reveals their presence by a slight resistance

to the passage of the sound, and by s smart-

ing pain felt whUe the bullet passes over

them. AVhen the sound is withdrawn, it is

often marked with a little bloody muco-pns.
If the endoscope is then inserted, the granular

patches appear as bright carmine-red area-;

of uneven or velvety aspect, readily bleeding

if the instrument be roughly p\ished over

them. Here and there they are flecked with

little dots of greyish mucus, which is very

adherent, and which protects the granulation
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from the action of astringents. In course of

time the granulations may heal into white

fibrous scars, or may subside and leave the

membrane pale and smooth, but supple as

before. Their duration is very long and un-

certain, and their cure is tedious.

3. Warts.—Warts, which are most com-

monly situate just within the meatus, may
stud the whole length of the urethra. Near

the meatus they are arboriform; lower down,

sessile, or only slightly pedunculated. Iden-

tical in structure with the warts on the glans

or in the furrow of the penis, they are ordi-

nary papillomata. They are also frequent

in the membranous and prostatic portions.

Sometimes a single sessile wart in this posi-

tion will be the sole cause of a gleet which

is troublesome to the patient through its

obstinacy, otherwise most harmless.

4. Ulcers.—Ulcers are not uncommon in

the early stages of chronic uretlu'itis. They
appear at any part of the canal, and are indi-

cated by smarting felt at a particular point of

the passage during micturition, or when the

bullet-sound passes over them. But they

can be diagnosed only with certainty by the

endoscope. When seen, they appear as

minute, round, shallow excoriations, with
sharply defined edges and yellow floor. If

left mitreated, these shallow erosions may
heal and contract into thin and somewhat
prominent layers of scar-tissue, disposed

sometimes longitudinally, more often ob-

liquely or transversely across the uretlira.

When fully matured they constitute the
' bridle stricture.'

In persons who have tough, well-formed
scars of stricture-tissue, ulceration of some
parts of this scar-tissue is not uncommon.
These ulcers form again and again, and are
best treated by thorough dilatation of the
strictures, and washing with mild astringent
injections.

5. Follicular sinuses.—These sinuses,

inflamed during acute gonorrlioea, often se-

crete discharges long after the gonorrhcea
has ended. In the anterior urethra gene-
rally only a few such crypts are chronically
inflamed, but in the prostatic portion several
crypts secrete a thin turbid fluid. This form
of discharge may be considered to be caused
by chronic prostatitis, and it will be described
farther on. In cases of hypospadias, at the
extreme end of the urethra, close to the mar-
gin of the meatus in the glans penis, there is

in many persons on each side of the orifice a
crypt three-quarters of an inch long. These
crypts often continue to discharge pus long
after the gonorrhcea has subsided elsewhere.
Other sinuses, but shorter ones, open into the
interior of the normal urethra. These folli-

cular sinuses do not form indurated patches
in the substance of the urethra ; hence they
never cause strictiu-e. Temporary narrowing
may, however, result from the distension of
an inflamed and suppurating sub-mucous

follicle, which before the evacuation of its

contents may project on the wall of the

urethra. The dascharge from such a cavity

is much more copious than from a simple
follicle, and is very slow to dry up, though
this end is usually reached if there be no
stricture in front of the suppm'ating follicle

to impede the easy flow of the urine past the

follicle. Usually the bulbous and mem-
branous parts of the urethra are the slowest

to recover.

6. Chronic catarrh.—In chronic catarrh

of the prostatic urethra, with a history of pre-

ceding gonorrhoea, there may be a scanty
milky-white discharge seen at the meatus
when several hours have elapsed after mic-
turition, or the orifice may be sealed by the

dry discharge, or there may be only shreds

or flocculi in the urine. In addition to the

shght discharge, the patient may complain
of occasional great increase of it after hard
riding, or dancing, or free indulgence in

wine, but this does not always happen. The
shreds consist mainly of pus-cells held to-

gether by mucus ; there are also present

epithelial cells of pavement and transitional

forms, granular ceUs, crystals of urates, Ac.

They have no characteristic value, as simi-

larly formed shreds are washed from granu-
lar patches placed in the anterior urethra.

Fine filamentous shreds are formed in the

folds of the mucous membrane while the

urethra is at rest. Tliey are also formed as

casts of the prostatic ducts when inflam-

mation has extended into the body of the

prostate. These casts are generally built

up more of epithelial and granular cells,

and less of pus-cells, than those formed in

the urethra. The prostatic origin of these

shreds is shown by the fact that urine drawn
through a catheter from the bladder is bright,

clear, and free of shreds. When the mucous
membrane of the prostate is only, or mainly,
affected, the symptoms of disease are very
indefinite, and are often limited to the scanty
viscid discharge. Hence no diagnosis can
be positive without an examination of the

urethra throughout its lensth

To examine the urethra with a sound, a No.
25 or 26 of the French scale should be used.

If a sound of this calibre will not enter the

meatus, it is better to cocaine the mucous
membrane within the meatus and nick the

orifice at once to a sufficient size ; far while
the meatus is contracted, the cure of prostatic

gleet is almost hopeless. The sound is then
passed slowly and gently along the m-ethra.

No pain is felt until the prostate is reached,

when a hot or scalding pain is felt, which
ceases directly the instrument is withdrawn.
The pain is the same whether a curved sound
or flexible bougie be used. When the pro-

state is swollen there is more resistance, but
the pain is less scalding to the patient.

If the urethra between the triangular liga-

ment and the orifice into the bladder be
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inspected, several chans;es from healthy con-

ditions may be found. The mneous menihrane
in licalth is pale pink, or bhiish pink iu colour,

t'iiintly marked with longitudinal carmine
lines, which of course seem to radiate li-om

the centre of the lumen, owing to the funnel-

shaped contraction of that part of the urethra
Tvhich is exposed to view by the endoscope.

When there is chronic intlainination, and
the surface has not become indurated, it is of

deep carmine hue, closely beset with small
eminences which give it a strawberry-liko

appearance, a resemblance often enhanced
by the minute flocculi of pus which adhere
to the surface among the prominent granula-

tions, and simulate the yellowish seeds of the
ripe strawberry. These vascular excrescences
are at first general over the mucous mem-
brane ; but, as time goes on, they subside, and
are represented by a few papillary tufts or ex-

coriations, which become permanent if not
treated. The congested surface bleeds readily,

so it must be well mopped, using tincture of

hamamelis, if the bleeding is obstinate, before

inspecting it or applying other astringents to

the surface. Most commonly, in chronic
catarrh of the m-cthra there are excoriations,

sometimes granulations, and, rarely, pedun-
culated warts. If the intlaramation has
lasted several months, the vermnontanum is

often shrunken and white, and the oritices of
the ejaculatory ducts are invisible or show as
dark greyish dots.

7. Chronic prostatitis.—If there be
general congestion of the organ, and not
merely superficial catarrh, the sjTnptoms are
more pronounced. In such cases there is

usually some pain, which is variously de-

scribed. Sometimes it consists of a sensation
of heat extending along the whole urethra, i

often radiating to the buttocks, but felt most
after micturition. In other persons there is

often dull pain in the perina;um, a sense of
I

weight or fidness of the rectum, rather worse
by night than by day; aching above the
pubes is often complained of. Micturition is

called for twice or more by night, iiy day
it is not increased in frequency. When
micturition is attempted, the urine is often

slow to come, and usually a few drops drib-

ble off after the stream ceases. Walking
fatigues easily, and brings on the sense of

fidness in the rectum. The finger in the

rectum generally finds some swelling and
slight tenderness of the prostate. A sound
traverses the urethra without causing pain
tiU the bidbo-membranous portion is reached

:

the instrument is then grasped for a few
\

seconds, to pass on again to the neck of the
bladder ; here again pain is felt, resistance is

made, and the resistance ceases suddeidy as

the sound enters tlie bladder, though the
pain, of a pressing or squeezing character,

|

still remains. As the instrument is with-
'

drawn, it is expelled rapidly until it is beyond
the bulb, where it lies quietly enough and all

pain ceases. When, however,- the prostatic

mucous membrane is also much congested,
the pain attending the passage of a sound is,

as already mentioned, hot or burning.
Tkeatment.— 1. Injlamed areas.—When

the pain caused by tiie passage of the ex-

ploring sound is acute, the resistance small,
and tlie discharge white and thick, the con-
dition is mainly one of congestion, which is

benefited by instillations at the places where
the pain is felt. A suitable solution is one of
ton to twenty grains of nitrate of silver to the
ounceof water, injected by meansof aUuyon's
bullet-catheter and syringe. This may be re-

peated every three or four days, while an as-

tringent injection of alum and sulphate of zinc
is used in the intervals. If there be cling or
hitch as the bullet passes along the urethra,

the use of a No. 25 or No. '26 (millimetric

scale) steel sound, or even a larger one, twice
weekly, is requisite. When no cling exists,

the last remains of the discharge can some-
times be dried up by using soluble bougies
at night containing chloride or sulphate of

zinc in sfispension {^portc-rcmede licijnal ') for

ten or fourteen nights. Much may bo done
with injections by the patient himself when
the inflammation is limited to that part of

the urethra which extends in front of the tri-

angular ligament. When the disease has
extended behind that limit, very few patients

can apply an injection to that portion, and
the treatment must be carried out wholly by
the surgeon. The injections ordinarily used
for gonorrhoea are seldom sufficiently astrin-

gent to penetrate into the mucous membrane,
and solutions having a strength of four or five

grains of alum, as much of sulphate of zinc,

and of one-fourth or one-half gi-ain of sul-

phate of copper to the ounce of water, are

needful iu this chronic inflammation of small
areas.

When congestion has produced induration,

or even contraction which does not yield to

gi-adual dilatation, the fibrous band should
be divided by an uretlu'otome of suitable

shape, until tlie urethrameter, exj)anded to

the largest size in which it moves freely

along the unafl'ected parts, travels without
hitch or cling past the contracted patches.

Valuable aid can be obtained by means of

the endoscope, through w-hich the inflamed
patches can be attacked with mops, used
under the control of the eyesight, soaked in

aqueous solutions of the nitrate of silver con-

taining 10 to 20 per cent, of the salt. Indeed,

many otherwise intractable affections of the

urethra are easily managed if treated endo-
scopically.

2. Granular patches.—The trcatnient of

granular patches is tedious and uncertain with-

out the endoscope. Something may be done
by instillations of solutions of nitrate of silver

of fifteen or twenty grains to the ounce of

water, while the patient employs a strong in-

jection between the sittings. But the precise
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applications of stronger caustics through the

endoscope is far more sure and satisfac--

tory. Krushing the granulations with a 20

per cent, solution of nitrate of silver, or with

a 1 per cent, solution of bichloride of mercury

in alcohol, after scraping their surfaces with

a curette, causes these granulations to dis-

appear after four or five applications, and to

leave no trace of their presence. The pain

of this method is unimportant, and need not

interfere with the patient's ordinary avoca-

tions. Careful dilatation of the contractions

is also most necessary during the application

of the caustics. In treating granular patches,

the writers have abandoned the use of soluble

bougies and medicated bougies of all kinds,

on account of their feeble and uncertain

ad ion.

3. Warts yield only to topical treatment.

When very small, they may be destroyed by

pressing a pencil of cupric sulphate against

them. They may be nipped off with scissors

through the endoscopic tube. If arboriform

and pedunculated, the galvanic cautery is the

most effective treatment. It is well to cocaine

the uretlira by injecting into it ten minims
of a 10 per cent, solution of hydroclilorate of

cocaine, and allowing five minutes to elapse

for absorption, before passing the endoscopic

tube through which the topical apphcation is

made.
4. Ulcers are usually cured by light touches

of the cupric sulphate pencil, and by dilatmg

auy stricture which may be present.

5. Follicular sinuses.—These often con-

tiiUie to secrete pus, which, escaping into the

urethra, forms shreds, which appear in the

urine. The best treatment is mopping with
an astringent solution (10 per cent, solution

of silver nitrate), or pressing into the foUicle

a fine point of cupric sulphate. After this

application, the patient should use a strong

injection to wash the sinus freely for some
days. In time the sinuses cease to secrete

discharge even if not treated. But before

this cessation takes place, the sinus may
become distended and break again, commonly
into the urethra as before ; rarely the collec-

tion of matter niay penetrate into the erectile

tissue and through the fibrous tissue to the
skin, and so reach the surface of the body.
When this threatens, the abscess should be
promptly incised ; it usually closes after

evacuation without further trouble.

6. Chronic catarrh of the prostatic urethra
is little benefited by general treatment or
by drugs. Abstinence Irom stimulants, vio-

lent
_
exercise, and sexual excitement are

requisite ; and when the secretion of pus is

abundant, the specifics for catarrh, such as
copaiba, cubebs, and buchu, are beneficial.
But when there is little more than a shreddy
discharge in the urine the proper treatment
is topical. The remedies are local instilla-

tions, by a Ulzmann's curved catheter syringe,
of solutions of ten, fifteen, or twenty grains
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of nitrate of silver to the ounce of dis-

tilled water directly on to the inflamed sur-

faces, made at intervals of five or seven days,

the length of time being decided by the

amount of reaction caused by the instillation.

All soreness and increase of discharge which
follows the caustic application should subside

before another is applied. Usually several

such instillations, with solutions increasing

in strength, must be made to obtain a
cure.

The use of the endoscope renders the treat-

ment more certain and expeditious, as in

treating similar patches in the anterior por-

tion of the urethra. V>y this means the in-

flamed areas can be distinctly seen, and the

remedy apj)lied directly to them. Useful
astringents in which to dip the mops are

tincture of iodine, solution of perchloride of

iron of the British Pharniacopipia, of mercuric
chloride (1 per cent, in spirit), or of silver

nitrate of 10 or 20 per cent, in water. These
applications must be repeated, like the in-

stillations, at intervals of a week or more,
according to the amount of irritation they
set tip. Often, under most favourable con-

ditions, the cure is slow and sometimes very

tedious, but it may be always gained with

patience.

7. For chronic prostatitis, when that is

present as well as catarrh of the prostatic

urethra, the treatment required is that need-

ful for prostatitis. The general treatment is

here of great value, including moderate exer-

cise without fatigue, careful restriction of the

diet to unstimulating food, tonics if required,

removal of constipation, regular bathing in

tepid or cold baths, occupation for the mind
without lascivious or erotic excitement, and,

when all congestion has been thus removed,
cold injections into the rectum. Also, at this

stage the passage of full- sized steel sounds,

and instillations of solutions of silver nitrate

into the previously cocained prostatic urethra,

are among the most effective remedies for this

troublesome ailment. Before caustic injec-

tions are used it is well to empty the bladder
of urine, and to inject eight or ten ounces of

some bland fluid, such as cold boiled water,

or cold saturated aqueous solution of boric

acid, witli which the patient may flush out

the urethra after the caustic solution has
taken effect. This precaution prevents much
of the soreness which invariably follows the

use of strong astringents in this region. The
patient should also keep his bed, or at least

bis room, for a couple of days after each
cauterisation, to lessen the probability of an
acute inflammation of the prostate or of the

uvula vesicEB following the injection, of which
there is always some risk.

Berkeley Hill. Charles Stonham.

GLEICHENBERG, in Austria.—
Muriated alkaline waters. See Mineral
Waters.



GLOBUS HYSTERICUS

GLOBUS HYSTERICUS \<,loh„',. a

h:ill ; hijatcricu.t, connected uitli liystcriii).

Synon. : Fr. Globe lii/.<iterique ; Ger. ////»-

icrische Kmjel.—A subjective sensation ex-

perienced by hysterical patients, ns of chok-

in^f, or of a ball rising lu the throat. Hee
Hysteria.

GLOSSALGIA (yXio-fra, the tongue

;

and iiAyoi-, pain).— Pain in the tongue. See
ToNiiUK, Diseases of.

GLOSSITIS (yXwo-o-n, the tongue).— In-

flainmatiou of the tongue. See Tongue,
l)iseases of.

GLOSSO-PHARYNGEAL NERVE,
Diseases of. —The gli)sso-j)har\n;4eal nerve
is distriliuted to the back of the tongue and
the soft palate, the upper portion of the

l)harynx, the Eustachian tube, and the tym-
panum; and also to the stylo-pharyngeus, the

middle constrictor of the pharynx, the levator

))alati, and the azygos uvulae muscles. But
the nerve is connected with the fifth, facial,

and pneuraogastrie nerves, and with the

l)haryngeal plexus; it is certain that many of

its terminal branches merely distribute fibres

from these other nerves ; and the early ideas

of the function of the glosso-pharyngeal,

founded on its terminal anatomy, are widely
erroneous. Although its twigs go to the struc-

tures that subserve taste on the back of the

tongue, it is certain that these, with those for

common sensation in the same part and in

the fauces, come from the fifth nerve; and
that the fibres that innervate the palatine

nuiscles are derived from the spinal accessory.

Paralysis. —Very little is known of the
precise effects of paralysis limited to the

glosso-pharyngeal nerve, since it is rarely

paralysed alone. The middle constrictor of
the pharynx is, however, paralysed, and the
mucous membrane of the pharynx is rendered
msensitive. From their position, the fibres

of origin are commonly damaged in conjunc-
tion with fibres of the hypoglossal, spinal

accessory, and pneumogastric. The common
causes of disease in this situation are men-
ingitis, syphilitic and other growths, and bone-
diseases. The nerve may also be paralysed
from disease of its nucleus of origin in the
medulla oblongata, and then commonly suffers

in association with the nerves to the larynx,
tlie tongue, and often the lips (see Labio-
<»LOSso-LARYXGEAL Paralysis). The sensory
l)ai-t of the nerve may then escape, and only
tlie motor part be paralysed, the chief effect

of which is j)aralysis of the pharynx. The
causes of paralysis from disease of tlie nucleus
are slow degeneration, softening, haemorrhage,
and the effects of diphtheria.

Spasm.—Nothing is known of separate
spasm in the muscles supplied by tlie glosso-

pharyngeal nerve. In conjunction with
the other motor and sensory nerves to the
pharvTix, it takes part in the production of
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the spasm of hydrophobia, and in some hys-
tcrical phenomena.
TuKATMKNT.- The treatment of disorders of

the glosso-pharyngeal nerve is never special,

but always that of the cause, and is suth
ciently described in the several articles whicli

deal with the above-mentioned (Etiological

conditions. W. 11. Gowers.

GLOSSO-PHARYNGEAL PARA-
LYSIS.— \ synonym for Jabio-glosso-

laryngeal paralysis. See Labio-glosso-
LARYNOEAL PaHALYSIS.

GLOSSY SKIN.— Glossy skin is the
name given to a peculiar atroj)hic condition
of tlio skin, seen principally in the hands,
in consequence of irritative lesions of the
nerves of the forearm. The skin of the back
of the hand, fingers, and even of the palm,
is thin, smooth, shining, without furrows,
and redder than natural — either uniformly
or in patches. The skin seems as if it

were stretciied over subjacent parts, whicli
are firmer than natural. It may be more
or less fissured, or even denuded of epider-

mis in patches. Secretion of sweat may be
increased or altered in quality. The parts

may or may not bo the seat of neuralgic
pains. It was thought by Sir .Tames Paget
(who described this condition in the Medical
T lines and Gazette for May, 18()-4) to be a
^ erv rare affection, but it was observed by
^Veir-Mitchell and his colleagues, in the late

American war, no less than nineteen times
in fifty cases of partial division of the nerves
of the forearm. It may occur also as a
sequence of dislocations of the wrist, where
the median nerve is compressed or otherwise
damaged.

GLOTTIS, Diseases of.— .SVe L.a.rynx,

Diseases of.

GLYCOSURIA (yXvKvs, sweet ; and
ovpov, urine).—A condition of urine in which
sugar is present ; generally used as a syno-

nym for diabetes. Sec Diabetes Mellitus.

GLYCURONIC ACID.— Glycuronie
acid is a substance allied to the carbohydrates,

and represented by the formula C,,H|oO;. It

occurs as an abnormal constituent of urine, as}

the result of ingestion of certain chemical
substances, chief among which are camphor,
chloral hydrate, butyl chloral hydrate, mor-
phine salts, nitro-benzol, and some of the

quinine derivatives. After chloroform (but

not ether) narcosis its presence can be de-

tected in the urine of the patient.

The presence of glycuronie acid in urino

is of interest as it is liable to be mistaken
for grape-sugar (dextrose), like which it is

capable of reducing alkaline copper solutions

(Fehling's test), as also Bottger's bismuth
test [see Diabetes Mellitus). The possible

presence of glycuronie acid ought to be kept
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before the mind in the examination of urine

for sugar. Dexlrose can be readily dis-

tinguished from glycuronic acid by its be-

haviour with yeast, glycuronic acid yielding

a negative result when so treated. When
pure it is not crystalUne. It is readily soluble

in water, much less so m absolute alcohol,

very sparingly in ether. Its pure solutions

are dextro-rotatory. The only reliable test

at present known for the positive recognition

of glycuronic acid is its isolation from the

urine by a process long and tedious.

John Harold.

GOITRE.—Synon. : Bronchocele ; Derby-

shire Neck; Fr. Goitre; Ger.Kropf; Struma.

Definition.— Simple hypertrophy, or cystic,

fibroid, or libro-cystic enlargement of the

thyroid gland.

.Etiology.—a. Locality.—Goitre is pi-eva-

lent in magnesian- limestone districts, for ex-

ample, Derbyshire—hence the name 'Derby-

shire neck.' Amongst the continental coun-

tries it prevails in are France, mostly in

Savoy; Germany, mostly in the Black Forest

;

Austria, mostly in Styria; Northern Italy,

mostly about the Alps ; Switzerland, mostly

in the Valais ; and Eussia, mostly about the

Altai mountains in Siberia.

Goitre is not only indigenous to moun-
tainous districts, as has been supposed, but

it is present in some plains—for mstance,

the plains of Lombardy.
h. Watcr-su2>ijly

.

— Goitre is due in a large

number of cases to an impurity in potable

water. Snow-water was in former days con-

sidered to be the cause, but this opinion is met
by the statement that goitre does not exist in

Greenland or Lapland, and that it is preva-

lent in Sumatra, where there is never any
snow. The impurity has been stated by many
to be due to an excess of lime and magnesia,
which theory seems borne out by a geological

examination of the localities in which goitre

is indigenous in England. In parts of the
Indian Punjaub, where goitre aS'ects GO per
cent, of the population, 59 grains of lime have
been found in a gallon of water, ' 10 grains
being an undesirable proportion ' (Professor
Frankland). On the other hand, in many
limestone localities bronchocele is entirely
absent. Scotland, Ireland, Norway, and
Sweden are comparatively exempt from the
disease, although mountain limestone is found
largely present in their geological formation.
Several observers have attributed goitre to
tbe presence of iron pyrites in the water-
bearing strata. Dr. Thursfield, of Shrews-
bury, who has personaUy investigated the
disease in various parts of England, believes
that impure water, although not always or
necessarily a factor in the production of
goitre, is frequently a strongly predisposing
cause ; and that when this is the case, the
impurity in the water which causes goitre
is undoubtedly protoxide of iron in carbonic
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solution. Thus is explained the fact tliat

goitre is so often found in magnesian lime-

stone districts; for iron pyrites, when brought
into contact with water containing carbonate

of lime and magnesia in carbonic solution,

passes by a process of oxidation into the

soluble carbonate of iron.

c. Other rrtftses.— Epidemics of goitre have
been notified as chietly occurring amongst
soldiers in France, probably the result of

forced marches through goitrous districts, com-
bined with scarcity of food. In such districts

the practice of carrying loads on the head
seems largely to increase the ratio of the

disease. Dr. Thursfield has proved by in-

vestigation, spread over many years, that

goitre has largely decreased in those districts

where the practice of carrying weights on the

head has decreased, although there has been
no other change in the habits of the natives,

nor in the condition of the water of the dis-

trict. He has found that much walking up
and down hills, diminished barometric pres-

sure, and child-bearing are factors in goitrous

districts. He believes goitre, if endemic, to

be essentially a disease' of childhood, disaj)-

pearing at adolescence unless the above-

mentioned causes are brought into play. He
has also noted that ' the influence of here-

dity, direct, collateral, and atavistic, is most
strongly marked '

; and ' that intermarriage in

comparatively isolated communities, acting

through successive generations, is a potent

predisposing cause in the local prevalence of

goitre.'

Women in this country are much more
liable to suffer from bronchocele than men,
perhaps on account of their being more fre-

quently water-drinkers, for in India it has
been noticed that both sexes suffer alike.

Besides, there is an association between the

enlarged gland and the uterine functions.

During the time of puberty the disease com-
monly first attracts attention, although it

may occrur from any time of life up to foity

years of age, children having even been born
with a thyroid enlargement.
Anatomical Chaeacters.—The whole of

the thyroid gland, or both lobes, or one lobe

only, may be the seat of the goitrous enlarge-

ment. The isthmus is rarely affected by
itself. In exceptional cases an accessory lobe

is present, and becomes enlarged. The en-

largement may be simple soft hypertrophy oi

the gland, cystic, or fibroid ; or cysts may be

found interspersed in the substance of a fibroid

enlargement. Cysts are formed from the

normal follicles of the thyroid, by their dis-

tension with colloid material, the epithelial

lining degenerating as the cysts increase in

size. The cyst-wall is formed by the inter-

lobular septa and capsiile of the gland. In
pure cysts the serous fluid which is secreted

from the walls replaces the colloid contents.

In the fibroid form the connective stroma
increases at the expense of the follicles, and
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tough bands of luiclcnted fibrous tissue tra-

verse the orj,'nn in all directions, tlie change
generally coiiinicncing centrally and extend-

ing peripherally. The follicles mostly atrophy,

but some may persist in the form of small
cysts.

Symptoms .\nd Comi'LKATIONS.—The ap-

pearance of the swelling, and a sense of ful-

ness in the neck, are often the only symptoms
of goitre. .\(lded to the sense of fulness, there

may be a feeling of dragging or constriction

about the throat. More serious symptoms
are sometimes present—namely, dysphagia
and dyspnira. The former is rarely present

except when the tumour has reached au im-
mense size, or when it presses on the oeso-

phagus, as happens when the lateral lobes

meet behind the gullet. Dyspna'a, a more
common symptom, may be due to pressure

from the goitre on the front and sides of the

trachea (found more commonly in young
people, before the tracheal rings have gained
much power of resistance), or on both recur-

rent laryngeal nerves, causing partial para-

lysis of the abductors of the vocal cords

(crico-arvtenoidei-postici muscles) : or to a
portion of the gland passing behind the
trachea, or becoming enlarged beneath the

sternum. There is often a, temporary en-

largement of a goitre during the catamenial
period and pregnancy ; and tloodnag in child-

birth is not uncommon. A tendency to the
haemorrliagic diathesis has been noted. Ex-
ophthalmos, with palpitation of the heart,

may accompany goitre. See Exophthalmic
Goitre.

Goitres in some countries are allowed to

reach such dimensions that the inhabitants
have to support them in bags. A cystic

goitre projects externally far more often than
the fibroid variety.

Cretinism is met with, but rarely, in the
goitrous districts of this country. More than
half the number of cretins are bom of goitrous

parents ; but a goitrous enlargement need not

necessarily be present in a cretin, for instances

of cretinism have been reported in which the

gland has been entirely absent ; still they
have the same irtiological connexion. M'hen
the thyroid gland is absent and cretinism
prevails, the late Dr. Hilton Fagge believed

that fatty tumours will be found, almost with-

out exception, in the posterior triangles of the

neck. Sec Cretinism ; and Myx(edema.
Diagnosis.—A soft hypertrophy of the

thyroid gland can be diagnosed by its general

diffusiveness, and the want of consistent

hardness.

The presence of a cystic goitre can be
ascertained by the fluctuation of lluid within

its walls. Illumination of the sac for the

purpose of diagnosis is of no use. Any
doubt can be cleared up by passmg a very
fine trochar into its centre. Owing to the

fact that some cystic goitres contain a large

amoimt of soft trabecular structure, the fluid

I

withdrawn is likely to be mixed with blood.

When the fluid has been entirely withdraw-n
from a pure cyst, it often happens that blood
will be freely discharged from the mucous
walls.

I A fibroid enlargement of the thyroid gland
can be diagnosed by the consistency and
hardness of its substance. In some cases,

fibroid nodules lie scattered in a general
hypertrophy of the gland, and may be ol

stony hardness. Some difficulty may be ex-

perienced in distinguishing between a globular

fibroid and a small cystic goitre that has
thick walls, both of which lie deeply in the

neck; but if the exploratory examination be
made, as recommended above, the difference

can at once be recognised.

The diseases which simulate goitre are
cancer of the thyroid gland ; calculus em-
bedded in its substance ; lymphadenoma ;

aneiu-ysm ; and fatty and other tumours of

the neck. A leading point in making a dia-

gnosis is to ascertain, by directing the patient

to swallow, whether the swelling is attached
to the trachea. In the cases of cancer and
lymphadenoma, the history and general con-
dition of the patient will give a leading clue.

In connexion with cancer, it must be borne
in mind that a fibroid enlargement of the
gland may become the seat of carcinomatous
change. \Mien a fibrous goitre closely over-

lies the carotid artery, it simulates an aneur-
ysm, owing to the forcible pulsation convev ed
through its substance.

Prognosis.—The prognosis in goitre is

favourable. The occurrence of death from
suffocation, due solely to the effects of a
goitrous enlargement, is rare. It occurs in

those countries where little or no treatment
is tried, the tumours being allowed to attain

an immense size— their weight sometimes
reaching several pounds. The disease is

more likely to endanger life when the gland
passes behind the trachea, and completely
embraces it. All the varieties of goitre are

amenable to treatment, but especially the

cystic. Goitres have been known to disap-

pear without any treatment. This result

may be due to the removal of the affected

person from endemic influences ; or it may
happen when the enlargement has arisen

during pregnancy.
Treatment.—The general rules requiring

attention are removal of the patient from a goi-

trous district, or complete abstinence from the
drinking-water, unless it has been ascertained

to be perfectly innocuous, also from carrying
weights and ascending hills. General medi-
cinal remedies are only of service when the

gland is enlarged by fibroid change, and then
iodide of potassium (two to three grains twice

a day) may be tried. When the hypertrophy
is of the simple soft form, blistering, or paint-

ing the surface with the tincture of iodine,

or the use of iodine ointment, will be sutli-

cient. If the enlargement is fibroid and of
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some consistence, then injections of the tinc-

ture of iodine into, or setons passed through,

tlie substance of the gland, are most useful.

Fluoric acid has been given internally, with

or without the injections, in some cases with

success. The injection of D^xv to 5j of tinc-

ture of iodine should be used twice a week,

tlien weekly, and afterwards fortnightly.

The greater number of cases answer well to

this treatment, whilst on others no impres-

sion can be made. The time the treatment

takes depends on the size of the goitre ; a

month is the minimum required for the cure

of a very small goitre. The process to

be followed when injecting is as follows:

Having frozen the skin over the portion

decided upon for injection, by means of the

ether spray, and care being taken to avoid

transfixing any vein, or the trachea, the

needle of the syringe is pushed into the sub-

stance of the goitre, and the Hiiid injected

slowly. The best form of syringe for the

purpose is one similar to that used for hypo-
dermic injection, made with a screw-piston.

Pain in the course of neighbouring nerves is

sometimes felt dvu-ing the injection, for in-

stance in the ear, or at the root of a tooth.

When the operation is finished, the needle
shoiJd be rapidly withdrawn, and the skin

wliere the punctiure has been made rolled

between the finger and tluimb, to prevent any
escape of the iodine. If the needle be passed
well into the substance of the goitre, no fear

need he entertained of the formation of an
abscess. In favourable cases there will be a
gradual enlargement of the tumour, with a
slight degree of pain, for some eight or twelve
hours ; after that time the bronchocele will

Aery slowly decrease in size. As a rule, in
two or three weeks' time it wiU be evident
whether the injection is to prove effective.

By this form of treatment all scars are
avoided. The length of time required for its

adoption is often an objection, even when im-
jiiovement is noted ; a case occurred in the
writer's experience in which the time needed
for the completion of the cure was over a
year, the neck being reduced from 17.f to 131
inches. Setons made of from two to eight
lengths of silk foi'm a very serviceable plan
for the treatment of fibrous goitres. In em-
ploying either injections or setons, there may
be a slight rise of temperature, but it is rarely
necessary for the patient to discontinue his
usual employment.

Biniodide of mercury smeared over the
enlargement, the patient being then made to
sit with his neck exposed to the rays of the
Sim for many hours, has proved an' effectual
remedy in India. A Captain Cunningham,
the originator of this plan, treated gratuitously
about 00,000 natives in two years. He is
said to have never produced salivation, and
to have rarely fiiiled in effecting a cure.
Ligature of the thyroid arteries has only
proved of temporary benefit. Division of the
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isthmus has been advised when dy.spncea is

present. This operation may cause the rest

of the gland to diminish. A goitre may be

removed when it endangers life or keeps the

patient from work. The operation, though a

serious one, is of comparative safety under
the antiseptic system, and when each vessel

is divided between ligatures. Entire removal
of the gland is, unhappily, often followed by
myxcedema. Sec Myxcedema.
The treatment of cystic goitre is of one

kind, unless removal of cyst is practised, and
is always successful. The plan consists in

emptying, or partially emptying, the cj'st

with a trochar and cannula, and then inject-

ing a solution of iron (two drachms of the

solution or tincture of the perchloride to an
ounce of water) sufficient to expand the

cavity again. The patient should be kept in

bed on account of the rise of temperature,

after a successful injection, with the cannula
plugged, until the third or fourth day, when
a suppurative discharge should have been
set up. Should the injection not be suc-

cessful, it can be repeated at intervals of a

few days, until a discharge is established.

The metal cannula sliould then be replaced

by an indiarubber one (made with a middle
layer of webbing), the cannula being cut

shorter as the cyst becomes smaller, and
poultices applied until the goitre has dis-

appeared. A cure will be effected in one
month to four or five months.

During the injection of the iron solution

into cystic goitres, it may happen that air

passes into a vein which has been wounded
by the trochar. As this accident lias been
followed by instantaneous death, the writer,

to prevent it, uses conjointly the two follow-

ing plans, taking care to avoid superficial

veins: (1) A tape is passed round the neck
under the base of the goitre, and held tightly

by an assistant standing behind the patient,

whilst the injection is going on, and for two
or three minutes after. (2) The nozzle is fixed

at right angles to the body of the syringe,

to enable the injection to be made without
holding the syringe below the level of the
opening into the cyst, thus preventing the

injection of arr. See Thykoid Gland, Dis-

eases of. PuGiN Thornton.

GONAGRA {v<'>"v, the knee ; antl 'lypn,

a seizure).—An attack of gout in the knee.

See Gout.

GONARTHRITIS (yom-, the knee ; and
<"il)di,or, a joint) —Infiammation of the knee-
joint. Sec Joints, Diseases of.

GONORRHCEA (yov^, seed ; and pf'«,

I flow).

—

Synon. : Clap ; Blenorrhagia ; Fr.

Chmulcpisse ; Ger. Tnppcr.
Definition.—A contagious purulent in-

flammation, aff'ecting primarily, in men, the

urethral, and in women the vaginal mucona
membrane. Occasionally the conjunctival
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ami rectal mucous membranes, to which the

nasal lias been lultlcd on doubtful evidence,

are attacked by gonorrhoea. Certain rheuma-
toid atVections and other complications, to be

subsequently mentioned, may also attend the

disease.

^Etiology.—True gonorrhoea! inflamma-
tion is due to inoculation of dischar^'o from a

surface already the seat of gonorrluia. Mem-
branes covered by pavement epithelium, and
possessing a rich lyaiphatic supply, are the

uiost readily alVectcd ; those covered by
colurnnfir epithelium, e.g. the rectum, are not
so liable to bec()me diseased ; while the uuicous
membrane of tlio mouth, stomach, and air

passages a])pears to bo exempt. Healthy
nnicous membranes are as liable to contract

the disease as are those tlie seat of some
morbid change. Although it is highly prob-

al)le that gonorrhoea arises from gonox-rhoea

alone, there are cases met with of acute

l)nrulent iutlaunnatiou of the mucous mem-
branes of the vagina, uterus, bladder, con-
junctiva, &c., where the disease appears to

have arisen independently of contagion from
specific gonorrhceal pus. It is therefore

better, in the present state of our knowledge,
to admit the ])0ssibility that contagious in-

llammationsof these mucous membranes may
originate from contact with pus secreted by
acutely inflamed surfaces whicli have not
been primarily affected by gonorrlueal poison.

There are, nuu-eover, groat dilliciilties attend-

ing the isolaticui and cultivation of the micro-
organism found in acute gonorrhoea—the

gonococcus of Neisscr. Previous to the

discovery of this organism, various authors
suggested and described certain forms of

vegetable life which they maintained con-
stantly appeared in gonorrhceal pus, and to

wjiich they attributed causative properties

when inoculated on suitable mucous mem-
branes.

In 1879 Neisser first described a diplococcus
found in gonorrhceal pus, which he believes,

and states that he has proved by experimental
cultivation, to be the proper organism exciting
gonorrluia. This diplococcus, arranged in

pairs or fours separated by a clear interval, is

found on the surfiice and in the interior of
the pus or pavement-epithelium cells, and
also freely floating in the liquor puris ; tlio

organism is never found in the nuclei of the
cells. The diplococcus is most numerous in

the discharge from a recently infected case,

and least so when the disease is of long
standing. It is not at present proved incon-
testably that the diplococcus in question
is really the specific poison of gonorrhoea.
A very similar organism is found in the
buccal mucus of soine jiersons ; and even in

gonorrhceal pus it is often accompanied by
other organisms which are at home in dis-

charges not connected with gonorrha-a. The
diplococcus gonorrhoeae is cultivated with
great difllciilty. Neisser has cuhi\ atcd it iu

48

human blood-scrum, but many other observers,
repeating his experiments, have failed to do
so. Neisser declares that he has produced
a contagious urethritis by inoculating the
cultivated microbes in the human urethra.

Bockhart claims to have met with similar

success. Other observers state that they
have found the gonococcus in the fluid from
acutely inflamed joints, and even in the
blood itself in cases of rheumatism origina-

ting in urethral gonorrlnta. It is theoretically

assumeil that the organism penetrates and
multiplies in the epithelium cells, and ad-

vances into the underlying lymphatic spaces.

Here it rapitlly proliferates, exciting indam-
niation and exudation, the migrated leucocytes
containing the microbes. The process ad-

vancing, the diplococci pass into the substance
of the corpus spongiosum, to the glands and
lacuuiB of the urethra, to the erectile tissue of

the corpora cavernosa, &c., and light up in-

flammatory mischief in the parts affected.

Tlio facility with which the gonococci pass

along the Ijunphaties explains why certain

portions of the urogenital canal, e.g. the

navicular fossa, bulb, neck of the bladder,

and epididymis, are the parts most commonly
alTected. Moreover, tlie microbes, aggregated
into masses, may be carried away in the

lymphatic and blood currents as infective

emboli ; this would explain the occurrence
of gonorrho-al rheumatism, endocarditis, &c.

Ado])ting the theory of phagocytosis, it

may be supposed that the white cells, and
others acting as phagocvi.es, are hostile to the

development of the gonococcus, and this may
serve, in some measure, perhaps, to explain

the fact that different persons and organs are

not ecpuilly affected by the gonorrha-al poison

;

in certain persons or organs their innate

strength of resistance to infective poisons

may be sutlicicnt to destroy the microbes or

arrest their development. "When the proli-

feration of the poison takes place mainlj- in

the pus-cells, the microbe has but little power,

and consocjuently the course of the disease is

mild ; but if the organisms develop freely in

the liquor puris the course is usually severe,

and specially marked by involvement ofi.Muph-

atic structiu-es, giving rise to lymphangitis and
bubo.
Assuming the gonococcus to be the active

exciting cause of the disease, there are j-et

certain predisposing causes which may exert

an influence on the development of the

poison, and so augment or modify the severity

of the disease.

First, there is no doubt that the urethral

mucous membrane differs greatly in its sus-

ceptibility to inflame in diflercnt individuals.

It is, moreover, asserted that both sexes grow
accustomed to the contagious secretions of

the same mdividual, so that they neither

infect nor are infected by their usual com-
panions, while they readily receive from or

impart disease to strangers.
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In women the arranfrement of the genital

mucous membrane favours the retention of

secretions coming in contact with it. Among
other causes favouring the development of

gonorrhoea maybe mentioned the presence of

gleet, alcoholic excess, and previous attacks.

Men with slight hypospadias are specially

hable to contract gonorrhoea.

Incubation Period.—The symptoms of

gonorrhoea are not usually manifested mitil

four or five days after infection : presuma,bly

the contagion needs this time for multiplica-

tion and development before it is capable of

exciting inflammation. According to circum-

stances, the incubative stage maybe shortened

or prolonged, ranging from two to eight or ten

days. As a general rule, the shorter the in-

cubation stage the more severe is the disease.

The period olincubation in the case of gonor-

rhoea! conjunctivitis is shorter than that

of urethritis, varying from six to seventy-two

hours, the average time being about twenty-

four hours.

Gonorrhoea differs so considerably in the

two sexes, owing to the difference in the

seat of the affection, that it wiU be advis-

able to describe it in the male and female

separately.

(a) Gonorrhoea in the Male.—Anato-
mical Characters.—The fossa navicularis,

rich in follicles and their ducts, is the pruaary
seatofgonorrhoeainthe male. The poison pass-

ing into the ducts remains in security during
the period of its development and multiplica-

tion, and penetrates into tlie deeper tissues and
lymphatic network. As tlie disease progresses
it gi'adually passes backwards by direct exten-
sion, but often pauses at the bidb or membran-
ous pai-t of the urethra. In more severe cases
the disease may extend to the submucous tis-

sue, the prostatic urethra and prostate, neck
of the bladder, epididymis, bladder, and kid-
neys. Pyelitis and nephritis are less often
the result of direct extension of the inflam-
matory process; more commonly they are
the result of sympathetic irritation, especially
in cases where the neck of the bladder is

involved.

In the acute stage of gonorrhoea, the mucous
membrane, where inflamed, will be deeply con-
gested and of a bright red colour; it is swollen,
and the epithelium on the surfixce proliferates
and desquamates. A thick, creamy, purulent
discharge soon makes its appearance. The
dorsal lymphatics are often foimd enlarged
and tender, and the inguinal glands are not
infrequently involved and may suppurate.
As the disease subsides, the inflammation
dies away first in those parts first attacked

;

the redness wiU then be less marked, and is
often punctiform and patchy. When the dis-
ease subsides, the products of inflammation
are absorbed by the lymphatics.
In mere severe cases the surface epithe-

lium may be destroyed, and small ulcers and
erosions formed; these may subsequently

form granular patches {see GleetI. and may
ultimately give rise to stricture. This necrosis

of tissue very rarely extends beyond the sub-

mucous tissue. The ulcers may heal without

producing any ill effects. If, however, they

become chronic, fibrous tissue develops in

their bases and gradually tends to contract

;

in other cases granulations spring up, and
may develop) into warty growths, similar to

those seen round the corona.

From the varieties of intensity of the

inflammation, various appearances are pro-

duced which have given rise to a distinctive

nomenclature being applied to them ; thus

:

(1) In some cases several layers of epithe-

lium-cells are raised into small eminences by
serous efl'usion ; these burst and leave small

erosions

—

ijlihjctcnular gonorrhoea. (2) The
inflammatory lymph, entangling leucocytes

in its meshes, may form a continuous, more
or less tough, membrane on the surface,

which can bo peeled off in flakes

—

dixih-

theritic gonorrhoea. (3) If the discharge is

copious, and mixed vv^ith much serum and
mucus, the case is sometimes spoken of as

catarrhal.

Symptoms.— Clinically, gonorrhoea may be
conveniently divided into three stages corre-

sponding with the development, period of

vital activity, and destruction of the poison.

iJuring the first or incubative stage there

is some tickling and itching at the meatus
and tip of the penis, and slight scalding on
micturition. A feeling of heat, tension, and
weight in the testicles and perineum is

often complained of. Nocturnal erections

and emissions are not uncommon, and the

sexual appetite is increased. Mictiu'ition is

more frequent than usual. These symptoms
may be so slight as to be unnoticed by the

patient, and only come on during the latter

half of the incubative stage.

In the second or acute inflanimafory stage

the signs are pronounced. The lips of the

meatus are swollen and red, the urethra is

tender to the touch, and the corpus spongi-

osum is swollen and engorged. The discharge
soon makes its appearance; at first it is sero-

purulent and scanty, but in a very short time
it becomes greenish-yellow, thick, creamy,
and copious. Micturition is frequent and
painful; in consequence of the swelling ot

the urethral walls, the stream of urine is

diminished in size, or it may escape in drops.

The pain and scalding are often severe, es-

pecially if raw patches are present in the

passage, or if the urine is concentrated end
highly acid. Swelling and tenderness of the
dorsal lymphatics are common, with enlarge-

ment of the inguinal glands (sometimes but
not usually going on to suppuration). In
more severe cases the whole jienis becomes
tender and swollen, and the subcutaneous
veins engorged. As the disease spreads to

the erectile tissue of the corpora caver-

nosa, it becomes infiltrated with inflamma
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torv exudation, and the affoctod parts are

110 longer able to be distended with blood.

Consequently, erections, which are very
troublesome at nifjht, are only partial, and
the strainin<T and tisjliteninp; of the inflamed

parts, by the distension of the unintlamed,
produces severe pain, and alteration of the

shape of the erect penis—chordce.
In some eases copious hiemorrhap;e occurs

from the distended jiarts. Small quantities

of blood, giving a red tinge to the discharge,

may also come from ulcerated and eroded
areas of the inflamed mucous surface.

I'eri-urcthral swellings, giving the urethra

a beaded feeling, are by no means uncom-
mon, especially at the fossa navicularis and
bulb. They are due to follicular inflamma-
tion, and to extidation into the spongy tissue

round the urethra. If this be very acute,

peri-uretliral abscess may result.

When the disease spreads to the membrano-
prostatic urethra and neck of the bladder,

there is almost constant desire to micturate,

with great pain and spasm following the act.

Towards the end of micturition a few drops
of pus and blood maj' escape. The discharge

is less copious, and the urine often turbid

from admixture with muco-pus, which forms
a plentiful deposit. P'rom inflammatory con-

gestion of the passage micturition may be
difficult, the urine dribbling away. In other

cases the irritation in the passage excites

spasm of the compressor urethnc muscle,
resulting in complete retention. When the

disease has extended so far back there is

distinct heat and pain in the perineum ; if

the patient have an emission of semen, which
is likely on account of the inflammatory irri-

tation of the verumontanum and ejaculatory

ducts, the act will be painful, as if something
had been torn in the perineum. The semen,
instead of escaping in jets, gradually trickles

away, and is often mixed with and followed
by a few drops of blood. In cases of gonor-

rhoea, fever may or may not be present ; it

is usually slight and transient, unless the
disease be complicated. The duration of

this second stage varies according to the
severity of the disease, the treatment adopted,

aud the care of the patient himself. Usually
the acute stage passes off gradually in from
three to six weeks. The symptoms are,

ccctcris paribus, more severe in a first attack,

but subse<iuent ones are more likely to be-

come chronic.

After a varying time the acute inflamma-
tory stage of gonorrhcEa passes into the third.

The symptoms may gradually abate, the

pain and discharge disappearing, and the
disease terminate. In other cases the dis-

charge becomes less in quantity, more watery,
and of a sero-purulent nature ; the other
symptoms disappearing. Lastly, all the signs

may subside with the exception of a thin
whitish discharge, especially noticeable in

the morning. In such cases the disease per-

sists in a patchy form, and constitutes gleet.

See Gleet.
During the third stage the acute symptoms

may at any time be lighted up again if the
treatment be abandoned, or in consequence
of injudicious conduct on the part of the
patient.

Diagnosis.—Acute urethritis is not in-

variably gonorrhceal ; and it may be of great
importance, especially in cases likely to lead
to legal proceedings, to determine whether
the urethral mischief be gonorrheal or not.

Much credence must not be placed on the
patient's statements. Certain complications
are said only to follow gonorrhoea, and no
other form of urethritis; but this is not so

clearly established as to be of certain dia-

gnostic value. In cases where a definite

opinion as to the venereal nature of the case
is necessary, the pus should be examined for

the gonococcus by staining with fuchsin or
methyl violet. But, as already stated in dis-

cussing the ffitiology of gonorrhoea, there is

still some doubt as to the specific properties
of this organism.

Urethritis may be easily distinguished from
urethral chancre ; but it must be remembered
that both conditions may be present. Ure-
thral chancre is nearly always situate just

within the meatus, never more than one inch
from it; the ulcerated surface can be seen if

the lii)s of the urethra be separated, and a
short aural speculum introduced.
The discharge from a chancre is net

creamy, but shreddy, and the pain during
micturition is stinging and limited to the raw
surface. Occasionally a slight muco-purnlent
discharge, without pain or much swelling,

is present during the initial stage of syphilis,

but it subsides spontaneously in one or two
weeks, and is accompanied by the indurated
sore, and succeeded by secondary symptoms.

In balanopostliitis (which may or may
not be venereal in origin) there need be no
urethral discharge. This can be ascertained
by thoroughly syringing awaj- all the pus
from imder the prepuce, and then squee/.-

ing the penis to see if pus esca[)es at the
meatus.

Prostatic and perineal abscesses may dis-

charge into the urethra. In such conditions

the discharge, profuse on one occasion, at

once subsides to a scanty gleet. They mav
be diagnosed by the history of the case, and
a careful examination of the patient, but it

must be borne in mind that they occasionally

complicate gonorrhoea.

Prognosis.—The prognosis of gonorrhcea
is usually favourable if proper precautions be

taken early. But. in spite of attention and
care, the disease is sometimes very severe,

especially in young lads of lymphatic tem-
perament, or in men of nervous, irritable

constitution. Gonorrha?a is said also to be

liable to run a severe course in persons who
suffer from acne. It is more likely to become
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chronic after repeated attacks, and in those

who suffer from stricture or have a narrow

meatus.
Various complications, to be afterwards

referred to, may arise in the course of the

disease, and certain sequeliB follow it. In

rare cases gonorrhoea terminates fatally by
general pyyemia, or more frequently may
lead to joint-affections of more or less

severity.

Treatment.—The so-called abortive treat-

ment of gonorrhoea has, on account of its

non-success and attendant risks, been prac-

tically abandoned, and calls for very short

notice here. It consists in the internal ad-

ministration of large doses of copaiba or

cubebs, or of injections of caustics or strong

irritants and astringents. The former are

open to the objection that they not infre-

quently produce marked constitutional dis-

turbance, and moreover are unsuccessful in

attaining the object in view. Strong injec-

tions too often aggi'avate, instead of rehev-

jng, the local mischief, and may thereby make
the course of the disease more severe and
chronic. In the early stages of acute

gonorrhoea, rest, if the patient can take it,

is important. The bowels should be opened
and kept acting by the use of saline aperi-

ents, and the diet should be low and of a
non-irritating description. All alcohol, especi-

ally malt liquors, highly seasoned dishes,

great exercise, and sexual excitement should
be rigorously avoided. Warm baths and
strict cleanliness of the parts, with support of

the penis and testes, are useful. The salts of

potassium, with tincture of hyoscyamus, are

also useful, to diminish the acidity of the

urine, and allay the smarting and pain during
micturition ; the same may, if excessive, be
relieved by immersing the penis in iced

water during micturition. In extreme cases,

cocaine may be injected before micturition.

As long as there is much smarting and signs
of acute inflammatory congestion, strong
astringent injections should be avoided, but
relief is obtained by washing out the urethra
with tepid water after micturition. One-
eighth gr. of permanganate of zinc to one
fluid ounce of distilled water is an injection
which may generally be employed in the
earliest stage. When the acute stage has
passed, the continuance of the congestion
is shortened by astringent and antiseptic in-

jections, and the internal administration of
copaiba, sandal oil, or cubebs. Injections
should not be strong at first—2 to 3 grs. of
sulphate of zinc to the ounce being sutticient.

The patient should be directed to pass his
water, and then wash out the passage with
a little tepid water ; after that the injection
should be used, and kept in the urethra for
two mmutes. Many substances are used as
injections, and it is diificult to say in a given
case which will suit best. Sulphate of zmc
grs. 2 to 5J, or mixed with acetate of lead;

chloride of zinc gr. 5-gr. 1 to 5J ; sulpho-

carbolate of zinc grs. 2 to 5J ;
permanganate

of zinc gr. ^ to 3J, are all useful. Alum,
acetate of lead, hydrastis, and the extract of

belladonna may also be used. Extract of

belladonna should not be used with perman-
ganates, as they form an explosive mixture.

The mercuric chloride in solutions of various

weakness, t^j^tj to ^ff'^^, is used on theo-

retical grounds by some ; but in the writers'

experience they are most uncertain, and more
often excite irritation than allay it in the

urethra.

Whatever injection is chosen, it must be
used judiciously, and care taken that it does
not aggravate the condition it is intended to

benefit. As a rule, the injection should be
made at least three times a day by the

patient ; if the membrano-prostatic urethra

be involved it may be necessary for the

surgeon to ajjply astringents himself {see

Gleet). Iodoform and eucalyptus bougies

are highly thought of by some ; they should
be introduced at night. The Avriters have not

seen any great benefit follow their use. If the

injections increase the discharge, or heighten
the soreness, they should be abandoned, and
soothing internal remedies alone given. The
chief internal sjiecifics are copaiba, sandal
oil, and cubebs ; infusion of uva ursi, Canada
balsam, tolu, turpentine, and benzoic acid.

They are often beneficial, but are a]it to cause
dyspejjsia; and, in the case of copaiba, sandal

wood, and Canada balsam, congestion of the

kidneys, especially in the later stages of the
disease. These remedies should be given
thrice daily for several weeks. In the later

stages the preparations of iron in combina-
tion with quinine are often useful.

Chordee is frequently a very troublesome
symptom, for, in addition to the pain it

causes, the patient's rest is broken, and con-

sequently liis health weakened. Perhaps the

most useful remedy is a supj)ository at night
of opium or belladonna in combination with
camphor (1 gr. and 3 gis.) ; bromides, chloral

hydrate, cannabis indica, and lupulin are

also useful ; while the erection can be im-
mediately stopped by the application of cold

water. In some cases a hot bath just before

going to bed, with the use of the suppository

mentioned, will prevent chordee. When
gonorrhaa becomes chronic, accompanied by
a gleety discharge, further treatment may be
necessary. See Gleet.

Complications and Sequels.—Various
complications may arise during the progress

of gonorrhoeal urethritis ; many of these are

referred to in special articles, to which the
reader is referred for information.

1. Balanitis and Balanoposthitis.—See
Balanitis.

2. Flmnosis and Paraphimosis.— See
Penis, Diseases of.

3. Metention of urine may occur in con-

sequence of swelling of the mucous mem-
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brane, and muscular spasm closin;^ the pas- '

s:ii,'e at tlic meiiil)raiio-|)rostatic portion

;

this is specially likely to occur if there is I

inllanimation of the neck of the bladder. I

Under the influence of warm baths, saline
'

aperients, rest, and morphine suppositories,
j

the congestion is lessened, and the temporary
retention is usually relieved. It causes prcat

pain and anxiety when present. Gonorrhaa
aticcting a patient wlio is the subject of

stricture may, by causing acute congestion

of the narrowed portion of the urethra,

temporarily occlude the passage and cause
retention. The treatment is the same as

given above ; in both cases it maj' be neces-

sary to pass a fine soft instrument in order

to afford immediate relief. In the case of

stricture further treatment will be necessary
when the gonorrhoea is cured. .See Mic-
TUKITION, Disorders of.

4. Lymjihangitis and Bubo.—See BtfBo;
and Lympuatic System, Diseases of.

5. Hamorrhafje from the urethra, if

profuse and continuous, is probably due to

rupture of the corpus spongiosum during
erection. A few drops of blood maj- come
awa\"with the discharge or after micturition ;

this ma^- be due to rupture of the congested
vessels, or to the presence of a granular

l)atch, and needs no special treatment. If

haemorrhage is continuous, ice will be ser-

viceable in arresting it, and hamamelis may
be injected. In some cases a catheter may
be passed, and the penis compressed by a
bandage. See PI.T-Matuuia.

G. Feri-urcthral abscess may occur close

to the glans penis, between the layers of the
perineal fascia?, or in the glands of Cowper.
Peri-urethral abscess may cause acute s^-mp-

toms, but is often chronic in its progress.

The pus may escape into the urethra, ex- I

ternally through the skin, or both ways ; in

the latter case a urinary fistula is formed, '

which will, however, usually heal in time.

M'hen peri-urethral abscess is diagnosed, it

should be freelj- opened ; if the abscess has
originated in a distended follicle, and has
burst into the urethra, it may be treated

successfully by laying it open, through the
endoscopic tube, with a canaliculus knife. I

7. Injlavimation of the neck of the

bladder, often erroneously spoken of as
cystitis, is due to extension of the disease

to the membrano-prostatic urethra. Cystitis

itself is a rare complication. This compli-
cation does not usually come on until the
second or third week ; it causes much pain
and spasm, and has a very depressing eflfect

on the patient's general health.

Inflammation of the neck of the bladder
causes great fretjuency of micturition, with
pain during and scalcling at the end of the
act, caused by muscular spasm. A few
drops of blood usually escape after the urine,

with a little muco-pus. The usual gonon-ho-al
discharge ceases almost entirelv during the

attack, but ustially returns when the inflam-

mation of the neck of the bladder subsides.

Itelapses are common.
Low diet, warm baths, rest, and anodynes

will prove of great value in this complication.

AVhen the bladder itself is affected, the

disease usually attacks the base, and may
spread to the kidneys. The inflammation
may be acute or chronic, and may attack

the mucous membrane only, or the whole
thickness of the wall (parenchymatous
cystitis). See Bladder, Diseases of.

8. Prostatitis and prostatic abscess.—
Prostatitis is a severe complication of gonor-

rhoea. It is due to the spread of the disease

to the uvula vesica>, and along the prostatic

ducts to the body of the gland. It maj' be
excited by injudicious treatment, wet and
cold, or venereal excitement during gonor-

rhoea. The disease may run on to suppura-
tion, or may become chronic.

In the acute form the gland is swollen

and tender, causing painful and difficult mic-
turition, and sometimes retention. There
is a sense of weight, heat, and fulness in the

perineum and above the pubes, with rectal

irritation and pain on defiecation.

Should suppuration occur, the local and
constitutional symptoms deepen. Eventu-
ally the abscess bursts, commonly into the

urethra, more rarely into the rectum or

bladder or on to the perinetim. The treat-

ment is the same as that described for in-

flammation of the neck of the bladder, com-
bined with the passage of a catheter if re-

tention should occur, and the evacuation of

pus as soon as it shall be diagnosed. Such
abscesses are best opened through the peri-

neum ; sliould they burst into the urethra
they will usually heal spontaneously ; if not,

a perineal opening must be made. See
Prostate, Diseases of.

9. Epididijmitis and orchitis.— Inflam-

mation of the epididymis is the most fre-

quent complication of gonorrhoea. The dis-

ease is usually unilateral, but in a small

proportion (3'5 per cent.) of cases both sides

are affected. Tiie spread of gonorrhoea to

the epididymis is much more commonh'scen
among hospital otit-patients than among
private patients, doubtless because the latter

take more care of themselves. The epidi-

dymis is not affected until the urethritis has

Bl)read backwards to the membrano-prostatic
portion

—

i.e. towards the end of the third

week. See Testes, Diseases of.

10. Inflammation of the rectal mucous
membrane occasionally occurs, more especi-

ally in women. It is due to direct inocu-

lation of the discharge. There is smarting
and burning pain, much increased on de-

faecation. The mucous surface is bright red,

and may be granular and ulcerated. A
yellowish discharge escapes per anum.
Thorough cleanliness, with the use of astrin-

gent lotions, will effect a cure.
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11. Gonorrhceal covjunctivitis is a very

grave complication, especially if not seen

early, as it may destroy the whole eye. The

patient should be warned that no discharge

from the m-ethra must be allowed to get

near the eye. See Eye, and its Appendages,

Diseases of.

1-2. Sclerotitis and iritis occasionally occur

in the course of gonorrhoea, but are very rare.

See Eye, and its Appendages, Diseases of.

13. Bheumatism of the joints, fasciae, and

great nerves, &c. See Rheumatism, Gonor-

RHOiAL.

14. Stricture may occur as a sequela. It

usually follows granular urethritis', resulting

from gonorrhoea. Some months or even

years elapse before the stricture is estab-

lished. See Urethra, Diseases of; and
Gleet.

1,5. Warts may occur on the glaus penis

or in the urethra. See Gleet ; Penis, Dis-

eases of; Verucca.
(b) Gonorrhoea in the Female—

Vaginitis.— Morbid Anatomy.— In the

female, gonorrhoea first attacks the lower part

of the vagina, and may spread to the vulva

and urethra, or upwards to the upper part of

the vagina and the uterus ; and, by continuous

extension, to the Fallopian tubes, peritoneum,

and ovaries in one direction, and to the bladder,

ureters, and pelves of the kidneys in another

direction, besides attacking the jomts, fascial,

and eyes with rhemnatic inflammation as in

the male subject. The disease may become
chronic, and be accompanied by complications

to be afterwards mentioned.
In the first stage the mucous membrane is

congested, swollen, and tender ; the parts

are drier than natural, in consequence of a
diminution of the natural secretions ; but
in a few hours there is a thin transparent

mucous discharge, which quickly becomes
sero-puruleut, purulent, creamy, and copious.

The discharge when fully established has
often a greenish tinge, and is oftensive and
higlily irritating. The affected mucous mem-
brane is often studded with little eminences
due to enlargement of the papillae (vaginitis

granulosa). In more severe cases patches
of erosion may be seen, especially if the
disease spreads to the os uteri. Owing to
the irritating nature of the vaginal discharge
the vulva becomes inflamed, swollen, and ex-
coriated. The glands of Bartholin not in-

frequently become involved, and suppurate.
The inflammation becomes chronic in from
six to ten or twelve days, the pain, swelling,
and congestion subsiding, and the discharge,
now muco-pm-ulent, remaining plentiful. In
the chronic form, the upper part of the vagina,
the cul de sac, and the neck of the uterus are
the parts specially involved. They are of a
brighter colour than the rest of the mucous
inembrane, and secrete the discharge. Not
infrequently, when the inflammation has
ceased in the vagina, pus can still be squeezed

from the meatus urinarius or some of the

crypts opening roimd that orifice, if the finger

be drawn forwards along the under-surface

of the urethra.

Symptoms.—In the acute stage there is

heat, itching, and swelling of the parts, smart-

ing on making water, aching pains in the back
and loins, with great tenderness on examina-
tion. The bright red colour of the congested
mucous membrane, together with the offen-

sive greenish purulent discharge from tlie

surface, is suflicieut evidence of vaginitis, but

is not sutiicient to determine its specific

origin. As the disease becomes more chronic

the acute symptoms pass away, but there is

still a plentiful discharge.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of vaginitis

and vulvitis is easy, but it is sometimes im-
possible to speak with certainty as to its

gonorrhceal origin. The actual source of the

discharge should be ascertained, since

copious yellow irritating discharge may come
from the cervix uteri, independently of any
pre-existing vaginitis. If a positive opinion

as to the gonorrhceal nature of the case is

required, tlie gonococcus must be sought for in

the discharge. If there is purulent urethritis,

the contagious nature of the case is satis-

factorily determined, as irritating uterine dis-

charges do not affect the uretlira.

Prognosis.—If assiduously treated, so that

extension to the vaginal cul tie sac and cervix

uteri is prevented, the disease has a duration

of about three weeks. If neglected, it may
become chronic and prove very intractable,

lasting sometimes for many months ; this is

especially likely to be so if the disease haa
spread to the cervix uteri and endometrium,
or to the urethra. Although many compli-

cations may arise during the jirogress of the

disease, but few are commonly of immediate
danger. The length of time that the dis-

charge remains contagious is most uncertain.

Probably any discharge, however scanty and
serous it may have become, may cause disease

if increased by accidental irritation.

Treatment. — In the acute stages of

vaginitis the treatment consists in allaying

irritation by rest in bed; warm baths; fre-

quent injections of warm water, solution oi

boric acid, or weak astringents—such as

weak solutions of acetate of lead, of alum,
&c. ; and the administration of saline ape-

rients. If the pain be great, a little laudanum
may be added to the warin water injections.

The diet should be low, all sources of irri-

tation should be removed, and the habits and
health of the patient regulated. When the

acute stage has subsided, astringent injec-

tions should be used somewhat stronger than
those employed at first. The vulva should

be iirotected from contact with the discharge

by vaseline, and the labia should be sepa-

rated by a piece of lint wetted with lead

lotion.

In the chronic forms of the disease the
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strength of the astringent injections must be

increusod. The most useful are the sulplmte,

cliloride, and suliiho-carbolato of zinc, tannic

acid, and hquor carbonis detergens. In the

intervals between the injections, tampons
saturated with the astringent lotions may be

introduced into the vagina, and alum or tan-

nin may be applied to the deeper parts of

tlie canal by means of the speculum. The
injections must be etticiently done, after

washing away the discharge with warm
water, so that the whole mucous surface of

the vagina, especially that of the cid dc sac,

IS thorouglily laved. Astringent vaginal sup-

l)ositories are also useful. If in chronic

cases there .are patches of erosion, similar to

those met Avith in cases of gleet in the male,
they shoidd be mopped with a 20 per cent,

solution of silver nitrate.

Internal remedies are useless unless the

urethra is afi'ected, when they have a certain

value.

Complications.— Vulvitis is one of the

earliest and commonest complications of

gonorrh(tal vaginitis. The labia, nymphie,
and clitoris are red and swollen, and secrete a

copious yellow fa'tid discharge. The nymplue
often project between the swollen labia, and
the parts may be excoriated in consequence
of destruction of the surface epithehum,
and sometimes from ulceration of the mucous
follicles. There is considerable pruritus.

Usually, if the parts are kept clean and free

fi'om irritation, the intiammation subsides in

a few days. Warm baths and sedative lotions

are useful to allay the irritation, and the labia

should be sepai'ated by a piece of lint kept
moist with lead and opium lotion.

Urethritis is the most constant accompani-
ment of gonorrha-a ; rarely so acute as to

cause much irritation, it may produce severe

suffering. It begins with itching and smart-
ing at the meatus, which is red and swollen.

A purulent or muco-purulent discharge oozes
from the passage unless the patient has just

mictm-ated; even then a little discliarge can
be foimd in the mouths of the follicles which
open close to the meatus. This discharge is

very persistent, and is probably a source of

contagion long after the disease is cured else-

where. The treatment of urethritis consists

of frequent warm baths, astringent injections,

and copaiba internally. Obstinate chronic
discharges may be arrested by caustic solu-

tions, carefully applied.

Abscess of the glands of Bartholin is not
uncommon in gonorrhoea. There is a pain-

fi;l swelling, which may attain the size and
somewhat the shape of a bantam's egg. lying
in the labium majus, in which fluctuation can
be detected early. The abscess may not
empty itself through the duct, hut into the
cellular tissue of the labium, where a large

collection may form before it opens superfici-

ally. The treatment consists in free incision

as soon as fluctuation is felt. Often a trouble-
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some fistula is left, which, alternately closing

and opening, causes fresh accunnilation and
fresh discharge of pus from time to time.
This is best treated by free incision and
drainage.

Bubo is rare in the female, but may occur
when the urethra is involved.

Acute ivjlauimation of the cervix and as
uteri is a frequent consequence of gonorrhoea.
The neck of the uterus is swollen, red, and
often excoriated about the os, whence a
copious discharge issues, at first clear and
viscid, then purulent. This subsides to a
thin muco-pus, and either soon ceases or

more commonly passes into chronic catarrhal

discharge from the glands of the cervix,

which lasts an indefinite time and long re-

tains its contagious quality. Chronic cer-

vical and corporeal endometritis, associated

with a thick viscid discharge in the former
and a thinner discliarge in the latter, may re-

sult from gonorrhoeal infection. In the acute
forms, complete rest, warm baths, with as-

tringent applications and saline aperients,

may arrest the disease. In the chronic stage

the treatment is that of uterine catarrh. See
AVoMB, Diseases of.

Among the rarer and more dangerous
complications of gonorrhopa in the female
may be mentioned metritis, perimetritis,

salpingitis, pyosalpinx, hydrosalpinx, ovaritis,

and pei-itonitis. Pyaemic mfection maj' occur
through the vaginal veins.

Certain complications, more general in

their nature, may also occur as in the male
sex. Gonorrhoeal rheumatism is less com-
mon in women than in men.
Bkkkeley Hill. Charles Stoxham.

GONORRHCEAL RHEUMATISM.
An allection of the joints associated with
gonorrhoea. See Rheumatism, Gonorruceal.

GOOSE-SKIN.—A condition of the skin

in which this structure is rough and v\Tinliled,

like that of the plucked goose. It is of a

transient character, being due to contraction

of the muscular fibres of the skin, producing
wrinkling of the integuments, and promi-

nence of the hair-follicles—horripilation; and
is observed as the result of the direct appli-

cation of cold, or of a shock, and in the early

stages of fevers.

GOUT {(jutta, a dropV— Svxox. : Pod-
agi'a, Chiragra, Gonagra (when the disease

atfects the foot, hand, or knee respectively)

;

Fr. Goutte; Ger. Gicht. The name gout is

supposed to have originated in the idea of

the dropping of a morbid fluid into the joints,

and is of very ancient date.

Defikition.—Gout is usually regarded as

a general or constitutional disease, associated

with the presence in the system of excess

of uric acid, the complaint being commonly
looked upon as a manifestation of the so-

called lithic or uric acid diathesis, and as
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due to lithccmia. It may be hereditary or

acquired ; and is characterised ordinarily by

a peculiar inflammation of the joints—arit-

cular or regular goiit, attended with the

deposit of urates, consisting almost entirely

of urate of sodium, iu their structures, affect-

ing usually and especially the smaller joints,

and at first more particularly the metatarso-

phalangeal articulation of the great toe, but

afterwards extendmg to other joints. Similar

deposits of urate may occur in other tissues—

tophaceous gout ; and certain organs of the

body are liable to become the seat of func-

tional disorders, or of pathological changes,

during the progress of the disease

—

non-arti-

cnlar or irregular gout; while it is also

usually attended with general symptoms.

Gout in the early part of its course is in the

large majority of cases an acute affection,

occiu-ring in periodic attacks or ' fits '
; but

subsequently it tends to become more or less

chronic and permanent, though even then

generally presenting exacerbations from tune

to time. The gouty diathesis may, how-
ever, be present without giving rise to any
joint-affection or other evident organic mis-

chief.

^Etiology.— There are certain definite

points which require consideration under
this heading.

1. It will be expedient at the outset to

discuss the circumstances under which the

gouty diathesis is developed, and to point

out the more obvious causes with which this

condition is associated. ^Etiologically, cases

of gout may be practically arranged into

three main groups, according as the disease

arises from— (a) Hereditary transmission,
(b) Certain errors in regard to food and
drinJc ; often associated with deficient exer-

cise, (c) Impregnation of the system with
lead. In not a few instances, however, it

must be remembered that these causes are
more or less combined.

(a) Hereditary transmission. Gout is one
of the most strikmg examples of an hereditary
disease, and, once established, it may be
transmitted through several generations, even
when every endeavoiu* is made to eradicate
it ; but as the malady is, as a rule, more or
less intensified by pernicious habits, it be-
comes in most cases a permanent legacy.
Sir Alfred Garrod found that iu more than
half his cases hereditary taint could be dis-

tinctly traced ; and the proportion is much
greater among the upper classes. It some-
times happens that when gout becomes de-
veloped dc novo in an individual, children
born previously are free from the complaint,
whUe those born subsequently are affected.
Gout appears to be more readily transmitted
by the female than the male line. Accord-
mg to Hutchinson, the diathesis becomes
stronger in the parent with advancing years,
and consequently the disease shows itself
with greater frequency, and in more marked

form, in the younger than in the older mem-
bers of a gouty family. Hereditary influence

may be so powerful that the complaint arises

without any other obvious cause ; but most
commonly it is aided by more or less in-

dulgence in certain injurious habits to be
presently mentioned. Gout sometimes ex-

emplifies the so-called ' law of atavism,'

which is usually due to the fact that in the

generation free from the complaint every
precaution is taken to avoid causes which
tend to originate a gouty paroxysm. It has
been affirmed, however, that this ' missing
a generation' only applies to the transmission

from a grandfather through his daughter to

the grandson. The hereditary nature of gout
is shown not infrequently in the age at which
the disease reveals itself. Should the pre-

disposition be powerful, the complaint may
appear in very early life ; and the younger
the subject who is attacked, the more likely

is there to be an hereditary taint. Hutchinson
is of opinion that many obsctxre joint- affec-

tions in young persons are due to hereditary

gout.

(h) Errors relating to food, drinlc, and
exercise. In a considerable number of cases

gout is originated dc novo, in consequence of

certain errors afl'ecting the diet and habits;

or an inherited tendency to the disease is

thus considerably aggravated. In general
terms these errors niay be summed up as

excessive eating, especially of particular

articles of food ; undue indulgence in al-

coholic drinks ; and indolent habits, with
deficient exercise. They are frequently asso-

ciated in the production of gout in individual

instances.

The gouty diathesis is chiefly promoted by
foods which are rich in nitrogen, and espe-

cially meat. Beef is believed by many to

be jjarticularly baneful. Undue consumption
of sugar and starchy foods has also been re-

garded as aiding materially in the develop-

ment of gout. iMany articles of diet, either

fi'ora their inherent nature or from the

manner in which they are cooked, may help

in the iiroduction of the complaint, by giving
rise to digestive disorders.

The relation of intemperance in the use of

alcoholic drinks to the gouty diathesis is

highly important, and is abundantly proved
by everyday experience, notwithstanding the

attempts made by certain self-constituted
' authorities ' on gout to cast a doubt upon
this fact. The more potent wines have the

greatest influence, and port wine has pro-

verbially been regarded as the most injuri-

ous of all. Champagne, burgundy, madeira,
sherry, and marsala are also undoubtedly
capable of developing or aggravating gout.

Hock, sauterne, moselle, and light claret

seem to be least injurious ; but even these,

if indulged in to excess, may in course of

time set up, or, at any rate, intensify the

gouty diathesis. Strong malt liquors stand
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next to wines as orijjinators of •,'ont. Spirits

are coinpariitivcly feeble in their power of

j)ri)clufin^ the disease, and this is the ex-

lilanation usually' given of its infrecjiicncy in

tliose countries or districts where this class

of drinks are cliiefly used, such as Scotland
and Ncwcastle-on-Tyne, where whisky is tlie

connnon beverage. lUnn is said to form an
exception to this statement. Cider and jierry

may unquestionably set up gout, if taken to

excess, especially when sweet and not pro-

perly fermented, l^xcessive indulgence in

a mixtiu-e of alcoholic drinks is probably
more deleterious than if one is adhered to.

The quality of wines has much to do with
their tendency to induce gout. Factitious

wines and others of inferior quality, as well

as those which are very sweet, or which con-

tain much tannin, are most liable to produce
this complaint. Drinks wliicli cause a marked
diuretic action are less injurious than those

which have but little action of this kind.

Deficient exercise undoubtedly promotes
the development of gout in many cases.

I'ersons who follow sedentary occupations, or

who live indolent and lazy lives, are most
liable to the disease ; and not a few become
gouty because improvement in their circum-
stances enables them to ' keep a carriage,'

.and they are thtis deprived of the exercise

wiiich they were previously accustomed to

take.

(c) Another group of cases of gout are those
which occur in connexion with imprcgnatUni
of the sijstcm with lead. Sir Alfred Garrod
fomid among his hospital patients that 33
per cent, of those suffering from gout had
been subjected to the influence of lead in

their various occupations ; and the associa-

tion is now generally acknowledged. This
metal does not appear, however, to originate

the gouty diathesis, unless aided by more or

less indulgence in alcoholic drinks, thoutih

the amount of the latter consumed is usually

far less than would alone account for the con-

dition. Gouty persons are remarkably sus-

ceptible to the influence of lead ; and when
this metal is given to such subjects for medi-
ciual purposes, it is very liable to bring on a
severe attack of acute gout.

It is important to note here that, according
to Dr. Thomas Oliver, of Newcastle-on-Tyne
{(ioulslonian Lectures, l.S'Jl), this intimate

relation between gout and saturnine poison-

ing is not seen iu the north. ' Workmen from
the south develop it in the north of Kngland.
The natives of the north, though ecpially cx-

jiosed, seldom become gouty even when the
kidneys are affected.' This authority does
not regard the difference in the drinking
habits of the pcojile as the explanation of

the difTerence, but" thinks it is probably the

result of external conditions, though he can-

not explain it.

2. Predisposing causes.—Beginning with
age, distinct gouty attacks in a large majority

of cases make their first appearance in persons
between thirty and tliii-ty-five or forty years
old. Those which occur under thirty are,

with few exceptions, more or less hereclitary.

Well-marked gout is exceedingly rare under
twenty, but it maj' occur in younger subjects,

probably even in children. Dr. Lorimer, of
liuxton, found that saturnine gout appears
at an earlier age than non-saturnine. The
conijilaint is usually declared before fifty,

and becomes progressively less frc(iuent in

its manifestation for the first time after this

period of life. It is quite exceptional for

gout to commence after sixt^'-five, but it may
begin even in extreme old age. With regard
to sex, males are far more commonly the
subjects of well-marked gout tlian females.

This is mainly accounted for bj' the difference

iu the habits of the two sexes. It has also

been partly attributed to the occurrence of

menstruation in females, which is supposed
to act as a safeguard, and in these subjects

gout generally a))pcars after the cessation of

this function. When strongly hereditary, gout
may, however, develop even in young females,

ofwhich the writer has seen some well-marked
exarajiles.

Bodily conformation and tcmperamctit
have been credited with a predisposing influ-

ence in relation to gout, persons of a sanguine
temperament, and of corpulent, plethoric

habit of body, being supposed to be most
subject to this disease, and to have it in

its most acute form. These conditions are

often produced by the very habits whicli

originate gout, and certainly persons who are

gouty by inheritance often do not present any
of these characterisfics, while those exhibiting

marked contrasts in appearance and tempera-
ment seem to be eciually the subjects of the
complaint. It is not uncommon in indivi-

duals of a nervous temperament, thin and
wiry in frame, and they are said to be more
subject to the irregular and asthenic forms of

the disease. Social position and occupation
materially influence the occurrence of gout.

Formerly the complaint was met with almost

entirely among the higher classes, and it was
looked upon as an aristocratic disease. Now,
however, it is common enough among the

middle classes, chiefly those who are in

affluent circumstances ; while it is very pre-

valent amongst those following certain occu-

pations, such as butlers, coachmen, butchers,

publicans and barmen, coal-heavers, porters,

hair-cutters, and painters or otliers who have
to do with lead. Conditions which involve

excessive mental labour .and fatigue, prolonged

worry or anxiety, and other effects which ex-

haust and depress the nervous system, seem to

predispose to gout. Sir Dyce Duckworth is of

opinion that sexual induhjrnce in early life,

by its generally enervating influence, is potent,

not only in causing early and severe attacks

of gout, but also in the premature induction

of gouty cachexia. -Vs regards climate those
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climates which are cold or temperate, and

especially at the same time damp and change-

able, present by far the greatest number of

cases of gout, and in most tropical countries

this complaint is imknown. In the south of

Europe it is far less frequent than here. Gout

is much more prevalent in England than in

Scotland or Ireland ; though it is uncommon
in the north of England.

3. Causes of a goutij fit.—kn acute pa-

roxysm of gout may come on without any

evident exciting came whatever, especially

if the disease is strongly hereditary, or has

been long established. Under these circima-

stances outbreaks of the complaint seem to

become habitual at certain seasons, or they

arise from very slight causes, which are

less and less obvious as the case progi-esses.

Often, however, some distinct exciting cause

can be made out, affecting the digestive

organs, the vascular or nervous systems, or

the functions of the skin or kidneys, or dis-

tmhiug the system in other ways. The most
important are eating or di'inking too much,
either on some particular occasion, or habitu-

ally for a longer or shorter period, until at

last a fit of gout terminates the indulgence

;

indigestible articles of food ; neglect of the

act of deftecation, or prolonged constipation
;

undue physical work or exertion; exposure

to cold or wet, or sudden suppression of per-

spiration ; excessive mental work, worry, or

anxiety ; emotional causes, sudden, powerful,

or depressing, such as joy, a fit of rage, fright,

or deep grief ; sexual indulgence or excess

;

haemorrhage, acute illness, or other like de-

bilitating causes ; and injury. The indiscri-

minate use of certain medicines, such as

preparations of lead or iron, may excite a
gouty paroxysm. The implication of a par-

ticular joint may be due to a strain or injury,

which may be very slight, such as the pres-

sure of a tight boot, or the toe being trodden
upon. Injury to the knee has caused that
articulation to be first affected. As jjvrcZis-

liosing causes of acute gouty attacks, climate
and season are highly important. Un-
doubtedly gouty paroxysms may often be
averted by residence in a warm climate, either
permanently or during the colder seasons of
the year. Early attacks are most frequent in
late winter or spring, and the first paroxysm
occurs especially towards the end of January
or beginning of February. Afterwards a fit

of gout takes place also in the autumn ; and
subsequently the intervals become shorter
and more irregular. One seizure predis-
poses to another, and the peculiar tendency
to recurrence in gout is increased with each
succeeding paroxysm. The occupation of an
individual may predispose to the occurrence
of gout in particular joints; thus butlers
have it in the feet, coachmen and washer-
women in the hands.

_
Pathology—The pathology of gout is stillm a very unsettled state. With some authori-

ties it is a comparatively simple matter, while

others regard the complaint as a highly com-
plex condition, having wide relationships in

diverse directions within the system. It will

be impossible within the limits of this article

to do more than bring out the main facts

bearing upon the subject, and to indicate the

chief theories founded thereon.

1. Gout is by the large majority of virriters

referred to the general or constitutional group
of diseases, and it is customary to speak of

the gouty diathesis or dyscrasia, of which
the local changes are but a manifestation.

Further, it is believed, by most authorities

that a person may be truly gouty, and yet

be free from any of the special lesions usually

associated with the condition. According
to Hutchinson, Charcot, Duckworth, and
others, there exists a ' basic arthritic dia-

thesis,' upon which may be built up, under
the influence of special causes, a tendency to

gout, rheumatism, or their various modifica-

tions and combinations.

At the present day it is almost universally

admitted that gout has an intimate relation

with the presence of lithic or uric acid in

the system, wliich is generally regarded as

the morbific agent or ' peccant matter.' As
Duckworth exjiresses it

—
' No uric acid, no

gout.' To Sir Alfred Garrod we are indebted
_

for having clearly and positively demon-
strated this relationship. In its pronounced
form gout is characterised by the deposit of

urate of sodium in connexion with the joints

and other structures, which distinguishes it

from aU other complaints. Dr. Haig has re-

cently revived the view that there is no real

distinction between the rheumatic, gouty,

and rheumatoid forms of arthritis, but that

they are all due to uric acid. This question

need not, however, be discussed here.

Assuming the essential relationship be-

tween gout and lithic acid to be established,

beyond this point there is much diversity

of opinion. Many adopt a simple humoral
theory, attributing the disorder to excess of

this acid in the blood and tissues. Some,
however, do not so much regard the quantity
of acid, as the conditions under which it

exists, and its insolubility. Gout is often

spoken of as a mere manifestation of the
lithic or uric acid diathesis, and the condi-

tion of the blood containing excess of the
acid was termed lithmrnia by the late Dr.
Murchison. Sir William Eoberts ' has pro-

posed the term uratosis as distinguished
from lithaemia, to designate the ' precipita-

tion of the crystal urates in the tissues or
fluids of the body.' He draws attention to

the fact that ' lithaemia is only an exaggera-
tion of a normal condition, for traces of uric

acid always exist in healthy blood ; but
uratosis, even in the minutest degree, is

pathological.' He is of opinion that there

are different kinds of uratosis, and would
^ Med. Soc. Trans, vol. xiv. p. 84.
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thus speak of gouty uratosis and saturnine
uratosis, believing that the gouty diathesis

and [ihuubism are radicallj- distinct, differing

in all rcsjiccts except iu their tendency to

nratic deposits. He further considers it (inite

possible that precipitation of the crystalline

lU'ates may occur not only in the form of

coai'se masses, but also in the form of minute
stars or detached crystals, which can only be
detected with the microscope ; and that this
' microscopic uratosis,' cither in the substance
of or;,'ans or in the blood itself, nuiy account
far tlie visceral neuroses, thrombosis and
embolism, and the occasional sudden death,

which are encountered in gout, and may
exi)!ain some very obscure incidents in its

history.

Uric acid exists in the blood and in the
fluid that diffuses therefrom mainly as a salt

of sodium, but whether the combination bo a
quadriurate or a biurate, or a mixture of the

two, or sometimes one and sometimes the
other, is not known. The quadriurates are

highly soluble in blood-serum, and cannot be
tlirown down therein in the crystalline state,

while the biurates are very sparingly soluble

in that medium, and ai-e readily thrown down
in it in a crystalline form (W. Roberts). The
acid is being constantly formed in the system
in connexion with the processes of nutrition

and metabolism, but under ordinary circum-
stances it is either destroyed or is eliminated
by the kidneys, so that it is kept withm
normal limits. According to Garrod, the
tinal stage is the production of urate of
ammonium in the kidnej-s.

We may now proceed to consider tlio main
views held to explain more immediately the

lithaiinic condition, or the accumulation of

uric acid in the tissues. They may be sum-
marised as follows:

—

(a) Excessive forma-
tion. It certainly appears reasonable to

suppose that certain of the recognised causes
of gout must lead to an absolute increase in

the amount of uric acid formed in the system.
Ebstein is of opinion that in the gouty this

acid forms in perverse localities, as in muscles
and the marrow of bones. (6) Undue reten-

tion. Imperfect excretion or elimination of

uric acid, loading to its retention in the bodj',

can never be overlooked as an important factor

in relation to the gouty condition. According
to Garrod, such retention is due to defective

action of the kidneys, either temporary or

permanent, and when these organs are in a
state of advanced organic disease, their ex-

cretory functions must obviously be inter-

fered with considerably. Sir \\'illiam lloberts

thinks it probable that the defective power
of the kidneys to eliminate uric acid is due
to diminished alkalescence of the blood,

which renders it }ess soluble. He has found
that if sodic quadriurate lingers too long in
the blood it becomes converted into a biurate,

and when the accumulation of this salt has
reached a certain point of saturation, it is sud-

denly precipitated as a crystalline deposit in

the joints or elsewhere. Dr. Kalfe is of opinion
that the first stej) in the production of gout is

diminished alkalinity of the blood, by reason
of the accumulation in it of acid and acid-

salts ; and that retention in the system is due
to a fault in the tissues, leading to incom-
plete elimination. Haig, as the outcome of

his extensive researches relating to uric acid,

strongly supports the view that excess of this

acid in the blood and system is generally due
to retention, and that this is the result of

deficient alkalinity of the blood, which leads

to gradual accumulation of the acid in cer-

tain parts ; he would thus explain all the
phenomena of the gouty state. According
to Garrod, with whom Haig agi-ces, it appears
that uric acid is attracted in different degrees
by dillerent structui'es, and tends to be held
back by, and accumulate in the liver and
si)leen, and in fibrous tissues, especially those
of the joints, probably because these struc-

tures are acid, or less alkaline than the rest

of the tissues and fluids of the body, (c) Im-
perfect reduction. According to this view,
it is supposed that the normal process, by
which uric acid is changed in the blood and
certain organs into other substances more
soluble and less noxious, fails, or is imper-
fectly' carried on, and thus it accumulates in

the system. It used to be believed that uric

acid was converted into urea, but more re-

cent investigations are opposed to this idea.

{d) Special views. It will be convenient
under this heading to mention certain indi-

vidual opinions with regard to the patho-

logical relations of uric acid and gout. The
late Dr. Murchison regarded gout as a mere
result or variety of lithiEmia, and attributed

this condition to imperfect digestion, and
more especially to 'functional derangement of

the liver.' He brought forward facts to show
that the healthy liver plays an important,

and perhaps the principal, part in carrying on
those chemical changes by which alljuminoua

substances are disintegrated in the body,
which normally result in the production of

inea. If this process is persistently deranged,

lithic acid, a less oxidised body, is formed.
Professor liatham also advocates the hepatic

origin of gout, but considers that ' imperfect

metabolism of glycocine is the primary and
essential defect.' Dr. Ord regards gout as

arising from a tendency to a special form of

degeneration, or want of tissue organisation

in some of the fibroid tissues, with excessive

formation of urate of sodium, which is dis-

charged into the blood, and deposited in parts

least freely supplied with vascular and lym-
phatic structures. According to Ebstein, the

primary factor in gout is nutritive tissue-

disturbance, a necrotic change taking place in

the affected structures, which is followed by
deposit of urates.

Such are the principal facts and theories

bearing upon the relations of inic acid to
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gont. It must be mentioned that some

eminent writers have disputed this close

relationship, but it would not serve any

practical purpose in this article to discuss

the various hypotheses which have been

advanced in the endeavour to ex]3laLn the

nature and origin of gout.

One important point remains to be noticed,

and that is the relation of the nervous system

to gout. Other writers on the subject have

maintained that such a connexion exists, but

Sur Dyce Duckworth' has developed this idea

more fully, and has brought forward much
evidence in favour of the view that gout is

a neuro-humoral disease. He recognises

a gouty neurosis, which may be primary or

central, or secondary or induced; and main-
tains that there is a functional disorder of a

definite tract of the nervous system, which
he is inclined to localise in some part of the

medulla oblongata, but does not msist on
this point. He further believes ' that tliis

diathetic neurosis imposes its type upon the

affected individual in definite nutritional

modes, affecting the assimilating and excret-

ing powers, exliibiting marked peculiarities

in nervous impressibility, and determining,

in a more or less degree, a physiognomy of

the gouty.' This authority recognises the

dependence of many gouty phenomena upon
' perverted relations of uric acid and sodium
salts in the economy ' which result fi*om the

morbid peculiarities just mentioned. He con-

siders that in primary or inherited gout, the
toxaemia is dependent on the gouty neurosis,

of which it is a secondary manifestation

;

while in secondary or acquired gout, if, to-

gether with toxamia induced by certain

habits, distinctly depressing and exhaustmg
agencies, affecting the nervous system, come
into operation, the special neurotic manifest-
ations of the gouty diathesis will occur, and
be impressed more or less deeply upon the
individual and his offsprmg.

Space will not permit the discussion of the
modes in which the several causes which
produce the gouty condition or its local

manifestations individually act. In general
terms, it may be stated that they produce
their effects chiefly by increasing the amount
of uric acid formed, or interfering with its

elimination; disordering digestion and the
hepatic fimctions ; increasing the acidity of
the blood and tissues ; affecting tissue -change
and metabolism ; influencing the circulation

;

or producing some change in the nervous
system.

2. We have thus far been concerned mainly
with the pathology of the gouty diathesis,
and it remains to offer a few remarks with
regard to its local manifestations, and more
especially to the occurrence of acute attacks
of gout, and the formation of uratic deposits.
According to the lithoemic theory, any cause
which tends suddenly or rapidly to increase

' A Treatise on Gout, 1880.

the amount of uric acid in the blood in a
gouty individual may lead to acute articular

gout, or some other obvious manifestation oi

the disease. Dr. Haig would attribute the

joint-afi'ection to conditions increasing the

acidity of the blood, and thus di-iving the uric

acid into the joints, the structures of which
are less alkaline than other tissues. Others
call in the aid of the nervous system to explain

the phenomena. As regards the gouty in-

flammation, this is often looked upon as the

result of the irritant action of the urate, and
Garrod affirms that even after the first attack

a deposit of this substance is found. Another
idea is that the acute paroxysm is the con-

sequence of an attempt on the part of the

articular structui-es to destroy and eliminate

the iirates accumulated in connexion with
them. The tendency to implication of joints

and allied structures seems unquestionably to

depend to a great extent upon their slight

vascularity, and this especially applies to the
smaller joints, which are chiefly affected in

gout, and which are also distant from the

centre of the circulation, so that the blood
passes through them in a feeble and languid

stream. They are, further, much exposed to

the direct influence of cold, and are very
liable to slight injury or strain, whereby their

nutrition is affected, wliich predisposes them
to the goaty change. The metatarso-phalan-
geal joint of the great toe is subjected to

much pressure, and also to sudden shocks
(Garrod).

It is an undoubted and well-known fact

that marked gouty changes, with uratic

deposits in the joints and elsewhere, may
develop without any definite acute attacks

;

and as gout advances in a particular case,

the deposit often becomes very abundant,
while the paroxysins progressively diminish
in intensity. Some writers think tliat true

gouty lesions may occur, and yet without
any formation of urates.

The opinion is held by many authorities

that uratic deposits only take place in struc-

tures the nutrition of which is impaired, and
which have already begun to degenerate.

As already stated, Ebstein maintains that a
nutritive disturbance of the affected tissue

is the primary change, leading ultimately to

its necrosis, and that uratic crystallisation

is secondary, not occurring before complete
death of the damaged texture. He looks upon
sodium urate as a directly poisonous irritant

wherever deposited, the injurious effects

varying according to the quantity and con-

centration of the deposit, and the vulner-

ability of the special tissue involved, firm
textures resisting better than those of looser

character. He regards the incrustation as

analogous to calcification ; and believes that
lime-salts may be subsequently deposited in

gouty tissues.

Anatomical Characters.— In its most
typical manifestations gout is characterised
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anatomically by the occurrence of a peculiar

I'orm of inlliuuiuation aHectinf^ certain joints,

attended with the deposit of urate in con-

nexion with tlieir structures. Taking an
inilividuiil articulation, this is at first usiuilly

the seat of an acute inllamniatory process,

indicated by the usual sif^ns of increased
vascularity and redness, tumefaction, and
serous etVusion into the interior of the joint,

as wt'U as into the surroundintj tissues. The
results of post-morttia examiuations show
that even in the verj- earliest period a deposit

of urate takes place ; and as the attacks be-

come repeated again and again, the signs of

intlamination become less and less prominent,
while the deposit increases, until at last it

inaj' form considerable masses, and infiltrate

extensively all tlie structures entering into

the formation of the articulation. Tlie joint

then becomes permanently enlarged and dis-

torted, while the ligaments are thickened
and more or less stiff or even quite rigid, xmtil

ultimately complete ankylosis may be pro-

duced. The deposit seems to commence in

the substance of the cartilage covering the

ends of the bones, starting near its superficial

or free surface, and gradually extending more
deeply, though for a time a thin layer of

carlilage lies between it and the cavity of

the joint. Tliis deposit at first forms a
whitish opacity, but as it becomes more
abundant it encrusts the cartilages, and also

the inner surface of the ligaments, and the

surfaces of fibro-cartilages where these exist.

More or less extensive spots or patches be-

come in time distinctly visible, and even the

entire siu-faces of the bones forming a joint

may be covered with a chalky-looking sub-

stance. 'The appearance of articular carti-

lage in which simple deposit of urates has taken
l)lace exactly resembles that which would re-

sult from smearing or sjilasliing the surface

with fresh white paint ' (Duckworth). The
synovial membrane may also present white
points, but the sj-novial fringes at their

margins seem to escape, on account of their

vascularity. In the larger articulations the i

synovial riuid may be thickened, and may
even contain separate crystals or tufts of the

urate. Subsequently the ligaments and ad-

joining stnictures are infiltrated, and it is

to this cause that the stifiness or rigidity of

gouty joints is mainly due. Distinct masses
of deposit may, however, form, which also

interfere with movement. They ai-e known
j

as tophi or chalk-stones. In course of time
the tissues covering a gouty joint may be
destroyed, including the skin, the chalky-

lookmg substance being thus exposed, and
unhealthy suppuration and ulceration set up,

or even gangrene. Very rarely suppuration
takes place in agouty joint itself, or haemor-
rhage may occur.

I

The opaque white substance characteristic

of articular gout is found on microseo))ic

examination to consist of fine crystals, in the

form of needles or prisms. They are chiefly

arranged in minute clusters, radiating from a
centre ; and in the cartilages they form u
more or less compact network. Chemical
examination shows that they are usually
composed almost entirely of urate of sodium.
The metatarso-phalangcal articulation of

the great toe is the one primarily attacked iu

the large majority of cases of gout; and this

joint, on one or both sides, may alone present
any change. As usually seen, however, the
disease has progi-essively involved many
joints. In the feet it may implicate all the
articulations, but it is a curious fact that the

tarso-metatarsal and tiie phalangeal joints

of the great toe generally escape, or are but
little afi'ected. bimilarly, all the joints of the
hands and fingers are often involved, but the

metacarpo-phalangeal joint of the forefinger

is one of the most commonly attacked. The
gouty change not uncommonly extends to

the larger joints, more especially those of the

lug, but the shoulder and hip-joints are very
rarely implicated. In exceptional cases other

articulations are found involved, such as the

temporo-maxillary, those of the spinal column,
of the pelvis, or even of the larynx in rare

instances.

Coming now to other structures, deposits

of m-ate may occur in various parts of the

body, sometimes abundant and widely spread,

in connexion with bursac, tendons and ajjoneu-

roses, sheaths or the substance of muscles,
the sclerotic coat of the eye, the cartilages of

the external ear, eyelids, nose, or larynx,

under the skin, or rarely in the cerebral and
spinal meninges. Urates have also been
found in concretions on the aortic and mitral

valves, and in plates from the arch of the

aorta. More or less serous efi'usion may be
present in bursae which are the seat of m-atic

deposits. The exact composition of these

tophi varies, and they may contain calcium

urate, oxalate, or phosphate, as well as

sodium cliloride and animal matter, iu addi-

tion to sodium urate.

As regards bone, the periosteum is often

affected, and some writers have described a

deposit of urate in bone itself; but Garrod
has not found evidence of its having origi-

nated in this tissue. He considers that the

periosteal formations sometimes acquire sufli-

cient size to press on the osseous tissue, and
to cause its absorption.

The condition of the kidneys associated

with gout IS of great importance, and these

organs probably begin to be affected at a

very early period in the history of a case, for

they may be found distinctly diseased when
there have been little or no external mani-
festations of the complaint. In the first in-

stance a deposit of sodium urate takes place,

probably within the renal tubuli, which after-

wards involves their walls and penetrates to

the intertubular tissue. This is seen in the

form of white streaks in the course of the
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tubuli, and of white points at the extremities

of the papilliE. The deposit goes on ha-

creasing, and a chronic inflammatory process

is set up, ending lUtimately in the production

of a variety of ' granular contracted kidney,'

known as the ' gouty kidney ' (see Bright's

Disease). Other morbid states in connexion

with the urinary organs observed in some

cases of gout are the presence of calculi

consisting of uric acid, urates, or oxalate of

calcium ; chronic cystitis ; or urethritis.

It must again be noted here that many
v/riters recognise degeneration of the in-

volved structures as an essential part of the

gouty change, and appearances characteristic

of such degeneration have been described in

different tissues ; thus the cartilages are said

to be generally fibrillated and eroded before

the deposit of urates takes place.

In the course of gont other morbid changes

often arise, affecting different structures and
organs, and either occurring as acute or even

fatal events, or being of a chronic nature.

Only the more prominent of these can be

mentioned here, and they mainly include

changes in the pharyngeal structures ; con-

gestion, catarrh, or more serious inflamma-
tion of some part of the alimentary canal

;

congestion or catarrh of the air-passages,

chronic bronchitis, emphysema, and, some
think, pneumonia ; fatty disease of the liver,

and perhaps cirrhosis; meningitis, neuritis,

cerebral htemorrhage ; cardiac changes, in-

cluding chronic valvulitis and degeneration
of the valves, and hypertrophj', followed by
degeneration of the cardiac walls ; athero-

matous changes in the vessels, hypertrophy
of the muscular coat of the small arteries, or
arterio-capillary fibrosis ; various diseases of
the skin, such as erythema, urticaria, eczema,
psoriasis, as well as changes in the nails

;

iritis, hffimorrhagic retmitis, and other condi-
tions of the eyes ; and affections of the ear.

How far some of these conditions can be
directly attributed to the gouty diathesis, or
are merely the result of the same causes which
have induced this diathesis, may be fairly

disputed. It is worthy of remark that acute
inflammation in connexion with the heart is

not met with in cases of gout, and this has
been attributed to the great vascularity of
the endocardium and other cardiac tissues,
for which consequently the urate has no
affinity, or it is destroyed in its passage
through them.
The condition of the blood in gout may be

here noticed. In early cases the chief devia-
tion from the healthy 'state presented by this
fluid is that during the acute paroxysms the
serum contains a distinct excess of uric acid,
in the form of a salt of sodium ; and this can
be obtained in appreciable quantity, even in
a crystalline form. In the intervals the blood
is quite normal. When the gouty condition
becomes chronic, the excess of uric acid is
constant; and oxalic acid can also be fre-

quently detected. In course of time the

serum becomes lowered in its specific gravity,

its albumen is deficient, and its reaction is

less alkaline, in extreme cases becoming al-

most neutral, owing to the presence of excess

of acids. The red corj^uscles often diminish

in number, and the blood deteriorates in

quality as a whole in many cases of chronic

gout.

Uric acid has been obtained from the

fluid contained in the blebs produced by bhs-

ters; from inflammatory serous effusions;

from dropsical accumulations, such as ascites;

and from the subarachnoid fluid.

Clinical History and Symptoms.— The
clinical history of gout is a very varied one,

and the symptoms observed in different cases

which are regarded as of a gouty nature are

exceedingly numerous and diverse. Whether
they are always directly due to uric acid in

the system is, to say tlie least, a matter ot

considerable doubt. The habits which gene-

rate gout often give rise to symptoms, and
even to dcflnite morbid changes, which can-

not justly be looked upon as part of this com-
plaint. Again, the custom which some prac-

titioners adopt, of lookmg upon every acute

illness, particularly inflannnation of organs,

occurring in gouty subjects, as being due
to the lithaemic condition, and of a special

nature, and applying the term ' gouty ' to all

such complaints, is certainly going too far,

though it may be acknowledged that gout
does often modify their clinical history. It

is not easy within a limited space to give

even a sketch of the various clinical phases
of gout, but before considering the symptoms
in detail it may be well to indicate their

general nature. 1. In its typical form gout
is attended with acute symptoms referable

to certain joints, and these tend to recur at

intervals, constituting ' flts of gout,' the inter-

vening periods becoming shorter and shorter

as the case progresses

—

acute articular or

regular gout. 2. These attacks culminate in

obvious chronic changes in the affected joints

—

chronic articular gout—but even then
more or less acute paroxysms are liable to

arise from time to time. 3. In connexion
with the acute attacks, and sometimes pre-

ceding them, general or constitutional symp-
toms are usually observed ; and symptoms
belonging to this class become permanent
in most cases of chronic gout. 4. When
gout affects other organs and structures be-

sides the joints, corresponding symptoms are

developed, according to the part implicated.

In general terms these are variously grouped
as cases of non-articular, irregular, mis-
placed, latent, masked, or anomalous gout;
and when such symptoms are acute in their

character, affecting some internal organ, and
coming on during the course of an attack ot

acute articular gout, the joint-symptoms at

the same time subsiding, this constitutes

what is termed retrocedent gout. The
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syraptoms which may occur in these cases

are conveniently subdivided as follows :

—

(a) Those indicating more or less functional

disorder of certain organs, varying much in

intensity, and either being constantly present,

or only coming on at intervals, (b) Those due
to acute intiannuatory affections of organs,

(c) Those resulting from the chronic struc-

tural changes in tissues and organs induced
by gout, and from the deposit of urates in

different parts. Having given this outline,

we may now discuss the symptoms of gout
in some detail, but it will be convenient in

doing so to adopt a rather different arrange-

ment from that just sketched.

1. Premonitory Symptoms. — There
are certain symptoms, of a somewhat in-

definite character, and not of any marked
intensity, which are often met with in gouty
subjects, or even in persons who have never
actually suffered from declared gout, but
which seem to be distinctly associated with
the complaint. These may bo regarded as

premonitory sumptoms, for they frequently

give warning that the gouty condition is

in process of development, and, if duly re-

cognised, enable the patient so to regulate

his mode of living as to ward off the dis-

ease. Indeed, it will be found on careful

in(pury that gouty phenomena, which may
be very marked, are commonly noticed from
time to time before the first actual fit of gout
occurs, and tiiere may even be suspicious

twinges or uncomfortable sensations about
the toes or fingers now and then. In a large

number of cases, however, no definite pre-

monitory symptoms immediately precede the

first gouty paroxj-sm ; but in connexion with
subsequent paroxysms prodromata are usu-

ally marked, so that confirmed gouty patients

can predict when an attack is imminent. As
to the nature of these symptoms, they vary
in different persons, and this may depend
upon individual predisposition. The most
obvious are digestive and hejiatic disorders,

attended with marked flatulence and eructa-

tions, heartburn, acidity, and constipation or

diarrhaa, with unhealthy stools, the tongue
being often large, flabby, and much furred

;

palpitation or uncomfortable sensations about
the heart ; catarrh of the throat and respira-

tory passages, violent fits of sneezing, or
asthmatic attacks ; derangements of the ner-

vous and nniscular systems, indicated by a
liability to headache, giddiness, attacks of
migraine, noises in the ears, disorders of

vision, marked irritability of temper and
fretfulness or lowness of spirits, languor, im-
pairment of mental vigour and intellectual

hebetude, heaviness or drowsiness, sleep,

however, being restless, disturbed, and at-

tended with unpleasant dreams, peculiar

grinding of the teeth, sometimes associated

with somnambulism, numbness or tingling

in the limbs, especi.ally in the fingers or toes,

neuralgia or neuritis in various parts, twitch-

ings, starlings in the limbs, muscular cramps,
especially in tiie calves of the legs, or possibly
even convulsions, lumbago and other forms
of muscular rheumatism

; profuse perspira-
tions; certain skin-aflections ; and changes
in the urine. This excretion usually tends
to become high-coloured and deficient, and
to deposit lithatcs abundantly, or even lithic

acid crystals, thougii at the same time the
quantity of this acid eliminated within the
twenty-four hours is below the normal. In
advanced cases of gout, however, the urine
presents very different characters from those
just stated, as will he hereafter pointed out,

and when habitually depositing urates it

may become pale, watery, and clear imme-
diately before an acute attack supervenes.
Some patients are warned of the apjiroach
of a gouty fit by feeling uimsually well, both
physically and mentally.

2. Acute Articular Gout.—The first

acute fit of gout comes on as a rule during
the night, usually between 2 and 5 a.m. The
patient is disturbed out of his sleep by un-
easiness or pain, generally referred to the
ball of the gi"eat toe on one side, and the
joint is found to be inflamed, the inflamma-
tion increasing in intensity, mitil it usually
becomes extremely severe. In some in-

stances the correspondmg joints on both
sides are attacked simultaneously, in rapid
succession, or alternately. Although, how-
ever, in the majority of cases gout first

attacks the metatarso-phalangeal articulation

of the great toe, it must not be forgotten
that it may start in any of the smaller joints

of the foot or hand, or even in the middle-
sized joints, especially the knee or ankle. It

has been affirmed that, next to the great toe,

the metacarpo-phalangeal joint of the index-

finger is most liable to be first attacked.

Exceptional cases have come under the
writer's notice, which there was every reason
to believe were of a gouty nature, and in

which the disease implicated several joints

at a verj' early jicriod of its course, the feet,

however, being free.

Proceeding now to notice the clinical

characters of the joint-affection, severity of

the pain is certainly a striking feature in the
majority of cases of acute gout, especially in

earl}- attacks. ^Vhen the foot is affected,

any attempt to stand causes much suffermg .

from the first, and tiie pain speedily increases,

until it becomes very intense, or almost un-
bearable. It is described in different cases as

burning, throbbing, aching, tearing, plunging,
boring, piercing, &c. The pain prevents
sleep during the night, but towards morning
it tends to diminish, and during the day
there is usually comparative ease, an exacer-

bation again taking place as evening ap-

proaches, which goes on increasing towards
night. Tenderness is very marked, and is

often so exquisite that the patient dreads to

be touched, and cannot bear the least move-
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luent or jarring of the affected part, or some-

times even the weight of the bedclothes, or

the slightest shaking of the room. The ob-

jective signs of inflammation in connexion

"with a gouty joint also soon become very

prominent as a rule. These are marked red-

ness, which may be very deep and sometimes

tends to lividity, while the veins are often

enlarged and tm-gid; considerable local heat,

as revealed to the touch and the clinical

thermometer; and much swelling, the skin

covering the part assuming a tense and

shining appearance. "When several joints

in the foot or hand are affected, diffused red-

ness and swelling are noticed. The tume-

faction is due to effusion not only into the

interior of the articiilation, but also into the

surroimding tissues, subcutaneous oedema

being a marked feature in connexion -with

gouty inflammation. This can be better

appreciated when the acute symptoms sub-

side, so that pressure can be borne, which
shows the pitting characteristic of oedema,

and this may hold on for some time. How-
ever intense the objective signs of inflam-

mation may be, it is an extremely rare event

for acute gout to end in suppuration. As
they subside, mai'ked desquamation of the

skin usually takes place. As the swelling

increases, the subjective sensations generally

diminish in severity ; but during the pro-

gress towards recovery, intense itching is

apt to supervene.

An acute attack of gout is almost always
attended with more or less general symp-
toms; but it is an important fact that their

severity depends upon tlie extent and in-

tensity of the local manifestations of the dis-

ease, and upon the accompanying symptoms.
Chills or even actual rigors may be felt at

the outset, followed by febrile phenomena,
sometimes slight, in other cases marked, the
pyrexia being as a rule strictly secondary or
symptomatic. The skin feels hot, and usu-
ally perspires, but not profusely ; the tenr-

perature is moderately raised, presenting no
definite variations, though marked remis-
sions are generally observed towards morn-
ing ; the pulse is increased in frequency ; and
the digestive organs are much disordered, as
evidenced by anorexia, thn-st, thickly furred
tongue, offensive breath, and constipation.
The urine is generally deficient in quantity,
and may be very scanty, high-coloiu-ed, and
concentrated ; its acidity is increased ; and
on standing, an abundant deposit of amor-
phous lithates often forms, varying in colour
according to circumstances, being pale-buff,

yellowish-red, dark or brick -red, or intense
pink if the fever is high. The relati\'e quan-
tity of m-ic acid in a particular specimen of
urine is often increased, but the absolute
amount discharged within the twenty-four
hours is much diminished. The patient is

usually exceedingly restless, and cannot lie

with comfort in any position ; sleep is much

disturbed or altogether prevented; and cramps
of the calves of the legs or of other muscles
may still fiu-ther aggravate the suffering. All

these symptoms tend to increase the consti-

tutional disorder. The temper is generally

very irritable, or may even be violent.

The duration of the first fit of gout varies

according to its severity and other circum-
stances. It usually ranges fi'om four or five

days to a week or ten days, but may last

two or three weeks or more, there being
then commonly intermissions or remissions,

and several joints being involved in succes-

sion. The termination of the gouty paroxysm
may be attended with critical phenomena,
such as free perspiration, diarrhoea, or a very
abundant discharge of urates. After the at-

tack the patient uiay not recover his former
state of health for some time ; but not un-
commonly he feels better than before, and as

if the system had got rid of some deleterious

element. As a rule, the affected joints are

apparently quite restored after early attacks

of gout ; but more or less stiffness or even
deformity may remain, ffidema may also

persist for a considerable time, especially if

the inflammatory condition has been pro-

longed.

One of the characteristic features of gout
is the tendency which it exhibits to recurrence
in its acute form. This may not happen if

the jiatient is sufficiently careful, but such an
event is rare. The rule is for the attacks to

be repeated, and to recur with increasing

frequency. In not a few instances the second
fit does not occur until an interval of two or

three years or more has elapsed, but in most
this is not prolonged beyond a year. The
same interval may be noticed between the

next few paroxysms, but as the disease pro-

gresses they return twice a year, then more
fi-equently, and at last become more or less

constant. At the same time the mischief

extends as regards the joints. It may be
limited to the great toe for some time, but in

successive fits spreads to the other articula-

tions of the foot, to the hands, the ankles and
knees, the wrists and elbows, very rarely to

the hips and shoulders. In short, gout tends
in time to involve nearly all the joints indis-

criminately, and several may be implicated

during a tit. Moreover, those articulations

which are repeatedly attacked become more
and more disabled and deformed. The symp-
toms in connexion with a particular joint

tend to diminish in intensity the more often

it is affected. As additional articulations

become involved, however, the general symp-
toms olten increase in severity, and the

Ijatient does not recover in the intervals.

The duration of the attacks becomes longer

as their frequency increases. The rapidity

of the progress of gout is very different in

different cases ; and the time taken to pro-

duce ])ermanent mischief in the joints varies

considerably.
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It must be borne in mind that considerable

Viiriiitions in the intensity and exact charac-

ters of the symptoms of acute gout are ob-

served in individual cases. In feeble persons

the subjective and objective syin]>toms may
be comparativel}- slifjht, the intlammatioa
assuming an asthenic character, but then tha

ultimate effects upon the joints are often

mucli worse. In some instances gout de-

veloi)s very insidiously, without any evident

acute attacks. The pain in connexion with

a particular joint depends considerably on
its structure, being usually much more marked
if its ligaments, or the parts around, are rigid

and unyielding. Previous injur}" or disease

affecting a joint may likewise modify the

-symptoms. Some individuals suffer mucli
more than others, being more susceptible to

painful impressions.
;{. Chronic Articular Gout.—In course

of time more and more of the joints become
permanently and obviously changed, and pre-

vented from fulfilling their functions properlj',

so that a condition of chronic articular gout
is established, exacerbations still occurring,

however, from time to time. The per-

manent changes are indicated by the arti-

culations becoming enlarged, deformed, and
irregular in shape, often presenting nodula-

tions or bulgings, which may attain a large

size. They are also stiff and cripjiled in

their movements, at last becoming quite im-
movable and rigid ; and being either perma-
nently flexed, extended, or sometimes even
bent backwards. The interference with
movement and the deformity do not bear
any necessary proportion to each othsr, the

one or the other predominating according to

the mode in which the uratio deposio lias

taken place. The more this infiltrates ths liga-

ments and surrounding tendons, che greater

becomes the impediment to movcmenc. The
fingers are particularly liable to b3 much
altered in chronic gouc. A eonnnon condi-

tion is said to be stiff' flexion of the meta-
carpo phalingoal and second phalangeal
joints of a finger, with overextension of the

first phalangeal joint, so tli2it its knuckle
presents a deep hollow. Deflexion of che

fingers to the ulnar side of the fore-arm is

observed m some gouty cases. The toes are

also sometimes distorted cowards the outer
side of the foot.

Gouty concretions in connexion with joints

feel hard, and bj" their mere mechanical and
irritative effects they are liable to cause
damage to the adjoining structures. They
may be seen stretching or shining through
the skin, and causing it to assume a blood-

less appearance, or, on the other hand, ren-

dering it congested and bluish, the veins also

being enlarged, t'ltimatelv a gouty abscess

may form around a concretion, which opens
externally ; or the skm may merely give way
from the continued pressure. Thus the
chalk-stones are exposed, and may come
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away either in a liquid form or as solid par-
ticles or masses, or occasionally there is a
free discharge of i)us as well. Ulcers are
left, of an unhealthy and atonic character,

and usually presenting no disposition to heal.

There may be a number of these ulcers

in the same individual, on the hands and
feet.

When bursae are involved, much deformity
is produced. They are easily felt, usually
presenting a combination of hardness and
fluctuation, due to the presence of both con-
cretions and fluid in the bursal cavity. These
signs are chieflj' noticed in the bursa over
the olecranon. Abscesses may also form in

connexion with these deposits, and the latter

maj' thus be completely got rid of, the ab-

scess subsequently healing rapidly.

In cases of chronic articular gout the gene-
ral system tends to become permanently
affected. The patients are generally more or

less feeble and wanting in tone ; they may be
thin and pale or sallow-looking; or ple-

thoric, but with flabby tissues, and presenting
signs of languid circulation, with enlarged
capillaries about the face. They often suffer

from disorders of digestion and other symp-
toms already described; iuit not imcom-
monh", as gout assumes a more chronic form,
patients feel better, becoming habituated to

their condition. It is remarkable that those

suffering from numerous gouty abscesses

often exhibit but little constitutional disturb-

ance.

The urine in chronic gout generally be
comes abundant, very watery and pale, of low
specific gravity: deficient in solid ingredients,

especially in lu-ic acid; which at times may
be almost completely wanting, or it may be

thrown out in an intermittent manner. De-
posits of urates in urine are not often ob-

served in cases of advanced chronic gout,

exce])t perhaps before an acute exacerbation.

Glycosuria is not itncommon in gouty per

sons, and there may be distinct saccharine

diabetes. Oxaluria is also frequent.

4. Irregular Gout.—The clinical pheno-
mena which arc recognised as irregular mani-
festations of gout may assume either an
acute or chronic form. They may be ob-

served in persons who are distinctly subject

to articular gout ; or in those in whom the

disease is not so obviously revealed. More-
over, their intensity is often in an inverse

ratio to that of the joint-affection, and the

two classes of symptoms may exhibit a re

markable tendency to alternation, when the

articular symptoms are prominent those con-

nected with other parts being slight or absent,

and vice versa. Acute symptoms are parti-

cularly liable to arise when, from any cause,

during the progress of a gouty fit the joint-

inflammation is checked suddenly or rapidly
—rclrocedent gout. .\t other times internal

symptoms seem to be due to a want of

development of the external phenomena

—
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suppressed gout ; and when the latter appear,

the former subside.

It must suffice to mdicate here the general

nature of the symptoms of irregular gout.

The acute symptoms are mainly associated

either with the digestive apparatus, the

vascular system, the respiratory organs, or

the nervous system. In connexion with the

digestive ajiparatus, acute dysphagia may
occm-, attended with spasm of the pharynx

and oesophagus. The most important symp-

toms belonging to this group are, however,

those due to gastric disturbance. This may
be of the nature of severe cramp or gas-

tralgia, characterised by a sudden, intense,

spasmodic pain in the epigastrium, relieved

by pressure, and accompanied with a sense

of great weight and oppression ; the patient

presenting an aspect of much suffering, dis-

tress, and anxiety; or being even more or

less collapsed and prostrated. In other cases

the symjjtoms are those of acute gastritis,

bilious vomiting being prominent. Intestinal

colic, or even muco enteritis, may also occur

in connexion with gout. Hepatic disorder

is common. The vascular system is not iin-

commonly implicated. The heart is liable

to be disturbed in its action during the
attacks of gastralgia, but this disturbance

may also be observed independently. There
may be severe palpitation, the action of the

heart being very rapid, irregular, or even
intermittent, accompanied with most un-
pleasant sensations over the cardiac region,

precordial anxiety, often a feeling of oppres-

sion or constriction, dyspnoea or a sense of

suffocation, and much distress, anxiety, and
dread of death ; the pulse tends to be weak
and small, or may be irregular ; and some-
times the attacks are attended with signs of
collapse. In other instances the cardiac dis-

order is evidenced by very feeble or slow
action, with a tendency to syncope. Again,
(here may be all the plienomena of a severe
anginal attack {see Angina Pectoris). Irre-

gular gout affecting the resjAratorij system
is mainly indicated by asthmatic paroxysms.
In some cases there is a marked liability to
acute catarrh of the air-passages, and crys-
tals of uric acid have been found in the ex-
pectoration. Bronchitis is more obstinate
in gouty subjects. Pulmonary congestion
is also supposed to be a manifestation of
retrocedent gout in some cases ; and gouty
pneumonia has been described. In con-
nexion with the nervous system gout may
give rise to attacks of severe headache or
vertigo

; delirium or even acute mania ; epi-
leptiform or convulsive fits ; cerebral or
spinal meningitis; acute neuralgia, either
external or internal, and especially sciatica,
probably due to neuritis ; or severe muscular
cramps. Apoplexy from cerebral hemorrhage
has been attributed to suppressed or retro-
cedent gout, but this can only occur if the
vessels of the brain are diseased. Cerebral

congestion might give rise to a temporary
apoplectic attack. Among the acute mani-
festations of irregular gout may be further

mentioned certain skin-affections, as eczema,
erythema, or urticaria ; affections of mucous
membranes, such as the conjunctivae and
lacrymal passages ; functional renal dis-

order, with albuminuria, or irritability of the

bladder ; and external local signs of inflam-

mation, associated with uratic deposit.

Many of the more chronic symptoms asso-

ciated with gout have already been pointed

out, when speaking of its premonitory symp-
toms, and only certain special phenomena
need be alluded to here. Chronic skin-

diseases are of frequent occurrence, namely,
psoriasis, chronic eczema, prurigo— either

local or general, and acne. These may alter-

nate very distinctly with articular gout. The
nails are sometimes peculiar, being coarse

and fibrous, striated and fluted, or lined

vertically. Their substance may grow thick

and brittle. In some gouty subjects daily

paroxysms of heat and redness of the nose,

attended with severe itching and u-ritation,

cause considerable annoyance or distress.

Violent sneezing fits are common. Many of

these individuals are also liable to chronic

catarrh, affecting the throat and the air-

passages ; and special appearances of the

throat, tongue, and teeth have been described.

In course of time gouty patients often become
permanently asthmatic, the lungs being em-
physematous, and dry bronchial catarrh being
established. Gravel or urinary calculus may
give rise to symptoms ; or those indicative

of chronic urethritis or cystitis may be pre-

sent, especially in persons advanced in years.

Permanent disorders of sensation, or slight

local paralysis, may result from chronic
changes involving particular nerves. Gouty
persons are usually very sensitive to pain.

Certain affections of the eyes have been
attributed to gout, and amongst them a fonn
of gouty iritis, described by Hutchinson as

coming on insidiously, and almost painlessly,

and ending in destruction of the eye. Changes
in the external auditory meatus may also be
associated with this complaint.
With regard to tophi, these can be seen or

felt, provided they are superficial. Those
connected with the helix of the external ear
are most common ; but they may also be
looked for in the sclerotic or eyelids, in the
nose, and under tlie skin, in the region of

tendinous aponeuroses, especially in the leg

or thigh. Tophi are originally liquid, and if

one is punctured at an early period, an
opalescent or milky fluid escapes, which on
microscopic examination is found to contain
an abundance of delicate, acicular crystals

;

subsequently they become more consistent,

and ultimately quite solid and hard, being
then made up entirely of these crystals,

which are closely aggregated together and
interlaced. Taking the ear as an illustration,
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at first a small elovation ajipcars unilor the

skin of the helix, like a vesicle, having' a soft

feel. This {:jrailually hardens, until tinally

a little hoad-Hko or pearl-like body is formed,
presenting a whitisli colonr as seen throuf^h

the skin. In course of time the cutaneous
coverinjj may be destroyed, Icavinjr the little

concretion exposed; or this may even become
detached and removed, so that only a small
depression is left.

f). Symptoms due to Chronic Organic
Diseases.— In addition to what has been
stated under the preceding;; heading, it is only
necessary to refer here to the renal and
cardio- vascular changes which are associated

with gout. Disease of the kidne3's is indi-

cated mainly by the changes in the urine,

v\ inch may be slightly albuminous, or even
contain a few casts. Other symptoms of

chronic Bright's disease may be present, but
they are often very obscure. The cardiac
lesions are revealed bj' their respective ph}"-

sical signs ; and there may be symptoms,
first of excessive cardiac action from liyper-

trophy, and subsequently of cardiac failure, as

well as those of particular valvular diseases.

Tiie vascular changes are evidenced by ex-

amination of tlie arteries; and by their effects

upon the circulation. It is impossible to

describe within the limits of this article

the numerous symptoms resulting from the
various chronic organic diseases which may
develop during the progress of gout, and
which in many cases ultimately produce a
very complicated clinical picture.

Diagnosis.—The degi-ce of difficulty expe-
rienced in arriving at a diagnosis with respect

to gout is very variable in diflerent cases.

A distinct gouty diathesis or tendency may
be present, which it is important to recog-
nise, while the joints are quite free from
any apparent mischief. In most cases, how-
ever, the diagnosis has to deal with the
nature of an articular affection, and to deter-

mine whether this is gouty or not. Tlio cliief

diseases from which gout has thus to be dis-

tinguished are acute or chronic rlieumatism,
rheumatoid artlu-itis, and possibly gonorrhieal
synovitis. The data upon which a conclusion
has usually to be formed with regard to a first

attack, are the presence or absence of an here-
ditary tendency to gout, as well as its in-

tensity ; the age and sex of the patient ; the
social position, occupation, and previous
habits ; the presence or absence of any ob-

vious cause for the attack, or of premonitory
symptoms ; the localisation and cliaracters

of the joint-atVection ; the general sym])toms
;

the characters of the urine; the duration of
the illness ; and the absence of any cardiac
complication.

The subsequent progress of gout is impor-
tant in diagnosis, with its tendency to perio-

dic recurrence ; and if the metatarso-jilialan-

eeal joint of the great toe is alone intlamed
several times in succession, or even if only

the smaller joints of the feet and hands are
implicated, the diagnosis of gout is tolerably

certain. The permanent articular changes
induced by gout also become evident in time

;

as well as, i)erhaps, tophi in other jiaris, which
should be carefully searched for in any doubt-
ful case. Moreover, the urine presents pecu-
liar changes as the disease progresses, and
may give evidence of renal mischief. In
very doubtful cases it might be desirable to

raise a blister, or even to take a little blood
from the patient, and endeavour to obtain
crystals of uric acid from the serum.

It will here be expedient to offer a few
remarks as to tlie diagnosis from gout of the
diseases with which it is most likely to be
confounded.
With regard to acute rheumatism, the ab-

sence of any hereditary tendency to gout
in any doubtful case may bo in its favour,

and possibly there may be a family predis-

position to this complaint. It occurs most
frequently for the first time in early life, from
sixteen to twenty years of age, and is not
uncommon even in young children. Rheu-
matism, though more common among males,
often attacks females. It is not favoured by
the habits which generate or promote gout,

and affects all classes of persons, but espe-

cially those who from their occupation are
liable to 1)0 exposed to cold and wot. Such
exposure, or some other dotinito cause origi-

nating 'a cold,' usually aftcounts for an attack

of acute rheumatism ; and it is not preceded
by any i)articular premonitory symptoms.
The joints involved are the middle-sized or

the larger ones, several of which are gene-
rally implicated in succession during the ill-

ness, the rheumatic inflammation exhibiting

an erratic character; the local symptoms
tend to be less severe than in gout ; tlu re

is less marked cedoma about the joints, ami
no enlargement of the veins, or subsequent
desquamation. It must not be overlooked,
however, that gout may attack the middle-
sized joints. Pyrexia is high as a rule in

acute rheumatism, and is often quite out of

proportion to tiie extent of the articular

affection ; while profuse acid perspiration is

almost always a i)roininent phenonienon.
The urine is simply febrile. The attack lasts

a considerable time, perhaps several weeks,
if it is at all severe ; while during its course
some acute cardiac inflammation is very
liable to supervene. In addition to other
differences, chronic rheumatism is at once
distinguished from gout by the entire ab-

sence of uratic deposits.

lUieumatoid arthritis is usually met with
in females between twenty and forty years
old. There is neither hereditary taint, nor a

history of such habits as generate gout, but,

on the contrary, the patients are generally

poor, hard worked, and badly fed; all joints

seem to be ecjually liable to be attected, both
large and small, and the local symptoms are
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not of a very acute character, though the pain

may be very severe, but they tend to continue

for a long period ; the general symptoms are

mainly those of debility and anaemia, and

Dr. Kent Spender has drawn attention to

certain prominent and early symptoms,

especially cold hands and feet, constant

dampness of the hands, pigmentation of the

skin, and a rapid and compressible pulse.

Kheumatoid arthritis is a disease which tends

to progress, involving joint after joint, but it

presents no periodicity in its attacks, and
often advances without any intermission, as

a subacute or chronic disease. Ultimately

it often causes much deformity and crippling

of the articulations, which creak and grate

on movement, but this results from a very

different pathological change from that which
takes place in gout, for there is not the

slightest deposit of urates, either in the joints

or elsewhere ; nor in the most extreme cases

can any uric acid be obtained from the serum.

The urine presents no special characters
;

and the kidneys are not diseased.

Gonorrhceal synovitis is distinguished from
gout by the age of the patient ; the distribu-

tion of the joint-affection ; the absence of any
tendency to recurrence, except in association

with a fresh urethral discharge ; and the

different nature of the morbid changes, tophi
never being formed.

As excejitional points bearing upon the
diagnosis of articulai;gout, the following may
be mentioned. It has happened that pyaemia
beginning in the great toe has been mistaken
for gout, but the progress of the case would
soon clear up any doubt imder such circum-
stances. Again, articular inflammation from
injury might resemble gout ; and, moreover,
it must be borne in mind that such an injury
may really set up gouty inflammation for

the first time, so that the joint may not re-

cover properly. In some individuals the ends
of the jihalanges of the fingers are enlarged,
especially the terminal ones, and cause nodu-
lations

—

digitomin nodi—which resemble
those of gout, and are by some regarded as
being of a gouty nature.
The importance of recognising the signs

of the gouty diathesis, apart from the joint-
affection, has already been alluded to.

Equally important is it to be prepared for
the acute sjTnptoms in connexion with in-
ternal organs which occur in this diathesis,
whether along with or independent of
articular disease. Lastly, in any gouty case
the detection of the organic diseases liable
to be set up in its course is of great moment
in diagnosis, especially renal and cardio-vas-
cular changes ; and also the association with
their proper cause of catarrhal affections,
skin-diseases, and other complaints, when
these are really of a gouty nature.
Prognosis.—The first point relating to the

prognosis of gout which calls for notice refers
10 the immedLiate dangers in any particular

case. A simple acute attack of articular

gout rarely, if ever, kills the patient. When,
however, internal organs are implicated, the

j

matter becomes much more serious, and a
I fatal result may occur, so that the prognosis

j

must be a guarded one under such cfrcum-

!
stances. Tlie danger then becomes much

I

greater if the complaint has been long-estab-

^

lished, and if the kidneys or other important
organs have become structurally diseased.

Indeed, these diseases of organs are often

themselves immediately dangerous. Again,
any acute inflammation occun-ing in a con-

firmed gouty subject is the more serious on
this account ; and the same remark applies

to injuries and shocks of all kinds.

In the next place, the future of a gouty
patient has to be considered, as regards the

prevention of subsequent attacks, or the cure

and eradication of the disease. It must
always be recognised that gout is a recurrent

affection, and complete immunity can never
be guaranteed, once the complaint has de-

clared itself. At the same time undoubtedly
not a few cases have occurred in which there

has been but one attack, but this can only
be expected under certain conditions. In
giving an opinion on this point, the prognosis

in any mdividual case will depend upon :

—

1. The degi'ee of hereditary tendency to gout.

2. The age of the patient ; for the earlier the

period at which the disease begins, the less

hopeful is the prospect of a cure. 3. The
time the complaint has lasted from its com-
mencement ; and the frequency and duration

of the gouty fits. If gout has become estab-

lished, and especially if distinct tophi have
formed, it is quite impossible to eradicate it.

4. The habits, mode of living, and occupa-
tion of the patient. It is only when the
patient is prepared to adhere strictly to proi)er

rules of living that a cure can be hoped for.

Those who in their occupation are tempted
to drink much, or who are exposed to cold or

wet, are much less likely to be cured. It may
be remarked here that gouty subjects are less

able than others to resist exposure.

Another point bearing upon prognosis re-

fers to the duration of life in gouty persons.

If the disease comes on late in life, and the

paroxysms only occur at long intervals, while

the organs are free from any organic mischief,

gout may not appreciably shorten life, and the

patients may even enjoy good health up to

an extreme old age, provided they are suffi-

ciently careful in their mode of living, and
no accidental complications arise. Chronic
gout does, however, unquestionably tend to

shorten the duration of hfe, to a gi-eater or

less degree in proportion to its severity, and
more especially to the indications present
that the kidneys, heart, arteries, or other

important organs are organically diseased.

This tendency is now recognised by most life-

insurance companies.
It has been affirmed that gout is a pro-
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tcction against certain other diseases, such

as phthisis and diabetes, and therefore its

presence has been in some instances re-

garded as a benefit, but how far there is

any real foundation for this boHef is a matter
of very considerable doubt.

Treatmkxt.— It is important at the outset

to lay stress upon the fact that, althou'^h

tliero are certain well-defined principles

api)licable to the treatment of {^out in its

various phases, it is a great mistake to follow

any regular routine method under all circum-

stances, and every case nuist be considered

on its own merits. It will be convenient to

di.scuss this part of the subject under cer-

tain general headings, premising that the

administration of medicines is often the least

important part of tlie treatment, and that the

habits of life of the patient always need
thorough supervision in all their details.

1. Preventive and Curative Treat-
ment.—In a number of cases the primary
object which should be aimed at is to prevent

the development of gout ; or to eradicate the

tendency to sul)se(pient attacks, if it has once
declared itself. These objects have especially

to be kept in view in dealing with individuals

who have a marked hereditary predisposition

to the complaint ; in cases where it has ap-

peared at a comparatively early period of

life, or where it is in an early stage ; and in

persons who, from their occupation, known
liabits, or the symptoms they present, are

likely to become gouty. Moreover, even
when confirmed gout has been established,

preventive treatment may diminish the num-
ber of acute attacks, or possibly even avert
them altogether ; as well as obviate the im-
plication of organs essential to the well-being

of the economy. In order to carry out these

purposes in any particular case, the patient

must intelligently recognise the fact that
success in treatment mainly depends upon
himself, and upon his willingness constantlj''

to regulate his mode of living according to

l)rincii)les suitable to his condition, which
need to be more or less strict in different

instances. The general nature of the rules

to bo adopted will be evident from a con-
sideration of what has been stated in dis-

cussing the letiology and pathology of gout,

but they require to be briefly noticed here.

(a) Z'(V'/.— Moderation in the quantity of
food is the first point to be attended to in

the treatment of the gouty diathesis. It is

not necessary or desirable to restrict persons
who are gouty to a very low diet, especially

if they are in any way weak, but an amount
sufficient for i)roper noiu-ishment in each
individual case must be consumed, and at no
meal shotdd the stomach be uncomfortably
tilled. The meals Inust be taken at regtilar

times, and not hurriedly, so as to avoid bolt-

ing of the food. Vcr^- late dinners, as well
as sujtpers, should be prohibited, but it suits

many persons better to dine at six or half-

past six o'clock than at midday. The nature
of the food is higldy important. It is quite

unnecessary, and probably would be in most
instances injurious, to restrict the patient

absolutely to a vegetable diet, but a due pro-

portion of animal and vegetable aliments
should be allowed. At tlie same time, in

persons who have any tendency to gout, an
essential part of the treatment often consists

in diminishing the amount of meat which
they consume, and they should not take it

more than once a day. Indeed, the aim
must be to reduce all kinds of nitrogenised

food, whether animal or vegetable, to such
an amount as the system can satisfactorily

dispose of, with due regard to the proper
nutrition and strength of the body. . As re-

gards the kinds of animal food which are

suitable for gouty subjects, white fish, chicken
or fowl, game, tripe, sweetbread, and mutton
are the best forms. Tender and underdone
beef may be taken in moderation from time
to time, if it is readily digested. Pork or

veal, dried and salted meats, and rich dishes

of all kinds, should be avoided. Lightly
boiled or poached eggs may be permitted.
Vegetables which contain much woody fibre,

or which create flatulence, nuist be eschewed;
and certain articles, sucli as rhubarb, toma-
toes, especially when cooked, asparagus, and
sorrel, are often injurious to the gouty, as

well as others which contain nnich acid. On
the other hand, some special beneficial influ-

ence has been attributed to celery. Tiiose

who are subject to gout should either abstain

altogether from, or only take a very limited

quantity of, sugar and saccharine articles of

diet. Hence, althougli digestible fruits may
often be taken with advantage in moderation,
tliose which are very sweet must be used
with particidar caution. Stewed and hiked
fruits often agree well, but fruit-tarts, and,
indeed, pastry of all kinds, should be inter-

dicted. The juice of oranges or lemons
is considered beneficial for gouty persons.

Starchy foods are jicrmissible in moderation.
It may be laid down as a rule to be invari-

ably followed, that gouty patients should
limit themselves to simple meals, and not in-

dulge in a niuuber of courses ; and that they
should avoid everything which experience
tells them is, in their case, indigestible.

(b) Drink.—The question ofdrink demands
the most careful consideration and atten-

tion in every case in which gout is either

threatened or has become established. No
stringent rules can be laid down, applicable

to all cases, but there are certain broad
principles which have to be borne in mind.
An abundance of good and pure drinking-

water is to be commended, but it sliould

be taken mainly apart from meals. It is

a good plan for the subjects of lithiasis to

take a tumblerfid of, either cold or hot,

water before retiring to rest at night. Etfer-

vescmg potass- or lithia-water may be
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substituted for ordinary water with advan-

tage, but not soda-water. Tea and coffee may
be taken in moderation, provided they do

not disagree. With reference to alcohoUc

drinks, in a considerable number of instances

one of the first objects in the treatment of

the gouty diathesis should be the regulation

of the use of this class of beverages. This

indication is obvious enough when the con-

dition is evidently due mainly to intemper-

ance ; but even when the patient is temper-

ate, it may be that in his case the amount
consumed needs to be reduced or total absti-

nence enforced, especially if there should be

a strong hereditary predisposition to gout, or

if the complaint appears in early life. Some
patients are undoubtedly better if they take

no stimula,nts whatever; others, however,

can take those of a proper kind, and of good

quaUty, in strict moderation, with advantage.

It may be laid down as a general rule that

malt liquors and all stronger wines are in-

jurious, and should be interdicted. Those
which are most suitable are sound light

claret, hock, moselle, chablis, or sauterne.

A small quantity of good dry sherry suits

some gouty patients very well. A little

brandy, well diluted, often agrees better than

any other kind of alcoholic liquor ; in other

cases whisky or gin answers best. Whatever
stimulant is selected, it should only be taken

at meal-times, and the habit of drinking be-

tween meals is strongly to be deprecated.

Persons who are distinctly gouty should avoid

any excess on every occasion ; and even if

they do not absolutely abstain, they may
find it beneficial to do so from time to time,

especially if there is a tendency to the de-

velopment of gouty symptoms.
(c) General hygiene.—Inadequate exercise

is a hygienic error which has frequently to

be rectified in the treatment of the gouty
state. Sedentary habits must be combated,
whether due to occupation or indolence; and
it must be insisted upon that a due amomit
of outdoor exercise is taken daily, but pro-

longed exertion, tending to cause fatigue and
exhaustion, must be avoided. Walking and
horse-exercise are highly beneficial, especi-
ally in the case of those who live rather too
freely. Even carriage-exercise is useful, so
that the patient may have the benefit of the
fresh air. For those who cannot have much
regular exercise, lawn-tennis, fencing or
single-stick, golf, and the like may be ser-
viceable. As bearing upon the prevention
of an acute fit of gout, it is an undoubted
tact that some individuals who are subject
to the disease seem to be a,ble to ward it off
by walking, riding, or adopting some other
form of prolonged and violent exercise on
the first intimation of a threatened attack.
Gouty persons should retire to rest and get
up early. They should as much as possible
avoid excessive mental labour, or any great
strain upon the mental faculties, but especi-

allj' worry and anxiety of all kinds. Atten-

tion must be paid to the cutaneous functions,

the surface of the body being also protected

from the injurious effects of cold. Warm
clothing should be worn, in keeping with the

weather, and those who can bear it should
wear flannel next the skin. With regard to

baths, many gouty persons are decidetUy the

better for using a cold or tepid bath every
morning, followed by energetic friction ; in

other cases the employment of the warm
bath at intervals, or even of the Turkish bath,

answers best. A course of treatment in a
hydropathic establishment from time to time,

under due medical supervision, is sometimes
decidedly beneficial. Climate demands atten-

tion, whenever the circumstances of the

patient allow a choice to be made. It may
be advisable for gouty subjects to reside per-

manently in some warm and equable climate,

or at any rate during the whiter and early

spring. In this way attacks may often be

warded off, and the disease thus prevented
from making progress. Those who are obliged

to remain in this climate during the incle-

ment seasons should avoid exposure to wet
and cold, as well as sudden changes of tem-
perature, and night air. The bedroom should

be warm and well-ventilated ; and in cold

weather it is desirable to keep a fire burning
during the night. Unduly heated and badly
ventilated rooms, as well as crowded places

of public resort, must be eschewed.
(d) Medicinal treatment.—There can be

no doubt but that the judicious use of cer-

tain medicines may assist materially in

warding off or mitigating the gouty condi-

tion, and in preventing the occurrence of

acute paroxysms. Those which are specially

called for in cases of established chronic

gout will be presently considered. In the

meantime, it may be stated that the digestive

functions re(]uire particular attention, and
medicines which help these functions are

often of the greatest service, if they should
be disordered. A course of alkalis or acids,

according to the indications in each case,

may prove most serviceable, combined witli

some simple bitter infusion or tincture.

Certain alkalis and alkaline earths are also

valuable on account of their power in pro-

moting elimination of lithic acid, by forming
soluble salts with this acid. The careful ob-

servations of Dr. Haig have shown that alka-

lis increase the secretion of uric acid, while

acids decidedly diminish it. The alkalis

which are most useful are salts of potassium
and lithium, the urate of lithium being
the most soluble of all. The bicarbonate of

potassium, carbonate of lithium, or the
citrates are the best salts to administer.

They should be taken well-diluted, and on
an empty stomach. Magnesia or its car-

bonate may be given with advantage if there

is much acidity, and if the bowels are habitu-

ally constipated. Saline aperients are often
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of fireat service, and they may be advaiitap^e-
|

oiisly administered in small doses, freely
,

diluted, and rej^ularly repeated, when tiioy
j

also act on the kidneys. In many cases other

aperients may be employed at intervals with
|

advantage, but strotif^ purgatives must be I

used with particular caution. An occasional
'

dose of blue-iiill or calomel may be decidedly
j

l>eneticial. The administration of other cho-
|

lap;ogues from time to time may also be of

service.

(c) Mineral wafers and haths.—Certain

mineral waters are of great value in the

treatment of the gouty diathesis, when em-
jiloyed imder proper medical supervision,

and they offer the advantage that patients

^vill often use them, wlien tliey will not

undergo a course of regular medicinal treat-

ment; while the water thus taken internally

is itself of service. Space will not permit a

long discussion of this subject liere, and it

must suilice to mention that in different cases

the kind of mineral water emi)loyed must
bo varied according to the object desired to

be accomplished, and according to the indi-

cations presented by the patient, for what
suits one may be highly inj\irious to another.

Tiiese waters are employed both internally

and in the form of baths. Tiiose chiefly

used in gouty conditions are the waters of

Bath, Buxton, Cheltenham, Clifton. Harro-
gate, Leamington. Malvern, and Woodhall
in this country; Strathijetler and Moffat in

Scotland; Llandrindod in Wales; Lisdoon-
varna and Lucan in Ireland; and Carls-

bad, Marienbad, Vichy, Wiesbaden, Baden-
Baden, Eras, Roj'at, Aix-la-Chapelle, Aix-les-

Bains, Evian-les-Bains, Contrexeville, Dax,
La Bourboiile, Lnchon. Friedrichshall, Hun-
yadi Janos, PuUna, Schlangenbad, Tejilitz,

Seidlitz, Ilombnrg, Kissingen, Rubinat, ^\'ild-

bad, Ragatz, Gastein, Elster, Tarasp, Apol-
linaris, and other continental waters. Some
of these may be taken regularly or at inter-

vals, for the purposes which they respectively

ftdtil ; or, if circumstances permit, a syste-

matic course of treatment from time to time,

at certain of the places mentioned, may be
recommended. iS'<'e Mimeual Watkrs.

Before leaving the subject of the preven-
tive treatment of gout, it needs to be insisted

upon that those who are particularly liable

to this disease, whether from hereditary pre-

disposition, occupation, or any other cause,

should pay special attention to preventive
measures ; and also that those in whom the
disease has already manifested itself must
take every precaution to avoid the known
causes of acute attacks, for eaeli attack tends
to make matters worse.

2. Treatment of Acute Gout.—When
a fit of acute artitHilar gout sets in, it is on
no account to be permitted to nm its course
unmodified by treatment, else serious mis-
chief is liable to arise. At the same time it

is requisite to refi'ain from adopting too active

measures. Our objects should be to shorten

the attack ; to restore the affected parts as

nearly as possible to their normal condition
;

and to relieve symptoms. In the first place,

particular attention must be paid to the

diet. The aim should be to make this as

low as is compatible with the condition of

the patient, especially if the tit is of a very
acute and sthenic type. In young and strong

patients the diet should at first consist of

mdk, farinaceous articles, and abundance
of water, barlej'-water, or toast-and-water.

Those who are advanced in years, weak, or

broken-down in healtii, or wiio have long

suffered from gout, require a more nutritious

diet, but it siionld be easily digestible, con-

sisting of beef-tea and good soups, milk, eggs

beaten up, and such articles, the quantities

being regulated by the requirements of each
case. As the symptoms subside, the food

should be gradually improved, white fish,

fowl, and meat being allowed in succession,

but in strict moderation ; and due care must
be exercised subsequently. If possible, all

kinds of alcoholic stimulants should be inter-

dicted, but it may not be judicious to cut

them off entirely in some cases, either on
account of the previous habits or present

condition of the patient, and then it is best to

give a definite quantity of brandy or whisky,
well diluted, with the food. For those who
cannot take spirits, a little good hock or

sauterne answers well.

As regards medicinal agents, colchicum
has long held the most prominent place in

the treatment of acute gout, and is commonly
regarded as a specific. There can be no
doubt as to the influence of this drug in

relieving the symptoms and shortening the
jiaroxysm of gout, although it is by no means
settled how it acts. Its effects must be
watched, however, for it does not agree in

every case. It has been alleged that col-

chicum renders the patient more liable to

subsequent attacks of gout, but for this

notion there does not seem to be any real

foundation. The tincture or wine of col-

chicum may be given in doses of ten to

twenty or even twenty-five minims every
four or six hours, and either of these ]ire-

parations may be combined with the citrate

or bicarbonate of potassium or with a salt

of lithium.

Salicylates, especially salieybue of sodium,
have been much reconnnended in the treat-

ment of acute gout, and Dr. Haig is sti'ongly

in favour of them, having found that they ma-
terially increase the discharge of litliic acid.

They certainly have proved useful in some
cases in the wTiter's experience. Another
class of drugs employed are antipyrine, anti-

febrin, and allied agents. A remedy named
piperazin has been introduced for the treat-

ment of gout, which is saiil to be the most
powerful solvent of uric acid known, but the

writer has no experience of its practical use.
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It is necessary to kefep the bowels acting

freely by means of suitable aperients, and

saline purgatives are of considerable value

for this purpose. Other aperients, such as

compound rhubarb iiill, colocynth, podo-

phj'llin, calomel or blue pill, may be em-

ployed in appropriate cases. Diluents may
be given freely, in order to promote the

action of the kidneys; and if the cutaneous

fmictions appear to be defective, some mild

diaphoretic may be administered, or it may
even be deshable to employ the hot-air or

vapour bath. Medicines may be needed for

the relief of symptoms, especially pain and

sleeplessness, for which Dover's powder or

other preparations of opium, belladonna,

chloral hydrate, sulphonal, or bromides may
be inchcated, but they mast be used with

discretion. In very severe cases hypodermic

injection of morphine is of much service.

Venesection ought never to be practised in

the treatment of acute articular gout ; for

althoixgh immediate improvement may per-

haps be thus produced, the ultimate results

are highly imsatisfactory. Even the local

removal of blood, by means of leeches applied

near an affected joint, is dangerous, and had
better be avoided, on account of the per-

manent local mischief which such a measure
is liable to induce.

Local treatment.—The affected parts in

acute gout should be kept entirely at rest,

and placed in a comfortable position, sup-

ported by pillows, and either horizontal or

elevated, according to the feelings of the

patient. In ordinary cases it is sufficient to

wrap up the joints in flannel, or to surround
them with cotton-wool completely covered
with oil- silk or gutta-percha sheeting, accord-

ing to Garrod's method, by which means a
kind of local vapour-bath is kept up. If the
pain is considerable, other local applications

might be used, of which the most efficient

are warm fomentations, to which tincture of

opium or belladonna may be added, poppy
fomentations, lead and opium lotion, localised

steaming, belladonna liniment, tincture of
aconite, oleate of morphine, or a solution
containing morphine and atropine. Some
practitioners prefer evaporating lotions con-
taining alcohol, ether, or chloroform ; others
warm water compresses. A blister in the
neighbourhood of a gouty joint may be of
service, if the attack be asthenic, and also
if effusion or much stiffness persist. During
recovery, benefit may be derived from care-
ful friction with some stimulating liniment,
application of iodine, shampooing, gentle
passive movements, douching with salt and
water, or the application of a light bandage
or elastic support, should there be a ten-
dency to permanent thickening and stiffness,
or to cedema and enlargement of the veins.
The acute forms oi irregular gout must be

treated according to their nature, and here
it must suffice to offer a few general remarks

on the subject. If serious internal symptoms '

arise, which are distinctly of a gouty nature,

and especially if they occur as retrocedent

phenomena, it is important to try to excite

inflammation in the joints, by means of local

heat, friction, and sinapisms. Colchicuiu

may be of service in the non-articular, as

well as in the articular form of gout. In
painful affections opium or other anodynes
are called for ; and frequently the adminis-
tration of alcohohc and other stimulants

is indicated, with antispasmodics, such as

ammonia, ethers, camphor, musk, or bella-

donna, especially when the stomach or heart

is affected. In conditions attended with
signs of much depression or collapse, external

heat may be applied over the body, or

sinapisms to the limbs and over the cardiac

region. In the treatment of inflammatory
diseases associated with gout much care is

required, especially in resorting to depletory

measures. The existence of the diathesis

must always be borne in mind.
3. Treatment of Chronic Gout.—

"When gout becomes an established chronic

disease, the same general rules of treatment
are to be observed as in the prevention or

attempted cure of the complaint, but they
often need modification in particular cases,

according to the conditions present. Similar
medicinal remedies are also indicated, lithium

salts being particularly valuable, and they
may even aid in removing gouty deposits

;

but others may be added to the list, which
are suitable in different cases. Colchicum is

often ofmuch service, taken habitually or from
time to time, in the form of one of the extracts

at night, or a few minims of tincture or wine
two or three times a day, combined with
other medicines. Among the many thera-

peutic agents recommended in the treatment

of chronic gout under different circumstances
may be mentioned benzoic acid or benzoate

of ammonium, phosphate of ammonium or

of sodium, iodide of potassium, bromide ot

potassium, carbonate of aluminium, lime-

juice, resin of guaiacum, ammoniacum, and
tonics, especially (juinine, tincture or infusion

of cinchona, or mild ferrugmous prejiarations.

Undoubtedly most of these are of use in

appropriate cases of chronic gout, to serve

their special purposes, but they must be used
judiciously, especially iron. Symptoms con-

nected with various organs frequently call

for attention in this disease, and they must
be treated by appropriate remedies. It may
be remarked that, should diarrhoea set in in

gouty cases, it must not be hastily arrested,

as this may be a mode of relief to the sys-

tem. With regard to the local conditions in

chronic gout, it is affirmed that the prolonged
use of some of the mineral waters previou.^ly

mentioned, both internally and in the form
of baths, such as those of Aix-la-ChapeUe,

Aix-les-Bains, and Baden-Baden, may suc-

ceed in removing to some extent deposits of
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urates, and in diminishing stiffness and
thickening of joints. For these purposes
lociil measures may also be of service in some
instances, provided the morbid changes are
not too far advanced, namely, occasional

blistering or application of iodine ; the pro-

longed use of wet bandages ; friction with
liniments ; shampooing and passive move-
ments ; or systematic compression by means
of some non-irritating plaster. Solutions of

alkalis or alkaline carbonates, and especially

of carbonate of lithium, have been kept ap-

plied to gouty joints and other parts for a
long time, under the belief that deposits of

urates may be thus dissolved. lu the writer's

experience no such effect has ever been thus
produced, although the constant application

of warm moisture may be useful. SuperHcial
uratic deposits should not be interfered with
imless the^' become troublesome, when it

may be desirable to puncture tlie skin, and
let the contents out. The proj)riety of re-

moving lai'ge masses by operation may come
u]) for consideration, but this should onlj' be
attempted if there is every probability that
they can be entirely removed without any
serious difficult j-, and if the patient is in a
ht state for the operation. ^Vllen abscesses
or ulcers form, they come under the treat-

ment of the surgeon ; but it may be observed
that simple dressings usually answer best in
these cases, and they may sometimes be
advantageously dressed with solution of car-

bonate of potassium or lithium. It must
not be attempted to heal them up too rapidly,
as the discharge may be a relief to the
system, and it may even be necessary to
enlarge the opening of a gouty abscess.
Under any treatment it is by no means an
easy matter to induce lesions of this kind to
heal in cases of chronic gout.

The treatment of the various chronic
organic diseases which are liable to arise in
the course of gout must always be kept in
mind, but the reader is referred to other
appropriate articles for a consideration of
this part of the subject.

Frederick T. Roberts.

GRAHAM'S TOWN, in Cape
Colony.— itr Africa, Soltu.

GRAND MAL (Fr.)—A term applied
to epilepsy when it assumes the form of a
severe convulsive attack. Sec Epilepsy.

GRANULAR KIDNEY.— .\ morbid
condition of the kidney, in which this organ
is the seat of fibroid change, and as a result

becomes contracted, hard, and granular. See
Bright's Disease.

GRANULAR LIVER.—A synonym
for cu-rhosis of the liver, in wliich the organ
presents a granular appearance, on its sur-

face and on section. See Liver, Cirrhosis of.
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GRANULATION (granulnm, a little

grain).—In medical pathology, granulation is

synonymous with tubercle in its isolated

form, the individual tubercles being called

'grey' or 'yellow' granulations, according
to their appearance (see Tubercle). In
surgical pathology, the term ' granulations ' is

applied to small vascular prominences, con-
sisting of embryonic tissue, growing on the
surface of wounds or ulcers, and hy which
the healing process is carried on—whence
the expression ' healing by granulation.'

When granulations assume the appearance
of an exuberant gi-owth they constitute what
is called ' proud tlesh.' See Cicatrisation

;

and Ulceb and Ulceration.

GRAVEL.— Defivition'.- The deposit

in and escape from the urinary passages of
gritty particles with the urine.

Etiology.—The same causes which pro-

duce dyspepsia are frequently productive of

lithic-acid gravel, such as indolent habits,

excess of food and drink— especially of nitro-

genous and saccharine articles, and the too
free indulgence in the use of fermented
liquord. Endemic causes connected with
climate and the nature of the drinking-water,
hereditary predisposition, and many slight

or serious organic diseases, may explain the
appearance of gravel in those, and especially

in women, who commit no dietetic excess, or

who are total abstainers. See OxALic-,\cin
Diathesis; Phospuatic Diathesis; and Uric-
AciD Diathesis.

Varieties.—Gravel may be composed of

(1) lithic acid and its compounds
; (2) oxalate

of lime ; (3) phosphate of lime ; or (4) the
triple phosphate. By far the most common
form of gravel, and that which alone need now
be considered, is lithic acid. This, owing
chiefly to its gi*eat insolubility, is fi-equently

deposited in the kidney and bladder, and is

seen in the newly passed urine in the form
of the well-known reddish-brown crystals,

often described as resembling cayenne-pepper
grains. The supernatant uriue is generally

clear, rather dark in colour, and of a dis-

tinctly acid reaction.

Symptoms.—The passage of uric-acid crys-

tals or gravel frequently causes no subjective

symptoms, and is consistent with perfect

health. Sometimes, however, it gives rise

to, or is accompanied by, both general and
local disturbance of function. The general
sjTnptoms are those of dyspepsia—namely,
flatulence and heartburn after meals, eructa-

tions, headache, muscular cramp, depression

of spirits, and a sense of malaise. Locally,

there is didl aching m the lumbar region,

not increased by movement ; frequent mic-
turition ; a sense of heat and irritation at the

neck of the bladder and along the urethra,

especially during and after voiding water

;

and sometimes the appearance of a faint cloud

of mucus or a slijjht tinge of blood in the urine.
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Treatment.—From-what has been said, it

follows that the most important points in the

treatment of gravel are strict limitation as to

the quantity of food; the avoidance of highly

seasoned, very rich, or sweet dishes ; the pre-

ference for vegetable rather than for animal

food ; abundant exercise in country air ; and

abstention from or the very sparing use of

alcoholic liquors. Medicinally there may be

given diiu-etics to increase the quantity of the

lu-iue, and facilitate the escape of gravel

;

pure water, alkahs, and alkaline waters fi-eely

diluted, to act as solvents of m-ic acid ; and

saline aperients and saline waters, to promote

digestion, and assist in ensm-iug the free

action of the Hver and alimentarv canal.

W. Cadge.

GRAVES'S DISEASE.—A synonym
for exophthalmic goitre, to which the late

Dr. Graves, of Dublin, called special attention.

See Exophthalmic Goitre.

GREEN-SICKNESS.-A popular syno-

nym for chlorosis, applied on account of the

greenish colour of the skin sometimes present

in that disease. See Chlorosis.

GRIPPE (Fr.)—A French synonym for

influenza.' See Influenza.

GROWTH, Disorders of.— See Atro-
phy ; Hypertrophy ; and Malformations.

GRUTUM.— Synon. : Milium., a millet

seed.

This name is applied to small globular
pearly-white bodies seen under the cuticle of

the face, especially near the eyelids. They
are about tlie size of a pin's liead, and con-
sist of distended sebaceous glands, the duct
of wliich has been occluded. Tliey should

HEMACYTOMETER

be distinguished from comedones, which are

formed in over-distended follicles. When
pricked with the point of a lancet, and pressed

with a large watch-key, a small, perfectly

globular cast of the sebaceous gland is

squeezed out, which is quite unlike the long

cylinder of the comedo. See Comedones.
Robert Liveing.

GUINEA-WORM.-See Entozoa.

GUMBOIL.—See Mouth, Diseases of.

GUMMA (Lat., gum).—A growth occur-

ring in sypliilis, so named on account of its

supposed superficial resemblance to gum.
See Syphilis.

GUMS, Diseases of.—See Mouth, Dis-

eases of.

GURGLING.—A physical sign heard

on auscultation of the chest or abdomen in

certain conditions, due to tlie movement of

gas and fluid within a cavity, whether nor-

mal or abnormal. A gurgling sensation may
also be felt at times in the intestines, as over

the ciBCum in typhoid fever. Sec Physical
Examination.

GUTTA ROSEA {(jutfa, a drop

;

rosea, rosy).—A synonym for acne rosacea.

See Acne rosacea.

GYMNASTICS
Exercise.

(yu^i'(ir, naked).

—

See

GYNECOLOGY {yw^, a woman ; and
Xo-yoy, a word).—This term in its literal sense

means a doctrine or discourse concerning
women. In modern medical language, it com-
prehends the study of the diseases pectdiar to

women. Sec Women, Diseases of.

H
HABIT or BODY.^This expression

signifies the sum of the physical qualities of
an individual, and is sometunes used as syno-
nymous with constitution. We speak of a
full habit, a spare habit, and an ajjojjlectic

habit.

HABITS.—Sec Disease, Causes of; and
Personal Health.

HEMACYTOMETER (alijia, blood;
KVTos, a cell; and ixfrpov, a measure).—An
instrument by tlie aid of which the number
of corpuscles in a given volume of blood can
be ascertained.

Description.—All methods employed for
this object consist in makmg a definite dilu-

tion of a certain quantity of blood, and
comiting the nmnber of blood-corpuscles m
a certain volume of this dilution. Vierordt,

who originated the method, drew uniform
lines of diluted blood upon a slide, and, after

it was dry, counted the corpuscles in a cer-

tain length of line. Cramer substituted for

these lines what may be termed a capillary

cell ; and Potain and Malassez employed a
capillary tube, and a microscope provided
with an eyepiece ruled in squares. Hayem
substituted for the tube a cell, the depth of

which gave one dimension of the volume of

dilution, while the lines ujion the eyepiece
furnished the others. The writer's instru-

ment is an adaptation of Hayem's, with cer-
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tain modifications : the clilutinj:^ apparatus

is similar, but of ditTerent capacity, and the

Literal dimensions of the volume of dilution

examined are obtained, not by a microscope-
eyepiece, but by lines enf^'avcd upon the glass

slide at the bottom of the cell, on whicli the

corpuscles quickly fall. The instrument can
thus be used with any microscope, an im-
portant convenience in practical use. The
alteration in the ca])acity of tlie diluting

measures facilitates the counting, and pro-

\ ides a much simpler mode of statement of

the result. The ajjparatu?, which is made by
Hawksley, consists of (1") a jiipette, graduated
to 995 cubic millimeters, for measuring tlie

diluting solution ; ("2) a capiOary tube for

measuring the blood, containing five cubic

mm.
; (3) a small glass jar and stirrer for

making the dilution ; and (4) the cell for

counting, "2 mm. deep, and ruled at the

bottom in stjuares, each "1 mm. in length

and breadth. The slide bearing the cell is

lixcd on a small metal plate, to which two
springs are attached ; these keep the cover-

glass in position, and secure uniformity in its

pressure on the cell, and therefore in the

dejith of the contained liquid.

Various solutions have been employed for

making the dilution. That which the writer

has found to answer best, as ditferentiatiug

most clearly the red and white corpuscles,

consists of sulphate of sodium, 104 grains ;

a etic acid, 1 drachm; distilled water, C
t>nnces.

In using the ha-macytometer, a drop of

the dilution is placed in the centre of the

cell ; the cover-glass and springs are applied
;

and in a few minutes the corpuscles have
sunk to the bottom of the cell, and are seen
lying within the sqtiares. The dilution of
r> c.mm. of blood in 'J95 c.mm. of solution, is

1 in '200 ; each square contains the corpuscles

from a volume of dilution "2 mm. in one, and
1 mm. in each of the other dnnensions

—

that is, 2 cubic "1 mm., or the •0L2 part of a

cubic mm. But the dilution being 1 in 200
this volume of dilution contains just '00001

cm. of blood. The number of corpuscles in

a S(piare, multiplied by 100,000, is thus the

number in a cubic millimeter of blood—the

common mode of statement. In order to

limit error, the number of corpuscles in ten

squares should be counted, and this number
multiplied by 10,000 is the number per cubic

millimeter. The average number in health

is about 5,000,000. Blood of normal rich-

ness thus contains about 50 corpuscles per

hiumacytometer square. Therefore, the num-
btr in two squares of the instrument will

always represent the proportion of the cor-

]>uscular richness compared with that of nor-

mal blood (= 100).—that is, the percentage

proportion to normal. It is, therefore, con-

venient to take the volume of blood repre-

sented by the two squares {'00002 cubic milli-

meter) as the standard volume, or ' ha?mic
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unit.' For instance, it is found that the blood
diluted presents in ten squares 375 corjiuscles

or 75 in two squares (' hicinic unit ')—that is,

75 per cent, compared with the normal. To
learn the number per cubic millimeter we have
only to multiply 375 by 10,000 = 3,750,000.

In counting the white corpuscles, if they
are not in considerable excess, it is most con-
venient first to ascertain the number of red
corpuscles per square, and note how many
squares are contained in a field of the micro-
scope. If, then, the focus is raised, so that

the corpuscles become indistinct, the white
ones, from their higher refracting power, will

appear like bright points, and the number in

a series of fields can easily be counted. For
example, the number of red corpuscles per
square has been found to be 40, and the field

contains 15 squares, that is, COO corpuscles per
field. Ten fields contain 15 white corpuscles

;

the proportion of white to red will, therefore.

be 1 to
GOO X 10

15
= 1 to 400.

With this apparatus we may readily ascer-

tain, within a small limit of unavoidable
error, the corpuscular richness of the blood,

an important element in many morbid states,

such as an.emia ; and we can thus ascertain

the indications for, and observe the effect

of, therapeutic agents. It is, however, very
desirable in these cases to ascertain also the
richness of the corpuscles in haimoglobin {see

H.emoglobixometer). Both elements being
ascertained and stated in the same terms
(percentage), the quality of each corpuscle

may be expressed in the form of a fraction.

If the blood contains (30 per cent, of cor-

puscles and 40 of haemoglobin, the average
' value ' of each corpuscle = | J or 5 the nor-

mal.
The hiemacytometer maj- also be employed

for ascertaining the globular richness of milk
or other liquids.

W. II. GOWERS.

HiEMATEMESIS (oiVa, blood; and
f'tiso), 1 \omit).— kJYXON. : Fr. Htmatcmisc ;

Ger. Bhithrcchcn.
Definition'.—Vomiting of blood, depen-

dent on a variety of morbid conditions.

Etiology .\nd Patuology.—Hiemorrhage
into the stomach may arise : 1. From the

laying open of an artery. 2. From venous
or capillary congestion of the mucous mem-
brane. 3. From causes affecting the blood

itself, so that it tends to transude through

the vessels under pressure of the circulation.

1. The most frequent cause of hamate-
mesis is an ulcer of the stomach. It occurs,

according to the late Dr. Brinton, in about

one-third of all the casts of gastric ulcer that

come under treatment. The bleeding usually

takes place shortly after a meal, and the

quantity rejected varies greatlj'. In some
cases, it is so small that it may require care-

ful examination to discover it; whilst in
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others enormous quan-tities are vomited, and

often also passed through the bowels. The

splenic artery is the source whence the bleed-

ing most frecpiently proceeds, but it may arise

from the coronary, the superior pyloric, or,

more rarely, froni the blood-vessels of some

of the neighbouring organs, such as the pan-

creas, liver, or spleen, to which the stomach

has become attached, and which may form

the base of the ulcer. Although it is most

apt to occur in chronic cases, instances have

been recorded in which a large vessel had

been laid open by an ulcer so small as to

require careful search for its detection. It

must be borne in mind that extensive bleed-

ings may take place without any vomiting,

and the source of the fatal illness be over-

looked. Such cases are not of infrequent

occurrence, and warn the practitioner that

he should be on the alert whenever signs of

hsemorrhage present themselves, and that he

should not rely too much on the absence of

pain and vomiting. In cancer of the stomach
profuse haemorrhage is less common than in

simple ulcer ; tlie larger vessels being prob-

ably compressed by the new-growth, v.hich

ordinarily commences in the submucous
tissue immediately above them. But a con-

stant oozing of blood is, on the contrary,

more common than in simple ulceration.

This blood, acted on by the gastric juice,

constitutes the ' coffee-ground ' vomiting of

the older authors. Its occurrence used to

be looked upon as pathognomonic of malig-

nant disease, but it is now known that its

presence onl}^ shows that the bleeding has
taken place slowly and in small quantities

at a time. Occasionally profuse haemorrhage
takes place from the rupture of an aneurj'sm
into the stomach ; and in a case which came
under the writer's notice at the London
Hospital, fatal vomiting of blood resulted
from the perforation of the aorta by a fish-

bone tliat had become impacted in the oeso-

phagus.
2. Congestion of the portal system is a

very frequent cause of haematemesis. The
most marked and fatal cases of this kind
occiur along with plugging of the vena portae
or its large branches with blood-clots or can-
cerous matter. Such cases are very rare,
and vomiting of blood, from venous conges-
tion, ordinarily results from cirrhosis, chronic
congestion, and other diseases of the liver, in
which the portal circulation is obstructed,
and in which relief is obtained by com-
munication with varicose oesophageal veins.'
More rarely the like occurrence is observed
in persons suffering from diseased heart,
especially where there is narrowing of the
mitral orifice. In such cases, there is gene-
rally a coexistence of chronic catarrhal
gastritis, and in all probability the bleeding
takes place from the haemorriiagic erosions

' See an instructive communication by Dr. Stacey
Wilson, Brit. Med. Journ., vol. ii. 1890.—Editob.

SO common in that condition. In one form
of this disease enormous quantities of mucus
are discharged. Sometimes there is con-
siderable bleeding in these cases, but they
are distinguishable from ulcer by the absence
of pain ; by the vomiting being only oc-

casional ; and also by the fact that the blood-

stained vomit generally follows a profuse

evacuation of colourless mucus, and is always
of a dark colour. In females thus affected

the catamenial discharge is generally pro-

fuse ; and the attacks of vomiting do not
neces arily coincide with the menstrual
periods. It has always been held that

hiematemesis may replace the menstrual
discharge. Without denying this, the writer

has never met with a well-marked case ol

the kind. Hicmatemesis due to acute con-

gestion is also a constant result of irritant

poisoning.

3. Htematemesis also arises from caiises

affecting the blood, and predisposing it to

ooze through the walls of the veins or capil-

laries. It occurs in this way in purjiura,

yellow fever, and in some cases of typhus.

In jaimdice, where bleeding from the gums
and other mucous membranes is so often

observed, life may be suddenly destroyed by
haematemesis. Occasionally a haemorrhagic
tendency manifests itself suddenly, without
apparent cause, as in a case observed by tlie

writer, in which a woman, about fifty years
of ago, was affected with severe bleeding
from the nose, followed by excessive men-
strual discharge, on the cessation of which
profuse hffimatemesis took place, from which
she sank. She had no jaundice nor other

apparent cause for her illness, and after

death the most careful scrutiny failed to

detect disease in any organ. To this class

of causes we should probably refer tlie haema-
temesis occurring in acute atrophy of the

liver, and in pyaemia, as, in aE probability,

the oozing of blood through the vessels arises

from changes effected in its chemical or

physical composition.
Symptoms.— Generally the patient in hse-

matemesis is suddenly attacked with faint-

ness, accompanied by a feeling of weight at

the pit of the stomach ; the countenance is

pale, the pulse feeble and compressible, and
in some cases actual syncope occurs. This
state terminates in vomiting, and a greater

or less quantity of blood is rejected from the

stomach. When a large blood-vessel has
been laid open, and the bleeding has taken
place rapidly, the blood may be florid ; but
generally the haemorrhage goes on so slowly

that time is given for the action of the gastric

juice upon it, and consequently it is of a

dark colour. It is not often that the stomach
is completely emptied, or perhaps the bleed-

ing persists in small quantities after the

vomiting has ceased, so that the stools are

generally of a dark or pitchy character, from
the aduiixture of blood that has passed into
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the intostiiios. Tho himiorrhage may cease

Boon after the stomach has been cmjjtiod, or

the vomiting of blood may recur from tinio

to time, or—and this is very apt to occur in

gastric ulcer—months or years may elapse

before it again takes place.

Diagnosis.—In some cases, when the

blood has been slowly effused into tho sto-

mach, there may be ditViculty in determining
whether the dark colour arises from bile or

blood. 'J'he microscope or s[)ectroscopo will

be enough to settle this point ; or the licjuid

may be boiled with alcohol, and tested for

the biliary salts. It is not always easy to

ascertain whether tlie blood has come from
the lungs or trom the stomach, as the patient

is sometimes so much alarmed that he can-

not say whether it was brought up by cough-
ing or vomiting. As a general rule, the

blood from the lungs is tlorid, mixed with
mucus, alkaline, and frothy ; that from the

stomach of darker colour, acid, intermixed
with particles of food, and in masses. Again,

hicmoptysis is generally preceded by symp-
toms referable to heart or lungs, such as

cough, expectoration, and dyspnu-a ; hicma-
temesisby the symptoms indicative of gastric

or hepatic disease, such as those described

above.
Puoaxosis.—As a general rule this is

favourable in hsematemcsis, more especially

in first attacks. Dr. Brinton calculated that

death resulted from this cause in only 3 to 5

per cent, of the cases of gastric ulcer ; and
it is still less fre(piently fatal where it pro-

ceeds from hepatic congestion or cirrhosis.

Still, the possibility of the bleeding arising

from an obstruction of the portal vein, from
the opening of a large artery, or fi-om the

bursting of an aneurysm, should be kept in

view, and the patient carefidly watched.

Treatment.—Where a large quantity of

blood has been ejected from the stomach,

the treatment must be prompt and decided.

The patient should be maintained in a re-

cumbent posture, and kept perfectly (piiet.

.\J1 food must be forbidden, and pieces of

ice placed in the mouth to suck. If taint-

ness be present, it is better not to give

brandy, which almost always brings on
vomiting, but to apply ammonia to the nos-

trils ; or, if necessary, an enema containing

brandy may be given.

The best styptics are gallic acid, alum, and
acetate of lead. The gallic acid may be

given in 10-grain doses, along with 10 or 15

minims of diluted sulphuric acid, and should

be repeated frequently. Alum may be pre-

scribed in infusion of roses ; and the acetate

of lead in '2-grain doses in the shape of a

pill, or combined with acetic acid. Oil of

turpentine is also "used. ^Vllere the bleeding

is slight, and there is good reason to believe

it arises from portal congestion, the best

treatment is to give a small dose of calomel,

followed by sulphate of magnesium and
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diluted suljihuric acid in infusion of roses
every three or four hours, until purging is

produced.
For some days after severe ha?matemesi8

strict quiet should be maintained. In the
case of ulcer of the stomach, oj)ium may be
used. Tho diet should be most carefully regu-
lated ; if necessary, nutritive enemata should
be substituted for food by the mouth, and
all purgatives avoided. When portal con-
gestion exists, a free action on the intes-

tinal canal should bo eonuuenced after the
cessation of the liaMuorrhage, so as to dim-
inish tho amount of blood in the venous
system of tho alimentary organs.

S. Fenwick.

HiEMATHORAX.— See H-emato-
THOUAX.

H^MATIDROSIS (oi^a, blood ; and
iSpMi, sweat).—Bloody sweat. See Suddhi-
PAROUS Glands, Disorders of.

H^MATIN.—See Remoglobin.

HJE3MATINURIA. — See H.emoglo-
BINUIilA.

HAEMATOBIUM (alfxn, the blood ; and
01OS, life).—A synonym for heematozoon.
See nEM.\T0Z0A.

HiEMATOCELE (nr^ia, blood; anditv^r;,

a tumour).

—

Synox. : Fr. Hematocele ; Ger.
Bli(t(]cschivulst.

Definition.—A swelling occasioned by
effusion of blood in the sac of the tunica

vaginalis, or in a cyst connected with the

testicle.

^Etiology and Symptoms.—The extrava-

sation of blood in ha?matocele may take place

in a healthy state of tho parts, or it may suc-

ceed or be combined with hydrocele. In both

cases it may be occasioned by a blow, or by

violent efTorts made in straining, especially

in old persons, or when the blood-vessels are

diseased. It maj- happen also from the

accidental wound of a vessel in tapping a

hydrocele ; or, without any such wound, a

hsematocele may supervene if the walls of

the sac are very vascular, and a vessel, lack-

ing the pressure of the hydrocele tluid, gives

way. The blood effused, if small in quantity,

mixes with the Huid of the hydrocele, and
occasions slight enlargement without dis-

turbance. If it be large in quantity, coagula

are formed; inflammation is excited in the

tunica vaginalis; and plastic exudation oc-

curs on its inner surface, sometimes forming

layers, and rendering the sac extremely dense

and firm.

The testicle preserves the same relation to

the remainder of the tumour as in hydrocele,

being situated at its posterior part. Its po-

sition, however, is liable to similar alterations
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as occur in hydrocele, which are very difficult

of detection, owing to the great thickening of

the parts.

Diagnosis.—A hfematocele may be distin-

guished from a hydrocele by the absence of

transparency ; the obscure character of the

fluctuation ; the heavy feel of the tumour
when balanced in the hand ; and the sudden

and accidental mode of its occurrence. In

old chronic cases, in which the tunica vagi-

nalis and its envelopes have become much
thickened and indurated, the tumour pos-

sesses so firm a character, and feels so

heavy and solid, that it is very liable to be

mistaken for a chronic enlargement of the

testicle ; and the diagnosis, at all times diffi-

cult, in some instances cannot be satisfac-

torily made out by the most experienced

hands. The records of surgery furnish many
cases in which castration has been performed

owing to a mistaken diagnosis. When doubt

exists, it should be removed by the introduc-

tion of a trocar or by an incision before

any serious operation, such as castration, is

imdertaken.
Treatment.—Wlien hfematocele succeeds

a hydrocele, the blood, if small in quantity,

mixes with the fluid of the hydrocele without
producing irritation. The tinged fluid may
be removed by tapping, and the operation

can be repeated afterwards at intervals until

the fluid is free from discoloration. Even
when inflammation arises, if the sac be tapped
and tension removed, and the patient be kept
at rest, with ice applied to the part, the in-

flammation may subside. When, however,
the blood effiised is large in quantity, and
when the inflammation is acute and threatens
suppuration, the tumour should be punctured
at its upper part, a director introduced, and
the sac freely laid ojien by incision. This
must be done with care, so as to avoid
wounding the testicle. A chronic hsemato-
cele with a very thickened sac must be cut
into in the same way ; and lateral portions
of the sac may be excised, so as to lessen the
wound for healing. If from old age, or other
causes, the patient's general condition be
unfavourable for excision, castration may be
requisite. The practitioner must bear in
mind that the testicle is sometimes situated
in front, as in cases of inversion, and is then
very liable to injury in the operation of in-
cision, and even in tapping.

Encysted Hsematocele.—Encysted his-

matocele implies an effusion of blood in the
sac of an encysted hydrocele. The treatment
is the same as that required for ordinary
haimatocele.

Haematoeele of the Cord.—Blood may
also be effused in the areolar tissue of the
spermatic cord, constituting diffused heema-
tocele of the cord ; or in a cyst in the cord,
constituting encysted hsematocele of the cord.
Such cases are very rare.

T. B. Curling. J. McCarthy.

HEMATOMA AUKIS

HiEMATOIDIISr.—See Haemoglobin.

HEMATOMA (n[,xaT.;o>, I fill with
blood).—A peculiar form of bloody tumour,
or a collection of extravasated blood that has
undergone certain changes. It is observed
more especially in comiexion with the ear,

the vagina, the scalp, and the meninges.
See Cephalhematoma ; Hematoma Auris

;

Meninges, Cerebral, Hiematoma of; Fun-
gus H.ematodes; and Tumours.

HEMATOMA AURIS (a<uaro6), I fill

with blood ; auris, of the ear).

—

Synon. : The
Insane Ear; Fr. Othcmatume; Hematome
de VOreillc des Aliencs; Ger. Othiiinatoma

;

Olirhlidgcscliwuht von Geistcshranhen.
Definition.— An affection of the auricle,

which occurs almost, if not quite exclusively,

in the insane, and consists in the effusion of

blood or bloody serum between the cartilage

and its perichondrium, to such an extent as

to form a distinct tumour.
Etiology.—In most of the few cases of

hsematoma auris which have been published

to show that this disease may occur in the

sane, the description given of the patients

rather points to their insanity than otherwise.

It is most common in cases of general para-

lysis and mania (acute and chronic), but also

occurs in melancholia, dementia, and idiocy.

It is about four times as frequent in men as

in women ; and more often affects the left

ear than the right. Sometimes both ears are

affected, but seldom at the same time. There
would seem to be, in many or all of the

insane, a morbid condition of the vessels or

other tissues of the auricle, which predisposes

to the occurrence of haematoma. If this

condition be present to a sufficient degree,

the disease may arise spontaneously ; in

other cases a very slight injury may be suf-

ficient to cause it ; whilst in others very con-

siderable violence is necessary for its pro-

duction.

Symptoms and Course.—The disease first

makes itself evident by the appearance of a

swelling of about the size of a horse-bean
;

this is almost always uj^on the anterior sur-

face of the pinna, ahd usually in the neigh-

bourhood of the fossa of the antihelix. The
skin over the tumour is generally of a reddish

or bluish-red colour, but may be unaltered at

first ; the temperature of the ear is sensibly

raised ; the swelling is very painful and
tender ; there is no extravasation of blood

from the cutaneous vessels ; and the titmour

is not oedematotts. At this stage, the effusion

which has taken f)lace between the cartilage

and its perichondrium consists of dark-red

fluid blood. In rare eases the swelling does
not increase further; the inflammatory symp-
toms subside after about a week ; absorption

gradually takes place ; and only a slight

thickening remains. More usually the

tumour mcreases and may attain the size of
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a hen's e^^ ; it becomes tense, elastic, dis-
'

tiiictly fluctuiitinfj, and hot ; and is often of

a bright red colour. Its prominent anterior
,

wall, consistLug of skin, cellular tissue, and ;

perichondrium, is felt to be thinner and less

resisting tlian the posterior, which contains

the ear-curtilage. In certain cases, however, '

owing to the brittle cartilage having split up,

an<l portions of it having adhered to either

wall, both walls present irregularly alter-

nating characters. The time which a hicma-
toiua takes to attain its largest size varies

from a week to a month ; it then generally

involves the whole of the concha, occluding
the external au(htory meatus; the folds of

the auricle are lost, with the exception of

the helix (which appears as a band running
round the tumour) and the dependent lobule.

The weight of the tumour causes the whole
ear to fall somewhat forwards and outwards.
Sometimes, especially in the presence of con-

stant or repeated irritation, the inflammatory
stage may last many weeks, and the deformity
which always results from the aflection is

thereby greatly increased. Unless subjected

to violence, it very rarely happens that the
tumour opens spontaneously, although its

tense and inflamed appearance often seems
to indicate that such an occurrence is immi-
nent. If rupture does take place, suppu-
ration ensues ; portions of cartilage come
away ; the cavity closes verj' slowlj' ; and

'

great deformity results. The most common
course is for the inflammatory symptoms
gradually to subside. The anterior wall be-

comes firmer, owing to a new deposit of

cartilage upon its inner surface ; the sense

of fluctuation is gradually lost ; and the
tumour slowly diminishes in size, often

yielding a somewhat doughy sensation to

the touch. Occasionally, at this stage, some
gaseous contents have been observed in the
cavity. The colour of the skin over the
tumour becomes gradually more dusky ; it

then passes into yellow and, later on, into

an unnatural pallor. As the fluid contents
become absorbed, the tumour becomes harder
and smaller; folds again appear in the auricle,

but do not correspond to the original ones

;

and the pinna remains permanently thick-

ened, puckered, and often nodular.
Anatomical Characters.—Man3- of these

have been given above in explanation of

symptoms, and do not require to be repeated.

.\ shrivelled auricle, which has previously
been afifected by hsematoma, presents, on
section, two distinct layers of cartilage

;

these are of varying thickness, and sepa-
I

rated from eacli other by vascular fibrous

tissue, which often contains within it other
small isolated plates of cartilage, and some-
times also small portions of bone. The
fibrous tissue is tlie organised product of the

j

original efifusion. The two layers of cartilage

have been developed upon the inner surfaces
of the perichondrium. The loose portions of
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cartilage and bone which are occasionally
seen, are developed from the fibrous tissue.

It used to be supposed that the bone (which
is soft, vascular, and contains well-developed
Haversian systems) resulted from ossification

of the ear-cartilage; but the writer has shown
elsewhere {Brit. Med. Journ., Oct. 1873) that
this is not the case.

Prognosis.—The local affection is in no
way dangerous, but it always leaves behind
it a permanent characteristic deformity of

tlie auricle. The sense of hearing is only
affected by the occlusion of the auditory
meatus ; but this condition very rarely per-

sists after the acute stage. The occurrence
of haimatoma auris influences the prognosis
of the mental disease unfavourably, but does
not necessarily indicate the approach of a
fatal termination to the case.

Treatment.—Protection of the part from
injury is usually all that is necessary. Cool-

ing applications are useful when the inflam-

mation is excessive. The tumour should
not be opened ; nor should a portion of the

anterior waU be removed, as has been recom-
mended ; these procedures onlj- lead to supi)u-

ration. It is useless to empty the cavity by
aspiration, as it fills again with great rapidity.

The treatment by pressure is very painful,

and yields no good residt.

Chas. S. W. Corboi.d.

HJEMATO - PERICARDIUM (n.Vi,

bloi'd ; TTitH, about ; and KapCila, the heart).

—

An extravasation of blood into the sac of the

pericardium. See Pericardium, Diseases of.

HiEMATO-THORAX(,ir^a.blood; and
6o},)(i$, the chest).—An extravasation of blood

into the pleural cavity. See Pleura, Diseases

of.

H.S3MATOZOA (ai/io, blood; and fioi-,

an animal).—Tiiis term is of generaJ appli-

cation to all kinds of animal parasites dwell-

ing in the blood and blood-vessels; but it-;

employment is often restricted to certain of

the nematoid entozoa which display tliis

habit in a more marked degree than the

other parasites are wont to do. All classes

of helminths are liable, at some tune or

other in the course of their lifetime, to take

lip their residence in the blood, but in the

case of the Tien ice. or rather of their pro-

8colicc8, this period is of very short duration.

One or two species only of fluke-worms or

trematoiles play a similar role in man. the

most important being the Bilharzia, whicli

gives rise to an endemic hinnaturia at tlie

Cape, and elsewiiere in Africa {see Bilhar-
zia). Our knowledge of the nematoid hn--

matozoa dates at least as far back as the

time of Huysch (1605), who was acquainteil

with the strongvdes which produce aneurysm
in tlie horse and other solipeds; whilst more
than half a century later the subject received

additions from the writings of Scliulze i\~'i'>)
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and Chabert (1782) ; and subsequently from

the memoir by Eayer (1843). About the

latter period also the observations by Grube

and Delafond ' on a verminiferous condition

of the blood of dogs, caused by a great

number of hsmatozoa of the genus Filaria,'

excited much attention ; but until quite re-

cently it was not so much as suspected that

similar microscopic filarife infested the human
body. In 1872 the late Dr. Lewis announced

the "important discovery of the existence of ne-

niatoid worms in the living human subject

also. See Chyluhia; and Filaria Sanguinis

HOMINIS. T. S. COBBOLD.

H.S3MATUE,IA {alfjia, blood ; and oSpnv,

urine).

—

Synon. : Yr.Hematurie; Ger. Blut-

harnen.
Description.—Hsematuria is a symptom

of many different morbid conditions of the

system, and of the urinary tract. The
quantity of blood discharged in the urine

varies greatly, and the appearance of the

urine corresponds. Sometimes it is dark,

loaded with clots ; sometimes it is merely

smoky, or of a faintly pink hue. It is always

albuminous, and corpuscles (often altered by
the action of the urine) may be discovered by
the microscope, sometimes becoming swollen,

sometimes shrunken. The following are the

best tests for detecting the presence of blood

in the ui-ine : (1) Guaiacum. When equal

parts of simple tincture of guaiacum and oil

of turpentine are shaken together to make an
emulsion, and the lu-ine is cautiously added,

an intense blue colour is produced if blood

be present. (2) SjKciruvi analysis. Very
minute quantities of blood in the urine show
absorption-lines between Frauenhofer's lines

D and E in the yellow and green of the spec-

trum. See Spectroscope in Medicine.
The blood in hsematuria may be derived

from the urethra. If so, it precedes the
stream of urine, sometimes forms a long
thin clot, and may escape in the intervals of

micturition. Sometimes it is derived from
the prostate gland or the bladder. When it

has lain in the bladder and been poured out
in considerable quantity, it is often in clots

;

and when the urine is voided, the first part
is frequently clear, the last loaded with blood,
l^lood may also be derived from the ureter
or the pelvis of the kidney. Sometimes clots

in the form of moulds of these structiures

may be recognised. At other times the blood
is derived from the substance of the kidney,
and then is intimately mixed up with the
urine, which frequently exhibits blood casts
of the tubes.

y35tiology and Pathology. — Urethral
hicmorrhage is due to local inflammation or
rupture of vessels or to calculus. Prostatic
hffimorrhage may be due to tumours, malig-
nant or otherwise, to inflammation, or to
scrofulous affection of that organ. Vesical
hffimorrhage results from mahgnant disease,
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from simple villous growth, inflaiumatiou,

ulceration, tubercular disease, or the irrita-

tion of a calculus. Haemorrhage from the

ureters or pelvis of the kidney may be due
to the presence of calculi, or to other causes.

Haemorrhage fr-om the kidney may be due
to malignant disease, tubercle, suppurative

nephritis, or to the irritation of crystals or

amorphous concretions within the urinifer-

ous tubules. Haemorrhage occurs also in all

the forms of Bright's disease, especially in

the early stage of the inflammatory form,

and the advanced stage of the cirrhotic. It

results from over-doses of turpentine, chlorate

of potassium, and cantharides, and from rup-

ture of the kidney. Sometimes it is a mani-
festation of purpura haemorrhagica, more
rarely of scorbutus ; occasionally it occurs

in the course of, or as a sequel to, eruptive

or continued fevers. It is also occasionally

vicarious. Renal hiemorrhage occurs in

Egypt, Mauritius, and other localities, in

consequence of the existence of a minute
parasite, the Bilharzia haematobia. See En-
tozoa; Chyluria.
Treatment.—The treatment of haematuria

must vary according to the lesion to which
the hsemorrhage is due. But where the

symptom is so urgent as to demand treat-

ment for itself, the most important points to

be attended to are rest, free relief of the

bowels, and the application of ice-bags over
the source of the haemorrhage ; along with
the internal administration of astringents, es-

pecially gallic acid, ergot of rye, perchloride

or pernitrate of iron, turpentine, or acetate

of lead, witli or without opium. If these do
not succeed, the subcutaneous injection of

ergotine is often efficacious. Surgical inter-

ference may be required for relief of symp-
toms due to coagula.

T. Grainger Stewart.

H^MIC ASTHMA.—A form of asth-

ma, dependent upon an abnormal condition

of the blood. See Asthma.

H-EMIC MURMUR.—A murmur con
nected with an abnormal condition of the

blood, as in anaemia. See Anemia; and
Physical Examination.

H^MIN.—See Hemoglobin.

HEMOGLOBIN (ama, blood ; and glo-

bus, a ball).

—

Synon. : HiEinatoglobulin.

—

This substance, the most important pigment
in the body, occurs in the red blood-corpuscles,

of which, when dried, it forms 90 per cent.,

this representing 13 to 14 per cent, of ordin-

ary blood. In the corj)uscles the haemoglobin
infiltrates the colourless jDroteid stroma, from
which it may be extracted by water, ether,

chloroform, or bile salts, thus forming a solu-

tion in the plasma; blood so treated is termed
'laky.' It is of an extremely complex nature,
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its percentaj^e composition in the dog being

estimated at C ri^-B.'), H 7-32, N l(i-17, •21-84,

S '3\), ¥ "43. It is to be regarded as a com-
pound of a proteid substance—globin, and a

coloured body—hiematin, wliich contains all

the iron of the molecule. The former belongs

to the globulin group, tliough its exact nature

is not known; and the latter, as a constituent

of hiemoglobin, appears to ditl'cr shglitly from
the separated haunatin presently described.

The precise character of the association of

tliese two substances in the compound,
whether a simple mixture or a chemical
combination, is as yet undetermined.

Hiumoglobin presents a singular exception

to the general law of diffusion, inasmuch as,

though it crystallises, it will scarcely diffuse

through membrane. A considerable variety

in the shape of the crystals is met with in

different anmials, and nuich difference in the

facility with which it crystallises ; in man
they occur as elongated prisms, and are

formed with difficulty.

The most important property of this com-
pound is its affinity for oxj-gen. In some
obscure manner this gas enters into a loose

combination with lucmoglobin in the lungs,

forming oxy-lucmoglobin, and is then con-

veyed by the red corpuscles throughout the

body, separating again from its conveyer in

the tissues. The hiemoglobin thus deprived
of its oxygen is known as reduced Jitvino-

globin, and is of a purplish colour, whilst the

oxy-ha-moglobin is of a scarlet tint. It is

thus that the difference in colour between
arterial and venous blood is mainly to be ac-

counted for. The spectra of these two kinds
of hirmoglobin are characteristic, that of tlie

former being distinguished by two absorption
bands of unequal width and intensity between
the solar lines D and E {i.e. in the yellow
and green region of the spectrum), whilst

the reduced hiemoglobin presents but a single

band occujiying a position between the two
of the oxidised form. It is to be noted that,

whatever be tiie nature of the combination
that exists between the oxygen and its carrier,

it is such that the gas retains its properties

as a gas, and the union may be roughly com-
pared to a mere solution of the gas in a fluid.

There is reason to believe that the oxygen-
carrying power is mainly, if not entirely,

possessed by the hseraatin constituent, since

this substance is capable of being oxidised

and reduced in a manner similar to hiemo-
globin itself; and, further, this capability is

closely dependent on the presence of the iron

—iron-free hiematin having no such power.
The 'respiratory pigment ' corresponding to

hiemoglobin in some of the invertebrata
contains copper in place of iron.

Another compound of this substance with
oxygen, in which the gas is much more closely

combined, is termed methtcmoglohin ; and a
still more stable association takes jdace be-

tween hiemoglobin and cai-bonic oxide, which
60

thus produces its rapidly poisonous effect

by i)reventing the oxygen-carrying power of
the blood. Nitric oxide behaves in a similar
fashion.

Certain variations, bnth quantitative and
qualitative, are recognised in disease, but,

our knowledge in this direction is most frag-

mentary. In aniemia the amount of hiemo-
globin is frequently diminished by a half,

and in extreme cases to even less than a
quarter of the normal.
The hiemoglobin miiN' be liberated fi-om the

stroma of the corpuscles and dissolved in the
blood-plasma (htemoglobinicmia), finally aj)-

pearing in the urine (luemoglobinuria), though
chiefly in the form of methicmoglobin. This
result frequently follows on poisoning by
arseniuretted hydrogen, phosphorus, carbolic

and some of the mineral acids ; also in the
course of typhus fever, pyiemia, and scurvy,

or after severe burns, and in some cases of

jaundice. It is probable that coincident
changes in the vascular endothelimn favour
the diffusion of the pigment.

It is further stated that, in some septic

states, pyiemia, cancrum oris, and erysipelas,

and also in leukiemia, the blood when drawn
from tlie body shows a remarkable tendency
to crystallise, quite contrary to the normal.
This has been attributed to the presence in

the blood of some peculiar ferment.
The chief derivatives of hiemoglobin may

now be briefly refeiTed to.

{a) H8ematiii(C.,.,H3,N,FeO,).—Haematin
may be obtained from red blood-corpuscles by
treatment with acids or with strong alkalis.

It is an amorphous dark-brown powder, in-

soluble in water, alcohol, or ether, but readily

soluble in caustic alkalis, in sidphuric or

acetic acids, and in chloroform. The acid

and alkaline solutions each give a charac-

teristic spectrum. The acid hiematin is known
as hiematoin. A solution gives a characteris-

tic absorption-band in the spectrum, different

from those produced by hiemoglobin. It

forms a green solution when boiled with
caustic potash.

(h) Haemin (C,,H,,ClN,FeO.).—Hicmin,
which may be prepared from dried hiemo-

globin by treatment with glacial acetic acid,

in the presence of an alkaline chloride, is-

a hydrochloride of hteinatin. It crystal-

Uses tolerably readily in needle-sliaped prisma
or rhombic plates, and thus becomes an easy

means of detecting the presence of blood in

stains of a doubtful nature. The crystals are

insoluble in water, alcohol, chloroform, and
ether, and soluble in caustic alkalis and
boiling hvdrochloric and acetic acids.

(c) Hsematoidin (CaJI^N^O,). — This
substance is one of the forms of iron-free

hiematin of natural occurrence as rhombic
prisms or needles of a red or greenish-red

colour; a fact wliich shows that the colour of

hcumoglobin is not dependent on the iron.

It is of considerable pathological interest,
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being frequently found in old clot^, and in the

cavity of ruptured Graafian follicles. It is

the cause also of the staining so often seen in

the neighbourhood of extravasations of blood,

varying from lemon-yellow up to reddish

black. . .

[d) Hsematoporpliyrin, also contauiing

no iron, and probably isomeric with the fore-

going, may be prepared from hx'matin by

heating with fummg hydrochloric acid.

The relationship of haemoglobin, ha;matin,

hiematoidin, and haeniin to the pigments of

the body is of the greatest interest. It would

seem that the ha-moglobin is the source of

all—biliary, urinary, &c. A constant destruc-

tion of red corpuscles is taking place in the

spleen, and probably also in the bone-marrow.

The haemoglobin which is liberated from the

stroma reaches the liver, where the globin is

separated, the iron removed, and bilirubin

formed. Normal urobilin, the chief colouring-

matter of the urine, is very similar to bilirubin,

and is derived from that substance or directly

from haematin or hicmoglobin itself. The
pigments of the bile, fa-ces, and urine are

therefore to be regarded as the excreted

waste of ha?moglobin. Bilirubin is closely

allied to, if not identical with, htematoidin

;

and a play of colours—the result of oxida-

tion—may be obtained from the latter when
treated with nitric acid, similar to that pro-

duced by the bile-pigments under the same
condition. The injection of hiemoglobin into

the blood Ls followed by the presence of bile-

pigments in the urine, and an increase of

bilirubin in the bDe. Melanin, the black pig-

ment of the retina, hair, and skin, and often

found in connexion with new-growths, especi-

ally with those of a mahgnant character, also

appears to be directly drawn from liaemo-

globin. The colourmg-matter of the blood is

certainly associated, in some way other than
that of its oxygen-carrying function, with the
nutrition of the tissues, in connexion with
the obscure but imquestionable influence of
pigments. W. H. Allchin.

H^MOGLOBINOMETER (Htemo-
globin; and M«Vpoi/, a measure).

Definition.—An instrument for the clini-

cal estimation of the amount of hoemoglobin
in blood.

Description.—The quantityofhaemoglobin
may be ascertained by estimating the amount
of iron in the blood, or by observing the
dilution necessary to obscure a certain ab-
sorption-band in the spectrum (see Spec-
troscope IN Medicine). Neither of these
methods is, however, available for cluneal
use. Simpler methods have therefore been
contrived, which depend on a coniparison of
the colour of diluted blood with that of solu-
tions of carmine and picro-carmme. By
this combination the tint of blood, and even
its spectrum, may nearly be obtained (Ma-
lassez). Coloured discs have been employed
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for the same purpose (Hayem). In these

methods a given dilution of blood is made,
and this is compared with the tint of the

standards. In the haemoglobinometer de-

signed by the writer (and made by Hawks-
ley) the blood is progressively diluted until

it reaches the tint of a standard, the colour

of which corresponds to a dilution of 1 part

of healthy blood in 100 of water. The
degree of dilution necessary to make the

two correspond represents the amount of

haemoglobin. The apparatus consists of two
tubes of e?:actly equal diameter, and a

capillary pipette, holding 20 cubic mm., for

measuring the blood. One tube is filled

with a standard, consisting of glycerine jelly

coloured to the required tint. The other is

graduated, each division being equal to the

volume of blood taken (20 cubic mm.), so

that 100 divisions equal 100 times the volume
of blood. The dilution is made by a pipette

stojjper, and distilled water ; the number of

degrees of dilution necessary to produce cor-

respondence with the standard indicates the

percentage proportion of the haemoglobin of

the blood examined compared with normal
blood. For example, the blood of a patient,

being progressively diluted, is found to reach
the tint of the standard when the amount
of water added corresponds to 4.5 degrees of

dilution ; the blood exammed therefore con-

tains 45 per cent, of the normal quantity-

of haemoglobin. The method is no doubt
' rough,' but it is quick and easy. With
care there should not be more than 5 per

cent, of error. It is well to note not only the

point at which the tints become similar, but

the number of degrees of dilution through
which they appear alike, and to take the

mean. The result, being a percentage, is

immediately applicable to that obtained with
the hsemacytometer. See Hi«:MACYTOMETER,

W. E. GOWERS.

H^MOGLOBINUIlIA(Haemoglobin;
and ovpov, the urine).

—

Synon. : Haematinuria.
Definition.—A morbid condition of the

urine resulting from disintegration of blood-

corpuscles, characterised by change of colour

of the secretion, in consequence of the pre-

sence of granular debris containing a large

proportion of haemoglobin ; sometimes pa-

roxysmal ; sometimes a result of the action

of poisons ; and sometimes associated with
other more dangerous symptoms, and tend-

ing to a fatal result.

Etiology.—Haemoglobinuria is not refer-

able to any structural change in the kidneys.

It is a result of morbid action in the blood,

consisting essentially in the disintegration of

the red corpuscles, whereby the haemoglobin
is set free. It has been observed in the

course of fevers, particularly ague and scar-

latina, also as a result of insolation, and, in

the paroxj'smal cases, as a result of chill.

Outbreaks of this disease have been described
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ns attiicking newly bom infants. In that

fU'scribcd by Winekel of Dresden, in 1879,

twenty-four cases occurred, and twenty-three
proved fatal. This was evidently due to the
action of a specific poison existinjj in the

Maternity Hospital at the time. Cohnhoim
also showed that it occurred as a result of

severe, but not speedily fatal, burns. Trans-
fusion of the blood of one kind of animal into

the veins of another may suffice to produce it.

Moreover, many poisons have been found to

induce the condition. By far the most im-
portant of these is chlorate of potassium. In
the case of children, one to two drachms in

the twenty-four hours is a dangerous quan-
tity; in the adult, three drachms or upwards.
Next to it, but at a long interval, rank car-

bolic, hydrochloric, sulphuric, and pyi-ogallic

acids, and the inhalation of arseniuretted

hydrogen gas. In what way we are to ex-

plain the action of these various substances
upon the blood-discs is as yet far from clear,

but the fact that the^' do so act is fully es-

tablished.

Morbid Anatomy. — The kidneys are

throughout of a deep chocolate colour, with
radiating strisE of a darker tint. The sec-

tions show under a low power dark lines

corresponding to the tubules, and spots mark-
ing the Malpighian bodies. With a higher
power one makes out that the tubules are

blocked with granular pigment, and that this

discharge is evidently from the Malpighian
tufts. There are sometimes alterations in

the spleen and in the bones, and haemorrhages
into various tissues.

Symptoms.—The chief clinical features of
hsemoglobinuria are those referable to the
urine. It is dark like porter, or like the

sediment of port-wine ; sometimes brown like

cotfee, or almost black. This colour is due
mainly to haemoglobin, and usually few, if

any, blood-corpuscles are present. Tube-
casts and oxalate-of-lime crystals are often

present in large numbers. The urine coagu-
lates on heating, or on the addition of nitric

acid. Spectroscopically examined, it shows
the features characteristic of haemoglobin,
ox5'haemoglobiri, and methacmoglobin. Other-
wise the patient shows tokens of general
discomfort

;
gastro-intestinal disturbance

;

jaimdice more orlesspronoimced ; sometimes
enlargement of spleen, and subcutaneous
hemorrhages ; weakness of heart ; tendency
to hypostatic congestion in cases of a bad
t\-pe ; with other symptoms of depression or
even collapse.

Diagnosis.—The different forms of hfemo-
globinuria have to be diagnosed from each
other, and from certain diseases which re-

semble the paroxysmal forms. See H.kmo-
GLOBiNtJRiA, Paroxysmal.

Prognosis.— Cases of this kind rarely
terminate imfavoiurably except when hteiiio-

globinuria is merely one of many symptoms
in connexion with blood-poisoning.

Treatment.— Protection against septic

processes or other causes is of the first im
portance. When the symptom is developed,
ferruginous tonics and chloride of ammonium
may be tried. T. Grainger Stewart.

HiEMOGLOBINURIA, PAROX-
YSMAIj.—Synon. : Paroxysmal H;fmatin-
uria.

Definition.—A paroxysmal affection of
the system ; manifesting itself by changes in

the urine, and particularly the discharge of
h'Eemoglobin ; caused sometimes by malaria,
and sometimes by other conditions not yet
determined; consisting in no anatomical
change as yet recognised ; and characterised

by the occasional occurrence of constitutional

disturbance, with discharge of dark, blood-

stained urine.

/Etiology.—The most important extrinsic

cause of the tendency to this disease is ma-
larious poison ; the most important cause of

the paroxysm is exposure to cold or wet;
but the tendency may exist without malarial
poison, and the attack may occur apart from
any special exposiu*e. Amongst intrinsic

causes, sex is evidently important, for the
disease is almost confined to males. It may
occur in children, and may occasionally recur
during a period of years.

As in other forms of haemoglobinuria, the
symptom is traceable to disintegration of

red corpuscles within the circulating tluid.

That this may occur locally has been proved
experimentally by Ehrlich. He tied a liga-

ture round the finger of a patient M'ho was
liable to the disease, and then chilled the

congested part by immersing it for a quarter

of an hour in ice-cold water, afterwards
transferring it for alike period to tepid water.

In this patient it was found that many cor-

puscles were broken down, while no such
efl'ect was produced elsewhere in the body or

in healthy people. It is probable, however,
that it is chiefly in the liver that the destruc-

tion of corpuscles ordinarily takes place

;

and it is uncertain whether it results from a
direct influence operating upon the corpuscles,

or through the production of some chenncal

'

substance and its action upon them.
Anatomical Characters.—The disease

not being fatal, there is no evidence as to

the existence of anj- anatomical change in

the kidnej's, but there is every reason to

suppose that if the kidneys were examined
they would show the appearances met with

in non-paroxysmal hn?moglobinuria.

Symptoms.—This form of hiemoglobinuria

is paroxysmal, but not distinctly periodic. It

may commence in chUdhood or during adult

life. The attacks may occur once, twice, or

thrice a day, on alternate days, once a week,
or quite irregidarly. The paroxysm may
commence abruptly without any premonitory
symptom, but is more commonly ushered

in by a feeluig of uneasiness in the loins and
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limbs, by shivering, ' and general chilliness.

Sometimes it is preceded by slight jaundice,

forred tongue, and other symptoms of gastric

catarrh ; and sometimes albuminuria pre-

cedes by a few hours or a day the occurrence

ofhemoglobinuria. The more abrupt attacks

h-equently terminate by the discharge of the

pecuhar urine, the uneasy feelings having

subsided before it recurs ; and the next urine

is normal, or nearly so. In some cases albu-

minuria jirecedes or lingers for a time after

the discoloration has passed off, and some-

times it replaces the haemoglobinuria. See

Bright's Disease.

The characters of the urine are very pecu-

liar. Its colour is like porter, or like muddy
port-wine ; its specific gravity ranges from

1015 to 1035 ; it is acid, or faintly alkaline

;

it is highly albuminous ; sometunes it con-

tains excess of urea. It tln-ows down a

copious sediment, which contams very few

or no blood-corpuscles, but an immense
amount of granular blood-pigment, with

numerous tube-casts—hyaline or epithelial,

often loaded or coated with amorphous
granular matter, and with minute crystals

of oxalate of lime. The colour is not due
to blood-corpuscles, nor to haematin, but to

haemoglobui. In some cases the urine is less

affected, being merely albuminoiis, and not

depositing pigment. It may be doubted
whether this condition should be admitted
to the same category as the disease under
discussion, biit cases which have come under
the writer's observation seem to show that it

is entitled so to rank, and it is dealt with in

the article just refen-ed to.

A very interesting point in the clinical his-

tory of haemoglobinuria is its relationship to

Raynaud's disease. The relationship is neither
constant nor exclusive, and the precise link

which connects them is as yet not clearly
determined. Still the clhiical fact remains,
that when the one disease exists the other is

not infrequently present.

Diagnosis.—The only diseases with which
intermittent hsemoglobinuria is likely to be
confounded are hoematuria, and renal calculus
or gravel. From the former it is distmguished
by the abundance of the blood-pigment and
the extreme rarity of blood-corpuscles ; from
the latter, by the short duration of the attacks,
the presence of the characteristic deposit,
with the fact that the pains affect both loins,
not merely one. It is sometunes important
to distinguish the milder forms, in which
merely albuminuria occurs, from congestion
or from commencing inflammatory Bright's
disease. It is not always possible to dis-
tinguish these during the early hours of the
attack

; but the amount of general disturb-
ance, the state of the tongue, the slight
jaundice, the suddenness of the onset, and
the absence of dropsy, generally suffice to
make the diagnosis clear.

Prognosis.—The prognosis is good in
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paroxysmal haemoglobinuria, as to the indi-

vidual paroxysm. The tendency to the dis-

ease is also not infrequently got rid of. It

has not proved fatal in any case. But it

appears sometimes to usher in, or to con-

stitute an early symptom of, Bright's disease

—the cirrhotic form.

Treatment.—With a view to preventing

the attacks, individuals who are subject tu

paroxysmal haemoglobinuria should carefuDy
avoid exposure to cold and over-fatigue of

every kind. They should take abundance of

good and easily digested food, should avoid

free use of alcohol, and should clothe warmly.
As the paroxysm is spontaneously recovered

from, little need be done, excepting with the

view of alleviating the discomfort of the

patient. He should go to bed and be kept

warm, and have abundance of warm di-inks.

In respect of dimmishing or removmg the

tendency to the malady, various remedies
have been found useful, among which may
be mentioned qumine, tincture of cinchona,

iron, arsenic, and chloride of ammonium.
Antisyphilitic treatment by means of mercury
has also been found useful.

T. Grainger Stewart.

HiEMOPERICARDIUM.— 5^<?e H^.
MATO-PERICARDIUM.

HAEMOPHILIA {ai^a, blood; and (|)iXi<i,

predisposition for). — Synon. : Haemorrha-
])hiha ; Haemorrhagic Diathesis ; Bleeders ;

Fr. Hemoplxilie; Gei. Bluterkrankhe it.

Definition.—A congenital disease, often

hereditary, characterised by a tendency to

immoderate bleedings, whether spontaneous
or traumatic, and to obstinate swellings of

the joints.

^Etiology.—Men are far more liable than
women to this disease ; the proportion being
about eleven to one. Women who suffer

from hsemophilia show much less typical

specimens of the disease than men, and
rarely die from haemorrhage, although flood-

ings and profuse menstruation are com-
mon.
The best-ascertained cause of haemophiha

is hereditary predisposition. No other cause
is known with anything like certainty. In a

bleeder family, the disease descends to the

boys through the mothers, the women re-

maining quite healthy and ajiparently free

from all disease. The fathers do not seem to

transmit the disease to their sons ; at least,

instances of tliis are rare. The women of
bleeder families are remarkably fertile. Some
have thought h;eniophilia to be more common
in Germany, but this is probably owmg to

the greater attention paid to the disease in

that country. Cases have been met with in

the Indian Archipelago, North America, the

Scandmavian kingdoms, and elsewhere. The
disease is not limited to the Aryan races, as

the Jews, a Semitic nation, are singularly

liable to it.
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Anatomical Characters.—No morbid ap-

pearances liave yet been found after death

with any constancy. The blood-vessels are

apparently nnaltered. The condition of the

blood has not yet been properly investij,'ated.

It would be important to ascertain whether
the number of white corpuscles is increased

or diminished, and wlicther they are altered

in character. The swellings of the joints

ai)pear to be dne to the extravasation of blood

within the articidation.

Symptoms.—The first sifjns of haemophilia

are commonly seen durinfj the first year of

life ; but sometimes they are delayed until

the beginning of the second dentition. Cases

on record of a much later appearance of tlio

first symptoms are not trustworthy. It is

very rare for bleedings to be noticed at birth.

There is nothing about the subjects of

hicmophilia, when not suffering from bleed-

ing, to distinguish them from ordinary per-

sons. They look well ; and nothing amiss
can be discovered by physical examination in

chest or belTj'.

There are three well-marked degrees of

haemophilia. The first is the most typical

and characteristic, in which there is a tendency
to every kind of hiemorrhage. traumatic or

spontaneous, interstitial or superficial. The
swelling of the joints is well-marked. This
degi'ce is scarcely ever seen in women ; but

it is the most connnon among men. In the

second degree, spontaneous h;emorrhages
from the mucous membranes only are present.

Tiie third degree, in which the tendency is

little marked, is seen only amongst the
women of bleeder families ; and shows itself

only by spontaneous ecchymoses.
Hmmorrhage.—Spontaneous bleedings are

sometimes preceded by symptoms of unusual
fulness and plethora. The mucous mem-
branes supply the blood in this case ; in

childhood bleeding from the nose is the most
connnon, and also the most fatal, although
bleedings from the bowel, mouth, or chest

may also occur. There is only one known
instance of death Irom hicmaturia. The
traumatic bleedings vary much in intensity,

e\en in the same individual. IJeath has
followed division of the frjcnum of the tongue,

vaccination, leeching, and tlic extraction of a
tooth. This last is a very common cause of

death. If abscesses be opened, furious bleed-

ing commonly takes place ; and tlie same
occurs if a blood-tumour or extravasation of

blood be interfered with.

The bleeding is nearly always capillary,

and may kill in a few hom-s or after some
weeks. The quantity of blood lost is some-
times enormous. After the bleeding the

patients are extremely antemic ; and this

state niay last for months.
Besides superficial bleedings, interstitial

ha;morrhages,ecch3'moses, and blood-tumours
may be observed, whether spontaneous or

traumatic. A bruise which a healthy person

would not feel maj- fill the connective tissue

of a limb. with blood; or the bleeding may
bo circumscribed, and form a tumour in-

stead.

Swelling of the joints.—This chiefly affects

the larger joints, the knee being most com-
monly attacked. The joint, most commonly
after some injury, becomes swollen and pain-
ful, and apparently filled with fluid ; there is

fever ; and this state maj' last for many
weeks. Kelapses are very apt to occur during
convalescence.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of hferaophilia

is often easy. If a boy have sutTered re-

peatedly fi:om early infancy from abundant
bleedings—especially tramnatic— and from
joint-affections, there can be no doubt of the
diagnosis. It is made more certain by the
existence of hereditary predisposition. In
women the diagnosis must be made with
more care, as they are subject to a hemor-
rhagic disorder which first appears about
puberty, but which is not hereditary.

Peognosis.—The prognosis is not so serious

with respect to life as was formerly thought.
Treatment.—The treatment of hemophilia

includes almost the whole subject of the
treatment of hemorrhage. Surgical inter-

ference in the w'aj' of the ligature of arteries

is, however, contra-indicated in connexion
with hemophilia, as the hemorrhage in such
cases is ahnost exelusi\ely cajiillary. For
the same reason, the administration of ergot,

with a view to bringing about a contraction
of the arterioles, would not be likely to prove
of service. Treatment ought to be directed

entirely to bringing about an increase in

(a) the rapidity of coagulation, and (b) in the
firmness of the resulting clot. In our present
ignorance on the sulyect of the pathology of

hemophilia, treatment must take cognisance
of every factor which is known to influence

the coagulability of the blood. The facts

that have been ascertained in connexion with
this subject are as follows : A defect in

coagulability may depend on one or other of

the following conditions:

—

A Defect in the Inorganic Substratum of
Fibrin.—This may consist in a diminution of

the amount of available calcium salts in the

blood. Defective coagulation arising from
this cause is to be met by the administration

of lime-salts, preferably calcium chloride

(liquor calcii chloridi B.P., 1 oz. to 1\ oz. for

an adult ; in i to 1 pint of water). Owing to

the disagreeable taste of the salt, it is best

admmistered in the form of an enema. A
1 per cent, solution of calcimn chloride may
also be applied as a local styptic. Stronger so-

lutions are not to be recommended, as coagu-
lation is retarded after a certam percentage of

calcium has been exceeded. In view of the

fact that the action of the lime-salt is not
instantaneous, the solution must lie ajjplied

on a tampon in such a manner as to hinder
the flowing away of the blood with which it
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comes in contact. In all cases the clots

obtained by the addition of lime to the

blood are characterised by an extraordinary

firmness. The coagulative efficacy of a solu-

tion of lime-salts can be increased by the

addition of fibrin ferment. This last can

be obtained by extracting washed fibrin with

water.

A Defect in the Organic Substratum of

Fibrin.—There is littledoubt that the coagu-

lation of the blood is brought about by the

combination of an element of plasma-fibri-

nogen with a fibrinoplastic element derived

from the breaking down of the white cor-

puscles. This fibrinoplastic element consists

of the substance which is known as Wool-

dridge's tissue- or cell-fibrinogen. A diminu-

tion of the available tissue-fibrinogen in the

blood leads to a condition of thminished

coagulability. Its addition to the blood in

all cases is followed by an immediate in-

crease of coagidability, and an increased for-

mation of fibrin. In view of this fact a local

application of tissue-fibrinogen would appear

to be indicated when hagmorrhage in haemo-

philia does not yield to the application of

lime, or lime and fibrin-ferment. Tissue-

fibrinogen may be obtained in the following

manner : Procure the thymus gland (the cliest-

sweetbread) or testicle of a calf, lamb, or other

animal from the butcher's. Mince it tine m
a mincing-machine, and extract v^'ith, say,

twenty times its volume of water for ten

minutes to twenty-four hours. Strain through
fine muslin or through flannel, and add to

each pint of the strained infiision 1 fluid ounce
of diluted or 1 fluid drachm of strong acetic

acid (B.P.). A precipitate of tissue-fibrinogen

forms almost immediately. Allow it to

settle, and get rid of the supernatant fluid by
decantation, or, better, collect the precipitate

on a filter-paper. In either case dissolve the
tissue-fibrinogen thus obtained by the addi-
tion of a few drops of alkali (dilute carbonate
or bicarbonate of sodium). Apply the some-
what viscid solution on a tampon of cotton-

wool to the bleeding point. Escharotics such
as ferric chloride are seldom found to be of
any service in bleeding in haemophilia.

In cases of severe hfemorrhage, transfusion
may be necessary.

General Treatment of the Morbid Con-
dition.—It is impossible in our present igno-
rance of the pathology of lia?mophilia to lay
down a scientific method of treatment, it
will, however, be evident that any treatment
directed towards rendering the blood more
coagulable would be indicated. Thus the
administration of lime-salts might prove
useful. Further, the means which are at our
disposal for increasing the number of white
corpuscles in the blood might be employed,
with a view of increasing the amount of
the fibrinoplastic element, for we have seen
that tissue- or cell-fibrinogen is contained
in the white corpuscles. While aw.aiting
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further information on this subject, the fol-

lowmg therapeutic agents might be brought
into requisition : (a.) The administration oi

aromatic substances, such as camphor and
turpentine. The administration of these

substances increases the number of white
corpuscles in the blood (Binz), and they are

employed apparently with success in tlie

treatment of internal haemorrhages. (6) The
administration of pilocarpine (Horbaczewski),
which increases the number of circulating

white corpuscles. (<:) The administration of

nuclein (Horbaczewski), or nuclein containing

substances such as tissue-fibrinogen (Wright),

for these substances increase the number of

white corpuscles in the blood. They are

available in the form of yeast, sweetbreads,

lamb's fry, and kidneys. (?) It has, however,
not yet been ascertained whether these ceU-

substances lose their efficacy on boiling.

Almroth E. Wright.

H.EMOPTYSIS [nxfxa, blooc^; and ttt{,u>,

I spit).

—

Synon. : Pneumonorrhagia ; Bron-
chorrhagia ; Fr. Hemoptijsie ; Ger. Bluthus-
ten.

Definition. — Blood-spitting having its

source in pulmonary or bronchial haemor-
rhage.

The restriction of the term ' haemoptysis,'

as thus defined, has the sanction of long usago
and convenience. Hiemorrhage from an
aneurysm opening through the lung or air-

passages would not strictly be included in

such a definition.

Spitting of blood, when it arises from other

and less unportant sources, comes imder the

denomination of false or spurious haemo-
ptysis. For fictitious hcemopttjsis, see

Feigned Diseases.
Etiology and Pathology.—The causes

of haemoptysis in the widest sense of the term,

and having regard to its pathology, may be
thus enumerated :

—

I. Haemorrhage from the pulmonary
artery or its radicles.

1. Rupture or wound of the lung from ex-

ternal violence.

2. Active hyperaemia of the lungs—inflam-

matory, vicarious, or induced by violent

effort or excitement. The active h^vperaemia

may be primary as regards the lungs ; or

may supervene or be attendant upon disease

already present in them. See Lungs. Hae-

morrhage into ; and Lungs, Inflammation of.

3. Mechanical hyperaemia of the lungs,

secondary to heart-disease, or embolism of

one of the pulmonary branches, or to pressure

from tumours, such as enlarged bronchial

glands. See Lungs, HiEinorrhage into

;

Bronchial Glands, Diseases of.

4. Necrotic division of vessels in the course

of softening of tubercular or other consolida-

tions in destructive lung-diseases— phthisis,

tuberculosis, cancer.

5. Aneurysmal dilatation or simple erosion
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of branches of the piihnonarj- artery, exposed
in the course of excavation of the lung, or

nlceration of the bronchial mucous mem-
brane.

G. Primary atheroma of the pulmonary
artery within tlie hin<^.

II. Hsemorrhago from the bronchial
capillaries.— Capillary hiumorrluigo from
the bronchial nnicous menibrane.

III. HfBmorrhage from the aorta, or
one of its great branches.—Aneurysm
rupturing through the lung or into a bron-

chus.

Details respecting the pathology of these

several forms of hicmoptysis will be found
mider the headings of the principal diseases

giving rise to them. There are a few ad-

ditional remarks, however, that should be
introduced here.

The pathology of hirraoptysis occuiring in

early phthisis—of which it is one of tlie most
frecpent symptoms— is still somewhat ob-

scure. Besides the active hypcr;rmia above
referred to—that is, the inflammatory con-

gestion that constitutes the first stage of

some forms of phthisis, and tends to recur
at diflferent periods of the disease ; besides

also the necrotic division of vessels, or their

aneurysmal dilatation, which more especially

account for the haemorrhage occurring in the

later stages of the disease,—there are other

conditions present in early ])hthisis which
probably hav'e much to do with the occur-

rence of ha;mopt3'sis. The minute blood-

vessels are importantly concerned in the

very earliest stage of plithisical lung-disease

in one or other of three ways :

—

{a) Their waDs become the seat of nuclear
proUferation, and hence become softened

;

and (b) these vessels become more or less

extensively blocked, not merely as the result

of the inflammatory stasis which may affect

their capQlaries, but by the pressure of sur-

rounding tubercular growth, or by tubercular

thickening of their w^alls intruding upon tiieir

calibre, (c) It is very possible that in the

iU-developed lungs of small-chested people,

who inherit a tendency to consumption, the

vessels are also morbidly frail, and are apt

to give way in any temporary hyperemia.
Some persons are remarkably subject to

irregular distribution of blood; they are

liable to chills, cold extremities, and tran-

sient flushings; and a puhnonarij blush is

as conceivable as a temporary flush else-

where, and would favour the occurrence of

haemorrhage.
It has been alleged that the hremoptysis

occurrmg in all stages of phthisis frequently

has its som-ce in hemorrhage from the

bronchial tubes, and that this bronchial

haemorrhage may . give rise secondarily to

phthisis, or maj', when it occurs in the course

of that disease, set up fresh centres of mis-

chief in the lungs by inhalation of blood to

distant portions. In the entire absence of

reliable pathological grounds for this view,

and in the abundance of anatomical evidence,

clinical experience, and weight of authority

in favour of the pulmonary origin of hicmo-
ptysis, we are, in the opinion of the writer,

justified in believing that decided hscmoptysis
originating in ha'morrhage from the bronchial
nmcous membrane is exceedingly rare, ex-

cluding, perhaps, syphilitic ulceration of the
bronchi. Blood inhaled to distant portions

of lung may, however, as shown by Dr.
Beginald Thompson, undergo changes re-

sulting in fresh pidmonarj' destruction.

Descrii'tion. — The quantity of blood
brought up in hirmoptysis varies from a
mere streak to two or three quarts. When
blood is expectorated in large quantity, it

is pure and unmixed ; and either dark and
venous, or bright arterial. The first and
last portions are usually more or less aerated.

If in small quantity, the blood is most
generally bright and frothy, it may be only
a speck or two upon the sputum, or it may
be in severtal mouthfids of pure aerated blood.

It commonly happens that this mitigated
and more characteristic hiemoptysis precedes

the rarer attack of profuse ha-morrhage that

may prove instantly fatal. Ha-moptysis is

sometimes scanty, dark, and clotted, usually

from a small portion of blood having been
detained in the lung before being ex2)ecto-

rated.

In decided haemoptysis the shock to the

system is always great. The patient is

alarmed and anxious, especially on the first

attack. The sense of weakness and prostra-

tion is, indeed, often prolonged alter the

attack—not necessarily a severe one as re-

gards quantity of blood lost—has ceased.

The face is often flushed ; the extremities

cold. The temperature is usually depressed

;

after a few hours it becomes nonual, and it

may continue so, or it maj' rise in the course

of forty-eight hours or within five days. This
elevation of temperature may depend (a) upon
return of the previous fever after bemg tem-

porarily checked by hiemorrhage and shock ;

(b) upon the cause which has also produced
the hiemoptysis; or (c) upon the secondary
consequences of the haemorrhage. It has
been clearly shown that the inlialation of

blood into the bronchial tubes and pulmonary
alveoli sometimes sets up broncho-pneu-

monia, and thus may give rise to fresh

centres of phthisical disease ; and cases do

occur in which acute miliary tuberculosis of

the lungs supervenes upon an haemoptysis

in a manner suggestive of direct infection.

The later the rise of temperature up to the

fifth day, the more reason we have for re-

garding it as due to secondary pneumonia.
In the hirmoptysis that occasionally arises

in some forms of heart-disease (chiefly mitral

stenosis), the amount of blood expelled is

usually small, darker in colour, less aerated

than in ordinary hiemoptysis, and pai-tially
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clotted. This form of hspmoptysis is, more-

over, associated with the signs of heart-disease

of more or less old standing. See Lungs, Hae-

morrhage into.

Anatomical Characters.—These depend

very much upon the nature of the disease

which has preceded the haemoptysis In cases

of death from haemoptysis there are the usual

appearances of death from 1 ae norrhage—
pallor of organs, enapty and contracted ven-

tricles, &c. The bronchial tubes of both

lungs are found to contain clots. The healthy

portions of lung are found inflated from ob-

structions in the bronchi, impeding the exit

of air ; they are generally pale, but beauti-

fully speckled by pink spots, marking the

lobides into the air-cells of which blood has

been inhaled. If death take place several

days alter profuse h;emoptysis, any blood

wliich remains in the bronchi is dark and
disorganised, and patches of consolidation

may sometimes be found, having for their

centres the stained appearance attributable

to inhaled blood. More or less bronchitis is

also noticeable. It is rare to find fatal

haemoptysis without the presence of cavities,

which are also, more or less, filled with blood-

clot. In almost every instance of fatal

haemoptysis in phthisis, sufficient diligence

wiU discover either an aneurysm of a pul-

monary vessel within a cavity, or ulcerative

erosion or laceration of an exposed vessel.

The writer has found such a condition in

fifteen cases at various ages, including one
infant seven months old.

Significance of Hemoptysis.—No modifi-

cation in our views respecting the nature of

phthisis can lessen the significance of haemo-
ptysis as being one of its most important
positive signs. Thus regarded, it is a warning
that may sometimes save, and very often

prolong life, by drawing our early attention

to a condition that might otherwise remain
too long concealed; but, lightly considered
and carelessly treated, it is but the precursor
of destructive disease.

Diagnosis. — Genuine haemoptysis can
rarely be mistaken by a skilled observer
present at the attack. The gurgling in the
bronchi, the loose cough, and repeated ex-
pectoration of bright frothy blood are quite
characteristic. The blood is distinctly ex-
pectorated with cough, not vomited ; and its

(juality is distinctly fresh, not changed. In
hiematemesis, with which haemoptysis is

sometimes confounded, the blood is brought
up by vomiting ; is more or less mixed with
the contents of the stomach ; and, save when
the hemorrhage is very rapid and abundant,
presents a dark grumous ajipearance, owing
to the action of the gastric fluid upon it {see

Hematemesis). It may, too. be observed
that the blood does not come from the nose,
unless a small quantity be projected through
the nostrils with the spasmodic cough. If,

as often happens, no medical attendant is at

hand at the moment of the attack, the appear-

ance of the blood is usually sutticient for

diagnosis ; and if the haemoptysis have been
at all copious, any further expectorations for

the next few hours are sanguineous. The
fact of this sanguineous coloration of the
sputa ha\ing existed for some hours, or a
day or two after an haemoptysis, is positive

evidence of the haemoptysis having been
genuine. In cases of very copious haemor-
rhage from a large pulmonary branch, the

blood brought up is dark and venous.

It is very important in investigating the

cause of haemoptysis to be as gentle as possible

in physical examination. We can listen to

the hmgs in front and to the heart without
moving the patient or requiring him to

breathe deeply ; we can make a note of the

temperature ; and at the tune we should do
no more.
The throat should always be examined in

doubtful cases of haemoptysis, as the blood
will sometimes be found to have issued from
an ulcerated tonsil, or even from enlarged

vessels on the posterior wall of the pharynx.
Spurious hcenioptysis, however, may be de-

fined as the escape of a blood-stained mucus
from the throat or gums. In cases ofspimous
haemoptysis there is usually distinct evidence
of a morbid condition of these parts. The
mucous membrane of the fauces is relaxed

;

the gums are spongy, and often bleed when
the teeth are brushed in the morning. Some-
times this condition of gums arises from
insufficient attention to the teeth, cai'ious

stumps and much tartar round the teeth

causing irritation and sponginess of the

gmns. The patients are usuaUy anaemic and
short-breathed, and often complain of morn-
ing cough, but there is no evidence of lung-

disease. The blood-stained mucus is usually

ejected in the morning, on waking ; and often

escapes from the mouth during the night,

staming the pillow. On examination, it is

found to be a pink, watery mucus, uniformly
stained, and containing comparatively few
blood-corpuscles.

TEEATMENT.^Absolute rest is the first

thing to be observed in the treatment of all

attacks of haemoptysis. The patient should
lie down with the head and shoulders raised

by pillows. He should not taUi. The room
should be kept quiet and cool ; the bedclothes
should be light, but sufficient ; and warmth
should be applied to the feet. A little ice in

the mouth, or some iced water to sip, wiU
ease the cough and tend to check haemor-
rhage. The patient must, if possible, be
reassured as to the absence of immediate
danger, and the shock to the system allayed

without the use of stimulants. Sometimes
opimn may be usefully given for this

purpose, due regard being had to the habits

and idiosyncrasies of the patient. In copious

haemorrhage, attended with shock, a small

subcutaneous injection of morphine is some-
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times of great value. Astriiifjent medicines

are not always needed in hiviuoptysis, es-

pecially in attacks in which the hitniorrhage

is presumably capillary ; they may, however,

be given in such cases in small doses. To
be really useful in hirnioptysis, astringents

must be given in full doses. Those most
used are acetate of lead, four gi-ains, every

three or four hours ; alum, twenty grains,

with diluted sulphuric acid, thirty niinims,

every four liours ;
gallic acid, twenty to

thirty grains every half-hour or hour, for

two or three doses, followed by teu-grain

doses every three hours ; oil of tiurpentino,

thirty minims every two hours in sweetened

nuicilage or in milk, for a couple of doses,

then in half or third doses ; lic^uid extract of i

ergot m half-drachm or drachm doses, every

two or tlu-ee hours ; ten- or fifteeu-minim
]

doses of the pcrnitrate or persulphate of iron

solution, or thirty or forty minims of the

perchloride freely diluted. Of the above-

mentioned astringent remedies, alum and
sulphiuric acid, gaUic acid, and ergot are the

best in the greater number of cases. Acetate

of lead is less ajiplicable to cases of lung- i

haemorrhage than in bowel or kidney lesions.

Ergot is to be preferred in those cases in which
we infer that a considerable vessel has given

waj-. It may also be given m the form of

ergotin—one-half to tw-o grains hjiiodermic-

ally ; but thus gi-^en it sometimes causes much
local inflammation. Oil of turpentine is cer-

tainly one of the uaost powerful of astringents

in pulmonary hiemorrhage, and may be use-

fully held in reserve. ^Vhen freely adminis-

tered, the condition of the urine must be care-

fully noted. Cases of hicmojitysis onlj' rarely

occur in which it is well to give the iron

astrmgents. As a rule, they tend to increase

pulmonary congestion ; but in some cases, in

which h.emoptysis has a tendency to con-

tinue after the patient has been brought to a.

state of profound aniemia from the tirst out-

burst, they may be usefully given, their effect

being carefully watched. Digitalis is a drug
sometimes of great value in hsemoptysis ; it is

best adapted to those cases in w hich there is

much excitement of the circulation. In cases,

for instance, in which the hiemoptysis has
been determined by intemperance, or in full-

blooded people by effort, tincture of digitalis

in twenty- or thirtj'-mmim doses may be
given. In such cases, in which the portal

system is usually congested, sulphate of

magnesium and diluted sulphuric acid may be
combined with the digitalis, and giv^n every
four or six hours for a couple of days or so.

In the treatment of luemoptysis it is usually

necessarj- to counteract the effect of the

astringent upon the bowels bj' purgatives or

laxatives. An enema may be necessary to

enable the bowels to act easily and without
straining. The use of the bed-pan must of

course be enjoined.

Counter-ii-ritation is of great value in the
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treatment of many cases of hiemoptysis,

chietly in those cases in which the hicmor-
rhnge is not great, and occurs in tho course of

phtiiisis, being duo either to local pulmonary
congestion or to active hypenvmia of the

walls of a cavity. Blisters are, as a rule,

best avoided in copious hiemoptysis during
the stage of shock. Continuous cold to the

chest is decidedly to be dejirecated. The
intermittent a])])licalion of cold may some-
times be employed, but is a measure of

doubtful expediency.

The temperature and pulse of the patient

should be carefully watched during an attack

of hspinoptysis, and for days afterwards.

The diet must at first be restricted to cold

nutritious fluids. The tendency is to keep
patients suflering from hiemoptysis on cold

slops and cold solids for an unnecessarj- time.

In most cases, after forty-eight hours, warm,
not hot, food may be allowed. Stimulants,

except in special cases, must be interdicted.

The treatment oifalse or spurious hcemo-
pfysis depends upon its cause. In most
cases, the cause being anamia, with a relaxed
and morbid condition of the mucous mem-
branes, an acid preparation of iron containing
some chlorate of potassium and glycerine will

speedily cure the malady. Tincture of the

acetate or percliloride of iron, added to a small
'lemon-squash,' is also an excellent remedy.
When the gums are spongj-, the addition to a

chalk or charcoal tooth-powder of finely pow-
dered kino or catechu, or the addition of some
glycerine of tannin to the tooth-water, will

prove efficacious. Astringent gargles will

suggest themselves in fitting cases ; and fruit

and vegetables must be added to the diet.

K. Douglas Powell.

H.aiMORHHAGE {mfia, blood ; and
priyfifit, I biu'st forth).— Synon. : Fr. Uemor-
rhagie; Ger. Blutjluss.

Definition.—The escape of blood from
any part of the circulation, and its discharge
from the body.

When blood escapes from any of its natural
reservoirs, it is either extravasated into the
neighbom-ing organs or cavities, or Hows from
one of the surfaces or orifices of the body.

In the latter case only is the term ' hiPinor-

rhage ' strictly applicable {see Extravasa-
tion). This distinction, however, is not
always carefully observed ; and such expres-

sions as 'cerebral hoemorrhage,' 'hicmorrhage
into the pericardium,' and ' ha?morrhagic
eruptions ' are emploj-ed in connexion with
what are more correctly called extravasa-
tions of blood.

^Etiology.—Hoemorrhage is almost always
due to a solution of continuity of some part
of the circulatory system, whether by injury
or by disease. Ho-morrhage from the ex-

ternal surface of the body is, with few excep-
tions, the result of wounds or ot^ier form of

injury ; but ulceration—either simple or
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malit,'nant—frequently, lays open a vein or

an artery ; and aneurysm of the great vessels,

and even of the heart, may also give rise to

external bleeding. Hiemorrhage from in-

ternal organs, on the contrary, is most

frequently the result of disease, as, for in-

stance, ijceration or aneurysm, or of circu-

latory disturbance, such as congestion. Great

excitement and severe exertion are two of

the chief determining causes of h.vmorrhage,

by producing great or sudden rise of the

general blood-pressure, whether by cardiac

disturbance or by obstruction of the terminal

vessels : they may lead even to the rupture

of healthy vessels. Local disturbances of the

blood-pressure give rise in the same way to

congestion or hyperaemia, and finally to

haemorrhage. The principal causes of haemor-

rhages of this class are diseases of the heart,

of the great vessels, of the respiratory organs,

and of the liver, and sudden variations in the

atmospheric pressure or in the temperature
;

and such haemorrhages are also in some in-

stances undoubtedly of a vicarious nature.

Certain conditions of the blood are believed

to predispose to haemorrhage, as, for example,

in scurvy, purpmra, the malignant fevers,

chronic Bright's disease, and alcoholism.

There is, probably, however, a lesion of the

vessel-walls in some of these diseases. A
peculiar condition of body is known as the

hermorrhaffic diathesis or haemophilia; the

subjects of which exhibit, amongst other

forms of debility, a remarkable tendency to

profuse haemorrhage from trivial causes. See
HEMOPHILIA.

Seats and Varieties.—Bleeding from the
surface of the body, whatever its origin, is

simply called hcemorrhage, and its exact
source and situation are otherwise defined.

On the contrary, when blood escapes by
any of the natural openings of the body,
and is derived from an internal organ, the
haemorrhage is described by a special name.
Haemorrhage from the nose is called cjn-

staxis ; from the ear otorrhagia; from the
stomach hamatemesis ; from the respiratory

tract hmtnoptijsis ; and from the urinary
tract hmmaturia. Blood passed per anum,
after undergoing certain changes to be re-

ferred to immediately, is called melcena.
Menorrhagia and metrorrhagia are the
names given to profuse bleeding from the
genital organs in the female—at the men-
strual period and at other times, respectively.

Description.—The local phenomena which
characterise haemorrhage from the external
parts of the body, vary with the source of the
blood. If it proceed from an artery of con-
siderable size, it escapes in the form of a jet,

which is strengthened at each beat of the
pulse as an active spurt. Blood discharged
from an opened vein either flows in an
abundant continuous stream, or wells up
from the depth of the tissues in which the
vessel lies. Capillary haemorrhage is gene-

rally much less profuse, and is most fre-

qiiently seen in the form of oozing. Blood
proceeding from internal organs is variously

discharged by the several outlets. Some-
times it is immediately exjjelled, especially

if in quantity ; or it may escape even when
in small quantity, owing to gravitation, as in

hemorrhage fr'om the nose. Most frequently

the blood is retained for a time, and then,

acting as a foreiijn body, is ejected ; for

example, in bleeding from the stomach,
bowels, or bladder.

Characters.—Blood flowing from the sur-

face of the body usually presents its familiar

characters. The colour of the blood will be
scarlet when it is derived from an artery

;

purple, with a tendency to become scarlet on
the surface, when it flows from a vein ; and
of a tint mtermediate between these two
colour's when the hcemorrhage is capillary.

In all cases, the blood coagulates more or

less abundantly around the seat of haemor-
rhage.

In hfemorrhage from internal organs, on
the contrary, the blood is frequently coagu-
lated ; more or less mixed with the fluids of

the part ; or otherwise altered during its

transit. The following are the principal

changes that blood undergoes in its passage
towards the several outlets of the body :

—

Blood flowing from the external ear, or

from the aiitcrior nares, is frequently thin

and watery, if the haemorrhage have lasted

for any length of time. Blood discharged
from the 2>osterior nares is often coagulated,

black, and mixed with thick mucus. In
haemorrhage from the viotitli, the blood may
be derived from that cavity, from the fauces,

from the respiratory passages, or from the

upper portion of the digestive tract— especi-

ally the stomach. When the blood flows from
some part of the mouth, such as the gums,
tongue, palate, or cheeks, it is more or less

intimately mixed with frothy saliva and
mucus. In haemorrhage from the respira-

tory passages, or from the stomach through
the mouth, the ejected blood varies extremely
in different instances (see Hemoptysis ; and
Hematemesis). Haemorrhage from the

genito-urinary tract is also specially de-

scribed. Haemorrhage from the bowels is

not peculiar, if the source of the blood be
near the anus, or if the bleeding be very
profuse ; taking the form sometimes of a
gush of fresh, warm blood, at other times
of a mere red streak upon the faeces. If the
blood be derived from a higher part of the
intestines, the appearance of it, when dis-

charged, will be ditferent. Generally it is so

far altered by the action of the various in-

testinal contents, as to be converted into a
black tarry-looking mass {see Melena).
Less frequently, the bleedmg may be so pro-

fuse as to fill a considerable portion of the
bowel, and clots of blood may then be passed,

as in some cases of haemorrhage in typhoid
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fever. The peculinr characters of menstrual
l>l<)ocl are described elsewhere. Hieniorrhnfie

from the uterus in large quantity consists of

uuiUtered blood, whether coagulated or not.

Course and Terminations. — Ilienior-

rhagcs caused by wounds are generally most
profuse at first ; and, unless they prove fatal

6i)eedily, or are artificially arrested, gradually

cease. On the contrary, hiemorrhages due
to disease are frequently insignificant at first,

and increase in amount ; or they recur again

and again in variable quantity.

Many natural causes contribute to the ar-

rest of hicmorrhage, the most important being

weakening of the force of the heart by the

loss of blood ; the contraction of the coats of

the vessels at the seat of lesion ; the coagula-

tion of the blocd—first around, and then
within the open vessel ; the pressure of the

extravasated blood in tha surrounding tissues ;

and the increased coagulability of t.he blood

after the flow has contmued for some time.

The relief of the local disturbance of pressiu-e

by the occurrence of the ha;morriiage is

alone sullicieut in many instances to arrest

the flow.

Effects.—The effects of haemorrhage are

chietly exerted upon the system generally;

and the}- are therefore remarkably uniform,

whatevei maj' be its locality. The circum-
stances that more especially affect the in-

tensity' of the effects or symptoms are two,

numply, the amount of blood lost, and the

rapidity of the flow. ^Vhen hcemorrhnge is

at once free and persistent, syncope rapidly

ensues, probably accompanied by convulsions,

and ending speedily' in deat'i unless the bleed-

ing either spontaneously cease or be arti-

ficiiJly arrested (see Syncope). The sudden
loss of one-half of the total amount of blood

in the body is believed to be sufUcient to

cause death. On the other hand, enormous
cpiantities of blood may be lost without a

fatal result if the hemorrhage be slow, or

frecpiently repeated with considerable inter-

missions. The condition of the subject of

the hajmorrhage then becomes one of ana;mia
(see An.bmia). More moderate bleedings

frequently repeated produce faintness, and
may cause a certain degree of pallor, which
shortly disappears. Moderate hiemorrhages
from certain situations, for example from
the nose, rectum, or even the lungs, may
sometimes remove congestion, and be at-

tended with a feeling of relief and with real

benefit.

Local effects do occur in some forms of

hEemorrhage. Hsemoptysis is frequently ac-

companied by inhalation of blood, and may
lead to inflammation or more complex disease

of the lungs. Haemorrhage into the urini-

ferous tubules causes plugging of these, and
discharge of blood-casts. Blood retained in

the generative or in the respiratory passages

occasionally becomes decomposed. The
special syutptoms of the several forms of

hnpmorrhage are described under the head
of each.

Treatment.—The treatment of liitinor-

rhago iroin external parts is a subject ol

purely surgical interest ; but it may bo said

that, in cases of emergency, moderate pres-

sure, with the finger or other means, on the

seat of the bleeding, is generally ])racticable

and successful. Hirmorrhage from internal

parts reijuires special treatment according to

the particular organ from which it is pro-

ceeding. The reader is, therefore, referred to

the several articles on Epistaxis; H.emate.
MESis; H.ematuria; Hemoptysis; Mel.^na;
Menses or Menstruation, Disorders of

;

Hemostatics ; and Styptics.

J. Mitchell Bruce.

HEMORRHAGIC (ni/xa, blood; and
pr'jyvv^i, 1 burst forth).—Associated with
hipmorrhage. The word is applied to certain

inflammatory products or to effusions when
they contain blood, as in ha;morr]iagic peri-

tonitis ; and to varieties of certain diseases

in which extravasations or hiemorrhages from
free siu^faces occur, for example hamorrhagic
small-pox, hemorrhagic measles, anihcemor-
rhagic ptirpura.

h-^emorrhagic diathesis.
See II.kmoi'Uh.ia.

HEMORRHOIDS {mfxa, Mood; and
p((D, I flow).

—

Synon. : Piles ; Fr. Hcmor-
rho'ides ; Ger. Hceinorrhoiden.

Description.—The hiemorrhoidal vessels,

and especially the veins distributed to the

lower part of the rectum, are very liable to

become dilated and varicose, piving rise to a

disease termed hccmorr/ioids ov 2"l''s. \Vhen
the plexus beneath the mucous membrane
within the external sphincter is thus affected,

the hcemorrhoids are said to be internal.

When the veins beneath the integuments
outside the muscle are enlarged, the hx-mor-

rhoids are called external. Internal and ex-

ternal hicmorrhoids very frequently co-exist.

External HamorrlioiJs.—We may distin-

guish two kinds of external piles- -(1) the

venous; and ("i) i\\e cutaneous.

(1) The venous <i(/«o«rconsistsof a softish

elevation of the skin near the margin of the

anus, of a rounded form, and a livid or

slightly blue tinge. On cutting into it, we
find it is formed by a dilated vein or veins,

which after inflammation wDl be occupied by

a dark-coloured coagulum.
{•!) The cutaneous excrescence consists of

a flattened prolongation of skin, due to hyi>er-

trophy of the cutaneous layers, and is com-
monly pedunculated. It is generally the

result of the first form—a projecting skin tag

left after absorption of the coagulum having

undergone some hypertrophy. Often there

is only a single broad flat excrescence at the

side of the anus, but sometimes there are two

—one on each side ; and occasionally there are
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several encircling the anus. They are apt to

become inflamed and cederaatoas. Similar

excrescences occur as the result of irritating

discharges from the bowel, and are common in

stricture and chronic ulceration of the rectum.

Internal Hmmorrhoids.— Internal piles

may be divided into three classes— (1) the

venous ; (2) the columnar ; (3) the ncevoid.

(1) The venous pile resembles the external

venous pile, except that it is covered by mu-
cous membrane and is within the sphincter.

(2) The columnar pile consists essen-

tially of hypertrophy of the folds of mucous
membrane which surround the anal openmg
—the pillars of Glisson. They have a red,

almost vermilion, colour, an elongated form,

and contain within them one of the descend-

mg parallel branches of the superior haemor-

rhoidal artery ' (Hamilton). This pile is very

vascular, bleeds copiously, and is made up of

hypertrophied submucous tissue with many
dilated arteries and vems.

(3) The ncevoid pile is bright red, spongy
and villous, and has been well compared in

aspect to a strawberry. In structure it re-

sembles a capillary naevus. It may bleed

almost continuously.

Internal piles seldom attract attention until

they have become so developed as to protrude

at the anus in defiecation. They then exhibit

a remarkable diversity of appearance, ac-

cordmg to their number, size, and condition.

The protrusion may consist of only one large

pile, found usually towards the perinaeum,

especiaUy in women. More commonly there

are three distinct prominent growths, dif-

fering in size, one at each side of the anus,

and a third in front—the latter, the perineal,

being the largest. In old cases they may be
more numerous—as many as four or five.

The distinction between them is commonly
well-marked, but not always, for the piles

sometimes merge into each other, so that the
protrusion forms nearly a circular prominence.
The aspect of extruded piles depends much
upon their condition, whether congested, in-

flamed, or constricted by the sphincter. In
an inactive state, and in a relaxed condition
of the sphincter, they form sottish tumours
of a granular appearance, presenting just at
the orifice of the anus ; but when protruded
and congested, they constitute large tense
tumid swellings, of a deep red colour and
smooth surface, which readily bleed. When
haemorrhoids are of large size, the integu-
ments at the margin of the anus become
everted, and form a broad band girting the
base of the tumours. The skin thus everted
is liable to be mistaken for external piles,

and to be excised in operations—an error
very likely to be followed by serious con-
traction of the anus.
/Etiology.—Haemorrhoids are a disease of

middle and advanced age. They rarely occur
before puberty ; and but few persons in after-
life altogether escape them. All circum-

stances which determine blood to the rectum,
or which impede its return from the pelvis,

tend to produce this disease. There is in

many persons a natural predisposition to the

complaint, which may be hereditary. But a
predisposition is most frequently acquired by
sedentary habits, indulgences at table, and
neglect of the bowels. Haemorrhoids, though
a common disease in both sexes, occur more
frequently in males than in females. Few
women bear children without becoming in

some degree affected by them ; but the urinary

and genital disorders of the other sex, com-
bined with freer habits of living, leading to

congestion of the liver, are still more fertile

sources of piles. It must be remembered that

piles may be a symptom only in certain

cardiac, hepatic, or uterine diseases.

Symptoms.—The symptoms produced both
by external and internal pUes vary greatly

in different subjects, and in different stages

of the complaint.

External piles cause a feeling of heat and
tingling at the anus. A costive motion is

followed by a bm-ning sensation, and the
excrescence becomes swollen and tender on
pressure, so as to render sitting uneasy. This
congested state of the pile may pass off; or

it may lead to inflammation accompanied
with considerable enlargement of the haemor-
rhoid, forming an oval tumour, red, tense,

and extremely tender. In such case phlebitis

has ensued, and the pile cavity is occupied by
a coagulum. The inflammation may subside

or go on to suppuration. When the matter
is discharged, the clot of blood escapes with
it, the abscess closes, and the dilated vein is

usually obliterated, the pile being reduced to

a small flap of integument. External piles

rarely give rise to bleeding
Internal piles, when slight, may exist for

years, causmg little inconvenience besides

slight bleeding after a costive motion ; with
occasionally a feeling of fulness, heat, and
itching just within the anus. If only small,

they protrude slightly with the mucous mem-
brane in defiecaton, returning afterwards
within the sphincter. When of large size,

the piles always protrude at stool, and re-

quire to be replaced, the patient usually

pushing them up with his fingers. In a lax

state of the sphincters, and in a loose hyper-
tro^jhied condition of the mucous membrane
from which they spring, haemorrhoids come
down, even when the patient stands or walks
about, so as to prove exceedingly troublesome,
and to interfere with his taking walking exer-

cise. In consequence of the irritation from
pressiure and friction to which the protruding
piles are liable, their mucous surface becomes
tumid and abraded, and furnishes a free

mucous discharge tinged with blood, which
soils the linen. They are often so sore that
the patient is obliged to keep the recumbent
posture, the pressure in sitting causing more
or less uneasiness.
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Persons subject to piles frequently suffer

no inconvenieiu'c from them until irritated

by an unusually costive motion, or by a

smart purf,'ativo ; or when, under the excite-

ment ofalcohol, the jjrowths become confjested

and inflamed, and cause spasm of the

sphincter nuisde. Then they have what is

termed an ' attack of piles '—that is to say,

thej' experience a sensation of heat, weij;ht,

and fulness just within the rectum, followed
by considerable pain at stool, and sometimes
irritation about the bladder. These symj)-

toius, which are often attended with febrile

disturbance, arise from intlannniition and
swelling of the pdes, which afterwards sub-

side, but seldom without leavin}^ some en-

larn;ement of the jjrowths. Anirmia may
follow upon continued bleeding ; and reflex

pains in the back, groin, and genitals are

often complained of.

Strang iilatio7i.— "When internal piles of

some size protrude at the anus and are not

returned, they are liable to be constricted and
strangulated by the external sphincter. The
contracted muscle impedes the return of blood,

and occasions inflammatory swelling of the

piles, which may become strangulated and
gangrenous. In th's way hiemorrhoids of

large size have been known to slough off, the

patient being relieved of the annoymg com-
plaint by a sort of natural process. An oc-

currence of this kind is attended with a
good deal of pain and suffering, but is free

from danger. In general, tiie extremities

only of one or two of the larger growths
perish, and the patients, though experiencing
relief, are by no means cured of the disease.

Hccmorrhagc. —One of the most common
symptoms of internal ha-morrhoids—indeed
that from which the name of the complamt
is derived —is ha'morrhage, which occurs when
the bowels are evacuated. The bleeding varies

greatly in amount. Sometimes the motions
are merely tinged with a few droj)s of blood ;

in other instances the quantity lost is con-

siderable, several ounces being voided at

stool. The bleeding may be irregular, oc-

curring only after costive motions, or in

certain states of health ; or it may take place

daily, going on even within the bowel, and
producing the usual symptoms of derange-
ment from continued losses of blood. The
character of the bleeding also varies with the

structural character of the pile, being, how-
ever, usually venous. There are persons
who are liable to discharges of blood from
the h:enuirrhoidal veins, either at regular

periods, or when, fi"om good living or want of

exercise, some plethora is induced. In these

cases from three to six ounces of blood, or

even more, pass away at stool, following the

evacuation ; and the blood which is voided is

of a dark colour and evidently venous. Such
discharges must not be rashly interfered

with. They relieve congestion of the liver

and kidneys, help to ward off attacks of gout,

and prevent fits of apoplexy ; so that in

certain of these plctlioric persons they are
rightly regarded as safety-valves. The bleed-
ing from internal piles is undoubtedly in
some cases arterial. Sometimes the blood
may be observed to escape from the pile in

jets. This is not evidence that it is arterial,

but maj' be due to a regurgitant stream of
blood forced through a rent in a vein by the
pressure of the abdominal muscles. Tliat
bleeding from piles is always good for the
health is (juite a mistaken notion ; and it is

important that the practitioner should dis-

tinguish the bleeding taking place as a con-
sequence of local disease, from that which
arises from plethora, congestion of internal
organs, or such a disease as cirrhosis of the
liver.

Treatment.—Wlien piles are small and
cause but little inconvenience, the treatment
is very simple. Persons with this complaint
should take stimulants in great moderation,
if at all ; and in most instances they would
do well to abstain entirely from alcohol.

Many individuals never suffer from piles

except after taking a glass of spirit-and-

water, or a few glasses of wine. Such per-

sons should become water-drinkers. Active
exercise in the open air should be taken
dally ; and the patient should avoid sitting

too long at the desk, because it is by pro-

longed sedentary occupation and the neglect

of the rules of health that hiT-morrhoidal

complaints are encouraged. Chairs with
cane seats are to be recommended. The
bowels must be carehilly regulated, so as to

avoid hard and costive motions, as well as

too frequent action. Irritating the rectum by
active and repeated purging is more hurtful

even than constipation. In regulating the
bowels, a simple enema of half a pint of

cold water, injected after breakfast, answers
most admirably, and is more efficacious than
purgatives, if aperients be needed, prefer-

ence may be given to confection of senna,
cascara, or the compound liquorice powder.
Carlsbad salts, or the foreign mineral waters

—

the PuUna. the Friedrichshall. or the Hunyadi
Jilnos— taken in the morning fasting, answer
well with many persons, and ensure a com-
fortable relief. The diet must be simple and
moderate, and the habits of the patient

regular. The relief afforded by this pallia-

tive treatment is often remarkable.
Ordinary bleeding may be met by injections

of cold water, or by some astringent injection

or ointment ; among these may be named a
solution of suljdiate of iron (10 gi"s. to ^.j).

or prei)arations, of tannic acid or rhatany.

When the bleeding is coiiious. injections are

not so successful, and operative treatment
often becomes necessary. As a local appli-

cation, the ointment of galls and opium is

of value, or a combination of morphine and
tannic acid.

External piles when large and troublesome,
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and internal piles when they protnide at

stool, and are not easily reduced, or are sub-

ject to inflammation, ulceration, and freqiient

bleeding, can be removed only by operation.

It is seldom desirable to operate upon piles

developed during pregnancy, or upon haemor-

rhoids symptomatic of grave coustioutional

disease.

T. B. Curling. Feedeeick Treves.

H^ffiMOSTATICS [alfxa, blood ; and
(TToTos, stopped).

Definition.—Internal remedies and local

applications which arrest haemorrhage.

Enumer.\tion. — The chief htemostatics

are : the Ligature ; Pressure ; Rest ; Cold

;

the Actual Cautery ; Astrmgents ; and the

whole class of Styptic drugs.

Actions and Uses.—When taken in their

widest sense, it is evident that hemostatics

must include all the various means which
have been devised to stop bleeding. Ex-
ternally we must vary our plan of treatment
accordmg to circumstances. No surgical

principles are better founded than those

which enjoin us to tie a wounded artery,

and to apply jjressure to a vein ; and for the

absolute arrest of haemorrhage from any
readily accessible part a most powerful aid

has been provided in Esmarch's elastic

bandage. When the bleeding depends on
general capdlary oozing, the application of

ice may often prove effectual ; and where
this fails, recourse must be had to some of
the numerous articles of the Pharmacopoeia,
already referred to, which possess styptic

properties {.see Styptics). An example of
the successful application of a haemostatic is

tlie arrest of uterine haemorrhage by means
of mjections of perchloride of iron. In the
case of undue hsemorrhage from a leech-bite,

if milder remedies, such as pressure, do not
succeed, we may apply the schd nitrate of
silver, or include the bleeding point in a loop
of twisted suture.

Absolute rest is essential for the successful
treatment of haemorrhage ; and the regula-
tion of the diet and of the bowels is equally
to be attended to. For the details of treat-
ment in each particular form of haemorrhage,
the reader is referred to H^matemesis

;

Haemophilia; Hemoptysis; Helena ;&c.
EOBEET FarQUHAESON.

HEMOTHORAX.— 5'ee Hemato-
thor.\x.

.

HAIR.—The intimate anatomical rela-
tions which exist between the hair and the
cuticle, on the one hand, and the skin-follicles
on the other, naturally influence or determine
the diseases to which the hair is liable.
These diseases may be divided into three
chief groups : those of nutrition and growth,
including atrophic, hypertrophic, and pig-
mentary changes ; diseases associated with
inflammation of the follicles, such us sycosis

HAIR

and other forms of folliculitis ; and parasitic

affections. The two latter groups will be
foimd described tmder their respective heads,

so that in this place we have to deal chiefly

with the first group.

Diseases involving the Nutrition
and Growth of the Hair.—Most of the

alterations in the growth and colour of the

hair are atrophic in their nature. The more
common forms of atrophy produce various
kinds of baldness ; and in addition we have
greyness or loss of the nattiral colour of

the hair, and certain structural alterations,

such as those met with in trichorexis nodosa

;

these latter alterations, though not simple
atrophies, yet belong to the atrophic group.

Alopecia or Baldness.—Baldness is of two
kinds

—

congenital and acquired. Congenital
alopecia is very rare ; it is a malformation
rather than a disease, and is generally asso-

ciated with a defective development of the
teeth. This condition is permanent.
Acquired baldness arises from many dif-

ferent causes. It may result (1) from various

forms of disease
; (2) from simple defective

mitrition and growth ; or (3) from atrophic
senile changes.

(1) Baldness from various forms of dis-

ease.—Different diseases produce Baldness in

different ways, and they may be conveniently
divided into four groups : acute febrOe dis-

eases ; follicular inflammations ; nervous
affections of the skin

;
parasitic diseases.

The baldness which follows/euers is always
temporary, though often severe. There is

apparently an almost sudden death of the
hair at the time of the fever, and this is

followed by its falling off some two or three

months afterwards. Parturition and some
other illnesses besides fevers produce a

similar result, though generally more slowly
and persistently. The falling off of the hair

which accompanies secondary sj'philis is

apparently produced in a similar way, and
often occurs without any visible eruption on
the scalp.

Folliculitis, or inflammation of the hair-

follicles, is one of the commonest causes
of baldness. We meet with it in seborrhcfca

capitis, in sycosis, and in various pustular
eruptions involving the hair-follicles. When
produced in this way, alopecia may be tem-
porary or permanent, according to the nature
or the severity of the disease. All diseases of

the skin which leave scars or obliterate the
follicles lead to permanent alopecia of the
parts affected. Erythematous lupus, sclero-

derma, and some forms of syphilis, am
examples. It is especially these forms of

alopecia resulting from folliculitis which are

so much aggravated by the stimulating appli-

cations almost universally recommended by
hairdressers, without regard to the cause of

the malady.
The changes in the nervous system which

produce baldness may be general, as in some
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cases of sliock; or local, as in alopecia areata,

i'iillinj^ of the hair, which sometimes follows

a blow or other iiijui-y, belongs to this class.

Sec .\lopecia areata.
The parasitic diseases which lead to par-

tial baldness are tinea tonsurans and favus,

which are fully described under their proper
headings.

(2) Baldness from defective nutrition;

and (3) Senile baldness.—Premature bald-

ness froiii defective nutrition differs little

from senile alopecia, and is often hereditary.

The chanijes, however, in these cases are

said to differ from those due to old age, inas-

nuich as there is no thinning or atrophy of

skin such as we meet with in senile baldness.

This view is, however, certainly erroneous
with regard to the gi-eat majority of cases,

which are quite indistinguishable from senile

baldness, not only in the part of the head
affected, but also in the atrophic changes
of the scalp itself. The two eases, in short,

differ only in degree and not in kind.

The treatment of this kind of alopecia, as

might be expected, is not very satisfactorj'.

Some good, however, may be done in the

early stages by stimulating remedies. One
of the best is a lotion consisting of vineijar

of cantharides, f. 5'^'i- ; glycerine, f. 5Jm spirit
|

of rosemary, f. ^ij. ; rectiried spirit, f. ;^v. This
should be dabbed on the scalp daily with a

small sponge. Frequent and excessive sweat-
ing is certainly an exciting cause of prema-
ture baldness in those predisposed to the
malady, and hence its frequent occurrence
in Europeans who live in tropical climates.

See Baldness.
Pigmentary changes.—Canities, or grey-

ness, results from the deficient development
of the natural pigment of the hair. It may-
be congenital or acquired. The extreme
form of congenital canities is met with in

albinos, in whom there is an absence of
pigment in the skin and choroid as well as

in the hair. In an irregular form it some-
times exists as a congenital white lock on
the scalp or face, the surrounding hair being
of a normal colour.

As an acquired alteration in the hair,

canities is well known as a simple senile

change. Premature greyness, not differing

essentially from the senile change, is often

met with in those suffering froin any chronic
disease, such as phthisis ; it is also more or
less hereditary. In all these cases the grey-
ness is symmetrical. In an unsynimetrical
form it is met with in several diseases of
the skin, especially in area, leucoderma, and
chronic neuralgia of the scalp. The distri-

bution of the grey hair and the history of
the case will serve as a means of tliffcrentiaJ

diagnosis.

In many cases of canities any treatment
is obviously useless. In those cases which
admit of rational treatment, cantharides is

by far the best local stimulant, as it has a

tendency to excite the natural development
of colouring matter, as may be often seen in

the skin where a blister has been applied.

Arsenic is usuallj- the best form of tonic for

the same reason.

Excessive growth of hair,—Writers have
generaUy stated that hairs may increase in

numbers and size. With regard to an in-

crease in their numbers, the statement can-
not be accepted. Downy and almost invisible

hairs may grow into strong and visible ones,

but there is never any increase in their

number ; it is really a great increase in their

size which leads to the erroneous belief that

they have multiplied. Sometimes the old

hair is held in the follicle alter the new hair

has grown up, but this is not a true increase

of numbers. An excessive growth of hair is

not uncommon, and is chiefly inconvenient
on the face in women. The ordinary de-

pilatories which are used to get rid of this

excessive growth are worse than useless.

See Depilatories.
Structural change in the hair.— Tricho-

clasis, or trichorexis nodosa, is the most im-
portant and best-known change in the struc-

ture of the hair. The affection was first

described by the late Erasmus Wilson and
Beigel. To the naked eye the hairs appear to

be niarked with two, three, or more small
bulging spots, somewliat resembling nits.

The hairs very easily break at these points,

which, examined under the microscope, seem
to consist of spindle-shaped swellings of the

shaft of the hair. In a more advanced stage

this swelling partially bursts near its most
distended part, and finally the hair breaks
with a ragged fracture, so that the divided

hair has the appearance of two brushes, the

bristles of wlaich are interlocked. When
the separation is complete, a stumpy hair is

left with a frayed or brush-hke free ex-

tremity. Trichorexis is chiefly met with in

the hairs of the face, especially those of the

chin.

Lepothrix.—Although this ciunous affec-

tion is a concretion rather than a structural

change of the hair, yet it has that appear-

ance to the naked eye, and may be con-

veniently referred to under this head. The
hairs affected with this disease are met with
in the axilla; and on the scrotum. Indeed,
warmth and moisture appear to be essential

to its development. The concretions, seen
under the microscope, have usually a rounded
and nodulated form apparently surrounding
the shaft of the hair, but not S3mrnetrically.

Sometimes the concretion extends con-

tinuously for some distance along the shaft

of the hair, giving it a feather-like appear-

ance. The hairs themselves are abnormally
brittle. The exact nature of these ciu-ious

concretions has not yet been determined, but

they are associated with a micrococcus.
See Lepotuuix.

PtOBERT LiVEINO.
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HAIiL, in Austria.— Common salt

waters, with iodine. See Mineral Waters.

HALLUCINATION {hallncinor, I

bhmder).—A false perception of an organ of

sense, for wliich there is no external cause

or origin [see Illusion) ; as when a man in

total darkness thinks he sees an object. Hal-

lucinations of all the senses occm-, the most

frequent being those of sight and hearing.

They may be found in persons not insane,

but indicate a disordered state of brain.

HAMMAM-MELOUAN, in Algiers.

Thermal miniated saline waters. See Mine-

ral Waters.

HAMMAM-MESKOUTINE, in

Algiers (the Aqme Tlhilitina of the

Romans).—Highly thermal saline springs,

weakly mineralised. See Mineral Waters.

HAMMAM-R'HIRA, in Algiers.—
Highly thermal waters. See Mineral
Waters.

HANGING, Death by.—Hanging is

the effect of suspension of the body by the

neck by means of a ligature or noose, the

constricting force being the weight of the

body, wholly or in part, or the weight multi-

plied by the distance through which the body
falls. The mode of death varies according

to these circumstances. With a long drop,

the method now usually employed m judicial

hanging, and particularly if the knot is under
the chin, death is not infrequently due to

fracture, or displacement, of the cervical

vertebr*, and injury to the medulla oblon-

gata. Death may also occur, without such
anatomical lesion of the cervical vertebrae,

from shock or syncope, or, as it is termed by
Casper, neuro-paralysis.

When death does not occur in either of
these ways, it is the result of asphyxia from
occlusion of the air-passages, or rather of
asjjhyxia in combination with coma, caused
by compression of the cerebral blood-vessels.
Though compression of the carotids and
jugulars may be maintained for a consider-
able time without a fatal result, if the trachea
is open below the point of constriction

—

whereas death speedily ensues if the air-

passages are also occluded—yet death may
result from the disturbance of the cere-
bral circulation alone ; and the two causes
operate conjointly in every case, in varying
proportions.

Phenomena. —When death is not instan-
taneous, as in cases of injury to the medulla,
or from neuro-paralysis, convulsive move-
ments of the type seen in asphyxia may
continue for some minutes after suspension,
and the heart may continue to beat for a
considerable period after all other vital
movements have ceased.

Subjects who have been partially hanged

HANGING, DEATH BY

have described various sensations, more or

less pleasurable, similar to those of cerebral

congestion and narcotic stupor.

Post-mortem Appearances. —The appear-

ances foimd after death by hanging are not

uniform or constant ; and there is no single

sign invariably present diagnostic of this

mode of death. Indicative of suspension, but

not necessarily of death so caused, is the

mark of the cord on the neck. Usually it is

above the hyoid, passing obliquely upwards
behind the ears, and losing itself in the occi-

put. But the position may vary according

to the tightness of the noose before suspen-

sion, or the position of the head and direction

of the pressure. It is generally single, but

if the cord should have been twisted twice

round the neck, two marks may be found,

one circular and the other oblique. The cha-

racters of the mark differ somewhat accord-

ing to the texture and thickness of the liga-

ture. Usually it is a shallow groove or furrow,

of a whitish or brownish hue and parch-

menty consistence, occasionally abraded,

rarely ecchymosed ; but it rnay have livid

edges or a chocolate tint. The ajipearances

may vary in different parts of the same mark.
The subcutaneous cellular tissue is com-
pressed and silvery. Occasionally minute
extravasations are seen in the deeper layers

of the skin. The middle and internal coats

of the carotids are sometimes lacerated ; and
where the momentum has been great, lacera-

tions of the cervical muscles, haemorrhage in

their vicinity, fracture of the larynx, rupture

of the thyro-hyoid ligaments and fracture of

the hyoid bone, and fracture or dislocation

of the cervical vertebrie, with injury to the

medulla and effusion into the spinal canal,

have been found. All the appearances usually

foimd in the neck in cases of hanging may
be j)roduced by suspension of the dead body,

especially if the legs are pulled forcibly

'

downward.
The face is sometimes, but not commonly,

distorted and expi'essive of suffering. Usually
it is placid and pale, though if the body have
hung for some time, it becomes very livid.

The eyes are sometimes very prominent, and
the pupils are usually dilated. Frothy mucus
may be found at the mouth and nostrils.

The tongue is pressed against the teeth and
indented, or it may be clenched between the

jaws. The base of the tongue is injected.

The hands are often tightly clenched, the

nails even being driven into the palms.
Erection, or semi- erection, of the penis in

men, with expulsion of semen or prostatic

fluid, and vascular turgescence of the genitals

in females, with sanguinolent effusion, are

occasionally observed. Expulsion of the con-

tents of the bladder and rectum is likewise

common. The condition of the brain varies.

Congestion of the meninges is sometimes
pronounced, at other times not very marked.
The mucous membrane of the larynx and
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trachea is congested, and mncous froth is

present. The huigs are at times pale and
distended ; at other times collapsed. The
condition of the heart and venous system
characteristic ofasphyxia is common. Marked
redness of the mucons membrane of the

stomach, simulating irritant poisoning, has
been occasionally noted. The (Ictcnnination

of the fact of death by hanging depends on a
consideration of these various phenomena,
and the absence of other causes of death.

Accident, Suicidk,or Homicide?—Hang-
ing is rarely homicidal. It signifies great

disproportion of strength between the assail-
;

ant and the victim ; and therefore, in the
absence of this condition, there will be in-

[

juries indicative of a struggle. Apart fi'om

collateral circumstances, homicide can only
be argued from the presence of such injnries

as could not have been self-inflicted or caused
accidentally during the act of suspension.

Occasionally hanging is accidental, as in

foolish experiments and insane imitation. It

is not necessary that the body should be
entirely off the ground to cause death by
hanging. Many instances are recorded of

smcide by hanging in most extraordinary
positions calculated to throw the greater part

of the body-weight on the noose.

Treatment.—This is rarely called for, ex-

cept in accidents or attempted suicide. The
body must be cut down, and artificial respi-

ration employed. Venesection may be had
recourse to for relieving cerebral congestion.

See Artifici.u. Respiration ; and Resusci-
tation. D. Ferrier.

HARKANY, in Hungary.—Thermal
sulphur waters. See Mineral Waters.

HARROGATE, in Yorkshire.—
Saline, clialybeate, and sulphur waters. See
Mineral Waters.

HASTINGS, on the South-East
Coast of Sussex.—A mild climate. Mean
winter temperatm'e, 40° F. Exposed to the
east, but sheltered from the north. See
Climate, Treatment of Disease by.

HAUT MAL (Fr.)—A s\-nonym for epi-

lepsia gravior. -SVe Epilepsy.

HAY FEVER. — Synon. : Catarrhus
cEstivus ; Rostock's Catarrh ; Hay Asthma

;

Ft. AstJnnc d'ete; Ger. Friihsommercatarrh.
Definition.—A catarrhal affection of the

mucous membrane of the eyes, nose, mouth,
pharynx, larynx, and bronchi, accompanied
by dyspnoea ; induced in persons predis-

posed to it by the action of the pollen of
various plants, chiefly of the Graminaceic

;

prevalent during the hay season, but sub-
siding at its close ; and varying in severity
according to certain atmospheric conditions,

and the amoimt of pollen present in the air.

.Etiology.—Hay fever exists in Europe
51
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and North America, and it is especially

common in 10ni,'land, where the number of
cases is annually double that of any other
country. The Anglo-Saxon race appears
more liable to it than other races. It

l)revails more among men than women,
probably because the former are most ex-

posed to the atmosphere ; and inhabitants of
towns visiting the country are more liable to

attack than the country-peo])le themselves.
Dr. J. N. Mackenzie of Baltimore assigns

hay fever to an exalted condition of the

nasal erectile tissue, and especially the por-

tion covering the posterior end of the inferior

turbinated bone and the septum innned lately

opposite, rendering it more sensitive to the
action of pollen and other irritants; and he
maintains that destruction of this erectile

tissue by the galvano-cautery cures the dis-

ease.

It has been ascribed by some wTiters to the
sun's heat m the summer months, also to

certain odours, vegetable and animal ; but
the experiments of Mr. C. H. Blackley show
it to be due to the specific influence on cer-

tain mucous membranes of the pollen-grains

of the following natural orders of plants :

RanunculaceiE, Papaveraceie, Fumariacea-,
Crucifene, Violacea;, Caryophyllaceie, Gera-
niaceiE, Leguminosic, Umbellifene, Rosacea;,

Liliacea?,CompositiE,GraminacciC. and others,

both exotic and native. Different kinds of

pollen were applied to the mucous membrane
of (1) the nares, (2) larynx, trachea, bron-

chial tubes (by inhalation), {Z) conjunctivip,

(4) tongue, lips, and fauces ; and in all these

cases it produced the symptoms of hay fever,

the pollen of grasses being most potent.

Amongst these, secale cereale, or rye, exer-

cised most marked effects, though greater

influence is generally attributed to antlio-

xanthum odoratum.
It has been found that large quantities of

pollen float in the air during the summer
months ; and that the number of cases of hay
fever depends on the amount present, which
increases in warm damji weather, decreases

when it is very drv and hot, and often nearly

disappears after heavy rain. Cold weather
reduces the number of sufferers by checking
the inflorescence of plants. The higher strata

of the atmosphere appear to contain more
than that immediately overlying the soil

;

and Mr. Blackley found the gi-eatest number
of pollen particles at between 1,000 and l.oOO

feet above the earth's surface, whither they

are probably caiTied by aerial currents. The
number of pollen grains present reaches its

maximum in June, when ^Ir. Blackley col-

lected 880 in a day on a square centimetre

of glass. The size and forms of the pollen

grains vary gi-eatly in the different species,

but tliis does not seem to influence their

action, which ai>pears to depend on the

pollen sac absorbing moisture from the

contiguous mucous membrane and bursting,
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when the minute granules it contains are

thus extruded, and cause irritation.

Symptohs.—An attack of haj' fever gene-

rally occurs without any premonitory distur-

bance, immediately on the application of the

pollen to the mucous smfiices—for instance,

when the person enters a hay-field. The first

symptoms are itching of the parts with which

the particles come in contact, beginning with

the hard palate and fauces, and then extend-

ing to the nostrils, the eyes, and face, though,

if the wind be strong, the eyes may be first

attacked. The catarrhal stage follows, marked

by violent fits of sneezing, and running from

the eyes and nose, with occasional pains in

the head and in the fi-ontal sinuses ; then

the submucous tissue of the nares swells

;

and in a short time both nostrils become

blocked and imper^aous to air. A change

to the recumbent position, however, if the

patient lies on one side, will often re-open

the uppermost nostril, while the other, as

the result of gravity, becomes still more
occluded. The sneezing will continue with-

out fresh application of pollen, as at night,

when the subsidence of the swelling restores,

or even exaggerates, the sensibility of the

Schneiderian membrane. The al® nasi be-

come red and inflamed, and occasionally

bleed. The discharge after this becomes
less in quantity, inspissated and puriform,

and finally subsides. In the eyes, the swell-

ing of the submucous tissue causes closure of

the lachrymal canals and nasal ducts; and
considerable injection of the conjunctival

capillaries is apparent. Sometimes, but rarely,

oedema of the eyelids follows. Similar to the

nose-symptoms are those occiirring in the

throat, some swelling taking place in the

pharynx, which gives rise to partial closure

of the Eustachian tubes, and hence to a
certain degree of deafness. Slight feverish-

ness is occasionally present, the pulse quick-

ening to 100, and the temperature slightly

rising; but in a large nvmiber of cases pyrexia
is entirely absent. The changes which take
place in the mucous membrane of the air-

passages give rise to asthmatic symptoms,
such as tightness of the chest, ditiicult and
wheezy breathmg, with prolonged expiration,

and some dry cough, followed, at the close

of the attack, by expectoration.

The catarrhal symptoms are, however,
more characteristic than the asthmatic,
which are not invariably present.
The habdity to attack lasts generally from

three to four weeks in summer, but its dura-
tion depends on the presence of the excitmg
cause, which, if not removed, may cause the
malady to last for months. A fall of rain will
diminish the disorder by clearing the air of
pollen ; exei*cise, which increases the number
of respirations and.therefore, of pollen grains
inspired, will render it more severe ; while
each attack makes the individual more sus-
ceptible to this subtle influence, and conse-

quently augments the probability of other
seizures. As a rule, hay fever has no com-
plications, and passes away completely on
the removal of the exciting cause. Constant
recurrence of the attacks has been noticed
to lead to deafness, owing to catarrh of the
Eustachian tubes.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of hay fever

from other affections is easy, as the fact of

the catarrhal symptoms occurring only in

summer separates it from an ordinary ' cold

in the head '

; while their combination with
dyspnoea in hay fever prevents it being mis-
taken for spasmodic asthma arising from other
causes, in which there is usually no catarrh.

Prognosis.—The prognosis is favourable

if the patient be removed from the exciting

cause, as the asthmatic symptoms seldom,
if ever, lead to pulmonary emphysema, or to

any permanent change in the bronchi.

Treatment.—The most obvious course in

the treatment of hay fever, but not always
the most easy one, is to avoid exposure to

pollen. Mr. Blackley notices that a small
amount of this material might exist without
giving rise to hay fever, but if ten particles

of pollen were detected on the glass slide ex-

posed to the air for twenty-four hours, symp-
toms were sure to apjiear in persons liable

to it. Sufferers from this complaint should
avoid hay-fields, hay-ricks, and much ex-

posure and exertion in the country during
the hay season, and should remain to a great

extent within doors ; but, where circumstances
admit, change to the seaside is highly desir-

able, and it frequently effects a speedy cure.

Even on the coast some care must be taken
to select a locality free from vegetation ; for

if the wind blows from the land, and haj'-,

grass be flowering at the time, an attack may
be induced. Choice should be made of a

seaside place backed by high cliffs, and
where the prevailing winds are from the sea.

Another method of avoiding attacks is by sea

voyages or short yachting cruises, undertaken
during the hay season, and many sufferers

enjoy complete exemption in this way. Of
other localities, high mountain stations, where
there is more grazing than hay-growing, and
closely inhabited cities with few parks or

grassy squares, are to be preferred. Carbolised

cotton-wool and other available respirators

are sometimes used with advantage.

The medicinal treatment consists, first, in

combating the general predisposition to the

complaint by tonic measures ; and, secondly,

in allaying the local irritation.

The first object is best achieved by shower
baths, and by such tonics as iron, quinine,

nux vomica, sulphate of zinc, and arsenic.

Lotions of sub-acetate of lead or sulphate of

zinc applied to the eyes and inner surface of

the nostrils give some relief; but the writer

has found the most successful results from
brushing the interior of the nostrils and
pharynx with a solution of hydrochlorate of
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cocaine (20 per cent.) with a curved brush.

Sir .'Vndrew Chirk stronpjly recoiniiicnds the

appheation of a coiiibination of tjlyeerine of

carboHc acid, quinine, and percliloride of mer-
cury to the floor of the nares and pharynx.
Various sprays are excoedin<jly useful, such
as tliose of sohitions of carbolic acid (cijjlit

fjrains to an ounce), sulphurous acid (e(pial

parts ^^ith water), sulphate of quinine (two

f^ains, with acid, to an ounce), antl tannic

acid (four "grains to an omice) ; but the best

of all is ji solution of cocaine (8 to 10 i)er

cent.), which reduces the sensibility of the

parts aHected. The spray may be ap])lied,

with proper precautions, to all the irritated

surfaces eyes, nose, throat, and larynx

—

with great relief.

C. Theodore Williams.

HEADACHE.—Synon. : Cephalalgia
;

Fr. Doidcur dv tele; Ger. Kopfschmerz.—
Pain or uneasiness in the head is very vari-

able in its nature, and is produced by a great

number of causes. It is present at some
period or other in the course of most acute,

and many chronic diseases ; and may be
associated or not with organic change in the
brain, or in other organs of the body.

Symptoms. — Headache presents many
varieties. It may be slight or most intense ;

superficial or deep-seated. It may be more
or less confined to particular parts, as the
forehead, the temples, the occiput, or vertex.

Sometimes the pain is limited to one spot,

producing the sensation as if a nail were
being driven into the head, when it is called

rlavus. It may extend over one side of the
head, as in heiuicrania, or megrim ; or be
generally diffused. Headache presents every
variety of character—dull, sharp, cutting, dfcc.

Its accession may be sudden or gradual; and
the paroxysms may be of the shortest possible

duration, or may extend over hours, days, or
months. The pain may be simple, or asso-

ciated with various perverted sensations, such
as giddiness, tingling in the limbs, disordered
hearing, or disturbances of vision.

Varieties.—For practical purposes head-
aches may be arranged in the following
order :

—

1. Structural headache, or headache de-

pendent upon disease within the cranium.
2. Congestive headache.
3. Nervous or sick headache—hemicrania

or megrim.
4. Toxainic headache.
1. Structural headache.—This may be due

to any of the many forms of disease of the
bram, or of its membranes, such as menin-
gitis, cerebral softening, abscess of the brain,

cerebral tumour, &c. ; or it may be premoni-
tory of cerebral softening. It is nevertheless
often wanting in these disorders, and the
locality of the pain, when present, by no
means corresponds with that of the lesion.

As a rule, the pain of organic disease is fixed

and habitual, though sometimes, as in alisccHS

or canccro\is tumour, it may bo of an inter-

mittent character. If there be sickness asso-

ciated with it, the sickness occtirs without
any apparent gastric disorder, and the pain
continues after the sickness ceases. Stooping,

and even the recumbent posture, aggravates

the pain, whilst it is lessened by elevating tlie

head. If organic diseasobesuspectod, the colla-

teral symptoms must be caretully scrutinisc-d

and weighed. It rarely hapjions that organic

disease needs to be inferred from pain alone.

I

'2. Congestive headache.— Many forms of
' headache depend upon a greater or less de-

gree of congestion of the vessels of the brain
;

the congestion being either active or passive.

Active congestion may be caused by hyper-
trophy of the left ventricle of the heart,

general plethora, catamenial irregularities,

mental or emotional excitement, and other

conditions. The pain in such cases is of an
obtuse character, affecting the whole or a
part of the head, particularly the forehead

and occiput. It is accompanied with a sense

of pulsation in the ears, tlushed face, glitter-

ing eyes, and giddiness on stooping.

Passive congestion may be produced by
dyspnoea, by asthma, by valvular disease of

the heart, or by disordered action of the liver,

bowels, and skin ; it may be an after-effect

of drunkenness ; or may result from any
cause which can produce a state of debility

in the vessels of the brain, such as gener.al

anamia, exhaustion from fatigue, loss of

blood, leucorrhoea, or that following over-

excitement, mental exertion, or bodily fatigre

—causes which all favour congestion. When
the headache is induced by aniemia, debility,

or indigestion, the pain occurs generally

across the forehead or at the top of the head.

3. Nervous or sick headache, hemicrania
or megrim.—This disorder is discussed in a
separate article. See Megrim.

4. ToxcEviic headache.—The headache
which attends all fevers and inflammatory
disorders, though due in some measure to

cerebral congestion, is chieflj- caused by the

action of the blood, altered in character and
elevated in temperature, on the nervous ele-

ments of the brain. In uriemia likewise the
headache, which frequentlj' precedes or ac-

companies the other sjinptoms pointing to

the existence of renal disease, results from
the morbid condition of the blood. So also,

in some persons, breathing the impure air of

a crowded room, or the products of the com-
bustion of gas, will, by the imperfect decar-

bonisation of the blood, speedily produce a
headache.

Diagnosis.—Besides the above varieties of
headache, pain about the head external to

the brain may be produced by rheumatic
affections of the scalp, with tenderness of

the skin and rheumatism in other parts ; by
syphilitic affections of the periosteum or

bone ; by inflammation of the scalp, com-
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mencing erysipelas, &g; and by trigeminal

and other varieties of neuralgia. Headache
may be discriminated from neuralgia by its

mode of accession ; by the generally longer

duration of the attack ; and by the more
complete intermissions.

Treatment.—The treatment of headache

must necessarily depend upon the peculiari-

ties of each individual case. In organic or

toxaemic headache, the disease with which it

is associated, and not the symptom itself, will

of course be the object of consideration, and
the treatment will be found discussed in

connexion with these special morbid states.

The same remark applies to many forms of

congestive headache, such as those produced
by disease of the heart, asthma, &c. If cata-

menial irregularities or uterine disorders are

the exciting cause, these must be treated by
appropriate measures. If anaemia or debility

be present, tlien, in the intervals between the

paroxysms, iron in some form, either alone or

in combination with quinine or some vege-

table bitter, must be given. Dimng the
paroxysms a little sal volatile, a cup of soup
or strong tea or coffee, or some weak alcoholic

stimulant, may be of service. Where anaemia
is not a prominent symptom, or when the
disorder assumes a periodical or intermittent
character, quinine alone, in doses of two or
tln-ee grains twice or three times a day, may
be given ; and if this fails to afford relief,

arsenic is often of signal service. Great
benefit is frequently afforded in the latter

cases by the careful administration of alco-

hol or other alcoholic stimulant during the
paroxysm. Except when the headache is

associated with general plethora or active
congestion, strong purgatives are to be
avoided, and the bowels are to be regulated
by the mildest aperient which will answer
the purpose. The patient's habits and mode
of life must also be strictly regulated ; and
care must be enjoined as to diet, sleep, cloth-
ing, and exercise, especially if the headache
be associated with dyspepsia. If dyspeptic
symptoms are prominent, or if the pain be
connected with a gouty diathesis, then these
disorders must be treated with their appro-
priate remedies.

If durmg the paroxysms the head be hot
and the face flushed, warm or cold lotions,
iced water, or eau-de-Cologne may be appHed;
a warm douching may be useful in some
eases. Occasionally in severe attacks a few
leeches may be placed on the temples or
behind the ears with advantage, or a blister
to the nape of the neck, but never if the
face be pale and the pulse feeble. Compres-
sion of the temporal arteries with a pad, sus-
tained pressure around the head, or holding
the arms high above the head, will sometimes
relieve severe congestive headache.
The treatment of sick headache is discussed

under the article Megkim.
P. W. Latham.

HEAEING, DISORDERS OF

HEALING SPRINGS, in Bath
County, Virginia, U.S.A. — Thermal
waters. See Mineral Waters.

HEALTH, Maintenance of.

—

See Dis-
ease, Causes of; Personal Health; and
Public Health.

HEARING, Disorders of. — These
disorders may be grouped under three

classes, namely : (a) Partial or complete

loss of hearing, or deafness
;

{h) Exalted
hearing (so-called)

;
(c) Perverted hearing

or tinnitus. They may be due to various

conditions quite independent of any actual

disease of the auditory apparatus, and only

such causes of disordered hearing will be
considered in the present article as are not

due to changes in the conducting portion of

the ear, which can be demonstrated by tlie

ditferent methods of examination, or to

recognised affections of the nervous appara-

tus connected with hearing. These will be
found discussed under the article Ear,
Diseases of.

(a) Partial or complete loss of hearing.—

-

Perhaps the deafness due to accumtdations
of cerumen, which so frequently interfere for

a time with the hearing of persons whose
ears are free from disease, should be regarded
as disordered hearing, rather than as a
symptom of a pathological condition. As
nothing inore energetic than careful syringing

is required to remove such obstructions, it

will be sufficient to observe that in this pro-

ceeding the nozzle of the syringe should be
directed along the roof of the external canal.

Amongst a very large number of people with
the organs of hearing in an apparently
healthy state, some few will be found upon
whom, throughout their lives, certain notes

produce no response. They will not, for

example, be able to hear the sounds made
by grasshoppers, or the singing of some
birds— the call of a partridge, for instance

;

and in most persons, as age advances, the

very high notes are lost. To prove this, it

is only necessary to blow one of Mr. Galton's

whistles in a room full of people, when a

considerable proportion of the assembly will

fail to catch the high notes, which are dis-

tinctly heard by the rest ; and although this

failure is also noticeable in many nervous
affections, all other sounds will perhaps be

heard quite normally by these individuals.

Emotional influences play a very large part

in the destruction or suspension of hearing,

and this is especially observable in the case

of women. The unexpected sight of a dead
husband, hearing of the death of a dear
friend, the proposal of a severe surgical

operation on a relative, a quarrel, an alarm
of thieves, and witnessing a carriage accident,

have each within the knowledge of the writer

been followed by intense and sudden deaf-

ness, which has only been partially recovered

from. The same effect has been noticed
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with men who have been subjected to pro-

lunj,'ed mental strain, in connexion with
literary work, or durin^; commercial crises.

It has been recorded that a deaf-and-dumb
child has suddenly recovered hearing, after

the discharge from tite bowels of eighty-

seven lumbrici and a large number of oxy-
nrides {Journ. of Med. Soc, 1844). Com-
plete loss of hearing, extending over seve-

ral months, was on one occasion followed

by perfect hearing in a girl of tiftccn, on the
first appearance of menstruation. The tem-
porary effect of quinine and salicylic acid on
the hearing is well known, but when quinine
has been administered in large doses, and
for a long period, this special sense is not
imusuall^' injured permanently. Amongst
the diseases which often induce a lasting

deafness, without any perceptible local

change in the conducting poi'tion of the ear,

may be included mumps, many of the fevers,

and diphtheria ; for although in the two
latter instances the middle ear often suffers,

this is not always the case, and the imme-
diate cause of the deafness must be sought
in the products of inflammation which have
been left within the cranium. The same
explanation is probably also the correct one
in those instances where children lose for

ever all hearing power after cerebral excite-

ment or congestion. Habitual and obstinate

constipation is sometimes attended with loss

of hearing, which returns after the action of

purgative medicine. A clot of blood within
the cranium, whilst causing hemiplegia of

the opposite side, may destroy the hearing
on t!ie same side as the effusion ; and a case

is on record in which closure of the cerebro-

spmal foramen gave rise to this sj'mptom.
(b) Exalted hearing. — Wliat is termed

' exalted hearing ' will generally, on careful

examination, he found to be not so much a

definite change in the capacity of the hear-

ing apparatus to receive impressions, as an
infibility on the part of the patient to receive

such impressions without an undue effect on
the nervous centres being produced. Thus
in many inllammatorj- states of the brain

or its membranes this symptom is often a
prominent one. It is also not uncommonly
met with in hysterical and nervous persons.

(c) Perverted hearing.—Attendant on most
of the above examples, and closely allied to

deafness, is the often persistent tinnitus ; but
there are conditions in which this distressing

symptom is the chief and solitary trouble.

Thus tinnitus, with a feeling of pulsation in

the ear, is occasionally the first warning of

an intracranial aneurysm ; whilst a furious

tinnitus and the hearing of strange noises

sometimes precede an attack of acute mania.
Patients who havfe been the subjects of

malarial fevers and sunstroke often complain
of tinnitus ; and as in all cases of disease of

the ears, when present, it is the most in-

tractable of symptoms, so it is when the ears
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have not been the seat of any malady or
injury.

Treatment.— Since all the above states
of disordered hearing may strictly be said
to be due to causes which are in them-
selves abnormalities of one part or another
of the organism, it is to these that the
treatment will naturally be directed rather
than to alterations in hearing which in truth
are merely symptoms. See Ear, Diseases
of; and Tinnitus. W. B. Dalby.

HEART, Diseases of.—The study of
this class of diseases has reference to the
immediate pathological changes which occur
in the heart itself, and to the consequences
or results of these changes upon its fmiction,
that is to say, upon the circulation of the
blood. The latter portion of the subject will

be found discussed in the articles which
have reference to disorders of the special

organs of circulation ; and it will therefore
be necessary in this place to summarise
only the morbid changes which affect the
heart itself, and this merely as an introduc-
tion to the ftill description of those changes
contained in the following articles, or which
will bo found in other parts of this work.

1. The heart m<ay be displaced, misplaced,
or malformed. 2. Its various textures, in-

cluding the coverings, the lining membrane,
the valves, and the walls, are liable to acute
and chronic injlamination and their effects.

B. The organ itself as a whole may be in-

creased in size, either by general dilatation

of one or of more of its cavities, or partially,

as by aneurijsm of the walls ; or by an addi-

tion to its volume, by hijpertrophij of its

muscular structure, of ihefattg tissue which
exists beneath the pericardium, or of the
connective tissue which binds the muscular
fibres together. 4. Its volume may be di-

minished by simple or general atrophy ; or

by the walls of one or more of its cavities

being wasted and thinned. 5. Its walls are

hable to various forms of degeneration—more
especially fatty, granular, calcareous, and
pigmentary. 6. They may be the seat of

fibroid disease, and of various morbid
growths, such as cancer, tubercle, syphi-

litic formations, or hydatids. 7. Conges-
tion and hemorrhage may occur in the

walls of the heart. 8. These are liable also

to such injuries as rupt u re—whether sponta-

neous or as the result of violence ; and to

various kinds of wounds and their effects.

9. The nervous apparatus of the heart may
be affected, as in angina pectoris. 10. And.
lastly, the reader will find discussed under
the head oifunctional disorders of the heart,

certain disturbances in its action and sensi-

bility which cannot be clearly referred to

an}- distinct lesion. Richard Quaix.

HEART, Abscess of.— See Heart,
Inflammation of; and Heart, Pyamic Ab-

scess of.
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HEART, Aneurysm of.

—

Definition.

A simple depression or a saccidus formed in

the walls of the heart, and communicating by

an orifice, varying in size, with one or more
of its cavities.

The term ' aneurysm of the heart ' has not

been alwaj's used in this sense. It was first

applied by Lancisi and subsequently by
Bouilleau to any dilatation of the heart,

whatever its cause or its character. Cases

of the disease, as the term is now understood,

were published by Galeatti and John Hunter
in 1757. In this country, Dr. Thurnam, Dr.

Peacock, more recently Dr. Wickham Legg,

and others have treated the subject fully.

In France aneurysm of the heart has been
described specially by Bi-eschet and by Pelvet

;

whilst in Germany, Lobstein, Liibl, and Hart-

mann have written upon it at length. A full

account of the researches of tliese and several

other writers will be found in the work of

M. Pelvet

—

Des Anevri/smes du Cosur, Paris,

1867—and in the Bradshaw Lecture at the

Royal College of Physicians by Dr. Wickham
Legg.
Etiology and Pathology.—The essential

condition which leads to aneurysm of the

heart is a change in a portion of the heart's

texture, by which the resisting power of the

affected jiart against the pressure of the blood
from within the cavity is diminished. Under
such circumstances a simple dejiression, corre-

sponding to the weakened spot, may be first

formed on the inner surface of tlie heart.

This gradually extends through the cardiac

wall towards the external surface, where
the resistance becomes less, and where a
pouch or sac is then formed, communicating
with the cavity of the heart, it may be by a
neck. The weakened condition referred to is

attributable in different instances to inflam-
mation of the substance of the heart, whether
acute or chronic ; to syphilitic or other
growths ; to fibroid and to fatty degenera-
tion.

(a) Inflammation of the heart, affecting

either the endocardium or the substance of
the heart itself, may lead to softening and
ulceration ; and both conditions have been
found in connexion with aneurysm. Inflam-
mation may also lead to the formation of
pus in the walls of the heart ; and cases are
recorded in which, the contents of the sac
thus formed having been discharged into the
circulation, the cavity became converted into
an anem'ysmal pouch (Dr. Wilks, Path. Soc.
Trans., vol. xii.) Cases of aneurysm of this
character may be regarded as originating in
acute inflammation of the heart.

In a still larger number of cases, in which
the endocardium and pericardium, as weU as
the muscular walls, are involved, we find a
development of fibroid tissue—a cirrhosis, as
itwere, of the wall of the heart, as the result
of chronic inflammatory action, and as some
writers suppose of disease of the coronary

arteries. In these cases the fibroid tissue is

stretched at each systole of the heart, and it

returns less and less to its former dunensions,
owing to its want of elasticity. Thus by
degrees the portion of the heart affected

yields and is pushed outwards, forming a sac

of a more or less globular shape.

(6) Groivths in the heart, whether syphi-

litic or tuberculous, undergoing the process

of softening, may lead to the formation of

aneurysm, as in the conditions just described.

(c) Fattij degeneration may give rise to

the formation of aneurysm. First, a circum-
scribed portion of softened tissuem the wall

of the heart, the result of fatty degeneration,

3'ields without rupture to the pressure of the

blood from within, and thus allows of the

formation of an aneurysmal pouch. Secondly,
partial rupture may take place in the muscu-
lar wall, and, haemorrhage occurring at this

point, constitutes what is called ' cardiac

apoplexy ' [see Heart, Haemorrhage into the

Walls of). The clot thus formed imdergoes
the changes usual in extravasated blood ; and
a cyst results, which may ultimately commu-
nicate with one of the cavities of the heart.

Meriedec Laennec, who wrote on aneurysms
of the heart, believed that this form of dis-

ease was almost exclusively thus developed.

With reference to the relative frequency of

the various causes of cardiac aneury.sm just

enumei-ated, the writer finds that out of a

total of 56 cases, the histories of which were
collected by himself, in 21 the walls had
undergone fibroid changes, which may have
occurred before or during the progress of the

aneurysmal formation ; in 6 there was fatty

degeneration ; in 3 the disease was the

result of ulceration ; in 2 cases it appeared

to have originated in abscess ; and in 24 the

materials were not sufficient for arriving at

an accurate conclusion.

Age.—With regard to the age at which
this disease occurs, in 62 cases collected by
the writer the oldest was eighty-two, the

youngest a child of twelve. Three cases

occurred between ten and twenty years of

age, 10 between twenty and thirty, 14 be-

tween thirty and forty, 10 between forty and
fifty, 7 between fifty and sixty, 10 between
sixty and seventy, 6 between seventy and
eighty, and 2 between eighty and ninety

years of age.'

Sex.—Of 62 cases, 45 were males and 17

were females.

Anatomical Characters.— Keeping in

view the several conditions under which
aneurysm of the heart can occur, we may
expect to find a corresponding variety of

morbid appearances. On laying open the

pericardium in cases in which aneurysm of

the heart exists, adhesions which are more
or less universal, or which may be limited

1 Sacs connected with the cavities of the heart

have been found at bi'-th occasionally. They mustba
regarded as malformations.
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to the scat of the disease, are very fre-

quently found. The heart itself is generally

enlarj^ed ; and whore the aneurysm projects

externally it is altered in shape, so much so

in some instances that the organ looks like

a double lieart. The sac may project from
the walls as a rounded or conical tumour

;

or, as in an instance that came under the ,

notice of the writer, it may assume the
'

appearance of an elongated sac winding round
the base of the aorta. Again, notlung abnor-

mal may be observed until the heart is laid

open, when a depression or an opening may
be discovered in the walls of the ventricle,

or in the septum. In some instances more
than a single pouch is formed : there may bo

several, each communicating with the cavity

of the heart by a separate or by a common
opening. Tlie size of the tumour may v.u-y

1

from that of a bean to that of an average-
'

sized cocoa-nut. The opening leading into

the pouch may be the widest part of the

sac, the aneurysm being a mere depression '

like a watch-glass or half an egg ; or there

may exist a constricted or defined neck,

leading to a tumour bulging from the walls.

The size of the opening may vary from a

couple of inches across, to one capable of

admitting only a probe. The neck is, in a

few cases, described as hard and cartilagi-

nous ; in others, ns being smooth and reguLir,

or jagged and irregidar. Tiie walls of the

tumour may be formed by the dilated and
thin walls of the heart ; or by the walls con-

siderably thicker than natural, and altered in

texture. A very usual condition to find is

that the walls of the sac consist, proceeding

from within outwards, of endocardium

;

of fibroid tissue, with or without portions of

muscular tissue ; and of pericardium. This
condition was described as occurring in 11

cases. In 8 cases the walls were said to

consist only of the endocardium and pericar-

dium, with fibroid tissue between ; but it was
found that at the base of the tumour, in all

these cases, all the layers of the heart-tissue

were present, and th:it it was only towards
the apex of the swelling that the muscidar
layers disappeared. In 3 cases the walls of

the aneurysm were said to be composed of

a thin membrane, which appeared to consist

of endocardium and pericardium only. In
3 cases the walls were of cartilaginous con-

sistence, with bony plates interspersed in

the tissue. The thickness of the walls of

the sac varied from that of paper to three

lines or more. In 14 cases the wall of the

tumour was strengthened by an adherent

pericardium. The aneurysmal cavity in the

majority of cases was lined by smcxith mem-
brane ; but in a few instances, apparently

of acute formation, the walls consisted of

muscular fibres, torn and separated by the

blood which had been extravasated amongst
them. The contents of the sac are generally

In the form of blood-clots or lavers of fibrin.

the outermost layers of which may be more
or less orgamsed and adherent to the wall.

Scat.—Of the 5G cases already alluded to,

52 were in the left ventricle, .i in the right

ventricle, and 1 in the right auricle. Ot
the 5'2 cases in which the aneurysm was
situated in the left ventricle, 22 occupied the
apex, 11 the base, and 17 were in inter-

mediate situations. Several cases have been
recorded in which the aneurj'sm was situated
in the nmscular septum between the ventri-

cles ; in the ' undefended space ;
'

' or at the
base immediately below the aortic valves. A
case of the last-named form was recorded by
the writer in the third volume of the Trans-
actions of the Pathological Socictji, These
two last forms are generally associated with
endocardial intiannnation and ulceration.

Symptoms.—In \'6 of the ijO cases referred

to, the anem-ysm was not discovered until

after death ; no mention being made of signs

or symptoms of its previous existence. In
the remaining cases, symptoms, more or less

marked, indicative of heart-disease, were pre-

sent. These symptoms were chietlj'—pain,

dyspna-a, lividity of the surface, palpitation,

and irregularity of the pulse. In 10 cases

murimns were heard, accompanying or re-

placing the sounds of the heart. We thus see

that the symptoms of aneurysm are such as

may exist in common with other lesions of

the heart ; and it is extremely doubtful,

except in presence of some special circum-
stances indicative of this condition, whether
we have at our command the means of

diagnosing the existence of cardiac aneurysm.
The writer not long since saw, with Dr.

Holman, late of Reigate, a case of grave

heart-disease, in which extended dulness to

the left, and below the usual situation of the

apex-beat, with a feeble impulse m the same
situation, led to a suspicion of the probable

existence of cardiac aneurysm.
Progress, Duration, and Terminations.—

Pathological testimony fully justifies the

inference that certain cardiac aneurysms

—

such as those which originate in infiammatory
softening, ulceration, or the opening of cysts

into the cavities of the heart—are acute in

their formation. Dut the like evidence

further testifies that tlio formation of most
other aneurysms, and the progress of all, are

' of a slow or chronic character. Still it would
seem to be ditticidt, if not impossible, to

determine the duration of the disease in any
given instance, inasmuch as man\' cases, for

example, have been found in the post-mortem
room, which Inid not given rise to any special

symptoms ; whilst in other cases the pre-

existence of heart-disease before the forma-

tion of aneurysm rendered it equally impossi-

ble to fix a date for the development of the

latter special disease.

' A cose of this character, apparently con;;<'iiitiiL

was described by Dr. Angel Money in a child tiv«

years old. See Futh. Sjc. Trans., vol. xxxviii. p. a7
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Death may result from the disturbance of

the heart's action, induced by the presence and

the extent of the disease ; h-omthe aneurysm

opening into the pericardium; or from its

burrowing in the wall of the heart, and open-

ing mto another cavity of the organ different

from that in which it originated. Lastly,

one or two cases are recorded in which a cure

of the disease had apparently been effected by

the walls of the sac becoming indurated or

calcified.

Diagnosis and Prognosis.— Seeing how
extremely obscure the clinical history of

these cases is, it would be impossible to speak

more definitely either as to the diagnosis or

the prognosis of the disease than has been

done under the preceding head.

Treatment.—The treatment of cardiac

anem-ysm must be such as would be adopted

in any other form of grave heart-disease, and

according to the special circumstances of,

and indications in, each case. We can only

seek to mitigate the more urgent symptoms,

whether local in the heart itself, or more
generally affecting distant organs.

Richard Quain.

HEART, Apoplexy of.—See Heart,
Hiemorrhage into the Walls of.

HEART, Atrophy of.—Definition.—
A diminution in the size and weight of the

heart as a whole ; or a diminution in size of

one part of the heart in relation to the whole
organ.

Etiology.—The causes of atrophy of the

heart are either general or local. With respect

to the general causes of atroj^hy, the heart is

found reduced in volume together with the

other organs of the body, in cases of maras-
nuis, of phthisis, of syphilis, cancer, &c. Prob-

ably one of the smallest hearts on record

—

one which weighed but 3j\ ounces—was
fomid by Dr. Church in the body of a woman
aged forty -seven, who died of cancer of the
pylorus, after an illness characterised by
' gradual starvation ' of more than seventeen
months' duration. With reference more
especially to phthisis, as affecting the size of
the heart, an analysis of 171 eases, made by
the writer at the Brompton Hospital, showed
that this organ was below the average weight
in 54-4 per cent. Diseases of a sub-acute
character, such as typhoid fever when pro-
tracted in its course, may lead likewise to

wasting of the heart. The heart is also occa-
sionally congenitally small.

The local causes of atrophy of the heart are
chietiy two—namely, (1) jjresstore by pericar-
dial adhesions upon the heart, by mediastinal
tiunours, by fatty growth beneath the peri-

cardimn, and other like conditions; and (2)
interference with the circulation in the
coronary arteries, as in the conditions just
enumerated, or as a result of malformation
or of disease of the vessels themselves.

Partial atrophy of the heart, when it occurs,
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may be said to be referable to insufficient

blood-supply from vascular disease or from
local pressure ; or from fatty infiltration.

Anatomical Characters.—The heart m
simple atrophy presents a general unifomi
diminution in size, as regards both its waDs
and its cavities ; and in its weight. In local

atrophy, a jiortion of the cardiac wall, more
or less extensive, or of one of the divisions or

cavities of the heart, may be found to be
below the ordinary dimensions. The colour

of the atrophied heart may be normal ; it is

frequently pale ; and it is occasionally of a

deep reddish-brown. The pericardium, not
shrinking proportionately with the muscular
substance, may present a puckered, opaque,
and cedematous aspect, ' lilse a withered
apple ' (Laennec) ; and for the same reason
the coronary vessels may be tortuous and
prominent. The consistence of the walls

is generally firmer than natural ; and the

muscle may be even tougher, except where
the atrophy is due to the presence of fat, in

which case the fibres are friable, and on
microscopical examination present the ap-

pearances of fatty degeneration. In sitnple

atrophy of the heart, the muscular fibres

undergo diminution in volume ; and they
may also be actually reduced in mmaber.
Atrophy of individual muscular fibres is also

found as the result of interstitial fatty or

fibroid growth ; and this when extensive has
been somewhat erroneously named ' yelloiv

atrophy.' Anotlier variety, which is most
frequently found in the marasmus of old age,

is known as brown atrophy of the heart. In
such cases the muscular tissue is of a dark
or dirty reddish-brown colour, which proves
on microscopical examination to be due to

the presence of numerous shining yellow or

brown pigment-particles within the muscular
fibres, and specially abundant either around
the nuclei or between the ultimate fibrillse.

Symptoms.—The symptoms and signs of

atrophy of the heart are those which might
be expected to result from diminished size

and power of the organ. The characteristic

phenomena are those of feeble circulation.

The physical signs are chiefly diminished
precordial dulness ; a feeble impulse, the

apex-beat being within and above the usual
situation ; diminished area of audible sounds

;

and a small, weak pulse.

Diagnosis.—The above signs and symp-
toms, in association with general wasting,

afford sufficient grounds for the diagnosis

of atrophied and feeble heart. Emphysema,
pericardial effusion, and other causes of

diminished cardiac dnlness and weakness of

impulse, must be excluded by the ordinary

modes of investigation. Taere are no special

means by which -partial atrophy of the heart

can be diagnosed, except, possibly, that the

presence of this condition may be assumed
where the functions of the organ are disturbed

in the absence of valvular or other of the
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more coiuiufm forms of cardiac disease, suffi-

cient to expliiiu the sj'mptoms.

Treatmkxt.—The treatment of atrophy of

tlie heart is the treatment of the primary
disease upon which it depends, so far as is

possible. KicuARD Quain.

HEART, Calciflcationof.—iSee Heart,
Def,'eneralions ot.

HEART, Cancer of.—See Heart, Mor-
bid Growths in.

HEART, Cirrhosis of.—See Heart,
Fil)roid Disease of.

HEART, Congenital Misplacement
of.— Synon. : Ectopia Cordis (Breschet)

;

Ectocardia (Alvarenga).

The heart is occasionally found to occupy
a wrong position, and such misplacement may
be either within the cavity of the thorax, or

external to it.

1. Of the internal malpositions

—

ectopia

cordis intrathoracica or ectocardia intra-

thoracica—the most common is that to which
the term dexiocaru ia has been applied, in

which the heart is in a very similar position

on the right side of the chest to that which
it should occupy on the left. This condition

may coexist with trausi)osition of the other

viscera of the body, or it may occur alone.

Instances of the former kind have long been
placed on record, cases having been met with

in Rome in 1()43, in Paris in IGoO, and in

I^ondon in 1G'J4. When the heart is mis-

placed, the aorta generally follows an ir-

regular course, crossing the right bronchus
and passing down to the right side of the

bodies of the vertebrie ; and the right carotid

and subclavian arteries are given off as sepa-

rate vessels, while the brachio-cephalie trunk
is situated on the left side. In some in-

stances, however, the vessels at the arch are

not transposed ; whilst in others the aorta,

after passing over the right bronchus, crosses

the spine and follows its usual course to the

left of the bodies of the vertebrae. In cases

of transposition the heart itself may be weU-
formed ; or it may be very imperfectly de-

veloped.

In another kind of misplacement, vieso-

cardia, the heart is situated more in the

median line than natiu-al—a position which
it occujiies in the ftetus at the earlier periods.

Cases have also been recorded in which the

organ occupied a transverse, and an antero-

posterior direction.

2. Of the external misplacements, those

in which the heart is situated extei-nal to

the thoracic cavity

—

ectopia or ectocardia
ertrathoracica—the most common is that in

which, from deficiency of some ])art of the

sternum, the organ lies in front of the chest
— ectopia cordis or ectocardia pcctorali«.

In other cases, from deficiency in some por-

tion of the diaphragm, the heart is placed in

the abdomen, either lyuig in the cavity, or.
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if the integuments are partially- defective, in
a sac in the pnecordia

—

ectopia cordis or
ectocardia abdofuinalis. In a third form
the heart lies at the root of tlie neck — ectopia
cordis or ectocardia ccphalica. Of these
forms, examples are related or referred to in

the memoirs of Breschet and Alvarenga, and
various others have been published since the
appearance of the memoir bj- Breschet.

Symptoms, Duration, and Terminations.
—When the heart is well-formed, its mal-
position within the thorax does not neces-

sarily cause such interference with its func-

tions as to be productive of symptoms, or

materially to curtail the duration of life.

Indeed, cases are on record in which the

heart and other viscera have been transposed
in persons who had never presented any
signs of disorder of the circulation, and who
lived to very advanced ages. When, how-
ever, the organ is also defective, and espe-

cially when the displacement is external to

the thoracic cavity, life is usually only of

short duration— though some remarkable
cases of external displacements are on re-

cord, in which the patients survived to ad-

vanced ages.

Malformation of the Pericardium.

—

Closely allied to tlie cases of misplacement
of the heart are those in which the organ,

though occupying its natural position, is not
covered by the pericardium, but lies in con-

tact with the lung in the left pleural cavity.

Of this form of anomaly various instances

are recorded—the first undoubted case of the

kind being probably that represented by Dr.
Baillie, in 1778. The defect seems to con-

sist in the pericardium, which is apparently
reHected from the external coat of the aorta,

not being prolonged so as to cover the front

of the heart and become attached to the dia-

phragm. The imperfectly developed mem-
brane is represented by a kind of loose fold,

or pocket, which is found on the right side or

upper part of the heart.

Effects.—This condition does not seem
materially to interfere with the functions of

the organ. Cases are recorded in which the

subjects lived to middle age ; and the writer

has himself seen it in a man who died of

heart-disease at seventy-five.

T. B. Teacock.

HEART, Congestion of.—Attention
was first directed to this morbid condition

of the heart by Sir William Jenner (Med.-

Chir. Trans., vol. xliii., p. 199). The
coronary vems, like the veins of other parts,

are subject to engorgement wlien the flow

of the blood from them into the right

auricle is interrupted. Tiie mo«t common
cause of this interruption is dilatation with

distension of the cavities of the right side of

the heart, which conditions are themselves
usually due either to emphysema or to

valvular disease of the heart. Disease of the
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trunks of the coronary veins and pressure

upon them may be regarded as less frequent

causes of cardiac congestion.

Post mortem, congestion of the heart is

recognised, when recent, by fuhiess of the

veins on the surface of the organ; by oedema

of the loose connective tissue at the base
;

and ecchymosis of the pericardium and endo-

cardium. The pericardial sac contains some
serous or sero-sanguinolent effusion ; and

the mouth of the coronary sinus may be

found to be dilated. When the congestion

is slight, gradually developed, and of long

standing, tlie venous fuhiess gives rise to an
increased formation of connective tissue in

the walls of the heart, which become, in con-

sequence, tovigh and indurated ; whilst the

dilatation of the cavities, with which the

congestion is associated, is rendered per-

manent by the same cause. When divided

with the knife, the cardiac walls do not fall

inwards ; their substance feels like a piece of

leather ; and the section has a smooth homo-
geneous appearance. Microscopically, the

connective tissue seems to be increased in

quantity ; and the muscular fibres are in a
condition of granular, fatty, and pigmentary
degeneration.

Congestion of the heart possesses no direct

clinical relations ; but its existence should
never be overlooked in estimating the effects

on the circulation of mechanical congestion,

which must impair the functional activity

of the heart in the same way as it impairs
that of the Uver, stomach, and kidneys.

J. Mitchell Bruce.

HEART, Connective-Tissue Hyper-
trophy of.— Synon. : False Hypertrophy.

Definition.— An excessive development
of the connective tissue which exists between
the muscular fibres of the heart, causing an
increase in the size of the organ.
Anatomical Characters.—In connective-

tissue hypertrophy the heart is enlarged more
or less uniformly as regards tlie walls of its

several cavities, and usually to a great extent,
the organ weighing in some instances as much
as forty ounces. The thickness of the walls
is increased, as in simple or true hypertrophy;
their density and consistence are such as to
present a firm, tough, leathery character.
When cut the edges do not collapse, but con-
tinue stiff and prominent. The colour of a
heart in this condition may vary from pale
buff to deep purple, according to the amount
of connective tissue, and of blood present in
the vessels. Microscopically there is seen

—

not the usual limited amount of inter-
muscular fibrillar tissue and connective-
tissue cells, but a decided hyperplasia of
these elements, in the form of coimective-
tissue, of which all stages of development
may sometimes be observed, from the round
and spindle-shaped ceU to the complete
bundle of fibrillie. Between the individual
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bundles of this tissue lie the muscular fibres,

which are also hypertrophied, but which are

more or less compressed, and are occasionally

in a condition of granidar or fatty degene-

ration (fig. 59).

There is a certain amount of anatomical
resemblance, but a very clear pathological

distinction, between this form of heart-disease

and the change described by Sir William
Jenner as fibroid disease of the heart result-

ing from congestion {see Heart, Congestion
of). Connective-tissue hypertrophy may also

to some extent be compared with the fibrosis

described by Sir William Gull and Dr. Sutton
as existing in the walls of arteries and other

tissues.

/Etiology.—Cases of hypertrophy of the

heart have been described by several writers

which were remarkable for the absence of

disease of the valves, or of the blood-vessels,

or of the kidneys, which, if present, could
explain its origin, but which the writer be-

lieves were due to the morbid change above
described, and not to hj-pertrophy of the
muscular fibres alone. A remarkable speci-

men is preserved in the museum of St.

George's Hospital, consisting of a heart

weighing forty and a-half ounces, which was
removed from the body of an under-butler,

in the j^ost-mortcm examination of whom
nothmg was found which could satisfactorily

explain the occurrence of the enlargement.

Fig. 59.—Connective-tissue Hypertrophy of the
Heart.—a a. Connective-tissue tibrilloe. b b, Mus-
cular fibres. X 2150.

The writer is indebted to Dr. Whipham for

an opportunity of examining this specimen,
which was found by his friend. Dr. Mitchell

Bruce, to possess the microscopical characters

above described and figured (tig. 59). This
and similar cases exhibit no ajipearance of

chronic inflammatory action, and thus differ

altogether from examples of that form of

fibroid degeneration which is described mider
a separate heading [see Heart, Fibroid Dis-

ease of). In the cases now described there is

a simple hyperplasia of connective tissue, the

origin of which cannot be fully explained. In
Germany a similar enlargement of the heart
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is sail! to have been found more especially in

ffoiinninids, and hence it derived a character-

istic appelhition. The existence of connec-
ti>e-tissue ^jrowlh being thus determined, the

eirect of its presence on the muscular tissue

is ol)vious. Tiie connective tissue, surroinid-

in;r, as it nnist do, the muscular fibres, inter-

feres with their free action, to overcome
wiiich there will be a natural tendency to

increased action, and consequent hypertrophy
of the muscular fibres themselves. It is very
jirobable that it is to these two processes

going on siuudtaneously that the great in-

crease in the size of the heart is due.

SvMPTOMs AND DIAGNOSIS.—In a remark-
able case recorded by the late Dr. Hyde
Salter, which the writer believes to have
been of the nature here described, acute or

severe cardiac dyspnoea and iiaunoptysis, from
which the patient had suflered for several

weeks, were the most prominent symptoms.
The heart-somida were natural, except that

the first was didl and defective. Tlie pulse

was 84. The symptoms increased in severity,

and were aggravated by excessive epistaxis.

The patient died after being in hospital for

f.)urteen days. At the /)os(-7«or/ew examina-
tion the heart was found to be of great size,

and there was no disease either of the valves

or of the vessels or of the kithieys to account
tor this. In the case of the butler in St.

George's Hosi)ital, it is recorded that he con-

tinued going about until within a few days of

his death. These and some like cases indi-

cate that we can do little in the waj' of

diagnosis beyond recognising the presence of

cardiac hyi)ertrophy by the usual signs ; and
if the hypertrophy be considerable, and if

there be no valvular disease and no kidney-
(Usease, we might not be far wrong in con-

sidering that the hypertrophy was caused by
increase of some other element as well as

that of the nuisctdar fibres.

TuKATMENT.— If the opinion be correct that
this form of disease finds its origm in exces-

sive alimentation, it would be well to place

the patient in such circumstances as would
]irevent this, giving attention at the same
tune to other hygienic conditions. The more
airgravated symptoms of cardiac disease must
be treated on general principles.

Richard Quain.

HEART, Coverings of, Diseases of.

See rEKic'AUUiUM, Diseases of.

HEART, Degenerations of.—Tlie de-

geuciations that affect the heart may be
euuiuerated as follows: (1) Fafty; (2) Paren-
chymatous ; (y) All)umiuoid

; (4) Pigmentary

;

(.jl Cartilaginous ; ((i) Calcareous ; and (7) Vit-

reous. The condition which has been called

'fibroid dcgeueratioji ' of the heart is described

under the heads of Heart, Fibroid Disease
of; and Heart, Syphilitic Disease of.

1. Fatty.—This form of degeneration of

the heart being of special importance is
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discussed in a separate article. See Heart,
Fatty Degeneration of.

2. Parenchymatous.—Synon. : Granu-
lar Degeneration; Cloudy Swelling; ? Paren-
chj'inatous Inllammation.
.Etiology.— This form of degeneration of

the heart is generally met with in the acute
specific fevers, especially typhus, and typhoid
fever, diphtheria, and septicicmia ; and is

probably referable to the action either of the
poison or of the high temjierature attending
the disease-process upon the muscular sub-
stance. Svv Degeneration.

An.^tomic.vl Characters.— The disease
generally attacks the heart as a whole. The
organ appears somewhat enlarged, extremely
soft—flabby as well as friable, and of a dirty

grej'ish-red colour. The pericai-dium is

ecchymosed, dull, and swollen, and the
epicardial fat has more or less completely
disappeared. Microscopically, the muscular
fibres are found to be dull and granular,
swollen, and variously ruptured ; their stria-

tions are indistinct ; and the addition of acetic

acid removes many of the granules from the
fibres, whilst it brings more distinctly into

view a few fatty globules, and frequently an
increased number of pigment-particles.

Symptoms.— Inasmuch as parenchymatous
degeneration of the heart is usually but a
complication of some acute specific disease,

the condition of the jiaticnt is one of great
febrile prostration with cardiac asthenia.

The physical signs, which are regarded as
more distinct evidence than the symptoms
of the condition of tho heart, are—feebleness,

advancing to complete absence, of the apex-
impulse, or more rarely palpitation ; and pro-

gressive weakening, and finally loss of the
first sound. The pidse has been described

as corresponding with the condition of the

heart, indeed in some cases it is imperceptible
although associated with cardiac palpitation.

Course and Terminations.—The course
I and terminations of granular degeneration of

the heart are inseparable from those of the
primary disease. In typhus the average date
of the appearance of the symptoms and signs

' just described is the sixth day of the fever;

and tliey usually cease on the fourteenth day,

but a large proportion of cases prove fatal

before that time.

Prognosis.—The existence of this kind of

degeneration of the heart adds seriously to

the gi'avity of a case of fever ; and the danger
increases with the rate and weakness of tho

pulse, and the feebleness of the cardiac im-
pulse and first sound. The re-appearance of

the first sound under observation justifies a
favourable prognosis.

Treatment.—The treatment of parenchy-
matous degeneration of the heart is in no
respect different from that of the fever in

which this condition originates. The ap-

pearance of the chaia.-teristic symptoms and
signs of the cardiac affection is, however, to
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be regarded as an important indication for

the use of alcoholic stimulants, which are, as

a rule, well borne in such cases, and act very

beneficially.

3. Albuminoid.—This kind of degenera-

tion has been said, with a certain amount of

possibility, to have been found in the heart.

It is certainly excessively rare.

4. Pigmentary.— Pigment-granules, in

the form of shining yellow particles, are

almost invariably found in the muscular

fibres of the heart in chronic cardiac disease.

In certain cases of atrophy known as ' brown
atrophy,' as well as in the granular degenera-

tion just described, these pigment-particles are

decidedly increased in number, and collected

towards the axis of the fibres. A somewhat
similar appearance is seen in the heart in

jaundice.

The condition is of pm-ely pathological

interest.

6. Cartilaginous.—Portions of the myo-
cardium have frequently been described as
' cartilaginous ' or ' fibro-cartilaginous,' but

it would appear that in these instances the

muscular tissue was replaced by dense firm

fibroid tissue only. See Heart, Fibroid
Disease of.

6. Calcareous.— Calcification of peri-

cardial adhesions is not very rare ; and in

some of the recorded instances of this con-
dition, plates of the same material have been
found projecting into the substance of the
heart, appearing as if formed within the
myocardium. Besides this class of cases,

instances of true deposit of calcareous par-
ticles within the individual muscular fibres

have been described. The change appears
in the form of small, pale, gritty deposits,

taking the place of the normal muscular
tissue on the surface. On microscopical ex-

amination, the muscular fibi-es are foimd to

have become solid and opaque, whilst hydro-
chloric acid or sulphuric acid removes the
opacity with the evolution of gas, the addi-
tion of the latter acid also i)roducing gypsum
crystals. It is probable that, in otlier in-

stances, the calcareous particles are situated
outside the muscular fibres, and may be pro-
ducts of a caseous nodule, whether syphilitic
or ' tubercular ' in origin.

This form of disease appears to possess no
special clinical relations.

7. Vitreous.—"Vitreous, waxy, or colloid
degeneration, as described by Zenker, occurs
in the myocardium, as it does in the voluntary
muscles. J. Mitchell Bruce.

HEART, Dilatation of.—Definition.
Dilatation of the heart may occur in two
forms. In the one it involves only a limited
portion of the cardiac walls and "constitutes
an aneurysm

; in the other there is uniform
enlargement of one or more of the heart's
cavities, and dilatation in the usual accepta-
tion of the word is present. To this latter
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condition, however, the names ' aneurysm

'

and ' passive aneixrysm ' of the heart were
formerly applied. Dilatation is probably
alwaj'S associated with hypertrophy.

jEtiology.—The occurrence of dilatation

implies that the walls of the heart which
yield are too weak to resist successfully the

internal pressure to which they are exposed.

This defective relation may be due either

to actual enfeeblement of the heart's walls,

which renders them unequal to the task

normally devolving on them ; or to excessive

blood-pressure, which even the healthily

constituted walls are unable to withstand.

The enfeeblement of the heart may be a
consequence of fatty or other degeneration ;

or, as is probably more frequently the case,

may be inherent but unconnected with
visible textural disease. The excessive blood-

pressure may be dependent on actual ob-

struction to the circulation, which the heart

is called upon to surmount ; or on undue
rapidity of action, which (other things behig

equal) implies an unwonted expenditure of

force. As a matter of fact, however, dilata-

tion and hypertrophy are generally if not
always associated ; and the processes by
whicli these combined conditions are at-'

tained are more complicated than the fore-

going statement might lead one to suppose.

It will be convenient, therefore, to consider

certain cases seriatim.

1. In obstructive disease at the aortic

orifice ; in general stricture of the minute
systemic arteries, such as occurs in con-

nexion with contracted granular kidneys

;

and indeed in all cases in which resistance

is offered to the free discharge of blood from
the left ventricle, progressive hyperti-ophy

of the walls of that ventricle takes place.

But the hypertrophy is complicated even
from the begirming with dilatation. The
hypertrophy, at any rate at first, is simply
compensatory, and may be taken as a

measure of the excess of resistance which
the heart is called upon to overcome. The
dilatation, however, is in no sense com-
pensatory, and is probably to be regarded as

a measure of the inability of the walls to

cope successfully with the extra work re-

quired of them. It is, moreover, obvious
that the occurrence of dilatation, by increasing

the area of resistance to the endo-ventricular

blood-pressure, increases pi-o tanto the mus-
cular effort requisite for the propulsion of

the blood into the aorta ; and by enlarging

the capacity of the ventricular cavity and
consequently the amount of blood to be dis-

charged from it, on that account also throws
additional labour on the muscular walls of

the ventricle. Thus the hj'pertrojihy and
dilatation react on one another ; and the

hypertrophy, which was probably at first

simply compensatory of the mechanical
obstacle to the discharge of the normal con-

tents of the ventricle, ends by becoming—or
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ratlicr strivinj; to become— compensatory not

only of tliis but of the virtual weakness of

tlie heart which ililatation entails.

'2. In rt'^jurgitant disease at the aortic

orilicc, hyi)t'rtro(ihy and dilatation of the left

ventricle also take place. But in this case,

while the hypertrophy probiiblj' readies a

higher do^jree of development than in simple

obstruction, dilatation preponderates from
tirst to last ; and the ventricle attains larger

dimensions than in perhaps any other form
of disease. But to what are the hypertrophj'

and dilatation due in this case ? There is

no impediment to the escape of blood tlirough

the aortic orilice, and therefore prinui facie
no need for compensative h3"pertrophy.

There is no doubt that here hypertrophy
waits on dilatation. The innnediate effects

of regurgitation are, that daring diastole the

ventricle becomes more rapidly and com-
pletely tilled with blood than it does under
other circumstances; that hence the subse-

quent contraction of the auricle tends to dis-

tend it unnaturally with blood; and that

during the whole of this period the walls have
also to sustain the backward pressure of the

systemic arterial blood. Tlie result is that,

on the principles above enunciated, the walls

of the ventricle have to encounter a larger

area of pressure, and to expel a larger

amount of blood, than natural, and hence
are called upon to make excessive etlbrt, and
liy])ertrophy ensues. Thus the tendency to

iilatation causes the tendency to hyi)er-

trophy ; and both, acting continuouslj', pro-

mote the progressive increase in the cai)acity

of the ventricular cavity and in the thickness

of the ventricular walls.

It is probable in both cases, but more es-

pecially in the latter of them, that ere long
the ventricle fails to expel the whole of its

contents into the aorta at each contraction,

and that the retention of this residual blood

becomes an important factor in promoting
dilatation.

3. The effects of continued violent action

of the heart, whether caused by nervous in-

rtuenee or by muscular effort, are much the
same as those of obstructive disease. For
both increased rapidity of contraction and
increased amount of blood to be expelled at

each beat (other things being equal) imply
increased expenditure of force; and the per-

sistence of either or both of these conditions,

therefore, the supervention of hypertrophy
and dilatation.

4. The above discussion relates especially

to dilatation and hypertrophy of the left

ventricle. But, mutatis mutandis, it applies

with equal force to dilatation and hyper-
trophy of the other sections of the heart.

Tims, in mitral valve disease, the left auricle

undergoes hypertrophj' and dilatation—the

dilatation preponderating in regurgitant dis-

ease of the valve, the hypertrophy prepon-
derating in obstructive disease.

0. In pulmonic valve disease the right

ventricle becomes hypertrophied and dilated

—the dilatation being greatest where there

is pulmonic regurgitation, the hypertrophy
being greatest where the disease is obstruc-
tive.

C. In tricuspid valve disease the right

auricle suffers, becoming chiefly dilated in

the presence of tricuspid regurgitation,

chiefly hypertrophied when there is obstruc-

tion. And tlius, also, just as when the sys-

temic circulation is impeded the left side of

the heart suffers, so when the pulmonic cir-

culation is obstructed, the right side of the
heart undergoes enlargement.

In all cases, therefore, hypertrophy and
dilatation seem to result concurrently ; but
whether the one or the other condition pre-

ponderates, depends partly on the particular

nature of the cause to which the hyper-
trophy and dilatation are due, partly- on the

inherent strength or weakness of the cardiac

walls. In all cases, too, the other cavities of

the heart, besides that primarilj- and directly

implicated, suffer according to their position

from the effects of the greater or less work
which sooner or later is cast upon them. It

may particularly be pointed out, that cavities

situated behind the one primarily implicated

tend sooner or later to share in its hyjjertrophy

and dilatation, and that in cases of obstruc-

tive disease of either of the auriciilo-ventri-

cular orifices the corresponding ventricle,

in consequence of receiving less than its

due amount of blood, and of thus having
less work thrown upon it, tends to undergo
atrophy.
The temporary dilatation which is de-

scribed as occurring in acute febrile dis-

orders, such as typhus, is due mainly to en-

feeblement of the cardiac walls.

An.\tomical Characters.—In dilatation

of the heart, the cardiac walls may be cither

thinner or thicker than natural, or may
retain their normal thickness. It is a ques-

tion, however, whether, excepting in the case

of partial dilatation or aneurj-sm, dilatation

ever takes place independently of hyper-
trophy ; for even as regards the auricles,

where dilatation with attenuation is chiefly

observed, there is reason to believe that the

attenuation is not commensurate with the

extension which accompanies it, and conse-

quently that the total bulk of muscular
tissue is increased. When dilatation is as-

sociated with no apparent change in the

thickness of the walls, hypertrophy is of

coiu-se present.

It must be mentioned, however, that it

is often verj- diflicult to determine on post-

m.ortcm examination the true relation be-

tween the thickness of the cardiac walls and
the capacity of the cardiac cavities. • For
their apparent relation is largely dependent
on the condition of the cavities as to systole

or diastole at the moment of death ; and
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on the state of the heart as to cadaveric

changes at the tune of^os^mo?-/«« examina-

tion.

The form which the heart assumes in dila-

tation is the same as that which it assumes

in hypertrophy ; and indeed, as the two con-

ditions are probably always associated, it is

needless to endeavour to establish any dis-

tinction between them in this respect. If the

dilatation be general, the form of the heart

vemahis unchanged, but its size is uniformly

augmented. If the left ventricle be mainly

affected, the heart appears not only enlarged

but elongated, the left ventricle taking more
than its due share m the formation of the

cardiac apex. If the right ventricle be speci-

ally implicated, the heart becomes enlarged

in its transverse diameter; it is more rounded
in its contour as seen from the front than it

should be ; and its apex is obtuse, and either

bifid, from the fact that the apices of both

ventricles take an equal share in the forma-

tion of the cardiac apex, or formed wholly by
the right ventricle. If the auricles be dilated,

they constitute large masses on both sides of

the root of the aorta and pulmonary artery.

The walls of the dilated heart vary not

only in thickness, but also in quality. Thus
they may be preternaturally firm or preter-

naturally soft ; they may be healthy in struc-

ture, or may present more or less degenera-

tive change.

Consequences of Dilatation.—Dilatation

of the ventricles, especially if it be consider-

able, is apt to disarrange the mechanism of

the auriculo-ventricular valves. It was shown
many years ago by Mr. Wilkinson Kmg that

even in mere temporary distension of the
right ventricle a kind of safety-valve action

of the tricuspid valve took place, in conse-
quence of which regurgitation of blood was
jjcrmitted from the ventricle into the auricle.

And since his time it has been clearly demon-
strated, both by clinical and \>y post-mortem
evidence, that established dilatation of the
right or left ventricle is liable to be attended
with persistent regurgitation of blood through
the corresponding auriculo-ventricular orifice.

The defaulting vahe under these cu'cum-
stances has a natural aspect ; but careful
examination shows either that the orifice

has undergone dilatation in company with
the ventricle—the valve itself presenting no
corresponding increase ; or that there is a
want of relation between the size of the
musculi papillares and chordic tendinere on
the one hand, and the capacity of the ventricle
on the other, which interferes with the due
closure of the valve.

It is obvious that if regurgitation becomes
established, the usual consequences of regur-
gitation will presently ensue—namely, in
connexion with affection of the left side of
the heart, dilatation and hypertrophy of the
left auricle, and subsequently congestion of
the lungs and pulmonary apoplexy; and in

connexion with affection of the right side of

the heart, dilatation and hj'pertrophy of the

right auricle, fulness of the systemic veins,

anasarca, nutmeg liver, and congested, indu-

rated kidneys. It is also obvious that, even
if no regurgitant condition be developed,
dilatation of heart, which impUes feebleness

of heart and imperfect circulation, must
ultimately induce the ordinary remote con-

sequences of heart-disease. A further con-

sequence of dilatation and other cardiac

affections attended with feeble circulation

is the formation of thrombi during life, both
in the heart itself and in other parts of the
vascular system. Mr. Wilkinson King has
demonstrated that dilatation of the left

auricle may cause compression of the left

bronchus.
Symptoms.— Since dilatation of the heart

rarely, if ever, exists alone, but is associated

with hypertrophy, valve-disease, degenera-
tions, sind other conditions, it is almost im-
possible to make any definite statement with
regard to the signs and symptoms by which
its presence may be recognised. Still there

is no doubt that dilatation is one of the most
important factors of heart-disease, clinically

considered ; and that its supervention materi-

ally affects the patient's condition, and pro-

spect of life. Dilatation implies weakness,
and as a rule over-distension of the implicated

cavities with blood, which probably never
becomes wholly expelled.

The physical signs of dilatation are neces-

sarily in many respects the same as those of

hypertrophy. The praecordial dulness is in-

creased in area—the extent and form of this

area, and the situation of the apex-beat,

being determined by the general size of the

heart, and the relative dimensions of its

component parts. In proportion, however,
as dilatation preponderates over hypertrophy,
the impulse of the heart becomes weak, and
possibly to some extent diffused. In extreme
dilatation, as in extreme weakness from other

causes, the sounds of the heart, and especially

the first sound, are enfeebled. And it may
be asserted that generally the tendency of

dilatation is to shorten the first sound, and
to give it the characters of the second sound.

It has nevertheless been observed over and
over again that it is in the concurrence of

hypertrophy and dilatation that the cardiac

sounds are apt to attain their greatest in-

tensity. The feebleness of the heart's action

is generally attended before long by more or

less irregularity ; and even in tlie absence of

valve-disease, a mitral or tricuspid systolic

murmur, implying regurgitation, is apt to be

established.

The symptoms of dilatation are to a large

extent those of cardiac obstruction, and more
especially of mitral disease. The patient

complains of weight, opjjression or uneasi-

ness in the cardiac region, with probably a

sense of fluttering there, and of a tendency
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to sij,'hing respiration. He becomes short-

breiithccl, aiul may have extreme ilvspnoea.

His face is apt to become livid; his surface

pale or pliastly ; his extremities cold and
blue ; and his pulse weak and irregular.

Dilatation of the s^'stemic veins arises sooner

or later ; and subsequently general anasarca,

pulsation of the veins in the neck, epigastric

pulsation, and pulsation of the liver, together

vvith the other usual consequences of heart-

disease. The chief of these are—congestion

of the lungs, with pulmonary apoplexy,

cou<;h, and expectoration of blood ; con-

gestion, enlargement, and tenderness of the

liver, with jaundice ; and congestion of the

kidnej's, attended witli the discharge of

scanty, high-coloured, heavy urine, contain-

ing albumen and possibly blood. Other
symptoms referable to the nervous and
digestive organs, which need not be enu-
merated here, are also liable to supervene.

The symptoms will vary, of course, ac-

cording as the left or the right ventricle is

mainly affected. In the former case wo are

liable to have at first irregularity and feeble-

ness of pulse with tendency to faint ; then
pulmonary complications ; and at a later

period, symptoms referable to the systemic
venous circulation. The latter case is one
of considerable interest ; because in a large

number of instances it is, in its most marked
form, a consequence of emphysema of the
lungs, or of other analogous conditions, and
moreover is apt to come on very rapidly.

I'nder those circumstances, there is neces-

sarily much dyspnoea, but the systemic
venous and capillary systems speedily be-

come over-loaded ; extreme cyanosis often

develops rapidly ; and, before long, all the
other symptoms referable to disease of the
right side of the heart become established :

namely, pulsation of the veins in the neck,
epigastric pulsation, pulsation of the liver;

general anasarca, with perhaps petechial

extravasations, jaundice from nutmeg liver,

and albuminm'ia from congestion of the
kidneys.

i'uoGXOsis.—There is no doubt that some
degree of dilatation of the heart, and more
especically of the right ventricle, may arise

either from over-exertion, or from fimctional
disturbances, and in connexion with pul-

monary disorders. ]5ut such dilatation is

for the most part temporary or remediable

;

and only by continuance of its cause becomes
established and a matter of serious import-
ance. In the same way there is no doubt
that the dilatation which comes on in the
course of organic disease of the heart or
lungs, or of other organic diseases which in-

fluence the action of the heart, is remediable
within certain limits by due attention to the
conditions under which it arises. Neverthe-
less it is certain that the presence of dilata-

tion of the heart in connexion with other
diseases, more especially those of the heart
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itself, lungs, or kidneys, is a grave source of
' danger ; and that in the great majority of

cases it is of fatal omen, aggravating the
jiatient's cardiac symptoms, and hastening
his death.

Treatment.—The treatment of dilatation

of the heart merges in that of the other
cardiac conditions with which it is associated,

and in that of other diseases in the course of

which it may have supervened. It maj- be
stated, generally, however, that the treat-

ment is that of cai'diac debility, and of dis-

tension of the heart with blood.

The chief indications, therefore, are rest

of mind and body ; avoidance of exposure
to cold and wet ; the exhibition of am])le,

nutritious, and readily digestible food; due
attention to the aciion of the bowels, kidneys,

and skin ; and the employment of medicines
likely to regulate and strengthen the action

of the heart. For the last purpose digitalis

in small doses is universally acknowledged
to be of great value. And it is in many cases

desirable to combine the digitalis with iron,

or some vegetable tonic. Ammonia and
other diffusible stimulants are often called

for, and are of great service. In cases where
there is much lividity, and evidence of slag-

nation of blood in the right side of the heart,

removal of blood by venesection will often

prove of great service.

When the dilatation is due to pulmonary
disease, this of course requires primary and
especial treatment. J. S. IJristowe.

HEART, Displacements of.—Besides
the displacements of the heart that occur as tiie

result of disease, there are certain changes of

position which this organ undergoes in health.

The most important of these physiological

displacements of the heart are— tirst, its ver-

tical movements in respiration ; and, second,

the alterations in its situation corresponding

with changes in the bodily posture. The
present article, however, will deal only with

the former class, or abnormal displacements

of the heart.

Etiology.—The heart may be congenitally

displaced—a condition which is described

under the head of Heart, Congenital Mis-

placement of. These cases being excepted,

the causes of displacement of the heart may
be aiTanged in two classes—namely, (1) con-

ditions that exert ^jressw/T, and (2) conditions

that exercise traction, upon the heart.

1. The heart is pressed or pushed out of

position by elTusions of fluid — inflammatory,

serous, or bloodj-—into either pleural cavity ;

by pneumothorax of either side ; by intra-

thoracic tumours—whether mediastinal (in-

cluding aneurysm and abscess), pulmonary,
or parietal ; by hypertrophous emphysema,
or other causes of enlargement of the lungs ;

by extensive pneumonic consolidation ; or by
abundant pericardial effusion of any kind.

Certain conditions of the abdominal contents
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produce a similar effect—for example : gaseous

distension of the stomach and intestines;

enlargement of the liver and other solid or-

gans ; abdominal tumours of all kinds
;_

the

pregnant uterus ; and ascites, when consider-

able. Hernia ofthe abdominal viscera through

the diaphragm, and abscesses connected with

the diaphragm, also cause displacement of

the heart.

2. The heart suffers traction, or is drawxi

out of position, during absorption of pleuritic

effusion with imperfect expansion of the lung,

on either side ; by the contraction of pleuro-

pericardial adhesions, of pulmonary cirrhosis,

or of cavities in phthisis ; in collapse of either

lung fiom pressure on the main bronchus

;

and in some forms of deformity of the chest

from curvature of the spine.

Mechanism of Displacement.—The causes

just enumerated constitute in each instance

what may be called the displacing force.

When this force belongs to the first or pres-

sure class, it acts against the surface of the

pericardium and heart that is opposed to it,

and presses or pushes it, a tergo, away from

its own seat, in the direction of least resist-

ance. Thus the heart is, speaking broadly,

pushed towards the left by effusion into the

right pleural cavity; towards the right by
similar disease on the left side ; downwards
by tumoTU's in the region of the base ; and
upwards by gaseous distension of the stomach.

On the other hand, when the displacing

force is of the nature of traction, the heart is

drawn a froixtc, that is, towards the seat of

the force. Thus, when a cavity in a phthisi-

cal lung is contracting, the pericardium and
heart, as well as the walls of the chest, are

displaced towards the healing area. It must
be observed, however, that in this class of

cases, actual traction, in the strict sense, is

rare, and that the ordinary displacing force

is, in reality, the atmospheric pressure ; the

heart and the other organs being ' sucked

'

towards the potential vacuum, in the same
way as water is ' drawn ' into a syringe.

Still, in a very small number of cases, the
pericardium does actually become involved
in a healing process in the lungs ; and it

and the heart are dragged towards the cica-

trix.

Besides the displacing force, there are at

work in dislocation of the heart certain other
agencies, which contribute to the result,

whether their effect be to increase or to

diminish that of the chief cause :

—

{a) The weight of the heart manifestly
favours displacement in different directions,

according to the posture. Thus, in the erect

posture, it favours downward, and limits up-
ward displacement. However, the effect of
the weight of the heart is comparatively insig-

nificant, and may be practically disregarded.
(h) The resistance, positive or negative, of

neighbouring parts must be taken into ac-

count. The heart when disturbed from its

position will move in the direction of least

resistance. Thus it cannot be displaced to

any extent either forwards or backwards
;

but is moved with comparative ease towards
eitherpleural cavity. The resistance inferiorly

is greater under the right half of the dia-

phragm than under the left. On the other

hand, the resistance around may become
negative ; for example, in left pleural effusion

the corresponding half of the diaphragm is

pushed downwards, and the accompanying
downward displacement of the cardiac apex
is thus increased.

(c) The heart is attached at its root ; and,

speaking broadly, this is a fixed point, at the

right and upjier extremity of the long cardiac

axis. This attachment will limit and other-

wise modify displacements of the heart in

all directions, especially downwards. Kound
this point as a centre, and with the long axis

as the radius, tlie ajiex of the heart would de-

scribe an arc of a circle, cutting the surface

of the chest in the left axilla, the left sub-

mammary region, the epigastrium, the right

submammary region, and the right axilla.

{d) The tendency that the heart has to

rotate or roll on one or other of its axes is

also affected by its attachment at the root.

If the heart lay fi"ee in the pericardial cavity,

there would be no limit to such rotation under
the influence of pressure or of traction. The
base being fixed, rotation is greatly limited,

and does not occur to any extent except
around the longitudinal axis ; the left ven-

tricle, for example, being rotated more for-

wards or more backwards, as the case may
be. Rotation round the transverse-hori-

zontal and the antero-posterior-horizontal

axes is very limited.

Anatomical Characters and Effects.—
The only essential change that tlie heart is

found to have undergone in displacement is

an alteration of its relations to the surround-

ing parts. The softer parts of the cardiac

wall, however, such as the auricles, are some-
times compressed to a moderate degree. The
pericardium is partly dislocated and partly

stretched. The great vessels at the base of

the heart and at the root of the neck may be
elongated, shortened, twisted, or bent, accord-

ing to the particular form of displacement

;

and the circulation withinthem impeded. The
neighbouring organs are variously displaced

and compressed. One of the effects often seen

after displacement is permanent fixation of

the pericardium and heart in their new posi-

tion, for example, in the pleural cavity, on
the disappearance of the original cause.

The effects of displacement of the heart

upon its functions differ greatly in the two
classes of dislocation to which we have
referred :

—

In displacement due to pressure, the heart

is compressed between the displacing force

and the resistance in other directions, and
the dislocation is generally rapid. For-
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tunatcly, in most cases of such displacement

the resistance is shi,'lit ; anil the heart, if

healthy, suffers little or no real compression
of its substance or cavities between the two
forces, the mobile and compressible lun;^

especially yielding before it. But if the

heart be diseased and especially if its walls

be weak, degenerated, or dilated—moderate
compression, as in flatulence, may cause

embarrassment of the cardiac action and
even fatal paralysis ; and the rai)idity or

even suddenness with which displacement

generally occurs when due to pressure— for

example, in pneumothorax— is another and
perhaps the principal cause of this embar-
rassment.
On the other hand, when the heart is

draicn out of its normal situation towards
a phthisical cavity, or towards either pleural

cavity from which an intlannnatory effusion

is being absorbi'd. the displacement occurs,

not because there is want of space, but

because there is excess of space within the

thorax. The process is also very gradual.

The effects, therefore, upon the fimctional

activity of the heart may be said to be few,

though the unusual pulsation may be a

source of inconvenience, and even of anxiety,

to the patient. In very rare cases, the heart

and pericardium, when thus displaced, may
be involved in the tibrotic process going on
in the lung or pleura, and tlie adhesions thus

established ma\- ultimately interfere with the

cardiac action.

Symptoms.—In displacement of the heart,

special symptoms are frequently slight or

altogether wanting ; or they are inseparable

from the symptoms of the original cause.

This may be said to be almost invariably the

case when the disi)lacenient is due to gradual
traction, as in phthisis. In the pressure

class of cases, on the contrary, there are

frequently developed, and that rapidly or

suddenly, symptoms due to coin])rcssion of

the heart, such as a sense of distress, stifling,

and pain over the priccordia or at the epi-

gastrium, or even true angina ; dyspno-a,

perhaps amomiting to orthopncea
;

palpita-

tion; blueness of the surface ; and irregularity

and feebleness of the pulse. When the dis-

])lacement is due to upward pressure from
gaseous distension of the stomach and in-

testines, the above symptoms may be asso-

ciated with flatulence or ' spasms,' and are

relieved by the erect posture, eructation,

vomiting, and the administration of carmi-
native and absorbent remedies. If this con-

dition be not removed within a short time, it

may become aggravated, pass into a state of
collapse, and end in death.

Varieties and Physical Signs. — The
varieties of cardiac disjdacement, according
to the direction in which the dislocation

occurs, may. for clinical purposes, be said

to be as follows : towards the left, towards
the right, downwards, upwards, backwards,

62

and forwards. It must be observed, how-
ever, that this is only a broad general classi-

fication, and that the heart is very rnrelv
displaced in an absolutely horizontal, or in
an absolutely vertical plane. The exact
direction taken in each variety will now be
described, as well as its special causes, and
the physical signs by which it may be
recognised.

1. Displacement towards the Left. -
This, the most common variety of marked
cardiac dislocation, is most Ireipiently caused
by contraction of the left lung from any of

the conditions already enumerated, and effu-

sions into the right pleural cavity. Right
pneumothorax, and tumours connected witii

the right side of the chest, with the medi-
astinum, or with the right lobe of the liver,

are loss common conditions leading to the
same result. The distance towards the left

to which the heart is dislocated varies, the
extreme limit being probably the vertical

axillary line. During its progi-ess towards
the left, the heart is rotated around its

longitudinal axis, so that the right ventrielo

is more exposed anteriorly ; and the apex is

moved, at first somewhat downwards, and
afterwards upwards.
The visible and palpable impulse is found

to the left of its normal situation, and either

lower or higher than it, or on the same level

with it, according to the degree of displace-

ment. In some cases due to contraction of

the left lung, the impulse may be found in

any one or in all of the left intercostal spaces
from the base to the apex of the heart, and
of different rhythm in the diflerent spaces.

If the displaced heart be the seat of valvular

disease, thrill may be felt in an unusual
situation, for example, in the left axilla.

The area of percussion-dulncss is altered

in outline, being invaded on the right side

either by the dulness due to effusion there,

or by resonance due to pneumothorax or to

encroachment of the right lung- border; whilst

it is either transposed towards the loft axilla,

or blended with unnatural dulness over the

left lung. The cardiac sounds are reduceil

in loudness over the normal priccordia, whilst

they are unnaturally loud toivards the left

axilla and up the left front. Structural

murmurs if present are similarly transposed,

as regards the seat of their greatest intensity

and the lines of their convexion. A systolic

murmur may be developed at the base of the

heart from distortion of the groat vessels.

2. Displacement towards the Right.
This form of dislocation of the heart is the

result of effusion into the left pleural cavity

;

of contracting processes connected with the

right lung or pleura ; of left pneumothorax ;

and of tumours of the left side of the chest

or in the mediastinum. The heart may bo

displaced towards the right side until the

impulse is found in the axillary region, the

true apex at the same time being deju-essed
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towards the epif^astrium. During its lateral

movement, the heart is rotated on its longi-

tudinal axis in such a manner that the left

ventricle is more exposed.

The physical signs correspond closely with

those enumerated under left displacement

—

the two sides being, of course, exactly re-

\ersed. The cardiac impulse is most fre-

(piently transferred to the epigastrium. New
areas of pulsation are developed in the region

of the right nipple, and in the second and

third right interspaces, close to the sternum ;

they indicate the displaced position of the

right auricle, if praesystolic, or of the aorta,

if systolic and followed by palpable shock in

diastole. The description of the auscultatory

phenomena, as regards both sounds and

murmurs, does not require to be repeated.

3. Displacement Downwards.—This
is an exceedingly common form of cardiac

displacement, though seldom extreme in de-

gree. It is the constant result of hypertro-

phous emphysema of the lungs ; and may
also be caused by the downward pressure of

tumours at the base of the heart, such as

aneurysm, and by collapse of the stomach
and intestines. Displacement of the heart

downwards is limited by the diaphragm, and
by the attachment of the pericardium and
great vessels at the root of the heart. At
the same time the apex may either move
somewhat towards the left in its descent if

the downward pressure be uniform, as in

emphysema; or it may ascend somewhat
towards the left if the pressure be exerted

cliietly upon the base.

The ordinary cardiac impulse is generally

<iuite imperceptible in this form of displace-

ment, on account of enlargement of the lungs;

or it is greatly weakened, and situated in the

sixth left space, or lower, to the left of its

normal position. A new area of systolic

pulsation is perceptible in <,he epigastrium,

generally well marked, and connected with
the right ventricle. The praecordial dulness
is usually completely replaced by pulmonary
resonance ; or, more rarely, confused by the
(hilness of some form of mediastinal tumour.
The cardiac sounds are feeble, or absent,

over theh usual seat ; and are heard, instead,

over the epigastric triangle and the lower
left cartilages.

4. DisplacementUpwards.—Themany
abdominal causes of this form have been al-

ready mentioned ; so have the symptoms due
to compression of the heart which charac-
terise it when so produced. The heart, as
a whole, is moved upwards in the chest, and
at the same time the apex passes more or less

towards the left, and the right ventricle may
become somewhat more exposed anteriorly.

The cardiac impulse is elevated until it; is

found on the nipple-level, or even higher ; or
it is lost, along with the area of percussion-
dulness, behind the inferior border of the left

lung. The sounds of the heart are transposed

upwards, and weakened. The displacement
of the cardiac apex towards the left axilla in

pericardial effusion is described elsewhere.
See Pericardium, Diseases of

5. Displacement Backwards.— This
variety of displacement of the heart is very
uncommon ; and when it does occur, is

generally referable either to abundant peri-

cardial effusion, or to backward curvature of

the spine (kyphosis) in the dorsal region. A
certain amount of backward displacement is,

however, not so rare in extensive excavation
of the left lung, in association with oth3r
forms of dislocation. The base of the heart

is then the part most transposed into the left

paraspinal groove, and the apex is tilted

somewhat forwards as well as elevated.

The physical signs of backward displace-

ment are those of the cause of the malposition
rather than any that can be referred to the
condition itself.

6. Displacement Forwards. — Dis-

placement forwards is also very rare, al-

though it is frequently simulated by bulging
of the prificordia in enlargement of the heart.

The chief cause of it is the presence of a
tumour in the mediastinum — especially

aneurysm of the descending aorta, or en-

largement of the bronchial glands. The
amount of actual transposition is necessarily

exceedingly small, the anterior border of the
lungs being compressed or pushed aside, but
the further progress of the heart forwards
being arrested by the anterior waU of the

chest.

The physical signs are, therefore—increase

of the area and strength of pulsation and of

percussion-dulness over the prsecordia; bulg-

ing of the same in j'oung subjects; and in-

creased loudness of the cardiac somids in

that situation.

7. Complex Displacements.— It ha.s

already been indicated that displacements of

the heart, strictly speaking, occur almost
without exception in more than one of the

directions described ; and they may all, there-

fore, be said to be generally more or less

complex. Dislocation at once upwards and
towards either side is especially common,
as the result of contracting processes in the

apex of the lung.

Diagnosis.— After the full account that

has been given of the several forms of dis-

placement of the heart, there ought to be no
great difficulty in diagnosing them from each
other, as well as from the conditions which
simulate them. These must be carefully re-

membered. The chief of them are : (1) Phy-
siological disiilacements, already referred to ;

(2) cardiac enlargement, especially when
attended with bulging of the pr;ecordia ; (3)

pulsating tumours of the chest and abdomen,
particularly aneurysm of the aorta

; (4) adhe-

sion of the pericardium ; and (5) atrophy of

the lungs from any cause.

Treatment.— The rational treatment of
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disj)laceiiieiit of the heart would be to remove
its cause ; but when the cause is of the nature
of traction, treatment is very rarely called

for, even if it were possible. In displace-

ment due to pressure, on the contrary, treat-

ment is often urgently indicated, perfectly

l)racticable, and highly successful. The un-
jileasnnt sensation of pulsation complained
of in some instances of displacement— for

example, in phthisis— is frc(iuently relieved

by an assuianco on the part of the physician
tliat the jialpitation is of no import; and by
the application of a simple plaster, contain-

ing iron, belladonna, or ojuum.
J. Mitchell Bruce.

HEART, Embolism of.—See Embo-
lism ; and Heaht, Thrombosis of.

HEART, Fatty Degeneration of.—
Synon. : Fr. JJctfihiercicoice t/raisseiise dit

Caeur ; Ger. Fettige Metamor2)hose des Hcr-
ecns.

Definition-.—The process by which the
nmscular fibres of the heart are converted
into a granular fatty matter. The term is

also used to express the state of the heart in

which this change has been accomplished.
/F/rioLOGY AND Pathology.—The process

by which the protein elcmojits of animal
bodies, including muscular fibre, are con-
verted into granular fatty matter, as well as
the circtnnstances under which this change
occurs, have been already so fully discussed
tmder the head of Fatty Degeneration, that
it is unnecessary to repeat the information
which will be found there. It will suthce to

say here, that when the process of nutrition

is interfered with in the tissue of the heart,

this change takes place, and is best illustrated

in the local or limited form of disease, which
occurs when the coronary circulation is ob-

structed. This is seen in cases in which the
orifice of the coronary arteries is contracted
or where there is thickening or calcification

of one of the trunks, or of the branches of
tliese vessels, and is more marked by reason
of the fact that the coronary arteries do not
anastomose as freely by their primary and
secondary branches as do arteries in other
situations. Still, as Dr. Sanuiel ^\'cst has
well shown (Lancet, vol. i. 1888). there does
exist free communication. The fatty change
is found to occur in the more diffused or gene-

ral form in those diseases in which the vital

powers are lowered, as in certain forms of
chronic cachectic disease, especially in cases of
pernicious ansemia, as described by Dr. Sidney
Coupland {Brit. Med. Journ., vol. i. 1881), in

poisoning by phosphorus, or after loss of
blood. In certain other conditions, such as
acute specific fevers^ the tissue of the heart
becomes softened, and under the microscope
presents a granular appearance, which is be-

lieved by some pathologists to be an inci-

pient stage of fatty degeneration. We might

also refer to the more or less diffused form oi

fatty degeneration which takes place in casen

of enlarged heart, the result, not, as Roki-
tansky sup))Osed, of a disturbance of the ner-

vous functions, but of the fact that these en-

larged iiearts recpiire a larger supply of the

materials for nutrition than can be furnislied

to them by the coronary arteries, which in

such cases are frefjuently themselves diseased,

both at their origin and in their coiirse.

Lastly, fatty degeneration of the heart is

found to occur after delivery in some in-

stances, in which the organ had become en-

larged during pregnancy, thus explaining cer-

tain cases of sudden death after parturition.

Dr. Bedford Fenwick has described (Lancet,

vol. i. 1888) fatty degeneration occurring in

consequence of the pressure exercised by the

presence of large ovarian tumours ; and he
accounts for the coUapse which sometimes
occurs after operation for the removal of

these tumours by the presence of this lesion

of the heart's texture.'

Certain other circumstances connected with
the origin of the disease require to be men-
tioned here. In reference to sex, the disease

is more frequent in males, in the proportion

of nearly two to one. With respect to a//r,

in his original memoir on this subject the

writer found that nearly one-half of all the

cases observed were over sixty years of age.

In the late Dr. Hayden's valuable work on
!
Diseases of the Heart, the proportion stated

of cases under sixty years of age shows a

larger number of young persons whose hearts

have undergone this change as a result of

wasting disease—a result which is evidently

due to the greater care with which micro-

scopical examinations of the heart have been
made in recent times. As regards social

position, of thirty-three cases formerly noted

,
by the writer, the subjects of the disease are

J

stated to have belonged to the higher ranks

I

in nine cases ; to the middle class in eight

j

cases ; and to the lower class in sixteen cases.

I

This enumeration contrasts with the propor-

I

tion in which fatty growth appears on the

I

heart ; seven of fifteen cases belonging to the

I
first class ; six to the second ; and only two
to the third. Fatty degeneration and fatty

growth on the heart are thus seen to occur
I under markedly different conditions. The
' latter is the result of the accumulation in the

I

blood of tlie elements of fat ; the former is

]
the result of decay and disintegration of

I tissues.

I

An.atomical Characters.— In fatty d(-

I generation the heart was found to be enlarged
! in about two-thirds of the cases recorded
both by Dr. H.ayden and the present writer.

j

It is not infrequently simply dilated. To

I

find a heart thus affected of an average size,

' For much very instructive and vnlnnble infor-

mation, see an article, by Dr. F. W. Mott, on ' Cardi<'-

Vascular Nutrition pnd its Relation to Sudden
Dfath,' in the Praclilionrr, vol. xli. p. Itil.
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or even occasionall;^ below it, is not an

exceptional occurrence. The colour of the

heart's substance is pale, sometimes as pale

as ' a dead leaf,' but more generally it is of

a yellowish-brown or buff, or muddy pmk
colour. This discoloration is generally seen

in spots or in patches ; and though the whole

heart may be pale, the spots, being stOl paler

when seen beneath the endocardium, give

the tissue a mottled look. The same appear-

ance may be observed beneath the pericardium,

and in the substance of the heart. With the

progi-ess of disease the spots rim together,

gning portions of the walls a uniform buft-

coloured character, whilst the rest of the

organ retains its ordinary aspect. The con-

sistence also varies from that of mere tlabbi-

ness or softness, to such a condition as per-

mits of the tissue bemg torn Hke wet brown
paper. The organ then feels like a piece of

wet chamois leather, or a wet glove. In

other cases the heart retains in appearance

much of its ordinary solidity, but the tissue

Ineaks down on pressure, as does a lung

consolidated by pneumonia. This is a state

which occurs more frequently in hearts which

are hypertrophied. In addition to these

changes in size, colour, and consistence, otliers

have to be noted. The fibrous character of the

heart's structure, even to the naked eye, dis-

appears ; in some cases the tissue resembles

that of a fatty or a boiled liver. In other in-

stances the cut or torn surface has a granular

appearance, not unlike that of the lung in an
early stage of grey hepatisation. These dif-

ferent appearances may in a great measure
be due to the greater or less tluidity of the

oily matter present, as well as to the extent

and degree to which the disease has ad-

vanced. Further varieties in appearance
may be caused by the presence of a larger or

smaller quantity of blood, or of its colom-ing

matter, in the heart's texture or in its cavi-

ties, by which the lining membrane may
rSK
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Fio. 60 —Fatty Degeneration of the Heart.
X 400 diaiu.

in the latter case be dyed of a deep purple
colour.

Microscopical characters.—The microsco-
pical characters of this disease wiU be found

so fully described under the head Fatty De-
generation, that it is needless here to do
more than refer the reader to that article,

and to the annexed figure (GO), in which these
characters are well seen.

All parts of the heart are subject to fatty

degeneration, but not equally so. It is most
frequently found in the left ventricle ; next
in the right ventricle ; then in the riglit

auricle ; and least frequently in the left

auricle. It is generally more evident in the

columnae carnese, and in the inner layers of

the muscular walls, than elsewhere.
Effects.—Of the structural lesions which

occur in the heart when it is the seat of fatty

change, one of the most important is rupture,
which was found in twenty-five out of sixty-

eight cases of fatty or softened heart, the his-

tories of which were collected by the writer.

Partial rupture, leading to some effusion of

blood in the tissue and the formation of

what has been called cardiac apoplexif, is

another condition which has been described.

The clot in such cases, if it lose its colour,

may produce the appearance of an encysted
abscess ; and a consecutive false aneurysm
of the walls of the heart may be thus formed,
as well as by the simple yielding of a portion

of the softened cardiac wall. The involvement
of the columnoe carnese may lead to imperfect
action of the valves. Valvular disease itself

is not often present in connexion with fatty

heart. Dr. Henry Kennedy, in a late in-

teresting work on this subject, pointed out
that the valves are affected only about once
in nine cases; and he further shows that,

when the valves are affected, it is chiefly the
aortic valves that are involved.

Of the effects of fatty degeneration upon
the functions of the heart, the most promi-
nent are those which exhibit the weakened
powers of the organ. Coyna, preceded or not
by giddiness, has been described by several

writers in connexion with feeble powers of

the circulation. The late Dr. Adams of Dub-
lin has mentioned as many as twenty attacks

in one of his cases of fat heart ; and the
writer has noticed the occurrence of even
more frequent seizures. Si/ncojie—' cardiac

syncope '— is a term very ft-equently used by
the older writers ; and it is a term which
may be well applied to the condition of faint-

ness which is frequently found in connexion
with fatty heart. In some cases the feeling

of syncope amounts to little more than a
simple sense of faintness—that the patif-nt

must fall if he do not lay hold of something.
In other instances this symptom is accom-
panied by a feeling of impending death ; and
such patients do frequently die. In the cases
collected by the writer, thirteen out of thirty-

three died of what he proposed to call syncope
lethalis, or ' fatal syncope ; ' and it would be
possible, no doubt, now greatly to extend the
number of cases that have proved fatal in

this way. Death may result in such cases
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from cardiac failure, as indicated after death

by a tliibby heart containiiif,' blood in the left

ventricle ; or, where there is a less amount of

ilef,'eiieration, death may resnlt from irre^nilar

action or spasm, and tlie ventricles may be

found empty.
Fain is also an effect of degeneration. It

may occur independently of syncope ; or,

beiiij;; associated with syncope, constitutes

wliat is named syncope angiiiosa. See Angina
Tkctokis.
The respiration is always affected in cases

of liitt^' degeneration, and we find either

simple breathlessness, even on slight exer-

liuii, or that peculiar form which has been
called Cheiptc-Stokcs renpiration.

Symptoms and Diagnosis.—Thei-e is no
doubt that many cases occur in which fatty

degeneration is found in the heart after

death, without its presence during life having
been suspected. This result is found more
especially in those instances of exhausting
disease in which the heart participates. In
such cases the requirements of the system
may not be out of proportion to the powers
of the heart ; and death may come on slowly

and insidiously witliout our attention being
attracted to the state of this organ. In a
second class of cases, in which the heart suf-

fers from some local cause, as, for example,
from disease of the coronary arteries, whilst

the system generally maintains its i)0\vers

more or less fully, the balance between the

system and the function of the heart is lost,

and diagnostic evidence of the change that has
occurred m the central organ, sufficiently clear

and pointed, may be traced without difHculty.

Amongst the symptoms of the disease we
then observe various modifications of the
phenomena of drowsiness and coma ; faint-

ness and syncope ; disordered respiration

;

pain in the region of the heart; and disturbed
pulsation. For example, the patient com-
plains in the earlier stages of being easily

exhausted, particularly by mounting ascents
;

he feels, he says, faint on reaching the top
of a flight of stairs ; though not giddy, he
feels he must fall ; though not breathless or

fainting, he sighs deeply and seeks the air.

Anj' unusual excitement, or a heated or a
close atmosphere, produces the like etfects.

At the same time there is often experienced
an uncomfortable feeling of choking or ful-

ness in the chest. In the intervals the in-
dividual may be fairly well.

As the disease advances, the attacks, of
whatever kind, become more frecjuent and
severe, and often disturb and distress the
patient at night. The temper is observed
to become irritable. The expression of the
features freciuently appears anxious, and the
countenance sallow-. Copious perspiration
from very slight causes, sometimes coldness
of the extremities and swelling of the ankles,
appear amongst the incidents of the disease.

The pulse is generally affected; but how

must no doubt depend in a great meas\ire
upon the part of the heart affected, and on
the extent and degree of the disease. In
the writer's opinion, intermittence and irre-

gularity are the more frequent alterations

;

weakness is another ; and slowness—often

remarkable—is a third. Quickness of the
pulse, more esi)ecially when it increases with
age, has been dwelt upon by Dr. Kennedy
as a symptom deserving of attention in the
diagnosis of fatty degeneration. The irregu-

larity may be constant, or it may appear and
disappear. The writer has seen it present
during the slight disturbances above de-

scribed ; and he has seen it disappear alto-

gether when the patient was in tolerable

health, to return as the effect of any depress-

ing cause, the more marked because thai

cause may be far too inefficient to affect a

sound heart. The frequency with which the

pulse is affected in cases of dyspepsia, more
especially in those in which there exists a

gouty diathesis, should not be overlooked in

the diagnosis of fattj* heart.

The breathing is always more or less af-

fected in cases of fatty degeneration of the

heart. In some instances the disturbance is

represented as a sense of choking or suffoca-

tion; the person feels as if he were breathing
through a sponge. The difhculty in some in-

stances is so slight as scarcely to be regarded

;

in others so severe that the smallest effort, ))ar-

ticularlyin mounting ascents, is most painful.

.\ peculiarity sometimes observed is that the

ascent of a gentle height is distressing, while
the person can read aloud without inconve-
nience. A character of the ros))iration first

described by Dr. Cheyne of Dublin, and after-

wards by Dr. Stokes, is by some regarded as

diagnostic of fatty degeneration of the heart.

It is thus described by Dr. Stokes : 'A form
of respiratory distress peculiar to this affec-

tion (fatty degeneration of the heart), con-

sisting of a period of apparently perfect

apnii-a, succeeded by feeble and short inspi-

rations, which tjradually increase in strength

and depth until the respiratory act is carried

to the highest ])itch of which it seems capable,

when the respirations, pursuing a descending
scale, regularly diminish until the commence-
ment of another apiueal period.' Dr. Hayden,
in writing on this subject, mentions a case

in which during the period of apna?a there

was no change in the heart's action ; a second
case in which the action of the heart and the

pulse underwent no change during the period

of apncea and dyspntca ; whilst in a third

case, during the paroxysm of dyspnu-a, tiie

heart's action was remarkably irregular. It

should be stated with regard to this symptom
that, though frequently present, it is by no
means characteristic of fatty degeneration
only. It is by some said to be more fre-

quently associated with disease of the aorta.

Various explanations of this plienomenon
have been given. Dr. Little (Dublin Journ.
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of Med. Sci., No. 91> believes that it is due

to derangement of the dynamic adjustment

between the right and left ventricles of the

heart. Dr. Hayden [op. cit.) connects it with

atheromatous or calcareous change with dila-

tation of the arch of the aorta, involving loss

of elasticity in its walls. The late Professor

Laycock thought {Dublin Journ. of Med.

ScL, July 1873) that this phenomenon de-

pended upon ' sentient palsy of the respiratory

centre,' or ' a paresis of reflex sensibility of

the mucous membrane of the lung.' This

respiratory action, though suggestive of some

grave and serious source, may pass away.

See Respiration, Disorders of.

Another phenomenon, said to be diagnostic

of fatty degeneration of the heart, is arcus

senilis—a pearly crescentic opacity of the

upper and lower portions of the circumference

of the cornea, which must be distinguished

from an opaque annulus which occasionally

surrounds the entire cornea, and which is not

the result of fatty degeneration. The late Mr.
Canton was the first to describe the nature

of this change as fatty degeneration. It is

quite true that when fatty degeneration is

present in tlie cornea it may possibly be

found in the muscular fibres of the heart and
ill the arteries. Still it by no means follows

that the degeneration must exist in any other

particular part or organ, and therefore this

appearance in the cornea cannot be at all

regarded as pathognomonic of fatty degenera-

tion of the heart.

As the disease progresses the symptoms
become more marked ; the various effects of

feeble and languid circulation further show
themselves ; angina may perhaps become
fully developed ; or the patient may be cut
off suddenly by one or other of the effects

connected either immediately or remotely
with the lesion itself. Of eighty-three cases
of 'fatty disease' of the heart collected by
the writer, sixty-eight had died suddenly.

Physical Signs.—The physical signs that
characterise fatty disease are neither many
nor marked. They are—a feeble impulse of
the heart, proportionate to the extent and the
degree of the disease ; a feeble muffled first

sound, under like conditions, sometimes
scarcely audible. "When the heart is en-
larged, the impulse, though weak, will he
found extended, and so likewise will be the
dulness on percussion. A murmur may be
present, as suggested by Rokitansky, from
degeneration of the columnae carneae. The
second sound is often distinct and clearly
accentuated, as compared with the first.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of the presence
of this degenerative change, in the absence of
any alteration in the size of the heart, must
be foimded upon a consideration of the symp-
toms and physical signs above described.
When the heart is hypertrophied or dilated
only, the presence of fatty degeneration is

more difficidt of diagnosis by its physical
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signs. We must then seek to trace how far

the usually well-marked signs of hypertrophy
of the organ are modified by those we have
described as being present in, and character-

istic of, fatty degeneration. The same ob-

servations will apply to dilatation or thinning

of the walls. This special condition has its

own well-marked phenomena, which will be
found described elsewhere {see Heart, Dila-

tation of). These signs will be more or less

modified in proportion to the degree and
extent of any fatty change that may be i)re-

sent. They must be carefully studied so tliat

they be not confused with like conditions ori-

ginating i)i disordered state of other organs,

as the lungs, the li\er, &c.

Progress, Duration, and Terminations.—
It is impossiljle to determine the duration of

a disease the date of origin of which is in

most cases very obscure. Still there are

grounds for believing that persons with a
certain amount of degenerated tissues in

their hearts have gone on living during
periods extending over many years. On the

other hand, death has occurred from fatty

degeneration of the heart, determined post
mortem, in which the entire absence of symp-
toins until a few months before the fatal

event justified the opinion that the duration
of the disease had not much exceeded the

period just mentioned. When fatty degene-
ration occurs as the result of phosphorus-
poisoning, or of certain exhausting diseases,

the progress of the change, which can then
be determined, is rapid. In such cases, the

morbid process is not confined to the heart

alone, and therefore when death occurs, it

cannot well be attributed solely to the con-

dition of this organ.

Death is fre(iuently sudden, the proportion

being as five to one compared with other

modes of death from fatty disease of the

heart. The immediate modes of death in

these cases are those which have been
already alluded to when treating of the

effects of the disease, namely, by syncope,

angina, coma, and rupture of the heart ; the

first and last of these contributing nearly

the whole number of those who die sud-

denly. Such facts indicate very strongly

the necessity of avoiding any mental excite-

ment or physical exertion which might lead

to these results. Here it might also be well

to remember, with reference to the adminis-
tration of anaesthetics, that chloroform has
an especially depressing effect on the heart's

action ; and that when the heart's power is

enfeebled by the disease which we are here
describing, a very small dose of this anaes-

thetic, which would have little or no effect

on a healthy heart, may prove fatal. This
oi)inion was first expressed by the writer

many years ago, in 1850, and it has been fully

confirmed by numerous cases of death which
have since occurred during the admuiistration

of chloroform.
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Prognosis and Treatmknt.— The pro-

{^losis of fattj' degeneration of the heart nmst
depend in a great measure upon a knowledge
of its cause aid its extent. In cases where
the disease originates in constitutional ca\ises,

liiich as in plu>si)liorus-poisoniug, and in cases

where it is of the nature of invoUition—for

example, after parturition—there is good
ground for bolii-viug that, the cause being
removed, the etl'ect will cease, and a fairly

lieidthy condition of the organ bo restored.

t)ii the other hand, when the coronary arteries

are obstructed, and degeneration is thereby

set up, or when nutrition generally is im-

l)aired, and all the tissues are more or less

undergoing this change, the prognosis must
be in the highest degree mifavourable, more
especially so if in the latter case the patient

cannot be placed in a condition by which
this degenerative tendency may be counter-

acted.

The treatment consists in the adoption
of all the measures calculated to improve
the general health—such as pure fresh air,

wholesome food, and temperance, together

with moderate exercise (either carriage,

riding, or walking), if it can be accomplished
without causing pain or breathlessness.

Everything which may tend to lay stress on
the heart's action, such afS walking uphill

or making efforts, or any mental excitement,
should be avoided. With reference to drugs,

such tonics as can be best tolerated by the

patient might be given. We may mention
iron—especially dialysed iron—phosphorus in

small doses, and strychnine. Special attention

must be paid to the condition of tlie excretory

organs, such as the kidneys and liver, which
are liable to become congested when the
cardiac action is feeble. Lastly, it may be
said that in cases of syncope, in addition to

the administration of the usual stimulants,

galvanism applied from the back of the neck
to the praecordia by the interrupted current,

has in a few instances been known by the
writer to be useful.

For further information on the subject of

Fatty Degeneration of the Heart the reader
may consult the complete and very valuable

article by the 'a e Dr. Hayden in his work on
Dixea^es of the Heart ; and a memoir by
the writer in the 3i>rd vol. of the Mcd.-Chir.
Trans. (ISjO). Richaud Quain.

HEART, Patty Growth on.—Synon.:
Fr. Htipertrophie grainseuse du. Cceur ; Ger.
Fcttige Infiltration dcs Hcrzcns.

Definition.—The growth of fat on the

surface and in the substance of the iieart, in

<|uantity sutlicient to interfere with its func-

tions, and thus to constitute a disease.

/Etiology.—In our inquiries concemine
the cause of tiiis condition, we are met with
the problem, still to be solved. Why are cer-

tain individuals, and certain ])arts of the body,

more prone to the formation of fat than other

persons and other parts ? We can ascertain-
with some degree of certainty the circum-
stances which promote the formation of fat

in general ; and observations collected by the
writer and otliers show tiiat when fat is thus
formed throughout the system, the heart is

likely to partake largely of the accumulation.
We may accordingly refer to tlie article

Obesity, in which tlie causes of fatty growth
in general will be found discussed.

Of fifteen cases of extreme fatty growth on
the heart collected by the writer, eleven oc-

curred in very fat individuals, and only one
in a person who was described as being ' thin."

Age seems to exert a decided influence upon
the formation of fat upon the heart. It is

very scanty in infancy, and is rarely present
in any quantity before the thirtieth year.

Corvisart, however, quotes from Kercking
the case of a child whose heart seemed want-
ing, so great was the quantity of fat in which
it was embedded. Of the fifteen cases just

referred to, thirteen were above fifty years,

and one only under that age. Males, accord-

ing to the same data, are more liable to

accumulation of fat on the heart than females,

the respective numbers being as twelve to

three.

Anatomical and Pathological Cha-
racters.— A certain amount of fat-tissue,

which is not inconsistent with health,

occupies a definite position in the structure

of the heart. It is seen most abundantly in

the groove between the auricles and the

ventricles ; and as the distribution of this

tissue bears a relation here, as in other parts,

to that of the blood-vessels, it first appears in

the course of the primary branches of the

coronary arteries ; then in the course of the
secondary branches—that is, in the groove
over the septum, which marks the boundarj-
between the ventricles; and, lastly, it follows

the distribution of the small lateral branches.

These branches are more superficial over the

right ventricle than over the left ; hence the

former is found always and more abundantly
covered with fat. A fringe of fat is also found
at the apex of the heart ; and frequently around
the margins of the auricles. A mass of

superabundant fat will of itself be suflicient

to press on and embarrass the action of the

heart ; but fat rarely exists in this abundance
on the surface of the organ without insinuat-

ing itself between, and encroaching on, tlm

mu.scular fibres. In this way the muscular
portions of the walls of the organ become
thinner and thinner, until thecolumniE eameie
ma\- appear to arise from a mass of fat. This

state constitutes what was once rcgarde<l as

fatty degeneration of the heart, and which
has also been called ' fatty metamorphosis ;

'

but it is in many cases nothing more in reality

than a simple hypertrophy of fat. In parts

of hearts which are loss atTected, that is, where
fat is not very abundant, simple striie of

yellow tissue will be observed lying amongst
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the muscular fibres—an appearance often

found in the auricles. •

Microscopical appearances.—When a por-

tion of heart suffering from fatty growth in a

high degi-ee is examined with the microscope,

it will be found that where the growth is

most advanced, that is, towards the external

surface, very few muscular fibres can be seen,

and that the very wide intervals between

them are occupied by fat-cells (see fig. 61).

Proceeding inwards, the muscular fibres be-

come more evident ; the fat-cells become
fewer; and, finally, we reach the muscular

fibres beneath the endocardmm, with a few

fat- cells lying here and there amongst them.

It is worthy of note that the fibres, though

overwhelmed by fat, may still retain their

organisation. In all cases, however, the

course and direction of the fibres are more
or less modified and distorted. The fact that

the fibres still exist, though concealed, affords

an explanation of the persistence of the heart's

action in those instances in which the mus-
cular walls appear to a greater or less extent

replaced by fat. It might also be mentioned
that small masses of fatty tissue sometimes

r^-:-i

Fig. 61.—Fatty Gi-ovvtli in the substance
of the Heart, x 40U diam.

appear beneath the endocardium, varying in
«ize from that of a pin's head to that of a pea.
The writer has seen these little fatty tumours
in cases where there was a considerable, but
not an excessive, amount of fat upon the sur-
face of the heart.

Effects.—The fat accumulated on the
heart and in its substance may be supposed to
act mechanically

; and by its pressure upon
the muscular fibres, on the nerves, and on
the blood-vessels, to impede the function of
the organ, embarrass its nutrition, and pro-
duce those effects which may be briefiy
enumerated as—a languid and feeble condi-
tion of the circulation, with a sense of un-
easiness and oppression in the chest ; em-
barrassment and distress in breathing, drow-
siness, even coma; syncope; perhaps angina

pectoris ; it may be death. Rupture of the

heart sometimes results. Such an enumera-
tion of evils, in which there is no evidence of

any other lesion of the heart's texture, save

an accumulation of fat, would suffice to render
this condition a source of very grave import

;

but we cannot always be quite clear on the

subject, because m the particular cases quoted
it is possible tliat some degeneration of the

muscular fibres may co-exist. It would be
well, therefore, not to dwell too much on
such effects as proceeding from and depen-
dent on fatty growth alone.

Diagnosis.—The presence of an excessive

deposit of fat about the heart must, in a great

measure, be a matter of inference during life.

Where one or more of the effects mentioned
above as having been noticed in cases of this

kind are present ; when the pulse is small

and weak ; when the first sound of the heart

is feeble, and the impulse weak ; when the

extent of dulness on percussion is increased
;

and when these phenomena occur in a fat

person, it may be inferred that the heart is

too fat.' But, on the other hand, it must not
be overlooked that these symptoms and signs

may be found in cases of fatty degeneration
of the walls of the heart, in cases where the
amount of fat-tissue is but moderate. Nay,
more, as already stated, both conditions are
often present in the same heart, thus render-
ing distinctive diagnosis impossible. It is

said that the presence of water in the peri-

cardium may be confounded with the presence
of fat upon the heart ; but the history and
general features of the case in the former
condition should be sufficient to prevent all

difficulty in the diagnosis. See Pericardium,
Diseases of.

Treatment.—-The treatment of fatty ac-

cumulation on the heart is so intimately
associated with the subject of the formation
of fat in greneral, that this point can be dis-

cussed with more advantage in its wider
relations {see Obesity). Whilst the treat-

ment directed to this point is being carried

out, we can do little more for the heart itself

than aim at giving strength to the portion (>f

its texture still available for duty—by tonics,

' Dr. Henry Kennedy, of Dublin, in a lately

pubHshed special monograph on Fiittij Heart, states

that the points upon which tlie diajjnosis of fatty

growth on the heart mainly turn are the follow-

ing :
' First, a large full pulse, beating at the

natural standard of frequency ; secondly, evidence
derived from percussion of the heart's dulness being
more extended than natural; thirdly, the possible

presence of a soft systolic murmur over the aortic

orifice, occupying the first sound of the heart only,
and leaving the second normal ; and, lastly, the con-
dition of the individual as to his being fat or other-
wise ' (p. 39). The present writer hesitates to agree
with Dr Kennedy as to the condition of the pulse
generally, and certainly this description will not
apply in the cases of those persons of small frame,
with small arteries, who often become obese and
present symptoms of fat-heart after the middle
period of life.
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steel, qiiiiiino, jihosphoriis, kc. ; secondly, by
liflliteiiin;^ as far as possible the work which
the heart has to do ; aiul thirdly, by atlonding

to tlie excreting organs, so as to prevent con-

gestion there, and consequently embarrass-
nient to the weak heart.

Richard Quain.

HEART, Fibroid Disease of.—Synon.:
Chronic Myocarditis.

Dkfixition.—A morbid condition in which
the muscular fibres of a portion of the walls

of the heart are re])laced by fibroid tissue.

AETIOLOGY.— Fibroid disease of the heart

is met with most frequently in middle-aged
male subjects. The disease is supposed to

be occasionally nothing more than an ex-

tension between the muscular bundles of a
chronic process that has commenced with
endocarditis or pericarditis. The cause of

this, which is generally rheumatism, is then
regarded as the cause of the fibroid growth;
but in reality it is more probable that in

such cases the serous inflammation is the
result, not the cause, of the fibroid change.
Fibrosis is sometimes the consequence of

acute interstitial myocarditis. In a con-
siderable number of cases of fibroid disease,

and in most of the cases of so-called ' fibrinous

deposit,' the change is proliably syphilitic in

its nature. In other instances it is asso-

ciated with degenerative changes in the ves-

sels, and even mfarction, or with disease of

the kidneys. Increase of fibrous tissue in

the myocardium may also be the result of

prolonged moderate congestion of the coro-

nary veins (xce Heart, Congestion of).

Very frequently no evident cause of the

disease can be discovered.

Anatomical Characters.—Our knowledge
of the pathology of this disease is in a great

measure due to the remarkable number of

cases which have been described in the

Transact io}ts of the Pathological Society,

since the first specimen was presented by
Sir Richard Quain in the year 1850. Fibroid

disease of tlie heart occurs most frequently in

the walls of the ventricles. It is met with
under several different forms. In rare in-

stances, which might be described as cases

of connective tissue hi/2)ertroj}hij of the heart,

there is an imiform increase of fibrous tissue

between the muscular fibres throu^diout the

whole organ (see Heart, Connective-Tissue
Hypertrophy of). In other instances, the

disease appears as a local thickening of the

connective tissue miderneath an opacity of

the endocardium or of the pericardium,

whence septa run outwards or inwards be-

tween the muscular bundles. Most fre-

(juently, however, it presents the ajipearance

of a Jibroid paleh, generally situated near
the apex of the heart. rej)laci'ig the muscidar
substance throughout its whole thickness,

and over a greater or less extent of surface
— possibly e\ en a considerable jjortion of
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one ventricle, and consisting of dense, firm,
inelastic, greyish-white fibrous tissue. Smaller
patches, nodules, scars and streaks may be
found in the deeper parts of the myocardium.
The apices of the jiapillary nmscles, again,
may become fibroid, especially in chronic
valvular disease. Polypoid tumourH, com-
posed of fibrous tissue, have been met vitli

on the endocardial surface of the heart, that

is, projecting into one of the cavities ; more
especially into the left auricle. Possibly the
detachment of such a polyi)us may be one
mode of origin of the ' fibrinous balls ' or
' concretions ' occasionally found lying free

in the auricular cavities. Fibroid and ' fib-

rinous ' formations due to si/philis are de-

scribed in the article Heart, Syphilitic

Disease of.

Microscopically, fibroid disease of the
myocardimu presents a concomitant increase

of the connective-tissue elements, and de-

crease by atrophy of the muscular fibres.

Occasionally, in an early stage, as well as at

the margins of the older patches, round and
spindle-shaped cells and bundles of young
fibrillte have been observed. The latter in-

crease in size and in number, press upon the
intervening muscular fibres, and finally unite

and form bands or patches of ordinary fibroid

tissue. Meanwhile, the muscidar fibres

gradually become attenuated, granular, or

fatty ; and at last they disappear by absorp-

tion, or jnitches of them may be imprisoned
within the fibroid growth.
The effects upon the heart of fibroid

changes in its walls vary with their situation

and extent: If a large portion of the wall of

one cavity is fibrotic, irregular patchy dilata-

tion of the chamber ensues. Localised fib-

rosis, especially if it commence beneath the

endocardium, gives rise to aneurysm of the

heart, by the yielding of the diseased area to

the intra-ventricular pressure (see Heart.
Aneurysm of). Deeper or more limited

patches or lines of cirrhosis cause irregularity

or puckering of the cardiac walls ; and
valvular insufficiency may result from this,

or from fibrosis and functional disturbance

of the papillar3' muscles. Lastly, fibroid

disease occasionally involves the conus

arteriosus in an annular form, giving rise to

constriction and the formation of so-called

' cardiac stenosis.'

Symptoms.— The symptoms of fibroid

disease of the heart vary greatly in different

instances, according to the extent, situation,

and other conditions of the growth. \Vhen
the fibrosis is very limited, few symptoms
can be expected to be present. In the

majority of cases in which a considerable

portion of the cardiac wail has been found

diseased, the symptoms have been described

as those of ' ordinary heart-disease,' namely,

dyspneea on exertion ; pnecordial pain or dis-

tress ; occasional j)alpitation ; a small, weak,

or irregular pulse ; dropsy ; and visceral
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complications. As a rule, no endocardial

murminr has been present ; but fibrosis of

the papUlary muscles may sometimes give

rise to the " signs of incompetence of the

auriciilo-ventricular valves. The symptoms
of cardiac aneurysm and of syphihtic disease

of the heart, as well as those of connective-

tissue hypertrophy, are separately described.

Course and Terminations.—The course

of fibroid disease of the heart is generally

chronic, although urgent symptoms are

sometimes observed a short time only be-

fore death. Attacks of pain, palpitation, and

dyspnoea may occur and subside long previous

to the last fatal ilhiess. The development of

cardiac aneurysm, and its possible termina-

tions, will modify the course of the disease.

Sudden death may occur, with or without

previous cardiac symptoms, and must be re-

garded as a special mode of termination of

fibroid disease of the heart. Otherwise the

cases generally end by pulmonary complica-

tions, dropsj', and exhaustion.

Diagnosis.—Fibroid disease of the myo-
cardium has to be diagnosed from chronic

valvular disease; from enlargement due to

extracardiac causes, such as renal disease,

gout, or emphysema ; and from fatty de-

generation. Under all circumstances, an
accurate diagnosis is extremely diiScult, if

not impossible. The presence of a murmur
does not exclude fibrosis, as the valves may
become secondarily involved; and valvular
disease is not always attended by a murmur.
The other cardiac lesions mentioned must be
excluded in the ordinary way.

Prognosis.—When fibroid disease of the
heart is attended with symptom? sufficient

to establish a diagnosis, the prognosis is un-
favourable as regards life, although it may
not be immediately so.

Treatment.—This consists in relieving
and supporting the heart by every possible
means, especially by rest and cardiac stimu-
lants, such as alcohol and ether. Iodide of
potassium may be given with benefit in seme
cases, particularly if there be a history of
syphilis. Digitalis will have to be adminis-
tered with great circumspection.

J. Mitchell Bruce.

HEART, Functional Disorders of.
Definition.— A disturbance in the func-
tions of the heart, with or without pain

;

having origin in causes other than inflam-
mation or organic diseases of the heart
itself.

This definition comprises various disorders
in the dynamical functions and sensibility of
the heart, from the slightest disturbance of
only momentary duration, to urgent symp-
toms of considerable persistence. The fre-
quency of the occurrence of functional
disorders of the heart, and the similarity of
many of the symptoms exhibited to those
met with in organic diseases, as well as the

fact that these functional disorders may
co-exist with organic disease, thus greatly

exaggerating the apparent gravity of the

latter, render it important to accurately de-

termine how much of the disturbance may
be due to the one or to the other of these

causes. Here, however, functional disorder,

uncomplicated with organic lesion, will only
be referred to.

.(Etiology.—To estimate the immediate or
proximate cause of functional disturbance of

the heart, regard must be had to its structure,

and how this is nourished and its motions
regulated. For adequate and equable dy-

namical movement, the primary requirement
is a healthy development of muscular struc-

ture. Weak muscular fibre, apart from
degenerations by disease, becomes a pre-

disposing cause of feeble and irregular action.

But as the regular rectirrence of the muscular
contraction and expansion must, moreover,
be ascribed to the agency of the cardiac

ganglia, the vagus nerve, and the nerves and
ganglia of the sympathetic system, aU nour-
ished and excited by the blood, any abnormal
conditions of these have also their effect

:

the contractions of the heart being inhibited

by impressions made on the terminations of

the vagus, and accelerated by such as may
be made upon those of the sympathetic.
Through the medium of these impressions,

afferent and efferent, the heart's action is

remotely regulated by the cardiac centre in

the medulla. Interference with the functions

of these several nerves may so modify the

action of the heart as to cause deficiencies

of power of every variety and extent, giving

rise to illustrations of abnormal contractility

and irritabilit}', which the heart exhibits in

common with all other muscles. The heart
further possesses the distinguishing feature

of rhythmical action : and this action is also

shewn by experiment to be immediately
dependent on the blood, whether venous or

arterial ; for without a supply of blood
rhythmical action ceases. There are cogent
grounds for the belief that this is not only
thus due to the intrinsic ganglionic system
cf nerves : but, as errors of rhythm are cer-

tainly induced by such causes as improper
diet, dyspepsia, the presence of worms, con-

stipation, injuries or deformities of the chest,

and diseases of the lungs, there can be no
doubt that the heart is also liable to reflex

irritation of the pneumosastric and sympa-
thetic nerves. The healthy action of the
heart, and the controlling energy of its

nerves, greatly, if not entirely, depend on
the supply of healthy blood ; and any ab-

normal condition of the sujiply, whether in

quantity or quality, shows itself by dis-

turbance not only in the functions of the
heart, but in the substitution of haemic
murmurs for the normal sounds. Morbid
conditions of the general arterial and venous
systems have also their influences ; thus
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the force and frciiuciicy of tho pulse, and,

nioi-e cspoeiiilly, tiie nniount of tlie peri-

]>licral resistance, causing in their tubes
dilatation or constriction thr()ut,'h tho vaso-

motor or dilator nerves, and, indirectly, the

compensation and relief att'orded by the

al)straction of fluid through activity m the

Malpifihian tufts of the kidneys, are to be

didy considered. Moreover, the muscular
substance of the heart itself is nourished by
the blood eirculatinf^ in the coronary arteries,

and thus becomes susceptible to tho quality

and condition of the blood so distributed

;

lieuce, a blood too rich in fibrin or red

.i,'lobules. and thereby inducing plethora,

frequently causes over action of the lieart

and palpitation, whilst in anicmia a deficient

amount of blood induces a weak and often

excited and irregular action. The predis-

posing causes, in addition to those already

named, may, therefore, be classed thus

:

(1) Those conditions acting through or upon
the nervous system, such as the general

exhaustion of the nervous system, all forms
of reflex irritation, venereal excesses, vain
longings, purposeless occupations and amuse-
ments, protracted mental exercise, abstinence
from adetjuate repose, &c. To these must
be added the special temperament and per-

sonal peculiarities of the individual, a eon-

genital or supcrimjiosed want of vigour,

general debility, deformities of tlie ribs and
spinal colunm, a small weak heart, uterine

irritation, hysteria, adynamic fevers, and the
special sanitary influences under which the

individual is placed, (2) Those conditions

acting upon the general blood-supply of the
body, and consequently affecting the special

Mood-supply of the heart, such as the turgid

and plethoric states of gross feeders, depraved
states caused by bad and deficient diet, and
all forms of blood-disorder, as anajmia, gout,

scurvy, &c. Amongst the unmediately ex-

citing causes may be named mental shock or

distress
;

protracted and unusual physical

exertion ; various articles of diet, as tea,

coffee, &.C. ; tobacco in excess ; many medi-
cines, as aconite and digitalis ; as also pro-

longed abstinence, exjjosure to cold, and
no:ably blows on the epigastrium.

Symptoms.—An increased impulse, indi-

cating a state of general ])lethora or sur-

charged circulation, is usually associated

with a series of well-marked symptoms,
when rapidity of action is su])eradded—such
as flushing of the face ; heat and pain of the

head, with a sensation of a whizzing, or

rushing upwards of the sounds of the heart

;

dimness of vision, with photophobia ; and a
tendency to syncope, and to clammy perspi-

rations, with cold shivering. In some rare

cases the voluntitry muscles, more especially

of the lower extremities, may refuse to act,

so that the gait becomes tottering, or the

]iatient grasps adjacent objects to steady

himself, yet there is neither paralysis nor

vertigo. Tho respiration, though not gene-
rally embarrassed, may become irregular

and oppressed, presenting the phenomena of

a short insjiiration with a prolonged expira-

tion; but should the right heart be congested,
independently of any frequency of cardiac
impulse, the breathing may be accelerated

and accompanied with dj'spncea, or even
apnopa, and a sliort dry cough. Illustrations

of this class of symptoms often occur in

those of sanguine and nervous temperaments;
and may be the result of violent and too

protracted exercise, of emotional excitements,

or of the over-indulgence in stimulants or

food when associated with lives of idleness

and inactivity. Should the increased im-
pulse be associated with rhythmical dis-

turbance, there is for the most part con-
sciousness of the existence of such states,

more especially on the first ingress of the
attack, so that it becomes a source of much
anxiety and even of terror, inducing the self-

conviction of the existence of organic disease.

The head-symptoms also become more
marked, and associated with local pains and
tinnitus aurium; whilst the breathing is

marked by sighing, and often becomes les-

sened in frecpiency. The irregular fonu of
nervous palpitating heart is often associated

also with hiemic diseases, and with nervous
afiections, as chorea, disturbances due to

masturbation, &c. When sucli diseases as
scurvy or chlorosis exist, the attacks become
more persistent ; there is an increase of

pectoral complication, even to dyspucea ; the
headache is sometimes so bewildering that

the mind becomes alarmed with vague ap-
prehensions of danger, which give rise to

general restlessness ; the integuments over
the region of the heart, as well as of the face,

and even of the extremities, may becouio
puffy and oedematous, especially in cases of

extreme chlorosis, with enlargement of the

thyroid gland and exophthalmos, where the

morbid conditions inducing these may also

possibly cause the irregular palpitation.

When fimctional disorder occurs with a
diminished impulse, the general .symptoms
group themselves under anxiety and lowness
of spirits, or actual despondency, with mental
and bodily incapacity for exertion ; tiati lent

dyspepsia, with cold clammy extremities;
anorexia, or, may be, depraved appetite ; ex-

haustion, with tendency to faintness; and,
should irregularity of cardiac action be very
marked, there may be a sensation of prip-

cordial pain. Males are more subject to this

form of functional disorder than female.«,and

it chiefly occurs in persons having a normally
small and feeble heart, or where a state of

general nervous debility is superimposed.
When the distinctive feature of functional

disorder is rhvilnuical error, and this is ap-

preciable to the patient, the special symptom
is that of extreme anxiety, even to the fear

of impending death; occasionally a single
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iatermission is so prolonged as to induce the

impression that escape 'has only occurred by

a miracle. These alarms often induce a pal-

pitation not belonging to the rhythmical dis-

order. But if the rhythmical error be as-

sociated -with a deficiency of systolic force,

temporary paralysis of the heart's action or

syncope may be induced, and in some extreme

cases the functions may be weakened even to

extinction. 8uch forms of disorder occm- in

those having normal but weak hearts ;
in the

dyspeptic; in those subject to gout, especially

if an attack is impending ; and m those whose

habits and occupations involve exliaustion of

the nervous system. They are a characteristic

of advanced age, but may be sympathetically

induced in the young ; and may be observed

in the course of many diseases, such as tuber-

culosis, rheumatism, liver affections, or when
malignant disease is making its ravages.

Functional disorders of the heart are not

infrequently associated with pahi. This may
have its origin in the structural relations of

the heart, though the heart itself be in a

normal condition ; or its seat niay be confined

to the prsecordial regions. When occurring

in the former, its primary source may be

in gastric injury or irritations, or caused by
other foreign disease transmitting its influ-

ences through the sympathetic system ; or it

may be due to mental distress, in which case

the vagus, probably the depressor nerve, pro-

ceeding therefrom, and the ganglion of Remac
are the immediate causes of spasm. Fainting

from emotion is admitted to be due to reflex

inhibition of tlie heart, the afferent impulses

reaching the medulla through the vagus ; and
it may be concluded that this is also the case

when pain is the result. In some rare cases,

pain thus occurring may be the indication of

urgent, or even of fatal, disorder ; this is evi-

denced by the well-known effect of a severe

blow in the epigastrium, or in cases of sudden
mental shock. These are illustrations of

purely functional angina pectoris ; but for

the most part this symptom has its origin

in structural lesion of the heart itself. See
Angina Pectoris.

Prtecordial pain, is by no means an unusual
symptom accompanying functional affections

of the heart ; it may aggravate the urgency
of these disorders, yet appears to be little

influenced by them. The pain does not
march x>ari passu with the irregularity or
strength of the impulse. The pain may be
persistent, while the associated disorder is in
abeyance

; and in this respect it differs fi'om
precordial anxiety, which is essentially only
temporary, though often persistent in its

duration, and acquires urgency from the
sj^mptoms with which it may be associated.

Physical SiGNS.^The physical signs re-
ferring to the cardiac action may be con-
veniently separated into the followmg groups,
although in practice they will be found mingled
or associated with each other : (Ij Increased

or diminished impulse, connected or imcon-
nected with increased rapidity or rhythmical
irregularity ; (2) rhythmical disturbaiicc,

with intermissions, the impulse being normal
or diminished ; (3) increased or diminished

frequency, the rhythm and force being nor-

mal
; (4) hamic murmurs, both of the left

and right sides.

(1) The cases in which an increased im-
pulse is the distinctive feature of the heart's

disturbance present many varieties, chiefly

referable to force and regidarity ; but to the

simple forms of increased and accelerated

impulse there is so very frequently added
rhj'thmical disturbance, that this complica-

tion is perhaps the one most usually occur-

ring. The rhythmical disturbance may occur

both in the force and the rapidity of the

systolic contractions, or it may result in a
true intermittence, or occasionally the irregu-

larities thus induced maybe so great as to defy

definite appreciation, save as a tuinultuous

whole. On palpation, the impulse, abrupt

in stroke, presents the characteristic of a

sudden bound, now strong, now failing, some-
times so rapid as to communicate the impres-

sion of a fremitus or agitation, then a pause

or true intermittence followed by hurry or

more evident irregularity ; but amid all this

irregularity the pulse preserves, in an un-

broken surface-wave, the characteristics of

ethcient valves. On auscultation, the sounds
are more difficidt of appreciation than in

simple palpitation ; they are loud and clear,

and sometimes so exaggerated and pronounced
as to be audible both in the mammary and
epigastric regions. But whether the exagge-

rations of sound and impulse be more or less,

they will be found to act in unison with each
other ; the impulse and sounds increase to-

gether and diminish together. When there

is an unusual amount of irregular functional

excitement in systole, there may be occasion-

ally heard, as a passing, biit not persistent

occurrence, a reduplication of the second
sound, very rarely of the first ; and usually

the first portion of the divided or cleft sound
is the most accentuated. This reduplication,

though it may be naet with m active inflam-

matory diseases, is chiefly the concomitant of

functional disorders of the nervous heart.

The pulse is generally sharp and jerking; it

does not always beat in unison with the sys-

tole of the heart ; if there be plethora, it has

a force and fulness not otherwise observable ;

and if there exist congestion of the right

ventricle, it becomes contracted and dimin-
ished in force.

In cases where the impulse is diminished
in effort, the special characters are somewhat
negative ; the impulse and sounds being

feeble, but otherwise normal, unless the

systole be excited by mental shock or any
undue bodily exertion, when irregularity and
increase of impulse, with some slight sharp-

ness of the sounds, take place. The first
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sound may stit;i,'est, ratlier than have, a

Bliiirp ringing tone ; vvliile the second is pro-

longed.

(2) With respect to errors in rhythmical
action, separately considered, it must here

he noted that the chief and characteristic

errors niaj' he ehissitied inider the distinct

heads of irregularity and interniittence.

[negularity may he in the force or in the

fre(iMoni'y of one or more heats, and presents

tlic many varii'ties which a want of normal
uniformity may suggest ; the minute and
particular enumeration of these is rather

satisfying to curiosity than instructive. It

is surticicnt to say that every variety of

irregidar fi-equency may occur ; while, with

certain beats, force may be increased or

diminished. Sometimes there apj)ears to be

a kind of order in rhythmical disorders—that

is, short series of varying irregularities may
regularly succeed each other ; there may be

a Ihittering or trembling, or that vibratory or

vermicular motion to which the term 'thrill'

lias been given. True interniittence is not

so frequent as irregularity ; but when inter-

niittence does occur, it is generally associated

with irregularity. These disturbances may
be only momentary or of long duration,

slight or considerable; but, however this may
he, their character is determined by the

irregularity in the recurrence of the systole,

and the consequent prolongation or retarding

of the period of intermission in the systole.

The physical examination of this form of

functional disorder shows no marked peculi-

arities, excepting those of systolic irregularity.

To the ear is revealed irregularity in the re-

currence and duration of the sounds, from
the slightest appreciable pause to the most
rapid and confused trembling, with very
manifest alterations in tone and pitch. The
sounds generally are intensified, the first

sound being sometimes heightened to the

extent of a sharp knock ; whilst the second,

save in intensity, is not materially altered.

In extreme cases there may be so much ven-

tricular irregularity as to induce in place of

sounds an ill-detined fremitus ; and so much
force as to produce a metallic ringing, with
a rubbing murmur on the sj'stole. Thus the
impulse of the heart, which in health is

rarely appreciable, and its friction never,

respectively become so to the touch and to

the ear ; and the abnormal sounds may exist

to such an extent as to entirely obscure the

normal first sound.
Occasionally there is met with an appre-

ciable rhythmical disturbance in the pulse,

which is not found to exist in the heart—
false interniittence. The heart only indicates

irregularity of power; and as there is occa-

sional failure of- force in the already weak
systolic contractions, the impulse is not com-
municated to the arterj- at the wrist. These
false intermissions accomi)anying irregularity

most frequently occiu: when the heart is op-

pressed by flatus in the neighbouring viscera,

or is excited by injurious articles of diet,

as tea, or by the use of tobacco. The sensa-

tion communicated to tlie patient is tliat of a
disagreeable flutter or 'tumbling over' of the

heart, which tends to alarm, although habit

mav to a certain extent ameliorate the terror.

Rhythmical irregularity occasionally ap-

pears as a normal condition, having a lif<!-

long existence. Some cases are marked by
an extension of the pause, with unsleadiness
of the systolic impulse ; others by its aj)parent

extinction, so that there exists a rajiidity of

beats defying all analysis—tachycardia: but

tachycartlia also occurs either as an habitual

state, or in paroxysms {see Tachycardia).
There is in these cases usually a small weak
heart, with systolic impulse devoid of energy.

Roth these classes of cases present the re-

markable feature of losing much of their dis-

tinctive irregularity when under the influence

of a febrile attack ; the slow pulse becomes
quicker and more steady, the rapid one less

frequent and more disiinct; but the sensa-

tion to the individual is, nevertheless, not so

comfortable as when the heart's action is in

its state of normal irregularity.

(3) Functional disorder occasionally as-

sumes the form of either increased or of

diminished frequcncij, while the force and
rhythm remain normal. I'.ach of these

conditions may be congenital and projier to

the individual, or may be the result of ab-

normal influences. The functionally fast

beat is generally induced by other diseases,

as fever, diabetes, tuberculosis, &c., and is

indicative of injury to normal innervation.

The slow and drawling beat is geuerMlly met
with where the nerve-power is healthy, but

the heart itself is weak or fatty ; or there is

a perverted innervation under the inthience

of digitalis, aconite, or injury to the gaiiLrlionic

system— a blow in the epigastrium otfering

a famUiar example.

(4) Inorr/fuiic vntrmurs are frequently

heard in functional disorders of the heart,

and more especially in those cases of hsemic

disorder where the systolic impulse is in-

creased, with rhythmical irregularity. These
murmurs have the special characters usually

attached to such souiuls. They are systolic,

basic, with conduction in the course of the

great vessels. There is no apex-murmur;
but at the apex, synchronously with the basic

murmur, the first sound is clearly defined,

with a metallic ringing second sound. The
tone of these murmurs is musical, cooing, soft,

of low pitch. The seat is in the aortic valves,

and, as a rule, they are always accompanied
with palpitation: this i)alpitation may be

persistent, while the murmurs are not so.

The murmurs in chlorosis and spana'inia,

and, when they occur, in ichorrluemia and
leukirmia, have their seat for the most part

in the pulmonary valves, and are not trace-

able in the course of the hirger arteries ; they
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are also generally associated with the venous

hum to be heard in the juKwlai" veins. It is

remarkable how large may be the amounts of

blood drained from the system, and the fre-

quency of the discharges, provided there be

no diseased condition of the blood itself, with-

out inducing the presence of a murmur. But

under these circumstances, though there be

no murmur, the first sound is usually flap-

ping in character, and the second ringing in

tone.

CoMPLicAnoNS AND Sequel;e.—The several

functional disorders of the heart are often

complicated with other diseases—many ex-

ternal to the heart, and some of the heart

itself. The more prominent of the former

are disorders of the nervous system and of

the blood. Many of these have been already

referred to. For the most part, those asso-

ciated with a perverted innervation are

examples of irritability, and exhibit rhyth-

mical disorder, with pain. Haemic diseases

induce the simpler forms of palpitation

:

anaemia, gout, and dyspepsia induce palpita-

tion with rhythmical disorder ; spanaemia

and chlorosis induce all these disorders, with

murmurs superadded. The diseases of the

heart with which symptoms of functional

disorder, though only occasionally occurring,

may be complicated, are mainly degenerations
of the walls and valvular lesions. In all

these cases the amount and urgency of the

functional disturbance of the heart are no
indication of the urgency of the disease with
which it may be complicated.

Are there any distinct morbid states or

other sequelae traceable to functional dis-

order of the heart ? To answer this question
dogmatically may be difficult. Doubtless
frequent and prolonged attacks of functional

disorder are seen to occur without inducing
any such. On the other hand, the long con-
tinuance of functional disorder is often

marked by a depreciation of mental and
bodily vigour. More specific organic changes
are generally found to be due to some one or
other of the diseases with which the func-
tional disorder has been in its course asso-
ciated.

Diagnosis.—In order to make a correct
diagnosis, the first consideration is to ascer-
tain the entire absence of structural disease

;

or, shoiJd it be present, whether it be
adequate to cause the full amount of the
symptoms exhibited. Supposing this to have
been done, if the agitation of the heart is

not only excessive, sudden, and apparently
increased in strength, even to violence, biit

presents the features of spnsm rather than
the calmness of rhytlmiical order; if the
sounds are pari pasau increased in sharpness
and intensity, and diffused over a larger area
than is proper to them ; and if the pulse does
not partake of the simulated force of the
heart— the presence of an excited functional
impulse may be assumed. The concurrence

of some symptoms usually associated with or-

ganic disease, such as dyspncea or even aimir^a

and oedema, may, as has been shown, be due
to the presence of chlorosis. So also where
there is a deficient impulse, if the heart have
its normal position and dimensions ; if tlie

sounds though weak be natural in tone and
quality— it may be concluded that the causa
is functional only, in the absence of any ab-

normal physical disease. The same may be

said of rhythmical irregularities. When any
of these symptoms are associated with haemic
murmurs, the character of the murmur, its

seat, and its persistency must be considered
in connexion with the absence or the presence

of haemic diseases. The symptoms of each
of these several forms of functional disorder

have been so fully described that there is no
need to repeat them here. It must, however,
be always borne in mind that the absence of

the physical signs of disease is not always
conclusive of there being no structural lesion,

for there may be lesions, and important ones
too, that do not yield evidence of their

existence. The occurrence of the secondary
changes, the immediate result of various

congestions, is often an indication that the

heart-symptoms are due to the presence of

structural disease ; still it is not always so,

for congestions of the lungs and liver, and
adema, may be the consequence of spanaemia
or of other morbid conditions of the blood.

Hence, when these are present, the sjmp-
toms exhibited by a disordered heart may
not be due to structural disease ; and the

same may be said of the effects of muscular
exercise and of position, for either or both of

these may distress if there be present any
ana'inic condition or an intercostal neuralgia.

Nor, on the other hand, does tlie occasional

subsidence of urgent symptoms, so frequently

the case in functional disorder, absolutely

affirm the conclusion that there is no struc-

tural lesion ; for occasionally in the latter tlie

normal rhythm and force of the heart may
reassert themselves ; but then in these cases

there remain the other characteristics of the

organic affection. Repeated examination and
an accomplished experience will generally

lead tc a just diagnosis.

Prognosis,—The prognosis of functional

disorders of the heart, for the most part, is

favourable. Where there are baneful con-

stitutional tendencies, or complications with
other diseases, the prognosis must not, how-
ever, be always so considered. In the leuco-

phlegmatic temperament the symptoms may
be severe and abiding, and generally dis-

tressing tc the nervous system. If the dis-

ordered condition be so urgent as to distend

the right heart, the liver may become loaded,

and dropsy thence ensue. In this tempera-
ment mental shocks may induce palpitation,

irregularity, and syncope, whence may ensue
not only persistent disorders, having reference

to these symptoms, and eventually disease,
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but even iminediute death. When functional

disorder is the concomitant of scurvy or

auirmia, the pro^'nosis is not always favour-

able. Still in the young and niiddle-a^fed

there is good chance of ultimate recovery
;

for if these diseases be subdued the functional

disorder subsides. When occurring in tlie

aged, or in those liaving a constitutional

tendency to hypochondriasis, or when asso-

ciated with structural diseases, or excited l)V

intlamniations of the endocardium, a less

favourable projjiiosis must be given. Func-
tional rhythnucal irregularity, for the most
part, does not indicate danger, but it may do
so if associated with some obscure structural

lesion. Nevertheless, cases of simple func-

tional disorder, so severe as apparently to

indicate an inimetliately fatal termination,

prove, for the most part, manageable, and re-

sult in a restoration to healtli. The freedom
of the heart from all agitation and other

indications of disease, before and after an
attack, is due to its being a normal and un-
injured organ ; and tliougii liable during an
attack to th.e morbid influences of spasms
and congestive loading, it still may be a
healthy organ. This holds whether the

periods of disorder be short or prolonged, oc-

curring rarely or frecjuently recurrmg. They
are distressing but not dang'erous.

Treatmknt.—The treatment of functional

disorders of the heart should have reference

primarily to the mitigation of the symptoms;
and, secondly, to the prevention of their re-

currence by avoidance or cure of the exciting

causes.

Treatment (luring the paroxi/sms.^Func-
tional disorder with increased impulse ac-

companied by accentuation of the second
sound is to be met mainly by depletory
measiu-es. If the symptoms present an
aspect of urgency, venesection is called for

;

but otherwise the promotion generally of the
secretorj' and excretory fimctions, especially

through the portal and renal systems, and
the enforcement of a regulated, unstimulating
dietary, are the measures to be resorted to.

The medicines thus indicated are the alkahne
diuretics and the saline aperients, and either

colchicum or mercurials in occasional alter-

ative doses. When rapidity of action is super-

added, there are two classes of remedies to be
resorted to—either sedatives, or the excitants

of the inhibitory nervous influences of the
vagus. Of the former, aconite, bromide of
potassium, diluted hydrocyanic acid, and
lobelia are types; of the latter, digitalis and
strophanthus are the most reliable ; but
convallamarin. adonidin. and scdlain are
members of the same group. When there is

diminished im])ulse or malnutrition of muscle,
the causation, as in spaniemiaor scurvy, must
be met, and the remedies to be adopted are
either the sedatives with stimulant action,

such as bromide of ammonium or camphor,
or the nervine stimulants, such as sumbid,

valerian, or castor. Functional aortic
nnninurs, generally assumed to be indicative
of spaiiicmia, are to be met by blood tonics,

J

of which iron is the type ; but sometimes they
would appear to be strictly neurotic in origin,

as in some forms of cidorosis, when the

^

nervine tonics, represented by arsenic, zinc,

or phosphorus, are jjreferable. The cause of
I intermittence is often to be found in the
;
abuse of tea (the tasting habit), and of

' tobacco; otherwise it is generally to be viewed
i

as a nerve failure, to be remedied by tonics,

especially the simple bitters condjined with
ammonia and stimulants. When irregularitv

.

on the other hand, whether with increased or
dimmished impulse, is more than probably
due to an irritable state of the sympathetic or

intrinsic cardiac ganglia, arising in some in-

stances (as in gout) from irritative causes
within the blood, sedatives, and esj)ecially

the alkaline sedatives, are called for. If

it be induced by a temporary paresis of
the iidiibitory centres, whether of the vagus
or the ganglion of Ludwig, stimulants are

needed. The abuse of digitalis and the like

produces irregularity, firstly of the pulse, then
of the heart. This becomes, therefore, the
warning note in the administration of digi-

talis ; belladonna, on the contrary, excites

the action of the heart through tlie motor
ganglia, and can partly anmd the inhibitory

nervous power when this is not influenced
from the medullary centre.

Treatment hetivcen the paroxysms.—The
paroxysm being allayed, it is then well to ex-

amine carefully into the state of the liealth,

so as to ascertain if there be an}' of those dis-

ordered conditions which may probably have
been its exciting cause. Dyspepsia is to be re-

lieved, the liver is to be set right, the uterine

functions are to be restored to regularity,

loaded bowels relieved, plethora subdued;
spannemia and chlorosis strengthened into

health; exhaustion compensated for, and de-

bdity counteracted ; and the overworked must
seek renovation in travel and cheerfid recrea-

tion. In persons prone to these disorders many
precautions should be observed. The yoimg
and the plethoric must avoid extremes of

diet and exercise ; the food should be mode-
rate in (piantity and unstimulating in quality ;

and exercise should be nnfatisuing, and
chiefly taken in the open air. Hot and ili-

ventilated rooms, and the postponement of

sleep by late hours, should be especially

avoided. A careful mental discipline shoubl

be observed : and this must be sought in

a healthy exercise of the brain, and restrain-

ing, by a well-ordered intellectual culture, the

tendency to vain imaginings and emotional
' passions. The constitutionally nervous and
irritable in mind must sedulously avoid ex-

;

citing situations, as well as exhaustion by

I

overwork. The sluggish and hj-pochondriacal

must resist the temptations to inaction,

seeking to overcome these tendencies by
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exercise, healthy mental occupation, and

cheerful companionsliip ; by cold bathing,

more especially by means of the shower-

bath ; and, if the bowels be confined, by the

judicious use of aperients. As all the varieties

offimctionaldisorderoftheheartarepecuharly

iinder the influence of a morbid will, it be-

comes of the first importance that the medical

attendant should generally encourage and

cheer; and as soon as carehil mvestigation

has satisfied the requirements of a just

prognosis, further investigations by the

stethoscope should be avoided. Repeated

investigations tend to prolong the disordered

action, and perhaps so to impress the imagin-

ation as to forbid recovery.

Thomas Shapter.

HEART, Haemorrhage into the
Walls of.

—

Synon. : Cardiac Apoplexy.

Definition.—Extravasation of blood into

the substance of the heart.

.(Etiology and Pathology.—Blood is ex-

travasated into the substance of the heart in

various pathological conditions, but as these

are described under their respective headings,

it will not be necessary in this place to do
more than refer to them.
Rupture of the heart is the most frequent

origin of harnorrhage into the walls of the

organ. The blood in these cases may be

derived from the cavity of the ventricle, and
forced between the muscular fibres at each
contraction. More rarely, a partial rupture

of the wall may occur, imconnected with the

cavities, and haemorrhage take place into the

seat of the lesion from one of the coronary
vessels or their branches, constituting what
has been called ' cardiac apoplexy.' In both
classes fatty degeneration is generally the
cause of the rupture.

The formation of false consecutive aneur-
ysm of the heart may be attended with
haemorrhage into the walls ; an abscess,

blood-cyst, hydatid-cyst, or gumma having
biu-st or made its way into one of the cavities.

The coronary arteries may be the source
of the haemorrhage : for instance, in rupture
of a coronary aneurysnl ; in cases of can-
cerous ulceration of their walls ; and in em-
bohsm or thrombosis of their lumen, leading
to infarction,

Ecchymosis of the heart is a form of
haemorrhage belonging to a different cate-
gory. It is generally met with in associa-
tion with parenchymatous degeneration of
the heart, for example in the acute specific

fevers ; with that form of fatty degeneration
which is produced by certain poisons, such
as phosphorus and arsenic ; and with other
pathological states in which ecchymoses
occur in the viscera generally, as in purpura
and scurvy, and especially in cardiac and
pulmonary disease.

In cases of non-fatal hsemorrhage into the
walls of the heart, the blood undergoes the
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changes usual in extravasations, and gives

rise to the collections of pigment-particles

which are sometimes found between and
upon the muscular fibres ; to blood-cysts ; or

to collections of puriform matter.

Haemorrhage into the myocardium, what-
ever its pathology may be, possesses no
special clmical relations.

J. Mitchell Bruce.

HEART, Hydatid Disease of.—

A

considerable mmiber of cases have been
recorded, in which hydatids, in the wider
sense of the term, have been foimd in the

human heart. According to the late Dr.

Cobbold, 3'5 per cent, of all cases of hydatids
in man occur in this situation.

Anatomical Characters.—Hydatid cysts

of the heart are either simple or multiijle,

the latter being the more common of the

two forms. They are situated in the myo-
cardium of either side of the heart ; but tend
naturally by enlargement to project either

into the pericardial sac, or into one of the
cardiac cavities, in the form of a prominent
cystic tumour. In this condition they have
generally been found post mortem ; but it is

probable that in other cases the parasite may
undergo degenerative changes in the heart,

as in other organs, without its existence

being suspected during life or discovered

after death. In still other instances the
hydatids rupture or are dislodged from their

seat in the cardiac wall—either inwards or

outwards or in both directions at once. In
the first event, the parasite or its contents

or fragments becomes impacted in the cardinc

cavities or orifices, or give rise to embolism
of the great vessels or of a distant branch.

Rupture of a cyst into the pericardial sac

causes pericarditis ; and rupture both inter-

nally and externally has given rise to haemato-

pericardium.
Hydatids of the heart are frequently asso-

ciated with the same disease in other viscera.

The appearance and structure of the para-

site do not require to be described here.

See Entozoa.
Symptoms.—In several cases of this disease,

the subjects have died suddenly during ex-

ertion ; or, as in a case recorded by Dr.
Wilks, after a hearty meal. These persons
were not known to have suffered previously

from symptoms referable to the heart. In
other instances the ordinary phenomena of

chronic cardiac disease were present, in-

cluding endocardial murmurs ; but it is not '

certain that these were always due to the

presence of the hydatids in the heart. A
sudden fatal termination will be the result

of internal rupture and embolism, or of

haemato-pericardium, as described above.

Diagnosis.—Hydatid disease of the heart

does not appear to have ever been suspected
during life. Cardiac symptoms and signs,

or sudden death, occurring in an individual
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known to be siifferint; from hydatids of

other viscera, would suj^gest that the heart

was possibly also affected.

Trkatmfxt.—The disease cannot be said

to have any special interest therapeutically.

J. Mitchell Bruce.

HEART, Hypertrophy of.—Synon. :

Fr. Hypertrophic du C<xur ; Ger. Hypertro-
pliir dcs Hcrzens,

Definitiok.—An excessive growth of one
or more of the tissues of whicli the heart is

composed, the result of which is an abnormal
increase in the weight and bulk of the organ.

The walls of the heart are composed of

muscular tissue, connective tissue, and fat

;

and an increase may occiu: in any one of

these elements. Here we have to deal with
hypertrophy of the musciilar tissue. Increase

of the fat and of the connective tissue will

be found described under Heart, Fatty
Growth on ; and Heart, Connective-Tissue
Hypertrophy of, resjiectively.

Anatomical Characters.—The most im-
portant anatomical change in cardiac hyper-
trophy is an increase of the proper muscular
tissue of the heart. There is no growth of

new tissue different from the normal heart

-

muscle : there is an increase in the number
and it may be in the size of the muscular
fibres. There may be h^•pcrtrophy of only
one part of the cardiac walls, abnormal
thinning being found in other parts. The
ortjan maj- be greath' enlarged from general
dilatation, without any notable thickening of

the walls ; but the capacity of the chambers
should always be carefully noted in estimat-

ing the degree of hypertrophy, as there may
be a greatly augmented extent cf wall, al-

though its actual thickness seems normal.
Simple hypertrophy is very frequently the

first condition, preceding hypertrophy with
dilatation. See Heart, Dilatation of.

The increase of weight and bulk may be
due to (1) augmentation of the size of the

muscular fibrilbe, which may become more
than double that of the normal

; (2) the
formation of new muscular fibres

; (3) in-

creased development of blood-vessels
; (4)

augmentation of connective tissue; and (.5)

fatty accumulation. In the course of time
the hypcrtropbied tissue may unduly press

upon the blood-vessels and contribute to in-

duce degeneration, whilst the continuance or

increase of the primary cause of obstruction

may lead to dilatation of the cavity (auricle

or ventricle), the work of which is obstructed.

General Considerations.—The weight of
the heart of the infant at birth becomes more
than doubled at the age of two years. Be-
tween seven and fourteen years of age it is

about eight times the weight at birth ; from
fourteen to twenty the increase is such that

the wei<;;ht is again nearly doubled. There,

is, speaking generally, projji-essive augmenta-
tion even to old age. Wilhelm Miiller, how-

68
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ever, has shown that tiie progressive increase
of weight with age is due rather to the
augmentation in the wci^dit of the great
vessels within the pericardium than to tiiat

of the heart-substance itself. There has been
a general consensus amongst observers tliat

the heart of the male is, as a rule, heavier
than the heart of the female. W. Miiller has
shown, however, that this is only because the
weight of the heart is proportionate to that
of tlio body. Up to the body-weight of 44
lbs. the heart is relatively heavy as compared
with the body, whilst from 44 to 17G lbs. its

proportional weight diminishes. Witness the
extremes as following : Proportion of weight
of heart to that of body, ages 1 to 10, mule
•OO.'jO ; ages 80 to 90, female -OOSS.

The average weight of the female being
less than that of the male, the heart of the
former is of course less. It will be readily

seen that, as the weight of the heart varies

with that of the individual, one cannot ex-

press with exactitude any figure as the normal
weight. We may roughly say that the heart
of the adult should we gh about 10} oz. One
that weighs 12 oz. is hypertropliied. The
weight of a hypertrophied heart may vary
between this and the enormous figure of

60 oz., which has been recorded ; not un-
commonlj- it reaches 27 to 30 oz. In taking
the thickness of the muscular Avails of the
ventricles as a standard, we may regard a
left ventricle of an adult as hypertrophied
when the breadth of the thickest portion sur-

passes six-tenths of an inch, and a right

ventricle as hypertrophied which measures
over a quarter of an inch. In hvpertropiiy
the thickness of the left ventricular wall and
of the septum has been found as great as 30
and even 40 millimetres (\\ inch and 1^ inch).

The columns carneie may be greatly en-

larged in h3-pertro])hy, but the hyjiertrophy
chiefly tells upon the walls of the ventricle.

The walls of the auricle niaj' be considered

as hypertrophied when the thickness exceeds
4 millimetres (about one-eighth of an inch).

Varieties of Hypertrophy.—Bertin in

1811 described three forms, which most suc-

ceeding writers have referred to, namely :

(1) simple lujperlropluj, in which the i)a-

rietes of the compartments are thickened, the
cavities retaining their natural dimensions

;

(2) hypertrophy with dilatation {eccentric

hypertrojihy), in which the cavities are in-

creased in capacity, while the parietes are
either of natural or of augmented thickness ;

(3) the so-called concentric hypertrophy, or

hypertrophy with diminished cavities, in

which new material was supposed to be
added, chiefly in the interior of the ventri-

cular wiUls. Cruveilhier and Budd pointed

out that the condition called concentric hy-

pertrophy is the result, not of hypertrophy,

but of a powerful contraction of the or^an
suddenly arrested, as it were, by death. Budd
foimd that tlv ii. ni,; ..f persons who had
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died a violent death presented this so-called

concentric hypertrophy ; but that such hearts

became relaxed, and showed the normal

size of cavities and thickness of walls after

maceration. Kokitansky and Bambei-ger

acknowledge the rarity of concentric hyper-

trophy, but think it does sometimes occur.

There can be little doubt that concentric

hypertrophy of the ventricles has no real

existence. The appearances which have

given origin to the term are due, in the

great majority of instances, to the occurrence

of rigor mortis in the muscle of the ventricle,

which has caused firm contraction and thus

dmiinution, to almost obliteration, of the

cavity. If a heart presenting such signs be

soaked for some hours in warm water a

gentle dilatation with the finger will restore

the ventricle to its normal dimensions. The
left ventricle may simulate concentric hyper-

trophy in some cases of mitral stenosis when
the disease has developed iii early childhood.

The ventricle has not received its normal
blood-contents, and development has pro-

ceeded disproportionately in the right cham-
bers and the left auricle. The cavity of the

left ventricle has thus been left relatively

small till the time of death. In like manner,
in congenital stenosis of tlie pulmonary
artery the right ventricle, hypertrophied in

intra-uterine life, may so continue, and its

cavity never become dilated to the normal
extent. The ventricles are much more fre-

quently hypertrophied than the auricles, and
the left ventricle more frequently than the
right ; but the right auricle more frequently
than the left am-icle—which last shows the
change very seldom.

I. Hypertrophy of the left ventricle.
Anatomical Characters.—The whole heart
appears to be elongated, and the apex-portion
of the left ventricle especially prolonged.
The walls of the left ventricle and the inter-

ventricular septum are thicker and firmer
than in the normal : the septum may bulge
into the right ventricle, diminishing its

capacity and even producing actual ob-
struction of its conus (Coatsj. In transverse
section the thickening and bulging of the
septum are very manifest, the right ven-
tricular cavity presenting the appearance of
& crescentic appendage to the left chamber.
jEtiology and Pathology.—Sir Eichard

Quain {Lumleian Lectures, 1872) has classi-
fied the exciting causes of hypertrophy under
three heads

—

nervous, mechanical, and nu-
tritive.

(1) Amongst nervous causes are prolonged
mental excitement or strain, and those emo-
tional conditions which produce frequent pal-
pitation. The immoderate use of strong
coffee, tea, or sphituous liquors might come
under this head. It is not in all cases that
a heart which beats for long periods at an
abnormal rate of rapidity becomes hyper-
trophied, inasmuch as the general nutritive

processes may be feeble or imperfect in some
persons, active or vigorous in others. In cases

of rapid heart (tachycardia) the writer found
evidences of enlargement in three only out

of seventy-five eases ; in some the heart

seemed even smaller than the normal. In
Graves's disease, when there has been ab-

normal rapidity of heart, persistent or par-

oxysmal, for several years, the cardiac area
has been sometimes found not larger than
under conditions of health, and in many cases

the post-mortem examination has demon-
strated no morbid change. The just con-

clusion, therefore, seems to be that for the
production of hypertrojjhy of the left ven-
tricle in cases of nervous excitation there

must be an additional factor to rapidity

—

either a thickening of the arteries, or a vaso-

motor irritation causing contraction of their

muscular walls, whereby the intra-arterial

tension is increased, or a quantity or quality

of blood affording better nutrition. If the

blood-pressure be at or below the normal,
the rapidly beating heart does not tend to

hypertrophy.

(2) Amongst mechanical or physical causes
are all those obstructive conditions to be
specially examined presently. Violent and
long-continued athletic or other exercises,

which notably accelerate the contractions of

the heart, or produce excessive blood-pres-

sure, may be mentioned here. It has been
pointed out that great muscular exertion

with the arms is specially prone to cause
hypertrophy, as in the case of hammer-men,
&c. Prolonged working in a bent or con-

strained position is also mentioned as a cause.

In some callings and conditions in which
muscular effort is severe, hypertroi^hy of the

left ventricle is prone to occur

—

e.g. Cornish
miners (Peacock), dwellers in hilly regions,

especially those accustomed to carry heavy
loads (Mlinzinger, Allbutt), stonemasons,
slaughterers (Leyden). In many cases it is

probable that the two factors just mentioned
—nervous excitation and muscular over-

strain—combine to produce the hypertrophy.
So may be best explained the signs and
symptoms in the cases of ' irritable heart ' of

soldiers durmg the American Civil war (Da
Costa), those in our own Foot Guards who
carried heavy accoutrements (Myers), and
those in the Franco-German war (Fraentzel)

(see Exercise). The excitement of a soldier's

life co-operates as a cause with the muscular
effort, which may be excessive and either pro-

longed or violent and fitful. It is a signiij-

cant observation of Hirsch that there has
been a notable increase in the proportion

of heart-diseases in a community at times
of great political and social excitement. This
was observed in France during the great Ee-
volution and after the political agitation of

1830, in Eome after 1848, in Sicily m 1860,

and in the Argentine States after the political

confusion and civil war.
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(3) Diseases of tlie valvular ajjparatus—
aortic and mitral—induce liypertrophy of

the lei't ventricle by causing an obstruction

to the outflow of blood or an abnoruiiil blojd-

pressure within the cavity from regurgitation,

((/) Stenosis of the aortic orifice is a com-
mon cause of hypertrophy of the left ven-

tricle. The opening is not only narrowed,
but is also rendered more rigid, and thus
increased force is necessary to propel the

blood. Along with the valvular lesion there

uuiy also be, especially in advanced lite,

a loss of elasticity and a roughening of the
inner coat of the aorta from degenerative

changes— conditions which increase the
mechanical strain upon the left ventricle.

{b)Aortic regurgitation often induces so great
enlargement of the left ventricle, from hyper-
trophy and dilatation, that the heart in such
cases merits the name cor boninum. The
back-flow of blood increases the intra-veu-

tricular pressure, tends to dilate the cavity,

and calls forth augmented efforts of ven-
tricular contraction. In some cases of injury

and rupture of the aortic valves it has been
possible approximately to estimate the rate

of hypertrophy. In two cases, related by Dr.
Stone, of injury to these valves by blows
upon the chest, assuming that the heart was
healthy previous to the injury, there must
have heen an increase of nearly an ounce a
week during the four or five weeks that
elapsed before death, (c) Mitral regurgitation.

Insufticiency of the valve at the left auriculo-

ventricular orifice of necessity causes the
left ventricle to be subject to abnormal pres-

sure, with the result that it becomes hyper-
trophied as well as dilated.

(4) Aneurysm of the aorta.—There has
been much diff'erence of opinion on the ques-
tion whether aneurysm of the thoracic aorta
is a cause of hypertrophy of the left ventricle.

The divergence is capable of explanation.
^Vhen the situation of the aneur3-sm is at the

commencement of the aorta, whore it in-

volves the semilunar valves, hvportrophy is

the rule. When the aneurysm is so situated

as not to involve the valves, h\-pertrophy is

a rare exception. This is proved to demon-
stration by the following figures, deduced
from the records of the London Hospital,
the cases being collected by Dr. F. J. Smith,
medical registrar. Of forty-one cases of
aneurysm of the thoracic aorta in which the
valves were not implicated, enlargement of
the left ventricle was evidenced in only nme
instances, and in three of these the hyper-
trophy was recorded as only slight. In forty-

one cases in which the valves were involved,
hypertrophy and dilatation were manifested
in thirty-five.

(5) Benal disease.—Hvpertrophy of the left

ventricle may occur in all forms of Bright's
disease, the lardaceous form excepted. Of
these chronic Bright's disease (contracted
kidney) is a very important cause, the hyper-

trophy being often of the purest type, with-
out dilatation. This change is the result of
the great increase of blood-tension produced
by tlie resistance otfered to the blood in the
small arteries througli the whole body, as
well as in the kidneys.

(G) Pregnancy.—a has been sho\vn by
many observers that the left ventricle tends
to become hyj>f.rtrophicd and the arterial

tension augmented during pregnancy. The
hypertrophy may continiie for a considerable
portion of the period of suckling, and then the
heart, like the uterus, undergoes a process of

involution. According to Duroziez, the ven-
tricle tends, after many pregnancies, to re-

main hypertrophied.

(7) Excess offood.—With regard to the ali-

incntary causes of hypertrophy of the heart,

the state of the local nutrition and the
nutritive quality of the blood have both to

be taken into account. Rich nitrogenous
food, and tlie use of ferruginous medicines,
will favour hj^ertrophic changes. With the
increase of the muscular structure there is

proportional enlargement of the coronary
arteries, so that the h\-pertrophied organ has
an increased blood-supplj-.

Physical Signs of Hypertrophy of the
Left Ventricle.—In simple liypertrophy
{e.g. when occurring in athletic persons, or

in relation with chronic renal disease in the

earlier periods) the wall of the chest on in-

spection may be observed in the neighbour-
hood of the apex to be raised with each
ventricular systole. Pulsation, also, of the

carotid arteries in the neck maj' be observed,

such pidsation being rather prolonged, and
not sudden (as in aortic regurgitation), unless

there be concm-rent fever. On p«7;;a^)'o/i

the fingers are lifted by the apex, the impulse
of which is prolonged and heaving. The
duration of the heavmg impulse is in propor-

tion to the degree of hypertrophy. The im-
pulse is often strong enough to visibly move
the bedclothes, and even to raise the head
of the auscultator by the impact against

the stethoscope. Of course a larger portion

than usual of the heart's surface impinges
against the chest-wall. The outline of the

apex-portion of the heart, as obtained by
percussion, is acutely triangular, its acute

angle pointing downwards and to the left.

This becomes broader and more rounded as

dilatation preponderates over hypertrophy.

In simple hypertrophy the heaving apex

may be in the sixth or seventh, rarely in

the eighth, left intercostal space ; but in

dilatation with hypertrophy the area down-
wards and towards the left axilla is greatly

increased. On auscultation the fust soimd

at the apex is found to be dull and prolonged.

It is the sound of muscular contraction that

the ear in the greatest degree appreciates,

the element of valve-tension being rauHled

by the thick wall of the ventricle. Over the

second right costal cartilage the second sound
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is loud, and may have a, ringing character ; it

may sometimes be the only one of the two

normal somids audible. In this situation it

is much louder than over the second left

interspace (the commencement of the pul-

monary artery) unless the ventricular hyper-

trophy is accompanied by mitral insufficiency.

If with evidence of powerful left ventricle

and firm arteries the aortic second sound is

not loud, but dull and iU-pronounced, there

is strong probability that the aortic cusps are

swollen or thickened from disease. In later

stages of hypertrophy, when the muscular

tone of the left ventricle is impaired, the

sounds of the heart may have a triple rhythm,

resembling the cantering of a horse—the bruit

de gaJop, carefully studied by Potain. This is

especially observed in the hypertrophy asso-

ciated with renal disease, and in the hyper-

trophy with dilatation accompanying gastro-

hepatic derangement.
The radial pulse is felt to be prolonged

;

the artery is firm and resisting, and its coats

may be thickened. In the hypertrophy re-

sulting from muscular overstrain the pulse

is large and full, the first wave is prolonged,

and there is no dicrotism. In chronic renal

disease, as the arterial coats become thick-

ened the amplitude of the pulse is mani-
fested in less degree, the vessel being felt

hard, resisting, and full between the beats.

In some cases the fullest force exerted by
the finger may fail to entirely obliterate the

pulse, and on the distal side of the point

compressed the wall of the artery may be
felt cylindrical and firm. In the hyper-
trophy associated with aortic stenosis the
pulse is somewhat narrow and gradual both
in its rise and fall. In that manifested
with aortic incompetency it is sudden and
powerful in its impact against the finger, but
rapidly receding, so that the artery seems
empty between the beats—it is the collapsing

or water-hammer pulse.

Symptoms of Cardiac Hypertrophy.—It

must not be forgotten that simple hyper-
trophy may exist without producing symp-
toms attracting the attention of the patient,
and that there is a natural tendency to some
degree of cardiac hjisertrophy with the
advance of age. Dijspncea.—In moderate
hypertrophy without complication, there is

usually easy and natural breathing when the
patient's body and mmd are at rest. But
mental excitement or bodily effort at once
induces more or less of temporary dyspnoea.
In some cases the due expansion of the lungs
may be mechanically impeded by the in-
creased volume of the heart. In eccentric
hypertrophy with dilatation, more especially
wlien the right cavities are thus affected,
pulmonary congestion and cedema are usually
present, and then marked dyspnoea is a pro-
minent and distressing symptom. Cough.—
In simple hypertrophy there may be an "occa-
sional dry, irritating cough, and in young

plethoric women a wheezing cough may be
complained of. In right-side enlargements,
when pulmonary obstruction and dropsical

effusions supervene, cough is, in most cases,

a very frequent and painftil addition to the
other sources of discomfort to the patient.

Hemoptysis ayid other hcemorrhagcs.—
Haemoptysis from capillary engorgement is

common, being generally active and sudden.
Kiemeyer points out that, in left-heart hyper-

trophy, there is often active distension, and
sometimes rupture, of the branches of the

bronchial arteries. In left hypertrophy, too,

the cerebral arteries are specially liable to

give way. In right-side enlargement with
pulmonary obstruction, the blockage maj' in-

fluence the vessels of the liver and the portal

system generally, so as to produce hiema-
temesis or meliena. Epistaxis may also be
due to cardiac enlargement. Palpitation is

a common symptom in all organic diseases

of the heart, and is often very marked in

cardiac enlargements. The least excitement,
bodily or mental, may induce a gi-eater or less

degree of this s^-mptom. Especially in eccen-

tric hypertrophy with dilatation, most dis-

tressing paroxysms of palpitation are apt to

occur from time to time. Besides bodilj' and
mental excitement, other conditions, such
as indigestion, flatulence, or an overloaded
stomach, readily call forth this symptom.
When there is mucli dilatation, the palpita-

tion may be irregular and intermittent, and
is then more particularly a very alarming
sj'mptom.
The renal and urinary derangements are

very important. In the hypertrophy of the
left ventricle, associated with chronic Bright's

disease, there will be found the copious
excretion of a pale urine of low specific

gravity. Albumen may be found in small
quantity, and maj' sometimes be absent. In
the hypertrophy associated with gastro-

hepatic disturbance, the urine will be scanty,

of high sjiecific gravity, often thick with
urates, containing much urea, and dark with
the coloiu'ing-inatter of the urine, of the bile,

or of both.

Certain cerebral symptoms ought to be
mentioned in connexion with the other more
direct signs of cardiac hj'pertrophy. A feel-

ing of fulness, or perhaps of throbbing, may
be felt in the head after gi-eat muscular
exertion or mental excitement. In pro-

nounced cases there may be headache, ring-

ing in the ears, vertigo, muscae volitantes,

and disturbing dreams. The bright and
shining, or perhaps bloodshot, condition of

the ejes is an indication of the hyperajmia of

the cerebral vessels.

II. Hypertrophy of the right ven-
tricle.—The normal weight of the right

ventricle is probably less than half that of

the left (average in men : left ventricle 173
grammes, right 72 ; in women : left ven-

tricle luO. right ventricle 62. Du Castel).
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Tlie capacity of the right ventricle is gene-

rally },'reater than that of the left— accorilinjj

to recent researches in the proportions of

about seven to six. The walls are from a

quarter to one-third the thickness of those

of the left.

In the o^reat majority of cases the right

ventricle becomes hypertrophied only in

association with a morbid chanf^e in the left,

and when such hypertrophy occurs it is

nearly always accompanied by dilatation.

There are exceptions to this rule, as will be
presently seen.

The rif^ht ventricular wall may be thick-

ened to tlie extent of one inch, instead of the

normal two and a-half lines; its greatest

thickness is at its base. The columnse ear-

ner of the right ventricle are even more
liable to hypertrophy than the wall. In
dilatation with hypertrophy the columnae
earner become stretched and attenuated.

The substance of the hypertrophied left ven-

tricle can generally be torn with ease, whilst

that of the hypertrojihied right ventricle is

usually tough and leathery.

^Etiology and Pathology.—The ri^jht ven-
tricle may be observed in a state of simjde
hypertrophy in

—

(1) Congenital anomalies of the heart.—
Chief of these is stenosis of the pulmonary
artery, which in the majority of ca.'^es

results fi-om fa-tal endocarditis. The ob-

struction may be below the valves, the conns
of the right ventricle being narrowed. In
each case the right ventricle becomes liyper-

trophied in consequence of the obstruction in

front, and there is no dilatation of the cavity.

(2) In emphysema, fibrosis, and consoli-

dated or compressed conditions of the lungs,

the impediment to the pulmonary circu-

lation induces h\-pertrophy with dilatation

of the right ventricle.

(3) In the subjects of curvature of the

spine the capacity of the thorax is nearly
always diminished ; the lungs are emphy-
sematou-i, and often suffer other pathological

changes. The two branches of the pulmonary
artery may be unequal, owing to the differ-

ences of development of the two lungs. The
light ventricle is dilated as well as hj'per-

trophied.

(4) Endocarditis affecting the tricuspid

valve.—It is rarely that endocarditis attacks

the valvular apparatus of the right side of

the heart without that of the left side par-

ticipating in still greater degree, except in

intra-uterine life. Byrom Bramwell has
shown the great probability that when endo-
carditis afl'ects the valves of the left side it

frequently involves also the right, though
the inflammatory changes in the latter may
be evanescent. Such cause may co-operate
to imi)air the muscle of the right heart and
hasten dilatation. In some cases (and these
not very infrefjuently) the result of endo-
carditis is stenosis of the tricuspid oritice, in

which case the right ventricle tends to hyper-
trophy rather than to dilatation, whilst the
right auricle becomes greatly dilated.

(5) The most common cause of hypertrophy
with dilatation of the right ventricle is val-

vular disease of the left side of the heart,

^Vhether there be mitral stenosis or regur-

gitation, the consequences are hypertrophy
of the right ventricle to antagonise the oppo-
sing forces, and dilatation on account of the
persistent overstrain.

SiGXS AND Symptoms of Hypertrophy of
THE Right Vkntricle.— In enlargements
of this ventricle, inspection may reveal a
rounded smoothness of the epigastrium, with
perhaps some bulging of the ensiform and
lower left costal cartilages. The apex-beat
may be seen to be very diffused, extending
towards the tip of the ensiform cartilage.

Facial lividity is frequently seen ; and jugular
pulsation may be observed when there is

tricuspid regurgitation. Palpation over the
lower part of the sternum detects an impulse,

which feels as if immediately under the hand,
and usually wants the heaving character of

the impulse of a hypertrophied left ventricle.

Epigastric pu'sation is often very pronounced.
The liver-pulsation in such cases may result

either from venous regurgitation or from
right systolic action exerted through the
diaphragm. On ^erc«s«io«, the inferior line

of dulness is found to extend lower down
and farther towards the right than normal,
sometimes reaching an inch or more beyond
the right sternal edge. On auscultation, the
second sound over the pulmonary valves ia

found to be louder than over the aortic. The
accentuation of the pulmonic second sound,
however, is not so marked as in cases of well-

compensated stenosis or insufficiency at the

mitral oritice. The aortic second sound is

weak, and though palpation may detect a

forcible impulse at the apex of the heart, the

radial pidse may be felt small and contracted.

In some cases a triple sound—the bruit de
galop—may be heard over the riglit ventricle.

The radial pulse in iiypertrophy of the

right ventricle is usually small and resis-

tant. There is a difficulty in the passage

of blood through the pulmonary circuit, and
the supply to the left chambers is reduced in

amount ; moreover, the blood is imperfectly

oxygenated and, containing an undue propor-

tion of carbon dioxide, it stimulates the vaso-

motor influences and augments the intra-

arterial tension.

III. Hypertrophy of both ventri-
cles.— Complications and Skquel^.— Sim-
ple hypertrophy of the heart may go on quietly

for a long time, just balancing the obstruc-

tive influence, and giving rise to no other

form of disease. But when dilatation co-

exists with hypertrophy, palpitation, dyspncea,

venous congestion, and serous effusions are

the ordinary results. Diseased conditions of

the arteries may occur simultaneously, or
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may be induced by the long-continued addi-

tional strain pnt upon them by a hypertro-

phied heart. Cerebral hiemorrhage often

occurs in connexion with a hypertrophied

left ventricle, as in Bright's disease; although

there are always perhaps other factors, be-

sides the mere excessive propulsive power
of the heart, in the production of apoplexy.

Pulmonary and general congestion and
(edema are the usual attendants of mitral

lesions with right-side enlargements. Pul-

monary h*morrhagic infarction (the so-called

' pulmonary apoplexy
')
generally results from

engorgement of the branches of the jjulmo-

nary vessels, and takes place in connexion
with right-heart enlargement. Sanguineous
exudation in the tract of the bronchial mucous
membrane may occur in left-heart hyper-

trophy. Persons suffering from cardiac

hypertrophy are apt to be gravely affected

by acute febrde diseases, because the re-

sultant acceleration of the heart's action

increases the embarrassment of the organ.

Of course, hypertrophied cardiac walls are

subject to the fatty degenerative changes
described elsewhere.

IV. Hypertrophy of the auricles.^
Hypertrophy of the right aiu-icle is scarcely

ever met with except in association with dila-

tation of the cavity. Simple hypertrophy is

only possible in the case of tricuspid stenosis

occurring in infant hfe. Hypertrophy and
dilatation are marked in cases of mitral
disease, both regurgitant and obstructive.

The hypertrophy is in greater degree in the
obstructive lesion. In both, but especially
the latter, the auricle may be sufficiently

powerful to cause a back-flow into the venous
channels by its systole, and thus a venous
pulsation, presystolic in time, in the veins of
the neck. Hypertrophy of the left auricle
occurs in greatest degree in mitral stenosis.
One of the writers has found in such case, in a
boy of nine, a left auricle varying in thickness
from one-eighth to one-quarter of an inch

—

i.e. the thickness in some parts being nearly
that of the right ventricle of an adult. In
some cases—in children—the hypertrophied
auricle may be observed to cause a distinct
presystolic pulsation in the third left inter-
costal space at the outer portion of the
cardiac dulness. As the case progresses,
ddatation occurs, and the muscular wall be-
comes thin. An increase of dulness to the
left over the situation of the left auricle is

often manifested on percussion in cases of
mitral stenosis.

y. Hypertrophy of the whole heart.
This is manifested in the highest degree in
cases of combined aortic and mitral disease

;

either when a rheumatic lesion has induced
mitral and aortic regurgitation coincidentally,
or when the initial lesion has been aortic
regurgitation, and mitral inadequacy has
residted from the abnormal intra-ventricuiar
pressure. In mitral disease, however, when

the aortic valves are intact, the hypertrophy
and dilatation of both ventricles may be very

considerable. Differences of opinion have
been expressed as to the influence of peri-

cardial adhesionshiAeterrmnm.^ hypertrophy
of the heart. It can scarcely be doubted that

jaericarditis is a potent factor of hypertrophy
during the period of chddhood. A heart

jjresenting signs of almost imiversal peri-

cardial adhesion will be often found to evi-

dence a far greater degree of hypertrophy
than could be ascribed to any coexisting

valvular imperfection. When the period of

heart-growth has ceased, in fully adult life,

the consequences may be different, and no
hypertrophy, but, on the contrary, wasting,

may ensue.

Pathology.—True muscular hypertrophy
of the heart is compensatory, or conserva-

tive. The heart obeys the law that muscle
tends to increase in force and in develoj^-

ment when an obstacle is imposed to its

normal woi'king (see Hypertrophy ; and
Heart, Valves and Orifices of, Diseases of).

We have just seen what the obstacles are in

hypertrophy of the diflerent parts of the

heart. Some obstacles are direct, such as

stenoses; and hence by this change the heart

is enabled to overcome deficient valvular

action or obstruction to the blood-current,

the increased peripheral resistance of Bright's

disease and of emphysema. Other lesions

are indirect or relative obstacles, particu-

larly valvular incompetence, which permits
over-filling of the cavities, and demands
a corresponding increase of vigour in the
systolic discharge, which leads to hyper-
trophy.

Diagnosis.—An extended area of dulness,

displacement of the apex-beat downwards
and to the left, and a slow, heaving systolic

action, with augmented force of impulse,
are the chief diagnostic physical signs of

cardiac hypertroi)]iy. In young and thin

people the last of these signs may seem to

be present, but the accompanying conditions

readily exclude hypertrophy, especially the

non-extension of the cardiac dulness. An
emphy.semaious left lung may mask hyper-

trophy when present ; and lung-consolidation
might, though only for a moment, suggest it

when absent. In pericardial effusion the
triangular shape of the area of dulness, with
the apex of the triangle upwards, is a dis-

tinctive feature ; there would, moreover, ba
the history of an acute disease, with lancina-

ting pain, dyspnoea or suffocative sensations,

and other symptoms not found in mere en-

largement of the heart. Pleuritic effusion

or aneurysm would be still more readily

discriminated. The differential diagnosis

between left-heart and right-heart enlarge-

ments has been sufficiently discussed in

speaking of the symptoms and signs. Dila-
tation, as distinguished from hypertrophy, is

characterised by the feebleness and diffuse-
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ncss of tlio apox-bc:it, which iiiiiy even bo
quite imperceptible ; by the great irregularity

and interniitteiicy of the heart's action ; and
by the general signs and symptoms of a
feeble circulation.

Prognosis.—Simple, uncomplicated hyper-
trophy, as in the young and in athletes, is

not incompatible with long life, if the cause
be removed in time. According to the extent
and deg]-ee of complication, whether in the

form of valvular lesions or coexistent pul-

monary disease, the prognosis will be un-
favourable. When the cardiac change is

itself producing secondary lesions, as de-

generation of the arterial coats, when dila-

tation is advancing, and when there is

Bright's disease, the prognosis becomes very
unl'avourable.

Treatment.—Hypertrophy being in itself

a conservative change, protective from worse
results, the primary object is to remove, if

possible, the canse of the hypertrophj-. To
aim merclj' at reducing the hypertrophy,
irrespectively of its cause, as by lowering the

nutrition, would gravely favour the worse
evil of dilatation. General therapeutic prin-

ciples, and the morbid conditions accom-
panying the hj'pertrophy, must therefore

be carefully attended to. All mental and
bodily exertion which excites the circulation

must be scrupulously avoided. Alcoholic

stimulants should be taken sparingly, and
no more wine allowed than such as maj^
seem to benefit digestion. The diet should
be carefully selected, nitrogenous food being
generally necessary. The digestive organs
must be sedulously looked after, not only
because good nutrition is very important,
but also because flatulence and dyspepsia
directl^' embarrass the heart's action. Mild
saline and aloetic aperients with alteratives

should be given. Diuretics will be neces-

sary if there is a tendency to dropsy, and
in all cases great attention must be paid to

the removal of congestion when it affects

important organs, and the restoration of

their functions when affected, more espe-

cially of the liver and the kidneys. Mlien
there is great excess of cardiac action, direct

cardiac sedatives, as aconite, diluted hydro-
cyanic acid, conium, and perhaps the local

application of ice, may be called for. When
there is dilatation or feebleness of texture

with the hypertrophy, iron and digitahs are
the chief remedial drugs.

J. R. Wardell. a. E. Sansom.

ITEART, Inflammation of.—Inflam-
mation of the heart may atTcct either the

lining membrane, or the substance or walls

of the organ ; and the subject will be best

discussed under the separate heads of ei\do-

carditis and myocarditis. Inflammation of

the investing membrane of the heart is de-

scribed in the article Pericardium, Dis-

eases of.
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I. Endocarditis. - Svnon. : Fr. Eudo-
carditc; Ger. Endocarditis.

Definition.—Intlanimation of the lining
membrane of the heart.

Three forms of endocarditis are commonly
described : (1) Simple endocarditis

; (2) Ul-
cerative endocarditis ; and (3) Chronic endo-
carditis. Only the two first forms will be
discussed here ; chronic endocarditis is re-

ferred to under the head of Heart, Valves
and Oriliccs of, Disoasei of.

1. Simple Endocarditis.

—

^Etiology.
Endocarditis generally occurs in association

with acute rlieumatism ; less frequently

with other acute specific febrile diseases,

such as scarlet fever, measles, tonsillitis,

erythema, p.yitmia, and septicemia—includ-

ing puerperal fever ; much more rarely with
typhoid fever and variola. It may be ob-

served in the course of pregnancy, and after

parturition ; in acute and chronic Bright's

disease ; and in syphilis. ' Injuries of the
heart, such as rupture of the valves, may
also lead to endocarditis ; and local endo-
carditis is frequently the result of the un-
natural contact of one part of it with another
during the cardiac revolution, as, for ex-

ample, by gi-owths from the walls or valves,

or by unnatural blood-currf nts. It is also

common in chorea. Possibly it may be
idiopathic.

Age is an important predisposing factor in

the ffitiology of acute endocarditis, the occur-

rence of which as a complication of acute
rheumatism is certainly most frequent in

young subjects, and declines as age advances.
W'omen also are more subject to rheiunatic
endocarditis than men.
The localisation of the endocardial inflam-

mation appears to be determined chiefly by
pressure and tension, rather than by any
peculiarity of the membrane itself, or of the
blood in contact with it. Thus the left ven-

tricle is almost the sole seat of the disease

(at all events of readily recognisable degree)

in the adult, and the right ventricle in the

fcetus ; whilst endocarditis is rarely seen be-

yond the boundaries of the valves, that is,

the parts most subjected to strain. In the

same way, chronic endocarditis is usually

due to increased pressure within the heart,

as in chronic Bright's disease, and in con-

ditions that entail prolonged severe strain

upon the valves during exertion. A similar

cause is at work in pregnancy.
Anatomical Characters.—Inflammation

of the endocardium affects chiefly the valves

and the chordie tendinea?, and especially the
lines of contact or the surfaces of the valves

exposed to the force of the blood-current.

The endocardium of these parts at first

appears slightly swollen, velvety, soft, and
of various shades of red ; whilst the Hues or

points of contact of the valves present warty
enlargements of a similar character, which
are known as ' vegetations.' As the process
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advances, the inflamed areas become more

opaque and firm ; and- a fibrinous deposit is

entangled with their surface. When the

endocarditis has gone thus far, resohition is

probably rare ; and the most common result

is what is known as ' chronic valvular disease,'

that is, that the affected parts are left opaque,

puckered, and thickened by growth of con-

nective tissue, whilst the vegetations develop

into firm fibroid or even cartilaginous like

bodies. As a consequence of these changes,

the valves may become much altered in size

and shape, and the ostia contracted and ir-

regular, so that the mutual adaptation of the

parts 18 greatly disturbed. Other results of

inflammation are not uncommon in the pro-

gi-esB of endocarditis, such as adhesions be-

tween the neighboiiriug structm-es, and ossi-

fication or calcification of the altered tissues.

Laceration of the valves and rupture of the

chord® tendiuese during the stage of dimin-

ished resistance, ulceration, suppuration, and

the formation of aneurysm are rarer events.

The microscopical appearances of mflam-
mation of the endocardium correspond with

the naked-eye characters. In the early

stages, the proper tissue of the endocardium

is swollen by hypenemia, oedema, and the

appearance between its fibres of a number
of leucocytes ; the latter rapidly multiply to

form the bulk of the vegetations ; and the

surface presents various thicknesses of de-

posited fibrm, which in its turn may become
organised. The further development of con-

nective tissue gives rise to the opacity, thick-

ening, and puckering of the valves, and to

the formation of permanent vegetations.

The efi'ects of these changes upon the func-

tions of the valves and their appendages are

described in the article Heart, Valves and
Orifices of, Diseases of. Particles of fibrin,

and even of the vegetations, are occasionally

detached from the endocardium, and give rise

to embolism.
Symptoms.—The symptoms of endocarditis

are mseparable from the symptoms of the
disease with which it is associated, and the
diagnosis of it is made almost entirely from
the presence of physical signs. Thus fever

probably precedes the advent of endocarditis

in every case ; and it cannot be said that the
simple uncomplicated disease in any respect
affects either the pyrexia or any other ele-

ment of the same. Local symptoms are
almost equally rare, unless the endocarditis
leads to serious lesion of the cardiac valves.
As long as these remain sound, and the
disease is acute and does not involve deeper
structures, pain in the heart, pnecordial dis-

tress, syncope, shortness of breath, and other
symptoms of heart-disease cannot be said to
occm- at all frequently in endocarditis. The
cardiac contractions are necessarily increased
in frequency; and palpitation and dyspnoea
may occur on movement. It is otherwise
when the inflammation has lasted so long

as to render the valves incompetent, or to

obstruct the orifices; or when the myocardium
is attacked, and dilatation ensues. The
symptoms just enumerated then make their

appearance. In children, rheumatic endo-
carditis is peculiarly latent, and also danger-

ously progressive or recurrent. See Rheu-
matism, Acute.

Physical Signs.—The physical signs of

acute endocarditis are—increased extent and
frequencj', with variable strength, of the

visible and palpable impulse ; moderate in-

crease in the area of precordial dulness ; and
various alterations in the cardiac sounds. At
the beginning of endocarditis, the first sound
at the left apex is frequently heard prolonged
and hoUow, or muffled ; and, as the process

advances, this alteration of character may
gradually pass into a murmur, which is at

first indistinct, but afterwards weU-formed.
If the aortic valves are affected, the second
sound may similarly lose its characters, be-

come dull, and finally be converted into, or

be complicated with, a murmur. The most
frequent murmur in acute endocarditis is

mitral systolic ; aortic murmurs are decidedly

less common ; and mitral praesystolic murmur
is very rare. Various murmurs, inorganic

or organic, may also appear and disappear
during the course of the disease.

Complications.—Endocarditis is itself al-

ways a complication of the diseases previously

mentioned. Myocarditis and pericarditis may
be correctly regarded as complications of

endocarditis, when the inflammation begins

in the lining membrane of the heart. Ac-
cording to some authorities, clots may form
in the heart in endocarditis, and give rise to

very urgent symptoms {see Heart, Throm-
bosis of). Embolism may arise from detach-

ment of fragments of coagula or vegetations.

Congestion or inflammation of the lungs
frequently occurs in association with endo-
carditis, and so may albuminuria.

Course, Terminations, and Sequels.—
The course of simple endocarditis is very
uncertain, and varies with the course of the

original disease with which it is associated,

as well as with the complications. If acute
rheumatism be quickly checked, mflamma-
tion of the endocardium will be also arrested;

but the two diseases may recur together. In
a considerable number of cases, however,
endocarditis passes on to clironic valvular

disease. The late Dr. Sibson found that

seventeen out of seventy cases of endocar-
ditis with mitral systolic murmur ended in

established valvular disease, and less than a
half of the cases with diastohc basic murmur.

Simple endocarditis very rarely proves
fatal, but, being by far the most common
cause of valvular disease of the heart, it

leads indirectly to much suffering, and in

such cases as a rule ifltimately to death.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of endocarditis

depends upon the discovery of the develop-
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mont of nn endocardial bruit of organic origin

during the course of one of the diseases

fth'eady named. From functional murmurs
the bruits of valvular inHanimation may be

diagnosed under difierent circumstances

—

iirst. bv their locality, which is most fre-

quently the mitraJ area ; secondly, b^' their

time, diastolic or pra-systolic murmurs being

always organic; and, thirdly, by their associa-

tion with pericardial friction. The special

characters of inorganic nnirmurs are described

elsewhere. Chronic \ alvular disease may be

diagnosed from acute endocarditis by tlie

presence of cardiac enlartremcnt and many
well-known signs ; of marked cardiac symp-
toms—especially pain and dyspnoea ; of cer-

tain lesions—mitral stenosis, for instance,

being very rarely an acute lesion ; and of

visceral complications. Much more difficult

of diagnosis is acute endocarditis occurring
in the course of chronic valvular disease.

Change of the character of the murmur, if

this have been previously known, may lead

to the suspicion of fresh inHauuuation but

cannot positively establisli the diagnosis of its

existence. Acute endocarditis is most fre-

quently overlooked when the primary dis-

ease is ' latent '—particularly rheiuaatism in

children.

Prognosis.—The immediate prognosis of

acute endocarditis is generally fiivourable,

and may be safely estimated by the absence
of local symptoms. The remote prognosis,

on the other hand, as regards both life and
health, is bad, inasmuch as endocarditis so

frecjuently ends in chronic valvular disease.

This result is very often difficult or impossible
to forecast. A feeble, soft, and smooth
murmur, or a feeble and grave nnu'nuir, is

much more likely to disappear than a loud,

extensive, well-defined bruit. The probability

of the disappearance of diastolic basic

murmurs is very small ; it may be best

estimated by the absence of the effects pro-

duced by aortic incompetence upon the heart

and vessels. Murmurs referable to endo-
carditis disappear more often in young sub-
jects than in adults.

Tkeatjikxt.—The treatment of acute endo-
carditis has to be discussed under three heads
- namely, first, preventive ; secondly, imme-
diate ; and, thirdly, subseciuent treatment.

(a) Preventive treatwent.—When a patient

is suffering from any disease which may be-

come complicated with endocarditis, and
especially if he be suffering from acute
rheumatism, every means must be adopted
10 prevent, as far as possible, the occiuTence
of inflammation of the heart. Thus, in acute
rheumatism it is all-important to check at once
the intensity of the disease by recourse to one
or other of the salicyl compounds or other
means ; for experience shows that endocar-
ditis, when it does occur in acute rheumatism,
generally makes its appearance within the
first week. Again, the duration of the pri-

mary disease must be ciu-tailcd if possible,

inasmuch as endocarditis, although it gene-
rally ajipears early, may possibly* occiu' at

any period of the disease. Thus the medi-
cinal preventive treatment of endocarditis in

these cases resolves itself into the medicinal
treatment of acute rheumatism. Another
jioint of equal importance in the prevention
of endocarditis is diminution of the cardiac

activity. \Ve have seen that the pressiu'e

within the heart is an important factor in

the causation of endocarditis; and this pres-

sure nuist be reduced by diminishing the
work to be done by the heart, witliout lower-
ing the cardiac power. Kest nmst therefore

be enforced in the recumbent posture—an
end which is usually afready secured by the
presence of acute rheumatism of the joints.

Excitement of every kind has to be strictly

interdicted. The personal comfort of the
patient must be zealously attended to, and
pain relieved, so that restlessness and irri-

tability may be avoided; and for this purpose
carefully selected anodynes may be necessary.

Stimuliuits must be cautiously ordered ; the

bowels regularly and fully moved ; and the

various secretions kept as active as possible.

(h) Treatment dttrinq an attack.—AVhen
endocarditis has actually made its appear-

ance, the various means just insisted upon
must be enforced as rigorously as before, so

as to diminish the intensity of the inflamma-
tion, and to limit the extent of surface in-

volved. Rest is still of the first importance,

mental as well as bodily. The medicinal

treatment of the original disease— e.'pecially

of acute rheumatism—must be persevered

in. Local applications to the prcecordia. such

as cataplasms, or leeching, in cases of sthenic

inflammation, are often of great service. The
administration of stimulants will require the

greatest cai-e ; excitement of the heart, on the

one hand, being avoided, and, on the otlier

hand, digitalis, ammonia, or alcohol being

employed if s>iuptoms of cardiac distress

supervene. Equal caution is demanded in

the use of anodynes which may be indicated

to relieve distress connected with the joints

;

and local ai)plications, such as cotton-wool,

poultices, aconite, and belladonna, should be

employed in preference to opium, chloral, and
other cardiac depressants.

(c) Treatment after an attack.—WTien the

primary disease, such as rheumatism, has

subsided, and the restoration of the various

functions indicates that convalescence has

commenced, the physician must not forget

the state of the endocardium which has

recently been inflamed, and which is still

in a condition of great physical weakness,

and the seat of new cell-growth. Instead of

urging the patient to sit up and walk about

under these circumstances, as must have

been frequently done under the 'rival me-
thods ' of treating acute rheumatism, wo
should recommend a verv gradual return to
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exercise, and the most jealoiis avoidance of

actual exertion. There- can be no question

that, at this stage, rest for several weeks is

of more importance than medicinal treat-

ment. At the same time various tonic and
other remedies should be employed.

2. Ulcerative Endocarditis.—Synon. :

Malignant Endocarditis; Diphtheritic En-
docarditis; Fr. Endocardite L'lcereuse; Ger.

Itifectiose, Maligne Endocarditis.

Definition.—An acute, siibacute, or chronic

infective disease, characterised by ulceration

of the endocardium or by vegetative growth
upon it.

^Etiology.—Ulcerative endocarditis occurs

most frequently between the ages of twenty
and foi-ty, but is not uncommon in children.

More women suffer than men, in conse-

quence of its frequent origin in puerperal

disease. Previous valvidar disease distinctly

predisposes to it.

An exciting cause sometimes cannot be
discovered. In most instances, however,
ulcerative endocarditis is but part of a gene-

ral septic or pyiemic process. The common
sources of infection are septic wounds, puer-

peral thrombosis, pyleplilebitis, otitis media
with thrombosis of the associated sinuses,

acute osteomj'elitis, gonorrhoea, injuries and
ulceration of the urethra and prostate—in

connexion, for instance, with stricture and
catheterism ; also acute pneumonia and pul-

monary gangi'ene, acute rheumatism, and
other acute specific diseases. The primary
lesion may be so slight as to escape observation.

Anatomical Charactees.—Malignant en-
docarditis, as the name is commonly em-
ployed, comprehends a variety of morbid
conditions in connexion with the heart.

Two of these are fairly distinctive, the ulce-

rative and the vegetative, and they may be
conveniently selected for description as being
the most diverse types between which there
lie a number of intermediate forms.

In the ulcerative form, the endocardium
presents small areas where the proper tissue

has disappeared, leaving behmd it shallow
ragged erosions. This change occurs most
frequently in connexion with the mitral
valves and opening, including the auricular
aspect of the curtains and the line of attach-
ment of the valves— particularly the two
commissures of the segments, aiid the an-
terior aspect of the anterior segment ; also the
aortic cusps

; parts of the septum and general
endocardial surface ; and the papillary mus-
cles and chordae tendinea;. The endocardium
of the right ventricle is relatively more fre-
quently involved in mahgnant than in simple
endocarditis.

The earliest stage of the morbid process
may sometimes be observed as small yel-
lowish opachies of the endocardium. But
as a rule the surface is found already eroded,
presenting a small, irregular, oval, circular
or linear ulcer; its ragged grey base covered

with a loose fi'iable thrombus ; its edges

fringed with vegetations, swollen, indurated,

and undermined. Such an ulcer increases

but slowly in area, but it readily advances
into the depth of the tissue. A variety of

secondary changes may then occur—acute

valvular aneurysm, complete perforation of

the vahes, abundant vegetative or fungating

growths, and suppuration, which ends in

acute cardiac aneurysm or in complete per-

foration of the parietes.

The vegetative form of malignant endo-

carditis is readily recognised post mortem by
a prominent and possibly extensive growth
of polypoidal vegetations, in connexion usu-

ally with the auriciilo-ventricnlar ofening,

the neighbouring surface of the left auricle,

and the auricular aspect of the mitral seg-

ments. Less frequently the aortic valves

are involved. In either situation the vege-

tations form a large mass of soft growth,
almost choking the mitral or aortic opening,

whilst portions of it must have floated and
waved in the blood-current, and by their

contact or impact during the cardiac move-
ments have injured the neighbom-ing or op-

posed surfaces of the endocardium, there set-

ting up fre.-h disease of the same kind. The
surfaces of these vegetations are sometimes
calcified.

In both forms of malignant endocarditis it

is obvious tliat during life portions of the

diseased endocardium and thrombi, as well

as their fluid products, whether on a small

or on a large scale, must have been readily

detached or washed off, and carried as emboli
into other parts of the circulation.

In addition to the lesions just described,

the heart may present a variety of morbid
changes. It is in at least Y5 per cent, of

cases (Sansom) the seat of chronic valvular

disease and associated enlargement ; some-
times of congenital malformation. The myo-
cardium may be swollen and in a state of

granular degeneration lUve other visceral

structures ; or it presents a number of small
embolic, hsemorrhagic, inflamed, or fattily

degenerated areas. Pericarditis is sometimes
associated.

Embolism is one of the essential anato-
mical characters of ulcerative endocarditis.

It occurs most often in tlie spleen, kidneys,

and heart, but may be almost universal. In
the vegetative form of the disease the emboli
may be so large as to be arrested even in

the abdominal aorta; the tibial, brachial, and
other vessels of the limbs are often occluded,
as well as the splenic, renal, mesenteric,
cerebral, and a variety of arteries in other

parts of the body. In the purely ulcerative

type of the disease the emboli are much
smaller, and their effects are only recognised
2)ost mortem by infarcts in various conditions

of change. Sometimes these secondary foci

proceed to abscess—suppurative meningitis
is fairly common. The skin and mucous
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membranes, the serous membranes, tlie

vessel walls, and the retina are also favourite

seats of minute embolism and haemorrhage.
The lunfjs are specially atfected in some
cases : piilmonary embolism and infarction

accomjiany ulcerative endocarditis of the

right chambers ; in other instances acute
pneumonia appears to be tlie primary lesion,

in which the endocarditis of the left chambers
of the heart has originated. The local effects

of infective embolism occur very extensively

in ulcerative endocarditis, namely, hirmor-
rhage. softening, and acute aneury&m ending
in fatal rupture. See Embolism.

In a considerable proportion of cases of
ulcerative endocarditis micro-organisms are

found both in the valvular lesion and in tlie

emboli and infarcts. No less than ten dif-

ferent kinds of organisms have been de-

scribed in this connexion, the chief of these

being Staphylococcus pyogenes, aureus and
albus; Streptococcus pyogenes ; Diplococcus
pneumoniit ; and Bacillus tuberculosis.

Micrococci have also beau found in the

circulating.blood. See Micuo-ougamsms.
Symptoms.—In its clin'c.vi characters ma-

lignant endocarditis is either (a) an acute,

severe, and fatal malady with markedly
typhoidal features; or [b) a disease of sub-

acute, 2'osstbli/ chronic, course, pv'semic in

character, occasionally ending in recovery.

These two forms call for .separate description.

(<i\ Acute Typhoidal Malignant
Endocarditis.—In this variety of tlie

disease, the patient is seized with a rigor

when apparently' in good health, or during
convalescence from an acute illness—particu-

larly rheumatism ; in other instances the
invasion is more gradual PjTexia and the

other plienomena of severe fever are quickly
developed, and the patient complains of
malaise, debility, and cardiac distress ; but
for the first ts\ o days the medical attendant
probably fails to make a complete diagnosis.

By the end of this time, the patient's con-

dition Laving become steadily worse, the

cardiac sounds are found to be impure ; tliey

shortly become murmurish ; and probably on
the next day an endocardial murmur is de-

veloped, systolic or diastolic, still changeful
in its characters. The general symptoms
now begin to assume a typhoid type. The
patient lies helplessly on his back ; the tem-
perature rises to 104'; the tongue, at first

furred, becomes dry and brown ; sordes form

;

the respiration becomes hurried, possibly

with thoracic pains and hicmorrhagic sputa

;

and somnolence sets m. broken by low
muttering delirium, jactitations and sub-

sultus. The spleen is enlarged and tender,

suggesting infarction. The bowels may be

relaxed. The skin is visited by heavy sweats,

and may become covered with a peculiar

petechial eruption. The urine, passed natu-

rally or incontinently, or withdrawn with

the catheter, is found to contain blood, albu-

men, and various micro-organisms. The
ophthalmoscope reveals retinal and other
intraocular hirmorrhages. Bleeding takes
place from the bowel. Le.ts frecjuent symp-
toms are parotitis, arthritis, pericarditis, and
jaundice. Meningitis, associated with head-
ache and delirium, and ending in coma, is

more common, and gives a new or different
aspect to the case.

Malignant endocarditis of this severe type
may be said to always terminate in death
alter a duration of less than fourteen days

;

it has been known to end fatally in two
days. The course which the disease pur-
sues is one of steadily increasing gravity,

broken only by equally ominous complica-
tions in the form of meningitis, hcemorrhages,
or sudden paralysis referable to cerebral
hieniorrhage. Very rarely the disease passes
into the subacute or chronic form.
The pyrexia belongs to the continued type,

the maximum rise being 104^ or 105^ F., with
a daily remission of about one degree. In
Bome instances it may not exceed 101°, or

even keep close to normal. \Vitli the fever

may be associated repeated rigors, followed
by increased prostration and stupor. The
ph.\sical signs connected with tlie heart have
already been referred to. The endocardial
luurmur is usually systolic and mitral. It

develops under observation, changes in loud-

ness and quality day by day, and may be
reinforced by a second murmur over another
part of the praecordia. If traced lo the right

side of the heart, it is of special significance.

Occasionally tlie murmur is absent, sug.<,'est-

mg a parietal lesion. The radial pulse pre-

sents all the characters of the typhoid
state with increasing prostration, rather than
those of any particular form of valvular

disease. The so-called skin ' eruption ' con-

sists of fine reddish spots, with paler centre

representing the seat of a minute embolus.
The signs of pleurisy, pulmonary infarction

or gangrene, or even of pyopneumothorax,
are sometimes to be dott'rmined.

(/)) Subacute and Chronic Malignant
Endocarditis.—This variety of the disease

bears but little superficial resemblance in its

clinical characters to the severe form just

described. Its general features are those of

subacute or chronic cardiac disease accom-
panied with pyrexia and multiple embolism.
Heart disease is the central fact, on which
are superadded the phenomena of general

infection. There is no prostration until

the last ; no typhoidal aspect. The patient

is anwmic, sallow, poorly, and he wastes

steadily ; but he sits up in bed, reads, en-

gages in conversation intelligently and cheer-

fully, and may even resent strict treatment.

The physical signs connected with the

heart consist mainly of a well-developed

endocardial murmur, possibly referable to a

previous valvular lesion, but changing its cha-

racters from time to time under observation.
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It is usually systolic and mitral ; occasion-

ally aortic systolic or .diastolic, or mitral

presystolic ; and it may be suddenly altered

or complicated by the development of a fresh

lesion in the heart, such as rupture or per-

foration. The pulse varies greatly.

The type of pyrexia in fully developed

cases of malignant endocarditis of subacute

course is markedly remittent, or even inter-

mittent. Three, four, or even six degrees F.

of a rise and Jail (between 'J8° and lOa'" to

104°) may be recorded daily for vi^eeks on end.

In other instances the disturbance of tem-

perature takes the form of irregular bouts of

pyrexia complicating the downward coiurse

of a severe case of valvular disease. Some
patients suffer from repeated rigors, unex-

pected and irregular, followed by profuse

sweats and prostration.

The other phenomena of general infection

are mainly significant of embolism : pain

and the proper physical signs of infarction of

the spleen and lungs, blood in the urine, loss

of pulsation in the arteries of the limbs,

the development of acute aneurysm with

subsequent rupture, and even gangrene of

the extremities. This element of the disease

gives it a peculiarly uncertain and protean

character, its course being, for instance, sud-

denly interrupted by the develoiiment of

severe hsemorrhageinto the pei'itoneal cavity,

or possibly into the brain, with paralysis and
coma endmg in rapid death.

The duration of this disease is almost in-

definite". It extends from six or eight to

twelve or sixteen weeks ; in one case of Dr. T.

Henry Green's it lasted eighteen months. TJie

progress is very striking. Tiie patient steadily

but ahnost imperceptibly loses strength, flesh,

and colour. With very few exceptions, the
disease terminates in death, and such patients

as have recovered were left with permanent
heart-disease.

Pathology.—In the less severe type of
ulcerative endocarditis (as in the more
familiar ulcers of the integuments) portions

of the ill-nourished, degenerated, or lowly
organised fibroid tissue of chronic valvular
lesions break down in serious impairment of
the general health, in acute disease, and in
other unfavourable constitutional states (see

Ulcer and Ulceration). Subjected to con-
stant strain and impact, the ulcerous surfaces
extend rather than heal, estabUsh on and
around them an increasing growth of vegeta-
tions, and these become the source of mul-
tiple embolisms. In cases of this kind no
morbific micro-organisms are present ; the
disease runs a comparatively slow course

;

and recovery may occur. In the acute
typhoidal type of the disease it appears that
true contagia, derived from some obvious
source (the ' ])riinary lesion '), or entering the
blood througli some unknown chamiel (' idio-

pathic '), settle on the endocardium whether
previously diseased or injured—possibly even

when intact. The organisms flourish on this

soil, shed their products into the circulation,

and plant embolic colonies of their own kind

as multiple foci of disease throughout the

body. This process is necessarily associated

with a septica-mia of a more or less severe

kind, according to the nature of the organisms
and emboli. Some authorities deny that

the organisms are the essential cause of the

morbid process, and it must be acknowledged
that the full and complete proof of this con-

nexion is not yet established.

Diagnosis.—Now that malignant endo-

carditis has been so carefully investigated,

its recognition ought not to be attended with
much difficulty. The acute form has to be
diagnosed from typhoid fever, acute tuber-

culosis, and other infective diseases belonging

to its own type. The diagnosis usually turns

on its association with some primary disease,

and on the result of a physical examination
of the heart and the correct interpretation of

any murmur that may be discovered. When
no murmur is developed, ulcerative endo-

carditis may escape recognition. Repeated
rigors, the type of pyrexia, the character

of the spots, and the occurrence of retinal

haemorrhages will further serve to exclude

typhoid fever and tuberculosis. W^hen de-

lirium and other cerebral symptoms are

urgent, ulcerative endocarditis has been mis-

taken for ' cerebral rheumatism ' and simple
meningitis.

The subacute and chronic forms are spe-

cially liable to be confounded with a number
of diseases which present a similar type of

pyrexia, particularly the many pathological

conditions which underlie obscure persistent

pyrexia, such as latent tuberculosis ; lymph-
oma ; chronic suppuration in connexion with
the liver, prostate, bowel, kidney, internal

ear, lymphatic glands, and connective tissues;

and also syphilis. The existence and change-
ful character of the murmur, the sudden em-
bolisms, and the absence of other local signs,

all indicate the cardiac seat of the disease.

From malaria it can be distinguished by the

history, by the absence of periodicity in the

rigors and fever, as well as by the cardiac

murmur.
Some of the gravest complications of this

form may, for a moment, be misleading, such
as violent headache ending in coma, refer-

able to the development and rupture of em-
bolic intracranial aneurysm. Experience
teaches us to be prepared for every possible

variety of symptom in a disease of which a
striking feature is visceral embolism.

Prognosis.—The prognosis of acute malig-
nant endocarditis is practically hopeless. In
the subacute form the prospect is but little

better. However confident and cheerful the
patient may be at first, the disease will surely,

if slowly, exhaust the strength, and may at

any period rapidly prove fatal by some com-
plication. If the temperature fall and become
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less remittent, if the rip^ors cense, and par-

ticularly if wei^^'ht and strength increase,

hope may bef^in to rise that the case will

prove one of the very few exceptions and
ultimately recover. But the practitioner

must not forf^et the precarious nature of such
improveinont, and the incompleteness of the
recovery at the best.

Tkkatmknt.—The failure of every means
of cure hitherto employed in acute mali<,'nant

endocarditis serves to impress on us the

importance of preventive treatment. Dr.

Sansoni urfjes the necessity of protectinfj the

subjects of chronic valvular lesions a<;ainst

zymotic diseases, and also of attcndin<:f in

them with special care to the treatment of

suppuration. When ulceration has com-
menced, the case must be managed on me
general principles applicable to all acute

specitic fevers, the best possible nursing,

abundance of food, and a free supply of

stimulants being, provided. Fresh air is es-

sential ; and if tlie disease be traced to some

the disease was altotrether obscure. It lias

been observed most frequently in males, and
before the twenty-fifth year of life. Exposure
to cold, severe exertion, and local injury are
mentioned amongst exciting causes, but with
questionable correctness.

An.\tomical Characters.—Acute inflam-
mation of the myocardium generally in-

volves the connective tissue as well as the
muscular fibres; but in a few instances the
latter alone have been found affected, con-
stituting so-called imrcnchiimatous myocar-
ditis.

Tlie ordinary fonn of tlie disease is cha-
racterised by the appearance of leucocytes
between the muscular fibres of tlie heart.

In one class of cases, the inflammation is

moderate in intensity but diffused in extent,

aff"ecting one or more layers of muscle under-
lying the endocardium or the pericardium,
which is also inflamed ; in another class of
cases, the inflammation is more active, and
proceeds to the formation of abscess, whilst it

error of sanitation, it may be advisable to is, as a rule, comparatively localised.

take the risk involved in changing the room,
or even the house, in which the patient is

A great variety of drugs have been tried

in both forms of this disease, unhappily with
little benefit, including mercurials, quinine
and other antipyretics, and the essential oils

of eucalyptus, turpentine, and their allies.

Two methods are reported to have been at-

tended with success in a few instances of the

chronic form : the sulphocarl)olates of sodium
introduced by Dr. Sansom in 30-grain doses

four times a day, and quinine in 15-grain

doses three times a day with a free allowance
of alcohol (in the form most agreeable to the

In the first or diffused form, the myo-
cardium, as it is seen through its inflamed
covering, appears of a mottled opaque
bufTy colour, and is somewhat swollen and
softened. The microscopical characters con-

sist chiefly in the appearance of leucocytes

niul inflannuatory effusion in the intermus-
cular connective tissue ; swelling, opacity,

nuclear proliferation, and rupture of the
muscular fibres, followed by fatty degenera-
tion and atrophy of the same; and the ordi-

nary inflammatory changes of the vessels of

the part. Beyond this stage, unless the case

prove fatal, the ditTused form of myocarditis
passes iiito a chronic condition; and it ends

patient), which is recommended by Professor ' either in fibroid disease with a moderate
Fraent/el of P>erlin

II. Myocarditis.— Synov. : Carditis; Fr.

Mijocardite; Ger. Mijocarditis.

Defin'ition.—Inflammation of the walls of

the heart.

This disease may be either acute or

chronic; but the latter form, which is at-

tended with the formation of fibroid tissue

in the myocardium, is described under the

head of Heart, Fibroid Disease of. Pyemic
inflammation of the substance of the heart

also constitutes so special a form of disease

that it is treated separately (see Heart,
Pya;mic Abscess of). Aeute myocarditis
alone, therefore, has to be considered in the

present article.

jEtiology.—A certain amount of myocar-
ditis is somptimes associated with acute en-

docarditis and pericarditis, and depends upon
the same causes ; the most fre(pient being

acute rheumatism. In a small proportion

of cases, rheumatic myocarditis appears to

occur independently of inflannnation of the

lining or of the covering membrane. In the

great majority of recorded cases of localised

myocarditis ending in abscess, the cause of

amount of atrophy, by development of the

inriaminatory products and compression of

the afiected fibres ; in fatty degeneration ; in

calcification ; or in cardiac aneurysm.
Suppuration of the heart, on the other

hand, generally takes the form of swollen

j^ellowish-white patches or abscesses, sur-

rounded by dirty-red or ecchymosed tissue,

boggy or pulpy to the finger, and containing

on section a small quantity of variously

coloured puriform matter, consisting of pus
and muscular debris. In the same cases a

great part of the walls of the heart may be

in a condition of parenchymatous degenera-

tion ; and in some recorded instances the

whole of the cardiac tissue is described as in-

filtrated with pus. Abscesses resulting from
acute localised myocarditis are generally very

small, varying from the size of a pea to that

of a nut. They may either burst externally

into the pericardial sac, or internally into

one of the cavities or through one of the

valves, leading to pya-mia, and to the fi)rma-

tion of an acute cardiac aneurysm ; or the

pus may make its way both externally and
internallv, and lead to fatal hx-morrhage into
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the pericardium. In other cases the pns

undergoes the usual changes, and becomes

inspissated or cheesy ; or calcification takes

place.

In both forms of interstitial myocarditis

the left ventricle is most frequently the seat

of inflammation.
Symptoms.—The principal symptoms of

acute rheumatic myocarditis are restlessness

and urgent dyspnoea; severe pain and dis-

tress referred to the prajcordia ; and palpita-

tion, which gradually passes into irregularity

and greatly increased frequency, and finally

into complete cardiac failure. The pulse

corresponds. The countenance is anxious,

and either pale or cyanosed. The mind is

fearful and distressed at first ; and delirium

frequently supervenes before death, especially

in yomig subjects. Vomitiug is not un-

common.
The physical signs are generally associated

with those of endo- and peri-carditis. When
uncomplicated, they may be described as con-

sisting of violent cardiac impulse at first,

which rapidly loses in strength and regu-

larity while it increases in frequency ; a

somewhat increased area of cardiac dulness

;

and short sharp sounds, afterwards becoming
duller and more feeble.

When these symptoms and signs make
their ajjpearance, tliey generally run their

course rapidly, and end in death. In a small

number of cases they as rapidly disappear.

The symptoms of localised suppurative

myocarditis leading to al)scess are not unlike

those just recorded. Tliere are the same
distressing symptoms locally, with restless-

ness and anxiety, passing on to delirium and
ending in collapse. Rigors have been ob-

served in some cases ; and a pecitliar

pustular erujition on the skin in other cases.

Tlie physical signs also are not special

;

excepting that a murmur may be suddenly
developed by rupture or perforation of part
of the wall or of a valve.

The majority of cases of abscess of the
heart prove fatal by asthenia ; but the other
terminations of abscess mentioned above
will be attended by their respective symp-
toms, and the possibility of sudden death is

especially to be noted.

Diffuse parenchymatoits myocarditis is

clinically known only as a cause of sudden
death.

Complications. — The complications of
acute myocarditis have already been sitffi-

ciently indicated, such as, first, setiologically,

pericarditis, endocarditis, acute rheumatism,
and other causes of these forms of inflamma-
tion ; and secondly, pathologically, rupture
of the cardiac walls or valves, acute cardiac
aneurysm, hfemato-pericardium, embolism,
and septicaemia.

Course and Terminations.—The course
of acute interstitial myocarditis, as already
stated, is generally rapid, extending from a

few hours to eight days in different cases.

Death occurs, in the great majority of cases,

from the effects of cardiac failure, if the in-

flammation be extensive or proceed to sup-

puration. The formation of acute aneurysm
by internal rupture, the production of peri-

carditis by external rapture, and other com-
plications will variously modify the progress

and termination of cardiac abscess. SimvJ-
taneous rupture both externally and inter-

nally causes sudden death.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of acute myo-
carditis is extremely difficult. Occurring in

connexion with acute rheumatism, it has to

be distinguished from endo- and peri-carditis.

The absence of murmur and of the charac-

teristic signs of pericarditis, along with
symptoms of cardiac failure and severe local

pheuomena, such as pain, distress, dyspnoea,

and finally collapse, sliould generally serve

to establish the diagnosis of mflammation of

the walls of the heart. It cannot be said

that cardiac abscess has ever yet been
diagnosed"; but the careful consideration of

all the pomts in the case, including the sudden
development of a murmur indicative of rup-

ture of a portion of the wall, or of a valve, may
hereafter ensure greater success. In the

event of the development of the last-named
sign, and of sejiticaemia or embolism, cardiac

suppuration would have to be carefully

diagnosed from ulcerative endocarditis. In
children, the delirium of acute myocarditis

has to be distingitished from acute meningeal
inflammation, an object which maybe effected

by the careful observation of the signs and
symptoms connected with the heart.

Prognosis.—The prognosis of myocarditis,

when it is either so extensive or so intense

as to give rise to unequivocal symptoms, is

extremely unfavourable.
Treatment.—The two principal indica-

tions of treatment in acute inflammation of

the substance of the heart are to rest and
sustain that organ, and to relieve the pain

and distress. Local anodynes, especially in

the form of the preparations of belladonna

and poultices ; and stimulating ' comiter-

irritants,' such as mustard cataplasms, wiU
conduce to fulfil the second indication. Such
relief is the first essential, if rest is to be
secui'ed. The patient must be spared the

very smallest exertion. Food must be given

in small quantities, and be easily digestible

and highly nutritious ; the bowels must be
kept open ; and the flow of tirine should be
as free as possible. Alcoholic stimulants
will be urgently called for, but must be em-
ployed with great discrimination ; and pal-

pitation, as much as weakness of the im-
pulse, is to be regarded as an indication of

the necessity for these. At the same time,

digitalis, ammonia, and other cardiac stimu-

lants should be given cautiously, so as to

sustain the cardiac action.

J. Mitchell Bruce.
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HEART, Malformations of.—Synon. :

Fr. AiTiclioris Coii()t'iiit<il<\^ da Cccur; Ger.
Missbildungcn dcs Hcrzens.

Classification and Description.— The
cardiac anomalies of development may bo
classed as follows :

—

I. Those dependent on aiTost of the process

of development at an caihj period of fcetal

life, so that the organ retains its most rudi-

mentary form, the auricular and ventricular

cavities being still single or presenting only
slight indications of division, and the primitive

arterial trunk being retained, or the aorta
and pulmonary aitery being very imperfectly

evolved.

II. Those in which the defective conforma-
tion occurs at a iitore advanced period, when
the auricular and ventricular partitions are
already partly formed, and the aorta and
pulmonary aiiery iviore or less completfly
develojjed. Such are the cases in whicli, with
imperfect separation of the ventricles and
auricles, the arterial or auriculo-vontricular

passages are constricted or obliterated, and
the origins of the aorta and pulmonary artery

are misplaced.

III. Cases in which the development of
the organ has progressed regularly till the

later periods of f<vtal life, so that the
auricular and ventricular septa are complete,
and the primarj' vessels have their nitural
connexions, but in which there are defects

which prevent the heart undergoing tiie

changes which should ensue alter birth. Such
are the premature closure of the foramen
ovale, the non-development of the ductus
arteriosus, and the occurrence of shghter
sources of obstruction at the arterial or
auriculo-ventricular passages or in the course
of the aorta.

lY. Cases in which there is some irregu-

larity in the formation of the valves, or in

the connexions with the vessels, or in the
vessels themselves, which, though not im-
mediate sources of obstruction, may become
80 duriiiij the progress of life, so as to lay

the foundations of subsequent disease.

I. Cases of the first class are of very in-

frequent occiu-rence, and are the more rare

according to the extent of the imperfection.

The first case of simply biloculate lieart was
placed on record by Mr. Wilson, in the

I'hilosophical Transactions, in 1788, and the

specimen is preserved in Dr. BaUlie's museum,
in the possession of the Eoyal College of

Physicians. The anomaly was found in the

body of a child, which survived for seven
days. From defect in the diaphragm, the

heart lay in a sac on the upper surface of the

liver ; and the organ w-as found to consist of

an undivided auricle and ventricle, and a
single artery, evidently the primitive arterial

trunk, which first gave off a vessel that

fm-nished the branches to the lungs, and the

vessels to the head and upper extremities.

The coronary arteries arose bj' a common

trunk from tlie aorta before its final division.

Since tlie publication of this case, others liave

been placed on record, illustrating the gradual
advancement from the simple to the more
complicated forms—the ventricle becoming
more completely divided, the septum of the
ventricles being more fully developed, and
there being two vessels given off from the
ventricle, though in some cases one of these

may bo abortive, or if there be only a single

vessel, t)iat being shown by the origin of the
coronary arteries from its commencement to

be really the aorta.

II. Of the second class, the examples which
have been described are much more numerous.
In cases of this kind the auricles and ventri-

cles are fully formed, though the septa which
divide them are incomplete, and there is

usually more or less displacement of the
origins of the primary vessels, so that the
aorta more especially may come to arise

partly or almost entirely from the right

ventricle; or the points of origin of the vessels

may be transposed, the aorta arising from
the right ventricle, and the pulmonary artery

from the lott. Cases of the former descrip-

tion, in which the septum of the ventricles is

incomplete, and the aorta misplaced to the
right, are almost always found to coexist with
some obstruction to the passage of the blood

from the right ventricle, either (1) from
smallness of the pulmonary artery ; (2) from
imperfection of the valves ; (3) from constric-

tion at the outlet of the right ventricle, or at

the end of the conns arteriosus or infundibular

portion of the ventricle ; or (4) from constric-

tion at the commencement of the conus or
point of union between that portion of the

ventricle and the sinus. A case of tiie second
description was published by Sandifort, in

1777, and one occurred to Dr. Hunter in

1701. but was not published till 17U3. The
fourth form of obstruction, or that occasioned

by constriction between the sinus and the

infundibidar portion of the right ventricle,

has only recently been explained, though
cases of the kind have for some years been
placed on record. It is indeed probable that

the existence of a very decided partition in

this situation led to the idea entertained by
some of the older jiathologists. that the heart

occasionally had three ventricular cavities.

The abnormal septum is p.artly formed by
hypertrophy of the muscular structure, and
partly by the endocardium becoming thick-

ened ; and in some cases very decided ob-

struction is so caused. The defect is gene-

rally developed at an early period of fatal

life. The septum of the ventricles is there-

fore incomplete, the defect being at the pos-

terior part, so that the aorta comes to arise

from the sinus of the right ventricle, while

the pulmonary artery takes its origin from
the infundibular portion, which seems to

constitute a distinct cavity. The heart thus,

as pointed out by Mr. Grainger, bears an
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almost exact resemWance to the condition of

the organ in the turtle. , In the turtle there

are two aortic ventricles and one pulmonic

ventricle ; the right aortic and the pulmonic

ventricle being the analogues of the sinus

and infundibular portion of the right ventricle,

and being in connexion, while the left aortic

ventricle is distinct.

Much more rarely there has been found

an entire obliteration of the orifice or trunk

of the pulmonary artery, the first case of this

description . of anomaly having also been

published by Dr. Hunter at the same time

as the former case. Much more rarely, also,

the defect in the ventricle has been found in

connexion with obstruction or obliteration

of the right auriculo-ventricular, the left

auriculo-ventricular, or the aortic aperture.

Where the septum of the ventricles is in-

complete, the defect generally exists at the

base, at the part which has been termed the

undefended space—the space which inter-

venes between the contiguous sides of the

left and posterior semihmar segments, where
on the left side the muscle is naturally de-

ficient ; and in this way a connexion may
exist between the left ventricle and right

auricle or ventricle, either immediately above
or below the right auriculo-ventricular open-
ing. More rarely the sej)tum between the
left ventricle and the conns arteriosus of the

right ventricle is defective ; and still more
rarely an aperture exists at a lower part of

the septum. The portion of the septum
dividing the left ventricle from the sinus of

the right is termed by Eokitansky the pos-

terior—that between the left ventricle and
conus arteriosus, the anterior septum. With
the defects now mentioned, the auricular
septum may also be incomplete, or the fora-

men ovale may be still open, or the ductus
arteriosus pervious. Indeed, when the pul-
monary artery is' much contracted or im-
pervious, one or other of the former conditions
necessarily exists, and the ductus arteriosus
becomes the means by which the blood is

conveyed to the lungs, though occasionally
there are compensatory branches derived
from the aorta or one of the large vessels also
distributed to the lungs.
The transposition of the aorta and pul-

monary artery also occurs at an early period
of fiftal life. The first case of the kind re-
corded was related by Dr. Baillie in 1797

;

the specimen is figured in his plates, and
still exists in the museum in the possession
of the Royal College of Physicians. In this
anomaly the septum of the ventricles is gene-
rally defective, and the two foetal passa;jes
open, and the organ may indeed be very de-
fective in conformation. The heart also is
often misplaced in the chest. Another form
of defect is that in which the descending
aorta is given off from the pulmonary artery
through the ductus arteriosus. This condi-
tion is apparently the result of imperfect de-

velopment of the isthmus aortae between the

origin of the left subclavian artery and the

point of entrance of the duct, so that an
adequate supply of blood cannot be conveyed
from the ascending into the descending aorta.

Generally the condition coexists with defect

of the septum of the ventricles, as in two
cases formerly in the possession of Sir Astley
Cooper, and now contained in the museum
of St. Thomas's Hospital, described by Dr.
Farre in 1814. In some instances of this

kind the p)ortion of aorta between the left

subclavian artery and the duct is imjierfo-

rate, and yet in others, as in a case related

by Steidelle and referred to by Hein in 1816,

there is no connexion between the two por-

tions of the aorta, the ascending part giving

off the vessels to the head and upper extre-

mities, the descending portion being wholly
derived from the pulmonary artery. This
form of defect is closely allied to the cases

which are occasionally seen in after-life, in

which there is constriction or obliteration

of the isthmus aoi'tse beyond the left sub-

clavian artery, the circulation being main-
tained through collateral channels.

III. The third class of cases consists in

the premature closure of the foramen ovale;

or the non-development or disappearance, at

an early period of fcetal life, of the ductus
arteriosus ; or in diseased conditions of the

valves, which prevent the heart undergoing
the changes which should ensue after birth.

The first condition is of very rare occur-

rence The first instance recorded was related

by Vieussens in 1715. In these cases, the
blood during foetal life being all transmitted
through the right cavities and the pulmonary
artery and duct, those portions of the heart

are unduly developed, while the left side of

the organ becomes atrophied. In the second
class of cases the heart is defectively deve-

loped, and the right ventricle f^ves origin to

the aorta, and often also vessels are distri-

buted from the aorta to the lungs, while the

ordinary pulmonary artery may be very small
in size, or may be entirely absent. In a case
of this kind, described by Dr. Ramsbotham,
the pulmonary artery is said not to exist

;

but by examination of the specimen preserved
in the London Hospital Museum, the writer

has ascertained that this is not correct. The
artery exists as a very small vessel, but the
scanty supply of blood to the lungs which it

fiu-nished was complemented by small vessels

from the aorta. In cases which are not of

uncommon occurrence, and may be classified

with the malformations now spoken of, but
which are closely allied to the next class,

there exii-ts some source of obstruction to the
transmission of the blood from or into the
right ventricle, which determines the imper-
fect closure of the foramen ovale, or the

patency of the ductus arteriosus. The ob-
struction in these cases generally depends on
disease of the pulmonic valves, or obstruction
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of the corms arteri-

auiiculo- ventricular

at the end or bp<^nniiij

osiis, or at the rij^ht

aperture.

IV. The fourth chiss of malformations
consists of defects, of a sli;,'hter description,

of the valves, or narrowing of the oritiees or

of the isthmus aortic.

The semilunar valves may be excessive

or defective in number. The former con-

ilition ])rcibably does not materially interfere

with the functions of the heart— the latter

often does so. and especially when, as is very
fre(]uently the case, the valves become the

seat of disease in after-life. If there be only
two valves, one of them imperfectly repre-

senting two distinct segments, there is great

liabUity to incompetence. If there be only
one valve, representing tju'ee imperfect seg-

ments, obstructiou is almost nece>sarily oc-

casioned.

It is probable that the cases in which the
tricuspid valve is found represented by a
kind of membranous diaphragm, stretched

across the orifice and perforated in the centre,

and some of the so-called cases of button-

hole mitral, are also of congenital origin.

It is not considered necessary in this

article to refer to many examples of these

different forms of malformation, or to allude

to other of the less important deviations from
the natural conformation of the heart. The
subject will be found more fully treated of

in the works of Dr. Farre,' of Gintrac,'- of

Freidbersr,'' in the papers of Dr. Che\ers,''

and in the writer's own work.* The more
recently published cases also are abstracted
in the treatise of Taruffi,* and numerous
examples of different forms of malformation
are given by Kokitansky.'
Mode of Formation'.— It is probable that

all the different forms of irregularity in the
development of the heart are due to arrest oi

development, occurring at different periods
of evolution, so that the heart retains the
forms proper to it at such stages. The cause
to wiiich this arrest is to be ascribed can
raiely, however, be traced in cases where the
delect is great, such as those of biloculate

heart, or where the vessels are transposed
with or without very marked imperfection in

the organ itself. These defects nuist be as-

cribed to the imperfect evolution of the

' On Malformations of the Human Heart.
Loiulon, 1814.

- Observalions et Brcherchm sur la Cyanose,
oil Maladie Bteue. Paris, l.S-i4.

• Die anf/ebornen Krankhciten dcs Herzens,etc.
Leipzig, 1844.

* Collection offacts illustrative of Morbid Con-
ditions of the Pulmonan/ Artery. London, 1851,
and Medical Gazette, \»i:> to 1851.

* Malformations of the Human Heart. Second
edition, 1806.

' SuUe Malatlie congenite, etc., del Ctiore.
Bologna, 1875.

' Die Defecte der Scheidewdnde des Hcr;cns.
Wien, 1875.
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double set of caviii<^s, and of the pulmonary
artery and aorta from liie primitive trinik

and branchial arches. In the less marked
defects, however, the irregularity can often

be traced to a source of obstruction to the
transmission of the blood through one or
other of the apertures or vessels. Such
obstruction is much the most common in

connexion with the right ventricle and pul-

monary artery. In cases of this kind the
septum of the ventricles is deficient, so tiiat

the aorta arises wholly or in part from the
right ventricle. Dr. Hunter, in the paper
before referred to, when describing a case of

obstruction of the pulmonic orifice with de-

fect in the septum of the ventricles, suggested
that the imperfection in the septum was
probably caused by the pulmonic obstruction.

Meckel, however, adopted the view that the
primary defect was in the septum of the

ventricles, and that the pulmonary artery

became more or less abortive from being
thrown out of the course of the circulation

by the ready outlet afforded for the blood
from the right ventricle into the aorta. The
former view seems, however, to afford the
more satisfactory explanation, and is m ac-

cordance with the almost constant occurrence
of disease of the valves in these cases. .\c-

cording to the view of Meckel, the pulmonary
artery should simply be small, as when the
ductus arteriosus is absent, like the case of

Dr. llamsbotham's before referred to, but such
a condition is very rarely found. The excess

in the number of the semilunar valves mijrht

seem to afford an example of redundant de-

velopment, but this condition also prol)ably

depends on arrest of development ; though,
as we do not clearly understand the mode in

which these valves are developed, it is im-
possible to express a very decided opinion as

to the cause of the apparent excess.

Symptoms and Diaonosis.—There can-

not generally be miich diflicul'y in recognising

a case of malformation of the heart during
life. Not only in cases of a very marked
kind is there generally a complete history of

the condition of the subject during its short

life, but the symptoms are also very charac-
teristic. The child is very markedly cyanotic

;

the cheeks, lips, hands, and feet are exces-

sively livid ; the fingers and toes are clubbed ;

the nails are incurved ; and the patient is

liable on any excitement, or on exposure to

cold, to attacks of dy.spnnea, often followed

by convulsions. There are also often present

difficulty of breathing, cough, and exi)ectora-

tion of blood; with cardiac i)alpitation. and
pulsation of the vessels of the neck. If alsi

there be any obstruction at or near the pul-

monary orifice, there will be a harsh systolic

murmur hcar.l in the course of the pulmonary
artery; and if there be a defect in the septum
of the ventricles, the munnur will be heard
probably also in the course of the aorta.

Often there are unhealthy ulcerations about
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tbe fingers, toes, and anus or vulva. If the

case do not attract notice till later in life, there

will probably be less marked signs of obstruc-

tion to the circulation, and possibly they

may be entirely absent, and there may be no

history of the patient's previous condition.

In cases of this kind the jjrobability wiU be

that if there is a murmur at the pulmonary

artery there is some defect at or near the

orifice of that vessel, with or without an

aperture in the septum of the ventricles or

an open state of the ductus arteriosus. The
former condition is so rare as the result of

disease in after-hfe, that if the signs point

to pulmonic valvular disease, its congenital

origin may safely be surmised. The open

ioramen ovale and ductus arteriosus could

probably not be diagnosed with any certainty,

though cases have occurred in which peculiar

murmurs noticed during life were believed

to be so produced. It might be supposed

tliat when so small a proportion of the blood

is subjected to the influence of the air as in

some of these cases, the temperature of the

patient would not reach the natural standard
;

but the most careful observation of the tem-
perature of children laboui'ing under con-

genital cardiac cyanosis has generally failed

to detect any marked difference in this respect

between them and other children of about the

same age.

Cyanosis.—There are few subjects which
have excited more discussion than the causes
of cyanosis or morbus cmruleus. Morgagni,
in 17(51, when describing the case of a girl

who had obstruction at the orifice of the
pulmonary artery with an unclosed foramen
ovale, expressed the opinion that the general
congestion was probably the cause of the re-

markable lividity which had been noticed
during life ; and Dr. Hunter, in 1783, in

describing a case of pulmonic obstruction
with imperfection in the septum of the
ventricles, ascribed the lividity to the inter-

mixture of the venoiis and arterial currents of
blood. These two views have since received
support from various writers. The view of
Morgagni has been maintamed by Louis, and
that of Hunter by Gintrac. It has been very
fully shown that there is no just and constant
relation between the intensity of the cyanosis
and the amoimt of intermixture, and indeed
that very marked cyanosis may exist without
any intermixture ; while on the other hand
in all cases of marked cyanosis there are
present causes capable of producing great
venous congestion. The writer is, therefore,
of opinion that the evidence is very greatly
in favour of the correctness of the views of
Morgagni and Louis, that the cyanosis results
from stasis of the blood, thotigh probably
other causes conduce to the intensity and
peculiarity of discoloration. Thus, probably,
the defect must be congenital, or, at least, of
very long duration, so that the smaller vessels
may become greatly dilated; the integu-

ments must be thin, so as to allow the colour

of the blood more readily to be seen ; and
lastly—probably also from the very small

portion of the blood which can be subjected

to the influence of the air—the whole mass
of the blood is of an unusually dark colour,

and so the intensity of the lividity is in-

creased.

Duration and Terminations.—The dura-

tion of life in the subjects of the different

forms of malformation varies gi-eatly, accord-

ing to the degi-ee of the defect in the heart.

In cases in which the organ presents a very
rudimentary condition, life can only be pro-

longed for a few hours or days ; while in the

slighter forms of defect the patient may sur-

vive to puberty or to manhood or womanhood,
or even to more advanced age. Thus, ni

cases of contraction of the pulmonary artery,

without other defect in the organ, cases are

on record in which patients lived to 44 and
03 ; when, with the pulmonic disease, the

foramen ovale was unclosed, the subjects

have reached 40 and 57. Where the septum
of the ventricles was deficient, a few patients

are stated to have lived to between 20 and
30. Where the ductus arteriosus was still

open, patients lived to 13| and 19 years ; but

of course these ages are the extremes, and
by far the largest proportion of the subjects

die much younger. When the pulmonic
orifice or artery is impervious, but few
patients survive for more than two years,

but cases are on record in which 9 and 12

years of age were attained ; the age being
greater according to the facility afforded for

the transmission of the blood from the right

side of the heart, as when the septum of

the ventricles was imperfect, than when the

ventricles were completely separated by a
fully developed septum.

Transposition of the aorta and pulmonary
artery is a defect incompatible in any of its

forms with the prolongation of life for any
lengthened period. Four cases are, however,
on record in which the patient survived to

between 2 and 3 years of age—the imperfec-
tion of the septum of the ventricles tending
in these cases also to the prolongation of

hfe.

The most common causes of death in cases

of malformation of the heart are affections of

the brain and lungs, hipmoptysis, &c. ; and,

if the patient survive for a sufficient period,

tuberculous affections. Notwithstanding the
very great obstruction to the circulation,

dropsical symptoms do not generally arise to

any marked degree.

Treatment.—It is scarcely necessary to

speak of the treatment of these cases. It.

must consist in protection against cold ; in

the maintenance of bodily and mental quiet;

and in the use of a nutritious and easily

digestible diet. , Their special liability to

tuberculosis must not be forgotten.

T. B. Peacock.
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HEART, Morbid Growths in.—Tlie
\ arious tonus uf morbid prow tli that have
been met with in the heart may be thus

enumerated in the order of their frequency :

(1) Malij:niant <lisease
; (2) Lymphomatousor

lymphadenomatous growths; (3) Non-mah<;-
n:uit tumours; and (4) Cysts. Fibroid

j,'ro\vths, syphihtic gunmiata, and tubercle,

as well as hydatids affecting the heart, are

discussed separately under their respective

heads. Calcareous, cartilaginous, and
t>sseous changes of the myocardium are

noticed in the article Heakt, Degenera-
tions of.

1. Malignant Disease of the Heart.

—

Cancer, although the most common of the

new formations found in the heart, is still

\ery rare in this situation, and is a subject

chierty of pathological interest.

^Etiology.— Malignant disease of the

heart is, with very few exceptions, always
secondary; and the primary growth may
have its seat in any part whatever of the

body. Occasionally the heart becomes in-

volved by continuity, the lungs and medi-
astinum being the seat of the primary
disease. Cases have occurred at all periods

of life, from infancy to old age ; but at least

one-half of the subjects have been in the
middle jjcriod of life. The disease has been
most fre(piently found in males.
Anatomical Characters.—Carcinoma, epi-

thelioma, and sarcoma, including colloid

cancer and melanosis, have all been found
in the heart in different instances. Any
part of the organ may be afiected, and the
right side appears to be more frequently
invaded than the left : but the disease is

generally multiple. The morbid gi-owth

usually presents itself n.pon either of the

siu-faces of the heart, rather than in the

substance of the myocardium. In these situa-

tions there may appear one or more masses
of malignant disease, which as a rule are
easily distmguishcd from the cardiac tissue

around, and which possess tlie ordinary
characters of such formations, according to

their respective kinds, enceplialoid bemg
the most common, and epithelioma by far

the most rare. Any ditHculty in the recog-

nition of the disease is removed by section

and microscopical examination. The extent

of cardiac wall involved by the growth is

sometimes great. When the masses of
malignant disease project externally, thej'

are frequently associated with pericarditis,

either local or general. Prominent nodules
in the interior of the heart may cause local

endocarditis; and in other instances the
valves and their appendages may bo so in-

volved that incom])etence results. In very
rare cases malignant disease of the heart
proceeds to ulceration.

Symptoms.—Of thirty-six cases of malig-
nant disease of the heart, the histories of

which were collected by Sir Richard Quain

IIF.ART, RALriTATION OF »S!i

(Lumhian Lcclnrcs), in thirty no sj-mptoms
were jiresent, or they were not recorded. In
one of the remaining six cases, the subject of
the disease— a man of tlnrty-seven, in whose
heart a single large mass ofencephaloid cancer
was found post mortem—had been subject to

attacks of excruciating pain in the pnecordia!
region, dyspmra, paliiitation, and vomiting :

and death occurred suddenly. Pain in the
chest and oi)prcssion, not referable to other
causes, are recorded in two other cases: m
the fourth case there were anginal seizures.

In cancer of the heart spreading from the
mediastinum or lungs, dysputea, cough, and

1
pain are necessarily frequent sj'mptoms.
With respect to the physical signs of

malignant disease of the he.art, tenderness

I

on percussion over the pnecordia (in associa-

,

tion with local pain), pericardial friction-

and endocardial nnu-murs due to involve-

ment of the valvular ajjparatus in the new-
growth, appear to be the only phenomena
that have been specially observed.

I Course.—The disease naturally ends in

death ; and in more than one instance this

termuiation was sudden, and perhaj>s

directly due to the affection of the heart.

Diagnosis.—This condition has probably
never been diagnosed during Ufe. The ap-

pearance of true cardiac pain, or of any of

I

the physical signs just mentioned, in the
course of a case of cancer, would, however,
be strong evidence that the heart was
secondarily involved.

Treatment.— The treatment of malignant
disease of the heart is necessarily limited to

the relief of any symptoms that may be
present, and does not differ from the treat-

ment of cardiac distress from other causes.
'2. Lymphoma of the Heart.—Lym-

phomatous or lymphadenomatous growths
have been met w ith in the heart in several

cases in which the disease was general, but
this affection of the organ cannot bo said to

have any clinic-al importance.
3. Non-Malignant Tumours of the

Heart.—These growths are also of purely

pathological interest, and are amongst the
very rarest of morbid appearances in con-

nexion with the heart. Myom^ata have
been recorded as instances of this class of

diseases. Lipomata lying under the endo-
cardium are referred to in the article Heart.
Fatty Growth on.

4. Cysts of the Heart.—The occur-

rence of true cysts in the myocardimn
(hydatids, abscesses, hiematomata, and soft-

ening gummata being excluded) is doubtful.

J. Mitchell Bruce.

HEART, Palpitation of.—Synon. : Fr.

Palpilaiam dti Caiir; Ger. Hereklopfert.

Definition.—Abnormal movement of the

heart, without appreciable structural lesion;

the movement, frequent or tumultuous, vary-

ing in tone and force.
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^Etiology.—The immediate or proximate

cause of palpitation is an over-stimulation of

the excitability of the muscular structure of

the heart, induced by functional errors of the

cardiac ganglia and of the vagus, more es-

pecially the depressor nerve proceeding

from its trunk, or of those other nerves which,

proceeding from the gangha of the great sym-

pathetic, supply the heart ; it being borne in

luiud that the cardiac centre in the mediilla

is subject to impressions co-existent with the

whole nervous system, and that these are

transmitted by the vagus or sympathetic to the

heart. It is therefore a true neurosis. The
disordered action of these nerves may be in-

duced either directly by dynamic or adynamic
causes, or by redex action ; but m either case

the phenomena as regards the heart are the

same—namely, the morbid activity or irregu-

larity in a normal function, and which must
be here considered as independent of any
accompanying organic lesion. In dynamic
and retlex palpitation the general blood pres-

sure thus resulting is influenced, partly by
peripheral resistance, but mainly by the

tumultuous increase in the heart's action.

The lessened duration of the diastole ad-

versely determines, first, the period of rest

;

secondly, the recruiting of the nerve-power
of the lieart, by lessening thp nourishment
aflbrded to its general structure through the

coronaries ; and, thirdly, the stimulus afforded,

by a deficiency in the due amount of blood
supplied to the ventricles. As the variableness

of this duration is measured by the recurrence
of the systole (defined and uniform as regards
time), the relative frequency, force, and tone of

the pulse-stroke become important elements
in the appreciation of these forms of func-
tional disturbance. In the adynamic form
the palpitation is mainly influenced by an
increase m the peripheral resistance effected

by morbid action of the vaso-motor system,
and evidenced by a marked deficiency of tone
and force in the beat.

The predisjiosing and exciting causes of
palpitation of the heart are various. The
chief predisposing causes are to be found in
the nervous and excitable temperaments

;

general debility ; inanition
; physical depres-

sion ; exhaustion, whether bodily or mental

;

early age ; hysteria ; venereal excesses ; and
in deterioration of the blood, as occurs in
gout, scurvy, chlorosis, or spanaemia. Amongst
the exciting causes may be classed violent
exercise ; mental shock, emotion, and all

forms of sudden excitement of the nervous
system

; exposure to too low a temperature
;

dissipation ; injurious articles of diet ; and
dyspejisia.

Symptoms.—In the dynamic and reflex
forms of simple palpitation there may occur
(1) a single action ; or (2) a series of actions,
which may become prolonged, and of such
a character as to be esteemed chronic. The
single abnormal beat not infrequently occurs

during a first sleep, and the patient is wakened
by a consciousness of it. Sleep may then
rettirn, and the attack subside without other

inconvenience ; or it may be associated with
a feeling of weight, fulness, anxiety, sinking,

or even pain of the prsecordia. More fre-

quently, however, the attacks are prolonged
and recurrent, returning with an accelerated

and iincertain frequency. To the patient the

act of palpitation causes various and widely
different sensations. There may be a mere
occasional flutter, or a slightly increased

action continuing for a time ; or there may
be increased action attended with great

rapidity, and such violence, that the heart

ap])ears forcibly to strike the chest-walls, dif-

fusing its influence over the whole sternal

region, and even at times agitating the whole
body (a jihenonienon probably due to an
associated general nervous agitation) ; or the

heart, again, may seem to the sufferer to rise,

as it were, into the throat. With these

several symptoms there may be the accom-
panying disturbances of choking—the globus
hiisterictis ; vertigo ; tinnitus aurium ; im-
paired vision, with a feeling of distension

of the eyeballs : a copious secretion of pale

limpid urine ; a clammy coldness of the ex-

tremities; fear of death ;
partial unconscious-

ness ; or actual syncojje. These attacks may
be preceded by a somewhat prolonged state

of cerebral disturbance, as evidenced by heat
of brow and vertex, headache, and an in-

aptitude to think or regulate the thoughts

;

and as there is generally a self-consciousness of

the abnormal action of the heart, the anxiety

on this account serves to impress the mind
with so much fear and inquietude as to tend
to increase and prolong the disorder that has
induced them. In the adynamic form there

is usually increased frequency with failure of

systolic power, so that the pulse becomes de-

ficient in tone, force, and rhythm, and may
be even reduced to a mere flutter. The
patient is painfully sensible of the disturbance,

which induces a feeling of restless anxiety

;

relief is sought, but not easily obtained,

either by moving about or in repose. When
this adynamic form of palpitation has its

causation primarily from undue depression
of temperature, in the peripheral circulation

and subse(piently in the venous system and
right heart, these symptoms become more
urgent —may be to the extinction of life ; the

vaso-dilators of the arteries are paralysed ; the

systemic current fails, and hence the ceiebral

vessels and the nutrient vessels of the heart
itself are unfilled, the immediate result being
syncope and death. This is probably the
frequent course of events in drowning. It is

certainly so in those cases of death from the

injudicious use of the cold bath, taken when
physical exhaustion or other circumstances
interfere with the necessary reaction from
the shock.

Physical Signs.—The physical examina-
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tion of tlie lieiirt in the dvnaiDic unci reflex

I'lirms of simple jialpitation, shows the apex-

beat to be normal m position, but ditl'iiseil

and much exaj,'t;erated in force. The area of

(lulneFS, a,f It rule, is not enlarf^ed upwards,
but it may be teniponiril.v enlarged, under
certain cirMiuustances, towards the rif,'ht side.

The sounds, always exag<;erated, at times
become very much so, and usually with a

sharp metallic rius,'. Occasionally a kind of

remittiuj,' hummin*; sound is superadded, and
may be heard even by the patient ; but this

is never constant. Sometimes the sounds are

lu.ard over a jjreat extent of surface ; but this

extent is no measure of their intensitj-, for

tiiey may not be loud, but abnormally clear

and distinct only. Occasionally there is a

pericardial rubbinj^ accompanyin<,' the mitral

apex-shock, simulating the friction-sound of

pericarditis; but there is never true friction-

sound. The basic second sound, more fre-

(|uently than the first, presents the metallic

ring. Sometimes it becomes lower-pitched

and less clicking than in an ordinary attack

of palpitation; and may even, as also the first

sound, so lose sharpness and abruptness as to

assume somewhat of the character of a soft

murmur. The aorta, carotids, and largo

arteries also throb, and have an excited im-
pulse. The smaller arteries are not sensibly

affected. The pulse at the wrist is thus often

an uncertain indicator of the amount of action

exhibited by the heart. Sometimes it lias

the character of being sharp and jerking,

without force ; or, should the right side of

the heart become loaded with blood, it may be

small and soft, and weak. This is markedly
the case in the adynamic form ; the im-
pulse may be weak even to extinction, and
the sounds so feeble as scarcely to be appre-

ciable, while there are indications of a loaded
state of the right heart. The symptoms may
be summed up as indicative of depressed
irritability, even to suppression, with venous
congestion. On the subsidence of an attack,

the ventricular impulse may return to its

natural force and frequency, and the sounds
be unaccompanied by any exaggerations.

Nevertheless, though the attack may have
subsided, there may be sliu'ht irregularity of

the heart's action perceptible for some short

time afterwards.

Diagnosis.—Though the diagnosis of pal-

pitation of the heart in some cases may
j)resent difficulty, yet, in the absence of

evidence of structural lesion, an increased

i:npulse presenting the above distinctive

characters may be assumed to be functionnl

in its origin, and not dependent on any or-

ganic disease of the heart itself. We have,

in fact, to do with an exaggeration, some-
times highly niark«d, of the natural nervous
susceptibilities of the heart; and this nervous
increase of impulse, even when only slight,

is usually more a])])reciated by the jiatient,

more painful, and more a source of anxiety
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than is that attending organic disease, es-

pecially in its earliest stages.

TuKATMKNT.— Palpitation, in reference to

treatment, may bo briefly viewed as dynamic,
reflex, and adymic. Keflex palpitation, as
irritative in its centripetal origin, is, for the
most part, dynamic in character ; and there-

fore its occurrence with the dynamic forms
is to bo temporarily met by corresj)onding

remedial agents. Those sedatives whicli

combine sedation with diffusible stimulation
are in practice ver^' goiurally selected, be-

cause a rapidly acting heart is not necessarily

distributing tho blood evenly through the
vessels ; in fact, the iiulso may be no guide
to the action of the heart, this being in-

fluenced bj' other causes. These remedies
include ether, camphor dissolved in spirit of

nitrous other, ethereal tincture of lobelia, and
bromide of ammonium, sedatives combined
with ammonia, and carminative volatile oils.

The rational treatment, however, even diu-ing

the attack, is rather to strengthen those
measures which before and after are to be
used to counteract the cause, and to lessen

vascular tension, as well as to quell inordi-

nate cardiac action. Aconite, diluted hydro-
cyanic acid, or the green hellebore, are there-

fore especially indicated ; or the inhibitory

action of digitalis and its allies may be called

for. In adynamic jialjiilation the sedatixe

action is not required, but stimulation, either

through the nerves or upon the heart itself,

is mainly to be relied on. Thus, suinbiil,

castor, valerian, or alcohol, and ammonia,
or compound tincture of lavender, and allied

medicines maj- temporarily relieve the
attack. Of all stimulants to an enfeebled
and impeded circulation and adynamic in-

ordinately acting heart, nitroglycerine or
trinitriu is the most reliable and most
powerful ; and the allied remedies are to

be found in amyl nitrite and the alkaline

nitrites. It is important, however, to observe

that the action must bo maintained in »

properly regulated dose, for this should not
involve any depressing influence on the
nervous system, as cannot generally be

avoided when amyl nitrite is given by in-

halation; and the dose of trinitriu cannot be
measured by a fixed standard of one minim
of a 1 per cent, alcoholic solution, for in

some cases half the standard dose will be
sufl!icient ; in other cases double the amount
wUl be required to produce the reciuisite de-

gree of stimulant action. T. Shaffer.

HEART, Pyeemic Abscess of.—Deh
NiriiiN.— Abscess of the heart occurring in

j)ya'inia.

.Etiology.—Abscess of the heart has been
most fre<iuently observed in cases of pyiemiu
following acute necrosis of bone or diffuse

periostitis ; less frequently after jjhlebitix,

chronic or acute arthritis, urethral stricture,

chronic abscess, and cancerous ulceration.
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In eleven out of fourteen cases, the liistorie

of which were collected by Sir Richard

Quain (Lumlcian Lectures), the age of the

patients was seventeen years or under ; and

twelve out of the same fourteen cases were

males. In other words, pyiemic abscess of

the heart has been most frequently foimd

m cases following injury to a bone or to a

joint in boys. In older subjects it has been

associated with pyaemia secondary to one or

other of the diseases just mentioned. In a

few cases no primary disease was discovered.

Anatomical Characters.—Pyaemic disease

of the walls of the heart most commonly
affects the left ventricle—towards the base

and in the papillary muscles. Pericarditis

co-exists in the great majority of cases, and
very frequently endocardial inflammation

also. The pyaemic foci are generally mul-
tiple, and vary in size from a pea to a pin's

head. They ai)pear at fii-st as small, slightly

elevated, yellowish or buft-coloured, softened

patches, projecting either on the external or

on the internal surface of the heart, and
covered with inflammatory deposit. On
section, these jjatches either present an ap-

pearance of diffused yellowish softening, or

contain one or more collections of dark dirty

puriform matter, with ragged, ill-defined

boimdaries, as i'f formed by destruction of

the discolom-ed tissue around.
Microscopically examined, the yellowish

]-atches prove to be portions of the myocar-
dium which are infiltrated with pus and
granular matter; the muscular tissue itself

being in a condition of granular or fatty de-

generation. The puriform material repre-

sents an advanced stage of the same change,
consisting of granulcir matter and other mus-
cnJar debris, blood, various micro-organisms,
and frequently jius-corpuscles. The several

stages of the pyaemic process have been
found side by side in some cases ; and em-
boli have been discovered in the branches
of the coronary arteries, where they may
have served as the foci of the abscesses. The
walls of the heart are sometimes in a con-
dition of softening throughout. Pyaemic ab-
scess of the heart occasionally bursts ; and the
contents make their way either into the left

ventricle—producing cardiac aneurysm, and
perhaps giving rise to further embolism and
pyaemic disease— or into the pericardial sac.

Symptoms.—Whatever the symptoms of
pyaemic abscess of the heart may be, they
have in recorded cases been completely ob-
scured by the general symptoms of pyiemia,
and by the local symptoms and signs of
pericarditis. Thus, the patients are de-
scribed as presenting a febrile, typhoid, or
py;pmic appearance, an anxious look, dys-
pnoea, and praecordial pains ; and pericardial
friction has generally been discovered over
the heart. Delirium probably occurs more
frequently than in ordinary cases of pyaemia,
but may be referable to the accompanying
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pericarditis. The physical signs found in

these cases are cliieHy those of acute peri-

carditis. Sometimes an endocardial bellows-

murmur may be heard, due either to val-

vular lesion, or to the formation of an acute

aneurysm of the cardiac wall.

Course and Terminations.—The cases of

pyaemia in which the heart has been found
2)ost mortem to be involved, have generally

proved rapidly fatal, the patients dying from
exhaustion. Rupture of the abscess in either

direction may tend to accelerate the fatal

termination ; but complete rupture of the

wall in both directions, with sudden death'

from hicmato-pericardium, as in non-pyaemic
abscess of the heart, does not appear to be

on record.

Diagnosis.—In every case of pyaemia the

physical condition of the heart should be
regularly investigated ; and there should no
longer be any risk of acute inflammation of

the heart or pericarditis being mistaken for

meningitis or simple delirium. Pyaemia
with multiple arthritis and involvement of

the heart is more difficult of diagnosis fi'oiii

ordinary acute rheumatism with cardiac

inflammation ; and mistakes in such cases

have not infrequently occurred. The history

of the case, including the evidence of a

definite injury, however slight, is of the

greatest value ; but a careful consideration

of all tlie facts of the case alone can preveiit

mistakes. The only difficulty that remains
in the diagnosis of pya;niic abscess of the

heart is the determination of its existence in

the presence of pericarditis, which is rarely

absent. For this purpose the facts of the

ffitiology of the case are more important than
the symptoms-; and especially the occurrence
of an injury to the periosteum of a youthful
subject as the original cause of the pyaemia.

As a matter of fact, the symptoms, either

general or local, appear never to have sug-

gested the diagnosis of pyaemic abscess of

the heart.

Prognosis.—If a diagnosis of abscess of

the heart can be made in pyaemia, the only
possible prognosis that can be given is one
of speedy death.

Treatment.— The treatment of pyaemia
affecting the heart cannot be said to differ in

any important respect from that of ordinary
cases of the disease {see Pyaemia). The
accompanying pericarditis will call for local

treatment.

J. Mitchell Bruce.

HEART, Rupture of.—The heart is

liable to rupture from external injuries, and
from causes acting from within. The latter

are called spontaneous ruptures, and these

only will be considered here. Spontaneous
ruptures may aft'ect either the walls or the

valves. The latter foiin of lesion will be

found discussed under the head of HEA[;r
Valves and Orifices of. Diseases of.
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iExiOLOGY.—Rupture of the walls niaj- be
said never to dcciir spontaneously when the

heart is hoiilthy. The followinjj have been
enumerated b.v difterent writers as the

diseased conditions of the heart's walls that

predispose to rupture :—A thin or atrophied
condition, simple fofteniM"^, a ' f,'clatiniform

'

condition of the walls, ap(>i)lectic or hiemor-
rliagic elVusion into the walls, abscess, ulcera-

tion, and fatty dej^eneration. The writer

finds from a table of 100 cases of rupture,

the histories of which he has collected from
different sources, that the heart had under-

gone fatty degeneration in 77 ; in G the walls

were described simply as being softened ; in

1 there was rupture of an aneurysmal dilata-

tion ; in 1 there was bursting of an abscess
;

in 1'2 the heart is said to have been healthy
iu texture, or not to have been examined

;

but in most of these latter cases mention is

made of the previous existence of endocar-
ditis, or of changes in the coronary arteries,

fully justifying the impression that there was
disease of the texture of the heart.

The influence of age in relation to rupture
of the heart can be distinctly traced. For
example, of the 100 cases just referred to, 63
were above the age of sixty years. Arranged
in decades, the cases stand thus :—2 were
between ten and twenty ; 1 between twenty
and thirty ; 3 between thirty and forty ; 6
between forty and fifty ; 13 between fifty and
sixty; 33 between sixty and seventy; 24
between seventy and eighty ; 6 were over
eighty ; and in 2 the age is not stated. With
respect to sex, of 98 out of 100 cases in which
it is mentioned, 54 were males and 44 females.

The exciting cause of rupture of the heart
is usually some mental excitement or physical
effort ; but the accident may occur when the
subject of it is at rest, or pursuing the ordinary
avocations of life.

An.\tomical Characters.—Seat. In 76
cases out of the 100 to which we have already
alluded, the left ventricle was the seat of the
rupture ; and in 43 of these cases the lesion

was in the anterior wall. The right ventricle

was found ruptured thirteen times, nine in-

stances occurring in its anterior wall. The
right auricle was ruptured seven times ; the
left auricle twice ; and a rupture was found in

tlie septum four times. These results corre-

spond remarkably with those of other writers
on the subject. Elleaume {Mon. dcs Uopit.,
1858) in .'So cases foiuid the rupture 43 times
in the left ventricle, seven times in the right

ventricle, three times in the riglit auricle, and
twice in the left auricle.

On examining a heart in which rupture
has occurred, the torn part is found to pre-
sent ditVerent characters in difterent cases.

Tlie lesion may he.co?>iplcte, causing perfora-

tion of the walls ; or it may be incomplete.
In rotnpletc rupture the opening is sometimes
barely suHicient to admit a probe, whilst in

other instances it may be two or three inches

in length. Tlie rent is sometimes longer ex-
ternally, and sometimes it is longer inter-

nallj'. There may be but one, or tiiere may
be more than one, rupture ; and in the latter

case the ruptures may or may not communi-
cate with one another. In incomplete ru)>-

ture the injury may be confined to the
internal surface, or to the external surface,

or it may occur in the substance of the walls.

The edges of the rent are ragged, irregular,

and sometimes ecchjinosed. The irregularity

of the edges is due to the manner in whicli

the muscular fibres are torn, whether across

or split longitudinally. This description

refers more correctly to rupture in a heart

that is the subject of fatty degeneration.

The appearances are different when the rup-

tiu"e is secondary to an abscess, or to ulcera-

tion, or to certain other causes presently to

be described. In such cases the lesion has
been described as a rent, tear, ulceration, or

perforation. The condition of the heart in

the majority of cases of rupture has been
already referred to under the head of JEtio-

logy. Ecchyinoses are sometimes found in

the vicinity of the lesion. The pericardium
generally contains an effusion of blood, which
often surrounds the heart with coagixlum,

leaving the sac filled with serum, to the

amount, it may be, of thirty ounces, as in

an instance which came under the writer's

notice.

Mechanism. — Rupture of the heart is

doubtless nearly always the result oft* strain

or of pressure acting upon the muscular
walls. The walls of the healthy heart are

sufficiently strong to resist any ordinary

force to which they are exposed. But when
they are softened by degeneration, or are

very thin, as is sometimes the case in the

auricles or the right ventricle, they may give

way before the pressure to whicli they are

exposed during muscular efforts or strains,

or even in the ordinary action of the organ.

Thus, when a part of the wall of the heart is

weakened bj' softening or other cause, this

spot may be, as it were, torn across by the

contraction of the healthj- fibres among which
it is situated. Or again, wlien the walls of

the heart are thick, it may be that the outer

surface, being strained over the contents of a

distended ventricle, as would be the outer

surface of an overbent hoop, gives way, tears,

and the opening gradually extends from
without inwards. These facts enable us to

understand why rupture is more frequent in

the left than in the right ventricle. A further

explanation is to be found in the fact that

the left ventricle is more freciuently than tiio

right the seat of fatty degeneration, from
causes elsewhere alluded to {sec Heart, Fatty

Degeneration of). There is yet another way
in wliich softening leads to rupture. A soft-

ened spot occurs in the substance of the

I heart, and into it himiorrhngc takes ]i1iich,

constituting what is termed apoplexy of the
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heari. At times this hsemorrhagic softening

may yield either externally or internally, and

give rise to ruijture. Lastly, the writer has

seen more than once a small spot of softening

with loss of suhstance occurring on the in-

ternal surface of the ventricular wall, most

frequently in the left ; this softening and

breaking down of tissue gradually insinuates

itself amongst the muscular fibres, until

finally perforation of the outer wall of the

heart occurs.

Symptoms.—The symptoms of rupture of

the heart may be described as those which

are premonitoi-y ; and those which occur at

the time of the accident. The former are

such as indicate a diseased condition of the

organ—namely, breathlessness on exertion,

palpitation, more or less irregularity of pulse,

and faintness. In some instances recorded

these symptoms were so slight as hardly to

attract attention ; in others so severe as to

cause intense suffering. In the majority of

the cases noted in the table referred to, no
mention is made of any preceding symptoms,
death being sudden. In several cases it is

distinctly stated that no symptoms preceded

the fatal attack.

The occurrence of the lesion itself, when
the patient has lived long enougli to describe

his sensations, has always been marked by
intense cardiac suffering, more or less distress

in breathing, restlessness, rapid and irregular

pulse, faintness, pallor, coldness of the skin,

sometimes vomiting, and by various nervous
symptoms. "When life is prolonged beyond
a few minutes, there may be more or less

intermission in the progress of these symp-
toms ; but the whole attack is marked by
anguish more or less severe. The diu'ation of

the attack itself from the first fatal seizure

varies remarkably. In 71 out of tlie 100
cases alluded to, death was sudden, occur-

rmg within one or two minutes. One patient,

however, lived eight days, 1 six days, 1 three

days ; 5 lived over forty-eight hours, 3 lived

under twenty-four hours, and 19 under twelve
hours.

The special symptoms indicative of a fatal

seizure are, in addition to those already
mentioned, severe pnx'cordial pam, dyspnoea,
vomiting, cyanosis, pallor, loss of conscious-
ness, and convulsions. These symptoms, or
some of them, were noted in 44 out of the
100 cases ; and in 24 of these the patient lived
for more than five miinites after seizure, and
in some of the eases for more than twelve
hours. These cases, doubtless, are instances
in which the muscular fibres are torn apart
layer by layer successively. In the other 20
cases the patient was seized with severe pain,
and then expired ; or witli dyspnoea and some
of the other symptoms mentioned above, and
lived but a few seconds.
The physical sigy^s of complete rupture

having occurred, so far as can be ascertained,
are merely a greater or less amomit of dul-
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ness in the region of the heart ; the impulse
diminished ; the sounds muffied, distant, or

imperfectly developed ; and the pulse weak
and intermittent.

Course and Tkrminations.—The difference

in the progress of the fatal malady depends
much iipon the seat of the rupt\n-e, on the

size of the ojjening, and on the rapidity witli

which the extension of the laceration takes

place. In the cases in which the septum is

torn, there is no external haemorrhage, and
life is prolonged until the patient dies from
disturbance in the functions of such an im-
portant organ as the heart. (Sec a case re-

ported by Dr. Peacock, I'ath. Trmis. vol. v.)

The progress of the symptoms is also influ-

enced by the direction and course of the rup-

ture. If the torn fibres overlap from the

inside or from the outside, the injury pene-

trates slowly through the cardiac wall, and
the fatal progress is also slow. (See cases

recorded by the writer in the Path. Travis.

vol. iii., and also in vol. xii. ; and a case by
Dr. Peacock in vol. xvii. of the same Trans.)

Prognosis.—As far as is known, ruptiire

of the heart is alwaj'S fatal. Still it is pos-

sible that such an accident, owing to the

small size of the opening, its incom])lete cha-

racter, and its occlusion by a coagulum, may
not prove fatal. Numerous instances are re-

corded of severe wounds of the heart, the

subjects of which have survived. Ollivicr

has collected 29 such cases, only two of which
proved fatal within forty - eight hours, the

others living from four to eight days. Cases
are recorded in which persons have survived

many years severe wounds of this important
organ. These cases, however, differ from
those of rupture in this particular, that they
occur in the healthy organ, wliilst sponta-

neous rupture occurs in the heart when it is

seriously diseased. See Heart, Wounds of.

Treatment.—In the way of treatment of

rupture of the heart little can be done. The
patient's sufferings may perhaps be relieved

by the hyjiodermic injection of morphine, or

by the use of sedatives or antisjiasmodics.

Perfect rest shculd, if possible, be maintained.
Richard Quain.

HEART, Softening of. --This term was
formerly applied to several conditions of the
heart in which the consistence of the cardiac

tissue was diminished, whilst the process to

which it was due was obscure or anomalous. It

is probable that under the name of softening of

the heart there were especially included in-

stances of acute myocarditis, parenchymatous
degeneration, and fatty degeneration. In the
present more advanced state of cardiac patho-
logy, it seems desirable that the expression
' softening,' while retained to express a fami-

liar physical condition, should cease to be
employed as a classifying term—that is, to

designate any specific morbid state.

J. Mitchell Bruce.
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HEART, Syphilitic Disease of.—
Sy]>liilitic disease of the lii'iDt is by no
uii'ans a rare condition, liaviiig been found
in a Lirge number of instances in which tlie

sjiecific nature of the lesion was determined
with certainty ; whilst, in another series of

cases, similar anatomical appearances were
present, althoufjla the existence of syphilis

was not ascertained. Sypliilitic disease of

the heart is therefore of nnich pathological

interest; but it cannot be said that a f,'reat

deal is known as yet with respect to its

clinical history.

/Etiology.— There appears to be notliing

of importance known as to the causes of the

location of .syphilis in the heart. Tlie con-

genital as well as tlie acquired form of the

disease has been met with.

Anatomical Characters.—This morbid
condition presents two leading apj)earanccs
post mortem. The first is the well-marked
syphilitic (jum»ia, which closely resembles
the same form of growth as it is met witli,

for example, in the liver and testicles.

Gummata of the heart ai)pear as pale yellow
patches in tlie cardiac wall, or as yellowish
nodules which are found on section. They
present a variety of appearances, according
to tlieir age. ^Vhen young they are firm or

even scirrhoid, elastic, and homogeneous

;

creak on section ; and are very slightly

succulent : when older, tiiey become soft

and cheesy, like a mass of 'yellow tubercle.'

In eitlier f )rm the masses are not isolated,

but pass continuously into tlie myocardium,
eitlier directly, or through tlie medium of

soft vascular connective tissue, so that they
were formerly described in this country as

'infiltrations' or 'fibrinous deposits.' The
superjacent endocardium or pericardium is

vasciilarised and dull in the early stage of the

nodules; opaque and thickened in the more
advanced stage. The masses or nodules occur

'

in various numbers in ditTerent instances, but
are generally multiple. They may be found I

in any part of the heart. Gummata most !

frequently become caseous in the centre, as

described ; and they may then soften more ;

completely and discharge inwards, leacling

to acute cardiac aneurysm and ulcer of the
wall ; but more frequently the cheesy pro-

ducts are in a great measure absorbed,
lea\ing a puckered fibroid patch behind.
The second form of sj-philitic disease of

ihe heart is the fibroid patch. This is I

sometimes well-defined and localised, and
in such instances it represents the stage of

full development of an area of ordinary
syphilitic interstitial intlamraation. In other

specimens, the fibroid patches ajipear as

irregular masses of indurated tibroiil tissue,

occupj'ing part of tjie wall of the heart, and '

sending septa into the dei)th of the myocar-
dium, whilst the endocardium and pericar-

dium that correspond to them are opaciue,

thickened, and puckered. The syphilitic

nature of such patches may bo detonnincd
by the presence of specilic lesions in other
viscera.

A form of the disease intermediate between
the two forms just described is one in which
the outer zone of the gumma has umlergone
development into fiiiroid tissue, and the
caseous centre remains as a ' fibrinous

'

mass.
The microscopical characters of syphilitic

gi'owths do not require to be described here.
In the heart, the primary seat of the disease
is the intermuscular tissue ; the muscular
fibres lying imbedded in the gummatous
products or in the fibroid growth being
either healthy in appearance, or fattily de-
generated and broken up.

Sypliilitic endarteritis (nhlitcrans) may
also occur in the vessels of the niyocardium.
and give rise to infarction of the walls of

the heart.

Amongst the occasional effects of syphilitic

disease of the heart are chronic aneurysm of

the walls ; distortion of the ostia and of the
valves and their appendages ; and, more
frequently, adhesion of the pericardium.
Some of the other viscera present, as a rule,

evidence of syphilitic disease.

Symptoms.—The subjects of syphilis of the
heart may, from a clinical point of view, be
divided into three classes. The first class

of patients suffer from some one or other of

the ordinary symptoms of chronic cardiac

disease, such as dyspnoea, cardiac distress,

palpitation, pulmonary complications, and
general dropsy ; whilst tlie physical signs

are those of cardiac enlargement, and per-

haps of valvular incompetence. Pnecordial
uneasiness, syncopal attacks, and remarkable
infrequency of the pulse, have been promi-
nent features in several recorded cases.

The second class of subjects of this disease

die suddenly, after few if any complaints re-

ferable to the heart.

The third class die of syphilitic marasmus,
and may or may not present some evidence

—by physical signs or otiierwise—that the

heart is not sound.

In many of the cases, other symptoms of

visceral S3'pliilis have been prominent -for

example, phenomena connected with the
brain and nervous system.

Diagnosis.—Well-defined symptoms or

physical signs connected with the heart,

such as those just mentioned, occurring in

a syphilitic subject, would furnish consider-

able grounds for the diagnosis of specific car-

diac disease, in the absence of other more
probable causes—such as a history of endo-
carditis, strain, or Bright's disease.

Prognosis.— If such a diagnosis were
positively made, the prognosis would be

more favourable than it is perhaps in any
other form of chronic heart-disease, inas-

much as the condition might be successfully

removed by treatment.
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Treatment.—Aiiti-sjT)hilitic remedies, es-

pecially iodide of potasSiiim, should be freely

tried, along with the other remedies indi-

cated on general principles.

J. Mitchell Bruce.

HEART, Thrombosis of.— Synon. :

Heart-clotting; Fr. Thrombose Cardiaqne;

Ger. Gerinnungen im Herzen; Herzpoly-

pen.
Definition.— Coagulation of the blood

within the cavities of the heart during life.
_

jEtiology.—Thrombosis of the heart is

most frequently due to local arrest of the

movements of the blood, comparatively or

absolutely, within its cavities. Such arrest

is itself generally referable to weakness of

the cardiac contractions, whether associated

with dilatation secondary to valvular, renal,

or pulmonary disease, or due to some
primary affection of the muscular walls.

The peculiar saccular condition of the ex-

tremities of the auricular appendages, and
the trabecular arrangement of the columnae

carneae of the ventricles, as well as the dis-

tance of the same parts from the main blood-

currents, determine the favourite localisation

of the thrombosis. Eoughening of the en-

docardium is another cause of thrombosis,

but one which is to be considered less

common than the causes already mentioned,
unless the fibrinous coagula of endocarditis,

or vegetations, be regarded as thrombi,
which, in the strict sense of the term, they
partly are. Possibly certain conditions of

the blood may contribute to the occurrence
of cardiac tiirombosis. Finally, thrombi
once formed tend to promote the further
progress of the condition.

Anatomical Characters.—Coagula found
within the heart are of two kinds, which
have been termed active and passive, ac-

cording as they are formed during life, or
at or after death, respectively ; and the
characters of the former, with which alone
we are here concerned, cannot be understood
until those of the latter have been briefly

described.

Passive coagiila are found in the heart in
most necropsies, occupying the track of the
principal blood-currents. Frequently they
appear as black or red blood-clots, occupy-
ing the auricles principally, and moulded in
their cavities. In other cases they take the
form of masses of firm whitish fibrin,

cleaving with some tenacity to the endo-
cardium, but not truly adherent; matted
with the chordae tendineae and columnae
carneae; and projecting some distance into
the pulmonary artery. Or, thirdly, passive
coagula may be a combination of the two
previous forms, tlie upper part (according to
the position of the body) being decolorised
or fibrinous, and the deeper part resembling
more an ordinary blood-clot. In certain
cases these passive clots are peculiar. In
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phthisis and other diseases proving fatal by
very slow exhaustion, they are remarkably
firm and fibrinous, and closely matted
amongst the chordae tendineae—appearances
which seem to indicate that coagulation

was slowly proceeding for some time before

the heart had finally ceased to beat. In
anaemia they are jelly-like and translucent.

In leukaemia they are soft and creamy in

appearance, and yield, when broken up, a
puriform fluid. In the acute exanthemata
these passive clots are soft and friable ; and
m many cases of these and of other forms
of acute disease and of sudden death, no
coagula are found in the heart, which con-

tains only fluid blood.

Active coagula—the result of thrombosis
of the heart—are, on the contrary, situated

in the saccular appendages of the auricles,

at the aj)ex of the ventricles, and in the re-

cesses behind and between the columnae
carneae—in other words, as far as possible

from the track of active blood-currents. In
these situations they may be seen projecting

in the form of fleshy knobs or globes, with
their free surface smooth and rounded.
Their deep surface is adherent to the endo-
cardium, from which, however, it can
generally be separated without much diffi-

culty, leaving behind it a discoloured mark.
If the thrombus be incised, it wUl be found
to be laminated in structure, somewhat
after the fashion of an onion, the colour of

the section being greyish-brown or yellowish,

with irregular patches of red and black. In
most instances the centre is less firm than
the periphery ; and usually it is of a fluid

consistence, in the form of a foul, sanious,

puriform substance.

If the process of thrombosis have been
proceeding for some time, these formations
may extend in all directions, embrace the
columnae carneae, coalesce in front of them,
and finally may fUl up a considerable portion
of one, or even of more than one, cavity.

The thrombi are generally friable ; but some-
times they gain in firmness by the deposit of

lime-salts within them ; and at other times
it is possible that they become detached and
form into the ' fibrinous balls ' which have
been found lying free in the cavities of the
auricles. Cardiac thrombi may, in part at

least, be reabsorbed. They frequently give

way during life ; and portions of them, as

well as of their puriform contents, are con-
veyed into the circulation, causing embolism
and pygemia.

Cardiac Embolism.—It may be added
that embolism of the heart has frequently

been found—thrombi or simple clots, some-
times of remarkable size, having been carried

from tlie veins, and arrested in the heart or
in the mouth of the pulmonai'y artery.

Symptoms.—The clinical phenomena asso-

ciated with true cardiac thrombosis may be
best described as those of the last stage of
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plironic disease of the heart. Prmcorcliiil

(hstress and restlessness; irregularity and
feebleness of tlie pulse ; oedema and coldness

of the extremities ; pulmonary confjestion,

infarction, and a'dcma ; dulness of expression,

and sopor, broken by low weak delirium
;

with other symi)toms, as well as with the

sit,'ns of cardiac failure and imperfect empty-
intj of the cavities in systole— all these phe-
nomena are associated with the process of
active coagulation within the heart. It

would not, however, be correct to describe
these phenomena as symptoms directly re-

I'erable to the thrombosis. All that can be
>ai<l is, that in such a case thrombosis is

probably going on and increasing the em-
barrassment and the gravity of the condition.

An unusual degree of cjanosis appears in

some instances. The symptoms of arterial

embolism may suddenly make their appear-
ance from detachment of particles of the
dots; and, if the puriform contents find

their way into the circulation, sejiticiEmia

may result.
I

Cardiac embolism.—The dislodgment en
masse of a large venous thrombosis, and the

;

impaction of the same, or of a ' fibrinous

ball,' in one of the ostia of the heart have
!

frequently caused rapid death. See PuL-
j

MON-ARY Vessels, Diseases of. I

Passive coagulation.—It should be added
tliat the appearance of the ' passive ' form of
coagulation within the heart, which has been
already referred to as a j^ost-mortem process,

i

or one occurring in articulo mortis, has been
otlierwise interpreted by some authorities, '

who regard passive coagida as formed ante
tnortcm, and as giving rise to severe symp-
toms by the embarrassment which they pro-
duce in the circulation. The sj-mptoms
caused by this condition are said to be—
jireat precordial pain and distress ; tumul-
tuous action of the heart, passing on to ir-

regularity, flickering, and linally arrest, whilst
the pulse is very feeble ; urjjent dyspnoea ; !

cyanosis ; haemoptysis ; coldness of the ex-
tremities; deepening stupor ; and coma end-
ing in death—in short, the congeries of
s\ niptoms which would be referred by most
authorities to failure of the muscular walls
of the heart, the coagidation being regarded
as only another result of the same condition.

Diagnosis.—In tlie presence of the very
serious and complex conditions with which
cardiac thrombosis is usually associated, the
(juestion of its existence can hardly be said
to occur to the physician as a point of great
importance. An muisual degree of cyanosis,
especially if it be progressive, fiivours the
recognition of this state ; and in the absence
of valvular disease, tiie occurrence of embo-
lism or pyaemia would tend to confirm it.

Treatment.—The treatment of cardiac
thrombosis consists in the treatment of its

cause ; and nothing is demanded or can be
done for the former whicii is not indicated
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for the relief of the latter. Those authorities
who see in ' passive ' coagnla the evidence of

ra{)id ante-mortem thrombosis, recoramoiul
the use of stimulants, and even of certain
drugs which are supposed to have a solvent
effect on fibrinous formations, especially am-
monia.
The treatment of embolism of the pul-

monary artery is described separately.

J. MiTcuELL Bruce.

HEART, Tuberculosis of.—Indepen-
dently of the pericardium, the heart itself is

believed to be rarely the seat of tubercular
disease. Grey miliary tubercles have been
found in the connective tissue of the wall of
the heart, in some cases of acute general tuber-
culosis. Tubercle bacilli occasionally occur on
endocardial ulcers. In other instances the
' tubercle ' has been of the yellow or cheesy
kind, in the form of small nodules lying at

various depths in the nniscular tissue be-

neath the pericardium ; the latter also being
frequently aflected, as well as the lungs, in-

testines, and other organs.
Tiiere appears to bo no evidence that

tuberculosis of the myocardium gives rise to

definite svmptoms, or that it can be recog-
nised dui-ing life.

J. Mitchell Bruce.

HEART, Valves and Orifices of,

Diseases of.— Classification.— The dis-

eases of the valves and orifices of the heart
which i)roduce mechanical disorders of the
circulation, by establishing abnormal rela-

tions between those parts, are of two kinds —
obstructive and regurgitant. Valvular dis-

ease, on the one hand, is said to be obstruc-

tive when narrowing of an orifice presents an
obstacle to the passage of the blood-current —
a condition better named stenosis. On the
other hand, when the blood regiu'gitates or

flows back through an orifice, in conseciuence
of imjierfect closure of the valves, due either

to valvular changes or to widening of tht

orifice, the conilitiou is called regurgitation

or insufficiency.

Aneurysm of the valves of the her'-t is

discussed separately. See Heart, Valves of.

Aneurysm of.

/Etiolooy.—Each of the orifices may be
affected witli one or both forms of disease, but
the frequency with which the several orifices

are attacked varies. The results of organic
disease are chietlj' met with in the left side

of the lieart, and are due to local intlannna-

tion— endocarditis and its consequences; or

to chronic degenerative changes, such as

atheroma. In adult life the valves of the

left side are more frequently affected than
those of the right, because they have to bear
a much jjieater pressure ; but in fa-tal life,

when the jiressure is reversed, the riglit

valves suffer more. Endocarditis is com-
monly of rheumatic origin, and attacks the
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mitral more frequently than the aortic valves

;

the former having to Sustain tho full force of

the ventriciUar systole, while the latter only

Lear the force of tlie aortic recoil. In ad-

dition to rheumatic fever, the chief diseases

which tend to develop endocarditis are

pyaemia, puerperal fever, the exanthemata,

diphtheria, chorea, typhoid, tuberculosis,

chronic renal disease, and syphilis. The
aortic valves and orifice are more commonly
affected than the mitral by clironic end-

arteritis extending from the aorta, the chief

causes of which are gout, old age, syphilis,

and the abuse of alcohol. These facts explain

why mitral affections (commonly rheumatic)

occ\ir mostly in early life, and aortic affections

in later hfe. Valvular lesions are more com-

mon in men than in women, from the strain

of the heart incidental to more laborious

occupations. Strain helps to swell the greater

proportion of disease of the aortic valves,

which are liable to rupture from effort ; but

similar accidents may occur to the mitral

valve and its tendinous cords. Valvular de-

fects are also due in some cases to congenital

malformations.
Anatomical Characters.— The patho-

logical changes in the valves and orifices of

the heart, which cause valvular diseases, are

mostly the results of acute or chronic endo-

carditis. In the acute form, the valvular

lesion is caused by the growth of vegetations

which interfere with the action of the valve-

segments ; or by softening and ulceration of

the valve- structure, which lead to valvular

aneurysm and ^perforation, or to loss of sub-

stance and consequent insufficiency. The
mere chronic form of inflainmation produces
thickening of the valves from overgrowth of

the connective tissue, with subsequent cal-

careous degeneration, and retraction from
shrinking of the hyperplastic connective
tissue ; or adhesion of the valve-segments
causing stenosis.

Aortic stenosis is generally the result of

thickening and calcareous degeneration of the
valves, or of deformity of the valves fi'om

vegetative growths which obstruct the free

passage of the blood from the ventricle.

Sometimes it is due to adhesion of the
valves preventing their elevation, and caus-
ing them to form a diaphragm with a narrow
central aperture. More rarely it is caused
by thickening and contraction of the fibrous
ring of the aortic orifice, gradually mvolving
the valves ; or by endocardial thickening pro-
ducing contraction immediately beneath the
aortic ring.

Mitral stenosis results most frequently
from a leather-like thickening and rigidity
of the valves, which contract all round the
mitral orifice, so as to narrow the outlet,

and form a diaphragm between the auricle
and the ventricle. This diaphragm is in
some cases funnel-shaped, while in others the
mitral orifice is transformed into a button-

hole aperture, or narrowed to the size ol

a goose-quill. The tendinous cords of the

valve are shortened, and their muscles

thickened. In some cases the valves are

smooth and thin ; in others they are thick-

ened, studded with vegetations, rough and
calcareous. This latter state may cause

stenosis, without any funnel-formation, as

may also fibrinous clots or polypi obstructing

the orifice. In many cases of mitral stenosis

the valves are also insufficient. Mitral stenosis

is mostly observed in young females, as a

result of mild rheumatic attacks or chorea.

It is sometimes called congenital in cases in

which it can be referred to no acute illness.

Ao7-tic iiisufficiency sometimes depends on
dilatation of the aortic orifice, due to soften-

ing of the aortic coats, with little or no change
in the valves, which are incapable of closing

the enlarged orifice. This may be called

relative insufficiency. Vegetations, thicken-

ing, retraction, calcareous degeneration, ad-

hesions, perforations, loss of substance, and
rupture of the valve-segments by efi'ort are all

causes of aortic insufficiency. In rupture of

the valves, a lull description of which was first

given by Sir liichard Quain {Edin. Monthlij

Journ. 1840), the valve-segment is torn from
its angle of attachment, and its free edge
retroverted towards the ventricle. This
accident happens more frequently in cases

where the valves were previously diseased

by chronic inflammatory changes connected

with the strain of very laborious occupations,

and in such cases farther laceration may
subsequently occur.

Mitral insufficiency is due to thickening,

retraction, or deformity from vegetations of

the valve-curtains ; adhesion of the curtains

to each other or to the ventricular wall ; and
calcareous degeneration. In some instances,

one of the valves is perforated or torn ; and
sometimes the tendinous cords are shortened
and thickened, or ruptured as the result oi

degeneration, preventing the normal action

of the valve-curtains. In rarer cases asso-

ciated with dilated ventricle, the papillarv

muscles are so weakened by degeneration
that they can no longer aid in the closure oi

the orifice. Dilatation of the left auriculo-

ventricular orifice is also a cause of relative

mitral insufficiency. This form is uncon-
nected with structural valve changes, and is

due to defective muscular contraction, such
as occurs in aniemia, typhoid fever, and the
failing systole of the later stages of aortic

insufficiency.

Valvular defects on the right side of the

heart are due to similar changes. They
arise chiefly during foetal life, when the right

cavities have to bear greater pressure. In
adult life these defects are generally asso-

ciated with diseases of the lungs, which cause
increased tension in the right cavities, and
lead to their dilatation.

Combined, valvular lesions axe not infre-
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qnent. Tlie most eomiuon ave stenosis anil

iiisulliciency of the aortie valves, and the

siinio morbid changes of the mitral vahcs.

In the last stages of botli forms of aortic

valve-disease, tlie mitral valve becomes in-

siitHcient, either from chronic endocarditis,

or from dilatation of the ventricle and of tiie

ainiculo-ventricular orifice. Mitral stenosis

is not infre(|iiently associated with aortic

msulliciency, but is more commonly con-

ntctod with some de^'ree of narrowing at

the aortic orilice. Tricuspid iiisutticiency is

usually mot with in the last stages of diseases

of the left heart ; and tricuspid stenosis is

met with in connexion with a similar nar-

rowing of the mitral orilice.

Symptoms.—Valvular diseases of the heart

produce a series of morbid phenomena, whicli

are connected together by a necessary se-

(pience. Each and every form of valvular

defect impairs the perfection of the heart as

a pumping machine, and disttirbs the normal
relations between the contents of the arteries

and of the veins. \Vherever the valve-nns-

chief is, and whatever its nature, it robs the

arterial circulation and enriches the venous.

In front of tiie lesion there is less blood
;

behind it there is more. In aortic valvular

diseases, the first elTects are increase of the

l)lood-pressuro in the left ventricle, and
lessened blood-pressure in the aorta ; next,

from the difficulty which the left auricle has
in emptying all its contents into an over-full

ventricle, there is produced increased pressure

in the left auricle and pulmonary veins.

Mitral valve-lesions cause similar results:

first, increased pressure in the left auricle,

less pressure in tlie left ventricle, and con-

secpiently lessened pressure in the aorta

;

with a gradual increase of pressure extending
from the left auricle to the pulmonary veins.

Aortic affections thus act first on the arterial,

and secondly on the pulmonary circulation
;

wliile mitral lesions affect the pulmonary
vessels more immediately. The final results

of the two forms are, however, identical, and
may be stated in the form of a law—namely,
that all valvular diseases of the heart tend
to lessen the quantity of blood in the arterial

system, and to produce increased fulness and
stasis in the veins. From the action of this law,

various associated visceral disorders follow

as consequences. These disorders, however,
vary greatly in the period of their occurrence,

aiul in the intensity of their manifestations.

Tills variation is due to the more or less

perfect way in which the original valvular

defect has been compensated for, by changes
ill the power of the cardiac muscle and in

the capacitj' of the cardiac cavities. These
changes often sufiice to maintain fairly the

iioi'mal balance l>(;tween the arterial and
venous contents, thus comjyensatinq for tiie

valve lesion ; and the process by which this

IS effected demands careful consideration.

CotniJvnsatioH. - Compensation is effei-ted

difTerently, according to the form of disease.
It may be stated, generally, tliat it consists
ill hypertrophy of tiio cavitj' immediately
behind tlie defect. Now hypertrophy means
increased contractile power, and this means
better filling of the arteries, and consequently
increased arterial tension. Thus it mal<es
up for the valvular incompetency, whicli
tends to lessen arterial tension. When tlie

increased power of the ventricle exactly
balances the effects of the valvular mischief,
the compensation is complete.

In aortic stenosis, hypertrophy of the left

ventricle is the mode in which compensation
is effected ; tlie oijstaclc to the blood-current
is overcome by the increased muscular
power.

j

In aortic insufficiency there is some dila-

I tation of the ventricle as tlie primary result

of the lesion. This is counterbalanced by
greater hypertrophy; and as long as the dila-

tation does not progress, the insufficiency is

compensated for. A sufficient excess of blood
is thrown into the aorta at each systole to

allow for the regurgitation during eacli

diastole; and thus the balance is maintained,
thougli not always equably.

Ill mitral lesions tlie left auricle is dilated

as the primary consequence of the condition
of the valves ; hypertrophy follows, but is

insufliciont to prevent increased fulness of

the pulmonary veins. Tliis impedes the
circulation in the lungs ; and increased ten-

sion in file pulmonary artery soon begets tlie

necessary hypertrophy of the right ventricle.

It is by means of this increased ])ower of the
rigiit ventricle that the blood is driven tlirough

the lungs in spite of the defect in the left

heart, and pulmonary stasis is prevented

;

and the blood entering the left auricle under
greater vis a tcrtjo, the compensation of the

valvular defect is effected. Tlie compensa-
tion, from the nature of the means on which
it depends, is manifestly less perfect tiiaii in

aortic lesions.

On the rir/hl side of the heart similar

modes of comjiensation are observed.

The basis of the salutary changes just de-

scribed is increased cardiac nutrition ; and,

consequently, a free coronary circulation is a

necessity. Conditions which interfere with

this prevent compensation, and so diminish
the duration of Lfe. Wherever the compen-
sation begins to fail, dilatation of the cavities

and vessels behind the lesion commences.
This may, however, be checked, and the

power of the heart restored for a time.

Sooner or later, however, changes in the

nutrition of the cardiac muscle, in the

vessels, and in the general nutrition, bring

on failure of compensation. The cardinal

8>Tuptoin in such cases is weakened contrac-

tile power of tiie heart, or a-si/stolie (Ueau).

In this state, the cavity chiefly affected has

no longer power to expel its contents fully

into tlie vessels, and consequently becomes
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gradually and increasingly distended. Fail-

ing compensation in aortic valve-disease

manifests itself by dilatation of the left

ventricle, and the development of secondary

mitral insufficiency. Snnilar retro-dilatation

marks the failure in mitral cases, only here

it is the right ventricle which dilates, and

tricuspid insufficiency and general venous

stasis are added to the pre-existing pul-

monary engorgement.
The earliest symptoms of failing compen-

sation are attacks of palpitation from %ery

slight exertion or excitement, or during

sleep. Irregularity of the pulse soon follows,

if it have not previously existed. This is

especially the case in mitral disease. The
irregularity is due not so much to true car-

diac intermission as to abortive contractions,

which do not reach the wrist ; or to contrac-

tions unequal in force, or in the quantity of

blood expelled. The pulse is small, unequal,

irregular, and compressible. In aortic val-

vular disease true intermissions occur, and
are of grave import. With failing cardiac

power there usually supervene cardiac op-

pression, anginous attacks from distension of

the cavities of the heart, and faintness and
giddiness from cerebral aneemia.

J'isccral complications.—The most im-
portant of the associated disorders of chronic

valvular disease, depending on defective con-

traction of the heart, are the visceral conges-

tions.

In the lungs, the habitual engorgement of

mitral diseases produces a hyper-secretion of

mucus and a state of chronic catarrh. The
blood-vessels also undergo changes from the

excessive intravascular pressure, and become
dilated, varicose, and atheromatous ; whence
ttdema and haemorrhage arise. In mitral
stenosis especially, grave and frequent

attacks of haemorrhage, with laceration of

the pulmonary substance, are liable to occur;
these attacks are called pulmonary apoplexy,
and the lung-condition splenisation. The
lungs, from long-continued congestion and
cedema, undergo brown induration. The
varicose condition of the vessels in the
alveoli interferes with oxidation, both by
favouring stasis and by mechanically nar-
rowing the alveoli, and so aids in the dete-

rioration of blood, which the other visceral

congestions favour.

In the liver, the general venous stasis is

felt by the obstruction to the passage of
blood from the hepatic veins into the in-

ferior cava. Passive congestion ensues, and
' nutmeg liver ' results. This term ' nutmeg
liver ' refers to the rough changes in the
viscus, the dark congested centre of each
lobule being sun-ounded by a paler area. In
cotirse of time the compression of the central
cells of each lobule by the distended veins
leads to atrophy, and the growth of a hyaline
fibroid tissue, which causes the toughness;
the liver, from being large, shrinks in

very chronic cases to half its size ; and the

condition may, like true cirrhosis, lead to

ascites. The passive congestion in the liver,

as in the lung, causes catarrh of the tubes,

and may thus be productive of jaundice.

Amongst other symptoms associated witli

the hepatic congestion may be mentioned
haemorrhoids and epistaxis.

The spleen is a very easily distended organ,

and suffers like the liver, but frequently

before it; and this may partly account for

the pain in the early stages, which is com-
plained of beneath the left ribs. In long-

standing cases the spleen becomes tougher,

and the capsule opaque and thickened; while
haeinorrhagic infarcts are common.
From the hepatic congestion there natu-

rally follows distension of all the other radicles

of the portal vein ; hence the congestion and
chronic catarrh of the stom^ach and intestines,

which impede digestion and assimilation, and
so reinforce the other causes producing the

cachexia of chronic valvular disease.

In all cases of valvular disease, when the
mechanical effects extend to the general cir-

culation, the function of the kidneys is more
or less disordered. The first stage of general

circulatory trouble is lessened arterial ten-

sion ; this makes itself felt in lessened pres-

sure in the Malpighian tufts, and is manifested
by scanty, dense, high-coloured urine. When
the more advanced circulatory trouble

—

namely, general venous stasis—is developed.

a further change takes place in the urine.

The arterial anaemia keeps it still scanty and
dense, but the venous stasis in the kidney
leads to the transudation of serum— a dropsy
of the kidney, as it were ; and consequently
albumen appears in the iirine. Long-con-
tinued venous congestion ends in structural

changes, which, as elsewhere, consist in con-

nective-tissue hyperplasia and degenerative
(rarely fatty) changes in the tubules. These
renal changes sometimes add uraemia to the
patient's ailments.

In the brain decided alterations are not
found, except when a detached vegetation

produces embolism and its special pheno-
mena. The brain-substance is, however,
generally cedematous, and the membranes
are thickened. Delirium is an occasional

symptom in heart-disease, and when present

to any great degree is of evil import. The
blood-vessels of the general circidation are

frequently affected with atheroma in hyper-
trophy of the left ventricle, and it is these

degenerative changes, as well as embolic
aneurysm, which favour the occurrence of

aj)oplexy.

General dropsy.— The mechanical impedi-
ments to the circulation which produce these

several visceral congestions, also manifest
themselves in the general dropsy which is

common in the last stages of heart-disease.

The dropsy begins as a puffiness of the ankles,

cspeciall}' the left, at bedtime. The general
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venons stasis, thus first indicated, advances
slowly and surely, if not ciiecked, to general

anasarca, and even to dropsy of the serous

cavities. The increased venous tension, and
the liydrirniia of blood deterioration, are the

causes of this serous transudation, which
shows itself first in the feet, the most depen-
dent portions of the body, where the pressure

of the blood-cohnnn is naturallj' greatest.

The horizontal posture, by distributing the

jiressure, is sufficient at first to disperse the

(I'denia of the ankles. General anasarca is

much more frequent in mitral, especially the

regurgitant form, than in aortic lesions.

In some cases a solid form of cedema is

observed. This occurs mostly in the last

stages of valvular affections, and is due to

thrombosis of venous trunks, in which, the

circulation being much impeded, coagulation

easily takes place. The termination of the

external jugulars is a comnion site for such
thrombosis ; and the left innominate vein,

from its transverse position, and fi'om its

emptying almost at right angles to the

current in the superior vena cava, is, in the

writer's experience, more commonly ob-

structed than the right. Solid cedema is

consequently seen more frequently on the

left side of the head and neck and in the left

arm, than on the right side.

Defective compensalion.—The phenomena
just described are associated with valvular

diseases of the heart, as the consequences
of partial or defective compensation. These
conditions are more or less developed ac-

cording to the individual case, and conse-

quently give rise to symptoms in varying
degrees. These symptoms will now be
described.

Palpitation is intimately related to the
state of cardiac nutrition and innervation,

and has no special connexion with any form
of valvular disease. Cardiac ])ain, varying
in intensity fi-om mere uneasiness to the
agony of angina, is most common in aortic

eases, and is associated with endarteritis.

j>articularly at the root of the aorta, or with
dilatation of the left ventricle, or is a neur-
algia of the cardiac plexus. In mitral affec-

tions, pain arises from over-distension of

the left auricle, and its pressure on neigh-

bouring parts, and later on from dilatation

of the right ventricle. Dyspnu'ft may be
present in any form of valvular disease, but
it is often absent fi'om the earlier history of

aortic cases, while some dyspnoea is always
present in mitral cases. This difference is

due to the absence of pulmonary congestion
in aortic affections, whilst it is more or less

present from the first in mitral affections.

'I'he dyspnoea is a breathlessness rather than
a difficulty of breathing. It is panting and
gasping in its character, with acceleration of

the rate. It is aggravated by any movement,
and often compels the patient to sit upright
(orthopnoea). Headache, vertigo, dreaming,

I night-frights, and sleeplessness oro other

[

symptoms, which depend on disordered cere-

j

bral circulation. Sleeplessness is one of the
most distressing of all symptoms, and can
only be relieved when the dyspnoea is les-

sened. Other more special symptoms will

be found in certain cases, and will be trace-

able to the disturbances in the circulation,

which the particular form of valvular disease
has engendered.

Pliysical sigm.—The physical signs asso-

ciated with valvular affections may be said

to be—first, tliose of alteration in the size of

the heart ; and, secondly, those of mechanical
disorders of the circulation ; together with
one or more endocardial murmurs. The per-

sistence of a murmur is the cardinal sign,

and if the murmur be either diastolic or

pricsystolic in its rhythm it is of absolute
value. A systolic murmur may be caused
by poverty of blood—aniemia, especially at

the base of the heart. But in such a case

—

that is, in hajmic murmur— there is no car-

diac hypertrophy, as indicated by increased

cardiac dulness, though there is often nervous
over-action of the heart. There is no ac-

centuation of the pulmonary second sound,
inasmuch as there is no extra-fulness of the
pulmonary blood-vessels from obstructed
circulation. The pulse in ana;mia is generally

quick, ample, and compressible, but, withal,

jerky; while with an organic systolic murmur
it is generally slow, rising gradually under
the finger, and not very com])ressible (aortir.

stenosis), or small, irregular, and uneciual

(mitral insufficiency). The clinical methods
of investigating valvular lesions are mainly
inspection, palpation, percussion, and auscul-

tation. The signs of each form of valve-

disease are stated below ; and on these the

special diagnosis rests.

Diagnosis.—In Aortic stenosis there is

often some prominence of the prsecordial

region, and a steady forcible impulse is per-

ceived below and to the left of its normal
position. A thrill, systolic in time, may
often be felt at the base of the heart. On
auscultation, a loud, frequently rough, rasj)-

ing, sometimes musical, murmur is heard
with the first sound at mid-sternum, and
also at the second right intercostal space.

The murmur, commencing with the first

sound, extends to the succeeding second
sound, which is often not very distinct. In
relative stenosis with a dilated aorta, the

murmur is softer, and the second souikI

sometimes louder than normal. The mur-
mur of aortic stenosis is audible all over the

upper part of the thorax, especially on the

right side ; is conducted along the great

vessels to the left vertebral groove, and it

may be even to the lower dorsal vertebrip ;

and is occasionally lieard at the apex of the

heart. The pulse is regular, slow, retarded

by the narrowing of the aortic orifice, and
slowly developed under the finger. The
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sphygmogram {see fig. 62) shows the line of

ascent to be oblique or broken, instead of

nearly vertical ; the summit is generally

blunt ; and the line of de-

scent shows small or no
secondary waves, and iU-

developed dicrotism. Aortic

stenosis when moderate,

requiring only hypertrophy

tracing in Aor- o^ ^^'"^ left ventricle for

tic Stenosis. its compensation, is oiten

very perfectly remedied by
this change, and produces little or no dis-

order of the circulation. This is also

true of cases in which roughness of the

\-alves or vegetations are the cause of even

a loud murmur. The amount of hyper-

trophy of the left ventricle is the surest

guide to the gravity of the condition. "When
the stenosis is very great, epileptiform and
syncopal attacks may occur, and lead to

sudden death. When the comiieusation fails,

the mitral valve often yields Irom the dila-

tation of the left ventricle, and degeneration

of the papillary muscles. Then the pul-

monary second sound becomes accentuated
;

tlie puhnonic circulation is embarrassed

;

and dyspnrt'a, bronchial catarrh, pulmonary
hemorrhage, fedema, and cj'anosis supervene.

In Aortic insufficiencij, insjiection dis-

covers a more forcible and diffused impulse,

lower than natural, sometimes as low as the

seventh intercostal space, and outside the
nipple line. The pragcordial region may be
bulging from the violent action of the heart

;

pulsation may be seen in the upper inter-

costal spaces at the right edge of the sternum;
and a thrill may sometimes be felt there, and
occasionally as low down as the heart apex.
The great vessels of the neck pulsate visibly.

The area of cardiac dulness is increased in
all directions, but mainly vertically. On
auscultation, a murmur is heard, replacing
and following the second sound, of a blowing
or hissing character, rarely rough, and les-

sening in loudness towards its end. It is

usually loudest at mid-sternum and in the
second right intercostal space ; and it is con-
ducted upwards to the right clavicle, but
mainly downwards to the xiphoid cartilage.

It is not heard at the back of the chest. It

may be conducted to the apex of the heart
rather than to the ensiform cartilage ; and
this occurs, in the writer's opinion, when
the posterior or mitral segment of the aortic
valves is the incompetent one, as the re-
gurgitant current then falls on the mitral
valve, and the murmur is thus conducted to
the apex. The second sound may be wliolly
lost at the base of the heart, being replaced
by the murmur ; but in some cases it is

audible—this Ijeing due either to normal
closure of one or two aortic segments, or to
tlie propagated pulmonic second sound. If
audible in the carotids, the second sound is

aortic, and is of some value as indicating'

partial competency of the valves. The
second sound is often audible at the apex.

The first sound at tlie base is almost always
modified, being generally murmurish and
often obscured by a systolic murmur, due to

slight obstruction from thickening of the

valve-segments, or to relative stenosis and
the vigour of the ventricular systole. In
some cases there is no distinct first sound
audible at base or apex ; its absence being

possibly due to noiseless closure of the mitral

valve by the intra-ventricular blood-pressure

before the systole occurs. Thus in cases of

free regurgitation, both first and second sound
may be absent over the left heart ; but on lis-

tening over the femoral artery with a binaural

stethoscope lightly applied, the two sounds of

the heart can sometimes be heard. In the

majority of cases the insufficiency is no doubt
associated with some stenosis, and the mur-
mur is double—a short rough systolic portion,

with a softer, longer, and more hissing dia-

stolic portion. This double murmur might
be well called the up and down miu"mur of

aortic valve-disease : the two descriptive

words indicating the length, and, to some
extent, the characters of its component parts.

The signs connected with the pulse in aortic

insutfieiency are very significant. As the

pulsations of the aorta are visible to the right

of the sternum, so the arteries often beat
visibly all over the body, even to the radial,

temporal, and dorsal arteries of the foot.

The ophthalmoscope has shown the same
phenomenon in the central artery of the

retina. This remarkable movement of the

arteries is due to two causes— first, to the

hypertrophy and dilatation of the left ven-
tricle, which throws an excessive quantity of

blood into the vessels at each systole ; and,

secondly, to the sudden collapse of the arte-

ries, due to the aortic regurgitation. The
arterial recoil during the ventricular diastole

is not opposed, as in health, by the resistance

of the perfectly closed aortic valves, and, con-

sequently, the blood-column is not sustained,

and the arteries collapse. These locomotive
features in the pulse are generally increased
by elevating the arm. The pulse is sudden,
short, large, regular, rapidly collapsing, and
vibratory. The sphygmographic tracing brings

out these characters : the line of ascent is

vertical and lofty ; the summit is sharp and
pointed ; the line of descent falls ra])idly,

and is broken by a series of secondary waves
due to vibratory conditions, but has an ill-

developed dicrotism. The post-dicrotic por-

tion of the tracing falls rapidly, from the
absence of a sustained blood-column. The
longer and more oblique this portion of the
tracing, creteris paribus, the less copious the
regurgitation (see fig. 63).

Aortic insufficiency often lasts for many
years without producing any obvious disturb-

ance of the systemic and pulmonic circula-

tions ; hence the absence of dyspnoea and
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(Pileina. The hyjiertrophy anil diliitation of

tlie left ventriele, winch turin the coiiipen-

sutiou, suflice to prevent ill etfects. At each

Fio. G3.—Pulse-traoinf; in Aortic Insufficiency.

systole the dilated ventricle throws suHicient

hlood into the aorta to allow tor the reflux,

and to maintain a fair arterial tension. Thus
the compensation is perfect. In many cases,

however, if the retlux is free, and the coronary
sejjments of the aortic valves are affected,

the coronary arteries, which are partly filled

by the arterial recoil, are deprived of the full

force of the hlood-wave, and the nutrition of

the heart consecpiently sutlers. This is the

f,'reat source of failing compensation, and the

malnutrition of the cardiac muscle soon
leads to clilatation of the ventricle, secondary
mitral iiisulliciency, and atrophy.

I

When the hypertroiihy is excessive (over-

com))cnsation), as it is in some cases, there

are flushing's of the head and face, headache,
vertijLjo, and violent arterial action all over i

the body.
I

In Mitral stc7iosis there is rarely any i

lironiiuence of the pnecordial region; and in

its earlier stages neither increase of the

cardiac didness, nor alteration in the position

of the imi)u!se. The impulse, when regiilar,

is fairly distinct, but it is often very irregular,

and is associated with a thrill, wliich pre-

cedes, runs up to, and terminates in the

impulse. In advanced cases, the area of

cardiac dulness is increased laterally ; tlie

impulse is dif!"used, and may be seen in the

epigastrium ; this indicates hj-pertrophy of

the right ventricle, which sometimes obscures

the left ventricular impulse and gives rise

to epigastric and liver pulsation. The left

auricular systole may occasionally be noticed,

if the chest be thin, in the third left inter-

costal space. The sounds heard on auscid-

tation in this lesion vary. The pathogno-

monic sign is a murmur preceding the systole,

and ending with its commencement. This is

best called the 2jrr/-«//.t/oZ/c murmur (also

' auricular systolic ') ; and is produced when
the contracting auricle forces blood under
high ))ressure into the ventricle. It is thn

passage of a stream of blood in a state of

iiigh tension into blood already in the ven-

tricle which causes the murnnu-. The first

portion of the blood passes from the auricle

into the ventricle. noiselessly ; and it is only

when a stream of higher tension is forced

into it by the true auricular systole that the

murmur is developed. The murmur is, there-

lore, short in most instances, occupying the

55

last ])art of the diastole; it runs up to the first

sound, and ends abruptly in it. The position

in which tlie murmur is best heard in it?

typical prajsystolic form is limited to the left

apex itself or a little above—that is, lower
than a mitral regurgitant murmur. The
funnel-like shape of tiie mitral valve-curtains

in these cases accounts for this, as the button-
hole aperture through which the blood pusses
is closer to the apex.

This murmur is soft and puffing, but may
be harsh. It coniinonly fills only the last

part of the diastolic period. In some cases,

with greater roughening and deformity of the
valves, the murmur is longer, rougher, more
rolling or grinding, and ends abruptly with
the first sound, which is very tlapi)ing in tone,

and might easily be mistaken for the second
soimd conducted. The careful observation of

the impulse or of the carotid pulse with the

finger whdo auscultating, is necessary in

order to avoid the error. Mitral stenosis de-

velops three murmurs under different con-

ditions of the valves : (1) A short, softisii j)utl

(sounding like vw'it} immediately preceding

the first sound ; ('2) a short, rough, grinding

murmur (rrrb) ; and (3) a long murniiir

filling nearly aU the diastole, ol.i-n rough,

but varying in tone in some cases. These
several murmurs increase in intensity u\) to,

and end abruptly with, the first sound. The
soft, hissing diastolic murmur, occasionally

heard at the apex, which lessens in intensity,

and ends before the first sound, is a conducted

aoriic (or pulmonic) murmur.
A special peculiarity of the prtpsystolie

murmur is its variability : it is the only

organic murmur which disappears and re-

appears as the heart-conditions change. For
instance, a murmur, inaudible while the

patient is at rest, is develoiied by a little

exercise ; or, again, an irregular tumultuous

action of the heart masks all murimir, which
becomes distinct as the heart steadies down
under the action of digitalis. In other cases

there is no distinct murmur, but only a

slightly i)rolongcd and rough or grinding first

sound, while the murmur is often lost as the

heart-failure advances. In cases of mitral

stenosis there is accentuation of the pul-

monary second sound, from the greatly in-

creased tension in the lesser circulation

;

there may also be a doubling or reduplication

of the second sound at the base. This re-

duplication is a sign of great value in cases

in which the jirolonged or grinding first

sound is the only sign. The reduplication

of the second sound is due to a want of syn-

chronous closure of the pulmonic and aortic

valves, from their altered relative tension.

A doubling of the first sound is sometimes

noticed, probably due to retarded closure of

the mitral valve, from lessened fulness of the

left ventricle.

The rliythm of the heart is frequently

greatly disordered in mitral stenosis, and
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also in mitral insufficiency. A few beats

occur regularly, or nearly so, and then a

series of very small hurried ones follows, to

be again succeeded by stronger and better

pulsations. These irregularities are referable

to the varying charges of blood on which the

ventricle contracts. The over-distended right

cavities and the left auricle contract rapidly

to expel their contents, but the narrowed

::iitral orifice does not allow a full charge to

pass into the ventricle ; the diastole is too

short for this purpose ; and the wave of con-

traction passes on to the ventricle from the

auricle, producing a series of small ineffec-

tive pulse-beats, each representing the small

cliarge sent into the aorta. When the series

of ineffective contractions ceases, the next

diastole is longer; and the succeeding systole

sends, as the sphygmograph shows, a fuller

charge into the arteries. During the small

irregular beats the prsesystolic murmur is

often indistinguishable, but it is again heard

with the succeeding slower and more effective

beats. This irregularity in the heart's rhythm,

however, is not present in aU cases of mitral

Fig. 64.—Pulse-tracing in Mitral Stfinosis.

stenosis. In some instances the heart's action
and the pulse are regular. The sphygmo-
graph in such cases records a small pulse of
low tension, with a little inequality in the
volume of the beats ; this inequality is often
increased by exercise. In other cases the
pulse-tracing is small, irregular, and unequal
in its pulsations, and marked by true and
false intermissions {see fig. 64).

In the eaiiier stages of mitral stenosis the
face may be pale, and the congestive symp-
toms which mark mitral insufficiency are
absent tiU the later stages. This form of
valvular lesion gives rise more commonly
than mitral insufficiency to hsemorrhagic
infarction in the lungs ; but in other respects
the pulmonary and systemic circulations
suffer in the same way as described in the
otiier form of mitral disease.

In Mitral insufficiency inspection discovers
.sorne slight prominence of the praecordial
region, with increased impulse, the apex often
beating to the left of the nijiple hue. The
area of cardiac dulness is augmented mainly
in a lateral direction, from the hypertrophy
of the right ventricle. On auscultation, a
murmur is heard with the first sound, and
following it; loudest at the apex ; loud along
the left edge of the heart ; but absent or not
so distinct over the right heart and at the
base. The murmur is proi)agated towards
she left axilla, and is audible in most cases

in the left vertebral groove. If not audible

posteriorly the murmur signifies regurgitation

through a narrowed but patent mitral orifice,

and may indicate mitral stenosis, in the

absence of either a pra3systolic or diastolic

murmur. The mitral systolic murmur asso-

ciated with dilated left ventricle or enfeebled

muscle is not usually heard posteriorly. The
murmur is usually loud, blowing, and distinct

in its character, keeping the same tone

throughout. The true first sound is generally

obscured by it, but in some cases may be
heard through it, and is then due to the

partial closure of the mitral, or to the action

of the right auriculo-ventricular valves. The
pulmonic second sound is commonly accen-

tuated. The pulmonic first sound has in

some cases a murmurish character, probably

due to hypertrophy and dilatation of the right

ventr-icle, and relative stenosis of the puLmonie
orifice.

The radial pulse in cases of fairly perfect

compensation is regular, but quick, small,

weak, and easily comjjressible ; and the

sphygmograph shows low tension, and an

Fig. 65.—Pulse-tracing in Mitral InsufSciency.

inequality in the size of the pulsations. In
cases of less perfect compensation, it becomes
irregular and intermittent. In all cases the

pulse-beat is weak in comparison with the

vigour of the ventricular systole {see fig. 65).

There is no unustial fulness of the super-

ficial veins in the earlier stages of mitral in-

sufhciency. Later, when the right cavities

become over-distended, the veins of the neck
become full and may even pulsate. This is

very distinct when the tricuspid valve gives

way. In all cases slight exertion is sufficient

to induce dyspnoea ; and there is an ever-

present tendency to bronchial catarrh, from
the congested state of tiie lungs. When
asystole comes on, the murmur becomes less

distinct; the heart's action is rapid, irregular,

and tumultuous ; the accentuation of the
pulmonary second sound is lost; dyspnoea
becomes orthopnoea ; and cyanosis, oedema,
and haemorrhagic infarction of the lungs,

with general and visceral dropsy, close the

case.

Many cases of mitral regin-gitation obtain

fairly perfect compensation ; but the disease,

like mitral stenosis, of necessity entails some
djspncea on exertion, and keeps up con-

stantly an engorged state of the pulmonary
vessels.

Valvular affections of the right heart,

arising from disease, are rare. Those of the

pulmonic valves are rare; cases are on re-

cord, however, of pulmonary stenosis, and
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a few of pulmonary insufficiencj'. In the

first case tlie systolic niurmur is loud and
superficial, and is heard loudest at the third

left costal cartiliijje close to the sternum, and
in the second left intercostal space ; it is not
usually conducted across the sterniuu, nor
npwards to the right clavicle, as is an aortic

marmur. A diastolic pulmonic murmur is

soft and blowing ; and is heard loudest in the

same situations, and downwards towards the

ensiform cartilage.

The tricuspid valves are more frequently

affected. Tricuspid insufficiency is indeed a
common sequence of disease of the left side

of the heart. Structural changes in these

valves are, however, rare. Tricuspid insuf-

ficiency does not always produce a murmur
;

when present this is soft and short, and is

heard nearer the middle line than a mitral

murmur, at the base of the ensiform carti-

lage. The pulsations of the cervical veins

may indicate the lesion when the murmur
is absent.

Tricuspid stenosis causes a prsesystolic

murmur, harsh in character, loudest at the

base of the ensiform cartilage and towards
the left edge of the sternum, not propagated
towards the left heart, and not audible at

the back of the chest, though faintly con-

ducted along the sternum to the base of the

heart. A presystolic thrill may be present.

Mitral stenosis has been observed in associ-

ation with this lesion, and two prsesystolic

murmurs may be made out in such cases.

The physical signs and the diagnosis of
combined valvc-lcsions remam to be described.

The mitral and aortic valves maj- each be
affected with stenosis and insufficiency, from
a single attack of endocarditis, or from one
lesion arising as a consequence of the other.

The double aortic murmur, already described,

indicates the aortic combination ; but it

must be alwaj-s remarked tliat the systolic

murmur in these cases may exist with httle

or no actual stenosis.

In the double form of mitral disease, either

defect may exist alone at first, and after-

wards be associated with the signs of the
second. In some cases the priEsystolic

murmur may fail to be heard, and a systolic

murmur may alone be audible ; in other
cases, there is a prolonged apex-murmur
which slightly changes tone ; in other cases,

again, a short grinding pra-systolic murmur
is followed, occasionally at an interval, by a
soft, blowing, systolic one. The combination
of aortic with mitral disease may be recog-

nised by the presence of their special

murmurs.
Prognosis.— It is very difficult to state

general rules of prognosis in valvular affec-

tions of the heart,, as so much depends on
tiie peculiarities of each case. There are,

nevertheless, certain broad rules. As regards
origin, rheumatic inflaniniation is less serious

tlian degenerative change, which occurs later

in life, and is necessarily progressive. Acci-

I

dental rupture is the gravest form of origin.

]
The valve affected is also a prognostic
element ; but any attempt to arrange cases

I in order, according to the seat of the valvular
defect, must be open to so many exceptions
that it must not be too much trusted.

,
Speaking generally, however, tricuspid
lesions are gravest, mitral less so, and aortic

[

—especially aortic stenosis—probably least

so. When the heart fails, and asj-stolo

supervenes, the prognosis is worse, however,
in aortic cases than in mitral.

Aortic cases are often free for years fi-om

any grave symptoms. When the murmur is

I

conducted to the left apex, the prognosis is

more favourable, as, the aortic segment
affected being non-coronary, the muscle of
the heart is not robbed of its blood. The
presence of the second sound over the caro-

tids is favourable. The pulse-tracing also

I

aflbrds valuable aid in i)rognosis, as it gives,

by the size of the dicrotic wave and the ob-

I

liquity of the line of descent, a rough
measure of the amount of insufficiency.

There is much more risk of sudden death
in aortic cases than in mitral.

In mitral lesions the dangers arise from
the pulmonary complications ; embolism is

more common than in aortic affection.s.

Mitral cases can be rescued from asystole

more frequently, and die of advanced cardiac

cachexia, generally with dropsy. Under
favourable conditions of life, requiring little

physical exercise and causing no emotional
excitement, both forms of mitral disease are

compatible with many years of life. When
they are conjoined, the prognosis is more
unfavourable. In cases of suaden insuffi-

ciency, produced by rupture of the valve-

curtains or of the tendinous cords, death
may occur very rapidly from the disturbance

of the circulation.

The whole question of prognosis turns

principally on the state of the myocardium.
So long as this is sound, compensation may
be maintained ; the moment degeneration

sets in, asystoly and nil its evil train of

symptoms come on. Thus asystoly coming
on gradually, without an_v previous over-

strain of the heart, is always most grave.

Each successive attack becomes graver, and
the visceral congestions which accompany
it more stubborn. Albuminuria is a marked
index of the gravity of the congestion, and
is serious in proportion to the frequency
with which it has occurred. In some cases

a copious flow of limpid urine is a very grave

sj-mptom. Dropsy of the extremities, and
of the cavities more especially, is bad, as

indicating failure in the peripheral circul\-

tion. Next to the cardiac muscle, the state

of the peripheral vesstis is most important

;

thus, petechiic are bad signs ; while atheroma
and other conditions, such as febrile attacks,

add to the danger by interfering with tha
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circulation. The general nutrition of the

patient suffering from ' valvular disease also

enters into the prognostic problem. There

is a cachexia proper to the end of heart-

cases, which is due to the gradual deterior-

ation of the nutritive fluids by the long-

continued visceral congestions which hinder

assimilation and excretion. Blood is less

perfectly made and less perfectly purified
;

hence the steady deterioration of cardiac

cachexia, which is always of evil import as

regards duration of life. Valvular diseases

are, however, in numerous instances com-

patible with many years of life—aortic in

fairly active, mitral in sedentary persons.

In some the healthy expectation of life may
be attained; and, in many, years of com-
paratively active life are enjoyed. In the

poor, the prognosis, as to duration, is not

favourable ; but in the well-to-do, all ob-

servers see many cases extending over a

great number of years.

Treatment.—Valvular affections of the

heart, whether the result of rheumatic in-

flammation or of degenerative change, are,

as a rule, incurable. Some few cases of

rheumatic origin lose the signs of valvular

disease, and are practically restored by the

after-processes (for example, contraction) in

the inflamed valve ; and some few cases also

of mitral insufficiency, associated with di-

lated left ventricle and softened muscle, are

cured by treatment. These exceptions are,

however, few ; and as we cannot repair the

valve-mischief, in the vast majority of cases,

our treatment must be directed to aid the
compensatory hyijertrophy, and to check the
development of the consequences of the
defect. The maintenance of the nutrition of

the substance of the heart is, therefore, the
main object of treatment

;
just as the state

of the nutrition of the heart is the key to

the prognosis. On this account the general
regimen of heart-cases is very important.

General regimen.—The diet should in all

cases of valvular disease of the heart be
unstimulating but sustaining, consisting of a
good proportion of albuminous food (under-
done meat, eggs, poultry, and fish), with wine
in moderate quantity, and some chalybeate
water. There should be no unnecessary ex-

citement of the heart, either by exercise or
emotion. All athletics and violent efforts

should be avoided by the young, especially
in mitral cases. In aortic cases, steady
exercise without strain is beneficial. The
residence should be so situated as to avoid
the necessity of exertion, sudden changes
of temperature, cold, and damp. The chief
object of the regimen should be to prevent
anffimia ; hence plenty of fresh air is essen-
tial. Tobacco is injurious. In early life over-
exertion and exposure to cold—in adult life,

emotional, sensual, and dietetic excesses are
the chief dangers. The propriety of marriage
must be considered in each case on its merits.

"Women, as a rule, should not marry ; when
affected with mitral disease they are often

barren. To men marriage is more generally

permissible.

Medicinal treatment.—The therapeutical

treatment varies according to the stage of the

cardiac disease. The mechanical defect of a

valve first makes itself felt by palpitation and
prajcordial pain ; these symptoms jiass away
when compensation is effected, but till then

require treatment. In cases of mitral dis-

ease, tincture of digitalis (il\^ x doses) relieves

the palpitation ; chloric ether is also a use-

ful adjunct. In aortic cases, ether, diffusible

stimulants, small doses of opium and bella-

donna, with the local application of bella-

donna to the praecordial region, are valuable

remedies.

The precordial pain, mostly retro-sternal,

may, when severe, require a few leeches or

cupping, but generally yields to mild counter-

irritants, such as turpentine, iodine, or mus-
tard. Internally the bromides are tiseful

;

when the pain occurs paroxysmally, ethereal

preparations and ammonia act well.

When the compensatory changes in the

heart are effected, the palpitation and pain
decline, and the chief indication is to keep
up the nutrition of the heart by the hygienic
rules above given, and by the administration
of preparations of iron, combined with
arsenic, strychnine, quinine, and mineral
acids. Chalybeate waters are also useful

adjuncts. The syrup, infusion, and tincture

of the primus virginica, are prejiarations of

value in some cases after the use of digitalis.

The secretions should be carefully watched,
and the bowels opened freely every day, so

as to avoid straining, and to relieve the
portal circulation. The quantity of urine

should be daily noticed, as it is a cajjital

index of the state of arterial tension.

Patients in M'hom the most jierfect compen-
sation exists are, nevertheless, in a state of

imminent trouble, for an exaggeration of a
physiological act or emotion may disturb the
unstable equilibrium of their health. In most
cases the compensation breaks down sooner
or later ; and then begin the symptoms de-

pending on pulmonary congestion and general
visceral engorgement, with the consequent
im])overishment of the blood. Dysj^noea
marks the beginning of these troubles

;

anaemia and dropsy the close. The pul-

monary congestion soon manifests itself by
bronchial catarrh, which requires expec-
torants in various combinations, whde fric-

tion, poultices, and counter-irritation are
a])plied to the chest-walls. In capillary

bronchitis with rapid pulmonary congestion,

it is sometimes necessary to bleed from the
arm to relieve the over-distended cavities of

the right side of the heart. Nauseating doses
of ipecacuanha, or actual emetics of sulphate
of zinc, are sometimes very tiseful.

For the general visceral congestions oui
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firstly, diuretics; and,
^'()t,Mi(> cathartifs. Of

])otassiuin, (lif,'itnlis,

chipf remedies are

lailiiifj these, livdra^'c

diuretics, the sahs of

scjuill, broom, chimaphila, spirit of nitrous

ether, and juniper are the most useful. The
h_v(b'as;oKue cathartics, wliich relieve the
over-distended portal vessels primarily, and
the general circulation secon<larily, are also

most valuable : of these the comi)ound
powders of scammony and jalap in 20- to

•U) j,'rain doses ; bitartrate of potassiiun in

electuary, one to two drachms, every morn-
ing ; suliihate of magnesimn ; com])ound
scanmiony pill; elaterm ; senna; and gam-
boge are the most trustworthy. By the

judicious use of an occasional purgative, and
the administration of a suitable dniretic,

aided by cupping, poultices, and sometimes
a small blister over tlie loins, combined with
rest and stinmlants, the worst cases of dropsy
from cardiac failure are often saved.

For the dyspncea and the insomnia, two of

the worst symptoms, we have a remedy of

great power in the subcutaneous injection

of morphine in doses of one-sixth of a grain

upwards. This remed.y acts often like a
charm, and may be used even in the worst
cases of both mitral and aortic disease, but

always with caution. Albumen in the urine

does not necessarily contra-indicate its use.

In some cases cliloral hydrate and broniide

of potassium, alone or in combination, are

\aluable remedies for the insomnui ; of new
remedies, tu'cthan and sul[)honal are the

best ;
paraldehyde is also useful ; but they

must all be given cautiously. The bromides
may be prescribed with other sedatives such
as nitroglycerine for the dyspnu'a. The
compressed-air bath also relieves the last

symptom.
Dropsy, like the visceral congestions with

which it is associated, requires the use of

diuretics and hydragogue cathartics. ^Vllen

these fail, the swollen limbs may be punc-
tured with benefit. Contiiuied friction of

the limbs, by stimulating the vessels, will

often cause considerable anasarca to dis-

appear. The drug on wliicli main reliance

must be i>laced when general dropsy sujier-

venes is digitalis. It is par excflleiirc the

cardiac tonic. Convallaria, strophanthus,

casca, caffeine, and adonis vernalis are other

drugs having similar action—strengthening,

but slowing, heart-beat. They are all less

trustworthy than digitalis. Caft'eine is a

good diuretic, and so occasionally is conval-

laria, even when digitalis has failed. Stro-

phanthus is generally the most useful. Digi-

talis has so great a share in the therapeutics

of heart-disease, and a knowledge of its action

is so important, that it must be discussed

separately and last." Wliatever views may be

held as to its i)hysiologic;il action, its greatest

triumphs are seen clinically in the treatment

of valvular diseases, when cyanosis, distended

jugulars, dyspna*a, congested viscera, dropsi-

cal limbs, scanty urine, tumultuous heart-
action, and quick, irregular, and failing

I)ulse, indicate asystole. This assemblage of
symptoms is mostly seen in mitral cases,
and it is precisely in this class tiiai the drug
is most valuable. Under its use "the pulse
grows in force, fulness, and regularity ; the
arterial tension rises; the pulmonary con-
gestion diminishes ; the kidneys, before in-

active, wake up to their work ; and the
advancing dropsy recognises its master and
beats a sullen retreat.' In mitral stenosis

these good results are due not only to the
increased vigoiu- given by the drug to tiie

contractile power of the heart, but also to the
fact that by its slowing action the diastolic

period of each revolution is lengthened, and
the time thus increased during which the
distended auricle can force its contents
through the narrowed mitral orifice into

the left ventricle. Digitalis here not only
obtains a better tilling of the ventricle, but a
more etlective discharge of its contents when
tilled : and thus, under its use, beat by beat,

the general and pulmonary venous conges-
tion is relieved. In mitral insufficiency it is

almost e(]ually potent. In both forms certain

of its good cH'ects woidd seem to be due to

some influence, probably through tlie pneumo-
gastric nerves, in producing contraction of the

pulmonary blood-vessels. It is periiaps this

property which makes it valuable in pul-

monary haemorrhages, independent of heart-

disease.

In aortic valvular diseases digitalis is not
so valuable a remedy. In these cases the

assemblage of symptoms mentioned above is

not met with, except sometimes in the later

stages, when the mitral valve is secondarily

affected, aiui the case is not one of pure
aortic disease. In these compound cases

the drug is valuable, especially in combina-
tion with stimulants. In aortic insufficiency

alone, the slowing action of the digitalis

produces evil by increasing the length of the

diastolic period of each revolution, during

which the regurgitation takes place. The
force it may give to the systole is no gain in

the face of this slowing action, inasmuch as

the aortic recoil gains in the same proportion

as the ventricular systole, and thus forces

blood back into the ventricle with increased

vigour during the lengthened diastole. It is

important in aortic insufficiency to maintain

the frequency of the cardiac action ; hence

these cases are so constantly the better for

bodily activity ; and so, when tho toning

effects of digitalis are reipiired, it should

always be given in combination with ether

and ammonia, to keep up (juick action of the

heart, and to prevent the vertigo aiul syncope

wliich may otherwise occur. When there is

excessive hy|)ertrophy in cases of aortic in-

sufficiency, digitalis is useful sometimes in

quieting palpitation, reducing excessive fre-

quency, mikI 1< -selling headache and vascular
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excitement. Caffeine given with senega, aco-

nite in small doses, and veratrum viride also

relieve these symptoms ; but a few drops of

nitrite of amyrinlialed from cotton-wool, or

nitroglycerine tablets, are more rapidly and

surely beneficial than any other remedy. In

aortic stenosis digitaUs is rarely required.

The simple mode of compensation makes

these cases require little treatment. Digi-

talis is sometunes usefid in combination with

i-timulants to give vigour to the myocardium,

and check the tendency to dilatation. If it

slows the action of the heart notably, its effect

becomes hurtful. Nux vomica often prevents

this.

In combined valvular lesions, the pre-

dominant lesion must be the guide in the

use of digitalis ; but it may be given advan-

tageously whenever the general signs of

venous stasis are present. The diuretic

power of the drug is one of the best tests of

its beneficial action. Eelying on this test,

the writer often gives digitalis for weeks,

nay, months at a time, and obtains improve-

ment in the nutrition of the heart which

lasts long after its discontinuance. Digitalis

effects this improvement by increasing the

vigour of the coronary circulation, and thus

builds up new heart-muscle to compensate a

valvular defect. In aortic cases the nutrition

of the muscle must be kept up by iron,

arsenic, quinine, strychnine, and stimulants.

The preparations of digitalis which may
be used are, the powder in ^ to 1 grain ; the

tincture in 11) v to xxx ; and the mfusion in

5.1 to 5vj doses. As a diuretic in cases of

dropsy, the old combination of squill, digi-

talis, and blue pill is invaluable.

B. Walter Foster.

HEART, Valves of, Aneurysm of.—
Definition.—A valvular aneurysm is a cir-

cumscribed pouching or sacculation of one of

the valve-segments.
Description.—Two forms of aneitrysm of

the valves of the heart are met with. In
the one, the whole thickness of the valve is

dilated by the blood-pressure to form the
pouch; in the other, one of the lamellie being
ulcerated by endocarditis, the blood pushes
the remaining lamella before it to form a
sac. The second form, which is sometimes
called ' acute valvular aneurysm,' occurs
most commonly in ulcerative endocarcUtis.
Vahodar aneurj'sms vary in size from a pea
up to a pigeon's egg. The orifice is ahuost
invariably towards the greatest blood-pres-
sure—those on the mitral valve opening
towards the left ventricle, those on the
aortic valves towards the aorta. They are
usually rounded in shape, but may have
irregular prolongations between the lamellae
of the valves. Valvular aneurysms are some-
times multiple. The valves of the right side
of the heart are seldom affected. The mitral
valves are the seat of the larger aneurvsms.

HEART, WOUNDS OF

and are twice as often aneurysmal as the

aortic valves.

Valvular aneurysms terminate commonly
by early rupture, giving rise to perforation

and consequent insufficiency of the valve,

and often leading to considerable laceration.

Rupture occurs more rapidly in aneinrysm of

the aortic valves. Mitral aneurysms occa-

sionally become chronic, and filled with
coagulum ; and aortic valve aneurysm may
also be found filled with solid clot.

Symptoms.— The chnical history of this

form of disease is defective. When seated

on the mitral valve, aneurysms usually give

rise to no signs until the perforation and
laceration of the valve suddenly develop the

murmur of mitral insufficiency. An aneurysm
of one of the aortic segments causes a soft

systolic murmur o\ er the valves, which one
day, as the sac ruptures, is supplemented by
a diastolic murmur, and accompanied by the

symptoms of aortic insufficiency. The phe-

nomena of this accident are similar to those

of sudden rupture of an aortic valve.

B. Walter Foster.

HEART, Wounds of.—Synon.: Fr.

Blcsswres da Cocur; Ger. Herzwunden.
The subject of wounds and other injuries

of the heart belongs more properly to the

domain of Surgery, but, being in several

respects of much medical interest, it requires

to be briefly discussed here.

JiItiology and Anatomical Characters.^
Wounds of the heart may be punctured, in-

cised, or lacerated ; and inflicted with a
variety of weapons or other sharp bodies,

as well as with projectiles, especially bullets.

Traumatic ruptures and contusions form
another considerable class of injuries of the

heart, which chiefly result firom falls, crush-

ing accidents (for example, being ' run over '),

kicks, and blows. Injuries of the heart due
to the entrance of foreign bodies, such as a
needle or a bone, may be inflicted in some rare

cases from the interior of the oesophagus or

stomach ; the most remarkable case of this

kind being one of wound of the jiericardium

from behind by the point of a sword which
a juggler had attempted to ' swallow.'

Post mortem, the chest-wall generally

presents evidence of the wound that has been
inflicted. The pericardium rarely escapes
injury. Its sac is found to contain blood in

recent cases, or effused lymph or pus when
life has been preserved for a few days or

more. The walls of the heart at the seat of

injury present different appearances, accord-

ing to the precise nature of the lesion.

Punctured and incised wounds may be of all

sizes ; may take either a direct or an oblique

direction through the muscular fibres ; and
are generally penetrating. BuUet-wounds
cut away a portion of the heart, whether at

the borders or from the thickness of the
organ. Traumatic ruptures present special
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fhnracters (sec HkaUT, Kuplure of). In all

the varieties of injury of the heart, the wound
IS found plugged with blood-clot, the edges
being either intiltrated or ecehyniosed and
torn. In cases that do not prove rapidly

fatal, the usual signs of inflammatioii, or

healing, and even cicatrisation, are found in

the heart; or aneurysm of the cardiac walls

may be developed as a result of tiie latter.

Tlie valves and their appendatres are fre-

(|uently incised or otherwise injured. In
some cases a portion of the weapon, pro-

jectile, or foreign body may be found in the

heart. The ventricles—and especially the

right ventricle — are the parts of the heart

most commonly injured. The great vessels,

lungs, and the arteries of the chest-wall, may
also be wounded in difierent instances.

It must be observed that a blow over

the heart has proved instantly fatal with-

out leaving any lesion discoverable post
mortem.
From tliese results it is evident that wounds

of the heart may prove rapidly fatal by loss

of blood, by compression of the heart result-

mg from hiemorrhage into the pericardiimi,

or by shock ; whilst, at a later stage, peri-

carditis, myocarditis, and secondary hajmor-
rhage may be expected to supervene.

Symptoms, Course, and Tkrmixations.—
In about one third of recorded cases of injury

of the heart, either death is inunediate

—

fainting, couvulsions, and the other symp-
toms of syncope, as well as those of shock,

being the i)ronnnent phenomena, along with
external hainorrhage ; or the patient drops
(lead after a few moments, during which
time he may have midergone considerable

exertion. In a second class of cases, the
symptoms of syncope or of shock occur im-
mediately, but death does not ensue at once.

I'lie patient then lies in a stale either of un-

consciousness or of complete prostration. In
the latter event he complains of a sense of

;rreat debilitj-, pnecordial oppression, dys-

piiiea, and sulTocation; the surface is cold,

liallid. and trembling; vomiting may occur ;

and there is usually hemorrhage from the

re^non of the heart. Death occurs after

mimites or hours, either from exhaustion
due chielly to contimied or repeated loss of

blood, or from compression of the heart. In
a third series of cases, the course is more
protracted. The patient, after suffering from
tlie symptoms just enumerated, but in a less

degree, jiasses through the various phases of

constitutional disturbancecommonly observed
in severe wounds, complicated, however,
with pericarditis, myocarditis, and repeated

luemorrhage ; and dies of exhaustion after

iin illness of weeks or months. Lastly, in a

small proportion of cases, the patient survives

the various accidents and complications just

described, and the wound of the heart heals ;

but it sometimes happens that symptoms of

aneurysm of the cardiac walls, or of incom-
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potenco of the valvular apparatus, are de-
veloped as the result of the lesion.

Diagnosis.—Wounds of the heart can
usually be diagnosed witiiout ditliculty by
the situation of the external injury, and the
severity of the symptoms. Similar syniip-

toms may, however, follow injuries of tlie

great vessels in the neighbourhood of the
heart, or of the arteries of the walls of the
eliest, if the hiPinorrhage be profuse; still,

unless there be almost complete certainty
that a vessel within reach is the only seat

of the bleeding, the diagnosis should be left

undecided, and all dangerous interference
avoided.

Prognosis.—Injury of the heart is gene-
rally to be regarded as certain to end in

death ; but it should not be forgotten that as

manj' as 12 per cent, of recorded cases are
said to have recovered. Some very remark
able instances have occurred of recovery after

very severe injur}- to this organ ; for example,
a case in which a bullet was lodged in the
substance of the heart for twentv years
{Brit. Med. Journ., March 23, 18G7). Tiie

prognosis may be broadly estimated by
the severity of the immediate symptoms.
Traumatic rupture of the heart is said to

have invariably proved fatal.

Treatment.—In wounds of the heart, the

haemorrhage must be at once arrested by tl.e

usual surgical means ; immediate death must
be prevented by cautious stimulation ; and
the patient must be kept in such a condition

that, whilst life is preserved, the danger of

intlammatory reaction in the region of the

heart, and of fresh hiemorrhage, is reduced
to a minimum. It is on this account that

restorative measures are to be guardedly
employed at first, and resorted to in tlu>

further progress of the case only when
urgently indicated. Absolute rest of body
and mind is indispensable. Nervine and
cardiac sedatives, such as bromide of potHs--

slum, morphine, chloral-hydrate, and bella-

donna, may be of great service when used
with judgment.

J. Mitchell Bri'ce.

HEARTBTJRN.-Synon. : Cardi:Jgia.—

Heart Inirn is a hot or scalding sensation,

usually referred to the cardiac orifice of the

stomach, but in some cases diffused over the

whole abdomen. It is a marked symptom
of indigestion, and is freijuently accompanied
by eructations of a very acid character ; and
the fluid rejected from the stomach produces

a sensation of scalding in the throat and
oesophagus.

/Etioloov.—Heartburn exists in a very

marked degree in dilatation of the stoma<.-b,

being produced by the decomposition of in-

digestilde food retained in this organ. Jt

constantly accompanies clu-onic catarrhal

gastritis, the retained mucus enclosing

particles of food in a state of decomposition,
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which set up fermentation in the materials

of each meal as soon as it is swallowed.

Heartburn is common in the later period of

pregnancy, i^robably because the stomach is

so displaced that it is unable properly to

expel its contents.

Treatment.—This sensation is best treated

by antacids, siicli as chalk, magnesia, alkalis,

and alkalme waters. Aperients and altera-

tives may be necessarj'. In some cases

powdered charcoal reheves it. The diet also

requires careful regulation. All articles of

food containing much fat, sugar, or starch,

should be avoided. The use of tobacco

should be interdicted; the writer has fre-

quently seen obstinate cases kept up by
smoking and chewing. Alcoholic stimulants

should be used very sparingly, the least likely

to do harm being brandy mixed with Vichy
or potass water. The writer has obtained

good results by substituting gluten bread for

the ordinary baker's bread ; and, where this

could not be taken, has found advantage from
the use of aerated or some other kind of un-

fermented bread. Some women who suffer

severely from heartburn when pregnant find

relief from eating lettuce. S. Fenwick.

HEART-CLOTS.—-Stc Heart, Throm-
bosis of.

HEAT, etiology of.— See Disease,
Causes of ; and the following article.

HEAT, Effects of Severe or Ex-
treme.— (.4) Constitutional Effects of
Severe Heat acting generally.—The
constitutional or general effects of exposure
of the whole body to high temperatures vary
with the source and degree of heat, the slow-

ness or rapidity of transition ft-om lower
temperatures, and the length of exposure,

as well as with the age, constitution, habit
and health of the body ; and they are liable

to be more or less modified or obscured by
various concomitant circmnstances and con-
ditions, such as the barometric pressure, the
hygrometric state, and the purity or impurity
of the atmosphere.
The range of temperature within the limits

of which life can be maintained appears to be
greater in the case of man than in that of
most of the lower animals, in virtue of
greater power of accommodation to external
influences, without undue elevation or lower-
ing of the temperature of the body. But in
every case any such combination of external
circumstances as causes the temperature of
the body to rise 10° to 1.5° above the normal
standard speedily proves fatal.

1. Artificial heat.—Numerous observa-
tions and experiments show that in di-y air
exposure to very high temperatiu-es can be
borne, during periods varying with circum-
stances, without danger or even serious in-

convenience, the temperature of the body
being kept down within safe limits by evapo-
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ration from the surface and from the lungs.

Thus, in Dobson's experiments, a temperature
of "210° was sustained during twenty minutes

;

Blagden exposed himself during eight minutes
to a temperature of 200° ; Chantrey's work-
men were accustomed to enter a drying oven
in which the thermometer stood at 350°

; and
Chabert, the ' Fire King,' is said to have fre-

quently exposed himself to a temperature
of from 400^ to 000°. Glass-workers, metal-
founders, gas-stokers, engineers in steam-
boats—especially in the tropics—bakers'

oven-builders, and others constantly carry

on their work in temperatures of from 120°

to 100° or even higher— to say nothing oi

tlie blasts of radiant heat to which some are

from time to time exposed. In moist air,

evaporation from the surface and its cooling

influence being diminished or prevented,
much lower temperatures speedily become
insupportable. Berger was unable to remain
in a vapour bath the temperature of which
had risen from 100° to 120°, although he liad

easily borne a temperature of 230° in dry air

for five minutes. When the natural loss oi

heat is prevented by the moisture of a hot
atmosphere—as in a vapour bath, or by im-
mersion in a hot-water bath, or otlierwise

—

the temperature of the body rises. It has
been found, taken in the rectum, to rise as

high as 103° in eight minutes, and even to

107° (?) in thirty minutes in a vapour bath
of 127° (Bartels) ; and in a hot-water bath ol

104° to 111° the temperatiu-e taken in the

mouth has been found to rise to 101-6"

(Hosier).'

Dr. Fleming- found that exposure in the
Turkish bath during an hour to a tempe-
rature commencing at 170° and gradually
lowered to about 130°, caused the tempera-
ture of his body (taken by a specially

devised thermometer in the mouth) to rise

rapidly during the first ten minutes from
a normal average of y7'G5° to 99'2° (a rise

of 1'55°) ; and then more slowly until the

end of fifty minutes, when the highest

point, 101-3^ (a rise of 3'05°) was reached.

His pulse rose during the first ten minutes
from 78 to 91 beats in the minute, and like

the temperature attained its maximum, 115,

at the end of fifty minutes. His breathing
first diminished in rapidity from 22'5 to 20'b,

and then increased to 25*4 in actual rapidity,

but maintained a diminished ratio to the
pulse. The arterial tension seemed to be

increased by the greater rapidity of the

heart's action, combined with the gorged
state of the capillary circulation. The
quantity of material eliminated during the

hour amounted to forty-four ounces. The
proportion of chlorides in the urine passed
after the bath (3'65 in the 1,000) was little

1 Leichtenstein. General Balneotherapeutics.
Smith, Elder & Co., 1885.

- Journal of Anatomij and Physiology, lulj

1879.
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more than linlf that in the sweat (G'O")) col-

k'ftod duritii,' the bath, and much less tlmii

in the urine i)ieviously passed (o-C8). The
I)rop()rti()n of urea in the lu-ine was slifjlitly

increased, and the sweat contained lu5 in

the 1,000.

The effects felt by those exposed to p^cat

heat vary with the tenii)eratiire, the lenLjth

of exposure, and collateral circumstances,

such as impure atmosphere, physical exer-

tion, itc. A sensation of warmth, at tirst

ajjreeable, is succeeded by one of opiiressive

and then painful heat, until this is ajjain

relieved by the estal)lislinient of copious

evaporation from the surface. Pleasant

stinudation, and some decree of excitement
of the nervous and muscular .systems, are

(piickly followed by lang^uor, lassitude, list-

lessness, feelintcs of exhaustion, indisposition

to mental effort or nniscular exertion, dizzi-

ness, tendency to sleep, faintness and uncon-
sciousness, sometimes accompanied or pre-

ceded by convulsions. If relief is not afforded

death ensues. If timely relief is afforded,

more or less speedy and complete recovery
may bo brouu'ht about.

If the symptoms have been severe and
persistent, or if the sufferer has been exposed
to repeated attacks, permanent dainaf^e to

the health, and especially to the nervous
system, almost certainly results, in spite of

apparotit temjiorary recovery. In many cases

i^eneral debility and deterioration, in some
cardiac troubles, and in others insanity, have
iieen recorded as the persistent after-effects.

Symptoms and conditions closely or exactly

resembling those of sunstroke, may be pro-

duced by exposure to an artificially heated
atmosphere, or to blasts of radiant heat from
tires or furnaces. Sec Sunstroke.

Bernard. Delaroche, and others have shown
that animals exposed to temperatures of from
iyO° or lower, to 150^ and upwards, quickly

die.

The post-mortem examination of animals
so killed showed that the heart hail entirely

ceased to beat at the moment of death, and
that neither it nor the muscular coat of the

intestines could by any means be stimulated

to contract again. The muscular til)res of

the heart examined microscopically ai)peared

rigid and coagulated (Kiihne and Ranvier).

Further, the blood in both arteries an<l veins

was dark coloured. Birjor mortis set in very

early, and general decomposition very speedily

commenced. It would thus appear that

(apart from sudden shock to the system gene-

rally) the cause of death from exposure to

high temperatures is to be found in the effect

produced on the muscular system of orgnnic

life, and especially on the heart. The cardiac

myosin coagulates- at 115" ; and at a temper-

ature Considerably short of this its condition

must be seriously affected.

Anatomical Characters. — The post-

mortem appearances met with in the human

subject in cases in which death has been
attributed to the general elfects of heat have
not been unifonn, probably bccauHe there
has been in most cases sinndtaneous exposure
to other deleterious influences. The follow-

ing case, however, recorded by C. Speck ' is

noteworthy. A girl, a't. fourteen, the suiyect
of chronic disease of many of her joints, was,
on the advice of a (piack, wrajiped in a sheep-
skin warm from the carcass, laid in bed.

surrounded with hot loaves fresh from tiie

oven, and covered by the clothes. In about
an hour she complained of pains, especiallv

in one arm. She soon feel asleep. It was
noticed that her chest rose and fell strongly.

She perspired freely, and the sweat w'as fre-

quently wiped off. She became very pale,

and about three hours after the commence-
ment of the treatment she expired, without
having recovered, or at any rate manifested,
consciousness. On 2'"^^ mortem examina-
tion the next day (the weather being cool

and dry) advanced decomposition was foimd ;

the blood being black and fluid, and the

blood-vessels, cavities, and tissues generally

full of gas. The heat of loaves fresh from
the oven, such as were put round the child,

was found to be 1S;J^.

Treatment.—The immediate treatment to

be adopted in the case of those suffering

from exposure of the whole body to heat

consists essentially in removal into a cooler

and purer atmosphere ; ipiiet rest in the

recumbent position ; fanning ; cool or even
cold affusions or sponging, especially over

the head and spine— the efTect, however,

being carefully watched ; and the adminis-

tration of cool or lukewarm lluid in small

quantify at a time, with some stimulant.

Copious draughts of cold water in a highly

heated state of body are liable to give rise to

dangerous or even fatal results. Bleeding is

not to be recommended.
The aftcr-trcntmcnf must be conducted on

general principles, and determined by the

condition of the j)atient. and the indications

afforded in the particidar case.

2. Climatic and Solar Heat.—The
effects of climatic heat exjiericnced on tran-

sition fiom temperate to tropical regions are

as follows : 1st. The average temperature

of the body rises -5° to 1° according to Davy
and Crombie, or to a somewhat greater ex-

tent according to others. The daily fluctua-

tions of bodily temperature in health in

India correspond to those in England. The
normal temiieratnre of native Indians is

abouth.alf a degree higher than that of Euro-

peans (Crombie). "ind. The pulse is quick-

ened according to most observers, but Rattray

says this is incorrect. 3rd. The breathing

becomes slower and less deep, falling from

about sixteen to about twelve or thirteen per

minute. Less carbonic acid and less water

< Virrteljahrschri/l fiir gerichtliche Medictn.

1874, p. -iiU.
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are thus exhaled. 4th. The skin acts much
more freely, its excretion being increased by

iibout 24 per cent. (Rattray). The continued

hypersemia and over-action of the skin, how-
ever, are liable to be followed by congestion

and obstruction of the sweat folhcles, givmg

rise to 'prickly heat.' 5th. The urine is

diminished in quantity, and in amount of

urea and chlorides. The experiments of

Becher (confirmed by those of Forbes Wat-
eon) showed a constant relation between the

temperature, and the urea and chloride of

sodium got rid of by the kidneys. As the

temperature rose from 50° to 70°, an increase

was found ; but with a further rise from 70°

to 90°, an almost equally constant diminution

occurred. 6th. The appetite, especially for

animal food, is diminished, and the digestive

powers seem lowered. 7th. Lassitude, lan-

guor, want of vigour, indisposition to exer-

tion, and a sense of exhaustion of mind and
body are experienced in degrees varying with

circumstances ; the depressing effects being

most felt when the heat is not only great but

continuous day and night, and when the

atmosphere is moist.

The effects of the radiant heat of the sun,

as distinguished from those of atmospheric
heat, are not well made out. It would ap-

pear probable, however, that a physiological

effect adverse to perspiration is produced by
the direct rays (Parkes), and that thus, as

well as from rapid evaporation, the skin

becomes dry, and liable to certain struc-

tm-al changes, such as the formation of

pigment.
Exposure to the direct rays of the sun, or

to great or continued heat in the shade,

especially under unfavourable atmospheric
and general conditions, may give rise to

heat-fever, heat-apojilexy, or one or other of

the forms of sunstroke. See Sunstroke.
(-B) Local Effects of Severe Artificial

Heat : Burns and Scalds.—The local

effects of heat vary with the degree, the
length of exposure, the medium of applica-

tion, and the part acted upon. Burns result

from ' dry,' Scalds from ' moist ' heat.

Signs and Symptoms.—First : a compara-
tively slight degree of heat causes vascular
turgescence, redness, tingling, pain, and ten-

derness, which soon subside. Desquamation
of the epidermis may follow, but no perma-
nent trace of injury is left. Secondly: a
higher degree causes severe burning pain,
and gi-eat redness of surface, followed by
effusion of serum beneath the cuticle (vesica-

tion). Comjjlete resttn-ation without scar is

usually effected. Thirdly: still higher degrees
of heat or longer exposure cause intense pain,
and immediate destruction, or consecutive
destructive inBammation, of the true skin to
a greater or less depth. Sloughing and sup-
puration foUow, and permanent scarring re-
sults. Fourthly : violent heat and prolonged
exposure cause complete disintegration and

charring of the structures especiallj' acted

upon, followed by destructive inflammation
and sloughing of others to a still greater

depth and extent. Loss of parts and more
or less serious deformity and scarring neces-

sarily result.

The separation of sloughs, and the pro-

cesses of repair after severe burns, take place

slowly ; and as a rule the patient suffers

much more acutely, and during a much
longer period, than after other forms of in-

jury involving equally extensive destruction

of tissue.

The constH lit tonal si/mjytoms and effects

associated with burns and scalds vary with
the superficial extent and situation, rather

than with the depth of the injury. Thus an
extensive biurn or scald over the abdomen
affecting only the skin is much more likely

to prove fatal than a deep burn of one of the

extremities, penetrating even to the bone, but
of comparatively small superficial area ; and
burns over the front of the abdomen or chest

are more likely to prove fatal than those of

similar extent over the back. If more than
half the surface of the body is affected the

sufferer rarely recovers.

In severe cases death may result from shock
to the system, either immediately on receipt

of the injury, or after a period of from two or

three to forty-eight hours or more. During
such time the sufferer remains in a state of

collapse or prostration, with pallor of com-
plexion, lowness of temperature (dependent
probably on decreased production of heat),

coolness of breath, small or imperceptible

pulse, di'yness of tongue and mouth, and
sometimes delirium, rigors, or convulsions.

In about half the fatal cases of burns death
is attributable to shock. In such cases, ^o*-^-

mortem examination sliows only congestion

of the viscera, and especially of the brain.

In some instances, however, characterised

by painfully laboiired and frequent efforts at

resjuration, tumultuous, irregular, feeble, and
very frequent action of the heart, and great

priEcordial distress, death would appear to be

due to cardiac thrombosis, rather than to

simple nervous shock (Brown). In many
severe cases the blood has been found on
microscopical examination changed in ap-

pearance, the red corpuscles being altered in

form, or separated into 'numerous little bits
'

(Ponfick and Sclnnidt). And it is readily

conceivable that sueli destruction of corpus-

cles may cause thrombosis and stasis in

various organs, esjjeeially in the smaller
branches of the pulmonary artery (Silber-

mann), and so give rise to severe symptoms,
and even lead on to death.

In about forty-eight liours, more or less, if

the immediate effects of the injury have been
survived, the stage of reaction and inflamma-
tion sets in. The patient revives, and some
degree of general pyrexia becomes manifest.

The pulse becomes quicker and fuller; the
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temperature rises ; and tlie burnt part begins

to discharge pus, usually of an offensive

odour. Thirst, with dry red tongue, want of

appetite, vomiting and constipation, followed

liy diarrlura—sometimes with blood in the

evacuations— are commonly experienced
during theensuing period; and inHamniation
of internal parts ot'ten occurs, although the

special signs and symptoms afforded niny be

obscure. The plcurse and lungs, the perito-

neum, and the gastro-intestinal iiuicous

membrane (particularly that of the duode-
num) are especially liable to be atfected.

Evidence of inHannnation of one or more of

these parts, and not uncommonh- of ulcera-

tion of the duodenum, is afforded on ^;o«<-

mortem examination in cases in which death
lias occurred during this period. It has been
suggested that capillary embolism, from the

jiresence of disintegi-ated blood in the ves-

sels, may cause in some cases the lesions

of the internal organs (Brown). During this

period, and from the causes indicated, death
occurs in about SO per cent, of the fatal

cases.

In the course of about a fortnight or so

under appropriate treatment, as a general

rule, the acute symptoms will have subsided,

the sloughs will have separated, and granu-
lation and suppuration will have become
established and healing will graduallj' take

j)lace. I)Ut a low form of chronic inflam-

matory mischief in the internal organs may
litill be going on, and lead to a fatal result

sooner or later ; or the patient may sink,

worn out by suffering, and exhausted by the
])rofuse discharge from the suppurating sur-

face, or by persistent diarrhoea, accompanied
or not by blood in the motions. Sometimes
the kidneys are affected, and blood or bloody
casts may be found in the urine. Pyaemia,
erj-sipelas, or tetanus may occur and cause
death ; but there would not appear to be any
special liability to these diseases after burns
or scalds.

Tkeatmevt.— Local treatment. — Sliglit

superficial burns of small extent require

little in the way of treatment. Immersion
in cold water according to some, in hot
water according to others, or exposure be-

fore the tire, affords the readiest means of

obtaining immediate relief. Afterwards the

part may be covered with flour, starch,

oxide of zinc, bismuth, or collodion, and
wrapped round with cotton-wool to protect

it from the air and from accidental u-ritation.

In cases in which there is vesication, the

blisters should be pricked, the serum eva-

cuated, and the cuticle left to form a natural

protective covering, which may be advan-
tageously strengthened and kept in position

by a layer of collodion. But the punctures
should be left o))en. Lint soaked in oil, or

smeared with vaseline or some such mate-
rial, should be a])plied, and the whole covered

with cotton-wool. A mixture of chalk or

whitening and vinegar, of the consistence of
thick cream, is said to form an excellent
application in such cases, speedily relieving

pain, and helping to constitute a good pro-
tective covermg.

Severe and extensive burns and scalds
demand in their treatment the most careful

management, and the greatest possible pa-
tience, gentleness, and firmness ; for even if

life be preserved, the most pitiable disfigure-

ments and deformities are liable to result

from cicatricial contractions, uidess proper
preventive measures are perseveringly earned
out.

So soon as may be after the injury, the
clothes should be removed from the patient

with the greatest care — being cut away
piecemeal if needfid, and not removed in

such way as to tear off epidermis or scorched
or charred parts. The whole burnt surface,

having been cleansed as seems needful by
some antiseptic wash or spray, should then
be covered as quickly as possible wuh the
dressing considered best, and enveloped in

thick layers of antiseptic cotton-wool lightly

bandaged on. For cleansing wash or spray
solutions of borax or carbolic acid (weak),

with the addition or previous application of

cocaine, are perhaps best. Different dress-

ings have been advocated from time to

time. One seems to suit best in some cases,

another in others. But antiseptics should
always be used. Among the applications

variously recommended maj' be mentioned
the old-fashioned favourite in hosi>ital prac-

tice—Carron oil, a mixture in eijual part-s

of linseed oil and lime water. Almond oil

or olive oil may be substituted for the lin-

seed oil, and iodoform or a little carbolic

acid added with advantage. White leatl,

putty made thin by addition of oil, calamine
ointment, carbolised oil, solution of carbonate

of sodium, carbolic lotion, flour, and starch,

are among the other materials that ha\e
been recommended. Among the best prob-

ably may be recommended a combination

of boric acid and iodoform with vaseline,

or glycerine and oil, as a basis. What-
ever the material selected, it should be

slightly warmed, and ai>plied very tiiickly

spread on separate strips of lint in such way
as to facilitate future dressing bit by bit, and
so as to avoid extensive exposure of raw
surface. The first dressing should be allowed

to remain undisturbed as long as possible

—

until, indeed, the offensiveness of the dis-

charge, or the discomfort of the patient

indicates the necessitj- for its removal. The
earlier dressings, however gently carried out.

occasion so nmch suffering to the patient

that—in the case of children especially— it

is often desirable to administer chloroform

or to spray the parts with a 5 per cent,

solution of cocaine. Poultices are sometimes
useful in aitUng the separation of sloughs.

In such case boracic lint soaked with warm
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water forms an excellent substitute for the

old linseed-meal poultice. Any needful

washing or cleansing is best done by aid of

the steam spray-isroducer, a weak solution

of carbolic acid or of borax being used.

When suppuration is established, and the

surface clean, the application may be varied

according to the indicatioiis afforded. Cala-

mine or zinc or lead ointment, with or

without the addition of some anodyne; and
lotions of lead, morphine, and glycerine, or

of sulphate of zinc, are amongst those com-
monly employed. Iodoform, with extract of

hemlock and spermaceti ointment, has been

strongly recommended as tending to soothe

pain, to deodorise the discharge, and favour

heahng. Exuberant granulations may be

treated with nitrate of silver in solution, or

by the application of the solid stick. "When
the granulating surface is in a healthy state,

cicatrisation njay be very materially expe-

dited by skin grafting ; and in cases in which
there is extensive healthy granulating sur-

face, by transplantation of large portions of

iiealthy skin from some adjoining part.

During cicatrisation, and even for some
time afterwards, it is of the greatest import-
ance to keep all parts in such position as

that there shall be as little deformity as

possible from growing together of surfaces,

and contraction of scars. This is to be
effected or attempted by position, by me-
chanical apparatus, and by the application

of strips of adhesive plaster and bandages
in manner determined by the circumstances
and conditions in each particular case.

Constitutional treatment.—In the early
stages, alcoholic stimulants, or ammonia,
and external warmth are especially requisite,

and such light nourishment as can be taken.
Opiates or other anodynes, as chloral or
bromide of potassium, are to be administered
according tc the indications afforded, for the
purpose of allaying pain and soothing the
nervous system. When suppuration is es-

tablished, a full allowance of good nourishing
food, with some alcoholic stimulant, should
be given, and such tonics as seem most
suitable. Small doses of opium at regular
intervals often prove very beneficial. The
complications that may arise, such as affec-

tions of the internal organs, &c., nmst be
treated in accordance with general princi-
ples, but all depressing medicines as a rule
should be avoided, and if there should be
mdications of intestinal inflanmiation great
care should be exercised in the administra-
tion of aperients.

(C) Local Effects of Severe Solar
Heat : Sunburn. See Sunburn.

Arthur E. Durham.

HEAT, Therapeutics of.—Principles.
The primary effect of external heat applied
locally to the animal body is that of an ex-
citant or stimulant. There occurs redness.

HEAT, THERAPEUTICS OF

with turgescence of the small vessels, in the
part to which the heat is applied, along with
slight augmentation of temperature, and pain.

Increased beyond a certain degree, heat
ceases to be a stimulant, its prolonged action

causing greater j)ain, exhaustion, and depres-
sion ; and, if the action be very intense, it

becomes an escharotic.

Exjjeriments have shown that by increased
heat the electric currents in the nerves are

destroyed. It may therefore be assumed that

the nerves become less able to conduct im-
pressions either to or from the brain, and that

heat may act as a sedative to painful nerves.

The action of medicines on the system ap-

pears to be influenced by temperature. Einger
found that a small dose of veratrine greatly

affects the ventricle at a high temperature,
but at a low one produces no effect. Brunton
and Cash found that the roots of the vagus in

the medulla are paralysed by a high tem-
perature. This may explain the observation
of Thomas as to the failure of digitalis to act

on the pulse in pneimaonia with high tem-
perature.

Heat applied generally—that is, to the
whole body— produces a number of impor-
tant physiological effects which are de-

scribed in the preceding article ; and in that
on Baths.
Applications and Uses.—Heat is employed

in the treatment of disease as a general or

local stimulant, a local depressant, a caustic,

or a counter-irritant ; and that in the form
either of dry or of moist heat.

Dry heat.—The primary exciting and
stimulating action of heat may be made
available to rouse the nervous and vascular
systems. The use of the hot-air bath (Turkish
bath) and that of the sand bath are discussed
in the article on Baths. In some parts of

the South of France, baths of hot sand {arena
calida) are used in the treatment of rheu-
matism, paralysis, and sjiasm ; the sand
acting as a stimulant and sudorific. Bottles
of hot water are placed in the axillse, and
against the feet and thighs, to restore the
circulation, in cases of collapse of the system
with coldness of the extremities and great
failure of circulation, as in the treatment of
collapse from the shock of an injury, or from
such diseases as cholera, or of the apparently
drowned.
Dry heat may also be applied to the abdo-

men, in the form of tins or bottles of hot
water, or bags of heated salt or sand, to

relieve painful spasm and colic. Hot water
enclosed in an indiarubber bag is sometimes
of service to allay undue irritability of tb^

spinal nerves. The therapeutical a])i)lic

tion of heat as a counter-irritant will 1

found described elsewhere. See Counter
irritants.
Moist heat.—Heat and moisture together

tend to cause relaxation of the tissues, thus
removing the tension and pain due to inflani'

1
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ination. Moist heat is employed locnlly in

the form of the k)cal vapour bath, fcuneiita-

tioiis, and poiUtices. See Eomkntations
;

and Poultices.
Moist heat is ai)pHc'd to the surface of tlie

body geuerally, chietly in the form of the

vapour bath. Hce Baths.
John C. Thorowgood.

HEAT-STROKE.—A synonym for sun-

stroke, tiec SUNSTUOKE.

HECTIC FEVER Uktikos, habitual).—

Synon. : Fr. ilcvtiquc; (ier. llcctinch.

.IvrioLooY.—The variety of fever thus

named has long received special recognition,

inasmuch as it presents certain prominent
and peculiar features, as regards its course

and attendant phenomena. It usually occurs

in association with some wasting and ex-

haiisting disease, especially when this is

accompanied by a prohise and constant ih-ain

from the system, and more particularly when
there is chronic suppuration, with an abun-

dant discharge of pus. Hectic fever is most
frequently noticed in cases of puhuonary
phthisis, in a large proportion of which it

appears in various degi-ees during some part

of their course, chietly in the advanced
stages. Other conditions deserving of men-
tion in connexion with which it may super-

vene are emp.\ ema, especially if there is an
external fistula, tubercular ulceration of the

intestines, chronic purulent discharge from
the kidneys, hepatic abscess, chronic dysentery,

and any form of external chronic abscess

attended with an abimdant formation of pus.

F^ever of a hectic type sometimes occurs in

cases of acute inflammation ; and it is occa-

sionally observed in chronic affections un-

attended with suppm-ation, such as cancer
and lymphadeuoma.

Symptoms.—Hectic fever is usually estab-

lished gradually, beconnng more and more
distinct, until it assumes its tyi)ical characters.

It is more or less paroxysmal, being at first

indicated by slight pyrexia towards evening
and during the night, the temjierature being
a little raised, and the jiulse hurried. During
the day there is no fever at this time, but as

the case progresses it becomes constant,

though exacerbations occur at night, and, it

may be, also in the morning, the paroxysms
thus occurring either once or twice within
the twenty-four hours, and the pyrexia being
remittent. In typical hectic tliere is a com-
plete febrile cycle, beginning with chills or

even a distinct rigor, followed by considerable

heat of skin, the temi)crature continuing to

rise, and ending in more or less profuse per-

spiration, especially about the head and chest,

sometimes so abundant as to saturate the
bedclothes or eveji the bedding. Patients

often feel subjoctively very hot, the palms of

the hands and soles of the feet having a
burning sensation. The ])ulse tends to be-

come very frequent and quick, and is easily
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hurried and excited, being at the same time
weak, soft, and compressible. Not uncom-
monly a bright red or pink spot ap])ears on
each cheek iluring the paroxysm, known as
the hectic jluxh, and this may contrast

markedly with ihe general pallor of the face,

the eyes being also bright, clear, and spark-

ling. The mind is unaffected, and the mental
faculties may bo unusually cheerful and vivid.

After a febrde exacerbation the urine may
present excess of lithates. Hectic fever does
not always show all its typical features, and
even in the same case variations are noticed

in the precise characters of the paroxysms.
It is usually accompanied with other symp-
toms due to tiie disease with which it is

associated ; while it itself tends to cause
wasting and debility, as well as a sense of
much exhaustion after each attack. In most
instances a fatal termination ultimately en-

sues, but if the condition upon which hectic

fever depends is curable, recovery will gene-
rally take place.

Treatment.—The first principle in the
treatment of hectic fever is to attend to, and
cure, if possible, the condition witli which it

is associated, and especially to dimiuish or
chock suppuration, to prevent retention of

unliealihy pus, or to emploj' antisei)tic ap-

plications. General tonic treatment will also

help in preventing the attacks. These may
be directly checked in ajipropriate cases by
full doses of quinine, salicine, salicylates, or

Other antipyretics, given before the usual

time for their occurrence. Sponging the skin

freely may also prove of service in some in-

stances. The treatment of hectic in phthisis

runs into that of night-sweats, and can be

more conveniently discussed under that

disease. See Fevek : and Phthisis.

F'redekick T. Koberts.

HELIOSIS (ijXtoo), I expose to the sun).

A method of treatment for certain diseases,

which consists in exposing the patient to the

rays of the smi. The term is also employed
as a synonym for sunstroke. See Suxstroke.

HELMINTHIASIS (fX^ui-t, a worm).
The condition of system ujwn which the

development of worms in any part of the

body depends. The term is also applied to

diseases characterised by the presence of

worms.

HELMINTHICS (f'X^iUT, a wonn).—
Of or belonging to worms. A synonym for

anthelmintics. See Axtuklmintics.

HELMINTHS (rXnn-r, a worm).—This
term is often emjiloyed in preference to one

or other of the various synonyms with whicli

it is regarded as ecpiivalent (worms, intes-

tinal worms, vermes, entozoa. internal para-

sites, and so forth). Thus, von Siebold (who
speaks of the Ili'lminths as forming a clom

of animals, nearly ail of \\ hose members are
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parasitic) admits that the only cliaractcr

common to the great«r part of the whole

group is their peculiar mode of hfe. The

study of the helminths forms what is often

called the science oi Helminthologij. It has

been thought desirable, in the present work,

to speak of the helminths as constituting

part of the class Entozoa, under which head-

ing, therefore, more detailed references are

given. T. S. Cobbold.

HELOUAN, near Cairo, Egypt.—
Thermal sulphurous muriated saline waters.

See Mineral Waters.

HEMERALOPIA.—Definition'.—Day
blindness : a disorder of vision in which ob-

ects cannot be seen well or comfortably in

ordinary daylight or by strong artificial light,

but are seen more clearly or more comfort-

ably in shade or in twilight.

Most modern authors use the term in the

opposite sense of night blindness, regarding

it as derived from '}^i('pa, the daij, and oSx/a, the

eye or sight. In this work it has, from the

first, been used in the sense given above, the

al being regarded as representing aljyha

privativa, or as a contraction of aXdoy, blind.

This meaning has since been adopted in the

ynmenclature of Diseases of the Eoyal Col-

lege of Physicians. The word 'hemeralopia'

does not occur in any of the genuine ancient

Greek or Latin medical writings. It is once
mentioned, without being defined, in the

pseudo-Galenic lrea,ti!ie,Introductio seuMcdi-
ctis (ed. Kiihn, xiv. 708). It has, however,
long been used as the antonym of nyctalopia.

See Nyctalopia.
Causes. — Day blindness is a symptom

rather than an idiopathic affection, and is

sometimes the effect of mere intolerance of
light (photophobia), dependent upon krita-

tion or inflammation of the cornea, &c. The
various causes may be grouped as follows :

—

1. Opacity in some of the refractive media,
such as central nebula or leucoma of the
cornea, or circiunscribed opacities occupy-
ing the pupillary region of the lens or the
vitreous. In such cases, vision is obscured
when the pupil is contracted, but becomes
clearer when the pupil dilates in shade.
2. Irritation or inflammation of the parts of
the eye innervated by the sensory fibres of
the fifth nerve—the lids, the conjunctiva, the
cornea, or the iris; neuropathic affections
of these textures ; and reflex irritation fi-om
nose, teeth, uterus, &o. 3. Hypersesthesia
of the retina, which may be due to reflex
irritation, or (rarely) to inflammation of the
retina, the optic nerve, or the choroid, to
insufficient pigmentation of the ocular fundus
as in albinism, to dazzling from coloboma of
the iris or preternatural dilatation of the
iris from any cause, to exposure to bright
lights or glare of any kind, to prolonged
'seclusion in darkness ur dimly lighted places.
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A transient physiological form of hemeralopia

occurs whenever the eyes suddenly pass

from darkness into bright light.

Treatment.—The treatment of hemeral-

opia should follow the special indications.

Impairment of sight due to central opacity

in any of the refractive media may often be

relieved by dilatation of the pupil with a

weak solution (gr. ^ to gr. ^ to an ounce)

of atropine or other mydriatic, or by making
an artificial pupil. Inflammations of the

various textures of the eye and reflex irrita-

tions are to be treated by appropriate means.

The eyes should be protected by a shade or

by neutral-tinted glasses. The general treat-

ment must be adapted to the associated local

and constitutional conditions.

John Tweedy.

HEMIANESTHESIA {fjixi-, half; <i,

priv. ; and alcrBavoinu, I feel).—Paralysis of

sensatiort, affecting one side of the body. See

Sensation, Disorders of.

HEMIANALGESIA (^m-, half ; «,

priv.; and tiAyos, pain).— Insensibility to pain-

ful impressions, afl'ecting one side of the body.

See Sensation, Disorders of.

HEMIANOPIA (vui-, half; a, priv.;

and ii^, sight).—The term 'hemiopia' is now
generally taken to mean loss of perceptive

power in one lateral or vertical half of the

retina ; while by hemianopia is understood

obscuration of vision on one lateral or ver-

tical half of the visual field. Thus, owing
to the fact that rays of light cross within

the ej'e, right lateral hemianopia is produced
where left lateral hemiopia exists, as a result

of intracranial disease of one or other kind.

It is well known that in the lower verte-

brate animals the optic nerves undergo a

complete decussation at the optic chiasma,

so that all impressions from each eye go
to the opposite optic lobe. Some believe,

even to the present day, that a similarly

complete decussation of the optic nerve-

fibres takes place at the chiasma in man

;

others (constituting a large majority) alto-

gether reject this notion, and adopt the view
originally propounded by Newton and rein-

forced by Wollaston, that at the optic chiasma
there occurs a semi-decussation only. Neither
view can be said to be definitely proved to

the exclusion of the other; and it seems quite

possible that these discrepancies in doctrine

may be in part dependent upon the fact that

the course of the optic fibres is not the same
in all men. There may, in fact, be variations

in the degree of completeness of the decussa-

tion of the optic nerve-fibres at the chiasma,
just as, from the researches of Flechcsig, we
now know that not infrequently considerable

variations occur in the amount of decussation

of motor fibres in the anterior pyramids ot

the medulla.
The effects resulting from congenital oi
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earlj^ blindness of one eye supply us with
8oine information benrinj^ upon this point.

Where a semi decussation exists, the elTects

of the atrophy of tiie optic fibres procecdinff

from the afTected eye should, beyond the
{liiasmu.be pretty ecpuilly distributed, so that,

thoufjh in such a case the two optic nerves
will be very dissimilar in size, the optic

tracts ought to be of ecpial bulk ; and this is

what is most commonly met with. On the
other hand, it is undoubtedly the fact that in

some of such cases the optic tract on the

opposite side is found to be notably atrophied,

while that on the same side as the atrophied
optic nerve presents a healthy appearance

—

signs which betoken a pretty complete decus-

sation of the optic fibres at the chiasma.
Different forms of Hemianopia and their

rdiiscs.—In the cases where the common
arrangement obtains—that is, the semi-de-
oussation—it seems to be the iimer fibres

tiiat cross one another, whilst the outer
fibres of each nerve are continued on into

the outer part of the corresponding optic

tract. Tiie result of this arrangement would
bfi that the fibres from the right half of each
retina would proceed to the right optic tract,

while those from the left side of each retina

would go to the left optic tract : so that if the

image of any object should fall simultane-
ouslj' either on the right side of the two
rctinsE, or on the left side of the two retina;,

the impressions in either ease will be trans-

mitted along one and the same tractus

opticus—the right or the left, as the case

may be. Therefore it seems clear that, in all

cases in which the semi-decussation of the
optic fibres obtams, any intracranial lesion

which either destroys, seriously presses upon,
or disturbs the nutrition of the optic tract on
one side, will give rise to an opposite lateral

hemianopia. If the decussation had chanced
to be total there would, on the contrary, have
been produced a ' crossed amblyopia.' The
optic tract is apt to be involved in some part
of its course between the chiasma and the
geniculate bodies by different kinds of lesions.

Thus, we may have tumours originating in

])arts of the tract itself; or the tract may
become involved secondarily, or pressed upon,
by some tumour or hiemorrhagc occurring in

the cms cerebri or in the posterior tubercle

(pulvinar) of the thalamus, or by a tumour
originating in the inner and imder part of

the temporal lobe, or from the bone itself in

the middle fossa of the skull.

Two other, much rarer, forms of liemianopia
require to be mentioned, which are produced
by lesions affecting different parts of the

chiasma. One of these is double temporal
hemianopia, which may be produced by a
lesion pressing upon the anterior median
portion of the chiasiha. Any lesion capable

of doing this would probably be a tumour,
and it would produce the same effects whether
there is a total or a semi-decussation in the

chiasma. The lesion would involve the de-
cussating fibres that come from the inner half
of the retina on the two sides, and thus would
lead to double temporal hemianopia. The other
form is known as nasal hemiannjria , and where
semi-decussation of the optic fibres exists it

would be produced by a tumoiu- or an aneur-
ysm causing an injurious amount of pressure
upon either outer angle of the chiasma, since
there would then be paralysis of the fibres

emanating from the outer part of the retina,

and consequently the suppression of the inner
part of the visual field of the corresponding
eye. It is only with extreme rarity that
this form of hemianopia is double.
Wo have now to turn to another side of

the question. It is natural to ask whether
the lateral hemianopia that develops as a
consequence of disease of the optic tract will

also result /ro»« a lesion which involves the
optic fibres beijond the corpora geniculala—
that is, in their deep intracerebral course.
This was the view put forward by von

' Graefe in 1860, and which was very com-
monly accepted till it was challenged by

I Charcot some few years since. Itelying ap-
! parently upon the paucity of cases on record

j

in which lateral hemiano])ia had resulted
I from lesions of the cerebral hemispheres
' themselves, and upon the many cases that

had come under his own observation in

i

which ' crossed amblyopia ' had been produeeil

by functional or structural lesions involving
the posterior or sensory segment of the in-

ternal capsule, he came to the theoretical

conclusion that all the optic nerve-fibres

from each eye went to the opposite cerebral

hemisphere, owing to the sujiposed fact that

those fibres which had not decussated at the

chiasma did decussate somewhere in the
corpora quadrigemina. These views he em-
bodied in a well-known diagram. The sub-

sequent progress of knowledge has, however,
not been compatible with this theory. Thus
Munk's original statement has been confirmed
by Schiifer and S. Brown, to the effect that

removal of one occipital lobe in the monkey
produces, not crossed amblyo]iin, but opposite

lateral hemianopia (ii/vj(;i, Jan. 1S^S8, p. 3G7).

Again, Seguin, in a valuable memoir {Journ.

of Nerv. and Ment. Dis., vol. xiii. .Jan. 1880),

has shown that o]>posite lateral hemianopia
is more especially produced by lesions in

that inner portion of the occipital lobe known
as the ' cuneus,' a region supplied by a rather

large branch of the posterior cerebral artery

which passes along the calcarine fissure.

Still it would appear that lesions anywhere
in the posterior parietal, temporal, or occi-

pital region of the hemisphere, when they im-
plicate the ' optic radiations ' ofGratiolet (i.e.

fibres passing backwards from the corpora

quadrigemina and geniculata to the occipital

cortex), are also cai)able of producing an o])-

posite hemianopia in man of a permanent
character. I'l tiie lower animals (inonkey,
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dog, &c.), for the production of a similar

defect the removal • of the occipital lobe

must be complete, and even then the defect

is of a comparatively brief duration—two or

three weeks at most.

There is at present an apparent contradic-

tion between these well-attested facts, as to

the jiroduction of lateral hemianopia from
disease of the occipital lobe (implying as they

do that the semi decussation persists even to

the cortical termini of the optic hbresl, and
the fact of the existence of a ' crossed am-
blyopia in association with functional or

structural disease of the hinder portion of

the internal capsule. A solution of this diffi-

culty cannot as yet be readily ft)Und. Ferrier

still maintains that crossed amblyopia is pro-

duced by destruction of one angular gyrus.

He asserts, indeed, that ' the angular gyri

are more particularly the centres for clear

vision, each mainly for the eye of the opposite

side ' (Brit. Med. Journ., June 21, 1890,

p. 1415).

DLiGNOSis.—Under this head reference has
to be made to different sides of the problem.
The first point to be considered is the mode
of recognition of the different varieties of

hemianopia. In some cases, where the defect

is well marked, and the patient is intelligent,

he will himself call the observer's attention

to it; very frequently, however, such defects

are only discovered by being specially looked
lor. This subject will be referred to under
Vision, Defects of. Here it must suffice to

6ay that for all accurate observation an
instrument named a ' perimeter ' is required,

by the aid of which the exact nature and
extent of the lunitation of the visual tield can
be discovered ; but, for a first rough examina-
tion, the following simple method will suffice

for the detection of any great narrowing of
the visual field in particular directions. The
patient stands with his back to the light, and,
covering one eye, looks steadily from a dis-

tance of eigliteen inches at the nose or eye
of the observer, who then moves his forefinger

about in different parts of the field of vision,

and notes any part where the patient says it

is invisible or badly seen. Anythmg like a
hemianopic defect, of either variety, may be
easily appreciated in this manner.
The fact of the existence of hemianopia

having thus been established, we must next
seek to determine the site of the lesion by
which it has been caused. The problems of
regional and of pathological diagnosis are in
these cases often intimately related to one
another. With respect to the latter problem
some hints have already been given.
For purposes of regional diagnosis the first

thing is to determine whether the case before
us belongs to one or the otlier of two main
categories into which cases of hemianopia are
divisible—that is, whether it is a case of tract
or of central hemianopia ; and this may be
determined by a delicate test first used by

Wernicke. This test is based upon the fact

that, in the case of lesions in the pi'imary

optic centres of one side (the corpus geni-

culatum and one anterior quadrigeminal
body), or of their afferent fibres, there is an
mterference not only with visual impressions,

but also with the path for impressions that

excite pupillary contractions through these

oculo-motor centres ; whereas in the case

of deeper lesions, situated in parts of the

cerebral hemisphere involving either the
optic radiations or the occipital cortex, the

pupillary refiex would not be at all inter-

fered with. Thus in cases of ' tract hemi-
anopia ' there exists what has been termed
hemiopic puiiillai y inaction ; while in cases

of ' central hemianopia ' this sign does not
exist. The sign itself is searched for by
throwing a pencil of light obliquely (at an
angle of 40^-60°), by means of an ophthal-

moscope mirror, on to the blind side of the

retinae, so as to see wliether contraction of

the pupil is, or is not, produced. If carefully

performed, no reaction of the jiupil occurs in

cases of tract hemianojiia—that is, where the
defect is due either to disease of the afferent

fibres, or of the jjrimary optic centre itself.

But where the hemianopia is caused by
disease in the cerebral hemisphere itself

(central variety) the contraction of the pupil

occurs equally well whether the light be
thrown upon the blind or upon the unaffected
half of the retma.
From the point of view of a regional dia-

gnosis, we may enumerate four fairly marked
types of central hemianopia.

•1. There are cases in which hemianopia
exists alone, or as the most prominent symp-
tom, or in association with certam general
signs indicative of the existence of timaor

cerebri. Such are the cases where the occi-

pital lobe is affected in or about the region of

the cuneus.
2. Cases in which hemianopia coexists

with hemiansEsthesia and choreiform or

ataxic movements of one half of the body,

without marked iiemiplegia. These are prob-

ably due to a lesion of the caudo-lateral part

of the thalamus, or of the caudal division of

tlie internal capsule, on the side of the brain
opposite to the dark half-fields and the
hemianaisthesia.

3. Cases of hemianopia with complete
hemiplegia and hemian*sthesia are probably
caused by an extensive lesion of the internal

capsule in its knee and caudal part.

4. Cases of hemianopia with aphasia and
hemiplegia, with or without hemianaesthesia,

are probably due to an extensive superficial

lesion of the area supplied by the left middle
cerebral artery, such as may be brought
about by its plugging eitlier from thrombosis
or embolism.

In all these cases the pupillary reaction

would not be interfered with, and there would
be no atrophy of the optic nerves unless as a
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seqtience of choked disc. In addition to these
forms, five tvpes of <racd hcmianopia maybe
enumerated.

1. The first type of tract hemianopia would
be caused by lesions in the primary optic

centres on one side (the corpus genicu-
latnm and one anterior (luadrifjcminal body).
Little or notliin;;; is known of lesions thus
limited, which are excessivelj- rare. Still,

such j)arts may be involved, primarily or
secondarily, by a tumour ; when amongst a
varying grouj) of s_\iiiptoms w^e might have,
as results of the lesion in the parts specified,

lateral hemianopia, hemiopic pupillary inac-

tion, together with early atrophy of the 02)tic

nerves.

2. In other cases where disease involves
the oi)tic tract and the crus cerebri, we may
have hemianopia coexisting with some form
of cross-paralysis. A probable combination
would be paralysis of the third, fourth, and
sixth cranial nerves on the side of the lesion

(sonae one or all of these nerves), together
with partial hemiplegia (without anaesthesia),

and hemianopia on the opposite side. In
some cases choked discs would appear earlv,

without mterfering with the hemiopic symp-
toms until ojitic atrophy with complete blind-

ness had become established.

3. In cases where the optic tract is involved
more anteriorly, other sj'mptoms coexisting
witii the hemianopia may be very vague and
imcertaiu ; but the hemiopic pupillary inaction

should be marked, and there should be early
partial atrophy of the optic nerves. These
latter signs suffice to distinguish this group
of cases from those belonging to the first

category of 'central hemianopia,' with which
otherwise they might be confounded.

4. Cases of bitemporal hemianopia due to

lesions pressing upon the anterior part of the
chiasma.

5. Cases of nasal hemianopia, mostly single,

due to a lesion involving the outer part of the
chiasma.
The only other forms of monocular hemi-

anopia are also very rare, and are due to

lesions of the optic nerve itself in front of
the chiasma.

Other very rare forms of hemianopia affect

thesuperior or inferior, rather than the lateral,

segments of the field of vnsion. As Seguin
points out, when these forms exist with a
very irregular demarcation line, they are
probably still more peripheral in their origin

and due to embolism or thrombosis of the

central artery of the retina.

In another class of cases, mstead of a
definite hemiopic defect of sight, we meet
with partial, quadrant, or sector-like defects

in the upper or lower halves of the visual

fields. Little or nothing is known as to

the causation of such defects. They might
conceivably be caused by disease in certain

limited portions of the occipital cortex, or

of some only of the fibres constituting the

CO
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optic radiations. Agam, they nn'ght be duo
I to a localised damage to some of the fibres

I

of one crus or one optic nerve ; op to degene-
ration of the retina caused by the j)luggiMg
of some one branch of its central artery.

Prognosis and Treatsient. — Nothing
' special can be said under these heads con-
cerning the hemianopia itself. Hoth the
prognosis and the treatment of this defect
are absolutely dependent upon the causative
conditions, and the nature and severity of the
collateral symptoms with which it is asso-
ciated. We imist, in fact, always seek to
mitigate or remove the underlying causal
conditions, and upon our chance of being
able to do this tiie prognosis in any given
case entirely depends.

H. Charlton Bastian.

HEMICRANIA (v^.-, half; and «:prn.,'o;.,

the head).— Pain limited to one side of the
head. The term is, however, generally tised

as synonymous with megrim. See Megrim.

HEMIOPIA \ ,, , ,f , .,
HEMIOPSIA /

('""• ^*"' ^^'^ '^'^'

sight).— .\ loss of perceptive power in one
lateral or vertical half of the retina. See
Hemianopia ; and Vision, Disorders of.

HEMIPLEGIA (17M1-, half; and 7rX^ij-<r<o,

I strike).— I'aralysKs of motion of one side

of the body ; sometimes a])plied to loss

both of motion and of sensation. See Para-
lysis.

I

HEPATALGIA Cwnp, the liver ; and
«X-yos, pain).— Strictly this word sifjnifies

I

pain in connexit)n with the liver. It has,

I

however, been specially applied to a supposed
I neuralgic pain referred to this organ, cominji
on in paroxysms, and said to be of a severe

I
character in some instances, so as to simulate
hepatic colic. Whether there is any sucii

affection is exceedingly doubtt"iil; and prob-

ably in cases of supposed hepatalgia tiie

neuralgia is either superficial, or there is

some tangible but undiscovered cause for the

I

pain, connected with the hepatic apparatus
' or some neighbouring structure.

Frederick T. Roberts.

I

HEPATISATION (7?rap,.the liver).—

A term applied to the condition produced bj
acute inflammation of the lunrr. in which the

' pulmonary substance becomes solid and fri-

able, resembling somewhat the liver in its

physical characters. See Lungs, Inflainma-

,
tion of.

HEPATITIS (vTrnp, the liver). -Inflam-
mation of the liver. See Liver, Inflamma-
tion of.

HEPATOCELE {jrnap, the liver; and
' /f^Xr;. a tumour). -Hernia of the liver. See
' LlVKH. Displaci'iiients of.
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HERCULESBAD (HERCULES-
!PURDO), in Hungary.—Thermal sul-

phur and muriated salme waters. See

Mineral Waters.

HEREDITY.—By heredity is meant
that special property through which the

characters and qualities of organisms are

transmitted to their descendants throughout

successive generations, so that the offspring

in their main features i-esemble their parents.

The transmission of parental characters to

offspring is a subject for scientific inquiry. It

has long been known that a young organism

is derived from an ovum formed within the

body of the female parent, so that a descent

from the mother and a direct continitity

through the egg with her structure was ap-

parent. But it is within a comparatively re-

cent period that the direct participation of the

male parent in the production of the offspring

has been traced. The older writers thought

that the semen evolved a vapour or spu-it,

which influenced the ovum, or that the fluid

])art of the semen penetrated the vitelline

membrane, and induced germinative changes,

which resulted in the production of a young
organism, without the male contributing any
definite stnicture in the process. The dis-

covery, in 1842, by Dr. Martin Barry, of the

penetration of the vitelline membrane by the

spermatozoon put the subject on a more
definite basis, and the researches of Biitschli,

Auerbach, Fol, Strasburger, Flemming,
Hertwig, E. van Beneden, and others, have
given greater precision and completeness to

our conceptions of the process of impregna-
tion. It has now been demonstrated that

the young organism arises within the ef^^

by the incorporation, or conjugation, of an
extremely muiute particle derived from the
male parent with an almost equally minute
particle derived from the female parent. The
jjarticle derived from the male is the head of
the spermatozoon, which, after it has pene-
trated within the ovum, is called the male
pronucleus. The particle derived from the
female is a portion of the germinal vesicle,

whicli has remained included within the egg,

and is called the female pronucleus. The
male and female pronuclei gradually ap-
proximate, totich, and then become incor-
porated with each other, and form what is

called the segmentation-nucleus. The seg-

mentation-nucleus consists of chromatin
fibres and nucleoplasm, which are derived
both from the nucleus of a male sperm cell,

i.e. the head of a spermatozoon, and from the
nucleus of a female germ cell, i.e. the germinal
vesicle. The segmentation-nucleus is there-
fore a composite or hermaphrodite nucleus,
and consists of matter derived from both
parents. This composite nucleus then rapidly
divides and subdivides within the ovum, so
as to produce daughter-nuclei, and the proto-
plasm of the yelk undergoes a corresponding
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process of division. Each of the daughter-

nuclei becomes surrounded by a layer of

protoplasm, and numerous new cells are

produced. The nucleus of each of these new
cells contains chromatin fibres derived from
the segmentation-nucleus, and through it

from the corresponding fibres of the nucleus

of the male sperm cell and of the female

germ cell. It is believed that the male and
female chromatin fibres enter in equal pro-

portions into the structure of the nuclei

derived by division from the segmentation-

nucleus, so that each of the nuclei of the new
cells, like the segmentation-nucleus, is com-
posite or hermaphrodite, i.e. represents both
parents. The cells produced by the division

of the segmentation-nucleus and its envelope

of yelk -protoplasm form the blastodermic

membrane. In man and the higher organisms
this membrane consists of three layers of

cells, named epiblast, mesoblast, and hypo-
blast. From these laj^ers, by a continuous

process of division and subdivision of the

nuclei of their constituent cells, accompanied
by a differentiation of the protoplasm, all the

tissues and organs of the body are descended.

As the nuclei of all the cells in the body are

derived by continuous descent from the

nucleated cells of the blastoderm, and as these

again are the descendants of the segmentation-

nucleus, one may infer that the nucleus of

each cell is composite or hermaphrodite and
represents both parents.

The changes which take place in a nucleus
during its division constitute the process of

Itaryokinesis or haryornitosis. They consist

at' first in an enlargement and rearrangement
of the chromatin fibres of the nucleus, and
then in a splitting of each fibre into two
daughter-threads, so that each daughter-

thread divides itself equally between the two
daughter-nuclei which are formed by the

splitting of the parent nucleus. As this

process goes on throughout the whole period

of cell-muitiplication, there is an actual trans-

mission of structure from the segmentation-

nucleus to the nuclei of all the cells derived

both directly and indirectly from it. Now,
as this descent in structure is in all probability

associated with a power of transmitting

properties, and as the segmentation-nucleus
consists of material derived from both parents,

a structural medium is provided for the

transmission of the characters of the parents

to their offspring, and the phenomena of here-

dity may be said to rest on a physical basis.

The material which forms the structure ofthe

male and female pronuclei and the segmenta-
tion-nucleus has been termed by Weismann
the germ-plaf7n. He believes that in each
individual produced liy sexual generation, a

portion of the germ -plasm derived from both

23arents is not employed in the construction

of the nuclei of the cells and tissues of the

soma or personal structure of the individual,

but is set aside unchanged for the formation
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of the porni cells of the STicceerling {joiicration. '

Acconling to this theory there is a direct

continuity of Kfrin-pliisni from one p^eneration

to another, which aHs as tlie conveyer of

hereditary characters. Weismann main-
tains that the f^erm-plasm is not modified
by the hahits and mode of life of the indivi-

dual, and he conceives it to be transinittod

from one jjoncration to another unintluoiiced

by the conditions of life in which the indivi-

dual is placed. He assumes that the repro-

ductive cells which contain the fjerm-plasra

are not acted on by the organs and tissues of

the body in which tliev are situated, except in

60 far as they maj^ be afl'ected by general con-

ditions of growth and nutrition. Hence, he
concludes that characters acquired by indivi-

duals during their lifetime from any external
cause, whic'h modify the persona or soma,
cannot be transmitted to their oH'spring.

Several arguments may, however, be
advanced in opposition to Weismann's con-
clusion, which seems to require for its con-

firmation that the germ-plasm of the repro-

ductive cells should, from the commence-
ment of the development of the enibr}'©, be
isolated from tlie cells from which the other
organs of the body are derived. But both
reproductive cells and soma cells are formed
in the fertilised ovum by the segmentation
of the nucleus, and tlie reproductive cells in

man and other vertebrates do not appear as

isolated organs until after the rudiments of

all the great organic systems have been
mapped out. Hence, before they are set

ftside as germ cells or sperm cells, the germ-
plasm has apparently been in a stage of

diffusion, and under precisely the same
influences as those which in the embryo
affect the formative cells of the body
generally, so that the conditions which
would secure the germ-plasm and the soma
cells from mutual interaction are not com-
plied with.

Further, there is experimental evidence to

sliow that in placental mammals an inter-

change of material takes i)lace during gesta-

tion in opposite directions from foetus to

mother, as well as from mother to foetus. A
|

character derived by a foetus by descent from
its male parent may thus be acquired by the

mother from the foetus, and influence the
germ-plasm of her reproductive cells so as to

be transmitted to her future offspring, even
though they may not have the same male
parent. Hence, it is an axiom with those

engaged in the breeding of particular kinds
of stock, that, if they wish to keep the strain

pure, the mother must not at any time be
allowed to beget offspring by sires of another
blood.

The hereditary transmission of characters

from parents to offspring is not limited to

such as are normal and pliysiological, and of

service in the perpetuation of the species

and of the race. Characters which are of no

service, and, indeed, are detrimental to the
individuals in whom they occur, may also be
transmitted, and it is from this point of view
that the .subject of Herkdity requires to be

considered in this place. The study of those

modifications in the structure of the body,
which pathologists group tofjether under llie

name of Congenital Malformations, has fur-

nished numerous illustrations of the descent

in families of variations from tlie normiii

structure. Familiar examples are furnished

in tlie presence of supernumerary digits on
the hands or feet in some families, or a

diminution in their number in others. Hut
modifications or variations in structure that

can be transmitted from jjarents to offspring

are by no means limited to changes which
can be recognised by the naked eye. 'J'hey

are sometimes so minute as to be determined
rather by the modifications which they occa-

siou in the functions of an organ than by the

ready recognition of structural variationn.

One might adduce as an example Daltonit^m,

or colour-blindness, which has distinctly been
shown to be hereditary, and which is due
apparently to a minute structural defect in

the development of the retina, or the optic

nerve, or the brain itself, occurring in par-

ticular families.

But there are certain diseases which
occur in some families more than in others,

and which are regarded as hereditary. Some
of these are discussed in the article Prepis-

POSITION TO Disease, but in addition to the

examples there given, it may be stated that

in some families there is a strong tendency

to the production of cataract in successive

generations, and in other families an equally

strong predisposition to the ha?inorThagic

diathesis. When we speak of tendencieK,

susceptibilities, proclivities, or predisposition

to the transmission of characters.whether they

be those of health or of disease, we employ
terms which undoubtedly have a certain

vagueness. We are quite unable to recognise,

even with the highest powers of the micro-

scope, any structural difference in the germ-

plasm in different persons which would
enable us to say that in one family a particu-

lar feature should have one form, in another

family a different form ; or that in one

family there should be a tendency or sus-

ceptibility to one kind of disease, whilst

another family should display a specinl

capacity for transmitting another form of

disease. We can only determine that such a

sequence will take place by tracing the life-

history of the individuals belonging to these

families. Though, as we have said, these

terms have a certain vagueness, and are

wanting in scientific precision, yet it is not

the less true that they express a something

of the importance of which we are all con-

scious, though we may not be able to formu-

late it in a precise definition.

William Tukkkk.
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HERMAPHRODITE (Ep/xf;?, Mer-
cury ; and 'Atppo^irri, Venus).—A term applied

to an individual in whom the formation of

tlie sexual organs is siich as to give rise to

the impression that both the male and the

female organs are present. See Malforma-
tions.

HERNIA {hernia, a rupture).—Synon. :

'Fr. Hernie; Ger. Bruch.
Definition.—This word is used in surgery

to express the protrusion of any viscus from
the cavity in which it is naturally placed.

In this article, however, the observations are

exclusively restricted to protrusions of the

viscera of the abdomen through the walls of

that cavity, and it is only intended to give a

mere outline of the subject, its fiill discussion

being beyond the scope of this work, as it is

mainly connected with surgery.

General Eemaeks. — Hernial displace-

ments take place in both sexes and at all

ages. The most striking objective sign of the

existence of a hernia is a fulness or swelling

in one or other of those regions of the abdo-

men where, from the anatomical construction

of its walls, the tissues are weakest. When
the parietes are defective, in consequence of

local disease or injury, visceral protrusions

may occur at those spots ; and also as the

result of congenital malformation in both
sexes, a fruitful cause of hernia being the
non-closure of the vaginal process of the
peritoneum at birth, or a patulous state of

the umbilical aperture. Such a protruded
viscus forms a hernial swelling or tumour.
The tumour is composed of a sac, its contents,

and the tissues outside the sac. The sac is

composed of a prolongation of the peritoneum
in most cases; and its orifice, neck, or ab-

dominal aperture, constitutes, with the tissi;es

around it, a frequent cause of impediment
to replacement or ' reduction ' of the hernia.

The hernia may be a part of any abdominal
viscus, but those most mobile are usually dis-

placed. Thus, in the majority of cases, either

the omentum or small intestines, together or
singly, form the hernia. The tissues outside

the sac are those which exist in the region
where the tumour is formed, and they are

frequently described as the coverings of the
sac.

Every hernial tumour possesses a neck,
body, and fimdus.

The first or earliest objective symptom of
a hernial protrusion is an unusual fulness, as,

for example, in the groin in a case of inguinal
hernia. This swelling is transient, appearing
and disappearing in relation to the actions
or posture of the individual. When pressed
with the finger the swelling disappears ; but
it is readOy reproduced if the patient contracts
the abdominal muscles, and then with the
finger an impulse is felt, produced by the
protruding viscus. By slow degrees the biilk

of the swelling increases, until, if no support
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or truss ' be used, very large tumours are

formed.
Classification.—The most practical classi-

fication of hernial protrusions is based upon
the usual triple division of the abdomen into

regions—namely, the epigastrium, meso-
gastrium, and hj'pogastrium.

1. Protrusions in the epigastric region are

very rare. They are (a) diaphragmatic ; and
(5) ejngastric.

Diaphrarimatic hernia is due either to re-

laxation of the tissue ofthe diaphragm muscle,

or to its laceration. In some cases congenital

deficiency of the muscle is the primary cause;

in others the natural openings in the muscle
become dilated. Signs of this hernia are

very obscure ; but when the protrusion de-

pends upon laceration of the muscle, the oc-

currence of a recent injury may excite sus-

picion, if associated with abnormal sounds
in the thorax.

Epigastric hernia escapes at the region

formed by the cartilages of the false ribs on
either sine of the linea alba. It is very rare,

and, as the abdominal orifice of the saa is

usually large, the hernia is easily reduced.

2. The hernias in the mesogastrium are

(a) ventral; (h) umbilical; and (c) lumbar.
The term ventral is given to any hernial

protrusions escaping through abnormal open-

ings in the walls of the abdomen to which
no special name is given. They are seen in

the region of the linea alba, above the um-
bilicus, but most frequently below it ; in the

line of the linea semilunaris ; and even op-

posite the muscular walls. Commonly of

traumatic origin, their nature is clearly

shown by the ready manner in which the

protruded viscTis can be pressed back into the

abdomen. They sometimes ensue upon the

weakening of the walls after distension, or

upon the loss of tissue following abscess.

Umbilical hernia is met with at all ages

and in both sexes. It forms a tumour at the

site of the umbilicus in the first instance,

and gradually descends over the linea alba

as its bulk increases. Very soon after birth

this variety of hernia appears. The pro-

trusion takes place at the umbilical ring, and,

pushing before it the peritoneum, an acquii'ed

hernial sac is formed. To prevent, therefore,

the development of the sac in infancy, and to

assist the closure of the ring in the linea alba,

a slightly convex disc of cork, enclosed in

washleather, should be strapped over the

umbilical aperture. The prognosis of in-

fantile umbilical hernia is favourable, for

the aperture closes with age, and the tissues

continue firm.

In adult life this kind of hernia is frequent

in fat individuals. The tumour often acquires

enormous proportions. Its contents consist

of small intestine and omentum, with not
uncommonly a portion of the transverse

colon. Accumulations of ficcal matter therein

often give rise to obstruction, and the symp-
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tonis arising in consequence of this state

more or less resemble those of strangulated
Binall intestine. A correct diagnosis of their

cause may usually, however, be arrived at

from the history of the attack, the com-
parative mildness of the malady, and the

alleviation of the s.\iuptoms by exciting the

action of the bowels. The contents of this

form of hernia, when of long standing, often

become adherent or bound by bands to the

sac, in which state they remain permanently
irreducible.

When the protruded viscus can be entirely

reduced within the abdominal cavity, a suit-

able well-tittiug truss should he worn con-

stantly ; if irreducible, one adapted to the

circnmstances of the case must be used.

Lumbar hernia takes place in the loins.

It is a very rare variety, and usually occurs

as the result of an injury.

3. The herniaj in the hypogastrium are

the most numerous and the most common.
They include (a) inguiuo-scrotal or inguino-
/rt6jaZ,fliotrPoupart's ligament; (b)femoral,
below Poupart's ligament ; (c) protrusions

through the apertures of the i)elvis in front,

beneath the horizontal ramus of the pubes

—

obturator ; (d) beneath tlie arch of the pubes—perineal, pudendal, vatjitial; and if) be-

liind, through the ischiatic notch

—

isrhiatic.

(a) Inguinal hernia is seen at all ages and
in both sexes. The following varieties are

described : the oblique or external ; and the
direct or internal. In the first, the orifice

t>f the sac is outside the course of the internal

epigastric artery ; in the second it is internal

to the same vessel. \Mien the protrusion

forming an inguinal hernia does not descend
below the in_gui)ial canal it is termed a
bubonocele ; but when it occupies the scro-

tum or labium it forms an inguino-scrotal
or inguino-labial tumour. The essential

difference be.tween the inguinal hernia of

youth and of middle age is due to the con-
stitution of the sac which encloses the pro-

trusion. From infancy to early adult life,

protruding viscera escape fi-om the abdomen
into a serous sheath continuous with the

l)arietal ])eritoneura, namely, the vaginal pro-

cess of that membrane wliich extends into

the scrotum or labium. In middle life and
afterwards, the parietal peritonemn is thrust

through the apertures or weak points in the

abdominal walls by the protruding viscus. In
this way two distinct kinds of herniivl sac are

formed : the first being due to a congenital

defect ; the second, to a mechanical and ac-

quired cause. In practice, it is very impor-
tant to bear these distinctions in mind. In
the first kind a truss is ajjplied to prevent the

))assage of the viscus into the sheath, in the

hope that by this m^ans its walls may unite

and its orifice contract— in fact, to assist

nature in accomplishing that condition, the
failure of which permits the protrusion to

take place. But, in the second, a truss is

used to prevent the prot-ruding viscus pushing
the peritonexmi before it, and so fonning for

itself a sac. Thus, if the development of the
sac be arrested, there can bo no hernial
tumour.

Inguinal hernite occupy the inguinal canal,
and are therefore in relation with the sper-

matic cord of the male and the roimd liga-

ment of the female. They escajjc from tlie

canal through the external abdominal ring
into the scrotum or labium. The neck of the
tumour is always therefore above Poupart's
ligament, and to the inner side of the ex-
ternal pillar of the external abdominal ring.

This anatomical fact constitiites the main dis-

tinction between inguinal and femoral hernia.
{b) Femoral hernia forms a tumour at the

inner and upper part of the thigh, imme-
diately below the pubic attachments of
Poupart's hgament. These structures are
in immediate relation with the neck of the
sac. The protrusion escapes at the femoral
aperture, the site of the entrance of the
hinphatic vessels of the thigh to the abdo-
minal cavity. The neck of the sac is there-

fore to the inner side of the sheath of the
femoral vessels ; although, in proportion tci

the bulk of the tumour, its body may overlie

it, and even extend upwards above Poupart's
ligament, and outwards towards the crest of
the Uium. The sac of a femoral hernia is

always an acquired formation. Hence the
importance of wearing a truss after observing
the slightest indication of a femoral i)rotru-

sion. For if the yielding, relaxed, ])arietal

peritoneum be supported at the crural aper-

ture by a weU-adjusted i)ad. a \ isceral hernia
must be avoided, as there will be no sac into

which it can escape. In other words, arrest

the development of the sac and there can be

no hernia.

To discriminate between a femoral and an
inguinal hernia, place the index finger upoti

the si)inous process of the pubes; if the neck
of the tumour is to its outer side, and tlie

whole length of Poujiart's ligament can be

traced above it, a femoia" hernia exists.

Should precisely the reverse conditions be

ascertained, the tumour will depend upon
an inguinal protrusion. Another method for

diagnosis is the direct and carefid examina-
tion of the site of the femoral aperture. If

it is clearly and distinctly tangible and well-

defined, it cannot be occupied bj* a hernial

protrusion.

Femoral hernia is most common in the

adidt female. It has been developed before ten

years of age ; is rare between that age and
twenty ; but is very frequent in persons be-

tween twenty and forty years old. Prolific

women are more fre<iuently the subjects of

this hernia than the single and sterile.

(c) Obturator hernia escapes from the pel-

vis throu<rh the thyroid foramen, and traverses

the canal normally occupied by the obturator

nerve and vessels. It is rurelv met with. .\
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fulness, rather than g, tumom-, is produced by

the protrusion at the inner or pubic region of

the thigh, beneath the pectineus muscle, and
accompanied by a peculiar numbness and

pain, which may be traced to the distribution

of the filaments of the obturator nerve. The
lives of patients have been lost in conse-

quence ofoverlookmg these herniae ; the cause

of death being only ascertained post viortcm.

id) Perineal, pudendal, vac/inal, and (e)

ischiatic hernias are very rarely seen. The
name assigned to each indicates the locality in

which the tumoar is formed ; and for a special

description of them the reader must be re-

ferred to monographs on the subject of this

article.

Effects and Treatment.—We must next,

as briefly as possible, describe generally the

various morbid conditions which the hernia

itself may undergo, and the means by which
serious consequences from such conditions

may be averted.

AH hernial protrusions are either reducible

or irreducible—that is, they can either be re-

stored to their normal situation, or they may
be permanently confined to the region in

which they are protruded.

The treatment of all reducible hernise con-

sists in the employment of means to prevent

the escape of the protrusion. To effect this

object varioiis kinds of bandages or trusses

have been devised. Each kind of hernia
requires its special form of truss, and every
individual should, as far as practicable, obtain

a truss well fitted to his or her configuration.

The essentials of a good truss consist in the
spring having sufficient power to support the
hernia and prevent its escape, while it should
not be so strong as to inj\;re the structures

aboixt the abdominal rings. The pad should
be firm, of a shape suitable to the case, and
of a size not inconvenient to the wearer.
The irreducibility of a hei-nia depends on

its bulk, adhesions, and special anatomical
conditions. Under such circumstances special

liandages must be employed.
But other much more important morbid

states of the protruded viscus than the above
cause inij)ediments to the reduction of a
hernia, namely : (1) constriction by the tis-

sues around the orifice of the sac
; (2) accu-

mulation of faecal matter in the protruded
viscus

; (3) inflammation of the hernia ; and
(4) strangulation, when a part of the alimen-
tary canal forms the hernia.

(1) Those herniae—for example, the in-

guinal—which pass through openings in the
muscular walls of the abdomen, are liable to
constriction from contraction of the muscular
tissue. Inguinal hernis of long standing,
and more than ordinary bulk, are very prone
to become irreducible in consequence of
muscular contraction. Such cases are well
adapted to illustrate the effects of anaes-
thetics, and their influence on muscular
irritability. If the patient be placed under

the full influence of chloroform, the abdo-
minal muscles become relaxed, and the hernia
is quickly reduced.

(2) Hernial protrusions formed of large

intestine, such as occur at the umbilicus,
frequently become irreducible from faecal

accumulations. In these cases enemata, and
even purgative medicines cautiously pre-

scribed, frequently relieve the symptoms.
(3) Inflammation excited in an omental

protrusion may cause temporary and even
permanent irreducibility. Local and con-
stitutional symptoms of a rather severe type
sometimes attend such cases. The usual
methods adopted to induce resolution must
be employed.

(4) A morbid state of the protruded bowel
termed strangulation has next to be de-

scribed. A patient the subject of this state

remains m the greatest danger to life so long
as the exciting cause, the constriction of the
bowel, exists. Hour by hour that danger
increases ; and, although rare instances of

recovery might be quoted after the con-
tinuance of strangulation for many hours,
the majority of patients die because the
intestine was not liberated early enough. A
hernia is described as strangulated when
subject to a constriction which at first im-
jiedes, and sooner or later arrests, the cir-

culation of the blood in its capillary vessels.

The passage of the intestinal contents is

necessarily stopped. The local and consti-

tutional symptoms are strikingly charac-

teristic. Very frequently the first symptom
is. vomiting, unaccompanied by any alvine

evacuation. The vomiting continues, and is

excited by ingesta. This state is probably
due to mere obstruction of the alimentary
canal, but it ought always to excite the
anxious solicitude of the medical attendant
to ascertain whether the patient has any
outward signs of a hernial tu'.nour. He
must examine those regions at which pro-

trusions commonly occur, and never rest

content with the statements of the sufferer.

At first the pulse is not affected in a very
marked way, but as vomiting continues the

heart beats more rapidly, whilst the pulse

becomes weaker and contracted. The surface,

especially that of the extremities, becomes
cold ; the countenance age 1 and anxious ; the

visage, lips, and hands shrivelled and bluish;

the prostration extreme. The tumour is pam-
ful when touched, and it may have increased

in size and become tense. All these facts

indicate progressive morbid changes in the
tissues of the strangulated bowel, as well as

in that j)art of the alimentary canal above
the hernia. Besides the mere act of vomiting
all ingesta, the characters of the fluid vomited
must be carefully noted. Usually, at first,

it is the food last swallowed, more or less

digested and mingled with bile ; in the

second stage it becomes j^ellowish and green-

ish ; and at last it is stercoraceous—that is.
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offensive to smell, of ii brownish colour and
frothy, and often in great quantity. Now
the only treatment of tiiese ur<,'cnt symptoms
consists in the liheration of the bowel by
surgical means. In the meantime palliatives

may be employed, opium administered by the

mouth, enemata injected, local applications

of ice nsed. and gentle taxis applied.

John Birkett.

HERNIA CEREBRI.— See Braxs,
Malformations of ; and SSkull, Diseases and
Deformities of.

HERPES (f^ro), to creep).— Synon.: Fr.

Dartre; Ger. Herpes, BUischenflcchtc.

The name 'herpes' was formerly applied

to a large group of skin affections, which
were associated together on account of a
supposed similarity in the eruption, although
they bore very little real relation to each
other. Thus we had herpes iris, herpes
circinatus, and herpes gestationis, diseases

which are perfectly distinct fi-om any kind
of true herpes. At present only three forms
of herpes are recognised : herpes faciaUn,
herpes progenitalis, and herpes zoster; sdl of

which resemble each other not only in the

character of the eruption, but also in running
an acute and definite course, and in having a
neurotic origin. As, however, herpes zoster

differs considerably from the other two, it

is conveniently distinguished by the name
zona. This nomenclature has the merit of

simplicity, and is that of the College of

I'hysicians.

1. Herpes Facialis.

—

Synon. : Herpes
febrilis ; Herpes labialis.

Herpes facialis consists of a small group,

or groups, of vesicles on a red base. The
eruption is associated with some swelling of

the skin or mucous membrane, and with a
sensation of very slight pain and stiffness of

the part affected. It is most commonly met
with on the lips, but occasionally on the ahe
of the nose, the ear, or the cheek. It is also not
uncommon on the buccal mucous membrane,
and on that of the soft palate and uvula.

It is generally, but by no means always,
confined to one side, and tliis is more ob-

servable on the face or ear than on the lips,

where it often extends to both sides of the

middle line. The eruption is frequently

associated with catarrh of the air-passages,

and, though quite unimportant, is apt to

recur. No treatment is required, as the
emption diKa))pear6 in a few days, but a lotion

of carbolic acid may be nsefnlly applied.

2. Herpes Progenitalis.—This disease

differs but little from heri)es facialis except

in the part affected; it is, however, very apt

to be troublesome, especially when irritated

by rubbing or injudicious treatment. The
eruption is met with in both sexes, but is

more common in the male than in the

female. In men it appears on the prepuce

or glans penis; in women on the labia or ad-
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jacent mucous membrane. When irritated,

it is apt to form small ulcers, which are dilh-

cult to heal, and which lead to enlargement
of the inguinal glands. Under these circum-
stances herpes has often been mistaken for

syphilis.

Tkeatment.—This should be always of the
most soothing kind, such as the upplication
of water diessing or a very weak boric acid
or lead lotion, with mild aperients.

3. Zona.—Synon. : Herpes zoster ; Shin-
gles.

Definition.—An acute inflammatory dis-

ease of the skin, running a definite course,
consisting of gi-oups of vesicles on an in-

flamed base, and distributed irregularly along
the course of cutaneous nerves. The erup-
tion is usually unilateral, and is apt to pro-

duce scars.

Symptoms.—Zona is by far the most im-
portant form of herpes. It is met witli

most commonly on the trunk, where it fol-

lows the course of some of the uitercostal

or lumbar nerves, and often in the gouty
diathesis. It is also not very micommon in

the supra-orbital region, and is occasionally

met with following the course of some
cutaneous nerves down the arm or leg. It

is said to be more common on the right

than on the left side of the body. The
eruption is preceded by a very considerable

amount of neuralgic pain and discomfort,

which may even last for days before the

eruption appears, and has often been mis-

taken for tlie pain of pleurisy. The first

appearance of the eruption is a bright-red

patch or patches, on which are then deve-
loj-ed groups of vesicles of rather large size,

sometimes even amoimting to blebs. The
contents of the vesicles become puriform

;

and they ultimately dry up and leave scabs,

which generally fall of! without producing
permanent scars. Occasionally, however,
troublesome ulcers form, leaving behind deep
depressed scars. Mild cases of zona are verj

apt to abort, the eruption hanUy developing

into true vesicles ; this imperfect develop-

ment may also be seen in the outlymg
groups of the eruption in well-developed

cases. As a rule the eruption of zona runs
a definite course of about a fortnight ; there

are, however, not a few excej)tions in which
the period ofdevelopment is prolonged beyond
the normal time. The disease is not very

apt to recur, and in this respect it diffei-s

from herpes labialis and preputialis. When
zona occurs in the neighbourhood of lym-
phatic glands, these almost always become
enlarged during the attack.

Pkogxosis.—There are two points con-

nected with zona that require esi)ecial notice.

(I) The gravity of the disease, apart from the

amount of eruption, is, broadly speaking, in

proportion to the age of the patient. In chil-

dren and young ailults. as soon as the sores

have healed tli- puieut is generally quite
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well, and no trace of the disease is left except

perhajjs a few small scars and a slight

tenderness of the skin. In the middle aged,

and still more in elderly people, this is not

the case : the eruption is almost always
followed by some form of nerve disturbance,

generally of a severe neuralgic kind, which
may last for months ; in other cases, attacks

of a kind of vertigo follow the zona. In very

old people an attack of zona is a serious

matter from which they seldom entirely

recover. (2) It must be always borne in mind
that supra-orbital zona is very apt to leave

deep depressed scars. The patient should

invariably be warned of this in the first

instance, otherwise the formation of the scars

may be attributed to neglect or injudicious

treatment. [Sometimes the eye itself is in-

volved in the eruption ; and cases of blind-

ness are not unknown as the result of a
severe attack of zona.

Treatment.—The treatment of this erup-

tion is very simple. It should be protected

from the pressure of the clothes as far as

possible. This may be done with a good pad
of cotton wool. Lotions should generally be
avoided ; and simple powders, such as oxide

of zmc or starch, should be well dusted on
several times daily. The treatment of the
neuralgia which follows zona is most dififi-

citlt. The jiain is often of the most violent

darting kind, and not amenable to treat-

ment. All the ordinary remedies used in

neuralgia may be tried, including hypodermic
injections of morphine and quinine. See
Neuralgia. Egbert Liveing.

HETEROLOGOUS (erfpot, other; and
Kuyos, nature).—A word used to characterise

any morbid product, whether fluid or solid,

which is different in composition or structure

from the normal fluids or solids of the body,

HETEROMORPHOUS (^rfpor, other

;

and fj^oi)(j)ij, form).—Applied to new-forma-
tions which are different in form and struc-

ture from the normal tissues.

HETEROTOPOUS (erepm, other ; and
Tonos, a place).— Misplaced. A term applied

to the appearance either of a normal tissue

in an unnatural situation—for example, of

hairs on mucous surfaces ; or of morbid
growths in unusual places—for instance, of

epithelioma in nervous tissue.

HICCUP or HICCOUGH.—Synon.:
Singultus; Fr. Hoquct; Ger. der Scliluckcn.

Description.—Hiccup, according to phy-
oiologists, is a sudden spasmodic descent of

the diaphragm accompanied by a spasmodic
closure of the glottis, the characteristic noise
being caused by the incoming column of air

Btriking against the partially closed glottis.

The assumption of a spasmodic closure of
the glottis m hiccup seems scarcely warrant-
able. Normally the descent of the diaphragm
in each respiratory act is accompanied by a

contraction of the posterior crico arytfenoid

muscles, which causes an outward rotation of

the arytsenoid cartilages, and a dilatation of

the glottic aperture. The diaphragmatic and
the laryngeal acts keep time together, and in

health the rliythm of sixteen or eighteen to

the minute is maintained. If, however, the
diaphragm give a sudden descending jerk

irrespective of any respiratory need, as is the
case in hiccup, and this jerk occur at a time
when the dilators of the glottis are not acting,

a noise will be produced by the rush of air

through the insufficiently widened glottic

aperture. It seems certainly possible to

account for the noise of hiccup by the mere
fact of the descent of the diaphragm occurring
when the glottis is not properly open. The
noise is not a constant phenomenon, and
during an attack of hiccup it never occurs
during ordinary inspiration, or without the
s]Dasmodic action of the diaphragm, although
the latter phenomenon may occur without
the former.

^Etiology and Diagnosis.—Hiccup may
be produced by any irritation of the phrenic
nerve—its origin, its course, or the ultimate
twigs which are distributed to the under-sur-

face of the diaphragm. Undue distension of

the stomach, by being overfilled with food or

drink, or by an accumulation of wind due to

faulty digestion, is the most common cause
of hiccup. Its occurrence from this cause i-s

far more common in children than in adults.

Convulsions and muscular sj^asms generally

are more easily caused in the young, and
hiccup in this respect follows the ordinary
rul'e. Hiccup is produced by direct or by
reflex irritation. With many persons the

introduction ,of hot spiced or peppery foods

into tiie stomach immediately produces hic-

cup, and the writer knows one or two persons
in whom hiccup is produced by the passage
of hot fluids through the pharynx. It is a
frequent symptom in peritonitis when the

peritoneal covering of the diaphragm becomes
affected. It sometimes occurs in cases of

cancer of the stomach; occasionally, perhaps,

from over-distension of the organ, but more
often from an extension of the cancerous
disease to the peritoneal surface of the

stomach. It is occasionally a troublesome
symptom during convalescence in cholera,

and is often accompanied by eructations of

wind, and sometimes by vomiting. If hiccup
occur with any persistency in the course (if

typhoid fever, it is often an indication of per-

foration and the onset of general peritonitis.

Although most frequently a symptom of gas-

tric or abdominal disturbance, hiccup occa-

sionally occurs as a true neurosis. It may-
accompany hydrocephalus or meningitis, and
is then due inobably to an implication of tlie

cerebral origin of the phrenic nerve. Cases

of obstinate hiccuping in hysterical subjects

have been recorded, and cases of paroxysmal
hiccup have been observed by lAveing,.
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rricliard, and others, which have hoon re-

garded as instances of modified ei)ilej)sy.

Tkeatmkxt.—The treatment of hiccuj) will

depend upon the cause. An emetic to empty
the stouuich, or a stimulant to increase its

natural peristaltic action, will often jjive relief.

If we can mana,'e to produce a forcible

action of the diaphragm, we may often suc-

ceed in curing it, as it were, of the trick of

spasmodic action. Attempts to count a Inm-
dred without drawing breath, or to hold the
breath for a minute, are familiar remedies
for liiccup ; and, by producing a feeling of

sutTocation, and necessitating a violent de-

scent of the diaphragm, they are often suc-

cessful. Warm applications or counter-irri-

tation applied to the diaphragmatic region or

over the cervical spine, may occasionally give

relief. Pressure u])on the trunk of the plircnic

nerve by means of the finger applied over the

scalenus anticus muscle, is said also to have
given relief occasionally in obstinate cases.

Amongst the drugs which have been recom-
mended for the relief of hiccup are chloro-

form (administered internally), either alone
or combined with 0]>ium ; camphor in the

form of a spirit solution, in doses of twenty
drops and upwards ; valerianate of zinc, bella-

doima, bromide of potassium, musk, or ant-

acids ; and, in very severe cases, morphine
administered hj-j)odermicallv.

' G. V. POORE.

HIPPURIA {IrTTTOi, a horse ; and ovpov,

urine).—The condition of the urine in which
it contains hippiu-ic acid in excess. See
Ukixe, Morbid Conditions of.

HISTRIdNIC SPASM {hisfrio, an
actor).—A synonym tor facial spasm, so

called on account of the contortions of the

face to which this affection gives rise. See
Facial Spasm.

HIVES.—A popular term for chicken-
pox. See Chicken-pox.

HOARSENESS (Sax., has, having a
rough voice I.— Roughness of the voice, due
to disease or disorder connected with the

larynx. See Voice, Disorders of.

HOBNAIL LIVER.—A name given to

a cirrliotic hvir, when it presents small pro-

minences on its surface, somewhat resembling
hobnails. See Liver, Cirrhosis of.

HODGZIN'S DISEASE.— A syno-
nym for lymphadenoma or lymphoma. See
Lymphadexoma.

HOMBURG, in Germany.—Common
salt waters. iS'ce .Mineral Wateks.

HOMICIDAL INSANITY. — See
Crime, Irresponsibility for; and Insanity,

Impulsive.
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HOMOLOGOUS {,W-s, like; and Uy„t,
natiirei. In piitholngy tliis term is applied to
new-growths ])rcsenting the same structure
as normal tissues, such as fatty or fibrous
tmuours.

HOOPING-COUGH.-iVf Whoopino.
COLtill.

HORDEOLUM (hordeum, a barloy-
cong.—A synonym for stye. See Stye.

HORN-POX.—A popular term for a
variety of chicken-pox. See Cuicken-pox.

HORNS. — Synon. : Comua.— Defini-
tion.—Horns are epidermic and epithelial

formations, consequent on hypertrophy of the
horny product of the integument.

Description. — Horns generally occur
singly. Sometimes they attain a size of
several inches in length and in circumfer-
ence. They have been met with on all parts
of the body, more particularly on the scalp,

the face, the glaus penis, and the glaus clito-

ridis.

Pathology.—When the inspissated pro-
duct of the follicles of the skin, consisting of
laminated epithelium and sebaceous matter,
is exposed to the air, it dries, becomes hard
and transparent, and is in fact converted
into a mass having most of the properties of

horn. This is the principal source of the
horns of the integument—an accumulation
of the contents of a follicle ; the protrusion
of that substance through the dilated aper-
ture of tlie follicle, sometimes tlirough a large

opening resulting from atrophv or ulceration;

its desiccation by the atmosphere ; and its

growth by continued additions to its base.

Being essentially the protrusion of a soft

substance thri>ugh a constricted aperture,

the surface of the horn will be modelled in

figm-e by the sha])e of that aperture ; in eon-

sequence of desiccation, its shaft will be
smaller than its base ; and it will be liable

to be bent or twisted in the operation of pro-

trusion. Hence these horns are generally

curved or twisted, and have been compared
to the beak of a bird, or the horn of the goat.

A section of the horn affords similar evidence

of its maimer of formation and growth, it

being always laminated in structure.

Another kind of horn is sometimes met
with on the glans jjcnis and clitoridis, and is

the product of h.vpertrophy of the papilla*.

This form of growth is fibrous in structure,

like a wart, which in fact it closely resembles;

whilst in the same situation concreted masses
are occasionally formed, constituted by a com-
bination of both processes— namely. ))apiLlarv

hviiertrophy and accumulation of follicular

substance. There is, however, an imjiortant

difference between the two kinds of horn,

tiie sebaceous and the epidermic—namely,
tliHt the toriiKi !•• tin niei-f riv,nli of iinrtared
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activity of function, whilst the latter is the

consequence of hyperemia or inflammation.

Treatment.—Horny matter being sus-

ceptible of disintegration by moisture, the

sebaceous horn may be so thoroughly soft-

ened by envelopment in a waterproof cover-

ing, or' by a poultice, as to be easily broken

away at its base. The follicular bed from

which it has been removed may then be

cleared by a small scoop, when the sac wiU
contract and close. Sometimes it may be

thought desirable to sponge the surface with

a solution of chloride of zinc or sulphate of

copper ; but operation by the knife seems

quite uncalled for. In the instances of epi-

dermic and epitlielial horn, however, it will

be necessary to have recourse to caustics,

especially potassa fusa ; and when the case

evinces great obstinacy, or where an epithe-

liomatous degeneration is suspected, the use

of the knife becomes essential.

Erasmus Wilson.

HORRIPILATION (Jiorreo, I bristle

up; and yilus, a hair).—A sensation of chilli-

ness and creeping, the hairs of the general

surface of the skin appearing to stand on
end. See Rigor.

HOSPITALISM.—The term 'Hospital-

ism ' was introduced into medical literature

by Sir James Simpson [Edinburgh Medical
Journal, March 1869), but, as far as the

writer can see, no exact definition of it was
given by its author. It, however, was evi-

dently intended to signify ' the hygienic evils

which the system of huge and colossal hos-

pital edifices has hitherto been made to

involve '—to use Sir James Simpson's own
words. These evils appeared to him so evi-

dent, and so necessarily connected with the
size of the hospital, that he taught (and in fact

the sole object of his papers was to teach) that

our system ought to be revolutionised— ' hos-

pitals changed fi-om being crowded palaces,

with a layer of sick on each flat, into villages

or cottaj^'es, with one, or at most two, patients
in each room—the village constructed of iron

instead of brick or stone, and taken down and
rebuilt every few years.'

Mr. Erichsen has, to some extent, accepted
the teaching of Sir James Simpson, though he
allows that some of it is very questionable.
His tract on the subject of Hospitalism has
the advantage of being written in a more
sober style than Sir James Simpson's, and
also of putting the question in a clearer light.

By the term, he says, ' is meant a general
morbid condition of the building, or of its

atmosphere, j)i'oductive of disease. . . .

Doubtless,' says Mr. Erichsen, ' all the
septic diseases that are met with in hospitals
may be encountered in the practice of sur-
geons out of these institutions, but they are
unquestionably infinitely more common in
hospital than in private practice, and their

HOSPITALISM

causes are certainly different.' ' The writer

believes, on the contrary, that, if a hospital

be properly managed, there is no general

morbid condition of the building—that there

is no reason for thinking that septic diseases

are more common relatively in hospitals than
out of them—and that their causes are iden-

tical wherever they occur.

And if the term ' Hospitalism ' is to be
taken in the sense in which Sir James Simp-
son evidently intended—that is, as mean-
ing to convey the idea that there is an in-

evitable tendency to the generation of septic

disease in large hospitals, that that ten-

dency becomes greater as the size of the

hospital is increased, and that it increases

as the hospital grows older—the writer has
no hesitation in saying that there is no
such thing as Hospitalism. No doubt the

aggregation of the sick and wounded in hos-

pitals is a cause of danger, and much care

and vigilance are required to keep hospitals

healthy. But the dangers are in no sense

peculiar to hospitals. The surgical affections

which spring up in hospitals—erysipelas,

phagedaena, pyaemia, and allied affections

—

all of them prevail in private practice, and,
as far as has been shown, prevail equally.*

Further, although the perfect publicity of

our hospital practice enables us to obtain
tolerably accurate data for a comparison of

the experience of the smaller and larger

hospitals of this and other towns, no one
has ever seen the least reason for believing

that the smaller are in any respect healthier

than the larger; while several of the hospitals

that have been longest built are renowned
for their healthy condition, and in many
large hospitals, parts of which are ancient

and other parts modern, the former, if equally

well or better constructed, are (under similar

conditions of cases and management) as

healthy or more healthy than the parts more
recently built.

The subject is not one which can be passed
over as dealing with an insignificant ques-

tion, or one of verbal interest only. The
doctrmes which Sir James Simpson taught led

him to deprecate altogether the construction

of any hospital of considerable size, and to

advocate the extravagant proposal above
quoted for substitutmg small detached tem-
porary sheds for our present permanent hos-

25itals. The same views led Mr. Erichsen to

say that when a hospital had become, as he

* On Hospitalism, p. 37.

^ It is not, of course, meant that pyaemia, for in-

stance, is seen as often in private as in hospital

practice, because its causes are less often met with
in the former than the latter ; but, if due allowance
be made for this obvious consideration, there is

much reason to acquiesce in the conclusion to which
Sir James Paget's ample experience has led him, that

pyaemia is just as frequent in private as in hospital

practice {Clin. Soc. Trans., vol. vii. p. Ivi.) Bry-
sipelas seems to be more frequent and more fatal ia

l^nvate practice than in hospitals.
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phrased it, ' pyiniiiii-stricken,' it oii(i;ht to bo
destroyed,' while siiniliir ideas have ledotliers,

such as the late l)r. Farr and Miss Nijilitiu-

L'ale, to question whether hospitals had not
destroyed more lives than they had saved.

Such doctrines should not be passed over in

silence, since tliey exercise a great influence

on the public, on whose co-operation the etti-

ciency of our hospital system is to a great ex-

tent based. And ccrtainh' a theory which has
received the support, however (pialilied, of so

eminent a hospital surgeon as .Mr. Erichsen,
cannot be considered as of no importance.

It is therefore necessary to point out to

the reader that the theory, as so stated (and
stated quite correctly after Sir James Simp-
son's writings'), is utterly disproved by the ex-

perience of all well-managed hospitals, both
before and after tlie introduction of the anti-

.septic method of dressing woinids. It must
he noticed, in the tirst place, that the basis

of the theory was entirely what is called
' statistics '—that is. a hasty inference ft'om

figures, showing the results of a large num-
ber of cases on either side. Now nothing is

more dangerous than to draw conclusions
from such figures, which are quite imsup-
j)orted by any histories of the cases on which
they are founded.-' The success of a surgical

ojjeration depends more on the antecedents
of the operation than on its consequents, and
tiie healthiness of hospitals depends far more
on other circumstances than on their con-
struction, size, or age. Nay, more, the suc-

cess of surgical operations does not neces-
sarily vary with the healthiness of the hos-
pital. In the healthiest hospital a careless

surgeon, house-surgeon, or ntirse may make
havoc of the major operations while all is

gomg on well with the general run of patients.

For all these reasons, any one of which
would be sutticient, the conclusions of Sir

James Simpson are to be repudiated, and
to be considered the more niischie%ous be-

cause, wliile they allege imaginary causes of
danger, they thereby conceal those which are
real and certain, and necessarily induce sur-

geons and managers of hospitals to overlook
details, attention to which is always followed
by success in the treatment of grave surgical

cases. With such attention, a hospital may
1)6 brought into a condition not inferior to

the best circimistances under which private

practice is carried on.

The writer must not be misunderstood,
as if he tlionglit the details of hospital-con-

struction unimportant. The principles of
construction which are now accepted for

the building of a hospital will be found
at page 879 ; but it has been shown to

' On Hospitalism,,^. 98.
* The writer lays less stress on the total absence

of any guarantee for the accuracy of Sir James Simp-
son's table of cases in private practice, and is willing,

for the sake of argument, to assume that the figures

are correct.

demonstration that, provided wards be well,

but not excessively, ventilated, and kept
perfectly clean, and provided also that the
beds are far enough apart, the i)rccise ground
plan of the hospital matters little—tliat the
doctrines so much insisted on by the French
writers on hospitals as to the sui)eriority of
the ' pavilion plan,' as to the unhealthiness
of upper storeys and so on, and which have
been adopted as if they were imipiestionable
truths by many writers on the subject, have
led to much waste of money on buildings too
scattered for hospital service, which have
turned out to be no healthier than the more
compact and convenient structures which
they superseded. But wo ought not, in re-

action from these exaggerations, to under-
value the importance of good ventilation,

good aeration, proper isolation of beds, and,
above all, scrupulous cleanliness in hospital

wards. These essentials being secured, the
writer is persuaded that a hospital may be
just as healthy witii thirty wards as with
three, with twenty patients in each ward as
with two, and with live storeys as with one.
Far more important, and far too little thought
of, till within the last few years, is the amount
of attention given to the personal care of the
patients. This is particuiarlj' the case in the
treatment of open wounds. Everyone who
has been much in hospitals must have often

seen, and especially abroad, surgeons, dressers,

and nurses hurry from one patient to another,
hardly washing or wiping their instrimients,

still less their hands, and using the same
dressing materials for one case after another.
Surgical practice cannot be safely carried on
in tliis way, however healthy in itself the
hospital may be. The firKt care of a surgeon
in charge of hospital-wards ought to be to

impress upon all his assistants, and never
to forget in his own person, that the suc-

cess of surgical practice depends more ui>on

minute care in the dressing of cases than on
all other matters put together. Our surgical

wards have become far more healthy since

the introduction of antiseptic surgery ; and
that this must be largely due to the increased

care in the miuutiie of surgical treatment
which has followed on the discussion of this

method is proved by the fact that the im-
provement is as conspicuous in the practice

of some of those who reject, as those who
follow, Sir Joseph Lister's teaching.'

If it were not true that the septic diseases,

or erysijielatous diseases, which interfere so

much with the success of operations in our
hospitals, depend in a very large proportion

of cases on the method of dressing the wound
' and not on matters convej'ed by the atmo-
sphere, how could the success of the so-called

' The late Mr. Callonder stated it as his delibonit<f

opinion that the gr ?at surgical operations wore Ion

times more succes-iful in hospitals than thoy us(h1

to be in the pa-tt generation. This was before Ui«
. general use of Lister's mL'thod.
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' open method ' of dressing? wounds be ex-

plained ? In this meUiod the wound is left

freely exposed to that hospital air which is,

we are told, charged with deadly miasma.
But care is taken to see that the wound is

well drained of all putrefiahle discharges, and
kept perfectly clean. If Sir James Smipson's
theory were true, we ought to have an in-

creased mortality following on the freer ex-

jiosure to this deadly atmosi)here. On the

contrary, the perfect drainage of the wound,
and the care taken to keep it free from all

putrefying matters, are followed by results

which can hardly be surpassed. Thus Dr.

James Wood, of the Bellevue Hospital, New
York, relates, that in wards which had been
recently vacated on account of an outbreak
of puerperal fever, he treated fourteen suc-

cessive cases of unselected amputation of the

limbs successfully, by merel}^ leavmg the
flaps ununited, the raw surfaces exposed to

the air, but carefully drained, and all putres-

cible matters continually removed ;
' and

this is only one of many proofs which have
recently been given of the fact that there
are many other plans of treating wounds
besides that which is specially designated
' antiseptic,' under which, conjoined with
proper construction and general manage-
ment, a hospital may be as healthy as a
private house.

This statement, which is made after long
expeiieuce, and with a conscientious con-
viction of its truth, by no means asserts

that it is as easy to keep a hospital healthy
as a private sick-room ; or, in other words,
that the aggregation of tlie sick and wounded
involves no dangers. Such a doctrine would
be absurd ; but the dangers are the same in
kind, and the precautions required are the
same, with a single exception. Hospitals,
like private houses, must be kept well-aired,
well-dramed, scrupulously clean, properly,
but not excessively, lighted,- and so fortli.

The great difference in the precautions re-

quired to ensure the salubrity of hospitals
and private houses is, in one word, to guard
against direct infection, and this may occur
in two ways. Surgically, infection is carried
directly by careless dressing—and every hos-
pital surgeon must have remarked that as he
himself is more watchful and careful, and as
he has the good fortune to be surroimded by
more careful assistants, his cases do better

;

and in the present healthy condition of most
of our large London hospitals, such precau-
tions of themselves suffice to raise the suc-
cess of surgical practice to a level probably
higher than it reaches in private houses.

1 New York Med. Jnurn., Jan. 1876.
* Most of our hospitals are too light, and too de-

stitute of the means of excluding the light. No
doubt a flood of light in the ward is very useful
in detecting dirt, but it sadly interferes with the
repose which many medical and surgical cases
require.

The second way in which infection may be
carried is by direct proximity or contact.

This is more important in medical cases, and
the obvious danger of the spread of infectious

fevers has led the managers of most of our
general hospitals to exclude such diseases from
their wards as small-pox, scarlet fever, and
typhus, while other affections are admitted,

which, though contagious, are so in a less de-

gree, as typhoid fever, erysipelas, diphtheria,

&c. Enough, or more than enough, has been
done in this dnection—that is, the jjublic

safety might be as well consulted if typhus
and scarlet fever cases were still admitted
(as before the institution of special hospitals

for such cases they used to be) into the wards
of our general hospitals in small numbers,
and under strict precautions. Anyhow, it

appears that there is little if any evidence
of spread of disease from such cases reputed
to be infectious as are still to be found in our
general hospitals. Hearing that some dis-

tinguished surgeons teach confidently that
pyiemia and erysipelas are usually jJropa-

gated by contagion, the writer has often

watched the progress of such cases wlien
originating in hospital or admitted from
without, but has never been able to verify

anj' spread of the disease from them, though
he does not deny the possibility of such an
occurrence.

To sum up the whole matter—the writer

would detine the term ' Hospitalism ' as ex-

pressing the danger which exists in hospitals

i of contamination from the aggregation of

I

patients—and would add that the extent to
which such contamination prevails has been
greatly exaggerated by theoretical writers;

that, as far as the general atmosphere of the
ward is concerned, the danger may be, anj
appears in all well-managed hosj)itals really

to be, obviated by ventilation and cleanli-

ness ; and the more immediate danger from
tlie contiguity of patients cannot be shown
to produce any appreciable effect, while the
danger of contamination of wounds by putre-

fying materials demands constant vigilance

to counteract it ; but with such vigilance
seems to be so far counteracted that hospital

practice is probably more successful than
private practice in similar cases. In .support

of this assertion the following facts are sub-
mitted.

Phagedaena, pyaemia, and erysipelas, ori.

ginating in the hospital, are the affections uni-

versally admitted as tests of the healthiness
of the wards, or (to use Sir James Simpson's
words) of the existence of Hospitalism. In
reviewing, a short time ago, his own career as
assistant-surgeon n,nd surgeon to St. George's
Ho.spital, the writer had occasion to examine
the past and present records of its practice
—records, he may say, more jierfect and
more available tlian exist, as far as he
knows, at any other hospital ; for detailed
notes are preserved of every case, and are so
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tabulated as to he immediately accessililc.

First, with regard to pliagcdieiia, whether in

the milder form, to which the name is often

restricted, or in the more formidahle sloiifjh-

ing variety spoken of as ' lu)si)ital gangi'ene,'

the affection is now unknown ; only three

cases havinij been admitted witli venereal

j)haf,'ediriia, and none having broken out in

the wards, during a period of tive years.

Next, with regard to pyu'mia, there had
been fifteen cases in the wards during three

years, eight of which were admitted with tlie

disease. Of the seven cases occurring in the

hospital, one was puerperal in a patient ad-

mitted for another cause ; three after sup-

jjurative atTections—viz. carbuncular abscess,

acute periostitis, and diffuse cellulitis

—

i.e.

after various forms of blood-poisoning which
had preceded admission ; and three onl^'

after surgical operations of all kinds, and in

one of these (who was imder the writer's

own care) the diagnosis was doubtful—the

man recovered. One of the other cases was
an operation for stricture and perineal ab-

scess, where the wotmd could not be kept
aseptic. The last was after an amputation
in which the surgeon (who was again the

present writer) had probably amputated too

near the sup])urating tissues. As to ery-

sipelas, a large number of cases of plileg-

nionous erysipelas were admitted ; but there

was no record of the outbreak of this disease

in the hospital. Cutaneous erysipelas was
freely admitted into the ordinary wards, and
a few sporadic cases originated in the wards,
but almost always of a very mild type.

During the two last complete years included

in this survey, there had been thirty-one

cases on the whole—twenty-three admitted
and eight originating in the wards, (^nly

one death occm-red out of the whole thirty-

one, in a drunkard admitted with scalji-

wound. Delirium tremens and erysipelas

supervened, and he died in a few days,

whether of the delirium or the erysipelas

could not be determined.
There is no reason to believe that other

hospitals are in any respect inferior to St.

George's, so that there seems fair cause for

saying that ' Hospitalisna ' has no existence

in the institutions of the present day in this

country, if we are to understand b^' that

term anj* condition of the hospital which
exposes a patient to gi-eater risk after injury

or operation than he would run if treated at

home. T. Holmks.

HOSPITALS, Administration of.—
The administration of a liosjiital sh.ould be so

framed as to enforce the necessary economy
consistent with the due supply of the require-

ments for the sick.

Governing Body.—The form of govern-

ment depends to some extent upon the au-

thority under which the hospital is placed;

that is to say, whether the hospital is a
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foundation or subscription hospital ; a liospital

j

established by a numici]ialily or corponition;

I

or a military or naval hospital imdor the

J

Government.
But there are certain general principles

which must in all cases be observed, without
which proper disci])line throughout the seve-

ral branches of the administration will not
be secured.

The government maj' be by means of a
governor, or by a conunittee, on which the
professional element should be rej)resenteil.

It provides for the general supervision anil

discipline of the establishment, and for the
financial arrangementu. It controls the ap-

pointment and removal of all members of

the staff of the hospital. It makes all general
regulations, after consultation with the pro-

fessional department, as to internal economy,
admission and discharge of patients, distri-

bution of beds, dietary, and other matters.

It regulates the expenditure. In hosi)itals

supported by subscription, it raises tlie funds
foi supporting the institution.

Governor or Treasurer.—In large foimda-
tion or subscri])tion hospitals, and in military

and naval hos])itals. there is a resident repre-

sentative of the governing body, generally

termed Governor or Treasurer, who exercises

: a general supervision over the structure and
the discipline of the establishuient.

> Sccretiirij or Steward.—The chief execu-
I tive otticer innnediately under the governing
I body is called the Steward, or sometimes
the Secretary. He has the control of all

servants not included in tlie nursing staff

—

such as porters, ambulance-men, engine-

man, bath-assistants, and other male attend-

ants. He sees that all structural appliances

are in good order, and that cleanliness and
discipline are maintained throughout the

building. He controls the issue of all orders

for the supply of goods, provisions, fuel, &c.,

and watches that they are u.sed with a due
regard to economy. He countersigns all

orders for jiayment after they are passed by
the treasurer, and is responsible for the hos-

pital accounts. Ho sees that the records of

admission, discharge, and death are duly kept

by the professional staff. He is responsible

for the safe custody of clothing, money, and
property brought in by the patients, till their

discharge. He has charge of the correspon-

dence.

Clerk or Assistant Steward.—The secre-

tary or steward is assisted by an assistant or

clerk. This latter receives all provisions and
stores, sees that they are correctly delivered,

and is responsible for their safe custody until

distributed to an authorised person. He sees

that the diet-tables are prepared from the

prescription-papers, and that the articles of

food sujiplied to jiatients are strictly in ac-

cordance with the diet-tables, or else specially

ordered by the physician or suru'eon.

Professional .S7(i_^.—The professional staff
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directs the proceedings to be taken for the

well-being and cure of 'the patients. It con-

sists of the consulting and visiting physicians

and surgeons; the assistant physicians and

surgeons; and the resident and house physi-

cians and surgeons, and assistants continually

present in the hospital.

Medical Committee. — The professional

staff forms a medical committee with a speci-

fied quorum. This committee is consultative

only, and should be consulted by the governing

body on all matters concerning the medical

and" surgical departments of the hospital,

the admission and discharge of patients, the

distribution of beds, the dispensary, the in-

patients, the out-patients' department, and the

students. The medical committee, more-

over, puts forward recommendations for the

purclaase of instruments, apparatus, and
medicines. The committee provides for a

descriptive record of cases admitted into the

hospital, and for the efficient instruction of

students.

Physicians and Surgeons.—The physicians,

surgeons, assistant physicians, and assistant

surgeons undertake the charge of the wards
and out-patients' departments, and attend at

the hospital at fixed times. The physicians

and surgeons order the diet of the patients

;

and no article of diet which does not appear
in the diet-tables is supplied unless specially

ordered by them.
Resident Medical Officers.—The resident

medical officers control the treatment of

patients in the absence of the physicians

and surgeons ; and have a disciplinary con-

trol over the dressers and clinical clerks.

They decide on the admissibility or other-

wise of applicants for relief, when not ad-

mitted directly by the physicians and sur-

geons, as well as on the wards in which the
in-patients are to be placed, and are respon-
sible for their care until seen by the physi-

cians and surgeons. They visit the wards
and dispensary, according to the regulations,

to see that the patients are duly attended
to. They superintend the conduct of the
assistants of the medical officers, and of the
dispenser and his assistants, of pupils (if any),

and of patients; give notice of any misconduct
of the nurses and servants to the matron or
lady superintendent; and inform the gover-
nor or secretary, the physician, surgeon, and
governing body, of any matter requu-ing their

attention. They are responsible that the
records of cases are properly made out. In
most cases, however, this duty is now per-
formed by registrars.

Dispenser.—The dispenser acts under the
resident medical officer, subject to regulations
laid down by the governing body.
Nursing Department.—The nursing de-

partment is under a trained matron, who
should be lady superintendent of the training
school, and head of all the women employed
in the hospital.

Matron or Lady Superintendent.—The
whole responsibility for nursing, internal

management, care of linen and housekeep-
ing, and the discipline and training of nurses

is vested in the trained female head of the

nursing staff, by whatever title she be called.

To the governing body of the hospital she is

responsible for the conduct, discipline, and
duties of her nurses. To the governmg body
and the physicians and surgeons in charge
of wards she is responsible for the care and
cleanliness of the wards, for the care and
cleanliness of the sick, and for the linen.

She is responsible to the medical officers

'

that their orders about the treatment of the

sick are strictly carried out. To fulfil these

responsibilities, she has the power of en-

gaging, appointing, and dismissing all nurses,

female servants, and probationers, subject, of

course, to the general control of the govern-

ing body. The nursing establishment cannot
be made responsible on the side of discipline

to the medical officers, or the governor of

a hospital. Simplicity of rules, placing the
nm'ses in all matters regarding management
of the sick absolutely under the orders of the
medical staff, and in all disciplinary matters
absolutely under the lady superintendent or

matron, to whom the medical officers should
refer all cases of neglect, is essential to due
discipline and efficiency. Any remissness or

neglect of duty is as much a breach of disci-

pline as drunkenness or other bad conduct,

and can only be dealt with to any good pur-

pose by report to the matron. But neither

the medical officer nor any other male haad
should ever have power to punish for dis-

obedience. His duty should end with report-

ing the case to the female head, who is re-

sponsible to the governing authority of the
hospital, as all her nurses and servants, in

the performance of their duties, are imme-
diately responsible to the matron only. If

the matron or lady superintendent does not
exercise the authority entrusted to her with
judgment and discretion, it is then the legi-

timate province of the governing body to

interfere and to remove her.

The matron resides in the hospital where
her nurses and probationers are at work.

In a hospital of, say, above 300 beds, and
with a training school of, say, above twenty
l^robationers (which all such hospitals ought
to include), the trained matron should have
three trained representatives or assistants

—

one in the training school as mistress of

probationers or home-sister ; and two in the
hospital—one by day as assistant matron (or

superintendent), and one by night as night
superintendent of nurses ; and of these two
the night representative is the more impor-
tant. Besides the trained assistant matron
(siiperintendent), who should have such in-

spection of the wards as the matron may
commit to her, the matron will require one
linen-assistant and housekeeper, who might
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alao have the clinrf^o and inspection of the

nurses' rooms, if the trained assistant matron
has not time. She should ' mother' the ward-
maids, and have some ' fjathciinij ' for them.

Xiirsfs and Servants.— Under the matron
there should he distinct grades of nurses, and
distinct duties for each gi-ade : 1. Trained
chief nurses (ward-sisters). 2. Trained nurses

(day). 3. Trained nurses (nii,'ht), at least

equal in pay and status to the day-nurses.

4. Prohationers in trainint;. 5. Ward-maids,
and nursemaids for children's wards. 6.

Dormitory and stairs women. 7. Female
cook, and her assistants under tlie house-

keeper. Tiie hospital cook in a large hospital

would probably be a man. and under the

steward. The sisters, nurses, and proba-

tioners would require a female CDok, under
the matron. AH women employed in the

hospital should reside in the institution.

Night Superintendent. — The (trained)

night superintendent of nurses should bo in

charge of the night-nursing, in communica-
tion with the ward-sisters, as well as of the

night-nurses, and should see that the venti-

lation and temperature of the wards is main-
tained, as directed by the medical staff. She
must be one qualified not only to have charge
of nurses and have some ' gathering ' for

night-nurses by day, but to train probationers

told off to accompany her at night, to their

own benefit and hers.

Assistant Matron.—The assistant matron
is to have special charge over the nurses'

rooms, to see that the nurses rise in time to

wash themselves, strip their beds, empty
their slops, and have breakfast, before going
on duty; that later they make their beds and
put their rooms in order ; that they never
wash their own clothes in their own rooms
(for all nurses' washing should be done for

them) ; that they go quietly to bed at night,

and lights be put out at a certain hour ; tliat

their rooms are always clean, in order, whole-
some, and cheerful. Without this constant
supervision, what is necessary for the nurses'

health is not done ; the same for night-nurses

is yet more important. Nm-ses' meals should
always be presided over by some such autho-
rity.

The hospital night-nurses should have two
hot meals in the common dining-room— it

miglit be in the probationers' liome— sa3', at

9.30 A.M. and 9.30 p.m., ready and prepared
for them. And sisters, staff-nurses, and
ward-maids should have, though at ditterent

hours—as all cannot be absent fi-om the
wards at once—dinner and supper, each set

together in a common dining-room, away
from the ward air. No nm-se should have to

prepare her meals for herself.

Laiindrij.— In small and moderate-sized
hospitals, when tliere is a laundry attaclied

10 the hosi)ital, the supervision should be

under the lady superintendent or matron.
In large hospitals, it would be advisable for

the laundry, which should in all cases he in
a building entirely detached, to bo worked
independently, under the general suporvision
of the governor or secretary.

Ckaj)lain.—The religious care of the
patients is generally provided for by the

I

appointment of one or more permanent
chaplains, or by visits and religious services

' of other ministers whom the patients may
desire to attend them ; subject, however, to

the opinion of the medical attendant, as to

how far the state of health of tiie patient will

admit of such visits, and to the visits being
made at such times as do not interfere with
the discii)line of the hospital.

Douglas Galtov.

HOSPITALS, Construction of.'—

A

hospital or intiiiuary is a building intended
for the reception and treatment of sick and
injured persons, under conditions favourable

for their recovery.

A hospital must he so constructed and
arranged as to enable a limited staff of
medical men, nurses, and assistants to minis-

ter to the necessities of a large number of
sick, and to promote their speedy restoration.

The conditions essential for such objects are
as follows :

—
(1) Pure air. There should be no appre-

ciable difference in purity between the air

inside the wards and that outside the build-

ing.

(2) The air supplied should be capable of

being warmed to any recjuired extent.

(3) Pure ivater should be supplied for

internal use, and sufficient also to ensure the

removal of impurities to a distance from the

hospital.

(4) The most perfect clcanliMss within

and around the building should be enforced.

These conditions depend on

—

(1) The site of the proposed hospital.

(2) The form of the rooms or wards in

which the sick are to be placed, so as to en-

sure purity of air and convenience of nursing;

these rooms forming the principal units of
hospital-construction.

(3) The distribution of these units, and of

the other accessories which, combined, con-

stitute the hospital.

1. Sites of Hospitals.—The local cli-

mate should be healthy, and there should

be a free circulation of air over the district.

Town sites should be avoided as far as pos-

sible. When necessarily placed in a town, a
space free from buildings shoidd be reserved

on all sides. There should be no nuisances,

damp ravines, muddy creeks, undrained or

marshy ground, near the site, or in such a

position that the prevailing winds would blow

effluvia arising from them over the hospital.

' Tliis article has reference more especinlly to

permanent general hosi>itiils. The primipleg apply

equally to special temporary field or other iniiUlu-

tions for ' the cure of the Bick.'
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The site selected for a hospital should not

receive the drainaj^e* of higher gi'ound, and

the natural drainage outlets should be suffi-

cient. There should, if possible, be no build-

ings near a hospital except those connected

with its object. The number of sick to be

allowed per acre will depend practically iipon

the arrangement of the buildings in which

they are lodged.

2. Form and Distribution of the
Parts of a Hospital.— The structural

arrangements of a hospital should be such

as to secure free circulation of air.

The Ward.—Tlie basis upon which the

structural arrangements rest is the ward.

The administration, means of access, and
discipline must be made subsidiary to the

question as to how the sick are to get well

in the shortest possible time, and at the

least expense ; and this, so far as the struc-

ture is concerned, is mainly determined by
the form of tlie wards.

Size,—The size of a ward depends upon
the number of patients who are to occupy

it, and upon the cubic space and floor

space which should be allotted to each

patient. The disciplinary and economical
dispositions in a hosj)ital require that each

head-nurse should have the patients allotted

to her placed under her immediate eye.

Economy of labour requires that the hospital

should be so laid out as to enable the largest

number of patients to be nursed by a given

number of nurses. The number to be placed

in a ward therefore depends upon the number
which can be ethciently nursed ; and the

form of the ward must be as much calculated

to facilitate nursing, as to ensure free cii-cu-

lation and change of air. From twenty to

thirty-two beds have been taken as the unit

for ward-construction. In hospitals where
cases of more than ordinary severity are

likely to be received, it would be necessary
to diminish the size of the wards on grounds
of health. Small wards containing one or

more beds are also required for isolating

certain cases or for various necessary objects.

Conditions regulating ward-construction.
The general form of ward- construction is

mainly governed by the question of the re-

newal of air. The air within an inhabited
space, enclosed on all sides, is vitiated by
the emanations proceeding from the bodies
of those who inhabit it, and especially by
the effect on it of their respiration. In all

sickness, and all surgical cases, wounds with
discharge, or sores, these emanations are
greater in quantity, and more poisonous in

quality, than from persons in health ; whilst,
at the same time, most cases—medical and
surgical—are more susceptible to these ema-
nations. Stagnation in the movement of
the air leads to rapid decomposition of these
emanations. If they diffused themselves
imiformly throughout the space, which in
fact they do not, ventilation would be com-

paratively simple, and, whatever the cubic

space, the air would attain a permanent
degree of purity, or ratlier impurity, theo-

retically dependent upon the rate at which
emanations are produced, and the rate at

which fresh air is admitted. Hence the

same supply of air would equally well

ventilate any space ; but the larger the cubic

space, the longer it will be before the air in

it attains its permanent condition of im-
purity, and the more easily will the supply
of fresh air be brought in without altering

the temperature, and causing injurious

draughts. The amount of air which should

be removed, and its place supplied with fresh

air, is at least 3.000 cubic feet per patient

per hour ; but this must depend to some
extent upon the emanations of the patients,

which vary with the diseases or injiu-ies they
are suffering from. The ventilation of each
ward should be kept independent of other

wards or rooms.
Means of ventilation.—The change of air

may be effected in various ways. For in-

stance, the air may be drawn out by a fan
;

or it may be removed by a shaft, whose
action depends on the difference of the tem-
perature of the air in the shaft and that in

the outer atmosphere. Of this the ordinary
fireplace is one example ; a caldron of water
kept boiling for the use of the hospital by a
steam pipe is anotlier ; a sunlight is a further

example ; and a heated shaft connected with
flues led from holes in the wall near the

patients' beds, through each of which air is

drawn into the shaft, is another method.
Theoretically it is thus quite possible so to

arrange the ventilation mechanically that a

specified quantity of air at a fixed tempera-
ture shall be brought into the ward by day
and by night. Practically, however, hos-

pitals dependent upon such means alone for

ventilation require an attention which they
can rarely or neverreceive, and, except under
favourable circumstances, are not healthy.

The emanations from the body do not
uniformly diffuse themselves ; they hang
about as the smoke of tobacco may be said

to do. In wards into which a fixed quantity

of air is forced, there is not even a uniform
degree of impurity ; consequently it is neces-

sary, in order to ensure the purity of the air

of a ward, that means should exist for abso-

lutely sweeping out at intervals all the

impure air from it, and starting afresh with
pure air. This is best effected by the direct

action of currents of fresh air brought in by
open windows placed on opposite sides of

the wards. The distance between windows
for this purpose must not be too great to

prevent their efficient action in moving the

air. Twenty-four feet is a good width, but
opposite windows for such an object should
in no case be more than from thirty to

thirty- five feet apart. The space between
the windows should not be obstructed by
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walls or partitions. The number of patients

—that is to say, the sources of impure ema-
nations—placed between opposite win lows,

should be limited to two rows. In the dav-

tiiue, and when the weather admits of oj en
windows, a ward with windows opening on
both sides can easily be kept fresh ; but for

other seasons it is necessary to provide

openings for the escape of impure air. and
for the admission of fresh air which siuill

not cause draughts.

For the purpose of removal of air, shafts

carried up from near the ceiling-level to

above the roof are convenient, the lower
ends being louvered to prevent patients feel-

ing down-draughts which may occasionally

prevail. The most powerful engine of venti-

lation for drawing out the air is an open
fireplace.

In order to prevent the temperature of the

wai'd from being lowered by the extraction

cf air, that is. to maintain an equable tem-
perature and to prevent draughts, air

warmed to a moderate degree should replace

that removed by the fireplace or by other
openings. Means for the admission of air in

an upward current should be provided direct

from the open air, independently of the win-
dows and doors; for this purpose tubes with
bends, which favour the collection of dirt,

are objectionable. Sherringham's ventilators,

which are easily cleaned, placed between
the windows near the ceiling, answer well

;

they admit the air without perceptible

draught, and also frequently act as outlets

when open on the leeward side of a ward.
The external air may be warmed as it enters

by being made to pass over hot- water or

steam tubes. Openings, if placed close to

the floor under the beds, should be capable

of being easily and securely closed. All

openings for the admission of fresh air

should be so placed as to be easily examined
and cleaned throughout their whole length,

and this should be done at least once a year.

Superficial area.—The next most impor-
tant clement in the question of ward-con-
struction is the superficial area to be allotted

to the patients, which is even more important
than cubic space, for on this depends the

distance of the sick from each other, the

facility of mo\-ing round the sick, shifting

beds, cleanliness, and other points of nursing.

In connexion with this it is convenient to

allude to the question of circular wards. The
circle affords a maximum of area in propor-

tion to the perimeter, whilst the rectangular

form affords a large perimeter in proportion

to the area. Therefore, witli a given floor-

space the rectangle affords a large wall-space

for the beds, whereas the circular form affords

a small wall-space, "and the beds must con-

sequently be placed close together, whilst the

large part of the area enclosed is in the

centre of the ward, away from the beds,

which is a disadvantage. If there be a raedi-

57

cal school attached to the hospital, the ques-
tion of area has to be considered with reference
to affording tiio largest amount of accommo
dation practicable for the teacher and hin
pupils, without theirbreathingupthe patients'
air. A ward with windows improperly placed,
so as not to give suflicient light, or where the
beds are so placed that the nurse must nece.s-

sarily obstruct the light in attending to her
patients, will require a large tloorspnce, be-
cause the bed-space must be so arranged, and
of such dimensions, as to allow of sufficient

light falling on the beds. In well-constructed
wards with opposite windows, the greatest
economy of surface-area can be effected, bo-

cause the area can be best allotted with refer-

ence both to light and to room for work. In
a ward 24 feet in width, with a window for

every bed or every two beds, a 7 ft. (i in. bed-
space along the walls would probably be
sufficient for nursing purposes. This would
give 90 square feet per bed. and there shouM
be as little reduction as possible below this

amount for average cases of sickness ; iiut

this space is much too small for surgical,

fever, or lying-in wards, which siiould also

be for a much smaller number. Tiie Herbert
Hospital, without a medical school, has 9'.»

superficial feet per bed; St. Thomas' Hospital,

with a medical school, has 120 superficial feet

per bed. The bed-space should be larger if

the locality is less healthy.

The area allotted to patients practically

settles the cubic space, because wards should

I

not be less than 12 feet high, though as

I
a rule they need not exceed 14 feet iii

height.

I In a good situation, and for ordinary cases

of disease, those spaces which are enough for

nursing and for ward-administration would,
with good ventilation, be sufficient for all

sanitary purposes ; but for such cases as

typhus or other infectious diseases, opera-

tions, and bad surgical diseases, a larger

space and area would be required. AVhen
severe cases of tiiis class come into an ordin-

ary hospital, the simplest plan is to leave the

bed vacant adjacent to that occupied by the

patient.

Lying-in wards should never contain more
than from one to four beds. In recent French
hospitals these wards contain one bed eacli,

and the only access to them is from an open
verandah and through a small ante-room.

Ovariotomy, and other operations of the

like risk, should be performed in a one-bed

ward. Win n space permits, a room may be

provided for the use of patients when con-

I

valescent, and able to be temporarily ftl)scnl

from the wards. The same observation ap-

plies to grounds for outdoor exercise. Hut
separate convalescent hospitals or homes are

better, both for health and disciplitie. If

hospitals are provided for special iiitii-ii.)us

diseases, every patient shouM be pi iced

in a separate hut- ward. Cle;uilmi>s and
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abundance of fresh air is the best safeguard

against infection.

Materials.—With a view to economise heat

in winter, and to keep the rooms cool in

snmmer, the walls should be hollow, and all

wards should be ceiled, unless the roof is

constructed of a good non-conducting mate-

rial. The best lining for a hospital- ward is

an impervious polished surface, which on
being washed with soap and water, and dried,

would be made quite clean. Plaster, wood,

paint, and varnish all absorb the organic

impurities given off by the body. Parian

cement polished is the best material at pre-

sent known for walls, but it is costly, and it

can only be applied on brick or stone walls,

and not on woodwork, because, being inelastic,

it is liable to crack. Cracks in a hospital

ward are inadmissible, as they get filled with

impurities, and harbour insects. The numer-
ous joints required for glazed bricks, or tiles,

render the use of these questionable for wards.

In default ofParian cement, the safest arrange-

ment is plaster lime-whited or painted, which
should be periodicaUy scraped, and be then
again lime-whited or painted.

The floor should be as non-absorbent as

possible, and for the sake of warmth to the

feet it must in this country be of wood. Oak,
or other close hard wood, with close joints,

oiled and beeswaxed, and rubbed to a polish,

makes a very good floor, and absorbs little

moisture. The joints should be like those

of the best parqueterie, affording no inlet for

dirt. There should be no sawdust, or other

organic matter subject to decay, under the
floor. When a ward is placed over another,

it is essential that the floor should be non-
conducting of sound, and that it should be so

formed as to prevent emanations from patients

in the lower ward passing into the upper
wards. Practically, with care, a well-laid

oak floor, with a good beeswaxed surface,

can always be kejit clean by rubbing.
There should be as little woodnwrk as

possible in a ward, besides the floor ; and
what woodwork there is should be vai-nished,

so as to admit of easy washing and drying.

The cleanest and most durable material is

varnished light-coloui'ed wainscot oak or
teak.

The form of the tvindoivs must be con-
sidered, in their aspect of affording light as
a necessary means of promoting health, of
affording ventilation, of facilitating nursing,
and of enabling the patients to read in bed.
Light can always be modified for individual
patients. In order to give cheerfulness to
the wards, and to renew the air easily, the
windows should extend from within 2 feet or
2 feet G inches from the floor—so that tho
patients can see out—to within 1 foot from
the ceiling. An end window to a long ward
is an element of cheerfulness, and materially
assists the renewal of the air at night. It is

essential to cleanliness that every part of the

ward should be light. One superficial foot of

window-space to from 50 to 55 cubic feet of

space, will afford a light and cheerful room,
but this depends much on aspect and upon
the walls being light-coloured. To economise
heat in wards, it is desirable to make the

windows of plate glass ; double windows of

ordinary glass would secure the same object

and facilitate ventilation, but they are trouble-

some to clean, and give a gloomy appearan ;e

to a room. The best form of sash for ventila-

tion in this climate is the ordinary sash,

opening at top and bottom ; but windows
made in three or four sections, each of which
falls inwards from an axis at the bottom of

the section possess many advantages for

hospitals.

Ward-offices.—The ward- offices are of two
kinds :—

(1) Those which are necessary for facilita-

ting the nursing and administration of the

wards, as the head-nurse's roofn and ward-
scullery.

(2) Those which are required for the direct

use of the sick, so as to prevent any unneces-
sary processes of the patients taking place in

the ward; as, for instance, the ahlution-room,

the bath-room, the water-closets, urinals, and
sinks for emptying slops. There ought to be,

in addition to the bath-room here mentioned,
a general bathing-establishment attached to

every hospital, with hot, cold, vapour, sul-

phur, medicated, shower, and douche baths.

Hot and cold water should be laid on to all

ward-oflices in which the use of either is

required, because of the economy of labour

in the working of the hospital. For the

same reason, when the wards are on two or

more floors,- lifts should be provided to carry

up coals, trays, and patients. The ward-
offices should have ample window-space.
There should be no dark corners or closed

spaces under sinks. Nothing should be kept
in these ottices which is not in constant use,

and everything in use should be open to

inspection. All fittings should be light-

coloured, so as to show dirt.

(1) The head-nurse or sister's room should
be sufficiently large to contain her bed and
to be also her sitting-room. It should be
light, airy, and well-ventilated. It is neces-

sary to discipline that it should be close to

the ward-door, and that it should when prac-

ticable have a window looking into the ward.
If the head-nurse has two wards to supervise,

lier room should be placed between the two,

with a window opening into each.

There should be a luard-scullery to each
ward, and so situated as to be under the

head-nurse's eye. The scullery should be
supplied with efficient simple apparatus for

its purposes : there should be a small range
for ward-cooking, so that the nurse can
warm the drinks, prepare fomentations, &c.

Shelves or racks should be provided. There
shotild also be a small larder, with free cir-
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dilation of air, for temporarily keopitifj pro-

\isioiiK fresh. Jn the stnillerv, or adjiicent to

it, a hot closet should be ])rovi(led for airing

clean towels ami siieets. Foul linen should
not be retained near the wards, or in tiie

hospital bnildinff. It should all he placed in

baskets, on wheels, and conveyed as soon as

possible to the laundry. ^Vard swcepin<,'s

and refuse sliould similarly be placed in

Miovablo receptacles, and taken out of the
huildinfjj with as little delay as possible;

structural i)ro\ision for the retention of these

in or near the hospital is undesirable.

(2) The ablttHon-room, water-closets, dr.,

ouplit to be as near as possible to the ward,
but cut off from it by a lobby, with windows
on each side, having its ventilation and
Wiirnnnj; distinct from that of the ward and
that of the ward-otlices, so as to prevent the

possibility of foul air passing from the ward-
offices into the wards. The ward-oflices will

be most conveniently placed at the end of

the ward farthest from the entrance and
nurse's room ; and distributed at each side,

so as to enable the ward to have an end
window. In this arrangement the ablution-

room would be on one side of the ward, and
should contain a snudl bath-room with a

fixed bath of copper, supplied with hot and
cold water. A lavatory-table of impervious
material, such as slate or common marble,
with a row of sunk porcelain basins with
outlet tubes and plugs, eacli basin supplied

with hot and cold water, should be placed in

the same compartment as the bath, but sepa-

rated from it by a partition and door. There
Bhould also be room for a portable bath for

each ward; and there should bo a sink on tiie

floor-level for running off the water from the
bath after it has been used.

On the other side of the end window of

the ward would be placed the watcr-closctss.

These should never be against the inner wall,

but always against the outer wall of the com-
partment in which they are placed. A pan
of a hemispherical shape, never of a conical

shape, with a syjihon, abundantly sup))lied

with water to flush it out all round with a

large forcible stream, is the best contrivance
for the water-do.set of a hospital. The urinal

should be of a slia])e to bo easily cleaned.

The sink for slops, bed-pans, expectoration-

cups, &c., which should have a compartment
of its own adjoining the water-closets, should
be a large, deep, round, pierced basin of

earthenware, with a cock extending far

enough over the sink for the stream of

water to fall directly into the vessel to be

cleaned, and with an ample supply of water
in a full stream ; this siril< should be so ar-

ranged as to be flushed out like a water-

closet pan. and it should be so placed as to

make it unnecessary for male patients to jjass

the nurse on their way to the w.c. There
should be a special receptacle near the sink,

ventilated to the outer air, for keeping cham-

ber utensils, &c., for the examinntion of ilio

medical officer.

Walls of ablution-rooms and water-closets
should be covered with wiiito glazed tile,

slate (enamelled or plain), or I'arian cement;
plaster is not a good covci-ing for thoni on
account of their liabilitj' to be sphished, an<l

of the necessity for their being fretjuently

waslied down. Thoi-o should be separate
private water-closets for the nurses; and aisi;

water-closets for the patients when in day-

I

rooms or recreation-grounds. The ablution-

room and water-closets should be supplied
with plenty of fresh air, warmed when neces-

sary, and abundance of light, so as to ensure
there being no dark corners. Three water
closets i)er ward will suffice for a ward of

thirty-two beds, but two at least will be

required for even a twelve-bed ward.
The water-supply should provide, in ad-

dition to pure water for general consumption,
a service of distilled water for dressings and
such-like purposes.

;5. Aggregation of Ward-Units in
the Construction of a Hospital. - Tlie

princi[)les upon which these units of hospital-

construction, or, as they are generally termed,
pavilions, when so constructed, should be

aggregated, are as follows :

—

(1) There should be free circulation of air

between the pavilions.

j

(2) The space between them should be ex

-

I posed to sunshine, and the sunshine should
fall on the windows, for which purpose it is

desirable that the pavilions should be placed
on a north and south line.

(B) The distance between adjacent pavili

ons should not be less than twice the licight

of the pavilion reckoned from the floors of

the ground-floor ward. This is tiie smallest

width between pavilions which will prevent
the lower wards from being gloomy in this

climate ; where there is not a free movement
of air round the buildings, this distance

should be increased.

(4) The arrangement of the pavilions sboald

be such as to allow of convenient covered

communication between the wards, without

interfering with the light and ventilation,

and therefore the top of the covered corridor

milting the ends of pavilions should not be

carried above the ceiling of the ground-floor

wards. Each block of wards— that is, em-h
pavilion— should have its own staircase.

(5) No ward should be so placed as to form

a passage-room to other wards.

(6) As a general rule, there should not be

more than two floors of wards in a pavilion.

If there are three Hoors or more, the distances

between the pavilions become very consider-

able because of the rule already mentioned,

which ought to be absolutely observed, which
regulates the distance at which the pavilions

must be kept apart. Besides, when two wardu

open into a common staircase, there ia, with

everv care, to some extent a community of
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ventilation ; this will .prevail even if the stair-

case be furnished with permanent openings

to the outer air. When there are as many as

fovir wards one over the other, the staircase

becomes a powerful shaft for drawing up to

its upper part, and thence into the ward, the

impure air of the lower wards. Similarly,

heated impure air irom the windows of the

lower wards has occasionally a tendency to

pass into the windows of the wards above.

P'or the same reason the upper floor over

the wards should not be used as a dormi-

tory for nurses. Similarly, if there is a base-

ment under sick wards, it should not be used

for any purpose, such as cooking, or for the

reception of perishable stores, from which
smells could penetrate into the wards ; and it

is best not to continue the staircase into the

hasement, for with every care the basement
will always form a receptacle for ground air,

which should be kept out of the hospital if

possible.

There is a limit to the numbers which
should be congregated under one roof. This
limit will depend very much on the nature
of the cases. In town hospitals, a double
])avilion should not contain above 80 to 100
beds.

The size of any given hospital ought not
to be determined by increasing the number
of beds in anyone building, but by increasing

the number of units or wards. So far as the
sick are concerned, they would be better

placed in smgle detached wards ; or, for con-

venience of administration, in wards all on
one floor—opening out of a common corridor.

But on town sites the cost of land makes it

absolutely essential to build hospitals as com-
})actlyas possible; moreover, economy in the
current expenses wiH be best secured by a
buikling with wards on two or more floors,

])rovided with lifts and other labour-saving
apphances.

In addition to the larger wards, it is neces-
sary, as already stated, to have a few wards
of one or two beds each for special cases.

Corridors should connect the pavilions on
the level of the lower floor of wards only.
They should be kept as low as possible, so as
not to impede the circulation of air between
the pavilions ; they should be lighted by
windows on both sides, opening widely, or
removable in warm weather ; and they should
be provided with ample means of ventilation,
and with fresh warmed air in cold weather,
BO as to prevent draughts.
The staircases should be treated similarly

as to light and ventilation, and it is desirable
to cut off the connecting corridors from ad-
jacent staircases by swing-doors. These
arrangements prevent draughts, and cause
the passages and staircases effectually to cut
off the ventilation of one pavilion from that
of another.

The staircases for patients should be
broad and easy ; the rise of each step should

not exceed four inches in height, and the

tread should be at least one foot in width

;

there should be a handrail on each side, and
a landing after every six or eight steps jiro-

vided with seats. The patients in their beds

may be wheeled on to the roof of the corri-

dors between the pavilions, or on to a broad
balcony outside the end window of the ward,

in fine weather.
4. Administrative Buildings.—The

necessary subsidiary accommodation may be
briefly described.

Operating-rooms, dispensary, and scJwol.

These should include examining-room, sur-

gery, drug-store, and operating-theatre ; the

latter having roof-light from the north, and
being of easy access to the surgical wards

;

there being one theatre for male, and one
for female patients. Special wards for such
cases as ovariotomy should contain but one
bed. A dead-house and post-mortem room,
with ample means of cleanliness, should be
provided, quite outside, and detached from
the hospital. Where a school is to be estab-

lished, the necessary lecture-rooms, labora-

tories, dissecting-rooms, &c., should be kept
entirely separate from the building for the
sick.

AU rooms should be plain, and without
projections or ornaments, which form a rest-

ing-place for dust.

Officers' quarters.—Apartments for the
resident physicians and surgeons, njatron,

nurses, and servants should not, if practic-

able, be placed under the same roof with the
sick. AJl the rooms should be light and
airy. The resident phj'sicians and surgeons
should have each a bedroom and sitting-

room, with proper convenience adjacent; and
a dining-room for joint use.

The dispenser, if resident, requires a bed-
room and sitting-room. An othce is required
for the steward (purveyor or financial officer),

and a room for meetings of the governing
body. Each ordinary nurse should have a
separate bedroom—neither bare, tarnished,

nor dismal ; where she may obtain pure air

while she sleeps—the night nurses' bed-
rooms being apart, where they may not be
disturbed by noise. There should be bath
and closet accommodation near ; but each
woman should be allowed a washstand and
foot-bath in her own room. The head-nurse
or ' sister ' sleeps in her own room, over-

looking her ward ; but if there is no common-
room, she would have better health if a small
sitting-room, as well as bedroom, could be
given ber off her ward. The head-nurses or
' sisters ' should have a dining-room, and also

a comfortable, well-furnished sitting-room.

They will work better in their wards if they
themselves are made comfortable. For
sisters and nurses nowadays are, or ought
to be, educated women. It is most undesir-

able that they should seek necessary amuse-
ment all out of doors. Nurses should dine
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in the sis-ters' dining-room, but at a difTerent

liour ; and in a large hospital there would
lirobalily be required an additional dining-

room for ward-assistants. In hospitals with
an establishment for training nurses, which
every large hosjiital ought to have, the pro-

bationers or pupil-nurses (in a proportion not
exceeding one to every ten or twelve patients)

would live in a ' Home ' under the hospital

roof, and under the direction of the hospital

matron.
The ' Home ' should consist of—(1) Class-

room and nurses' library, large, air^-, and
convenient. (2) One or two dining-rooms,
in which sisters and nurses might also dine,

and pantry adjoining. (3) Two rooms and an
otlice for the "home sister' (class mistress).

(4) One separate bedroom for each proba-
tioner, sufficient to contain press, table, chair,

bookshelf, washstand, bedstead, and arm-
chair.

Each floor shoidd have a bath-room and
other conveniences. Bedrooms for proba-
tioners on night duty should be cut off trom
the noise of the ' Home.' There should also

be provided—one sick room ; one visitors'

room ; and servants' otlices and bedrooms
for cook and other necessary servants.

Stores for bedding and linen, kitchen and
provision stores.—The kitchen and all those

stores between wkich and the wards there is

a constant movement, should be as central

as possible, so as to save labour; but the
kitchen should be carefully cut off from the

corridor connecting the pavilions. Attached
to the kitchen should be a good scullery,

larder, and serving conveniences. There
should be a large, well-au-cd, well-lighted,

well-warmed, well-arranged linenry and
mending-room. The hospital laundry should
be detached from the hospital. Special care

should be taken to make the laundry build-

ings airj- and very light, with ample means
of ventilation for removing the steam, wliich

is heavily charged with organic impuritj',

and with ample space for the washers. They
should have separate drying and ironing
rooms.
Out-patients' department.—Those hospitals

which afford outdoor relief require a dispen-

sary for outdoor sick. This should always
have an entrance separate from the hospital,

and should never be under or near a ward, or

in the space between adjacent wards. It is

placed in proximity to the hospital, for the

convenience of the medical men, and medical
school (if any), and in order to be near the

drug-store and apothecary's sliop ; but it

should be entirely detached, with a free air-

space between, and no direct communication
be jiossible.

The out-patients'" department requires a

large airy waiting-room, with separation of

sexes, and separate closet accommodation
for males and females, which, without great

care, may (even when detached) become a
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nuisance to the sick-wards ; a consulting-
room for each of the physicians and surgeons,
to which should be attached a small lavatory,
and all necessary convenience for the com-
plete examination of patients. The oul-

I

patients' department of chUdren's hospiliilH

I
requires more care, and more ample space
in waiting-rooms, because each patient iH

,

brouglit by its nurse. The entrance and exit

j

should be through different doors.

In every large hospital should bo provided

I

a well-ventilated chapel, capable of being
well warmed.
The position and general construction of

the administrative buildings should be made
quite subservient to the accommodation for

the sick, and to the broad general principle

that these buildings should not interfere with
the circulation of the air around, or the light

of, the wards. Douglas G.vlton.

HOT SPRINGS, in Bath County,
Virginia, U.S.A.—Thermal waters. See
Minki;al \Vati;i:s.

HOT SPRINGS, in Garland County,
Arkansas, U.S.A.—Thermal waters. See
MiNEKAL \Vati;ks.

HOWICK, in Natal. — Ste Africa,
South.

HUM, VENOUS.—A continuous mnr-
mur heard in the veins, generally observed in

cases of ansmia. See Ais'.EML\ ; and Physi-
cal Examination.

HUMID {hum idus, moist).—Moist: in

coutradistLuctiiin to drij. Applied to rdUt
(sec Physical Examination) ; to characterise

a variety of asthma attended with expectora-

tion {see Asthma) ; and also to particular

climates. See Clim.ate, The Treatment of

Disease by.

HUMORAL {humor, a humour).—Of or

relating to the humours. Chiefly used as a

term for a pathological doctrine—the humoral
pathology—which associates all disea.ses wiili

morbid states of the fluids of the body («<»•

Blood-disease). The word is also sometimes
employed as synonymous with humid, when
applied to asthma.

HUNYADI JANOS, in Hungary.
Sulphatud waters. Sec .Minkkal WArtKS.

HYDATIDS.—Sec Entozoa.

HYDATIDS, UTERINE.—Sff Mole.
M(H.A1! rill.ciNVNc V.

HYDREMIA (rSa>p. water; onda'^.the
bloi'd).—A w atiry condition of tiie blood. See

An.v.mia ; and 1!lood, Morbid Conditions of.

HYDRAGOGUES (r3a.p, water; and
oyo), I drive).

—

Synox. : Vr. Hijdragogues;

Ger. Wasacrtreibi nde Xliltcl.

Definition.—Purgative medicines which
cause a copious watery discharge.
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Enumeration.—Hydragogue purgatives

include : —Bitartrate of Potassium, Buck-

tliorn, Colcliicum, Coloc^aith, Croton Oil,

Elaterin, Gamboge, Hellebore, Jalap, Podo-

phylliu, and Scaiumony. The two most im-

portant are Coropound Jalap Powder and

Elaterin.

Action.—It has been supposed by some

writers that the action of the drugs included

in the present class is due only to the in-

creased peristaltic action which they pro-

duce. This, however, is not the case, as

certainly some, if not all, of those just enu-

merated induce a fi-ee secretion of fluid by

the intestinal mucous membrane, while at

the same time they stimulate the peristaltic

action of the bowel, and cause the evacuation

of this watei'y fluid.

Uses.—Hydragogues are chiefly employed
for the removal of fluid from the body, in

cases either of general anasarca or of drop-

sical effusion in serous cavities. They may
be employed to assist the action of the kid-

neys when this is insufficient ; and it has

been observed not infrequently, when the

secretion of urine has previously begn de-

ficient, that it becomes greatly increased

after a free discharge of fluid has taken place

from the bowels, in consequence of the ad-

ministration of a hydragogue cathartic. See

Purgatives. T. Lauder Brunton.

HYDRARGYRIASIS [hydrargyrum,
mercury).—The state produced by the intro-

duction of mercury into the system. See
Mercury, Poisoning by.

HYDRARTHROSIS {Z&u>p, water ; and
updpov, a joint).— Effusion of a serous fluid

into a joint. See Joints, Diseases of. '

HYDROA.—Synon. : Fr. Hydroa bul-

leux ; Pemphigus prurigivosus ; Herpes
gcstationis.

The term ' hydroa ' was applied by Bazin
to three different eruptions wliich he called

respectively, vesicular hydroa, bullous hy-
droa, and vacciniform hydroa ; the last of

these has not been recognised by any other
writer. Vesicular hydroa is now known to

be identical with erythema iris, in which
vesicles or small blebs are developed {see

Erythema). Therefore hydroa is at present
limited to the hydroa bulleux of Bazin.
Symptoms.—The disease is a severe and

rare one ; it is attended with much eruption,
great itching, and more or less constitutional
disturbance. Pregnancy seems m some way
to favour its development—hence the name,
her2)cs gestatkmis. The eruption consists
of blebs, mixed with prurigiuous papules,
somewhat resembling those of pnirigo. The
blebs resemble those of pemphigus, but their
average size is smaller and more variable
than in the latter disease ; the resemblance,
however, mduced Hardy to name the disease
pemphigus pruriginosus.

HYDROCELE

Differential Diagnosis.—Hydroa should

be distinguished from pemphigus, prurigo,

and erythema iris. From pemphigus it is

distinguished (1) by the relatively small and
unequal size of the blebs; (2) by the presence
of jiruriginous papules, and the intense

pruritus which is often present ; (3) by the
constitutional symptoms, which, though
sometimes severe, are less than in cases of

pemphigus attended with equal amount of

eruption; (4) by the disease not being amen-
able to arseni. al treatment to anything like

the same extent as pemphigus.
It is only when the blebs are absent or but

little de^•eloped that hydroa could be mis-

taken for prurigo. The relatively acute nature
of the disease, and the history of the case

would greatly aid the differential diagnosis.

Erythema iris with blebs is probably the

disease which is most nearly allied to hydroa;
but in the latter the blebs are a chief and
characteristic feature, whereas in erythema
iris they Hre, so to speak, accidental and
ephemeral. The prniiginous papules and
intense pruritus are, ii moreover, not present

in erythema. Altogether, hydroa is a much
more severe disease.

Treatment.— Alterative aperient reme-
dies may be required ; and attention should
be given to diet. Arsenic has not been found
generally useful, thouj;^') cases are occasion-

ally met with in which it appears to do some
good. Quinine is certainly a more useful

tonic. Various local remedies, such as

linimentuin calcis made with almond oil,

or carbolised oil and zinc ointment, may be
tried to relieve the irritation of the skin.

Robert Liveing.

HYDROCARDIA {vbu,p, water; and
Kaphlu, the heart).—An effusion of serous fluid

into the pericardial sac. See Pericardium,
Diseases of.

HYDROCELE (vScop, water ; and Kr,\r,,

a tumour).— Synon.: Fr. Hydrocele; Ger.
Wasserhruch.
Definition.—A sweUing produced by a

collection of fluid in connexion with (A) the
testicle, or (B) the spermaiic cord.

A. Hydrocele of the Testicle.—The
principal forms of hydrocele of the testicle

are (1) the vaginal, (2) the congenital, and
(3) the encysted; (4) chylous, (5) bilobitlar,

and (6) diverticular hydrocele will also be
noticed.

1. Vaginal Hydrocele.—Description.
This is a chronic dropsical effusion into the
sac of the tunica vaginalis. The fluid is a
pale-yellowish serum, which in old cases is

often loaded with cholestciine. The quantity
varies, but seldom exceeds twenty ounces.
The writer (T. B. C.) has removed as many
as forty-eight ounces. The testicle is usually

situated at the hack part and rather below
the centre of the sac; but its position may be
altered by adhesions ; and, in cases of con-
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fjcnital inversion, the tetsicle is iu front of

tlio sac. In old hyilroccles the sac is often

f^reatly tliickenod by deposition of lyniiih on
iho tunica va;,'inalis, and its conversion into

tilirous tissue, which is sometimes the scat

of calcareous deposits. It is fjenerally sinj^le,

but ofien occurs on both sides. Va;,'inal

hydrocele f. rnis an ovalor pyriform swelling,

which fluctuates ; has a smooth, even surface
;

and commences at the lower part of the

scrotum, very f,'''iidually and without pain.

\Vhcn examined by transmitted li;,'ht it is

found to bo translucent, except at the back
l)art, where the testicle is situated. Owing
to the tunica vaginalis remaining unoblitor-

ated for some distance along the cord, the

swelling occasionally assumes an elon^'atod

form, and extends up tovvarJs the inguinal

canal. A hydrocele sometnnes vanes in size,

liecoining larger and more tense dm-ing the

day than when the patient first rises in the

morning.
/Etiology. — Hydi-ocele is a common

disease, especially iii warm climates ; and
occurs at all periods of life, but is most com-
mon in middle age.

Diagnosis.—The circumstances—that the
swelling commences below ; that the sper-

matic cord can be detected above the tumour
;

that the testicle cannot be felt ; and that the

tumour receives no impulse on coughing and
does not vary in size on pressure—are signs

distingnishing a hydrocele from an inguinal

rupture. When the sac is much thickened,

so as to obscure fluctuation, and prevent the
passage of rays of light, the tumour may be
mistaken f• r a hematocele, or disease of the
testicle, and the diagnosis is difhcult.

Treatment.— In infantn. vaginal hydrocele
usually disappears under the application of

weak tincture of iodine or, as this may irri-

tate the skin, of some evaporating lotion.

Acupuncture, causing the fluid to escape into

the areolar tissue of the scrotum, is the only
operation that is reiuired.

In the adult external remedies are of no
nse. It is usual to resort at once to operative

treatment, palliative or radical. The jial-

liative operation consists in puncturing the

tumour with a trocar, and evacuating the

tluid accumulated in the tunica vaginalis.

The hydrocele usualK' returns in the ci urse

of two or three months, and then the opera-

tion must be repeated, or the patient mu.st

undergo radical treatment. This may be
otTected by incision or excision of the sac ; by
the passage of a seton ; or by injection of the

sac with a stimulating fluid. The latter is

the plan commonly resorted to ; and the fluid

almost invariably emidoyed is the tincture of

iodine. The only apparatus re(iuired, in

addition to a medium-sized trocar, is a glass

syringe. The surgeon Kcnerally injects about
a drachm of strong tincture, which he leaves

in the sac. The Pharmacopitial preparation
is not sufficiently strong. Half a drachm of

iodide of potassium, and 40 grainB of iodine,
dissolved in one fluid ounce of rectified

spirit, as an injection, is generally success.
fill. It causes considerable pain, extend-
ing to the loins ; but all suffering may be
prevented by ether or ciiloroform inhalation.
The iodine acts as a stimulant, stirring up
mild inflammation, and causing a ra|)id re-

turn of swelling, which gradually subsides
until the patient is cured. Instead of this

solution, iiO to 00 minims of ptire carbolic
acid li(|uelied with 10 per cent, of glycerine
have been injected with a successful result,

but a permanent cure has not been obtained
in all cases where this agent has been em-
ployed. Compression with strapping helps

the absorption. In double hydrocele, injec-

tion may be performed on both sides at the
same time. Injection rarely fails to cure the
h3'drocele. If it does not succeed, the injec-

tion may be repeated, and very often proves
efl'ectual, but if not, recourse can be had to

the seton ; or, in cases of thickened sac, to

incision or excision.

•2. Congenital Hydrocele.— In chil-

dren, the original communication between the

cavities of the peritoneum and of the tunica
vaginalis sometimes fails to be obliterated ;

and fluid accumulated in the sac constitutes

tiie variety termed congenital hydrocele.

The communication is usually small in size.

Diagnosis.— Congenital hydrocele is easily

distinguished from ordinary hydrocele by the

absence of a defined boundary on the upper
part of the tumour ; by the impulse received

on coughing ; and by pressure causing the

disappearance of the swelling, and rendering
the testicle perceptible. It is distinguished

from a reducible hernia by the fluctuation

and' transparency of the swelling; by the

absence of gurgling accompanying its dis-

appearance on pressure ; and by the slow
return of the swelling on the patient assum-
ing the erect posture.

Treatment. — Congenital hydrocele i.i

readily cured by the gentle jiressnre of a

truss on the inguinal canal, so as to occasion

obliteration of the neck of the sac. after

which the tluid usually becomes absorbed.

.S. Encysted Hydrocele.—In this form
of hydrocele fluid is cfTused into an adventi-

tious cyst distinct frora the vaginal sac. deve-

loped in the areolar tissue beneath the visceral

portion of the tunica vaginalis investing the

head of the epididymis. There may be two
or even more such cysts. As the cyst en-

larges, the epididymis becomes flattened and
displaced to one side, whilst the testicle is

found either in front or at the bottom of the

cyst. The fluid contained in the sac diflers

from that of vaginal hydrocele in being less

in quantity, perfectly limpid and colourlesn,

and nearly free from albumen. The fluid

sometimes contains spermatozoa in great

abundance, rendering it opa<|ue and luilky-

lookiu','. Their presence may lie owing to tU«
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mptiire of one of the tubes of the epididymis,

and the escape of semen into the sac of the

hydrocele. More probably, the spermatozoa-

containing cysts are due to dilatation of one

or more of the vasa efferentia in consequence

of stricture ; and those that contain limpid

iluid may be developed from the organ of

Giraldes.

Diagnosis.—An encysted hydrocele is dis-

tinguished from vaginal hydrocele by the

position of the testicle at the bottom of the

tumour ; and generally by the colourless

character of the fluid evacuated.

Treatment.—When large in size, so as to

be inconvenient, encysted hydrocele may be

treated \n the same way as vaginal hydrocele,

and injection is attended with the same
success.

4. Chylous Hydrocele.

—

Synon. : Chy-
locele ; Galactocele; Liparocele; Fr. Hydro-
cele laiteuse ou graisseuse.

Description.—Chylous hydrocele may be
bilateral or unilateral. It is seldom met with
in temperate climates. The writer (J. McC.)
has seen only one case. It was unilateral, and
the patient had lived for many years in India.

It occurs more frequently in trojiical coun-
tries, where it is sometimes associated with
elephantiasis of the scrotum. It is not
translucent, but it otherwise resembles an or-

dinary hydrocele. When it is tapped, a fluid

resembling milk is evacuated, which, ex-

amined microscopically, proved in the writer's

(J. McC.) case to be a very fine emidsion with-
out any formed elements. In other cases a
few blood-corpuscles, coloured and colourless,

have also been seen. The fluid is neutral,

and sometimes coagulates spontaneously.
The occasional association of chj-lous hy-

drocele with elephantiasis of the scrotum,
and the discovery in many cases of the
filaria sanguinis hominis in the fluid, indicate

that it is due to this parasite. Blocking of the
lymphatic glands and vessels connected with
the testicle by this worm is easily conceivable,
but no demonstration would appear to have
yet been made of a communication with the
chyliferous vessels. See Filaria Sanguinis
Hominis.
Two of the recorded cases of chylous

hydrocele appear to have resulted from in-

jury, but in the great majority of cases there
has been no history of traumatism, and the
fluid most probably transudes as in ordinary
hydrocele.

Treatment.—Tapping is merely palliative,

as the fluid soon re-accumulates. In one case,
at the third tapping the fluid was of the ordi-
nary serous nature, but this result appears to
be unique. Injection with solution of iodine
is usually successful. If it fail, incision, with
drainage, or excision of the sac may be per-
formed.

5. Bilobular Hydrocele. — Synon. :

Hydrocele en hissoc (French surgeons).
Description.—This disease may be alto-

gether outside, or partly inside and partly

outside, the abdomen. The formation of tha

former variety is easily explicable. The
processus vaf/inalis may be closed com-
pletely at the internal abdominal ring, and
partially at its connexion with the tunica
vaginalis j^ropria, the intervening part re-

maining open. If in such a condition a

hydrocele develop, it will form two sacs,

continuous internally, and marked at their

junction externally by a constriction, the

depth of which will vary inversely with tlie

size of the opening between the sacs. It will

be a combination of a funicular and a
vaginal hydrocele, with a communication
between the sacs. The diagnosis cannot
present any difticulty, and the symptoms,
possible results, and treatment will not differ

from those of an ordinary hydrocele of the
tunica vaginalis propria.

For the formation of the other variety,

where one sac is inside and the other outside

the abdomen, two hypotheses are possible.

It may result from some congenital mal-
formation of the j)focegsus vaginalis, or this

process may be closed at the internal abdo-

minal ring, and, if a hydrocele subsequently
develop, a diverticulum may be formed at the

upper part of the process, and experience

less resistance to its extension in the sub-

peritoneal tissue than in the inguinal canal

or the tunica vaginalis communis.
This form of bUobular hydrocele has been

observed at birth, and the great majority of

recorded cases have been in patients under
forty years of age ; but it may develop or

become manifest at a later age. Some cases

have been comjjlicated with retention of the

testicle within the abdomen or in the inguinal

canal, but in others the gland has been in its

normal position. The intra-abdominal sac

may vary greatly in size. In one case it was
not larger than a hazel-nut ; in another it ex-

tended above the level of the umbilicus and--

beyond the median line of the abdomen. It.

is usually situated between the peritoneum,
and the iliac fascia, but in one case it was,

between the peritoneum and the fascia;
transversaiis. The external sac may also;

vary in size. Sometimes it is small, and
limited to the processus vaginalis ; but when
the tunica vaginalis propria is also involved,

the sac may be very large. When the con-

tents of the sac are serous, the patient does
not experience any greater inconvenience
than with an ordinary hydrocele. But there

appears to be in these cases a great tendency
to the formation of a hismatocele, and the

intimate relation of the internal sac with
the peritoneum may then become very im-
portant.

Diagnosis.—When the intra-abdominal
sac is large and causes a projection of the

abdominal wall, attention cannot fail to be
directed to it, and pressure over the abdo-

minal swelling will produce increased tension
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of the external sac, and vice verm. But if

the intx"!i-!ilKloiniual sac be smiill, or loilj^cd

deei)ly in the ihac fossa, or extend into tlie

i)clvis, it may escape notice ; but the rcduci-

)ility, pai'tial or complete, of the contents of
the external sac and the imiitcduite re-

ajipearance of the swelling when the pressure
has been removed, ought to suggest the pos-

sibility of an intra-abdominal sac. Careful
palpation, when the patient has been
ana'sthetised, will detect some fulness in the

iliac fossa; and if the sac has extended into

the pelvis, digitji] exploration through the
rectum will aid the diagnosis.

TuKATMENT.—The treatment will depend
upon the size of the communication between
the sacs, the nature of their contents, and
their walls. If the communication be free,

the contents serous, and the walls thin,

tapping the external sac will empty the

internal sac also, and injection of iodine

solution or carbolic acid in glycerine will

probably effect a cure. But if the communi-
cation be very narrow, tortuous or valvular,

if extravasation of blood has occurred, or if

the walls of the sacs be thick, operative
treatment varying with the nature of the
case will be requisite.

(i. Diverticular Hydrocele. — This
variety of hydrocele is also bilobidar, but is

altogether scrotal. It was first described by
Beraud in 1856, w'ho showed by dissection

that the tunica vaginalis propria sometimes
has very small diverticula. If a hydrocele
form, one of these diverticula may become
larger and protrude through some accidental

rupture or inherently weak part of the
tunica vaginalis communis. This protrusion
might subsequently become so distended as

to form the chief ])art of the swelling.

The diagnosis of this condition during life

must be very uncertain. The form might be
unusual, and the coverings w^ould be very
thin, so that translucency would be very
marked. If the hj-drocele be not tense, it is

said that pressure will convey to the hand of

the observer a sensation of Huid passing from
the diverticulum into the parent sac. It is

practically tmimportant, for the treatment is

similar to that of ordinary hydrocele.

B. Hydrocele of the Cord.— Hydrocele
occurs in the spermatic cord in two forms—
diffused and cucystcd.

The diffused, which is very rare, is simply
an cedema of the areolar tissue of the cord
Encysted hydrocele of the cord arises from

a collection of thiid in the unoblitcrated funi-

cidar process of peritoneum, which is carried

down in the natural transition of the testicle.

It produces a small swelhng in the cord, of

an oval form, above and distinct fro!u the

testicle, more or less transparent, and quite

movable. The swelling, when small, is of

no importance ; and it seldom recpiires treat-

ment. See Testes, Diseases of.

T. B. Curling. Jeremiah McCarthy.
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HYDROCEPHALOID DISEASE.—
This term is one which liiis bia-n a|>]ilied

to a set of symptoms, ill-delinod in their
mode of grouping, occasionady met with in

delicate children soon after tlioy have lietii

weaned. The symptoms may in some cu»ts
have been due to reflex disturbance of the
nervous sjstem induced by improper food ;

they may apjiear as the sequence of some
exhausting disease, such as a prolonged
diarrhoea ; or they maj* be concomitants of a
pneumonia in its initial stages. In each of
these, as well as in other allied conditions,

there may be a febrile elevation of teni|)era-

tiire ; combined, in the first place, with undue
irritability and extreme restlessness, whilst
later on signs of mental sluggishness and
stupor may supervene. Such .symptoms are
apt to be met with where, in addition to a
dt-prcssion of the vital pov/ors, there is a
reflex disturbance of brain-functions. The
condition was specially described by Marshall
Hall, by whom the above name was given.

It may be well, therefore, to quote from his

own description :
—

' Tliis affection may be divided into two
stages— the first that of irritability ; the
second that of torpor. In the former there

appears to be a feeble attempt at reaction ;

in the latter the powers appear to be more
jirostrate. These two stages resemble in

manj' of their symptoms the first and second
stages of [acutej hydrocephalus respectively.

' In the first stage the infant becontcs

irritable, restless, and feverish ; tlie face

flushed, the surface hot, and the pulse fre-

quent ; there is an undue sensitiveness of the

nerves of feeling, and the little patient starts

on being touched or on hearing any sudden
noise ; there are sighing and moaning during

sleep, and screaming ; the bowels are flatu-

lent and loose, and the evacuations are

mucous and disordered.
' J f. through an erroneous notion as to the

nature of this affection, nourishment and
cordials be not given, or if the diarrho-a con-

tinue, either spontaneously or from tlio

administration of medicine, the exhaustion

which ensues is apt to lead to a very differ-

ent train of symptoms. The coimtonance be-

comes pale, and the cheeks cool or cold ; tlie

eyelids are half-closed, the eyes are unfixed and
unattracted by any object placed before iheiii.

the pupils unmoved on the approach of light ;

the breathing, from being (juick, becomes

irregidar and effected by sighs; the voice

becomes husky, and there is sometimes a

husky, teasing cough ; and eventually, if the

strength of the little jmtient continue to

decline, there is a crepitus or rattling in the

breathing. The evacuations are usually

green ; the feet are apt to be cold.'

But in such gi'oups of syi'iiploms there i«

nothing distinctive; and the tenn ' hydro-

cephaloid.' which is now seldom heard, might

be discarded. Its use can only be justilied
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on the ground that the symptoms met

with imder such conditions are apt to be

occasionally confounded with those which

usher in the commencement of acute hydro-

cephalus. We do not diminish the difficul-

ties — already sufficiently pronounced —
besetting the early diagnosis of this latter

affection, by endeavouring to group together

under one name a set of symptoms which, on

different occasions, have no other common
bond than that they are apt to occux in

delicate children, the tone of whose nervous

system has been lowered, and thereby

rendered more irritable than natural. We
shoidd be really better without such a name,
especially now that bleeding and lowering

treatment are no longer in vogue for the

amelioration of the grave organic affection

with which the states in question may occa-

sionally be confounded.
H. Charlton Bastian,

HYDROCEPHALUS, Acute (v8<op,

water; and /ce^oX/;, the head).—A synonym for

tubercular meningitis. Tuberculosis ^j?(/s a

meningeal inflainmation is the generating
condition ; and acute hydrocephalus is otdy the
occasional, though very frequent, concomi-
tant. Sec Meninges, Cerebral, Diseases of.

HYDROCEPHALUS, Chronic. —
Synon. : Water on the Brain ; Hydrops
Cajiitis ; .Fi. Hydrocephale; Hydropisie du
Cerveau; Ger. Der Wasserkopf ; Hiniwas-
sersucht.

Definition.—A gradual accumulation of
serous fluid within the lateral and third ven-
tricles of the brain, causing them to become
more or less distended, and the head en-
larged ; occurring principally in infants or
very young children; and leading to restless-

ness, irritability, or convulsions, followed by
dulness, drowsiness, motor weakness or actual
paralysis, together with failure of mind and
of tlie special senses.

The essential condition in this malady is

the mtra- ventricular effusion. The eases in
which the fluid has been found outside the
brain and within the arachnoid sac are, in all

probability, merely examples of the disease
in which, intra-ventricular effusion having
previously been well-marked, the distended
corpus callosum, or, it may be, the floor of
the third ventricle, has given way, and allowed
the fluid to pass beneath the arachnoid. The
so-called extra- ventricular form of the disease
is therefore, in the majority of cases, merely
a secondary and altogether accidental con-
dition.

As a sequence of a large arachnoid haemor-
rhage, sfrous fluid may also be found within
the arachnoid cavity; this, however, is a con-
dition which has no real title to be mentioned
under the head of chronic hydrocephalus, as
some writers have done. And tlie same re-
mark applies to those accumulations of serous
fluid which take place beneath the arachnoid,

HYDROCEPHALUS, CHRONIC

as a sequence of wasting or atrophy of the

cerebral hemispheres, one or both. The col-

lection of fluid in such cases is to be regarded

as a simple sequence of the atrophy, and is

of itself unproductive of morbid symptoms.
.(Etiology.—Two principal groups of causes

are appealed to as productive of chronic

hydrocephalus. In certain cases the affection

is believed to be idiopatldc, due to an 'essen-

tial dropsy,' occasioned by an inflamma-

tory affection of the lining membrane of the

ventricles. In other patients, however, this

affection is distinctly secondary or symp-
tomatic, and then may be caused by one or

other of two principal sets of conditions.

Thus (1) it is often occasioned, as writers of

the last century painted out, by the pressure

of scrofulous or other tmnours iipon the
' straight sinus,' producing mechanical con-

gestion of the great veins of Galen as well as

of their radicles on the walls of the lateral

ventricles, and, as a consequence, an increas-

ing dropsical condition of the ventricles

themselves. (2) Much more rarely it is said

to be produced as a sequence of an attack of

acute hydrocephalus. This latter mode of

origin is admitted by some authors, and denied
by others. It is at least a possible mode of

origin, although one which is difficult to be
established with certainty. By far the largest

percentage of cases probably belong to the

first set of the ' symptomatic ' category.

The disease is sometimes congenital, and
ma}' be so far developed during uterine life

as to cause great difficulties in parturition

—

f/equently necessitating the sacrifice of the

life of the child. At other times the enlarge-

ment of the head begins to show itself soon
after birth, or at some period before the end
of the first or second year. Or it may reveal

itself later still in childhood ; much more
rarely during adolescence ; and more rarely

still in adult life.

Congenital ' microcephalism ' must not be
confounded with hydrocephalus. It is true

that in certain small headed infants, having
the cranium malformed and the sutures ossi-

fied, an excess of fluid may be found within
the head ; but then the fluid in these cases is

situated outside the atrophied brain, and not
within the ventricles. The two conditions

are, in fact, totally opposite in nature.

Anatomical Characters. —Three different

states, in regard to size of head, have been
described as existing in this affection

—

(1) where the head is smaller than natural;

(2) where the head is of natural size ; and
(3) where the head is more or less consider-

ably enlarged.

Those of tlie first category ought not to

be included at all. They are the eases of

'microcephalism' above referred to. Those of

the second category could never be diagnosed
with any degree of positiveness during life

;

and it may, indeed, be questioned whether
such cases exist to any large extent, except as
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more or less transitory stages of instances

of the disease pertaining to the third of the
above categories.

Even the cases in wliich the liead is dis-

tnictly enlarged differ amongst themselves,
since in some of tiiem (a) both sutures and
f()nt;inelles are widely open ; while in others

ih) the sutures, and perhaps the fontanelles,

are completely closed. It seems probable
that tlie latter may represent conditions into

which some of the former pass, when the

disease lapses into a chronic and stationary

condition.

Owing to the separation of the cranial

l)ones in young infants, this disease, when it

occurs in them, soon becomes associated with
an actual enlargement of the bead, which
increases rapidly. In consequence of the

distending pressure from within, caused by
the increasing size and fulness of the ven-
tricles, the bones entering into the formation
o( the vault of the cranium become separated
from one another, though the bones of the

face remain unaltered. The frontal, parietal,

the superior part of the occipital, and a small
part of the stpiamous portion of the temporal
liones become expanded and thinner than
natural, at the same time that they are sepa-

rated from one another—especially in the
regions of the anterior and posterior fonta-

nelles, and of the sagittal suture.

The crania] bones are often very thin, but
occasionally they may be miusuaUy thick

throughout—even in young children.

The circumference of the head, though that

of a young child, may in hydrocephalus easily

reach "24 to 30 inches, or more. The size

not to be taken as an indication of the in-

Hammatory origin of the malady, as some
observers seem to suppose. Tliey may bo
found, as the writer has seen, well-niurked,
in cases where the effusion and distension
have been the result of a mere mechanical
congestion, produced by pressure, upon the
commencement of tlie straight sinus, owing
to a tumour in the middle lobe of the cere-
bellum. On the other liand, some years ago

;

the writer examined the liead of a hydro-

[

cephalic child who died in University College

I

Hosj)ital, in whom the most careful search

j

revealed nothing that could have produced
mechanical congestion, and in which there
was, moreover, no sign of anything like an

' intlammatory condition of the walls of the
I greatly distended lateral ventricles. To fall

' back upon the liyjiothesis of an ' essential

I

dropsy ' was felt to be far from satisfactory.

I

Such a phrase cannot indeed be regarded as
conveying any real explanation of the con-
dition in question.

j

The shape of the ventricles and of the
compressed ganglia about the base is, of
course, greatly altered. The foramen of
Muiiro may be half an inch or more in

diameter. The optic and olfactory tracts

and lobes are also often much altered by
pressure.

The brain-substojice may be even tougher
than natural, because the long-continued
mechanical congestion, which exists in so

many cases, favours the overgi-owth of the
neuroglia; and, indeed, it would appear prob-

able that in some instances the overgrowth
of this mere connective substance is well-

attained by the head in certain cases has
j

marked. For, notwithstanding all the pres-

been comparatively enormous ; thus, in an
altogether exceptional case, recorded by
Cruikshank, it is said to have measured, in

a child sixteen months old, no less than 52
inches in circumference, and the amount of

tluid contained within tlie cranium was found
to weigh as much as twenty-seven pounds.
The Huid is generally slightly albuminous;

possesses some saline constituents ; and has
a specific gravity ranging from 1006 to 1014.

Its composition agrees pretty closely with
that of dropsical fluids generally.

In the great majoritj' of cases, as already
stated, the fluid is contained within the more
or less distended lateral and third ventricles

of the brain. The upper and lateral parts of

the cerebral hemispheres, as well as tlie cor-

pus callosum, become thinned and distended,

so as to resemble a mere bag, the walls of

wiiich are represented externally by j)ale

unfolded and much flattened convolutional

matter, and internally— next the fluid itself

— by the lining membrane of the ventricles.

This latter has become much thicker and
tougher than natural ; it may also be more
or less granular on the surface ; and often

shows an increased number of distended

vessels. These appearances are. however.

sure upon and distension of the brain- sub-

stance, this rarely shows signs of atrophy.

It is rather the reverse. The mere brain

alone of a hydrocejilialic child, after the fluid

has been evacuated, commonly weighs more
than the brain of a healthy child of the same
age. Thus, in an instance that came under
the writer's notice, the brain of a child five

years of age weighed rather more than fyl oz.

In those cases in which during life the

fluid has escajied from the ventricles through
a rupture in the corpus callosum, the brain

has been found more or less flattened and
collapsed in the lower part of the enlarged

cranium, whilst the escaped fluid occupies

the arachnoid cavity above it.

Symptoms.— Chronic hydrocephalus begins

to manifest itself in various ways, and also,

Hs above stated, at various ages. The great

bulk of the cases are either congenital, or

commence before the fifth month. But, in

certain rare instances, the head may begin

to enlarge long after the union of the

sutures, in early adult life, or even beyond
middle age.

As to modes of commencement, at least

four, jiretty distinct from one another, may
be encountered. (1) The disease may be
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ushered in by a period of fretfalness and
irritability, with or without the occurrence

of convulsions and strabismus, before any
enlargement of the head is detected. Or

(2) slow enlargement of the head may be

noticed as the first event. In some cases,

this enlargement not only sets in, but may
continue for months, till notable increase in

size has taken place, and yet the child may
exhibit no morbid symptom whatever. The
writer has seen a well-marked instance of

this in a child whose head had been en-

larging for eighteen months (the process

begimiing when it was a year old), and in

whom, though the head was twenty-four

inches in circumference, no other morbid
signs or symptoms presented themselves.

(3) Chronic hydrocephalus may supervene

in a child after a fall, through the iater-

mediation of cerebellar disease. The writer

had under his care a little girl four years

old, who, after falhng from a table and
striking the occiput severely, suffered for

from twelve to eighteen months from sjTnp-

toms indicative of cerebellar disease, after

which the head began to enlarge, and hydro-

cephalus became the apparently dominant
condition. Complete blindness ensued, then

convulsions set in, and in tiie midst of one

of these the patient died. A tumour of the

middle lobe of the cerebellum was fomid,

plus all the signs of a well-marked hydro-
cephalus. (4) The disease may occur as a

sequence of an attack resembling acute

hydrocephalus (tubercular menmgitis) ; that

is to say, a child appears to suffer for a

time from what is regarded as tubercular

meningitis ; the syroptoms then undergo
some mitigation ; they become more or less

chronic ; and ultimately the head begins to

enlarge, as it does in chronic hydrocephalus.

There is some doubt about the real nature
of the starting-point in this mode of origin.

The initial symptoms may not in reality

have been those of tubercular meningitis.

The chronic disease and its symptoms may
occasionally be initiated in an acute manner.

It may be easily imagined that the subse-

quent course of the symptoms in persons
suffering from chronic hydrocephalus, begin-

ning in these various ways, may also be
subject to great variations.

As the head enlarges, or as the pressure
within increases, sensations of weight or pain
may be experienced. The child may show
increased fretfuLness and irritability ; or its

manner may become more dull and heavy
than natural. At other times there is no
noticeable change in these respects.

In the ' symptomatic ' forms associated
with tumours, there is apt to be vomiting of

a very obstinate and paroxysmal character,
together with continuous pain, marked by
exacerbations. Convulsions, either -unilateral

or general, may also occur, as well as para-
lysis of one or other of the ocular muscles.

In such cases, too, in comparatively early

stages, ophthalmoscopic examination will

frequently reveal optic nein-itis, which has
a tendency to go on to white atrophy, with
the production of more or less complete
bhndness.

In later stages of the disease mental action

becomes increasingly impaired ; there is loss

of memory, dulness, and a great tendencv" to

sleep during the day. There may be marked
weakness or actual paralysis of limbs. Chil-

dren affected to this extent often keep to the

recumbent jaosition, having at last no power
of sitting up, or even of raising their head
from the pillow. \\'liere the enlargement
becomes extreme the weight of the head is

so great that it cannot be maintained in the

iipright position. It has to be supported by
the hand or some artificial prop ; or else the
child does not attempt to rise from the re-

cumbent position. A sense of fluctuation is

often recognisable. The forehead becomes
prominent and overhanging, while the eye-

balls are depressed ; and as the face remains
unaltered or even becomes emaciated, it

seems altogether unnaturally small, and thus
contributes to produce a most characteristic

appearance ('facies hydrocephalica '), which
is often intensified by the old-looking, and
more or less blank, expressionless aspect of

the face. The appetite sometimes remains
good ; at other times it becomes much im-
paired, and a gradual emaciation ensues.

Blindness, more rarely deafness, loss of

smell, and impairment of other senses tend
gradually to reveal themselves after a time.

Complications.—In all cases where the

hydrocephalus is itself symptomatic of some
primary intracranial disease, interfering with
the proper return of blood from the ventricles

and central portions of the brain, the symp-
toms resulting from this latter state of things

are necp^savily complicated with others im-
mediately produced by the original morbid
condition. Hence the very great variations

encountered in the grouping of symptoms in

different cases.

Diagnosis.
—"Where the head becomes dis-

tinctly enlarged, with widely separated sutures

and open fontanelles, there can be scarcely

any room for doubt about the diagnosis. But
before the head is distinctly enlarged, the
diagnosis of chronic hydrocephalus with any
degree of certainty is impossible. In many
cases also where the head is only shghtly

enlarged, and the sutures are not opened, ii

may be very diflScult, for a time, to pro-
' nounce an opinion as to whether or not an
infant or young child is hydrocephalic.

Natural variations in the size of the head
are considerable ; and it may also be en-

i larged fi-om rickets, or from that very rare

i
condition known as ' hypertrophy of the
brain.' Even gi'eat thickenings of the bones
of the head have occasionally given rise to

uncertainties in regard to diagnosis. But in
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all these cases, in order to enable the prac-

titioner to arrive at a trustworthy opinion,

the particular form of the head has to be

considered, together with the sum-total ol the

various symptoms which may have preceded
or accompanied its increase.

Whether we have to do with an instance

of ' idiopathic ' or of ' symptomatic ' hydro-
cephalus in any particular case often cannot
be settled ; but in others it can be decided
by the existence of sjmptoma distinctly

I)ointing to the presence of an intracranial

new-Rrowth.
Course and Terminations.—Hydrocepha-

lus often proves fatal in the course of a

few months ; or it maj- be less ra|)id, entail-

ing death only after a year or two. Its pro-

gress is variable, however. Kemissions and
stationary conditions are apt to occur, with
occasionally distinct exacerbations of all the

symptoms.
Occasionally one of these stationary condi-

tions becomes prolonged, and the individual

may live for years. Some hydrocephalic
subjects have subsequently lived on to the

age of twenty, thirty, or even forty years.

In a few exceptional cases a cure seems to

have been effected, either naturally- or under
the inrinence of remedial agencies.

Death may take place in convulsions ; from
slow exhaustion with emaciation; or from
interciurent pneumonia or some other acute

disease.

Treatment.—Very little, unfortunately,

can be done, in the majority of cases, to pro-

duce decided or lasting improvement. This
is especially so in those instances— only too

numerous—in which the hydrocephalus is

due to some scrofulous or other tumour inter-

fering with the return of blood from the ven-

tricles.

Blistering the scalp, with mercurial in-

unctions, formerly much lauded, may do a
great deal more harm than good ; and the

same may be said in reference to pressure of

the enlarged head by strapping or bandsiges.

This latter is a barbarously coarse method of

treatment, which has happily fallen into dis-

use. Blistering may do good in some cases,

but it should be cautiously employed.
The general health of the child must be

maintained as much as possible, by the aid,

if necessary, of tonics and cod-liver oil. Pur-
gation and diuretics may also be had recourse

to. Iodide of potassium may be given inter-

nally in gradually increasing doses, as even
young children bear this remedy well. Bro-
mide of potassium wiU also help, perhaps, to

mitigate vomiting and convulsions, when
these are urgent s^•xnptoms.

It may be worth while in suitable cases

to try the effect of greatly diminishing the

amount of fluids taken, so as to reduce the

fulness of the vascular system. The writer

has had reason to believe that this method
is well worth}' of being tried, where other
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means have failed, and where there is any
chance of being able to carry it out.

Puncture of the head has been much
lauded, and practised by many, but with an
amount of faihire and fatality that has caused
the method to have almost fallen into disuse.
If in any given case we could be rea.sonably
certain that the hydrocephalus belonged to
the 'idiopathic' variety (if tliere really are
such cases), the method might bo had recourse
to with much more chance of success than
if it were occasioned by some mechanical
pressure, which persists, and prevents the
return of blood from the central parts of the
brain. Puncture of the head cmi scarcely be
compared with puncture of the chest, because
(even apart from the greater risks attaching
to the former operation) a puncture of the
chest in a case of pleurisy has a fair chance
of being actually curative, while puncture of
the head in hydrocephalus, in the majority
of cases and for the reason above indicated,

could only be palliative. Still the cases of

this disea.se are so grave that whore the
sutures are opened, where the patient's con-
dition is rapidly getting worse, and death
seems otherwise inevitable, the question of

performing the operation, at least once, ought
to be entertained as a possible means of

affording relief.

H. Charlton B.^stun.

HYDROMETRA {vHup, water; and
fi^/)o, the womb).— Dropsy of the womb.
See Womb. Diseases of.

HYDRONEPHROSIS (v^,wp, water;
and v((p,)6i, the kidney).

—

Synon. : Dropsy
of the Kidney; Fr. Hydroncphrote ; Ger.
Hydronephroae.

Definition.—A chronic disea.se of the kid-

ney, caused by obstruction of the ureter;

which leads to dilatation of the pelvis, and
commonly of the ureter, with more or less

extensive atrophy of the substance of the

organ; usually affecting one kidney, some-
times both ; characterised clinically by the

presence of a soft fluctuating tumour in the

renal region, but most distinctively by sudden
discharge of urine with collapse of the

tumour; and resulting, if not relieved, in

complete destruction of the kidney.

^Etiology.—Among the most common
causes of hydronephrosis are obstruction of

the ureter at its lowest part, in consequence

of pressure by new formations, such as car-

cinoma of the uterus or tumour of the ovary

in females, and the impaction of calculi of

various kinds. More rarely it is induced by

new formations in the bladder; stricture of

the urethra : the pressure of the prcLrnant,

prolapsed, or retroflexed uterus. Exception-

ally it is met with witiiout apparent cause;

in such cases it is to be referred to some
contraction, due to inflammation or other

cause, which has disappeared. The con-

dition is also sometimes congenital, being
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due to malformations, such as impermeable

ureter, or valve-like obstruction to the pas-

sage of the urine downwards. From what-

ever cause the obstruction springs, accumu-

lation of urine takes place behmd it, leading

to gradual distension of the organ. See

Ureters, Diseases of.

Anatomical Characters.—In the earlier

stage of hydronephrosis there is simple dila-

tation of the pelvis of the kidney. As the

disease advances, the dilatation increases,

the organ becomes more and more distended,

and the ureter often becomes so dilated or

elongated as to present the appearance of a

bluish-white tube, as large as or even larger

than the inferior vena cava. Coincidently

with this distension and pressure the sub-

stance of the kidney atrophies. At first the

apices of tlie cones become flattened and

wasted, but gi-aduaUy the renal substance

becomes more involved, until at length, in

old-standing cases, scarcely any trace of it

remains, and the kidney is represented by
a large lobulated bag, the fibrous walls of

which are distended by clear fluid. Com-
monly one kidney only is affected, especially

when extreme dilatation exists, but in some
instances both kidneys are involved. There
is a case on record where the whole abdomi-
nal cavity was occupied by an enornaous sac,

containing sixty pounds of fluid.

Symptoms.—In the slighter cases of hydro-

nephrosis there are no symptoms of such

a kind as to attract attention. This con-

dition is often an unimportant complication

of other serious diseases. In the more
severe cases there are no constitutional

symptoms, but the local changes are well-

marked. There is a tumour situated in the

lumbar region, extending upwards, down-
wards into adjacent regions, or forwards

towards the anterior abdominal wall. The
colon is usually in front of the tumour, and
always displaced and compressed, so that

constipation frequently coexists with hydro-
nephrosis. The mass is often lobulated,

always imdulating in character; and fre-

quently fluctuation may be detected. The
most conclusive evidence of the condition is

afforded by the discharge of a large quantity

of urine, generally of low specific gravitj',

and often containing mucus, coincidently

with the disappearance or diminution of the
tmnoirr. It sometimes happens that the
obstruction is permanently removed, and
dilatation alone remains as evidence of the
old obstruction. Hydronephrosis, when
double, sooner or later proves fatal by sup-

pression of urine or uraemia. When only
existing on one side, it has proved fatal by
pressure upon neighbouring parts ; by the
supervention of impaction of a stone in the
kidney of the opposite side ; or from other
causes.'

' In one case, which occurred some years ago, the
cyst, in collapsing after being tapped, carried with it
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Diagnosis.—The distinction of hydrone-
phrosis from ascites may be sometimes
ditficult when the disease affects both sides.

The diagnosis is partly to be made by ob-

serving the effects of change of posture,

hydronephrosis being much less influenced

thereby than ascites. The history and mode
of origin of the affection also afford indi-

cations. From hydatids of the kidney it is

sometimes impossible to discriminate hydro-
nephrosis, but the history of the case and
the characters of the urine often afford a

clue. If there be tumour on both sides, it

is extremely unlikely to be hydatid. From
ovarian tumour the diagnosis is to be made
by the history of the case, the position oi

the mass, and its relations to the colon ; and
by vaginal and rectal examination. From
perinephric abscess hydronephrosis is distin-

guished by its being less hard, and by the

absence of pain and fever.

Prognosis.—The prognosis is always seri-

ous ; but if one of the kidneys be soimd,

it becomes enlarged, and does double work ;

and so long as this condition continues, the

patient may suffer little inconvenience.
Treatment.—Careful manipulation of the

tumour is often useful irr extreme conditions.

Tapping with the aspirator may be employed,
and the further aid of the surgeon may be

required. T. Grainger Stewart.

HYDROPATHY (uSap, water; and
naOoi, a disease).—A synonym for hydro-
therapeutics. See Hydrotherapeutics.

HYDROPERICARDIUM {Z?><^,,.

water ; irepi, about ; and Kaphii, the heart).—An
accumulation of serum in the pericardium,
either dropsical or inflammatory. See Peri-
cardium, Diseases of.

HYDROPHOBIA {vbu>p, water ; and
(/)(!/:(()?, fear).— Synon. : Rabies; Dog-madness ;

Fr. Lyssa ; la Rage ; Ger. Hundswuth ;

Wasserschcu.
Definition.—An acute disease, produced

by the inoculation of a specific animal
poison ; manifesting itself by symptoms due
to disturbance of the central nervous system

:

and almost invariably proving fatal. The
name ' hydrophobia ' is really that of a single

symjitom, which, though very common, is

not invariable.

Etiology.—Never spontaneous in man,
the disease is always due to inoculation with
the poison from a rabid animal, almost in-

variably with the saliva, and commonly by a

bite. In about nine-tenths of the cases, the

malady is contracted from dogs; in most of

the remainder from cats ; in very few cases

from foxes or wolves, but a larger proportion

is due to wolf-bites in countries where these

animals are numerous. It has also been
acquired through a M'ound received during

the sigmoid flexure, which being thus turned on
itself caused fatal obstruction.

—

Editor.
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tho disoection of a ral)icl animal. Inoculation

with tho blood of a rabul animal will probably

(but not certainly) jiroduce the disease. The
poison is not known to be present in any
other secretion than the saliva, but it is

abundant, iifler death, in the central nervous
system. Commencing decomposition is said

to destroy its activity, but it sometimes
resists this for many days. The dried saliva

retains its virulence for some days, but in the

dried nerve-centres the virus gradunlly loses

its activity, and becomes inert in about ten

days.

Inoculation by a bite takes place more
certainly if this is on an uncovered part of

the body, as on the hands and face, than
when inflicted througli the clothes, by which
the teeth maj- bo cleansed. liut it may occur
without an actual bite, as by a lick upon an
abrasion. It has followed the scratch of a
cat, probably by the animal's saliva being
thus inoculated. A healtliy dog has com-
immicated the disease by a bite given imme-
diately after it had been fighting with a rabid

animal, the saliva of whicli, no doubt, was
hanging about its jaws. The disease has
resulted from the teeth being used to loosen

a knot upon a rope with which a rabid dog
had been tied.

It has been asserted that tlie disease may
arise from the bite of a healthy dog, but tliis

is most improbable. Cases are on record,

however, in wjiich the disease has followed
the bite of a dog, which did not at the time,

or for several weeks afterwards, present the

recognised symptoms of the disorder. It

is probable that, in such cases, rabies has
occurred as a mild and insignificant malady-,

since it is certain that a dog may recover
even after communicating fatal rabies.

When no preventive measures are adopted,
at least half, perhaps two-thirds, of persons
bitten escape. The immunity may be due
partly to the bites being inflicted through
clothes, but probably a fallacy underlies the

estimate, owing to the inclusion of many
bites from dogs not really I'abid. A certain

diagnosis can only be made by inoculation,

but the preventive treatment of Pasteur has,

fortmiately, made it now impossible to obtain
statistics on the point.

jMore males than females suffer, the pro-

portion being three to one. The largest

number of cases occur in the middle period

of life, doubtless from greater exposure to

the cause. Children, however, are prone to

suffer, being often badly bitten on the face.

Most cases are contracted from straying dogs,

or from pet dogs that have been bitten in

some street fight.

The- 2}erio(l of incubation is longer than
that of any other acute specific disease, and
is singularly variable. It is rarely less than
a month, the shortest on record having been
about twelve days. The average period is

six or seven weeks. In about half the cases

it is between one and three months. In sorno
eases it is longer, reaching six, nine, or
twelve months. Cases have been recorded
in which two, three, five, and even ten years
intervened. Most authorities believe that
such cases were either not true hydroitliubia,

or were duo to a second unknown infecliou.

Although it is as hard to explain an incul)a-

tion period of one year as of five years, it is

certain that the Lick of a strange dog on a
scratched hand is more likely to bo forgotten

than remembered, and an unnoted later in-

fection is, on the whole, the most probable
explanation of these cases.

Anatomical Characters.—General fluidity

of the blood, such as is met with after deatli

from acute septic diseases ; redness of the
throat and pharynx, and occasionally of the
salivary glands ; together with, in some
cases, evidence of congestion of the lirain

and spinal cord, constitute the chief morl)id

appearances visible to the naked eye. The
microscope has shown that there is evidence
of inflammation (congestion and leucocytal

infiltration) in the salivarj' glands (Coals)

;

and that minute changes in the nerve-cent re.s

are almost constantly to be found (Clifford

Allbutt, Hammond, Benedikt, Coats, and tlio

writer). Of nine cases examined by tho

writer, the microscopic changes in seven were
distinct, and in character and position so fur

characteristic, that, given the fact of an acute
disease, a^posf-wor/fm diagnosis might, in thi.s

proportion of cases, be made with certainty

by the microscope. Tlie essential change
consists in the accumulation of leucocytes

around the vessels, and their infiltration into

the adjacent tissue ; this change having a
special distribution, being either confined to,

or most intense in, the region of the nieiluDa

which is contiguous to the lower part of the

fourth ventricle, tliat is, the neighbourhood
of the respiratory centre. Here we have also

the centre for deglutition. The change is

most intense in tho liypoglossal, glosso-

pharvngeal, and vagal nuclei and their

neighbourhood. There is little or no change
in the upper part of the medulla, corpora

quadrigcmina. cerebellum, or basal gant;lin.

In the convolutions a similar but slighter

alteration is present in some cases. It is,

however, often very marked in the spinal

conl. In the most affected regions, traces of

ante-mortfm clots and c\en of inflammation

of the walls of the miiniie vessels may be

found in some cases. Perivascular areas of

disintegration are common ; but such fre-

quently occur apart from hydrophobia or any
other disease. Minute extravasations are

common, partly mechanical. The only

change in the nerve-elements themselves

consists in a granular degeneration of tlie

ganglion-cells of the regions chiefly dise«.scd.

In the dog the changes are quite similar in

characters and distribution.

Symptoms.—During the period of incuba-
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tion of hydrophobia there are commonly no
symptoms. Vesicles' under the tongue were

formerly described, but their occurrence has

not been confirmed. Occasionally pain and
discomfort have been felt in the seat of the

wound, explicable, in part, by the attention

directed to it, bxit sometimes too pronounced

to be thus explained, especially during the

week or two preceding the onset. Mental

depression has been noted, also probably due
to anxiety regarding the possible consequence

of the bite.

The onset of the acute symptoms is com-
monly attended by no local disturbance, al-

though sometimes by pain, rarely by actual

inflammation, in the wound. The first evi-

dence of the impending disorder is usually

malaise, mental depression, disturbed sleep,

and some discomfort about the throat, with

a difticulty in swallowing, especially liquids.

The attempt occasions some spasm in the

throat, which soon, if not at first, involves the

muscles of respiration, causing a short, quick

inspiration, a ' catch in the breath,' resem-

bling that due to an affusion of cold water.

In a few hours this increases to a strong

inspiratory effort, in which the extraordinary

muscles of respiration take more part than
the diaphragm ; the shoulders are raised, and
the angles of the mouth are drawn outwards.

The saliva, which is abundant and viscid,

cannot be swallowed. It hangs about the

/nouth, and the patient is annoyed by his

efforts to get rid of it. As the intensity of

the spasm increases, so does the readiness

with which it is excited. The mere contact

of water with the lips, or cutaneous impres-
sions, as a draught of air, will bring on a
paroxysm, owing to the intense reflex ex-

citabihty. The distress thus occasioned leads

to a mental state, which is due to disturbance

of the cortex, but increases the readiness

with which the spasm is produced. The
intense excitability of the sensory centres

may be such that mere sight of water, or

the sound of dropping water, will cause the
spasm, and even analogous visual impres-
sions, as a sudden light or the reflection

from a looking-glass. Thus the respiratory
spasm excited by swallowing liquids, which
is, as it were, the keynote of tlie disease,

extends on the one hand to widely spread
muscular spasm, and on the other to mental
disturbance. In each of these directions the
symptoms develop. The early reflex excess
involves the spinal cord, the knee-jerk is

increased, and reflex action in the legs may
be great. While this over-action increases,

the spasm, from beiiig limited to the muscles
of respiration, may become general and con-
vulsive in character, though still excited by
the same causes. The mental distress passes
into disturbance, in which the balance of rea-
son is lost, continuously or during the parox-
ysms. In the frenzy, the horror of the dis-

tress is transferred to the attendants by whom

any discomfort may have been occasioned,

and during the paroxysms the patient may
attempt to bite them, and even others. Con-
sciousness may so far remain that in the

intervals he may beg those whom he regards

to keep away. The saliva is ejected with

force, and the patient hawks it up with a

noise 'like a dog.' The sight of a dog
has been known greatly to intensify the

disturbance ; and this, strangely enough,
in cases in which the sufferer had no sus-

picion of the nature of his affection. The
delirium may, in some cases, he continuous

and violent. As the mental disturbance in-

creases, the respiratory spasm and convulsion

may lessen, or the latter may persist to the

end.

Vomiting is common, and is often an
early symptom, a greenish-brown liquid being

ejected. Priapism or nymphomania occa-

sionally occurs. The temperature is usually

raised two or three degrees. Albumen is

often present in the urine ; and sometimes
sugar is found.

Duration and Terminations.—The dura-

tion of hydrophobia is usually from one to

four days ; sometimes it lasts six, eight, or

ten days. In the rare cases which have re-

covered, the dtiration of the acute affection

has been from four to ten days, although
slight spasmodic symptoms have lasted for

a longer time, as does the spasm of whooping-
cough.
The common cause of death is exhaustion

due to the attacks of fury and convulsion, often

aided by manifest cardiac failure, which may
occur early, and be out of proportion to the

general asthenia. Sometimes the patient has
died asphyxiated in a paroxysm of respira-

tory spasm
;
partly, perhaps, from spasm of

the glottis.

Varieties.—The relative degree of the

above-described symptoms varies in different

cases. The mental disturbance, or the gene-

ral muscular spasm, may, respectively, pre-

dominate over the respiratory throat-spasm,

even in the early stages, and may impress a

special character on the attack, so that it

resembles in the one case a primary mental
affection, in the other a general convulsive

affection, as tetanus.

Pathology.—We cannot doubt that the

virus of hydrophobia is a micro-organism,

although tliis has not yet been clearly de-

tected. It is supposed that the organisms or

their germs, frequently at least, remain in the

tissues near the wound, and only become dis-

lodged at a later period, to reach the nerve-

centres and there develop (Pasteur). The
symptoms indicate a primary influence on the

nerve-centres, especially on the respiratory

region of the medulla, spreading more widely
in its ultimate action, both in the medulla
and to the brain and cord. The vascular

changes, from their variability and occasional

absence, are probably secondary effects of the
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diBtiirbed nction of the nerve-structures, pro-

duoeil by the poison carried by the blood.

The virus has been thought to ascend by the

nerves, but this is not hkcly, althoui^h jE^ernis

may siniultanoouslj' enter the peripheral

nerves and dovolop there, since the virus has
been found to be abundant in tlieni (Dowdes-
wcll).

Tlie first effect of the poison is probably
to lessen the ' resistance ' of tlie medul-
lary centres. Their action becomes spas-

modic, and IS excited with imdue readiness.

The excessive action of the medulla and spinal

cord finds its counterpart in the cortex and
the delirium which results. At a later

stage this gives place to depressed activity,

which may end in paralysis and coma, when
general, but is sometimes unequal in its dis-

tribution. The secondary vascular changes
may haye their own effects. They are, as

in other functional diseases, somewhat ran-
dom in distribution within the affected area.

By the infdtration of leucocytes, the tissue

may be broken up, and what are practically

minute points of suppuration may result. If

the part damaged is important, grave con-

seciuences may ensue. The nnclens of the

pneumogastric is often so damaged, and from
this, or the late depression, we can under-
stand the occurrence of cardiac failure. The
changes in the convolutions and the spinal

cord ai'e probably proportioned to the meiital

or tetanoid (and paralytic) symptoms respec-

tively. The mental excitement no doubt
acts upon and increases the irritability of the

medulla (Putnam). Conversely, the disturb-

ance of the latter may help to determine the
character of the mental disturbance due to

the poison of hydrophobia.
Diagnosis.—The symptom of greatest

diagnostic value is the respiratory spasm
excited by attempts to swallow, increasing

until it resembles a convulsive action, and
accompanied after a time by mental disturb-

ance. The diagnosis is generally aided by
the history of a suspicious bite, but it must
be remembered that such a history some-
times misleads, especially when the mind of

the patient has dwelt much on the possible

consecinencos, and he has made liimself

acquainted with the s\'mptoms of the disease.

In certain diseases of the throat and chest,

especially oesophagitis and pericarditis, a

reflex throat-spasm may occur, but in such
cases there are commonly pain and other ob-

trtisive signs of the local affection. When
the mental disturbance occurs early, the

atfeetion may be confounded with acute

mania : the association with sligiit respira-

tory spasm is still the most important dia-

gnostic indication. In cases (if such occur) in

which this symptom is absent, the diagnosis

is a matter of great dilhculty, and can only be

made by the history of the antecedent bite,

by the rapid course of the disease, and by its

association with other convulsive phenomena
58

and with .salivation. From tetanus, hydro-
plioiiia is distinguished by the late perioil

after the bite at which the symiitoms develop ;

by the absence of trismus and of continuous
spasm ; and by the presence of paroxysmal
respiratory spasm, of aversion to li(juids, and
of mental disturbance. Too much weight
must not be given to the general character
of the convulsive symptoms, if other signs of
the disease are present, since there is prob-
ably a tetanoid form of hydrophobia; but in

this the spasm is excited by atteni^jts at de-
glutition, and there is no trismus. Organic
brain-diseases accompanied by delirium and
convulsions, occurring after a bite, have been
mistaken for hydrophobia, as in one case in

which the nature of the disease was only dis-

covered wlien, after exhumation, meningeal
hffimorrhage was found. Here also the
respiratory spasm was absent.

Mere mental excitement, directed to the
symptoms of the disease, may determine
dysphagia smiulating that of the genuine
disease— ' spurious hydrophobia ' as it has
been termed, often accompanied by delirious

excitement. The spasm, however, is not of

the respiratory cliaracter of true hydro-
phobia. Recovery commonly ensues on the
mind being tranquillised, or by the applica-

tion of some remedy in which the patient has
confidence. It must bo remembered that in

some cases of genuine hydrophobia the in-

fluence of the patient's mental state has been
very clearly traceable even in the early

symptoms, and it is jjrobable that many true

cases have been regarded as spurious, and
even published as such. It is doubtlul

whether death has ever resulted except from
the genuine disease.

Prognosis.—Hydrophobia is practically

fatal, but not certainlv so. Recovery has cer-

tainly occurred in the dog and probably in

man. Every patient should unquestionably

receive the ' benefit of the doubt.' Case.-i

differ in the intensity and rapidity of their

course ; and the less rapiilly the symptoms
are evolved, the greater is the hope, sligh'

though it still is, that an exception to the

common fatality may be obtained. The
prognosis is better the longer the spasm re-

mains limited; it is worse if there are gene-

ral convulsions, mental disturbance, and signs

of exhaustion or of disproportionate heart

-

failiu-e.

Trkatment.— Adequate measures against

the spread of rabies would undoubtedly les-

sen, perhaps entirely prevent, the occurrence

of hydrophobia in man ; but the discussion

of these is beyond the scope of this article

(see Rabiks"). When a person has been bitten

by a suspicious animal, the circulation in the

part should, if possible, be at once arrestetl

by a tight ligature above the place ; the

wound should be washed ; and then it should

be allowed to bleed freely. It may probably

be sucked with impunity if the mouth in
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rinsed with water or, better still, with vine-

gar and water, after' each act, especially if

there are no abrasions in the mucous mem-
brane. The act has been supposed to be

dangerous ; but all experience is opposed to

this. Poisons have to remain for some
minutes in contact with a mucous membrane
before they are absorbed, and during the act

of sucking there is a flow from the mucous
membrane into the mouth, which must be

opposed to absorption. The wound should be

cauterised as soon as possible, and before cir-

culation through the part is again permitted.

Of chemical caustics, nitrate of silver,

freely applied at once, is probably effectual.

If any time have elapsed, nitric acid or

liquid carbolic acid is preferable. The actual

caiitery, applied deeply and freely, is an
efficient and ready means. If practicable,

free excision of the bitten part is wise, and
should not be neglected, even though the

cautery has before been used, especially if

there is any doubt as to the thoroughness of

the application. Without arrest of the cir-

culation, cauterisation after ten minutes has
often failed.

Next in time, but first in importance, is

the prophylactic treatment of Pasteur,

employed as soon as possible after the bite.

The dried spinal cord of a rabbit contains

less and less of the virus, up to the tenth

day of drying, when it fails to produce the

disease. If an emulsion of such a cord is

first injected, then, on successive days, that

of cords dried for a shorter time may be
employed, until a strength of cord-virus is

injected that would otherwise cause the dis-

ease. Not only does this fail to do so, but
it prevents the occurrence of rabies from the
virus inoculated by the preceding bite, and
thus confers immunity even against the past

inoculation. It is believed that the organ-
isms of the virus produce a material, prob-

ably chemical, destructive to them, incom-
patible with their development, and that

this is not destroyed by the drying jn the
same degree as the virus. Being injected in

larger and larger quantities from cords dried
for a shorter time, it effectually protects both
fi-om the virus injected with it and from
that which was already in the system. Facts
show that this result, though not absolutely
certain, generally follows, and that the mor-
tality from bites by certainly rabid animals
is reduced to about 1 per cent. The most
careftil estimate shows that, during the last

five years Pasteur has thus saved at least

1,000 lives. (For a detailed account of the
treatment, see Euffer, Brit. Med. Journ. 1889.)
The methods adopted for the treatment of

the developed disease have been numerous,
but, for the most part, quite ineffectual.

AU so-called ' specifics ' have been proved to

be useless. An attempt has been made to
neutralise the poison by administering large
doses of mercury, and to eliminate it by dia-

phoresis. The two have been combined in

the mercurial vapour-bath. Two or three

cases are on record in which mercury has

appeared successful ; many in which it has
been poweidess. Of late it has been but little

tried ; nevertheless, there are facts which
suggest that the apparent influence of irier-

cury has been real, and that in it we have
probably a more promising means of coun-

teracting the virus than in any other agent.

The vajiour-bath treatment has been abun-
dantly proved to be entirely useless, although

its supposed value is, from time to time, re-

afiirmed by lay advocates whose energy is

proportioned to their ignorance.

Other agents employed have been designed

to counteract, not the virus, but its conse-

quences, and so to prevent or postpone

death, possibly until the malady has run its

course. One of these is curara, first recom-
mended half a centui-y ago by an English-

man (Sewell) ; it was tried in small doses

and failed. Niemeyer suggested larger doses,

and in a case by Offenburg it was apparently
successful ; and since then another case, in

America, has recovered under its tise. In
many cases it has failed —in all cases in this

country up to the present time. It is recom-
mended that it should be used in injections

of from xV to 3 of a grain, repeated every

quarter or half an hour, until the severity of

the paroxysms is lessened. This point may
not, however, be reached until general mus-
cular paralysis is imminent or produced, and
then artificial respiration may be necessary
until the effect has passed away. As often

as this is the case, and the spasms recur,

another injection must be given. In hydro-
phobia there is remarkable tolerance of the

drug, poisonous doses (one grain repeated) of

^

active curara having in one case been with-

t

out any effect ((Jurtis). This is, perhaps, a

[

hopeful fact, as it indicates that curara has
an action to which the changes in the central

nervous system are opposed.
Ordinary sedatives have been the remedies

commonly employed, and of these the best

are chloral and morphine. One ease (probably

genuine) , in which morphine and Calabar bean

j

were used, recovered (Nicholls) ; and one in

which chloral was employed lived for ten

I

days (Sansom). The effect of the two on the

respiratory centre in animals suggests their

joint use. The morphine should be given by
hypodermic, the chloral by rectal injection.

j

Chloroform is useful in moderating the
paroxysms, but appears somewhat inferior

to chloral. Other sedatives—Indian hemp,
&c.—have appeared of inferior value.

Cold affusions to the cervical spine and
head were used in India in two cases which
recovered, the throat and spine being blistered

with nitrate of silver, and chloi'oform ad-

ministered. Ice to the spine has been tried

withoiit effect. Tracheotomy was recom-
mended by Marshall HaU in one case. Death
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from InryTiRcal spasm is, however, too rare

to justify the measure.
In all cases tranquillity is of the greatest

importance. Every excitant of spasm should
be avoided ; tlie patient being kept in a dim
still room, and friends as much as possible

excluded. Next in importance is nourish-

ment, which should be given by the rectura,

if spasm is excited by the attempt to swallow.
Kestraint. which may be necessary, should
be as little us possible, but it should be
effectual.

The saliva of persons suffering fi-ora

hydrophobia has been proved to be capable
of comnnmicating the disease to animals.
Hence the attendants should be cautioned to

have no micovered abrasion on the hands,
and to wasli from the eyes or face any saliva

which may have been spit on them ; and if

they are bitten by the patient, the womid
shoidd be treated as if it had been inflicted

by a rabid animal. These precautions remove
all danger; and any anxiety the subjects may
feel may be relieved by the assurance that, of

the thousands of persons who have attended
on patients with hydrophobia, no authentic
instance has ever been recorded in which the

disease was contracted, either by attendance
during life, or in.spection after death.

\V. K. GOWERS.

HYDROPS {vSa>p, water).—A s\Tionj-m

for dropsy. Sec Dropsy.

HYDRORHACHIS (ZSoyp, water; and
piiX'i' the spine).—A collection of fluid in the
spinal canal. The term is commonly used
as a synonym for spina bifida. See Spina
BIFIDA.

HYDROTHERAPEUTICS {v!io>,i,

water; and t^efunTfiu), I treat). — Synon. :

AVater-cure ; Hydropathy ; Fr. Hijdrothera-
licutiquc; Ger. Wansei-Jwilkimdc.

It would be out of place were we to enter

here into a description of tiie sources and
the composition of the numerous varieties

of water used for hygienic and dietetic pur-
poses ; but we may refer to Dr. Parkes'
instructive Manual of Practical Hi/r/irne.

AVe intend to divide this article into (1) a
short sketch of the history of the water-cure
or hydrothorapeutics; (2) notes on the in-

ternal use of water, and on the more common
hydrotherapeutic procedures; and (3) a con-
sideration of the morbid conditions suitable

for hydrotlu'rapeutic treatment.
History ofthe Water-cvire.—Although

the old Greek and Koman physicians occa-

sionally employed water internally and ex-

ternally in the treatment of disease, the
systematic water-treatment seems' to have
gained ground for the first time in the fifteenth

and in the beginning of the sixteenth century
in Italy and France, and again after a period

of oblivion in the seventeenth century, especi-

ally in England (Floyer, T. Smith), and in
[
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the beginning of the eighteenth century m
Germany (F. Hoffmann). The next impor-
tant scientific application we owe to J. G.
and J. S. Hahn, who, towards the middle of
the eighteenth century, treated febrile dis-

eases with cold sponging, and were so con-
vinced of the beneficial result, that one of
them when attacked with typhoid fever
subjected himself to this treatment. It

fell, however, again info neglect, until to-

wards the latter jiart of the eighteenth cen-
tury, when Wm. \Vright, James CuiTie, \V.

Jackson, and others resuscitated the cold-

water treatment in fevers, and strengthened
their reasoning by thermometnc observatit)n8.

In spite of the results obtained, not only in

England but also in Germany, amongst others
by Keuss, Frohlich, lirandis, and Horn, the
method was again falhng into disuse when,
soon after 1820, a small farmer, Vincent
Priessnitz, of Graefenberg. in Silesia, began
to treat every kind of ailment, chronic as
well as acute, with various hydrotherapeutic
procedures, and added to the external aj>-

plications the abundant internal use of
water, combined with active exercise, and
a very simple diet

;
prohibiting at the same

time all alcoholic beverages, and also tea
and cofl'ee. Priessnitz gradually made con-
siderable changes in his method of treatment.
For the original packing during several hours
in dry woollen blankets covered with feather-

beds, and followed by cold affusions, he sub-

stituted packing in wet linen slieets during
several hours, followed by a fuU bath or a
douche ; and at a still later period he fre-

quently employed cold wet jiacking of orly
fifteen or twenty minutes' duration, repeated
several times on the same day; he introduced
also the method of rubbing the whole body
with a cold wet or dripping sheet instead of
the full bath, and made extensive use of

partial baths, as hip or sitz baths, baths for

the hands, the arms, the feet, wet abdominal
belts, and wet compresses over different parts

of the i)ody. Priessnitz seemed to search for

a universal method applicable to all cases.

One of the guidmg ideas was that disease of

the most different nature was caused by an
acrid humour in the blood, and that the skin

was the organ through which this humour
was to be removed.
Though the success of such treatment,

combined with active exercise in a healthy
mountainous country, and simple diet, was
considerable in many cases, the indiscrimin-

ate, too energetic, and protracted use often

led to unfavourable results, and the system
was beginning to be regarded as a species of

quackery, when, about fifty-five years ago,

some establishments were placed under the

superintendence of regularly educated jOiysi-

cians, who studied the physiological etfecta

of the different forms of bathing, and modi-
fied them with regard to duration, tempera-

ture, &c., according to the requirements of
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individual cases, combining pharmaceiitiQal

remedies with hydrotherapeutic procedures
when required. Thus a more or less modi-
fied water-cure has now become a branch of

rational medicine, at least in France and
Germany; and a new impulse has been
siven to it diu-ing the last thirty years, by
the employment of various forms of baths

in the treatment of fevers. In this country
there is as yet very little systematised rela-

tion between the special hydrotherapeutic
and the general medical treatment ; and the

I'xpfrience gained at hydrotherapeutic estab-

lishments is not communicated and discussed

in our medical societies, and scarcely ever in

the general medical journals. This is much
to be regretted, for there can be no doubt
that hydrotherapeutic measures might be
more widely introduced with great advantage
into our hospitals, as well as into our private

practice ; but this is not likely to be the case

so long as the medical profession has not
fuller opportunities for studying the effects

of water-treatment. The fault may lie to

some degree in the nature of most of the

establishments for the water-cure ; but this

might be remedied if more establishments

were to be erected under the guidance of

superior members of the profession— estab-

lishments where the usual medical, dietetic,

and hygienic treatment, as well as massage
and g^armastics, would in suitable cases go
hand in hand with hydrotherapeutic manage-
ment adapted to the individuality of each
case.

Internal Therapeutic TTse of Water,
and the more Common External Hy-
drotherapeutic Procedures.—The diet-

etic necessity of water is well known ; life

cannot exist without it ; all our tissues con-

tain an indispensable proportion of water

;

we constantly lose a large amount by respira-

tion, and by all excretions ; all the internal

functions of tissue-change are dependent on
a certain quantity of water. This want is

supplied by the solid and fluid food which
we take, water included : while temporary
excess of supply leads to increased discharge
by the excretions, and temporary deficiency

to a diminution of the water of the excretions.

An increased ingestion of water further leads,

for a time at least, to an increased removal
ofthe products of retrogressive tissue-change

;

the tissues and the blood itself are, so to

speak, washed otit by it ; and, as the conse-
quence of the increased removal of the used-
up material, the body is enabled to take in a
larger amount of new substance, and hence
we observe not rarely increase of weight as
the effect of plentiful water-drinking, if not
carried to excess as regards quantity and
time ; the secretions of the urine, bile, saliva,

and pancreatic juice appear to be increased
by the abundant internal use of water, as
well as the perspiration ; though the latter

to some degree recjuires the concomitant in-

fluence of high external temperature or bodily

exercise.

Water has also an important share in all

internal courses of mineral waters. Used by
itself, it can exercise some good influence in

cases of gout and gravel, in haemorrhoidal
conaplaints, imperfect secretion of bile, and
constipation from sluggish jieristaltic action.

As, however, excessive water-drinking, ac-

cording to Priessnitz's original plan, is apt

to cause dysjieptic troubles, water is now, in

general, used internally only either for diet-

etic purposes, or to assist in other courses of

treatment.

The external iise of cold water admits of

a very great variety of applications, and a
corresponding variety of effects on the body.

The two main effects of the different forms
of cold baths are abstraction of licat, with
its further influences on the functions of the

body; and stimulation of the cutaneous
nerves, and through these of the nerve-cen-
tres. The two effects are usually combined,
btit in some forms of bath the stimulation

ortlie exciting effect preponderates; in others

the abstraction of heat, with its calming or

depressing influence. Hence the different

forms of baths, or rather hydrotherapeutic
procedures, may be divided into stimulating
and calming, bvit it is to be borne in mind
that there is no strict line of distinction.

With this limitation we may regard as stimu-
lating—the full cold bath of short duration,

the stimulating action of which is increased

by motion of the water, be it natural or

artificially imparted ; the rapid wash-down,
either by means of a large sponge, or a

wet sheet, with or without fi-iction ; the spout-

ing of the back, and the pail-douche; the

needle-bath or circular shower-bath ; the

different forms of the rain-bath, and the
itsual shower-bath ; the great variety of other

douches ; and the running or flowing sitz-

bath. The immediate effects of these stimu-
lating forms, ill a constitution endowed with
a certain amount of reactive power, are

exhilaration, increased activity of circulation

and muscular force, and improved appetite

and digestive power. By altering tlie dura-

tion of the bath and the temperature of the

water, the effects may be considerably modi-
fied, and thus adapted to different conditions.

In adult, as well as young persons, most
beneficial effects are often produced by the

combmation of warm baths with cold douches
on the spine.

The more calming forms are—the wet
sheet-envelope, entire or partial ; the im-

permeable wet compresses ; the full cold bath

of long din-ation and without motion ; the

sitz, the shallow, and foot baths withotit

motion ; and the full bath of higher tempera-
ture. Dejjression through abstraction of heat

exceeds the stimulation in these forms

:

diminution of nervous irritability, of sensa-

tion and mental activity, and of the frequency
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of the pulse and energy of circulntion ; a
fcplinr; of lassitude; and a tendeucv to sleep,

lire the principal etVects. These forms can,
however, be modified, and the effects vary in

proportion. Thus the wet sheet-envelope
allows ample variation by using warm or
cold water, by using the sheet dripping or
wrung out, by making it fit tightly round
the nock, by moving it to and fro, by fre-

quently changing it, &c. The calming and
stimulating form may be further combined
by using, first, the wet sheet-envelope, or
the woollen blanket-envelope, for a sufii-

cient period to produce perspiration ; and
then a more or less cold bath or shower-
bath of short duration. The physician has,

indeed, infinite varieties of application at

his disposal, to be used according to neces-
sity.

Powerful and most important hydrothera-
pcutic helj)s are the different vapour and hot
air-baths (Russian, Roman, Turkish baths),

combined with douches and baths of various
temperatures. These kinds of baths are,

however, treated of in another article. See
Baths.
A plain nourishing diet, w-ithout or with

only a limited amount of stimulants; out-

door exercise in proportion to the strength of
the individual ; and in some cases massage,
in others active or passive gymnastics, are
likewise to be regarded as valuable adjuvants
in the hydrotherapeutic treatment of chronic
diseases. For massage and muscular exercise

mean not only increased action, oxidation,

excretion, and development of muscle, but
also increased general circulation and respi-

ration, increased inhalation of oxygen, and
increased production of heat, so necessary in

the cold water-cure. There is also no reason
whatever why suitable pharmaceutical reme-
dies should not be combined with the water-
cure treatment— a method which, as already
mentioned, is fi-equently adopted in the best

estabhshments.
Therapeutic Effects, and Morbid

Conditions Suitable for Hydrothera-
peutic Treatment.—The principal results

of well-adaiiied courses of cold-water treat-

ment are : improved nutrition and action of

the skin; increased tone of the nerve-centres

;

regulation of the circulation ; amelioration of

the sanguification and nutrition ; and accelera-

tion of the retrogi'essive tissue-changes. It

is essential for such successful results that

the organism be able to stand a certain

amount of abstraction of heat; that it be

capable of more or less energetic reaction

;

and that the digestive and assimilative organs
be able to take up a fair amount of nourish-

mg material, which is required by the in-

creased demand on the body.
Acutefebrile diseases.—.\mongst the oldest

therapeutic uses of the cold bath, tliongh it

has onlv latelv beenmore extensivelv revived.

baths in acute febrile diseases, attendi-d with
a high degree of pyrexia. The modi ratcly
cold or the cooled-down batli, as propuseil
by Dr. von Ziemssen of Munich, is the form
principally emploj-cd ; but cold affusions, the
shower-bath, the wet envelope froipuntly
changed, cold compresses, the application (if

ice in substance, washing with iced water,
and icedenemas, are likewise applicable ; and
the liberal internal allowance of cold water
forms an important part of the dietetic

management of this class of diseases.

Typhoid ./Vi'rr.— Typhoid fever is the dis-

ease in which this treatment, with numer-
ous modifications, has been most generally
adopted. As soon as the temperature of
the patient reaches 102-2° to 103° F., he is

placed in a bath of about UO' F., and the
temperature is gradually cooled down, by
the addition of cold water, to 80° or 00°

F., according to the patient's power of re-

action. The patient is kept in the bath
geneially from 10 to 15 or 20 minutes, whin
slight shivering often manifests itself. The
patient's temperature, measured in the rec-

tum, is usually reduced by this procedure
about 1^° to .'5° F., not immediately, but
within the first hour after the batli. As
often as the temperature may again reach
102'2° to 103°. the patient is again jilaced in

the bath. Thus, during the height of the

pyrexia three to five baths may be required

in twenty- four hours, while later on about
two are usually sufficient, and often only
one. Instead of the bath gradually cooled

down, a bath of a temperature between 00'

and 90° F., may be given, according to the

condition of the individual patient. The
frequent and careftJ use of the thermometer
is an essential element in this method of

treatment, which may be, as it often is,

advantageously combined with the atbninis-

tration of alcohol, quinine, and other reme-

dies. The earlier the baths are commenced,
the greater seems to be their infiucnce in

mitigating the severi'y of the disease and its

sequelfB, and in shortening its duration. In

the numerous accounts of German pliysiciiuis

(Brand, Ziemssen, Zimmermann, .jiirgensen,

Liebermeister, &e.) it is claimed that the

mortality is considerably less with this tlian

with the expectant or any of the other usual

modes of treatment.
Hyperpi/rexUi. —A. still bolder use may be

made of the cold-water treatment in those

rarer cases of hyperpyrexia oi-^ " oc-

curring in the course of rht \er,

when the temperature rise« tn i>'~' F.

and more ; and where ver^- cold and pro-

longed baths, the api)lication of ice-bags, Ac,

apjiear to be the only means of saving life.

The same treatment is likely to be useful

in some forms of sunstroke ; and also in

some cases of hyperpyrexia arising from

other acute disease than rheumatic fever.

is the employment of different forms of cold
,

{See the late Dr. Wilson Fox's Treatment
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of Hyperpyrexia ; tjie writer's case in the

Clinical Society's Transactions, vol. v. ; and
several other papers in the Clinical Society's

Transactions.)

Scarlet fever.—In scarlet fever the writer

has found warmer baths (80" to 08° F.) more
generally applicable than quite cold or cooled-

down baths, though in cases attended by a

high degree of pyrexia and brain-symptoms

these are preferable.

Hectic fever.—In hectic fever, connected

with various chrome diseases, the effect of

hydrotherapeutic treatment is less decided,

and not yet sufficiently tested.

Digestive derangements of the most differ-

ent kind, associated with sluggish venous

circulation in the abdominal organs—condi-

tions which may be grouped together under

the term ahdoniinal venosity, tendency to

hitmorrhoids, to hypochondriasis, &c., are

often the objects of the water-cure, which
may be tiseful by stimulating the physical

and psychical energy of the nervous system,

as well as the nutrition and tissue-change,

by invigorating the skin. Habitual constipa-

tion from this cause is often relieved by the

hydrotherapeutic belt. In this class of cases

the common salt waters, and the alkaline

sulphated waters are more frequently used,

and are often preferable ; they may, however,

be ad^antageously combined with judicious

hj'drotheraijeutic treatment.

Chronic metallic jjoison iyig may he treated

in some cases with equal benefit, if there is

sufficient reactive jiower, at cold-water estab-

lishments, as at the thermal sulphur and
simple thermal spas. The external hydro-
therapeutic procedures, aiming at increased
perspiration and tissue-change, are in this

class aided by the abundant internal use of

waier, in order to wash out the tissues, and
especially the liver.

Skin-weal<ness or atony of the shin is often

the cause of fi'equently recurring attacks of

diarrhoea with neuralgic pains, of tendency
to catarrh of the respiratory mucotis mem-
brane, and of rheumatism. Gently stimula-
ting hydrotherapeutic appliances, with gradu-
ally increasing energy, are here mostly useful,

unless, as in impeded convalescence, the re-

active power is so reduced that tlie gaseous
thermal salt-baths and mountain-air are pre-

ferable, while in other cases sea-air and sea-

baths are successful competitors of the water-
cure.

Hysteria.— In hysteria and hysterical af-

fections the water-cure has obtained many
good results, not by the internal use of water,
but by the milder forms of baths. Func-
tional hypersesthesia and aniesthesia, hemi-
crania, spinal irritation, intercostal neuralgia,
and other forms of neuralgia depending on
imperfect nutrition and tissue-change, are
likewise often benefited. '

Organic diseases of the nerve-centres are
not suitable for treatment in cold-water

establishments, excepting occasionally for

palliative purposes.

Rheumatism and gout.—In muscular
rheumatis7n the original supporters of the

water-cure considered their plan as infallible,

but this is by no means the case. The dia-

phoretic methods, namely, the woollen blan-

ket-pack and the wet sheet-envelope, often

prove useful ; but we know also of many
failures in even good establishments. The
exposure to all weathers during the cure

ought certainly not to be imitated by such
invalids, and the access of cold air to tlie

wet body is to be more carefully avoided tlian

ic often is. The course must not be pro-

longed too much at one time, but may be
repeated after an interval of months, which
may be spent with advantage at sheltered

seaside localities, at moderate elevations, with
the help of pine-leaf baths, or at one of the

gaseous thermal saline spas.

Bheumatic and gouty swellings of joints

require great care in their management. The
enfeebled invalid is rarely a fit object for the

ordinary water-cure; but the stimulating

local compress, more or less iraijermeable,

is a useful element in the treatment of such
cases.

Milder cases of gout may expect benefit

from the usual hydrotherapeutic treatment,
in so far as it aims at increased retrogi'essive

tissue-change, and invigoration of tlie nervous
s.ystem, especially if this treatment is asso-

ciated with great moderation in the use of

stimulants, and also of food in general

;

but local packing not rarely causes fits of

gout. The more serious forms of gout are

too much complicated with various defects of

constitution to encourage us in recommend-
ing cold-water treatment.

Chronic affections of the shin.—In some
diseases of this kind, such as prurigo, urti-

caria, eczema, and local perspirations, a more
or less modified hydrotherapeutic treatment
is an important adjuvant.

Syphilis.—The favourable results obtained
in syphilis, or rather in the often complicated
conditions of lues, have greatly contributed

to the reputation of the water-cure ; but the
latter is only an excellent adjuvant to medi-
cinal treatment in these cases, in a similar

way as the sulphur waters are ; and many of
the cures of so-called lues may be regarded
as cures of mercurialism.

Catamenial irregularities are not rarely

treated at hydrotherapeutic establishments.
Profuse menstruation is often checked by the
regular use of the cold hip-bath of short

duration, namely, three to five minutes ; in

insufficient menses, on the other hand, M'arm
hip-baths of ten to fifteen minutes' duration
are lirequently useful, combined in some
cases with the wet sheet-envelope ; and dys-
menorrhoea is likewise occasionally treated
with advantage by the partial wet sheet-

envelojie.
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This list of morbid conditions which may
bo more or loss benefited nii<;ht easily be

increased. Tliis is not astonisliing if it is

considered that liy(h-otheraj>outic treatment
can be infinitely modified and adajjted to the

powers of the constitution; and that it may
be assisted by varvinjj; hyi;ienie, climatic,

dietetic, and medicinal influences. For we
nnist reiterate that there does not exist

any antagonism between hydrotlierapeutic

and other rational treatment, the former
bcinij, in fact, oidy part of the latter.

Hence, however, it is also evident that the

treatment in well-arranged hydrotherapeii-

tic establishments ought to bo under the
guidance of the most intelligent ])hysicians,

just as is the case at all the best spas.

Indeed the physician to such an establish-

ment ought to be of a high class, possess-

ing in a more than usual degree the gift of

recognising all the individual peculiarities

of the constitution, es])ecially the amount
of reacting power, adapting the prineijjal

remedy to every individual case, and com-
bining other elements of treatment with
hydrotlierapeutic manageaient wherever this

is necessary. In the same way as we de-

mand in suitable cases the administration
of other remedies together with water-treat-

ment in hydrotherapeutic establishments, so

we must also express a wish that, apart from
such establishments, hydrotherapeutic ele-

ments should be more generally combined
with the usual medical treatment. For this

purpose it is to be desired that well-conducted
establishments should be in or near large

towns, in order that persons following their

usual occupations might undergo certain

kinds of treatment at such establishments,

or that attendants from such establishments

might be sent to the houses of invalids.

Herm.\nn" Weber.

HYDROTHORAX {v!^o,^, water; and
0(i)i>(i(, the dust).— Dropsy of the pleura.

See Pleuha, Diseases of.

HYDRURIA (uSo)/}, water ; and oJpoi/,

urine).—A profuse flow of watery urine. See
Urine, Morbid Conditions of.

HYERES, Prance.—Town three miles

from the -sea. Mean winter temperature,
55° F. Well sheltered ; little rainfall. See
Climate, Treatment of Disease by.

HYGIENE {vylfin, health).—The science

and art which relate to the preservation of

health. iVc rEEsoNAL Health ; and Public
Health.

HYP^MIAliTro, under; and nina, blood).

Del'iciency of blood in a part ; a synonym for

local anaiuia. See Circulatio.v, Disorders

of.

HYPiESTHESIA (vno, imder; and
alirOijaii, Sensation).—Diminished sensibilitj-

of a part. See Sensation, Disorders of.

HYPERTROrnY 008

HYPERiEMIA (Inip, over or excessive;
and »ii^(i, blood).— J-jXcess of blood in a part.
See Circulation, Disorders of.

HYPERiESTHESIA (C»r.>. over; and
aurt^rjats-, sensation).— Increased sensibility of
a part. Sc<- Sensation, Disorders of.

HYPERALGESIA (vni^, over; an.l

a\yo{, pain).—Undue sensibility of a part t<i

painful impressions. See Sensation, Dis-
orders of,

HYPERIDROSIS (i'ttc/), excessive ; and
ifi/)a)f, sweat).—Excessive perspiration; also

termed idrosis, c])hidrosia, and audiitoria.

See Perspiration, Disorders of.

HYPERINOSIS (I'-Tr/p, over; and U,
(Vo't, flesh).— l-^xcess of fibrin in the blood.

See Blood, Morbid Conditions of.

HYPERMETROPIA (u7rj>»i«r,>oy, be-

yond measure; and J)\//, sight). — A con-
genital or ac(piired error of refraction of the
eye, in which, owing to low refractive power
of the dioptric media, or too little convexity
of the refracting surfaces, or unnatural short-

ness of the antoro-posterior axis of the

eyeball, parallel rays of light do not, while
the accommodation is in repose, converge to

a focus on the laj-er of rods and cones of the

retina, as in the normal or emmetropic eye,

but to an imaginary point somewhere behind.

It is the opposite of myopia, and is sometimes
called hyperopia or hyperpresbyopia. Sec
Vision, Disorders of.

HYPEROPIA {vTTf'p, above; and <S\/r.

sigilt).—Sic Hvi'EKMETROPIA.

HYPERPLASIA (vnip, over; and
rrX<i(To-(i), I mould or form).— .\n excessive

growth of normal tissue-elements, which ma\
lead to hypertrophy, or to the formation of

distinct tumours. See Hypertropuv ; and
Tumours.

HYPERPRESBYOPIA (inrt,), above;

TTp(a,'ii'i, old ; and J)\|', siglit).

—

See Hyper-
METROPH.

HYPERPYREXIA (vrr«>, excessive;

and TTvpf^ia, fever).—Excessive pjTexia. See

Fever ; and Temperature.

HYPERTROPHY (in*,,, over ; and
rpiKpri, nourishment).

Definition.—The word 'hypertrophy' sig-

nifies excessive nourishment, but is in prac-

tice used to designate the result of excessive

nourishment -that is, excessive growth. It

must be carefully distinguished from more
enlargement, and only spoken of \\ here there

is a real increase in a part, or, at least, in a

tissue, without alteration of ipiality. Hyper-

trophy ma\ be ijijural or p'irtial.

I. (Greneral Hypertrophy. — General
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hypertrophy, though a remarkable condition,

is of little practical iniportance. It is known
only in those individuals of enormous size

who are called ' giants.' The production of

giants depends on causes entirely unknown,
since it is noticeable that this condition com-
monly affects onlj' one in a family, and is in

its most conspicuous forms not hereditary.

Giants are usually of feeble constitution, and
deficient in procreative power. The name
macrosomatia has been given to a condition

equally unexplamed, in which the whole

body becomes enlai-ged in a monstrous de-

gree. This condition has been observed to

be in some instances cougeirital, or, at least,

to begin in very early life. True general

hyiiertrophy does not appear to be capable of

being produced by any artificial means, since

excessive feeding either produces hypertrophy

almost confined to one tissue—namely, fat—
or else fails to produce any enlargement at

all.

II. Partial Hypertrophy.—By this is

meant (a) excessive increase of any part of

the body during the period of natural growth,

either in intra-uterine or extra-uterine life

;

or (b) increase of a part already completely

formed. According to this distinction hyper-

trophy may be classified as either (1) con-

genital or (2) acquired.

1. Congenital Hypertrophy.—Congenital

hypertrophy is that condition in which some
part of the body begins from the first to

grow so rapidly as to attain a size far be-

yond the normal. This condition has been
seen to affect one side of the body, or one
limb only, which thus becomes much larger

than its fellow on the other side. Such a

condition might be in theory difficult to dis-

tinguish from atrophy of the opposite side,

or of the other limb—that is, from hemi-
atrophy {see Atrophy) ; but in general the

hypertrophic side is so far beyond the nor-

mal size as to prevent ambiguity. One re-

markable case is on record in which one leg

and arm assumed the proportions of those

of a giant, whilst the other remained un-
altered. Sometimes a congenital h3'per-

trophy occurs without this unilateral cha-

racter, as in the ease reported by Mr. Curling
of a girl aged fifteen, who had several fingers

of both hands enlarged in an extraordinary
degree without any assignable cause, the

equality of the two sides being nevertheless
preserved. Such instances, although unex-
plained, must, it would seem, be put into the
same class as the gigantic growth of the

whole of the body. Hypertrophy of special

tissues is also sometimes congenital, as of

the skin in ichthyosis. Hypertrophies simi-

lar to those here called congenital may occur,

though rarely, in adult life. The enlarged
part is found to be highly vascular, to have
an increased temperature, and to preserve
its normal proportions. The cause is in

these eases equally unknown.

2. Acquired Hypeetropht.— Acquu-ed hy-

pertrophies may be classified as follows :

—

(a) Becuperative, consequent on increased

work.
(h) Defensive, arising from pressure or

mfiammation.
(c) Nutritive, from increased supplies of

food.

(d) Apparently spontaneous or of un-

known cause.

(a) Recuperative.—Some organs and tis-

sues are so constructed that increased func-

tional activity causes hypertrophy. This is

especially the case with the muscles. It is

a matter of familiar observation that volun-

tary muscles increase in size when much
employed, as is seen in the often-mentioned

arm of the blacksmith or the leg of the

ballet-dancer. In order to produce this in-

crease, the exercise must be of a certain

degree of intensity, but not excessive. It

must be frequently' repeated, with intervals

of rest ; and at the same time the nutrition

of the whole body must be good. In the

absence of these conditions, exercise is more
likely to produce wasting. The explanation

of this familiar process is still obscure.

Hypertrophy of the heart occurs in cases

where that organ is made to work at a
higher tension than the normal, and this

higher tension can only result from increased

resistance to the flow of blood, either at one of

the orifices of the heart, or in the peripheral

vessels. Heuce the conditions most com-
monly giving rise to it are valvular disease,

especially stenosis ; and obstruction of the
arteries, either by tVie thickening of their

walls, or by contraction of their muscular
coats. The right side of the heart will also

become hypertrophied when any condition

whatever hinders the passage ofblood through
the lungs. Disease of tlie kidneys is a fi'e-

quent cause of enlargement of the left

ventricle of the heart, though in what way
is still a matter of discussion. It is only
quite clear that the kidne3'-disease in some
way increases the resistance in the smaller

arteries and capillaries of the body generally.

Hypertrophy of the smooth or involuntary
muscular fibres also occurs whenever that

tissue has to contract for a long period under
a higher tension than the normal. ' Thus the
walls of the bladder become thickened in

cases where, from obstruction of the passages,

the evacuation of urine is effected with more
difficulty, and under a higher pressure, than
usual. In the same way the walls of the
stomach, the oesopliagus, and the intestines

become hypertrophied in cases of obstruc-

tion to the passage of food through the ali-

mentary canal.

The explanation commonly given of these

cases of hypertrophy m the contractile organs
is, that in consequence of obstruction the
organ has to contract with greater force than
usual, and thus becomes hypertrophied in
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the same manner as a voluntary muscle
which is frtHiiiently exercised. It is, how-
ever, clear that this so-called explanation
does not account lor the connexion between
obstruction and more powerful contraction.

The only explanation that can be given is

that in these cases pressure or tension on
the organ itself is the stimulus to contrac-

tion, and that the force of contraction ap-

pears to depend roughly upon the strength
of tlie tension which produces it.

There is less evidence that nervous or

glandular structures undergo hypertrophy in

consequence of their inci'cased use ; but if

one kidney be destroyed the other is gene-
rally found enlarged; and some authorities

believe in an increase in the size of the
brain from mental activity.

• (b) Defensive hiipcrtro2Jliy is the natural
reaction of cortain tissues against slight injury

or irritation, whereby they become mcreased
and serve the purpose of protection. But if

the injury be excessive, atrophj- or destruction

of tissue results.

Pressure, which is a mild form of irrita-

tion, produces, when moderate and intermit-

tent, hypertrophy of the external integu-

ment ; but some regions of the skin are
much more affected by this cause than
others. Besides the epidermis, the coverings

of certain internal organs sometimes show
the same phenomenon, as the capsule of the
liver from pressure of a belt, and certain

parts of the pericardium w'here friction oc-

curs. The defensive character of these pro-

cesses is obvious.

Inflammation does not cause hypertrophy
of organs generally, but only of tissues, and
among these only of the connective tis-

sues. In most tissues, e.g. muscular, ner-

vous, glandular, the only result of indamma-
tion is atrophy or destruction, with loss of

functional power. But it seems to be a
general law that moderate inflammation,
chronic or intermittent, of connective tissue

causes it to increase. Purely fibrous struc-

tures, such as serous membranes, become
thickened by chronic or repeated inflamma-
tion of moderate intensity, especially if sup-

puration be not produced, but this increase

is not always permanent. In periostitis the

fornuition of new bony tissue causes the in-

crease to be permanent, and thus hyper-

trophy of bone is a frequent consequence of

inHammation. The increase of connective

tissue from irritation is obviously a conser-

vative or defensive process, placing a barrier

to the extension of injurious agents ; and
forming a capsule round foreign bodies.

Increase of connective tissue is also con-

stantly present in chronic interstitial inflam-

mation of solid organs, where indeed it is often

impossible to draw the line between inflam-

mation and fibrous overgrowth. These
changes, being produced by some irritation

or injury, illustrate the law of the depend-

ence of increase of connective tissue upon
such causes; but since there is gomrallv
simultaneous or consequent atrophy of the
other tissues of the organ, there is likely to
bo rather a diminution than an increase in
the size of the organ or part generally.

(c) Nutritive hiiprrtrophij. —It must bo
regarded as doubtful whether increased
nourishment alone is capable of producinjf
enlargement of any part of the body. It

certainly does not necessarily do so, as is

shown by the case of experimental hypericmia.
^Vhen this condition is producc<l, fur instance,
by section of the cervical sympathetic nerve,
in one side of the face and head of an animal,
hypertrophj' is only a rare and occasional
consequence. \Vhen, however, the increased
supply of nutrition in the form of blood is

combined with some irritation or functional
stimulus, wo often find hypertrophy result.

Thus, for instance, reflex hyi)eritmia of the
skin of the face, or blusliing, which is pro-
duced by numerous internal causes, such as
gastric or uterine derangement, may subsist

for years and reach a very high degree with-
out altering the nutrition of the i»art. But
if there should be in addition some disturb-

ance or intlannnation of the glands of the
skin, we have the conditions called acne
rosacea, Sec, in which hypertrophy is an im-
portant element. jUmost the only instance
that can be quoted of hypertrophy from in-

crease of blood-supply alone is that of the
corpus luteum dm-ing pregnancy, when the
ovary participates in the functional hj-per-

aemia of the uterus. The well-known experi-

ment of Hunter sliould also not be forgotten,

in which he transplanted the spur of a cock
from its foot to its liead, and found it to in-

crease in size.

It is, however, important to rememV>er that

hypertrophy, however produced, is always
accompanied by an increased (-upply of blo.id,

and enlargement of the vessels.

Special nuiritioii.— It is well known that

abundant supplies of amylnccous and fatty

food, esjiecially with a full allowance of

water, cause hypertrophy of the adipose

tissue. It is also said that small doses of

phosphorus favour the growth of bone in

young animals. But there is no other in-

stance in which it is known that any special

food causes hypertrojibj- of any special tissue.

{d) Apparenilij spontaneout or physio-

logical hi/pcrtrophi/. —Thysioloaical hyper-

trophies form an imjiortant class. One t>f

the best instances is tliat of the enlar^'ement

of the uterus during pregnancy. This en-

largement is clearly not the consequence of

hypencmia alone, nor of increase of the func-

tional aiitivity in the muscular walls, though

both these conditions are present ; Init nnist

proceed from some direct physiological

stimulus like that which determines the

growth of the embryo itself. The hyi>er-

trophy affects all parts of the organ—it«
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mucous and serous coats, as well as the

muscular walls. Enlai'gement of the mammae
appears to arise from similar causes ; and it

is even probable that swelling of the thyroid

may, through some obscure connexion with

the sexual organs, be caused in the same
way. Some instances of hypertrophy we
cannot in any way explain, such as the ap-

parently spontaneous enlargements of the

tonsils, spleen, and thymus gland which are

sometimes observed. These changes have
been explained by a supposed derangement
of the so-called tropJdc nerves, but this

explanation only puts the difficulty a little

further back.

Process of Hypertrophy,—It has been
a question whether hypertrophy depends
upon the increase in the size of the minute
elements of an organ, or only on increase of

their number. There can be no doubt that

the former change often occurs. Thus, in

the pregnant uterus the muscular fibres have
been found from seven to eleven times as

long as natural, and from twice to seven
times as wide. In a remarkable case of en-

largement of the nerves, described by the late

Dr. Moxon. the nerve-fibres were found to be

on an average three times and some of them
even forty times as large as normal. When
enlargement of one kidney takes place as a
consequence of destrtiction of the other, the

tubules and Malpighian tufts are foimd greatly
increased in size. In hypertrophy of the

heart, the muscular birndles are found to be
thickened, though tlie fibrillae are unchanged

;

but in most cases multiplication of the tissue-

elements is the chief cause of the increase in

size. To tliis latter process Virchow gives
the name of hyperplnsia, and it is important
to remember that, though constantly occur-
ring in hypertrophy of organs, it does not
necessarily lead to the latter change.

'False' Hypertrophy.-^The ierm false
hypertrophy' is sometimes used for a process
in which an organ becomes outwardly in-

creased in size, owing to the deposition
within it of some foreign material, or to mere
distension. Thus in a fatty liver the real
hver-tissue is wasted, but is replaced by fat.

An emphysematous lung appears to be in-

creased in size, but has actually sutlered
atrophy. The substance of the brain m
hydrocephalus may be greatly reduced in
volume, though the head appears of enormous
size. The very remarkable disease caUed
' Duchenne's paralysis ' is an instance of ap-
parent hypertrophy of the muscles, through
deposition of fat between the fibres, but the
term is hardly needed, except as a caution.
Treatment.— It is obvious that no general

rules can be laid down for the treatment of
hypertrophy. When it is connected with in-
creased functional activity, it is usually a
favourable rather than a hurtful condition,
though in some cases it may appear that the
hypertrophy more than compensates the de-
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ficiency or irregularity by which it is pro-

duced. But even if this be so, the cure of

excessive hypertrophy is not within our
powers. The utmost that can be done is to

endeavour, if possible, to check the process

by which the hypertrophy is produced. It

is, howe%er, well to point out that when
functional hypertrophy has resulted from
some obstacle or undue resistance, it may
entirely subside when that resistance is re-

moved. Thus if the uterus have enlarged

arot;nd a fibrous tumour, it may regain its

normal bulk when the tumour is removed
;

and we sometimes see a sensible diminution
in the size of a hypertrophied heart when
the derangements which produce it no longer
act. Moreover, hypertrophy may be com-
pletely reduced by a general lowering of the

nutrition of the body. Thus, in early stages

of pulmonary phthisis, the heart may be
hypertrophied ; but when death occurs in a
late period of the disease, the organ is rarely

found enlarged, and is even wasted ; though,
according to Dr. Peacock's tables, less so

than in other wasting diseases.

J. F. Payne.

HYPINOSIS (vTTo, under ; and I's, iVos,

flesh).— Deficiency of fibrin in the blood.

See Blood, Morbid Conditions of.

HYPNOTICS (uTTfoy, sleep).—Measures
or agents employed to induce sleep. See
Narcotics.

HYPNOTISM {Znvoi, sleep).—A syno-
nym for Braidism. See Braidism ; and
Mesmerism.

HYPOCHONDRIAC REGION {Itt6,

under ; and x"^^P"i^ a cartilage).—This region

is double, right and left, occupying the upper
part of the abdomen on either side of the
epigastrium, and partly correspondmg to the
lower regions of the chest, being almost, and
in some cases entirely, covered in by the ribs

and their cartilages. Each hyiiochondrium
is bounded below by a horizontal line at the
level of the ninth costal cartilage ; and in-

ternally by a vertical line from the eighth
cartilage downwards. The organs situated

in the riglit hypochondrium are the liver and
gall-bladder mainly ; with, more deeply, the
pyloric end of the stomach, part of the duo-
denum, and the hepatic flexure of the colon.

In the corresponding left region lie the spleen,

a small portion of the left lobe of the liver,

the fundus of the stomach, the tail of the
pancreas, and the splenic flexure of the colon.

The gastro-sjjlenic fold of peritoneum, with
its vessels, passes from the stomach to the
spleen.

Clinical Investigation.—It must be borne
in mind that morbid conditions within the
chest not uncommonly originate clinical phe-
nomena, both subjective and objective, in

connexion with one or other hypochondriac
region, and these must always be taken into

consideration when investigating any parti-
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ciilar case. In luiikino^ a diagnosis, no reli-

ance whatever can be placed on mere sensa-

tions referred to these regions, but physical

examination is in every instance required,

in order to determine the conditions present,

and especially palpation and percussion.

Moreover, it must be remembered that dis-

ease of an important and serious nature may
arise witlunit the occiurrcnco of any unusual
feelings. I'ain of various kinds is often com-
plamed of, and when referred to the right

liypochondrium is usually supposed to be

connected with the liver ; but it may depend
upon alTections of the superficial structures

;

peritonitis ; right pleurisy or pneumonia ; or

conditions associated with the gall-bladder,

pylorus, duodenum, or colon. A character-

istic pain starting from this region is that of

he])atic colic, usually due to the passage of a
gall-stone along the ducts. Persons who are

hypochondriacal not uncommonly refer some
abnormal sensation to their right hypochon-
drium, for which there is really no obvious
cause. In the left hypochondrium pain may
also be due to atiections of the walls, or of

structures within the thorax ; of the cardiac

end of the stomach ; of the colon ; or, in

exceptional cases, of the spleen.

The morbid conditions which are capable

of originating abnormal physical signs in the

hypochondriac region maj' also be either

thoracic or abdominal. Of the former, pleu-

ritic effusion is the most frequent ; and on
the right side this condition may cause
marked depression of the liver, as also may
pneiunothorax. In exceptional instances the

heart is so enlarged as to reach the left

hypochondrium ; and the writer has met with
a case in which a large thoracic aneurysm
l>resented in this region. As regards ab-

dominal diseases occupying the right hypo-
chondrium, abnormal physical signs are usu-

ally associated with the liver, which is

altered in position, shape, size, or pliysical

characters. Occasionally they are connected
with the abdominal walls ; the gall-bladder;

or the stomach, duodenum, or colon. On
the left side enlargement of the spleen is the
main condition discovered by physical ex-

amination ; but the stomach may also give

signs of distension in this direction, or of

organic disease of its walls. Exceptionally

the colon may present abnormal physical

signs. Growths may originate here in con-

nexion with the peritoneum ; and the writer

has met with a case in which a growth
started from the left hypochondrium, prob-

ably of a malignant nature, and involving

more than one structure, but it was im-
possible to say where it commenced. Of
course the hj-pochondria are involved along

witli other regions in general enlargement of

the abdomen ; and organs from other regions

may so increase in size in certain diseases as

to extend into one or both of these regions.

Fkederick T. Roberts.

HYPOCHONDRIASIS (i-n-o, under;
and xt'i'iV'"' " c!irtila;,'ti. —Synun.: Ft. ilijpo'

chondric ; Ger. IJi/puchoncirU\

Description.—Tlio term ' hypochondriasis'
is derived from an ancient hypothfsis that
the symptoms of this disorder wore duo to

perturbations of natural force generated in

the liver and pylorus, to which idea the fre-

quent prevalence of llatulence in the disorder
conduced. The condition thus called is really

a disease of the nervous system. It is a form
ofmental unsoundness closely allied to melan-
cholia, of which, indeed, it often forms the
initiatory stage. It is characterised by a
morbid anxiety, either without any, or having
only very shght, foundat;ons, relative to the
state of physical health. The patient thinks

about his health unduly, observing himself
with restless care, examining especially the
characteristics of his secretions, translating

into evidence of progressive organic miscliief

every trivial departure from perfect action of

his organs, and becoming more and more
absorbed in precautions against the malady
with which lie believes himself affected. No-
thing that happens tends to the side of re-

assurance. If his sleep bo disturbed, the

symptom may be portentous, he thinks, of
brain-softening; if it be sound, the patient,

instead of being comforted, fears ajioplexy.

Constipation of the bowels signifies obstruc-

tion ; a sliglit diarrha-a implies coming ex-

haustion. Everything which he reads or

hears in reference to disease, tlie patient

applies to bis own case, examining himself
on every point thus presented t<) his mind,
and rarely failing to find something which
dovetails with symptoms of his own. For
he recognises only the points of resemblance;
the features of diflercnce are unconsciously

ignored. In some cases the patient is con-

stant in referring his troubles to one particular

organ. Y'ear after year his story is the same

:

it is his stomach, liver, brain, or some other

organ, which is in fault; but always the same.
In other instances there is a vacillation quite

as remarkable. Routed, perhaps, by the con-

vincing arguments of his adviser, he is forced

to yield the position which he had assumed,
but only to take an equally strong one in

reference to some other i)art of his fr:une.

These diversities strongly recall the fixed and
shifting delusions of insanity. The patient is

prone to wander from one doctor to another,

often carrying with him a bundle of prescrip-

tions and a long written list of questions,

which must receive categorical answers, .\p-

parcntly satisfied at the time, ho 8j)eodily

recollects some point upon which he has not

received assurance, and this he conceives

vitiates the whole of the explanation and ad-

vice which have been given to him, and ho

is plunged again into his previous state of

anxiety and doubt. Where circ • « do
not involve forced labour for < iho

patient passes his time in chasi:.^ Alh,
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which is always contriving to ehule his grasp.

If he holds an appointment, he will resign it

in order to have full opportunity for studying

himself; and his occupation once gone, he
tinds too late that it was his best friend, and
he then ascribes to his forced idleness aU the

ills which had induced him to seek retire-

ment.
Ju many cases the most careful examina-

tion can discover no signs of disease, and the

patient wears the aspect of health ; or there

may be a worn, anxious look. In others

there may be, especially in the digestive or-

gans, slight deviations from perfect integrity,

wliich explain some of the symptoms, but

not the exaggerated apprehensions to which
they give rise.

Hypochondriasis is a chronic disorder. It

may continue, and this most frequently, as a

harmless peculiarity attached to a lile which
is not perceptibly shortened in length, though
often sadly diminished in utility and happi-

ness, by its symptoms. Or there may be an
improvement practically amounting to a cm-e,

which will endure for a longer or shorter

period. In the decline of life, however,

there is very a])t to be a return of symptoms.
Or hypochondriasis may pass into true melan-
cholia, and then the bodily health, previously

the constant object of solicitude, improves
wonderfull}'. Indeed, nothing more is heard
about it.

vEtiology.—Hypochondriasisis very much
more common in the male than in the female
sex. The period of life most prone to it is

from 20 to 40 3'ears of age. It is apt to occur
in those who inherit a tendencj' to msanity,
and the disease in its own peculiar form is

often hereditary. Excesses of various kinds,

especially on the side of the sexual system
will precipitate the appearance and intensify

the symi)toms of the affection, but it is doubt-

ful whether they can altogether originate it.

The same may be said of gout, wliich is apt

to be associated with the condition and to

complicate its symptoms. Depressing moral
circumstances also are not without influence

in determining an onset of hypochondriasis
in those predisposed to it. This is especially

true of mental strain. The frequent occui--

rence of some deviation from healthy condi-

tion in the liver, stomach, or bowels, which
is noted in these cases, would suggest that,

probably through an interrujjtion to the per-
fect nutrition of the body, diseases of these
viscera bear their part in the causation of
hypochondriasis. The intercurrence of in-

ternal hannorrhoids with bleeding is very
common, and tins would manifestly tend to

keep up, if it did not originate, the disease.

Stricture and chronic ulcer of the intestines

are occasionally associations which probably
also influence the appearance of hypochon-
di'iasis.

Anatomical Characters.—There are no
anatomical characters pecuharto the disease.
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Diagnosis.— "VYhen careful examination,
which must never be omitted, has disproved
the existence of organic disease tending to

produce the sj-mptoms described by the
patient, it sometimes becomes a question

whether the case is one of hypochondriasis
or of melancholia.

In the former there is no tendency to

suicide ; on the contrary, a strong desire to

live pervades the sufferer's mind, and impels
him to endless search for the cure of his ail-

ments. He delights in consulting medical
men and entering into the minutest details

which he thinks can aid them in helping

him. Up to a certain point his story is fi-e-

quently characterised by a logical accuracy,

which fails him, however, in some point of

great importance, by which the conclusions

are invalidated. The melancholic patient, on
the other hand, is often suicidal and always
despairs of any relief to his condition, the
description of which, as given by him, is eon-

fused, frequently incoherent, and unintelli-

gible.

Prognosis.—Early and marked hypochon-
driasis occurring in a person with a strong

hereditary taint of insanity, without any
definite cause of mental depression, is of ill

omen. Such a case very often drifts into

melancholia.
The prognosis is more favourable, perhaps,

the less strongly marked the hereditary pre-

disposition and the more evident and adequate
the immediate causes to which the patient

has been exposed, the most potent of which
are sexual or alcoholic excesses, mental strain

or shock, or the sudden change from a life of

activity to one of forced and, as the sequel

shows, uncongenial leisure.

Treatment.—Moral treatment is alone of
any influence in a large majority of cases.

Where there is, however, manifest ansemia, a
history of syphilis, evidences of gouty mal-
assimilation, accumulation of f*ces, catarrh

of the intestinal canal, or haemorrhoids, the
therapeutics proper to these conditions should
be employed. Alcoholic stimulants should be
avoided. Travel, especially under judicious

companionsliip, and the encouragement of

regular, definite, and useful employment for

the attention and the physical powers, are the
most potent means of treatment, by which
the disease may be often much ameliorated,

and sometimes cm'ed. Ridicule of the pa-

tient's sufferings will rarely or never be of

service, but at the same time a habit of pre-

scribing for all the sym^itoms as they arise

must be avoided. T. Buzzard.

HYPODERMIC MEDICATION
{vTTi), under; and ^ipfjut, the skin).— Fr. La Mv-
tliode Hij2)odcrmique or Sotis-cutajiee; Ger.
Suhcutane ArgneiaiJi^Ucation; Hyjjodcrnia-
tisclie Injection der Areneimittel.

The introduction, by means of a sharp-

pointed hollow needle, of alkaloids and
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other agents into the subcutaneoua cellular

tissue.

History.—Hypodermic injections were
first eniplojed by physiologists in experi-

mental rcioarches. John Hunter appears to

have used them in this way, and they wore
certainly so employed as far hack as IBl'J by
Magciidie. Valleix made a crude attempt to

apply sedatives subcutaneously in the treat-

ment of neuralgia by means of acupuncture-
needles ; but, according to Bartholow, it was
not till ISo'J that the method was regularly

employed in the treatment of disease, when
Taylor and Washington in America made
use of it, the idea being suggested to their

minds by Lafargne's method of inoculation.

Sieveking claims that Kurzak of Vienna was
really the discoverer of hypodermic medica-
tion ; but, be tliis as it may. it was undoubt-
edly the late Dr. .\lexander Wood of Edin-
burgh who brought this method of treatment
into general use.

Method of Applic.\tion'.—This is a matter
of great importance. With due precaution,

the pain in most instances is insignificant.

In the case of some drugs, such as ergolinc,

more or less pain is inevitable, but by careful

manij)ulation the unpleasant elVects may be

reduced to a minimum. The needle, which
must be sharp and smooth at its point, is

attached to the nozzle of the syringe, and the
latter is charged with the drug to be em-
ployed. If a tabloid is used, it is dissolved

in a syringeful, or less, of warmish water ; if,

on the other hand, a solution of the drug is

used, the syringe should be completely filled,

and tlie quantity to be injected accurately

gauged by moving the button down to the

recpiired mark on the piston. By either

plan the possibility of overdosage is guarded
against. A fold of skin is pinched up be-

tween the left thumb and mdex finger, and
the needle is pushed firmly and sharply into

the cellular tissue. The barrel of the syringe

is then steadied between tlie right index and
middle fingers, and the fiuid slowly and
stoadil}' injected by pressure with the right

thumb on the end of the piston. As the
needle is withdrawn, the left index finger

should be applied to the point of puncture
for a few seconds. In the case of crgotine

and a few other irritating dru<,'s it is well to

modify this mode of procedure by making
the injection directly into the muscular
tissue : in uterine htemorrhage, into the
gluteal muscles.
To prevent any chance of sepsis, some

recommend that the needle before being used
should be dipped into carbolised oil. Local
ill effects consist chiefly in pain, phlegmo-
nous swellings and consequent abscess, slight

bleeding, or ecc'hymosis; but with proj)er

precautions most of these accidents may bo

avoided, and in nearly all cases the pain is

both trifling and evanescent. Certain parts

of the body should always, if possible, be

avoided in making hypodermic injeclionB —
e.g. regions where the subcutaneous cellular

I

tissue is scanty, such as the akin over the

J
tibiiP, parts such as the cheeks, foruhead,
ears, &c. It is well also to avoid the neigh-
bourhood of large vessels. General ill effect*
may easily be produced from injections, es-

pecially of narcotics, m diabetics, alcoholica,

j

and patients sutTcring from renal disease.
Solutionx should be made with vehicles

which fulfil the following conditions : (1)
They sliould have as high a solvent power as
possible. (Some substances, such as calomel,
can only be injected in a state of suspen-

,

sion.) (2) Tliey should, as far as possiide,

be permanent, not deteriorating by keeping.

(3) They should be unirritating. CheiTy-laurel
water, carliolic acid, boric acid, camphor,
and other substances, may in some cases be
used to prevent the development of organisms.
Paroleine (one of the petroleum series) is the
best vehicle for the injection of antiseptics,

such as carbolic acid, eucalyptol, iodoform,
turpentine, &c. Tabloids and gelatine discs

are convenient forms for use in preparing
solutions.

IxsTKUMENTS.

—

For Ordinary hypodermic
use a simplj' constructed and accurately gra-

duated instrument is requisite. The capacity
of the barrel should be twenty minims. The
sj-ringe may conveniently bo had in a small
case, with two needles, and a supply of silver

wires to keep their canals clear. The ncrdlet

are best made of golden platimun, which is

both tough and non-corrosible. It is of great

consequence that the points should be sharp
and with smooth edges. The nozzle of the

syringe, on which the needle is fitted when
required for use by a simple sliding motion
(not by a screw), should always be provided
with a metal cap. This prevents drying and
shrinking of the piston packing. The pack-
ing should consist of leather or wash-leather

:

and if by any chance it does not fit tifjhtly,

the top of the syringe should be unscrewed
and removed, with the piston, and the pack-

ing is then to be well soaked in paroleine.

The metal parts must not be attached to the

barrel by cement, as this material is de-

stroyed by ether and other fluids, and the

syringe is consequently rendered utterly use-

less. The minims are best marked on the

piston, which should have a screw-thread on
which a button nms : by this means the

dose is gauged accurately before the injection

is made, and there is, therefore, no possibility

of injecting more than was intended. The
piston should have a simple sliding, and not

a screw, action. It is terminated at the top

by a flat knob, which is pressed with the

thumb when the injection is made. For
the injection of ether, alcohol, anfi=optics,

nutrients, saline solutions, Ac, nnich hir;;er

syringes may be used to avoid multiple in-

jections ; such syringes are usually of •

capacity of eighty to one himdrcd minima.
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It is almost superfluous to add that hypo-

dermic S3'ringes must be kept scrupulously

clean. After use, tepid water, to which an
antiseptic may with advantage be added,

should be drawn into the syringe and ejected

through the needle. The latter should then

be blown through, to expel any remaining
lluid, and a silver wire is then passed through

and left in its canal to keep it clear. The
barrel of the syringe should consist of glass.

Celluloid has been employed for this purpose,

but it is soluble in ether and alcohol, and
should therefore be avoided. The caj),

nozzle, a.nd 2^iston should consist of nickelled

metal or silver.

Advantages.—The advantages of the hy-

podermic uiethod are numerous, and difficult

to over-estimate ; but it must be remem-
bered that it has its limitations. There is,

for instance, no useful end gained by the

hypodermic injection of such drugs as Epsom
salts, or of such powerfully irritating and
depressing principles as colchicine and can-

tharidine. It is further important to point

out that the hypodermic administration of

such drugs especially as morphine and
cocaine should be under the du-ect control of

the medical man, and should in no case be
entrusted to the patient. The advantages of

the hypodermic, as contrasted with other

methods of administering drugs, may be
briefly summed up as follows : (1) There is

greater rapidity of absorption, and conse-

quently more speedy effect. (2) A rapid
local as well as general efl'ect can be more
easily obtained. (3) Drugs can be adminis-
tered in this way when other methods are
impossible

—

e.g. in cases of vomiting, nausea,
and other conditions originating in an irri-

table or diseased stomach ; where there is

mechanical difficulty in deglutition ; and in

certain cases of delirium, mania, or coma.
(4) According to Eulenburg, drugs are less

liable to produce a ciunulative effect when
injected subcutaneously than when adminis-
tered by the mouth. (5) In cases of narcotic
or other forms of poisoning, emetics hypo-
dermically injected often produce a rapid and
certain effect, when administration by the
mouth is inadmissible.

Remedies used Hypodermically, and
Diseases for which, they are Em-
ployed.

AcidumArseniosum—Arsenious Acid. See
Arsenium.
Acidum Benzoiciim—Benzoic Acid, Ben-

zoic acid 10 grains; alcohol up to 112
minims. Dose, from 8 to 16 minims. Used
in chest-diseases to stimulate the respiratory
centre, and in the collapse of acute fevers and
uraemia. The solution should be slightly
warmed before injection.

Acidum Carholicum—CarholicAcid. Pure
carbolic acid 1 or 2 grains

; paroleine, or
water, up to 112 minims. Dose, 8, 16, or 24

minims. Has been used in erysipelas, ma^
lignant pustule, and other infective diseases.

Acidwm ScleroticiDn—Sclerotic Acid (ob

tained from ergot). The solution easily de
composes, and should be made as required.

Twenty minims of a 4 per cent, solution

twice or thrice in the twenty-four hours,

recommended by Zierassen in hiemoptysis
Tabloids of ^ to 1 grain are convenient for

administration. The indications for the use

of sclerotic acid are the same as those for

ergotinin.

Aconitina—Aconitine. There are various

aconitines, and these are of various strengths.

Morson's is of uniform strength, and should
be prescribed. The dose ranges from 7,\^ to

g^o
of a grain. For a first dose the quan-

tity should never exceed j^^ of a grain

aconitine (English) 1 grain ; diluted sulphu
ric acid q.s. ; distilled water to

.J
ounce. Dose

1 to 4 minims (Martindale and Westcott)

Tabloids
{-;l-^

and j|^ grain) may also be used
Uses : In various forms of neuralgia, espe

cially of the trigeminal. It has also been
employed in cardiac hypertrophy, angina
pectoris, intermittent and puerperal fevers

;

but in such cases it is preferable, as a gene-

ral rule, to administer the tincture by the
mouth.

JEther—Ether. Sulphiiric ether is gene-
rally used for hypodermic purposes, but
acetic ether may also be so used. Ether
may also be injected in combination with
alcohol; or camphor, 1 to 2 parts dissolved in

sulphuric ether 10 parts, may be administered.
Dose of sulphuric ether 20 to 40 minims,
repeated as required {see remarks on
Syringes). Uses : In collapse of any kind,

in the exhaustion of typhus and other fevers,

pneumonia, &e.

Alcohol in the form of brandy is very
laseful hypodermically in cases of collapse.

Doses of half a fluid drachm to a drachm
may thus be given at a time and repeated
as required. It causes little jiain.

AmrnonicB Liquor—Solution of Ammo-
nia. Dose, 2 to 5 minims hypodermically
or intravenously. The latter method is of

service in syncope from any cause, and in

threatened death from embolism.
Amyl Nitris—Nitrite of Amyl. Nitrite

of amyl 1 part ; alcohol 9 parts. Dose, 8 to

12 minims. Used in threatened death during
chloroform anassthesia, in puerperal convul-
sions, and in irregular (hour-glass) uterine

contractions. Also in strychnine poisoning
;

and, especially, in angina i^ectoris.

ApocodcineHydrochlorate. Recommended
by Dujardia-Beaumetz as an emetic. Dose,

I to 3 of a grain in 16 minims of distilled

water.

ApomorphincB Hydrochloras—Apomor-
phine Hydrochlorate. Dose, tabloids j^ to

jn grain ; or 2 to 8 minims of the pharma-
copoeial 2 per cent, solution in camphor water
may be given. An over-dose may kill by
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causing profuse bronchial secretion (Brun-
ton). Umd in various forms of poisoning as
an emetic.

Aqua—Water. Large hypodermic injec-

tions of water, or of water with chloride and
bicarbonate of sodium in sohition, have been
used in cholera, but intraperitoneal injections

have been rcconnneiulcd in preference. Iced
water has been used h.vpodermically to cure
sciatica, and also in pyrexia. Hot water is

sometimes useful in this way as an analgesic.

Arscnium—Arsenic, and its preparations.

Arsenic causes slight local irritation. It may
be used in the form of Fowler's solution (1

part to 2 parts of distilled water). It is of

service in various nervous diseases—paralysis

agitans, chorea, neuralgia, epilepsy, &c. ; in

skin diseases—lichen ruber, psoriasis, chronic
eczema j in septic diseases—puerperal and
typhoid fevers ; in lymphoma, in various

psychoses, and other diseases.

Atropina—Atropine. The neutral sulphate
is the best salt. Tlie sohition used should be

recent. Neutral sulphate of atropine 1 grain

;

distilled water up to 2 ounces, IGO minims
(sixteen minims - -', grain). It is well to begin

with j?5 grain. The prepared tabloids -jv-,

j'o, and ;?„ grain are useful. Used, in neural-

gia, asthma (when the mucous membrane is

not dry), enuresis, spermatorrhoea, intestinal

obstruction. cpUepsy, tetanus, for the relief of

pain generally, as an antisudorific (especially

in phthisical sweats), and as an antisiala-

gogue. Is of great service in combination
with morphine. See Morphine, p. 912.

Auri Chloridum— Chloride of Gold.

Dose, jV grain in 20 minims of distilled

water. Used in hysterical amesthesia, and
in syphilitic affections.

Gaffe ina—Caffeine. Caffeine 20 grains ;

salicylate of sodium 17 J gi-ains; distilled

water to 1 drachm (3 minims = 1 grain).

Dose, 1 to 6 minims (Martindale and \Vest-

cott). Tabloids of caffeine sodio-salicylate

= ^ grain, may also be used. Used in ma-
larial neuralgia and rheumatism, megrim,
insomnia, chronic alcoholism, hysteria, car-

diac dropsy (on account of its diuretic action),

asthma, and in poisoning by opium and its

alkaloids and compounds, alcohol, and co-

caine.

Calabarina, Phi/sosti/jmatis Bxtrartum—
Calaharine, and Extract of Calabar Bean.
Calabarine is not used hypoderinically, but

eserine (physostigmine) and the extract have
been so employed. The best preparation is

that of Martindale and Westcott. Extract
of Calabar bean 10 grains ; rectified spirit

10 minims ; rub together till smooth, and
add gum acacia 10 grains ; mix, and add
gradually distilled water to A ounce. Dose,

3 to 12 minims. • Used in tetanus, trismus

neonatorum, strvchnine poisoning, enuresis,

&c.

Calomel.—See Hydrargyrum.
Campihor.—See ^-Ethor.

Chlnrofnrmum—Chlorofonn. Has been
injected pure, in doses of 10 to 20 minimH
and upwards, as a substitute for morphiiie ia
neuralgia, lumbago, colic, cancer, &c.

Cocaina— Cocaine. One of the best, if not
the best, of local amtsthetips. Injected hypo-
derinically renders operations for hieinor-
rhoids, small tumours, &c., painless. To ob-
viate toxic effects the re-crystallised salt

should alone be used. The solution decom-
poses rapidly, and it should tlureforo be
freshly i)repared when recpiired. TaMoids of

^, :J,
and i grain are convenient. In mldi-

tiou to its use as a local sedative, cocaine
has been employed in hemicrania and iiielan-

cholia, to overcome the craving for m<ir|ihine

and alcohol, and to relieve various forms of
neuralgia.

Codeina—Codeine. The hydrochlorate is

the best salt for hypodermic use. Done,
ff

grain to li grain. Codeine hydrochlorate
1 grain ; distilled n ater up to 128 niiniins

(16 minims =
j^

gi-ain). Used in diabetes
mellitus ; also in gastrodynia, insomnia,
cancer, and asthma.
Conina— Conine, and its salts. Hydro-

bromate of conine 1 grain ; distilled water
20 minims. Dose, 1 to 3 minims. Used in

asthma, angina pectoris, pertussis, laryngis-

mus stridulus, tic-douloureux, chorea, mania
(Crichton Browne). Useless in tetanus and
strvchnine poisoning.

Curara— Curare. Is best given hypoder-
mically. Dose, j\ grain in 1 per cent, filtered

aqueous solution, or a tabloid (,-'5 grain).

Used to control the spasms of tetanus and
hydrophobia.

Daturina, Extractum Siramonii—Daiu-
rinc and Extract of Stramonium. Do.ir, of

daturine, ^Jo gi'^'n ! of stramonium extract,
Jj; to ; grain. Used in emphysema, neuralgia,

tetanus, and tremor (paralysis afjitans).

Diijitalinum—Digitalin. Must only be

used in crystalline form ; all other forms are

impure and unreliable. Dose, j',.. grain

tabloid. Used only exceptionally subcutane-

ously, in aconite poisoning, heart-diseases,

spermatorrhoea, and exophthalmic goitre

(Bartholow).
Diiboisina—Duhoi.tine. Dose, ^v„ grain.

Used in exophthalmic goitre (Dnjardin-

Beaumetz), phthisical sweats (Gubler and
others), and asthma.
Ergotinina—Ergotinine. Ergotin is the

watery extract of ergot. Ergot inine is the

crystalline alkaloid. Dose, of Bonjean's ergo-

tin 2 to 4 grains in glycerine and distilled

water up to 20 minims ; of ergotinine in tab-

loid _I_ or y4;; grain. Used because of its

action on involuntary muscular fibre— (1) to

contract the uterus; (2) to constringe blood-

vessels in hsrmoptysis and other forms of

bleeding. Should always be deeply injected.

Fcrrum—Iron. The pyrophosphate of

iron with citrate of sodium (2 grains in 20

minima), and ammoniocitrate of iron id
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2-grain closes and vipwards, have both been

strongly advocated tor hypodermic use m
anaemia. Very rarely resorted to.

Homatropina—Homatrojjine hypodermi-
cally is less efficacious than atropine. Dose,

in tabloid, ^i^ grain. Used to relieve cough,

expectoration, and insomnia; also as an anti-

dote to pilocarpine.

Hydrargyram—Mercury, and its salts.

The injection of the salts of mercury should

only very exceptionally be resetted to, as the

jirocess is alwaj's painful and, without ex-

treme care, is apt to result m inflammation
and abscess. Where admmistration by mouth
is, for any reason, undesirable, the endermic
method by inunction with the oleates, or the

oleates in combination with lanolin, is prefer-

able to subcutaneous injection. The salts

available for hj'podermic use are the per-

chloride, the biniodide, the peptonate of mer-
cury and ammonium, and calomel. If the

perchloride is used, discs ( = 5^ grain of sub-

limate) or tabloids ( = ^^ and 5^ grain of sub-

limate) are most convenient. If a solution is

desired, the following formula may be used:
Perchloride of mercury 3 grains ; chloride of

sodium and hydrochloiate of cocaine, of each
1 grain ; distilled water up to 3S6 minims
(IG minims =

1 graua of mercuric chloride).

The best solution of the biniodide is that
of Martindale and Westcott : Injectio hydrar-
gyri iodidi rubri, 1 in 04. Dose, 2 to 6
minims.

Calomel may be injected in doses of 1 or

1-i grain suspended in pure liquid vaseline
or paroleine, or Neisser's formula (modified)

may be used : Calomel and sodium chloride,

of each 5iv. ; mucilage of tragacanth ^ij.;

distiUed water ^j ss.

Hyoscina—Hyoscine, and its salts. The
effects of hyoscine are best produced by hy-
podermic use. The dose ranges from ^~ to

5^ grain. Tabloids contain 5— and
^r, grain.

The best solution is : Hyoscine 1 gi-ain ; dis-

tilled water 200 minims. Used in the treat-

ment of delirium, excitement, and insomnia
due to insanity and other diseases. Has
been of service in the treatment of epilepsy
and chorea. Of no use as an analgesic.

Injectiones HypodcrmiccB Nutrlentes—
Nutrient injections are of very limited ap-
plicability. Almond, olive, and cod-liver oil

may be thus employed. Sugar solution, egg
albumen (alone or mixed with the yolk),
milk, and defibrinated blood have all been
injected subcutaneously, with more or less
success. Blood-serum and salines have also
been used. Milk has been injected intra-
venously, and sodium chloride intraperito-
neally.

Iodoform may be given in solution in oil

or ether, in doses of 1 grain and upwards.
Iodoform 3 grains; sulphuric ether 15
minims ; castor oil up to 32 minims. Used
in scrofula, goitre, rickets, phthisis, &c.
Morphina—Morphine, and its salts. The

following salts are all more or less adapted
for hypodermic use—acetate, tartrate, sul-

phate, hydrochlorate, and bimeconate. The
pharmacopceial prejiaration contains the ace-

tate. Morphine may be combined with co-

caine or atropine : Cocaine hydrochlorate 3
grains ; morphine hydrochlorate 1 grain

;

distilled water up to 224 minims—sixteen

minims = y\- grain of morphine and = gi'ain of

cocaine. Atropine sulphate 2 grains ; mor-
phine acetate 40 grains ; acetic acid

4 minims ; water up to 1 ounce—twelve
minims = 1 grain of morphine and 1^^ grain
of atropine—Talfourd Jones. Morphine is

used to relieve pain (as of neuralgia, gall-

stones, renal calculus, &c.), to relieve insom-
nia, to arrest nervous vomiting, in the treat-

ment of diabetes, &c. It must be used with
the utmost caution, and its administration

should on no account be trusted to the pa-

tient. Small doses (of not more than } or

3^ of a grain) should, as a general rule, be
commenced with. Great care must be taken
to avoid inducing the morphine habit (mor-
phinomania).
Muscarina—Muscarine has been used by

Kinger in doses of | to if of a grain. It may
be employed in the night-sweats of phthisis,

as an antagonist to atropine, and to arrest

the secretion of milk. Its action is similar

to that of pilocarpine, over which salt it

possesses no advantages.
Nitroglycerinum — Nitroglycerine, or

Trinitrin. Alcoholic solution of nitrogly-

cerine (1 per cent.) 25 minims ; cherry-laurel

water up to 160 minims. Dose, 2 minims,
repeated as required. Injections should be
made deeply into the thighs or gluteal

regions. Used in angina pectoris, asthma,
megrim, Meniere's disease, sea-sickness,

puerperal convulsions, &c.

Phenazone. Doses of 2 grains and upwards
dissolved in distilled water may be injected

in pyrexia. The drug has also been used
hypodermicsUy in various neuralgite, lum-
bago, neuritis, megrim, and sea-sickness.

It should be deeply injected.

Picrotoxinum— Picrotoxine. Dose, /g
to 5'- grain. Used with great benefit in the

night-sweats of phthisis. Administered at

intervals of two to ten days. According to

Gubler, useful in labio-glosso-laryngeal para-

Pilocarpina—Pilocarpine, and its salts.

Nitrate of pilocarpine 1 grain ; distilled

water 20 minims. Dose, 2 to 6 minima
(Martindale and Westcott). Antidote, atro-

pine. Used as a powerful diaphoretic in

uraemia, asthma, puerperal convulsions, tabes

spinalis, polyuria, &c.

Quinina— Quinine. The hydrobromate
is the most useful salt for hypodermic pur-

poses. Quinine hydrobromate 15 gi-ains

;

distilled water 80 minims. Sixteen minims
( = 3 grains) thrice daily. Tabloids contain-

ing ^ grain may also be used. Used as an
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nntipyretic in phthisis, fever, and as an anti-

jieriodic in iijjiie.

Soldiiinc, HijdrocMorate of. Tliis alka-

loid belonjjs to the same class of poisons

as eserine, pilocarpine, and atropine. The
hydrochlorate is a {;;elatiuous body readily

sohihle in water. The dose is 1 to 3 p-ains

per <lienj. It has been used with marked
benefit by Gencnil in sciatica, rheumatic
nouraluia, i)riirigo, cystitis, and other ail-

ments in which nervous symptoms prepon-
derate. In children it is said to be a safe

and iisefiil substitute for morphine.
Sparteine, Sulphate of (an alkaloid ob-

tained from the Cijtisus scoparius). Dose,

iV to ^ grain. Used at first as a diuretic.

Has since been strongly advocated by Dr.
Oscar Jennings to oveixome the morphine
craving, alcoholism, &c.

Strophanthin (the active principle of Stro-

j^hanthus hispidus). Tabloids ( = j-^-; grain)

are the most convenient form for hypodermic
use. Used m all forms of weak heart, in

granular kidney, and other forms of Bright's

disease, and in asthma due to cardiac and
renal troubles.

StryeJmiiie, and its salts. For hypodermic
purposes the sulphate, nitrate, or hydro-
chlorate may be used. Discs (= ^ grain) or

tabloids (= j-^^ and yJ^ grain) are convenient.

Strychnine hypodermically has also been used
with great advantage in various forms of

paralysis

—

e.g. of the vocal cords, in some
forms of hemiplegia and paraplegia, also in

urinary incontmence, tabetic pains, diph-

theritic paralysis, &c. Drs. Lauder Brunton
and Cash have shown that strychnine has a
powerfid action on the cardiac ganglia, and
on the vaso-motor and respiratory centres.

Hypodermic injections of the drug are of

great value in feeble cardiac action, especially

when due to acute pulmonary disease, in

reniil coma, and in threatened cardiac failure

from shock or exhaustion. Thej' are also of

undoubted service in failing respiratorj- action

due to oi)ium poisoning. The best antidote

to strychnine poisoning is chloral hydrate by
mouth, or amyl nitrite hypodermically.

Urcthan is useful in cases of simple in-

somnia and in tliat due to mental disease.

Hypodermic injections cause tritling pain,

and (loses of from 2 to 5 grains may be given
by this method.

Vaseline and other petroleum products,

such as paroleine, are specially useful as

vehicles for the hypodermic injection of anti-

septics. Eucalyptol, turpentine, carbolic acid,

iodoform, iodine, and camphor may be in-

jected in this form without giving rise to local

irritation. Axniir.w S. Currik.

HYPOGASTRIC REGION [ln6,

under; and yair;;/), the belly).—The hypo-

gastric region is conventionalh' described as

lying between the right and left inguinal,

below the umbilical, and above the pubic

resrions.
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I

Anatomical Rklatioxs.—Tlie nurfare of
the hypogastric region in ordinary persons
is Hat, showing the mnscuhir reliefs ; it is

rounded in children; and in some individuals,
much emaciated from disease, it becomes
concave.

The median farrow disappears below tlie

umbilicus, owing to the approximation of t!ie

recti muscles. In women tlie furrow is rarely
pronounced—a point of importance in ovario-
tomy.
The integument is very elastic and mov-

able, especially at the sides.

Tlie superficial fascia consists of two
laminiE, between which lie the subcutaneous
vessels ; but in the middle line these lamintp
are blended. It is strengthened at its lower
part by the trianrjular fascia,

I

The aponeuroses of the external and inter-

nal oblique muscles are united in the linea alba,

and form a portion of the sheath of the rectus.

The recti m.uscles themselves have their

inferior attachments in this region, along the
line extending between the spine and the
symphysis of the pubes ; their outer edges
curve outwards, and become straight as they
enter the sheaths.

The pijramidales, two small triangular

muscles, arise from the pubes, lie in the
' same sheaths as the recti, and assist in

closing in the abdominal parietes anteriorly

and below.

Immediately beneath the recti is the fascia
transvcrsalis,y,'hho, little loose areolar tissue

and fat, the fascia being tolerablj- adherent
along the central line. Beneath the fascia

transversalis there is a considsrable amount
of loose areolar tissue, between it and the

parietal peritoneum, which in this region is

verj' loosely attached, and reflected off the

bladder on to the fascia transversalis. En-
closed in folds of the peritoneum lie, on
either side, passing upwards to the umbilicus,

the remains of the h_\-pogastric arteries ; and
from the apex of the bladder in the middle

line, passing to the umbilicus, is the oblite-

rated uraclius, which acts as the superior

j

ligament of the bladder.

I

The viscera corresponding to the h.N-po-

gaslric region are— the bladder when full;

and the small intestine, covered by the great

omentum. When the bladder is full, the

intestines are pushed aside, and the former

tlien lies against the pubes and recti. In

children, the bladder, being an abdominal

rather than a pelvic viscus, always lies in

this region. During pregnancy the uterus

also corresponds with the hypogastric region.

The vessels are the deep epifjastric, with

the veins which pass obliquely inwards from

the internal iliac. They lie between the peri-

toneum and the transversalis fascia.

The nerves are derived from the lower

intercostals and lumbar. The lymphatics

pass into the inguinal, superficial pubic, and

lumbar glands.
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Clinical Relations.—The hypogastric re-

gion is of clinical importance chiefly from

an operative point of view. It is in the

median farrow (usually a brown mark, which
sufficiently indicates to the operator bis

whereabouts) of this region that the opera-

tion of tapping in ascites is usually per-

formed ; and that the principal incision is

made in ovariotomy, laparotomy for intes-

tinal obstruction, and the Caesarian section,

snpra-piibic lithotomy, and the many recent

abdominal explorations and operations. The
bladder is occasionally tapped above the

pubes. The presence of the distended bladder

or of the pregnant uterus, forming a tumour
in the hypogastrium, has been already re-

ferred to. Enlargements here h'om tliese

causes have to be diagnosed from pelvic

tumours of various kmds, which, in growing
upwards into the abdomen, occasionally

occupy the middle region instead of either

groin. Amongst the morbid conditions of

the abdominal parietes in the hypogastric

region that require special mention, are ab-

scesses connected with disease of the lumbar
spine, which occasionally point above the

pubes, on either side of the middle line.

The pus in such a case is normally situated

between the peritoneum and the fascia trans-

versalis. The anatomical conditions bearing
on the operations for internal hernise, &c.,

must be most carefully considered ; as a rule,

the mesial line is or should be selected for

abdominal exploration.

Edward Bellamy.

HYPOGLOSSAL NERVE, Dis-
orders of.—The hypoglossal nerve is the
motor nerve for the tongue, and for most of

the other muscles which are attached to the

hyoid bone, the exceptions being the stylo-

hyoid, the mylo-hyoid, and the middle con-
strictor of the pharj'nx. It also supplies the
sterno-thyroid muscle.

1. Paralysis.—Paralysis of this nerve is

shown chiefly by the resulting interference
with the movement of the tongue— ' glosso-

plegia.'

yETiOLOGY.—The hypoglossal nerve may
be damaged in any part of its course by the
growth of tumours, even outside the skull

;

but is most commonly affected at its origin
from the meduUa, by pressure, meningitis,
syphihtic processes, or by caries of the ujiper
cervical vertebrae. The tongue is also para-
lysed by disease of the nucleus of origin of
the hypoglossal fibres, but its paralysis is

then associated with that of the lips, and
commonly also of tlie palate, pharynx, and

|

glottis (see Labio-Glosso-Lakyngeal Para-
lysis). Such paralysis may be sudden, from
local softening, or gradual, from nuclear de-
generation. The latter form is often part of
progressive muscular atrophy. Disease of
the motor tract above the nucleus also causes
paralysis of the tongue, together with the

HYPOGLOSSAL NERVE

face, arm, and leg of the same side. The
loss of voluntary power of protrusion is much
greater when the paralysis is on the right

side, than when on the left, but probably
only when the disease is in the cortex, and
aphasia is associated with the hemiplegia.

Bilateral glossoplegia commonly results from
disease of the nucleus or its neighbourhood,
rarely from s.^inmetrical disease of the cortex

in ' pseudo-bulbar paralysis.' Unilateral para-

lysis, when isolated, is generally due to dis-

ease of the fibres of the nerve within or

outside the medulla.
Symptoms.—In unilateral paralysis, the

tongue at rest is in its normal position in

the mouth, but its root is higher up on the

paralysed than on the normal side, in conse-

quence of the loss of the tonic, or voluntary,

contraction of the posterior fibres of the
hyo-glossus. Within the mouth, the tongue
is moved freely to the healthy side, but is

not moved to the paralysed side. When
protruded, it deviates towards the paralysed

side, because the protrusion is the result of

the action of the fibres of the gemo-glossus,

and the tongue is pushed over towards the

weaker side. In bilateral paralysis the

tongue lies in the mouth behind the teeth,

and cannot be protruded. If the loss of

power is complete, the tongue cannot be
projected over the lower teeih. It is broad
and flabby, if there is no atrophy, and some-
times when atrophy is associated with fatty

overgrowth. When there is wasting, as is

"generally the case when the nerve or nucleus

is diseased, the tongue is shrunken and its

surface is wrinkled, on one side or both.

The faradic irritability of the muscular fibres

is then lost. In unilateral paralysis, articu-

lation and deglutition are little impaired.

The pronunciation of labials and the produc-
tion of falsetto notes may, however, be diffi-

cult. In bilateral paralysis, articulation is

impossible. Phonation is not impaired, un-
less the larynx is also paralysed. Mastication

is impeded, because the food cannot be moved
about in the mouth. Deglutition is also in-

terfered with, because the food cannot be
rolled into the fauces ; and soft foods, when
they reach the pharynx, may be di-iven again
into the mouth, in consequence of the ab-

sence of the natural supporting movement
of the tongue. Taste is not primarily affected,

but may be somewhat dulled, because the
patient is unable to move sapid substances
over the surface of the tongue.

Diagnosis.—The position of the lesion is

indicated by the associations of the paralysis.

If the disease is in the motor tract above the
nucleus (pons, crus, or hemisphere), there is

hemiplegic weakness on the side of the
paralysis of the tongue. In disease of the
nucleus the pai-alysis is commonly bilateral,

is associated with paralysis of the lips and
throat, and there is usually wasting. Disease
of the fibres of origin within the medulla may
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be associated with paralysis of the op])Osite

linilis, so that tlie toiif^ue deviates from the

paralysed side. When the disease is at tlie

surface of the medulla, the ))aralysi8 is com-
monly associated with that of the correspond-
inj:; half of the jialate and vocal cord, from
disease of the adjacent spinal accessory. In
all these cases there is conmionly wasting.
The diaf,'nosis of the pathological cause of the
paralysis rests on the course of the affection,

and on the presence of any causal and asso-

ciated condition. The cliief sources of error in

diagnosis arise from the fiict that in hysteria

the tongue is often voluntarily but persis-

tently protruded towards one side ; the cause
is recognised by the freedom of movement
within the mouth. In facial paralysis,

with latenil deviation of the orifice of the

mouth, the t ngue may be protruded, con-
sensually, in the middle of this, and therefore

to one side of the middle line of the face. A
knowledge of the fact will prevent error. Sec
Facial I'aralysis.

Prognosis.— This is usually unfavourable,
on account of the gravity of the disease

which damages the nerve or centre. Even
in syphilitic cases, recovery is often incom-
plete unless early and energetic treatment
can be adopted.

Treatmknt.—The treatment of paralysis

of the hypoglossal nerve is that of the causal
disease. Tonics, counter-irritation, iodide of
potassium and mercury, with the application

of electricit}' to the tongue if there is reason
to anticipate recovery of some nerve-fibres,

are the most important remedies to be
employed, according to the aetiological indi-

cation. The most convenient method of

ajiplying electricity is by means of a tongue
dei)rcssor in a wooden handle, the blade beuig
insulated by a coating of sealing-wax where
it comes in contact with the lips.

2. Spasm.— Siiasm in the parts supplied

by the hypoglossal nerve is rare. The tongue
participates in the convulsive movements
in epilepsy, is jerked between the champing
jasvs, and thus becomes bitten. It is often

the seat of tonic persistent spasm in hysteria.

Cases have been met with in which the

tongue is affected with a ' functional spasm

'

in speaking, analogous to ' writer's cramp,'
but these are so rare as scarcely to need
detailed description. W. K. Gowers.

HYPOSPADIAS (inn, under; and
o-Tra'&i, I draw, or tear).— .\ malformation of

the penis in which the orifice of the urethra

is underneath or behmd the glans. Sec
Penis, Diseases of

HYPOSTASIS {vTTo, under; and arnVtr,

standing, scitli iiunt).— Definition.— This
term is applied to iliat condition of the ves-

sels of a jiait wliich consists in an overfulness,

with a diminution in the rate of flow of the

contained fluid, caused rather by a failure in

the propelling forces of the venous circulation

HYPOSTASIS fllS

than by an actual increase in the resisiAtice

ahead, as occurs in mechanical coiigrstinn.

.\mong such causes, gravity, as exerted in tlie

dependent position, is prooubly the most po-
tent, especially when associated with lowered
arterial tension.

1'atholooy.—The entire conditions of the
venous circulation are such aa to renddy
favour a stasis or stagnation of the blood-
flow ; and a trifling cause, such as would in

no way affect the arterial How, may easily

impede the venous current. The veins also

are, as a rule, less firmly supported by the
surrounding tissues than the arteries; ami
tliis, with their thinner coats, sligliter elasti-

city and resistance, render them easily haltle

to distension by the blood in congestion. Jf

a dependent position be added to these con-
ditions, thereby offering a resistance to the
return flow of the blood, whilst it favours
the circulation in the arteries, a combination
of circumstances exists to which the term
hyjMstaiic congestion is applied. The lia-

bility of the veins of the leg to become con-
gested, leading to a varicose condition ami
its results, is an example of this state. If,

in addition to all these factors, the heart be
enfeebled and the arterial tone be diminished,
together with an inqiaired vi-n it frontc from
weiik inspiration, obviously another cause f<ir

stagnation is introduced, which of necessity
will manifest itself most m those situations

predisposed to stasis. Such a state is seen
in the hypostatic congestion of the lungs
•which usually attends in a greater or less

degree all pyrexial conditions, especially the
typhoid stale. The recumbent attitude, the

enfeebled heart, and the lax vessels eminently
favour an overfulness of the veins. It is

obvious that, although the excess of blood

primarily occurs on the venous side of the

I

capillary sj'stem, very soon the arterial area

will share in the engorgement, and the whole
vascular system of the part become overfilled.

liEsuLTS.—The i)athological results of such
a state are very much the simo as those

following any congestion. The distended

vessels, with the increased blood-pressure

that co-exists, readily permit of a transuda-

tion of the fluid ]>art of the blood, hence
redema ; if the comlitions be extreme, capil-

lary rupture may take place, and hiruiorrhftgic

effusions result. .\ny continuance of this

state will lead to malnutrition of the tissues

affected ; the proper supply of arterial blood

is interfered with ; and the part is loaded

with an effete venous blood, and is infiltrated

with serum. Hence the structural repair of

the tissues is improperly i>erformed. and tlien-

is a tendency to the development of an im-
' perfect fonn of connective tissue ; or, on the

other hand, the destructive rather thnn tlu>

productive aspect may preilominatc. and
iJceration follow. When the !'•••< is

associated with an acute genei ~ o(

the lungs in any specific febril. i i«
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very apt to pass on into a form of inflamma-

tion characterised by a want of acuteness.

There are the same inflammatory products,

the same changes in the vessels and tissues

of the lungs, and very much the same symp-
toms as occur in the course of an ordinary

pneumonia, but they are less severe in charac-

ter, and on the whole do not tend so readily

to a favourable resolution.

Treatment.—Recognising the cause, alter-

ation of position is obviously the rational

treatment of h^-postatic congestion; addi-

tional support by bandaging is necessary.

In acute febrile diseases cardiac stimulants

are of much service in the prevention or

relief of this condition in connexion with

the lungs, should the heart's action be en-

feebled. W. H. Allchin.

HYSTERALGIA {{jtrrtpa, the womb;
and t'iXyns, pain).— Pain in the womb, fre-

quently supposed to be of a neuralgic nature.

See Womb, Diseases of.

HYSTERIA (varepa, the womb).—Sy-

Nox. : Fr. Hi/sferie ; Ger. Hysteric.

Introduction.— 'Hysteria ' is a term the

etymology of which is misleading, and had
best, therefore, be disregarded. It is often

improperly applied to cases of simple mahn-
gering, and others which do not admit of

ready explanation. Its use is best restricted

to a condition of the nervous system fairly

defined, but the intimate pathology of which
is not known, characterised by the occurrence

of convulsive seizures and by departures from
normal function of various organs, leading to

very numerous and often perplexing symp-
toms. These are apt to simulate those com-
monly arising from definite alterations of

structure, but differ from the latter in the fact

that they may often, even when at their worst,

be removed instantaneously, usually under
the influence of strong emotion. It would
seem that there is a disturbed or congenitally

defective condition of the cerebral substance,

involving in all cases the highest nervous
centres, and in various examples extending
more or less also to some of those which
preside over automatic phenomena. Partial

or complete suspension of mliibitory influence

would appear to be the most patent result of

the condition, whatever it be ; and this is

recognised as well in regard to the mental as

to the more evidently physical processes be-

longing to cerebral function. A laugh which
cannot be checked, but contimtes until tears
flow or the limbs become convulsed, is a
typical example of such a suspension of con-
trol, and, if studied, throws light iii>on the
nature of a considerable portion of the phe-
nomena of hysteria. The jerking expirations
of laughter arise from excitation of the respi-

ratory centre ; and when this excitation, im-
controUed by higher centres, acquires an
abnormal strength, it extends to other parts
of the medulla oblongata and spinal cord,
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and produces general convulsions. It over,

flows, as it were, into other nervous centres,

which in health would receive none of the

exciting iinpulse. Between the lowest (auto-

matic) functions of the cerebro-spinal ner-

vous system and the highest (psychical) there

is an ever-increasingly complex system of

excito-motor processes, which may be in part

or wholly under the pathological influence,

whatever it be. Hence the bizarre character

of the hysterical phenomena, and the cir-

cumstance that the symptoms always include

modifications of those processes which under-

lie the mental faculties. The suspension of

the power of control possessed by the higher

centres explains the irregular movements,
spasms, and convulsions. In hysteria, hyper-

Eesthesia and pain are probably dependent
upon such a molecular change being initiated

in the sensory ganglionic centres as is ordin-

arily propagated from the periphery. Hys-
terical paralysis, on the other hand, signifies

that the power of the higher centres in

liberating movements is in abeyance. In
hysterical ana-sthesia it is probablj' feeling

or sensory perception, and not the fttnction

of the more immediate sensory apparatus,

which is in abeyance, whilst the reflex

actions which result from excitation of sen-

sory nerves are performed in an orderly

manner. A patient may work a needle with
fingers which can be touched or pricked with-

out the act being felt. Tactile impressions

are conveyed to the ganglionic centres by
the afferent nerves, and excite the action of

efl'erent nerves so that the muscles are con-

tracted. What is wanting is the participa-

tion of those higher centres in which con-

sciousness runs parallel to this physiological

action.

Etiology.—Predisposing causes.—It is

probable that a state of more or less imperfect

development of the higher nervous centres,

of congenital origin, very frequently undei'lies

the various circumstances which apparently
conduce to the hysterical conditions.

The female sex is much more prone than
the male to the affection, which usually oc-

curs between the ages of fifteen and thirty,

and most Irequently of all between fifteen

and twenty. Luxury; iU-directed education,

and unhappy surroundings; celibacy where
not of choice, but enforced by circumstances

;

unfortunate marriages ; alcoholism
;
premature

cessation of ovulation ; and long-continued
trouble—all predispose to hysteria. A some-
what frequent antecedent is a long and
wearisome nursing of a sick relation, with
much broken rest. The disorder is only
exceptionally found in women suffering

from diseases of the genital organs, and its

relation to uterine and ovarian disturbance
is probably neither more nor less than that

which obtains in other neuroses. Exception
must be made in the case of prostitutes

affected with venereal disorders, who are
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very prone to hysteria. In tliis class, how-
ever, the condition is complicated by the

physical and moral influences to which thcix

lite subjects theiu,and amongst these alcohol

fre(iuently occupies a verj" important place.

Like epilepsy, mij^raino, and some forms of

insanity, hysteria is prone to be intensified

at the catamcnial period.

The occm-rence of liysteria (although com-
paratively rare) in males is sutiicient of itself

to disprove the uterine theory of causation.

Detenu hi iiig causes.—These include i)ainful

imiiressions ; long fasting ; strong emotions

;

imitation ; and shock to the nervous system,
physical or moral.

Symptoms and Diagnosis.—In the limited

space in which it is necessary that tlie sub-

ject of hysteria should be treated, it will be

best to describe together some of the most
frequent forms which the neurosis takes, and
the principles upon which a diagnosis can bo

made. Hysteria produces symptoms which
may be referred to every function of the body.

For consideration they may be roughly classed
in the following groups, it being understood
that all may occur either coincidently or in

succession : (1) Mental
; (2) Sensori/

; (3)

Motor; (4) Circulatory; and (5) VinccraL
1. Mental.—The intelligence may be appa-

rently of good quality, the patient evincing
sometimes remarkable quickness of apprehen-
sion ; but, carefully tested, it is found to be
w-anting in the essentials of the highest class

of mental power. The memory may be good,

but judgment is weak, and the ability to con-

centrate the attention for any length of time
iipon a subject is absent. So also regard for

accuracy, and the energy necessary to ensure
it in any work thatisimdertaken.are deficient.

The emotions are excited w^ith undue readi-

ness, and when aroused are incapable of con-

trol. Tears are occasioned not only by pathe-
tic ideas but by ridiculous subjects, and peals

of laughter may incongnaously greet some
tragic announcement. Or the converse may
take place : the ordinary signs of emotion
may be absent, and replaced by an attack of

coma, convulsion, pain, or paralysis. Per-

haps more constant than any other pheno-
mena in hysteria is a pronounced desire for

tiie sympathy and interest of others. This
is evidently only one of the most character-

istic qualities of femininity, uncontrolled by
the action of the higlier nervous centres,

which in a health j' state keep it in subjection.

There is very frecjuently not only a deficient

regard for truthfiUness, but a proneness to

active deception and disiionesty. So common
is this, that the various phases of hysteria

are often assumed to be simple exani)>les of
voluntary sinuilation, and the title of disease

refused to the condition. But it seems more
reasonable to refer the sjanptom to impair-

ment of the highly complex nervous processes

which form the physiological side of the

moral faculties.

2. Sensory.—Pain, hj'perasthcaia, and
anasthesia occur with perluips equal fre-

quency. The diagnosis of the hysterical
origin of such alterations of sensibility w
efl'ected partly by excluding the jiresence of
other causes, and partly by consideration of
any accompanying or antecedent peculiarities

of manner and conduct. Hysterical pain,
where it is associated with some evident
local change, is found to be greatly in excesa
of that which would ordinarily accompany
the observed cause. ^Vhore pain or hyper-
sesthesia is complained of in situations and
of a character which would commonly point

to some existing inilaramation, it is necessary,

by examination of the pulse and temi)erature,

to exclude such a condition. Hysterical pain
is apt to cease suddenly when the attention
is diverted, and to be increased by inquiry
and symi)athy. Some of the most conunon
seats of pain and tenderness are the follow-

ing :—
(a) The lower part of the side of the chest

(usuaUj-the left) simulating intercostal neur-
algia, but distinguished from it by the ten-

derness being widespread, superficial, and
not confined to certain points. Pressure here
will sometimes occasion disturbances of re-

spiration and circulation.

(6) Some of the vertebral spines, usually

in the cervical and upper dorsal region.

From the error of mistaking this for com-
mencing disease of the vertebne numbers of

young W'Omen have been confined to a couch
for months or years, and their health per-

manently damaged. The points of diagnosis

are the patient's antecedents : there is often

a history of aphonia, or paralysis, or hysteri-

cal fits. Or it may happen that, long after

the pain has been first complained of, the

patient has been seen to take a prodigious

amount of exercise on some one ocrasion

without complaint. A very much slighter

pressure, too, causes pain thim is at all usual

in vertebral caries. It has to be remembered,
however, that a patient atVected with verte-

bral disease may also be hysterical.

(c) Acute pain in a joint, occurring usually

some little time after a shght injury and
giving rise to suspicion of intlunmiation, but

distinguished fi-om this by the fact that after

a few days of great pain the joint does not

feel hot to the touch, and is not swollen, and
that the thermometer shows no rise of tem-
perature. The pain is more easily excited,

too, by touching the skin than by pressing

the articulatory surfaces against each other.

It is necessary to remember that in loco-

motor ataxy there may be exquisite pains (of

a shooting character) having their sent in a

joint or its neighbourhood, and accompanied
by some localised hy])eriestliesia of tlir r-kin.

The disease rarely allccts young f< iii;il. -. but

it may do so, and the condition i-; tin n ex-

tremely liable to be mistaken (•r In^tiria.

The chief points of diagnosis are, lii.it in
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locomotor ataxy there will usually be— (1) ab-

Berice of patellar tendon reflex ; (2) a pecu-

liar character of the pains—lightning-like;

(3) probably some analgesia of the extremi-

ties; and (4) an ataxic gait. See Tabes
DORSALIS.

I d) Tenderness of the mamma or darting

pains through its substance, recalling those

of scirrhus. The absence of any lump, and
the effect of engaging attention, -will serve to

insure the distinction.

(e) Pain in the head of very severe cha-

racter, 'like a nail being driven into the

skull ' (claviis). This is probably neuralgic,

and is by no means confined to the hysteri-

cal. There is also a more diffused pain, de-

scribed as of great violence and exceedingly

obstmate. This pain is sometimes suggestive

of cerebral tumoiir, from which, however, it

may olten be distmguished by the fact that

the ophthalmoscope shows no optic neuritis,

and that there is no vomiting. But great

caution is necessary in coming to a conclu-

sion that severe and long-continued pain in

the head is hj'sterical. And here it may be
well to say that in an accurate knowledge of

the characteristics of the disease supposed to

be simulated hes the only safety as regai-ds

the diagnosis of hysteria. Nor must it be

forgotten that persons with serious organic
disease are frequently affected also with hys-
terical symptoms.

(/) Epigastric tenderness. Careful pres-

sure will often show that the tenderness is at

the origin of the recti abdominis muscles,
and not in the stomach. But there is some-
times pain in the stomach itself, and this

may be associated with disgust for food or
depraved appetite.

(g) Tenderness in one or other iliac region,

deep i)ressure upon which will sometimes
evolve hysterical symptoms, and also in some
cases of hysterical convulsions will check the
paroxysm.

Ancrsthesia may involve (though rarely)

the whole l)ody. It is more commonly con-
fined to one half, and this the left, and is then
frecjuently associated with tenderness in the
ihac region of the same side ; or it may be
limited to a small patch. The sense of touch
often remains whilst painful impressions and
those of temperature cannot be perceived.
The anaesthesia may be confined to the sur-

face, or involve as well the deeper structures,
into which pins may be stuck without evok-
ing signs of pain. The left conjunctiva is

often the seat of anaesthesia, so that it may
be touched or even rubbed without any reflex
movements of the eyelids being excited. So
also the pharynx may be tickled without
exciting tlie ordinary spasmodic contraction,
and the epiglottis touched by the finger with-
out inconvenience. A very frequent symptom
is loss of reflex contraction when the sole of
the foot is tickled with a feather. This is

sometimes complete; in other cases prolonged

titillation wiU evoke a plantar reflex of

greater or less extent. Such affections of

cutaneous sensibility or of reflex action may
have to be looked for, as they are often un-
suspected by the patient herself. As regards
diagnosis, the existence of peripheral nerve-
lesions may be excluded by the absence oi

trophic disturbance. The condition is not
likely to be confounded with hemiplegia, un-
less perhaps when it has immediately followed

a convulsive attack, and is accompanied by
apparent loss of power in the limbs. Exami-
nation of the patient and her history will

suffice for the diagnosis.

The other special senses also may be dis

ordered in hysteria. There may be intoler-

ance of liglit, subjective sense of taste or

smell, roaring noises in the ears ; or, con-

versely, loss of sight (either in half of both
eyes, or in one eye), loss of smell, or taste,

or hearing. Or there may be feelings as

of a limb or other part being enormously
enlarged, of the body being confined in a
stiff case, of the feet being drawn up by
strings under them, of ' pins and needles

'

around the waist, or of numbness and cold-

ness in one half of the body (almost always
the left). It may be said generally of the
disorders of sensation that they are capri-

cious in their appearance, coming and going
as they would not did thej' depend upon or-

ganic disease (this recurrence is especially

significant) ; that they are very apt to ensue
upon some moral shock or convulsive seizure ;

and that careful examination will prove them
to be unaccompanied by such other symptoms
as would be likely to be present did they
depend upon the organic alteration which
they simulate.

3. Motor.—The principal motor symptoms
in hysteria are local spasm, more or less

general convulsion, and paralysis. A common
symptom of hysteria is the globus hi/stericus.

A lump appears to the patient to arise from
the epigastrium like an egg, and, travelling

upwards to the throat, causes a sensation of

choking, and is often accompanied by an
outburst of tears.

Spasm affecting some out of the various
muscles concerned in the respiratory acts

gives rise to a great variety of symptoms
highlj' characteristic of hysteria. There
may be cough of a peculiarly sharp, ringing
character, constant except dtiring sleep,

unaccompanied by expectoration, strongly

influenced by moral causes. A little obser-

vation will show that the cough does not
occur when the patient is quite alone and
apparently no one within earshot ; but, on
the other hand, is greatly intensified by
inqiiiry and solicitude. It ceases during
sleeji. Sometimes, instead of cough, a loud
expiratory sound is produced, of most dis-

cordant character, resembling, perhaps, a
railway whistle, the quacking of a diick,

or the barking of a dog ; and this may take
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place irrof^ilnrlv, or may be marked by a
curiously distinct periodicity. Or there may
be rapid, deep whoopirifj inspirations, witli

sifjns of suffocation. Occasionally with the
liysterical couf^h there is a hypersecretion
of mucus ; and if, as often happens, there is

also disturbance of digestive functions and
conse(pient tendency to emaciation, and at

the same time such constriction of the air-

jiassages as gives rise to sibilant nilcs, a
jrriind facie resemblance to phthisis is

presented, wliich can only bo distinguished

by prolonged observation, aided by the
stethoscope and thermometer. Laughing
and crymg are very fre(pient forms of ex-

piratory spasm. Yawning, hiccough, and
sneezing are also met with. Clonic sjmsm
of muscles, especially of those moving the
head and slioulders, or back, is not imcom-
mon. Or one of the muscles of the thigh

may be so affected, and the apparent pulsa-

tion caused by the rhythmical contractions
give rise to a su8i)icion of aneurysm.

Tonic xjHistn of one or more muscles of

a limb is still more fi-ecpient. It is often

very obstinate, and after enduring for months
or years may suddenly resolve without any
permanent alteration being left behind.

Contracture of a limb thus produced may
continue during sleep, and even resist the
influence of chloroform inhalation, unless
this IS pushed to its full extent. Should one
of tiie abdominal muscles be thus affected,

an abdominal tumour is produced, which
may be mistaken for some growth in the

cavity ; and if the pulsations of the aorta
should be communicated to it, a strong jr^rzwd

facie resemblance to abdominal aneurysm is

caused. The best mode of diagnosis is by
faradisation, which, if persevered in for

several minutes, will exhaust the muscular
contractility and cure the ailment if it be of

this kind. If it is not a ' phantom tumour '

of this description, but a genuine growth, the
muscle will be contracted by the current,

and it may then be possible to feel the

tumour as something evidently distinct from
the muscle.

{

Convulsive seizures are of common occur-

rence, and are usually preceded by a sense
of suffocation, ditliculty of swallowing, pain '

in the belly or stomacli, headache, vertigo, or
i

some indescribable sensation in one of the
|

extremities. There is often a ci-y as of one
being choked, unlike the peculiar wailing

'

shriek which usiiers in the epileptic seizure.

Usually there is not the extreme suddenness
of attack which characterises epilepsy, but

the patient may be manifestly struggling

against the seizure for a small but appreci-

able interval. When at last slie falls, she

does not usually do so with violence enough
to receive severe injury, and positions of

danger are generally avoided. The epileptic

often falls in the lire, the hysterical ]mtient

never. The sjjasnis of muscles which sue-
j

ceed are often tetanic in character, an<l

sometimes wear an aspect of design - llm
patient grips articles with her hands or
teeth. The face may be more or less red.
In epilepsy it is usually first pale and then
livid.

There is often more or less complete
opisthotonos, which is usually absent in

epilepsy. It has been doubted wiiether
consciousness is ever completely lost in an
hysterical tit; but though for the most part
jierhaps it is retained during the attack,

there are certainly cases in which it is to a
great extent in abeyance. It is characteristic

of hysteria that, however rapid and violent

the contortions, the patient usually avoids
inflicting any serious injury upon herself.

During the attack gesticulations and lan-

guage are apt to be used which may be
reproachful, or marked by an amatory
character as regards some bystander, sucli

as is calculated to cause him considerable
embarrassment. There may be a single

convulsive seizure, terminated by a lit of

weeping and the passage of a large quantity
of almost colourless urine of low specific

giavity. Or there may be a succession of

attacks extending sometimes over several

hours. The tongue is not bitten. As a rule,

the hysterical patient rapidly returns to her
ordinary condition after the outburst is com-
pleted, and fails to show the heaviness and
tendency to sleep which is characteristic of

ei)ilepsy. The variety seen in the character
of hysterical convulsions suggc; s that the
pathological influence involves tlie nervous
centres, sometimes more and sometimes less

extensively
;
giving rise to various kinds and

degrees of muscular movements, from those of

a highly co-ordinated or (juasi-voluntary kind,

down to those of a simply tetanic form. These
latter would appear to indicate either that

control of the reflex function of tiie spinal

cord is temi)orarily suspended, or tbat the

cerebellar influence, as Dr. Ilughlings .Fack-

son thinks, is being allowed to have full play,

owing to some peculiar condition of tlie

cerebrum interfering for a time with its

normal power of antagonism. But it must
be borne in mind that the hysterical patient

may, like others, become epilejjtic, and that

there is nothing on the other hand to pre-

vent the chronic epileptic from betraying

occasionally symptoms of hysteria. Such
mixed cases are often ditlicult of diagnosis,

and it is usually only a prolonged observa-

tion which succeeds in distinguishing the

nature of the condition. Movements which
somewhat resemble those of chorea are occa-

sionally met with, but their character and
the surrounding circumstances usually make
it easy to distinguish them.

Farali/sis may affect any of the limbs in

hysteria, but p;iraplegia is the more usual

form. Hemiplegia is comparatively rare.

The muscles retain their nutritiun. There
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is often at first a slight loss of ii-ritability to

induced currents, but after a very few ajipli-

cations this becomes normal. At first, too,

considerable electi-o-cntaneous and electro-

muscular insensibility may be present. If

the form of paralysis be hemiplegic, the

mouth is not affected ; if parajilegic, the

sphincters are not paralysed, and although

incontinence of urine sometimes occurs, there

is no cystitis, and the urine does not become
ammoniacal. There is never any bedsore.

If the arm be the limb affected, and the ex-

aminer, after flexing it slightly, leaves go, it

will sometimes remain in the Hexed position,

which it would not do in hemiplegia. It is

noteworthy that, in half the cases of hysteri-

cal paralysis, there is no history of antecedent

convulsions. Cutaneous anaesthesia of the

extremities will give rise sometimes to a

pseudo-paralysis, and muscular aniesthesia

may cause symptoms of ataxy. These may
be "distinguished from the result of organic

change by careful examination. Hysterical

speechlessness may be distinguished from
aphasia by the patient being able to write

down with great facility the wishes she is

unable to express in speech ; and from local-

ised paralysis of the tongue, by her being

perfectly able to protrude the organ and to

swallow.
4. Circulatory.—There may be sj'ncope

which will simulate dying. After an inde-

scribable sensation at the heart—a fulness

or stifling feeling—the pulse becomes almost
imperceptible, the patient is speechless, and,

for periods varying in length, is api)arently

in a most precarious condition, recovery

taking place after prolonged sighing. Or there

may be tumultuous action of the heart. The
abdominal aorta (and sometimes also other

arteries) is occasionally the seat of powerful
pulsations, which are visible in their effects

upon the abdominal wall and strongly sug-

gest the existence of aneurysm. The capillary

circulation may be deranged in the two
directions of hyperaemia and ischaemia. In
the former there is a patch of redness of the
skin, accompanied by a feeling of burning and
tenderness ; in the latter, which is especially

seen in conjunction with analgesia, the skin

is pale and no bleeding follows the pricks of

a pin. In a recorded case, pressure upon
a tender spinous process checked the radial

pulse for a time.

5. Visceral.—Vomiting is sometimes a
very obstinate symptom, all food taken being
speedily ejected, the condition lasting a sur-

prisingly long time, often for many months,
sometimes for years, usually without so much
prostration as might be expected, but never-
theless with great loss of weight. Or there
may be such an active aversion from food as
renders it vei-y difficult to support nutrition

;

or a depraved appetite may cause substances
to be swallowed which have no nutritious

propertj\ In the belly there is frequently a

hyper-secretion of gas with spasm of the
bowels, causing borborygmi and noisy eruc-

tations. Intestinal gas may be imprisoned
between two points of spasmodic contraction

of the intestine, giving oricin to a tumour
capable of being moved about in the abdo-
minal cavity, and of sudden resolution. These
' balloons,' as they have been called, are

probably sometimes mistaken for tumours of

the spleen, kidney, or other organ. It is not
uncommon to have retention of urine, the
bladder becoming greatly distended, but con-
tracting at once and expelling its contents if

the patient be placed in a hip-batli, and a
bucket of cold water thrown over the pelvis.

In other cases there is an unduly frequent

desire to empty the bladder, and there may
be some incontinence. The secretion of

urine may be supjjressed almost entirely (but

this is very rare), the little urine that is

passed containing an unusual proportion of

ui-ea, which is also found in the vomiting
accompanying this condition.

There is sometimes very obstinate consti-

pation, extending over weeks or even months,
and giving rise to enormous impaction of

Iteces— occasionally also diarrhoea.

Cases occur in which the symptoms of

cerebro-spinal sclerosis of the disseminated
form, after persisting perhaps for many
months in a young woman, rapidly or even
suddenly disappear. This circumstance is

often supposed to show that the case was one
of hysteria. It is probable, however, that the

view still generally held that the shifting of

loss of power from one limb to another is

really characteristic of hysteria is quite an
error. The hysterical woman who has lost

all power in her legs will, it is true, very
often later on (whilst still paraplegic) lose the

power of one arm (usually the left), but in

the writer's experience she is not prone to lose

the power in a limb, then recover it, and then

lose it in another. The idea of this shifting

of powerlessness being strongly suggestive of

hysti-ria has probablj' arisen from the mis-

takes in diagnosing as hysteria cases of dis-

seminated sclerosis, which must have been
continually occurring before the latter disease

had been differentiated. So in regard to

vision. The hysterical patient will become
quite blind of cme eye, whilst the patient

affected with disseminated sclerosis will only

describe more or less obscurity of vision.

The writer cannot call to mind, since he has
been better acquainted with disseminated
sclerosis, any case of simple hysteria in which
first one eye lost some amount of vision for

a time, and recovered, and afterwards the

other eye behaved in a similar fashion. This

is not at all uncommon in the course of dis-

seminated sclerosis. The marked and almost
constant occurrence of hysterical symptoms
in the earlier stages of disseminated sclerosis

often tends to obscure the diagnosis, and a

very guarded prognosis becomes necessary.
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It is common to class such cnses with those
of hysterical paralysis; but it is probable that

they are examples of disseminated sclerosis

recovering only for a time, as is characteristic

of the disease. Tliere is good reason to think
that cases of disseminated cerebro-spinal

sclerosis are not at all infrequently supposed
to be simple examples of hysteria. The
disease is characterised in its earlj- stage (the

only period when a mistake is possible) by
some general weakness of limbs, accompanied
by slight tremors on voluntary movement
only, aVid an utterance which is slow and
drawling, with occasional slurring of words.
Careftil examination, especially noting the
circumstance that, for example, the arm only
shakes when the patient is directed to take
hold of an object, is usually suthcient to dis-

tinguish the disease from hysteria, but tliere

is sometimes considerable difficulty, and
great caution should be observed in avoiding
hasty conclusions.

Sequels.— Hysterical symptoms some-
times pass into those of mania, melancholia,
and occasionally also of dementia.

Prognosis.—This is favourable as regards
life, death from hysteria being very rare.

Recovery for a time is common enough, but
too often there is a return of the disease, tlie

symptoms being usually of a different kind.

Some patients will run througli almost every
conceivable phase of the disorder in turn. As
a rule there is a tendency to cessation of the

disease after the climacteric period. It occa-

sionally hajipens, however, that the disease

is continued into an advanced period of hfe.

Tkeatmext.—If Medicine were in a posi-

tion to regulate the mode of life, food, educa-
tion, and especially the selections for propaga-
tion of the species, it is probable that in suc-

ceeding generations hysteria would become
more and more rare in the race. In many
cases it can do but little for the individual.

Intercurrent maladies must of course receive

the treatment proper to them. Where ansemia
is present, much good may often be done by
iron. States of malnutrition tend to precipi-

tate and intensify hysterical symptoms ; and
to remedy these is often to do much for the

concomitant nervous disorder.

But probably the greatest amount of bene-

fit which can be brought to bear upon the

hysterical jiaticnt is through her surround-
ings. A girl who has not spoken above a

whisper for months whilst at home, will often

recover her natural tone of voice in a week
if placed under the judicious discipline of

strangers. This is a well-known circumstance,
and the fact has tended very much to the

belief that hysteria is simply vicious simu-

lation. Such an inference is unjust.

That an altered relation of tlie ganglionic

nerve-cells to the blood-supply forms at least

a part of the pathology of hysteria appears

probable from the effects of fasting in provok-

ing hysterical outbui-sts, and the intlueuce of

food and stimulants in postponing them.
Ammonia iniialed by the nostrils is a well-
known and valuable agent for the purpose.
Alcohol should be avoided altogether, as
there is groat danger of excess.

It is through the sensory nerves that the
most rapid inlluence is brought to bear upon
the hysterical condition. Thus cutaneoiis
anaesthesia and hypera:stliesia may often be
rapiiUy cured by the application of strong in-

duced currents to the afl'ected portion of skin ;

aphonia by acting in a similar way ujion the
skin covering the lamyx. Paralysis of the
limbs is in many cases quickly cured by the
same means.

Hysterical convidsions may almost always
be cut short by doucliing tlie patient very
freely indeed with cold water. This shoulll
be poured from a height upon the face. For
a few seconds there is no perceptible efTect,

then the breathing becomes gasjiing, and the
patient seeks by moving away to avoid any
further application. It often happens that
the remembrance of this treatment serves to
prevent a repetition of convulsions, but it

would be wrong to conclude from this that
the proceedings of the jiatient had been
voluntary. The effect of the cold douche is

to create, through the medium of the cutane-
ous nerves, a sudden change in the character
of the blood-circidation, which may well in-

fluence the state of the ganglionic nerve-
centres. The supposition seems fair that to

remember the shock is to have a weak excite-

ment of the nerve-centres which were strongly
excited by the application.

Bromide of potassium, which is of such
value in the grand vial of epilepsy, has no
influence in preventing hystericalconvidsions.

In a doubtful case tlie exhibition of this drug
is therefore useful for puqioscs of diagnosis.

Valerian (the powder or tincture) has an un-
questionable elfect in the convulsive and
spasmodic symptoms of hysteria, little or

none probably upon the paralytic phases.

Asafoetida by enema is useful in tympanites
and colic of hysterical origin. Small doses

of strychnine and opium are uscfid in reliev-

ing some of the distressing feelings com-
plained of by hysterical patients.

Dr. Weir Mitchell, of Philadcliihia, has in-

troduced a mode of systematic treatment of

hysteria and nerve j)rostration, which has
lent important aid to our means of dealing

with cases of this kind. Its introduction

into this country we owe to Dr. Playfair.

The treatment essentially consists in the

complete isolation of the patient, who lies in

bed and is fed and attended by an intelligent

nurse. Under the uiHuence of massaire of

the muscles of the trunk and extremities,

conducted twice a day for an hour or more,

the patient becomes able to take large quanti-

ties of milk (from GO to 1(X) oz. in twenty four

hours), besides three full meals of hiijhly

nutritious food. By these means the nutrition
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of the body undergoes a remarkable improve-

ment, one or two stone of weight being often

added ; the muscles become firm, the skin

soft and elastic; the comi^lexion assumes the

hue of health ; the patient regains natural

sleep if this has been lost ; whilst various

morbid symptoms— pains, local tenderness,

contracture, loss of power in the limbs— dis-

appear. It is especially in cases where signs

of emaciation have been present that this

mode of treatment achieves extraordinary

success.

It is often a question whether the hysteri-

cal should uian-y. Where the disorder is

slight and the general health is good, mar-
riage may be advised, supjjosing that the

prospects of a happy union are favourable.

But in very severe cases, and especially when
there is al-^o a strong neurotic history in

the famil , it should be discountenanced.

Nothing but harm can be expected from the

strain of domestic cares upon a congenitally

defective nervous system.
T. Buzzard.

HYSTERICAL INSANITY.—Al-

most every variety of insanity may present

in certain patients features which are com-
monly known and termed ' hysterical.'

Melanchohc individuals will be afflicted with
hysterical paraplegia Or other paralyses.

Some will become cataleptic or apparently

unconscious. Others will display all the phe- '.

nomena of hystero-epilepsy. Not infre-

quently do we see a violent outburst of acute

mania culminating and subsiding in a brief

period of time, resembling in this an ordinary
attack of ' hysterics.' It may be doubtful,

however, whether hysterical msanity should
be looked upon as a special variety of the
malady. It seems more correct to look upon
it as insanity occurring in hj'sterieal patients,

and characterised by the phenomena jieculiar

to them. We may expect sudden changes
of symptoms, sudden improvements, and
sudden relapses.

Prognosis.—The prognosis is unfavourable,

as this form of insanity is found in patients

of an unstable nervous organisation, prone
to frequent derangement. Even if recovery
takes j)lace, attacks are not unlikely to

occur subsequently.

Treatment.—Such persons above all others
require moral treatment. Medical treatment
should be directed towards the improve-
m.ent of the general health rather than the
removal of special sjinptoms.

G. F. Blandford.

HYSTERITIS {varfpa, the womb).—In-
flammation of the womb. See Womb, Dis-
eases of.

HYSTERO-EPILEPSY. — Synon.:
Fr. Hystero-Einlepsie ; Hysteric JEpilepti-

forme; Ger. Hystcrocpilcjisie.

Definition.—A term applied to a form of
hysteria of unusual gravity, the convulsions

HYSTERO-EPILEPSY

in their violence recalling those of epilepsy,

and characterised by the occurrence of re-

markable forms of anaesthesia, paralysis, and
contracture of muscles.

Miioi^OGY.—The condition is one which
must be classed with hysteria, and not with
epilepsy, and the circumstances which tend
to the production of the former disease are

here equally jjotent. See Hysteria.
Symptoms and Diagnosis.—It is to the

French school, and especially to Professor

Charcot of Paris, that we owe the most im-
portant descrijitions of this disease,' which
would appear to be more common on the
Continent than in England. The symptoms
may be divided into :—(1) motor ; and (2)

sensory.

1. Motor.—Convidsive seizures occur,

preceded by an hysterical aura (abdominal
or e2)igastric) , which usually gives the patient

tunely warning enough to enable her to

place herself in a position of safety. Then
there is a shriek, the face is pallid, and she
falls (perhaps whilst endeavouring to quit

the room), the features become distorted,

and the Umbs pass into a state of tonic

rigidity. There is foaming at the mouth,
sometimes the tongue is bitten, and there

may be some clonic convulsions with lividity

of features. Relaxation of the muscles and
a more or less comatose condition succeed,

to be followed shortly, however, by contor-

tions and gesticulations of a violent cha-

racter, coarsely suggestive of the influence of

various passions—wrath, fear, disgust, lust.

Or there may be meaningless writhings, pre-

senting a hideous aspect. To this phase
sometimes succeeds hallucination of vision,

or of hearing.- Rats and serjients and other

objects of horror are seen. The attack ends
with sobs or hysterical laughter. There
may remain a temporary inability to empty
the bladder or to swallow food.

Convulsive seizures of this co-ordinated or

purposive character, although much more
common in the female than the male sex,

are by no means confined to the former.

The condition is not infrequently observed
in boys ; less often in men. In the latter

there is usually the history of some great

moral shock antecedent to the first out-

break.

In patients liable to attacks such as have
been described, it is not uncommon to find a
contracture of one or more limbs. This
may assume the hcmiplegic or paraplegic
form ; and it may be of a passing character
lastuig a few days only, or enduring for

many years. The attitude may be either

that of rigid flexion or extension ; and it is

found to remain during sleep, only relaxing
mider the profound effect of chloroform
narcosis. The limb so affected does not
sufler in its nutrition, and the reaction of

the muscles to electrical currents remains
normal.
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The contractures, as well as the sensory
disturbances described below, may be said

ti) l)c practically confined to patients of the
teniale sex. It is very rare indeed to tind

them in males.
2. Sensory.—It has been noted that in

female patients thus afTected (as indeed is

common in hysteria generally) there is apt
to be a pain in one or other iliac region,

most often the left, which is sometunes
constant, and in other cases is only dis-

covered by pressure. The seat of this pain
is thought to be the ovary, and it is found
that whilst a moderate i)ressure in this

region may determine the production of the

aura and sometimes of an hysterical attack,

energetic compression at the spot will very
often cut short the convulsive seizure.

Anccsthcsia and anah/isia are apt to be
found sometimes in both sides, but much
more frequently in one half of the patient's

body, parted off fi-om the other by the median
line, and thus involving apparently half the

head, face, and trunk, as well as the upper
and lower extremities, though it may be in

different degrees of intensity. It not seldom
happens that the patient is herself unaware
of the existence of this insensibility until

examination has disclosed it. The loss of

sensibility" sometimes affects also the special

senses ; and smell, taste, hearing, sight, and
the perception of colour, may each or all be
lost on one side.

Accompanj-ing the analgesia it is often

seen that the pin-prick employed to test the
condition fails to di'aw blood on the affected

side, whilst readily doing so in the opposite

limb
Where there is loss of power of the limbs

with contracture and anaesthesia following a
convidsive seizure, it is not ditHcult for the

I'oinlition to be ascribed to an attack of

hemiplegia, resulting from organic disease,

and there is sometimes a doubt on this

matter which is not easily resolved. The
points of most value in making a differentiiJ

diagnosis are the following:

—

(a) The absence
froi/i the first of any deviation of the tongue
or facial paralysis. After a time, no doubt,

in some cases of hemiplegia of organic origin

these symptoirs become scarcely visible, but
it may be said that practiciUly at the onset

they are always present to a greater or less

extent, (b) The extent and completeness ofthe

analgesia, especially the mode in which it

affects the trunk, which ordinarily" escapes

in hemiplegia. Such complete anirsthesia

as occurs in these cases is rarely observed in

hemiplegia of cerebral origin. In spinal hemi-
plegia, again, it would occupy, as Brown-
Seipiard has pointed out, the side of the

body o2>posite to that affected with motor
paralysis. Besides these there is rarely

much difficulty in finding in the symptoms,
surroundings, or history of the patient, cir-

cumstances which, combined with those

described, throw a strong light on the nature
of the condition. The hysterical patiens
may present, for exanijile, retention of urine,
ovarian tenderness, and tympanites ; and in
her history there may be an account of
aphonia, con\"ulsive seizures occurring under
emotion, hysterical cough, or some other
feature which tends to stamp the case as one
belonging to this great neurosis.

j

Occasionally these contractures remain
permanent. Much more frequently they
relax, after a longer or shorter i)eriod, and
the relaxation almost always takes place
suddenly, usually imder the influence of
some moral shock.

It will sometimes happen that paresis ami
contracture of a Innb will occur without any
previous history of hysterical symptoms, and
the possibility of tliis must always be borne
in mind. Where there is diu-ing many hours
a long-continued succession of tits with brief

intervals of immunit)', considerable doubt
may arise as to the nature of the attacks,

because a very similar, numerous, and rapid
reciurrence of fits sometimes takes jda-.-e in

true epilepsy. We are indebted to Chare it

for the observation that whilst in the case
of the epUeptic seizures of this kind the
temperature is observed to rise greatly (at-

taining, for instance, a height of 10.5° F.),

no such great increase is noted when the
fits are of hysterical origin—a slight eleva-

tion only occurring.

In cases of hystero-epilepsy it has been
' noted that there is often colour-blindness,

affecting the ej"e on the same side as the
hemiana'sthesia—the order of disajipearance,

I

in most cases, being the following: violet,

green, red, orange, yellow, blue. Violet is

the colour most easily lost, red and blue,

according to Charcot, being those which
persist most, except in those cases where
achromatopsia is absolute—that is, where the

patient looking at a paintmg sees nothing

but black and white.

Itemarkable results have been known to

follow the application of metallic jilates and
the approach of a powerful magnet to the

aniesthetic side of the body. It is found

that, if a small plate of some metal be

applied for a few minutes to the skin, a

return of sensibility occurs, touches and
pricks previously unperceived are felt, and
colour-vision is restored in the affected eye.

I

The particular metal which will effect this

change has to be sought by experiment : in

one jierson gold, in another silver, in others

again iron, tin, or copper, alone producing

the effect. So again it is stated that the

approach (without actual contact) of a jiower-
' ful horseshoe magnet will produce a siiiidar

effect to the contact of a metal. In either

I case, 2)ari passu with the return of sensi-

bihty on the affected side, it is noted that

the other half of the body acipiin s the

aniESthetic state. There is a tim-f. nme
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apparently of the phenomena. The aprroach
of a magnet, it is also found, will cause a

contracture to relax, the relaxation lasting

for many hours. But in this case, again,

the corresponding limb of the previously

normal side is found to present evidence of

paresis. In two instances Eosenthal and
the writer have found defective electrical

excitability, as tested by sudden interruption

of a strong voltaic current, in the cerebral

hemisphere opposite to the side which is

marked by anaesthetic symptoms. In the

writer's own case the experiment was fol-

lowed by considerable improvement in the

cutaneous sensibility.

Treatment.— Cases of hystero-epilepsy

are not amenable to any treatment by drugs.

Powerful moral impressions, especially

energy and commanding influence in the

medical attendant, are more potent than
anything else in bringing about recovery,

but it is not always that these can be brought

to bear. It is desirable, therefore, that in

suitable cases the influence of the measures
just described should be tested. In cases of

convulsion strong pressure should bo made
upon that ovarian region in which tender-

ness is discovered. In examples of contrac-

ture and hemiauicsthesia an application of

metallic plates of various kinds may well be
made to the skin of the affected side.

Very useful effects are often produced by
the application of strong faradic currents,

which may require to be persisted in ere any
influence is produced. Blisters also, repeated
everj' three or four days, are occasionaUy
very useful in causing the relaxation of a
contractured limb and the return of sensi-

bility to an ana'sthetic skin.

Removal of the patient from the family
circle and the society of frightened or sym-
pathising friends, is in most cases a sine qua
non of successful treatment.

T. Buzzard.

ICE, Therapeutics of.—See Cold,
Therapeutics of.

ICHORRH^MIA {lxo>p, puriform
matter; and ai/iii, the blood).—A morbid
condition of the blood, caused by the absorp-
tion of septic materials. See PYjEMIA ; and
Septicemia.

ICHTHYOSIS {IxSva, a fish-scale).

Synon. : Fish-skin Disease; Fr. Ichthyose

;

Ger. Fischschitppcna usschlag.

Definition.—A disease which has obtained
its name from the division of the cuticle into
polygonal plates somewhat like the scales of
the fish, although no overlapping exists. The
skin is dry, rigid, rough, and greyish-green,
often of the hue of the upper surface of the
turbot ; and the cuticle exfoliates, in some
places as dust, in others as thin shining
laminae like mica or bran.

^Etiology.—Ichthyosis may be regarded
as a defect of development of the skin, usually,
however, appearing some months after birth.
In rare instances it has arisen in adults.
Males are afi'eeted twenty times as often as
females. Heredity sometimes obtains. The
degree of its manifestation may dejiend on
various circumstances, especially those re-
lating to scanty food and want of cleanliness.
It may be regarded as endemic in the Mo-
lucca Islands.

Anatomical Characters.—The cuticle is

abnormally copious; the fibrous tissue of
the derma is condensed ; the papilla are
enlarged and lengthened, and are sometimes

apt to bleed on slight in'ury; the areolar

layer is lax and fatlefs, and the whole in-

tegument wants succulence and elasticity.

Further, the cuticle is hard and brittle, the
inorganic matter being increased fourfold,

and it cracks along the lines of motion or
wrinkles of the skin ; the fragments being
powdery upon the neck, front of the trunk,

and flexures of the joints, angular and pro-

minent on their extensor aspects, and smooth
and polyhedral on the rest of the limbs. The
follicles are filled with dry epithehum and
sebum, which in other places may concrete
and add to the tliickness of the crust. The
skin as a whole forms coarse wrinkles, and
from the laxness of the subcutaneous areolar
tissue it moves freely over the fascia. Tlie

oily, and sometimes the aqueous, secretions
are scanty, an unpleasant odour is often ex-

haled, and the transparency and lustre of
the healthy skin are wanting. The health
is usually good, but cardiac hypertrophy has
been noted. The cold of winter is felt

severely, and death often results from pul-

monary complaints.
Modifications.—Ichth^'osis vai-ies accord-

ing to site. On the limbs it is most sym-
metrical, and the scales are largest ; on the
hands and feet the cuticle is horny, and tliere

are deep wrinkles; and on the face the de-
tached edges of the plates cause great rough-
ness, and the complexion is altered to a
brick-red. Varieties are also produced by
the amount of sebum, which may form either
thick scales or projecting spines. Such
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modifipti forms have sufrsfstod sevcnil

sviion.viiis. Tlius, when dryness of the skin

is consjiicuous it has been termed xeroderma.
\Vhen the network of lines bounding the

scales is rofcnlar and widely strctelied, from
the tightness of the whole integument, the

name ' harlecjiiin skin ' has been apjihed, such

instances being usually congenital and the

birth premature. Wlu'n the smooth surface

has a mother-of-pearl ])olisii it has been called

iriilhi/osis iiacrea. \Vhen the concreted ejii-

dermic and sebaceous substances resemble

the scales of reptiles, the term ichthyosis

serpentina is applied, although the monitor
is the reptile whoso skin it is most like ; and,

tinally, the variety in which long spines appear

is designated ichthijosis hi/strir, the ' porcu-

pine disease.' Malformations of tlie eyelids,

ears, and fingers have been frequently Ibund

in ichthyotic subjects. The disease has been
known to disappear after eruptive fevers.

Treatment.—The principles of treatment
are as follows: First, we must promote an
im]iroved nutrition of the body by the use

of a generous diet, cod-hver oil, arsenic, iron,

or other tonics. Secondly, it is necessary to

remove the excess of epidermic matter and
sordes, which is best etVected, when the dis-

ease is limited, by resorcin or solutions of

salicylic acid ; when it is extensive, by ablu-

tions with soft water and soft soap, and espe-

cially l)y the Turkish bath and shampooing.
Thirdly, we have to stimulate the circulation

and innervation of the skin bj- friction and
inunction with such substances as lanolin,

cod-liver oil, or cacao-butter mixed with gly-

cerine. The salve mulls and super-fatted

soaps, as used by Unna, give great relief in

localised cases. Injection of pilocarjjine has
been used to increase sv.'eating and thus

soften the cuticle.

Erasmus AVilson. E. D. Mapother.

ICTERUS (iKTis, a weasel; with yellow
eyes).—A synonym for jaundice. See Jaun-
dice.

ICTUS SOLIS (ictus, a stroke; sol, the

sun).—A synonym for sunstroke. See Sun-
stroke.

IDAHO HOT SPRINGS, in Clear
Creek County, Colorado, U.S.A.—
Thermal waters. See Mineral Waters.

IDIOCY (i^itorrjr, a person private or

apart).— Synon. : Feeble-mindedness ; Fr.

Demence Innee ; Idiot isme ; Ger. Die
Spracheigcnhcit ; Blodsinn.

Definition.—Mental deficiency occurring

during infancy or the eaidy periods of life.

The term idioci/ is not a scientific one, but

it is convenient to em])loy it here to include

a class of maladies.which differ essentially

from insanity, both as to their nature and
treatment. The strict meaning of the word
idiot is, ' a solitary one,' but it has become so

much used as a term of opprobrium that it
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were well if the phrase, 'feeble-minded,*
could take its place.

Description.— The term ' idiocy ' covers
such a largo area, and includes such a great
variety of cases, that there is endless grada-
tion in its manifestations, from slight depar-
ture from a normal condition, to that state of
profound idiocy in which the unfortunate sub-
ject thereof sees nothing, feels nothing, does
nothing, and knows nothing. The tyj)ical

condition, however, is best illustrated by re-

ference to an average state. For the most
part, the lesion is not only a psychical one,
but profoundly affects the physical, and fre-

quently the moral life. The stature is less

than normal, and there is a tendency to

assume a stooping posture. The skin is often

coarse, deficient in elasticity, and lax, with
increased development of areolar tissue.

The muscles are weak and tlabby, and
respond feebly and irregidarly to the action

of the will. The bones are often yielding

and deformed. The circulatory system is

tisually weak, rendering the patient lialile to

destructive chilblains and frostbite, inducing
perilous effects from exposure to a low tem-
perature, and rendering slow any reparative

process. The lungs are extremely liable to

infiammatorj' attacks, both in their bronchial
tubes and parenchyma, and prone to tuber-

cular disease if the subject be resident on a
clay soil. The digestive system is liable to

be deranged by defective mastication of food,

and alternately subject on the one hand to

constipation from defective innervation, and
on the other hand to diarrhoja from catarrh,

resulting from alternations of temperature.

The sexual functions are often abnormal

;

there is a tendency to masturbation very

early in life, while puberty itself is gene-

rally delayed, and often sterility exists.

There is not infre(piently phimosis and un-

descended testis in the male, and non-de-

velopment of the ovary in the female. The
motor functions are also abnonnal ; there is

usually defective co-ordination, resulting in

a deficiency in purposive acts, while there

is a tendency to the production of purely

rhj'thmical and automatic movements.
There is diminished sensibility, so that what
is painful to others is borne with complacency.

Speech is defective, partly from want of co-

ordination of the muscles of the tongue,

partly owing to malformations of the mouth
and palate, and partly to inability to convert

ideas into words. The sight is often impaired,

due to hypermetropia. to imperfect retinal

sensibility, to congenital cataract, or to

diminished accommodation. These condi-

tions are frequently associated with strabis-

mus or nystagmus. The sense of smell is

lessened, and the discrimination of odours

almost /n7. The sense of taste is also de-

fective, leading to the eating of things of an
unpalatable and even repulsive nature. The
faculty ol hearing is not much interfered with.
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except in cases where there has heen destruc-

tive disease of the ear. The faculties of ob-

servation and attention are limited. There

is generally great fondness for music, and

simple airs are often readily learned. The
memory is generally good, and there are

often instances of remarkable power in this

respect. There is very little imagination or

ability for abstract thought, while judgment

and reasoning power are almost entirely

absent.

Classification.—The best classification of

idiocy, the one which most assists in the pro-

gnosis and treatment, is that which is based

on its aetiology. The whole of the cases may
be divided into three important groups, which
groups afterwards admit of subdivision. The
primary groups are :—(1) congenital ; (2)

developmental ; and (3) accidental.

1. Congenital idiocy.—This includes all

those cases which at the period of birth mani-

fest signs of defective mental power, asso-

ciated usually with conditions of the head,

skin, and other organs, which are indicative

of a congenital origin. They are cases which
have never possessed ordinary mental power.

The congenital group contains the following

subdivisions :

—

{a) stnmious ; (h) microce-

phahc; (c) macrocephalic ;
(ti) hydrocephalic

;

(e) eclampsic ; (/) epileptic ; (g) paralytic

;

and (/() choreic.

2. Dcvclojmiental idiocy.— The develop-

mental group includes a smaller number
of cases, where the child manifests an ave-

rage intelligence through infancy, or even

up to the commencement of puberty, but,

from causes which have influenced the nu-

trition of the embryo during its intra-uterine

life, is born with a proclivity to mental break-

down during one of the developmental crises

;

the crises being the periods of the first denti-

tion, of the second dentition, and of puberty.

The group includes those cases in which
speech and mental faculties are lost in

children in whom previously the intelligence

was good—cases where the brain and nervous
power were sutKcient for their early years, but
are insufficient to carry them through evolu-

tional stages. They usually present outward
signs, in their prow-shaped cranium or other

structural deviations, that the tendency to

catastrophe was born with them. The de-

velopmental group embraces the following

subdivisions :— (a) eclampsic
;

(b) epileptic
;

and (c) choreic.

3. Accidental idiocy. — The accidental
group includes all those cases of idiocy

where the child has been born with a normal
nervous system, free from any present or
potential defect, when unfortunately a fall, a
fright, epilepsy, the result of some peripheral
irritation, disease of the bones of the ear
sequential to measles or scarlet fever, menin-
gitis, or other cause, may lead before puberty
to mental break-down—a break-down not of

a genetic, but of a purely accidental origin.

The accidental group includes :

—

(a) trau-

matic
;

(b) inflammatory ; and (c) epileptic

idiocy. For the group of idiots produced by
endemic influence, see Cretinism.

^Etiology.—The production of idiocy is

multiform in its causation : often more than
one factor has been at work. The congenital

kinds are produced by neuroses, struma, tuber-

culosis, alcoholism, over-intellectual work,
over-sexual indulgence, and constitutional

debility of the progenitors. Syphilis holds

but a very unimportant place. Intermarriage
of relations, where there is a constitutional

taint, in consequence of its insuring the

existence of two potent factors ; fright and
emotional disturbance, or anxiety of any
kind on the part of the mother during her
pregnancy ; and prolonged parturition and
suspended animation at birth, are also to be
reckoned as causes of congenital idiocy. The
developmental kinds have their proclivity

given to them by causes affecting the nutri-

tive life in utero; notably emotional disturb-

ances, and sickness produced by the pregnancy
or by a prolonged sea-voyage. The exciting

cause is a developmental crisis, such as

occurs at the periods of dentition, and the

evolution of puberty. Masturbation is a

most important factor in determining this

kind of idiocy. The accidental kinds are

produced by injuries of any kind to the

cranium, sunstroke, exanthematous disease,

tubercular or other forms of meningitis, in-

anition, and epilepsy referable to worms,
masturbation, or other sources of peripheral

irritation.

Prognosis.—In idiocy the future of the

patient will be forecast by reference to the

nature of the case. Other things being equal,

patients paralysed or epileptic are less amen-
able to treatment than others, but the most
unsatisfactory results are obtained among
cases of accidental origin. It is important
to recognise the fact that congenital cases,

with marked traces of their infirmity in their

faces and bodies, are, for the most part, more
susceptible of improvement than the develop-

mental, and these again than the accidental,

who may have no appearance of idiocy in

their faces or bodies; that, in fact, a favourable

prognosis is often inversely as the patient is

winsome, fair to look upon, and comely.
Treatment.—The treatment of idiocy con-

sists of a judicious combination of medical,

physical, moral, and intellectual agencies.

The patient should be rescued from his soli-

tary life, and have the companionship of his

peers. He should be surrounded by influences,

both of art and nature, calculated to make
his life joyous, to arouse his observation, and
to quicken his power of thought. The basis

of all treatment should be medical in an
enlarged sense. Success can only be obtained
by keeping the patient in the highest possible

health. The dietary should be liberal, con-

taining a fair proportion of nitrogenous ele-
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mcnts, while rich also in phosj)lmtic and
oleufjinous constituents. The food should
he presented, too, in a form suited to the
mastiputory power of tlie ])aiient. It is of

inii)ortanco tliat the rooms he inhabits slioiild

bo well-ventilated, whilst kept warm ; and
daily baths with shampooinj; should be era-

ployed. Of first importanec is the soil : a clay
soil is fatal to all proper proj^ress, inducing
tuberculosis, and lowering the vital power.
I'hi/sical training forms an important part of
treatment. The attenuated muscles liave to

be nourished by calling into exercise their

functions, and the automatic and rliythmic
movements have to be replaced by others
whicli are the product of tlie will. Tlie

simplest movements should be first taught,

then the more complex, thus causing to gi"ow

\\p together the mandate and the resiUt.

From purposeless acts the idiot thus builds

up a series of co-ordinated and voluntary
movements which are applicable to the
wants of daily life. The training has to be
carried out in minute detail, so that every
voluntary muscle and every congeries of
nuiscles may be called into action, and
trained to fulfil witli ra])idity the end for

which they are designed. The moral educa-
tion is of paramount importance. The jiupil

has to be taught to subordinate his will to

that of another. He has to learn obedience,

tliat right doing is productive of pleasure,

and that wrong doing is followed by depriva-

tion thereof. Corporal punisliment should
be forbidden ; the affective faculties of the

patient sliould be so cultivated that the
withdrawal of the love of his teacher should
be felt as the greatest punishment, and the
manifestation of it his highest reward. In I

no case should the punishment interfere with
hygienic treatment. The intellectual train-

ing must be based on a cultivation of the
\

senses. The patient should be taught the

(juahties, form, and relation of objects by
their sense of touch; to apprehend colour,

size, number, shape, and relation hy siglit;

to understand the varieties of sound when
addressed to the ear; the (pialities of objects

by the taste and smell. These lessons should
be of the simplest at first, and gradually
cumulative. Nothing should be left to the

imagination. The idiot must be taught the

concrete, not the abstract. It is in this way
we should give him the basis upon which
the rcasonmg and reflective faculties can
be built up. Synchronously with tliis, u.so

should be made of the pliysical powers wliich

have been ciiltivatod. He should be taught

to dress and undress himself, to acquire

habits of order and neatness, to use the

sjioon or knife and fork, to walk with pre-

cision, to handle -with tact. The defective

speech is best overcome by a well-arranged

plan of tongue-gymnastics, followed by a i

cultivation of the purely imitative powers.
|

j. Langdon Down.
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IDIOPATHIC (rVr, peculiar; and
Tdft-v. ii (hsease).—A term applied to a
morbid condition when it arises prijuarily,
and not in cousecpience of some other diseano
or injury. It is used in contradistinction to
symptomatic and traumatic.

IDIOSYNCRASY (W...r, peculiar; nCv,
with ; and Kpaait, constitution or tempera-
ment).
Definition.—This terra, like many others

used m science, has a more restricted appli-

cation than its etymology would indicate.

From meaning the personal constitution of
an individual, it has come to mean any
peculiar and not obviously correlated re-

actions against external influences exhibited
by any individual. It is not to bo confounded
with 'constitution,' whicli is the foundation
of the individual, his powers, capacities, and
organisation ; nor with 'temperament.' whicli
denotes the correlation of powers and ten-

dencies with the physical conformation of
the individual, which lias therefore a generic
or race application, and which is defined by
some writers as the ' general form ' of the
man. Commonly, any single peculiarity of
a person is spoken of as 'an idiosyncrasy,' so
that one individual may, in this sense of the
word, manifest sevei-al idiosyncrasies or per-

sonal attributes.

Description.—Idiosyncrasies, so defined,

may be mental or physical ; may be innate
or acquired ; may be permanent or temporarv.
The existence of idiosyncrasies being de-

clared chiefly through the agency of nerves,

and their operations being mostly capable of

being brought under laws of innervation,

Prochaska, Claude Bernard, and other autho-
rities have regarded tliein as 'a |H'culiar

affection of the nervous system.' Hut »
review of the phenomena admitted to belong
to the class will be found to compel us to

recognise in many cases a more eouij)rehen-

sive relation, involving the whole organism,
or parts of it otiier tlian tlie nervous system.

In the enumeration of the princi])Hl kinds

of idiosyncrasies, to purely nxntal manifes-

tations of likes and dislikes toward persons,

things, and pursuits — affections covered by
such terms as •sympathy," 'antipathy,' 'pre-

dilection,' &c.—must be added reactions in

which the mind, the emotions, and the

organic nen'ous system are afTectod simul-

taneously, but in varying proportions, by
impressions received through organs of sense.

For example, vision may be the channel

of affection. Syncope is produced in some
persona by the sight of blood ; or, as is re-

lated by Prochaska. swooning may invari-

ably occur on the sight of beetroot. \» re-

gards olfaction, some jieople are distns-fully

aflected, in both bodily and meiitiil %v.i\^, by
the exlialntione from certain animals, the cat

in particular ; in others, horror and fainting

are induced by the odour of T"-^-<i "r nf
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apples. And so on through the rest of the

senses.

In another group of idiosyncrasies the

higher nervous centres play no part, the

phenomena being of reflex production through

the spinal centres, or being due to direct

poisoning of the system or of organs. Among
foods or drugs swallowed, among gases or

dusts inhaled, among substances brought

into contact with the skin, many, harmless

to the majority of men, are for this or that

individual irritants or poisons. For instance,

eggs, honey, sugar, or fish may produce

gastric pain, nausea, or vomiting; straw-

berries are to a few persons a most virulent

poison, producing symptoms of intense ner-

vovis shock ; convulsive spasms may be ex-

cited by the smell of musk or civet ; asthma
by the inhalation of the powder of ipecacu-

anha; urticaria by the eating of shell-fish,

or even by the application of the yolk of egg
to the skin.

Some men there are love not a gaping pig

;

Some that are mad if they behold a cat

;

And others, when the bag-pipe sings i' th' nose,

Cannot contain their urine.

Merchant of Venice.

Idiosyncrasies confronting the use of drugs
have a special interest for the medical man.
They may be of a qualitative nature, as in

the production of unusual symptoms with
dangerous or fatal results by aniesthetics, or

in iodism ; or of a quantitative nature, as in

the case of opium and belladonna, minute
doses of which will poisoft some persons,

while doses of them, large enough to destroy

a dozen average individuals, may be taken
by one here and there with impunity.
The consideration of this part of our sub-

ject introduces the question of the variations

of idiosyncrasies. The transient oddities of
susceptibility arising in pregnancy, hysteria,

and madness, are excluded by some authors
from the category ; but as they only differ in

their transitory character from other idiosyn-

crasies, we shall here associate them with
those modifications of reactive sensibility

to which the term is commonly extended.
Seeing that the causes of innate idiosyn-

crasies are for the most part unexplained,
we may search out in varying or acquired
idiosyncrasies varying correlations which
may help lis to the ultimate better under-
standing of the former group. Thus we
know that intolerance of opium may arise in
some morbid states the nature of which is

fairly known; that tolerance of, or compara-
tive indifference to, the same drug may be
attained by its constant use. As in preg-
nancy new idiosyncrasies appear, so age,
habits, and state of body may each and all

modify the reaction of any individual to-

wards his surroundings; may change his
behaviour under the influence of drugs;
may at one time charm him against morbid
poisons, at another time leave him their
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easy victim ; may make him inflame some-
times in a suppurative, sometimes in a
plastic way. From this point of view, we
may, with Claude Bernard, summarise idio-

syncrasies as being ' mere manifestations of

the ordinary laws of physiology.'

Imaginary idiosyncrasies.—Persons aa'e

not infrequently met with who, held by
prejudice, or misled by fancies or unsound
judgments, declare that particular foods and
medicines disagree with them. It may
often be found, on investigation, that tlie

assertion is incorrect. The obstacles offered

to effective treatment by such fancies are

sometimes of grave importance, tasking

sevei'ely the sagacity of the medical man in

the way of analysis, and his skill in the way
of counteraction. But when the idea of

their existence shall have been proved in

any case to be unfounded, it is generally
possible to evade such obstacles bj' tact, or

to undermine them by argument, and, most
of all, to dissipate them by firmness.

William M. Ord.

IDROSIS (ISpcoy, sweat).—A synonym
for hypcridrosis. See Sudoeipakous Glands,
Diseases of.

ILEO-TYPHUS.—A synonym for

typhoid fever. Sec Typhoid Fever.

ILEUM, Diseases of.

—

See Intestines,
Diseases of.

ILEUS (dXeo), I twist).—A synonym for

an intestinal obstruction. See Intestinal
Obstruction.

ILIAC REGION.—The iliac region, or

region of the iliac fossae, is limited laterally

and superiorly by the crest of the ilium,

anteriorly by Poupart's ligament, and inter-

nally and below by the brim of the true

pelvis or inner edge of the psoas magnus
muscle.

Anatomical Relations.— That portion of

the abdominal cavity which corresponds to

these boundaries, contains the following
viscera on the right side :—the caecum, the
vermiform appendix, some coils of the small
intestines, o,nd the ureter ; and on the left

side :—the sigmoid flexure of the colon and
small intestines, and the ureter.

In front of the cavity is the ilio-inguinal

region, which forms its anterior parietes, and
from which surface aH examinations of the

region are instituted. Exploration is difticult

in obese persons, and to facilitate it we must
relax the abdominal parietes by flexing the
thigh, and by pressing the fingers immedi-
ately above the crural arch.

The peritoneum is but very slightly united
to the subjacent tissues, and is easily separ-
ated from them. It completely covers in the
left iliac fossa ; but on the right side, owing
to the presence of the caecum, this invest-

ment is incomplete. See Lumbar Region.
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The sitb-prritoneal cellular It'iniic may be
regarded as being composed of two distinct

layers. The tirst, immediately beneath the

peritoneum, is a continuation of the lax

cellulo-fatty envelope of the kidney and
cii'cum, passing with the femoral vessels

into the crural canal, and with the spermatic
cord into the scrotum. Tlie deeper or sub-

aponeurotic layer lies beneath the slieath of

the iliaco-psoas muscle, being continuous
al)ove with the sub-pleural cellular tissue,

and accompanying this muscle downwards
as far as its insertion into the lesser tro-

chanter.

The arteries of this region are thecommon
and external iliacs, and their branches.

The nerves of the iliac fossa are the lum-
bar plexus (the trunks of which lie in the

iliaco-psoas muscle) and its branches; and
the solar, renal, hypogastric, and luinbo-

aortic branches of the sj-mpathetic.

The fascia iliaca is attached above to the

entire inner lip of the iliac crest. Internally

it is blended with the sheath of the i)soas at

the level of the pi'omontory of the sacrum

;

and below this point it becomes fixed to the

brim of the true pelvis, passing behind the

ves-;els and giving off a thin cellular lamella
in front of them.
The sheath of the psoas muscle is attached

above to the ligamcntum arcnatum internum

;

it encloses the psoas anteriorly (the posterior

portion of its envelope being formed by the

lumbar vertebne) ; it is blended externally

with the sheath of the quadratus hmiboruin
;

whilst internallj- it is attached to the anterior

common ligament. Interiorly it is continu-

ous with the fascia iliaca.

The osseous layer corresponds with the

iliac bones.

1'atiiological and Clinical Relations.—
The viscera which have been enumerated
above, as being contained in the iliac region

of the abdomen, present various diseased con-

ditions, which cannot be salisfactorilj' dia-

gnosed without a practical knowledge of its

anatomical relations, and especially of tiie

fasciiE, sub-aponeurotic, and aponeurotic

structures of the iliac region. Thus in the

right iliac region the physician meets with
tumours and other diseases of the cucmu,
verinil'orm appendix, and lower part of the

ileum, including the local lesions of typhoid
fever {see Cecum. Diseases of; and compare
Hypogastric Region). In the left iliac

region, the diseases of the sigmoid tlexure

possess equally important relations. The
tumours, extravasations, and abscesses, which
may commence in the pelvis, frecjuently

make their way into either iliac region ; and
this is also the seat of morbid conditions con-

nected w'ith the ureter in the middle portion

of its course, as well as partly of the pain in

renal calculus. In the sub-peritoneal tissue

we meet with bloody or urinary infiltrations,

fiL'cal abscesses, and perityphlitic or idiopathic
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abscesses independent ofany intestinal lesion.

Collections of jjus beneath the fascia are
often dependent on caries of the vertebriE,
and may either be confined to the iliac fo.ssu.

or lie within the sheath of the psoas muscle
(psoas absces-s). Again, lumbar abscesses
maj' point anteriorly, and be diagnosed by
palpation of the abdominal walls.

This region is the scat of ligature of the
common, external, or internal iliac arteries.

The pulsation of the two former can generally
be felt; and it must be borne in mind that
the abdominal aorta pulsates in the left iliac

region. The bowel (large intestine) may have
to be opened here, in cases where lum-
bar colotomy is contra-indicated, and in the
writer's opinion where ii always should be
done. Edward Bellamy.

ILLUSION.—A false or mistaken per-

ception of (Hie of the senses, as when a person
sees or hears something, and takes it to be
something else. The terra has been used as
synonjinous with delusion and hallucination.

Illusions may occur in the sane as well as in

the insane. Sec Hallucination.

IMBECILITY.—-See Dementia ;

Idiocv.
and

IMMUNITY (immunis, exempt).—
Dehnition.—Immunity to disease may be
dehned as a condition, natural or acquired,

of the animal body, which renders it re-

sistent to the invasion of one or more infective

disorders.

General Considerations.—An animal (or

man) in such a condition is said to be pro-
tected against the particular disease from
which it is immime. .\11 the disorders in

which the question of innnuuity occurs are

infective, that is, capable of being trans-

mitted from one animal to another by means
of a contagium vivnim, virus, or primary
infective agent. The question of innuunity
is closely boimd up with the study of this

primary infective agent, with its moniho-
logy, its physiological life-processes, anil the

modes by which it produces its j)athol<^gical

effects. The notice here taken of these point.s

must of necessity be brief: but they will be

found fiUlj- described in the article Micro-
organisms.
Morphology of the primary infective

a<)cnt. — In only a few of the infective

disorders in man is the primary infective

agent known (see Micro-organisms). In

these (e.g. tubercle, anthrax, diphtheria,

glanders, tetanus, relapsnig fever, erysii)ela8,

pj-jemia, actinomycosis) specific micro-organ-

isms have been found and recognised to be the

cause of the disease. In some other diseases

—

typhoid fever, cholera, and gonorrhrea—the
proof that the micro-organisms found are the

cause of the diseases is not yet complete

;

while in one disease (malaria) there is some
evidence to show that the primary infective
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agent is a low form of animal life—a Plasmo-

dium or amoeba-like body. Until the iden-

tification of the infective agent in these and
other diseases (sncli as scarlet fever, measles,

small-pox, kc.) is made, the nature of immu-
nity to them, which is of such gi-eat import-

ance to man, must remain unsolved. Of
greater importance in immunity is the mode
of propagation or division of the pathogenous

micro-organisms. Some of these, such as

micrococci, tlie vibrio cholerre asiaticse, the

bacillus diphtheri;e, do not form spores, but

nmltiply by fission ; while others form
mmierous spores, which are very resistant

to the external conditions of moisture, light,

and heat. On the other hand, these con-

ditions affect tlie non-spore-bearing micro-

organisms, and so diminish their virulence.

The physiological life-processes of the patho-

genous micro-organism are important to the

question of immunity under two headings.

For their development and growth these

infective agents require a suitable medium,
which in any individual disease is formed
for thein or by them from the fluids of the

body. In the interstitial fluids of the tissues,

and in the fibrin and proteids exuded from
the blood in pathological efhisions, these in-

fective agents find suitable media for rapid

development and growth, and from such

media they effect their second important
physiological role, viz. of producing poison-

ous chemical substances, which, circulat-

ing in the body, become the means by which
the primary infective agent produces the

symptoms, both general and specific, of in-

fective disorders. Unless the infective agent
find a suitable medium on which to grow,
it cannot form its poisonous chemical pro-

ducts, and cannot reproduce the disease of

which it is the cause. This fact is of great

importance in considering immunity ; and
why no suitable medium is present in an
immune animal will be discussed later as far

as in our present knowledge it is possible.

Besides the fact just mentioned of the

physiological life-processes of the infective

agents, there are others of equal importance
connected with the pathological effects of

these agents. We have to take into account
in considering immunity the following patlio-

logical problems : (1) the degree of virulence
or attenuation of the virus

; (2) the localities

in ivhich it grows in the bodg in natural
disease ; with which is associated its mode of
distribution and its fate in an animal after

experimental inoculation into tlie circulation,

under the skin, or into one of the cavities of
the body.

1. Degree of Virtilence or Attenua-
tion of the Virus or Infective Agent.
One of the facts about the virus of infective

diseases which was surmised by clinical

experience and has been accentuated by the
scientific work of recent years, is that the
virus exists in two forms, one virulent and

the other attenuated. Thus some cases of

typhoid fever undoubtedly die from the in-

tensity of the poison, and may exhibit ana-
tomically no greater changes than exist in

a milder but still fatal case. Experiments,
however, with pathogenous micro-organisms
show this fact in a more exact manner.
Thus, Pasteur was able to ' attenuate ' the

bacillus anthracis, so that when injected into

a sheep it did not kill the animal, but pro-

duced a mild febrile illness. The bacillus of

fowl-cholera was attenuated in like manner.
It is well known also to bacteriologists that

if a virulent culture of bacillus anthi-acis be
kept for Fome time, it is apt to become
weakened in virulence; and one can approxi-

mately express the virulence of such pre-

parations as a ' two-days' ' or ' four-days'

'

anthrax, this being the time in which the
preparation would kill a given animal (guinea-

pig or rabbit) when subcutaneously inoculated.

Again, if a virulent culture of the bacillus

diphtheriffi on agar be kept for some months,
even in this state it will be found to become
less virulent, and will finally die. Other
examples might be given of similar results

with other pathogenous micro-organisms.
A distinction has been drawn between an
attenuated virus and a virus which is simply
weakened by age or partial drying, &c. It

is said that the attenuated virus always
breeds true in artificial cultivation or in

the animal body, whereas the slightly toxic

virus may by manipulation be made virulent

again. It is, however, at present impossible

to generalise on this point. The methods of

attenuation which are in use are : (1) the
passage of a continuous current of air through
the liquid in which the bacterium is growing;

(2) the successive inoculation of the virus

through a series of different animals or of a
series of refractory animals

; (3) the aj^plica-

tion of heat and of antiseptics to the virus.

Thus many pathogenous bacteria are attenu-

ated by keeping them at a temperature of
45°- 50° C. for several hoiirs. Essential oils

(such as that of mustard) will also weaken
and, if in large quantity, kill pathogenous bac-

teria. The difference between the attenuated

and virulent micro-organisms is not that they
produce different chemical products, but that

the attenuated have a shorter existence; that,

even when they have outside the body the
nutrient mediitm the most favourable to

their growth, they stop growing and de-

generate. This has been found by some
observers also to occur in the body itself—in

the case, e.g., of the bacillus anthracis when
the attenuated organism has been injected

into a sheep. This tendency of the attenuated
organism (the vaccine) to die under favour-

able conditions is an important point in con-

nexion with immunity. The natural history

of epidemics has also shown that the virus

may be a weak or a virulent one ; it is pos-

sible that in a mUd epidemic we have to do
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with an attormnted vims, in a virulent epi-

domic with an intensified one. It is, how-
ever, not a complete explanation of the facts,

as we shall see.

A weak virus can in some instances be
intensiliod or made virulent aj,'ain. This
has been done hy repeated cultivations of

the micro-orjjanisms on suital)le nutrient
media, or by passing the virus thr(nif,'h a
series of animals

—

c.;/. inoculating the first

animal with tiie micro-organism, inoculatmg
the second animal with the blood or tissues

of the lirst, and so on, for five or ten times.

Cultivations of the micro-organism from the

last animal are foimd to be very virulent.

The vibrio cholerae asiaticte may be intensified

by this method, using guinea-pigs as the
animals. Ordinary cultivations of the vibrio

are not vety toxic, but the intensified virus

causes rai)iil death. A similar micro-organism
(vibrio Metsehnikovi) has been intensified in

like manner.
The fact of the existence of a virus in two

states—an attenuated and an intensified

—

has a bearing on many experimental observa-

tions on preventive inoculation, which have
led to hasty conclusions, owing to the fact

that the virus used to test vaccination was
an attenuated and not an intensified one. It

is evident that a procedure which would pro-

tect against the former might be ineflectual

against the latter, and indeed so it has been
found.

2. Seat of Growth of Pathogenous
Micro-organisms in the Living Body.
According to tiie locality of growth of tlie

virus, infective disorders may be divided into

three chief classes :
—

(d) In one, the infective agent distributes

itself throughout the tissues of the body.

Anthrax is a type of this class. AVherever
inoculated, under the skin, into the peritoneal

cavity, into the circulation, or into the anterior

chamber of the eye, the bacillus anthracis

passes to all the fluids and tissues of the

body. Glanders is another example: from
the usual seat of inoculation, the nasal

mucous membrane, the bacillus enters the

circulation and the lymph-stream.
(i) In a second class, the infective agent

becomes limited to the seat of inoculation,

producing its effects by the diffusion into the

circulation of its poisonous chemical pro-

ducts. In diphtheria, e.g., the bacillus is

limited to the membrane, and is never found

in the organs of the body ; in tetanus, also,

the bacillus is limited to the scat of inocula-

tion. In tyi)hoi(l fever and in cholera it is

also extremely probable that the virus is

limited to the intestinal walls, never entering

the circulation.

(y) There is a third doubtful class, in which
the infective agent, although entering the

circulation, is limited to the formed elements

of the tissues. Thus, in leprosy the bacillus

is confined almost entirely to the interior of

the cells of the leprous nodulo ; in malaria,
the Plasmodium is in the red l)loodcorpu8clf.

It is evident that the question of imnnmitv
must be difTcrent in these three classes of
infective disorders, and tliat it is fallacious to
generalise as to the mode of production of
immunity from experiments performed on
any individual infective disorder. It is note-
worthy, for example, that some of the in-

fective agents, which are localised in their
growth (class'i), are incapable of living in the
tissues of tiie body. The bacillus diplitheriu-,

if injected into the circulation of the rabbit,

rapidly dies, altiiough it will kill the animal.
Havmg sliortly discussed the nature and

effects of the agents which cause infective

disorders, it is necessary to see more par-

ticularly how the results affect the question of
immunity.
Immunity may be (1) natural; or (2) ac-

quired.

1. Natural immunity.—Natural immunity
includes those cases in which man or any
animal does not contract in the ordinary
com'se of events a particular infective dis

order, as well as those cases (some of which
are now well known) in which it is found
dithcult, and, in fact, impossible, to infect

an animal with a particular disease. Such
cases as these are the best examples of

natural iinnmnity. Tlie injection, for ex-

ample, of a virulent infective agent into one
animal will not kill it, while a similar or

even smaller dose into an animal of another
species will with certainty be fatal. Warm-
blooded animals, therefore, including man,
may, from this point of view, be divided into

two classes—those which are susceptible to a
particular infective disorder, and those which
are rcfractonj.

The subject will be discussed chieHy from
the animal point of view, as this may help to

explain the natural immunity to some dis-

orders which is enjoyed by man. The dis-

cussion of natural immimity in man in-

cludes many other factors besides the con
dition of health of the tissues of the body.

The questions of exposure to infection, of

suscejjtibility to disease according to ago.

of the influence o( climate and tempera-

ture, would ccme more properly under the

heading of vEtiology of Disease. There re-

main, however, these facts : Man is sub-

ject to certain infective diseases {e.g. typhoid

fever, cholera, scarlet fever, measles, diph

theria, &c.), which are not prevalent in

animals. Animals (domestic and fannt are

subject to certain diseases (e.g. swine-plague,

contagious pleuro-pneumonia. distcMipt-r,

black leg, Ac), which do not atTect mankind.

And. lastly, there are certain infective disea-ies

from which both mankind and animals

suffer, viz. tuberculosis, anthrax, hydroi>liobia,

glanders and farcy, pyemia and pus infection,

tetanus. In many of these diseases the

primary infective a?ent is unknoxMi ; tb«
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question of immunity -in them must therefore

remain practically open. It is impossible,

for example, to discuss the question, in the

present state of knowledge, as to why animals

do not get cholera or typhoid fever. In

others, however, the virus is known, and in

some well studied. Special interest attaches

to the question of immtmity in those diseases

which are natural diseases in both man and
animals, or which are natural diseases in

man and which are infective to animals by
means of inoculation of the virus, although

these may not sufler from them in the

natural course of events. We have in such

diseases opportunities for experimentally test-

ing the conditions producing immunity.
Tuberculosis, of which the primary infective

agent is the bacillus tuberculosis, is a natural

disease in man, cattle, and pigs. Goats,

sheep, horses, and dogs are practically im-

mune to it. It is difiicult, although not

impossible, to produce tuberculosis in dogs

by the injection of the tubercular viriis.

Positive results are obtained with very large

doses injected into the peritoneal cavity.

Anthrax, a natural disease in oxen, sheep,

and in man, is observed also in pigs, goats,

and horses ; but experiment has shown that

adult white rats, Algerian sheep, dogs, and
jiigeons are difficult to infect, and are in fact

refractory to the disease. To diphtheria, a
natural disease in man, rabbits, guinea-pigs,

dogs, eats, monkeys, and cows are suscep-

tible ; while rats and mice are refractory,

being naturally immune to the bacillus diph-

theriiE. To cholera no animal can be said to

be susceptible, although the intensified vibrio

choleras asiaticae (Koch) is fatal to dogs and
guinea-pigs, but is not so active in rabbits.

In many instances this natural immunity,
as tested by inoculation, is not an absolute

quantity : it is, in fact, a quality possessed in

varying degree by the several animals called

refractory to a disease. Thus dogs may be
regarded as practically immune to the bacillus

tuberculosis, even large doses inoculated
subcutaneously producing no effect. To the
bacillus tetani they are immune to a less

degree : a large dose subcutaneously will be
fatal, while a small dose will produce a rnild

illness ending m complete recovery. Adult
white rats are refractory to the bacillus an-
thracis only in a minor degree. If a large
number be inoculated with a virulent virus,

less than half will die of the disease, the re-

mainder showing only a passing illness or no
illness at all. Pigeons, too, can be killed
with the bacillus, although many survive and
show a lesion at the site of inoculation. It
is asked, What is the reason of this immunity
—what physiological diflerence is there be-
tween the cow and the dog, that the former
is very susceptible to tuberculosis, the latter
eminently refractory ? or between the French,
Russian, or English sheep and the Algerian,
or between the young rat and the adult white

rat, that the former acquire anthrax and the

latter not ? or that a well-bred pig is suscep-

tible to swine-erysipelas and a mongrel re-

fractory ? The investigation of these facts

is the point of the question under discussion,

and has led to the discovery of important
facts bearing on immunity to disease.

2. Acquired immunitij.—In man there

is perhaps some evidence to show that one
attack of an infective disorder protects the

individual against subsequent attacks ; but

the truth in the matter is difficult to as-

certain owing to the absence of correct re-

cords. There is no doubt that an attack of

small-pox is protective, as the results of the

now obsolete inoculation showed. It is, how-
ever, an assumption that one attack in every

case of an individual disease confers im-
mimity. There is, indeed, some evidence to

show that an attack of erysipelas or of tuber-

culosis not only does not confer immunity,
but actually predis])oses to subsequent attacks.

But this point of view of the subject is so

hedged by difficulties that little good would
come from a discussion of it. It will be best,

therefore, to pass on to the question of im-
munity acquired experimentally. The basis

of most of the experiments performed is that

an attack of a disease jirotects against a sub-

sequent attack, and that, although the first

attack must be mild, it mixst not be too mild,

or no protection is afforded. It will not be
too much to say that all recent experiments in

immunity have been based on the idea of the

i
protection afforded by vaccination against

small-pox. See Small-pox ; and Vaccination.

I

Preventive Inoculation.

—

Preventive
inoculation. hAS been claimed to have been
performed by three classes of products

—

(1) by the attenuated virus of the disease
;

I

(2) by the chemical products of the virus

or primary infective agent
; (3) by chemical

substances ivhich are not the products of
bacterial tjrou'th.

(1) Immunity conferred by the attenuated
virus.—There are now several examples of

this known to experimental science. The
best is that of anthrax (Pasteur). The
bacilhis anthracis when attenuated may be
obtained as in two kmds of vaccine, called

premier and deuxieme vaccin. Ihe piremior

vaccin is injected subcutaneously in sheep,

and is followed after an interval by the injec-

tion of the more powerful deuxieme. The
animal is after a time, but not immediately,
immune against anthrax, and the immunity
lasts probably nine or ten months. The
changes which the inoculation produces will

be discussed later. Pasteur similarly attenu-

ated the bacillus of fowl-cholera, and thus
manufactured a vaccine against the disease.

It has not been fourid possible to attenuate
the virus of all diseases so that a vaccine can
be prepared. The attenuated cultures of the
bacillus tetani do not confer immunity against

subsequent inoculations of virulent cultures
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of the bacillus ; rabbits, however, have been
made iinimine by injcctin<,' the bacillus and
treatinj:; the animals subsequently with tri-

cliloride of iodine. This substance prevents
the fatal result, but appears to allow the
bacillus to prow sulliciontly to produce ini-

niuiuly. Tizzoni and Catani, utilisinj; the
fact that doLTs and pif,'eons are refractory to

tetanus, obtained a vaccine from the blood of

these animals after tliey had been inoculated

with the bacillus tetani, wiiich produced an
illness but not death. This vaccine wdl be
the subject of further consideration. The
bacillus diphtheriie wliich has been attenuated
simply by the age of tlie culture does not act

as a vaccine. Briejjer and Friinckel have,

however, found that a three-weeks-old broth-

culture of the bacillus, when warmed to
60"-70° C, protects guinea-pigs agamst a
subsequent inoculation of the virulent bacil-

lus, provided tliat tlie second inoculation does
not take place untU fourteen days after the

first. Behring also obtained a diphtheria vac-

cine by growing the bacillus witli trichloride

of iodine. By different metiiods, therefore, an
attenuated virus can be obtained which will

act as a vaccine. The method employed by
Pasteur for obtaining an attenuated virus of

liydroi>hobia is described elsewhere. See
Hydrophobia.

("2) Immunity conferred by the chemical
2>roducts of the virus or primary infective

ojjent.—There are a few examples which
sliow that the chemical products of the virus

may afford a certain amount of protection

against a subsequent inoculation of the
virulent virxis. Thus, with anthrax, the

bacillus was grown in solution and killed by
heat ; the solution remaining acted as a
vaccine against anthrax (Toussaint, Chau-
veau). Similarly with the bacillus pyocyaneus
(the bacterium of blue pus) and with the

vibrio cholerae asiaticte. The products of

the bacillus tetani can serve as a vaccine if

treated by heat. Cultm-es of the bacillus are

filtered to remove the micro-organism and
subsequently heated to between 50° and G0° C;
when the liquid is repeatedly injected into

rabbits the animals are rendered immune to

the disease (Vaillard). Instead of heat, a
solution of iodine maj' be used to weaken the

poison. To hog-cholera, the infective agent
of which is the cocco-bacillus suum, immu-
nity may be produced in rabbits by heating
t.") between 54° and 58° C. the blood of animals
killed bj- the micro-organism. It is probable
in this case that the vaccine is really the

chemical products of the cocco-bacillus. In
many instances of chemical vaccination the

vaccine is inadequate, and the injection of

vaccinating fluid must be regularly perlormed
before protection against the disease is ob-

tained. It has been stated that one class

of bacterial products, viz. albumoses, is very

efficient as a vaccine, but this has not been
confirmed.

(3) Immunity conferred by chemical tub-
stances of a non-hacterial ori<7iH.— Most of
the facts ascertained under this heading are
still sub judicc, but they promise a fruitful

field for investigation. Wooldridge shcjwed
that some protection in rabbits was atTordiMl

against anthrax by the intravenous in-

jection of a solution of tissue-fibrinogen,

a peculiar fonn of globulin obtaiiieil from
certain tissues; and that this effect of i)ro-

tection was intensified if the bacillus

anthracis was previously grown a short time
in the solution of fibrinogen, and removeil
before the solution was used as a vaccine.
These experiments were the starting-jioint

of many others which tended to show that
there existed a class of bodies provisionally
called ' defensive proteids,' which were vac-

cines for individual infective disorders. Thus
exi>erinicnts have been performed to show
that the blood and spleen of animals natu-

rally refractory to a disease contain chemical
bodies (• ferments ' or ' proteids ') capable of

vaccinating against the disease. The blood
of the dog, an animal refractory to anthrax,
e.g.. has been said to contain a ' ferment

'

which is a vaccine against the bacillus

anthracis; and the spleen of the rat, which
is also refractory to the same disease, is said

to contain a vaccinating globulin. These ex-

periments have not been confirmed, and the
vaccinating infiuence of these bodies is very

slight, if it exists at all.

Changes occurring in the Animal
Body, the Result of Inoculation.—The
mjection of the attenuated \irus or of the

bacterial chemical products produces a defi-

nite illness which is transient : it consists in a

rise of body-temperature, lasting a variable

time, and a few general symptoms, described

as malaise and lassitude, &c. The intimate

chemical changes are but little known.
Some of the experiments which have been
performed are. however, not without interest.

Immunity to the bacillus tetani has been

conferred on rabbits, as previously stated, by
treating the animals with trichloride of

iodine ; the animals were subsequently ino-

culated with the bacillus. The blood drawn
after some days from the carotid artery was
found not only to confer immunity against

the bacillus tetani in mice, which are very

susceptible to the disease, but to destroy the

tetanus chemical poison (liehringand Kili-

sato). Pigeons and dogs are refractory to

tetanus; inoculations with the bacillus made
the animals ill. but did not cause death,

the animals being after treatment immune
against the injection of very virulent cul-

tures of the bacillus. The blood-serum of

these protected dogs killed the tetiums jioison

(outside the body) and conferred pcrlict im-

munity on anotber dog and on mice, but did

not protect rabbits and c'linea-iii^s n^raintit

inoculations with the bacillus i li/zoni and

Catani). In il"' > ise of rabbits pn.ttcted
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against hog-cliolera, the serum of the blood

acts as a vaccine against the cocco-bacillus

suum, but it possesses no bactericidal or

anti-toxin property, and does not attenuate

the bacillus (Metschuikoff). This change in

the blood shown in these experiments with

tetanus or hog- cholera is a remarkable one,

and cannot at present be expressed in any
chemical terms. The experiments require

confirmation. The fate of the attenuated

virus in the body has been studied with

somewhat fruitful results. In anthrax it

may be limited to the site of inoculation, or

it may to some extent distribute itself over

the body, especially in the spleen. In either

case it dies, becoming degenerated. A similar

effect has been observed when the virulent

virus has been inoculated into a protected or

a refractorj' animal. It is noticeable that in

many cases protective inoculation is effec-

tive for only a very short period, reckoned

by days, while in other cases there is no pro-

tection until after a certain period reckoned
by days, and that ' vaccinated ' animals in-

oculated with the virulent virus before this

period has elapsed actually show a greater

susceptibility to infection than the non-vac-

cinated.

Natvire of Immunity.—The intimate

changes, both chemical and anatomical, oc-

curring in the bodies of immune animals
are imperfectly known. It is not, therefore,

surprising that an explanation of the real

nature of immunity is not at present forth-

coming. Beth in natural and acquired im-
munity there is an antagonism between the

body and the invasion of the virus or pri-

mary infective agent—an antagonism which
results in the victory of the tissues. In sus-

ceptible animals there may be some antago-
nism, but the virus is triumphant. The
question is, What is there in the body of an
immune animal which antagonises the growth
of the virus, preventing it producing its

chemical products, which are the cause of

death ? Does the antagonistic agent reside

in the fluids of the body or in the cellular

elements ? Is immunity a question of chemi-
cal antagonism or one of vital antagonism

—

the combat of cells against the virus (jJiagc-

cytosis) ? Much harm has undoubtedly
been done by generalising from isolated ex-

periments. The virus acts in a particular
manner in individual infective disorders : in

anthrax it is diffused through the body, in
diphtheria it is localised to the throat, and in

tetanus to the seat of inoculation, as already
stated. It is, therefore, improbable that the
explanation of conferred innnunity is the
same in all disorders ; and, as we have seen,

no single method of conferring immunity is

common to all infective diseases. With vac-
cines which consist either of the attenuated
virus, or of the chemical pi'oducts of the
virus, it is important to bear in mind the
following considerations. The attenuated

virus injected into an animal produces an
illness by means of the chemical products it

forms, which are carried through the blood
and lymph-stream over the body. These
products are formed slowly, and are elimi-

nated slowly, so that their effect on the
tissues is a prolonged one, lasting probably
after all evident symptoms have subsided.

These products, at any rate in the case of

the bacillus anthracis, are of the same nature
as those produced by the virulent bacillus

;

they may, therefore, by their specific action

prepare the tissues for receiving a larger

dose of the poison— they may accustom the

animal to the bacterial poison. This idea is

rather confirmed by the fact that in some
cases [e.g. diphtheria) the animal is not im-
mune until some time after vaccination

;

if inocidation with the virulent virus is

made before the period has elapsed, the

animal dies more quickly than usual. In
the case of some chemical poisons this action

is well known, as in the establishment of the
' morphine-habit,' and it has been demon-
strated with snake-poison (Sewall) and the
poison of Ahrus prccatorius (jequirity).

Both these poisons bear a close relation to

some bacterial poisonous products ; and in

both, repeated small doses protect an animal
against a single large and fatal dose. With
a living virus the case is, however, different

:

the effect of a chemical poison lasts but a
short time ; that of a living virus is constantly

increasing until the susceptible animal dies.

We are still, therefore, confronted with the
question why the virulent virus does not
produce its fatal results in a protected or

refractory animal. No bacteriunr will fiourish

unless it has a suitable medium ; and patho-

genous micro-organisms are pecuharly sen-

sitive to their surroundings. The vaccine

may change the cultivating medium usually

existing in the susceptible animal, so that

the virulent virus will not develop ; and this

is in accord with the fact that experimental
vaccination confers, as a rule, a very tem-
porary protection. The isolated experiments
which have been adduced to prove that the
cultivating media {i.e. the fluids of the body)
are so altered in both natural and acquired
immunity that they are inimical to the jiri-

mary infective agent, are not very satisfac-

tory. The following examples may be quoted
as showing that no explanation of the problem
is at present complete from a study of the

experiments already jierformed. The blood-

serum of the rabbit, an animal susceptible to

anthrax, kills the bacillus anthracis ; while
the blood-serum of the dog, an animal refrac-

tory to anthrax, is not harmful to the bacillus.

Similarly, the serum of a vaccinated sheep is

not more harmful to the bacillus anthracis

than that of an unvaccinated. The experi-

ments with the serum of rabbits protected

agamst hog- cholera have already been quoted.

Such experiments are, however, not couclu-
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Bive, as scrum does not exist as sucli in the

living body; and inmnmity may still l>c found
to bo in part ctlVcted by altering the cultivating

medium in the living body. In one case of

vaccination (that for tetanus) there is a pro-

found change in the blood ; the experiments
have already been (]uoted. In them it was
shown that after a dog had been inocidated

with the tetanus bacillus its blood-sorum had
the power not only of conferring immunity on
another dog and on mice, but of killing the

tetanus chemical poison. The supposed sub-

stance has been called tetanus ' anti-toxin.'

Phagocytosis.— The chemical examina-
tion of innuune animals is ofgreat importance;
but the facts now known are so inconclusive

that it is impossible to state their exact bearing

on the question of inmuiiiity. An anatomical
study of the tissues of immime animals has
led to the discovery of interesting facts, deal-

ing cliietiy with the fate of the virus when it

is injected into protected animals or those

naturally innuune. The theory of phago-
cytosis is held by MetschnikofT to explain the

phenomena of natural and acquired inununity.
I'hagocytes are cells which have the power
of taking into their interior solid jiarticles,

dead or living; and are of two kinds. One
form, called microphaqcs. are the leucocytes

or migratory cells of the body, with a lobed
or multiple nucleus ; the other kind, macro-
phages, are such as 'the fixed cells of

connective tissue, the lining cells of the

pulmonary alveolus, and all other cells capa-

ble of taking in solid particles, and con-

taining a single large nucleus less easily

stained than that of the niierophages.' Ac-
cording to this theory, natural immunity is

due to the fact that the phagocytes take into

their substance the virulent virus when it

gains entrance into the body and destroy

it. In animals susceptible to any particular

disease, on the other hand, the phagocytes,
although they may take in the virus, are
unalilo to destroy it; it gains the up])er hand
and produces the disease. In acipiired im-
numity the phagocytes are so atlected that

they are enabled to successfully combat the

micro-organism and destroy it, losing this

ac<]uired property when the animal becomes
again susceptible, as it usually does. The
fact that leucocytes ingest i)articles has long

been known ; they are active agents in the

normal absorption of fats from the intestine,

and in normiil conditions they have been
f'liuid to contain some of the numerous bac-

teria of the intestinal contents. ^letschnikoff

has made an extensive investigation into
i

two cases of natural immunity, viz. that

of the pigeon and of the adult white rat

against anthrax. Although the immunitj'
is not perfect, many animals recover from
the inoculation of virulent bacilli anthracis ;

and in such cases he has stated that there is

an abundant phagocytosis, the microphages
and macrophages containing the majority of

the injected bacilli. When abundant phago-
cytosis does not occur, the animal becomes
affected with anthrax and eventuallj' dies.

The bacilli injected are not solely the dead
ones, but are in many instances at least living.

When protected animals, moreover, are in-

ocidated with a virulent virus, MetsclmikofT
states that an abundant phagocytosis occurs ;

for example, in animals vaccinated for anthrax
by the attenuated virus. Also in rabbits vac-
cinated against hog-cholera in the manner
already described, when they are inoculated
with tlie virulent cocco- bacillus suura, these
bacilli are taken up by the microphages and
macrophages and destroyed by them. In
this case, although the blood-serum is a vac-

cine, it cannot kill or attenuate the bacillus;

and Mctsclmikoff concludes that it probably
stimulates the phagocytes. In other cases it

is supposed that the chemical products of the

virus (such products being the vaccine) attract

the leucocytes to the sput, and stimulate them
to attack the bacterium. Some chemical
substances are known to attract leucocytes,

others to repel them ; the former are de-

scribed as exerting & positive cJiemolaxis, the

latter a negative. Chemotaxis is an observed
phenomenon ; but as a theory in connexion
with phagocytic immunity it fails to explain

what gives the power to the leucocyte and
other cells of the immune animal to destroy

the virulent virus. The exact rote whicli

phagocytosis plays in immunity, and that

which the chemical constituents of the body
play, must at present remain unsettled.

Immunity and Cure of Dise.\se.—The
question of immunity is closely connected
with that of the cure of disease. In the pre-

sent slate of knowledge, but little, except of

a theoretical kind, can be said on this point.

Immunity is the prevention of the growth
of a virus after it has been introduced ; cure

is the prevention of its further growth after

its development has commenced and the

symptoms of disease have already a])i)eared.

Antagonism of infective agents.—Only
brief notice can be taken of this pomt. The
growth of two infective agents may be con-

current in the same animal body. They
ma\ or may not neutralise each other. The
concurrent or after development of pua

micro-organisms in connexion with tubercle,

diphtheria, and tyjihoid fever is known

—

here there is no antagonism. There are,

however, several experimental examples of

antagonism of micro-organisms. Thus the

bacillus ]iyocyaneu8 or its products will

counteract the bacillus anthracis; and it has
been stated that the bacillus pncumoniic
(Friedlander) and the micrococcus erysipe-

latis will each counteract the bacillus an-

thracis. Such isolated facts as these are not

without importance, as they indicate one
method by which it may in the future be

found possible to treat an infictive disorder.

Sidney Mabtis.
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IMPETIGINODES. — Impetiginous

;

that is, having the cliaracter of impetigo

;

hence, eczema impetiginodes. See Im-

petigo.

IMPETIGO (Lat. A scabby eruption).—

Synon. : Imjictiqo Contagiosa; Porrigo Con-

tagiosa ; Pustular Dermatitis.

Definition.—An inflammation of the skin

attended with a vesico-pustular eruption,

which is easily reproduced by inoculation.

Etiology.—One of the most interesting

facts with regard to pus formation in the skin

ia the ease with which it can be inoculated,

producing an eruption which under favourable

conditions develops into impetigo. The im-

portant point is, that the source from which the
pus is derived does not much affect the cha-

racter of the eruption ; it may be obtained

from another pustular eruption, a whitlow, or

even a boil, or some other source : and, pro-

vided the inoculation is made under favour-

able conditions for its development, a vesico-

pustular eruption on the skin is the result. It

is true that some forms of pus are more active

or virulent than others ; but the general fact

holds good, that all pustular eruptions are

inoculable. From this we should expect that

impetigo would be a local alfection, and more
or less of traumatic origm ; and this is gene-

rally the case. The development of pustules

may occur in the course of many diseases of

the skin, such as eczema, scabies and morbus
pedicularis, but in all these cases the forma-
tion of pus is not a necessary part, but rather

an accident of the inflammatory process. It

will be seen from the above that impetigo ia

not a well-defined disease like psoriasis or

zona, but simply a local pustular eruption.

As all forms of impetigo are inoculable, it is

not necessary to draw any distinction between
impetigo and 'impetigo contagiosa.' It would
be impossible to describe every circumstance
under which impetigo may occur. In its best-

known and most common form it is met with
on the scalp and face of the poor and dirty

children of our large towns, and is often

associated with pediculi capitis. In these
cases the pustules are so quickly broken by
the scratching of the child that they are sel-

dom seen in a perfect state. On examining
the head we find scabs, which mat the hair
together and cover a suiierficial excoriation.
The pus is often transferred from the scalp,

by scratching, to the nose and lips, in which
region the real character of the eruption can
be more easily examined.

Diagnosis.—The following points will es-

pecially distinguish impetigo from ordinary
eczema: (1) Each spot appears as a single
vesicle or small group of vesicles, without
the surrounding sldn being red and inflamed,
very unlike the first appearance of a patch
of eczema

; (2) it is easily inoculated : (3) it

is usually unsymmetrical, and more distinctly

a local affection than eczema
; (4) it is un-

IIMPOTENCY

attended with itching, unless complicated
with pediculi or eczema; (5) it is almost
entirely a disease of the poor and dirty classes,

and chiefly confined to children
;

(G) the
children who suffer long from it are always
pale and badly nourished

; (7) pediculi capitis

bemg the most common cause, it follows that

the occiput is the most common primary seat

of the disease ; it is thence transferred to the

nose and corners of the mouth, or from per-

son to person
; (8) when the occiput is af-

fected, the glands in the neck are quickly
enlarged.

Treatment.— Impetigo of the scalp is

easily cured by white precipitate ointment,
which heals the sores and at the same time
removes the cause. On the body the best

local application is a thick lotion made of

calamine, zinc oxide, and lime-water ; this

should be painted on with a brush and allowed
to dry on, so that a crust is formed. If pus
collects under this crust, it should be removed,
and the excoriated surface painted again with
the lotion. When the crusts remain firmly

attached, the cure is soon effected. Tonics,

especially iron and wine, are useful ; and
attention must be paid to diet.

Robert Liveing.

IMPETIGO CONTAGIOSA.— See
Impetigo.

IMPOTENCY (in, not; and potcns,
capable).

—

Synon. : Fr. Jmpuissance ; Ger.
Intjjotcnz.

Definition.—Impotency may be defined

as incapacity in the male for copulation, and
is to be distinguished from sterility, that is

incapacity for procreation. Cases of impreg-
nation without penetration have been re-

corded, but, as a rule, impotency involves

sterility. A man may be sterile without
being impotent.

Impotency may be complete or partial,

permanent or temporary.
Causes.—Deformity, congenital or ac-

quired, of the external genitals may produce
impotency. Extreme degrees of epispadias
or hypospadias, or a permanent rudimentary
condition of the penis, may cause it. Ele-

phantiasis of the penis or scrotum, a large

hydrocele of the tunica vaginalis, a large

irreducible scrotal hernia, or tumours, benign
or malignant, of the jienis may mechanically
hinder penetration. Cicatrices, resulting from
wounds or disease of the penis, a rigid con-
tracted frenum praej3utii,orevena permanently
adherent prepuce may cause such distortion

of the organ during erection as to render
copulation impossible.

Usually, however, impotency is of nervous
origin. Erection of the penis is caused by an
increased inflow of blood combmed with
diminished outflow. The latter is efl'ected by
compression of the dorsal vein at the root of

the penis by fibres of the accelerator urinae
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mnsele. The incrcaspd inflow is due to re-

laxation of tlio muscular fibres in the supply-

iiif^ arteries and in the cavernous tissue of

the ponia. Tliis relaxation is produced by
the nervi erifjentes. which transmit impulses
ori^jinatiii^ in the fjanj^lion cells of the erec-

tion centre in tiie lower part of the spinal

cord. 'I'liis centre is itself excited either

retlexly by stimulation of peripheral ncrve-
endinj,'s, or perhaps sometimes automatically
bj- the quantity or quality of the blood sup-
plied to it. Partial or complete loss of the

fjlans penis may thus, by destruction of the
nerve-endmgs, impaii- or prevent the retlex

excitation of this centre. 13ut it is also con-
nected by fibres in the spmal cord with
hifjher centres in the cerebrum, which can
inhibit or excite its action. Impotency may
therefore result from disturbance of the due
relation between the several parts of this

complex nervous apparatus, or from injury,

disease, or dej^oneration of it.

Impotency of nervous origin maybe classi-

fied as psi/chical, irritable, and parahjtic.

Psychical impotency results from the un-
due predominance of the cerebral inhibiting

centres. In newly married men, who have
previously led chaste lives, it may be induced
by want of self-confidence— excessive appre-
liension of inability to perform well the duty
of the sex, a feeling which is often greatly

aggravated by the perusal of the productions
of quacks and other impostors. In such
cases a tonic maj' be prescribed, and the
patient be directed to abstain from all

attempts at intercourse whilst under treat-

ment ; and we may rest satisfied that not
many days will pass over before natm'e
asserts her empire. Kncoiiraging assurances
will do more in effecting a cure than stimu-
lating medicines, or any sort of medical
treatment. A single success banishes at once
all fears, and gives security for the future.

But in cases whore excessive vener\' or

masturbation has been practised, there may
be diminished excitability of the lumbar
centre. The condition is usually of very
brief duration. More rarelj' impotency may
be experienced in attempted intercourse

with one person and not with others. Pos-

siblj' the inhibition in such cases is retlex,

and excited by some peculiarity in the

female.

Irriiahle impotency is the result of tmdue
excitability of the nervous centres. It occurs

after habitual masturbation or excessive

venerj'. The semen is ejaculated before pene-

tration has been effected, and the erection

speedily subsides.

Parahjtic impotency may be due to injury,

disease, or degeneration of the ners'ous

centres. The nuiilerous recorded cases where
impotency, permanent or temporary, has fol-

lowed injuries to the head or back, can only
be explained by the assuirption of some
affection of the nervous system. Diseases

and injuries of the spinal cord, producing
jiaraplegia, necessarily prevent actives copulii-

tion ; but if the spinal lesion be above Ihu
erection centre, erection and connexion
might be possible, the man being a purkIvh
agent. Cases are recorded where even
impregnation has occurred in, such condi-
tions.

borne drugs are credited with producing
impotence. Arsenic, according to Charcot,
when taken for a long time, has this effect,

but virility is reganed when the drug is no
longer taken. t)pium-eating and excessiM-
indulgence in tobacco liave been similiirly

accused. Diuretics, as the nitrate of pola.s-

sium and bicarbonate of sodium, are well
known to act as anaphrodisiacs.

Virility is more or less atTected by con-
stitutional diseases. Few complaints have
greater influence in impairing the genera-
tive functions than those of the kidney.
In irritative dyspepsia, with deposits in

the urine of earthy phosphates or oxainte
of lime, there is generally some inability.

Impotency in these cases is only one of
the manifestations of defective assimilation
and depressed vital force. In diabetes and
albuminuria the reproductive organs arc

weak and often quite inactive, but may
regain lone as the organs are restored to

a healthy state. Gout and hepatic di.sorder

also may temporarilj* produce a similar

condition.

Imi)otency sometimes occurs in middle lifV-

without any obvious cause. In such persons
the writer has noticed a constitutional change
similar to that which occurs in eunuchs, but
less marked. They have been observed to

grow sleek and corpulent, to have a scanty
beard, and to bo indisposed to active muscu-
lar exertion. In general they evince no un-
happiness at their altered condition. In
atonic impotency, the external organs aflonl

indications of the want of power. Not only
are the testicles soft and flaccid, from the

absence of blood in the vessels and spenu
in the tubes, but the penis is small and
shrivelled, and the glans relaxed. The scro-

tum is also loose. These parts are pale,

feel cold, and their sensibility to contact is

diminished.
Tre.\tmen'T.—Certain medicines, reputed

to possess the properly of stimulating and
invigorating the sexual organs, have been
classed as ophrodisittcs, and some of them
are said to be used, especially in the East, by
the sensualist, to excite the organs when ex-

hausted by satiety and excess. Several act

on and stimulate the urinary organs, and
thereby give temporary power to the function

of erection ; but tlipy produce littleor noefTect

on the special sexual organs. They determine

blood to the penis, and cause morbid erec-

tions, without any voluptuous s' • :iiid

desires. Such appears to be tl. r of

the influence produced by ca;.:...i.. .- , the
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most common of this class of medicines, and
the chief ingredient of quack medicines for

impotency. There are, however, certain cases

in which cantharides is useful. In an atonic

state of the organs, in which the erections

are feeble, unstable, and insufficient, ten to

fifteen minims of the tincture may be given

every three or four hours for a short time

before the occasion arises for the exercise of

the sexual functions. Diluted pliosphoric

acid, phosphate of iron, strychnine, and
ergot of rye are remedies which may be

given in impotency. The conditions to which
these aphrodisiac remedies are chiefly ap-

plicable is when the intromittent organ is

but feebly excited, and does not maintain
the physical state necessary' for penetration,

during the period of congress. Such tor-

pidity may exist in persons in whom desires

are at times strongly felt, and the functions

of the testicles properly performed. In
these cases, also in timid persons, and in

others whose organs are inexcitable from long

disuse, stimulating treatment may conduce
to success, and ensure confidence for the

future. But these remedies exert no influ-

ence in a constitutional apathy of the sexual

functions. They have rarely, also, more than
a temporary effect ; and in persons advanced
in life, when the parts, having fulfilled their

office, are experiencing their natural decline,

they operate injuriously, and tend to produce
congestion of the prostate and local disease.

In those cases in which the sexual organs
are weakened or prematurely exhausted by
excess, they are likewise hurtful, as well as

fruitless. After such abuses a period of re-

])ose is recjuired ; and by the avoidance of all

sources of excitement, and by diet and reme-
dies adapted to invigorate the body, such as

the preparations of iron, a gradual restora-

tion of the procreative functions may be
hoped for.

Electricity is a remedy of some efficacy in

certain forms of impotency. Interrupted
currents (farad ic) may be passed in two
directions, from the perineum to the glans
penis in cases of defective erectile power,
and from the groin along the spermatic cord
to the testicles in cases where these organs
are soft and flaccid, and where secretion is

languid. The results are often disappointing.

Still, a few applications of the electric cur-

rent, by rendering the glans more sensitive,

may cause a more persistent distension of the
organ under the natural excitement. Electro-
magnetism sometimes succeeds in impotency
of this character in rousing a dormant power,
causing secretion to be resumed and erections
to return. The special treatment required
in cases due to injury of the central nervous
system, after recovery from head-s,^mptoms,
is the use of electricity, applied from the
occiput along the spine. See Sterility in
THE Male.
T. B. CuELiNG. Jeremiah McCarthy.

INCUBATION

IMPULSE {impeUo, I thrust forwards).

A sensation of a stroke communicated to

the hand, for example, by the action of the
heart or by the pulsation of an aneurysm ; or

by the sudden movement of a fluid when
agitated in any way {see Physical Examina-
tion). The term is also emjiloyed in con-
nexion with a mental condition in insanity.

See Insanity, Varieties of.

IMPULSIVE INSANITY.—See In-
SANITY, Varieties of.

INCARCERATION (m,in; andcajwr,
aprison).—That conditionofahernia in which
it cannot be reduced, on account of obstruc-
tion at the neck of the sac or from some
other cause. See Hernia.

INCOHERENCE {in, not; con,
together; and Itarco, I stick).— Inconsecu-
tive or ' wandering ' thought, as exi>ressed

in speech. See Consciousness, Disorders of.

INCOMPETENCE {in, not; and
comiKto, I meet accurately).—In its general
sense this term siguifles inability of a part
to perform its functions. It is mainly ap-
plied to imperfection in the closing apparatus
of an orifice, such as the valves of the heart
(insufficiency) or the pylorus. See Heart,
Valves and Orifices of. Diseases of.

INCOMPRESSIBLE.—Incapable ot

perceptibly yielding to pressure. Usually
applied to the pulse. See Pulse.

INCONTINENCE {in, not ; and con-
tiiico, I hold).—In medical language incon-
tmence signifies inability to retain the urine
or faeces, so that they are discharged in-

voluntarily. See Defecation, Disorders of;

and Micturition, Disorders of.

INCUBATION (incuho, 1 hatch).—
Definition.—The development of disease
from infecting particles, and the time occu-
pied in the process.

Period of Incubation.—The period of
incubation is the interval between exposure
to infection and the api)earance of the
resulting disease. It is divided into two
stages—those of latency and of invasion.
Tlie one has reference to supposed changes in

the infecting particles, the other to noticeable
changes in the health of the person infected.

The first stage is of variable duration and
without definite symptoms ; and in the second
stage the disease is progressing and the pa-
tient is said to be ' sickening for it,' its dura-
tion being nearly constant for each special

disease. The division is not well-marked.
There are changes in the so-called latent

period which do not always escape detection,

while those of the invasion have often to be
considered as part of the disease. Where the
latent stage is much prolonged a dormant
period is inferred, for it is possible that in-

fection may remain in the body for a time
dormant. This term is only applicable to
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certain conditions under which infection is

transmitted ; and instead of speakinj:; of the

lonj^ intervals of inactivitj' at which epi-

deniios recur as periods of hitency or of in-

oiliation, it is to these periods of quiescence

that the term 'dormant' should be restricted.

Tlie results of septic infection are mani-
fested m the body without any true or defi-

nite interval of incubation.

Incubation properly refers only to the

latent periods of infection in the acute spe-

cific diseases; still it is sometimes convenient

to reckon the period of incubation as extend-

ing to the full development of the more
characteristic signs of each of these diseases.

The duration of this period differs for

different classes of infectious diseases, and in

a less degree for each disease. It varies within

certain luuits for tlie same disease, but is suf-

ficiently constant to afford some distinctive

characters useful in diagnosis, and a know-
ledge of wliich is essential to preventive

medicine. The germs of all the infective

diseases are reproduced in the bodies of the

sick; to stop infection the susceptible who
have been exposed to it should not mix with
others till the incubation-period has passed
with no signs of illness. Hence it is impor-
tant to ascertain the laws regulating the in-

cubation of each specific infection, and to

define the limits of variation. The invasion-

stage of all these di.seases is akcady infectious.

1. Variola and Vaccinia.—In small-pox,

after infection, the eruption occurs in four-

teen days, and marked illness begins two days
sooner. This is so well established as to

afford a guide to the source of infection, by
which it may frequently be discovered. Dr.
Gregory's experience only furnishes one case

in which the interval was prolonged to fifteen

da.\s. As short an interval as twelve days
may be met with, though rarely, in small-

[)0X modified by vaccination or by a previous

attack. Small-pox by inoculation is developed
in nine days ; a local vesicle appears on the
fourth day, there is glandular sympathy on
the sixth, and febrile distiu-bance on the

seventh and eighth days. Exactly this

course is observed in vaccinia resulting firom

vaccination.

2. I'aricella.—Chicken-pox has an incu-

bation-period varying from ten or twelve to

fifteen or even nineteen days. The eruption
begins with the first symptoms of illness.

S. Morbilli.—Measles has twelve to four-

teen days of incubation, reckoning to the full

rash, or eight to ten days from infection to

the sickening. The latent i)eriod may be only
four or six days, that of invasion may extend
to six instead of four days. The general
ex[)erience of schools and hospitals gives ten
days from the eruption in the first cases to

the appearance of the rash in the next series

of attacks. Measles results from inoculation

in seven or eight days; the shortest instance

from infection, one of tiftj' cases traced by

the writer, was eight days ; the two longest,
sixteen and eighteen days ; but it may pos-
sibly extend to twenty-one days.

4. iiu6(7/u.— Rubella has an incubation
period of not less than ten to fourteen days,
frequently extending to seventeen or twenty-
one days. A short illness, not exceeding one
day, precedes the rash.

5. Mumps.—Mumps usually takes from
fourteen to twenty-one days for incubation ;

the shortest period is ten days ; the longest

that has come under the writer's observation
was twenty-two days. Symptoms referable

to the invasion-stage may be noticeable for a
week before the swelling of the parotids ; tlie

latent stage may continue from eight days to

twenty.

G. I'crtussis.—This generally has one week,
or even two, of incubation before the first

febrile and catarrlial symptoms appear; there

is often a latent period of only four or five

days, as some cough may precede the fever.

The distinctive cough is seldom heard till

after the second week ; the shortest period in

which it has been known to occur is eight

days.

7. Influenza.—Influenza has a short incu-

bation, fi-om a few hours to two or three days.

8. Scarlet Fever.— Scarlet fever has a short

incubation-period. From three to five or six

days is the time in which the disease is

usually declared ; it may appear in less than
two days ; the longest interval is seven or

eight days. There are instances where ex-

posure to this infection has produced no
eflect until after some accident or surgical

operation, the rash then appearing in from
three to five days. Siii>])(ising a previous

infection, twelve days would not be too much
to allow for such possible extension of the

incubation-period. After removal from a
source of scarlet fever, those who have no
symptoms of the illness within one week will

generally escape.

9. Diphtheria.—Diphtheria may be de-

veloped in three or four days; on interval

of from six to eight days is not infrequent.

Sometimes two or three days' fever preeedes

the first local signs ; or these may ajipear at

the very commencement, and the incubation

be reduced to a single day. On separnting

the healthy from the sick, more than a week
— possibly a fortnight—should elapse before

immunity can be predicated.

10. Tiiphoid Fever.—In enteric fever, the

occurrence of the first symptoms, in a large

number of cases traced by Sir George liu-

chanan, was eleven days after the operation

of the cause, many other cases occurring two
or three days later. Dr. Hunter, of Linlith-

gow, gives one case, with a single definite

exposure, where the pmdromata occurred in

the early part of the third week, with a rigor

at the end of it. twenty-one days elapsing

before the fever was marked. Certain in-

terruptions to the febrile process may still
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further prolong the interval. An incubation-

period of only five days has been noted, once

from contaminated milk, and once from in-

fection. There are instances of an eight days'

incubation when some of the poison had been

inhaled.

11. Typhus.—Typhus has, in the gi-eat

proportion of cases, twelve days of incuba-

tion. The late Dr. Murchison gives three

cases that have exceeded this period by two

or three days, and one of twenty-one days
;

ten of his cases fell short of it by two, six,

or eight days ; one of these did not exceed

two days ; and in two of them the latent

period must have been a few hours only.

The distinctive rash appears on the fourth or

fifth day of illness.

12. Belai)sing Fever.—This fever has five

days of incubation ; this exactly agrees with

the life-history of the spiriUuiu observed in

the blood durmg the fever. The incubation-

period may, however be prolonged to seven,

nme, or twelve days, or shortened to two
days. Many cases have followed almost

immediately on exposure to a concentrated

infection.

13. Plague.—Plague is communicated in

from two to five days. The fever may com-
mence on the first day, the glandular swell-

ings on the third, or sometimes glandular

tenderness begms with the fever. A period

of four days suffices to set up the constitu-

tional symptoms when the plague is conveyed
by inoculation.

14. Yelluw Fever.—Yellow fever has a

short mcubation of from two to six days,

rarely exceeding eight days. Dr. Cargill, of

Jamaica, gives a case fatal the day after

exposure to infection.

15. Dengue.—Dengue is quickly developed

—usually in three days. The febrile ingress

is sudden, and precedes the rash only by a

few hours.

16. Cholera.—Incubation in cholera lasts

from a few hours to four days. The reports

of numerous commissions give from one to

five days, within five days, before the third,

and not later than the fourth day. Indi-

vidual cases often faU on the second or third

day ; the premonitory diarrhoea should be
considered as part of the disease.

17. Malaria.—Ihe infection of true malaria
is not given off by the bodies of the sick, but
is hmited to certain localities. This kind of
miasm, to which the term 'infection' is some-
times improperly restricted, has a marked
period of incubation, which is often a length-
ened one. The non-contagious malarious
fevers of the West Coast of Africa show an
incubation-period of ten to twelve days. In
July 1810, our troops in Sicily fell ill with
remittent fever thirteen or fourteen days after

exposure to malaria. Men continued to fall

ill for twelve days after their removal from
the infected site. When Irish harvestmen
came to our fen districts, they either took
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ague at the end of their month's work, or

not till two or three weeks after then- return.

Ague may appear months after residence in a

marshy district.

18. Syphilis.—The induration of a syphi-

litic sore appears after ten days ; six weeks
later the rash or sore-throat. The localised

changes of the initiatory period may occilpy

from three days to three weeks or even
longer ; in the shortest instances with imme-
diate adenopathy the eruption follows in six

weeks. John Hunter gives the interval from
the local to general infection as two months;
this may extend to eighty days. Other con-

stitutional symptoms occur at much longer

intervals. The contagion of secondary syphi-

lis requires five weeks or longer to become
manifest.

ly. Babies. — Hydrophobia presents us

with the longest, and also with the most
variable period of incubiition ; this, however,

has a limit of great practical value. The
shortest interval exceeds a week, so that ill

effects felt in a less time than this, or follow-

ing rapidly after the bite, are readUy dis-

tinguished from rabies. The usual period of

incubation is six weeks. Three weeks is an
exceptionally short period, three months not

exceptionally long. Dr. Mead gives cases

occm-ring after eleven and fifteen months.

A latency of thirteen years has been re-

corded. After the second month has elapsed,

the fear of any ulterior consequences be-

comes less and less. The incubation of

the dumb form of rabies inoculated by
M. Pasteur's method in the rabbit is reduced

to seven days. In the dog the usual interval

is fiom three to six or eight weeks ; it has

occuiTed after three months, and in one
instance recorded by Youatt after seven

months. The shortest interval given by
Kegnault, from the bite to signs of rabies in

the dog. is ten days ; of his sixty-eight cases

ten were from a fortnight to three weeks,

and fifty- seven at longer intervals up to

three months.
The incubation-periods of these widely

differing diseases, while retaining distinctive

differences, merge into each other. The
longest intervals observed for scai'let fever

correspond with the shortest observed in

measles ; yet many diseases are separated

widely by their length of incubation, as

small-pox from cholera, yellow fever and
plague from typhus, and still more widely

from the recurrent paludal fevers.

William Squire.

INDIAN mNGWORM. — -See Epi-

PHYTIC Skin-Diseases.

INDICATION {indico, I point out).—
That which suggests or clearly demonstrates
the coin-se to be pm'sued and the remedies
to be adopted by the practitioner, either for

the prevention or in the actual treatment of

disease.
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INDIGESTION.—Difficulty in diges-

tion. See J)i(ii:sric)X, Disorders of.

INDURATED CHANCRE.—A pyn-
onyni fur tiic initial manil'estatiou of syphilis.

See ISyphilis.

INDURATION (ivduro, I harden).—
A trim a]!] lied to tlio process or condition of
luu'dciiiiij,' t)f the tissues from any cause.

INFANTILE CONVULSIONS,—
See Convulsions ; and Infants, Diseases of.

INFANTILE PARALYSIS. — See
Pahalvsis, Infantilk.

INFANTILE REMITTENT
FEVER.—By some authorities a disease

thus named has been regarded as a special

kind of fever; but the condition is probably
cither typhoid fever of a mild type, or febrile

disturbance accompanying disorders of the

aUnientary canal.

INFANTS, Diseases of.—There are
few disorders which can be said to be
pecidiar to infancy and childhood. The
diseases to which children are liable are, as

a rule, those which attack older persons, and
l)resent the same pathological characters.

But disease as it occurs in childi-en does yet

re(iuire especial study, for the symptoms by
which it is accompanied often ditlcr widely
from tlioso with which ordinary hospital

practice has rendered us familiar. Children
are not merely adults in miniature. They
have special peculiarities of constitution,

which impress their own stamp upon all

acute diseases, and often raise up a nmnber
of accessory phenomena which overshadow
the main sym()toms, and obscure a case
which but for them woidd be simple and clear.

Gf.neual Characters.—The most striking

peculiarity of cliildhood is the marked ex-

citability of the nervous system ; for the
promptness and intensity with which tlie

whole system reacts against any source of

irritation is a cause of continual emban*ass-
meiit to the physician. A fragment of

indigestible food, for example, may produce
high fever, or alarming agitation, and even
throw the child into convulsions ; a slight

irritation of the larynx may produce severe

spasm, and simulate for the time all the

sj-mptoms of true diphtheritic croup. The
beginning of acute disease is almost in-

variably accompanied by profound general

disturbance ; but distm-bance as profound
may be excited by the simplest functional

|

disorder, so that the severity of the symptoms
\

is no guide at all to the severity of the

lesion with which we have to deal. In all

cases, therefore, it' is of importance, if possi-

ble, to pick out the local symptoms—those,

namely, which point to mischief of any
special organ — and separate them from
others which are expressive merely of the
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general distress. Such local syniptonis are
the cough, rapid breathing, and active niires

which point to acute lung-diseane ; the
S(juinting and immobility of puj)ils which
are so characteristic of cerebral alTcctioiis ;

and the peculiar jerking movement of the
legs, which, combined with hardness of the
abdominal muscles, bc'trays the existence of
coli(dvy pain. Sucli local symptoms are not,

however, always to be discovered, and oven
if present may not furnish trustworthy
indications ; for so great is the sympatliy in

the young child of distant organs with one
another—linked together as they are by the
impressionable nervous system — that the

organ from which the more definite symp-
toms appear to arise may not be the organ
which is actually the seat of disease. Tlie

two organs which are most freiiuently found
to present these deceptive manifestations aro

the stomach and the brain. The sympathy
of the stomach with an irritable condition of

other i)arts of tlie body continues more or

less through life : the vomiting of pregnancy
and of disordered uterine function in the
female, and of cerebral and renal diseases in

both sexes, being matter of common obser-

vation. In the child, however, this sympathy
is carried to its highest point. Vomiting is

a common symptom at the beginning of

every acute disease, and in many children

any casual disturbance is apt to be attended
by it. The brain, again, exhibits a close

sympathy with irritation of the more im-
portant organs. In some cases of pneumonia,
notably those in which the iiiHammation is

seated at the apex of the lung, headache,

vertigo, delirium, and stupor may be so

marked that the ordinary symptoms of the

disease are completely obscured, and the

case is mistaken for one of meningitis.

Again, tho violent nocturnal delirium so

often excited by the irritation of worms in

the alimentary canal, must be within the

experience of all.

Tho nervous excitability of children, and
its influence upon the system generally, is

well illustrated by the high temperaturo

noticed in many children on the tirst evening

after admission into the wards of a ho8i>itnl.

The elevation varies in degree in difTerent

subjects; but if the patient be not a mere
infant, it is usually over 1(K)°, although the

complaint be one not ordinarily attended by
pyrexia.

Perhaps, however, the most familiar in-

stance of the impressibility of the nervous

system is seen in the ca.se of convulsions.

A ' tit ' in the child has a very different

meaning to a similar attack in tho adult.

In the latter it is usually evidence of a grave

centric lesion, and its occurrence occasions

the greatest anxiety. In the chilil, on the

contrary, it is a common exi)ressi<in of the

perturbation of the nervous system, sot up

in response to some excentric irritation, and
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often, as in the case of the onset of acute

disease, is analogous' to the rigor which
ushers in an acute attack in older persons.

Sometimes, it is true, convulsions are pro-

duced in the child, as in the adult, by severe

cerebral disease ; but in such cases the tits

are frequently repeated, and are succeeded

by rigidity, paralysis, and other signs of

centric irritation. As a rule, single fits, or

convulsions occurring without other signs of

nerve-lesion in a healthy child, are purely

retlex, and have no gravity wliatever.

The impressibility of the nervous system

is increased by causes which jiroduce a

sudden depression of strength, sncli as a bad
attack of diarrhoea, or loss of blood, and in

one chronic disease— rickets—the nervous

irritability is very great. The effect of

chronic wasting upon the child is, however,

usually to produce an opposite result ; and
luider the long-continued intiiience of en-

feebling disease the excitability of the ner-

vous system becomes gradually less and less

manifest, until it finally disappears almost

entirely. It is of importance to the practi-

tioner to bear this fact in mind, for in a child

much reduced by chronic illness, the pre-

sence of an intercurrent acute complication

—such as intlammation of the lung—maybe
indicated by very few symptoms, the system
having become almost insensible to nervous
impressions.

Another peculiarity which strikes the

attention of anyone accustomed only to

disease as it occurs in the adult, is the vast

jjreponderance in infantile disorders of mere
disturbance of function, and the disastrous

consequences which may ensue from such
derangements. Infants rapidly part with
theh heat, and are easily chilled. They are

therefore excessively sensitive to changes of

temperature. A catarrh is a common ail-

ment in the young child, and is attended by
various dangers according to the part of the
mucous tract wliich is affected by it. Gas-
tric catarrh with violent and repeated vomit-
ing, and intestinal cataiTh with uncontroll-

able diarrhoea, are answerable for a large

proportion of the deaths amongst young
children during the warmer months. Even
in cases where the catarrh affecting the
digestive organs is of a less acute and violent
character, the issue is often very serious.

The gradual failure in nutrition, which is the
result of such an impediment to the digestion
of food, is a common cause of wasting in
young children; and unless measures be taken
early to restore the proper working of the
alimentary functions, the case may end
fatally. In the autumn and winter the
bronchial mxicous membrane is more fre-

quently attacked. In such cases, however
apparently slight may be the catarrh, a
weakly infant is always exposed to the
danger of pulmonary collapse ; and a rapid
interference with the respiratory function,

such as takes place when collapse of some
extent of lung is quickly brought about, is

often a cause of sudden death.

It is in consequence of this frequency of

functional derangements, and their dangerous
character, th&t jiost-mortem examinations in

infants are so often unsatisfactory in not find-

ing any appearances explanatory of the cause

of death.

Clinical Examination.—The clinical ex-

amination of young children requires tact

and patience, but unless the child be very
unruly it is not difficult. The patient cannot
himself describe his symptoms, but all neces-

sary information can be gained from the

parents. Mothers are, as a rule, good
observers, and allowing for their natural

anxiety and a slight tendency to exaggera-

tion, their statements can usually be relied

upon. We can thus learn the previous state

of the child, the exact date at which his

symptoms began, and the order in which
they appeared. Infants should be always
stripped for examination, so that the whole
body may be exposed to view. Before, how-
ever, ordering the removal of the clothes, we
should be careful to satisfy ourselves upon
certain points which can only be properly

observed while the child is in repose. Thus,
in order to count the pulse and respiration,

perfect quiet is indispensable, for the least

movement quickens the heart's action, and
alters the rapidity of the breathing. At the

same time the temperature can be taken by
the thermometer in the rectum. The whole
body should then be examined for spots or

swellings ;' the condition of the skin can be

noted—whether dry or moist; the fontanelle

examined ; and we can ascertain the state of

the belly, with regard to hardness or soft-

ness of the abdominal walls, and the size of

the liver and spleen. If the child cry at the
time, we mark the character of the voice,

for hoarseness is an early sign of congenital

syiihilis.

In the physical examination of the chest

in a child, it is important to attend to the
following points : To employ percussion of

the two sides at the same period of the

respiratory movement, that is, during expira-

tion or during inspiration ; to strike gently
with two fingers, for by this means a larger

volume of sound is brought out, and slight

dulness is more easily detected ; always to

use a stethoscope instead of the unassisted

ear, in order to limit the area listened to

;

and to manage so that the child's mouth be
open during auscultation, so as to hinder the
transmission of sounds from the throat. In
an infant the back is best examined by plac-

ing the child on the nurse's left shoulder,
with his left arm round her neck. If the
chin be now depressed by the nurse's hand
on the child's head, the muscles of both
shoulders are relaxed. The front and sides

of the chest can be examined as the infant
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lies on his back. We must remember that

the breath-sounds, especially that of inspira-

tion, are of a more blowing quality in the

child than they are in the adult ; and tliat

there is naturally less resonance at the rijjht

base, on account of the proportionately

greater size of the liver.

At the end of the examination the mouth
should be looked at for si<;ns of aphthse or

thrush ; and the condition of the gums, as to

heat and swelling, should be ascertained.

Lastly, the throat is to be inspected—de-
pressing the tongue with the handle of a
spoon. If there be disorder of the digestive

apparatus, such as sickness, constipation, or

diarrhoea, it must not be forgotten to examine
alwaj's and carefully the discharges. The
urine should not be overlooked.

Diagnosis.—Diagnosis in the young child

is sometimes very ditticult, but it is often

easy enough. Being aware of the nervous
excitability in young subjects, we are pre-

pared for evidences of general disturbance,

and look for more special s\Tuptoms— such
as will indicate local distress, and direct our
attention to a particular organ. We are also

guided by a history of the attack, as gathered
from the mother, and can put our suspicions

to the test by a careful exploration of the

whole body. In the investigation our gene-

ral knowledge of the course of disease will

be of service. Thus, many disorders have
known pathological consequences, and are

a))t to be followed by special sequehe.

Measles and whooping-cough leave behind
them a tendency to catan-hal pneumonia, and
a liability to tuberculosis. Scarlatina often

leads to acute desquamative nephritis and
dropsy. Other diseases, again, encourage
particular susceptibilities—as rickets, which
renders the body exceptionally sensitive to

changes of temperature, and provokes catar-

rhal derangements. In doubtful cases we
must not forget to take prevailing epidemics
into account, as the beginning of zymotic
disease is often excessively puzzling. In
all cases, especially if the patient be an
infant, it is important to inquire into the

hygienic and dietetic arrangements to which
the child is subjected. When we are still

undecided, after having exhausted all means
of investigation, we must be contented to

wait for further indications, and no positive

opinion should be hazarded while any doubt
remains.
Treatmekt.—Children, as a rule, respond

well to treatment. This may be explained

partly by the large proportion of mere func-

tional derangements in the illnesses to which
they are subject, and partly by the state of

constant change through which the body is

passing; growth arid development are active

in organs, and the tendency is to repair.

The term ' treatment,' however, includes far

more than the mere giving of physic. A
complete change in all the influences acting
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upon the patient—a reconstruction of the
dietary, and a reformation in the hygienic
arrangements, csppcially with regard to air,

light, and clothing—will often prove of
immense service, and he of far more value
than actual drug-giving in furthering the
recovery of the child.

In the treatment of acute illness we must
remember that yuung children cannot bear
lowering measures ; i)ut we must not there-
fore rush to the opposite extreme, for unless
suffering from temporary exhaustion, they
are far from being benefited by profuse
stimulation. In the beginning of acute in-

flammatory diseases stimulants are injurious.

Even in chronic ailments, such as rickets,

where a certain amount of alcohol is often of
service, wine should be given with caution,
and its effects upon the digestion carefully

watched ; it can only be given with advan-
tage so long as it improves the appetite, anil

increases the digestive power.
With regard to medicines little need be

said in this place. It may be remarked that,

on account of the tendency to acid dyspepsia
in all children, alkalis are of especial ser-

vice ; and that they should be always com-
bined with an aromatic, on account of the
value of the latter in stimulating the alimen-
tary mucous membrane, and relieving the
flatulence and other painful consequences of
indigestion. It is important also to re-

member that children are wonderfully toler-

ant of certain drugs, while they bear others

very badly. BeUadonna may be given to

infants and children in comparatively large

doses. They are also more tolerant of arsenic

than their elders. To the action of opium,
however, they are excessively susceptible,

and the drug should be given—to infants

especially—with extreme caution.

Eustace Smith.

INFARCT {in/arcio, I cram in).—This
term was formerly applied to any kind of

infiltration of an organ ; but its use is now
almost confined to the expression hamor-
rhagic infarct. A ha?morrhagic infarct is a
finn, red, usually wedge-shaped patch, which
is found in certain organs as the effect of

arterial embolism, or, more immediately, of

the congestion and extravasation of blood

to which the embolism gives rise. See
Embolism.
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INFECTIOUS y {inficio,l-pni in, dye,

INFECTIVE )

stain).—There is much ambiguity and want
of precision in the application of these term.t,

and it is only intended here to attempt to de-

fine them accordmg to their several uses, the

reader being referred for fuller illustration

to other appropriate articles, and espirially

to that on Costaoion. Ustially, tluy are

coupled with diseases which are known to

be capable of transmission from one animal
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to another of a different class, or from one
individual to another of the same species.

In general language such diseases are said

to be infectious, and to be conveyed by
infection. These words are, however, often

employed in a more definite and limited

sense, as signifying the transmission of affec-

tions of this kind without the necessity of

any direct contact between the individuals,

or of any obvious application of the morbific

agent to the body, or its immediate intro-

duction into the system, this agent being

conveyed through the atmosphere, and taken
ill mainly during the act of respiration. This

limited meaning is employed in contradistinc-

tion to contagion and contagious—which then
imply direct contact, and to inoculation; in

this sense some affections being regarded as

infectious but not contagious or inoculable,

and vice versa. The word infection is some-
times used as synonymous with the con-

tagium or agent by which a communicable
disease is conveyed. An important ajiplica-

tion of the term infective relates to the

effects resulting from certain morbid pro-

ducts, such as tubercle, pus, septic materials,

(fee, which, when introduced into the system
by inoculation or in other ways, produce cor-

resj)onding definite changes by an infective

process, manifested by tuberculosis, pyaemia,

or septicemia. When certain morbid con-
ditions have been established within the sys-

tem, other parts, more or less distant from
the primary seat of mischief, often become
involved by infection within the body itself—auto-infection—in consequence of the in-

fective elements being conveyed by the blood-
vessels or lymphatics to these remote parts,

and there undergoing further multiplication
and growth. Indeed the whole system may
thus become tainted, including the blood and
other fiuids. Illustrations of this signification

of infection are afforded by cancer, syphilis,

tuberculosis, and suppuration, the last-men-
tioned not only originating secondary' col-

lections of pus, but also setting up pyaemia.
See Contagion.

Frederick T. Roberts.

INFILTRATION (m,into; and filtro,

I strain tlirough felt).—This term was for-

merly applied to the effasion of a fluid into
the interstices of a tissue, especially connec-
tive tissue. Now, however, its meaning has
been extended to imply the diffusion of any
solid or fluid morbid product in the midst of
tissue-elements, such as is seen in calcareous,
albuminoid, fatty, and tubercular infiltration.

See Degeneration.

INFLAMMATION (inflammo, 1 set
on fire).— S\NON. : Fr. Inflammation; Ger.
Entziindung.

Definition.—Very numerous definitions
have been given of inflammation. The most
generally received has been that attributed

to Celsus, which gives the four marks of
inflammation as rubor, tumor, calor, dolor;
but this api^ears to have been really due to

Erasistratus, who, according to Galen, first

gave precision to the conceiition of simple
burning, as miderstood by the older Greek
physicians, and applied the name <j)\(yixovri

(previously tynonymous with (pXoycoais) to a
swelling, which had also the characters of
heat, pain, throbbing, and resistance. The
definition was thus based upon the notion of
swelling, and would hardly have taken this

particular form had it been derived from
superficial inflammations. Although the four
' cardinal ' signs may still be recognised in

what we call inflammation, the definition is

best derived from a cause known to be capable
ofproducing it, and we say that inflammation
is a series of changes in a part produced by
injury, which ?nay be mechanical, chemical,
or physical ; provided the damage produced
does not entirely destroy the vitality of the

part. When, as generally happens, the
injury does destroy the vitality of certain

parts, it is only those which just escape
destruction which can be said to be inflamed.
In all animals with a complete blood-

circulation, injury to any vascular part sets

up disturbances of the nervous and vascular
mechanism, resulting in hyperacmia, which
in slight injuries may be the only visible

effect. In severer injuries it always accom-
panies the other changes, and hence is an
integral part of the process. (The changes
in non-vascular parts will be afterwards
spoken of ; those produced by injury in the
lower animals need not here be considered.)

Bearing this in mind, a gradation may be
traced in the effects of injury. A very
slight injury to the skin, for instance, by
friction, heat, or a chemical irritant, produces
transitory hyperemia ; a more severe or

more lasting injury sets up inflammation
(blister or eczema) ; one still more intense,

necrosis or sloughing. The same gradation
may be seen in the after-effects of cold,

which, according to its duration or intensity,

may lead to mere heat and throbbing, or to

inflammation (chilblains or mild frostbite),

or to actual gangrene. Even in apparently
spontaneous inflammations a cause of injury

may always be traced, such, for instance, as

a diffusible virus in rheumatic inflammations,
or the presence of micro-organisms and their

products in infective inflammations, or dis-

turbances of circulation and innervation in

the secondary inflammations of circulatory

and nervous diseases, or a mere lowered
state of nutrition, as in various chronic
cachexias. But in most such cases there is

a combination of injuries, the presence of

some noxious substance coinciding with
nervous, vascular, or nutritional disturbance.

Hence an inflamed part is always a
damaged part, and the state of inflammation
may be broadly said to be a state of damage.
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Inflammation and Repair.— Since animals
are so constructed that injuries short of
death always call forth somo atteni])t at

repair, we find that along with daniaj^e

there is always some sign of restoraiion.

The conihinarion of these two factors consti-

tutes intlaninuition, distinfiuisliiiig it from
necrosis on the one hand, and sini[)lc hyper-
plasia on the other. Accordinf,'ly a part of

the intlaininatory process may be regarded as

conservative, tending to compensate the dis-

turbance produced by injury. Hence in-

flammation often accompanies repair, but

can hardly be considered as a necessary part

of the latter process. Hunter maintained
that inrtannnation was only a hindrance to

healing of wounds, and the results of anti-

septic surgery confirm his views. The
truth, however, appears to be that in ' clean '

or aseptic wounds, however extensive, there

is little damage to the tissues. Damage
is caused by the secondary injuries resulting

from the entrance of bacteria or irritating

substances, and when this occurs there is

inflammation. In this case the delayed
healing which follows cannot be attributed

to the original injury, nor, strictly speaking,

to inflannnation, but to the secondary com-
plications which produced the inflammation,
and which this ])rocess actually tends to

compensate and remove.
In order to exhibit the nature and func-

tions of the several parts of the inflammatory
process, we shall consider separately : (1) the

vascidar processes hyperiemia and exuda-
tion

; (2) the changes in the tissues.

1. Direct observatiok ok thk vasculab
PROCESSES IN ixFLAMMATiov.—When the

mesentery or tongue of a frog is drawn out
and placed under the microscope, the contact

of the air soon determines inflammation

;

and, by means which need not here be de-

scribed, both the vessels and the tissue-

elements may be observed for hours to-

gether. The earliest change .seen in the

vessels of a part thus exposed is dilatation,

first of the arteries, then of the veins, the

capillaries being little aflected. The dila-

tation of the vessels is accompanied at first

by acceleration of the blood-stream, most
noticeable in the arteries ; but the accelera-

tion docs not last more than half an hour or

an hour, and it then gives place to retar-

dation, which continues as long as the in-

flammation lasts. The ' primary accelera-

tion ' is, however, sometimes absent or too

short in its duration to be noticeable. So
far, the process is doubtless the same as in

active hypersemia produced by local irrita-

tion. ^Vhether the first dilatation is due to

direct paralysis of the muscular walls of the

arteries, or to a reflex action passing through

the spinal cord, or to an inhibitory action

passing through nerve-g;inglia in the arterial

walls, is uncertain. There need not. however,

bo any action connected with the spinal cord,

01

since dilatation may take place when the part
is disconnected from the great iierve-contreB.

From this point begin the phenomena
peculiar to inHanunation. The dilatation of
arteries may go on increasing for ton or

twelve hours, till they have double their

original diameter, and pulsation becomes
very prominent in them. The capillaries

look as if gorged with corpuscles, forming a
(piasi-solid mass. The bhtod-current in all

the vessels becomes slower and slower, till

it is almost stagnant. This condition has
been called st(isi.i ; but it is better to resi'rve

this name for an absolute stagnation, which
is no necessary part of inflanmiation, but is

produced in artificial inflammations by local

causes, chiefly, probably, by drying up of the
tissues. In true inflammation the amount
of blood passing through the part is always
greatly increased, as may be seen by the

fuller current in the veins leading from it.

At the same time certain peculiarities are

observed in the behaviour of the red cor-

puscles and leucocytes in the veins. In
ordinary conditions of the circulation, the

central part only of the vein (as of the artery)

is occupied by the corpuscles, which move
on mingled together. But during retardation

the corpuscles, especially the leucocytes,

spread over the marginal jxirtinn of the vein

usually free from them, and the leucocytes

begin to drag along the walls of the vein, as

if adherent, till at length they form a layer

lining the wall of the vessel, while the red

corpuscles are carried on by the current. In
the capillaries, this marginal layer is n^ver
perfectly established, thougli leucocytes n.ay

be seen momentarily adiiering to, or moviiif;

slowly along the walls. In the arteries, no
such process is observed, except (according

to Cohnheim) it may be for a moment during

the diastole of the pulse. When this mar-
ginal position of leucocytes is established,

begins the process which, observed long ago

by Waller, and less clearly tiiough earlier

by Willinm Addison, was re-obser\ed and
brought into notice by t'ohnheini. In the

words of the last-named observer: 'On the

outer contour of the wall of a vessel, usually

a vein, in which the marginal layer of leu-

cocytes is well developed, sometimes first in

a capillary, is seen a small projection which
enlarges in length and breadth, and becomes
a roimdish colourless lump. This again

enlarges, puts out new pointed projections,

and gradually withdraws itself from the wall

of the vessel, till it is attached to it only by

a long narrow stem. Tinally this attach-

ment also is broken, and we see a colourless

contractile body with one lontr process and
several shorter, with one or se.^1 nuclei

—

in fact, a Iriicori/tc.' The same process is

going on meanwliile at other i)oints of the

veins and capillaries, till at length, either

qui<kly or slowly, the outer surfa«e of all the

visible veins becomes covered with several

»
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rows of leucocytes, -while their interior shows
the same ajipearance as before. That the

leucocytes seen outside were formerly inside

the veins, liaving simply passed through the

walls, admits of no reasonable doubt, though
it is often difficult for the eye to seize the

precise moment of passage. In the arteries

nothing of the kind is seen. In the capil-

laries the emigration of leucocytes is very

evident, and accompanied by the passage of

red corpuscles also through the walls, which
does not take place in the veins proper.

The latter process was observed by Strieker

before the revival of the observation of emi-

gration of leucocytes.

Accompanying the extravasation of the

blood-corpuscles there is always a copious

exudation of fluid, which goes far beyond
physiological limits. The fluid also differs '

from the ordniary physiological transudation

and more resembles blood-plasma. Aided
by this and by their own spontaneous move-
ments, the leucocytes are carried far and
wide into the tissue, till the whole field, that

is, the whole mesentery, is so crowded with
them that nothing else can be seen. The
red corpuscles, on the other hand, remain
more closely in the neighbourhood of the

vessels. ^Vhen the exudation, carrying with
it the corpuscles, and containing, as it does,

coagulable material, reaches the surface, it

forms the layer or false membrane of in-

flammatory lymph, seen in inflammations
of serous surfaces. The tissue, at the same
time, becomes more or less infiltrated with
lymphoid corpuscles, producing the condition
known as ' small-celled infiltration.'

Cause of retardation and cell-emigration.
The jjrocesses just described mark inllamma-
tion off slaarply from simple hyperieraia.
Their production was at one time ascribed to

thickening of the blood from transudation
of serum ; to coagulation in the vessels

;

to the adhesiveness of leucocytes ; and to a
change in the tissues external to the vessels.

But there is little doubt that the essential
factor 18 a change in the constitution of the
vascular wall, though it is possible that this

may be connected with a change in the tissues
outside, especially with a loss of elasticity,

which may be ti-aced in all injured tissues

—

as may be seen, for instance, in the produc-
tion of a ' wheal ' by a blow on the skin. The
same change, while it retards the passage of
blood, makes the vascular wall permeable to
the corpuscles, and favours exudation. What
the change is we cannot say, but it seems
probable that it is the same as the walls of
vessels undergo when inadequately nourished.
Two classes of experiments throw light on
this point.

It has been found by Kyneck that other
fluids than blood, such as milk, pass with
greater difficulty than usual through tlie

vessels of an irritated part ; and that stagna-
tion can be produced in the vessels of a frog,

which is kept alive by the circulation of salt-

solution instead of blood in its vessels.

Cohnheim has also shown that a state of the

vascular walls similar to that which may be

presumed to exist in inflammation, may be

produced by shutting off the blood from the

vessels for a certam time. He put a ligature

round the tongue of a frog, and observed the

vessels after the ligature was cut. If the

blood had been excluded for twelve to twenty-

four hom-s only, the vessels on the return of

the blood passed into a condition of simple

hypera^mia ; but if longer, stagnation, margi-

nal position of leucocytes, and extravasation

of corpuscles were observed, and these

phenomena were more marked the longer the

ligatm-e had remained, provided it was not

long enough entirely to destroy the vitality of

the part. From these experiments we must
conclude that the cause of the stagnation and
its attendant phenomena is not in the blood
or the cells, but in the walls of the vessels, and
that the change in these is of the nature of

degeneration.

2. Changes of the tissue-elements.—
Tissue-chamges in non-vascular parts.—The
changes of the tissue-elements are most sim-

ply seen in non-vascular parts. Alterations

in cartilage-cells during ulceration were
observed long ago by Goodsir and Redfern,
but were not then thought to belong to in-

flammation, non-vascular parts being not
thought liable to this process. Lately the

cornea has been taken as the type of non-
vascular tissues. If the cornea of a frog be
irritated by touching a small spot with nitrate

of silver, and cut out within from twelve to

twenty-four hours afterwards, many of the

fixed corpuscles are found to be already

altered. Their processes are become shorter

and thicker ; their bodies of irregular shape ;

and they often show amoeboid movements,
and become converted into many-nucleated
protoplasmic masses, resembling what are in

some other parts called giant-cells. Finally,

in their place may be seen groups of new
small or lymphoid cells. But there are

always some corneal corpuscles which remain
quite unchanged. These changes cannot be

traced farther, as the cornea soon becomes
turbid, and the whole field of observation
crowded with leucocytes.

It is still a matter of dispute whether these

changes are truly reproductive or only degene-
rative ; and whether any new cells are really

formed from the fixed corpuscles of the

cornea, or whether the origin of these

leucocytes is the same as of those which are

seen surrounding the veins and capillaries of

the inflamed mesentery of the fiog. Various
arguments have been urged, which space

forbids us to discuss. The ultimate conclu-

sion appears to be that young cells, indistin-

guishable from leucocytes or pus-corpuscles,

may be formed by a process of growth, cell-

division, and germination, affecting the fixed
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corneal corpuscles, but that the number of
these is inconsiderable cuuipareil w ith those
which, even in a non-vascular tissue like the
cornea, are derived from the vessels.

The process of inflammation in other non-
vascular parts, such as cartilage, has been
studied in tlie same way as in the cornea,
and the general result is the same.

Tmsiu'-chuHiies in vascular j>arts.—These,
though apparently more ambiguous than in

non-vascuhir parts, are yet sometimes suscep-

tible of more minute study. In the omentum
of mammuHa, clianges occur during inriamma-
tiou in which unbiassed observation can see

nothing else than cell-division, growth, and
germination. There is indeed reason to

believe that such appearances are found
normally, as evidence merely of growth, but
the inflammatory changes are distinguished
from the normai by their greater frequency
and luxuriance. In fibrous connective
tissue similar processes have long been
observed, and, since attention was drawn to

them by Virchow, have been regarded tUl

lately as showing, in the clearest manner,
that the fixed cells of the tissue germuiate
and produce new elements. This ' prolifera-

tion of connective tissue ' is an obvious fact,

but its importance is chiefly, if not entirely,

in relation to tissue-formation, and not in

the production of lymphoid or pus-cells, often

ascribed to it. Around inflamed ])arts the

connective tissue is often found infiltrated

with lymphoid cells, the origin of wliich was
formerly set down to proliferation. But it

seems more natural to regard this 'small-

celled infiltration,' which is a very frequent
accompaniment of inflammation, as resulting

from migration of leucocytes from the veins

and capillaries of the inflamed part. Tlie

possibihty, however, of the production of

some lymphoid cells by proliferation of the
fixed elements cannot be actually denied.

There is also reason to believe that the
leucoc\-tes emigrated from the vessels may
further divide and 'proliferate.' Strieker and
Klein have both observed actual cell-division

take place under the microscope ; so that

some of the new cells may be regarded as the

descendants of emigrated corpuscles. We
may then compare tlie small or lymphoid
cells of mflamed parts to the population of a
colonj-, where most are emigrants, or the

descendants of emigrants, but some few trace

their descent from the aboriginal inhabitants.

Changes in the tissue-elements : retrograde
and progressive.—More important than the

infiltration of lymi)hoid cells are the definite

changes wliich the fixed elements of the

tissues undergo. These always show the

combination of retrograde or degenerative

with progressive or germinative clianges,

characteristic of inflammation, sometimes
the one, sometimes the other, predominating,
according to the severity of the injury and
the nature of the tissue.

In connective tisnue the retrograde chanKo
consists in swelling and softening of the
fibres, which may end in li(iuefaclion. espe-
cially when there is suppuration. The jiro-

gressive changes consist in proliferation and
formation of new cells for the purpose of re-

pair. Special histological methods generally
permit us to distinguish these elements fmm
migratory lymphoid corpuscles. Nnclcur
changes, karyokinesis and karyomitosin, may
often be traced in inflamed parts by proper
methods, and are the most certain evidence of
cell-proliferation {see Cell). Tissue-repair
begins with the foriiiation of so-called epi-

thelioid cells or fibroblasts (fibroplastic cells

of the older microscojiists), which sometimes
enlarge into giant-cells. (The theory of
Ziegler, that such cells may be formed out of
leucocytes, is now given up by its author.)
The nuclei of these cells become the nuclei of

the new tissue-elements, the fibres of which
are probably formed by splitting up of the pro-

toplasm of the cells. Outgrowths from the
surrounding blood-vessels run into the new
tissue and vascularise it. The whole process
is thus one of continuous growth, quite inde-

pendent of the migratory lymphoid cells, and
of the h%'pera?mia and exudation, except in so

far that the latter help by affording a more
abundant supjily of nourishment. The rela-

tion of the lymphoid cells to repair is thus
very obscure, and it is possible that they
may be merely a hindrance ; though the
notion has been started that they serve as

pabulum to the growing tissue-cells, lint

they perform one important function, that of

removing injurious foreign particles from
the seat of inflammation. Molecules of fat,

pigment-granules, and other debris of tissue,

may be clearly seen to be taken up by them;
and there is reason to believe that they also

carry away bacteria. Whether their action

on these organisms is precisely that which
Metschnikoff calls phagoci/lonis is a disputed

question, the discussion of wliich hardly be-

longs here. See Imminity ; and I'iiaoocytosis.

Muscular tissue becomes granular an<l

loses its striation under the influence of

inflammation, and sometimes undergces

another peculiar form of degeneration. Bnt
at the same time the muscle-nuclei (unless

the tissue be absolutely killed) show signs

of growth and proliferation, by which in the

end new fibres are produced and the tissue

regenerated.
Nerve-tihres undergo rapid disintegration

when inflamed ; but the nuclei preserve their

vitality, and are capable of producing new
nerve-tubes, as is seen after section of nerves.

Ganglionic nervous tissue never shows

any signs of regeneration after being in-

flamed, and is probably killed by r • • 'f

tively slight and transient intlaii;

though this tissue is very rarely thus

Epithelium on mucous surfaces siiiuf

very characteristic changes. \ larje niiiiit«r
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of elements die and are shed off, so that the

desquamation of epithelium is far more rapid

than under normal conditions. Many cells

show excessive mucous transformation and
—in chronic inflammations—much fatty de-

generation. There is also a copious forma-

tion of new epithelial cells, produced, as in

normal conditions, apparently from the base-

ment membrane.
Glandular epWheliuin, when inflamed,

shows the characteristic change called gran-

ular degeneration or cloudy swelling (see

Degeneration), which has been also called i

parenchymatous inflammation, and is evi-

dence of the simplest kmd of injury to the

cells. Severer injuries cause fatty degenera-

tion and breaking down, as seen in various

kinds of poisoning. There is probably always
a regeneration of gland-ceUs, but this is often

traced with great difliculty.

The above are the tissue-changes usually

met with in ordinary inflammations. When
the inflammation takes the form of suppura-
tion, destruction of tissue is far more com-
plete, and rejiair is prevented, at least

temporarily.

We must now consider the products and
results of inflammation, without further dis-

tinguishing between the share of the vessels

and of the tissues.

Products and Kesults.—All inflamma-
tory products result either from exudation
( with or without participation of the tissues)

or from new-growth. The exudative pro- !

ducts are serum, mucus, and fibrin, the latter

of which, in combination with leucocytes,

forms the so-called ' inflammatory lymph.'
New-growth takes place from the vessels in

the form of vascular connective tissue, of

which a special form are granulations. With
regard to exudations, no clear line can be
drawn, at any stage of the process, between
serous and fibrinous exudation or inflamma-
tory lymph. But the production of pus
seems to require some special irritant or
morbid factor.

Exudations.—^erows and mucous exuda-
tions can only be regarded as products of
inflammation when excessive. The fluids

formed in inflammations of serous cavities

differ from those produced in passive exuda-
tions (or dropsies), in containing more fibrin

and more albumen. But inflammatory exuda-
tions vary in this respect, and are sometimes
scarcely to be distinguished from simple
serous effusions. The fluids poured out on
serous surfaces in acute inflammation always
coagulate, and even in chronic cases can
often be shown to be capable of coagulation.
On mucous surfaces, on the contrary, the
exudation does not as a rule coagulate. That
this is owing in some way to the action of
the epithelium seems most probable, whether
it is that filtration through epithelium alters
the composition of the fluid, or whether the
living epithelium prevents coagulation in the

same way as the endothelium of the vessels

prevents coagulation of the circulating blood.

When, however, the epithelium is removed,
a fibrinous layer may be produced on the

exposed sub-mucous sm-faee ; and the same
result seems to follow the application of very

powerful irritants, as in croupous inflamma-
tions. Mucous exudations contain mucin, as

well as serum-albumen, in variable proi)or-

tions.

Fibrinous exudations, in coagulating, en-

tangle whatever leucocytes may be either

extruded with the exudation or present in

the tissues. The properties of the coagulated

mass differ according to the proportion of

corpuscles. These differences do not neces-

sarily show any corresponding differences

m the composition of the blood, but depend
upon the facility with which the corpuscles

leave the vessels, and probably on the state

of nutrition of the latter. The product called

ivflammatory lymph consists of coagulated

fibrin entangling leucocytes, the two con-

stituents being in varying proportions. The
fibrin does not differ from tliat of blood-clot;

and may therefore be formed in the same
way by a reaction between the exuded con-

stituents of blood. But it is not a constant

product of inflammation, and hence has been
thought to owe its production to local causes

—

that is, to reaction between the tissues and
the exudation. Thus fibrin is formed on
serous surfaces where one of the fibrin con-

stituents is normally found, and in fibrous

tissue where there are similar chemical con-

stituents ; but, as stated above, not generally

on inflamed mucous surfaces, or in epithelial

structures. But since it is possible that in

these cases the exiulation becomes altered

by filtration through the tissues, there is no
reason to doubt that fibrin, or both its

chemical constituents, may be exuded from
the vessels. The inflammatory fibrin itself

is nevei organised, but often becomes re-

placed by a vascular connective tissue which
grows into it, and causes its absorption.

This is the process formerly spoken of as

organisation of lymph.
Pus.—Piis is inflammatory exudation in

which the corpuscles greatly predominate,
and the intermediate substance is liquid. It

is thus d'flicult to draw a line between pus
and softer forms of inflammatory lymph, but

the former does not contain fibrin, nor does
it coagulate spontaneously. The following

analysis of pus may be taken as representmg
an average specimen :

—

Water 887-6

Pus-cells and mucus . . 4G"5

Albumen .... 43-8

Fat and cholesterin . . 10-9

Sodium -chloride . . . 5*9

Other alkaline salts . • 3"2

Earthy phosphates and iron . 2"1

1000^
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It is noticeahle that pns contains a much
lar;,'cr jjroportion of fat than any other m-
rianiniatory jiroduct, or than blood. Its

specific gravity is 1030 to 1033. The ap-

(1) some previous lesion of the tissues; {2)
special conditions, especially bad nutrition,
the tenderness of tissue in children, and per-
haps idiosyncrasy

; (3) certain states of the

I

])car<mce of pus is well known : it is a creamy blood, esi)ecially the presence of special sub-
stances, sucli as ,'lucose, and probably pto-
niaines or enzymes, absorbed from the in-

testines. Animal parasites, such as hydatids,
appear to produce sujipuration by llieir direct
action, witliout the assistance of bacteria.

In the absence of micrococci, suppuration
may be produced by other a;;cnts ; which
may also act as contributory causes with the
bacteria. Such are turpentine, croton oil,

carbohc acid, annnonia, strong solutions of
jiercliloride of mercury. Ac. ; several of which
are powerful bactericides. In addition, the
same result has been produced exjieriment-
ally by sterilised solutions of certain bacterial
products, as allmmoses and ])tomaines, e.g.

cadaverine ; and certain en/ymes, e.if. the
vegetable ferment of je(piirity : and doubtless
others will be found to have the same effect.

It thus appears that chemical substances
having powerful solvent or necrotic action
on tissues produce suppuration, and do so

apparently by softening the walls of the
blood-vessels and favouring emigration of

leucocytes—which will be mostly dead. The
action of micrococci is to be explained in

the same way, these organisms producing
enzymes which peptonise and thus soften or

dissolve the walls of the blood-vessels. The
well-known destructive or solvent action of

pus is also thus accounted for. Micrococci

are doubtless the cause of almost all sup-

purations, since the other agents mentioned
will not be present unless experimentally in-

troduced. The bearing of these conclusions

upon antiseptic stirgery. which has su|>plied

much of the evidence on which they are

based, is obvious. We gain also by this

knowledge an Hde(iuate explanation of the

infectivity of pus ; as seen in contagious

impetigo of the skin, conjunctivitis, ure-

thritis, iVc.

Granulation-Tissue.—When a part has

been destroyed by intlammation, the lost

tissue is replaced by the preliminary forma-

tion of a peculiar structure, consistmg of ii

highly vascular connective-tissue framework,

containing an excessive number of leucocytes,

and also epithelioid or formative cells, with

occasional giant-cells. The vessels are of

delicate structure, and ea-silv lacerated. This

tiuid, which, when normal or ' laudable ' and
fresh, has a very faint— not offensive— odour,

and no sign of putrefaction. L'nder certain

circumstances, it has a strong ammoniacal
or i)utrefiictive odour, and is described as
• unhealthy,' or sanious. \\hen allowed to

stand, all pus separates into a li<iui(l jjortioii

or "serum," and a setUnient consisting chietlj'

of the corpuscles. The serum resembles
blood-serum, containing paraglobulin or

librino-pliUitic substance, potassium-all^mni-

nate (or casein), ordinary serum-albumen, and
myosin. Other constituents of pus are pro-

tagon, chondriu, gelatin, leucin, tyrosin, and
xanthin.

1'US-corpuscles.—The corpuscles of fresh,

newly formed pus, as seen, for instance, on
an inflamed mucous surface, are not dis-

tinguishable from leucocytes of the blood,

showing active amoeboid movements and
continual change of form. Most corpuscles

from large collections of pus, such as ab-

scesses, are already dead, being nearly
splierical in form, with tlie appearance of a
cell-wall, and showing when acted upon by
acetic acid three or more small nuclei.

Causes of suppuration. \^\ii\e the pro-

duction of individual pus-corpuscles is to be
explained m the same way as that of in-

flammatory cells in general, there are good
reasons for thinking that the formation of

pus requires, in addition, some more special

cause.

The most important cause is iindoubtedly

the presence of bacteria, especially certain

sju'cies of micrococci, which are almost
always present in collections of pus, large

or small ; sometimes contained in the pus-

coi-puscles, sometimes free in the li(piid.

Ogston found micrococci in every one of

74 abscesses not previously opened ; and
they can be found, broadly speaking, in all

boils, pustules, and the like. The com-
monest species are Stnjiliylococcus pyogenes
albiis and S. aureus, witii sometimes Strepto-

coccus pyogenes. The latter is the character-

istic form ill internal suppurations, especially

in pya-mia. There can be no doubt that these

micrococci produce suppuration, since, when
cultivated, they have often been made to pro-

duce furuncles and abscesses when rubbed • tissue also contains nerves. It has been

firmly or inoculated into the human skin,

even more constantly and certainly than in

the case of experimental animals. Since

these micrococci are often found (by culti-

vation) to be present in certain parts of the

healthy human skin, as well as widely spread

in human dwellings, there must be some
favouring circumstances or contributory

causes which enable them thus to injure the

tissues. Such favouring circumstances are

compared to the cellular structure which
composes the embryo, or to cmhrijnnic tis-

sue, but the great predominance of vessels

constitutes an important difference. Such

tihsue always originates as an outgrowth of

the vessels of the inflamed port; it grows

into regular connettive tissue, and is thus

the most important means of replacing the

tissue destroyed. \\ hen produced on a sur-

face, and growing out in the form ,.t' tufts, it
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receives the name of granulations; and, as

is well known, ulcers and cavities become
filled up by it. There is no doubt that granu-

lation-tissue may form fibrous tissue, but not

epithelial structures or any specialised tissue.

The formation of granulations is not necessary

to the repair ot wounds ; and their persist-

ence is evidently a sign of delayed repair

;

hence some have regarded their formation

as antagonistic to healing. Hamilton has

ingeniously shown that granulations are, or

may be, produced by outward dilatation of

capillaries not restrained by the integument.

Varieties.—The most striking differences

between different kinds of inflammation are

those dejjending upon the differences of tis-

sues, and of the situations in which it occurs.

1. Catarrhal.— On mucous membranes
the exudation is mucous, does not coagulate,

and contains only detached e])ithelial cells,

with scattered leucocytes ; the process tends

to become chronic; but the effect on the body
as a whole is less marked than in other

forms. This is catarrhal inflammation, a

term which is with less propriety transferred

to inflammations of the skin, the lung, and
some glandular organs.

If catarrhal inflammation is very severe it

becomes purulent, and the exudation consists

chiefly of pus, little or no mucus being i)ro-

duced. This purulent catarrh is especially

characteristic of specific inflammations of the

mucous sm-faces, such as virulent conjmicti-

vitis or gonorrhrea.

2. Croupous or fihriiious.—Croupous in-

flammation is that form in which a coagu-
lable exudation is formed upon a mucous
surface. In diphtheritic inflammation there

is, besides a membranous exudation, some
necrosis of the mucous membrane. In these
forms the tendency is to acute, not chronic,

disease ; and tlie general symptoms are
strongly marked. The name ' croup ' has also

been transferred to certain inflammations of
the lung (' croupous pneumonia ') and of the
kidney, but (in the latter case especially) with
doubtful projiriety.

The fibrinous form may be regarded as
the normal or usual form of inflammation of
serous membranes and fibrous connective
tissue.

On serous surfaces the lowest degree of
inflammation is seen in a serous exudation,
containing little or no plasma, hardly to be
distinguished from simjile dropsy ; but there
is no clear line between this and a coagulable
exudation, or fibrinous inflammation. Tliis
too, if still more severe, may become pm-u-
lent ; and, as we see in the pericardium or
pleura, a purulent may succeed to a fibrinous
inflammation. Finally, vascular connective
tissue, forming adhesions, is generally pro-
duced. In areolar connective tissue, and in
the interstitial tissue of various organs, the
same stages may be distinguished, known as
inflammatory oedema, which occurs near a

focus of acute inflammation ; inflammatory
hardening, such as precedes the formation of

an abscess ; and, finally, either abscess itself

or purulent infiltration—the two forms of

suppuration in connective tissue.

3. FarencJtrjmatous.—It is not so easy to

define the kinds of inflammation as affecting

the special elements or parenchyma of organs.

The lung appears to be an exception to the

general rule that ei>ithelial surfaces show
the catarrhal form of inflammation, since

lobar pneumonia is a tyjie of the fibrinous

form ; but it should be remembered that the
aiiatomical structure of the air-vesicles more
resembles a serous than a mucous surface,

having only a single layer of epithelium ;

and that mechanical injury to the lung always
produces a catarrhal form of inflamuiation.

The name • parenchymatous inflammation

'

has been given to those changes occurring in

the special tissues of organs independent of

their connective-tissue framework. The only
factor common to all such appears to be a
granular degeneration of the protoplasm of

their cells, identical with what is elsewhere
called albuminous degeneration, though it

may end in fatty or other degeneration. In
contradistinction to this, inflammation of the
connective-tissue framework is termed inter-

stitial inflammation.
4. Pldegmnnous.— Phlegmonous inflam-

mation is the same as acute interstitial

inflammation, ending in the formation of

abscess.

5. Indurative.—Indurative inflammation
is that in which new connective tissue is

produced in the interior of organs. This is

chroyiic interstitial inflammation.
6. Scrofulous.—Scrofulous inflammation

is that type which occui's in cachectic per-

sons, whose tissues are easily injured and
heal slowly. Such persons are subject to

chronic inflamixiations, which, further, in-

volve destruction of tissue, and in which
the inflammatory products readily undergo
degeneration ; unless these characters of de-

struction and degeneration are present, the

name ' scrofulous ' has no precise meaning.
There can be little doubt that all scrofulous

inflammations are really tubercular. Stru-
mous is a word better foi-gotten, being syn-

onymous with scrofulous, and liable to be
misunderstood.

7. Infective.—Infective inflammations are

those produced by the passage into the blood

of infective matter, derived from some pre-

viously existing inflammation. Pysemia and
inflammations associated with the puerperal

state are instances.

8. Chrqnic.—Most inflammations have at

first a typical course, reaching their acme
and then declining. If the decline is not

j
followed by resolution they become chronic.

Others, again, show from the first the cha-

racter they all along maintain. Chronic iu-

I flammatious are usually distinguished by the
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persistence of that condition of the vessels

which permits exudiition iiiul cell-emi<^ration,

with less hypcnciiiiii iind general fever than
in the acute form. On nmcous surfaces the

chronic form ditfers little from the acute,

except in these two respects. In serous
membranes chronic iiiHiimmation produces
fibrous adhesions, with little or no liquid

exudation. In the interstitial tissue of solid

orjjans a large amount of new connective
tissue is produced by chronic inflammation,
which first compresses the special elements,
causing them to waste, and then contracts in

bulk, so that the organ becomes atrophied,

and usually harder and more fibrous. This
ia the process called ' fibroid degeneration,'

as in cirrhosis of the liver. ' Chronic paren-
chymatous intlammations ' are simple de-

generations, as seen in the kidney.
Terminations.—The most favourable termi-

nation of inllammation is what is called re-

solution, in which the vascular phenomena
and tissue-changes decline together, and pass
away without leaving any tangible materiiil

result. Even in the apparently most perfect

cases of resolution, there is little doubt that

j)roducts of exudation remain w hen the vascu-

lar changes have subsided, and are slowly
removed by the lymphatics. Other so-called

terminations are necrosis, or total death of

the part ; and partial destruction by sup-

puration or ulceration. But if any loss of

substance occurs, the inflannnaturv jjrocess

cannot be regarded as at an end till the loss

is wholly or partially restored by newly
formed connective tissue. Where there is no
destruction of tissue, but only masses of liquid

or solid exudation, the inflammation is not,

strictly speaking, resolved till these are re-

moved. Very freciuentlj' an acute passes
into a chronic inflammation.

Consp:qx-ences.— 1. Local consequences.—
If an inflamed part does not simply return to

its original state, atrophy is the most common
consequence. Hijpcrtrophy can iiardly be
said to occur in the part actually inflamed,

though it may in adjoining parts, as we see

in enlargement of bone from periostitis.

False hypertrophy from new formation of
connective tissue is common ; but, as such
tissue contracts, the final result is atrojihy.

The hardness of tliis tissue causes induration
to be put down among the consequences of

inflammation.
2. General consequences.—The effect of

inflammation on the whole body is to pro-

duce the condition oi fever, which is discussed

in another part of this work. It will suthce

here to say that fever involves raising of the

body-temjierature, weakening and accelera-

tion of the heart, and disturbance of the

nervous system, as. well as of all the nutri-

tive processes. It was formerly supposed
that local inflammation produced fever simply
tiirough the increased jiroduction of heat by
more rapid tissue-change in the inflamed

part ; this process raising the temperature of
the blood passing through the pari, iind thuH
of the whole body by means of the bbnid.
But tliis simple explanation is not adequate.
It has even been much disputed whether the
heat of inflamed i)arts ever surpasses that
of the blood, tliougli the temperature of in-

flamed external parts is higiier than tlie nor-
mal in that situation, and than tliat of a
corresponding part, not inflamed, on the other
side of the body. But this is also the case in

hypcriemia, in which condition the external
temperature never surpasses that of internul

organs. Experiments on inflammation have
led to very conflictmg results : those of Simon
and Weber being directly opposite to tliose

of Jacobson and others. But even if we
assume an actual production of heat in in-

flamed parts, this will not be enough, as is

shown by calculation, to account for the rise

of temperature in tlie whole body. It has
also been supposed that some fever-producing
or jujrogcnic substance passes into the blood
fi'om every inflamed part, and causes in-

creased tissue-change, with consequent in-

creased production of heat through tlie whole
body ; or else exerts a special action on tlie

heat-centres. Several substances having a
pyrogenic property have been isolated. They
are either animal ferments (enzymes) or

albumoses, produced by the action of bacteria

on proteid substances. Finally, it is held
that the nervous system has a large, or even
the chief, share in the production of fever ;

the inflamed part acting through the nerves
on the cerebral heat-centres controlling the

temperature of the body. But none of these

theories is definitely established, and the

manner, tlierefore, in which local inflamma-
tion produces fever is not yet perfectly under-
stood. The degi'ee in which local intlainma-

tions cause fever varies, and does not appear
to depend wholly on the mass or the intensity

of the inflammation, though both these con-

ditions are partly concerned. Acute inflam-

mations ])rodnce more fever than chronic;

those of connective-tissue more than thivte

of mucous surfaces ; ami, most of all. those

which end in suppuration. In infective in-

flammations the fever is generally high, but

not to be attributed to the local inflammation,
being a concurrent effect of the same cause

—

the infective poison. Besides general fever,

the special condition called pijirmia, iu whicii

Other local inflammations result, may be a

consequence of primary inflammation; but

only when certain s])ecial causes are at work.

Sec Fevkk : and rY.t:MiA.

..Etiolocv. — Most inflammations are

caused by some injury— either mechanical,

as by actual violence ; or physical, as changes

of temperature; or chemical, liy powerfully

acting substances, as acids, alkalis, and
many more. A most important secondary

factor is the condition of the body, whether

under- or over-nourished, or in some other
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way wrong ; and this may probably be still

roore closely defined as the condition of the

blood-vegseis. Many parts of the body, as

the skin and the stomach, are constantly

exposed to injury, but do not become in-

flamed unless from some internal cause

;

and, therefore, a change of nutrition may be

the apparent or immediate cause. It is also

clear that certain inflammations, as herpes

zoster, are determined by disturbance of the

nerves ; and it is very probable that similar

nervous disturbances cause other local in-

flammations. Besides these, there are certain

specitic causes, namely, infective or specific

poisons, which, when introduced into the

blood, produce local inflannnations. Many
local inflammations, external and internal,

appear to arise spontaneously, neither irrita-

tion nor fault of nutrition being easily traced.

But in these, as in others, it is probable that

some infective cause is at work, or else that

there is a gradual accumulation in the blood

of some irritant substance, the effects of

which are only seen when the nutrition of

the part is lowered. Such, for instance, are

the secondary inflammations which occur in

chronic diseases, as morbus Brightii. It is

also probable, and in some cases jiroved, that

other inflammations which were at one lime
thought spontaneous, are really secondary,

depending upon some previous local inflam-

mation, even without what is called actual

pviEmia. Thus the number of such ap-

parently spontaneous inflammations is gradu-
ally lessening.

Treatment.—We shall divide this subject

into the treatment of directly accessible

(chiefly external) inflammations; and that of
indirectly accessible (internal) inflammations.
Treatment will also differ according as the in-

flammation is acute or chronic; according to

the stage, if acute ; and also according to the
constitution of the patient.

(a) Directly accessible.—Directly accessible

inflammation in an early stagemay be treated
by local blood-letting, and by astringents.

The benefit of local blood-letting in an early

stage is imdoubted, and is probably due to

its relieving the condition of stagnation, and
permitting freer circulation of blood in the
part. Of astringents the type is cold. When
the vascular disturbance, that is, hypenemia,
is great, and the general fever high, cold,

produced either by ice or evaporation, is

generally the best treatment. In the case of
mechanical injuries, for instance, it may be
regarded as an ascertained fact that if any
injured part be kept cold during the period
of reaction, the inflammation is less severe.
When the condition of inflammatory exuda-
tion is set up, the effect of cold is less marked

;

and if a temporary benefit is produced, the
condition after the application of cold is

stopped may be as bad as ever, or perhaps
worse. The defect of cold as an antiphlo-
gistic seems to be that, though it reduces

hyperiEmia, and, if sufficiently intense, actu-

ally checks inflammation, it does not remove
the injured condition of the vessels and tis-

sues on which the profounder inflammatory
changes depend. Cold is also a powerful
nervous sedative, and reduces the nervous
irritability of inflamed parts. It is remark-
able that an effect like that of cold is pro-

duced by solutions of certain metallic salts,

especially those of lead, zinc, silver, and bis-

muth. These salts furnish the most certain

and direct means of treating an inflamma-
tion in parts actually accessible to their ac-

tion. Hence they are used in superficial

inflammations of the mucous membranes,
such as the digestive mucous membrane and
the conjunctiva, and of the skin. Their use

is limited by the difficulty of bringing them
in actual contact with deeper inflamed parts.

But Mr. Hutchinson has shown that even
in severe injuries the antiphlogistic effect

of lead is quite equal to that of cold, if

it can be made to pass deeply enough into

the injured parts. These mineral (and also

vegetable) astringents act more potently on
the exudative processes of inflammation than
on the vascular disturbance. Hence their

activity is most valuable when that of cold

ends ; and they have a striking effect on
chronic inflammations which are unaffected

by cold. Even pressure may be useful as an
astringent, as we see in strapping a testicle

or an inflamed joint. In applying all astrin-

gents, it is of the first importance to be sure

that their effect is actually exerted on the in-

flamed part. In applying ice to the chest for

pneumonia or pericarditis, for instance, this

result is very doubtful.

In the treatment of even acute inflamma-
tions, the precisely opposite application, that

of heat, is sometimes valuable. Hot and cold

have respectively always had their partisans,

and have been, the writer thinks, needlessly

opposed. There are instances (such as the
cure of a whitlow b3' plunging the finger into

very hot water) where the sudden application

of heat seems to cut an inflammation short.

Probably this is only when the cause is some
infective micro-organism. Short of this, heat
doubtless increases the activity ofmost inflam-

matory processes. But heat combined with
moisture is the type of an emollient, by which
the substance of inflamed tissues is relaxed,

the blood-vessels dOated, the sense of tension

and nervous irritation removed ; and though
exudative processes are probably encouraged,
the meclianical condition of inflammatory
stagnation is relieved, and resolution is thus
hastened. When pus is forming, there is

little doubt that heat and moisture (in the
form of poultices and fomentations) hasten
the process, and increase the amount of pus
formed ; but since the increased production
of pus is of no consequence, and it is more
important to hasten the process, this may be
the right treatment for suppuration. When
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pus \a once formed, the same trentinent ia

useftil in f,'ui(lin;( it in the direction in which
it is least InirtfiiJ. Finiilly, it may be l>enetieial

to apply heat and moisture siipertieially, to

relieve deep-seated organs, by stimulatin'; the

vascidar and lymphatic circulation throu^fh

the skin. Thus, m api)lyin<,' poultices for

jtneumonia wo do not make the lun;^ or even
the ])leura hotter, hut relieve the overloaded
blood-vessels and lym|ihatics.

Further, in trcatinj^ all superficial inflam-

mations we must {^uard a^'ainst anytliiii;^

which increases the injury, such as move-
ment, further irritation by the air, or by
anything contained in the air. Thus, in

some skin-diseases, as herpes zoster, second-

ary inflammation is prevented by an artificial

covering; of collodion. .Antiseptic surgery
shows that not the air, but bacteria conveyed
by the air or otherwise, are to he feared, and
if these are excluded much intlammation is

prevented. The benefits of mechanical rest

in treatinp; injuries of the limbs need not be
more than mentioned ; nor that of physio-

lo!,ncal rest, wherever it can be obtained, in

threatened or existing inflammation of any
active organ whatever—for example, the
brain, the stomach, or the kidney.

In many acute inflammations, however,
where we know the course of the inflamma-
tion, and that we cannot absolutely stop the

process, our best method may be merely to

apply palliatives, that is, to adopt an expec-
tant mctliod.

Diet is also of great importance. There is

little doubt that the intensity of all inflamma-
tions is lessened by greatly diminishing the
food taken. In some acute inflammations,
especially fevers, we may pursue a diflerent

system, with the view of saving the patient's

strength ; but it is jiossible that in the reac-

tion a;jainstthe starving process, 'the feeding

of fevers' may be in the present day sometimes
carried too far.

In the treatment o{ chronic inflammation
in accessible parts, the first aim will be to

check the exudation and cell-migration, that

is, to bring the vascular wall into a healtiiy

state. Here we find that metallic and vege-

table astringents are most useful. But it

may, with the same object, be well to draw
more blood into the part, in order that tiie

vascular wall may be better nourished. This
is effected by stimulants, which are of well-

known etticacy in chronic inflammation.
Some of these agents are the same as astrin-

gents, but in a more concentrated form

—

nitrate of silver, stdphate of copper, kc. ;

otfieis, like iodine and cantharides, are irri-

tants. The local action of certain substances
which may be called aromatirs in healing

some kinds of cllr<^nic inflammation is most
remarkable. Thus, tar, either from wood or

from coal, and similar bodies are used in

chronic inflammations of the skin : copaiba,

cubebs, sandal-wood, &c.,when excreted by the

urine, act beneficially in chronic cystitis nnd
urethritis. lienzom, the tars, cojiaiba, tolu,

and many other aromatic and rosmous com-
pounds, when excreted by the limgs, act in

the same way on chronic bronchitis. The
rationale of the action of tliese drugs is ditli-

cult to understand, but they are all oxidisubie

substances wliich uiulergo slow oxidation in

the air, often accompanied by an o/ouising
action. Again, it may happen that it is best

to sweep the old tissue away, and alljw new
vessels to be formed, which will ]ir<iliably

have healthier walls. This is elTerted by
destructive caustics, as nitrate of siher, ]h)-

tassa fusa, chloride of zinc, or even the actual
cautery.

In chronic inflammations, internal treat-

ment is often of great service, as we shall

presently show.
(h) Indircctlij acecssihle.—The treatment

ofiiulirectly accessible inflammations, or. what
amounts to the same thing, the treatment by
internal (general) methods even of directly

accessible inflannnations, is much less satis-

factory' than the local.

The first indication is to give the part

actual rest, mechanical or i)hysiological. The
next is to consider if there is any way of reduc-

ing the intensity either of the local reiwiion,

or of the fever. Of such means the chief are

general blood-letting; the general a])iilicntion

of cold ; and certain part icidar drugs, such lis

mercurials, antimonials, purgatives, digitalis,

aconite, quinine, and a number more.
Of qeneral blood-letting we cannot say

much here. There can be little douiit that

it often lowers the energy of inflammatory
processes in an early sta;,'e. If it hivs gone
out of use, it is probably because the course

of many diseases is now better known, and
we do not expect to cut tliem short ; because

the list of infective diseases is enlarged ; and
because the benefits are believed to be out-

weighed by the supposed drawbacks in

diminishing the streii;,'th of the patient. Of
cold baths we need only lu-re say that they
are far more potent in checking the condi-

tion of fever tlian in stopping local inflamma-
tion. Of drugs, digitalis is supposed to act by
depressing the heart's action; but in theory

this is doubtful, and in practice we see little

effect on organic inflannnations. Aconite

also has little local effect, but does modify the

febrile state. Quinine is thought, on theo-

retical anil experimental grounds, to check

the emigi-ation of leucocytes, and to kill the

pathogenic bacteria. The first belief is

experimentally true, if the drug is in a certain

degree of concentration; but we have no safe

means of introducing it, in this de(,T"ee of

concentration, into the blood. The second is

extremely doubtful. Alcohol even has been

recommended ns an ftntii)hlogistic, on the

ground that it lowers the temperature in

health. Ihit even this is not constant, and

there is no good reason for thinking tliat it
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has this effect in fevers, still less that it

checks the inflammatory process. If alcohol

be given, it must be on other grounds.

Sahcylic acid, carbolic acid, and thymol are

lauded as destroying micro-organisms; but,

as with quinme, we cannot get them into the

blood in suthcient concentration, and, if we
could, it is probable that other more serious

disturbances would be produced.

The conclusion must be that there is no

one drug which is capable of controlling local

processes of inflammation, though the result-

ing condition of fever may be modified.

The use of mercurials and antimonials

seems to have been affected by the same
considerations as blood-letting. The action

formerly attributed to them is now doubted,

probably on very msuthcient gi-ounds, and it

is further thought they do harm in other ways.

But no adequate explanation has been given

of the difference in this respect between the

practice of this and the last generation. Pur-

gatives remaia as a harmless, unquestionable,

but not very* potent antiphlogistic method.

In the general treatment of chronic inflam-

mations we have more satisfactory principles.

Chronic inflammation is, in other words,

imperfect repair. It is in cachectic persons,

or persons with an inherited proclivity (per-

haps not yet manifest) to cachectic diseases,

that inflammations most tend to become
chronic. Hence, the first rule is to improve
the nutrition. Many patients with chronic

inflammations get well at once when placed

in good quarters, and on good food, provided

that the digestive functions are first attended
to. Next in importance come nutrient tonics,

of which cod-liver oil is the chief. There are

few chronic inflammations in which it does
not do good. Iron is very often valuable

;

and, if it fails or is contra-indicated, arsenic

may be employed. In chronic inflammations
of fibrous tissues, iodide of potassium has a
real value, not easily explained. In treating

other inflammations, either acute or chronic,

there are many specific remedies, but these
are remedies for the disease, not for its

inflammatory features only. For this reason,

we do not here speak of mercury, colchicum,
salicylate of sodium, and other agents.

Finally, a most important means of treat-

ing indirectly accessible inflammations must
be mentioned, namely, that by counter-irri-
tants, or setting up a rival inflammation. In
order to relieve an inflammation, for instance,
of the knee-joint, we produce a superficial

inflammation of the skin. This is most used
in chronic, but applies to some acute inflam-
mations also. Various explanations have
been given of the undoubted efficacy of
this treatment. Some believe the action is

transmitted through the nerves ; others that
blood is drawn away ; others that the lym-
phatics are stimulated. The writer's belief

is that in the most marked cases of benefit
from counter-irritation there is a continuity
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of the tissue between the inflamed organ
and the part where the counter-irritant ia

applied, and that the action may sometimes
consist in drawing away blood ; but more
generally the benefit results from setting up
currents of plasma through the lymphatics
and the connective-tissue spaces. It should
be noted that in some inflammations where
oedema is a marked feature {e.g. epididymitis),

simple puncture has an unquestionable effi-

cacy which may perhaps be explained in the
same way. The substances used for counter-

irritation are either vesicants or rubefacients,

such as cantharides, ammonia, mustard, or

iodine. Dry heat at different temperatures
may produce the effect of either of these

classes. When redness is pi'oduced on the

skin, it does not follow that hyperaemia alone
results. In fact, the desquamation often

shows that a low form of inflammation has
been established.

The writer has here endeavoured to give

only the principles of the treatment of in-

flammation. For the treatment of inflam-

mations of special parts, the articles on these

subjects must be consulted, as well as the
articles on Blood, Abstraction of; Counter-
irritants ; and Heat, Tliprapeutics of.

J. F. Payne.

INFLATION {inflo, I blow into).-A
term applied, therapeutically, to the method
of blowing air or gas into any hoUow space.

It is employed particularly in connexion
with the lungs in the process of artificial

respiration {see Artificial Respiration).
It is also used for the purpose of dilating

the bowel in cases of obstruction {see Intes-
tinal Obstruction). The term 'inflation'

was formerly used, pathologically, as a
synonym for emphysema of the lungs, but
is now more strictly limited to the condition

in which the alveoli are temporarily dis-

tended with air, from any obstruction in the

air-passages. iSee Lungs, Emphysema of.

INFLUENZA.'—Synon. : Epidemic Ca-
tarrh ; Fr. Grippe ; Ger. Influenza ; Epide-
mischer Schnupfenficher.
The term ' influenza ' is said to have been

first introduced in 1741, when the disease

was prevailing in the North of Italy, and it

has been generally adopted in this country

;

though the more scientific term— ' epidemic
catarrhal fever '—is often used in systematic
works.

Definition.—This disease is not to be
regarded as simply an unusually prevalent
common catarrh, but must be considered as

a specific affection, which appears occasion-

ally over wide districts, and at or about the

same time ; is characterised by marked febrile

symptoms ; is often attended by serious com-

1 This article appears in its original form as
written by the late Dr. Peacock. It is followed by
a sujijilement which brings the subject down to tka
present time.— Editob.
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plications ; and causes great and prolonged
prostration of strength.

Occurrence.—Various epidemics of influ-

enza are on record from the middle ages
down to more recent times, and those which
lia\ e occurred in the last and present centuries
have been fully described. The disease is

reported to have prevailed in 1721), 1732-33,
1737, 1742, 1758, 17G2, 1767, 1775, and 1,782,

and in 1803, 1833, 1837, and 1847. The fol-

lowing account is chiefly founded upon the
disease as it prevailed in 1847 ; but the de-
scription given of its pectdiarities corresponds
with the accounts of previous ef)idemics.

Forms.—Influenza may be described as
assunnng three distinct forms :—

1. That in which it is simple, or unat-
tended with any serious complication.

2. When it is complicated with serious

l)ulmonary affections, especially bronchitis
uiid pneumonia.

3. When the disorder of the digestive
orijatis, which generalh' exists to some degree
in the disease, becomes a more prominent
feature ; while there are at the same time
marked rheumatic symptoms, and the com-
plaint shows a tendency to assiune a remit-
tent form.

The description would also be imperfect
without reference being made to the modi-
fi/ing influence which the epidemic exerts
over other diseases prevailing at the same
time, and especially over the specific fevers.

1. Simple Catarrhal Fever.—In this

form of the disease the attack is most com-
monly sudden. The patient experiences a
sense of cold down the back and between the

shoulders, lapsing into general chilliness or
complete rigors, and succeeded by flushes of
heat and dryness of the skin, pain in the
head, chest, and extremities, and prostration

of strength. Generally these symptoms fol-

low some exposure to cold and damp, but
occasionally they appear without being trace-

able to any innnediately exciting cause, and
more rarely the attack comes on gradually,

with a general feeling of indisposition of two
or three days' duration.

At tirst there is dryness of the nostrils and
soreness of the throat, with a sense of tight-

ness or constriction of the chest, and a dry,

hard cough. As the disease advances. coi)ious

detluKion from the nostrils takes place ; the

thnmt is often seriously affected; and the

couj;h is more frequent. The expectoration

is at tirst scanty, and consists of a pale glairy

fluid ; but at a later period there is more
copious discharge of opaque mucus. At the

same time some degree of dithculty of breath-

ini; and soreness at the chest are experienced.

The respiration is in most instances accele-

rated ; and, on auscultation, the inspiratory

sounds are dry and harsh, especially in the

posterior and inferior parts of the chest : and
sibilant and sonorous rhonchi may be audible

on Ibiced inspiration. In some cases uo

marked sounds are heard, but the veaiciilur
murmur is very indistinct. A sense of chilli-
ness, alternating with flushes of heat, is a
general symptom throughout the progress 4>f

the attack ; and there is distressing headache,
particularly in the foreheail, across one or
both eyebrows, as well as pain in the balls of
the ^yes. These symptoms often undergo
considerable remission during the day. There
is also commonly much mental depression
and nocturnal restlessness. The tonjjuo iu

usually moist, and covered with a white
creamy fur; but occasionally it is morld lly

red at the tip and edj;es, and thickly coated
with a whitybrown fur towards the centre
and root ; more rarely, and especially in the
morning, it is dry. In the greater number
of cases, entire loss of appetite, with some
nausea, and a confined state of the bowels,
are present from the commencement ; but
occasionally diarrluea is observed at an early
period, and not infrequently it comes ou
during the progress of the disease. Sense
of weight, tenderness, and pain" in the ri;;hl

hypochondrium are fre(piently experienced ;

and there is often some icteroid tingin:^ of
the conjunctiva;, or of the general comj)lexion.
The urine is scanty and high-coloured at tirst,

but subsequently becomes more free, and
deposits some sediment.

Prostration of strength is throughout one
of the most marked and distressing features

of the complaint, and there is a general feel-

ing of soreness, with didl aching pains in the
chest, back, and limbs. The pidse is but
little varied in frequency, generally ranging
from 80 to 90, and rarely exceeding 100.

Though occasionally tidi, it is uniformly very

compressible, and, after the first day or two,

feeble. The skin is seldom hot or very dry,

or if so it is only at the commencement of

the attack, and it soon becomes cool and
moist ; the complaint usually subsides with

free perspiration.

The ordinary duration is from three to five

days in the milder cases, and from seven to

ten in the more severe. The disease', how-
ever, on its subsidence usually leaves the

patient for some time much prostrat^'d, and
suffering from loss of appetite, ina[)titude for

bodily or mental exertion, and a troublesome

cough. There is a great tendency to relapse.

Not infre(piently towards the termination

of the attack the transient pains, which are

troublesome durinfj its course, increase in

severity, and rheumatic affections of an
obstinate and painful character supervene.

These often assume a remittent or inter-

mittent form, returning resndarly at the

same hour for several days in succession,

and not infrequently atTecting one side of

the head, or one eyebrow or eyeball, and oc-

casionally the intercostal muscles of one side.

2. Epidemic Catarrhal Fever with
predominant Pulmonary AflToction.

—

Not infrequently the symptoms of implication
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of the aerial mucous membrane or lungs are

more marked, there heing decided quinsy,

laryngeal symptoms, croup, bronchitis, or

pneumonia. Of these the most frequent and
important are the brouchitic and jmeumonic
complications.

Bronchitis.—This has especially the ten-

dency to assume the acute capillary form* In
cases of acute capillary bronchitis occurring

as a complication of influenza, there is usually

in the early stage increased frequency and
some difidculty of breathing, constriction of

the chest, and soreness or stifliiess of the

throat. The cough, thoiigh slight, is trouble-

some from its frequency. Tlie expectora-

tion, if there be any, is scanty and of a glairy

character. The tongue is usually red at the

tip and edges, and covered on the dorsum
with a creamy mucus or with a whity-

brown fin- ; occasionally it is moi'bidly red
throughout. The pulse is accelerated, beating

generally 110 to 112 or IIG in the minute,
and occasionaUy more frequently. The skin

is not usually hot, except it be at the com-
mencement of the attack, and if so it usually

becomes cooler in two or three days. With
these symptoms there are the murked pro-

stration of strength, the severe frontal head-
ache, the general soreness of the body, and
the panis in the back and limbs, which
characterise the ordinary cases of influenza.

When the chest is examined in this stage
of the disease, the only morbid signs de-

tected are a roughness of the inspiratory

sound, particularly when a forced inspiration

is drawn ; some slight crepitation, audible
more especially towards the lower part of
each dorsal region ; feebleness of the vesi-

cular murmur ; and perhaps slight sibilant

rhonchus in front. The respiration is, how-
ever, quicker and shorter than natural,
averaging 28, 32, or 40 in the minute ; the
dyspna-a is greater than is explained by the
obvious physical signs ; and most generally
there is some hvidity of the face.

In the second stage all these symptoms
are much aggravated. The respiratory acts
are performed quickly and imperfectly, the
respirations in the minute varying from 30
to 40 or 50. The cheeks are mucli flushed,
and the li])s of a somewhat purple colour.
Generally there is not acute pain in the
chest, but rather a sense of constriction and
soreness ; the cough, though frequent and
oecurrh g in paroxysms, is not usually
severe. Ihe expectoration still continues
scanty, and consists of small yellowish-
white pellets, forming tenacious masses of a
peculiar nodulated or botryoidal form, very
much resembling, when floating in water,
fragments of some of the large oolitic hme-
stones. The tongue is mostly covered with
a thick whity-brown fur, and somewhat dry
and often red at the tip and edges; or
morbidly red and glazed. The pulse is

much accelerated, beating 120, 130, or 140

times in the minute, but it is generally
small and very compressible. In some
instances, after being low and feeble at the
outset of the disease, it acquires a more
sthenic character in the second stage. The
skin is rarely di'y, or much above the natural
temperature ; and the hands and feet are
generally cool. The skin of the extremities

is also much congested, so that when
blanched by pressure, the colour does not
readily return. The prostration of strength
also becomes greater; and there is much
headache, and often transient delirium, es-

pecially during the night. On percussion,

the chest does not present any marked alter-

ation of resonance, unless there exists some
other disease of the lung ; and on auscul-

tation crepitation of a more or less fine

character is audible with the inspiration,

first in the inferior part of one or both
dorsal regions, then spreading rapidly higher
up in the back and toward the bases of tlie

Imigs in front, whilst sibilant rhonchus is

heard in other parts of the chest.

The third stage of the disease is marked
by the dyspncea becoming so severe that the
patients ai'e compelled to sit constantly up-
right in bed, or to lean forwards, resting on
their arms and elbows ; whilst at intervals

the respu'ation becomes very laborious. The
Hvidity of the cheeks, lips, and hands is in-

creased ; the eyes become prominent ; and
the expression of countenance is extremely
anxious. The cough is frequent, and of a
short abortive character, giving the im-
pression of viscid secretion in the lung,
which the patient has not power to expec-
torate ; whilst it is aggravated by paroxysms,
which cause pain in the head and increased
Hvidity. The sputum now becomes large in

quantity ; it is of a greenish-yellow colour,

very viscid, contains little air, and is oc-

casionally streaked with blood. The respi-

rations are very frequent, 50 to GO, or even
more ; and expiration is very laboured and
prolonged. The pulse is very feeble, and
either extremely quick—140, 150, or lOll in

the minute—or intermittent, so as to number
only 100 or 120 beats. The tongue is

covered with a thick yellowish-white or
brown fur, and is generally dry ; sordes also

form upon the teeth. The general surface
of the body becomes cool and bathed in per-

spiration ; and the hands and feet decidedly
cold. The delirium is more constant ; with
the decaying strength the cough declines

;

the expectoration ceases or becomes slight

;

and the patient sinks.

With the progress of the disease the physi-
cal signs change. The chest in front yields
a uniformly clear sound on percussion, while
behind there is a general impairment of the
resonance. The crepitation gradually extends
over larger portions of the lungs, being of a
finer character in the parts more recently in-

volved; giving place to subcrepitant and
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mncons rhonchi in tlie situation in which it

was first lieanl ; and finally hi'coMiin;,' (if a
{^nr-^'linf^ charactci- in the neif^hbourhood of

the larger bronchial tubes. The subcrepitant
rhonchus also towards the end of tlie attack
is heard with the expiration as well as with
the inspiration ; and, if there is some local

condensation, bronchial respiration may be
developed.

In the cases which terminate favourably,

the amendment is marked by the respiration

becominLT less hurried and laborious ; by the
expression of countenance being less anxious,

and the face less livid ; and by the prostra-

tion of strength decreasing. The pulse be-

comes less frequent, the cough less severe,

and the sputum less viscid—more of amuco-
])urnlent character, with a tendency to form
a homogeneous mass, containing large air-

bells. At a later period it becomes thiimer,

and declines in amount. The mucous and
subcrepitant rhonchi are replaced by finer

sounds, and the space over which the morbid
fiigns are heard diminishes—these disappear-

ing first in the upper part of the chest, then
at the front and sides, and lastly in the

dorsal regions. Tlie clearness of the sound
on percussion on the front of the chest also

passes away, and is often succeeded by a

somewhat dull sound; and the respiratory

sounds become indistinct. The convalescence
is, however, generally protracted ; the patient

is liable to returns of dyspntea at intervals ;

and the cough continues troublesome. After

the subsidence of the pulmonary symptoms,
the rheumatic pains, if previously present,

may become aggravated, or may then first

appear and become troublesome, affecting

the head, face, or intercostal muscles, and
being aggravated towards night.

Anatomical Characters.—On examina-
tion after death, one of the peculiar features

of this form of influenza is the extremely in-

flated condition of the lungs, which, in lieu

of collapsing when the chest is laid open, in

some cases protrude from the cavity. This
condition is not limited to certain parts in

which there are larger or smaller bulhr, but

consists in a general inflation of large por-

tions of the lung. The imieous membrane
of the bronchi is reddened, and the injection

increases towards the smaller tubes, wiiere

the membrane may be intensely red and
have a villous ajipearance. The hing-tissue

in the cases proving fatal at an early period

has a peculiar dry appearance, but in the

later stages it is tcdematous. There is also

more or less lobular condensation, the con-

densed parts being depressed below the

adjacent inflated tissue, and having a deep
pnr])le colour. At a later period the con-

densed tissue may soften from ttie presence

of pus, and small cavities may be formed
in this manner. The bronchial fjlands are

enlarged and softened. The cavities of the

hsart, especially on the right side, are die-

tended with firm and more or loss dccolorisod
coagula.

Prognosis and DuRATmN.—The coses of
influenza complicated by ncule capillarv
bronchitis are always very serir.us in their
character; and wlun the disease occurs in
persons who have before been out of health,
and especially if there bo any previoun
disease of the lungs or heart, or if the sub-
jects be very young or elderly, they prove
fatal in a large pio|)oriion of cases. Tiie
duration of the disease in the ca.ses which
prove fatal is from about ten to fourteen
days ; and when recovery occurs, the patient
is ill from a fortnight to three weeks, or
longer.

Pneumonia.—Of the symptoms in these
cases, cough is one of the most troublesome;
the expectoration is peculiar, partaking both
of the glassy, transparent or opa(iue charac-
ter of the sputum of brondiitis, and of the
brownish viscid expectoration of pneumonia,
with the usual small air-bells. In some
cases, however, when there is great i)rostra-

tion, there may be no expectoration. Pain
in the chest is generally experienced at the
invasion of the disease, of a more or less

severe character, but afterwards it is not
present to any marked extent, or is only ex-

perienced when the patient has a severe
paroxysm of coughing. The dyspiupa also

is not severe, and there is not much lividity

of the face, unless in cases in which there is

also considerable bronchitis. The breathing
is not usually very rapid, the res|iirations not

exceeding 28 or 82 in the minute. The puis?

also is comparatively (piiet, beating 8(), '.K),

or 100. and it is usually soft and compres-
sible, or decidedly small and weak. The
skin, as in the other forms of influenza, is

not generally hot or dry ; or, if so at the

commencement of the attack, it soon becomes
cool and moist. The tongue has usnally the

whity-brown covering whicli has before been
described, and is not dry ; but sometimes it

does become dry and brown. There is often

very marked disorder of the digestive organs
-—sicl<ness and vomiting and diarrluea ; and
usually some slight jaundiced tinge of the

skin is observed. There is also not infre-

quently some delirium and stupor of mind ;

and the prostration of strength is often

extreme.
On examining the chest, in addition to

the signs of bronchitis, which are always
present to a greater or less degree, there

are the usual indications of pneumonia.
At first fine crepitation is perceived in the

seat of the disease ; to this more or less

marked diilness on percussion, bronchial

respiration, and increa.sed resonance of the

voice and cough, succeed ; and these signs,

though generally found in one or bnth dorsal

regions, may be more widely diflTused. Not-

withstanding, however, the threatenintr

character of the symptomi, it was observed
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in the epidemic of 1847 that the disease was
not very fatal, and the' signs of consolidation

disappeared more readily than in most
ordinary cases of pneumonia. The resolu-

tion was shown by the return of crepitation,

though of a coarser character, in the seat

of consolidation ; and by the gradual diminu-

tion of the bronchial respiration, and of the

dulness on percussion. After a time the

natural vesicular breathing again became
audible. The duration of the disease was
very similar to that in the cases of acute

capillary bronchitis. In this, as in the other

forms of influenza, the convalescence was
often very protracted ; there was the same
tendency to reciu-rence of the symptoms on
any slight exciting cause ; and the rheumatic

pains often continued long to distress the

patient.

3. Catarrhal Fever, complicated with

gastro-intestinal affections and rheu-
matism, and of a remittent character.

It has already been stated that more or

less marked symptoms of gastro-intestinal

and hepaiic disorder may be present ; and
that rheumatic pains, having a more or less

decidedly remittent character, may be ob-

served. It has further been said that in the

cases in which the pulmonary complication

assumes the pneumonic form, these symp-
toms may be generally more marked than in

the cases of acute capillary bronchitis.

In some cases, however, the latter symp-
toms were, throughout, the predominant
feature ; and as similar observations have
been made as to former epidemics, cases of

this kind may fairly be regarded as consti-

tuting a special form of the disease.

In this form of the epidemic, nausea and
sickness generally occuiTed at an earlj' period

of the attack, and often became very urgent

symptoms. The matters vomited often had
a bilious tinge ; and there was generally a

raarked bilious tinge of the conjunctivae and
general surface of the body, amounting in

some cases to decided jaundice. There was
often diarrhoea ; and sometimes blood was
passed in the stools. The pains in the head,

back, loins, and extremities, which are

present with more or less severity in all

forms of influenza, were from the first of

a severe character, or increased with the
progress of the disease till they constituted a
predominant feature. The pain was usually

most distressing in the head, especially in

the forehead, and in some cases was limited

to one temple, one eyebrow, or one eyeball.

This was generally of an intermittent or

remittent character, coming on at night after

more or less distinct remission during the
day ; and was attended with singing in the
ears, distressing restlessness, agitation, and
inability to sleep, whilst delirium generally

increased during the exacerbation. In some
cases it only amoimted to a little excitement

and iacoherence, but in others it was so

urgent as to require the employment of

restraint to retain the patient in bed, and
sometimes it continued without intermission

for some hours. It was, however, remarkable
how complet<^ly it subsided, as a rule, in the

morning. With these symptoms there was
usually much tremor of the extremities ; and
the eye was pale and glassy, though the
pupil was freqitently contracted.

Early in the attack the pulse was quick
and feeble, and of a peculiarly vibratory

character, thotigh sometimes it was but little

accelerated. At a later period it often became
very rajud and feeble, or fell below the

natural standard of frequency, being very
soft and compressible, and occasionally in-

termittent. The tongue was at first moist,

covered with the usual whity-brown fur, and
red at the tip ; subsequently it had a ten-

dency to become dry. The breath had a
peculiar, offensive, acid odour. Epistaxis

occasionally occurred, and sometimes to an
alarming amount. The skin was generally

moist, and the perspiration had the usual

sour rheumatic smell. The urine was at

first scanty, but afterwards increased in

quantity, and deposited much sediment of

urates. Occasionally it was slightly albu-

minous.
With these symptoms there were evidences

of some pulmonary disorder—bronchitis or

pneumonia ; and very fi'equently murmurs
were heard at the heart, which were not,

however, generally persistent.

After the exacerbations the sweating was
often very profuse, so that in the morning
the patient was foimd completely bathed in

perspiration, and the bedclothes were quite

wet. The ^prostration of strength also was
often extreme, so that the hands and feet

became livid and cold, and the patient re-

sembled a person in the algide stage of

cholera.

Notwithstanding their severity, the cases

of this third form of influenza generally did

well, though the patients long suffered from
the rhemnatic symptoms, and only very
slowly recovered their strength. As seen
from the Registrar-General's reports, there

was a great increase in the deaths from
' rheitmatism ' during the prevalence of the

epidemic, which probably referred to cases of

this kind.

4. Modifying Influence of the pre-
sence of Influenza on other Diseases.

—

In all visitations of influenza of which we
have detailed accounts, the epidemic has been
attended by an unusual prevalence of other

forms of disease, and especiallj' of the specific

fevers—and the features of such diseases

have been much modified by the epidemic
influenza. To this rule the influenza of

1847 affords no exception. As shown bj' the
reports of the deaths in London and the
country generally, there was a great increase

in the total mortality ; this especially showed
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itself in the zymotic class of diseases, but
obtained also as to diseases of the heart,

brain, and digestive organs. An unusual num-
ber of deaths were recorded from ' typluis,'

under which head were then iiidiuled

the fevers which we now discriminate into

typhus, typhoid, and relapsing fever. Of all

these forms of disease, cases occurred during
the time, though the chief prevalence was
apparently of tyi)hoid and relapsing fever.

The features of these diseases were generally

80 much modilied by the epidemic intluence,

and they were so constantly attended by
pulmonary complications, that it was often

dithcult to decide whether any given case

was to be regarded as a case of specific fever

or of influenza. Various forms of local

disease were also prevalent at the time, both
as distinct affections, and as complications

of specific fever, such as diphtheria, parotitis,

otitis, stomatitis, and quinsy, with erysipelas,

abscesses, &c.; and these were often attended
by great prostration of strength, and added
greatly to the danger of the various other

forms of disease with which they were
combined.

Pathology.—Every phenomenon of in-

fluenza points conclusively to the influence

of some powerful depressing agent, operating

on the nervous system, or entering the blood.

The sudden seizure of a large proportion of

cases ; the extreme prostration of strength

from the connnencement, and to a degree
disproportioned to the amount of local dis-

turbance ; the SN'mptoms of disorder of all

organs, and especially of the cerebro-spinal

system ; and the debility which so often

succeeds even simple cases of the disease,

can on no other supposition be explained.

It seems probable also that the alfection of

the respiratory mucous membrane may be

due to the morbitic influence, whatever it

may be, operating more speeiScally upon it

;

but it is extremely dithcult to offer even a

probable suggestion as to the nature of that

influence. The almost simultaneous out-

break of the epidemic in places widely apart

;

the seizure of a large proportion of the popu-
lation of a town or district within the course

of a few hours ; and the sudden illness of m-
dividiials or bodies of men visiting a locality

where influenza is, or has very recently been,

prevailing, and previous to direct intercourse

with any persons a-^tually suffering—are all

ciretnnstances opposed to the notion of the

disease being dejjendent on infection in the

ordinarily understood sense ; and might seem
to point to the operation of atmospheric in-

fluence as the cause. The conditions, how-
ever, imder which the disease has presented

itself in different epidemics render such an
explanation iini)ossible. It hastravelled over

districts without reference to season or cli-

mate, and has prevailed in the same locality

in all seasons and in almost every variety of

weather. It is true that it has often broken

out after great meteorological changes, us in
the last two epidemics after sudden and re-
markable falls from a comparatively high to
a very low temperature ; but, on the other
hand, epidemics have arisen tmder other cir-

cumstances, and such alternations of tempe-
rature are frequently observed without the
occurrence of an epidemic of influenza. The
disease has also broken out at the same time
at dirt'erent places in which tlie same atmo-
spheric conditions did not exist, so that the
operation of the sudden change can scarcely
be regarded as acting even as an exciting
cause. There can, however, bo no doubt
that the more common prediapononts lo

disease, such as defective drainage, over-
crowding, impiu-e air, deficient clothing,

and insufficient or unsuitable food, powerfully
conduce to the prevalence and fatality of an
epidemic of influenza.

Trkatmext.—Of the treatment of the
simpler forms of influenza it is not necessary
to say much. The patient should be confined
to bed ; have a foot-bath ; take some form of
diaphoretic medicine ; and be allowed a
mild, unstimulating diet. If the cough be-

comes troublesome, or if there be pains in

the chest, sinapisms may be applied, and
some anod\-nemay be added to the medicine

;

and for the relief of the subsequent debility,

stimulants, tonics, and a nutritions diet may
be enjoined. In the cases complicated with
pulmonary affections, the same measures
may be used, in combination with exi>ecto-

rants and anodynes ; And more decided

counter-irritation may be a])plied to the chest.

"When there is very copious secretion, and the

patient cannot expectorate freely, the greatest

benefit is often derived from the use of eme-
tics, and they may be employed with a<lvttn-

tage in cases in which the patient's strength

is too much depressed to allow of nauseating

doses of medicine being given. To the use

of emetics, the stimulating expectorants -

squill, ammonia, iVc.—should succeed. For

the relief of the cases in which there is nausea

and sickness or vomiting, effervescents with

morphine, or hydrocyanic acitl. may l>e given.

When there is more or less jaundice, small

doses of calomel or grey powder, in combina-

tion with Dover's powder, are very beneficial;

and when there is diarrhua, the Dover's

powder or decided astringents—such as ace-

tate of lead, or tannic acid—may he em-

ployed. When the rheumatic symptoms are

severe, the greatest relief is obtained by the

administration of small doses of colchicum

with bicarbonate of potash and opiates; and

when the prostration of strength is grent.

aminoiiia, in combination with bark, should

be given. In the cases in which there is a

decided tendency to remissions and exacer-

bations, bark also may be prescril>ed, or, in

the more severe cases, quinine ; and quinine

and other tonics shoild be freely given dur-

msj convalescence.
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All depressing treatment should be avoided.

The patients are too much prostrated to

admit of its employment. In each of the

different forms of influenza it is neces-

sary to administer support very freely, and
sooner or later to exhibit stimulants. In

the cases in which there is pulmonary or

other local complication, the strength be-

comes more rapidly and more seriously de-

pressed, and stimulants and support are still

more urgently needed ; and, indeed, it is

necessary to have recourse to them at an
earlier period, to exhibit them more freely,

and to persevere in their use for a longer

period in such affections, when occurring

during an attack of influenza, than when
arising as idiopathic diseases. In the man-
ageaient also of the other forms of febrile

affections which are seen during an epidemic

of influenza, a more restorative and stimu-

lating treatment is required than under
ordinary circumstances, for all such diseases

partake of the peculiarly asthenic type of the

epidemic.
Thomas B. Peacock.

The Epidemics of 1889-90-91-92.

Occurrence.—No well-marked widespread

epidemic of influenza occurred after that of

1847-8 until 1889. The epidemic which
commenced in Europe in the autumn of that

year closely resembled previous visitations.

It was present at Bokhara, in Central Asia,

in May 1889 ; it was first recognised in St.

Petersbvirg about ' mid-October ; in Berlin

and Paris towards the end of November; in

Spain and Italy early in December ; and in

the United Kingdom in the last days of

December—although in the light of sub-

sequent knowledge it can be shown that

cases occurred in London six weeks or two
months earlier. On the western shores of

the Atlantic it ajjpeared first in Jamaica
early in December ; in the eastern ports of

the United States about ten days later;

and in those of Canada after a further in-

terval of the same duration. The general
direction of progi'ess woidd therefore apjiear

to have been from east to west ; biit to this

there were many exceptions. In Africa the
epideinic appeared at Alexandria at Christ-

mas 1889 ; at Cairo a fortnight later ; in Cape
Colony in January ; in Basutoland two months
later; in the Shire Highlands in October ; and
in Mauritius in August 1890. India, Ceylon,
and Japan were invaded in February, New
Zealand and Australia in March, 1890. No
transference from east to west, moreover,
could be observed in each country invaded

;

the epidemic, on the contrary, appeared to

radiate from the seaports or large towns. In
this country, for example, London appears to
have been the first English centre of the dis-

ease in 1889 ; Hull in 1891. It is probable that
Great Britain had not been entirely free from
influenza in the interval between the subsi-

dence of the epidemic in the spring of 1890 and
its recrudescence in 1891, but the first town
that suffered from distinct epidemic preva-

lence was Hull ; the epidemic began there in

the second week of March. . Sheffield was
attacked about three weeks, Leeds and Brad-
ford about five weeks, later. These towns,
with the exception of Hull, had undoubtedly
suffered from the epidemic in the previous

year. The epidemic also reappeared in

London, and affected many of the towns and
villages in Yorkshire and the midland coun-
ties, but was less widespread than in 1890.

The epidemic recurred in the autumn of

1891; in Great Britain it prevailed first in

the east of Scotland and the south-west of

England. It spread from these two districts

over the whole country, and appeared early

in the north of Ireland. During the winter
of 1891-92 also influenza prevailed as an
epidemic in every civilised country, and in

every quarter of the globe.

Forms.—The three clinical forms described

by the late Dr. Peacock were observed during
the latest epidemics. The following classifi-

cation, which has been very widely accepted,

will serve to indicate the general characters

of the forms recently most prevalent.

A. Catarrhal, marked by conjunctivitis,

and a tendency to complications affecting

the respiratorj' tract—pharyngitis, tracheitis,

bronchitis, broncho-pneumonia, and pneu-
monia.

B. Gastric, marked by sudden onset of

vomiting and diarrhoea.

C. Nervous, marked by severe headache
and backache, and great depression.

The last-named form was that most often

met with. The patient after a slight chill

is seized with pain in the eyeballs, frontal

headache, and pains in the back and limbs ;

the backache is in many cases very severe,

and has been compared by women who have
borne children to the pangs of childbirth. The
temperature rises rapidly, reaching its maxi-
mum, in a large proi)ortion of cases, within
twenty-four hours; the rise is generally

limited to 2° or 3°, but temperatures of 104° F.,

and even higher, have been noted. The
duration of the febrile period varies from one
to nine or ten days, but is usually three,

four, or five days. The maximum is, as a

rule, only maintained for a few hours. The
fall is sometimes rapid : a distinct crisis,

accompanied by profuse sweating, occurs,

and the temperature declines to the normal,
or even lower, in twelve hours. In other

cases the fever has a remittent character,

with regular daily fluctuations by which the

temperature returns to the normal in two or

three days. Relapses were more frequently

observed in the recent epidemics than in any
previous one : after from four to six days of

freedom from fever the temperature again

rose, and all the sjmiptoms recurred ; as many
as three such relapses have been observed.
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In a few cases in which the syinptoius

were otherwise well marked, the teiuiienituro

remained at or below normal Ihroughont.

The pulse-rate rises with the temperature,
but the pulse, even when very rapid, remains
soft ; slifjlit cyanosis is not uncommon dur-

ing the pyrexia, and death is sometimes
due to cardiac failure ; a remarkably slow
pulse (.50 or less) is occasionally observed
during defervescence. During the acute stage

the patient experiences great depression and
lassitude—symptoms which persist after the

pain and pyrexia have disappeared, and are

often aggravated by insomnia ; in some cases

convalescence is prolonged for weeks, or even
months, and occasionally well-defined melan-
cholia develops. The prostration is accom-
panied by anaemia. Acute meningitis, peri-

pheral neuritis, and myelitis may be men-
tioned among the rarer complications, while
neuralgia of various regions is frequently

observed, and sometimes persists for long

periods. Loss of the sense of taste is a
not uncommon synii)toin, and frecpiently con-

tinues beyond the period of convalescence.

Occasionally, either at the onset or during
defervescence, the patient passes into a con-

dition of stupor which may be mistaken for

catalepsj'. The pains in the limbs are some-
times accompanied by a distinct arthritis.

Epileptic symptoms of a mild form (petit

mah are not infrequent.

The symptoms observed in the gastric form
are such as those described by Dr. Peacock
under his third form. Children in particular

Buffer from this form : a sudden attack of

vomiting is followed by diarrhoea, the stools

being not infrequently bloodstained. The
degree of prostration is often out of propor-

tion to the severity of the pyrexia or diar-

rlioea. The icteric tint of skm, the epistaxis.

and the albuminuria noted bj- Dr. Peacock
have aijain been observed, and a fuller de-

scription of the sj'mptoms would merely in-

volve a rejietition of what he has written.

The same remark applies to cases with
coin|)lications of the resj)iratory tract.

Catarrh of the conjunctivte, nose, and pharynx
is present in a very large proportion of

these cases, and bronchitis and broncho-
pneumonia frequently appear to be merely
extensions of the catarrhal process traceable

to imprudent exposure. But in some cases

pneumonia seems to be the earliest mani-
festation of the disease. This pneumonia,
though lobar in distribution, is probably
always catarrhal in type ; it is associated

with the presence of the streptococcus pyo-
genes, ami ought perhaps to be regarded as

a complication occurring very eai'ly in the

disease; it is frecniently accompanied by
pleurisy, and occasionally results in pidmo-
nary abscess or in pyo-pneumothorax. The
temperature cur\'e is modified essentially by
these complications, which tend to prolong

the period of pyrexia; when broncho-pneu-

62

monia is present, the fall which precedes
convalescence is slow and irregular.

Among the very numerous occasional
B^-mptoms or complications to which atten-
tion was directed during this epidemic, re-

ference may be made to the following. A
rash, in some cases erythematous, in others
a scattered ]>apular eruption, is occasionally
observed. Herpes, sometimes very wide-
spread, and an affection of the cornea appa-
rently ofan herpetic character, have also been
recorded. Purpura, sub-conjunctivai hu-mor-
rhage, and hicmorrhages from the stomacli,

lungs, or uterus appear to have occurreil in

an unusual proportion of cases in some
localities. The statements of ditTen-nt ob-

servers as to the condition of the spleen are
conflicting, but it was probal)ly enlarged in

half, or in more than half, the cases. Inflam-
mation of the middle ear has been frecpiently

noted.

Morbidifi/ atid Mortality.—One attack of

influenza does not afford more tiuin a very
imperfect protection against a second. The
proportion of the population affected by the

epidemic has been very variously estimated:

in St. Peter>l)urg it was put at two-thirds, in

Berlin at one-third, in London at lH_i per cent.

Among the soldiers of the Home District

din-jng the first eighteen days of the epidemic
(after which it very rapidly declined) the

percentage admitted for treatment was 10*.')7,

while one-third of the persons employed in

the General Post Office suffered. Mr. Smee
has estimated that 8 per cent, of the total

population of Europe were attacked during
18y9 90. The mortality ascribed to inHuen/a
directly was not large, but on this as on pre-

vious occasions the occurrence of an epi<lemio

of influenza has had a very remarkable effect

upon the death-rate of a town. In London,
for instance, the death-rate rose from 20*S in

the week ending December 2«. l.S8<.). to H2-4

in the week ending .January II, l.H'.IO; in 1891

the death-rate in Sheflicld rose from '1\1 in

the week ending April 4 to 70-5 in the week
ending May 2 ; in Paris at the height of the

epidemic the number of deaths from all

causes was nearly tnbled. An analysis of

tlie vital statistics of the towns and countries

affected shows tha'. the excessive mortality

produced by influenza is due mainly to a

large increa.se in the number of deaths attri-

buted to diseases of the respiratory organs,

and secondarily to an increase in those attri-

buted to diseases of the circulatory system.

In London the number of deaths registeretl

in the four weeks of 1890 during which the

epidemic was at its height was 'i.'i.")^ above

the average ; the deaths due to diseases of

the respiratory organs were 1.791 abo\i. the

average; while those due to diseases of «he

circulatory system were 318 above the aver-

age. This excess of deaths due to respira-

tory diseases was made up as follows: liron-

chitis, 911; pr,eu'nonia 4ij.'> ;
jilit'm«i-. 337;
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other diseases of the respiratory organs, 78.

Bronchitis and pneumonia have ah-eady been
enumerated among the commonest compli-

cations of influenza; the increased number
of deaths from phthisis was due partly to

the prostration which accompanied influenza,

but mainly to the broncho-pneumonia which
it produced.^

Morbid Anatomy and Pathology.—The
morbid changes found after death from influ-

enza are of a very varied character, and are in

the main to be attributed to the complications

by which death has been brought about.

Those due to influenza itself are of a character

common to all forms of acute infective dis-

ease—namely, parenchymatous degeneration

of the liver, kidneys, and spleen, of the

muscular substance of the heart, and of the

minute vessels. The last named may lead

to capillary har^morrhages into the viscera or

nervous centres. The spleen has been found
much enlarged and almost diffluent. Nume-
rous bacteriological examinations have shown
that in pneumonia complicating influenza

the diplococcus pneumoniae is present in

some cases, the streptococcus pyogenes in

others. In the bronchial sputum these two
microbes have also been found, while in the

secretion of the nasal cavities the staphylo-

coccus aureus and albus and the capsule-

bacillus of Friedlander, as well as two spe-

cies of bacilli capable of producing pneu-
monia in rodents, have been detected. The
micro-organisms thus far enumerated must
be regarded as the causes, not of influenza,

but of its respiratory comphcations. Klebs
has stated that the blood during the febrile

stage contains flagellate protozoa in very
large numbers, either iree in the plasma, or

adhering to or within the red blood-corpus-

cles ; he compares them to the monads of

malaria. His observations have not been
confirmed.

More recently (January 1892) a bacillus,

previously unknown to bacteriologists, has
been asserted to be the specific exciting cause
of influenza. Pfeiffer, who found it in all the

patients (thirty-one) he examined, states that

in uncomplicated cases it exists alone, and in

enormous numbers, in the bronchial secre-

tions, and is capable of penetrating into the
peribronchial tissue, and even to the surface

of the pleura. Canon found it in the blood
during the febrile stage, and in larger num-
ber during defervescence. The bacillus, which
is very minute, being smaller than that of
mouse-septicaemia, grows at temperatures
above 28° C. on glycerine-agar, forming small
colonies looking like drops of water. These
colonies do not run together, but remain dis-

1 The Eegistrar-General states that, in 1890, the
number of deaths in England and Wales directly-

attributed to influenza was 4,523, but he estimates
the number directly and indirectly due to it at

27,000, which is equivalent to a death-rate of almost
1 per uiille.

tinct. The bacillus, which is immobile, also

grows in bouillon, forming in time a white
woolly mass at the bottom of the vessel.

JStiology.—The history of the epidemic
now tmder consideration strongly supports

the view that influenza is propagated mainly,

if not entirely, by human intercourse. The
evidence in favour of this has been fiilly

stated by Dr. Parsons.' The epidemic has
not travelled faster than hmnan beings could

travel, but it has travelled faster during this

ejiidemic than at earlier dates, when means
of communication were less rapid. It has in

each country appeared first in towns ; and the

towns earliest affected have been the capital,

or seaports, or frontier towns having trade

with countries already affected. There has
been no steady progress from east to west,

either over the world or in particular coun-
tries ; and neighbouring communities have
often suffered at considerable intervals of

tune. The recent epidemic has not afforded

indisputable instances of sudden outbreaks
without antecedent cases ; but, on the other

hand, a large amount of evidence has accu-

mulated provmg that the disease has been
introduced into each district by individuals

coming from places where the epidemic
already prevailed, and that the first cases in

the new localities have occurred in persons

brought into intimate relations with the new
arrivals. The interval between the first case

of the disease in a community, and the next
developing in relation with it, has been
found to vary from two days, or less, to S£\en
or eight days. A considerable number of

instances has been recorded in which an
attack of the disease has followed a short

interview with a patient already suffering

;

the usual interval in these cases has been
two to three days. If the earlier cases were
overlooked owing to their being few in

number and of a benign character, it would
appear as if the disease had suddenly broken
out, and not that it had merely increased in

severity and in the number of its victims.

-

The influence of human intercom-se is also

seen in the following facts : (1) Persons
living in suburbs going daily to business in

the town have generally been the first to

suffer, other members of the households, and
persons employed in the suburbs, being at-

tacked later
; (2) persons employed together

in large numbers in enclosed spaces have
suffered in larger proportion than those em-

' These paragraphs have been re-written since the
publication of Dr. Parsons's exhaustive report {Local
Government Board lieport on the Influenza Epi-
fleniic of 1889-90, by Dr. Parsons) ; but the writer

had previously become convinced of the correctness

of the view therein set forth.

- If it be assumed for any disease that it has an
incubation period of two days, and that each patient

communicates the infective principle to two others,

then the number of persons attacked on the twenty-
first day would be over one thousand, and on tho
tweuty-seveiith day over eight thousand.
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ployed few tojjether or in the open air ;
'

(3) in institutions in wiiicli the inniJites were
brou;i;ht much into association, tlio spread of
the epidemic has been more rapid and exten-
sive tiian in those in which the inmates were
more sechided from one anotlier.

The fact remains, however, tliat it is not
always possible to trace coininuuication be-

tween an infected area and tliat in wiiich

a fresh outl)rcak occurs; and the acceptance
of the view that iufhienza is, as a rule, trans-

mitted by human intercourse, does not neces-
sarily inxolve the assumption that the virus

cannot be propagjited outside the luiman body.
The opinion tiiat influenza nifly be con-

veyed by direct infection from the domestic
animals, more especially the horse, foimd
suj>port in the prevalence of the disease

called intliienza among horses in England
for some time before the epidemic outburst,

and in its reappearance in 1892. Similar
observations have been made during pre-

vious ei>idcmics, but on other occasions in-

fluenza has prevailed as an epizootic with-

out any coincident epidemic
;
persons em-

ployed in attending on horses suffering from
influenza have not suH'ered earlier or more
than other membei-s of the community, and
influenza has occurred among stablemen
without any coincident epizootic. Under tlie

name ' influenza,' however, several diseases

of the horse are probably confoimded; and
though recent evidence is opposed to the
view that the equine disease can be com-
municated to man, the possibility of such an
oriv'in cannot be absolutely denied.

The sudden onset of the disease, the short

duration of the febrile paroxysm, and the

occasional occurrence of relapses, have been
(juoted in support of the theory that influenza

is allied to malarial intermittent. The mode
of spread of the ei)idemic along commercial
routes, its rapid dissemination, and the ab-

sence of any constant antecedent meteoro-
logical conditions, militate against the view
that it is a miasmatic air-borne disease.

The resemblance of the disease to dengue
(sec Dengue) lias been pointed out by many
writers, some of whom have held that the re-

cent epidemic was dengue. In various parts

of the Levant an epidemic of dengue preceded

by a few months the recent ejiidemic of iiiHu-

very closely, the general clinical picture iM

different. In dengue the fever is generally
higher, an exanthcui is the rule, the pains in
the limbs are more distinctly localised m the
joints, and tlio coni|dications so commonly
observed with influenza are rare in dengue.

As to the mode of origin of epidemic in-

fluenza, and the circumstances wliich favour

I

its wide dissemination, nothing has lieen

certainly ascertained. It has been imagined
tliat under certain favouralde conditionH it

may be evolved from ' a common cold,' and
in support of this hypothesis it has been
pointed out that the early cases in ea<'li

country during the recent epidemic were of a

mild type, and tliat the latest were often the
most severe. The nature of these favourable
conditions, however, has not been defined,

and it can only be said that they have no-
thing to do with temperature, moisture, or
wind, and are, in fact, entirely unknown.

It has been asserted that influenza is en-

demic in various parts of the Kussian em-
pire and in China, and it is tin- fact that the
direction in which tlie epidemic spread on
this, as on former occasions, is not incom-
patible with the view that it had its origin

in Eastern .\sia.

Tkeatment.—But little can be added to

the observations made under this head by
Dr. Peacock. No specific has been found,

and tlie treatment adopted has been mainly
symptomatic. Phenazone and phenacetin were
used with some success to subdue the severe

headache and muscular pains ; salicylate of

sodium or salicin seemed to be of value,

especially in cases presenting rheumatic
symptoms; restlessness and insomnia have
been treated by preference with bromide of

ammonium. The danger of using depressant

remedies is universally recognised. Quinine

has been extensively used, both as a prophy-

lactic and in the early stage of the attack ;

its value, whether as a prophylactic or aa a

remedy, is probably very small. The pre-

paration most generally used was the ani-

moniated tincture, and the moral effect of

moderate doses of this not unjialatable drutr

has probably been distinctly favourable dur

ing the first days of alarm and panic.

The main point in successful treatment is

a recognition of the truth that influenza is a

eiiza, which there presented the same clinical
|

serious malady, and not to be compared to a

features as in Northern Europe. Dengue,
however, is a disease of warm climates and
of hot seasons ; it sjjreads much less rapidly,

and an epidemic persists in a locality much
longer ; further, though individual cases of

the two diseases may resemble each other

' For instance, aniong men employed by tlie

London and North-Western Railway the proportions

were very different: 47 per cent, of the drivers and
firemen, and ITS per cent, of the clerks, were
attacked ; of 122 seamen employed by the same com-
pany 6 were attacked ; of 709 hotel sers-ants 100

were attacked.

'common cold." .\ patient who lights against

the disease in its early stage, or who returns

to work too soon after the subsidence of

acute symptoms, is far more likely to suffer

from the severe pulmonary complications,

more especially pneumonia, than one who
submits to treatment early, and continues to

take precautions against cold and over-exer-

tion until his strength is comph •
'

i\ed.

There is, probably, no one nco

which would tend so much tc the

mortality from influenza as at the

rule which has been fonuulatL^; ..le—
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forty-eight hours in b.ed after the temperature
has become normal.'

If the view be accepted that epidemic in-

fluenza is, in nine hundred and ninety-nine

cases out of a thousand, communicated by
infection from the sick to the healthy, then

the propriety of protecting delicate and aged
persons, and patients suffering from phthisis

or other pulmonary disoixlers, is obvious. The
view in question is so highly probable that it

would appear to be proper to act upon it.

Dawson Williams.

INHALATION", .aEtiology of.— -See

Disease, Causes of.

INHALATIONS, Therapeutic Uses
of (inlialo, I breathe in).—Inhalation is a
method of applying remedial agents to the

respiratory tract, whereby these substances
in a gaseous or atomised form are brought
into contact with the mucous membrane of

the nose, mouth, pharynx, larynx, and
bronchi, and may even penetrate to the
epithelium of the air-cells. Inhalation dates
from the days of Hippocrates and of Galen,
and has been more or less in vogue in all

ages ; but only lately has it been proved that
the inhaled material passed through the
finest ramifications of the bronchi into the
pulmonary alveoli, and in some instances
became absorbed by the capillaries, thus
entering the general circulation. The ex-
amination of the lungs of colliers, grinders,
and others engaged in dusty occupations has
shown that the inhaled dust can be detected
in the lung-tissue, where it induces chronic
pneumonia. The experiments at the Aca-
demic de Medecine proved that medical sprays
are equally penetrating.

Methods.— The modes of inhalation vary
with the (h-ug used, depending mainly on
the temperature at which it volatilises, and
also on the medicinal effects aimed at.

Chloroform, ether, bichloride of methylene,
and nitrite of amyl evaporate at ordinary
temperatures, and only need to be diluted
with air to be safely inhaled. Calomel and
sulphur are sublimed at high temperatures
in special apparatus ; but the majority of
drugs are best vaporised through the medium
of hot water or steam, or reduced to fine

|

spray by passing compressed air through
their solutions.

Many forms of inhaler are in use, but in
selecting one for warm inhalations the
requisites are— (1) that it can be used
without difficulty by the patient; (2) that a
temperature of 1.80° to 150 F. can be steadily

• It has been asserted that recent vaccination
affords some protection against influenza. The
experience of Sheffield, where a severe epidemic
followed shortly after an epidemic of small-pox had
le4 to a very general resort to revaccination, appears
to he Bufficient to disprove this theory, which, in
fact, seems to rest upon uo solid groundwork of
facts.

INHALATIONS, USES OF

maintained
; (3) that the steam be thoroughly

impregnated with the medicament ; and (4)

that the inhaling tube be fitted to the nostrils

as well as to the mouth, so as to ensure a
sufficient supply of the inhaled vapour. Lee's

steam-draught inhaler is especially useful

for projectmg a full current of steam into

the throat and air-passages. The force and
temperature are alike controlled by the
sliding valve on the inhahng pipe. When
no inhaler is at hand, a jug with a wide
mouth, andhalf filled with hot water, may be
used, a towel being placed roimd between
the mouth and nose of the^patient and the

opening of the jug, to prevent the escape of

the vapour into the air.

Varieties and Uses.—Inhalations are

employed chiefly in diseases of the pharynx,
larynx, and air-passages, and may be classed

as sedative, stimulant, and antiseptic.

Sedative.—Steam is soothing to the throat,

when this part is dry, inflamed, or irritable.

In incij)ient laryngitis and croup, as well

as in irritable bronchitis, the inspiration of

steam from speciaU}' arranged kettles is

very grateful, the moist vapour promoting
secretion and expectoration.

Jets of steam are used in hospitals and
bath establishments as vehicles for the in-

haled drugs, and are directed into the
patient's mouth.
As sedatives the vapor coninse and the vapor

acidi hydrocyanici of the pharmacopoeia are

recommended m cases of laryngeal or pul-

monary irritation. A sedative inhalation

made of one part of chloroform and two or

three of rectified spirit—of which one tea-

siJoonful may be added to a pint of water, at
60° to 100° F.—is much commended in hay
fever and laryngeal spasm. A combination
of chloroform and conium, in the proportion

of 5 minims of the former to 1 drachm of the

succus conii, in half a pint of boiling water,

is useful in jjhthisis and some forms of

asthma. One drachm of liquor potassae

should be added, for this promotes the vola-

tility of the Conine, as in the official vapor
coninse. It must be remembered that chloro-

form is very powerful when gi\en with steam
as an inhalation. One drop of chloroform in

a pint of water at 150° may produce giddiness.

Stimulant.—Stimulating moist inhalations

can be prepared with various volatile oils.

Oils of pine and of cubebs are useful stimu-
lants in cases where there is much secretion

from the throat and air-tubes. Thus 2
drachms of oil of pine or oil of cubebs may
be mixed with CO grains of light carbonate
of magnesium in 3 ounces of water ; and
of this mixture 1 drachm may be used in

a pint of water at each inhalation. One
drachm of the compound tincture of ben-
zoin, in half a pint of hot water, is often useful

in chronic bronchitis and laryngitis. Oil of

turpentine or the vapor olei pini sylve.stris

of the pharmacopoeia makes an excellent
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stimulant inhiilation in cases of dilated

bronchi.

Antiseptic.—Antiseptic inhalations are

used where the object is to correct a fetid

secretion, as well as to stimulate the secreting

membrane to fresh action. In fetid bron-
chorrliiea, in panj^rcne of tiie luns:, in fetid

abscess, and in j)yo-j)nouniothorax, benefit is

derived from the vapor creasoti, the othcial

va[)or iodi, or from <;lycerine of carbolic

acid (from 2 to 3 drachms to the pint of

boiling; water), or af,'ain from oil of thymol,
j)repared like the other essential oil ^apours,
wiili li;,'lit niaj,'nesia and hot water ((10 f,'rains

to the y ounces). Carbolic acid vapour can
be well diffused in a room by luixinfj the

acid with water in Lee's steam-draufjlit in-

haler, or by dropping the acid on a hot plate

of metal as in Savory & Moore's carbolic

^ap(lriser. Creasote or eucalyjitus oil. mixed
with an e(jtuil tpiantity of ethylic alcohol, is

often employed in the form of drops (10
to 20 drops at a time) on a small sponge
placed in a perforated zinc respirator. The
respirator thus charged is worn by the patient

for one hour morning and evening, with a
view to improving the state of the lungs.

After a free morning expectoration the
respirator-inhaler should be used, and in-

struction given to inspire deeply by the

mouth and expire through the nostrils with
the mouth closed.

Aitti.yxisniodic.—The fumes of burning
nitre-paper are employed as iidialations in

cases of pure spasmodic asthma uncom-
plicated with bronchitis. The paper—pre-

pared by soaking white blottmg-paper in

solution of nitrate of potassium (30 to 40
grains in an ounce of water)—is sometimes
washed over with tincture of benzoin, and
this, in certain cases, may be an improve-
ment ; but in ordinary forms of asthma the

nitre-paper, burnt till the patient is enveloped '

in smoke, will usually reheve the asthnuitic

paroxysm. The fume of a grain of pow- 1

dered opium volatilised on hot metal has
1

been praised as a remedy to cut short nasal
{

catarrh ; as well as smoking solid opium in
j

the Chinese fashion through a i)ipe, in spas-

modic asthma. Cigarettes, pastilles, and
powders containing stramonium, belladonna,

and other antispasmodics, are well known as
j

remedies in spasmodic asthma.
Atomised inhalations of spray have of

|

late years come into deserved repute as

valuable aids to the treatment of chronic

diseases of the throat and lungs. The prin-

ciple of the hand-ball and steam-spray atom-
^

isers is that, if two capillary tubes are placed

at a certain angle to each other, one dipping

into a fluid, while tln-ough the other a stream
of air is driven by lieat or compression, a

vacuum is formed in the first, causing the

liquid to pass out in the form of tine spray.

In using these instruments, the operator

should seek to blow the spray into the i

jiatient's throat at the time when an inspi-
ration is being taken, as thus the spray will
obtain a free entrance througii tiie larynx
into the trachea. It is doubtful if much
spray enters the air-tubes; some certainly
does, as has been stated above, but the cold
sprays do not appear to afford so niucii relief
to affections of the lungs as the warm inha-
lations. In cases of tumidity of the larynx,
a spray containing 10 grains of alum to 1

ounce of distilled water may be used. In
place of alum, 2 grains of sidphate of iron.

5 grains of sulphate of zinc, or 5 gi-ains of
diy chloride of iron, in 1 ounce of water,
may be emi)]oyed. For antiseptic puqioses,
5 minims of sidphurous acid, or 1 minim of
carbolic a( id, to 1 ounce ot water, or a like

quantity of solution of iodine, may be used. In
putrid sore-throat and diplitheria the writer
has seen excellent results from iodine, either
inhaled in vapour or applied in solution.

Three and a-half drachms of lactic acid in

10 ounces of water form a solution which,
thrown as spray into the throat, is of use
in dijihtheria ; it seems to dissolve the exu-
dation. As a styptic and ha-mostatic spray
50 to 200 grains of tannic acid are employed,
dissolved in 10 ounces of water, but for

relaxed throat a weaker solution is useful.

For sedative purposes a solution of bromide
of anunonium. or one containing half a grain
of acetate of mor]>hine to 1 ounce of water,

may be employed. Diluted ijjecacuniiha-

wine spray is said to be very efficacious in

relieving the dyspntea of chronic bronchiliB

and emphysema. This spray in a few in-

stances may induce vomiting, but this acci-

dent may be obviated by diluting the wine
with a considerable proportion of water. All

these spray solutions should be filtered through
paper, otherwise they may contain snndl par-

ticles which clog tlie aperture of the ato-

miser. At the Continental spas it is usual

to medicate large chambers by means of

sprays and vapours, in which |)atients can
sit for hours breathing the artificial atmo-
spheres; and in this way various mineral
waters, such as those of La Bourlionle, Aix-

les-Bains, and Cauterets are locally applied.

Inxiifflafion is a method of applying pow-
ders to tlie larynx. A vnlcanitc tube curved
at a suitable angle is carried ov<-r the tongue to

the laryngeal aperture, and then the powder,
which has been introduced through a small

opening covered by a slide in the tube, is

blown into the larynx and trachea. The
blowing is effected sometimes by an elastic

ball at the end of the tube, at other times by
the mouth of the operator. In laryngeal

phthisis 3>(5 to \ of a grain of hyilro-

chlorate of morphine, mixed with sugar ol

milk, may thus be blown into the larynx, and
olten with great comfort to the p.uii mi. A
grain of iodofomi and a gi-ain of born' acid

are often added \vt the morphine pnwili r.

John C. TuoitowiiuuD.
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INJECTION (irijicio, I throw in).—

Synon. : Fr. Injeciion ; Ger. Einspritsung.

Definition.—Injection is the act of intro-

ducing a fluid into any part of the body, by
means of a S3ringe or simOar apparatus.

The word is also employed to designate the

fluid so introduced.

Varieties.— Injections are chiefly used in

the treatment of disease ; but reference must
also be made to the method as it is practised

by anatomists for the preservation of ' sub-

jects ' for dissection; and for the piu-pose of

flUing the blood-vessels, lymphatics, ducts,

cavities, spaces, &c., preparatory to micro-

scopical examination.

The therapeutical application of injections

comprehends the following measures :—

-

1. Hypodermic or subcutaneous injection,

in which the fluid is injected under the skin.

See Hypoderjik; Injection.

2. Injections into the natural canals or

open cavities of the body; for examine, the

external ear, the Eustachian tube, the nose,

the nasal duct, the stomach, the rectum {see

Enema), the urethra, the bladder, and the

vagina and uterus. The various forms of

injections just indicated will be found fully

discussed imder the diseases of the several

organs.

3. Injections into shut sacs, normal or

morbid; such as the tunica vaginalis, the
serous cavities, the synovial cavities, the

sheaths of tendons, and cysts and chronic

abscesses. The fluids used in this class of

injections are generally stimulant, such as a
solution of iodine. See Hydrocele.

4. Intravenous injections, the fluid intro-

duced into the circulation bemg either blood
(transfusion), saline solution, milk, or some
other kind of nutritive material. See Trans-
fusion.

J. Mitchell Bruce.

INOCULATION [in, into; and oculus,

a bud, a graft).—As usually understood, in-

oculation is either an operative procedure or
an accidental occurrence, by means of wliich
morbid materials are brought into direct

contact with the minute vessels of the skin
or of a mucous membrane, or with those of
the subcutaneous or submucous tissue, so
that they are readily and speedily absorbed,
the result being that they originate certain
definite and specific diseases, varying with
the nature of the material thus introduced
into the system. In short, inoculation, as
commonly practised or observed, is a mode
by which the contagia of certain specific

diseases are directly conveyed from one
animal or individual to another; and some
of these affections can only be thus trans-
mitted, while others are capable of being
communicated in other wa^'s, but in this
way most effectually and with the greatest
degree of certainty. The most familiar ex-
amples of diseases thus transmitted are vac-

INSANITY

cinia, smaU-pox, syphilis, and hydrophobia.

It need hardly be mentioned that vaccinia

can only be conveyed by inoculation, and it

is for the purpose of inducing this disease

that the method is ordinarily intentionally

practised, so that the terms vaccination and
inoculation have come to be popularly re-

garded as synonymous {see Vaccination).

Under certain exceptional circumstances in-

oculation of the contagious matter of syphilis,

small-pox, or anthrax is employed, with the

deliberate purpose of originating these affec-

tions. Tlie inoculation of the modified virus

of labies, according to Pasteur's method, is

generally recognised as a most valuable plan

of treatment, with the view of preventing the

development of hydrophobia in those into

whose system the poison has gained access,

either owing to the bite of a rabid dog or in

other ways {see Hydrophobia). The em-
ployment in this way of tuberculin, for the

supposed cure of phthisis and other forms
of tubercular disease, according to Koch's
method, or of tuberculinin, must also be

mentioned here, but without comment {see

Phthisis; and Tubercle). Inoculation has

j

been much practised of late years in experi-

mental pathology, by wliich the effects upon
the system of the introduction of septic

liquids have been demonstrated ; as well as

of certain solid morbid products. See Con-
tagion ; Immunity ; and Infection.
With regard to the modes by which inocu-

lation is effected, it need only be said here
that, when it is practised as an operation, the

material is usually introduced into the sub-

cutaneous or subnuicous tissue, by means of a

lancet or other pointed instrument, or, in cer-

tain cases, with the aid of a hypodermic
syringe. Sometimes the surface of the skin

is merely scarified, so that the epidermis is

more or less destroyed; or this is removed by
some blistering agent, and the contagious

substance then apjjlied to the exposed cutis.

Accidental inoculation may take place in

connexion with any abrasion, wound, or ulcer

on the skin or on a mucous surface ; or by
the bites of animals, as in the case of hydro-
phobia. Frederick T. Koberts.

INSANITY.— Synon. : Fr. Folic; Ger.
Geistcshranklieit ; Geistesstorung.

Insanity is popularly known as disorder of

mind : as physicians, we know it to be dis-

order of the highest organs of the nervous
system which unite in the performance of

that function recognised and spoken of as

mind. There can be no disorder of mind
without disorder of brain : as physiologists

and pathologists we have to study and treat

the latter, and for this reason the legislature

enacts that certificates of insanity shall be
given by medical men, and by them alone,

and that to their care shall be conmiitted
those who are insane.

As a preparation, then, for the study of
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insane mind, the lonmer oufjht to acquire a
knowledge of healthy niiiid— the healthy
function of a heiiltliy brain. He must know
what are the structures which cn;nt)ine to

luiike up tluit which we call the cerobruui,

and contril)uto to its healthy workiiif,', and
must trace the Rrowth and develoi)inent of
this working; from the earliest days of infancy
to the time of adult life. lie will perceive
that the growth of mental function is as

gradual as that of bodily power ; that in

some it may be more rajiid than in others,

like that of the body; that it may be arrested

in its dovelo])mont, or stunted and deformed;
and that it may by im])erfection of the or-

gans, as blindness or deafness, be impeded or

stopped. In all particulars it will be found
subject to the laws which regulate the growth
of the body generally.

Before examining brain-function, it will be
necessary to become acquainted with the

various structures which form the cerebrum.
The brain of man, and indeed of all verte-

brates, is made up of nerve-cells and nerve-

libres ; of a substance or stroma in which
the cells are imbedded, called neuroglia; and
of blood-vessels and lymphatics. The nerve-
cells are gathered into convolutions or cenires

;

and by means of the nerve-fibres communi-
cate with the org:ins of special sense, with
the sensory ganglia and spinal cord, with
each other, and with the convolutions of

the other hemisphere. Modern science is

endeavouring to throw light upon the nature
and uses of these convolutions. The seats of

the highest intelligence, they at the same
time appear to be centres of voluntary
motion, and of the outward manifestation
of intellectual action. See Convolutions of
THE Br.vin and Cortex Cerebri, Lesions of.

Concerning the physiology of the blood-

supply of the brain there is still great doubt
and controversy. Anatomically we know
that from the internal carotid and vertebral

arteries, combining in the circle of Willis,

there pass to the brain- substance the anterior,

middle, and posterior cerebral arteries. The
terminations of these ramify in the pia mater,
and thence send many small vessels to the

grey matter, and fewer, but larger, ones to

the white, the supply of blood to the former
being much the more plentiful. That, how-
ever, which chiefly concerns tlie student of

insanity is the vaso-motor system of nerves

which controls and regulates the blood-supply,

^lodcrn research appears to render it more
and more certain that the condition of in-

sanity, at any rate in its early and acute

stage, is mainly one of increased blood-

supply. On what does this depend ? To
this question no precise answer can as yet

be given. Investigartions are still being made
as to the nerves which dilate and contract

the vessels ; but with regard to this subject,

and the so-called iiiiiibition of nervous influ-

ence, much more must be ascertained before

the pathology of insanity can be defmitoly
fixed. The lymphatics of the bniin are alno,

according to some observers, largely con-
cerned with the disturbance of mental func-
tion, if it should happen tliat by being blocked
up or impeded they fail to carry off the waste
products of the organ. They are contained
in perivascular lymph-spaces, lying between
the outer fibrous coat of the blood-vessels
and a hyaline membrane or sheath of pia
mater which separates them from the brain-
substance.'

Even concerning the neuroglia, controversy
exists. Is it merely connective tissue, or is

it nerve-structure ? Authorities lean to the

j

former view, and the increase of it in dis-
I eased brains seems to point to a growth of

I lower structure at the expense of higher.
Passing to the fimctions of the brain, the

phenomena comprised under this name are
of two kinds. There are the various move-

! meats excited by the stinnilation of the
different brain-centres, on which the experi-

I ments of Dr. Ferrier have thrown new and
interesting light. But these are not the

' phenomena of mind. The latter can only
be studied by observation of a totally different

character. For mind implies sensation, feel-

ing, consciousness ; and as we have no con-
sciousness of any feelings but our own, it is

evident that here objective observation is

insufficient, however unwilling physiologists

may be to admit it. Yet the subjective ex-

amination of ourselves is as inade(]uate by
, itself to explain the phenomena of diseased

mind, as objective observation is to make
known the nature of mind in general. We
must use the subjective method as our key.

and by means of it open up and interpret

the phenomena of mind ; we may then ob-

jectively examine the mental cliaracteristiim.

the growth and development, the diseases

and decay of mind in all human beings,

children or adults, idiots or insane, and by
tracing thus the effects of injuries and dis-

ease, we arrive at a knowledge of the differ-

ences between sound and unsound mind.

By observation of the movements brought

about by nerve-function, we perceive that

they follow the apidication of a stimtilus,

and that many actions take place in response

to stimuli which we call reflex, instinc-

tive, or automatic, before those begin which
are the product of mind in its highest sense.

For mind grows slowly and gradually. The
first movements of the child, reflex or in-

stinctive, are the result of stimulation of

nerve-centres, but are only slightly, if at all.

attended by consciousness. This becomes
appreciable later, and with it the commence-
ment of niemorij and ideas, as the feelings

roused by sti'ntdation are stored away in the

mind, to be reproduced as some new stimidus

is presented to them. The viu-ious brain-

Dr. Batty Tuko. Mori«onian Loctaret. Edinb.
Med. Journ., Dec. 1874.
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centres are in this manner stored with ideas,

the result of experiences derived from with-

out, and by means of the nerve-fibres they

are united in groups till a most complex
system is evolved. The sensations are de-

veloped into more and more comijlex feel-

ings, till the highest emotions of civilised

man are reached ; and in a similar manner
the intellectual jjrocesses grow from mere
perceptions and cognitions to the highest

trains of thought. Mind may be said to be

made up of feelmgs and the relations be-

tween feelings, for the intellectual element

of mind is the relational element, and it will

be fomid that we cannot locate in two parts

of the brain the emotions and the intellect,

as some physiologists have proposed ; for no
kind of feeling, sensational or emotional, can
be wholly free from the intellectual element;

and on the other hand it very rarely happens
that any act of cognition can be absolutely

free from emotion.'

For the growth of healthy brain and mind
all the conditions of physical health are neces-

sary. If at birth there is inherited defect or

accidental injui-y, or if at any subsequent
period development is arrested or perverted,

idiocy or imbecility is the result. There
will be an imperfect recording of the ex-

periences of life, an inabihty to learn, and a
deficient power of bringing into relation one
with another the various groups of nerve-
centres which make up the brain, and are

the seat of mind.
If, however, growth and development have

proceeded normally, and normal mind is the
result, what are the conditions of msanity, or
disorder of mind ? What are the conditions
of healthy and imhealthy brain-function ?

I. We know by experiment on nerves and
nerve-centres, and by observation of the
objective phenomena of motion, that a dis-

charge of nerve-force or nervous fluid—call

it what we will—is liberated when a centre
is stimulated, and that this ramifies accord-
ing to its qiiantity in various directions
throughout the system. When there is health
and vigour the supply will be large, and
every channel both in the brain and body
will be duly supplied. But in the healthiest
nervous system there must in time be a ces-

sation of this discharge, for the supply will
be exhausted, and repair and replenishing
must take place. And unless this is done,
nerve-function will be impaired or cease.
For the repair of the higher nerve-centres
sleep is necessary, for only during sleep is

the repair of the waste effected, and we com-
monly, nay, constantly, find that mental
disturbance is preceded by loss of sleep.
In some cases want of sleep may depend

on the actual time allowed for it being in-

sufBcient. Though not a very common cause
of insanity, yet it sometimes is found in per-

' Herbert Spencer, Principles of Psychology,
vol. i. p. 473.

sons who are very hard-worked, or who, by
religious exercises and services, deprive them-
selves of sleep. In the great majority, how-
ever, want of sleep is the result of a
pathological condition of the brain, or in

connexion with disorder of the liver or other

remote organ, conditions which by appro-

priate treatment the physician seeks to

remedy as the first step towards the cure

of the insanity.

Not only may there be a want of repair and
replenishing of the nerve-force expended, but
there may be also a defective generation and
supply of it. Through anaemia, or exhaustion

from acute diseases or long-continued illness,

the nerve-centres fail to generate from the

blood the power necessary lor their due oper-

ation. The discharge liberated does not
ramify throughout the nervous system, call-

ing into action every part of the brain, and
penetrating to every portion of the muscular
structures ; thus the failing supply is mani-
fested in the gloom of ineLancholia and the

slow and torpid movements which accom-
pany it ; and when it is reduced to a still

lower ebb, there may be not enough to carry

en even the semblance of mind : the patient

jjresents the appearance of utter fatuity seen

in dementia, whether primary or secondary,

and either sits motionless and lost in the
condition termed melancholia cum stupore

[Fr. melancolie avec stupcur ; Ger. Schvier-

inuth mit Stmnjifsinn], or executes the pur-

poseless and automatic movements of acute
dementia [Fr. Demence airjue].

The defect of nerve-force may bring about
insanity in more than one way. A sudden
strain or shock may make an unwonted
demand upon the nervous supply. Incessant
thought, especially of a painful kind, may use
up the reserve of force ; this is not renewed,
and insanity is the result, the increased mole-
cular discharge not being duly coinjjensated

by an increased supply from the nutritive

sources. Secondly, the supply may fall so

far below the standard, that it is not sufficient

for the ordinary demands of everyday life,

and so, without any mental cause, but simply
from nerve-inanition, the stage of depression

appears.

II. It may be, however, that there is not
so much a defect of nerve-force, as an unstable

condition of the cerebral centres, which is

manifested by a rapid and continuous dis-

charge. Such a discharge in a more sudden
and violent form we are familiar with in the
phenomena of epilepsy. In insanity it may
vary from undue hilarity and excitement up
to the incessant movements and vociferation

of acute delirium ; and, like ejiilepsy, it may
terminate in exhaustion, coma, and death.
The supply of nerve-force in such cases is

often abundant. The patient goes without
sleep for days and nights, and yet recovers.

The higher brain-centres lose the power ol

control, owing to the violence of the dis-
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charpe, and the lower and more automatic
centres thus liberated are stinnihitcd to over-
action, which is nianilestod in noisy and
violent delusions, and so on to mere delirious

incoherence. And, after the dischar^jo has
ceased, there may be a period of dementia
and complete oljliteration of mind, before the
cxhaus-ted brum be^'ins to recov er. Persons
who are in this C( ndition of unstable nerve-
equilibrium may be thrown off their balance
by mental causes— by shock, or prief. or
losses. Their brain may also be allected by
disorder of the other organs of the body si/m-

pathcticdlh/. In all such patients there is a
predisposition, often inherited, to nervous
instability and rapid discharge, and such
'causes' as puberty, pregnancy, or child-

birth bring about an explosion. Here, too,

there is nuirked cerebral hypenemia. produc-
ing an abnormal nutrition and corresponding
abnormal function.

III. Disturbance or defect of mind may
be caused by incomplete development of any
part concerned in mental action, or by the
presence of anything within the cranium
which interferes with the healthy life of the
various organs. There may be tumours of
ditTerent kinds, or abscess. Insanity' may also

follow blows on the head ; and deterioration

of brain-tissue is frequently caused by the
action of alcohol and other poisons. In these
cases we have not a fimctional disturbance
which may suddenly arise and as suddenly
jtass away, but a gradually developed organic
lesion, which usually advances, producing
serious and permanent results. The degene-
ration of the organ and its tissues throtigh

age will also produce corresponding results.

Symptoms.—What are the symptoms of
insanity, and how far do they correspond to

the pathology of brain-disturbance as set

forth in the above remarks ?

The first symptom usually noticed in a
person becoming insane is an alteration in

his cmoiioudl condition. Either he is more
quiet and dull than usual, or, on the contrary,

more restless, irritable, excitable, or hilarious.

The dulness may vary from a mere disposi-

tion to sit still, and neglect his work or
amusements, to actual gloom and despon-
dency. The restlessness and excitement may
also vary in degree, and be accompanied by
gaiety or outbursts of anger and of violence.

The change may be more or less concealed,
according as the patient can or cannot control
himself. Those of his own family or people
about him may notice it long before others,

and tliis stage will vary in duration, often

lasting some time before delusions or other
m.arked symptoms are discoverable.

The ads of the patient will correspond to

his altered feelings. His relations towards
the otiter world will be changed. In his

torpor or gloom he will look on everything
despondin^ly, \\ ill be unable to perform his

duties, will not care for amusements, will sit

at home inactive, or take tjp morbid fancien
about his health. On the contrary, ho will
act rashly in matters of business, embiirk in
foolish speculations, take no heed of time or
appomtments, s]>end money rci-klessly, in-
dulge in debauchery or frivolous piirsuitu,

show causeless anger to those about him, or
exhibit silly and childish hilarity when
matters of grave moment are j)eiiiling.

Here we have a uliijhl itimiinfi/. Tho
higher brain-centres are but slightly disturbed,
and can still exercise a considerable amount
of control over the lower and less specialised
centres. It may be dillicult to say that any
one act or feeling is of itself indicative of
insanity, but the patient is a changed man,
and the term moral insanity is sjiecially

applicable to this condition.

Such an insanity may remain and be per-
manent ; more freipiently, however, it either
passes off, the patient recovering, or it a4l-

vancesinoneorotheroftho directions already
indicated. The gloom will increase ; corre-
sponding delusions will present themselves,
with appropriate acts and conduct ; and the
patient will drift into vichincliolia. Or he
will become more and more hilarious, angry,
excited, or suspicious, and a state will arise

to which for want of a better we give the
name of »ia«(V/. Though delusions are not
usually found in the stage of alteration, they
are seldom absent in the second and mure
advanced period, and generally corre8]K>nd U\

tlie feeling of the sutTerer, so much so that his

apjiearance and humoiir, so to speak, fre-

quently enable us, without previous informa-
tion, to arrive at the delusions under which
he is labouring. This stage is often called

intellectual insanitij, or insanity with delu-

sions. Patients labouring imderone or other
of these forms vary in the degree of insanity,

from a condition in which they are able to

talk coherently on many topics to one of

complete incoherence or delirium. To the

former the name ol partial insanilij is often

applied.

Another condition is that of fatuity or

childishness in various degrees. It may
come on rapidly, the patient passing at once
into this state, which is tli \ called acute or

primary (icnicntia ; or it may be the result

of years of insiini'y or brniu-disease, and is

termed c/i /•();! ie i-r secondary demmtia. In
such people we find loss of memory, inability

to revive the relations of feelings and ideius

—no' emotional disturbance, but rather an
absence of all emotion.
As regards the bodily sympfoniB, almost

every variety of insanity is ushered in by
sleeplessness ; sleep being deticient or alto-

gether absent, perhaps for days, acconling to

the acuteness of the attack. This indicates

a disturbance of the brain-circulation, which
is also shown by heat and])ain .•"'' ! "I'ec-

tion of the conjunctivie, and tli' the

carotids. There may be exec _ ilar
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action even when the insaaiity is the re-

verse of what is someiimes termed ' sthenic,'

and the general condition of the patient is

one of aniemia rather tlian hyperaemia.

It has been said that the mental symptoms
of insanity are ace dental, that they do not

indicate the pathological conditions, but de-

pend on the state of the body, and that no
classification of the forms of the disorder

ought to be based on them. But it is per-

fectly certain that the brain of a man suffer-

ing Irom melancholia differs altogether from
that of one m acute mania. In the former

there is a scanty generation of nerve-force,

which is insuthcient to reach the remote
channels and plexuses of the brain. There
is not a general incoherence and confusion

of ideas, and the patient can converse ration-

ally on many topics. His feelings are those

of pain and not of pleasure, because pains in

general are more intense than pleasures in

general,' and the former are called into

consciousness by the feeble nerve-currents,

while the latter are not. In what is termed
mania we may have every shade of feeling

displayed, from gloomy and suspicious iras-

cibility to great hilarity. Feelings of anger
and resentment are called up without the

controlling power of reflection and judgment,
such as would prevail were the whole brain

at work, and the higher faculties and feelings

co-operating and in relation with the lower.

This, again, may be due to a want of nerve-

force, or more frequently to an undue ex-

penditure of it, as may be seen in the irrita-

bility of an over-tired child. What we may
call the more automatic and less complex
feelings of fear and self-love are evoked, while
there is not force and pressure enough to

sup2ily the rarer and more remote qualities

of comparison and reasoning, which require

the combination and union of the highest
portions of the brain. If there is an increased
and accelerated blood-flow, great hilarity and
self-satisfaction may be the result, yet with
perfect incoherence of ideas, owing to all the
relations of the brain-centres being inter-

rupted by the tumultuous or impeded circu-

lation, and the excessive nervous discharge.
And in dementia the very opposite may be
witnessed. The supply of force is reduced
so low that there is an absence of all ideas

;

memory, at any rate of recent events, is lost,

and only the well-marked occurrences of
earlier life are recalled.

That the mental symptoms are to be by
the pathologist altogether disregarded, and
that they are of no assistance in the appre-
ciation of the pathological condition, is a
most extraordinary assertion. These symp-
toms do not depend on the state of the body
generally, but on that of the brain, and as
accurately indicace the condition of the latter

as the breiitiiins: indicates that of a lung.

' See Herbert Spencer, Principles of Psychology,
vol. i. p. eo2.

The brain in insanity is the pars affecta, the
unsoundness is the symptom ; and when we
see in the same individual at one time mania
and at another melancholia, we may be sure

that the condition of brain at the one period

is not the same as at the other, though origin-

ally one cause may have lighted up the

malady.
Diagnosis.—Accuracy of diagnosis is spe-

cially unportant in insanity, owing to the

legal and social results which flow from it,

and because the restrictions on liberty which
may be necessary for proper treatment can-

not be resorted to until a diagnosis has been
conclusively established. The direction of

the investigation will be different, according

as the condition may be the result either of

incomplete development, or of disablement

or perversion by disease. Where imbecility

is in question, it may often be necessai*y to

take several opportunities of examining the

patient. This condition always implies in-

tellectual defect, though great moral depravity

is often the predominant symptom. It is

therefore necessary to ascertain whether any
or whatkind of occupation has been attempted,
and what amount of incapacity has been
shown, and whether the individual has proved
capable of profiting by such education as he
has received. Adidts in ordinary circum-
stances ought at least to be able to read,

write, and count. The decision rests on
whether such capacity has been shown as is

required in the ordinary conduct of life. To
form a correct opinion in cases of acquired
insanity is often a very difficult matter.

The relatives of the patient often obstruct

rather than aid the inquiry. They are gene-

rally divided in opinion, and this may be

partly an aid and partly an obstruction ; but

great care is required to avoid taking part

at flrst with either side. Before seeing the

patient it is proper to make what inquiry is

possible into the hereditary history of the

family, and the nature of the diseases or in-

jm'ies from which the patient may have suf-

fered, including any previous attacks of in-

sanity. The ordinary habits, disposition, tastes,

and occupations must be ascertained, and also

the present habits, disposition, tastes, occupa-

tions, amount of sleep, and general bodily

health. The mental symptoms, such as sus-

picions, delusions, or loss of memory, which
have suggested the allegation of insanity, must
also be inquii-ed into ; and special attention

iruist be paid to any indication of the change
of conduct or disposition which is so charac-

teristic of the advent of mental disease. A
reference to the articles descriptive of the

forms of insanity will show the importance
of all these points. In the whole investiga-

tion care inust be taken to avoid accepting

mere ex parte statements, and as much in-

formation as possible should be obtained by
the inspection of letters or other doeumerta
written by the patient. Sometimes the con-
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duct of the patient renders it difficult to obtain
an interview, and care must bo taken not to

overstep lcj;al limits m the attempt. If the
phj-sician has to see the patient in the pre-

sence of other jiersons, it is a necessary pre-

caution to make certain that he clearly

imderstands whom he is to examine. In ob-
taining the interview a certain amount of
striitajjem may sometimes be resoited to

;

hut it is best tliat the physician should be
introduced by a friend in his true character
as a doctor, and on no account should any
false statement be made. As a mere matter
of expediency it will he found that any devia-

tion from this produces more evil than f^ood.

If the interview takes place in the patient's

home, valuable information may fretpiently

lie obtained by observation of the order or

disorder which prevails. The condition of

the furniture, the state of the patient's cloth-

ing, Ins manner towards the rest of the
household and their bearing towards tlie

patient, ouglit to be noted. The patient's

physiognomy, the condition of the pupils,

atid any gesticulations or convulsive or

tremulous movements, must be observed.

In conversation it is well to get as soon as

[lossible to the subject of the jjutient's health,

as it relieves many necessary questions of

their ofiFeusive character. Eccentric ideas

ought not to be combated moi-e than may
aid in making the patient disclose them
fully ; and everything tending to show the

presence or absence of delusions, irrational

suspicions, or loss of memory, ought to be

elicited. Many other points will probably
be suggested by the course of each inquiry

;

and the importance to be attached to them,
as well as to those just mentioneti, must be

decided by a careful studj' of how far they
are included or excluded by the known symp-
toms of any of the various forms of insanity.

^Etiology.—We now pass to the causes of

insanity, which are usualh' sjioken of as jire-

Jinposing or cxcitint] ; in many cases both
combine in the causation of the disorder.

The grea.tpredisj}osiiif/ cause is an inherited

disposition to neurotic disorder—one difficult

to estimate and, indeed, to discover, owing to

the care with which it is concealed, but the

importance of which cannot be questioned.

It has been adverted to in the second section

of the pathological conditions, and will again

be noticed. See Insanity, Varieties of.

When we speak of such predisposing

causes as sex, age, and condition of life, it

is evident that they can only be called causes

in the sense of being concurrent conditions,

in some of which a man or woman is more
likely to become insane tlian in others.

What are the relations of sex to insanity ?

Ileferring to statistical tables, we find that in

the Report of the'English Commissioners in

Lunacy for the year 1892 there were under
treatment in asvlums at the end of the year

18yi, 2U,293 males and 34,G'J8 females.

There were admitted during the year (nm
reckoning re-admissions or transfers) 8,2aa
males and 8,CU0 females, while in the saino
period there died 3,r>00 males and 2,U24
females. The preponderating number of
females under treatment is probably due to
the fact tliat the mortality among thein in

far less than among males, and consiM)ueiitly
they accumulate in asylums. TheditTerence
in the number of the two sexes who bocoino
insane is probably not material, but it seems
that the males are tlie larger nuiiibcr, or,

looking at the difference in the luortality,

they woidd fall below the number of the
females further than they do.

With regard to ar/c, we find that the ten-

dency to insanity increases with the develop-
ment of brain and mind. In the first decade
of life it is rare. In the second, which
includes the period of puberty, it is more
common, but not so much so as in the next.
The period between 25 and 40 years is that
in which the greatest number of cases arise,

and is that of the highest development and
working power. After tins the number de-

clines in each decade, as before it rose. With
the age the character of the insanity varies.

In 3^outh it is displaj-ed in violent and
paroxysmal mania, sometimes in acute de-

mentia, and catalejitoid states. There is

great motor disturbance, and emotional rather

than intellectual aberration. Karely are the

young melancholic. In the prime of life

there is active mania with delusions and
intellectual insanity, and at this period we
meet with the most acute forms. Later,

melancholia prevails ; while in old age weak-
ness of miiid, passing into fatuity and second
childhood, indicates the general decay of the

brain and nervous system.

As to the condition of life in wliich in-

sanity is most frequently found, there is not

much to be said. Tliat it occurs more fre-

quently m civilised than in barbarous

countries may be assumed without recourse

to figures, because in the former mind and
brain are more complex, and tliereforo more
prone to disorder. It is, however, the fail-

ures and vices of civilisation that bring about

the great mass of msanitj-. And of these the

chief is poverty, with all its attendant physi-

cal evils of insufficient food and wretclied

dwellings, and moral evils of anxiety and
degradation. Next to poverty, and closely

bound up with it, is drinking, which among
the working classes plays a fearful part in

the causation of the disease. Among the pre-

disposing causes of insanity included by the

International Congress of .-Vlienist Pliys:eians

in 18t)7 are, besides tho=e already eiiunurated.

consanguinity ; great difTerenoe in the age of

the parents ; induence of the soil and surround-

ings ; convulsions or emotions of the mother

during gestation ; epilepsy and other nervous

affections; pregnancy, lactation, menstrual

periods, critical age, puberty, venereal excess.
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or onanism. We may add to these, damage
received at birth owing to difficiilt parturition.

The exciting causes of insanity are usually

divided into moral and j^hysical. Among the

former we may reckon domestic trouble and
anxiety, mental shock, over-work, religious

excitement, political excitement and war,

and disappointment. Concerning such little

need be said. They may vary in duration,

some quickly bringing about insanity, others

persisting for years before that result is

reached. For the most part, those who are

affected by such causes are already predis-

liosed by hereditary taint, by a neurotic tem-

perament, or by being at one or other of the

critical periods of life.

Among the physical exciting causes are

some which are both exciting and predispos-

ing—for example, intemperance and epilepsy.

These may be the immediate i)recursors of

an attack ; as well as agents causing a pre-

disposition to the disorder, by being repeated

through a series of years. Other physical

causes are parturition, menorrhagia, amenor-
rhoea, and various other ovarian and uterine

ailments ; acute febrile diseases and chronic

illness, producing exhaustion ; constitutional

diseases, as gout, ague, or syphilis ; disease

of heart and vessels ; exposure to great heat
or cold ; lead and other poisons ; anaemia

;

Mows on the head, and organic affections of

the bones of the cranium, or the various parts

contained therein.

Classification.—Almost every writer on
insanity has suggested a special classification

of its forms, and the majority have founded
their suggestions either on the ffitiology or
on the symptomatology of the disease. Of
those based on symptoms no classification

is simpler than Griesinger's : (1) states of
inent&\ dc2:ircssion; (2) states of mental ex-

altation; (3) states of mental weahncss.
lie placed general paralysis and epilepsy
apart as mere complications of insanity. His
groups, therefore, correspond broadly with
the old divisions of Melancholia, Mania, and
Dementia. The a2tiological classification

most widely known is that of Morel. He
divides the forms into six : (1) Hereditary
insanity, including congenital nervous tem-
perament, moral and impulsive insanity,
imbecility, and idiocy

; (2) Toxic insanity,
including conditions caused by insufficient
or injurious food, poisons, or noxious air

or water
; (3) Hysterical, epileptic, and

hypochondriacal insanity
; (4) Idiopathic

insanity, dependent on disease of the brain
or its membranes

; (5) Sympathetic in-

sanity ; and (6) Dementia, or the condition
of terminative enfeebleinent. For any syste-
matic study of the subject, it is obvious that
some symptoraatological grouping, based on
the characters of the mental manifestations,
must be necessary. It has, however, been
maintained that it is impossible, either on
this or on a purely etiological basis, to found

groups which have more than an artificial re-

lationship to one anothei". And there is some
truth in this criticism. But, though the ties

which bind the psychological groups together

may be m a sense regarded as artificial, it

is found in practice that the associated condi-

tions exhibit a considerable amount of inti-

mate natural connexion.

At the International Congress of Alienists

in 18G7 the followmg classification was laid

down, intended to combine the a-tiological

and symptoraatological methods : 1. Simple
Insanity, comprehending mania, melancholia,
monomania, circular insanity, moral insanity,

and the dementia following these forms.

2. Epilep)tic Insanity. 3. Paralytic Insanity.

4. Senile Dcincntia. 5. Organic Dementia.
6. Idiocy. 7. Cretinism.

The first class, it will be observed, com-
prises all the varieties which may be regarded
as merely functional ; the others are mostly
associated with permanent structural lesions.

No classification which has been proposed
can be regarded as altogether satisfactory.

This is partly owing to the fact that the true

nature and limits of insanity itself have been
very imperfectly recognised. The essence of

the condition is, of course, the manifestation

of disease through some deviation from the

healthy standard of mental actiola. It is a
condition of mental unhealth analogous to

bodily unhealth. But we must not allow

ourselves to imagine that there is a class of

morbid mental manifestations which are in-

dependent of the condition of the physical

frame. The truth is, that there is no patho-

logical condition of the individual in which
both mind and body are not affected ; but in

some diseases the mental symptoms come
into prominence, in others the physical. The
notion, not yet altogether exploded, that there

is something in insanity altogether distinct

from bodily disease, arose from the belief so

long prevalent that mental action is indepen-
dent of physical conditions, and from the fact

that tlie study of insanity has been and still is

too much dissociated from the study of the

rest of cerebral pathology. Acting upon the

broader and truer views, attempts have been
made by Schroeder van der Kolk, and others,

to introduce a more natural system of classi-

fication. Such attempts have proceeded on
the recognition of all mental sj-mptoms as

phenomena whose nature cannot be ascer-

tained without a full consideration of the

physical symptoms of disease by which they
may be accompanied. Dr. Skae proposed a
classification based on the belief that every
mental disorder bears a relation to some
bodily disease—acute or chronic—analogous
to what the delirium of fever does to the fever

in whose course it is manifested. The detailed

list which he offered was, however, admit-
tedly imperfect ; and it is liliely that any
satisfactory classification on this principle

will only be arrived at after a much closer
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study of the mental symptoms of disease tlian

has yet been given to them. J!ut Skae de-

serves the credit of having given the most
powerful impulse to tlie ])urely medical, as

opposed to tlie nieta])hysical, mode of study-

ing insanity. In furtherance of this, some
progress has been made by C'louston, liatty

'I'uke, and others, wlio liave puhlislied careful

monographs of some of the more prominent
forms. If by such means we can group
together conditions which are similar, not
only in their mental but also in their physi-

cal characters, we obtain miits which may
tdtimately contribute to the building up of

a more perfect system, and can never be
altogether disregarded by classifiers in future.

Most of the attemjjts which have been made
to describe such groups must at present be

regarded rather as valuable suggestions than
as well-established clinical and pathological

species. For the i)m-p()ses of this work it has
been considered best to describe, in the pre-

sent article, the various phases of insanity

which have been regarded as of special im-
portance, without regard to the princii)les

which uiulerlie their conception ; and after-

wards to discuss the various well-marked
forms of the disease under their several heads,

alphabetically arranged.

Prognosis.—The general prognosis of in-

sanity will depend (1) on the duration of the

existing disorder. Perhaps the best estab-

lished fact of all is, that the chances of

recovery diminish in direct proportion to

tlie duration of tlie malady, and that it is

consequently of the utmost importance to

])]nce a ))atient early under adequate and
ajipropriate treatment. If a twelvemonth

Griesinger have remarked that tlie prognoBia

I

in hereditary insanity is fuvouniblo only
where the individual has jiroviously been of
normal mind. Whin ho luis always been
eccentric or semi-insane, and undoubted
insanity at last manifests itself, the pro-
gnosis is very bad. (4) The more acute the
symjitoms, the gieatcr the coreliral dis-

turbance and insomnia, the more favourable
is llie j)rognosis, if the case is recent. Con-
versely, tlie prognosis is bad when there is

little bodily disturbance, where sleep is

jtresent, the ajipetite normal, and the secre-
tions unalfected, esjiecialiy if persistent
delusions or an entire moral change are
foiaid. (5) As all deviation from the ordi-

nary mental state and disposition is indicative

of insanity, so any return to it is a favourable
sign, however trifling the circumstances may
be. (6) Improvement, however slow, is a

' good sign if it be progressive. So long as

j

this goes on, recovery may take jdace; but
many patients improve up to a certain point,

' and then go no farther. (7) The age of the
jjutient nnist be considered. Young peo])le

recover in greater mmibers than those ad-
vanced in life. The latter recover if their

, insanity be melancholia ; but, if it be mania.

I

with hallucinations and delusions, and ob-
I scene conduct and ideas, recovery is rare,

esjjecially if the memory is impaired, and
signs of approaching dementia are present.

(8) All periodicity in the disease, such an
exacerbations .and remissions on alternate

days, is unfavourable.

! Tkeatmext.— Only a few general remarks
on treatment need be otVered here. Our ob-

jects should be to restore to health the dis-

elapses without appreciable improvement,
|

ordered brain, to cause the incessant waste
the chsmces are decidedly unfavourable. If ' to cease, to promote a storing and not an
delusions or hallucinations remain fixed and
unchanged at the end of a year, especially if

there be hallucinations of hearing, the pro-

gnosis is l)ad. The chief exception is where
there is marked melancholia. Patients will

recover from this after long periods ; whereas
such recoveries are seldom found in insanity

when depression is absent. (2) When tlie

cause of the insanity has been of long dura-

tion, the prognosis is less favourable than
when it is a passing or accidental cause.

(S) Is the prognosis unfavoural)le in liere-

ditary insanity ? So much of the so-called

simple insanity is hereditary, that we must
admit that recoveries from it are not in-

fi-equent, for it is from this simple insanity

that recoveries chiefly take place. Here-
ditary insanity is developed by very slight

exciting causes, and thus the prognosis is

often favourable, and recovery takes place ;

but relapse is to be feared, and the prognosis

in a second or third attack is not nearly so

good. In this hereditary insanity, too. we
frequently meet with the cases of recurring

and ' circular ' insanity, the proijress of

which is most unfavourable. Both Kav and

expenditure of nerve-force. The brain nnist

bo nourished by healthy blood. The quan-
tity of the latter when in defect must be

increased ; when its quality is in faidt it

must be improved; when the blood-flow is in

excess it must be checked ; while all causes

of disturbance reacting upon the brain from
other organs of the body must be removed.

It is not to be forgotten that powerfid

effects are produced throughout the nervous
system, both in the lower and hinlier centres,

by what has been termed ' inhibition.' By
the diversion of nervous action from one
channel to another, considerable inHuence
may be exercised.' Emotional excitement

may be diverted into motor or intellectual

channels ; or, by other emotional htimuli.

may be cotmteracted or arrested. Intel-

lectual or ideational troubles maybe diverted

by emotional longings, or by counteractiiiR

intellectual pursuits. And for all this certain

adjuncts are necessary. Painful emotional

distress, with the idea of impending ruin, is

perpetually fostered by the sight of the loved

• Dr. Lander Brtinton, On Inhibition. W*it
Puling Asijl. iled. Report n. iv. 17'J.
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faces of wife and children : the patient must
therefore be removed from tliem. Outbursts

of anger are constantly directed against those

most familiar, and delusions correspond.

These must be abolished by residence among
strangers. Great as is the need of medi-
cinal treatment in many cases, it is not so

universally demanded as is the removal of

the sufferer to fresh surroundings. We try

again and again, in apparently the most
promising cases, to effect a cure at home,
and we fail. The necessity for early treat-

ment in insanity is dwelt upon by every

writer ; and the treatment, when insanity is

once fairly established, onlj' begins after the

patient is removed.
The first questions to be solved are how

the removal is to be effected ; and to what
place the patient is to be removed. In the

majority of cases, especially in the case of

the poor, no doubt can arise—an asylum is

the only place open to them, because the

friends being poor cannot afford any other

plan of treatment, and are compelled to have
recourse to the public asylums of the land.

An asylum is necessary for many because
the patient is dangerous to himself or others,

or would incessantly struggle to escape from
a less guarded dwelling. But there are some
patients who may be cured out of an asylum.
Some recover fr-om acute but transitory at-

tacks of delirious mania very rapidly, much
as do the sufferers from delirium tremens

;

and, if measures of safety can be taken, we
may watch such for a few days and perchance
they may recover without removal. Many
persons at the very outset of insanity may
be ciu'ed by removal and judicious treatment,
if their friends will only open their eyes and
acknowledge the threatening evil, and not
wait, as they so often do, till compelled by
circimistances to interfere. Such patients

must not be sent abroad or out of reach,

must not go alone, or without able or skilled

companions. They may go from place to

place, or to a friend's or medical man's
house. Fresh scenes and faces, and the
cessation of work or worry, will often effect

a cure. But they must be people able to

walk out in pubhc thoroughfares, and to liie

in houses under ordinary precautions. Where
they cannot walk in public, and cannot live

in a house without its being converted into a
prison, they ought to go to an asylum, where
there are grounds for exercise, and where
facilities for escape are not always suggesting
attempts. Patients' friends constantly make
a mistake : they keep the patient out of an
asylum at the time asylum treatment woidd
cure him, and send him there when all hope
of cure is over, and when, as a chronic
lunatic, he could be just as well taken care of
outside one.

With regard to medicinal treatment little

need here be said. The medicines appro-
priate to each form of insanity will be spoken

' of under the different heads. An important
group consists of sedatives and hyjjnotics

;

and to those formerly in use, as the bromides,
opium, chloral, and Indian hemp, there have
been added various new drugs, as hyoscine,
hyoscyamine, paraldehyde, and snlphonal—

•

the last two the most valuable of all, in the
writer's experience. Speaking generally, it

may be said that in the depressed and
melancholic cases the preparations of opium
are of the greatest service, not only for

procuring sleep, but for allaying the terrible

1
feeling of gloom which prevails in the day-
time, and especially on first waking from
sleep. The efficacy of opium here is not
that of an hypnotic only. It acts as a stimu-

lant during the waking hours, and for this it

has no rival. Next to it in melancholia
paraldehyde deserves to be placed. In the

i
opposite class, the excited or maniacal, opium

[

rarely does good and may do harm, prevent-

ing instead of producing sleep. In place oi

[

it the bromides with or without chloral may
!

be given, or hypodermic injections of hydro-
bromate of hyoscine. The nauseous taste of

paraldehyde makes it difficult to administer ;

I but sulphonal is tasteless, and, if mixed with
food, will not be discovered. Besides these,

the chief medicines required are tonics, the

preparations of iron being the most valuable.

Constipation must be carefully prevented.

Good and abundant food is an essential in

the treatment of the insane. Stimulants are

required in many eases, particularly the
depressed and anaemic forms ; but in the

opposite, though often useful, they in some
cases produce or increase excitement, espe-

cially in the early stage. With the food

tonics shouldbe given ; and those best suited

are, in the writer's experience, the mineral
rather than the vegetable, and chief of all

the preparations of iron and arsenic.

G. F. Blandford.

INSANITY, Morbid Anatomy of.

Methods of Examination.—In order to ex-

amine any brain specimen thoroughly it is

advisable to employ two methods : (1) freez-

ing, cutting, and staining fresh portions with
aniline black ; and (2) hardening for some
weeks in one or other of the well-known
solutions— such as Mtiller's. The first is the
essential process, the second is mainly useful

as confinnatory of its results. The teazing-

out method is valuable for the observation
of cell-structure. Full directions on this

subject will be found in Dr. Bevan Lewis's
Manual of Examination of Human Brain.
By the freezing method sections can be sub-

mitted to the microscope in two hours, un-
changed by the action of reagents, and, if

necessary, can be at once photographed ; by
the hardening process larger areas can be
examined, certain lesions are made more
prominent than by freezing, and sections can
be permanently preserved.
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The morbid anatomy of the different struc-

tures will now be systematically reviewed.
1. Calvaria.—The calvaria is often found

thickened, dense, heavy, or thinned. In re-

cent cases of sypliiUtic disease and in f;eneral

paralytics, it has been found inflamed, both
tables thickened, the cancelbe enlarj,'('d, and
the lacuiue full of pfranulation tissue. The
dense skull is generally found in old-standing
cases of chronic ternnnative dementia, aii(l

in epileptics. The inner table may present
local indurations.

2. Membranes.—In treating of the mem-
branes we would prennse that in our opinion
it is anatomically correct to speak of only
two, the dura and the pia mater. No doubt
exists as to the minute anatomy of the
former; it is a thick, inelastic, fibrous mem-
brane, containing vessels and l^-mphatics,

and lined on its inner surface by flattened

epithelium. The j9ja mater is a double
membrane, the outer layer of which (the

so-called arachnoid) covers the brain witli-

out folds, and bridges the sulci ; the inner
is applied to the surface of the convolu-

tions, and dips into all the fissures and sulci.

Between these two layers a rich plexus of

blood-vessels and lymphatic spaces ramifies,

the laj'ers being intimately connected by
large numbers of trabeculaj over the free sur-

face of the convolutions, but being widely
separated in the sulci and fissures, and in the

basal cisterns. Thus we have a visceral and
a parietal layer of the pia mater, neither of

which is in itself, as is often stated, a vascular

membrane. For the purposes of differentia-

tion the former will be spoken of as the

arachno-pia, the latter as the visceral pia.

The space between the arachno-pia and the

dura is now termed the suh-dural space

(formerly the arachnoid cavity), and the

spaces between the arachno-pia and the

visceral pia will be termed the pia-matral
spaces instead of the sub-arachnoid cavity.

Thus from without inwards we have

—

(a) Dura mater ; (6) Sub-dural space; (c)

Arachno-pia
;
(d) Pia-matral spaces ;

(e) Vis-

ceral pia ; and (_f) Brain-matter.

Lymphatic SystemoftheEncephale.
In order to have a clear conception of the

results of morbid action in the membranes
and brain-matter, the lymphatic system of the

encephale must be studied. The visceral pia,

whether on the surface of the convolutions or
|

in the sulci, sends with each vessel a prolon-

gation inwards stirrounding it, and forming the

hi/aline sheath or perivascular canal, which
can be traced to the ultimate ramifications.

Every cell of the grey matter is encapsulated
by a fine membrane, first described by Ober-
steiner, which is a • spur-like ' prolongation of

j

the hyaline sheath. Starting from the cell, I

we have thus a capsule connected by a fine
!

channel with the hyaline sheath of the vessel,

which debouches into the pia-matral spaces

(the so-called sub-arachnoid space), and these

communicate directly with the basal oistorna
— the cerebello-meduUary, the inter-pcdun-
cular, that in front of the optic chinsnm, the
Sylvian, \c.. with the ventricles, and with the
wide pia-matral space in the spinal canal. The
pia-matral spaces comnnmicate with the sub-
dural spucc by means of the Pacchionian villi.

These organs, which are prolongations of the
arachno-pia, protrude not only nito the lymph-
atic spaces of the dura, but also into the lonKi-
tudinal smus, being separated in both instances
by a fine membrane from the tluid contained
in each class of vessel. This constitutes the
main lymphatic system of the encephnle,
which, finding vent through all the foramina
of the skull and vertebral column, niainlainR
direct communication with the extra-skeletal

lymphatics. But, besides this main system,
there are reasons, chieHy founded on the ob-
servations of Dr. Bevan Lewis, for believing
in the existence of what he calls a hjmph-
connective system. Scattered throughout the
grey and white matter, but more specially

arranged along the vessels, and in the outer
layer of grey matter of the convolutions, are
foimd cellular structures of two kinds : the
one small, consisting of a readily stained

nucleus with slight protoplasmic surround-
ings ; the other large, consisting of a nucleus
not easily stained in health, and a consider-

able protoplasmic body, sending out poles or
processes of two kinds. One sit of processes

is numerous and is distributed throughout
the neuroglia between vessels, colls, and
fibres ; the second is a sinttle process, and
runs directly to the perivascular lymphatic.

Whether this is or is not a tube has not l>eei»

yet determined, but the strong probability

is that it is not canalicidar. These spider

cells, which were first described by Deiters,

and go by his name, are held by Dr. Bevan
Lewis to be the scavenger cells of the brain.

He maintains his theory as t<i their function

mainly on the ground that, whenever there

is any special demand for the removal of the

products of disease, as in inflammation, these

bodies increase in size, their processes be-

come distinct, which they are not in health,

and present all the ajipearances of increa-sed

activity. Of this fact there can be no doubt,

and there are many pathological analogies.

e.g. the behaviour of the comiective-tissuo

corpuscles of the lung in connexion with

pigment, which give a general support to the

theory. His has described an cpi-cerehral

h/mphspafe between the visceral pia and

the brain-substance. Its existence is open

to grave doubt. It is not demonstrable in

healthy animals, and difficulty arises in en-

deavouring to explain how the tluid it is sjiid

to contain can reach the lymph-system in

the pia-matral spaces.

(a) Dura mater.—The most frequent lesion

of the dura mater is a morbid ib r- ' .ihe-

sion to the skull ; tliis is specii 1 in

general paralytics, and is the r^ .*.. ^.. Bub-
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acute inflammatory processes commencing
in the subjacent tissites. It has occasionally,

though rarely, been found thickened. Osteo-

phytes have been noted in puerperal cases
;

}iony plates have been recorded, and the falx

has been found ossified.

(b) Suh-d It ral fluid.—The sub-dural fluid

may be considerably increased, in which
case the pia as a whole is much affected.

Adhesions between the diura and the arachno-

2)ia are rare.

(c) Arachno-pia.—Opacity of the arachno-

pia is generally found to some extent in

sane subjects after middle age, and is spe-

cially well marked in habitual drunkards.

Considering that subjacent to it lie the prin-

cipal lymph-conduits of a very active organ,

it is not to be wondered at that some evi-

dence should be left of the products of waste

in the meshes of this delicate membrane
even in healthy subjects. In many forms of

insanity, e.g. acute idiopathic mania and
melancholia, and in general paralysis, opacity

IS notiijeable at a pretty early stage. In three

cases of acute idiopathic melancholia, the

subjects of which committed suicide within

sis weeks of the incidence of the condition,

the writer found well-marked pearly or milky
streaks, not implicating the whole layer, but
showing themselves along the course of the

^ eins ; thus a jKirple and congested vein

.sliowed a narrow white band on each side of

its exposed surface. This early indication is

caused by transudation through the walls of

tlie veins, the blood in whose main trunks,

debouching into the sinus at an angle con-

trary to its current, is, particularly under con-

ditions of disease, liable to be retarded. In
(iO per cent, of insane subjects the arachno-
pia shows indications of diseased action. It

may be gelatinous-looking, due to enlarge-

ment and distension of the pia-matral lymph-
spaces by serous fluid ; thick and opaque in

consequence of the infiltration of exudation;
and we occasionally find the parietal widely
separated from the visceral layer, the tra-

beculae having been stretched or destroyed.
These appearances are specially well marked
in cases which have been the subjects of pro-
longed attacks of excitement, whether in the
form of mania or melancholia, and who have
lapsed into terminative dementia. It may
lie noted here that, although mania is mani-
fested by exaltation and melancholia by
dejiression of feeling, both are expressions of
excitement. The writer has met with instances
where this membrane was not more affected
than it generally is in sane persons, but these
were for the most part cases in which the
insanity had been of a true hereditary type,
evidenced by simple delusional conditions
uncomplicated by excitement.
Between the dura and the arachno-pia, so-

called ' arachnoid cysts ' or ' pachymenin-
gitic ' false membranes are often found.
Both terms are erroneous : they are not

cysts, they are not formed from any mem-
brane, nor are they the result of inflamma-
tion. They are entirely due to extravasations

of blood, probably produced during periods

of cerebral excitement, and proceeding from
the dammed-up vessels of the pia (see Me-
ninges, Cerebral, Diseases of). Such false

membranes may be very extensive, occupy-
ing the whole superior and lateral aspects of

a hemisphere, or they may be confined to a
limited area ; they may be tough and thick, or

very thin, and so delicate as to render it ditfi-

ciflt to lift them whole from the pia ; or the
so-called pacli;\Tneningitis may be only evi-

denced by staining of the dura mater by
blood-pigment. Thin blood- clots have been
occasionally found in the cavity of the pia, and
between the visceral pia and the surface of

the convolutions ; but these were never so

thoroughly organised as the false membranes
between the arachno-pia and the dura. In
the substance of the brain itself the writer

has found in two cases very small clots about
a line below the surface. In both these in-

stances the cranium had been submitted to

traumatic injury; m one of them vacuoles
were shown containing blood-pigment.

The amount offluid inihe cavity of the pia

is often greatly increased ; we may measure
as much as 12 ounces, but the more frequent

quantity is from 2 to 6 ounces. Such large

accumulations of fluid are generally found in

cases where there has been brain-wasting,

and IS therefore compensatory. But it must
be distinctly understood that, in recent and
acute cases, fluid, whether in the cavity of

the pia or in the sub-dural space, is the direct

result of inflammatory processes and is in no
sense compensatory ; on the contrary, it may
produce brain-atrophy by pressure. This is

particularly well marked in general paraly-

sis, in rapidly fatal cases of which condition

there may exist considerable atrophy of one
hemisphere, with extensive effusion into the

sub-dm-al and pia-matral spaces. General
paralysis is the result of sub-acute inflamma-
tion, either commencing in the pia and ex-

tending gradually inwards along the course
of arteries and veins, or aft'ecting the two
regions synchronously. Under these circum-
stances the production of exudation is a
necessary consequence. But in the case of

idiopathic insanity the original seat of

irritation is the grey matter. By idiopathic

insanity it is intended to indicate the in-

sanity which follows on the action of so-called
' moral ' causes : grief, worry, anxiety, pro-

longed study, &c.— any emotion or mental
action productive of prolonged excitation of

the cells.

It is a well-ascertained fact that mental
action is accompanied by functional hyper-

cemia, which is of course a necessary con-

dition for functional activity. Functional
hyperaemia is produced either by inhibition

of the vaso-motor centre in the medulla, or
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by stimulation of the vaso-dilator centres, or
possil)ly b\' thpir combined action. The ex-

pression of Crichton Browne may be accepted
as a postulate: 'tlic amount of blood-su))ply to

the brain and its parts is determined, not by
vascnhir domination, but by the functional

activity of the nervons tissues.' Functional
hypencmia is apt to la])se into patholof^ical

hypenemia if the excitation or emotion is

unduly prolonged, and develops more or less

rapidly what, is eipuvalent to the first staj;e

of intlammation. The first microscopic indi-

cation of this condition is the presence of

leucocytes, tojjether with a very fine granular
material, the broken-dowTi nucleiof leucocytes

and epithelium, and of small j'ellow masses
of bl()od-pi<;ment between the wall^ of the

vessels and the hyaline sheath. The writer has
noticed these appearances within six weeks
of the incidence of acute idiopathic melan-
cholia. The jicrivascular lymphatics become
blocked by these morbid materials ; bulj^e

out unduly ; and are distinctly dilated by
exudation fluid, which cannot find its normal
course of exit. Under tliese circumstances
the outflow of lymph and of effete matter
from the cell-cupsule becomes impossible,

or is very much impaired; fluid accumulates
within it, and the cell suffers. In health the

reaction of the cerebrospinal fluid is alka-

line ; under conditions of disease it becomes
acid, in consequence of the accumulation of the

acid products of cell-waste. Thus the cell lies

bathed in a poisonous fluid, and its functional

activity becomes necessarily impaired or per-

verted, lioy holds that acidity of the fluid

is sufhcieiit in itself to produce and maintain
hyperitmia. A certam proportion of this ex-

udation finds its way to the pia-matral spaces

by the sheaths, which become more or less

seriously affected ; but another portion of it

becomes diffused throughout the sul)stance of

the convolutions, interfering with the normal
relations of fibre and connective tissue. The
brain becomes more or less (pdematous. In
the case of idiopathic insanity the inflamma-
tory process extends outwards, and the pia

mater becomes implicated. Following im-
plication of its lymphatic apparatus we have
accumulation offluid in its cavities, which
may extend to the sub-dural space. In the

comparatively rare condition of inflammatory
adhesion between the arachno-pia and dura,

local accumulations occur on tlie superior

aspect in both cavities. In whatever man-
ner local accumulations occur, corresponding
atrophy of the subjacent brain-substance is

the result produced by pressure. The diffu-

sion of the fluid products of inflanmiation

commencing in the pia or in the grey matter
is circumscribed inferiorly by the resistance

offered by the connective tissue ; and. as in an
abscess, local inflammatory tension may exist

in a hemisphere without implicating remote
areas. These facts were fully illustrated by
observations made in two cases which, during

63

1889, were trephined for the relief of symp-
toms of general jmralysis. (See liril. Mid.
Journ., ,Tan. 4, IH'.ID.) In one coko the dura
mater bulged and filled the hole after re-

moval of the disc on the right side ; on tl»o

left there was little or no bulging. The
patient died seven months after the 0|>e-

ration, from pneumonia ; on examination,
the right hemisphere was found mucli atro-

phied, with a large cpiantity of pia-matral
and sub-dural effusion. The bulging points
necessarily to pressure, as any merely com-
pensatory fluid could exercise no such power.

General softening of the brain is due lo

oedema.
Blood-Vessels.—The bloodvessels, in

addition to the changes already mentioned
as occurring around them, are found tor-

tuous, dilated, thickened, occluded, or aneu-
rysmal. It is of importance to bear in mind
that many of the arterioles of the cortex are
terminal; that is, they do not ar.astcniiose,

and are distributed to limited areas iDuret).

No conclusion can be arrived at with safetv
as to the degree of vascularity by the ajt-

pearance of puncta vasculosa, a» the number
and distribution of these spots are dependent
on various accidental circumstances. Tor-
tuosity is rarely met with. It has been
reported as extreme in the vessels of the

pia. Within the brain-substance the writer

has noted vessels twisted and lying in a
space, the lumen of which was much larger

than normal : the sheath in fact was so

much enlarged as to hold a corkscrew ar-

rangement of the vessel. This was observed
in epileptics. Increased vascularity is no-

ticed in recent cases symptomatised by
acute mania and acute melancholia, and in

the early stage of general paralysis. But
antemia is more common in cases of long
standing, and in many instances is due to

the diseased or congested states of the ves-

sels, to thickening of their walls, or to athe-

romatous deposits ; in other cases t*> the cou-

dition of the general system. Thickening of

the walls may be due to arteritis, which in

specific cases may cause couiiilcte occlusion;

and increase of the nniscular coat, especially

in chronic alcoholism, is of pretty fre((ueni

occurrence (B. Lewis). The opinicin ol this

most careful observer nuist be held in re-

spect; but it may bo stated that, as regards

other regions, tlie general opinion is that

thickening of the muscular coat is more
apparent than real, and that the appearance

of hypertrophy dejiends on thickening of the

fibrous tissues. Miliary aneurvsms are not

infrequent. Local atrophies are produced

by implication of the terminal vessels by one
or other of the morbid processes just s)K>ken

of. .\dhesion of the visceral pin to the

brain-substance is due to intli«nmmt.iry

changes in the vessels, and t •
•• 'ii^ni

proliferation of the layer of 1

' ••lis

existing on the surface of the r i-*.
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Nerve-Cells.—The morbid changes in the

nerve -cells are most -marked in the frontal

lobes, and in the superior convolutions of the

parietal lobes, which regions are in fact

those mainly implicated in insanity. In the

dependent portions of the hemispheres, in

the occipital lobes, and at the base of the

brain, morbid changes of any kind are rarely

noticed.

The special morbid conditions of the nerve-

cells are : (<i) Pigmentary, granular, or fuscous

degeneration
; (0) Hj'pertrophy ; (y) Calcitica-

tion.

((/) A certain degree of pigmentation is

almost invariably found in the cells of the

fourth layer of sane adults. The writer has

examined these structures in twelve cases

taken casually from the mortuary of an in-

firmary, and found it more or less observable

in all cases over thirty years of age ; but it

was specially well marked in cases dying

from pneumonia or bronchitis. The writer

has examined the brains of dements where
no evidence of pigmentation could be found.

But an extreme degree of pigmentary, fus-

cous, or granular degenei'ation is a very
common condition in many forms of in-

sanity, particularly senile mania and general

paralysis. Major distinguishes three stages :

(1) The cells lose their sharpl}' defined con-

tour and become swollen or inflated ; the

axis-cylinder and apical processes usually

remain intact, but the protoplasmic processes

disajipear, and the cell becomes roimded off;

the nucleus becomes swollen, more or less

roimd or oval, and displaced, while it and
its nucleoli are more easily stained than in

the normal state. (2) A deposit of granules

takes place at the base of the cell, and gra-

dually permeates its whole stnicture. (3) The
cell goes on to destruction, breaking down
and shrinking, leaving the nucleus sur-

rounded only by a mass of granules, appa-
rently of a fatty nature, forming a gap in

the cerebral tissue previously occupied by
the swollen cell; still later the gi'anules en-

tirely disappear, leaving the nucleus free.

He has not observed the nucleus actually

imdergoing disintegration, biit often no trace

of it is to be foiind in the mass of granules
left by the degenerated cell. Bevan Lewis's
views on these changes are fully stated in

his Text-Book of Mental Diseases.

(3) Hypertrophy of the cells of the fourth
layer has been observed in senile atrophy
and general paralysis. As the name implies,

they are large, and swollen in appearance,
often presentingunpigmented granular masses
in their interior.

(y) Calcification of the cells by the deposit
of phosphate of lime within their walls has
been observed, according to Blandford.
The cells are found vacuolated, and the

nucleus may present a clear diaphanous spot.

In almost all eases of old-standing ter-

minative dementia the protopasmic poles are

either lost or materially diminished in niun-
ber. This, along with the changes brought
about by inflammatory processes and oedema,
interferes with, or destroys, the relation of

specialised arer^s.

Neuroglia.—The connective tissue of the
brain midergoes inflammatory changes of a
subacute or chronic nature, with the results

of which we are familiar as more or less dif-

fused sclerosis. In many forms of insanity the

Deiters' cells along the course of the vessels

and the outer layer of grey matter show in-

dications of great activity. They, as well as

the smaller cells, become increased in number,
and the poles assume an amoinit of distinct-

ness unnoticeable in health, staining deeply,

and beipg traceable for many fields of the
microscope. A meshwork is formed, destroy-

ing or displacing the normal nerve-fibres,

and in the grey matter causing such a degree
of homogeneity of structure as to make it

stain as if it was composed of one tissue. In
general paralysis, throughout the white matter
the smaller cells are immensely proliferated,

and along the course of blood-vessels the

increase may be so great as to almost entirely

hide them.
General sclerosis has only been observed

in one case, which is fully detailed in the
Journal of Anatomy and Physiology, May,
1873. In a hydrocephalic epileptic idiot

(whose brain weighed sixty ounces) the
hemispheres differed in weight; the left being

23^ ounces, the right 30^ ounces. In the

heavier or hypertrophied side, the nerve-fibres

were fmmd lying in fasciculi consisting of

from four to six strands ; these fasciculi were
widely separated from one another by a clear,

finely fibrillar plasm, in which nuclei existed,

somewhat larger than normal.
Disseminated or piartial sclerosis, or grey

degeneration, is a lesion frequently met with
in the brains of old-standing cases of insanity,

especially in general paralysis. Its most
frequent seat is the white matter of the motor
tract ; less li'equently it is met with in the

hemispheres. In the pons Varolii, medulla
oblongata, and spinal cord of epileptics,

patches of this disease are of common occur-

rence and in an extreme degree. When a

fine section of nerve-tissue affected by this

disease is examined by the naked eye, cir-

cumscribed opaque patches can be seen. In
colomred sections these tracts are strongly

tinted. As a rule, they are found contiguous

to a vessel whose nuclei are much proliferated,

and aroimd which considerable proliferation

of the nuclei of the neuroglia exists. Under
the microscope, the nerve-fibres are seen to

be partially or completely atrophied ; the

axis-cylinders and sheaths are destroyed ; and
the field is occupied by a finely moleciilar

and fibrillated material, embedded in a cloudy
homogeneous plasm. In this matrix the

proliferated nuclei exist, somewhat enlarged,

sometimes slightly granular in appearance

;
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but aronnd tlie imjilicatcd spot they arc to

be seen iu uuu'h greater (juantitv, ami not
actively disejised. The atrophied nerve-

fibres occasionally project raggedly into the

grey matter, where they are lost. Kokitansky
believes this to be essentially a ])riniary

increase of the neuroglia ; Leyden thinks it

occurs seconilarily to the atrophy of nerve-

fibres; while Uindtleisch and others are of

oj)inioii that the tirst stage is marked by [)ro-

liieration of the nuclei of the vessels, which
is followed by an increase of the neiiro^dia

and the development of a morbid plasm,
wliich is, in all probability, modified
neuroglia.

Secondary Lesions.—The two most im-
portant secondary lesions are milidri/ sclerosis

and colloid dc<jeneration. The former was
first described by the present writer and
Dr. Kutherl'ord. and was ascribed by them to

changes in the nuclei of the neuroglia. This
theory must be abandoned ; and the opinion of

Dr. Bevan Lewis tliat it and colloid degenera-
tion are due to myelin changes appears to be
correct. The term does not properly in-

dicate the pathological condition, but it has
held place so long as to be generally accepted
as indicating a certain lesion. Miliary

sclerosis appears as unilocular, bilocular, or

rarely multilocular spots, of a somewhat
luminous pearly lustre, confined to the white
matter, and consisting of molecular material
with a stroma of exceedingly delicate colour-

less fibrils. ' In the immediate neighbour-
hood of these patches we find the ner\'0U8

ti-^sue in a state of parenchymatous degener-
ation, which, resulting in a destruction and
atrophy of the essential elements, becomes the

B\te oi B. genuine sclerosis. . . . The patch
undoubtedly consists ofaltered myelin exuded
in droplets from the medullated fibres and
coalescing more or less completely ' (Bevan
Lewis). Colloid bodies are produced by
analogous conditions.

J. Batty Tuke.

INSANITY, Varieties of.—In this

article various f<irms of insanity will be de-

scribed imder separate heads. Demk.ntia,
General Paralysis of the Insane, Mania.
and Melan< HOLiA will be found iu other
parts of the work.

1. Alcoholic Insanity.—The conditions

included under this head must not be con-

founded witli what is called dipsomania. In
the latter affection the indulgence in alcohol

is a symptom, and not necessarily a cause ;

while here the insanity is always a direct

result of some form of alcoholic poisoning.

It is met with in three forms—namely, acute

alcoholic insanitij, chronic alcolwlicinsanity,

axidi delirium tremens.
Acute alcoholic insanitij seldom occurs

except when there is an hereditary tendency
to mental disturbance, or when the cerebral

energies have been impaired by excesses,
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traumatic injury, or overwork. Wiere all

these predisposing causes ixist, it may not
recpiire a large dose of alcohol to brin,' on an
attack. The most frequent fonu ol the affec-

tion is violent maniacal delirium, known iim

mania a potu, with a temlency to homicidal
acts. In some cases the mental disoniir
takes the melancholic fonii, and it becomeH
necessary to guard specially against the
strong suicidal tendency which generally
characterises it. Unless the brain has been
weakened by repeated attacks, both forms are
curable and generally of short duration. The
treatment is the nom-ishing, non-stimulating
regimen detailed in the articles on Mania
and Melancholia.

Chronic alcoholic insanity is one of the
results of chronic alcoholism, and there is no
condition which better illustrates the ' soli-

darity of the psychical and somatic functions
of the nervous system ' and the interdepen-
dence of their morbid manifestations. I he
physical symptoms are fully described in the
article on Alcoholism ; the mental symptoms
are generally present from the beginmng,
though not always prominent enough to

attract special attention. The sleeplessness, so
characteristic of commencing mental disorder,

is an early symptom ; then restlessness and
depression, with suicidal tendency, sometimes
passuig rapidlj' into complete dementia, but
generally passing gradually through a course
of moral and mental degradation, which
progresses stejj by step witli the symptoms
of failure of physical nervous power. The
affection presents many points ofresemblance
to general paralysis of the insane, and is in

some cases only to be distinguished from it

by obtaining evidence of alcoholic poisoning,

and by the persistence of the mental depres-

sion, which is seldom more than a transitory

symptom in the general ])aralytic.

Delirium tremens is described fully under
the heading of Alcoholism ; but it is jiroper

to note here that, after the acute symptoms
of that disease have passed away, there is

sometimes left behind a state of subacute
insanity of a characteristic nature. .\t first

suicidal symptoms are ajit to appear. Sus-

picions of poisoning, fear of im]>ending evil,

and hallucinations of hearing are al.so fre-

quent. The treatment recpiired is constant

companionship of a truRtworthy attendant,

e.\ercise, fresh air. and change of scene, with

attention to every ordinary means of restoring

the functions to a healthy state. Under
proper treatment the prognosis is favourable.

John Sibbali*.

2. AmenorrhoBal Insanity.— Mental
derangement is often accompaiiii'd in females

b}' suppression of the menses. But in many
such cases the insanity cannot be called

amenorrlupal. as the cerebral and uterine

disorders may only be associated as both

symptomatic of sonx- cb Kilitatmg caiue
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affecting the whole system. Then the mental
condition is usually the depression pi-oduced

by ana?mia. But there is a mental derange-

ment directly resulting from sudden suppres-

sion of the catamenia, to which this distinc-

tive name is not inaptly applied. Here the

insanity takes the maniacal form. It is some-
times usheredinwitii urgent febrile symptoms,
in which case the mania assumes the acutely

delirious character. Where general febrile

disturbance is not prominent, the mental
condition is more simply maniacal, and
sometimes does not get be.yond mere irrita-

bility with delusions. The pathological con-

dition must in either case be regarded as

mainly a hyperipmia of the brain.

Tp.EATMENT.^This uiust be directed to-

wards the restoration of the arrested dis-

charge. If the patient be seen at the

commencement of the attack, the hip-bath

and a gentle f)urgative may recall it. If the

menstrual period has passed, the attention of

the practitioner must be devoted to the relief

of the more urgent symptoms. If tlie symp-
toms of cerebral congestion are distinct,

leeches will probably be found useful, locally

—behind the ears, or to the womb. Regu-
lar action of the bowels should be secured,

but active purgation should be avoided. The
food ought to be easy of digestion, and care

should be taken not to let it be deficient in

quantity. If the mental excitement is great

and long-continued, it will necessarily pro-

duce considerable exhaustion, and the con-

dition of the patient after recovery from the

mental excitement will depend very much on
the extent to which the strength has been
supported during the continuance of this

strain. The re-appearance of the catamenia
generally implies recovery of mental health

;

but cases occur where prolonged amenorrhoea
leads to a chronic maniacal condition, ulti-

mately passing into hopeless dementia.
John Sibbald.

3. Choreic Insanity.—There appears to

be an intimate connexion between the patho-
logical basis of chorea and a certain disturb-

ance of the mental functions. The physical
and the mental symptoms, however, do not
necessarily correspond in intensity. Some-
times, where the convulsive symptoms are
very severe, the mental condition is merely
one of dulness, apathy, or irritability. In
children it shows itself generally in a mania-
cal restlessness, accompanied by delirium of
a peculiarly automatic character. It is fre-

quently associated at all periods of life with
the rheumatic condition, and hence it has by
some authors been called rheumatic insanity.
It generally comnjences with sleeplessness
and delirious excitement of a remittent cha-
racter, which is sometimes accompanied by
violent convulsive effort. As the excitement
passes off. delusions of suspicion are apt to
arise, and these are strangely associated with

an apathetic mental condition. In the acute
form the prognosis is favourable, recoA ery
generally taking place in from four to eight
weeks. The chronic form is apt to pass into

dementia. John Sibbald.

4. Epileptic Insanity.— /See Epileptic
Insanity.

5. Feigned Insanity.—Insanity may be
feigned in order to escape the obligation of
duty, or the consequences of crime. If mani-
fested at a time when its recognition might
be a benefit to the individual, it becomes
necessary to test its reality. It must not be
rashly inferred in any case that insanity is

feigned ; for it sometimes results from the
excitement consequent on a sense of guilt or

the shock of a false accusation ; or it may
arise coincidently but independently of such
conditions. The best preparation for making
a satisfactory examination in .such a case is

a familiar acquaintance with the appearance
and conduct of persons undoubtedly insane.

A person feigning insanity must, to be suc-

cessful, simulate some known form of the
disease ; and as each form presents a more or
less definite group of symptoms, an impostor
is apt to reveal the truth by omissions or by
additions inconsistent with the part that he
attempts to play ; but the mistake generally
made by the impostor is to over-act the part.

The inquiry may, of course, assume various
aspects. A person may pretend to have been
insane at the time a certain act ivas com-
mitferi. Here it is to be remembered that
the insanity, if real, would not probably have
been confined to the time of the commission
of the crime ; and some evidence of pre-

monitory symptoms previous to the act would
probably be found. In such cases it is proper
to regard want of motive as so far an indica-

tion of insanity; but when the supposition of

a sudden mental perturbation is j^ut forward,
some reason would have to be shown for its

occurrence ; and some history of the occur-

rence of cerebral injury, or of previous attacks

of insanity, epilepsy, or other cerebi-aJ affec-

tion ought to be forthcoming. A person
feigning to be insane at the time he is

examined must endeavour to present symp-
toms of either mania, melancholia, mono-
mania, dementia, or imbecility. When the
sjrmptoms arise suddenly, simulation of the
maniacal condition is generally attempted.
The exertion which this entails will, however,
generally compel an impostor to exhibit symp-
toms of fatigue, and even to sleep, when
the true maniac would exhibit jiersistent

excitement. The raving also when feigned
may be recognised as hesitating and premedi-
tated. Forgetfulness, which is generally
assumed by the impostor, is an infr'equent

syinptom of mania, except when it occurs in

the course of general paralysis, and this is a
disease whose other symptoms could scarcely

be simulated. If melancholia or monomania
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be feigned, the chief facts to be borne in mind
ai'e that s\ich coiulitions, when real, arc very
unlikely to arise suddenly where there are
no symptoms of bodily disease to account for

them ; and that they are usually characterised

by a tendency to conceal peculiarities, or at

least not to push them ostentatiously forward.
Dementia never occurs suddenly without evi-

dent cause. Cases sometimes occur in which
insanity is only partially feigned. Young
criminals freciucntly try to exaggerate the
signs of the intellectual weakness which is so

generally mingled with their moral depravity,

in hopes of obtaining a relaxation of discipline,

or a change from a i)rison to an asylum. Such
cases are often full of ditHculty. The principle

which ought to regulate our action is to avoid
the continuance of punishment when disease

or mental deficiency renders it useless. Before
deciding upon the reality of any doubtful case
of insanity, all the physical conditions cf the

individual, such as the amount ol sleep, the
state of the pulse, skin, tongue, and digestive

system generally, the conduct and the state

of health immediately preceding the signs of

insanity, should be ascertained. The efiect

of remarks made within hearing of the

suspected person should be observed ; one
who proclaims his own insanity should be
distrusted. And the medical liistory of the
family and of the individual shoidd be in-

quired into, with a view to disclose anything
w hich nught have caused insanity or predis-

posed to It. .John Sibbald.

6. Gastro-Enteric Insanity. — The
emotional condition is well known to be to

an appreciable extent dependent on tlie state

of the prim (c vice ; and where the nervous
system is predisposed to derangement, cer-

tain affectionsof the liver, stomach, and bowels
seem sutticient to produce insanity, and to

stamp it with a special melancholic character.

In addition to the mere depression caused by
aniemia, there is associated with such affec-

tions a peculiar anguish of mind, and tendency
to self-accusation, which is often of the most
distressing nature. Refusal of food is fre-

(luently a prominent symptom. The intellec-

tual perversion is often slight, and seldom so

prominent as in other forms of acute insanity.

Relief of the bodily symptoms is generally

accompanied by a return to sanity. The
aflVctions which have been most frecjucntly

observed to produce this form of melancholia,

are hepatic congestion, irritation and catarrh

of the nnicous membrane, constipation, stric-

ture, or other causes of distension of the vis-

cera, and pressiu^e upon the stonu\ch or

intestines by tumours in the epigastric re-

gion. Sciu'oeder van der Kolk ((escribed the

mental symptoms as being always due to

afiections of the colon ; but disease of other

portions of the canal -as the rectum and
anus—also produces them.

John Sibbald.

7. Hereditary Insanity.—Syno.v, : Fr.
Folic Hered it II ire; Ger. Erbliehc Gruitet-
hratikheit.—This implies insanity sympto-
matic of hereditary weakness of the brain
and nervous system, generally coming on
without the intervention of appreciable ex-
citing cause.

The nervous system seems to be peculiarly
liable to be involved in the effects of here-
ditary degeneracy, and this is freijuently
evinced by the occurrence of mental symp-
toms. The ages at which these are developed,
and the character which they exhibit, depend
both on the nature and on the strength of
the hereditary dis])osition. The forms of
insanity, however, which seem to i)e most
directly the result of hereditary inHuence,
generally make their appearance at those
periods of life when either rapid structural
development takes place, special functional
activity is tirst exhibited or is ultimately
arrested, or upon the advent of senile decay.
The ordinary exciting catises of insanity may
also affect persons at these periods, aiul in
such cases the restdting disorder will be
stamped more or less distinctly with the im-
press of its origin. I'.ut where these forces

do not come powerfully into play, it is found
that hereditary insanity exhibits a special

character according to the period at which it

is developed. We have thus an iimnnitif of
])uhcscencc, a climartrric insanitij, and a
senile insanity. Idiocy and imlncility (which
will be found discussed under the head of the
former) are also frequent results of heretlitary

weakness, showing itself during fiptal life, or
during the period of dentition ; and the men-
tal derangements which often affect women
at parturition, and dm-ing the pn»cesses which
precede or follow it, seem to occupy a position

in the pathological scale intermediate between
the hereditarj' and the accidental forms of
insanity.

Insanity of pubescence is a condition not

in!re<iuently met with, and one which it is

v^ery important to recognise early in its true

character. Much uniufentioinil injury is

frecjuently done by the patient being at tirst

regarded as a delintiuent and treated accor-

dingly, instead of receiving the careful

management suitable to the disease. The
affection is characterised by great disorder

of the emotional and moral nature, which is

evinced by restless though seldom violent

excitement, perverted eroticism, acts of pur-

jwseless mi.schief. and exhibitions of inordi-

nate vanity. .\ny marked change of dis-

position during the passage from youth lo

adult life ought to be reganled as probably

pathological in its nature, and nnist be care-

fully watched. Towards the completion of

the period of adolescence there i- 'lia-

bility to acute maniacal attacks.' -cil

by excitement of the sexual "i ) i.'-us

emotions. The physical condition is inditated

by capricious appetite and symptoms of
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anffimia. The treatment required is rest to

the mind, both in it§ intellectual and emo-

tional energies, with cultivation of every-

thing likely to develop physical vigour. The
diet should be abundant, but chieHy milk,

eggs, and farinacea. Butcher's meat should

be used sparingly, and alcohol prohibited.

If the hereditary tendency is not exception-

ally strong, the prognosis is not unfavour-

able.

Climacteric insanity occurs in males

between the ages of fifty and sixty, and in

females between forty and fifty. Its general

character is a form of melancholia, gradual

in its development, manifesting itself in loss

ot sleep, fear of undefined evil, religioiis

despondency, hallucinations of the senses,

refusal of food, and frequently in a suicidal

tendency. Excitement and exaltation occur

rarely, and are generally of short duration.

The mental disorder is frequently accom-
panied by very marked emaciation, and the

tendency is always to anipmia. The treat-

ment required at the commencement is ces-

sation of mental labour and change of scene.

During the whole progress of the disease the

diet should be full and nourishing, and the

digestive functions often require to be stimu-
lated to healthy action. In the majority of

cases the prognosis is unfavourable, and
where recovery does not take place within
one or at most two years the course is gene-
rally towards dementia.

Senile insanity is essentially a form of de-

mentia, which comes on gradually in persons
who have passed through the earlier periods
of life without disturbance of their mental
health, but who break down in old age. Its

principal features are loss of memory, slight

excitements, whimsical likings and dislikings,

querulousness, and a gi'adual decadence into

fatuity. It is subject to occasional remissions,
which are sometimes very short, as when
caused by the stimulus of acute febrile

states. But these may be so prolonged
as to amount practically to recovery. Not
infi-equently the breakdown of the nervous
system pursues a rapid course, and in such
cases there is often a marked similarity in
the symptoms to those of general paralysis.
Both mental and physical conditions in the
advanced stages of each are sometimes prac-
tically indistinguishable. The diagnosis will
depend on whether the characteristic first

stage of general paralysis has been observed
at the commencement, or only a gradual loss
of physical and mental power. Paralytics,
moreover, are seldom of advanced age.

John Sibbald.

8. Impulsive Insanity.—Violent acts
are committed under an insane impulse by
many patients whose insanity is plain and
acknowledged. They may be done under
the influence of delusions or hallucinations,
but the term imjoulsive insanity is com-

monly applied to a disorder manifested,

not b}' delusions and similar symptoms, but

by acts of violence to which a patient is

driven by blind, imcontroUable, and morbid
impulse, whereby the will and the reason
are overpowered for a longer or shorter time.

These are for the most part acts of suicide

or Jiomicide ; and in connexion with the
latter, great controversy has arisen as to the
responsibility of persons coinmitting them.
Here, as in moral insanity, there are no
delusions ; frequently no change will have
been detected in the individual prior to the

act, nor will there be observers of it. And
it is a fact that the impulse may be satisfied

and exploded in the act, and having thus
found a vent may be felt no longer, at any
rate for a time. It may be as sudden as an
epileptic fit, and may, like the latter, bring
relief to the brain. Indeed, there is a strong

connexion as well as analogy between the

two disorders, and, as Dr. Maudsley says,

instead of a convulsive movement there is a
convulsive idea.

In estimating such acts as these we must
not only consider the act itself and the
manner of its performance, but must also

closely inquire into the past history of the

perpetrator and his j^rogenitors. For all this

we may or may not have opportunity. If

the act is one of attempted suicide, and the
individual is kept under observation, we may
have no difficulty in diagnosing insanity. If

it is one of homicide, and the criminal is

in prison for, perhaps, only a week or two,
opportunity of ascertaining the history of his

family may fail, nor will he himself be under
skilled observation. Moreover, the period
just after tlie committal of an impulsive
homicide will very probably be the one in

which fewest symptoms of insanity vviU be
noticeable. The period immediately pre-

ceding it will be that which most closely

demands a scrutiny, but we may not be able

to get any mformation if the accused has been
movhig from place to place, has been among
strangers, or has had those about him who
were obtuse and unobservant. Many acts

of suicide and homicide would be prevented
if the friends did not shut their eyes with
pertinacity to the strange and altered

looks and conduct of the patient. But in

this impulsive form, although there may not
have been enough to warn those about a
man to restrain him, there may have been
symptoms which are sufficient subsequently
to indicate to a physician the presence of

mental disorder. There may have been
attacks of grand mal or petit mal ; there
may have been former attacks of insanity,

periods of, perhaps, slight depression, which,
though they attracted little notice at the
time, may indicate an insane diathesis. The
sufferer may have been sleeping badly or
have taken less nourishment than usual.

The medical witness will, in the case of
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homicide, carefiiUj- examine and pay special

attention to the following points :
—

(a) The nature and character of the act

must be noted. The presence or absence of

motive may often assist us. When the victim

is near of kin and dearly loved, suspicion of
insanit}' will at once arise. When, on the

other hand, it is a perfect stranger, never
before seen, where there has been no previous
meetin<i; or quarrel, the same suspicion will

arise. The method of the act may guide us
somewhat, but not so much. There may
be premeditation, though generally there is

not.

(6) The demeanour of the prisoner after

the act may assist us. Were there, or were
there not. attempts to conceal it, or to escape

detection and arrest, and, if so, what was
the nature of them ? What was said in ex-

planation ? It sometimes happens that there

is complete unconsciousness or forgetfuiness

of what has occurred, and we may then
strongly suspect the presence of epilepsy.

(c) We must closely inquire into the fiimily

history, and shall often hnd that, in cases of

impidsive homicide, the family of the accused
has sulfered with insanity. And where this

is so, we may also find that from youth the

accused has been deficient and weak in intel-

lect, or odd and eccentric. The weak-mmded,
in fact, may be grouped in a special class of

homicides. As there is a weak-minded moral
insanity, so there is a weak-minded impulsive
homicidal insanity, the sufferers from which
have not infrequently been hanged, their

insanity not having been sufficiently marked
to absolve them from legal responsibility.

Fits in childhood may contribute to this

state. And throughout, at the age of puberty,

or in adult hfe, there may be slight but sm-e

indications of the insanity that has been
inherited, which are displayed in an impulse

.to mischief, homicide, or suicide, even as in

others the tendency is shown in ordinary
attacks of insanity.

(d) We must look very closely for sjTnp-

toms or a history of epilepsy. Such indica-

tions as nocturnal micturition or a bitten

tongue may guide us to the truth ; while in

acknowled).;ed epileptics it may happen that

the houiicidaJ attack takes the place of the

ordinary convulsion, and without the occur-

rence of the latter there may be a period of

unconsciousness and unconscious action la'»t-

ing. perhaps, for days. SeeEpir.EPTio Insanity.

The occurrence of one homicidal attack of

a strange or anomalous character may make
us fear its recurrence; and when we have to

examine a criminal who has committed one
act of this kind, it is important to inquire

whether he has ever at any former time done
any sudden act of violence of a similar

description. For "this reason such patients

should not be released from an asylum,

except under great and special precautions.

G. F. Bl.\>dford.

9. Legal Insanity.—Lawyers regard in-
sanity from a different point of view froin
medical men. .\ medical man applies hia
mind to its study so as to ascertain how far
he may infer from the evidences of mental
action the existence of nmrbid conditions
which he may hope to alleviute or rtniove.
It is therefore his duty to bo acquainted
with such symptoms as give the earliest
indication of the approach or development

,
of these morbitl processes. For it is during

! their initiatory stages that he may most

I

successfully intervene with the resources of

I his art, to check their progress or to ward
them off. He therefore identifies with the
existence of disease every deviation from
the healthy mental standard which indicates
the necessity for medical treatment or ad-
vnce. A lawyer, on the other hand, takes
note of insanity onJy in so far as it affects

the safety of person or the preservation of

property. The question which he seeks to

determine is whether a person is justly re-

sponsible for certain acts which he has com-
mitted, or IS competent to perft)rm certain

acts which he may be called on to perform.
It is evident, therefore, that the legal view
of insanity must naturally be much more
limited than the medical. ' A lawyer,
when speaking of insanity,' says Sir .James
Stephen, • means conduct of a certain cha-

racter ; a physician means a certain disease,

one of the effects of which is to produce
such conduct ;

' and though this has been
adversely criticised, it seems to show cor-

rectly the directions in which the two views
diverge. They might perhaps be as fairly

indicated in other words if we say that the

lawyer has to deal with the nature or quahty
of certain acts, while the physician has to

deal with the condition of certaui persons.

No satisfactory general definition of legal in-

sanity has been given. In the earlier ages

of our legal system none but the mo.st out-

rageous cases of insanity were recognised.

Bracton in the thirteenth century defined a
madman as ' one who does not understand

what he is doing, and, wanting mind and
reason, differs little from brutes.' Sir Edward
Coke, though he recogni.ses different classes,

according as the insanity is coiijjenital, per-

manent, or temporary, only admits that a
person is insaue when he is non conipo*

mentis, or has wholly lost his memory and
understanding. Sir Matthew Hale, in the

seventeenth century, was the first to re-

cognise the existence of less extreme forms

of insanity. ' Some persons.' he said, ' that

have a competent use of reason in respect of

some subjects, are yet under a jutrtirular

dementia in respect of some particular dis-

coiu-ses, subjects, or applicatinns; or els*- it

is partial in respect of degrees, and ilm-* not

excuse persons who connnit capital acts in

this state.' He also said that it is • very

difficult to define the invisible hue that
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divides perfect and partial insanity,' and
' that most persons that are felons of them-
selves or others, are iinder a defrree of partial

insanity when they commit these offences.'

The recognition of these gradations, reaching

even to the mutual overlapping of crime and
insanity, indicates as much breadth of view
as could be expected at a time when the

very judge who recognised them passed sen-

tence of death on persons convicted of witch-

craft. We cannot doubt, indeed, that at that

period the ignorance of the nature of insanity

was such that many lunatics were executed

lor this offence. The recognition of the

necessity of taking legal account of degrees of

insanity less severe than ' furious madness ' or

idiocy may be said to have commenced at the

beginning of the present century. The mode
in which unsoundness of mind comes into

relation with law at present may be looked

at most conveniently from three points of

view: 1. Where a jierson suffers from such
imsoinulness of mind that it is necessary for

his welfere, or the safety of the public, that

his liberty should be restricted, by his being
placed in an asylum or subjected to similar

restraint. 2. Where a person suffers from
such unsoundness of mind that he is inca-

pable of managing himself or his affairs.

3. Where irresponsibility for crime, on ac-

count of insanity, is pleaded in a court of law.

It will be found more convenient to consider
these three relations of insanity and juris-

prudence separately. See Lunacy, Law of;

Civil Incapacity ; and Crime, Irresponsi-

bility for.

John Sibbald.

10. Moral Insanity.— Synon. : Fr. Manic
sans Di'lirc ; FolieBaisonnante; Monomanie
Affective ; Ger. Gemiithswahnsinn.

Under the names of tnoral insanity, emo-
tional insanity, impulsive insanity , aff'ective

insanity, has been described the disorder
of certain patients, which is manifested by
insane actions and conduct rather than by
insane ideas, delusions, or hallucinations.
Such persons are sometimes said to be of
whole and perfect intellect, though unsound
in the moral and emotional part of their brain.
They come under the notice of medical men
not so much for purposes of treatment as for

diagnosis. Their conduct being chiefly dis-

played in foolish or violent acts, they require
to be restrained, and the question arises : Is
this conduct badness or madness ? are they
responsible for it or not ?

Dr. Maudsley gives moral insanity and
impulsive insanity as two stxbdi\'isions of
emotional or aff'ective insanity ; and, as the
symptoms are certainly different, we cannot
do better than consider them under separate
heads. But certain observations are applic-
able to both. In neither will there be found
delusions ; and as delusions are. in the opinion
of some, especially lawyers, necessary to the

establishment of legal insanity and irrespon-

sibility, these patients, according to them,
are not legally insane. Another remark is

that this moral or impulsive insanity does
not constitute a definite and well-marked
disease, like acute dehrium or general para-
lysis. Every patient may at one time or

other be ' morally insane '— that is, may not
have reached the stage of delusions, or may
have recovered from it, and every patient

may commit ' impulsive ' acts of violence,

whether his insanity is displayed in other
ways or not.

liiy moral insanity is to be understood a
disorder of mind shown by an entire change
of character and habits ; by extraordinary
acts and conduct ; extravagance or parsi-

mony ; false assertions and false views con-

cerning those nearest and dearest, but without
absolute delusion. Such a change may be
noticed following any of the ordinary causes
of insanity. It may follow epileptic or apoplec-

tic seizures, or may be seen after a period of

drinking. Its approach is gradual, as a rule,

rather than sudden, and the extraordinary
character of the acts may not at first be so

marked as subsequently. Friends wonder
that a man should say this or that, or should
do things so foreign to Ins nature and habits,

but some time may elapse before they can
convince themselves that such conduct is the
result of disease, and the acts may be such
that many will look upon them even to the
last as signs merely of depravity. Such
insanity, of course, varies in degree. When
it is well marked, and the conduct is out-

rageous, there will be no difficulty in the dia-

gnosis. But it may be less marked ; it may
consist of false and malevolent assertions

concerning people, even the nearest ; of little

plots and traps to annoy others, in which
great ingenuity and cunning may be dis-

played. And there will be the greatest

plausibility in the story by which all such
acts and all other acts will be explained
away and excused. It would seem some-
times as if a universal badness had taken
possession of the individual, j^et a badness so

inexplicable that it can only be looked upon
as madness. Where we can ascertain that

this condition of things is something which
has come over the patient, being formerly
absent, and that he is altogether changed, we
may suspect insanity. But much examina-
tion and opportunity for examination may
be needful before we can sign a certificate,

for such people are often very acute, and
quite on the alert. They have no scruples
about falsehood, and will deny or justify

everything with which they are taxed ; and
where the insanity is manifested in conduct,
the medical man may never be a witness of
it, and is obliged to receive on hearsay that
which the patient strenuously denies. Care-
ful inquiry, however, will probably reveal
the origin and cause of the change. There
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may have been a period, thoiijjli sliort, of
acute insanity as lunitc uiania or melan-
cholia which passed away and left tliis as a
permanent comUtiou ; or it ma}- be the jjre-

cursor of a more advanced stage of the
disorder, one marked bj' the ordinary symp-
toms, as delusions an<l hallucinations. If the
change has been rapid ami i)rogressi\e, if the
sutl'erer has become more and more outrageous
and eccentric, it is likely that in a shori time
unmistakable insanity will be displayed ; but
some cases progress slowly, and steps for re-

straint have to be taken before anything like

delusion is to be found. It maybe necessary
to prevent a man from sipiandering all his

property—a common symjjtom in this variety

—or from wandering from home and absent ing
himself no one knows where, or keeping low
company. .\nd when a man previously quite
sober suddenly takes to drinking, the ques-
tion may arise whetiier this is not the effect

of insanity. Great difficulty may be found

give a definite and succinct account of what
he has to complain of. Such rnmlding is a
marked symptom of this insanity, and a
strong indication of a weakened intellect.
There is one more form of moral insaiiitv

which is, perhaps, the hardest of all to
diagnose and estnnate. It is the congenital
moral defect occasionally met with in persons
who have been from birth odd and peculiar,
and incapable of acting and behaving like
other people. They can liinlly be called idiots
or imiieciles, for they may exhibit a con-
siderable amount of intellect and even genius
in certain special directions. \Ve shall gene-
rally tind that they are the otTspring of parents
strongly tainted with insanity, ejiilepsy, or
alcoholism, and many in childhood are the
subject of fits, chorea, or other neuroses.
They are incapable of being instructed like
other boys and girls; are often frightfidly
cruel towards animals, or their brothers and
sisters; and seem utterly incapable of telling

in proving the latter, but unquestionably it
|

the truth or understanding why they should
is often the case. Here, however, if the habit
is indulged in, the patient will most likely

get rapidly worse, and then restraint will be
more easily enforced.

Moral insanity may be the precursor of
general paralj'sis ; it may also be the sequel

and result of a more severe insanity ; it may
bo the outcome of apoplexy, or of a blow or

other damage to the brain. It may be one
of the alternating states of the so-called /ohc
rirculairc. Here a period of depression
alternates with one of excitement, gaiety,

self-glorification, or irascibility, and the latter

may be one closely resembling that usually

called moral insanity, and evidenced by ex-

aggerated conduct and absurd acts. It may
follow a simple attack of epilepsy, or may be

the precursor of such attacks, bemg a part of

that epileptic condition known as masked
epilepsy. See Epileptic Insanity.

The one constant and marked feature of

this insanity is the absence of delusion ; but

we are not on this account to argue that the

intellect is sound. There is often great acute-

ness and cunning displayed by such patients,

yet along with the cunning there may be the

most silly and foolish conduct. Often tiiere

is great acuteness shown by those who have
delusions, but because of the latter we say

their intellect is disordered. Yet it is proof

of disorder of the intellect if a patient spends

his capital as though it were income, defends

and justifies the most outrageous acts, and
cannot be made to see that they are out-

rageous. Close examination will probably

reveal the fact that there is very considerable

intellectual lesion in these cases. There is a

want of the power of attention and concen-

tration of ideas on a subject. A patient com-
mences a story of his gi'ievances, and in two
minutes is far away from his theme, and is

boasting of his virtues or conduct, and no
amount of bringing back will enable him to

do so. Here there is no change ; we cannot
compare the individual's condition with a
former one, but we can only estimate him by
the average of mankind. These are the i>er-

sons who commit crimes and become the
chronic inmates of prisons, and it is most
difficult both for medical and other prison-
officials to say how far they are responsible,

and how far not. Careful and special educa-
tion is needful for them, and tliis they maj*
obtain if they are born of well-to-do parents;
but a vast mnnber are to be found a iiongst

the ranks of the lower classes ; the offspring

of intemperance and poverty, they swell the
numbers of tlie criminal classes in no incon-

siderable degree.

G. F. Blandford.

11. Pellagrous Insanity.—Thisisaforra

of insanity assuci.ited with pelligr.i. and
not met with in Britain. It is characterised

by mental s^mptoms usually indicative of

amemia—great depression, freipiently with

tendency to suicide, passing on to chronic

dementia. It is most frequently met with

in some parts of Italy.

12. Phthisical Insanity.— It has been
generally observed that there is a special

mental character associated with pulmonary
tuberculosis. This consists frequently in a

peculiar cheerful hopefulness, which has re-

ceived the name of »pc» phthisira, and
which seems strangely out of hannony with

the unmistakable signs of an iiievit.ibie fate

by which it is accompanied. But there is

also a state of mental depression which has

been observed in intimate association with

the disease. The peculiar hopefulnes* is

most frecpiently met with in the acute and

active forms of jihthisis, and it is often so

irrational and persistent as to iiiri,.ii!!- , . m
insane delusion, growing as it d

while the evidences of its
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accumulate. In the last stages of the malady
the religious and general enaotional exalta-

tion is often extreme, and actual delirium

sometimes occurs. An opposite mental condi-

tion may be met with in chronic phthisis,

more especially in that form of it which has

been called latent. Throughout the course

of the disease there is then a prevailing

depression and distrustfulness, though the

physical symptoms are neither so distressing

nor so obvious as in the acuter forms. The
mental symptoms sometimes precede the

physical. Languor and depression, mingled
with waywardness, are characteristic of the

initial stage. This is usually accompanied
by general functional debility, which is often

attributed to mere disturbance of digestion

and nutrition. The skin is habitually pale,

and the circulation feeble. In many cases

the physical signs of pulmonary disease when
present are apt to be overlooked, and occa-

sionally they escape observation for years.

Where the mind is much affected, the ordi-

nary symptomatic cough, expectoration, and
dyspnoea are often absent ; and this is the

case sometimes where physical exploration

reveals the existence of extensive vomicip and
other characteristics of advanced disease.

As the further stages are reached the mental
condition becomes less one of depression
and more one of distinct enfeeblement. Oc-
casional fits of considerable irritabihty and
great excitement occur. Dr. Clouston, who
first drew special attention to this condition,

says of the patients that ' there is a want of
fixity in their mental condition. There is

a disinclination to enter into any kind of

amusement or continuous work ; and if this is

overcome, there is no interest manifested in

the employment. It might be called a mix-
ture of subacute mania and dementia, being
sometimes the one and sometunes the other.

As the case advances, the symptoms of
dementia come to predominate ; but it is

seldom of that kind in which the mental
faculties are entirely obscured, with no gleam
of intelligence or any tendency to excite-

ment. If there is any tendency to periodicity

in the symptoms at all, the remissions are
not so regular, nor so complete, nor so long
as in ordinary periodical insanity. If there
is depression, it is accompanied with irrita-

bility and the want of any fixed depressing
idea or delusion. If there is any single ten-

dency that characterises these cases, it is to
be suspicious.' Where any chronic form of
insanity is associated with phthisis, the
chance of complete restoration to sanity is

very small.

In the affection distinguished by emotional
exaltation no special treatment is called for.

The only indication of treatment in the other
t;ype of disease is the necessity of keeping up
a full su2)ply of nourishment to the bram,
by the use of nutrient enemata or otherwise.
Where the mental condition is much dis-

turbed, a trustworthy attendant ought to be
employed, and the general treatment should

always be tonic and stimulating. Removal
to an asylum ought in most cases to be
avoided. John Sibbald.

13. Puerperal Insanity.—Synon. : I'n-

sania Gravidarwm ; Tnsania Pueriierarum;
Jnsania Lactantiuni ; Fr. Folle Puerjierale;

Ger. Puerperalmanie.
Definition.—Insanity developed during

pregnancy, parturition, or lactation.

It has been the custom of authors, till a
recent period, to include under this heading
the forms of insanity whicli occur in females
during the periods of utero-gestation, the

puerperal state, and lactation. It is now
frequent to find the term ' puerperal ' re-

stricted to the derangements which come on
at the time of delivery, or within a short

period thereafter. Whatever names we
adopt, it is impossible to consider the in-

sanity occurring at these different periods

quite independently. The condition of the

woman during the whole process, from the
time of conception till the child is weaned,
represents one of those physiological crises

during which congenital or acquired weak-
ness of constitution tends to show itself.

The insanity o/^rej/wawc// generally takp3
the melancholic, though sometimes the
maniacal form, and seems to be due to an
incapacity in women of neurotic tendency to

bear the special strain of the reproductive

jirocess. The delusions which characterise

the disorder are generally exaggerations of

the anxieties and whims so fretjuent in preg-

nancy. The family affections are weakened
or perverted. In the severer forms the
suicidal impulse is strongly developed.

Mental disorder seldom commences before

the third month of pregnancy, and most fre-

quently about the sixth month. Except in

the severer forms the prognosis is generally

favourable ; but recovery seldom occurs till

the termination of the gestation. Asylum
treatment should be avoided when the cir-

cumstances of the |)atient ))ermit of suitable

nurses or companions being employed at

home.
Puerperal insanity in its more restricted

meaning is frequently understood to include

all derangements occurring at parturition, or

within six or eight weeks after it. But it is

better to limit the term to what occurs
dming the first three weeks, as the form of

disorder which commences after that period
is generally different in character.

Etiology.—Prominent among the causes
of puerperal mania are all states of debility,

either induced before parturition by want,
intemperance, disorders of nutrition, or rapid

succession of pregnancies, especially if lacta-

tions and pregnancies are carried on simul-

taneously ; or it may be the result of weak-
ness induced during parturition by hoemor-
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rliapje or exhaustion. It is liable to occur in

{iiiiniparffi, when the subjects aru either ex-

ceptionally younu or exceptionally aihanccd
in life. Irritation arisinj^ in the ])elvic

origans, intestines, or niamuue also tends to

produce it. Any inordinate mental escite-

ruent or depression is apt to brieip; it on. In
a large number of cases it will be found that
thore is a hereditary neurotic tendency.

SvMPTOMs.—Attacks of maniacal excite-

ment sometimes occur durmg actual parturi-

tion. They are usually of very short dura-
tion, and seem to be directly dependent on
the intense sutYering which may accompany
the pains. The most frequent period of their

occurrence is when the head of the child is

passing either the os internum or the os ex-

ternum. The more serious phase of the dis-

order is in its acute stage a variety of acute
maniacal delirium. It usually commences
within a week or ten days after delivery.

Generally it is preceded by sleeplessness, and
the patient manifests more or less apprehen-
sion of coming evil. Sometimes, however,
she awakes delirious from what had been
regarded as a healthy slumber. When the

attack has commenced, sleep is always either

very imperfectly obtained, or is altogether

absent. The pulse is thready and quick ; the
skin often, but not always, tlry and hot

;

and the head throbbing. Tlie eyes are

bright, and the face generally pale, with
occasional flushing. The expression is usu-

ally indicative of alarm or suspicion on the

part of the patient. The tongue is dry and
f irre 1, and the secretions of milk and lochia

are either suppressed or diminished. The
bowels are sometimes loose, but constipation

is the usual condition. The appetite is un-
certain ; sometimes it is abnormally large.

Not infrecjuently the sense of taste is per-

verted, and the patient suspects the presence
of poison in her food, and persistently refuses

it. The breath is often otTensive in odour.

Sometimes the mental excitement does not
reveal itself in language, and the patient may
be obstinately taciturn from the commence-
ment. But there is usually a gi-eat increase

of loquacity, gradually progressing from the

beginning, and passing into incoherent rav-

ing. Sudden impulsive acts of violence fre-

quently manifest themselves in this disorder,

and in these the patient often attempts to

destroy herself, her child, or persons for

whom she has usually the most affectionate

regard. She generally appears to be dis-

satistied with those in attendance on her,

and often entertains delusions as to their

identity. In many cases the mental condi-

tion bears a strong resemblance to that of

delirium tremens, especially when the patient

has undergone privations, or has been intem-

perate durmg pregnancy.
Diagnosis.—The only conditions ioi which

puerperal insanity may be mistaken are the

typhoid delirium of puerperal fever or py-

semia ; and the violent excitement fi

symjitomatic of meningitis. In lb

the febrile condition preccilos the d<5Vfl<i|i-

ment of the delirium, while in puerperal
mania the mental symptoms show them-
selves from the first. In meningitis the
pupils are generally cuntiacted, and the
headache is peculiarly intense; while in
jmerperal mania the pupils are usually
dilated, and the headache is not a very
prominent 8ym|)tom.

Trognosis.—.\ccording to the published
statistics of this disease, recovery may be
expected in about 70 per cent, of the cases,

and a fatal termination need not be antici-

pated in more than J5 per cent. But as these
figures are in a great meas'ire obtained from
asylum statistics, and other sources in wliich

only the severer and more persistent forms
have been taken into account, it may be
fairly assumed that the true estimate would
be much more favouralde. The duration of
the insanity may x&ry from a few days to a
year, after which time the proportion of re-

coveries becomes extremely small. The great
proportion of recoveries takes place during
the first six months. The most favourabb"
symptoms, in addition to amelioration of the
mental symptoms, are increase of bodily
weight, and restoration of the catamenia.
Trkatmknt. Tile transitory mania which

sometimes accompanies the severer pains of
labour does not require special treatment

;

but ann'sthetics may be given as a preventive
measure in cases where there is a known
liability to such excitement. Special care

ought also to bo taken after such attacks to

avoid injui-y by premature bodily exertion,

unnecessary social intercourse, disquieting

news, or any kind of mental or moral strain.

In the treatment of the graver form of puer-

peral mania, the chief objects are to renioNo

all sources of irritation, to restore the patient's

strength, and to obtain repose. If there m
any accumulation of tu'ces, a smart purgative

should be at once administered. If the lochi*!

discharge is scanty, an injection of warm
water, containing; carbolic acid or some other

antiseptic remedy, should be given per vagi-

nam. The condition of the bladder should

be ascertained, and this organ should be

relieved, if necessary ; care should also be

taken not to allow the breasts to be over-

distended. In every case the patient should

from the first receive as much light and
nourishing food as her digestive powers can

bear. Where food is refused, custard must
be given largely and fre([nently. Nutrient

enemata or suppositories should bo admin-
istered, or even the oesophagus \nhc u.sed it

necessiry. In those cases in which violent

excitement does not come ••" -i.ii..,iv an

attack may sometimes be v cut

short by relieving the slei j . i is

one of the early symptoms. .X of

easily digested nourishment is . i'ost
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h.^-pnotic. Chloral hydrate, or perhaps sul-

phonal, will be useful. Opium ought to be

avoided, and hyoscyamus and belladonna
cannot be relied on. Both in the first stage,

and when the disease is more advanced,
everything must be done to promote tran-

quillity. The room should be darkened, and
stillness mamtained as far as possible, for the

attention of the patient is very easily excited,

and both vision and hearing are i^reternatur-

aliy acute. Constant sujjervision is necessary,

however, on account of the tendency to

sudden impulsive violence : and the patient

should see her infant as seldom as possible.

After the maniacal condition has fairly de-

clared itself, the child should be removed
altogether, as its presence is sometimes pro-

ductive of great excitement in the patient,

and must always be regarded as attended
with risk. In cases where the excitement is

somewhat of a hysterical character, bromide
of potassium, given in twenty-grain doses

at intervals of four hours, may produce good
results. Cooling applications to the head
sometimes soothe irritation, and induce sleep.

Digitalis in small doses, and warm balhs, have
proved useful. Alcoholic stimulants should
generally be given with the food; their effects

being carefully watched, and the quantity
varied accordingly. Bleeding and every kind
of depletion should be avoided. The nursing
and attendance should, if jjossible, be entirely

entrusted to strangers, and the patient should
not be permitted to see any members of her
family. It will sometimes be necessary,
especially in the case of poor persons, to

resort to asylum treatment ; but this ought
not to be done if it can be avoided, and
with patients in good circumstances it ought
never to be necessary in the acute stage of
the disease. When the disease becomes
chronic, tonics, such as quinine and iron,

ought to be given ; and a plentiful supply of
judicious nourishment should then, as all

thi'ough the illness, be carefully administered.
Patients liable to this disorder should not be
allowed without consideration to nm-se their
children.

The insanity of lactation is symptomatic
of causes which come into play after the
puerperal period, and it ought perhaps to be
looked on as symptomatic merely of pro-
longed auicmia. Acute maniacal symptoms
of short duration may occur ; but the cha-
racteristic condition is melancholia, ushered
in by headache, tinnitus aurium, flashes of
light before the eyes, and other signs of
debility. A suicidal tendency sometimes
appears. The treatment required is to wean

'

the child, and generally to save and increase
the strength oi tlie patient. The prognosis
is favourable m the majority of cases.

John Sibbald.

14. Syphilitic Insanity.—Among the
results of constitutional sypiulis, affections of

INSOLATIO

the nervous system are not imcommon ; and
when the disease affects the brain, the mental
symptoms that arise are found in the majority
of cases to present a marked similarity in

their character. In such cases the mental
disorder is generally preceded, as in so many
forms of insanity, by distressing sleeplessness.

This is followed gradually by increasing

depression of mind. Religious anxiety of a
peculiarly hopeless character frequently shows
itself. Exaggerated self-accusings are ear-

nestly uttered by those who have previously
been unusually callous as to the results of

their actions. Hypochondriacal delusions are

not uncommon, and are frequently associated,

in the mind of the patient, with the fact of

the syphilitic infection. The feeling of alarm
which accompanies these symptoms some-
times develops into a violent excitement,
which may be called maniacal. If the symp-
toms be associated with any of the ordinary
sigms of syphilitic poisoning—the dry, scaly

skin, sore-throat, and the sallow lean face ;

and especially if any of the characteristic

eruptions are present, the mental disease

may be expected to j'ield to treatment by
mercurials and iodide of potassium. The
mental symptoms wliich have been here de-

scribed seem to occur without the existence

of any important structural lesions in the
encephalon. The development of gummy
products within the cranium is frequently
evinced by symptoms similar to those of

general paralysis. Headache of very per-

sistent character, giddiness, vertigo, and epi-

leptoid fits occur, accompanied at first with
mental depression. During the progress of

the disease attacks of acute delmum are not
unusual. Sometimes extravagant delusions,

such as are frequent in general paralysis, are
exhibited ; but generally the progress of the
disease is characterised by a gradual falling

into dementia. The prognosis in such cases

must be regarded as unfavourable, but con-
siderable improvement frec]uently follows the

administration of antisyphilitic remedies.
John Sibbald.

INSECT PARASITES.—Insect para-

sites are of two kinds, external and internal.

The former are described under several

affections of the skin {sec Pediculus) ; the
latter may be classed with the entozoa.

See Entozoa ; Chigoe ; and (Estrus.

INSENSIBILITY {m, not ; and sentio,

I perceive).— This word signifies either loss

of consciousness, or merely loss of sensation
in a particular part of the body. See Con-
sciousness, Disorders of; and Sensation,
Disorders of.

INSOLATIO {in, in ; and sol, the sun).

A synonym for sunstroke {see Sunstroke).
Insolation is also used to designate a method
of treatment, which consists in exposing the
patient to the rays of the siui.
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INSOMNIA (in, not; and aomuiis,

sleep).—^\'ilnt ol' slee)), or sleeplessness. See
Sleep, Disorders of.

INSPECTION [iiispirio, I look upon).
The tecluiical name for the exaniimition
of a patient h\ tlie sense of sight ; also for

examination of a body post mortem. See
I'HYsiiAL Examination; and Necropsy.

INSTILLATION (tn, into; and stilla,

a drop).—The method of applying remedies
to a part in the form of drops. Instillation

is chiefly employed in connexion with the

eye.

INSUFFICIENCY (in, not; and
sii_ificto, I am sutiicient).—A synonym for

incompetence. See Incompetence.

INSUFFLATION (in, into ; and sujffJo,

I blow).- This tcnii is used in the same
sense as inflation (see Inflation). It is

also a name given to a method of applying
remedies in the form of powder to the throat

and respiratory passages, by blowing them
through a tube into these parts. See In-

halations, Therapeutic Uses of.

INTEGUMENTS, Diseases of.—Sec
Skin, Diseases of.

INTELLECTUAL INSANITY.—
See Insanity.

INTEMPERANCE, Effects of.— See
.\lcoholism ; and Disease, Causes of.

INTERCOSTAL NEURALGIA.—
.\ny of the doisal lurves may i)c tlie seat of

neuralgia, not diflering materially in its

symptoms from neuralgia atlecting other

mixed nerves, but especially important from
a diagnostic point of view. The pains are

paroxysmal ; usually affect the region of dis-

tribution of the anterior division of one or

two of the dorsal nerves ; and are confined to

one side, most freiinently the left.

.^^TiOLOGY. -Tlie female sex, neurotic heri-

tage, and weak general health predispose to

intercostal neuralgia. As determining causes

may be mentioned blows ; tlie action of cold ;

local injury to the nerves from the growth of

thoracic aneurysm or tumour ; and disease of

the vertebra. Exhaustion from over-suckling,

menorrhagia, or leucorrhoea ; irritation from
cracked nipples ; and pregnane}', are all occa-

sional but important causes of this form of

neuralgia. The pain met with in the chest

in earlj' cases of phthisis is not infre(iuently

due to intercostal neuralgia. It is j)robable

that, in a large proportion of cases, the

neuralgic pain is due to neuritis of one or

more intercostal nerves.

Symptoms.—Pai'n is complained of at some
part of one side of the thorax or abdomen,
most often in the region innervated by the

sixth, seventh, eighth, or ninth intercostal
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nerves, and much more frecpiently in tho
front or side than behind. It is ocJusinnally
found in tho axilla and inner side of the arui.
The pain may be intermittent, occurring in
paroxysms, varying in number from a recur-
rence every few minutes tn only two or tliree

such during the twenly-f.iur luiurs ; or there
may be persistent pain of a dull charncter,
interrupted at varying intervals by darts of a
very sharp kind, which may sometimes be
referred with precision to the course of the
neighbouring nerve. The pain is de.'icribed

as • tearing,' or resembling .such injuries as a
' stab of a knife,' or ' boring with a r<'d-hot

iron.' The acts of coughing or sneezing, as
w ell as any rapid movements of the body, are
apt to increase tho distress, but the pain is

also independent of these disturbances, and
will attack without any such provocation.
The pain is sometimeB more of a wearing
than acute character, and the rest will often

be destroyed by it. Painful points are some-
times to be discovered in the following
situations : 1. Over a spinous process corre-

sponding to the emergence of the afl'ected

dorsal nerve from the intervertebral foramen.
2. At the side of the chest or abduinen, \\ here
the lateral branch becomes subcutaneous.
3. Near the sternum or at the margin of the
rectus abdominalis muscle, at any part down
to the pubes, where the termination of the
nerve sui)plies the skin. The skin in the
neighbourhood of the tender points is some-
times so hyperipsthetic that the pressure of

the clothes is painful. In epileptics and
other highly neurotic patients, intercostal

neuralgia is often associated with palpitation

of the heart, and the pain is usually referred

in a vague manner to that organ. Close

examination will show that it is in the chest-

wall, and tender points may generally be dis-

covered. The atTection is not accompatiied
by fever. The paroxysms of pain may pro-

duce fainting and vomiting. They often

cause dyspnu-a, \\ ith an anxious expression

of face, from the inability to draw a full

breath without starting the pain.

CoMi'LifATiONS.— Intercostal neuralgia is

sometimes accompanied by herpes zoster.

The pain nsually jirecedes the appearance of

the eruption, but it is occasionally coincident

only, and sometimes comes after it; more
often than not it outlasts the erujition, possibly

for a long period. In certain cases actual

pain lasts but a few days, but is sneceodod

by an intolerable itching, which is described

as being under, not in. the skin. This sensa-

tion is said to bo felt less in walking than

when at rest.

Not infreiiuently neuralgia of some other

nerves, either at- a distance, as the fifth, or

anatomically near, as the brachial plexus,

occurs as a complication of intercostal neur-

algia. This is esi<ecially likely in cases Imp-

polling in the period of bodily dec.iv. It is

then, too, that the affection may occasion-
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ally be accompanied by attacks of angina

pectoris.

Diagnosis.—Absence of pyrexia, as shown
by the use of the thernionieter ; the inter-

uiitteiice of pain, and its occurrence irre-

spective of respiratory movements, although

liable to be precipitated by them ; and the

results of physical examination, serve to dis-

tinguish intercostal neuralgia from pleurisy,

a condition with which it is very apt to be

confounded, on accomit of resemblance in the

stabbing character of the pain. It should

be remembered, however, that exceptionally

no rise in temperature may accompany the

painful stage of pleurisy.

From muscular rheumatism it may be

discriminated by the presence of the small

and characteristic tender points ; bj' tender-

ness of the spinous processes on pressure ; and
by the pain being found to be not dependent
upon movements. The same features serve

to distinguish it from myalgia, especially that

form which often comes from long-continued

use in an unaccustomed manner of some
muscle attached to the ribs, as when a person

unused to carpentering handles the saw
energetically for a long time.

Physical examination and the presence of

pyrexia will preserve from the error of con-

founding the dull pain often noted in pneu-
monia with that of intercostal neuralgia.

Pains of a stabbing, plunging, or electric-

shock-like character are often experienced in

the intercostal spaces in the course of tabes,

and it is important not to confound this dis-

ease with a simple attack of intercostal neur-

algia. The distinguishing points are the
occurrence of similar pains coincidently or
alternately in other parts of the body, espe-

cially in the lower extremities ; the absence
of patellar tendon retlex ; and the character-
istic gait (if present)— all which mark tabes.

See Tabes Dorsalis.
Prognosis.—As in the case of other forms

of neuralgia, that of the intercostal nerve can
hardly be said to be attended with danger,
though it must be allowed that in some very
rare instances the severity of the pain appears
to have actually destroyed life. It is apt,

however, to be of troublesome duration, de-

pendent on the cause, lasting for periods of
weeks or months, and liable to recurrence.

Treatment.— Search should be made in
other branches of the same nerve, and in the
distribution of neighbouring nerves, for any
source of irritation which it is possible to
remove. Constipation of the bowels should be
treated by three grains of blue pill, followed
by some Friedrichshall or Hunyadi Janos
water, repeated on two or three occasions.
Quinine should be given in doses of from five

to ten grains twice a day ; and if there should
be a Etate of ansemia, iron should be added.
Phenazone in doses of from ten to twenty
grains may be given two or three times a
day, if necessary. Exposure to cold and

INTERMITTENT FEVER

damp must be avoided; whilst the siuronnd-

ings generally shoiild be favourable to im-
proving the nutrition and tone. If the jjain

be very acute, and sleeji prevented, morj)hine

may be injected hypodermically in the

neighbourhood of the affected nerv'e, com-
mencing with a dose of a twelfth of a grain,

and increasing this, if necessary, to a quarter

of a grain in the twenty-four hours. Tliia

dose should not be repeated, however ; and it

is better to be satisfied with a repetition of the

smaller dose, if required. Small blisters (size

of half-a-crown) may be applied to the neigh-

bourhood of the spinal column, near the point

of emergence of the affected nerve, one suc-

ceeding another as it heals. The continuous
voltaic current, from about ten to twenty cells,

Leclanche or Stohrer, may be applied, one
sponge on the spine and the other upon the

painful points in turn. There is no better

application than flexible or anodyne collodion

for the herpes zoster which sometimes com-
plicates intercostal neuralgia. Sec Neur-
algia. T. Buzzard.

INTERLOBULAR {inter, between;
and lobulus, a little lobe).—Situated in the

tissue between the lobules of any organ. A
good illustration is interlobular em2)hysema,
in which air occupies the tissues between the

lobules of the lungs.

INTERMITTENT {intermitto, I leave

off for a time).—A temporary cessation or

suspension, either of a function, for example,
of the action of the heart, when the pulse is

said to intermit ; or of a disease, such as

neuralgia or ague, when the symptoms cease

for a certain time. See Pulse ; and Inter-
mittent Fever.

INTERMITTENT FEVER.—Synon.:
Ague ; Fr. Fievre Interrnittento ; Ger. Kaltcs

!
Fieher.

Definition.—A fever of malarial origin,

characterised by the sudden rise of tenijiera-

ture during the paroxysm ; by the equally
sudden fall at its termination ; and by the
regularity of the times of accession and
apyrexia.

yFTiOLOGY.—Intermittent fever belongs to

the class of malarial or paroxysmal fevers.

It is the most typical, and the most common
of the class. The human system once sub-

jected to the phenomena of a regular attack of

ague in any of its forms, may be for the re-

mainder of the life of the person so affected

liable to a repetition of the attack, without
his necessarily having been exposed afresh

to the action of its cause. This tendency is

very commonly shown in those who, after long
residence in hot and malarial climates, are
exposed to the influence of cold, and especially

easterly winds, on their return to temperate
climates in the sjjringtime of the year. The
more the person has suffered from the blood-

changes and visceral degenerations described
in the article Malaria, the more prone is he
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to such rccmTinf» attacks. Mjilarinl fevers

(lillVr from most others in an inii)ortant par-
ticular : they are not communicable from
person to person.

Anatomual CnARACTF.Rs.—In the article

Malaria the patholofjy of intermittent fovor
is fully discussed, includin<,' the (piestion of
its parasitic orifjin. The spleen is enlarf,'ed

;

Mild in pernicious af^ues provinjj ra|)idly

fatal, it is found f^^rcatly softened—often re-

duced to a state of deeply jiifjinented pulp.

Death is common in malarious countries
from rupture of the spleen, the result of

blows or kicks, often of no jjreat severity.

The liver is usually somew hat conj,'ested and
pif,'iiiented, and in cases of lonjj standing it

enlarges like the spleen, with the same in-

crease in the connective tissue. In the algide

cases hereafter described, when blood is

driven in large quantity into the abdominal
viscera, the digestive imicous membrane of

the stomach and duodenum is congested and
softened. The heart is invariably soft and
tlaccid, pale, .=iometiines of a dirty yellowish
coloiur—degenerative changes induced by the

combined action of diseased blood and high
temperature.

lilond-chanqes.—Blood-changes of a re-

markable kind are in\ariably present in all

malarial fevers {sec Mai.akia), and often

occur with astonishing rapidity. Army medi-
cal otlu'ors serving in the Mauritius during
the epidemics of malarial fever wliicli pre-

vailed there some years ago, notc'd that the

sufferers were often reduced to a state of

complete aniemia in a few hours ; the same
is the case in Algeria. In such cases drop-

sical affections supervene, often rapidly, and
military medical otlicers there record cases
' proving suddenly fatal from oedema of the

glottis.' The blood is changed before any of

the usual symptoms of an attack are present

— it becomes dark in colour; tlie serum which
separates has a dark-brown (•(dour; and,

when exposed to the air, the coagulum, which
is large and loose, does not a«s ime its usual

bright-red colour. The white corpuscles are

greatly increased in number ; and the red
corpuscles do not evince their usual ten-

dency to run together in rouleaux.
State of the urine.—The urine contains a

large amount of free acid, and retains a highly
acid reaction for many days in the hottest

weather. In the intervals it is often alkaline.

^Vhen the paroxysms cease, the watery part

of the urine diminishes ; and it assumes a
deep orange colour, depositing also an abun-
dant sediment of urate of ammonium. Tliis

change is often observed by intelligent

]iatients, who learn to appreciate its fiivour-

able significance. The late Dr. Parkes has
shown that at the first elevation of tempera-

ture tiie urea increases; this lasts during the

cold amriiot stages ; then it decreases, falling

below the healthy average. Colin and other

French authors note the enormous excretion

of urea in malarial fevers both in Italy and
Algeria.

Varieties an'd SYMPTOMs.--Throo forms
of ague have long been recognised —namely,
the quotidian, wjiich recurs in twenty-four
hours; the ^•r/^(;^ in forty-eight hmirs; and
the quartan, in seventy hours. The term
double tertian is used when the paroxysm
recurs regularly on alternate days, the attaokN
being alike in severity and duration. Other
more rare forma of the irregular typo have
been described, as the triple tertian, with two
paroxysms in one day, and one the nest ; the
double quartan, with a regular fit one day, a
slight one the next, and a complete intermis-
sion on the third day. Tlie (piotidian is the
most common ; the quartan th j rarest of all—
a rule which seems to hold good wherever
malarial fevers prevail. The quartan ty|)e

has been noted from early times for the tena-
city with which it clings to its victims.

Premonitory si/mptonis.—These are much
the same as in all febrile disorders—namely,
pain in the back and lower extremities,
languor, lassitude, gastric irritation, loss of
appetite, nausea, and sonietiiiies vomiting;
occasionally with frecjucnt calls to niicturat<-.

the urine being pale and highly acid. Then
follow in succession the three sUiges, the
cold, the hot, and the sweating ; succeedetl

by what is technically known as the interval

or apyrexial period, which lasts for a number
of hours, varying according to the type of the
disease.

Cold stage.—The patient experiences a
sense of coldness in the back ; then rigors

Bet in, at first faintly, bpci>ming (juickly more
distinct, until the teeth chatter, and the

patient feels cold all over, and demands to

have clothes heaped on him . the skin shrivels,

the nails become blue, and he experiences a

sensation of intense discomfort. This feeling

of cold is, however, only a • subjective symp-
tom,' for if a clinical thermometer be i>laced

in the mouth or rectum, even before distinct

rigors set in, it will indicate a rise in the

temperature of from two to three degrees.

The skin, from contraction of the superficial

vessels, is indeed colder than natural, but

from the first the temperature of the blood is

above the normal. The phenomena of the

cold stage are gastric irritation, a foul ton(;ue.

a rapid pulse, and (piickened respiration, with

a feeling of coldne? a not confirmed by the ther-

mometer. A sharp pain in the rectum is

sometimes complained of just as the cold stiu:*'

sets in ; attributed by Dr. Lauder Hrunton

to obstruction to the How of bloid through

the hiemorrhoidal veins.

Hot stage.—.\s this sets in, the patient

grows warm all over, the face flushes, the

pulse rises in frc->quency and volume, the skin

grows hot. and the patient beconies rr'stless.

seeking ease to his aching head. back, and

hmbs in frequent change of jup-iure. The
tongue in this stage is usuiiUy dry, often bile-
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tinted ; and the bowels are constipated. The
temperature rises to 105°, 10(j° F., and some-

j

times hif^her.

Sweating stage.—At first Leads of perspira-
|

tion appear on the brow and face, and the

hands become moist ; and soon, to the im-

mense rehef of the patient, his whole body
sweats freely, the temperature begins to

decline, and the paroxysm is at an end. The
average duration of the paroxysm is from
five to six hours, but in severe cases it may
last for twelve hours. When sufferers have
been exposed to malaria in such places as

the mangrove-swamps of Africa, ' they will

be reminded of what their systems have im-

bibed in the way of surroundings by the

sickly scent of the swamps thrown off in the

secretion through the skin ' (Waller). Both
officers and soldiers who came under the care

of the writer on their return from the last ex-

pedition to the Gold Coast, observed the same
fact in their own persons : some were severely

nauseated by the unpleasant smell, recalling

the stench of the places where the poison

was taken into their systems.

Temperature.—The rapidity %vith which
the temperature in ague rises to 105°, 106°,

and sometimes even 107° F., and the equally

sudden manner in which it falls when the

sweating stage begins, is a very notable and
characteristic fact of great diagnostic value.

According to W^underlich, nothing like this

is to be seen in any other disease, with the
exception of cases of relapse in typhoid, or the

febrile paroxysms in acute tubercialosis and
pyaemia. As soon as the sweating stage be-

gins, the temperature declines, at first slowly,

then as rajjidly as it rose ; when the defer-

vescence is complete, it will be found one or

two points of a degree below the normal,
where it remains during the period of

apyrexia. If the paroxysms be cut short by
quinine, we may still detect at the hour of

expected attack a distinct rise in the tem-
perature, although none of the other symp-
toms of a paroxysm may occur, and the
patient may be hardly sensible of it.

Pernicious agues.—This term is much used
Doth by French and Italian authors, who
apply it to cases both of intermittent and re-

mittent fevers, in which certain symptoms
are developed, such as delirium, coma, an
algide condition—in a word, any serious
complication placing the life of the patient
in peril. So far at least as intermittent fever
is concerned, this pernicious form appears to
be more common in the intensel}- malarious
regions of Italy than in India. Such was
the experience of the writer, m whose large
sphere of observation such grave complica-
tions were almost entirely confined to the
worst forms of remittent fever, contracted in
places notoriously dangerous. The writer is

strongly impressed with the belief that the
'pernicious' symptoms, the mental inco-
herence and deliriima, the coma, and the

' algide condition' so much dwelt on by some
Italian physicians of the old school, were often

the result, not so much of the disease as of the

lowering treatment to which they subjected

their patients.

The algide form of ' pernicious ' intermit-

tent is sometimes described by writers on the

diseases of India as ' ague of adynamic type,'

and it was frequently seen and well described

by the French military surgeons both in Algeria

and in Rome, dm-ing the long occupation of

that city by the French army. The surface

is cold, but, unlike the cold stage of an
ordinary ague, the patient is unconscious of

the low temperature of the surface. The
internal temperature is high, and of this he
is aware. There is an immense accumula-
tion of blood in the abdominal viscera, with
great thirst. The expression of the patient

is tranquil, and his intelligence is intact. ' II

se sent moiu'ir,' says Maillot, 'et I'abatte-

ment est tel qu'il se complait dans cet etat

de repos; sa physionomie est sans mobilite;

rimpassibilite la plus grande est peinte sur

le visage ' (Maillot, Colin).

Complications. — Intermittents may be
complicated by attacks of various diseases

of greater or less severity— attacks often

governed by climatic causes, by the habits of

the individual patient, or by the fact that he
has suffered from one or other of such diseases

on previous occasions, such as pneumonia,
bronchitis, asthma, dysentery, diarrhoea, or

epilepsy. It is an old observation that the

last-named disease, even in so-called ' con-

firmed epileptics,' sometimes disappears when
the victim becomes the subject of an attack

of ague. One very striking example of this

kind the writer has seen.

Pneumonia is certainly the most formidable
complication met with in intermittent fever.

Invalids returning from India or from other

hot and malarial climates to high latitudes,

unless they are carefully protected by suit-

able clothing, are prone to suffer from this

disease. The rapidity with which consolida-

tion of the lungs takes place in such cases is

very remarkable. It is not an uncommon
thing to see five or six cases of this kind out
of one party of invalids landed at Netley
from India, if they have been exposed to

cold weather on entering the Channel. If

pneumonia is double, recovery is rare, the
jiatients either sinking at once, or dying after

a longer or shorter illness from ijneumonic
phthisis. Pneumonia of this type is a com-
mon and fatal disease among the malaria-
poisoned civil population of Rome during the
winter months ; and the French military
surgeons record its prevalence m the French
garrison there at the same season, and also

among malarial invalids sent back to France
both from Algeria and Rome (Recucil des
Memoires Med. Mil., t. ii., 2'-" serie, p. 2G8).

When pneumonia occurs as a complication
of any form of malarial fever, it is one of the
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pravost import --a fact pointing to the neces-
sity of careful exploration of the chest.

iScorbutus is a formidable complication. It

is couuuon, althoiij^h often overlooked, amoufj
Eiu'opean and native soldiers iu India.

Diagnosis.— .\n ordinary intermittout pre-

sents no ditiiciilties. The well-marked nature
of the paroxysin.s ; the sudden rise of tem-
])erature and its ecpially sudden decline ; the
splenic eiilaii,'ement ; the discoloration of
the skin; the urinary changes described
above ; together with considerations relating

to the place where the disease was con-
tracted ; and, above all, the therapeutic test^
that is, the power of quinine in preventing
the recurrence of the attacks—ought to clear

up all doubts.

I'rogn'osis.—This, in ordinary' agues, so
far as immediate danger is concerned, is

highly favourable: deiith from uncomplicated
ague is very rare. Tiie direct mortality from
ague, at all events among the European races

affected by it, is small ; the indirect mortality
from the malarial cachexia, occurring either

jier sc or as a complication of other diseases,

is very great. In complicated or so-called

pernicious agues, the prognosis will depend
on the extent to which important organs are

involved - cerebral, pulmonary, or gastric
;

much on the stage the disease has reached
before the patient comes under treatment

;

and much, very much, on the nature of that

treatment.
Treatment.—Keeping in view the fact

that every paroxysm of intermittent fever,

particularly in a hot climate, is a step, how-
ever short, on the road to the cachectic con-
dition described in the article on Malaria,
the importance of breaking the recurrence of

the paroxysms will be apparent. This, then,

is the first indication of treatment; the

second is hardly less important, namely, to

improve the condition of the blood, and by
judicious treatment— therapeutic, dietetic,

and climatic— to prevent further degenera-
tion of organs, and, so far as may be, to

restore those affected to tlieir normal con-
dition.

If, as the writer firmly believes, there be
such a thmg as a specific disease, intermit-

tent fever is specific. Like all such, it has a
certain definite series of phenomena to pass
through, which we cannot arrest. There is

no drug known to science capable of arresting

the stages of a true malarial fever once it has
entered on the first or cold stage. This
doctrine, as Sir ^Villiani Jenner has admir-
ably stated it in his Address on the ^H^tio-

logij of Acute Specific Diseases, has been
taught by the writer, as regards malarial

fevers and cholera, in his lectures at Netley

for the last twenty . years. There is little,

therefore, to be said as to the treatment of

the stages of ague : they must take their

course, the only interference being to supply

the patient with the warm covering so much
G4

I desired during the cold stage ; if this bo pri-
tracteil unduly, to give him drau;;hts of warm
tea; and should s,\m[)tiims of collapse appear
in any of the more ' {lernicious ' forms at the
end of tiie hot stage, to adininister such
restoratives and stinmlants as the case may
demand. Excepting in cases where tlm
stomach is o])pressed by a recently taken
meal, the time-honoured ])ractice of adminis-
tering an emetic may be safely omitteil.

The lamented traveller Livingstone, whose
experience of malarial fevers was immense,
began the treatment of nearly all cases with
the following combination. Of resin of jalap
and of rhubarb, from (j to 8 grains, with

I

4 grains of calomel and a like quantity i>l

i quinine. According to the great traveller

and his hardly less experienced companion,
the Kev. Horace Waller, this comhinatinn
was found very efficacious as tlie commence
ment of treatment, both in intermittent and
remittent fever. In Livingstone's camp Ins

pills were known as 'rousers,' and as such
were at once administered to men wlm,
' from premonitory symptoms, became idle

and lethargic' In about five hours copious
dark-coloured motions followed; if these

were delayed, recourse was had to a brisk

purgative enema. (Quinine was then given
in 4-grain doses every four hoiu-s, until twelve
grains were administered in the twelve hours
succeedhig the purgative medicine, l^iving-

stone and his followers deemed any other

mode of dealing with the fevers of Africa tn

I

be 'mere trifling.' Common sense points t<>

' the necessity of caution in the use of such
active purging in men debilitated by disease

or climate, or both, or when the patients are

delicate women, or .\siatics, often calling for

as delicate handling. It is very necessary

to add that this sharp treatment is not

applicable to those who are labounng, or

have previously laboured, under dysentery,

or any other fonn of bowel-comi)laint.

In the 'interval,' energetic elTorts nnist be

made to bring the patient under the influence

of quinine. At once the most effective and
the most economical plan is to administer

quinine, in solution, in a lO-grain dose at the

end of the sweating stage, and to rejieat it in

from four to sis hours. At least a scrujilo

cf the remedy should be given during the

interval. If obstinate vomiting interferes

with the retention of the quinine, which will

rarely happen if the bowels have been well

relieved, the quinine must be administered

either by enema or by the hypodeniiie

method. The first plan is very i

and is safe ; the latter is more etV'

is not without risk of inconvenience ii'im

troublesome ulceration round the site of

injection, if a mineral acid has been used to

dissolve the quinine ; this in urgent cin-um-

stances, such as in pernicious agues danger-

ous to life, or in remittents (as will be ex-

plained under the head of that typi- M lever).
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might be disregarded were it not that tetanus

followed the operation in five eases in one

year in the Bengal Presidency, all of them
proving fatal. In the face of such a fact,

this operation, trivial as it seems, should not

be performed on light grounds. The neutral

sulphate of quinine, which dissolves freely in

water at a temperature of 99° F., does not,

so far as the writer's experience goes, cause

ulceration. The syringe used for this pur-

pose should be a lit.tle larger than that for

injections of morphine, and should have a

platinum hollow needle, which should be

dipped in an antiseptic before insertion. In
many cases, more particularly where there

is much restlessness and distin-bance of the

nervous system, marked benefit follows the

use of full doses of bromide of potassium with

the quinine.

Quinine, in one or other of the methods
advised, should be used until the paroxysms
are broken. The remedy should be continued

daily, so long as the clinical thermometer
indicates a rise in temperature at the time
of expected attack, even if there be no sign

of a regular cold stage ; and within a lunar
month from the time of first attack the
patient should he again broaght under the
influence of quinine for some daj's. In per-

nicious agues, or in cases where complications
arise, it is in a high degree dangerous to

pause in the administration of quinine, to use
remedies of a depressing kind for this or that
set of symptoms. Those who so act will

have little success in practice until taught
by bitter experience the danger of departing
from the golden rule of trusting to quinine.

In this way, epilepsy, pneumonia, asthma,
bronchitis may have to be met, aided by
stimulation of the skin, support from proper
food, and stimulants when called for. For
many years the writer has urged this doc-
trine on the attention of young practitioners,

and he is glad to see that it is even more
strongly insisted on by Trousseaii in his
well-known lectures.

It is in such cases, and in grave remit-
tents, that the tinctura Warhurgi has been
found so useful as to warrant a strong recom-
mendation. The active ingredient in this

febrifuge is quinine, in combination with a
variety of aromatic drugs, which either are
now or were formerly official. It is a power-
ful sudorific, and has been found in the
writer's hands, and in the practice of many
medical officers in Southern India, a remedy
of great power in all malarial fevers. After
opening the bowels, half an ounce of tinc-

ture is administered, undiluted, all drink
being withheld : a second dose is given in
three hours. It soon produces free action
of the skin, the perspiration often having
an aromatic odour. It is rare to see another
paroxysm follow the use of the tincture. In
adynamic cases it should be used in smaller
doses, and with some caution, lest its exces-

sive sudorific action should be too depress-

Suhstitidcs for qtiinine.—The officers in

charge of the Government cinchona planta-

tions in India now prepare from the red
cinchona bark, by a very simple and econo-
mical process, a preparation known as ' cin-

chona alkaloid,' which, in somewhat larger

doses than quinine, is found to be effectuf^l

in checking malarial fever ; but this prepaia-

tion, although very cheap, has fallen into

disrepute from the distressing nausea, and
even vomiting, it often causes.

Salicylic acid is now largely used as an
antipyretic in cases of ague.

Arsenic has been used for ages, particularly

in the East, in the treatment of agues. There
is no doubt that it possesses considerable

power as a so-called antiperiodic. The French
military surgeons, who are obliged to study
economy, use it largely, and in doses much
larger than are commonly given by British

practitioners. They seek, as Boudin expresses

it, to oppose an arsenical to a malarial dia-

thesis. In the brow-aches and other neuralgic

sequels of malarial fever it is an effective

remedy, either alone or in combination with
quinine. The power of arsenic as a pro-

phylactic is much insisted on by Professor
Crudeli. The alkaline sulphites, so much
lauded by Professor Polli, have hitherto dis-

appointed the expectations of British medical
officers who have tried them. In the great

epidemic uotbreak of malarial fever in the

Mauritius they were found useless. The
sulphate of cinchonine in scruple doses is

much praised by Dr. Paul Turner. Biberine
was largely tried by the writer in India, and
found to be inert. Of late, various prepara-
tions of eucah/ptus globulus, the blue-gum
tree of Australia, have been much praised in

the cure of ague, and more particularly in

the treatment of its sequelae. The writer is

inclined to fear that this remedy, like many
others, has been unduly vaunted. It certainly

is often useful in the malarial cachexia, with
occasional attacks of ague, but in the acute
forms of the disease it is, in the experience
of the writer, of no value. The best form is

the tincture. Both in France and Ger-
many it is much used for the reduction of
enlarged spleens.

Diet.—This should be nutritious and easy

^ Dr. Warburg has communicated to the writer
the fonnula for the preparation of this tincture,

which at Dr. Warburg's desire was pubhslied in the
Lancet, and Medical Times and Gazette. (See
Medical Times and Gazette, 187.'), vol. ii. p. 510.)

As stated in the text, quinine proved to be the active
ingredient, in combination with a number of aro-

matic drugs common to ancient and modem phar-
macy. It is consistent with the writer's knowledge
that this tincture has maintained its liigh reputation
in the treatment of malarial fevers of the most
dangerous type, in the hands of the late General
Gordon, in the pestilential regions traversed by him
and his officers while carrying out the policy of the
Khedive of Egypt in the Soudan.
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of digestion. Dr. Cornish has pointed out
how much the mortality from malarial fovers
is increased amongst the natives of India by
' starvation treatment.'

Treatment of malarial caehexia. —On the
first sifjns of tiiis condition appcarinf^, the
ButTerer should be sent to a non-malarial
climate. If by sea-voyage, care must be
taken so to regulate the diet as to avoid the
risk of ingi-afting tlie scorbutic on the malarial
cachexia. Remembering also the danger of
exposure to cold already insisted on, scrupu-
lous attention to clothing is a point of cardinal
importance. According to tlie ^\Titer's ex-

perience, one of the most effective means of
reviving the action of the skin, improving the
condition of the blood, and restoring the
spleen and liver to a more healthj' condition,

is to send those whose circumstances admit
of it to Carlsbad or Homburg, where, under
proper local medical advice, they may drink
the waters and use the baths. The good
effects of this treatment are often very marked
and lasting. It should be supplemented by a
course of the syrup of the triple phosphates of
iron, quinine, and strychnine, in half-drachm
doses three times a day ; wliich after a time
should give way to iron in some more direct

form. The Carlsbad water, in combination
with that of Friedrichsliall, if continued for

a sutlicient length of time, is often most use-

ful in improving the condition of the abdo-
minal organs, even when the patient can
only tise them in this country ; and the action

of the skin may be stimulated with profit by
the occasional use of a Turkish bath, or by a
wet sheet packing. The writer has long used
the ointment of the iodide of mercury in

reducing enlarged spleens, and often with
great success. The strength of the ointment
is l;j grains to an ounce of lard. Of this a
piece as large as a walnut is to be well rubbed
in before a good fire. The process is repeated
on the afternoon of the same day, and again,

if need be, in a fortnight. If ordinai-y care
be taken to watch the effects, and not to use

the remedy too often, no ill consequences
need be feared. The writer has in this way
again and again reduced spleens, extending
even into the pelvis, to almost normal dimen-
sions, without producing any of the incon-

veniences either of the mercurial or iodine

ingredients of the ointment.
It is a point of great importance that

patients should be placed imder the most
favourable hygienic conditions, and breathe

the purest air available.

AV. C. Maclean.

INTERTRIGO 9!»fi

INTERNAL EAK, Diseases of.-

Ear, Diseases of.

-See

INTERSTITIAL {inter, between ; and
sto, I stand).—Relating to the interstices of

nn organ. The term is applied in physiology'

to the tissue which exists between the proper

elements of any slrurturo, namely, hoiho
form of connective ti.«sue. In patboloffy iho
word is used in conmxion with ahunrplinn,
when a part is gradually removed without
any obvious breaking oft; and also to indi-
cate the implication of the interstitial tiHsncR
in morbid processes, or their mliltration with
morbid products, as interstitial pneumouia,
interstitial hepatitis, &.c.

INTERTRIGO {inter, between; and
tern, I rul>). - I )kiinition. -A slight inflam-
mation of the skin occurrmg in the hollown
of folds of the integument or joints, where
two surfaces lie in contact with each other.
/Etiology.—The cause of intertrigo is not.

as might be implied by its name, friction

alone; hnt rather moisture and heat hs«o-

ciated with contact and pressure, acting on
a sensitive skin. In certain situations the
amount of inflammation is liable to be aggra-
vated by the addition of irritant discjiarges,

such as excessive perspiration, urine, and
fii'cal matter.

Intertrigo is common in infants, in whom
it is favoured by abundance of integument,
and sensitiveness of skin. For a similar
reason it is met with in corpulent persons

;

but it is not wanting in the emaciated, when
there exists a tendency to eczema, or an
eczematous diathesis. In infants it is seen
in the perineum, extending from the ana]
fossa behind to the groins in front, and like-

wise in any other of the deep folds of the
integument. Among atlidts, in addition to

these situations it occurs in the axillic, in

the groove beneath the mamimc, and in the
flexures of joints.

Description.—The term 'intertrigo' points

to a rul)bing together or chafing, fretting

or galling of the skin by friction, and no
doubt friction niay have some share in pro-

ducing the intlannnation ; but it is also

certain that intertrigo results most frequently

from irritation caused by the heat atul mois-

ture of the part. Intertrigo has been adopted

as an erythema under the name of eri/tluinti

intertrigo, but it very rarely remains at the

erythematous stage, having a natural t-en-

dency to run on to exudation with the dis-

charge of a muco-purident fluid, antl to bo

further complicateil with excoriations and
chaps. In this condition it becomes nn
eczema, and is very properly treated as such.

Indeed, it is more consistent with the genius

of modern dermatology to consider it. even

from the beginning, as an eczema, under the

name of eezema crtjtlirniatosiim.

Prognosis.—The prognosis of thisaflection

is favourable as to cure, but uncertain am to

time, and in adidts it is very apt to de-

generate into chronic eczema.
Trkatmkxt.—The removal of the cause

is the first indication to be n"- "' 1 '" in

the treatment of intertrigo. Ti ef-

fected by keeping the folds of =i. . i bjr
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medicated cotton wool or old linen rag. The
parts should be kept as dry and cool as

possible, and dusted with fuller's earth, or

any unirritating desiccative powder. "Where

powder is iinsuitable, a lotion of lime-water
\

inspissated with oxide of zinc will be found

useful ; and if this should prove nritaling,
(

zinc ointment, with the addition of a drachm
!

of spirit of wine to the ounce, should be I

kept constantly applied. Where there is
I

much exudation, it is desirable, as in eczema, !

to avoid ablution, and confine the treatment

to wiping with a soft cloth jireviously to

each repetition of the zinc ointment. Con-

stitutional symptoms are rarely present in

intertrigo, but, iinder any circumstances, the

indications to be considered are regulation

of the digestive organs and associated func-

tions, a suitable diet, and tonic and antacid

regimen. Erasmus Wilson.

INTESTINAL OBSTB^UCTION.—
Synon. : Hens; Fr. Occlusion Intestinale;

Ger. Darmverschliessung

.

Definition.— Under this term are in-

cluded all those cases in which the contents

of the intestinal canal are obstructed in their

onward passage, by causes or conditions occur-

ring within the abdomen or pelvis. Cases in

which obstruction is due to causes or condi-

tions affecting protruding or protruded bowel
are included under the liead of Hernia.
The subject of intestinal obstruction will

be best t'-eated by first discussing the condi-

tion in general, and afterwards its different

varieties in detail.

JiTiOLOGY AND PATHOLOGY.—The causes of

intestinal obstruction may be enumerated as

follows, arranged as nearly as possible corre-

sponding to the acuteness and urgency of the
symptoms, and the imminence of danger to

life to which they give rise. The relative

frequency with which they occur may be ap-

proximately estimated by the numbers ap-

pended, representing the results of an analysis

of 1,839 fatal cases.

1. Strangulation by Bands or in
Apertures (440).

—

(a) By peritoneal bands,
the results of previous intlammatorj' mischief,

either under such bands, or by loops or

knots, or in buttonhole-like slits, or by kink-
ing caused by traction, or by the margins of
slits and rings produced by the adhesion of
organs to one another, or to some part of the
parietes ('219). (/)) By the omentum or me-
sentery forming bands or slits, (c) By diver-

ticula or diverticular cords, due to the per-
.sistence of the vitelline duct (Meckel's) or
of the omphalo-mesenteric vessels, free or
attached (75). id) By the appendix vermi-
formis (42). ic) By the margins of perito-

neal pouches (retro-peritoneal hernia, hernia
tlirough the foramen of Winslow, and other
forms of internal hernia) (39). (/) By
bands resulting from inflammation about the
necks of old herniae.
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2. Volvulus.—In some eases the intestine

is obstructed by being twisted on its mesen-
teric axis or even on its own axis. In others,

the lumen of the intestine is closed by its

being intertwined or knotted up together

witli another portion of the gut (lOG).

3. Intussusception or Invagination
(587).

4. Impaction of Gall-stones (51).

5. Contractions.—Under this term are

included those cases in which the bowel is

gradually obstructed by matting together of

its coils. This may be due to knitting together

of one or more coils, by peritonitis, originat-

ing, for example, in inflammation' of the

mesenteric glands.

6. Stricture.— («) Cicatricial, from injury

or ulceration ; (b) new-growths (873).

7. Compression.—By new-growths, hy-

datids, &c., outside the bowel (BG).

8. Impaction of Foreign Bodies, or
Intestinal Concretions (78).

9. Impaction of Faeces. Confirmed
Constipation (78).

10. Congenital Malformations.
Seats.—Some parts of the intestinal tract

are very much more frequently affected by
certain particular causes. Thus, acute ob-

struction by bands most frequently affects

the small intestine ; volvulus, the sigmoid
flexure. Intussusception most frequently

involves the caecum and colon, and, next,

the ileum. Constrictions due to new-growths
are most common in the large intestine,

especially in its lower portion. Impaction
of gall-stones, with very few exceptions,

occurs in the jejunum or some part of the

ileum. Contractions and traction afl'ect the

small intestine and the large about equally.

Symptoms and Signs.—The symptoms and
physical signs of intestinal obstruction are,

as a rule, sufficiently constant and charac-

teristic to establish the general diagnosis.

But it is often very difficult, and sometimes
impossible, to determine without exploration

the differential diagnosis.

The symptoms and signs common to in-

testinal obstruction will be first given, and
then, more briefly, those specially character-

istic of each form.

(1) Pain.— Cases of acute obstraction

by a band, volvulus, many intussusceptions,

or impaction of a gall-stone, are usually
signalised by acute pain, often ' doubling the

patient up,' and sometimes producing faint-

ness and collapse. Where there has been a
period of incarceration, as in some cases of

obstruction by bands or in slits, pain super-

venes somewhat more gradually, though later

it becomes equally severe. In stricture of

the large intestine there is, in the earlier

stages, comparatively little pain. Again, in

obstruction of the large intestine by impac-
tion of faeces the jiatient complains merely of

frilness, weight, and discomfort.

At the onset the pain is doubtless due
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to the injury iinmodiately intlicted on the
serous and mucous coats, and is very speedily

•increased and maintained by the effects of
the congestion of the blood-vessels on the

nerves. This pain will obviously be more
severe when the small intestine, with its

more intimate association with the nerve-
centres and its larjjer vascular sui>ply, is

atl'ected. But it must always be remembered
that the severity of the pain depends on the

abruptness and completeness of the obstruc-

tion, and the extent to which the intestine is

involved, rather than upon the variety and
cause of the obstruction. Somewhat later

comes the pain associated with distension of

the bowel itself; this is uicreased at intervals

by paroxysmal exacerbations of acute suffer-

ing, which accompany the futile peristaltic

efforts of the intestine. Instances of this

pain are only too well seen in patients with
thin abdomens, in whom attacks of peri-

stalsis, especially when the muscular coat

has become hypertrophied, recur after the

taking of food, examhiation of the abdomen,
the aihiiinistration of an enema, &c. Other
causes of pain are traction upon inflamed
parts, especially when ulceration is begin-

ning to set in; and, at a later stage, enteritis

and jteritonitis.

With regard to the constant or spasmodic
nature of tiie pain,—when the obstruction is

complete the pain is constant, with periodic

exacerbations ; but with an incomplete ob-

struction it is likely to be intermittent. An
important point to consider is how far the

pain affords any guide as to the situation

of the obstruction. In the great majority of

cases of acute intestinal obstruction, wherever
may be the seat of the mischief, the pain is

referred to the neighboiurhood of the umbili-

cus, probably because near this spot lies the
solar plexus. Thus, in a large number of

cases the site of the pain is of little value as

a guide. But there are certamly some cases,

especially those of acute obstruction by bands,

or sudden strangulation in a slit, in which the

pain is referred to a region other than the
lunbilical. Where the pain is accompanied
by the occasional uprising of a coil of intes-

tine here, this spot will very likely be a
guide to the seat of the mischief. Tlie

readiness with which pain may be masked
by preparations ofopium, and the dangerously
fallacious appearance of improvement which
may follow ; the waj' in wliich the distinct

localised suffering of obstruction may be
merged and lost in the more general and
diffused pain of peritonitis; and, linaLly. the

i

cessation of pain which may occur at the close,

when the nervous system is dulled by im-
pending death -need only be alluded to here.

(2) Tenderness —Both in acute and chronic

obstruction, ttnderbess is usually absent

until peritonitis has supervened. Patients in

the early stages of acute, and still more in

chronic obstruction, sometimes state that

they find relief from firm compression of tlie

abdomen.
(ii) Vomiting.—This is a very constant

symptom of intestinal obstruction. It may
connnence almost sumillaneously with the
occurrence of the obstruction, in whicii ciwe
it is due to the shock of the hijury inflicted.

Both the vomiting which occurs a little later
in acute obstruction, and that in chronic ciu>c8

much more tardily, recur with gi-eater or lesa

severity, idthough with sometimes com]>nra-
tively long intermissions. This voinitin;;,

and its characteristic feature of being liable

to become fieculent, have been differently

explained. It is undecided how far the ob-
struction causes the usual ])eristal8is to lie

reversed (anti-peristalsis), or how far, aided
by the distension of the bowel above and the
glandidar secretion poured out, it converts
the usual passage of intestinal contents into

two currents—one, perii)heral, in the natural
direction up to the point of obstruction, and
the other central or axiiil, which pours the
intestinal contents into the stomach. As a
general rule, the higher the seat of obstruc-

tion, and the more acute the cause, the more
severe is the sickness, and the more fre-

quently does it reciu-. When the obstruction

is high up in the sn^all intestine, the vomit
is usually bilious and offensively sour, but
without the fuetor of fieces. When vomit
has been retained for any time, as when the
patient is imder the influence of opiates, it

may have had time to decompose and to

acquire a fa?culent odour (Treves). Again,
true stercoraceous vomit may come from
the lower ileum as well as from the colon,

for the contents of the lower ilcmn may, in

the natural state, have all the characters of

fasces. Moreover, great distension of the in-

testine may render the ileo-cn'cal valve in-

efficient to prevent regurgitation from the

large into the small intestine.

(4) Conxtipiitinn.—Tliis may be absolute

from the first, even to the passage of flatus,

in acute complete intestinid nhstruction, us

in that due to bands, apertures, volvulus, or

gall-stone.

In other cases, where the i.tr:ni"nl.»tinn is

less abrupt and severe, or wher. ; ine

by some peristaltic movements ; i for

a time, ftecal evacuations may bo passed for

a while ; and a careful insjiection of these,

especially as to presence of bile, consistency,

fiEculent odour, &c., may give valuable infor-

mation as to the degree and seat of the ob-

struction. In intussusceptions, especially in

the more chronic cases, the bowi-l is rarely

altogether impermeable at first, though later

it becomes so from the etTect of inflammatory
swelling. In such ca-^es there is a periinl in

which small qtiantities of ftecal -

mixed with blood and mucus art

frequently with much tenesmus; i... . .,

blood and mucus only are ]>iis.--ed. In

Ktriitiiri-i of llw biiuj'l, rmi^t initinn ciint-i
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about comparatively slowly, being here re-

placed by irregular actions, a tendency to

diarrhtpa alternating with one towards con-

stipation, the motions' being altered in shape
and size, with passage of blood, &c. Later
on, constipation may be rendered absolute

by imjiaction of some undigested article of

diet, or by a twist or kink of the bowel above
the obstruction.

First among the causes of constipation

comes occlusion of the bowel. Another very

important one is reflex nerve action. Thus,
in cases of acute strangulation, the consti-

pation is often absolute from the very com-
mencement, although the obstruction may
be in the small intestme, and much fiEoal

matter may still be lodged below the point of

occlusion. Again, constii^ation is very usual

in those cases of partial obstruction of the

l)owel where a segment is suddenly and
severely nijjped. This is well observed, as a

rule, in Littre's hernia, where only a part of

the circumference of the bowel is involved in

the strangulation. Another cause of consti-

pation which nnist be remembered is para-

lysis and exhaustion of the intestinal wall.

The following fallacies must be borne in

mind. Even after complete occlusion has
occurred there may remain in the bowel,

below the seat of obstruction, some portion

of its contents ; and the secretions of the mu-
cous membrane being added, the evacuation
of these by natural effort, aided by eneinata,

may give rise to the false idea that the occlu-

sion is not complete, or that relief has been
obtained. Again, the bubbling away of an
enema must not be mistaken for the passage
of flatus. Finally, false hopes are sometimes
raised by the passage of a stool shortly before

death. If this has come from above the ob-

struction, it may be due to some sloughing
which has taken place or relaxation of spasm.

(o) As23ect and condition of the abdomen :

Distension, swelling, meteorism.—The de-

gi'ee of distension and its rate of onset vary
with the cause and site of the obstruction,

the amount of vomiting, the food taken, &c.

Thus, in acute obstruction of the lower part

of the ilemn, distension comes on rapidly

and severely ; but an even more rapid and a
severer distension is seen to follow on one
form of obstruction of the large intestine,

namely, volvulus. In obstruction high up in

the ileum or jejunum, the epigastric and upper
rejiions appear distended, and the lower ones
sunk. But in trying to diagnose the site

of the obstruction from the distension the
greatest caution must be maintained. ' There
is a diS'erence in the shape of the abdomen
when distended, according as the arch of the
colon is below or above the seat of obstnic-

tion. In the former case the belly is rounded,
projecting well forwards, but with compara-
tively little fidness of the lateral and lumbar
region. In the latter case it is more broad,

and, if the hand be placed on the patient's

loins as he lies in bed, a feeling of resistance

is experienced which is wanting when the
small intestine is alone distended' (Fagge).'

But the same writer gives us the following
cautions in interpreting signs. Absence of

fulness in the course of the colon is no
absolute proof that the disease is high up in

the intestine. Again, the presence of fulness

in the course of the colon is no proof that

the seat of the obstruction is in the large

intestine. For in more than one instance

a prominence of the epigastrium and the
appearance of a large horizontal coil have
been due, not to the transverse colon, but
to the ileum, dilated until it rivalled the
colon itself. The presence of meteorism is,

when rapid and severe, most dangerous and
distressing.

Apart from the above distension from ac-

cumulation of intestinal contents, certain

localised swellings in the abdomen may be
occasionally recognised. Thus, intussuscep-

tion commonly gives rise to an elongated
sausage-shaped swelling lying in the course of

the large intestine. Striotm-e of the sigmoid
may soinetimes be felt in a patient with a
thin, relaxed abdominal wall, as an indistinct

localised thickening. Other instances of

tumour are very rarely met with. The fat-

loaded abdominal walls usually met with in

a sufferer from impacted gall-stone prevents
this cause of obstruction being felt by palpa-

tion. A localised swelling will be of more
value as a guide if pain has also been referred

definitely to this same particular spot. A
number of coils of small intestine, matted
together by adhesion, may form a kind of

tiunour, and localised dulness on percussion
has been caused by collapsed coils of small
intestine grouped together below an obstruc-

tion (Treves).-

(G) Peristalsis.—The fact that the move-
ments of the intestine can be clearly recog-

nised in some cases may be of much help in

the diagnosis. One coil may be seen rising

\\]) and becoming prominent, and then sink-

ing down and giving place to another, and
sometimes waves of action, as it were, seem
to pass along a considerable length of bowel
Such movements recur at irregular intervals

and are accompanied by gurgling noises (bor

borygmi) and sensations, and by exacerba
tion of suffering. This peristalsis, as Dr,

Fagge pointed out, is characteristic of the

chronic varieties of obstruction, in which the

coats of the bowel have undergone hyper-
trophy. It also indicates an absence of peri-

tonitis. While peristaltic movements are

much more often seen in the small than in

the large intestine, they may sometimes be
observed in the latter. Dr. Fagge also pointed

out, as worthy of especial note, that the large

intestine, when distended, does not continue

to lie horizontally across the upper part of

the abdomen, but bends downwards, and may
form a broad loop, lying vertically and (with
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the dilated ascending and descciidiiif^ colon)

tillinf^ the whole front of the abdouKn. On
the othor hiind, the coils of the ileum are,

under similar circumstances, gencrallj- ar-

ranged transversely ; and, as these coils are

often quite as broad as the transverse colon,

the uppermost one, lying horizontally just

bolow the ribs, may easil}' be mistaken for

that part of the large intestine.

(7) Diminution of urine.—In acute ob-

struction the urine is diminished in quantity.

This fact has been differently explained. The
late Dr. Barlow considered that it pointed to

a site of obstruction high up in the jejunum,
the area for the absorption of fluid being thus
nuich diminished. Later on, Dr. Habershon
attributed it to the urgency of the vomiting
which occurs in acute obstruction high up.

Dr. Fagge, following Dr. Sedgwick, argued
that this symptom is merely one of the

phenomena of collapse, and will occur in all

forms of intestinal obstruction, whatever their

seat, in which collapse is present. But as it

is obstruction of the small intestine in which
collapse is often present, while in that of the
large bowel it seldom occurs, suppression or

diminution of urine is common in the former,

rare in the latter, condition. When the ob-

struction is low down there is no marked
diminution in the quantity—there may even
be an excess—of limpid urine, with some-
times a ditliculty in voiding it.

(^8) General aspect and aymploms.—In
cases of acute obstruction, often from the
Hrst, and m the later stages of both acute

and chronic obstruction, the general aspect

of the patient is more or less characteristic.

A condition of collapse frequently occurs

;

and when this appears early it is due to the
shock of the injury, and is usually propor-

tionate to the nerves and the amoimt of in-

testine involved, being more nuirked in the

case of the small than of the large intestine;

and, above all, to the abruptness and severity

of the obstruction. The countenance is ex-

pressive of anxiety and distress ; the eyes are

sunk, often with dark circles round them, the

nose pinched, the cheeks hollow, tlie lips pale

or purplish, and the complexion faintly h\ id
;

the general surface is cool or cold (the ears,

forehead, nose, and feet first becoming cold),

and often covered with a clammy perspira-

tion. Although the mental faculties are as

a rule undisturbed, there is a disposition to

torpor, from which the sufferer is from time
to time aroused by exacerbations of pain, or

reciuTence of vomiting. The pulse is fre-

quent and small, and towards the end be-

comes thready. The temperature is rarely

above normal unless peritonitis sets in ; usu-

ally it is noi-mal or subnormal, sometimes
falling to a marked extent. Sometimes there

is more or less dyspnoea, which may be ex-

plained in part by. pressure upwards of the

diaphragm by the distended bowel below, and

the latter cause often gives rise to distressing

hiccough. The voice varies, boinR feeble or
whispering, or strong and full quite up to
the end. The tongue becomes red, uiul lotor
dry and brown. Towards the close there i»

often a combined odour of otTenaive 8weetneti.s
and decom position in the breath. The pa-
tient suffers from severe and constant thirst,

which often he fears to assuage lest vomiting
should be provoked.

In most cases the course is one of pro-
gressive emaciation, weakness, and exhaus-
tion, the end being often preceded by peri-

tonitis. In some exceptional cases death has
been preceded by mild delirium and coma

;

and in otliers, still more exceptional, by
violent delirium and convulsions, the latter

being especially liktly to be met with m little

children suffering from intussusception.
Course, Complications, and Tkrmina-

Tioxs.—In the acute forms of intestinal ob-
struction the prospect of recovery is extremely
slight

; perhaps, in the large majority of cases,

it would be just to say that practically there
is none at all. And here a word must be
said as to those extremely rare instances of

spontaneous recovery which have occurred
from time to time under every fonn of acute
obstruction, volvulus only excepted. Very
much of the value of these cases has been
lost by their after-histories not being pub-
lished, chances thus being lost of our know-
ing in what cases of certainly mechanical
obstruction spontaneous recovery is really

possible. In the second place there is strong

reason to believe that in several of these

cases the diagnosis has been at fault, the real

cause of miscliief being peritonitis, e.g.

starting from the ctecum or its appendix, or

one originating in tubercidar mischief, an
enteritis, and not one of mechanical ob-

struction.

In the more chronic forms of obstruction,

with the exception of those depending upon
impaction of fieces, and some others, perluips

(as chronic intussusception), death, though
considerably longer delayed, ensues sooner

or later, in spite of temporary relief afforded

b^' operative measures or in other ways.

In cases of acute strangulation, in which
the occlusion has been sudden and complete

from the first, and in which timely relief has

not been obtained, the average duration has

been found to be from three or four to five

or six days. In the cases reported as fatal

within a few hours, it is possible that the case

has been one of i>erforation of the intestine

or stomach, rather than one of obstruction of

the bowels (Kagge). Where the case is one
of incarceration at first, followed by actual

strangulation, death may not occur until

after the lapse of eight or ten days. In

cases of constriction or compn"- • hicli

comjilete occlusion has come al lly,

or e\en has not been finally €••<: the

duration of life varies greatly according to

the complications which arise, and it may
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be prolonged for weeks or even months. So,

toOi in cases of strictiure of the large intes-

tine, where the patients are of average intel-

ligence, when they avail themselves regularly

of medical supervision, and are amenable to

the directions given, especially in the matter

of diet, the end m.ay be deferred for one and
a-half or two years or more.
The complications and accidents that are

liable to occur are : Peritonitis starting from
the seat of the lesion, and more or less rapidly

spreading and becoming general ; enteritis

;

ulceration and perforation of the bowel

;

sloughing of the strangulated or intussus-

cepted portions; hiemorrhage into the peri-

toneal cavity or into the bowel ; sixdden

asphyxia or broncho-pneumonia, due to the

enti-ance of vomit into the air - passages

;

pysemia or septicaemia from the absorption

of decomposing material; gradual asphyxia

from the interference with respiration by
abdommal distension ; aniemia ; coma ; and
syncope from cardiac depression and cerebral

anaemia.

Diagnosis.—Nowhere does successful treat-

ment depend more intimately on correct-

ness of diagnosis ; nowhere is a correct dia-

gnosis more invariably difficult ; nowliere is

it so often impossible. We can only hope
to arrive at it by careful attention to the fol-

lowing points, and by striving to keep before

us a mental picture of the different hidden
possibilities which may lie at the root of the

mischief.

The following questions inust be con-

sidered : I. Is the obstruction acute or

chronic ? II. Where is the obstruction

situated ? III. What are the best methods
of investigation ? IV. What are the dis-

eases most likely to be mistaken for intes-

tinal obstruction ? V. Is the case one
favourable or unfavourable for operation ?

This last question will be considered later

under Treatment.
I. Is the obstruction acute or chronic ?

The symptoms given as distinctive of the

two groups are often misleading when
applied to individual cases.

(1) Under acute obstruction would be in-

cluded the following : (a) Strangulation by
bands or through apertures

;
(b) volvulus of

the colon
; (c) acute iiitussuscei)tion

;
(tZ) im-

paction of a gall-stone in the small intestine.

Symptoms.—Pain sets in suddenly at a de-

finite time, being generally referred to the
neighbourhood of the umbilicus, whether
agonising or colicky ; it is usually paroxys-
mal at first, but tends to become continuous.
It may have followed an unwise meal, going
to work, some straining eftbrt, active pur-
gation, or a blow. Vomitmg is early and
severe— first the contents of the stomach

—

then bilious, excited, by any effort to take
food—and ultimately brownish, foul-smell-

ing, or more completely stercoraceous. Con-
stipation is absolute, even to the passage of

flatus, though small scybalous matter may
come away from a point below the obstruc-

tion after enemata or straining efforts of the
patient. The abdomen soon becomes dis-

tended, but its form presents little that is

really distinctive of one form of obstruction

rather than another ; this being largely due
to the facility with which one or two dis-

tended coils may be disfilaced into areas

where they conceal the projier contents, and
simulate their distension. The urine is

diminished or suppressed. The collapse, the

state of the tongue, pulse, and temperature
are as already stated.

(2) Under chronic obstruction would come:
(a) Stricture of the large intestine

;
(i) con-

tractions or adhesions obstructing the intes-

tine (usually small) by bending, dragging
on, narrowing, or matting up one or more
coils ;

(c) stricture of the small intestine after

ulceration—traumatic, tubercular, or malig-

nant
;

(d) chronic intussusception ; (e) ob-

struction by comjjression of growths from
outside

; (/) faecal impaction.
Symptoms.—In chronic obstruction these

are characterised by their slow, irregular de-

velopment. The pain comes on at first at

long intervals, corresponding to troublesome
attacks of constipation, and is put down to
' attacks of wind,' colic, or indigestion. Even
late in the case fixed pain is often absent

;

but pain occurs in paroxysms which corre-

spond to attacks of peristalsis, showing the

writhing movements of intestine, with mus-
cular fibre hypertro})hied, and as yet not

stilled by peritonitis. Constipation is for some
time the chief trouble : the bowels never act

satisfactorily without aperients. Constipa-

tion alternates with diarrhcea; or broken
up or narrowed bits, unsatisfactory alike in

form and bulk, are passed with difficulty,

accompanied by much flatus and some loose

motion. After one or more attacks of ob-

struction more or less complete, the con-

tracted lumen of the bowel may be absolutely

blocked. Vomiting is often long deferred,

and the patient may keep comparatively well

(with clean tongue, sleeping well, and taking

food), even when his condition has become
one of great danger.

\Vhile the above description applies to

well-marked acute and chronic obstruction

respectively, the two forms do not always
fall into such distinct groups. Further, the
above terms do not always correspond to

obstruction of the small and obstruction of

the large intestme. All the symptoms of

chronic obstruction, lasting over six months,
may be pi'esented by a case of obstruction of

the ileum from cancerous puckering of its

mesentery ; while, on the other hand, every
symptom of the acutest obstruction of the

small intestine, ending fatally in four days,

may be shown by a volvulus of the sigmoid
(Fagge). Again, the greatest difficulty in

deciding between acute and chronic obstruc-
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tion may bs caused by a patient, whose age
siiijf^osts inidiguaut Htricture of the large in-

tesiine, and in wlioni absohite constipation, a
greatly distended belly, and evident peri-

stalsis call loudly for relief, definitely de-

claring that the constipation is merely a
matter of a few days, and denying absolutely
any previous attacks of constipation or ob-
struction. Finally, there is a third class in

which an attack of acute obstruction super-

venes upon symptoms indicating a chronic
obstruction. Such condition most frequently

occurs in patients with malignant stricture,

or with coils matted together by adhesions,
with chronic intussusception, or gradual
occlusion of the lumen of the bowel by a
gi'owth within or outside its walls, the actual
obstruction being brought about by some
sudden blocking, as by a faecal mass, or by
kinking or bending of the bowel above. The
chici' help in the diagnosis is given by exami-
nation of the patient's history. There will

usually be an account of symptoms pointing

to chrome obstruction, with previous less

severe attacks.

II. Where is the obstruction situated ?—
It may be said at once that a case of chronic
obstruction is usually one of the following: {a)

Stricture in rectum, sigmoid tlexure, splenic

or hepatic flexiu'e
; (6) stricture of the small

intestine from mischief within its lumen, or

from matting, kinking, or dragging on it by
adhesions, kc, outside

;
(c) chronic intussus-

ception ; {(l) facal impaction. Of the above,

obstruction of some point in the left side of

the arch of the large intestine is by far the

most frequent.

With regard to acute obstruction, usually

in the small intestine, it must be confessed

that it is very frequently quite impossible to

go beyond localising it in the small intestine.

It has been shown that the urgency of the

chief symptoms is not related to the seat of

the obstruction, but to its severity. No doubt
obstruction high up in the small intestine

will in many cases be accompanied by earlier

vomiting, but less likely to become feculent.

Distension of the abdomen will be less in a

case like the above than in one where the

obstruction is low down in the ileum. • The
numerous fallacies which may beset us, de-

pending on the amount of food t:iken, the

inriuence of drugs, the erratic manner in

which one or two coils may cause distension

of an area at some distance from their proper

habitat, must be borne in mind. It will be

wiser to be content in acute obstruction with

determining whether it is in the small intes-

tine, as by a band ; in the large, as in vol-

vulus; or in both, as an acute intussusception

—and to remember that all beyond may be

blind guesswork.
III. What are the best methods of invet-

tiqalion?—A con-ect diagnosis can often only

be arrived at by most careful attention to

the following points. Trivial as some may

seem, all or any may be of the utmost im-
portance

; and as cases of acute obstruction
may vary every hour, carefully npifti.d ex-
aminations may be needful lo "throw light on
a condition which was quite obscure a few
hours before.

(a) The History.—The value of this is

often nil, but the smallest point may some-
times be of the greatest importance. Thus
(i) previous peritonitis may lead to a sus-
picion of strangulation by a band, or by
multiple adhesions. (ii) Injury, such as a
kick from a horse, may have led to a rup-
ture and subsequent hole in the omentum,
thus causing later on a seat of stran^^'ulation

;

or to obstruction from cicatrisation of some
bruised loop of intestine, (iii) /1m imprudent
meal of heavy and indigestible food may de-
termine the occm-rence of obstruction, by the
sudden formation of gas and turbulent peri-

stalsis in cases of peritoneal adhesions, or
stricture, by causing twisting or kinking.
(iv) Old-standing hernia. Adhesions formed
about the neck of an inguinal hernia may
strangle a loop of small intestine quite in-

dependent of the hernia.

\b) The Symptoms.—These are next to be
investigated. The sj-mptoms characteristic of
acute and chronic obstruction respectively,

and their fallacies, have been already given.

(c) Physical Mxaminaliitn. — The most
careful and thorough examination of the ab-

domen by palpation and ]>ercussion, and by
exploration of the rings, the rectum, and, if

need be. the vagina, should be instituted at

the earliest practicable period, before general

abdominal distension or the supervention of

complications has obscured the indications

first presented. The form of the abdomen is

to be first studied. Then, any fulness which
remains localised, especially if accompanied
by abiding pain in the wmie place, any
limited dulness, any repeated upspringing of

one or more coils at the same place (espe-

cially if it is noticed that borborygini are

arrested here), may all be of value in help-

ing to localise the seat of obstruction. In

some cases it may be desirable to administer

an amisthetic, to facilitate the examination by

relaxing t!;e abdominal nnisdes, and to sa\e

additional sufl'ering. But this step may be

dangerous if vomiting is easily excited. With
regard to the rings, the regions of umbilical,

inguinal, femoral, and even oiiturator hernia

should be carefully scrutinised. Not only

may the modesty of a patient have led to

the concealment of an ordinary hernia, but

possibly a small knuckle may be tightly

strangled in the neighbourhood of the in-

ternal ring, or in the canal, or the lumen of

a piece of intestine may be partially closed in

a tiny femoral hernia. As to tiie lu'cd of a

rectal examination, it is only too ceriimi that

even nowadays this method of examination

is still too much neglected, and thus inlui*-

susceptions are sometimes overlooked until
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it is too late to reduce them by insufliation ;

and eases of malignant stricture are allowed

to go on, and treated as indigestion, flatu-

lence, or constipation.- The introduction of

the whole hand into the rectum has been

rightly given up of late years ; the informa-

tion it gives is very limited, and only obtained

at gi-ave risk. Exploration per vacjinam is

often no less needfiil than that per rectum.

(d) Use of Eneniata and the Long Tube.—
The employment of these methods is often as

useless in diagnosis as in treatment. Further,

their use is often accompanied by danger,

and may be misleading also. Finally, they

frequently weaken and distress the already

sufficiently handicapped patient. The fol-

lowing dangers and fallacies accompany their

Tjse : (i) An obstruction may be pervious to

tiuid from below and not from above (Fagge).

In such a case the fluid pumped through
may easily add to the accumulation above
this point, (ii) V/hen the abdomen is dis-

tended, the administration of large enemata
must add to the misery of the patient, (iii)

Further, the passage of an enema tube and
the amount that can be injected may be
misleading also. Thus, it is well known that

the tube may be stopped by a fold of mucous
membrane ; or it may double on itself, thus
leading to the behef that no obstruction ex-

ists within reach. ])r. Brinton thought that

with a maximum injection of a pint the
obstruction might be referred to a point not
lower than the upper end of the rectum;
one and a-half, two, and three pints belong-
ing to corresponding segments of the sigmoid
flexure. But it is obvious that the sources of
fallacy—leakage, admission of air, the varying
capacity of the rectum in different patients,

kc.—are numerous. The use of enemata
will again be alluded to imder Treatment.

IV. What are the diseases most likelij to

he mistaken for intestinal obstruction ?—
Of these, the most important in frequency
and gravity is peritonitis— esj)ecially that
form due to mischief in the ciecum or the
appendix, or a peritonitis of tubercular origin.

Pain, voniiting, constipation, and tenderness
may all be present and lead to the greatest
difficulty in diagnosis. The points most likely

to help are the following : (1) The lyrevious
history. Thus, though the onset may appear
to be sudden, there will very likely have
been attacks of ' stomich-ache,' irregular ac-

tion of the bowels, and tenderness in the right
iliac region. (-2) The tem-perature. This is

usually high in acute peritonitis ; but, un-
less the caf-e is seen early, it may be, as in
intestinal ol.strnctioa, inclined to subnormal
if pvo.stration or collapse have set in. (3) The
vomiting is usually less urgent in peri-
tonitis, and more rarely fieculent. (4) The
constipation is less absolute. (5) There is

usually diffused tenderness and distension in
peritonitis. {6) There is no peristalsis. (7) The
abdomen in peritonitis is often ' smooth, firm,

and barrel-like ' (Hutchmson). Other condi-

tions occasionally simulating intestinal ob-

struction are lead colic, hepatic or renal

colic, enteritis : conditions bringing about an
arrest of action but not mechanical obstruc-

tion, and to be distinguished by the history

and progress of the case.

Treatment.—Methods of treatment will

be first described, as tentative measures for

relief are often called for before any definite

conclusion as to the precise cause of the

trouble can be arrived at.

A. Non-Operative Treatment.—1. Pior-

gatives.—As a rule almost without exception,

in acute or subacute cases, the use of all

kinds of purgatives is to be emphatically
condemned. They aggravate symptoms

;

while tiiey are liable to light up (itiiescent

into acute trouble, and convert chronic mis-
chief into acute. Threatening sloughing or

perforation may also be rendered imminent.
It is only where all urgent symptoms have
subsided, or, in more chronic cases, where
there is no evidence of peristalsis or of

peritonitis, that mild laxatives, especially

some salines, often prove of great value, but
gi'eat caution is necessary in their adminis-
tration. These points, together with the use
of stronger aperients in obstruction from
faecal impaction, will be alluded to later.

2. Sedatives.—Opium and belladonna, con-
jointly or separately, are the most useful and
reliable medicines we possess, as in the usual

combination of opium gr. j-gr. 1, and extract

of belladonna gr. g-gr. ^, every three or four

hours. But it must be remembered (1) that

our knowledge of the action of these drugs
on the inhibitory and accelerating nerves
of the intestine is by no means complete.

(2) That we are here especially in the dark.

Thus, if we could tell the nature of the ob-

struction, how the coils lay, and which of

them were capable of usefully directed peri-

staltic action, we might usefully employ
belladonna in large doses. In other cases,

where ulceration might be threatening, opium
alone would be employed. (3) That while
opium undoubtedly allays the pain, checks
violent and hurtful peristaltic movements of

the intestines, dulls the acuteness of the

patient's mind constantly alive to his anxie-

ties and distress, whUe it promotes sleep

and thus husbands his strength, it is an en-

tire mistake to speak of opium by the often-

quoted phrase ' as our sheet-anchor ' in in-

testinal obstruction. It may dangerously
modify symptoms and signs ; thus, a patient

drugged with opium may be quite unaware
that the tenderness of his abdomen is in-

creasing. It may apparently so improve the

condition that an operation, later on proved
beyond a shadow of a doubt to have been
the patient's only hope, is put off till it is

too late. In other words, while symptoms
are lessened, the condition of the intestine

may be hourly getting worse. (4) Adult
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patients often show remarkiible susceptibility

to belladonmi ; and tlio excitement \\ liii-li

may follow an over-use of this drug in these

cases may be most harmfid to the patient.

(5) In aduunistering opium and belladonna
we must be content with the smallest pos-

sd)lo doses, especially of the former. In other
words, the patient must be judiciouslj- pre-

scribed for, and not drugged. Later on, when
operation is declined or set aside, it may be
needful to give opium in larger doses, espe-

cially if peritonitis be pi-esent. ^0) There is a
certain class of adidt cases of intestinal ob-

struction in which bclladoima, in much larger

doses than are usually tried, has been most
successful. Thus, in more chronic cases, one
or two grains of extract given every hour
till from five to fourteen gi-ains have been
taken, have been followed by relief (Kerr,

Bitt. Med. Joiini., ii. 1878, p. 307).

Opium and belladonna should be adminis-
tered by the mouth m the absence of contra-

indication; but, if vomiting is severe and fre-

quent, by subcutaneous injection of morphine
and atropine. Their administration b\' sup-

pository is the least satisfactory of all methods
in cases of acute obstruction. In a few very
acute and painful cases the inhalation of an
anaesthetic maj- be asked for; it must always
be remembered that this course, while tem-
porarily relieving suffering, and perhaps
enabling the case to be further cleared up,

has certain inherent dangers of its own.
o. Diet.— Suthcient care is still but seldom

taken in this simple matter, and the patient

is allowed to add needlessly to his misery
and danger. In acute obstruction, when-
ever the diagnosis is suspected or established,

it is much best to cease feeding altogether

by the mouth, and to trust to nutrient ene-

mata. The small intestine and the stomach
itself are liable to be gradually filled up
by an ascending column of fluid, and vomit-
ing is thus constantly impending ; and when it

has already set in, it is only made worse by
giving food by the mouth. As a rule, nothing
whatever should be given by the mouth save

a little ice in small cracked pieces. Nutrient
eneniata may be made on some such plan
as—milk 5ij, brandy or port wine ^^^s., yolk
of one egg, with liquor pancreaticus (Ben-
ger) 5j. or a few drops of diluted hydrochloric

acid and a httle pepsin— the whole being
gently warmed, but not cooked. Simple
enemata of strong beef-tea, only just liquid,

may be given every two, three, or four hours.

After, or in place of either, a nutrient zymi-
nised suppository may be inserted. Before
an enema is given, it must be ascertained

that the rectum is empty. Thirst is best

met by the use of ice and the fre(nient

moistening of the patient's lips. Large liquid

enenuita sometimes relieve thirst markedly,
but the objections to these have already been
gi\en. \Vhen it is clear horn the failing

pulse, the faUing temperature, the cold ex-

tremities, tlie dry tongue, and most faaid
breath that trusting to nutrient cnonnita ib

not suflicient, limited quantiticB of cham-
pagne, brandy and soda-water, or some kind
of meat juice must bo given by the mouth.

4. Enemata.— In ijitussusception and fipcal

impaction, and in cases of stricture with a
fa-cal block above, large enemata are invalu-
able ; but with these exceptions, and espe.
cially in all acute cases of obstruction, thej'

are very rarely useful, and are only to bo
employed with the very gi-eatest caution.

5. Local npidications.— Material relief is

often given by the assiduous use of quite hot
applications, regularly renewed, on lint or
flannel, wrung out of very hot water, to

which preparations of o})ium, belladonna, luid

coniiuu or hyoscyamus have been added.
Poultices are too heavy, and quickly get cold.

Turpentine is sometimes applied on hot flan-

nels. It has the objections of frequently
slightly blistering the skin, thus rendering it

tender for examination, and perhaps inter-

fering later with the incision of an operation.

In a few cases the patient experiences greater
relief from local cold, as by cracked ice ap-

plied at fretpient intervals between two laj'crs

of tlanncl tacked together with a few stitches.

G. Electricity.—This is occasionally of ser-

vice in fa'cal impaction.

7. Abdominal taxis.—This method has
been strongly advocated by Mr. Hutchinson.
He believes it to be a fact that the con-
ditions in the early stages ore such as to

admit of the very easiest replacement. ' The
first point is the full use of an antesthetic so

as to obliterate all nuiscular resistance.

Next (the bowels and bladder being supposed
to be empty) the stngeon will forcibly and
repeatedly knead the abdomen, pressing its

contents vigorously upward, downward, and
from side to side. The patient is now to be

tvuned on to his abdomen, and in this posi-

tion to be held up by four strong men, and
shaken backwards and forwards. This done,

the tnmk is to be held ftet uppermost, and
shaking again practised directly U|)wards

and downwards. ^Vhilst in this inverted

position, copious enemata are to be given.

The whole proceeding is to be carried out in

a bond fide and energetic maimer.'

Abdominal taxis to tlie extent just described

has not hitherto recommended itself to the

majority of English surgeons. To many
mmds conditions will occur in wluch tiiia

procedure, practised, os must oe the case, with

a certain amount of violence, though care-

fully and skilfully, will do harm and not good.

Thus, if it does not release a loop, it may
quite possibly drive one farther on, or send

more than one beneath the obstruction. Those
who, like the writers, believe that in many of

the acuter cases softening and commencing
sloughing have very early set in at the seat

of strantjuli'.tion, may well hesitate to recom-

mend tliis method. !• inally, it must hv niubt
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strongly insisted on that it is only in the

very early stages of acute obstraction that

this method of abdominal taxis can generally

be safely used ; and- that evidence of peri-

tonitis, a condition notoriously diflicult of

diagnosis, absolutely contra-indicates it.

B. Operative Tkeatment.
Surgical Operations.—These include

—

(1) Abdominal sectioji; (•>,) Puncture; (3) Colo-

tomij. Of these, colotomy will be referred to

under the treatment of chronic obstruction.

1. Abdominal Section.—The advisability

of this jjrocediue is a matter which concerns
jihysiciaus as weU as surgeons, and esijecially

the practitioner who is called tipon to meet
one of, these most grave cases single-handed.

A few most important points, many of them
fallacies still unrecognised, first call for atten-

tion : (1) Acute and chronic obstructions do
not always fall into distinct groups. ('2)

Chronic obstruction often puts on an acute

appearance. (3) The demand frequently put
forward at the present da^' that cases of acute
intestinal obstruction are surgical only, is a
mistake. Not only are there dithculties in

distinguishing between acute and chronic
obstruction, but the existence of obstruction

at all may be questioned. The possibility of

typhhtis, peritonitis, or enteritis being at the

root of the mischief has been already alluded

to. But it is right that a surgeon should be
called in as early as possible, not because he
will desire to operate early in everj' case, but
because it is only fair that he should see

the case early and throughout. If the time
should come when an opci'ation is decided
upon, the surgeon wUl be in a far better posi-

tion than when called in, as too often happens,
late in the case. (4) It is probably a mistake
to expect a large proportion of successes, even
after early operations for intestinal obstruc-
tion. Many leading surgeons have held
strongly that the chief cause of the great
mortality after operations for intestinal ob-
struction has been in their having been put
off too long. The mistake here consists in

grouping all cases of acute intestinal obstruc-
tion together as all suitable for operation.

Now X)'>^t-morte'm evidence shows that a
large proportion are from the first hopeless
of relief by operation, others becoming hope-
less so early in the case as to render any
operation futde. Thus, with regard to ope-
rative treatment, cases of acute iutesrinal

obstruction may be divided into these three
groups : (a) Cases probably hopeless from
the first— e.(f. some cases of severe volvulus
of sigmoid and colon ; some cases of acute
intussusception in infants; and cases of
complicated snaring or matting, as in peri-

tonitis started about the female i^elvic or-

gans, or in indammation around mesenteric
glands. (6) Cases in which there is hojye of
doing good by operation—e.g. cases of band,
especially the smgle band in young subjects

;

some cases of Latussusception, and of internal

hernia. The question of benefit from opera-

tion in acute obstruction is intimately bound
tip with these two points : (1) the unpossi-

bdity of making an accurate diagnosis of the

nattu'e or the site of the obstruction in many
cases ; and (2) the peculiar structure of the

parts ; thus, the intimate association of the

intestine with the nervous system, the weak-
ness and easy paralysis of its propelling

power, and the readiness with which it is

strangled, kc Finally, amongst the condi-

tions which handicap the explorer are (a) the
tightness with which his hand is gripped by
the abdominal wall here, not stretched as by
a large ovarian ttunour

;
{b) the way in which

distended coils of intestine crowd up and get

in the way ; (c) the risk of fatally disturbing

parts ah'eady known to be damaged
;

{d) the

condition of the patient. If an operation is

to be performed, the pidse should be fair, the

temperature not falling, tlie abdomen not
much distended, and with sufficient peristalsis

to make it probable that there is little or no
peritonitis. On the other hand, the operation

should not be performed, as it too often is,

on the merest chance of relief, when the ab-

domen is enormouslj' tympanitic, when the

temperature and pulse are falling, and the
patient passing into irrecoverable collapse.

Tlic Operation.—Only the chief points can
be noted here. The bladder being emptied,

j

and the abdominal wall shaved and cleansed,

I
the patient, with his extremities warmly clad,

is placed on a water-bed fiUed with hot water.

Everything that can possibly come within
the field of operation must be scrupulously
cleansed before the operation, andkept aseptic.

An an;esthetic being given, the abdomen is

quickly o])ened along the linea alba below
the umbilicus ; and all hiemorrhage being

arrested, two or three fingers are introduced,

and the following possible sites of strangu-

lation first looked to : (1) The csecum, its

condition of distension or emptiness telling

whether the obstruction is below or above it.

(2) The inner aspects of the femoral, inguinal,

and obturator apertures, to make sm'e that no
tiny hernia exists, imperceptible from the

outside. (3) The brim of the pelvis, as bands
of omentum are often fixed hereabouts, and
also because, in women, local peritonitis,

originating in the uterus or its ap]iendages,

is not inft-equently the source of the obstruc-

tion. If the above search with two or three

fingers or the whole hand fails, and it often

will when distension is present, embarrassing
the fingers in their movements and obscuring
the relation of parts, one or two loops which
lie nearest the wound should be scrutinised

and followed in the direction of increasing

congestion and distension, thus leading to

the obstruction. If this prove fruitless, the
most distended portion of the intestine must
be drawn out (under cover of a new towel,

wrung out of hot carbolic acid solution 1 in GO,

or of boric acid 2 per cent.) bit by bit from the
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upper part of the wound and passed in ni,'ain,

alter examination, into the lower anfjlo, in

Bueh a way that at no time are more than live

or six inches of intestine exposed. After
drawing out and replacing some feet of in-

testine in this way, it is probable that, owing
to the increasing congestion or resistance,

the surgeon will reach the obstruction. An
assistant should hold the coil from which the
surgeon starts uniUr a hot sponge, to prevent
the same ground being traversed a second
time. If after five to ten minutes' search the
mischief is not found, the surgeon must de-

cide between making an artificial anus and
closing the wound, or allowing all tlie coils to

prolapse under hot aseptic towels, frequently
renewed. The decision must turn on the
condition of the patient, and the amount of
distension, it being exceedingly ditlicult to

get distended coils back into their home,
and the needful manipulations necessarily

producing much shock, and perhaps inHicting

serious damage. When the obstruction is

found, it nuist be dealt with according to its

nature ; thus an openmg (as in the mesentery)
must be sti etched with the finger-nail and
the bowel witlidrawn ; omental bands, if not
torn through, divided between two chromic
gut ligatures ; anj' diverticular band brought
up into view, and divided with similar pre-

cautions, or, if the patient's condition admits
of it, resected and the cut ends cleansed and
closed. Intestinal anastomosis, by Senn's
plates, or Paul's modification, will be re-

sorted to where the choice lies between re-

section and making an artificial anus. The
best mode of dealing with volvulus, intussus-

ception, and gall-stone, are given imder their

respective headings. The peritoneal cavity

must next be cleansed, if needhil. either by
sponges or by flushing with a hot solution of

boric acid or salicylic aeid (^ per cent.), or

boiled water, introduced by an irrigating

tube. In these cases a Keith's tube shoidd
be introduced.

la. Formation of an Artificial Anus; En-
terotomy.—This is done under two chief con-

ditions: (a) \Vhen the operator cannot detect

the site of obstruction, or finds that he can
neither deal with this nor perform resection,

he then makes an artificial anus in the middle
line, {b) When it is decided, owing to the

patient's condition, not to perform an ordi-

nary abdominal section, but to relieve the

distension, &c., by ojjcning the bowel above
the obstruction, Nelaton's operation is usu-

ally adopted. Neither is more tlian pallia-

tive ; and neither shotdd be resorted to, save

when other steps fail or are impracticable,

and when it is certain that the obstruction is

low down in the small intestine. The chief

drawback to this method lies in the extreme

annoyance the patient suffers afterwards from
the continual escape of liquid fieces. If when
proposing to make an artificial anus it is ab-

Bolutely needful to open the bowel at once.

this may be effected by a small sharp troc-iir.

the cannula being left in and plugged, or by
making a small iucimon in the gut, turning
the patient on one side, and washing awuy
the escaping fipces with boiled water.

'2. Punclitreo/a Distenihd Coil bij Trocar
and C(i «/!«/«.—This method is still more
merely palliative; it is done still more in
th dark; and, though it has given marked
relief in some cases, it is not without serious
risks. While in a very few cases puncture
has apparently proved curative, there is no
dc.ubt whatever that the number of cases in
which this method has been fruitlessly em-
ployed, and which have never been pub-
lished, is infinitely greater. It should only
be employed where the distension and pain
are very great, or where abdominal section is

refused or unadvistible ; and the practitioner

and friends should be made well aware of the
risks. The chief amongst these are : (a) Not
hitting the right coil ; thus one (though dis-

I

tended) may be hit so far from the obstruc-

tion as to give no real relief. In not a few
the bowel below the obstruction may bo
punctured (Treves). (I>) The puncture may
give rise to no real relief, but to increased
distress, (c) The puncture may be followed

by fatal leakage into the peritoneal cavity.

j

Variktiks. — I. Strangulation by
Bands or in Apertures. As some at

least of these depend upon the results of

previous inflammation, it is important to

incjuire minutely into the early history.

Anatomical Characters. — The bands
causing strangulation may be adhesions re-

sulting from peritonitis, omental, a persis-

tent Meckel's diverticulum, or some normal
structure abnormally attached. In any case

it is the small intestine, and usually the end
of the ileum, which is especially lial>le to

become thus strangulated. A band or liands,

sometimes rounded, sometimes flattened,

may stretch from one part of the mesentery

or cmentum to another, or, oftoner, may be

attached by one end to the omentum or

mesentery, and by the other to the bowel

(only exceptionally to the large intestine),

or to the abdominal wall or pelvis. Much
more rarely are they found pas-^ing from one

part of the bowel to another. The broader

adhesions sometimes present slits m which
portions of bowel may be caught. Simdarly,

ruptures or shts may occur in the omentum
or mesentery, or even in very rare instances

in the susjicnsory Jigament of the liver, cr

broad ligament of the uterus. The lower

attachments of the omental bands are usu-

ally to the parietes or viscera, to the bnm
I of the pelvis, or to near the inner orifice of

one of the rings. Of the diverticular bands,

the most important is the one called ' inic,"

which is due to a persistent or jiurtiully ob-

literated vitelline duct. This band is single,

and is attached at one end to the ileiuu from

one to three feet from its termiualioD ; it*
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other end may be free or attached in the

vicinity of the umbilicus. Its structure may
be like the intestine, or cord-like. The in-

testine may be strangled beneath it, when
the band is adherent at both extremities, or

snared and knotted up by it, in a much more
complicated way, when its distal end is free.

Other congenital bands may arise from the

omphalo-mesenleric vessels. Strangulation

may, much more rarely, take place in various

forms of internal hernia (hernia into the fora-

men of Winslow, or into peritoneal pouches,

mesocolic, duodeno-jejunal, or retro-perito-

neal).

^Etiology.— Strangulation of the small

intestine by the above-mentioned bands or

apertures is most commonly met with in

early adult life, the average age being from

twenty to forty. One sex does not appear

more liable than the other, except in the

case of strangulation by diverticula, which
has been observed about twice as often in

the male as in the female subject. The
more youthful the patient, the more will a

true diverticulum suggest itself. But stran-

gulation is not unknown in much older

patients, as shown by the subjects of herniae

and omental bands.

Symptoms.—These are similar to the symp-
toms already described under Acute Obstruc-

tion.

Treatment.— If the ordinary measures
fail, the surgeon may resort to abdominal
section with much hope—especially if the

age or anything in the history pointing to

previous peritonitis make it probable that a
single baud is present. As to the date of in-

terference, the earlier the better, before the

patient's strength is lowered by vomiting,

and the operation rendered additionally diffi-

cult by distension.

II. Volvulus.—By this is meant a folded

or twisted condition of the intestine, which
closes its canal. In one form, the only
common one, the sigmoid is twisted upon its

mesenteric axis. In other forms the intes-

tine, again usually the sigmoid, is intermixed
with some adjacent coil of small intestine.

Very rarely the twist takes place not on the
axis of the mesentery, but on that of the
intestine itself. A few cases are on record in

which the small intestine

—

e.g. the lower part
of the ileum—has been the seat of the volvulus.

Symptoms.—In addition to the usual sj^mp-
toms of Acute Obstruction, there are cer-

tain special points which may aid in the
diagnosis. The patients are usually adults

;

and constipation has most likely been of long
standing and habitual. The symptoms are
urgent (with the exception, perhaps, of vomit-
ing, which may be less marked than in other
forms of acute obstruction), and may end
rapidly in death. But the point which is

likely to be distinctive of volvulus is the
urgent distension of the abdomen, often due
to one or more huge coils of large intestine.

The diagnosis may perhaps be facilitated by
the iise of enemata. Mr. Treves has sug-

gested that the passage of the hand under an
anaesthetic into the rectum might clear up
the case ; but the attachment of the meso-
rectum is often so short as to prevent the hand
being safely passed sufliciently high ; and
with regard to the same surgeon's suggestion

that auscultation be practised along the colon

while enemata are given, however carefully

this be attempted, and however well borne

by the patient, the sound of the entrance of

fluid is so difl'used that it is not always easy

to make sure of its presence or absence in

the colon.

Treatment.— ^^^lile the usual palliative

treatment should be enforced at once, it

must be remembered that all treatment is,

in acute cases of this kind, most imsatis-

factory, owing to the rapid onset, the huge
size of the coils, and the early stage at which
inflammatory changes set in. All attempts

to reduce the volvulus by abdominal section,

except in the very earliest stages, are likely

to be futile, and perhaps disastrous. The
distended signroid should be exposed and its

contents evacuated, if gaseous by a trocar, if

fajculent by washing them away as they

escape by a stream of boiled water. If the

volvulus can now be thoroughly reduced the

opening may be closed ; if not, it should be

converted into an artificial anus. And if the

practitioner is not sure that the distension

is sufficiently relieved, he had better per-

form a lumbar colotomy, the right side being
chosen if the caecum needs relief. This has
been done as a primary operation with com-
plete success in three cases.

III. Intussusception or Invagina-
tion.—This form of obstruction is most im-
portant, owing to its frequency in early life,

its rapid fatality in many cases, and the
ntimber of brilliant successes which have
followed insufflation and abdominal section.

/Etiology.—Intussusception is the most
common variety of obstruction to which chil-

dren are liable, about one-fourth of the cases

on record having occurred during the first

' year, and more than one-half during the first

seven years of life. In early life and child-

hood it is more frequent in males. Intus-

susception would apjiear to be brought about
by some irregubir peristaltic action of one
part of the intestine, perhaps conjoined with
inaction of another part. Sometimes it fol-

lows severe purging, diarrhoea, or violent

straining, sometimes the presence of worms,
or a polypoid growth, especially in the lower
ileum. In a few cases it has followed move-
ments or strain, especially during the dand-
ling and dancing of an infant upwards and
downwards in the arms.

j

Anatomical Characters.—In ordinary
1 eases a transverse section will show three

}

rings of bowel, and a longitudinal one three

\

layers of bowel on each side. The external
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of those three layers is called the intussua-

cipicns or shcatli, the middle the rctiirniiiff

layer, and the innermost the entering layer,

these last two, tal<en together, forniing the
intussusceptmn. Of these layers, the outer
and middle have mucous surfaces in mutual
contact, and the middle and inner have serous
ones thus opposed. The increase of the in-

tussnscc])tion takes place hy the entering and
luiddle layers moviiiL; in tocjether. and dra<T.

^h\'^ in the outer one alter them. Thus, while
the inner bend between the entering; and the

middle layers remains the foremost })art of
the intussusception, the outer bend between
the middle and outer layers is constantly

chanpjinf^. Between the middle and inner
layers the mesentery or mesocolon or both, as

the case may be, are drawn in. This fact

determines, from the first, peculiarities in the
shape of the intussusception ; and, later on, the

compression of their vessels brinj^s about
conj^estion, ecchymosis. swelling, and slough-

ing. Thus the traction on the mesentery,
often considerable as the invagination in-

creases, causes a curving of the cj'linder of

the intussusceptum, and to a less degree that

of the sheath, towards the root of the mesen-
tery. It also may pull the axis of the intus-

suscei)tum and its terminal orifice out of that

of its sheath, and nearer the mesenteric border
of the intestine, the orifice of the end of the
intussusceptum becoming also, by the trac-

tion, slit-like. Intussusceptions ocoir much
more frequently in some parts than in others.

Thus, when the small intestine, especially the

ileum and lower jejunum, is involved, the
enteric vnriety is spoken of (30 per cent.) In
the i!eo-ca!cal region two forms are found :

(a) the ilco-ccecal proper, in wliich the ileum
and ciccum, preceded by the valve which forms
the most advanced point of the intussuscep-

tum, pass into tlie colon. This variety forms
44 per cent. ; it may attain great size, the
valve reaching as far as the anus, and being
still liable to be mistaken by careless ob-

servers for a prolapsus recti, (b) In the other,

ilco-colic (8 per cent.), the lower part of the

ileima is prolapsed through the ileo-c«cal

valve. The colic variety (18 per cent.) may
occur anywhere in the large intestine, but is

most frequent in the descending colon and
sigmoid Hexure.

Symptoms.—In acute intussusception the

onset is sudden ; ]iain is an early sj'mptom, and
of a colicky, griping character, but not as a
rule so agonising as that which may be pro-

duced by a band. Lilie tenderness, it may
here he a guide to the site of the intussus-

ception. Vomiting is not so urgent as in

strangulation by bands or other conditions.

And the same is true of constipation : this is

rarely absolute ; usually it is replaced by a
diarrhfpa, at first fiecal, then fn'cal mingled
with blood-stained mucus, the admixture of

fiEcal matter becoming less or ultimately ab

sent altogether. Severe tenesmus and strain-

ing recur at frequent intervals ; and ihono,
with the absence of sloop, and the inability
to take food, soon exhaust llio strength of
little patients. On examination of the abdu-
men, a firm, cylindrical, sausage-like swell-
ing can be distinctly felt as the intussuscup-
tion-mass in all cases of ileo-ciccal intussus-
ception. In those cases it may traveiso the
right flank, the U]»per part of the abdomen,
the left flank, and even be felt 2'or anum, or
seen projecting. With the above symi)toms
are present, to a varying degree, tlioso of
shock and peritonitis.

Under the name of chronic intunsntception
are included those cases of intussusception
which have a duration of one or more
months. Their extreme importance is shown
in the words of Mr. Treves—that no form
of intestinal obstruction offers so many dilli-

culties in the way of its recognition, and
no form has been the subject of more error

in diai,'nosis. This form appears most fre-

quently in adult males. Its course is most
irregular. The onset is sudden only in about
one-third of the cases—a point, when jiresent,

of much value in the diagnosis of this fron»

other forms of chronic obstruction. Pain,

seldom severe, may be entirely absent for

long intervals, these becoming shorter as the

disease advances. Vomiting is only marked
in about half the cases ; it is firculont only in

about 7 per cent. The action of the bowels
varies greatly. As a rule they are irregular,

more often with a tendency to diairhaa than
towards constipation. In about 50 per cent,

a bloody discharge from the anus may be
expected. Distension of the abdomen in

slight, and may be absent save during attacks

of temporary obstruction. A tumour is to

be felt in about half the ca.ses. The general

condition is one of wasting and aniemia. the

patient not infrequently dying of mara^inus.

CounsE AND Progress.— (1) Acute. Un-
less relief is obtained, the case will end
fatally, within throe to five days in children,

from shock and exhaustion ; in infants it may
be in a much shorter time, or within a week
or ten days in older children ; in mlults

between the second and third week. Tlie.se

cases lead up to the second class of subacuU

\
cases, in which life may be prolonged for

three or four weeks. (2) The case may be

more or less chronic, and tenninate in death

only after a period of several weeks or

months, from wasting and exhnustinn or

peritonitis and enteritis, with or without

perforation. Lastly, recovery may take

place after sloughing, separation, and evacua-

tion of the invaginatod bowel. This lam

event, of great interest, but by no means
necessarily curative, is extremely rare in

children imder two. It has occurred propor-

tionately in 20 per cent, of ileoc.M- il. in 'IH

per cent, of colic, and in G per cent, oi I'literic

cases. Its most freipient period of occur-

rence is from the eleventh day to the period
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between the third and fourth week (Leich-

tenstein). Briefly stated, it is brought about

by adhesions forming between the invagi-

nated and leeiving portions of the bowel,

and death ot the intussnsceptum from stran-

gidation of its blood-suppiy. In most of the

recorded cases it has been some portion of

the small intestine that has come away ; in

some the caecum and its appendix with por-

tions of the colon. Sometimes the sloughed

intestine is evacuated in shreds, at other

times in its entirety. ^Yhile this result is

usually met with in acute cases, it may occur

in chronic ones that end acutely. The signs

are great fittor of the stools, and gangrenous

shreds of intestine found in them. It has

been already said that this process can by
no means be relied on to save life. The
giving way of the adhesions, and faecal ex-

travasation, chronic diarrhoea, haemorrhage,

pyaemia, and, later on, a stricture, may prove

fatal.

Treatmekt.—Aciite intussusception, espe-

cially in the child or infant, demands prompt
and active measures. Opium and belladonna

should be given at once and sufficiently to

check undue peristaltic action and relieve

pain. The abdomen shoidd be kept covered
with hot fomentations ; and the amount of

nourishment given by the mouth should be

most strictly limited. In little children es-

pecially, owing to the rapidity with which
their strength runs down, and in all cases,

so as to ensTire a condition which still ad-

mits of replacement, reduction should be

attempted as early as possible. Intiation

should be preferred to injection as somewhat
less risky. The child being placed fully

under an anaesthetic, and its pelvis and lower
limbs somewhat raised, the nozzle of a Lund's
intlater, a rectal enema-tube, or a full-sized

catheter well smeared with vaseline, attached

by tubing to a bellows, is carefully passed
into the bowel. The nates being securely

pressed arotmd the tube, air is steadily

pumped into the colon, while the surgeon
keeps one hand on the abdomen not only to

prevent over-distension, but also to watch
for any receding of the tumour towards the
caecal region. With regard to the amount of
force used, replacement of the bowel can
Tistially be effected only by considerable dis-

tension of the whole colon, and this requires
a good deal of rather forcible pumping to

complete it. This is especially the case with
regard to the last few amoimts of air sent in
(Goodhart). By carefully kneading the ab-
domen so as to facilitate the passage of air

upwards, and thus preventing the sudden
over-distension of short lengths of the colon,

the above risk will be still further reduced
(Taylor). Inflation faihng, if the condition
of the patient admit of it, more powerfial
means may be made use of by connecting the
rectal tube with an improvised water-cistern
placed high above the bed, a more equable

and forcible distension being thus obtained
(Goodhart). This authority jioints out that

the last method entails a greater risk of

rupture of the bowel, but that the end justi-

fies the means, considering the great danger
of these cases. If the above methods fail,

abdominal section should at once be resorted

to in suitable cases. The following points

are here important : (a) The age. In in-

fants under a year, unless reduction is early

tried and quickly successful, the prognosis is

very desperate, whether an operation be per-

formed or no. (ii) The condition of the

patient as to collapse, dx. (y) Tfie dura-
tion of the case. In the majority, especially

in children, the tendency of the condition is

to strangulation and not simjily incarceration,

and while the rapidity of the strangulation

varies a good deal, the chances of inflation or

injection are small, imless in recent cases,

(f!) It is thus of the utmost importance to

decide whether the bowel is strangulated or

incarcerated. Mr. Hutchinson points out that

the severity of the symptoms will be helpfid

here, namely, the urgency of the vomiting, the

degree of the constipation, the character of

any stools passed, and, above all, as utterly

incompatible with gangrene, advance of the

tumour onwards.
Only the chief points in the operation can

be given here. The peritoneal cavity being
opened by a median incision with the umbili-

cus for its centre, the intussusception is found.

For a few minutes careful pressure should
be made on this to diminish the csdema and
inflammatory swelling, before any attempts
at reduction are made (Senn). The wound
being sufficiently enlarged so as to admit of

two fingers of each hand, and the small

intestine packed away, if the mass cannot
be hooked up into the wound it must be re-

duced in situ. This can be done, if there are

no adhesions, either by traction upwards on
the upper part of the invagination ; or, as

thought better by Mr. Hutchinson, by finding

the lower part, holding the ensheathing part

so that it cannot be drawn into constricting

folds, and backing out the contained bowel
by gentle squeezing movements between the

finger and thumb. These movements must
be continued, and the finger and thumb
gradually shifted upwards along the gut till

every atom of the mass is reduced ; this

being often made known by the appearance of

the vermiform appendix. Every care must be
adopted to finish the operation as speedily as

possible, and every precaution taken against

shock. The chief points in the after-treat-

ment are the application of warmth, and the

administration of milk, brand}', and lauda-

num.
IV. Impaction of Gall-stones.—These

may enter the intestine either after passing
down the gradually dilated duct, or after a
process of inflammatory adhesion and ulcera-

tion between the gall-bladder and duodenum
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or colon. It is in this latter way tliat jjall-

stones larfje enouj,')) to block its canal nvt
into the bowel; and hence in such cases,

tliouph there is usually a previous history of

more or less sutTering in the hypochoniiriac
rejiion (which may assist in tlie diagnosis),

those paroxysms of pain and the jaundice
which accomi>any the passage of gall-stones

down the duct may not have been expe-
rienced. Ciall-stones may either escape by
the anus, or become firmly impacted and
completely obstruct the intestine. Obstruc-
tion from this cause is, however, compara-
tively rare. It is met with far more fre-

([uently in the female than in the male, and
with ^ery few exceptions after late middle
life. The patients are often very obese. As a
rule the obstructing gall-stone is single. The
most common seat of impaction is the lower
ileinn, and next to this the jejunum or duo-
deiuim.

Symptoms.—These are usually sudden and
acute ; death from enteritis conjoined with
those of acute obstruction occurring, as a
rule, in about five days, perhaps earlier, as

the result of shock. Kecovery rarely takes

place. In some few exceptional cases relief

lias come about even after periods of severest

Rutl'ering, by the release and onward passage
of the stone ; in some the bowel lias become
stretched into a kind of diverticulum, in

which the stone has remained lodged ; in

Bome, after adhesion and ulceration, an open-
ing has been formed between the small in-

testine and the neiglibouring part of the

colon, or by similar processes the stone has
escaped externally.

Diagnosis.—This is aided by the sex, age,

and previous history of the patient; the acute-

ness of the symptoms ; and perhaps by the

recognition of a more or less distinct hard
lump corresponding to the obstructing gall-

stone.

Treatment.—If a very short trial of palli-

ative treatment is futile, abdominal section

is here the patient's only chance ; though,
owing to the usual age, habits, and condition

of the tissues, the step must always be a

very anxious one. The stone having been
found, it may be dealt with—(1) By trying

to pass it on into the large bowel. {'I) By
intra-intestinal crushing, either between the

tingers or by tlat-bladed forceps guarded with

iiidiarubber tube. (3) This may be facilitated

l)y Mr. Tait's suggestion of puncturing the

stone with a needle, passed oblicjuely. (5)

'The loop being drawn outside, the stone may
be extracted and the opening most carefully

closed.

V. Contractions.—In this class may be

included cases due to adhesions, kinking or

compressing the gut, or matting together

several coils ; and those where mischief, in-

flammatory or malignant, has closed the

lumen by traction, or narrowed it—as when
the mesentery puckers from old intlamma-

G6

tory or malignant mischief. Tliese cases are
amongst the gravest and the most liopeluiw

of intestinal obstructinns ; they atlect tho
small more frequently than the large into8-

tino; and are often preceded by old peritonitis.

Symptoms.—Owing to the rarity of stric-

ture of tlio small intestine, this group prac-
tically comprises all cases of ciironic ob-
struction of that part of the bowel (Faggel.
The attacks are often repeated, and the Hnal
one is in duration subacute or chronic rather
than acute. Thus, sickness or constipation

I will not be severe, however high up the ob-
struction may be ; severe collapse or suppres-
sion of urine will probably not a])pear. On
the other hand, visible peristalsis, and attacks
of pain with loud rumblings, will probably
be marked features.

Tkeatment.—This must be mainly pallia-
': five, on the lines already laid down. Ab-
dominal section is here especially likely to

be disappointing, owing to the complicated
nature of the obstructing agency, the fact

that it is often not very localised, and tho
intimacy with which it is blended with one
or more coils of intestine, of with these and
some other viscus as well. Formation of
an artificial anus, and still more colotomy

I

where the large intestine is affected, may
give relief.

VI. Obstruction from Stricture.

—

(a) Simple ciralricial stfiioncs. These may
result from the efl'ects of dysenteric, tuber-

cular, or syphilitic ulceration of considerable

extent. The dysenteric are most frequent in

I

the lower part of the large intestine, the

tubercular m the lower ileum and about the

Ueo-ceecal valve, and the syphilitic in the

rectum. Barer instances of stenoses occur
after injury, the strangling of an intussus-

ception, the strangulation of hernia, or the

ulceration produced by temporarily impacted
gall-stones, fiecal masses, or foreign bodies.

(b) Nrw-growths.—A more exact jiatho-

logy has practically narrowed down these to

one kind, namely, cylindrical epitlielioma.

Very rarely innocent growths— e.j;. fibromata

or adenomata—may cause more or less ob-

struction, usually by becoming polypoid. The
locality attacked is in the very great majority

of cases on the left side. Most ca.>;e8 occur in

about equal proportions in the rectum and
sigmoid tlexurc ; then about half as fre-

quently in the left colon and splenic flexure ;

the remainder being met with m the ascend-

ing colon and hepatic Hexure.

Symptoms.— In the earlier stnces these are

often by no means marked. Disordered,

irregular, and unsatisfactory action of tho

bowels, and general discomfort, with interv .'il-i

of comparative ease, constitute the eiirli< -.t

indications. .\t this time, o\\ ing to the for-

getting or deferring of an examination, the

cases are far too frequently treated as in-

stances of Hatulence, inditrestion, ami consti-

pation. Later on, the symptoms of obst ruction
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become more pronounced. In most cases

abdominal distension, accompanied by foetid

eructations and pain, comes on, varying

in degree from time' to time. The pain is

Tisually distinguished by its paroxysmal cha-

racter, and its relation to unwise feeding.

Vomiting usually aj^pears late, until then

being replaced by nausea, and usually only

becomes faeculent in the final attack of

obstruction. The motions are always un-
satisfactory, the bowels not acting without

aperients, loose stools often alternating with

scybala, or broken up bits with slime and
mucus coming away. Troublesome, teasing

tenesmus, causing the patient to repeatedly

seek relief from the sensations of an im-
perfectly emptied bowel, is often present when
the stricture is low down. Peristaltic move-
ments of the intestines, accompanied by
colicky pain and rumbling borborygmi, be-

come increasingly frequent and manifest as

the muscular fibre hypertrophies. As the

case progi'esses, the general condition of the

patient, with the increasing emaciation and
cachexia, and the failure of treatment, all

point to the malignant aspect of the case.

Course and Terminations.—The course

of all such cases, though very variable in

duration, is progressively unfavourable, and
sooner or later death supervenes, usually

from peritonitis, with or without perforation,

or from exhatistion by prolonged suffering

and possibly supptiration. Absolute occlusion,

as a rule, comes about slowly. In some cases

it is never completely established ; in others,

it occurs suddenly, from impaction of hard-

ened fieces or undigested food. It is worthy
of note that, even in cases in which the seat

of constriction is in the sigmoid flexure or

rectum, the greatest evidence of stress of the
fiecal accumulation, distension, ulceration,

and perforation, is often in the csecinn.

Treatment.—From the very first, as soon
as there is reason to suspect the presence of

a stricture, the most careful attention to diet,

and the regular administration of such medi-
cines as will favour soft, semi-solid motions,
should be insisted on. If these points are
attended to, the patients may be kept, for the
year or two which the disease takes to run
its course, in comparative ease ; but it is

extraordinary how frequently and at what
cost these most obvious precautions are still

neglected. Patients, the subjects of stricture,

should be warned that they are living on the
brink of a precipice. As a rule, carelessness
in diet brings its own penalty, and most
patients willingly acknowledge the relief

which such a diet as the following gives.

Soups ; milk, bread and milk, milk and oat-

meal, arrowroot; poached or whipped-up eggs,

a few oysters, a little vegetable (especially

those which leave a small residue) with
plenty of gravy, or well pureed with milk ; a
little underdone meat, well pounded or
Bhredded. In the early stages, and later on

in the intervals of relief from threatening
obstruction, laxatives should be given regu-

larly. Thus cascara sagrada tablets, compound
liquorice powder, a pill containing aloes, com-
pound extract of colocynth and oil of junijier

—one of these may be administered over-

night, while Hunyadi Janos, or a similar

•wnter, is given in the morning. In other

cases castor oil is preferable, or strychnine,

belladonna, and aloes may be given in the

form of pill twice or three times a day.

Where obstruction is actually threatening,

a laxative such as castor oil or sulphate of

magnesium may still give great relief if com-
bined with a little tincture of opium, and
aided by enemata of castor oil. But where
obstruction is actually present, the case must
be treated on the usual lines, a sedative here
replacing laxative treatment.

When the above treatment has failed,

lumbar colotomy (on the right or left side,

according to the indications afforded) should
not be too long deferred. The merits of this

operation in relieving suffering and prolong-

ing life in such cases can scarcely be esteemed
too highly.

VII. Obstruction from Compression
from "without.—Various viscera, enlarged
and displaced, especially the uterus and
ovaries, and in rarer instances the spleen, the
kidney, or even a distended bladder ; tubercu-

lous or cancerous glands, tumours of the

omentum, growths from one part or other of

the abdominal or pelvic parietes, hydatid
cysts, &c., may so compress a neighbouring
portion of bowel as to lead to obstruction.

Diagnosis.—Careful examination, includ-

ing that per vaginam and per anum (some-

times the introduction of the hand into the

rectum may be useful), together with the

history of the case, consideration of the col-

lateral signs and symptoms, and in some cases,

as where the swelling is cystic, an explora-

tory tapping or aspiration, will generally

suffice to establish, approximately at any
rate, the existence of this form of obstruction.

Treatment.—This consists, first, in the

removal of the cause, if practicable; secondly,

where this is impossible, in relieving the

obstruction. By altering the position of the

body, the displaced viscera may sometimes
be moved so as no longer to compress the

bowel ; tumours—ovarian, uterine, renal, or

hydatid—may be dealt with by operation.

Where this is impossible, manipulation or

copious enemata may be employed, or seda-

tives may be tried, in the hope that the bowel'
may, under their influence, release itself.

But if none of these measures should be

applicable or successful, and if the symptoms
of obstruction be severe, resort to colotomy,

or the making of an artificial anus by ab-

dominal section, may become needful. In
some cases of this class more especially, relief

has been afforded by puncture with a fine

trocar and cannula.
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VIII. Obstruction from Impaction

of Foreign Bodies, Intestinal Concre-
tions (Enteroliths), &c.

(<i) Foreign bodies in bulk, such as bones,
coins, &c., occasionally find their way into

the intestines. In a considerable proportion
of cases they are evacuated per aniim with-

out much inconvenience ; in some cases they
pive rise to enteritis and various other intes-

tinal troubles; in some rare cases tliey lead

to more or less complete occhision, with
acute or subacute symptoms.

{It) Foreif^n bodies, as hair, &c. ; skins,

seeds, and stones of fruit (the husks of cereals,

and oats especially), the curds of milk in

young children, and some medicinal sub-

stances, as magnesia, chalk, iron oxide, Ac,
taken over a long interval, may accumulate
and give rise to more or less comi)lete ob-

struction. Such masses constitute the large

proportion of the so-called ' intestinal con-
cretions ' in the hiunan subject.

(c) Hard concretions (enteroliths), consist-

ing for the most part of phosphates of lime
aiul niagnesium, with organic material, and
having usually as a nucleus some foreign body
or hardened fieees, have rarely been met with.

Intestinal concretions are most frequently

found in the cfficum or rectum ; much more
rarely in the ileum. They are slowly formed,
and rarely bring about intestinal obstruction.

Treatment.—As a rule, purgatives can
only do mischief. Soothing remedies give

temporary relief, and favour the gradual on-
ward passage of the foreign body. If abso-

lute impaction has clearly taken place, and
the symptoms are urgent, abdominal section

and extraction may be imjierative.

IX. Obstruction from Impaction of
Faeces.—Prolonged constipation may lead

to definite obstruction by impaction of faecal

masses, conjoined with paralysis and inaction

of the bowel from distension, and contraction

of the empty portion below. Sometimes the

occlusion is rendered more absolute and ir-

remediable by the doubling or dragging do\\-n

of the bowel by the weight of its contents.

The seat of the obstructing fa?cal mass is

usuallj- the sigmoid flexure or the rectmn ;

but great accumulation and its effects—dis-

tension, ulceration, perforation— are often

most manifested in the ciecum. This cause

of obstruction is most frequently met with

in women of sedentary habits, after middle
life, and especially amongst hypochondriacs
or lunatics.

Symptoms.—These are charactensed by
their chronicity ; complete occlusion, as a

rule, coming about slowly. Tiiere is little or

no actual pain during the earlier stages ; and
even during the later stages, in the absence

of complications, it rarely becomes acute.

Vomiting is altogether absent at first; in the

later stages there may be much nausea, ac-

companied with foul evacuations, and, towards

the last, feculent vomiting. Absolute con-

stipation is slowly established, and then n ,

last for two or three months. In a few (a-, s

the extraordinary periods of seven, eight, or
even nine months have been reached without
relief (Treves). Before the constipation hun
thus become absolute, it has \ery likely been
interrupted by attacks of diarrluL-a, ilne to
catarrh of the intestine above the impaction,
and giving verj- imperfect relief. The filial

masses can sometimes be felt on examination
of the abdomen, or they may be concealed
by the presence of fat, flatus, and distension.

Course.—In a considerable proportion of
these cases relief nuiy be afforded by ai>|iro-

priate treatment. In some, death ensues
from gradual exhaustion, from peritonitis

after ulceration and perforation, or from acute
obstruction owing to the bowel becoming
suddenly blocked or acutely kinked.
Treatment.—Very copious enemata, ad-

ministered through a long soft tube, are espe-

cially useful, the rectum being first cleare<l

out with a finger or sjwon. Such enematji,

consistuig of thin gruel, soap and water, with
tiu^jentine, castor oil. or ox-gall added, shouM
be repeated from time to time, and carefully

insinuated onwards as far as practicable. Or a
stream of warm water from a > essel raised to

a height through a long tube, may be advan-
tageously made to play upon and wash away,
portion by portion, the fiecal mass (CJay). In
some cases galvanism and massage, aided by
the sudden application of beat and cold, may
be useful.

In the earlier stages, laxatives or purgatives

may be given with safety and advantage. A
teaspoonful of liochelle salt in a cupful of

mutton-broth is an old but often efficacious

remedj-. In the later stages, and when pur-

gatives alone are contra-indicated, they may
be combined with sedatives, castor oil or sul-

phate of magnesium being given with small

doses of laudanum, or calomel being simi-

larly combined with a little Dover's powder.

The use of belladonna in large doses is often

peculiarly benericial.

In the extremest cases, while colotomy is

to be looked on as the very last resort, the

practitioner should avail himself of tins

rather than allow his patient to die of over-

distension and ulceration of the intestine.

When relief has been obtained, the greatest

care as to diet and after-management is

necessary, in order to prevent that recurrence

of trouble to which the patient remains

liable. See Constifation.

X. Obstruction ft-om Congenital
Malformation. -Constriction or occlusion

of this kind is very mrely met with in the

duodenum at or about the entrance of the

common bile-duct, or about the junction of

the duodenum with the jejuninn ; and in

Bome cases has appeared to depend uimhi

valve-like folds of nnicous ni'"'" "" re-

sembling enlarged or continent nni-

ventes. The lower portion of i lear
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the ileo-ciEcal valve, or about the junction

with the omphalo-mesenteric duct, appears

most hkely to be so atfected. The colon (and

almost exclusively the si<nnoid flesiu-e) is the

l^art of the bowel most frequently constricted

by the effects of foetal peritonitis, but instances

are very rare.

All such cases are of pathological interest

rather than of practical importance. Vomit-
ing of rueconium, absence of proper evacua-

tion, straining, convulsions, and evidence of

more or less severe suffering, are followed by
speedy death, though in some rare instances

life has been prolonged for weeks or even
months. No treatment can avail, and svirgical

operations can only hasten death, or at best

succeed in prolonging misery.

Very much more common, and somewhat
more hopeful, are those cases in which there

is congenital defect of the lower part of the

rectum or anus, or both. They may be di-

vided into

—

(a) imperforate anus
; (6) anus in

natural position, but the rectum deficient.

Treatment.—Immediate relief may often

be afforded by surgical operations, and in

some instances more or less permanent good
results have been obtained, and by persevering
management maintained; but survival to

adolescence or adult age has seldom ensued.
See Bectum, Diseases of.

Arthur E. Durham.
W. H. A. Jacobson.

INTESTINAL WORMS.-This com-
bined term was foruierly nuich employed in
medical literature, as an equivalent for the
simpler expression entozoa, which latter title

is far better, more compreliensive, and now
in general use. To be sure, nearly all the
internal parasites of man, at some time or
other during the course of their development,
play tlie part of intestinal worms, within
either the human or animal host ; but since
this particular residence frequently consti-

tutes neither the only locality they occupy,
nor the principal feature of their life-record,

it is well that the misleading words in
question should be altogether abandoned
from medical science. See Entozoa ; and
Parasites. T. S. Cobbold.

INTESTINES, Diseases of.— Synon. :

Fr. Maladies de I Intestine; Ger. Krank-
heiten des Darmes.
General Remarks.—Morbid affections of

the intestinal tract are of very frequent
occurrence at all ages.

The direct exposure wliicli this canal offers

to external influences, in the form of ingesta,
wiU account for a large proportion of cases

;

so many irritants can exert their immediate
influence, and produce what may be termed
primar;/ affections of the canal. On the other
hand, since nmch of the pliysiological work
of the tract depends for its pi^rformance on
a healthy condition of other functions, espe-
cially those of the blood - circulation and

INTESTINES, DISEASES OF

nervous system, any disturbances of these
processes wiU tend to influence injuriously

intestinal digestion, and thus give rise to

secondary diseases of the bowel. And it is

evident that an improper preparation of the
food in the intestine nn;st in its turn affect

the nutrition of the tissues generally, and
among others those of the canal itself.

Due to these varied causes are the most
diverse fi,rms of structuial disease, impli-

cating especially the mucosa and submucosa,
and less frequently the muscular and peri-

toneal coats. Perversions of vascularity, such
as hyiiersemia and congestion with therr re-

sults, luemorrhage and oedema, are often met
with ; and all degrees of inflammation, from
a simjile catarrh to suppm'ative enteritis with
abscess, or diphtheritic and other specific

forms of disease, such as typhoid, dysenteric,

and choleraic. Among the forms of degene-
ration the lardaceous is the most important

;

of new-growths, carcinoma is most common,
with tubercular next, whilst the connective
tissue, fatty, mucous, and vascular neoplasms
are rarer; malformations and malpositions
complete the list of structural affections. See
Digestive Organs, Diseases of.

Although structurally continuous with the
stomach, and closely associated with it in its

working, the intestine nevertheless is exceed-
ingly prone to be diseased indepoidently of
that organ, while at other times Loth suffer

together. Certain regions of the tract favour
the develojiment of disease, and it is rare to

find the entire length of the canal involved;
whilst one portion of the tube, the jejunum,
is probably less liable to disease than any
other organ of the body.
Thus it is that the symptoms due to a

disease of the intestines may be masked by
more prominent signs of mischief elsewhere,
though secondary to the intestinal affection

;

whilst in other cases the disease we have to
treat is but an expression on the part of the
bowels of a morbid state, primarily connected
with some other organ.

It must be remembered that many symp-
toms referred to the intestines are really due
to improper digestion in the canal induced by
causes remote from the bowels, which may
be practically normal. Such conditions are
to be distinguished from structural affections

of the tissues of the intestines, which are
mainly the subject-matter of this article, the
functional perversions being treated of in the
article, Digestion, Disorders of.

The indications of actual intestinal disease
are frequently vague and imcertain. The
subjective symptoms, such as pain, may be
completely wanting in some of the most
serious forms of disease, or out of all pro-
portion to the severity of the case. An ulcer
may proceed to perforation with but a mini-
mum of discomfort, whilst an attack of simple
colic may be agonising. Nor is physical
examination so fruitful in its results in the
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case of intestinal disenso as it is in the
alVcctions of many other or;,'ans, th(>uf,'li per-

haps in no otlier region is the tacttis eriulifus

80 vahiable. Many of the states to bo con-
sidered liere undoulitedly pass tlirouf,'h their

whole course without {,'ivinr; tlio shj,'litest

indication that can be reco;?nised by physical
examination. An investigation of the evacua-
tions at present furnishes information within
the narrowest limits. From all these circum-
stances, a diagnosis of n)any diseases of the
intestines must be almost a matter of infer-

ence and conjecture.

In respect to treatment, very much may
be done witli the means at our command.
The removal of causes is in a large propor-
tion of cases easy, and a complete cure may
be effected. And wliilst some of the remain-
ing cases admit of little or no relief, a
greater number can be partially alleviated by
suitable remedies.
The several diseased conditions of tlie in-

testines will be discussed in the following
alphabetical order :— (1) Abscess ; (2) Albu-
minoid disease ; (3) Atrophy ; (4) Concretions
in; (5) Contraction; (G) Dilatation

; (7) Gan-
grene ; (8) Hiemorrhage ; ('J) ITypersemia and
Congestion; (10) Hypertrophy; (11) Inflam-
mation, Acute and Chronic

;
(1"2) Malforma-

tions; (13) Malignant disease
; (14) Malposi-

tions; (1.')) Micro-organisms; (10) Morbid
growths, Non-Malignant

; (17) Paralysis
;

(18) Parasites; (I'J) Perforation and Iiupture;

(•JO) Spasm; {'2,1) Sypliilitic disease; (22)

Tubercular disease ; and (23) Ulceiation.

1. Intestines, Abscess in Walls of.—
In the course of severe cases of enteritis

—

phlegmonous— where the inthmunatory pro-

cess affects all the coats of the bowel, and
the products infiltrate the different tissues,

collections of pus may be found, but with
no well-defined limit, such as constitute an
abscess. Such coUections may open into the

intestine, lea\ing small ulcers ; or through
the peritoneal coat, and so cause perforation.

In the chronic enteritis met with in scro-

fulous subjects, the solitary and agminated
glands may imdergo slow suppuration, and
form abscesses which end by opening into

the bowel.

Such morbid products are rather of posl-

mortcin interest, gi\hig rise to no special

symptoms during life which will permit of

their being diagnosed, apart from the existing

enteritis ; and thej' are incapable of sjjecial

treatment.

2. Intestines, Albuminoid Disease of.

The intestines appear to be affected with lar-

daeeous disease next in frequency to the

spleen, liver, kidneys, and lymphatic glands,

and it is rare for the alimentary canal to

show signs of this degeneration until it has

become far advanced in the above-named
organs. It is stated that the intestines are

affected in 42 per cent, of all cases (Haber-
shon).

Anatomical Characters. —As in other
organs, the inner coat of the artcrie«, parti-
cularly of tliose surrounding tlie solitary and
agminated glands, ajipears to bo the starling
point of tlie albuminoid change, from w liich
it gradually extends to adjacent tissues, until
the wliole thickness of the bowel may be
rejdaced by tliis nuiterial. In milder caaex
it is limited to the mucous and submucous
coats, which in all cases are the first to
suffer, the villi being specially affected. Con-
sidering the exceeding proneness of the Mal-
jtighian corpuscles of the spleen to undergo
tills change, it is noticeable that the solitary
and agminated glands of the intestine, which
are of similar structure, should long resist

the degeneration, and in many cases may be
quite unaffected. Sooner or later, however,
the albuminoid granules appear in these
structures, until the whole ghuid is involved.
The mesenteric glands are usually impli-
cated ; and in severe cases the mesenteric
and peritoneal vessels, and even the ajipen-
dices etiiploicip (Il'nyem).

To the naked eye the mucous membrane
appears smooth, pale, and thickened, often of
a peculiar glistening aspect ' (Friedreich),
resembling wet wash-leather (Moxon). The
pallor is very striking. When the degene-
ration is extreme, the surface ulcerates,

especially over the follicles, from fatty de-
generation and breaking down of the new-
material, the diminished blood-su]iply by the
constricted vessels leading to this result.

The small intestine, and particularly the
' lower part of the ileum, is the usual seat

I

of the disease, which sometimes extends uj)-

!
wards to the duodenum and stomach ; the
colon is occasionally affected.

I

Symptoms.—The most prominent symp-
toms which this condition gives rise to, so

far as the alimentary canal is concerned, are
diarrhtea and hiemorrhage. Since the other
important viscera are always simultaneously
affected, other symptoms coexist. The diar-

rho'a is rather characterised by fluidity than
I undue frequency of the stools, though the

latter does occur ; the evacuations are often

greenish from altered blood. It is rare to

I

find either pain or tenderness ; and the diar-

rhii'a when once established rarely ceases.

j

Hiemorrhage from the surface of the nm-
cous membrane, independently of any ulcera-

tion, may occur from rupture of the diseased

vessels.

Tkkatmk.nt. — Enemata of starch and
opium are useful, though their etTect is but
temporary. lieoovery. even from an ad-

vanced state, may follow if the cause, such
as a suppurating joint, can be completely re-

moved.
3. Intestines, Atrophy of. ^ ral

atroyihy of the intestines acconi]' ^i-

ing of the entire body from any --e

of malnutrition, such as star\ .< re

the organs are estimated in fata! ^e
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42 per cent, of their weight, becoming ex-

tremely thin and transi)arent.

Intestinal catarrh may lead to atrophy of

the bowels, even to an extreme degree.

Nothuagel, who has specially studied this

condition, found evidence of it in 80 per cent,

of deaths from all causes, and at all ages,

even six weeks after birth. It may follow

on a catarrh which is acute— this being fre-

quent in children—or on the sub-acute or

chronic forms. Certain parts of the canal

are more liable to be affected than others,

the ceecum, ascending colon, and lower end of

ileum being the regions most commonly
attacked. The change is almost restricted

to the mucosa, the villi of the small intestine

especially suffering, the thickness of the coat

being reduced to one-fifth the normal in ex-

treme cases, together with complete disap-

jjcarance of Lieberkuhn's glands. The entire

layer is replaced by connective tissue con-

taining a few round cells, and presents a

smooth appearance, with UTegular thicken-

ings at places ; there is none of the pigmen-
tation so constantly seen in the fibroid

change of chronic catarrh ; the muscular
tissue, even of the mucosa, and the Ij-mphoid
follicles are unaffected. Nothnagel has also

described areas of the muscular coat con-
genitally atrophied.

The symptoms referable to this condition,

when the small intestine is involved, are

those of general malnutrition from deficient

absorption of the digested foods, and this may
be so severe as to prove fatal, especially in

children and infants. When the change is

limited to the colon, there may be nothing
beyond a slight diarrlnta, with bulky pul
taceous offensive stools free from mucus.
No treatment is specially available for this

condition.

4. Intestines, Casts of.

—

See Casts.
5. Intestines, Catarrh of.—See 13. In-

flammation.
G. Intestines, Concretions in.

—

Synon.:
Enteroliths.—These are commonly met
with in the colon, caecum, and ap])endix,

which offer greater facilities of lodgment,
and are liable to cause enteritis, ulceration,

and perforation, or varying degrees of ob-
struction. See Calculi ; and Intestinal Ob-
struction, p. 1010.

7. Intestines, Contraction of.—The
calibre of the intestinal canal may be di-

minished by the pressure of tumours ; by
structural changes in the walls, such as
cicatrices ; or by displacements of portions of
the bowel in invagination, &c. Such causes
of stricture are more properly described
under intestinal obstructions. See Intestinal
Obstruction.
The term ' contraction ' may be applied to

that state of shrinking which tlie gut is liable

to present below the seat of any permanent
stricture.

Congenital malformations, producing con-

traction of the canal, even to complete occlu-

sion, may be met with.

8. Intestines, Dilatation of.— The
normal diameter of tlie small intestine may
be taken as 1| inch throughout; and that of

the large mtestine as gradually diminishing
from 2i inches at the cfEcum, to li inch at

the upper part of tlie rectum. But the canal
is evidently capable of distension much be-

yond these limits, as may be recognised when
large accumulations of flatus or fipces occur.

Such conditions, however, may disappear
after death, the bowel returnmg to its proper
capacity. These dilatations, therefore, may
be regarded as temporary.
Other forms of distension of a more per-

manent nature are frequently observed.

Cases have been recorded where extreme
distension of the bowel, with considerable
hy])ertrophy of the muscular coat, occurred
without any obvious cause, but associated

with marked constipation. These have been
provisionally termed idiopathic, and com-
pared to similar affections of the uesophagus
and stomacli. The condition has been met
with in children even at birth, as well as in

adults, and usually nms an acute and fatal

course. In one case the colon was uniformly
distended to a diameter of 6 to 8 inches; and
in another the average diameter of the small
intestine was twice the normal, the stomach
also sharing in the distension ; the person
had been a large eater, and was extremely
fat. The sigmoid flexure appears to be very
prone to this distension.

In the greater number of cases the dilata-

tion is attributable to the existence of some
stricture in the course of the canal, and
inasmuch as a persistent obstruction is usually

located somewhere in the large intestine, it

is the colon which most frequently suffers,

and tliis may be so excessive as practically to

obliterate the ileo-caecal valve. The mere
accuiuulation and retention of the contents

above the obstruction is doubtless one factor

in causing the distension ; but a diuiinished

resisting power on the jiart of the gut prob-

ably co-exists, brought about by malnutrition

of Its textures. The muscular coat of the

dilated jiortions is usually hypertrojihied,

while the mucous membrane is thinned and
peculiarly liable to ulceration, the decom-
posing contents furnishing an exciting cause

for this result.

Localised bulgings or sacculations of tha

bowel may be met with, sometimes involving

all the coats, and occasionally as diverticula

formed by protrusions of the mucous mem-
brane between the muscular fibres covered
only by peritoneum. These ' false or disten-

sion diverticula ' are commonly found in old

people suffering from chronic constipation or

some condition causing general distension of

the intestines ; they are single or multiple,

occasionally occurring in great numbe) s and
globular in shape ; are most frequent in iha
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colon, where they extend into the appendices
epiploicic, and occur less often in the small
intestine alonj; the mesenteric border. In-
tlaiuniiition from tlie irritation of fn'cal or
foreitjn matter is liable to be set up in them,
leading to perforation into the peritonenm,
or very rarely to communication with the
bladder.

The existence of any extreme dilatation

may be reco-^nised by inspection or manipu-
lation of the abdomen, especially if the
parietes be thin and wasted, as they fre-

quently are in such cases. Tympanites is

present to a variable degree, uniformly dis-

tending the abdomen or causing asymmetrical
swelling. Fiecal vomiting may occur in

connexion with the existence of a dilated

intestine, but this is rather to be attributed

to the primary obstructing cause, in the
symptoms of which the few indications

jjeculiar to this condition are merged. In
extreme cases, the movements of the dia-

phragm may be interfered with, and the
heart's action impaired even fatally.

Paralysis or atony from wasting or

degeneration of the muscular coats, by
diminishing the resistance of the bowel,
allows of its distension. This is well exem-
plified in the extreme dilatation from flatus

which so frequently accompanies acute j>eri-

tonitis ; and is comparable to certain cases

of gastro-ectasis of a temporary character.

9. Intestines, Gangrene of.

/Etiology.—The immediate cause of the

absolute death of a portion of the intestine

is the complete arrest of the flow of blood
through the part afl'ected. This obstruction

may be produced by :
—

(i.) Embolus of the superior mesenteric
artery. Several cases of this condition have
been recorded.

(Li.) Thrombus of the mesenteric veins.

The perfect stasis induced by this cause is of

very rare occurrence, but it has been seen to

follow invasion of the portal vein by malig-

nant disease, and associated with thrombosis
of the femoral vein in the puerperal state.

(iii.) Detachment of the mesentery close to

the intestme will be foUowed by gangrene of

the part which is thus deprived of its blood-

supply.

(iv.) Local constrictions of the bowel. This

is by far the commonest class of causes of

gangrene, and is the probable sequence of an
unreduced strangulated hernia, an invagina-

tion or ileus. In these states the vessels are

pressed upon, owing to the altered position of

the gut. wliich, with the continuously in-

creasing pressure of the oedema that follows

the venous obstruction, leads to complete

stasis.

(v.) The more gradual obstruction to the

blood-flow, from constriction of the vessels

bj' diseases of theii" walls, leads to sloughing,

and tends to occur in lardaceous disea se of

the intestines.

(vi.) Sloughing also occurs as a
of the long-continued pressure of Im
or of the intlaiumatory state, when the pro-
cess is of such intensity that complete .c^t.
tion of the circulation takes place in ',

spots, usually afTecting the inuc >us m
only, though occasionally penetrating ilctpcr,

ulcers remaining after separation of the
sloughs.

Anatomical Characters. — From the
nature of the constructive tissues of the in-

testine, the gangrene which is met with is

of the moist variety. The portion of bowel
wliich is afl'ected is at first of an intense red
colour, gradually increasing to purple, and
even to black. The extreme congestion
of the vessels leads to effusion of blood
into the tissues, which are uniformly
coloured; decomposition rapidly takes place
in the stagnant blood, and the products acted
on by the sulphuretted hydrogen of the intes-

tines become black, all traces of red colour
being soon lost. Meanwiiilc the mucous
membrane and muscular coats are swollen
and sodden by the serum and blood with
which they are infiltrated, and a dark, black
to ash-grey, soft, pulpy mass is finally thrown
oti from the healthy tissue. The extent of
substance which may undergo this necrosis

and be separated is extremely variable, from
a mere slough of half an uicli in diameter or

smaller, to portions of bowel several feet in

length. The late Dr. Peacock records a ca.se

where twelve feet were passed in eight por-
tions during a period of three years.

Symptoms.—The occurrence of symptoms
whereby mortification of the bowels can be
diagnosed is scarcely to bo expected. The
signs for the most part resolve themselves
into those of the cause, whether that be a

plugging of the mesenteric vessels, or a
localised enteritis. Extreme factor of the

stools may suggest its presence, but can
afford no indication of the extent or depth of

bowel uivolved, wliich are all important data

for prognosis, and to some degree for treat-

ment. It is not until the sphiu-elus has been

passed /)«T anuin, or that signs of ulceration

are manifest, that the jwisitivo existence of

gangrene can be ascertained. A very few hours

suffice to produce this condition when once

the cause is established ; and since it cannot

be either arrested or cured, the separation of

the slough is to be desired, although fatal

haemorrhage or perforation may be associated

with this process. Intestinal gangrtiie is

always to be regarded as grave, thoii:,'h re-

covery not iiifre<piently follows sloughing of

considerable tracts when confined to the

mucous membrane.
Tkf.atmext.—The circmustances associated

with this morbid process as a 'mI.' i.t..l;:.li.

any treatment being specially dr

it. If there be rea-son to 1" i

entire thickness of the intestine is gangrenous,

operative proceedings should be at once
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resorted to. Considerable success—even 50

per cent, of recoveries according to some

—

has followed resection of the dead part of the

bowel, and union of the segments by sutures

{e^iterorrajihij).

10. Intestines, Hsemorrhage froni.—
An escape of blood from the intestines is a

sign of certain morbid conditions rather than

an actual disease itself, hence the cause of

the haemorrhage must be sought for.

jEtiology.— The causes of intestinal

haemorrhage may be thus indicated :

—

(d) Increased blood-jyrcssure : Intense hy-

peraemia or extreme congestion from heart-

disease, portal obstruction, embolism or throm-

bosis of the mesenteric vessels, intussuscep-

tion, &c.

O) Affections of tlie intestiiial walls: In-

juries of the bowels; ulceration ;. vascular

growths, hifiiporrhoids ; lardaceous disease

of the walls.

(•y) Priniarihj altered blood-states or de-

terioration of vessels : Purpura haemor-

rhagica ; scurvy ; leucocythsen.ia ;
yellow

fever and severe intermittent and remittent

fevers ; haemophilia.

(8) Occasional causes: Disease of the

stomach ; ruptiu-e of anevu'ysm into intestine

;

vicarious menstruation.
The mere emuneration of the causes rmxst

here suthce. It is ob^nous that the relative

frequency of these conditions differs consider-

ably, and in many cases the cause is at once
apparent, whilst occasionally the source of

the blood may be more obscure. It would
seem from statistics that intestinal haemor-
rhage is of more frequent occurrence in

males, as gastric haemorrhage is more com-
mon in women ; the latter fact being ex-

plained by the greater liability of females to

ulcer of the stomach, as the former appears
to be by the preponderance of males suffer-

ing from the determining causes of haemor-
rhage, such as liver-disease.

Symptoms.— Associated with the symptoms
special to the loss of blood, and which are in

the main similar to bleeding from any other
organ, there are the signs and symptoms of

the causal disease. The extent of the haemor-
rhage will necessai-ily largely determine the
symptoms, many bleedings being so trivial as

to give rise to no appreciable effects, and in

extreme cases the loss being so great and
sudden as to lead to rapid collapse and death.
Between these extremes all degrees of an-
aemia, faintness, pallor, giddiness, and failing

pulse may be observed. A sensation as of a
warm fluid flowing into the abdomen is occa-
sionally complained of, but otherwise haemor-
rhage in this situation is seldom possessed of
characteristic features. Abdominal pain may
accompany intestinal haemorrhage, and is

specially severe in embohis of the mesenteric
arteries, but this symptom is not to be attri-

buted to the bleeding, both being associated
manifestations of a common cause. The

occurrence of the above mentioned indica-

tions in the course of a disease liable to lead

to this condition, would point to ha?morrhage,
especially if there be a fall in temperature
from a previous pj'rexial state.

Occasionally the escape of blood is bene-

ficial. This is particularly the case where
the cause is a congestion of the intestinal

tract, with or without haemorrhoids. Thereby
the fulness of the bowels is relieved, and a

more equable circulation is established. In
some cases of typhoid fever, contrary to what
might be supposed, improvement has been
noticed to follow a moderate loss of blood

(Trousseau).

Except in such cases as when the effusion

of blood is so excessive that death takes

place before any escapes from the bowel,

intestinal haemorrhage reveals itself sooner

or later in the character of the evacua-

tions. If the cause be situated immediately
within the anus, or the blood be sutticient in

amount to escape alteration, then the red

colour is retained. The hiematin is readily

affected by the sulphuretted hydrogen in the

canal, and converted into a blackened mate-
rial, sulphide of iron being formed, which
stains the f.eces; or a black tarry substance

is evacuated, being the altered clotted blood

{see Helena). As a rule, when the blood
has undergone this change, the source of

it is in the stomach or small intestine

;

blood from the colon—where it is usually

due to ulceration—being passed adherent to

the faeces. The height of the source, the

quantity, and the duration of its stay in the

canal, largely determine the extent of altera-

tion in the blood, and its degree of admix-
ture with the faeces.

Diagnosis.—The history of the case; the

condition of the patient ; and the character of

the voided blood {see Mel.ena; and Stools),

are the points upon which a diagnosis of the i

cause of intestinal haemorrhage is to be

based.

Prognosis.—The amount of blood evacu-

ated is not a sure guide to forming an
opinion of the result. It is difficult to esti-

mate the actual quantity lost, smee much
may be retained in the bowel. The general

condition of the patient, especially the state

of the pulse, is of far more importance

;

whilst allowance must be made for the

nature of the cause, not forgetting the occa-

sional favourable import of a flux.

Treatment.—In a certain niuuber of cases

bleeding from the bowel is uncontrollable

;

in others it is capable of cure ; whilst in a
third group it is rather to be encouraged.
Wlien arrest of the haemorrhage is desired,

rest, both general and local, is essential ; the
patient should be maintained in the recmn-
bent position, as thereby the liability to

syncope is averted ; and the canal is to be
kept quiet bj' abstinence from food, and the

fi'ee use of opium, to prevent peristalsis.
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The active treatment is to be directed to

withibiiwinf; the blood as uiucli as po8sil)lo

frt'in the atlectod rej^ion, by means of lieat,

siiiai)isins, drv-cuppini,', Ike. ; and to tlio ap-

phcation of styptics to the bleeding; surface,

or the administration of such renieiUes as
arrest bleedinj,' after their absorption into

tlie blood. The most etl'ective ai,'onts f^iveu

by the mouth are turiientine in a fidl dose
of 40 to GO drops, followed by lialf-drachm

doses every three hours; and thepihi!aplumbi
cum opio (B.P.) t,T. v., every four or six hours.

Tannic acid and the vei,'etable astrinfjents

are usually too slow in their action to be of
much avail, liitartrate of potassium in two-
drachm doses is of much benefit in arrestmg
the bleeding of piles ; for which purpose also,

as well as for vicarious hicmorrhajje, or the
flux of passive congestion from the lower
bowel, tlie writer has found frequently re-

peated doses (1I\ V. to ]1\ viii.) of tincture of

hamainelis most etiicacious. The liipiid ex-

tract of coca in doses of one and a half

drachms at intervals of a few hours, for three

or four doses, has been recommended for tlie

same purpose. I'robablj' the most reliable

remedy is ergotin in two-gi-ain doses admin-
istered subcutaneously, and repeated if need-

ful. Should the source of the hicmorrhage
be within the range of local application by
rectal injections, the niost useful agents for

this purpose are turpentine one to three

drachms, with four to eight omices of muci-
lage of starch ; equal parts of tincture of

perchloride of iron and water ; or tincture

of liamamelis, a di-achra to three ounces, '

as an enema. Such astringents as taimic
I

acid, opium, or hamamelin may be con-
veniently administered in the form of sup-

positories.

When the hsemorrhage is distinctly the
result of engorged vessels, its occurrence
should not be checked, provided it be not

excessive. Sulphate of magnesium in full

doses, with a few minuus of diluted sidphiuric

acid, is tiien of great service.

The givmg of stinmlants is a procedure I

that invohes careful judgment. Whilst un- I

doubtedly the tendency of loss of blood is

to produce death by syncope, it is also true

that faint ness itself favours the cessation of

the bleeding, and, so far as a general direc-

tion can be given, stimulants shoidd be

avoided, imless there be reason to fear, from
the condition of the patient, character of the

pidse, &c., that the syncope is grave. Short

of that, alcohol, by temporarily increasing

the heart's power, increases the bleeding. '

Transfusion of blood, when practicable, !

should be resorted to in extreme cases. See
Tkansfi'sion. 1

11. Intestines, HyDeijemia and Con-
gestion of.—The fori 'or t rin is liere ajiplied

to those conditions di vus dar engorgement
where the excess of biooj is, primarily at

least, on the ailerial side of the capillaries
|

(active congestion, fluxion, d< t i of
blood); whilst the latter term i . d t4)

cases wliero the fulness is cuusuii by Home
obstruction to the venous flow (paiisive con-
gestion). Doubtless either of iliese con-li-

tions may lead to the establisinnont of iIr*

other, but it is desirable to consider them
separately, not so nnich for the difttTonce in
the causes producing them, as for the great
dilVerence in their residts.

It should he remembered that even within
the limits of health a considerable variation
is met with in the degree of vascidarily of
the alimentary canal. The fluctuating periods
of activity and rest undergone by llio tube
are associated of necessity with alternations
of comparative hypenemia and anu'ntia, as
during the digestion of a meal or during
fasting. It is impossible, therefore, to draw
any line beyond which the vascular fulness

can be said to be abnonnal ; as it is equally
impossible to say exactly where hvperx-miii
and normal gland-change end, and cat irrli

begins. These states, on the bolder- line

between health and disease, stop short of
producing recognisable tissue-change, ami are

of transient duration. Sec Digkstivk ( )i!r,ANs.

Diseases of; I. Affections of the Va.scular

State.

Anatomical Charactkrs.— The apiM>ar

ances seen post jiioitcm are far from l>eing

always indicative of what existed during life,

b'or an extreme arterial fulness may com-
pletely disapj)ear after death, from contraction

of the vessels ; whilst venous engorgement
more or less completely remains.

iExioLOGY.—The causes of intestinal hy-

pera-iiiia are as follows: {«) Mechanical
and chemical iri'itants, foreign bodies, and
poisonous (kugs. Spices and highly seasoned
food, and alcohol ; any substance, in fact,

which may be swallowed, and at all exceeds

the blandest nature, maj* bring about an
abnormal degree of hyponrnua of the whole
or jiart of th • canal. These causes act locally

and directly upon the vessels.

(d) Yaso-motor paralysis of the splanchnic

area. If from any cause the normal tone of

the mesenteric vessels is diminished, by in-

hibition or removiil of the tonic influence

excited by the .sympathetic, the ves.sels dilate

and hypera^nia ensues. It is in this way
that diarrhu'a following certain emotional

states may be explained. The intimate re-

lation which has been shown experimentally

to exist between the splanchnic nerves and
the vaso-motor system generally, but especi-

ally with the cardiac innervution by means
of the ' depressor nerve,' whereby any con-

siderable j)eriphei al resistance in tlie systemic

capillary area which impedes the a'-tion of

the heart is com])ensated for by a dilatation

of the mesenteric vessels, renders it j>r.>t>able

that an undue hyperiPinia of the inte.-.tines w
of very frecpient occurrence.

(y) Collateral hypenemia, or the fulness of
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the vessels of one region caused by contrac-
'

tion of the vessels of another, as in the

shrinking of the cutaneous vessels from cold,

extensive burns, &c. In such cases the blood,

remaining constant in amount, must distend

other vessels ; and those of the abdominal
viscera, including the intestines, are pecu-

liarly liable to become engorged, as explained

by what may be called their compensating
paralysis.

(5) Among less frequent causes of intestinal

plethora are, the suppression of habitual dis-

charges —menstrual, &c. ; the removal of

pressure, as of ascitic fluid ; and sudden chills

in hot climates.

The causes of passive congestion are the

following : (a.) A general congestion of the

entire intestinal tract will be produced by
any of those causes which lead to universal

congestion of the tissues, as dilatation of the

right heart from lung-disease. Pressure by
tumours or other conditions on the inferior

vena cava above the liver, or on the portal

vein, will bring about the same result. So
also win any obstruction to the portal circu-

lation in the liver. This is by far the com-
monest cause of intestinal congestion, since

cirrhosis of the liver, however produced,
directly tends to it.

{b) A congestion of a portion of the tube

occurs when any obstruction exists to the

venous flow of that part, as is marked in

cases of invagination and strangulation of

the bowel.
The rarer conditions of embolism of

branches of the mesenteric arteries, or

thrombosis of the veins, will indiice intense

congestion of the region supplied by the

occluded vessels. The resulting infarction is

somewhat smaller than the actual extent fed

by the vessels, owing to the free anastomosis
at the periphery of the area. Sloughing and
ulceration of the mucous membrane, or ex-

tensive gangrene of all the coats, is very
liable to follow on this condition.

Both active hypersemia and congestion are

essential features of the vascular changes
comprised in inflammation.
Symptoms and Effects.—These condi-

tions may of themselves give no evidence
of their existence, although an excessive and
sudden hyperieiuia of the splanchnic area
will cause a fall in the general blood-pressure

with symptoms of fainting. Overfulness, just

as an:emia, of the intestinal vessels leads to

increased peristalsis, probably due to the
deficiency of oxygen and excess of carbonic
acid which attend each of these conditions.

From hyperaemia, there is an increased
secretion of mucus and other intestinal fluids,

often more watery than normal, wliich with
an increased peristalsis, induced by the same
irritant that led to hyperaemia, produces a
diarrhoea. Provided this over-functional ac-

ti\'ity be limited to the production of the
normal secretions of the part, and increased

healthy action only, the condition of hj'per-

ffimia is not exceeded ; but the passage into

catarrh is easy, and unmarked by any abrupt
lines.

The increased blood-pressure may be suffi-

cient to induce diapedesis of the red corpus-

cles, or rujitm-e of the capillaries, leading

to capillary haemorrhage and submucous
petechiae.

As regards congestion, the more complete
the obstruction to the flow, the greater will

be the pressure in the veins, whose thin

walls favour the transudation of the serous

part of the blood, and so produce first an
oedema of the mucous membrane and entire

thickness of the bowel, and later an escape
of fluid into the canal itself and into the peri-

toneal cavity, the latter being more marked.
The efi'usion in this case is dependent en-

tirely on mechanical conditions, with possibly

some deterioration of the vessel walls; whilst

the flow in hyperaemia is mainly the result

of increased secreting activity. Haemorrhage
from rupture of the smaller vessels is of

frequent occurrence, and may be very con-

siderable. Profuse bleedmg, often accom-
panied by severe abdominal pain, usually

follows plugging of the mesenteric vessels.

A prolonged state of congestion—and as

a rule the cause is such as to determine a
permanent state—leads to certain structural

alterations in the tissues of the bowel, from
the imperfect nutrition that a chronic venous
fulness brings about. The nature of the
change is chiefly the infiltration of the mucous
and submucous coats with an imperfectly

formed connective tissue, often pigmented,
which causes a thickening and toughness of

the bowels, almost identical with the results

of chronic inflammation.
Treatment.—It is seldom that these con-

ditions are such as call for treatment. The
hyperaemia is usually of a transient nature

;

and the cause of congestion is generally irre-

movable. Aperients, such as jalap and gam-
boge, are sometimes beneficial, by inducing
watery evacuations and so relieving the ves-

sels, but they demand constant repetition.

The treatment of hiemorrhage has beea
considered; but this and diarrhoea, when due
to congestion, are, unless excessive, often

beneficial, and are not to be checked.
12. Intestines, Hypertrophy of.—This

is always of local occurrence, a general hyper-
trophy, involving the entire length of the

bowel, being practically unknown.
In chronic enteritis the mucous, submucous,

and even muscular coats are apt to become
much thickened, and though this is partly

due to an excessive formation of connective

tissue, there is also some actual hyperplasia

of the normal textures.

In portions of the intestines above an
obstruction, a true hypertrophy of the gut,

particularly of the muscular layers, is to be

found ; and, as already said, this is usually
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Rssociated with dilatation of the tube.

Marked hypcrtropliy, especially of tlio lon-

gitudinal muscular bands of the colon, has
been noticed in those cases of so-called

idiopathic dilatation where no obvious ob-

t-trucliou exists. The pathogeny of this con-
dition is obscure, for it does not appear
probable that it precedes the dilatation, as in

the heart, but is rather develojied coincideutly.

It is rare for this condition to be other
than inferred during life ; it gives rise to no
symptoms and calls for no treatment ; and
wlien established is rather of the nature of a
compensatory lesion.

13. Intestines, Inflammation of.

—

SvNON. : Enteritis ; Fr. Enterite ; Get. Dann-
entsundiuu/.

Under this term are included all those
structural changes in the nuicous membrane
of the intestinal tract which primarily follow

tiie application of an abnormal irritant, pro-

vided that the irritant be not of sutHcient

intensity to produce absolute destruction of

tissue. Such changes will involve more or

less all the tissue-elements of the mucous
membrane, and may extend to the muscular,
or even the peritoneal coat. Thej' are

essentially characterised by productive, coin-

cident with destructive features, the former
leadmg to the formation of new material, as

pus or connective tissue, the latter to ulcera-

tion or gangrene. The inflammatory process

may present considerable variety in tj'pe.

The simplest form, to which the terra
' catarrh ' may be applied, passes, by almost
insensible gradations, from the tissue-changes

met with in the course of normal digestion,

to a distinct condition of disease. Or there

may be superadded certain specific characters

due either to the nature of the cause, or to

the predisposition of the tissue affected, or to

both, which determine the conditions known
as diphtheritic, phlegmonous, dysenteric, &c.

Sec Inflammation.
There are thus difTerences in the severity

with which enteritis may occur. But in all

cases the essential characters of indammation
are present, which may be regarded as the re-

sults of the irritant plus the eflbrts at repair

on the part of the atVectcd tissue.

The morbid process may affect the in-

testine throughout its greater length, either

in common with or independently of the

stomach

—

general enteritis ; or it may be

distinctly limited to certain parts of the

canal

—

local enteritis, including duodenitis,

ileitis. typhlitis, colitis, and proctitis. As a rule,

the term enteritis is restricted to inflamma-
tion of the small intestines, and it is in this

sense that the disease is treated in this article.

In respect to duration and intensity, en-

teritis may be acute or chronic.

{A) Acute Enteritis.—Acute enteritis

is sometimes called gastric remittent, or

infantile remittent fever—terms it is ad-

visable to discard entirely, since they iiit>

fretiuontly applied to very difT'

Acute enteriiis is meant to iii'

cases where the essential features of au in-

flammation are i)reseiit, varying in severity
from a simj)le catarrh or muco-enteritis. to
those severer forms pos.scssed of special fea-

tures, such as phlegmonous or diphtheritic.

The more severe cases, especially in ciuldren,
are sometimes called sinqilo or Engliab
cholera, or cholera infantum.

.Etioloov.—It is doubtful whether an
idiopathic enteritis is ever met with ; some
cause is generally to be found.

Fredisjjosing causes.— (a) The exjwsed
situation of the intestinal tract to irritating

substances swallowed, causes this di.sea«e to

be one of frequent occurrence.

{i:i) The structure of the intestinal mu'-ous
membrane, with its delicate and susccp;iblo

epitiielial cells, and slightly pmtectcd blood-

cai)illaries, favours the occurrence of those
changes which constitute inflammation.

(y) Age especially predisposes to cntt.Titis.

For although it may occur at any period of

hfe, infants and children during the period

of dentition are peculiarly susceptible. A
moderate intestinal catarrh may almost be
regarded as a normal accompaniment of
dentition, like to the increased activity of
the salivary and other glands at that period.

From the moderate it may easdy pass into

the serious or even fatal degree.

(fi) The season of the year appears to

exercise an influence, for during the smnnior
and early autumn this disease is certainly

much more frequent ; and particularly so

when there is extreme difference between
day and night temperatures, or when the

heat is associated with much moisture.

(f) Occasionally this malady would appear
to be epidemic.

(0 Certain mental and emotional iiiates

undoubtedly confer a liabilitj* to the occur-

rence of symptoms which are ])raciically

indistinguishable from those of a cataiThiU

enteritis.

iq) Conditions of general iU-heallh and
marasmus, especially in children, predispose

to intestinal cataiTh.

Exciting causes.—Those, whatever their

nature, would appear to act by first inducing

a hypenemia of the tissues, which thence

pass into a state of inflammation.

1. Irritating ingesta of the most varied

kind, such as abnonnal, ili-conked, or im-

properly digested food, toxic pruducts of

digestion, and irritant drugs or poisons, often

cause enteritis, though not so freqiu'iitly n» in

the corresponding affection of the stomnch.

Of these, improper food is by far the most
common, especially during the first year of

life. Cow's milk alone may be at that time

sufficient to produce it, anJ it is nire for

infants to escape an attack. An e\c<s.4ivo

flow of bile into the intestine is lui ocrnsionnl

ctiiKe. Certain initints. siuh as corrosive
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sublimate, used as lotions or injections, have
been known to produce enteritis—even fixtal

—

without direct introduction into the alimen-

tary canal.

Specific forms of intestinal inflammation

are determined by various micro-organisms

and their products, and to such causes may
be referred cholera, dysentery, typhoid fever,

and probably many cases of ' summer
diarrhoea ' or cholera infantum, all of which
are primarily varieties of enteritis.

2. Exposure to cold may be followed by
inflammation of the intestines, as it may be

by inflammation of the lungs, kidneys, or

jjleura; what determines the particular organ

involved is unknown. There would seem to

be some other factor than the mere deter-

mination to the viscera of an excess of cooled

blood from the contracted cutaneous capil-

laries, which probably affects the nutrition

of the tissue - elements via the nervous
Bysteiu.

The occurrence of inflammation and ulcera-

tion of the duodeniim which occasionally

follows extensive superficial burns, cannot be

altogether explained by the hj'periemia of the

intestines, which is said to follow the super-

ficial injury ; but whether the cause be
embolic, or the elimination by the bile of

some irritant poison, is unknown.
3. ^Younds, new-growths, volvulus, intus-

susception, hernia?, impaction of fiEces, gall-

stones, parasites, will lead to enteritis.

4. Inflammation of neighbouring parts

may involve the intestines by extension, as

from the stomach, peritoneum, or bile-ducts.

5. The specific poison of diphtheria not
infrequently leads to enteritis of a charac-
teristic nature. An inflammatory state of
the intestinal mucous membrane is said to

accompany or follow the exanthemata, and
more especially scarlet fever ; and it some-
times complicates septicaemia, particularly
when this is of puerperal origin.

Anatomical Characters. — It probably
never occurs that the whole length of in-

testine is the seat of inflammation, and it is

not often that even the entire small intestine

is so affected. It is far more frequent to find

certain tracts, of a few inches or a few feet,
,

involved. Speaking generally, the colon,

caecum, rectum, duodenum, ileum, and jejti-

num are attacked, as regards frequency, in
the order named. In some situations special
features are present, but the essential cha-
racters of mflammation always exist, what-

j

ever be the site.

Owing to the physical properties of the
'

intestinal tissues, and the rapid onset of soft-

ening and putrefactive changes, the apjjear- !

ances seen after death by no means neces-
sarily correspond to what actually exists
during life. Thus, the hyperiemic state of
the mucous memln-ane, with the increased

!

redness, varying from a more intense pink
than normal up to a deep dai-k red, may

leave but a trace post mortem, the vessels

having become considerablj' emptied from
the constriction of the vessels in rigor mor-
tis. An increased vascularity, however, is

one of the important features of the state

under consideration, and it may sometimes
be so intense as to lead to capillary rupture

and formation of petechiiE in the mucous
membrane. The tissue-elements of the gut,

as a result of the irritant causing the inflam-

mation, and with the accompaniment of an
increased vascular supjjly, undergo changes
in their appearance and behaviour. Thus
the epithelial cells are in a state of cloudy
swelling and of increased activity in multipli-

cation, each successive progeny approaching
nearer and nearer to the embryonic type

;

the connective-tissue elements are similarly

affected ; and leucocytes transude into the
tissues from the vessels. These new-formed
cells constitute pus-corpuscles, which are

thrown off' from the surface of the mucous
membrane, and crowd to a variable depth
the tissues of the different coats. If the pri-

mary irritant to the inflammation be of a
specific character, such as the poison of diph-

theria, or of an extremely severe nature, such
as an intussusception or hernia, then the

new-formed cells become entangled in a
fibrinous, coagulable exudation from the

blood, and form with the necrosed tissue-

elements jiatehes of false-membrane adherent
to the sm'face of the bowel. In all cases

there is some oedema of the intestinal walls

from serous effusion, and the free siu'face of

the membrane is covered with a glairy mucus,
containing pus-cells, and frecjuently crystals

of triple phosphate.

The epithelium of the follicles of I,ieber-

kiihn becomes extremely granular, and pro-

liferates extensively, with the frequent result

of blocking up the hmien of the gland, which
thus becomes very prominent ; or the tubu-

lar glands may loosen and fall out, leaving

well-defined empty pits, particularly if the

examination of the nntcous membrane be
delayed long after deatli. The solitary and
agminated glands are invariably nnich swol-

len, and very often the process of inflamma-
tion is most intense in their vicinity. Occa-
sionally the mesenteric glands are similarly

affected.

How this inflammation may terminate
very much depends on the cause and ex-

tent : it may subside, and the bowel gradu-
ally assume its normal characters with no
impairment of function ; it may lapse into a
chronic state ; or it may pass on into ulcera-

tion, or even sloughing and gangrene. See
DioESTiVE Organs, Diseases of.

To these various degrees and varieties of

the inflammatory state different terms have
been ajiplied.

Catarrhal or m^ico-entefitis.—The essen-

tial characters of this are an excessive mucous
secretion, with serous exudation or slight
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pus formation, in very variable amount, and
ilesiiuaniatioii of the o])itheliiun. The sub-
mucosa may bo intiltnitt'd with leucocytes,

but it usually remains normal, as also the
muscular coat, unless the morbid condition

])e proloufjed. Complete recovery fjenerally

takes place, but atroj)hy with considerable
destruction of villi and Lieberkiihn's glands,

leaving the surface smooth and bare, not
infrequently follows, especially in children.

There is often some superficial erosion or

simple tdceration. This form of intlannnation
involves great lengths of the canal, and is

more connnou in tha colon, or ileum, less so

higher up.

I'hlegiitnnoits.—This term denotes a more
severe form of inflannnation, in which there

IS a more considerable formation of pus which
jiermeates all the coats. This is a rare con-
dition, and atVects only a short distance of

the bowel, which is deep red and distended,

and fretpiently contains a sanious tluid.

Mcrnhranous enteritis.—When patches of

false membrane are met with, of the nature
above described, in association with diph-

theria, we have a true diphtheritic enteritis;

and the expression pellicular or croupous
may be .

more litly applied to those cases

where a similar membrane is formed, though
not in connexion with the diphtheria poison.

Such a state is of not infrequent occurrence
on the prominent edges of the valvulie con-
niventes, and still oftener of the saccules of

the colon, due to the irritation of hardened
fipces or impacted calculi. Both these forms
are associated with ulceration, except, it is

said, in children, and affect only limited
areas of the intestine.

The term dijsenteric is very indifferently

appliea to more than one form of enteritis or

colitis. The writer thinks it had better be
limited to that form of inflammation due to

the specific poison of dysentery, although the

morbid appearances of such cases are almost
or quite identical with some of the varieties

enumerated above, the differences being de-

pendent on their causation and chnical his-

tory. Sec Dysentkry.
It frequently happens that the inflamma-

tion is limited to the lymphoid follicles, soli-

tary and agminated, or at least primarily

affects them. There is a great tendency for

this condition to proceed to ulceration, which
rarely extends beyond the mucosa, and never
perforates. The ulcers coalesce, fonning ex-

tensive areas of destruction, with mulermining
of the remaining mucous membrane. The
ileiun is seldom thus affected alone, oftener

the ileum and colon, and most commonly
only the colon.

In fiital cases of diphtheria in children the

ajjminated, and to a less extent the solitary

glands throughout the small intestine have
been found much swollen and hyperipmic,

though not ulcerated, and without diphthe-

ritic membrane, although there was con-
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infiltration of thesiderablo round-celled
mucosa and subunicosa.

Various micro-organisms have been f.nuid
in the tissues of the inloslino in the difTerenl
kinds of inflammation, both siuiplu and Bpe-
citic.

Symptoms.—That a considerable variation
is met with in the kind and severity of the
symptoms presented in cases of culeritis, is

only to be expected when the great dilference
in degree and extent of morbid change that
is met with is renieinbered ; and it« a very
large number of cases the synqitoins are
quite out of proportinn to the a])p('nrai)cu.s

found 7)o«/ mortem. Whilst the patlmlogical
changes that take place in a limited i)art of
the canal are identical with those tiiat may
be found in another, to a very large extent
the symptoms that arise in the two cases
maj' be widely different. For whereas one
patient may sutler from an attack of intes-

tinal catarrh, with btit a trilling array of

Bymi)toms, another may succumb within a
few daj's. There is no one symptom or even
group of symptoms that is absolutely charac-
teristic of the disease; even the general con-
dition of the patient is not constant. In the
milder forms of intestinal catarrh there may
be slight pyrexia, with thirst and (juickened

pulse, but these symptoms may be scarcely
noticeable, and the actual existence of the
condition is often assmned, witlmut anything
like proof; while, on the other hand, in the
severe phlegmonous enteritis they are ex-

treme, and the patient is in a state of con-
siderable ])rostration.

The following symptoms, more or less

marked, occur in different cns<?s.

Stools.—Diarrluea is in some respects the

most constant symptom, though, when the

affection is limited to the higher part of the

canal, and space is given for the re-absoqitinn

of the excessive exudation, it may not only

be wanting, but there may be actual consti-

pation. The lower down the bowel is in-

flamed, the greater the liability to diarrhd-a,

which hence becomes a marked character of

colitis and proctitis. In the severe forms
of the affection complete constipation may
be due to the paralysis of the inflamed

bowel, arresting the peri>talsis, and allowing

of the accumulation of the intestinal contents

above the lesion ; this is obviously more com-
plete when the enteritis is associated with

any state prodiu-ing mechanical obstruction,

such as iiitussiiscei)tiou or ileus.

The character of the evacuations is very

variable. As a rule they are semi-thud when
diarrluTa exists ; or they may consist chiefly

of an almost clear liiiuiil with a few fa'cident

flakes; but, when time has permitted ajmrtial

re-absorjition of the fluid portion '' • '-^ be-

come more consistent, and in cu ritis

which are chiefly due to fu'cal .i :iou,

solid, hard masses are pns.sed.

Mucus, in greater or less quantity, is con-
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stantly present—being especially abundant in

affections of the large intestine and rectum,

when it is often discharged as complete

tubular casts of the .bowel. In catarrhal

affections of the small intestine, the mucus
may only occur in microscopic particles, and
when considerable in amount and intimately

mixed with the fieces, generally comes from
the first part of the colon, as motions con-

sisting of almost pure mucus come from
below the splenic flexure.

Blood is not usual except in proctitis, or

unless there be ulceration or hemorrhoids

;

and pus is seldom noticed imless the rectum
be inflamed. Quantities of intestinal epi-

thelium and micro-organisms maybe detected

by the microscope.

Owing to the imperfect performance of

digestion or absorption, the motions are liable

to contain many abnormal constituents—as

fat, when the duodenum and upper part of

the jejunum are involved, or even masses
of food scarcely changed ; and the altered

characters of the intestinal contents, with the

products of decomposition, are in themselves
most effective in maintaining a diarrhoea.

As a rule, the discharges are paler than
normal, or may be even colourless; the

greenish tint so often seen in the enteritis of

children is due either to a pigment formed
by a bacillus, or to biliverdin, and is then
considered as indicating some abnormal
alkaline change in the intestine, whereby the
biliverdin has become altered, though the
stool itself as passed is acid in reaction.

Unaltered bile pigment in the fiEces is ab-

normal, and its presence indicates catarrh

high up in the small intestine, and is alwaj's

associated with fluid evacuations from in-

creased peristalsis of the ileum and colon.

The odour is usually extremely offensive or

even putrid, especially the white or greyish
putty-like masses passed by children ; though
sometimes, when the evacuations are very
liquid and colourless, smell may be altogether

absent. See Stools.
Owing to a large production of gases,

discharges of flatus are of very frequent
occurrence, but unless there be actual ob-

struction, tjTnpanitic distension of the abdo-
men is not usual.

Vomiting, except in the severe forms, is

not a common symj^tom of enteritis, unless
the stomach be involved. In phlegmonous
enteritis, however, vomiting may be per-
sistent, and even stercoraceous ; and it is

relatively more frequent in children than in
adults. Short of actual vomiting, nausea is

frequently complained of.

Pain and tenderness.—Pain in itself is

a most imcertain symptom, perhaps being
scarcely noticeable in the mUder forms of
catarrh ; whilst in colitis, the colicky, griping
pains, which may or may not be relieved by
pressure, are characteristic. Still more is

this the case when the rectum is affected,

when the straining and tenesmus conslitute

one of the most distressing symptoms of the

malady. When the peritoneum is involved,

the pain and tenderness are marked and
characteristic. Both may be generally dif-

fused over the abdomen, or may be local in

character, as over the caecum ; in a large

number of cases the pain is referred to the
umbilical region.

General symptoms.— kmang the more
general symptoms, or those associated with
inflammation of special regions, are tlie

phenomena of the febrile state. The tempera-
ture may reach 104° F., or even higher ; or

in some cases it may be scarcely elevated.

The appetite may be unaffected, especially

if the upper part of the tract be free

from the disease ; whilst there may be
complete anorexia when the reverse is

the case. Thirst is of usual occurrence,

and it becomes very marked when the
evacuations are abundant and fluid. Tlie

tongue indicates rather the general state of

the patient, and is a less reliable index of the

actual state of the intestinal mucous mem-
brane even than in corresponding affections

of the stomach. It may be dry, red, n-ritable,

and glazed ; or coated with a thick fur, with
the edges and papillae bright and prominent

;

in milder cases it is often unaffected. Tlie

m-ine may contain a large amount of indican,

indicative of albuminous putrefaction in the
intestines. The character of the pulse varies

with the general state. Provided that the

pyrexia be extreme, there is the usual dry
skin and concentrated urine, with a tendency
towards the production of the typhoid state,

which usually is reached in fatal cases. In
many cases the prostration is excessive,

though the mind is usually unaffected to the
end, and very.often there is a marked irri-

tability of temper. Notwithstanding the
intimate sympathy between the alimentary
tract and the brain, headaclie is of rare

occurrence in enteritis. A persistent hiccough
is met with sometimes. In children the
disease rapidly leads to a condition of col-

lapse. The child lies in a languid, almost
torpid, state ; with the skin of the abdomen
intensely hot and dry ; whilst the extremities

are cold and blue, the face is pinched, and
the body generally appears shrunken. Fre-
quently this state is interrupted by attacks

of convulsions, especially if dentition be in

progress. Or the child is extremely fretful,

and maintains an almost constant, short,

feeble cry, evidently accompanied with pain.

When the disease affects the duodenum,
jaundice, due to closure of the bile-duct, very
often occurs. The intimate nervous relation

between the rectum and base of the bladder
explains the frequency of micturition bo

commonly associated with proctitis.

Diagnosis.—The variability and oftentimes

vagueness of the symptoms frequently admit
of a diagnosis of enteritis being made only by
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a process of exclusion. Tlie history of im-
{)n)i)t'r feedini,', whether temporary or pro-

longed, often iiulictites the nature of the
disease ; though it cannot be denied that all

rules of a rational dietary are freipiently

violated with apparent impunity both by
children and adults.

Diarrhtea alone can by no means be taken
necessarily to indicate the existence of in-

testinal inflammation, and the same may bo
said of constipation, pain, vomiting, and other

single symptoms. It is rather to a group of

symptoms, with the previous history, that

the observer must look. The character of

the stools, as already described, often in-

dicates the region of gut affected ; and the

existence of extreme tenderness and pain,

with a hard, quick pulse, and the abdominal
decubitus, point to the involvement of the

peritoneum, which an exacerbation of tem-
jierature tends to confirm. The distinctive

features of typhlitis, colitis, and proctitis

are elsewhere described suthciently to form
material for diagnosis in most cases. To
distinguish between inflammation of the jeju-

num and ileum is usually impossible, nor,

practically, is it a matter of Importance.
The history of the case, the course of the

temperature, and the characteristic rash and
headache, should serve to separate typhoid
fever from acute enteritis, which is some-
times mistaken for it.

Prognosis.—This will clearly depend on
the degree of severity of the affection, no less

than on its seat and extent. Rest, which is

of prime necessity to an inflamed organ, is

almost incompatible with mamtaining the
due nutrition of the patient, and this fact

renders the prognosis very uncertain.

A simple intestinal catarrh occurring in a
healthy subject certainly tends, after a few
days, to complete recovery; but occurring, as

it frequently does, in persons in ill-health, it

is far more liable to pass into an obstinate

chronic condition. In children, tlie opinion
should be very guarded ; for whilst in a
large number of cases perfect recovery fol-

lows removal of cause and suitable treat-

ment, others, for no very apparent reason,

will, in si)ite of everything, progress to a

fatal termination ; and this is, of course,

more liliely to be the result where a strumous
or tubercular diathesis exists. The mildest

diarrhoea in children suffering from athrepsia

quickly becomes serious, killing as it were
from rapidly supervening shock ; the onset

of so-called summer diarrhoea during con-

valescence from such diseases as whooping-
cough or pneumonia is also of grave import

;

and in true cholera infantum, hyperpyrexia,

great prostration, and especially uncontrol-

lable vomiting, are almost surely fatal indi-

cations. Enteritis in different deL,Tees of

severity constitutes one of the most impor-
tant causes, if not the most important cause,

of infantile mortality.

I

In the severer forms of enteritis, as they
' affect adults, opinion must bo guided by the
natiuo of the cause, and the gen»Tal htnte of
the patient. Recognising that the unfavour-
able tendencies of the disease arc t<:>wards ex-

; treme prostration, to perforation with fatij

collapse, or to chronic ukerntion — according

I

as these conditions are threatened, so ujay the
prognosis be fairly made. The duration of ex-
treme cases rarely extends beyond a few days,
when, if death do not occur, the syniptoins
abate, and recovery, with oftentimes a tedious
convalescence, follows, or a chronic condition
of disease is established. A very insidious
form of enteritis, with rapidly fatal termi-
nation from ulceration and perforation, has
been noticed in young girls, the symptoms
only lasting about twenty-four hovirs.

Trkatmknt.—Although great variety exists

in the degree of severity of the syinptoins of
acute enteritis, and a corresponding ditTerence

obtains m tlie treatment to be pursued, yet
certain general principles may be first laid

, down, and the more special details adapted
to certain conditions afterwards indicated.

Inasmuch as the disease is one of a febrile

nature, where, among other things, the
tissue-waste is out of proportion to the repair,

and at the same time the organs concerned
with the preparation of the foo<l are those
mainly at fault, every effort should be made
to minimise the bodily waste. This is best

attained by keeping the patient in bed,

which also offers the additional advantage
of providing a uniform wannth.
As regards diet, in the greater ntimber of

cases of acute intestinal inflammation the
appetite is much impaired, even to complete
anorexia. Providing the person attacked
have been previously in good health, no
harm is done by complete abstinence from
food for twenty-four or even forty-eight

hours. This gives a much better chance ol

rest to the intestine, and a better opp<->rtunitv

for the removal of any irritant ingesta which
may have been the cause of the intlannna-

tion. The thirst during this perio«l may be

relieved by ice-cold water, with or without a
little lemon-juice. It must not be forgotten

that, with the mucous membrane and its

glands intlamed, the conditions of normal
digestion and absorption are materially in-

terfered with, and articles of diet that ordi-

narily are most nutritious and easily digested,

may and do become, under these allere<l

circumstances, positively harmful. Tlie aim

I

in feeding the patient should be to give those
' materials which require the least dicrestion,

and, being most quickly abs4>rl>ed, leave the

smallest amount of indigestible rfsiduc.

Provided that the stomach be imphc;itfd

—

and it is rare that it is not so— ine^it f«Hids

are badly borne. Instead of the prut, nl con-

stituents being digested, they uuiUtu'" I'utre-

factive decomposition, and thus add freih

! irritants to the canal lower down. If, bow-
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ever, the stomach be tolerably free, then
meat essences, made thin and allowed to

stand till cold, may be f^iven. The nausea
or vomitinp; which is usually present is more
easily overcome by giving the nourishment
cold; and a few drops of lemon-juice are of

great service if added to the beef-tea. Milk
is very uncertain in the way it is tolerated by
such patients. Occasionally it is impossible to

give it, the vomiting or diarrha-a being in-

creased by it ; but equal parts of milk and
soda-water may constitute sufficient nourish-

ment to last for several days in extreme
cases, and niay be well borne. Lime-water
may be substituted for the soda-water, but,

as 8 rule, effervescing fluids are more grate-

ful, koumiss being often of great service.

The milk should be sterilised and as free as

possible from cream, for fats in all forms are

to be avoided, since the products of their de-

composition are extremely irritating. Beef-

tea or chicken-broth, made with milk in place

of water, may be tried with advantage. Fari-

naceous substances, if given at all, should be
only in small quantities at a time ; a remark
which equally applies to all other food.

Nutrient enemata are of much tise in some
cases.

A very great deal may be done for the
patient with drugs, both in the relief of
symptoms and in aiding the cure.

It is seldom advisable to check the diar-

rhcea in acute enteritis ; and an aperient to

begin with, except evidence exist of there
being any peritonitis, is a rational treatment.
Thereby the irritant, whatever it may be, is

removed, and a better chance for recovery is

given ; improper food is so commonly the
cause, that the majority of cases are bene-
fited by a preliminary purgation. Probably
the best aperients in this case are castor oil,

and calomel in doses of one to four grains
according to age, but it may be necessary to

follow up the latter after a few hours with a
quickly acting saline a])erient. If the in-

liannnation be confined to the colon, where,
as already said, accumulations of fieces are
the common cause, copious simjile enemata,
repeated every six or eight hours, are of
great advantage ; and this plan may be
pursued in conjunction with the aperient
given by the mouth. The object is to
clear out the alimentary canal ; and provided
that this has been done, abstinence from
food for twelve hours, and some bismuth in
an effervescing form, are frequently sufficient

in milder cases to put the attack on the road
to cure. The writer places great reliance on
bismuth, either in the form of solution with
an effervescing citrate of potassium, and three
or fotir minims of diluted hydrocyanic acid

;

or granular effervescing lime-juice and bis-

muth. The nausea and vomiting are best
relieved by this treatment. For the pain,
poultices or poppy-head fomentations, or the
internal administration of opium, may be

I very effective. Should there be peritonitis,

the opium must be increased in amount, to

tJie end of giving complete rest to the bowel.

I

Several leeches applied to the anus, with
i the view of relieving the hyper*mia of the

I

intestinal tract, are occasionally necessary

[
in extreme cases. When the attack is dis-

tinctly attributable to cold, a profuse sweat-

ing induced by hot baths, and ten grains

of Dover's powder, is often of great bene-

fit. In those cases where, from the dura-

tion, character of stools, and previous treat-

ment, there is reason to believe that the

irritating catises are got rid of, the diarrhcea

may then require special treatment, especially

when the patient has been in ill-health, or is

constitutionally debilitated. A powder, con-

sisting of Dover's powder 5 grains, and car-

bonate of bismuth 10 grains, given every
six hours, is very efficacious. Sulphate of

copper, nitrate of silver, and vegetable as-

tringents are frequently used for the same
purpose.

So soon as the more acute sj'inptoms have
subsided, the bismuth may be still continued,

and presently given with a vegetable bitter,

sttch as calumba. But ten to fffteen minims
of the diluted hydrochloric acid in an ounce
of water much assist the recovery of the

digestive power of the stomach, for which
j)urpose also pepsin is valuable.

In consequence of the great liability to a
second attack which this disease engenders,

avoidance of well-known harmful articles of

diet, and the use of warm clothing or flannel

belts, are demanded as a prophylaxis.

In infants and yoitng children the great

liability to collapse, often rapidlj' fiital, must
be borne in mind. Stimulants in some form
are almost a necessity. The following pre-

scription may be employed: Liquoris Bis-

muthi et Ainmonii Citratis ll\j-iij, Spiritus

Ammonias Aromatici lll^ij-v, Tincturee Carda-
momi Compositae I1\ij-v; Aquae 5j-5i.i~8,c'-

cording to age. Brandy in small quantities is

often the means of saving life in these cases.

When the collapse is not threatening, two or

three drops of the ofiBcial solution of corro-

sive sublimate, with half a ffuid-drachm of

syrup, and a fluid-drachm and a half of water,

every two or three hours, maybe of great ser-

vice. It is a more convenient mode of giving

mercury than in the form of g"ey powder.
But in one form or another the writer believes

mercury to be of prime necessity. Correc-
tions of diet on the lines indicated above are

of course essential. Hot baths and other
means to keep the child warm mitst be em-
ployed.

In the severer cases, which are lapsing

into the typhoid state, the general principles

for that condition must be followed; btit,

except in such a state, alcoholic stimtdants
are rarely called for.

Inasmuch as there is good reason to believe

that many cases of intestinal inflammation,
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especially those of an epidemic chiiructor, are

(Uio to the activity of niicro-ort,'iniisins, the

treatment of the (Hsease on antiseptic prin-

ciples has naturally heen sufj^ested. The
problem has been to find a germicide which
Cihould pass to the ileum and colon without
itself undergoini; decomposition in the mouth,
stomach, or u])per part of the intestine, and
should at the same time be harmless to the

patient. Many are the agents which have
been proposed, and with varying success.

Few, if any, are superior to calomel or corro-

sive sublimate, or the solid preparations of

bismuth. Thymol and salol are occasionally

useful, but these latter, like resorcin, salicylic

acid, salicylate and benzoate of sodium, sali-

cylate of bismuth and cerium, the sulpho-

carbolates of sodium or zinc, creasote, naph-
thalin, iodoform, and peppermint, are far

more efficacious in checking fermentation in

the stomach and ujiper bowel. Whichever
remedy be employed, it should be given in

frequently repeated doses according to age.

Irrigation of the colon by copious enemata
of water, containing small proportions of one
or other of tlie above-mentioned substances,

is an efl'ective method of intestinal anti-

sepsis.

(B) Chronic Enteritis.
^Etiology.—1. A certain proportion of the

acute cases become chronic, the original

cause persisting.

2. Those conditions which lead to a chronic

state of congestion of tlie intestinal tract will

thereby so atl'ect the constitution of the tis-

sues, with a consequent disturbance of func-

tion, as to constitute a chronic inflammation.

The most important of these conditions is

obstruction, either at the right side of the heart,

or atfectiug the portal circulation in the liver.

3. Chronic enteritis is the occasional

accompaniment of soma general chronic

disease, snch as Bright's disease, when de-

teriorated blood may be regarded as leading

to a chronic intlammation.
4. Itesidence in tropical climates is a not

infrequent cause of lasting intlammatory
disease of the bowels.

Anatomical CHARACXERs.^The intestinal

mucous membrane, when it has been the

seat of chronic inflammation, is generally

thickened, tough, and of a grey colour, from
a deposition of pigment, due to the chronic
congestion. The epitlielial cells are cloudy
and ill-defined, and there is a round-celled

infiltration of the mucous and submucous
layers passing iiito the stage of connective

tissue ; hence the thickness and toughness.

This fibrous hyperplasia is often localised as

polj-poid elevations with intervening areas

of atrophic mucous membrane. The lym-
phoid follicles are prominent and hard; the

intestinal glands ai'e frequently blocked with
cells and secretion, and form minute solid,

though perceptible masses, or are atrophied
or even cystic ; and the villi of the small

intestine are shrunken and stunted. The
surface of the memlirane is more or leas

covered with a viscid glairy mucus, contain-
ing pus and imiierfectly formed epithelial

cells ; not iiifre(inently such mucus may be
voided in the form of membranous-looking
slireds or even comi)lete casts of the tube,

and this is particularly the case in the pelli-

cular form of colitis {sec Casts). Some-
times the muscular coat is thickened from
connective-tissue formation. As a rule, there-

fore, the bowel is increased in thickness ; but
in cliildren it not infrequently happens that

a chronic enteritis is associated with an
atrophy of all the coats and the contained
glands, the tube being much thinned and
parchment-like, and of a slaty tint. It is

unusual for a chronic inflammation of the
intestine to exist in adults without coincident
ulceration, which is often most extensive-;

but in children the disease may proceed to a
fatal termination, and show no such condition
after death.

Symptoms.—It is not always easy to say
exactly when an acute case has lapsed into

a chronic state, very much the same symp-
toms being continued. Ln such affections

of the small intestine, the diarrh(jea may
be wholly wanting, and the bowels may
be very confined. This is due to the dimi-
nished peristalsis, from (jcdema of the mus-
cular coat and impaired irritability. When,
liowever, ulceration is extreme, and especiallv

if It be the colon or rectum that is mainly
affected, chronic diarrluwa is an invariable

symptom. The remarks made on the cha-
racter of the stools in acute enteritis are

equally applicable to the chronic state, with
the addition, tliat solid and liquid evacua-
tions frequently alternate. Lasting as the

disease often does for many months or even
years, a general impairment of nutrition re-

sults. The function concerned in the elabora-

tion of the food, as well as that by which the
digested products are absorbed, are neces-

sarily perverted. The marasmus is speedily

noticed in infants and children, whose grow-
ing tissues the less readily withstand mal-
nutrition. Apart from the general ill-health

produced, the mental qualities become af-

fected, so that the intellect may become
dulled and sluggish, the temper irritable, and
the patient may fall into a condition of

marked hypochondriasis; this is particularly

liable to be the case when the colon is the

seat of the disease. The emaciated appear-

ance ; the dirty, muddy complexion ; com-
plicated often with a short, dry cough, de-

pendent on reflex causes from the stomach,
frecpiently lead a superficial observer to sus-

pect the existence of phthisis.

That form of enteritis which chiefly occurs

in the colon, and is characterised by the

passage of mucoid shreds and ' casts '—the
' membranous enteritis,' ' mucous colic,' or

pellicular colitis of writers, is accompanied
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by a fairly definite group of symptoms, and
is, the writer believes, of far more common
occurrence than is generally supposed. The
patients are most frequently women, especi-

ally those of a nervous temperament, both

single and married. The malady is very

persistent, but is particularly characterised

by manifesting itself in periodical attacks,

with intervals of moderately good health.

The attacks, lasting a few days to a few
months, may follow an indiscretion in diet,

exposure, or mental disturbance, but not un-

usually occurs without any obvious cause.

The symptoms are abdominal pain and ten-

derness along the course of the colon, vomit-

ing, which is often considerable, and a sense

of severe illness, together with great irregu-

larity of bowels, the motions containing

much mucus and shreds of various size, with

very often some blood.

Diagnosis,—The grounds on which a dia-

gnosis can be made are sufficiently obvious

from a consideration of the foregoing re-

marks.
Peognosis.—Chronic enteritis almost in-

variably tends towards a fatal termination,

though this may be long delayed. As ah-eady

said, it is, at least in adults, the colon that is

chiefly the seat of this malady, where it is

very often associated with ulceration, obsti-

nately resisting all treatment, which at best

can only be palliative ; the general nutrition

becomes more and more deranged ; and
death from inanition finally terminates an
existence of prolonged suffering and dis-

comfort.
Treatment.—Owing to the unfavourable

tendency of this disease, the treatment can
be rarely more than palliative. The debili-

tating and wearying character of the malady
emphatically calls for good feeding. The
diet should be abundant, no less than nutri-

tious. During the exacerbations of mem-
branous enteritis above described, the giving

of food is often difficult owing to the vomiting
and pain produced ; in such cases koumiss is

of great value. When the disease affects the
large intestine, the ordinary digestive changes
in the food have taken place, and the con-
tents of the canal reach the colon in the
normal semi-fluid condition ; in this state

they may be passed ; but owing to the im-
paired movements of the affected bowel the
fa-ces are apt to accumulate, and constipation
results. This should be guarded against by
simple enemata, and the soothing effect of
injections of warm water only is often very
marked. Distinct benefit has been known to

follow hydrotherapeutic treatment, especially
if accompanied by free rectal injection. In
those cases where the enteritis is a sequence
of a congestion of the intestine, the treatment
must be directed to relieve if possible the
cause of that congestion. Since this is

usually some such intractable condition as
Bright's disease, cardiac dilatation, or cir-

rhosis of the liver, attention should be di-

rected to the relief of these affections.

Tonics—such as quinine, iron, bark, with
sea air—are of imdoubted benefit ; and, so

'ar as possible, causes of mental worry should
be removed. Massage of the abdomen and
gentle movements specially directed to the

exercise of the abdominal muscles are most
beneficial.

14. Intestines, Malformations of.—
These may be (a) congenital ; or (b) acquired.

(a) Congenital.—Though seldom of much
clinical importance, congenital malformations
of the intestines are often of great interest

from a developmental point of view. The
malformation may be of the nature of an
excess. Thus certain parts of the canal

—

duodenum, colon, and appendix vermiformis
—have very rarely been found double. The
commonest of all these malformations is a

diverticulum of the ileum, which may arise

from the free margin of the ileum from
one to three feet above the ileo-csecal valve.

The csecal extremity of the process (which
is occasionally hammer - shaped) may be
connected with the umbilicus by a thin

fibrous cord, showing it to be an unoblite-

rated portion of the vitelline duct, and is

commonly known as Meckel's diverticulum.

It varies in length from half an inch to six

inches, or even more ; in structure it is

exactly that of the ileum ; and it has been
found the seat of typhoid ulceration, or of

perforation from the irritation of foreign

bodies that have become lodged therein. In
very exceptional cases diverticula of similar

structure have been found protruding from
the jejunum, and even multiple, but they
are not connected with the umbilicus. The
vermiform appendix may vary from half to

twice the natural size.

Deficiencies of development may affect the

whole alimentary canal, or only certain parts.

Andral records a case where only a straight

tube joined the i-ectum and oesophagus. The
ileum may open upon an ectopic bladder.

The rectum may end in a cloaca common
to the urino-genital organs, or in either

the bladder, urethra, or vagina. The bowel
may terminate in a closed extremity any-

where between the brim of the pelvis (the

rectum being generally represented by a
fibrous cord, though even this may be want-
ing), and immediately beneath the skin ; the

anal pouch, which develops from without in-

wards, is in the latter case absolutely want-
ing ; and all degrees between tins and a

pouch that has just failed to establish a
junction with the rectum may be met with,

producing the lesion known as imperforate
anus. The valvulae conniventes are some-
times wanting, or very imperfect, over vary-

ing areas of the small intestines. Congenital

constrictions of different parts of the canal

are occasionally met with—in the duodenum,
either close to the opening of the common
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bilo-dnct or at the junction with tlie jejunum

;

in the lower end of the ilmim, wliere some
nbiioriiiiihtv in the closure of the vitelline

duct appears to be the cause ; or in the sig-

moid tlexure. Such constrictions may be

multiple and of very short extent, the canal

being much dilated above, and extremely
narrowed and slirunken below. The ileo-

cft'cal orifice has been seen contracted to the
diameter of a small codar-pencil. Tiie cause
of these lesions is very obscure, though tliey

may be occasionally accounted for by tlie

existence of prominent valve-like folds of the

mucous membrane.
Hernial protrusions of the mucous mem-

brane through the other coats, often very
numerous, and varying in size from a pin to

a walnut, have been seen in the colon, and
less often in the small intestine, sometimes
extending into the appendices epiploicie.

They are liable to become developed in cases

of long-staiK ing constipation.

{b) Acquired. — The acquired malforma-
tions include the dilatations and contractions

that are associated with stenosis ; and the

adhesions and abnormal communications
established by ulceration and peritonitis,

elsewhere referred to.

When any symptoms are produced bj'

malformation of the intestines they are

usually those of obstruction ; and the only
condition that may be amenable to treat-

ment is imperforate anus. See Intestinal
Obstruction ; and Akus, Diseases of.

15. Intestines, Malignant Disease
of.—The new-growths which are met with
in connexion with the intestine may, for

the present purpose, most conveniently be
divided into malignant and non-malignant
—a clinical distinction irrespective of their

minute structure.

/Etiology.—Malignant growths of the in-

testuie, as in other situations, whilst not
wholly imknown in the earlier periods of

life, are rarely met with before the age of

forty and oftener after fifty. Statistics show
a slight pre]ionderance of occurrence in males.

From an examination of 9,000 fatal cases of

cancer, the relative frequency of intestinal

cancer to that of all otlier organs was found
to be as 1 to 25 (Tanchou).
Cancer of the intestine is nearly always

primary, and verj- frequently runs its course
without any secondary formations elsewhere.

Occasionally the bowels are affected by ex-

tension from neighbouring parts, and this is

especially liable to be the case in the rectmn,
when the uterus or vagina is the seat of

the disease, and in the duodenum, which
may become involved in an extension from
the pancreas, liver, gall-bladder, or stomach.
Very rarely small nodules are found in the

solitary and agminated glands secondary to

carcinoma existing.elsewhere.

Anatomical Cuar.\cters.— Malignant dis-

ease may occur at any spot throtighout

the entire lengtli of both small and large
intestine, but is infinitely more often to be
met with at certain special parts, notably
the rectum, sigmoid tlexure, caecum, colon
generally, and duodenum near the opening
of the bile-duet ; the jejunum and ileum being
rarely affected. It has been estimated that
in 80 per cent, of the cases of intestinal

cancer the rectum is affected; in 11-5 the
colon ; in 4-2 the caecum, appendix, and
ilco-ca;cal valve ; and in 4-3 the small intes-

tine. There is undoubtedly a predilection
for those spots where any delay may occur
in the passage of the intestinal contents,

such as the flexures of the large intestine,

especially the sigmoid.

Tlie greater number of intestinal growths
included in the category of malignant are
of the epitheliomatous type, especially the
cylindrical and glandular varieties; some-
what less frequent is the colloid form ; whilst

the scirrhous and encephaloid are much rarer.

As a rule, malignant growths commence in

the mucosa and submncosa, and then gradu-
ally involve the other tissues. The micro-
scopic characters of these new-growths pre-

sent no special features. See Cancer.
The mesenteric glands are generally af-

fec'ted, though often but slightlj-. Secondary
infection is much less common than in can-

cer of other organs ; when present, the hver
and peritoneum are the usual seats.

Following the general course of these neo-
plasms when found elsewhere, they may
undergo degeneration and ulceration, thus
suffering a dimini;tion in bulk at one spot
whilst they extend in other directions. In
the course of their development they may
set up adhesions between the bowel and
other parts; and two or more coils of intes-

tine may be thus involved, and fistulous

communications established between them.
The colloid form is the more liable to invade
the peritoneum,where large gelatinous masses
may be developed.

The new-formed tisstie may constitute an
irregular mass of very variable size and
extent, of a nodulated or of a villous appear-
ance, perhaps partially ulcerated, and extend-
ing into the passage of the canal, producing
an obstruction. Or the new-growth may
develop in an annular manner, involving

the whole circumference of the bowel ; the

obstruction produced in such circumstances
may be extreme, even to narrowing the
lumen of the tube to barely the size of a
probe. The extent of obstruction may be
altered by ])artial destruction of the new-
growth by sloughing, though the subsequent
cicatrices that may result will again constrict

the gut.

Symptoms.—For a varying time before this

disease definitely asserts itself, the patient

may complain of vague dyspeptic symptoms;
a sense of uneasiness in the abdomen, not

amounting to pain, and usually incre ised after
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meals ; and marked irregularity in the action

of the bowels, with or without flatiilent dis-

tension, and an increasing tendency to consti-

pation, for which the patient has often taken

enormous quantities of aperients of a drastic

and cathartic character, which one by one

lose their eflect. The persistence and gradual

increase of these syinptonis, especially if

there be any loss of tlesh, is very signiticant,

and should excite suspicion. Sooner or later,

according to the duration of the case, the

iisual cachexia is established ; and in the

greater ninnber of cases the patient rapidly

emaciates, especially towards the end, though
in cases of very short duration the wasting

may not be so excessive. The emaciation

depends not only on the general perversion

of nutrition caused by the development of

the cancer, but also on the direct influence

it exerts on organs concerned in the diges-

tion and absorption of nutriment ; hence the

higher up in the bowel the growth is situated

the sooner is the loss of flesh determined.

The local signs and symptoms referable to

the new -growth itself are very variable in

their occurrence, and often are singularly

slight in comparison with the gravity of the

caiTse. Thus pain may be completely want-

ing, and perhaps there is but little tenderness

on pressure ; when present the pain is usually

of a dull character, and quite localised.

The indications of the tumour produced
by the new-growth are very uncertain, being

often little more than an ill-defined fulness

in one region, scarcely even amounting to

that in the annular form of cancerous stric-

ture ; at other times presenting a distinct

hard irregTilar mass of variable size. This last

quality, being partly dependent on f<Eces, is

very characteristic. Should the growth
happen to be situated over the aorta or iliac

arteries, an indistinct pulsation may be com-
municated to it. The percussion-note over
the tumour is usually imperfectly tympanitic,

from the existence of coils of intestines be-

tween it and the abdominal wall, the thick-

ness of which will of necessity considerably

modify the signs of the existence of the

growth. Tlie mass may ^jresent all degrees
fi'om free mobility to complete fixity, depen-
dent on the nature of its seat, and also on
the existence of adhesions to neighbouring
parts.

Symptoms of intestinal obstruction are
rarely wanting, and may be the first for

which the patient seeks relief. Vomiting,
constipation of increasing severity, with signs

of intestinal distension above tlie lesion, are
among the most constant. The character of

the vomit will largely depend on the dura-
tion and situation of the lesion, and the actual
degree of obstruction. When the jejunum
or lower part of the duodenum is the seat of

the growth, the vomiting is more copious and
constantly bile-stained, the bowel and stomach
above the stricture sharing in the distension.

When the obstruction is lower down, in the
large intestine, the vomiting may be slight,

and consist of little more than the gastric

secretions, with such food as is taken, only
becoming stercoraceous when the ob.-tructiou

becomes complete. Occasional diarrhoea,

determined by the chronic enteritis which
exists, may alternate with the constipation

;

and rupture of the intestines, especially the
CBecum, has been met with as a result of the

atrophy and ulceration of the over-distended,

chronically inflamed bowel. As in other
forms of intestinal obstruction, the amount
of urine voided is likely to be very much
diminished when the stricture is high up, and
the vomiting is excessive. See Intestinal
Obstruction.
The stools are usually characteristic of the

obstruction, consisting of small separate

masses, frequently hard and round, or flat-

tened or 'pipe-stem' like, and often mixed
with sloughed-off portions of the new-growth,
or with blood that has escaped from the

ulcerated surface. The nearer to the anus
the growth is situated, the less change will

there be in the blood, which sometimes may
be considerable in amount.

If the peritoneum be involved, peritonitis

may arise ; and ascites, often considerable,

is usually developed with colloid cancer.

Superadded to these symptoms will be those

caused by the morbid condition of any other

organ that may be affected, such as the liver,

bladder, or uterus.

Course and Terminations.— Malignant
disease of the intestines in the majority of

cases progresses continuously. It is difficult

to state even an average duration, owing to

the insidious onset and vagueness of the first

symptoms ; but the greater number of cases

rarely go beyond twelve to eighteen months
from the time when the disease is clearly

established, whilst some may be fatal in a

few weeks, and a few may last for years.

Death may result as the direct consequence
of the cachexia; or from hismorrhage, perito-

nitis, or other effects of the growth.
Diagnosis.—An exact diagnosis is often

not to be made, and the nature of the case

remains throughout uncertain, if not actually

as to the existence of a malignant growth, at

least as to the seat of it. The insidious and
ill-defined charac r of the earliest symptoms
presents nothing diagnostic, though their pro-

gressive character and resistance to treatment
would cause a suspicion, especially in a per-

son over middle age, and in whom a gradual

even though slight loss of weight is noticed.

Even in tlie later stages, the symptoms are

almost identical with those of chronic ente-

ritis, which really co-exists with the new-
growth to a greater or less extent ; and in

the not infrequent cases in which a tumour
is not to be felt, or is uncertain in its indica-

tions, the diagnosis becomes extremely diffi-

cult. Some cases also in which the new-
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prowth is unrccofjnisiiMo to palinitiDii, and
lit the same time ciuiscs little ov no olislnic-

tioii, closely siiiiuhitc in their course diseases

of the su]>riireiiiil capsule ; for the latter (ire

not invariably accompanied by cutaneous
pij^mentation, and the rapiil and prof,'ressive

emaciation, with more or less ])ersistent

voinitinj,', may be common to both. It is

true tliat the nuili<,'nant cacliexi-i Is fre-

(pieiitly productive of a characteristic fitcics,

hut this woiiKl e(iually occur in cancer of the

capsules.

Supposing; that tlie existence of an ab-

dominal tumour be clearly ascertained, it is

not always easy to determine its connexion
with the intestine, since the variability in

position, in mobility, and in size (dua to the

accumulation, or the reverse, of fieces), pre-

cludes any dia^^nostic sipn, although this

very variability is regarded by some as

almost indicative of intestinal cancer. In
distinguishing between an intestinal tumour
and one connected with the liver, pancreas,

kidney, mesenteric glands, uterus, abdominal
wall, or the intlammatory new-growth fol-

lowing a perityphlitis, an aneurysm, or a

simple fiecal accumulation, the history of the

case, age, progressive nature of the condition,

existence of tumour, signs of obstructuin,

and character of the stools, are the points to

be considered in forming a diagnosis. Any
one or even two of these points might equally

indicate other lesions, but, taken collectively,

they will usually justify the formation of au
opinion. A rectal cancer, which is accessible

to the touch or even to inspection, need otfer

no difliculty, but it is otherwise where it

comes to distinguishing a duodenal growth
from one strictly limited to the pylorus. The
vomiting in the latter case is more persistent

than in the former, and there is a greater

liability to hicmatemesis ; but these are most
uncertain signs, as also is the existence of

jaundice, which oftener complicates the duo-
denal affection, from the greater chance of

involving or pressing on the bile-duct ; but
jaundice is not a necessary accompaniment.
A tirm epigastric tumour, felt close to the

margin of the thorax, and associated with
distinct dyspeptic symptoms, may also be
due to primary cancer of the head of the

pancreas ; in such case the symptoms of

obstruction are less marked at first, but the
growth will probably involve the bowel in its

|)rogress, and cause stenosis ; owing to the
destruction of the gland-tissue, the i)ancrcatic

juice is not secreted, and undigested fat may
be found in tlie stools.

Similar ditliculties may surround the in-

vestigation of a tumour situated in the right

iliac fossa. Emaciation, constipati(ui. and
luehena might ecpially indicate a malignant
tumour of the ciecum, or the remains of a
chronic perityphlitis^

TiiK.vTMKNT.—The extremely rare coses of

reputed natural cure of malignant disease of

the intestines, brought about by sloughing of
the growth and subsequent cicatrisation of
its site, afford no hope of our being able to
artificially imitate the proce.s8, and the treat-

ment remains at the best symptomatic and
palliative.

The diet should be so arranged as to con-
tain the minimum of indigestible residue,
and permit the chief digestion and absorption
in the stomach, if it be the upper jjart of the
tube that is all'ected. But in tlio majority of
such cases the utmost disinclination from food
exists, even apart from any vomiting or pain
its ingestion may produce, and hence, what-
ever the directions, the patient in the later

stages practically takes nothing. The anorexia
is frequently as marked even when the mis-
chief is seated in the colon, and the area
for digestion and absorption is uninterfered
with.

In the earlier stages it may be advisable
to insist upon as much nutritious food as
possible being taken, either by the mouth or
in the form of enema or suppository, so as
to oft'er the most prolonged resistance to the
inevitable end; but at tlie same time there is

no slight reason for thinking that the same
course favours the speedier development of

the new -growth. Preparations oi iron may
be given with the same view.

The symptoms dependent upon the ob-
struction we can do very little to relieve

short of operation. Only the mildest aperi-

ents are permissible, to combat the consti-

pation, and these should be salines with the
object of rendering the fieces as fluid as
possible ; while the vomiting is as a rule un-
controllable, and, indeed, is often a relief.

Hiemorrhage may require special attention,

the tincture of hamamelis being among the
most effective styptics ; and the pain may
be so severe as to necessitate free adminis-
tration of morphine subculaneously ; in other
cases belladonna is of value in alleviating

the local discomfort, and acts favourably by
allaying any spasm.
The operative treatment of malignant dis-

ease of the intestine is described in the
article Intkstinal ()hsti{1"ction.

10. Intestines, Malpositions of.— Dis-

placements of tlie intestines, like malforma-
tions, are both cotigciiUal and acquired.

Among the former may be mentioned com-
plete transposition of the viscera, the ciecuni

and ascendmg colon being on the left side,

and the sigmoid flexure and descending colon
on the right, the li\ er. spleen, stomach, &c.,

sharing in the change. Certain parts only of

the intestinal canal may occupy an abnormal
situation, as seen in the various congenital

herniie ; or the disjilacement may be due
to unusual length of the mesenteries, the

ciecum and sigmoid flexure being the parts

that present the most usual alteration from
this cause. Thus the ciecum may occupy
the left liypochondrium or left iliac fossa, or
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be found in the pelvic cavity, and, of course,

other parts of the canal must correspond to

these malpositions. The sigmoid flexm-e has

been seen lying to the right side of the left

kidney, which was situated immediately be-

low the bifurcation of tlie aorta. Similar

displacements are referable to adhesions, de-

termined by intra-uterine peritonitis, which
is frequently associated with syphilis.

The malpositions which the intestines may
come to present from changes set up after

birth are so variable as scarcely to admit of

classification. Hernia, both external and
internal, volvulus, and intussusception are

among the well -recognised displacements;

but there is scarcely any limit to the changes
in position which the traction and pressure

of tumour's and the effects of peritonitis may
produce. See Intestinal Obstruction; and
Hkrnia.

17. Intestines, Micro-organisms of.

The intestinal canal from withm a very few
hours after biith, to judge from the fieces,

swarms with numerous forms of microbes,

which, havmg gained entrance with the food

and air, find in the canal suitable conditions

for their development. Our present know-
ledge woiUd lead to the belief that many of

the sjjecies have no effect upon the human
body, whilst others take an active share in

intestinal digestion, as effective though wholly
superfluous aids to the pancreatic secretion.

How far any of these, which may be regarded
as normal inhabitants of the canal, may
under certain conditions of the contents or

excessive development. &c., become respon-

sible for symptoms of disease, is not known
with certainty, though it appears probable
such may be the case. But it is now well
recognised that certain specific diseases, such
as tuberculosis, cholera, and typhoid fever, are

connected with specific organisms which,
gaining admission with the ingesta to the
alimentary canal, produce the characteristic

symptoms of these several diseases.

Besides various micrococci, the most con-
stant members of the schizomycetes found
in the intestines are the bacillus lactis

aerogenes. chiefly in the up^ier part of the
canal, and the bacillus ccU commune, most
abundant in the colon. Certain other species,

such as Brieger's bacillus or baciUus cavi-

cida, Bienstock's putrefactive or 'drumstick'
bacillus (?), a putrefying green fluorescing
bacillus, and various spirilla are met with in

the evacuations of patients suffering from
different forms of enteritis ; and it is probable
that the poisonous substances which these
organisms form from the mtestinal contents,

especially the albuminous, take a large share
in the causation of the disease, or at least that
many of the symptoms are to be referred to

the ptomaines which are absorbed. But our
present knowledge does not enable us to

associate with each of the multiform diar-

rhosal conditions which occur its own specific

causal organism, as we can do in the case of
cholera or typhoid fever.

Actinomycosis has been met with in the

intestine, where it forms raised whitish

patches, setting up inflammation, and pro-

ceeding to abscess, which may burst into the

peritoneum or present at the integuments.
As the disease spreads, some healing may
take place. »S'ee Actinomycosis ; and Miceo-
okganisms.
The bacillus anthracis also occiu-s in the

intestine, causing swollen a-denihtous patches

of the mucous membrane, which are intensely

congested and rapidly slough. The intestinal

lesion may be primary, or it may be part of

a general infection. Bee Anthrax.
A few species of the yeast fan ,,d or saccharo-

mycetes, such as torulip, and of the hypho-
mycetes or moulds, such as the oidium albi-

cans or 'thrush,' occasionally develop in the

intestines.

18. Intestines, Morbid Grow^ths of.

Owing to the variety of tissues that entei

into the formation of the intestine, no less

than to the origin of these tissues from two
of the three jjrimary layers of the blastoderm,

the new-gi'owths that may develop in con-

nexion with it are exceedingly numerous.
It will be convenient here to considei

them from their clinical rather than from
their genetic or histological point of view,

and to divide them into malignant and non-
7nalignant growths. The former have already

been treated of, and the special neoplasms of

tubercular and syphilitic origin are more con-
veniently referred to separately.

Varieties.— 1.Fibromata

.

—These growths,

which are developed from the connective tis-

sue of the submitcous coat, are usually of

small size, frecp.ently pedunculated, though
sometimes appearing as sessile, flattened

nodules, of half the size of a pea, projecting

into the canal. The smaUer ones may be
scattered tin cughout the length of the bowel,

whilst the larger ones (up to the size of a
walnut) are fewer in number or single, and
are usually found in the rectum. They pre-

sent the ordinary microscopic characters of

fibrous tissue.

2. Lipomata.—Pedunculated growths of

adipose tissue, springing from the submucous
ccat, are not of uncommon occurrence in any
part of the intestines.

'6. Myomata.—Very rarely small growths
are met with, chiefly composed of contractile

f.bre-cells, with a variable amount of con-

nective tissue.

4. Vascular tumours.—Angiomata.—Be-
sides hiemorrhoids, other vascular growths
are sometimes found, of an erectile cha-

racter^ similar to naevi of the skin.

5. Mucous growths.—It is to these growths
that the term ' poh pi ' is generally applied.

They essentially consist of the tissues of tha

mucous membrane, though differing in their

vascularity, and also in their glandular ele«
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ments. "\Micn these latter are excessive in

amount, tliey iire liable to present characters

which connect them with nialij^nant forms of

new-growth, especially if their surface assume
a villous character. I'ohpi are not limited

to any one part of the canal, thou-,'!! un-

doubtedly they are most common in the

rectum, and are sometimes pif,'mented. Thoy
are occasionally multii)le, 170 have been
seen in the lower half of the colon in a

siuji;le case ; and have been met with at all

ages.

G. Li/viphoid growtJia.—Lymphadeno-
inata.— Neoplasms whose structures corre-

spond to that of the solitary or a<xminated

glands, or of the lymphoid layer of the sub-

mucosa, are met with in association with
these normal constituents of the intestinal

wall, and quite independently of leucocy-

thiemia. Nodular formations and diffuse

intiltrations of similar structure have been
met with throughout the stomach and intes-

tines in Hodgkins' disease (lymphadeuoma),
but though giving rise to large masses, they
produced no obstruction.

7. Sarcomata.—Small nodules of this t\'pe

of neoplasm have been described as of very
rare occurrence in the intestine.

8. Cysts.—These have been rarely met
with, and the contrast to their comparative
freciuency in the uterine mucous membrane
is remarkable. Several instances are on re-

cord of congenital dermoid cysts which have
been found attached to the rectum or sig-

moid flexure, and jirobably originating from
the neurenteric canal.

Cystic enlargement of the vermiform ap-

pendix, or of diverticula of the intestine, may
follow on closure of their communication
with the lumen of the bowels, and accu-

mulation of fluid in their interior

—

cntero-

cystomata.

Effects and Symptoms.—As a rule, the

growths mentioned above present vei-y little

interest, unless theybe situatedjust within the

rectum, and accessible to digital examination,
for it is seldom that they are of sutKcient

size to form tumours which can be felt in the

abdomen. They cannot be diagnosed, though
they may give rise to certain symptoms, as,

for instance, ha'inorrhage from the vascular

polypi and erectile tumours, or partial obstruc-

tion if they attain any size ; but such symp-
toms are not diagnostic. One of their most
striking effects appears to be the liability that

the polypoid forms occurring in the small
intestine have of inducing serious intussus-

ception, fi-om interfering with the due pro-

gress of peristalsis. Prolapse of the rectum
is similarly found to be occasionally due to

polypi.

Tkkatment.—No treatment can be at-

tempted, beyond that of the symptoms which
may arise ; or the removal of growths within
reach of the anus,. or very exceptionally by
laparotomy.

19. Intestines, Paralysis of.—The
peristalsis of the intestinal tube is normally
dependent on automatic nerve-impulses,
originating in the intrinsic ganglia of the
canal, controlled \)y both reflex and direct

impressions from the cerebro-spinal an<l

sympathetic systems, the former acting via
the vagus in an accelerating manner, the
latter via the splanchnics in an mhibitory
direction. The integrity of the involuntary
muscular fibre is assumed. The quantity
and the quality of the blood in the vessels of

the intestines also appear to modify peri-

stalsis, since the movements are increased

both when there is anaemia and hyperajmia
of the canal, probably owing to the diminu-
tion of oxygen and excess of carbonic acid,

which these conditions equally determine.
^Etiology and Pathology.—A paresis of

the intestinal movements may be brought
about by causes acting (1) through the ner-

vous system ; or (2) through imperfection of

the muscular tissue.

(1) Nervous.—Cases are recorded in which
the intrinsic ganglia and nerves of the intes-

tinal muscular coat have been the seat of

degeneration, but the symptoms dependent
thereon are doubtful, bej'ond atrophy of the

muscular coat. Certain lesions of the brain

are accompanied by symptoms of mtestinal

paralysis, but with no hitherto recognised

regularity, and it is assumed that such lesions

act by interfering with the function of the

vagi. It is doubtful how far disease of the

spinal cord produces actual paralysis of the

intestines, though constipation niay result, a

circumstance that may be explained by as-

smning an interference with the centre that

controls defecation. See FjiCES, Retention
of.

(2) Muscular.—The irritability of the mus-
cular tissue may be much weakened by de-

generation (cloudy, fatty, or lardaceous). In-

flammation of the mucous or serous coat.

especially the latter, is liable (o determine
granular change in the muscular fibres, which,

aided by a coexistent CEdema. largely impairs

the contractile power of the tissue. Chronic
congestion of the bowel leads to the same
result. The irritability is also liable to sutl'er

from the over-stinuilation of too powerful and
too frequent purgative medicines ; and the

muscular fibres of a nmch dilated portion of

the bowel are apt to become paralysed from
distension and stretching. The general want
of tone that the nniscular and nervous sys-

tems manifest subsequent to debilitating dis-

eases, or from want of food, hysieria, and
other conditions, also finds expression in the

alimentary canal, in diminished peristaltic

action.

Certain astringent drugs produce their ef-

fect possibly bj' diminishing the excitability

of the nervous system, as appears to be the

case with opium. Lead, which would seem
to cause both paralysis and spasm of the
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muscular coat, may act on the nerve terminals

or on the muscular fibres.

Symptoms.— The promnient symptom of

intestinal paralysis is constipation, though
other signs of obstruction, such as vomiting

and meteorism, may be superadded. See

Constipation ; and Intestinal Obstruc-
tion.

Treatment.—As a rule, this is directed to

the primary cause, but great benefit has fol-

lowed the application of electricity to the

abdominal parietes. Friction applied on
systematic principles is of undoubted ser-

vice.

20. Intestines, Parasites of.—Besides

the micro-organisms referred to in a pre-

vious article, there are frequently to be found

in the intestines various species of animal

parasites which mostly obtain their nourish-

ment from the contents of the canal. The
majority of these organisms, with the symp-
toms they give rise to and their treatment,

are described under Entozoa, and are merely
enumerated here collectively.

Class Ehizopoda.—Under the name amosba
coli are possibly included several distinct

species which extended knowledge may dif-

ferentiate. These animalcules have been oc-

casionally found in healthy fiEces, and more
often in dysenteric stools, in dysenteric ulcers,

as well as in the hepatic abscesses which so

frequently complicate this malady (see Dy-
sentery; and Entozoa). Various monads
have been found in the stools, both in health

and disease.

Class Infusoria.—The best known of these

are cercomonas intcstinalis, trichomonas in-

testinalis, and 2)aramaiciiim coli. They com-
monly occur in diarrhceal states, which they

may help to intensify, though not actually

cause ; and their presence may be generally

taken to indicate an unhealthy state of the

intestinal mucous membrane.
Class Cestoda.— Taenia mediocanellata

V. saginata. T. solium. T. nana. T. cu-

cumerina. T. flavopunctata (?). Bothrio-

cephalus latus. B. cordatus.

Class Trematoda.— Distoma hepaticum.
D. lanceolatum. The spinous ova of hil-

harzia hiematobia have been found in the
mucosa and submucosa of the rectum,
causing much irritation, even to the forma-
tion of polypoid overgrowths.

Class Nematoda.— Ascaris lumbricoides.

A. myetax. Osyuris vermicularis. Ankylo-
stoma duodenale. Tricocephalus dispar.

Trichina spiralis (matm'o stage). Anguilliila

intestinalis.

Class Insecta.—Very rarely the ova and
larvae of certain insects, chiefly of the family
Muscidae, being swallowed, are found in the
canal.

21. Intestines, Perforation and Rup-
ture of.

—

^Etiology.—The causes of per-

foration or rupture of the intestines may be
arranged thus : (1) External injuries, such

as blows, being run over, &c., which, though
more liable to rupture the solid abdominal
viscera, frequently cause laceration of the in-

testmes, especially the ileum or jejunum.

(2) Corrosive poiso7is, when swallowed in

any considerable amount, may destroy not

only the walls of the stomach, but also those

of the upper part of the intestines.

(3) Extreme distension b>i flatus or faces
above the site of a constriction may cause
the bowel to burst. It is the cacum which
usually gives way in chronic obstruction, a
clinical fact which has received experimental
confirmation.

(4) P^cecaiions, pre-eminently the so-called

peptic ulceration, and less commonly typhoid
and catarrhal ulceration, may lead to in-

testinal perforation.

(5) Perforations may be produced ahextra,

by the bursting of abscesses or aneurysms
into the canal.

Symptoms.—The most striking symptoms
which perforations of the bowel present, are a

sudden attack of severe abdominal pain, fol-

lowed by vomiting and collapse ; and it is a
noticeable fact that rupture of the hollow ab-

dominal viscera is more liable to induce this

condition than a similar lesion of such organs

as the liver or spleen, liigors are of occa-

sional occurrence at the onset, and the pulse

is quickened, with sometimes a rise in tem-
perature.

Should the patient live twenty-four hours
after the establishment of a perforation, signs

of peritonitis will assert themselves—severe

abdominal pain and tenderness, pyrexia,

vomiting, and other symptoms. Supposing
that the perforation follow an ulceration in

the course of a previously high temperature,

such as enteric fever, there is sometimes,
though not always, a sudden and considerable

fall in the body-heat ; this, with the acute

pain, may be the first indication that perfora-

tion has taken place.

Perforation or rupture of the intestines

usually proves fatal within forty-eight hours

of its occurrence, although cases are recorded

which have lasted for weeks ; very rarely

recovery has taken place.

There are no reliable signs whereby rup-

ture of the stomach may be distinguished

fi-om that of the intestines, nor is it of any
practical importance.
Treatment.— Best is of primary import-

ance, in regard both to the whole body and
the bowels themselves. This object is best

attained by the free use of opium, commenc-
ing with a grain, and repeating it in a few
hours until its influence is fully established.

It is also desirable to stop all food, except

an occasional teaspoonful of meat-essence

;

to give ice to suck ; to administer nutrient

enemata, and brandy and ether subcutane-

ously if the collapse be profound ; and to

apply warmth to the extremities, liesection

of the ruptured portion of the bowel, with
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autiirinp of the divided ends, and washing out

of the peritonemn, has heen pcrfornieil with
success, and should bo attempted in suitable

cases.

•2-1. Intestines, Spasm of.—The in-ej^u-

Lir and forcible nioNeincuts of the bowels,

usually acconiiianied with pain, are known
as colic. Under ordinary circumstances we
are unconscious of the peristaltic action, but
wlieii the contractions of the nniscular coats

become violent, nu)re or less pain is likely to

occur. Sec Entkraluia.
/Etiology.—The determiamg causes of

intestinal spasm are:—
(1) The direct irritation of indigestible in-

pesta. (2) Exposure to cold. (3) Certain
poisons, such as lead and strychnine, which
probably affect the muscular fibres through
the nervous system. Associated with lead

colic, even if it bo not actually responsible

for it, is arterial spasm and high tension in

the Rplauclmic area.

It is dillictilt to ascertain the exact condi-

tion of the contracted bowel, since the ap-

pearances seen after death are not an index
of what existed durmg life ; but it would
seem that the spasm may start from several

points in the course of the canal, and. after

persisting for a variable time, either yield or

travel on as a wave of spasmodic contraction.

For how long a portion of bowel maj^ remain
contracted is quite conjectural.

Symptoms.—The existence of an absolutely

paitdess hpasm of the intestines is very
doubtful ; as a rule, it is the pain which in-

dicates this condition, and except the con-
traction be maintained, no further sj'mptoms
may occur. There are, however, conditions

in which the tonic intestinal spasm is con-

siderable, and yet the pain is but slight.

Such is the case in basilar meningitis, where
the bowels are firmly contracted and empty,
producing the characteristic boat-shaped ap-

pearance of the abdomen. In many cases of

chronic enteritis and colitis marked spasm
may occur, causing great irregularities of

the abdomen from distended and contracted
lengths of bowel, with constantly varying
differences in position and degree of dulness

or resonance. Constipation, vomiting, meteor-
ism, may all be present in varying degrees,

dependent upon the extent of obstruction
which is produced.
The specially painful spasm of the anal

sphincters and lower portion of the rectum,
termed tcncxtnus, is usually associated with
ulceration and other lesions in that locality.

Tkeatmknt.— The external ap]ilication of

moist heat in the form of poultices or fo-

mentations, preferably of poppy -head or other
opiates, is of great value, for relaxing the

spasm or removing the pain. Since an irri-

tant is so frequently the cause, an aperient,

such as castor oil or calomel, combined with
ojiium. is essential.. Turpentine enemata are

B'.,uietimes of great service. The collapse

may be so severe as to call for energetic
stimulation by brandy, ammonia, or ether.

2;j. Intestines, Syphilitic Disease of.

The intestinal canal is rarely th<^ scat of tiie

specific lesions of syphilis, except at the
lower end of the rectum, and margin of the
anus. Small gummata have been found in

the submucous tissue of various jiarts of the
bowel, and sometimes the ulcers to which
these growths give rise by their degeneration
and breaking down ; radiating fibrous thick-

enings and cicatrices of the mucous membrano
have also been seen in syphilitic subjects,

sufhcieut even to cause obstruction. It is

doubthil whether there be any specific ulcer-

ation of the intestine which is not preceded
by gummata, although small ulcers do occur
in new-born children, the subjects of con-
genital sy])hilis.

Syphilitic ulceration and stricture of the
rectum are not of infre(iuent occurrence, the
former especially in women, where the in-

fection has spread from the vagina and peri-

na-uin. Sec Kectum. Diseases of.

24. Intestines, Tubercular Disease
of.—The specific lesions of the tubercular
diathesis, namely, grey granulations or
miliary tubercles, are of frequent occurrence
throughout the intestinal canal; the exten-

sive distribution of lymphoid tissue through-
out the submucous coat, and the special

aggregations of it which form the solitary

and agmiuated glands, offering the most
favoural)le opportunity for their formation.
The abundant supply of lymphatic vessels in

the thickness of the walls of the canal, and
the close connexion of the serous surface

with the lymjihatic system, all predispose to

the development and spread of a tubercular

growth which may have become established

in a subject of the diathesis.

yETiOLOOY.—As a primary growth, tubercle

very rarely attacks the intestines in adults,

though it is of very fre(iuent occurrence in

children as part of a general tuberculosis,

or possibly from the consumption of milk
from tuberculous cows. In adults, on the

contrary, tubercular disease of the intestines

is very commonly developed secondary to a
similar affection of the lungs, due probably
to the swallowing of the sputum.
Anatomical Characters.—The submucous

layer and the peritoneal coat are the struc-

tures in which the tubercle originates ; in

the former situation it especially favours the

ileum and ciccum, although it may develop
throughout the entire length of the tube,

whilst the peritoneal tubercle is about equally

distributed. The mesenteric glands are

always considerably involved. The rarity

with which the stomach is affected by tubercle

is in marked contrast to the frequency of the

intestinal lesion.

In extreme cases of tuberculosis in chil-

dren, deatli may take place before any
changes in the tuberculous formation have
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taken place, and countless grey granulations,

from the size of a pin's head to bodies quite

microscopic, are to be foimd in the sub-

mucosa, and in the solitary and agminated
glands. Later on, however, these non-vascu-

lar new-growths coalesce, and form distinct

masses, which from lack of nutrition imdergo

caseous degeneration and break down, thus

forming the tubercular ulcers. The ulcers

tend to spread, and rarely to heal, and whilst

they may be at first limited to the glands,

they invade the adjacent mucous membrane,
especially in a dn-ection round the bowel,

their extension being preceded by the de-

velopment of fresh tubercles, chiefly along the

course of the main blood-vessels, to the pro-

gressive formation and destruction of which
the spread of the ulcer is really due. Large
masses of the mucous surface may be thus

destroyed, leaving a ragged, tlocculent surface,

formed of the muscular fibres, or even of

deeper structures, which lesions rarely pro-

ceed to perforation into the peritoneal cavity,

adhesive ijeritonitis having established at-

tachments to adjacent parts. The thickened,

congested, irregular edges of the idcers, with
iniliary tubercles close to the margin, are

very distinctive.

Symptoms.—Until ulceration be estal Wished,

there will be no symptoms of tubercular

disease referable to the intestinal canal ; and
even when this stage is reached, there are no
special symptoms.
Treatment.—Little can be done for in-

testinal tuberculosis. The course of the

disease is almost invariably to a fatal end,

and it is very rare for healing and cicatrisa-

tion to take place. The necessity for feeding

the patient is almost contra-indicated by the
existence of a destroyed digesting and ab-

sorbent surface, whereby the food becomes
a positive irritant. Such nourishment as is

taken should therefore be in the most
digestible and concentrated form, that as

umch as possible may be taken up from the
stomach. Starch and opium enemata may
do a little to cheek the diarrhcea, but their

efficacy is soon lost. Haemorrhage, should
it set in, is scarcely amenable to treatment,
though astringent enemata may be of some
use, combined with the internal administra-
tion of acetate of lead and opium. No treat-

ment has as yet been effectual in arresting
the spread of tubercle.

25. Intestines, Ulceration of.—Ulce-
ration of the intestinal wall, from one cause
or another, is of extremely common occur-
rence. The morbid processes involved in the
production of the ulcers are in all cases
essentially the same, namely, a molecular
death and disintegration of the tissue, leav-
ing a solution in continuitj', of varying
extent.

Varieties : (1) Primary inflammatory
ulcers.—Any enteritis, whether of the mildest
catarrhal character, or of a specific type such

as diphtheritic, dysenteric, or typhoid, may
lead to ulceration of the bowels. As a rule,

the more severe the cause of the inflamma-
tion, the greater the liability to this com-
plication ; and the same holds in respect of

any intestinal catarrh, developed in the

course of any serious state, such as typhus fever

or Bright's disease. The ulcer may appear
either as a small abrasion of the epithelial

layer, which graelually extends and deepens
until the whole mucosa is involved ; or the
first indication may be a thin glairy pellicle,

adherent to the mucous membrane which
in time is thrown off, leaving a breach in

the subjacent tissue. In other cases the de-

striictive process commences in the thickness

of the bowel, either from the rupture of small
collections of inflammatory products, result-

ing from an enteritis, or from inflammation
of the lymphoid follicles. The escape of

these products into the tube leaves behind
an ulcer.

These lesions may be found anywhere
throughout the bowels, although they are

much more frequent in the large than in the

small intestine; and one form of follicular

ulceration, associated with the specific poison

of dysentery, is practically limited to the

former situation. The colon is also— especially

in elderly persons—the seat of a very ex-

tensive simple ulcerative colitis, in which the

mucosa is destroyed over large areas, but
which does not commence in the follicles.

At those places where any delay is likely to

arise in the passage of the faeces—the csecum,

sigmoid flexure, and rectum—and at those

spots which are most prominent, such as the

edges of the valvule conniventes, and the

saccules of the colon, where an enteritis is

most likely to be produced, there will be the

pi'obable site of inflammatory ulcers. The
specific ulccrsof dysentery and typhoid fever

are described elsewhere. In cholera, ulcera-

tion of the lower end of the ileum and colon

[

is sometimes met with.
' (2) Ulcers resulting from the separation of
necrosed tissue.— The process of molecular
disintegration which takes place along the

line between living and dead tissue, result-

' ing in the separation of a slough and the

leaving of an ulcer, takes place in the in-

testines as elsewhere. The causes leading

to the death of circumscribed arens of tissue

are various. Sometimes the vitality of a

portion of the mucous membrane is destroyed

by degeneration, such as the lardaceous, and
an ulcer marks the spot of the removed patch,

which usually occurs in the ileum or colon.

More frequently the local death is induced
by capillary haemorrhage or a cessation of

blood-flow through a limited area ; the cause
of this stasis is not very apparent, though
believed to be due to emboli. Under such
circumstances the solvent power of the
digestive juices may be exerted on the non-
living tissues, which are thus removed, and
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an nicer is left. To such ulcers the term
jicplic has been aiijilicd, and identiciil lesions

are met with in the stomach. They almost
invariably occur in the first part of the
duodenum, above the point of entrance of
the alkaline bile and pancreatic juices, al-

though very rarely they have been seen in

the jejunum. Ulcers of this character appear
to be occasionally connected with lart,'e super-

ficial burns, but how the relationship is

estabUshed is not known. It is a sinj^ular

fact in rejjard to them, that thej- are ten
titnes more common in men than in women,
which is quite the reverse of what obtains in

the stomach, although the relative frequency
of gastric and duodenal ulcers is estimated as
thirty to one.

(3) Ulceration of new-growths.—Almost
anj- neoplasm of the intestinal wall may
ulcerate, though as a rule the more rapidly
developed forms are tlie more liable. Tuber-
cular growths primarily connected with the
solitary and agminated glands invariably
end in this manner. Syphilitic gmnmata and
malignant growths are especially prone to

ulceration.

Characters.—The appearances presented
by the various ulcers differ with the cause
and the duration.

They may be single, as is generally the
case with the duodenal ulcers ; or innumer-
able, as the follicular ulcers of the colon.

Typhoid and tubercular ulcers are as a rule

nuiltiple, and are most numerous at the
lower end of the ileum, where the agminated
glands are most abundant. Occasionally
large surfaces of the mucous membrane are
destroyed, with here and there small isolated

spots of the membrane left, due to the spread
and coalescence of many separately arising

ulcers. In dysentery and chronic tubercular
ulceration this is especially liable to happen.
Many of the catarrhal and follicular ulcers

are extremely small, not more than a line in

diameter.

The peptic ulcers are distinguished by their

very definite, ' clean-punched ' api)earance ;

the edges are slightly slojiing, and but very
little, if at all, thickened ; whilst the mucous
membrane immediately adjacent has a per-

fectly healthy appearance. In most of the
other varieties the edges are thickened,
irregular, and shaggy, frequenth' excavated
and undermined ; the ulcerative process ex-

tending beneath the mucous membrane,
which gradually dies and sloughs away as
its nutrition is cut off. Dependent upon the
depth and course of the ulcer wUl be the
nature of its base, which ma}' be formed of
the muscular coat, of the peritoneum much
tliickened, or of adjacent structures with
which adhesion has been established, such
as the liver or abdominal wall. The floor of
the ulcerated tubercular and malignant new-
growths usually presents small nodules of the
neoplasm, which are being developed coin-

I cidently with the ulceration. The buff or
ash-grey pigmented sloughs, partially sepa-
rated, give a characteristic appearance to the
old-standing ulcers of dysentery and tubercle.

The tubercular and typhoid ulcers of Peyer's
patches present a certain difference in the
direction in which they extend : whilst at

first both are limited to the patch, the former
tend to spread in an annular manner, whilst
the latter have usually their long axis corre-

sponding to the length of the bowel. This
difference depends rather on the duration of

the ulcer than on any specific distinction

due to the two diseases ; for the more acute
enteric lesion rarely spreads much beyond
the area of the patch, which is in the long
axis of the bowel, whilst the chronic tuber-

cular ulcer follows the distribution of the
lymphoid tissue outside the patches, and par-

ticularly along the course of the blood-vessels

and lymphatics.

Course.—The course of an intestinal ulcer

may be acute or chronic, lasting a few days
or for years. Some of the simple ulcers of
an acute intestinal catarrh belong to the
former group ; whilst the ulceration that ac-

comi)anies chronic enteritis may be of in-

definite duration.

The acute forms may either heal or go on
to perforation ; in the former case their exist-

ence can only be inferred, and catarrhal,

follicular, and enteric ulcers belong to this

category. The peptic and typhoid ulcers are

those most liable to perforate the bowel.
Occasionally the ))erforation may lead to a
communication between one coil of intes-

tine and another, without any rupture into

the peritoneal cavity, which is the com-
monest end of a perforating typhoid ulcer.

In chrome xilcers, where no adhesion or com-
munication takes place, the base is thickened

by a new-formed connective tissue, which is

developed as fast as or even faster than the

destructive process proceeds, and hence the

intestinal wall adjacent to and involved in

such ulcers is usually much thickened and
indurated. Short of actual perforation or

adhesion to other parts, the site of the ulcer-

ation most frequently is marked on the ex-

ternal surface of the bowel by a sub-acute

peritonitis, which may produce a partial mat-
ting together of the intestines.

In the course of the healing of the larger

ulcers, by the formation of a contracting

cicatricial tissue, the gut may be consider-

ably constricted, and a formidable obstruc-

tion established. But this does not neces-

sarily follow even large ulcers, such as those

of typhoid fever; and the depth of the de-

struction would seem to influence this result.

When the supi'rficial portion of the mucous
membrane only is destroyed verj- little con-

traction follows, but when the deeper parts of

the wall are involved the subsequently deve-

loped cicatrix tends to shrink considerably.

Symptoms.—The greatest diversity is met
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with in the symptoms of intestinal iilcera-

tion, and few, if any, can be regarded as

characteristic. Inasmuch as the lesion may
occur without jiroducing any symptoms ; or

those that do exist may be determined by
the course of, or by che conditions associated

with, the Tilceration ; or, lastly, the results of

this condition, such as perforation, may en-

tirely obscure the actual ulceration itself : it

frequently happens therefore that the exist-

ence of an ulcer is not recognised. Nor may
the severity of the symptoms be taken as a

iiicasure of the extent of the ulceration, for

the most marked pam, tenderness, diarrhoea,

and other symptoms may be produced by an
area of typhoid ulceration that heals ; whilst

a perforating duodenal ulcer may give scarcely

any indication of its existence, untd within a

few hours of a fatal ending. This course

appears to be very characteristic of duodenal
ulcers. The writer has recorded a case of a

young man who was suddenly attacked with
all the symptoms of apparently intestinal

colic, after constipation of a week's duration,

no vomiting and no tenderness, the pain

being relieved bj' pressure on the abdomen.
Collapse set in, and deatii resulted in less

than twenty-four hours from the commence-
ment of the attack. The necropsy showed a

perforating duodenal ulcer. Such a case is

not singular, and may be preceded, as this

case was, by nothing beyond an occasional

feeling of discomfort at the epigastrium, not
serious enough to call for advice or treatment.

Such symptoms as diarrhoea, vomiting,
pain, tenderness, and pyrexia are as much
dependent on a co-existent enteritis or new-
growth, as they are upon the ulcer. Doubt-
less the exposed surface of an ulcer offers the
opportunity for increased peristalsis being
induced, but this is not of necessity, for con-
stipation may be present. Where the area of

ulceration is extensive, the absorbing surface

is by so much diminished, and thus while
the general nutrition suffers, the unabsorbed
products of digestion are liable to decompose
and induce diarrhoea. Vomiting may arise

from a duodenal ulcer, but not always, and
when present it may be due to peritonitis

;

icterus may also complicate an ulcer in this

situation, by involving the opening of the
bile-duct, or by extension of the duodenal
catarrh. Pain may be quite absent or quite
insignificant, unless the rectum be tlie seat
of the disease, when the j^ain and tenesmus
are excruciating.

The passage of blood in the stools, especi-
ally if bright, is probably a most characteristic

indication of idceration, but it does not always
occur, and it may be due to hemorrhoids or
general venous congestion from portal ob-
struction. Pus is of occasional occurrence
in the stools, especially when the ulceration
has followed on plilegmonous enteritis or
extensive follicular inflammation. Mucus is

more commonly present, as discrete masses

of the size of a hemp-seed or in larger quan-
tities. In the simijle ulcerative colitis already
mentioned there is a singular absence of

blood, pus, and mucus, thus being m marked
contrast to true dysentery. See Stools ; and
Mel^na.
The symptoms due to perforation have

been already described. See Perforation and
Rupture, p. 103'2.

Diagnosis.— From what has been said, the

formatit)!! of a diagnosis of intestinal ulcera-

tion is frecjuently impossible, and an ulcer is

assumed rather than proved to exist. In
enteric fever, ulceration is taken for granted
as existing, though no special symptoms may
indicate its presence. But if a severe and
persistent diarrhoea, with liquid stools and
shreds of mucus, and much pain and tender-

ness over the abdomen, supervene in a case

of tubercular phthisis, it is a fair inference to

assume ulceration of the intestines. In dy-
sentery, like enteric fever, the ulceration is a

specific part of the disease, and the diarrhoea,

pain, and characteristic stools are in this

case directly dependent upon tlie ulceration.

Since there are no constant distinctive symp-
toms of ulceration, the ground for a diagnosis

must remain uncertain. In distinguishing

between gastric and duodenal ulcer the de-

ferred occurrence of ))ain after taking food,

even to two or three hours, is characteristic

of tlie latter lesion, as well as the site of the
pain being rather in the right hypochondrium.
and less marked at the xiphoid cartilage and
in the dorsal region, which are such frequent

situations of gastric ulcer; the digestion is

also much less disturbed in the duodenal
affection, and ha;matemesis is much less

common, being more constantly replaced by
melaena. The greater frequency among males
has been mentioned.

Prognosis;—This largely depends upon the

cause. Except through i)erforation or fatal

hiemorrhage by erosion of vessels, death does

not take place from the ulceration itself.

But a tubercular ulceration is not to be ex-

pected to Ileal, and it may by its develojiment

hasten the end of a phthisical patient. The
prognosis of typhoid ulceration will almost

entirely be founded on the genenil state of

the patient, since the indications of the

ulceration itself may be so slight. The
ulceration of malignant new-growths may be

of actual benefit, by removing portions of the

mass, and so diminishing obstruction. In
all cases the liability to stenosis must be re-

membered ; and the impaired health of body
and mind in chronic ulceration may continue
throughout life.

Treatment.— Since ulcers of the intestine

are inaccessible to direct treatment, little can
be done for them apart from the general con-

ditions which they may complicate, or the

treatment of the symptoms to which they
may give rise.

Eecognising that an ulcer, when it exists,
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may lead to perforation, the object will be to

avoid all undue movements of the intestines,

and hence aperients are forbidden, and opiates

are indicated. Tlie astrinfjents that are likely

to be used for the diarrha'a or hii'morrhafj;e

may exert a local action on the lesion, and
for that purpose bismuth, sulphate of copper,

and similar af,'cnts are recommended. But
rest is probaldy tlie only element of treat-

ment that can atfoct the ulcerative process

directly ; whilst any improvement of the

fjeneral condition will necessarily favour the

healing— objects wliich can be best accom-
plished by the use of diet of the most bland
description, or of nutrient enemata.

In the preceding aitide the diseases to

which the intestines arc liable have been
treated of as affecting the canal as a whole

;

but it will be observed that when the struc- ;

ture and hmctions of particular regions of
|

the bowel modify the chai-acter of the dis- I

ease, special reference is made thereto ; and, i

further, that when the affections of any por-
|

tion require detaded description—as of the
j

csecura or rectum— the reader is referred to

articles under those headings.
j

\\ ILLIAM HkNRY AlLCHIN. |

INTRA-THORACIC TUMOURS.
Under this general term are included all

growths and diseases within the chest, which
give rise to tumours or swellings, offering

more or less mechanical interference with the

functions of the thoracic organs, and for the

most part manifesting themselves bj* external

swellings. Aneurysms would thus be com-
prised in this general definition. The general

features and pathology of aneurysmal tumours
are, however, so distinct as to require sepa-

rate consideration {.ice Thokacic Aneurysm).
Other intra-thoracic tumours will be found
described under the headings. Lung, Malig-

nant Disease of; and Mkdiastinum, Diseases

of. J. KisDON Bennett.

INTUSSUSCEPTION {intus, within

;

and 8usci2)io, I receive).—A form of intes-

tinal obstruction, in which one portion of the

bowel passes into another portion. See
Intestinal Obstruction.

INUNCTION {in, on; and unguo, I

anoint).— Svnon. : Anointing. — This is a
method of applying certain substances to

the cutaneous surface, the object being to

promote their absorption, either for the pur-

pose of producing local effects, or of influenc-

ing the system generally. Inunction implies

more or less energetic friction, the substance

employed being rubbed with the hand or

fingers into some part of the skin. \Vhen
used for local purposes, the portion of surface

to be anointed nmst be chosen accordingly
;

but if it is intended to affect the system, a

region should be selected where the cutaneous
tissues are thin, such as the inside of the

thighs, or the axiJlir, so that absorption may
take place more rapidly and easily. The
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rubbing must be carried on gently, and for a
variable time according to circumstances;
the process may be aided by heat, inunction
being performed before the lire, or the part
may be previously fomented.

.\i>1'Lication and Uses.—The pharmaceu-
tical preparations which are employed for

inunction include glycerines, liniuients, oils,

ointments, oleates, and conq)ounda made
with paralHiis or lanoline. If these are used
for local purposes, they may be employed
simply on account of the oleaginous ingre-

dients, or to allow friction to be more easily

carried on ; but active ingredients are often

combined in the preparations mentioned,
varying according to the object sought to be
obtained, such as to produce a stiumlant or
an anodyne effect. Inunction for procuring
absorption in order to atlect the system, is

almost entirely confined to the use of mer-
cury, and on this subject the following ob-
servations w'ere written for this work by the
late Mr. Gascoyen :

—

• Inunction is an old but very effectual plan
of introducing mercury into the system by
the skin. Although objected to as a dirty

method, and therefore less practised than
fumigation, it is often much more convenient,
and can be used in many cases where the

mercurial vapour is impracticable.
' From half a drachm to one drachm of

strong mercurial ointment, mixed with an
equal (juantity of lard, pliould be rubbed into

the skin on the inside of the tliighs, legs, and
arms, before a fire at bedtime, using the

different limbs on successive nights. The
friction should be gentle and continued for a
quarter of an liour to half an hour, when
most of the ointment will have disappeared

;

the surface nmst not be washed, and the

patient should wear the same flannel under-
clothing night and day. The ointment may
be used every night until the gums give evi-

dence of its action, when the quantity and
frequency of application nmst be diminished.

Sometimes it will produce an irritation of the

skin, especially in fair or hair}- persons. If

this occur, the surface must bo washed clean,

and the rubbmg discontinued.
' Inunction is a most convenient way of

treating syphilis in young children. The
ointment should be spread upon a flannel

roller, and the body of the child swathed
therein ; occasionally the skin should be

washed, and fresh ointment ajjplied.

' Although but little practised now in this

country, inunction is still largely employed
on the Continent, and i)articuiarly in con-

junction with the natural sulphur waters, for

cases of old-standing syphilis.'

I'redeuick T. Roberts.

INVAGINATION {in, in; &nd vagina,

a sheath).— A synonym for intussusception.

See Intussusception; and Intestinai- Ob-
struction.
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INVASION, Modes of.—This expres-

sion signifies tlie manner in wliicli a disease

sets in or commences, and the mode of in-

vasion or onset of an illness is frequently an
important factor in forming a diagnosis as to

tiie nature of the complaint. The following

are the variations noticed in this respect

:

1. The invasion may be absolutely or almost
sudden, although slight symptoms may have
been previously observed, indicating the pre-

sence of some morbid condition, but not suffi-

ciently marked to attract attention. Or there

may be distinct indications of some disease,

but a secondary lesion suddenly occurs in its

course. This mode of onset is exemplified

by the immediate effects of injuries, apoplexy,

syncope, rupture of the heart, cholera, many
cases of haemorrhage, and most forms of colic.

Certain diseases of a paroxysmal type are

also characterised by the occurrence of at-

tacks, which come on more or less suddenly,

such as asthma, ague, and epilepsj'. Some
cases of fevers, especially typhus and re-

lapsing fever, as well as of inflammatory
diseases, begin m a sudden iiianner. 2. Fre-

quently the onset ic acute, the symptoms
coming on rapidly, and becoming speedily

severe, though often preceded for a variable

time by premonitory symptoms. This is

illustrated by most cases of the various

fevers, and the different forms of acute in-

flammation. 3. A subacute mode of invasion

is not uncommonly noticed, this being less

rapid, and the symptoms less marked than
where it is acute. 4. Most affections are

chronic in their onset, setting in gi-adually,

and often imperceptibly, so that it may be a

long time before the patient is aware that

there is any deviation from health.

Frederick T. Roberts.

lODISM.—Definition.—lodism is the
term within which we include a variety of

painful and inconvenient effects, following,

under certain circumstances, the administra-

tion of iodine and its salts, but raore espe-

cially the iodide of potassium.

Description.—Iodide of potassium being
in part, at least, decomposed in the blood,

and some of the tissues to which it is car-

ried, we shall endeavour, in considering the

symiitoms of iodism, to determine which
are due to the iodine, and for which the
potassium must be held responsible. The
physiological action of iodine is mainly di-

rected to the nutritive and glandular func-

tions, to the skin and mucous membranes

;

whilst the salts of potassium are not only
diuretic and purgative, but, experimentally
at least, powerfully depress the heart and
spinal cord.

Rilliet, the most exhaustive writer on the

subject, makes three forms of iodic intoxi-

cation : tlie first consisting of gastric irri-

tation; the second, where nervous troubles

come into more special prommence ; whilst
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cachexia and rapid emaciation characterise
the third. But the most orderly and con-
venient plan to pursue will be to take into

consideration, in regular order, the effects

produced by iodine salts on the various
organs and functions of the body, under
various conditions of idiosyncrasy or re-

tarded elimination.

1. On tJte nervous system.—Mental de-

pression and diminution of muscular energy
are not infrequently noted in patients taking
iodide of potassium ; whilst neuralgia, tinni-

tus aurium, and convulsive movements have
also been described. It is possible that the
potassium is here the active agent.

2. On mucous vicmhrancs.—Much mTicous
irritation is occasionally observed ; conjunc-
tivitis, lacrymation, sneezing and running
from the nose, frontal headache, and puffy

swellmg of the eyelids, closely simulatmg
coryza, being the most common symptoms
of iodism, and sometimes following a smgle
small or moderate dose. Pharyngeal conges-
tion, and irritable redness ofgums and tongue,
have also been described. These symptoms
are doubtless due to the iodine.

3. On. the skin.—The eruptions produced
by iodide of potassium have alwaj^s at-

tracted much attention, and they appear
under several forms. Erythema has been
observed ; and most practitioners of ex-

perience must have seen the small round
i:)etechial spots, situated between the knees
and ankles. These do not as a rule cause
any inconvenience, and are usually acci-

dentally discovered ; but Dr. Stephen Mac-
kenzie records the case of an infant of five

months old, suffering from hereditary syphilis,

who died of purpura after taking two and a
half grains of iodide of potassium in a single

dose. See Drug Eruptions.
A pustular- eruption resembling aene, and

sometimes so profuse as to simulate small-

pox, is not very uncommon, and now and
then more serious developments of skin

disease may take place. Large tubercular

masses may appear on the face, or a copious

crop of bullae, which occasionally burst and
become converted into fungoid growths, vary-

ing in size from a pea to a shilling. All

thes-e evidences of cutaneous irritation are

more likely to be produced by small than by
large doses, and it is said that the frequent

use of soap and the simultaneous adminis-
tration of arsenic may prevent them.

4. On the nutritive and glandular sys-

tems.—Patients taking iodide of potassium
sometimes complain of nausea, anorexia, and
a bitter taste in the mouth ; but where
cachectic symptoms supervene, indicated

by rapid emaciation, nervous palpitation,

insomnia, and hypochondriasis, a ravenous
desire for food has been observed. Vomit-
ing, diarrhoea, and diuresis have also been
described. Salivation is not an uncommon
symptom. A time-honoured accusation
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against iodine is its supposed tendency to

cause atrophy of the niaiiiiiiie and testicles;

of this, fortunately, there is no real proof,

the disappearance of the testicle, which oc-

casionally accompanies the absorption of

intlannnatory products in its substance, being

eonietinies unjustly attributed to the treat-

ment pursued.
Pathology.—The only reason for the oc-

currence of many cases of iodisni seems to

be an individual peculiarity on tlie part of

the patient, or, in other words, tliat idiosyn-

crasy which so fre(iuently interferes with
our eftorts for the treatment of disease. But
now and then a more plausible explanation
may be given, when we tiiid cardiac or renal

disease coinciding with the pustular rash
of iodide of potassium. Retarded capillary

circulation would naturally detain the drug
withn the blood ; whilst the blocking of its

usual means of exit from the system might
be supposed to throw the onus of elimination

on the glandular structures of the skin.

Hence has been derived the plausible theory
that iodine-acne is produced by direct local

stimulation of the sebaceous structures ; but,

however true this may be in the slighter

cases, Dr. Thin's careful examination of the

skin of a patient sulTering from a bullous
rash has shown tlie true jiathological con-
dition to be one of rupture of blood-vessels

at certain localised points, with blocking by
coagula, and escape of some of the consti-

tuents of the blood into tlie surrounding
tissues. The sebaceous elements and sweat-

i

glands were quite unaffected, and he believes

the iodic papule, the so-called acne, the bulla, !

and the purpuric spot, represent ditTerent

stages of vascular injury. Sir Dyce Duck-
worth and Dr. Vincent Harris were unable
in their observations to detect any rupture of
vessels, but confirm Dr. Thin's report in all

other essential respects.

Treatmkxt.—Coryza, or any skin-emption,
suddenly occurring in a patient taking iodide

of potassium, ought to be looked upon with
suspicion, and treated by the immediate
suspension of the drug. The slighter varieties !

of iodism are by no means uncommon, and
may appear after a single small dose ; but
although ammonia has been confidently
vaunted as a specific against such irregular

manifestations of physiological activity, ex-
perience has been unable to confirm this,

and we should place more faith in encourag-
ing prompt elimination by very free dilution

of the remedy, which is best taken on an
empty stomach about half .in hour before
meals.

Fortunately for the reputation of one of
our most useful drugs, the graver symptoms
of iodism are decidedly rare ; and we may
all the more congratulate ourselves on this,

when we remember how powerless we are
to recognise the idiosj'ncrasy on which they
depend. Trousseau, however, pointed out that
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iodine is always badly borne in exophthalmio
goitre ; and Dr. Steplien Mai'.kenzie is in-

clined to credit syphilis with some share in

producing the jmrpura which proved fatal to

his patient above mentioned.
Robert Farquharson.

IRELAND, South of.—5'c Queens-
town, tilcngariff is also deserving of notice.

IRITIS. —Inflammation of the iris. See
Eye, and its .\ppendages, Diseases of.

IRREGULAR.—This term is applied
to cases of disease which do not run their

regular or typical course, such as gout {see

Gout) ; or to functions when they are dis-

turbed with respect to time, rhythm, or
activity—as the pulse, the bowels, or men-
struation.

IRRIGATION (irrigo, I water).—

A

method of applying cold water as a thera-

peutical agent, which consists in causing it

to fall drop by drop on one spot. See Cold,
Therapeutics of.

IRRITABILITY (irrito, I provoke).—
In physiology this word signifies the power
of responding to a .stimulus, as exemplified

by the contractility of muscular tissue. In
medicine irritability implies an undue ex-

citability of an organ or tissue, from disease

or disorder, such as of the brain, spinal cord,

stomach, eye, or bladder.

IRRITATIVE FEVER.—The nervous
disturbance consequent upon fretting of the
system by various sources of irritation, gives

rise to a pyrexia which is often called ' Irri-

tative Fever.' The febrile excitement so

familiar to the surgeon as a consequence of

wounds and injuries maj- be classed under
this head. It may, however, be provoked by
any kind of irritation, especially irritation

ajiplied to the mucous membrane of the
alimentary canal. The rise of temperature
which often accompanies irritation of the

bowels by scybala or acrid secretions, and the
febrile phenomena attendant upon dentition,

may be quoted as familiar examjiles of irri-

tative fever which must be within the experi-

ence of all.

The readiness with which pj-rexia can be
induced by these and similar causes must
vary according to the intensity of the irritant,

and the constitutional peculiarities of the in-

dividual upon whom it operates. As a rule,

men are less susceptible than women, and
women than children. In children, indeed,

with their exalted nervous sensibility, fever-

ishncss from this cause is a common symp-
tom. In young subjects mental emotion
alone will often produce a rise of temperature,
which may be a source of perplexity. In
children's hospitals it is a common observa-

tion that the bodily temperature on the night

of admission is high, even although the illness
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affecting the child is one not in itself usually

accompanied by fever.

Dentition in young childi-en is so frequent

a cause of pjTexia, tliat the state of the gums
should never be overlooked in any case where
feverishness is a prominent symptom. Neg-

lect of this precaution may cause some ob-

scurity in the diagnosis. Thus, if a child,

while cutting a tooth, has an attack of pul-

monary catarrh, the temperature will almost

certainly be hif,'h. In such a case the cough,

combined with fever, rapid breathing, and a

quick pulse, might naturally suggest the pre-

sence of pneumonia. On examination, how-
ever, it will be found that the pulse-respiration

ratio is little perverted, the cou.i,'h is loose and
not hacking, there is no movement of the

nares in breathing, and the history of the

attack is not the history of pneumonia. On
searching farther for a cause of the pyrexia,

tension and swelling of the gums will be

noticed, and the ditiiculty will be at once

explained.

Irritation of the stomach and bowels by
acrid secretions or indigestible food is another

common cause of irritative fever in children.

The intense nervous disturbance excited in

yoimg babies by an improper meal induces a

rapid rise of temperature, and may culminate

in an attack of convulsions. Fiecal accumu-
lation, or the irritation of worms in the

bowels, may also produce sufficient disturb-

ance to give rise to fever in children and
delicate persons.

In children the sensitiveness of the system
to irritants varies according to the age of the

child, according to the natural impression-

ability of its nervous system, and also accord-

ing to the state of its general health. Thus, as

a rule, the younger the child, the more sensi-

tive is its nervous system ; but even in young
babies differences will be found in this respect,

some being affected much less easily than
others by reflex stimuli. In all, however,
slow reduction of the strength, such as is pro-

duced by progressive chronic disease, gradu-
ally reduces nervous sensibility ; and a child,

enfeebled by an illness of long standing, may
show a complete insensibility to all nervous
impressions. In young subjects, irritative

fever, like other forms of pyrexia, is usually

remittent ; but its remissions are not always
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found at the same period of the twenty-four

hours. There is not, for instance, always a

fall of temperature in the morning and a rise

at night. One of the peculiarities of this

form of febrde disturbance is the irregularity

of the fever. A high morning temperature

in a young child should always suggest a
reflex cause for the pyrexia.

Treatment.—The treatment of irritative

fever must be directed to the relief or to the

removal of the irritating sources from which
the fever proceeds. The use of febrifuge

remedies may be also called for, if constitu-

tional symptoms be marked or persistent.

Eustace Smith.

ISCHEMIA ("o-xoi, I restrain; and
al^la, the blood).—Deficiency of blood in a

part, short of complete cessation of the circu-

lation : partial angemia. See Circulation,
Disorders of.

ISCHIALGIA (iV;^;/oi^, the haunch ; and
c'iXyos, pain).—A synonym for sciatica. See

Sciatica.

ISCHL, in the Salzkammergut,
Austria.—A sheltered, bracing, mild, rather

moist climate. Altitude 1,560 feet. Ther-
mal common saline baths. See Climate,
Treatment of Disease by ; and Mineral
Waters.

ISCHURIA (trrya), I restrain; and
ovpov, the urine).—This word properly signi-

fies the arrest of the secretion of urine {see

Urine, Suppression of). It is also applied

to mere retention of urine.

ISSUES.—See Counter-irritants.

ITALY.— See Climate, Treatment of

Disease by ; and Naples ; Pisa ; Rome ; and
San Remo.

ITCH.—A popular name for scabies. See
Scabies.

ITCHING.—.See Pruritus.

-ITIS.—A terminal syllable used to indi-

cate an inflammatory disease of a tissue, or

,

organ ; for example, Pleuritis, Hepatitis, or

Cystitis.

JACTATION, or JACTITATION
(jactatio, a tossing about of the body, or
marked restlessness).—This is a condition
mostly associated with certain severe febrile

diseases,, but also with some nervous affections,

with severe pericarditis, or as a sequence of

copious uterine or other heemorrhages. A
restlessness amounting to jactation may like-

wise be met with in some patients, when
suffering from severe or long-continued pain.

It must not be confounded with certain forms
of chorea, in which a somewhat similar toss-
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injj iibout of the body may be encountered.

The abseiic'o of pain and of marked fel)rile

disturbance, toj^etber with the history of the

patient, will, even in the cases where the

general resenibhince is closest, speedily en-

able the liitti'r condition to be reco^iised.

JAUNDICE.—Synon.: Icterus; Morbus
Regius ; Morbus Arquatus (Celsus) ; Fr.

latere; Jaunisse; Ger. Gclbsucht.

Definition.—.laundice may be defined as

a yellowness of the intcj^uments and coiijunc-

tiviE, and of the tissues and the secretions

fjenerally, from impregnation with bile-pig-

ment.
.Etiology and Pathology.— .\11 cases of

jaundice niay be referred to one of two
classes :

—

I. Cases in which there is a mechanical
impediment to the How of bile into the duo-

denum, and where the bile is in consequence
retained in the biliary passages, and thence
absorbed into the blood.

II. Cases in which there is no impediment
to the tlow of bile from the liver into the

bowel.

These two forms of jaimdice have long
been recognised; but there is much differ-

ence of opinion as to the mode of production
of the jaundice in the second class of cases,

although these are, perhaps, the most com-
mon in practice.

\Vhen there is any obstruction to the flow

of bile through the hepatic or common duct,

the way in which jaundice arises is suffi-

ciently clear. The bile-ducts and the gall-

bladder become distended with bile, which is i

absorbed into the blood by the lymphatics '

and the veins. If the hepatic duct of a dog
be ligatured, and the animal killed after two
hours, the lymphatics in the walls of the
bile-ducts are seen to be distended with
yellow fluid; the fluid in the thoracic duct
is also yellow, and so likewise are the inter-

vening lymphatic glands. In patients also

who die of obstruction of the bile-duct, the

l^iinphatics of the liver are often found to

contain bile. On the other hand, two hours
after liijature of the common duct, the c-ennn

of blood taken from the hepatic vein contains

much more bile-pigment than that of blood

taken from the jugular vein, which shows that
1

in cases of obstruction of the bile-duct, bile is
,

also directly absorbed by the veins. I

But in a large pro])ortion of cases there
|

is no meclianical impediment to the escape
of bile from the liver, and then an explana-

|

tion of the jaundice is less obvious. Boer-
[

haave and Morgagni long ago suggested that

the jaundice in these cases was the result of

a suspended secretion. They taught that

the function of the liver was merely to sepa-

rate the elements of bile which were already
formed in the blood; and that when anything
interfered with the fimction of the liver, the

elements of bile accumulated in the blood,
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and the result was jaundice of the skin and
other tissues. Although this view has been
strenuously opposed bj' several excellent
authorities, it was in this country until re-

cently generally accepted. It was advocated,
for example, by Dr. George Budd, in his

valuable treatise on diseases of the liver,

although it is but right to add that Dr. Build
made a special exception with regard to the
biliary acids. 'The most skilful cheinists,'

he says, ' who have recently analysed the
portal blood, have failed to detect the biliary

acids in it, and have come to the conclusion
that these at least are formed in the liver.'

This opinion, that the liver manufactures
the bile-acids, while it merely excretes the
bile-pigment, was adopted by Dr. G. Harlej',

in his essay on jaundice.

There are, however, weighty objections to

this view, some of which may be men-
tioned.

1. Although bile-pigment appears to be
derived from the C()louring matter of the
blood, it has not yet been satisfactorily

shown that bile-pigment, as such, exists

ready formed in the blood of persons who
have not jaundice. Frerichs denies that it ever
has existed. Lehmann, who has investigated

with great care the changes which the blood
imdergoes in passing through the liver, has
never been able to detect the colouring mat-
ter of bile in portal blood, and infers that

this, as well as the bile-acids, must be formed
in the liver itself. The blood of the hepatic

artery has been examined with a like result.

It is obvious that if bile-pigment exists in

healthy blood at all, its quantity must be
very minute ; and when we consider that the

quantity of bile secreted by the human liver

daily is about two pints, and yet that jaundice
is not a normal condition, it seems impossible

that all the bile-pigment secreted by the liver

can be formed in the blood, and it is net
probable that part is formed in "the blood
and part in the liver. The discovery by a

few observers of a small quantity of bile-

pigment iir what appeared noniial blood does
not prove that it was formed in the blood.

It is (juite conceivable that it may have been
formed in the liver, and have become subse-

quently absorbed.

2. The secreting tissue of the liver is often

for the most part or entirely destroyed, so

that bile is no longer secreted, and yet no
jaundice results. If bile-pigment be formed
in the circulating blood, it is difficult to ex-

plain what becomes of it in these cases.

3. If the constituents of bile are formed in

the blood, intense jaimdice ought at once to

follow the extirpation of the liver in any of

the lower animals, in like manner as urea
accunnilates in the blood after removal of

the kidneys. But Midler. Kunde. Lehmann,
and Moleschott have repeatedly extirpated

the liver of frogs, and have invariably failed

to find a trace of the biliarv acids, or of bile-
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pigment, in the blood, the urine, or the miis-

oilar tissue. "Whether the same woukl hold

good as regards man is questionable.

These and other considerations make it

very doubtful if any case of jaundice can

with propriety be attributed to a suppression

of the hepatic functions ; and it is therefore

necessary to seek for some other explanation

of those cases of jaundice in which there is

no obstruction in tlie bile-duct.

A solution of the difficitlty has been pro-

posed by Professor Frerichs, of Berlin. Ac-

cording to tliis distinguished observer, a

large jiroportion of the colourless bile-acids

formed in the liver is either directly taken up
by the blood in the hepatic vein, or is ab-

sorbed from the bowel. Under ordinary cir-

cumstances, these bile-acids become oxidised

and assist in forming the large quantity of

taiirin found in healthy lung, and the pig-

ments voided in the urine ; but if these nor-

mal metamorphoses are interrupted by ner-

vous agencies, or by poisons in the blood, the

bile-acids, not being sufficiently oxidised, are

converted into bile-pigment in the blood, and
the result is jaundice. This view seemed to

to be supported by two experiments intended

to show— first, that bile -pigment can be

produced artificially from the bile-acids, by
the action of concentrated sulphiu'ic acid

;

and, secondly, that colom^less biliary acids,

when injected into the veins of dogs, are

converted in the blood of these animals into

bile-pigment. There is, however, far from
being unanimity among different observers

as to the results of these exjieriments ; and
it has more recently been proved that bile-

acids are not, either in or outside the body,
converted into bile-pigment. Tlie bile-acids

probably act by liberating the hiemoglobin
from the red corpuscles, and the dissolved

haemoglobin is converted by the liver- cells

into bilirubin. A decision of the points at

issue does not appear to be of material im-
portance for exjilaining those cases ofjaundice
in which there is no obstruction of the bile-

duct, inasnuTch as there are good grounds for

believing that not only in jaundice, but in

health, a i^ortion of the bile-pigment, as well

as of the bile-acids, formed in the liver, is

absorbed into the blood.

Although the amount of bile secreted daily

must vary in different persons, and in the
same person under different circumstances,
being modified by the quantity and quality
of the food, the activity of respiration, and
other conditions, there can be little doubt
that but a small portion of that which is

ordinarily secreted is discharged from the
bowel. Observations on the lower animals
and on man himself have shown that tlie

quantity of bile secreted by the liver of a
healthy adult averages forty ounces. It is

generally admitted that the fieces contain
but a fraction of the bile-acids (altered) cor-
responding to this quantity of bile, and it

seems equally clear that much of the bile-

pigment must also disappear in the bowel.
There are grounds for believing that the
bile-2)igment which so disappears goes to

form urinary pigment ; while tlie fact fami-

liar to all clinical observers, that the bile-

pigment discharged from the bowel is greatly

increased by calomel and other purgatives,

without any corresponding increase of secre-

tion of bile by the liver, seems to show that

under ordinary circumstances much of the

bile -pigment secreted by the liver is not dis-

charged with the ficces. It may be added
that in carnivorous animals and in snakes,

although bile-pigment is secreted in abun-
dance by the liver, the quantity discharged
with the ficces is even relatively less than in

man.
The question as to what becomes of the

bile which is not discharged from the bowel
has an important bearing on the pathology
of the cases of jaundice now under consider-

ation. A large proportion of it is again ab-

sorbed, either by the biliary passages, or by
the mucous membrane of the bowel. From
what is now known of the diffusibility of

fluids through animal membranes, it is im-
possible to conceive bile long in contact with
the lining membrane of the gall-bladder, bile-

ducts, and intestine, without a large portion

of it passing into the circulating blood. The
constant secretion and reabsorption of bile

is, in fact, merely part of that osmotic cu'cu-

lation constantly taking place between the

fluid contents of the bowel and the blood, the

existence of which is too little heeded in our
pathological speculations and in therapeutics.

The quantity of fluid which is being thus
constantly poured out from the gastric and
intestinal glands, the liver, pancreas, &c.,

and then reabsorbed, is enormous ; in twenty-
four hours it- probably far exceeds the whole
amount of blood and fluid in the body. The
effect of this continual outpouring is supposed
to be to aid metamorphosis ; the same sub-

stance, more or less changed, seems to be
thrown out and reabsorbed, until it is adapted
for the repair of tissue or becomes effete.

How many times this cycle of movement is

repeated, before the bile is extruded from
the system, we have no means of knowing

;

but in the course of this osmotic circulation,

much of the bile appears to become trans-

formed into products which are eliminated

by the lungs and kidneys, while at the same
time this circulation assists in the assimi-

lation of the nutritive materials derived from
the food.

Here, then, we have an explanation of

those cases of jaundice where there is no
iniijediment to the flow of bile from the liver.

Under normal conditions, the whole of the

bile that is secreted is at once transformed,
so that neither bile-acids nor bile-pigment
can be discovered in the blood or in the

urine, and there is no jaundice. But in
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certain morbid stntos the absorbed bile does

not uiidcr^'o tbe normal metiunorplioscs ; it

oircuiates in the blood and stains the skin

and other tissues, and in this way we ha\e
jaundice without any obstruction of the bile-

duct. The morbid states which, so far as we
know, conduce mainly to this result are, for

the most i)art, precisely those in which we
niif,'ht expect abnormal blood-metamorphoses,
namely:

—

1. Certain poisons, such as those of yellow
fever, relapsing fever, pyiemiii. and more
rarely those of remittent fever, typhus, and
scarlatina ; also snake-poison, chloroform, &c.

'2. Nervous iiithiences, such as a sudden
friirht. violent rage.p^reat or protracted anxiety,

and concussion of the bram.
3. A deficient supply of oxygen, as happens

in certain cases of pneumonia, or in persons
living in confined and crowded dwellings.

4. An excessive secretion of bile, especially

wlien conjoined with constipation. In this

case, unless the bile be removed by purging,
tlie quantity absorbed may be too great to

undergo the normal metamorphoses, and the

presence in the blood of the imtrimsformcd
bile causes jaundice.

According to this view, the only pathological

ditTerence between jaundice from obstruction

and jaundice independent of obstruction of

the common bile-duct is that, in the former
case, httle or none of the bile secreted by
the liver can escape from the body with the
fieces, and conse(]uently all that is secreted

is absorbed into the blood, and the (luantity

thus absorbed is far too great to undergo the

normal metamorphoses ; while, in the latter

case, bile passes into, and is discharged from
the bowel, as usual, but that which is absorbed,

which in quantity may not exceed what is

absorbed in health, remains unchanged in the
blood. As might be expected, the jaundice
in the former case is usually much more
intense than in the latter, although, when an
obstruction of the bile-duct has lasted long,

the jaundice often becomes paler, not from
any diminution of the obstruction, but from
the secreting tissue of the liver becoming
destroyed, and comparatively little bile being
secreted ; while in cases where tliere is no
obstruction of the bile-duct, the intensity of

the jaundice will vary according to the

amount of bile which is absorbed, and the
degree of derangement of the blood-metamor-
phosis.

Jaimdice is by some writers divided into

hepatoqinous and hamatoginous jaundice.

In obstruction of the ducts the jaundice is

clearly hepatoginous. Regarding hiemato-
ginous jaundice there is considerable dispute.

In various diseases (e.g. acute atrophy of
liver, yellow fever, remittent fever, and oc-

casionally typhus and relapsing fever, &c.),

and as the result of certain poisons (e.g. snake-
bite, phosphorus, arsenic, and antimonj-), in

which there is no apparent obstruction of the

ducts, jaundice occurs, and at the same tim-t

there is evidence of blood-destruction. How
the latter brings about the jaundice has been
very carefully worked out exi)erimentally by
Stadelmann in regard to the action of toluyl-

endiaminc in dogs, cats, and rabbits. Briefly

put, the etl'ect of this poison is to act power-
fully on the red corpuscles, so that they part

too readily with their hicmoglobin. The
latter is acted unon by the liver, and con-
verted into bile. The pigment and acids are
increased ; and if the action is continued,
tlie bile becomes so inspiss ited that it blocks
the small ducts, increases the pressure in

the biliarj' canaliculi, and leads to absorp-

tion. Thus, what at first sight appears to

be, and is in a certain sense, a ha'Uiatoginous
jaundice is in fact a hepatoginous jaundice,
due to absorption. W'liat is proved with
regard to toluylendiamine is probably true

with regard to mineral, vegetable, and animal
poisons. After transfusion of blood from one
animal to another of different species, a dis-

solution of the foreign blood-corpuscles takes
place, and hspmoglobiniemia results. Much
of the blood-pigment is eliminated by the
kidneys, causing hainoglobinuria ; but some
reaches the liver, causing an increase of bUe-
p'gment, which is absorbed and gives rise to

a slight degree of jaundice. The same has
been observed in some malarial affections, in

which both hiemoglobin and bile are present
in the urine—malarial htEiiioglobinnria. On
the other hand, in old extravasations of blood,

after a time, disintegration of the blood-cor-

puscles takes i)lace. and hxmatoidin, which
is regarded by many modern chemists as

identical with bilirubin, results. The hsEina

toidin is absorbed and stains the tissues,

and appears in the urine as bile-pigment.

What is proved as regards extravasations

may occur in smaller blood-disintegrations,

and thus the possibility of a true ha'mato-
ginous jaundice cannot be denied, though it

has not been actually proved except in the
case of old extravasations. Speaking gene-
rally, /jc/>(j<0(7i«o«s jaundice coiTesponds with
obstructive, and hteinntoginoits jaundice with
non-obstructive jaundice. In acute yellow
atrophy there is no obstruction. The jaun-
dice is ascribed by some to arrest of the
bile-producing functions of the liver-cells, by
others to blood-destruction. If the arrest of
bile-production in the liver was complete, it

is clear that the bile, which in this disease

stains the tissues and ap])ears in tbe urine,

must be produced elsewhere, and be hi^mato-
ginous, or at least extra-hepatic. It is possible

that the absorption of bile-acids in obstructive

jaundice exercises a destnictive influence on
the red corpuscles, and thus becomes an ad-

ditional source of bile-pigment. Niemeyer
particularly insisted that 'every hepatoginous
icterus tends to become an hsematoginous
icterus.'

With ihese preliminary remarks on the
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pathology of jaundice, we may now proceed

to enumerate its different causes, which may
be classified according to the following tabular

form :

—

A. Jaundice from Mechanical Ob-
struction of the Bile-duct.

I. Obstruction by foreign bodies within

the duct.

1. Gall-stones and inspissated bile.

2. Hydatids and distomata.

3. Foreign bodies from the intestines.

II. Obstruction by iyijiamniatory tume-

faction of the duodenum, or of the lining

membrane of the duct, with exudation into

its interior.

III. Obstruction by stricture or oblitera-

tion of the duct.

1. Congenital deficiency of the duct.

2. Stricture from perihepatitis.

3. Closure of the orifice of the duct in con-

sequence of an nicer in the duodenum.
4. Stricture from cicatrisation of ulcers in

the bile-ducts.

5. Spasmodic strictiu'e.

IV. Obstruction by tumours closing the

orifice of the duct, or growing in its in-

terior.

V. Obstruction by pressure on the duct

from ivithout, by—
1. Tumours projecting from the liver itself.

2. Enlarged glands in the fissure of the
liver.

3. Tumour of the stomach.
4. Tumour of the duodenum or pancreas.
5. Tumour of the kidney.
6. Post-peritoneal, or omental tumour.
7. An abdominal aneurysm.
8. Accumulation of faeces in the bowels.

9. A pregnant uterus.

10. Ovarian and uterine tumours.
B. Jaundice independent of Me-

chanical Obstruction of the Bile-duct.
I. Poisons in the blood interfering with

the normal metamorphosis of bile.

1. The poisons of the various specific fevers.

(a) Yellow fever
;

(b) Remittent and in-

termittent fevers
;

(c) Eelapsing fever
; (d)

Typhus ; (e) Enteric fever
; (/) Scarlatina

;

(g) Ei^idemic jaundice.
2. Animal Poisons : (a) Pyaemia

; (6) Snake-
poison.

3. Mineral poisons : (a) Phosphorus
; (6)

Mercury
;

(c) Copper
;
{d) Antimony

;
(e) Ar-

senic.

4. Chloroform and ether.

5. Acute atrophy of the liver. ?
11. Im2}aired or deranged innervation in-

terfering with the normal metamorphosis of
bile.

1. Severe mental emotions, fright, anxiety,
and allied causes.

2. Concussion of the brain.
III. Deficient oxygenation of the blood,

interfering with the normal mctamorxyhosis
of bile.

IV. Excessive secretion of bile, more of

which is absorbed than can undergo the

normal metamorphosis.
1. Congestion of the liver : (a) Mechanical

;

(6) Active
;

(c) Passive.

V. Undue absorj^tion of bile into the blood,

from habitual or protracted constipation.

Symptoms.—From what has been stated

in the preceding section, it is obvious that

jaundice is not a disease, but is a symptom
of many different diseases. Tliis view of tlie

matter cannot be too strongly impressed upon
the student and practitioner, whose efforts

in every case must be directed to discover

the fundamental malady. There are, how-
ever, certain phenomena connected with
jaundice, independent of its cause, which
deserve to be mentioned.

1. Intensity of the jaundice.—Next to the

liver itself, the skin is the tissue of the body
which becomes most deeply jaundiced; but

before it becomes affected, a yellow tint is

usually observed in the conjunctivae. There
must be a certain concentration of bile-

pigment to produce a yellow colour of the

skin ; in the slighter and more temporary
cases, the conjunctivae only may be affected.

Although after ligature of the common bUe-

duct in the lower animals it has been some-
times foimd that even the conjunctivae do
not become jaundiced for two or three days,

in the human subject jaundice of both skin

and conjunctivfe is iisually observed within

twenty-four hours of closure of the duct.

The colour of the skin varies from a pale

sulphur or lemon-yellow, through a citron

yellow, to a deep olive or bronzed hue. The
tint varies according to the cause and its

duration. "When the cause is obstruction of

the bile-duct, it is light at first, and increases

in depth the longer the disease lasts ; al-

though in advanced cases, as already stated,

the colour sometimes becomes pale, not

from the obstruction yielding, but from the

tissue of the liver becoming destroyed, and
very little bile being secreted. In jaundice

from obstruction also the depth of tint often

varies from day to day, not from any varia-

tion in the degree of obstruction, but accord-

ing to the amount of bile secreted by the

liver, and the eliminative activity of the

kidneys. It is well to remember that what
is called ' black jaundice ' may result from
any cause of obstruction—from gall-stone as

well as from cancer. In these cases the

greenish or almost black hue is due to the

absorbed bile-pigment being vitiated and
dark, or to the visage being also darkened
from impei'fect arterialisation of the blood,

the dark colour resulting from a mingling of

the lividity with the colour of bile. When
the jaundice is independent of obstruction to

the flow of bile, the colour is rarely very
deep, and yet these are often the most
serious cases. The colour also varies with
the age, the natural complexion, and the

amount of fat in the individual. It is deeper
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in the old, the wrinkled, and the dark-eora-

jik'xioncd, tliuii in voting' poisons of lair

complexion, and with plenty of fat. Lastly,

it is important to remember that the colour

often remains in the skin for some time after

tiie cause of the jaundice has been removed,
and that then its departure may be expedited
by diaphoretics and warm baths.

'i. The secretions are tini,'od with bile-

)iii,'nKiit, but some much more so than
others. This is notably the case with the

urine, by which the sroater part of the bile-

j)ii;ment is eliminated from the body, and
wliicli accpiires a saffron-yellow, {;;reenish-

brown, or brownish-black hue, according to

the amount of pij^ment which it contains.

The urine usually becomes yellow before the

skin, or even the conjnnctivie ; and when the

cause of the jaundice is transient, it may
liappen that the whole of the pi<?ment is

eliminated by the urine, without anj' jaun-
dice appearing in the skin. On the other

liand, when once the skin has become yellow,

it may remain so for some time after bile-

])ip;inent has quite or nearly disappeared
from the urine.

Otiier secretions may contain bile-pigment
as well as the urine. The cutaneous j;lands

sometimes eliminate it in such quantity as

to stain the linen yellow, but the amount
discharged in this way is never great. In-

stances have been recorded where the secre-

tion of the mammary glands has been tinged
with bile-pigment, but they are not very
common. Still rarer instances have been
noticed where the saliva or the tears have
been tinged. It is not a little remarkable
that bile-pigment is not eliminated in cases

of jaundice by the mucous membrane of the
respiratory passages, or of the digestive tube.

This is a matter of some practical import-
ance, for, were it otherwise, the stools might
contMin bile-pigment even when there was
complete obstruction of the gall-duct. Still,

when either of these mucous mendjranes is

inflamed, and throws off an albuminous or

fibrinous exudation, the altered secretions

may contain bile-pigment. Thus, when
pneumonia coexists with jaundice, there is

often bile-pigment in the sjnita, which may
be distinguished by the nitric-acid test from
the greenish or yellow colour often presented
by pneumonic sputa owing to changes in

the blood-jjigment independent of bile. In-

deed, in cases of jaundice bile-pigment may
be detected in intlammatory exudations, as
in the serum of a blister, before it appears
eitiier in the skin or even in tlie urine. It is

probable that those rare cases where the
saliva has been noticed to be yellow admit
of a similar explanation ; in many of them
there has been mercurial salivation, a con-
dition in which the saliva is not normal, but
contains nnich albumen.

o. .\ bitter taste is" not infrequently com-
plained of bj- persons who are the subjects

of jaundice. It may denote the presence in

the blood of the biliary acids, for taurocholic

acid is intensely bitter. It is at all events
not due to bile-pigments, which are taste-

less. Moreover, it is a connnon symptom
in biliary derangements where there is no
jaundice.

4. Derangements of digestion, such as

flatulence, constipation, and an altered cha-

racter of the motions, may be due to the

absence of bile from the motions. Bile is

an antisc])tic, though a very feeble one, and
when it is absent the intestinal contents

mulergo fermentation, gases accumulate in

the bowels, the motions become putrid, and
from the absence of bile and the presence of

fat they present a pale-drab or cla\' colour.

Bile is also the natural stimulant of the

peristaltic action of the gut, and conse-

quentlj-, when the supply is cut off, the

bowels are usually constipated ; but in some
cases the jnitrid faeces act as an irritant and
excite diarrhoea. In those cases of jaundice
where there is no obstruction of the conmion
bile-duct, the motions may be but little

altered.

When bile does not enter the bowel, the

digestion of fat is interfered with. .Jaundiced

patients dislike fat, and do not assimilate it,

and the fatty matter in the ingesta may
sometimes be detected in the stools. Hence,
whatever be the cause of obstruction of the

bile-duct, the nutrition of the body suffers :

the emaciation may be slow, but it is jiro-

gressive, until all the fat disappears, and
then the weight of the body may remain
stationary for many montlis. With the

emaciation there is always more or less

muscular debility.

5. Pruritus, without any eruption, is a

very obstinate and distressing symptom in

many cases of jaundice. It is usually worse
at night, and, by preventing sleep, may wear
out the patient. It is chiefly observed in

cases of jaundice due to obstruction of the

bile-duct. It is not due to the presence of

bile-pigment in the blood, for in some cases

it precedes the jaundice, and in otiiers it

comes and goes during the persistence of the

jaundice. Moreover, in many cases ofjaundice

it is absent throughout, while it is not un-

common in biliary derangements where there

is no jaundice.

0. Cutaneous eruptions.—Urticaria, lichen,

boils, or carbuncles are occasionally observed

in connexion with jaundice ; and likewise

that remarkable affection of the skin known
as xanthoma, xanthelasma, or vitiligoidea.

See Xanthelasma.
7. The temperature is not altered in

jaundice, except when this occurs as a com-
plication of some acute febrile disease, or

when there is inflannnatory action in the

liver itself.

8. Slounirss of pulse.—A common result

of Tion febrile jaundice is retardation of the
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heart's action, and diminution of arterial

tension. The pulse may fall to 50, 40, or
]

even 20, and sometimes it is also irregular.

This slowness of pulse is particularly notice-

able when the patieAt is recumbent. ^Vhen
there has been antecedent pyrexia, the piilse

usually falls on the supervention of jaundice.

Slowness and irregularity of the pulse are

chiefly observed in jaundice from obstruction

of the bile-duct, and particularly in tliose

common cases known as catarrhal jaundice ;

and accordingly they are not unfavourable

symptoms, as might have been supposed.

So far as the writers' experience goes,

patients with this symptom invariably re-

cover. It has not yet been explained why
this condition of circulation should be present

in some cases of jaiuidice, and absent in

others. The natural explanation would be

that it is due to some ingredient of the bile,

which does not exist in the blood in all cases I

of jaundice. Some experiments of Rohrig
have shown that the biliary-acid salts para-

lyse the heart, and retard its action, while

bile-pigment has no such effect. It has been
shown by Dr. Wickham Legg and others that

the slowing of the heart is due to the action

of cholalic acid on the cardiac ganglia.

Slowness of the pulse, therefore, in jaundice

may indicate the presence in the blood of

unchanged biliary acids ; but so far there are

no observations to show that bile-acids are

present in the tirine in tliese more than in

other cases of jaundice.

9. Hmmorrhages.— In many cases of

jaundice the blood seems to become im-
poverished, by a diminution in the proportion
of red corptiscles and fibrin ; and haemor-
rhages take place from the various mucous
membranes and into the substance of the
skin. This hitmorrhagie tendency is par-

ticularly observed, in conjunction with cere-

bral symptoms, in cases of jaundice where
there is no obstruction of the bile-duct ; but
it also occurs in cases of mechanical jaundice
of long standing, from any cause, when the

secreting tissue of the liver has in a great

measure disappeared.

10. Xanthojjsy or Yellow vision.—In rare

cases of jaundice, all white objects appear
yellow to the patient. The administration of

santonin internally has also sometimes been
followed by yellow vision, which has ceased
as soon as the colouring-matter has been
eliminated by the kithieys. This fact, as

well as the observation that in several cases

of jaundice, with xanthopsy, the conjunctival
vessels have been preternaturally distended
with blood, has led to the belief that the
symptom is due to a tinging with bile-pig-

ment of the humours of the eye. On the
other hand, the circumstances that the
xanthopsy may intermit, without any change
in the jaundice ; that it is usually absent
when there is intense jaundice of the cornea
and other tissues of the eye ; and the state-

ment that it may occiu: in typhus fever, and
in certain derangements of vision, such as

night-blindness, when there is no jaundice,
have led most authorities to consider it, as

appears to have been proved in regard to the
effects of santonin, as due to an affection of

the visual nerves.

11. Cerebral symptoms, and the Typhoid
state.—Patients with jaundice are often irri-

table in their temper and hypochondriacal

;

and occasionally they are attacked with acute
delirium, stupor, coma, convulsions, muscidar
tremors, subsultus, carphology, jiaralysis of

the sphincters, a dry and brown tongue, and
other indications of the typhoid state. These
symptoms are most common in cases where
there is no obstruction of the ducts, but they
also occur in cases of obstruction, usually of

long standing, where aU or the greater part
of the secreting tissue of the liver has been
destroyed. Diti'erent opinions ai-e held as to

their cause. After death no lesion is foimd
of the bram or its membranes, and they are,

therefore, most probably due to some altera-

tion of the blood. The}' are commonly attri-

buted to poisoning of the blood with bile,

either from suppression or renbsorption of

the secretion. But the assumption that the

elements of the bile are preformed m the

blood has been already shown to be probably
erroneous; and there is equally little evidence
that absorbed bile is possessed of poisonous
qttalities, or that its presence in the blood,

even to saturation, will give rise to cerebral

symptoms. Many experiments have been
performed on animals to show that bile is a
deadly poison ; but there is reason for believ-

ing that the bad results observed have been
due to the injection into the areolar tissue of

decomposing mucus contained in the bile.

Bile, from which the mucus has been removed,
has been repeatedly injected by Frerichs and
other observers into the large veins of dogs,

without cerebral symptoms or anj- bad results

ensuing, except that death has in some in-

stances been caused by the entrance of air

into the veins. But it is scarcely necessary
to turn to experimental inquh'ies on the lower
animals for evidence on the matter, and in

all these experiments there are soiuces of

fallacy. There is ample proof that the blood
of the human subject may be saturated with
bile for months, or even years, without any
cerebral symptoms resulting. Dr. Austin
Flint, jun., is of opinion that the cerebral

symptoms of jaundice are due to the reten-

tion of cholesterin in the blood, or to what
he has designated cholestcrccmia. Chole-
sterin is one of the constituents of bile, and
Dr. Flint regards it as an excrementitious

product of nervous tissue, the elimination of

which from the body is one of the functions

of the liver, and the retention of which in the

blood he believes to act as a poison like urea.

But if the non-excretion of all the elements
of bile does not give rise to cerebral symp-
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toins, it is difficult to understand how they
can result from the retention of cholesterin

alone. In cases, for ijistance, of pernmnont
closure of the bile-duct, cholesterin is not

(lischivrf^ed from the liver into the bowel, nor
does it accumulate in the biliary passages,

and yet, if it be retained in the blood, cerebral

symptoms rarely occiu*.

The cerebral symptoms in jaundice are

often most severe when the jaundice is sliglit.

and they may occur in diseases of the liver

when there is no jaundice. Tlioy are best

explained by the knowledge which we now
possess of the function performed by the liver

in disintegrating albuminous matter into less

complex substances, such as urea and uric

acid, whicli are eliminated by the kidnej's.

When this function of tlie liver is arrested or

seriously impaired, urea is no longer elimi-

nated in suthcient iiuantity by the kidneys;
lithic acid and deleterious products of dism-
tegrating albumen even less oxicUsed, such as

leucin and tyrosin, and perhaps others with
which we are as yet imperfectly acquainted,

accunndate in the blood and tissues; the
result is the development of symptoms of

blood-poisoning similar to those which arise

when the kidneys are unable to ehminate the
products of albumen-disintegration, owing to

disease of their own structure, or to an exces-

sive formation of urea and oilier products, as

happens in many febrile diseases. In acute
atrophy, for example, the structure of the

liver is destroyed, and its fimctions are

arrested ; leucin and tyrosin take the place

of urea in the urine, and are also found in

large quantity in the liver, spleen, and
kidneys ; while cerebral symi)toms and the
typhoid state are prominent features of the

disease. Sec Chol.kmia.
Diagnosis. — There is rarely much difliculty

in the diagnosis of jaundice, but it is well to

remember that certain conditions are some-
times mistiiken for it. Such are chlorosis, per-

nicious aniemia, luemoglobimiria, the anaemic
aspect resulting from organic visceral disease

(and particularly from contracted kidneys),

from cancer, from exposure to malaria, from
Addison's disease, or from lead-poisoning; an
undue amount of sub-conjimctival fat; or an
unusually dark colour of the ordinary urinary
pigment, or the presence in the urine of abnor-

mal pigments, such as those of santonin, tur-

meric, rhubarb, kc. In every case where there

is the slightest doubt, it will be removed by
resorting to the nitric-acid test for bile-

pigment in the urine. If this gives no result,

the case is not one of jaundice.

But it is a more dithcult matter to deter-

mine the cause of the jainidice, and yet this

should invariably be the aim of the medical
attenilant, before formuig a jirognosis or pro-

ceeding to treatment. The scope of this

article does not permit a lengthened analysis

of the characters distinguishing the different

forms of jaundice according to its cause, but

the following remarks may be of some ser-

vice.

1. In the first place it is always well to

deternune whether or not the jamidice be
due to obstruction of the bile-duct. Accord-
ing to Dr. G. Harley, this can bo done by
determining the presence or absence of bile-

acids in the urine. Adopting the view that
bile-acids are formed by the liver, while bile-

pigment is preformed in the blood, he con-
tends that in jaundice from ' su]ipression ' (or

independent of obstruction) the liver does not
secrete bile, and consequently, no bile-acids

being formed, none can enter the circulation

or be detected in the urine ; whereas in jaun-
dice from obstruction, bile is secreted and
absorbed into the blood, and a portion of the
bile-acids not transformed in the circulation

appears in the urine. But in addition to the

strong improbability already urged that any
form of jaundice is due to a suppressed secre-

tion of bile,- clinical experience is entirely

opposed to the practical value of the test in

question for throwing light on the cause of

jaundice. Bile-acids have been found in the

urine in cases of acute atrophy of the liver,

where there is no obstruction of the bile-duct,

and in very many cases of mechanical jaun-
dice they are certaiidy absent. Tiie ordmary
clinical test for bile-acids in the urine (Pet-

tenkofer's) is a very uncertain one. For more
accurate methods, sec Halliburton's Text-book

of Chemical Phi/siologij and Pathology. A
more reliable indication of obstruction of the

common bile-duct is furnished by the stools.

Wlien there is no obstruction, the stools

almost invariably contain bile ; but when
the duct is obstructed they are clay-coloured.

The rule is not without exceptions, and there

are several sources of iiillacy. The jaundice
usually persists for some time after the duct

has be ;onie pervious, and thus bilious motions
may co-exist with jaundice which has resulted

from obstruction ; or, if the motions be thin

and watery, they may appear to contain bile

from the admixture of jaundiced urine ; or,

not infrequently, when the bde-duct is (juite

impervious, the motions are of a brownish
tinge, owing to the presence of altered blood,

which may closely resemble dark bile. Iron,

bismuth, and charcoal also colour the motions.

A tumour corresponding to the region of the

gall-bladder will favour the view that jaun-

dice is due to obstruction of the bile-duct.

Lastly, jaundice which persists and is j'et

slight, is most probably independent of ob-

struction, forjaundice from persistent obstruc-

tion speedily becomes intense.

2. It is always important to note the mode
of commencement of jaundice. That which
appears suddenly in a person whose previous

health has been good, is most probably the

result of obstruction of the duct by a foreign

body, or it has a nervous origin. The former
cause will be distinguished by biliary colic,

vomiting, and clay-coloured stools. On the
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other hand, jaundice coming on slowly, but

ultimately becoming intense, with clay-

coloured stools, points to pressure on the

duct from without, or to a growth in its

interior.

3. A history of j)revious attacks of jaundice

of a similar nature is in favour of a catarrhal

origin, or of gall-stones.

4. Pain in severe paroxysms concurring

with jaimdice points generally to gall-stones

or cancer ; more rarely to hydatids, or to an
aneurysm of the hepatic artery. Cancer is

distinguished from gall-stones by there being

usuaDy a history of failing health and ema-
ciation before either the pain or the jaundice.

5. Jaundice concurring with enlargement
of the liver is most probablj' due to cancer or

cirrhosis ; more rarely to pviemic abscesses,

or to waxy liver with large glands in the

portal fissure.

6. Jaundice concurring with ascites points

to cancer or cirrhosis. The diagnosis of the

latter will usually be assisted by the physio-

gnomy, the slightness of the jaundice, the

previous habits, and a history of alcoholic

dyspepsia ; while in cancer there are often

darting pains, and the jaundice is usually

intense.

7. Jaundice concurring with pyrexia is

either secondary to some acute febrile dis-

ease ; or is due to sujipurative pylei)hlebitis,

a suppurating hydatid tumour openuig into

a bile-duct, or intlammation of the bile-ducts.

Temporary pyrexia may also occur during
the passage of a gall-stone.

8. Cerebral symptoms associated with jaun-
dice suggest acute atrophy of the liver, poison-

ing by phosphorus, some specific fever, pneu-
monia, or nervous shock.

9. Jaundice in a young person, preceded by
symptoms of gastric catarrh, is most probably
catarrhal.

Treatment.—There is no special treatment
for jaundice ; in all cases the treatment must
have reference to what is believed to be its

cause. The appropriate treatment will there-

fore be discussed under the head of the
several diseases which give rise to it. In a
considerable jJroportion of cases, however, it

is impossible to determine the precise nature
in the first instance, and jiending an exact
diagnosis we are obliged to adopt some pro-
visional treatment. Treatment should in no
case be neglected, for what may appear to be
a trivial jaundice may prove in the sequel to

be an early stage of acute atrophy of the
liver. There are therefore certain general
rules of management which may be laid down.
There is no need that the patient should
be confined to bed, unless other symptoms
indicate such necessity ; moderate exercise

may be allowed even in the open air, pro-

vided the patient is suitably clothed. The
clothing should be warm, but light. The food
should be sim))le and nutritious. There is no
need to rigidly exclude fatty and saccharine

matter, but no excess should be allowed, and
pastry should be avoided. Alcoholic beve-

rages, especially fermented liquors, should
be withheld. In some cases of long-con-
tinued jaundice considerable quantities of
llesh are required, and are digested, to supply
the fatty matter lost to the system by the
absence of bile in the intestme. Milk is

usually well borne, and supplies fat in an
emulsified form. The patient should be en-

couraged to freely drink warm fluids or the
natural alkaline waters, as those of Vichy,
as the kidneys are the chief eliminators of

bile. Warm baths should be used, and occa-

sionally the Turkish bath is of service. At the
commencement of an attack a dose of calomel
or blue piU (gr. ij.) in combination with colo-

cynth or rhubarb pill, followed by a saline

aperient draught on the following morning,
may be administered. Mercurials should be
cautiously used as long as an uncertainty as

to the exact nature of the case remains, but
the evil effects of mercury have been exag-

gerated, and it has been determined that it

diminishes, and not increases, the secretion

of bile. An alkaline and bitter stomachic is

often of much service, especially when the
tongue is coated ; 20 grains of bicarbonate
of potassium or sodium, with 20 minims each
of aromatic spirit of ammonia and spirit of

chloroform, 5 minims of tincture of nux
vomica, in an ounce of some bitter infusion,

as calumba, gentian, cascarilla, or chiretta,

recently prepared, may be given three times
a day between meals. In some cases, when
the tongue is clean, or has been cleaned by
an alkali, acids appear to do good ; 10 to 20
minims of diluted nitro-hydrochloric acid in

an ounce of a bitter infusion should be given
half an hour before meals, and taraxacum
may be usefully added—20 grains of the ex-

tract, or a di-achm of the succus. Aperients
are in many cases required, and in most cases

useful. They have the effect of lessening

portal congestion, and replace the natural pur-

gative quality of the bile. Saline ajierients

as a rule answer best. A drachm of Carls-

bad salt in a tumblerful of warm water, or

half a tumblerful of Carlsbad water, to which
some hot water has been added, should be
taken before breakfast, and its efficacy is

increased if it is sipped instead of being
taken at a draught. Anotiier useful saline

aperient is phosphate of sodium, a drachm
three times a day in a bitter infusion. In
some cases vegetable aperients answer, when
colocynth, aloes, rhubarb, or cascara may be
given. When diarrhoea is present, salicylate

of bismuth (gr. x.), or oil of turpentine (lllx.

to XX.) in capsules, on an empty stomach,
should be tried. When jaundice is not due to

an insuperable obstruction, euonymin, iridin,

podophyllin, and other hepatic stimulants,

are sometimes useful ; and when there is

gastro-duodenal catarrh, ipecacuanha is often

of much service. The following is a good
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formula : R Euonymin (^. jss., iridin ffr. j.,

ipecacuaulue pr- <> piluliB colocynthidis et

hyoscj'ami gr. ij. ; ft. pil. ; one to be taken
every or every other nij:fht. For llatulence,

which often is troublesome, carbohc acid,

creasote, menthol, and turpentine arc useful.

The followiufj pill may be employed: li Aloin

gr. i, acidi carbolici (seu menthol) gr. j., ex-

tracti taraxaci gr. ij.; to be taken night and
morning. Nitrate of pilocarpine has been
highly praised by Witkowski, and is certainly

sometimes of great service in relieving the

pruritus often present. One-sixth of a gi-ain

should be given subcutaneoush' once or twice

a day. For the pruritus which is often such
a distressing symptom, warm baths at niglit,

followed by tlie use of a tiesh-brush, are
sometimes serviceable. Bicarbonate of so-

dium, with bromide of potassimn or bella-

donna, sometimes affords relief, or, as already
mentioned, pilocarj)ine hypodermically. The
f)llowing lotion also relieves the itching:

Diluted hydrocyanic acid 5j-. borax ^j., water
to ,'viij. When these measures fail, and the
night's rest is broken, an opiate may be re-

(juired. Ox-gall is sometimes useful in sup-
plying the place of the deficient bile. The
fel bovinum purificatum (recently prepared)
may be given in hve- or ten-grain doses in

coated pills, three times a daj', two hours
after meals. Daily enemata of one to two
quarts of water at 00° to 90"" F., to be retained
as long as possible, are extolled by German
physicians, especiall}' in catarrhal jaundice.
It cannot be too strongh' impressed that,

whilst using these measures, the ph3^sician's

aim should be to establish the exact nature
of the jaundice, when the correct treatment
will be more clearly indicated.

Chakles Murcuison. Stkphen Mackenzie.

JEJUNUM, Diseases of.—See Intes-
tines, Diseases of.

JIGGER.—A popular term employed to
designate the sand -worm or sand-tiea. See
CHRiOE.

JOINTS, Diseases of.—Diseases of the
joints are classilied according to the structm-e
primarily or chiefly involved They may
commence in the synovial membrane, in the
bone, or in the cartilage. Primary disease of
the ligaments is rare, and is not clinically

demonstrable. No form of joint-disease re-

mains long confined to one tissue, so that
when the disease is of some duration it will

be found to implicate, more or less, every
element of the joinc-apparatus. In this

article the diseases of joints will first be
generally discussed ; and the individual dis-

eases will then be considered separately.

.Etiology and P.\thology.—The larger
articulations, those in constant use, and more
especially the joints of the lower extremity,
are the most frequently diseased. Thus the
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knee is more often the seat of disease than
any other joint ; the hip-joint comes next in
order; and then the ankle and elbow. .\11

kinds ofjoint-diseases are fritpient in children
and young persons. The first year of life

appears, however, to be nearly exempt from
these aHections, and during the second year
they are comparalivel3' rare, perhaps because
movement and risk of injury are at that
period at a minimum. Acute arthritis, how-
ever, IS occasionally witnessed during the
first year of life—during even the first six

months. It is unconnected with syphilis or

j

injury; very sudden in its appearance, and
rapid in com-se ; dangerous to life ; and de-
structive to the articular ends of the bones
by suppurative disorganisation. The causes of
joint-disease in general are connected either

with disordered nutrition, in which case it

usuallj- assumes an inflammatory type ; or
with disordered function. The latter may
depend on the former, or be unconnected with
it. Again, the cause may be local in its origin

or arise from some constitutional defect.

Amongst the cxcitintj causes, injury is by far

the most fi-equent. This being often slight,

and not followed by any immediate conse-
quences, the connexion is frequently over-

looked. A blow, or a fall against the edge of

a table or down stairs, may readily bruise the
synovial membrane in such exposed joints as
the knee or elbow, without causing any ex-

ternal sign. A slight haemorrhage takes place

into the synovial cavity or the sub-synovial
areolar tissue, and serous effusion may
speedily supervene ; in this manner a com-
mon variety of acute or traumatic serous
synovitis is produced. But although injury

' is a most fertile cause of joint-disease, the
articulations may sustain most severe injury

without becoming inflamed. It is rare to find

any serious consequences result from disloca-

j

tion ; the joint usually perfectly recovering
I itself. Penetrating wounds of the joints are

always serious injuries ; they often occasion

acute synovitis, and, if septic changes occur,

are followed inevitably by suppuration in the
articulation, and danger both to the limb and
life of the individual. Fractures often impli-

cate the joint-surfaces, and prove a fre(|uent

source of stiff-joint. Plastic synovitis may
be thus set up, causing adiiesions : or sup-

puration takes place; or the callus formed
for the repair of the fracture may interfere

with the joint motion. Gunshot womids of

joints often produce the severest form of

inflammation, suppuration being the usual

[

result. W'lien joint-disease follows an injury
' it is usually confined to one joint; but when
joint-disease originates from constitutional

causes, more than one joint is often afi'ected;

( or when only one, the constitutional nature
of the cause is manifested in diseased con-

ditions present elsewhere, or by traces of in-

tlanimation in other joints due to the same
,

cause. The development of tubercle in the
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synovial membrane and bone is a very fre-

quent cause of chronic joint-disease.

Joint-intianuuations are of common occur-

rence in all kinds of fever ; and also as

seijuela; of the exartthemata. The great

frequency of polj-articular serous synovitis in

acute rheumatism is well known, as also in

purpura and hiemophilia, where it is compli-

cated with blood extravasations. In pyiemia
the joints are fr-equently the seat of sero-

purulent and purulent effusions ; as they also

occasionally are in scarlatina. Puerperal
synovitis is a variety of the pysemic. In
typhus monarticular arthritis is frequently

met with, and the hip is the joint oftenest

affected. Endocarditis and polyarthritis are

very often associated together, and the endo-

carditis may precede and give rise to the

joint-disorder by embolism. The fact that

multiple joint-affections are met with both in

pyaemia and in rheumatism suggests a con-

nexion, but what its natm'e may be is not
clear. Although in articular rheumatism pus-

formation is rare, we sometimes witness joint-

suppuration in such cases ; whilst pyiemia
and metastatic abscess may originate from
ulcerative endocarditis. In chronic synovitis,

affecting twc or more joints, the heart should
always be examined, for traces of endocarditis

will sometimes be found. In the exanthemata,
typhus, and diphtheria, metastases in the
shape of joint-inflammations more or less

frequently take place. Joint-inflammation is

of frequent occurrence in dysentery. With
gonorrhoea a form of arthritis is associated
which is called ' gonorrhceal.' Syj)hilis in the
later stages frequently attacks a joint, the
knee by preference, syphilitic deposits taking
place in the bone or the sub-synovial connec-
tive tissue, but synovial effusion is not com-
mon. A suppurative inflammation of the
ends of the bone is not rare in children the
subjects of inherited syphilis. In gout the
joint-structures are affected ; as a rule
the peri-synovial tissue becomes inflamed
owing to deposits of m-ates. Similar deposits
also occiu in cartilages of encrustation. The
great toe is most often affected, but the other
tarsal, digital, and larger joints are frequently
diseased.

Some ill-understood form of vaso-motor or
trophic irritation appears to occasion arthritis,

in locomotor ataxy. Etfusion into the joint
is preceded by pain ; and the knee and
shoulder joints are those generally affected.

In some cases of the disease changes similar
to those in rheumatoid arthritis have been
observed, and generally in the knee, shoulder,
elbow, or liip. They occur early in the disease

;

arise suddenly ; are often monarticular ; and
not rarely give rise to dislocation, especially
in the shoulder. These characters distinguish
the disease from ordinary rheumatoid ar-

thritis. Severe inflammation of the joints
of the paralysed limbs has been observed in
cases of hemiplegia. The occurrence of joint-

disorder, usually synovial inflammation, is

frequent in chronic disease of the spine; and
it also occasionally happens in acute myelitis

in the form of suppurative arthi'itis. In both
cases the knee is most frequently affected.

Anatomical Characters. — Joint-disease

may begin as an inflammation of the syno-
vial membrane, of the bone, or of the cartilage.

Fibrous tissue having but slight tendency to

inflame, it is imjjrobable that primary disease

affecting the ligaments can be otherwise than
most exceptional ; but these textures very
soon become secondarily affected, from their

intimate connexion with the synovial mem-
brane. The sjiiovial membrane is perhaps
more ready to inflame than any other tissue

in the body, and in many joints it is much ex-

posed to injury from without, while excessive

jomt-movement alone is sometimes sufficient

to excite synovitis. Primary disease of the
bone comes next in order of frequency.
Cartilage is least likely to take on primary
disease. Each of these tissues, however-,

becomes speedily affected by disease which
has invaded or commenced in the other.

Symptoms and Diagnosis.—The local symp-
toms of jomt-disease have reference to ini-

2)ainnent of function and change in form;
together with 'pain, both local and sympa-
thetic ; and certain iiliijsical signs.

Imjjaired function.—Usually this is great

in proportion to the natural mobility and im-
portance of the joint, and most evident in the
extremities. The eai'liest symptom in hip-

joint-disease is a slight limp or halt, whilst

in other joints mere stiffness occurs ; the full

range of movement is simply curtailed, before

actual pain or swelling takes place. The
position of maximum relaxation—namely,
that intermediate between flexion and exten-

sion—is commonly assumed by diseasedjoints.

Even ill the early stages of disease, the inter-

ference with movement is often very great,

amounting to a sort of vital ankylosis, pro-

duced by the action of the muscles, whose
;

tension prevents the joint-surfaces moving
i

upon each other—an effort to avert pain.

; This form of ankylosis disappears during
narcosis. Muscular or vital ankylosis must
be distinguislied irom the rigidity produced
by structural changes. Both synovial effusion

and peri-synovial infiltration mechanicaUj'
hinder free joint-movement.

Changes in form.—Changes in form are
due to the alterations in shape and texture

of the joint-structures, and to effusions within
its cavity. These changes may be best
appreciated by careful measurements, and a
comparison with the opposite joint. No true

estimate of the amount of departure from the
normal is otherwise possible. The practi-

tioner is thus better able to diagnose the
special character of the swelling, whether it

be due to synovial effusion, and confined to the
limits of the capsule, causing it to bulge at

the least protected jiarts ; or to chronio
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tliickeninj^ of the synoviftl membrane, recog-

nised on piilp;itii>n by its eliislicity and
more general diHusion ; or to disease of the

bone and periosteum, when the swelling is

deep-seated and hard. By accurate compari-
son a tluid colk'ctioa outside the joint, either

an abscess or a bursal tumour, may be dis-

tinguished from intra-articular swelling.

I'ain.—The character of the pain is an im-
portant symptom in diseases of the joints.

In acute synovitis it is severe and lancinating.

In l)oni.-intlaiumali(>n it is a dull aching pain,

with marked local tenderness, liable to

periodic exacerbations of an intense kind.

Often the pain is of a shooting, starting

character, wakening the sulVerer from sleep.

The pain is of this character and most severe

in sub-articular ostitis. l'ya;mic suppuration
and chronic synovitis are generally pain-

less.

Physical signs.—When one hand is laid

flat upon a diseased joint while the other

moves it, certain sensations or sounds are

often distinguishable. A peculiar soft crepi-

tation, due to the presence of blood-clot, nuist

not be mistaken for the rougher sensations

which adhesions atford, the Irictiou-soimds

of movable joint-bodies, or the grating of

exposed bone. The rubbing of one granida-

tion-surface upon another may be likened to

that of two pieces of velvet. Abnormal move-
ments, such as lateral motion in a ginglymoid
joint, usually iuiply extensive joint-disorder.

Displacement or partial dislocation, and alter-

ation in form of the joint-surfaces, occur as

the disease progresses. A notai)le increase of

local heat may be felt in all inflamed joints.

When fistulous tracks exist around a diseased

jomt, they do not often, on being probed,

atford direct evidence of the condition of the

joint, but they generally prove the existence

of articular suppuration, and disease of the
bone.

With respect to the general symptoms of

diseases of the joints, it need only be said

here that the amount of pain or constitutional

disturbance in acute cases varies according
to the extent and acuteness of the disease,

and the pi-esence and amount of suppuration.

In chronic disorders the associated constitu-

tional condition should be investigated.

Complications and Sequkl.e.—The com-
plications which occur in joint-disease are

generally connected with long-continued sup-

puration. Amyloid degeneration of the viscera

is pretty certain to be present when sup])ura-

tion has existed for a year or more in young
people ; less certainly in adults. Hectic
fever, tuberculosis, or pya-mia may occur
at any period. In the absence or failure of

treatment, the patient, should he survive,

will suffer fi-om contraction, deformity, and
imperfect growth of the limb, together with
more or less complete loss of function.

Prognosis.—The prognosis in diseases of

the joints will depend on many circumstances,

and must be considered both as regards life

and as regards function. First, with respect
to li/c, the gravity of joint-diseases increases
with the size of the joint affected. They are
more serious in the lower than in the upper
limb. Pya'tnia is comparatively rare in iu:ute

joint-suppuralions—wtiy, it is impossible to

say. ^^hen pus escapes from the interior

of a joint into the surrounding tissues,

pyajiuia may occur. A continuous high tem-
perature, or a large evening increase associ-

ated with hectic, are bad signs; the exhaustion,
which depends on profuse suppuration with
its attendant hectic fever, amyloid degenera-
tion, and tuberculosis, are the most freijuent

causes of death in joint-disease. The pro-

gnosis as regards function is often dithcult to

determine. After an attack of simple acute
or subacute serous SNTiovitis, recovery is

generally complete. Joint-function is usually

absolutely lost after suppuration of traumatic
origin, recovery being quite exceptional.

When the suppuration is of a pycemic nature
and the patient survives, the effusion may
become absorbed, and the joint-motion be
preserved or ankylosis ensue. Chronic
synovitis with thickening of the sub-synovial
tissue, due to infiltration with granulation-

material, can seldom be cured except by
operation, especially after suppuration has
taken place. If recovery shoulil take place,

the joint-function is lost, and deformity is

always present. Increased mobility— ' dail

joint '—is a very rare sequence of joint-

disease. It is occasionally seen in the
shoulder, and also in the knee.

TuE.\TMEXT.—The treatment of diseases of
the joints must be directed to preserve the

life of the individual ; and, as far as possible,

the functions of the limb. Of the first and
greatest importance among remedial mea-
sures is rest, which is best secured by fixa-

tion of the joint and limb m an appropriate

apparatus. This is of cardinal importance
to a diseased articulation, just as motion is a
necessity for a healthy one. Iininobilisatiou

should not be continued longer than neces-

sary ; it will sometimes seriously damage
even a previously healthy joint, immobilised
for instance on account of fracture of the

limb ; and a continuance of rest after all

diseased action has subsided often exerts a
prejudicial infiuence. Best, however, should
be continued so long as swelling, pain, and
increased temperature persist.

Position.—The means adopted to secure
immobihty must be also utilised to obtain
the best avadable position for the future

function of the part, should ankylosis be-

come inevitable. In the ankle the foot should
be maintained at a right angle ; the hip and
knee must be kept extended in the axis of

the body ; the elbow is generally tiexed to a
right angle, the position in which the limb is

most useful. Splints of various forms are

used, and we possess in plaster-of-Paris and
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starch ready and invaluable means of pro-

ducing an apparatus which gives uniform
and equable support of a simple and very
perfect kind.

Extension exerts a beneficial influence, as

well by immobilising the joint, as by its

power to remove contraction and deformity.

It relieves pain and abates the symptoms
rather by keeping the joint at rest, and
changmg the siurfaces of contact, than by
any actual distraction of the joint-surfaces.

A much greater weight than a patient could

tolerate would have to be used before any
such separation could occur. Extension often

even increases the intra-articular pressure.

By straightening the limb it removes the jonit

from its position of maximum relaxation, and
puts the skin and tendons on the flexor aspect

on the stretch, and alters the mutual accom-
modation of the joint-surfaces.

As there is almost invariably an increase

of temperature in the affected joint, the ap-

plication of cold, by means of ice-bags or

coils of cold-water tubing, is indicated. Cold

acts most beneflciaUy in all acute, and many
subacute, inflammations. Even in deep-

seated joints like the hip, it will often soothe

the pain and abate the symptoms, but it is

more applicable to the superficial joints.

Cold is both anaesthetic and prophylactic in

its action. The sensations of the patient in

respect of the continuance of cold applications

must be consulted. In most cases they are

grateful. In chronic joint-aft'ections when
an acute attack supervenes, threatening sup-

puration, cold should also be applied. Cold
applications may in some cases be continued

for weeks or months with advantage. When
the acute symptoms have passed off, and it

is desirable to encourage lymphatic activity

and absorption, the cold must be discontinued,

and compression, together with friction and
warmth, substituted. Cold is not applicable

to purely chronic cases without much pain
or tenderness.

In some instances of acute and subacute
arthritis local depletion by means of leeches

or scarification is very useful, and this may
be combined with hot fomentations in cases

where cold is not well borne. In chronic in-

flannnation of the bone the actual cautery
sometimes procures immediate abatement of

the pain, and, after a time, the subsidence of

the inflammation. The button cautery may
be used, or, still better, linear cauterisation,

over the most sensitive points. Or an issue

may be employed instead.

Com/pression by strapping, or with a thick

layer of cotton-wool and a tightly applied

bandage over it, is applicable to the chronic
stages of joint-disease. It must be discon-

tinued if it occasion pain. It is better calcu-

lated to remove fluid effusions than tlie plastic

material poured out mto ihe peri-synovial

tissue. For these cases the more continuous
compression of a properly applied elastic

bandage will prove more efficient ; or the
strapping known as ' Scott's dressing.'

Massage is a most valuable local means for

the dispersion of chronic swellings of joints.

It both removes the results of diseased action

in the joint, and helps to restore its function.

It is well suited to disperse serous effusions

when the acute stage is over ; for cases of

plastic synovitis it is also useful, but not for

cases of the type known as tumor alhus. It

produces a diminution of the sensibility of

the part, and a local increase of temperature,
and the lymphatics are stimulatsd to in-

creased activity. There are several modes
of employing massage. The first is centri-

petal stroking with the palm of the hand
from the periphery of the affected part to-

wards the centre of the body, called cjfleurage,

one liand foUowing the other in immediate
succession. Tlie amount of pressure varies

with the circumstances of the case. This
wiU readily disperse fluid effusions both of

blood and serum. Friction-massage is an-

other useful method, and is practised by
pressing the palm firmly ujion the surface,

and then rotating it. Tliis plan may be com-
bined alternately with the last method, mas-
Bage proper

—

jjetrissage—which is done by
raising up the soft parts vertically from the

bone with both hands, and compressing
them, always in a centripetal direction.

Forcible move^nents.—Forcible movements,
which break down adhesions, are often most
useful in cases of stiff joint arising after pro-

tracted immobilisation, as after fracture in

the vicinity of a joint, or after a severe sprain.

Pain will be relieved in this way, and mo-
bility restored in some instances, in a degree

quite remarkable. They are less applicable

in cases of fibrous ankylosis.

Constitutional treatment.— Where any
general taint exists, this must be dealt with
at the same time. A tendency to tubercle

must be met by iron, tonics, good lood, and
fresh pure air. Gout, syjihilis, or rheuma-
tism must, when present as a diathesis, be
appropriately' treated.

Operative treatment.—Puncture alone, or

combined with antiseptic washing-out of the

articulation, may often be performed with
advantage, to evacuate the fluid in a distended

joint, or to diagnose the presence of pus and
evacuate it when suppuration has taken
place. Sufficiently free incisions, however,
and the insertion of drainage-tubes, are gene-

rally to be preferred in cases of joint-suppu-

ration ; and with these should be combined
the washing-out the joint-cavity with a three-

or five-per-cent. solution of carbolic acid, or

other effective antiseptic. It has been pro-

posed to substitute free incisions and drainage

for excision of the joint, in certain chronic

forms of disease, such as white-swelling,

but excision, or arthrectonly, is probably in

most resjiects preferable. Excision is prac-

tised for chronic joint-disease not amenable
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to other means ; it is not a substitute

for amputation, but is intended to obviate

its necessity. Sub-periosteal resection, where
practicable, possesses many advantages, es-

jKHMiilly in cases of traumatic origin. The
attachments of the muscles and tendons,

and the cellular interspaces between them,
are thus left undisttirbed. The chances of

pori-synovial suppuration are dnninished,

and the bleeding is reduced to a minimum.
There is more complete bony reproduction

of the joint-surfaces, and in young persons a
new joint very similar to the normal is in

some instances formed, while in all cases

there is a probability of better subsequent
function and position. The operation thus

performed retiuires time and skill. It is

scarcely applicable to the knee or even the

hip, and is imsuited for cases of chronic sy-

novial disease, where it is of the last import-
ance to excise all the diseased granulation-

material. The after-treatment of excisions is

of great importance. Plaster-of-Paris ban-
dages supply one of the most useful means
of immobilisation, especially in those cases

where ankylosis is sought for, as in the

knee ; and the splint should be unchanged,
if possible, for four or five weeks. In the

elbow, shoulder, and wrist, where mobility is

the end aimed at, passive movement should
be commenced as soon as the condition of

the wound admits of it—namely, in about a
week or ten days. Galvanism must be used
at a later period to restore the wasted mus-
cular apparatus. Arthrectomj' aims at the
removal of all the diseased tissue, yet stops

short of a formal excision m which healthy
parts may be removed.

Amputation is only performed as a last

resort. It is very rarely needed for joint-

diseases in the upper hmb, except perhaps
the wrist, when the hand is permanently
crippled. In the lower limb, amputation
must be performed in those cases in which
the patient has lost all strength and healing
power, from the drain of a longcontmued
discharge. It is advisable where amyloid
degeneration or incipient tuberculosis exists,

or in any case, in short, in which the power
of the patient is inadequate to furnish the

amount of repair required in the expectant
form of treatment, or in case of excision,

always a more serious operation than mere
amputation, .\mputation should also be
adopted in those cases in which the local

disease, especially of the bone, is too extensive

to admit of a good functional result after ex-

cision. In the very young formal excision

is undesirable, since the epiphyses are almost
of necessity sacrificed, and the growth of the

limb checked Resection in some joints is

practised to avert ankylosis, or to restore

the lost function of the joint, as in ttie

shoulder, elbow, and wrist. Various congenital

and other deformities of the joints may be

removed bv osteotomv of the bones concerned.

' The chief diseases of joints will now be
separately considered in alphabetical order as
follows:— (1) Cartilages, Diseases of ; (2) Con-
genital Dislocation

; (3) Immobility
; (4) In-

flammation, Acute, of the Synovial Mem-
brane

; (5) Inflammation, Chronic, of the
same ; (G) Gonorrhceal Inllammation ; (7)

Gouty Inflammation
; (8) Strumous or Tuber-

culous Inllammation
; (9) Loose Cartilages in

Joints; (10) Nervous Affections; (11) Hlieu-

matic or Osteo-arthritis, Chronic; (12) Serous
EHiisions; and (13) Syphilitic Disease. Rheu-
matism in its several forms will be considered
separately.

1. Joints, Cartilages of, Diseases of.

—Primary chondritis as a form of joint-

disease is neither clinically nor pathologically

established. The cartilage has little ten-

I dency to active inflammation ; it is not
sensitive to pain ; chronic changes take place

in it as the result of impaired nutrition,

rather than inriammiition. The cartilages of

incrustation are the residue, which dots not
ossif}', of the mass of fa'tal curtilage forming
the bone-ends. We meet in the joints of

the aged with depressions and fibrous scars,

caused by partial atrophy of the cartilage
;

these changes do not occasion symptoms
during life, beyond sensations of creaking
and roughness in the joint when moved. In
osteo-arthritis changes in the encrusting
cartilages occur at a very early period, and
may possibly in some cases form the primary
change.
Almost all the changes which occur in the

articular cartilages are secondary to synovitis

and ostitis, and more or less passive. In
serous synovitis the cartilage is softened and
swollen, and becomes to a certain extent

oedematous. In suppurative synovitis it

becomes rough, sodden, and yellow ; its cells

burst ; the intercellulai substaiice fibrillates ;

and portions may necrose. The cartilage-

chonges m chronic synovitis consist mainly
in the gradual invasion of the cartilage by
granulations, spreading from the synovial

tissue at the margins and from the subjacent

articular lamella of the bone.

Young growing bones, like the periosteum
covering them, readily inflame; and as soon
as the inflammation invades the articular

surface of the bone, the cartilage becomes
loosened and may be necrosed, or gradually

invaded by the granulation-tissue springing

from the bone. The cartilage is softened

;

its capsules buist ; fibrillation of the matrix
occurs ; and at different places it becomes
thinned. Perforations occur in it, leading

to the bone, giving it a sieve-like appear-

ance. Where the inflammatory process is

more acute, the whole of the encrusting

cartilage may become at once detached frotn

the bone beneath, and necrose.
' In these cases the pain, especially at night,

is very severe. Involuntary starling of the

limb causes intense suffering, wakening the
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patient from sleep with a scream. This
symptom was formerly considered distinctive

cf ulceration of cartilage, a process which is

perfectly painless when it occurs without
other disease in the joint ; but it is probable

that the pain is due to pressure iipon the in-

flamed bone, and it may sometimes greatly

abate when the cartilage wholly disappears.

Disease commencmg near the epiiihysial car-

tilage often extends to the adjacent joint.

Those joints in which the epiphysial junction

is within the capsule, as, for instance, the

hip, run a double risk from bone-intlamma-
tion.

2. Joints, Congenital Dislocation
of.

—

Description.—This is a curious and
ill-understood affection cf the joints. It is

almost exclusively confined to the female

sex. The hip-joint is nearly always the one

affected, and the displacement is generally

double. It has often been erroneously mis-

taken for morbus coxa, and treated ac-

cordingly.

It probably occurs in early foetal life from
defective formation of the joint-surfaces. It

is not discovered until the child beghis to

walk, which it generally only commences to

do at a late period. When the hips are the

joints affected, the gait is accompanied by a

most ungainly swaying of the body from
side to side like the waddling of a duck.

All that can be done is to supply a well-

contrived artificial support to the pelvis and
limbs.

Genu valgum and gemi varum (knock-

knee and bow-knee) are two forms of dis-

abling and unsightly deformity of the lower
limbs. They are often due to an abnormal
development of the condyles or shaft of the

femur, or the tuberosities of the tibia, and to

changes of a rickety character at the epiphy-

sial junction. In extreme cases progression

is greatly interfered with. The symptoms
are painfully obvious.

Treatment.—Treatment of the limb by
splmts and apparatus and forcible straight-

ening and subsequent maintenance in j)laster-

of-Paris bandages succeeds in the milder
cases, but in those of a severer type, or in

persons of ten years or upwards, this plan
is most tedious, and is usually attended by
complete failure. The subcutaneous division

of the internal or external condyle, accordmg
to the nature of the deformity, restores the

joint-surfaces of the femur to their normal
level, and is attended by the happiest results

both to the form and function of the limb
and joint. It is an easier and in many ways
a more successful operation to divide the
shaft of the bone with a chisel near its ar-

ticular extremity, and thus procure the recti-

fication of the limb.

3. Joints, Immobility of.

—

Synon. :

Ankylosis ; Fr. Anhijlose ; Ger. Gelenkver-
wachsuiig.

JiTiOLOGY.—This condition may be due to

changes in the structures of the articulation

constituting a true ankylosis; or in those
surrounding the joint, a false anki/losis. It

may be fibrous and incomplete, or bony and
comjilete. False or spurious ankylosis

—

extra-articular- may depend on muscular
spasm or rigidity ; on cicatricial contractions

;

on paralytic or spasmodic affections ; or
upon prolonged disuse of the joint. It is

often difficult, even under chloroform, to

distinguish the presence of absolute bony
ankylosis, as the fibrous form may be so

strong and extensive as almost wholly to

prevent movement. The two varieties are

but degrees of the same process. Both may
result from previous inflaimnatory changes
in the joint, either of the nature of plastic

synovitis, or of granulations springing from
the bone and other joint-tissues, becoming
further organised. Fibro-cartilaginous an-
kylosis is a common form in young persons.
In time it usually becomes converted into

true boDj' ankylosis.

The marked ankylosis which tonic spasm
and rigidity of the muscles produce in the
early stages of some joint-diseases, as in the
hip-joint and knee, may be called vital or
jihysiolugical. It is induced by an effort

to avert pain ; it disappears entirely during
narcosis. A joint may become stiff and
ankylosed by long fixation on account of

some injury or disease elsewhere, especially

if it be retained in a flexed position, as the
muscles of the flexor side actually shorten
when their points of origin and insertion

permanently approach one another. The
same thing may also happen in the myogenic
affections due to paralysis ; in which the
cartilages and bones atrophy at the same
time.

Treatment.—The treatment of diseases of

joints should, in all cases where it is possible,

be prophylactic against the occurrence of

ankylosis. When this has taken place in

an incomplete degree, an attempt to restore

the function of the limb must be made, by
breaking down the adhesions by forcible or

gradual extension, by passive motion, by
massage, and by tenotomy of the tense

tendons Excision is indicated to restore

motion in complete ankylosis of such joints

as the wrist, the elbow, and the shoulder.

In other cases of complete ankylosis, es-

pecially in the lower limb, surgical interference

should be confined to an attempt to rectify

a faulty position either b}' tenotomy, ex-

tension, forcible straightening, excision, or

osteotomy. Amputation can only be needed
in extreme and otherwise irremediable de-

formity.

4. Joints, Acute Inflammation of
the Synovial Membrane of.—Synon. :

Acute Synovitis; Fr. Synovite Aigue ; Ger.
Acute Synovitis.

This is one of the most common of all

joint-affections. Probably in half the total
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ininiber of chronic joiiit-diseasps tlie synovial

nienihraiie is first atl'ecteil. The synovial

nieuihrane is very rich in vessels and cells
;

and much exposed to injury, and to tlie

ett'ects of luoveiuent. An iiiHannnalion he-

ginniiif,' at one point soon spreads over the

whole synovial sac.

Desckiption.—Acute synovitis is a very
coninion result of injury. It also occurs in

rheumatism, gout, pya-mia, and other dis-

eases. It may be serous, sero-fibrinous, or

purulent. Serous synovitis is tlie simplest

and most conunon variety. E\en a sh^lit

external injury is often sufHcient to produce
it; a sprain of the joint, or excessive move-
ment, nuiy cause it, as well as the constitu-

tional disorders already mentioned. The
knee is very often artected, from its exposed
position, and the large area of the serous
membrane lining it. The synovial mem-
brane becomes injected and tliickened, with
effusion into the sub-synovial tissue. The
natural secretion is increased in quantity, I

and many cells are shed into the joint

cavity, the capsule becoming swollen, tense, I

fluctuating, or elastic. The least j)rotected

parts bulge, from the pressure of the etlussd

fluid, and the normal contour of the joint is

lost. It is usually semiflexed. A severe
burning, cutting pain is experienced in it.

It is exceedingly sensitive to pressure, and
painful on the slightest movement. There
is usually considerable fever. When the

inflammation is more intense, the synovitis i

becomes sero-tibriiious. Flakes of lymph
are mingled witli tlie synovia ; layers of

false membrane cover the synovial mem-
brane, which is considerably thickened and
dull red in coloiu- ; and the constitutional

disturbance is greater. Finally, it is but a
short step fi'om this to suppurative synovitis.

If the irritant cause continue its action, the
leucocytes filling the meshes of the synovial

membrane are shed in larger quantity ; the

fluid becomes turbid and puriform ; the fever

and local symptoms increase very much in

sexerity ; the external parts become impli-

cated in the inflainniation within ; and sup-

puration or abscess is the residt.

Tre.\tment.—The treatment of the first

two stages of synovitis is directed primarily
to check the progress of the inflammation

;

and then to jirocure resolution, and absorp-
tion of the effused fluid. Fortunately the

synovial membrane possesses very active

absorbent powers ; and early and efficient

treatment, conjoined with removal of the

sourje of irritation, will generally ensure a
cure, with complete restoration of function.

The chief means are cold applications ; im-
mobilisation till the acute stage is over; and
then compression and friction, or in suitable

cases coimter-irritation. Gout, rheumatism,
or other diathesis, must be appropriately
treated at the same time.

In those cases in which the inflammation

has persisted for some time, and plastic effu-

sion lias taken place on the surface and in

the substance of the synovial tissue, the joint
will remain for a long time stiff and thick-

ened, and its function impaired, after all

acute sjunptoms liave subsided ; wliilst in

tliose cases wiiere the inflammation has
continued long enough to invade the other
joint-structures, a perfect cure may not be
possible.

When suppuration occurs, the joint must
be dealt witii as any other abscess-cavity.

Free incisions must be made into it, and it

should be thoroughly washed out with some
antiseptic solution, free subsequent drainage
being provided for. In the more favourable
cases, ankylosis in a convenient position

will be obtained. Recovery of function is

very rare. In other cases the suppuration
continues ; the cartilages of encrustation
become necrosed and detivched ; the l)one

becomes exposed and carious; and cither

excision or amputation must be performed to

save the patient's limb or life.

5. Joints, Chronic Inflammation of
the Synovial Membrane of.— Sy.no.n. :

Chronic Synovitis.

Chronic syiiovitis may arise as the sequel
of the acute disease ; or, as is more frequent,

it may depend on some constitutional dys-

crasia, or at least some contiiiuousiy acting
irritant, although in the first instance it is

generally excited by an accidental injury.

Vakieties.—There are three chief varieties

of this disease which are often co-existent,

namely : paniais si/novi(is, granulation syno-
vitis, and iiiipillomatoiis synovitis.

a. Panniis Synovitis.—In this variety a
delicate membrane will be fomid, stretching

from the inflamed and thickened s_^^lovial

margins more or less over the surface of the
cartilage, to which it may be in whole or in

part adherent.

I). Granulation Synovitis.—The second,

or granulation form, is a more advanced
stage of the disease. In it the synovial

membrane is often comjiletely replaced by
granulation-material, which encroaches on
the margins of the cartilages, and, as the dis-

ease progresses, invades them, and coalesces

after a time with granulations springing from
the inflamed bone. These granulations are
jiink or greyish-red, not so vascular as those

in an ordinary wound. They have little ten-

dency to cicatricial change, and are prone to

break down and fonn abscesses.

The synovial membrane often becomes
enormously thickened from the granulation-

material accumulated in it, and this form of

disease is frequently associated with the tuber-

cular diathesis. Bodies identical with mili-

ary tubercles are very often found in the
semi-gelatinous or pulpy synovial membrane;
the whole constituting what is known as

tumor albus, or ' white-swelling.'

Symptoms.—The more prominent symptom
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associated with the form of chronic sjiiovitis
|

just described is the presence of a uniform

"semi-elastic swelling, caused by the sero-

fibrinous infiltration into the synovial mem-
brane. The skin is whitish, tense, and smooth,

j

whence the name tumor albas. The amount
of synovial effusion into the joint is usually

limited ; the pain is seldom severe ; the

amount of joint-movement is diminished ; ,

and there is usually contraction of the limb,

and sometimes partial dislocation. When
suppuration occurs, there is more pain and
fever. The course of the disease is gene-

rally very chronic, extending over months or

even years, and allowing the patient at inter-

vals to take moderate exercise. Exacerbations
;

take place, however, from slight causes, or

without apparent cause ; attacks of subacute

or acute intiammation supervene ; and sooner

or later abscesses form, communicating both

with the cavity of the joint, which becomes
totally disorganised, and with the surface.

{

Brodie's ' pulpy disease of the synovial

membrane' is simply an exaggerated degree

of granulation synovitis, in which the sub-

synovia) tissue becomes enormously thick-

ened by successive attacks of inflammation.

Treatment.—The disease is most rebellious

to treatment, and scarcely curable amongst
the poorer classes without operation. Some-

|

times the diseased tissue is got rid of by
\

suppuration : and. if the patient's strength

tufiice. a cure by ankylosis, probably accom-
panied by considerable deformity, will ensue,

j

Generally^ however, the symptoms become
|

worse ; the general health gives way from
the drain of the continuous discharge ; and
amyloid or some other intercurrent disease i

kills the patient. At any time, as in a sup-

purating wound, pyaemia symptoms or hectic

may set in.

c. Pajnllonialous Synovitis. — Synon. :

Fimbriated Disease cf the synovial mem-
brane; Papilloma, or Papillary Fibroma of

the synovial membrane : Ger. Gelenkzot-

ten.

This is a peculiar form of joint disease

dependent on chronic synovitis, in which
numerous pedunculated bodies, cylindrical or

fusiform, varying in size frotrr a pin's-head

to a large pea, project from the membrane,
generally near the cartilage margins, or may
cover the entire surface. These bodies are
identical in minute structure with the svno-
vial fringes. Some become detached, and
fall into the cavity of the joint. The disease

is essentially a hyperplasia of the synovial
adventitia ; and there may be dozens or hun-
dreds of these bodies present in one joint.

Occasionally they contain cartilage cells, or
osseous particles. Tlie joints of the lower
limb are most often affected.

Treatment.—The disease is scarcely reme-
diable except by arthrectomy orexcision of the
joint, which may be practised in those cases

in which there is serious loss of function.

6. Joints, Gonorrhceal Inflamma-
tion of.—This disease is often called 'gonor-

rhoeal rheumatism.' It is almost always
observed in the male, very rarely affecting

the fimile. Generally one joint, usually in

the lower limb, is involved, as the knee or

the ankle. It is pya mic in nature. It may
affect several joints m succession. It rnay
occur at any period of a gonorrhoeal or even
a gleety discharge, of which the patient him-
self is possibly unaware. The fibrous tissues

of the joint seem to be primarily engaged.
Sclerotitis and inflammation of the internal

layer of the cornea often co-exist ; rarely

either endo- or peri-carditis. The joint-effu-

sions contain gonococci.

Symptoms.—The joint affected is exqui-

sitely tender on pressure ; it is swollen rather

from subcutaneous oedema than by intra-

articular effusioir, which is frequently incon-

siderable ; and one side of the joint is often

more affected than the other. The fever is

not in proportion to the intensity of the local

symptoms, the rise of temperature being
slight. The course of the disease is slow
and obstinate ; but when cured it is not
liable to return, except with a fresh attack

of gonorrhoea. These characters distinguish

it from ordinary rheumatism.
Treatment.—Rest, cold applications, and

the internal exhibition of iodide of potassium
constitute the best treatment for gonorrhoeal

inflammation of joints. See Eheumatism,
Goncrrha'al.

7. Joints, Gouty Inflammation of.

—

Gout frequently occasions synovitis, by the

deposit of urate of sodium in the peri-syno-

vial tissue, which excites a synovial effusion.

The attacks are very acute and painful; and,

as they recur, the joint becomes more and
more disorganised, from permanent deposits

of urates in the cartilages and bone, as well

as in the peri-synovial tissue. The use of

the joint is lost; and the ' chalkstone,' as it

is called, acting as a foreign body, sometimes
produces an abscess, or an ulceration very
troublesome to heal. When the collection is

quite superficial, it may often be evacuated
by incision with great relief. 6'c* Gout.

8. Joints, Strumous or Tubercu-
lous Inflammation of.— Scrofulous or

strumous inflammation of a joint is a vague
term, hitherto taken to denote a form of

chronic inflammation in ill-nourished per-

sons—nearly always children—who live

imder bad hygienic conditions, and are prone
to the development of tubercle. It is observed
mo.st frequently in the knee- and hip-joints.

Recent investigation has shown that many
forms of chronic disease of joints are due to

tuberculous infection of the constituent parts

of the joint.

A considerable proportion of the cases

described tmder the title tumor alb us are

eases of tubercular disease of the synovial

membrane ; while m others the articular
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disease is the consoqticnce of tubercular

ostitis of the ends of the joint.

Anatomical Charactehs.—This disease

generally commences in tlio synovial mem-
brane, which becomes thickened, and by
deforces converted into a semi-gelatinous

mass of granulation-tissue, yellowish-white

or pink in colour. Or the disease niaj' origi-

nate in osteoiiiyelitis of the end of the bone,

the inflammatory process being essentially

chronic and (le[)endcnt upon the presence

in the tissues of miliary tuliercle. After the

disease has existed for some time, it is dith-

cult to determine in what tissue it maj- have
originated, and it is of little clinical impor-

tance to do so, for in any case the later

stages of the malady present similar features.

The cartilages are encroached upon from
their margins and from their deep sur-

faces by the granulations, springing from
the synovial membrane and the articular

lamella, whilst active changes occur simul-

taneously in their substance, similar to those
already described. The ligaments soften, and
all the structures of the joint become involved.

Frequently larger or smaller masses of ne-

crosed bone will be found in the cancellated

structure, and the gi-anulations have a great

tendency to suppurate. In the thickened
synovial membrane, and also in the ends of
the bones, miliary bodies, identical with tuber-

cles, may very frequently be detected.

Symptoms.— In tubercular intlammation of
the synovial membrane the joint is uniformly
swollen, tense, elastic, with a white glistening

sm-face, and enlarged veins shining through
the skin. The patient can usually move
about until suppuration has taken place, as

the pain is never very severe in the intervals

of the acute attacks of intlamniation which
supervene from time to time. Enlargement
of the lymphatic glands, or marks of stru-

mous ulceration elsewhere, are seldom want-
ing; whilst sooner or later a large proportion
of the individuals affected l)y this form of
joint-disease show signs of general tubercu-
losis. Sometimes this state jirec-edes, but
generally it follows, the local joint-afl'ection.

Inherited syphilis appears to be a predisposing
cause of tubercular arthritis. A\ hen the dis-

ease begins in the bone the localised tender-

ness and deep-seated thickening, conjoined
with the general symptoms, may reveal the
natin-eof the process before the more general
invasion of all the joint elements.
TuLATMENT. —This must be mainly directed

to improving the patienfs general condition.

Any local treatment, short of a complete re-

moval of the diseased structures, is not of

the least use when the joint has become dis-

organised, as before described ; and some
form of excision should be performed before

the viscera become imjilicated. If other

organs be involved, or tlie local disease be

too extensive, then amputation becomes im-
perative. When not removed, fresh foci of

suppuration form ; the patient becomes more
and more exhausted ; or some intercurrent
disease sets in. It is rare for spontaneous
cure to happen.

9. Joints, Loose Cartilages in. —
Synon. : Fr. Corps Floltants Articulairca;
Ger. Gclcnkmdusc.

Description.—'Loose cartilages' in joints

may originate either from chronic intlamuut-
tion, or from traiunatic causes. They may
be single or multi[)le. The knee-joint is

most frequently atl'ected, and in it the most
serious symptoms are produced. These bodit s

may be librous, lipomatous, chondromatous,
or osteo-chondromatous. They may be pro-

duced from polypoid growths springing from
the synovial membrane in certain forms of

chronic synovitis, and in arthritis deformans;
and they are then usually of the fibrous or

osteoid variety'. Lipomatous free bodies are

rare, and are derived from the sub-synovial
fatty tissue, being produced in a fashion

analogous to the appendica; of the gi'eat in-

testine.

The chondromatous and osteo-chondro-
matous are the larj^est and most important
varieties of these bodies ; hence the common
term ' loose cartilage.' Portions of the joint-

surface maj' sometimes become detached, as

the con8e()uence of injury, or by a process of

quiet necrosis. They thus become loose in

the joint. It is stated, but the fact is doubt-
ful, that some of these bodies may obtain
nourishment fi-om the surrounding synovial
Huid, and that cartilage and even bone can
bo developed in them subsequently to their

detachment.
Symptoms and Diagnosis.—The sv-mptoms

of loose cartilages in a joint vary very much.
In some instances these bodies cause no
inconvenience. In others they produce re-

peated attacks of excruciating pain, followed

by synovitis, laying the patient uj) for weeks

;

whilst in the most severe cases the limb may
become almost useless. When the knee is

the joint aftected, the patient experiences
great insecurity in walking, the loose body
from time to time becoming wedged between
the joint-surfaces. The joint is thus ' locked.'

The patient may suddeidy fall, or faint with
pain ; an attack of synovitis follows ; and
with a frequent repetition of this process
joint-disorganisation may finally result. The
prognosis as regards function is always bad.
Treatment.—The treatment of loose car-

tilages may be either palliative or radical.

The palliative method consists in ajiplying

support to the joint ; limiting its movements ;

and fixing the loose body in some synovial
pouch where it cannot interfere with the
articular surfaces.

The radical method consists in excising

the body -an operation, with few exceptions,
almost exclusively practised upon the knee-
joint. The body may be removed by a free

direct incision into the joint, and squeezing
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the body through the wound at once. Or
the indirect manner of operating may be

adopted. This consists in snbcutaneously

incising the capsnle of the joint with a long,

narrow-bladed knife introduced at some dis-

tance from the articulation ; forcing the body
through this incision into the cellular tissue

outside ; and then closing the small external

puncture in the skin. Three or four weeks
later the ' cartilage ' may be removed by a

superficial incision, or left undisturbed, when
it often becomes absorbed.

In appreciating the comparative value of

these two plans, it may be said that the for-

mer has hitherto proved more uniformly
successful quoad extracting the body, but

that it has been more dangerous to limb and
life—a danger, however, which antiseptic

precautions reduce to a minimum. The in-

direct method has been attended by a con-

siderable niimber of failures in the extrac-

tion of the loose cartilage, especially if it be

peduncidated ; but it has hitherto proved a

less dangerous operation. The extremity

should be immobilised afterwards for two or

three weeks.
When some dozens of these bodies are

pi'esent in a joint, many of them free, manj'
attached, excision of tlie articulation is often

the only remed}'. This is a severe measure,
and not to be lightly undertaken, in the

joints of the lower limb at all events.

10. Joints, Nervous Affections of.

—

Synon. : Hysterical Joint ; Neuralgia of

Joints ; . Arthralgia ; Fr. Arthralgie Hys-
terique; Ger. Gelcnkneurose.

Description.—Hysterical affections pre-

sent symjitoms simulating real joint-disease

so closely that the most energetic therapeutic

measures have often been resorted to, though
in vain, for their cure. Prolonged immobi-
lisation, blistering, the actual cautery, re-

section, and even amputation, have been
practised upon joints in which there was not
a trace of organic disease.

The existence of hysterical affections of
joints is denied by some ; but assuredly they
do occur ; and most often in young women,
well-to-do in life, with disordered catamenia.
The same thing occurs, but less frequently,

in young men. The disease is not witnessed
under the age of puberty. The hip and
knee are the joints principally comi)lained of
—most fi-equently the latter. An all-impor-
tant feature of a hysterical joint is that,

while the local symptoms may be intense,
the general symptoms are either absent, or
in no sort of proportion to the local.

A special character of this disease is that
deep pressure is often less painful than super-
ficial pressure ; and that the pain and tender-
ness are vague, shift from one point to
another, and will disappear at a given spot
when the patient's attention is directed else-

[

where. There is pain on movement, but of i

an indefinite character, and not so limited or I

localised as in real disease. Noctiu-nal starl-

ings do not occrur ; the patient may enjoy
uninterriipted sleep for hours. There is

never a continuous rise of temperature,
either general or local ; the co-relation of the
symptoms is not the usual one ; the function

of the joint is much more interfered with
than the other features of disease preseiit

would appear to justifj'. There is an exag-
gerated fear of examination ; and the faciei

hysterica is often well-marked. There may
be thickening around the joint, and even
marked synovial effusion into it ; but these
conditions are passive in character, and
generally due to the treatment employed.
The limb is wasted and consequently weak,
but never to the same extent as in real

joint-disease. Exacerbations occur at the
menstrual period. A careful inquiry should
be made into the history and antecedents of

the case. An examination under chloroform
will often afford important evidence ; and the
jiatient's symptoms will be improved after-

wards by the movements then practised on
the joint.

Neuralgic pain in the articulations rnay
arise under different circumstances. It may
be the referred pain, unattended by local

lesion, which is so frequent in the knee in

cases of hip-joint disease. Neuralgic pains

in various joints are observed in the pre-

liminarj' or early stages of chronic myelitis.

In the first stage of locomotor ataxy the
knee may be affected by severe neuralgia
when the disease is low down in the cord ; or

the shoulders when it is at a higher point.

Lastly, so-called neuralgia of a joint may
realh' indicate some obscure lesion, as chronic
inflammation of the bones entering into the
formation of the articulation.

Treatment.—The methodical exercise of

an hystericai ]ovai is as plainly indicated as

rest is imperative in a case of organic dis-

ease. The bowels should be regulated, as
also the menstrual flow. Asafcetida, iron,

and quinine are most important remedies ;

and healthy mental and moral influences are

valuable adjuncts. ' Get up and walk ' is a
good prescrii:)tion in many such cases. Very
careful and repeated examination should
always be made, to exclude any possible

form of chronic inflammation, before pro-

nouncing a joint to be hysterical. It must
not be forgotten, however, that after slight

injuries which produce some inflammatory
symptoms, those of hysterical joint may
supervene, and persist long after all traces of

organic disease have disappeared.

The treatment of neuralgia connected with
a joint will necessarily vary with its cause.

See Neuralgia.
11. Joints, Chronic Rheumatic Ar-

thritis of.—Synon.: Osteo-artliritis; Fr. ^r-
thrite avec Usure des Cartilages; Arthrite
Scche ; Ger. Altersahschleifung

.

.Etiology and Pathology.—The number
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of naiues that have been applied to tliis

disease betravs the obscurity enveloping its

piitholofjy. In nature it is, however, essen-

tially a senile defieneration, aceoinpanied by
chronic iiitlainiuation ; and is, in part, per-

haps, the result of wear and tear of the joint.

It is most common in hard-working people,

ex])osed to the inriuence of wet and cold,

and in the aged. One or many joints may
he atfeeted ; generally the lingers, the toes,

the hip, and the knee. It may he set up by
injury, such as a sprain, dislocation, or frac-

ture ; or it may arise witliout known cause.

It is dilVu'ult to say wliicli of the tissues is

primarily at fault, but sooner or later all be-

come involved. The syno\ial membrane in-

flames; papillary outgrowths form upon it;

the cartilage swells ; and the ends of the

bones enlarge. After a time the (juantity of

synovial fluid diminishes; the joint friction

increases ; the cartilages are rubbed away at

the surfaces of contact ; and finally the bone
itself, which becomes denser by interstitial

deposit, disappears. The surface is ebur-

nated. and marked with striie produced by
friction ; whilst deposits of new bone, whicli

may often be felt externally, form around the
margins of the joints, so that the area of its

surfaces becomes greatly increased.

Symptoms.—The symptoms of chronic
rheumatic arthritis chiefly consist in constant

l)ain. of a dull aching character, and worse
at nigiit. Motion becomes more and more
difficult and painful as the disease advances

;

but ankylosis never occurs. Kough crepitus

is felt both by the patient and the surgeon
when the joint is moved. See Kheumatic
Arthritis.
Treatment.—The treatment of osteo-

arthritis can only be palliative. It consists

in the use of warm douches and other warm
ajiplications, and the administration of iodide
of potassium internally. The disease iB

j

incurable.

Charcot's Disease.—This is a peculiar

form of osteo-artliritis, affecting usually the
larger joints, sucli as the knee, hip, and
shoulder, and occurring in connexion witii

tabes. The disease, therefore, is of central

origin and dependent on sclerosis of the
spinal cord. In some cases, however, evi-

dence of a central lesion is absent.

In many instances the changes in the joint

are similar to tho.se in osteo-arthritis, while
in others tliere is much more rapid and ex-

tensive destruction of bone. Besides the de-
,

structive changes which occur in the joint,

there is often abundant proliferation and
ossification of the cartilage margins, so that

new irregularly formed masses of bone are
found, it may be to as great or even a greater i

extent than in osteo-arthritis.
|

Symptoms.—The malady occurs as a rule

somewhat early in the progress of a case of
tabes. Tiie onset is' rapid, the synovial effu-

sion greater than in osteo-arthritis, and the
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wasting and wearing away of the cartilage

and bones much <|uicker.

The swelling generally occurs in the af-

fected articulati(Ui quite suddenly and with-
out pain ; there is no pyrexia or local evidence
of inflammation. Most commonly the knee;

is affected. The general symptoms of inc<»-

ordination may be strongly marked or alto-

gether absent. It is well to carefidly look
for them in all cases of extensive chronic
eniargcment of a joint in the adult. Hee
Tahes Dorsalis.
Treatment.—The treatment consists in

giving the aflected joint rest, and in the em-
ployment of suitable remedies to control the

progress of the central nervous trouble. The
prognosis in most cases is very unhopeful.

1*2. Joints, Serous EflTusion into.

—

Synon. : Jli/iirojis Artiriili : Hi/ihirthronin
;

Fr. Hijdarthrosc; Ger. itcUnkwassersucht.
This is a form of chronic serous synovitis,

in which there are no obvious intiamma-
tory symptoms. The joint sometimes be-

comes greatly distended ; the ligaments are

stretched ; and in consequence there is a
sensation of tension and feebleness in the a.-

ticulation. The knee and elbow are most fre-

quently attacked; and thediscase isoften asso-

ciated witli a gouty or rheumatic diathesis,

or with rheumatoid arthritis. It is very diffi-

cult to cure. The joint may be punctured and
the fluid drawn off; or, still better, it may be

injected .and tiioroughly washed out with

iodine (equal parts of the tincture and water),

or with a carbolic acid ri^ to 5 per cent.)

solution. Relapses, however, are common.
13. Joints, Syphilitic Disease of.

—

This diseise may originate in ciuldren. in

the form of a sujipurative ostitis at the junc-

tion of the ejjiphysis and diaphysis. Other
signs of congenital syphilis will help to estab-

lish the diagnosis. The disease runs a rajiid

course, and the joint is frequently destroyed.

In the adult a chronic plastic synovitis, due
to gummatous infiltration of the i)eri-synovial

tissue, or of the bone and jieriosteum, is the

more common form. There is very little

fluid effusion within the joint, but consider-

able impairment of mobility is produced by

the thickening outside it. The progress of

the disease is slow and painless, except at

night or on motion. The history of the case ;

the presence of traces of syphilis elsewhere ;

and the effects of treatment, will helj) in

establishing the diagnosis. The internal

use of mercury and iodide of potassium,

combined with local pressure by means of

strapping with mercurial jdaster, speedily

effects a marked improvement and cure.

\VlLI,IAM M.\c CoRM.^c.

JUGULAR VEINS, Physical Signs
in connexion with.- -The principal phy-

sical signs in connexion with the jugular

veins are distension, pulsation, and venous

hum. See Thysical Examination.
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K
KELOID. — Synon. : Fr. Clieloide ;

Kelo'ide ; Ger. Keloid.—Keloid and cheloid

are two words resembling each other m sound,

and sometimes used indiscriminately, but

differing altogether in origin and signification.

Keloid is derived from KrjXii, a mark or blem-

ish ; whilst cheloid derives its origin from

Xf/Xj;, a crab's claw. The disease which we
now recognise as cheloid was first described

by Alibert under the name of kells, with the

synonyms clieloide and cancroide, and is

therefore sometimes referred to as the ' kelis

of Alibert ' (see Cheloid). The term ' keloid
'

has, however, been applied by Addison to a

blemish of the skin, resulting from a fibrous

degeneration of the derma allied with sclero-

derma ; hence the use of the term Addi-
son's keloid. Both diseases are really fibro-

mata ; but one, namely cheloid, is a tumour,

while the other, kelis, is flat, and often re-

sembles a cicatrix. There is another obvious

difference between them : cheloid is restricted

to the derma, whilst kelis follows the sub-

cutaneous connective tissue to the deeper tex-

tures of the body. The early dermatologists

described kelis under the name of morjihaea,

and by that name it is still distinguished by
some modern writers.

Erasmus Wilson.

KERATITIS or KERATODEITIS
(Ke'pai, a horn, the cornea).—Inflammation of

the cornea. See EvE, and its Appendages,
Diseases of.

KERION (Krjplov, a honeycomb).— A
term apjilied to a jiustular folliculitis of the

scalp. The inflamed skin occurs in the form
of one or several blotches of a deep red
colour, prominent, and dotted over with yel-

low spots—the apertures of the follicles, from
which the hair has been expelled, and which
exude a copious muco-purulent fluid. The
yellow spots are converted into hollows by
the tumefaction of the framework of inflamed
skin, and no doubt thereby suggested the
idea of a honeycomb, whilst themuco-purulent
secretion might in like manner be compared
to honey. Another feature of the disease is

the elimination of the hair from the inflamed
follicles, and the subsequent baldness of the
affected part. Kerion is sometimes associ-

ated with tinea capitis. See Tinea ton-
surans.

Erasmus Wilson.

KIDNEYS, Diseases of.— Synon. :

Fr. Maladies des Reins ; Ger. Nierenkrank-
heiten.—The kidney is subject to a number
of diseases, which will be considered in the
following pages in alphabetical order. At

the outset, however, it will be convenient to

present anoutlmeof the abnormal phenomena
to which these affections may give rise.

Summary of Symptoms.—The facts upon
which the diagnosis is founded in diseases

of the kidneys are of three classes, namely :

A. Abnormal local conditions. B.
Abnormalities of the urinary secre-
tion. C. Abnormalities in other parts
of the system, secondary to the local
phenomena.

A. Abnormal local conditions. —
These may be :

—

a. Subjective.—The patient may experi-

ence pain or uneasiness in the region of the

kidney on one or botii sides ; and abnormal
sensations may be also referred to the ureter,

the bladder, or the urethra. The pain may
be influenced by attitude or by exertion ; and
be either constant, paroxysmal, or periodic.

It may be aggravated, relieved, or unaffected

by pressure.

b. Objective.—Examination of the abdomen
and pelvis, by means of palpation and per-

cussion, may reveal the presence of a tumour
connected with the kidney. The tumour
may be solid or fluid; uniform or lobulated.

Tumours of the kidney may generally be

made out by palpation, and especially by
tilting with the one hand the mass forwards
from the lumbar region, upon the fingers of

the other hand applied in front. In some
cases the absence of the kidney from its nor-

mal position may be ascertained by percus-

sion in the lumbar region. By careful ob-

servation of the relative form of the two sides

at the back and in front, either the presence

of tumour, or the absence of the organ, may
be rendered distinct.

B. Abnormalities of the urinary
secretion.

—

a. Tlie urine may be altered in

quantity. It may be increased, as in waxy
degeneration of the kidney, or in advanced
stages of cirrhotic and inflammatory Bright's

disease ; or diminished, either from obstruc-

tion to its escape, or from failure of secretion.

The conditions leading to obstruction to out-

flow are certain diseases of the urethra,

prostate, bladder, or ureters; the last

named inducing suppression only where both
the ducts are simultaneously occluded, or

where, one kidney having been previously

destroyed, the ureter of the other side subse-

quently becomes affected. The impaction of

calculi, and the pressure of new-formations,
are the chief causes of these obstructions.

The conditions leading to diminution or

failure of secretion are the pyrexial state
;

obstruction of uriniferous tubules, as by in-

flammatory products ; long-standing passive
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congestion, as in cardiac disease ; and, prob-

ably, some forms of altered innervation.

b. Tlie urine may be altered in colour, as

from the presence of blood, pus, bi]e, pur-

jiurin ; or of substances introduced into the

system, such as logwood, rhubarb, senna, tar,

and carbolic acid.

/;. The specific gravity may be altered,

being much raised when the proportion of

water is small, or when an excessive amount
of sugar or of urea is being eliminated, or

when a large proportion of blood or of albumin
is j)resent. Dinnnution occurs whenever the

proportion of water is excessive, or the elimi-

nation of urea delicient. It is thus an
important feature of renal disease. In deter-

mining the specific gravity it is important to

remember that, when the specimen has stood

for some time, it may vary in different parts

of the same column of fluid ; that it varies

with the temperature, being lower in warm
than in coldtiuid; and, further, that it varies

at ditlerent times of the day, in relation to

the state of the digestion.

d. The reaction of urine varies from the

slightly acid standard of health, by being
either too acid or alkaline. The acidity may
be excessive when the urine is passed, or may
become increased after it has been voided, in

consequence of the acid fermentation. It

may be alkaline when passed, from the pre-

sence either of fixed alkali or of annnonia.
The ammonia results from decomposition of

urea, and this change constantly occurs in

urine which has been kept and allowed to

decompose.
e. Albumin is a common morbid constitu-

ent of urine, either temporary or permanent.
Several albuminous bodies are met with,

but the most important are serum albumin,
serum globulin, and peptone. Tenn)orary
albuminuria may be artificially produced by
the ingestion into the stomach, or by sub-

cutaneous injection, of raw albumen of egg;
and it sometimes results from derangement
of the digestion, due to the use of indiges-

tible articles of food or from nniscular ex-

ertion. It occurs in certain blood-diseases,

such as scarlet fever, ervsijielas, diphtheria,

and acute yellow atrophy of the liver, and is

probably due to the irritation of the kidneys
by the poisons proper to these maladies. It

also occm's in some cases where fever is high
and persistent, and is then to be explained
by alteration of the condition either of the
vascular walls, of the renal cells, or of the

innervation of the kidneys. It also occasion-

ally results from the use of certam drugs,

such as turpentine and cantharides ; certainly

sometimes from nervous affections, such as

exophthalmic goitre, epilepsy, and injuries to,

or organic disease of, the brain. Permanent
albuminuria is met with in all the forms of

Bnghl's disease : most abundantly in the
inilannnatory form', to a lts8 extent, but
constantly, in the wax^' ; to a still less extent

(and sometimes altogether absent) in the
cirrhotic variety. It also results from pas-

sive congestion of the kidneys, due to ciudiao
disease or other cause ; as well as from sup-
purative nephritis and other diseases of the
kidney, and Irom pyelitis. The ordinary albu-

min of the blood-serum is the fonu which
usually appears in the urine. Now and then
it is found, especially in the course of or
after acute febrile diseases, that a variety of

albumin occurs in the urine which is un-
affected by heat and nitric acid, but which be-

comes coagulated by alcohol. This may either

be fi-om alteration of the substance itself, or

from the presence of some material which
interferes with the ordinary chemical reac-

tion. The indications to be derived from the
presence of peptones in the lurine are not yet
definitely ascertained. See Albumixuki.* ;

AiBUMOSEs ; and Albumosuria.
/. Urea is diminished in quantity wherever

there is destruction of the renal epithelium,

as in the different forms of Bright's disease,

especially the cirrhotic and intiammatory
varieties.

g. 'Hhe phijsical and chemical characters
of the urine are often nuich modified by con-
ditions other than diseases of the kidneys
themselves, and abnormal ingredients may
be present, such as sugar or bile, but these
alterations do not come within the .scope of

the present article. See Urixe, Morbid Con-
; ditions of.

I

h. Deposits are also frequently present in

the urine, which are due to various causes
I apart from renal disease, namely, urates and
uric acid, oxalate of lime, phosphates, c^'s-

j

tin, xanthin, tj-rosin, and leucin. Organic
deposits are important in many affections of

the kidney or its pelvis. In the first i)lace

the epithelium from the latter may be pre-

sent in more or less abundance. Fus appears

I

as a fine granular yellowish deposit, which
:
becomes viscid and transparent on the addi-

tion of liquor potassse. In ammoniacal urine

1 it is sometimes found that the pus-cells have
! imdergone this change within the bladder.

Pus may be derived from the pelvis of the
kidney, or from the kidney-substance itself.

Deposits very similar in general appearance
to pus are sometimes seen in cases of scro-

fulous kidney, but the microscopic appear-
ances are different, the corpuscles being
altered, and often associated with fibrous

tissue. Cancerous deposits, showing distinct

cancer-cells, are also sometimes met with.

The presence of blood or of its pigments
gives the urine a smoky, pinkish, or actually

bloodj- api)earance. Sec H.«maturi.\; Micro-
scope IN Medicine ; and Leucin.

I Tube-casts are sometimes so numerous as

to constitute a deposit quite visible to the

naked eye. These casts are solid niouldsof the

uriniferous tubules, sometimes formed with-

in the free lumen of the tube, but far more
, frequently within the basement-membrane,
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thus including the more or less altered

epithelium. The simplest form of tube-cast

IS the hyaline, a clear structureless cast.

Blood-casts are common, containing distinct

red corpuscles. Epithelial and desquamative
casts are opaque and graimlar, the granular

condition being due for the most part to the

abundance of altered epithelium in their

substance. Fatty casts are those which ex-

hibit evidences of fatty degeneration of the

epithelium. See Bkic4Ht's Disease ; Casts ;

and Urine, Morbid Conditions of.

C. Symptoms occurring in other
parts ofthe body.—Very important symp-
toms occur in connexion with renal diseases,

affecting the organs of circulation and of

digestion, the nervous system, and the skin

;

but these are for the most part associated

with Bvight's disease. See Beight's Disease
;

and Uremia.

Special DisEASES.---The several diseases

of the kidney will now be indicated, and those

will be discussed which are not described

under special headings in other parts of the
work ; for example, Bright's Disease and
Eenal Calculus.

1. Kidney, Abscess of.—This is often

used as a generic term to include any accu-

mulation of pus in connexion with the kid-

ney, whether in the substance of the organ,

in its pelvis, or even around it. Strictly, it

applies only to a collection of matter result-

ing from suppxiration in the kidney-structure

itself. See 12. Kidney, Embolism of; 'I'l.

Kidney, Inflanmiation of Pelvis of; 28. Kid-
ney, Suppurative Iiiflammation of; Peri-
nephritis ; and Surgical Kidney.

2. Kidney, Acute Atrophy of.^
Definition.—This is a rare disease of the
kidney, consisting in rapid exudation into the
cells of the organ, followed by fatty degener-
ation and disintegration ; caused by unknown
conditions; characterised by the sudden oc-

currence of copious albuminuria, with very
numerous tube-casts, and frequently niarked
ursmic symptoms; and resulting ajjparently

invariably in death.

^Etiology.—The causes of this affection

are unknown, but it appears probable that it

depends upon some form of blood-poison, the
disease being frequently associated with acute
atrophy of the liver. In most cases it would
appear to follow the hepatic disease ; in some
it precedes it. It is much more common in the
female sex than in the male ; and is most fre-

quent during pregnancy and after childbirth.

Anatomical Characters.—There are two
stages in the progress of this disease, namely,
(1) that of exudative infiltration and enlarge-
ment

; (2) that of disintegration and atrophy.
In the first stage the organ is enlarged, not
markedly congested, the capsule strips off

readily, the substance is flaccid, the cortical

substance is swollen, the individual tubules
are enlarged and white. On section the

vessels are found mostly empty of blood,

being compressed by the diseased tubules.

The tubules are occupied by dense opaque
material; and the individual cells are swollen
and granular, their nuclei being hidden by
molecular cell-contents. The tubules of the
cones, as well as those of the cortical sub-

stance, are frequently affected. Many of the
cells al-o are in a state of fatty degeneration,

or broken down even at this stage. In the
more advanced stage tho organ is smaller than
natural, and its capsule appears wrinkled.
The kidney is pale and flaccid. When cut
into there escapes a quantity of dehris, often

containing oil-globules, qnite visible to the
naked eye. The stroma is intact, and sec-

tions can easily be made with a Valentin's
knife. The sections show that many of the

tubules are denuded of epithelium, and that

the shrinking of the organ results from this

disintegration. It is easy to find different

tubules and cells in various stages of trans-

formation, some showing the early stage of

cloudy swelling, others the stage of fatty

transformation, and others the disintegrating,

almost deliquescent condition. The friability

of the cells is quite extraordinary, the weight
of a thin cover-glass often sufficing to reduce
them to molecular debris.

It will be observed that the changes, both
in the organ and the individual cells, exactly

correspond to those met with in acute atrophy
of the li\er.

Symptoms.—The symptoms characterising

this affection have not yet been very fully

studied. Diminution of urine, copious albu-

minuria, with deposit of casts corresponding

to the changes in the kidney, are probably

the chief renal symptoms. A tendency to

hfemorrhages, jaundice, and uraemic nervous
affections, and the series of symptoms proper

to acute atrophy of the liver, are also observed.

Diagnosis.—There is probably no disease

with wliich acute atrophy of the kidneys is

liable to be confounded.
Prognosis and Treatment.—The prognosis

must be imfavourable ; and no treatment can
be of any avail.

8. Kidney, Albuminoid Disease of.

See Bright's Disease.
4. Kidney, Anomalies of.—The kidneys

may present three kinds of anomaly, namely

:

in number ; in form ; in situation. Only the

first of these will be referred to here.

Anomalies in Number.— Sometimes one
kidney, with the corresponding ureter, is

entii'ely absent. In such cases the organ
which is present is much above the normal
size. There is generally no symptom present

during life, but diseases of the i)elvis of the

kidney or of the ureter are made more for-

midable in persons so affected, than in those

normally developed.

Occasionally one or more supoi'niinierary

kidneys are present. See 2 >. Kidney, Malfor-

mations of; and 25. Kidney, Malpositions of.
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5. Kidney, Calculus in.— See Renal
CALcri.rs.

(). Kidney, Cancerous Disease of.—
Sec "it. Kidmv, MaliLjnanl Discist^ of.

7. Kidney, Chronic Atrophy of.

—

This fomlitioii of the ki(lii(>v arisi's under
a varictj' of circTiiustiuicos, but specially as a

consoiiueneo of hvdronejjhrosis, and of the

dirt'erent forms of liii^hfs disease. In liydro-

lU'phrosis the atrophy eoiiuneuces in the

eoiu's, and si)reads to the cortical suhstance.

In all the forms of Hrif,'ht's disease it eoin-

nienccs at the surface and spreads inwards.

In iiydronephrosis atrophy is a result of the

pressure of the renal secretion, as it accunni-
lates in the dilated jielvis and within the

tubules. In intlaniniatory Briijht's disease

it is due to interstitial chanj,'es, and the
{gradual absorjjtion of the contents of the

occluded uriniferous tubules. In cirrhotic

lirif,'ht's disease it is a consecpience of the

contraction of the hypertroi)liied fibrous

stroma, and the conse(]uent destruction of

vessels and secretinj» structures. In the
waxy or albuminoid form it is due to the
molecular absorption of the hyaline material
antl altered cells which occupy the urinifer-

ous tubules, as a consequence of the degenera-
tion proper to the vessels.

Anatomical Characters. — Although
really atrojihied, the hydronephrotic kidney
appears large, and may form a mass several

times the size of the normal kidney. It is

lobulated on the surface, and may often be
seen to be little more than a group of cysts

j

containing watery lluid. In the earlier stages

no change is observed, except tlattening of '

the cones; in the later the cortical substance
also is more or less wasted. This condition

is usually seen only on one side, the other
kidney Iteing natural, or somewhat hyjier-

trophied.
\

Atrojjhy from mflammatory Bright's dis-

ease is rarely far adxanced when the fiital

result occurs. lioth kidneys are alTected,

and usually to the same extent. The capsule

strips off readily. The surface presents a i

finely granular appearance. On section, the

cortical substance is found relatively di- !

niinished. Many of the tubules are occupied
by sebaceous-looking material. Many of them
are diminished in size, and iri-egular in out-

line from absorption of their contents. The
stroma is relatively increased, the vessels are
little altered.

In the cirrhotic form the atrophy is often

more advanced, and is commonly e(iual, or

nearly so, on t)ie two sides. The capsule is

adherent, the surface granular and uneven.
On section, the cortical substance appears
diminished, and it often contains many cysts,

j

On microscopic examination the fibrous

stroma is found markedly increased, many
of the tubules and vessels are destroyed,

while the smaller arteries are thickened.

In the waxy or albuminoid form the kid-

neys have in some cases been found greatly
and nearly equally diminished in size. The
capsule strips off readily; the surface is finely
granular. On section the cortical substance
is found diminished, the degenerated Mal-
pighian bodies remaining singularly i)ro-

ininent, especially towards the surface, the
stroma appearing relatively somewhat in-

creased, and the hyaline contents of the
tubules in process of absorption.

Symptoms.—No definite group ofsymptoms
indicati! the existence of atrophy. Those met
^^ith in the atrojihic stages of the different

affections are described under each disease.

Partial Atrophy of the Kidney re-

sults from embolism, new-formations, and
other like causes ; and is in many instances
unattended by synqitoms.

8. Kidney, Cirrhotic— S(?c Brioht's
DiSEASK.

9. Kidney, Congestion of.-- Sec 18
Kidney, Hypera'iuia of.

10. Kidney, Cystic Disease of. De-
finition'.—A chronic morbid state of the
kidney, caused by conditions not fully ascir-

tained ; characterised in some cases by no
symptoms, in others by the presence of tu-

mours, and by symptoms resembling those
of the cirrhotic form of Bright's disease;
resulting in permanent change ; and not
amenable to treatment. The formation of
cysts in the kidney may be unimportant,
either from the small number of cysts, or
fi-om the co-existence of much graver disease

of the kidney ; but it may constitute a serious
disease.

/Etiology.—Nothing is known as to the
causes of cystic degeneration of the kidneys.
It may be congenital, or may come on during
adult life. The mode of origin of the cysts

appears to be from the dilatation above ob-

structed points in the course of the urinifer-

ous tubules, or at their points of origin in the
Malpighian bodies. Sometimes the cysts are
new-formations in connexion with epithe-

lium; and sometimes they arise from the
fibrous stroma of the organ.

Anatomical Characters. — Renal cysts

vary greatly in size, from minute, abnost
microscopic, cavities, to spaces capable of

holding several pints of tluid. The tnie
cystic kidney is large ; its surface is uneven,
and in colour it resembles a piece of con-
glomerate. The capsule strips ofT, but often

with some difficulty. On section its substance
is found replaced by multitudes of cysts,

scarcely any proper tissue remaining. The
contents may be watery, or contain urinary
constituents, or are tinged with blood, or
sometimes are gelatinous or colloid.

SvMiTOMs.—In many cases cystic disease

of the kidneys is unattended by any symp-
toms ; and even when the disease is extensive
and severe there are, as a rule, no constitu-

tional synijitoms until the case draws near
its termination. Among local signs the most
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important is enlargement of the organs, which
naay sometimes be made out by means of

palpation and percussion, in eases which are

advanced, and in emaciated subjects. Both
organs are generally equally enlarged. The
urine is secreted in natural or in excessive

quantity ; its specific gi'avity is low ; and it

contains albumin, and sometimes blood. The
termination of these cases is not infrequently

abrupt, with ursemic convulsions and coma.
Diagnosis.—The points which are of im-

portance are the presence of bilateral tumour;
with copious discharge of urine of low specific

gravity, or containing albumin.

Prognosis.—The prognosis is always un-

favourable.

Treatment.—Treatment can be directed

only to the relief of symptoms.
11. Kidney, Dropsy of. — This is a

synonym for hydronephrosis, in which urine,

more or less altered, accumulates in the renal

pelvis, as the result of obstruction of the

ureter. See Hydronephrosis.
12. Kidney, Embolism of.— The im-

paction of emboli in the branches of the

renal arteries gives rise to various lesions, of

which the most common is the haemon-hagic
infarction ; next to this inflammation and
secondary abscesses ; and more rarely gan-
grenous inflammation. These affections often

do not manifest themselves during hfe by any
distinct symptoms ; or their existence may
be revealed by sudden albuminuria and
haematuria, and sometimes by general con-

stitutional distui'bance and local pain.

^Etiology.—The chief cause of renal em-
bolism is disease of the valves of the heart.

The emboU may be composed of coagulated
fibrin ; or of fragments of the tissue of the
valve, which have been separated by ulcera-

tion. More rareh' embolism is caused by
fibrin which has coagulated between the
meshes of the fleshy columns of the heart,

or by coagula which have formed on the
roughened inner coat of arteries. Among
the remoter causes are those of endocarditis

and endarteritis. This, in so f;ir, corresponds
with the name which Rayer applied to these

infarctions—'rheumatismal nephritis.'

Anatomical Characters.— («) Of heemor-
rhagic infarction.— This may, for conve-
nience, be described as passing through three

stages: (1) that of red consolidation; (2) that

of fawn-coloured transformation; and (3) that

of absorption or atrophy. The form of the

masses is usually conical, or, as seen on
section, wedge-shaped, the base being to-

wards the surface. At first a patch is deeply
congested, and presents a dark red colour.

On microscopic examination the vessels are

found congested, many ruptured ; and blood
is extravasated into the tubules. In the
second stage this redness has jiassed away

;

a buff or fawn-coloured mass represents the

red patch of the earlier stage. On micro-

scopic examination the cells of the tubules

are found to be destroyed, and within them,
as well as in the stroma, blood-piginent may
be found. In the third stage there is com-
monly a dejjression of the surface of the
organ ; and, on section, what had been the
conical patch is represented by a fibrous

cicatrix.

(b)' Of abscesses.—In certain cases, espe-

cially in the course of pyaemia, emboli lead

to the formation of abscesses. Such abscesses

wUl be found throughout the kidney, and may
be traced in various stages, which might be
described as red consolidation, ashy-gi-ey con-
solidation, and suppuration. In this condition

the clot will not be found at the apex of the
cone of disease, but imbedded within it. Be-
tween the simple infarction and the abscess
there is an intermediate state—a certain de-

gi'ee of suppuration occurring at the margin
of the affected area.

(c) Of gangrenous patches.— In conse-

quence of the impaction of an embolus,
though very rarely, gangrene of the affected

district occurs, with more or less suppuration.
Symptoms.—The symptoms of the embolic

infarction in the kidney are often very indis-

tinct, but the condition may sometimes be
diagnosed. For example, if in a ease of val-

vular disease of the heart or extensive cal-

careous affection of the arteries, sudden albu-

minuria or hiPmaturia, with some degree of

fever, and pain in the region of the kid-

neys, occurs, there is every reason to con-
clude that an embolus has been impacted.
This condition is rarely one of importance in

the case, for much graver maladies co-exist

with it. The occurrence of embolic abscess

in the kidney may sometimes be surmised
when sudden albumuiuria or htemattu-ia be-

comes superadded to the other symptoms of

pyaemia. Gangrene of the kidney or a por-

tion of it is not likely to be capable of dia-

gnosis during life.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of renal infarc-

tion turns upon the points above referred to.

It is imjjortant to distinguish it from Bright's

disease, and from passive congestion. From
the former it is distinguished by the sudden-
ness of the onset, the shortness of its dura-
tion, the absence of renal dropsy, and the
presence of cardiac or vascular disease ; from
the latter by the suddenness of its develop-
ment, and by the absence of signs of stasis

in other organs.

Prognosis.—The prognosis in cases of in-

farction is favourable so far as the kidneys
and their functions are concerned, but un-
favourable in this respect, that there is a
tendency to the impaction of emboli in other
more important parts, j)articularly in the
brain.

Treatment. — No special or particular

treatment can be directed to thia condition.

13. Kidney, Patty Disease of. —
Definition.—A chronic affection of the kid-

ney, consisting in simple fatty degeneration
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of, or infiltriition into, the renal epithelium,

witliout intliinnimtion ; chiiracterised by no
syuiptoiiis as yet clearly ascertained.

/Etiology.—Fatty kidney results in some
cases from long-continued exhausting dis-

orders ; from senile marasmus ; from starva-

tion ; from poisoning with phosphorus; and
perhaps from excessive indulgence in fatty

food.

An.\tomical Characters.—The kidneys are

of about the natural size, their surface is

smooth, and the capsule strips off readily.

There is no congestion, and scarcely any
stellate veins are visible. The organ is more
soft and flexible than natural, and the sur-

face is mottled with numerous deposits of

sebaceous-looking material. On section the

relative size of the cortical substance and the

cones is seen to be preserved ; and beyond a
general pallor there is no change except the

abundant deposition of sebaceous-looking

material, mostly in the tubules of the cortical

substance, but also in those of the cones.

On examining a section with a low power
of the microscope, the characteristic fatty

opacity is well-marked, and by careful scru-

tiny it may be generally made out that the

fatt^' material is not in the canal of the tubule,

but within the epithelial cells. The Mal-
pighian bodies, the vessels, and the stroma,
under a higiior power, ajipear natural ; and,
in transverse section of the tubules, a clear

lumen may be made out. It will thus be
observed that there is no inflammatory de-

s<iuamation of the cells, nor exudation tilling

up the lumen of the tube.

Symptoms.— Little is known of tlie clinical

features of this affection. But the quantity
of the urine appears to be diminished. There
is cert.ainly no albuminuria, and apparently
no other important change in its comjjo-

sition. Dr. Lang, of Dorpat, has shown that

a little free oil is sometimes found in the
urine.

Diagnosis.— It is scarcely possible to

diignose this affection with certainty ; but
diminution of the urine, witliout albuminuria,
and with the presence of oil in the m-ine,

especiaUy if associated with the signs of fatty

liver, and with any of the known causes of

fatty degeneration, may lead to the establish-

ment of tlie diagnosis.

Prognosis. — The renal affection is not
generally an important element in the pro-

gnosis, other conditions of more importance
being present.

Treatment.—General tonic treatment, and
the removal of the cause when known, are

the only indications.

14. Kidney, Gouty.— This is a fonn of
contracte<l granular kidney, occurring in

gouty subjects, and attended with the deposit

of urates in- the renal tubules. See Bright's
Disease ; and Gout.

15. Kidney, Grenular.—A synonym for

a chronic form of Bright's disease, where the

kidney presents a granular appearance. See
Bright's Disease.

1(1. Kidney, Hsemorrhage in con-
nexion with. — Blood may escape into

the substance of the kidney, as the result of

embolism or injury ; into the tubules, giving
rise to blood-casts ; or into the renal pelvis,

especially from injuiy to the mucous lining

by calculi. The only diagnostic indication of

this event is the presence of blood in the
urine, intimately mixed with it, or sometimes
in clots. A coagulum of blood may block up
the ureter. See H.t.maturia ; and H.kmo-
globinuhia.

17. Kidney, Hydatid-Disease of.

—

Definition.—A clu-onic parasitic disease of

the kidney, caused by the reception into the

system of the ova of the Tienia echinococcus,

and the development in the kidney of the
correspondhig cystic form; consisting in the

formation of hydatid cysts— ' echinococcus
hominis '—in the substance of the organ

;

characterised in some cases by no sjmptoms,
in others by renal tumour, or by the dis-

charge of cysts with the urine, after symptoms
resembling those of renal calculus ; and
resulting sometimes in recovery, sometimes
in death, either by perforation into the lung,

intestine, or other part, or by suppuration.

^Etiology.—See Entozoa.
Anatomic.\l Charai'ters.—The affected

organ is enlarged, sometimes gi-eatly. It is

often connected by adhesions to neighbouring
parts. A globular tumour projects from the

surface, and extends into the substance of the

kidney, inducing corresponding atrophy. The
cyst has an outer covering of fibrous tissue

dei'ived from the organ ; and an inner coat

—

the cyst proper, which may be barren, that

is, devoid of daughter-cysts, or may contain
within it numerous smaller cysts and pro-

cesses growing inwards from the walls, con-

taining scolices which maj' give origin to the

corresponding tape-worm. In either case

the cyst-wall is somewhat tensely expanded
by a clear licpiid, rich in chloride of sodium.
The cyst enlarges gradually, and may burst

in various directions, but most frecpiently

into the pelvis of the kidney, or into the

lungs and bronchi. Sometimes suppuration

of the cyst occurs, and accordingly one finds

on jM-tt-morton examination the remains of

a shrivelled and sunken cyst, with caseated
contents, in which are imbedded remains of

daughter-cysts and booklets from the scolices.

Symptoms. —The course of hydatid-disease

of the kidney is always chronic. It may be
prolonged for many years. The advance is

insidious. Attention is sometimes drav n
first to the presence of a tumoiu-, sometimes
to the evidences of its rupture. When rup-

ture takes place into the pelvis of the kidney,
daughter-cysts passing along the ureter give

rise to symptoms resembling those of renal

colic ; but the discharge of the cysts, and the

results of the microscoi)ic examination, reveal
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the true cause of the h'ritation. After such
a discharge the cyst may atrophy ; sometimes
it happens that a second or even a third dis-

charge occurs after a shorter or longer inter-

val. ^¥hen the discharge is by the lung,

pain and cough occur, due to irritation of the

pleura : then the exjjulsion of the hydatids

takes place ; sometimes this also results quite

favourably. The special features of a hydatid

tumour are its globular form and its elasticity.

When suppuration occurs, fever supervenes,

attended with local pain.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of hydatid of

the kidney depends upon the presence of a

tumour of a special kind ; and is made cer-

tain by the discharge of cysts or booklets.

Prognosis. — The prognosis is always
doubtful.

Treatment. — Medicine is of no avail.

The best treatment is the removal of the

fluid contents of the cyst by aspiration.

When such removal is successfully effected,

the parasites in many instances die, and the

cyst shrivels up.

18. Kidney, Hypersemia of.

Definition.—An acute or chronic affection

of -the kidney, consisting in active or passive

congestion of its vessels, with secondary
changes; characterised by the appearance of

albumin, and sometimes of blood and of hya-
line tube-casts in the urine, the quantity of

urine being generally diniiiiislied, and its

specific gravity natural ; resulting in recovery

it' the cause be removed, but in the passive

form commonly continuing or recurring till

the fatal result is induced, partly by the

original, and partly by other causes.

yKiioLOGY.

—

Active congestion— that is,

congestion due to increased influx of arterial

blood—may be caused by inflammation ; by
various blood-poisons, such as those of

scarlet fever, measles, typhus ; and by some
medicinal substances, such as cantharides,

turpentine, cubebs ; also probably by agencies

which paralyse the muscular fibres of the
small arteries—as is sometimes seen in the
course of exophthalmic goitre, or which in-

crease the blood-pressure in the renal arteries.

Passive congestion, which implies congestion
due to hindrance to the etflux of venous
blood from the organ, may be caused by any
obstruction to the circulation. It is most
commonly met with in cases of cardiac
disease where the right chambers of the
heart are dilated. It also results from such
diseases of the lungs as are followed by dila-

tation of the right side of the heart—for

example, emphysema. It also sometimes
arises, though much more rarely, from
obstruction in the course of the inferior vena
cava, or in the renal veins, as from pressure
of aneurysmal or other tumours, or from the
formation of a thrombus.
Anatomical Characters.—In the active

form of renal hypersemia, the anatomical
changes are probably less marked after death

than during life. The kidneys are generally
of fully the normal size ; the capsule strips

off readily ; and the surface is smooth. On
section the vessels are found congested ; the
Malpighian bodies frequently standing out
prominently, being distended with blood.

The vessels of the cones are also overfilled.

More or less evidence of inflammatory change
is to be found in the tubules, the epithelium
being granular and opaque, and the lumen
of the tubules, especially those of the cones,

being filled uji with coagulated fibrin. Blood
is sometimes found exiravasated into the
convoluted tubules. The stroma is unaltered.
Sometimes there is congestion of, or even
extravasation into, the mucous membrane of
the jielvis of the kidney and of the ureter. In
passive congestion the anatomical changes
are more marked, and vary with the duration
and intensity of the affection. In the slighter

forms, or in those of short continuance, the
kidney is of fully the natural size ; its

capsule strips off readily ; the surface of the
organ is smooth ; and there is evidence of
congestion. On section, the congestion is

seen to occupy the veins and the Malpighian
bodies ; sometimes there are evidences of
extravasation of blood ; and sometimes fibrin-

ous coagula are found in the tubules.

In the more chronic forms, although the
capsule strips off readily, the surface is some-
what uneven ; congestion is still marked on
the surface, but scarcely so distinctly as in

the earlier stage. On section the organ feels

firmer than natural ; it is in a condition
which may be best described by the term
'induration.' Its small veins and Malpighian
bodies are dilated and full of blood ; the
fibrous stroma is relatively increased,

especially towards the surface of the organ ;

some of the tubules are wasted, some are
blocked up with exuded material, and some
exhibit evidence of disintegration and fatty

degeneration of the epithelium. The con-
dition of the stroma thus approaches that of

cirrhosis of the kidney ; the condition of the
tubules approaches that of inflammation.
There is no definite boundary line between
the conditions anatomically; still the combi-
nation of the changes confirms the inference

which must be drawn from the study of the
clinical history, that these hyperEEinic changes,
though approaching to, are not identical with,

the processes proj^erly included under the
term 'Bright's disease.'

Symptoms.—The symptoms of active con-
gestion are the presence of albumin in the
urine, occasionally accompanied by hyaline
tube-casts, and sometimes by blood in greater
or less quantity. It occurs commonly as a
transient, or occasionally as a recurring con-
dition ; and, unless when it betokens a com-
mencing inflammatory action, is rarely of

much practical importance.
In 2>afsivfi congestion albuminuria is again

the leading symptom ; the urine is generally
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somewhat reduced in quantitA-, of about nor-

niiil si)i'C'ific gravity, often of acid reaction,

depositing; urates. The amount of urea is

little below the normal. Tube-casts are

Usually scanty, and may be wantinj; ; when
present they are hyaline or sometimes bloody,

and occasionally contain altered epilheliinn.

Diagnosis.— The question relating to dia-

gnosis, which is of mos' i)ractical imjxjrtance,

lies between hypera'mia anil intlanimatory

liriijbt's disease. In makinj'; this distinction,

the points to which we have to attend are the

fxeneral condition of the patient, in resi)ect to

the possible causes of sucli an aflection, the

presence of cardiac or pulmonary disease,

or of venous obstruction. lu conjjestive

aHections the urine is scanty, as it often is

in 15ri}jht's disease, but it is of hi^'h colour,

of natural specific Ri-avity, and rarely con-

tams blood, renal epitheliuni, or tube-casts.

Prognosis.—The prognosis depends en-

tirely upon the conditions inducing the con-

gestion. In the active form it usually

rapidly subsides ; in the jiassive form, it is

persistent, or at best, if temporarily got rid

of, is almost sure to recur.

Tkkatmknt.—When the renal congestion
is very intense, dry cupping, local blood-

letting, the hot air or the warm vapour bath,

or warm ajiijlications over the kidneys, may
be indicated; but the treatment is mostly
that of the diseases which are inducing the

congestion. Thus, in the case of cardiac

disease digitalis and iron, in the case of pul-

monary disease digitalis with stjuill. and, if

necessary, a little blue pill or carbonate of

ammonium, are indicated. The general man-
agement should be that proper to the ob-

structive disease which has induced the

congestion.

I'J. Kidney, Hypertrophy of.—True
hypertr()[)hv. that is to .«ay, increase of all

the elements, or of the essential elements
of the kidney, occurs only in one organ as

a rule, and that by way of compensation for

atro])]iy of the other.

Simple increase of bulk of the kidneys
often results to a certain extent from conges-

tion, iiiHammation, the various forms of

Bright's disease, new-formations, and accu-
mulation of the secretion.

An.\tomical Chakacters.—These present
no peculiarity beyond the enlargemtnt. the

organ weighing sometimes eight or nine
ounces, the renal artery and vein being pro-

portionately enlarged, with a corresponding
coarseness of structure.

Symptoms.—Hypertrophy of the kidney is

without symptoms, but it might so hap]ien

that the enlargement of the organ could be
detectetl on physic.il examination.

•iO. Kidney, Infarction in.—See 12.

Kidney. Kmbolism of.

21. Kidney, Inflammations of.—In-

flauimation of the.kidiie.\ s and their j)elve3

presents many varieties. The kidneys them-

selves exhibit, first, tubular inflammation,
acute or chronic; second, inflammation of

the stroma, acute or chronic ; third, sui)pura-

tive inflammation of the substance of the
organ, septic or non-septic. The renal pelvis

is also liable to acute or chronic iiillamma-
tion. It will serve no useful purpt)se to discu.ss

these in a general article, and therefore the
reader is referred to the several special arti-

cles. See BuioHT's Diskase; 26. Kidney,
Suppurative Inflammation of; and 22. Kid-
ne,\'. Inllanmialion of I't-Kis of.

22. Kidney, Inflammation of Pelvis
of.— Synon. : I'yehtis ; I'r. Pijilile ; Ger.
Nicrenbeckenetits and lUH/.

Definition.- -An acute or chronic disease

of the pelvis of the kidney, caused by ex-

tension of intlamniation or irritation from
the neighbouring jiarts, by renal calculus,

by cold, or by blood-poi.soning ; consisting

in inflammation of the mucous membrane,
frequently associated with changes in the
other coats and in neighbouring parts; cha-
racterised by the presence of mucus or pus
in the secretion, with local pain, and more
or less constitutional disturbance; sometimes
resulting in recovery, sometimes in long-

continued illness, and occasionally in death.
.IvrioLOGY. Pyelitis is caused by :— (1) ex-

tension of inflammation from neighbouring
parts of the urinary tract—sometimes from
the kidneys, sometimes from the bladder;

(2) stagnation and decomposition of the urine
in the renal pelvis; (ii) mechaniciU irritation,

as from calculi and gravel
; (4) exposure to

cold ; (5| certain blood-])oisons, such as those
of septicieinia, diphtheria, and typhus ; and
(0) the action of certain other poisons.

Anatomical Charactkus.—Three types of
pyelitis may be recognised, namely :— (a) the
acute

; (b) the chronic ; and (c) the cal-

culous.

(a) Acute.—The mucous membrane is con-
gested, and its surface coated with mucus,
sometimes with a bloody, sometimes with a
diphtheritic, layer. The membrane itself

may be more or less extensively destroyed ;

and the characteristic tailed epithelial cells of
the pelvis of the kidney may be thrown oil" in

large numbers. Besides these cells, the cavity
contains mucus or muco-purulent material
in (luantity.

{!)) Chronic.—In this condition the mucous
membrane is much thickened, often of a slate-

gi'ey colour, with ecchymoses, and sometimes
with ulcerative abrasions of the surface. The
other coats of the pelvis and the ureter may
also be distinctly thickened, and the lumen of
the ureter may be more or less narrowed. The
cavity contains purulent material, with delirix

of broken-down mucous membrane; and
sometimes, the ureter beitig obstructed, great
accumulation of pus takes place, .so as to

expand the pelvis and lead to partial atrophy
of the kidney {pynnephroniH).

{c) Calculous.—In this form the mucous
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membrane may present either of the condi-

tions above described, but one always finds

mingled with the other contents calculi of

greater or less size.

Symptoms.—The symptoms of acute pyelitis

may be either well-defined or masked. There
may be uneasiness or acute pain in the loins

and along the line of the ureter; sometimes
distinct rigors, with other febrile symptoms,
occur; and the urine is cloudy, depositing

mucus or muco-purulent material, or some-
times blood. The most characteristic feature

is the presence in the urine of the angular

tailed cells which line the pelvis of the

kidney. The condition may gradually sub-

side, or may become chronic ; or in rare

cases, and where important complications

exist, it may prove ftital.

In chroriic pyelitis there is often an aching

feeling, or well-defined pain, in the region of

the \ireters. There is constitutional disturb-

ance, debility, fever, hectic ; the urine is

opaque, and deposits pus—generally grey,

sometimes tinged with blood. This condi-

tion ma_v go on for long periods, sometimes
terminating in recovery, but often persisting

and proving fatal by exhaustion, by extension

to the kidney-substance or to the surround-

ing cellular tissue, or by concomitant com-
plications.

The calculous differs from the other forms

in respect of its cause ; and in being attended

by more pain, by more tendency to haemor-

rhage, and sometimes by the presence of

crystals, gravel, or calculi in the deposit.

If the escape of the pus should be pre-

vented in any of the three forms of pyelitis,

owing to obstruction of the ureter, and i)yo-

nephrosis result, a fulness or fluctuating

tumour may be detected in the renal region,

and this in some instances subsides at in-

tervals, with a copious discharge of pus in

the urine.

Diagnosis.—From cystitis, pyelitis is dis-

tinguished by the absence of vesical pain,

and of frecpient calls to micturition ; and by
the presence of the luml)ar uneasiness, and
the more intimate admixture of the foreign

materials with the secretion. From renal

inflammation it is distinguished by the ab-

sence of tube-casts ; the seat of the pain
;

and the presence of the characteristic cells

of the renal pelvis. From strumous kidney
it is sometimes almost impossible to differen-

tiate simple pyelitis. Indeed, the two condi-

tions are not infrequently associated together
;

but the presence of other evidences of stru-

mous disease, the enlargement of one or both
kidneys, and the discharge of copious debris,

in addition to the pus, often suffice to dis-

tinguish the one from the other.

Prognosis. — In the slighter and acute
forms of pyelitis, the prognosis is generally
favourable. In the chronic variety it must
always be guarded, the amount of danger
being determined in some measure by the

cause, the constitutional conditions, and the
complications.
Treatment.—The first essential is that the

patient should have rest, and that the urinary
secretion should be copious and bland. In
order to secure these ends, a diet largely com-
posed of milk and simple diluents, or in some
cases exclusively of milk, and the avoidance
of stimulating foods and drinks, are to be
insisted on. As to medicine, if the urine be
excessively acid, alkalis should be adminis-
tered; if it be alkaline, mineral acids, or ben-

zoic acid, or a benzoate should be given.

Various remedies which appear to diminish
irritation, such as uva ursi, pareira brava,

buchu, tritieura repens, copaiva, and sandal-

wood oil, ought to be employed. In the more
acute cases the application of poultices to

the loins, and the internal administration ot

henbane or opimn, or morphine hypodermic

-

ally, are to be recommended.
in the chronic forms of pyelitis a similar

line of treatment should be perseveringly

followed ; and in cases which owe their

origin to the presence of calculi, the remedies
appropriate to the diathetic condition should

be employed. Astringents may possibly be
useful m checking too copious a discharge

of pus.

In calculous pyelitis our first effort must
be to obtain the removal of the calculus by a
copious flow of urine, and to prevent the for-

mation of others by correcting the faults of the

system to which their formation is due. But
if we are unable to get rid of them, surgical

interference is fully warranted, and in many
cases this suffices at once to relieve the

accumulation of pus, and get rid of the

calculi.

'23. Kidney, Malformations of.—The
commonest malformation of the kidneys is

lobulation, which is a relic of the fcetal

condition. Next comes the undue develop-

ment of one organ. Sometimes there are

two pelves belonging to each kidney, or two
ureters. A not very rare anomaly is the

horse-shoe hidney, which consists sim]>ly in

the union of the two kidneys, by a band of

renal tissue, at either end, usually the lower.

This abnormality is often attended by ano-

malies m the arrangement of the ureters and
vessels. A very rare condition is that in

which there is a central union between the

two organs, owing to the develoi^ment of

supplementary renal structure opposite their

pelves. None of these malformations lead to

any important symptoms, except by pressure

upon the duct or vessels, under superadded
abnormal conditions of the organs themselves,

or of neighbouring parts.

24. Kidney, Malignant Disease of.—
Definition.—A chronic disease of the kidney,

caused by the circumstances which induce
cancer elsewhere ; consisting in the forma-
tion of nodules of cancer, or the infiltration

of the organ with the new-formation ; charac-
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tensed by a renal tumour, cachexia, and
frequently by alteration of the urine ; and
resultinjj in death.

/Etiology.— Frimary renal cancer arises

from causes not yet ascertained. It occurs

at two epochs of hfe—namely, in early child-

hood and in adult ajre. Children under four

years appear specially liable. Tlie male sex

is more freqiuMitly affected than tiie female

;

the rifjht kidney more commonly than the left.

Secondari/ cancer of the kidney is most
fi'eciuently associated with carcinoma of the

liver, the stomach, the mannna, the testicle,

or the uterus ; sometimes of the supra-renal

bodies, or the mesenteric glands.

An.\tomical Char.\cteus.—All the varie-

ties of cancer have been met with in tlie

kidney, but the medullary is by far the most
common. It is sometimes ])rimary, sometimes
secondary. The jjrimary affects usually one
kidnej'. most commonly the right ; the organ
is often much enlarged, weighing sometimes
as much as sixteen or seventeen pounds, and
this even in young children. In ten children

Sir William Koberts found the average
weight 8| lbs. ; in ten adults he found it 1)-,-

Ibs. Sucli large tiunours occupy a great part

of the abdomen, and push the colon forward.

The cancer is in some cases scattered in

separate nodules ; in others it is infiltrated

through the mass. It commences always in

the cortical substance, and is developed from
the tibrous stroma. In the scattered cases

the remaining portions of the kidney are

(piite sound. The cancer maj' involve the

sub-mucous tissue of the mucous mem-
brane of the pelvis, the ureters, and the veins.

The lymphatic vessels and glands also become
secondarily affected. Sometimes it affects

the peritoneum and colon, and it has even
involved the skin.

When the renal affection is secondary, it

usually involves both organs, and rarely

leads to such enlargement as is seen in the

primary disease. It occurs in the form of

numerous nodules, developed in the stroma
or along the vessels. The remaining renal

tissue is commonly healthy, but it may be
inflamed or otherwise altered.

Kiflnrij, Sarcoma of.—It is probable that

a considerable proportion of the cases from
which the description of carcinoma of the

kidneys is drawn was really referable to one
or other of the varieties of sarcoma— either

the more common ah'eolar form, or the rarer

one with striped muscular fibres

—

rhahdo-
mi/onia. At the present time it is not pos-

sible satisfactorily to mark off a definite

clinical history of this group of new-forma-
tions.

Symptoms.—The symptoms of primary
cancer generally become quite distinct when
the disease advances, but in the earlier stages

they are very indistinct. The urine itself is,

as a rule, natural in quantity, of acid reaction,

normal specific gravity and colour ; but from

' time to time blood appears, its amount vary-
ing from a mere trace to a very serious

I haemorrhage. Sometimes the blood is. in
' clots, and this bleeding may be the earliest

I

symptom. It occasionally happens that car-

cinomatous elements may be discovered in

the urinary deposit, but it is verj' difficult to

identify them.
Examination of the abdomen reveals thi-

presence of a tumour, occupying and extend-
ing from the region of the kidney. The
tumour is generally nodulated, of tolerably

firm consistence, and dull on percussion. Tlie

colon lies in front of the mass, which is

capal)Ie of being tilted forward by pressure
on the renal region. When the left kidney
is affected, the si)leen is displaced upwards.
As a rule, there is persistent consti])ation, and
some pain ; together with the general sj-rap-

toms of the carcinomatous cachexia.
Di.\GNosis.—Carcinoma of the Ic/l kidney

may be confounded with enlargement of the
spleen ; with perine])hric abscess

; perhaps
sometimes with disease of the mesenteric
glands ; or witli obstruction of the colon, and

I

retenticm of fseces. From splenic tumour it

I is distinguished by its lower position, by the
' absence of the splenic notch, the normal
condition of the blood, the presence of blood
in the urine, the nodulated character of the
tumour itself, and the position of the colon
in relation to it. From perinephric abscess

cancer of the kidney is distinguished by the

absence of fever, and of fluctuation ; as well

as by the less rapid advance of the disease.

I

From tumours of the mesenteric glands
, renal cancer is distinguished by its-situation,

being more towards the side and the lumbar
region. The mass also is less nodular than

I

in mesenteric growths, which are composed

I

of groups of glands. From carcinoma of the

intestine, with accumulation of faeces above
it, it is distinguished by the position of the
mass, and by its characters on palpation ; as

well as by absence of the signs proper to the
intestinal disease.

Carcinoma of the right kidney may be

confounded with tumour of the liver, especi-

ally in children ; bat the presence of a space

of clear percussion, more or less extensive,

between the liver and the tumour, should

, remove all doubt. If the diseased kidney
touches the liver, reliance must be placed on
the symptoms proper to renal or to hepatic

,
disease respectively.

! Cancer of the kidney is to be distinguished

from tumour of the ovary by its more tised

position, and the history of its growth.
Prognosis.—The prognosis is in all cases

I

unfavourable ; the duration varies with the

I

form of cancer.

I

Treatment. — Treatment is, of course,

merely palliative—morphine, belladonna, hen-
bane, applied externally or injected subcu-

' taneously, to relieve pain ; ergotin and other

preparations of ergot, acetate of lead, and
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gallic acid to check haemorrhage ; and iron

as an astringent and blood-tonic. The bowels

require careful attention ; an 1 sometimes
there may be so much ascites as to warrant
tapping. Excision of the affected organ may
be attempted in some cases.

25. Kidney, Malpositions of. — The
kidney may be congenitally displaced, but

the important anomaly coming under this

head is the movable liidney, which demands
special consideration.

Definition.—The movable kidney is a

condition especially affecting women; con-

sisting in the undue mobility of one, or rarely

of both kidneys ; characterised in some cases

by no symptoms, in others by uneasiness or

pain, with general nervous disturbance, and
by the presence of a tender reniform tumour,

with clear note on percussion in the renal

region of the aflected side ; resulting, as a

rule, in frequent recurrence of the symptoms,
without danger to life.

JUtiology.— Movable kidney is more com-
mon in the female sex, and especially in those

who have passed through many pregnancies,

but it is not exclusively associated v\ith

women, for it occurs (although rarely) in

males, and also in children. The right kid-

ney is much more frequently affected—65

out of 91 cases (Ebstein). Its occurrence is

probably mainly due to laxity of the abdomi-
nal parietes, and unusual length, or irregular

distribution, of the renal vessels.

Anatomical Chaeactees.—The kidney is

not necessarily changed in its structure, biit

its position may be altered in any direction.

Symptoms.—In many cases no symptoms
occur in movable kidney. But in some cases,

whenever the displacement occurs, much
uneasiness or even considerable pain is ex-

perienced. The writer has known a man
unable to work in consequence of the pain
inducedby the displacement, and losing a day's

work regularly once a week or once a fortnight.

The sensations are genex-ally rather of the
nature of \ague uneasiness than of actual

pain, except when the organ is touched, and
then there is pain of a peculiar and sickening
kind. The urine sometimes becomes altered

during the attacks, depositing mucus, and in

one case in the writer's practice a little

blood. On percussion over the renal region
posteriorly a clear note may be elicited on
the affected side, and sometimes a tiattening

may be made out at the part. Careful pal-

pation reveals a tumour, of characteristic

renal form ; and now and then pulsation of the
renal artery may be felt. The morbid condi-

tion may recur at intervals during many
years ; in some cases it is apparent for a
time, and then absent for a very long period.

It is liable to be brought on by effort, but
often appears without discoverable cause.

Occasionally it is found that the displaced
kidney owes its position to the existence of
carcinoma or other disease of the organ.

Diagnosis.—The malady may be con-

founded with tumour of a malignant nature,

originating either in the abdomen or in the
pelvis. The diagnostic points are—the pecu-
liar tenderness; the mobility; the occasional

disappearance ; the unchanging character of

the tinnour ; and the occurrence of a clear

percussion-note with flattening in the renal

region of the affected side.

Peognosis.—The prognosis is favourable.

Teeatment.—The treatment should be by
means of bandages or trusses to support tiie

abdominal walls, and keep up a pressure upon
the kidney, so as to retain it in its normal
situation. In the case of the working man
above referred to, complete immunity from
the displacement was obtained by the use of

a bandage with a pad so arranged as to keep
up a pressure upon the organ.

20. Kidney, Morbid Growths of.—
The only really important morbid gi-owths of

the kidney are cancer and tubercle. Syphilitic

new-formations occasionally occur, but give

rise to no characteristic symptoms. Growths
of fibrous, fatty, bony, muscular, and glandular
tissue have all been met with in a few cases.

Hydatid-disease may also be mentioned.
27. Kidney, Parasites of.—The para-

sites which have been described as existing

in the iiuman kidneys are hydatids {see 17),

strongylus gigas, pentastoma denticulatum,

j

bilharzia haematobia ; also the larval form of

the filaria sangiiinis hominis, which inhabits

I

the lymphatic vessels, either of the kidneys
themselves, or of some lower part of the

urinary tract.

Teeatment.—In the treatment of patients

affected with bilharzia haematobia, the inter-

nal use of oil of turpentine, and of the extract

of male fern, is recommended It is stated

that, when the bladder is aff'ected, injections

of iodide of potassium, twenty or thirty

grains dissolved in tepid water, repeated
every second or thii'd day, have been found
useful. See Entozoa ; Chylukia; and 17.

Kidney, Hydatid-Disease of.

28. Kidney, Suppurative Inflamma-
tion of.—Definition.—An acute or sub-

acute disease of the kidneys ; caused by
injuries, extension of disease from the bladder,

and perhajjs exposure ; consisting in inflam-

mation and suppuration in the kidney

;

characterised by constitutional disturbance,

with local jiain or tenderness, and various

alterations of secretion ; and usually resulting

in death.

^Etiology.—The commonest causes of this

disease are renal calculus, leading to inflam-

mation of the pelvis of the kidney ; and
inflammation of this part, propagated
upwards from the bladder or urethra. Next
in frequency is pyaemia, which induces
metastatic abscesses. Comparatively rarely

the inflammation is a result of embolism of

the renal arteries ; of injuries ; and perhaps
of exposure to cold.
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Anatomical CiiAnACTF.ns.—Tlie afTocted

orj;aiis are generally above the natural size.

The capsule may strip off readily, but often

this process leads to tearing of the sub-

stance, and liheratum of pus. The surface

is frequently discoloured in patches. The ab-

scesses may be described as passin<j through
several stages. There is first the stage of

congestion, with exudation into the stroma
of the organ ; secondly, the stage of grey

consolidation ; and thirdly that of supjiura-

tion. Occasionally sloughing occurs. Some-
times perinephric abscess results, from
perforation of the capsule. Drying up of

the pus, with shrivelling of the atlected area,

is sometimes met with.

Microsco])ic examination reveals in some
cases at an early stage the presence of colonies

of bacteria in certain districts within the

tubules, causing irritation first in them,
then in the stroma, and thus inducing
8Ui)j)uration.

Symptoms.—The most important clinical

features of suppurative nephritis are the con-

stitutional disturbance, accompanied by pain
in the region of the kidneys, and tenderness
on pressure, with scantiness of secretion

;

the urine being albuminous or bloody, or

sometimes purulent, and depositing tube-
casts.

DiAONOsis.—From pyelitis, suppurative
inflammation of the kidneys is distinguished

by the presence of tube-casts, aiul the ab-

sence of the characteristic angular cells of the
calices of the pelvis. From perinephritis,

it is diagnosed by the absence of distinct

tumour, and by the history of the case.

Prognosis.— The prognosis is generally
grave.

Theatment.—The strength should be sup-
ported by suitable food, bj' tonics, and
stimulants when necessary ; and in some
cases benefit may be derived from poulticing,

fomentations, or the apphcation of leeches.

Under suitable conditions it might be de-

sirable to open a renal abscess, and evacuate
the i>us.

•2'.». Kidney, Syphilitic Di.sease of.

—

Syphilis may produce in the ki(liu\v, as in

other organs, congestion ; inllanmiatum—
either simple or giunmatous, with the
cicatrices and nodules resulting therefrom ;

and waxy or amyloid degeneration.

Anatomical Characters. — There is

scarcely ever an opportunity of studying the
appearances of the syphilitic kidney in cases

of congestion—probably over-filling of the
vessels, with slight iiitlammatory conditions
of the tubules, is ali that would be found.
The smi])le interstitial inflammation is cha-
racterised by thickening and swelling of the
fibrous stroma, in patches here and tlu're,

Giunmatous inflammation is rare ; but when
it does occur, it forms masses of tlie ordinary
gummy character. • Either of these condi-

tions may lead to the formation of syphilitic

cicatrices, which may appear on the surface
of tlie organ, or be imbedded in the cortical

substance. Their formation is attended by
the destruction of tubules in the affected parts.

Symptoms.— Albuminuria, slight in amount
and of temporary duration, occurring along
with other syphilitic congestive affections,

has appeared to the writer to indicate renal

congestion. \'arious slight cases of inflam-

matory ISrighfs disease have api)eared to be
due to the syphilitic poison. The symptoms
of tlie interstitial and giimmv inflammations
are not ascertained, although probably albu-

minuria attends them also. For the s>inp-

toms of waxy degeneration, see BuKiUT's
Disease.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of sj-philitic

disease of the kidney depends u])on the co-

existence of renal symptoms witii evidences
of syphilis, while other diseases of the kidney
are excnuled.

Prognosis.—This is favourable so far as

danger is concerned, except in the case of

severe waxy degeneration.

Treat.ment.—Iodide of potassium has been
found to be useful in this as in other syphilitic

affections, at least in tlie congestive and
inflammatory conditions. Should it fail to

give relief, the pcrchloride of mercury may
be given in moderate doses, and continued
cautiously even when albniiiinuria is present.

3U. Kidney, Tuberculosis of.

Definition.—A chronic disease of the kid-

neys and ureters ; caused by tubercular in-

fection, or by strumous inflammation of the
structures involved ; consisting in the forma-
tion of nodules of tubercle, or in strumous
inflammation of the substance of the gland,

and of the mucous membrane ; characterised

by some degree of constitutional disturbance,

sometimes by renal tumour, and by various

alterations of the urine, particularly deposit

of caseous purulent debris; and resulting

usually in death.

/Etiology.—Thedirect causes of tubercular
disease of the kidney are unknown. It is more
common in children and young people than
in those more advanced in life, but it -espe-
cially the scrofulous form—may occur later.

Jlen are decidedly more frecjiu'iitiy atfecteil

than women. The kidneys are rarely e(iually

involved; the right is commonly worse than
the left. One organ may be quite free from
disease.

An.atomical Characters.— Under renal
tuberculosis are included both tubercle proper
and strumous inflammation. Tubercle proper
occurs in the form of minute miliary nodules
scattered throughout the substance of the
organ, as a local manifestation of a general

true tuberculosis. Strumous inflammatiiui

leads to the formation of larger masses, in-

volving either the mucous membrane of tho
pelvis of the kidirey, or the cortical sub-

stance. \\ lien the former is its seat, it leads

to a thickening of the mucous membrane,
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commencing in patches which gradually

extend and ultimately undergo ulceration.

"When the cortical substance is affected, the

organ becomes enlarged; presents a markedly
lobulated surface ; and on section conical

masses of altered tissue ai-e found to corre-

spond with the prominences of the lobules.

Some of them are solid and cheesy ; others

are softened in the centre ; while others are

completely softened, so that on section a

quantity of puriform debris flows out, leav-

ing a cavity with white walls, rendered

shaggy by the shreds of fibrous tissue which
project from them. Sometimes scarcely any
renal structvn-e is left. Occasionally what
remains shows the characters of waxy de-

generation. The disease commences in the

stroma of the organ ; the tubules are com-
pressed, but are rarely the seat of inflamma-
tory changes. \Vhen the mucous membrane
of the pelvis of the kidney and the ureter is

affected, the membrane is thickened at cer-

tain parts, and afterwards becomes ulcerated;

and the lumen is diminished, or completely
choked up by granular debris. Frequently
both the mucous membrane and the sub-

stance of the kidney are affected. It occa-

sionally happens, when one kidney is exclu-

sively affected, that shrinkmg of the gland
takes place ; and a putty-like material, rich

in cholesterin, or perhaps even calcareous

nodules are found, occupying the smooth-
walled cavities produced by the disease.

Tuberculosis of the ureters, prostate, vesi-

culffi serainales, bladder, and testicle not in-

frequently co-exists.

Symptoms.—When tubercle occurs in small
nodules in the kidneys it produces no symp-
toms, and even in the inflammatory form
the constitutional symptoms are, in tlie ear-

lier stages, not very weU-inarked ; but as the

disease advances, fever, passing gradually
into the hectic type, is developed. The local

symptoms may be negative, but there is fre-

quently pain in the affected organ, with ten-

derness on pressure ; and in some cases a
tumour may be felt in front, or percussion
may reveal an increased area of dnlness in

one or both renal regions. The secretion

may be normal, or even sometimes excessive

in quantity, when the disease is not far

advanced. It may be acid or alkaline, of
fair specific gi-avity, albuminous, and some-
times bloody. It often contains a puriform
material, with debris of renal tissue. Some-
times there are masses of cheesy material,
which are eminently characteristic, occur-
ring in no other form of disease of the
urinary tract. Tubercle bacilli are some-
times demonstrable in the deposited debris.

Occasionally the mine becomes suppressed,
and symptoms of m'semia precede the fatal

termination.
Diagnosis.— The evidences on which we

rely in the diagnosis of tubercular disease

of the kidney, are the presence of pyelitis,

KIN^STHESIS

combined with signs of tubercular disease,

in other parts, and above all the deposit in

the urine of the characteristic fragments of

cheesy tissue above described, and the occur-

rence of bacilli, although the failure to de-

monstrate them cannot be held to forbid this

diagnosis.

Prognosis.—The prognosis is very un-
favourable, on account both of the local and
of the constitutional conditions.

Treatment.— The treatment is merely
palliative—to relieve pain or uneasiness ; and
to seek to improve the general health, by ad-

ministering remedies which are useful in

strumous affections.

31. Kidney, Tumour of.—Any enlarge-

ment connected with the kidney, which re-

veals itself on clinical examination, is re-

garded as a renal tumour. This may be due
to mere hypertrophy of the organ ; any form
of cystic disease ; accumulation of any fluid

in the renal pelvis, or in the kidney itself ,<

or a solid new-growth, especially malignant
disease. For a description of the signs of

these several conditions, the reader is referred

to their respective headings in this article

;

and to other appropriate articles.

T. Grainger Stewart.

KIESTEIN {kvw, I am pregnant; and
e'affhi, a pellicle).

—

Synon. : Fr. KyesUine
;

Ger. Ki/estcin.—This substance was formerly
believed to be peculiar to, and always present

in, the urine of women in pregnancy, and it

was held, therefore, to be significant of that

condition. It is usually detected between
the second and seventh months. It may,
however, be absent dm'ing the whole period

of pregnancy, as also at the beginning and at

the end of pregnancy. It is also met with
in the urine of non-pregnant, ansemic patients,

under other conditions apart from gestation

;

and even in the urine of men. It therefore

possesses no diagnostic value.

If urine capable of yielding kiestein be set

aside in a tall glass, a cotton- wool-like floccu-

lent precipitate becomes visible in the middle
of it on the second or third day. This soon
rises to the top, and an iridescent pellicle is

seen forming on the surface. When this has
fully formed, it begins to fall through the
fluid in the form of flocculi, until the whole
is deposited at the bottom as a whitish layer.

Another pellicle containing triple phosphates
succeeds this, and putrefactive changes pro-

ceed. Fat, mucus, crystals of triple phos-
phate, vibriones, and granular naatter have
been detected in kiestein.

Alfred Wiltshire. John Harold.

KINJESTHESIS («w'co, I move; and
alrrdtjdis, sensation).—The sense of move-
ment.

This endowment is one ofgreat importance
in reference to the mode of production of

voluntary movements ; in reference to the
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real nature of the functions performed by
the so-called ' motor area ' ot the cerebral

cortex ; and also for the proper com]>rehon-
siort of aphasia and other speech defects.

Every time a movement is executed we
receive a group of sensorial impressions oc-

casioned by and peculiar to the particular

movement. This group of kiiupsthetic im-
pressions is matio up in part of imi)ressions

emanating from the muscles in action, of

others emanating from the joints moved, and
of others coming from tendons, fasciiv, and
skin. As some such complex group of sen-

sations or impressions occurs in association

with every movement, they may best be

described as ' sensations of movement,' with
the xmderstanding that they pertain to a dis-

tinct kind of sensorial endowment—a sense

of movement—kinspsthesis.

These groups of sensations are registered

as groups in dehnite portions of the cerebral

cortex, and are capable of being revived in

memory like other sensorial impressions.

When so revived they constitute (with other

related revivals in the visual centres) our
' ideas of movements.' A revival of such an
idea must always constitute the first stage in

the re-initiation of any voluntary movement
that we may desire to perform.

Part of the group of kinresthetic impres-
sions belongs to what is known as touch and
common sensibility, but the most important
part of all isconiposedof what are called 'mus-
cular sense ' impressions, coming from the dif-

ferent muscles, and giving information as to

their several degrees of tension or contrac-

tion. Thus, it is by means of kiniesthetic

impressions {a) that we are made accurately

acquainted with the position and movements
of our limbs, (b) that we judge of weight and
resistance, (c) that we derive information and
guidance during the performance of move-
ments, and (^/| that we are enabled volition-

ally to re-initiate similar movements by the

ideal recall of impressions excited by past
movements.

Kinii'sthetic impressions pass up through
the spinal cord and the bulb ; thence they
pass through the posterior part of the inter-

nal capsule, and, as the writer has endea-
voured to show elsewhere, they are registered

in the Rolaiulic area of the cortex. The so-

called ' motor centres ' in the cortex are, in

fact, rather sensory centres of kinsesthetic

type, in which the effects of movements are
registered, and in which the ideal recall of

movements occurs as an absolutely necessary
preliminary to the production of voluntary
movements.
Disorders ofEinsesthesis.—From what

has already been said, it will be clear that

very different disabilities should result (A)

from lesions which affect the paths for kin-

esthetic impressions, either in the cord or in

the brain
;
(B) from those which are produced

by disease of the kiniesthetic centres in the
69

cortex. The eflects of disease of the centres,

again, will var3' according as thoy are of a
destructive or of an irritative nature. Not
infrequently, and especially in hysterical sub-
jects, we get a further complication (C), due
to the simultaneous involvement of the cere-

bral paths and of the centres for kimestbesis.
A. Where the pallis for kiiuesthetic impres-

sions are damaged, the following defects are
more or less marked :

—

1. Difficulty in specifying the nature and
extent of passive movements, and also as to

the position in which affected limbs are left.

2. Dithculty in discriminating differences in

weight and resistance when affected muscles
are called into play. 3. Difficulty in ac-

curately performing prescribed movements
when the eyes are closed, e.g. from the ab-

ducted position of the arm touching the tip

of the nose with the forefinger. These are
the kinds of defect which are met with in

locomotor ataxy, owing to implication of
kiniesthetic paths in the cord ; and such
paths are sometimes affected altogether out
of proportion to other sensory channels.
Very similar defects are also met with in

some cases of cerebral hemianiesthesia, due
to lesions or functional derangements in the
region of the posterior part of the internal

capsule—that is, in cases where there is a
loss of deep as well as of superficial sensi-

bility in the affected half of the bodj-. Para-
lysis, it should be observed, is not a symptom
belonging to either of these conditions.

The fact of the existence of a loss, partial

or complete, of kina;sthetic_ sensibility can
often only be established when great care is

taken ; and the difficulties are greater in the
way of our diagnosing such a defect in the

leg than they are in the arm and hand. The
kind of tests to which we must submit the

patient (who must be blindfolded) for the
recognition of such defects, are these : We
must investigate (a) his ability to discrimi-

nate differences in weight; {h) his ability to

recognise and describe the position in which
a limb is left after passive movements ; this

may sometimes best be judged by his ability

to put the oi)posite sound limb in a similar

position, or by telling him to touch with the

sound hand some named part of the affected

limb ; (c) his ability to move the affected

limb quickly and accurately in some specified

manner.
B. Disease affecting the kinaesthetic centres

in the cortex rather than the mere paths for

kiniesthetic imiiressions gives rise to all the
symptoms produced bj' affection of the paths
for transmission plus certain others, which
will vary according as the lesion is of a de-

structive or of an irritative nature. Thus, a
dcstnictivr lesion in some of the kiniesthetic

centres will cause loss of muscular sense in

the related parts, together with a motor para-

lysis in the same parts. On the other hand,
irritative lesions of the same kiniesthetic
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centres will canse diminution of muscular
sense, top;ether with spasms or convulsions
in related parts, of the kind met with in
• Jacksonian epilepsy.'

Where this morbid' condition of the kinaes-

thetie centres is functional rather than struc-

tural, the effects are most frequently akin

to those resulting from destructive lesions of

the same parts, and we then have to do with
various kinds of functional or hijsterical

parah/sis of cerebral type, with which there

is the association of loss of muscular sense in

the affected limbs.

If the kino'sthetic centres are the seats for

the registration of the sensation resulting

from movements and for the ideal recall of

movements, and if such ideal recall is the

first step in the initiation of voluntary move-
ments, it seems clear that disease of these

centres, whether structural or functional,

when it renders such recall impossible, must
necessarily render the performance of the

corresponding movements also impossible.

Similarly, in accordance with the above-

mentioned views, the irritation of such cen-

tres should lead to the production of spasms
or convulsions in related parts of the body.

C. In hysterical subjects, however, another
grouping of symptoms is frequently met
with, because in them a simultaneous affec-

tion of the cerebral paths and of the centres

for kinaesthetic impressions is common. That
is, we seem to have the more common affec-

tion of the cerebral paths for kinaesthetic and
other sensory impressions (due to functional

disabilities in the posterior part of the internal

capsule) associated with a similarly degraded
condition of functional activity in the kinaes-

thetic centres themselves, or some of them,
on the affected side. The result is the co-

existence of a well-marked hemiansesthesia
(superficial and deep) with paralysis of one
or both limbs on the affected side. In one
very peculiar sub-class of these cases the

paralysis only exists when the eyes are

closed; the simplest movements cannot then
be made, though they are at once capable
of being performed as soon as the eyes are
opened.
Tbeatment.—"Where kinttsthetic defects

are associated with organic disease, either of

the spinal cord or of the brain, the treatment
to be adopted is that suitable for the diseases

in question and the general condition of the
patient ; and, similarly, when kiniesthetic de-

fects constitute part of the symptomatology
of some functional or hysterical malady, we
must address ourselves to the relief of the
patient's general condition as the best means
of ameliorating the special symptoms. We
must not forget, however, the special potency
of applications of the wire-brush for the re-

storation of all modes of defective sensibility

in cases of functional hemianesthesia.
H. Charlton Bastian.

KIN-COUGH (Dutch, Kinlchoest).

Also Chin-couffh.— Both these words are

synonyms for whooping-cough. See Whoop-
ING-COUGH.

KING'S EVIL.—A popular name for

scji'ofula, originating in a belief formerly held

that the disease could be cured by the king's

touch. See Scrofula.

KISSINGEN, in Bavaria.—Common
salt waters. See Mineral Waters.

KLEPTOMANIA.—Insanity charac-

terised by an irresistible impulse to steal.

See Insanity, Varieties of: 9. Legal Insanity;

and Crime, Irresponsibility for.

KREUZNACH, in Germany.—
Common salt waters containing iodine. See
Mineral Waters.

KYPHOSIS {Kvcpos, bent).—A synonym
for angular deformity of the spine. See
Spine, Diseases of.

LABIO GLOSSO - LARYNGEAL
PARALYSIS (labium, a, lip; yXwaaa, the

tongue ; and Xdpvy^, the throat).—There are

two common forms of this disease, which
have to be considered separately, namely
(A) a chronic form ; and {B) a sudden
form— the latter is often termed 'acute,'

but is, as a rule, sudden in onset. (C) A true

acute (not sudden) variety is met with in

rare instances. A fourth variety (D), pseudo-
bulbar paralysis, presents many of the

symptoms of bulbar disease, but the lesion is

seated in the cerebral hemispheres. It will

be convenient to describe the common chronic
form first.

(A) Chronic Labio-Glosso-Laryngeal
Paralysis.

—

Synon. : Fr. Parahjsie Glosso-

labio-larijngee (Trousseau) : Ger. Progressive
Bulbarparaltjsie (Wachsmuth).

Definition.—A progressive symmetrical
paralysis of the lips and adjacent facial

muscles, of the tongue, pharynx and some-
times also of the larynx ; with or without
conspicuous wasting ; and often associated

with muscular atrophy elsewhere.

History.—First described by Du Mesnil
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in 1857, and by Dncheiinc in ISOO, the dis-
'

case WHS iiimle j^ciierally known by Trous-

ei'iiu's Lrcliircx. published in LSOH. Uy the

latter writer it was termed • labio-f^losso-

hiryn^'eal paralysis,' but it is now {generally

known by the name, first given to it by
Waehsmiitli in 1864, ' progressive bulbar
paralysis.'

.Etiology.— Of the causes of the affoction

little is known. It is a disease of later life,

being almost unknown mider forty. l''.xcep-

tional cases have been met with in early

adult life, and even in late ehildhood. In the

latter instances several members of a family

have been known to sutler, and a congenital

tendency' to early failure of vitalitj' ni the

structures concerned may rea.sonably be as-

sumed. In the conmion form, males are

affected more frequently than females. The
disease, as such, does not appear to be in-

herited, but in many cases there is a family
history of other affections of the central

nervous system. ()1 immediate causes, ex-

posure to cold, mental anxiety, and defective

nourishment have been supposed to exert an
influence in some cases.

Anatomical Chaeactkrs.— When, as is

commonly the case, there is wasting of the

l)aralysed parts, their muscles are reduced
in size, and present changes similar to those

met with in the limbs in chronic spinal

atrophy. Their substance is pale ; fatty

tissue may be in excess ; and the muscular
fibres often, but not always, present gramilar
degeneration. They are frequently narrowed,
and the tissue between them may be increased

in quantity, and may contain i)igmentar\-

and other products of degeneration, and an
increased number of nuclei, ^\'hen there is

no apjjarent wasting, this may be merely
because the interstitial fat compensates for

the reduction in bulk ot the muscular fibres.

Very rarely the structure of the nmscles
presents little alteration. The motor nerve-
fibres are grey, translucent, and, under the

microscope, degenerated. Their nuclei of

origin in the medulla oblongata are also

diseased. The motor cells are shrunken and
atrophied ; their processes are lost ; and the

intermediate tissue is degenerated. The
hypoglossal nucleus is examined most
readily, and the change in it is striking, as

well as in the nucleus of the spinal accessory

(palate and larynx) ; it may often also be
seen in the nuclei of the glosso-pharyngeal,

the vagus, and the ' nucleus ambiguus.' The
anatomical change w hich imderlies the affec-

tion of the lii)s has not yet been detected.

There is still uncertainty regarding the pre-

cise origin of this part of the facial nerve,

^lost of its fibres diverge from the middle
line, close to which the hypogl(jssal nucleus
is situated, and some at least pass towards
the lower part of the column of cells, which.
al)ove, gives origin M the motor fibres of the

fifth nerve. It is certain, however, that a

large number of the fibres of the facial de-
scend towards the level of the hypoglossal
nucleus. Further, the physiological associa-
tion of the movements of the tongue and lipa

is most close. We cannot narrow the tongue
without contracting the orbicularis. Hence it

is certain that the nucleus for the lower facial

muscles and the hypoglossal micleus, whether
blended, contiguous, or distant, are closely con-
nected and are alike i)redisjiosed to disease, so
that this connected part of the facial suffers

in the sanu' maimer as the hypoglossal. The
fibres passing to these nuclei from the cerebral
hemispheres may also be degenerated, and
it is probable that these are alone affected in

the cases in which there is no change in the
nmscles. When there is muscular atrophy
in the limbs, a corresponding degeneration
may be found in the anterior cornua of the
spinal cord, often conjoined with sclerosis in
the lateral columns, and in the anterior
pyramids in the medulla. There is every
reason to believe that, in the chronic form,
the atrcjjhic changes in the nerve-elements
are the primary alteration.

In very rare cases, no morbid appearance
has been observed in the medulla. Some of
these may have been cases of peripheral
neuritis, local and degenerative. In others,
in which even the nerve-endings were
normal, the degeneration of cerebro-nnclear
fibres may have escaped observation, or some
toxic influence may have abolished function
without causing destructive degeneration.

Symptoms.—The s\-mptoms have the dis-

tribution indicated by the name given to the
disease by Trousseau, the affected parts being
the lips, tongue, throat, and larynx. They
are, so to speak, arranged about the tongue
as a centre. It is in this organ that the
earliest symptoms commonly present them-
selves, as a trifling indistinctness of speech,
due to an imperfect articulation of those
sounds in which the tongue is most con-
cerned—especially the dental and palatine

explosive sounds, in which the tongue has to

be pressed against the teeth or hard palate,

t, d, 1{, ff (hard), &c. The tongue can be still

protruded, although perhaps not quite so far

as normal. The lips then become weak, and
sounds in which the lips are concerned are
imperfectlj' articulated. The vowels o and
00, in the pronunciation of which the orbi-

cularis contracts so as to ])rotrude the lips,

cannot be well sounded. The lips are not
brought together so perfectly, or separated
so promptly, as in health, and the labial ex-

plosives, b and p, become /'. and so does the

labial resonant in. Whistling is impossible.

The lowci part of the face loses its expres-

sion, the lips are habitually sejjarated, and
the saliva cannot be perfectly retained. The
difficulty in articulation is soon increased by
the weakness of the iialate, which cea.ses to

shut off the nasal cavity, so that a nasal

resonance accompanies sounds from which
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it should be absent. The paralysis of the
tongue increases until the organ can no
longer be protruded. Deglutition becomes
impaired, partly (according to Duchenne,
wholly) from the weakness of the tongue,
but probably in part also from that of the
constrictors of the pharynx. The soft palate

ultimately hangs motionless, or, if it can be
raised a little in an attempt to phonate,
during the act of swallowing does not close

the posterior nares, so that liquids regurgi-

tate into the nose. Food is apt to lodge in

the upper part of the pharynx, and crumbs
or liquid to get into the larynx. The laryn-

geal muscles subsequently become weak, and
the glottis cannot be closed. The vocal cords

may be equally affected, or one may be
paralysed in greater degree than the other.

Coughing is necessarily imperfect : air is

driven tlu^ough the larynx, but there is no
sudden opening of §, previously closed glottis,

and hence no explosive cough. In propor-

tion as the glottis is paralysed, phonation is

interfered with, but the ability to produce
some sound is rarely altogether lost. As the

disease progresses, the speech becomes almost
unintelligible, being reduced to unarticulated

vocal sounds. It is to be noted, however,
that the habitual articulation is rarely the

best possible. Words can be distinctly ar-

ticulated by a deliberate effort which are

scarcely at all articulated in ordinary speech.

The saliva can neither be swallowed nor
retained within the mouth, and is constantly

dribbling over the lower lip, below which the

patient has to retain a handkerchief continu-

aUy. It has been thought that the quantity
of saliva is increased, but the evidence of this

is insufficient. The condition of the tongue
varies much in different cases. In some it

is large, broad, flabby, and soft to the touch
throughout. In others it is conspicuously
wasted, and covered with wrinkles and fur-

rows from the shrinking. In some cases

the lips retain their normal size ; in others

they are distinctly thinner than natural.

This striking contrast between different cases

(already referred to) led Duchenne to dis-

tinguish two varieties, the atrophic and the

paralytic, but in some of the cases of the
latter class it is merely the interstitial ftit

that prevents wasting from being conspicuous
during life. In the affected muscles the

electrical irritability is usually little changed :

they still contract to the faradic current,

even when the atrophy is conspicuous.
Sometimes there is an indication of the re-

action of degeneration, in undue readiness of

contraction to the anodal (positive) closure,

or this reaction may be well marked, faradic

irritability being much lessened. Other
muscles of the head are rarely affected.

Those in the upper part of the face always
escape, and the zygomatic muscles, with
the elevators of the upper lip, are so little

affected that their unopposed contractiure

produces a peculiarly deep and characteristio

naso-labial furrow. In many cases muscu-
lar atrophy in the limbs, in greater or less

degree, is associated, with or without ' con-
tracture.' So, too, in cases of ordinary mus-
cular atrophy, commencing in the limbs, the
lips, tongue, and throat are often affected

towards the end of the case, in the same man-
ner a^ in the primary form now under con-
sideration.

Death, in labio-glossal paralysis, is usually
the result of asthenia, due, it may be, in part,

to the difficulty in deglutition, or to chronjc
lung disease produced by the repeated en-

trance of particles of food into the air-pas-

sages. Sometimes the patient dies in a
paroxysm of coughing, occasioned by an
ineffectual attempt to swallow liquids or
saliva. There may be a fatal extension of

the cerebral mischief.

Diagnosis.— Before labio-glossal paralysis

was well known, the difficulty in swallowing
was ascribed to a chronic inflammation of

the fauces, but this mistake is now scarcely

possible. The symjitoms have to be dis-

tinguished from those due to other diseases

of the medulla, and to disease elsewhere.

Many sudden lesions, in the region affected

in this disease, may cause similar symptoms,
but these are distinguished by their onset.

Comjiression of the medulla may also give

rise to symptoms of similar distribution, but
these are commonly unilateral, or one side

suffers before, and more than, the other, and
they are often accompanied by a preponder-
ant affection of the muscular part of the

spinal accessory, and by great weakness,
without wasting, in the limbs. In the
' pseudo-bulbar paralysis,' movements of the

tongue are impaired by disease of the cere-

bral hemispheres. These movements are

represented in the lower part of each ascend-

ing frontal convolution. When this is dis-

eased on one side, the loss is soon compen-
sated for by the centre in the opposite

hemisphere, but a symmetrical bilateral

lesion in this situation may cause complete
paralysis of the tongue and other parts

affected in the disease now described. Such
paralysis also is acute in onset.

Prognosis.—The prognosis is most grave.

The disease consists in a slow degeneration

of the nerve-elements, the effects of which
often lead to death in about a year from the

onset. Although, in some cases, a temporary
arrest may be obtained, and occasionally the

malady, after causing a considerable degree

of disability, is arrested for several years, it

is doubtful whether, in any instance of this

form, considerable improvement has oc-

curred. The prospect of prolongation of the

state of arrest, if this occurs, depends very
much on the amount of care the patient can
secure. The older the patient, the less is the

chance of arrest.

Treatment.—The degenerative tendency
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of chronic labio-fjlosso-larynjjeal i>aral.vsis

is usually bcvouil the reach of reuiodies.

Tlu-raiieutical ell'orts must be directed to the
endeavour to retard it, by securiu}^ freedom
from any cause that can be traced, especially

from depressing' emotion, over-work and the
like, by attention to hvfjiene, improving the
general healtli, and by the administration of

nervine tonics, (juinine, strychnine, arsenic,

nitrate of silver, and the like. Strychnine is

most useful when given liypodermically, one
injection being given daily, in any con\ enient

place. The nitrate of strychnine is the salt

for the purpose; -^in S'"- miy he gradually
increased to jV- Electricity may be tried,

although too often it is unsuccessful. Fara-
disation should be applied to the affected

muscles if they still react to it. Erb has
recommended the application of the voltaic

current through the throat, the positive elec-

trode being placed on the back of the neck,

the negative stroked down the side of the
pharynx externally, and such a strength

being employed as shall produce reflex move-
ments of deglutition ; but the use of central

galvanisation is difficult to discern in the
experience of most observers. Change of

air is desirable in the early stage, and rest

is imperative. Food must be carefully re-

gulated ; easily digestible varieties being re-
]

duced to a semi-solid condition. In the
later stages, should swallowing be impos-
sible, nourishment must be administered by '

an cpsophageal tube, or, what is better, by '

a catheter introduced through the mouth or

nose. Belladonna or atropine may, to some '

extent, check the troublesome flow of saliva.

{B) Sudden Labio - Glosso - Laryn- '

geal Paralysis.— SvNON. : Acute or Apo-
plectiform Bulbar Paralysis.

j

Dkfinition. —Paralysis of similar distri-

bution to that of the chronic form, with
or without conspicuous wasting, of sudden
onset, and due to a vascular lesion. I

Etiology.—The causes of this affection

are for the most part those which lead to

sudden lesions elsewhere in the brain, especi-

ally degenerations of vessels, syphilitic dis-

ease, and injuries. It is a disease chiefly of i

late life.

Anatomical Characters.—Little is known
of the exact condition in cases of sudden onset
which have recovered with persistent labio-

glossal parah'sis. In cases \\hich have died
ra])i(lly, foci of softening in the medulla have
been found ; and there is reason to believe

that such softening, from vascular occlusion,
;

is the most common cause of the condition.

Usually there is disease of one of the verte-

bral arteries, and closure of one or more
branches tiiat come off' from the diseased
part. Sometimes the diseased vertebral is

much larger than the other, and its branches
have taken the larger share in the blood-

supply to the nuclei. I'robably a small

hirmorrhage may also give rise to it. The
ijreiiuent symmetry of the s\nnptoms in llio

sudden form, and their limitation to the parts
which are affected in the chronic disease,

show the close relation of the central struc-

tures, so that they are all affected by the one
lesion. The wasting in some of the cases of
this variety is very much slower than that
which follows an acute lesion of motor grey
matter elsewhere. It is possible that the

ascending libres from the nuclei concerned
may pass up close to the middle line, in a
situation in which all may be damaged by
a single lesion, but the bilateral symmetry of

the symptoms may also be due to the large

siite of the diseased vertebral, as explained
above.

Symptoms.—The onset is sudden, often

with headache and giddiness, rarely witii

loss of consciousness. The patient suddenly
finds a difficulty in swallowing and in articu-

lation, with inability to jirotrude the tongue,

liespiratory disturbances—cough, dyspnu-a,

and hiccough—may be present. There may
be convulsions and weakness in the limbs,

sometimes with tingling, but very rarely

with loss of sensibility. Many cases which
present these symptoms die rapidly in the

course of a few hours or days. In those

which recover, a paralysis of the tongue,

lips, throat, and lar\ nx may remain, resem-
bling that which characterises the chronic
form, and there may or may not be con-

spicuous wasting. In many cases, however,
the symptoms are incomplete, some jjart

escapes, or the bUateral symmetry is im-
perfect. This we should expect fi'oni the

more random character of the lesion. The
course of the disease, moreover, is not pro-

gressive. The patient may remain in the

same condition for a considerable time, and
even exhibit marked improvement. But it

is not uncommon for several slight attacks to

occur at various intervals, as other branches
of the artery become occluded.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of the acute

form of labio-glosso-laryngeal paralysis calls

for little remark. It must be remembered
that the symptoms may deviate from the

type more than in the chronic variety, as

the lesion sometimes produces irregular

eff'ects. It is chiefly liable to be confounded
with the unpairment of movements of the

palate and tongue sometimes left after

double hemiplegia, from which the history

sultices to distinguish it, the two attacks of

hemiplegia usually occurring at different

times. The rare symmetrical affection of

the surface-centres for the tongue, mentioned
above, is also not simultaneous on the two
sides, and it is associated with at least tran-

sient hemiplegic weakness.
Prognosis.— If the patient recovers from

the immediate eff'ects of the lesion, the pro-

gnosis of the paralysis of the lips, tongue,

and other piu-ts is better than in the chronic

)
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form, inasmuch as recovery of slightly dam-
aged structures may lead to a considerable

degree of restoration of power. The pro-

gnosis is also better, if there is any reason

to ascribe the mischief to syphilitic disease.

Nevertheless, in some acute cases the para-

lysis remains absolute, although even in

these there is not the tendency to increase

which is seen in the chronic variety.

Treatment.— Any causal indication must
be carefully sought for in acute labio-glosso-

laryngeal paralysis, and treated, especially

evidence of syphilis. In other conditions

tlie treatment is that for the lesion which is

supposed to exist. Electrical treatment of

the muscles is of great importance, in order

ti) prevent, as far as possible, secondary de-

generations, which are apt to occur before

the partially damaged structures have re-

covered. The remarks regarding diet and
feeding in the chronic form are equally ap-

plicable to the acute variety.

(C) Acute Myelitic Bulbar Paraly-
sis.—Synon. : Myelitis Bulbi.

In rare cases, symptoms of biilbar paraly-

sis, as above described, come on in the acute
(not sudden) manner characteristic of central

inrtammations, and depend on this process

iu the grey nuclei which are the seat of de-

generation in the chronic form. Such cases,

when the lesion is limited to this region, are

too rare to make it necessary to do more
than mention their occurrence. The process

is analogous to spinal polio-myeUtis, and the
principles of its treatment are the same. It

is more common for such an onset of bulbar
symptoms to follow those of an ascending
iiitlammation of the cord. They may also

occur as the final stage in the mysterious
disease, ' acute ascending paralysis,' in which
it is probable that a toxic agent in the blood
acts on certain parts of the nerve-centres and
abolishes their function.

(D) Pseudo-Bulbar Paralysis.—The
fact has been already mentioned that bi-

lateral lesions of the cerebral hemispheres
may cause symptoms closely resembling
those produced by disease of the nuclei of
the medulla. This effect is due to tlie fact

that the muscles paralysed, being bilateral

in use, are represented m both hemispheres,
and can be innervated from either ; hence
compensation by the other side prevents
paralysis from a miilateral lesion ; but if

disease afterwards occurs in the part effect-

ing the compensation, paralysis results such
as is caused by disease of the medulla, or
rather (since there is no wasting) by degene-
ration of the fibres from the cortex to the
bulbar nuclei, homologous with those of the
pyramidal tracts. The lesions causing
pseudobulbar paralysis may be in the corti-

cal centres, or in the internal capsule, or in
the outer parts of the lenticular nuclei, where
they probably implicate the fibres from the

centres in the lower part of the ' motor

'

region related to the lips, tongue, &c. The
lesions may be of any kind, but are gener-
ally sudden and due to vascular disease.

Hemiplegia usually attends the onset, and
constitutes a distinguishing feature of these
cases. W. R. Gowfrs.

LACRYMAL APPARATUS, Dis-
eases of {^iaKpvoi', a tear).

The lacrymal apparatus consists of the
gland, with its excretory ducts ; and of the
puiicta, the canaliciili, the lacrymal sac, and
the nasal duct, through which superfluous
tears are conveyed into the nose. The
diseases of this apparatus are almost limited,

with the exception of growths affecting the
gland itself (see Orbit, Diseases of), to the
excessive secretion of tears, and to impedi-
ments to their escape into the nose. To ex-

cessive secretion, or to imj)eded outflow, the
common term ejnphora has been applied

;

but the great majority of cases of epiphora
are due to the latter of the two causes.

'^'piYthOTSi.— Excessive secretionof tearsis

described by authors as an affection for which
it is not always possible to discover an ade-
quate cause, and it may perhaps be some-
times due to the prolonged operation of

emotional influences. In most instances,

however, it is associated with some kind or
degree of conjunctival irritation, and is to be
regarded only as a reflex phenomenon hence
arising. It is well known that any tempo-
rary or accidental irritation, such as may
arise ft'om the intrusion of a foreign body
into the conjunctival sac, is apt to be followed

by a copious secretion of tears, which assist

in dislodging the offender ; and irritations of

a more chronic kind, produced by congestion

or irregularity of tlie lining membrane of the

lids, may have a similar effect.

Impediments to the escape of the tears,

causing them to coUect in the conjunctival

sac, or even to flow over the cheek, may
depend upon displacement of the puncta, so

that these apertures are no longer applied

to the conjunctival surface, from which they
normally remove superabundant moisture by
capillary attraction. Such displacements
affect chiefly the punctum of the lower lid ;

and may be conse(juent either upon conjunc-
tival swelling, by which the lid is pushed
away from the eye, or upon paralysis or

weakness of the orbicularis muscle, which
allows the lid to fall by the action of gravity'.

In some cases epiphora will depend upon
obliteration or occlusion of the puncta. The
former condition is incurable ; the latter may
be produced by plugs of inspissated mucus,
which may be removed by the careful em-
ployment of a probe.

But the most ordinary cause of obstruction

is stricture of the nasal duet ; in which con-

dition the tears are arrested a little below the

sac, and the sac consequently becomes over-
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distended. In this condition, the sac can be

seen and felt as a small lump, situated just

beneath the icrulo oculi. \Vhen pressure is

made upon this lump, a fluid, consisting of

tears jnixed witli more or less mucus or

muco-pus, will regurgitate into the eye. and
the lump itself will disapi)ear. The danger
in such cases is that the contnuied distension

of the sac will in time excite inflammation
of its lining membrane, leading to the forma-
tion of pus, and tiiis to an opening upon the

cheek, {noducing what is called a Idrij/iiKil

fistula. Sucli an opening never heals until

the duct is again pervious, and it is liable to

imdergo periodic attacks of unsightly inflam-

mation.
Trkatment.—In all cases of lacrymal

hypersecretion, the first thing to be done is

to search under the lids for any concealed
foreign body which may be lurking there. If

none be detected, examination nnist be made
for conditions likely to be irritating ; and
they are to be treated, if they exist, by mild
astringent or other suitable local a])plications.

There is probably no medicine which can be
said to exert any positive effect in dinnnish-
ing the amount of the lacrymal secretion.

If the displacement of the lid can be cured
by treatment addressed to its causes, the
tears will usually return to their accustomed
channel. If the displacement be incurable,

as happens in some cases of paralysis of the
porlio dura, or of chronic ectropion, the
patient may often be relieved by slitting open
the canaliculus as far as the carmicle, so as

to carry back the aperture to the secretion

which it is designed to remove.
The treatment of stricture of the nasal

duct can often be only palliative. The patient

should acquire the habit of enii)tymg the dis-

tended sac by finger-pressure many times a
day, and of wiping away the fluid ; wiiile, to

diminish the irritation of the mucous mem-
brane, a dro|i of any mild astringent lotion

may be applied to the inner corner of the
conjunctiva two or three times a day, innne-
diately after such pressure has been made.
Perhaps the lotion most generally suitable

for this purpose is a solution of acetate of

lead in distilled water, of a strength not
exceeding three grains to the fluid ounce.
When a radical cure is desired, the canali-

cidus nuist be slit up, and the patency of
the duct restored by the passage of jjrobes

through the stricture. If fistula has already
formed, or even if the sac is the seat of an
abscess, no other j)lan is available ; but for

the necessary details the reader is referred to

works on ophthalmic surgery.

It. Bruden'ell Caeter.

LACTATION, Disorders of.—Synon.:
Yr. Troultlr.t dc la Lactijtiari \ Ger. Stiirun-

gen dcr Mllt-hdriincn. —The disorders of lac-

tation are numerous. Sometimes the ipian-

tity of the lacteal secretion is excessively
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small and quite inadequate for the support
of the child. At other times it is so abundant
that the milk will How from one nipjile as the
infant is sucking the other ; and when the
child is removed from the breast, the secre-

tion continues from both sides. The term
agalactia is applied to the former, and gala c-

torrhvea to the latter condition.

1. Agalactia.— Agalactia signifies eithera
total suppression of the mammary secretion,

or a very scanty supply. It results generally
from atia'iuia and general deldlity.

The treatment should be directed towards
improving the health of the patient as nnich
as possible, by a generous and judicious diet,

and tonics, ])articularly those containing iron.

Certain drugs have been employed as galac-

tagogues, and, it has been said, with benefit.

The leaves of the castor-oil plant, boiled,

have been used as a local application— the
liquid for fomentation, and the leaves as a
poultice ; and a strong decoction of the same
plant has been given as a drink. It is doubt-
ful, however, whether such remedies are

efficacious. Sec Galactagogues.
'2. Galaetorrhoea.—This occurs in two

forms. In the one the composition of the
milk is normal, but the (juantity excessive ;

in the other form the increase in the bulk
of the secretion is due to a preponderance of

the watery part of the fluid.

Remedies employed to reduce the amount
of the mannnarv secretion are termed galac-

tophifga. and the chief of these are belladonna
and iodide of potassium. Bellailonna is em-
ployed as an outward application, as well as

administered internally. The extract rubbed
up with glycerine may be spread on lint, and
thus applied to the breasts, or the emplastnun
belladonna; may be used. The child should
not be put to the breast too frequently. If the

excessive secretion continue for any length of

time, great emaciation may result ; and to this

condition the term 7« 'J «nH(ir)/di«6<'<<'s has been
applied. Under such circumstances lactation

should be entirely stopped as soon as possible.

Strapping the breasts tightly immediately
after they have been emptied is of use. Every
care must be taken to avoid the formation of

a mannnarv abscess ; and if the breasts get

hard and knotty a breast pump should be
employed to free tlie tubes.

3. Depressed Nipples.—Depressed nip-

ples are generally produced by tlie pressure

of stays. If this condition be observed clur-

ing pregnancy, periodic attempts should be
made to draw the nipples out l)y means of a
glass nipple-shield, to which an india-rubber
tube and teat is attached.

4. Fissures and Excoriations of the
Nipples.—These often bail to abscess, ami it

is said that they may sometimes end in ma-
lignant disease. To avoid the occurrence of

these lesions, astringents should be applied

to the nipples during pregnancy, in t)rder

to harden them. Eau-de-Cologne and water.
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br.andy and water, or a weak solution of
'

tannin, may be employed for this pur-
;

pose.

Sometimes an abrasion on the siu-face i

forms an xilcer or a crack at some part of

the nipple, most frequently at its base, which
|

gives rise to great pain during suckling. The !

remedies for these cracks are astringent ap-

plications, such as tannin, flexible collodion,

a weak solution of nitrate of silver or of car-

bolic acid. Care should be taken to sponge
these away before the infant is again piit to

the breast; and a nipple-shield with an india-

rubber teat will be found of great service.

For abscess and other morbid conditions

of the mammary gland supervening during

lactation, see Breast, Diseases of; Milk
Fever ; and Nipple, Diseases of.

Clement Godson.

LACTEAL VESSELS and
GLANDS, Diseases of. — See Lym-
phatic System, Diseases of; and Mesen-
teric Glands, Diseases of.

LADYSMITH, in Natal.—See Africa,

South.

LAGOPHTHALMOS (Xuyot, a hare;

and 6(pSa'\^.6s, the eye).—This term is derived

from an old supposition that the hare sleeps

with its eyes open ; and is applied to a con-

dition in which there is inability to close one

or both eyes. Lagophthalmos may be due
to paralysis of the orbicularis, in which case

it will be attended by tailing of the lower

lid, and will generally be associated with
paralysis of other muscles siipplied by the

portio dura [see Facial Paralysis) ; to the

contraction of cicatrices ; to spasm of the

upper eyelid {see Third Nerve, Diseases of)

;

or possibly to congenital malformation of the

lids. In paralytic lagophthalmos, the treat-

ment is that of facial paralysis. Where
there is contraction or deformity, each ease

must be considered on its own merits, with
regard to the possibility of obtaining relief

from a surgical operation.

R. Brudenell Carter.

LANGEN-SCHWALBACH, in
Nassau.—Chalybeate waters. See Mineral
Waters.

LARDACEOUS DISEASE (lardum,
bacon).—A synonym for albuminoid disease,

which is so called from the supposed resem-
blance of the cut surface of an affected organ
to raw bacon. See Albuminoid Disease.

LARVALIS (larva, a mask).—A term
usually associated with porrigo. The thick

incrustation v^hich is sometimes seen cover-

ing the face of children affected with eczema,

and constituting a hideous mask to the

features, is an example of porrigo larvalis,

or rather eczema larvale, as likewise is

ordinary milk-crust.

LARVATED (larva, a mask).—A term
applied to certain diseases, when their or-

dinary characters are masked or concealed;
as, for example, typhoid fever. See Typhoid
Fever.

LARYNGEAL PHTHISIS.- A mor-
bid condition of the larynx, of a tubercular
nature, and almost invariably associated with
pulmonary phthisis. See Larynx, Diseases
of: 8. Tuberculosis; and Phthisis.

LARYNGISMUS STRIDULUS
(larynx, i\\Q windpipe; stridor, a, rxoi&e).—

A

form of obstructed breathing, attended with
a peculiar stridor or crowing sound during
inspiration, and dependent on spasm of the

muscles of the glottis. See Larynx, Diseases
of: 6. Spasm.

LARYNGITIS.—Inflammation of the
larynx. See Larynx, Diseases of; 2. In-

flammation.

LARYNGOSCOPE, The (Xdpuyl,

the larynx ; and (TKon(u>, I look).

—

Defini-
tion.—An instrument for illuminating the
interior of the larynx and trachea, and re-

flecting those parts so as to present their

image to the eye of the observer.

Description.—The apparatus for laryngo-

scopy consists of a small round plane mirror,

set on a metal stem and fixed in a wooden
handle, for introduction into the throat ; and,

for concentrating and reflecting the light

into the throat, a concave reflector to be

worn in front of the forehead, or perforated

for wearing in front of the eye of the ob-

server. With' this throat-mirror and reflector,

any lamp, or even a candle, is available
;

but brilliant illumination contributes so

much to the distinctness of the image that

some apparatus to condense the light, such
as a bull's-eye lens, is also desirable. The
oxyhydrogen or limelight gives the best

illumination, but a further development of

the electric light may be expected to yield

equally good results.

Application.—In practising laryngoscopy,

the first object is to throw a brilliant light

into the pharynx.
Tlie patient being placed beside and a little

in front of the lamp, the operator seats him-
self opposite him, and adjusts the reflector

which he is wearing, so that when the patient

sits upright, with his head inclined slightly

back, his mouth widely open, and the tongue

put out, the light shall be concentrated on
the back of the pharynx and velum palati.

The first object being thus attained, the

next is to throw the light into the larynx.

While the patient breathes deeply and quietly,

his protruded tongue, protected by a na))kin

or handkerchief to prevent its slipping, is held

steadily but gently forward, either by his

own hand, or by the disengaged hand of the

operator ; and the throat-mirror, previously
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warmed to prevent the condensation of mois-
tiiro on its surfaee, supported like a pen, is

passed into the patient's throat, and lield with

its back steadily pressinfj a<;ainst and raisini;

the soft palate and uvula, at such an anL,'le

that it throws tlie lif^ht into the larynx. This
angle will vary according to the position of

the patient and the part of the larynx which
we wish especially to examine. The inclina-

tion of the mirror nnist then be altered— it

must be raised or lowered, brouglu forward
or advanced further in the pharynx, as may
be necessary. The operator must observe
which part is reflected in the mirror ; and in

moving it, he is guided by his knowledge of the

relations of the various parts of the larynx
to each other. Unless the tonsils are en-

larged, no i)art of the fauces or pharynx,
except the soft palate and uvula, should bo
touched; and the observer must be specially

careful that the lower edge of the mirror
docs not come in contact with the back of
the pharynx. He must remember also that,

while steady pressure can be borne, titUlation

of any part of the fauces will induce retching.

^Vhere the throat is ver^' irritable, a 20 per
cent, solution of the hydrochlorate of cocaine
brushed over the soft palate and pharynx will

greatly facilitate larj-ngoscopic examination.
Enlarged tonsils may present an insuperable
obstacle to successful examination ; in sligliter

cases either a very large round mirror which
presses the tonsils on one side, or a small
ovate mirror, should then be used. More fre-

quent'y a pendulous epiglottis hanging back
over tne ujiper part of the larynx impedes
the view ; in such a case the patient must
utter, or try to utter, in a high falsetto tone,

a prolonged 'eh,' or he must force a laugh or

a cough, and the mirror must be held lower
in the pharynx, in a more vertical position.

For the topical treatment of larjiigesil

diseases, in addition to the laryngoscope, the
practitioner requires a laryngeal probe or
sound ; brushes or cotton-wool holders on
stout metal handles, curved at a suitable

angle for applying solutions ; an insufHator

for the introduction of powders ; and a scari-

fving instrument. For the operative treat-

ment of polypus, &c., a set of special forceps,

a laryngeal ecraseur, special knives, and
other instruments are necessary ; while, for

use by the patient, a s]>ray-producer or
atomiser, and a simple inhaler, will be re-

quired. Thomas Jamks \\'alker.

LARYNX, Diseases of.—The functions

and peculiar anatomical pr)sitionof the larynx
give to its diseases a special importance ; and
in addition to such objective and subjective

symptoms as are comuii<n to affections of

other organs, we find here modifications of

respiration, vocalisation, and deglutition.

The principal diseases and disorders which
affect the larynx may be conveniently enu-

merated and described in the following
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order: (1) Disorders of Circulation; (2) In-
tiannnation

; (3) Leprosy
; (4) liUpus ; (5)

Nervous Affections; (0) Spasm; (7) Syphilis;

(8) Tuberculosis ; and (9) Tumours. Hee also
Croup; Diphtheria; and Trachea, Diseases
of.

1. Larynx, Disorders of Circulation
of.

—

Aiucinia of the larynx does not exist

as a separate disease. Like i)allor of the
gums, it is described as one of the symptoms
of incipient phtliisis.

Conijcstion of the larynx requires a passnig
notice. Hypera;mia of some portion of the
mucous lining of tiio larynx results from
over-exertion of the voice, exposure to cold,

the action of irritants, or any cause obstruct-

ing the circulation through the larynx ; and
it may be consecutive to laryngitis. It causes
more or less persistent hoarseness, and a
sense of discomfort in tiie throat ; and it ex-

cites what is commonly called a ' tickling

cough.' Congestion is clinically inseparable
from laryngitis.

Treatment.—Treatment of congestion of
the larynx is unnecessary, beyond resting the
voice, if the congestion is merely temporary.
If more persistent, astringents should be ap-

plied locally, as in cases of chronic laryngitis.

2. Larynx, Inflammation of.—The
varieties of laryngitis treated of here will be
considered under the following headings

:

(") Acute — including i. Catarrhal ; ii.

FItlcginoiioiis. (h) Chronic.
(a) i. Acute Catarrhal Laryngitis.

—

SvNON. : Lari/ngitis Cufarrhalis ; Cijnanche
Larijnqea ; F'r. Lanjngite Aigu'e Catarrhale

;

Ger. Keldkopfentziindung.
Definition.—Acute catarrhal inflamma-

tion of the mucous membrane of the larynx.

.•Etiology.— Laryngitis ii more common
among males than females, and among chil-

dren than adults. The most frequent exciting

cause is exposure to cold, but the disease may
often be attributed to sudden changes of tem-
perature, a damp or irritating atmosphere,
the inhalation of acid vapours or gases, ex-

cessive use of the voice, and to the abuse of

alcohol, hot drinks, and spices. It may be
due to accidental attempts at swallowing
boiling water. The catarrhal process may
be propagated from the pharynx or nose. It

occurs also as a complication of exanthcma-
tous fevers— especially of measles. Seden-
tary occupations, and anything that depresses

the vitahtj' of the bodj-, may predispose to

laryngitis.

Anatomical Characters.—Acute laryn-

gitis is characterised by the changes common
to catarrhal intlannnation of other mucous
membranes : hyper.cniia, swelling, and in-

creased secretion. Small superficial erosions

may occasionally occur, especially at the pos-

terior extremities of the vocal cords, but

ulceration does not extend below the epithe-

lial layer.

Symptoms.—A mild attack of laryngitis
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commences with hoarseness, irritable cough,

a sense of tickUng and soreness about the

larynx, without any febrile disturbance. Sub-

sequently the voice may be completely lost.

In severe cases the patient becomes restless

and anxious ; experieuces a feeling of con-

striction about the rima ; complains of sore-

throat in swallowing ; and points to the

larynx as the seat of pain. The breathing is

altered, having more or less the character-

istics of laryngeal obstruction, namely, the

long-drawn hissing inspiration, prolonged

expiration of the same character, but with

less of the sibilant sound, and diminution or

complete abolition of any pause between suc-

cessive resphatory efforts. The voice also is

altered, becoming husky and uncertain, deeper

in tone, and croaking in quality. The patient

likewise suffers from cough, of the same
character as the voice ; from the imperfect

closure of the vocal cords it wants sharpness,

is husky, and sometimes is accompanied by
a hollow, clanging sound, constituting what
is commonly called the crotijnj coagh. The
expectoration varies according as the inflam-

mation involves the larynx alone, or extends

to the trachea and bronchi. In the former
case it is usuaUy clear, thin, tenacious mucus,
which is hawked rather than coughed up,

mixed with the saliva, which is freely secreted

but not swallowed. Sometimes the expecto-

ration contains harder pellets, secreted in the

ventricles of the larynx ; whilst, if the trachea

and bronchi are involved, the usual thick ex-

pectoration of bronchitis is also coughed up.

Deglutition is painful and difficult owing to

imphcation of the aryepiglottic folds and
epiglottis

;
yet the pharynx, on inspection,

shows only a little redness, quite inadequate
to accomit for the dysphagia. Accompanying
these symptoms there is a rapid pulse, and
slight rise of temperature, though the tongue
may be moist, and other indications of in-

flammatory fever slight.

The laryngoscope reveals congestion of the
larynx, which varies much in extent and
degree. In slight cases the reddening may
be confined to special parts, like the epiglot-

tis and vocal cords, without any ajipreciable

swelling of the affected structures. The cords
usually exhibit changes, which account suffi-

ciently for the hoarseness. During attempts
at phonation they are often seen to be imper-
fectly approximated, bemg separated by an
elliptical fissure, the result of paresis of their

internal tensor muscles, the thyro-aryte-

noidei interni. Less frequently the posterior

part of the glottis remains open during
phonation, forming a triangular space with
the apex directed forwards, a condition
depending on paresis of the arytenoideus
muscle. These pareses of the cords are prob-

ably due to inflammatory imphcation of

their neuro-muscular apparatus. Protrusion
of the swollen inter-arytenoid fold between
the posterior ends of the cords, preventing

their due adduction, is an occasional source
of hoarseness. At other times no definite

loss of movement can be recognised, and
here the hoarseness is to be ascribed to

alterations in the tension and vibration of

the cords produced by the catarrh. In the
severe type the whole larynx is congested,

and the aryepiglottic folds, epiglottis, and
ventricular bands are swoUen so as to hide
the vocal cords more or less.

In most instances of the mild form, re-

covery ensues in a few days.

If the case progress untowardly, the rest-

lessness and anxiety increase ; suffocative

paroxysms occur and recur with increasing

frequency ; the patient's whole attention ap-

pears concentrated on the effort of breathing;
he dreads to speak or swallow, and if obliged

to say anything, he takes first a laboured
inspiration, and then, with a straining effort,

brings out what little voice is left. Gradu-
ally, as the aeration of the blood becomes
more imperfect, drowsiness comes on ; the
eyes, 'staring in the previous stage, are half

closed by the drooping lids ; the face, bathed
in perspiration, becomes Uvid ; and death
occurs, probably m a paroxysm of suffocative

dyspnoea.

Acute laryngitis occurring in young
children, sometimes termed spasmodic laryn-

gitis or false croup, differs somewhat from
the description just given. These diS'erences

depend on the small size of the child's

larynx, and on the tendency to spasm inci-

dental to this age. Without any previous

illness beyond, possibly, a slight cough and
hoarseness, the child is suddenly seized at

night with a'barking cough, noisy stridulous

inspiration, and more or less urgent dyspnoea.

The suffocative seizvire seldom lasts more
than a few minutes ; but it may recur the

same night, or on successive nights, the

child being generally free from all symptoms,
except slight cough and hoarseness, during

the daytime. These attacks are mainly due
to spasm of the sphincter muscles of the

larynx ; but in aU probability they are also

partly the result of drying of the secretions

accumulated during sleep, and consequent
narrowing of the glottis. Paroxysmal dys-

pnoea of the same nature, and due to the

same cause, may develop as a comjilication

of the exanthemata, especially measles.

Diagnosis.—Acute laryngitis is apt to be

confounded with that form of inflammation
which is characterised by the formation of a

false membrane in the larynx, namely, croup

or laryngeal diphtheria. If practicable, a

laryngoscopic examination, showing the ab-

sence of false membrane, is the most certain

means of diagnosing simple from pseudo-

membranous laryngitis ; but even where
perfect casts of the trachea, bronchi, and
primary broncliia are expectorated, the larynx

may be absolutely free from false mem-
brane, and simply inflamed. The absence
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of diphtheritic menihrane in the fauces, of

ftcrid excoriiitiii^' (list'harf,'e from the nos-

trils, and of glandular swellings, as well as

the mode of accession of the symptoms,
would lead us to regard the case as simple

laryngitis; while the presence of any of tliese

syniiHoms, or the prevalence of an epidemic

of diphtheria, would lead us to suspect false

membrane. Even after due consideration of

these points, and of the character of the

voice, cough. &c., in certain cases, we are

niuihle to say whether we have to deal with
simple or with pseudo-membranous laryn-

gitis. The acute laryngitis or false croup of

children is further distinguished Irom true

croup by the sudden accession of the symp-
toms at night, and by the progress of the

case— true croup or diphtheria increasmg in

intensity, while, from the lirst sudden onset

of the symptoms, false croup diminishes,

unless complicated with lobular pneumonia
or other severe disease. From laryngismus
stridulus, acute laryngitis is distinguished by
the presence of slight pyrexia and other

indications of primary intlammatory atlec-

tion of the larynx and air-passages ; by the

absence of indications of anj- other affection

of the nervous system, or of a tendency to

convulsions ; by the usual occurrence of the

attack in the night only ; by the slighter

affection of the breathing ; and by the fre-

quent croupy couqh, which is the prominent
symptom, and which is wanting in laryn-

gisnnis.

Prognosis.—In mild attacks of laryngitis

all the symptoms exist only in a slight

degree, and disappear in a few days imder
simple treatment. Such is the ordinary
course of the .false croup of children. lu
adults laryngitis may occur in any degree
between the mildest form and that in which,
the symptoms being all most intense, it may
prove fatal in a day or two, or even in a few
hours. The danger depends in great measure
on the amount of swelling present. Although
mild laryngitis usually terminates favour-

ably in <a few days, it is necessary that every
case should be sedulouslj- watched, as at any
period dangerous symptoms may set in and
prove rapidly fatal. The disease is most
deadly in the young. Acute may pass on to

chronic laryngitis.

Treatment.—As soon as the first indica-

tions of even slight laryngitis are observed,

the patient should be confined to a warm
room, at a temperature of 6.5" F., a kettle

being kei)t boiling to moisten the atmosphere.
Talkmgjnust be forbidden, in order to ensure
as much rest to the larynx as possible. The
diet should be chiefly liquid, and no stimu-

lants are required. As a rule, no further

treatment is necessary ; but, if the cough be

troublesome, we may jirescribe a saline

diajihoretic draught, with small doses of

morphine, and 4 or 5 minims of antiinonial

wine every three or four hoiu"s. The cough

and sense of dryness, or soreness of the
' tliroat, are generally relieved by the iidmla-
tion of simple steam, or by the vapour of

I conqiound tincture of ben/oin, one dr.ichm
being added to a pint of liot water. In every
case a regular evacuation of the bowels is to

be secured. If swelling of the larjTix ensue,

I

the patient must be directed to suck ice

j

constantly. Should the dyspiKca become
j

lu-gent, tracheotomy nuist be performed at

once. With due care in the performance of

the operation and after-treatment of the

jiatient, in cases of simple laryngitis, tracheo-

tomy is almost always successful, but it

should not be resorted to unless the case ia

urgent.

Simple cases of false croup in children are

usually relieved by warm poultices to the
throat. An emetic may be admmi.stered in

the comparatively rare instances in which
dyspnoea depends on insufhcient removal of

secretions from the larynx.

A brief allusion may here be made to the

method of intubation which has been suc-

cesstuUy practised by Dr. O'Dwyer and others

for the relief of laryngeal diphtheria. It is

possible that further experience may warrant
the adoption of this treatment in place of

tracheotomy, in certain cases of laryngitis

associated with stenosis, whether in the child

or adult.

ii. Phlegmonous Laryngitis.

—

Synon.:
QSdcnia Gloltidis ; (J-Jdema of tlie Larynx ;

ffidematous Laryngitis; Fr. Laryngite iEde-
niaieiise ; Ger. Kthlkopfocdem.

Definition.—Inflanunatory exudation into

the submucous tissue of the larynx of serous,

sero-purulent, or sero-fibrinous fluid.

,Ftiology.—Phlegmonous laiyngitis occa-

sionally arises as a primary disease, and is

then to be regarded as a symptom of septic

infection ; thus in rare instances it seems to

have been the eai-hest manifestation of

erysipelas.

Mechanical injuries, and the direct action

of boiling water, corrosive poisons, and foreign

bodies are less unconunon causes. Phleg-

monous laryngitis may also develop in the

course of specific fevers, such as measles, scar-

latina, small-j)ox, typhoid fever, diphtheria,

pyipuiia. and in renal disease.

In most cases, however, the laryngeal

aflection is the result of extension of disease

from neighbouring parts, pharyngitis, whether
dependent on erysipelas or other causes,

being the most ct)nnnon antecedent.

Intlanmiatory affections of the cervical

connective tissue, and perichondritis, or deep
ulceration of the larynx, associated with

carcinoma, .syphilis, or tuberculosis, are also

occasional causes of phlegmonous laryngitis.

An.atomkal Ciiaractkus. The mucous
surface presents a dull red or livid colour,

and is greatly swollen, owing to infiltration

of the submucosa. .\ certain amotmt of ptia

is generally diffused through the exudation,
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but it is rare for a circumscribed abscess

to form. The process usually attacks first

the aryepiglottic folds and the epiglottis,

and it may extend thence to the ventricles

and other parts of the 'larynx, the vocal cords

themselves being seldom affected. The sub-

mucous tissue below the vocal cords, lining

the cricoid cartilage, may very occasionally

be the sole seat of the disease.

Symptoms.—The symptoms indicative of the

severe laryngitis exist in an mcreased degree

in this affection, the swelling of the epiglottis

interfering especially with deglutition, and
that of the aryepiglottic and ventricular

bands causing very dangerous dyspnoea. By
examination with the linger and, far better,

by the laryngoscope, we observe further the

physical condition caused by the swelling.

The epiglottis is congested, misshapen,
rounded like a chestnut, or its two sides

swollen so as to resemble two mucous
bladders pressed together in the middle line

;

and, unless this hides the rest of the larynx,

the aryepiglottic folds wiU be recognised as

two long rounded swellings, passing from
before back, and nearly meeting in the

centre, the ventricular bands being visible

only when there is little swelling above. The
prognosis in such cases is extremely grave.

Treatment.— The patient should suck
small pieces of ice, leeches might be applied

over the larynx, and an attempt may be
made to reduce the swelling by scarification

with a- curved laryngeal bistoury, but in most
instances tracheotomy is required.

(b) Chronic Laryngitis.

—

Definition.

Chronic inflammation of the mucous mem-
brane of the larynx.

jEtiology.- Chronic laryngitis is often,

but not invariably, a sequel of acute laryn-

gitis, and is due to the same causes. Chronic
affections of the nose and pharynx frequently

co-exist, and seeiu in some instances to be
the starting-point of the malady.
Anatomical Characters.— The mucous

membrane of the larynx is hyperiemic, and
may be slightly swollen, the vessels being
often dilated in patches. The morbid process

may extend in rare cases to the submucosa,
producing diffuse connective-tissue thicken-

ing, or small warty growths, especially on the

vocal cords— ' chorditis tuberosa ' of Tiirck.

Marked enlargement of the veins on the

epiglottis is occasionally observed, and is

probably the result of the chronic catarrh.

SvMPTOMij.—The symptoms of chronic
laryngitis are hoarseness or aphonia after

slight exertion of the voice ; a hacking cough,
with but little of the brassy, laryngeal cha-
racter ; either no expectoration, or only a
little tenacious mucus ; and a sense of dry-
ness and ticlding, with slight pain, in the
throat.

The laryngoscope shows a varying amount
of congestion, either general or local, but the
hypera;mia is seldom so pronounced as in

acute laryngitis. The cords are usually

affected, presenting a pinkish, slightly thick-

ened appearance.
Mucous secretion is often seen sticking to

the inter-arytenoid fold or to the anterior

angle of the glottis. In a special variety of

the disease, known as ' laryngitis sicca,' the

secretion is apt to dry and form adherent
scales or crusts, in consequence of some
modification of its composition. Epithelial

erosions are not uncommon, but ulceration

never occurs. Pareses of the vocal cords

often ensue, giving rise to changes in the
glottis, as described under Acute Laryngitis.

In the rare instances in which thickening

invades the subglottic region, stenosis coin-'

monly ensues, and obstructive dyspnoea be-

comes a prominent symptom.
Diagnosis.—In cases of chronic disease

of the larynx a laryngoscopic examination is

indispensable. "Without the laryngoscope
diagnosis and treatment can be only guess-

work ; with it, the appearances described

above are clearly recognised. Where chronic

laryngitis is persistent, the possibility of

tuberculosis must be kept in mind, and re-

peated examination of the lungs and sputum
should be made. In elderly or middle-aged
patients a localised swelling and congestion

of the vocal cords, especially if associated

with impaired mobility, should arouse the

suspicion of carcinoma.
Prognosis.—Chronic catarrhal laryngitis

may subside spontaneously, but is usually

persistent unless properly treated.

Treatment.—Any imprudence in diet or

hygiene must be corrected, pungent condi-

ments or spices, very hot drinks, alcohol in

excess, smoky or dusty rooms^ being avoided,

and the voice rested as much as possible.

About every other day the larynx should be

brushed out with an astringent lotion. In
mild cases a solution of chloride of zinc, 30

grains to the ounce, will suffice; but if this

fail, a more poweriu) astringent, nitrate of

silver 10 to 40 grains to the ounce, should

be employed. Such applications should not

be continued for more than two or three

weeks at a time.

Inhalations of chloride of ammonium, pine

oil, and creasote are recommended by some
phj'sicians. In some obstinate cases the

waters of Ems, Reichenhall, Marienbad,
Aix-les-Bains, and other spas are believed to

yield good results. Attention must be paid

to the general health, and to the state of tJie

digestive organs.

3. Larynx, Leprosy of.—Ji^tiology.—
The causes are identical with those of leprosy

in other situations. Leprosy of the larynx

may be associated with a similar affection of

the buccal mucous membrane, the tongue,

and the palate.

Anatomical Characters.—The lesions at

first consist of a nodular thickening of the

epiglottis and aryepiglottic folds, which may
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be succeeded by very chronic ulceration

and cicatrisation. Ulliinately the disease

may invade other parts, and cause stenosis

of the larynx.

Symptoms, Complications, and Diagnosis.
The symptoms ot laryniijeal le])rosy are those

of chronic inllaniination ; and, if the nodides
ulcerate, the ulceration is very slow, and not
of the destructixe diaracter of syi)hilis. Aa
leprosy of the larynx occurs only when the
disease of the skin has heou long established,

its dia<;nosis is clear. It usually exists for a
long time, even years, before it ulcerates

;

and even after this it is very slow in its pro-

gress, and not fatal.

Trkatment.—As in other forms of leprosy,

treatment is almost useless. Tracheotomy
must be performed if stenosis occur. See
Leprosy.

4. Larynx, Lupus of.—.Etiology.—
The causes of this disease and of lupus of the
skin are identical. It is doubtful whether
the larynx is ever primarily affected.

Anatomical Characters.—Small nodules
appear on the epiglottis, and subseciuently on
the aryepiglottic folds and other parts of the
larynx, associated sooner or later with thick-

enuig and ulceration of the mucous mem-
brane. Cicatrisation of the ulcers is almost
an invariable feature of such cases.

Symptojis. Com plications, and Diagnosis.
Lupus of the larynx may give no definite

symptoms, even when pronounced lesions

exist, and doubtless on this account this affec-

tion of the larynx is often overlooked. In
other cases the symptoms are those of chronic
inflammation ; but there appears to be less

tendency to oedema or to those affections of
the cartilages which occur in syphilis and
tuberculosis. Lupus is distinguished from
syphilis by its prevailing nodular character,

and by the slo-v progress of ulceration.

From tuberculosis, which it more closely re-

sembles, it differs mainly in its marked ten-

dency to the formation of cicatrices. But in

all cases the diagnosis turns principally on
the presence of lupus of the skin. It lasts

for many years.

Treatment.—Lupus of the larynx must be
iroated constitutionally in the same way as

other forms of lupus, and locally by caustics

or the galvanic cautery. Lactic acid, ap-

plied as in cases of laryngeal tuberculosis,

promises to be of service in lupus also. See
Lupus.

5. Larynx, Nervous Affections of.—
(1) Sensory Disorders ok the Larynx.—
Hijpcrasthesia of the laryngeal mucous
membrane is a usual accompaniment of in-

flammation, acute and chrome, and is a not

infrc(juent symptom of hysteria, hypochon-
driasis, and neurasthenia. Antrsthesia occurs

in cases where the superior laryngeal nerve

or its centres are affected, and especially as a

sequel of diphtheria. It is also an o;'casional

sj-mptom of bulbar paralysis and hysteria,

and is said to accompany epileptic tits.

Ucniiana-.Hthcaia may result from tiuuours
of the base of the skull. Parieslluiiia, in

which the larynx is the seat of various per-
verted and unaccountable sensations, is not
an unconmion manifestation in ameniic,
hysterical, and hypochondriacal patients.

(2) Motor Disorders of the Larynx.—
(a) Spasm is considered in a separate section.

See 6. liarynx, Spasm of.

(i) Paralj/nis of the larvTix is of great
variety. It will be best discussed, first, under
the head of the nerccs aff"ected ; and, secondly,

with respect to the individual muscles para-
lysed.

i. Paralysis of the Superior Laryngeal
Nerve.—In this rare condition, depending
either on diphtiicria or bulbar paralysis, the
interior of tlie larynx is quite insensitive to

the introduction of a probe ; the ejjiglottis lies

motionless against the base of the tongue,
owing to paralysis of its depressors— the

thyro-epiglottic and aryepiglottic muscles

;

and the voice is said to be rough and low-
pitched, from palsy of the cricothyroid mus-
cles. The glottis is represented by a wavy
line, in conseciuence of j)aralysis of the ex-

ternal tensors. The immobility of the epi-

glottis and the ansBsthesia are a source of

I
great danger, as food is likely to enter the

I

larynx and lead to pulmonary complications.

Food nuist be administered by the oesopha-

geal tube in such cases. See Labio-Glosso-

I

Laryngeal Paralysis.

I

Paralysis of the Eecurrent Larytiffeal

j

JVe?-ir.— Complete paralysis is generally due
to pressure of an aneurysm of the aorta or
other intrathoracic tuinour, or of a goitre, on
the nerve after its origin from the vagus, btit

the same effect may follow degenerative or

destructive lesions of the motor tii>res, in any
part of their course from the medulla oblon-

gata down to their peripheral termination.

Bilateral ])aralysis, in thi! very rare instances

in which it has been observed, was the resiilt

of carcinoma of the oesophagus, double
aneurysm of the aorta and innominate artery,

timiours of the base of the brain, extensive

pericardial effusion, and, lastly, pressure on
the trunk of one ]ineumogastric nerve, for

example, by enlarged bronchial glands. Bi-

lateral paralysis, following unilateral pressure,

is regarded by Sir George Johnson, who first

observed it, as an instance of reffex para-

lysis ; but the more general belief is that se-

condary changes are set up in the nuclei of

the recurrent laryngeal nerves, as the result

of ascending irritation. The symptoms of

bilateral paralysis are aphonia, inability to

cough, and slight stridor. Slight dyspna>a
may be induced by attempts to speak. The
vocal cords are seen lying motionle>s and
relaxed, in a position midway between abduc-
tion and adduction. In unilateral paralysis,

which is the usual form and is more common
on tlie left side, one cord alone occupies, the
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position just described, but, as tbe healthy

cord crosses over the middle line during

phonation to meet its palsied fellow, there is

no aphonia, though the voice is generally

weak and uncertain.

Hitherto complete paralysis alone has been

considered; but paralysis depending on struc-

tural disease of the fibres or nuclei of the

recurrent laryngeal nerves is far more often

incomplete. In these circumstances, as Dr.

Semon and Dr. Eosenbach have shown in-

dependently, the fibres supplying the abduc-

tor muscles are the first to suffer. In course

of time the adductors may become affected

also, but paralysis of these muscles is seldom
complete. This fact is attributed to a greater

vulnerabilitj' of the abductor nerve-fibres

than of those supplying their antagonists, the

adductors. Dr. Semon believes that the ab-

ductor muscles themselves are less resistant

than the adductors. It is impossible to dis-

cuss here the experiments and clinical facts

on which this important doctrine is based.

ii. Parahjsis of Individual Muscles.—Bi-

lateral Abductor Paralysis.—The cause may
be either central—as in tabes dorsalis, bulbar

paralysis, sj'philitic or other intracranial

disease ; or peripheral— lesions of both re-

current or pneumogasti'ic nerves, pressure on
the trunk of one vagus, or degenerative affec-

tions of the abductor muscles, as described

under the preceding heading. The symp-
toms are severe inspiratory dyspnoea and
stridor, and weakness or shght hoarseness of

the voice. AVith the larjTigoscope the cords

are found lying close together, being separ-

ated by a mere chink. On phonation they

approximate as usiial, but during deep in-

spiration no divergence takes place, and a

slight movement of adduction is generally

observed. This action is attributed either to

the effects of suction, or to a perverted inner-

vation of the unopposed adductors. Bilateral

paralysis may cause fatal suffocative attacks,

and, if persistent, necessitates the perform-

ance of tracheotomy.
Abductor paralysis may be simulated by

mechanical fixation from ankylosis or ar-

thritis of the crico-arj'tenoid joints, or by
cicatricial or intlammatory cnanges in their

neighbourhood. Diagnosis is often diflicult

in such cases, but in the latter condition

there is usually some distortion of parts,

such as contraction, irregularity, or swelling

about the arytenoid cartilages, which is not
the case in paralysis.

Unilateral Ahditctor Paralysis. — This
condition is generally attributable to peri-

pheral causes, and especially to compression
of the left recurrent or vagus nerve within

the thorax by an aneiirysm or other tumour,
as we have just seen in discussing paralysis

of the recurrent laryngeal nerve. Palsy of

the right abductor is an occasional result of

chronic disease of the apex of the right

lung.

The affected vocal cord occupies the median
position; but if the adductor becomes in-

volved, the cord recedes fi'om the middle
line and takes up a situation between that
of abduction and adduction. The symptoms
of unilateral paralysis are slight hoarseness
and dysphonia, but dyspnoea and stridor do
not occur except on exertion.

Paralysis of the Adductors.—Paralysis
of these muscles is nearly always bilateral,

and is probably the result of a central nervous
affection of a functional nature, occurring in
hysterical, neurotic, or anaemic subjects. It

is doubtful whether gross nervous disease
ever leads to isolated paralysis of the adduc-
tors. The patient, generally a female, be-
comes suddenly aphonic, but the reflex acts

of sneezing and cough are still attended with
the usual sound. Attempts to speak occa-
sion a slight degree of dyspnoea, due to the
escape of breath through the widely open
glottis. The laryngoscope shows that the
cords are abducted normally, but do not
approach one another during efforts to pho-
nate.

Paralysis of tha Internal Tensors.—The
internal tensors or thyro-arytenoidei interni

may be paralysed, on one or both sides, as a
consequence of laryngitis or of hysteria. Ac-
cording as the affection is bilateral or uni-
lateral, there is aphonia or mere hoarseness.

Diu-iiig phonation the vocal cords are
separated by an oval or elliptical space, and
appear to be very thin and narrow, owing in

all probability to deficient tension.

Paralysis of the External Tensors, the
crico-thyroids, is imknown, apart from the
results of paralysis of the superior laryngeal
nerve.

Paralysis of the Arytenoideus.—This is

also commonly a result of hysteria or of

laryngeal catarrh, and gives rise to hoarse-

ness or aphonia. During phonation the cords
meet in front, but are separated posteriorly

by a triangular gap.

Treatment.— If the paralysed condition
depend on serious disease outside the larynx,

local treatment is of little avail. When
syphilis or aneurysm is suspected, iodide of

potassium should be prescribed freely. In
cases of adductor paralysis, ansemia and the
hysterical state must be suitably treated, and
intra- or extra-laryngeal faradisation may be
tried, but sudden recovery often occurs with-
out any ti'eatment. See Pneumogastrio
Nerve, Diseases of.

6. Larynx, Spasm of.—In the descrip-

tion of other diseases of the larynx, this con-
dition has been referred to as a frequent com-
plication. Spasm causes the urgent symptoms
when the larynx is irritated bj^ the lodgment
of a foreign body or the like. It may result

from pressure on, or disease of, the pneunio-
gastric or reciu'rent laryngeal nerve ; from
hysteria ; or as a manifestation of a more
general affection of the nervous system, in
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which case it constitutes the following special

luiiliuly.

Larynqismva StridiihtK.—Synon. : Child-

Crowiiifj ; Spnsmodic Croup; Fiilsc Croup;
Fr. Spasnie de la Glottc ; Pseudo-croup
lierveux ; Ger. Kchlhopfkrampf.

Definition.—Laryngismus stridulus is

characterised by short or more prolonged
accessions of suffocation; depending on tonic

spasm of the adductor muscles of the larynx,

and usually of the diajihragm and otiier re-

spiratory muscles, causing closure of the

glottis and a sudden arrest of inspiration ;

and endmg in a shrill crowing sound, as the

insjiiratory act is resumed and concluded.

It is purely a nervous disease ; is unac-
companied by any inflamnuxtory affection

of the larynx or air-passages ; and is often

associated with other convulsive affections.

^Etiology.—Anj-thing causing excessive

reflex irritability-, rickets, chronic hydro-
cephalus and other organic affections of the
brain or medulla oblongata, predispose to

this con\-ulsive affection. It is sometimes
associated with the irritation of teething. A
sudden fright, irritation of the larynx h\ the

accidental entrance of food, or some such
slight agitation as that caused by a child

being tossed in the air, may excite the attack.

Symptoms.—With or without premonitory
indications of a tendency to convulsive affec-

tion, such as drawing- in of the thumbs and
great toes, or clenching of the hands ; often

during sleep, and with no evident exciting

cause, or at any time in the day ; a child is

suddenly attacked with ditlicult breathing,

inspiration l)eing accompanied by the crow-
ing sound characteristic of laryngeal spasm.
This maj- continue for some time, and then
graduallj' subside. The spasm may be short,

or it may be longer and more intense, in-

spiration being proportionately dithcidt. It

may be complete, and the act of inspiration

cease entirely, until, just as death seems
imminent, the spasm relaxes, and with a
crowing inspiration breathing is re-estab-

lished. In the worst cases, and sometimes
in the first attack, death does actually occiu*.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of this disease

from laryngitis is considered under Acute
Laryngitis. The symptoms caused by a for-

eign body lodged in the larynx closely simu-
late laryngisnuis strididus. The nature of the

case is decided by its history ; and. unless

the age of the patient precludes it, by a
laryngoscopic examination.

Prognosis.—The milder forms of laryngis-

mus stridtdus yield to suitable treatment, and
disappear as improvement takes place in the

condition inducing the attack. Severer forms,

if not fatal in a first, may be so in a subse-

quent attack. When the spasm depends on
some incurable organic change in the nervous
system, the case is of course hopeless from
the first.

Treatment.— Attention to the diet and

general management of the child, regular
I bathing, and the administration of remedies
I
suitable to correct faults of digestion, are

I

necessary (see Rukets). The persevering
use of bromide of j)otassium has iieen found
beneficial by the writer iT.J.W.); and cidoral

' hydrate is of undoubted value. For the im-
mediate treatment of the spasmodic attack,
prompt immersion in a warm bath, the ad-
ministration of an emetic, or the use of an
annesthetic vapour or amyl nitrite may be
resorted to ; and should breathing not be re-

established as the spasm ceases, dashing cold
water on the face and chest, friction, ajiplica-

tion of strong anunonia or vinegar to the
nostrils, and especially artificial respiration,

must be adojited, with the object of restoring
the respiratory function. Tracheotomy may
be requisite, but the practitioner is, unfortu-
nately, seldom present when the indications
for the operation arise.

7. Larynx, Syphilis of.— Syphilis
affects the larynx ditfcicntly according to the
stage of the disease at which tlie organ is

attacked. Erythematous macuhe, raised

mucous patches or condylomata, and super-
ficial ulceration, like that seen in the fauces
and pharynx, are described as secondary le-

sions, but are seldom actually observed, as
opjiortunities for making a laryngoscopic
examination are not often afforded. Mucous
patches, represented by small gi-eyish Hat ele-

vations, and congestion, are the commonest
manifestations at this ])eriod of the disease.

These patches generally disappear without
leaving any trace of their existence.

The larynx is more seriously affected in

advanced stages of .syphilis. The lesions, con-
sisting of diffuse infiltration, nodular gum-
matous deposits, or ulceration, are especially

prone to attack the epiglottis and vocal cords,

and in a less degree the ventricular bands
and posterior wall.

I

The special proclivity of the epiglottis to

syphilitic disease has been attributed to direct

infection from the pharynx, it being an un-
doubted fact that syphilis generally involves

the pharynx together with the larynx.

Syphilitic ulceration may be superficial or

deep. Deep idcers, which are often of gum-
matous origin, are sharply cut, and extend

I

rapidly. As a result, extensive destruction

of the epiglottis, suppurative perichondri-
' tis, and necrosis of the various cartilages,

often ensue. External fistulic are occasion-

ally thus produced. Perichondritis at times
develops without previous ulceration. Cica-

trices are almost an invariable secjuel of deep
ulceration, and are a great source of danger,
owing to the contraction and stenosis which
they occasion. Curious puckering of different

parts is commonly produced, at times asso-

ciated with small poh-poid excrescences of

the mucous membrane. These last, unlike
gummata, show no tendency to ulcerate,

and may gradually disappear, .\dhesion and
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webbing of the cords, adhesion of the epi-

glottis to the walls of the pharynx, fixation

of the vocal cords in various positions, some-
times simulating bilateral abductor palsy,

and depending then on fibrous changes
around the crico-arytenoid articulations,

—

these are some of the many effects of syphiUtic

cicatrisation.

In hereditary syphilis, lesions of the larynx
generally occur within the lirst few months
after birth, but occasionally the larynx is not

attacked before the age of puberty is reached.

The early manifestations of the disease in

hereditary cases are represented by conges-

tion and mucous patches ; at a later period

they are not to be distinguished from those

which occiu- in the advanced stage of ac-

quired syjihilis. Deep ulceration in any case

may be associated with extensive cedematous
swelling, and haemorrhage from perforation

of large vessels is an occasional occurrence.

Symptoms.—Secondary syphilitic affections

cause hoarseness and sometimes loss of voice,

but there is usually neither pain, cougli, fever,

nor dyspnoea. The more serious tertiary

affections may give rise to all the symptoms
caused by tubercular ulceration, but pain and
dysphagia are rarely experienced except when
the epiglottis is extensively ulcerated, and
even then these symptoms are less severe

than in tubercular cases, and the constitu-

tional symptoms are those of syphilis, as dis-

tinguished,from consumption.
Diagnosis.—Secondary syphUitic affections

of the larynx are easily recognised with the
laryngoscope, and there are usually other

indications of the constitutional taint. The
diagnosis of the disease, in its later stages,

must be based on the appearance of the

lesions above mentioned, combined with
manifestations of sy23hilis in other jjarts of

the body, especially of the skin and pharynx.
In the absence of constitutional symptoms,
the diagnosis may present great difficulties,

especially as regards tuberculosis. This
question will be discussed in the next section.

It is sometimes not altogether easy to

distinguish syphilitic from carcinomatous
ulceration, but in the latter disease the ap-

pearance of a growth is more pronounced,
ulceration is less rapid, and pain is more
often present. Moreover, the vocal cords and
ventricular bands are the favourite seats of

malignant growths, the epiglottis and other
parts being seldom primarily affected.

The good results following the use of iodide

of potassium will often assist in arriving at a
correct diagnosis, but this test is open to a
fallacy, as carcinoma and syphilis may co-

exist.

Prognosis.—The prognosis in cases of
laryngeal syphilis must vary according to its

form. In early cases, and where ulceration

is superficial, the prognosis is very favour-

able, but in advanced stages the prospects of

the patient are more uncertain, for, although

the progress of ulceration can almost invari-

ably be arrested by treatment, subsequent
cicatrisation may cause dangerous stenosis.

A knowledge of the complications incidental

to deep ulceration should induce us always to

give a guarded opinion.

Treatment.—Local treatment is not ne-

cessary for the secondary syphilitic affections

of the larj'nx, and we must trust to mercurial
inunction and other constitutional remedies.
Syphilitic ulceration of the larynx requires

persevering treatment with large doses of

iodide of potassium ; and where it does not
yield to this remedy, appropriately combined
with quinine, cod-liver oil, (fee, mercury must
be employed, the best method being by mer-
curial inunction or the hypodermic injection

of the bichloride. A combination of mercury
and iodide of potassium is often useful. The
local application of a solution consisting of

iodine 10 grs., iodide of potassium 100 grs.,

glycerine 1 oz., is sometimes of service in

the case of syphilitic ulcer, in addition to the
above treatment. When the dyspnoea is dan-
gerous, tracheotomy must not be delayed. It

will usually prove successful, although the
destruction of tissue and cicatrisation may be

such as to necessitate the permanent wearing
of the tube. Operations for the division of

cicatricial bands and adhesions seldom give

satisfactory results, owing to the tendency
of the parts to unite again. Systematic dila-

tation, by msans of Schrotter's hollow
vulcanite bougies, may be tried in such
cases.

8. Larynx, Tuberculosis of.—Synon.:
Laryngeal Phthisis; Fr. Phthisie Laryngee;
Ger. Kchlkopftuherculose.

jEtiology.— Laryngeal tuberculosis is

almost invariably secondary to pulmonary
phthisis, but in a few instances a necropsy
has demonstrated the existence of tubercu-

lous disease in the larynx without any affec-

tion of the lung. In the former case the
larynx is either directly inoculated with in-

fective sputum derived from the lung, which
is the usual method, or the tubercular virus

is conveyed to the larynx by the blood.

Where the larynx is primarily affected, we
may suppose that the infective agent, the
tubercle bacillus, is inhaled, and effects a
lodgment here without reaching the lung.

Anatomical Characters.—In the larynx,

as in other mucous membranes, the tuber-

culous process may be considered under two
heads —infiltration or deposit, and ulceration

;

but inasmuch as the necrotic element pre-

dominates over the fibrous or indurative, the
tendency is ultimately towards ulceration.

The degree of infiltration varies greatly, now
giving rise to massive swelling of parts like

the epiglottis and aryepiglottic folds, where
the submucous tissue is loosely arranged, at

other times merely extending to the sub-

epithelial layer. In the latter case, owing to

the early development of ulceration, a stage
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of infiltration cannot generally be seen to

precede loss of substance, thou^jli from
analoj;;y there is reason to believe that this

is invariably the case. Definite tuberculous

tumours are occasionally met with.

The parts most prone to tuberculous disease

may be thus enumerated, in the order of

fte(iuencj' : the vocal cords and inter-aryte-

noid fold in about ecjual proportions, the

arycpijjlottic folds, epi^jlottis, and, lastly, the

ventricular bands. Extension of the infiltra-

tion and ulet-ration to the deeper parts

maj' lead to supi)urative or adhesive peri-

chondritis, et^pecially of the arytenoiil carti-

la-jes. Suppurative perichondritis causes

necrosis, and at times extrusion of the carti-

laj^e. CEdema is a frecjuent complication of

extensive tubercular lesions. It is lumeces-

sary in the present article to describe the

manifold changes that may be produced in

ditferent cases.

Symptoms.—The symptoms of this affec-

tion are those of an aggravated laryngitis

:

hoarseness or aphonia, irritable cough, diffi-

culty or pain in swallowing when tlie

epiglottis or aryepiglottic folds are involved,

and inspiratory dyspno'a and stridor if

stenosis be present. Pain shooting to the

ear is occasionally complained of, and is

probably referred from the sensory nerve of

the larynx, the superior laryngeal, to the

auricular branch of the vagus. The consti-

tutional and local symptoms of pulmonary
phthisis, which are present in varying degrees,

add much to the patient's distress. In early

eases the laryngoscope reveals small shallow
idcers or pale granulations on the vocal cords,

particidarly their posterior ends, fleshy swell-

ing of one or both cords, and j)rominence of

the inter-arytenoid fold, often with an irregu-

lar papillary margin. Swelling of one or

both sides of the epiglottis, aryepiglottic

folds, and ventricular bands, and deep ulcera-

tion may be observed later on. The ulcers

present either a greyish yellow or pinkish

giMutdar base, and miiuito yellowish nodules
are occasionally developed in their neigh-

bourhood. In certain instances the vocal

cords are split longitudinally into terrace-

like reddish or ulcerated ridges, so that each
cord seems to be composed of several indi-

vidual segments. Small tubercular tumours,
of a greyish pink colour, may occasionally

be seen springing from the cords, ventricles,

ventricular bands, or other parts. When the

epiglottis IS nnich swollen or hangs backwards,
it may be impossible to obtain a view of the

rest of the larynx. A similar difficulty is

sometimes experienced when the larynx is

coated with a copious viscid secretion. The
colour of the larynx varies greatly : generally

speaking, a greyish pink or pale yellowish

tint prevails, contrasting often with localised

patclies of congestion in the vicinitj- of idcers

or intiltrations. But this colour, which is

verv characteristic, is not invariablv met
70

witii. and general congestion may exist.

Impaired mobility oftho cords is very common:
it mostly dejjends on meciianical fixation of
the arytenoid cartilages from surrounding
infiltration. At times the vocal cords occupy
the median position, simulating bilateral

abductor paralysis, and giving rise to severe
stenosis. Neuropathic paralysis also occurs.

Thus one cord may bo motionless in the
cadaveric position, midway between that of
adduction and abduction. On the right side

this condition may occasionally be the result

of iinjilication of the recurrent nerve in pleu-

ritic thickening of the apex of the right lung ;

whereas the left recurrent may be compres.sed

bj' enlarged bronchial glands as it winds
round the arch of the aorta. Imperfect
closure of the glottis depending on bilateral

jjaresis of the adductors, as in cases of func-

tional or hysterical paralysis, is a more
common appearance. Lastly, in advanced
cases of phthisis, aphonia may be unassoci-

ated with any defect of movement, the feeble

action of the respiratory muscles being in-

sutKcient to cause the recjuisite vibration of

the cords. In other instances paralysis is

probably of myo))athic origin.

Diagnosis.—Chronic laryngitis is Bome-
times one of the earliest symptoms of

phthisis, and therefore should always direct

attention to the state of the lungs. The
diagnosis of tubercular disease rests on th»
detection of localised infiltration or ulcera-

tion of certain parts of the larmx, in associa-

tion with phvsical signs of puJiuonary tuber-

culosis. Syphilis is the disease with which,

it is most likely to be confounded, and the

difficulty is increased by the fact that the t>vo

affections may co-exist ; some authors even
assert that syphilitic ulceration predisposes

to tuberculosis. Pronounced pallor of tlie

larynx, sw-elling of the inter-arytenoid fold,

with papillary excrescences, fleshy swelling

of one cord, chronic ulcers of the cords, luid

a pale swollen condition of the aryepiglottic

folds and epiglottis, are very characteristic

of tuberculosis. On the other hand, marked
congestion, rapidly extending ulceration of

the cords or epiglottis, and cicatricial contrac-

tion, would be in favour of syphilis. Never-
theless, in many cases the laryngoscopic

appearances are quite inconclusive : and.

should examination of the lungs yield a

negative or ecjuivocal result, the detection of

the tubercle bacillus in the sputum will alone

establish the diagnosis. Tuberculosis can
seldom be mistaken for a malignant growth,

but the diagnosis will be considered under
the latter disease.

Progxosis.— Laryngeal tuberculosis is

rarely cured, though spontaneous cicatrisation

undoubtedly occurs in exceptional cases.

The progi'ess of tlie disease can often be tem-

porarily checked, and at times is arrested i)y

suitable treatment. .\s a ride, however, the

prognosis is most unfavourable. Iniiltr:iti,in
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of the epiglottis and aryepiglottic folds has

a most ominous significance, owing to the

interference with deglutition thereb3' entailed.

Treatment.—The constitutional treatment
is discussed in the article on Phthisis ; con-

sequently the local treatment alone will be

considered here. Lactic acid, introduced by
Krause, is the most efficacious remedy at

present known. The writer (P. K.) has seen

several cases where permanent cicatrisation of

tubercular ulcers has followed the systematic

application of this remedy. The larynx nmst
first be well brushed out with a 20 per cent,

solution of cocaine ; and then, after an iu-

tervaJ of three to five minutes, a 40 per cent,

solution of the acid should be thoroughly
applied on a small piece of cotton wool, hxed
to the screw of a laryngeal holder. The
strength of the solution should be increased

tin saturation is reached, and the treatment
should be continued for ten days to a fort-

night, the applications being made every
other day, or in some cases daily. It is

extremely important to paint the larynx
thoroughly with cocaine two or three times
before using the acid, otherwise the applica-

tion is very painful. If, notwithstanding this

precaution, pain be experienced, a weak spray
of cocaine to the larynx may be trusted to

give relief. The selection of fit cases is a
matter of great moment. Eeal benefit is

only to be expected where localised ulcera-

tion is unassociated with much subimicous
thickenmg. Where deep infiltration exists,

radical treatment is out of the question.

A solution of menthol in olive oil, 20 per
cent., painted on the larynx, gives much re-

lief to pain and dysphagia, and is said to

promote healing of ulcers ; but in the last

respect it cannot be compared to lactic acid.

Insufiflation of a powder consisting of boric

acid and iodoform equal parts, with cocaine

or morphine ^ to j of a grain, has also been
much praised, but its effects are only pallia-

tive.

Painful deglutition can generally be relieved

by spraying the throat, a few minutes before

food is taken, with a 2 to 5 per cent, solution

of cocaine. A lozenge, containing ^ to ^ of
a grain of cocaine, also gives relief in less

severe cases. Insufflation of morphine, ^ of
a grain, with a little starch-powder or sugar
of milk, produces less comjJete analgesia,

but the efi'ect lasts rather longer.

In cases where liquids enter the larynx
during drinking, as sometimes happens when
the epiglottis is destroyed, Dr. Wolfenden
recommends that the patient should drink
through a tube, lying flat on his face. Thick-
ened drinks can often be taken better than
ordinary fluids in such cases. Laryngeal
cough may be mitigated by a cocaine spray,

the use of menthol or oil of peppermint in
an oro-nasal respirator, insufflations of mor-
phine, or by sucking ice.

Tracheotomy is only to be performed when

marked stenosis is produced ; but this opera-
tion is seldom required, and its effects on the

pi;knonary disease are very unfavourable, on
account of the difficulty of expectoration
which is experienced when the action of the
glottis is abolished by the introduction of a
tracheal cannula.

9. Larynx, Tumours of.

—

(a) Benign.
Synon. : Polypi, or Growths of the Larynx

;

Fr. Tumeurs, Kystes, et Fohjpes du Lar^x;
Ger. Kehlkopfpolijpen.
J^TiOLOGY.—The invention and use of the

laryngoscope, leading to accurate diagnosis,

has established the fact that tumours of the
larynx are of much more frequent occurrence
than was formerly supposed. They are most
common in adult males, but they occur in

either sex, and at any age from infancy uj)-

wards. Inflammatory attacks, syphilis, and
anything leading to liabitual congestion of

the larynx, are said to favour their develop-
ment.
Anatomical Characters. — Growths of

vai'ious kinds occur in the larynx, papillomata
being much the commonest. These present
the appearance of a sessile warty or miilberry-

like growth, attached generally to the an-
terior part of the vocal cords, though they
may spring from almost any part of the
larynx. PiipUlomata vary in size from a
millet-seed to a walnut, and may be single or

multiple. They sometimes show a tendency
to recur when removed. Fibromata, the

next commonest form of innocent tumour,
may be sessile or pedunculated ; their surface

is usually smooth or slightly lobulated, but
in size and localisation they closely resemble
pajiillomata.

All other benign growths are very rare,

find it must suffice to enumerate myxoma,
lipoma, enchondroma, adenoma, angioma,
and cystic tumour.

Symptoms.—Benign tumours may cause
little inconvenience ; but, owing to the fact

that the commoner varieties generally affect

the vocal cords, some modification of the voice

is almost a constant symptom. A dry spas-

modic or croupy cough is sometimes excited.

The breathing is but little affected until the

growth attains some size, when dyspnoea will

set in, at first only on exertion, occasionally

spasmodic ; as the growth increases, it be-

comes constant, and at last it may prove
fatal if the disease be uni'elieved. Tumours
attached below the vocal cords are rare ;

when they exist, and are large, enough to

interfere with the breathing, expiration is as

noisy and difficult as inspiration. These
growths are usually painless. They may be

so situated as to interfere with swallowing,

but this is not usual. In addition to these

symptoms, the growth can be seen with the

aid of the laryngoscope, and felt with the

laryngeal probe or sound, and sometimes
with the finger. Occasionally portions of a

papilloma are expelled by coughing.
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PiAONosis.^A certain diiit;nosis can only
111' arrived at by exaniiiiatiun of the larynx.

The laryntjoscope will often, but not invari-

ably, enable us to distinguish a papilloma
(rom a libroina. The diagnosis of a benign
from a malignant growth is sometimes no
easy matter, thoiigli tlic absence of ulcera-

tion, congestion, or infiltration, which charac-

terises an innocent tumour, is rare in malig-

nant disease. The fact tliat simple growths
hardly ever origmato from the inter-arytenoid

or aryepiglottic folds will help to distinguish

these from the polypoid excrescences that

often fringe the margin of tubercular or

6y])hililic ulcers in these regions.

Pkognosis.— The importance of these

growths varies with their situation and rate

of increase. A few months have sutliced for

the growth of tumours from their origin to

their attaining a size sufficient to threaten
suffocation ; in other cases thej' may exist

for years without giving rise to any sjanptom
beyond dysphonia or aphonia. As soon as a
growth causes dyspnoea it has become dan-
gerous. The disease must practically be re-

garded as incurable, except by operation or

other local treatment.
Tkkatmext.—A small stationary fibroma

or other tumour, giving rise to but little in-

convenience, requires no treatment. .\]1

other tumours must be removed by opera-

tion. Removal may be effected by instru-

ments introduced into the larj'nx from above
with the aid of the laryngoscope ; or, where
the disease is very extensive, an artificial

opening into the larynx (thyrotomy or divi-

sion of both thyroid and cricoid) may be

necessary, the growth or gi-owths being re-

moved through this opening. This is the

only feasible method of operation in the case

of children. If the growth is removed ])cr

rias natiiralcs, it may be crushed through at

its base by a properly constructed ecrascur ;

it may be seized and torn off by forceps ; or

it may be cut off by kni\ es or scissors. The
particular ojieration, and the instnunents to

be used, must be determined b\- the circum-
stances of the case. The use of a cocaine
spray renders such manipulations much
easier. The statement which has been ad-

vanced that the irritation of endo-laryngeal

operations may induce the transformation of

innocent into malignant growths has been
conclusi\cly disproved.

{h) Malignant.— Malignant tumours of

the larynx may be i)rimary or secondary.

Trimarv growths are far less rare than was
formerly thought, carcinoma being much
more often met with than sarcoma. Epithe-
lioma is the commonest form of carcuioma,
the medullary and scirrlious varieties occur-
ring less frequently. Carcinoma develops as

a caidifiower or nodular growth from the

vocal cords or ventricular bands, though oc-

casionally other parts are tirst affected. The
tumour, at first localised, tends gradually to

LATENT lO'.tl

involve the whole of one side or more of the
larynx. Owing to the infiltrating nature of

the disease, the mobility of the corresponding
vocal cord is often interfered with. Ulcera-

tion is a common occurrence, and may be
followed by anlema, hiemorrhage, perichon-
dritis, and necrosis of the cartilages. Carci-

noma sometimes shows little tendency to

infect the glands and other j)arts of the body,
and sarcoma is even less lialile to spread.

Symptoms.— Hoarseness or aphonia is usu-

ally the first symptom, but dysjjhivgia and
dyspnoea may arise later on. I'ain is more
jirouounced in this than in any other affec-

tion of the larynx, and may shoot to the ear.

Ulceration is sometimes attended with great

fa-tor of the breath.

Diagnosis. — The laryngoscopic appear-

ances are seldom characteristic, often closely

resembling those presented by innocent

growths, especially papillomata. The dia-

gnostic importance of fixation of the corre-

sponding vocal cord has been pointed out by

i

Dr. Semon. Microscopical evidence of carci-

noma or sarcoma may sometimes be detected

in small portions of the tumour, removed by
the laryngeal forcejis, and is then of course
conclusive.

The diagnosis of syphilis from malignant
disease has been already discussed. Tuber-
culous lesions seldom present the appearance
of a localised growth, and careful examina-
tion of the lungs and sputum will generally

decide the matter. The age of the patient is

of some importance, carcinoma being seldom
observed before the age of forty.

I

Prognosis.—The prognosis is unfavourable
in all forms of carcinoma, but progress is

least rapid in the scirrhous type. Sarcoma
of the larynx seems to extend still njore

slowly.

Trk.atmknt.— Partial resection of the larynx
has been successful in a few cases of early

localised malignant disease, and is the only
radical method that seems at present justi-

fiable. Removal of a cancerous larynx was
first practised by Billroth, and has since been
performed by several Continental surgeon*-.

The results of tiio operation have, however,
been so unfavourable that it cannot be re-

commended. Tlie obstruction to respiration

may demand the performance of tracho.

tomy ; and if the lower part of the trachea is

1 free from disease, the operation will prolong
I life. Extirpation of a malignant growth by
' an endo-laryngeal operation should not be

I

attempted.

I

Pain and dyspha','ia must be alle\ iated by
the application of cocaine or morpliine, as in

cases of tuberculosis.

Thomas J. W.vlkkr. Percy Kidd.

LATENT {lateo, I lie hid).—This word
is applied to cases of certftm diseases in

whidi their usual characteristic features are

obscured and concealed ; for example, latent
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pleiirisij, latent scarlatina. Symptoms are
also said to be latent when they do not
occur under circumstances in which they
ought to appear. For instance, cough may
be latent in certain cases of phthisis.

LAVAGE (Fr.).—Synon. : Ger. Magen-
ausspillung.

Definition.—A method of washing out

the stomach, introduced by Kussmaul.
Description.—In order to perform lavage

it is necessary to be provided with the follow-

ing : (1) A soft flexible gastric catheter or

stomach tube, about twenty inches in length ;

(2) a large-sized glass funnel; (3) about a

yard of india-rubber tubing ; and (4) some
suitable lubricating material.

The glass funnel or receiver is affixed to

the one end of the gastric catheter by means
of the india-rubber tubing, which may be

interrupted at one part by the insertion of a

small piece of glass tubing, so that the ob-

server can determine when the irrigation is

complete by noticing that the returning fluid

is (juite clear. The free or distal end of the

stomach tube is provided with good-sized

lateral oval openings, placed a short distance

from its rounded end.

Having lubricated the tube with glycerine,

the practitioner introdiices it into the pharynx
with his right hand, and gently presses it

down, whilst the patient, who is preferably

in the sitting posture, pei'forms the act of

SA-allowing. The sensibility of the pharynx,

if it be excessive, may be subdued by the

usual appropriate measures.

To charge the apparatus, it is only neces-

sary to till the receiver with fluid, and, having
filled it, to raise it above the patient's head,

and to keep adding fluid until by its regurgi-

tation we know that a sufficient quantit v has
been used. A syphon action can now be
established by depressing the funnel. The
stomach is thus emptied ; and by repeatedly

filling and emptying it as described, it can
be thoroughly washed out. The repugnance
some patients have to the use of the tube is

generally soon overcome, and with a little

practice a patient generally accpiires the re-

quisite manipulative skill to introduce the

syphon tube himself; but it is necessary to

encourage him to persevere with its use,which
in many cases may necessarily be of long
duration.

The fluid which may be employed in

lavage niay be either lukewarm water ; 1 per
cent, salt soiution ; 3 to .5 per cent, solution

of bicarbonate of sodium ; 3 per cent, solu-

tion of either boric acid or borax ; or other
such familiar substances possessed of anti-

septic or antifermentative properties.

In the beginning, lavage may be resorted

to once or twice daily, less frequently after-

wards as the case imjn-oves.

Uses.— Lavage has been employed for

diagnostic purposes, as it affords a simple
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and highly efficient means of removing the
contents of the stomach for chemical investi-

gation in certain gastric disorders.

Lavage is one of the most important among
the numerous therapeutic measures which
are at our command for stimulating the
activity of the gastric glands in cases of

chronic dyspepsia, especiall3' in those in-

stances which are associated with excessive

secretion of mucus.
By its employment we may also increase

peristaltic action, strengthen the enfeebled
gastric muscular flbres in cases of in-

sufficiency or atony, remove fermenting and
stagnant gastric contents, thereby cleansing
the gastric mucous membrane. With the

improvement in the tone of the walls of the
stomach, associated intestinal disorders such
as constipation may also be overcome.
Amongst the diseases in which lavage has

been successfully employed may be men-
tioned simple gastric dilatation, due either to

perversion of function or to mechanical ob-

struction ; chronic gastritis ; and intractable

cases of chronic dyspepsia. See Stomach,
Diseases of.

It should be remembered that there are

certain possible dangers in connexion with
lavage. The chief of these are injury to the

oesophagus or to the gastric walls, with
hemorrhage, or perforation. Fatal syncope
even has attended its use ; but such cases are

fortunately of extreme rarity.

John Harold.

LEAD, Poisoning by.—Synon.: Plum-
bism ; Fr. Intoxication Saturnine ; Ger.

Bleivcrg iftung.
Pure metallic lead has probably no in-

jurious action on the system ; but owing to

the ease with which it oxidises and forms
salts, all of which are poisonous, lead-poison-

ing is of common occurrence amongst all

persons whose occupation brings them much
in contact with metallic lead and its alloys

;

among those engaged in industries in which
lead-salts are manufactured or largely em-
ployed ; as well as from contamination, acci-

dental or otherwise, of articles of food, drink,

or luxury with lead or its compounds.
Acute poisoning with lead is not common,

nor are any of the lead-salts actively poison-

ous. The acetate or ' sugar of lead' is popu-

larly believed to be a virulent poison, but it

is by no means so. There are very few fatal

cases on record, even from swallowing quan-
tities amounting to an ounce of the acetate,

or its equivalent. The symptoms are in the

main those of irritant poisoning, the chief

difference being that constipation is the rule,

and diarrlicea the exception.

The chronic form of poisoning by lead is

of infinitely more importance and prevalence.

The sources of it are extremely numerous
and varied, and it is almost impossible to

specify all individually. The following are
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ainoii}; the chief, chissified accordinj; to the

liriiuiiry form of the poison.

1. Metallic Lead, Poisoning by.

—

Lcad-poisoniii',' occurs aiimiif; hsul- miners,

nietiiJ''u-jjists, and workers in lead or its

alloys, such as j)lunibers, solderers, tj'pe-

founders, compositors, and manufacturers of

lead toys (toy soldiers). It has been observed

also amon^' fishmongers, from usin};; lead

counters ; in pot-boys ; as the result of pack-

imj articles of food or luxury in lead-foil ;

and from contamination of articles of drink

by shot used for cleaning bottles, siphon
soda-water bottles, etc.

Under this head may also be included the
very fre(iueut contamination of drinking-
water by lead pijies and cisterns. Pure
water, free from fjases and excluded from
contact with air, does not act upon lead, but

in presence of air the lead becomes sjjeedily

acted on, and the water contaminated. An
oxide of lead is formed, which, beinij partially

soluble in water, allows the action to go on.

From its solution the oxide is in great

measure ))reeipitated by carbonic acid, which
is absorbed. The lead falls as an oxycar-

bonate, though the presence of carbonic acid

in the water keeps a certain (luantitv in

solution. The purer the water the more
rapid the action. The presence of certain

salts in the water considerably modifies its

action on lead. Thus the nitrates, nitrites,

and chlorides, by forming soluble compounds
with lead, increase the solvent action of the
water; and as these salts usually result from
sewage-contamination, such water is rendered
etill more dangerous by passing through lead

pipes. Other salts, nsually found in spring

and river waters, act as protectives by form-
ing insoluble lead-compounds, which, being
deposited as a crust in the interior of the

pipe or cistern, prevent further action. Of
this class are the sulphates, phosphates,
and carbonates. Hence waters, unless con-

t:iining nnich less than the average propor-

tion of lime-salts, after a time cease to be
contaminated to any great extent, though
the presence of carbonic acid in the water
renders a solution of the crust possible in

some measm-e. Waters so deficient in lime-

salts as the Loch Katrine water supplied to

Glasgow cannot safely be conveyed in lead

pipes. Galvanised iron, earthenware, or slate

may in many cases be advantageously sub-

stituted for lead, if not possible in all. Lead
covers to cisterns are very objectionable, as

the water which rises by evaporation con-

denses and ch-oi)s back contaminated. The
electrolytic action of solders also helps to

contaminate water with lead.

2. Oxides of Lead, Poisoning by.—
'liie most important oxide of lead in this

relation is litharge, or plumbic oxide (massi-

cot), which is largely used in making glass

and glazes for earthenware and iron. Those
engaged in glass making and grinding, glaz-

ing pottery, &c., sulTer. Owing to the solu-

bility of lead-glazes, articles of food if ncid
may be contaminated, as by the artitici.il

'

wines made in glazed jars decom])osing the
oxide by tlieir fermentation. Litharge is

also used for hair-dyes, japanning, &c., whence
poisoning may result.

The ' red lead,' which is a mixture of lead
oxides, has caused ])ois()ning by being used
to colour wafers, adulterate snuff, and make
putty or cement for tanks, iV:c.

3. Lead Salts, Poisoning by.— Of these

the most im]).>rtaiit in this relation is the

carbonate, or ' white lead.' Those engaged
in the manufacture, grinding, and packing of

white lead are the most frequent snfl'erers.

and also those who largely use it, such as

painters, glaziers, plumbers, glazed card
manufacturers, lacquerers, lace manufac-
turers, and those who ap])ly it as a cosmetic
(clowns, \'c.). The acetate of lead has been
used for correcting the acidity of wine and
cider, and has been a frequent source of lead-

poisoning. I'oisoning has also occurred
among seamstresses from using silk thread
adulterated with it ; in dye-works, where it

is largely used ; from using it as a hair-dye ;

and from long-continued medicinal adminis-
tration. Lead colours, chromates, &c., have
also caused i)oisoiiing, by being used to colour
confectionery. (See a series of cases by
Marshall, Med. News, 1887.) From these

and similar sources lead may be introduced

into the system by inhalation, ingestion into

the stomach, and apparently also by cutaneous
absorption.

Symptoms.—The affections caused by lead

are fre(iuently termed saturnine, owing to

lead being the symbol of Saturn, the malign
planet of the astrologers. They are of a

manifold character, and do not always occur

in regular order or siMiuence.

Saturnine Cachexia.—As a rule, after

long-continued introduction of lead into the

system, a saturnine cachexia is developed,

chai-acterised by aiKemia, an earthy or dull

hue of the skin, dit;esti\e derangement, dry-

ness of the mouth. fre(piently a styptic or

sweetish astringent taste, coated tongue, aiul

fetid breath. The teeth are discoloured, and
frequently appear elongated from retraction

of the gums. At the margin of the teeth and
the gums a bluish or violet line is developed.

This, which is regarded as the specially

diagnostic indication of lead-poisoning, was
first described by Burton, and is shown to

be due to the formation of a lead sulphide

in the parts.

Lead Colic.— Svnon.'. Colica Satumnia;
Fr. CDliqiie de I'lainb ; Ger. Blrikidik.—
Following the symptoms just described, but

sometimes without marked prodromata, a

very characteristic affection occurs, namely,
lead colic. This is known by many other

synonyms, of which tlie more common are

Painter's (" >Vm-. Devonshii'e Colic, rol.ca
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Pictoniim, the last being derived from the in-

habitants of Poictou, among whom in modern
'times it was first extensively prevalent

owing to adulteration of wine with lead-

salts.

Patients affected with lead colic exhibit a

cachectic look, earthy hue, blue line on the

gums, coated tongue, and fetid breath ; and
suffer from nausea and, occasionally, vomit-

ing. The bowels are obstinately confined,

or scanty hard motions are passed with diffi-

culty. Paroxysms of excruciating pain occur

in the abdomen, which feels hard, and is re-

tracted in the region of the umbilicus. The
pain is of a truly colicky nature, and is re-

lieved by pressure. The countenance is

anxious, and the skin is covered with cold

perspiration. The respiration is shallow, and
the pulse generally slow and hard, though
this is not always the -case. The urine is

not infrequently almost or entirely sup-

pressed.

Lead. Palsy. — Synon. : Fr. Farahjsie
Saturnhie; Ger. Bleildhmiing.— After re-

peated attacks of lead colic, or it may be after

one, and sometimes without antecedent colic,

various other affections occur. One of the

most common of these is a form of paralysis

termed ' lead palsj',' or, from its special

features, ' dropped wrist.' The paralysis

shows itself more particularly in the extensor

muscles of the forearm, or region of distribu-

tion of the musculo-spiral nerve ; and in con-

sequence, when the arm is raised, the hand
drops by its own weight. The paralysis

generally commences in the extensor digi-

torum communis, and gradually extends to

the other muscles supplied by the musculo-
spiral, with the remarkable exception of the

supinator longus. The paralysis does not
necessarily confine itself to the forearm, for

in advanced cases it may attack other mus-
cles in the arm, the muscles of the leg, and
the dorsal muscles ; showing itself by prefer-

ence in the extensor and abductor muscles of

the body, and giving rise to a peculiar stoop-

ing, tottering gait. Aphonia occasionally

results. The paralysed muscles undergo
atrophy ; while they lose their faradic, and
in incurable cases also their galvanic, ex-

citability. See Neukitis, Peripheral.
Other phenomena

.

—Tendinous swellings

of an oval or elongated shape frequently

form on the tendons at the back of the wrist,

and contrast prominently with the atrophied
muscles. Neuralgic pains in the muscles and
joints are often complained of. In the more
advanced cases various forms of encejihalo-

pathies occur. Epileptiform convulsions,
with headache and oi^tic neuritis, are com-
mon ; and jisychical affections are not in-

frequent, in the form of delirium, mania, or

melancholia. Apparently in causal relation

with lead-poisoning, disease of the kidne3's

and albuminuria may occur ; and gout is

frequently seen among those who work in

lead (see Bright's Disease ; and Gout)
Abortion occurs to a large extent among
women employed at white-lead works ; ac-

cording to Paul, in the proportion of GO per
cent, of those so employed.
The tendency is to recovery, if the cause

of the symptoms is removed ; but if not, the
paralytic and other affections become incur-

able, and death occurs in a miserable state of

cachexia.

Anatomical Characters.—There are no
very characteristic appearances of chronic
lead-poisoning. Lead is found in almost
every organ and tissue in the body, the
greatest quantity, according to Heubel, being
found in the bones ; next in the kidneys,

liver, brain, and spinal cord ; and to a less

extent in the muscles.
Among the appearances wliich have been

described are constriction and apparent
thickening of the muscular coat of the large

intestine ; and an atrophic condition of the
intestinal mucous membrane has been found
by some authors (Kussmaul and Maier).

These authors have also found an increase

of the connective tissue, and atrophy of the

nervous tissue in the abdominal ganglia of

the sympatlietic. The paralysed muscles
exhibit atrophic degeneration, with hyper-
plasia of the connective tissue, and disappear-

ance of the striee; while the nerve-trunks like-

wise exhibit various stages of inflannnation

or atrophy. We possess, as yet, no very

reliable knowledge of the condition of the

nerve-centres. Degeneration has been found
in the nerve-cells of the brain, as well as in

those of the anterior horns of the spinal

cord.

The mode of action of lead in the causation

of the various symptoms induced by it is not

in all respects satisfactorily determined. The
paralytic affections seem, however, to be
essentially due to its action on the peripheral

nerves, and the special action on extensors

and abductors appeal's to be due to a special

proclivity on their part to influences acting

on the nervous system in general. The intra-

muscular nerves, in cases of lead-palsy,

have been found in a state of inflammation ;

and a similar condition has been developed
in animals as the result of chronic poisoning.

The anterior cornua of the spinal cord,

though sometimes affected, have been found
normal in cases where the palsy has been
well-marked, and the peripheral nerves in a
state of inflammation.
Treatment.—In acute lead-poisoning from

any cause the stomach must be emptied by
the stoinach-j)ump, or by emetics—of which
sulphate of zinc is to be preferred. Solutions

of the alkaline or earthy sulphates—of which
the best is sulphate of magnesium—are indi-

cated, with the view of forming the com-
paratively insoluble sulphate of lead, and
expelling it from the intestines.

As regards chronic poisoning by lead, pio-
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phylaxis is the most important consideration.

The great principles in lead-works are the

incidcation of cleaidiness ; avoiding eating

with xuiwashed hands, or in woriting clothes,

or in worksliops; moist grinding; free venti-

lation
;
precautions against dust rising, or

wearing of flannel respirators where it is nn- I

avoidable ; and occasional doses of sulphate of

magnesium, acidulated with suli)huric acid.
|

Sulphuric-acid lemonade has been recom-
mended as a drink. I

Workmen who begin to show signs of
j

lead-poisoning should at once give up the '

work, and take to some other employment.
As regards water-contamination, what has
already been said on this subject wiU sutUco

to indicate the prophylactic measures.
In the treatment of lead colic purgatives

are indicated, and opiiun or belladonna may
be necessary to allay the excruciating pain.

The sulphate of magnesium is the best pur-

gative. Iodide of potassium is generally given
with the object of removing the lead from
the system, and is on the whole satisfactory

in its results. A combination of this iodide

with sulphate of magnesium is very beneficial.

iSulpliur baths are also recommended.
The local paralytic aflections require local

in addition to the general treatment. Unless
the muscles are in an advanced state of

j

atrophy, and give no response to electrical

stimulation, good results may be obtained
from the use of the galvanic current applied

to the muscles and to the musculo-spiral
nerve. Faradisation has also been found
beneficial, and is recommended by Duchenne,
but the preference is to be given to the con-
tinuous current. L). Ferrier.

LEAMINGTON, in Warwickshire.
•—Sulphated common salt waters. See
Mineral Waters.

LEECHING.—The local abstraction of

blood by means of leeches. See Blood,
Abstraction of; and Depletion.

LENK, in Switzerland.— Suli)hur
waters and climatic health resort. See
Mi.NER-VL Waters I

LENS, Diseases of.—See Cataract.
j

LENTIGO.—A synonym for frockla.
'

See Freckles.

LEFOTHRIX (Nfx/j or X/jro-, a scale;

and f^,n|, a hair).

—

Definition.—.\ term ap-

plied to a hair in which there is loosening
and partial detachment of tlie overlapping
edges of the scales of its cuticle. i

Such hairs are usually met with in the '

ftNiila, and their peculiar conformation is

attributable to the heat and dampness of that
region, which causes maceration of the hair,

particulai-ly when it is of feeble structure.

Sometimes the scales completi^ly >iuirouiid
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the hair ; very commonly one side of the
sliaft is more atfectcd than the rest, and pre-

sents the appearance of a fringe ; and not
infrequently the scales are roughened with
earthy and saline crusts deposited by the
sweat.

Treatment.—The treatment most suitable

for this evil is saponaceous ablution, followed
by the use of a lotion composed of two to

four drachms of oxide of zinc to half a pint

of lime-water. Erasmus Wilson.

LEPRA.— See Leprosy.

LEPROSY (\nrp6s, scaly). — Syson. :

Lepra; Leontiasis (old) ; Elejiliantiasis G-rte-

coi-iim; Ft. Lcpre ; Get. Der Aimnatz.
Definition.—A chronic general disea.se

;

characterised by structural changes in the
skin, raucous membranes, and nerves; leading
to the production of new morbid tissue, and
giving rise to great disfigurement of the
features and deformity of the extremities

;

and under certain conditions communicable
from person to person by inoculation.

Nomencl.\ture.— The large number of
names that have been applied to leprosy at

different times has rendered the nomencla-
ture difficult and obscure. Without going
into the question of the earl}' names, whicli

are very numerous, we find that even the
modern nomenclature is confusing. Willaii

and Bateman, and also Erasmus Wilson,
following Hippocrates, have used the term
'lepra ' to indicate the disease now universally

known as psoriasis; while on the other hand
the word 'elephantiasis' has been applied to

two distinct diseases, namely, leprosy and
the ' Barbadoes leg.' It will be well in

futm-e to reserve the word 'lepra' for lejjrosy,

and to allow the other names that have been
applied to drop out of use.

History.—All writers agree in regarding
Egypt as the early home of leprosy, and it is

highly probable that the Jews carried it with
them when they migrated from that country
to Palestine. The Biblical accounts of the
disease, though highly interesting, are of no
scientific value, as the writers evidently in-

cluded more than one malady under the
name which is translated 'leprosy.' In support
of this view, it may be mentioned that the
recovery of some of those afflicted with the
disease is evidently assumed as highly prob-
able, and provision is made for their re-

admission into Jewish society. It is also

quite evident that the leprosy of Naaiuan
and Gehazi, mentioned in the liook of Kings,
was a form of leucoderma, still very common
in the East, especially in India, ami known as

'wliite Icprosj-.' The earlier Greek medical
writers give no clear account of leprosy :

therefore we may assume that they were but
little acquainted with it. Aretteus, however,
who lived in the first century, gives an ad-
mirable description of it, which it would be
difficult to improve upon in the present day
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During the Middle Ap;es leprosy spread
continuously from Eastern to Western
Europe, and it is generally believed that the

Crusades contributed in no small dej;ree to

this result. It is, however, certain that tlie

disease existed in Western Europe prior to

the first Crusade. During the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries leprosy increased to a
terrible extent, especially in England, Italy,

and France. Vellay, in his history of the latter

country, says that Loiiis VIII. promulgated
a code of laws in l'i26 for the regulation of

leper-hospitals in France, and that the number
of these hospitals was computed at that time
to be not less than two thousand. At a
later period the number had increased, so

that there was scai'cely a town in the country
unprovided with a leijer-house. The late Sir

.Tames Simpson collected records from the

Monasticon Anglicaniim and other sources

of no less than ninety-five religious hospitals

for lepers, besides innumerable smaller pest-

houses, nearly all of which were founded in

Great Britain during the twelfth, thirteenth,

and fourteenth centuries. In addition to

these, there were at least fourteen houses of

the first order in Ireland. The total nuuiber
of siinilar institutions in Europe was esti-

mated by Matthew Paris at nineteen
thousand, but this probably included houses
of the smaller class. It is interesting to note
that no new leper-hospitals were built in

England after the fifteenth centin-y.' The last

one of any note was founded at Highgate in

1472, but long before that time many of the

old leper-houses had fallen into disuse, and
their revenues had become diverted to other
purposes. On the Continent, Hensler has
clearly demonstrated that towards the end of

the fifteenth century scarcely a trace of tuber-

culated leprosy could be found m any of the

more civilised parts of Enrope. The disease

has, however, continued to exist up to the
present day in a few isolated spots, especially

the west coast of Norway about Bergen, Ice-

land, and in some parts of Spain. There can
be little doubt that the isolation of lepers

during the twelfth, thirteenth, and foiu"teenth

centuries contributed largely to the almost
complete extinction of the disease in Europe
in the following century.

Geographical Distribution.—There is no
disease that has a wider geograiihical distri-

bution than leprosy. It is found both in the
northern and southern hemisj)heres, and in

almost every latitude from the poles to the
equator. It is, however, far more common
in the tropical than in the temperate regions.

In Europe, leprosy has almost disappeared
as an endemic disease. It is nevertheless
met with in W^estern Norway, Iceland, Lap-
land, and the Russian shores of the Baltic, in

certain jjarts of Spain and Portugal, and along
the coasts of Provence and Nice ; but in all

tliese places it is confined to a small portion
of the population, and, with the exception

perhaps of Spain, is generally lying out. It

is also sparsely distributed in Greece and
European Tm-key and most of the islands

of the Mediterranean. In addition to these
districts, in which the disease may be said to

be still endemic, we meet with a considerable
number of imported cases scattered through-
out Europe. This fact especially holds good
with regard to England, and is obviously the
result of her possession of India, Burmah,
and the West Indian Islands.

In temperate North Amei-ica leprosy is

rare ; it has, however, long been established

amongst the Fi-ench population of the
Canadian province of New Brunswick, and
it exists also at Cape Breton Island off Nova
Scotia. Imported cases are, of course, oc-

casionally met with just as they are in

Europe.
In tropical America, both North and South,

including the W^est Indies and the Befmudas,
the disease is very common. Its iwesence in

the Sandwich Islands is of comjjaratively

recent date, and it is believed to have been
introduced by the Chinese. Prior to the year
1848 it was unknown, yet by 186G the number
of lepers was reported to be 230, and by 18H2
it had further increased to about 4,000. An
asA lum for lepers has been established in the
island of Molokai, where there is now a
settlement containing upwards of 1,000

suflerers. This extraordinary increase of

leprosy in the Sandwich Islands since 1848
seems to point to some mode of projiagatio.i

of the disease more rapid than inoculation.

"With regard to Africa, it has already been
stated that Egypt was the birthplace of

leprosy, and it exists there to the present
day ; indeed, there is scarcely any part of

Africa that is entirely free from the disease.

It is, however, especially rife on the west
coast, and is also met with in the Azores,

Madefra, and the Canaries. On the east side

it is very prevalent in Madagascar and the

coast opposite. In Cape Colony it is nret

with not only among the native populations,

but has also spread among the Dutch settlers.

The writer has himself had under his care

two Boers from the Transvaal suffering from it.

Of all quarters of the globe Asia contain.'!

the largest number of lepers. Tlie disease is

fiuind in Syria, Persia, Turkey, and Arabia,

and is especially common in Russia on the

western shores of the Caspian. Its j^revaleuce

in India, Burmah, and the islands of the

Indian Ocean is notorious ; while Southern
China may be regarded as a centre from
which it has spread to many other parts of

the world.

The history of leprosy in Australia is equally

remarkable with that of the Sandwich Islands.

Thirty years ago it was unknown among
the European settlers, but has apparently

been introduced chiefly, if not entirel}', by
the Chinese, from whom it has new spread

to the Europeans. The writer has met with
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three cases of the kind in employers of

Chinese hibour.

'I'liking a general view of the distrihulion

of leprosy throughout tiie world, two (jues-

tions especially suggest tiioniselves: (1) Is it

to any considerable extent on the increase?
and (2) Is it capable of being transferred from
one country to another by the exportation of

lepers ? With regard to the first of these

questions, it seems probable that in most
civilised countries tlie disease is on the

decrease, but that here and there centres

may be found where the reverse of this is the
case. As to tlie second question, there can
be no doubt whatever that the introduction

of lei)ers amongst a new population leads to

a dissemination of the malady.
/Etiology.—During the ^liddle Ages the

wildest notions were entertained as to the

causes of leprosy. Some held that it was
produced by an excess of animal food, while
others believed that a vegetable diet had
the chief share in its production. The com-
bination, however, of milk and fish seems to

have been considered as cspecialK' favoiu-able

to the development of the disease. Eernhard
Gordon says :

' Comedere lac et pisees in

eadcm mensa inducit lepram ' (Liliiim

Mrdirincp). This curious and unaccount-
able belief, that such a terrible disease as

leprosy could be produced by eating fish,

has continued even down to the j)resent

time. It may be stated positively that
neither climate, race, soil, nor food can by
any possibility originate leprosy de vnvo,

but that each and all may contribute to its

pcr])etuation in those countries where it

already exists, and that general improvement
in hygiene will contribute not a little to the
stamping out of the disease. Dismissing,

then, these causes as at most only contribu-

tory to its perpetuation, it is necessary to

c<insider two very important questions

:

(1) Is it hereditary? and (2) Is it contagious?
Hrrcditij.— Five-aiid-twenty years ago the

hereditarj' nature of leprosy was generally

C(uisidered one of the best-established facts

with regard to the malady. Nevertheless,

even at that time such able and distinguished

men as Virchow and Kaposi pointed out

that it could not be Jiercdifari/ in tlie strict

sense of the word— that it was never, for

example, inherited in the same way ae
syphilis is ; and that if the word ' hereditary

'

was applied at all. it could only be used in

the sense of jtrcdisposition. The belief in

the hereditary nature of leprosy is easily

explained, and originated in the fact that it

was often met with in difierent generations

of the same familj- living together; and as

its inoculability was overlooked, there seemed
no other explanation for the facts observed.

At the present time these facts can be easily

accounted for on the supposition that it is

inoculable, and hcHce a belief in its heredi-

tary- nature has almost entirely died out.

Contagion.—There is no disease about
which so much has been written in former
times as leprosy, and there is no disease the
nature and history of which have been more
thoroughly investigated at the present day.
The only problem about which until lately
some doubt renianicd was as to its contagious
nature, and that problem is now being n>j)idly

solved, if indeed the solution has not been
already completed. The evidence in favour
of contagion is of two kinds— (1) indirect

or inferential; and (2) direct. The former
is based on the fact tliat in recent times the
disease has apparently been imjiorted into

new countries, formerly (piite free, by the
introduction of lepers ; this is notably the
case with regard to tiie Sandwich Islands
and Australia. The more direct evidence is

that of individual cases of inoculation; and.
of the two kinds of evidence, the latter is

of course the more satisfactory. About a
quarter of a century ago the conclusions
arrived at by a leprosy committee of the
Royal College of Physicians, after a most
careful investigation of tiie subject, were as
follows :

' The all but unanimous conviction
of the most experienced observers in most
parts of the world is quite opposed to the
belief tliat leprosy is contagious, or com-
municable by proximity or contact with the
diseased. The evidence derived from the.

experience of the attendants in leper asylums
is especially conclusive uj)on this ]>oint. The
few instances that have been reported in a

contrary sense either rest on imjjerfect ob-

servation, or they are recorded with so little

attention to the necessary details as not to

affect the above conclusion. That leprosy is

rarely if ever transmis.sible by sexual inter-

course when one of the parties has no ten-

dency whatever to the disease, is the opinion

of the great majority of the respondents who
have had the largest opportunities of obser-

vation.'

Those writers who have commented un-
favourably on the above conclusion of the

College of Physicians appear to have lost

sight of the fact that the question of inocu-

lability is hardly dealt witli, the satisfactory

evidence beiore the College at the time on
that point being almost vil. All that is

stated is that the disease is not contagious

or communicable by proximity or contact

with the diseased, and this statement in tie

ordinary acceptation of the words holds

good at the present day. During the last

five-and-twenty j'ears much stronger evi-

dence has been adduced in favour of the
conclusion that the disease is communicable
from person to person by inoculation. The
following cases alone are suthcient to satisfy

the minds of all unprejudiced persons on
this point. In 1877, I)r. Ilawlrey Benson
published the following case: In 1872 he
had shown to the Medical Sixuety of Dublin
a man who had contracted leprosy in the
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"West Indies, where he had lived twenty-two
years. After remaining a certain time in

the hospital he returned to his Irish home,
and died after about a year and a half.

During this latter period his brother slept

in the same bed with him and wore his

clothes. His brother, who had never left

Ireland, except forty-six years before, when
he had passed some time in England, be-

came a leper and was shown in 1877 to the

Medical Society of Dublin. There had been
no other cases of leprosy known in the

family. In the same year the writer pub-

lished the following case : J. L., aged twenty,

a native of Guernsey, was admitted into

Middlesex Hospital in an advanced stage of

tuberculated leprosy on July 12, 1877. His
fatlier, a native of Birmingham, was a

soldier who had served in India, and died

aged about fifty-five ; his mother was a

native of the island. His father when in

India cohabited with a coloured woman, and
died in Guernsey from a disease the de-

scription of which exactly corresponded with
tuberculated leprosy. He had sores on his

fingers and toes, enlargement of the nose
and ears, and discoloration of the skin of

the face. J. L. at the time that he was
admitted into the hospital had suffered for

five years from the disease, which had be-

come fully developed before he left his native

island ; he had several brothers and sisters

older than himself, all quite healthy. This
ease was considered at the time by those

interested in tlie subject as strong evidence
in favour of the inoculability of the disease.

Dr. Gairdner in 1887 published in the British
Medical Journal a very interesting account
of the apparent transmission of the leprous

virus by vaccination. The history was
briefly as follows : An English medical man
living in a tropical island where leprosy is

endemic, vaccinated his own son from a
native child who turned out to be leprous

;

from his own son he vaccinated another boy,

the son of a Scotch sea-captain trading from
Scotland to the island in question. Both
his own son and the son of the sea-captain

subsequently developed leprosy during cliild-

hood. It is a fair inference, but not of
course a certainty, as the disease is endemic
in the island referred to, that the leprosy
was transmitted by inoculation.

The conclusions to be derived from the
well-known experiment by Dr. Arning in
Hawaii of inoculating a criminal with lejirous

virus, whose sentence of death was commuted
on the condition that he should submit to
the operation, were somewhat vitiated by
the surroundings and previous history of the
individual. It is true that he developed
leprosy after, and probably, but not neces-
sarily, in consequence of the inoculation.
The present leprosy committee of the

College of Physicians, having these and
many other cases before them, thought it

right to slightly modify the conclusions at

which their predecessors had arrived ; and
they pointed out that, though leprosy is

not contagious in the common sense of that
term, yet that it is probably so in a minor
degree, and they compare it in this respect
with syphilis.

Taking all points into consideration, it can
hardly be doubted that this conclusion is the
right one, and that leprosy, at all events in

its later stages, when open sores are present,

may become a source of danger to others.

On the other hand, in the earlier stages of

the disease, it seems highly probable that it

is not contagious even in a minor degree.

The oft-quoted history of the Sandwich
Islands, and also the accounts from certain

districts in Spain, where the disease has
spread in modern times with great rapidity

over a limited area, are facts not easily ex-

plained on the assumption that the disease

is propagated only by inoculation, the time
occupied being apparently too short. To
meet this difficulty the writer suggested in

his Goulstonian Lectures in 1872 the hypo-
thesis that the leprous poison (the bacillus

was not then discovered) might be conveyed,
like that of typhoid fever, through water or

uncooked food : for example, a leper with
open sores might bathe or wash his clothes

in a tank used by others for drinking pur-

poses, and thus the germs of the disease

would be conveyed to others. This hypothe-
sis involves, however, the supposition that

the leprous germs can exist and multiply
apart from the human body in the same
way that those, of typhoid fever and cholera

do, and at present there is no evidence to

show that this is the case.

Anatomical Characters.—A general de-

scription of the more obvious visible changes
produced in the organism by leprosy will be
presently given. These changes are for

the most part confined to the skin, mucous
membranes, lymphatic glands, cutaneous
nerves, and other superficial structures,

which all become gradually but irregularly

infiltrated and thickened by the new leprous

tissue, the deeper structures of the body
remaining unaffected. Dr. Thin says :

' If a

vertical section is made from a leprome of

the skin, and examined under the micro-
scope, the chief morbid change found is that

large clusters of cells have taken the place

of bundles of connective tissue which are

broken down. Very often, if the leprome is

not advanced towards the ulcerative stage,

a thin band of sound, unbroken connective
tissue is observed between the rete mucosum
and the affected jiart of the corium, which
may be foimd the seat of a dense infiltration

of cells. The cells are very similar to the

so-called " granulation cells " observed in

lupus and in syphilis. In the centre of a

group of such cells in a lupus tissue one or

more sections of enlarged blood-vessels filled
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with sffi'iiil'^r niaterial may be discovered

—

tlie so-callcil "f^iaiit cells" of authors, "tiiant

cells" arc referred to by several authors iu

connexion with leprosj', but in a very larj(o

number of sections which have been ex-

amined by us we have not observed the

eharactenstic appearances described by our-

selves and others in lupus vid^'ii'is- The
cells in leprosN' vary in size from that of an
ordinary white blood-corpuscle to double and
even four times that size and more. Jf

specially stained for the purpose, it is seen
that these cells contain leprosy bacilli, the

smallest of theiu containmg a few, the

lar-^est of them masses of bacilli matted
to>»ether.'

Tlie leprous bacillus was first discovered
by Hansen. It bears a very close resem-
blance to the tubercle bacillus, so close,

indeed, that it is exceedinj^ly ditKcult to

distinguish the one from the other. It has
even been suf,'f,'ested that the leprous and the

tubercle bacillus are identical ; if this, how-
ever, were the case, the conclusion would be
unavoidable that the bacillus has very little

to do with either the one disease or the other,

a conclusion which would not be accepted for

a moment by bacterioloj^^ists. The bacilli

are foimd in great abundance in the discharge
from open leprous sores.

Symptoms.—Three varieties of leprosy
have usually been described by authors

—

(H ttihcrculatcd \
(•!) mitrslhctic or 'muti-

lating;' and (3) inacnlar leprosy. There
is, however, no essential dill'erence between
these three forms, the last being simply an
early stage of the other two, while tubercu-
latod leprosy differs from mutilating leprosy

chieHy, if not entirely, in respect of the tis-

sues involved.

The general sympt(ims of the disease belong
to all its forms, but tlu'v vary much in severity

in ditl'erent cases. The invasion of the disease

is usually slow and insidious ; in exc;ptional
cases, however, the onset is acute, and
the siitnptoms develop wuth great rapidity.

The malady is rarely met w^itli in infants

under the age of two or three years ; and is

eipially counuon in males and females. The
period of mcubation is very uncertain, and
may generally be reckoned by years rather
tiian by months or days. The early symp-
toms of the malady consist of general con-
stitutional disturbance, debility, mental de-

])ression, loss of appetite, a sense of chilliness,

and slight recurrent febrile attacks. All these

symptoms may subside for a time, but sooner
or later they return ; associated with them
we meet with slight alterations in the pig-

mentation of the skin, and teinporarilj' im-
paired sensibility over limited areas. Oc-
casionally the develojjment of scattered blebs
resembling those of peni])higus is met with as
an early feature, esi)ecially when anitsthesia

is present. Blel)s also appear sometimes at

a later stage.

Tuhcrrulatvd lepromj is the most severe
form of the disease. It begins with the usual
symptoms just indicated; after these have
lasted with more or less intermission for

months or years, the first characteristic

changes in the skin appear. These consist

of spots resembling some form of erytbema,
which develop during one of the febrile

attacks. They are of a dull lirown or reddish
brown colour, tender to the touch, often

slightly swollen, and varying in size from
half-a-crown to that of the palm of the hand,
or larger; they i)artly disajjpear on pressure,

showing their hyperiemic character. These
sj)ots are always roughly symmetrical, and
are most frequently seen on the extensor
surfaces of the ctremities, but sometimes on
the face and trunk. After a short tune tlieir

hyper*mic nature disajjjjears, leaving a patch
of skin discoloured, and perhaps a little

thickened. In dark races, portions of these

patches are often paler than the normal skin,

giving a soraewluit piebald appearance ; but
in Em-0])eans the skin is for the most part

darker than normal, the idea that lepers are

usually wliite being a common popular error.

Some of the spots alter a time entirely dis-

appear, while others lead more or less to

slight permanent changes. Associated with
these changes in the skin we often find the

sii))erticial nerves affected, so that jiatches of

I)artially aniesthetic skin are produced. Those
are for the most part only temporary, the
skin sooner or later resuming its normal
sensibility.

All the above-mentioned symptoms may
reappear and subside over and over again
witliout much permanent alteration in the
skin, except perhaps a little discoloration

;

but ere long we notice a slight permanent
change in the face, which is not easily mis-
taken. The skin a little below the eyes looks

rather swollen and puckered, the nose appears
somewhat thickened, the patient at the same
time complainhig of not being able to breathe
quite freely through it, and the tone of voice

is a little altered in consequence ; he speaks,

as we say, tiirough the nose. As a furtlier

and later change, characteristic tubercles

develop in the skin, esjiocially on the face

and hands; these swellings are tender on
pressure, and produce nmch thickening of

the tissues and consequent alteration of the

featm-es. The forehead becomes tuberculated
and its wrinlvles deepened, the eyebrows
somewhat overhanging, which gives a peculiar

heavy and leonuie expression to the coun-
tenance ; the hair of the eyebrows is quickly
lost; the nose becomes tumid with nodules;
the cheeks are irregularly thickened and
puckered ; the lips hard, swollen, and some-
times everted; the chin is nodulated; and the
ears, gi-eatly enlarged, stand out stiHly from
the side of the head ; the whole appearance
is hideous and revolting. One striking effect

of the deepening of the furrows and wrinkles
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of the face is to make Toiin<T people look
prematurely old. Coincidently with these

changes in the face, the dorsal aspect of the
hands and feet may be similarly atfected

:

the skin becomes brown, and the fingers,

greatly enlarged, stand stiffly apart ; the
nails become dull, dry, and fissmed. Some
of the tubercles of leprous tissue shrink, while
otliers ulcerate and leave open sores, very
difidciilt to heal. Sooner or later the mucous
membrane of tlie mouth, tongue, and throat

becomes altered and thickened, and the voice

assiunes a hoarse whisper, which is very cha-

racteristic of the disease. The eyes also suffer;

the cornea becomes opaque, and a partial or

complete loss of sight is the consequence.
The invasion of the cornea by leprous infiltra-

tions constitutes one of the most common and
hopeless features of the malady. Together
with these visible changes in the skin and
mucous membrane we find alterations occur-

ring in the nerves, and leading to the forma-
tion of jiotches of permanently anaesthetic

skin, which vary very much in size, and are

met with chiefly on the forearms, hands and
feet, and legs below the knee, more rarely on
the trunk. In fact, in ordinary cases, the

new-growth and structural changes are con-
fined to the face, ears, hands, feet, forearms,

and legs, the uuicous membrane of the nose,

mouth, and throat, and the nerves of the
extremities. The iilnar nerve is particularly

liable to be affected, and a nodulous swelling

of its trunk may be easily felt just above
the point where it crosses the elbow-joint.

Gradually, though not uniformly, these symp-
toms increase, the health becomes greatly

enfeebled, the temperature is often slightly

below normal, the vital powers are exhausted.
Sooner or later, some internal complication
arises, and the unhappy victim is carried off

after years of suffering, by some disease of

the lungs or kidneys.
Anccsthttic or iiuitilnting leprosy differs

in no essential from the tuberculated form,
and for the most part we meet with what
are called mixed cases—that is, tuberculated
leprosy in which the nerve-lesion forms a
marked feature, the most important point of

distinction beiag that when the nerve-lesion

is considerable, a destruction or mutilation of

the fingers and toes is more liable to occur.

The distal phalanges are especially aj)t to be
affected and the bones destroyed, so that we
sometimes see the nail transf'ei'red from the

distal to the second, or even to the proximal
phalanx, the intervening bones being lost.

In other cases, great atrophy and stiffening

of the fingers occur. The final falling off

of the fingers and toes is for the most part

unattended with pain. In other respects,

mutilating runs much the same course as

tuberculated leprosy, though it is often

more protracted.

Diagnosis.—Fully developed lepra is dis-

tinguished by such characteristic symptoms

that it cannot be easily mistaken for any
other disease. This is not, however, the case
in an earlier stage, when the symptoms are

but slightly marked. The skin may present
a perfectly healthy appearance, and the evi-

dence of disease may be limited to some
slight anaesthesia of the extremities. Occa-
sionally an eruption of blebs has been mis-
taken for the onset of pemphigus. Leprosy
is, however, far more often mistaken for

syphilis than for any other disease. This is

not to be wondered at, as the two have an
undoubted resemblance, and the differential

diagnosis is rendered more difficult when the

patient has previously suffered from syphilis.

The loss of sensibility in the skin, which is so

common in the former disease, will serve as
a valuable aid in the differential diagnosis.

Later on, the tubercles of lepra may be dis-

tinguished from those of syphilis by their

much slower development, and their less ten-
dency to soften.

Leucoderma, in which the skin assumes a
somewhat piebald appearance, has often been
mistaken for an early stage of lepra. This
mistake is more liable to occur amongst the
dark Oriental races than amongst Eurojjeans.

Lastly, the writer has known this serious

disease mistaken for some harmless form of

erythema.
Prognosis and Treatment.—The writer

has had more or less under his care, during
the last twenty years, about forty cases of

leprosy, of which some have been watched
for many years. The number is absolutely

small, though relatively large for a country
in which the disease is not endemic. Out of

this number, in two only has the disease

apparently died out. One of the two cases

referred to, when last heard of, had remained
free from any return of the disease for four-

teen years ; the other for a somewhat shorter

period. Both of the cases had persistently

taken chaulmoogra oil—a fact which may be
taken for what it is worth ; one remained in

England, and the other in a healthy part of

India. The writer has used chaulmoogra
oil internally in a considerable number of

cases, and with apparent benefit in most, if

not all. The oil appears to be more easily

borne by lepers than by other people ; but,

in order to produce any marked effect, the

treatment must be continued for years. He
is strongly impressed with the belief that the
application of external remedies produces no
permanent good result, although it may tem-
porarily relieve some of the symptoms. Of
the many other drugs tliat he has tried,

Gurjun oil and quinine are the only ones

that have apparently done good, the latter

probablj' only as a suitable tonic. From the

comparative rarity of leprosy in this country,

it is very difficult to obtain a sufficient num-
ber of cases on which to base our conclusions

as to the effect of treatment, and therefore

the results of any experiments in the use of
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(Inipis must be received with caution. There
is iiiiother fact which must be taken into

consideration. n:inielv, that leju-osy is Hable —
at least in henltliy cHmates- to lon<:; periods

of comparative rest or subsidence, quite apart

from any special treatment. It is, in short,

one of the features of the disease that it does

not progress uniformly. Sometimes it ap-

pears for a time as if ciu'ed, and then breaks
out aj,'ain without any apparent excitinj^

cause. It is very necessary to bear these

facts in mind, because those who are un-

acquainted with the peculiarities of the dis-

ease are apt to attribute to remedies what
really is the natural course of the malady,
under the influence of a mild and healthy

climate.

In the later staijes of the disease, it is

well to bear in mind that those who dress

the open sores of lepers should be careful not

lo allow the dischar£;e to <^et into any cuts or

wounds in their hands. Scrupulous cleanli-

ness and disinfecting dressings are also ad-

visable.

With regard to the segregation of lepers in

those comitries where the disease is endemic,
it is highly desn-able that leper-hnspitals

should be providc<l, and the lepers encouraged
as much ns possible to enter them. This
would not only be an advantage to the lejjcrs

themselves, but of even greater benefit to the

commimity at large.

ROBKRT LiVKING.

LEPTOMENINGITIS ;X€7rror, deli-

cute or thin; and moiiiit/itis).—A term
signifying inflannnation of the pia mater,
liy its use, in association with arachnitis

and ])achymeningitis, we are enabled ac-

curately to indicate the preci.se seat of

inriannnation involving the meninges of the

brain or spinal cord. There is a practical

convenience, warranted by pathological facts,

in retaining the term arachnitis,' although
anatomists are not now disposed, as they
were formerly, to believe in the existence of

an arachnoid membrane, distinct externally

from the dura mater, and internally from
the pia mater. Sec Mkxinges, Diseases of.

LEPTOTHRIX (Xfnr.iy, delicate or
slender; and t^,>iE, a filament or hair).

—

Leptothrix biicralis is a name assigned by
Itobin to certain vegetable parasites or

minute filaments, which can be recognised,

by means of the microscope, amongst the

epithelial scales of the tongtie or other parts

of the mouth ; and especially between the

teeth, or in the hollows of decayed teeth.

They occur in healthy persons, as well a.s in

the sick, and have in this situation really no
pathological signification.

Dermatoloirists plso employ the term
' leptothrix ' to indicate a morbid tliinness and
weakness of the hair. Sec Lkpothrix.

' LESION (hedo, I hurt).—This word
ori^jinally signified a hurt or an injury; but

!

its use is now extended to compreiiend all

1 organic changes of a morbid character,

aflcctini,' an organ or tissue.

LETHARGY mdt]. oblivion ; and at>y!",

idleness).— .\ disorder of consciousness, which
consists of prolonged and profound sleep,

from which the ])atient may be momentarily
aroused, but into whicii he falls off again
immediately. One form of it corresponds
with the final stage of hypnotism. See Cos-
sciDisMiss, Disorders of; and Trasck.

LEUCE i\(vKos, white).—This term has
been ajiplied to blotches in the skin of -i

white colour ; and hence it has alternately

been confounded with lepra alplioides. willi

vitiligo, and with the leucodermic blotches of

leprosy. It, however, seems more than prob-

able that the pathological condition intended

to be signified by this word is a circumscribed
scleriasis, namely, that which we at j)resent

term inuriiliiva alba. See ScLERODKRMA.

LEUCIN {\(vicoi, white).— SvxoN. ; Fr.

Leucine; Ger. Lcucin.
Leucin or amido-caproic acid is a decom-

position-product of the complex proteid mole-
cules, when these are acted upon by strong

acids or alkahs, or when they are submitted
to the prolonged action of the pancreatic

ferment trypsin. Its chemical composition
is represented by the formula C,;H|3N0„thus
showing it to be a compound of ammonia
with a fatty acid. It is a product of intes-

tinal digestion, but does not occur normally
in the lieces or urine.

As the internal administration of leucin in-

creases the amount of urea excreted, physio-

logists now regard it as an antecedent of urea
in the decomposition of proteids; the transfor-

mation in all probability occurring in the liver.

Charactkks. — I'ure leucin is soluble in

water, slightly in alcohol, insoluble in ether.

Microscopically, leucin, as it occurs in the

urine, appears as oil-like, highly relractintr,

laminated, crystalline, globular masses, ob-

Fio. r.f).—Crystals of Lencin. y 200.

pcurely radiating; but, when pure, leucin

forms white, glistejiing. Hat crystals (tig. (><»).

The microscopic test is not a thoroughlv

reliable one, hence we must have recourse lo

tho following method : Free the urine of
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albuminous substances, and precipitate it

with basic lead acetate ; filter, and pass sul-

phuretted hydrogen gas through the filtrate

to remove the excess of lead ; filter, and
evaporate the filtrate to dryness. Extract

the residue with boiling alcohol; filter, and
evaporate the filtrate to a syrupy consistence,

when, if present, leucin will crystallise out.

Chemically, leucin is to be detected by the

following characteristic reaction : A little

urine mixed with nitric acid is carefully

evaporated to dryness on a platinum foil

;

a nearly imperceptible colourless residue is

left. If caustic soda is added to this residue,

and heat applied, the leucin will be dissolved,

and according to its degree of purity the

solution thus formed will be either colourless

or of a yellowish-brown colour ; and on con-

centrating the fluid by heat on platinum foil,

an oily drop is formed, which rolls about on
the platinum foil.

Pathological Significance.— Leucin is

a constituent of many organs of the body,

more especially of the glandular tissues. It

is found in the liver, kidneys, pancreas, the

thymus, thyroid, salivary, and lymphatic

glands, and in the brain. Leucin and tyrosin

have been detected in the urine only in cases

of acute yellow atrophy of the liver, and in

the atrophied hepatic cells in the same dis-

ease (see Liver, Atrophy of, Acute Yellow).

Tyrosin is invariably found associated with

leucin. See Tyrosin,
John Harold.

LEUCOCYTH^MIA {\,VKoi, white

;

K<iTo<!, a cell; and ai/in, blood).— Synon. :

Leukcemia (Virchow) ; Splcnopathia Icuco-

cythcBinia (Huss) ; Fr. Leucocythemie
;

Diathese lympjiogene a forme leucemique
(Jaccoud) ; Ger. Leucocythdmie.

Definition.—A chronic disease, in which
there is a considerable and permanent in-

crease in the number of the pale blood-cor-

puscles; usually associated with enlargeinent

of the spleen, sometimes also with that of

the lymphatic glands, and with disease of the

medulla of bone.

The term 'leucocythsemia,' proposed by the
late Dr. Hughes Bennett, is a convenient and
significant designation, the essential feature

of the disease being the excessive proportion
of leucocytes in the blood. The shorter word
' leukiemia,' proposed by Virchow, and much
used, is less obviously accurate, since the
blood (as Parkes urged), although appreciably
jialer than normal, is not white.

Excess of leucocytes in the blood, slight or
transient, is known as ' leucocytosis,' and is

met with in many morbid states. Permanent
excess, sometimes considerable, but rarely
very great, also occurs, associated with a
primary enlargement of the lymphatic glands—

' lymphatic leucocythiemia.' These cases
differ in many important respects from the
cases of leucocythamia associated with
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primary enlargement of the spleen ; so that

it is most convenient to describe them in

connexion with lymphadenoma, and to con-

sider here only cases of splenic leucocythjemia.

See Lymphadenoma.

i

History.—Pallor of the blood, as if pus
were mixed with it, was noted by Bichat in

the beginning of this century ; and the com-
bination of this appearance with enlargement
of the spleen was observed by Velpeau in

18'27. The dependence of this alteration in

the blood on an excess of pale corpuscles was
described by Donne in 1844, and interpreted

by him as due to imperfect transformation of

white into red corpuscles. In 1845, two
cases of the disease were published together,

the one by Dr. Craigie, the other by Dr.
Hughes Bennett ; and to the latter appears
to belong the credit of recognising the salient

features of the affection as a distinct malady.

I

A month later, however, Virchow published
another case, independently and admirably
worked out. In all these cases the change
in the blood was only recognised after death.

It was first observed during life in 1846, by
Dr. H. W. Fuller, and subsequently by Dr.
Walshe. In Germany the first case whs
diagnosed during life, by Vogel, in 1848.

Since then numerous cases and descrijitions

of the disease have been published, of which
the more important are those of Virchow,
Hughes Bennett, Vidal, Huss, Ehrlich, and
Mosler.

^Etiology.—In only a small proportion of

cases of leucocythaemia can any causation be
traced. Kace, as such, seems to be without
influence. Heredity has only been traced,

as a history of splenic disease in ancestors or

collaterals, in one or two isolated instances.

The disease is twice as frequent in men as in

women. It may occur at all ages. It is

very rare under the age of ten, and the

numbers gradually rise, taking both sexes, to

the decade between thirty and forty, when
nearly one-third of the total occur (46 out

of 154 cases). After forty they fall in each
decennial period. In females, however, the
maximum is reached in the period between
forty and fifty ; and of eleven cases over sixty

collected by Dr. Gowers, only one was in a
woman. Position in life appears to exercise

no influence on the occurrence of the disease.

Depressing influences, inanition, over-exer-

tion, and especially depressing mental emo-
tion, are antecedents which have been
occasionally noted. Sexual processes, in

women, appear to have a distinct influence.

The disease has been seen to be most fre-

quent, in them, during the climacteric decade,

and practically to cease when the menstrual
epoch is over. In some cases the disease

has commenced during pregnancy ; in a
larger number it has succeeded iiartmrition.

Injury to the spleen seemed, in one or two
recorded cases, to be the cause of the disease.

Smallpox, typhoid fever, acute rheumatism.
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pneumonia, and sypliilis have been snpposcd
to be causes of the atl'ection, but tlio iptio-

loifical rehition is doubtful. Of nil antecedent
conditions, internuttent fever is incomparably
the most fro(iuent. In one-fourth of the

total ninuber of cases (1;"jO) analysed by Dr.

Gowers, tliore was a history either of aj;ue or

of residence in an aj,'iie district. The interval

between the malarial affections and the

disease varied from a few months to tiurty

years. The fact that, in many cases, a lon;^

])eriod elapsed, and that the attacks of aj^ue,

in some instances, Were trifling', makes it

])robal)le that, in the cases in which the
jiatients had merely lived in an af»ue district,

the malarial iutluence, which did not cause
ajjue, led to morbid changes which eventu-
ated in the leucocythiEmia. One patient under
Dr. Gowers's care, a middle-aged woman,
had lived in a malarial district only during
the first few years of her life, but, shortly

before her birth, her mother had suffered

from an attack of ague.
Anatomicwl Characters.— Blood.— The

blood, as seen after death or during life, is

l)aler than normal, and may even be greyish-

red in colour. In extreme cases coagulation
is imperfect ; a grumous chocolate-brown
mass results. After detibriuation three layers

form—red corpuscles, pale corpuscles, and
serum. Under the microscope the pale

corpuscles are seen to be in great excess ;

instead of two or three per lield, as in

Fig. G7.—Blood in IjeiicorvthBemia. fiOO.

the normal, there may be several hundreds.
Enumeration (see H.emacytometer) shows
that not only are the white corpuscles in-

{•reased, but the red are lessened out of pro-
portion to the increase in the white, so that
the total number of corpuscles is always
diminished. Instead of the normal 5,000,000
per cubic millimeter, there mav be only
2,.")00,000 or even 1,1.")0,(K)0 (.50 and 2.S per
cent, of the normal). ' The ju-ojjortion between
the white and red varies, being 1 20, 1 10,

1-5, 1-2, or 1-1 ; or the white may be the
more numerous. The apparent is greater
than the real excess of white, in consequence
of the closer contact of the red. It was pro-

posed by Magnus lluss to regard as leuco-

cythicmia only those cases in which the pro-

portion is greater than 1 to 20, and the rule

has been largely followed ; but it must lie

remembered that in commencing cases the
proportion may be smaller than this. The
greatest change hitherto recorded was a re-

duction of the red from 5,000,000 to 470,000
per cubic millimeter (9 per cent, of the
normal), and an increase of the white to

(180.000 per cubic millimeter instead of

15,000, the normal average. The pale cor-

puscles may be of normal size ; but usually
some are large, and often many are smaller
than normal (the r/lohulins of Donne), es-

pecially when the lymphatic glands are
affected. Reagents bring into view one to

four nuclei. Some of the corpuscles present
obvious fatty degeneration. The red cor-

puscles are either normal in appearance, or
l)resent great variety in shape and size (pot-

kiloci/toxis). They are sometimes imduly
pale. Nucleated coloured corpuscles have
been seen in a few cases, believed to be in-

termediate forms between the white and red
corpuscles. The amount of ha-moglobin is

less than that which corresponds to the num-
ber of red corpuscles present. The s|)ecific

gravity of the blood is lessoned from 1,055,

the mean in health, to an average of 1,042 ;

the change being due to an increased propor-
tion of water, fi-om 7'JO parts per 1,000 in

health to 840 in leucocytluemia. The fat

and fibrin are increased, and the latter some-
times presents a j)eculiar granular appear-
ance. The iron is lessened. Abnormal
constituents have also been found in the
blood, such as the albukalin of Keichardt,
mucin, a substance analogous to glutin.

hypoxanthin. lactic and formic acids. Minute
octahedral crystals have been found in the
blood and in many organs after death, about

I '01& mm. in length. Tiieir natute is uncer-
t;iin. Since they ha\e t)een found only alter

death, it is conjectured that the substance
of which they consist is held dissolved during
life. They are not peculiar to this disease.

Organs.—The spleen is always enlarged,
sometimes extremely. Its weight varies from
twice to fifty times the normal—1 lb. to

18 lbs. The average of 72 cases analysed
was about 6 Ujs. The average length is

nearly 12 inches. The enlargement is com-
monly uniform ; the shape of the organ being
preserved. The surface is smooth, but often
presents traces of local peritonitis, in the
form of yellowish opaque patches. It is fre-

(jiiently adherent to the diaphragm, omentum,
abdominal wall, intestines, or liver. Its
consistence is usually increased, rarely
diminished. The cut surface is smooth, and
yields conipaiiitively little blood ; it i>
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brownish-red, or even browniish-j'ellow, mar-
bled with paler lines, due to thickened

trabecule. The Malpighian follicles are not

usually conspicuous. .lu cases which bepin

with enlargement of the lymjjhatic glands,

and which are really cases of primary lymph-
adenoma, the Malpighian follicles may be

so enlarged as to constitute small growths.

There is rarely an area of distinct softening,

"Wedge-shaped, yellowish-white, caseous por-

tions are frequent, and are evidently infarcts

;

when recent they are deep red. The histo-

logical change in the organ is an overgrowth
of the splenic pulp ; the trabecular tissue is

increased; and so a'so is tlie retiform tissue

of nucleated fibres and cells, among which
the lymphoid corpuscles lie. The Malpighian
bodies may not be discoverable with the

microscope, or they may be found to have
undergone fatty or lardaceous degeneration.

The iufarct-like masses present the splenic

tissue-elements in a state of fatty degenera-

tion. In many cases the crystals, already-

described, have been found in the spleen in

great abundance. This organ has been found
by analysis to contain glutin, glycocoU,

hypoxanthin, santhin, leucin, and tyrosin.

The lijniphatic glands, some or many, are

enlarged m one-third of the cases of primarily

splenic leucocythfemia (51 out of 157 cases).

The order in which the several groups are

affected is, beginning with the most frequent,

the mesenteric, cervical, inguinal, axillary,

retro-peritoneal, thoracic, portal, and iliac.

In only five cases was the change universal.

The enlargement is not considerable, the

individual glands rarely attaining the size

of a walnut. They are usually smooth, soft,

grey, or reddish-white on section ; rarely

caseating or suppurating; sometimes pre-

senting ha-morrhagic extravasations. Their
minute structure differs little from the nor-

mal. Lymjihoid corpuscles lie in an adenoid
reticulum, which is rarely increased, as it is

[

in lymphadenoma.
With respect to the alimenfanj canal, the

gums are occasionally swollen and ulcerated,

the swelling being due to infiltration of the

giun with leucocytes, or to an actual lymphoid
growth. The tonsils and follicles of the
tongue are sometimes enlarged by lymphoid
growth ; and there may be a similar change, !

usually slight, in the lymphoid tissue of the
wall of the stomach, and much more con-
siderable in the solitary and agminated glands
of the small intestine. These growths fre-

quently ulcerate. Similar changes are also

foimd in the large intestine. The 'pcyitonpinn

sometimes presents similar growths. The
[

liver is enlarged in at least two-thirds of the 1

cases, varying in weight from 5 lbs. to 14 lbs. '

In some cases of slight enlargement no struc-

tural change beyond congestion has been
found ; frequently, however, there are dis-

si'minated lymphoid growths, minute, greyish-

white, commonly interlobular in position.

often surrounding branches of the portal

vein. The capillaries are always distended
with pale corpuscles. Fatty degeneration of

the liver-cells is also common. The kidneys
are abnormal in at least one-half of the cases.

They may be simply pale, fi-om anaemia ;

pale and enlarged, from gi'anular degenera-

tion of the cells and distension of the capil-

laries with leucocytes ; or they may present

minute growths similar to those in the liver,

and situated between the tubuli of the cortex,

especially near the glomeruli. Marked fatty

degeneration of the kidney has also been
found. The suprarenal bodies have been
found diseased in several cases, and in one
or two there was bronzing of the skin. The
tJnjmns and thyroid glands have also been
found enlarged. The heart, as in other cases

of intense aiuemia, may present granular and
fatty degeneration. Extravasations of blood

have been found beneath the endo- and peri-

cardium. The capillaries of the heart are

often distended with leucocytes. Pericardial

effusion is common. The lungs may present

simply distension of capillaries, or hsemor-
rhagic infarcts, or actual growths, similar in

structure to those found elsewhere. These
commence at the bronchi and infiltrate adja-

cent tissues. Rarely they may break down
and form cavities. Pleural efl'usion is very
common, and lymphoid growths have been
found on the membrane. In the brain,

hEemorrhages, usually multiple, constitute the

most frequent change. Minute growths in

the membranes, distension of the meningeal
vessels with pale blood, and their obstruction

by masses of leucocytes (Bastian), have also

been recorded. The shin is, in rare cases,

the seat of growths. The hones have been
found diseased in many cases (Ranvier,

Neumann, &c.) The marrow is grey or

reddish-grey, ditHuent, presenting lymphoid
cells and blood-corpuscles. Sometimes cells

intermediate between white and red cor-

puscles have been found in it. The vessels

are fewer than normal. Tlie change may be

found in all the bones, most marked in those

which possess most spongy tissue, as the ribs

and vertebrtE, but also considerable in the

long bones. Externally the bones may be

normal or enlarged. The comjiact substance

may be reduced in thickness, and even per-

forated (Mosler). The retina is frequently

diseased. Htemorrhages may be found, es-

pecially in the nerve-fibre layers, and adjacent

to them the retinal elements may be degene-

rated. The capillary vessels are filled with
pale corpuscles, and actual lymphoid growths
have also been found.

Symptoms.—Of the early symptoms of leu-

cocythaemia, the most freipient are those due
to the splenic enlargeixient, namely, abdomi-
nal fulness, pain, or an actual tumour. Next
in frequency is weakness. H*morrhage,
especially epistaxis, often occurs early, but

rarely before other indications of ill-health.
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The change in the blood eansos pallor of

skin and mucous nioiuhriinc's. shortiu'ss of

breath, and all the indications of anuMnia:

Hut in many cases the face retains a fjjood

colour for some time in sjiite of marked ex-

cess of white corpuscles. The altered charac-

ters of the blood, readily observable durinj^

life, have be(!n already described. The tom-
perature is frequently, but not invariably,

raised. It is commonly hi^'her in the even-

ing' than in the morninj:;; the eveninj; rise

usually reachiufj 101'^-104' F. The mornin<»
fall may be considerable or slight. Some-
times periods of considerable pyrexia alter-

nate with others in which there is little fever.

The cases in wiiich there is most pyrexia are

usually, but not always, those of most rapid

course. The enlargement of the spleen pre-

sents the typical characters of a splenic

tumour. It niay occupy the whole left half

of the abdomen, extend even beyond the

middle line, descend into the iliac fossa, and
even into the pelvis, so as to be perceptible

by vaginal examination (Spencer Wells). It

may vary in size from time to time. Fric-

tion may sometimes, and a hruit de souffle

rarely, be heard over it. It usually causes
an unpleasant sense of distension, is often

tender, and sometimes is the seat of spon-

taneous pain. By its pressure it may raise

the heart, effuse considerable dyspnoea, and
interfere greatly with tlie functions of the
stomach. The distension of the abdominal
wall may cause lines, similar to those of
pregnancy, to appear over the spleen, and
their position is sometimes distinctly deter-

mined by the course of vessels. The en-

largement of the glands is rarely suflicient to

give rise to other symptoms than the obtru-

sive evidence of their presence. The glands
thus present, in this disease, a marked con-
trast to their condition in lymphadenoma.
They often lessen in size before deatii. The
alteration in the bones is usually unattended
by symptoms. Rarely they become distinctly

enlarged and tender. The action of the heart

is disturbed by both the aniemia and tiie dis-

placement. The pulse is fre(pient : and
palpitation is common. The circulation is

impeded ; efTusion of serum into the cellular

tissue of the body is almost invariable in the
later stages of the disease. Sligiit ascites is

frequent, and great effusion is sometimes due
to the pressure of enlarged glands on the
portal vein. Hydrothorax is also connnon.
The most striking circulatory symptom is

hirmorrhage, which occurs in a large propor-
tion of cases, most frequently from the nose,

and less freq\iently from the bowels, stomach,
lungs, uterus, into the skin, brain, joints,

cellular tissue, or peritoneum. The ha>mor-
rhagic tendency is so great that slight injuries

may give rise to serious loss of blood ; the
extraction of a tooth, or the puncture for

paracentesis, has thus led to death; while
most cases in which excision of the spleen

71

has been attempted have been fatal from the
same cause. The resj)iration is usually in-

terfered with, partly from the splenic en-

largement, and i)artly from the anaauia; that

due to tiie former is increased by the recum-
bent posture. The ancemic dyspnoea may be

unnoticed when the patient is at rest, al-

though any consideral)lo movement causes

an agony of breathlessness. The dyspna;a is

also increased by changes in the lung, bron-

chial catarrh. and the freciuent pleural effusion

in the later stages. Cough is fro(iuent, and
may be an early symptom of the disease.

The change in the gums, already described,

may lead to ulceration—the ' leuksmic
stomatitis' of Mosler ; but it is more rare

in this disease than in Ij'mphadenoma. The
gastric functions are chietly interfered

with by the pressure of the spleen, which
causes dyspepsia, and often vomiting.

Diarrhoea is extremely common, and may be

accompanied by haemorrhage. The enlarge-

ment of the liver may be recognised during
life, but rarely gives rise to subjective symp-
toms. Jaundice only results from compression
of the bile-ducts by enlarged glands. A
yellowish tint of skin is, ii maybe remarked,
frequent, apart from true jaundice—the
'icterus lienalis' ; it probably results from
the aniemia, the altered blood being unable
to destroy the bile-pigment absorbed into it

from the intestine. The urine varies in

amount, but is usually strongly acid, and of

high specific gravity. Tiie amount of urea
is unaltered, that of uric acid is increased.

Hypoxauthin, lactic acid, and formic acid

have been found in it. Albiunen is rare,

apart from structural changes in the kidneys.

Menstruation is usually arrested. The func-

tions of the nervous system are disturbed by

the altered blood : languor, tinnitus, and
vertigo are frequent ; and slight mental
failure, delirium, and coma are- occasionally

met with. The graver symptoms are prob-

ably due to capillary obstruction by masses
of leucocytes, or to small hiemorrhages.

Hesides the noises in the ears, deafness is

common, especially towards the end. In

the fundus oculi changes may usually be

seen with the ophthalmoscope. The pallor

of the blood in the retinal and choroidal

vessels is conspicuous. The retinal veins

become very broad, and are often tortuous.

Extravasations of l)lood are almost invariable

at some period, usually striated, sometimes
rounded. Yellowish or white spots are some-
times seen, due to the collections of lymphoid
cells already described. Occasionally the

retina is irregularly thickened, so that the

vessels present conspicuous antero-posterior

curves. These changes constitute the 'leuk-

ffiinic retinitis' of Liebreich. The extent to

which sight is interfered with depends on
the degree to which the neighbourhood of

the macula lutea is involved. The skin is

strikingly pale, or sometimes, as already
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stated, greenish yellow. Occasionally a pecu-

liar dark pigmentation is present. Sweating

ie common.
Complications.—The most frequent com-

plications of leucocyth'semia are pleural effu-

sion, oedema of the lungs, lobar pneumonia,

bronchial catarrh, pericardial effusion, dilata-

tion of the heart, venous thrombosis, cerebral

heemorrhage, and fatty degenerations. The
inore rare complications are cirrhosis of the

liver ;
parenchymatous degeneration of the

kidneys, giving rise to the symptoms of sub-

acute Bright's disease ; renal calculi ;
persis-

tent or intermittent erection of the penis, the

former probably due to thrombosis in the cor-

pora cavernosa ; oedema of depending parts ;

ascites ; furuncles ; and erysipelas. The vari-

ous haemorrhages are rather to be regarded

as symptoms of the disease than as compli-

cations.

Duration.— Cases of splenic leucocy-

thaemia vary in duration from six months to

seven years. One or two recorded cases ran

their course in less than six months. The
average duration of sixty-three cases was two
years. The actual duration of the affection

is probably longer than this, because the dis-

ease has often reached a considerable degree

before the symptoms become troublesome.

Causes of Death.—The most common
causes of death in leucocythaemia are loss of

blood, asthenia, diarrhoea, cerebral haemor-

rhage, pneumonia, and pleurisy. In asthenia

the actual end is often due to carditic failure.

The haemorrhage most frequently fatal is

from the nose, the next most frequent from
the bowels.

Pathology. — The pathology of leuco-

cythaemia is still involved in obscurity. We
are imperfectly acquainted with tlie normal
life-history of the blood-corpuscles. For a full

discussion of the facts which have been as-

certained, and the theories built upon them,
the reader is referred to Dr. Gowers's article

on the disease in Reynolds's System ofMedi-
cine, vol. V. It is only possible here to give

a brief outline of the pathology of the disease

which these facts and theories suggest. Re-
cent researches make it jjrobable that the red
corpi;scles arise from a transformation of the
smaller lymphoid cells

—

glohuUns of Donne,
haematoblastsof Hayem; and that this trans-

formation takes place to a large extent in the
splenic pulp and in the marrow of bones,
tissues which have many histological cha-
racters in common. If these tissues are
diseased, the transformation may not take
placC: and the luichanged lymphoid cells may
develop into the ordinary leucocytes, which
are either retained in these tissues, increas-

ing their bulk and changing their stnu'tnre

still further, or pass into the blood. Both
results probably occur. Hence we ass-ume a
primary change of the splenic pulp, which is

increased further by the retained leucocytes.

Where the haematoblasts arise is still nn-

certain. They are probably in part developed
in the splenic pulp and marrow of bones,
from pre-existing cells, and from the proto-

plasmic trabeculce of the tissues (Klein)

;

probably in part they come from the true
lym[)hatic structures, the glands, Malpighian
follicles of the spleen, itc. Primary disease

of these lymphatic structures constitutes lyui-

phadenoma ; and the splenic pulp may bo
normal, and the leucocytes are only in slight

excess, or are not more numerous than they
should be. In true splenic leucocj'tha>inia,

the glands and Malpighian follicles are not
primarily diseased, but they may suffer se-

condarily, when lymphatic growths arise in

organs ; and this secondary affection is in part
the result of the accumulation of leucocytes.

That the enlargement of the spleen is not, as

has been thought, merely the result of the
accumulation in it of pale corpuscles from
primarily diseased blood, is shown by the in-

creased consistence of the organ, and by the
fact that the splenic tumour precedes the
change in the blood. There is some reason
to believe that, as the spleen alone may be
diseased, so, in some rare cases, the marrow
of bones may alone be diseased, and may give

rise to a primary ' myelogenic leucocythaemia,'

but this is not yet proved. That the disease

may be primary in both the marrow and the
spleen is highly probable from recorded facts.

It is certain, however, that the marrow is, in

most cases, not affected primarily, and may
be unaffected throughout, or may suffer se-

condarily, as do the glands. The same is true

of the collections of lymphatic tissue else-

where in the body. The cases in which the

lymphatic glands enlarge early—'lymphatico-

splenic leucocythaemia'— are, for the most
part, if not entirely, cases of composite nature.

The spleen presents a double change—growths
in the follicles, such as are associated with
the glandular growths in lymphadenoma
(Hodgkin's disease), and increase in the

splenic pulp, as in pure splenic leucocy-

thfemia. In such cases there may be a large

increase in the pale corpuscles of the blood.

Diagnosis. — The diagnosis of leucocy-

thaemia rests on the existence of enlargement
of the spleen, and a considerable excess of

leucocytes in the blood. In all cases of

splenic tumour the blood should be examined:
if the proportion of white corpuscles to the

red is greater than 1 to 20, the case is cer-

tainly one of leucocythaemia. But if the

proportion is less than this, leucocythaemia

cannot with certainty be excluded, because
it is probable that, in all cases, the splenic

tumour precedes the leucocytal excess, and
the latter may be in process of develop-

ment. To ascertain the actual state of the

blood, it is always desirable to enumerate the

corpuscles with the haeinacytometer. Re-
peated examination, to ascertain that the pro-

portion of pale corpuscles is not increasing, is

necessary before impending leucocythaemia
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ran be excluded. In cases in which the lym-
]ilintic glands enlarge early, llie (]uestion

arises whether the case is one of s])lenic

leucocythiPiiiia. or of Ifodgkin's disease. In
the latter, as just stated, the enlargement of

the spleen depends, not on an increase of the

s])lenic pidji. but on overgrowth of the Mal-
pighian follicles ; the splenic enlargeiiieTit is

less than in leucocythsrinia, and is less nni-

fonn. In the composite cases aUuded to

above, in which, with eidargement of the

glands and splenic follicles (lymiiliadciiomai,

there exists also overgi'owth of the splenic

pulp, and a considerable leucocytal excess in

the blood, the two morbid processes are con-

joined, and the atl'ection may be termed lym-
pliadeno-s|)lenic Iciicocythicmia. These cases

are distinguished from the simple splenic

atfection by the early enlargement and firm-

ness of the glands. In simple splenic leuco-

cythaemia the affection of the glands is usually

late, and rarely considerable. The diagnosis

of the disease from conditions in wiiich a con-

siderable excess of pale corpuscles exists, with-

out enlargement of the spleen, is usually easy,

because such excess is transient, soon passes

away, and is not associated with a splenic

tumour.
Pkognosis.— The prognosis of a disease

which depends on a primary afTection of the

blood-forming organs is necessarily most
grave. No means of arresting the pi-ogress

of the developed disease has yet besn dis-

covered. The immediate prognosis is less

serious in proportion as tlie evidence of

organic changes in the blood-forming organs
is slight, and in proportion to the early stage

of the disease. Neither age, sex, nor causa-

tion affords prognostic information. The
greater the number of white corpuscles

and the deficiency of red, as ascertained by
counting, the worse the prognosis. The size

of the spleen, alone, affords little informa-
tion. Hemorrhages are of grave augury, but
epistaxis least so.

Treatment.—The knowledge of the causes
of leucocytha-mia, slight though it is, suggests
important jtrophylactic measures— the pre-

vention of ague, and the careful treatment of
all who have been exposed to malarial in-

fluences. Splenic tumours resulting from
such exposure should be systematically
treated; the subjects of them should exercise

great care to avoid exposure to cold, injuries,

and all causes of portal congestion. These
precautions are esj)ecially necessary in women
at the menstrual i)eriods ; and if such women
bear children, their state during pregnancy
and after parturition should be carefully

supervised, and lactation prohibited. Whether
there is simple auicmia or leucocytluemia,

every effort should be made to reduce the
size of the splenic tumour, by qumine, cold
affusion, ergoiin, and especially by voltaic

electricity, a most "powerful agent. By ob-

taining contraction of the spleen, expelling

retained leucocytes, and perhaps stimulating
directly its functiDiial action, we render its

condition less abnormal. In acase of ann-mia
splenica no remedies imjiroved the blood-

state till the spleen was galvanised, when the
red corpuscles at once began to increase.

Eemedies which do good in ordinary ana-mia
have slight influence in this disease. Iron is

almost useless; cod-liver oil. however, has
seemed to do some good. Arsenic has been
largely tried, but without benefit in pro-

nounced cases. Its imdoubfed value in lym-
phadonoma suggests its further trial in early

cases; it should be given in the largest doses
that can be borne. Mosler advises injection

of Fowler's solution into the spleen; provided
that the organ is firm, dense, and close to the

abdominal wall, that there is nohiemorrhagic
tendency, and no high degi-ee of cachexia.

Phosphorus has been recommended, but in

almost every case of pronounced leuco-

cytha»mia it has been powerless for good.
Nevertheless, its influence in improving the
blood-state in lymphadenoma warrants fur-

ther trial in the early stage of the diseat-e.

Iodides, bromides, and mercury are uselefs

Temporary improvement has been obtained
by the inhalation of oxygen to the extent of

30 litres daily (Kirnberger). Change of air

may slightly improve the patient's state, but
has no influence on the disease. Transfusion
has been tried, but the results are not en-

couraging. Excision of the spleen lias been
attemj)ted. The operation has been performed
with success in cases of anicmia splenica, but
in actual leucocytha'mia it has been invari-

ably fatal— in most cases from uncontrollable

loss of blood, the result of the hiemorrhagic
tendency. Further trial of it, in such cases,

does not seem to be justifiable, in early

cases, where there is no considerable excess

of pale corpuscles, and the red ai-e not re-

duced below GO per cent, of the normal, it

might be successful; but it is questionable
whether, in these cases, an ultimate bad issue

without interference is sulhciently certain to

justify the performance of so grave an opera-

tion. Special symptoms may re(iuire treat-

ment. Haemorrhage must be checked by the

usual methods, and crystals of perchlorule of

ii-on may be applied to accessible pbices

(Jenncr). For vomiting, a posture which
will relieve the stomach from pressure, and
counter - irritation, are useful. Aperients
should be employed with caution; and under
no circumstances should the yellow tint of

the skin lead to the use of mercurials. For
the o-'dema, digitalis and other diuretics are

best. For the splenic pain, counter-irritation,

sedative liniments, and hypodermic injections

of morphine may be used. In proportion to

the anspmia. physical rest is important, that

the diminished supply of oxygen maj' not be
rendered inadequate for the need of the
tissues, by muscular exertion.

\V. k. GowERs. Frederick Taylor.
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IiEUCOCYTOSIS (Xfwo'y, white; and

Kvrof, a cell).—A condition of the blood, in

which the white corpuscles are appreciably

but moderately increased. See Blood,

Morbid Conditions of; and Leucocyth^mia.

liEUCODERMA {\(vkos, white ;
and

^f/)/ja. the skin).—Wliite or achroiuatous

integument. Ser Pigmentary Diseases of

THE Skin ; and Leucopathia.

IiEUCOMA (Afi/Kos-, white).—A white

opacity of the cornea, generally referable to

inflammation or ulceration of that struc-

ture. See Eye, and its Appendages, Dis-

eases of.

LEUCOMAINES (Xftxoj^ia. whiteness).

A term applied to a class of alkaloids result-

ing from the normal metabolism of the

animal proteid tissues without the interven-

tion of any bacterial agency. To the class

of alkaloids resulting from the putrefaction

of tissue the term i^tomaines is given. See

Ptomaines.

LEUCOPATHIA (Xevxdf, white; and
wados, a disease).

—

Synon. : Albinism, Achro-

lua, Leucoderma, Leuce, Leucasmus.
This disease is sometimes general, but

frequently partial ; in the latter form con-

stituting cutis variegata and 'piebald skin.'

The whiteness is referable to absence of

pigment, which may be simply due to an
arrest of function of the rete mucosum, or

to an organic alteration of the integument.

See Pigmentary Skin-Diseases.

LETJCO - PHLEGMATIC TEM-
PERAMENT.—/See Temperament.

LEUCOPLAKIA BUCCALIS ET
LINGrUALIS.—See Tongue, Diseases of.

LEUCORRHCEA (Xfv/cos-, white; and
(jfo), I flow).

—

Synon. : Fr. Leucorrhee ; Ger.
Weisser Fluss ; Lat. Fluor Albns ; Pop.
' The Whites ' ;

' White Discharge.'

Definition. — A non - haemorrhagic dis-

charge, of pale colour, escaping from the
female genital fissure.

jEtiology.—Leucorrhcea is a symptom
rather than a distinct disease ; and may re-

sult from any of the morbid processes that

lead to hypersecretion from the genital

mucous surfaces, or from the glands opening
upon them, whether the mucous membranes
be injured or entire. It is, however, a soiu-ce

ofmuch discomfort and deterioration ofhealth,

and so demands special treatment.
Symptoms.—Leucorrhcea presents several

distinct varieties according to the seat of its

cause ; and the symptoms of each variety

require separate consideration.

1. VulvarLeucorrhoea.—In this variety

a glairy viscid secretion is foimd bathing the

LEUCORRH(EA

apposed surfaces of the pudenda, stiffening

into a crust on the surface of the labia majora
or on the insides of the thighs, and sometimes
glueing the lips more or less firmly together

at their margins. It is usually derived irom
the muciparous glands covering the internal

surfaces of the labia majora and the nymph* ;

but in cases of special eruptions and general

vulvitis it may come from the vestibular sur-

face ; and in still rarer cases it is poured out

from the glands of Bartholin. Vulvar leucor-

rhcea is met with at any period of life, but is

most common in the young, infantile leucor-

rhcea almost always being of this variety. In
cases of gonorrhoeal infection in the female,

the vulva is usually the seat of a profuse dis-

charge which is apt to become purulent,

but it is rarely confined to this situation,

spreading both into the urethra, and up-

wards into the higher spheres of the genital

mucosa.
2. Vaginal Leucorrhcea.—The dis-

charge in cases of vaginal leucorrhcea is

most frequently white in appearance, of acid

reaction, and due to a secretion from the

general surface of the vaginal mucous mem-
brane. Its whiteness is found, on micro-

scopic examination, to be owing to the

presence of quantities of scaly epithelial

cells, many of which are crowded with fatty

particles, whilst others have been quite dis-

solved in consequence of the fatty degene-
ration. Sometimes the discharge has a more
yellowish tint, and then it is foimd to contain

quantities of pus-cells among the epithelial

scales. In the former group of cases we have
to do with a simple catarrhal condition of

the vaginal mucosa : in the latter there are

red granulation-like spots scattered over the

membrane, which has here lost its epithelial

covering. Vaginal leucorrhcea is a complaint

to which women are specially liable during

their reproductive life. The catarrhal form
is extremely common in young married
females ; whilst the other form occurs rather

about the menopause, or, if occurring earlier,

is complicated with some of the other

varieties of leucorrhcea. Apart from specific

causes, it may be broitght on by sexual ex-

cesses ; by the presence of a foreign body,

such as a pessary ; by a displaced uterus ; by
a chill ; or by any condition that interferes

with the circulation in the pelvis. In a large

proportion of cases it is secondary to the next
variety of leucorrhcea.

3. Cervical Leucorrhcea.—The dis-

charge that comes from the canal of the

cervix uteri is transparent, like unboiled
white of egg, very tenacious, and of alkaline

reaction. It may still present these charac-

ters as it escapes from the pudenda ; but it

generally becomes somewhat clotided as it

passes through the vaginal canal, and gets

acted upon by the acid secretion from the

vaginal walls. Independently of this change
in the vagina, it is sometimes found already
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more or less opaque a8 it lies within the

cervical canal, and may be seen of a yellow-

ish or greenish or reddish tint in various

cases. The clear cervical leucorrhcea is seen
under the microscope to be made up of a
viscid majjiiia. having entangled in it large

numbers of columnar epithelial cells, which
have a tendency to arrange themselves in

rows. These are easily seen to be the ciliated

epithelial cells that cover the normal mucous
membrane, but deprived for the most part of

their cilia. They are accom])anicd by smaller

rounded cells like nmeous corpuscles or

wandering cells, partly derived trom the
Ulterior of the crypts, and partly shed from
the general surface from which the epitliehum
has been removed. In almost all cases some
of the epithelial cells and mucous corpuscles

are charged with fatty particles, and sur-

rounded with granules, resulting from the

breaking down of some of their number. The
more turbid the Huid, the more the cells are

found to have undergone such degeneration ;

and where the discharge is profuse, fluid,

and of yellowish colour, it has more the
characters of a piu-ulent fluid in which the

relatively few cylmdrical cells are changed
in form, becoming oval or rounded, and
nearly all reduced to a compound granular
mass. The more deeply tinted discharges
owe their discoloration to the admixture of

blood, the red corpuscles of which can easilj'

be recognised. Apart from the leucorrhceas

of specific origin, this is the commonest of all

the varieties. It may be found in females of
any age, but specially affects women during
theirreproductivehistory, and more especially

those who have been mothers. We can un-
derstand the special liability of the cervix to

catarrhal atVections, when we remember that
all intra-uterine discharges pass through and
may irritate it ; that it is exposed to damage
during the transit of the fcetus in parturition;

that vaginal afifections easily pass into it by
continuity of structure; and that it may readily

be injured by foreign bodies in the vaginal
canal, or even by fretting of its orifice against
the vaginal wall in cases of displacement or

excessive mobility.

4. Intra-uterine Leucorrhoea. -Here
also the discharge is transparent, like white
of egg. and alkaline in its reaction, btit it is

more fluid than the secretion from the cervi-

cal canal, and may escape as a clear liquid

from the genital fissure. In cases of long
standing, more particularly where there

exists some organic disease in the uterine

parietes, the fluid becomes turbid, purulent,

and more frequently than in any other variet}'

of leucorrhoea tinged with blood, even alter-

nating with irregular discharges of blood.

Under the microscope we see many cylindri-

cal epithelial cells, not infrequently ciliated ;

along with groups of smaller cells, partly

cylindrical, partly rounded, that have been
discharged from the uterine follicles ; all

embedded in a mucous fluid. Where the
discharge is more turbid, the epithelial cella

are seen to be imdergoing fatty degeneration,
and to be accompanied with wandering cells,

pus-globides, and crowds of free fatty parti-

cles. This uterine leucorrhcea may be found
at any period of life, but as an independent
afl'ection it is found almost exclusively in vir-

gins or young married women, or in women
who are ceasing, or have ceased, to men-
struate. In the last-named class of cases the
cervix is often atrophied, and its oritices

narrowed ; and the intra-uterme secretion

may accumulate for a time, and be expelled
with some degree of suffering. Most fre-

(|uently it is found associated with cervical

leucorrhoea, the endo-cervical afl'ection having
passed up to the endometrium, or, more rarely,

vice ver.id. Perhaps the most frequent form
of it is found in women who are subject to

a leucorrhceal discharge before or after the
menstrual periods ; and in the cases of
amenorrlnjea where a pale discharge es-

capes at the usual menstrual periods, this

has its source in the interior of the uterus
proper.

5. Tubal Leucorrhcea. — Doubtless
some small portion of the fluid that escapes
in certain cases of leucorrhcea is furnished by
the Fallopian tubes; but despite the elaborate

attempts of Hennig and others to establish a
distinction between it and the other varieties,

it remains rather as a subject of pathological

interest than of clinical importance, and need
not occupy us further here.

Diagnosis.—The statements of a patient

in regard to a leucorrhoeal discharge cannot
be relied on in establishing a diagnosis as to

its source. If it be white and flaky we may
judge that it is vaginal ; if more transparent,

and escaping in half-coagulated tiocculi, we
may conclude that it is cervical ; whilst a
clear and more continuous and fluid discharge

would be more justly referred to the uterus

proper. But it is never safe to trust merely
to the appearance of the discharge as it

escapes from the vulva, for it may have
become modified as it lay in or traversed

some part of the canal, or may be com-
pounded of fluids derived from different

surfaces. The seat of the discharge nnist

therefore be exposed. In the vulvar variety

it suffices to separate the labia and occasion-

ally to expose the navicular fossa and the

orifices of the Bartholinian ducts, by passing

the finger into the anus. The vaginal form
of leucorrhoea requires for its detection the

use of a speculum, duck-bill or tubular; and
the cervical, one of these or a bi-vaive

speculum. For the diagnosis of intra-uterine

leucorrhcea it is sometimes helpful to remove
some of the fluid for microscopic examination
by means of a fine syringe. Unless a clear

history of infection can be obtained, it is

almost impossible to establish a distinction

between a gonorrhoeal discharge and the
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simpler catarrhal leueorrhoea. In the former

there is a very notable tendency to spread

through all the contiguous mucous surfaces,

though the vnilva may be predominantly

affected. In children suffering from the

infectious discharge, traces of the injuries

that are usually inflicted at the period of

infection should be sought for.

Treatment.—In instituting our treatment

of leueorrhoea it is of the first importance to

have in view the constitutional condition of

the patient ; to use means to counteract any
diathetic tendency—tuberculous, strumous,

or syphilitic ; and to raise as far as possible

the general standard of the patient's health,

by the administration of tonics and the

enforcement of a suitable diet and regimen.

It is partly in this way that a change of resi-

dence is often useful ; and in making a

change, it is weU for the patient to go to

some of the spas, such as Ems or Kissingen,

the waters of which are helpful in reducing

congestions and catarrhs of the pelvic viscera.

In young women of relaxed habit of body, it

may be enough to prescribe quinine and iron

or arsenic, and the daily use of a cold sponge
bath ; and in infantile leueorrhoea, cod-liver

oil and iron should be administered.

In the great majority of cases of leueorrhoea

some kind of local treatment becomes an
absolute necessity. Sometimes it is enough
to pay strict attention to cleanliness, washing
the pudendal surfaces with a soft sponge, or

syringing the vaginal canal with tepid water;
and even when astringent applications are to

be made, the surfaces should hrst be sub-

jected to a detergent stream of water. Where
there is marked congestion of the uterus it is

best to make the injections with hot water,

and to keep the stream passing through tlie

vagina for at least five minutes at a time

;

the immediate relaxation of the blood-vessels

and hyperaemia being followed by contraction

of their walls, which favours the cessation of

the discharge. The astringents most service-

able for checking vulvar and varjinal leu-

corrhoeas are alum, aluminated iron, acetate

of lead, sulphate of copper, sulphate of zinc,

borax, and infusions of oak-bark, matico, and
other vegetables charged with tannin. They
are best applied in the form of an injection

with a Higi^inson's syringe, having a vaginal
nozzle attached to it ; or of a douche through
a long india-rubber tube, with a stop-cock lor

regulating the flow fitted close to the vaginal
nozzle, and the other extremity opening into

a wide receptacle, or fitted to a filler into

wliioh the fluid is poured. Where there is a
ditliculty in using the injection, and where it

is desirable to keep up a more prolonged ap-
plication of the medicament, it may be inti'o-

duced into the vagina in the form of jiessaries

made with cacao-butter or with gelatine.

Topical applications to the canal of the cervix

and cavity of tlie uterus ought always to be
made through the speculum, and without
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such applications it is a hopeless task to

undertake the cure of cervical leueorrhoea.

Here, more concentrated or more powerful
astringents or escharotics become necessar}-.

Nitrate of silver in the form of a stick of

caustic is easily applied, but its repeated ap-

plication may lead to mischief. Zinc-alum,
dried sulphate of zinc, sulphate of copper,

perchloride of iron, or tannin may be intro-

duced, in the form of rods or arrows made
with starch and gum. If a uterine sound or

stilette be dipped in water and a tliin fllm of

cotton wadding wrapped round the point to

the length of about two inches, the adherent
mucus can be cleared away, and the same or

another sound moxmted with wadding can
be charged with fuming nitric acid, the acid

nitrate of mercury, strong carbolic acid,

a solution of perchloride of iron, tinc-

ture of iodine, or iodised phenol, and
carried through the speculum along the

cervical canal. In intra-ulciinc leueorrhoea

it becomes necessary to carry the api)lication

right up in the same way to the interior of

the uterus. It is usually best to begin with
one of the stronger liquids, apply it a few
days after a menstrual period, and follow it

up with api)lications of iodine. So long as

the stilette or sound with the dry wadding
passes easily through the os internum, it is

usually necessary to continue from time to

time the intra-uterine application.

Alexander Russell Simpson.

LEUK-SIMIA.— See Leucocyth^mia.

LEUTERBAD (Locite), in Switzer-
land. — Thermal earthy waters. See
Mineral Waters.

LEVICO, in the Trientino, Austria.
Arsenical sulphate of iron waters. See
Mineral Waters.

LICE, Diseases Due to.

—

See Pedi-
CULUS.

LICHEN (Xftx^u, an eruption).—The
somewhat loose definition given by the older

writers to the word • papule ' caused them to

include under the head of 'lichen,' diseases, or

rather conditions of the skin, some of which
belong to other categories. Thus W'illan's

list included seven species : (1) Lichen sim-
2}lex; (2) L. pilaris; (3) L. circiimscriptus;

(4) L. agrius; (5) L. lividus; (GJ L. tropi-

cus ; and (7) L. urticatus.

1. Lichen Simplex.—This condition is

merely a temporary lichenous condition—in

short, the papular stage precedmg the vesicu-

lar stage of eczema.
2. Lichen Pilaris.

—

Synon. : Keratosis
Pilaris : Pityriasis Pilaris.—Lichen pilaris

is an allcction which is differently classed bj'

authors ; it is essentially a chronic condition,

characterised by a heaping up of epidermis
in hornj' papules round the hair-follicles,

giving the part affected the feel of a rasp.
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The papules are of the colour of the surround-

inp; skill, which is f^enenilly iohthvotic or

xeroilerniic ; in fact, the condition keratosis

))ilaris is part of the general malformation of

skin belonj;ing to ichthyosis. The outer sur-

faces of the extremities and the backs of the

hands and phalanges are the seats of elec-

tion.

3. Lichen Cireumscriptus.—Syxon. :

L. Annulatus, Scrjiiginosus ; Seborrhaca
Corporis.

Definition.—A serpiginous, ringed, pajjular

eruption, occurring on the trunk, and accom-
panied by seborrha-a.

Description.—The sternal and intersca-

pular regions are the seats of election, froin

which the eruption may spread to the epigas-

tric or lumbar regions. The eruption is

characterised by numerous circles and seg-

ments of circles (looking much like tinea).

The margins of tiie circles are made up of

minute red papules ; the space enclosed is some-
what buff-coloured, and desquamating mimite
scales; the eruption has a greasy appearance,
and is greasy to the touch. It is often

associated with the wearing of flannel. The
pathology is obscure, but some think its essen-

tial nature is that of a seborrhcea.

TuEATMENT.—Any parasiticide ointment
will remove it, such as creasote ten minims
to one ounce of lard, rubbed in every night.

4. Lichen Agrius.—This, like lichen

sim]ilex, is appareuth' but a temporary stage

of ec/ema.
5. Lichen Lividus.—Lichen lividus is

a purpuric condition, in which the purpuric
spots appear as papules round hair- follicles.

See Pdkpura.
0. Lichen Tropicus.—Synon. : Prickly

Heat.—This is a sudoral eru])tion due to

inflammation of the sweat-glands. See
SuDORiPAROOS Glands, Disorders of.

7. Lichen Urticatus.—Lichen urticatus

is an affection %n liich is now classed as a
variety of urticaria. It is common in cliil-

dren. See Urticaria.
In accordance with the teaching of Hebra,

modern dermatologists are disposed to restrict

the term 'lichen' to papular affect ions in which
the papules retain their cliaractcr as papules,

and do not undergo any further evolution.

There is another condition imposed, namely,
that the papule must be inflammatory. The
group 'Lichen' is thus narrowed down to two
newly described diseases, Lichen ruber and
Lichen scrofuloxoriiin.

8. Lichen Ruber. — Synon. : Lichen
Plfinus.

Definition.—A chronic eruption, more or
less extensive, of flat and angular, or acumi-
nate inflammatory papules, in colour either

red or bluish-red.

/Etiology.—Tlie disease may be due to

nervous exhaustion, consequent on anxiety
or any lowering influence, disorders of the

Stomach and intestines or uterus ; in some

cases possibly to chill. It generally attacks
persons towards tlie middle period of life

—

twenty to hfty ; but it may occur in the
young.

Symptoms.—L. ruber or L. ruber planus
(so named in contradistinction to the second
variety, L. ruber acuminatus) commences
as flat miUet- or pea-sized papules, red or
violet-red in colour. The lesions are dis-

crete at first, but soon aggregate in ))atche8

or lines ; if closely observed, a central depres-

sion (umbilication) is noticeable in the
papules. As the patches enlarge, the ap-

pearance of individual papules becomes lost

;

the skin is thickened, raised above the sur-

face, coarsely furrowed, and covered with
minute goldbeater-skin-like scales. The seats

of election are the wrists and forearms (flexor

surfaces). No region is exempted. The erup-

tion is often symniftrical, and it may be re-

stricted to a certain nerve-distribution. Itch-

ing is almost a constant symptom, and may
be intense. The disease may last for years,

and ultimately become generalised. A single

attack is the rule, but it may recur. The
mucous membranes may be aflfected.

Lichen ruber acuminatus is the form ori-

ginally described by Hebra as lichen ruber.

It is more frequently general, and attended
with severe svinptoms, shivering, general
aching, and profuse perspiration (Crocker).

The papules are smaller and more conical

than in the preceding variety ; the whole
process is more acute. The two forms of

eruption may be present at the same time.

Pathology.—In the plane varietj' the pro-

cess appears to be inflammatory, associated

with the sweat-ducts at first, with subsequent
thickening of the rete. In the acuminate
variety the hair-follicles are first affected

(Crocker).

Di.\GN0Sis.—When the papules are well

marked (and in most cases a few are to be

observed), they are distinctive of the disease.

It is when the patches enlarge, and the

disease becomes generidised, that it may be

confounded with chronic eczema or universal

psoriasis.

Prognosis.—This is only grave in general-

ised cases, in which the patient may drift into

marasmus.
Treatment.—The general health must be

dealt with, especially in cases of nervous
exhaustion, by means of iron, quinine, or

cod-liver oil. Itching must be combated by
rest in bed, and the ajjphcation of antipruri-

tics. Arsenic should be tried and persevered

with in all cases where it can be borne ; the
two conditions in which it is contra-indicated

being dyspepsia with constii>ation, and acute
disease, in which it often makes the skin
worse. External treatment is of great assist-

ance. Soothing applications, if the eruption
is acute, such as lead and calamine lotions;

mild tar lotions if they can be tolerated

—

Liquoris carbonis detergentis 5i'- ^^ 5^'^- '^^
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water; oleum cadinum ; or even innnetions

with soft soap and pix liqiiida, if the patches

are very chronic, and do not resent such

treatment after triah

9. Lichen Scrofulosorum. — Lichen

scrofalosorum is another affection first de-

scribed by Hebra. It is exti-emely rare in this

country, although it undoubtedly exists,

especially amongst the poorer classes. It is

characterised by pale papules, approaching

the colour of the skin ; these tend to range

themselves in circular patches, not circles,

generally on the trunk rather than the

extremities. The papules are scaly, and after

a time disappear, leaving small yellowish

pigmented spots. Here and there a papule

inflames, and becomes acne-like. There is

little itching. The disease occurs in scrofu-

lous subjects. When occurring in adults it

might be mistaken for the small papular

syphilide. Cod-liver oil is the remedy inter-

nally, and also externally by inunction.

Alfred Sangster.

LIEBENSTEIN, in Saxe Meinin-
gen.—Chalybeate waters. See Mineral
Waters.

LIENTERIC (Xfio J, smooth; andeWfpoi/,

the intestine).—A form of diarrhcea in which
the stools contain much undigested food, in

consequence of its having passed rapidly

along the alimentary canal. See Diarrhoea ;

and Stools.

LIFE ASSURANCE.—The great ex-

tension of life assurance of late years has
placed the solution of important questions

involving large financial operations within

the range of the daily work of the medical
practitioner. It is important, therefore, that

his duties and the nature of the knowledge
required of him should be defined. We shall

dwell briefly on the nature of life assurance,

and point out the rules which should guide

the medical adviser of a life office in forming
an opinion. We shall then consider the

principal agents which modify the duration

of human life, and their bearing on the ques-

tions submitted to us. Life assurance is a

contract of indemnity. The amount of the

indemnity to be paid on death is fixed by-

each individual according to his means or

wishes, and the company engages to pay the

sum when life fails or under other conditions,

in consideration of an annual or other pay-
ment or premium so long as the contract

lasts.

Irrespective altogether of health, the risk

undertaken bj' the company is gi-eater or

less according to the variation in two fac-

tors : (1) the age of the life to be assured

;

(2) the duration of the term of assurance.

The premium required for an assurance on a
life aged forty, is greater than that for a life

aged twenty; and again the premium for an
assurance over the years of life from forty to
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sixty is greater than that for an assurance
from forty to fifty only. As the premium is

calculated on the assumption that the pro-

poser has a chance of surviving to the ex-

treme limit of life, it is obvious that the

company ought to insure at the ordinary

rate of premium such lives onlj' as have the

best chance of attaining to old age, or, as

they are called, j^rsi-c/fls.s lives. Hence Lives

coming iinder any of the following classes

must be discarded from the first-class

standard:—
(1) Lives not possessed of sufficient vital

power to afford them the possibility of at-

taining old age. This will include lives

which have shown a tendency to certain

diseases which will develop later on in life,

as gout, rheumatism, &c.

(2) Lives whose family history discloses a

tendency to a breaking down short of longe-

vity.

(3) Lives whose place of residence or occu-

pation has a more than usual effect on life,

or involves peculiar hazards.

Generally, lives which fall short of the

highest standard in respect of one out of

these three conditions may often be ac-

cepted, but if they fail of the highest level

in more than one condition they must be

excluded. The ideal, therefore, which the

medical examiner should set before himself

as constituting a first-class life, is the exclu-

sion of these three conditions.

The tables of expectation of life put before

medical examiners, which are deduced from
the Institute of Actuaries' H*' tables, and are

based on the mortality of healthy males whose
lives had been assured with twenty British

life offices, are often misunderstood. Expec-
tation of life indicates the average number
of years which is lived by all persons of a

common age, from that age up to the ex-

tremity of life. The total number of years

that will in the aggregate be lived by a group
of persons of the same age, divided by the

number in the group, gives the ' expectation.'

The medical examiner is for the time being

the retained ad\iser of the office which em-
ploys him. Any medical man may decline

to act for a company, but, if he has accepted

a fee, he is bound to consider their interests

as of primary importance, and his relations

with his patient as secondary. He should

not, therefore, allow himself to be swayed
by motives of personal friendship, or because
he is or has been the ordinary attendant of

the proposer. Generally speaking, it is not

judicious to employ the ordinary medical
attendant of a proposer to report for an office,

but it is often necessary to obtain his evi-

dence confidentially, and, unless he decline

to act, he is bound not to withhold any in-

formation he may have regarding the health,

habits, or family history of the life. Every
examiner should be aware that his report

and opinion are necessarily submitted to the
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phj'sician of the company, and thus a greater

accuracy in the use of medical terms will

often be observed.

The examiner will have an interview, always
private, with tlie proposer, who should not be
accompanied by anyone. The wife may ask
tliat her husband or friend shall be present,

but this is not advisable. Persons of either

sex are always more frank when alone with
their doctor. There ma^- indeed be ailments

kept secret even from a wife or husband, or

former events in life bearing on health, which
would not be revealed in the presence of a

third party. It is scarcely necessary to ad-

vise that the utmost courtesy and quietness

of manner should be observed, and the pro-

poser placed at his ease as much as possible.

A deterrent inquisitive manner is apt to give

rise to prevarications or concealment in the

replies given.

An inquiry into the functions of the body
is often resented when put abruptly, but the

writer has never failed to obtain all neces-

sary information by a quiet questioning. He
is in favour, however, of direct questions,

plainly spoken out, especially with women

;

but many questions of the kind are to be
avoided.

Regarding temperance, it is generally use-

less to put the question directly to a pro-

poser. His estimate of what constitutes ex-

cess mav' not be yours. His opinion of his

own habits may be comparative as regards
his neighbour, and he may be a dram-drinker
(the worst form of excess) but never ' get
drunk '

1 It is well to approach the subject
with mquirv as to his hours, habits, neigh-
bourhood, and society, and thus elicit both
his favourite drink, and how often it is

taken.

The proposer being placed in a good liglit,

the examiner wiU notice his general build,

corpulence or otherwise. The face and hands
will especially occupy him. The face may
indicate intemperance, sensual habits, or
nervous excitability. It should be neither
pale nor flushed, free from blotches, and the
nose not unduly red. The drunkard's nose,
prot.uberant, granulated and rosy at the end,
is often associated with a blear-eyed state of
the eyelids. There are some forms of skin-

afTection which simulate it. but the practised
eye will discriminate the chronic effects of
alcohol which, by iini)airing the elasticity of
the capillaries, has given rise to the nose here
indicated. A flushed state of the mala? may
lead us to suspect phthisis; while redness of
the cheeks composed of jiermanently dilated

blood-vessels, together with a velvctj- integu-

ment exuding sebaceous matters, always
caused Brinton to suspect kidney-disease.

The hand affords evidence of various kinds,

and its form, colour, and nails should always
be regarded. ^Ve may thus detect gouty
thickening; or, froui the clubbed state of the

fingers and incurvated nails, be enabled to

detect chronic phthisis, or old pleuritic or

pericardial disease. The tongue should bo
examined, not only as regards its being furred,

fissured, moist or dry, but also for ulcers or

growths, which, if present, should always be
examined by pressure of the fingers. The
throat may also give evidence of present or

old syphilitic ulceration. The gums may
present the blue line of lead- poisoning, or the
dark-red line of phtliisis. The gait, nervous
ncss of manner, twitching of muscles, in-

ability to walk straight, peculiarities of the
eyeballs and facial muscles, or other symp-
toms, will betray some deep-seated affec-

tion of the nerve-centres, and the patellar

retlex should be examined if any suspicions

arise. Tremblings or shakiness of hand-
writing may indicate alcoholism, or abuse of
tea or of smoking.
The teetii may be deficient or carious,

and their condition is often a good test of
general health. The notched teeth of syphilis

should always be looked for. Finally, the

whole aspect of a man should be noted, as

conveying that he is robust, hearty, and
vigorous, or the reverse, well developed in

muscle of chest and limbs, or pimy and weak,
with loose tissues and flabby muscles.

The chief duties of the medical examiner
are to ascertain with precision:—

(1) The family history of proposer; (2) his

past history; (3) iuB present state of health;

and (4) his habits.

1. The family history is to include not

only his parents, brothers and sisters, and
grandjiarents, but the health and ages at

death both of them and their descendants
collateral to proposer—that is, of uncles, aunts,

and first-cousins. These facts need not all

be recorded in the report paper supplied by
the office, but their eluci(hition often enables

the examiner to form an opinion as to the

eligibility of a life where any taint, as con-

sumption, gout, or cancer, exists in one gene-

ration.

2. The past history of a proposer wiU
occupy us with much care. He is bound to

tell us whether he has ever had any serious

ailment ; but, as memory is fallacious, the

direct questions which are found in every
form of medical rejiort issued by the otfices

are to be put. It will bo convenient then to

ask in detail whether he has had symptoms
of diseases aH'ecting the chest, head, and
abdomen, or any disorder of a general kind,

as fevers ; and young men should be plainly

asked about syphilis.

Inquiry should be made as to former
residence in an unhealthy climate; also

whether proposer has had any medical at-

tendant, and, if so, for what.
3. The present state of health is then to

be ascertained, and a careful exniuination

made of chest and abdomen. Wo cannot
insist too strongly on the necessity for wn-

covcring the chest. Without this, percussion
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cannot be practised, the expansion, the move-
ments, and alterations in the walls, caused by
conrrenital malformation or by former disease,

as pleurisy and phthisis, must escape notice.

The heavt-sounds cannot be estimatedthrough
the dress ; and we have known nnany in-

stances in which morbid conditions were
overlooked because the proposer was so ex-

amined. There are heart-murmurs and lung-

sounds whicb can be simulated or disguised

by a well-starched shirt. For the examina-
tion of the abdomen the waistband should
be unloosed, and palpation and percussion

practised, by which the existence of enlarge-

ment of the liver or spleen, or of tumours,
may be ascertained, and m doubtful cases

the reclining posture should be adopted.

4. By the habitf! of the proposer we under-

stand his general mode of living, and his

opportmiities lor exercise, but above all his

temperance or excess in the use of stimulants.

The writer advises that the average quantity

of stimulants taken daily should be written

down frt)m the reply of proposer on the

document which he has to sign. The testi-

mony of friends is always asked on this point,

but the replies are generally fallacious, and
often consist in a 'Yes' or 'No' to the queries

sent to tliem. In proposals important as to

amount, a written statement as to the friends'

estimate of the habits of a proposer should
be obtained in the form of a letter, and not on
a printed form.

Certain other points may now be briefly

discussed.

5. Age.—Before considering the diseases

which shorten life, some general considera-

tions about age are worthy of note. Different

ages predispose to particular diseases. Re-
spiratory diseases prevail most from puberty
to twenty- five, and this is the age when
phthisis is most fatal. It has been reckoned
that at forty half the danger from this disease
is over, and three-fourths at fifty years of
age ; and the rule seems a fair one. An
heredity to the development of phthisis at a
somewhat advanced age— say after forty

—

may, however, exi st, and prove an actual danger
to life. The liability to certain diseases, as gout,

apoplexy, degeneration of organs and blood-
vessels, and also urinary affections, increases
after forty, and it is at and after middle life

that the temptation to excess in diet and
stimulants, with a diminished desire for exer-

cise, leads the way to slow organic alterations.

Persons who attain to great age are generally
spare, and have m almost all instances been
frugal in their habits, and active in mind and
body. The decay of muscle and of organs
is precipitated by want of use, and the due
exercise of all faculties of mind or body is

conducive to longevity. It is good to compare
the apparent with the actual age of a pro-
poser. As a general rule, when he is really

older than he looks, his expectation of life

surpasses the average, and when he has aged

beyond his years the risk is thereby so far

impaired.

6. Occuiiations.—The life which is pro-

tected from the vicissitudes of fortune by a
fair provision for daily wants, which has
occu^Jation for both mind and body, without
undue strain or the necessity for hurry, and
which has daily exercise in open air, com-
bined with a moderate auiount of sedentary
work—is undoubtedly the best risk. The
clergy are perhaps the best lives of all call-

ings, and the statistics of the clerical offices

bear out this statement. Teachers, heads of

schools, lawyers, and physicians probably
come next. The ' business ' class, which
includes merchants, stockbrokers, bankers,
manufacturers, directors of companies, Ike,

is fairly healthy, and stands among the first

on the list, but the examiner will do well to

remember the anxieties incident to all these

callings.

There are certain classes exposed to mani-
fest dangers, for which special rates are

demanded by all oftices. Thus the publican
is charged \l. per cent, extra for occupation,

a sum which appears to be scarcely suffi-

cient.

7. Heredity.—Heredity plays an impor-
tant part in the life-history of every individual,
as there can be no doubt that physical,

mental, and moral characteristics are often

transmitted from ancestors. The whole con-

stitution may not be so communicated ; and
parents may be mere transmitters along a
chain, their offspring representing an earlier

ancestor. The examiner will therefore in-

1 quire both about parents and grandparents.

In tracing the effects of transmitted disease

we should find how far others of the same
generation, as brothers, sisters, and cousins,

may have been affected by it. Wo have thus

a gauge of the intensity of the transmission.

Longevity, which implies the perfection of

the whole animal system, is no doubt here-

ditary in some families. If both parents

have been the subject of the same disease,

the heredity is intensified in the offsjiring.

A disposition for zymotic diseases is marked
in certain families. The heredity to insanity

is intensified by successive inheritance; to

syphilis is lost in the repetition of inherit-

ance. Phthisis and cancer become intensified

by inheritance, and appear earlier in each
generation. Double inheritance (both parents)

induces earlier and a more rapid form of

disease. Heredity appears to influence the
sexes equally. Forms of disease run in

families : in some the consumptive tamt is

shown in acute tuberculosis, in others the

most chronic form of fibroid phthisis prevails.

The mother's ti'ansmitting influence seems
greater than the father's, and it is common
to all hereditary diseases for the mother to

transmit to sons and the father to daughters.

Famili/ phthisis appears at an earlier age
as we descend the genealogical tree ; thus,
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the grandfather may have it at aixtj', his

sous at I'orty, ami his grandsons in early

]it'e.

Cancer is horeditary in ouc-third to one-

seventh of the cases. It is most prevalent

between forty and sixty. The encephaloid
form is met with earlier; schirrus from forty

to rifty ; epithelial cancer later. The risks of

hereditary cancer therefore increase with a-^e

after a certain point, while those from phthisis

diminish. The rule ilmst be to reject the

issue of two cancerous parents. The heredity

of rheumatism and {/out is incontestable.

HereditiU'y gout appears early, often at

eighteen to twenty ; ac(iuired gout appears
about forty. If both parents, or even one,

liave had several acnto attacks of rhemua-
tism, there is great likelihood of transmission
to the child. Diabetes is allied to gout and
rheumatism, and comes after the latter in

freijuency of heredity. Heart-disease claims
the siuue heredity as gout and rheumatism ;

and while the acute form in the parent is apt

to be represented iii the child, it is not to be

forgotten also that such ])arents commonly
transmit a tendency to slow thickenings of

the valves to their children, who may never
suffer from the acute form. The many in-

stances of valvular lesions met with in prac-

tice where the individual has had no acute
attacks, may often be thus accounted for. If

one parent have had gout or rheumatism
severely, the proposer being in perfect health,

the heredit}- may be overlooked; but if both
parents have had these aSectioiis the life

should be declmed, or a large addition made
to the premium.

It has been found that asthma was heredi-

tary in fom-teen cases of thirty-five, and in

seven it was paternal and direct. The most
frecpient period of development was in youth,
and next in old age. If both parents were
asthmatic, an addition should be made to the
premium. Albuminuria may be regarded
as only transmissible when the result of gout
or alcoholism in the parent.

Intemperance must be considered as
hereditary in a high degree. It runs in

families, who not only inherit the nervous
constitution w-hich drunken pai cuts transmit,
but that peculiar temperament which tlies to

stimulants as a resource on any emergency
of life. The craving for di'ink, a want which
alcohol can alone supply, as it stops for a
time the waste of ner\e-power, is often de-

rived from the excesses of drunken parents.

Still further, the children of drunkards
inherit various neui'oses, such as hysteria, i

epilepsy, mania, ataxy, and dirt'erent forms
of paralysis; and a child begotten during
drunkenness early falls a victim to either

phthisis, or some deep-seated disease of the

nervous system. Intemperance is perhai)s

the most formidable enemy to the safe assur-

ance of life, and ev^n ranks before phthisis

in its deadly effects on the system. Organic

ailments are by it originated, and organic
weakness crystallised iuto disease. The de-
generations of age are anticipated and pre-

cipitated by alcoliol, and the dram-drinker
is sure to have a shortened life. The man
who carries his drink well and is ' never
drunk ' is in the greatest danger. Small
doses of stimulants throughout the day,
ended by a somewhat larger one at night,
leave the system always ciiarged with
alcohol, and the excretory organs are cen-
tinuously under its inlluence. The most
searching intpiiry should therefore be made
as to the quantity taken each day, and the
frequency of the dose. The medical
examiner must be thrown on his own tact

to discover from certain well-known indi-

cations whether the proposer is a drinker.

Among these are the flushed face and nose,

the tremulous tongue or hand, the relaxed
skin, the eye, and the manner over-rapid
and nervous, or subdued and sullen. Of
aU classes of the intemperate the habiluiU
dram-drinker is the worst. The occasional
drunkard is not in so great a danger, and
no doubt is often reclaimed ; but the writer
cannot recommend the acceptance of any
of those for life assurance, as no addition to

the premium would compensate the certain

loss to the company.
Diseases of the nervous system, are emi-

nently heritable, as epilepsy, general paralysis,

and mania. Of 'S'll epileptics, one-third had
epileptic parents. The children of such be-

come diseased early, but it may be con-
sidered that after forty the liability is ex-

hausted.

Insanity is commonly hereditary : about
one in three or four have had a parent in-

sane. The issue of one insane parent might
be accepted if the age be 35 or 40, and the
proposer free from any nervous aflection.

Personal Exami.nation.—The medical ex-

aminer should ascertain the condition of the
chief organs of the body, especially the
heart and great vessels, the lungs, and the
kidneys.
Hea rt.^The size of the heart and the

strength or weakness of its impulse should
be ascertained.

Intermission of heart-beat and pulse, if

unaccompanied by other irregularities of

rh\-thm, may not be of grave importance.
If it be only a loss of beat once in twenty or
thirty it may be regarded as harmless, or
referable only to an alteration in the inner-

vation of the heart. It may not be always
present, may be indeed absent for days or

weeks, or be suspended during a feverish

attack, or present only during some trivial

alteration of digestion.

Irrctjularity of heart-action ia of different

import. The heart will repeat a number of

rai)id beats, then pause, and lose one or

several successively. The sounds are con-

fused in character and run into one another,
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the impulse is diminished, and the interval

lost or irregular. Feebleness is the pre-

dominant character. In this condition, de-

generation of heart-muscle has already com-
menced.
A tumbling but forcible and struggling

heart-beat is not to be confounded with the

above. It is a common result of pericardial

adhesions and hj-pertrophy. The danger
to life would probably arise from the con-

secutive events of hypertrojihy, dilatation of

the heart's chambers, and valvular incompe-
tence.

Murmurs may be audible over any of the
valvular regions of the heart, and accom-
pany either the first or second sound or

both.

The characters of a murmur—its softness,

flowing, harsh or rasping sound - are per se

no indications of its value or pathological

import : a harsh or a loud murmur is often of

a less serious nature than one more distant

and les.s pronounced, as the power of the
ventricle behind the obstruction is generally

the cause of its loudness, and a moderate
degree of hypertrophy is a compensating
agent. If there be obstruction at an orifice,

all syrcptoixis of heart-disorder may be held
in abe3anco for years if only there is power
to drive the blood through the obstructed
valve. It is only when tlie heart fails to do
so that the serious symptoms of dilatation

are initiated ; or if the valve permit of

regurgitation, and the muscular walls of the
cavity into which the blood is returned be
efficient in contractUe power, the dilatation

is op])osed and all its concomitant symptoms
are aosent or delayed. Ephemeral murmurs
often give rise to doubts as to the safety of

assurance—such as occur in the left sub-

clavian region, when firmly pressed by the
stethoscope, or in certain positions of the

person examined, or in that portion of heart
which is covered by the lung. They may
be heard on deeji inspiration onlj', and are

temporary in character. They are not to be
regarded as prejudicial to life. The anamic
murmur, soft, systolic, and blowing, is heard
over the first part of the aorta or puhnonary
artery. It is occasionally heard over the
mitral region. It is associated with a
lowered condition of general health due to

anxiety, over-work, or loss of sleep ; and if

these conditions are altered, the individual
may recover from aU his symptoms and lose

the physical signs. But it is not to be for-

gotten that fatty degeneration of the walls
of the heart has been found in cases of pro-

longed anaemia. The insm-ance rule is to

defer such cases for a month or two.
The lesions most important to consider

are those of the aortic and mitral valves.

Aortic mm-murs may be single or double.

The single murmur is probably obstructive,

the valve being thickened and warty, and the

coats of the vessel diseased.

In aortic regurgitation, recognised by a
diastolic murmur, the greatest degree of ven-

tricular hypertrophy occurs, and the heart
attains an enormous size in compensatory
efforts to maintain the sj-steraic circulation

against gravity, the open valves permitting
the return of a large portion of the blood into

the ventricle. The carotids are seen throb-
bing, and the radials present the well-known
character caused by sudden recession of the
blood-current called the water-hammer pulse.

This form of disease is among the most
fatal of heart-affections, and is entirely un-
insurable, the elements of durability being
wanting.

Mitral murmurs are the most common
effects of rheumatic endocarditis, which re-

sults in the thickening of the valve, and
stenosis, or permanent imperfection, permit-
ting regurgitation into the ventricle. The
recognition of these cases is easy, but their

value for the purposes of life assurance de-

pends not on the character or situation of

the murmur, but on the actual conditions,

which we shall now consider.

It is now a well-ascertained fact that

persons in great number having a marked
mitral mm-mur may live to advanced age
without presenting any symptoms, and
therefore without the effects of heart-disease

recognised as injurious to life ; and of tliis

the best medical authorities have recorded

numerous instances. The first downward
step in the fatal event of mitral disease is

when the cavities of the heart begin to yield

to the pressure of the regurgitated blood, and
dilatation follows. "With dilatation a thin-

ning of the muscular walls begms, and de-

generation of fibre follows as a necessary
sequence. With lessened power of the ven-

tricle, engorgement of the right side of the

heart occurs, the return current is blocked
in the auricle, which in its turn dilates, the

hmgs become congested, the return of sys-

temic venous blood is retarded, and the

phenomena of congested lung, shown by
oedema and haemorrhage, and of congested
venous and capillary systems, evidenced by
dropsy and effusions, are certain to follow.

The series of events is mechanical; and it

may be stated that, so long as the muscidar
integrity of the heart's walls is maintained,

the subject of the affection may enjoy fair

health with ordinary precautions. The dan-

gers to such a life would probably arise after

middle life, at the period when degenerations

of structure commonly commence. The rule

of assurance companies has till lately been

to reject aD such lives as present any form of

mitral disease ; but if a case present with
murmur only, without great ehlargement of

the heart, if the ventricular contraction be

strong and the murmur well pronounced, and
if, in addition, it can be shown that such

condition must have prevailed for a long

time—say, from the date of one attack of
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rheumatic fever years previously, if the pro-

poser has his other organs lionUhy and does

not exceed thirty-five years of af;e, then it

is safe to accej)! such a Hfe with a consider-

al)le addition to the premium, or by securing

that all the premiums slu)uld he paid up
in a short term of years — say, ei^ht or ten.

It remains to say of heart cases tluit the

most dangerous are those indicating failure

of muscular power, and that the aortic cases

are more perilous than the mitral. The
presence of albumen in the urine should

always be looked for in connexion with
disease of the heart.

False.— 'I'he frequency of the healthy pulse

varies with the constitution of the nervous
system, and the posture, sitting or standing,

of the individual. Its healthy beat might
average 60 to 70 ; but a large range should
be allowed for temperament and emotional
causes, the very fact of its being examined
giving rise to acceleration. The physician
will therefore give time for its subsidence, or

make a fresh examination on another day.

A sustained freipient pulse may indicate fever,

phthisis, or exophthahnic goitre. The fulness

or incompressibility of a pulse, and a cha-

racter of wiriness under the fingers, should be

noticed. The latter may indicate sclerotic

changes in the vessels, when the condition of

the temporals and other arteries should also

be examined.
Client.—A careful examination of the lungs

should be made by palpation, percussion, and
auscultation, the dress being removed, and
measurements taken by a tape at the level of

the sixth rib. These vary in different indi-

viduals, and from 33 to 38 inches have been
given by different observers as the average in

adult naales. The difference between extreme
inspiration and expiration should not be less

than two inches at the level of the nipple.

It may be taken that the mohilitij of the
chest is of more importance than its size.

Attention should be paid to any undue flat-

tening of the chest-walls, such as may have
been caused by phthisis or old efl'usions.

Should a spirometer be available, it will be
found that a healthy man of average build

can expel from 200 to 250 cubic inches of air,

which represent his vital capacitij. leaving
still behind a certain amount of residual air

which cannot be removed by any expiratory
effort; and every inch in stature above five

feet should add eight cubic inches to the vital

capacity.

Phthisis.—The great prevalence of this

disease renders its study from an insurance
point of view of the highest value. Accord-
ing to the Registrar-General, one death in

every eight is due to this cause. We need
not dwell here on the methods of recognising
existing phthisis by its physical signs ; but if

these latter are undeniably present the life

cannot be considered insurable, unless for

very short periods, and even then on terms

which would be rarely accepted by a pro-

poser. However, as every condition of health

has its insurance price if we could appreciate

its possible future with anything like accu-
racy, it is well to remember tliat certain

forms of phthisis are necessarily very chronic.

Of these, fibroid phthisis and a well-defineil

single cavity in one lung are illustrations;

but, if it were possible to accept them for

insurance purposes, their chronicity should
have been already shown by a long previous
history, and the actual state of proposer be
without either fever or much wasting.

Heemopti/sis.—There is no question more
frequently before the medical examiner than
the influence of blood-spitting on the value of

life. We have met with the following varie-

ties :

—

(a) After a run or strain in athletics, as

rowing or lifting weights, a mouthful of fluid

blood has been brought up, a few clots some
hours, or next day, after ; and then a total

cessation of the symptom occurs, without
any subsequent disorder of health.

(6) The patient having had cold or cough
for a week or two. a ' few streaks ' of blood
mixed with phlegm have been brought up, or

a spoonful of red blood in the morning on
waking, and the symptom has recurred after

an interval of days or weeks.
(c) Without acknowledged disorder of

health, or cough, a robust or, it may be, a
spare person may bring up a mouthful of

fluid blood, dark, or it ma3- be in clots, for a
da\- or two, when it ceases, without any
symptom of illness, but may return, and prob-

ably will return, some time after, as weeks
or months.

(d) A copious blooJ-spitting. a cupful or

pint, fluid at first, tlien clotted, possibly re-

pented in a day or two, with or without any
manifest disorder of health.

Such are the most common descriptions of

blood-spitting which are given us orally, or

reach us as medical reports from examiners.
As we are dealing with reports only, we do
not mention the symptoms, such as bodily

temperature, which should guide us if we
had the opportunity of seeing the patient at

the time.

(a) is the usual story of heemoptysis from
strain or injury, and may occur without any
subsequent ill-health. It is common among
the young and robust, and is a simple over-

flow resulting from high pressure. Should
an interv-al of months have elapsed since the

occurrence, and the health remain good, and
the absence of any physical signs of lung or

heart-disease be verified by examination,
such lives may be accepted, with a small
addition to the premium, especially if the
applicant have passed thirty years of age.

Of course an abstinence from over-exertion

of any kind should be insisted on.

(/)> is the characteristic of commencing
phthisis, and, as grave disorders of general
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health, as well as physical signs of lung-

disease, will be manifest, the life is plainly

not insurable.

(c) is probably of cardiac origin, or due to

hfemophilia. That from heart-lesion is met
with in two very distinct forms. The more
severe is commonly due to mitral disease,

and occurs late in the history of disorders

dependent on that cause ; and venous con-

gestions, with evidence of dilated heart-cham-

bers, will have generally been in existence

long before a haemorrhage into the lung takes

place. As this case does not often present for

life assurance we need not further consider it.

The mUder form is of not infrequent

occurrence. A person commonly under

thirty-five will have brought up blood from
the mouth on various occasions, fluid, but

more commonly dark or clotted, and have

but little disturbance of health. There is

commonly no cough, nor any expectoration,

and only slight dyspncta may be complained
of. The most careful examination will de-

tect nothing wrong in the lixngs, and the

subjects have commonly large and well-made

chests. There is no rise of temperature at

or after the attack, and the nutrition of the

body is perfect. The writer has examined very

many such cases, and in all the only physical

sign was a slight click with the systole at

the apex or lower end of the sternum. He
has watched many of them over a series of

years, and found no more serious symptom
than here stated. There is little doubt that

they are chiefly mitral imperfection, and, as

they may eventuate in serious disease, are

not eligible for ordinary life assurance. It

might, however, be possible to accept some of

them for very short periods at an advanced
premiima. See H.emoptysis.

Emjihysema.—Proposers often present the

physical signs of emphysema, especially at

the bases of the lungs. The proposer may or

may not be the subject of fits of asthnaa, but
the breath is always short on exertion. The
co-existence of bronchitis shown by rales of

the dry, sonorous, or mucous character, most
marked with expiration, is often found, and
eventually few advanced cases remain un-
associated with heart-failure. Cases of this

kind, excepting those which present heart-

symptoms, may be accepted with an addition

to the premium, the amount of which will

vary with the mildness or severity and the
rarity or frequency of the attacks, and the
degree of loss of elasticity in the lungs. The
liabilities increase with age, and the pre-

miiuus should be paid up before the jiroposer

is much beyond middle life. A short occa-
sional attack of asthma, without the charac-
teristic physical signs, may not materially
vitiate a life.

A liability to bronchial attacks manifests
a delicacy of the air-passages, and is often
observed in persons of a phthisical, gouty, or
syphilitic family. Chronic bronchitis in the

elderly is commonly found in emphyse-
matous cases, and the gradual supervention
of changes in the air-vesicles and chambers
of the heart renders such lives precarious.

They are, however, occasionalh' accepted for

a short term, and with a considerable addition

to the premium.
Pleural effusions, if existing, would pre-

vent the acceptance of a life, but neither a
contracted side from absorption of a former
effusion, nor the marks of paracentesis for

the evacuation of the fluid, if the recovery
has been complete, and the lung has de-

scended to nearly its former level, should for-

bid acceptance if the general health be good.

Digestive tract.—The tongue and fauces

should in all cases be insjiected. The sali-

vary glands should be free from hardness
or enlargements. The fauces should be ex-

amined for marks of former ulcerations.

The nostrils should be free from obstruction,

and the voice not nasal. The stomach should
be examined by palpation and percussion, as

stricture of the pylorus, or dilatation, may be
present, and if found woxfld justify rejection

of tlie life. The liver should not come below
the ribs, and a breadth of about two fingers

should represent the normal dulness from tlie

lower ribs upwards. Inequalities on the sur-

face of the hver may mean cancer or cirrhosis

or hydatids, and their presence would justify

exclusion. Mesenteric tumours, fibroid, scro-

fulous, or malignant, are not admissible.

Hardness in the right iliac fossa, especially

with a history of former typhlitis, is also in-

admissible. Any of the following affections,

if known to have existed, should be regarded
with suspicion : Haematemesis, gastralgia

with vomiting, hepatic colic, hydatid cysts,

obstruction of the bowels, typhlitis or peri-

typhlitis, and ascites. There are cases of

hamatcmesis, generally in the female, or the

result of strain or direct injui\y, which might
be accepted, but only after years of perfect

health have elapsed. Jaundice of former
occurrence, if the attacks have been slight

and not traceable to liver -disease, would
not forbid acceptance. Biliary colic, if the
attacks have been severe or recent, would
jirohibit acceptance ; but a former attack,

with subsequent years of good health, need
not imply rejection.

Dysentery which may have occurred in a
hot climate, from which the proposer has
been absent for some years, with good present

health, need not disqualify, but a considerable

extra premium will be recjuired if the proposer
returns to a hot climate.

All disorders of the rectum, except haemor-
rhoids of a simple kind, are serious. Cancer,
abscess, or the syphilomata, maybe sus23ected

if symptoms of pain or obstruction can be
elicited. Hcemorrhoids need not disqualify

unless they be of a severe form, or have re-

curred after operation, or presently call for

surgical interference.
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Genito-urinary organs.—Disorders of tliese

organs are amonfj the most important which
atiVct the vahie of hvos. They are often very
insidious, as persons in a state of disease may
present tlie aiipearance of periect health. It

is notorious that a man may have {glycosuria

or albuminuria, and neither know it himself
nor exhibit in his ajipcarance any evidence
of the disorder. It is therefore imjieratively

necessjiry that the urine should be tested

chemically in every case. 'J'his rule was for-

merly not adhered to, and many offices suf-

fered in consequence ; but it has now become
a general practice, which has in some in-

stances to be supplemented by a microscopical
examination.
Hematuria of recent occurrence, andstone

in the bladder would forbid acceptance.

Di/suria from stricture or enlarged prostate

are iinfavom'able conditions, but there are

mild cases of stricture which may be ac-

cepted with an addition.

Si/2>Jiii''i-—Svphilis affects the duration of

life considerably, and is to be regarded not

only from the lensjth of time which has
elajjsed since the last attack and its cure,

but from the nature and decree of the symp-
toms. The late Berkeley Hill believed that

the curable cases get well in two years; the

incurable may last for an indefinite time.

For two years a person may expect a return

of the eruption. Tertiary atVections generally

appear about five years after the primary
affection. Mr. Arthur Cooper endorses this

view. The assurance rules may be thus
stated : During the actual existence of any
syphilitic disorder the projiosal should be
postponed. \ man who has had syphilis in

only the ordinary cutaneous and superficial

form, and has been properly treated for it,

may be accepted after a \e&r has elapsed

without symptoms. If he have had syphilis

in the secondary forms, he should only be

accei)ted if two j-ears have elapsed since the
latest symptom, and then with a small ad-

dition to the premium. Those who have
had visceral syphilis affecting the brain,

cord, liver, hmgs, kidneys, &c., should be re-

jected.

Albuminuria is found in several chronic
affections of the kidney, and in acute
nephritis. It is also present in several acute
intlammatoi-y affections, with which we are

not now concerned. Its presence should
always be looked for in the urine. It is

usually more copious after food and exercise,

and its appearance in the urine is often inter-

mittent, being absent at times for hours or

even days. Acute albuminuria from expo-

sure to cold and wet. and that which follows

scarlatina, may disappear without leaving

any organic change in the kidney, but in

certain cases it recurs. If, however, some
years have elapsed since its occurrence, and
the proposer have enjoyed perfect health, the

case ma}' be accepted. Id chronic cases, it

is most commonly the result of some form of
liriglit's disease. There is, however, no doubt
that albuminuria occurs in many persons
without any other symptoms of disordered
health, and may so continue for years. -Ac-

cording to Professor (;rainj,'er Stewart, the
l>roportion of cases of albuminous urine found
in presumably hcaltliy persons is ;S0 per cent.

He examined 407 cases. In all, the maxi-
mum (piantity was found after breakfast. I)r.

Saimdby and other observers have reported
cases of albiMuinuria which had lasted twenty
years without disorder of health. Sir George
Johnson considers, however, that its presence
in the urine is always pathological ; that
nearly all cases pass throu<,'h the stage of

intermission, which ma\- last lor lon<; periods

;

and advises that no one with a trace of albu-

men in his urine should be accej)ted at the
ordinary rate. We should advise the follow-

ing rules for practice :

—

Albuminuria, formerly existing as a result

of acute nephritis or scarlatina, with an in-

terval of perfect health for years, need not
disqualify a proposer. Cases of albumnmria
presently existing, and known to have existed

for years, in persons of otherwise perfect

health aiid good family history, may be as-

sured for a short period— say of five years

—

with an addition to the preniiiun, and mav
come up for examination again at the end of

that period. Cases of albuminuria with any
of the symptoms of chronic Bright's disease,

With any cardiac, gouty, or rheumatic com-
plication, or any suspicion of intemi)erate

habits, should be declined. For the tests

for albumen, see .Alhuminubia.
Casts in the urine, whether epithelial, livn-

line, waxy, colloid, or amyloid, if present,

would tend to confirm the diagnosis of organic

disease of the kidneys.

Gli/cosnria.— Sujjar may be present in (he

urine without diabetes, of which all the

symptoms may be wanting. Glycosuria is

often a temporary condition, and may disaji-

pear leaving no ill effects; but it is always to

be regarded with suspicion, and its pre.sence

alone should forbid the acceptance of a life.

It is common in oiiese persons, gross feeders,

and in the gouty habit ; and its subjects may
have no suspicion of its existence, and feel in

perfect health. The urine should therefore

be always examined for sugar. Diabetes is a

permanent, but. glycosuria may be a tem-

l)orary condition, and the mortality from it

increases with age tip to sixty or seventy

years. Males are twice as liable as females.

It is ditlicult to measure its duration, as

dietetic measures can much retard its pro-

gress ; but the prognosis, on the whole, is

bad. as the liability to cerebral affections, to

phthisis, carbuncle, and other fatal complica-

tions is very •n'eat. Its subjects, therefore,

must be excluded from life assurance. Gly-

cosuria will forbid the acceptance of a pro-

poser while it exists ; but if there be no gout,
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and if all traces of sugar have disappeared
for years, a calculated addition might be
made to the premium. In glycosuria the

quantity of urea is generally increased. A
high specific gravity,' even above 1030, is

no evidence of sugar in the urine, unless a

chemical examination have proved its exist-

ence. For the tests for dextrose, or grape
sugar, see Diabetes Mellitus.
The excess of phoiphatcs in the urine is

generally temporary, and often due to anxiety

and waste of nerve-jjower. It is recognised

by a cloudiness on boiling, which is entirely

cleared by the addition of a drop or two of

nitric or acetic acid. It forms no obstacle to

the acceptance of a life.

Disease of the testicle, tubercular, stru-

mous, or malignant, disqualifies for assurance.

Hydrocele and varicocele may per se be

regarded as harmless.
Female or<7n?rs.— Metritis, pelvic inflam-

mation, or ovarian disease, are doubtfid cases

for acceptance. "Women who have had repeated

abortions, puerperal haemorrhages, eclampsia,

or a necessity for obstetrical operations, are

not eligible unless the menopause has been
favourably passed. During a first pregnancy,
it is well to defer assurance till after a safe

confinement. In 'd,l'l'i primipiarai Mathews
Duncan found one death in every 74 ; and in

12,071 multiparcc there was one death in

every 123. Lactation is no bar to acceptance.

The average duration of lite in women is

longer than in men, and by latest returns is

shown to be increasingly so.

Nervous system.—Diseases of this system,

as cerebral softening, locomotor ataxy, hemi-
plegia, paraplegia, ajAasia, disqualify a pro-

poser. Local paralysis of the motor muscles
of the eyeball, and ptosis, unless congenital,

would lead to suspicion of brain-disease, and
would not be acceptable. Paralysis of the

facial nerve (Bell's), when purely local, and
free from complications with disease of the ear

and disorder of the fifth or other nerve, need
not disqualify. Paralysis from lead -poisoning

is always serious, and the liability to diabetes

and deep disorders of the nervous system
should not be forgotten. A recognition of the

blue line on the gums would lead us to de-

cline the life. Neuralgias of branches of the
fifth nerve may not disqualify unless they be
associated with cerebral symptoms, or be the

result of syphilis or exostosis. Vertigo of a
severe kind, associated with symptoms of

Meniere's disease, would disqualify ; and even
its more transient forms, if often repeated or

associated with gout, may be a bar to accept-

ance. Tremhlitig of the hands may arise

from the abuse of tea, tobacco, or alcohol.

If from the latter cavise, we may expect the
tongue to be also tremulous. Although it

may be temporary, its presence should cause
gi-ave suspicion as to habits.

The more severe forms of epilepsy must
forbid acceptance, unless ten or fifteen years

have elapsed since the last attack, with an
interval of perfect health, and even then an
addition should be made to the premium.
There is a mild form appearing in early life,

which can generally be traced to such causes
as overwork or too close application to study,

and where the heredity is absent ; if years
have elapsed without its recurrence, and the
proposer has passed thirty and has engaged
in the active work of life without symptoms
of nervous disorder, and is strictly temperate,
the life may be accepted with an addition of

five to seven years.

Height and weight.—The relative propor-
tion of .height and weight is important in

estimating the probabilities of future disease

in a proposer. In estimating over-fatness, it

the chest and shoulders be large and the

abdomen moderate in size, the condition is

less important than if the abdomen were
large and pendulous. In stout persons, there-

fore, the circumference of chest, abdomen,
and limbs should be given, and flabbiness or

firmness of tissue is to be considered, while
habits as regards exercise, food, and stimu-

lants should be carefully inquired after. The
dangers of obesity are weakness of heart or

ultimate fatty degeneration of that organ. In
a large proportion of these cases, fatty de-

generation has affected the liver, and athe-

romatous alterations take place in the coats

of the arteries, which lead to their ulti-

mate rupture and consequent hsemorrhages.
Obese persons are also worse subjects for

fevers and accidents than are the spare and
muscular, their power of recovery being
lowered from feebleness of circulation. For
these reasons the very obese are scarcely sub-

jects for life assurance, although occasionally,

if their habits be moderate, they may be
accepted with an addition. On the other

hand, the existence of excessive leanness,

which may be the result of phthisis, diabetes,

or various other wasting disorders, demands a

careful examination. Most companies have
tables of relative heights and weights, but a

wide margin must be left for individual varia-

tions. One is appended which the writer has
found sutticiently accurate.

Height in

incties
We ght

Height in

inches
Weight

St. lbs. St. lbs.

63-0 8 13 70-0 12 4

C3-5 9 2 70-5 12 8

fi40 9 5 710 12 11
64-5 9 8 71-5 13 1

650 9 11 72-0 13 5
65-5 10 1 72-5 13 9

660 10 4 73 13 13
66-5 10 7 73-5 14 3
67-0 10 10 74-0 14 7

67-5 10 14 74-5 14 11
680 11 3 750 15 1

68-5 11 7 75-5 15 5

090 11 10 760 15 9
69-5 12
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Claims.—On tho dciith of an assnreil

life a fliiini is sent in to tho oflico by tlie

]ef,'!il owners of the policy. This is accom-
panied by certiliciites from the medical
attendant, and from the registrar of the dis-

trict in which dealli occurred. Tho jirac-

titioner who has to certify tlie cause of

deatli cannot be too distinct in liis statement,

and in avoiding tlie use of terms which ex-

press only (he symptoms and not the disease

which pr()\('d fatal. Thus dropsi/ is common
to heart, liver, kidney, and other diseases,

and should not be employed ; and for the

same reason hamorrliac/e and didrrha-a,

which are connnon to many afTections,

should not bo used. Gastritis, when certi-

Hed as a cause of death, sliould always excite

suspicion. The writer has known it used to

conceal irritant poisoning and intemperance.
A stulden attack of persistent vomiting w ith

diarrluta, leading within a week or two to a

fatal issue, should not be received without
careful intpiiries as to the assumed cause of

death. Si/ncopc, which may represent the

final stage of many diseases, should not be
used. Childbirth is often used to cover
other all'ections, such as phthisis, and should
be limited to incidents proving fatal at or

soon after a confinement.
We have also occasionally to consider

whether the death of a proposer has been
due to diseases which nmst have existed at

the time when the life was accepted, and
therefore whether the statements made in

tho proposal as to the previous state of health
and habits of a proposer were strictly true.

If not true, the claim could not be main-
tained. There is here scope for all the acu-
men of the medical ."idviser of an oflice.

It is believed that the practising physician
will find in this article suthcient data to guide
him in the selection or rejection of most
lives offered for assurance. It is not possible

to lay down specific rules for the amount
of additions to the premium which it will

occasionally become the duty of the medical
examiner to advise. He may either rate

a life at so manj' j-ears older, or adopt some
of the other methods by which the comjiany
miiy be secured against loss—as paying up
all premiums within a given number of
years, or deducting a portion of the sum to

be paid by the company if death occur
within a certain time, or making the sum
payable at a certain age (endowment). Al-
though on all these questions of finance the
medical adviser can only recommend, his
o))mionwiIl be highlj' useful to the company,
with whom the ultimate decision will rest.

James E. Pollock.

LIGHTNING, Effects of.-SYNON.

:

Fr. Lea Elj'cts dt' la Foiidrc; Ger. liUtz.ichl<ui.

The eH'ccts produced by lightning ditTer

only in degree from Ihose produced by the
discharge of static electricitj-, generated in
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the laboratory. With a Leyden jar of suf-

ficient size a Biuall animal may be kdled, and
in larger animals the effects of shock and
local injury may be produced. By lightning

a person may bo killed outright, and a post-

mortem examination may reveal no lesion

whatever. The mode of death in these cases

seems to be by the shock to the brain and
nervous system generally. Effects not dis-

tinguishable from ordinary concussion of tho

brain may be observed, and the person struck
may remain insensible, with slow respiration,

scarcely perceptible pulse, and dilated pupils,

for periods varying from a few minutes to

more than an hour. This may be followed

by complete recovery ; or there may remain
paralysis of the limb?, usuidly the lower, or

occasionally derangements of the sjjecial

senses—blindness, a metallic taste in tho

mouth, noises in the ears, and an odour in

the nose. The brain may be more or less

permanently affected, and we read of deli-

rium, mania, and loss of memory as results

of the lightning-stroke.

Various objective phenomena have also been
observed. Tlie electricity on its way through
the body may produce a number of mechani-
cal effects. Wounds like those produced by a
blunt stabbing instrument may mark the

points of entry and of exit; bones have even
been broken, the membrana tympani has been
ruptured, and internal viscera have surtered

in a similar waj-. Patches of erythema, urti-

caria, superficial ecchymoses, and scorchings

of the surface having a curious tree-like and
branched arrangement, have all been de-

scribed ; and this last phenomenon has appa-
rently given rise to the assertion that

delineations of trees standing in the neigh-

bourhood of the accident have been traced

photographically on the body of the victim.

Lightning is apt to be attracted by any metal
worn about the body. Watch-chains are

frctpiently broken and fused, and by the
intense heating of these metallic conductors
the clothing has been set on tire. Watches
have been broken and partially fused, and
have forcibly burst through tlie pockets in

which they were contained. Steel articles,

such as pocket-knives, have been rendered
magnetic. The clothing is sometimes burnt
and torn to a great extent, and strong boots

have been found burst open, or thrown off

the feet to a distance, or nails in the soles

have been driven out of them.
The remote effects of lightning are due to

the mechanical injuries produced by it. Per-

manent paralyses may result from injury to

the nerves ; and intlammatorv action may bo

set up by the injury inflicted on internal or

external jmrts. One case is recorded in which
the whole of the hair on the head and body,
as well as the nails of both hands, came off

after a lightning-stroke. It has been asserted

that riijor mortis docs not occur in per-

sons killed bv lightning, and that the blood
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remains fluid for a verj' long time after death,

but neither of these facts has been substan-

tiated.

Treatment.—The treatment of those who
have been struck by hghtuing consists in first

rousing and keeping up the respiration and

circulation. The cold douche is often of

great value ; and this, combined with friction

of the limbs, warmth to the extremities, and
the administration of stimulants, either by
the mouth or in the form of enemata, would
seem to be the measures best calculated to

restore the suspended animation. Secondly,

special injuries must be subsequently treated

according to their nature.

G. V. POORE.

LINE^ ATROPHICA (Lat. Atrophic

lines).—A form of scleroderma. See Sclero-

derma.

LIPIK (LIPPIK), in Slavonia.—
Thermal muriated saline waters, with iodine.

See Mineral Waters.

LIPOMA {Klnoi, fat).— A fatty tumour.
See Tumours.

lilPPSPRINGE and INSELBAD,
in Germany.—Earthj' waters. See Mine-
ral Waters.

LISBON, West Coast of Portugal.—
Warm, moist climate, with very variable

temperature. Mean temperature in winter,

54° F. Prevailing winds, N.E.-S.E. in

spring; S.W. rainy. See Climate, Treat-

ment of Disease by.

LISDOONVARNA, in Ireland.—
Sulphur waters. See Mineral Waters.

LITH^MIA (KiSos, a stone; and alfia,

the blood).—A condition of the blood in

which it contains excess of uric acid. See
Gout.

LITHIASIS. LITHIC ACID DIA-
THESIS (Xi'^ot, a stone).—-SVe Gout ; and
Uric Acid Diathesis and Uric Acid Cal-
culus.

LITHONTRIPTICS (Xi(9oy, a stone;

and Tpt\|/is, friction).— Synon. : Fr. Lithon-
trijitiques ; Ger. Steinauflosende Mittel.

Definition.—Lithontriptics are therapeu-
tical measures used for the purpose of dis-

solving calculi in the urinary tract.

Enumeration.—The chief lithontriptics

are : Water, Potassium, Lithium, Borax,
Phosphate of Sodium, Soap, Lime-water,
Nitric Acid, Phosijhoric Acid, Hydrocliloric
Acid, Sulphuric Acid, Piperazin, and Mineral
Waters, such as those of Contrexeville and
Wildungen.
Action.—Lithontriptics dissolve stones in

various ways. Some of them possess a
simple solvent action, as in the case of
water. Others unite with the calculi so as
to form a more soluble compound, as in the
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case of the union of potassium or lithium
with the uric acid of a calculus, producing
urate of potassiijm or lithium, which is more
soluble than uric acid itself. In the case of

phosphatic calculi, diluted nitric acid com-
bines with the bases of which they are com-
posed, to form a more soluble compomid.

Uses.—Lithontriptics may be employed
for the purpose of dissolving calculi either in

the kidney or in the bladder. They may
either be taken internally, so as to act upon
the calculi through the medium of the urine

;

or be mjected directly into the bladder.

This latter treatment can only be adopted in

the case of a vesical calculus, and is inap-

plicable in the case of a renal calculus. The
most useful of all lithontriptics is water, and
especially distilled water. When this is

taken in large quantities, the urine becomes
very dilute, and small calculi may be partially

dissolved, so as to be reduced in size and
ejected through the natural passages. If the

calculus is composed of uric acid, potassium
or lithium is the best remedy for internal

administration, the urates of these bases

being more soluble than the urate of sodiiun.

Piperazin is a solvent of uric acid, twelve
times as powerful as lithium carbonate. It has
been used as a lithontriptic both internally

and as a local injection into the bladder. In
the case of phosphatic calculi, acid remedies
are employed instead of alkaline ; but it is ex-

ceedingly difficult to render the urine acid by
means of acids given by the mouth, unless

they are administered in quantities likely to

derange the digestion. In place of mineral
acids, benzoic acid and benzoate of ammo-
nivmi have been employed, as benzoic acid

passes out of the body in the form of hippuric

acid, giving an acid reaction to the urine.

On account of tliis difficulty, acids have been
directly injected into the bladder, in order to

act directly upon the stone : for which pur-

pose nitric acid, largely diluted, is the one
which has been most generally employed.
This procedure, however, is now rarely had
recourse to, as it is much easier to crush the

stone by mechanical means. The two most
important springs for the treatment of renal

or vesical calculi are Contrexeville and Wil-
dungen. The waters of both of these places

contain carbonate of iron, which appears to

aid their action.

T. Lauder Brunton.

LITHURIA (AWoy, a stone; and mpov,
the urine).—A condition in which a deposit

of uric acid or urates takes place in the

urine. See Liver, Functional Diseases of;

Uric Acid Diathesis and Uric Acid Cal-
culus ; and Urine, Morbid Conditions of.

LIVER, Diseases of. — Synon. : Fr.

Maladies du Foie ; Ger. Krankheiten der
Leber.

The hver is an organ which has always
occupied a prominent place, both with th<j
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profi'ssion ami the public, as beinj; the seat

of iiiiportiuit diseases, as well as the ori<,'iii

and source of miinerous symptouis and ail-

ments. Not only is it concerned in the

formation of the bile ; but it has also a pecu-

liiir ghcogenic function; and is now generally

behoved to take an important part in meta-
bolic changes, with the production of urea or

uric acid, as well as in tiio destrudi'jn of red

blood-corpuscles, j)e|)t()nes, and ptomaines.
Moreover, the organ has a special jjortal

circulation, by means of which the blood

returning from the stomach, intestines, juin-

creas, and spleen is distributed throughout
its substance, and thence coineyed to the

inferior vena cava. Hence, hepatic affections,

by interfering more or less with the physio-

logical functions or anatomical arrangements
of the organ, may give rise to diverse phe-
nomena, uot only of a local character, but
also associated with the general system, or

affecting some remote part.

SuMsiAKY OF DisKAsKs.— The individual

affections of the ^iver are treated of sepa-

rately, in alphabetical order, but it may ba
well to indicate beforehand their general

nature. The first great division is that into

functional umA organic. Functional herpntic

disorders are commonly regarded as of pecu-
liar significance, and of great importance.
Tiie main organic diseases of the liver, in

which there is some more or less obvious
anatomical change, may be summarised
thus : 1. Hiji^crcemia or congestion, either

active or mechanical. 2. Hccmorrhagc into

the organ, or so-called apoplexy. 3. Acute
-inflammation, usniiWy teTW.ma.tm<^in abscess,

rarely in actual gangrene. 4. Chronic in-

flammation, ending in the condition termed
cirrhosis. 5. Hijpertroi^hy. (3. Atrophy,
either acute yellow—which is a very fatal

disease ; or chronic, the latter bemg of

different kinds. 7. Biliary accumulation
and pigmentation. 8. Malpositions and
malformations. 9. Infiltrations, includmg
fatty and albuminoid disease. 10. New-
growths, especially hydatids, syphilitic for-

mations, carcinoma, and sarcoma. Tubercle
is occasionally found in the liver ; and rarely

lymphatic formations, simple cysts, erectile

tumours, or other new-gi'owths.
jEtiology and Pathology. — Taking a

general survey of the causes which originate

hepatic diseases, and of the circmnstances
under which thcj' arise, the most important
may be indicated as follows: 1. An affection

of the liver may be merely a local manifesta-
tion of some constitutional or general malady,
as in the case of cancer, tubercle, syphilis, or

albuminoid disease. The liver is an organ
very liable to suffer from albuminoid change.
2. Some local injury or irritation may ori-

ginate hepatic disease, either from without,

as a blow or slab ; or from within, as some-
times happens in the case of biliary calculi.

3. Certain animal parasites entering the

body are prone to lodge in the liver. This
apphcs especially to hydatids, originating
from the Teenia echinoeoccus. 4. From the
intimate connexion of the liver with the aU-
nientary canal, especially through the portal
circulation, hepatic disorders are very liable

to urise frotn improper diet, as well as from
digestive derangemenls alfccting the stomach
and bowels, and as a consequence of consti-

pation. 5. Abuse of alcohol, and especially

indulgence in ardent spirits, occupies an im-
portant position in the letiology of disorders
and certain diseases of the liver. Undue
use of hot condiments is also regarded
as a factor of some consequence. G. Long-
contmued exposure to a high temperature
in tropical chmates is a powerful cause of
hepatic derangement and disease, piirticularly

if accompanied with too free indulgence in

alcoholic stimulants. 7. Diseases of the
liver may arise by extension £i-om neigli-

bouring structures ; or by the convection of

morbid materials from more or less distant

parts. The latter may be best illustrated by
P3'a;mia ; and secondary affections of this

kind are believed to be particularly frequent
in the liver when the morbid products are
conveyed directly from the alimentary tube,

especially in connexion with ulceration, dy-
sentery, or certain operations. 8. Obstruc-
tion to the circulation, due to some forms
of cardiac disease, is an important cause of

some hepatic affections. 9. Disorders of the
liver are often attributed to various hygienic
errors, exposure to cold, and other causes,

but how far this conclusion is justified in

particular cases is a matter of doubt.

Clinical Signs.— So far as the actual

diseases of the liver are concerned, the
clinical phenomena to be looked for and
studied lie within a limited range, and may
be grouped under the following heads :

1. Morbid sensations, referred to the hepatic

region, or to the shoulder, such as pam of

various kinds, tenderness, sense of weight,

throbbing. 2. Symptoms due to interference

with the biliary functions, particidarly jaun-

dice and its accompanying phenomena.
3. Symj)tom8 resulting from more or less

obstruction to the 2>ortal circulation. These
include digestive disorders, due to congestion

or catarrh of the mucous membrane lining

the stomach and intestines ; hirmorrhage
from this membrane in some cases, leading

to hiPmatemesis and inelaena ; ascites, which
is a most important symptom ; enlargement
of the spleen ; hiemoirhoids ; congestion of

the womb in women, it is said ; and. in cer-

tain conditions, dilatation of the veins of the

abdominal wall. 4. Symptoms produced by

the pressure upon, or other interference with,

neighbouring structures. ofan enlarged liver.

Thus, the organ not uncommonly extends

upwards, pushing up and limiting the move-
ments of the diajihragm, and pressing upon
the hmg. hence causing dyspnoea. Or it may
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compress vessels and other structures ; or in

some cases it even interferes with the heart's

movements. 5. Physical sirjns. These indi-

cate enlargement or contraction of the liver

;

changes in situation or shape ; changes
in physical characters ; and rarely pulsa-

tion. 6. General syirqjtoms. These may be
more or less independent of the hepatic

disease, this being merely a part of a general

malady ; or the liver-aflection may give rise

to pyrexia, vi^asting, and other symptoms
affecting the system at large. The absence
of any such phenomena is important in tlie

diagnosis of certain affections of the liver.

Heijatic derangements are supj)osed to ori-

ginate many general and remote symptoms,
not obviously connected with this organ

;

and some authorities attach much impor-
tance to these disorders in the development
of lithiemia and gout. See Gout.
The individual diseases of the liver will

now be discussed in alphabetical order.

Frederick T. Egberts.

LIVER, Abscess of.

—

Synon. : Hepatic
Abscess ; Fr. Abccs du Foie ; Ger. Leber-
abscess.

Abscesses of the liver are divisible into

two classes : (1) tropical abscess
; (2) other

forms of abscess, including those resulting

from the following morbid states : pysemic
conditions, especially such as arise from
typhlitis and surgical operations or affections

about the rectum ; lobular hepatitis, as de-

scribed by Sir Eichard Quain {Trans. Path.
Soc. of Lond. vol. iv. 1853) ; suppuratmg
hydatid cysts and other parasites ; forms of

traumatism, especiallj' blows on the liver

;

gall-stones ; and pylephlebitis. The latter

class fall to be considered under their appro-

priate heads. Here it may be remarked that,

although their ietiology and pathology are

widely different from those of tropical abscess,

their diagnosis and treatment are practically

the same. Tropical abscess, as its name
implies, usually originates in tropical or sub-

tropical climates ; the other forms are not so

restricted.

Tropical Abscess of the Liver.

—

Etiology.—Tlie association of abscess of

the liver with dj'sentery has long been
recognised, and the more the subject is in-

vestigated the more constant is this associa-

tion found to be. So much is this the case

that some recent writers incline to regard
the terms ' tropical abscess ' and ' dysenteric
abscess ' of the liver as synonymous. With-
out going quite this length, it may safely be
asserted that in -75 per cent, of cases of

hepatic abscess a history of some degree of
dysentery—not necessarily of a very urgent
character—can be elicited. It must be recog-

nised, however, that in this association the
order of events is not always the same

:

usually the dysentery is antecedent to the
hepatitis ; sometimes the diseases are co-
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incident ; more rarely the hepatitis precedes
the dysentery; and in not a few cases the two
conditions alternate. The advocates of the
eetiological identity of the two diseases sug-
gest that in a proportion of cases in which
dysentery is not a feature either before,

during, or after the occurrence of abscess, the
pathological drama has not been played out.

They argue that, just as dysentery may exist

without hepatitis, hepatitis may exist without
dysentery. Whatever may be the exact
relationsliip between these diseases— a rela-

tionship succinctly expressed by the term
' hepatic dysentery,' devised by the clinical

acumen of Amiesley long before there was
much theorising in the modern sense— it is

certainly a very intimate one, and one which
should always be borne in mind in the
diagnosis of hepatic abscess, as well as in the
prognosis of dysentery ; and it sliould also be
borne in mind that the abscess may not
develop till months after the dysentery has
been recovered from, and the patient perhaps
has left the endemic area.

The most potent circumstance in predis-

posing to hepatic abscess is residence in a
hot climate, more especially if the heat is

combined with humidity and malaria. There
are exceptions, but, i-peaking generally, lia-

bility to this form of abscess increases pari
passu with these conditions. Intemperance
in eating and drinking ; lazy, luxurious
habits ; bad food ; hardship and exposure,

such as are incident to a soldier's life in time
of war ; hot, close, and overcrowded barracks

;

and unhygienic conditions in general have a
marked though secondarily predisposing in-

fluence. Men are more subject to it than
women, adults than youths ; children seem
to enjoy almost an absolute immunity. Eace
has undoubtedly some influence, but how it

operates—wlietlier in consequence of pecu-

liarities of habit, acclimatisation, or speciflc

racial idiosyncrasies—has not been adequately
determined. It is certain that liver-abscess is

much more common in Europeans frequent-

ing hot climates than in the natives.

Among the circumstances which determine

the formation of abscess in persons predis-

posed, either by dysenteric hepatitis, or by
those subtle and as yet unformulated physio-

pathological changes in the liver-tissue asso-

ciated with life in the tropics, are, above all,

chills of the surface such as arise from rapid

alternations of heat and cold, from sitting in

draughts in wet clothes, from bathing in cold

w-ater, or sleeping without adequate clothing.

A blow on the liver, a bout of drmking, or

a surfeit, is often the starting-point of the

disease.

Anatomical Characters and Patho-
logy.—Trojiical abscess of the liver may be

single or multiple, and it may vary in size

fi'om a minute collection of pus to an
enormous sac containing many pounds of

fluid, and occupying a large extent of the
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liver. ^Vl1en a section of a liver in an in-

cipient state of suppuration is made, one
or more cuTular ))atclies, grevish-xcllow or

otlierwisc altered in colour, and surrounded
by an area of couf^'estion, are revealed. Ab-
scess is formed bv tlie breakinf; down of one
of these patches, liquefaction counnencing in

the centre. Freciuently two or more neif^di-

bouriiifi; patches coalesce, \\lien the abscess

has attained any size its walls are found to

be very irrej^ular, then- inner surface benif^

coated usually with a yellowish, tenaciotis

purulent material lyinj; on a thin zone of

more or less intiltrated li\er-tissne — the

abscess sac—which in its turn is surrounded
by a hypencmic zone ; beyond this the liver-

tissue may be fairlj' healthy. Around and,

80 to speak, in the walls of the principal

focus of suppuration a number of minute
abscesses may form, and it is by the burstin<^

of these into the main cavity, and the necrosis

of pieces of intervening tissue, as well as by
the slower process of purulent and molecular
disintegration of its walls, that the cavity

enl;a-;^es. The contents vary considerably

:

usually they are of a chocolate-brown colour,

and have a thick, gummy consistence tending
to become gelatinous on cooling. The odour
too is peculiar. Not infrequently lumps of

necrosed li\er-tissne or clots of blood are

foinul floating in the fluid, which may also

be streaked with l)lood, bile, or a yellow,

mucoid looking pus of a paler colour. Occa-
sionally the pus is more fluid, and may have
the appearance of ordinary laudable pus;
rarely it is tlnn, watery, or ginnnous. It

frequently contains micro-organisms, but in

not a few instances the bacteria of pus are

absent. It is further characterised in a
certain proportion of cases by the presence
of a protozoic organism—the anioeba coli.

This parasite consists of a minute mass of

plastic protoplasm, divisible into an imper-
lectly defined and granular endosarc, and a
homogeneous and very pellucid eetosarc. At
low temperatures the amreba ceases to move,
and assumes a globular form, having a dia-

meter ecpial to about that of three or four

blood-corpuscles. At the temperature of the
body it exhibits active and characteristic

am<jel)oid movements. It is readily detected
by a magnifying power of from 80 to 100
diameters, es[)eciall\' if the anioboid move-
ments are encouraged by slightly warming
the slide. Sec Entozoa.

\\ hen the abscess is single its most usual
situation is towards the back part of the
right lobe, but it may occupy the left lobe or

any other part of the gland. ^Vhen abscesses
are mnncrous, they are scattered throughout
the liver, especially near the peritoneal sur-

faces.

Death may occur before the abscess
ruptures ; rarely it . becomes encysted or

absorbed ; usually it makes its way to the
surface of the organ and, after adhesions
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have been formed between oj)posing serous
surfaces, opens on the surface of the body or
into some of the neighbouring viscera. The
most usual direction in which rupture occurs
is into the right lung, next in fretiucncy the
intestinal tract, less frequently the surface of
the body, and rarely into the pleural or peri-

toneal cavities or into the pericardium, gall-

bladder, inferior vena cava, or calyx of tho
right kidney. liupture into the pericardium
or vena cava is necessarily and speedily
fatal, but in a case recently recorde<l by Mr.
Ilulke recovery followed surgical interference

after a hepatic abscess had oiiened into the
peritoneum. Recovery may speedily enstie

after rupture of the abscess, more especially

if it opens into the lung or intestinal canal

;

but in this event, in the majority of •nstances,

the necrotic process is not arrested, and the
patient sinks after perhaps a long illness.

Recovery after surgical operation, even in

the case of very large abscess, is often re-

markably rapid, a great cavity of many
ounces capacity healing up perhaps in a week
or two.

Of the intimate pathology of hepatic
abscess little, if anything, is known. By
the discovery of the ania-ba coli in connexion
with this disease and dysentery, the question
.seems to have entered on a promising field.

Kartulis, and more recently Osier, Council-

man, and Lafleur have shown that this para-

site is present in a form of dysentery, cha-

racterised by its peculiar obstinacy and
tendency to relapse, and which has been
named amoebic di/sentery. Moreover, the

latter observers have shown that the amoeba
not only occurs in the dysenteric and he-

patic discharges, but also penetrates deep
into the bases of the dysenteric ulcers, and
into the tissues sm-rounding hepatic abscess.

These circumstances, to sav' the least, are

significant. Moreover, the amoeba has been
found in dysentery and in liver-abscess in

India (Hehir), in Africa, in Europe, and in

America. That it is not invariably patho-
genic is proved by its being sometimes present

in the healthy fieces of apparently healthy
individuals, so that it has yet to be shown
that it is the real cause of these diseases,

and not merely an occasional epi-pheno-

menon.
\Vilh reference to the association of dysen-

tery and hepatic abscess, it ought to be men-
tioned that in some epidemics of dysentery
abscess is of more fre(iuent occurrence than
in others, and this has been remarked, not

only in epidemics in the tropics, but in

epidemics occurring in Europe. In nmny of

the latter hepatic abscess is almost imknown,
but in others it is not so rare, as in the Dublin
epidemic of 1818. Manifestly there is a
specific element common to certain ty])es of

dysentery and hepatic abscess; but what this

is, and how it operates, has not been deter-

mined. At one time it was held that the
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abscess was caused by the absorption of pus
by the portal vein from the dysenteric ulcers,

and from suppurating phlebitis which was
supposed to be present in the intestinal

radicles of that vessel. Biit no such phlebitis

was demonstrated ; and, moreover, it was
shown that the hepatitis may precede the

dysentery, and therefore could not be caused
by it. Further, as hepatic abscess is by no
means a frequent sequela of gastric ulcer, of

typhoid fever, or of tubercular or malignant
ulceration of the intestine, the ulceration of

tlie bowel m dysentery cannot jier se be

regarded as the cause of tropical abscess of

tlie liver.

Symptoms.—Sometimes these are fairly

acute, but in the great majority of cases they

are of an extremely' subdued and insidious

character, so much so that sometnues the

first intimation of the presence of abscess in

the liver is its rupture into the hmgs or intes-

tine, and a discharge of the peculiar chocolate-

coloured pus. Very often the symptoms
amount to little more than feelings of iU-

health, vague uneasiness about the region of

the Uver, and a state of low irregular feverish-

iiess. Temperature in the morning may be

but slightly if at all above the normal, rising

during the day to 101^ or 102° ; or there may
be spells of complete apyrexia or, occasionally,

of smart fever. Profuse sweating, particu-

larly during sleep, is generally very marked.
Slight feelings of chilliness occur from time to

time, and in a few cases smart rigors are met
with ; but too much importance must not be

attached to their absence. The complexion
may be muddy, and the sclera; slightly icteric

;

the urine, though often loaded and dark, is

seldom icteric, and marked jaundice is rare.

Tlie temper is generally verj- irritable, and the

spirits depressed. The tongue is sometimes
coated ; at other times it is clean. Appetite is

usually poor; but occasionally it is fairly good.

Vomiting may occur, especially if the left lobe

of the liver is involved. The bowels may be
conlined ; generally thev' are loose or irregu-

lar, often dj'senteric. A short dry cough and
some dyspno-a are not imcommon. The
decubitus is usually dorsal or on the right

side. In some cases pain of a cutting cha-

racter in the region of the liver is a distressing

symptom, and is regarded as evidence of peri-

hepatitis, and the formation of adhesions be-

tween the peritoneal surfaces. In other cases

the pain is of a very subdued type—more a
sense of weight and uneasiness ; but it is usually
intensified by pressure or percussion or smart
compression, and it is often observed that
percussion over the lower part of the abdomen
may cause j^ain not where the blow falls, but
ill the region of the liver. Firm pressui'e on
the liver often gives rise to a feeling of nausea
or faintness. Pain in the right shoulder or
scapula is one of the classic symptoms of
hepatic abscess, and is regarded as an indica-

tion that the mischief is in the reighbourhood

of the diaphragm. The ubdomen is gene-
rally on inspection seen to be motionless
and full. The hver is enlarged, but not
always to a great extent ; the enlargement
may be upwards, a more significant sign than
when it is enlarged in a downward direction.

There may be a general bulging of the right

hypochondrium, and obliteration of some part
of one or two intercostal spaces, with a degree
of oedema or even redness of the integuments.
In wasted patients with normal livers the
epigastrium should be scaphoid when they are
lying down, but in abscess of the liver it is

often Hat or even bulging, and this is more
apparent when the patient is made to stand
up ; this appearance, with fever and tender-

ness, is always a suspicious sj'mptom. Friction

or crepitation may be heard at some part of
the base of the right lung ; the presence of

these indicates proximity of the abscess to the
diaphragm ; and if, in addition, the ainceba

coli is found in the sputum—as Coimcilman
and Lafleur have pointed out—rupture of the
abscess into the lung is impending. When
this occurs, a thick, gummy, chocolate-brown
pus—quite pathognomonic in appearance, and
yielding the reactions of bile when tested

chemically, and exhibiting granular and de-

generated liver-cells mider the microscope

—

is brought up. In consequence of the per-

sistent coughing after the abscess has opened
and partially emptied, there may be much
hemorrhage from its walls, and a very bloody
sputum ; so much so that the great bulk of

the expectoration is blood, with here and there

only a streak or pellet of the chucolate-brown
pus. This appearance is very ajit to deceive

the unwary, and to lead to a diagnosis of

pulmonary haemoptysis. The stethoscojie

may detect approximately the point of en-

trance of the abscess into the lung, and oc-

casionally it reveals peculiar and very loud
bruits, s^'iichronous with the pulse, some-
where about the upper border of the hepatic

area, and SDinetimes of a to and fro character.

These bruits probably arise from a to and fro

play of air out of and into a partially empty
but uncollapsed abscess-sac through a narrow
sinus, and are produced by the jog communi-
cated to the inflated abscess-sac by the sys-

tole of the ventricles. Should the abscess

open into the bowel there may be one or two
loose stools of a similar chocolate-brown cha-

racter; and in a case of suspected abscess of

the liver the physician ought always to bear

this in mind, and inspect any loose motions
reported to him. Ruptm-e into the stomach
may be followed by vomiting; if into the peri-

cardium or peritoneum, by sudden collapse.

Diagnosis.—This is often a matter of great

difficulty, even to the most experienced, and
at times only to be settled by the develop-

ment of events, or the use of the aspirator.

An excellent rule for the practitioner in

countries in which hepatic abscess is en-

demic is as follows : Whenever persistent
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ill-health is associated with a low dofrree of

fever, and syiii]>touis — no matter liow tridin;;

—referred to the abdomen, which cannot

be readily accounted for, suspect abscess of

the liver, and examine the orfjan daily with

tiiis possibility in view, and inquire carefully

for a history of dysentery. It must be borne
'

in mind, too, th:it the dysentery may have
been very triHini^, called perhaps diarrhcra,

and liiat it may have occurred several months
before the health bc^an to break down. The
siiHiiticanco of enlavi^ement of the liver,

localised hepatic swelling, pain, tenderness, a

fixed and motionless abdomen, rigors, and a

hectic temperature following dysentery can

hartUy be misunderstood. But it is seldom
that in the early and more hopeful stages of

abscess the indications are so unequivocal;

indeed it may be. and often is. entirely over-

looked, and not discovered until it has burst

into lung or bowel, or until it is found on the

posl-mortctti table. The presence of pneu-
monic crepitus about the base of the lung in

Uver cases is olten misinterpreted ; rightly

understood, it is a most valuable confirmatory
sign, especially if it is Umited to a small

patch. Sometimes the periodicity of the

fever, and the severity of the rigors, and
regular procession of pyrexia and diaphoresis

in hepatic abscess, lead to a diagnosis of

ague ; but the impotence of quinine to cure

the fever, and the absence of the plasmodium
lualari* in the blood, and of splenic enlarge-

ment —which is nearly always present when
the liver is aflected in malarial hepatitis, and
which rarely if ever ends in abscess (Kelsch
and Kiener)— ought to awake suspicion.

When in a malarial subject there is a his-

tory of dysentery, and both liver and spleen

are enlarged, diagnosis in the early stage of

hepatic abscess is nearly impossible without
the aid of the aspirator. In any case where
grave doubt exists, where fever is persisting,

and the patient is manifestly losing ground,
exploration with a medium-sized aspirator-

needle nmst not be delayed. This triHing
operation, if attended with any risk, is infi-

nitely less dangerous than procrastination.

With proper precautions it is not a dangerous
proceeding ; so fiir from doing harm it has
often a markedly curative effect in cases of
hepatitis, even when there is well-marked
local bulging. As an encouragement to early

recourse to the aspirating needle, it ought to

be borne in mind that hectic may occur in

hepatitis before the formation of pus, and
even in cases in which pus never docs form

;

and the whole trouble which otherwise might
have ended in abscess may rapidly subside
after exploratory neetlling. In exploring the
liver with the aspirator, in the absence of

definite localising indications, the needle
ought to be entered in the first instance
about the seventh or eighth interspace in the
anterior axiUary line ; if pus is not found
here, a second and third puncture should be

made, the needle being driven in to its full

extent if necessary, in front just below the

ribs a little to the inside of the nipple-hue,

and again behind in a line with the angle of

the scapida well below the edge of the lung.
Prognosis.—It is unpossible in the present

state of medical knowledge to say how dysen-
teric hepatitis may termiiuite, whether in

resolution or abscess. Should the latter form,
provided it is single and opened soon and
effectually drained, the prognosis is fairly

good ; quite 50 per cent, recover. If left too
long or allowed to open of itself, the prognosis
is bad, though by no means hopeless. If two
or more abscesses are present, the chances of

recovery are proportionately diminished; and
if there are many suppurating points scat-

tered through the liver, death is inevitable.

If after operation the temjierature quickly
becomes normal and keeps so, prognosis is

favourable ; but if, on the other hand, after

operation there is a distinct evening rise and
a continuance of the hectic, the worst may be
apprehended.
Treatment.— Hepatitis threatening ab-

scess ought to be treated by absolute rest in

bed, low diet, and, in the absence of diarrhom
or dysentery, salme aperients, such as sul-

phate of sodium. The right side ought to be
covered with a large, hot, frequently renewed
poultice, a foot in breadth and three feet in

length, and which should pass from beyond
the middle line behind to beyond the middle
line in front. If there is dysentery, a thirty-

grain dose of ipecacuanha should be given,
and repeated as in ordinary dysentery {see

Dysentery). In the absence of intestinal

trouble, chloride of ammonium in twenty-
grain doses every six hours is sometimes
exhibited with advantage. Quinme is indi-

cated in malarial complications.

Symptoms not improving, exploration
with the aspirator must not be too long
delayed. If pus is found, the abscess should
be opened forthwith, thorongldy drained,

and treated on Listerian principles. The
different methods of operating do not fall to

be considered here, but ii may be remarked
that in no surgical affection is it more
necessary to observe the grand sui-gical

principles of early opening, free drainage,
and perfect asepsis. By these means of late

years the moitality in this affection has
been enormously reduced, and a diagnosis
of liver-abscess is now no longer to be re-

garded, as it was in former days, as almost
tantamount to sentence of death. The
opinion of the physician is sometimes asked
as to the proprietj' of making an external
opening, in the case of an abscess discharging
through the lungs or intestinal canal, or fnun
an inefficient sinus in the walls of the chest
or abdomen. A good rule to observe in such
a case is this: If the patient is improving,
fever absent, and discharge lessening, do not
counsel interference ; if, on the other baud,
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hectic persists, the discharge increases or

does not diminish materially, and the patient

continues to lose ground, advise operation.

If there be doubt about which course to

advise, recommend change of air, which has
sometimes a wonderful influence in waver-

ing cases in inducing healing. Should fever

and ill-health persist after the abscess has

been freely drained, and the drain, though
effective, give vent to very little discharge,

suspect the jiresence of a second abscess,

and advise further exploration, and—if pus
is found—further operation. Recovery has
followed after several abscesses have been so

treated in the same individual. If the tem-

perature keeps up after all abscesses have
been opened, and discharge from the drainage

tube is profuse, it is an indication that the

necrotic process is still going on in the liver
;

the prognosis is then most unfavourable.

Gangrene sometimes sets in around the

operation-wound, and is almost invariably

fatal.

When pus has formed, the diet ought to

be fairly liberal ; but overfeeding and over-

stimulation are under aU circumstances to

be carefully avoided.

Patrick Manson.

LIVER, Albuminoid Disease of.

Synon. : Waxy Liver ; Lardaceous Liver
;

Fr. Degctiercsccncc Amyloidc duFoie ; Ger.
Amyloide Entartung der Leber.

Definition.—A disease characterised by
painless, more or less considerable, enlarge-

ment of the liver ; due to the existence in its

structure of a peculiar homogeneous sub-

stance, the exact nature of which is not

known, but which has a marked relation

to certain cachexias and constitutional mala-
dies.

^Etiology.—Albuminoid disease of the
liver occurs in association with constitu-

tional syphilis and diseases attended with
protracted suppuration, or other protracted

exhausting discharges. It has occasionally

been found with chronic bone-disease, more
especially of the spine, without evidence of

any adequate discharge; and it is known to

occur occasionally in new-growths, more par-
ticularly in the liver. It has been noticed in

connexion with chronic dysentery, but the
records of the Seamen's Hospital do not con-
firm such association. In many cases of
chronic ague, with marked cachexia, which
have been admitted into the hospital just

named, there was an enlarged hard liver,

pointing to albuminoid change; but there was
probably in these cases the superaddition of
syphilitic taint. Eokitansky speaks of the
disease as congenital in children born of
syphilitic parents.

Anatomical Characters.—The liver has
its normal shape ; is more or less enlarged,
sometimes to s"iieh an extent as to fill the
greater part of the abdominal cavity ; and is
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firm, resistant, and inelastic, with a smooth,
glistening surface. The organ cuts like

bacon, hence the name ' lardaceous.' The
cut surface is a translucent grey, like gela-

tine or boiled sago, or, in advanced cases, a
peculiar subdued red, like that of ravv ham

;

but sometimes it is yellowish or speckled,
the liver being ansemic and often fatty also.

From the incised veins a little pale blood
usually oozes. The application of solution

of iodine to the cut surface ciiuscs change
of colour, which has been described as red-

dish-brown, mahogany-brown, or walnut, by
different observers. For microscojiical ex-

amination, a weak solution of methyl-aniline
violet is at once delicate and distinctive.

Supposing a lobule of the liver to be divided
into three zones, the characteristic iodine or

other stain will be seen, in less advanced
stages of the disease, to be limited to the
middle zone, whore the hepatic artery is

distributed ; the vessels and cells here being
filled with the new material, which after-

wards may extend so as to implicate the
entire lobule. The structures invaded by the
new material have, in a section examined
microscopically, a lustrous, transparent, and
somewhat swollen appearance. When the
entire lobule is affected, the aspect is homo-
geneous. The appearance of an albuminoid
liver may be modified by the co-existence of

fatty change, or cirrhosis, or syphilitic dis-

ease. The spleen is generally, and the kid-

neys are not infrequently, implicated.

Symptoms.—Palpation, in marked cases of

albuminoid disease of the liver, will readily

detect a large, hard, resistant tumour, having
the normal outlines of this organ ; the smooth-
ness of its surface ; and the extent to which
it encroaches upon the abdominal cavity.

Pressure does not elicit any tenderness, nor
is there usually any pain ; at most, in ad-

vanced cases, there is only a sense of tension

and fulness, as in other hepatic enlarge-

ments. The painless nature of the tumour
is distinctive. The disease does not interfere

with the portal circulation, and does not

therefore directly cause ascites. When this

occurs, it IS the result of general cachexia,

induced by the constitutional mah^dy, and
perhaps by associated renal complication.

The dropsy generally affects the legs in the

first instance, and afterwards the serous

cavities, and is not a prominent sj'mjjtoiu

unless the kidneys are implicated. In this

case the urine is usually of low specific

gravity and albuminous, and the aiiiemia

very marked. The system of bile- ducts not
being obstructed by the disease, there is no
jaundice ; or if this occur, which is a rare

event, it is from pressure on the duct

externally by enlarged lymijhatic glands.

The evacuations are, however, frequently

of a pale yellow, and at times of a clayey,

colour, which may be accounted for by the

extensive impairment of secreting structure,
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and the consequent secretion of a poor,

calourless bilo. A liinlaceous state of tlie

s|)leen is a frequent accompaniment of the

hver affection, and pives rise to increased

vohune and hanbiess of tlie orj^iin. Vomiting,

without the usual indications of gastric de-

rangement, such as furred tongue, and (har-

rhuea, are syniptoms not uncounnon in

advanced cases, and are due, acconhiig to

Frorichs, to the implication iu the disease

of the vessels and villi of the stomach and
intestines.

Diagnosis.—The peculiar features of the

enlargement, its painless character, the con-

currence of the constitutional maladies

already noticed, especially if with implica- i

tiou of spleen and kidneys, will distinguish
|

an albuminoid liver from other kinds of
i

hepatic enlargement. If there be associated
;

cirrhosis or syphilitic disease, the diagnosis

will be ditlicult; but, as Bamberger remarks,

an error will not be of luomeDt as regards

prognosis and treatment.

I'uoGNOsis AXD DuKATiox.—The disease

may run on for months or even years, but

it generally proves fatal, either by inter-

current atleetions, or by ansemia, general

dropsy, and exhaustion, such result being

more rapidly determined when the kidneys

are involved.

Tkeatmkxt.—It is more than probable

from the records of cases of late years, that

if the discharge which produces it can bo

arrested— bj- tlie removal of diseased bone,

for example, or the limb in cases of joint-

disease— the abnormal ])roduct in lardaceous

disease may be re-absorbed and the disease

cured. Surgical measures, therefore, directed

towards the closing of sinuses, or the stoppage

of any discharge that nuiy be present, are of

the first importance. But there are many
cases—in advanced phthisis, for example,
where the position of the disease is a bar to

treatment, or in syphilis, in which we are as

yet quite in ignorance of the reason of the

production of the morbid deposit—where
the only treatment that can avail must be

directed esi)ecially to the associated cachexia.

^Vhether tliis be syphilitic or strumous, the

preparations of iodine are indicated : the

iodide of potassimn, the tincture of iodine, or,

where the anaemia is marked, iodine in com-
bination with iron. The syrup of iodide of

iron in drachm doses, three times a day, has
proved useful, if notiu reducing the tumour,
at least in improving the general condition

of the jiatient. The iodine mineral springs,

as^Voo(lha]l Spa.Kreuznach, Adelhcids<|uelle.

&c., are indicated, although tliey contain but

infinitesimal doses of iodine and bromine.

The baths of Aix-la-Chapelle, Ems. aiul Weil-

bach have each had its supporters in the

treatment of this malady. Chloride of am-
monium, in ten to twenty grain doses, three

times a day. continu"ed for some time, has been

found to be eflicacious in reducing large hard
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livers (Budd, Begbie, Stewart). The general

therajieutical indications are pure air ;
plain

nourishing diet; the regulatetl uko of alcoholic

stimulants ; and adecjuate protection of the

skin by warm clothing and otiier measures.
Stkpiikn H. Ward. Jamks F. Goouhakt.

LIVER, Apoplexy of.—By this is

meant luemorrluige into the liver, in the form
either of isolated patches of extravasation or

of general eHiision, the whole of the hepatic

parenchyma being converted into a d.irk-red

pulpy mass. This affection is rarely met
with in this country, but has been often ob-

served abroad in warm climates and malarious

districts, as a result of disease of the liver, or

prolonged and intense congestion. It occurs

also in some cases of scurvy. Abercrombie
believed that the puerpei'al condition pre-

disposed to hepatic apoplexy. It has been
observed also, acconling to Frerichs, in some
new-born infants after long labours, aiul in

cases of this kind it is usually associated with

pulmonary atelectasis. A rapidly fatal case

of hepatic apoplexy was reported by .\ndral,

in which there were no indications of any
ethcient cause of the iuemorrhage (Clin.

Med., 3rd ed. t. ii. p. 2.")9). Extravasation

of blood into the substance of the liver, to-

gether witli a puli)y condition of more or less

of tlie parenchyma, may be produced by the

application of violence to the hepatic region.

Symptoms.—The symptoms that have been
observed in cases of hei)atie apoplexy are.pain

in the right hypochondriac region, and exces-

sive tenderness; jaundice ; bilious vomituig ;

mehena ; a cold and bloodless condition of

the skin of the face and limbs ; and in some
cases sj'ncope.

This affection is almost invariably fatal

when associated with previous tlisease of the

liver, or with extensive laceration.

\V. Johnson S.mith.

LIVER, Atrophy of, Acute Yellow.
Synon. : Fr. Atropliir Jaunr Ai'jHc du Fnir ;

Ictere Grave; Ger. Acute Atropine der Leber.

Definition.—This is a general disease,

likened by Trousseau to a j^NTexia. The
jaundice, being so prominent a symptom,
formerly drew attention too exclusively to

the liver; but the same degeneration which
seizes ujion the liver, likewise attacks all the

glandular and muscular organs of the body.

The morbid change is a jiarenchynuilous de-

generation, called by Virchow and his school

a parenchymatous inflammation. It consists

in a tilling of the cells of a gland with albu-

minous granules, in such numbers as alto-

gether to hide the nucleus; the albuminous
granules cpiickly degenerate into oily ]>arti-

cles and drops. These morbul appearances

are found in poisoning by jtliosidiorus. arsenic,

antimony, alcohol, and other agents, and in

all fevers, thougli in a less degree than in

acute yellow atrophy. Buhl was the first to
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point out that the pyrexial changes were the

beginnings of acute yellow atrophy.

J^TIOLOGY.—Acute yeUow atrophy is per-

haps the rarest of all the diseases occurring

in this climate. Of its causes, next to nothing

is known. It seems to be more common in

women than in men ; and in pregnant women
than in others.

It has been shown that in pregnant and
suckhng quadrupeds and laying hens, the

liver and kidneys often show cells infiltrated

with fat, a fact which may throw some light

on the disposition of jiregnant women to

acute yellow atrojjhy- Emotional distiu-b-

ances, such as grief and trouble, and bad
hygienic conditions, have been thought by
some to predispose to this disease. It is

occasionally induced by alcoholism, and may
supervene upon cirrhosis. Some believe that

all cases may be traced to phosphorus-
poisoning.

Anatomical Characters.—After death it

is not imcommon to find the liver of natural

size, or even enlarged, in the early stages of

acute atrophy. Later on, the organ shrinks,

so that in extreme cases it ma}' weigh as

little as nineteen ounces; or even only

thirteen ounces, as in the case of a girl of

seventeen, recorded by Clements. It de-

creases in all diameters, but the left lobe is

especially shrunken. The capsule is often

wrinkled. On section, there is no longer

any appearance of lobules, but an ochre-

coloured surface without definite structiu-e,

often interspersed with reddened patches.

'I'he gall-bladder and bile-ducts are either

empty or contain a grey mucus. The yellow
and red appearances are blended. The yellow
represents the early and acute stage of the

disease, and is therefore mostly present in

acute cases ; the red represents the later

changes, in which most of the liver-cells

have disappeared, the colour being partly

due to distension of blood-vessels. Under
the microscope, the liver-ceUs are found, in

the early stages, to be filled with granules,

which completely hide the nucleus (' cloudy
swelling ')

;
part of tliese granides are soluble

in acetic acid, others are not. Keddish-
brown rhombic crystals, resembling hsema-
toidin, have been described by Dr. Coats,

amongst the detritus of the liver-cells, as

weU. as crystals of leucin and tyrosin, which
have been found by most observers, especially

when the liver has been kept for some time.

Later on, all trace of liver-cells may be lost,

nothing but a granular and oily detritus and
pigment bemg seen under the microscope,
whilst the portal canals contain a greater or

less number of migratory cells.

Micrococci have been observed in the liver

by Waldeyer, Ivlebs, and Eppinger, but their

pathological significance is doubtful.

The spleen is enlarged and soft in the great

majority of cases. The stomach and ali-

mentary canal present dark-red or tarry con-

tents, the outcome of haemorrhage ; the tu-

bular glands of the stomach are filled with
fattily degenerated epithelium. The mus-
cular tissue of the heart shows likewise fatty

degeneration ; and the tubules of the kidneys
are filled with epithehum in various stages of
fatty degeneration.

Symptoms.—Acute yellow atrophy is com-
monly preceded for some days or weeks by a
simple jaundice, in which nothing peculiar
can be made out. Dehrium and convulsions
then suddenly set in, followed by deep coma,
stertorous breathing, and dilated pupils.

During the first part of the disease the pulse
is natm-al or reduced in frequency, but with
the appearance of the convulsions and de-

Urium it rises to 120 or 130. The skin is

always yellow, rarely deeply coloured. The
urine is natural in quantity, bilious, contain-
ing leucin and tyrosin ; towai-ds the end of
the disorder it also contains no urea, chlo-

rides, or phosphatic earthy salts ; a kind of
peptone is present. In some cases it is

necessary to evaporate the urine to a con-
centrated condition to detect the crystals of

leucin and tyrosin {see Leucin ; and Tyro-
sin). There is almost always constipation;

the stools being at first pale, afterwards black
from adniixtiu'e of blood. Vomiting is very
constantly present ; at the end of the dis-

ease, of a black coffee-ground matter. The
right hypochondriac and epigastric regions

are painful and tender. The liver, at first

natural in size, or even larger than natural,

decreases daily in dimensions, so that at

last percussion may give no liver-dulness

at all, owing to the softened condition of the
liver causing it to become folded on itself,

the intestines rising up to take its place.

With the decrease of the liver, the sjjleen

increases in size. A haemorrhagic diathesis

likewise sets in, as shown by petechias on the

skin, epistaxis, liaematemesis, and melasna.

The temperature is commonly low, until just

before death.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of acute yellow
atrophy is very ditficult, and may remain
doubtful after death. The raj)id slu'inking

of the liver, as evidenced by diminution of

the hepatic dulness, associated with the dis-

covery of leucin and tyrosin in the urine, the

occurrence of grave cerebral symptoms, and
the absence of pyrexia, are certain symptoms
of acute atrophy. Poisoning by phosphorus
can hardly be distinguished fi'oin acute yellow
atrophy, unless the patient own to having
taken the drug. The prodromal stage cannot
be distinguished from simple jaundice.

Prognosis.—The prognosis is extremely
bad : only a very few suspected cases are

known to have recovered.

Treatment.—The treatment must be con-

ducted upon general principles. A few cases,

in which the diagnosis of acute yellow atrophy
has been thought justifiable, have recovered,

and these have been treated with the mineral
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acids and saline pur<;atives, aconite, quinine,

and camphor. Those are therefore the reme-
dies which may be recouuiiendcd to be used.

Local symptoms, i-uch as vomitiiif^ or bleed-

ing, must he treated as in other diseases.

J. WicKHAM Lego. Stei-uen JIackenzie.

LIVER, Atrophy of, Chronic-
Chronic atrophy of the liver is seen in many
wastinjj diseases, and in old a<je ; the li\ or

then ol'ton shrinJ\S, becomiui,' toujiher in con-

sistence, but rarely f^anular on the surtace.

The cut surface is dark red or pale brown
;

the acini are either invisible, or else smaller

than natural. Frerichs thinks that the blood-

vessels are all dilated. The increased tough-
ness seems due to the atrophy of the liver-

cells, the meshes of the connective-tissue

network being thus brought nearer to each
ether.

The symptoms of chronic atrophy are

merged m those of the primary disease,

against which treatment must be directed.

J. WicKHAM Legg. Stephen Mackenzie.

LIVER, Biliary Accumulation in.—
Anatomical Characteks. — When a per-

manent obstruction to the How of bile into

the duodenum has been set up, serious

changes take place in the gall-ducts and the
liver itself {see Gall-Bladdeu and Gall-
Ducts, Diseases of). At Hrst tiie liver swells,

api)arently from the pent-up secretion. It

becomes of a deep bilious or olive-gi-een

colour, the central ])arts of the acini being

the deeper coloured ; on section the dilated

ducts are seen, and bile or a colourless fluid

wells out of them. Increase in the consist-

ence of the liver commences ; and if the
obstruction continue, the organ wastes, be-

comes much tougher, and shows a gramdar
surface. This increase in consistence is due i

to an overgrowtli of the connective tissue of

the liver, as in cirrhosis, only to a less degree.
'

The amount of overgrowth depends upon the

kind of obstruction. It is greater when a
rough angular gall-stone is the cause, than
when a hydatid tumom- with its smooth
walls presses upon the gall-ducts. This over-

growth springs at first from the gall-ducts,

wliich are greatly thickened, and thence
spreads over the connective tissue of the
portal canals.

The liver-cells atrophy, as in cirrhosis.

They vary much in size. Their contents

seem to be chiefly fat and pigment-granules,
though neither is of very great amount as a
rule. The arrangement in rays around the

h('])atic venule is quite lost. One of the

most important functions of the liver is the

preparation of glycogen, and this function

seems to be abolished in lon<^-continued

jaundice. In animals whose bile-ducts were
tied. Dr. Wickham Legg found the glycogen

to disappear not many hours after the liga-

ture was applied ; and after pmicture of the
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fourth ventricle, no sugar appeared in the
urine.

In some cases of complete obstruction to
the bile-ducts, tiie liver-cells have been found
altogether destroyed, nothing but a fatty

detritus being seen under the microscope.
This is not owing simply to poat-morUm
changes in the li\ er ; but is possibly due to

the long-continued action of the bile-acids

circulating in the blood upon the liver-cells

tnemselvfs, as Lcyden has pointed out. It

is not owing to the simple solution of the
liver-cells in the bile, for the bile has not
the power of dissolving these cells, as Th.
von Dusch has asserted. In some cases
suppuration takes place in and around the
bile-ducts— suppurative cholangitis.

Symptoms.—As regards the clinical ])heno-

mena of biliary acciuiiulation in the hver,
there are, of course, all the symptoms of
jaundice and of the disease which leads to it.

In addition, the liver at first swells, and
may be detected below the ribs for two or
three fingers' breadth, but rarely more ; it

is often painful on paljjation. Later on, the
liver retreats within the boundaries of the
chest. Ascites sometimes shows itself, owing
to the disturbance of the circulation in the
liver ; and the spleen often swells. Fever of

an intermittent or remittent character some-
times takes 2)lace, associated, it may be,

with recurring rigors, which may simulate
ague. The long precedence and persistence

of jaimdice, with, in many cases, history or

evidence of the cause of obstruction, enable
it to be distinguished from ague. All these

symptoms are, however, liable to be inter-

fered with by the primary disease.

Treatment. — The treatment must be
directed to the cause of the obstruction of

the ducts.

J. Wickham Legg. Stephen Mackenzie.

LIVER, Cirrhosis of.

—

Synon.: Granu-
lar Liver; Hob-nailed Liver; Gin-drinker's

Liver; Inlersti'.ial Hepatitis; Fr. Cirrhose

du Foie ; Ger. Chronische interstitidle

Lebcrentzundung.
Definition.—A chronic disease of the

liver, in which the organ becomes hardened,

and usually more or less diminished in size,

at the same time assuming a granular or

hob-nailed appearance ; these changes re-

sulting from an increase in the connective

tissue, usually caused by abuse of spirituous

liquors. The name cirrhosis was first given

by Laennec to the hardened and shrunken
liver, on account of the yellow colour of the

granulations in this disease.

^FItioloqy.—The most common cause of

cirrhosis is, undoubtedly, the abuse of spiri-

tuous li()Uors. Spirits, unmixed with water,

seem to be more potent in causing cirrhosis

than wine or malt liquors. Next after these,

but at a great distance, come syphilis, and
the immoderate use, it is said, of spices

—
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such as ciirry, pickles, and powerful sauces,

or of coffee. In some rare cases no cause is

apparent. The fact of its occurrence incases
(rare it is true) where there have been no
alcohohc excesses, and ' the ne<,'ative results

of experimental attempts to produce the dis-

ease in animals by long-contimied adminis-

tration of alcohol, raise the question whether
when due to alcohol it is referable to the

action of it per se on the liver, or to its in-

direct effects on the intestine, &c. The late

Dr. Moxon su^^gested that in non-alcoholic

cases it might be due to extension of inflam-

mation from the peritoneum ; and since

then Dr. Goodhart, Sabourin, and Brieger

have recorded its occurrence in tubercular

peritonitis. The disease is far more com-
mon among men than women ; it is very

rare indeed in cliildren. In some of the

latter cases, the child has been proved to

have been in the habit of drinking spirits.

Cirrhosis has also been seen among the lower
animals, a proof that alcohol is not the sole

cause.

Anatomical Characters.—The seat of the

disease in cirrhosis is the capsule of Glisson.

The connective tissue, which accompanies
the vessels entering at the portal fissure, and
which forms a covering for the liver beneath
the peritoneum, takes on a very active over-

growth. One result of this overgrowth is

compression and atrophy of the secreting

cells of the liver. Another is a hindrance
to the flow of blood through the liver ; for,

although new vessels do indeed form in the

new connective tissue, yet these are by no
means enough to carry on the circulation, in

the place of those obliterated or destroyed
by the advancing overgrowth of connective
tissue.

There are several varieties of cirrhosis.

In the first, the atrojihic—that wliich is

most connnon—the liver is shrunken, it

may be to one-half or one-third of its natural
size. This shrinking is often greatest in
the left lobe, so that this may become a
mere appendage to the right. At the sharp
edge of the liver, there is often nothing left

but a semi-transparent tissue, containing
none of the elements of the gland. False
membranes often join the surface of the
liver with the diaphragm or other neighbour-
ing parts. The surface itself is greatly
roughened. It shows numberless granula-
tions, varying in size from a poppy-seed to

a hazel-nut. The fibrous investment of the
liver is greatly thickened; and the perito-

neum either tears off in layers, or leaves a
granular surface behind. The liver is ex-
ceedingly hard and tough ; and on section,

the cut surface is seen to be made up of
yellow islets, imbedded in a white trans-
lucent tissue. These yellow bodies are the
representatives of the granulations seen on
the oiiter surface, and they are the remains
of the natural liver-tissue, separated from

one another by the new white connective
tissue.

This is by far the commonest variety of

cirrhosis, but there are others. One form
is hypertrophic cirrhosis, in which the liver

is greatly increased in size, sometimes being
more than double its natural weight ; but the
surface is smooth, and the capsule, though
thickened, leaves a smooth surface when
torn off. There is toughening of the liver,

though not to so great a degree, and the
same appearance of the cut surface as in

ordinary cirrhosis. In another variety the
organ is shrunken, but the surface is smooth,
and on section are seen only pins'-points of

yellow tissue in the white translucent over-

growth. Whether the hypertrophic variety

ever becomes shrunken is still undecided. A
third variety is fatty cirrhosis, which may
be mistaken at first sight for fatty liver, bui

the touch shows how tough it is. It some-
times floats in water. Tliere is no everted

edge, and on section no acini are to be made
out; but the cut surface is indistinct, pale.

and yellow. The surface of the liver is

smooth.
Under the microscope, using a low power,

the tissue of the cirrhosed liver is seen to be
broken up into islets, separated by broad
bands of what looks like a highly nucleated
connective tissue. The separation between
the two appears sharply defined. In some
cases the liver-cells may be seen infiltrated

with fat. With higlier powers, the most
striking object in the field is the great abun-
dance of what .were once called nuclei, but
now lymphatic corpuscles, in the new-formed
connective tissue : these vary little in size oi

shape, nearly all being rottnd or roundish,

The prevailing opinion now is that tiiey are

emigrated leucocytes. They are arranged
sometimes in clusters, sometimes in lines, and
sometimes indefinitely. According to the

arrangement of the cellular infiltration, the

cirrhosis is said to be multilobular or extra-

lobular; or insular, pericellular or intralobu-

lar. It is stated by some writers that in the

atrophic form the cellular infiltration is multi-

lobular, and in the hypertropliic unilobular or

pericellular; but whilst this may be partially

true, in both forms instance.'; of both multi-

lobular and pericellular infiltration are tisually

encountered. The origin of tlie clusters is

uncertain ; but it seems tolerably clear that

the linear disposition arises from the oblitera-

tion of vessels carrying bile or blood. The
connective tissue itself is highly fibrous

;

sometimes homogeneous or granular. The
liver-cells themselves undergo great changes.
They present fatty and pigmentary degenera-
tion, lose their natural polyhedral shape, and
become oblong, oval, or spindle-shaped.

Between them the new connective tissue

gradually insinuates itself, and the cells be-

come lost in the advancing overgrowth. It

is contended by Dr. Beale and Dr. Payne
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that the process coinincnces in the liver-cells.

Theso chiiiij^cs in llie liver-cells are of course

best seen iit the spot where the liver-tissue

and the connective tissue join. In rare cases

acute yellow or red atropiiy supervenes. In
some cases— especially it is stated in cases of

hypertrophic cirrhosis— linear rows of cubical

cells are found in the portal canals. These
are re},'arded bv some as newly developed
biliary canaliculi, by others as degenerated
liver-cells.

SvMi'TOMS.^The first approaches of cirrho-

sis of the liver are commonly very insidious.

t)ften one of the earliest syniptoins is a dull

l)ain in the ncighbom'hood of the liver. This
is accoiiipanied by signs of chronic gastric

catarrh, of which morning sickness is, for the

diagnosis of intemperance, of the greatest

importance. Morning diarrho'a is sometimes
an early symptom. The patients are com-
monly of a sallow, often almost jaundiced,

complexion ; at the same time the venules
of the face are often distended and vari-

cose, giving the patients' complexion a
colour which to uneducated eyes is indicative

of health. They grow thinner, and their

strength fails. Some patients sutler from
piles ; in others diarrhisa occurs. liater

on, the belly begins to swell, and ascites ap-

pears ; the legs may become a-dematoiis,

from the pressure of tiie fluid in the belly on
the anterior wall of the inferior vena cava.

Tlie urine is high-coloured ; often deposits

urates; and sometimes contains albumen,
from pressure of the ascites on the renal
veins, or from contracted kidneys.

An important point in the diagnosis is to

determine whether the liver is of small si/e,

and growing smaller. This is often ditlicult,

on account of the ascites ; the difficulty may
sometimes be overcome by laying the patient

on his left side. In the earlier stages the
hard edge of the liver may at times be felt,

and even though the ascites be great, by
suddenly depressing the walls of the belly

with the fingers. The jiercussion-dulness of
the liver in the nipple-line may be reduced
to two inches or even one inch in height.

Although in the new-formed connective
tissue of cirrhosis fresh vessels form to take
the place of those obliterated, yet these by
no means suflice to carry on the circulation

through the liver. Portal obstruction there-

fore arises, which relieves itself in various
ways : most commonly fluid is poured out
into the cavity of the peritoneum, causing an
ascites, or into the cavity of the intestines,

causing a diarrha>a, which should not be
litjhtly checked. In other cases it is relieved

by ha-matemesis, or by hiemorrhoidal dis-

charge. That which is most fortunate for

the patient is the formation of a varicose

connuuuication between some radicles of the

portal system and the general veins ; as be-

tween the luemorrhoidal and the hyj)ogastric,

the veins of the stomach and the U'sopliageal.

I

Most important of all, however, is a vein
discovered by Sapi<ey. It arises from the
left branch of the i)ortal vein, and passes up

t

tlie falciform ligament close to the ligamen-
tum teres to join the ejiigastric and internal

mammary veins. It is by no means the
same as the old obliterated umbilical vein,

although so near to it. The vein just men-
tioned will often be found dilated after

death.

As a rule the si)leen is enlarged in cirrhosis.

The enlargement may be very great, but the
organ is commonly about twice or three times
the natural size. After death the spleen is

found of softer consistence than natural,

sometimes puljiy. The cause is obscure ; the
reascui commonlj' given is the hindrance to

the How of blood througii the liver acting on
the splenic vein. The spleen, however, does
not always swell when there is obstruction

to the portal circulation— for example, in

nutmeg liver.

Ascites is a symptom which sooner or later

is sure to come on, but extreme cirrhosis may
be present without ascites. It appears to

arise from the venous stasis in the subperi-

toneal tissues. Fluctuation, and the move-
ment of the fliiid on change of posture, are
very clear. The fluid, like all other dropsi-

cal effusions, contains albumen, salts, some-
times urea, sometimes sugar ; and in jauiulice,

bile-i)igment. After the ascites has set in,

the feet may begin to swell, from the pressure

of the fluid on the vena cava. The upper
limbs and face are free from tedema. In the
hyjiertrophic form ascites is generally want-
ing, and the patient is deeply jaundiced. In
some cases albumen is present in the urine,

from coincident Bright's disease.

The j)atients often complain prreatly of
flatulence, which adds much to their distress,

and dyspnoea. Hiematemesis and piles are

of frequent occurrence, and often epistaxis

occurs. Diarrhcea when it comes is salu-

tary, as above mentioned, and should not be

checked unless extreme. The urine is scanty
and high-coloured ; often turbid from urates

;

and bile-piginent is present when jaundice
sets in. Jaundice may or may not be seen,

according as the pressure of the new connec-
tive tissue does or does not involve the bile-

ducts. In the last stages there is great

eiuaciation; stomatitis is often present ; and
in many cases a scorbutic condition of the
gums and petechial htemorrhages into the
skin, especially of the lower extremities,

occur. Sometimes the end is uslicred in

by cerebral symptoms; sometimes it is de-

termined by hiematemesis.
Diagnosis.—The diagnosis depends upon

the history of intemperance; the si/e and
consistence of the liver ; the size of the
spleen ; and the appearance of ascites and
other dropsies. Of importance also is the
peculiar sallow earthy complexion; and the

occurrence of haemorrhages from the stoiuach
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or intestines. The diaofnosis is often easy

;

while at other times it is very hard or well-

nigh impossible to make. Cirrhosis may be
confounded with portal thrombosis; oblitera-

tion of the hepatic duct ; nutmeg liver

;

sypliilitic disease, cancer, or hydatids of the

liver ; and with chronic peritonitis. The most
frequent error made in diagnosis is that of

mistaking syphilitic disease of the liver for

cirrhosis. The foi-mer gives rise to portal

obstruction and its effects, precisely as in

cirrhosis. The only way to distinguish it

from cirrhosis is bj' attention to the history

of the case, and by careful examination for

the signs of syphilis elsewhere, past or pre-

sent. In hypertrophic cirrhosis, the coinci-

dent enlargement of the liver and jaundice

often lead to the diagnosis of cancer of the

liver. The absence of ascites is here impor-

tant. "When cancer presses on the common
duct it nearly always compresses the portal

\ein, and ascites results.

Prognosis.— It is rare for a patient suffer-

ing from cirrhosis of the liver to live longer

than one or two years after the symptoms
have become so pronoimced as to allow a

diagnosis to be made, and many die within

twelve months. Death is in nearly all cases

the end of the disease.

Treatment.—In the early stages of cir-

rhosis it is most important to induce the

patient to give up his habits of intemperance,

for, without this, treatment will be of little

avail. Next, the use of alkaline piurgatives,

with or without vegetable bitters, such as

chiretta or calumba, will be very useful. A
course of the waters of Carlsbad is often

most useful, or of other alkaline or iodised

waters. The diet must be mild, and a purely

milk diet is sometimes of great service.

Exercise on horseback or on foot should be

recommended.
In the later stages of the disease the great

object will be to keep up the strength of the

patient. The ascites, which often becomes
the patient's great trouble, sometimes entirely

subsides when the patient is kept rigidly

in bed without any medicine. When this

fails, diuretics, especial!}" copaiba, acid tartrate

of potassium, digitalis and squills, and mer-
curial alteratives, may be employed. Para-
centesis should be put off as long as possible,

especially if the piilse is of good force, and
the breathing not interfered with, as the

end of the disease often arrives scon after the

tapping, though in some cases the ascites is

cured by this operation. Since the introduc-

tion of Southey's tubes, paracentesis has
been deprived of many of its dangers, and
certain phjsicians recommend early and re-

peated tapping. The flatulence should be
combated by regulation of diet, charcoal,

small doses of hydrochloric acid, and carmin-
atives. The bowels must be kept open, but
not severely acted on. See Ascites.

J. WicKHAM Legg. Stephen Mackenzie.

LIVER, ENLARGEMENTS OF

LIVER, Congestion of.—See Liver,
Hypersemia of.

LIVER, Contraction of. — A small
Hver is met with in cirrhosis, in syphilitic

disease, in nutmeg-liver, and in long-con-
tinued obstruction to the gall-ducts, in all

of which an overgrowth of the connective
tissue of the capsule of Glisson is seen. Any
kind of pressure on the liver from neighbour-
ing organs will likewise beget wasting. A
small liver is seen in old age, and in the
marasmus of wasting diseases. The liver

likewise wastes if the portal vein be ob-

structed, or the capillaries in the liver be
obstructed, as in pigmented liver. A shrunken
liver cannot be looked upon as a disease by
itself.

J. WicKHAM Legg. Stephen Mackenzie.

LIVER, Enlargements of.—Anatomi-
cal Relations.—In proceeding to determine
whether the liver is enlarged or not, the fol-

lowing points must be remembered. Nor-
mally, the duU sound yielded by percussion
extends upwards in front, in a line drawn
towards the nipple, to aboiit the sixth rib

;

laterally, in the axillary region, to the eighth

rib ; and by the side of the spine, to the

eleventh rib. The lower border of the liver

corresponds in front and at the side to the

lower border of the ribs ; and the dulness
behind merges into that caused by the right

kidney. The left lobe of the liver extends
across the epigastrium to the left of the

mesial line ; the dull sound caused by its upper
border merging in that produced by the heart.

The iipper part of the convexity of the liver

rises to a little more than an inch above the

sixth rib, the lung dipping down in front, and
giving rise to a modified percussion-sound

;

but for practical clinical investigation it is

better to take the line of absolute dulness.

The extent of the dull sound from above
downwards in the right mammary line is

nearly four inches, and at the side about four

inches and a-half. In the middle line in

front it extends from the base of the ensiform

cartilage to about two fingers' breadth below
its point. It should be remembered that the

limits of the liver present, compatibly with
health, considerable variation ; that the organ
is relatively larger in early than in adult life ;

that it is depressed in inspiration, and ascends

in expiration ; that it is somewhat lower
down in the erect than in the recumbent
position; and that there is temporary disten-

sion during digestion.

Diagnosis.—There are various sources of

fallacy which may lead to an erroneous con-

clusion as to the size of the liver. Thus, an
intestine distended with tiatus maj' get in

front of the anterior border of the organ, and
lead to the supposition that there is contrac-

tion, when the contrary is the case. When
there is ascites to any extent, it is difficult to
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make out the boundaries of the liver. In this

case, however, by phvcino; the patient on the

k'ft side, so as to let the fluid {gravitate in I

this direction, a diaj;nosis • nuiy often be
|

effected ; also, by suddenly pressinjj the

linger down below the ribs, and thus dis-

placing the fluid, one maj' sometimes detect

the enlarged organ. A rigid right rectus

muscle is liriblo to be taken for a tumour

;

to oliviato thi?; soiu-ce of fallacy the pa-'

tient should lie on his back with his thighs

drawn up, and his attention shoulil be

diverted by conversation whilst the exami-

nation is being made. Sources of fallacy

may exist in the liver itself, as in malfor-
;

mations or maliKisitions of the organ ; or
,

they may be outside it, either in the ab- 1

domen or chest. Malignant disease of the

stomach, omentum, or pancreas ; a kidney
gi-eatlj- enlarged by cancerous deposit ; or

fipcal accumulations in the colon, may
be mistaken for hepatic enlargement. The
following considerations will assist in ar-

riving at a correct diagnosis— (a) enlarge-

ments of the liver, however much they may
extend beyond, genera'ly occupy the normal
site of the organ, and however irregular the

surface, the usual outline may be traced

;

(b) such enlargements usually follow the

movements of the diaphragm in full respira-

tion. Effusion into the right pleura may be

mistaken for enlarged liver, especially as this

organ may be depressed by it. and so appear
to extend beyond its limits in the downward
as well as in the upward direction. In
pleuritic effusion, however, the dulness on
percussion will vary with the position of the

patient, and the upper line of dulness will in

effusion be straight, in hepatic enlargement
convex. Pleuritic effusion and hepatic en-

largement may, however, co-exist. Pneu-
mothorax, emphysema of the right lung,

thoracic tmnours, and even extreme peri-

cardial effusion, may depress the liver, and
affect the diagnosis.

Enumeration.—Dr. Bright arranged en-

largements of the liver under two heads, ac-

cording to the surface of the organ, namely,
smooth and irregular. Dr. Murchison con-

sidered this classihcation open to the objection

that an enlargement, usually smooth, is at

times irregular, and vice versa, and he pro-

posed the division into painless and painful

enlargements ; but similar objection may be
taken to this.

The principal enlargements of the liver

are associated with the following diseases of

the organ : Hyper.Bmia or congestion ; ob-

struction of tlie bile-dncts ; abscess ; hydatid
disease; fatty infiltration ; hypertrophic cir-

rhosis ; albuminoid disease ; malignant
growths: syphilitic disease; and leucocy-

thaemia. These morbid conditions of the

liver will be found described under their

respective headings;
Stephen H. W.\rd. James F. Goodhart.

LIVER, FATTY DISEASE OF 118.'.

LIVER, Patty Disease of.— Defini-
tion-.- -A disease attended with painless
enlargement, and diminished consistence of
the liver ; due to the presence of a large
quantity of fat or oil in the secreting struc-

ture ; and occurring in connexion with
phthisis and other wasting diseases, or in

persons of luxurious and indolent habits,

in whom there is usually an abundant de-

velopment of fat in the tissues and other
organs.

.Etiology.—Fatty liver may be due either
to degeneration of cell-structure through
faulty nutrition—/rt<<// dcfjcneration; or to

infiltration of the cells with fat, transmitted
through the portal vessels fiom without —
fatty infiltration. Fatty degeneration is met
with in association with other hepatic dis-

eases, as albuminoid disease and cancer. The
fatty liver which results from poisoning by
phosphorus would, according to the experi-

ments of Voit and Bauer, appear to be due
to degeneration, as the dogs upon which they
experimented had been kept without food
previously, and were starved during the time
phosphorus was administered ; showing that

tlie fat could not have come from other parts

of the body, or been introduced in food, but
must have resulted from the metamorphosis
of tissue-material. It is with fatty infiltra-

tion that we are more particularly concerned.
The fat may come either from within or from
without the body. The former case is illus-

trated when the greater part of the fat of the

tissues and organs is absorbed, as in the
emaciation of advanced phthisis. Louis, who
first established the association of fatty liver

with phthisis, found it to exist in about one-

third of the cases of this disease, and met with
it much more frequently in phthisical females
than in males. His observations have been
amply confirmed by subsequent observers.

Fatty infiltration of the liver also occurs in

connexion with other wasting diseases, and
is not infrequent in patients who have been
long bedridden. From a therapeutical point

of view, the medical practitioner is more in-

terested in the disease under consideration,

when fat is introduced from without the

body. The affection of the liver is then
associated with development of fat in other

organs and in the tissues generally. Persons
thus affected are usually given to undue in-

dulgence in eating and drinking : to eating

not only too much food, but food rich in oil

and fat, and drinking beer, but especially

spirits, to excess. Want of exercise of mind
and body, a heated atmosphere, and general

luxurious habits, materially assist in deter-

mining the affection. In illustration of this

cause may be adduced the oft-cited experi-

ments of Magendie, who induced very fatty

livers in dogs by feeding them exclusively on
butter; and also the production of the fctie

gras m geese, by penning; them up in a heated

atmosphere and cramming them.
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Anatomical Characters.—In fatty disease

the liver is more or less enlar<^ed,but seldom
to any great extent ; the surface is smooth

;

tlie borders are rounded ; the substance pits

on pressure ; and the Organ is either of pale

yellow or drab colour, or, when partially

affected, has a mottled appearance. A por-

tion placed in water floats, show ing a dimin-

ished specific gravity. On cutting into the

organ, the knife is greased ; and a greasy

stain is imparted to blotting-paper applied to

the cut surface. A portion, when held in the

Hame of a lamp or candle, will burn when
the water is driven off. It is, however, as

Freiichs remarks, only by the microscope

that the degree to which the liver is impli-

cated can be determined. In slighter grades,

fat-fjranules and globules are seen to be

limited to the outer zone of the lobules in

the vicinity of the portal vessels ; but in

advanced cases the whole of the cells wiU
be found to be filled either with separate

globules, or with a single large drop of fat.

In less extensive infiltration the liver may
marked by led spots, corresponding to the

hepatic veins. Fat in limited quantity is

always present in the human liver, so that

the term ' fatty ' can only be applied when it

is in excess.

Symptoms.—In the lesser grades of fatty

liver there are scarcely any distinctive

symptoms, eitlier objective or subjective.

When the affection is more pronounced, per-

cussion will indicate more or less enlarge-

ment, usually in the downward direction

;

and palpation may detect a rounded border
and diminished consistence, and will, at any
rate, determine that the organ is not unduly
hard, has no irregularity of surface, and does
not differ materially in shape from the healthy
liver. There is seldom, if ever, any pain— at

most, in marked cases, a sense of tension

and of uneasiness on lying on the left side.

Jaundice is a rare event ; and ascites and en-

largement of the si>leen cannot be classed as

symptoms of the disease. In cases of fatty

infiltration, dependent on luxurious habits, as

regards diet, &c., there is usually more or less

development of fat in other organs, as well

as in the omentum and subcutaneous cellular

tissue. There is a'so a gi-easy condition of

skin, with peculiar odour, resulting from
abnormal oily secretion from the sebaceous
follicles. Dr. Addison considered a peculiar

condition of the skin—presenting to the eye
a bloodless, almost semi-transjiarent, and
waxy appearance, and to the touch a feeling

of smoothness, looseness, and tlabbiness—as

indicative, if not pathognomonic, of fatty de-

generation of the liver. In cases where the
liver is much enlarged, and there is much
abdominal fat, the upward pressure may
interfere with the action of the diaphragm,
and cause, especia'ly after meals, embarrass-
ment of breatliing. The functional symptoms
likely to be present in advanced cases are

irregularity, generally sluggishness, of the
bowels ; more or less dyspepsia ; and, perhaps,
loss of appetite. In some cases a weak or
irregular, or intermitting action of the heart,

with tendency to faintness or giddiness, points

to implication of this organ, and is indicative

of possible fatal consequences.
Diagnosis.—The enlargement of the liver,

with preservation of its normal shape, with-
out hardness or u-regularity ; the absence of

pain, jaundice, ascites, or enlargement of the
spleen ; and its association either with the
emaciation of phthisis or other wasting
diseases, or with the habits of the gourmand
and general development of fat in the body,
will usually enable us to distinguish fatty

from other hepatic diseases.

Prognosis.—The prognosis of fatty disease

of the liver is affected by the associated

general condition of the patient, and will, of

course, be unfavourable in phthisis.

Treatment.— The general therapeutical

indications in fatty liver resulting from
luxurious habits of living, point to reform in

the direction of diet, air, and exercise. Rich,

oily, and fatty articles of food are to be
avoided ; whilst sugar and starch should be
taken in moderation. Beer, in all forms, is

objectionable, and so also is alcohol, unless

well-diluted, and taken only at meals.

Champagne is objectionable, but other light

French wines are admissible. Exercise,

either on foot or horseback, should be had
recourse to daily, but must be regulated

according to the soundness of the heart and
circulation. Free exposure to pure air, and
avoidance of heated rooms, are desirable.

The functions of the skin must be promoted
by adequate clothing, and by the use of the

bath, or by sponging with soap and warm
water. The bowels must be attended to, and
dyspepsia met by antacids and vegetable

bitters. The Carlsbad waters—the warm
Sprudel especially—are indicated, being sui^-

posed to act upon the redundant fat.

Stephen H. Ward, James F. Goodhart.

LIVER, Functional Disorders of.—
Introductory Remarks.—The importance
of studying the functional disorders of the

liver will be more fully appreciated if the

intimate relations which this organ has to

various functions of the body are understood-

At one time, not very long since, it was sup-

posed that the sole function of the liver was
to secrete bile, chiedy for the purpose of

eliminating certain objectionable materials

from the system. It is now well recognised

that other important and special functions

are performed by this organ—an organ which
is found to exist universally in one form or

other throughout the animal kingdom. These
functions were thus classified by the late Dr.

Murehison, in his lectures on Functional
Derangements of the Liver : (1) The forma-
tion of glj'cogen, which contributes to the
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maintonance of animal heat, and to the

nutrition of the blood and tissues; (2) the

destructive metamorphosis of albuminoid
matter, a!id the formation of nrea and other

nitroj^enous products, which are subse<inently

eliminated by the kidneys : these chan;jes

also maintaining the animal heat ; (3) the

secretion of bile, a large portion of which is

reabsorbed, assisting in the assimilation of

lat and other elements ; whilst a part, passing

downwards, stimulates the peristaltic action

of the intestines, and arrests decomposition.

When it is remembered how the functions

of the liver are readily influenced by various

external and internal agencies, and how they

are consequently deranged, it will be of the

utmost importiince to the patlioiogist and to

the clinical physician to study tlie character

and effects of these derangements. They were
classified by Dr. Mnrchison imder nine lieads:

(1) Abnormal nutrition; (2) abnormal elimi-

nation ; (3) abnormal disintegration ; (4) de-

rangements of the organs of digestion; (5)

derangements of the nervous system
;
(G) de-

rangements of the organs of circulation

;

(7) derangements of the organs of respira-

tion; (8) derangements of the urinary organs;

(9) abnonnal conditions of the skin. The
above heads, however, represent for the most
part functional and general symptoms result-

ing from hepatic disorders, rather than the
disorders themselves. The arrangement
under three heads, repi'esenting the three
principal functions of the organ above men-
tioned, will be a sufliciently convenient form
for tlie consideration of these disorders.

^Etiology.—It is scarcely necessary to

remark that functional disorders of the liver

are often secondary to or associated with dis-

order of its nervous and vascular systems,
or with diseases of the thoracic and abdo-
minal \iscera, with febrile affections, ma-
laria, and other causes. It is only with
the causes which induce these disorders

when primary that we are here concerned.
They are

—

1. Errors in diet.—The most common of

these are habitual over-eating, and especially

indulgence in fat and fatty articles of food,

rich soups, entrees, and pastry ; the undue
use of sugar, or of fish or flesh containing
much oily matter. Excess in tlie use of

alcoholic drinks is another cause in frecjuent

operation in this country. The combination
of sugar with alcohol much enhances the
miscliicf. Hot, sweet grog; sweet new wines

;

champagne, unless dry ; Madeira ; sherry ;

port-wine; Burgundj-; liqueurs; the jiersis-

tent use of malt liquors, particularly of mild
ales and stout, are ready causes of hepatic

derangement.
2. Habits of life. — Want of exercise,

whether the result of necessity or of indolent

habits, is a common exciting cause of hepatic

functional disorders ; and its effect is exag-

gerated when it is associated with errors in

73

diet. Living habitually in a high tempera-
ture, whetlier in a warm climate or in over-
heated rooms, is another source of hepatic
disorders, and this is intensified when in con-
nexion with the causes already alluded to.

Depressing worries, nervous and emotional
influences, must not be forgotten in consider-

ing the setiology of the subject. So likewise

chills and exposure to draughts of cold air or
to damp and wet.

Symptoms .\nd Diagnosis. —The jdieno-

mena which are observed in functional de-

rangements of the liver, and which give
evidence of the presence of such disorders

or derangements, may be in a great mea-
sure indicated according to the particular

hepatic function which is affected, namely,
(1) the qhjcogenic

; (2) th« metabolic, and
(3) the biliary.

1. Disorders ofthe Glycogenic Func-
tion.—Disorders of this function of the liver,

when persistent, come under the subject of

diabetes, and require only to be mentioned
here. See Diabetes Mellitus.

Sugar may also be found in the urine oc-

casionally and in small quantities, m some
cases in which its presence is clearly con-
nected with disordered liver-function. It

may be present with urea in excess, or with
albumen, either at the same time or alter-

nately.

2. Disorders of the Metabolic Func-
tion.— It is a matter of great practical im-
portance to ol)serve that the derangements
of the metabolic function of the liver are

constantly made evident and can be recog-

nised by changes in the composition of the

urine. These changes, therefore, should be

looked for, and the urine of patients exam-
ined in almost every case. It is not possiide

here to describe all the changes in the com-
position of the urine which indicate func-

tional disturbance of the liver. It will be

sufhcient to indicate the more important of

these— (a) the lilliatesand lithic acid,(/>) urea,

(c) albumen, and {(I) colouring matter.

(a) LithatcH and lithic acid.—The writers

quite concur with, and may concisely state,

the views advanced on this subject by the

late Dr. ^lurchisoii. One of the immediate
results of such faulty function connected

with albuminous disintegration is the non-

conversion of nitrogenous matters into nrea,

and the production of lithates and lithic

acid, inducing a condition of blood to which
he fitly applied the term litluemia. This

lithaemia may be relieved for a time by
elimination by the kidneys, showing itself in

deposits in the urine, on cooling, of lithic

acid, lithates, and pigmentary matter. These
deposits are not infrequent in persons in

apparently good health, especially after any
excess or error in diet or exposure to cold

;

and they are more or less constant in sub-

jects of gouty habit of body, and in those

who are predisposed to hepatic derangeiuent,
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or who induce it by habitual indulgence in

over-stimulating diet. These deposits may
continue for jears without causing much
discomfort ; but after a time the excessive

quantity of lithic acid and lithates cannot be

eliminated by the kidneys ; and they accu-

mulate, causing disease of the kidneys as

well as disturbances in different parts of the

system, and giving rise to various more or

less distressing symptoms. Of these symp-
toms the more prominent are—epigastric

tenderness on pressure and sense of oppres-

sion, flatulent distension of stomach and
bowels, heartburn, acid eructations, a sense

of weariness and tendency to sleep after

meals, furred tongue, unpleasant taste in the

mouth, especially in the morning, appetite

often good, sometimes the contrary, an ex-

cessive secretion of viscid mucus in the

fauces and back of the nose, constipation

and vitiated secretions. Palpitation, irre-

gular or intermitting pulse, frontal headache,

vertigo, deafness and noises in the ears, rest-

lessness at night, irritability of temper, and
hypochondriasis, are other symptoms that

are more or less constantly present.

Gout, whether openly manifested, latent,

or irregular, is associated with the symptoms
just mentioned. It is one of the resiilts of

lithaemia, and thus has its origin very fre-

quently in faulty hepatic function.

Urinary calculi are also a result of lith-

aemia, at all events those which consist of

lithic acid or its salts, which, as we know,
are the most frequent forms. Thus also it is

that the formation of these calculi should be
prevented by remedies and a regijne directed

to the liver rather than to the kidney's.

Biliary calculi are likewise a result of

functional hepatic derangement, and are fre-

quently associated with a gouty liabit of body,
and with lithic acid deposits and calcvdi.

Lithoemia predisposes to local inflamma-
tions. Individuals who are subject to deposits

of lithic acid and lithates are more liable

than others to local inflammations in a
severe form. In reference to this fact, Dr.
Murchison made the practical observation
that in such persons the lithates cease to be
eliminated on the advent of a local inflam-
mation or ordinary febrile catarrh, to be again
discharged freely on the subsidence of the
pyrexia. In such cases, he added, the re- '

tention of lithates in the system has probably
determined the attack.

I

Certain diseases of the skin, sdch as ery- I

thema, eczema, herpes, psoriasis, lichen, and
urticaria, are unquestionably often induced
and maintained by lithaemia resulting from
hepatic derangement.
Other effects of this functional derange-

ment, as Dr. Murchison remarked, ' by the
production of peccant substances which are

|

not readily eliminated, and which, therefore,
'

accumidate in the system, may in the long
run lead to many of the most troublesome, if

not serious, maladies, both acute and chronio,

to which our race is subject.'

(6) Urea.—This substance may be found
deficient in the urine ; but if so, it will be
in connexion with some structural change
in, as contrasted with functional disorders

of, the liver, which have just been treated,

and in which is found an excess of this sub-

stance. When found in such excess, we are

not able always to determine whether it is

due to its formation in the liver in excess.

Still this excessive elimination, whatever its

source, is associated with some special and
important symptoms to be presently de-

scribed. When the writers speak here of

excess of urea, they mean such excess as is

shown by the rough-and-ready method of

mixing, say, a drachm of urine with a like

quantity of pure nitric acid, and placing the
tube containing the mixture in cold water.

After some minutes or hours a few crystals

may be deposited, or a mass almost solid may
be formed. When there is a free discharge

of lurea, persons generally complain of feeling

languid, often extremely so, and of inability

to accomplish any work that requires mental
or physical exertion. A case somewhat
unique will illustrate certain points in this

affection. The writer (R. Q.) was requested
to see, with Mr. (now Sir William) Savory,

a gentleman who complained of exceeding
languor, which seemed unaccountable. He
looked well nourished, and was surrounded
by every comfort. His abdomen was full, and
his liver somewhat enlarged. He was abste-

mious, living' almost exclusively on a vege-

table diet, owing to his great dislike to all

animal food. His evacuations were pale

;

and inquiry showed that he was passing some
sixty ounces of urine or more daily, the spe-

cific gravity of which was over 1030. On test-

ing with nitric acid, a mass of urea occupying
more than two-thirds of the mixed fluid was
deposited. Blue pill and colocyntli given

twice or three times a week was well borne

;

and he also took taraxacum, with an alkali

or an acid. The excess of urea in time dis-

appeared and the patient did well. The
writer has treated many like cases, but none
in which the discharge of urine in connexion
with urea was so copious ; indeed, in many
cases the quantity of iirine is less than
normal.' The sense of languor and depres-

sion in these cases is suggestive of a tonic

or stimulant line of treatment. This does
more harm than good. The eliminating

treatment acting on the liver generally suc-

ceeds, and it may be followed by the use of

some vegetable bitter tonic.

(c) Albumen.—Albumen is often found in

the urine as the result of disordered liver-

function. Its presence may be merely tem-

1 Dr. A. Martin (Paris, 1877) writes thus on this

subject :
' It is possible to utilise in a certain degree

the variations of this principle in the urine for the
diagnosis of maladies of the liver.'
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porary, in connexion with a temporftry he-

patic derangement, or it may be nmre or less

penniineut. The writer wiitc-hcd with inte-

rest the case of a gentleman in whose urine

albumen was present more or loss constantly

for nearly thirty years. He did much and
very responsible brain-work, and lived gene-

rously The urine had low specific gravity.

Though often looked for, casts were rarely

found. This gentleman himself recognised

the share which the liver had in the produc-
tion of the albumen, and he regularly took as

he felt occasion a gi-ain of calomel once or

twice a week as a remedy.
(d) Bilirubin.—The colouring matter of

bile maj- be formed in excess, and found in

the urine on adding nitric acid. Its presence
indicates some disordered liver-function, and
is so far useful in helping diagnosis.

3. Disorders of the Biliary Func-
tion.—Having thus described some special

disorders of function as indicated by the pre-

sence of special materials found in the urine,

we may now refer to disorders of the biliary

function generally. These may be divided
into (a) those due to excessive secretion

;

and (6) those due to deficient secretion. It

is scarcely necessary to arrange those due
to vitiated bUe under a separate head, as

the secretion may be vitiated whether it be
redundant or deficient.

(fl) Excessive secretion of bile is charac-
terised bj' bilious diarrlitea—copious, fluid,

bDious evacuations; nausea, or not infre-

quently vomiting ; twisting, ginping pains in

the abdomen ; and perhaps some febrile

symptoms. The bile in some cases seems to

be peculiarly acrid, and to cause much smart-
ing when voided. The urine is generally

high-coloured, and loaded with lithates.

There is frequently headache and sleepless-

ness, with either irritability of temper or
depression of spirits. Disturbances of cir-

culation, in the form of irregularity of pulse,

and palpitation of the heart, are also occa-
sionally present. This excessive secretion of
bile, with the attendant symptoms, is usually
the result of congestion of the hver.

(b) Deficient secretion of bile is charac-
terised by dyspeptic symptoms, such as furred

tongue, unpleasant taste in the mouth, loss of

appetite, and flatulence. The action of the
bowels may be irregular, but is nsuallj- cos-

tive ; and the evacuations are of a pale yellow,
or drab, or whitish colour, and often of offen-

sive odour. The complexion is usually sallow
and anaemic, not often jaundiced. Disturb-
ances of the circulation, in the form of lan-

guid or irregular pulse, occur, and in the
nervous system, headache, languor, drowsi-
ness, and hj'pochondriasis being frequent
concomitants. Piles are troublesome, but
afford relief when they bleed. The urine is

generally dark-coloufed, turbid, and loaded
with lithates. There is also, in chronic
cases, loss of flesh. Indeed, the action of

the bile in promoting the assimilation of
fat, in stimulatmg the peristaltic action of

the intestines, and as an antiseptic, is well
illustrated in the symptoms which attend
protracted deficiency of the secretion.

Prognosis and Tukatmknt.—In no class

of disorders do general remedial or hygienic
agents act more beneficially than in func-

tional derangements of the liver. Pure air,

exercise, strict attention to the functions of

the skin, and suitable diet, are the curative
means on which we must mainly rely. Jn
all cases it is of moment to promote the
healthy action of the skin and lungs. This
is to be done by exercise on foot, or far pre-

ferably' on horseback. The latter is j)ecu-

liarly advantageous, as it stimulates directly,

by a series of succussions, and by contraction
of the abdominal muscles, the liver and intes-

tines, and may be had recourse to, in modera-
tion, by those who are not very vigorous.

Walking promotes the general circulation,

excites the action of the skin, increases the
frequency and fulness of the respirations,

and indirectly fends materially to relieve a
congested or indolent state of liver. The
action of the skin must also be maintained
by adequate clothing in all seasons of the
year, and by daily use of the bath, followed

by active friction of the entire surface of the
body.
The diet should be of a light nourishing

character ; and rich gravies, soups, made
dishes, sauces, pastry, raw vegetables, and
such articles should be avoided. The nitro-

genous foods suit best, especially where there

is associated lithiemia ; starchy and saccha-

rine articles being more or less objection-

able, especially when sugar appears in the

urine. The strong spirituous drinks are to

be avoided ; but the lighter wines, when 7)ure,

as claret, hock, and light dry sherry, may be

taken at meals in moderation, or small quan-
tities of v.hisky or brandy in water.

Among the medicinal remedies which pro-

mote the action of the liver and the expul-

sion, if not the secretion of bile, mercury
and its preparations hold a prominent place.

For notwithstanding the results of experi-

ments upon animals, few practitioners will

be content to give up the advantages which
their clinical experience has taught them
to expect from the judicious use of mer-
cury. It has been said that the drug merely
effects the expulsion of the bile ; the result,

however, is manifest and unquestionable. In
excessive secretion of bile a single full dose

of calomel, followed in a few hours by a
saline draught, will cause a free downwar<l
discharge ; and in the litha^mic condition of

system, indicated by turbid urine contain-

ing copious lithates, the same treatment will

aftord ready relief. In smaller doses, re-

peated at intervals, and combined with other

aperients, such as colocynth or rhubarb, mer-
cury will be followed by beneficial results iu
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less active functional derangement. In some '

cases mercury may be inadmissible, or may
disagree ; and, in any case, it is well not to

repeat it too frequently, or to continue it for

too long a time, as its protracted use is apt to

impair digestion and nutrition, and weaken
the function of the organ which it at first re-

lieves. A valuable addition to the list of

cholagogues will be found in podophyllin. A
(juarter of a grain to a grain of the resin may
be given for a dose, combined with a little

hyoscyamus or half a grain of extract of can-

nabis indica to prevent gi'iping, and a grain or

two of rhubarb or watery extract of aloes, or,

if it is desirable to quicken the action, with

some extract of colocynth, or it may be given

in solution as the tnicture. When the drug
acts favourably it produces one or two bulky
evacuations, with copious excretion of bile,

followed by a feeling on the part of the

patient that the bowels have been thoroughly

emptied. Its action, however, is at times

neither satisfactory nor certain, and it causes

occasionally nauch griping, irritation, and
tenesmus, and subsequently depression.

Taraxacum is useful as a mild aperient and
dim'etic, and probably alterative, in func-

tional hepatic disorders, and may be given

in combination with alkalis, especially the

bicarbonate of potassium or of sodium, in

cases where the gouty or lithic acid diathesis

exists. The dose of solid extract is from ten

to fifteen grains, but the fluid extract is the

best preparation, especiall}' in combination
with chloride of ammonium. Nitro-muriatic

acid is indicated in cases of torpid liver as-

sociated with oxaluria {see Liver, Hyper-
aemia of). The saline aperient draught has
of late been in a great degree superseded by
the use of one or other of the aperient waters,

the Friedrichshall, Pullua, Hunyadi, or the

Rubinat, &c. These should be taken in tlie

morning, fasting, and their eft'ect is quickened
by the addition of some warm water. The
action of these waters, as of the saline pur-

gative, is to cause a drain from the intestinal

vessels, thereby relieving the congested he-

patic portal system. The waters of Carlsbad,

Marienbad, and other similar springs contain
no sulphate of magnesium, and owe their

aperient effect to the sulphate of sodium which
is the preponderating ingredient. This valu-

able drug does not act by stimulating intes-

tinal secretion, but, according to Bucliheim,
by retaining the water in which it is dissolved
and that which it meets with in the bowel, and
so constituting a solvent which loosens and
softens and carries down solid faecal masses
and tenacious mucus. The amount of carbo-
nate of sodium associated with the Glauber's
salt in these waters renders them antacid,
and assists in determining a diuretic as well
as aperient action. The mineral waters, or
the salts obtained from them by evaporation,
may be taken at home in the morning, in

I'onjimction with sufficient warm water. For
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those individuals esi)ecially who are sutlor-

ing froin hepatic congestion or merely func-

tional disorder, if the result of irregular

habits in eating and drinking, a visit to and
course of waters at one of the spas will, if

means permit, be desirable. Change of

scene, regularity in diet, and absence from
mental harass, are, of course, important
elements in the success of a more or less

protracted stay at such places ; and it is

remarkable how readily many individuals,

who are quite unmanageable at home, sub-

mit to strict hygienic arrangements under
fresh influences. Harrogate, Cheltenham,
Leamington, and Scarborough in this coun-
try, Strathpeff'er in Scotland, and Lisdoon-
varna in Ireland, are the chief places in Great
Britain. In addition to those already named,
Homburg and Kissingen on the Continent
are amongst the spas which enjoy special

renown in the treatment of liver-affections.

See Mineral Waters.
S. H. Ward. Richard Qdain.

LIVER, Gangrene of.

—

See LrvER,
Abscess of; and Inflammation, Acute, of.

LIVER, Hydatid Disease of.—Synon.:
Echinococci of Liver.

Anatomical Characters.—The liver is the
organ most frequently affected with hydatid
disease. There is usually but one cyst, but
there may be two, three, or more ; and the

size of the cyst may vary fi-om that of a pea
to that of a child's head. The cysts may
exist in either lobe of the liver, but they are

more frequent in the right ; and they may be
attached to the upper or under surface, or

project from the border, or lie buried in the

substance of the gland. This is more or less

modified in form, and increased in size, ac-

cording to the magnitude and site of the cyst.

When the cyst is small and deep-seated,

there will be no appreciable change in the
liver, and the disease may be latent for years.

Wlien, however, the cyst is very large, it,

with the liver, constitutes a tumour, which
may encroach upon the thorax, and also

fill a great part of the abdomen. Pressure

of the cyst may induce atrophy of a por-

tion of the liver, but, at times, hypertrophy
is the result. The bile-ducts have occasion-

ally been found to be obliterated, or a com-
munication to have been effected between
them and the cysts. When at the surface of

the organ, the cysts as they enlarge may
induce inflammation and thickening of the

peritoneum, and adhesion to neighbouring
structures.

Symptoms.—A hydatid cyst, when suffi-

ciently large and near the surface, generally

exhibits itself as a tumour of variable size,

situated either in the right hypochondrium
or in the epigastric region ; evenly globular

in its early stages ; firm, resisting, yet elastic,

and, at times, with a sensation of fluctuation.

Brian^on and Piorry noticed a vibration or
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trembling

—

hydatid fremitus—which is felt

when llio surtiu-e is compressed {:;cntly by
three finj,'ers of the left hand, and sharp per-

cussion made with the rijjht hand over tiie

middle finf,'er. I'rerichs docs not consider

this sign of much importance, it havin{» been
present in only one-half of his cases. If the

timaour is situated behind the Jiver, it will,

as it develops, push this organ forwards,

flatten it. and increase the area of didness.

The tumour may last for a considerable time,

and go on increasing to some extent, and yet

the patient remain free from constitutional

disturbance, perform all his functions well,

and keep in good condition as regards flesh

and strength. When, however, it has at-

tained a very large size, it will give rise to

various symptoms— to a feeling of tightness

and distension ; if it press upwards, to em-
barrassed breathing, cough, possibly more or

less dulness, with diminished respiration, at

the base of the right lung, and palpitation ;

if upon the abdominal viscera, to interference

with their functions. Pain is not generally
present, but in some cases there is a gnawing
l)ain, either at the epigastrium or extending
forwards from the lumbar region. (Edema
of the lower extremities may occur when the

tumour presses upon the inferior cava, or

ascites from a similar etiect on the portal

vein. The latter is, however, not unlikely to

have some associated featm-es, tending to in-

dicate the unusual nature of the effusion and
the origin of the disease.

Diagnosis.—Hydatid tumour of the liver

is not always easily diagnosed ; but the cha-
racteristic features already noticed, and its

compatibility (in many cases up to an ad-

vanced stage) with a good state of health,

will generally point to its nature. Abscess of
the liver will be distinguished by local and
remote pain ; the frequent antecedence or co-

existence of dysentery ; and severe constitu-

tional symptoms, such as hectic fever, rigors,

(He. It must, however, be remembered that
hydatid cysts are liable to become inflamed
and to suppurate, when the diagnosis will

not be so readily made : but even so, the sup-
puration of a hydatid cyst is less likely to be
accompanied by the acute paroxysmal fever
so characteristic, if present, of abscess of the
liver. Cancer of the liver will generally be
marked by irregularity of surface ; the pre-

sence of pain ; the cachectic aspect ; and the
rapidity of progress. Aneurysm of the ab-
dominal aorta may form an epigastric tumom*,
of even, spherical shape ; but the pulsations,

freipiently very forcible, coupled, probably,
with bruit, aiulible along the course of the

vessel before and behind, will determine the
diagnosis. The site, the pyriform shape and
uniform size, and tiie usual accompaniment
of jaundice, will distinguish from hydatid
(hsease the tumour paused by a distended
gall-bladder. Frcrichs thinks that hydatid
disease of the liver is more frequently con-

founded with localised pleuritic effusion at

the base of the chest than with any other
affection. He remarks that the same signs

—

dulness on percussion, absence of vocal thrill,

intercostal Ihictuation—would be present in

both cases. He rests the diagnosis on the fact

that the line of dulness would present a curve
which would look upwards in the one case,

downwards in the other. To this sign, of
uncertain presence, may be added that the
vocal vibration and resonance, alihough per-

haps somewhat lessened, are not usually
damped by pressure from below the dia-

phragm to the extent that is effected by fluid

in the pleura.

Terminations and Prognosis.— Hydatid
tumour of the liver may last for years, and
be compatible with an average state of health;
or, at an early or advanced period of its exist-

ence, it may terminate in one of the follow-

ing ways: 1. It may, from its bulk and
position, press upon and interfere with the
functions of different organs. Pressure on the
large venous trunks maj' induce ascites and
dropsy of the lower extremities

;
pressure

upon the stomach and intestinal canal may
obstruct functions connected with the assimi-

lation of food, and induce failure of flesh and
strength, and ultimately death from exhaus-
tion. 2. The tumour may contract adhesions
with the diaphragm ; ulcerativeaction through
this may be set up, and either (a) discharge
of the contents of the sac may take place into

the pleura, and fatal pleuritis result; or (h)

further adliesions and ulceration may effect

comnnmication with the lung, pneumonic
symptoms ensue, and the contents of the sac,

mixed with the products of inflammation, be
expectorated. The contents are sometimes
expectorated, and the disease cured by this

means. '6. A rare result is adliesion to, and
ulceration into the pericardium, with escape
of contents, and rapidly fatal results. 4. Ad-
hesion may be eftected with some part of

the alimentary canal, and the contents of the
sac be discharged by vomiting or bj" stool.

5. Kupture of the sac may be caused by a

blow or otherwise ; the contents be discharged
into the peritoneum ; and fatal peritonitis

residt. G. The tumour may contract adhe-
sions with the parietes ; point externally

;

and be opened or effect an opening by natural

process, inflammation and suppuration having
been previously set up in the sac. 7. Budd
and Frerichs notice a possible cure from the

obliteration of the sac by the formation within
it of a putty-like matter, the combined result

of degeneration of the cyst and its contents,

and of inflanuuation outside the parent cyst.

These conditions are by no means rare in the
deadhouse, and they are frequently associated

with calcareous changes in the cyst-wall, as

well as with the depositionof browi) or orange
biliary jiigment. So generally' is pigment of
this kind present in various parts of these

cured hydatids, that there is good ground for
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supposing that the rupture of minute bile-

ducts into the cyst or its wall is no uncom-
mon thing ; and, whether by kilhng the

parasite, or by e£fecti;ig slow inflammatory
changes in the bed of the cyst, that it leads

to a spontaneous cure in no inconsiderable

number of cases. And as an illustration,

although a rare one, of the extent to which
the slow inflammatory changes may proceed

under favouring conditions, there is a speci-

men in the museum of Guy's Hospital where
the hydatid is surrounded by, and had no
doubt determined, an enormous growth of

gummatous material. 8. Communication
may be effected between a hydatid cyst and
one of the larger bile-ducts, and then the

result will usually be fatal, although there

are one or two cases recorded of recovery.

9. Similar cysts may be formed in other parts

or organs of the body. 10. As a possible

rare event may be mentioned commmiica-
tion of the sac with the ascending vena cava,

escape of the contents into this, transfer of

the contents to the right side of the heart,

impaction in the pulmonary artery, and fatal

asphyxia.
Treatment.—So long as a hydatid tumour

of the liver uiduces no distressing symptoms,
and does not affect the functions of any
organs, there is no pressing cause for inter-

ference. When, however, it is rapidly in-

creasing, is accompanied with pain or dis-

tressing distension, and especially if by u]!-

ward pressure it is causing difficulty of

breathing, and other symjjtoms, recourse

should be had to tajjping. If there be any
doubt about the nature of the tumour, the
exploratory needle niay be first introduced;

and should a clear fluid, fi'ee from albumen,
escape, the diagnosis may be considered to

be established. It is now, indeed, con-
sidered the best treatment not to wait for

lu-gent symptoms ; but when the disease is

well developed, the cyst yet perhaps single,

and tlie walls elastic, to let out the contents.

This is best and most safely effected by punc-
turmg with a fine trochar or with an aspi-

rator. Certain precautionary measm-es must,
however, be attended to. Prior to tapping, a
broad flannel roller should be firmly applied
round the abdomen, commencing from below
and carrying the bandage up to the tumour,
so as to assist in fixing this. It is considered
desirable not to quite empty the cyst, as by
doing so the chance of air entering the cyst
is increased. This result may also be further
prevented, and adhesion of the cyst to the
parietes promoted, by applying a compress of
lint over the wound and fixing it firmly with
the remainder of the bandage which has been
already partially applied. The patient should
be kept quiet in bed for a day or two, and
rest should be further ensured by the ad-
ministration of morphine. The late Dr.
Murchison discountenanced the use of chloro-
foim for this operation, as the pain is but
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trifling, and the chloroform may induce
vomiting, which would interfere with the
subsequent rest of parts, so desirable to en-

sure a successful result. It is not necessary
to wait for the adhesion of the cyst to the
parietes before punctui'ing, as the use of a
tine trochar diminishes the risk of escape of

the contents of the sac into the peritoneum;
and, moreover, the escape of a certain amount
of fluid will not usually induce peritonitis.

A large proportion of cases thus treated have
been successful.

When a hydatid cyst has suppurated, it

should be opened by free incision, and the

contents allowed to evacuate themselves.
The cyst may be opened immediately or by
two stages, according as it is adherent to

the parietes or not. Free drainage must be
ensured in accordance with the jirinciples of

modern antisejjtic surgery.

Puncture and subsequent injection of the
cyst with some stimulating fluid

;
gradual

opening of the cj'st by applications of caustic

potash, so as to ensure adhesion with the
parietes ; and a large incision with a view
to effective removal of contents, are methods
of treatment which have been practised, but
cannot be recommended in comparison with
simple puncture with a fine trochar ; but, as

regards incision and evacuation, the success
of modern surgery is such tliat it may now be
resorted to with less misgiving, and is even
strongly advocated by some. There would,
however, appear to be some risk of haemor-
rhage from the bed of the cyst after incision

;

and inasmuch as there may be several cysts,

and simple aspiration is free from any serious

danger, and is often successfid in inducmg
quiescence, at any rate, in the cyst for long
periods of time, the simpler measure should,

unless specially contra-indicated, be first

adopted.

The late Dr. Hilton Fagge and Mr. Dur-
ham treated several cases successfully by
acupuncture, and by passing a galvanic cur-

rent through the contents of the cyst ; but
it seems not improbable that the result may
have been due to the acupuncture, and not
to the galvanic influence. Treatment by
special medicinal agents, administered inter-

nally, has been fairly tried. Of these, com-
mon salt and iodide of potassium in large

doses may be mentioned. They have, how-
ever, proved entirely useless.

Stephen H. Ward. James F. Goodhakt.

LIVER, Hypersemia of. — Synon. :

Congestion of the Liver.

Definition.—Uniform enlargement of the

liver, with preservation of its normal shape
;

caused by over-distension with blood, the
result of mechanical obstruction to the re-

turn of blood to the heart, or of direct afflux

of blood through the portal vessels; attended

with a sense of fulness and oj^pression in the

right hypochondriac and epigastric regions,
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and a dusky and sometimes jaundiced com-
plexion.

i?5TioLOGY.—Congestion of the liver may
be either active or passive. Niemcycr hmits
the term ' congestion ' to the latter, and appHes
the term ' duxion ' to the former. Active

hi/prrcemia or congestion results from

—

1. Excess in eating and drinking. esi)ccially

in persons of sedentary and indolent habits.

Determination of blood to the liver occurs,

to some extent, in the process of digestion in

connexion with ordinary meals, and if these

consist of rich and irritating materials, and i

are repeated too often, or if the liver is
]

stimulated between meals bj' the imbibition
]

of spirituous liquors, the hypenemia may
become excessive and continuous. 2. Long
exposure to a tropical or sub-tropical tem-
pi!rature will perhaps induce hepatic con-

gestion, but such inliuence may be long
resisted by persons of temperate habits ; and
it is probable that the association of irregu-

larities in eating and di'inking mainly con-

tributes to the result. 3. A chill, after exposure
to heat, may induce active hepatic congestion,

which, in hot climates, may result in sup-

purative hepatitis. 4. It may be excited by
injuries to the liver—such as contusions or

wounds. 5. HyperiBmia of the liver, with
enlargement, occurs in connexion with typhus
fever and other acute exanthemata, puer-

peral fever and scurvy. It is also a result

of prolonged exposure to malaria, with or

without attacks of pronounced ague. This
intluence is the main cause of the enlarged
livers with which ' old Indians ' return to

this country.

Passive hyperemia, to which the term
mechanical congestion is applied by some
authors, is due to interference with the
return of blood from the liver through the
hepatic vein and inferior cava to the heart.

Such interference may be due immediately
to dilatation of the right heart, with affection

of the tricuspid valve ; to obstruction to the
circulation in the course of the pulmonary
artery, caused by ditfercnt diseases of the
lungs ; or, farther on, in the line of the cir-

culation, to disease of the mitral or aortic

valves. The affections of the lungs which
interfere with the pulmonary circulation are

either acute, as pneumonia, and then the
hepatic hyperemia may pass off with the
disease ; or they are chronic, as emphysema
and fibroid disease, and tlien the hypercemia
".ill persist. Mechanical congestion of the
liver may result from direct obstruction to

the tlow of blood by the pressure on the vena
cava of aneiurysmal or other tumours. Mere
weakness of the heart's action often keeps up
a certain amount of passive congestion.
Anatomical Characters.—A hypenemic

liver is inci-eased in size about equally in all

directions ; its resistance is also increased ;

its peritoneal investment ai)pears distended
and shining. On making an incision blood

oozes out freely, and the cut surface is dark
red—either uniformly so, or spotted with in-

tervening lighter spaces. In the passive or
mechanical form, the central vessels of the
lobules—the hepatic veins—are engorged

;

and when persistently' so, as in disease of

the mitral valve, the cut surface gives the

characteristic appearance to which the term
nutmeg liver has been applied. The dark
centres contrast with the pale circumference
of the lobules, the light and dark parts being
clearly defined, but varj'ing according to the

section ; the siu-face gives an appearance
which resembles closely that of a cut nut-

meg. The central dark spots result from
distension of the hepatic veins, and deposi-

tion of bile-pigment in the adjacent hepatic

cells, which are more or less atrophied by
pressure ; the lighter spaces correspond to

the interlobular veins, the light colour being

due, according to most pathologists, to the

presence of fat in the cells at the circumfer-

ence. Dr. ^Vi>•khaTn Legg, however, states,

as the result of an examination of twenty
cases of nutmeg liver, that the fat was not

in excess in the majority of them. In addi-

tion to the atrophy of the cells by pressure

of dilated hepatic veins, there may be hyper-

trophy of the interlobular hepatic tissue, with

lyini)hoid bodies scattered through it. The
term ' red atrophy ' has been ap))lied to this

advanced stage of nutmeg liver, but, as Dr.

Legg remarks, it is objectionable, as having
been previously used by Virchow to designate

a state of liver mot with in wasting diseases,

such as typhoid fever. The term ' atrophic

nutmeg liver ' answers well.

Symptoms and Sequel.t;.—In slight cases

of hypera;:nia the liver does not extend mucli

beyond its normal limits, but it may perhaps

be felt below the borders of the ribs and
across the epigastrium. In severe cases,

and especially in passive h>'perfEmia from
obstructed circulation, the organ often attains

a considerable size, and is found, on percus-

sion, to extend upwards into the mammary
region, do%vnwards nearly to the umbilicus,

and across into the left hypochondrium. Its

resistance is generally increased, and, in old-

standing cases, such as the local condition

often seen in the deadhouse as the etlVet of

tight-lacing, it may even be hard enough
to create the suspicion of malignant disease.

There is often, especially in acute cases,

tenderness on pressure. The patients do
not exactly speak of pain, but of a sense of

oppression and fidness in the right hypo-

chondriac and epigastric regions, and of

uneasiness from the pressure of clothes, or

on lying on the left side. In most acute

cases there is marked functional and general

disturbance : a furred tongue, nausea, vomit-

ing at times of bile, bilious diarrhwa. sallow-

ness of complexion, or some amount of

jaundice. In certain cases the bile seems to

be peculiarly acrid, and causes much griping
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and distress as it passes downwards, and
smarting as it is voided. The urine is high-

coloured, and loaded with lithates. The
patients often complain of headache, are irri-

table and depressed in spirits, and feel lan-

guid and drowsy. Distiu'bances of circulation

are indicated, in severe attacks, by irregu-

larity of the pulse and palpitation of the

lieart. When jaundice is present in any
marked degree, there is probably catarrh of

the bile-ducts, and transient obstruction of

these ducts, and then the evacuations are

devoid of bile.

The hypersemic condition of liver induced
in India or other tropical regions, as the re-

sult of high temperatiu'e and malarious in-

fluence, may terminate in chronic enlarge-

ment, and possibly in damaged structure of

the organ. The symptoms which mark this

are cachexia and annemia, with sallowness of

complexion ; a weak circulation, indicated

by great susceptibility to changes of tempe-
rature, and by chilliness or coldness of the
lower extremities; disturbances of the ner-

vous system, shown by irritability, depres-

sion of spirits, disinclination from effort of

any kind, headache, and giddiness ; and other

complaints. Dyspeptic symptoms are present.

The bowels are either constipated or relaxed,

the stools in either case showing a deficient

or vitiated secretion of bile. The urine
sometimes contains bile, frequently oxalate
of lime, and excess of urea. The skin is dry
and harsh.

In the mechanical form of hyperaemia there
are, in addition to special gastric and hepatic
symptoms, other symptoms indicative of the
pulmonary or cardiac affection on which it

depends. The complexion is more or less

dusky, and there is a certain amount of
lividity mixed with the jaundiced hue. The
liver may be found to vary in size in accord-

ance with the variations in the conditions
which give rise to it. It may sometimes
pulsate. Ascites may now become a promi-
nent symptom, whilst, as Niemeyer remarks,
the general dropsy resulting from associated
heart- affection may be yielding to treatment.

Diagnosis.—H^•peraemia of the liver, when
it is the result of obstruction to the circula-

tion caused by diseases in the chest, is easily
recognised. Also, when of the active kind
and acute, it is not likely to be mistaken for

any other cause of enlargement. It is only
when the congestion is chronic, and the liver
hard and resistant, that an erroneous dia-

gnosis may be made; biit the previous history
of the case, and associated general symptoms,
will lead to a right conclusion. It might be
mistaken for albuminoid disease, but then
the liver may be reaUy undergoing this de-
generation.

Prognosis.—Active h^'peramia of the liver
usually ends favourably on removal of the
exciting cause, and imder appropriate treat-

ment. The following considerations wiU,

however, influence the prognosis : 1. An
attack of hyperaemia in an individual of in-

temperate habits may be but the early stage

of cirrhosis. 2. A similar attack, occurring

in India, may, as Dr. Maclean remarks, be
but the commencement of acute hepatitis,

which may end in suppuration. 8. The
I)rognosis in the mechanical form of conges-

tion, dependent upon disease in the chest,

will be influenced by the nature and stage

of such disease.

Treatment.—An attack of acute hyper-
aemia of the liver will usually be relieved

quickly by rest ; by restriction to a bland,

fluid diet ; and by ensuring free action of the

bowels by a dose of calomel, followed after a

few hours by a saline ajierient, either in the

form of a draught, or of one of the more
active mineral waters. A single sufficient

dose of calomel, four or five grains, will often

rapidly relieve attendant gastric irritation

and vomiting, and ensure a free downward
discharge of bile, yiiould there be much
tenderness on pressure over the liver, the

application of sinapisms or turpentine stupes,

followed by hot poultices, will be beneficial.

So long as any acute symptoms continue,

the patient should be kept quiet in bed ; the

diet should be light and fluid; and stimulants

should be rigorously excluded. The portal

system must be kept reUeved by a dose of

Pullna or Friedrichshall water, or by a saline

draught, every or every other morning, pre-

ceded the previous night by some mercurial
preparation, if the secretion seem to require

this. Podophyllin may be advantageously
substituted for merciu'y in some cases, but it

is uncertain in its action. Its griping effect

is counteracted by the addition of a little

extract of hyoscyamus or half a grain of ex-

tract of cannabis indica, and its action will

be quickened by adding a little compound
colocynth pill. "When the acute stage of

hyperaemia is passed, taraxacum often acts

well as a purgative and alterative; combined,
in subjects of gouty habit, whose urine is

more or less charged with lithates, with bicar-

bonate of potassium, or, in other cases, with
diluted nitro-hydrochloric acid. This acid, in

torjjidity and chronic enlargement of the liver,

is one of our most effective remedies. It acts

by altering and promoting the biliary secre-

tion, and by improving the tone of the diges-

tive organs. In the chronic enlargement of

liver of ' old Indians,' in that which results

from malarious poison, and also in other

forms of chronic congestion, it often acts

very beneficially. It may be used both in-

ternally and externally. Ten to twenty drops
of the diluted acid of the Pharmacopoeia may
be given two or three times daily, combined
with taraxacum, quinine, or other drug,

according to indications. The external use
of the acid has been advantageously had re-

course to at the Seamen's Hospital for years,

either in the form of compress over tha
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abdomen, or by sponginjj the surface of the

body, or by the use of baths to the lower
extremities. The Huid for the bath or com-
press is pi'epared by addin-? eight ounces of

the diluted acid of the Pharmacopieia to a
gallon of water at about 'J8^ F. The com-
press may be applied by soaking a flannel

roller of sufficient length, about a foot in

width, in the prepared acid, and wringing it

80 that it merely remains damp. The roller

should bo then applied round the body,

covered with a piece of oiled silk, and worn
constantly—subject, however, to renewal of

acid night and morning ; or the lower ex-

tremities may be immersed in the Uuid for

about twenty minutes, night and morning,
and the inner sides of the thighs and the
body be sponged at the same time. Earthen-
ware or wooden baths should be used ; and
the sponges and towels after each bath must
be well washed in cold water, or they will be

destroyed by the acid. At times the external

use of the acid causes purging; and in several

cases, at the Seamen's Hospital, severe

irritation of the skin, with copious papular
eruption, resulted, and the remedy had to be
discontinued. Chloride of ammonium and
iodide of potassium must be mentioned as

drugs that have been found serviceable in

reducing hvers enlarged by chronic conges-
tion.

In the h>'pera?raia resulting from disease

of the mitral or aortic valves, or from chronic
pulmonary changes, it is sufficient to remark
that the chest-symptoms will often be most
effectually relieved by treatment directed

especially to the liver.

Much benefit will result in many cases of

hypenemia from a coiu*se of mineral waters
at one of the German or English spas. Ma-
ricnbad, the cool springs of Carlsbad (rather

than the Sprudel), Kissingen, Cheltenham,
Harrogate, Ac, are mdicated in active hj-pcr-

£emia; the more tonic waters in the more
chronic forms of congestion. A more detailed

notice of the different spas and waters in

relation to hepatic aflections will be foimd
inider other articles. See LivtiR, Functional
Disorders of; and Mixer^vl Waters.
Stephen H. Ward. James F. Goodhart.

LIVER, Hypertrophy of.—In tnie
hypertrophy of the liver, the increase in the
size of the organ is due to enlargement and
miUtiplication of the secretnig cells, without
any morbid change having taken place in

these, and without the deposit around them
of any morbid material. The parenchyma
of an hypertrophied liver is generally lirm
and vascular, in some few instances pale and
flabby. The hypertrophy may be partial or
general. Fartuil hypertrophy may either

result from localised irritation of the liver,

as in tight-lacing ; or it may compensate for

some otiier portion of the organ reduced or

entirely destroyed by disease, as in the large
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' irregular lobules of hepatic tissue formed
in advanced cases of syphilitic hepatitis.

General hypertrophy has been found in some
cases of diabetes niellitus; in leuka;mia; and,
according to Dr. Jules Simon, in a certain

cachectic condition produced under the com-
bined influences of deprivation, scrofula, and
residence in a damp locality. Whether true
hepatic hypertrophy can be caused by resi-

dence in hot climates, or by prolonged ex-
posure to malaria, seems, according to
Frerichs, to be open to doubt. It is probably
due in some instances to prolonged congestion
of the liver, and, as a result of such a con-
dition, may occasionally be mei with in
drinkers and free livers, and in the subjects
of pulmonar}- and cardiac diseases.

W. JouNsoN Smith.

LIVER, Induration of.—The hver is

couunonly hardened wlienever it is small.

Simple mdiuratioii is a state in which new
connective tissue seems to replace the proper
hepatic tissue throughout large tracts of the
liver. Often the organ becomes small and

t lobulated ; at other times it is increased in

size, and a case has been known in which it

weighed eiglit povmds, constituting a connec-
1 tive-tissue hypertrophy of the hver. The
diseased part presents the appearance of a

I
completely homogeneous, whitish-yellow,
firm, hard mass ; which under the micro-
scope is seen to be made up of connective
tissue, in which no, or very few, elements of
liver-substance can be ma(le out.

J. WicKHAM Lego. Stephen Mackenzie.

LIVER, Inflamination of, Acute.

—

Synx)N. : Acute Hepatitis; Fr. Hepatite
Aigu'e ; Ger. Acute Lcbcrcnt:iindiinrf.

It is usual to divide acute inflammation of

the liver into j)erihcpatitis, involving the
investing membrane of the liver and Glisson's

capsule; and hepatitis, in which the paren-

chyma of the liver is engaged—in other

words, into superiicial and deep-seated ; but,

practically speaking, perihepatitis is rarely

more than an accompaniment of hepatitis,

of peritonitis, or of an acute attack of a
neighbouring organ. We shall not treat of

the two sei)aratcly, as they are constantly
associated with each other.

Etiology.—Acute hepatitis is by no
means a common att'cction in Europe, and
even in the tropics congestion is far more
frequent than acute inflammation. The
chief causes of hepatitis are exposure to heat
and to changes of temperature—both of

which have a large share in what is called

tropical influence—irregular habits of life,

ami spirit-drinking. Irregular action of the

liver and of the bowels predisposes to it.

Men in the tropics are far more subject to

the disease than women or children—in fact,

acute hepatitis is exceedingly rare in chil-

dren. Tiie disease is uncommon in men
und'-r tlif age of twenty, aiid appears to be
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most frequent between the ages of twenty-
tive and thirty-five. Independently of the

cases in which it appears to be connected
witli dysentery, many antliors believe hepa-

titis to be induced by "the same causes as

those which produce tropical dysentery, and
tropical fevers—in other words, by malarious
influences. Hepatitis or perihepatitis is

sometimes occasioned by falls, or by external

violence, which may operate in ^jroducing

them either directly or secondarily.

Anatomical Characters.—The hver when
inflamed is usuallj' represented as softened

and congested, sometimes having a granular

appearance. "When cut into, more blood

flows from it than usual. It is somethues
infiltrated with serous fluid, with lymph, or

occasionally with small si)ots of pus. While
portions of the li\er are involved in inflam-

mation, other portions may be unaltered
;

but most generally it is inflamed or con-

gested throughout, in some parts in red

patches, while in other parts there are patclies

of a yellowish colour. These may be traced

in their changes until they are converted

into abscesses, which may be single, or less

frequently multiple ; usually these are en-

closed in a cyst, which varies from the thin-

nest half-formed membrane to a tolerably

tough one. If there has been much peri-

hepatitis, the liver is very commonly ad-

herent to the diaphragm or to the neighbour-

ing viscera by organised lymph, and its

capsule is thickened.

With reference to the distribution of its

blood-vessels, it has been presumed that

congestion of the liver is mainly caused by
obstruction to the hejiatic veins, consequent
on affections of the heart or lungs, or by
some obstruction of the vena portae, or

morbid alteration of the blood which it

conveys. In inflammation, again, the capil-

laries of the hepatic artery are believed to

be primarily engorged. But these matters
are not very certain. As respects suppura-
tive inflammation, Budd mamtained, and
rightly as regards many cases, that it is the
result of purulent matter taken up from
ulcerating surfaces of the bowel, and con-
veyed to the liver by the vena porta;.

Symptoms.—These vary much in their

degree of acuteness. There is frequently in
the commencement chilliness, or even some
shivering, followed by fever. The appetite

is impaired, and there may be loathing of

food. The tongue is white, and usually has
a thick white coat. The bowels are some-
times consti])ated ; more frequently there is

diarrhcea. Sometimes there is great thirst,

along with irritability of the stomach and
bilious vomiting. A certain degree of jaun-
dice has been often set down as a symptom
of hepatitis, but it is very unusttal. There
is frequently pain in the right shoulder, but
by no means always. There is often a short,

dry cough. There is generally some fever

;

the pulse is usually ft'om 100 to 110, and the
temperatvure of the body is increased two or

three degrees ; but there is seldom present
that amount of uritation which one would
expect to find when inflammation is so

acute that it may end in suppuration. In
the region of the liver the symptoms are
various. Sometimes there is sharp lancin-

ating pain, especially when the convex sur-

face is most aflected ; more frequently there

is a dull, heavy pain, which is increased

when the patient endeavours to lie on his

left side. There is generally pain in the
liver on pressure. On careful examination
the viscus will often be found to be mcreased
in bulk, but by no means always so. It may
be enlarged upwards and backwards, or
below the edge of the ribs, or towards the

epigastrium. If the inflammation be at all

acute, or if there be perihepatitis, which may
involve the lower surface of the diaphragm,
there may be shortness of breathing, which
is often very distressing. The acuteness of

suffering depends very much on whether the

surface or the deeper portion of the organ is

most involved in the inflammation. The
urine is commonly high-coloured, and con-

tains an excess of bile-pigment. Sometimes
albumen is present, but on the whole nothing
very definite is known on this point.

As regards the duration of the symptoms,
if there only be perihepatitis, they will

probably subside in three or 'four days.

Deep-seated hepatitis may end in about ten
days in resolution, or in the formation of

abscess {see Liver, Abscess of) ; or the

disease may be protracted in a less acute

form for weeks or months, producing en-

largement or partial induration of the liver.

In such cases, and indeed in the less acute

form of hepatitis, it is often difticult to draw
a distinction between chronic congestion and
chronic inflammation.

Diagnosis.— Hepatitis is not very likely

to be confounded with other affections. If

the surface is particularly involved, when
there is much shortness of breath, and the

pains are lancmating, it may be confounded
with local pleurisy or pneumonia. The aus-

cultatory sounds, as also the position of the

patient, will show whether the lungs are

affected— for with pneumonia, with inter-

costal neuralgia, with inflammation of the

stomach, or with the passage of gall-stones,

he will not lie on the afi'ected side, as in

hepatitis ; nor is there in these diseases the

excessive irritability of stomach that there is

in inflammation of the liver. The pain of

gall-stones comes on more suddenly, is more
acute, and disappears more rapidly. Some-
times hepatitis has been confounded with
enlargement of the gall-bladder, but usually

the pyriform shape and prominence of that

organ when over-filled should be enough to

distniguish it. As for the diagnosis between
hepatitis and perihepatitis, it is chiefly of
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importance as ro{;nrds tlio prognosis. The
pain in the hvtter is usually more acute, less

of a dull pain, and is less per^^istent. The
parenchyma of the viscus is less sensitive

tium its surface, as has appeared to the
writer, on handlinpf and cutting off two or

tluee inches of liver wliich had protruded
through a woimd.

Prognosis.—The prognosis of hepatitis is

grave, but its termination is generally favour-

able in temperate climates, especially when
the case is one rather of perihepatitis than
of hepatitis. In the tropics the disease is

nmch more formidable. There is always
tlie risk of its running into abscess ; or, if

that be avoided, of a state of chronic hypcr-
lemia of the organ, with enlargement and
constant tendency to relapse supervening.
The complication with dysentery or chronic
diarrhoea is fre(|uent and unfavourable. The
ratio of mortality differs much in different

places, and in the same place in different

seasons ; and it is difficult to ascertain the

absolute mortality of hepatitis, as long as

congestion and mllammatiou of the liver are

not distinguished in statistical i-eturns. How-
ever, hepatitis (if cholera be excluded) has
long been, and continues to be steadily, the
greatest source of mortality among our
soldiers in India. The French found it a
very fatal disease in Algiers, and it has
always been one of the most serious diseases

of hot countries.

Treatment.—The activity of treatment
must be regulated by the acuteness of the
case, and by the presence or absence of

complications, such as dysentery. In former
days repeated venesection used to be em-
])loyed. We now find a few leeches applied
over the liver or to the anus at least as
efl'ectual. Emollient cataplasms are to be
kept constantly applied to the side. The
bowels should be freely acted on with the

neutral salts. The action of ipecacuanha in

laige doses is very useful, whether it produces
nauFea or operates on the bowels. It is par-

ticidarly indicated where there is dysenteric
complication. The general feeling is that the

induction of vomiting operates unfavourably,
but in the early stage of the disease a cer-

tain amount of this action is not injurious.

It seems to relieve the liver to some extent.

Calomel and opium, and the exhibition of

calomel in small doses, to touch the gums,
was the old treatment in India ; while the
French trusted mainly to the exJiibition of
calomel, ipecacuanha, and opiuna. Both
modes of treatment were believed to yield

satisfactory results. The popular idea that

if the patient was once salivated he was
secure from the formation of abscess has no
foundation in fact. If there is much general
fever, the use of an ordinary diaphoretic

mixture, with a larger proportion of tartar

emetic, will be f6und useful; if nausea is

produced, so much the better. \Vhen the
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8ympti>ms become less acute, the steady use
of moderate saline aperients, or of iodide of
potassium— in short, the ordinary treatment
for congested liver, should bo adopted.
Counter-irritants and bhstering, or the ap-
l)licalion of tincture of iodine over the liver,

are of more use in this than in the earlier

stages. The uitro-muriatic acid bath has
long been a popular remedy in the chronic
stage of hepatitis. The body may be im-
mersed, but a bath for the feet, or sponging the
side with a solution of the acid, will usually
be found as ellicacious. The internal use of
the mineral acids the writer believes to be
more effective. Change of climate exercises
a singularly benelicial effect ; especially that
obtained by a sea-voyage. Sudden exposure
to cold, however, after a return from a warm
climate, must be piirticularly guarded against.

The treatment of the seciuelie of hepatitis

becomes practically that of congestion of the
liver. The steady use of saline ajjerionts, or
a resort to the saline-alkaline, or to alkaline
baths, as Carlsbad, Marienbad, Elster, Vichy,
and others, will be found beneficial. In the
acute stage the diet must be low. and limited
chieHy to fluids. Great attention must be
paid to diet during convalescence also. This
will help materially in preventing the dis-

ease from becoming chronic ; and, indeed,

there is no better i)rophylactic against hepa-
titis than a carefully regulated diet, with
abstinence from spirituous drinks.

J. Macpuerson.

LIVER, Inflammation of, Chronic.
This is u^uiillyonly another name forcirrliosis.

Sometimes the name is given to a perihepa-

titis, a thickening and opacity of the capsule

enclosing the liver, and beneath whidi the

liver-substance is found hardened and tough,

due to an over-growth of the connective

tissue from the capsule. Most pathologists,

however, look upon cirrhosis as a chronic
inflammation of the liver, and the name is

usually restricted to this state. .\ chronic

inflammation of the liver is also induced by
syphilis, both congenital and acquii-ed. See
Liver, Cirrhosis of.

J. Wi( KiiAM l.r.iiG, SrEi-nEN Mackenzie.

LIVER, Malformations of.—.Vbnor-

malities in the form of the liver are not

common, and are more often aciiuired tiian

congenital. The following are some of the

most frequentlj- observed malformations that

are congenital, and due to some original de-

fect : A more or less quadrangular liver; a
rounded liver; reduced proportions or total

absence of left lobe ; prolongation of the left

lobe in the form of a narrow tongue-like pro-

cess towards the region of the spleen ; ab-

normal grooving of the surfaces of the liver;

extreme depth of normal fissures. Another
occasional varietj' of hepatic malformation
consists in extensive lobulation, and the

existence of one or more additional small
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lobes—a condition met with in the livers of

rodent animals. An extreme instance of this

extensive lobulation was observed by Dr.

Dickmson, and is recorded in the Transac-
tions of the Fathological Society (vol. svii.

p. 160). Acquired malformation may be due
to hepatic abscess ; to hydatid disease ; to

new-growths ; to some form of chronic in-

flammation (cirrhosis, syphilitic disease) ; or,

finally, to compression of the organ by tight-

lacing and other means. In cases of hepatic

malformation caused by tight-lacing, the upper

part of the right lobe may be traversed from
side to side, either by a single very deep

furrow, or by two or more shallow depres-

sions with elevated transverse folds of liver-

tissue between them. In those instances in

which the constriction has been so applied

as to ' fold up ' the hver, and to increase its

convexity from before backwards, a single

deep transverse furrow is often formed on
the under surface of the right lobe.

According to Wilks and Moxon, compres-
sion of the waist by a strap often causes a
transverse groove or depression, with a fibrous

appearance, running just above the anterior

edge of the liver in front.

Dr. Coats has described a furrowed con-

dition of the upper surface of the liver, in

which elevated folds of hepatic structure,

with corresponding dejiressions, take a direc-

tion from before backwards. This furrowing
occurs in cases of obstructed respiration, and
is held to be due to the pressure of the lower
ribs on the liver, which organ is more or less

fixed by depression of the diaphragm and by
the strongly contracted abdominal muscles.

W. Johnson Smith.

LIVER, Malignant Disease of.

—

Definition.—Development in the liver of
cancerous or sarcomatous gi'owths. either

primary, or secondary to similar growths
elsewhere ; causing, generally, enlargement
of the organ, with irregularity of its surface

;

attended with pain, often with jaundice and
ascites, with marked cachexia and progres-
sive emaciation ; and havmg usually a
rapidly fatal teriumation.

Etiology.—Hepatic cancer is so largely
a disease transported to the liver from other
organs by the various vessels that supply it

with blood and lymph, that its raison d'etre
is that of the various primary growths from
which it emanates— in the stomach, the intes-

tine, the sexual organs, the breast, the eye,
&c. Thus it is rare in early life. Of eighty-
three cases analysed by Frerichs, forty-one
were between forty and sixty years of age,
and the remainder in nearly equal propor-
tions above and below that period. Clunate,
habits of life, over-indulgence in the use of
spirituous liquors, do not seem to play any
part in determinmg the malady. The in-

fluence of hereditary tendency to cancer
must not, however, be overlooked. Malig-

nant disease of the liver is primary in about
one-fourth of all cases ; secondary in the

remainder ; and, in about one-half of the
cases in which it is so, the primaiy disease

has been seated in structures connected with
the portal system. Of such as originate in

the liver, the disease in the larger number
commences in the gall-bladder or the bile-

ducts, and is of the nature of cylinder-celled

cancer. Some few, at any rate, have ap-

peared to be the direct outcome of the local

irritation of a gall-stone.

Anatomical Characters.—Malignant dis-

ease of the liver may be either carcinoma
or sarcoma, the former being either hard or

soft (scirrhus or medullary), the latter round-
celled and occasionally melanotic. Colloid

cancer is rare, and spreads from the stomach
or peritoneum. Cancer may occur as an
infiltration of the liver-tissue, when large

masses of the liver are uniformly affected,

and little or no irregularity of surface results.

It usually, however, occurs in circumscribed
masses, smaller nodules or larger protuber-

ances, varying in size, to use a familiar

comparison, from that of a pea to that of a
child's head. These masses are more or

less numerous, and usually distinct ; or they
may encroach upon one another, and coalesce.

When near the surface, they give rise to the

marked irregularity which is very charac-

teristic of the disease ; and, when large and
numerous, cause considerable increase in

the size of the liver. The masses on the
surface are sometimes flattened, and have a
central depression which has been designated

as ' cancer navel.' The cut surface is either

white, or reddish-white, or darker red when
blood has been recently extravasated, or of

varying colour, from altered blood-pigment,

when the extravasation of blood has been of

longer date. The portal and hejjatic veins

are sometimes invaded b3' the cancer.

Symptoms.—In the earlier stage of this

disease, the symptoms may be merely sub-

jective, and then diagnosis will be difficult.

When far advanced, however, a prominent
irregular swelling may be seen, raising the
abdominal parietes, and occupying often a
large portion of the abdominal cavity. Lesser
grades of the disease may be detected by
palpation and percussion. The liver will be
found to extend more or less beyond its

normal limits ; to be hard and resisting

;

and, in a large proportion of cases, irregular.

In a few cases, however, when the disease is

of an infiltrating form, the surface will per-

haps be smooth throughout. At times there is

no enlargement of the organ, and the portion

affected lies under the ribs, so that physical

examination does not help us. There is often

tenderness on pressure, especially when the

peritoneal coat is inflamed. Usually, but not
alwaj's, there is pain in the liver itself;

sometimes merely a feeling of tightness and
fulness; at other times a gnawing, aching
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pain ; and some patients have dest-rilied the

pain as ' buriiinf^.' There is tVei)nently also

jiaiii shooting hack to the spine, over the

sacrum, or about the anj,'le of tlie right

scapula. A sensation as of a cord drawn
round the right hypochondriuni has been
complained of. There is sometimes j)ain

radiating do\vn to the lower jiart of the ab-

domen; and occasionally wandering pains in

the extremities and body generally arc com-
plained of. ^Vhln the stomach is intact,

there may be no material disturbance of its

functions, but usually derangement is mani-
fested by loss of appetite, nausea, vomiting,

and other symptoms, which will be mten>itied

if the stomach is implicated in tlie disease.

The bowels are, as a rule, eonsti})ated in the
earlier stage, but towards the close tliere is

often dysenteric diarrluea. Jaimdico occurs

in nearly one-half of the cases of malignant
disease of the liver, and is due to compression
of the bile-ducts by cancerous masses \\ ithin

the organ, or by an eidarged lymphatic gland
in the portal fissure. When once established

it is permanent, and the colour of the patient

varies, being pale yellow, or deep olive-yellow,

or greenish, or sometimes of the dark hue
which has given rise to the term ' black

jaundice.' The stools in such cases are white
or clayey in appearance ; and the urine deep-

coloured from bile-pigment. The condition of

the urine, when there is no jaundice, is vari-

able ; in the earlier stages of the disease it is

generally scanty and i)igmented, and loaded
with lithates ; in the last stage, according to

Dr. Parkes, copious, pale, and deficient in

nrea. This condition he attribtites to the

utter failure of digestive and nutritive power.
Ascites is present in more than half of the
cases, and is due either to compression of the
portal vessels, or to implication of the y)eri-

tonetmi. Sometimes tlie large size of the
tumour, especially if ascites to any extent be
present, may cause much pressure upwards,
and give rise to distressing chest-symptoms,
such as embarrassed breathing or palpitation.

Ha-niorrhage not infrecjuently occurs in ad-

vanced cases. The blood may come from the
stomach or bowels, and be due to portal ob-

struction ; or may be of passive character, as

in scurvy or purpura ; and the bleeding may
take place beneath the skin, or come from
the stomach or bowels. In the latter case

the htemorrhage is accompanied, according
to Frorichs' experience, by intense jaimdice,
and usually by somnolence and delirium.

The complexion of patients suffering from
the disease under consideration, when there
is no jaundice, is usually sallow, anipmic,

earth-coloured. There is. in a large majority
of cases, progressive and, towards tlie close,

often extreme emaciation. Generally there

is no fever, but a sort of hectic may occur
when the cancerous development goes on
rapidly, and involves several organs. When
the disease of the liver is secondarv to, and

! complicated with cancerous affections of other

j

organs, as the stomach— which occurs in a
' considerable pr<ip(>rtit)n of cases— pancreas,

I

uterus, or mammary gland, symptoms will

I exist indicating such ci>m]>licatu)ns, Imt need
' not be specially dealt with here.

I

Dl.\GNOsis.— \\ hen hepatic cancer is some-
!
what advanced, and the liver largo and ir-

regular on its surface, the diagnosis will be
easily effected. In the early slHge, on the
contrary, and throughout some cases in which
the liver is not perceptibly enlarged-, one
must be cautious in gi\ing a hasty or too
decided opinion. Inherited tendency to

cancer; the age of the jiatient; in women the
period of 'cliange of life'; a sallow, earthy
aspect

;
progressive emaciation ; and \n\in in

the right hypochondriuni, point with fair

probability to the disease. But nearly the
same conditions and symptoms may be
associated with aggravated hypochondriasis,
or chronic tendency to gall-stones; and in

the latter case the diflicultj' of diagnosis is

increased, as gall-stones are often associated

,
with cancer. Permanent closure of the bile-

duct from other causes gives rise to persis-

tent jaundice and other symptoms, as in the
case of clo.sure by pressure from a cancerous
mass. Enlargement of the liver from malig-

' nant disease may be confounded with the

following hepatic enlargements and malig-

nant tumours: 1. Albuminoid or lardaceous

disease. In this affection the hard, perfectly

smooth surface, with preservation of normal
shape of the liver, and absence of pain in the

tumour and of jaundice, will be sulliciently

distinctive, accompanied as it shoidd be by
associated indications in other organs. 2. In

! many cases of cirrhosis, as also of malignant
disease, the liver is enlarged and its surface

uneven, and in both diseases there is great

resemblance in the aspect and general cachec-

tic state of the patient, and similar disturb-

ance of gastric and hepatic function. In

cancer, however, the ascites is generally but

slight, and the liver, instead of contracting,

as it nsualh" does in cirrhosis as the disease

progresses, continues to increase, and is

marked by large hard nodules and protuber-

ances, which contrast with the more general

but less stony enlargement in cirrhosis. In
cancer the skin is often moist ; in cirrhosis

' it is harsh and dry. Intemperance is not an
I element in the a-tiology of cancer, as it is in

cirrhosis. In the latter disease, as also in
' lardaceous liver, the spleen is fretpiently en-

larged. 3. Hydatid tumour is to be distin-

I

guished from a localised cancerous mass by
the presence of more or less distinct fluctua-

tion ; and the absence of pain, and of serious

I

fimctional and constitutional synijitoms.

4. A. tumour caused by hepatic abscess

would probably give evidence of fluctua-

tion ; be associated with or consecutive to
' dysentery ; and often attended by rigors,

hectic fever, and characteristic shoulder-tip
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pain. 5. Malformations and malpositions of

the liver have been mistaken for cancerous

enlargement, especially in females about the

period of ' change of life.' 6. A largely dis-

tended gall-bladder has been mistaken for a

cancerous projection from tlie liver ; but the

smooth oval swelling, and the site of the

enlargement, are distinctive, and, as Frerichs

says, a practitioner who made an erroneoiis

diagnosis in such case would be wanting in

the tactus eruditus. 7. Cancer of the omen-
tum would present a movable tumour, separ-

able, probably, from tlie liver by a slight area

of tympanitic resouance. 8. Cancerous de-

posits in the left lobe of the liver may be

readily mistaken for cancerous affections of

the stomach. The following points will assist

in diagnosis : (a) Percussion ia the greatest

thickening of the walls of the stomach gives a

tolerably clear, tympanitic sound ; in cancer

of the left lobe of the liver, the sound is

much more deadened, and is only somewhat
tympanitic on stronger percussion-stroke

;

(b) careful examination of the liver, and of

the stomach, when fuU and when empty,
will also lead to a correct conclusion

;

(c) even when the liver and stomach are

both affected, careful examination may often

make out the boundaries of disease in each.

y. Malignant tumour of the right lobe may
be mistaken for enlargement of the right

kidney. Percussion wiU generally give a

tympanitic sound, from the presence of in-

testine between the kidney and liver. The
hepatic tumour is also distinguished from
this and other abdominal tumours by its

following the movements of the diaphragm
in respiration. But when the renal enlarge-

ment is very great, diagnosis is not easy.

10. Malignant disease of the ascending or

transverse colon will constitute a movable,
and generally somewljat tympanitic swell-

ing ; and fscal accumulations in the colon

may be removed, but not always readily, by
aperients and injections. PercuFsion, too,

will often elicit a resonant space between
the enlarged intestine and the liver.

Prognosis.—The prognosis is always un-
favourable. The disease, when once fully

pronounced, rims its course rapidly, the fatal

termination being seldom deferred beyond a
year. Scirrhus has usually a longer duration
than medullary cancer.

Treatment.—This can be but palliative,

and directed to rendering the inevitably fatal

course as smooth as possible, by relieving

distressing symptoms. Kemedies which in

other hepatic affections are valuable, such as

cholagogues, or mineral waters, are here use-

less, if not worse. The diet should be plain

and nourishing ; and the moderate use of

wine and alcohol is not contra-indicated, as

in other disorders of the liver. Serious gas-

tric and other derangements must be met by
appropriate remedies ; it being always borne
in mind that we have to soothe the patient,

LIVER, MALPOSITIONS OF

and not add to his distress by the exhibition

of nauseous drugs. For the relief of pain,

the various preparations of opium are indi-

cated, and, as a rule, morphine acts the best.

It may be administered either internally, or
by the hypodermic method, and must be re-

peated when pain demands it. Local appli-

cations over the liver, as poultices, spongio-
piline, &c., with solution of opium sprinkled

over the surface, are useful, especially when
the peritoneal coat is inflamed. Tapping
should not be had recourse to for the relief

of ascites, unless this becomes so great as to

interfere by upward pressure with the func-

tions of the lungs or heart. The fluid soon
re-accumulates, and the effect of the opera-

tion is to hasten the fatal termination.

Stephen H. Ward. James F. Goodhart.

LIVER, Malpositions of.—Abnormali-
ties in the position of the liver are much less

rare than abnormalities in its form. The
more frequent forms of congenital displace-

ment include—Lateral transposition, the
liver being found on the left instead of the

right side of the abdomen ; eventration, the
organ being exposed in front of the abdomen
of a fcetus ; the presence of more or less of

the liver in the chest, through congenital

deficiency of the diaphragm. In acquired
displacement the liver may be either de-

pressed or elevated, some rotation of the

organ on its transverse axis taking place in

an opposite direction in each case. Depres-
sion may be caused by pressure from above,

as by effusion in the right pleural cavity,

and probably to some slight extent by con-

siderable pericardial effusion, or cardiac

hyi^ertrophy. Elevation of the liver, which
takes place more frequently, may be due to

pregnancy, ascites, or the presence of some
large abdominal tumour. Curvature of the

spine, whether lateral or angular, usually

gives rise to some change in the position of

the liver. In Pott's disease the organ is

often forced downwards towards the crest of

the right ilium.

By tight-lacing both the position and the

form of the liver may be altered. The organ
may be forced downwards, and at the same
time so twisted on its transverse axis that

its convex surface looks directly forwards,

and its concave surface directly backwards.
^Vhen tightly compressed, the upper surface

of the right lobe becomes marked by the

ribs, and ])resents transverse puckerings. At
the same time the right lobe is bent upon
itself, the concavity of its lower surface bemg
much increased. The hepatic tissue corre-

spondir)g to the summit of the arch thua
formed gradually wastes, until at last the

lobe is divided into two portions by a dee])

transverse groove, which portions are con-

nected merely by a membranous band, com-
posed of thickened serous membrane, and the

corresponding portion of the hepatic capsule.
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Attention Ims of late years been (lir(>ctcMl

to a conilition ot tlie liver analogous, in

many respects, to that known as floating '

or movable kidney. The first case of this

kind was put on record by Canta.ii, in 18G0,

and eight other instances have since been
'

reported by Italian and German physicians.

From the analysis of those cases given by
Thierlelder, it seems to be quite clear, not-

withstanding the absence of any contirmatiou
by post-mortem observation, that a liver,

normal in form and vohnne, and in all other i

respects perfectly healthy, may, under cer- i

tain conditions of very rare occurrence, be

capable of considerable displacement within
j

the abdominal cavity. In the original in- ;

stance publisiied by Cantani, the organ lay

entirely below the umbilicus, and jiart of it

rested within tlie pelvis. There is much
dilTerence of opinion as to the setiology of

this condition. It occurs in most instances

in women who have had many children, or

who have been weakened by nuich hard work,
and, from what is known at present of the

condition, is probably due to the associated

influences of a pendulous abdominal wall,

and elongation, probably congenital, of the

suspensory ligaments of the liver.

W. Johnson Smith.

LIVER, Morbid Growths of.— Several

morbid i^rowths have been met with m the

liver, of which the following are the most
important :

—

1. Non-parasitic Cysts.—These forma-

tions are not often met with in the liver.

There may be a single cyst, or a number of

small cysts scattered throughout the organ.

The single cyst is usually of small size, but

in some instances—as in those recorded by Sir

Benjamin Brodie, and in 1882 by Dr. Shai--

key—may acquire very large proportions.

The contents are fluid, in some cases stained

by bile-pigments ; in otliers quite clear and
free from any trace of bile. This single cyst

is, no doubt, very often a 'retention-cyst.'

either of congenital origin, or the result of

general interstitial hepatitis. Multiple cysts

may also be due to dilatation of the bile-ducts,

but in most instances they represent the con-

dition known as cystic degeneration of the

liver, which is regarded by pathological autho-

rities in this comitry as the result of vacuola-

tion or some other morbid change in the he-

patic cells. The association of cystic disease

of the liver with a similar condition of the

kidney, the fi-equent occurrence of which
renders very doubtful the conclusion that

such is a simple coincidence, seems to indi-

cate that the morbid conditions in these two
organs are both of a similar nature, and due
to a common cause. A condition much re-

sembling that of multiple cysts in the liver,

may, as has been shown by Dr. Hale White,

be produced by post-mortem changes in this
[

organ. i
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2. Dermoid Cysts.—Mr. Ilnlko has re-

corded an instance in which several dermoid
cysts in a withered condition were found
attached to the surface of the liver (Trarts.

Path. Soc. vol. xxiv. p. l.")?).

.3. Erectile Tumours.—A hepatic erec-

tile or cavernous tumour consists of a small
red or bhiish-red formation, of a more or
less globular shape, of reticulated structure,

and containing fluid blood or soft co-agula.

Growths of this nature are often multiple,

and each of about the size of a filbert ; they
are usually found cither along the anterior

margin of the liver, or on the upper surface

of the organ, near the attachment of the
suspensor3' hgament. Each tumour is en-

closed in a capsule of delicate connective
tissue. Though seated at the periphery of

the Hver, an erectile tumour seldom projects

beyond the surface of the organ. JIuch re-

mains to bo made out as to the pathological

significance of these tmnonrs, especially with
regard to their relation to malignant disease.

There is some difference of opinion as to

their connexion with the hepatic vascular

system. Virchow and Wilks hold that they
are in communication with minute branches
of the hepatic artery ; whilst Frerichs states

that they cannot be injected through this

vessel or through the hepatic veins, but only
througli brandies of the portal vein.

4. Lymphatic Formations.—The liver

is sometimes found studded in all parts with
minute patches of tissue of soft consistence,

each patch being made up of an aggregation

of lymphoid cells disposed in the meshes of

a delicate reticulum. These patches of tissue

are in close connexion with small vessels,

from the walls of which, according to

Frerichs, they are developed. This condition

is associated with leukajmia.

5. Tubercle.—Tubercle, as met with in

the liver, occurs onlj' in the form of minute
niQiary granulations, scattered throughout
the whole organ, but accumulated more
especially on the surface. These gi'owths

have been rarely observed in the liver, and
in most of the instances in association with
acute general tuberculosis.

6. Cancer.— -See Liveh, Malignant Dis-

ease of.

7. Hydatids.

—

See Livkr, Hydatid Dis-

ease of.

8. Adenoma Hepatis.—Under this title

has been included a series of growths which,

though all composed of imperfectly deve-

loped liver-tissue, differ verj- much from each
other in pathological character, some re-

maining quite innocent, whilst others develop

into intensely malignant and infective

tumours.
9. Benign Growths.—Fibrous and other

growths have been in rare instances found in

the liver, but they do not give rise to any
clinical signs.

W. Johnson Smith.
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LIVER, Nutmeg.— Synon.: Fr. Foie

Noix de Muscadc; Ger. Miisliatnusslcher.—
Nutmeg-liver consists in a clironic passive

congestion of the organ, a state which may
always be brought about when there exists

any impediment to the circulation of the

blood through the heart or lungs. The radi-

cles of the hepatic vein become filled with

blood, and thus the centre of each acinus

shows a deep red, while the outer parts are

either yellow or of natural tint. A nutmeg
appearance is thus given to the liver, which
is often shrunken and tough, with adherent

capsule, and granular surface. Under the

microscope the centre of the acinus is seen

to be filled with dilated blood-vessels, which,

pressing on the liver-cells, cause them to

atrophy and undergo pigmentary degenera-

tion, whilst in advanced stages of the disease

they disappear altogether, and the centre of

the acinus is made up of blood vessels only,

but there is no increase of the connective

tissue in the same situation. The capsule of

Glisson now and then takes on an over-growth,

just as in cirrhosis; and the connective tissue

between the lobule and around the vessels is

considerably increased. It is to this over-

gi'owth of the connective tissue that the
shrinking and hardening of the liver are

due.

Symptoms.—The liver may sometimes be
felt during life under the ribs, more often not.

It is sometimes tender on jiressure. Slight

jaundice is often present. The spleen is not
enlarged, but is small—the opposite condition

to that found in cirrhosis. Ascites is fre-

quently present, especially in advanced cases.

The urine is usually scanty, and contains
bile. The skin generally has an icteric tint,

and this, with a certain degree of lividity,

produces a very characteristic appearance in

the physiognomy of the jiatient.

Treatment.—This must be directed to the
condition of the heart or lung upon which
the obstruction to the circulation depends.
Nutmeg-liver may always be siispected when
there exists any impediment to the return of
blood from the hepatic veins.

J. WicKHAM Legg. Stephen Mackenzie.

LIVER, Pigmentation of.—In subjects
who have succumbed to intense malarious
fever, and in some who during life had suf-

fered from frei^uent attacks of intermittent
or remittent fever in hot climates, the liver
may be found stained by pigment, which
may be diffused thi-oughout the whole organ,
or dispersed here and there in irregular
patches. This pigmentation of the liver is

always associated with a similar condition of
the spleen, and frequently with staining of
the nervous centres, the lungs, the kidneys,
and the lymph-glands. Hepatic pigmentation
is one of the chief 2^osi-mortem phenomena
of the condition known as ' melansemia,' in
which the blood, especially that of the portal
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system, is pervaded by granules of pigment
of a black or deep-brown colour, some of

which are free and isolated, some held
together in irregular masses by a pale jelly,

and others enclosed in cells. In the pig-

mented liver these granules are to be foimd
in the portal blood, in the walls of the capil-

laries, and outside the vessels, scattered

amongst the hepatic cells, but not within

these cells. In an early stage of the hepatic
pigmentation the staining affects only the

periphery of each lobule, but, as the disease

progresses, the deposit gradually extends
towards the centre, and then attacks the

hepatic venous system. The arterial capil-

laries also contain similar pigment-granules.
Symptoms.—The size of the affected liver

varies in different cases, and according to the
severity and the stage of the disease. The
organ is sometimes congested and swollen

;

it often remains of normal size ; in some few
instances it finally becomes atrophied. The
main symptoms of this condition of the liver

are occasional intestinal haemorrhage, diar-

rhoea, and ascites. These symptoms in well-

marked cases of melaniemia are usually

associated with albuminuria due to pig-

mentary affection of the kidneys, and with
more severe symptoms due to cerebral com-
plications, such as delirium, coma, and para-

l3-sis. Melanasmia has been met with mostly
in warm climates, and occasionally during
severe epidemics of intermittent and remit-

tent fever in some parts of tlie North of

Europe. In this country it has been very
rarely observed. See Blood, Morbid Con-
ditions of.

Pigmentation of the liver has been ob-

served in cases of pernicious aiiirmia, as a
consequence of a deposit of a reddish-brown
pigment containing iron in the hepatic cells

and capillaries.

In cases of obstructive jaundice, the liver

may be stained as a result of reabsorption

by the cells of bile-pigment.

W. Johnson Smith.

LIVER, Syphilitic Disease of. -The
liver occasionally becomes diseased during
the tertiary stage of syphilis, or the period of

gummy deposits, the hepatic affection beirtg

associated at some period with osseous and
cutaneous lesions, and with syphilitic ca-

chexia.

Anatomical Characters.— Sij2>Jiilitic7icpa-

titis may attack both the cajjsnle {perihepa-
titis) and the internal prolongations or septa

of the capsule (parenchymatous hepatitis,

si/philitic cirrhosis). In some cases a small
portion, in others a greater part or the whole
of the organ is affected. In the milder form
and less advanced stages of the disease the
capsule is slightly thickened, and marked
by a few isolated white patches, while the
surface of the liver is here and tliere slightly

grooved and indented. After prolonged in-
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fliiininatory action the livtr becomes much
ilelbriiied, and is made up of a number of

small lobes bounded by deep depressions,

the parenchyma on section bein;; found to

be traversed by well-marked bands of touj^h

and retractile connective tissue. The secre-

tory structures of the liver do not unilerj^'o

very much chanjje in this disease ; and, not-

withstanding tliu retractile properties of the

fibrous tissue forming the white bands, the

^essels and ducts usually remain permeable.
The liver-cells occasionally become loaded

with fatty elements, and in some rare in-

stances undergo albuminoid degenei-ation.

In cases of syphilitic perihepatitis, the liver

is almost always bound to the diaphragm,
and sometunes to the adjacent viscera, by
tirm adhesions.

Formation o{ giimmi/ tumours—'the en-

cysted knotty tumours of the liver,' as thej-

were named by J)r. Budd—occurs more fre-

quently than syphilitic hepatitis, with which
condition, however, it is often associated.

In this form of syphilitic disease, the liver

presents on section, especially in its deeper
parts, a number of globular growths, more
or less firm in consistence, of a yellowish-

white colour, and varying from tlie si/e of a
pin's head to that of a large walnut. A large

deposit of this kind is usually soft or cheesy
at its centre, and becomes nioi-e and more
firm towards its periphery, where it is sur-

rounded by a greyish and translucent zone
of incipient connective tissue, which passes

gradually into apparently liealthy paren-
chvaiia. A full description of the minute
structure of these hepatic gummy tumours
will be found in a report by Dr. Payne on
three specimens shown before the Patho-
logical Society in 1870 {Trans. Path. Soc.

vol. xxi. p. '207). In each tumour it was
found that the soft central portion was
composed of granular and almost amor-
phous material, in which wore embedded
certain round or irregular translucent bodies

of large size, which probably represented
collections of degenerated liver-cells. The
soft central portion passed imperceptibly
into fibro-nucleated structure. The sur-

rounding fibrous zone was found to be com-
posed of dense connective tissue, with cres-

centic and irregularly shaped interspaces,

containing masses of fatty globules or granu-
lar matter. This fibrous structure was not
strictly defined from the structure of the

more central parts of the tumour, and on the

outside passed into the interstitial connective

tissue of the liver, and became converted into

masses of nucleated tissue, each of which
masses appeared to be fonned around a small
branch of the portal vein or hepatic artery.

Dr. Payne supports the view held by Virchow
concerning the pathogenesis of hepatic giuumy
tumours, and holds that the amorphous cen-

tral portion is to bo regarded, not as a deposit

of tissue lowly organised from the first, but
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as fibrous tissue in a more or less advanced
stage of iu\ohition and decay.

In casus of infantile s\pliilis, whilst hepa-
titis is not infrequent, gunnnata are very
rarely mot with.

Wliether true hepatic cirrhosis may be
caused by syphilis is open to doubt, since in

most cases supposed to be of syphilitic origin

it has been found impossible to exclude witii

confidence the idea of a probable alcoholic

origin.

Albuminoid degeneration of the liver has
not iiifrecpiently been observed in the subjects

both of accpiired and of inherited syphilis,

and very often in syphilitic subjects who had
not been previously affected with caries or

necrosis of bone, with cutaneous ulceration,

or with profound or prolonged suppuration.
This condition of tho liver, when associated

with syphilis, is probably due rather to ca-

chexia and debility than to any essentially

syphilitic influence. The almost, if not quite,

obsolete view s that the amyloid disease is to

be attributed to the action of mercury, or to

the combined action of this medicinal agent
and syphilis, are opposed by the facts that

this condition of tlie liver has often been
observed in a syphilitic ftotus, and also in

adults who had not previously been treated

with mercury, and never in non-syphilitic

subjects of mercurial poisoning.

Symptoms.—The symptoms of syphilitic

hepatitis and gummy tumours in the liver

are in most instances obscure, so that these

complications of advanced syphilis are often

overlooked. The liver in some cases is en-

larged, in other cases reduced in size. In
the former instance it will often be found on
abdominal percussion that the relative pro-

portions of the right and left lobes have been
much altered, and that there is considerable

deformity of the whole organ. Firm globular

elevations on the surface of the liver may
sometimes be felt through the anterior abdo-

minal wall. Advanced syphilitic hepatitis is

usually associated with slight and slowly in-

creasing ascites, and sometimes with oedema
of the lower extremities. There is seldom
any well-marked jaundice. The patient often

complains of a sense of weight and uneasiness

in the right hyiiochondriuin, or, in some few-

cases, of severe i)ain. In almost all cases

there is some hepatic tenderness. The most
constant symptoms are of a dyspeptic cha-

racter ; the abdomen often becomes painful

and distended : and there is very commonly,
at an advanced stage of the disease, obstinate

and profuse diarrha-a.

Diagnosis.—The slow progress of the dis-

ease ; the absence of any severe pain in the

region of the liver; a clear history of syphilis,

and the presence of syphilitic lesions in some
part of the body ; no history of cancer ; and
the absence of any indications of malignant
disease, whether on the surface of the body
or in the abdominal cavitv, all serve to
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support the diagnosis of syphilitic, as opposed
to cancerous, disease of the Hver. In ordinary

cirrhosis of the liver the progress of the dis-

ease is more rapid ; the dyspeptic symptoms
are more severe ; the ascites is more abun-

dant ; and the indications of alcoholism are

generally well marked.
Treatment.—The treatment of syphilitic

disease of the liver is that visually carried out

in cases of tertiary sj'philis.

W. Johnson Smith.

LIVER, Tubercular Disease of.—
See Liver, Morbid Growths of.

LIVER-FLUKE.—A common name
for the fasciola. See Entozoa.

LLANDRINDOD, in Radnorshire,
Soutli Wales. — Saline, snlphated, and
chalybeate waters. See Mineral Waters.

LOBULAR (lohulus, a little lobe).—Of
or belonging to a lobule. A term generally

applied to morbid conditions affecting in-

dividual lobules of organs which are thus

constituted, such as lobular pneumonia,
lobular pulmonary collapise, and lobular

hepatitis.

LOCAL.—This term is used in contra-

distinction to the word general. Thus, in

connexion with morbid conditions, it is

apphed to those which are confined to, or

seem specially to affect, a particular part.

Again, local causes are such as act upon a
limited portion only of the body, such as a
blow or a burn. Local treatment implies

the ajsplication of remedies in the same
sense.

LOCK-JAW.—A popular synonym for

tetanus. See Tetanus.

LOCOMOTOR ATAXY {locus, a
place ; and moveo, I move ; d, priv., and
T«|(y, order).

—

See Tabes Dorsalis.

LOECHE-LES-BAINS (LEUKER-
BAD), in Switzerland.—Thermal calcic

waters and climatic health resort. See
Mineral Waters.

LORDOSIS (XopSos, bent).—A term ap-
plied to abnormal curvature of the spine for-

wards. It is found chiefly in the lumbar
region as an increase of the natural curva-
ture ; but it may also occur in the dorsal and
cervical regions. See Spine, Diseases of.

LORETO, in the Romagna in Italy.
Saline waters. See Mineral Waters.

LOS ANGELES, the capital of southern
California. A health resort, 110 miles from
the Pacific coast, in a well-sheltered fertile

valley at an elevation of 371 feet. Famous
for its orange and lemon groves. Pasaderra,
a suburb, lies 500 feet higher, and is well

LUMBAR REGION

supplied with hotel accommodation. Climate
mild, but not marked by the degi-ee of equa-
bility of temperature that characterises the
Pacific stations. Mean temperature Cl° F.;
mean daily range 24° F. ; and rainfall 15
inches.

LUCCA, in Tuscany.—Thermal waters
containing sulphate of calcimn with iron.

See Mineral Waters.

LUCID INTERVALS. — No better

definition of this state has been given than
that of Lord Thiirlow, who calls it ' an in-

terval in which the mind, having thrown off

the disease, had recovered its general habit.'

It must be regarded as extremely unlikely
that a perfect restoration to reason can take
place in the course of any long-continued in-

sanity, without full opportunity having been
afforded of testing its nature. The law more
readily recognises the restoration of the mind
to a state of civil capacity such as will render
testamentary acts valid, than such temporary
recovery as would restore responsibility for

crime. If a civil act be rationally performed,
the law accepts that as pritna facie proof of

the capacity of the agent ; but juries very
seldom convict the acciised of a crime if in-

sanity is proved to have existed within a
short period of its commission.

John Sibbald.

LUHATSCHOWITZ, in Moravia.—
Mtiriated alkaline waters. See Mineral
Waters.

LUMBAGO {liimbi, the loins).—Synon. :

Fr. Lumbago ; Ger. Lendenweh.—Muscular
rheumatism affecting the muscles and fascise

of the lumbar region. See Rheumatism,
Muscular.

LUMBAR ABSCESS. — An abscess,

generally of spinal origin, occupying the
lumbar region, or pointing in the loin exter-

nal to the erector sjnnae. See Psoas Ab-
scess.

LUMBAR REGION.—Anatomically
this region is limited above by the ' sub-

costal ' line round the trank, at the level of

the lowest point of the tenth costal arch,

which cuts the body of the third lumbar
vertebra near its upper siu-face ; below by
the intertubercular line (Cimningham), run-

ning through the tubercles on the outer lips

of the iliac crests, lj-2 inches back
from the anterior superior spines ; towards
the mid-line by a sagittal section through
the centre of Poupart's ligament (mid-Pou-
part line), which cuts the ilium behind about
half an inch outside the sacro-iliac synchon-
drosis. We thus get mapped out a region

which has somewhat the shape of half a

cylindrical cone tapering upwards. It in-

cludes more than the upper inch of the iliac

fossa ; it does not include the triangular area

between the sub-costal line and the lower
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edfjes of the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth ribs

as tliev slope »ip to the spine. Clinically, the

lumbar region extends up to these ribs, and
down only to the iliac crest.

The viscera contained in this region are

few. The kidney barely descends below the

sub-costal line, but a large part of it lies

below the last rib. Rather more of the right

kidney than of the left will lie in the lumbar
region. Crossing the front of the lower half

of the left kidney is the tail of tlie pancreas.

Taking a fairly vertical course through the
region, just external to the lower part of the

kidney is the colon (riglit or left) ; and the

beginning and ending of the transverse colon
cross the front of the right and left kidney
respectively, lying on the latter just below
the pancreas. More or less of the small
intestine fills up any gaps left. Viewed from
the front, all viscera above the lower ends
of the kidneys would be regarded clinically,

as well as anatomicallj*, as in the hj'pochon-

driac regions. Tlie j)eritoncHm surrounds
the ascending colon almost completely, but
usually leaves a considerable surface (widen-
ing with distension of the bowel) uncovered
on tlie descending colon ; this surface and
the meeting of the inner and outer layers of
tlie ascending meso-colon lie on the posterior

and inner aspect of the bowel. The inner
layer, as it passes from the colon towards
the mid-line, covers the lower end of the
kidney and, mounting thence, surrounds the
transverse colon and covers the front of tlie

right kidney, but is kept from the pancreas
and most of the left kidney by the inter-

vention of the small bag. Outside the peri-

toneum is the sub-peritoneal fat, which
varies greatly in amount, and which be-

comes more solid and suet-like where it

surrounds the kidney (peri-renal fatj. Out-
side this is the transversalis fascia, always
delicate, but better marked in thin than in

fat subjects. Next come the muscles. The
quadratus lumborum, 2-3 inches wide, ex-

tends from the crest to the lower edge of
the last rib, lying just outside the lumbar
transverse processes, to which it is attached.

It is contained within an aponeurotic sheath,

"of which the posterior and stronger layer, at-

tached to the tips of the transverse processes,

is the posterior tendon of the transversalis.

The anterior layer is attached to the fronts of
the same processes, and blends outside the
(piadratus with the posterior layer, which
forms a tendinous band half an inch wide
outside the edge of the quadratus, from which
the fibres of the transversalis spring and pass
horizontally forwards. ^Vhilst the posterior

layer of the quadratus sheath is attached,

like the muscle, to the crest and last rib,

the anterior layer is continuous with the
external arched ligament of the diaphragm,
^vhich extends from, the first lumbar trans-

verse process to near the tip of the last

rib. From this band, fibres of the dia-

phratnu rise, and between the diai)hragin
and the upper end of the quadratus there
is usually a short duplicaturo of pleura.
Overlapping the front of the quadratus to a
slight extent, especially lielow, is the psoas
muscle, in the substance of wliich is the
lumbar plexus. On the dorsal aspect the
erector spinoe extends farther out than the
psoas over the quadratus; it is bound down
by a strong layer of fascia (vertebral apo-
neurosis) wliich blends externally with tiic

posterior tendon of the transversalis. This
lamina and the layers of tlie quadratus
sheath are the posterior, middle, and ante-
rior layers of the fascia lumborum. between
the edge of the erector and the muscle of
the transversalis is the posterior tendon of
the transversalis, an inch or so wide, having
the quadratus beneath its inner half. Arising
from the anterior two-thirds of the middle
area of the crest, and from the transversalis

tendon between the crest and the erector,

is the internal oblique muscle, which runs
upwards and forwards to the tip of the last

rib. Again superficial to this, arising from
the outer surfaces of the lower ribs and
often from the transversalis tendon between
the last rib and the erector, is the external
oblique, which runs downwards and very
slightly forwards, to the outer lip of the crest

at and m front of the middle. Crossing the
very angle between the last rib and the
erector is tlie lowest digitation of the scrratus

poslicus superior, nmning up and out ; its

tendon blends with the vertebral aponeurosis
beneath it and the tendon of the latissimus
superficially. Lastly, the latissimus springs
along an oblique line from a wide aponeu-
rosis attached to the sacral, liuubar, and
lower dorsal spines, and to the outer lip of

the crest almost to the middle, and blended
with the subjacent serratus tendon and ver-

tebral aponeurosis. The muscular fibres

pass upwards and forwards, overlapping those
of the external oblique, except at the crest,

where a small space (Petit's triangle) is

usually left between the edges of the two
muscles and the crest, and having the inter-

nal oblique for its floor. The subcutaneous
tissue is firmer, more fibrous, and in smaller
quantitj' over the erector than elsewhere

;

hence, the very thick skin of the part is less

freely movable over the erector than farther

forwards.

The vessels of the region are the lumbar,
five in number, running out behind the
quadratus into the interval between the trans-

versalis and internal obli(jue ; but the first

lumbar artery lies in front of the quadratus.
The nerves in the area are the last dor-

sal, which, accompanied by the first lumbar
artery, runs very obli(]uely from below the
twelfth rib downwards in front of the quad-
ratus, through the posterior layer of its

sheath, into the interval between the trans-

versalis and internal oblique to a little above
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the iliac crest near its middle, where it

gi\os off a lateral cutaneous twig to the bvit-

tock, and then passes in, to end near the

mid-line. Next we find the ilio-hypogabtric

andilio-inguinal, issuing from the side of the

psoas high up, crossing the quadratus, pierc-

ing the transversalis just outside the quad-
ratus and near the anterior spine respectively,

and running on between the muscles of the

wall.

Stirface-marking.—Looked at either from
the front or Irom the back, the outline of

the lumbar region is concavo-convex from
above down— the concavity above being that

of the natural waist, below the ribs, the con-

vexity below being due to the bulgmg of the

broad muscles of the abdomen over the iliac

crest, which lies at the bottom of a slight

groove bounded by the above muscles and
those of the hip. In front, the upper part of

the linea semilunaris may lie in the region.

Outside this the surface varies much in form
witli the fatness and muscularity of the in-

di\Tdual ;
generally it is slightly convex in

all directions. Behind, the thick rounded
edge of the erector spinae is seen ; and out-

side this there is a distinct depression, which
can be felt when it cannot be seen. The
colon lies just outside the erector beneath a

A ertical line dropped through a point half an
inch behind the middle of the crest.. In thin

and muscular subjects an oblique line run-

ning from about this spot up and in towards
the lower dorsal spine may mark the origin

of the fibres of the latissimus from the apo-

neurotic tendon.

This region is of much importance, for

the kidney, the ascending or the descending
colon, and the psoas muscle are reached
through it. Through Petit's triangle an abscess

or a hernia may point. Stanley Boyd.

LUMBRICtrS.—By many practitioners

this tei'm is still emjiloyed to designate the
large round-worm {Ascaris liunhricoides).

The title is entirely a misnomer, having
originated with Tyson {Phil. Trans. 1G83),

who called the common species Lumhricus
teres hominis. All the larger round-worms
infesting man and animals are apt to be
called lumbricoids. Notwithstanding their

general resemblance to ordinary earth-worms,
their organisation is totally different. Oc-
casionally, ill practice, patients seek to de-

ceive the medical attendant, by placing one
or more earth-worms in the night-stool or
chamber-pot. The writer once encountered
an instance where a large garden lobworm
{L. terrestris), about a foot in length, had
been carefully selected for this purpose. The
practitioner should not only be familiar with
the differences of character jiresented by true
and false worms of this kind, but should bear
in mind that earthworms cannot live in the
human bladder and intestines. See Entozoa.

T. S. COBBOLD.

LUNACY, LAW OF

LUNACY, Law of.—The medical prac-

titioner is frequently required to perform
duties in connexion with lunacy, the satis-

factory discharge of which requires that he
should have some acquaintance with the
legal enactments by which they are regu-

lated. The statutes differ slightly m the
three divisions of the kingdom. It wUl
therefore be necessaiw, after describing what
is required under the law in England, to

show where its requirements differ from
those which exist in Scotland and Ireland.

The details to be given here will only in-

clude what is necessary for the information

of the general practitiorier. Anyone who
intends to devote himself specially to the
treatment of the insane, or to receive one
or more persons of unsound mind into his

house, must comply with regulations which
we cannot here set forth, but which are fully

described in works upon the subject. When
a person living in his own home is under
treatment for insanity, the medical attendant

is justified by the common law in adopting

any measures of restraint which may be

necessary for safety or the proper treatment
of the malady. This has been decided by
the courts of law in recent cases. If, how-
ever, it is proposed to place the patient in an
asylum, or under the charge of any person
who is to derive jirofit either directly or in-

directly from the proceeding, it is necessary
that certain forms should be carefully ob-

served.

In the case of a Chancery lunatic, the

patient may be taken charge of by his
' Committee of the Person,' or he may be
received into an asylum or other institution

for lunatics, or into a private house, on an
order by the committee. Such an order

must, however, have annexed to it an office

copy of the appointment of the committee.
If no committee has been appointed, an
order by a Master in Lunacy is sufticient

authority for the detention of the lunatic.

In the case of other private patients, it is

necessary, under the Lunacy Act of 1890, to

have a receiHion order made by the 'judicial

aitthority.' The judicial authority under
the Act is either a judge of county courts, a

stipendiary magistrate, a metropolitan police

magistrate, or a justice of the peace specially

apiiointed for such duty, having respectively

jurisdiction in the place in which the patient

is. This order is obtained by private appli-

cation upon a petition, accompanied by a_

statement of piartictilars and by two medical
certificates. These must be made in the

forms prescribed by statute.'

The Petition.—This document must be

' These forms can be obtained at the law sta-

tioner's ; but, as they are frequently wanted with
the least possible delay, we mention the names of

Messrs. Shaw & Sons, Fetter Lane, E.G., and of

Messrs. Knight & Co., 90 Fleet Street, E.G., as

firms in the habit of supplying them.
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eifjncd, if possible, bj' the husbaiid or wife, or

hy a reliitive. and, it" not, it iiuist contain the

reasons for its being si{,'iied by another person,

and a statement of the connexion of that

person with the patient. The person sign-

ing the petition nnist be at least twenty-one
years of age, and naist have seen the patient

within fourteen days of the date of presenting

tlie petition. If a petition for a reception

order has been previously presented in regard

to tlie patient, and has lieen dismissed, the

facts relating thereto must be stated in the

petition ; and there nuist be presented along

with it a copy, to be obtained from tlie Com-
missioners in Lunacy, of the statement re-

ceived by the commissioners of the reasons

for such dismissal. If one of the medical
certilicates is not given by the usual med'cal
attendant on the i)atient, the reason for this

must be stated in the j)etition. And if an
urgency order (hereafter described) has been
made in regard to the patient, it must be
referred to in the petition. No member of

the managing committee of a hos})ital can
|

sign the petition for the reception of a patient

into that hospital.

The Mkdical Certificates.—One of the
medical certilicates must, whenever practic-

able, be by the usual medical attendant on
the patient. Each certiticate must be on a
separate sheet of pajier, and each person
who signs a certificate must have separately

oxamiiied the patient not more than seven
days before the presentation of the petition,

and must be a person registered under the
Medical Act, 1H58, and m actual practice.

Certain persons are disqualified for signing
either of these certificates or the certihcate

required in support of an urgency order.

These are : The petitioner, or the person sign-

ing the urgency order, or the husband or
wife, father or father-in-law, mother or
mother-in-law, son or son-in-law, daughter
or daugliter-in-law, brother or brother-in-

law, sister or sister-in-law, partner, or assist-

ant of such petitioner or person. The statute

also forbids the following persons from sign-

ing certilicates : The manager of the institu-

tion into which the patient is to be received,

the person who is to have charge of the
j)atient as a single patient, any person in-

terested in the payments on account of the
patient, any regular medical attendant in

the institution, or the husband or wife, father

or father-in-law, mother or mother-in-law,
son or son-in-law, daughter or daughter-in-
law, brother or brother-in-law, sister or
sister-in-law, or the partner or assistant of
any of these persons. Again, neither of the
persons signing the certilicates can be the
father or father-in-law, mother or mother-in-
law, son or son-in-law, daughter or daughter-
in-law, brother or brother-in-law, sister or
sister-in-law, or the pju-tuer or assistant of

the other of them. And no member of the
managing coimnitt'ee of a hospital can sign

a certificate in the case of a patient to be
received into that hosi)ital.

Till-; Kklici'TIon' Okder.— The judicial

autiiority may, upon tiie presentation of tlie

petition and certilicates, make the reception
order forthwith ; or, if the certificates are not
regarded as satisfactory, or for any other
reason, he may appoint a time, not more
than seven days after the presentation of the
petition, for its consideration, and may, if

he thinks necessarj-, visit the patient. The
petition is then considered in private, and
no one except the petitioner, the alleged

limatic (unless the judicial autiiority other-

wise order), an\- one apjjointed by the alleged

lunatic for that purpose, and the persons
signing the medical certificates— all of whom
are bound to keep secret the matters dis-

closed—can, without leave of the judicial

authority, be present. A further adjourn-
ment for not more than fourteen days may
then be made for further inquiry if the
judicial authority shall think fit, after which
he eirher grants the order or dismisses the
petition. A reception order is sufficient

authority for the person signing the petition,

or some one authorised by him, to take the
patient and convey him to the place men-
tioned in the order; but it does not continue
in force unless the i)atient is received in the
asylum or house within seven days of its

date, except when the execution of the order
has been suspended by reason of a medical
certificate that the lunatic is not in a fit

state for removal^in which case the order
continwes in force for fourteen days, unless

a subsequent certificate is given that the

patient is fit for removal, and in that case

the order remains in force only for three days
after the date of that certificate.

The Urgency Order.—If the necessity

for placing a patient in an asyliun or house
is regarded as urgent, an order, called an
' urgency order,' may be signed as in the

case of the petition by a husband or wife,

or by a relative ; and, if signed by another
person, the reason for this must be stated,

and also the connexion of that person with
the patient. The person signing must be at

least twenty-one years of age. and must have
.seen the patient within two days of the date

of the order. This order must be accom-
panied by a statement of particulars similar

to the statement of particulars which is re-

quired to accompany the ])etition, and by a
medical certificate stating that it is expedient
for the welfare of the patient, or for the public

safety, that the patient should be fortiiwith

placed under care and treatment. The cer-

tifier in this case must have seen the patient

not more than two days before his reception.

An urgency order is sufficient authority for a
person, authorised by the persons making
the order, Ift'iing the patient and conveying
hiui to tiie p'sM'e mentioned in the order, and
it remain^ ui force for his detention for seven
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days from the date of the order ; or, if a
2)etition has been presented, it reraains in

force till the petition has been disposed of.

An urgency order may be made either before

or after a petition has been presented ; bnt,

if made before, it must be referred to in the

petition, and, if made after, a cof)y of it must
be sent forthwith to the judicial authority

to whom the petition has been presented.

Tlie information contained in the foregoing

paragraphs indicates sutficiently for the pur-

poses of the general practitioner the steps

which require to be taken for placing a person
of unsound mind under care and treatment.

It is of the greatest importance, however, in

filling up the several forms, that the most
scnqjulous attention should be given to the

marginal notes which are attached to the

forms. Great care must be taken to ensure

that the instructions contained in these mar-
ginal notes are complied with in every, even
the smallest, detail. For it may happen that

what may appear to many to be a trifling

deviation from the instructions, will render

the document invalid, and thus entail much
inconvenience and distress. In regard to

the medical certificates, it should be kept in

view that the persons who sign them must
arrive at opinions in regard to two questions

which are quite distinct. Each certifier has
first to determine whether the patient is of

imsound mind, and, next, whether it would
be proper to place him under detention. In
stating the facts, it must be borne in mind
that they must be such as will appear to the

j udicial authority making the reception order

sufficient evidence of insanity. Great care

must be taken to state the facts both in-

telligently and accurately. There must be

sufficient in the facts observed by the medical

man himself to justify the opmion to which
he certifies. A certificate founded solely on
information obtained from others is invalid,

and such information should be regarded by
the certifier as useful merely to corroborate

his opinion. It must also be kept in view
that the opinion must be directly deducible

from examination of the patient on the par-

ticular day and at the particular place

specified. The statement of facts observed
should therefore contain at least one state-

ment of a fact, or combination of facts, which
could not be made in regard to a person of

sound mind. A frequent error is the stating

of the facts in such an imperfect manner
that, though they may have been sufficient

indications of insanity as observed, the
manner in which they are recorded makes
them appear to be insuihcient. It is some-
times stated, for example, that a patient
' believes himself to be possessed of great

wealth '— without adding that this is an
erroneous belief. Another kind of failure to

state the facts intelligently is illustrated by
an actual instance where they were given
thus :

' His appearance, manner, mode of

speaking, as well as his conduct.' These
were probably quite adequate to prove to the
certifier that the patient was insane, but it is

obvious that they afforded no proof to those
who merely read the statement.

If a lunatic, who is not a pauper, and not
wandering at large, is not under proper care
and control, or is cruelly treated or neglected
by any relative or other person liaving the
care or charge of him, information should
be given to a constable of the district or

a relieving officer or overseer of the parish,

who is bound within three days to take steps,

prescribed by statute, to have him placed in
an institution for lunatics.

The duties jierformed by medical men and
others in connexion with the placing of
patients under care and treatment have
been frequently the source of great trouble

and expense, from legal proceedings taken
against them by patients or others who have
felt themselves aggrieved. In order to afford

protection against such action, when im-
properly taken, it is provided in the Lunacy
Act of 1800 that a petitioner or certifier
' shall not be liable to any civil or criminal
proceedings, whether on the gi-ound of want
of jurisdiction or on any other ground, if

such person has acted in good faith and with
reasonable care.' If such proceedings are

taken, they ' may, upon summary application

to the High Court of Justice or a judge
thereof, be stayed upon such terms as to

costs and otherwise as the court or judge
may think fit, if the court or judge is

satisfied that there is no reasonable ground
for alleging want of good faith or reasonable

care.' Even under the protection afforded

by this enactment, it wiU be understood that

both expense and trouble may be occasioned

by vexatious proceedings, as the steps neces-

sary to get proceedings stayed by the High
Court may involve considerable outlay.

Anyone who makes a wilful misstatement
of any material fact in any petition, state-

ment of jiarticulars, or medical certificate, is

guilty of a misdemeanour ; but no prosecu-

tion for such misdemeanour can take place

except, by order of the Commissioners in

Lunacy, or by the direction of the Attorney-

General or the Director of Public Prosecu-

tions.

A private patient may be discharged from
the asylum or house in which he has been
detained on the written authority of the

person on whose petition the recejjtion order

was made, or, if this person is dead or in-

capable, by the person who made the last

payment on account of the patient, or by
the husband, or wife, or next-of-liin. If a
patient should die while under detention, it

is necessary to give notice of the death to

the coroner and to the Commissioners in

Lunacy.
In the case of X'C'iiper lunafics, the pro-

cedure is somewhat different from that re-
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quired for private patients. Anyone aware
of tlio existence of an insane i)auper in a
parish ought, if the civse is a proper one for

treatment in an institution for hniatics, to

give notice to the relieving oHicer or the

overseer. When a district medical otljcer

under the poor-law becomes aware of such
a circiunstaiice, it becomes his statutory duty
to give this notice in writing v.ithin three

days after obtaining such knowledge. The
relieving ofHcer or overseer may then t!il;e

stei)S to have the patient {)laced in an insti-

tution for lunatics upon one medical certili-

cate, accompanied by the order of a justice

of the peace, if the justice is satisfied that

tiio alleged pauper is either in receipt of

relief, or in such circumstances as to require
relief for his proper care.

In order to place either a private or a
pauper patient in an asylum in Scotland, a
petition, accompanied by a statement and two
medical certificates, has to be presented to the
sheritl.' In the case of a private patient, the

person signing the petition must state the
degree of kinship or other relation in which
he stands to the patient. In the case of a
pauper, the petition must be signed by the
inspector of the poor. In either case, if

there be reasonable gi-ound for so doing, the
patient may be placed ui the asylum on
what is called a ' certificate of emergency,'
signed bj' one medical man. If, however,
the order of the sherill is not obtained within
three days thereafter, the patient must be
discharged. In the case of a patient placed
for i^roiit in a private dwelling-house in Scot-

land, the fact must be reported to the General
Board of Lunacy for Scotland, and the sanc-

tion of the Board obtained.

The procedure required for placing a patient

in an asylum in Ireland resembles that which
is required in England. For admission to a
private asylum, an order and two medical
certificates must be filled up and signed, sub-

ject to regulations resembling those already
described as enforced in England ; but the

facts indicating insanity do not require to be
stated in the certificates. Pauper patients

are placed in district asylums, and are ad-

mitted to these institutions on application

being made at the asylum of the district in

which the patient resides. The necessary
form is obtained at the asyluni. It consists

of (1) a declaration to be made before a
magistrate that the patient is insane and
destitute, and has no friend able or willing

to pay for his board in an asylum ; and to

this is annexed a statement descriptive of

the patient ; (2) a certificate by a magistrate,

and a clergyman or poor-law guardian, in

corroboration of the declaration ; and (3) a
medical certificate of insanity. When these
forms have been filled up, it is necessary to

' Tlie regulnr printed forms for Scotland may be
obtained from Messrs. T. & A. Constable, 11 Thistle

Street, Edinburgh.
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wait until it is notified to some of the friends
of the lunatic that there is room fur him at
the asylum. The procedure specially de-
signed for the committal of dangerous luna-
tics is, however, frequently adopted in placing
paupers in asylums; but this is a course which
ought to be avoided, and which the medical
practitioner ought specially to discourage.
According to this procedure, the patient
requires to be apprehended by the police,

and brought before two justices of the peace.
These call to their aid the medical otlicer of
tiie dispensary district, and either discharge
the patient or order his removal to the
asylum. I'atients who are not destitute, but
whose friends are unable to pay the rates of
board charged in private asylums, are re-

ceived into district asylums at low rates,

upon application being made at the asyliun
in a similar manner to that already described
for paupers. The chief difference between
the two forms is that, in the case of patients

not destitute, the medical certificate requires

to be signed by two medical men instead of

only by one. John Sibbald.

LUNATIC {lima, the moon).—Synon. :

Fr. Liuiidique; Ger. Mondsiichtig.—A
designation given to persons suffering from
mental disorder, because such subjects were
formerly believed to be peculiarly affected

by lunar influences The term is used
popularly as synonymous with insane. In
medical literature it is seldom employed, but
the legal relations of the word are important.
The adjective ' lunatic ' is also used to signify

that the object with which it is associated is

connected with insanity, as lunatic asylum.
Sec Insanity.

LUNGS, Diseases of.- Synon.: Fr.

Maladies dii Foumon; Ger. Krankhciten
der Lunrjcn.—Under this title there will

be described in the following pages, with
certain exceptions, the various morbid con-

ditions which affect the pulmonary organs.

Pulmonary piitliisis is so common a disease,

so complex and variable in its pathology,

and so closely associated in its a'tiology and
symptoms with the entire organism, that it

will be most conveniently described apart

from the other diseases of the lungs (see

Phthisis). Certain other diseases which
involve the lungs, if not the lung-tissue

proper, and which in some nosological sys-

tems are described as pulmonary diseases

—

namely, asthma, diseases of the bronchi, and
diseases of the pleura— will also be found
described apart from the present connexion,

and under their several headings. Again,

disorders of respiration, such as dyspneea,

orthopncea, and ' ChejTie-Stokes respiration.'

although frequently associated with diseases

of the lungs, are in other instances referable

to some morbid condition of other jiarts, such

as the blood, the heart and circulation, or the

nervous apparatus of breathing, and they will
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therefore be discussed in a distinct article

{sec Respiration, Disorders of). The more
important special clinical phenomena of dis-

ease of the lungs—namely, cough, expectora-

tion, haemoptysis, and the various physical

signs— also demand more detailed and com-
plete consideration than can be devoted to

them in connexion with the various patho-

logical conditions to which they are due.

See GouGH ; Expectoration ; Hemoptysis ;

and Physical Examination.
After the separation of these subjects from

that of diseases of the lungs, there remain for

consideration under this head a large number
of morbid conditions, whicli ranli as of tlie

first importance in practical medicine, and
which wiU now be enumerated. The raorbid

processes which affect the limgs may be
readily divided into two great groups^
namely, first, those which are not essenti-

ally different from similar processes in other

parts of the body ; and, secondly, those which
are quite peculiar to these organs.

First, with respect to the foi-mer group,

the lungs, like the other great viscera, may
present any of the ordinary morbid con-

ditions which affect eitlier entire organs, or

the several tissues of wliich they are com-
posed. Thus, the lungs may be the subject

of various injuries, leading to iK^rforation

or rupture, and may present certain vial-

formations and misplacenients. They may
undergo such alterations of nutrition as end
in atro]jliy, hypertrophy, or certain degene-

rations. Disturbances of circulation give

rise to well-defined pathological conditions,

such as anaemia, congestion, hyperemia,
' apoplexy,' embolism, infarction, oedema,
and hemorrhage. The inflammatory process

leads to a greater variety of pathological

changes in the lungs than in perhaps any
other organ, and which are known as catar-

rhal, croupous, and chronic pnemnonia,
abscess, cirrhosis, gangrene, and some forms
of phthisis. Morbid growths of all kinds,

including malignant disease, may involve

the lungs, whether primarily or secondarily.

Syphilis, besides actually involving the lungs,

occasionally determines or modifies the occur-

rence of other pathological processes within
them. Various j;arasiies, especially hydatids,
are occasionally tenants of the pulmonary
organs.

Secondly, the morbid conditions which are

peculiar to the lungs are such as depend upon
their special structure, relations, and func-

tions. Thus the relation between the pul-

monary tissue and the pressure within and
around the lungs may be so disturbed as to

lead, on the one hand, to collapse or co7n-

pression, or, on the other hand, to emphysema.
Their comnnmication with the atmosx^here,
and the constant interchange that is going
on between the contents of the hnigs and
the external air, have an important influence

upon the origin, distribution, progress, and
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treatment of many of the diseases which
affect them ; whilst the length and com-
plexity of the respiratory passages, and their

liability to disease, lead to many disturb-

ances of the pressure, the circulation, and
the nutrition within the lungs, and thus to

collapse, hyperaemia, inflammation, and even
destructive disease. The relation of the lungs

to the circulation has an equally important

influence upon them from a pathological

point of view. Constituting as they do the

channel of commimication between the right

and the left sides of the heart, the pulmonary
vessels are involved in all the disturbances

which affect the cardiac circulation, whether
due to actual disease of the valves or of the
walls, or to simple functional derangement of

that organ. Congestion, redema, embolism,
infarction, haemorrhage, and some forms of

inflammation of the lungs, are the ordinary
results of such circulatory disturbance of a
temporary Icind ; and when it is more pro-

tracted, brown induration, as well as dis-

eases of the bronchi and pleura, are likely to

result.

Such are the principal conditions which
determine and influence diseases of the lungs

;

and we shall here enumerate these in the
alphabetical order in which they will be
found referred to in the following pages

:

(1) Abscess. (2) Albuminoid Disease. (3)

Anaemia. (4) Apoplexy. (5) Atrophy. (6)

Brown Induration. (7) Cancer. (8) Cirrhosis.

(9) Collapse. (10) Compression. (11) Con-
gestion. (12) Consumption. (13) Degenera-
tions. (14) Embolism. (15) Emphysema.
(IG) Gangrene. (17) Haemorrhage. (18)

Hydatids. (19) Hyperaemia. (20) Hyper-
trophy. (21) Induration. (22) Infarction.

(23) Infiltrations. (24) Inflammation

—

Croupous, Secondary, Catarrhal, and Chronic.

(25) Inflation. (26) Malformations. (27)

Malignant Disease. (28) Malpositions.

(29) Morbid Growths. (30) CEderaa. (31)

Perforation. (32) Eupture. (33) Syphilitic

Disease ; and (34) Tuberculosis.

LUNGS, Abscess of.— Synon.: Fr.

Abces du Poiimon ; Ger. Lungenabscess.
Definition.—Circumscribed suppuration of

the pulmonary tissues.

yEtiology and Pathology.—An acute
primary inflammation of the lungs may oc-

casionally lead to the formation of abscess.

Much more commonly, however, pulmonary
abscesses are the result of secondary inflam-

mations, and they are then, for the most
part, associated with pyaemia.

Of acute ^jrimar?/ inflammations ofthe lung,

as causes of abscess, we have to consider those

due to mechanical injuries, and those associ-

ated with acute pneumonia and with gangrene.
With regard to the former, it is only neces-

sary to remark that mechanical injuries, such
as fractured ribs, penetrating wounds of the

thorax, the lodgment of foreign bodies, &c.,
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may cause siippuration, and so occnsioiially

lead to tlie format ion of abscess. That acute

pneumonia may, in rare cases, terminate in

abscess of the luiifi;, has ah-eady been stated.

Such a result appears to bo favoured by a bad
constitution, and by any circumstancfs which
tend to impair the general healtli, ("specially

the abuse of alcohol. The abscess is more*
common in the upper than in the lower lobes.

Lastly, circumscribed gangrene of the lung
occasionally terminates in abscess. This takes

place by the expidsion of the necrotic tissue

through the bronchi, and the formation of a
pyogenic membrane from the walls of the

cavity, which generates pus. The cavity may
ultimately close by granulation and cicatri-

sation. Abscesses of primary origin are usu-

ally single.

Secondary abscesses of the lung owe their

origin to the dissemination of infective sub-

stances by means of the blood-vessels or

lymphatics, and are usually pyiemic. The
secondary abscesses are of two kinds—those

which follow upon infarction, and those in

which there is no evidence of such antecedent
change. These abscesses are almost invari-

ably multiple. They vary in size from a
pin's head to a walnut, and are usually most
abundant near the surface. They are com-
monly surrounded bj' a thin zone of dark red

consolidation ; and, when adjacent to the

pleura, this membrane over them is always
inflamed. Pulmonary abscesses may also re-

sult from the aspiration of putrid substances

into the bronchi, as is conmion after opera-

tions on the mouth, nose, and trachea. See
LuNds, Liflammation of : C. Broncho-Pneu-
monia.
Symptoms and Physical Signs.—The for-

mation of abscess in the lung is rarely attended

by any marked clinical phenomena, the symp-
toms of the disease in tlie course of which the

localised suppuration takes place being, for

the most part, but little modified by its

occurrence.

When acute pneumonia terminates in ab-

scess, either the rapid fall of the temperature
which constitutes crisis does not occur, or,

wliat is more common, its occurrence is

followed by pyrexia of an irregular type.

The j)hysical signs of consolidation also jier-

sist, and there is usually great prostration.

Sometimes, owing to the opening of the

abscess into a bronchus, pus is coughed u])

;

and then, if the connnnnication with the

bronchus remain free, signs of cavity may be

discoverable. Before such partial evacuation

of its contents, the detection of the abscess

by physical examination is usually impossi-

ble. The expectoration of sputa containing

large quantities of pus, and often a little

blood, may continue for some weeks ; the

signs of prostration may gi-adually increase
;

and death may ensue in the course of from
two to three months, ami often earlier.

Partial or complete rcv^'overy may, however.
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take i)]ace, the cavity becoming quiescent and
secreting only diminishing quantities of pus;
and comi)lete cicatrisation may ultimately
occur. In exceptional cases the abscess opens
into the pleural cavity.

Abscesses of the lungs occuiTing in the
course of pyaemia rarely give rise to any
special symptoms or physical signs. They
are usually much smaller than jjriniary ab-
scesses ; and death commonly ensues before
any of them have attained sullicient magni-
tude to influence the general phenomena of
the disease.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of abscess, occur-
ring in the course of pneumonia, rests mainly
upon the persistence and characters of the
jiyrexia ; upon the physical signs of excava-
tion supervening on those of pulmonary con-
solidation ; and upon the expectoration of
sputa containing pus. Pyiemic abscesses
rarely admit of 'diagnosis. Their existence
may be suspected if. in cases of pyir-mia,

pleural friction-soimds are audible over differ-

ent portions of the chest.

Prognosis.—Abscess resulting from pneu-
monia very commonly proves fatal in from
one to three months ; it may, however, as
already stated, ultimately terminate in partial

or even complete recovery. The develoi)inent

of abscesses in the liuigs in the course of

pvipmia does not appear to influonce the
general prognosis.

Thkatmknt.—Abscesses of the lungs rarely

admit of any special treatment. Their occur-

rence, however, indicates the importance of

doing all that is possible to maintain the

strength of the patient.

T. Henry Green.

LUNGS, Albuminoid Disease of.—
In advanced cases of albuminoul disease, the

lung-tissues may present more or less of this

morbid change. It is of no ])raciical im-
portance, for it does not give rise to any
evident symptoms, nor does it appear to

have any specially injurious effect upon the

patient.

LUNGS, Anaemia of.— Synon. : Fr.

Aiii'niie (ill Pounion ; Ger. Luiif/fnaniimie.

Definition.—A deficiency of bloo<l in the

lungs, which may be general or local.

/Etiology.— Besides hemorrhage and the

other causes of general bloodlessness, there

are certain local causes which produce an-

aemia of the lung. In senile atrophy and in

pidmonary vesicular emphysema, ana-mia is

associated with destruction of capillaries.

Local or partial aniemia of the limt; is the

immediate result of embolism of the branches

of the pulmonary artery. It rarely happens
that the main vessel is entirely obstructed by
an embolus ; but it, or more commonly one

of its main divisions, may be compressed or

obliterated by the invasion of a malignant

growth or aneurysm, .\nourysm of a branch
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of the piiLmonary artery within the lung
usually causes anteixiia of the portion to which
the vessel is distributed.

Anatomical Characters.—In extreme
anaemia, as after death from haemorrhage,
the lungs and the bronchial mucous mem-
brane are exceedingly pale from absence of
blood. They are of course lighter in weight
than natural, but in other respects unchanged.
In the general disease known as anaemia, the
lung partakes with other organs of the gene-
ral deficiency of red blood ; but in this con-
dition, it being not so much in quantity as in

quality that the blood is deficient, the lungs
are of normal weight, but paler and more
moist than natural, sometimes slightly

(Edematous.
Effects.—The consequences of pulmonary

anaemia, when long-contmued, are atrophy of
its texture, as in senile atrophy and vesicular
emphysema, and in local deficiency of blood
from partial obstruction of a large branch of
the pulmonary artery. In complete obstruc-
tion of vessels from embohsm, death and
sloughing of the deprived area of lung is the
consequence. The sudden arrest of circula-

tion through a limited portion of the lung
gives rise to stress on the collateral circula-

tion, the result of which is often hiemorrhage.
Orth asserts that continued anaemia of hmg
favours the occurrence of phthisis, and at-

tributes the proneness of the apices to attack
by tubercle to their relative anaemia; he also

draws attention to the tendency of people
with stenosis of the pulmonary artery to

succimab to phthisis {Lehr. d. Path. Anat.,
Bd. i. p. 374).

Symptoms.—The dyspnoea and palpitation

observed in ansemia are traceable to the
aniemic condition of the liuigs, and have
their rationale in the necessity for an in-

creased dihgence of respiration, to enable the
diluted blood to gather sutlicient oxygen for

carrying on the various combustion-processes
of life. The remarkable gasping and rest-

lessness seen in cases of fatal hiemorrhage,
are really the signs of asphyxia from pulmo-
nary deprivation of blood. The symptoms
of general or local pulmonary anaemia,
dependent upon emphysema, embolism, &c.,

are lost in those of the more important
diseases.

Treatment.—There is no special treatment
for pulmonary anaemia.

E. Douglas Powell,

LUNGS, Apoplexy of.—A synonym
for extravasation of blood into the lungs.

See LuNas, Haemorrhage into.

LUNGS, Atrophy of.—Synon.: Senile

Emjihysema ; Fr. Atrophic dti Foumon; Ger.
Lungenatrophie.

Definition.—A wasting of the constituent

elements of the lungs, from defective nu-
trition.
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Varieties.—Atrophy of the lungs may be—

•

(a) general, in which all the tissues of the
whole of both Imigs are wasted, as in senile

atrophy
;

(b) local, in which all the tissues of

a portion of the lung are wasted, as in the
atrophy that results from a local diminution
of blood-supi^ly ; or (c) partial, in which
Some of the tissues are atrophied coincideutly
with increased growth of other tissues, as in

some cases of so-called ' hypertrojihous em-
physema,' and in ' cirrhosis ' of the lung.

jEtiology.—The cause of simple atrophy
of the lungs is that general failure of nutrition

which is natural to advanced age. Heredi-
tary predisposition may determine an earlier

failure of nutritive change in the lungs. The
strongly marked tendency of vesicular em-
physema to recur in successive generations
is certainly in favour of such a tendency to

premature impairment of tissue being in-

herited.

Over-stretching of the walls of the air-cells

in emphysema, with the consequent impedi-
ment to circulation, is an important cause of
subsequent atrophy in this disease. Collapse
and aniEiuia of limg—from pressure from
without, or from the pressure of a growth or

aneurysm upon one of the puhnonary vessels,

cutting off the blood-supply, or on a large

bronchus, diminishing the respiratory func-

tion—may cause atrophy of the whole or of
a part of one lung.

Anatomical Characters.—The appearance
of an atrophied lung may be best seen in a
case of natural or senile atrophy. The organ
is small, light, anaemic, more or less deeply
pigmented, drier in texture and less firm and
resisting than natural, pitting on pressure

from want of elastic resilience, and capable
of being squeezed into a very small compass.
The air-cells appear to be increased in size ;

and at some portions, if the lung be inflated

and dried, large cells may be seen, evidently

resulting from the coalescence of two or more
mfundibula. Across such cells filaments may
extend the remnants of small bronchi and
blood-vessels. The pulmonary artery and its

branches are diminished in size, and the
bronchial tubes are also thinned.

Microscopical characters.—The ati^ophio

process commences at the vesicular septa,

which project inwards to subdivide the intun-

dibula or alveolar spaces of the lung into

true air-cells or alveoli. The process is one
of simple withering and obliteration of capil-

laries, dependent on diminished respiratory

function and blood- volume. The septa
dwindle down to mere ridges upon the infun-

dibular walls ; and these walls in their turn
become thinned even to perforation and coa-

lescence of several air-spaces. Thus, without
any corresponding enlargement of lung, there

is an apparent enlargement of air-cells from
the simplification of structure. A certain

degree of fatty degeneration, affecting espe-

cially the minute vessels and the nuclear
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remains of the pulmonary epithelium, is

associated with this simple atrophy, as with
all other atrophic processes.'

When atrophy of the lung is associated

with, or the result of, other diseases, as em-
physema or forcible collapse, the process is

essentially the same, but is combined in the
former case with over-stretching of the air--

cells, and more or less thickening of the

fibrous tissues derived from the bronchial

and perivascular sheaths, from repeated con-

gestions. Thus we have a larger and heavier

lung ; and, in the later stages, more marked
fatly degeneration of its fibrous texture.

In cases of atrophy from the long-con-

tinued pressure of fluid in the pleura, the

pk-ura is always thickened from the original

inflammation, and fibrous processes are di-

rected inwards from it between the lobules,

so as to render difficult any subsequent
expansion of the lung.

In the case of atrophy from compression of

the lung by fibrous growth or duid effusion,

we have again often a heavier lung from in-

crease of fibrous tissue. It is obvious that

the increase in weight must always be due to

attendant, often determining, disease.

EfFECTS AND Symi'Toms.—The consequences
of the partial atrophy of lung which accom-
l)aivies the large-lunged ' emphysema of ad-

vanced midtUe life are very grave. Extensive
obliteration of the pulmonary capiUaries,

without a corresponding diminution in the

blood-volume, induces a stress of circulation,

a mechanical congestion, which ultimately
tells back through the riglit heart ui)on the

whole venous system. Tiie damaged elas-

ticity of the Imig impairs the mechanism, as

the atrophy of the alveoU impafrs the func-

tion of respiration. In senile emphysema,
however, the lung-atrophy, being but a part

of a general atrophy of all the tissues and of

the blood, causes no discomfort, provided no
extra effort is attempted, and no bronchitis

supervenes. Local atrophy of the lung has
its symptoms merged in those of the pre-

dominant disease.

Physical Si;fns.—In senile atrophy of the
lungs the chest-capacity is diminished in all

directions to accommodate the small hmgs.
The lower ribs are approximated and their

obliquity greatly increased; the upper inter-

costal spaces are depressed. The chest-move-
ments are very limited. The percussion-
resonance is generallj' increased over the
chest, except over the pnecordial region,

which is less covered by lung thaii natural.

The respiratory murmiurs are simply en-

feebled, not altered, iniless there be some
bronchitis present. It has been said that

there may be some efliision into the pleura
in atrophy of the lung, to till up the space
vacated by the shrunken organ. The mecha-
nism of such an ett'usion is, however, quite

inconceivable.

Complications. -^There are no complica-
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tions necessarily incident to senile atrophy
of the Imig. Bronchitis not uncommonly,
however, supervenes, and proves fatal to the
patient.

Tkeatment.— The treatmen. of senile

atrojihy of the lungs simply consists in

shielding the aged person from the causes of
bronchitis. K. Douglas Powell.

LUNGS, Brown Induration of.

—

The condition recognised under this name by
Laennec and Virchow, is one which is some-
times observed after prolonged mechanical
congestion of the lungs, particularly that

which results from disease connected with
the mitral orifice. The morbid change con-
sists mainly in excessive pigmentation, the
pigment accumulating not only in the inter-

lobular tissue, but also in the alveoli and
minute bronchi, where it is enclosed in en-

larged epithelial and granular cells. At the

same time the capillaries are dilated, the inter-

stitial tissue is increased, and probably the

alveolar walls are thickened. The pigment
is granular, and of a yellowish colour ; it is

derived from the blood, and seems to be of

the nature of hsematoidin. It may become
brownish, reddish, or even black; and ulti-

mately may be found free. The extent and
degree of brown induration vary much in

difierent cases. When thcchan;;e is marked,
the lungs are enlarged, heavy, firm, incom-
pressible, and inelastic, not collapsing on
exposure. They present various tints, from
yellowish- to reddish-brown. This alterati( n
in colour is also evident on section, and rtd

spots are often seen, shading into black,

whde a brownish fluid may be expressed.

Brown induration is associated with conges-

tion of other parts of the lungs, and often

with infarctions. It cannot be clinically

recognised apart from these conditions, un-

less the aflected organs should present

physical signs of more or less extensive

chronic consolidation in cases of known pul-

monary congestion from mitral disease. No
special treatment is called for.

FuEDERicK T. Roberts.

LUNGS, Cancer of.Sce Lungs,
MaligiKUit Disease of.

LUNGS, Cirrhosis of.—A synonym
for chrome pneumonia. See Lvngs, Inflam-

mation of: D. Chionic Pneumonia.

LUNGS, Collapse of.

—

Synon.: .\pneu

matosis ; Er. Affaiasement Puliiiomiire ; Ger.

Lungencollapms.
Definition.— Simple diminution in size

of the whole or of a part of a lung, with re-

duction of tlie volume of the contained air;

caused by interference with its free entrance

in insi>iration.

ii^TioLOGY.—The causes of collapse of the

lung are either intrimic or ejctrinaic; and
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frequently the two classes of causes are

combined. The intrinsic causes present

actual obstruction of the respiratory passages,

and include all diseases of the larynx, trachea,

and bronchi attended with inspiratory dys-

pnoea, whether due to the pressure of external

tumours, to affections of the passages them-
selves, or to the presence of inflammatory
products, blood, or foreign bodies within

them. To this class of causes belongs the

collapse of the lung which is apt to follow

infantile bronchitis, when the tubes become
obstructed, and there is no jjower to ex-

pectorate. All causes that interfere with

respiratory efticiency favour the occurrence

of the condition named. A plug of mucus
may be drawn, in inspiration, deeper and
deeper into the bronchial tubes, which it

obstructs, and, acting like a ' ball plug,' allows

the expulsion of air in exjiiration, but inter-

feres with inspiration; the air not being

replaced, apneumatosis is developed ; and
as there is no air behind the plug of miicus,

cough is powerless to expel it. In children,

bronchial inflammation is exceedmgly com-
mon ; and, the smaller tubes being propor-

tionately smaller in the child than in the

adult, the danger of collapse is increased.

When childi'en under five years of age die of

bronchitis and allied affections, apneumatosis
is almost invariably present ; and 25 per
cent, of the total mortality of infants may
be safely set down to this cause. Partial

collapse of the lung from pressure on the
respiratory passages will be found described

in the article Mediastinum, Diseases of.

The extrinsic causes of pulmonary collapse

are certain conditions of the walls of the

chest, which diminish the force of the in-

spiratory act, such as paralysis or debility of

the inspiratory muscles, and softness of their

bony attachments. Muscular paralysis is

seen in injuries to the cord. Debility of the
respiratory muscles may often be observed
before death. Collaiise of the lung is some-
times, although rarely, met with in adult

life, when great prostration occurs in the
course of fever, and respiration is impeded
by pulmonary congestion. Associated as it

is with softness and weakness of the ribs,

rickets is one of the most frequent causes of
collapse of the limgs. The action of the in-

sphatory muscles may be still further inter-

iered with by abdominal distension, or by
the bmding up of the abdomen of the infant

with tight bandages. The danger of collapse

is lessened when the ribs have gained firm-
ness and fixity, and when, raised by the
respiratory muscles, the thoracic cavity is

enlarged, and the kings are consequently
expanded.
Anatomical Characters.—The whole of

one lung or of one lobe may be affected, but
a lobule or a part only of the lung is usually
involved, the affected lobules being abruptly
separated from those adjoining. As a rule,

several patches of collapse occtir in each
lung, havmg a darker colour and more de-

pressed surface than the healthy parts. The
lower margin of the left lower lobe is most
frequently affected. The collapsed portions
of lung are similar to the liver in consist-

ence : they resist pressure, are non-crepitant,

are smooth on section, and sink in water. The
bronchi are filled with mucous fluid ; there

is an entire absence of air in the collapsed

parts. On inflation, the affected portion as-

sumes a natural appearance, unless consider-

able congestion exists ; whereas in pneu-
monia inflation cannot restore the lung to

its natural appearance. In pneumonia pleu-

risy is rarely absent ; but in collapse, uncom-
plicated with diathetic disease, the pleura is

invariably healthy.

Symptoms.—The symptoms of collapse of

the lung vary greatly with tlie cause, rapidity,

and extent of the morbid condition. In
severe cases, for example, in the collapse

that follows bronchitis in very j'oung .sub-

jects, the symptoms are peculiar. There is

great prostration, debility, restlessness, and
sleeplessness. The temperature falls ; the
sm-face becomes cold, blue, or dusky ; the

eyes become shrunken ; and the pulse is

quick and small. There is a constant feeble

whinixig cry. Respiration is very quick and
shallow, as high as 70 to 80 or even 100 per
minute. The rbythm is changed, the interval

being between inspiration and expiration,

instead of after expiration. There is no pain
as in pleurisy. The cough is constant and
impotent ; is often followed by a cry of im-
patience ; and differs much from the suffo-

cative cough of bronchitis.

On examining the chest, the lower part is

found retracted and diminished in diameter.

The intercostal spaces sink in inspiration,

and move outwards slightly in expiration.

When the collapse is extensive, the per-

cussion is dull and resistant, imless the

affected lobules are interspersed among the
healthy ones. The respiratory murmur is

lost over the affected parts; though conducted
breath-sounds, of a bronchial character, and
rhonohi are generally audible almost univer-

sally. In the simpler cases of collapse of

the lungs, such as occur in pertussis during
the severe fits of coughing, some of these

symptoms and signs may be suddenly de-

veloped, and again sjjcedily disaj)pear.

Diagnosis.—Apneumatosis may be dis-

tinguished from croupous pneumonia by the
comparative rarity of the latter disease in

infancy ; and by absence of the great heat of

skin, and of fine crepitation on auscultation.

From extensive miliary tuberculosis it is

diagnosed by the absence of advancing symp-
toms of constitutional disorder, though the
two conditions may co-exist. In pleurisy,

the dulness on percussion, and the absence
of respiratory sounds at the base, are much
more marked than in apneumatosis. Con-
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ppnitnl coUiijiso or atelectasis, is a condition
'

wliicli has to be distinj^uished from iiifantilo

coUapse or apneiimatosis. Readily separable

by syniptoniB, these two conditions inay be
indistiiit,'iiishable by physk-al sij;n9. In ate-

lectasis tiie hiiifj retains, in whole or in part,

its f«;tal condition, nature having failed to

establish res])irati<>n and fit the child for its

new mode of existence. In apneuniatosis
the once permeable hinj,'s cease to admit air,

and thus death from ai)n<ea occurs without
any apparent structural chan-re l)eing dis-

coverable, save that the respiratory orj^ans

bear the appearance of fcBtal, unexpanded
lunf,'s.

ruoGNosis.—The prognosis in collapse of

the luiij^ is favourable if the affection is

recent, and the diild healthy, with fair mus-
cular power, and under favourable hy^enic
conditions. On the contrary, the disease is

generally fatal if it involve a considerable

extent of lung, especially if '.t supervene on
atelectasis. Death usually occurs from slow
asphyxia, the eflect being the same as if the
size of the lung were reduced by the removal
of the artected parts. As much as half of

the entire lungs has been found involved,

tlius fully accounting for the quickened
respiration, the distress, and the dyspnoea,

and for the bloodlessness and extreme pallor,

with cold, blue extremities. The fatality of
whooping-cough in infants is niainlv' due to

the ready collapse of the lungs, specially

when the child is batUv nom'ished and
breathing impure air. The natm-al course
of the disease is from bad to worse : more
lung is involved each day ; and death occurs
after two or three weeks from slow asphyxia.

If collapse follows acute bronchitis, death
often ensues rapidly ; but if recovery takes

l)lace, the lungs are slow to regain activity,

and the seeds of future mischief may remam.
After an attack of pneumonia, complete
absence of breath-sounds may exist for a

time, and then suddenly— after a blow,
shock, or violent cough— air enters the col-

lapsed portion of lung, and the respiratory

sounds assmne a normal character.

Treatmkxt.—When this affection was
looked upon as a form of pneumonia it was
treated by depletion. Now that we realise

that it is not of an intlairnnatory character,

our object must be not to lower vitality

but to diminish excessive secretion. Slight

counter-irritation, by means of stimulating

embrocations, is useful. An emetic of ipe-

cacuanha will help to remove accumulation
if the patient is not too weak. Expectoration
may be promoted by small doses of the same
drug. When the lungs are extensively in-

volved, vital power must be kept up by the

help of ammonia, steel, phosphate of iron,

port-wine, and beef-tea ; and the food must
be selected so as to be digestible by the

stomach of the infant.

E. Symes Thompson.
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LUNGS, Compression of.— Synon. ;

Fr. Ciiiii/in sniitti liii I'ltuinon \ Ger. Lungen-
coiiijinssiiDi.

Dkhnition.—Diminution in size of the
whole or of a part of a lung, associated with
reduction of the volume of the contained air ;

caused by pressure on the pleural surface.

^4'>l0Lo«y —Compression of the lung may
arise in the course of numerous diseases or
injuries affecting the chest ; the comi)ressing
influence being either gaseous, liquid, or
solid.

First, the admission of air to the pleura
from without, through a perforating wound,
as fr.)m a sword or bayonet thrust ; or from
within, as by rupture of an air-cell, or the
extension of pulmonary ulceration through
the pleura,—produces m either case com-
pression. If no previous pleurisy has existed,

the compression is conqjlete ; but if, on the
other band, long-standing i)leurisy has caused
adhesion, compression cannot take place, or
will be but partial.

Secondly, compression may arise from the
presence oi fiuid, such as jjleuritic effusion,

acute or chronic ; passive, non-inflammatory
effusion, as in hydrothorax ; or blood, as in

hffimatothorax.

Thirdly, compression of the lung by solids

is seen in the case of various tumours of the
chest, v\hcther originating in the mediastinal
structures, in the lungs, or in the thoracic
parietes.

In a fourth class of cases compression of

the lung is the result of the enlargement of

neighbouring ])arts, other than the thoracic

viscera ; and especially of the abdomen, as in

ascites, and tumours of the liver, spleen, or

ovaries.

Anatomical Characters.—Compression of

the lung may be either general or local, com-
plete or partial. A lung compressed by
pleuritic effusion is found to be reduced in

volume, non-crepitant, dense, but not quite

insusceptible of inflation. The blood is coagu-

lated in the affected lobes, the clot being

often decolorised and adherent to the walls

of the vessels, many of which are impervious,

or altogether obliterated; while the pervious

vessels and the air-cells of the adjacent parts

are distended, and emphysema is produced.

In other cases, the compressed luug proves
to be ansemic, tough, and dry.

In cases of slow recovery from chronic

empyema the lung is often found bound
down and thickened. The thoracic cavity

vacated by the shrunken lung is occupied by
, the displaced heart, and sometimes by the

extension of the soimd lung across the middle

I

line.

Symptoms and Physical Signs.— The
symptoms of compression of the hmg vary
greatly in accordance with its causes, the

rapidity of onset, and the extent and degree
i of compression. If pleuritic effiision be

very rapid, the dyspnoea may be exceedingly
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urgent. After perforation of the pleura with

sudden collapse of the lung, there also occur

acute pain, dry cough, and painful spasms
of the intercostal muscles. The pulse is fre-

quent, feeble, and often irregular. Symptoms,
iiiore or less acute, of inflammation may fol-

low. In other instances the symptoms are

those of hydrothorax, or of intrathoracic

tnt&owc.

The physical signs of compression of the

lung are chiefly those of the associated cause,

such as pneumothorax, pleurisy, hydrothorax,

or intrathoracic tumour ; and partly certain

phenomena characteristic of the physical

condition of the lung itself. The latter vary

considerably with the degree and extent of

compression, but they may be described in

general terms as follows : Either increased

clearness of the percussion-sound over the

area of compressed lung, with tubular or

rarely even tympanitic quality, especially in

children, or in extreme cases of compression

complete loss of resonance ; indefinite, weak,

but occasionally rather blowing or tubular

respiratory sound, sometimes mixed with
scanty, dry, subcrepitant rhonchus; and exag-

gerated loudness and ringing quality of vocal

resonance. A further description of these

symptoms and signs will be found mider the

headings of the various causes of compressioa
referred to.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of compression
of the lung is in general simply the diagnosis

of the condition on which it depends.
Prognosis.—The prognosis depends on the

cause of the compression. Thus in pneumo-
thorax it is unfavourable, though recovery
may take place. In hydrothorax the ulti-

mate prognosis is unfavourable, as it is

usually an evidence of formidable, if not in-

curable, organic disease. In pleurisy, if the

effusion has been rapid, met by prompt
treatment, and uncomplicated with hectic,

complete recovery may take place without
much compression of lung or distortion of

chest ; but incompletely cured plemrisy is

too fre([uently the first incident in the his-

tory of phthisical disease. In empyema the
prognosis is more favourable than in pneiuno-
thorax or hydrothorax.
Treatment.—Little need be said as to the

treatment of lung-compression. It resolves
itself into that of the primary or causa-
tive diseases. Bearing in mind the injury
done to the Imig by compression, effoi-ts

should be made to relieve the Imig before it

has been irremediably bound down. The
early adoption of paracentesis thoracis is tlie

most practical means of gaming this end in

pleuritic effusion. Kemedies calculated to

i-emove effusion and thus relieve the lung
should be given, remembering that the more
speedy the relief given to the lung the more
complete will be the cure. Suitable move-
ments of the chest might be ordered subse-
quently, with the view of promoting expan-
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sion of its walls and of the lung. Nor must
a mention of the value of elevated health-

resorts, the Engadine for instance, be omitted
as a means of promoting the expansion of a
lung which has been compressed.

E. Symes Thompson.

LUNGS, Congestion of.—See Lungs,
Hyperemia of.

LUNGS, Consumption of.— See
Phthisis.

LUNGS, Degenerations of.—Changes
of a degenerative character in connexion
with the lungs constitute an important ele-

ment in some pulmonary diseases, or they

may be the sole morbid condition present.

They are of the following nature :

—

1. Albuminoid.—This is only very oc-

casionally noticed, in extreme cases of

general albuminoid disease.

2. Fibroid.—Changes leading to a more
or less fibroid condition of the piduionary
tissue are of common occurrence, but it is

not always easy to determine whether they
should be regarded as due to a chronic in-

flammatory process, or to degeneration, and
pathologists differ in their views on this

point. As a degeneration, the fibroid change
may be considered as most important in

connexion with emphysema, and it is re-

garded by some authorities as an element
of much consequence in the causation of

many cases of this disease. It also follows

long-continued congestion, and collapse or

compression of the lung from any cause.

Of course much fibroid or fibrous tissue is

found in the lungs in many cases of phthisis,

and in connexion with pleuritic adhesions
and other conditions, but this lesion must
be looked upon mainly as of inflammatory
origin. The effects of these changes are tc

make the lung-tissue firmer and tougher,

but at the same time to diminish or destroy

its elasticity, the elastic tissue being more
or less displaced. Hence, if the lungs be

exposed to any distending force, they cannot
recover themselves properly, and the air-

vc'sicles remain more or less permanently
dilated.

3. Fattij.—This degeneration is also re-

garded by some pathologists as one of the
main elements in originating many cases

of emphysema of the lungs, and also as one
of the essential changes in this disease.

Here, again, the lung-tissue is impaired in

its elasticity and resisting power to dis-

tension, but it is not tougli. Granular fat

may be visible under the microscope.
4. Picimentary.—The lungs become the

seat of more or less pigmentation with
increasing age. They are also markedly
affected in certain occupations in which
carbonaceous or other materials are inhaled.

In so-called brown induration of the lungs
there is an abundance of pigment.
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5. Smile.— The lung-tissue under-^oes

atrophj', with more or less loss of elasticity,

owing to wasting of the elastic tissue with
increasing age, aiul even a fatty degenera-

tion may take place. Hence, in such sub-

jects emphysema is readily set up hy causes
which would have no similar eifect on
younger persons.

G. Sfcondari/.—Under this head may he in-

cluded those degenerative changes which take

place in morbid formations in the lungs, such
as intlannnatory deposits, tubercle, or cancer.

These belong mainly to the fatty or caseous

variety of degeneration, but calcitication may
also occur.

Frederick T. Egberts.

LUNGS, Embolism of.

—

See Ldxgs,
Anaemia of; and Lungs, llirmorrhage into.

LUNGS, Emphysema of.—Synon. :

Fr. F.mplnjsemc du, Poumon; Ger. Lungen-
emphysem.

Defixitiok.—.\n excess of air in the lungs,

whether due to a dilated condition of the air-

sacs, or to the presence of air in the inter-

lobular tissue.

Varieties.—There are two forms of em-
physema of the lungs, namely: A. Vesicular
Emphysema. 15. Interlobular Empht/sema.

A. Vesicular Emphysema. — Vesicu-
lar pulmonary emphysema exists in three

forms. n&me\y,(l) partial lobular; (2) lobular;

and (3) lobar. The last form involves the

whole of a lobe, or the whole of one or both
lungs. The first form is rarely seen alone,

but is generally associated with the second
form, which is very common, and is foimd in

connexion with diseases, such as bronchitis,

which are attended with violent or long-

standing cough. The third form is by far

the most important, and will be more
especially referred to in the present article.

It more fi-equently attacks both lungs than
one, and the lower as well as the upjior

lobes. It is a serious malady, and sometimes
destroys life at an earlj- period. Its features

are characteristic : the lung-substance has a
peculiar doughy feel ; pits on pressure ; is

wanting in healthy crepitation ; and has a
colour very closely resembling that of a calfs

lung. It has been described as 'large-lunged

vesicular emphysema.'
.(Etiology.—Determining causes and me-

chanism.—^Vith reference to the determin-
ing causes of emphysema, there are two
theories, namely, the inspiratory theory, and
the expiratory theory. On the first ^•iew the
dilatation and rupture of the airsacs are

accounted for by the over-distension of the

lungs in inspiration. On the second view
these changes are considered to be caused by
the strain to which the lung-tissue is subjected

in violent expiratory efforts, especially the

act of coughing. It has been thought by
others that emphysema must be looked upon
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as a complemental lesion, arising in couiie-

I

quence of the over-distension to which the

I

healtliy portions of the lungs are subjected

I

in cases of pulmonary collapse. Without
j

entering into any critical examination of the
theories as to the mechanical causes of em-
physema, it may perhaps be sutlicient to say
that there can be little, if any, doubt tliat

the lobular forms of the disease are mainly
l)roduced by exjjiratory efforts, sudi as violent

cough, or blowing wind instruments. They
have their seat in those parts of the lungs
which become most distended by such acts.

With regard to the lobar form of the disease,

however, this explanation of its mechanism
does not suffice. In this affection the in-

spiratory power is that which distends the
lungs. The pulmonary tissue has lost a
portion of its elasticity, it yields to distension,

and no longer reacts perfectly when the
distending power ceases. Further distension

follows; reaction diminishes still more; until

I

at length in some instances the lungs become
greatly enlarged.

In senile cases the loss of elasticity of the

chest-walls aids in preventing the pulmonary
reaction.

Anatomical Char.acters.—In the early
' stages of emphysema there is simply a
' dilatation of the air-sacs ; an increase in the
' size of the alveoli ; and a diminution in the
height of the alveolar walls, which, yield-

ing with the distending cavities, become
partially obliterated. As the disease pro-

gresses, the air-sacs become more distended
and the walls of the alveoli .sometimes com-

' pletely obliterated, so that the air-sacs are

; quite smooth, instead of honeycombed. Then
I follows perforation of the air-sacs --at first

i slight, here and there an oval opening bein;:

discoverable; afterwards the openings become
larger and more numerous. The subsequent
progress of the disease is attended with
further distension of the air-sacs, and rupture
of the fibres of their walls. The openings
thus caused coalesce, until at length the

w-alls are simply represented by membranous
shreds, and even large vesicles may form.

These changes, varying in degree, characterise

all the forms of emphysema. In the lobar

form, however, perforation takes place to a
much greater extent, (/uoad the amount of

dilatation, than in the lobular or partial

lobular form.

The emphysematous lung is anaemic ; and
its blood-vessels become widely separated,

and often ruptured and atrophied. Tlie bron-

chial tubes are sometimes dilated, especially

in old-standing cases, and in these there is

firequently found an increased development
of the circular muscular fibres.

There is a form of lobar emphysema which
is met with in old age, and whicii differs in

some respects from that already described.

The lungs are not so large ; they are imiver-

sallv distended, however, to a greater or less
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extent ; and they present a somewhat
atrophied appearance. Tlie alterations, of

which they are the seat, are probably the

result of those changes which age produces
in the chest-waUs, impairing their elasticity.

This loss of elasticity 'may also affect the

limg-tissue. See Lungs, Atrophy of.

Symptoms.—A constant and generally

gradually increasing dyspnoea is one of the

most iruportaut and most frequent of the

symptoms of emphysema. Cough, with
expectoration, is generally more or less

present. Hsemoptysis is rare, and, when it

does occur, is slight. The jiatient usually

complains of no pain, but of a feelmg of

oppression, or a 'smothering in the chest.'

In severe cases of lobar emphysema
this last symptom and the dyspnoea

are often the only circumstances which
attract the attention of the sufferer to his

malady. In other instances, however, and
especially when the disease is only partial, a

close examination will elicit the fact that

there have been bronchitic symptoms. Few
cases of emphysema exist for any length of

time without the occurrence of asthmatic

seizures. In advanced cases the aspect is

peculiar. Tlie countenance is dusky, leaden,

and puffy. The nostrils are dilated, and
expand widely on inspiration, whilst the

angles of the mouth are drawn down. The
voice is feeble. The whole body has a

cachectic ajipearance, and is sometimes much
wasted. General dropsy often ensues.

A knowledge of the changes produced by
emphysema affords an explanation of the

peculiar character of the respiratory move-
ments and sounds, as well as of the other

physical signs and symj)toms of the disease.

The Ivmgs being the seat of general expansion,

the thorax is kept abnormally distended.

Thus it can imdergo but little enlargement
at each inspiration. As there is no impedi-
ment to the passage of air to the air-sacs,

inspiration is accomplished rapidly. Not so,

however, with expiration. The lung-tissue

has in great measure lost its elasticity, and
reacts slowly after distension ; and this

results in laboured, slow, and ineffectual

efforts to expel the air. Further, as the lungs

are more or less riddled with perforations,

their aerating surface is duninished, and this

necessarily causes dyspnoea whenever any
increased demand is made on the respiratory

function. The quantity of blood circulathig

through the lungs, even from the earliest

stages of the affection, is also diminished

;

and the destruction of the capillary vessels,

which ensues when the disease is more
developed, further decreases the vascularity

of the pulmonary tissue. Hence its pale,

anaemic appearance after death, a circum-
stance M'hich serves to explain how rarely it

is the seat of pneumonic inflammation.
Physical Signs.—Amongst the most im-

portant of the physical signs of emf)hysema

are the following : The upper part of the
chest and the clavicles are prominent ; the
neck seems shortened ; the fossae above the
clavicles are deepened ; there is increased
ciu-vature of the dorsal spine ; and the ster-

num is arched. The gait is stooping ; the
ribs are prominent ; and the intercostal

spaces are depressed. There is indeed a
general increase in the size of the chest,

usuallj' most marked at tlie upper part.

These are the features of the disease when it

is extensive. If partial, or confined to one
lung or part of a lung, the prominence of the

chest exists on one side only, and the other
symptoms and signs are less marked. The
movements of the chest in respiration are
peculiar. The breathmg is for the most part
superior thoracic, but the chest is not much
expanded on inspiration, for tlie lungs are
already inordinately distended. The lower
end of the sternum and the lower ribs are

drawn in during inspiration. In some cases

during inspiration there is marked protrusion
of the abdomen. The respiration presents

other features. The inspiration is short and
quick, and is followed by a prolonged and
often wheezing expiration. Coughing is per-

formed feebly, and expectoration is attended
with difficulty. Percussion and auscultation

elicit important diagnostic marks of the

disease. When it is general, there is in-

creased, and in some instances almost tym-
panitic, resonance over the whole of the chest,

most marked towards the apices of the lungs,

and along their anterior borders; .and in

partial cases almost confined to these spots,

or to one side. The prtecordial region is

generally resonant, owing to the di.stended

lungs coming between the heart and the wall

of the chest ; and the cardiac impulse can
often be felt beneath the lower end of the

sternum. The respiratory murmur is faint,

and characterised by peculiarities which a

knowledge of the anatomical condition of the

lungs and of the chest-walls enables us to

explain. The inspiratory murmur is short,

and is followed by a prolonged expiratory

murmur. This latter is unlike tlie sound
heard in any other affection, and is, in fact,

pathognomonic of emphysema. In some
advanced cases the respiratory sounds are

scarcely audible, if the bronchial tubes are

free from mucus, and no spasm exists.

Laennec described a rale which he thought

was peculiar to emphysema. He called it

rale crepitant sec a grosses biilJes. A rale

such as Laennec described is often heard in

emphysema, but it is not a dry rale. It ia

probably produced in the finest bronchial

tubes, and is a modification of the sub-crepi-

tant rale of bronchitis. Although valuable

in aiding diagnosis when present, 3'et, from
its frequent absence and the difficulty of dis-

tinguishing it from the ordinary sub-crepi-

tant rale, it loses much of its diagnostic

import.
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Complications a\d Sequele.—Bronchitis

is one of the most frequent of the diseases

associated with emphysema of the hmgs. It

is rare for the latter atfection to exist for any
length of time without the supervention of

the former. Broncliitis presents some pe-

culiarities when it atfects an erajjhysematous

lunjj. It is rather the result of con<;estion

than of inrianuuation. It often attacks the

finer bronchial tubes ; and, when severe, is

attended with profuse secretion—a circum-

stance which, coupled with the fact that ex-

pectoration is less easily accomplished than
when the lunf;;s are healthy, seriously com-
plicates the affection, and increases the

danger of death from asphyxia. The inflam-

mation sometimes runs on ver}' rapidly, and
copious purulent or puriform expectoration

occurs. Even when this is the case, an
examination of the tubes after death may
reveal but little vascularity of the mucous
membrane. These severe bronchitic attacks

are very apt to be attended by the formation

of fibrinous clots in the heart and tlie large

vessels arising therefrom. Bronchitis, in a

sub-acute or clironic form, is a very constant
cause of winter cough in emphysematous
patients.

Asthma, occurring with greater or less

severity, is a frequent attendant on emphy-
sema. The attacks come on for the most
part during the night, and may possibly be
due to the congestion of the lungs which
takes place during sleep, or when the body
is long in the recumbent posture. This con-

gestion probably sets up an irritation, which
gives rise to reflex spasm of the bronchial
muscular fibres.

Secondary affections of the heart are con-
stantly met with in advanced cases of em-
physema. Many pathologists have believed

that the right cavities alone become affected;

but more recent observations have shown
that the cardiac disease is not confined to

one side. There is, in extensive emphysema,
a general hypertrophy of the heart, with
dilatation of all the cavities, especially of the

ventricles. But hypertrophy is not the only
change which takes place —valvular disease

is fre(iuently found. The deposits and thick-

ening which occur about the valves are no
doubt secondary to the changes in the mus-
cular walls, and must be attributed to tlie

general malnutrition produced by the dis-

ease. It is not difficult to understand how
it happens that in emphysema there is

general cardiac hypertrophy. The impedi-
ment which exists to the circulation of the

blood through the lungs necessarily gives

rise to an overloaded state of the right side

of the heart ; hence results increased action

of the right ca\-ities. and hypertrophy of their

walls. Again, the overloaded state of the

venous system, and the consequent impedi-
ment to the capillary and arterial circulation,

call for increased action of the left ventricle;
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and this is followed by its dilatation and
thickenmg. There exists also another cause,
which probably has some influence in pro-
ducing this cardiac hypertrophy, namely, the
altered position of the heart. This organ is

pushed downwards, and its impulse is often
felt strongly in the epigastrium. The posi-
tion of the ventricles is tiierefore changed,
and the direction of the axis of their cavities
is altered with reference to that of their great
vessels. This must lead to embarrassment
of the circulation.

As a consecpience of the changes in the
heart and venous system in emphysema,
dropsy often results. Many cases go on for

a long tune without any dropsical symptoms,
whilst in others there is only slight ojdenia
of the legs. In advanced cases, however,
there is frequently general dropsy compli-
cated with albuminuria.

General emphysema is attended in its

progress with symptoms of cachexia and
aneemia. In some cases there is much wast-
ing of the muscular sj-stem, even before
dropsical effusions occur. Further, the pa-
tients often have a sallow and aniemic ap-

pearance, not unlike that met with in renal

and other serious organic diseases. There
has been an impression that emphysema and
phthisis are incompatible diseases, but recent
researches have shown that this view is not
correct. Indeed, in most cases of death from
phthisis, patches of emphysema, involving

the whole or part of a lobule, are met with ;

and doubtless have been produced by the
fits of coughmg so common in the disease.

But the great question is whether tubercular

deposit ever takes place in lungs which are

the seat of lobar emphysema ; and this ques-

tion must be answered in the affirmative,

although the concurrence of the two diseases

is uncommon. Pneumonic consolidation is

very rare in an emphysematous lung.

Pleurisy not infrequently exists in con-

nexion with emphysema ;
pleuritic adhesions

being often found after death. The occur-

rence of pleurisy must, however, be con-

sidered as an accidental circumstance. In
the most extensive cases of emphysema
pleuritic adhesions may not be found.

Pathology.—The pathology of emphysema
involves some important points for considera-

tion. The great question is whether there is

any degeneration of tissue preceding or at-

tending the afiection. When the disease is

partial, and has followed or is attended by
bronchitis, or some other affection in which
there has been violent or long-standing cough,

the emphysema may be the result of mechan-
ical violence, without pre-existing degenera-

tion of the hmg-tissue. ^Vhen, however, it

is of the lobar form, degeneration is probably

the primary step in the affection. The facts

which tend to confirm this view are: (1) tlie

insidious manner in which the disease some-

times comes on, and the development which
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it attains, without any previous history of

violent or long-standing cough
; (2) the

frequency with which it attacks the whole of

both lungs; and (3) its hereditary character.

The exact nature of the degeneration has not

been satisfactorily made out. Fatty matter

has been found in a few instances, but not in

all cases. The degeneration is probably one
primarily involving the elastic fibres and
other structures of the walls of the air-sacs.

Whatever be the nature of the degeneration,

there can be no doubt that lobar emphysema
is a malady resulting from some form of

malnutrition of the lung-tissue. There is

reason to believe, too, that this form of em-
physema is sometimes associated with gout.

Treatment.—This must be referred to

under two heads, namely (1) the treatment

of the disease ; and (2) that of the secondary

affections, which foUow or are associated

with it.

1. Treatment of the disease.—Too little

attention has been paid to emphysema of the

lungs as a substantive disease. Considered

in the main as the result of bronchitic affec-

tions, the treatment has been chiefly directed

to the control of these attacks ; and in regard

to the jiartial forms of emphysema, this is a

most important object. But in reference to

lobar emphysema, if we recognise the fact

that it is primarily due to some degeneration

of tissue, it is obvious that the treatment
should be directed to check, if possible, this

process. It can scarcely be expected that,

when once perforation and rupture of the

air-sacs have taken place, the normal condi-

tion of the lung can be restored. But, whilst

we admit this, it is by no means implied that

the disease is beyond control. That condition

of lung-tissue which precedes the perfora-

tions—the simple distension of the air-sacs

—

admits of great amelioration, and further

degenerative changes maybe, ifnot prevented,
at least mucli retarded.

The main principles of treatment should be
such as guide us in the management of other
constitutional diseases attended with degene-
ration. All measures which tend to invigo-

rate the system, to give tone to the heart, and
to improve the condition of the blood, should
be resorted to. Amongst the remedies for in-

ternal administration the most useful is iron.

It should be given in small and continued
doses. Quinine is valuable, as are also the
various bitters and other remedies for dys-
pepsia, from which emphysematous patients
often suffer. Cod-liver oil is very useful in
some cases. Strychnine has been recom-
mended with the view of improving the tone
of the muscular fibres of the bronchial tubes.

It has not been found useful in this respect

;

nor need we wonder at this, for the disease is

one primarily of the air-sacs, and not of the
bronchial tubes, and, if the muscles of the
latter are secondarily affected, it is rather
with spasm than paralysis. Small doses of

strychnine given for dyspeptic symptoms
may be useful. In some cases iodide of

potassium has apparently been beneficial.

Probably these cases have been associated

with gout.

Breathing compressed air has been strongly

advocated, and no doubt it has afforded in

some cases decided temporary relief, and
good effects are said to have followed its use.

See Air, Therapeutics of.

The regulation of the diet, and the general
management, are most important. The diet

should be nourishing, and a moderate amount
of stimulants should be allowed. The food
should be easy of digestion, and nutritious in

proportion to its bulk. The stomach should
never be overloaded, as that condition will

give rise to dyspnoea. Errors of diet must
be avoided, and the functions of the bowels
should be carefully regulated. Another point

is to give the hmgs as little work as possible,

and to let the patient breathe a pure air. All

violent exercise, or physical exertion of any
kind, must be strictly prohibited ; moderate
exercise is, however, to be recommended.
Moderate walking, yachting, carriage exer-

cise, riding at a quiet pace and on an easy
horse, are important adjuvants in the gene-
ral treatment of emphysema. The condition

of the skin should be carefully looked to :

warm clothing should be constantly worn
;

and the greatest care should be taken to

ward off bronchial inflammation. Residence
during the winter in a warm and dry climate

is to be recommended.
2. Treatment of secondary affections.—

Amongst the most important of the affec-

tions secondary to emphysema is bronchitis.

No depressing measures should be used in

this disease, but such as will promote expec-

toration, and check the secretion of the
bronchial tubes, if, as is very frequently the

case, this be excessive. Ammonia, the various

stimulating expectorants, and iron are the

most valuable remedies, together with mode-
rate co'unter-irritation {see Bronchi, Diseases

of). The dyspnoea attendant on emphysema
admits only of palliative treatment, but is

often greatly improved by the observance of

the rules laid down for the general manage-
ment of the disease. The dyspnoea is always
increased by the presence of bronchitis ; by
the stomach or bowels being overloaded ; and
by the general over- distension of the venous
system, which necessarily ensues as a conse-

quence of the impediment to the flow of

blood through the lungs. Care should be

taken to prevent any flatulent distension of

the stomach or intestines, and to keep up a

good action of the bowels, liver, and kidneys.

For the relief of the asthma which frequently

exists in connexion with emphysema, full

doses of iodide of potassium are often useful.

Stramonium may also be smoked, and other

measures beneficial in ordinary spasmodic
asthma may be tried (see Asthma). In refer-
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ence to the trentincnt of the dropsical

syiii|itonis, which follow as a secondary con-

Keijiieiice of eiiiphvsenia, tlie reader is referred

to the articles Dkopsy ; and IIkaist, IJilala-

tion of.

B. Interlobular Emphysema.— This
condition, in which the excess of air in the

lun^s is contained, not in the air-sacs and
alveoli, but in the connective tissue lietween

the lohulcs. is descrilied under the head of

Emphysema, Subcutaneous, to which article

the reader is referred.

A. T. H. Waters.

LUNGS, Gangrene of.—Synon. : Fr.

Gangrene liu Poximon; Gcr. Liingcnbrand.
Definition.—Death of a portion of the

substance of the lunjfs.

Gangrene of the lungs is of two kinds,

namely, (1) diffused, in which the whole of

one lobe or lung is affected ; and (2) circum-
scribed, in which a portion only of a lobe

undergoes gangrenous change.
^Etiology.—Gangrene is sometimes a re-

Fult of acute pneumonia. It has been known
to follow tJie inhalation of noxious gases.

When it occurs independently of tliese causes

it is an evidence either of extreme constitu-

tional depression, or of pressure interfering

with the circulation and nutrition of the

lung. An aneurysm or mediastinal growth,
pressing upon the main arterial, venous, and
nervous trunks at the root of the limg, is

perhaps the most common cause of ditlused

gangrene ; whereas the more circumscribed
form of the disease is a sequela of acute and
limited pneumonia, cancer, bronchiectasis,

or rapid phthisis in a debilitated subject.

In pulmonary apoplexy gangi-enous change
sometimes occurs, the gangrene being limited

to the portion of limg involved in the origi-

nating extravasation of blood. Pneumonia
caused by a foreign body in the air-passages

is apt to run on to gangrene. The diffused

gangrene that occurs in drunkards an^ luna-

tics, in asthenic fever, measles, small-pox,

and typhus, evidences excessive nerve-i)ro-

stration and loss of nutritive power. In chil-

dren, gangrene of lung sometimes follows

cancrum oris, as well as the eruptive fevers

Anatomical Characters.— The colour of

a gangrenous lung is dark, dirty olive, or

greenish-brown. It is moist or even wet ; .and

either of the consistence of engorged lung,

or softer and more ditHuent. The odour is

that of external gangrene or decomposed
flesh, and is distinctive during life, rendering
the room in which the patient lies horribly

offensive. When scattered patches of gan-

grene occur, there is often in one part a solid

mass of greenish lung-tissue, and in another
a central sloughy or gangrenous cavity, sur-

romuled by a broad riiu of soft infiltrated

lung. The seat of circumscribed gangrene
is usually the periphery of the lung, and the

lower lobes. If a tronchus open into the
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gangrenous patch, inflammation of the bron-
chial membrane is set up. In rare cases the
jilcura is involved, and iiyo-pneumothorax is

induced. Sometimes the ])ulnionary arteries

are found plugged, and more often the bron-
chial arteries. Jn those rare cases in which
recovery takes place, interstitial pneumonia
is set up, leading to encapsulation of the
gangrenous sjtot ; the sloughs are ejected ;

and cicatrisation follows, as in pidinonary
abscess.

In diffuse gangrene the whole of one lung
is sometimes involved. The pulmonary
tissue is then converted into a black, putrid

substance, saturated with blackish purulent
fluid ; or the gangrenous part merges gradu-
ally into oedematous or heimtised tissue.

Embolism, arising from the introduction of

putrid matter into the veins, and leading to

abscess in various organs, may follow either

form of gangrene. Secondary gangrenous
change is frequently met with in other parts

of the same or in the opposite lung.

Symptoms.—It is seldom possible to dia-

gnose gangreneof the lung until tlie purulent
discharge reaches a bronchus and is ejected.

Then the sputa are found to separate speedily

intolaj-ers —a superficial froth,a licpiid middle
layesf, and a lower sediment. The smell of

the sputa and breath is pathognomonic. The
dyspnoea and prostration are usually great.

The physical signs are tliose of softening and
excavation, percussion being either dull or

tympanitic, and loose crepitation being soon
replaced by gurgling and perhaps amphoric
breathing. The passage of the circumscribed

into the diffused form may be traced by
watching the physical signs.

Diagnosis.—Suppurative ulceration of the

bronchial cartilages gives rise to great fcetor

of breath. Sometimes a gangrenous odour
in the breath occurs when the putrefactive

change is limited to the secretions; and it

may be present also in pyo-pneumothorax
wdth internal fistula. These several diseases

must be excluded by a careful estimation

of the history' and the physical signs. See
Breath. The.

Prognosis.—The prognosis of pulmonary
gangrene is hopeless in the diffused form

;

and it should be given very cautiously, even
when the symptoms or signs point to a limi-

tation of the mischief.

Treatment. — Every attempt must be
made to supjiort the strength l>y nourishing

food and stimulants; bark and ammonia,
quinine and acids, iron and cod-live# oil

being indicated. The inhalation of creasote

or carbolic acid in spray may be tried, or of

turpentine given off from hot water.

When a gangrenous abscess of the lung
exists, and it is evident that the passage of

fretid matters through the bronchi is setting

up dangerous irritation, leading to exhausting
discharge, or threatening to poison the sys-

tem, the question of tapping the gangrenous
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cavity should be entertained. The introduc-

tion of a drainage-tube sometimes affords

immediate rehef m such cases. The fcBtor of

breath ceases ; the offensive secretions, being

no longer locked up in the hmg, lose their

putrescent character ; and the relief to the

constitution is great. An accurate diagnosis

is in such cases essential, the danger of the

operation being greatly enhanced if the ab-

scess is at a distatice from the chest-wall,

and if the lung is not adherent to the costal

pleura. The operation should only be per-

formed when there is but little prospect of

recovery without it, but must not be delayed

until the vital powers are too reduced to allow

of ultimate convalescence.

Besides the general treatment which co-

existing disease may require, special atten-

tion must be given to the removal of the

gangrenous odour from the atmosphere of

the room, from the sputa, and from the

patient, who is apt to exhale from the skin

a similar odour to that given off in the

breath. Sulphurous acid, carbolic acid, or

chloride of lime fulfils the first indication

;

Condy's fluid the second ; and this may also,

when diluted, form a useful wash or gargle.

The sulpho-carbolates, when administered
freely, have a distinct value in remo^ang the

foetor fi-om the skin, and maidng the patient

less unapproachable.
E. Symes Thompson.

LUNGS, Haemorrhage into.

—

Synon. :

Extravasation of Blood into the Lungs ; Pul-

monary Apoplexy ; Fr. Hemorrhagie du
Poumon ; Ger. Lungenblutung.
Etiology and Pathology.—In the article

HEMOPTYSIS will be found enumerated the
causes which lead to puhnonary haemorrhage.
In the present article only those extravasa-

tions of blood into the lungs are included
which do not depend upon direct injury to

the organ, or upon exposure and rupture of
vessels in the course of destructive disease

affecting it.

Haemorrhage into the substance of the
lungs may be diffuse, punctiform, or cir-

cumscrihid.

(1) Diffuse pulmonary apoplexy.—The
diffuse extravasation of blood into the hmgs
is an extremely rare condition. Some cases
have been recorded, however, in which it

has arisen from primary disease of a branch
of the pulmonary artery. The lung-tissue is

broken down by the haemorrhage into it

;

and the patient soon succumbs.

(2) Punctiform ha'niorrhage, and (3) cir-

cumscrihed or nodular pulmonary apoplexy,
are not of uncommon occurrence, and are
attendant upon the same morbid conditions
of the lung. Mitral disease—mitral stenosis

especially, but also mitral regurgitation— is

the chief remote cause of these two forms
of pulmonary apoplexy.

In certain purpuric states of system, which
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we need not here specify, punctiform haemor-
rhage in the lungs is possible ; the purpura
much more frequently affects, however, the

pleural surface or bronchial mucous mem-
brane. Mechanical congestion of the lungs,

irom the above-mentioned forms of heart-

disease, is by far the most common condition

upon which this minute and interstitial form
of haemorrhage supervenes, giving rise to no
additional symptoms, but causing consider-

able and pecuhar pigmentation of the lung.

The interstitially thickened lungs acquire

a brownish tint, from the absorption of the
blood-spots, leaving haematin behind ; and
the appearance has given rise to the term
brown induration of the lungs. See Lungs,
Brown Induration of.

Nodular or circumscribed pulmonary
apoplexy is often associated with the pete-

chial hiBmorrhage just described, and, like it,

mostly supervenes upon the mechanical con-

gestion of the lungs arising from heart-

disease. There are two ways in which this

form of haemorrhage may be produced. The
first way is by rupture of capillaries or small
veins under the heightened pressure of the
pulmonary circulation. An effusion of blood
thus occurs, which fills up one or more
lobules, and coagulates to form the dark firm
consolidations so characteristic of the lesion.

Or a branch of the pulmonary artery becomes
obstructed by an embolus, for instance, by a
fragment of coagulum conveyed from the
right auricle, or from one of the systemic
veins (phlebitis, varicose veins) ; and its

territory becomes at once filled with blood,

in the following manner. The pulmonary
arterial vessels do not communicate with
one another, each branching separately to

its capillary distribution ; the pulmonary
veins, on the contrary, inosculate freely,

and, moreover, are not provided with valves.

Thus, when the onflow of blood is arrested

through the obstructed arterial branch, venous
regurgitation through the capillaries from
collateral pressure fills up the precluded
vascular area with stagnating blood, and
the intra-al\eolar tissues become speedily

occupied with its effused corpuscles. In
some cases the vessel may not at first be
accurately closed by the embolus ; the onward
current is then retarded instead of being
quite arrested ; the mechanism is, however,
practically the same.
Anatomical Chabactebs.—A lung that is

the seat of this form of haemorrhage is usually

toughened and heavy. Some hard, and more
or less square, flat surfaces may be felt and
seen raised above the general surface of the

lung, which has shrunk below their level.

The pleura covering such patches is darkened
in colour, and presents flakes or granulations

of lymph, impairing its translucency and
smoothness. On making a vertical section

through one of the surfaces, it is found to

form the base of a more or less conical mass.
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wliich lifts a (inn ilamson-cheese-like section,

ftiiil is blmriily detincd from the surrouuiling

tissue. In its axis is seen a branch of the

pnhiionary artery, occupied by partially

altered clot. There is usually some staining

of the pulmonary tissue innnediately sur-

rouniliuf,' the apoplectic nodule, from imbibi-

tion. Such hiemorrhagic nodules vary greatly

in nnmbtr and size; there are usually several

in each lung, of about the size of a walnut

;

but one may occupy a whole lobe. They
also vary in appearance according to the

date of their occurrence ; their colour, at first

that of dark blood-clot, passes through ])ale

chocolate or catechu tint to yellowish-red or

pale yellow, as the colouring matter becomes
gradually absorbed. The whole extravasa-

tion may be gradually and completely ab-

sorbed, leaving the restored lung but little

damaged ; or a shrunken tibrinons deposition

or blood-cyst, with surroiuidmg induration,

more rarely a calcareous centre, may mark
the site of former ha-morrhage. It should
be added that these extravasations, although
generally near the pleural surface of the

limg, are not always so, but may occur deeply
in its substance ; they occur more frequently in

the right lung, and generally in the upper lobe.

Symptoms. — Amidst the distressing symp-
toms which are attendant upon the concUtions

leading to pulmonary apojilcxy, it would be

ditlicult to single out any diagnostic of this

special lesion. An exacerbation of dyspnoea
already terrible enough, or a sudden failure

of pulse, may perhaps be noted. Dark scanty
Inemoptysis is, however, the pathognomonic
sign, the frothy mucous expectoration con-
taining some streaks, or small clots, of dark
coagulated blood. Some circumscribed
patches of duhiess, with bronchial breathing
and neighbouring crepitation, may perhaps
be made out, especially in the mammary
and mid-axillary regions.

Pkognosis axd Treatment.—These lesions

are among those which often close the scene
ill the heart-disease to which they are acces-

sory; and are therefore irremediable. Some-
times when, from any cause, their occurrence
appears to have been hurried forward ; when
the lividity is great, the dyspnoea urgent,
an<l yet the disease is not of long duration ;

wet-cui)ping or bleeding from the arm will

certainly give great temporary relief, and
perhaps avert immediate danger.

R. Douglas Powell.

LUNGS, Hydatids of.-SvNON. : Fr.
Kystes Hydatiques clti Foumon; Ger. Lun-
generhinococcus.

Definition.— .\ disease due to the presence
of hydatids in the lungs.

.liTiOLOGY.— Hydatid cysts in the lungs
rarely occur in this country as a primary
disease of these organs, but they are not
infrequently met with as an extension of
disease from the liver.
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The general causes of hydatid disease are
elsewhere discussed, but the circumstances
which determine the localisation of the
hjdatid are not clearly ascertained. In
Australia, where the affection is very com-
mon, it is met with sometimes in the lung
without any other organs being affected ;

although, in many cases in which the lungs
are diseased, evidence of the existence of the
same disorder elsewhere is not wanting. Of
100 cases, the liver was the organ atTected

in 70, the lung in 12. The great prevalence
of the disease in Melbourne is said to be due
to drinking from water-holes freiiuented by
sheep, and from eating watercress or un-
cooked salads containing the ova of the
parasite.

Anatomical Characters.—The general
anatomy of hydatid disease will be found
in the article describing this parasite (see

Entozoa). Single sacs of acephalocysts are

by far most usual, varying in size from a
pigeon's egg to a man's fist. Sometimes the
upper and sometimes the lower lobes are

the seat of the cysts. They are developed in

the interstitial pulmonary tissue ; as growth
proceeds, the neighbouring parenchyma is

converted into fibro-cellular tissue, and under-
goes obsolescence. The parent sac, containing

the echinococci, is adherent to the surround-
ing tissue.

If the parent sac be destroyed by inflam-

mation and consequent suppuration, a com-
munication is established between the cavity

and the bronchi, through which the daughter-
cysts may be ejected

;
just as in more com-

mon instances they may escape from the

liver after perforating the diaj>hrngin and
lung. Not infrequenth' the piilmonary sac

communicates with a similar sac in the

liver. It is natural to infer in such cases

that the disease originated in the liver.

Indeed, it has been stated that primary
hydatid of the limg is unknown.
Symptoms and Physical Signs.— Hydatids

may exist in the lung for a considerable time
without giving rise to any noticeable symp-
toms; but as the tumoiu- enlarges and presses

upon the surrounding tissues, ha-moptysis

occurs, as also bronchitis, pneumonia, .or even
gangrene. Sometimes the cysts perforate the

l)leura and cause pneumothorax, or make
their way through the diaphragm into the

abdominal cavity. The more usual course is

the converse of this, namely, that a hydatid
of the liver exists perhaps for years ; causes
abdominal distension ; and eventually dis-

charges its contents through the dinplira;,'m

into a bronchus ; then expectoration of blood

occurs, with gooseberry-like ' skins,' varying
in size from a nut (in which case the c.\st

may be expelled whole) to an orange (in which
case the sacs are shrivelled and empty), and
causing sutTocating cough during expulsion.

If the site of the tumour be superficial,

altered breath-sounds and percussion-note
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may be observed ; but if it be deeply seated,

the physical si<;ns may escape detection. If

bronchitis or pneumonia be set up, the signs

and symptoms of these disorders mask those

of the originating disease. Often the symp-
toms are like those of rapid phthisis, namely,

cough, muco-purulent expectoration, haemo-

ptysis, night-sweats, and emaciation. The
meaning of these symptoms is apparently

confirmed by the physical signs, namely,
dulness on percussion ; absence of breath-

sounds, or prolonged expiratory murmur;
and, when the cysts burst, gurgling and
pectoriloquy. Unless the daughter-cysts or

booklets are expectorated, there is nothing

to point unmistakably to the nature of the

disease. "When perforation of the diapliragm

occurs, hepatic symptoms or those of pleurisy

supervene. The patient looks anxious; the

featiu'es are collapsed; the skin is clammy
and livid ; the extremities are cold ; incessant

paroxysmal cough occurs, with vomiting

;

and by degrees sallowness and jarmdice

make their appearance. Symptoms of acute

jineumonia may occur—of consolidation,

followed by excavation; the expectoration

being at first rusty, then bile-tinged, muco-
purulent, and fwtid, and containing, besides

shreds of lung-tissue, entire cysts or portions

of them.
Diagnosis.—It may be difficult to dis-

tinguish a large hydatid cyst from pleuritic

effusion, as the limg may be displaced, the

chest bulges, and the intercostal spaces

become prominent and fluctuating. The
rounded outline of the dull space, the ab-

sence of acute symptoms, the history of

gradual onset, the absence of aegophony and
of alteration of physical signs on change of

posture, will guide the decision ; and an ex-

j)loratory puncture, which gives exit to a

clear, saline, non-albuminous fluid, contain-

ing possibly booklets or fragments of cysts,

will confirm the diagnosis. The conduction
of the heart-somids and impulse, and the

tense unyielding condition of the bulged side

on palpation, may lead to the suspicion of

mediastinal tumour ; but in the case of

hydatids there is seldom any visible venous
engorgement, or laryngeal or oesophageal

pressure-sign, as in aneurysmal or other

mediastinal growths. There is, moreover,
generaUy a freedom from cachexia or con-

stitutional distui-bance. In circumscribed
abscess the neighbouring lung is rarely so

free from disease as in hydatid.

Prognosis.—Although the symptoms may
be so severe as to threaten immediate death
from suffocation, recovery occurs in at least

half the cases in which hydatid disease

begins in the lung, and one -third of those
in which it spreads from the liver. If the

cyst is allowed to burst of itself, recovery
takes place in from 30 to 40 per cent, of

cases. But the mortality is greatly reduced
by early tapping.
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Treatment.—Palliative treatment must be
directed mainly to the mitigation of pain and
other urgent symptoms. Cui'ative treatment
consists in destroying the vitality of the cyst.

If the fluid contents are drawn off, or allowed
to escape, the death of the hydatid may occur,

or inflammatory action may be set up, lead-

ing to suppuration. If the fluid re-collect

and pressure-signs recur, iodine or other

stimulating fluid may be injected. The
iodide and bromide of potassium, wiih ka-
mala, have gained among Australian phy-
sicians reputation in these cases, especially

when combined with the use of the trochar.

E. Symes Thompson.

LUNGS, Hypersemia of.

—

Synon. :

Congestion of the Lungs ; Fr. Hijperemie dti

Poutnon ; Ger. LrmgenJiypei-dmie.
Definition.—Excess of blood in the lungs,

whether local or general.

Varieties.—Pulmonary hypera;mia may
be active, passive, or obstructive.

The morbid appearances and symptoms
are different in these three kinds of hyper-
aemia, and they may, therefore, be best con-

sidered separately.

A. Active Hypersemia of the Lungs.
Synon.: Active Congestion; Active Affluxion.

Definition.—A determination of blood to

the lungs.

Anatomical Characters.—Active hyper-
semia, or congestion, may affect any portion

of the lung, which remains crepitant and
little changed, save that it is more crimson
in colour, and contains slightly more blood

than natural. The condition is indeed rather

a vital or physiological one ; and, as in active

hyperiemia of the skin, may present no post-

viortcin appearances. On section, however,
the limg usually exudes some frothy serum,
tinged with blood ; and sometimes, especially

when the hyperemia is local and arises from
collateral stress of circulation, there is found
haemorrhage into the lung. The mucous
membrane of the bronchial tubes is minutely
injected, or it may be quite natural in ap-

pearance.
Etiology.—The causes which produce

inflammation of the lung wiU also produce
active hyperaemia, namely, cold, irritation,

adjacent inflammation, &c. Increased action

of the heart during violent effort or excite-

ment, whether from inental emotion or from
drink, will produce the same effect. It is

said that the pressure of blood in the pul-

monary artery increases more rapidly than
that in the aorta during exertion (Colin).

Haemoptysis from pulmonary hyperaemia is

commonly produced by the excessive imbi-

bition of stimulants. Predisposition, either

hereditary or in consequence of present

disease, renders these last-named causes

much more readily operative. Obstruction

to the passage of blood through one portion

of the pulmonary system of vessels, for ex-
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ample, by embolism, or by dcstnu-tioii of

capillaries, will cause increased collateral

activity of circulation. Sudden suppression

of menstruation may cause active determi-
nation of blood to the luns;s. Sudden dinii-

nutiun of the atmospheric pressure witiiin

the chest, as durin;^ violent inspiratory efforts,

whilst the trachea is closed, for instaTice, in

croup, laryn«;isnuis, or whoopinf,'-cough, rnay
cause active determination of blood to the

lungs.

Ei'KiccTS.—Several important effects may
be produced by active hyperiemia of the

lungs. Hiemorrhago is rarely extensive,

unless there be attendant organic lesion

present. Active hyperiemia of the lung
constitutes the first stage of exudative or

croupous pneumonia, with fibrinous exuda-
tion into the air-cells. Pubnonary oedema
may result from the excessive blood-pressure,

the serum exuded being frothy and blood-

tinged. Vesicular catarrh is not so dis-

tinctly a consequence of hyperiTmia, with
which, however, it is often associated.

Symptoms.—The symptoms of active pul-

monary hyperaemia are dyspnea; more or
less pyrexia ; cough ; and sometimes copious
hicmoptysis, in which case precedent organic
disease must be suspected. The rusty sjjuta

of the first stage of pneumonia is that most
typical of pulmonary hyperemia.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis would rest

mainly upon the suddenness of attack, and
the evidence of a sufficient determining
cause, with or without predisposition.

Prognosis.—Active hyjienemia, save in

some eases of collateral atllux, is necessarily

a transient affection, subsiding in a few
hours, or passing on to iufianmiation.

Treatment.—The first point in the treat-

ment of this condition is to secure absolute
rest in bed, with silence, and removal of all

causes of excitement. Derivatives ; mustard
or linseed poultices to the chest; perhaps
cupping, or even blood-letting ; warmth to

the extremities ; saline purgatives ; and a
low diet, without stinnilanis, may all be
employed. The special cause of the hyper-
a!mia should be treated. As a rule, astrin-

gent medicines should be avoided. Digitalis

is useful to calm the circulation, especiallj'

after excitement from alcohol. If the pyrexia
be very marked, pneumonia may be expected,
and saline diaphoretics are especially indi-

cated.

B. Passive Hyperaemia ofthe Lungs.
Synon. : Passive or Hy])ostatic Congestion.

Definition.—An incomplete stagnation of

blood in the lungs.

^Etiology.— Passive or hypostatic con-
gestion of the Itmg is a condition of hyper-
aemia affecting by preference the most de-

pendent parts of the lung. Failure of heart-

power, an inability to propel the blood clear

through the pulmonary capillaries, is the

chief cause of this condition. In states of

exhaustion from low fevers, especially typhua
and typhoid ; after severe surgical opera-
tions ; in extreme old age; or towards the
end of prostrating illness, this failure of
heart-power, and consequent stagnation of
blood in the lower parts of the lung, usually
the bases, is apt to supervene, and is one of
the common modes of death. An altered
condition of the blood, so as to render its

passage through the capillaries more diffi-

cult, is also stated to be a cause of this fonu
of congestion of the lungs and of other
organs. In uremic and icteric conditions,

and in the febrile state, the blood does not
pass through the capillaries with the same
facility as in health, and hypostatic conges-
tions are more apt to occur. Finally, when
the vessels have lost their tone, and the
heart fails in power, gravitation exercises its

influence in attracting the blood to the most
dependent parts.

Anatomical Characters.—Passive hyper-
aemia almost always affects the bases of both
lungs, although often not in an equal degree,

the difference depending mainly upon the
position of the patient during the last days
of life. The affected lung is dark-coloured,
and engorged with dark blood. Its tissue is

more or less deeply stained with i)lood, and
is less crepitant than natural, yielding also

more readily than natural under the pressure

of the linger. If thoroughly washed, how-
ever, in a gentle stream of water, the lung-

texture will be found to be but little altered.

This condition very readily passes into a
low form of pnoimionia, and thus portions of
the lung may be found consolidated, having
much the appearance and consistence on
section of a congested spleen (splenification,

hypostatic pneumonia). The bronchial tubes

and pleura are affected by post-viortem
staining.

Symptoms.—The sv'mptoms of this form of

congestion of the lungs are lividity, especially

of the lips and extremities; and quickened
shallow breathing; superadded to those of

extreme prostration. Dulness on percussion,

with enfeebled breathing and moist crepitant

rale, are found over the bases of both lungs,

but in greatest extent on that side to which
the patient has been inclining.

Treatment.—Passive hypertemia of the
lungs being never the primary affection, and
always being a sign of fading power, its

treatment consists in vigorously supporting
the patient by alcoholic stimulants fre-

quently administered, and with nutritious

food. Nutritive enemata are often of great

value. In all exhausting diseases this con-

dition should be anticipated, and warded off

if possible by timely supjjort and stimulants,

and above all by fre(]uently turning the

patient from one side to the other, thus call-

ing in the aid. rather than permitting the

hindrance, of gravitation to the circulation

through the lungs. Of medicines, ammonia.
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ether, bark, and quinine are of the greatest

value ; and musk, sumbul, and lavender may
be useful adjuncts.

C. Obstructive Hypersemia of the
Lungs.— Synon. : Mechanical Congestion.

Definition.—Hypers&mia from obstruc-

tion to the escape of blood from the lungs.

JMechanical congestion of the lungs is a con-

dition differing essentially from either of the

two preceding.

^Etiology.—The origin of this form of

hyperemia is purely secondary and mechani-
cal, and is included in that of the primary
disease. The obstruction may be at the

mitral valve, as in mitral stenosis or regur-

gitation ; or, again, the obstruction may be
at the left ventricle, when this caviiy is

dilated and imperfectly emptied, as in the

advanced stages of constrictive or regurgitant

aortic disease. Whether there be an abso-

lute narrowing of the blood-channel between
the pulmonary and systemic circulations

—

that is, at tlie mitral orifice or at the com-
mencement of the aorta ; or whether, from
enlargement of the mitral orifice or from
disease or injury of its valve, regurgitation

be permitted, so that each contraction of the

right ventricle is met and opposed, more or

less, by a counter rush of blood from the left

ventricle— in any case, and still more in the

combination of two or more of these causes,

it is clear that the pulmonary circulation can
only go on at an increased pressure by the

contraction of the right ventricle becom-
ing more vigorous ; and that hyperaemia
must result from the damming back of the
blood through the pulmonary veins.

Of the causes named, mitral constriction is

that which leads most simply to obstructive

hyperiemia of the lungs.

Anatomical Chakacters.—It is obvious
that obstructive hypersemia is of general

distribution, affecting the whole of both lungs.

The result of the heightened blood-pressure

from increased force of injection into the

lungs, to overcome an impediment to the
escape of blood from them, is most felt in

the pulmonary capillaries. These capillaries

gradually become lengthened, tortuous, and
dilated even to three times their normal
dimensions (Kindfieisch). From chronic en-

gorgement of the lungs, the nuclei of the
interlobular areolar tissue and of the connec-
tive tissue sturrounduig the minute vessels

and bronchi, and pervading the parenchyma,
proliferate. The thickened and tortuous capil-

laries intrude upon the air-spaces ; and, the
elasticity of the lungs being also impaired,
their vital cai)aeity is dimmished. It is stated

that the muscular fibres, which proceed from
the bronchial terminations to form loops
upon and encircle the infundibula, become
hypertrophied (Rindfieisch), thus, perhaps,
compensating for a diminution in the more
mechanical elastic property of the lung.

.Sometimes minute haemorrhages take place

into the parenchyma of the limg ; sometimes
larger escapes of blood fill the alveoU of cir-

cumscribed patches (pulmonary apoplexy).

The total result of the intimate changes de-

scribed is an uniform increase in the size

and weight of the lungs, with an increased
density and toughness. On section, the lungs
are found to be more pigmented and solid-

looking than natural, sometimes of abrownish
hue (brown induration) ; they are, however,
crepitant throughout, except here and there,

where they may present the firm, dark,

damson-cheese-like section, fading to brown-
red, of recent pulmonary apoplexy. There
may be some oedema present. The pul-

monary arteries and veins are enlarged and
congested ; and the bronchial mucous mem-
brane is usually the seat of chronic catarrh.

Patches of atheroma are frequently to be
seen in the larger branches of the pulmonary
artery.

Symptoms.—Dyspnoea and cough, both
brought on or increased by effort, with pal-

pitation, and oppression or tightness, usually
referred to the epigastrium, are the most
constant symptoms of obstructive hypersemia
of the lungs. Patients suffering from this

condition have repeated attacks of bronchial
catarrh, and haemoptysis is of common occur-

rence. The litEmoptysis may be consider-

able, but more usually the expectoration is

streaked with blood or contains small dark
coagula.

This form of hyperaemia commonly occurs
before middle life, during the usual period of

mitral heart-cUsease. The signs of heart-

disease, and most often of constriction of the

mitral valve, are present. The subjects of

this affection are often undersized and badly
nourished ; the pigeon-breasted type of chest

being common, especially in those cases in

which the disease manifests itself early in

life. Small, frequent pulse ; more or less

lividity of hps ; and other signs and symp-
toms of the cardiac disease, of which the

pulmonary condition is the consequence, are

to be observed. A fine mspiratory crepitant

rale over the lungs may be heard. During
tiie repeated bronchial catarrhs, with in-

creased jDulmonary hyperaemia, to which such
patients are especially jjrone, all symptoms
are much aggravated.

Diagnosis.—The existence of obstructive

heart-disease suggests the presence of corre-

sponding hyperaemia of the lungs. The fine

crepitant rale and the haemorrhagic symptoms
and signs more positively point in the same
direction.

Prognosis.—The prognosis rests chiefly

upon the heart-condition present. Increasing

frequency of catarrhal complications, and
especially of hemoptysis, shows the turning

of the balance against the patient. The con-

dition may in favourable cases continue for

years, especially when dependent upon simple
constriction of the mitral valve.
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TuKATMKNT. —The treatniont is essentially

thiit of tiie heiirt-discase ; witii the avoidiinci?

of all causes which quicken respiration, and
whiih tend to produce catarrhs, to which
these patients are so especially prone.

R. Douglas Powell.

LUNGS, Hypertrophy of.

Dkfinition.— Enlar<,'onieiit of the hnif^s

with increased finictional power. A con-

dition only clinically met with as a com-
pensatory allec'tion of one lun;;, or of a por-

tion of one lunji. to make up for more or less

loss of pulmonary tissue by disease.

.IvnoLOdv AND Pathology.—The process

by which hypertrophy of the hmg comes
about is almost a mechanical one. Destruc-
tive disease having removed a large portion

of one lung, or permanent collapse or block-

ing of such portion having occurred from any
cause, the diminished power of the affected

lung to occupy its apportioned space in the
chest-cavity during inspiration, is compen-
sated for by an increased expansion of the
healthy lun<r, together with a certain recession

of the softer parts of the chest-wall on the
atlected side. The increased expansion of

the healthy lung encourages an increased
afflux of blood, and an increased current of

blood is at the same time propelled through
it, owing to the partial obstruction to circu-

lation through the diseased lung. These
changes taking place gradually, the increased

function and increased attlux of blood are,

in accordance with our experience of simi-

lar conditions in other parts, attended with
increased nutrition of the lung, and a true
hypertrophy of it is thus little by little

established.

Hypertrophy of the lung, therefore, is not

a diseased condition, but an excessive develop-

ment in conse(iuence of injury to some other

portion of the same or of the opposite lung.

Its occurrence may be best noted during the

gradual absorption or removal of a jileural

efinsion, which has long compressed the op-

posite lung. Any disease, however, which,
after destroying or placing in abeyance a cer-

tain proportion of one lung, becomes arrested,

tends to cause hypertrophous development of

the remaining lung. Chronic pneumonia,
cirrhosis, arrested phthisis, and atelectasis in

the child, arc the chief diseases of the kind.

^Vhile disease is actively progressive, the
conditions present—namely, fever, anorexia,

and pleuritic pains— are unfavourable to the
extra-development of the sound lung ; but
when these unfavourable conditions subside,

the hypenrophy proceeds with great rapidity,

and may be established in a very few months.
The eBVct of the rareiied air of moimtainous
regions is to develop the natural capacity and
function of the lunijs.

AXATosucAL Characters.—An hypertro-

phied huij; is larger and heavier than natural

;

and its anterior and inferior margins are
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thick and rounded, and are found to extend
beyond their normal thoracic limits both
laterally and interiorly. The texture of the
lung is tirnior and more resilient than usual;
and it is plentifully supplied with blood. The
air-cells are slightly enlarged, but not ob-
viously dilated. On microscopic examina-
tion the nutiition of the alveolar walls and
ca])illaries is found to be perfect; there being
neither the thinning of tlie alveoli, nor tlie

excessive growth of tibrous tissue met with
at ditVerent stages of so-called 'hypertrophous
emphysema.' Nor are the capillaries tortu-

ous and dilated, as in the indurative 'hyper-
trophy ' of the lung from heart-disease.

Extent of lutiff affected.—We have con-
sidered, for the sake of simplicity of descrip-

tion, those cases in wliich the whole of one
lung is hypertrophied, and such cases are
very common. But a single lobe of a lung
may become hypertrophied, the seat of the
hypertrophy depending ujion the seat of the
disease to which it is compensatory. How-
ever, unless the pulmonary destruction is

limited and circumscribed, other conditions
come into pla%-, and we are more likely to get

emphysema tlian hypertrophy. It may be
said tlien that hypertrophy of the lung is (at

least so far as we can appreciate it clinically)

a one-sided affection, except in those cases in

which it has been occasioned hy some general
external cause, as rarefied air.

Physical Signs.—The side on which is

the hypertrophied lung is expanded, both
relatively (the opposite side being usually

flattened and contracted) and absolutely.

The nipple-level is raised. There is increased

percussion-resonance over the side, extending
across the median line, so that sometimes the
line of resonance indicating the inner margin
of the enlarged lung will reach the mid-
clavicular vertical line of the opposite side.

The lower limits of resonance are also ex-

tended ill front and behind. The respiratory

murmur has that peculiar coarse vesicular

character, with somewliat prolonged expira-

tion, which is known as ' puerile ' or ' exag-
gerated ' respiration. The heart is more or

less displaced towards the contracted side,

and the displacement is often apparently in-

creased by the heart becoming on tlie one
side covered by the expanded lung, and on
the other side unduly exposed by the reces-

sion of the diseased lung. This is especially

the case when the hypertrophy affects the

left lung. There are no morbid soiuids

heard over the enlarjjed lung unless (as in

I

many cases of phthisis) it becomes or has
been afTeeted bj' disease. With the expansion
of the lung the general symptoms improve,
and the dyspncua lessens.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis must be made
between hypertrophy of the lung ; hypertro-

phous emphysema; and mere dilatation. The
unilateral nature of the hypertrophy ; its

arising sccondarilv to some disablement of
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the opposite luiig ; the absence of preceding
or present general bronchitis or asthma ; to-

gether with the observation of its occurrence

being commensurate with improvement in

the condition of the patient, are the main
features distinguishing it from large-limged

or hypertrophotis emphysema. Nor could
the puerile breathing of hypertrophy be easily

confounded with the short, weak, or inaudible

inspiration and wheezy prolonged expu'ation

of emphysema. In persons of broken-down
constitution, with contractile disease of one
lung, the opposite lung may become dilated,

and assume the shape and dimensions of

hypertrophy ; but the breathing of the patient

does pot improve, the respiratory somids are

enfeebled, and it is clear that the condition

present is one of emphysema rather than true
hypertrophy.

Prognosis.—The prognosis is always pro
tanto favourable to the patient, the hyper-
trophy being an important element of his

recovery.

Treatment.—Compensatory hypertrophy
of the lung is a condition carefully to be
encouraged, when all active sj'mptoins

attendant upon the original disease are past.

Mild courses of calisthenics, and a temporary
sojoiu-n at some elevated health-resort during
the warm season, are inost valuable, if not
attempted too soon. Abundance of fresh air

throughout the year, with the careful avoid-
ance of fresh catarrhs, such as may be
obtained by spending a winter and sf)rmg or
two seasons in the South of France, in Ital^',

or at Madeira ; or a well-planned sea-voyage
to Australia, are the most useful retjuisites

diuring the months of convalescence. A
generous unstimulating diet is indicated, and
tonic remedies and cod-liver oil are useful,

more especially in the early stages of the
wished-for hypertrophic development.

E. Douglas Powell.

LUNGS, Induration of.

—

See Lungs,
Inflammation of.

LUNGS, Infarction ot—See Lungs,
Haemorrhage into.

LUNGS, Infiltrations of. — Certain
morbid formations in the lung assume the
arrangement of an infiltration, the tissues,
especially the interlobular cellular tissue,

being permeated with the morbid material.
In some instances it involves even the epi-
thelial cells. The best examples of this mode
of distribution are observed in connexion
with certain cases of pulmonary fibrosis ; in
infiltrated cancer; and in those forms of
disease where the lung-tissue is the seat of
a deposit of substances introduced from with-
out, being inhaled in various occupations,
such as carbonaceous matter and coal-dust,
stone-grit, iron-filings, particles of cotton or
Wool, and other materials. Albuminoid dis-

lungs, inflammation of

ease, and some forms of pigmentary change
also present a kind of infiltrated arrange-
ment. These conditions need not be further
considered here, as they are discussed in their
several appropriate articles.

Frederick T. Roberts,

LUNGS, Inflammation of.— Synon. :

Pneumonia; Fr.Pwejiwiowie; Ger.Lungenent-
ziindung.

Definition.—The term ' pneumonia ' has
been employed simply to designate inflamma-
tion of the lung-tissue. Inflammatory pro-
cesses in the lungs, however, occur under
such diverse circumstances, and are accom-
panied by such diverse clinical phenomena
and histological changes, that ' pneumonia

'

used in this sense includes widely different

diseases.

Varieties —Pneumonias are divisible into
the following varieties ; A. Acute Pneu-
monia ; B. Secondary Pneumonia ; C.
Broncho-, Catarrhal, or Lobular Pneu-
monia ; and, D. Chronic or Interstitial
Pneumonia. In addition to these there
are those intense and concentrated forms of
pulmonary inflammation which lead to the
formation of abscess.

There are certain other forms of lung-
consolidation which have sometimes been
described as pneumonic, but which are really,

for the most part, non-inflammatory in their

nature, and will, therefore, be only briefly

alluded to in the present article. These
are : (1) that condition of collapse and hy-
Ijeraemia, mainly due to weak inspiratory
power, feeble circulation, and gravitation,

which is so common in the more dependent
portions of the lungs in many acute and
chronic diseases. (2) Consolidations of the
lung resulting from mechanical congestion
and embolism, such as are met with in cer-

tain diseases of the heart.

The several varieties of pulmonary inflam-
mation must now be considered separately,
in the order just indicated.

Pulmonary abscess is separately described.
See Lung, Abscess of.

A. Acute Pneumonia.— Synon.: Fr.
Pneumome Aigu'e; Ger. Croupose Pneu-
monic.— This is pneumonia par excellence.

It is the disease to which the writer would
be inclined to restrict the application of the
term. It is sometimes termed croujxms
pneumonia, from the supposed resemblance
of the histological process to that of croup.
It is also known as lobar pneumonia, inas-
much as a large area of the lung is usually
involved in the inflammation.

Definition.—Pneumonia may be described
generally as an acute disease, characterised
clinically by sudden onset, severe febrile

symptoms, cough, expectoration, and dys-
pnoea ; by the physical signs of pulmonary
consolidation ; and by a rapid abatement of
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the general syiniitoms between the fourth

and tenth days. Anatomically it in cliarac-

tcrisod by an acute intlaniination of the lung-

tissue, and by the accumulation of the in-

tlaunnatory products within the alveoli, which
jiroducts consist, in the main, of a libriuous

exudation and leucocytes.

.ETioLoay.

—

Aye.—No age is exempt from
pneumonia. It is met with between the ages

of one and five years. Here, however, it is

liable to be confounded with broncho-pneu-
monia and with collapse of the lung, so that

the results of statistics are less reliable at

this than in the subse(|uent periods of life.

It may be stated, notwithstanding, tliat pneu-
monia is less common during infancy than has
been generally sujiposed, and that amongst
tlic pneumonias which are so frequent durmg
this period of life the broncho-catarrhal forms
preponderate. After the age of five years the

liability to pneumonia diminishes, but it again
becomes exceedingly frequent between the

ages of twenty and forty, during which period

the liability to the disease reaches its maxi-
mum. It is also quite conmion in old age.

Sex.—In adults ^uore males than females
suft'er. This is probably owing to tlie former
being more exposed to atmospheric inlluences.

In earlj' lite tliis difierence does not obtain.

Socinl position, d-c.—Pneumonia is more
common amongst the poor and badly fed. and
amongst those whose occupation necessitates

an irregular mode of life and great exposure,
than amongst the upper classes of society.

Constitution, and health.—Those who are

constitutionally weak, and those whose vitality

has been impaired by intemperance, insuffi-

cient food, anxiety, overstrain, or other causes,

are more prone to the disease than the strong
and vigorous.

Climatic influences.— Conditions ofweather
and climate are probably the most important
of all known agencies in the causation of
pneumonia, and ' catching cold ' is the most
common exciting cause of the disease. The
influence of cold and damp in increasing the
liability to acute infiammatory diseases of
the chest is well known. This influence is

marked in pneumonia, although to a much
less extent than in bronchitis and pleurisy.

Pneumonia is more connnon in tenqierate

climates than in those regions which are

characterised by great heat or extreme cold.

Climates and seasons which are lial)le to sud-

den changes of temperature, and winds from
the north and north-east, appear to be espe-

cially favourable to the development of this

disease.

Epidemic influences and contagion. —
Pneumonia sometimes prevails epidemically

;

it is occasionally endemic in a house ; and
under certain circumstances, at present un-
known, evidence tends to sliow tiiat it may
be communicated from one person to another.

Such facts tend to support the view—the

most probable in the present position of our

knowledge —that some micro-orgunism Ih con-
cerned in the causation of the disease.

Septic causes. — Sewer-gas emanations
appear to play some part in the causation oi
certain cases of pneumonia. Such cases are
said to dilVcr somewhat in type from ordinary
pneumonia, and have been IvTined pifthcijenic.

Previous diseases. — Pneumonia, as is

well known, often occurs in those who are
the subjects of other disease. It is im])ossi-

ble to speak with certainty as to the ndation
which subsists between tJio pneumoni:i and
the disease in the course of which it super-
venes. In some cases it may be merely an
accidental complication ; whilst in others the
previous disease may exercise more or less

influence in the causation of the ]uteunionia.
Most of the pidmonary consolidations, how-
ever, which occur in the course of otiier dis-

eases do not belong to the category of true
pneumonia, but are either local intlannna-
tions, caused by some abnormal state whidi
the pre-existing disease has induced, or con-
ditions of hyperiemia and collapse, in which
an inflammatory process plays but little

part.

Exciting causes.—In many cases of acute
pneumonia evidence of the existence of any
exciting cause is entirely wanting. Of dis-

coverable causes, that wliich is most common
is a sudden chill, or, less frequently, more
prolonged exposure to cold and damp. Ex-
cluding cold, no conditions can be mentioned
which \\A\c any marked influence in deter-

mining the disease.

Anatomical Characters.—The changes
occurring in the lungs in acute pneumonia
are commonly described as consisting of three
stages :

—

1. Stage of engorgement.— This is the
stage of inflammatory hypera-mia and a'dema,
and it is characterised microscopically by over-

fulness and slight tortuosity of the pulmonary
capillaries, and by swelling of the alveolar

epithelium. The lung is of a dark red colour

;

it is heavier and less crepitant than natural

:

it pits on pressure ; and its cut surface yields

a reddish, frothy, tenacious liquid.

2. lit'd hepatisation.—Here tliere is an
exudation of liquor sanguinis and blood-cor-

puscles. The exuded liquids coagulate within

the alveoli and terminal broncliioles, the
coagulum enclosing numerous white and a
few red blood-cor{)uscles. The alveolar epi-

thelium is swollen and granular. It is stated

by some German patliologists that the coagu-
lum is in part produced by certain changes
in the epithelimn like those believed to ocewr
in croup. The lung is now much heavier

than in the preceding stage, and is increased

in size, so as to be often marked by the ribs.

It is quite solid ; sinks in water ; and cannot
be artificially inflated. It is remarkably
friable, breaking down with a soft granular
fracture. The cut surface has a markedly
granular appearance, seen especially when
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the tissue is torn, and due to the plugs of

coagulated exudation-matter which fill the

alveoli. The colour is of a dark reddish-brown,

often here and there passing into grey. This

admixture with grey sometimes gives a mar-
bled appearance. The 'pleura covering the

solid lung always participates more or less

in the intlammatory process. It is opaque,

hypera?mic, and coated with lymph.
3. Grey hcpatisation.—This stage is cha-

racterised by a continuance of the process of

inflammatory cell-emigration, and by more
marked changes in the epithelium. The
white blood-corpuscles continue to escape

from the vessels, and the alveolar epithelium

becomes more swollen and granular. The
alveoli thus become more completely filled

with young cell-forms, so that the fibrinous

exudation is no longer visible as an indepen-

dent material. Many of these cells, especially

those in the vicinity of the alveolar walls, are

larger than leucocytes, and nucleated. These
are evidently the alveolar epithelium. The
fibrinous exudation now disintegrates, and
the 5'oung cells rapidly undergo fatty meta-

morphosis. The alveolar walls themselves,

with few exceptions, remain throughout the

process unaltered ; although very occasion-

ally, when this stage is unusually advanced,

they may be found here and there partially

destroyed. Ov\ing to these changes, the red-

dish-brown colour of the lung becomes altered

to a greyish or yellowish white. The granu-

lar appearance is much less marked ; the

solid tissue is much softer and more pulpy
in consistence ; and a puriform liquid exudes
from the cut surface of the organ. This stage,

when advanced, has been termed ' suppura-
tion or purulent infiltration ' of the lung.

Although these three stages of the pneu-
monic process have been described as succeed-

ing one another in orderly succession, it must
be remembered that each stage does not
occur simultaneously throughout the whole of

the affected area of the lung. The changes
advance irregularly, so that whilst one por-

tion of the lung is in the stage of red
hepatisation, another maj' be in the grey
stage—hence the mottled, marbled appear-

ance of the consolidation. The rapidity with
which the several stages succeed one another
is also subject to marked variations. In some
cases the pneumonic consolidation very
rapidly becomes grey, whilst in others the

time occupied in the transition is much
longer. These differences will be again
alluded to when considering the clinical his-

tory of the disease.

Terminations.—The natural and almost
invariable termination of the histological

process is in resolution—the lung gradually
returning to its normal condition. This is

effected by the fatty and mucoid degenera-
tion, and consequent liquefaction, of the in-

flammatory products which have accumu-
lated within the alveoli. As the liquefaction

proceeds, the circulation in the alveolar walls

is gradually restored ; the softened products

are removed by absorption, and to a much
less extent by expectoration ; and the limg
ultimately regains its normal characters. The
other exceptional modes of termination in

gangrene, abscess, and chronic i^neuntonia

will be alluded to subsequently.

Site.—The local lesion in pneumonia is in

the majority of cases limited to one lung.

When double, one lung is usually involved

before the other. The right lung is more
commonly affected than the left. The part

of the lung usually involved is the lower lobe

(about 75 per cent.). The consolidation may
extend upwards and implicate the whole
lung. Pneumonia of the upper lobes is more
frequently double than basic disease. It is

quite rare for the ymeunionic process to com-
mence in two different portions of the lung.

"When the consolidation is met with in both
lungs, or commencing in the upper and middle
lobes, the pneumonia is often a secondary
affection, and has supervened in one whose
health has been previously injured, as by
alcohol ; and such distributions of the local

lesion should always make the physician

look carefully for evidence of pre-existing

disease.

Pathology.—The old view that pneumonia
is a simple local inflammation accompanied
by a symptomatic pyrexia, would appear to be
no longer tenable ; and although a complete
pathology of the disease must await farther

investigations, the present position of our

knowledge makes it in the highest degree
probable that it is a generalinfective disease,

closely allied to the acute specific fevers, of

which the lung-inflammation is the charac-

teristic local lesion. What is known of the

SBtiology of the disease, the absence of any
constant relation between the local inflamma-
tion and the intensity of the fever, the
' typical ' course of the fever, the fact that

the disease is incapable of being produced by
mechanical or chemical injuries of the lung,

and, lastly, the discovery of peculiar micro-
organisms, aU tend to support this view of its

pathology.

Micro-organisms.—During recent years

certain organisms have been described by
various observers in connexion with jjneu-

monia, which are supposed to be the causes

of the disease. Friedliinder demonstrated
the almost constant presence in the exuda-
tion and lymphatics of the lung of oval, short

rod-shaped cocci, contained in oval capsules,

from two to four or more in each capsule.

Subsequently Friinkel and Weichselbaum
described the presence in pneumonic lungs
of another ' capsule-coccus,' the diplococcus

pneumonia;. This consists of round or oval

cells, usually in pairs, but often in chains.

This coccus is believed by Baumgarten to

be constantly present in the pneumonic lung,

and it is also found in the blood. Whether
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either of these organisms is to be rejrarded as '

a cause of the disease, or only as an accidental

parasite, is at present quite uncertain, the

results of culti\a(ion and inoculation being

thus far inconclusive. But, as already stated,

the present position of our kiiowledj^e points

to the probiibility of some si)ecific or^janisni

or organisms bciiip concerned in the causa-

tion of the disease. Sec Micuo-organisjis.
Symptoms.—The onset of pneumonia is in

the majoritj' of cases sudden, not being ac-

companied by any premonitory symptoms.
Much less frequently, certain premonitory
symptoms precede the more severe phenomena
which characterise the invasion of the disease.

These sjTnptoms include general malaise,

headache, chilliness, pains in the back, and
loss of appetite.

Invasion.—The invasion in adults is, in

most cases, announced by a risor, much
less frequently by vomiting. This rigor is

more marked in pneumonia thnn in almost
any other disease. It is usually single, and
is rarely repeated, either at the commence-
ment or in the course of the illness. In old

subjects the rigor is very frequently absent,

and in children its place is often taken by
convulsions or vomiting. The rigors or other

phenomena marking the invasion of the dis-

ease, together with the attendant pyrexia,

are usually (juickly followed by symptoms
pointing to the lung-affection. These symp-
toms commonly supervene in the course of

from twelve to twenty-four hours, although
in exceptional cases not imtil after the lapse

of two or three days. The earliest of them
are pain in the side, dyspnaa, and cough.
These more local symptoms, together with
the pyrexia, acceleration of pulse, thirst, and
prostration, gradually develop up to the

second day of the disease, by wliich time
(and sometimes before this) the pulmonary
lesion is usually sufficiently advanced to yield

uneciuivocal physical signs. The general
aspect and symptoms of the patient are now
tolerably characteristic. The flushed and
sometimes dusky face, anxious expression,

hurried breatliing, hot skin, rapid pulse, short

frequent cough, and marked prostration,

supervening quickly upon the well-marked
initial rigor, indicate prettj- clearly the nature
of the disease.

Fain.—The pain in the side, which is in-

creased by deej) inspiration and by cough,
usually corresponds in situation with that of

the affected lung, although it is occasionally

experienced in other parts. This symptom
may occur coincidently with the rigor, al-

though it more commonly succeeds it. In
quite exceptional cases it precedes it, being
the first symptom noticed. The pain is due
to the implication of the pleura in the in-

llammatory process ; and its severity conse-

quently varies considerably according to the

extent and situation of the pulmonary lesion.

When this is confined to the central por-

tions of the lung, pain may be entirely

absent.

Jifispiratory plirnomcna.— Increased fre-

quency of respiration, dyspna<a, and cough,
are early and prominent symptoms. The
respiration—usually regular— ranges from
30 to 50, and in children reaches even to 70,

whilst the pulse may be only from UO to 120.

This perversion in the pulse-respiration ratio

is important in diagnosis. The breatliing is

shallow ; inspiration is abrupt ; and, when
the pain in the side is severe, respiration is

sometimes irregular. The accelerated respi-

ration is accompanied by marked expansion
of the alee nasi, and by more or less dys-

pnoea. There is, however, no definite re-

lation between the last-named symptom
and the frequency of the respiratory act.

Owing to the pain, and to the freiiuency

and ditliculty of breathing, speech may be
interfered with, and is often rendered ex-

ceedingly difficult. Cough is an almost con-

stant symptom, except in the very old. It

is short and hacking, rarely paroxysmal like

that of bronchitis. It is usually in the early

stages attended with severe pain in the side,

so that the patient endeavours to repress it.

The cough is usually attended by expectora-

tion ; but in children and the old expectora-

tion is often absent, and occasionally such is

the case at other periods of life, even through-

out the whole course of the illness. The sputa
of pneumonia are very characteristic. They
are viscid, glairj', and remarkably tenacious,

so that they cling to the month of the patient,

and adhere closely to the sides of the vessel

containing them. In colour, they present

various shades of red, brown, and yellow,

owing to the admixture of blood. The ap-

pearance so well-known as ' rusty ' is that

most commonly met with. Sometimes they

are much more diffluent, and of a dark purple

colour, somewhat resembling jirune-juice.

The characteristic sputa are usually met with

on the first or second day of the disease, but

their appearance is often preceded by a frothy

a(?rated expectoration, like that of bronchitis.

The amount expectorated is small, and some-
times the pneumonic is associated with more
or less of the frothy catarrhal sputa through-

out the whole of the disease. During the

period of resolution the sputa become less

viscid, and more catarrhal in charactei-, and
they usually contain small i>article8 of black

pigment. The histological elements met with

in the sputa are leucocytes, red blood-cells,

and altered epithelium from the alveoli and
air-passiiges; and towards the decline of the

disease, fat-granules, jiigment, and occasion-

allj' fibrinous masses, which are casts of the

alveoli and terminal bronchioles.
'

Puhe.—The pulse in adults usually ranges

from 90 to I'iO, and may be even more fre-

quent. It is commonly uiuch more rapid

in children, and less so in the old. In the

early stage of the disease it is often full
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and strong, but soon becomes smaller and

easily compressible. It may be irregular,

intermittent, or dicrotous. The smallness

of the pulse is probably due partly to dimin-

ished cardiac power, and partly to the di-

minished amount of blood which is propelled

from the left ventricle, owing to the over-

loading of the right cardiac cavities which

results from the obstructed circulation in the

lungs.

Pyrexia.—The pjTexia of pneumonia is

continuous, with slight morning remissions

and evening exacerbations. The temporature

rises very suddenly, with the invasion of the

disease, to from 102'' to 105° F. ; and this

high temperature is usually maintained until

the period of crisis. This sudden rise and
maintenance of a high temperature is very

characteristic. The amount of elevation

varies in different cases. As a rule, it does

not exceed atiout 104° or 105° F., but

temperatures of 107° have been Ijnown to

terminate favourably. In fatal cases it may
reach 109° shortly before death. The maxi-

mum temperature is usually met with on the

second or third day of the disease, but it

occasionally occurs immediately before the

crisis. The daily variations are usually as

follows : The temperature is lowest abmt 7

or 8 A.M. In the forenoon, or somewhat
later, it commences to rise, and attains its

maximum in the early evening. It then falls,

but a slight exacerbation occasionally occurs

again at midnight, after which it gradually

falls. The difference between the highest

and lowest temperatures is usually not more
than 1° F. The pyrexia runs, for the most
part, a uniform course until the period of

crisis, when the temperature falls rapidly, in

the manner to be hereafter described ; but in

exceptional cases the course of the fever is

much more irregular.

Nervous system.—Headache, restlessness,

and sleeplessness are almost always promi-
nent symptoms in pneumonia. Slight de-

lirium is also common, especially towards
evening, when the jiyrexia is at its maximum.
Sometimes the delirium is more marked and
violent. It constitutes a more prominent
symptom in the old, and in the debilitated

and intemperate. In drunkards it is con-

stantly present, and here it often assumes
the character of delirium tremens. Convul-
sions are common in childi-en, especially at

the period of invasion. They are rare in

the adult. These nervous symptoms are

sometimes so prominent as to mask the

nature of the disease.

Digestive organs.—The symptoms of pneu-
monia referable to the digestive system are

sitnilar to those met with in other severe

febrile diseases. There is thirst, with loss of

appetite. The tongue is more or less thickly

coated with a white fur, and it tends in severe

cases to become dry and brown. Herpes
usually makes its appearance about the lips,

and sometimes on other parts, from the second

to the fourth day of the disease. Vomiting,
which is a common symptom of invasion, is

an occasional complication, as is also diar-

rhoea ; constipation, however, is the rule.

Sometimes there is slight jaundice.

Urine. —The quantity of urine is consider-

ably diminished, and its specific gravity in-

creased, so that abundant urates are dej^osited.

The excretion of urea is greatly increased, and
it may amount to as much as seventy-five

grammes in the twenty-four hours. The uric

acid is likewise augmented. The chlorides

are much diminished, and during the height

of the disease may entirely disappear. Slight

temporary albuminuria is perhaps more com-
mon in pneumonia than in almost any other

acute febrile affection. The amount is usually

in direct proportion to the severity of the dis-

ease. Bile-pigment is occasionally met with.

Physical Signs.—The earliest physical

signs of pneumonia are usually discoverable

within forty-eight hours of the invasion of

the disease. They often appear within twelve

or twenty-four hours ; but occasionally, when
the local lesion is deeply seated, nothing ab-

normal is to be detected until the third or

fourth day. It will be well to describe them
in the order in which they commonly make
their appearance. The tiine occupied in their

evolution will vary according to the rapidity

with which the several stages of the pneu-

monic process succeed one another ; and it

must be remembered that only some of them
are usually observed in practice. In a large

number of cases, bronchial breathingand some
impaired resonance (the two signs most fre-

quently met with) are the only abnormal
signs discoverable.

The earliest abnormal physical signs are

due to the pain caused by the movement of

the affected side ; to the hypersemia of the

pulmonary capillaries ; and to the commen-
cing exudation into the air-vesicles. The
respiratory movements of the side are more
or less impaired. This is partly owing to

pain, and partly to diminished elasticity of

the lung-tissue. The breath-sounds are

usually somewhat weak and harsh, but not

distant ; although, as stated by Stokes, they

are occasionally in the earliest stage harsher

and louder than natural. Percussion during

this stage is usually not markedly altered.

The resonance, however, in the upper portions

of the chest is sometimes appreciably tym-
panitic in quality. The vocal fremitas is in-

creased. The most important sign, however,
of the congestive stage is fine cre2)itation.

This rale consists of a number of fine, dry,

crackling sounds, following one another in

rapid succession, which were aptly compared
by the late Dr. C. J. B. Williams to the sounds
produced by rubbing the hair between the

fingers close to the ear. It occurs during the

later period of this stage, when the process of

exudation from the pulmonary capillaries is
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coinmpncitig to take place. Its jtroduction is

prolmMy iluo to tlie j)artial nt;t,'liitiiuiti()n of

the walls of the air- vesicles, and their forcible

separation duriiifj the inspiratory act.' The
rale is almost exclusively limited to inspira-

tion. It is intcnsitied by deej) inspiration and
also by cough, and it is sometimes necessary
to make the patient coup;h in order that it

may be produced. A precisely similar rale

is often heard with deep inspiration in por-

tions of the luM^' which have been imperfectly

expanded. Such impoifeet expansion is com-
mon in the posterior parts of the huiffs of

patients who have been confined to bed from
acute or chronic disease, and in whom, owing
to nuiscular weakness, inspiration is incom-
pletelj- performed. The rale produced under
these circumstances is distini;niished from
pneumonic crepitation inasmuch as it com-
pletely disappears after a few deep inspira-

tions ; whereas the pneumonic rale, wlien
j

once established, persists until the consolida-

tion of the lung is tolerably complete.
The pliysical signs of the stage of hepatisa-

tion are due to the more or less complete
consolidation of the lung. The fine crepita- I

tion which characterised the later periods

of the preceding stage continues during the

process of consolidation, but ceases as the

filling of the air-vesicles becomes complete ;

although it may often still be heard at the

confines of the more firmly consolidated lung.

It occasionally happens, however, when the
consolidation is very rapidly induced, that no
crepitation is heard throughout the course of

the disease until the period of resolution.

The situation of the cardiac impulse is not
altered. The vocal fremitus is usually in-

creased. To this general rule, however,
there are exceptions, and it not infreipiently

happens that it is tmaltered. and it may
I

even be comj)Ietely absent. This diminution
|

in tlie vocal fremitus is sometimes due to the '

blocking of the smaller bronchi with the in-
i

flammatory exudation, but more frequently

it appears to result from an accumulation of

mucus. In the latter case it may sometimes
be restored by cough. Coincidently with
the increase of vocal fremitus there is usually

increased vocal resonance, and sometimes '

whispering pectoriloquy (Walshe and Wilson
j

Fox). Thepercussion-soundnow ismuchmore
j

deficient in tone, and it is often more or less

amphoric. There is also a great increase in

the sense of resistance, but neither the dul-

ness nor the resistance is so marked as in

pleural effusion. In basic disease, percussion
mider the cla\'icle often yields a distinctly

amphoric note, whilst the lower portions of

> This sound is well illustrated by that emitted
in the crackling of bubbles in a viscid liquid such
as beer poured into a glass. The sound may be
explained by supposing that a thin layer of the
viscid fluid is drawn across the orifice of the air-

vesicle during inspiration to form an operculum,
which is immediately ruptured.

—

Editob.

the chest maybe almost absolutely dull. The
auscultatory' sign of this stage is lironchiul

breathing. This is nsuully renuirkably super-
ficial, high-pitched, and nutallic in quality
(tubular breathing). Sometimes, however, it

is less metallic and softer (diffused blowing
— Walshe). These respiratory phenomena,
like the vocal resonance and fremitus, may
be absent over larger or smaller areas of the
consolidated lung, owing to the obstruction
of the bronchi by catarrhal secretion. The
slight i)lcurisy which constantly accompanies
the pneumonia is rarelj' susceptible of physi-
cal demonstration during tliis stiige. This is

probably owing to the immobility of the solid

lung. During the period of resolution, as
expansive power returns, friction-sounds are
occasionally audible.

Resolution usually commences in those
portions of the Inng which were the last to

become consolidated. The most important
and the earliest of the signs of resolution is

the return of crepitation. The crepitation,

however, differs from that met with in the
earlier stages of the disease. It is larger,

coarser, and more liquid in character

—

redux
crejritation ; and its liquid character gradually
increases until it may become distinctly

bubbling. AVhen resolution is very rapid,

redux crepitation may bo absent (Wilson
Fox). The bronchial breatliing now loses

its metallic ringing quality ; the percussion-
dulness gradually disappears ; and the re-

spiration regains to a great extent its normal
characters.

The commencement of resolution and of

the improvement in the physical signs occa-

sionally takes place coincidently with the es-

tablishment of crisis ; but more commonly it

is not observed until from twenty-four to

forty-eight hours after the temperature has
reached the normal standard. The time
occupied in the completion of resolution

varies. Sometimes all physical signs almost
completely disappear in twenty-four hours.

Usually, however, resolution is less rapid,

and marked signs of consolidation remain
for periods varying from two or three days
to two weeks. A slight amount of dulness

and some weakness of respiration often per-

sist at the posterior and inferior portions of

the lung for even still longer periods. This
is especially the case if the pneimionia is

complicated with pleurisy. NVhen marked
signs of consolidation exist after the third

week, there always exists more or less prob-

ability that the pneumonic process may be-

come chronic.

CODRSE AND TERMINATIONS.

—

The SVmp-
toms which have been described continue
with often increasing severity up to about the

end of the first week, sometimes longer, when
there is usually an abrupt subsidence of the

pyrexia

—

crisis, and the disease generally

terminates in rerovcnj. In other cases death

occurs either before or after the crisis. The
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disease may also terminate in gangrene of the

lung : in pulmonary abscess ; or in chronic

pneumonia. Tliese several modes of termi-

nation must be considered separately.

Complete recovery.— Tliis is the most com-
mon termination of pneftmonia in young and
liealthy adults, and the improvement usually

begins with the crisis. The time at which
this crisis takes place, as indicated by the

sudden fall of temperature, varies from the

third to the twelfth day. In the majority

of cases it is on the fifth, sixth, or seventh

day ; occasionally as early as the third day ;

and sometimes it is prolonged into the middle

of the second week.
The supervention of the crisis in pneumonia

is sometimes indicated by a change in the

pulse, which becomes softer, and somewhat
irregular in force and rhythm. The most
marked phenomenon attending it is the

abrupt fall of the bodj' temperature. This

fall usually begins late in the afternoon or

evening ; and the temperature very often

reaches the normal standard in from sixteen

to twenty four hours, usually within forty-

eight hours ; the morning remission and
evening exacerbation occurring during the

period of defervescence. The temperature
not infrequently falls 1^ or 2° F. below nor-

mal, and may remam so for two or three

days. Occasionally a marked increase in

the pyrexia is observed immediately before

the commencement of defervescence.

With the fall of temperature all the symp-
toms rapidly improve. The skin becomes
moist and often perspires profusely. The
amount of urine increases. The respiration

falls in frequency ; and, to a less extent, the

pulse. The cough becomes looser, and the

expectoration more copious. The sputa gra-

dually lose their tenacity and rusty colour,

and become more bronchitic in character

;

they are now usually mingled with more or

less black pigment. An improvement in the
physical signs is sometimes observed at the

same time ; more commonly, however, this

does not take place till one or two days later.

The patient often falls into a deep sleep, and on
waking, with the exception of gi-eat weakness,
declares himself pretty well, and begins to ask
for food. In some cases, however, the amount
of prostration following the crisis is so great

that the return to heaUh is more gradual

;

and a condition of collapse may ensue, which
often terminates in death. There is a liability

to diarrhoea at this period which it is all-im-

portant to bear in mind.
In the majority of eases pneumonia

Germinates abruptly in the manner above
described. Sometimes, however, the tein-

perature falls more gradually—by lysis ; and
recovery is more protracted. Defervescence
may not be complete till the end of the
second week. The critical fall of tempera-
ture is occasionally interrupted by more or
less marked exacerbations, due either to the

implication of fresh portions of the lung, or

to the supervention of one of the complica-
tions to be hereafter alluded to.

In some cases, after the occurrence of

crisis, there is a slight return of fever of a
hectic type. This irregular fever, which may
last from three or four days to a fortnight,

is probably due to the contamination of the
blood by the absorbed pneumonic products
(Parkes). Lastly, a distinct relapse may occur
after the completion of crisis ; but the relapse

is in most cases shorter and less severe than
the primary attack.

Death.—When pneumonia terminates
fatally, it usually does so towards the end
of the first, or quite at the beginning of the

second week, and often after crisis. Death
is commonly due mainly to failure of cardiac

power, and partly to apnoea. Apntea is the
least important element in the causation of

dissolution. The danger from it increases

with the extent of lung involved, and it is

consequently usually greater in double than
in unilateral disease. Failure of cardiac

power is undoubtedly the most important
means by which pneumonia destroys life.

There are several conditions in tlie disease

which tend to damage the contractile power
of the heart. First and foremost of these is

that damage to the tissues generally which
occurs in all acute febrile, and especially in

acute infective, diseases. This damage is

prominent in pneumonia, which, although a
disease of short duration, is severe whilst it

lasts. Then, again, the condition of the lung
itself constitutes another element tending to

damage the contractile power of the heart,

and especially of the right ventricle (Juer-

gensen). The lung-consolidation not only
presents more or less obstruction to the pul-

monary circulation, and hence necessitates

increased action on the part of the right

venti'icle; but, owing to the diminished re-

spiratory surface, this ventricle is obliged to

do more work in order that the proper
interchange of gases may be effected in the
lungs.

Such being the modes by which pneumonia
tends to destroy life, it will be readily under-
stood that the earliest and most important
signs of unfavourable augury are on the side

!
of the circidation. The pulse becomes more
frequent, small, irregular, and often dicro-

tous. The frequency of the respiration, the

dyspnoea, and the cyanosis increase. The
cough becomes feeble and ineffectual. Owing
to the engorgement and failure of power
of the right ventricle, general pulmonary
oedema usually supervenes, so that moist
rales are audible at both bases. The ex-

tremities become cold, and there is often

profuse perspiration. The mind wanders,
and a condition of partial coma supervenes
before the close. In some cases a rapid rise

of temperature takes place before the fatal

termination, whilst in others there may be
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a considerable fall in the thorniometer. In
those exci'ptioiiiil cases in whicli pneumonia
tends to become more or less chronic, death
may occur din-iiij^ the third or fourth week.
Death may also result from the complica-
tions.

Gangrene.—This is quite rare. It is most
common in chronic drimkards, and in tliose

of deliilit;ited constitution. Its occtuTence
appears to bo due partly to blockinj; of vessels,

and partly to the intluencc of septic inHam-
matory products. It is usually limited to a
small area of the pneumonic lun^; and is

either dilViiso, or becomes limited by a zone
of inllamed tissue. It commonly supervenes

late in the disease ; and the most reliable

sif^ns of its occurrence are marked fittor of

the breatli and the expectoration, and great

prostration. Portions of limg-tissue are occa-

sionally found in the sputa. Ganj^rene is

almost invariably, but not necessarily, fatal.

See Lungs, Gangrene of.

Abscess.—This is also very rare. See
Lungs, Abscess of.

Chronic jmeumonia.—Acute pneumonia
in very exceptional cases becomes chronic,

and leads to induration of the lung.

Varietiks.—The clinical phenomena of

pneumonia are occasionally somewhat difler-

eiit from those which have been described.

Variations are met with resulting from
ditTerence.s in the individual, and in the
a'tiological factors concerned in the disease.

The following varieties must be alluded to:

—

(rt) Latent 2^>'(^'("'onia-—Pneumonia has
been termed latent when the characteristic

symptoms of the disease are absent, or but
little pronounced ; or when they are masked
by some other clinical phenomena. It is

in the pneumonia of the aged that marked
latency is so often observed. Here invasion

may be unattended by rigor or other jtro-

mment symptoms. The elevation of tem-
perature is much less than in adults. Cough,
expectoration, pain, and dyspnd'a may be
completely wanting. If cough be present,

the sputa often do not present the rusty
tinge, but are simply transparent or muco-
purulent. Slight pyrexia, with some increased

frequency of breathing and prostration, may
be the only symptoms present. This latent

course of pneumonia it is important to bear
in mind, as it indicates the necessity of

making a most careful jihysical examination
of the chest in all febrile illnesses of the

aged. In the pneumonia of drunkards and
of young children, also, the accompanying
nervous phenomena may be so prominent
as to mask the nature of the disease.

(b) Asthenic {tijphoid) jmeumonia.—When
pneumonia occurs in those who are debili-

tated by previous disease, by the abuse of

alcohol, by age, by privation, or other causes,

the phenomena of invasion are usually not

pronoimced, and symptoms of intense pro-

stration occur early. In many respects the
76

course of the disease closely resembles that
which has been just described as so common
in the aged. The initial rigor and pain in

the side are often observed ; but cough is

slight ; and the expectoration, instead of the
rusty-brown tmt, may present a dirty-brown
or prune-juice appearance. Various symp-
toms of an asthenic type soon become pro-

minent ; the most important of which are
low delirium, alternating with stupor : tre-

mors ; and paralysis of the siihincters. The
tongue is brown ami dry; sordes form on the
teeth ; the pulse is exceedingly rapid and
feeble; and there are often slight jaimdice and
albmnimnna. Death usually supervenes some
time during the second week of the disease.

After death the lung is usually found to be
less firmly consolidated and less granular
than in sthenic forms of pneumonia. The
stage of grey hepatisation in some cases is

exceedingly advanced, constituting what has
been termed ' suppuration ' of the lung
(Sturges).

('•) Intermittent pneumonia.—An inter-

mittent variety of pneumonia is sometimes
njct with in malarial districts, which a]>pears

to be one of the results of malarial infection.

According to Grisolle, it occurs in intermittent

and remittent forms. The former is charac-
terised mainly by the complete intermissions

which occur in the pyrexia. The temperature
falls suddenly at the end of twenty-four
hours; profuse sweating occurs; and the

physical signs of the pneumonia almost en-

tirely disapiiear. A return of the pyrexia
and physical signs takes place at the expira-

tion of twenty-four or forty-eight hours,

followed by another intermission, and this

by a third or fourth, the disease presenting

either a quotidian or a tertian ty|)e. Both
lungs are liable to be involved. In the re-

mittent form there is a much less complete
disappearance of the physical signs during
the remission.

{(i) Pi/thogcnic pneiimovia.—This term has
been applied to certain cases of pneumonia,
in which sewer-gas emanations appear to be

concerned in the causation of the disease.

Such cases are said to be characterised by
a more prolonged and fluctuating pyrexia
(Douglas Powein. Some of the cases thus

described are probably pyiemic.

Complications.— Plcurisi/.— Pleurisy of

slight intensity, and imaccompanicd by
effusion, is, as already stated, almost invari-

ably met with in pneumonia over those por-

tions of the hmg which are consolidated.

This is natural to the disease, and cannot
be regarded as a complication. Pleurisy of

greater Intensity, and attended by effusion,

occurs in from ;") to I'y per cent, of the

cases. Si^'us of effusion are not usually dis-

coverable before the third or fourth day of

the disease. The amount of li(iuid varies

with the extent of the lung-consolidation.

When this is considerable, iimilving nearly
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the whole lung, there is but little room for

effusion. The supervention of pleurisy does
not commonly materially modify the course

of the disease. It may, however, protract

the period of defervescence. Its influence in

interfering with the disappearance of the

physical signs has been already alluded to.

When pleurisy occurs on the side opposite

to the pneumonia it constitutes a more
dangerous complication.

Bfonrhitis.—This is also a common com-
plication, esjiecially in the aged and in young
children. Many cases, however, which have
been described as pneumonia, associated with
bronchitis, have doubtless been cases of

broncho-pneumonia. The bronchitis almost
invariably afl'ects both hmgs. Its superven-
tion is attended by an increase in the cough
and in the amount of expectoration. When
it involves the smaller tubes it constitutes a
serious complication.

Pericarditis.—This is much less frequent.

It may result from the dii-ect extension of

the inflannnatory process from the pleura.

When extensive, it is a grave complication,

and greatly increases the mortality.

Jaundice.—A slight yellowish tinge of the

conjxinctiva, and even of the skin, is not in-

frequent in pneumonia, and has no clinical

significance. It is probably in most cases

owing to the congestion of the liver which
results from the impeded pulmonary circu-

lation—the distended portal veins pressing

upon the bile-ducts. Much more extensive
jaundice is also occasionally met with, which
appears usually to be due to duodenal catarrh,

and is attended by gastric symptoms. In
other cases, especially in asthenic forms of

the disease, a non-obstructive jaundice some-
times occurs, resulting from changes in the

red blood-cor] iiscles. This is commonly
associated with nervous symptoms, such as

stupor, delirium, and a tendency to collapse,

which are of grave prognostic import. See
Jaundice.

Parotitis.—This is a very rare and exceed-
ingly serious complication. According to

Grisolle, it is usually unilateral ; the inflam-

matory process is very acute; and commonly
leads to suppuration or gangrene.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of pneumonia,
usually easy, is sometimes attended with
difficulty. Although it cannot be made with
absolute certainty prior to the appearance of
physical signs of pulmonary consolidation,

in the majority of cases a very confident
opinion can be formed as to the nature of
the illness in the earliest stages, before such
signs are discoverable. The phenomena
which are of the most diagnostic value at

this early stage of the disease are the pyrexia,

the altered j)ulse-respiration ratio, the pain
in the side, and the cough. The sudden and
rapid rise of the bodily temperature, which
usually reaches its maximum in forty-eight

hours, is very characteristic ; such a rapid

attainment and maintenance of a high tem-
perauu'e being perhaps more common in
pneumonia than in any other disease (Wilson
Fox). Of the other symptoms, the increased
frequency of respiration, and esj)ecially the
alteration in the pulse-respiration ratio, are
of the most valuable diagnostic import.
AVlien physical signs of pulmonary consoli-

dation are discoverable, which they usually
are within forty-eight hours, the diagnosis
becomes certain.

Difficulties in diagnosis may arise in those
cases in which the local process in its earlier

stages is deeply seated. Here, characteristic

physical signs may be wanting for four or

five days, during which time some doubt may
exist as to the nature of the disease. In the
aged the disease so often runs a latent coin-se,

that its existence may be easily overlooked
tmless a careful examination be made of the
chest. Then, again, in the intemperate its

nature may be masked by delirium and other
nervous symptoms.
The diagnosis of pneumonia from other

diseases of the lungs is rarely difficult. The
disease with which it is most liable to be con-

founded is pleurisy ; and when a pleural

effusion complicates pneumonia, some care
may be required to avoid error. In pleurisy,

however, there is not, as a rule, such a sudden
and rapid attainment of a high temperature
as in pneumonia ; and when effusion has
taken place, the physical signs are in most
cases sufficiently distinctive. In pleural

effiision the displacement of the heart ; the
absolute dulness and sense of resistance on
percussion ; the weak and distant character

of the respiration ; and the diminished vocal

fremitus and resonance, contrast with the

signs of pulmonary consolidation.

Another disease with which pneumonia
may be conformded is that somewhat rare

form of very acute phthisis, in which a large

area of the lung becomes rapidly consolidated

—the consolidation being often in the main
indistinguishable histologically from that met
with in pneumonia. Here, however, although
the whole lung may be involved, the disease

usually commences in the upper lobes, so that

abnormal physical signs are more marked
at the apex. The onset of the disease also is

commonly much less sudden, and its course is

more protracted. Then, again, the rapid con-

solidation of the lower portions of the lungs,

which sometimes supervenes in more chronic

forms of phthisis, might be mistaken for the

consolidation of acute pneumonia ; but the
history of the case, a careful examination of

the upper lobes of the lungs, the irregular

course of the pyrexia, and the protracted

duration of the disease, will easily serve to

distinguish them. It may be stated generally

that, in all acute consolidations of the lung,

a protracted course of the pyrexia, and the

occurrence of marked exacerbations and of

remissions of the fever at irregular intervals,
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afTord pronnds for the supposition tliat the

CDiisohilation is tuberculous.

The iliiif^iiosisof pneumonia from hroncho-
pnounionia and coHapse of the huif; will be
considered when treating of bronciio-pneu-

uionia. Sec C. Broncho-Pneuinonia.
Progsosis.—The mortality from pneu-

monia varies at different periods, the disease

beiiit; more fatal in some years than in others.

This is probably partly owing to variations in

what is called ' epidemic influence.'

Of all the circmnstances which influence

the prognosis of pneumonia, that which is

perhaps tlie most important is the state of

the general health. In those whose vitality

has been damaged by previous disease, by
prixation, or by their mode of life, pneumonia
is exceedingly dangerous. The prognosis is.

however, especially grave in tliose injured

by the long-continued abuse of alcohol, the

mortality being, according to Huss, from 20
to 25 per cent.

Of e()ual importance is the age. In healthy
children the mortality from pneiunonia is

comparatively small. The fatality formerly
ascribed to tlie disease at this period of life

was probably owing in gi'cat measiu'e to the
inclusion of cases of broncho-pneumonia in

the statistics ; the latter disease being ex-

ceedingly fatal. Healthy young adults rareh'

die ; after the age of thirty the mortality
increases considerably ; and in the old pneu-
monia is an exceedingly fatal disease.

Pneumonia is more fatal in females than in

males, the mortality being in the proportion
of three to two. Pregnane}- renders the
disease more dangerous.
The danger of pneumonia increases some-

what with the extent of lung implicated. It

is, however, the implication of both lungs
which renders the prognosis especially grave.

With regard to the situation of the consolida-

tion it may, perhaps, be stated generally that

pneinnonias commencing in the upper lobes

are rather more serious than basic disease.

The gradual extension of the consolidation

late in the disease, and the spreading of the

inflammatory process from one centre to

another, constitute elements of gravity.

When resolution is much protracted, the fact

that the disease in very exceptional cases ter-

minates in an indurative consolidation of the
hnig is not to be forgotten.

The mortality of pneiunonia is greatly

increased by the existence of complications.
The prognostic importance of these has
already been considered.

Of individual syni toms, the pulse is of chief

importance. A pulse which in the adult is per-

sistently over 120, and in the child over 140,

is of grave significance. Marked irregularity

in force and rhythm is also unfavourable,

especially in the young. Dicrotism may
occur temporarily in quite favourable cases,

but if it persists it indicates danger. The
variations in respiration are of less import.

An extreme (juickneRs of breatlung, marked
dyspna-a, and cyanosis are not unconniion in

cases which terminate in recovery ; at the
same time, such symptoms must have more
or less unfavourable significance. Sputa of

a dark juune-juice colour are of somewhat
evil augury ; as is also an abundant Ii(|uid

puriform expectoration. The indications from
the pyrexia oi'e of less prognostic value in pneu-
monia than in most other acute diseases. A
temperature of 105° or 105'^ F. does not in

itself indicate danger. Greater elevation is

giave. In many fatal cases the temperature
never attains 102^. The significance of a
protracted defervescence has already been
alluded to. On the side of the nervous
system, it is to be remembered that slight

delirium is not uncommon ; but when it is

marked, and especially when it occurs late

in the disease, it is most grave. It is of

greater significance in adults than in chil-

dren. Tremors and a tendency to coma are
also unfavourable. A dry, brown tongue is

unfavourable, especially when associated with
only a moderate degree of pyrexia. Gastric
catarrh and diarrhrea add to the danger ; and
the liability to diarrlm-a at the period of

crisis, and the freipiency with whidi it then
endangers life, should be ever remembered.
A slight amount of jaundice is not of bad im-
port. The pre-existence of albuminuria, or

the appearance of albumen in the urine early

in the disease, is very unfavourable.
Treatmknt.—In considering the treatment

of pneiunonia, it is of the utmost importance
to bear in mind the true nature of the disease.

All rational and successful therapeutics must
be based upon the recognition of the fact

that it is not simply a local affection of the

lung which we wish to influence. The
' heroic ' methods of treatment by venesec-

tion, tartar emetic, Ac, so much in vogue in

the past, liad for their object the controlling

or cutting short of a simple pulmonary in-

flammation; hence the unfavourable residts

which attended them. As these methods
have been abandoned, and there has existed

a more correct appreciation of the pathology
of the disease, the mortality attending pneu-
monia has diminished.

When discussing the pathology of pneu-
monia, reasons were adduced for the belief

that it owes its origin to a specific cause.

Whether tliis be so or no, the disease is so

closely allied to the specific fevers that, in

attempting to influence its course by treat-

ment, we must be guided by the same general

principles. As in these fevers, our object

must be to endeavour to conduct the pneu-
monia to a favourable termination. We can-

not arrest its progress, but we can often do
very much both to maintain the strength of

the patient, and to modify those elements in

the disease which fend to destroy life.

The modes by which pneiunonia tends to

destroy life have been already considered—
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that damage to the tissues generally which
obtains in all acute specific diseases, and
interference with the respiratory function

due to the lung-consolidation. Of these, the

former is much the more important, and
impaired cardiac power is its most serious

consequence. The natural course of the

disease is also to be remembered. In the

strong and robust, pneumonia usually termi-

nates in health. It is in those who are

debilitated by age, privation, mode of life,

abuse of alcohol, or pre-existing disease,

that such great mortality attends it. It is a

question of the intensity of the disease on
the one hand, and of the resisting power
of the individual on the other. Such con-

siderations as these indicate the importance

not only of doing all that is possible to

husband and support the strength of the

patient, but also of not interfering too actively

with the disease, imless circumstances arise

which, if unuitluenced by treatment, would
tend to prove rapidly fatal.

Such being the general principles which
should guide us in the treatment of acute

pneumonia, the manner in which they are

to be best carried out may now be indicated.

Everything should be done to husband the

strength of the patient, and the services of an
ethcient nin'se are all-important towards the

attainment of this object. Perfect rest must
be enjoined, and all unnecessary speaking be
forbidden. The patient should be kept in bed.

The room should be lai'ge and airy ; and the

temperature about G0° to 62^ F. It should
be well-ventilated : a plentiful supply of fresh

air is most important, and, although due care

shoTild be exercised in the ventilation, there

is not the same necessity to keep the patient

scrupulously protected from draughts as in

the treatment of acute bronchitis.

The diet should be carefully regulated,

nutritious, and easily digestible, consisting

of milk, milk with egg, beef-tea, mutton or

chicken broth, meat-essences, and such-like

articles, given in varying quantities and at

varying intervals, according to the condition

of the patient. With the object of stimulat-
ing the secretion of saliva and promoting the
ap2ietite,it is well to keep the mouth cleansed
with glycerine and lemon-juice. Some acid
and bitter drink, as one made with hydro-
chloric acid and orange-peel, may also be
given.

If in the earliest stage of pneumonia there
is great constipation, loaded tongue, nausea,
or other gastric symptoms, the achninistration
of a small dose of calomel, or of blue pill and
colocynth, is often followed by marlied im-
provement, both in the power to take food,
and in the general condition of the patient.

The exhibitio]! of jwrgatives, however, re-

quires great care, as they occasionally set up
a catarrhal condition of the intestine, and
''onsequent diarrhcea, which may prove more
or less persistent. It is important, therefore,

except in such cases as those above indicatedi

to procTire all necessary evacuation of the
bowels, by a small dose either of castor oil,

or of colocj-nth and hyoscyamus, or by simple
enemata. With the object of promoting
elimination by the skin and kidneys, some
solution of acetate of ammonium with citrate

of potassium may usually be prescribed with
advantage in the earlier stages of the illness.

There are two circumstances which often

tend greatly to interfere with the satisfactory

progress of pneumonia—the pain in the side,

and the cough. The former of these may
usually be relieved by the application of large

hot linseed j)oultices, or of hot fomentations,

to the side. These must be frequently

changed, and great care shoiild be exercised
in their renewal not to disturb or incon-
venience the patient. If these means do not
succeed, a small blister 2 by 2 inches, or three

or four leeches, may be ajiplied to the seat

of the pain, and the hot applications then
renewed. In exceptional cases small doses

;
of morjjhine hyj)odermically may be neces-

sary to relieve this symptom. The influence

of the external application of cold will be
alluded to subsequently. Cough is not usuallj-

a troublesome symptom, and, unless it greatly

disturbs the patient, it is bettor not to inter-

fere with it. If necessary, a linctus, contain-

ing from two to four minims of sohition of

hydrochlorate of morphine, with a snnilar

!
quantity of spirit of chloroform, and ipecacu-

anha wine, given occasionally, is often bene-
ficial. By means of the treatment above
indicated, and by keeping the room quiet

and darkened, the patient will often procure

a sufticient amount of sleep. This can very
fi'equently be promoted by carefully sponging
the whole surface of the body, a portion at a
time, with tepid or cold water, the last thing

at night. Should it be necessary, some hyp-
notic must also be administered, but with
great caution, so as not to interfere with free-

dom of expectoration ; and it should only be
had recourse to when other means have
failed, and in the absence of contra-indica-

tions. Hyoscyamus and bromide of jJoias-

sium may be safely used for this purpose

;

and, should these fail, opium may be given.

This should be prescribed in a sufficiently

large dose to ensure sleep, and is best ad-

ministered hyqiodermically, as acetate of

morphine. Chloral hydrate is usually contra-

indicated, on account of its depressing effect

upon the circulation.

A large number of cases of pneumonia
terminate in health without the necessity of

any further interference on the part of the

physician than has been described. Fre-

quently, on the other hand, circumstances
arise indicative of danger, which require to

be met by more active treatment. In those

whose vitality is impaired by age, habits,

or other causes, and in whom prognosis

is less favourable, special care and watch-
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fiilncss should be exercised in anticipation

of any untii\ourablo sjuiptonis. The chief

source of danj^er, as ahx'ady stated, is faihire

of cardiac power, and consequently all symp-
toms of such failure must be carefully watched
for.

Any sipfn of cardiac failure will in the first

place suggest the advisability of administering
alcohol. The exhibition of small quantities

of wine W'ith food is sometimes useful in

stinudating the appetite and assisting diges-

tion, in cases where tiiere are no symptoms
of asthenia ; but when such symptoms arise,

alcohol must be employed in larger quanti-

ties. It may be stated generally tliat a pidso

of over 120 calls for the employment of

stimulants. Brandy appears in most cases

to answer best. The amount administered
must depend upon its ell'ects ; and although
in most cases from four to eight ounces in

the twenty-four hours will be sutficient, if

the asthenia persist it nmst be given in

much larger quantities. The disease is one
of comparatively short duration, and there is

perhaps no other acute illness in which the

free exhibition of alcohol, when indicated, is

more likely to be advantageous, liark and
ammonia are in some cases usefxd in addition

to the alcohol; and digitalis in medium doses,

as a means of maintaining the heart and cir-

culation, is often of undoubted value.

In the treatment of faihire of cardiac
power, however, it is important to attempt to

modify, as far as possible, those conditions

upon which sucli failure principally depends.
The most important of these probably is the
pyrexia.

The remedies formerly employed with the
object of diminishing pyrexia—aconite, tartar

emetic, and veratrum— have such a depress-

ing effect upon the heart and circulation that

their use has long been abandoned. The
recent antipjTetics—antifebrin and antipyrin

—are open to the same objection, and they
occasionally cause so umch prostration and
collapse that they must certainly be regarded
as dangerous remedies, and as requiring gi'eat

caution in their employment. Although a
much more extensive experience is necessary,
at present the utility of these drugs in the

treatuicnt ofpneumonia is extremely doubtful.

A remedy of much greater value than the
preceding is quinine. In order, however, to

produce any marked influence upon the py-
rexia, this drug must be given in doses of

from twenty to thirty grains ; and inasnnich
as even such large doses are rarely followed

by a reduction in the temperature of more
than 1° or 2° F., and are apt to cause nausea,

vomiting, and other xmfavourable symptoms,
this method of using the di-ug is not gene-

rally to be recommended. It is in smaller

doses of three to five grains that quinine is

of undoubted use. Thus given three or four

tunes in the twenty-four hours (perhaps best

Buspended in milk), it appears to steady the

nervous system and sustain the patient, al-

though it may have little or no influence
upon the temperature chart.

A much more etlicicnt means of diminish-
ing the pyrexia than by internal remedies, is

by the external application of cold. Tliis re-

duces temperature, not only by abstracting
heat, but also by stinudating the nervous
centres concerned in the regidation and con-
trol of heat-production and heat-loss ; and
its adoption in some form is in most cases
useful.

The treatment of pneumonia by the ex-

ternal application of cold has been nnich
more extensively employed in Germany than
in this country. The application of fre-

quently renewed cold wet compresses to the
chest was advocated l)y Niemeyer twenty
years ago, who stated that in the majority of
cases thus treated, pain, dyspnoea, and py-
rexial Rymjjtoms were markedly relieved,

and the duration of the disease was often
shortened.

The use of the cold bath is advocated by
Juergensen in the earlier stages of the disease,

before the heart has become enfeebled ; but
the ditficidties attending such treatment, ami
the prejudice against it are such, that much
more conclusive evidence of its utility is

necessary before its adoption is to be recom-
mended in any except, perhaps, those quite

exceptional cases in which the temperature
reaches 106^ or 107° F. (hyperpyrexia).

Sponging the whole surface of the body
with cold or tepid water has already been
alluded to as a useful means of promoting
sleep. This is an easy method of cooling the

patient, and may often be practised several

times a day with distinct advantage. Packing
in a wet sheet—a much more etticient means
•— is often usefid, especially in eases attended
with prominent nervous symptoms.
The most recent method of treating pneu-

monia by cold is by the ajjplication of an
ice-bag to the chest over the intliuned hmg.
This treatment, which has been tested espe-

cially by Dr. Lees, is not only a very efhcient

means of reducing the temperature, but it

a]>pears also to control the lung-inflammation.

Dr. Lees says the treatment is usually plea-

sant to the patient ; in the great majority of

cases a remarkable improvement follows the

application of the ice; a reduction of tempera-
ture usually occurs at once, often amount-
ing to 3° or 4° F. ; if a subsequent rise

occurs it tisually rapidly yields to a second
application ; and the improvement is not con-

fined to a mere reduction of temperat>u-e, but
in many cases there is an arrest in the de-

velopment of the i>hysical signs. The results

obtained by I)r. Lees justify the hope that

the ice-bag, used with proper precautions,

may prove a valuable aid in the treatment of

pneumonia ; and it is certainly deserving of

a more extended trial.

Although failure of cardiac power is the
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chief source of danger in pneumonia, dyspnoea

is occasionally a most grave symptom, espe-

cially in those cases in which both lungs

become extensively involved. This dyspnoea

is due partly to the lung-consolidation, and
partly to the pyrexia ; hence it will be only

partially relieved by anything which reduces

the temperature. It has long been known
that the tlyspncpa of pneumonia is diminished

temporarily by venesection, and at the present

day this is probably the only syniptom in

this disease for the relief of which the prac-

tice of bleeding would be regarded as at all

justifiable. In considering the advisability of

removing blood in those cases in which dys-

pnoea constitutes an urgent symptom, it must,
however, be borne in mind not only that the

relief is merely temporary, but that the loss

of blood must tend more or less to weaken
the patient, and hence to favour that con-

dition of asthenia which is of all things the

most to be feared. Bleeding is certainly only

to be thought of when the dyspnoea threatens

life, and when at the same time the strength,

as inolicated by the pulse, is good ; and it

should not exceed the removal of eight or ten

ounces of blood. Such cases are certamly
not common.
Of the complications, delirium sometimes

calls for treatment. Active delii'ium is not
common in pneumonia, except in those who
have been intemperate. When marked, it is

always indicative of danger. In its manage-
ment the practitioner must be guided by the

general condition of the patient ; but, speak-

ing generally, it calls for the fi'ee exhibition of

alcohol, and the external application of cold.

Cold, applied in some of the ways already
indicated, is of especial value in these cases,

not only reducing the temperature, but quiet-

ing the patient anol often producing refreshing

sleep. The influence of an experienced mu-se
ip aUiniportant. In some cases it may be
advisal)le to administer an opiate. This
shoulfl only be done, however, as a last re-

source : and when there is marked asthenia it

is unadvisable. The opiate should be given
in one fiiU dose sufficient to procui-e sleep.

Morjjhine administered hypodermically is the
best form of exhibiting it.

Of the management of other complications
occurring in the course of pneumonia there

is nothing special to be remarked ; they must
be treated on general principles. The exist-

ence of bronchial catarrh often reriuires

small doses of ipecacuanha with carbonate of
ammonium and salines. Diarrhoea and gas-

tric symptoms are to be met by careful diet-

ing, chalk, bismuth, and, if necessary, other
astringent remedies. In pneumonia, as in
other acute diseases, the administration of
an opiate enema is an efficient and safe

means of checking diarrhoea. Pericarditis

rarely aolmits of any special interference.

Convalescence.—During the period which
immediately succeeds the crisis, the utmost

care is required to support the patient, and to

prevent any serious amount of prostration,

which at this time so often supervenes.
Stimulants are usually required for some
olays after the temperature has attained the
normal standard. Convalescence in most
cases is quickly established. Solid diet is

soon desired, and may be safely given. Tonics
—such as quinine, iron, and cod-liver oil

—

and change of air are useful in assisting the
restoration to health.

B. Secondary Pneumonia.—Defini-
tion.— Secondary pneumonia is an inflam-

mation of the lung occurring in those who
are the subjects of some other disease ; the
pneumonic process standing in more or less

causal relation to the disease in the course
of which it supervenes.

Intercurrent pneumonia. — Before pro-

ceeoling to consider seccmdary pneumonia as
thus defined, we have to remark that or-

dinary pneumonia occasionally occurs in

the course of other diseases as an accidental
complication. Such pneumonias may be
termeol intercurrent, and they are to be dis-

tinguished from the secondary affections.

They usually closely resemble, in their clinical

features, the acute olisease as it has been
already described ; although in some cases

they are more or less modified by the disease

in the course of which they supervene.
Hypostatic pneumonia.—There is also a

class of consolidations of the lung very com-
mon in those who are the subjects of other
diseases, which are often described as secon-

dary pneumonias, though really for the most
part non-inflammatory in their nature ; but
they may be conveniently alluded to in the
present article. These are the consolidations

so often met with at the bases and more de-

pendent portions of the lungs, in the course

of both chronic and acute diseases, and also

m the aged. They have been termeol hypo-
static pneumonias, and consist, in the main,
of collapse, hyperemia, and oedema of the

lung-tissue, resulting from weak inspiratory

power, feeble circulation, and gravitation.

The consolidation thus mechanically induceol

is increased by more or less exudation of

liquor sanguinis and blood-corpuscles into

the alveoli : which exudation is due to the

damage to the walls of the capillaries caused
by the blood-stasis. There is also some swell-

ing and sheddmg of the alveolar epithe-

lium.

AiItiology.— Secondary pneiimonias, as

ah-eady stated, bear a causal relation to the
disease in the course of which they super-

vene. They would seem to owe their origin

almost exclusively to some abnormal con-
dition which the pre-existing disease has in-

duced. They occur in the course of many
diseases, and sometimes apj)ear to constitute

the acute affection which determines dissolu-

tion. In Bright 's disease they are the most
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frequent. Ordinary pneumonia may, how-
I

ever, occur in tlio course of Bri-^lit's disease,
i

Anatomical Characters.—Tlie changes
occurriiij; in the hing in secondary pneu-
monia are, for the most part, precisely similar

to those of tlie acute primary disease. In
many cases, however, the consolidation is less

dense ; and epithelial changes sometimes con-
,

stitute a more prominent feature in the pro-

cess. The )>knira is usually im!)licated, but
not so invariiihly so as in ordinary pneu-
monia. ^\'itll re^'ard to the situation of the

consolidation, it is more fre(iueutly situated

in the upper and middle lobes, and is more
often double than is that of the primary
disease.

Symptoms.—The clinical phenomena of

secondary pneumonia differ from those of

the acute primary disease, the symptoms so

chanu-teristic of the latter being almost en-

tirely wanting. The symptoms which do
exist are often but little pronoujiced, and the

disease may even run an almost latent coiu-se.

This latency of symptoms is often partly due
to their being masked and modified by those

of the disease to wliich the pneumonia is

secondary.
The onset of the pneumonic process is

usuall}- unattended by rigors or other marked
phenomena. Cough, expectoration, pain, and
dyspnoea are often slight, and they may indeed
escape observation. If cough be present, the
sputa ma}' be fi-ee from blood, and simply
watery or muco-piu-ulent. The pyrexia is

moderate, the temperature often not being
more than 100' F. Not infrequently slightly

increased frequency of the respiration, with
occasional cough, and symptoms of increased
illness, are all that exist to indicate that in-

flammation of the lungs has supervened.
Diagnosis.—^Owing to the frequent latency

of the symptoms of secondai-y pneumonia,
the diagnosis often rests, for the most part,

upon the existence of physical signs of pul-

monary consolidation. When the consoh-
dation occupies the posterior and inferior

portions' of the lung, it may be impossible to

distniguisli it from simple liypostasis.

Prognosis.—The supervention ofsecondary
pneinnonia in the course of a chronic disease

usually, but by no means invariably, indicates

that the disease will shortly terminate in

death. The pulmonary intlammation appears
to determine dissolution. I'neiuuonia occur-

ring in acute diseases materially increases the

g-avity of the prognosis.

Trkatmknt.—The treatment of secondary
pneumonia usually resolves itself into that

of the disease in the course of which it occurs.

^\'arm applications to the chest, small doses

of carbonate of ammonium, and alcoholic

stunulauts may sometimes favourably in-

fluence the pneumonic process.

C. Broncho-Pneumonia. — Svnon. :

Catarrhal Pueumouia ; Lobular Pueumoiiia ;

Fr. Pneumonic Lohulaire ; Broncho-pneu-
monic

; Ger. Bronchopneumonia.
Definition. — Broncho-, catarrhal, or

lobular pneumonia is inflammation of the
lung- tissue, due to an irritant entering and
spreading by the bronchi, which usually
causes, in the first place, catarrh of the
bronchial mucous membrane. This frequent
association of the pulmonary indammation
with bronchia] catarrh explains the terms
broncho- and catarrhal, which are applied to

this form of pneumonia. In the earlier stage
the pulmonary inflammation is commonly
limited to scattered groups of air-vesicles

(lobular), but as the process advances, the
inflammatory nodules may gradually coalesce
so as to produce larger tracts of consolidation.

The intiammatory products which hll the
alveoli consist princiitally of cells, derived
from the epithelium of the alveoli, and from
the bronchial mucous membrane ; exudation
and emigration play a much less prominent
part in the process than they do in ordinary
pneumonia.

/Etiology.— Eroncho-pneumonia, as al-

ready stated, is generally associated with
bronchial catarrh. In some cases it would
appear that the irritant wliich produces the

bronchial inflammation produces at tiie same
time inflammation of the alveolar walls, but
much more frequently the bronchitis pre-

cedes the pneumonia, and gives rise to it in

a manner to be hereafter descnbed. Whatever
causes inflammation of the bronchial mucous
membrane may thus be a cause of broncho-
pneumonia.

Simple non-specific bronchitis is frequently

followed by broncho-pneumonia, especially

in childhood and in old age. All those con-

ditions which favour the occurrence of such
bronchitis must therefore be enumerated
amongst the causes of this form of pneu-
monia. Of these conditions it wUl be suth-

cient to mention here the marked influence

of cold and damp. It is, however, the specific

forms of bronchitis, associated witli measles,

whooping-cough, diphtheria, variola, and in-

fluenza, which are the most liable to be

followed by broncho-pneumonia. This is

especially the case with that accompanying
measles and whooping-cough. In both these

diseases this form of lung-complication is

exceedingly frequent.

Less frequent causes are dusts of various

kinds—particles of earth, stone, steel. &c.

;

organisms, the most important of which is

the baciUus of tubercle ; and, lastly, putrid

discharges from wounds or diseases of the

])harynx, nose, or other parts of the passages.

These various irritants may, by aspiration

into the bronchi, give rise to broncliitis and
broncho-pneumonia.

All conditions which tend to impair the

general health and strength, favour the oc-

currence of broncho-pneumonia. The weakly

and debflitated sufler most. Bad air and
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insufficient food are important predisposing

causes. Depressed health not only weakens
the resistance of the tissues, and thus favours

the development and spread of iniiammation,

but also dinuiiishes the power of the respira-

tory muscles, and thus aids in the production

of pulmonary collapse, a condition which, as

will be seen presently, is esj^ecially favour-

able to the pneumonic process. Owing to

the general debility and weakness of the

thoracic parietes in rickets, bronchitis in the

subjects of this disease is exceedingly liable

to be followed by broncho-pneumonia.
Broncho-pneumonia is )nost common dur-

ing the first four years of life—the period

wiien bronchial catarrh, measles, and whoop-
hig-cough are so frequent. It is also common
in old age. In young adults it is compara-
tively rare. Hex has no influence.

Anatomical Characters.— The appear-

ances presented by the lungs after death

from broncho-pneumonia vary. The bronchi

always exhibit signs of more or less bronchial

catarrh. This may involve the whole of the

bronchial mucous membrane, but it is usually

most marked in the smaller tubes. These
are found containing a thick, tenacious, and
often puriform secretion, which is occasion-

ally here and there drier or inspissated. The
mucous membrane of these tubes is more or

less softened, swollen, red, and thickened, and
often presents irregular superficial erosions.

Owing to this inllammatory swelling, the

trxbes stand out prominently on section of

the lung. Cylindrical dilatations of the tubes

are also freqixently met with.

The hmg-tissue itself exhibits, associated in

various degrees, collapse, congestion, oedema,

emphysema, and pneumonic consolidation.

The bluish, non-crepitant, depressed portions

of collapse, which become darker and more
friable with age, are usually most abundant
in the lower lobes and margins of the lungs.

The collapse sometimes involves the whole of

one lobe, but more commonly it is limited to

much smaller areas of the lung. When
scattered and limited in its distribution, there

is xistxally more or less emphysema of the
intervening portions of the lung ; when col-

lapse is very extensive in the lower lobes,

emphysema is most marked in the upper.

Those portions of the lung in which the

pneumonic process has supervened appear
most commonly as scattered patches and
nodules of consolidation, varying in size from
a small pea to a ha/el-mit. These are tisually

more or less conical in shape, with their bases
towards the pleura, which membrane is

generally unaffected over them, though it

may be coated with lymph. On section, the
patches are commonly ill-defined and jjass

insensibly into the surrounding tissue, which
is variously altered by congestion, collapse,

and emphysema. They are of a reddish-grey
colour, sliglitly elevated, smooth, or faintly

granular, and soft and friable in consistence.

As they increase in size they may become
confluent, and thus are produced large tracts

of consolidation. In a more advanced stage,

the nodular and more diffuse consolidation

becomes paler, firmer, and drier, and resem-
bles in colour the greyish-yellow hepatisation

of acute pneumonia. The cut ends of dilated

bronchi, filled with pus, are occasionally seen
in the centres of the pneumonic nodules.

When the pneumonic process is due to the
aspiration of putrid particles, abscesses are
found instead of these solid patches.

Microscopical characters. — When ex-

amined microscopically, this consolidation

is seen to consist of an accumulation within
the alveoli of a gelatinous mucoid-looking
substance, small cells resembling leucocytes,

epithelial elements, and red blood-corpuscles.

In many cases much of this accmnulation is

precisely similar to that contained in the
smaller bronchi ; and it is evidently the in-

flammatory and richly cellular bronchial se-

cretion which has been inhaled. At the same
time, it is doubtless partly the result of exu-
dation and emigration from the pulmonary
capillaries ; such exudation and emigration,
however, do not play nearly such a prominent
part in the process as they do in acute pneu-
monia, and a fibrinous coagulum is rarely

met with. The epithelial elements are

swollen and granular, and are probably the

alveolar epithelium which has been shed.

The relative proportion of epithelium and
leucocytes varies considerably in different

cases, probably owing to differences in the

intensity of the inflammation, and to the de-

gree in which the inhalation of the bronchial
secretion constitutes a part of the process.

The subsequent changes which take place

in the lungs vary. When the disease does
not end in death, resolution is the most
common termination. The contents of the
alveoli undergo fatty degeneration, and are

removed by expectoration and absorption, the
lung gradually regaining its normal charac-
ters. This process, however, is less readily

effected than in the consolidation of acute

pneumonia ; and it often occupies such a
lengthened period, that some thickening of
the bronchial and alveolar walls and dilata-

tion of the smaller bronchi remain. In still

more chronic cases the fibroid thickening is

much more marked, and a considerable

amount of irregularly distributed, jiigmented
induration and bronchial dilatation may be
produced. In these chronic forms the con-
tents of the alveoli sometimes caseate, and
the caseous products become encapsuled.

Pathology. — The inflanimation of the

bronchial mucous membrane which is usually
associated with broncho-pnoinnonia, in the
great majority of cases precedes and is an
important cause of the pneumonic ])rocess.

In some cases it would appear probable that

the same injury which produces the bronchial

inflammation produces at the same time the
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inflammation of the air-vesicles. Inflainnin-

tion of the bronchial mucous membrane may
give rise to broncho-pneumonia in two
ways : (1) by cnusin;,', in the first place,

collapse of the lujif;;-tissue ; and {'2) by the

direct extension of the inflammation from the

bronchi to the air-vesicles. The pneumonic
process, beinjj the result of the bronchitis,

almost invariably involves both lunj^s.

(1) Bionclid pneumonia coust'ctidi'e to

ro//r/jr)se.—Collapse of the hm^-tissuc tjreatlj'

favours the occurrence of bronch()|)neumoiiia,

and usually the pneumonic jirocess is princi-

pally conlined to those portions of the luiij^

in which collapse has taken place. This is

))articularly the case in youn;:; children.

Althouj^h it would be beyond the scope of the

j)resent article to discuss at lenj^th the rela-

tion which subsists between bronchial catarrh

and pulmonary collapse, the mode of ])roduc-

tion of the latter may be brietly indicated.

There are two circumstances principally

concerned in the production of the collapse

which is consecutive to bronchitis — the nar-

rowing of the bronchial tubes, and the weak-
ness of the inspiratory power. The mucous
membrane of the bronchi becomes consider-

ably swollen as the result of the inflammatory
process, often being thrown into folds ; and
its surface is covered with thick tenacious
mucus. These conditions may cause so much
narrowing of the smaller tubes as to render
the entrance of air exceedingly difficult, and
they may even completely prevent it. In
addition to the bronchial narrowing, the

power of inflating the hmgs is usually dimin-
ished. This is due partly to the general

debility which so often exists prior to the
bronchitis, and partly to the damage to the
respiratory iinisdes caused by the febrile pro-

cess. The superficial character of the respi-

ration due to the fever also aids in the pro-

duction of the collapse, as does also any
weakness of the osseous structures of the
thorax. sucH as exists in rickets. The collapse

thus induced is especially frequent in the

posterior and inferior portions of the lungs

—

those portions in which normally the inflation

of the huig is the least complete. Commenc-
ing here, the ))rocess may gradually extend
upwards till large areas of both lungs be-

come involved. In other cases, owing to a

more irregular distribution of the bronchial

obstruction, the collapse is limited to small
isolated portions of the lung. These portions

vary in size from a hemji-seed to a walnut.
They are commonly more or less wedge-
shaped, with their ai)ices towards the bronchus
leading to the group of collapsed lobides : and
the lung-tissue around them usually i)resents

various degrees of congestion andemphysema.
The tendency of the pneumonic process to

occur in the collapsed portions of the lung is

due partly to the hyj)era>mia which is induced
by the collapse, and jiartly to the irritation of

inhaled bronchial secretion. Collapse of the

lung-tissue invariably induces more or less

congestion. This is owing to the absence of
the expansion and contraction of the air-

vesicles which normally aid the pulmonary
circulation, and also to the impediment to
the blood-How resulting from imperfect
aeration. Thus results more or less damage
to the vessel-walls, and consecpient cscajje of
some of the constituents of the blood. The
congestion is quickly followed by ledenia. and
the bluish-purple collapsed portions of the lung
become deeper in colour, less resistant, and
more friable in consistence.

Another circinustance which often appears
to play a prominent part in the causation of
the pneumonic process, is the presence within
the alveoli of the inflannnatorv products of

the bronchial mucous membrane. Such pro-

ducts are frequently found in the lungs in

cases of broncho-pneumonia. They occur in

scattered groups of air-vesicles, and are evi-

dently inhaled. They are found both in the
air-containing and in the collapsed portions

of the limg, but especially in the latter, the
presence of collapse necessarily interfering

with their removal by expectoration or ab-

sorption. These inhnled products are often

found filling small grotips of alveoli without
any evidence of subse(juent intiannnation,

and there can be little doubt that many of

the patches of consolidation which are usually
described as pnemuonic are in reality non-
inflammatory in their nature, an<l are thus
produced. At the same time, owing to the
irritation of the inhaled secretion, it tends to

induce inflammatory changes within the
alveoli, and these changes are frequently

largely owing to its pr<'sence. Juergensen
accounts for the pneumonic process occurring

ill isolated spots in the collapsed lung by re-

garding the inflammation as being deter-

mined by the inhaled bronchial secretion.

{'!} Broncho-puriimouin independent of
collapse.—The pneumonic process may occur
independently of coUajise, being due solely to

the spreading of the infliunmation from the

smaller bronchi to the air-vesicles. The
irritation of substances inhaled into the

alveoli may also be the sole cause of the pxd-

monary inflammation.
Symptoms.—The symptoms of broncho-

pneumonia vary according to the rapidity

with which the disease is developed, the ex-

tent of lung involved, and the nature of the

disease in the course of which it supervenes.

The more severe and most common forms

of the disease are met with in early childhood

in association with simple bronchitis, and the

specific bronchitis of measles and wln>opiiig-

cough. In these cases the symiitoms and
dangers, are in the main, those of the capil-

lary bronchitis which jirecedes the pneumonic
process, and it is sometimes impossible to

distinguish between them. Fre<iueiit couffh,

accelerated respiration, slight action of the

nares, and other symptoms of severe bron-
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chitis, with perhaps a little pyrexia, precede
for a varying length of time tlie symptoms
due to the implication of the hmg-tissue. The
earliest symptoms of the pneumonic process
are by no means well-defined, and conse-

quently the time at which the lung becomes
involved cannot be fixed with certainty.

Rigors, convulsion, and vomiting are but
rarely observed. Usually an increase in the

acceleration of the respiration or in the
dyspnoea, and a marked rise of temperature,
are the first signs of the pulmonary implica-

tion. The breathing becomes very rapid,

and commonly causes much distress, the
child tossing about and being exceedingly

restless. This dyspnoea is more marked at

some times than at others, and is occasionally

more or less distinctly paroxysmal. The
respiration is superficial, iiispiration being
short, and the expansion of the thorax imper-
fect. There is marked action of the accessory
respiratory muscles, and the upper portions

of the thorax are raised, whilst the lower and
the soft parts are retracted during the inspi-

ratory act. The action of the nares is very
pronounced.
An increase in any pyrexia which attended

the pre-existing bronchitis is, with few ex-

ceptions, observed as the lungs become in-

volved, and such increase is to be regarded
as one of the most valuable indications of
the existence of a pneumonic process. The
maximum temperature of acute simple bron-

chitis, even in the child, is seldom higher
than 102° F., whereas that of the secon-
dary pneumonic process is often 104° or 105°.

This increase usually occurs more or less

gradually ; there is rarely the sudden rise

of temperature met with in acute pneumonia.
Unlike the temperature of this disease also,

the fever of broncho-pneimionia runs no
definite course. It varies with the extent of

the lung-implication, and with the rapidity

with which this implication is effected. There
is no regular diurnal variation ; the remissions
and exacerbations are often considerable ; and
they occur at irregular times, the temperature
being sometimes higher in the morning than
at night. The cough, which before the im-
plication of the lung was paroxysmal in

character, gradually becomes less and less so,

and it now often causes much pain to the
patient. The sputa, when present, are bron-
chitic in character, usually tenacious, and
occasionally streaked with blood ; as, how-
ever, expectoration rarely occurs in the child,

they are not often seen. The pulse is much
increased in fre(iuency, in children under
five years often being 1,'50. It may in the
earliest sfage of the disease be moderately
full and strong, but it quickly becomes soft,

small, and feeble. In addition to the above,
there are often symptoms referable to the
digestive organs. Of these diarrhoea is the
most important. This is quite frequent,

especially when the disease follows measles.

It is very readily induced by medicines and
by improper feeding ; and as it greatly

weakens the patient, it is important that this

liability to diarrhoea should be kept in mind.
Vomiting, as already stated, is very rare as

an initial symptom ; it is, however, common
in the course of the disease, especially as a
result of cough, the bronchial secretion,

together with the contents of the stomach,
often being expelled.

As the bronchitis and the implication of

the lungs increase, the breathing becomes
still more rapid and superficial ; the dyspnoea
is more marked ; the expression is anxious

;

the face is pale ; and symptoms of carbonic-

acid poisoning become evident. Strength
now fails ; the face and lips become cyanotic

;

and the extreme restlessness gives place to

apathy and a semi-comatose condition, which
is interrupted from time to time by ineffectual

efforts to cough. With the rapid failure of

strength and increasing cyanosis, cough
almost ceases ; the pulse becomes exceed-

ingly feeble ; and the child, often extremely
emaciated, may die exhausted, and in a con-

dition of more or less profound coma.
Sometimes death occurs suddenly during a
paroxysm of cough, or with convulsions.

In those cases in which capillary bronchitis

constitutes a less prominent feature of the ill-

ness, the symptoms are usually less severe

—

the pyrexia is less marked and its onset more
gradual ; the pneumonic process often super-

venes later ; and the course of the disease is

more protracted. A slight and markedly
irregular pyrexia, increasing difhculty of

breathing, with loss of strength and flesh,

may continue for months, and the child ulti-

mately die, or recover with more or less

damaged lungs. In these more chronic forms
of the disease, which are perhaps most com-
mon after whooping-cough, the pneumonic
process is often less disseminated, and in-

volves larger areas of the lung—not infre-

quently a whole lobe. This is owing to

bronchitis constituting a less, and pulmonary
collajise a more, prominent element in the

causation of the disease.

When broncho-pnemnonia occurs in adults

and in the aged, the symptoms are for the

most part much less pronounced than in the

child. In strong adults the disease is per-

haps most common after diphtheria, and
here the pulmonary symptoms may be well-

marked ; but in the debilitated, and especially

in the old, the course of the disease is much
more latent, very slight pyrexia (100° F.),

slight cough and dyspnoea, and marked
debility being the principal symptoms ob-

servable.

In the aged and feeble, broncho-pneumonia
is frequently associated with that form of

lung- consolidation which results from weak
inspiratory power, feeble circulation, and
gravitation ; and which consists mainly ot

collapse, hypersemia, and oedema of the lung-
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tissue (hypostatic pno\inionia). T)iis hypo-
static consolidalion may exist quite indo-

peiulently of bronchial catarrh ; but wlien
such catarrh occurs in the aged and feeble,

{gravitation often determines the supervention
of the pneumonic process, which imdcr such
circumstances is consequently not infre-

(puiilly unilateral.

Wlicn the more acute varieties of broncho-
pntMuiionia terminate fatally, they usually do
so from the tenth to the fourteenth day of

the disease. Death, imlike that from acute
pneumonia, is mainly due to the interference

with the respiratory function, and, to a mncii
less extent, to failure of cardiac power. The
interference with the respiration is much
fireater than in acute pneumonia, for, in ad-

dition to the diminution of the respiratory

area, due to the pulmonary consolidation

and collapse, there is the much more impor-
tant cause of interference—namely, the im-
pediment to the entrance of air, caused by the

swelliiif,' of the bronchial mucous membrane,
and the accumulation of secretion in the

bronchial tubes. These interferences with
respiration necessitate increased action of

the respiratory muscles ; but with the pro-

gress of the disease tiiose muscles become
weakened, partly by the fever, and partly

from the imperfect supply of oxygen. With
this faihure of respiratory- power the incom-
pleteness of oxygenation necessarily increases,

until tiie sujjply of oxj-gen may become so

small as to lead to complete muscular
paralysis. The damage to the heart, as in

acute pneumonia, is due partly to the

diminished respiratory area, and partly to

the fever; but this damage is a much less

important element in the causation of dis-

solution in broncho-pneumonia, than it is in

the acute disease. In the more chronic
forms of broncho-pneuinonia death may not
occur for some months, and then it results

as much from general failure of strength as

from interference with the respirator^' func-

tion.

\Vhen the disease does not terminate in

death, improvement in the symjitoms is

always gradual. The temperature falls slowly,

several daj-s, and occasionally' some weeks,
being occupied in the completion of defer-

vescence ; and this gi-adual decline is usually

interrupted by more or less marked and fre-

quent exacerbations and remissions of the

fever. The cough and dyspnoea diminish,

and the appetite gradually returns ; but
restoration to health is always pr itracted

;

and the child remains for some time especi-

ally liable to repetition of the bronchial

symptoms.
Sometimes recovery from the broncho-

pneumonia is not complete, and the disease

leads to induration of the lung, with dilata-

tion of the bronchi. Emphysema and jjuI-

niDiiary tuberculosis are occasional sequelie.

I'hijsical signs.—The physical signs of

broncho-pneuinonia are in the main tliose of
capillary broncliitis. Imperfect expansion of
the thorax, elevation of the upper portions,
and recession of the lower, during the in-

spiratory act ; moist and dry rales, audible
over both sides ; and the absence of any
marked alterations in percussion-resonance,
are the principal signs observable, not only in

the earlier stages, but throughout the whole
course of the disease. The recession of the
chest-walls is increased by collapse. The
pulmonary implication is indicated rather by
the symptoms —increase in the pyrexia and
in the dyspnn.-a—than by any marked alter-

ation in the physical signs. Tlie difHculty

of detecting the lung-consolidation is due
to its usually being limited, in the earlier

stages, at all events, to small areas, which
are suiTOunded bj' healthy or emiihysema-
tous lung, so that resonance on jiorcussion

is but little impaired. It is only when these
small areas have coalesced into larger areas
of consolidation, that any marked alterations

in percussion-resonance are discoverable.

The impaired resonance due to c()llaj)se is

not to be distinguished from that due to

pneumonic consolidation ; and, inasmuch as
the collapse is so often symmetrical, in-

volving both bases posteriorly, the difficulty

of appreciating it is increased. Much more
valuable aid in physical diagnosis is in most
cases to be obtained from auscultation. Over
those portions of the lung where consolida-

.

tion has taken place, the moist bronchitic

rales tend to assume a somewhat metallic

quality ; they also become finer, though not
so tine as true pneumonic crepitation ; and
they are more superficial. The detection of

these superficial, somewhat metnllic fine

moist rales, heard with inspiration, and not
dispelled by cough, over small areas of the
lungs, especially at the posterior bases, is a
most valuable and often the only ])hvsical

sign of the pulmonary implication. If birger

areas become consolidated, there may be in

addition some tubular breathing, and .some

impairment of resonance on percussion ; and
when a whole lobe is involved the physical

signs become increasingly pronounced, and
in tiie child a bronchophonic cry is often

marked on auscultation.

Complication's.— Pleurisy is less common
than in acute pneumonia. Slight intlamma-
tion of the pleura is, however, usually found
post mortem over those portions of the lung
which are consolidated. Pleuritic effusion is

rare. Intestinal catarrh is a very important
and common complication. The liability to

this in the child, and the mechanical con-

gestion resulting from the obstructed pul-

monary circulation, must be borne in mind
in explaining its freipiencv.

Convulsions occasionallv occur, and are of

unfavourable augury. The nervous pheno-
mena in some few cases have been described

as simulating those of tubercular meningitis.
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Catarrhal laryogilis, associated with miich
spasm and laryngeal stenosis, is sometimes
observed, especially after measles.

Diagnosis.— The diagnosis of broncho-
pneumonia is occasionally difficult. This
difficulty is mainly owing to the co-existence

of capillary bronchitis. The recognition of

the pulmonary implication in its earlier stages

is often impossible. The increased pyrexia

and frequency of respiration are the symp-
toms of the most diagnostic value. Owing
to the small areas of lung involved, any
alteration in the physical signs of the capil-

lary bronchitis may be entirely wanting.

The oeciu'rence of extensive collapse in the

earlier stages gives more marked physical

signs of consolidation, and hence renders the

diagnosis more easy. It is almost impossible

to diagnose certainly, either by symptoms or

by physical signs, between the collapse and
the pneumonic consolidation. This, how-
ever, is of but little practical importance, in-

asmuch as the collapse is usually associated

with, and often the immediate precursor of,

the pneumonic process.

The diagnosis of broncho-pneumonia from
the pulmonary consolidation of acute pneu-
monia may occasionally be difficult in those

cases of the former in which an extensive

area of the lung has become consolidated.

The history of the case, and especially the

course of the pyrexia, will usually suffice to

distinguish them.
The distinction from pulmonary tubercu-

losis sometimes presents much dilliculty, as

does also the recognition of tuberculosis and
phthisis as an occasional result of the disease.

A careful consideration of the earlier symp-
toms, and the existence or not of marked
predisposition, are here most important.
Slight and irregular pyrexia, existing before
the supervention of lung-symi)tonls, is greatly
in favour of tubcrcidosis. In some cases,

however, the phenomena of these diseases
are so analogous that a certain diagnosis is

impossible.

PROGNosfs.—The two circumstances which
have an esjjecial influence upon prognosis in

broncho-pneumonia are the age of the patient,
and the general health. Before puberty, the
younger the patient the graver the prognosis.
In children under five years, the mortality is

exceedingly great (probaVdy about 20 per
cent.) The disease is also especially fatal in
weakly children, and in all those who are con-
stitutionally feeble, or debilitated by previous
illne-s. The existence of rickets materially
increases the gravity of prognosis. The
danger also increases greatly with the extent
of hmg involved, much more so than is the
case in acute pneumonia. Of the value of
the several symptoms as influencing pro-
gnosis, after the description which has been
given of the disease and of the modes in
which it tends to cause death, it is hardly
necessary to speak further. Symptoms of

imperfect aeration of the blood are those
most to be feared.

Treatment.—In the treatment of broncho-
pneumonia, it is important to bear in mind

—

first, that the disease is generally associated
with, and is in the main induced by, bronchial
catarrh, and by its so frequently attendant
collapse ; second, that its occurrence is espe-

cially favoured by everything that weakens
the patient ; and, third, that it tends to destroy
life principally by interfering with the func-

tion of respiration, which interference neces-
sarily increases with the consequent weakening
of the respiratory power. Such being the
facts, it is obvious that the main object of

treatment will be, first, to control bronchial
catarrh, and endeavour so to modify it as to

prevent the occurrence of collapse ; and,
secondly, to support as much as possible the
strength of the patient, with the object of

preventing not only collapse, but also that

increased interference with the function of

respiration which results from weakening of

the respiratory muscles.
It would be otit of place in the present

article to enter into a detailed description

of the management of acute bronchitis (see

Bronchi, Diseases of). It will be sufficient

to indicate the more important means of

controlling the disease, with especial reference

to the prevention of the so frequently attend-

ant collapse.

The patient should be kept in a warm
room, the temperature of which should never
be allowed to fall below 62° F. The room
should be well, but carefully ventilated ; and
protection from draughts is important—much
more so than in tlie treatment of acute pneu-
monia. It is also advisable to keep the air

moist by means of a steam-kettle, as the
exhalation of water from the lungs is thus
diminished, and the bronchial secretion

consequently rendered less tenacious, and
more easily removed by cough. A little

carbolic acid— 1 in 60—may be added to

the water. The diet, which must be regu-

lated according to the age of the i)atient,

should be nutritious and easily digestible,

the importance of supporting the strength

being kept in mind. When the disease

follows measles, the liability to gastro-in-

testinal catarrh must not be forgotten. Small
doses of ipecacuanha wine with salines, and a
little carbonate of ammonium, should be ad-

ministered frequently. The chest should be
enveloj)ed in lightly made linseed and mustard
poultices ; or, as it is all-important not to in-

terfere with the respiratory movement, it is

wiser in young children to use some stimu-
lating liniment, and apply a jacket of cotton-

wool covered with oil-silk. When the secre-

tion in the tubes is abundant, its removal may
be much aided by small doses of carbonate
of amnioniiuu. This naay be either conabined
with the ijjecacuanha and saline mixture, or

given separately in a little milk. Senega,
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as an infusion, and chloride of ainuionium
may also lie •;iven with the siiino object.

The liist-naini'd drufi; appears to have the

etl'eet not only of rendering; the secretion less

tenacious and more easily removable, hut
also of diniinisliinj^ its formation. An oc-

casional emetic dose of ipecacuanha often

materially relieves the patient, wiien nu-
merous r<i/cn, audible over the chest, and
increased dyspncea, indicate an accuuiulation

of the secretion. The exhibition of opiates
is obviously contra-indicated.

In the acute forms of the disease, so common
in early life.nuich may be done by the external

application of cold. This not only reduces
the temperature, but api)ears to be es])ecially

valuable in increasin;^ liie depth and force

of respiration, and thus in preventinfj the

occurrence of collapse. Its utility has been
strongly advocated by both Barlcds and
Ziemssen, who recommend the frequently

renewed application of cold wet compresses
to the chest. The use of tepid baths, with
cold allusions, is a more efficient way of

obtaining the same result. The child is

placed in a bath of from 85° to !)0^ F.,

and, whilst immersed, the head, bad:, and
chest are quickly sp<>nged with cold water.
This repeated occasionally, with due pre-

cautions, is often followed by reduction of

temperature, a diminution in the frequency
and an increase in the depth of the respi-

rations, and otiier signs of improvement.
The application of ice-bags or ice-poultices

to the chest often yields good results. The
eliects produced by the cold require in all

cases to be carefully watched, and any de-

pression caused should be met by the timely
exhibition of stimulants.

^Vllilst these various means are being
employed, it is all-important to support the

strength of the i)aUent. Brandy is here most
valuable, and it is to be remembered that

children bear stimulation well. The brandy
is best given in milk, or with yolk of egg. the

quantity being propurtioned to the age of tlie

jiatient. An infant may begin with from five

to ten drops every two or three hours. Under
its inlluence the pulse usually improves, the
respirations become less frequent, and the
distress and cyanosis diminish. The admin-
istration of brandy is usually advisable before

and during the treatment by cold. When
prostration is extreme, or deglutition difficult,

both the brandy and other nutriment may be
administered by the rectum.

In the more chronic forms of broncho-
pneumonia these active methods of treatment
are but rarely called for. Here attention to

strength and nutrition is most important,

and small doses of cod-liver oil in the later

stages, even before the complete disapjiear-

ance of the pyrexia, ai-e often usefid. Wiien
the disease leads to induration of the lungs

and dilatation of the bronchi, the treatment
resolves itself into that of clironic pneumonia.

Convalescence, it mnst be remembered, is

always slow, and there is a tondency t;) re-

lapse. Great care is consociuentiy requisite
during this period. All causes of catarrh
must 1)6 carefully guarded against ; and the
restoration to health assisted by nutritious
diet, cod-liver oil, and preiiarations of iron.

A change of air is especially valuable.

D. Chronic Pneumonia. — SYNo>f.

:

Chronic Inriaimuation of the Lungs ; Cir-

rhosis of the Lung; Fr. Pneumonic Inter-
atiticUr; Ger. Ltnujencirrhosc.

Definition.— Chronic pneumonia is a
comparatively rare disease, characterised by
a gradual increase in the connective tissue of
the lung, which leads to an induration of tlie

pulmonary texture, and to progressive obli-

teration of the alveolar cavities. It is com-
monly associated witli catarrli and dihitation

of the bronchi, and often with ulceration of
the bronchial walls, and excavation of the
indurated lung. Cough, expectoration— often
abundant, but varying with the bronchial
catarrli— djspn'.i'a, gradual impairment of
nutrition, and occasional accessions of slight

pyrexia, are the most prominent clinical

phenomena accompanying the disease, which
runs an exceedingly chronic course, often

subject to long periods of quiescence, but
tending to terminate fatally in from five to

fifteen years.

Chronic pneumonia is also known as titter-

stitial pneumonia. In its most marked fomi
it constitutes the disease which received from
Corrigan the name of cirrhosis. The term
' fibroid phthisis,' which is sometimes applied

to it, is altogether inajiplicable.

-Etiology and Pathology.— It is dotibtful

if chronic pneumonia is ever a primary and
independent disease. It probably in all cases

owes its origin to some more acute inflam-

mation of the pulmonary or l>ronchial tex-

tures, or of the pleura, although cases are

sometimes met with in which no history of

any such antecedent aflection is discoverable.

It may be stated generally that all intlam-

matory processes in the lungs, as in other

organs, which become chronic, lead to an in-

crease of the connective-tissue elements, and
consequently to fibroid induration of the

organ. In the lungs by far the most common
cause of such iiuhn-ation is chronic pulmonary
tuberculosis. In all cases of phthisis, except-

ing those which are the most acute, there is

more or loss fibroid growth ; and the extent

of this growth is, for the most part, in direct

proportion to the chronicity of the disease.

Those forms of phthisis which are the most
chronic, and in which the fibrosis reaches

its maximum, have been termed 'librnid

phthisis.' The most chronic cases of phthisis

are, it must be admitted, somewhat closely

allied to some forms of chronic pneumonia.
The two diseases, however. dilTer i)athologi-

cally in this respect that,whereas much ofthe
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pulmonary consolidation of phthisis tends to

luidei'go molecular death and caseation, that

of chronic pneumonia exhibits no such ten-

dency ; but any destruction and excavation

of the indurated lung which may take place

is due to secondary iutlainmation and ulcera-

tion commencing in the bronchial walls. In

considering the pathology of chronic pneu-

monia, therefore, it is necessary to exclude in

the first place the pulmonary fibrosis of

phthisis. Chronic pneiunonia must also be

separated from that form of pulmonary in-

duration which is produced by long-continued

mechanical congestion— ' brown induration ;

'

and from those more localised indurations

due to peri-bronchitis, old infarctions, syphilis,

and atelectasis.

There appear to be four conditions which
may give rise to chronic pneumonia, namely

:

(1) Acute pnextmonia; (2) Broncho-pneu-
monia; {^) Pleurisy; a.nd {A) the inhalation

of irritating particles of solid ^natter. Each
of these must be considered separately.

(1) Acutepneumonia.—Chronic pneumonia
is an occasional, though very rare, result of

the acute primary disease. The pulmonary
consolidation of acute pneumonia almost in-

variably undergoes complete resolution. This

resolution is usuaUj' effected rapidly, in from
seven to fourteen days. Occasionally, how-
ever, the coiTrse of the disease is more pro-

tracted, and the consolidation persists beyond
the third week. When thus protracted, the

hepatised lung tends to become slightly in-

durated, owing mainly to thickening of the

walls of the alveoli. This indurated hepatisa-

tion differs but little in its physical characters

from ordinary red and grey hepatisation ; it

is simply somewhat firmer and more resist-

ant. In very exceptional cases this small
amoimt of induration commencing in the

alveolar walls may gradually increase, so as

ultimately to give rise to that extensive

fibrosis of the lung which constitutes what is

usually known as chronic pneumonia.
(2) Broncho-pneumonia.—Broncho-pneu-

monia appears to be a somewhat more fre-

quent cause of the disease than the preceding
(Wilson Fox). The greater liability of this

form of pneumonia to lead to pulmonary
induration is to be accoimted for partly by
its longer duration and greater tendency to

become chronic, and partly by the existence

of bronchial dilatation with which it is so

frequently associated. That bronchial dila-

tation is favourable to an indurative pneu-
monic process has been especially insisted

upon by the late Wilson Fox. Dilatation of the
bronchi is' exceedingly common in the simple
and specific bronchitis of childhood, and
especially in that associated with whooping-
cough ; it is also a direct result of pulmonary
fibrosis. In whatever way originating, its

existence favours the persistence of the
catarrhal and pneumonic processes. The re-

moval of secretion is rendered more difficult;

the retained secretion tends to increase and
keep up the irritative process, both in the
dilated bronchi and also in the pulmonary
alveoli ; and this persistence of the bronchial

and pulmonary inflammation leads to fibroid

thickening of the bronchial and alveolar

walls. In this way more or less disseiiiinated

patches of indurative consolidation are pro-

duced, which as the process goes on gradu-

ally increase, so that ultimately they may
involve lai'ge areas of the lung. The pro-

gressive tendency of the process is probably
partly to be explained by the fact, already

stated, that pulmonary fibrosis is a catise of

bronchial dilatation, so that fibrosis once
established, by inducing further dilatation of

the bronchi, favours the extension of the

bronchial and pulmonary inflammation.

(3) Pleurisy.—Pleurisy in exceptional cases

leads to the development of a chronic pneu-
monia. It appears to be in those cases of

pleurisy which are more or less chronic, and
in which the lung remains long collapsed

from the effusion, that such a result is most
liable to occur. The iiadiu-ation of the hmg
thus induced is sometimes, however, exceed-

ingly partial, consisting merely in some in-

crease of the interlobular connective tissue

originating and extending inwards as dense
bands from the thickened visceral pleiura. In
other cases pleurisy gives rise to a much
more general fibrosis.

(4) Inhalation of solid irritating particles^

This, which occurs in miners, potters, stone-

masons, grinders, &c., is the cause of the

fibrosis of the lungs so common amongst
persons so employed. The continuous irrita-

tion of the inhaled particles induces a bronchial

and alveolar inflammation, and ultimately

a progressive fibrosis, which, gradually ex-

tending, may involve large areas or even the

whole of the lungs. These cases sometimes
become tuberculous.

Anatomical Characters.—The histologi-

cal changes met with in the lungs in chronic

pneumonia may be desciibed generally as

consisting in the development of a fibro-

nucleated tissue from the walls of the alveoli,

from those of the bronchi, and from the inter-

lobular connective tissue ; which new-growth,
as it increases, and from its tendency to con-

tract, gradually replaces and obliterates the

alveolar structure. The character of these

changes, however, varies somewhat according

to the more acute inflammatory antecedents

in which they originate. When the result of

acute pneumonia, the primary, and tisually

the prmcipal, change takes place in the walls

of the alveoli, although ultimately the inter-

lobular tissue is involved. The alveolar walls

become thickened by the growth of a small-

celled tissue, which presents all the appear-

ances fotmd in embryonic tissue which is

undergoing fibroid development. This new-
gi'owth, in its earlier stages, usually contains

new blood-vessels ; but later the tissue con-
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tracts, and the vessels become to a great extent

obliterated. Tlie alveolar cavities which are

not obUterated are cither empty, or contain
exudation-products and a few epithelial cells.

When secondary to ordinary' broncho-pneu-
monia, or to that induced by the inhalation

of solid irritating particles, the new fibroid

growth also originates principally from the
alveolar walls. Here, however, in the earlier

stagesitis less uniform, and the peri -bronchial

and interlobtilar connective tissues play a
more prominent part in the process. The
new peri-bronchial tissue invades the walls

of the adjacent alveoli, and materially in-

creases the fibrosis.

In the chronic pneumonia resulting from
pleurisy, the change, as already stated, is

sometimes more localised, consisting in the
development of dense fibrous bands passing
inwards from the thickened pleura. These
are developed from the interlobular tissue.

In other cases the fibrosis is more general.

In whichever of the pulmonary structures

the new fibroid growth originates, all the

connective tissue of the lung may become in-

volved, as it increases, and the alveolar cavi-

ties ma\' be completely obliterated. The new-
growth, like that met with in the inllamma-
tory indurations of other organs, although in

the earlier stages of its development it may
be richly cellular and contain new blood-

vessels, tends gradually to become less

cellular, denser, and more contractile. In its

more advanced state it often consists either

of closely packed wavy fibres, or more fre-

quently of a dense homogeneous or obscurely
fibrillated material, associated with which are
a few small round or fusiform cells. Some-
times the new-growth is found richly cellular,

even in the most advanced stages of the
disease.

The macroscopical appearances of the lung
vary with the extent of the fibroid change.
In the earliest stages of the induration result-

ing from acute pneumonia, where there is

merely a slight thickening of the walls of the

alveoli, the consolidation very much resem-
bles that of red or grey hepatisation. It

differs in being firmer and less friable in con-
sistence, and is somewhat less granular. In
the later stages, and in all cases where the

fibrosis is extensive and general, the appear-

ances presented by the lung are very charac-

teristic. The organ is diminished in size,

dense, firm, fibrous, in parts .almost cartila-

ginous in consistence. The cut surface is

smooth ; and the large amount of irregularly

distributed black pigment usually present

gives to it a peculiar grey, marbled appear-

ance. Numerous dilated bronchi traverse it

in all directions.

The bronchi are almost invariably found
dilated in those portions of the hui^ where
the induration is advanced. This dilatation

is often very considerable, the dilated tubes

forming cavities, which may occupy a larije

portion of the indurated lung. The walls ot
the tubes are much thickened, and the mucous
membrane is often ulcerated. This secondary
inllaiumation and ulceration of the bronchi,
wliich occurs esjiecially in the dilated por-
tions, is induced by the irritating and often
putrid secretion which they contain. It may
extend into and involve the indurated lung,
and so lead to more or less excavation. The
mucous membrane sometimes sloughs, and
the gangrenous process may involve the lung.
The large cavities so common in these lungs
are in the main, however, dilated bronchi.
See Bronchi, Diseases of.

The pleura of the affected lung, except in

the earliest stages of the disease, is much
thickened and adherent.

Site.—Chronic pneumonia is in the ma-
jority of cases unilateral. The whole lung
may be involved or only a portion. In the
latter case the base is much more commonly
affected than the apex. AMien it is due to the
inhalation of irritating solid particles, both
limgs are usually implicated.

Symitoms.—In the earlier stages of chronio
pneumonia the symptoms are often very ob-

scure, and it is not uncommon to meet with
advanced and extensive fibrosis in which the
lung affection must presumably have been
of much longer duration than the symptoms
accompanying it. In some few cases the

symptoms are directly continuous with those

of some more acute pulmonary inflamma-
tion—an acute or a broncho pneumonia.
Under these circumstances, a prolongation

of some of the phenomena of the original

disease indicates the supervention of the

pulmonary fibrosis. The pyrexia does not

entirely disappear. There may be merely
slight elevation of temperature towards
evening, or the course of the fever may be

very irregular. The cough usually persists,

as does also some increase in the frequency

of the respiration and pulse: and the patient,

instead of improving, gradually loses strcngtli

and flesh. At the same time the physical

signs of the pulmonary consolidation remain,

and gradually give place to those of pul-

monary induration, ^^^lere chronic pneu-

monia is secondary to pleurisy, a continuous

sequence in the sj-mptoms is even less com-
monly observed. When it is the result of the

inhalation of irritating solid particles, the

s_\-mptoms of bronchial catarrh are predomi-

nant.

When the fibrosis is fully established the

svmptoms are usually more pronoimced.

They vary considerably, however, with the

extent of lung involved, the situation of the

consolidation, and especially according to

the presence or absence of bronchial catarrh.

When bronchial catarrh is absent, and the

disease is quiescent, a considerable area, or

even the whole of the lung, may be involved

without producing any marked pulmonary
symptoms; and slight dyspnuea and cough,
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with some general impairment of nutrition

and failure of strength, may be almost the

only phenomena present. Such quiescence

and immunity from symptoms, however,
although common in the course of the

disease, is rarely observed over lengthened

Ijeriods.

"With the existence of catarrh of the

bronchi, much more marked pulmonary
symptoms ai'e usually observable. Inflam-

mation of the bronchi is especially favoured

by their dilatation, and it is almost invariably

present, to a greater or less extent, dining

the com'se of the disease. With it is usually

associated activity of the indurating process.

This dilatation of the bronchi, and secondary
inflammation and ulceration of their walls,

are most important factors in accounting for

the symptoms. Ihe course of the disease

now often simulates that of chronic phthisis,

but it is for the most part more chronic, less

regularly progressive, and more frequently

interrupted by periods of quiescence. The
dyspnoea is now more marked, and cough
becomes a troublesome symptom. The
cough may be more or less constant, and it

is usually attended by expectoration. Its

characters vary, however, according to the

situation and tlie extent of bronchial dilata-

tion. "When, as is most fre(juent, the lower
lobe of the lung is involved, the secretion

accumulates, and its removal by exi)ectoi-a-

tion becomes exceedingly difHcult. Under
these circumstances the cough is often violent

and paroxysmal. The patient may remain
for several hours with but little or no cough,

and then occurs a violent paroxysm, which
results in the expectoration of large quantities

of muco-purulent secretion. This violent

paroxysmal cough and copious expectoration,

occurring at long intervals, are exceedingly
characteristic of bronchial dilatation in the

lower portion of a lung. According to

Niemeyer, the paroxysm occurs when the

secretion which accmnulates in the lower
portions of the lung reaches and irritates

the more healthy bronchi which retain their

sensibility, the dilated tubes being so altered

as to be completely insensible. The sputum
may be simply puriform, but when there is

much bronchial dilatation, owing to its accu-

mulation and retention in the tubes, it often

undergoes putrefaction, is of a greyish or
greenish-bhick colour, and more or less foetid.

This putrid secretion not only intensifies the
inflammation in the bronchiectatic cavities

where it originates, but is often conveyed by
aspiration to other parts of the same, or

the opposite lung, and so originates foci of

broncho-pneumonia, which materially hasten
the progress of the disease. Haemoptysis is

not infrequent, but it is usually small in

quantity, and is in most cases due to ulcera-

tion of the bronchial walls.

Pyrexia is usually present to a greater or

less extent in the course of chronic pneumonia.

The fever, however, is exceedingly irregular,

and there are often long periods of perfect
immunity. During the pyrexial periods the
maximum evening temperature is rarely
more than 101° or 102° F., and it may be
only 100°. The morning temperature is often

normal. The pyrexia appears in most eases
to be due to inflammation and ulceration of
the bronchi. It is not infrequently the result

of a supervening tuberculosis.

With the i3roi;ress of the disease the patient
gradually emaciates ; the fingers become
clubbed; digestion is impaired, and diarrhoea
is often present. Dropsy is a common
symptom, although it is rarely extensive,

and is, for the most part, confined to the
lower extremities. It appears in most cases

to be due to the anaemia and impeded pul-

monary circulation. The pulmonary obstruc-

tion may also give rise to some enlargement
of the right side of the heart, and cyanosis.

Lardaceous disease of the viscera is occa-

sionally met with. Death usually results

from tlie general failure of strength, or from
some intercurrent aflection of the opposite

lung.

I'hysical signs.—In the earliest stage of

chronic pneumonia, when it is the result of a
more acute pneumonic process, the physical
signs are, in the main, those met with during
the acute consolidation. It is the persistence

of the signs of the pulmonary consolidation

after the acute attack which indicates the

possibility that the disease may become
chronic. Dulness on percussion ; increased

vocal fremitus; bronchial breathing; and the

existence of rales, which are larger, moister,

and more metallic in quality than those of

fine crepitation, are observable during this

stage. When the induration is fully estab-

lished, the physical signs are those of con-

traction and consolidation, with usually those

of more or less dilatation of the bronchi, of a
wliole or a portion of the lung. The retrac-

tion is well-marked, and commonly affects

the whole side, although when the lung is

not universally involved it may be more
limited. Expansion is exceedingly deficient,

or completely absent. The heart is much
displaced towards the affected side ; the

diaphragm and the abdominal viscera are

drawn up ; and the opposite lung encroaches
considerably across tlie middle line in front.

Percussion is hard, wooden, and high-pitched,

sometimes more or less amphoric. The vocal

fremitus is usually increased ; and there is

often bronchophony or pectoriloquy. The
respiratory sounds will vary according to the

extent of the bronchial dilatation and excava-

tion, and the amount of secretion. They are

for the most part bronchial ; usually large

and loud ; and often distinctly cavernous.

When there is mucli secretion in the dilated

bronchi, high-pitched bubbling rales are

heard, whicli are often amphoric and caver-

nous. These may be audible only after
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congh. The opposite lunf» is usually en-

larged, hj'per-resonant, and the respiration

exaj,']L,'erated.

DiA(fXOSis.—The dia^osis ofchronic pneu-
monia rests manily on the physical sif^ns.

The diseases with which it is most liable

to be confounded are chronic (tuberculous)

phthisis, and retraction from pleurisy. In
the most chronic forms of phthisis, where
the fibrosis of the lung is considerable, the

<liagiiosis from non-tuberculous consolidation

nuiy present some dithculty. This dilViculty,

however, rarely exists except in thsse quite

exceptional cases in which the chronic pneu-
monia involves only the upper portions of

the lung. Here the situation of the con-

solidation is very greatly in favour of its

tul)erculous nature. This probability is

infinitely increased if the other lung be
affected. Ill unilateral basic disease, and
in induration of the wliole of one lung, the

other lung being healthy, the tuberculous

nature of the disease is much less probable
;

although the occasional supervention of a
tuberculosis in these cases should be borne
in mind. An examination of the sputum for

the bacillus of tubercle is usi:ally the only
means of settling the diagnosis. Disease of

the larynx is in favour of the tuberculous,

f(Ptidity of the sputa of the non-tuberculous,
nature of the consolidation.

The retraction resulting from chronic
pleurisy may also be confounded with chronic
pneumonia. Here, however, there are rarely

physical signs of dilatation of the bronchi,

respiration is weak and distant, and the
vocal fremitus is diminished. The pre-

sence of abundant foetid sputa, of pyrexia,

emaciation, &c., in chronic pneumonia will

also in most cases render the diagnosis
easy.

Prognosis.—Chronic pneumonia, when it

involves a considerable area of the lung,

usually tends ultimately to terminate in

death, although under favourable circum-
stances life may be prolonged for many years.

When the disease is limited, and remains
quiescent, the general health and duration
of life may sometimes be but little affected.

The most important element in the prognosis
is the condition of the bronchi. The existence
of bronchial dilatation, as evidenced by pro-

fuse, and often foetid, expectoration, is always
unfavourable, as it not only weakens tlie

patient, but is usually attended by extension
of the induration, and ultimately leads, in

the dilated tubes, to ulceiat ion of the bronchial
walls and surrounding tissue, .and occasionally

to gangrene. Pyrexia, as another evidence
of inflammation of the bronchi and indurated
lung, is likewise unfavourable, as is also

luemoptysis. The latter indicates deep ul-

ceration, and it may in exceptional cases

endanger life. The general condition of the

patient must also .be taken into account in

making a prognosis. Failure of strength

77

and of digestive power, diurrlura, and dropsy,
are all of unfavoural)le augury.
Treatment.—In considering the treatment

of chronic pneumonia, it is in tlie lirst place
important to bear in mind that the usual
origin of the disease is some more acute pul-

monary inflammation. Hence the necessity
for the most careful management and super-
vision of such inflammations in tiieir later

stages, with the object of procuring, if pos-

sible, a complete resolution of the pneumonic
products.

When the fibrosis of the lung is estab-

li.shed, it is hardly necessary to remark that

the new-growth is incapable of removal, and
by treatment we can only hope to influence

the extension of the disease, and control the
bronchial catarrh with which it is so fre-

quently associated. The frequency and
gravity of bronchial catarrh has been already
insisted upon ; and its management, in the

majority of cases, constitutes by far the most,
important element in the treatment. Our
object must be to prevent and control it ; to

promote expectoration, and to prevent that

decomposition of the .secretion which is so apt

to result from its retention. Here the question

of climate will necessarily present itself, and
very much maj' usually be done by residence

at some suitable station. One not subject to

vicissitudes of temperature, and at the same
time dry and moderately bracing, is most
likely to be beneficial. The patient should
be warmly clad, and everything should be

done, by means of diet and medicine, to

improve the general healtii, inasmuch as

the better the state of nutrition, the less is

the liability to bronchial inflammation.
Cod-liver oil and iron are often useful

for this purpose. If an attack of acute

bronchial catarrh supervenes, it should
be treated at once, and the importance
of quickly controlhog it should not be for-

gotten.

In the treatment of the more chronic catar-

rhal process which is so often associated

with profuse secretion, much may usually be

gained by the use of stimulatingand antiseptic

inhalations,of which creasote. eucalyptus, and
carbolic acid are, perhaps, the most tienerally

useful. These not only tend to diminish the

amount of secretion, and to prevent its putre-

faction, but induce coughing, and so assist in

its evacuation. These substances may be
administered internally with the same ob-

ject. Counter-irritation, especially painting

with iodine, appears sometimes to be. ser-

viceable. Gastric disturbance, diarrhoea,

haemoptysis, ic, must be treated, as they
arise, on general principles.

In cases of localised basic disease, when
other treatment fails, the question of

paracentesis and artificial drainage of a
large bronchiectatic cavity might be enter-

tained.

T. Henry Gree.v.
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LUNGS, Inflation of.—This term is

used somewhat ambiguously. It is some-
times employed as synonymous with emphy-
sema in its general sense. More correctly

it has been limited to, that condition in

which the lungs are acutely and temporarily

distended more or less with air, as from
plugging of the bronchial tubes in some
cases of bronchitis, a condition which is

xisually called ' acute emphysema.' It can-

not be said to give rise in itself to any de-

finite symptoms ; but it can be made out by
physical examination, the signs being those

indicating excess of air in, and consequent
distension of, the lungs.

When this condition exists, the aim in

treatment should be to get rid of any ob-

struction leading to the imprisonment of the

air, and to help the lungs in expelling it.

It must be remembered that, even after a

considerable degree of distension, the lungs

may be able to reti;rn to their normal
dimensions.

'Inflation' is also a term applied to in-

tentional expansion of the lungs with air, as

carried out in certain methods of artificial

respiration.

Frederick T. Egberts.

LUNGS, Malformations of.—There
are no malformations of the lungs which can

be regarded as of nmch importance from a

clinical point of view.' As anatomical pecu-

liarities, the shape of these organs, or the

arrangement of their lobes, may be ab-

normal. In a case which came imder the

notice of the writer, one of the lungs was im-
properly developed and rmcxpanded, in con-

nexion with the almost complete absence of

one of the divisions of the pulmonary artery.

The form of the lungs is frequently more or

less altered as the result of various organic

diseases of these organs.

Frederick T. Egberts.

LUNGS, Malignant Disease of.

—

Syngn. : Fr. Carcinome du I'oiimon ; Ger.
Lungenkrebs.

Definition.—Malignant disease affecting

the pulmonary tissues.

Etiology.—Malignant disease of the lungs
is of more frequent occurrence than was at

one time supposed ; but there are not suffi-

cient trustworthy statistics to enable us to

determine its relative frequency to other
forms of thoracic organic disease. It has
been met with in persons of all ages, from
childhood to extreme old age ; but the middle
periods of life, from 20 to 60, are the most
liable ; and the two sexes are about equally
obnoxious to the disease. As a primary
disease, originating in the lungs, cancer is

undoubtedly rare, though much less rare as

first manifesting its presence in these organs,

either by local or general symptoms. In by
far the larger number of cases the disease in

LUNGS, MALIGNANT DISEASE OF

the lungs is secondary to cancer in other
parts ; and in this way, with the exception
of the liver, the lungs are more frequently
implicated than any other internal organ.
Thus, after the removal of an external can-
cer, pulmonary symptoms are among the
most frequent and earliest indications that
the disease has invaded internal organs.

Anatomical Characters.—The right lung
has been considered to be more frequently
affected with malignant disease than the left.

This, however, does not accord with the
writer's experience. Of thirty-nine cases tabu-

lated by him, the left lung was the principal

seat in fourteen, and the right in nine only,

whilst of the remainder either both lungs
were affected, or the disease was confined to

the mediastinum. Of the several varieties of

cancer, encephaloid is by far the most com-
mon in the lungs ; colloid and epithelioma
are the rarest ; and scirrhus holds a middle
place. The intermediate varieties of these

leading forms are also occasionally seen.

Symptoms and Diagnosis.—In proceeding
now to describe the various aspects under
which these several varieties are presented
to the clinical observer, their natural history,

and diagnosis, it is not proposed to maintaii'i

any precise distinction between primary and
secondary forms, nor to discuss the minute
anatomy or general pathology of the several

species, such questions having been con-

sidered in other parts of this work. The
object of the writer is to treat the subject

from a clinical point of view. It is impor-
tant, however, to observe, in limine, that

cancer may either commence in, or eventu-

ally implicate, any or all of the pulmonary
textures ; although undoubtedly both the

primary localisation and the spread of the

disease are influenced by the particulai

species. Both the early symptoms and the

subsequent progress of the case will often be

materially modified by the particular tissue

that is mainly implicated. If the disease

first manifests itself in the form of sub-

pleural growths, both the early symptoms
and the subsequent phenomena will dift'er

from those which present themselves when
the disease commences in the dee2:)er tissues

of the lungs. And it is observable that, when
the disease commences as disseminated de-

posits in the lungs, these deposits are fre-

quently most numerous in the vicinity of the

pleura, so that this membrane is very early

implicated, in many cases, when it is not the

primary seat of disease.

For clinical purposes we cannot do better

than divide intra-thoracie cancerous growths
into three groups : 1. Where the disease is

disseminated through the lungs, either in

the form of isolated scattered nodules of

varying magnitude, or as spreading along

the mucous membrane and sides of the

bronchial tubes and vessels, through a

greater or less extent of the lung. 2. Where
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the prowth is more localisrd, occurrinfj, for

the most part, in large masses. B. Medias-
tinal tumours, involvin"; the variouB struc-

tures at the root of the hm<;s, and eventually
{giving rise to svinptoms of pressure and
distress of a more or less serious character.

1. Disseminated Malignant Disease.

—

In the dissoiiiiiiatcd form of ]iuhnoiiarv can-

cer the symptoms vary consulerably, accord-

ing to the scat of the growths, \\hcn tiic

pleural surface is chiclly im])licatcd, both

tlie symptoms and the physical signs are

essentially those of ])lein"isy, though the de-

gree of febrile disturi)ance is usually very
slight, and but little or perhaps no false

membrane may be effused. But the more
prominent symptoms are sometimes singu-

larly localised even when the pleural surface

is extensively implicated. The exudation is

generally clear serum, or serum mixed with
blood ; and it may have a greenish or brown
colour, but is rarely purulent or even semi-
purulent. As the effusion increases in amount,
the ordinary consequences of compression of

the lung ensue, but dilatation of the side is

generally much less marked than in simple
pleurisy with effusion, in consequence of

there being less giving way of the inter-

costals. The fluid generally returns speedily

after paracentesis.

When the mucous and submucous mem-
branes of the bronchi and the surrounding
connective tissue are the chief seats of the
disease, the ])hysical signs are those of

bronchial irritation and emphysema, which,
however, may, for some time, be quite dis-

proportionate to the dyspnoea and other
symptoms of ordinary bronchitis. The ex-

pectoration is, for the most part, scanty, and
either simply mucous or mixed with blood

;

or small bronchial casts may be expectorated.

Examination with the microscope will occa-

sionally reveal characteristic cancer-cells,

and the absence of tubercle bacilli may
decide, in an otherwise doubtful case, that it

is not piithisis. The resonance of the chest

may remain normal, when auscultation

proves that there is a diminution of air

entering the hmg. But there will not be the

hyper-resonance of emphysema. Wheezing
and dry and moist sounds vary mucli with
the amount of constriction of the tubes, and
the amount and character of the secretion.

But in advanced cases of this kind, by the

spread of the disease along the interlobular

septa and through the lung, its condition

becomes similar to that of a cirrhotic lung,

and the clinical aspects of the case maj' be

greatly altered. Perhaps the most charac-

teristic symptom of this class of cases is

dyspnoea insidiously increasing, especially on
exertion, without coiTesponding symptoms of

either congestion of lung or compression.

Of the general symptoms, the most charac-

teristic is that of steadily advancing debility,

which is common to other forms of cancer.

And it is from asthenia, or from general
caclitxia, that tiie patient usually dies, before
much or any disintegration of tissue taken
place. It is the scirrhous variety of cancer
which most often thus follows and implicates
the bronclii.

In the disseminated form, characterised by
numerous masses, varying from the si/o of ii

millet-seed to that of a pea, scattered through-
out the lungs, the clinical phenomena, botli

local and general, may very doselj- simulate
those of tubercle, with recurrent attacks of
bronchial irritation and congestion, and
febrile disturbance. But as a rule, to whidi,
however, some remarkable exceptions have
been met with, there is little, if any, increase
of temperature, nor is there the quickened
breath and frecjuent dry cough of tubercle.

The dyspntta is chiefly on exertion, and
seems more due to feeble circulation and
general debility than to either pulmonary
disease or febrile disturbance. Indeed, the
absence of local signs of inflammation, or
symptoms of functional disturbance, is fre-

quently remarkable. Signs of bronchial irri-

tation in some of these cases have been early
noted and prominent symptoms; in other
cases they have been sliglit and variable.

The apices of the lungs, though often impli-

cated, are not specially and early invaded as

in tubercle, but rather the bases. If the can-
cerous growths are rapidly developed and
extensively distributed through the lungs,

both the signs and general symptoms become
greatly modified, and the case proves speedily

fatal. The similarity to acute tuberculosis

is sometimes very close, especially in those
instances in which there is marked febrile

disturbance, and recurring slight hwino-
ptysis.

2. Localised Malignant Disease.—
The second class of cases of malignant disease

of the lungs, in which tlie disease manifests
itself in the form of isolated masses of larger

size, is the most common. There may be

one such tumour or several, at tirst assuming
a rounded form, but, as they gradually invade

the lung, acquiring an indefinite shape, and
involving a large portion or even the whole
of the lung. Such tumoiu-s, being most
frequently of the encephaloid varieties of

malignant disease, often grow rai)idly. and
as rapidly disintegrate, giving rise to hienmr-

rhage and destruction, not only of the ma^H
itself, but also of the surrounding tissues.

In this way vomicce may be formed, or

portions of lung may become gangrenous.
The symptoms and progress of these cases

necessarily vary much. If the growth or

growths have attained any considerable size,

there is dulness on percussion, and an absence
of respiratory murmur over the affected

portion of lung. The presence and character

of other physical signs depend very much on
the patency or occlusion of the bronchi.

When, as is often the case, tlicso iiro
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completely occluded, nothing whatever may
be detected on auscultation, and all vocal

fremitus may be absent ; the implicated

portion being completely shut off from the

rest of the lung, and fronx all communication
with the trachea. If, however, the bronchi

remain patent, or—as the result of breaking

down of the cancerous mass—if communica-
tion with the larger bronchi has been re-

established, we have evidence of abundant
secretion, and the ordinary phenomena
associated with a cavity. In such circum-

stances microscojiie examination of the

expectorated matters may give decisive

e\'ideuce of the nature of the case. On the

other hand, before any such consequences

have arisen, we may have in the case of a

large tumour involving the whole or the

greater part of one lung auscultatory signs

which are with difficulty distinguishable

from those of extensive pleuritic effusion.

In other instances, where the portion of lung
implicated in the cancerous growth is limited

and well-defined, the physical signs may so

closely resemble those of phthisis as to lead

astray the most expert. Thus we may have
limited dulness on percussion, with absence
of respiration ; followed by signs of surround-
ing irritation, slight haemoptysis, cough,

expectoration, and indications of a cavity.

In some rare instances there have been
limited flattenmg and altered form of the

chest-walls, such as characterise chronic
phthisis. Copious haemoptysis, except in

connexion with extensive destruction of

lung-tissue, is not common in cancer of the

lung. But there may be extensive sanguineous
effusion into the pleural cavity, increasing

the difficulty of diagnosis. The diagnosis in

those instances, where the local signs closely

resemble phthisis, must be based mainly on
the constitutional symptoms and the history

of the case, together with careful microscopic
examination of the sputa.

There is considerable difference as to the
progress and mode of termination in the whole
of the class of cases now under consideration.

Long before the local changes have advanced
far enough to admit of a decisive diagnosis,

the patient may die from rapidly increasing
debihty and emaciation, with more or less of i

hectic fever, and even typhoid phenomena
;

[

or he may be carried off by rapidly occurring
pleuritic effusion. In other instances, cancer
developing in other organs is the cause of
death. Indeed, in a large proportion of cases
the manifestation of malignant growths in

the neck, the axilla, or other parts, places
beyond question the nature of the case. So
long as the growth is confined to the sub-
stance of the hmg, and does not implicate
the nerve-trunks and larger vessels, there is

usually little pain, paroxysmal dyspnoea, or
disturbance of the heart's action, excepting

;

such as may be due to feebleneSs of muscular
power. Nor is there generally any external

oedema, or distension of the superficial veins.

The reverse of all this characterises the cases
in which the mediastinum and the roots of
the lungs become involved.

3. Mediastinal Tumours.—This form
of malignant disease of the lungs is described
under a separate heading. See Mediastinum,
Diseases of.

Prognosis and Treatment.—The subject

of the prognosis and treatment of malignant
disease of the lungs in its various forms wiU
be more conveniently discussed in the article

Mediastinum, Diseases of.

J. RiSDON Bennett.

LUNGS, Malpositions of. — Among
maljiositions may be regarded those condi-

tions in which the lung is contracted more
or less within its normal limits ; or, on the

other hand, distended so as to pass beyond
its usual boundaries. One or both organs
may be thus affected. These alterations

may result either from more or less diminu-
tion of the amoiant of air in the lungs,, as in

cases of compression or collapse ; from excess

of tlie same, as in emphysema and hyper-
trophy ; or from diseases which affect their

structure. The lung may also be displaced

by the pressure of tumours, in adchtion

to being compressed. The most important
malposition of the lung, however, is that

known as hernia, in which a portion of the

organ projects into the neck, or through
some part of the chest-walls, or through the

diaphragm into the abdominal cavity. If

the hernia passes towards the surface of the

body, it may be made out clinically, being
indicated by a soft and compressible swell-

ing, localised, resonant on percussion, and
rendered more prominent by a cough. Pul-

monary symptoms might possibly be present.

It is practicallj' impossible to detect a hernia
of the lungs through the diaphragm.

Frederick T. Egberts.

LUNGS, Morbid Growths in.—The
formations in the lungs which belong to the

class of morbid growths may be thus enu-
merated, in the order of their importance

:

1. Tubercle. 2. Cancer. 3. Syphilitic gum-
mata. 4. Hydatids. 5. Rare formations,
such as sarcoma, enchondroma, osteoid and
myeloid growths, hijematoma, lymphatic for-

mations, actinomj'cosis, &c. Most of these

are discussed tmder their appropriate head-

ings, and it is unnecessary to allude to them
any further here. Those belonging to the

last group are usually rather of pathological

interest than of clinical importance, with the

exception of actinomycosis, as they rarely

give rise to any local symptoms or physical

signs during life, and are merely discovered,

as a rule, at the post-mortem examination.
It is a question how far some of these growths
are to be regarded as being of a malignant
nature. In some cases they are secondary
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to similar growths elsewhere, or the lunj;

inay bo involved by extension. Lyiuphatic
formations in the lungs are sometimes ob-

|

served in cases of llodf^kin's disease.
j

Effects.— It will be useful to indicate I

the elVects, if any, which morbid growths
j

may produce in connexion with the lungs.
|

1. The lung-tissues may merely be more or

less displaced and compressed ; or, in course

of time, they become absorbed or atrophied,

in proportion as the growth progresses.

2. Tlie distribution of air in the lungs may
be modified by the mere presence of a growth,
so that in one part it is in excess, and in

another i)art deficient, ii. Similarly, the

circulation of blood may be disturbed, lead- ;

Lng to congestion in one j)art, and ausemia
in another. 4. Morbid formations are very
liable to cause local irritation. Hence they
may induce bronchial congestion and ca-

tarrh, localised acute pneumonia and its con-

sequences, or chronic interstitial pneumonia,
whicli maj' lead to the formation of a fibrous

capsule aroimd a gi'owth. 5. Certain forma-
|

tions are lialile to undergo degenerative and
destructive processes, wliich will probably
involve the pulmonary tissues. In this way
they originate ulcers or cavities, and may
give rise to morbid products, which are not
only injurious to the lungs, but also infect

distant parts to wliich tliey maybe conveyed.
After destruction reparative processes not in-

frequently take place, witli loss, however, of
the involved portions of tlie lung- structures.

It must be remarked here that some morbid
grow'ths seem to become infiltrated through
the pulmonary tissues without destroying i

them; and under appropriate treatment the
growth is absorbed, leaving the involved por-

tion of the lung intact. This applies espe-

cially to some ca.ses of syphilitic infiltration.

(5. Growths in the lungs sometimes extend
beyond these organs, so as to interfere with
neighbouring structures, causing irritation,

pressure, or destructive efifects. Thus, local

I)leurisy, pressure on vessels or nerves, de-

struction of bones, and other consequences
maj- ensue. In short, the growths become
tlien practically intra- thoracic tumours, and ,

produce shiiilar effects.
j

Symptoms.— What has been stated as to

the effects of morbid growths in the lungs
will readily explain the clinical signs which
they tend to originate. They may be of

such little couseiiuence that they produce no
|

sign whatever during life, not mterfering in

any way with the respiratory functions, or

being capable of detection by physical ex-

amination. Indeed, souje formations may
invade the lungs to a considerable extent so

insidiously that no e\ident symptoms are

induced. The writer has known cases in

which the lungs were extensively implicated

in secondary cancer without any synqitoms,

except some feeling of shortness of breath on
exertion. Usually, however, various degi-eee
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and combinations of tiie oidinary ])uhuonary
symptoms may be antitijmted— namely,
pain in some part of tiio chest, cough, ex-
pectoration, the sputum sonictinies contain-
ing fragments of the growth, hiumoptysiH,
and disorders of breathing of various kinds.
Pressure-symptoms in connexion with other
structures are induced in some cases. Phy-
sical examination may detect the disease when
there are no symptoms ; or these may co-

exist with i)iiysical signs, which reveal the
presence either of the morbid formation itself

—such as alteration in the shape and size of

the chest, deficient expansion, dulness, bron-
chial or other abnormal breath sounds, modi-
fied vocal fremitus and resonance ; of il8

eflects on the lungs ; of the formation of

cavities; or of its interference with neigh-

bouring ports. The particulars relating to

these points are discussed in other articles.

Definite general symptoms are associated

with many forms of morbid growth in the
lungs.

Tri;atmkxt.—The principles of treatment
of morbid growths in the lungs are, first, lo

get rid of them, if possible, by medicinal
means, as in the case of syphilis ; secondly,

to treat their effects ; thirdly, to treat local

symptoms which may arise ; and fourthly, to

treat the general symptoms.
Fkederick T. Roberts.

LUNGS, CEdema of.—Synon. : Fr.

(Edimc (ill I'ounwii ; Ger. Lttngcni'dcvi.

Definition.—Infiltration of the pulnaonary
tissue with serous fluid.

The serous fhiid is effused from the

pulmonary capillaries into the pidmonary
testmes, and into the alveolar and bronchiid

spaces.

^Etiology.—The causes of this exudation

are manifold, but of two sorts :— (a) Dm-
ordcrcd circulation : (I) active con;,'estion,

attendant upon inflammatory conditions of

the lungs and bronchi; (2) passive congestion;

(3) mechanical congestion—in heart-disease,

emphysema, or pressure upon the pulmonary
veins ; (4) want of tone of vessels after in-

flammatory conditions, as pneiunonia or

bronchitis, or j)ressure upon the vagus nerve

or pulmonary plexus ; (.j) atHux of blood to

the lungs in croup, and during the asthmatic

paroxysms determined by the ineffectual

eflbrts at inspiration. (6) Morbid coruiitiunt

of the blood : in albuminuria, and to a less

degree in other diseases in which the con-

dition of the blood is altered or impaired--for

example, scurvy, jiurpura, anicmia, hydnemia
^the hmgs partaking of the general disposi-

tion to dropsy.

Anatomical Characters.—In cases of

oedema piUmonum, tlie lungs are usually

large, filling the thoracic cavity, and some-
limes indented by the ribs. They are heavy;

their pleural surfaces are wet ; and the pleural

cavities contain an excess of serum. Both
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lungs are as a rule affected, their lower and
most dependent portions chiefly ; and one
lung, on the side to which the patient has
last inclined, is more highly oedematous than
the other. The higher the degree of oedema,
the less crepitant the lung, and the more
distinctly the surface pits on pressrire. A
portion cut from a simply oedematous lung
will, however, almost always float in water;
but at the base of the lung there is usually

some collapse in addition to the oedema, and
a portion removed therefrom sinks. On
section, the lung exudes abundant thin serum,
and more or less frothy fluid, with which the

bronchial tubes are also occupied. On first

making a section, the succulent tissue will

break down easily under the finger ; but,

after the excess of fluid has been squeezed
(Hit, the lung feels toughened. The fluid is

almost entirely confined to the alveolar

spaces and parenchyma proper, as distin-

guished from the interlobular septa of the
lung. Qildema may be found at any portion

of the lung—at the apex, for instance, deter-

mined there by the inflammatory process.

The transition between oedema and inflam-

matory consolidation is very gradual. (Edema
is also very apt to pass into, or to be compli-

cated with, a certain degree of inflammation.
The degree of friability, and of compressi-

bility, and the application of the water test,

are the readiest methods of distinguishing

between the two. If a portion of oedematous
lung be examined under the microscojie, the

alveoli are found to contain more or less

numerous large granular cells, but these are
never so numerous as to occupy entirely the

alveoli.

Symptoms.—The symptoms of oedema of
the Imigs are— in addition to those of the
disease which has produced it— dj'spnoea,

which may amount to orthopnoea ; trouble-

some ' retelling ' cough ; and ditticult, yet
tolerably abundant, frothy, serous expectora-

tion. The percussion-note is deadened at

both bases, although the dulness is usually
more extensive at one base than the other

;

the vocal fremitus is diminished ; the resfii-

latory murmiu" is enfeebled or lost; and a
fine bubbling crepitation is heard.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of pulmonary
(tdema is not usually difficult. The absence
of pleuritic pains and of fever, and the double-

sidedness of the disease, together with the
absence of any true bronchial breathing or

iegophony, will exclude pneumonia or

pleurisy. The presence of dulness will also

distinguish the condition from simple capil-

lary bronchitis, with a certain degree of

which, however, it is often combined. The
general condition of the patient, and the

presence or absence of those diseases or

circumstances which are known to produce
oedema of the lungs, must be carefully taken
into consideration. If, for instance, after

an asthmatic paroxysm we hear some fine
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bubbling rales over the bases of the lungs,
and find the patient expectorating an un-
usual quantity of frothy serous fluid, we
may suspect pulmonary oedema rather than
bronchitis.

Peognosis.—The prognosis in oedema of
the lungs depends mainly upon the general
or local conditions with which it is associated.

It is of very grave purport in chronic Bright's
disease, or in heart-disease. It is also a
grave complication in chronic bronchitis,
showing faihu'e of heart-power. It is, how-
ever, often a transient and unimportant
condition when it succeeds to acute chest-

afi'ections, as pneumonia or bronchitis, or to

asthma. As a complication of acute chest-

afl'ections, it is rarely recognised clinically.

Treatment.—The treatment of pulmonary
oedema is, in all important cases, derivative.

Poultices are to be apjjlied to the chest, with
sufiicient mustard to produce redness. Dry-
cupjiing will often give great relief. Blisters

should be avoided. Watery purgatives should
be administered, according to the strength of

the patient. Diuretics are useful in some
cases, especially the vegetable diuretics, such
as digitalis, juniper, and scoparimn, as also

spirit of nitrous ether ; and the same is to be
said of diaphoretics ~ for example, acetate of

ammonium, warmth, hot-air baths. Mode-
rate stimulation and support must be kept
up. Kidney- or heart-disease, if present, wiU
mainly determine the exact treatment. If

there be failure of cardiac power, ether, am-
monia, and alcoholic stimulants are required

;

and if the heart's action continues hurried

or irregular, digitalis is esjjecially indicated.

When we sus^iect a loss of tone of vessels, as

after bronchitis or pneumonia and m ansEmic
states, perchloride of iron with some mineral
acid is to be recommended.

In all cases rest in bed or on a couch is

necessary. E. Douglas Powell.

LUNG, Perforation of.—Synon. : The
term pneumothorax is almost equivalent.

Definition.—-The formation of an opening
through the pulmonary pleura, communica-
ting with the interior of the lung.

JiTiOLOGY.—Perforation of the lung may
arise in many waj's. Its causes may be
classified under the four following headings :

1. Fenetrating ivounds ; for example, gun-
shot wound, punctured wound, or laceration

by a broken rib.

2. Hupture of the lung ; as sometimes
occurs during violent expiratory efforts, e.g.

in whooping-cough, parturition, &c.

3. Diseases a.f)ecting the pleura or neigh-

bouring structures ; such as empyema, he-

patic abscess or hydatid, or suppuration of

the brduehial glands.

4. Disease affecting the lung itself; for

instance, phthisis, emphysema, gangrene,
hydatids, or cancer.

Of all the causes of perforation of the lung.
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phthisis is infinitely the most common. It is i

the rule in phthisis for pleuritic ailhosions to

form jiari yaifxtt with the pulmoniiry lesion,

and these adhesions are usvuiUy very firm

and dilhcult to break down. In neither re-

spect, however, does this rule always hold
};ood. In some rare cases in the earliest

staj^e of the disease a small tubercular
nodule situated immediately under the pleura

softeus, and the pleura gives way. Afjain, at

any stage of the disease an outlying tubercu-

lar mass, situated below the point to w hich

the pleural adhesions have extended, may
soften and rupture into the pleural cavity.

In the more acute pneumonic varieties of

phthisis there is often a singular indisposition

to the formation of pleural adhesions. The
pulmonary pleura in such cases becomes
covered witli a thin, smooth, translucent

layer of lymph, shining through which can
be seen at several points opacpie yellow sjiots.

These spots are found to correspond with
nnderlying masses of softened cheesy ma-
terial, by which the pleura has been under-
mined and dejjrived of its vascular supjjly.

Pneumothorax has its most frequent origin

in rupture of the pleura at one of these
yellow points.

Finally, sinuses are sometimes found lead-

ing from old cavities within the lung to the
jileural surface. Occasionally these sinuses,

the i)leura being adherent, penetrate through
the thoracic wall and point externally. In
other cases, of which the writer has seen two
examples, they may open into the opposite
pleural cavity.

Anatomical Characters. —The affected

lung is in all cases eolla{)sed, and in cases of

old standing may be so comi)lctely so, and
covered by such thick layers of lymph, as to

be foimd only with dithculty. The opening
may have closed. It is sometimes dithcult

to discern. It may consist of a small slit,

communicating with a cavity by a slanting

sinus, so as to form a complete viilve ; or it

may be of considerable size, and commmii-
cate widelj' with a cavity or bronchus. All

degrees of patency between these two ex-

tremes occur. The position of the o])ening

is very variable ; it is most conmionly situ-

ated somewhere on the lateral or con\ ex side

of the lung. The ruptuie is almost always
into the pleural cavity on the same side. It

may, however, take i)lace into the ojiposite

pleural cavity, through the mediastinal fold

of pleura. The pleura is inflamed, and
covered with lymph ; and its cavity contains

air and a greater or less quantity of purulent

Huid. The heart is displaced, unless in some
rare case it be held by a strong adhesion.

Some years ago the writer tested the degree

of an--pressure present in ten cases ofpneumo-
thorax by means of a water-pressure gauge.

In two cases it was nil; in one case it was
ecjual to 1'2.5 ingh ; in two cases 2 inches ; in

one case 3'7') inches ; in two cases 4 inches ;

in one case 5"3 inches ; and in a double case
it equalled 35 inches in one pleura, and 2-7

in the other. The gas etTused approximates
in conipusition to that of expired air, con-
taining from 8 to 1(5 per cent, of carbonic
acid. Sometimes sulphuretted hydrogen also
is found in foetid cases.

Symi'Toms and Signs.—The symptoms and
signs of i)erl"orati()n of the pleura are those of
))neumothorax, followed by hydro- or pyo-
pneumothorax. At the moment of attack
sudden acute pain is felt in the chest, at the
seat of rujiture, and is immediately followed
by great tlyspnuea and shock. In a well-

marked case the expression of face is pecu-
liarly agonised and terror-stricken ; the ex-

tremities are cold ; damp sweats break out;
the pulse is quick and small ; and the respi-

rations are exceedingly rajjid. The position

of the patient is that of orthopno-a, with an
inclmation forwards, and to the sound side ;

it is, however, frecjuently changed in the en-

deavour to gain breath. The voice is feeble

and whispermg. The urgency of the shock
and dyspna;a depends upon the amount of

useful lung suddenly disabled. If the pa-

tient survive the attack, after two or three

days fever of a hectic character, with sweats,

suj)ervenes. In some cases, however, the

symptoms of pneumothorax come on very
insidiously.

Fhtjuical signs.—The physical signs are

very characteristic. There is enlargement
of the side affected, and etlacenient or bulg-

ing of the intercostal spaces. The heart is

displaced towards the sound side. The per-

cussion-note is hyper-resonant or traipanitic

I
over the side affected, except where (at the

I

apex) thelmjg may perhaps be still adherent

;

! and on auscultation either no respiration at

all is audible, or amphoric breathing of a

pecidiar character may be heard at one or

more points, sometimes accompanied with

the characteristic metallic tinkle. A peculiar

metallic echo is heard if the patient coughs.

If, whilst the ear is applied, a coin placed on
the diseased side is struck with anotiier coin,

a characteristic bell-note is heard. The vocal

fremitus is diminished or lost. .\t a later

stage, when more or less elTusion has taken

place, the signs of air and fluid in the pleural

cavity present themselves, namely, dulness

below and hyper-resonance above— in vary-

ing proportions, and shifting in relative posi-

tion with the posture of the jtatient. If the

amount of fluid be moderate, a splash or suc-

cussion sound may be elicited. This sound

may be audible to the ear applied to the

chest, or to bystanders. If the Huid elVusion

be considerable, intercostal fluctuation may

I

be felt; and this fluctuation gives to the
' finger, on percussion at the level of junction

of air and fluid, a jjcculiar sensation of thrill.

The position usually assumed by the patient

now is with the head raised, and leaning

towards the diseased side.
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Diagnosis.—The diagnosis of perforation
of the lung is to be made from other dis-

eases ; and also with respect to the probable
nature of the opening, and the degree of
pressure present. If the three essential signs
ofpneumothorax be remembered,namely, dis-

placement of heart, tj-mpanitic percussion-
note, and either absence of respiration or

amphoric breathing, there can scarcely be
any difficiilty in making the diagnosis. It

cannot be confounded with a bilateral disease

like emphysema. The shifting resonance
and dulness, the succussion-splash, with per-

haps metallic tinkle and amphoric breath-

sound, are signs abundantly sufficient to

distinguish hydro-pueumothorax from ordi-

nary empyema. It is sometimes very difficult

to distinguish between a localised pneumo-
thorax and a large thin-walled cavity in the

lung, the signs being almost identical. Re-
specting the nature of the opening, whether
valvular or free, careful auscultation will

usually gain the desired information. If

amphoric breathing be well-marked, it may
be assumed that the opening is a free and
tolerably direct one ; if, on the other hand, no
respiratory sound be audible, the communi-
cation with the pleura is indirect and more or

less completely valvular. In the latter case

the pressure-symptoms become more urgent.

Prognosis.—Of course the prognosis in

every case of tubercular pneumothorax is

necessarily very grave, but by no means
equally grave in all cases. The following

considerations will guide to a correct pro-

gnosis : (a) Nature of openintj. If the
cominunieation with the pleura be valvular,

signified by the entire absence of breath-

sound, and the increasing urgency of dys-

pnoea, the patient will die in a few hours
unless relieved by paracentesis. (6) State of
the opposite liinrj. If the effusion of air have
occurred on the side least affected by previous
disease, the case is correspondingly hopeless.

If, on the other hand, we know that the lung
now collapsed was previously much diseased,

jind if the other lung be but little affected,

the duration of life may not be greatly short-

ened by the accident. Life is then gradually
extinguished by hectic fever, and progressive

disease in the opposite hmg. It is by no
means impossible, and probably happens
more frequently than is supposed, that the
opening in the pleura may close, the air be-

come absorbed, and the case converted into

one of simple empyema. In pneumothorax
arising from accidental wound or injury to

the lung, the prognosis depends upon the
visceral injury. The air in the pleura is

absorbed with considerable readiness.

Treatment.—In all cases in which death
is threatened by asphyxia, in consequence of

air accumulating in the pleura, paracentesis
with a fine trocar must be performed. This
will in such cases give great relief, and may
be repeated if necessary. There is a ten-
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dency for an opening, at first completely
valvular, to become at a later period more
patent, or possibly to close, so that it is better
to operate when necessary with a fine trocar
than to make a permanent opening. liest to
the affected side should be secured, as far as
possible, by the application of a broad piece
of strapping extending round the side to be-
yond the middle line in front and beliind.

The shock and dyspnoea are best treated by
opium in rejjeated small doses. Stimulants
may also be necessary, but opium is far more
useful. R. Douglas Powell.

LUNG, Rupture of.—Rupture of the
lung is an extremely rare occurrence. Cases
of so-called rupture of the lung from external
violence are, for the most part, reaUy pro-

duced by perforation or laceration of the
pleura by a fractured rib. It is said that
rupture of the lung may occur in whooping-
cough. See Lung, Perforation of.

LUNGS, Syphilitic Disease of.—
There can be no doubt that syphilis does
sometimes originate specific lesions in the
lungs, though much less frequently than in

most of the other viscera. They are gene-
rally only met with in advanced cases of

acquired syphilis, when the signs of the
disease are markedly developed in other
parts. Occasionally the lungs are involved
in congenital sy2)liilis. The presence of a
tubercular or scrofulous diathesis has been
supposed to predispose to the implication of

the lungs in syphilitic disease.

Anatomical Characters.—Gummata con-
stitute the most certain and unquestionable
lesions of a syphilitic nature in the lungs,

but they are rare. "When present, they vary
in number from one to many. In the latter

case they are disseminated, but are stated to

have a predilection for the deeper parts of

the organs. In size these growths usually

vary from that of a pea to a walnut, but may
reach the dimensions of a large egg. They
are generally weU-defined, rounded in shajie,

and often surrounded with a fibrous capsule.

In their early condition gummata in the

lungs appear on section greyish or brownish-
red, homogeneous, firm, and dryish in con-
sistence. Subsequently they tend to degene-
rate, becoming more or less caseous, 3'ellow,

and less consistent ; and they may even
break down in the centre, so as to form
cavities. The structure of these gummata
is found on microscopical examination to be
made up of imperfect fibres, abortive nuclei,

and a few fibre-cells, infiltrating the pul-

monary tissues, and thickening the alveoli.

Afterwards these are mixed with granular

matter and other products of degeneration

and disintegration.

There seems every reason to believe that

a variety of chronic interstitial pneumonia is

in exceptional instances due to syphilis. The
result is a fibroid infiltration of the pul-
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monarv tissue, which in its general and
niicri)sc()j)ic characters cannot be distin-

guishod from a similar condition due to

interstitial pneumonia from other causes, but
the new tissue is said to be more vascular in

its early stages. The affected parts are much
indurated ; and any bronchi which are im-
plicated tend to become more or less dilated.

The morbid condition may be distributed in

various parts of the lungs, but appears to

have a preference for their bases and the

vicinity of their roots. It freijuently origi-

nates at the surface, and penetrates thence
into the interior of the hmgs in the form of

fibrous bands, the pleura being generally

thickened and adherent, and superficial

puckerings and depressions being visible.

In other instances the new-growth com-
mences around gummata ; or from a chronic
contracting peri-bronchitis, associated with
ulcerative inflammation (Pye-Smith). Dr.
Green states that it originates mainly around
the small interL)bular blood-vessels. Syphi-
litic fibroid infiltration has no tendency to

caseation; but it may become the seat of

ulceration or gangrene.
In connexion with congenital syphilis, a

peculiar condition has been described as

affecting the lungs in new-born or very young
infants, under various names, such as siiplii-

litic pneumonia, white hejmtisation, and
epithelioma of the laru/s. It assumes a more
or less diffuse or infiltrated arrangement, but
is of variable extent, and may involve one or

both organs. One lung may be atTected

throughout, while the other is (juite free from
disease. The more obvious characters are

as follows : The pleura is usually unaffected.

The lung is enlarged, and may be in a state

of full expansion, so that its surface is marked
by the ribs ; it feels remarkably heavy ; and
at the seat of the disease is dense, firm, hard,
and usually resistant, not breaking dowTi
under pressure. On section it presents a
wliite or yellowish-white colour, being more
or less bloodless ; is uniform and smooth

;

and little or no fluid can be expressed or

scraped from the cut surface. Careful ex-

amination reveals minute bands of fibrous

t'ssue running in all directions. Microscopi-

cally the change seems to consibi mainly in

thickening of the alveolar walls and minute
bronchi, due to an imperfectly fibrillated and
nucleated tissue, which undergoes degenera-
tive changes. JMost observers further describe

an increase in the epithelial cells, which fill

the air-vesicles and minute air-tubes ; but
Wagner denies this. The vessels also become
thickened and ultimately obhterated.

It may be remarked that the bronchial

tubes or tlieir divisions may be affected with
syphilitic disease ; their submucous tissue, or

occasionally their deeper structures, becom-
ing infiltrated witli a fibro-nuclear gi-owth.

Ulceration is likely to take place, followed

by cicatrisation, leading to thickening of

their walls, with narrowing or even complete
closure of their channel.

Symptoms.—In the majority of cases syphi-
litic lesions in the lungs have only been dis-

covered after death, no symptoms having;
occurred during life pointing to these organs;
or they having been obscured by symptoiiiH
affecting other parts. In a case of recognised
constitutional syphilis, attention should be
paid to the lungs as well as to other organs,
and it would bo advisable to examine tliein

from time to time, as physical signs might
occur without any obvious symptoms to

attract the patient's attention. Ifi)ulmonary
symptoms, such as local pain, shortness of

breath, cough, expectoration, or hairaoptysis,

should arise in a person undoubtedly syphi-

litic, or who had had sj'philis. the possibilitv

of the lungs being affected should specially

be borne in mind. Hoemoptysis at an early

period is said to be of diagnostic importance.
Physical examination might possibly reveal

the presence of gummata, as evidenced by
localised dulncss, bronchial breathing, in-

creased vocal fremitus and resonance, and
other signs of consolidation. The most sig-

nificant signs, however, are those indicating

marked induration of the lung from fibroid

infiltration, es[)ecially if unilateral, and con-

fined to the base or middle portion of the

organ. In course of time signs of cavities

might become evident, due to breaking-down
of gmnmata, or to dilated bronchi. The
general symptoms are those of constitutional

syphilis, combined with those of phthisis.

There is but little or no pj-rexia accompany-
ing the pulmonary lesions; and the progress

of the case is essentially chronic. The effects

of treatment may be of peculiar significance

in the diagnosis of syphilitic disease of the

lungs. If such symptoms and physical signs

connected with these organs as have been
indicated above should disappear under the

use of anti-syphilitic remedies, a diagnosis

of this disease might fairly be made. The
absence of tubercle bacilli is considered an
important element in distinguishing syphi-

litic disease fi'om tubercular phfhi.sis.

Ti!EAT.MEXT.—If syphilitic disease of the

lungs be recognised or su.spected, tiie appro-

priate treatment in most cases is to adminis-

ter iodide of potassium freely and continu-

ously. In some cases a mercurial course of

treatment answers best; or perchloride of

mercury might be combined with the iodide.

It may be necessary to employ internal re-

medies or local applications for the relief of

pulmonary symptoms. Cod-liver oil and
tonics may be given with advantage for the

amelioration off the general condition, in

cases where such medicines are needed. The
usual measures for the treatment of phthisical

cases, as regards diet, hygiene, climate, Ac.
must of course be duly recognised, and
adopted in suitable cases.

Frederick T. Roberts.
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LUNGS, Tuberculosis of.—Tubercle
istlie most important morbid growth afi'ecting

the liuig, but it is by no means a settled point

what should be included under this term.

Many pathologists only i;ecognise as tubercle

the so-called grey granulations ; others regard

the various masses and infiltrations noticed

in cases of phthisis as of this nature, and
they look upon tubercle in these organs as

divisible into grey and yellow varieties, and
arranged either in the form of granulations

or as an infiltration. It is unnecessary in

this place to discuss this subject further, as

it is considered fully in other appropriate

articles. See Phthisis ; and Tuberculosis.
Fredeeick T. Egberts.

LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS (ZM2;iM,

a wolf, or a rodent disease ; and erythema-

tosus, related to erythema).

—

Synon. : Se-

borrhoea Congcstiva.

Definition.—A chronic hyperaemia of the

skin, attended by a new-cell-growth, followed

by interstitial aljsorption, and ending in scar.

iETioLOGY.— AVomen are more liable to

lupus erythematosus than men. It is rare

before puberty, and most often begins be-

tween the ages of 20 and 45 years ; but no
age of adult life up to GO or 70 is exempt.
Weakly persons are thought by some to be

most liable, but the complaint may attack

perfectly healthy people—at any rate there

is no intimate connexion with any other

special disease. An imperfect circulation,

such as evidences itself by congestion of parts

which are at a disadvantage, e.g. the nose
or ears, is probably a causal factor ; any
cause which leads to temporary congestion,

such as exposure to heat or cold, may act as

a determinant. Lupus erythematosus is

not hereditary. It attacks aU classes of

society.

Anatomical Characters.—The capillaries

of the cutis are dilated, and a small-celled

new-growth develops in it, close under the
epidermis, around the orifices of the sebace-

ous and hair follicles and the sweat-ducts.

The cell-growth has lately been said to com-
mence deeper down in the substance of the
skin. There is an increased secretion of

sebum ; and crusts of epidermis and fatty

matter form. The terminal scar is due to

destruction of normal tissue by the new-
growth

;
partial fatty degeneration and absorp-

tion of the latter ; and conversion of the
remainder uito jiermanent connective tissue.

Symptoms.— Lupus erythematosus most
often attacks the face. Small patches of
well-defined crimson or purplish redness
form on the skin of the cheeks or nose, and
remain for a long period unaltered ; they
then become covered in parts with thin,

firmly adherent, dirty-looking crusts, which
if removed are found to send jnocesses into

the dilated mouths of the sebaceous glands.

In the final stage, the redness gives place to
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a very superficial whitish scar. Confluence
of several small patches gives rise to irregu-

lar patterns. In some cases it is impossible

to recognise anything more than persistent

redness due to dilated capillaries, and very
superficial scarring where the disease is

undergoing involution. When both cheeks
are attacked at once, the patches tend to

unite across the nose in the shape of a bat's

wing or of a butterfly. The scalp often suffers,

and there is permanent loss of hair. Other
seats of lupus erythematosus are the ears,

eyelids, hps, and backs of the hands ; where
it may closely simulate chilblains at first.

No part of the body is exempt. There is no
pain, or ulceration, but sometimes slight

itching. Exposm-e to cold winds or to great

heat aggravates the disease. In Germany
an acute form has been observed, in which
the eruption quickly covers a large part of

the body; is attended with fever and prostra-

tion ; and may end in death. The writer

has seen such a case.

Complications.—Recurrent erysipelas has
been noticed more often in lupus erythema-
tosus than in lupus vulgaris.

Diagnosis.—This disease is to be diagnosed
from lupus vulgaris, by its commencement
after puberty ; by its very superficial charac-

ter ; and by the sebaceous crusts. From
eczema, which it sometimes resembles at

first sight, lupus erythematosus may be dis-

tinguished by the history, chronicity, trifling

itching, and the presence of scars.

Prognosis.—Lupus erythematosus is very

chronic, and may last for years. Permanent
cure is very doubtful, on account of the ten-

dency to relapse. Except in the acute form,

which is rare, there is no danger to life.

Treatment.—In the treatment of lupus

erythematosus the first indication is to rectify

any derangement of the general health.

There is no specific internal remedy. Milk
and cod-liver oil improve the nutrition.

Externally, mild caustics suit some cases

best. Mercury plaster should always be tried,

spread thickly on linen, with enough oil of

turjjentine to make it soft, and applied every
night for a long period. The linmient or

tincture of iodine can be painted on until

slight inflammation is set up, and repeated

after an interval ; or spirit of soap (IJ< Saponis

mollis 5j, sj)iritns rectificati 5SS-5J) may be

rubbed on with a piece of lint ; after tho

serous crusts resulting from this separate, the

same process should be repeated. Pyrogallic

acid ointment (10 per cent.) has been recom-
mended. It is applied for three or four days

until a brown eschar forms; this is covered

with iodoform bandage until the slough sepa-

rates ; the wound is then dressed with iodo-

form. Painting with a 3 per cent, solution

of resorcin, and covering with an india-rubber

mask, have been effectual. One of the best

methods of local treatment is that by linear

scarification {see Lupus Vulgaris). Some
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cases, especially those wliere there is much
active inriiunimition, do best with soothing
remedies such as zinc ointment, or a lead
lotion (R Licjuoris plunibi subacetatis J,j,i;\y-

ceriiii ^ij), applied warm after the crusts are

removed; and such applications are always
of service in the intervals between the caus-

tics.

Edward I. Sparks. Alfred Sanosteb.

LUPUS VULGARIS {lupus, a wolf,

or a rodent disease ; and vulgaris, connnon).
Syxox. : Lupus Excdcns ; Fr. Scro/ulide
Maligne; Dartre liongeante; Ger. Lupus

;

2''n'sseude Flcchte.

Definition.—Avery chronic non-contagi-
ous disease of the skin and mucous mem-
branes; cliieriy (hie to an infiltration of small
round cells into their substance ; attended
either with epidermic exfoliation, interstitial

al)sorption, or destructive ulceration.

.^^TioLOGY.—The iEtiology of lupus vulgaris

is unknown. Some cases occur in scrofidous

persons with enlarged or suppurating lymph-
atic glands, and diseases of the bones and
joints, or in the children of consumptive
parents. An association between lupus and
stnuua is generally admitted in this country,

although it is not traceable in every case.

Most cases begin very early in life, from tlie

second or third year up to puberty. The
ulcerative form

—

lupus cxedens—may begin
still later, but it is very rare for it to do so

after the thirtieth year. Women are more
liable to lupus than men, and country people
than townspeople. It is in no way due to

syphilis, either hereditary or acquired. Local
injury may determine the disease. Lupus is

probably a local tuberculosis.

Anatomical CHAnACTEUs.—The cutis in

lupus is infiltrated with vast numbers of

small round cells of about 0"004 mm. in

diameter, which encroach on and gi'adually

destroy its proper tissues. The new-gi-owth
has a certain resemblance to granulation-
tissue (Virchow). It is higlily vascular, and
contains new-formed capillary vessels. No-
dules have been described, disseminated
throuL'h the cutis, each consisting of one or

more central inultinudear giant-cells, sur-

rounded by bauds of smaller cells which
shade off into the granulation-tissue. These
nodules exactly resemble grey tubercle (Fried-

lander). Some authonties regard these giant-

cells as retrograde products, due to central

fusion of the endothelial cells of sweat-ducts,

blood-vessels, and lymphatics, with persist-

ence of their nuclei (Lang). The epidermis
covering the lupus-tissue is thickened ; tlie

lower cells of the rete mucosum are fattily

degenerated, and contain reddish pigment.
Lui)us-tissue is very persistent. It may
eitlier undergo fatty degeneration and sub-

se()uent absorption, without lesion of the

epiilermis ; or else the latter breaks down
too, and ulceration is the result. A certain
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amount of organisation of the new-growth
into coimective-tissue takes place. Koch hiis

demonstrated the existence of bacilli in lupiia-

tissuo indistinguishable from the tubercle
bacillus; other observers have had ditliciilty

iu finding bacilli. The structure of lupus
and miliary tubercle are very closely alike.

Symptoms.—Lupus usually begins as one
or more small, smooth, reddish-brown or
reddish-yellow blotches, from the size of a
pin's head to a split pea, which may be level

with the skin, or else raised in the form of
small tubercles. Severiil of these may be-

come aggregated into a patch, and a number
of theui may coalesce, so as to cover exten-
sive surfaces of skin ; but this is the excep-
tion rather than the rule. Any change that
occurs is always slow, and a patch the size

of a shilling or a florin may take years to

form. In the uon-ulcerative variety, thin

epidermic scales are continually thrown oil

from the surface of the tubercles— /«/»/« ex-

foliativus. Alter a while, interstitial absorp-
tion of the lupus-cells begins in the older
tubercles, and a bluish-white papery scar ia

left. In other cases the tubercles soften,

ulcerate, and become covered with greenish

-

3'ellow adlierent scabs, beneath which the
ulcer extends. The surrounding i)arts arc
swollen, and the edge of the ulcer is pinkisli.

Removal of the scab exposes an idcerating

surface bathed in pus ; sooner or later granu-
lations appear, and are liable to be exuberant.
The ulceration may attack structures deeper
than the skin, and destroy cartilage, fibrous

tissues, and muscle. The mucous membranes
are not often primarily affected by lupus,

though it often extends to tliem from thn
skin. The gums, buccal membrane, pharynx,
larynx, and epiglottis may be in\a<lod, or tho
conjunctiva or vagina.

Lupus maj' occur on any part of the body
or limbs, but it has a sjjecial preference for

the skin of the face ; afterwards, in order of

frequencj-, the limbs, buttocks, trunk. Tho
ulcerative iorra— lupus excdcns -Wtimn al-

most exclusively on the nose, attacking

chiefly its anterior portion, either tlie tip or

the edges of the alie. Sometime.^ it begins
within the nostril. Unless proper treatment
is adojited the nose may be entir[-l,>' destroyed,

and severe inroads made into the tissues of

the cheeks, lips, and other neighbouring
parts. Tho varied aspects tliat may be
assumed by lupus have suggestcil the terms
L. disscntinatus, L. hifpertrophicus, where
there is much iaflltration ; L. aerpiginostm

and L. verrucosus or papillomalasut, in

cases where the disease assumes u papillary

type.

Complications and Sf.qdf.l*:.—Liqius may
co-exist with enlarged and suppurating glands

in tho neck and elsewhere; with various

scrofulous affections; with plithisis; and
with chronic Bright s disease. Great de-

fnrinitv mav resiil' from the contraction of
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the scars which it leaves—for example, ectro-

}iion, stricture of the nares, and distortion of

the mouth. About a dozen cases liave been

recorded in which epithelioma developed on
a patch of luxnis of maqy years' standmp;, or

on a lupus scar. "We may regard such cases

as arising from the stinmlns of the prolifera-

tive processes in the cutis on the neighbouring

epithelium.

Diagnosis.—The duration and position of

lupus vulgaris, and the absence of thick

sealiness and itching, will generally render

it easy to distinguish this disease from cir-

cumscribed forms of psoriasis and eczema
; |

from epithehoma there may be difficulty in

middle-aged and old people. The age at

which the disease commenced, pain, indura-
[

tion, position, and secondary involvement of

glands, help the diagnosis in cases of epithe-
]

lioma. It is with syphilis that lupus is most
apt to be confounded ; and the diagnosis be-

tween lupus exedens on the nose, and an
ulcerating syphilide, is sometimes extremely

difficult, or at first sight impossible. In
these cases, after carefully considering the

history, we must examine other parts of the

body for traces of syphilis, and an inspection

of the mouth and pharynx wiU often

materially assist us ; and lastly, the greater

chionieity and slower extension of lupus, as

well as its resistance to specific treatment,

will generally lead to a correct opinion. In-

dolence is a character of special value in

deciding between lupus and syphilis, parti-

cularly as afl'ecting the mucous juembranes.
Syphilis has also more tendency to suppu-
ration than lupus ; and is liable to attack

bone. Lupus has to be distinguished from
scrofuloderma, which generally commences
in softened gland-tissue, and has a tendency
to attack the subcutaneous tissue primarily

—

hence pocketing and forming sinuses.

Prognosis.—Lupus is never fatal per se,

but it can never be looked on in a favourable
light, owing to its tendency to relapse imder
treatment, and its invariable termination in

a contracting cicatrix.

Treatment.— Internal. — Internal treat-

ment is only of use in lupus vulgaris where
the patient's general health is bad, or where
well-marked symptoms of scrofula are pre-

sent. In these cases great benefit may be
derived from tonics, especially the iodide of

iron, and from cod-Uver oil in as large doses
as can be tolerated. Nutritious food should
be freely given ; and the patient should take
plenty of outdoor exercise, but be protected
from damp, cold, and sudden changes of
climate.

External.—The real cure for all forms of
lupus must always consist in the destruction

of the new tissue forming it, by caustic

agents of various strengths. A number of
such remedies have been proposed, but the
successful application of each seems often to

depend more on individual experience of its

use, than on the superiority of any one caustic

over the rest. A few of those more generally
used may be mentioned. Arsenical paste
(Arsenious acid gr. 10 ; artificial cinnabar,
5ss. ; rose ointment, 5SS. (Hebra)),to be spread
on linen applied evenly, and bound on the
affected part for twenty-four hours ; one or

two applications may be necessary. The
diseased tissue is selected and destroyed by
the paste, but the pain is severe. Only
limited areas are to be treated. Chloride of
zinc paste applied for twenty-four hours is

well spoken of. Equal jiarts of caustic pot-

ash and distilled water may be api>lied with
a tiny piece of sponge, so as to limit the ac-

tion as much as possible. The pain which
follows is not of long duration—a point of

much importance where a caustic must be
repeatedly used. Solid nitrate of silver may
be bored freely into all ulcerated parts or

soft tubercles. The lupus-tissue offers but
slight resistance to it, whereas it will not
penetrate or injure healthy parts. This is a
safe and harmless method. Acid nitrate of

mercury may be painted on with a glass

brush. The crusts which form fall off in ten
days or a fortnight, and it is not advisable to

repeat the application at shorter intervals.

As a rule, no dressing except zinc ointment is

required. Some authorities prefer the actual

or else the galvanic cautery, but both these

measures have the disadvantage of disfigur-

ing the parts, so that it is difficult to deter-

mine when healthy tissues are reached. In
the treatment of the superficial patches of

lupus non-exedens, the repeated application

of mercurial plaster during several months
has sometimes been followed by absorption

of the growth. Pyrogallic acid ointment

(1 to 10) has been used by Hebra and others

with much success. Salicylic acid, enough
to make a paste with glycerine, applied to

affected parts, destroys the ulceration, and
answers well. Where no ulceration exists,

demanding active interference, milder re-

medies deserve a trial, such as lead or cala-

mme lotions. It is often surprising how
much improvement may be got by such
measures, combined with suitable hygiene.

The local treatment of lupus which now
finds most favour is that invented by Yolck-
mann, known as scrapmg and multiple prmc-
tiform scarification.

1. Scraping has for its object, first, the
removal of products of seci'etion, scabs and
crusts; and, secondly, the removal of neo-

;

plasms formed in or on the skin. For this

purpose ' spoons ' or ' scrnpers ' of various

; sizes are made by the instrument-makers.

It is difficult to make any impression on the

sound skin with such blunt instruments, and
on this fact the simplicity and safety of

scrajiing mainly dejiend. It is almost im-
possible to do harm, for all that can be made
to break down (using moderate force), under
the scraper or spoon, is best removed.
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2. Multiple punrti/orm scarification is

the second meclmiiicnl method employed by
\'olckniaiin. By tliis the operator seeks,

lirst, to destroy newly formed vessels ; and,
secondly, to fiivour ahsorption of the neo-

]>lasm, by traumatic irritation of the part.

It is practised by making hundreds of punc-
tures close together, about two lines in depth.
For this purpose a iiiirrow-bladed bistoury

may be used ; or the same end is gained in

less time by employing one of the various

instruments made for the i)urpose, composed
of two or more knives set close together.

This method of treatment is more api)licable

to non-uk-erated parts, where the cell-intiltra-

tion is ditl'use. Such tissue might in some
cases be made to break down imder the
spoon, but less scarring or deformitj- results

if the neoplasm can be made to disappear by
the method of puncture.

There is considerable bleeding at first,

after either scraping or puncture. This,

Jiowever. is soon controlled by the applica-

tion of sponges squeezed out of iced water.

The part may be dressed after operation with
soiue simple antiseptic dressing.

Another method is that by linear scarifica-

tion. Tljis is more suitable to extremely
superficial varieties, and especially to lupus
erythematosus. It is practised by making
'.n the part numerous parallel incisions about

^ of an inch apart. Different instruments
have been invented for the purpose. After a
number of parallel incisions are made in one
direction, others are made crossing these, so

as to mince up the skin, so to speak, and by
this means destroy the new - growth and
occlude the vessels.

The treatment of lupus by Koch's tuber-

culin.—This depends on the subcutaneous
injection of a toxine derived from a bacillary

extract, giving rise to general and local phe-
nomena : the former as constitutional dis-

turbance, fever, congestion of viscera, ifec,

the latter as inflammatory and absorbent
effects at the seat of lesion. The treatment
was carried out systematically at the St.

Louis Hospital, Paris, soon after its introduc-

tion. An analysis of the thirty-eight cases

treated will be ibund in the British Journal
of Dermatology for March 1891. It was
observed that the reaction varie<l in indi-

viduals, as to int?nsity and duration, even
when the dose was very smaU : as complica-
tions were noted—congestion of the Ivmgs,

endocarditis, htematuria. albuminuria, scar-

latiniform eruptions, and erysipelatous in-

flammation of the face and scalp. As to

local effects, not one case was reported cured,

in twelve cases the results were vil, in

eighteen there was 'very slight improvement.'
The treatment has been generally abandoned
on accoimt of its danger to life and its doubtful

efficacy. It is still believed in by some der-

matologists, as of use in supplementing opera-

tion : it helps to get rid of deep-seated lupus
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tissue, out of reach of the curette or anti-ip-

tics (Crocker). There seems some reason for
believing that the long-continued systcmaiic
employment of minute doses of tuberculin
(1 mg.) may cause absoqition of lupus or of
scar-tissue, without producing local inflam-
mation or general disturbance (Pringle).

Edwakd I. Sparks. Alfrkd Sanostek.

LYMPH {i'vtJi(br], a n>-mph, water).

—

Physioloi,'icaUy, lymph signifies the fluid

which circulates in the lymphatic system.
Pathologically, the term is applied to the
coagulable exudation which escapes from
the vessels in inflanmiation. The name
' vaccine lymph,' or ' lymph,' is also given
to the fluid contained in the vaccine-vesicle.

Sec Infi.amjiation ; and Vaccinia.

LYMPHADENITIS (hjmpha, lymph

;

and adenitis, inflammation of a gland).

—

Inflammation of lymphatic glands. See
Lymphatic System, Diseases of.

LYMPHADENOMA.—Synon.: Hodg-
kin's Disease; Aturmia Li/mphatica (Wilks);
Fr. Adenic (Trousseau); Lymphadenic (Ran-
vier); Ger. Pseudoleukdmie (Wunderlich).

Definition.—A disease characterised by
more or less widely spread enlargement of the
lymphatic glands, accompanied frequently
by enlargement of the spleen, and by pro-
gressive aniemia.

HisTOP.Y.—Cases of coincident enlargement
of the lymphatic glands and spleen were noted
by Malpighi (IGG'J) and Morgagni (1752). The
nature of the glandular change was first care-

fully described by Craigie (1828) ; and the

general clinical history of the affection was
pointed out by Hodgkin (1832), and by Wilks
(1856). The most important subsequent ob-

servations are those of V'irchow (1804), Wilks
(18G5), Trousseau (1865). Wunderlich (1858
and 1866), Murchison (1870), and Meisner
(1S84).

Nature.—The enlargement of the lym-
phatic glands, which consists at first of mere
hyperplasia, and subsequently of fibroid in-

duration, varies much in its extent. \ few

glands only may suffer, or every gland in the

body may be enlarged. The former cases

have the characters of a locnl growth ; the

latter is distinctly a general disease, for

which the term lymphadenosia seems the

most exact. The glands vary in consistence:

when soft there may be a considerable excess

of leucocytes in the blood ; when hard there

may be simple aniemia. This difference does

not afford sutlicient ground for separation.

The enlargement of tiio spleen is usually

due to disseminated growths, arising in the

• Malpighian bodies; sometimes there is also

I

hyperplasia of the splenic pulp, as in splenic

leucocytha-mia.

^Ftiology.— In two-thirds of the cases of

lymphadenoma, no cause can be traced, and
the a.scertainable antecedents of the disease,
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in most of the remaining cases, evidently
constitute only a small part of the influences

to which it is due. Hereditary transmission
has not been distinctly proved. The disease

is three times as frequent in males as in

females. It is met with at all ages, but is

most frequent in early and late adult life.

It occurs, but is not specially fi-equent, in

children under ten years ; and, having regard

to the numbers living, it is least frequent

between the ages of forty and fifty years.

Intemjjerance, mental depression, insuflicient

food, and over-exertion have been noted, in

rare cases, as antecedents. Exposure to cold,

in several instances, has appeared to be the

exciting cause of the affection. It is doubtful

whether the disease has any relation to con-

stitutional syphilis. In several cases the

symptoms have first appeared after child-

birth. Various febrile affections have, in a

few instances, preceded the affection. The
excitmg cause which has been noted most
frequently is some local irritation, as of a

decayed tooth, discharge from the ear, sore-

throat, inflammation of the lacrymal sac,

or eczema. In these cases the glands nearest

the source of irritation first enlarged, and
then more distant ones became affected.

Anatomical Characters.—The several

gi'oujis of glands are affected in the following

order of frequency, beginning with those most
commonly diseased : cervical, axillary, in-

guinal, retro-peritoneal, bronchial, mediasti-

nal, mesenteric. Subsidiary adjacent glands

are often enlarged together with the chief

groups ; and nodular growths, similar to

enlarged glands, arise in the course of the

lymphatics in places in which the existence

of glands is not usually recognised, so that

continuous chains of nodules connect the

various groups. The size attained by the

glands in lymphadenoma varies from that of

a bean to that of a hen's egg. At first the

individual glands are separate and movable
one on another. Ultimately they often unite

to forin a conglomerate mass, in consequence,

in most cases, of the perforation of the cap-

sules of the glands by growth, which may
also invade adjacent parts. The cervical

glands are usually enlarged in both the

anterior and posterior triangle ; and the

sub-maxillary glands may encircle the neck
beneath the lower jaw. They may press on
the trachea or larynx, displace the latter,

compress the internal jugular vein, and cause

paralysis of the recurrent laryngeal nerve.

The occipital glands are usually also enlarged.

The axillary glands often form a mass of very

large size, and prolongations may extend

beneath the pectoral muscle. The glands in

the anterior mediastinum frequently suffer,

and the growth may extend to adjacent

structures, such as the pericardium, which
may be perforated. Tlie thymus may be

involved, secondarily or primarily, or may
escape. The bronchial glands are diseased

inore frequently than the cardiac glands, and
the trachea and bronchi may be pressed upon,
or the limg invaded. The retro-peritoneal

glands often form a mass of large size, which
may surround and compress the solar plexus,

causing symptoms similar to those of Addi-
son's disease. Enlargement of the mesen-
teric glands is neither common nor consider-

able. The inguinal group is frequently
diseased, and the femoral vessels and crural

nerves may be thereby compressed.
The consistence of the enlarged glands may

be either soft or very hard. Usually the longer
the enlargement has existed, the firmer are

the glands. Their section is more uniform
than in health. The colour is yellowish or

whitish-grey. In the firmer glands dense
tracts of fibrous tissue are seen to pass in

different directions. Rarely the follicles have
a different appearance, being opaque and
yellowish from fatty degeneration, whilst the

septa are white and conspicuous, from fibroid

thickening. Caseation is, however, rare, and
when it occurs is commonly confined to one
or two glands. The softer glands yield a
juice on scraping; the firmer glands yield no
juice. In the former, the only histological

change is an enormous increase in the cellular

elements—the lymph-corpuscles of the reti-

cuhuu ; but the relations of the septa and
follicles often remain normal. Sometimes
the cell-growth invades the septa, which
become split up and disappear ; and it may
even, in a similar manner, perforate the cap-

sule. The firmer glands iircsent much fibrous

tissue, which may be confined to the septa,

or invade also the delicate network in the

substance of the gland ; and then the cells

gradually disajipear, and the whole substance

of the gland may be transformed into a

fibi-ous mass. The tracts of fibrous tissue

may have under the microscope a peculiar

vitreous aspect, especially around the arteries.

The spleen is diseased in at least four-

fifths of the cases, usually in consequence
of disseminated growths, often irregular in

shape, arising from the Malpighian cor-

puscles, yellowish or greyish-white, rarely

caseating, and usually corresponding in con-

sistence with the glands in the same case and
resembling them in structure. The splenic

pulp may be normal in quantity, or may be

compressed and atrophied. In some cases it

is also increased in quantity, and this increase

may even be the sole change. In such cases

the morbid changes of lymphadenoma and
splenic leucocyth*mia coexist, and there is

olten a much greater increase in the white

corpuscles of the blood than when the

spleen is the seat of simple growths. The
size attained, in the cases of nodular growths,

is not great, the weight being fr-om ten to

thirty ounces. When the splenic pulp is

increased, the size attained is rather greater.

In the latter case the enlargement is uniform,

•\^hile it may be irregular when there are
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prowtlis. The medulla o* bones has been
fmuul, in rare cases, to present a clian«,'o

similar to that met with in splenic leuco-

cythiemia and pernicious anopuiia. Collec-

tions of adenoid tissue elsewhere often under-
go changes similar to that of tlie lymphatic
glands. The tonsils, the mucous membrano
of the pharynx, the o'sopliaj^us, the stomach,
and tlie large and small intestines, may all

be the scat of gi'owths, originating in the

follicular glands, and sometimes ulcerating.

The liver is olten the seat of scattered lym-
phoid growths, usually minute, varying in

size from a ])in's head to a small pea. They
occupy the interlobular spaces. Karely larger

nodular growths are found. In other cases

the liver is simi>ly congested. Similar minute
growths are often foinul in the kidneys, chiefly

in the cortex ; and these organs may also bo
the seat of parenchymatous degeneration.

The peritoneum may be inflamed over en-

larged glands, or may be the seat of growths.
Growths have also been found in the testicles

;

and frequently in the lungs, where they may
break down and form cavities.

Symptoms.—The most important symi)tom8
of lymphadenoma are due to the altered

blood-stiite, and to the enlarged glands. The
latter cause the earliest symptoms, and the

cervical glands are commonly the first to

enlarge. \Vhen the internal glands are

primarily aflected, pain and pressure-signs

may precede other s\-mptoms. Occasionally
the signs of anirmia precede those of the
local change ; and, in rare instances, irre-

t

gular febrile disturbance may occur before

the glandular enlargement. The affected

glands are smooth, and present, at first, a
peculiar mobility, which may disappear when
they become adherent, and constitute an
irregular lobular tumour of some si/e. They
are usually painless, except during periods of

ra])id growth. A diminution in size has
been observed before death. The enlarge-

ment of the cervical glands may cause the
neck to equal, or even exceed, the head in

circumference. The pressure on the veins

may cause symptoms of passive cerebral

congestion. The larynx may be dis[)laced

;

and the movements of the lower jaw may
be interfered with. Pressure on the trachea,

by the glands in the neck and in the posterior

me<liastinum, may cause dyspnoea and even
death by sutTocation. That on the pharynx
and cesophagtis may obstruct deglutition, and
cause death by starvation. The eidargement
of the axillary and inguinal glands may
interfere with the movement of the limbs,

and impede the circulation. Various and
serious pressure-efTects result from the en-

largement of the thoracic and abdominal
glands, obstruction in veins, pressiu'e on
nerves, &c. The enlargement of the spleen

can usually readily be felt, but does not

commonly give rise to symptoms. Antemia
is one of tlie conspicuous symptoms, and

may precede, or succecil, obtnisive affection

of the glands. The red corpuscles may be
reduced to fifty, thirty, and even twenty five

per cent, of the normal. In most cases
there is no marked excess of white corpuscles,
but occasionally they are much more numer-
ous than normal. In almost all cases in

which their excess is comparable to that met
with in sjdenic lencocythwrnia, the splenic
pulp is increased in quantity, and the lesions

of splenic leucocytlnemia and of lymphade-
noma are conjoiucil. The liver may be en-
larged from the disseminated growths, and
from congestion. .laimdice only occurs from
the pressure of enlarged portal glands upon
the bile-ducts. Ascitesraay bodue to sinnlar
pressure, or to the blood-state, being then
part of general dropsy. The function of the
kidneys is rarely atlected. Stomatitis, some-
times ulcerating, results from the lym])hoid
growth in the mucous membrane ; and a
similar change in the stomach causes interfer-

ence with digestion and vomiting— symptoms
which are increased by the ansemia. Slight

dyspnoea results from the blood-state, while
intense difficulty of breathing, and even actual

suffocation, maj- occur from the jiressure of

enlarged glands on the trachea or bronchi.

The functions of the nervous system are

variously deranged by the ill-nourished blood.

Towards the end there may be convulsions,

delirium, and coma. Pyrexia is a frecpient,

but not invariable, symptom. It is almost
always pi-esent in early life, much less com-
mon at advanced ages. The temperature
may be considerably raised, even when the

glandidar enlargement is slight ; the eleva-

tion \aries from two to six degrees, and may
be continuous, or with daily remissions, or

periods of considerable elevation may alter-

nate with periods in which it is only slightly

raised.

Complications.— The pressure-effects of

the enlarged glands, already mentioned, are

sometimes so considerable as to give rise

to complications, such as thrombosis in ves-

sels, pleural and pericardial effusions, and
bronzing of the skin from disease of the solar

plexus. Intercurrent affections occasionally

met with are Bright's disease, pneumonia,
fatty degeneration of the heart and liver,

erysipelas, pemphigus, boils, and other effects.

CocRSE AND Duration.—Lymphadenoma
may remain local for a long time, even years,

affecting one group of glands only, and sub-

sequentlj' slowly becoming general. When
the general enlargement of glands is estab-

lished, the disease rarely lasts more than
two j'ears. It usually terminates fatally by
asthenia ; but not rarely by some secondary-

effect of the morbid process, as asphyxia,

starvation, or diarrhiea ; or by a complication,

especially by pneumonia.
Pathology.—The changes in the glands in

lymphadenoma resemble, in the early stage,

those which result from simple irritation;
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and, as has been seen, the first enlargement
often appears to be excited by local irritation.

Clinically, however, the disease has a semi-

malignant aspect. Dr. Willvs therefore as-

signed to it a position between cancer and
tubercle. Its history suggests that it is

due to both constitutional and local causes,

and that the extent of these two elements

varies in different cases. The constitutional

predisposition apparently affects chiefly the

lymphatic structures. The assumption of

such a predisposition is necessary to explain

the general affection of the glands which
characterises some cases in the beginning,

and also the persistence of the affection when
it begins lot-ally, as well as its subsequent

extension. In the latter case, however, a

process of secondary infection may be at

work, the lymphatic tissues, already pre-

disposed, becoming affected by the circula-

tion in the blood of a materies morbi derived

from the structures first diseased. The ex-

istence of an excess of white corpuscles in

the blood does not present valid ground for

separating certain cases from the rest, and
calling them ' lymphatic leucocythaemia.'

Most of such cases are, as has been said,

forms of mixed disease. In simple lympha-
denosis the Malpighian follicles of the spleen

are diseased ; and when there is a consider-

able excess of leucocytes in the blood, the

splenic pulp is usually also increased in

(juantity. The anatomical lesions of splenic

leucocythaemia and lymphadenosis are con-

joined, and to the increase in the pulp the

leucocytal excess is due. Occasionally, how-
ever, when the diseased glands are soft,

lymphoid corpuscles, changed in character,

pass from them into the blood, and persist

there, leading to an excess of the pale cells.

When the glands are hard, the production of

lymphoid cells, and their passage into the

blood, seem interfered with, and thus simple
anaemia results.

Diagnosis.—Local glandular growths can-

not be sharply separated from cases of gene-

ralised lymphadenoma, although they may
be clinically distinguished. Generalisation

may ultimately occur, even though one
group of glands has alone been diseased for

many years. In splenic leucocythsemia the
glands are only affected late in the disease,

after considerable enlargement of the spleen
has existed alone for a long time When
the spleen presents great enlargement, and
the glands are affected early, the case is

usually of the mixed form above described,

both splenic pulp and follicles being diseased.

In strumous enlargement of the glands, the
disease is commonly confined to a single

group of glands which have been subjected

to local irritation ; some of the glands often

soften and suppurate ; the affection occurs
chiefly in early life ; and other constitutional

signs of tubercular cachexia may be present.

Cancer of the glands differs widely in its

microscopical characters from lymphade-
noma, but clinically the distinction from a
local lymphoma may be difficult, and turns
chiefly on the slow extension of cancer to

neighbouring glands, and its subsequent
localisation in organs rather than in lymph-
atic structures.

Prognosis. — When lymphadenoma is

widely spread, or the local growths are con-
siderable in size, a fatal termination is almost
certain. The duration, however, in each
case, varies much. The younger the patient

and the better the preceding health, the longer
is the duration of the disease. The consist-

ence of the glands has little prognostic value.

The softer they are, the more rapid is the

course of the disease ; but, on the other
hand, if it is influenced by remedial agents,

the soft glands can be restored to a better

functional condition than the hard. The
prognosis is worse the more profound the

ansemia. Elevation of temperature as a rule

indicates a rapid course, but to this there

are some striking exceptions, as in one case

under the writer's (W. R. G.) care, in which
the glandular enlargement continued slight,

although the temperature for twelve months
was always above the normal.
Treatment.—The possibly infecting in-

fluence of the primary glandular enlarge-

ments has led to their extirpation. Where
other glands have been involved, or the

spleen has been enlarged, the operation has
done no good : and, in such cases, surgical

interference is only justified by impending
death from the local pressure. But where the

affection has been confined to one group of

glands, the progress of the disease has been
retarded by their removal, and in some cases

the malady has even been cured. The degree

of aniemia is of great importance as influenc-

ing the prospect of benefit, and even of sur-

vival from the operation, and the actual

proportion of corpuscles should, in all cases,

be estimated by the hoemacytometer. An
operation shotild never be performed if the

proportion of red corpuscles is less than 60
per cent, of the normal. A slight excess of

white corpuscles does not militate against

the success of an operation. Other methods
of local treatment have been employed, with
some benefit, especially rubbing and sham-
pooing, the alternate application of heat and
cold, compression, and blistering. Galvano-
puncture is useless. Various substances

have been injected into the glands—iodine,

nitrate of silver, carbolic acid, arsenic. The
last has alone appeared useful (Winiwarter),

but it was, in all cases, given internally at

the same time. Of internal remedies arsenic

is incomparably the most jiotent. It should

be pushed to the largest doses the patient

can bear, such as il\xv. of liquor arsenicalis

three times daily. It often causes some pain

in the glands, followed by their diminution
in size, and even, in a few recorded cases, by
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their complete disappearance. AltliotiKh such
a favourable result has not come uiuler the

writer's personal observation, he (W. K. G.)

has seen a marked diminution obtained in

the size of glands which \v<-re before steadily

enlarging, a diminution which has been main-
tained for years. I'hosphorus has been given

in the disease (first by Verneuil), but it is far

less useful than arsenic. Iodine and iodide

of potassium are of little service. Cod-hver
oil is useful when there is any evidence of

a scrofulous diathesis. Mercury and carbolic

acid have been given internally witliout suc-

cess. Iron, useless alone, has sometimes
appeared to do good when given in conjunc-
tion with other remedies. Change of air,

general tonics, and careful diet ai-e often of

considerable service, esjiecially when em-
ployed along with other measures.

W. R. GowERs. Frederick Taylor.

LYMPHANGEITIS (i^v^^^v. water, or

lymph ; and (tyyflnr, a vessel).—Inflammation
of lymphatic vessels- See Lymphatic Sys-

tem, Diseases of.

LYMPHANGIECTASIS {h/mpha,
lymph; and «/i</Jtc<uAi.s, vascular dilatation).

Lymphatic varix, or varicose dilatation of

lymphatic vessels. See Lymphatic SSystem,

Diseases of.

LYMPHATIC SYSTEM, Diseases
of.— SvNo.v. : Diseases of the Absorbent Sys-
tem; Fr. Maladies du Sijuteme Lijinphatique

;

Ger. Kratikheiten des Lymphsy.stcins.

There is no essential difference betw-een

the lymphatic and lacteal systems, which
together constitute the absorbent system.
The present article deals w-ith those diseases

of the lymphatic vessels and glands which
are more or less of a local nature ; and what
is stated with regard to the former will

apply generally to the lacteals, but atten-

tion will be directed to any points connected
with these vessels calling for special notice.

Some of the affections involving these struc-

tures are considered in separate articles, and
need, therefore, merely be mentioned here.

It may be remarked that important relations

exist between the absorbent system and cer-

tain diseases, namely, some of those belong-

ing to the zymotic class, and those depend-
ing upon septic conditions, such as plague,

typhus and typhoid fever, diphtheria, scarla-

tina, rubeola, dengue, erysipelas, glanders,

malignant pustule, snake-bite, dissection or

post-mortem wounds, and certain forms of

serous inflammation, such as puerperal peri-

tonitis. The l3'mphatics of the pleura and
lung are in rare instances the seat of suppu-
ration. Moreover, the lymphatic vessels

seem to be materially involved in some
ekiu-diseases, such as erythema and ele-

phantiasis; while there are certain structures

lu the body which consist mainly of lymph-
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atic follicles, and tl;eir diseases principally
affect these follicles. The absorbent system
is also concerned in disseminating sucii dis-

eases as cancer, syphilis, or tubercle through
the system. These points are more fully

dwelt upon in their a]iproi)riate articles, and
now the individual diseases of the lymphatic
system will be severally discussed.

1. Acute Inflammation. — According
to the structures involved, acute inflannnu-
tion, connected with the lymphatic system,
presents three varieties, namely : (a) where
the vessels are alone affected— lii7»pkanfftili»

or aiirfciolciicitis; (b) where the condition
is limited to the glands

—

adenitis; or (r)

whero both vessels and glands are involved.
It will be convenient to consider these varie-

ties together. As a rule the disease is

localised, but under certain circumstance«
the lymphatic system is more or less widely
implicated, especially if the inHannnation is

of a septic character. It may be set up and
extend with great rapidity.

.(Etiology and Pathology.—The causes
of acute inflammation of the lymphatic
vessels or glands may be tlnis indicated

:

1. Traumatic, including such injuries as

wounds, contusions, or a severe strain.

2. Irritation from without. Strong heat, as

that of the sun, may set up inflammation
of the superficial lymphatics. Pressure or

friction may also produce this effect upon
the vessels or glands. It is not an un-
common practice to excite inflammation
artificially in the glands, for the cure of

certain of their diseases, by injecting irri-

tants into their substance. 3. Irritation

from within. This may be due to inflam-

mation in the vicinity, suppuration, ulceni-

tion, diseases of joints or bones, and other

causes. In medical practice the implication

of the glands under the jaw, in cases of

diphtheria and scarlatina, is a familiar illus-

tration of this class of cases; or the inflam-

mation of the glands behind the ear in cases

of impetigo of the head. The lymiihaiic

vessels are also more or less involved in

phlegmasia dolens. 4. Speritic irritalinnn.

These deserve separate recognition, ajid

include syphilis, gonorrhrea, and varioun

septic poisons, which frequently affect tlu'

lymphatic structures. Inflanmiation of the

absorbent glands is also an important feature

in plague, glanders, and certain other specific

diseases.

\Vith regard to the modes in which the

inflammation is set up, this may hajipen in

several ways. In the first place, the cause

may act directly upon the lymphatic vessels

or glai;d-i. as in the case of injury. Secondly,

these structures may be involved by ex-

tension from neighbouring parts, (ilandn

are frequently affected in this way ; and
lymphatic vessels may be involved by con
tinuous extension of irritation from in-

tiamed organs, serous membranes, or other
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structures with which they are connected.
Thirdly, the cause of the inflammation is

often more or less remote from the situa-

tion in which it appears, especially in the
case of the glands. This may arise from
the inflammatory change passing con-

tinuously along the vessels from some seat

of irritation to the glands in their course

;

or morbid products may be carried by the

current of lymph to the glands, the vessels

themselves being unaffected, when the in-

flammation thus set up is said to be sympa-
thetic. In other instances pus has been
found within the Ijanphatic vessels, having
made its way from some seat of suppuration.

It should also be mentioned that lymphatic
inflammation can originate a similar con-

dition in other structures, such as the joints,

and this may be of a purulent character.

Inflammation is much more readily ex-

cited in the lymphatic structures in some
persons than in others, and especially in

those who are strumous or tubercular. The
glands are more liable to be affected in the

early periods of life. A low state of the

general health may predispose to inflamma-
tion of these structures from slight causes.

Glands which are chronically inflamed are

very liable to become the seat of acute

inflammation from slight causes.

Anatomical Characters.—Inflammation
affecting the lymphatic vessels presents two
forms, but they may be met with together.

When the minute capillary network is in-

volved, the condition is termed reticular

lymphangeitis; the skin and its capillaries

are generally affected at the same time, so

that there is more or less diffused redness,

but it may present a reticulated arrange-

ment. Tubular lymphangeitis signifies that

the main vessels are implicated. Tliey are

visible on the surface as red lines, straight

or wavy, passing to the glands. They be-

come dilated, and their walls thickened.

Their internal coat is opaque and uneven,
and the endothelium often disappears.

Coagulation of the lymph within the vessels

takes place, closing up their channel. The
coagulum may become organised, so that

tliey are permanently obliterated ; or it inay
soften and even suppurate at the centre, and
the products may enter into the general
circulation, thus causing septiciemia or

pyaemia. The inflammation is liable to

extend to the surrounding cellular tissue,

leading to exudation, hyperplasia of cells,

and consequent swelling and thickening.

Inflammation of lymphatic glands is

characterised in the early stage by swell-

ing, congestion, and increased firmness.

The lymph accumulates, exudation takes

place, and abundant cells are present. The
inflammatory process may soon subside,

terminating in resolution. In many cases,

however, suppuration ensues, especially in

certain forms of inflammation, this change

commencing in the centre of the glands,

the cavities of which become more or less

speedily filled with pus. The inflamma-
tion spreads to the surrounding cellular

tissue, and, an abscess being formed, the
pus makes its way to the surface. If the
glands are situated within the body, they
may burst internally, or irritate adjacent
structures, and thus lead to serious conse-

quences. Sometimes the glands remain
permanently enlarged and indurated, es-

pecially after repeated attacks of inflamma-
tion ; and they may become adherent to

the parts around. A single lymphatic gland
may be inflamed, but it is common for a
cluster or chain of these structures to be
involved. In some cases the inflammation
assvunes a more or less sub-acute character,

and the progress of events is slower.

Symptoms.—These are local and general.

The local phenomena consist of subjective

sensations, and objective signs. Pain is felt

at the seat of inflammation, which may be
very severe, often accompanied with a sense

of heat or burning, and stiffness or tension.

There is usually marked tenderness, and this

may be present when little or no spontaneous
pain is complained of, while it is often re-

markably limited to the line of an affected

lymphatic vessel. Movement also increases

the pain. The subjective sensations are

more severe as a rule when the glands are

involved. When suppuration takes place, the

pain tends to assume a shooting and throb-

bing character. As regards objective signs,

inflamed lymphatic vessels, if superficial, are

usually visible as red lines, either straight or

wavy, running in the direction of the glands

;

or there may be separate red patches. Should
they be deeply situated, however, the vessels

cannot be seen. The larger tninks may be

felt by the fingers, being cord-like, firm, and
knotted. The surrounding tissues are seen

and felt to be more or less swollen and in-

durated. If the circulation of the lymph is

much interfered with, a limb may be con-

siderably enlai'ged, and presents a feeling of

firmness and solidity, owing to the occurrence

of lymphatic oedema.
When superficial lymphatic glands become

inflamed, their enlargement can be made out

on examination, and the surrounding tissues

may also be swollen. At first they feel firm,

but if suppuration takes place they become
more and more soft, and at last present a

sensation of fluctuation. The overlying skin

is markedly red, and there is often subcu-

taneous oedema. Suppurative inflammation

of lymphatic glands constitutes the condition

known as 'bubo.' If not opened artificially,

the abscess ultimately bursts externally, but

it may burrow considerably before doing so,

and the opening is often imperfect. See

Bubo.
The general symptoms accompanying in-

flammation of the lymphatic structures vary
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in their intensity in difTorent cases, according

to its severity, oxlent, and results. In the

shfihter cases there is no obvious const itu-

tioniil disturbance. As a rule, however, more
or less fever, with its acconjpanyinf,' symp-
toms, sets in, j)recedcd olten by shivering or

oven distinct rigors. If suppuration occurs,

the rigors may be repeated ; the pyrexia in-

creases ; and more or less wasting and weak-
ness follow, should there be prolonged dis-

charge of pus. Where the intlanimation is

of a septic character from the tirst, or when
septic matters are conveyed into the circula-

tion, the general symptoms are indicative of

septica'inia, such as repeated rigors, high and
erratic fever, gi*eat weakness and prostration,

low nervous symptoms, weak and rapid car-

diac action and pulse, and other tNphoid phe-

nomena. The termination is then usually

fatal.

TiiEAT.MKNT.—In the management of any
acute inflammation all'ecting the lymphatic
vessels or glands, the tirst indication is to

get rid of its cause, if this be practicable.

In the next place rest is of essential import-
ance, and the affected part should be so

I)laced as to avoid all pressure or tension.

As regards local treatment, the application

of heat and moisture, by means of fomenta-
tions and poultices, usually answers best.

To these anodynes may be added, if neces-

sary, especially belladonna; and the latter

may be often applied with advantage in the

form of extract, mixed with glycerine. It is

not uncommonly advisable to take away
blood locally from the neighbourhood of in-

flamed glands, by means of leeches. Some
authorities maintain that suppuration may
sometimes be prevented by counter-irritation

around the glands, effected by applying blis-

tering-fluid or strong iodine. If suppuration
take place, the progress of the pus towards
the surface must be encouraged by the usual

means, and the abscess opened as soon as

jiracticable. Should general treatment be

recjuired, at first it is usually necessary to

keep the patient on low diet, to open the

bowels well, and perhaps to administer some
simple saline mixture. When suppuration
occurs, a more or less supporting tonic and
stimulant treatment is called for. Septi-

ciemia demands the free use of alcoholic

stimulants, the administration of full doses

of quinine, and other appropriate reme-
dies.

•1. Chronic Inflammation.—Only the

lymj)hatic glands can be said to be liable to

this affection

—

chrome atleiiilin. They may
remain in a condition of chronic inflamma-
tion after one or more acute or sub-acute

attacks ; or this is set up as a chronic affec-

tion from some continued or repeated irrita-

tion. Formerly a low form of chronic in-

flammation was regard('(l as the primary
lesion in scrofuloiJs or tubercular glands, and
6ome pathologists still hold this view. The

affected glands are enlarged and firm, and
often somewliat ])ainl'ul and teniler. These
changes may be due partly to a hyperplasia
of the gland-structures, jiartly to an exuda-
tion into their midst. Frequently they con-
tinue in this condition for a long time, without
undergoing any obvious change, but they are

liable to acute exacerbations from slight

causes. They may ultimately become the

seat of caseous degeneration, or of su|)j)ura-

tion. The circulation of the lymph through
the involved glands is prevented to a trreater

or less degree. Usually there is no consti-

tutional disturbance, unless a considerable

nmnber of glands are implicated, or they
undergo degeneration or suppuration.

Tkeatmknt.— It is not desirable to allow
chronic adenitis to continue, as unpleasant
or even serious consequences may ensue, and
therefore the affected glands should be sub-

jected to proper treatment without delay-

Any source of irritation must be removed at

the outset. Gentle friction over the enlarged

glands, with some simple oleaginous or greasy

material, may be effectual in reducing them,
or it may be necessary to rub in weak iodine

or iodide of potassium ointment, or to paint

the surface witli tincture of iodine. Counter-
irritation by blisters may be sometimes use-

ful. Internally cod-liver oil and quinine are

frequently of much value; preparations of

iron are also often very serviceable, espe-

cially the syrup of the iodide and phos-

phate. If the affected glands do not yield

to treatment, it may become a question

whether they should not be removed by
operation.

3. Scrofulous Disease.—By this term
it has been customary to designate a chronic

disease of the absorbent glands, characterised

by enlargement, followed by degeneration

and caseation of the tissues and morbid pro-

ducts, and ending in unhealthy suppuration.

It will be convenient to discuss briefly the

condition under this heading, as the cases in

which it occurs are definite enough, altliough

there is a difference of opinion as to the

nature of the primary lesion. Hy many it is

regarded as essentially tuhrrriilar, and aB a

manifestation of the tubercular or scrofulous

diathesis, but others regard it as a low form

of inflammation.
.^Etiology.— Scrofulous disease ofthe glands

often occurs in those who are obviously of a

strumous or tubercular habit, or who are

hereditarily predisposed ; but this is by no
means always the case, for the subjects of

the glandular affection may be apparently

strong and healthy. Children and younir

persons are by far most frequently affected.

The ciian;,'e is often originally set up by some
local irritation, but in many instances there

is no such obvious cause, and it apj>ears to

commence spontaneously. Once an absorbent
gland becomes the seat of scrofulous lesions,

others in conne\ioii with it, or even at a
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distance, are very liable to become secondarily
implicated.

Anatomical Characters.—Scrofulous dis-

ease may involve the lacteal as well as the

lymphatic glands, and of the latter those

within the body may be affected, as well as

those which are external. Of the external

glands, those in the neck and under the jaw
are most commonly first involved. The
changes always go through a more or less

chronic course. At first the glands become
enlarged and firm, and the enlargement has
been attributed to inflannnatory products,

hyperplasia of the lympliatic elements, or

tubercle; and tubercle-bacDli have been found.

Subsequently as a rule caseation takes place,

the substance of the glands becoming yellow

and softened ; then a slow process of un-
healthy suppuration generally ensues, lead-

ing to the formation of chronic abscesses.

The skin over them presents a congested ap-

pearance, and is often undermined for some
distance, tlie subcutaneous tissues being in-

volved in the suppurative process. If the

abscesses are not properly treated, they are

liable to cause much destruction of the skin,

and to leave unhealthy sinuses and ulcers

when they burst of their own accord. If

they subsequently heal, this is often attended
by extensive scarring, and the scars are per-

manent, but become less marked in course of

time. In some cases the glands do not sup-

purate, but after caseation they become cal-

cified and inert; it appears probable that

this result may take place even after the

formation of pus, which then becomes in-

spissated, and mixed uj) witli calcareous

matter.

Symptoms.—In the case of the external

glands, with which we are now concerned,
the changes above desci'ibed can be observed
clinically. They are attended with little or

no pain, but there is usually more or less

tenderness. Constitutional symptoms are

as a rule prominent, wlien the glands become
involved to any considerable extent, as evi-

denced by wasting, anaemia, general weak-
ness, and more or less pyrexia, which, if

there should be abundant suppuration, is apt
to assume a hectic type. If the glandular
mischief is limited, however, the system may
sufl'er but little or not at all ; and even after

it has been extensive and severe, so as to

lower the patient very nmch, recovery may
take place under appropriate treatment, the
patient ultimately becoming strong and
robust. When the internal glands are
affected, they may give rise to symptoms

i

from their mere mechanical presence, such 1

as those indicative of i^ressure or irritation
; i

and if destructive changes occur in tliem,

very serious results are liable to be pro-

duced. The general symptoins are also

usually move marked in these cases, and
may become extreme in degree. It is highly
probable that jjhthisis may be set up by an

infective process, in connexion with suppu-
rating or caseous scrofulous glands. See
Bronchial Glands, Diseases of; and Me-
senteric Glands, Diseases of. —
Treatment. — General treatment is of

essential importance in the treatment of

scrofulous glands. The patient should be
placed under the most satisfactory sanitary
conditions tliat can be obtained ; but in

many cases this is a very diflicult matter.
and it is of great importance, if possible, to

remove from their unhealthy and often

wretched homes those suffering from this

affection, and to treat them in suitable sana-
toriums or hospitals. They should be as

much as possible in the open air, and. a
change of climate and surroundings will often

prove of decided benefit. Eesidence at the

seaside, with sea-bathing, is also of essential

service, or a sea-voyage may be desirable.

Margate is deservedly in great repute as a
seaside resort for cases of scrofulous glands.

j

The digestive functions require careful atten-

tion and regulation ; and the food must be
nutritious, including abundance of good milk,

fresh eggs, and such articles of diet. As re-

gards medicines, those which are usually
indicated are cod-liver oil, quinine, and pre-

jiarations of iron, especially the syrup of the
iodide, steel-wine, or Parrish's syrup. In
certain cases marked benefit has been found
to result from the administration of minute
doses of sulphide of calcium, and from chlo-

ride of calcium.

Local treatment is usually called for. In
the early stages attempts may be made to

I

cause absorption of the enlarged glands, but
these must be cautiously conducted. Gentle
friction, the application of preparations con-
taining iodine or certain iodides, and the use
of poultices or fomentations of sea- weeds, are

i
the measures usually adopted. In some
cases it certainly seems the best plan of

I

treatment to try to encourage supj)uration

in glands which are in a torjud state, and
which cannot be absorbed. For this pur-

I pose they have been injected with irritants.

Suppuration and its consequences must be
treated on ordinary principles ; but it should
be remarked that abscesses should not be
allowed to burst of their own accord, but
need surgical interference, as otherwise they
may lead to much destruction of the skin

and subcutaneous tissues. In suitable cases

the best treatment consists in clearing out
caseous materials, or removing masses of

glands by surgical methods. Injection of

tuberculin has been tried, but, to say the

least, with doubtful results.

4. Hypertrophy and Atrophy of
Glands. — The lymphatic glands become
hyiiertrophied under different circum-
stances. In some cases there is a mere
local hypertrophy, which shows no ten-

dency to progress towards other parts, and
which may be due to some obvious irrita-
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t ion, or is independent of any known cause.

This morbid clia)»','i! is most important, how-
ever, in the disease termed li/iiipliadinoma,

li/injihonta, or Hodgkin's distaxe, in wliich

there is a profjressive enl!ir;,'eiuent of tiie

lymphatic f^lands; and in one form of Iciwo-

<i/tlucmia. Tliesc atTections are discussed

m separate articles. Witiiout enterinj^ upon
anj^ description, therefore, it will sullice to '

remark that in these atVections the enlarge-

ment varies much in degree and extent in

different cases; and that the glands usually

show no tendency towards any degenerative

or destructive change. Clinically they are

recognised by their obvious physical charac-

ters when snperHcial ; or by physical signs

when situated in internal cavities. As a
rule they are painless? ; but may give rise

to various symptoms bj- causing mechanical
pressure, irritation, or destructive effects.

In many cases more or less severe general

symptoms are present. See Leucocy-
th.emia; and Lvmpiiadknoma.

1

Atrophy of lymphatic glands may occur
from various causes, as after intlanimation

;

as a senile change ; or after the removal of
;i limb, or its long-continued want of use.

No definite effects can be referred to this

condition, but if there should be extensive

glandular atrojihy, it might obviously inter-

fere with the due nutrition of the blood and
general system.

5. Morbid Formations and Deposits
in Glands.—Under this heading the follow-

ing may be considered :
—

(«) Cancer and Sarcoma.—The various
forms of malignant growth frecpiently in-

volve lymphatic glands. In most cases
the disease is secondary to cancer in some
neighbouring part, and the glands are very
prone to become involved, owing to the !

direct communication tlirougli the lympha-
tics. This is well exemplified 1)V the impli-

cation of the axillary glands when the breast

is the seat of cancer. Not uncommonly,
however, the formation in the glands is

primary, and then involves other structures

secondarily by direct extension or convection.

All forms of cancer are met with, but the

enccphaloid variety is most common. When
secondar\-, however, it generally approxi-

mates in characters to the primary forma-
tion, and hence may be of a scirrhous or \

melanotic type. Secondary sarcoma occurs
in the lymphatic glands; and there is also

a primary disease named multiple or hjin-

pho-s'irroiiia. which particularly affects the

mediastinal glands. A malignant glandular

tumour may attain a considerable size, and
it is more or less nodulated. The consistence

will depend on the variety of the growth

;

often it is soft, and a milky juice escapes on
pressure. If canceroiis glands are external,

they can be recognised Oii examination, and
are usually naintitl and tender. \Vhen situ-

ated internally they give rise to physical

signs of their presence, either in the cliest or
the abdomen, and to more or less pressure-
symptoms, which may be combined with the
constitutional symptoms of malignant dis-

ease. It may be very difhcult to distingui.iii

clinically between cancennis glands and
lyniphadenomatous growths situated inter-

nally.

{b) Albuminoid digrasc—'^he absorbent
glands are liable to be involved in conditions
which give rise to albuminoid degeneration.
On section they present the peculiar waxy,
pale, translucent, homogeneous appearance
characteristic of tissues which are the seat of
this change. The glands may be eidarged

;

but when they attain a considerable size,

this is partly due to hypertrophy. In other
cases they are small and firm. This con-
dition may give rise to symptoms by pres-

sure, as sometimes happens in the ca.se of

albuminoid glands in the portal fissure, which
may cause ascites or jaundice.

(c) Piqincntalion.—The bronchial glands
are usually the seat of a deposit of black par-

ticles, in cases where the lungs are similarly

affected, as in miners, colliers, &c. They are

enlarged to some extent, and black ; and a
black li((uid escapes on j)ressure. This con-
dition does not give rise to any obvious
symptoms. More or less pigmentation of

these glands is often observed with advancing
age.

{d) Syphilitic dinrasr.—The glands in the

groin are affected from the irritation of the

primary syphilitic sore, and others are often

involved in connexion with its secondary and
tei-tiary manifestations. Syphilitic glands
are of moderate size, indurated, indolent,

painless, and freely movable.
{e) Tubercle. — In addition to what has

been stated under Scrofula, it must be
mentioned that distinct grey granulations

are sometimes found in connexion with the

glands in acute tuberculosis. .\ class of

cases of progressive diffused tuberculous dis-

ease of the lymphatic glands has also been
described, occurring in adults, in which
nearly all the glands in the body are simul-

taneously, or in rapid succession, affected

with tubercle, leading to suppuration. They
are attendeil with fever and rapid wasting,

and end fatally in from six months to a year.

{Principles and Practice of Medicine : Fagge
and Pye-Sraith.)

Treatmkxt.—Practically the treatment of

the morbid formations in glands just con-
sidered, if any be called for, consists in

measures directed against the constitutional

condition of which they are a manife>tation.

Operative interference may be demanded in

suitable cases. Symptoms, especially those

resulting from pressure, may also re<piire

special treatment.

0. Chronic Changes afifecting Lym-
phatics.—The lymphatic xe^scls aie subject

to two principal cbis-is i)f ilir.inic cliangea,
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namely: (a) Dilatation and hypertrophy,
and (6) Obstruction.

(a) Dilatation and Hypertrophy—Lymph-
angiectasis.—Leaving out of consideration
the thoracic duct and receptaculum chyli,

the lymphatics, either superficial or deep,

and also the lacteals, may become more or

less dilated and hypertrophied. Even the
vessels of internal mucous or serous mem-
branes may be thus affected. In most cases

the larger trunks are implicated, but the

capillar^' plexuses are sometimes chiefly or

alone involved. With regard to the causes

of this condition, it is often congenital, and
has then been attributed to a want of spe-

ciahsation in the lymphatic system of certain

parts. In other cases it is evidently due to

some obstruction to the circulation of the

lymph, and consequent enlargement of the

vessels behind the impediment. Such ob-

struction may be seated in the glands or

vessels, and in the latter case may be due
to internal plugging or to external pressure.

In some instances the enlargement of the

lymphatics partakes of the character of a

primary hypertrophy, either alone or along

with other tissues, as is the case in connexion
with elephantiasis and certain other growths,

of which enlarged lymphatics constitute an
important element. DUatatioij has been also

attributed to a supposed paralysis of the mus-
cular coat of the lymphatic vessels. Lyiuph-
angiectasis is most common in warm and
moist climates.

There are various forms which enlarged

lymphatics assume. Thus, there may be

simply a localised dilatation of the capil-

laries, constituting a visible freely anasto-

mosing reticulum or network. More com-
monly the trunks are enlarged, assmning a

tubular, fusiform, varicose, saccular, or cir-

.soid form. Or a distinct growth may be

produced, which has been specially termed
lymphangiectasis, and has been divided by
Wagner into three varieties— (i) simple;

(ii) cavernous : (iii) cystoid—names which
sufficiently indicate their several peculiarities.

The walls of the vessels are often more or

less thickened from hypertrophy. Dilated
lymphatics are liable ultimately to give way,
with consequent escape of the lymph.

Clinically, the conditions now under con-

sideration are visible when superficial, or
when occurring on a surface which can be
inspected. The appearances will differ ac-

cording to the particular morbid change
present. There may be a distinct tumour

;

or the enlarged lymphatics may only form
one element in certain growths. Cystic for-

mations originating in the lymphatic system
are said to be most common in connexion
with the upper lip. tongue, and neck. En-
largement of the superficial lymphatics is

chiefly observed on the inner side of the

thigh, the sides of the abdomen, and the

scrotum and penis ; they appear in the form

of vesicles like grains of sago, grouj^ed regu-
larly or irregularly. Sometimes only am-
pullae are formed, which are generally soft

and painless. These conditions have been
mistaken for hernia, abscess, scrofulous
glands, and other diseases. Should the di-

lated lymphatics rupture siibcutaneously,

vesicles containing a clear or milky fluid

appear. They may rupture on the surface

of the skin, the lymph being discharged
externally, which is an important point in

the diagnosis of doubtful cases. When di-

lated absorbents are situated internally, they
cannot be recognised unless they should hap-
pen to rupture, with the escape of their con-
tents by some outlet. This a])plies mainly
to the lacteals, the contents of which may
pass out with the stools, and to the urinary
mucous membrane, it being supposed by
some pathologists that the condition termed
chyluria is merely due to tlie rupture of

dilated lymphatic vessels in this membrane.
See Chyluria.

(6) Obstruction.—As in the case of dilata-

tion, the capillary plexuses or larger lym-
phatics may be obstructed. This may arise

chiefly from plugging of their channels by
coagulated lymph ; inflammation of the ves-

sels
;
pressure by enlarged glands, aneurysms,

or other tumours, or merely as a result of in-

flammation of the cellular tissue around the

vessels. It may be remarked here that lym-
phatic tissues, similar to those observed in

the glands, sometimes form here and there

in the course of the lymphatics in cases

of lymphadenoma. The lymphatics of the

urinary mucous membrane are also sup-

posed by some pathologists to be blocked by
JilaricB, and they consider that this is the

cause of chyluria. See Filaria Sanguinis
HOMINIS.
The effects liable to be produced by ob-

struction of lymphatic vessels are swelling,

from so-called lymphatic oedema ; and dila-

tation of the vessels behind the obstruction,

which may lead to their rupture. It is by
these effects alone that this condition can be
recognised clinically.

Treatment.—But little can be done for

the chronic changes affecting lymphatic ves-

sels now mider consideration. Proper ban-

daging, or the use of some elastic support,

may be of use in treating dilated vessels,

if they happen to be conveniently situated.

P'riction and kneading may assist in remov-
ing lymphatic oedema due to obstruction.

Growths come under the treatment of the

surgeon, and do not call for any special

remark here.

Frederick T. Roberts.

LYMPHATIC TEMPERAMENT.
See Temperament.

LYMPHOMA.—A synonym for lymph-
adenoma. See Lymphadenoma,
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LYMPHORRHAGIA or LYM-
PHORRHCEA (li/niplia. lymph, from
iC^ci)'!' water; and pijyi/u^i, I bm-st forth, or
^Ki>, 1 flow).

Definition.—These teniis literally si^iiify

a How of lynij)h, but they are used to indicate

an ubiiornial discharf,'e from any part of the

absorbent system, whether it be of lymph or

of cliyle.

^linoLOGY AND PATHOLOGY.— Lynijjlior-

rha.^ia may take place from the lymphatic
capillaries or trunks; from the lacteals ; from
the absorbent fjlands ; or from the rcccpta-

culum chyli or thoracic duct. Cases in which
this condition occurs are usually di\idcd nito

traumatic and idiopathic, according to their

apparent causation. In the former the cause
is a wound, which generally affects either the

thoracic duct, the larger lymphatic trunks,

or the glands. A discharge of lymph has in

rare instances followed even a slight wound,
particularly in the neighbourhood of joints,

and this was attributed by the late Mr. Mes-
senger Bradley to a constitutional defect—

a

hjinphorrhaqic diathesis, corresponding to

the haemorrhagic diathesis. Idiopathic lym-
phorrhcta is almost always the result of

dilatation of one or more vessels, which ulti-

mately rupture. They are often greatly dis-

tended before they give way. Allusion may
be made here to the supposed relation of

chylm-ia to the presence of filarice in the

lymphatic vessels of the urinar3' organs,

tliese parasites causing them to rapture, and
the lymph consequently being discharged
with the urine. See Filabia S.vnguinis

HoMINIS.
Symptoms axd Effects.—Should an escape

of lymph take place upon any part of the

surface of the body, it differs nnich in its

(juantity and cliaracters in different cases.

It may be less than an oimce, or amount to

five and even ten pounds within the twenty-
four hours ; w bile in the same case its quan-
tity is liable to variation from time to time,

and the flow has even been known to assume
a periodic character, increasing during tlie

period of digestion. In traumatic cases the

discharge either presents the ordinary ap-

pearance of lymph, being clear and limpid,

or it is mixed more or less with blood or

with inflammatory products. Wlun rupture
takes place spontaneous]}' after dilatiition ol

the vessels, the fluid is more like chyle, being
more or less milliy and white, from the pre-

sence of particles of fat, but its cliaracters

are liable to alter from time to time. It

contains a variable quantity of fibrinogenouB
elements, and is proportionately disposed to

coagulate spontaneously. Internal lymphor-
rhagia causes chfi'erent results. In the case
of the intestines and urinary organs, the fluid

is dischai'ged with the ficces and urine re-

spectively, in the former case being supposed
to give rise to fatty stools, and in the latter

to cliyluria. The late Mr. Bradley attributed

some cases of effusion into serous cavities,

such as certain forms of hydrocele, hydro-
ceplialus, pleuritic eff"usion, and ascites, to a
lymphorrhagia into the respective cavities

;

and tlie writer has met with a case of ascites

which seemed to support this view. Katal

peritonitis has resulted from the entrance of

chyle into the peritoneum, owing to the rup-

ture of a dilated receptaculum chyli. The
escape of lymph or chyle out of the system
tends to affect the general health, and, if it

is in large amount, this is likely to lead to

marked emaciation, debility, and anceraia.

Treatment.—In external Ij'mphorrhagia
all that can be done is to check the How of

lymph by pressure of bandages, and the ap-

plication of astringents. In cases where it

takes place into internal passages, tincture

of perchloride of iron in full doses may be
of service. The general condition must be
attended to, and improved by nutrients and
tonics, if required.

Frederick T. Roberts.

LYPEMANIA (Xi'ttv. grief; and finvla,

madness).—The name applied by Esquirol

to the form of insanity characterised by
mental depression, usually called melan-
cholia. See Melancholia.

LYSIS (Xi^o), I dissolve).—This word had
formerly various significations, but is now
generally applied to the gradual decline of

any disease or pathological process, especially

fever. See Fevkr.





APPENDIX.

ABASIA

ABASIA.— Loss or iinpairnipnt of the
|)o«iT (if wiilkinij:. It may 1)0 due to a func-
tional or to an orijanic neurosis.

P. C". Knapp has described a paroxysmal
tri-pidant a. in which walking is hindered by
contradictory movements that stiffen the legs

and consist of a sort of trepidation resembling
thai (if spastic parapU'gia.

ABITA SPRING.—A chalybeate s.. flow-

ing about 400 gallons per hour, in pine woods
near Covington. Saint Tammany Parish, La.

ABOULOMANIA.—A form of insanity

c-liaracterizcd by loss or great impairment of

the will.

ABULIA.—See .\ houi.om ania.

ACANTH0LYSI3.— .Vn acanthosis char-
acterized liy sejiaration of the upper layers of

the epidermis—as pemphigus essentialis and
gangra'iia cached ica infantum.

ACANTHOMA. — Hyperplasia of the
prii-klc-ccll layer of the epidermis.

ACANTHOSIS.— Disease of the prickle-

cell layer of the e[)idermis.

ACETONEMIA.—Acetone in the blood;
thouirhl to lie the cause of diabetic coma. It

has Ijeen found in considerable quantity in

many tnorhid states, especially in fevers.

ACETONURIA.—Acetone in the urine.

Its presence may be physiological or patho-
logiod. In the latter category may l)e placed
fi'brile a..(li(ibefic a., a. associated with certain

forms of cancer independently of inanition, a.

of starvation, and a. associated with certain

psychoses. In excess it may cause auto-intoxi-

cation. \n abundance of nitrogenous food
may cause physiologi('al a. To accurately de-

tect a., one half to one litre of urine should be
distilled, and by Lieben's test a few drops of

iodo-potassic iodide .solution and caustic potash

are added to a few drachms of this distillate;

acetone will produce an abundant precipitate

of iodoform crystals.

ACHILLODYNIA.—A morbid state char-

acterized by great pain at the point of inser-

tion of the tendo .\chillis on standing or walk-

ing, together with thickening of the tendon at

that point.

ACHROMATOSIS.—A disease of the skin

or hair characterized bv deficient pigmenta-
tion.

ACROiESTHESIA. —Exaggerated sensi-

biliiv.

ADIPOSIS DOLOROSA

ACB0N3UR0SIS.—A neurosis involving
the motor, sensory, \asomotor, secretory, or
trophic nerves of the extremities. It is somt;-

times of central and sometimes of peripheral
origin. Raynaud's disease, podalgia, and ory-

thronielaliria arc c\aiii|ilis of this elas.-;.

ACROPARESTHESIA. — Para>sthesia
affcii iiii; I he i\l remit ii-^.

ADAMS COUNTY SPRINGS.—S's near
Cincinnati, Ohio, containing niiignesium chlo-

ride, calcium sulphate, carbonate, and chloride,

sodium chloride, and iron oxide.

ADAMS SPRING.—An alkaline carlKv

nated s. in Cobb's Valley, Lake Co., Cal. The
principal .salts are magnesium, .so<lium, and
calcium carbonate. The waters resemble those
of Vichy.

ADAMS SPRINGS. — See Rochepoet
SiMtlM.S.

ADAMS -WIBITE SULPHUR
SPRINGS. -Sulphur >'s in Ucdfoid ( o., l',,.

t)nce frequented a- a re-. .rt.

ADDISON'S KELOID.—See KKr-oiD.

ADDISON MINERAL SPRING.—An
alkaline, ealcie -. iti Aildi^on, W'a-lnnirton Co.,

>Ic. The walei- is >ol,l.

ADDISON RIDGE CHALYBEATE
SPRINGS.—Four chalyljeate >'s in .Alonroc

Townsluii. liedford Co.. Pa.

ADENIA.— See LVMPIIAPKXOMA.

ADENOPATHY.—Any morbid state of

the lyniphalje i.'lan'!-.

ADIPOSIS DOLOROSA.—A disease d.-

scribed by F. .\. Dercum as a connective-tissue

dystrophy with fatly nietamorphosis of various

stages of completeness, occurrinir hi sr|>anite

regions, or otherwise unevenly di>triliuted.aiMi

with symptoms suggestive of an uneveidy dis-

tributed neuritis. The re|«irted cases have
been in women over fifty years of age. XihI-

ules of soft tissue were deposited in the ex-

tremities, subsequently appearini: elsewhere,

and eventually U>coming exfen-ive. This ir-

regular enlargement was accompanied by shoot-

ing, stabbing, or burning pain. The nerve
trunks were sometimes sensitive to pn-ssure,

and there were dysjesthesia and an;i>sthesia.

R-onchitis was a freipient and persistent symp-
tom. In two cases the thyroid inland was dis-

eased. None of the cases exhibileil the (m'oiiI-

iar physiognomv, the spade-like hands, the

slow speech, and the other symptoms indica-
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tive of inyxcedema. Dercum thought it proba-

ble that disease of the thyroid gland was the

cause of the dystrophy.

ADIRONDACK MINERAL SPRINGS
—Two chalybeate s's, flowing 200 gallons per

hour, in Whitehall, Washington Co.. N. Y.

AER-ffiMOTOXIA.—See Veins, Air in.

AERODERMECTASIA.—See Emphyse-
ma, Subcutaneous.

AEROHYDROPATHY.—A combination

of hydropathic and pneumatic treatment.

AEROTHERAPY — AEROTHERA-
PETJTICS.—See Am, Therapeutics of.

.aiSTHESIOMETRY.—Measurement of

tactile sensibility. The minimum distance at

which two points can be recognized as separate

objects is on the

—

Tip of the finger 2.5 to 5 mm.
Palm of the hand 8 " 12 "

Back of the hand 31 mm.
The forearm and the leg 40 "

The upper arm and the thigh. 75 "

The back 40 to 70 mm.
^STHESIONETJROSIS.—A disturbance

of any of the sensory functions of the nervous
system.

.aSTNA SPRINGS.—Alkaline carbonated
s's, flowing about 100 gallons per hour, near

Saint Helena. Napa Co., Cal. It is a resort.

AGLOBTJLISM.—See Blood, Morbid con-
ditions OF.

AGRAMMATISM.— Aphasia in which
there is inability to form words grammatically
and arrange them syntactically.

AGUA CALIENTE. — See Warner's
Ranch S.

AKATAMATHESIA.—Inability to un-
derstand an ordinary conversation.

AKATAPHASIA.—Inability to form a
perfect sentence.

AKINESIA ALGERA.—A peculiar pseu-

do-paralysis, described by Moebius, that occurs
in neurasthenics, in which intense pain is pro-

duced by every muscular movement. The dis-

ease affects those having an unstable nervous
system, and so far has been reported only in

adults. The patient lies in bed, refusing to do
anything for fear pain may ensue. There may
be [)hotophobia. The disorder is functional
and analogous to hysteria, as there is a hallu-

cination that pain will occur on motion. There
are no objective sensations. The patient should
be kept in bed and the treatment directed to

the relief of the psychical symptoms. The
prognosis is not favorable.

ALALIA,—Inability to utter words ; due
to injury or disease of the vocal apparatus
rather than to cerebral lesion.

ALBUMINOMETRY.—The quantitative
estimation of albumin.

ALBURGH SPRINGS. — Three saline,

sulphureted s's, flowing 45 gallons per hour,
in Grand Isle Co., Vt. It is a resort.

ALEXIA.—Apliasia in which there is a
defective understanding of written signs, as

ALLORRHYTHMIA

shown by inability to read aloud correctly.

It is not inseparably connected with word
deafness, for spoken words may be understood
and yet a. be present.

ALEXIN.—An unstable albuminous body,
of complicated structure, that may be isolated

from a cultivation of a specific micro-organism
and when injected into the body produces an
acquired immunity to the disease produced by
that organism.

ALGOMETRY. — Measurement of the
sense of pain.

ALHAMBRA SPRINGS.—Hot s's at
Clancy, Jefllerson Co., Mont. Used as a resort.

ALLACHiESTHESIA. — See Allochi-
RIA.

ALLANDALE SPRINGS.—Two alka-

line s's, flowing 1,250 gallons per hour, in

West Roxbury, Suffolk Co., Mass. The water
is used commercially.

ALLAN'S MINERAL SPRINGS.—
Sixteen hot s's, flowing 500 gallons per hour,
having a temperature of 114° to 121" F., in

Pine Creek, Bitter Root Valley, Missoula Co.,

Mont. It is a local resort.

ALLEGHANY SPRINGS.—Three sa-

line, calcic s's, flowing 125 gallons per hour, in

Alleghany Spring, Montgomery Co., Va. It is

a resort.

ALLEGHANY SPRINGS.—Three cha-
lybeate, sulphureted s's, flowing about 300 gal-

lons per hour, south of Maryville, Blount Co.,

Tenn. It is a resort.

ALLEN SPRINGS.—Five alkaline, sa-

line, and chalybeate s's in Allen Springs, Lake
Co., Cal. It is a resort.

ALL -HEALING SPRINGS. — Twelve
clialybeate, sulphureted s's, flowing about 3,-

800 gallons per hour, in All-Healing, Gaston
Co., N. C. A resort.

ALLORRHYTHMIA.—Any pathologic-
al deviation from the rhythm of the heart's

action. This condition includes, according to

Professor Osier: 1. Kilssmaul's paradoxical
pulse, in which the beats during inspiration

are more frequent but less full than during
expiration. 'This is found in weak heart, in

chronic pericarditis, when flbrous bands en-

circle the root of the aorta, and sometimes
normally. 2. Intermittence, in which there is

the dropping of a cardiac beat. 3. Alterna-
tion, in which strong and weak pulsations al-

ternate regularly. 4. Big£».minal or trigeminal
pulsations, occurring when a distinct interval

exists between two or three beats that follow

each other in rapid succession. 5. Delirium
cordis, in which the heart's action is wholly ir-

regular. G. Embryocardia. 7. Gallop rhythm,
in which the sounds resemble the cadence of a
horse's cantei-; it is heard in interstitial ne-
phritis and arterio-sclerosis.

Professor G. Baumgarten classifies a. as: 1.

That due to central (cerebral) causes, either or-

ganic or psychical. 2. That due to reflex in-

fluence from disease of the stomach, liver,

lungs, or kidneys. 3. That due to toxic influ-

ence ; as to tobacco, coffee, tea, digitalis, etc.
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4. Tliat due to fatly, pigrinontary, or sclerotic

chfiii^es ill the cardiiic ganglia, or to mural
cardint- cliaii-jes.

The treatmoiit necessarily varies according
to till' a'li<>l<>i;y of ihf iliMiisi".

ALPENA MAGNETIC WELL.—A sul-

phureted spring in .Vliiena, .VIpena Co., Mich.
A local resort.

ALUMINOSIS. — A chronic bronchitis

oftiMi tcnniiial iiiir in pulmonary cirrhosis, pro-

duced l)y the inlialalioii i>l' alumina dust.

ALUM ROCK SPRINGS.—P\mr saline,

sulpiuirete(l s's. seven miles northeast of San
Jose, Santa Clara Co., Cal. A resort.

ALUM SPRING.—A chalybeate, sulphur
s. near Callianne Lake, Onslow Co., N. C. A
resort.

AMAXOPHOBIA.—A morbid fear of be-

ing in a wai^oii uv eart.

AMERICAN CHALYBEATE
SPRING.— .\n alkaline s. having one grain
of carbonate and sulphate of iron per gallon,

in South .-\uburii, Androscoggin Co., Me. Ihe
water is sold.

AMHERST MINERAL SPRING —
See I'iNi. (i;io\i; .MlNLU.vi, .S.

AMIMIA.— .\ symptom sometimes occur-

ring in apiiasia in which there is inability to

express ideas by signs or gestures.

AMMONTiEMIA.—Auto-intoxication by
the decoinpo-iticin of urine forming ammoni-
um earl)onate. There is always nnieus or pus
in tiie urine, and retention of the latter some-
where in the urinary i)assages. There are

chills, followed by fever; a dry, grayish skin

that exhales, like the breath, an ammoniacal
odor: a dry tongue; enniciation; deranged
circulation ; and headache. The respiration is

free, and tlie intelligence remains good.

AMTOCARDIA.— .V permanent paralytic

weakness uf the heart's contraction.

AMYOSTASIA.—A morbid trembling of

the muscles when they are brought into use,

as in tabes dorsalis.

AMYGSTHENIA. — Want of muscular
power.

ANDERSON SPRING.-A chalybeate s.

on Fall l-'ork t'mk. Bartholomew Co., Ind. It

has a local i-e|iuiali<in.

ANERYTHROBLEPSIA — ANERY-
THROPSIA.— Inability to recognize either

red of the -peetrum or its complementary col-

or, liluish i.'reen. Sec Vision, Disorders of.

ANGEIOMA.—A congenital or acquired
form.it im mad'- u|i almo<t entirely of vessels.

ANGEIONEUROSIS.—A neurosis char-

acterized by deranged vasomotor action. It
|

nniy l)e of cerebral origin in conserpience of I

a lesion of the cortex or medulla oblongata, or

of spinal origin in consecpience of a lesion of

the conl, or ju-ripheral in consecjuence of direct

or reflex irritation of the peripheral nervous
,

system or its ganglia,
j

ANGIERS MINERAL SPRINGS. -
Three carliurcu il, clialyln-ale ?,'> in .Mliintu,
Fulton Co., (ia. It is a resort.

ANISOCORIA.— Inequality of the pnpil>.

ANKYLOSTOMIASIS — ANKYLOS-
TOMO - AN.a:MIA. — The symptum.- pro-
duced l)y the ankylo.stoma in the organism.
.See Kmozoa.

ANTITOXIN.—A substance formr<l in
the bddy of an animal rendered proof against
a specilie disease, that neutralizes Ihe toxic
products of the specific pathogenic mi<To-or-
ganisin of that disease. Tizzoni and Catlani
have isolated such a substance thai is saiil to
neutralize the loxine of tetanus.

APHAKIA.—Absence of the crystalline
lens from the eye or from its proper posi-
tion.

APHTHONGIA—A form of spa^m of
the tongue and liyoid muscles occurring in

speakers and elocutionists. It is similar in

nature to writer's cramp.

APOLLIS SPRINGS.—Two saline car-
bonated s'.-, in Saratoga .Springs, Saratoga Co.,

APRAXIA—Complete loss of the power
of communication either by words or signs, as
well as of knowledge of the uses of objects.

Of Moebius. a. algura is an abeyance of the
functions of all organs ljecan.<e of the pain at-

tendant upon functional activity.

APROSEXIA.—A mental impairment in

the child, in whicli there is inability to fix the
attetuion for a long time; there are dullness
and stupidity, headache, forget fulness, and in-

disposition to make any exertion. The condi-
tion seems to i)e dependent on adenoid vege-

tations of the pharynx, for removal of these

affords relief.

AGUAPUNCTURE. — Counter-irritation

produced l)y forcing a line jet of water through
the unbroken skin. It is accomplished by
means of a pump forcing the water through a
very small opening in a nozzle held a .>>hort

distance froir. the skin.

ARCTIC SPRINGS.—Three alkaline, cal-

cic s'^ in (iaK>\ ille, Trem[X'aleau Co., Wis.

It is a re^..rt.

ARGAMBLYOPIA. — Defective sight
caused liy di-u-c of an eye.

ARITHMOMANIA.—A fear of mathe-
matical operations, or of a number or its

name: as. in counting from 1 to 7, the num-
U^r is omitted; or a door-knob is turned a
certain numl)er of times before the diwir is

opened ; or a certain niiinborof ste[>sare taken
in a circle Ln-lore commencing to walk.

ARLINGTON SPRINGS.—Twenty sa-

line, sulphnreted s's near .^Ia^shall. Saline Co.,

Mo. No n-ie li.a^ been made ot these -.'s.

ARRINGTON MINERAL SPRINGS.
—Tliii-e carlioiiated. saline, and ihalvbcate s's.

flowin;: 420 gallons per hour, in Arrington,

Atchison Co., Kan. A resort.
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ARTESIAN SPRINGS.—Pour chalybe-
ate s's near Camden, Madison Co., Miss. A
local resort.

ARTESIAN MAGNETIC MINERAL
SPRING.—A sul[)lio-salirie s., flowinj,' 5,000
gallons per hour, in Pueblo, Pueblo Co., Col.

It is a bathing resort.

ARTHROGRYPOSIS.—An acute febrile

disease, occurring chiefly in children in the
first years of life, in which there are persistent
tonic spasms and contractures of one or all of
the extremities. There may be rigid exten-
sion or flexion with contractures. In fatal

cases the necropsy has revealed nothing. Pro-
longed warm baths are the best treatment.

ARTHROPATHY.—A disease of a joint.

For hysterical arthropathies see Joints, Nerv-
ous AFFECTIONS OF, and Charcot's dis-
ease OF.

ASTASIA. — 1. Muscular unsteadiness,
tremor. 2. Inability to stand. It may be due
to a functional or to an organic neurosis.

ASTASIA-ABASIA.—Of Blocq, a con-
dition in wiiich there is inability to stand or
walk, although there is good strength and co-

ordination ill the legs when sitting or stand-
ing, as well as power to execute less usual
movements, such as hopping on one foot. Jac-
coud described the disease as ataxia with de-

fect of automatic co-ordination ; Weir Mitchell

considered it a hysterical motor ataxia ; and
Charcot considered it a motor impotence with
co-ordination defects of the lower limb. There
are rapid flexions and extensions of the legs on
the thighs and of the thighs on the pelvis; and
the body, head, and arms oscillate. There may
be choreiform or saltatory movements, and
propulsion or retropulsion. Most of the re-

ported cases have been associated with hyste-

ria, though it has also occurred with chorea,

epilejisy, neurasthenia, monomania, and de-

mentia. The prognosis is good, although re-

lapse may occur. Knapp has successfully

treated the disease by substituting a volitional

for an automatic act by the balance step.

Other cases are benefited by the usual treat-

ment for hysteria.

ASTEATOSIS.—A skin disease character-

ized by deficiency or absence of the sebaceous
secretion.

ATHREPSIA.—Defective nutrition. See
AtROI'IIY, (iHNKRAL.

ATLANTA MINERAL SPRING.—
A suliihureted chalybeate s. in Atlanta, Ful-
ton Co., Ga.

ATREMIA.—Of Neftel. a functional con-
dition affecting neurasthenics, in which they
are unable to walk, stand, sit. or read, although
the power of voluntary motion is not abolished
and the intellect is unimpaired.

AUBURN SPRING.—A sulphureted s.

near Auburn, Cayuga Co., N. Y.

AUGUSTA SPRINGS.—See Stribling
Springs.

AURORA SALINE SPRINGS.—Two
calcic, saline s's near Aurora Mills, Marion Co.,
Ore. A local resort.

AURORA SPRINGS.—Three saline s's,

flowing 300 gallons per hour, in Aurora Springs,
Miller Co., JIo. A resort.

AUSTIN'S SPRINGS.—Two saline, cha-
lybeate s's, flowing GO gallons per hour, in
Washington Co., Tenn. A resort.

AUTO-INTOXICATION.—Poisoning of
an organism witii substances produced by its

own metabolic processes.

AUTOMYSOPHOBIA. — Monomania
characterized by dread of personal uncleanli-
ness.

AUTOTOXICOSIS.—See Toxicosis, Sup.
2d vol.

AVOCA MINERAL SPRING.—A sul-
phureted s. in Avoca. Lawrence Co., Ind. A
local resort.

AVON SULPHUR SPRINGS.—Four
s's, flowing 7,000 gallons per hour, in Avon,
Livingston Co., N. Y.
Analyses by J. Iladley, J. R. Chilton, L. C.

Beck, and H. M. Baker give

:

fe
6*

fe
ti i_^

CoDstituenta. |-= t-^ fe«-g

^S: § = c&
» a •"

Grains Grains Grains Gralni

per pnl. per );«l per pal pfr gal.

Calcium c.irbonate . . .
8-0 29 -38 2fi-9fi 9-25

Sodium i^ulphate . . . 16 n 1.3-78 38-T2 21-02
Calcium sulphate . . . 840 57-44 8-52 27-61
MafTTiesium f-ulphate . . 100 49 -CI 8 -OS 19-OT
Sodium chloride . . . 18-40 5-68 29-11
Calcium chloride . . . "s'ii
Sodium iodide .... Trace.
Sodium sulphide . . . i

Calcium sulphide . . . ^99-55
Mapncsium sulphide . . f

Cu. in. Cu. in. Cii, in. Cii. in.

Sulphureted hydrogen . 12-0 10-02 31-28 27-68
Carbonic acid .... 5-60 3 92] 22 04
Oxygen 0-56 97
Nitrogen 5-42 8-83

BACILL.a;MIA.—The presence of bacilli,

including their products, in the blood.

BACTERIJEMIA.—See Bacill^mia.

BACTERIOTHERAPY.—A method of

treating disease by eniiiloying a non-patho-
genic to destroy the pathogenic micro-organ-
ism. Cantani proposed, in 1885, to treat tuber-

culosis of the lungs by inhalations of the Bac-
terium termo.

BACTERIURIA.—The passage of urine
containing bacteria. The latter may be asso-

ciated with incipient putrefactive changes in

the urine, or with ammoniacal fermentation of

the urine, or they may be a harmless variety

of Sclilzomycetes without urinary decomposi-
tion, or they may occur as chains of micro-
cocci.

BAILEY SPRINGS.—Seven chalybeate
s's, flowing six gallons per hour, in Bailey
Springs, Lauderdale Co., Ala. A resort.
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BALLSTON SPA SPRINGS.—Six sa-

liiK' .s's in M.-ilNtoii, Saratoi^a Vo., N. Y. Aniil-

vses of their waters by •!. U. Steele, C. K. ('hand-

ier, and L. C Hock give

:

Constituents. 1*
1* If

<

United
States.

Wa«bin<;ton

Lithia

Well.

Sodium carbonate
Sodium bicarb.

iCalcium carbonate
Calcium bicarb. .

Omlin
|«r pil.

12-06

48-4i

Oralni

p-rg»l.

OrmlDi

ptrpU.
Orrdni Gnihu
fer pd. |wr Ksl.

16 8S
84-40

29-20
173-4S

5-76

11-98 94 60

ioi'ss"

iMafrnesiiuii bicirb.

IStroiitium bicarb
'Lithium bicarb. .

89-10 lSO-60 177 ST

1
0-S7 Trace.
7-75

1

6-7S
6-96 1

153 3.5 1

019
16-61

Iron bicarbonate .

jBarium bicarb.

^Sodium 9ul|ibate .

1-63

8 83

1-61
1-28

o'ia
'i-ie

2 30
4-74

"i-36

"i'oo

0-52
Sodium phosphate
Sodium biborate .

Sodium chloride .

Potassium chloride
Sodium bromide .

Calcium tlu.irido .

Sodium iodide . .

Alumina ....
Silica

Organic matter
Carbonic-acid gaa

.

0.)

Trace.
7.VI Of
33-23
3 64

Trace.
0-12
O-OS
0-76

Trace.
426-114

0-01

Trace.
(•..)i» 34
3;3-9.}

4-67

Trace.
0-24
0-26
0-74

Trace.
460 066

424-96

•s^o-

•244-6'

Trace.
Trace.
046 43
9-23

1

2-37

Trace, j

0--22
i

0-40
1-03

Trace.
353-345

The waters resemble those of Saratoga, and
the place is better suited for the quiet neces-

sary for the invalid.

BANTING CURE-BANTINGISM.—
The dieletic luetliod adopted by .Mr. liaiiting

to relieve obesity, q. v.

BAR.a3STHESI0METER.—An instru-

ment for testinir the sense of pressure in dif-

ferent reijions of the body. See Prkssurk.

BARRE MINERAL SPRINGS. — Two
sul[)hureted s"s in Harro, Washington Co.. Vt.
A resort.

BARTHOLINITIS. — Inflammation of
tho vulvo-vaginal (Bartholin's) gland or its

duet.

BARTLETT SPRINGS.—Two alkaline,
saline s's near the head of Cache Creek, Lake
Co.. Cal. ,V resort.

BARURIA.—Urine that has a high spe-
cific gravity. See rui.Vt;.

BARYGLOSSIA — BARYLALIA. —
Thickness of speech ; a symptom in several
nervous disorders.

BASOPHOBIA.—A morbid distrust of
one's power of walking. In Sfn~io-b. there is

inability to walk or stand erect: it is due to
emotional causes, as the muscular strength is

not appreciably diminished.

BATH ALUM SPRINGS.— Eight cha-
lybeate s's in I'latli Co.. ^'a. A resort.

BATOPHOBIA. — A morbid fear of

heiLrht<.

BAXTER MEDICAL SPRINGS. —
Two chalybeate s's, flowing -l")'! gallons per
hour, in i'herokee Co., Kan. A resort. The
water contains '2'-i grains of salts per gallon.

BEACHVILLE SPRINGS.—Two Mlino.
sulpliunted .s's in .Metealfo Co., Ky. A 1<k-«1

resort.

BEALL SPRING.—A .sul|)hurote<l, cha-
lybeate s., flowing 00 gallons per hour, near
\Varrenton, Warren Co., (Ja. A nsort.

BEARDSLEY IRON SPRINGS. —
Tliri'.' ih.-ilv li.-ale ;iii(l -ulphiiri-trd .-'- in I'.iirre,

Wa-hiTiLTtiin C<i.. \'l. .\ n-..rl.

BEAR RIVER HOT SPRINGS.—See
I'l Ml I 1(1T .Sl>ltlM,~.

BECK'S HOT SPRINGS.—A bathing re-

sort near .Salt Lake City. Salt Lnk.- Co.. I'lali.

BEDFORD ALUM AND IRON
SPRINGS.—Two s's the waters of which con-
lain ll-.")-Jl grains of jiotassa, niagnesiii. lime,
aluMiiiia. iron, aiul free siilpluirie acid per gal-
lon. The water is useful for scrofula, chronic
diarrha'a, and diseases deiiending on an im-
poverished condition of blood. The place is

situated near New London, Hedford Co., \'a.

BEDFORD SPRINGS.—Three saline s's,

flowiiii,' (jd gallon- \h-v hour, in Trimble Co.,

Ky. .\ n>nri.

BEDFORD SPRINGS.—Seven saline, sul-

phurcteil, chalybeate s'.s, flowing 2,400 gallons
per hour, in Hedford, Hedford Co., Pa. The
water acts as a laxative, diuretic, and <liapho-

retic. resembling that of Fraiizensbad.

BEERSHEBA SPRINGS. — Chalybeate
s's in dnindy ('".. Tmn. .V popular resort.

BELCHER'S ARTESIAN "WTILL.—
.\n artc-i.in -priiii:. •J.r.iii fret d.-.p. in Si.

Louis, .Mo. The water eoiitaiiis 4N.') 02 trrains

of solids. ;}50-(Jl of which are sodium chloride.

(i-oO cubic inches of carbonic-acid gas, and 0-24

cubic inches of sulphureted hydrogen per gal-

lon. It is used as a laxative and for anirmiu.

BELKNAP HOT SPRINGS. —Seven
s's. flowing 1.201) gallons [.cr hour, of water
having a temperature of 1S4 !•'., in Lane Co.,

Ore. A bathing resort.

BELLBROOK MAGNETIC SPRING.— .\ (-alc-ie .-., (•(iil.iinin:,' 1^-11 :,'r.i!n- .f >oIid.;

per gallon, in Helll)rook, Greene ( o.. • >. .\ lo-

cal resort.

BELL'S MINERAL •WT:LLS.—Four sa-

line s's in Blossom Prairie, Lamar Co., Tex. A
local resort.

BENSON'S SALT SPRING.—A sulpho-
saliiie s., flowiiiLT •')"<' gallon- pi-r hour, in Kn-
terprise. X'oliisia Co.. Fla. .\ n^^ort.

BENTLEY'S SPRINGS.—Fifty alkaline.

chalybcati- -'- in Bait iinop,. Co.. Md. A resort.

BERKELEY SPRINGS.— Five calcic s's,

flowiiii: :{.0(Hi gallons j)er hour, in Morgan Co.,

West Va. .\ resort.

BERKSHIRE SODA SPRINGS —Two
alkaline -'- n^arlireat Barriiiirlon. lii-rk-hire

Co.. Ma->. The walir i- used commercially.

BETHESDA SPRING. — An nlkaline.

calcic s.. flowing 4,200 gallons per hour, in

Waukesha. Waukesha Co., Wis. The water
contains but 3.5-71 grains of .«olid matter fK>r

gallon: it is a diuretic, and is very useful in

renal and cvstic disi-a-.f-;.
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BIG HOLE HOT SPRINGS.—One hun-
dred s"s of calcareous water, haviiij,' a tempera-
ture of 132^ F., in Big Hole Prairie, Beaver
Head Co., Mont. Unimproved.

BIRCHDALE SPRINGS.—Three calcic,

chalybeate s's near Concord, Merrimack Co.,

N. H. A resort.

BLACK WATER SPRINGS. — Three
sulphureted and chalybeate s's near Bean's
Station, Grainger Co., Tenn. A resort.

BLACKWELL'S WHITE SULPHUR
SPRINGS.—Four sulphureted s's, flowing 50
gallons per hour, near Alexander, Buncombe
Co.. N. C. A resort.

BLADON SPRINGS.—Five carbonated,
alkaline, and sulphureted s's, flowing 1,250 gal-

lons per hour, in Bladon Springs. Choctaw Co.,

Ala. Analyses by J. L. and W. P. Riddell and
R. T. Brumbv srive :

i^bo £ '^ = be bb

Constituents. ll C.5 J3 C 13 a

>& i: o< 3 O.
Krv oo* 09

Grains Grains Grains (drains

per gal. per gal. per gal. per pal.

Sodium carbonate .... 46 -as 41-21 .S4 93 32- b9
Matrnesiuni carbonate . . 0-29 61 0-65 l-36i

Calcium carbonate . . .
0-87 214 2-42 2-75

Iron carbonate 49 0-2:3 0-76 0-02
Calcium sulphate _ . . . 2 25 2-79 2-96
Iron sulphate 6-24
Sodium chloride .... 7-69

Strontia 32
Silica 2 10
Orgranic matter "2-26 "i-90 "i'25
Crenic acid "6-73
Hypocrenic acid .... 0-63

Cu. in. Cu. in. Cu. in. Cu. in.

Carbonic -acid gas .... 65-44 59 -20 52-88 82-56
Sulphureted hydrogen . . SO
Chlorine "i-84 "i-84 1-84

BLANCHARD SPRINGS. — Seventeen
saline sulphureted s's, flowing 1,700 gallons

per hour, in Blanchard Springs, Union Co.,

Ark. A resort.

BLEPHAROPLEGIA.—Paralysis of the

eyelids.

BLEPHAROPTOSIS.—Partial or com-
plete drooping of the upper eyelid due to paral-

ysis of the levator palpebrae superioris muscle.

BLOOD SPRING.—A saline, chalybeate
s., flowing 2,000 gallons per hour, in Mont-
gomery Co., Ark. A resort.

BLOSSBURG SPRINGS. — Two acid,

chalybeate s's in Tioga Co., Pa. A local re-

sort.

BLOUNT MINERAL SPRINGS.—Five
saline sulphureted s's, flowing 900 gallons per
hour, in Blount Springs, Blount Co., Ala. A
resort.

BLUE GRASS SULPHUR SPRINGS.
—Some thirty sulphureted and chalybeate s's,

in Cornelia, St. Clair Co., Ala. A resort.

BLUE LICK SPRING (LOWER).—A
saline, sulphureted s., flowing 30() gallons per
hour, in Nicholas Co., Ky. The water con-
tains T9-1 grains of salts, 64-1 grains of which
are chloride of sodium, 12-35 cubic inches of

carbonic acid, and 2-28 cubic inches of sulphu-
reted hydrogen per gallon. The water is valu-

able in gastric, hepatic, and intestinal disor-
ders, and for some dermatoses.

BLUE LICK SPRING (UPPER).—A
saline, sulphureted s., flowing 1,200 gallons per
hour, in Davidson, Nicholas Co., Ky. The wa-
ter contains 82-524 grains of solids, 64-567
grains of which are chloride of .sodium, 6-02

cubic inches of carbonic-acid giis, and 1-02 cu-
bic inch of snlpliureted hydrogen, per gallon.
The water is used for the same diseases as is

that of the Lower Blue Lick S[)ring.

BLUE RIDGE SPRINGS.—Five saline,

calcic s's. flowing 375 gallons per hour, in Bote-
tourt Co., Va.

BLUE ROCK SPRING.—A saline sul-
phureted s., flowing 500 gallons per hour, in
East Cleveland, (_'uyahoga Co., O. The water
contains 303-27 grains of salts per gallon. A
local resort.

BLUE SPRING.—A sulphureted s., flow-
ing 73.000 gallons per hour, in Orange City, Vo-
lusia Co., Fla. A local resort.

BLUE SULPHUR SPRINGS.— Two
sulphureted s's, flowing 3.000 gallons per hour,
in Greenbrier Co., West Va. A resort prior to

the civil war.

BON AIR CHALYBEATE SPRING.
—A chalybeate s. on the edge of the Cumber-
land plateau, five miles from Sparta, White
Co., Tenn. A resort prior to the civil war.

BONNER'S SPRINGS.—Twenty calcic,

carbonated s's in Tiblow, Wyandotte Co., Kan.
A resort. The waters contain from 14-98 to
93-75 grains of salts and from 16-19 -to 25-66

cubic inches of carbonic-ncid gas, j)er gallon.

BOOTHBAY MEDICINAL MIN-
ERAL SPRING.—A sulphureted s., flowing
300 gallons per hour, in East Boothbay, Lin-
coln Co., JIi'. A resort.

BORLAND MINERAL WELL.—An
alkaline, saline, sulphureted spring in Borland,
Pleasant Co., West Va. A local resort.

BOWSHER MINERAL SPRING.—A
chalybeate s., flowing 200 gallons per hour,
near Princeton, Mercer Co.. IMo.

BRACHYCARDIA. — Of Osier, brady-
cardia.

BRADFORD MINERAL SPRING.—
A carbonated, saline s., flowing 2,000 gallons
per hour, in Bradford, Merrimack Co., N. H.
A resort.

BRADYCARDIA. — A physiological or
pathologicjil slowing <jf the heart's action, the
pulsations being fewer than sixty a minute.
It may occur during the puerpernl state or as-

sociated with hunger. Pathologically it is met
with in convalescence from acute fevers, and
it is pi-obat)ly the result <if exhaustion : in dis-

eases of the digestive system ; sometimes in

diseases of the respiratory system ; occasion-

ally in fatty and fibroid changes in the heart

:

occasionally in nephritis, in consequence of

toxanniii from alcohol, coffee, or drugs ; occa-

sionally in constitutional diseases, as aniemia,
chlorosis, and diabetes; sometimes in apo-
plexy, epilepsy, cerebral tumors, medulla, and
cord affections ; and sometimes in diseases of
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the skin and of tlic urinary orjjans. The treat-

ment miii^t he based on the .Ttiology of the con-
dition.

BROMOHYPERIDROSIS. — Excessive
anil i)lTi'ii>iv,' |)('r>iiii-ation.

BROMO-IODISM. — 'rii.- niorl.id effects

pnidiiced by tiie Innijr-eontinued administra-
tion of hroininc and iodine suits.

BRONCHIADENOSCIRRHUS. — Scir-

rhus of the lirouclual glands.

BRONCHIOLITIS. —Capillary bronchitis,

7. '.. pa-.'Jtr.

BRUFFY'S HOT SPRINGS.—See .Min-

ERAi- Ilu.i, llor W'uiTi; Sri.i'iirii Springs.

BRUNEAU HOT SPRING.—A s. flow-

insj 30,000 j^alloiis per lionr, of water havinj; a

temperature of 10.) F.. in Bruneau Valley,

Owyhee ("o., Idaho. l'si>d for baths.

BRUNSWICK WHITE SULPHUR
SPRINGS.—Six ilialyl)eale and snlpluireled

s's, flowinjj 1,000 trillions per hour, in Bruns-
wick. Essex Co., Vt. .\ resort.

BUCKHERT'S FOUNTAIN.—An alka-

line, caleic sprinjr, flowing 700 gallons per
hour, in Watertown, Jefferson Co., Wis. The
water contains about 20 grains of solid mat-
ter per gallon. The <pring is unini[iroved.

BUCKINGHAM WHITE SULPHUR
SPRINGS. —T»vo saline, sulphureted. cha-
lybeate s"s, flowing 120 gallons per hour, near
Buckingham Com-t- House, Bucliiingham Co.,

Va. A resort.

BXTFFALO LITHIA SPRINGS. —
Three alkaline, calrif, clialybi'ate s's. (lowing
180 gallons per hour, in Mecklenburg Co., Va.
The waters coinain 14-47, !)8-:5><, and 73-(J(;

grains of solid matter per gallon. Only two of

the s's contain litliia—one 1-48, the other 2-2.1

grains per g;dlon. The water has a wide sale,

and the place is a resort for renal, cystic, and
gouty pati<>nts.

BURGHER'S SPRING.— A faintly cha-
lyl)oate s., (lowing :i{) gallons per hour, near
Rnssellville. Loiran Co., Ky. A resort.

BUTTE SPRING.—A hot s. in Butte,
Humboldt Co.. Nev. The temperature of the
water is 1S2 F.

BYRON SPRING.—A saline, snlphuiet-
ed, and carlxniated s. near Byron Station. Con-
tra Costa Co., Cal. A resort.

CALIFORNIA SELTZER SPRING.—
An alkaline carbonat.'d -. in Mi inlocina Co.,

Cal. A report.

CAMERON SPRINGS.—Two calcic, car-
bonated s"-;. fli Willi; l.Uiu gallons per hour, in

Warren Co.. Ind.

CAMP'S SPRING.—A sulphureted cha-
lybeate s. in .\tlanta. Fulton Co.. (ia.

CANON CITY HOT SPRING.—A hot

s., the water havinir a temperature of 104 F..

near Canon City. Fremont Co.. Col. A resort.

CANON CIT.Y SPRINGS.—Carbonated
s's in Canon Citv. Fremont Co., C<d. A resort.

CANON CREEK SPRINGS.—Three sui-
pliureted hot .-.'.-, tlie teiapirnlure of the water
ranging from 130 to 158 F., near Ouray, Ou-
ray Co.. Col.

CANTER'S BLUE SULPHUR
SPRINGS. -Eight hot sulphureted .-'>, the
temperature of the water being 200 F., in Ba-
ker Co.. Oregon. A local bathing resort.

CAPON SPRINGS.—Two alkaliiu- oar-
bonaitd ^'^. the water containing al)<)nt twelve
grains of salts j)er gallon, in Caf)<)n Springs.
Hampshire Co., W. Va. A resort.

CAPPER'S SPRINGS. -See Rock E.no.h
.Sl'KINl,^.

CARBOLISM.—The morbid condition due
to caiboiic-acid |)oisoning. See Poisons.

CARBONiEMIA.—.An excessive amount
of carbon coMipoiiiiil- in the blood. A 10 |)er

cent, solution of caustic soda is added to a
mixture of blood and water, and warmed, and
in c. a ciniial)ar-reil color appears.

CARBONATED WARM SPRING.—
A calcic. 1 iiilioiiated warm s. near Uraprr. Salt

Lake Co., Utah.

CARCINOSIS.— 'I'he cancerous cachexia.

CARDIATROPHIA. — Atrophy of the
cardi.c niii-cii'.

CARDIEURYSMA. — Morbid dilatation

of llif l.c-arl.

CARDIOPLEGIA. — Paralysis of the
heart.

CARLISLE SPRING.—A .saline s.. the
water containing -U'-is |.arts of .s<Klium sul-

phate in one hundred thousand, near Beaver
Creek. Pueblo Co.. Col.

CARLISLE WHITE SULPHUR
SPRINGS.—Three mildly sulpluirous -'s,

flowing (iO gallons per hour, near Carlisle. Cum-
l)erland Co., Pa. A local resort.

CARRIZO SPRINGS.—One hundred «-
lint- ->. tl.>u ill:: 111. 'IT ihan 5.000 gallons per

hour, ill |)iiiiiint ( '.... Ti-x.

CASCADE SPRINGS.—Six alkaline sul-

phureted s's, near Tullahoma, Franklin Co.,

Tenn. A resort.

CASCADE WARM MINERAL
SPRINGS. — Four siiline sulphun Ird -'-.

flowing ItiO gallons of water per hour, of a

temperature of 90 P., in Skamania Co.. Wash.
.\ resort.

CASTALIAN MINERAL WATER.—
Thirteen alkaline -iilpliur.'i.d - -, ili.' water

containing over 4.422 grains of salts j>er gnl-

lan. in Inyo Co.. Cal. A resort.

CASTALIAN SPRINGS.— Five sulphu-

reted. saliiM-. and chalybealr s's. flowing 7.2t»0

gallons per hour, near Durant, Holmes Co..

.Mis.s. .A resort.

CASTALIAN SPRINGS, TENN. -Six
saline sulphunti-d -'-. tl..wini: ov, r rJ.tHM) g«l.

Ions per hour, in ."^unnu-r Co., Tenn. .V restart

prior to the civil war.

CASTOR S^ULPHUR SPRINGS. —
Four sulphur s's in Catahoula Parish, Ij». A
local resort.
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CATAPHASIA.—An affection of speech
in which the patient repeats the same word
several times, either spontaneously or respon-

sively. It is a symptom of extensive cerebral

disease.

CATAPHORESIS.—The action by which
a substance in solution is made to penetrate

the tissues and organs with the aid of galvan-

ism, the positive electrode being applied cov-

ered with a piece of cotton wet with the solu-

tion.

CATOOSA SPRINGS.— Some fifty-two

saline, calcic, chalybeate, sulphureted, etc., s's.

the water containing less than 100 grains of

salts per gallon, near Ringgold, Catoosa Co.,

Ga. A resort.

CEDAR BLUFF SULPHUR
SPRINGS.—Two sulphureted s's, flowing 16

gallons per hour, in Tazewell Co., Ga.

CEDAR SPRINGS. — Seven chalybeate

s's, flowing 21)0 gallons per hour, near Prince-

ton, Mercer Co., Mo. A resort.

CENTRAL SPRINGS.—Five chalybeate

s's in Martin Co., Ind. A resort.

CHALICOSIS.—Infiltration of the lungs
with calcareous particles. It produces the

flbriod phthisis known as stone-cutter's

phthisis.

CHALK CREEK HOT SPRINGS.—
Twelve calcic and saline s's, the water having
a temperature of 150" F., near Ileywood, Chaf-
fee Co., Col.

CHALYBEATE ACID SPRINGS.—A
chalybeate s. near Granada, Granada Co., Miss.

A resort.

CHALYBEATE SPRINGS, GA. —
Three sulijhureted. chalybeate s's, flowing

1,500 gallons per hour, in Meriwether Co., Ga.
A resort.

CHAMBERLAIN MINERAL
SPRINGS.—Three saline s's, flowing 2.000

gallons per hour, in Storm Lake, Buena Vista

Co., Iowa. A local resort.

CHAMPION SPRING.—One of the Sara-
toga s's, q. V.

CHANDLER'S SPRINGS.—Chalybeate
s's in Talladega Co., Ala. A resort.

CHARLESTON OLD ARTESIAN
WELL.—An alkaline saline spring in Charles-
ton, S. C.

CHEIROSPASMUS. — Writer's Cramp,
q. V.

CHEROKEE SPRINGS —Chalybeate s's

in Sjiartanljurg Co., S. C. A local resort.

CHERRY VALLEY SPRINGS. —
Three s's, two calcic and sulphureted, and
one containing 13'77 grains of calcium phos-
phate per gallon, in Otsego Co., N, Y.

CHICK'S SPRINGS.-Five sulphureted
and saline s's, flowing 200 gallons per hour, in

Greenville Co., S. C. A resort.

CHILHOWEE SPRING, TENN.—A
chalybeate s., flowing more than 300 gallons
per hour, in McMinn Co., Tenn. Used locally.

CHIONABLEPSIA.—A paralysis of the
retina produced by exposure of the eyes to the
long-continued reflection of light from snow. .

CHITTENANGO "WHITE SULPHUR
SPRINGS.—Three sulphureted s's in Madi-
son Co.. N. Y. A resort.

CHLOR^MIA.—See Chlorosis.

CHLORALISM.—See Chloral Hydrate,
Poisoning by.

CHLORINE SPRINGS.—Five saline s's,

flowing 2,000 gallons per hour, the water con-
taining 751 grains of salts per gallon, of which
646 grains are sodium chloride, in Syracuse,
Onondaga Co., N. Y.

CHLOROMA.—A rare disease, described
by Balfour in 1834, that has been observed in

children. There are ant-cmic symptoms, pros-
tration, exophthalmos, aural symptoms and
pyrexia, but rarely cerebral symptoms. Post-
mortem examination shows a number of green-
ish-yellow and greenish-gray fibrous tumors of
sarcomatous structure connected with the peri-

osteum in all parts of the body, and also in

the liver, kidneys, colon, ligaments, and me-
dulla of bones. The green coloring matter,
which can be dissolved out by maceration in

chloroform as a dark oily liquid, is not related

to the blood or to the biliary coloring matter,
but is formed from fat granules.

CHOLANGEITIS—CHOLANGIOITIS.
—A catarrhal, croupous, diphtheritic, suppura-
tive,or ulcerative inflammationof the bile ducts.

CHOLECYSTITIS.—Inflammation of the
gall bladder.

CHOLEMESIS.—Bilious vomiting.

CHOLERA, DI.A.GNOSIS OF.—See Mi-
CRO-oR(iANisMs, vol. ii, p. 109 et seq.

CHOLEROPHOBIA. — An exaggerated
fear of cholera.

CHOLEROTYPHUS. — Cholera, Asi-
atic, q. V.

CHOLORRHCEA. — A free flow of bile.

Bilious diarrhoea.

CHOLURIA. — The presence of biliary

matters in the urine.

CHONDRALGIA.—Pain in a cartilage.

CHONDRITIS.—Inflammation of carti-

lage.

CHONDROMALACIA. — Softening of

cartilage.

CHONDROFIBROMA. — A chondroma
containing an abundance of connective tissue.

CHONDROMA.—A cartilaginous tumor.
See Tumor.

CHOREA, ELECTRIC—See Dubini's
Disease.

CHOREA, HABIT.—Chronic choreiform
movement of a muscle or group of muscles
that may be an almrtive form of c, or the re-

sult of an old attack of that disease, or simply
the result of habit. The attention of the pa-

tient should be directed to the necessity of ex-

ercising control of the affected locality, and
electricity and the usual medication may be
employed in treating the condition.
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CHOREA, HEREDITARY.—See Ilisx-

ixc riiN> ( iiok; A.

CHOREA, HUNTINGTON'S.—A per-

sistent. pri'j,'ri'>si\c. clKinil.iiiii ilisorder )isu-

ally affoctiiif; adults about middle life, and
associated with iiieutal failure and suicidal

tendencies. It a|ij>ears to be hereditary, the

affection havinj^ been traced through four

generations. I<olh sexes are affected. It usu-

ally commences without any exciting cause,

all the muscles of the body being often in-

volved. The speech is altered ; memory is

weakened ; there is great depression of s[)irits,

.sometimes amounting to melancholia. There
may be hallucinations. With the progress of

the disejise the patient becomes helpless. Sen-
sation is almost always normal. Reflex action

is normal. Pathologically nothing constant
has been found exce[)t slight meningitis affect-

ing the motor convolutions. Arsenic, hyoscya-
miiie, and electricity are said to be of use in the
treatment.

CHOTEAU SPRINGS.—Four saline, cal-

cic s">. llowing tiUO gallons jier hour, in Cooper
Co.. Mo.

CINCINNATI SULPHO - SALINE
SPRING.—A sulpho-saline artesian well in

Cituinnati, O. The water contains more than
600 grains of salts, and seven cubic inches of

sulphurcted-hydrogeu gas and twelve cubic
inches of carbon-dioxide giis per gallon.

CINESIA.—The employment of systematic

active or passive movements of the body for

hygienic or therapeutic purposes.

CINESITHERAPY.—The treatment of

disease by cinoia.

CLAIBCRNE SPRINGS. —Two cha-

lybeate s's in .Saint Tammany Parish, La. A
local resort.

CLARENDON MINERAL SPRINGS.
—Three I'.-irbdtiatrii. cahic --. flowing *>4<) gal-

lons per hour, in Kutlaiid ('<<.. \'i. A resort.

CLARK'S WARM SPRINGS.—Eight
s's, the water having a temjierature of from
50' to 120 F.. flowing 2.000 gallons per hour,

in Madison Co., Mont. Used as a bathing re-

sort.

CLARKTOWN SPRINGS.—Four cha-
lybeate s's in W'liiti' ('i>., 'r"nii. A local re-

sort.

CLAUSTROPHOBIA.—A morbid fear

of ( lo-ed spaci-.

CLEVELAND MINERAL SPRINGS.
—Tliree suljihureted. chalybeate s's, llowing
180 gallons pt-r hour, near Shelbv, Cleveland
Co.. N. C. A resort.

CLIFTON SPRINGS.—Three sul()huret-

eds's in Ontario Co.. N. Y. The water contains
133 grains of salts, principally sodium, magne-
sium, and calcium, [ler gallon. A resort.

CLIFTON SPRINGS, VA.—Four alka-

line, chalybea'e -.'-. mar Clifton Forge, .\lle-

ghany ( 'u.. \'a. A i'-' rr.

CLIMAX SPRINGS.—Seven saUne s's,

the water containing 72 grains of salts per gal-

lon, in Camden Co., Mo.

79

I CLUSTER SPRINGS. - A number of
I
clialyliialc -> in (iaiiand ( o.. Ark.

I

CLYSMIC SPRINGS.-Saline s's. the
' waler> coiiiaming principally calcium bicar-
' bonate, magnesium bicarbonate, and .sodium
bicarbonate, in Waukesha, Wis.

CCELLffiMIA. — Ilypera'mia of the ab-
dominal \i-cera.

CCELIANEURYSMA. — An alxloiftinal
aneury>ni.

CCELIITIS.— .Midoininal inflammation.

!

COFFEE SPRING.—A chalybeate and
j

suli>liuretcd s., flowing 300 gallons per hour.
in (Jeneva Co.. Ala. A resort.

i

COHUTTA SPRINGS.—Ten chalvbeate
s's. llowing l)(Mi gallons jicr hour, in Murray

' Co.. (I;i. .\ rc-(>rt.

i

COITOPHOBIA.—A fear of coitus on ac-
count ..f in-linrlive (lisi.'u>t or of dyspareunia.

COLDBROOK MINERAL SPRINGS.
—Two sul|)ho-clialybeate s's, containing 20 and
30 grains of salts per gallon, in Worcester Co.,
Mass. A resort.

COLD SULPHUR SPRINGS. — Two
saline, calcic s's. (lowing more than 3U0 gallons
[)cr hour, in Rockbridge Co.. Va. A re.sort.

COLEMAN SPRINGS.—Three chalvlje-

ate and sulphurcted s's in Red River Co., I'ex.

A local resort.

COLE'S SPRINGS. — Four saline, sul-

phnrcteii. clialvlieate s's in .^Ia^shRll, Saline
Co.. .'Mo.

COLFAX MINERAL SPRINGS. —
I

Kight saline chalybeate s's. flowing !)(iO gal-
lons per hour, in .lasper Co., Iowa. A re,<ort.

The water contains 7^t8(! grains of sodium and
I

31 '87 grains of magnesium sulphate |)er gallon.

COLITIS.—See CoLO.N, DISEASES OF.

COLLES'S LAW.—That a child Ixirn of
a mother who is without obvious venereal
symptoms, and that without being exposed to

' any infection subsecjuenl to it.>i birth, shows
this disease when a few weeks old. will infect

I

a wet nurse though it will not infect its own
[
mother.

COLOCENTESIS.—The operation of punc-
turing llle colon.

COLOCLEISIS.—Occlusion of the colon.

COLOTYPHOID.—The follicular ulcera-

tion suinctinio seen in the colon in cases in

which there are extensive intestinal lesions in

the small intestine.

COLOTYPHUS.—Typhoid fever with dp-
entci\ .

COLPALGIA.— I'ain in the vagina.

COLPATRESIA. — Occlusi.m of the va-

gina.

COLPITIS.—See Vacinv. Diseases of.

COLUMBIAN SPRING. —One of the
S.-irato:.',! n'~. ,/. r,

COLUMBIA WHITE SULPHUR
SPRINGS.— Four >aline sulphuret.d s'- in

j

Columbia Co., X. Y. The waters contain 21S

I

grains of salts per gallon. A resort.
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COMMONWEALTH MINERAL
SPRING.—All alkaline s. flowing 600 gal-

lons per hour, in Waltham, Middlesex Co.,

Mass. The water is sold.

COMMUNICABLE.— Capable of being

imparted from one person to another. As
used in reference to diseases it includes those

heretofore comprised in the category of con-

tagious and some of the infectious diseases.

CONSCIOUSNESS, DOUBLE.—A mor-
bid condition in which an individual leads two
alternating courses of life—one ordinary and
the other abnormal. There is no remembrance
in one of acts or events occurring during the

other. This may occur as a phenomenon in

somnambulism, hysteria, hypnotism, or in an

apparently healthy individual in whom none
of the foregoing conditions is present. The
duration of the condition of double conscious-

ness may vary from hours to days or weeks,

and eveii months and years. The explanation

that it is allied to the "somnambulistic state is

the best hypothesis offered.

CONTRACTURE.—The permanent eon-

traction of a soft structure, especially a mus-
cle, with rigidity. There may be active myo-
pathic c, due to long-continued or excessive

use of the affected muscle, to myositis, to the

effect of cold, or to trauma. Or there may be

passive myopathic c., in consequence of defec-

tive nutrition of the affected muscle. Or the

c. may be neuropathic, in consequence of de-

rangement of the central or peripheral nerv-

ous system ; this may be primary, as the con-
sequence of abnormal innervation, associated

with a certain amount of paralysis, and char-

acterized by persistent rigidity and shortening
in the affected muscles that, however, usually

relax during sleep ; or it may be secondary or

paralytic, and is permanent in consequence of

the contraction occurring in the antagonists of

paralyzed muscles. Saturnine c. is an exam-
ple of the latter condition. C. may be hys-

terical, or reflex, or spastic.

COOPER'S SPRINGS.—Saline calcic s's

in Douglas Co., Ore. They are unimproved.

COOPER'S WELL.— .\ saline, artesian w.
in Hinds Co., Miss. The water contains 95
grains of salts per gallon ; ITTl grains are of
sodium and 23'38 grains are of magnesium sul-

phate, and 33' 13 grains are of calcium sulphate.
It is a popular resort for residents of the South-
ern States.

C0PR.3:MIA.—Auto-intoxication due to
the prolonged retention of fieces and the ab-
sorption of some of their constituents into the
blood. It is characterized by a yellow or dirty
skin, loss of appetite, headache, and mental
and physical itistability.

COPROLALIA.—Obscene speech due to
mental disease.

COPROPHAGY.—Eating fajces. A mani-
festation of certain forms of insanity, and some-
times occurring in hysteria.

CORNELIAN SPRINGS.—See Taboe
Springs.

COSTAIiGIA.—Intercostal neuralgia.

COUVEUSE.—An apparatus for main-
taining the temperature of premature or new-
born infants. It may be nifide with a double-
walled box, the space between the walls being
filled with sawdust, and beneath the box is a
boiler filled with hot water that keeps up a de-

sired temperature indicated by a thermometer
placed in the apparatus.

COYNER'S SULPHUR SPRINGS.—
Five sulphureted s's, flowing more than 75
gallons per hour, in Botetourt Co., Va. A re-

sort.

CRAB ORCHARD SPRINGS.—Saline,

calcic s's in Lincoln Co.. Ky. A popular re-

sort. The evaporated salts are used in cases

in which Epsom salts are indicated.

CRABTREE'S SOUR WELLS.—Two
acid chalybeate springs in Hopkins Co., Tex.
A resort.

CRAMP. — Certain occupation neuroses
have been described since the writing of the
article on this subject. P. Zenner has de-

scribed an auctioneer's c. that affects chiefly

the orbicularis oris muscle, particularly the left

part ; it is independent of other nervous de-

rangements. C'igarette-maker's c. or cigar-

maker's c. is a tonic c. of the flexors of all the
fingers of both hands, accompanied by numb-
ness in the tips, and by pain in the fingers,

arms, and shoulders. Dancer's c. is a tonic,

painful contraction of the muscles under con-
trol of the tibial nerve, caused by the weight
of the body being thrown on the great toe in

dancing. Glass-blower's c. is a permanent and
pronounced though painless flexion of the
fingers, due to holding the glass-blowing tube.
Knitter's c. is a contraction of the fingers and
numbness of their tips, occurring in knitters.

Milker's or milkmaid's c. affects the flexor and
extensor muscles of the forearm, due to grasp-
ing the cow's teats. Pianist's c. is a distress-

ing malady affecting the groups of forearm
muscles used in playing the piano : it often re-

sults in a more or less temporary paralysis.

Sawyer's c. is rather a spasm in which there

are irregular movements of the right upper ex-

tremity, outward rotation of the forearm, ad-

duction of the elbow, abnormal elevation of

the shoulder, scapular movement, and swaying
to and fro of the body. In seamstress's, shoe-

maker's, or tailor's c. there is spastic contrac-

tion of the flexors of the fingers and of the
thumb muscles. Telegrapher's c. affects the

muscles of the fingers of telegraph operators.

Violinist's c. is usually felt in the muscles that

are used in holding the bow or the violin. In
watchmaker's c. there is inability to hold the

lens in the socket of the eye. See Writer's C.

CRESSON SPRINGS.—Three s's, one
containing 33, another 49 grains of iron salts

per gallon, in Cresson, Cambria Co., Pa. A
resort.

CRISP SPRINGS.—Alkaline, sulphuret-

ed s's, the water containing 77 grains of salts

per gallon, in Warren Co.. Term. A resort.

CRITTENDEN SPRING.—A saline car-

bureted s., flowing 75 gallons per hour, in

Crittenden Co,, Ky.
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CRYSTAL MINERAL SPRINGS.—
'I'ud iiulilly cliiUvlicali- >'- in Sldiii'li.'iin, Miil-

(llisi'X ('o.,'M;i--;." The wali-r is sold.

CRYSTAL SPRINGS.—Olio of the Sara-
lOlXil SV, (/. r.

CRYSTAL SPRINGS.—Six saline s's,

flowiiiij 1.250 giillons per hour, the water ooii-

tidiiiiii; ()'"29 jjraiiis of salts jier l.OOO, in Yates
('..., N. N\ A n's,,rl.

CRYSTAL SULPHUR SPRINGS.
—Two sidphureletl s"s, flowiiif^ 00 {gallons per

hour, in Augusta t'o.. Va. A resort.

CULLUM'S SPRINGS. — Three saline,

chalyl)eate, and sulphunlcd s's, (lowing GOO
]

gallons per hour, in C'liocUiw to., Ala. A re-

sort.

CUYAHOGA LITHIA AND MAG-
NESIA SPRINGS.—Two alkaline s's. \hv

waters eoiitaming ")1."> and 7!ll grains of salts

l>er gallon, one having 2'74 the other 4'2t!
;

grains of lithium chloride, and one 515 grains
of aluiinniuni sulphate. The water is used
coinniercially. Near Cleveland, O.

CYANEPHIDROSIS. — Blue perspirar
tion. See i'liUSl'IKATlo.N. DISORDERS OF.

CYCLOPLEGIA.—Paralysis of the cUiary
musele.

CYNOPHOBIA.—The hysterical symp-
toms [n-iiducfd in a nervous person by the bite

of a healthy dog.

CYSTALGIA.—Vesical neuralgia.

CYSTINURIA. — Urine containing cys-

tine. It is usually a chronic condition. It

may be .i-ssociated with albununuria in acute
articular rheumatism.

CYSTOPARALYSIS — CYSTOPLE-
GIA.—Vesical paralysis.

DAKOTA HOT SPRINGS.—\ bathing
resort in I''all K'ixcrCo.. Dak.

DALBY SPRINGS.—Two chalybeate s's.

flowing I.()00 gallons per hour, in Bowie Co.,

Tex. A resort.

DALTONISM.—Si-e Vision, Disorpkrs of.

DANIEL MINERAL SPRING. — A
calcic, saline s., flowing 80 gallons per hour, in

Clarke Co., Ga.

DANSVILLE MINERAL SPRINGS.
— Four alkaline, caU-ir s's, flouiui: I.OIKI gal-

lons per hour, in Liviussion Co., N. Y. A re-

sort, and there is a sanitarium at the place.

DARDANELLE SULPH'UR
SPRINGS. — Four sulphureteil. saline -'s.

flowing 110 gallons per hour, in Yell Co., .\rk.

A resort.

DARIEN MINERAL SPRING.—An
^

acid s.. flowing snuie in gallons jut hour, in
|

Genesee Co., N. '\'. 'I'lir water is sold.

DARLING'S MINERAL SPRINGS.
—C'halybeate and sulphureted s's, onci' used

j

as a water cure, hear Pawtucket, Providence

Co., R. I.
I

DAVIS SPRING.—A saline, clmlylwftle
s., ihc wahr coniaining 217'1H griiins of salts
per gallon, in Hopkins Co., Ky. The princi-
jial constituents are aluminiuiii. calcium, and
magnesium sulphali'. .\ ri'>nil.

DEEP ROCK SPRINGS.—Two suli.hu-
reted saline s's, in Oswego, Oswego Co., N. Y.
The water contains 550 grains of salts, :!0H of
which are .sodium chloride aiul HO [lotassium
chloride, per gallon. Used commercially.

DE GONIA SPRINGS.— Two saline.
chalybeate s'.-, in Warink Co.. hid. A rt'sort.

DERMATATROPHIA.—Atrophy of the
skin.

DERMATOMYCOSIS.—A disea.se of the
skin causiii hy ihr i.'rouili of a vegetable para-
siii: as favus. liura. lirrpes tonsurans, impe-
tigo ((iiitagiosa, etc.

DERMATONEUROSIS,—A neurosis of
thr skill.

DERMATOSIS. A .lisease of the skin.

DERMATOSPASMUS.—See Cutis a\-
SKKINA.

DEXIOCARDIA.— Misplacement of the
heart on Ilir ri^dit side.

DIACETURIA.—A pathological condition
in which diacelic acid appears in the urine.

It occurs in fevers, in dianetes. ami in auto-
intoxication. It is more common in children
than in adults, but it is of grave import only
in the latter, in whom it usually foreiiodes the
advent of coma. A concentrated solution of

perchloride of iron is slowly added to the
urine, any i)hosp)iatic precipitate is removed
by filtration, and if a IJordeaux-red cf.loration

appears on adding more of the iron, one half

of the urine is boiled while the other half is

treated with sulphuric acid and extracted with
ether; if the boiled portion shows no change,
while the reaction is not [)re.sent in the etlier

extract after 48 hours, the condition may be

inferred to be d.

DIAMOND ROCK MINERAL
WELL.— A sulpho-saliiu' spriii::. (lowing :iO

gallons pi T hour, in Williamson. U'ayne Co.,

X. Y. It is a r.sort.

DIAPHRAGMATOCELE. — Diaphrag-
matic hernia.

DIARRHCEA.—Treatment of, see Ente-
Roi 1 .^>l-.

DIOPTOMETRY.—The determination of

ihc refraction and accommodation of the eye.

DIOPTRE.—The unit of refraction of

lenses, being the refractive |H)wer of a lens of

the focal distance of one meter.

DIPLEGIA.— Paralysis of corresponding
innscles on lioth sides of the botly.

DIPSOPATHY.—Of II. ('. NYood. a va-

rictv of neuropathy in whicli dijisomania is

the essi'iil la! feal lire.

DISEASE, ALIBERT'S.—Funcoid my-

DISEASE. ARAN-DUCHENNE.— Pro-

grcs-i\e in 11 ocular al ri'j.liy.

DISEASE, BAGIN'S.—Bnecai psoriasis.
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DISEASE, BALFOUR'S.—Chloroma.
DISEASE, BARKING.—Of Sir A. Clark,

a dry, barking guttural cough, generally asso-

ciated with slight disordei; of the nervous sys-

tem and with defects of will.

DISEASE, BEIGEL'S. — Trichorrhexis
nodosa.

DISEASE, BELL'S.—Acute delirious ma-
nia.

DISEASE, BERGERON'S. — Localized

rhythmic chorea.

DISEASE, BLEEDER.—Ihemophilia.

DISEASE, BOHEMIAN.—An epidemic

of typhus fever that, in 1C20, alfected the Ba-

varian army in Bohemia.

DISEASE, BOUILLAUD'S.—Of Trous-

seau, endocarditis.

DISEASE, BUHL'S.—Acute fatty de-

generation occurring in the newborn.

DISEASE, CAISSON.—See Diver's Pa-
ralysis.

DISEASE, CHARCOT'S.—Amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis.

DISEASE, CHARCOT'S JOINT.—See
Joints, Nkkvous .Xffections of.

DISEASE, COARSE. — Of Hughlings
.lackson, a d. produced by a molar or gross

lesion that destroys the conductivity of a
nerve.

DISEASE, COMPOUND SYSTEM.—
Of Ross, a d. that involves simultaneously or

consecutively two or more of the embryologic-
al systems of the sjiinal cord.

DISEASE, CONCATO'S.—Polyorrhome-
iiitis.

DISEASE, CONFECTIONER'S. — Of
Mendez, a d. of the finger enils caused by im-
mersing the hands in hot sugar or sirups;

there are dist\irbances of nutrition chiefly

manifested by disorganization and weakening
of the nails.

DISEASE, CORRIGAN'S.—The morbid
condition resulting from aortic insufficiency, in

which the loss of arterial contractility makes
the pulse of any of the large arteries visible.

DISEASE, CRUVEILHIER'S.—Gastric

lilcer.

DISEASE, CYSTIC, OF THE
BREAST.—Of Keclus, simple cysts of the
breast. See i)age 229.

DISEASE, DARIER'S. — A cutaneous
psorospermosis, appearing as an acne cornea,

in which coccidialike bodies are found in the
proliferating epithelial cells of the mouths of

the glands.

DISEASE, DEVERGIE'S.—Lichen ru-

l)er.

DISEASE, DRESSLER'S,—Paroxysmal
hiBinoglobinuria.

DISEASE, DUBINI'S.—A peculiar dis-

ease observed in Italy in which there are sud-
den, choreiform, clonic, muscular contractions,

progressive palsy, and muscular atrophy. The
short, quick muscular contractions resemble

those produced by electrical stimulation, and
the disease has been called electric chorea.
These contractions usually commence in one
arm, and thence extend to the leg of the same
side ; subsequently the opposite side becomes
affected. The affected limbs become feeble

after a few months, the muscles atrophy, and
the palsy may become general. The disease

affects both sexes and occurs at all ages ; its

causes are unknown, but it is possibly due to

some malarial or podagrous influence. Post
mortem, no constant morbid changes are found
in the central nervous system. The symptoms
suggest that there is first unilateral cortical

irritation of the cerebrum, with secondary
changes in the cord. The treatment is symp-
tomatic.

DISEASE, DUHRING'S.
dermatitis.

-Ilerpetiform

DISEASE, EICHSTEDT'S.—Tinea ver-

sicolor.

DISEASE, ENGLISH.—Rachitis.

DISEASE, ERB'S.—Spasmodic tabes dor-
sal is.

DISEASE, FAUCHARD'S. — Atrophy
of the gums, with slow and progressive inflam-
maticm of the dental alveoli, eventually result-

ing in death of the teeth. Its aetiology is un-
determined.

DISEASE, FISH-SKIN.—Ichthyosis.

DISEASE, FLINT.—Chalicosis.

DISEASE, FOTHERGILL'S.—Trigem-
inal neuralgia.

DISEASE, FRIEDREICH'S,— Heredi-
tary ataxic paraplegia.

DISEASE, GERLIER'S. — A neurosis
affecting men occu[iieil or sleeping in stables or
cow sheds that are used throughout the year.

It generally appears during summer, ceasing on
the approach of cool weather. It is charac-
terized by paresis, ptosis, vertigo, cephalalgia,

cervical distortion, neuralgic pains, but no
fever.

DISEASE, GILLES DE LA TOU-
RETTE'S.—A convulsive d. in which there
are motor inco-ordination, echolalia, coprolalia.

While it may be mistaken for chorea or habit
spasm, it is really a psychosis having certain

features of monomania. It usually nffects

children having a neurotic family history.

There are involuntary muscular movements,
most frequently affecting the facial and bra-

chial muscles, though all the muscles may be
involved, mimicry of movements (echokinesis),

mimicry of speech (echolalia), profanity or ob-

scenity (coprolalia), and mental disturbances
usually of a monomaniacal type. The prog-
nosis is not favorable. Hydrotherapy, intes-

tinal antise[itics. tonics where there is ana3mia,

and the a<lministration of arsenic and codein,

are the measures to be employed for treatment.

DISEASE, GL]^NARD'S.—The descent

of the intestines en masse, as the result of re-

laxation of the abdominal wall.

DISEASE, GRANCHER'S. — Spleno-
pneumonia.
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DISEASE, HAMMOND'S.— Athetosis.

DISEASE, HARLEYS. — I'aroxysmal
lia'iiioi,'l(iliiiiiiria.

DISEASE, HEBRA'S. — Polymorphous
I'rytlii'iiia.

DISEASE, HODGSON'S. — Aortic in-

sulliiitiu-y williout valvular K-siuti. nrisiui; from
aiu'iirisiiial (liliitatioii of tiu' aorta that is i>r(>-

duci'd by latty dt'jii'iK'ratioii.

DISEASE, HUGUIER'S.—Uterine fil.ro-

iiiyiiiua.

DISEASE, HUTCHINSON'S. — Oph-
thalmitis, with (li'LCi'iu rat loll oi that iiortion of

tlu' retina -iirrounilini: the niaeula lulea.

DISEASE, KAPOSI'S.—Xeroderma pig-

ml•|lto^lllll.

DISEASE, KRISHABER'S.—A neuro-

sis charaeterized by sensory illusions, verti{jr),

and hvpera-sthesia, associated with cardiac irri-

tability.

DISEASE, LEBER'S.— Hereditary ojitic

atrophy.

DISEASE, LITTLE'S.—Congenital mus-
cular liiridily.

DISEASE, MARIE'S.— .Acromegaly.

DISEASE, MELASSEZ'S.—Cystic d. of

the testicle.

DISEASE. PAGET'S.—Eczema of the

nipple that shows a tendency to attack the

milk (hicts and terminate in cancer of tlie

breast. It most frequently affects middle-aged
women.

DISEASE, PARKINSON'S.—Paralysis

agiiaiis.

DISEASE, PARROT'S.—Syphilitic pseu-

do-paraly>is.

DISEASE, PARRY'S. — K.xophthalmic
goit re.

DISEASE, PAVY'S.— Intermittent albu-

minuria.

DISEASE, PORCUPINE. — Ichthyosis

hystrix.

DISEASE, RAG-SORTER'S.—An acute

infectious disease atTeeting rag sorters. There
are chills, high fever. ce[ihalalgia, cough and
moderate exi>e<toraiion. and anorexia.

DISEASE, RAYNAUD'S.—A rare affec-

tion, in wliich tliere is vascular spasm, cold-

nes.s, pallor, or blueness and mottling of tiie ex-

treniit ies, with swelling, pain, and dry gangrene
of the fingers and toes. It occurs in children

and young adults, and oftener in women tluiu

in men.

DISEASE, RECLUS'S.—Cystic d. of the

breast.

DISEASE, REICHMANN'S.—Gastro-

siicchorea.

DISEASE, RIGGS'S.— See F.\rrn.\RD's d.

DISEASE, RIVOLTA'S. — Actinomyco-
sis.

DISEASE, SEVEN-DAYS.—Trismus.

DISEASE. THOMSEN'S. — Myotoniii
congeiiiia. 7. ''.

DISEASE. THORNWALD'S.— Inflam-
mation of l,u>(lika's ;;ialHl.

DISEASE, VAN BUREN'S, OF THE
PENIS. — .\n iili(j|iatliic chrome cncum-
scribed inlhimmation of I he corpora euvernosH.

DISEASE, WARDROP'S. — Malignant
onychia.

DISEASE, WEIL'S.—An acute infectious
d. eliaraelerized by fever and jaundice. It

usually occurs during tlie summer months,
most fre(|uently affecting males from twenty-
five to forty years of age. It usually com-
mences suddenly, with u chill, followed by
cephalalgia, dorsodynia. and sf)metimes gen-
eral muscular pains. The fever is remittent,
and may last from ten to fourteen days. The
liver and spleen are enlarged, and there is jaun-
dice. There is albuminuria, and occiusionally

ha-maturia. Delirium, coma, and death nniy
occur. Quinine, benzoate of ammonia, anil

cholagogues are indicateil in the treatment.

DISEASE, WERLHOF'S. — Purpura
luenionliairiea.

DISEASE, WHYTT'S.-Hydrocephalu.s.

DISEASE, WILSON'S.—General exfoli-

ativ«' dermal it is.

DISEASE, WINCKLER'S.— Pernicious
cyanosis ot the newliorn.

DIXON'S OAKLAND SPRING — A
suliiliinvt( il s.. Ilowing .'Idn galloi;> per hour,

near Perryville. I )i(al ur ( 'o.. Teiin.

DOUBLING GAP WHITE SULPHUR
SPRINGS.— Five sulphiireted and cluilv lie-

ate s's near Xewville, Cumberland Co., Pa. A
resort.

DOXTATTERS MINERAL WELL.—
A saline sul[ihureted spring, used lor bathing,

in Kochester. Monroe Co.. N. Y.

DRIPPING SPRINGS. — Five siiline.

clialyl/eali' s's. Ilowini,' liKi irallons per hour, in

Garrard ( o.. Ky. .\ itm rl.

DRYDEN SPRINGS.—Chalylieate. snl-

phureleil, and s.iliiie s'- in Tom|ikins Co.. N. \.

A resort.

DUNBAR'S MINERAL SPRING.—
.\ calcic s., flowiii;,' 1(1(1 gallons |ier hour, in

Page Co.. Iowa. The water is s,,|,|.

DUNLAP'S CHALYBEATE
SPRINGS.—Four sulphur and chalvbtate

s's in Hardeman Co., Tenn. A resort prior to

the war.

DYSARTHRIA. — An impairment of

speech due to an aliiiormal state of the mus-
cles involved in articulation. It may Ik; a

ba.sjil kincsodic d. in conseqtienep of lesions of

or changes in the tracts conducting speech iin-

pulses through the medulla oblongata; or it

may be central, in c<msi'quence of any cere-

bral disease; or cortical, in consequence c)f

lesion of the cerebral cortex. It is manifestnl

bv stuttering (d. syllabaris) or st«mmering
(d. literalis).
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DYSBASIA.—Of P. Blocq, any disorder of

walkinj^. He divides dysbasias into four classes,

tliat are further subdivided, as follows :

i akinetic.

Motor dysbasias : -j parakinetic.

( hyperkinetic.

( ancEsthesic.

Sensory dysbasias: < parwsthesic.

( hypera>sthesic.

i, afunctional.

Psychic dysbasias: < parafunctional.

( hyperfunctional.

( atrophic.

Trophic dysbasias : -j
paratrophic.

( liypertrophic.

Akinetic d. depends upon a loss of motility

iti consequence of paralysis of the muscles con-

trolling walking. Parakinetic d. depends up-

on various forms of convulsive movements, as

functional spastns, muscular twitchings, chorea

and choreiform movements, athetosis, etc.

Hyperkinetic d. de()ends upon an excess of

muscular tone such as occurs in contractures.

Anwsthesic d. depends upon visual and tactile

disturbances and disorders of the different ele-

ments that enter into the formation of the

muscular sense. Farcesthesic d. depends upon :

o, lesions of the semicircular canals that cause
unconsciousness ; /3, disorders of the special

senses that affect consciousness ; or, y. a com-
bination of these influences. Ilypera'sthesic d.

is a very rare condition dependent upon tac-

tile hyperaesthesia of the soles of the feet.

Afunctional d. depends upon a psychical in-

fluence causing loss of function, as in astasia-

abasia. Parafunctional d. depends upon some
mental disease, as in the amnesic abasia and
the emotional abasia of Seglas. Hyperftmc-
tional d. depends upon some obscure mental
condition that is manifested in the various

ambulatory automatisms. Atrophic d. depends
upon muscular atrophy. Paratrophic d. may
occur in muscular dystrophies or in arthrop-
athies. Hypertrophic d. depends upon mus-
cular hypertrophy, as in Thomsen's disease.

DYSGEUSIA.—A partial loss of the sense
of taste.

DTSLALIA.—A loss or disturbance of the
faculty of speech on account of lesions of ex-
tra-cerebral organs. It may be due to absence
or irregularity of the teeth (d. dentalis); or to
some defect of the lips (d. labialis) ; or to some
laryngeal defect (d. laryngea); or to an ac-

quired or a congenital lingual defect (d. lingua-

lis) : or to a nasal defect (d. nasalis); or to

some defect of the palate (d. palatina).

DYSLOGIA.—Difficulty of speech due to

some cerebral lesion.

DYSMORPHOPHOBIA.—A morbid fear

of becoming drformed.

DYSMYOTONIA.—:\luscular atony.

DYSPAREUNIA.—Painful sexual inter-

course.

DYSPHASIA.—See Dyslogia.

DYSTHYMIA ALGETICA. — Mental
perversion due to any peripheral nerve irrita-

tion.

DYSTROPHY.—A disease due to defect-

ive nutrition. It is usually due to disturb-
ance of the trophic nerves (neurotic d.). Erb
has applied the term progressive muscular d.

as a generic name for progressive muscular
atrophy, pseudo-hypertrophic paralysis, and
some allied affections.

EAST CLARION SPRING.—A saline,

calcic s., containing 33G80 grains of sodium
chloride, 51*86 grains of calcium chloride, 15'34

grains of magnesium chloride, and small quan-
tities of other salts in each gallon. It is lo-

cated in Elk Co., Pa. A resort.

EATON RAPIDS MAGNETIC
SPRINGS AND WELL.—Eleven calcic,

carijonated s's, containing calcium carbonate,
bicarbonate, and sulphate, averaging from 80
to 120 grains of salts per gallon, in Eaton Co.,

Mich. A resort.

EATON'S WHITE SULPHUR
WELL.—\ saline, sulpliurcted spring, con-
taining 316 grains of salts per gallon princi-

pally of sodium chloride, magnesium and so-

dium sulphate, calcium and magnesium bicar-

bonate, and iron carbonate, in Crawford Co.,

Ind. A resort.

ECHINUS GEYSER.—A g. in Gibbon
Geyser Basin, (j. v.

ECHO GROVE MINERAL SPRING.
—A carbonated s. containing from 4 to 8
grains of salts per gallon, in Lynn, Essex Co.,

Mass. The water is used commercially.

ECHOKINESIA.—The imitation, by per-

sons affected with Gilles de la Tourette's dis-

ease, and some other psychoneuroses, of move-
ments executed before them.

ECHOLALIA.—The verbal mimicry of

persons affected with myriachit, Gilles de la

Tourette's disease, and some other psychoneu-
roses.

ECHOMATISM.—The mimicking condi-
tion produced in hy|)notics when the hand is

pressed on the vertex of the head. The oppo-
site of automatism.

ECHOPATHIES. — Those neuroses in

which tlie j)atient involuntarily and spasmod-
ically repeats words heard or mimics actions

seen by him.

ECMENESIA.—A variety of amnesia in

which the patient remembers occurrences prior

to a certain date, with loss of memory of what
happened for a certain time after that date.

EGGLESTON SPRINGS. — See New
River White Sulphur S's.

ELDORADO SPRINGS, MO.—1. Three
saline s's, flowing 180 gallons per hour, in Ce-
dar Co., Mo. A resort.

2. Fifty chalybeate s'.s, flowing 500 gallons

per hour, in Oregon Co., Mo. A resort.

ELDORADO SPRINGS.—Six sulphuret-

cd s's in Chancey, Robertson Co., Tenn. A
resort.

ELECTRO-MAGNETIC SPRINGS. —
Four saline, calcic s's, flowing 1,100 gallons

per hour, near Woodstock, Champaign Co.,

Ohio. A resort.
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ELGIN SPRING.—A sjiline s. in Panton,
A(l(li>cin (ii., \'l. The Wiiter is used coiniiier-

(.'iallv.

ELKHORN SPRINGS. — Three saline,

suipliuruted s"s iiortiiof Manlius village, Unou-
daga Vo., N. Y. A resort.

ELKMONT SPRINGS.—Three chalybe-
ate s".s in ,ir lllktiiii, tiik's Co., Tcnn. A re-

sort.

ELK SPRINGS.—Three saline s's in Pike
Co., M.I. A I.H-al nsort.

ELLISTON'S SULPHUR SPRINGS.—\ saline suljiliureted s. in .Miniison Co., Ky.
A resort.

EL PASO DE ROBLES SPRINGS.—
Five saline siiliiliureled and clialybeale s's, the
waters liavini; teni|)eratures from IIU to 14U
F., in .San Luis Olii-po Co., Cal. A resort.

EMBRYOCARDIA.—A condition of the
heart in which the pulsations resemljle those
of a fd'tul heart. It is manifested by tachy-
cardia, equalization of the length of the two
periods of silence in the cartliae cycle, and
similarity of the toii&and of the intensity of
the two sounds. It indicates a certain degree
of degeneration in the myocardi\ini and ex-
treme enfeeblemcnt of the arterial tension.

EMIGRANT WARM SPRING.—An
alkaline calcic s., flowing 14.()()() gallons per
hour, the water having a temperature of 102"

v., in Yellowstone Valley, Gallatin Co., Mont.
A resort.

EMPIRE SPRING.—One of the Saratoga
s's.

(J.
r.

ENCEPHALOMALACIA.—Softening of
the lira ill. //. r.

ENDOCERVICITIS. — Cervical endome-
tritis.

ENDOCOLPITIS.— Inflammation of the
mucous iiieinlirane of the vagina,

ENDOMYOCARDITIS. — Endocarditis
complicated with myncarditis.

ENDOPHLEBITIS. — Inflammation of
the inner coat of a vein.

ENGLAND'S MINERAL WELL.—
An alkaline siilphurcteil spring near llarris-

burg. Poinsett Co., .\rk. It is unimproved.

ENTEROCLYSIS. — The administration
of an enenui, especially past the ileo-ca^cal

valve. The patient should be supine, the hips
slightly elevated, and a flexible catheter—free

from air—attached to a fountain syringe and
gently passed into the rectum as far as or be-

yond the sisrmoid flexure. The water, either
warm or cold, saline or acid, containing anti-

.septic drugs, laudanum, tannin, or nitrate of
silver, is slowly injected. In cholera infantum
2 to 3 pints may be injected: in entero-colitis,

dysentery, or cholera in the adult several

((uarts are necessary to irrigate the colon and
ileum.

ENTERO-COLITIS. — Inflammation of

the small and lar>rc intestines.

EPIDERMIPOMYCOSIS. — A disea.se

produced by tiie growth of a vegetable para-
j

site in the epidermis.

EPIDERMIDOSIS.—Adi.scaseof the epi-
derini>.

EPINEPHRITIS.— Inflammation of the
SUprari'iial cap-ujr.

EPPERSON SPRINGS.— Five clmlyW'-
ate an<l Milphiir .-\ in I lie western part of Mn-

j

eon Co.. 'i'cnii. .\ n^orl.

EPSOM SPRING.—A .«aline .s. containing
5-42 grains of .salts, of which S^O grains are
magnesium chloride andO-77 grain sotlium sul-
phate, in 1,1)00 parts, near Crab Orchard, Lin-
coln Co., Ky.

ERKENBRECKER'S SALT WELL.— .V saline spring (oiilainiiig 'i.l'As giaiii,-. of
sails ]ier gallon, of which 4,;i(M) are sodnini
chloride. .")42 magnesium chloride, and 7MJ cal-

cium chloride; it is in Ludlow Grove, IJamil-
ton Co., olii...

ERWIN SPRING.—A chalybeate s.. flow-

ing 200 gallons per hour, in Unicoi Co., Tenn.
A resort.

ERYTHROMELALGIA. — Red and
painful spoi> appearing .m the hack, the limbs,
and oftenest on the feel, in alcoholism, hys-
teria, and certain spinal affections. The dis-

order begins in the ball of the foot or the heel

with pain that increases until nearly the entire

area in the distribution of the [ilantar nerve is

involved. The pain is continuous, though
worse at night, and is increa.sed by standing,
walking, or other exertion. The hands may
be sinnlarly affected, and the parts involved
have a dusky-red appearance. The disease is

worse in warm weather, and though chronic, it

is not dangerous to life. Placing the affected

parts in a horizontal position affords the great-

est relief: this rest and the topical applications
of anodyne mixtures, with the ust> of tonics,

perhaps nitroglycerin, and electricity are the
extent of tluiapcuiic resources.

ERYTHROPSIA.—A uniocular or bin-

ocular visual disorder in which all objects a{>-

pcar red : it may occur in snow-blindness and
in a{)hakia. It has been ascribed to the daz-

ziing caused by rays of light passing through
the coloboma in the iris, but as it occurs in

other conditions than aphakia it is probably

due to fatiirue or hypera'sthesia of the retina.

ERYTHRURIA.—Red urine; it maybe
due to lia'iiiogl"bin or to urates.

ESCULAPIA SPRINGS. —Three cha-
lybeate sulpbiiii led S-- ill Lewis Co., Tenn. A
resort.

ESTES PARK SPRINGS.—Two sdine.

chalybeate s's in Lorimer Co., Col. Unim-
provecl.

ESTILL SPRINGS, KY.—Five saline.

sulphuitlcd chalv lieati' .-'> in Kstill Co., Ky.
A n-xiri.

ESTILL SPRINGS, TENN.—Three cha-
lybeate, alkaline, siiiphureted s's in Franklin
Co.. Tenn. .\ resort.

EUPEPTIC SPRING.—A sulphnreted

s., Iliiwini; !t gallons per hour, in Iredell Co.,

N. C. Once a re^.Tt.

EUREKA SPRING, N. Y.—One of the

Saratoga ^-. 7 <

.
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EUREKA SPRINGS.—Thirty calcic s's,

flowing 2,710 gallons per hour, in Carroll Co.,

Ark. The water contains o'ti^ grains of salts

per gallon. A resort.

EVERETT CRYSTAL SPRING.—A
calcic saline s., flowing 8,000 gallons per hour,

containing 0-165 parts of salts per 1,000, in Mid-
dlesex Co., Mass. The water is used commer-
cially.

EXCELSIOR SPRING. — A saline s.,

flowing 1,000 gallons per hour, containing

668-24 grains of salts per gallon, of which 584

are sodium chloride, in Syracuse, Onondaga
Co., N. Y. A resort.

EXCELSIOR SPRING. — One of the

Saratoga s's, q. v.

EXCELSIOR SPRINGS.—Four saline

s's in Clay Co., Mo.

FAIRCHILD'S POTASH SULPHUR
SPRINGS.—Forty-two sulphureted s's con-

taining potassium salts, flowmg 1,675 gallons

per hour, in Garland Co., Ark. A resort.

FAIRPORT MINERAL SPRINGS.—
Two sulphureted s's in Monroe Co., N. Y. A
local resort.

FAIRVIEW MINERAL SPRING.—
A chalybeate saline s., containing 09-89 grains

of salts per gallon, in Denver, Worth Co., Mo.
A resort.

FARMVILLE LITHIA SPRINGS.—
Sixteen carbonated saline s's, flowing 110 gal-

lons per hour, containing 26-39 grains of salts

per gallon, of which 1-99 grain are lithium
carbonate, in Prince Edward Co., Va. The
water is used commercially.

FAUaUIER WHITE SULPHUR
SPRING.—An alkaline carbonated s., flowing

175 gallons per hour, containing 22 grains of

salts per gallon, in Fauquier Co., Va. A re-

sort.

FAYETTE SPRING. — A chalybeate s.,

containing 1432 grains of salts per gallon, in

Fayette Co.. Pa. Once a resort.

FERNVALE SPRINGS. — Three sul-

phureted calcic s's, flowing 45 gallons per
iiour, containmg 73-84 grains of salts per gal-

lon, of which 13-76 are sodium sulphate, near
Franklin, Williamson Co., Tenn. A resort.

FE'V^ER, ABORTIVE TYPHOID. —
Typhoid f. that begins suddenly, the tempera-
ture being high from seven to twelve days,
defervescence occurring by the sixteenth day.
The usual symptoms are present.

FEVER, ACCLIMATION.—A f. occur-
ring amoug recent immigrants in warm coun-
tries and due to change of climate. It may be
a thermic f., a typho-malarial f., a simple con-
tinued f.. or a mild yellow f.

FEVER, ALBUMOSE.—A f. produced
experimentally by injecting proto-albumose or
deuto-albumose into the blood of an animal.
A similar f. occurs in man in certain morbid
conditions in which there is anto-intoxication

in consequence of impaired metabolism.

FEVER, ANGEIOCARDIAC—The f.

of endocarditis.

FEVER, AQUA-MALARIAL.—A ma-
larial remittent i. due to drinking water con-
taining the malarial poison.

FEVER, ARTICULAR.—Dengue.

FE'VFIR, ASEPTIC—A traumatic f. due
to intrinsic disturbances of the organism and
not to sepsis.

FEVER, CARDITIC—A severe inter-

mittent f. with acute pain in the prajcordium,
great palpitation, extreme feebleness of the
pulse, and syncope. No cardiac degeneration
is present.

FEVER, CHICKAHOMINY.—An as-

thenic typho-malarial f. that aifected the sol-

diers of the United States army during the
civil war while encamped near the Chicka-
hominy swamps.

FEVER, CONGESTIVE. — A form of
malarial f. that may begin as either an inter-

mittent or a remittent f. During the course

of the disease there are rigor, with coldness of

the body and limbs, a deathlike hue of the
face, and sometimes vomiting and purging.
The respiration is rapid and superficial, the

pulse rapid and thready, and a clammy sweat
often appears. The patient is in a condition

of extreme prostration, the symptoms often

succeeding each other with great rapidity, and
while hypodermic stimulation may secure re-

action, coma often supervenes and death en-

sues within twenty-four to seventy-two hours
after the attack. The patient should be sur-

rounded by hot bottles, hot rectal injections

administered, and quinine, strychnine, atro-

pine, or nitroglycerin administered hypoder-
mically. The prognosis is exceedingly grave.

FE'V'ER, CONTINUED THERMIC—
A continued f., observed in liot and in tropical

countries, that is not due to the ffcpmafozoon
malarice or to the Baoilhis typhosus, though
the condition is often ascribed to malaria or

typhoid f., but is due to the prolonged action

of the high temperature. It is best treated by
hydi-otherapy, rest, and tonics.

FEVER, COUNTRY. —Continued ther-

mic f. occurring in the Carolinas.

FEVER, ENTERO-MALARIAL.—A f.

in which the HoRmatozoon malai'icE of Laveran
is found in the blood and the typhoid bacillus

in the stools.

FEVER, FLORIDA.—Continued thermic
f. occurring in Florida.

FEVER, GLANDULAR.—An acute f.

accompanied by a swollen condition of the cer-

vical or intestinal lymphatic glands, with un-
easiness, anorexia, and nausea. There is dys-

phagia or diarrhoea, according to the glands
affected.

FEVER, H^MATEMESIC PALU-
DAL.—A f. observed by Faget, in the South-
ern States, due to malaria in which there is

hcTematemesis.

FEVER, HiEMATURIC BILIOUS —
A form of malarial f. of rapid onset, in which
the chill may be moderate but the subsequent
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pyrexia is very liigli, and on the second diiy

llie urine is reddisli-brown or bliick, and iele-

rus appears. Tlie urine is albuminous and
contains crenated red blood-corpuseles and
crystals of ha-nui^'lobin ; the latter are appar-
ently due to ihe rapid destruction of the cor-
puscles by the Uamatvzol'ni maUiriiv. The dis-

ease is of brief duration. Energetic treatment
may stop the destruction of ilie red corpuscles
and the microbial formation of ptomaines.
Utlierwise death appears a few days after the
appeariince of the ha-maturia. l^uinine and
strychnine hypodermically, and nitroglycerin
if there is high arterial "tension. mu>t "be ad-
ministered. Tliis f. has been mistaken for
sporadic yellow f.

FEVER, ROCKY MOUNTAIN. — A
term applied to tyjihoid and lo typho-malarial
f. occurring in the Rocky .Mountains. The
disease is from one week's to st'Veral weeks'
duration, according to the ajtiology of the f.

FIBRINTJRIA.—Fibrin in the urine; it

may ociur in ha/inaturia. chyluria. tulierculo-

sis. diphllu'iia, or in conseciuence of inflamma-
tory exudation in the urinary pasagcs. It

forms coagula that may be separated by filtra-

tion, washed with water, dissolved by' boiling
in a one-pcr-cent. solution of soda, or five-per-

cent, solution of hydrochloric acid, and then
tested by tlie albumin test.

FLAT ROCK SPRING.—One of the
Saratoga s's. </. v.

FLINT STONE MINERAL SPRING.
—A saline s. flowing KMi v'alliiti> jier hour, ihe

water containing magnesia, lime, and sulphur,

in Alleghany Co.. Md. A local resort.

FLODING SPRINGS.—Two sulphuret-

ed s's in ("abfll Co.. W. Va. A resort.

FLORIDA SPRINGS.—Two sulphuret-

ed s's in Montgnniory Co.. N. Y.. containing
48-39 grains of sails per gallon. A local resort.

FOLEY'S EPSOM SPRING.—A saline

s. containing 6-88 grains of salts per 1.000. of

which 1-01 are sodium and ;V52 magnesium
sulfihate. near Crab Orchard, Lincoln Co., Ky.

FOLEY SPRINGS.—Hot s's in Lane Co.,

Oregon. .V icMirt.

FORT SCOTT ARTESIAN WELL.—
A sulpho-saline spriiitr flowing tKi gallons per
hour, containing 109'i:{ grains of salts per gal-

lon, in Bniirliiin Co.. Kan.

FOUNTAIN SPRING.—A s. containing
25-8() grains of salts per gallon, of which 13-78

are calcium and (l-'iO magnesium bicarbonate,

in Waukesha. Waukesha Co., Wis.

^
FOX SPRINGS.—Six sulphureted s's in

Fleiiiiiit: Co.. Ky. .\ resort.

FRANKFORT SPRINGS.—Nine cha-
lybeate s's, flowing 200 gallons per hour, in

Beaver Co.. Pa. .\ resort.

FRANKLINIZATION.—The use of stat-

ical electricity for medical purposes: the act

of chargiiiLT an organi-^ni with static electricity.

FRANKLIN SPRING.—One of the Ball-

ston Spa s's, q. v.
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FRANKLIN SPRINGS, GA. — Three
chalyb.jii.- >~, 11. .wing l."i() gallon.- per hour, in
Franklin Co., (ia. A rexirt.

FRENCH LICK SPRINGS.—Thirteen
saline, sulphureted s'.s 11.,wing l,ln() gallons
per hour, containing from 'Jod h> W'li) grains of
salts per g,-ill.ii;. in (imni:.' Cc... Iiid. ,\ resort.

FRUITPORT ARTESIAN AND
MAGNETIC 'WELL.-A saline, sulphuret-
ed spring, containiiii: 7o:]-13 grains of salts per
gallon, of which 404 grains are sodium. III
grains are calcium, and 4<> grains are magnesi-
um chloride, in Mii>kig..n Co.. .Mich. A resort.

FRY'S SODA SPRING.-An alkaline.
carhiiiialcd s. in .^i-.ki\nu I'o., Cal.

FULTON -WELLS. — Two siilphurete.I
springs, containing 78 grains of salts per gal-
lon, in Los Angeles Co., Cal. A resort.

FUNICULITIS.—An inflammation of the
spermatic cord. It is usually of gonorrha-ul
origin.

GAIT.—Any distinctive manner of walking
or running. In disease the g. is often changed,
and is sometimes indicative of the morbiil
process. Thus in posterior si)inal sclerosis
there is the aUijric g.. in which steps are taken
slowly ordeliberately, at regular intervals, with
the eyes fixed on the ground; but tJiere are
irregular movements of the legs, the feet are
jerked outward, making a swinging circular
movement, and the heels are brought to the
ground with a slami). the toes following with
a peculiar flapping sound. In cerebellar dis-

ease there is a staggering, unsteady g.. due to
the removal of the normal influence of the
cerebellum on co-ordination. In peroneal pa-
ralysis there is the equhie or hiffh-ntepjiinfj g.,

in which the foot can not be flexed. al>du(-te<l,

or completely adducted. and it hangs down
with the toes trailing on the ground; it is

raised by flexing the thigh on the aUlomen,
and then i)lacing it on the gri)und with the
outer border of the t(K>s touching first. Sachs
and Peterson have described Ihe frog g. of in-

fantile diplegia, in which the adduetcr paraly-
sis and the contractures of the adductors and
flexors of Ihe thighs produce a peculiar hop-
ping g. In cerebro-spinal sclerosis the patient
moves with an effort to keep the neck stiff ami
the head steady. ai)|)arently the muscles of the
trunk rather tlian of the lei; being invtdvcd ;

progression is not in a straight line, but sud-
denly forward to one side, sometimes with loss

of muscular control. In chronic saturnism
there is an uncertain, staggering g. caused by
paralysis of the dorsal muscles. In diffust^-

sclerosis and chronic myelitis there is \\\i} para-
paretic g.. in which locomotion is slow, the
steps are short, and the feet are dragged ulon^'

l)ecause the patient can not lift them. In p«-

ralysis agitans there is hesitation before the
patient begins to walk, a few steps are made
slowly, and then the g. becomes rapid, on ac-

count of the tendency to fall forward (propul-

sion), with >horl. mincing steps. In paraplegia
in which ttuTe is flaccitiity the feet are trailed

with diflicultv after each other, the knees do
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not interlock, the back is not arched, and there

is no tendency to cross the legs. In paralysis

affecting the sciatic nerve there is a limping g.,

in wliich the toes show a tendency to drag.

In the helicopode g. of spastic hemiplegia loco-

motion is effected by means of a support on
the affected side ; the body leans toward the

healthy side, and the contraction of the abduc-
tor muscles elevates the pelvis and hip joint

of the affected side ; the lower extremity of

the latter is partly swung and pai-tly dragged
forward, the heel "being elevated and the toes

trailing on the ground. In the helicopode g.

of flaccid hemiplegia, especially characteristic

of hysterical hemiplegia, the affected mem-
ber is dragged like a piece of inanimate mate-
rial; thereis no circumduction nor effort to

lift it, the foot sweeping the ground. In

the paretic g. the steps are shorter than nor-

mal, the feet are not raised, the legs are kept

more or less wide apart, and later in the dis-

ease there are staggering, shuiSing, and more
uncertain movements. In spastic paraplegia

there is a spasmodic or spastic g., in which
each step is made with effort, as tlie feet seem
to cling to the ground and are raised by ele-

vating the pelvis and the entire limb ; the back
is arched, the chest thrown forward, and the

patient assists in the elevation of the trunk
by leaning first on one arm, then on the other;

the toes drag on the ground ; the knees may in-

terlock, and the legs may cross during locomo-
tion. In peripheral neuritis the steppage g. is

observed, the foot is thrown forcibly forward,

the toe lifted high in the air so as not to trip

upon it, the heel is brought down first, and
then the entire foot ; the patient is apparently
constantly stepping over obstacles.

GALACTOGLYCOSURIA.— Glycosuria,

usually transitory, occurring during lactation.

GALACTOPHORITIS. — An inflamma-
tion of the milk ducts or of their mouths, that

begins as an engorgement and soon becomes a

parenchymatous inflammation. See Lacta-
tion, DiSORDKRS OF.

GALACTOTHERAPY. - The treatment
of disease in the nursing infant by means of

drugs administered to the mother that are ex-

creted in her milk.

GALACTOZEMIA.—Failure or diminu-
tion of milk secretion.

GALACTURIA.—See Chyluria.

GALBRAITH'S SPRINGS.—Four cha-
lybeate s's, fliiwing (JO gallons per hour, con-
taining 6'81 grains of salts per gallon, near
Mooresliurg, Hawkins Co., Tenn.

GALEANTHROPY.—A maniacal affec-

tion in which the patient believes himself to

be transformed into a cat.

GALVANO - FARADIZATION. — The
simultaneous application of galvatiic and far-

adic currents by means of a single set of con-
ductors.

GANGLIASTHENIA.—A diminution of

the power the ganglia exercise on the nutrition

of the svmpatlietic nerve.

GANYMEDE SPRING.—An alkaline

s., flowing 3,000 gallons per hour, near Ore-

gon, Ogle Co., 111. The water is used com-
mercially.

GAP SPRINGS.—Alkaline, sulphureted
s's in Howard Co., Ark.

GARRETT SPRING.—A chalybeate s.,

flowing 25 gallons per hour, in Spartanburg,
Spartanburg Co., S. C. It has a local reputa-
tion as a resort. Used commercially to some
extent.

GASTROCOLITIS.—Inflammation of the
stomach antl colon.

GASTRODIAPHANY.—Examination of

the stomach by the gastrodiaphane, a soft rub-
ber tube at the end of which is fastened an
electric lamp connected by wires with a bat-
tery. The tube is introduced into the stom-
ach, after lavage, and the light renders the
wall of that organ translucent and the over-
lying parts seinitransparent. The presence of

a tumor or ulcer may be determined by this

procediu'e.

GASTRODUODENITIS.— Inflammation
of the stomach and duodenum.

GASTROSUCCORRHCEA. — An exces-

sive secretion of the gastric juice.

GAVAGE.— Forcible feeding, q. v.

GENDA SPRINGS. — Seven saline s's,

flowing 1,500 gallons per hour, in Sumner Co.,

Kan. Used commercially and a resort.

GENOA HOT SPRINGS.—See Wal-
LEv's Hot Springs.

GETTYSBURG KATALYSINE
SPRING.—An alkaline s. containing 26-54

grains, of salts per gallon, in Adams Co., Pa.

Used commercially.

GETTYSBURG LITHIA SPRING.—
An alkaline s., containing 25-25 grains of salts

per gallon, in Adams Co., Pa. Used commer-
cially. It contains but a trace of lithia.

GEYSER SPA SPRING.—A saline, cha-

lybeate s. in Sonoma Co., Cal. A resort.

GEYSER SPRINGS.-One of the Sara-

toga s's, g V.

GEYSER SPRINGS.—Thirty alkaline

hot s's, flowing 1,000 gallons per hour, in So-

noma Co., Cal. Used commercially and a re-

sort.

GEYSERS. SITKA.—Saline and sulphu-

reted warm springs on Sitka Sound, near Bar-

anoff Island, Alaska. Used as the site of a

hospital.

GIBBON GEYSER BASIN. — Three
geysers in the Yellowstone National Park. An
analysis of the water by H. Leffinann shows:

Echinus Pearl Opal
Geyser. Geyser. Spring.

Sodium sulphate . . . 11-59 1-89

Caloium sulphate . . .
1-40 3-22

Sodium chloride . . . 13 05 fil-39 82-18

Calcium chloride . . .
4-06

Silica . . .... 1619 7-84 53-76

Sodium orthosilicate . .
10-58

GIHON SPRINGS.—Eight calcic, alka-

line s's. containing 19-91 grains of salts (prin-

cipally calcium and magnesium bicarbonate)
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per tliousiiiul, in Delaviui, Walworth Co., Wis.
I'.sod comiiu'rciiilly luul ii< a resort.

GILROY HOT SPRINGS.—S's havinp
a tt'in|niaiuii nf Id'.) to H.") F., near Gilroy,

Suiila Clara (o.. Cal. A rosort.

GIRARD MINERAL WELL.—A sa-

line s|irini,', conlainiiiij Ki:!-?! i,'ijiins of salts

per ijallon. in Crawfonl Co.. Kan. A local re-

sort.

GIVEN'S HOT SPRINGS.— Two s's,

Howinj; 2. ()()() pilions per hour of water havint;

a temperature of US' K., near Reynolds, Owy-
hee Co., lilalio. A loeiil lialhili;.; I'esorl.

GLEN ALPINE MINERAL
SPRINGS.—Alkaline, carbonated s's, south
ot l„ik< 'i'ahoe, Kldorado Co., Cal.

GLEN ALPINE SPRING.—A saline,

carhonaled <.. (uniaiiiiiii,' T^!!* u'rains of salts

pel' 1,'alli'ii. ill r.urke (n.. N. C.

GLEN FLORA SPRINGS.— Two alka-
line s's. llowinj; 2-")(l <rallons per hour, contain-
inij ;J0-41 grains of salts (principally calcium
and inasjnesium bicarbonate) per gallon, near
Waukeiran. Lake Co., 111. Used eonmiercially
and as a rexirt.

GLENN'S CHALYBEATE SPRING.— .\n alkaline, carbonated s., containing '2ti73

grains of salts per gallon, in Tipton Co., Tenn.
A resort.

GLENN SPRINGS.—Two calcic, sulpliu-

reled s's. flowing (ill gallons per hour, contain-
ing !)7"o5 grains of salts per gallon, in S[)artan-

burg Co., S. C. Used commercially and as a
resort.

GLENN SPRINGS.—Two alkaline s's,

flowing 40.000 gallons per hour, containing
;-i4'()2 grains of salts per gallon, in Waukesha,
Wis. I'sed conimereially and as a resort.

GLENWOOD SPRINGS. -Hot s's con-

taiiiinir sodium, chloride, calcium sulphate
and bicarbonate, ami traces of silica and of

iron cartionate, in Summit Co., Col.

GLIOSIS.—A cerebral disease anatomically
characterized by sclerosed or cirrhosed foci in

the gray matter, with the formation of lacunar
spaces. The sclerosed foci have a predilection

for the cei\tral and three frontal convolutions,

the o|iercula and the insula: they are exca-
vated at the center, and there is a gradual de-

generation of the connective tissue. Some-
times there are atrophy of the optic nerves and
olfactory bulbs an<l degeneration of the poste-

rior columns of the cord. There is usually a

neurotic ancestry, and the disease not infre-

quently begins in childhood; it has been con-

sidered a complication of leptomeningitis. It

is diflieult to diagnosticate from general paral-

ysis, but may be distinguished from diffuse

sclerosis by the absence of trembling, nystag-

mus, .•uid liesitatiiiL: s[ieech.

GLOBULINURIA.— The presence of

globulin in the urine: tiiC condition has not

been known to occur by itself, the globulin

nsiially being associated with serum-albumin,
altliough serum-aHuiininuria does not invari-

ablv contain globulin.

GLOMERULITIS.—The inflammalion of
the glDiiieiuli oi' Malpighi in acute or chronic
nephritis; it is cliaracteri/.eil l)y epithelial pro-
liferation anil pericapsuliir thickening.

GLOSSOPLEGIA. — Lingual paralysis.
usually uiiilaliial, resulting from cerebral
luemorrhage, softening, embolism, paresis, tu-
mors affect iin; the hypo!:los.sal nerve roots, or
trauiiiatic le-ioii^ nf \\u,^r roots.

GLO'VER'S SPRINGS.—Two chalybeate
s's, flowing 2<X) gallons per hour, in Sullivan
Co.. Tenn. A resort.

•The presence of sugar inGLYCiEMIA.-
the blond.

GOLCONDA HOT SPRINGS.—Six
chal_\ iie.iie anil suljiliur s's in lliiniboldl Co.,
Nev. Temperature of the water is 150' V.
A resort.

GOLDEN SPRINGS.— Seven saline s's

near ( •xl'nrd. Calliuiiii Co.. Ala. Unimproved.

GONECYSTITIS.— Inllammation of the
seminal ve>ic-Us.

GONITIS.— (n.iiurtlirilis, q. v.

GOWER'S SPRINGS.—A chalybeate s.

in (iaiiiesville. Hall Cn.. (ia. A resort.

GOODRICH SPRING.—A s. flowing 28.-

000 gallons per hour of water having a tem-
perature of KiO to 1H.tI F'., near Schellbourne,
While I'hie Co.. Nev. it is unimproved.

GORDON SPRINGS.—Chalybeate s's in

Whitfield Co., Ua. Unimproved, but once a
resort.

GRAHAM'S SPRINGS.—Calcic, alka-

line, siilplnueted s's ill I'laiikliii Co.. Tenn. .\

resort.

GRAND HAVEN MINERAL
SPRING.—.\ saline s.. containing (iO^•b•J

grains of salts per gallon, of which liOti are so-

dium chloride, 14H calcium chloride, and 71"2

sodium sulphate, in Ottawa Co., Mich. A re-

sort .

GRAND LEDGE MAGNETIC
WELLS.—Two calcic s's in Kali.n ( ,... .Mich.

\ resort.

GRAPE-CURE.— .\ method of treatment

employed in (iermany. .Switzerland, and in

some parts of France, in which fully ripened

grapes are eaten directly from the vine. The
skins and seeds are rejected. Patients liegin

bv taking one <ir two pounds a day. increasing

the amount gradually to ten or twelve {Mninds,

in connection with a light diet. In the Ix-gin-

ning there is gastric distention and some-

times indigestion and purgation. It is Ufe<I

in chronic constipation, neurasthenia, anae-

mia, and some a-lheiiic conditions.

GRAPHOSPASM.—See Wkitkr's ('RAMI'.

GRAY'S MINERAL SPRING. — An
alkaline. -.ulphur.I'd ~. iii Scott Co., Ark.

GRAYSON SPRINGS. — One hundred
siilphiin ted -'s. llowing 2.IHMI gallons per hour,

in Gray.-on Co.. Ky. U.-ed commeriially and

as a resort. The wafers contain from 1"16

grain to 4'78 grains of salts j>er 10,000.
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GRAYSON'S SULPHUR SPRINGS.
Four sulphureted s's in Carroll Co., Va. A re-

sort.

GREAT SPIRIT SPRING.—A saline s..

containing 1,120-7G grains of salts per gallon, of

wliicli 7G5'76 are sodium chloride and 183'6

sodium sulphate, in Mitchell Co., Kan. A re-

sort.

GREENBRIER "WHITE SULPHUR
SPRINGS.—Two calcic, sulphureted, cha-

lybeate s's, flowing 1,800 gallons per hour, one
containing 129, the other 107 grains of salts

per gallon, in Greenbrier Co., W. Va. Used
conitnercially and as a resort.

GREENCASTLE SPRINGS. — Three
carbonated, alkaline, chalybeate s's, flowing 480
gallons per hour, containing 26 grains of salts

per gallon, in Putnam Co., Ind. A resort.

GREEN COVE SPRING.—A sulphuret-

ed s. flowing 8,000 gallons per hour, in Clay
Co., Fla. A resort.

GREENE SPRINGS.—Three chalybeate
s's in Hale Co., Ala. Once used as a resort.

GREEN LA^WN SPRINGS.—Seven sa-

line, chalybeate s's in Mount Vernon, Jeffer-

son Co., lil. A resort.

GREEN MINERAL SPRING.—A cha-
lybeate s. flowing 375,000 gallons per hour,
containing 216'49 grains of salts per gallon, in

Seneca Co., Ohio. Used commercially and as

a resort.

GREEN SULPHUR SPRINGS. —
Three sulphureted s's in Summers Co., VV. Va.
Unimproved.

GREY SULPHUR SPRINGS.—Two
saline, sulphureted s's in Monroe Co., W. Va.
Unimportant now; used as a resort prior to

1840.

GRIGSBY'S WHITE SULPHUR
SPRING.—A saline, sulphureted s. in Nelson
Co.. Ky.

GUILFORD MINERAL SPRINGS.—
Three saline, elialyljeatc s's in Windham Co.,

Vt. Five or six years ago used commercially
and as a resort.

GUINN'S SPRING.—A sulphureted s. in

Fayette Co., W. Va.

GUM SPRINGS.—Fourteen sulphureted
s's, fldwing 2r) gallons per hour, in ('leveland
Co., Ark. A local resort.

GUTTA CADENS.—A metallic tinkling
heard in pneumothorax when suceussion is

practiced. It is caused by the dripping or
splashing of fluid in the distended pleuralcav-
ity : or is due to the reverberation of bronchial
rales, or even to cardiac sounds.

GUYLYCK AND GAYLORD'S
SPRING.—An acid, chalybeate s., flowing
160 gallons per hour, containing 110-98 grains
of salts per gallon in Blossburg, Tioga Co.,

Pa. Used conimercially.

GYPSUM SPRING, ARIZONA.—A sa-

line s., containing 764 parts in 100.000 of salts.

in Detrital Valley, Mohave Co., Ariz.

GYPSUM SPRING, IO"WA.—An alka-
line s. in Fort Dodge, Webster Co., Iowa.

HACKET'S SPRING.—A calcic, alkaline
s.. containing 17*72 grains of salts per gallon,

in Milwaukee Co., Wis. It is used locally.

HADDON MINERAL WELL.—A cal-

cic spring, containing 7y"oO grains of salts

per gallon, in Davis Co., Kan.

H^MATOCRITE.—An instrument for
measuring tlie volume of blood corpuscles
present in a given sample of blood. It con-
sists of a small graduated glass tube into
which is introduced a mixture of equal parts
of blood and Miiller's fluid. The latter pre-
vents the coagulation of the blood, and the
tube is placed in a centrifugal apparatus so as
to be revolved at high speed, causing the blood
corpuscles to separate from the serum enviasse.
The graduations on the tube indicate the num-
ber of corpuscles. The instrument is more
satisfactory than the haemocytometer, and it is

quite as accurate.

H^MATOMYELITIS. —Myelitis caus-
ing or caused by ha-morrhage into the spinal
cord.

HiEMOCYTOLYSIS.—A breaking down
of the red blood coriniscles ; it occurs in ma-
larial fevers and in other morbid processes.

HiEMOCYTOZOON.-Of Danilewsky, the
transparent spherical bodies containing pig-
ment granules, found in the red blood corpus-
cles in jialudal fever. See Micro-organisms,
vol. ii, p. 123.

H^MOGREGARINA.—Of Danilewsky,
the gregarinelike organism found in the blood
in paludal fever. See Micro-organisms, vol.

ii. p. 124.

H.ffiMOMETER. — A haemoglobinometer
invented by v. Fleischl. It consists of a micro-
scope stand that has a large circular aperture
in the center of the stage, and a smaller aper-
ture near the stage's base. Moving by a wheel
and ratchet beneath the stage is a glass wedge,
colored red with Cassius's golden purple, the
intensity of the color increasing from the apex
to the base of the wedge. The latter is set in

a frame having a numerical graduated scale

parallel with the wedge, the numbers corre-

sponding to the intensity of color; so that
when it is moved beneath the stage the wedge
is beneath one half of the large aperture and
the number beneatii the smaller aperture.

The light from a gas or oil lamp is projected

beneath the large aperture by a plaster-of-Paris

reflector. A metallic tube, Ii centimetre long,

closed at the bottom with a glass plate and
equally divided by a vertical metallic partition,

fits into the large aperture so that one half of

the light is transmitted through the wedge and
the other half from the white reflector. One
compartment of the tube is filled with distilled

watei-, the other half with water mixed with
blood. The latter is obtained from a puncture
in the finger, and is received in a pipette of

known caliber, then thoroughly mixed with the
water. The tube is placed over the aperture
so that the wedge is beneath the compartment
containing water, and the wedge is then moved
until its color, by artificial light, corresponds
with that of the blood and water mixture; the
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fijjurps on the scale imlicate llie percent, of

liii'nio};li>bin. It is the best instruinont for the
()iir|>(i>i' I lial is iiKiilr.

HAFER'S CHALYBEATE SPRING.
—A cliiilvlieale s., eontainiiig 20'7I grains of

SJilts per ffiillon, in Bedford Co., Pa.

HAGAN'S SPRINGS.—Three chalybe-

ate and siil|i!iiiri'ii'ii >'> in .Scott Co., V'a. A lo-

cal resort.

HALE'S RED AND WHITE SUL-
PHUR SPRINGS.— Three sulphureted and
chalybeate >- near Uogersville, Ilawkiiis Co.,

Ti'iui. .V rrsort.

HALLECK'S SPRING.—A saline s. near
Westinorelaud, Oneida Co., N. Y. Was im-
proved and nsed as a resort until 1840, but is

now uiiiniproved.

HAMILTON SPRING.—One of the Sara-
toga sprilii;-^. 7. r.

HAPHALGESIA.—Para>sthesia charac-
terized liy tlie production of an intense painful

sensation by applying to the skin certain sul)-

stances that, under normal conditions, only
provoke an ordinary sensation of contact. It

is usually of hysterical origin.

HARBIN SPRINGS. — Saline sulphu-
reli'il s's. h.iving a temperature from 118' to
1-,'1» !'.. in Lake C... Cal. A resort.

HARDIN SPRING.—A sulphureted .«..

flowing 'J 7-") gallons ])rr lii>ur. in Hard in Co., Ky.

HARDY "WHITE SULPHUR
SPRINGS.—Suli)hureted springs, flowing G.l

gallons piT hour, near Jloorefield, llardv Co.,

\V. Va.

HARKIN'S SULPHUR SPRINGS.—
Three sultiliureted, saline s's, flowing ;i()0 gal-

lons per hour, near Doaksville, Choctaw Na-
tion. Indian Territory. A resort.

HARRELL SPRINGS.—Chalybeate s's,

containing lO.") parts of salts in 1.000, princi-

pally iron carbonate, calcium, and magnesium
suli)hat('s. in Blount Co.. .\la.

HARRIMAN'S SPRING.—See Tei.h-
I.AH .MlNKHAI. Si'KINli.

HARRODSBURG SPRINGS. — Saline
s's. one having ;i 19. another '2-i') grains of salts,

j)rincipally magnesium and calcium sulphate,
per gallon, in .Mercer Co., Ky.

1

HART "WELL. — An alkaline, saline
|

spring, containing :i!)8 grains of salts, [)rinci-
i

pally sodium carbonate, sulphate, and chlo-
ride, per gallon, near Willow Island. Pleasants :

Co.. W. \'a.

HARTFORD COLD SPRINGS.—Three
saline s's, containing 44-GS grains of salts, prin-
cipally calcium bicarbonate and sodium chlo- I

rid.'. i"n Oxford Co.. M.^.

HARTFORD SULPHUR SPRINGS.
—Saline, sul[ihureted s's. containing 144 grains
of salts per imperial gallon, in Ohio Co., Ind.

'

.\ resort.

HARTSEL HOT MINERAL
SPRINGS.— Five hot. sulphnret.'d ss. leni-

peratnre lt),5 F.. containing :{T0 p.irts of salts I

in 100,000, in Park Co., Col. A resort.

HATHORN SPRING.—One of the Sara.
to-a... ,/. r.

HA"WKIN'S CHALYBEATE
SPRINGS.—.sulphureted. chal\ 1m atr s,, , ,,„.

taining '.>)i'.i4 grams of salts per im|H'rial gal-
lon, situated in Kichmonil, \\ ayne Co., Ind.

HAZEL DELL SPRINGS.—Three cha-
Ivbeati' >- Ileal lloJU >|.niiL,'>, .Marshall Co.,
.Mi-s. Cm,1 as a local n-ort.'

HEALING SPRINGS.— Four alkaline,
calcic s's, one containing ;i4, another 40 grains
of salts per gallon, in Bath Co., \'a. Used
commercially and as a ri<orl.

HELENA HOT SPRINGS.—Two alka-
line, saline s's. having teni|icralures from 122'

to 141 F., containing grains of salts j)er

litre, in Lewis and Clark Co., Mont.

HELICON SPRINGS.—Thirty chalybe-
ate >s coniaining rTl grains of salts, princi-

pally calcium sulphate, per imperial gallon, in
Athens. Clarke Co.. Ga.

HELIOPHOBIA.—A morbid fear of the
sun's light o|- hrat

HELIOTHERAPY.—See IIkliosis.

HEMIATHETOSIS.—Athetosis affecting
only one sulr of t hr liody.

HEMIATROPHY. — A more or less ex-
tensive atro[)hy of the tissues of one side of
the body.

HEMICHOREA.—Chorea affecting one
>iilc of thr liody only: it may be due to rheu-
matism, hysteria, or syphilis, or it may precede
or follow hemiplegia.

HEMIMYASTHENIA. — Weakness of
the nni-rlrs of one half of the body.

HEMIPROSOPLEGIA. — I'nilateral fa-

cial p.ir.aly^is.

HENCK'S MINERAL SPRINGS. —
Sec .\i{i:iN(. io\ M i\i I! \i, .Si'KiN(.-..

HENDERSON MINERAL SPRINGS.
—Two ch.-ilybi'atr s'-. flouin^' |.") i,',illon-< per
hour, in Iliiidcrsoii. X'aiu c Co.. N.l'. .\ local

resort.

HENRYSON'S ARTESIAN VTEIAj.
—A chalybeate spring, having 0-;!(i'20 gramme
of sails per litre, situated in .Sforv Cilv. Slorv
Co.. ]'.\\A.

HENSLEY'S MINERAL SPRINGS.
—Chalybeate >'> in Tch.aina Co.. C.il.

HENSON'S WHITE SULPHUR
SPRINGS.— .\ sulphureted s. near Island
Fopl. Kuihcrford Co.. N. C. A local resort.

HEPATICO-DUCTITIS.— Bi 1 ious remit-

tent fiver: ~uppi'<.(| to be due to an inflam-

mation of the mucous lining of the biliary

ducts.

HEPATISM.—The general derangement
of ihc or_-ani-Mi produced by he[iatic di.«'n.<e.

HICKMAN'S SPRINGS.— Si.x chalybe-
ate. >.ilin<\ sulphureted s'~. south of dwens-
bov... |).l\i.'--. Co.. Kv.

HIGHGATE SPRINGS.—Sulpho-swline
s's. 'lie conlaunng !t-7>« grains, another 40'82

grains of salts per gallon, in Franklin Co., V'U

A resort.
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HIGHLAND SPRINGS.—Ten alkaline

s's, out' containing l-yi'2, another 108'04, a
third 101"7t) grains of salts per gallon, in Lake
Co., t'al. A resort.

HIGH ROCK SPRINGS.—See Sarato-
ga Springs.

HINSON SPRING. — A chalybeate s.,

east of Jackson, Henderson Co., Tenn. A re-

sort.

HIPPANTHROPY.—A liallucination in

whicli the patient believes himself to be a

horse.

HOLLY SPRING.—An alkaline s. near
Woonsocket, Providence Co., K. I. The water
is sold.

HOLSTON SPRINGS,—Four saline s's,

containing 41 grains of salts, principally calci-

um and magnesium sulphates, per gallon, near
Big Moccasin Gap, Scott Co., Va.

HOOSIER SPRING.—A sulphureted s.

near Altamonte Station, Orange Co., Fla.

HOREB MINERAL SPRING. — An
alkaline calcic s., flowing l.o(X) gallons per

hour, containing 20 grains of salts, principally

calcium and magnesium bicarbonate, per gal-

lon, in Waukesha, Wis.

HOSEA SALINE SULPHUR
SPRING.—A saline, sulphureted s. in Blue
Lick, Clai'k Co., Ind. Used commercially and
as a resort.

HOS-HI-TI-TO SPRING.—A saline s. in

Apache Co.. Ariz.

HOT BORATE SPRING.—An alkaline,

saline s., containing 0-484 grain of salts, prin-

cipally ammonium bicarbonate and sodium
biborate, per gallon, flowing 18,000 gallons per
hour, near Lakeport, Lake Co., Cal.

HOT MUD SPRINGS,—Sulphureted s's

on Shovel Creek, Siskiyou Co., Cal. A resort.

HOT SPRINGS, ARK.—Seventy-one s's,

flowing 20.100 gallons per hour, temperature
93^ to 1.'57' b\, in (iarland Co., Ark. The waters
contain 8-55 grains of salts per gallon, princi-

pally calcium carbonate. Used as baths.

HOT SPRINGS, IDA.—Sixteen cha-
lybeate, alkaline, sulphureted s's. flowing 15,-

400 gallons per hour, temperature 90 to 212"

F., east of Boise City, Ada Co., Ida. Used as

a resort.

HOT SPRINGS, IDA, — Six sulphu-
reted s's, flowing .5,000 gallons per hour, tem-
perature 11.5° F.. southwest of Idaho City,

Boise Co., Ida. Used locally.

HOT SPRINGS, NEV.—Two calcic s's,

temperattire 118 to 184 F., near Quinn River,
Humboldt Co., Nev.

HOT SPRINGS, UTAH. — Twenty sa-

line, chalybeate s's, temperature 178° F., in

Juab Co., Utah. Unimproved.

HOT SPRINGS, VA. — Twenty saline,

calcic s's, temperature 50 to 110° F., in Bath
Co., Va. A resort.

HOT SULPHUR SPRINGS, COL.—
Twenty-two sulphureted s's, flowing 10,980

gallons per hour of veater having temperatures
from 91° to 117° F., in Middle Park, Grand

Co., Col. The s's contain from (JoW to 101-75

grains of solids per gallon, principally sodium
carbonate, sulphate, and chloride.

HOT SULPHUR SPRINGS.—Nine sa-

line, chalybeate s's, temperature 189° F., near
Fish Springs, Juab Co.. Utah. Unimproved.

HO^WARD SPRINGS.—Four chalybeate
s's, flowing 400 gallons per hour, near Cross-
ville, Cuniberlanci Co., Tenn. A resort.

HOWARD SPRINGS.—Fourteen saline,

chalybeate s's, temperature 58° to 309° F'., in

Lake Co., Cal. A resort.

HO-WELL MINERAL SPRINGS.—
Saline, chalybeate s's in Hardin Co., Ky.

HOWELL'S SPRING.—A sulphureted
s. south of Waterloo, Lauderdale Co.. Ala.

_
HOWLAND SPRINGS. — Sulphureted

s's near Warren, Trumbull Co.. Ohio. A resort.

HUBBARD'S MINERAL SPRING,—
A saline, chalybeate s. near Prairie d'Anne,
Hempstead Co.. Ark.

HUBBARDSTON MAGNETIC
SPRING.—A calcic, chalybeate s., containing
84-82 grains per gallon, in Hubbardston, Ionia
Co., ]\Iich. A resort.

HUGHES'S SPRINGS.—Three chalybe-
ate s's in Cass Co., Texas. Used as resort.

HUGUENOT SPRINGS.—Three sulphu-
reted and chalybeate s's near Richmond, Pow-
hatan Co., Va. A resort.

HUNTER'S HOT SPRINGS,— Twelve
alkaline s's, flowing 105.000 gallons an hour,
temperature 122 to 141° F.. containing 29
parts of salts in 100,000, in Yellowstone Val-
ley, Gallatin Co., Mont. A resort.

HURRICANE SPRINGS.—Three alka-

line, suljihurcted s's. containing 43-75 grains

of salts per gallon, near Tullahorna, Franklin
Co., Tenn. The water is sold to a limited ex-

tent, and the place is a resort.

HYDRO-OLIGOCYTH.a:MIA.—A cer-

tain form of secondary ana-niia in which there

is an increase in the proportion of the serum
to the corpuscles of the blood. It is found
after certain toxemias, as saturnism, mercuri-
alisin, etc.

HYDROTHIONJEMIA.—A condition of

the blood caused by poisoning with sulphureted

hydrogen. Ihtmoglobin enters into combina-
tion with sulphureted hydrogen, and forms a

substance that Hoppe-Seyler called sulphide of

metha^moglobin. But in severe poisoning by
sulphureted hydrogen the two absor[)tion bands
in the spectrum of oxyhipmoglobin do not dis-

appear. In this toxa^nia the blood becomes
dark and sometimes of a dull green tint, and
arterial is indistinguishable from venous blood.

HYDROTHIONURIA.—A condition in

which sulphureted hydrogen is present in the

urine; it is usually due to intracystie fermen-

tation caused by the action of certain micro-

organisms. It produces an auto-intoxication.

It may be detected by directing a current of

air passed through the urine against a piece of

blotting paper soaked with solutions of sugar

of lead and caustic soda.
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HYNSON'S IRON MOUNTAIN
SPRINGS.— iMfl. •(•II clL-ilvlx-iilf >s iifiir .Mar-

shiill, Harrison Co., Texas. Used coiuuiercial-

ly (iiul as a resort.

HYPALGESIA. — Diminished scnsitive-

noss lo jiaiiitul iiiipressiuiis. A syiniiloni in

leprosy, syringomyelia, hysteria, and other
neuroses.

HYPERCHLORHYDRIA. — The pres-

ence of ail exce»ivr aiiiciiiiit of hydrochloric
acid in the i,^nslric secret iuiis. It may occur
oidy (lurinLT dif::estion, or durinj; jjastric crises,

or in association with hypersecretion and dila-

tation. It is a symptom in numerous morbid
states.

HYPERLEUCOCYTOSIS.—An increase

in the iioniial numlier (jf leucocytes in the
1>1o(m1.

HYPHIDROSIS.— A diiiiiiiution in the
normal aiiMuiit n{ perspiration.

HYPODERMOCLYSIS. — The injection

of a solution beneath t lie skill. It is a valuable
procedure in hiemorrliajje or any disease that
deprives the blood of its .serum. It may bo
given by means of an aspirator needle attached
to an ordinary bulb syringe. A solution of a
drachm nf sodium chloride to a pint of warm
sterilized water is slowly iiijcctecl beneath the
skin of the abdomen, chest, axilla, groin, or
extremities. 'I'he syringe must be first filled

with fluid to expel the air. and be made thor-
oughly asejitie previous to use. From two to

eight ounces of tluiil maybe so injected.

HYPOGEUSIA.— Diminution of the sense
of taste.

HYPOLEUCOCYTOSIS.—A diminution
in the normal number of leucocytes in the
blood.

HYPOSMIA.—Impairment or diminution
of the sense of smell.

HYPSOPHOBIA.—A morbid fear of be-
ing on high places.

IDAHO HOT SODA SPRINGS.—Al-
kaline, saline s's. llowing •J.iHMi gjiljons per
hour, containing 177 parts in 1(10.IJUO of salts,

principally sodium and magnesium sulphates.

Temperature 85 to 120 F. Located in Clear
Creek Co., Col. A report.

IGNIPUNCTCJRE.—A method of coun-
ter irritative treatment by making punctures
with a thermo-cailtery.

ILEITIS.— Inilainmation of the ileum.

IMPALTJDISM.—The condition caused
by pi.i^iininL,'- liy mar-h miasm.

INCO-ORDINATION A lack of har-
mony between the action of the mind or will

and the muscular system, so that ordinary vo-

litional motor impulses are manifested by awk-
ward, irregular muscular actions.

INDIAN SPRINGS, GA.—A siilphu-

reted, saline s., llowing tiO gallons t)er lntur.

containing CA^ grains of salts, of which 'hiX'

are magnesium s'ulphate, per gallon, in Butts
Co., Ga. A resort.

INDIAN SPRINGS, IND.-Six alka-
line, cakic, Mii|iliuivtei| .-'s. 111.wing 120 gal-
lons jier hour, containing 190 grains of .sjdta

per gallon, near Shoals, Martin Co.. liid. Kucli
gallon contains sodium carbonate 4-:tH, nuig-
nesium carbonate 2274, calcium carlK.nate
3U-7:i, potassium carlxmate 2'(S'J. sodium sul-
phate 11-2, pola»iiiiii sulphate 2-MH. magnesi-
um sulphate :j()4S, iron sulphate 242.S, sodi-
um chloride 47-20 grains, and traces of other
salts; as well as 11-5 cubic inches of carbonic
acid, 4 cubic inches of sul()liureted hydrogen,
47.1 cubic inches of oxygen, ami 7-^4 cubic
inches of nitrogen. Used commercially and
as a resort.

INDICANTJRIA.—An excess of indican
in the urine. It ..cnirs when there is an ac-
cumulation of illte^tillal coiitent.s, in severe
cachexia, in .\siatic cholera, and in apjiarent
health it is present in consei|uence of auto-in-
toxication. The biusis of indican is indol, u
regular jiroduct of bacterial putrefaction of
allmmin. The (|uantity of imlican varies, in

heallh, with the food ingested, l>eing increa.sed

by animal diet. I. is usually indicative of in-

testinal [lutrefaction. and the ipiantity varies
with Iheintensity of that i)rocess. Oberinayer's
modification of .latTe's te>t for i. consists in mix-
ing the urine with an ecpial part of a l-in-.l so-

lution of sugar of lead, filtering the mixture,
and adding to the filtrate an eijual bulk of
fuming hydrochloric acid containing 2 parts
in .500 of ferric-chloride solutif>n ; this is thor-
oughly shaken up, and the indigo-blue formed
may lie taken up l)y adding chloroform.

INFIBULATION.—The passage of a ring
through the |.ripuce or tlie labia pudenili to

prevent sexual intercourse or masturbation.
It has not been successful in preventing the
latter.

INGLEWOOD SPRINGS. -Three alka-
line >'-. Iluwing l.")(; ;i;alli.ii> per hour, contain-
ing IO'.jO grains of salts, principally calcium
and magnesium carbonate, fier gallon, in .Min-

neapi.liv. Minn, l-d commercially.

INLOW SPRINGS.—Two chalyln-ato s's

near .Muncie, Delaware Co., Ind. Have a local

reputation.

INNIS SULPHUR WELL.—A wdine.
siilpliiinted >priiiu: near Lexington. Fayette
Co.. Kv.

INOSURIA.— .\ morbid condition charac-

terized by the presence of inosite in the urine.

It occurs in diabetes iiisi|ii<lus.

INSANITY. VARIETIES OF:
Acute Methepileptic Insanity. — The

i. sometiiiies following the eoiivul-ivp parox-

ysm of epilepsy. There may l>e simple stujKir.

or morbid mental and physical con<litions with

reasoning mania, or mania.

AflFective Insanity.—One of the genend
division-; ..f i. ; it includes nonilelirii.u-; mania.
mel.incholia, and moral alienation |)ro|)er.

Alternating Insanity.

—

See Periodical
l.NSAVn V.

Anaemic Insanity.— I., usually of a mel-

ancholic form, produced by antrmia. The
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usual treatment for the latter, with travel or
change of environment, will effect a cure.

The prognosis is favorable.

Arthritic Insanity.—I. supposed to be
caused by rheuniatisni or gout.

Cataleptoid Insanity,—Of IMann, i. asso-

ciated with catalepsy, though rarely due to it.

There may be moderate mental depression, or
stuporous melancholia, or dementia.

Catatonic Insanity.—See Catatonia.

CirctUar Insanity. — See Folie circu-
LAIRE.

Climacteric Insanity.—See under He-
reditary Insanity.

Communicated Insanity.—I. transferred
from one person to another, or depending on
some association or special relation between
two persons. Tuke mentions four forms : 1. In
which a lunatic of relatively stronger mind or
will infects (a) another lunatic or (b) a weak-
minded or hereditarily predisposed person
with his delusions. 2. In which a nurse or
keeper becomes insane from the shock or strain

incidental to his work. 3. In which two per-

sons become insane simultaneously from the
same cause. 4. In which twins become insane
contemporaneously, although living apart.

Compound Insanity.—Of Hammond, i. in

wliicli twt) or more groups of mental faculties

are markedly involved.

Concurr^t Insanity.— I. caused by gen-
eral diseases or diseased conditions that con-
tinue to exist.

Congenital Insanity.—Of Ball, a division

of i. including idiocy, imbecility, and cretinism.

Consecutive Insanity. — I. succeeding
and due to some other disease or injury than
of the brain.

Constitutional Insanity.— 1. due to some
physiological or pathological condition of the
system.

Cyclic Insanity.—See Folie circulaire.

Depressive Insanity.—See Melancholia.

Deuteropathic Insanity.—I. caused by
disorder of, or developmental changes in, other
organs than the brain.

Diabetic Insanity. — I. of melancholic
type, associated with, and due to diabetes.

Diathetic Insanity.—Of Mann, i. brought
on in a person of insane diathesis by some
slight cause.

Doubting Insanity,—I., usually of a neu-
rasthenic type, characterized by an inordinate
desire to argue and question ordinary matters,
especially the personal affairs of the patient.

Egressing Insanity.— I. growing out of a
former disease f)f which it is an exaggeration.

Emotional Insanity.— I. in which the es-

sential feature is perversion of the emotions,
as in melanchrilia.

Epidemic Insanity.—See Communicated
Insanity.

Erotic Insanity.—Satyriasis or nympho-
mania.

Febrile Insanity.—Consecutive i. due to
hyperpyrexia.

Gouty Insanity. — See Arthritic In-
sanity.

Hepatic Insanity. — Constitutional i.

caused by some hepatic disorder. It usually
occurs as melancholia. See U astro-enteric
Insanity.

Hypochondriacal Insanity.—See Hypo-
chondriasis.

Hysterical Insanity. — Chronic i. that
follows hysteria and preserves the simulative
tendencies of that psychosis. See Hysteria.

Imitative Insanity.—Communicated i. in
which there is imitation of the insane charac-
teristics of another.

Imposed Insanity.—The first class of
communicated i., g. v.

Inhibitory Insanity.—Of Clouston, that
form of i. in which the loss of the power of
inhiliilion is tlu; cliief and by far the most
marked symptom.

Intermittent Insanity.—See Recurrent
Insanity.

Ischaemic Insanity.— I. that is due to per-

sistent cereliral aiuvuiia.

Limophoitosic Insanity.—I. caused by
hunger or starviition.

Malarial Insanity.—A consecutive i. of
no particular characteristics, due to malarial
poisoinng.

Melancholic Insanity. — See Melan-
cholia.

Menstrual Insanity.— I. appearing at the
inception of menstruation (see Hereditary
Insanity, i. of pubescence), during menstrua-
tion, or at the menopause (see Hereditary In-

sanity, climacteric i.).

Paroxysmal Insanity.—A form of recur-

rent i. in whicli the patient is seized witli

paroxysms of mental aberration, hallucina-

tions, delirium, or mania that are temporary,
the patient remaining more or less well in the
intervals.

Post-Connubial Insanity. — An acute
mania or melancholia affecting men or women
and occurring very shortly after the commence-
ment of marital sexual relations.

Pubescent Insanity.—See Hereditary
Insanity, i. of pubescence.

Recurrent Insanity.—I. in which there

are recurrent attacks of mental aberration

with intervening pei'iods of mental health.

Religious Insanity.—I. in which the men-
tal aberration is associated with religious sub-

jects. It includes religious monomania and
theomania, and it has been an epidemic psy-

cho-neurosis.

Rheumatic Insanity. — See Arthritic
Insanity.

Senile Insanity,—See Hereditary In-

sanity.

Toxic Insanity.—I. usually occurring as

acute mania due to systemic poisoning by alco-

hol, absinthe, opium, cannabis indica, lead, etc.
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IODINE SPRING.—Sec Star S.

IODINE SPRINGS. -Six siilphnrotcd s's

near Heiksliiif, i^'raiikiiii Co., N't.

lODO-MAGNESIAN SPRINGS. —
Four ulkuliiie, ealuie s"s, flowinj; 10,0(10 pal-

Ions ]>er hour, containing '2&'>{} {Trains of siilts,

principally calciutn and niajjnc.-iiuin bicarbon-
ate, per gallon, in Heloit, Rock Co., Wis. A
resort.

lOLO MINERAL WELL.—A saline

spring, flowing 120 gallons per hour, contain-

ing 1,100 grains of salts, of which !t80 are sodi-

um chloride, per gallon, in Allen Co., Kan.
Used as a sanitarium and resort and commer-
cially.

IOWA ACID SPRINGS.—Two acid s's

in Kddyvillc, Wapello Co., Iowa. A local repu-
tation.

IRIDOPLEGIA. — Paralysis of the iris.

There may be associative i. in which the iris

fails to respond to the stimulus of light or the
effort of accommodation ; or photic or reflex i.

in which there is no response to light but ac-

commodation is nnafT('<'ted.

IRONDALE SPRING.—A calcic, saline

s., flowing 180 gallons per hour, containing
96'76 grains of s;dts, princi|>ally calcium, alu-

minum, and magnesium sulphates, per gallon,

in Independence, Preston Co., W. Va. Used
commercially.

IRON LAKE SPRINGS.—Chalybeate
s's near Silvcrtoii Pass, San Juan Co., Col.

IRON SPRINGS.—Twelve saline, cha-
lybeate s's. flnwitig 500 gallons per hour, in

Cedar City, Iron Co., Utah. I'niinproved.

IRON SULPHUR SPRING —An alka-

line, saline s. in Montgoniery Co., Ark.

lUKA MINERAL SPRINGS,— Four
chalybeate and sulphureted s's near luka, Tish-
omingo Co., Miss. A resort.

JACKSON SPRINGS, ALA.—Sulphu-
reted s"s in Clarke Co., Ala. Used locally.

JACKSON SPRINGS, N. C—Two cha-
lybeate s's, flowing 80 gallons per hour, in

Moore Co., N. C. A resort.

JACOB'S ARTESIAN WELL.—A cal-

cic, saline s., flowing 18,000 gallons per hoiir,

containing 42'34 grains of salts jier gallon,

principally calcium and magnesium bicarbon-

ate and sodium and calcium sul()hate, in Mil-

waukee. Wis.

JAMES MINERAL SPRING.— .\ sa-

line, sulphureted s. near Springfield, Wash-
ington Co., Ky.

JAUNDICE.—The recent investigations

in physiological chemistry show that jaundice

is invariably dependent upon causes that either

completely obstruct the flow of bile or that

modify the pressure under which the bile nor-

mally flows along the biliary ducts. Experi-

ments have proved that it is only through
lymphatic paths that the biliary constituents

can leave the liver and enter the blood. The
biliary coloring matter first makes its appear-

ance in the urine, and if the kidneys do not
|

excrete it as fast as it enters the blood it is
j

80

deposited first in the conjunctiva) and then in
the skin and other ti.ssucs.

Therefore a jaundice due to nonelimination
does not exist.

JEMES HOT SPRINGS.—Ten saline .t's.

in lower gnxip. tciii|MiatMre )(4 to KW F.,
forty s's in upper group, temperaturo 70 to
105', near Jemes, Uernalillo Co., New Mexico.
A re.sort.

JENKIN'S SPRINGS.-Eight chalybe-
ate s's near Mountain .Meadow, Clay Co., Ala.

JERK.—A sudden muscular movement.
A j. proiluced by a quick, sudden stroke over a
tendon or region affords an indication of the
innervation of a part. The Jaw J. or chin j. is

a contraction of the muscles of mastication
produced by a stroke on the lower tet'th or
diin when the mouth is opened ; it may t)e ob-
tained in health, but when well marked it in-

dicates extensive cerebral lesion, such as mul-
tiple sclerosis or general paralysis.

The Av)*'?/, a contraction of the quadriceps
femoris, vastus internus, and subcnireus mus-
cles, may be obtained when one leg hangs l(M>se-

ly, crossed over the other, by striking a sharp
blow with the edge of the hand u|K)n the pa-
tellar tendon just l>elow the patella. .Some-
times this j. must Ik! re-enforced by Jendrassik's
method, in which the .semiflexed fingers of the
hands are hooked and the arms pulle<l in op-
posite directions. It is usually absent in lo<'o-

motor ataxia, in disease of the anterior gray
cornua, in infantile paralyses, and in the lato

stages of pseudo-hy])ertrophic paralyses. It is

often absent in meningitis, diphtheria, and
dial>etes.

The uTi'sfJ. is obtained by a stroke upon the
tendon of the extensorindicis or extensor ossis

metacarpi pollicis when they are made promi-
nent by pa.ssive extension of the supine hand
of the patient in that of the examiner. It

may occur in health.

The elbow j. or triceps j. is obtained by strik-

ing the triceps tendon while the arm is sup-

f

ported and the forearm allowed to hang loose-

y downward parallel with the tx^dy.

JESSE'S MINERAL "WTELL.—A sul-

phurrlrcl sj>riiig near \"cr-ailli >. Woodford
Co.. Ky.

JONES'S SULPHUR WELL.—An alka-

line, sulphureted spring. ci>ntaining 30-25

grains of salts per gallon, in Murfreeslxirougb,

Rutherford Co.. T.iin.

JONES'S WARM SPRING.—A saline

s. near Salt Lakr Cily. Clah.

JORDAN ALUM SPRINGS.—Six ch»-

Ivlwite .s's near Rocklindge Alum Springs,

Rockbridge Co., Va. The chalvl)eate s. con-

tains C-4<) grains of salts, principally calcium

sulphate and hundredths of a grain of mag-
nesium, manganese, and iron earlMinate, of so-

dium and potassium sul|ihate. of sodium chlo-

rifle. of silica and alumina. The other s's con-

tain 17-94, 2\'i4. r)2-7;?, SS-OO, H4-f;4, and 116-27

grains of salts per gallon, prineipally alumi-

num suliihate. iron persuljihate, mairnesium.

manirane^e, and calcium sulphates, silica, sul-

phuric acid, and carlxinii'-acid gas, A resort.
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JORDAN'S MINERAL WELL. — A
calcic, chalybeate spring-, containitig 21'82

grains of sjilts per gallon, principally calcium,
magnesium, and iron bicarbonate, in Galcs-

ville, Trempealeau Co., Wis.

JORDAN'S SPRINGS, KAN.—Twen-
ty-four saline s's, flowing 1,800 gallons per
hour, in Reno Co., Kan. Unimproved.

JORDAN'S SPRINGS, TENN.—Eight
s's, flowing 6,000 gallons per hour, in Mont-
gomery Co., Tenn. Used locally.

JORDAN WHITE SULPHUR
SPRINGS.—Two sulphureted, chalybeate s's,

containing 21"()3 grains of salts per gallon,

princi[)ally magnesium and potassium carbon-
ate, near Stephenson Depot, Frederick Co., Va.
Used commercially and as a resort.

JUG SPRING.—The lower geyser basin

in Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming.

KAKOSDIIA.— Perceiving a bad odor.

This may be a subjective condition in conse-

quence of disturbance of the olfactory center.

KANE GEYSER WELL.—A saline ar-

tesian spring near Sargent, McKean Co., Pa.

The water contains 10,010-94 grains of salts per

gallon, of wliich C,455'87 are sodium, 2,871'32

calcium, and o5o'95 magnesium chlorides.

KANE SULPHUR SPRING.—A sul-

phureted s. in McKean Co., Pa. Unimproved.

KANNAL SPRING.-A sulphureted s.,

flowing 1,800 gallons per hour, in Rensselaer,

Jasper Co., Ind. A resort.

KANSAS MINERAL WELLS.— See
Manhattan Artesian Mineral Wells.

KATAHDIN MINERAL SPRINGS.
—Three sulpho-chalybeate .s's in Piscataquis

Co., Jle. A resort.

KENDALL COUNTY MINERAL
SPRING.—A saline, chalybeate, sulphureted

s., flowing 200 gallons per hour, containing
138-38 grains of salts per gallon, near Boerne,

Kendall Co., Texas. A resort.

KENOPHOBIA.—Agoraphobia, q. v.

KENTUCKY ALUM SPRINGS. —
Eight s's, containing 06-12 grains of salts per

gallon, principally aluminum sulphate and
iron persulphate, in Boyle Co., Ky. Used com-
mercially.

KERATOSIS.—A disease or anomalous
development of the corneous tissue of the epi-

dermis. See Skin, Diseases of.

KERNS SPRINGS.—Six chalybeate s's

near Woodstock, Shenandoah Co., Va. Used
locally and as a resort.

KESSLER SPRINGS. — Chalybeate s's

near Alleyton, Colorado Co., Texas.

KINESI-fflSTHESIOMETER. — A set

of wooden balls, each about 7 centimetres in

diameter, having the same general appearance
but of different weights, used to test the mus-
cular sense. See Muscular Sense.

KINESIONEUROSIS.—A nervous dis-

ease characterized by some abnormity of mus-

cular action. It may be an external k., in
which the external muscles are affected, or a
vascular k., in which the vasomotor system is

affected, or a visceral k., in which the internal
organs are affected.

KINGSLEY SPRINGS. — Three saline
s's near Marion, Wayne Co., N. Y. Unim-
proved.

KINGSTON SPRINGS.—Five sulphu-
reted, chalybeate s's in Cheatham Co., Tenn.
A resort.

KISSINGEN SPRING.—See Triton S.

KITTANNING MINERAL SPRING.
—A calcic chalybeate s., containing 145-86

grains of salts per gallon, principally calcium,
magnesium, and iron sulphates, in Armstrong
Co., Pa.

KITTRELL SPRINGS.—Chalybeate s's,

containing 920 grains of iron carbonate per
imperial gallon, in Vance Co., N. C.

KLIPPERT'S SPRING.—A chalybeate
s. near llale's Springs, Uawkins Co., Tenn. A
resort.

KNOLL SPRINGS. — Sulphureted s's

near Lake Creek, Millard Co., Utah.

KUTTAWA MINERAL SPRINGS.—
Four alkaline, carbonated s's, flowing 1,200

gallons per hour, containing 4-06 parts of salts

in 1,000, in Lyon Co., Ky. Has a local repu-
tation.

LACTOSURIA.—Lactose in the urine.

This condition has been occasionally observed
in pregnant and nursing women.

LaiVULOSURIA. — La^vulose in the

urine. This is sometimes observed as an ac-

companiment of grape sugar.

LAFAYETTE ARTESIAN WELL.—
A saline, sulphureted artesian spring, flowing

480 gallons per hour, containing 419 grains of

salts, principally sodium and magnesium chlo-

ride, per gallon, in Tippecanoe Co., Ind. Used
commercially.

LAFAYETTE SPRINGS.—Saline, sul-

phureted s's in Lafayette Co., Miss. A resort.

LAKE AUBURN MINERAL
SPRING.—An alkaline s., flowing 2,000 gal-

lons per hour, containing 3-78 grains of solids

per gallon, in North Auburn, Androscoggin
Co., Me. Used commercially and as a resort.

LAKEWOOD.—A winter resort in a pine-

wood region in New Jersey. The temperature

is warm and dry, and the sandy soil quickly

absorbs rain or snow. The place is a resort

for convalescents from pulmonary, rheumatic,

and nervous affections.

LALONEUROSIS.—Any nervous affec-

tion of the speech. See Speech, Disorders of.

LALOPLEGIA.—Paralysis of speech in

which words can not be pronounced, though
lingual movements are preserved and ideas

are communicated by writing and gestures.

It is often associated with labial paralysis.

LANDRETH'S MINERAL WELL.—
A saline, chalybeate spring, containing 118-67
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prains of suits, principally sodium, calcium,
and in!ii;nosiiim suliiliatcs. per gallon, in Knox
City, Knox Co., Mo. A resort.

LANSFORD SPRING.—A saline s. near
FiorciKC, Laudfrdulc Co., .Vl.'i.

LANSING MAGNETIC WELIi,—A .va-

line s., llowiiijj aljoul GO pdlon-; per hour, in

Injrham Co., jlich. A resort. 'J'lie water con-
tains :J20'22 grains of ^5odiu^l chloride, 112'()8

of sodium, 10T"59 of calcium, 23-03 of magne-
sium, and 1"88 of iron, bicarbonates; and 30-06

of sodium and 14'!l4 of potassium sulphates,

per gallon.

LAS CRUCES HOT SULPHUR
SPRING.—A sulphureted s., flowing .500 gal-
lons per hour, near Santa Barbara, Cal. A
local resort.

LAS VEGAS MINERAL AND HOT
SPRINGS.— Forty alkaline, saline s"s, having
temjieratures from To to 140 I'\, containing
145-42 parts of salts, in 100.000, principally

sodium carbonate, in San Miguel Co., New
Me.\ico.

LATEROPULSION. — A propulsion or
impul>e to <iue siile. An inability to stop a
communicated sidewise impulse. It is some-
times observed in paralysis agitans.

LATHYRISM.—A morbid condition char-
acterized by symptoms of transverse ha-mor-
rhagic myelitis, due to the use of the Lathyrus
cicera for food. It bears some resemblance to

beri-beri, and is observed in the mountains of
Kabylia.

LATONIA SPRINGS.—Five sulphuret-
ed, saline s's near Covington, Kenton Co., Ky.
A resort.

LAUDERDALE SPRINGS. — Sulpho-
chalyl)c;ite s's in Lauderdale Co., ^fiss. The
waters cdntaiu 'ri'd parts of solids per 100,000.

LAVATION.—A washing. Gaseous 1. is

the internal administration of gaseous mineral
waters or the rectal injection of gas, the elimi-

nation of the gas by the lungs serving, so to

speak, to wash the latter. L. of the blood is

the intravenous injection of water, or of a sa-

line solution, for the purpose of artificially in-

creasing the elimination of toxic products in

infections of the blood.

LAWRENCE MINERAL SPRINGS.
—Ten chalyljeate s's flowing 400 gallons per
hour, near Menlo, Chattooga Co., (ia. A local

resort.

LAWRENCE'S CHALYBEATE
SPRING.—A chalybeate s. in Mtirfrcesbor-
ough, Hertford Co., X. C. Unimproved.

LAY'S SPRINGS.—Four chalybeate and
sulphureted >'s near (ireenwood, Etowah Co.,

Ala. A l<»-al resort.

LEBANON THERMAL SPRING.—

A

chalybeate s.. flowing 30.000 gallons per hour,
containing 24-38 grains of solids per gallon, in

Columbia Co., X. V. Used commercially and
as a resoi-t.

LEE'S SPRIN.GS.—Five hot s's, tempera-
tures from ITo to 300 F., near Pine Bluff,

Jefferson Co., Ark. A resort.

I

LEGG'S SPRINGS.—Chftiyhoate 8*8 near

I

JefTrrs.m. .la. ks,,n ( .... (la. Used locally.

I
LEMON SPRINGS.—Two chalylx-ato s's

\ in .Moore Co. The piaci' is a small report.

j

LEN-A-PE MAGNETIC SPRINGS.—
Two alkaline, calcic .s's. flowing TOO gallons

'. per hour, one containing WTO grains, the other

;

40-G4 grains of salts per gallon, in Delaware,
Ohio. The waters contain magnesium and
calcium carbonates, calcium sulpliate, and so-
dium chloride.

LEONOLAND SPRING.—A chalybeate
S. ne;u- Brllon. lirll C... Tf.X.

LE ROY SPRINGS.—Twelve carbonated,
saline s's, in linta Co., \Vy. lias a local repu-
tation. '1 he water contains 2T0 grains of sodi-

um chloride, 117 of sodium sidphate, 51 of
magnesium carbonate, and 100 of calcium sul-
phate and carbonate, [ler gallon.

LESLIE MAGNETIC WELLS.—Three
calcic, carbonated .-prings. containing 03 grains
of salts per gallon, principally calcium, Tuagne-
sium, sodium, and potassium bicarlx>natcs, in

Leslie, Ingham Co., Mich. A resort,

LETHEOMANIA. — An insane longing
for narcotics or ana'slhetics.

LEUCffiMIA.—See LEtTrocYTH^MiA.

LIBERTY HOT SPRINGS.—Three sa-

line s's having tenijuratures from 140' to
150' F., in Wagon Wheel Gap, Rio Grande
Co.. Col. The waters contain 71-39, 15212,
and 218-77 grains of solids and gases per KX),-

000, principally sodium, calcium, and mag-
nesium carbonates, sodium sulphate and chlo-

ride, and silica. A resort.

LICK SPRINGS.—S,,^ Tf--Ax Sprixos.

LIFSEYS WARM SPRING.—A .s.

flowing oOO gallons per hour, near Zebulon,
Pike C;o., Ga. A resort. The water has a
temperature of 74' F.

LIMESTONE SPRINGS.—Alkaline, car-

bonate s's near(ialTn' y ( iiy, Spartansburg Co.,

S. C. Once u.-ed as a resort.

LIMOTHERAPY.—The treatment of dis-

ease liV .-ili^lineiice from food.

LINCOLN VALLEY WARM
SPRINGS.—Five calcareous s's near Fort

Hall. Oneiila Co.. Idaho. Unimproved. The
waters range from lit) to 87' F.

LINE SPRING. —A chalybeate s. in Se-

vier Co.. Ti-nn. \ l.cal resort.

LINK'^TILLE SPRINGS.—Four hot s's

near Linkville. Klaniaili ('<.. i >re. A re-..rt.

LINSEY'S MINERAL SPRING.-

A

sulplinreled >. in Christi.iii Co., Ky.

LINWOOD SPRINGS.—Three alkaline,

saline, chalybeate, carbonated s's in Mount
Roval. Putnam Co., Fla. The waters contain

324-8 grains of solids, of which 113-6 are sxli-

imi, 248 magnesium, and 42-4 calcium chlo-

rides: 67-2 magnesium and 52-8 so«lium sul-

phates; and 9-0 iron bicarbonate, in each

gallon.

LIPACID.a:MIA.—The presence of fatty

acids in the blood. One half to one ounce of
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blood is abstracted and an equal weight of sul-

phate of soda added ; the mixture is boiled and
filtered, the filtrate evaporated to dryness, and
the residue extracted with alcohol that will

contain the acids.

LIPACIDURIA.—The presence of fatty

acids in the urine. The suspected urine should
be distilled with phosphoric acid, the distillate,

after being neutralized with soda carbonate,

evaporated to dryness in a water bath, the resi-

due extracted with boiling- alcohol, filtered and
again evaporated, and then dissolved in water

and tested for formic, acetic, butyric, and pro-

pionic acids. The condition may occur in

health, or in fevers, hepatic diseases, and dia-

betes.

LIPiEMIA—A morbid condition in which
fat molecules circulate in the blood. The fat

granules may be detected microscopically, and
dissolve in ether. L. occurs in chronic alco-

holism, chronic nephritis, diabetes, and wounds
of the medulla of bones.

LIPOMATOSIS.—Fatty degeneration.

LIPUE.IA.—The presence of fat in the

urine. L. occurs in chronic nephritis, phos-
phorus poisoning, diabetes mellitus, chyluria,

and in pregnancy.

LITHODIALYSIS. — The dissolving of

cystic calculi either by medicine internally or

by intravesical calculi. See Lithontkiptics.

LITTLE YOSEMITE SODA
SPRINGS.—Carbonated and chalybeate s's,

containing 49-90 parts of salts in 100,000, prin-

cipally sodium, magnesium, and calcium car-

bonates, on the north fork of Kern River, Tulare
Co., Cal.

LITTON'S SELTZER SPRING. —

A

carbonated, alkaline s., containing 228'G9

grains of salts and gases per gallon, near
Healdsburg, Sonoma Co., Cal. A resort.

LIVINGSTON ARTESIAN WELL.—
A saline, carbonated s., flowing 50 gallons per
hour, containing 312'55 grains of salts, of which
295'43 are sodium chloride, per gallon, in Sum-
ter Co., Ala. A resort.

LIVINGSTON WARM SPRINGS.—
Twelve calcic, sulphureted s's, flowing 24,000
gallons per hour, containing 0'75 gramme of

salts per litre, in Gallatin Co., Mont. Unim-
proved.

LOCKPORT MINERAL SPRING.—
A saline s., containing 104'14 grains of salts

per gallon, principally sodium and calcium
chlorides, calcium carbonate and sulphate,

near Lockport, N. Y. Unimproved, but used
locally.

LODI ARTESIAN WELL.—A saline,

sulphureted artesian spring, containing 672"45

grains of salts per gallon, principally sodium,
calcium, and magnesium chlorides and calci-

um sulphate, in Fountain Co., Ind.

LOGOMANIA. — Monomania character-

ized by loquacity.

LOGONETJROSIS.—A neurosis causing
disturbances of speech.

LOUIS SPRING.—A chalybeate s. in
Greenfield, Dade Co., Mo. A resort.

LOUISVILLE ARTESIAN WELL.—
A saline spring, containing 915'57 grains of
salts, principally sodium and calcium chlorides

and sodium, calcium, and magnesium sulphates,

per gallon, in Louisville, Ky.

LOUISVILLE SPRINGS.—Three cha-
lybeate s's in Pottawatomie Co., Kan. A re-

sort.

LOU-LOU FORK HOT SPRINGS.—
Chalybeate, sulphureted s's, having tempera-
tures from 98" to 132° F., flowing 35,000 gal-

lons per hour, in Lou-Lou Fork, Missoula Co.,

Mont.

LOVETT SULPHUR SPRINGS.—Sul-
phureted s's near Loretto, Cambria Co., Pa.
Unimproved,

LOWER SODA SPRING.—An alkaline,

carbonated s. on Santiam River, Linn Co., Ore.

A resort.

LOWER SODA SPRING, CAL—

A

carbonated s. in Sacramento Valley, Shasta
Co., Cal.

LOWE'S SPRINGS.—Two of the Palmy-
ra springs, q. v.

LUBEC SALINE SPRINGS, —Saline
s's, containing 322'50 grains of salts in an im-
perial gallon, principally sodium, magnesium,
and calcium chlorides and sodium and calci-

um sulphates, near Lubec Bay, Washington
Co., Me.

LUNACY, LAWS OF, IN THE
UNITED STATES.—Each of the United
States possesses its own lunacy laws, and as

the practitioner may sometimes require knowl-
edge of the laws of another State, in order to

enable him to transfer a lunatic's residence,

etc., an abstract of the method of commitment
proceedings of each of the States is herewith
given.

Certain fundamental principles of law are

general, and may be specified. In case a per-

son is mentally deranged to an extent in which
it would be dangerous both to himself and
others to permit him to remain at liberty, he

may be confined by any one, but only for such
time as may be necessary to institute the prop-

er proceedings requisite to determine the in-

sanity. But a person who arrests and detains

an alleged lunatic, when neither the latter's

welfare nor the safety of others requires such
detention, becomes liable in damages to the

person so arrested.

Where a judge and jury are called upon to

decide the question of a person's mental re-

sponsibility, it is the province of the judge to

determine whether sufficient evidence of in-

sanity appears to exist to warrant a submis-

sion of the issue to the jury. It is a presump-
tion of law that all men are sane, and the

burden of proof is upon the person alleging

insanity. Where, however, a person has been
proved to be insane, the presumption is that

the insanity continues, and the burden of

proof shifts to the party alleging sanity.

The opinions of witnesses as to a person's
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sanity or insanity may V>o admitted in evi-

dence, liut only in connection with the facts
upon wliich such opinions are based. liut

persons who are competent as experts on the
subject of insanity niayjjive opinions l)ased on
facts observed by themselves, or on hypottiet-

icul questions founded upon the evidence ap-
pearing in the case.

Alabama.—Tlie probate court of any coun-
ty lias authority to ai)i)oint a K'lai'dian of per-

sons of unsound niiiui residing in the county,
but such guardian must not l)e ap{)()inted un-
til an in(|uisition ha.s been had and taken.
Ujion petition of any of the relatives or friends

of the j)ersons alleged to l)e of unsound mind,
setting forth the facts and the name, sex, age.

and residence of such person, accompanied liy

an aflidavit that the j>etitioner believes the
facts therein stated to be true, the court must
appoint a day, within ten days of the apjilica-

tion, for a hearing. A jury of twelve is sum-
moned, and witnesses and the person alleged
to t)e in.sane are subpa-naed. If insanity is

shown by the proof of acts and declarations
of conduct inconsistent with the character
and previous habits of the party, he may Ije

adjudged insane. The opinion of medical
men is admissil>le in taking testimony.
Arizona.—The probate judge of any coun-

ty in lliat Territory, ujwn the application un-
der oath that a fwrson is dangerous by reason
of insanity, shall cause such person to be
brought before him for examitiation. summon-
ing two or more witnesses acquainted with the

recent conduct of tlie accused, and one or
more reputable practitioners of medicine who
shall be present at the examination and shall

make a written statement, upon oath. wh''ther

:

J'^irsf, expert judgment decides the insanity f>f

the accused. Second, whether it is dangerous
to the individual or to others that the accusetl

be allowed to go at large. Tlurd. whether the

insanity be permanent or otherwise. If the

proofs satisfy the judge that the party is in-

sane, and dangerous, he shall order the con-
finement of the person in the Territorial insane
asylum. The board of county supervisors is

responsible for the conveyance of the person
to the asylum, at the expense of the county if

the pei-son is destitute. If the (lerson has
[)roperty, the judge appoints a guardian who is

under bond.

Arkansas.—Any county and probate judge
with whom a citizen's statement of belief of a

person's insanity may have been filed, shall

appoint a time as so<in as practicable for hear-

ing the testimony of such witnesses as may be

produced. The person alleged to be insane

shall he examined by one or more regular

practicing physicians of good standing, who
shall present sworn statements in writing of

the result of their examimition. The latter

must include some twenty-six questions and
answers. If from this lay and expert testimony

the person ap[)ears to be insane, the judge

shall so decide, and transmit without delay his

written decision, with cojiies of the lay and
expert testimony, to the superintendent of the

State Lunatic Asvlum. The latter official

shall at once notify the judge of his rradincxs
to admit the lunatic if there be un<Kcupie<l
room: l)nt if there be no niom unoccupied,
the judge shall tie notified <if the fact and the
papers returned to him. The judge issues a
warrant, with the seal of his office attaclied, to
the county sheriff authorizing him to arrest
and deliver the lunatic to the asylum superin-
tendent.

A criminal that becomes insane must be
treated in the penal institution in which he is

a prisoner.

All cases of less than one year's duration
from the first recognized symptoms of insan-
ity, shall lie classified as "acute"; all cases
over one year's duration shall be dassifietl as
"chronic '; and all cases complicated wiiL
e[)ilepsy. original imbecility or feeble-minded-
ness. deformities of skull from geiienil injuries,

old age. or general paralvsis, shall be classified

as " probably incurable.''

The superintendent shall, as soon as pnictica-
blc, make room for the admi.s.-^ion of a (latient

by discharging some inmate belonging to the
" probably incurable " or to the " chronic " class,

lie must discharge such a jK-rson as may be
the least dangerous to the community.
When an acute case is to be dis<-liarged. the

superintendent notifies the judge, who issues a
warrant to the sheriff to deliver the pers«>n to

his guardian or home. Friends may pi-rforra

this duty in lieu of the sheriff.

A person admitted to the asylum is required
to bring a certain amount of clothing, and
must be free from contagious disease, and bodily

clean.

Each coimty is chargeable with the expenses
of commitment to, and of delivery from, the

asylum.

California.

—

\ person of unsound mind
may be placed in an asylum \\\»m the order of

the superior court of the county in which he
resides. The court must Ije .satisfied, ujmjr

examination in open court and in the pres-

ence of the alleged luruitic. from the testi-

mony of two reputable physiiiane. that the

person is of unsound mind and unfit to be at

large.

After the order for commitment is granted,

the person alleged to be of unsound mind, his

or her husband or wife, or relative to the tliird

degree, or any citizen, may demand an inves-

tigation before a jury.

Colorado.—Whenever a reputable person

files a duly certified comjilaint. alleging that

any jH>rsoti is st) insane as to l>o dangenms to

liiriiself or others if allowed to go at large.

with the county court, the judge thereof shall

u«sue an order to any sheriff or constaltle of

the county for the apprehension of the [>erson.

The two latter officers may apprehend any
insjine person at large without the court's

order. The alleged insane person is t«ken be-

fore the court or judge, and. if the former so

elects, an inquest shall be hehl without di'lay,

six jun>rs Iwing summoned and returning a

verdict. If the verdict finds the |>erM«n in-

sane, the court orders the lunatic's commit-
ment to the county jail or other convenient
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place, to be there confined until discharged or
otherwise disposed of according to law. Or
the lunatic may be placed in the custody of a
relative or friend.

This inquest can not be' held until ten days'
notice shall have been given to tiie alleged

lunatic, and to the guardian ad litem to be ap-
pointed by the court, setting fortli the sub-

stance of the complaint and the time and
place of the incpiisition. unless the alleged

lunatic waives this notice and elects an earlier

inquiry.

Connecticut.—Any insane person may be
put in any suitable place of detention on the
presentation of a sworn certificate, made with-

in thirty days, signed by some rejuitable physi-

cian, that he has made a personal examination
of such person within one week prior to the
date thereof, and tluxt such person is insane.

On a written complaint, made to any judge
of the Superior Court, that a person is insane

and unfit to go at large, such judge shall im-
mediately appoint a committee consisting of a
physician and two other persons, one of whom
shall be an attorney at law, judge, or justice

of the peace, who, after notification to the per-

son, shall inquire into the complaint. If the

latter is sustained by their report, the judge
shall issue an order for the person's confine-

ment.
If any dangerous insxne person shall go at

large, a justice of the peace and the first select-

man of the town where he belongs or resides,

on a certificate of a respectable physician of

the town, shall order the lunatic's confinement

;

and if relatives fail to carry out Ibis order the
above-mentioned officers may do so.

Any person in a town may complain to any
selectman or just ce of the peace that an in-

sane person is allowed to go at large; and if

either of those officers fail to provide for the
pers )n's confinement within three days, the
complainant may make an affidavit, and the
justice of the peace must have the person
brought before him, examine the alleged luna-
tic, and order his confinement if necessary.

Any judge of the Superior Court, on infor-

mation that a person is unjustly deprived of

his liberty by being detained or confined in an
insane asylum, may appoint a commission of

not less than two persons, who shall make the
necessary investigation and report their find-

ings to the judge, who is authorized to order
the person's discharge if he sees fit.

Dakota, North and South.—These States
have continued in general the laws in force

during their existence as the Territory of Da-
kota. In 1879 a law was passed providing for

a board of three commissioners of insanity in

each county in the Territory. The judge of

probate was one member, and a respectable
practicing physician and a respectable prac-
ticing lawyer constituted the other members,
who were appointed by the Board of County
Commissioners for two years.

The commissioners have cognizance of all

applications for admission to the hospital or
for the safe keeping otherwise of insane per-

sons. They may issue subpoenas and perform

the functions of a court. On sworn informa-
tion, tlie commissioners may summon an al-

leged lunatic, examine witnesses, including a
piiysician they appoint to personally examine
the person, and, if the i)hysician's certificate

and the evidence justify the verdict of insan-
ity, a warrant, with a copy of the evidence, is

sent with the lunatic to the superintendent of
the asylum.
Pauper lunatics may be confined in poor-

houses or jails. A lunatic nuiy be placed in
the special custody of some person approved
by the commissioners.

Delaware.—The Court of Chancery shall
have the care of insane {)ersons above the age
of twenty-one years, and sludl appoint trus-

tees, after due inquiry and verdict by a jury.

VVIienever the friends or relatives of an in-

digent lunatic i)ersonally ajjply to or petition
the Chancellor, presenting also lunacy certifi-

cates from two reputable iihysicians of the
county in which the lunatic resides, one of
whom must be the county almshouse physi-
cian, to the effect that more efficient medical
treatment is necessary than can be given in
the local almshouse, and the trustees of the
poor of the county certify to the person's indi-

gency, the Chancellor shall recommend to the
Governor that the lunatic be I'emoved to the
insane department of the New Castle County
Almshouse. The latter place subsequently be-

came the Delaware State Hospital, and admis-
sion thereto was dependent upon the evidence
and certificate of at least two respectable phy-
sicians, based upon due inquiry and personal
examination of the alleged lunatic.

District of Columbia.—Admission to the
Government Insane Asylum is by the authori-
ty of the Secretary of the Interior, which he
may grant after due process of law showing
the person to be insane. Or the Secretary of
War, the Secretary of the Navy, or the Secre-
tary of the Treasury shall authorize the super-
intendent of the asylum to receive officers of

the army, navy, or revenue marine service,

or patients from the marine hospital service.

Pay patients may be admitted, on the certifi-

cate of two respectable resident physicians of

the District that the person is insane and fit

for asylum treatment, accompanied by the
written request of the nearest relatives or
friends.

Florida.—When, by petition or otherwise,

a circuit judge is informed that there is a lu-

natic within the limits of the judicial circuit,

a sheriff's writ may be issued by tlie judge and
the person brought before him for inquiry

into his lunacy. If. upon investigation, such
person is found to be a lunatic, " the judge
shall pass such order or decree as is usual or

necessary in such cases." A destitute lunatic

may be sent to the State insane asylum, or de-

livered to a private person, who shall provide
for his care, custody, and maintenance for a
sum not exceeding one lumdred and fifty dol-

lars per annum. The judge may call in a
physician to testify as to the lunacy, for a re-

muneration of five dollars, and ten cents a
mile for traveling expenses.
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Georgia.-Upon the petition of any person
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poenaed, and a jury of six persons, includimr
one physician, is impaneled. The case shall
be tried in the presence of the alleged lunatic,who has the right to be as.sisted by counselwho may challenge jurors. After hearing the
evidence the jury shall render a written ver-
dict, that must embody the substantial factsshown by the evidence. The verdict is recordl
ea, and the person, if insane, is committed tosome State hospital for the insane on a war-
rant issued to the sheriff, or relative of the
lunatic, authorizing the latter's arrest and con-
veyance to the hospital.

If necessary, the court may order the tem-
porary commitment of a supposed lunatic

.No person in any way connected with an
asylum for the insane shall receive or detain a
person who shall not have been declared in-
line by the verdict of a jury, under penalty ofnne and imprisonment.

Indiana.—AH' insane persons residing in
tlie State of Indiana, and having a legal settle-

ment in any county therein, ^hall Ix- cntiU..!
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of ui.sane persons within their respective conn-
ties, i hey have the i.ower to issue subrnrnas
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A [.plication for admi.ssion to the hospitalmust be made in the form of sworn nnidavit •

the commLssioners exannne tlie informant, the
alleged lunatic, ami such other witnesses «,may be necessary. The me.li.nl .ommi.ss.oner
or some other competent j.hvsician shall per-sona ly examine the alleged lunatic and cer-
tify to his m.i.tal condition. If the person is
not insane he must Ih> immediately duu
Charged; if insane, a warrant t.. that effect is
issued an.I the lunatic conveve.l t.. an asylum
the lunatic may appeal t.. the court f.V ei-
amination at any time within ten days after
the filing of the commissioners' findinc's. The
commissioners may apj.oint a suitable person
as special cust.KJian of the lunatic.

Kansas,—On information, in writing, to
the j.robate court that any one in its county is
a penjon of unsound min.l. the court, if .satis-
fie.i that there is goo<l cans,, for the rxerclM!
of Its jurisdiction, shall cause the facts lo be
inquired into by a jury of six jK-ryons. one of
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whom sliall be a physician in regular practice.

The alleged lunatic has the right to be present

at the trial, to be represented by counsel, and
to challenge jurors. The jury shall render a

written verdict, signed by all the members.
If insane, the court shall order the person's

commitment to a State insane asylum, the

judge making application to the superintend-

ent thereof and transmitting a copy of the

verdict.

Kentucky.—If any person be of unsound
mind, it shall be the" duty of the circuit or

county court of the county in which he resides,

upon application of the attorney- for the Com-
monwealth, or, if he be absent, of the county
attorney, to cause an inquest by a jury to be

held in open court to inquire into the fact.

The court shall a[)poiut some mcinbef of the

bar to represent and jjroteet the interests and
rights of tlie person alleged to be of unsound
mind; and it shall also ho the special duty of

the Commonwealth's attorney to prevent the

finding of any person as an idiot or lunatic

who in his opinion is not such. The alleged

lunatic must, if possible, be present at the

trial. If the judge is satisfied that the verdict

is sustained by the evidence, judgment is so

entered ; otherwise it is set aside and a new
inquest ordered. The judge who presides at

the inquest shall draw u[) a brief history of

the case, if the person is found insane, and a
copy of this statement is sent to the asylum
with the record.

Louisiana.—The statutes of this State only
refer to lunatics from the standpoint of prop-

erty rights. The acts of imbecility, insanity,

or madness must be proved to the satisfaction

of the judge, that he may bo able to pronounce
the interdiction, and this proof may bo estab-

lished as well by written as by parol evidence
;

and the judge may interrogate the person
whose interdiction is petitioned for, or cause

such persons to be examined by physicians or

other skillful persons, in order to obtain their

report, upon oath, on the real condition of the

alleged lunatic.

Maine.—The municipal oflficers of towns
shall constitute a board of examiners, and on
written complaint shall immediately inquire

into the condition of a person alleged to be in-

sane, calling before them all necessary wit-

nesses. If they think the person insane, they
shall fortViwith send him to a hospital, with
a certificate stating the fact of the insanity,

and directing the person's detention until re-

covered or discharged by law. An appeal
may be taken from the decision within five

days after it is made known. The appellant
names one justice of the peace and the board
of examiners another; or, if the latter body
refuses to act within three days, the appel-
lant may name both justices, who will hear
all proper testimony and decide the case, com-
mitting the person, if necessary, if found in-

sane.

Maryland.—When any person is alleged to

be a lunatic, the circuit court of the county in

which he resides, or the criminal court of Bal-

timore, if the person is a resident thereof, shall
cause a jury of twelve to be impaneled ; and if

the person is adjudged insane, the court shall

cause the person to be sent to the almshouse
of the county or city to which he belongs, or
to some suitable place for confinement and
treatment. Friends of the lunatic may pro-
vide asylum wherever they see fit.

Massachusetts.—A judge of the Supreme
.Judicial Court or Superior Court in any county
where he may be, and a judge of the probate
court, or of a police, district, or municipal
court in his county, may commit to a State
lunatic asylum any insane person residing in
his district. No person shall be committed
without a judge's order, which shall state that
the person is insane and fit for treatment ; and
he shall see the person, unless inexpedient,
and shall hear oral testimony ; and have a cer-

tificate, signed by two physicians, graduates of
legally organized medical colleges, each a prac-
titioner of at least three years' experience in

the State, and neither connected with any
establishment for treatment of the insane.

Each physician must have personally exam-
ined the alleged lunatic within five days of

signing the certificate, and each shall certify

that in his opinion the person is insane and a
proper subject for treatment in a hospital,

and specify the facts on which this opinion is

founded.
A person applying for a lunatic's commit-

ment must give written notice of the fact to

the mayor, or selectmen, of the place where
the lunatic resides, and a copy of this, as well
as a statement of certain facts of personal his-

tory, must be filed with the application to the
judge. The superintendent of the hospital is

required to inform the lunatic's relatives, and
two other friends that may be designated, of
the fact of commitment.

In his discretion, the judge may summon a
jury of six men to determine whether the al-

leged lunatic is insane.

In an emergency, an insane person may be
confined in any asylum for five days without
an order of a judge.
The Governor and Council may license pri-

vate asylums for the insane. These institutions

are subject to visitation and to revocation of

license, and are under the supervision of the

State Board of Health, Lunacy, and Charity.

This board may discharge patients unneces-
sarily detained.

Michigan.—No person shall be admitted
or held as a private patient in any asylum,
public or private, or in any institution, home,
or retreat for the care or treatment of the in-

sane, except upon the certificate of two repu-

table physicians under oath, appointed by the

judge of probate of the county where such al-

leged insane person resides to conduct an ex-

amination, and an order from such judge set-

ting forth that the said person is insane, and
directing his removal to an asylum or institu-

tion for the care of the insane. No person
shall be held in confinement in any asylum for

more than fourteen days without such certifi-

cate or order. The judge shall institute an
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N. inquest and lake pmofs as to the ullef;ril iii-

' EUiuty before granting sia-h order, and in liis

discretion may call a jury of six persons to

di'terniine the mental condition of tlie person.
The jury is summoned and impaneled as in a
justice's ctiurt. If sal isfiictory evidence is ad-
duced thai the person is of unsound mind aud
in need of asylum care or treatment, the jwtlgc

shall grant an order lor the lunatic's removal
to such institution.

No physician can certify to a person's in-

sanity unless he is of reputahle character, a
graduate of some incorporated medical college,

a fiermanent resident of the State, registered

according to law, unrelated by blood or mar-
riage to the alleged luiuitic or to the per-

son a[)plying for the certificate, a practition-

er of three years" standing, and unless he
has personally examined the alleged lunatic.

If connected in any way with an asylum,
the physician can not give a lunacy certiti-

cale.

It is illegal for county authorities to consign
any insane pauper to the county almshouse if

there is room for his treatment in a Stale asy-
lum.

Minnesota,—On information, the probate
court or. in the absence of the judge, the court
commissioner of any county, shall issue a war-
runt for the ajiprehension of an alleged insane
person. Two reputable persons, one of whom
must be a qualified physician, and the judge
together constitute a jury for the examination
of the alleged lunatic, compelling the attend-

ance of witnesses and obtaining answers to

certain definite questions. The jury files a
written report, and if llie person is found in-

sane, the court may order his commitment to

an asylum or to the custody of relatives or
friends.

Mississippi—Mere idiots, fools, and known
incurables, who are not dangerous, shall not be

admitted into the insane asylums, but, if in-

digent, may be cared for as paupers.
The chancery courts have jurisdiction of

writs of lunacy, to be exercised bv the clerks

at anytime, subject to the courts approval.

Any citizen may make applicaticm, under oath,

to the clerk, who shall summon the alleged

lunatic to contest the application. and six free-

holders shall make inquest under oath. If the

jury finds the person ins^uie. the clerk directs

his arrest and conveyance to an asylum : if the

latter is full, the lunatic is confined in the

county jail.

A person not adjudged insane may. on appli-

cation to an asylum superintendent and the

presentation of a sworn certificate from two
licensed practicing physicians and one respec-

table citizen, be admitted to the asylum at the

superintendent's discretion.

Missouri.—On written information, the

probate court may order a jury inquiry into

the mental condition of any person alleged to

be insane. The jierson should have notice of

the proceedings. and. if possilile. be brought l>o-
!

fore the court. The (piestion of in-ianity mint
be proved like any other fact. The court may

^

order the lunatic's confinement in any suitable
place.

Montana.—Upon sworn information, the
prt>bate judge or the chairman of the Hoard
of County Commissioners shall caus*- any al-

leged lunatic to appear before him, and ai the
same time summon a jury of three citizens, one
of whom shall be a licensed practicing iihvhi-

cian, to examine the allegeii lunatic. If "ad-

judged insane, a sheriff delivers the lunatic to
a contractor who is the lowest and l)esl bidder
for the care, custody, and nuiintenance of the
insane. The contractor is appoinUnl and su-
l)ervised by the Commissioners of the Insane,
who are elected by the Legislative Ass<'mbly,
one commissioner from eac-h judicial district,

who serves two years.

Ifebraska.—In each county there shall be
a boa id of three commissioners—the clerk of
the district court, a respectable practicing |)hy-

sician, and a respectable practicing lawyer, the
latter members a|ipointeu bv the jinige of the
court, to serve two years, 'two members con-
stitute a quorum, and the judge of the court
or another physician or lawyer may be called

in to coni[)lete aquorum. On information, the
commissioners examine witnesses and com[>el

I

the presence, if desirable, of an alleged luna-
tic, and hear the testimony of a physician ap-

f>ointed by them, who has examined the alleged

unatic. If adjiulged insane, the lunatic is

I sent to an asylum, the su|)e'rintendent thereof

being furnished with a copy of the decision

and the physician's certificate.

Nevada.—The district judge of any judi-

cial district or, in case of his absence or inaliil-

ity to act. the county clerk, shall upon sworn
application cause any alleged lunatic to be

brought before him, and he shall summon at

the same time two or niore witnesses of the

facts sup|>orting insanity, and two graduates
in medicine, who shall hear the testimony and
examine the person. If the physicians certify

on oath that the |)ers<in is a lunatic requiring

confinement, and if the judge or clerk is satis-

fied that the facts in evidence establish the

existence of insanitv. then a warrant shall bo
issued placing the [\inatic in charge of the

Board for Indigent Insane. This lK)ard ctin-

sists of the tiovernor. State Comptroller, and
State Trejisiirer. and it transfers the patient to

the State asylum.

New Hampshire.—Xo person shall he

committed to an a>ylum for tne insane, except
by oriler of the court or the judge of the |tr(v

bate court, without the ci»rtificnte of two repu-

table physicians regarding tin- farts of the

ins<»nity. given after a [>ersonal examimition
made within one week of the committal. A
certificate of a judge, mayor, or .M-lit-tman,

attesting the genuineness of the signatures

and the resfiectability of the signers, must ac-

company the former diK-ument. An insane

pauper may Ik- committed by or«ler of the

overseers of the poor. or. if they fail to so com-
mit, the SiiiiriTne Court ora jmlge thereof may
do this. '1 he parent, guanlian. or friends of

any insane person may cause him to be com-
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mitted to the asylum, with the trustees' con-

sent.

The State Board of Health constitutes a com-
mission of lunacy, and must thoroughly in-

spect all asylums at least Once in every four

months.

New Jersey.—No court or judge shall

make any order committing any person to a

State lunatic asylum unless the lunacy shall

be testified to before the judge or court by at

least two respectable [jhysicians, and unless, in

the ease of a pauper, the person making appli-

cation for the commitment has given the free-

holders at least one day's notice of his applica-

tion.

New Mexico.—Any district judge shall

direct an inquest by a jury of not less than six

or more than twelve, regarding the mental

condition of an alleged lunatic. If adjudged

insane, the court may commit the lunatic to

the cai'e of such person or persons as it may
deem proper.

New York.—No person shall be committed
to or confined as a patient in any asylum, jiub-

lic or private, or in any home, retreat, or insti-

tution for the care and treatment of the in-

sane, except upon the certificate, under oath

of two physicians, setting forth the person's

insanity. But the person may not be confined

in such institution more than five days unless

within that time such certificate be apprised

by a judge of a court of record. The judge

niay institute inquiry and take proofs as to

any alleged lunacy before approving or disap-

proving of such certificate, and he may, in his

discretion, call a jury to determine the lunacy.

A physician, to certify, must be a legal f)rac-

titioner of three years' experience, a perma-

nent resident of the State, whose qualifieations

have been certified to by a judge of a court of

record, and whose credentials are on file with

and have been approved by the State Commis-
sion in Lunacy.

It is the duty of the overseers of the poor

or the town or city constable to report to the

superintendent of the poor of the presence of

a lunatic in their jurisdiction; and the superin-

tendent shall apply to tlie county judge or

surrogate, who shall examine the lunatic, and,

if necessary, order his confinement. Within
ten days the lunatic must l)e taken to a State

insane asylum ; and no lunatic may be con-

fined in any prison, jail, or house of correction

longer than that period.

Any lunatic may appeal to a justice of the

Supreme Court from a commitment decision of

a subordinate court.

The State Commission in Lunacy, consisting

of a physician of at least ten years' practice,

who is the president, a lawyer of at least ten

years' experience, and a reputable citizen, have
ifull power at all times to look into and exam-
ine the condition of all public and private in-

stitutions for the custody, care, and treatment
of the insane ; to inquire into the methods of

government and management of their inmates;

to examine the condition of the buildings,

grounds, and other property connected there-

with ; to visit the institutions quarterly ; to

revoke the license of any private institution

;

to conduct inquiries regarding the existence

of abuses in such institutions; and to make
an annual report of their acts.

North Carolina.—On information, a jus-

tice of the peace shall issue a precept requir-

ing the alleged insane person to be brought
before him and one or more justices, and they

shall take the testimony of at least one physi-

cian and such other persons as may be neces-

sary ; and if two of the justices decide that the

person is insane, and some friend will not be-

come responsible for him, they shall transmit

the lunatic to an asylum, with a copy of tlie

examination papers. They must also transmit

a full report of their proceedings to the clerk

of the superior court of their county.

Ohio.—On written information, a ^lounty

probate judge issues a warrant for the alleged

lunatic to be brought before him, and sum-
mons witnesses, including a respectable physi-

cian ; if inexpedient to produce the alleged

lunatic in person, the judge must visit him
and satisfy himself by actual inspection re-

garding the condition of the person. If ad-

judged insane, the medical witness must make
out a certificate detailing certain specified

facts, and the judge seiuis a copy of this and
of his findings to the superintendent of the

district insane asylum, and applies for the

lunatic's admission. Or he may deliver the

insane person to the custody of friends. If

the asylum is full, the judge may direct the

confinement of the lunatic in the county in-

firmary or jail.

Oregon.—On information, a county judge
issues a warrant for the alh-ged lunatic, and
subpoenas one or more jihysicians to examine
the person. If they certify on oath that the
person is insane, and the judge is satisfied he
is, the lunatic shall be placed in an asylum or
given into the custody of friends. An appeal
may be taken from the judge's decision.

Pennsylvania. — On written application

accompanied by affidavits, a court of common
pleas may appoint a commission consisting of

one or more persons, or the judge himself may
hold such inquisition, a jury of not less than
six or more than twelve being summoned. If

adjudged insane, such orders as may be neces-

sary are made for the lunatic's maintenance.
No person may be received or detained in

an insane asylum without a certificate signed
by at least two physicians residing in the Com-
monwealth, who have been actually in the
practiceof medicine for at least five years, who
have separately examined the patient, who are

not related to "the latter by blood or marriage,
and who are not connected with the asylum in

which it is proposed to place the person. The
certificate must be made out within a week of

the person's examination, and within two
weeks of the patient's admission, and shall be
duly sworn to before a judge or magistrate
who shall certify to the genuineness of the sig-

natures and the good standing and repute of

the signers.
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Rhode Island.-On sworn written com-plain i„ any justice or clerk of a districtcourt a wanaiil shall be issue.l for the iresence of an ullego.i insane ,,crson. If the com-

p aint IS accompanied by the certificate of twophysicians that it is inexpedient to pnfd "

may be held ma place conducive to the ..er-sons welfare. If. on exan.ination. the com-
plain IS a. judged true, the court shall com-mit the patient to an insane asvlum. Or onan.davit, a justice of the Supreme Court ma?appoint not less than three commis.ionen to
MUire into the condition of an alleged l^na^icsand to reoort thereon, the justice confinn-mg or disallowing the report and orderingcommitment ,>r otherwise accordin.-lv

^

friSr 1 rfl"'"^ "f J"'"'"'^- ?""'-dian.. orfriends, and the certificate of two practicing
physicians known to the superintendent of theinsane hospital, a patient may be received anddetained.

Upon the petition of any person confined inan asylum to a justice of the Supreme CourtTT 'T'!,V"^"1 J^'t^Mition.aTommiZn
as above shall be ordered.

Sotith Carolina.-\Vhenever a iud<re ofprobate or circuit court shall direct an orderto any trial justice to inquire as to the diocvlunacy, or epilepsy of any person, or when , :

justice that a person is an idiot, lunatic or
epileptic, and is chargeable for his sum^^^^^^^ onthe county it shall be the duty of sich tna"|ust.ce forthwith to call to his-assisfanJe t™!
licensed practicing physicians, and examinesuch person and the evidence of his oi her

sh!d?-';i'/'r-'''"^
'P'''r^*>'- '^^^"^'^ physicians

shall certify, under oath, that they are regis-tered in accordance with the State law; thatthey have examined the person separately • thatthey are not relate<l by blood or marriage tosaid person
:
that, if found insane, to the bestOf their medical knowledge the person thevrecommend for admission^o the lunatic asy-um IS an epileptic, or an idiot, or a lunatic

ncurable nt home and violent or dangerous
If adjudged insane, the judge, or, where thesubject IS a pauper, the board of county com-
missioners in his or its discretion, mav makean order that the said person shall be sent to a
unatic asylum. The physicians recommend-

Ing commitment are guilty of misdemeanor ifthe aforesaid person is neither violent nor
dangerous; and a probate judse or board

'

01 county commissioners committing a person
without a medical certificate is guilty of mis-
demeanor.
The county commissioners mav be required

on notice from the asylum supei-intendent toremove imbeciles from the institution to the
county poorhouse. Since 18;«» the law of this
btate has prohibited the confinement of any
lunatic in jail for safe keeping; the sheriff
must at once send such a person, according to
law. to tlie insane asvlum.

12.10

'tioirt^u"?''/'!"'"'"-''^""*''-
^'1'"" "''««•"'«-

,

lion, the court may onler the sheriff to .sum-
I

"cn a jury of twelve freeholders and to "ul
1

I-a-iia w, nesses to astertain the end i ion ad
I

nu re or must be made to the existimr or nextsucceeding term of the court. If f.ljud '
,insane, and the lunatic has pnmortv t

.'

m.Amay appoint a guardian • if a nnuK'r e
'

'

c't'bidder'"''i;''-' '.Y'"
"^ "'"-• •-'"'"- "-

,

;^';t ""Id*-', f. in the court's reces.s, a justiceof the peace is satisfie<l from the finding of a

e InnT "">"«'r.-
""" « '"""tic is ,1„ .gfr ,.«he may commit him ,., jail until the next termof the court. The chancery court only lak -scognizance of cases in which the „1 le "e M !

,

natic^has an estate exceeding five hundred

I ''ospital by their legal guardians, or by theirrelations or friends, or i,y a justice of ,he

the State asylums in the proportion of one toevery-^four thousand of the /.opulation o? i£
If the justice of the peace commits a persona medical certificate of insanity, signe.l J.y „teast one respectable physician, must acC. -

pany the copy of the witnesses' testimony.

crmf,^.*^T^-
^'^'"^ ''''"•'" '"formation, thecounj judge issues a warrant for the arrest ofan alleged lunatic, and summons a jury of sjx

i lie county attorney prosecutes the ca-^e in thename Of the State of Texas as plaintiff Thejury must give a verdict in writing answering
cerlain questions submitted by the judce Ifadjudged insane, the ju.lge shall communicate
with an asylum superinten.lent. and if there isroom in the institution the lunatic shall \kconveyed thereto. But if a friend or relative
will give bond for proper care of the insane
person, the court may give ..uch person into
the custody of said frien.l or relative.
A friend, relative, parent, or guardian mavmake a sworn statement of anall.'ged lunatic's

condition, and have a physician's alTl.iavit
certifying to the careful examination of the
person and the fact of his insanity, and send
these papers, with a county judge's certificate
of the good standing of the i)h\sician, to the
superintendent of an asylum. The latter offi-
cial may admit the lunatic as a pay patient.

Utah.—Upon sworn information, a^intr
prohate judge may issue a warnu.t f.i^, «1-

Tennessee.—Turisdiction over the persons
and estates of i.llots. lunatics, and other per-
sons of unsound mind is intrusted to the

I 11 • V v.
• •" "• """niiii lor an al-

leged lunatic, shall hear testimony including
that of two practicing j-hysicians cognizant of
the facts m issue, may i«>rsonallv examine the
alleged lunatic, and if he finds the rierson in-
sane and fit for treatment in an asvlum hemay .«o commit him. The friends or' kindred
of a lunatic may lie awarded custody if ihev
give liond and satisfactory evident to ih'o
judge of their fitness anrl cnpjibility.
An appeal may Iw taken from the probate to

the district court.

Vennont.—No person shall »>e admitted to
or d.tiiined in an insane asvlum as n luitipnt
or inmate except upon the certificate of such
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person's insanity made by two physicians,

legally qualified, and residents of the State
;

and such certificate shall contain a statement
that each is legally qualified to practice as a

physician, and the reasons for adjudging such
person insane. It is sworn to before any offi-

cer authorized to administer an oath, and sucli

officer shall append to said certificate his jurat,

certifying therein that the physicians are of

unquestionable integi-ity and skill. The phy-

sicians shall not be members of the same firm,

nor asylum officers, and the certificate must
be sworn to within ten days of the person's

admission to the asylum.
A friend or relative may appeal from the

decision of the physicians to the supervisors

of the insane, who must examine the case and
decide the facts.

An asylum officer who detains or receives a
person whose insanity is not attested as above

shall be imprisoned in the State prison not

more than three years.

A person may also be received into an asy-

lum without a certificate upon the order or

sentence of the supreme or county court, upon
the presentation of a certified copy of the or-

der or sentence.

The General Assembly elects biennially three

supervisors of the insane, who hold office for

two years, and two of whom shall be physi-

cians. They must visit every State or private

institution for the insane as often as occaSfcn

requires, and one member must visit as often

as once each month. They may conduct in-

vestigations, discharge patients, make such or-

ders as may be necessary, and make or revoke
licenses for private asylums.

Virginia.—Any justice who shall suspect

any person in his county or corporation to be

a lunatic shall issue his warrant ordering such
person to be brought before him. lie and two
other justices shall inquire whether such per-

son be a lunatic, and for that purpose sum-
mon his physician (if any) and any other wit-

nesses. Twenty-two questions are propounded
for the purpose of ascertaining tlie degree of

mental disturbance. If the justice decides

that the person is a lunatic and ought to be
confined in an asylum, he shall order his re-

moval thereto, unless some person will give
approved bond for the proper care of the lu-

natic.

The sheriff must ascertain whether there is

a vacancy in any asylum, and until such va-

cancy exists the patient shall be kept in jail.

By Chapter 41!), approved May 24, 1887,' the
Governor is authorized to cause insane persons
confined in the different jails to be supported
and maintained outside of the State asylums
until they can be provided for therein.

On application, the examining board of a
State insane asylum may receive an insane
person as a patient, if unanimous that he
ought to be admitted and that the applicant
will be responsible for his care and mainte-
nance.

Washington. — Upon sworn application,

the judge of the superior court of any county
shall cause an alleged lunatic to be brought

before him, and shall subpcena two or more
witnesses and two reputable physicians, who
shall personally examine the person and hear
the testimony. If the physicians certify that
the person is a dangerous lunatic, and the
judge is satisfied regarding his condition, he
shall order the lunatic sent to the nearest hos-
pital for the insane.

The accused person may demand and have
a jury trial.

With the sheriff's warrant directing the lu-

natic's commitment, the judge shall transmit
copies of the complaint and evidence.

In the event of the disability of a judge, the
judge from a neighboring county may act in

his stead.

West Virginia.—Any justice who shall

suspect an)' person in his county to be a luna-
tic shall issue his warrant ordering such per-

son to be brought before him. He shall in-

quire whether such person be a lunatic, and
for that purpose summon a physician and any
other witnesses. Some sixteen questions are
propounded to establish the person's mental
condition. If the justice is satisfied the per-

son is a lunatic requiring confinement, he may
commit him to an asylum or to the custody of
some suitable person. The lunatic is confined
in jail during the time the sheriff ascertains

whether an asylum can receive him ; and if he
is refused admission in an asylum, he remains
in jail until lawfully discharged or removed
therefrom.

Wisconsin. — Whenever any resident of
this State, or any person found therein whose
residence can not be ascertained, shall be or
be supposed to be insane, written application
may be made in his behalf by any respectable
citizen to the judge of the county or the cir-

cuit court, or any judge of a court of record,

in and for the county in which the person re-

sides or is found, for a judicial inquiry as to

the person's mental condition, and for an or-

der of commitment to some institution for the
insane. The applicant shall specify whether
or not a jury trial is desired. The judge re-

ceiving the petition shall appoint two disinter-

ested physicians of good repute for medical
skill and moral integrity to visit and examine
the person alleged to be insane. The physicians
must by personal examination satisfy them-
selves regaiding the person's condition, and
make a written report containing certain speci-

fied data. If the person is found to be insane,

the judge may commit him to an asylum for

the care of the insane. If the examination is

by a jury, the judge shall carry out the verdict

thereof.

Wyoming.—If information in writing be
given to the probate judge that any person is

of unsound mind, the court shall cause a jury
inquiry. In the court's discretion the person
may be brought before it. If the jury finds

the person a lunatic, the court appoints a
guardian of the person, or transfers the luna-
tic to the care of the county commissioners.
The latter must send such insane to the Terri-

torial Insane Asylum.



LUNENBURG MINERAL SPRING

LTJNENBITRG CHALYBEATE MIN-
ERAL SPRING.— A I'lmlybcjito s., IK.wiiig

G5 {jallous |)c'r hour, ia Essex Co., Vt. A re-

sort.

LYCANTHROPY.—A form of nmniii in

which the [i.UuiH rojiiiis at ni{;ht liowling like

a wolf, or 111 which lie iiimgiiies himself to be
a wolf.

LYCOMANIA.—See Lycanthropv,

LYSSINOSIS 1261

LYMPHJEMIA.—That form of Icueo
cylhaiiiia 111 whii h the chief i>ulhol(»(,'ic«l ac-
tivity is iiiuiiircsted in the lyin|.hutic (jlantls

;

these are hypertropliicd, uiid hvperlr"|ihieil
lymphatie tissue is found in glandular organs,
as tiie liver, etc.

LYSSA.—Sec Radies.

LYSSINOSIS.— Pneumonitis produced by
the inhalation of cotton fibers.
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